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The art itself is nature."

—
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July 2, 1881. THE GARDEN INDEX.

litTIDEIX: TO "VOLTJIMIE 22112^.

Abies EuselmaDni glauca, 605 ;
lasio-

cavpa grafted, 83 ;
SraitUiana, 3o9

Abrouias, the, 203 .

Abutilon insigne. 21 ; \an Ilouttei, -2t

Abutilons for winter tlowenng, IjJ ;

new, o2i
Abyssinian Knipliofla, 548

Acacia avmita, 112 ; oxypbylla, 112 ;

dealbata, 34 ; longifolia magnihca,

209 ;
platyptera, 2 ;

Eiceana UU
;
at

Kew 308 ; cuttinss of, 112 ; Hose, 616

Acer insigne, 355 ; rubrum, 368

Actiniopteris radiata australis, 363

Ada aurantiaca, 143

Adiautum Capillus-venens coruubiense,

111 Lawsoni, 563 ;
maorophyllum,

612 ;'monochlamys, 411 ;
pedatiim, 591

Adiantums, hardy, 179

jEchmea tasciata, 654

Aerides Fieldingi, 251
, ^,, . „,

jEscuIus Hippocastana fl.-pl., 621 ,
ma-

crostachya, 309
_

Agapanthus, 21 ; the white, uoS

Agapetes bnxfolia, 483

Aijave Hunti, 460 ; Parryi, 460 ;
striata

Bichardsi, 372 ; attennata var. glau-

cescens, 3 ; Hookeri, 3

Agaves flowering at Kew, 3

Ainsliw, Wallieri, 116

Altebia quinata, 392

Alexandra Palace Show, 639

Algeria, plants of, 202

Album azureum, 643

Allosoms crispus, 179

Alocasia, culture of, 69
.

Aloe macracantha, 323 ;
supralfcvis, 116 ;

Salm Byckiana, 116 ;
abyssmica

Aloes, Cape, at Kew, 116

Alonsoa Mutisi, 464

Alpine flora of Forfarshire, 15

Alpines from Berwick, 616

Alpinia nutans, 335

Alstrremeria Pelegrina, 686

Amaryllis Hendersoni, 34 ; John Id eal,

294 ; Miss Alice Gair, 294; Koyal

Standard, 294 ; Leopoldi, 88 ;
mal-

formed, 344 ; ilr. Henry Little, 341

seedling, 166; Storr's Beauty, 363

Cecilia, 363; Empress of India, 363

Madame Albani, 363

American blight, 386 ;
Watcrton's cure

for, 283
American Grapes, 76

American spring flowers, 418

American plants, 620

Amhei'stia nobilis, 416

Ammobium alatum, 493

Anipelopsis Veitchi, 61

Anchusa capensis, 21

Andromeda floribmida, 294 ;
japonioa,

variegated, 264 ;
pulverulenta, 634

Androsacc Laggeri, 374; hardiness of,

448
Androstrephium violaceum, 516

Anemone alpina, 617 ;
apennina, 414

;

capensis, 367, 649 ;
coronaria, 386 ;

and
vaiieties, 438 ; Hudsouiana, 616 ; Ko-

binsoniana, 433 ; stellata, 385

Anemones, blue, in the wild garden, 555;

Chrysanthemum-flowered, 439 ; from

Nenagh, 416 ; from seed, 447

Angra;cuni citratum, 224, 483 ; Kotschyi,

675 ; sesquipedale, 62

Anguloa Tnrneri, 560

Annuals, for bedding, 349 ; hardy, 256

Auopteris glandulosus, 300

Ansellia afrlcana superba, 142

Anthericum Liliastruin, 683

Anthurium Andreanum, 116, 363 ; finely-

flowered, 592

Antliurium candidum, 124 ; floribundum,

30; Palmeri, 368; Veitchi, 344

Antirrhinums from seed, 570

Ants in Ferneries, 480

Aphrophuta spumaria, 316

Aphelexis maerantlia, 56

Aponogeton distacbyon, 367, 392, 665

Apples, Baruack Beauty, 189 ; culture of,

136; ditto, for market, 137; Giielton,

109 ; imports of, 592, 630
;
preservation

of, 282 ; baked, and Cherries, 270 ; best
market, 270; boxes of, for winter, 164

;

Canadian v. American, 4 ; cookiug des-

sert, 4, 109 ; keeping sorts of, 78 ; local

sorts of, 2S9 ;
packing, for market, 77 ;

Sharp's, an oruamental tree, 613 ; Snow,
46 ; Faracuse, 46

Apple trees, canker in, 441; Mistletoe
on, 480; grafting old, 270; American,
111

Apricot bloom, 450
Aquarium, plants for a tropical, 328
Aquilegia canadensis, 313; ditto, at

home, 600 ;
glandulo--a, 555, 597 ;

viridiflora, 462, 540
Arabia anbrietioides, 463
Aralia Chabrieri, 513, 560 ; Kerchoveana,

457, 469 ; Maximowiczi, 664
Araucaria imbricata, 504
Ardisias, 104
Arenaria grrenlandica, 27
Arisaiina tiiphyllum, 439
Aristolocllia Goldieana, 534
Arineria alpina, varieties of, 557 ; Lau-

clieana, 516
Arnebia echioides, 490
Arthropodimii cirrhatum, 404
Artichokes, Jerusalem, not growing, 311
Art ill the garden, 31
Artocarpus Cannoni, 387 ; incisa, 162
Arum orieutale, 576
Aruudina bambusicfolia, 53
Ash and Oak, 628
Asimina triloba, 689
Asplenium apieidens, 560 ; Baptisti, 204,

4
Asparagus, blanched, 23 ; competition,

640 ; culture of, on the French plan,

53, 160 ; cutting, 450 ; elTectof wind on,

117 ; in small gardens, 101 ; new, 658 ;

on clay soil, 171 ; salt on, 434 ; tenu-
issimus, 457, 459 ; one year old, 651

;

Cornish, fc51

Asparagus Kale, 580
Aspen, the, 60-4

Asplenium contiguum flisuni, 560
;

aaundersoni, 363 ; Trichomanes, 314
Aster tenellus, 21

Asters, perennial, 408 ; the best kinds of,

38
Astilbe Thunbergi, 569
Astragalus adsurgens, 510
Aubrietias, propagation and culture of,

10 ; seedling, 29
Auriculas, seedling, 192 ; lecture on, 601

;

Mrs. William Brown, 460 ; John Bull,

490 ; Philip Frost, 460 ; Lizzie, 460

;

Hilda, 460 ; Splendour, 458 ; Mrs.
Moore, 458 ; Purpurea fl,-pl., 463

;

alpine, 391; laced, 494

Azalea Phrebus,660 ; Mrs. Cannicliael, 34

;

Mrs. Gerard Leigh, 252 ; Eoi Leopold
alba, 363 ; rosffiflora, 391 ; obtusa, 117

Azaleas at Fulham, 639 ; Indian, out ot

doors, 464, 677, 600 ; Mr. Carniichael's

seedling, 103

Azara Gilliesi, 87, 100

B.

Babiana, 21
Balsams as border plants, 300 ; in the

open air, 466
Bamboos, hardiness of, 128
Bambusa Maximowiczi, 664
Barbai'ea vulgaris fol. var., 134

Barberry, the purple leaved, 530 ; fruit

of, 642
Baskets, hanging, at Chatsworth, 21

Battersea Park, rockwork in, 70

Beans, Broad, amongst other crops, 358,

411 ; Scarlet Runner, 632
Bear's-foot Hellebore, 204
Beaucarnea recurvata, 372
Bedding, geometrical, 575 ; herbaceous,

670

Bedding plants, 163 ; and colour, 168,
107 ; summer and winter, 42

Beech, fine Fern-leaved, 622
Begonia Davisi fl.-pl. superba, 510 ;

Mrs. Sheppard, .560; Dregei, 262;
fuchsioides as a pillar plant, 263

;

glaucophylla spleiidens, 163 ; hybrida
F'rccbeli vernalis, 201 ; incariiata, 323 ;

miniata rosea, 323 ;
prunosa, 226 ;

Ver-
schaffelti, 226; Koezli, 293 ; socotrana,

33, 209
Begonias for walls of hothouses, 241

;

good winter, 166 ; hardiness of tuber-
ous, 610; new tuberous of 1830, 217;
tuberous tor bedding, 425, 467 ; tuber-
oil;', from cuttings, 682, 645

Belgium, notes from, 407
Berberis chinensis, 464 ; DarwinI, 154,

627 ;
japonica, 3b0 ; repens, 217 ; steno-

phylla, 562
Billbergia pallescens, 5S ; nutans, 59

;

vittata macrantha, 68
Birds, preservation, 28
Black Alder, 18
Black Currant, culture of the, 43
Black Pepper, 99
Black Pepper Vine, 103
Bladder Nuts, the, 43
Blandfordia Cunninghami hybrida, 34

;

(lammea elegans, 635
Blazing Stars, 38
Blenheim, 63
Blinds for greenhouse, 342 ; French, for

shading, 352
Blue Bells as Kew, 558
Bluets, white, 26
Bcehmeria nivea, 184
Boerkhausia rubra, 40
Bogs and bog plants, 175
Boilers, fuel for saddle, 11, 64, 112, 160 ;

in frost, 199 ; slow combustion, 375

Bomaria Caldasiana, 253, 634 ; multi-
flora, 235 ; oligautha, 2

Book hawking, 194
Book on indoor gardening, 21
Boots, waterproof, 145
Borders, digging, 361 ; herbaceous and
shrubbery, 30 ; root-infested, 121

Boronia megastigma, 368
Bos primigenius, 515
Botanical gardens, ill-managed. 627
Botanic Garden, Georgetown, 56
Bougainvillea from Algiers, 346

;
glabra

out-of-doors, 217
Bouquets, large, 117 ; Italian, 2

Bouvardia, new double, 181, 109, 645
Bowiea volubilis, 312
Bramble, the double white, 344
Bread Fruit, the, 162
Brier, the Sensitive, 40
Broccoli, autumn and winter, 54 ; the

hardiest, 413 ; laying -winter, 358, 465,

667 ; sprouting, 196 ; Veitch's Self-pro-

tecting, 24 ; winter and spring, 557
Brodiseas, Califoruian, 645

Bromeliad, a new, 37
Bronisgrove, effects of the winter at, 505

Brooch, new water, 59
Broussonetia papyrifera, 18

Brownea coccinea, 199 ;
grandiceps, 116

Brugmansia sanguinea in borders, 472
Brunsvigias, culture of, 103
Brussels Sprouts from home-saved seed,

82 ;
good and bad, 277

Bulbs, annual reproduction of, 57 ; Lily,

336 ; ditto, annual or perennial, 120 ;

transplanting, 57
Bullfinches and fruit buds, 109
Burlingtonia Candida, 483

C.

Cabbage, spring, 627 : sprouts, 65S

Cabbages, autumn-planted, 631
Cactus Dahlia, 472 ; a splendid, 642

Cacti at Sudbury House, 686 ; Rockjr

Mountain, 603 ; winter-ilowering, 6»

Caladium Frederick Baus6, 459

Caladiuras, new, 638
Calandrinia grandiflora, 376
Calandrinias, the, 376, 419
Calanthes as cut flowers, 6
Calanthe vcstita and Veitchi, 132 ; Tex-

tori, 657
Calceolaria bicolor crenatiflora, 490

;

Cloth of Gold, 569 ; hybrida Burbidgei,
59 ; fiichsi:cfolia, 252, 490 ; GoldenGeni,
347 ; violacea, 345

Calendars, curiosities of, 324
Califoruian Big Ucot, 0!)

Calla canariensis icthiopica, 300 ; culture
of, 485 ; double spathed, 345 ; fine

plants of, 226 ; out-of-doors in summer,
288

Calla Lilies, 385 ; planted out, 214, 317
Callirhoe pedata, 445
Calochortus Benthami, 587
Calypso borealis, 535
Camassia esculenta, 515, 557 ; Fraseri,

585 ; LeichtUni, 489
Camassias, the, 540
Camellia, black fungus on leaves, 123;

C. H. Hovey, 203; japonica, 220;
reticulata. 226

Camellias, 48, 317 ; and Azaleas, hardy,
552 : and lime water, 250 ; as wall
plants, 20 ; at Chelsea, 226 ; at Exeter,

620 ; at Upper HoUoway, 34 ; hardiness
of, 479 ; in Cornwall, 204, 477 ; out of

doors, 415 ; single red, 399 ; stems
splitting, 413 : without shade, 603

Campanula alpina, 624 ; double white,

620 ; thyrsoiJea, 313 ; pulla, 646; piuic-

tata, 645 ; nobilis, 645
Campanulas, dwarf, in pots, 103 ; for

pot culture, 160
Campemelle Jonquils, 34

Candahar, fruit growing at, 77

Candytuft, winter flowering, 220

Canna Ehemanni, 291, 440 ; iridiflora, 294

Cantua dependens, 367, 440
Cannes, notes from, 130, 203

Cape Pond Wee;! in Devon, 367

Cape Plant, the, 22

Cape Town, director of Botanic Garden
at, 84

Capparis spinosa, 22

Cardinal Flower on Blue Lobelia, 27

Cardinal Larr, spur, the, 234

Carnation Andalusia, 82 ; and Picotee,

308 ; culture of, 237, 445 ; cut-

tings of, 70 ; Mrs. G. Hawtrey, 52

Mrs. Maclaren, 52 ; in summer, 655

crossing, 490; for exhibition, 267

sporting, 398 ; best kinds, 07, 63

flowers from first year's seedlings, 214

from seed, 11, 65, 66, 97, 98, 153
" Jacks," 102 ; liquid manure for, 268

piping, 336; propagating tree, 166

tree, as chmbers, 67, 242

Carpenteria californiea, 535

Carrot Early Nantes, 102
Caryopbyllus aromaticus, 19

Cassia Fistula, 78, 133
Catasetnms in baskets, 5

Castle Ashby, 7

Castle Douington Cemetery, 83
Casuarina sumatrana, 192

Catalogues, garden, 90, 2-9, 290

Catalpa speciosa hardier than C. big-

nonioides, 504
Catalpa tree, the new, 128

Cattleya bulbosa, 62 ; Mendelli superba-

560 ; Mossia! and its varieties, 383

,

Skinneri, fine specimens of, 438

;

Trianai, varieties of, 142, 198; Wag;
neri, B3S

Ceanothus rigidus, 430

Cedar, a storm-tossed, 235

Cedars, ancient, 290, 360
Gedronella cordata, 559
Celeriac, culture of, 196

Celery, good, 24 ; raising new kinds of,

24 ; failing in growing, 24 ; tall v.

dwarf, 24
Celsia cretica, 645
Cetosias, culture of, 397
Cemlostoma Laburnella ,429
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Centaurea candiclissima, hardiness of,

5G0, 65i ; moschata alba, 337

Cepha'otaxus, the species of, 233

Cerasns corotiniana, 478 ;
pumila, 558

Certificatiug fruits, 118

ChamEcrops Fortunei, 47» 558 ; Griffith!,

558; Pahnetta, 534
Changed times, 133

Chatsworth House, closing grounds at

78
Cheirostemon platanoides, 123
Cherry, early, 610
Cherries and starlings, 138

Cheshire, spring notes from, 389
Chestnut, douhle. 621

Chevalliera Veitchi, 87, 654
Chilian Crocus, 495
Chimonauthus fragrans, 315, 386
i'hionanthus virginica, 478
Chionodoxa Luciliffi, 294
Choisya ternata, 363, 409, 558
Chorozema elegans, 497

Clu-istraas Roses, 10, 34, 58, 121 ; culture

of, 206; cut, 6-in. pots, 66; d-^ep

planting of, 336 ; twin-flowered, 337,

4U0
Clirysanthemum hloonis, size of, 160
ClirysantheniumcoroDarium,584 ; Etoile

(I'Or, 304 ; culture of, 4S, 275 ; small
flowered, 70; Anemone flowered, 103;
few or many flowered, 262; for floweis

and exhibition, 40 ; large, 213 ; of, 90
;

untrained, 32
Chysis Chelsoui, 199
Cineraria Marclied Fast, 458
Cineraria seed, 173
Cinerarias at Kedlees, 320; double, 191,

388; dwarf, 43S ; from seed, 242; y.

cuttings, 350; summer treatment of,

545
Clematis alpina, 557 ; halearica, 88

;

ditto, hardiness of, 447 ; George Eliot,

559 ; Lady Constance Kennedy, 559
;

W. E. Gladstone, 559 ; indivisa, 438
Clematis montana, 489, 610
Clematises, comparative hardiness of,

440 ; exhibition of, 512 ; select, 617

Clerodendron speciosum, 191 ; squama-
tum, 453

Clethra, the species of, 208
Clianthus Dampieri, 139, 367, 422, 439
Clibran, Messrs., nursery, Altrincham, 8
Climate, has it changed?, 145 ; of Japan,

27 ; Scotch, GOO
Climbers, stove, 320
Climbing plants, greenhouse, 173
Clintonia pulchella, 233
Clitorea Ternatea, 422
Clove tree, the, 205
Club Moss, the, as a basket plant, 241
Cluster-flowered Yew, the, 230
Cob Nuts and Filberts, culture of for

profit, and list of best kinds, 81
Cochleostemon Jacohianum, 686
Cocoa tree, the, 161
Ccclogyne conferta, 305 ; cristata alba,

345, 303, 411 : note on, 62 ; varieties of,

53, 251, 273, 323 ; ocellata maxima, 251
Coffea ai'abica angustifolia, 294
Colchicum luteum, 322
Coleus mania, 346
Coleuses, new, 638
CoUetia cruciata, 124
Colour and bedding plants, 168
Columbiues, seedling, 591, 642
Columnea SchieJeana, 535
Combination, a graceful, 642
Corahretum purpureum, 583
Comparettia falcata, 62
Conifer mania, the, 18
Conifers and frost, 217 : at Kew, 216 ; for
fiuwer beds in winter, 87 ; in Messrs.
Perkins' nursery, 71 ; on the prairies,

215
;
propagating, 246, 263 ; manual of,

644
Conservatory, a lai'ge, 116 ; at Kew, 199
Conservatories, lighting, 296
Constantinople Hazel, 191
Cooks, English v. French, 275
Copings, permanent, 189
Coprosma lucida, 294
Corbularia citrina, 191
Cordyline austrnlis, 159, 314 ; in Ireland,

233
Corn, ancient, 627
Corn Marigold, the common, 348
Cornish gardens, 564
Cornus suecica, 584
Coruwall, notes from, 111, 204, 385
Corydalis aurea, 600 ; Ledebouriaua, 299
Corylus Colurna, 191
Cotoneaster Simousi, 1

Cottage gardening, 374
Cottage porch, the, 519
Cotyledon fulgens, 166
Country seats, 7, 63, 393
Crab, the American, 401
Cranberry culture in England, 432

Crassula jasminea, 557
Crinum Moorei, 260, 204
Crocus buds not perfecting, 343
Crocus bulbs not maturing, 312
Crocuses, forcing, 350 ; in grass, 323
Croton Austinianum, 500 ; Lady Zetland,

457 : Princess of Wales, 560 ; Sinit-

zianum, 457, 450 ; recurvifolium, 663
Cropping, double, 457
Crops, market, 635
Crops that come in early, 357
Crystal Palace, School of Gardening at,

543 ; show at, 5S3
Cuckoo flower, 404 ; double, 506
Cucumber plants, raising. 433
Cucumbers, large, 90, 117, 145, 171;

failing to swell, 551 ; frame, 451
Cunonia capensis, 75
Cups, prize, 90
Cuttings, broken crocks for, 158
Cycad cones, scented, 252
Cycas undulata, 507
Cyclamen culture, 396 ; economical

ditto, 13
Cyclamen persicum, 294 ; Miss Lilian Cox,

294 ; Charming Bride, 204 ; semi-
double wliite, 190; Qiieen Victoria,

363 ; Ruby Gem, 199, 363 ; at Reading,
59 ; fine Persian, 226 ; from seeds, 286

;

hardy, 226
Cyclanthera pedata, 447 ; C. explodens,

447
Cyclobothra pulchella, in pots, 534
Cyclones and tropical vegetation, 22,

129, 624
Cydonia japonica, 478 ; JIaulei, 300
Cyrabidium Devonianum, 3S3 ; ebur-
neum, 593 ; eburneura maculatum, 483

Cyperus laxus variegatus. 459
Cypress, a celebrated, 664
Cypripedium Calceolus, 152, 586; eury-
andrum, 037; (Dnanthuni, 62 ; porphy-
reum, 62 ; pubescens, rapid growth of,

494
;
purpuratum, 142 ; spectabile, 152,

664 ; selligerum niajus, G3S
Cypripediums, 306 ; at Belton Park, 105;

at home, 586 ; at Upper Holloway
Nurseries. 251 ; hardy, 420, 574

Cyjtanthus Mackeni, 2

Cytisus hirtorus, 5S7 ; old purple, 5S3

Dacrydium Franklini, 30O
Baft'odils, and other spring flowers, 490

;

at itrockhurtt, 521 ; indoor decoration,
416 ; in parks, 493 ; races of, 508 ; twin
flowered, 033, 654

Dahlia Vuarezi, 472
Dahlias, single. 154, 174, 100, 361
Daisy, a new douide greenhouse, 558 ;

Aucuba leaved, 313, 318; double. 584;
Michaelmas, 493 ; for market, 267 ; on
lawns, 667

Damson trees, pruning, 271
Daphne Blagayana, 368, 414, 451 ; Cneo-
rum, 534; indica, 191, 242, 761, 288;
ditto on its own roots, 304 ; salici-

folia, 683
Davallia elegans polydactylon, 458, 459
Day Lily, the yellow, 300
Day Lilies, 589
Delphinium cardinale, 234, 254 ; nudi-

caule var. elatins, 234
Delphiniums, the scarlet, 308
Dendrobium nobile, 225, 306 ; Cam-
bridgeauum, 6, 53, 62 ; chrysanthuni,
second flowering of, G, 53 ; Domini,
62 ; Falooneri giganteum, 637 ; Free-
mani, 224; litniflorum, 224; 1. candi-
dum, 341; Hilli and speciosum, 274;
macrophyllum, 470 ; moniliforme, 62;
senile, 384 ; splendidissimum. 143

;

"Wardianum album, 225 ; Wardianum,
finely-flowered, 274

Dendrobiuras, fine growth of, 224
Dendrochilum glnmaceum, 198
Dentarias, the, 345
Deodar, the, 360
Desfontainea spinosa, 74
Deutzia, for forcing, 63 ; gracilis, after

flowering, 578
Dianthus alpinus, 591 ; Heddewigi, 152

;

barbatus, 645
Dicentra cucuUaria, 368
Didiscus cffiruleus, 337
Dieffenbachia insignis, 560
Dielytra oximia, 524 ; spectabilis, 469
Dillenia speciosa, 50
Dinner-table decoration, 120, 200
Dioscorea retusa, 411
Diospyrosyirginianaclroppingitsflowers,
2S8 "

Draba gigas, 489
Dracrena Leopold!, 560 ; Salmonea, 560

;

majestica, 500 ; Lindeni, 450, 579 ; Mrs.
C. J. Freake, 19; Rossi, 450; recurva,

450 ; Alexandra;, 450
Dracaenas at Anerley, 126
Draytoii-Beauchanip, notes from, 554
Drumlanrig, hardy flowers at, 323; in

winter, 276
Dryer, fruit, 77
Dubhn, notes from, 566, 617
Dunham Park estate, 3
Durian, the, 161

Enrly Dwarf T'lm Savoy, 81

Early vtgetables, 61
Earth enriched and moist, 157
Echiaocereus FeudlerJ, 638
Echium Decaisneanum, 440 ;

planta-
gineum, 507

Edelweiss in England, 018
Edinburgh Botanical Society, 246
Education, rural, 547
Eichornea azurea, 438
Elseagnuses, evergreen and deciduous,
73 359

Elder, golden, 640
Electric light for Cucumber growing,
413

Elm, a weeping, 400 ; destroyed by
Sculytus at Hatfield, 130 ; the Whit-
worth, 409

Embothrium coccineum, 515, 594
Encephalartos, species of, 68
English names for foreign plants, 354,

535
Epacris onosmreflora, 252
Epacrises, 300 ; for winter flowering, 122
Epidendrum bicornutum, 333, 525

;
pria-

raatocarpum, 433 ; vitelliuum, 384

;

Walhsi, 482
Epigwa repens, 413, 41G, 494
Epiphyllura truncatum, propagating, 582
Epping Forest, 30, 50 ; and the new
railway, 242, 290 ; I'unch on, 33

Epping Korest School, IS
Eranthemum albifloruni, 3,438
Eremurus caucasicus, G20 ; himalaicus,

554
Erica carnea, 294 ; carnea alba, 322

;

codonodts, 106, 233; nielanthera, not
hardy, 46, 121, 166, 175, 241

Erigeron aurantiacum, 438, 580
Eriocampa adundjrata, 380
Erodium, list of, 50
Erysimum pulchellum, 523
Erythrina Crista-galli, G5 ; herbacea, 440
Erythronium americanum, 438; gigan-
teum, 457

;
purpureum, 463

Erythrotis Eeddomei as a basket plant,
422

Escallonia macrantha in Cornwall, 537
Eucalyptus, the, 568
Eucharis amazonica not flowering, 202

;

culture of, 246 ;
Candida, 87

Eugenia caryophyllata, 10 ;
jambolana,

104 ; Ugni. 154
Eulophia guineensis, 332
Euonjmus angustifolius, 591, 619
Euonymuses as wall plants, 128

;
golden,

92 ; on walls, 92
Eupatorium ianthinum, 252
Eurybia argyphylla, 463 ; ramulosa, 71,

92
EuryclesCunninghami, 625
Eurya latlfolia variegata, 454
Eutoca viscida, 523
Evening Primroses, 21
Evergreen walls in glasshouses, 60
Evergreens, pruning, 236 ; transplanting
and trimming, 239

Everlasting Peas in wild garden, 347
Exaggerations, seedsmen's, 143
Exhibition at Frankfort, 191 ; prize cups,

90 ; at Manchester. 234
Exochorda grandiflora, 553, 586

F.

Fabiana inibricata, 409
Fennel, the giant, in spring, 313
Fenzlia diauthiflora, 337
Fern, tlie Japan Climbing, 128
Fernery, an indoor, 214
Ferns, culture of, 300 ; hardy, 89, 178, 278,

337, 406
...

Ferns in pots and baskets, 2<"0

FeiTis, outdoor, 504; small and large,

Briti.3h, 231
Ficus repens, 314 ; companion plants to,

422 ; hardy, 257
Figs, culture of, 106; and frost, 577 ; in

pots, 475
Filberts and Cobnuts, 31

Flax, the yellowy 20
Flora, alpine of Forfarshire, 15

Florist's flowers, 522, 670
Flower gardening, cost of, 140 ; Mr. D.

Thomson on, 293
Flower house, a cool, 400
Flower Mission, the, 337
Flowers, arranging cut, 110, 524; at San
Remo, 230 ; choice hardy, 302 ; culture

of, 9 ; demand lor cut, in New Vork,
146, 210 ; early spring, 222 ; exchanging
wild, 346; forced, 454 ; f]-om Belvoir,

401 ; hardy, 121 ; and the frost, 88, 233 ;

at Farnborough, 374 ; in pleasure
grounds, 323 ; in rooms. 48G ; notes on,

59, 334, 447, 493 ; old-fashioned, 28

;

packing, 524 ; spring, 348, 509 ; at Baden-
Baden, 344 ; in Devon, 344 ; at Glas-

nevin, 200, 321 ; at Tottenham, 191,299;
at York, 226; in cold houses, 287;
mixed, 337 ; language of, 160 ; tropical

V. English, 39; undesirable for their

odour, 583 ; white, 489 ; wild, by Lago
Maggiore, 336 ; ditto, for rockwork,
615 ; winter, 108 ; on Grass, 652

Food reform, 71
Forget-me-nots, for market, 2GS ; Impera-

trice, 592 ; New Zealand, 39
Forest, the New, 128
Forsythia viridissima, 478
Forsythias, the, 605
Fowls, trespassing, 629
Fragaria indica, 437
France, notes from the south of, 471
Francoas and their culture, 65
Frauds in horticulture, 333
Fra.xinella, 645
Freesia refracta alba, 109, 465 ; varieties

of ditto, 522, 6o7 ; and their culture,
260

Fi'emontia californica, 619
French garden produce, 535
Fritillaria contorta, 462 ; Moggridgei,

391
Frog-hopper, the common, 310
Frost among the vegetables, 455 ; and

boilers, 199 ; in Guatemala, 354 ; in
June, 019

Fruit, Chinese Passion, 83
Fruit culture for profit, 43, 70, 106, 135,

185, 244, 268, 282, 310, 355, 378. 429,
443, 474, 490, 530 ; for market, 338

Fruit dryer, 77
Fruit gardens, Kentish, 281, 433
Fruit growing at Caidahar, 77; made

easy, 404, 501, 594
Fruit houses, ants in, 531 ; wrongly
planned, 77, 163, 189, 283 ; sunless
lean-to, 433

Fruit plates, Dewey's, 140
Fruit prospects, 444, 550, 577, 595
Fruit I'ooms, ventilating, 4
Fruit walls, recessed. 133
Fruit tree blossoms, 627
Fruit tree pruning, 107
Fruit trees, cordon. 573 ; everywhere,

355 ; mulching, 75, G30 ; on outbuildings,
G29 ;

pruning and dressing, 40; wall
space for, 77, 3 09, 138

Fi nits, bush, 635; orchard house, 280;
thinning, 271 ; tropical, 101

Fuchsia as a roof climber, 542
Fuchsia hybrida rubra, 341 ; procumbens

as a basket plant, ditto in fruit, 131

;

ditto not hardy. 394 ; serratifolia, 323 ;

splendens, 214 ; winter flowering
species of. 294, 385 ; light and dark, 500

Fuel for saddle boilers, 64
Fungus, black, on Camellia leaves,
on Mushrooms, 272

Funkia, the wliite, 590; grandifiora, 645

Gaillaidia picta, 523
;
grandiflora, 645

Galanthus Redoutei, 336
Galegns, the, 121

Galley worms, 27
Galtonia candicans, 70
Garcinia Mangostana, 101
Garden, a Christmas flower, 40 ; an
Englishman's in South Italy, 26 ; a
Lancashire, 563, 641

" Garden Annual," 191
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Garden appointments, 509
Garden catalogues, 290
Garden design, Hi)
(.farden expenses, 508
Garden fanns, Gladstone on, 31

Garden, of iron, 021; picture, a, 2!)3 ;

progress, 8 ; railway bank terrace, 324 ;

in winter, 11 J ; tlie rock, 507; the
woodland, 334

Garden spider, 70
Garden Thought?, 1, 41, 60, S5, 114, 143,

167, 222, 249. 274, 297, 343, 5(i4

Gardens, wild, in a Scotch lake, 340;
Cornish, 564 ; near Grecian or classic

houses, 5U ; school, 93, 593 ; terraced,

145 ; water, 490 ; winter effects in, 41

;

Devonshire, t>53

Gardening, encyclopaedia of,wanted, 172

;

hardy, 324; old-fashioned, 114; on
Grass, 413 536, 542 ; out and indoors in

winter, 143 ;
prospects of, 508 ; spring,

373 ; the future of, 353
Gardeners, ancient, 251 ; and their em-

ployers, 297 ;
promotion of young, 105,

190 ; value of travel to, 30
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

275, 375
Gardenia citriodora, 252 ; Stanleyana,

437 ; Thunbergi, 625
Gardenias in small pots, 450 ; planted

out, 52S, 607
Gardoquia betonicoides, 597

Garland flowers, the, 544
Garrya elliptica, 605
Gas tar for dressing Vines, 399, 627

General Horticultural Company, 191
Genista hispanica, 558
Genistas, cultivated species of, 503

Gentiana acaulis, 523, 554 ; verna, in

bloom, 153
Gentianas, list of, 59
"George Eliot," 55

Georgetown Botanic Gardens, 56

Geranium, best bedding variegated, 112

Gesnerad a showy winter, lid

Geum miniatum, 557
Gishurstine, 34, 140, 194

Gladiolus purpureo-auratus Froebeli, 112

Gladioli, spring culture of, 255 ; Jingliah,

045
Glasnevin, plants in flower at, 438;

spring flowers at, 321, 418

Glass for orchard house, 77 ; value of

cheap, 114
Glasshouses, evergreen walls in, 69

;

sunken, 625 ; ventilating, 565

Glazing hothouses, 118
Glen Eyre, notes from, 205

Globe flowers, 571 ; in Cheshire, 539

Glonera jasminiflora, 392
Gloriosas, 578
Gloxinias at Chelsea, 592

Gloxinia Brantome, Fabiola, 559 ; Lady
Marriott. 559 ; Christophe ColomD, 560;

Airs. Abbey, 560 ; Mrs. Bause, 460

;

Radiance, 510
Gnaphalium decurrens, 09

Goat's Rues, 121
Godetia Lady Albemarle, 348

Golden-leaved Black Currant, 523

Golden Rods, 87 ; the alpine, 27

Goniophlebium lachnopus, 457, 459

Goodyera discolor, 251

Gooseberry caterpillar, 577

Gooseberries, culture of, 43 ; standard,

138
Gourds, culture of, 433
Grafting, 315 ; and bearing, 220 ; imple-
ments for, 239

Grape Eptahilo, 284; Groa Guillaume,

75,138; Kempsey Alicante, 109, 165;

American, 79, 109; Mrs. Pearson, 284
;

best winter, 4 ; brown spots on, 444 ;

Frontignan, 660

Grapes, Foxy, 549 ; Hamburgh, in au-

tumn, 13 ; keeping, 109 ; Muscats,

high and low temperature for, 550 ;

without fire heat, 108, 233 ; early,

551 ; fertilising Muscat, 444 ; American,

660 ; outdoor, 661

Grass la^vns and non-collecting mowers,
97, 232

Grass plot, forming, 257

Grass in churchyards, 175; renovating,

257
Grasses in pots, 241
Greenhouses, amateurs', 288; plants for

sunless, 496 ; value of, 114
;
painting,

625 ; construction of, 626

Greens, winter, 413
Grey Plover, the, 81, 124, 157

Griffinia Blumenavia, 528; hyacinthina
micrantha, 33

Groundsel, the Piedmont, 14

Gunnerabury Park, 227

Gyranogramma schizophylla, 363, 411,

60S

H.

Habcrlea rhodopcnsis, 490
Habranthus pratensis fulgens, 587
Halirotharanus fasciculatus, 173 ; New-

elli, 199
Haddon Hall, 99,100
Hail, direction of, 209
Halesiatetraptera, 47S, 5'9, 567. 5S3, 622

Hamamelis virginica arborea, 193

Handcross Park, 636
Hand Flower Tree, the 123

Hardenbergia vimaculata, 440
Hardy flower gardening, 9

Hardy flowers, transplaniing, 11

Hardy plants, piices of, 70

Harper's Magazine on the future of

gadening, 353
Hart's-tongue Fern, 60
Hatfield, 047
Haworthia Bolleri, S3, 303
Hawthorns. 533; late, 643
Heaths and Anemones mixed, 464

Heaths, Cape, culture of, 579; gold and
silver, 618; haroy, 160; ditto, two
beautiful, 322

Heating, economical, 303
Hedges, ornamental, 92, 128, 154, 190

Hedychium Gardnerianum, 5;.6

Hedychiums, the, 544
Hedysarum gyrans, 634
Helichrysums by the sea, 313
Heliconia aureo- striata, 560 ; nigra punc-

tata, 560
Heliotrope, the winter, 2, 166
Helleborus fcetidus, 204 ; in a wild state,

391, 448 ; niger, 60 ; forcing of ditto, 10

;

in pots, 66
Hellebores at Kew, 321 ; at Tooting, 373

;

from Devonshire, 58
Hemerocallis flava, d^O
EEemlock Spruce, 617 ; in winter decora-
tion, 215

Henfreya scandens, 252
depaticas and Christmas Rnse^ from
seed, 257. 555 ; remarks on, 11, 452 ; at

home, 233
Hexacentris mysorensis, 323

Heythrop, Oxfordshire, 301

Hibiscus africanus, 553
Hippeastrum Hendeisoni, 34 ; Leo-

poldi, 88
Hogg, Dr., 387
Holly berries, scarcity of, IS
Holly fly, the, 601
Holly, the American, 235
Hollies, 626 ; moving in April, 38
Hollyhocks, pyramidal, 122, 175
Honeysuckles, Japanese, 1 ; standard, 478
Hop Hornbeam, the, 423
Horticulture in Ireland — school gar-

dening, 259
Horticultural record, 34

Horticultural shows, touting at, 609
Hot air heating, 497
Hoteia(Spirfea) japonica, 212
Hothouses, cleansing, 56

Houses, span-roofed, 212 ; sunken, 454,

542 ; ditto for Orchids, 141 ; wrongly
planned fruit, 220

Houstonia alba, 535 ; ccerulea, 600
Hovea ilicifolia, 252
Humea elegans, 628
Hyacinth bulbs, rotting of, 372
Hyacinths at Fulham, 367 ; in open
ground, 495 ; second year, 454

Hyacinthus amethystinus albus, 513

;

candicans, 70 ;
princeps, 535

Hydrangea Mariesi, 63a
Hydrangea, the, and its varietiei^, 477
HymenocaUis macrostephana, 235

Iberis rosmarinifollus, 414 ; winter
flowering, 226

Ice houses, filling, 155, 272
Iceland, gardening in, 524
Hex crenata variegata, 128
Imantophyllum miniatum, 399 ; super-
bum, 392

Implements, grafting, 239
India-rubber plants, 263 ; cutting down,

287
Indian Laburnum, 78, 133
Indigofera decora alba, 592
Indigoferas, the, 93
Ink for zinc labels, 450
Ipomsea HorsfaUia;, 315
Ireland, effects of winter in, 388 ; horti-

culture in, 116

Iris, bulbous rooted, 59 ; flmbriata, 109
;

Histrio, 33; Kolpakowakyana, 299;
Melpomene, 616 ; missouriensis, 034

;

olbiensis, 634 ; reticulata, 252 ; scor-

pioides, 59, 98, 113 ; stylosa, 60 ;

t^usiana, 585, 587 ; the bulbous. 08

;

Thunderbolt, 016 ; Van Houttei, 489

Irises, spring flowering, 345 ; winter
floweriup, 113; yellow Spanish, 016;
dying off, 619; varieties of, 590; Sibe
rian, 643

Ivy, a new, 420 ; indoors, 541

Ixia flowers in water, 591

Ixias from Guernsey, 585
Ixiolirinn tataricum, 566,584, 585, 590
Ixora Fraseri, 34

Jamesia ameiicana, 622
Japan, climate of, 27

Japanese gardening, 111
Jasmines, indoor, 30
Jasminum nudiflorum, 1, 74

;
pubescens

(gracillimum), 628; Sambac ti.-pL, 495
Jetfersonia diphylla, 392
Journal ofJIorticiUture, the, 364

Judas tree, fine, 592

June berry, the dwarf, 478
Jungle, a tropical, 135

Kale, dwarf or Scotch, 509
Kalmia latifolia, 47S
Kalmias, 616
Kemsley and Howe s insect destroyer, 16

Kentia costata, 560
Kentish fruit gardens, 281, 378, 502
Kentucky, Blue Grass of, 26

Keiria japonica fl.-pl. major, 457;
variegated, 439, 553

Kew Gardens, improvements in, 367

;

buildings in, 607
Kniphofia carnosa, 548
KocJreuteria, 300

Labels, garden, 260 ; ink for zinc, 450
;

plants, 116 ; prizes for ditto, 172
Laburnum sports, 605, 664
Laburnum moth, 428
Lachenalia Nelsoni, 166, 193 ; pallida,

46-i

Lachenalias, culture of, 285 ; seedling,

166
Laiy's-slippers, 306
Lffilia albida gemma, 142 ; flammea, 482

;

harpophylla, 363
;
peduncularis, 53

Lamorran, gardening at, 537
Lamprococcus Wielbachi, 34

Lancashire garden, 563
Land question, the, 248
Landscape gardening, Mr. Milncr on,

516 ; school for, 543
LantanaVictoire, 11

Lapagerias from seed, 331 ; red and
whitp, 422

Larkspur, the Cardinal, 254 ; Siberian,

642 ;
perennial, 646

Lastrea a;mula, 314 ; elongata, hardy in

Ireland. 66 ; membrauifolia, 560

;

Richardsi multifida, 550
Lathyrus DrummOndi, 597, 643 ; Sib-

thorpi, 514
Laurie Park, Sydenham, Orchids at. 61

Laurustinus, the white, 117 , 189, 290,

369, 663
Lawn mower, Excelsior, 509

Lawns, should cut Grass be left on ? 30

Leaves, fallen, 10
Ledum palustre, 488
Leptospermuni lanigerum, 42

Leptotts, bicolor, 62

Lettuce, Brown Cos, 313, SS2
Leucojum restivum, 300 ; vernum, 305

Lewisia rediviva, 314, 348, 640

Leycesteria forniosa, best places for, 37

Liatris, species of, 38
Libonias and their culture, 327

Library :—
•' Botany of California," 265

Library (continved) .- —
" Carter's Practical iJardcner," 317
" Dendrology," 183
"Dietetic Reformer," 183
"Extinct British Animals," 111
" Farming in a Small Way," 139
" God's Acre Beautiful," 35
" Indian and Coloifial Mercantile
Directory," 139

'"Modicus Cibi, or Nature her own
Physician," 183

" Mice and her Neighbours," 264
"Pastoral Days,", 320
"Rosarian'8 Year Book for 1881," 125
"Success with Small Fruits," 4j5
"Systems of Land Tenure in Various
Couniries," 346

"The Wea'her of 18S0 in the Neigh
bourhool of London," 346

L'etzia braziiienais. 99
Lilac, Charles X, 300 ; double flowered,

437 ; English forced, 113
Lily beds. 201
Lily, black, of Kamtschalka, 539
Lily bulbs, 197, 314, 336 ; growth of, 151,
203

Lily, Pyrenean, 618; St, P.runo's, 5'9
;

Scott Wilson, 638; the Wood, at home,
26; of the Valley, show of, 512; of
the Valley of Scripture, 522 ; noble
white, 642

Lihes, annual or perennial, .58, 97, 120,

232, 2.57 ; best in shade and shelter, 97,

152, 201 ; culture of, 96, 390 ; from
seed, 255, 315, 600 ; notes on, 29 ; Yel-
low Bay, 620 ; early scarlet, 643

Lilium auratum, 472 ; inferior bulbs of,

313; in Ireland, 40; in Nova Scotia,

337; long established roofs of, 417;
giganteum from seed, 11; neilgher-
rense, 314

;
philadephicum at home,

20 ;
polyphyllum, 180 ; tenuifolium,

5S4, 017 ; Thunbergianum, 139
Limnanthes Douglasi, 635
Linum trigynum as a shade-It ving plant,

69, 160, -ZAlj 304 ; culture of, 20
Liquidambar styracifiua, 478
Liriodeudron Tulipifera, a fine tree of

74
Lisianthus glaucifolius, 424
Lithospermum fruticosuui, 535, 566
Livistona sinensis, 47
Loasa vulcanica, 495
Lobelia cardinahs, 27 ; syphilitica,

Logan Stone, 651
Lombardy Poplar, the, 236
London squares and open spaces. 345
Lonicera serapervirens, 415
Loquat in fruit, ?45
Lowfield Niu'series, 573
Luculia gratissima, 2 ; killed by repot-

ting, 26
Lj'godium scandens, 128

M.

Magnolia auriculata, 605 ; couspicua,

414, 479, 663 ; fuscata, 619 ;
graudiflora,

478; Lennei, 479, 53-4; Umbrella, 643

Magnolias and the winter, 439
Malt dust, 573, 623
Mamillaria Caput Medusa;, 363
Mangosteen, the, 161

Manure, best Cucumber, 527 ; Malt dust
as, 573, 623

Maples, Japanese, 571, 583; inarched,

344
Maranta crocata, 193, 226
Marica gracilis, 322
Market gardens, fruit prospects in, 43L

;

Mr. Lancaster's, 12

Jlarket garden notes, 13, 102, 210. 407,

415, 635, 657
JIarket gardening, Parisian, 365

Market, packing Apples for, 97

MartjTiias and their culture, 453

MasdevAllia Chelsoni, 384; civilis, 113;
ignea, 142 ; tovareusis, 52

Slats, Russian, 413

May, weather in, 627
Meconopsis uepalensis, 336; Wallichi, 308,

566
Megarrhiza californica, 99

Tilegaseas, spring flowering, 391
Melia floribunda, 377
Melittis Melissophyilum, 585
Jlellidores, 591
JMelons at Christmas, 56, 77
Mertensia sibirica, 592
Methonicas, 578
Mexican Orange Flower, 558
Mezereon, the, 264
Michaelmas Daisies, 59; best kinds of,

38, 498
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Miorostylis metallica, 500
Mignonette, Spiral, 36S, 458 ; new ivliite,

669
Mildew on Eoses, 623
Sliltonia cuneata, 30G
Milla laxa, 98
Mimuliis glutinosus, 93
Mnnuluses, improveil, 39
Mint for marltet, 12
Minorca Virgin's Bower, 88
Jlistletoe, 185 ; improved, 59
Moluccella laivis, 49
Mortxa, 21
Moss, lluskin on, 41
Mossing, manuring, and oyster sliell

croclving, 372
Mulcliins, value of, 630; with moss, 156-
and watering. 6(il

Alunby's Violet, 65
JIuscari Strangewaysi, 489
Mushrooms, culture of, ITO ; failure in

ditto, 243 ; in vineries, 112 ; in cellars,
455

Mushroom house, ceiling of, 430, 551 ;

farm, 65S
Myoporum crystalliuum, 210
Myosotis dissitidora alba, 565 ; d. splen-

dens, 464, 623 ; rupicola, 657 ; ^^"eir-
leigh Surprise, 523, 654

Myriophyllum proserpinacoides, 678
Myristica fragrans, 161

N.

Names, English plant, 129, 628, 642
Narcissus albus aureus, 363; biflorus,

439
;
calathinus, 368 ; in flower, 385 ;

maximus, 321 ; monophyllus Clusi, 34
;

poeticus, 642 ; Xazettafloribundus, 59
Narcissi. Cornish, 494 ; in pots, 104, 314

;

in the shrubbery, 201 ; Mr. Barr's, 392;
the last of the, 557

Kasturtiums, dwarf, 419, 463
Nature and Art in the garden, 627
Nebraska, wmter in, 472
Negnndo, the variegated, forforcing, 124
Neroatanthus longipes, 34
Nepenthes superba, 560
Nephrolepis davallioides furcans, 155
Nertera depressa. 445, 678
Never Green, a, 479
New England, notes from, 156, 600
Newtown Pippins in May, 490
New ZeaLand Forget-me-nots, 39
Notable trees at Hopetown Park, 74
Notes and Readings, 90, US, 145, 171, 190.

276, 323, 360
•

' . > .

Notes, an artist's. 94, 176 ; from Baden
661

;
first spring, 277 ; from New

England, 26 ; from South Wales, 450,
663 ; on spi'ing flowers. 334

Nursery Association, Scottish, 112
Nui'series, old London, 110
Nutmeg tree, the, Ifil

Nuttallia cerasiforniis. 299, 350
Nympbrea ccerulea, 21 ; sculifolia. 21

Oak and Ash, leafing of, 623 ; fourfold
stemmed, 200 ; new evergreen, 285

Oaks, line, at Kew, 216
Obituary—
Charles Edmunds, 34
John Spencer, 34
Mr. Parsons. 3
Mr. W. A. Nesfleld, 296
William Gorrle, 31

Oilontoglossum Alexandra and its varie-
ties, 361 ; fine varieties of, 63 ; A.
grandiflorum, 660 ; A. reginre, 458

;

Chestertoni, 62 ; cirrhosum, fine variety
of, 62 ; Ooradinei, 62 ; crispum grandi-
florum, 460 ; Edwardi, 105 ; Lindeni,
251

; membranaceum, 333 ; nevadense,
426

; Pescatorei grandiflorum, 363
;

polyxauthuni, 560 ; prasnitens, 62 ; pul-
chellummajus, 171; rare, 62; Euckerl-
anum, 306, 453 ; vexillarium and
crispum, fine varieties of, 457 ; bronzy-
leaved, 6, 104, 133; winter-flowering,

CEnothera taraxacifolia, 467
tEnotheras, 26
Olearia stellata, 386
Omphalodes Krameri, 411 ; verna, 348 •

V. alba, 624
'

Oncidium Balderramto, 483 ; Cro?sus
4s2

;
cucullatum, 62, 261 ; flexuosum!

132 ; hyphasmaticum, 306
; pubes, 261

;

sai'codts, 483

Onions, culture of. 111, 196 ;
preparing

ground for, 157 ; silver-skinned, 381

;

sowing on heavy soil, 167
Onoclea sensibilis, 380
Onosma taurica, 617
Ophrys tenthredinifera. 166
Orchard, an Appleless, 532
Orchard blossoms, 441
Orchard, formation of an, 135
Orchard house, the, 162, 356, 474 ; glass

tor the, 77, 109 ; work in the, 650
Orchards, cultiv>*ting young, 502
Orchid culture, 133, 171, 224, 250 ; collec-

tor, 057
Orchid growing for market, 273
Orchids at Burford Lodge, Dorking, 305;

at Clapton, 332 ; at Constable Burton,
172 ; at Daveuham Bank, j\lalvern, 6 ;

at Glasnevin, 637 ; at Kenwood, 637
;

at Selborne, 198 ; resting, 142, 193, 250

;

at Silverdale Lodge. 51 ; at Sudbury
House, Hammersmith, 221 ; at Syden-
ham, 481 ; classiftcation of, 140 ; cool,

105, 133 ; dirtereuce in the treatment
required for. 383 ; in flower, 482, 593

;

at Bradford Peverill, 53 ; at Brentham
Park, Stirling, 133; at Fernlleld,
Bridge of Allan, 53 ; at York, 352, 457

;

in Yorkshire, 133 ; our, 6, 104
;
potting

and temperature for, 63 ;
pseiido bulbs

shrivelling, 332 ; repottiog cool house,
62 ; roots of epiphytal, 306 ; SAles of,

490; Mr. Day's, 368, 415; shading,
604 ; at Clapton, 504 ; small unesta-
blished, 6 ; suitable houses for, 361

;

sunken houses for, 141, 399 ; at The
Firs, 61 ; growth of, 656 ; notes ou,
657

Orolriis veruus, 350 ; varieties of, Hi
Orpine, the purple, 9
Osborn, Messrs., fire at, 70
Osmantbus (Olea) fragrans, 261
Osmunda regalis, 523
Osmundn, species of, 504
Ostrya carptnifolia, 428
Ourisia coccinea, 490
Out-door Grapes, 3

Pwonies iu Grass, 373 ; French, 56 ; new
herbaceous, 14 ; tree, hardiness of, 233

Palms as table plants, 64 ; for the open
air, 485; of Panama and Darien, 362;
some of the hardier. 47

Pampas Grass, imported plumes of, 106 ;

Silvery Red, 612
Pancratium carriba3um, 124
Pandanus Veitchi, 262
Pansy, Alpha, 634 ; Cliveden Blue, 348

;

new, 619, 659
Pansies and Violas, 030 ; border, 616

;

exhibition, 98 ; fancy, 556 ; ditto, for
market, 267 ; French spotted, 555 ; in
pots, 398; Scotch, 540; seedling for
spring beds, 522; let alone, 663

Paper ilulberry, 18
Papaver nudicaule, 510 ; orientale. 592
Paper waxed, 692
Paris Daisy Etoile d'Or, 211
Paris, market gardening in, 365
Parks and open spaces, 566
Paniassia palustris, 663
Parsnips, dibbling, 311
Passiflora kermesina and princeps, 534
Patent record, 166
PauUinia thalictrifoha, culture of, 21
Paiilowmia imperialis, 479, 558, 622
Pavia macrostachya, 309 ; rubra, 589

;

californica, 621
Pea beetle, the, 220
Pea, best late. 382 ; large Everlasting,

618 ; Early Sunrise. 668
Peas and Potatoes, 635 ; first early, 24

;

in pots, 632 ; midseason and late in
trenches, 609

Peach, the Chili, 46; the Parnell, 220;
Alexander, 658 ; trees, flv on, 661

Peach aphis or black fly, 629
Peach houses, 109 ; sectional trellises in.

431
Peaches, diseased, 602 ; double flowered,

439, 652 ; lime lor, 451 ; out-door, 576 ;

renovating, 404
Pear, profitable, culture of the, 263

;

Petite M.irguerite, 5
Pear saw-fly, sso
Fear shoots, vitality of, 109
Pear trees at Chiswick, 361
Peai-8 and Apples, preservation of, 233

;

cordon, 379 ; for rough climates, 475,
677 ;

twelve sorts for November and
December, 33

Pearl bush, the, 652

Pelargonimn, Anua Pfltzer, 411 ; Charles
Darwin, 639 ; double-flowered Ivy-
leaved; 639; Eureka, 82; Madame
Thibaut, 660 ; Vivandi^re, 560 ; RoUis-
soii's Unique, 214, 332

Pelargonium Society, 639
Pelargonium, the best variegated, 121;

tricolor, 326
; bedding in Moss, cutting

down, 263, 237 ; early flowering, 122,
644 ; scented leaved, 113 ; winter
flowering, 36 ; zonal for winter, 384

Pendell Court, Bletchingley, 147
Pennywort as a basket plant, 134
Pentstemon Coba;a, 349 ; Sconleri, 585
Perkins', Messrs., nursery, 71
Pernettya blooms, 617
Perpetual flowering Carnations, 67
Perpetual Spinach or Spinach Beet, 244
Petasites fragrans, 204, 314
Petrsea volubilis, 392, 438
Petunias from seed, 202, 521
Phaius graudifolius, 172 ; irroratns, 482

;

tuberculosus, 274, 294; Humboldti, 105
Phala;nopsis after flowering, 225 ; at

Chelsea, 142 ; at Clapton, 53 ; Parish!,
482 ; snmatrana, 637

Philadelphus, 661; coronal ins, 063
Philodendron, 450
Phlox ovat 1,620; pilosa, .536; subulata

vars. , 653 ; verna, 535
Phloxes, early, 639
Phylloxera, the, and sulphide of carbon,

231
Phyllocactus niveus, 646
Phyteumas, 413, 446, 634
Phytolacca purpurea, 054
Phytonizzaa([Uifolia, 60L
Picotees and Carnations, 303; forexliibi-

tion, 257 ; liQuid manure for, 268
Picture, a garden, 298
Pilrig Park Xurseries, 470
Pine-apple Lady Beatrice Lambton, 163
Pine, the Weymouth, 652
Pinguicula Bakeriana, 411 ; caudata, 3C7,
439

Pinguiculas, culture of, 413
Pinks, Tom Thumb, 619
Pinus austriaca, 476 ; Ceinbra, 369

;

Strobus, 662
riper nigrum, 99, 103
Pipes, and boilers and frost, 199 ; cement

for hot water, 314
Pitcairnia corallina, 322 ; maiifolia, 537
Plagiarism, a, 607
Plane, Corstorphine, 489, 513 ; Oriental at
Weston Park, 74 ; at Fawley Court,
04

Platanns orientalis, fine tree of, 74
Plantations, management of hardwood,
426

Planting in connection with building, 239
Plants lorcing into bloom, 210 ; indoor

winter, 114 ; labels for, 375; derivation
of names of, 144, 223; EngUsh n,imes
of, 354, 577 ; pests of, 315 ; a few new
and rare, 98 ; after the thaw, 233

;

alpine, 664; in chai'coal dust, 122; in
Cumberland, 539 ; under snow, 167 :

American, at Bromley, 620; ditto
in Hyde Park, S3 ; artiBiial, for table
decoration, 90; bedding, 120, 150;
prices of ditto, 31 ; berried and vase,
87 ; edging, 87 ; bold water-side, 253

;

bulbous, 322, 620; certificating, 118;
effect of frost on, 167, 175, 271 ; flower-
ing in open air in winter, 11 ; for a
sunless greenhouse, 496 ; for floral
decoration, 134 ; for liall and corridors,
449, 641 ; for hanging baskets, 395, 452

;

for jardinieres, 41 ; for root-infested
borders, 83. 112 ; for table decoration,
64 ; for walls, 165 ; from Newry, 533

;

hardy golden, 392 ; grouping r. dotting,
420 ; hai-dy at Tottenham, 463 ; ditto,
demand for roots of, 279 ; ditto for
market, 102, 267 ; ditto in winter, 88,
276; ditto V. bedding-out, 85; trans-
planting ditto, 11 ; herbaceous, cost
of, 70, 202 ; in flower iu Cornwall, 111

;

insectivorous, 626 ; list of, in flower at
Christmas, 40 ; list of, named from
animals, 144 ; market, 647 ; models of
carnivorous, 83 ; new and rare. 463

;

at Baden-Baden, 414 ; New Holland,
at Clapton, 322; notes on hardy, 86;
of Algeria, 202 ; over potting, 104

;

packing, 157 ; pendulous-leaved, 450
;

mulching with Moss, 240 ; mutilating
the roots of, 242 ; procuring sub-tropi-
cal, 66 ; rock, 615 ; selecting decorative
winter, 48 ; winter flowering, 48 ; to
grow in shade, 48; shade-loving, 83,
124, 241, 617 ; showy succulent, 166 ;

two good winter, 33 ; weedy, 616 ; with-
out soil, 607

Pleione Hookeriana, 534
Pleopeltis albida squamata, 660
Plover, the grey, 81

Podocarpus alpina, 360
Podophyllum Einodi, 439
Plum, Cherry, 674
Plum-tree training, 30
Poinsettia, double, 469, 628; pulcher- ,

rima, a fine, 34 ; increasing, 386
Polyanthus, laced, 312, 347; Queen of

Hose iu Hose, 45S
Ponds, garden, 581
Pomegranate, double, 616
Pontederia azurea, 433
Poppy, large Iceland, 613
Poppies, annual, 277, 336 ; French, 617

;

oriental, 618
;
perennial, 634

Poplar, the Lombardy, 91, 236
Potato disease, 627 ; deep planting, 361
Potato, Magnum Bonum, 102 ;

ditto in

America, 3S2 ; Scotch champion, 311

Potatoes and Peas, 635; certiflcated,

196, 244 ; drying, 382 ; facts about,
411 ; for pot culture, 196, 358 ; lifting

before ripe, 24; new kinds of, 331;
new plan of storing, 101 ; notes on,

455; seed, 195; sprouting seed, 311;
wintering, 64 ; eftect of peat, charcoal
on, 64

Potbos aurea, 629
Practical men, an erroneous idea of, 265
Pratia angulata, 619
Primrose Amaranth, 411 ; Chinese, 34, 48,

191, 252, 263, 320; evening. 26; hardy,
299, 415. 447, 472 ;

Himalayan, 345 ;

green, 344 ; on grass, 345
;
protecting

outdoor, 11 ; for under trees, 409

;

wild, 609 ; Cloth of Gold, 510
Primroses and Polyanthuses, 420,- 514,

556; at Marlfleld, 447; colonies of

coloured, 447 ; dividing, 416, 467
Primula capitata, 313 ; ciliata, 415

;

pubescens, 535 ; cortusoides amcena,
658 ; delicata, 82 ; sinensis magniflca,
252 ; new Japanese. 655

Primula sinensis The Queen, 294 ; Gil-

bert's Double, 21 ; new seedling, 191

;

at Reading, 69 ;
propagating, 682

Prinos verticUlatus, 18
Piitchardia grandis in flower, 87
Prize cups, 116, 166, 199
Prizes, special, 88
Propagating, 56 ; in sand and water, 315
Propagatuig house, 139
Pruning and training, Hibherd on, 31S
Pruning to improve quality, 17
Pruiius pennsylv.anica, 488
Pteris tremula crispa, 560
Public parks, for Burnley, 593; new, 558
Puschkinia scilloides, 126; ditto and

sicula, 252
Putty, substitute for, in glazing, 273
Pyracanth, the, 1

Pyrethrnms, 627
Pyrus coronaria, 400, 685, 586, 689 ; Ilosti,

613; hybiida, 613; Malus floribunda,

409 ; ditto, forced, 287 ;
pubens, 580

Quassia aiuara, 123 ; the Surinam, 123
Quercus Buergeri, 286 ; glabra, 370, 409

;

virens. 477

R.

Rabbits, the plague of, 502
Radish, a new, 627
Ragged Jack, 358
Railway embankments, embellishment

of, 223
Railways, what they might do, 158
Rauunculus Ficaria, 570 ; speciosus, 514,

535 ; Traunfellneri, 414 ; Roman. 535
Eaphiolepis ovata, 664
Raspberry, culture of, for profit, 79

;

modes of training, 70 ; new planta-

tions of, 79
;
propagation of, 79 ; varie-

ties of, 79
Rehmannia sinensis, 400
Recessed walls, 188
Red Hawkweed, 40
Reseda odorata prolifera alba, 559
Kheea Plant, the, 184
Rheum Ribes, 419
Rhipsalis salicornioides, 226
Rhodea japonica anreo variegata, 459
Rhododendron altaclarense, 589 ; Auck-

landi, 477 ; Daviesi, 464, 560 ; Duchess
of Edinburgh and others, 69 ; ex-
oniense, 457, 460 ; Lady Alice Fitz-

william, 458, 460; prfficox and dahuri-
cum, 368 ; Princess Royal, 178 ; Shep-
pardi, 414 ;

garden, 669
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Rhododendrons at Tarbert, 537
Rhodoclendrons, dwarf, 619 ; early, 204 ;

flnely-Howered, 438
;
greenhouse, 565

;

Himalayan at Kew, 533 ; hybrid
greenhouse, 117 ; Sikkim at Kew, 322,

437 ; large, at Kew, 372 ; under glass,

29S
Rhodora canadensis, 464, COO
Rhodotypus kerrioidee, 514
Rhubarb, forcing, 196 ; for succession,
358

Rhus glabra laciniata, 315
Rhynchospermum jasminoides, 651
Ribes aureuni, 439; pumilum aureum,

510 ; sanguioeum, varieties of, 415

;

subvestitura and lacustre 558
Rocket, double French, 61S
Rockets, 102 ; white, 617
Rock garden, the, 276, 468 ; at Bickley,

344, 53S ; at CMswick, 438; forming
a, 596

Rock garden, plants in flower at Bick-
ley, 507

Rock plants in June, 615
Rockwork in Battersea Park, 70
Roctwork, wild llowers for, 615
Rogiera gratissima, 48
Roman Ranunculus, 591
Rondeletia cordata, 199
Room decoration, 424
Ro»t pruning, 118, 628
Rosa berberidifolia, 3S5 ; polyantha, 619

;

Anna Maria de Montravel, 391 ; rugosa,
623 ; sericea, 586 ; simplicifoUi
(berberifolia), 473 ; a beautiful Tea,
527 ; A. K. Williams, 673 ; Beauty of
G-lazeuwood, 515 ; best of past two
seasons, 481, 487, 520; cuttings, 519;
ditto in February, 310 ; Ferdinand
Chaflfolte, 460 ; Fortune's China, 2,

606 ; Gloire de Dijon, 96, 310, 371

;

gmbs, how to destroy, 240 ; Japanese,
274 ; a fine, 310 ; Marcchal Niel, fine

tree of, fiOiS ; ditto, age of, 276 ; best
stock for ditto, 33, 95, ISO, 291, 332

;

ditto in Camellia houses. 371 ; old
plants of ditto, 2.58, 332 ; ditto on a
lofty conservatory, 548 ; ditto on own
roots, 399 ; ditto out of doors, 573

;

peculiarities of ditto, 430, 437 ;
pruning

ditto, 258, 309 ; ditto, short lived, 208,
313; Niphetos, 14, 573; portraits, 274

;

Rsynolds Hole's book on, 274 ;

Safrano in bud, 520 ; Society, the
National, 592 ; stocks, burying, 622

;

the Banksian, 310, 513, 527, 573 ; ditto
as a stock, 208, 310 ; York and
Lancaster, the, 548, 606, 616 ; Boule
d'Or, 655

Roses, abnormal tendencies and perpe-
tual blooming of, 371 ; and irritration,

33, 96 ; and the frost, 145, 167, 208, 474;
at Nice, 579 ; best twenty-four for bed-
ding, 423 ; best, for a verandah, 223;
cuttings of, 124, 143, 207, 431, -1S7, 489

;

Californian, 572 ; climbing, 537 ; culture
and varieties of, 343 ; dwarf, how frost
prunes, 259 ; under glass, 259 ; early,
earthing up dwarf, in winter, 370, 487 ;

effects of Avinter on, 481 ; English and
American, 249; excretions of, 225;
first attempts at growth, 437 ; forced,
41 ; for forcing, 31, 203

;
grafting, 179

;

in pots, 408 ; in winter and spring, 409

;

keeping within bounds, 17; layering
Tea, 331 ; maggot hunting on, 622

;

malt dust for, 573, 623 ; manuring, 225
;

mildew on, 606, 622; moving in June,
573; on extension system, 16 ; on tlieir

own roots, 291, 310,423; propagating,
275 ;

protecting, 225
;
pruning, hardy,

17 ; select, 275 ; single, 371, 415 ; stocks
for, 145 ; from cuttings, 353 ; tender,
extra protection for, 96 ; the excretions
of, 180 ; at Chiswick, 438 ; the. of
Scripture, 423 ; the time to prune, 352

;

unmulched, 291 ; tweuty best hardy,
437 ; under glass, 168 ; wall, 16 ;

pro-
tected ditto, 168 ; winter protection of,

276 ; old, 642 ; Mr. Baker's, 652 ; show,
655 ; suckers of, 656

Roses, Christmas, 10
Royal Horticultural Socfety's law suit,

640
Rubus arcticus, 464 ; deliciosus, 558, 559

;

ros3eflorus, 566 ; ditto, in winter, 58
Rudgea macrophylla, 415
Ruskin on Botany, 599
Ryde, spring flowers at, 463

s.

Saccolabium giganteum, 52
Sages, the Blue, 600

Salix pentandra, 419
Salvia Camertoni, 70 ; Pitcheri, 600 ;

verticillata, 119, 205
Sambucus racemosa, 320 ; dropping its

berries, 288
Sand, a preservative of young plants,

316
Sand, Verbenas, the 203
Sandwort, the Mountain, 27
Sanguinaria canadensis, 392
San Remo, flowers at, 230
Saponaria ocymoides, 615
Sarana, tlie 539
Sarcochilus Fitzgeraldi, 383
Sarmienta repens, 586
Sarracenia melanorhoda, 033
San'acenias, 455
Satyriura carneum, 58'i

Savoy, Early Dwarf Ulm, 81
Sawdust, and its uses, 506, 564 ; as a
manure, 206, 382; for plant growing,
450

Sawdust in propagation, 18 ; uses of,

143
SawflyOphrys, 166
Saxifrages at Fettes Mount, 555
Saxifraga cordifolia purpurea, 453 ;

flagellaris, 438 ; lantoscaua, 620 ; op-
positifolia, 312 ; oppositifolia maxima,
300; peltati, 324; siblrica, 493;
Wallacei, 540 ; in a cut state, 540

Scabious, dwarf in pots, 409
Schismatogottis crispata, 560
Schizostylis coccinea indoors, 377
School gardens, 593
School gardening, 93
School of Gardening, 345, 374
Schrankia uncinata, 40
Sciadocalyx Luciana, 110
Science and horticulture, 197
Sciences, song of the, 194
Scilla amethystina, 019 ; nutans alba,

558 ; peruviana, 620
Scolopendrium vulgare, GO
Scolytus destructor, 130
Scutellaria Mocciniana, 69
Seakale, forcing, 190, 434 ; from seed
sown indoors, 358

Sedges, graceful, 533
Sedum Maximowiczi, 203; purpurascens,

9; sempervivoides, 354
Seed lists, 360

;
paciiets illustrated, 252;

saving in market gardens, 12 ; sowing,
331

Seeds, covering, 315, 403 ; orders, 32

;

paraflined, 208 ; sowing small, 214, 279
Seedsmen's exaggerations, 143
Senecio Balbisianus, 14 ; cruentus, 234,

449 ; mikanioides, 256 ; speciosus, 586
Serpentine walls, 78
Shearland, a suburban sketch, 513
Shepherdia argentea, 606
Shrubs and trees, flowering, at San Remo,

Italy, 153 ; berry bearing, 317
Shrubs, climbing on Grass, 235 ; flower-

ing, 37, 573 ; in Cornwall, 553 ; spring
flowering, 489 : hardy, 480 ; two sweet
scented, 93, 199 ; white-flowering, 643

Shrubberies, digging in, 235 ; mis-
managed, 488

Silenes, alpine, 571 ; virginica, 010
Silver Bell tree, 478
Silver trees, the, 73
Sisyrinchium graudiflorum, 323
Skimmias, 92
Sloe, the common, 439
Smilacina stellata, 600
Smother, how to make a, 375
Snake's-head Fritillary, varieties of the,
464

Snowdrop tree, 539, 567, 533, 622
Snowdrops and Crocuses for forcing, 401
Snowdrops, forcing, 528 ; Slelville's, 226
Snowflake, the summer, 300
Sobralia macrantha nana, 575
SociETFES AND EXHIBITIONS :—Alexan-
dra Palace, 560 ; Bath and West of
England, 613 ; Manchester Horticul-
tural, 013; National Auricula, 435;
Royal Botanic, 363, 459, 560 ; Royal
Horticultural, 32, 192, 294, 363, 457,
510, 559, 000, 63S

Solanum setaceum, 83; venustum, 2
Solidago Virgaurea var. alpina, 27
Solidagos, 87
Sollya linearis, 620
Solomon's Seal, 454
Solomon's Seal and variegated Funkias,

242
Sorghum, cultivation of, at Belvoir, 27
Southwood, Bickley, hardy plants at, 59
Spamiannia africana, 70, 263, 480
Sparaxis out of doors, 524
Specialists, 181
Speirantha convallarioides, 464
Spider, the garden, 70
Spinach Beet or Perpetual Spinach, 244

;

New Zealand, 580

Spirrea confusa, 483; japonica iu and
out of doors, 543 ;lD0vigata, 359; opuli-
folia, 619 ;

palmata, 24, 595, 639 ; Thun-
bergi, 21, 74, 416; Uimaria and
varieties, 420, 419

Spray apparatus, new, 322
Spring buds for sick rooms, 418
Spring bulb garden, 415
Spring flowers, 334, 335; notes, 560;
notes from Cheshire, 389

Staphylea colchica, 488 ; for forcing, 241
Staphyleas, species of, 43
Staple for wire /eucing, 374
Starlings and Cherries, 133
Starling, habits and food of the, 73
Statice sinuata, 671
Stauntonialatifolia, 439
Stems dead, 202
Stenorrhynchus speciosum, 52
Stephens' Green, 624
Stevia glutinosa, 252
Stocks, testing doubleness of, 522
Strawberry, Black Priuce, 620 ; culture,

79, 377; iu pots, 80; planting of, 80;
Keen's Seedling, 444

;
plants, two in a

pot, 502, 576; supports, 570; varieties,
best of, 80 ; Vicomtesse Hi^ricart de
Thury, 211

Strawberries, early forced, 340 ; in small
pots, 475 ; wintering out-of-doors, 531

;

wintering pot, 211
Strelitzia ovata, 34
Streptocarpus biflorus, 241 ; Rexi, 21
Striped Squill, the, 126
Stylophorum ohiotense, 464, 490
Sub-tropical plants, procuring, 6G
Sunflower, the Russian, 314
Swanley Nurseries, notes from, 334
Swede, a good table, 34
Sweet Peas, autumn sowing of, 589
Sweet Sultan, the white, 307
Sweet Williams, 102
Siou, notes from, 235

T.

TabeiTiremontana Camassa, 414, 541
;

coronaria, 497

Table decoration, plants for, 54
Tar and pitch running, 235
Tar dressing, 603
Tan, old, as a top-dressing, 128
Tea farm in United States, 116
Tecophylea cyanocrocus, 416, 495
Temperature iu valleys and on heights,

375
Temperatures, low, 194
Terrace at Haddon Hall, 99
Teirace wall, effect of the, 450
Testudinaria sylvatica, 166
Thalictrum anemonoides 11. -pi., 368
The Fii's, Sydenham, Orchids at, 61
Theobroma Cacao, 101
Thermopsis montana, 537 ; rhombifolia,
034

Thorn, the Glastonbury, 8t
Thyrsacanthus rutilans, 304
Tiger flowers, 20
Tlgridia Pavonia, 26
Tillandsia Lindeni, 116
Timber and bark trade, 604
Timber belts, 230
Toad, pugilistic, 537,023
Toads y. slugs, 131
Tobacco culture, 062
Tomatoes, value of, 543 ; as perennials,

245; Bliss's Paragon, 619; fruiting
quickly, 450 ; in frames, Ac , 13 ; under
glass, 653

Tovaria oleracea, 586
Toxicophylea Ttiunbergi, 199, 559 ; spec-

tabilis, 199
Trade, bark and timber, 004
Training and pruning improved, 476
Transplanting trees, 323
Tree, a valuable evergreen, 503
Tree, Carnation cutting, 70
Tree record, 74, 290, 370 ; roots in bor-

ders, 233 ; transplanting, 323 ; trunks,
evils of earthing up, 75 ; wall space
for fruit, 77

Trees, a few choice, for lawns, 409 ; age
of, 429; and shrubs at San Remo,
Italy, 153 ; Apple, 289 ; big in Wabash
Valley, Indiana, 74 ; columnar, 139 ;

diseased Apples, 386 ; flowering, 538,

620 ; fruit in Bohemia, 220
;
pruning,

191 ;
grafting old Apple, 270 ; large at

Yester, East Lothian, 74 ; late leafing,

605 ; mulching fruit, 75 ; neglect of

deciduous, 235 ; notes on, from Vienna,
74 ; on the Thames Embankment, 225

;

phenomenal, 217
; protecting wall, 220

;

pruning and training of fruit, 46

;

shelter for fruit, 162 ; some of the old
at Kew, 216; staked and unstaked,
444; wall space for fruit, 138; varie-
gated, 643

Tregothnan, shrubs at, 537
Tiichopilia suavia alba, 559
Trifolium repens as basket plant, 422
Trillium atropurpureum, 438 ; culture

of, 66, 112, 231
;
graudiflorum, 122, 204,

524; recurvatum, 540
Triteleia laxa, 98 ; uniflora alba, 438

TroUius dahuricua, 515 ; in Cheshire,
539 ; napellifolms, 633, 571

Tropaiolura azureuni and tricolorum,
545 ; Hermine Grassholf, 414, 524 ; new
climbing, 619 ; tricolorum, 392 ;

aquaria, plants for, 328
Tropical jungle, a, 135
Tropical vegetation, beauty of, 243
Truffles, true and falre, 28
Tuberoses, culture of, 543

;
price of, 30

Tulip culture near towns, 11; three
flowered, 535

Tulip tree, fire, 74, 616
Tulips, florists', 82 ; in the Regent's
Park, 534

Tulipa Gesneriana, 537, 591 ; Greigi, 433
Turnip, 54; purpletop Early Munich,

24, 54
'^ussilago fragrans, 2, 87, 166, 263, 314,

348
Tyda;a fonnosa, 333

u.

Ulmuscampestris Wheatleyi, 47

Ungnadia speciosa, 309
Urceolina aurea, 415

Valleys and hills, temperature of, 541

Valleys, cold in, 197

Vauda Cathcarti, 351 ; lamellata Boxalli,

82, 574
Vases, dinner table, 316
Vegetable, cropping, 26(5 ; Marrows, 580 ;

showing, a suggestion, 82 ; show, pro-

posed, 102
Vegetables and the frost, 332; early,

81; exhibition of 244; large, 90; re-

naming, 197
Vegetation, effect of violent wind waving

on, 66 ; in the Tropics, beauty of, 243

Vegetarian colonies, 105
Ventilator, self-acting. 30
Verbascum tauricum, 5S4
Veronica Hulkeana, 584 ; longifolia sub-

Bessilis, 448
Veronicas, cultivated hardy herbaceous,

448 ; hai'diness of, 314
Viburnum Opulus, 618; plicatum, 585,

589; prunifolium, 583 ; Tinus lucidura,

513
Vienna, notes from, 32, 74, 494
Vine borders, 197; compost for, 400;
culture of, 660

Vine, culture of the Grape, 106; of

Soudan, 117, 531 ; open air cultivation,

403
Vines and gas tar, 627 ; bleeding, 342,

blood dressing for, 270 ; coal tar

dressing for, 533 ; dressing for mealy
bug, 414; extension-trained, 443; in

the open air, 3, 46, 429, 454, 532, 594

;

layering at Coombe Abbey, 189 ; new
mode of propagating, 570 ; on open
walls, 164; scraping, 220, 234, 379;
syringing, 027 ; tar dressing for, 501,

542
Vineyards, ancient, 145

Viola, American species of, 230

;

Munbyana, 65, 304
;
pedata, 534, 540

;

pedunculata, 515
Violas and Pansies, 635 ; the best species,

65
Violet Cress, the, 279
Violet, Munby's, 204, White Czar, 3

Violets all the year rormd, 221 ; Ameri-
can, 230 ; and Narcissi, 416 ; in pots,

262 ; Neapolitan, 113, 214
Vitex Agnus Castus, 359
Vriesia Falkenbergi, 193
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W,

Walilonberpia capensis, 21

Walchereii Broccoli ami Ciiuliflower, 455

"Wall plants, 2 ; Hoses, 16

Walls, evergreen in glasshouses, 69

;

recessed, SZ ; serpentine, 78

Wallflowers, 821, 416, 46S, 555 ; and frost,

232, 313, 4*i3 ; and Roses, 418 ; and the

winter, 421 ; double, 175 ; for market,

261 ; for cuttini??, 374
;
propagating

and growing, 420

Wasps, 658; nest, a large, 382

Water-bottles for button-hole flowers,

553
Water-casks and tanks bursting, 353

Water, foul, in gardens. 5S1

Water Lilies without tanks, 213

Water, margins and termination of arti-

ftcial, 110
Water Melons, culture of, 370

Water plants in Cheshire, 530
Watercress, 455
AVatering in dry weather, 5S7 ; and
mulching. 631

Watering-pot, long-spouted, 90
Waterside plants, bold, 253
White Alders, the, 203
Weather in 18S0, 14; low temperature

of, 140
Weeds on walks, S3, 486
Weigela for forcing, 6S ; Lavallei, 369,

591 : rosea, 063
Weirleigh, Brenchley, Kent, 525
Wellingtonia cone. 664
Westminster Abbey, new garden at, 310
Weston Park, Plane at, 74
Wlll>randia dia^tica, 98, 09
Wil « Olives, the, 73
WiUl water gardens, 490
Willows, PolJard, 292
Winter Cress, varies^ated, 63t
Winter, effects of the late, 473, 5t6 ; at
Longleatj 567

SS ; Grapes, 4 ;

1, 175 ; the, and

Winter flowers, 60
Winter blossoms, 60,

Heliotrope, the, S7,
plants, 167

Wire-nettin^r trade, 531
Wisley, hardy plant culture at, 597
Wistaria sinensis under glass, 450; white

533
Witloof for salads. 551
Wolverhampton, park for, 620
Woodland garden, the. 334
Woodland work, 50, 153
Woodlice, remedy for, 453
Wood paving, 14
Wych Elm at Bury St. Edmunds, 470

Xiphiou Histrio, 33 ;
p'.auifolium, 50, D3

Y.

Yestcr, fine trees at, 74
Yew, poisoning by, 154
Yews and Chestnuts, 503
York, the weather at, S3
Yucca alolfolia vari gita, 192 ; Peacoc'ii,

226, 460
Yuccas, h irdy in groups, 9 ; on grass, 654
Yulan, the, 414

Zephyranthes Treatirc, S'iS, 4^)0

Zinni^is, 253; and Heltchrysmis by the
S3a, 313
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LILIUM POLYPHYLLUM
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MICHAELMAS DAISIES

MILLA (TRITELEIA) LAXA

P.EONIES, NEW HERBACEOUS ...
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PYRUS CORONARIA

SALVIA PITCHERI

SEDUM SEMPERVIVOIDES
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JOHN GIBSON.
Few horticulturists were better known or respected than John Gibson, and few will be longer remembered.

To him we are chiefly, if not wholly, indebted for sub-tropical gardening, which was so well carried out by him in

Battersea Park. He also laid out the ground for the great International Exhibition of 1866, and was often consulted

on similar matters on subsequent occasions ; indeed, in artistic arrangements and in decorative gardening gensrally he

was largely employed. Mr. Gibson was born June 18, 1815, at Eaton Hall, Cheshire, where his father was gardener

to Sir E. Antrobus, in whose gardens he worked until about 1833, when he went to Chatsworth, and was apprentice:! to

Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) Paxton. After being there about a year he was sent to Wentworth to study the cultivation

of plants under Mr. Cooper, with whom he remained a season, and then returned to Chatsworth. Soon afterwards he

was sent by the Duke of Devonshire to India to collect plants, and especially to bring over the Amherstia nobilis. The

success of that mission is best exemplified by the many beautiful plants he introduced, some of which were figured in

Paxton's Magazine of Botany and other botanical periodicals. Besides collecting and importing 50 new species of

Dendrobium and many other plants, the following may be mentioned as amongst the most valuable, viz., Amherstia

nobilis, Rhododendron Gibsoni, Rhododendron Paxtoni, /Eschynanthus grandiflorus, ..Eschynanthus Roxburghi-

anus, Thibaudia setifera, Thibaudia glauca, Thibaudia coccinea, Saccolabium calceolare, and others. Lord

Auckland having been appointed Governor-General of India, arrangements were made that Sir. Gibson should accompany

him and take charge daring the voyage of a large collection of medicinal plants destined for the Botanic Gardens,

Calcutta. A start was made September 21, 1835, in H.M. ship Jupiter. A short stay was made at Madeira to enable

visits to be paid to certain gardens of note there.

Calls were also made at the Capo and elsewhere, Calcutta being reached in March, 1836. Here Mr. Gibson was

introduced to Dr. Wallich, with the view of arranging the districts which it would be most advisable to explore, means of

transit, &c.. Preliminaries having been settled, a start up country was made on July 5, 1836. The journey was not a

pleasant one, his life being frequently in danger and provisions short. On arriving at the Kliasya Hills, work was com-

menced in reality as soon as the weather would permit, and the first collection of plants was sent ofl^ August 17, 1836. By

the end of December, 101 baskets of plants, generally Orchids, had been forwarded to Dr. Wallich at Calcutta, by

whom they were sent on to England ; and in addition to these a large collection of tree and other seeds was also sent

home. On returning to Chatsworth, Mr. Gibson had charge of the exotic department.

In 1849 he was appointed superintendent of Victoria Park, some portions of which he designed and carried out,

particularly around the lake and on the Pagoda Island. In 1850, Greenwich Park was placed under his superintendence,

and in 1856 the formation of the shrubberies and planting at Battersea Park, then in a very rough state, were further

added to his duties, until August, 1857, when he was appointed superintendent, and shortly after that

Kenuington Park, Chelsea Hospital, and the Military Asylum Grounds were added to his duties. In April, 1871, he was

appointed superintendent of St. James's, the Green, and Hyde Parks, and Kensington Gardens, &c., a post he held until

shortly before his death, which took place early in 1875. Mr. Gibson is best known to the present generation of gar-

deners by his bold break into the common system of " bedding out " by the introduction of fme-foliaged plants, the use

of which he had previously studied in various Continental gardens. His skill in selecting and arranging the various

kinds used was widely admitted. The tenderness of many of the plants, and the fact that few had such means and such

a situation for growing them, prevented the system from extending much, but its teaching cannot be lost, and it was a

decided step onwards in the art of gardening. He made Battersea Park more interesting, so far as the space went, than

any public garden near London, and no ordinary man could have done it. His death, long before so strong a man

should have done his work, was a serious loss to horticulture. Our personal knowledge of him was long and most agree-

able, and we can say that with men of his stamp the influence of our public gardens would be efiective for good.
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GAEDEN THOUGHTS.

Close by my door stands a hero, so handsome and so brave,

that the face smiles and the heart is refreshed to look on him.

While the army to which he belongs is in fuU'retreat, or under

canvas, he remains, in his bright uniform of green and gold,

defiant. While the other ships of the fleet are driven with

bare poles to and fro by the winds, he walks the waters like

a thing of life, full sail, " dressed " with all his flags and

pennants, and with joyful music on deck. He is 20 ft. high,

and his name is Jasmine. What a gracious gift in our dreary

season of decay, like a child's laugh in a dull company, or an

examiner's nod when one is " up for degree !" What a

fountain of golden glory to make our desert smile ! No home
should be without these flowers—which

Twinkle to the wintry moon,
And cheer the ungeuial day

—

without Jasminum nudiflorum on its walls.
*

It comes to us so silently, unexpectedly, unostentatiously

in its beauty, like true charity. It is the brother born

for adversity, who enters unheard the darkened room,

and puts his hand upon the shoulder when the head is bowed
down by sorrow, and says, Let me share and help. I was told

in the Kiviera that not long ago a young English gentleman

came to Cannes, having a letter of credit for £500 given to

him by his father, that he might travel for a year, that he

went, " just for the fun of the thing," to that satanic institu-

tion, the gambling house, at Monte Carlo, and in two or three

visits lost all. In the same hotel there was staying at the

time a rich manufacturer who had rather a full-flavoured Lan-

cashire accent, who occasionally joined plural nominatives

with singular verbs, and sometimes went in pursuit of fugi-

tive Peas with his knife. The younger man had made merry

with his friends with little restraint or consideration concern-

ing these idiosyncracies, but now his mirth was gone. It

was piteous to see his miserable degradation and despair,

and the rich man (as my informant reported) heard from an

adjoining bedroom his sighs and prayers. One night he

knocked at his neighbour's door, walked in, and said, " Now,

youngster, its my turn to laugh, but I've been a foo

myself, and I've a lad about your age, and, to cut it short,

I'll tell you what I'll do. If you'll give me your word of

honour never to gamble again, and put down on a bit o'

paper how much them thieves have got, I'll give you a

cheque for the brass. You can pay it back to me or to mine

if ever you're flush o' cash." So was the winter of his dis-

content made glorious summer by the red rose of Lancaster
;

so when his home was dark and desolate, the Jasmine

made it glow with gold.
*

As charming and as cheerful, with the further claim_ on our

admiring love that it is evergreen, the Mespilus spinosa

—

"the prickly Medlar with an Almond leaf "*—which we

know best as Pyracantha—should flnd a place for its glossy

foliage and fiery fruitage on our walls. Though it is most

eff'ective upon stone—now framing beautifully with its scarlet

berries one of the windows of my church—it is attractive

everywhere, not excepting shrubberies, " always providing,"

as is sagaciously remarked by an old writer, " that the berries

be not eaten up by birds." t On either side of the Pyracantha,

when grown upon a brick wall, I commend the introduction

of variegated Ivies, those especially which have the silver

leaf.
*

The Cotoneaster of Simmonds and the Honeysuckle of Japan

must, of course, be in every garden, and in a genial season

may, when grown side by side on a wall, vie with the Pyracantha

and silver Ivy in their contrasted beauty. But we don't have

genial seasons, and Simmonds and Lonicera look usually at

this time of year as a married couple who have had a serious

quarrel, and Mespilus and Hedera like two lovers who are

most delectably "engaged."

There are persons who are wishful to improve upon Provi-

dence, and who, taking a good deal of rest themselves, do not

like to see it in other departments, and these say, I hate

deciduous plants (forgetting that "we all do fade as a leaf "),

• Miller's "Gardener's Dictionary."

t Hanbury's "Gardening,"
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an 1 will not have them on their walla. And there are some
who cry, I have lost my Magnolias and my Roses so often,

that I cannot incur the peril and disappointment. But give

me the gardener who, like the husbandman, hath long patience,

and thankfully watches his children's sleep ; and give me the
love which sighs, in the memory of its deep happiness, " 'tis

better to have loved and lost than never to have loved at

all." And, therefore, let us have our Wistaria sinensis,

though it never can attain in our climate the amplitude
of loveliness which seems almost to weigh down its

branches in the sunnier south, and though it sheds its

foliage awhile. Let us protect our Magnolias, though even
then the bitter frost will maim and discolour, and though at

best they are but as branches and offshoots compared with
the glorious timber trees which we see in France and Italy.

Let us replant our white and yellow Banksian Roses and
our magnificent Mardchal Niel, though they be (twice, at most,
in a lifetime) " kilt dead."

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

And, ci jyropos of climbing Roses, there must be a sentence
of special praise

—

Yet OQS I would select from that proud throngs

concerning Fortune's Yellow. This Rose was introduced by
Mr. Fortune from China many years ago, and though its

merits were recognised to some extent, it was not cherished
with the careful cultivation which it so well deserved, and,
being generally regarded as unsuitable for our climate, became
almost extinct I da not know, nevertheless, a Rose tree

which produces, when once established, a more abundant sup-
ply of beautiful Roses. It should have a place in every
Rose house or conservatory, and also on walls having a
S3uthern aspect, and not in an exposed situation. You may
cit baskets of its piuk and yellow bloom? daily and week
after week when it has found a happy home.

I should be glad of the opinion of more experienced
brothers* as to the relative merits of the Ampelopsis (prettily

so-named from its Vine-like growth), introduced by Mr. Veitch,

and the creeper from " Old Virginny." My own observation
has inclined me to think that the latter has greater depth and
richness of colour, but I have seen it in much the more
favourable positions. There is an old church at Lincoln, for

example, which is half covered with its crimson glory.

And why are not more of our churches thus beautified 1

"The Ivy-mantled tower" may be open to objection, such as

steppage of spouts and multiplication of 'sparrows, but many
ai ugly building would lose its ugliness, and many a fair

edifice would be fairer, like a bride in her bridal garment, if

the walls were clothed with the glowing berries, the shining
leaves (let us not omit Escallonia macrantha), the sweet
flowers which I have named with Clematis and Honeysuckle,
Jasmine and Rose. S. Reynolds Hole.

The Winter Heliotrope (Tugailago fragrana).—Amongst
Waiter flowers this is one of the 'most reliable. We use it as a
cirpeting plant for banks aad other positions under trees when little
else will grow ; its foliage looks well at all times of the year, and at
this time its deliciously-perfumed flowers are very useful for indoor
deooration. It is a vigorous grower, and when once planted will
take care of itself. I find those clumps that are planted under
the shelter and shade of mixed evergreen and deciduous shrubs the
best, as the flower-spikes draw up a good height, and the blossoms
are better coloured than when fully exposed ; in fact, its proper
place is as a carpet under trees where the shrubs are thin.—J.
Groom.

Tlie Garden Thoughts' of others would be acceptable to the author ol
1 hese papers, and would be repeated with his own, so far as they seemed to have
some special interest. Address, Caunton Manor, Newark.

The Choco Plant at Kew.—In the Cactus house there is

now a fine fruiting plant of Seohium edule, a Cucurbitaceous plant,
a native of the West Indies, where it is called Choco, and is culti-

vated for the fruits, which aS'ord an article of food. Like plants of

a similar character, it has slender twining stems and large leaves.

The fruits on the Kew plant are now about the size of a Cocoa-nut,
which is about their full size. They are oblong and of a pale green
colour, and have a deep indenture at the apex. They are imported
and sold in this country under the name of Chayotes. In Covent
Garden Market there is now an importation of these fruits from St.

Michael's.

Oyrtanthu3 Mackeni.—A few weeks ago we had occasion
to allude to C. lutescens, a beautiful congener of the present species,

from which it ditfers conspicuously in the colour of the blossoms ;

in C. lutescens they are pale yellow, while in C. Mackeni they are
pure white—hence the most desirable for cultivation. The blossoms,
long, narrow, curved tubes, about '2 in. long, are produced in umbel-
like clusters of from six to nine on slender stalks about 9 in. high.
They are sweetly-scented, which adds greatly to their value as deco-
rative plants. All the species are of easy culture in a warm green-
house, and as they flower plentifully for some weeks in succession
during autumn and winter they are well worth growing for cutting
purposes alone, for which purpose they are specially suitable.

Solanum venuatum.—We are often asked to recommend a

beautiful stove-climbing plant which would yield a plentiful sup-

ply of cut flowers during winter. Here is one that is well suited

to the purpose, being a vigorous grower, requiring very simple cul-

ture, and never failing to produce an abundance of flowers in con-

tinuous succession for several months. The blossoms somewhat re-

semble those of the common Potato, but are of a delicate mauve
colour, and borne in dense clusters on slender twigs, a circumstance
which causes them to droop gracefully. In the Palm house at Kew
there is a large specimen trained to a pillar now in flower, and it

attracts the attention of almost every visitor. The plant is procur-

able at the large nurseries, and may be easily propagated by means
of cuttings.

Large Acacia dealbata.—In the garden at Rickerby we
learn that there is a remarkably fine specimen of this beautiful Aus-
tralian shrub in full flower, and will probably continue in good con-

dition for a fortnight hence. Tlie specimen is 16 ft. in height and
about 28 ft. through. It might be interesting to know the condi-

tions under which such a fine plant has been grown, whether planted

out in free soil or in a pot or tub, and to what condition of tem-
perature subjected. Even in a small state this Acacia is a highly
desirable plant, and we recommend all who do not possess it to add
it to their collection, as it cannot fail to give satisfaction.

Bomarea oligantha.—The few kinds of Bomarea, or Alstroi-

meria, as they are sometimes called, that are in cultivation requiring
greenhouse treatment have much to recommend them, for their

flowers are showy, and they seem to be almost perpetual flowerers.

At Kew, in the cool part of the Cactus house, there are some four
kinds trained to the sides of the house. Of this, B. oligantha is now
very attractively in flower, a condition in which it has been nearly
all the year round. It is a twining species with slender stems, each
of which bears at its apex an umbel-like dense cluster of showy
flowers, which are deep orange, prettily and copiously spotted with
deep brown or chocolate. Planted out in a bed of good soil, it is very
free in growth and flower, and is a capital plant for growing in a
greenhouse, trained, in a light position, to a wall or partition.

Luculia gratissima.^Among winter-flowering plants in

Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at HoUoway, few are more attractive than
this beautiful Nepaulese shrub, quantities of which are grown in small

pots. These plants have produced remarkably fine heads of rosy-

pink blossoms, and, being deliciously perfumed, are specially

adapted for indoor decoration.

Acacia platyptera.—Among the earliest to flower of the

vast number of species of Acacia in the temperate house at Kew
is this old, but little-known kind, now gay with golden blossoms,

arranged on the edges of its singular Bat branahes, that rise to a

height of from 4 ft. to 5 ft., and hence distinct from the majority
of the other kinds. Another early-flowering kind is A. retinodes,

which, though not so showy as the preceding, is desirable on ac-

count of the profusion with which its sulphur-yellow blossoms are

produced all along the slender twigs. Both are of ea«!y culture in

pots in an ordinary greenhouse.

Large Italian Bouquets.—The principal objects of attrac-

tion lately at the Horticultural Company's floral depot, Warwick
House, Regent Street, have been some large bouquets of flowers,
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which had been sent there direct from Italy. They consisted chiefly

of white and striped Camellias, Neapolitan Violets, common Agera-
tum, Skimmia japonioa berries, and one or two other kinds of berries

which we did not recognise. These bouquets were Mushroom-
shaped, and, being about 2 ft. across, it must have required skilful

manipulation to adjust the flowers, as those of each kind were
arranged so as to form a portion of a geometrical design, which,
though it had a formal appearance, was novel and attractive. Each
bouquet was surrounded by a row of leaves of the Loquat (Erio-

botrya japonica), twigs of Conifers, and other evergreen shrubs.
The floral display altogether at this establishment has been lately

remarkably fine and very extensive. The windows are adorned
with a great variety of plants, including choice Orchids, and arranged
very tastefully. The interior of the building is also very attractive,

particularly the rockeries and groups of plants. The various kinds
of fruits and flowers, artificial as well as natural, combine to render
this establishment a very attractive one to lovers of both flowers
and fruits.

"Wliite-flowered Eranthemum (E. albiflorum).—If this
plant, which we saw the other day in flower at Kew, were grown in a
similar manner to the more popular blue-flowered kind, it would
probably prove a useful plant, as it continues a long time in flower.
The Kew specimen is about 15 in. high, and has large leaves of a
deep green hue, which form a fine contrast to the large, branching
clusters of pure white flowers which terminate the branches. Though
small, the blossoms are produced in great numbers, a circumstance
which amply compensates for their small size. It is a free grow-
ing plant, and one which will doubtless some day be generally culti-

vated.

Flo^wering Agaves at Kew.—Among the most attractive
plants now in flower in the Palm house at Kew are two huge speci-
mens of about equal size of Agave attenuata var. glaucescens, which
for some weeks past have been developing fine flower-stems. They
are thick and woody, about 6 ft. in height, and are terminated by a
head of fleshy leaves of a bluish-grey tint. The flower-stems arise
from the centre of the crowns to a height of about 9 ft., and
are gracefully arching. The flowers, which are of a yellowish-
green colour, are disposed thickly in a bottle-brush-like manner over
the whole length of the stem, and the long protruding stamens,
tipped with yellow anthers, relieve, as it were, their otherwise rope-
like appearance. A fine specimen also of the rare A. Hookeri is in
flower, but it is not nearly so attractive as the preceding, which are
indeed among the noblest of the American Aloes.

Presentation to Mr. Peter Grieve.—We recently ar».

nounced the retirement of Mr. Grieve from the post which he has so
long held as gardener at Culford Hall, and stated that it was proposed
by his friends to present him with some tangible mark of the esteem in

which he is held in the neighbourhood in which he has resided for
nearly four and thirty years. Though no special efibrts were made
t ) swell the subscription list, the proposal was heartily received, and
the willing contributions of upwards of seventy subscribers placed
the committee in a position to provide a really handsome testimonial,
consisting of a valuable gold hunting lever watch and a drawing-
room timepiece with a pair of candelabra en suite, together with a
very chaste silver cake basket for Mrs. Grieve. The watch bore the
following inscription on its inner case :

" Presented to Mr. Peter
Grieve, by a number of his friends, as a token of their regard, on the
occasion of his leaving Culford. August, 1880." We may add that
Mr. and Mrs. Grieve have also received other testimonials from the
householders of Culford, and from the gardeners who have worked
under him in the Hall gardens.

White Ozar Violet.—I noticed a bed of this Violet in Messrs.
Lee & Sons' Feltham Nursery in full bloom this day (Dec. 29). In
growth and flower it very much resembles the Czar, but differs from
that well-known Violet in the colour of the flowers, which are pure
white. As most of the single white Violets are such bad growers, we
look upon this as a good addition to our collection. It is not a new
variety, but seems little known. When better 'known no doubt it

will be cultivated largely, as white flowers are much in demand in
the London and other markets at Christmas.—D, T.

We have to record the death of Mr. Parsons, long gardener at
Banesbury, near Welwyn. Mr. Parsons was a member of the Floral
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, a judge at the Regent's
I'ark shows, and otherwise well known to a wide circle of horticul-
turists. He died on Christmas Day.

M. Jean Sisley, of Lyons, informs us that a Mons. Dumesnil, of

Rouen, is growing plants to a large extent without soil.

Messrs. Veitch announce a " Manual of the Conifera3," with
numerous woodcuts. It is certain to be of much interest to all

wbo study these pjagtg. It wiU be ready in March.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
OUTDOOR GRAPES.

"Pebegbine" says, "that it is a fact beyond all cavil that
Grapes can be ripened on waUs out of doors in the soutli of
England, and even in the midland counties." Yes ; I have seen
as good Grapes on the walls of buildings in the midland countic s
as I have seen in Surrey ; in fact, tlie best Grapes I ever saw on
walls were ripened on a farmhouse in the midland counties. All
the back part of the house (a high two-storied one) was covert d
with the Vines, which had been looked after properly, the growth
of some fine young canes having been encouraged. I have seen
many a worse lot of Hamburghs in Vineries than the black Grape i

were ; they were well coloured and well ripened, and there was a
good crop. The roots ran under the pebble causeway next to the
house, and out under the farmyard adjoining, which was surrounded
by farm buildings. It was just one of those warm sheltered cosy
sort of places where one would expect under proper treatment to
see good results, and there are hundreds of such places with bare
walls which might be covered with beautiful foliage and fair
fruit if proper advantage were taken of them. "It is simply," as
" Peregrine" says, "a question of trying." Horticultural societies
should encourage the growth of outdoor Grapes ; and it might bo
a step in the right direction if, say half-a-dozen gardeners could
be got to give their experience of Grape cultivation out of doors
in each of the southern and midland counties. I feel certain from
my own experience that hundreds of tons of good Grapes might
be obtained in most seasons if advantage were taken of positions
favourable to their growth.

Thirteen years ago I planted four Vines on the south front of

the house in which I live. I made no border for them, but simply
dug out a hole for each, and put in a barrowful or two of the lop
spit taken off a common (a healthy one), and mixed a little half-
rotten_ stable manure with it. The natural soil in front of the
house is a very poor sandy loam that will grow forest trees and
Coniferse pretty well if trenched, but not vegetables without very
heavy dressings of manure. Gravel covers this poor soil quite
13 ft. out from the house, then turf. This has remained undis-
turbed ever since they were planted with the exception of opening
the ground alongside of the turf to put in a drain a few 5'ears ago.
Now for results. The Vines are the ordinary White Sweetwater.
They were strong plants which had been grown out of doors in a
nursery (not in pots). After planting they grew away well, for
I did not stint them in the way of .water the first j'ear or two
either at top or bottom. They made good strong canes, which I

was careful not to overcrop for the first three or four years. The
first account I have of the produce is that of 1874, when I gathered
about a hundredweight of good well-ripened Grapes. Some of the
bunches weighed a pound and a quarter each, and a gentleman who
has travelled on the Continent told me that they were quite as

good as the ordinary Grapes grown there. 1 had good heavy crops

every year till 1879,when, owing to the very bad season, they did
not ripen, nor did the wood ripen properly, and for the first time
since planting mildew made its appearance. This I killed by
dusting with 2 lb. of sulphur, distributed by that excellent French
invention Boife a Houppe. This year, owing to the severe check
which they had experienced, there was very little fruit, and that

did not ripen properly. Mildew again made its appearance, but
not so bad as the year before. The Vines made very fair growth,
and have ripened their wood pretty well, so that with a return

of good sunny seasons I hope again to have good results, though ]

do not expect to have such heavy bunches as when the Vines were
younger. I intend taking off the gravel and putting some better

soil underneath, and I have no doubt that they will pay well for

the trouble. R. Lloyd.
Brooliwoiid.

In a field on the east side of the river Lark, opposite theBotanic
Gardens in Bury St. Edmunds, is a portion of land still known as

the " Vine fields," and here may still be traced the terraces or raised

beds in which the Vines are said to have been grown by the monks
of the abbey of St. Edmund's Bury. From the produce of those

Vines the monks of this establishment are said to have manufac-
tured excellent wine ; and if this be so, it is only fair to infer that

the Grapes used for this purpose must have attained a considerable

degree of ripening. Some have, therefore, been inclined to think

that a change for the worse must have taken place in the character

of the seasons ; but, what is more probable, the palate of the
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ancient monks of St. Edmund's Bury was leas fastidious than

that of wine drinkers of the present day. Be that as it may,
however, there can be no question about the ripening of Grapes

during most seasons in the open'air in the southern parts of Kngland,

and even in the eastern counties, which are far from being cele-

brated for their balmy breezes in spring, or even during the early

part of summer. A few years ago the late Mr. Darken, of West-
gate Road, Bury St. Edmunds, was, and had for years been, in the

habit of cultivating the Grape Vine in the open air, and he by no
means confined himself to one or two varieties ; on the contrary, he

grew many sorts, and seldom failed, even in unfavourable seasons,

to ripen most of them. The 'situation, was, however, peculiar, and
to a great extent accounted for his extraordinary success. It had
formerly been a chalk-pit of large dimensions, open to the south,

and thoroughly sheltered on the remaining three sides. Most of the

Vines were trained to very high walls, while some were attached to

short stakes placed in a slanting position.

The Pruning and Training jiractiaed in the case of the

Vines upon the walls was a combination of the long rod and short

spurring systems, and black as well as white sorts generally coloured

and ripened well. Even such sorts as the Grizzly Frontignan I

have seen well coloured and of good flavour, and I believe it never

shanked upon the open wall, although its propensity to do so under
glass is only too well known. Mr. Darken '3 son and successor has

now covered most of these Vines with glass, and, with slight assist-

ance from artificial heat, produces fruit of improved quality, as

well as earlier in the season. There are, however, several other

successful growers of Grapes in the open air in, the town of Bury St.

Edmunds whose gardens possess none of the advantages which
went so far to secure success in the case of the late Mr. Darken, but

who, nevertheless, during most seasons' succeed in producing per-

fectly ripe and delicious fruit. I believe, however, that they confine

their culture mostly to the well-known Royal Muscadine, or occa-

sionally to the Esperione and the Black Cluster, but the first named
variety is considered to be the best. Among the most successful

growers of Grapes in the open air here may be mentioned Mr. J.

Clarke, of College Street, and Mr. Harvey, of Westgate Road. The
first only grows the Royal Muscadine, and, with tlie exception of the

present season and its predecessor, he has never once failed to

obtain ripe and delicious fruit in abundance for these last twenty
years, or since the very unfavourable season of 1860.

The Soil is naturally of good quality, and the Vines are trained

to a brick wall, some 6 ft. higli, and about 45 ft. or 50 ft. long,

facing due south. The method of training adopted may be called

the long rod system ; that is, the bearing rods are trained in a ver-

tical position, 'at a distance of not less than 2 ft. from each other,

and between eacli pair of bearing rods a young shoot is annually
trained, to become in its turn the bearing rod of the succeeding

season. As soon as the fruit is gathered the old rods are at once
cut out, in order to as much as possible facilitate the ripening of

the young rods, which are destined to furnish fruit next year. The
weather of 1879 was so exceedingly unfavourable, that wood as well

as fruit failed to ripen ; hence the failure this year ; but 1880 has,

however, been sufficiently favourable to apparently ripen the wood,
so that reasonable expectations may be entertained as to the suc-

cess of the fruit crop of 1S81. Mr. Clarke does not stop the young
shoots at the top of the 6-ft. wall, to which they are trained, but
allows them to grow 1 ft. or IS in. higher, secured to wire netting,

which surmounts the wall, but at the winter pruning each shoot is cut

back to the height of the wall, and this operation is generally per-

formed as soon as the leaves are about to fall, when the rods are at

once fixed in their proper positions.

Cottage walls, especially the end one or that of other buildings

with a southern aspect, are generally eligible positions for the Grape
Vine, and there it is frequently to be found, but very often mis-

managed or altogether neglected, so that however favourable the

season may be the fruit fails to come to maturity, a circumstance
very much to be regretted, as very little trouble or attention is really

necessary in order to secure good crops in ordinarily favourable
seasons. In such situations it is possible that the spurring system
is preferable to the long rod, as in the latter case more attention
might be required than the Vine would be likely to get, and if the
former system befoUowed, the shoots or rods may be trained either

vertically or horizontally. The latter is the^most suitable, and if so,

the shoots should be trained not less than 1 ft. apart, or say four
courses of bricks between each. The pruning and nailing in of such
Vines should be performed as soon as the leaves have fallen, or they
may be deferred until 'after severe frosts are over in spring. To
prevent as far as is possible the spurs becoming large and unsightly,
it is necessary to cut the young shoots well back, or to the nearest
well-developed bud to the rod. When this is done the rods should
have the loose bark rubbed off them, and, as a prevention of mildew,
should be painted with a mixture of soot and sulphur ; when this is

dry the rods should be" securely nailed to the wall, when nothing

more will be required until the time for disbudding or summer
pruning has arrived. When tlie spurs become somewhat old they
will each generally produce a number of.'young shoots, all of which,
witli the exception of one or at most two of the strongest and best

placed, should be rubbed off, while those retained should be stopped

at the joint next the embryo bunch, or I have never known any
evil to result from stopping the shoot at the bunch itself. These
shoots with their bunch of fruit may be allowed to protrude from
the wall, or, with the view of giving the fruit the benefit of closer

contact with the wall, the shoots may be neatly nailed to 'it on the

upper side of the rod, and tliis when properly done gives a neat and
ornamental appearance to the Vine. Lateral shoots should from
time to time be stopped in order to give the fruit the benefit of light

and sunshine, but large leaves from the young shoot must never on
any account be removed.

Thinning the Berries.—As a rule, each shoot should only

be allowed to carry one bunch, and if it be desired to have the fruit

as fine as is possible, the berries in each bunch must be carefully

thinned out, an operation which should be performed when they are

very small. By adopting the spurring system of pruning, more par-

ticularly in cases where the wall is of considerable height, the latter

can be kept permanently and perfectly covered ; and if the bunches
produced be smaller than would be the case if the long-rod system
was successfully pursued, there would nevertheless be probably an
equal weight of fruit and of equally good quality.—P. Grieve.

We have had during the last few years such indifferent

ripening seasons for tender fruits in the open air, tliat it re-

quires considerable faith in the future to induce one to plant

Vines lai-gely out-of-doors in the expectation of obtaining a crop

of ripe fruit. But the greatest inflictions do not last for ever ;

therefore, let us not despair of again seeing ripe Grapes upon our
outside walls. I am hopeful that we shall have fine ripening seasons

soon ; indeed, but for the general paucity of fruit this year, owing to

the comparative absence of sunshine in 1879, we have had heat and
warmth enough to ripen Grapes in the open air, as I found here

Madresfield Court with well coloured and almost sweetened berries

on immature bunches on a soutli wall. The season has, at least,

well ripened the summer's wood, and there is plenty of fine hard
brown shoots to cut back, and the buds are full and firm. A few
years since I planted here small forms of several kinds against the

buttresses of a south wall, intending to carry rods up each and
then along the top of the wall above Tea Roses. The Vines have
done well, and I think, when more fully trained, will yield an abun-
dance of good fruit.—A. D.

In reference to the subject of Vines in the open air, may I

be allowed to say that I have not been correctly represented (see

p. G05). No one who has an opportunity of seeing what is done in

many parts of the country could say that Grapes could not be
ripened in the open air, as there are many seasons in which fairly

eatable fruit is grown, but there are many in which they never
get sufficiently matured to be of use except for wine-making, and
Grape wines of this country's growth are not likely to compete
with those of foreign production ; consequently, except in such
cases as that of any one feeling inclined to grow a Vine or two
with such chances of fruit as the summers permit, I maintain that

good walls may be turned to better account by planting them with
Peaches or good keeping Pears.—T. Baises.

THE BEST WINTER C4RAPES.

What we call winter Grapes are those fit for use from early in

November until late in March, and to secure a good supply of Grapes
from the beginning to the end of that period is worth a little con-

sideration. The Muscat of Alexandria is a finely-flavoured Grape,
when well grown, at all times, and where there are plenty of means
it may be had in good condition at least until February, but it can
only be kept good until then through being thoroughly matured and
well finished by the end of September, and as it is well known this

cannot be done in the majority of cases, I will leave this variety out

of my winter Grape list altogether, and as a light-coloured Grape
substitute Raisin de Calabre. This variety, although not very thick

in the skin, is an admirable keeper, and the berries retain their rich

flavour well up to the last. It is not at all a shy grower, and under
ordinary care the bunches usually pass through their various stages

of development without blemis.h. As a companion to it,

let me recommend Gros Guillaume, in my opinion one of

the best late Grapes in cultivation, and one which should be

much more grown than it is. In growth it is all that could be

desired. The berries form and swell well, and when ripe come nearer

those of the Black Hamburgh in flavour and quality than any of

our other late black Grapes. It might be called a winter Hamburgh,
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Next to this I would place Black Alicante, then Lady Downes, and
last Gros C'olmar. I wonder if there was ever a single berry of this

tasted which could justly be said to be first class in flavour. To its

appearance I have no objection, but, as a rule, the less said about its

flavour the better ; moreover, I find that it does not ripen so well

as some others, neither fruit nor wood, facts which stand much
against it. If I add another light fruited one to our list it will be
Pearson's Golden Queen, a coloured representation of which appeared
in The Garde.v aomo years ago, and I iind thatthis Grape quite comes
up to what it was there stated to be. It grows strongly, ripens

freely, and hangs well, and its flavour is by no means bad, although
sometimes not perfect. Trebbiano is another which I think much
more of than such as white Tokay or Syrian.

Apart from having good varieties of late Grapes, it is a great

advantage to have them properly matured before the days get too

short. I have never had any difficulty in keeping Grapes that were
thoroughly ripened in September, but others which had not reached
that state until well into November were difficult to deal with.

CUMBRIAN

VENTILATING FRUIT ROOMS.
Success in keeping winter fruit without decay depends almost wholly
on the apartment which it occupies. If the fruit room is too warm,
or if the temperature is changeable, it is liable to decay soon. Care-

ful ventilation, conducted so as to maintain a uniform low tempera-
ture nearly down to the freezing point, will keep most fruit sound
until the warm weather of spring. For common family use it is most
convenient to provide a separate apartment in the cellar, and if win-
dows are on opposite sides the ventilation will be more entirely under
control, although this is not indispensable. The best way is to hang
the windows so that they may be hooked up at different heights or

closed at pleasure. One or two thermometers in the room are indis-

pensable, and enough air should be admitted to keep them nearhj at

tlie freezing point at all times. The windows, being placed near the
top, eflFect a more complete shange of air through all parts than if

situated lower down by the descent of cold air. A little practice
will enable the attendant to control a uniform temperature with
little trouble by adjusting the windows for the admission of more or
less air, according to the condition of the air without. When the
weather is warm in the daytime and cold at night, the windows are
to be closed by day and sufficiently opened in the night, and the
same care is to be taken for any other fluctuations in the weatlier.

The same treatment in ventilating is applicable whether the fruit is

placed on central shelves, in cases of drawers, or in barrels—a uni-

form and low temperature being alike desirable. If those who have
been in the practice of storing their Apples in warm and damp cellars

where no provision has been specially made for keeping them would
provide a room purposely, and regulate the temperature in the man-
ner we have indicated, they would be amply repaid for the trouble
by sound fresh fruit instead of the baskets of rotten Apples which
they have had to carry out from their badly aired cellars.—Oountri/

Gentleman. [Inasmuch as in our country keeping the fruit room at

nearly freezing point is impossible, the conditions that will suit best
are to be found underground.

—

Ed.]

Cooking Dessert Apples.—I quite agree with "Justicia"
that the best Apples for cooking are those that contain their own
sugar, and I think all will agree that Messert varieties do this

most. I will name an instance or two that have come under my own
notice. This season we had a fair crop of King of the Pippin.=!, and
not having much demand for them for dessert, they were used for

cooking. After I had supplied them for a day or two I was told
that they made very fine puddings and tarts, the flavour of which
was pronounced to be greatly superior to that of those made of Cod-
lins and similar sorts. Who will say that Sturmer Pippin is not
better for cooking than the Norfolk Beaufin ? Then why go on
planting the latter while the former will keep as long, and my expe-
rience of it is that it is as good a bearer ? I think Sturmer one of

the very best late Apples grown. An Apple tart or pudding is best
without sugar, but who appreciates one made with sour Apples ?

—

J. C., Farnboro\

Canadian v. American Apples.—I was glad to see in

The Garden the other day some seasonable remarks by "Justicia "

on American Apples, which I can endorse by my own experience.
In a season like the present, when most consumers have to depend
mainly on American Apples, owing to the almost total failure of our
own crops, it is a matter of considerable importance that we should
have the imported fruit in as good condition as circumstances will
allow. I have my supply from one of the most respectable dealers
in Liverpool, and I believe get as good fruit as is in the market,
with the result that the American or, to be more exact, United

States Apples are not so well packed, are in smaller barrels, and
have a layer or two of fine fruit at the top of the barrel and
inferior fruit below, while the Canadian barrels are larger, contaiii

finer fruit, more firmly packed, and of uniform quality throughout.
As no doubt TuE Garden has numbers of American readers, it is

to be hoped that the remarks which appear in it on this subject will
receive the attention of both growers and packers. The little extra
labour required to carefully handpick and pack the fruit will bo
amply repaid by the superior condition in which it will be received
in this country ; it will then deserve a higher price, and thus in

the end will prove more satisfactory to all concerned—growers,
dealers, and consumers.—J. E.

A Fine Early Pear.—Petite Marguerite is one of M. Andre
Leroy's seedlings, and it was held in such high esteem by that cele-

brated French pomologist, that he named it after the youngest of his

granddaughters. In the year 1863 it was first offered in France, and
in this country it has been on trial several years, but not until re-

cently has its merits been recognised, and its propagation and dis-

semination seriously undertaken. This shows how much time is

required to determine the value and to raise a stock of a new fruit.

Petite Marguerite, although a moderate grower, both on Pear and
Quince, is sufficiently vigorous to satisfy nurserymen, and I hope in

the near future to see this valuable Pear extensively propagated. The
list of choice early Pears is not so large but a few more good sorts

may be added, and I am certain that all lovers of fine fruits will

welcome the new comer. It is of medium size, just large enough to

be acceptable as a dessert fruit. Ripening as it does about ten days
before the Bartlett, it possesses a particular value as an early Pear.

As a fruit of the very first quality, it can be highly recommended to

connoisseurs for tlie table, but it is not large and showy enough for

market. M. Leroy, in his Dictionnaire de Pomologie, describes it as

the best Pear ripening in August. We believe this statement to be

as true in America as it is in France.—W. C. Barry, in Country
Gentleman.

ORCHIDS.

CATASETUMS IN BASKETS,

I AM sure that Catasetums, Cyonoches, and Mormodes would be
more generally cultivated if they were better known, as the singular

structure of their flowers always commands a considerable amount of

interest, while the peculiar manner in which the pollen masses of

the Catasetums are ejected on the horns with which the column is

furnished is in itself a great curiosity. Another characteristic of the

Catasetums and Cycnoches is the occasional production of two or

three kinds of flowers on the same plant, sometimes on the

same flower-spike. So dissimilar are these flowers, that when first

observed they were considered to belong to distinct genera, and
named respectively Catasetum, Monachanthus, and Myanthus—the

first name being assigned to the large fleshy flowers furnished with
horns or feelers, and which are now generally considered to be the

seed-bearing flowers, the second to the hornless sterile flowers, and
the last to those which, together with other structural differences,

bear the horns at the base instead of the apex of the column.

The difference between these flowers was so wide as to warrant the

supposition that they were distinct, but being produced together

on one spike was directly contrary to such an opinion. Cycnoches
Loddigesi, too, runs into a variety of forms. Even in small collec-

tions a few of these plants are to be found, thus 'showing that they

are not entirely disregarded ; but owing to unskilful treatment the

possessors in most cases do not know what the flowers are like, and
so interest in them is lost. The common error in the management
of these plants consists in their being given too little water when
growing and too much when resting. When growing too much
water can scarcely be given them, provided they be well drained ;

but when resting they should be dried as thoroughly as a deciduous

Dendrobe, the resting period to continue from the time the new
growths are fully completed until they again begin to grow, no

matter how long it may be, unless flower-spikes appear, in which

case water should be given until the flowers are decayed.

I think it a great mistake to grow these plants in pots, for, although

not strictly epiphytal, they are generally found in their native habi-

tats growing on loose deposit composed of decayed twigs, leaves,

Moss, &o., permeable to air to a considerable depth. I have grown
them fairly well in pots, and so have many others I know ; but so

treated I have always found the roots liable to decay periodically,

and that small or weak plants stand but little chance of improvement
in them. Having a few poor plants of each of these last spring, and
having just tlien received a small importation in very bad condition,

I thought I would try what a radical change would do for them. I

therefore basketed them all in peat and Sphagnum, and suspended

them in an intermediate house, The effect was surprising ; they
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made in many cases stouter growths than tlie imported ones, being

shorter and proportionately tliickeri than any I ever saw in pots.

They flowered remarkably well, some of them twice, and one plant

of Catasetum tabulare brachyglossum three times during summer and

autumn. As they finished their growth water was altogether with-

held, and they were suspended in a drier house, but the pseudo-

bulbs did not shrivel, for as soon as the plants got thoroughly dry

innumerable threadlike air-roots rose perpendicularly from the sur-

face of the basket. The tender points of these roots kept the plants

nourished, and the roots continued to grow, until now many of them
are 3 in. in height. These auxiliary air-roots resemble those on

fresh imported plants, but which I have never seen to a like extent

on plants in pots. It is evident to me that a sounder and a riper

growth, fitter to produce flowers to perfection, can be obtained liy

growing these plants in baskets than in pots. I therefore advise

amateurs who have these Orchids in an unsatisfactory condition to

treat them as above described, keeping them perfectly dry until they

begin to grow, and then placing them in baskets. Afterwards sus-

pend them in a cool stove or intermediate house, and liberally supply

them with water from the time they begin to root until growth is

completed. I know there are many of these plants (particularly in

smvU collections) for which the owners begrudge the room on account

of their not flowering, but still dislike throwing them away. If they

be grown and Howered well, but few plants in their collections will

command so much attention. Almost the whole of them are natives

of South America. The beautiful Mormodea citrinum and M. luxa-

tam are found in Mexico, and may, in case of necessity, be grown in

the greenhouse, but even these are grateful for a little extra heat,

and flower best when grown in the intermediate house with the

others. A rather dry house, of a temperature of from 50" to GO", is

the best for them when at rest. James O'Brien".

OUR OECHIDS.
I CANNOT agree with " F." (p. 567) when he says that Orchids are the

easiest things imaginable to grow. Many of them, as every grower

knows, are quite the reverse, and there is no class of plants that

taxes the skill of the grower so much. Other plants have a resting

time and a growing time that is sure to begin witli spring and end

with autumn, unless otherwise arranged to suit some particular re-

quirement ; but such is not the case with Orchids. They require

constant watching in order to ascertain their particular wants.

Even in the same house some will be growing while others are at rest,

and some will not require any rest at all, and so on. Then we are

told because " F." had no gardener who understood Orchids it was
so much the better. Can " F.'' jioint to a man who can manage
Orchids as they should be without having some knowledge of them ?

Should valuable Orchids be entrusted to such a person ? The state-

ment, "Oh, I shall do my best ; I think they'll succeed," reminds

me of the banker who said to a depositor, "Oh, I'll take care of your
money if my bank don't break." " F." tells us when he got home room
was made for his plants (of which he is kind enough to give us a list)

in the stove. Does he mean to tell Orchid growers that they grew
and flourished in a satisfactory manner in a stove for any lengtfi of

time ? I should certainly much doubt it ; the more so as he tells us

they were put on the sunny side. Why, I say it is nothing short of

sure death for such things as Cypripediums to be exposed to the sun
;

and again, Maadevallias would die at the very name of stove heat,

for they are amongst our coolest Orchids, and will not be at all satis-

factory if they are not kept from the direct rays of the sun. They may
be some time in dwindling away, but they are sure to do so under
such treatment. "F. " must be convinced by this time tliat an
Orchid grower could not be such a mistake as his friend considered
him to be. Depend upon it, wherever Orchids are grown wpU they
will be found under the care of an experienced cultivator. Nor need
a good Orchid grower be a bid oaltivator in other departments, but
rather the reverse. II. C.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Second Flowering of Dendrobium chrysanthum.—
I have a plant of this in a basket which flowered freely in July in

an Odontoglossum house. Here it was allowed to remain at rest and
kept dry, but eaidy in November, showing signs of growth it was
moved into warmer quarters ; here it grew freely and made twelve
growths, eleven of which have flowered profusely. The growth is

short-jointed, so much so, that thirty-eight flowers were borne upon
one growth of 15 in. The flowers are now opening upon the last

growth. The colour is very fine, but the size smaller than usual.
In spite of all we can do to dry it off, it is now again showing
young growth, two from each of the old shoots. Is this second
flowering usual ? and how shguld it novf be treated ?—W. B.

Bronzy-leaved Odontoglossums.—I cannot agree with
" F. W. B.'s " statement (p. 5'J3) that a bronzy-leaved plant is equal

in vigour to a green-leaved one, as from close and repeated observa-

tion I am quite convinced that it is a loss of sap from deficient root

action that causes the foliage to assume a bronzy tint, and with
further practice I think " F. W. B." will find this statement to be

correct. My object in cautioning cultivators to moderate the watering

of these plants during winter was to prevent any one from destroying

the roots from this cause, thereby preventing the plants from putting

on this bronzy hue, which they are not long in doing when they
lose their roots without the aid of the sun. Of bronzy bulbs I said

nothing, as I like to see a good dark bronzy bulb well clothed with

deep green foliage. The two plants " F. \Y. B." has in one pot, the

one bronzed and the other green, clearly proves that sun-bronzing is

incorrect. If it were so, both plants would be bronzed alike. It rather

tends to prove my statement to be correct, and if " F. W. B." will

make a careful examination of the two plants he will find the green-

leaved one in possession of a good set of roots, and the bronzy-

leaved one deficient in this respect from some cause or other, most
probably from injudicious watering.—J. Roberts.

Calanthes as Out Flowers.—Amongst Orchids for supply-

ing cut flowers during the darkest days of tlie year that are easily

grown, and for the space they occupy yield a large number of beauti-

ful blossoms, few are more worthy of culture than Calanthes. If

they would only hold their beautiful foliage in good green condition

durmg the time of their flowering, what beautiful decorative plants

they would be ; but unfortunately the leaves begin to turn yellow
and get unsightly as the blossoms begin to expand, consequently
tliey re(iuire some extraneous aid in the way of foliage to set them
off to advantage. Their long arching spikes look extremely well in

living rooms rising from a groundwor.f of fresh Fern fronds, and in

stoves they are very effective mingled with the ordinary inmates of

audi structures. As the blooms on the spikes expand in succession

from the bottom, it is wasteful to gather the whole spike until it has
niarly done flowering, but as the sinjle blooms are well adapted for

button-hole and other bouquets, they may be utilised most effec-

tively for that purpose. Calanthe Veitchi, bright pink, C. vestita,

white with crimson eye, and the white kind with a yellow eye are

the sorts which we grow most largely. They delight in rich cow
manure, loam, and peat. They should have plenty of moisture, a

stove temperature during the growing season, and a drier atmosphere
and somewhat cooler temperature when flowering. They will last

in perfection a long time, ami are Orchids really worthy of general

culture.—J. Groom,

Orcliids at Davenliam Banli, iMaivern.—Amongst a

good collection of Orchids at this place the most noticeable in bloom
at the present time are Angra^cum eburneum, A. sesqnipedale,

Calanthe vesrita and its variety lutea, C. Veitchi, Cypripedium
insigne, Ladia autumnalis, Cattleya crispa, Masdevallia ignea, M.
tovarensis, Odontoglossum Andersonianum, 0. Blunti, 0. cordatum,
0. Pesoatorei, and Oncidium ornithorhynchum.—J. S. T.

Small tJnestablislied Orcliids.—I have just receive 1

twelve small Orchids of the undermentioned varieties ; they are

not established, and are at present in 3-in. and 4-in. pots. What
temperature should I ksep them in during the winter? They will

require repotting ; had they better be done now or in the spring ?

The sorts arc—Epidendrum vitellinum, Oncidium sphacelatum, 0.
leucochilum, Odontoglossum pulchellum, 0. Rossi majus, 0. cirrho-

sum, 0. Lindleyanum, Cymbidium aloifolium, Maxillaria Harrisoni,

Cypripedium Pearcei, Masdevallia coccinea, Trichopilia tortilis, and
a very slender-growing Dendrobium, of which I do not know the
name.

—

Perplexed.

Calanthes and Ferns,—I find Ferns a great assistance t)

these lovely Orchids by way of compensating for their lack of foliage

when in bloom, and for the future I intend to plant the two together.

The Maidenhair Ferns, or Pteris serrulata, or any others easily

raised in quantity from seed may be utilised in this way. When the

Calanthes are repotted in spring, about halt a dozen seedling Ferns
may be dibbled into each pot, and under the conditions that Calan-

thes are usually grown they will form a good undergrowth of green

foliage by the time that the Calanthes are in bloom, and the beauti-

ful flower-spikes rising from amongst the Ferns will prove much
more attractive than when only bare bulbs are visible. Moreover, I

do not find that the Ferns interfere in the least with the growth of

the Orchids, as in baskets and pots pretty well filled with ITerns the

growth of the Orchids is quite equal to that of those where no Ferns
are used in tiiat way.—J. G., Linton.

Dandrobium Cambridg'eanum —Will some of your correspoutlents
Icinilly inform me in what \vi\y tllis Dendrobe sliows Ijlooni. I have seen it de-
scribed as " blooming witli tile young grovvtli," and Mr. B. S. M'illiams says in
his " Orchid ilanual" th'it it " blooms on the young growth." To put the ques-
tion plainly, does it bloom in W.irch on the young growth now Ijeing mad^ ? or
on the ripened bulbs of last year's growth ?—T. L. C.
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COUNTEY SEATS AND GAEDENS OF
GKEAT BEITAIN.

CASTLE ASHBY.

Castle AsHBV, the seat of the Marquis of Northampton, in

Northamptonshire, is a fine Elizabethan house, standing on

high ground, having on two sides gardens and terraces, and
on the third an Ehn avenue three miles long. In 1715 four

Elm avenues were planted on the four sides. Of three of

these only here and there an old Elm remains ; but the fourth,

originally about a mile in length, was continued by the late

Marquis of Northampton. For many years an invalid, he

tains. The colours of this were arranged by Lord Northamp-
ton with the skill of a painter, and nothing can be more
lovely on a summer day than its rich and harmonious beauty,
with the grey old house above it ; on one side the church,
the park, with great variety of trees surrounding it, and
beyond, over trees and water, a blue distance. The flowers

used are chiefly Geraniums, carefully shaded, avoiding the
brightest scarlet. Lobelias, Petunias, African Marigolds, and
Tagetes, all shaded with dark points of Coleus. A broad
walk between Portugal Laurels, grown as Oiange trees,

and Irish Yews divides this from another terrace, in

the centre of which is a large basin between stiff

beds of trimmed Laurel, and small beds with masses of bright

WS?^^^

Castle Ashby (sketched, ISSO).

resided almost entirely at Castle Ashby, and he made the

terraced gardens, with manj' other alterations and improve-

ments. An old plan exists of a large terraced garden before the

house, but this has been entirely swept away, probably when
the grounds and shrubbery were arranged by " Capability

"

Brown. About fifteen years ago the present garden was
made, with broad terraces, straight walks and steps, fountains,

and balustrades of terra-cotta. Eound the top of the house

is an open balustrade of letters in stone ; and this idea is

carried out in the external balustrade of the garden, with the

words—^" Consider the Lilies how they grow ; for I say unto

you that even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like

one of these."

From a broad gravelled terrace before the house a green

slope falls to the first wide terrace laid out in a stiif garden

of beautiful design, in the old French style, with two foun-

flowers between. On another terrace is a fanciful garden with

the initials of Theodosia, Lady Northampton, for whom the

garden was made, and to whose memory a Latin inscription

appears in part of the balustrade. When the summer flowers

in the garden on the first terrace are over, it is planted again

for spring, and is as beautiful in May with soft pink and blue,

and white and yellow, js it is in July with richer colours.

At both times it is an example of the effect that may be made
in a bedded-out garden by careful study of harmony of colour

and the use of shading. The following is a list of the

flowers now used in the spring garden (JMyosotis has been

lately given up, as it goes out of flower too early)

:

Pansies—Lilac Queen, Cliveden Purple, Mulberry (dark

purple). Blue King (royal blue), Jjeviathan (white), Viola

Seedling (white), Corisande (pale primrose). Seedling (yel-

low), Crown .Jewel, Silene compacta, Silene pendula, Silene
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ruberrima, Limnaiithes graudiflora, Erysimum Peroffskianum,

and Nemophila insignis.

The old church, of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

looks down upon this garden, and round and beyond it

the sunny churchyard ; on the south side one garden follows

another in perpetual variety—-one all turf, and trees, and

flowering shrubs, then an Italian garden in front of a large

conservatory of stone, with three great arches in the centre.

From it a straight walk goes between sunk panels filled with

arabesques in coloured stones and gravel, through an arch-

way to another garden of Yew and Box hedges, Carnations,

Sweet Brier, and Ros^.s, and beyond a large kitchen garden,

where the long walk, continued between pyramidal Pear trees,

ends in an old-fashioned herbary.

Crossing the long walk at right angles, another walk

between borders full of a great variety of herbaceous flowers

leads down through an arboretum to a wild garden by the

water, brilliant in spring with Polyanthus, Aubrietia, (fee,

with a great variety of Iris. The walks continue into the

shrubbery, with the large " ponds," the work of " Capability"

Brown. Perhaps we have dwelt too long upon these gardens,

but their beauty is very fascinating, and they have the charm

of being the work of time ; the old and the new are blended

together, growing under the hands of succeeding generations

full of love for the place and reverence for the past. H.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
GARDEN PROGRESS.

A SEVERE affliction, lasting over five or six years, has prevented

me from following my profession, and seldom seeing any of the

horticultural journals, I seemed to lose sight of what was going

on in the horticultural world, but on removing to another district

I have in a great measure regained my health. I have, therefore,

been enabled to look about me again, and a friend having lent me
The Gabdbn I have bad much pleasure in reading many of the

articles therein. It puts one in mind of early days, when garden-

ing newspapers were in their youth ; when Mr. Marnock's paper

was before the public ; when the pen was used with freshness and

vigour by the Barnes's, the Ayres', and many others ; and when to

be flower gardener to Mrs. " So-and-So, or at Suoh-and-Sucli a

place, was something to excite the ambition of the best class of

young men. Those were the days before the fashion of four months'

bedding, with its rows of Verbena, yellow Calceolaria, scarlet

Geraniums, and white something else, if it could be found, was
thought to be the acme of perfection in the gardening art. What
a pleasing change has taken place in that five or six years in re-

gard to the arrangement of the flower garden ! Surely it needs

not to be asked who were the wisest men—those who followed

the red, white, blue, and yellow style, throwing all hardy plants

awa}', or those who kept them, and now find their gardens the

most fashionable ? It maj' please the hard-hitting '' Justicia
"

to hear from one who, like myself, has, as it were, begun life

afresh that I have not goue into one garden this summer, and I have

been into many, but where I have heard these remarks, or some-

thing like them—" This is the beginning of a new era as regards

hardy plants, and we have just got in a collection," or " We are

going to form an old-fashioned hard3' plant border." More
than once has been said to me, " We don't know anything about

such plants, but our people say they are coming up ao;ain," and
this by really good gardeners in first-class positions. That they
really did not know much about hardy plants was evident from
the positions in which many of them were planted, some small

choice alpine or dwarf Aster being set perhaps in the centre of a

4-ft. bed, with some strong vigorous-growing plant near the edge.

Still there is the growing taste for such things, and the good old-

faslnoned style of flower gardening, and if " Justicia " and his

coadjutors could only put an end to that other class at which he
has hit so hard—I mean that class of self-called landscape gar-

deners, whose knowledge of trees and shrubs is so limited, that

they plant the same things everywhere—he woidd be doing the

gardening world good service. Such men hesitate not to plant a

hundred or two of the variegated Negundo and similar things in

one place, and the result is that the persons employing them get

disgusted and disheartened. The highest art in the opinion of

this class is to get lots of white glistening spar or limestone at

30s. or 403. per ton, and stick it about round the walks, more espe-

cially between the gateway and the front door ; also in front of

borders and Grass, and call it rockwork. One of this class once said

to me, " I learned my landscape gardening with So-and-So," naming
one of our most noted men in the nortli. By-and-by I found that

he had been running the barrow at one job for about six weeks
when he was out of a situation. My chief object, however, in

writing is to direct attention to one or more pretty pieces of

work with which I have met this summer, and which I think even
" .lustioia " would say was beautiful. At one place at which I

called when going round some borders which were, without doubt,

good in their day, I noticed several patches of Funkia Sieboldi

from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in diameter ; but one of the prettiest hollows

I have seen was a natural hardy plant carpeting on part of the

Dunham Park Estate in a somewhat aged wood. This
was purchased by JMr. Scott, of Manchester ; many of the trees

had been cut down, and a fine mansion built, and the grounds
were laid out and planted at very great cost. Indeed, valuable

shrubs are already spoiling one another ; more than half want
taking out. But this was not the only blunder committed by
the landscape gardener who renovated the place, for he made an
oval pond close to one end of the mansion. On the present gar-

dener (Mr. Ellis) taking charge of the place, steps were taken to

do away with this pond, but a difficulty presented itself, both from
its depth, 14 ft., and also getting soil in to fill it up if it could

have been found, for it would have to be wheeled over a hundred
yards after it had been tipped down from the carts. The diffi-

culty was got over by first letting off all the water ; and when
the bottom had dried up, an oval stone basin with a fountain in the

centre was constructed; then at the end a flight of stone steps to

match the fountain, and likewise to harmonise with the mansion.
Between the steps and round the centre fountain a 6-ft. gravel

walk was laid down ; at the ends on each side of the steps, at

the foot are four circular mounds raised some 2 ft. above the level

of the walk. On these are planted good specimens of weeping
Yews worked on the Irish Yew, the stems and heads being well

furnished, symmetrical, and well matched. Further on are four circles

containing Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis ; these circles and
mounds are planted with Saxifraga hypnoides, and the contrast

of colour between the dark sombre foliage of the Yew and the
bright lively green of the Saxifrage is very pleasing. The banks
are filled with Roses, Ghent Azaleas, choice Rhododendrons,
weeping and other HolHes. On the top of the banks and next
the principal walk hybrid Rhododendrons are carpeted with
dwarf Heaths, and on the dull November day on which I saw
this arrangement it looked very charming indeed. I also noticed

about the place that Antennaria tomentosa and Spergula pilifera

were largely used for carpeting for bulbs and similar plants.

A Visit to Messrs. Clibran'a, at Altrincham, woidd at

once convince the most sceptical thatThe Gabden was influencing

public opinion in matters of taste. Here were to be seen
Ilepaticas in thousands, as they seed so freely. Polyanthuses for

bedding in thousands, Colchicum autumnale and the double kind
in large quantities, every kind of hardy plants for carpeting and
dottino;, masses of Aquilegia coeridea. Anemone fulgens, A.
japonica alba, and Ilonorine Jobert, Violas and Pansies innumer-
able, double Rockets, the new Forget-me-not (Myosotis elegantis-

sima), and in one corner of the grounds advantage has been taken
of a spring of water to make beds for Cape Pondweed (Aponoge-
ton distachyon). Of herbaceous Pjeonies they grow some forty

kinds, double Primroses, white, yellow, lilac, crimson, and deep
purple-crimson ; in short, men were as busy as they could be send-
ing oS hardy plants in all directions. The houses, too, were full

of general stock, to name which woidd be to make a catalogue

;

but I may remark that Gilbert's new Primidas were very fine

indeed.

One thing I noticed here which may be of service to many
readers of The Gardex, and that was a box for propagating or

protecting hardy plants. Of this I noticed several hundreds; they
are 33 in. by 24 in., back 12 in., and front 6 in., thus giving a good
fall ; over the top is stretched tightly oiled linen, and a iron handle
is fixed to the sides, by which the box is carried from place to

place. I was assured that these boxes were prefei'red to cloches,
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or the old-fashioned handlights, for many things. There were
also one or two houses made with oiled linen stretclied over a

span-roofed framework, which aiiorded great protection to hun-
dreds of plants. Some clieap liousea were likewise just erected,

78 ft. by 12 ft., and span-roofed. The doors and framework were
gas-tarred instead of painted

; T "'d I'an from end to end, on which
the glass was laid and held firmly by strips of copper. The path-

way down the centre was sunk, and the plants stood on the natural

ground-line ;
ventilation was obtained both at bottom and top.

Plants, such as Pelargoniums, under such conditions looked short,

sturdy, and strong. N. J. D.

THE PURPLE ORPINE.
(SEDUM PUBPDEASCENS.)

None of the Stonecrops, or Livelongs as they are sometimes called,

are so variable as the British species S. Telephium, of which the
plant represented in the annexed engraving is a variety. No fewer
than twenty forms have received names either as sub-species or

varieties, but of these our native S. puipurascens is as showy as any of

The Purple Orpine (.Sedum purpurascens).

them, and the most desirable for cultivating as a border flower. It
grows from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high, and has stout erect stems furnished
with roundish fleshy leaves, and terminated by dense broad clusters
of blooms usually of a bright rosy-purple hue, but sometimes white.
It is not an uncommon plant, and may be found generally distri-

buted about the country, usually growing in hedgerows and
thickets, where late in summer and in autumn it produces its showy
blossoms. In the garden this Stonecrop, and indeed all the other
varieties and allied species of about the same size, are particularly
useful for planting in places which would be too dry for other plants,
such as on rough rookwork and dry borders ; of course they prefer,

however, to be treated as liberally as other plants, and well repay
any attention by growing and flowering more vigorously. When
cut, the flowers last a long time in perfection ; the stems are so

tenacious of life after they have been severed from the root, that they
are often called Everlasting Livelongs. W. (i.

HARDY FLOWER GARDENING.
If I were in "H. M.'s" place (p. 590), and had such a garden of
my own, instead of making borders at 5s. per yard, which I con-
sider quite unnecessary, I would expend the surplus in creating
shelter from the winds which are so destructive as to render fine
foliaged plants useless, for how a garden is to be enjoyable I fail
to see if the rude blasts render the growth of tall plants impossible ;

why not raise mounds and plant shelter trees and shrubs, and
groups of choice subjects in front to come prominently into view ?

There is no real necessity for many beds even in a large garden,
and eight appears to me to be too many for one of the size men-
tioned. Many plants, such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias,
Deutzias, Tree Pseonies, Magnolia conspicua, and hosts of others,
look best springing direct from the turf in clumps ; and Yuccas,
Pa,mpas Grass, Arundos, hardy Palms, or Araha Sieboldi make
excellent central subjects for beds permanently planted with
edgings of hardy flowers that only require a minimum of attention.
With plants like these that do not sufier from our roughest gales,
and single specimens of Hollies and Conifers, or groups of Acers
and other choice shrubs, there will not be much need for many beds
on the double shift or any other system. If "H. M." dislikes
carpet beds, by which I suppose he means the flat surface of dwarf
plants, he should adopt the compromise plan that embraces all the
good points of immediate effect without the flat surface, by grow-
ing good specimens in pots of Palms, Agaves, choice variegated
Yuccas, &c., for central or dot plants, and using a thick under-
growth of Coleus, fine-foliaged Pelargoniums, tuberous Begonias,
Fuchsias, or the many suitable subjects now employed in that way.
I would also advise him to aim at making his garden permanently
beautiful with subjects that do not fade with the first frost.

J. Gboom,

HARDY YUCCAS IN GROUPS.
Wherever space can be afforded, and suitable situations can be
found for them, the hardy Yuccas should be grown. Few hardy
subjects are so distinct in leafage and manner of growth as these

;

but to see them to the best advantage they should be arranged in
bold groups, and in the immediate vicinity of such trees and shrubs
as are best fitted to form a harmonious contrast to them. Perhaps
the best situation for them is a sloping bank or piece of laud, fully
exposed to the mid-day sun, and backed up by evergreens of some
kind. Thus placed, and allowed ample space for development,
they will gain in beauty from year to year, and when in bloom will
form a striking feature in the pleasure ground. The handsome spikes
of large cream-coloured flowers are extremely effective, especially when
thrown out into bold relief by the mass of verdure behind them.
Yuccas like a well-drained soil, and thrive well where the subsoil is

pure chalk. They delight in full exposure to the sun, and enjoy the
shelter from rough winds which a stronger vegetation is capable of
affording them ; hence the advisability of planting them in toler-
ably close proximity to trees or shrubs of some Kind which may
screen them, not only from rough westerly gales when in bloom,
but will also insure them against the withering influence of
easterly or northerly wintry winds. The Yucca is a hardy plant,
but the foliage of several of the most ornamental species, such as
filamentosa, is apt to get either torn or discoloured when the plants
are growing in free exposure, and when the leaves become much in-

jured the decorative value of these fine hardy subjects is much
diminished. A little discrimination in the choice of situation will,

however, be all that is necessary to ensure their perfect safety in this
respect, and there are few gardens where suitable accommodation
could not be found for them.

In Grouping' Yuccas a wonderfully fine as well as a more free
and natural effect is obtained where a proportion of the specimens
employed have attained sufficiently large dimensions to raise the
head of foliage some 3 ft. to 6 ft. above the soil ; these tall plants
should not, however, be placed in a regular manner in a back line, but
one here and there should be allowed to advance somewhat into the
foreground, with some of the smaller specimens nestling at their feet.

The effect of a group thus arranged charms by its irregularity and
quaint beauty, and forms a picturesque and distinct feature in the
garden landscape. I have often thought that we do not sufficiently

value these noble hardy plants, for one seldom sees a bold, free use
made of them, the owners of gardens generally being content with
employing them on the dot system, which cannot be said to convey
an adequate idea of their high qualities. It should be the aim of all

who may have a large extent of pleasure ground to embellish it with
plants of an enduring character, to create as much diversity as pos-
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sible ; this can be well effected by grouping families of plants having

distinctive features in situations most favourable to them, avoiding

as far as possible all semblance of regularity and formal outline. The
Yuccas, offering as they do a complete contrast to all other forms of

hardy vegetable life, may be made good use of in carrying out this

idea, for by their means alone a distinct and interesting piece of gar-

den scenery may be created. As before stated, the hardy Yuccas are

children of tlie sun, and they do not as a rule flower freely unless

they get a good baking in the summer ; they need apparently a large

amount of maturation to perfect their growth and prepare it for the

production of bloom. With respect to soil, they can scarcely be

termed fastidious, but it must be well drained. They appear to be
perfectly at home where the subsoil is pure chalk, attaining a rude

vigour, and flowering freely when thus situated. J. C. B.

practises that must be given up by all who really look into the

needs of our hardy garden flora.—J.]

Fallen Leaves.— "Justicia" draws a pretty picture of what
a hardy border should be and how it should be kept in winter.

There should be no digging, he says, and the fallen leaves should

be left. I fully agree with him except as to the leaves. Theore-

tically, it seems quite right to allow the leaves to lie and decay

amidst the surrounding plants, but in practice it does not answer.

There are, forinstance, in most gardens such things as slugs andsnails.

These delight in a leafy covering, and, protected from frost by the

shelter, will prey uijon the perennial green leafage and the starting

crowns of the herbaceous plants, and do an immense amount of

mischief. Then there are usually in gardens in winter, especially

in hard weather, blackbirds and thrushes, whicli in their efforts to

obtain food set all notions of tidiness at defiance. A troop of fowls

would hardly turn a flower border more topsy-turfy than would a

few of these birds. The first storm that came would whirl the

disturbed leaves all over the place, much to the disgust of the culti-

vator, and the hardy plants would find that the theory of a

natural dressing of leaf manure had broken down. I detest the

forking of borders so common in winter. A moderate stirring of

the surface first with a two or three-tined rake is good, then

a dressing of soot or guano or both, and over all a thin surfacing of

old pot soil or the rough screened produce of the rubbisli heap, or,

in fact, any kind of refuse soil that may offer. I think that most

cultivators will agree that such a plan would answer better than

the natural, but very inoperative leaf-dressing.—A. D.

[I never deal with theory except in the sense of its correspon-

dence with actual fact. Your slug and snail notion is based on

another kind of structure. How do the swarming herbs of the

wood and copses of the world exist in spite of the slugs ? A
good protection for them is hard gravel walks and paths, where

they lay their eggs without danger. There is no theory in the

plan at "all, as it can bo carried out by anyone in any shrubbery.

Against the door one may do what one likes, but not one leaf would

I ever allow removed from a clump of shrubs or trees on my
lawn or in vay pleasure ground. I would prefer the leaves all over

the place to a dug border, but I would, if need be, meet that difli-

culty by scattering a light dressing of soil over them. In what
1 should call a properly managed shrubbery' or clump, with the

bushes well spaced, and their branches resting on the ground,

with low shrubs between, and evergreen and other herbs, there are

natural impedients to the leaves rushing about in the waj'
" A. D." suggests. Tliey would fly off a bare dug border, but not

S3 quickly off a clump treated in a more intelligent way. It is

amusing to see my correspondent assuming that he Imows what
is practicable, and I do not. It is clear from what he saj-s that

he lias not really seen the practicable side of the question at all.

Let him go to any wood or copse where our native vegetation is

happiest, and he will find the most excellent soil and surface to

133 found, and that on whicli our loveliest native flowers grow best

is precisel}^ where the leaves have gathered and rotted into a more
perfect mulch than man could devise. I do not object to his dres-

sing, but it will be all the better over the leaves—the two com-
bined with care in spacing, grouping, and selecting the plants,

would soon give us shrubberies more lovely than anything ever

seen in a flower show or conservatory. This is a subject of the

greatest interest and the utmost practical importance. I can say

no more of it at this time, but would recommend " A. D." to refer

Ijack to some letters of Mr. Falconer, in which he tells us of the

conditions under which the beautiful wood plants of North Ame-
rica grow. Our annual digging, mutilation, scraping away of

leaves, and exposing on bare sloppy borders plants that in Nature
shelter each other, and are shielded from bitter frost and burning
beat by layers of fallen leaves, gradually sinking into excellent

lijht surfacj soil for th> young roots, are ignorant and brutal

CHRISTMAS ROSES.

Few plants can produce a flower that will equal In elegance and
purity a well-cared-for bloom of tlie hardy Hellebore, or Christmas

Rose. What could be greater praise than that applied to it the

other day by a well-known floral decorator at South Kensington ?

Noting the flowers on the fine plants sent by Mr. Barron from Chis-

wick, he said: "You might mistake them for Eucharis blooms."

These plants had been lifted a few weeks ago from the open border, and,

with big clumps of roots attached, were dropped into half-sieve

baskets, and then put into a gentle warmth. From twelve to twenty
blooms were expanded on each plant, with plenty of others to follow.

Mr. Barron mentioned that the purest flowers were those on plants

kept farthest from the light. In most gardens this year there should

be no great difficulty in getting flowers of the Christmas Rose ex-

panded in the open air, but unless covered with glass they can

hardly be pure, and of necessity they wdl expand slowly and singly.

When, however, a quantity of flowers are wanted at once, as is the

case at Christmas, some half-dozen strong plants lifted, as has been

done at Chiswick, and placed in a gentle warmth, will enable the

larger portion of the flowers to be ready for use just when wanted.

It need hardly be said that plants so lifted, if replanted as soon as

the flowering is past, will be little the worse for moving. But keep-

ing all as large plants will not increase the stock ; and therefore if

but one plant out of the half dozen be broken or cut up into single

crowns each year, a good stock will in time be had. To get good
jjlauts for this particular use, it is well to afford them something
better in the way of culture thancan be found in an ordinary plant

border. A small quarter in tiie kitchen garden is well applied if

specially assigned to the cultivation and propagation of plants that

are needed for house decoration or the supply of cut flowers. With
these Hellebores may also be planted Dielytras, Spiraias, Schizosty-

lis, Tritomas, and similar plants, of which it is rare we find too

many in any garden. Christmas Roses were very scarce in the

trade not long since, that is, the pure white kind, which alone is in

request for market purposes. Perhaps the quantity has been in-

creased since, as any special demand often serves to promote a large

increase in regard to stock. If they are to be had at a moderate
price and true, gardeners will find few better investments than in

the purchase of a score or two of strong roots and growing them on.

With a good stock, relays may be had, and the blooming period

made to run over some two months, whilst strong roots may be

lifted for forcing only in alternate years, A. I).

AUBEIETIAS : PEOPAGATIOX AND CULTURE.
A VERY useful class of plants, whether for spring bedding, for the

furnishing of rockwork, or for forming permanent patches in the

hardy plant border, are Aubrietias. In no case do they look more
attractive than when left as permanent clumps in any position, for

the masses of bloom produced by them in the spring are perhaps

more striking and more enduring than those borne by most other

spi'ing plants. Clumps where left untouched, except having a little

trimming of seed pods and straggling growtli, have stood fresh and
robust with me tor many years, and that is much more than can be
said in reference to many choice plants that are much more favoured,

but have not nearly so much merit.

There are three methods of propagating Aubrietias : by seed, cut-

tings, and by division. All are simple enough, and the marvel is

that as they may be propagated so freely, they should none the less

be so comparatively scarce.

Seed sown as soon as ripe will yield plants to bloom the first year,

and good-sized clumps the second year. As some plants will always
seed there is no reason why seedlings should not be raised every
year. Cuttings taken off just as the plants are going out of bloom,
and inserted in shallow pans placed in a cool frame, will strike root
and make strong plants for the winter's planting. By dividing old
plants of course the largest new ones are obtained, but the Aubrietia
does not root freely at the ground line, and often in pulling plants

to pieces but small portions of root are found compared with tops.

If, however, rootless portions are planted, they as a rule make root

the following spring. Surface rooting is much encouraged by dressing

the plants in the summer with spent pot soil. The more these can
be encouraged the better, as then the earth roots may be dispensed
with when transplanted.

Where the Aubrietia is largely used to furnish beds in spring it is

well to get in a large batch of cuttings early in the summer, and
when these are struck put them in 3-m. pots, and encourage the
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plants to fill them with roots. Such plants will turn out in Novem-
ber, and push up growth much more freely than plants that have
had their few roots much disturbed. Well-established plants of the
Aubrietia are very recuperative ; they recover from injuries by frost

and snow marvellously fast. Last winter the hoar frosts quite killed

back every piece of growth on a bed of plants, so that I gave them
all up for dead ; but no sooner did the weather become favourable
than the roots threw up fresh growth, and in a short time the plants
were as large as ever, blooming most profusely.

The old Aubrietia deltoidea, useful as it still may be to cover
rockwork, hardly finds a place in gardens where such fine kinds as

grajca, Eyrei, Hendersoni, and violacea are grown, as these are all

robust growers, with large flowers, and produced in large masses.
Gr.-Eoa is the palest, but a capital kind, and very striking amidst the
darker-hued kinds. Of these the deepest is violacea, the colour of

which is quite a reddish-purple. It is an excellent feature of this

kind that it not only seeds freely, but comes true from seed. As
amongst spring flowers light colours, such as white, yellow, and
lilac, so largely preponderate, any hardy plant that will give good
masses of deep reddish hues is very acceptable. Mr. Ingram, of

Belvoir, has a pretty little lilac-pink kind that is eftective in large
masses, but it is rather disappointing in single clumps. The flowers,

though smaller, very much resemble those of Arabis rosea.

A. O.

^ (feVs-

Lilies in Grass in Pleasure Ground at Castle Ashby (see p. 7).

NOTES AND QUESTIONS OE THE ILOWEE GAEDEN-

Tulip Culture near Large To-wns.—It is too true that
Tulip culture has quite become a thing of the past near London,
and "pity 'tis, 'tis true," for a Tulip bed is a beautiful feature in
any garden. It is quite a common thing to plant out hundreds of
thousands of the early flowering Dutch Tulips, hundreds of one
kind being planted together to make a mass of red or yellow, whereas
few now-a-days have an opportunity of looking into the inside of
the large, beautifully marked, and delicately tinted golden cups of
such flowers as George Hayward (Lawrence), Willison's Sir Joseph
Paxton, or the lovely rose-coloured blooms of Heroine or Lee's
Industry ; that is reserved for the artisans about Sheffield or
populous Manchester, where a great exhibition of them is held
every year in May.—J. Douglas.

Hepaticas do fairly well here with ordinary treatment, and they
are now showing for a fine crop of blossom. Having a good stock, the
various coloured kinds have been planted in any and almost all posi-
tions ; some in deep shade, and others " high and dry " on rockwork,
with a south aspect. In the latter position they do not make so
much growth as those more shaded, but they flower and seed well,
and seedlings may be taken in great numbers from near the parent
plants yearly. The foliage and flowers in more shady places are
finer and more lasting. I cannot say, as I have seen stated, that
here the foliage is evergreen, excepting in the case of H. angulosa,
which thrives well in every position. Its flowers have been 2 in.

across, and its foliage nearly 5 in. across its upper lobes. Late last

spring, before they had done flowering, I had some large clumps
divided, and found the following method to answer well : Bits with
one and two crowns were planted in 5-ft. patches, and over them
were trained our usual crop of Scarlet Runners, tent fashion. They
were secure from being trodden, and well shaded. Indeed, I thought
too much so. However, having occasion to take up a few of each sort

recently, it was found that they had made rapid progress during
seven months, being strong, deeply rooted plants. If I had to make
the best of this beautiful Wind-flower, as I have to do with many
plants whose wants I either cannot or have iiot yet found out how
to accommodate, I should plant in a shady place in deeply dug and
well manured stiff loam. I find from several inquiries respecting He-
paticas .and the finer Primroses, that they are not everywhere so
easily grown. Both with me have similar treatment in the open
ground, and both Primroses and Polyanthuses make fine growth, but
sooner or later every year they are severely attacked by red spider,

which is difficult to clear from plants in the open border.—.T. Wood,
KirkMall.

Plants in Bloom Outdoors.—Although many may still have
Roses in bloom out-of-doors, yet some of the readers of The Gauden
may like to hear that to-day (December 10) I cut two fine half-

opened Roses of Gloire de Dijon and a similar bloom of the splendid
Bouquet d'Or, the three forming a choice posy. I may add that
my large-flow-ered, dwarf. Ten-week Stocks have been in constant
bloom since last July to the present time. Notwithstanding many
losses in Chrysanthemums last winter and summer, our altar vases
have for the last fortnight perfectly glowed with these flowers, in

several varieties, obtained from all quarters, and I have now
gathered a supply of them, which will open in the house and
probably last some days, or even weeks, in the New Year.

—

^Villiam
H. Sewell, Yaxley Vicarage, Suffolk.

Transplanting Hardy Plants.—A grand time we have had
for the dividing and replanting of all kinds of hardy plants, work
tnat must be done regularly wh ere trade has to be done, and is none
the worse for being occasionally done in private gardens when a good
time like the present offers, and it can be done well. How much
better it is to be able now to get all Polyanthuses, Primroses, Vio-

lets, Pansies, and scores of similar things replanted in fresh soil, and
where the plants can get established, than it is to do so in the spring

when there is a press of work. In open weather plants make root

at once, and in spring have a great advantage over those more
recently moved.—A. D.

Protecting Outdoor Primroses.—Owing to the exceptional mildness of

the winter so Jar, Primula japonica is making new leaf grinvlh, and with me, in
many instances, throwing up a premature flower-spilve. P. acaulis at the pre-

sent rate of progress, and with the minimum shade temperature at 46'^, will be
in bloom in a month, but the latter is much hardier than the former. Now, as

seems very probable, "we shall yet have smart, and perhaps prolonged frosts, I
have taken the precaution of spreading loose stable litter over two beds of P.

japonica ; the strawy portion can be removed in spring, otherwise for the reasons
stated they would lie much more liable to serious injury, especially as they must
be full of sap, and the surrounding soil perfectly saturated with moisture.
A\'herever P. denticulata, P. cortusoides, or P. .Sieboldi have been tried out-of-

doors, or valuable Polyanthuses, similar treatment would be more desirable.

—

W. J. M., Clonmel.

Lilium giganteum.—Mr. Bnrbidge says this Lily is for the south or milder
parts of our climate. Has he noticed the splendid growth recorded in 'I'HE

Garden by ilr. .Jackson near Bangor, in a district certainly no more favoured, if

so much as that near Dublin? Surely many can boast of Lilium auratum five

jenrs planted ! The great clumps in Mr. ilclntosh's garden must be as old.

—W. H.

Lilium giganteum Seed.—To any readers of The Garden who may feel

inclined to grow Lilium giganteum from seed, it will give me much pleasure to

forward a packet of it on receipt of a stamped and addressed envelope. The seed

has just been gathered in from a specimen which measured over 10 ft. high, and
to which allusion is made in The Garden (p. MS). I would recommend its

being sown at once, under glass of course, and plenty of time allowed for ger-

mination, wliich possibly may not take place in less than a year's time.

—

Edwin
Jackson, Llandegai, Banc/or, Carnarvonshire.

Carnations from Seed.—Would you open your columns to the solution

of the following enquiry, viz., the value of the advertised collections of Carna-

tion seed ? Collections of twelve varieties of all sorts of colours ornament our
seed lists. Is there any, even the remotest, connection between the descriptions

and the produce? None, in my opinion. I would much like the experience of

others.—B. G.

Lantana Victoire.—This is an exceedingly pretty variety, and should find

a place in every collection of these useful free flowering subjects. The flowers

are pure white with a lemon eye, .and have a very chaste appearance, especially

when expanded under ghass in early spring. The Lantanas are easily grown,

and should be more frequently used than they now are for spring decoration, as

many of the kinds exhibit shades of colour scarcely to be found in other

flowering plants.— J. C. B.

Fuel for Saddle Boilers.—Mr. Simpson (p. 581) gives the

preference to the old saddle boiler over all others because " there is

no other boiler that presents so great a proportion of its surface to

the direct action of the fire." It would appear from this that Mr.

Simpson burns coal in his furnaces, and I should be glad to know
whether he would recommend this system of boiler in gardens where
coke is burnt. I have long been dissatisfied with the heat which my
saddle boilers give, and recently was told that saddle boilers were
only suitable for coal, and that if coke is used, the boiler should be
directly over the furnace. Can any of your readers give their expe-

riences of burning coke in t|ie furnaces of saddlg boilers ?—A SuB-
SCEIBEB,
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MR. LANCASTEE'S MAKKET GARDEN.*
This comprises eighty acres, situated at Stratford, within four and
a half miles of the General Post Office, and is, with the exception of

a few pieces of land at Rotherhithe and Deptford, the nearest market
garden to London. Three acres are meadow land and the remainder
is closely cropped with various vegetables. The land is partly held
on lease and partly upon a short tenancy, at rents varying from £5
to £6 per acre. Its soil is a dark-coloured loamy claj', heavy and
naturally fertile, about S ft. in thickness, resting upon a peaty sub-

soil 2 ft. in depth, lying on the gravel, upon the Woolwich Beds, or

the Oldhaven Beds of the Lower Tertiaries, which crop up here and
overlie the London Clay, forming a curiously irregular patch nearly
two miles in length from north to south, and hardly a mile in width.
Though heavy and difficult to work in wet seasons, this soil soon
dries and becomes pulverised quickly and absorbs a deal of moisture.
In Mr. Lancaster's words : "It is peculiar stuff to work and re-

quires an apprenticeship before you can manage it according to the
varying seasons. It is most prolific when there is some amount of

heat, when we say 'things go mad.' I have had Veitch's spring-

sown Cauliflowers measure 4 ft. round, and quite close, and Celery

1 ft. round, indeed like sturdy trees." Mr. Lancaster has with
much ingenuity adopted irrigation upon his market garden most
successfully in dry summers, having fixed a steam engine to pump
up the water, and laid pipes and cut channels to spread it over the

land. A wide sewer or watercourse whose water runs into the

Thames intersects this land, and small ditches connected with this

watercourse divide it at intervals. These formerly served as fences

to part the fields when it was pasture land and grazed by cattle. In
wet seasons like the last it happens that the water in these ditches

overflows, and in this event the steam engine is used to pump it out.

Mr. Lancaster said that he is the only market gardener, except those

who have sewage farms proper, who systematically irrigates his land
in dry seasons. "My neighbours," he added, "laughed at first when
I began to irrigate, but the first season I did so turned out to be a
very dry one, so that I had good crops when others were bad, and
therefore made high prices, which stopped their laughter." When
the judges went over this market garden the engine was pumping
the surplus water away from the land. Only about twelve years
ago the whole of this garden was Grass land, and has been gradually
broken up by Mr. Lancaster. He has built a comfortable dwelling-
house, with stables, sheds, greenhouses, forcing pits, and an engine-
house, and has changed the land from average grazing land to
highly productive, profitable market-garden ground, fitted with all

appliances for its management. As the soil is heavy and lies wet
in the winter and is unsuitable for growing winter greenstuff, so
much so that Mr. Lancaster cannot grow his own Cabbage plants,
it is found much better to let much of the land lie dormant during
the winter, and to work it as hard as possible in the spring and sum-
mer when it has been dried by March winds. Therefore the system
of cropping differs from that of ordinary market gardens, inasmuch
as Radishes, Lettuces, Marrows, Cucumbers, spring Onions, Cauli-
flowers, and Celery are principally grown.
Celery is Mr. Lancaster's speciality, which he grows singularly

well, and for which his soil is peculiarly suited. He has a reputation
tor Celery in Covent Garden, and almost invariably makes the top
prices in the market. He either sows the Celery seed first in frames
with a certain amount of heat, from whence the plants are put out
into the rows, or the seed is sown in hot-houses having a high
temperature, and the plants are pricked out into small frames close
to the ground, with a gentle heat under them, and taken from thence
for planting out. This plan answers well in cold, changeable seasons,
as the plants are gradually accustomed to changes of temperature ;

but it entails a gi-eat amount of work, of which some idea may be
gained when it is stated that it requires 10,000 Celery plants per
acre, set at 1 ft. apart in the rows, and that Mr. Lancaster usually
plants about forty-six acres, which would take 460,000 plants.
London manure to the depth of 1 ft. is put into the trenches prepared
for the Celery plants, and covered with soil. The trenches are 5 ft.

6 in. apart, and the distance from plant to plant in the trenches is

1 ft. Earthing up is done by hand gradually, three or four times,
to suit the growth of the plants. Early in the next spring Radishes
are sown thickly upon the spaces lately occupied by the Celery ; or
Cauliflowers or Coleworts are planteti, all of which thrive wonderfully
in the richly manured soil. Celery is grown again in the next
season. In many parts of this land, where the soil is best suited for
Celery, thiscrophasbeentakenuow five yearssuccessively, the position
of the trenches having been shifted each year, and Radishes and other
quick-growing crops grown upon their situation in alternate years.
The beds of Radishes are 4 ft. 6 in. wide, and 1 ft. is allowed for

* This gamed the (Irst prize last year in the competition for the premiums
offered Ijy the Jlansion House Committee, in connection with the International Ex-
hibition o£ the Royal .Agricultural Society, tor the best managed market-garden
farm in one of the live metropolitan counties.

the Celery trenches, so that in the autumn when the catch crops are

gone the Celery has a space of 5 ft. 6 in. At the time of the first

inspection over 5000 dozen of bunches were being marketed each
week, and made from 6d. to Sd. per dozen bunches. They were
Turnip Radishes, known as French Radishes iu the market, of a

bright pink colour, beautifully shaped and cutting firm even to the

largest and oldest bulbs. As many as 1500 dozen bunches are

occasionally grown per acre, but an average crop runs to about
1200 dozen bunches, a bunch being a good sized handful. In other

parts of the land Coleworts, or Cabbages, or Cauliflowers were
planted in the spaces between the Celery, and in one part there

were rows of splendid Paris Cos Lettuces ready for tying, and the

Celery plants between were looking fresh and vigorous. Near the

house there were innumerable small frames set in rows with plants

of Vegetable Marrows within them, which were covered with glass

by night and served to protect the plants from the weather until

they were well established. These plants were strong and luxuriant,

and in fact were almost the only Marrows that the judges saw
which looked like yielding a good crop. Rows of Osiers were planted

at intervals in this place to serve as a shelter for Marrows, or

Cucumbers, or other delicate plants that may be cultivated. Osiers

are grown upon most of the market gardens in corners or wet places,

to furnish twigs for bunching Radishes and other produce, and
rods for making baskets. Near the Marrow frames were many
hundred thousands of Veitch's Cauliflower plants in a seed bed, and
many thousands in small frames with a little heat from manure
under them, that had been transplanted from the seed bed, and were
ready to go out into their places on the land, being splendid plants,

showing no tendency to "run," and having well paid for their

intermediate transplantation.

Mint and other Vegetables.—It was a novel experience to

find two acres covered with Mint, with an abundance of leaves that

seemed sufficient to supply all the lamb-eaters in London with
Mint sauce. Although this bed of Mint was only two years old it

was doomed to be dug up this summer, and tiny shootlets were being
taken from it and set, 9 in. by 3 in. apart, in an adjoining piece of

land to form a new bed. It was suggested that it was a pity to

destroy such a wealth of Mint, but Mr. Lancaster inferred that he
had already found it a satisfactory and sufficient Mint of wealth.

There were three acres of Seakale, six acres of Horse-radish, which
thrives upon this soil, one acre of Parsley, patches of Beet, and of

Cabbages for pickling, and large beds of Rhubarb, and divers other

things. Among the material Cabbages and Cauliflowers were plots

of ground devoted to Moss Rose bushes. The Rhubarb plants are a

sight to be. seen. It is a peculiar sort of Rhubarb, and the judges
saw nothing like it in their travels. Mr. Lancaster grows it about
4 ft. apart, and strips the plants bare of leaves twice and sometimes
thrice in a season, leaving nothing but the ma,in stem. Like all

the other crops grown on this market garden, the Rhubarb is well

manured each year with London manure.

Expenditure and Income.—As Mr. Lancaster does not
indulge in the luxury of accounts, being, as he said, too tired to

write after his marketing, for he and his daughter sell all his pro-

duce, no definite notion of the quantity of manure bought iu a year

could be obtained. Neither could the judges get any precise infor-

mation as to the cost of labour, but they were assured, and can well

believe from the amount of work that is entailed by such crops as

Radishes, Celery, and Lettuce, that the labour comes to £50 per

week during the summer and autumn months. Labour wages are

rather higher than at Barking. Carters and skilled hands get from
20s. to 24s. per week. Ordinary labourers get 18s. per week, and
both these and skilled labourers make considerably more at piece-

work. Women earn 2s., 3s., and even 4s. per day. Seven horses

of a good stamp are kept, which do all the work on the market
garden and take the vegetables to the Borough and Spitalfields

Markets in the summer, and the Celery to Covent Garden in the

winter, when it sells best. The buildings are suitable and in good
repair, and there are capital sheds for preparing and washing the

vegetables for market, fitted up with boilers for heating water for

washing the Celery and Radishes, which is a great comfort to the

women in cold weather, and causes them to wash the Celery

better. By putting this and that fact together it was gathered

that an average crop of Radishes sown between the Celery

would make at least £28 per acre : say 1100 dozen bunches at 6d. per

dozen ; and the Celery, planted in the rows between the beds of

Radishes, would make from £52 to £60 per acre, taking an average

of seasons : say from 1000 to 1200 bunches at 12s. per dozen bunches.

Again, taking Lettuces and Celery together, an average crop of Let-

tuces, grown as Mr. Lancaster grows them, would be worth about
£30 per acre. Or a crop of Coleworts and Cabbages grown with
Celery would be worth from £25 to £30 per acre, plus the value of

the Celery crop ; so that even if the expenses amount to £40 per
acre, there is still a good margin of profit.

;
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Seed Saving.—Mr. Lanoaater growa hia own seed, and
is moat particular in keeping hia sorta distinct and true. He haa

improved hia various kinds of vegetables by selection, by sowing the

seed from the best plants with the required characteristics most
strongly marked. His Celery, as has been mentioned above, is of

particular excellence, and is well known in the London markets.

Being of a good type, and carefully prepared for market, it generally

nakes rather more money than that grown by other market gar-

deners. The judges were much struck with the energy and skill

displayed in the management of this market garden, as well aa with
the manifold indications of large profits made upon it. Much
courage, capital, and ingenuity were required to change ordinary

meadows in such a situation and with such surroundings into a gar-

den of Cucumbers—a very oasis in a wilderness of building land.

—

Royal Agricultural Society's Journal.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Economical Cyclamen Culture.—By the method generally

followed by those who grow for sale Cyclamen seed is sown some-
where between the beginning of August and November, many large

growers sowing in October in bottom-heat, so that the young plants

are up and fairly in growth by December. Now, it will be easily

understood that a Cyclamen seedling which in the last month of the

year has not got beyond the seedling leaf will require to be pushed
along briskly if it ia to develop into a well-grown, marketable plant

by the following October, for by that time the plant should be formed
and the first blooms riaing well above the foliage. When the aeed is

sown in either August or September the young plants are of course

that much forwarder, and by the time winter sets in are somewhat
advanced beyond the rudimentary first leaf, and will in many in-

stances be throwing up a third leaf, the bulbs having attained the
dimensions of a good-sized Pea. Such plants as these, however much
mere forward they may be than those sown in October, require a
long season of artificial warmth to bring them to the desired strength
by the time they have to be shifted into their blooming pots, which,
in a general way, may be said to be between the last week in June
and the middle of July. If the grower wishes to obtain handaome,
well-furnished specimens, the foliage extending over the rima
of the pots, and carrying from five to ten dozen blooms, he
will have to make the best use of the time at his disposal,

and must keep up a constant growing temperature all through
the winter and spring months. This necessitates a large con-
sumption of fuel, for during January and February strong
fires will, as a rule, have to be maintained to keep the tem-
perature sufficiently high to move the little plants briskly along.

I am much inclined to think that it is just at this period that many
inflict an irreparable injury on their plants. The Cyclamen loves

a moist, genial warmth, but when the necessary amount of heat is

exceeded the leaf becomes drawn and weak, and every practical

grower is aware how extremely difficult it is to bring back any plant
into a sturdy hard condition when once the tissues have become
weakened by too much artificial warmth in conjunction with an unduly
confined atmosphere. A plant which, through over anxiety on the part
of the grower, has been subjected to too great a pressure early in

the year can scarcely be expected to respond to the genial tempe-
rature of the aummer months, and often comes to a standstill just
when it should move along moat freely. Now I consider that it not
only lies in the power of the grower to avoid much of the risk
which forcing the young plants along at the earliest and darkest
period of the year entails, but he may also curtail the labour ex-
penses and the firing bill by at least one half. Let us suppose that
the seed be sown early in June, a time at which no fussing about
bottom-heat and no artificial warmth whatever will be needed. The
young plants will be pricked out into 6-in. pots or pans—the latter

most preferable in very free, well-sanded, but not too rich compost.
They will be kept in a frame, but merely sheltered against heavy
rains and shaded from hot sun, as the object is not to promote a
rank growth, but rather to keep them dwarf, sturdy, and hard. By
the month of November the bulbs /vill have come to the size of a
Cob nut, and will have on each one some four and five stiff leathery
leaves. Winter them in a frost-proof house, and about the beginning
of March pot them off' into small 3-in. pots, and give them a nice
growing heat of 50° by night, and 55° to 60° by day until

April, when these temperatures may be increased by 5°.

Supposing that fire heat ia more or less required until the latter

end of May, and in most years such will be the case, it will be seen
that the consumption of fuel will extend over a period of about three
months, as against at least seven months when the aeed ia sown in
the autumn, for be it remembered that at that time artificial warmth
is needful in order to get the seed up well ; whereas by sowing
early in summer no such accommodation is required. It may be asked
if the results are equally good when artificial stimulus is resorted to

at such a late period. I can conscientiously answer in the affirma-
tive, for the best plants I ever saw in 4J-in. pots were thus grown

;

they began to bloom in October, gave a considerable amount of
flowers for cutting, and were then marketed and sold at a good
price.

Hamburgh Grapes in Autumn.—In spite of the large
importations of foreign Grapes into this country, home-grown Ham-
burgha of good quality still command remunerative prices, and I think
that I may with safety say that any grower who may not wish to
be troubled with keeping his produce until a late period in the year,
when naturally higher prices are to be loo-.ed for, may calculate
upon a profitable return if he should determine upon marketing his
fruit as soon as ripe. Let it be understood, however, that I am
speaking of good Grapes only, for bad Grapes are often a complete
drug in the market, and neither fi-uiterers nor salesmen care to be
troubled with them. When the Hamburgh starts naturally
it will in ordinary seasons ripen off about the latter end of

August to the middle of September, and good, fresh fruit

will then fetch from la. 6d. to 2s. 6d. per lb., extra fine

samples of course commanding a still higher price. Now, in cut-

ting the bunches as soon as ripe the grower obtains two very
distinct advantages, which materially serve to compensate him
for the comparatively low price obtained at that time of the year. In
the first place, he sends to market the full weight of hia crop, for I

need acarcely remind your readers that from the time a bunch of

Grapes is quite ripe until it is out a gradual process of deteriora-

tion is going on. There is a sensible loaa of weight by evaporation

and decayed berries which, in the case of the Black Hamburgh, are

sure to declare themselves, and also serve to diminish the weight
of the crop. Then, again, a certain loss of quality must be counted
on when the fruit is kept on into December ; whereas, when cut in

its prime, just aa it finishes off', the grower has at least the satisfac-

tion of knowing that his fruit has gone to market in its best condi-

tion. It ia astonishing how quickly Hamburgh Grapes go back in

quality, unless a large amount of care is taken with them in

the late autumn months ; unless the house is nearly drip-proof,

and every means is taken to drive out damp as it forma, there will

sure to be a certain loss of berry, and the fruit generally will lose

ita.freahness and beauty ; so much so, indeed, that I have known a
week's inclement weather in November to take off 6d. per lb. from
a houseful of fruit. I would therefore counsel those who may be
growing Black Hamburgha, and particularly should they desire to

use the house for any other purpose during the winter, to cut and
market each bunch as it attains its full maturity. Taking into

consideration the way in which home-grown Grapes hold their own
against foreign produce, there is great encouragement for English

growers, who may, unless affairs should undergo a audden and un-

expected change, safely rely upon getting a profitable return for

time and labour expended, even should they confine themselves to

the growth of such kinds aa should be marketed aa soon as ripe.

Tomatoes in Frames and Plant Houses.—The Tomato
has within the last few years greatly increased in popularity in this

country, with the consequent effect that its culture has been

undertaken on a much more extensive scale by market growers

generally. The popularity of the Tomato may be said to have set

in with a sudden rush, and those who took the tide at its flow, and
such as were actively engaged in the culture of this comestible,

reaped for several seasons quite a golden harvest. A large Straw-

berry grower in the neighbourhood of London fills all his frames with

Tomatoes as soon as the Strawberry crop ia over. By the beginning

of June the tan is cleared out and replaced with suitable compost

and the young Tomato plants set out. This grower told me that

Tomatoes grown in that manner were a good paying crop, adding

that they were "much more profitable than Cucumbers." Another

Strawberry grower of my acquaintance, and who grows his fruit in

span-roofed houses, fills them with Tomatoes for the summer, and

considers them a fairly profitable crop. The Tomato is, as is well

known, liable to the attacks of a fungus, which often comes in such

a virulent form aa to sweep off the outdoor crop in a few days. This

disease, in combination with the uncertain nature of our climate, will

do much towards ensuring fair prices for fruit grown under glass. In

some years when we are favoured with a very fine summer, prices

will range very low, but those who may have glasshouses at their

disposal by the beginning of June, and such is often the ca.se where

bedding and other plants are grown, cannot be far wrong in filling

them with Tomatoes. Some years a good hit will be made, and at

any rate it will be better to thus occupy them than to allow them to

remain empty all through the summer.

Winter-flowering Carnations.—Few flowers are more in

request than these in Covent Garden at the present time. They
have been gradually increasing in favour for some years past, and are

now considered indispensable by those engaged in the making up of
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hand bouquets, button-holes, and floral decorations generally. When
I mention that one grower cuts during the winter months some sixty

dozen blooms daily, some conception will be formed of the favour in

which this flower is held. I do not think that the market is ever

likely to be glutted with winter-flowering Carnations, for their

growth requires to be thoroughly understood before they can be

made to pay. It is curious that many otherwise good plant growers

fail with this hardy subject, or, at any rate, do not achieve success

encJugh to make its culture satisfactory or profitable. The great

point is to strike the cuttings early in the year, so that the plants

get a long season's growth, so that they get well matured by the

autumn. Some resort to layering, but this practice does not find

favour with market and trade growers, who consider that cutting

plants exhibit much greater freedom of growth. One of the finest

collections I ever saw was at the Messrs. Lows', at Clapton, the

foliage being broad and of great substance, and the plants so uni-

formly good that they might have been cast in a mould. When the

winter-flowering Carnation can be thus grown it will give a good

return for all expenses incurred in its culture, for the compact habit

of the plant allows of the pots being stood together rather thickly,

and strong specimens in 5-in. pots yield a large amount of flowers

for cutting. There is, however, one point upon which I would warn

the would-be Carnation grower, and that is, never to subject the

plants when they have arrived at the flowering stage to a close, warm
atmosphere. Such treatment can only yield disastrous results, for

the Carnation is extremely impatient of undue confinement, and

must only get just enough warmth to drive out damp and keep the

plants from stagnating.

Rose Niphetoa.—As the time for planting Roses has now
arrived, it may be as well to remind those who contemplate going

into the Rose trade that this variety takes the lead in the market.

The demand for this Rose appears to be very great, for I hear that

one great Rose-growing firm have at the present time 33,000 plants

of it 'n pots, being just the half of their stock. This fact tells more

than words could do of the estimation in which this variety is now
held. J. CoKxiiiLL.

Byfleet.

The Year 1880.—The following remarks in reference to this

were made at the last meeting of the Meteorological Society by the

Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A., F.R.S. : The unfavourable season of

1879 produced very serious eflfects on vegetation, especially on trees

and shrubs and their produce. The young wood was not ripened,

and as a natural consequence the severe winter killed an enormous
quantity of some kinds, and greatly injured others. Plants of the

Laurustinus were generally killed to the ground, .and in some dis-

tricts the destruction of other slirubs was severely felt. Evergreens

in many cases lost large quantities of their leaves ; Hollies especially

are mentioned by several observers, and Privet hedges were some-

times quite leafless. With respect to fruit trees. Apples and Pears

in 'some localities (but not all) were hardly able to put forth any
bloom, and the crops were consequently extremely poor. Wall fruit

was also a general failure, but this was partially owing to severe

weather when the trees were in bloom, for in some instances the

show of bloom was all that could be desired. Gooseberries and
Currants produced enormous crops, and Strawberries were very fine,

but they lasted an unusually short time. Among the special features

of the year may be mentioned the great quantity of certain insects.

Aphides were in astonishing numbers in the early part of the year.

The Apple shoots, before the leaves expanded, were in almost every
case covered with them, and among wild plants the mealy Guelder
Rose was especially attacked by them. Wasps, again, have been in

extraordinary numbers, and dreadful accounts of them have been
sent to the various entomological periodicals ; their numbers appear
to have exceeded all previous experience. The larva; of the Goose-
berry moth and of the Gooseberry sawfly have also been extremely
destructive ; and finally, as an undoubted result of the wet season

of 1879, the larv.-e of the crane-fly have been a perfect plague in

some localities. The scarcity of small birds has been universally

noticed ; some, no doubt, perished from the cold, but vast numbers
had migrated. The enormous numbers of larks which hastened to

the eastern counties on the outbreak of cold weather was astonish-

ing.

Wood Paving —Tlie advantages of this are now supposed to be apparent,
aud in consequence tlie authorities are adopting it tlirougliout tile country. Bat
in Edinburgh they are abouttoremoi^e wood paving from Queensferry Street and to
aubstitute some hard stone. Tlie street in question leads into Prince's Street, the
principal thoroughfare of E<linbnrgh, and a large amount of traffic daily passes
along it. ;No more eligible street could be found in the city to be made the sub-
ject of an experiment. The wood paving of the street did not wear well, and it

has to be removed, but some of the Town Council maintain that the work was
not carried out satisfactorily, and that if Beech or Red Pine had been used the
result would have been more satisfactory. Bat this theory was opposed by a
large majority, and stonegained the victory.

—

Architect,

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLA.TE CCLXV.—NEW HERBACEOUS PEONIES.

The herbaceous Pieonies now in cultivation have been obtained

from crosses made between P. edulis, P. officinalis, and P.

sinensis. Tlie first good varieties originated with Parmentier,

of Belgium, V. Verdier, of Paris, and Foulard, of Mans ; the

more recent ones with Calot, o£ Douai, whose work in the

way of hybridising lias been continued by Crousse, of Nancy.

These growers have obtained an extensive variety of colours

—white, pale yellow, salmon, flesh coloured, and a numerous

intermediate series between pale pink and the brightest purple.

Among the oldest varieties the following are the most remark-

able, viz
,
grandiflora, double white ; Louis Van Houtte, papa-

veritlora, rubra triumphans, sulphurea plenissima, rosea

superba, Zo6, Mme. Calot, Gloria Patriaj, and Prince Trou-

betzkoi. The mo.3t beautiful among those of a more recent

date are : Arthcmise, atrosauguinea, Virgo iNIaria, Mme.
Lemoine, L'EspiSrance, Triomphe de TExposition de Lille,

Jeanne d'Aro, Eugene Verdier, and Mme. Lemoinier ; and

among those most worthy of notice may be named Mme.
Lebon, Marie Lemoine, Henri Laurent, Mme. Jules Elie,

multicolor, Stanley, Charlemagne, Mme. Geissler, Bernard

Palissy, and Van Dyok. All these varieties are equally robust

as the type.3 which have produced them. In winter no care

need be taken to preserve them, as they do not suffer in the

least from frost, however severe it maj- be. When new varie-

ties are desired they must be raised from seeds, which should

be sown as soon as ripe in the open air or in pans. But in

work of this kind one must have patience, for six or seven

j'ears often elapse before the seedlings flower. Varieties already

in cultivation are increased by dividing the tufts, taking care to

preserve a good eye at the crown in the case of P. sinensis.

Culture and Position.—Herbaceous Preonies succeed in

any soil and in any position, but a good moist loam, particu-

larly when enriched by the addition of cow manure, is the soil

best suited to them. They can be planted at any time of

the year, but from October to April is the best. Take care to

have the ground well prepared for their reception by manuring

and trenching it to the depth of about 3 ft, and on no

account should they be planted nearer than 4 ft. apart in each

direction. They must not be expected to flower well before

the second or third year after planting. Open-air culture

renders the plants robust, and they do not require to be shaded

from the sun until they flower, when some slight shade pro-

longs and preserves their delicate tints, and also enables the

flowers to become more thoroughly developed than they other-

wise would be ; watering the plants judiciously now and then

as soon as the buds are well formed with liquid manure

also greatly benefits them. It is likewise, of course, neces-

sary when the tufts have become very strong, and have

impoverished the soil, to .separate and transplant them on

fresh ground. Victor Lemoine.

Xancy.

PIEDMONT GROUNDSEL.
(SENECIO BALBISIANUS.)

There are many beautiful plants which one never sees except in

some richly-stocked botanic garden, or in that of some amateur who
makes plants a special study. A case in point is the plant here illus-

trated, which last year when in flower in Mr. Joad'a garden at Oak-
field, Wimbledon Park, attracted considerable attention. It is

one of the species of Senecio, or, according to some, Cineraria, which
abound on the European Alps. This particular species inhabits

elevated districts in Northern Italy, particularly Piedmont. It grows
from 3 in. to 9 in. high, and is furnished with hoary root leaves.

The flowers, which are life-size, are borne in the manner here
represented. The colour is a golden-yellow, and, contrasted with
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the foliage, has a remarkably bright appearance. It flourishes on well-

drained rookwork in light rubbly soil in an exposed dry situation.

W. G.

THE ALPINE FLORA OF FORFARSHmE.*
Having found our way up Glenisla and passed the shooting lodge of

Tulchan, we ascend Monega, whose western shoulder extends to the

head of Glen Caenloohan. When within 500 ft. of the summit
Azalea procumbens is met with, its pretty pink flowers creating quite

a surprise to one who has never seen it before. It is very abundant
on the summit or " riggin " of the hill, on most of the Forfarshire

hills, and indeed on many of the hills of the Grampian range, but
never lower down than 2000 ft. above sea level. Dr. McMillan
remarks that " in this country we see it only in tufts or frag-

ments, which, however beautiful, give no idea of its exquisite

loveliness when growing, as on the Norwegian mountains, in solid

masses of colour almost acres in extent." It is not found in England
or Ireland. In going over the hill attention is attracted to the vast

masses of Alohemilla alpina (Alpine Lady's Mantle), glistening with a

silvery sheen, literally carpeting the summits and mantling the hill-

sides, descending far into all the highland valleys. Keeping along the

western summit of Monega for a mile or two, in order to reach the

head of Glen Caenlochan,
along the edge of the hill

Sibbaldia procumbens ismet
with in considerable profu-

sion, never descending far

from the summits ; also Gna-
phalium supinum (Dwarf
Cudweed) in small whitish
downy tufts ; Salixherbacea
( the ArcticWillow)is in great

profusion on this and all the
simmits. Rubus chamfemo-
rus (Cloudberry, or " Aive-
rin" as the shepherds call

it), with fruit in form and
size somewhat like a Rasp-
barry of a fine amber colour,

grows abundantly on boggy
placeson the summits and in

the highland valleys ; as does
also theArotostaphylosUva-
Ursi (red Bearberry ). Several
plants have been mentioned,
and others may yet be
noticed as occurring on or
near the summits, which
by reason of their fecundity
descend far into the high-

land valleys, but as they
are never found beyond,
this would indicate their

alpine origin, as having
travelled downwards in

contradistinction to plants
of lowland origin which
have travelled upwards. The plants of interest met with on the

actual summits are comparatively few, which is not to be wondered
at considering the rigour of the climate and the want of shelter, where
only plants of the hardiest constitution could exist.

Glen Caenlochan may be descended by following the course of the
first burn met with at its head. The banks of these mountain rills,

and the ledges of craggy rocks between, at the head and south side

of the glen, in sheltered nooks, are rich in alpine plants. Descend-
ing one of these rills, we are likely to meet first with Veronica
humifusa, V. alpina, Epilobium alpinum, E. alsinifolium, and Ceras-
tium alpinum (Hairy Alpine Chickweed), an interesting plant grow-
ing in woolly tufts, with large pure white flowers. Here also we
meet with no fewer than five species of Saxifrage, which may be all

collected within a space not far apart from each other, viz. , Saxi-
fraga nivalis (Clustered Alpine Saxifrage), being the rarest of the
five ; S. stellaris (Starry Saxifrage), S. hypnoides (Mossy Saxifrage),

S. aizoides (Yellow Mountain Saxifrage)—this descends far into the
highland valleys, luxuriating in moist gravelly banks—and S. oppo-
sitifolia (Purple Saxifrage), with wiry trailing stems, not unlike wild
Thyme, and a profusion of purple flowers of all shades, and it is

occasionally met with having white flowers. Unfortunately, it is

leldom seen in its glory, as its flowers open with the melting of the

• Kead the other day at a meeting oj the Dundee Horticultural Association
by Mr. £dward Moir, Newport.

snow
; iri cultivation it begins to flower about the end of February,

and continues for several weeks quite a gem of beauty. It is very
abundant on most of the Scotch hills ; I remember seeing acres of it

on one hill in a secluded spot, where it formed the prevailing turf.
Another gem is Silene acaulis, cushion pink, in dense masses of vivid
green. It grows in every conceivable position, horizontal or perpen-
dicular, its tufts sometimes hanging by the tap-root from a narrow
chink in the rock. Sometimes it spreads over the hillsides in sheets
several feet across, its bright pink flowers nearly eclipsing its foliage.
High up on rocky ledges a plant with sheets of large white Straw-
berry-like flowers next attracts attention ; this is the Dryas octopetala
(Mountain Avens) ; it is not particularly abundant here, but in
Sutherlandshire it clothes the hillsides for acres, descending to the
roadside by the shores of Loch Assynt. A pretty dwarf Willow
amongst many others is also met with high up the hillside, Salix
reticulata, having peculiar round-netted leaves and prostrate stems.
But time would fail to particularise every plant, so I must pass on
with a bare enumeration of the hose of good finds to be made here.
Proceeding with our search, we meet with Veronica saxatilis (Blue
Rock Speedwell), one of the prettiest of alpines ; Potentilla alpestris
(Orange Cinquefoil), Sedum rhodiola (Rose Root), so called from the
odour of Roses which its roots yield when freshly broken ; Thalictrum
alpinum (Alpine Meadow Rue), Oxyria reniformis (Mountain Sorrel),

Erigeron alpinus (Alpine
Fleabane), Saussurea alpi-

na, with flowers scented like

Heliotrope ; Thlaspi alpes-

tre (Alpine Penny Cress),

Parnassia palustris (Grass of

Parnassus), Tofieldia palus-

tris (Scottish Asphodel),
Trollius europseus (Globe
Flower, or " Luckengo-
wan "), is found growing
abundantly high up on moist
rocky ledges, but as it is

sometimes found in lowland
woods and streams, I am not
sure whetheritcanbe ranked
as a true alpine; the same re-

mark may apply to the pretty
Trientalis europiea (Euro-
pean Chickweed Winter
Green), with white starry

flowers, sometimes running
into pink, which is found
from the summits of the
highest hills down to the
lowland woods. Gentiana
nivalis (Snowy Gentian) is

one of the rarest gems of

our alpine flora, this and
Ben Lawers, in Perthshire,

being the only known lo-

calities for it in this coun-

try. The curious little Dro-
sera rotundifolia (Sundew),
growing in bogs ; Viola lutea

Meum athamanticum (Bawd Money, or " Micken " as it is called by
the highlanders), Pyrola rotundifolia (Round-leaved Winter Green),
Pyrola secunda (Serrated Winter Green), Gymnadenia alba, Malaxis
paludosa (Bog Orchis), are all met with in the valleys of Glenisla
and Clova, but can only be ranked as sub-alpine.

Of alpine Ferns, Cystopteris raontana (Mountain Bladder Fern)
grows on the south side of Glen Caenlochan, but is extremely rare,

as are also Woodsia elvensis and W. hyperborea, which both occur
here, and also in Glenphee. The other noticeable alpine Ferns
found here and also in the Clova Hills are Allosorus crispus (Parsley

Fern), Polystiohum Lonchitis (Holly Fern), Asplenium viride (Green
Spleenwort), and Polypodium alpestre (Alpine Polypody). The
remarkable Polypodium flexile, which some botanists rank or^ly as a
variety, or at most as a sub-species of the last, is found at the head
of Glen Prosen, the only other known locality for it being Ben
Aulder, in Perthshire.

Lychnis alpina (Red Alpine Campion), a tiny plant a few inches

high, with pretty rose-coloured flowers, grows on Culramnoch. The
summit of this hill, which is 3000 ft. high, is flat and denuded of

soil, except that the hard bare rock crops up and is weathered so far

as to produce a sprinkling of gravelly soils, which fills the damp
crevices. In this, within a very limited space, and at a similar spot
about half a mile to the north-west, a few plants of the Lychnis are
growing here and there, and it seems marvellous how it could have
existed and propagated itself confined to these spots during the long

Piedmont Groimdsel (Senecio Balbisianus).
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ages. Tlii3 is the only known locality for it in Scotland. A similar

plant is found on a crag in Cumberland. Some years ago I had seed

of Lychnis lapponica from Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, which pro-

duced plants differing in nothing that I could see from L. alpina.

Side by side with the Lychnis are found other two plants, which are

also found on our sea-shores, but not in any intermediate place

between the summits and the shores. One is the Armaria
maritima (Sea Pink), the other Cochlearia gr;enlandica (Scurvy
Grass) ; but so dwarf and stunted in appearance are they
that some botanists make them out to be alpine varieties of the coast

plants, but the difference can only arise from the locality, as I have
transferred plants from thence to the garden, where they speedily

grew into strong gross tufts, differing in no respect from the ordinary
type. Still another plant is found here, Cherleria sedoides (Mossy
Cyphel), which might easily be passed by as a dense tuft of Moss,
were it not for its small greenish flowers, scarcely observable without
close inspection. There is a peculiarity about this plant, and that
is, it is not found anywhere north of this ; Dr. McMillan hazards the
opinion that Ben Lawers, where it grows in immense profusion, may
have been its original centre of distribution, and that it is older than
any of our alpine plants. Glendole must next be reached. Here
and there on the way, and on boggy places on the "riggins," look
out for the curious little Cornus suecica (Dwarf Cornel), having
white (lowers with a dark or purple eye ; it is not very abundant, and
requires a good look out to detect it. Oa the banks of the Feula
Burn two rare Grasses are met with, viz., Alopeeurus alpinus and
Phleum alpiuum.

Astragalus alpinus (Alpine Milk Vetch) may be found in limited
quantity high up on the cliffs of Craig Maid ; it is very dwarf,
with delicate-looking, white flowers tinged with purple. There is

only one other recorded locality in Britian for this plant, viz., among
the neighbouring Braemar mountains, on the summit of the little

Craigendal, where it grows in moderate quantity mingled with the
short turf. At the base of Craig ilaid, amongst Moss-covered rocks,
in one or two spots we meet with very sparingly, growing inter-

mingled with Vacciniums, the Linniea borealis, or Twin Flower.
This little gem with its pink fragrant bells is also occasionally found
in Fir woods near the lowlands, which might make one doubt its

being a true alpine ; but it comes to us from Norway, where it grows
in great profusion. t)n the south side of Glendole is found the
stateliest of all the alpine plants, Mulgedium alpinum (Blue Alpine
Sow Thistle), growing 2 ft. to 3 ft. high. It is also found occasionally
in one or two other localities among the Clova and Caenlochan ,hills

and on Lochnagar, but nowhere else, and, being so rare, specimens
of it are eagerly sought after. At the foot of Glendole, wending our
way round the base of Craig Rennet to the right, Glenphee is entered,
distinguished by the fine waterfall at its head, and here also many of
the before-mentioned plants may be found, with the addition of one
plant which is found nowhere else in Britain, the O.vytropis campes-
tris (yellowish Mountain Oxytropis), a dwarf Vetch-like plant, with
hairy leaves and pale yellow flowers somewhat like a Clover. Here,
in a comparatively circumscribed space, as in the case of the Lychnis,
it has continued to reproduce itself from time immemorial, and may
fairly be called the rarest British plant.

I think I have with few exceptions enumerated nearly all the most
remarkable alpine plants of the county, which, it will be seen, aie
comparatively few m number of species, but rich in what constitutes
raucli of their attraction and value, the exceeding rarity of many.
With perhaps the single exception of Ben Lawers, there is no district
in the country that can vie with this as contaming so many rare
plants of the first order. With one or two exceptions, all the plants
I have mentioned are quite amenable to cultivation, takiu" care to
keep them free from weeds and rampant neighbours. Ten or twelve
years ago I transferred a little plant of Azalea procumbens from the
hills to my rockery ; it is now 18 in. in diameter, without a break to
mar its appearance. I have sheets of Dryas ootopetala 3 ft. across,
and plants of Silene acaulis, Linnjea borealis, Saxifraga oppositifolia,
Oxytropis campestris. Astragalus alpinus, &c., &c., growino-
luxuriantly.

Kemsley and Howe Insect Destroyer.—I liave tried
this mixture on several kinds of plants, fruit trees, &c., and it
certainly is an excellent cure for mealy bug, thrips, scale, Ameri-
can blight, or any of the insect pests that are so great a source of
annoyance to plant and fruit growers. For hard-wooded plants,
half-a-pint of the mixture to from four to six quarts of water, clears
thrips off Azaleas, or forms an excellent wash for Vines, Peach
trees, &c., at their winter dressing, or for Apple trees afflicted with
American blight. In the case of soft-wooded plants, such as Cine-
rarias or Pelargoniums, half-a-pint of the mixture to from six to
eight quarts of water, will effectually clear them of fly without
damaging the leaves.The contents of the bottle should be well stirred

before being mixed with the water, so as to thoroughly mix the
ingredients, but after it is mixed any that is not used may be kept
for any length of time if bottled and corked up tightly. For soft-

wooded, hairy-leaved plants, it is advisable to dip or syringe them,
or apply the mi.xture with a very soft brush, as sponging is liable to

injure the leaves, and by dipping or syringing every crevice may be
reached. In the case of plants that have been badly affected, it is

a good plan to have some rather extra strong for washing the stems
and hard-woody portions, as the eggs of insects are generally
secreted there, and if not destroyed they bring forth another brood
in a few days.—J. Gkoom, Linton, Kent.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

TEA. AND OTHER KOSES ON THE EXTENSION
SYSTEM.

HoBTiCDLTURiSTS are familiar with the extension system of Vine
growing. Considering the strength and running power of many
of our Tea and other Roses, it is surprising that so little has been
said in print, and even less done in practice, in giving more free-

dom and larger liberties to the queen of flowers, for doubtless the

one thing many of our stronger Roses need to sustain them iu

liealtb and brighten their beautj' is running room, higher, wider
space. The nature of most of ourbest Roses is generous, free, large.

They were giants in days when Roses were more wild and free

than now, and when pruning knives, scissors, and pincers were all

but unknown. Now, under the name of high culture we too often

find our finer, freer Roses dwarfed into pigmies to the destruction

of every trait of their true character and the shortening of their

lives. A more highly cultured taste, as well as the nature, habits,

and wants of the Rose, cry out for more room. The less training, as

a rule, and the less stiS and formal the better. There are few Tea
or Noisette Roses that are allowed to run well but will flower

freely afterwards. The glorious Cloth of Gold was cramped out
of cultivation. "Where it has plenty of room, not even Mar(5chal

Niel is quite a match for Cloth of Gold ; and even the Mar^chal
himself needs ample space to do it justice. In many instances it,

too, has been cramped to death. The same holds good of Solfa-

terre, Triomphe de Rennes, Lamarque, climbing Devoniensis, Sou-
venir de la Malmaison, Homere, Madame Bravy, and even the
Gloire de Dijon. True, j^ou can hardly kill the latter, but if you
wish to see it in its full beauty and grandeur it must have ample
space. See it as a stunted dwarf or standard and contrast this

with its covering a wall 10 ft. high and as much wide with its

flowers, and note the wide difference, which is all in favour of the
extension system. The same holds good, though in a lesser degree,

of Perpetual Roses. Contrast standards or dwarfs of the ordi-

nar}' description of such well-known favourites as Charles Lefebvre
(not the climbing variety) and La France with the same varieties

grown freely on walls, and, excepting that the flowers are of the

same colours, one would scarcely tell them to be the same varie-

ties. Even the very old Rose Coupe de ffibiS on a wall, or allowed
to form a huge bush in a shrubbery or on the Grass, assumes a

dignity and importance that no one would think it could grow
into who were accustomed to see it only in its small state. This
extension of Roses into masses for effect, either on walls or in the

open ground, has been all too little attended to by Rose growers
generally. We can hardly expect growers for sale to go largely

into the extension line, as it would hardly pay them ; and private

growers have been so intent in developing individual flowers to

show size and form, that they have had little time and less incli-

nation to bestow on the e.xtension of individual plants to their

utmost capacity. So greatly has this branch of Rose culture been
neglected, that our best examples of the extension system of Rose
growing are almost confined to those shown in pots at our great

exhibitions by the Messrs. Paul, Turner, Veitch, and others.

"Wall Roses.—But surely the finest specimen Roses ought to

be found on the walls and in the grounds of our private gardens.
Occasionally one meets with plants of the Mari5chal Niel, Cloth of

Gold, Homere, &c., covering areas of wall of 100 or more square
feet, but such successful examples of the extension system are as

rare as they ought to be common. Walls for Roses are almost
invariably ^too low. Those who have not tried them have
little idea of the enormous climbing powers of the Rose.
All they need to enable them to furnish walls or houses
from. XO ft. to 30 ft. high is good borders to start with
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and liberal feeding with liquid manure during the growing and
flowering periods. It is astonishing what liberal returns these

large Roses make for the mere room and liberty to grow afforded

them. I have counted the shy-flowering Cloth of Gold by the

hundred blooms at a time, as it proudly enwreathed the greater

part of the front of a lofty mansion with its fine foliage and
magnifloent golden flowers. We have a Homere here that covers

a large portion of the side of a lofty stable wall with straw lofts

over it which yields hundreds of blooms in summer and autumn,
the latter all perfect in form and matchlessly and delicately

marked and mottled in colour. This with several others grown
on the extension system are really of more use to us for cutting

than all the other Roses—numbering at least a couple of thou-

sand—in this large garden. I have often regretted the utter

waste of wall space in kitchen and fruit gardens in vain attempts
to grow Peaches and other tender fruits in localities totally unfit

for them. How much more pleasant, as well as profitable, to

clothe these high walls with Roses on the extension system ! Allow
each an area of from 50 ft. to 100 ft. or yards, according to cir-

cumstances. Even where no such means of growing specimen
Roses were available, there are few gardens or demesnes in or
about which sufficient bare or uselessly encumbered walls or roofs

could not be found one or many full of extended Roses. In many
localities, too, most Roses would do almost equally well and prove
yet more telling on the Grass or in borders. Each specimen
should have from 1 to 3 cubic yards of good soil to start in. The
chief point afterwards is to let them alone. The Roses would
speedily grow into specimens, as profitable as they would be pic-

turesque, while the mere presentation of many of our old and not a

few of our new favourites in such novel and striking lights

would hardly fail to increase the love for and extend the cul-

ture of the Rose. D. T. Fish.

PRUNING HARDY ROSES.
This may now be proceeded with at any time when the weather is

open. Nothing can be worse than the practice, all too common at
one time, of turning out to prune Roses or other trees or plants
during frosty weather. When the ground was too hard to dig, the
pruning of hardy plants was proceeded with ; the result was break-
ing rather than pruning, and almost every out of the knife left more
or less of a jagged wound behind. The raw cuts seemed to shiver
with disease or die outright, and the consequences to the plants were
most disastrous. No one should ever cut a Rose or any other plant
in a frozen state. But with open weather it is a good rule to prune
all hardy Roses before the end of the year. The term "hardy,"
however, in this matter must not be held to include Chinas, Teas,
Bourbons, Noisettes, nor Hybrid Perpetuals. Most of these are
better pruned in February, March, or April than in December ; but
all summer Roses, Austrian and other Briers, Moss, and climbing
Roses may be pruned at once. I also prefer pruning to any other
method of cutting. The knife, and knife alone, makes the cleanest
cut, leaves the least raw surface, and gives no bruise to wood or
bark in the act of cutting. It cannot be too sharp, nor can the need
of sharpness be too deeply impressed on amateur Rose growers, for
it may be boldly afiirmed that for an amateur who fails to grow
Roses for lack of skill half-a-dozen fail through wretched tools.
Only this summer, when judging at a provincial show, an amateur
pressed me hard to insert a few Rosebuds. Unfortunately, I had
left my budding knife at home. A box of tools was brought out
containing several knives, each of their edges visible at several yards
distance. After vain attempts at sharpening one or more on a door-
step, the edge of the best one turned up at the bud and bark of the
Rose as if they had been polished steel, and the hacking and cutting
to get half-a-dozen buds roughly inserted was harder work than
judging all the classes of a provincial show, with its four well-filled
classes of amateurs, gentlemen's gardeners, nurserymen, and cot-
tagers. If those buds have taken, it is in spite of the most wretched
iron knives that were ever palmed on amateurs. A good knife is

quite half the battle in budding as well as pruning. The cut should
be short and always made from the lower side ot the shoot at a
sharp angle towards the top. This keeps the cut dry, a great help
towards healing it. Everything of scissor form, even the most
improved French secateurs, leave wounds behind. The cut is also
less smooth and more slow to heal. The knife in skilful hands is
also the fleetest as well as the cleanest of all cutting implements,
and it cannot be too sharp nor good to prune Roses well. The mode
and extent of pruning must vary widely with the Rose pruned
and the objects of the cultivator. In general terms Roses may be
said to be pruned to keep them within bounds to improve the

quality of their flowers, .to preserve the form or vigour of the
trees, and to remove weak, useless, or dead wood.

Keeping Rosea withinBounds.—Many of these would grow
themselves almost out of the garden were they not pnmed, for not a
few Roses are giants. These would overrun others, and speedily
grow out ot all reasonable bounds were they not restrained by the
knife. Even more moderate-growing Roses may make several feet
of wood a year, and need restraint unless only a few are to be grown
in any one garden. No doubt there is strong tendency to plant
Roses too closely together, and not a few gardens would look richer
and better with fewer Roses allowed to grow larger than with a
crowd of smaller Roses always threatening each other. But while
the present modes of growing Roses continue, a coasiderable amount
of pruning will be needed to keep each in its place, and in due propor-
tion to others.

Pruning to Improve the Quality of Rose Blooms.—On most Rose shoots there are probably from six to a dozen in
embryo. Were all these allowed to develop, the blooms must neces-
sarily be smaller than if only one or two of them were allowed to
develop into flowers. Pruning in, so far as it reduces the number of
flowers, concentrates the force of the plant, and thus heightens the
colour and enlarges the size of the Roses. This is so obvious as to
need no proof. The shoots of summer Roses, such as the Cabbage
and Moss, are spurred back to two or three buds, or even less. Each
of these produce one or more flowers of higher quality than if the
entire shoot were left intact. The same principle is kept in view in
the pruning of other Roses, though in some varieties feet or even
yards of young wood may be left instead of eighths or quarters of
an inch.

Pruning for Form and Vigour.—This is absolutely neces-
sary in gardens, in shrubberies, and in woods, and in the case of
isolated Roses on turf ; the more the trees or bushes are left to them-
selves to wander freely as they list, the more artistic and beautiful
the eff'ect. But generally in gardens Roses must be pruned into form
and kept in shape afterwards by the knife. No doubt many of them
are over-pruned, all the grace and not a little of the beauty cut out
of them. Still, it need not be so. Pruning may be made to
heighten beauty as well to mar it. And then we prune for vigour
as well as form. By cutting out exhausted branches we cause young
and more vigorous ones to spring forth from their base, and thus force
the Rose to renew its youth at the point of the knife. But this
brings us to our last, the

Removal of Weakly, "Worthless, Unsightly, and
Dead Wood.—No one can object to this sort of pruning, as it

at once improves the appearance and the health of our Roses.
Few things are more unsightly than weakly, worthless, or dying
branches among Roses, and all such should be carefully removed at
the annual winter pruning. The plants being leafless, every imper-
fect part can be the better seen. In fact, Roses carefully pruned every
year should never show such imperfections. As soon as a branch
fails it should be pruned out before it becomes diseased. Treated
thus, the very weaknesses ot Roses become tributary to their
strength, for though new Roses do not spring from the ashes of
dead ones, yet will fresh strong shoots leap forth from the base
of weakly ones promptly removed at the annual prunings.

D. T. Fish.

Tea Roses from Cuttings.—My experience of Tea Roses—
especially of those grown in a cool house or on walls—is that cuttings
may be put in twice a year. The wood that has produced blooms
makes excellent cuttings in the summer ; and these will do well if

put into a north border, with some sharp sand in the bottom of the
trenches ; most of them will root enough to enable them to be lifted

and potted late in the autumn. It would be still better if these cut-
tings were put into a cold frame, looking north, as in this they might
remain, and get more fully rooted, till the following spring. From
a house it is always possible to get plenty of cuttings at the end of
May. At this time of the year, after the summer growth is well
matured, all Tea Roses need some thinning, and some of the stronger
growths perhaps must be shortened. From these thinnings plenty
of good cuttings may often be obtained, which will do well if put
into a frame or in a low house, where a soil bed is specially prepared
for them. All kinds of Rose cuttings are best if protected from ex-
cessive cold rains and severe frost—in fact, if under cover, their
tendency to make root is greatly helped. In putting in a quantity
of cuttings, some will be less matured than others, and may fail.

They will, however, be more likely to make plants if protected from
hard weather. It is a great gain to get Roses on their own roots, as,

if killed to the ground by severe frost, they will often throw up
suckers, and soon become as good plants as ever. The sucker is one
of the modes of increase in the Rose, but it is a mode that can only
be utilised with plants that are upon their own roots.—A. D.
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Yellow Provence Rose.—The loveliest sight I ever saw

among Rosea was this in bloom at Burghley. The only way I could

account for its flourishing there so freely was its being rooted into

an old stone wall which stands in front of the gardener's house.—

B. B.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE PAPER MULBERPxY.
(beoussonetia tapyrifera.)

The Paper Mulberry, a small deciduous tree, is a native of China, and

nearly allied to the common Mulberry. Though there are few gar-

dens in which a fully-grown specimen of it is ever seen, it is, nover-

theless, a handsome tree, furnished with large, deeply-lobed leaves,

and as it grows rapidly, and is perfectly hardy, it makes a fine tree

for jjlanting singly on lawns. One of the largest specimens of it in the

countryisatKew, butit isavery old tree, and beginning to assume a de-

crepit aspect. Apart from its use as an ornamental tree, it is in its

Chestnut. The soil of Epping Forest is perhaps better suited to

broad-leaved trees than to Conifers ; but the London clay. Bag-
shot sands, chalky boulder clay, glacial gravels, and the brickearths

and gravels of the Thames and its affluents afford a considerable va-

riety in this respect. There is here a real forest and no mere ar-

boretum. The proximity to the metropolis would afford important
facilities in the way of economically securing the services of compe-
tent teachers of the sciences cognate to practical forestry ; and last,

but not least, we have a wealthy and public spirited corporation to

whom we can apply to carry out the scheme, or at least to take

the initiative in the matter. However, as a British school of

forestry has been talked about for some years, it is about time some-
thing was done about it. G. S. BouLGEr..

14i, Kensington Park Boad, W.

Paper ^fulberry (Bioussouetia papyrifera).

native country most useful, the fibrous bark of the young shoots being
employed largely by the Japanese and Chinese in paper-making, a

purpose for which they cultivate it much in the same manner as

Osiers are grown in this country. W. G.

AN EPPIKG FOREST SCHOOL.
The 'woods and forests of England are a source of public and
private profit. It cannot be denied that much of our too extensive

waste lands might be planted with timber. There is not, however,
in our islands any institution devoted to the training of foresters.

Those required for our Indian empire are sent at a considerable ex-

pense to be trained in France. I have elsewhere urged that the

Government should at least subsidise a school of forestry, which
might be affiliated to the University and Arboretum of the city of

Edinburgh. It cannot be denied that our most able foresters, like

our most successful gardeners, hail from the land that Dr. .Johnson
taunted with having to import its walking-sticks. Still, the
claims of Edinburgh do not, I think, necessarily militate against those
of Epping, which I confess that, when writing in the/oHDmio/'i'orfs^)'^,

I overlooked. Scotland is geographically within the belt of Coni-
fers ; England in that of deciduous trees, Quercus Robur mingling in

the south with Quercus Cerris, the Beech, and the more southern

THE CONIFER MANIA.
"^Ve hear from some of the large Northampton nurseries that the Wellingtonia
linds no favour there. The same is the case Avith some of the other " fashion-

able " Conifers. This is not to be regretted, for there never was a greater mis-
take than dotting over the garden landscape with a number of really unproved
Conifers—unproved as regards their hardiness and tj-ue character in this coun-
try, or even as regards their habit and beautyin England. They have partly

been the cause of the neglect of our own trees, and also of those of IS^orth Ame-
rica and Xorth Asia, which thrive here as well as our European trees. The fact

that these half-hardy and little-known Conifers do well when young, or promise
well in southern and favoured spots, is no reason why they should be chosen for

the most important positions in gardens or parks generally. But even where
they seem to do well, they are, as seen here, vei7 insignificant to any one who
knows them in their own country. A variety of causes are against the healthy
development of Coniferous trees in the generality of our gardens. Chief among
these is the fact that the Pines of the great hills are generally trees that receive

a large amount of water at all seasons, and that the places where they are planted
in the plains, where our gardens are mostly situated, are frequently exposed to

drouglit, not merely in sununer, but sometimes in winter and spring also.

Thus it happens that a tree, naturally hardy enough, maygo rusty and sickly from
too little water, at a time when on its native hills it would be Ijuried deep in

snow. Of course, there are some types which do nobly with us, and those we can
never make too much of, such as the Cedar of Lebanon in many districts, and the
Scotch Pine, also tlie .Silver Eir. If we placed these well, and grew them as well
as we might, there would be less need to trouble about a great variety of new
and untiied kinds. To give them room enough, and, above all, to group them
in a bold, natural, and picturesque manner, should be the aim. Some, it is true,

suiter from the want of a ripening sun in autumn, but a great majority from want
of water. A great nimibcr of these trees being extremely sensitive to smoke,
which unfortunately .abounds In many of our gardens near all large towns, is

another misfortune for them. They perish where deculuous trees would not
take the least notice of the smoke, for the good reason that they are at rest when
the smoke is abundant.
Frequently these poor rusty Conifers take up the places that ought

to be given to fine flowering trees that would thrive. It is not only
because they do badly that we object to them, but their form is far inferior

fo the native tree, those usually planted being extinguisher-like in shape, and
having frequently no pretension to beauty of form in the sense that a really line

tree has. The Fern-like grace of a young Conifer, which charms the gardener,

is only the seedling stage of the plant. When it begins to do what those trees

frequently do in their native countries—that is to say, lose their lower branches
and form a naked stem—people suppose that it is getting out of condition, and
begin to cut it back. It is the nature of many Conifers, and especially those from
the western coast of America, that are now so common in oxu- gardens, to rush
up to a great distance with a perfectly naked stem. In other countries, and
with our common hardy Pines, it is the crowding that causes the naked stem, but
in the sierras of California we have seen trees without a single branch for 100 ft.

,

which stood as clear of neighbours as Nelson's pillar does. It is, in fact, the

nature of many of those trees never to make large branches, but to have all their

wood, so to say, absorbed in one straight stem. There is a certain number of

these trees which no doubt experience will guide us to, and which will have
valuable qualities for our woods or parks ; but our advice generally is, wait till

you are quite sure of them before planting. Large sums invested in planting

Svellingtonla avenues and the like might have been put to a much nobler use.

—

Field.

Black Alder (Prinos verticillatus).—How very beautiful this is

looking just now, especially on low grounds ! In clumps and as single

plants it seems to warm up the embrowned landscape, and remind

one of a warm autumn sunset. Is there a more ornamental berry-

bearing plant ? One could almost regret that they are native plants,

as otherwise we might sometimes see them in the border or on the

lawn. Though usually found on low and moist ground, I have seen

many a fine specimen growing on the upland. I use it for lawn

planting, and shall continue to do so, as I find it to do well, besides

being exceedingly ornamental at a time when most other plants have

taken on the sober'hues of winter.

—

Rural New Yorlcer.

Scarcity of Holly Berries.—I am sorry to say we, like

Mr. Fish, have no Holly berries. I have not seen a score this

season, although the common Holly is to be seen everywhere in this

neighbourhood as hedges as well as trees by the roadside ; there are,

however, no berries to be seen on any of them.

—

John Crook,
Farnboro',

Sawdust in Propagation.—Mr. David Thomson has been

praising in a contemporary the use of sawdust for striking cuttings.

It is commonly employed in that way at the Truffaut nursery at

Versailles and other nurseries near Paris, and by its use the many
excellent fine-leaved plants which M. Truffaut grows for the Paris

market are rapidly advanced through their early stages.—T. H.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.

THE CLOVE TREE.
(EUGENIA CARTOPHYLLATA—CAKTOPHYLLUS AR0MATICU3.)

Amongst plants belonging to the Mj'i-tacese, few are better known

or more highly appreciated than the common IMyrtle itself

(Myrtus commu-
nis). JNIany are

equally well
known, such, for

instance, as the

Eucalyptus and
that whose name
stands atthehead
of this article,

but in these cases

the plants are,un-

fortunately for

us whose lot is

cast in these

climes, and who
cannot therefore

grow our tropical

plants out - of -

doors, trees of

goodly stature.

The beautiful
evergreen tree

which bears the

Cloves of com-
merce grows to a

heightof SOft.or

40 ft., and has

been likened to a

gigantic Myrtle.

The small flowers

clustered to-
gether inbranch-

ingcymes sprin g-

ingfromthe axils

of the leaves are

of a pinkish or

reddish tint. The
leaves are thick,

dotted with mi-

nute oil glands,

dark green and
shining on the

upper surface,

paler beneath.

The Clove Tree is

said to be indige-

nous to the five

small islands
which constitute

the Moluccas
proper, and
which have been
called the Clove

islands, namelj^,

Tarnati, Tidori,

Morter,Makigan,
and Bachian. In
these islands the

Clove is now no
longer to be
found, having
been purposely

destroyed by the Dutch (who at one time held the monopoly of

the Clove supply) for the purpose of preventing the spread of

the plant. Rumphius says the Clove was introduced into

Amboyna before the arrival of the Portuguese, and it is still

cultivated there as well as in Sumatra and Penang. It is also

found in other parts of the Eastern Archipelago, Madagascar,

Mauritius, in some of the West Indian Islands, and

Zanzibar.

The tree which is grown for the production of Cloves is said

to be a cultivated variety of lower stature and more aromatic

than the wild form.
The Cloves of comm3r03 are the flower-buds of this tree, which

when young are nearly white, bacoming afterwards green, and

finally red, at which stage they must be gathered, for if left beyond

this period the buis would open and they would then be worth-
less for commer-
cial purposes.
In the Moluccas
the Clove liar-

vests take place

in June and De-
cember, two
crops being
gathered in one
year. They are

either gathered

by hand by being
picked separ-
ately, or the tree

is beaten with
long Bamboos,
cloths being
spread on the

ground beneath
to receive the

Cloves as they
fall. In Zanzi-

bar they are all

gathered by
hand, stages
being erected
beneath the trees

to the height re-

quired to enable

the branches to

be reached. After
gathering the

buds are simply
dried in the sun,

when they
change to the

dark brown
colour so familiar

to us all. The
average annual
yield of a good
Clove tree is

about 4h lb.;

some trees, how-
ever, produce
double that
quantitJ^ Under
the name of
Mother ] Cloves

the dried fruits

of the Clove tree

are sometimes
seen in com-
merce; they are

dark brown, of a
'• shrivelled, oval
shape,about Jin.
long. They con-
tain much less

of the aromatic
oil than the
Clove bud, and

therefore are comparatively of little value.—John E. Jackson.

Kew .

NEW DRACiENA MRS. C. J. FREAKE.

In none of our English nurseries has the Dracaina been improved sc

much as in that at Anerley, one of the establishments of the General

Horticultural Company. For several years Mr. Bause, the manager

of the nursery in question, and a well-known hybridist, has had some

New Dracisna Mis. C. J. I'reake,
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novelties to add to the list, and it is not too much to say that almost

every Dracfena of hybrid origin has emanated from him. In the

company's new plant catalogue there are many kinds enumerated,

of one of wliich the annexed is an illustration. It is described as being

the result of a cross between D. concinna and D. Regina, and is said to

be of free growth, but of medium size. The leaves are of a dark

bottle-green, lanceolate-aoummate, somewhat keeled, and recurved,

the older ones edged with a narrow line of bright rosy-purple, the

younger ones having a similar line of bright rosy-purple, within which

runs a somewhat broader line of creamy white, the coloration of the

edge thus forming a narrow belt of white, with the extreme margin

magenta. The leaves are very elegantly drooping, supported^ on

longish stalks, which have a pink margin. W. C4.

CAMELLIAS AS WALL PLANTS.

It is a question if we sufficiently realise the true worth of the

Camellia for covering walls in winter gardens, conservatories, and

greenhouses generally. There is no flowering plant that can

boast of such a combination of high qualities as the Camellia,

forming, as it does when in the full enjoyment of suitable condi-

tions foliage of the most dense and lustrous description, and

flowers unsurpassed for beauty of form and colour. So long as gar-

dening is practised in tliis country, so long will the Camellia hold

a prominent place in the esteem of all plant lovers ;
and yet, in

spite of all the love and admiration wliich lias been for many years

lavished upon this noble plant, it is a fact that it can scarcely be

classed amongst really popular subjects—that is to say, it is, as a

rule reserved to experienced gardeners to cultivate it ; and a plant

which is not universally grown by the owners or occupiers of

small gardens can hardly be termed popular. That the Camellia

is by no means a difficult plant to grow, those conversant with its

peculiarities well know ; and yet amongst small growers it bears

the reputation of not being amenable to ordinary treatment. That

this is a mistaken idea it would be an easy matter to prove, but

into the
. t , ^ t

Pot Culture of the Camellia I do not propose to enter. 1

may, however, remark that coddling and too heavy a compost are

the 'stumbling-blocks which the amateur generally manages to

encounter. A more natural mode of treatment, recognising the

fact that the Camellia is really a hardy shrub, would work ^yon-

ders, and would often be all that is required to ensure the right

treatment being given. It may be safely asserted that wherever

a greenhouse exists the Camellia may be grown to perfection, and

that without unduly taxing the skill and resources of the grower.

Far better would it be if tlie unsightly stages, which so often

form a feature in cool plant bouses, were done away with, and the

whole of the back wall covered with Camellias, which would, if

properly treated, form a dense green curtain at all times beautiful,

and which, from autumn until late in spring, would furnish an

abundance of lovely flowers. Can there be anything more beau-

tiful than a Camellia in full and lusty vigour—fresh, free, and

bright in the way of foliage, the pearly white and bright pink

flowers peeping out here and there in admirable contrast to tlie

deep hue of the leaves ? Nothing in the way of a floral display

can be more beautiful than this, and it may be truthfidly said

that no pains would be too great to secure it.

Wall Culture.—There is no plant better adapted for covering

a wall under glass than the Camellia, simply because it is one of

the fairest of evergreens, and may easily be kept well and thickly

clothed with verdure quite to the" soil. Unlike the generality of

those climbing subjects employed to cover walls, it does not ex-

hibit such an alniost unconquerable tendency to run away and

expend its vigour upon the terminal shoots, to the complete impo-

verishment of the lower portion of the plant, thus denuding the

base of the wall of foliage. On the contrary, by carefully train-

ing in the early stages of growth, every part of the wall will be

covered with a "thick screen of foliage, "fresh and delightful to the

eye. The great point is to secure good young plants in 6-in. pots,

seeing that thev carry a head of foliage" quite in proportion to the

size of the pot,'a3 in that case it may reasonably be supposed that

they will be furnished with good roots. Such young plants are,

as "a rule, much better than older specimens for our purpose, as

these latter are frequently somewhat devoid of young twiggy

growtli and leaves just where such is most required, and unless a

good foundation is laid by thoroughly furnishing the base of the

wall with free-growing wood, the result will really not be all

that could be wished for. And now with respect to

—

Soil, about which many and diverse opinions exist, for loam,

peat, leaf-moidd, and mixtures in various proportions have been

recommended by growers who should know something of the re-

quirements of the Camellia. Let me, however, inform the inex-

perienced in this matter that very fine plants have been grown in

pure loam, and equally good ones have been obtained when peat

alone formed the rooting medium ; at the same time, I should warn
the would-be Camellia grower that a loam fit for this plant to grow
in in a pure, unmixed state is not easily procurable, and I have

witnessed such disastrous effects arise from the use of loam of

bad quality that I would urge the inexperienced to exercise great

caution in this matter, the best and safest way being not to use it

in an unmixed state. We will, therefore, take for our border

good fibrous peat and loam in equal proportions, and, in order to

insure its remaining for all time in a free, sweat, open state, we
will add thereto a goodly portion of coarse silver sand, throwing

in as an additional precaution against stagnation a good sprinkling

of charcoal in pieces about the size of a Walnut. Here we have a

compost at once light and nourishing, and which may be counted on

to remain for a long period in a free, sweet condition. The size

of the border will, of course, have to be regulated by the amount
of space at the disposal of the grower, as well as the extent of

wall to be covered. For a lofty structure the border cannot

well be too wide, but for a small or -medium-sized greenhouse

anything like from 2 ft. to ."! ft. in wldtli and 2 ft. in depth

will suffice. Tlie ordinary means for ensuring perfect drainage

must be taken, which, for the benefit of those not well con-

versant with this kind of work, I may state to consist of placing

some 4 in. of Ijrick rubble at the bottom of the border, and
covering the same with whole turves, thus hindering the finer

particles of soil from entering into and choking the drainage.

The plants may be set out in March, talking care that the balls

of soil are in a moist condition, and ramming the compost well

around them. It is perhaps as well to allow an unrestricted

development the first year of growth, commencing the training

process the following autumn. J. Cornhill.

Biifleet, Surrey.

LliSTUM TRIGYNUM, OR YELLOW FLAX.
Among wmter-bloomiug plants this stands out as one of the most
beautiful, and of the highest value for decorative purposes, especi-

ally as there are so few good yellows at this season of the year. I

have grown this Flax for these last seven or eight years in quantity,

always growing it in the stove the whole of the year till this season,

when I determined to try cooler treatment, which I have done, and
that with marked success. We have some plants of it now covered

with flowers, and these liave not been in a stove since tliey were
cuttings. Since August 1 they have not been in a temperature ex-

ceeding 45° at night by means of fire heat, and wlien the nights

have been frosty the house in the morning has stood at 38*^ on
several occasions. Many say they would like to have this showy
Flax, but find it ditflcult to grow and keep clean. No plant is, how-
ever, easier to manage, and none, when properly treated, gives

greater satisfaction, for what can yield more pleasure during a day
in December than to look into a house and see this bright yellow Flax
mixed with such plants as zonal Pelargoniums, blue Browallias, the

red and white Bouvardias, and a liost of other things which I could

name, all of which associate well witli it.

The Mode of Cultivation pursued here is as follows : In
spring, as soon as cuttings can be obtained, they are struck five or

six in a 5-in. pot in a Cucumber box set on a manure bed. As soon

aa rooted they are potted into 3-in. pots singly, returning them to

the same place, but not plunging them this time. When esta-

blished, their tops are pinched off. When large enough,

they are potted into 5-in. pots, returning them once more
to the place from which they came. After a time they are trans-

ferred to a cold pit along witli other plants that need the same
management, keeping them close for a few days, and stopping them
again. When the pots are full, the largest of them are potted into

6-in. and SJ-in. pots, returning them to the same place.

The small ones remain in the 5-in. pots. This is the last

potting, and here they remain till the end of August,

when they are placed on an exposed shelf of a cold Peach house, the

house being kept open night and day till the nights begin to get

cold, when they are taken into the greenhouse, the lights of which
are shut at night ; as the days shorten they are removed to the

warmest end and set on a shelf close to the glass. Here they remain
till they begin to open their blooms. The main cultural points con-

sist in keeping them close to the glass the whole of the time, never giv-
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ing them the least shade in any way, and the cleaner the glass the

Ijefcter ;
getting the wood well ripened in autumn ; giving them a

thorough washing duringthe growing seasonwithasyringetwiceaday;
and shutting themup hot when in pits duringtheearlystagesof growth.

T hey should also be fed with manure water when the pots are full

of roots, as they grow so rapidly they soon exhaust the soil ; and as

the days get cooler and they are ripening their wood give them less

water, but they should never be allowed to flag.

The Soil we find them do best in is loam one part, and leaf-

mould and manure one part, with a sprinkling of rough sand to keep
it open. We never keep old plants, as we find we get much the best

results from young ones from 1 ft. to 18 in. through, and as much
high. Treated as just described, we are never troubled with red

spider, which is their greatest enemy. I ought to add that after

they have done blooming they do not start to grow as freely as some
plants, but if they are kept somewhat drier at the root they will

begin to move in spring, especially if they are put into a Cucumber
frame in February in order to give them a start, so as to get cuttings

as soon as possible, a long season of growth being most desirable. If

struck later in the season, they should be grown in smaller pots and
only stopped once, or if very late potted three or four round the

sides of the pots and not stopped at all, as ripened they must be to

bloom in a satisfactory way. I need scarcely say the cuttings strike

most freely. It will thus be seen that every one who has a house
which can be kept somewhere about 45'' on cold nights, and a

Cucumber or warm frame in spring, may grow this lovely plant, and
I would say to all lovers of winter flowers, give it a trial.

Farnboro'. J. Crook.

SOUTH AFRICAIT PLANTS.
Blue Flo'wers.

Agapanthus (Blue African Lily).—This now common plant to

be fully appreciated should be seen in masses. On the rugged fore-

ground of a South African mountain may often be noticed a con-

spicuous blue patch gleaming in the bright sunshine, apparently a
mile or two of distance intervening. The zigzag of approach is long
and wearisome, with thorny bush and unexpected precipice ; fre-

quent halts and careful climbing render it a long and slow journey
to that wild parterre ; but patience and strong legs attain the goal,

and we stand in mute admiration of that wild Blue Lily, a wilder-

ness of bloom. It would be easy to imitate this floriferous display

in a normal British summer, for the plant is almost hardy. I have
seen snowstorms, terrific hail, and rainfall of days' duration in its

favourite habitat. The soil is superficially decayed vegetation on a
substratum of shattered rocks, humid with springs, hence the
tangled network of roots is well nourished, yet well drained. A few
Boxes brought forward in a cool house could be easily buried on
some verdant slope, facing south, and collectively supply that
dazzling beauty of the Agapanthus in its own native profusion.

Anchusa capensis.—This very pretty weed, which covers
acres of damp rich soils, particularly ploughed land in cultivated
tracts, may be called an erect Forget-me-not. It is quite a floral

gem, and is easily raised from seeds now procurable from any leading
nurseryman.
Aster tenellus and others.—These are all gay, free

flowering plants, plentifully sprinkling the rich Grass lands at a con-
siderable elevation, in all the variations of sunshine and storm.

Nymphsea ccsrulea and acutifolia.—No description with
pen and ink can suffice to portray these gorgeous aquatics. In semi-
stagnant rivers near the coast, notably in the Zwartkops, a few
miles from Algoa Bay, the blue Nymphs of the Water are found in

all their glory, a legion of azure and gold beauties, reposing on
emerald couches, the clear, quiet pool, fringed by a dense wilder-
ness of the ivory spathed Richardia (Calla sethiopica), and a tall

brown Watercress. As may be supposed, the annual deposit of
decomposed vegetation and gravel commingled is immense, for it is

a land of sudden and frequent floods. The roots of these Nymph^as
travel well. I took a VVardian case of them once to Calcutta, and
after a seven weeks' voyage they were quite sound, but soon perished
after being transferred to a pond in that tropical climate. It is

quite possible they may be grown in one of our southern counties
with proper treatment.

Babiaua and Morsea.—These charming little bulbous plants
contain many blue specimens and tints springing from that colour.
The first named I found very common among rank vegetation both
in valleys and on mountain slopes, stony ground its habitat. Both
are good border plants in a southern county, only requiring dry
treatment when the bloom is over.

Streptocarpus Rexi and others.—I was never weary of
looking at these pretty and curious inhabitants of the wildest glens
and most unfrequented torrents. The Primula-like clumps strew
the great sandstone slabs on the shady margins of bubbling water,

or peep from under the Grass tufts on the edge of a forest. I have
never cultivated this gem of the woods, but should say, judging by
the low temperature and stormy weather of its habitat, that it de-
serves the attention of British horticulturists. Good drainage
with plenty of damp while in growth would be the natural treat-
ment.

Wahlenbergia capensis and others.—These are pretty
trailing annual Campanulas, spreading themselves in great profusion
over the rank Grasses about the edges of rivulets and mountain
springs. It is very moisture-loving and grows only in such humid
localities. It should succeed in cultivation with reasonable care.

W. H. L.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

The Chatsworth Hanging Baskets, &c.—Those 3 ft.
wide in the large winter garden at Chatsworth were the finest I ever
saw. They were filled with Epiphyllums, Elk's-horn, and Maiden-
hair Ferns, and the brilliancy of the Cactus flowers was quite stained
glass-like, as seen between the eye and the light. The big bushes
of Linum trigynum, ^hich grow there, are also worth remark, being
5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and well furnished in their season with golden
flowers. There, also, the Banana grows as freely as in tropical gar-
dens ; so, also, does its relative, the Traveller Tree of Madagascar,
and the group of American Agaves in one corner of the structure
quite near the path always struck me as being the most natural-
looking and effective clump of Agaves I ever saw. The enormous
Monsteria on the rockwork is also a fine feature, being very robust,
while its long aerial roots ramble down the stones in quest of moisture
in a most natural and effective way.—F. W. B.

Gilbert's Double Chinese Primulas.—We have received
the following further correspondence in reference to these from Mr.
Mansell, of Guernsey. He says :

" I send you by this packet for
England a small box containing blooms of the different Double
Primulas you sent me. Strange to say that within the last day or
two the ' White Lady ' shows a slight disposition to colour. It is

not much, as you will see ; nevertheless, we cannot call it a pure
white, which I really did consider it to be at the time I wrote to
you on the subject. My gardener thinks it might retain its white
colour if it were grown in a larger pot, but that is uncertain."
This convinces us that Primulas are sportive, and we think we shall
not do wrong to convert the five varieties into two, a red and a
white or striped. At the same time we shall endeavour, by carefully
selecting, to establish a pure white " White Lady."

—

Osborn &
Sons, Fulham.

Spirasa Thunbergi.—One of the easiest of all shrubs to force
into flower, and at the same time a charming little plant, is this
Spireea, the small Hawthorn-like blossoms of which are freely pro-
duced, and the plant succeeds well under very ordinary treatment.
It may be planted out of doors during the summer to make its

growth, and potted up in the autumn—treated, in fact, as Deutzias or
similar plants usually are, and when required in flower all that is

necessary is to introduce it into the forcing house for a few days
when the flowers open rapidly.

—

Alpha.
Paulllnia thalictrifolla—What soil and treatment does this plant re-

quire ? I have one which grows but little in summer, and then looks verv bad
during the winter. My gardener has tried to induce it to do better, but with-
out success.—S. C. O.

[In the current volume of The Garden (p. 312) you will find a
few remarks on the propagation and culture of the PauUinia which
may prove helpful to you. As there stated, it requires a tropical
stove temperature, with plenty of moisture and shade from bright
sunshine in summer. In winter less water should be given, and the
plant should be allowed to rest. About the middle of February
repot in a peaty soil, with plenty of sand and good drainage. Care
should be taken not to over-pot, as this species requires much less

root room than most of the PauUinias. I should advise you not to
disturb your plants at present, but to keep them rather dry until
the potting season, when they may be treated as just described.

—

Z. B.]

Abutilon Insigne in Pots or Planted out.—In The Garden of
December 11 (p. 586) there is a paragraph relating to this Abutilon as follows

:

*' A fact worthy of note is that tliis plant, which occupies several square yards,
is potted in a 6- in. pot." On the same subject in The Garden of December IS
(p. 624) it is stated :

" It is useless, I fear, to attempt the cultivation of this plant
in a pot." Xow, which are we to follow? Can any other grower of this plant
give further testimony on either side relative to the best way of growing it ?

—

E. J E. [The fine plant at Chiswick was certainly in a 6-in. pot, Ijut now that
the plant has grown so large it is probable that the roots have escaped tlirough
the hole of the pot, and found sustenance elsewhere. We should advise, as does
Mr. Gumbleton, that it be planted out in a moderately large border of good soil,
well drained, and in a good position as regards light and air.—W. G.]

Book on Indoor Gardening.—Can you inform me which is the most
practical work to get for information on indoor gardening? I have several
houses. I want a work wliich will give definitions of the terms used, descriptions
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of most plants usually found in greenhouses, conservatories, and stove houses,

together with their hahit and culture, hyhridising, &c.—E. J. C. [Indoor

gardening now comprises so many branches that any one book hitherto published

will not help you very much. Mr. Williams' is ike best book on stove and
greenhouse plants, but you will also want a book on Orchids ainl so/t-ivooded

plants. ]ydliaiHS on Orchids will help you.]

THE CAPER PLANT.
(CAPPARIS SPINOSA.)

According to some this is the Hyssop of Scripture, and is described

as such, I believe, by Canon Tristram in his "Natural History of

the Bible." Its date of introduction carries us back nearly 300

years, and it should be better known than it is on account of the

beauty and interest which it possesses. Never do I remember hav-

ing seen so fine an example of it as was growing in the Jardin des

Plantes a few years ago. There itwas planted in the corner of a frame,

that in summer it could have the advantage of full exposure to light,

sun, and air, and in winter receive the benefit of glass protection.

The flowers were white, and not unlike those of a St. John's Wo.-t.

It used to flower some years ago at Kew against the wall of the old

Caper Plant in Flower (Capparis spinosa).

economic house. Its culture may be carried on in a frame facing

south, or it might be trained on a wall having the same aspect. In

either case it should be slightly elevated, and have plenty of drain-

age by means of stones intermixed with the soil, and around its base

no better soil can be given it than sandy loam. It is not difficult

to increase, though always slow in growth at first. Seeds can rarely

be obt.ainedgood, and as cuttings strike easily they offer the best means

of propagation ; long-growing shoots will not, however, strike ; short

ones are the best. They may be inserted in small pots in a mixture

of loam and crocks, broken small, with sand at the top. The best

position is a shelf near the glass in a warm greenhouse, a bell-glass

being placed over the pots, but not close down so as to confine the

moisture, the object in view being rather to prevent evaporation.

It is a plant that will stand great aridity, but the cuttings must

have some water to enable them to strike. It grows naturally

on walls and similar positions in the south of Europe and the

Mediterranean region. In Egypt it grows plentifully on ruins in

sandy desert tracts, where it is often a very striking object. Even

where no moisture can be detected this plant forms patches of the

deepest green. Its habit is that of a Bramble. The pickle with

which we are so well acquainted is imported chiefly from Sicily,

where the young fruits, as well as the flower-buds, are sometimes

made use of in this way. One curious point about the flower will

perhaps strike most observers. As shown by the accompanying
illustration, the young fruit is elevated on a long stalk, so as to be
nearly on a level with the purplish anthers. R. J. L.

A CYCLONE AND TROPICAL YEGETATION.
"When we went out at daybreak on the morning of the 10th of

August last, and saw with dismay the awful effects of the cyclone
of the previous night, and the apparently complete ruin and
desolation wTought in every part of the garden, it seemed
utterly impossible that the " howling wilderness," as it then
appeared, could for very many years, if ever, again be said with
truth to '• blossom as the Rose." Hardly a single tree, shrub,

or flower had escaped the fury of the terrific gale, and while a
third of all was levelled with the ground, and many completely

torn up by the roots, others had lost only branches or flowers, but
nearly all looked thoroughly battered and weather-worn. By-
and-by the debri.? was cleared away, the onl}' partially uprooted
trees raised and firmly staked, and very soon, aided by the refresh-

ing showers that fell at regular intervals for more than a week
after the storm, to our delighted surprise, nearly all of them began
to revive and show signs of renewed growth. Strangely enough,
the thorough " shaking up " of the plants, even to the very roots

and fibres, appeared to have given them a fresh impetus as regards

gro\vth, and even some sickly, scraggy old trees, bare almost of

verdure before the gale, seemed after it to have gained a new lease

of life, and burst gaily into budding leaves in company with their

younger and healthier neighbours. One particular instance of

the remarkable change wrought in the case of a specimen of one
of the Australian Gum trees is worth noting. Though growing at

the outer edge of the arboretum, and fully exposed to the fury of

the tempest, it was one of the very few trees that seemed to have
suffered little ; indeed, we could not see that it had lost even a leaf,

and this renders all the more remarkable the little note we have
to make concerning it. The tree is about 50 ft. in height, and
previous to the " weather " (as the natives invariably speak of the

period of the hurricane), only about lo ft. at the top were covered

with short, though sturdy branches, the lower 35 ft. of the rather

slender trunk being quite smooth and bare. Shortly after the

period in question—say in about three or four weeks—we noticed

that tiny shiots were beginning to push themselves into notice

all over the formerly bare stem, and now it is wholly covered with
slender twigs from 1 ft, to 2 ft. long. Can any of your readers

inform us if anything like this has been noticed before under
similar circumstances ? and if so, how they account for the singu-

larity ? Of course we could have understood the matter if the tree

had been stripped of its branches by the remorseless wind, or even
if it had been denuded of its leaves to any extent ; then we would
have guessed that Nature was only asserting herself by providing

new channels for the sap ; but as it is, it seems singular and cer-

tainly unusual.

Another instance of the strengthening and beautifying process

due to the action of the gale occurred in the case of a plant of Ery-
thrina Crista-galli. An ugly, scrubby, almost lifeless-looking shrub
it was, with twigs almost leafless, and flowers few and far between

,

the whole due to the poverty and paucity of the soil that covered
(or did not cover) its roots. Since the storm, and without other

aid, it has rapidly developed into a health}-, handsome, bushy
plant, and at present each of its numerous shoots is terminated by
a long bright maroon flower-spike. Many more such cases could

be cited if space allowed, but I must be permitted to mention the
Amherstias, which are at the present time attired in completely
new robes of long, limp bunches of pale purplish-brown leaves,

and I hope these will bj'-and-by lead to the glorious drooping
panicled spikes of blossom which so delighted all onlookers in the

past summer. The pale violet of the young foliage of Jonesia

Asoca and that of Mesua ferrea, varying from the palest straw
colour to the brightest rosy-crimson, are conspicuous in all parts

of the garden, and I am doubtful if any " autumn tints" that

were ever seen in our woods and gardens at home can rival the
colouring of the just sprouted clusters of foliage of either of

these. Many of the Palms, whose lives were despaired of, have
agreeably disappointed us hj sending out fresh leaves, and the tall

Tree Ferns have before now replaced the broken and battered rem-
nants of their storm-beaten fronds by others more luxuriant and
lovely than their predecessors. Flowers and shrubs that we had
not seen in blossom before are now blooming profusely, and Ixoras
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and delicately scented Tea Roses are one mass of colour. Most
of the varieties of Ixora do well here, the newer ones, such as

Fraseri, DufR, Prince of Orange, &c., blooming abundantly, but

they are all much inferior, in our estimation, as well as in that of

visitors, who in general pass them witli a careless look, to the

o:)niparatively well-known I. acuminata, which has been showing
great scarlet trusses of starry blossoms ever since we came here, a

year ago, or to the equally fine paler variety, I. coccinea, which
also blossoms freely and continuously. I. longiflora is a favourite,

too, because of the sweet, yet powerful odour with which in the

evening it fills the air to the exclusion of all other scents.

Another favourite of ours is Plumbago capensia ; its trusses of the

most delicate lavender colour are, we thinlc, almost incomparable,

and it, too, has bloomed without intermission for a year. The
flowers of this shrub are very delicate in texture as well as in

colour, and after every shower look drooping and broken, but in

a little wh le they again begin to raise their lieads bravely, and in

an hour or two look fresh and lovely as ever. I am afraid this

favourite of ours is rather neglected now-a-days in England, one
so seldom sees it in greenhouses there ; and I am certain it is far

more worthy of cultivation, so far as effect is concerned, than
many newer, and therefore more highly prized plants. I must
not forget to note the fact that it is not only in the matter of pro-

fusion of bloom that we find a great advance on the earlier months
of the year, for we are constantly remarking that the colours of

the blossoms are enhanced and brightened very considerably. A.

lurge and wide-spreading plant of Bougainvillea glabra, the
flowers of which were characterised last January and February
as " colourless, washed-out-looking things," has its long sprays
now densely crowded, and drooping to the ground with their

weight of almost radiant blossoms, and is certainly the most con-
spicuous and attractive flowering shrub in the garden. Near it is

a plant of the double-flowered Hibiscus (H. Lamberti), whose
large Hollyhock-looking flowers seem actually glowing with colour

among the luxuriant foliage.

Fruit trees of all kinds are showing blossom for the second time
this season. Our Orange trees that had all their fruit dashsd to

the ground and utterly wasted, to our great disappointment, just

when they were beginning to colour nicely, have again blossomed
and set another, though a much lighter crop. Mangoes, too, are
blooming, but they are not setting fruit, chiefly, I suppose, because
in the case of many varieties the crop was perfectly ripened, and,
i ndeed, almost all gathered prior to the hurricane. Great clumps of

the ever-present Bamboo are waving their new,but already longand
graceful shoots, on all the mountain slopes around, though there
seemed to be no plant that suffered so much by the storm. Every-
where were to be seen huge masses of these long, pliant shoots,
twisted, matted, torn, and wrenched, like child's toys in the hands
of a giant; now these are covered and hid by new and luxuriant
shoots. But this is only one and the brightest view'of the matter.
I have said nothing of the poverty and, in many cases, utter desti-
tution caused by the same tempest that has strengthened our
weakly plants and brightened our flower borders. The destruc-
tion of houses and " ground provisions " has been very great, and
the consequent suffering to the peasantry would be difficult to
measure. Bread-fruit and Cocoa-nuts in enormous quantities,
and at this season their chief support, were blown down in an
unripe state, and Yams and Coco, the latter Caladium esculentum
of English conservatories, were so much damaged, that their growth
and ripening will be retarded for a considerable time.

Castletnn Bot. Gardens, Jamaica. 51. Symb.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NOTICE.
Complete Index to " The Garden."— ITe have ihowjUfor

some time of the production of an index to The Garden to the close

oj tlie year 1880. Having now made some calculation of the cost of
production, we find it will be expensive ; the setting of the type alone
would amount to over £100. We therefore only propose to incur the
(xpense and trouble of the ^oorlc in case at least two hundred and fifty
subscribers put down their names for it at half a guinea per copy.
In case we should produce it, it will not be sold to the trade at any
lower price than this, and there loill be no presentation copies. Any
reader, then, who desires to possess on these conditions a general
index to the whole series of volumes published down to the end of the
present year, including all illustrations, ivill please write to the publisher
to that effect. If produced, the index would be iri q form to range
with The Garden as regards size.

BLANCHED ASPAEAGUS.
Perhaps "Justioia" will permit me to say that I have eaten
blanched Asparagus as good as green ; but tliat was not in Paris.
Tlie Asparagus of which I was writing coming fresh from Argenteuil
to the Halles Centrale, and, full of enthusiasm of the French mode
of culture, I tried the Asparagus, and was disappointed ; the top
was good, the lower portion tough as leather. It must be the fault
of the cook. Tried again and again with similar results. French
cooks explained only the top to be eaten ; consulted English resi-
dents, and found their testimony similar. Most of them also pre-
ferred the flavour of English Asparagus. No doubt " Justicia's

"

experience was different and as he afBrms. Will he kindly tell us
how to cook the French Asparagus, so as to have the white part
tender and sweet and the coloured morsel on the top not boiled off
or to a flavourless pulp ? No doubt the plan of earthing up the
Asparagus in the spring is a most useful protection against early
spring frost. During the time the sweet morsel is boring its way
through it is safe, but the moment it breaks ground, is not the tip
all the more tender the further it has to bore through to the light ?

" Justicia " will doubtless say, What matter ! Cut it at this point,
and you have 6 in., 9 in., or 1 ft. of edible Grass, white as ivory
and sweet as^the best flavoured green Grass. Well, no ; not blanched
then.

I have no prejudice against blanched Grass. On the contrary, I
forced Asparagus under wooden shutters for years for a gentleman
who contended that the finest Asparagus should be white as ivory ;

but I found a great difference in the Grass grown imder ground and
above it. The former was hard and woody ; the latter, grown in
the dark, was white as ivory, brittle as glass, and sweet as a Nut.
This will show "Justieia" that the matter is not quite so simple
as it seems, and also that I have taken pains to ascertain the truth
in this matter. I consider the French system perfect up to the point
of the shortness of the edibility of the Grass from the tip down-
wards under ordinary cooking. I was a fortnight in Paris in the
Asparagus season, and can therefore write with some authority on
this point ; I also discussed it with one of the vice-presidents of the
Horticultural Society of France and others. I may also add that a
large proportion of the largest Asparagus grown in England has the
same wasteful fault of being uneatable through two-thirds or three-
fourths of its length. By allowing the Grass to run up 6 in. or so
above the ground, so much of it becomes of almost equal quality to
the sweet tip that protrudes itself above ground. I admit that were
this 6 in. grown in the dark, but still in the air, the flavour would
be almost equally good ; but aa this cannot be done, wliere is the
objection to the allowing of this profitable extension of our Grass in
the light ? D. T. Fisu.

[This question is really not an open one at all. Let those who
know the subject as our correspondent does enjoy their taste by all

means. But when we are told of hard sticks with an inch of green
at the top, &c. , then one's patience fails in presence of the facts

which are easily accessible to any one who takes the trouble to

look for them. Throughout the whole of Continental Europe this

vegetable in its best state is blanched, but perfectly edible to as

great a length as any one cares to go. In cooking the tips are left

1 in. out of the water while the thicker stem is softened. The
perfect cookery of this vegetable is common everywhere abroad,
and if good of its kind the flavour is excellent. Go into the
best house in Covent Garden and ask a good judge for the
best flavoured Asparagus that can be bought, and he will

furnish you with what is blanched to save a purplish tip.

The man would choose the same for his own table. Such
stuff as is now grown in the majority of our gardens, if sent

by chance to any market, is sold with difficulty, and if sold at all is

cut up for soup or the like. Imagine, then, the courage of any one
so situated recommending people who have passed all their lives in

growing Asparagus, who grow it superbly, and ivho supply our mar-
kets as ivell as their ozvn, how to improve their ways. No doubt there

is improvempnt possible always, but this is a case of the Crab calling

on the Irish Peach Apple to reform its flavour ! It would take pages
to refute the fallacies that have been written on this matter, but this

much may be said here that the French would not supply the mar-
kets of Europe with the best " Grass " it they did not blanch. More
green "Grass" comes from France than England to the London
market, but it always falls into the second quality as compared with
the blanched Asparagus from Argenteuil. There is not a flavour

or a phase of the whole matter which has not been thoroughly
studied by these people in all ways, and they have as good
reason to blanch their Asparagus as they have to leave their Spinach
green,

—

Ed.]
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GOOD CELERY.

F&w vecreta,ble3 are more generally liked than Celerj, and there are

few, if aay, that cause greater disappointment and inoonveuienoe to

gardensrs, when, through any cause, failure in the crop occurs. The
injurious eS'dcts of tlie grub which attacks the leaves of this plant

have been known, most likely, from the time it was first cultivated,

but in so;n3 pirts of the kingdom it seems more prevalent than in

others. In some localities it is no uncommon thing to see a few

leives aOf^etal, but not to an extent calculated to weaken the crop

seriously. Tii3 only mjthod so far known for its destruction appears

to b3 crushing by hand ; in fact, it seems difficult to devise any more
expeditious means of getting at the larv:e, secure as they are betwesn
the upper and under cuticles of the leaf. During the last two sum-

mers its ravages in mmy places have been such as to defy all that

could b3 done to cope with the pest, which has appeared in such

numbers as to entirely destroy the loaves, leaving nothing alive ex-

cept the b.ire stalks, causing, it is needless to say, complete

destruction of the vegetable for ordinary use, as the plants, with

their leaves so far lost before growth is near completed, cannot

make further progress, and often rot away. This summer's Celery

liis in som3 places been affected with a disease in the leaves, -which

at a short distance gave tliem the appearance of being infested with

the grub, thres-fourths of the entire surface being covered with

brown spots or blotches from the size of a Radish seed up to that of

a Pea, often so close as to run into each other, and no insect, or sign

of an insect, bsing, or having baen, present. On examination of

SOU! s I saw, the entire substance of tlie leaves under the affected

surface was dead. One crop was a large one, occupying over an
acre, in a private girdeu. One or two varieties seemed to have so

far resisted the disease as to have been little touched. The leaves

presented all the appearance of having been destroyed by p.ara3itic

fungus. I have lieard of several other instances of Celery being thus

diseased.

Failures in the Caltivatioa of Celery are either owing
to its biing hollow, or to a ilisposition to run prematurely to seed in

autumi. With all that has been done or said to be done in the im-

provement of our various kitchen vegetables it seems strange that

there should be any Celery remaining in cultivation that would grow
hollow ; for although it is sometimes held that the hollow condition

is the result of indifferent cultivation, yet this is so far incorrect that

nothing wliich the grower can do will make Celery that is inclined to

grow hollow solid, or reverse the position by causing a good solid

variety to become hollow. The influence of good or indifferent treat-

ment in the cultivation of this, as other vegetables, is always ap-

pirent, but not to the extent of .altering its solidity, or the want of

this essential. The not unusual failure by starting to seed—or

bolting, as ordinarily designated—is often the result of a check in

the growth, or still more frequently caused by sowing a

variety too early that is naturally inclined to run. This disposition

is generally more apparent in the white varieties than in the red or

pink sorts. The white kinds come in for use quicker than the red ;

it consequently follows that those who require Celery very early in

the season grow some one of the numerous white varieties. Beyond
this, the red or pink sorts are much the most to be depended upon.

In no part of the kingdom is Celery so much used by the people col-

lectively as in the neighbourhood of Manchester and the surround-

ing district, This has long been so ; the result of which is that it

would be difficult to meet with a cott.ager's garden or plot where
Celery did not hold a first place.

Raisin? New Kinds.—When the late Mr. Wiloock was gar-

dener to Lord Stamford at Dunham Hall, some ten miles out of

Minchester, he raised his famous Dunham Red, a variety that has
always held its own wherever it has been cultivated, but not always
held its name, for it was reohristened at least once in the neigh-

bourhood of Manchester, aud offered under the name of Turn Moss
Red ; when it got into the midland counties it was called Leicester

Red ; further south. Matchless Red ; and how many other Improved
and Matchless reohristeniugs it has had would be difficult to 8.ay.

Any one who requires a thoroughly solid, good-flavoured, hardy
Celery, that with anything like fair usage will do sown the end of

February, and not show the least inclination to run before the
tvvelvemonth's end, will find, if they have this variety true, that
it will never disappoint them. More than twenty years ago I raised

a variety very similar to the Dunham Red, only lightercoloured, being
more correctly described as pink than red, as wlien blanched it only
shows a very lit tlsolour. For many ye irs I never grew any other kind,
and during the latter portion of the time I found that it was so hardy
and little inclined to run, that the crop required to keep up to the
end of March answered just as well from seed sown in February,
that is, thirteen mouths before, as if sown later in the spring,

as usually practised for the latest crop. In this respect the Dunham
Red is similar, the difference being that the pink variety is more

easily blanched, consequently can be had a little eiirlier. As an
evidence of how true a good variety of Celery keeps to its character,
I may mention that during the whole of the years I grew it I never
found a plant which showed any signs of coming hollow. 1 gave it

to many gardeners through the kingdom, 'and to some in America
and Australia, where I hear it is equally constant. Those who are
troubled with their Celery being hollow may depend upon it that
their disappointment is in consequence of growing an indifferent
kind ; and when once a good variety is obtained, there is nothino' in
the whole round of vegetables that it is more easy to save seed from
true, either by keeping a few plants at the end of a row, or by plant-
ing some for the purpose on the flat. The seed will keep seven or
eight years, or even more, altlrough all will not vegetate if kept
beyond this time. The pink sort above named was one that did
not suffer from the disease referred to. T. B.iiNES.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.

Veitch's Self-protecting Broccoli.—This is an acquisition

to ourlist of wiutervegetables, coming in as it does when most needed,
viz., between the latest Cauliflower, such as Autumn Giant and
similar sorts, and the early spring Broccoli. We have a quantity now
turning in ready for use that wore planted between rows of early
Peas, Potatoes, &c. For Peas and early Potatoes we manure and dig
the land up rouglily as early in winter as j)ossible, and sow our Peas
at extra wide distances apart, and as soon as the Broccoli plants are

ready they are planted one row on each side of a row of Peas, so that
dwarf Peas planted in rows 7 ft. asunder leaves the Broccoli 3J,- ft.

I'ow from row. The early kinds are all cleared off about a mouth after

planting the Broccoli, when the soil is deeply stirred with a prong
hoe, and kept clean by surface stirring, and I find plants so treated
better than those on very loose soil. We have still plenty of Autumn
Giant Cauliflower, but the Self-protecting Broccoli is much more pro-

tecting, as the heads .are enveloped in plenty of foliage, whi eh, if

broken down over the heads, keeps them safe from ordinary frosts,

but at this time we generally lift the plants before the heads get
fully grown, and replant in frames until required for use.—JAME.S
Groom, Lhiton.

Liifbing Potatoes Before tiiey are Ripe.—For the past
three years I have lifted our Potatoes before they were ripe, aud
before they were attacked by disease, with very good result! as re-

gards crop, and I have always kept them stored in heaps, seed and
eating Potatoes together, until the weather permitted the men to

sort them. Then the sizes for seed have been spread on shelves un-
til planting time, generally in the fruit room, and I have had no
cause to regret doing so, for I have had excellent crops of good
quality; but through pressure of work this past summer about a ton
of Myatfs Ashleaf were left until about the third week in July,
when the disease made its appearance on the haulm. We scarcely,

however, found a bad tuber; still, I had them stored by themselves,
and in looking them over in about three weeks afterwards more
than two-thirds were bad.—Hy. Faek, Ash/old,

Tall r. Dwarf Celery.-After trying most of the varieties of

Celery in cultivation, I find scarcely any equal in all respects to the
Dwarf Incomparable White, for although the tall-growing longdeaved
kinds look more imposing when bundled or bunched for market,
yet on comparing the blanched or edible part there is not much
difference ; consequently, as more plants of the dw.arf than the tall

can be grown on equal sized plots of ground, it follows that dwarf
sorts are best suited for gardens where space is an object. I lately

had an excellent sample of Red Celery brought me that had been
grown from seed saved from the same stock for nearly forty years,

and a better Celery it would be impossible to find. With the Dwarf
Incomparable for early crops, aud a solid red kind for late crops, I

would be content to leave all the very long-leaved varieties to

growers for exhibition.—J. G.

First Early Peas.—I think as a rule we attach too much im-
portance to first early Peas, for try what we will, or how we will,

the earliest gathering is not advanced very much before that of main
crops ; therefore sorts that have only their earliness to recommend
them should be planted in limited quantities, for there are such excel-

lent kinds amongst the second earlies or main crop Peas, that even
large gardens have not space for sorts that produce so little in pro-

portion to the labour which they entail.—J. G., Linton.

Early Purple-top Munich Turnip.—My experience does
not agree with that of those who have fouud this to be a bad Turnip

;

with us it was in all respects everything that could be desired, but
of all vegetables none varies in quality more than Turnips. Of some
varieties we have had two patches growing in the garden at the

same time, and when cooked they were so different in flavour as to

give the impression that tUey were two different kinds.

—

Cambrian,
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Indoor Plants.

Conservatories.—Notwithstanding that the first half of Janu-
ary is the dullest season in the year, the extensive choice of fine-foli-

aged plants and the always popular Primulas, Tree Carnations, Roman
Hyacinths, and many other plants, which depend more upon the
past summer treatment than winter forcing, may always be had in

perfection before the Chrysantliemums and Geraniums begin to

wane, and in addition to these the warmer structures will yield

batches of the finest and at one time the most abused plant in culti-

vation—the double Poinsettia—which comes in late, and keeps a
long time in the temperature of a warm conservatory. The greatest

enemy is damp, but cleanliness, combined with frequent rearrange-

ment and the avoidance of crowding too many specimens together,

will be found the best preventive, always assuming that this enjoy-

able structure is well ventilated and kept at a temperature of 50' to
56°. In many places—small ones in particular—the attempt to do
too much is often forced upon the gardener, and as this invariably

results in disappointment, the system cannot be too strongly con-

demned. One very important operation may now he performed with
advantage, as the roof climbers will be at rest, and many of them in

a fit state for pruning. I allude to the thorough cleansing of the
house, and unrelenting war with insects. If paraffin is used it must
be applied cautiously, and great care taken that it does not run down
to the roots. Remove Chrysanthemums as the flowers fade ; cut
them down and place them in a cold pit for giving strong and early

cuttings. Grow duplicates of a few good ones in preference to end-
less variety. Fumigate Callas before they are taken into the house,

place them in saucers of water, and feed well. Give Bouvardias the
warmer and Camellias the cooler end of the house. The latter do
best when grown in a house by themselves, or with Lapagerias
trailing under the roof. Keep the forcing pit regularly supplied
with the usual subjects for giving a succession of flower, and remove
others to intermediate quarters to harden before they are taken into

the conservatory.

Hardy Fruit.—Tlie closing quarter of the past year having been
so dry and open, we may assume that all root pruning and re-arrange-

ment of fruit trees has been completed, and that pruning and nailing

is well advanced, but where this work is still in arrear lose no time
in bringing the planting to a close. Secure standards and pyramids
to good stakes and mulch with rotten manure, but do not prune
until the buds begin to swell. Push on the pruning of bush fruits,

and get the borders manured and pointed over when dry. In town
gardens and wooded districts where small birds are troublesome the
pruning of Gooseberries may be deferred until March, or they may
be dusted with quicklime and soot after they are pruned. Owing to

the mildness of the weather. Peaches on south aspects are getting

forward, and being so liable to injury from spring frosts the shoots
should be unnailed, pruned, and tied to stakes some distance away
from the walls. Defer nailing in until the latest moment, and have
some kind of protection in readiness for placing over them when the
blossoms begin to open. For many years we have used glass copings
for Peaches, and, with the exception of last season, we have not
missed a full crop of fruit. Get Raspberries secured to stakes or
wires ; defer shortening back, at least in low situations, until danger
of great severity is past. Mulch heavily with rotten manure, but
on no account disturb the roots of these or Strawberries by digging
amongst them. Select well-ripened shoots of Apples and Pears for

grafts, lay them in on a shady border, and head back the stocks be-

fore the sap begins to rise.

Indoor Fruits.

Pines.—Having passed the shortest day, we may assume that

preparations have been made for introducing a few of the most
promising plants into strong heat, in order to induce them to come
into fruit very early in the spring. Select from successions that

have been rested plants which indicate signs of throwing up quickly,

and plunge into a bed of tan or leaves where the heat at the bottoms
of the pots will range from 90° to 95°. If the balls are dry, water
them freely until properly moistened, and maintain a brisk top heat
of 65° to 70° at night, with a rise of 5° to 10'^ by day for the present.

Keep the atmosphere in a moist growing state, but guard against

injury to the young fruit by the lodgment of water in the hearts.

Examine successional stock and see that pUnts near the pipes do not
suffer from want of water at the roots.

Vines.—The pruning of all late Vines immediately after the
Grapes are cut is an important operation, as it gives them a good
season of decided rest, particularly where they can be kept clear of

plants and the ventilators are left open night and day. Strong-grow-
ing kinds, like Gros Colmar, Black Morocco, and Barbarossa, produce
the finestbuncheswhentrainedandpruneduponthe extensionprinciple.

Lady Downes and Muscats also give large clusters, but they are not
always so close and compact as they are when grown upon the spur.
In course of time the spurs become long and unsightly, and wlien
this ia the case a few of the oldest rods should be removed annually
to make room for others of one or two years' training. AVheii
pruning is deferred until January, all the wounds should be dressed
with styptic to prevent bleeding, but Vines that are pruned in Decem -

ber do not require it. All loose soil and mulching should be removed
from the inside borders preparatory to top-dressing with fresh turf
and bones, and if painting is necessary advantage should be taken of

this the only opportunity for getting it done. The painting of the
interior of a modern Vinery does not take long, and the application
of oil and turpentine is the most effectual remedy for the destruction
of the remains of all insect pests. Vines started early under the
genial influence of warm leaves placed on the inside borders, and
now breaking vigorously, will be capable of standing and enjoying a
slight increase of temperature on fine days, but no advance on 58° at
night need be made until the bunches become prominent, when
direct syringing may be reduced, and atmospheric moisture must be
produced by damping all available parts of the house and by frequent
turning of the fermenting material. Give a little air on fine days,
but avoid cold currents, at all times prejudicial, and run up to 75°

after closing.

Young Vines from this year's eyes intended for planting out or

growing into fruiting canes may be cut back to a good bud near
the base, dressed with styptic, and placed in a cold house ready
for starting in January. Eyes may also be prepared and potted
singly in small pots or squares of turf, and kept cool for three
weeks before they are plunged in bottom-heat. Wliere young
Vines have to be planted in external borders next spring, this

fine, dry weather oflers a favourable opportunity for mixing tlie

compost and making up the borders. Ample drainage being the first

and most important point, this part of the work should be care-

fully performed, the space left for the soil being regulated by the

nature of the subsoil and position of the garden. In elevated

situations, 3 ft. at the front of the house and 6 ft. in width will

be ample to start with, but in low, damp places with unfavourable
surroundings I should give preference to a border 2 ft. 6 in. in depth,

resting upon extra and well aerated drainage. With good turfy

loam for the sta,ple no manure need be used, but 1'2 per cent, of

bones and a like quantity of charred refuse may be used witli

advantage.

Figs started in November and now pushing their terminal buds
will stand a little more heat when the weather is fine. Syringe
twice a day, and damp the floors and paths at night. If the trees

are placed on pedestals keep the fermenting material at 70° near the

base of the pots, and the minimum top heat at 55? to 60°. Give air

at 68° on fine mornings, and run up to 78° after closing for the day.

If started now the second house containing trees established in in-

ternal borders will come into bearing about the end of May. Let
the borders be well mulched and liberally watered with tepid water.

Syringe freely, and commence forcing at 508 by night, 58° by day,

and 5" more from sun heat.

Succession Houses.—Directions having been given for start-

ing the second house, proceed with the pruning and preparation of

the trees by thinning out the shoots that have reached the extremity

of the trellis in the late house. Wash them with strong soap and
water, and spare no pains in the removal of brown scale and mealy
bug where these troublesome'pests have gained a footing. The most
popular insecticide is paraffin, a^wine-glassful to a gallon of water,

and a most effectual destroyer it is, but great care and judgment
should be used where it is employed. For smooth-barked trees,

like the Fig, it may be applied with advantage, )mt for Vines,

which have soft, porous wood and flaky bark, it is highly dangerous.

It is not, however, for use as a winter dressing that this oil is most
applicable, as the quantity required to reach the larvae of insects

when snugly enshrouded in the secret recesses of the bark is liable

to be absorbed by the stems. The mixture will be found niore

efficacious in the summer, when it should be applied to the foliage

with the syringe, the whole being kept in constant motion to prevent

the ingredients separating.

Peaches will require more air and less moisture when in ilower.

Impregnate with a camel's-hair pencil when the pollen becomes buoy-

ant. Sustain the delicate organs of the blossoms by syringing tlie

bare stems and other available spaces on fine days. Let the tern-

perature range about 50° at night and 10° higher from 10 a.m. until

3 p.m., when ventilation may be reduced for the night. Where more
than two houses are forced, the second should now be closed and
syringed regularly. If fire heat is applied, let it be by day in pre-

ference to night, when the temperature should not exceed iof until

the buds begin to swell.

Oucumtaers.—Winter-fruiting plants now passing througli a

critical time will require careful ma nagement to keep them in steady
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growth. Divest them of all male blossoms. Train thinly, but do
not stop the shoots until we have more light and warmth, and crop
lightly. Top-dresa the roots with warm turf, water freely when
necessary, using tank liquid and guano water alternately. Keep the
glass clean and cover up at night. Prepare materials for hotbeds,
and make a solving of Telegraph for succession.

Kitchen Garden.
Now the trees are clear of leaves, advantage having been taken of

frosty mornings for wheeling out manure, there should be no delay
in getting .all vacant ground dug or trenched, in order to expose it to
the influence of the elements. Steel forks answer best for l)reaking

up the bottom and working in the manure or, better still, charred
refuse where the subsoil is heavy and unfit to be brought to the sur-

face. Repair the edgings of the walks, which should be of stone
where plentiful in preference to Box, which entails much labour in

keeping, harbjurs vermin, and prevents the use of salt for the destruc-
tion of weeds. Where the situation suits autumn-sown Peas, these
will now require a ridge of soil drawn up on each side of the rows to

protect them from wind, and small twigs of Beech stuck amongst
them as a shelter from frost ; but in low damp gardens the old-

fashioned system of sowing on strips of turf placed in cold frames.
Grass side downwards, is an excellent plan, as they can be removed
to the drills without disturbance of the roots. Make sowings of early
Peas and Mazagan Beans on warm borders for succession. Stir the
soil amongst winter Lettuce, and lift the most forward for filling up
vacancies in cold pits. Look over the remainder of Veitch's Protect-
ing and .Snow's Broccoli, and transfer them in good balls to coH pits,

where th3y can hi protected in severe weather. Trench over Horse-
radish beds and siz3 the I'oots, the largest for use, and the straight,

medium-sized pieces for replanting in deeply-dug ground.

Forcing- Ground.— .A. good supply of Oak or Beech leaves
and stable manure should now ba ready for making up into beds for

Carrots, Radishes, and Potatoes. Make the bads very firm, defer
soiling until the lieat is up, and sow or phmt as soon as the soil

becomes warm. Meantime, place the Potato sets in snallow boxes
or baskets, cover with leaf-soil, and economise time by bringing them
forward in a warm Vinery. A good supply of Saakale and Rhubarb
roots should be lifted and kept in reserve, where they can be pro-
tected from frost until wanted for forcing in the Mushroom house

;

a few rows of the former may also be covered with spent tan or fine

ashes for giving the latest spring cutting.—W. CoLE.M.ix.

The Blue Grass of Kentucky.—As questions as to what
this is have often arisen and may again be asked, the following note
from the American AgriruUurist may serve to answer them ; "In an
article in September last Prof. Gray expressed a doubt that the
Blue Grass (Poa pratensis) was really indigenous so far south as
Kentucky. This lias called out several notes from friends in Ken-
tucky and Ohio, who claim that the Grass must be a native there.
' S. C. J.,' Louisville, Kentucky, thinks the readiness with which
the Grass takes possession of the soil, ' rooting out all other kinds of
Grass,' is proof that it is native. This is, to us, the strongest evi-

dence that it is a foreigner. As the aboriginal man receded before
the intruding white man, in a similar manner do plants give way to
foreigners. The \Yild Oat that covers the hills of California to such
an extent is a European species that has crowded out all native
growth, and the same may be said of the Bermuda Grass in some of

the Soutliern States. Mr. C. states that the reason for calling this
beautifully green Grass Blue Grass is on account of its peculiar blue
colour when in bloom, at which time he says the appearance of the
Grass is most charming.

Luculia gratissima Killed by Repotting.—In The
Garden (Vol.XVIIL.p. G.'U) is a note respectingthis Luculia, in which
it is said :

" One of the reasons why this plant is not more frequently
seen in greenhouses tlian it is is that it bears repotting badly ; re-

ducing the ball is sometimes fatal to it unless the plant is very care-
fully treated by being put into a moist gentle heat and shaded on
bright days." About ten years ago I was employed in the gardens
of the Prince of Lichtenstein, in Austria. The then head gardener
of that place was one of those men who cannot rest until they see all

plants potted once every year, every time reducing the roots.
Amongst the plants thus operated on were several Luculias, about
from 6 ft. to S ft. in height ; though not very strong, they might have
become so by a little care. When potting time in spring came round
these plants had to be potted like the others, and shifted into bigger
pots after the balls of earth had been reduced by means of a big
knife. They had but few roots when I had to pot them the first

time, and after the operation they were allowed to grow as well as
they could. Next year's potting time having come round, I intended
to protect my favourites, and was bold enough to object to potting
them this season. Remonstrance was, however, useless, the head

gardener graciously replying, " Do what I tell you," and so I did.

I found the plants had made a few roots, but not enough to fill the
pots ; the soil was sour. After having undergone the same process
as last year, they were placed in a span-roofed house which was badly
shaded, and the effect of an Austrian sun on them in the summer
time may easily be imagined. Under these conditions the plants

lingered for some months, but when autumn set in with its cold

nights they dropped their few leaves and died. Whenever I have
seen a fine plant of Luculia in England I have thought of those I had
to kill against my will in Austria. Our weather has been truly

English ; till now it has been always mild and rainy, and Violets
(the Czar) have been gathered out doors till lately.—E. Hixderlich,
Jfciii's Palace, Potsdam,

AN ENGLISHMAN'S GARDEN IN SOUTH ITALY.

Yot" may not have heard of the strange season we have had in

Italy, where we can scarcely be said to have any winter at all.

I am now staying in Naples with a friend, an Englishman, who
loves flowers as a poet does, and has a large garden divided into

several minor gardens, always so full of flower, that it seems a
permanent exhibition of them. With such a taste and the means
to gratify it one may easily suppose what may be done in Naples,

where the sun is so strong and pleasant in the winter. Just now
at Christmas we have still some flowers you would call those of

summer, and also those of the autumn and spring. We have
Zinnias, some of them beautifully variegated, Tropwolums, Dahlias,

Daturas, Thunbergias, Pansies, I'yrethrums, Camellias, Iris,

]\Iaurandia, Bignonias, Bnddleias, and Roses of all kinds covering

the walls and flowering in the beds ; but most surprising and
beautiful of all are the Bougainvilleas, covered with flowei's and
buds, a most welcome sight at Christmis. I will not attempt to

tell you of all the other flowers we have, and the profusion of

Camellias and Hoses, but think it must be a satisfaction to you to

know that the proprietor of this garden is an Englishman, who
benefits the place by showing the inhabitants what can be done in

a fine climate. It may indeed influence the future prosperity of

South Italy. Tliink what could be done here in horticulture

!

There is an Agave Salmiana nearly 20 ft. high and very imposing
;

close to that giant there are also several other plants of the same
family in flower, as well as Bonaparteas and Agaves. There

is a variegated variety of Cineraria maritima produced in

this garden which would be the delight of all lovers of fine-leaved

plants. Bella Valle di Ca.sano^-a.

NOTES FROM NEW ENGLAND.
'White Bluets.—In early spring the common Bluets (Hous-

tonia ca3rulea) are abundant all over our fields and meadows, and
after they have ceased to blossom in the lowlands our
mountain-tops are aglow with the starry flowers of the Little Inno-

cents, as the children call them. On the White Mountains I find

that the Bluets flowers are white and not pale blue, as in the low-
lands. But the plants I gathered on Mount Washington when grown
at Cambridge renounced their whiteness and assumed the pale blue

colouring of the ordinary meadow type.

Tiger Flo^wers (Tigridia Pavonia).—In answerto "C. L. H.," I

may say that the bulbs of the Tiger-flower multiply exceedingly and
do not run out. Unlike many other bulbous plants, most of the

small bulbs that were planted in the spring will wax strong enough
through the summer months to blossom in August and September.
I winter mine as I do Gladioli, that is, I tie them up in bunches
which I suspend on nails in the potting shed. As mice are very fond

of the bulbs, precautions are taken to have the Lilies beyond the

reach of these nimble pests.

Evening Primroses.—Taking everything into consideration

—hardiness, compactness, aud evergreen character, size and brilliance

of blossom, I think (Enothera missouriensis is the best. But there

are others, as CE. riparia, fruticosa, and f. major, whose hardiness,

copiousness, and permanent character define them as first-class hard v
herbaceous perennials. And I have still another favourite, (K.

speciosa, a white flowering species from Texas. It blossoms all

summer long, keeps densely green and bushy, and seems most at

home in a sandy pocket in the rockery. It may be propagated in

any quantity from root cuttings.

The "Wood Lily (L. philadelphicum) at Home.—Along the

banks of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad, between Portland

and the entrance to the 'VVhite Mountains, last summer I saw these
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Lilies in all their glory. Studded along the banks they were every-

where, their red flowers peeping through the bushes here, swaying
over the herbage there, extending far into the woods among the

Ferns and underbrush, reaching from the arid bank above to the

swampy verge beneath, for scores of miles these Lilies accompanied
us. On isolated earthy sods that had fallen from off the top to half-

way down the railway bank these Lilies bloomed like brilliants on
a gravel bed ; but nowhere did they appear more effective than near

Sebago Lake, where they nestled on the bosom of a wide-spread

Bracken field. Last summer a correspondent sent us flowers and bulbs

of a yellow-blooming variety of this Lily.

Alpine Golden Rods.— Is not "Justicia" too severe on
(Jolden Rods when he says (p. 352), " No Solidago is worth a place

in a garden ? " Had he been with me last July, rambling over and
among the bald and rooky summits of the White Mountains, and
seen Solidago virgaurea var. alpina as it was then in all its

golden glory, he could not have helped admitting that there is one,

aS least, among the great rejected race that is neither coarse nor

weedy, but compact, profuse, and bright enough to earn a place in

any garden.

The Mountain Sandwort (Arenaria grrenlandica). — This

pretty little species is thickly scattered all over the Alpine region of

the New England mountains, and in midsummer is one of the most
conspicuous of alpines. It grows in the gravel, in Lichen tufts upon
the boulders, in chinks, and on mossy spots among the rocks in open
and exposed places. The plants are dense tufts from 2 in. to 4 in. high,

with small, thread-like leaves and comparatively large white flowers.

I brought home a quantity of plants, and, after cutting off their

flowers and seed-vessels, planted them in gravel in a cold frame ;

though they lived along for a few weeks, ultimately all of them
died. But from seeds which I sowed at the same time I have some
good vigorous plants.

Cardinal-flower and Blue Lobelia.—I planted a quan-
tity of Cardinal-flowers (Lobelia cardinalis) among the bushes in our
hardy Orchid bed, and when they were in blossom in July and
August, the brilliant blooms around the sombre green of the Gaylu-
sxcoia bushes had a striking and lovely effect. I also used the blue;

Lobelia (L. syphilitica) in company with the Cardinal-flower, and
though the blue ones, unlike their flery relatives, were not very con-

spicuous in the distance, close at hand they were very becoming, and
from July till Sept. perfect bushes of many shades of blue. The situa-

tion is cool, moist, and somewhat shady. Botb of these Lobelias self-

sow themselves extravagantly, coming up like weeds all over the
ground in the neighbourhood of the old plants. The old stools, too form,
good base crowns, and in this way are perennial. The blue Lobelia
is far inferior in a decorative sense to the Cardinal-flower ; both de-

light in rich damp land, and are equally useless in the open dry
horder, ^W.FAi.coyiER, Cambridge Botanic Garden, Mass.

THE CLIMATE OF JAPAN.
Taking the four great islands of Japan as one, the length of th«

country measured north and south is roughly near 900 miles, its

actual width at the broadest part below 200 miles, its average breadth
much less, while between the main islands is enclosed much inland
water, including the beautiful inland sea. Its area is given as

148,700 square miles, that of the United Kingdom being about
121,000 square miles. The southern extremity of Japan proper
(ICiushiu) is in latitude 31S north ; its northern extremity (Yezo) in

latitude 45^" north. The whole country lies, therefore, much farther

south than England, South Cornwall being in 50° north. Japan
])roper is an exceedingly hilly country. Fuji-san (the great mountain
of Japan called by us Fusi-yama) is 13,000 ft. high. Mount Mitake
9000 ft., Assama 8500 ft., and to on. Many are active, some quiescent,

volcanoes. The coasts are deeply indented with sea, and the sea

deeply indented with promontories. There are said to be 3000
islands in the Japanese group ; some of them as large as our counties,

others too small to deserve mention. The climate of a mountainous
country like Japan, with an extremely irregular outline, is of course

very different in different places. It is influenced on a part of the

coast by the warm ocean current (Kuroshiwo) which sweeps up from
the warm south along its south-eastern shores into the Pacifio. This
has a marked effect upon the land temperature, producing greater

warmth than is experienced in the same latitudes on the opposite side

of Japan.
The northern island (Yezo) is chilled by a stream (Oyashiwo)

setting down ital eastern side from the cold sea of Okhotsk, which
produces a notable effect upon the neighbouring land. So while the

southern island (Kiushiu) is washed by the strength of the Kuio-
shiwo, and in consequence has almost a tropical climate during the

whole year, the Oyashiwo runs along the east coast of Yezo, which

is bound in ice for twenty miles off the land during the whole winter .

Moreover, Japan has its Mediterranean, and this exercises some in

fluence upon its climate. It is (the inland sea) comparatively shallow,

and is consequently influenced in some degree by the river water
flowing into it, often more by the direct effect of the seasons. It is

colder in winter and warmer in summer than the Pacific and .Japan

seas, falling to 50° in winter and rising to 77* in summer. Professor

Anderson, of Tokio, states that from November to March inclusive,

the weather is exceptionally fine, the days mostly warm and sunny,
the sky clear and cloudless, the air dry and bracing. In April and
May the weather is very changeable. From the middle of June to

the middle of September there are heavy falls of rain, and these,

combined with a high temperature, saturate the air with moisture
and produce great lassitude and debility. About the middle of

September the weather begins to improve, and October is usually a

pleasant month.

Dr. Rein writes : "The climate of Japan reflects the character-

istics of that of the neighbouring continent, and exhibits two great

annual contras-ts—a hot damp summer and a cold dry winter. These
two seasons lie under the sway of the monsoons, but the neighbour-

ing seas weaken the effect of these winds and mitigate their

extremes, so that neither the summer heat nor the winter cold

attain in Japan the same extent as in China in the same latitude."

Dr. Maget distinguishes in Japan six regions. The first, and the

most northern, named Saghalien, is boreal and little known (this is

now ceded to Russia). The second is Yezo, also cold and but

little investigated (see "Unbeaten Tracts in Japan," by Miss

Bird, just published, a most charming and interesting work).

The third and fourth correspond to the northern, middle, and
southern parts of the island of Niphon. The northern region of

that island, comprised between 42° and 37° north latitude, is com-

parable to the temperate climate of the north of England, though the

extremes of heat and cold are much greater. The central region, in

which Yokohama is situated, is similar to the south-west of France,

but again with extremes of considerable variation. In the southern

region the isothermic lines undergo a great declension, and the ex-

tremes are very wide. The fifth region, that of Shikoku, in which
is Nagasaki, resembles that of Provence in its northern, and that of

Sicily in its southern portions. The sixth climate is that of the

islands making up the Southern Archipelago, and is tropical in its

character. It has not been studied.

[The above, extracted from Sir Ed. J. Reed's "Japan," has been

sent to us by Dr. Wallace, of Colchester.]

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Insects.—ir. S -B.—The insects which you forwaraed are a species of Galley-

worm (Potydermus). The best meaus of getting rid of them is h.iiid-picking at

night ; they hide during the day under any available shelter, such as JIoss, stones,

lumps of earth. &c. If you have any Moss in your baskets, I should search it

very thoroughly. Potatoes cut in half and slightly scooped out are very useful

as tr.aps if placed in the pots with the cut part doivnwards, as the Galleyworins

creep under them for shelter, and can easily be shaken into a pan of boilins

water, which will kill them instantly.—G. S. S.

Melon Pits.—.Should these, well heated by surface pipes, have the beds

also heated by artificial means for early forcing? My locality is near Coventry.

—H. S. [Yes ; bottom-heat is as essential as top-heat.—M.]

American Fruit-drying Machines.—I am very interested in these.

Cin any one furnish descriptions or catalogues of them?— H. L. Wethered,
Fernclijfe, Tyndall's Park, Bristol.

Weeds on Walks.—Will any one tell me what Is the best preparation to

kill weeds on walks with Box edges .at this time of year ?— IS. li. C.

Chrysanthemum Buds not Opening.-Will some one tell me what
is the best way to cultivate Ohiysanthemums, as ours have beeu for the last two
years a total failure ? Amongst six or seven dozen plants of the best sorts there

are not six flowers ; the buds formed, but never opened out.—Subsckiber.

Names of Plants.— B. Pe(M-s.-Next week. A. if.-Please send another

and larger specimen. J. i).—Acacia platyptera. T.—1, Erica melanthera ;

2, E. gracilis ; 3, E. persoluta.— (r. (fltiioiO —Colchicum autumnale n.-pl.—Orchul.

—1, Lrelia rubescens ; 2, L. albida ; 3, Cattleya Triauic. A. i',—Jasmmuni
nudiflorum. li. R. 0. X>.—Acacia dealbata.

A Report on Sorghum .Cultivation at Belvoir, in

the form of a pamphlet of some ten pages, by Wm. Ingram, has

just reached us. Minnesota Eirly Amber is the name of the variety

tried at Belvoir, and Mr. Ingram is of opinion that it might be

profitably cultivated by farmers in some of the warmer English

counties, inasmuch as if its juices were insufficiently elaborated for

the manufacture of sugar, a valuable supply of nutritious food would

be obtained for stock.

We are glad to see that the cultivation of herbaceous plants is

making progress in France. Mons. Godefroy-Lebeuf, of Argenteuil,

sends us his catalogue of them, containing many illustrations.
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TRUFFLES, TRUE AND FALSE.

Every one who has pai-taken of ilindon aiij: Irufef:, or }xtte dc foie

ijras, on the Continent, or, indeed, in tliis country, must have re-

marked how very superior is the flavour of the French and German
Truffles in comparison with the expensive and indigestible article

sold as the Truffle in Covent Garden Market. It is, however, one

of the things '
' not generally known " that the Truffle of the Continent

is a very different plant from the Truffle sold as an esculent in Great

Britain. Here we consume a species known as Tuber i-estivum (often

referred to as Tuber cibarium), whilst in France, Germany, and
Italy they select the far more delicious Tuber nielanosporum. The
latter plant was long ago published as a British species by Mr.
Berkeley, but it has latterly been placed in our 'text books as a

synonym for Tuber brumale.
The left hand figure represents the Truffle of the English markets,

that on the right the Continental Truffle ; the English Truffle is

black, with large warts, the Continental one is brown, with smaller

warts. The English Truffle, T. iEstivum, grows to be very large in

size, whilst T. melanosporum never attains a large size. The spores

of the two plants differ very much in form, for in the English plant

they are covered with a reticulated network, whilst in the Conti-

nental species tliey are covered all over witli a hair-like growth.

These spores are contained in minute sacs or bags, from one to six

spores in a sac, according to the species of Truffle. The bags

are tightly compacted into the body of the Truffle. When the

TrufHe decays the spores are of course set free in the ground, where
they germinate, and
form a mycelium for

another year's crop. The
market for Truffles in

this country is a bad
one. One of the reasons
for this is, the Truffle it-

self is a bad one, indiges-

tible and ill-esteemed.

Another reason is, the
race of TrulHe dogs is

here fast becoming ex-
tinct, owing to the Dog
Tax. When more strin-

gent legislation was
enforced in reference to
dogs a few years back
in this country, the
Truffle dealers in the
southern counties tried

to get their Truffle dogs
exempted from the tax.

This attempt failed,

and as the living to

be derived from find-

ing Truffles was always
a hazardous and bad
one, this extra tax on
trade.

Hogs are fond of Truffles, and, these animals are used on the

Continent for discovering them. Squirrels are also fond of

Truffles, and many gardeners have detected spots where Truffles

grow by merely watching the scratching of squirrels. Strange as

it may seem, TrufHe dogs are (or were) equally fond of eating the
Truffles when found, the TrufHe dealerhaving commonly to take
the Truffle out of the dog's mouth.
Although Truffles are truly subterranean fungi ("hypoga?ous,'' as

the botanists say), yet they are often so close to the surface of the

ground that they may be seen by any sharp fungus eye. A man
with a sharp and well-trained eye has no need of either hog, dog,

or squirrel, for he knows by experience the exact spot where
Truffles are likely to be found. Truffles can commonlj' be bought of

London dealers for is. Cd. a pound, but the better French article

costs more.
A white Truffle is often referred to in books, and Napoleon I. is

said to have preferred it to any other variety, but whether Napo-
leon I. was a reliable authority on fungoid esculents, we do not
know. Our central figure represents the white Truffle ; it delights

in the euphonious cognomen of Choiromyces meandriformis. It is

common, it attains a very large size, and has a strong smell. We
believe we are right in stating that Dr. Hogg and the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley once made an experiment with this, and tried its esculent or

non-esculent qualities Both gentlemen were made ill, and a report
of the result was published in one of our contemporaries. At one
time a spurious Truffle used to be sold in Covent Garden named
Elaphomyces variegatus. This is an atrocious species for the table,

and it has now vanished from the market.

Truffles and '.Truffle-like fungi and subterranean and sub-subter-

ranean fungi are very numerous in this country, and probably it is

the same in most other countries where there are woodlands. They
are not much sought for, and so get greatly overlooked.

One of the most remarkable of the British Truffle-like fungi is

found in Melanogaster ambiguus ; this plant is about the size of a

pigeon's egg, and black inside. It has sometimes been sent to this

office to bo named, and is remarkable for its powerful, sickening, and
horrible odour. So strong is this insufferable stench that a single

specimen of the fungus will make a large] room quite unbearable,

and the odour remains for a long time after the offensive object bias

been removed. A close ally of this vile plant is Melanogaster var e-

gatus, referred to by Dr. Cooke as 'the false Truffle of the Bath
market. Dr. Cooke says this latter species "is eaten there (at

Bath) in preference to the common Truffle." As the English " true

Truffle " is a false one, the inhabitants of Bath are (or were) perhaps
not much the worse for their [peculiar choice. F.

Tnifttes and their Spores,

the Truffle dogs almost extinguished the

Bird Preservation.—As you have apparently exhausted the

subject of insect destroyers of the garden, may I suggest a change to

bird or other destroyers of insects and other garden pests, for as

every year furnishes increasing numbers of such pests, it seems a
subject worth being ventilated for the benefit especially of the

suburban or amateur gardener ? As there seems to be a variety of

opinions as to the destruction of birds, perhaps we should protect our
fruits, seeds, &c., more
than we do, but that

becomes too expensive
generally. I am the

more induced to bring

this subject before your
readers because, in spite

of recent laws in fa-

vour of the feathered

tribe, too many, it

seems to me, are de-

stroyed, especiallyin the

suburbs of towns, some-
times in ignorance of

their use or necessity

—

a fact to be regretted.

This is often done for

the sake of a dainty
meal, as, for example,
in the case of the larks,

which we see exposed
for sale in poulterers'

windows by the score.

This bird seems not to

be included in the

most recent legislation

on the subject of the de.

struction of small birds. I suppose there is some doubt about the

utility of the lark, and_also of some others. I am in favour of preserving

birds, even the common sparrow, as an insect destroyer. I am, how-
ever, annoyed by its eating off my Primrose and Polyanthus blooms ;

but perhaps sparrows need to be kept under, which is easilj' done as

they build in any hole, which may or may not be made for them, and
their eggs can be taken. We have made a specimen coping for garden

or other walls, in which are places for birds to build their nests ;

therefore they may be encouraged or easily destroyed, as may be

found expedient. This was sent to the Melbourne Exhibition, along

with other exhibits. These suggestions I submit to the consideration

of those having knowledge and experience of the subject.

—

James
PuLHAJi, Broxhourne.

Old-fashioned Flowers.—Tliere are many points in connection witli tliis

subject on which I want information. Is that wonderful Carnation figured in

vol. i. of the Horticultural Calniut, and also in vol. i., page 39, of Curtis's

Botanieal Magazine, under the name of " Franklin's Tartar " still in existence?

Does any one know by flgnre or otherwise the Blue Hulo (extinct in 1737)? I

have grown Carnations for many years, and this year have seed from Carnations
grown among Sweet iWilliams according to a hint taken from page 123

of Bradley's "Planting and Gardening" (year 1731), from whicli the
following is an extract: "This consideration leads me to advise the curious

florists to phmt of every good sort of his double Carnations in beds on a line in

the middle, and on each side of them to set a two rows of single ones of choice
colours, andjamong them some plants of Sweet William .... and be assured of good
varieties from them," Ac. Some years ago I flowered a beautiful cream-coloured
and lilac Picotee, with considerably over 200 blossoms on at one time, good
substance and very much puckered. As I have never kept notes, though I have
kept different growers' seeds apart, I have no wish to add anj-thiug to the pro-

posed correspondence. If some seedsman would inform us whence these col-

lections as advertised come, and on whose authority they bear the
descriptions, it would be highly interesting ; but perhaps this is too much to
expect.—B. G.
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" This is an Art
Which does meml Nature : cliange it rather : but
The Art iiiELP la Natuee."—,5/if(/icsj)care.

MOEE NOTES ON LILIES.

A yeae's more experience witli Lily growing has only made

me more certain tiian ever that Lily bulbs are not truly peren-

nial, but that an annual growth is formed, and that no Lily is

in perfect health unbss it renews itself annually. And I am
led to believe that with very careful observation we should

find all true bulbs to be only of annual__or biennial duration.

The whole subject was threshed out by"Dunedin" in the

pages of this paper some time ago, bat since then we have all

had opportunities of finding out for ourselves if the theory is

correct, and though most gardeners would laugh at the idea of

every bulb renewing itself j'ear by year, I believe it will be"

found that some of the greatest names amongst gardeners are

on my side. This is what I believe. Take up a very healthy

bulb of Lilium speoiosum, for instance, when it is in flower.

A new bulb is beginning to form in the middle of the bulb,

with its axis at a slightly dift'erent angle to the present flower-

ing stem, and this new bulb will next spring throw up a

flowering-stem which will point in a slightly dift'erent direction

to the present flowering stem.

In the centre of this new bulb and close to the corm is a

tiny formation, perhaps at this time no bigger than a pin's

head, which later in the year will be about as big as a small

Pea, and which will go on growing all the winter and spring

till the following summer it is as big as a Walnut, and by

autumn has formed out of the old scales, which it lives upon,

an entirely new bulb on a new axis, containing in itself also

the germ of a new bulb. It is according to the time from

which you date the birth of this axillary germ-bud that one is

entitled to call a bulb a biennial or an annual growth. The

new growths, in my belief, are always feeding on and ex-

hausting the old scales, while the roots beneath the bulb

and the stem roots above the bulb are the feeders to the stem

with its buds and flowers, and it is on the power of the bulb

as a whole to make these roots, especially those below the

bulb, that the growth of the flower-stem depends. The Lily

bulb then, supposing we took it in September, contains

within itself three growths in one, the bulb for the

following summer, and the present growth of flower-stem,

and the tiny axillary seed-bud. That Lily bulbs are in

a certain sense annual growths, is, I think, proved also by
the fact that their roots below the bulb are of annual dura-

tion. This is not so very apparent, except to a practised

observer, because the roots of the old bulb and the roots of

the new bulb, as it were, interlace, and a continuous appear-

ance of new roots is the consequence ; but, if in autumn,

when the flowers are past, you look closely at the apparently

healthy old roots, you will see they are ceasing to be of any

use, and have lost their plumpness, merely the skins of the

roots being left; at the same time new roots are being

pushed out from the corm. But these are feeding the new
bulb, which will go on getting bigger and bigger till the time

comes for the flower-stem to rise from its centre. It is im-

possible to make the subject very cleir, and I am afraid few

people take the trouble to thoroughly digest and understand

what one writes, but I beg they will not criticise these

theories without thinking a little about my meaning. Of
course, if there are two axillary seed-bulbs forming, then

the bulb eventually forms two bulbs, each on its own axis,

each throwing a flower-stem, and eventually separating into

two bulbs.

I hear Mr. ]]j,ines has como to think that Lily bulbs are of

annual growth. i\Iy friend Max Leichtlin is still unconverted.

The curious growth of Lilium Washingtoniaaum bulbs is his

stumbling-block, because in the bulb of that Lily the new
growth certainly does not seem to absorb the old growth.

Perhaps this is the exception that proves the rule ; but any-

way, Lilium Washingtonianu.n is a Lily which has not been
grown well yet, and the theory only applies to bulbs in full

health. For instance, it is a proof of the argument that one

never sees the flower-stem of this year on the same axis as

the flower stem of last year, showing that the bulb

has made a new bulb growth on a new axis. But
I once had a flower-stem come plump up the very centre

of the old flower-stem which had been cut down to within 1 in.

or 2 in. of the ground, and was quite hollow. Up the old hollow

stem the new stem came, and thereby my theory seemed to

be shaken. But when we uncovered the bulb we found it

had made no new growth, but consisted of twenty or twenty-

five old scales, each scale far apart from the other, with earth

between. No new growth had been formed, consequently the

bulb that threw up this flower-stem was the same bulb that

threw up the flower-stem the summer before. This new
flower-stem only grew a few inches high, and then, having

nothing to back it up, died, and the bulb, having no renewal

of itself, died also ; so what .seemed likely to upset my theory

only confirmed it. It is not so easy to say what becomes of

the old scales, and why one doesn't see them round the new
bulb in October if you look at it then. I think one does

generally see them as much as you would expect, and doubt-

less little but the mere skins of the old scales are left, and

that is absorbed by the soil, jnst as the soil absorbs the skins

of the scales of a flowering bulb of Lilium giganteum. You
plant a huge bulb of Lilium giganteum in October ; if it

flowers by next October, there will be nothing visible of it but

a little black slimy stuft' which is part of the .skins of the

old scales, which scales have gone ,to form the great flower-

stem, and three or four new bulbs round the stem-base.

Talking the matter over the other day with one of the

greatest gardeners in England (Mr. Stevens, of Trentham), I

found he was quite prepared to accept my theory, and even to

go the length of thinking bhe same of all true bulbs in good

health.

What does Dr. Wallace, Mr. Elwes, Ih: Wilson, j\Ir.

Burbidge, or Mr. Ellacombe, j\Ir. Harpur Crewe, Mr. D. T.

Fish, or Mr. Hovey say 1 For if this is true of Lily bulbs,

is it not true of all bulbs 1 I am convinced it is true of Iris

Xiphium and Erythroniums, and something of the kind is

obvious in Croci and Ltladioli. Fkank Miles.

Bingham.

Seedling Aubrietias.—In an article on Aubrietias (p. 10)

aUiision is made to a pink variety v/liich I raised from seed a ievr

years ago, and distributed among a fe«' friends for trial. It is of

value, being tlie first brealc with wliich I am acquainted in Aubrie-

tias, from tlie various sliades of lilac which characterise the blossoms

of all the varieties commonly cultivated in our gardens. Kaising

many thousands of seedlings every j'ear of this'most useful and hardy
spring flowering plant, I have succeeded in securing many charac-

terised by the increased she of their flowers, by vigour of growth,

and by a free habit of blooming ; but this shy little pink seedling is

the only instance of a marlied variation in colour being produced,

and I look upon it in skilful liands as the possible precursor of a
strain of brighter coloured varieties. It needs to be improved in

habit ; it follows A. deltoidea rather than A. grasca or grandiflora,

and, forming dense low tufts, it is perhaps better adapted for the rock
garden than flower-bed. In our floral arrangements for early spring

we very much want a plant of the habit of the Aubrietia that would
give us a flush of crimson, or pink, or bright red. I hope it will be
the fate of my little seedling to give us in its seedlings something in

tliis way. 'the evolutions of distinct novelties is a slow afliiir in

floriculture at starting,—W, Ixgkam, Belroir,
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Should Cut Grass be Left on Lawns?—We have a large,

fine lawn at our college, which is kept nicely mown, and is oae of

the most attractive features of the grounds. In mowing, the Gr.i3s

was not gathered, but allowed to fall upon the lawn. As the lawn
was mown quite freipieutly, the presence of the dead Grass was not
so obvious as to provoke remarls, except when from some mishap
the intervals between the cutting were too long. In August a lawn-
mower with a gatlicriug attachment was brought upon the grounds.
This machine with its attachment worked very easily, and did its

work ijerfectly, and just about as fast as though there were no .at-

tachment for gathering up the Grass, liy using this mower side by
side with one with no gatherer there was soon noticed a very striking

contrast in the two areas ^mown, very much in f.avour of the one
where the sliort Grass was gathered up. All admitted that the
lawn was much improved by removing the cut Grass ; but the
important question was raised, wliether or not the removal of the

(irass would work injury to the lawn. Professor Beal and others

thought that even this light mulch might benefit the lawn to no in-

considerable extent.—The above, which I notice in an American
jjaper, is a question that interests me, and I shall be glad if any of

your correspondents will kindly give us their experience of the mat
ter.—J. E. H,

Antliurium floribundum.—This is one of the most useful,

if not the showiest, of the many kinds of Authuriums in cultivation.

It is valuable as a pot plant, and particularly useful in a cut state

for bouquets, &c., as the spathes last long in good condition, and
being of ivory whiteness atlord a fine contrast to the short erect

apadix, which is deep green. The spathes, moreover, are not small
and therefore better adapted for bouquets and similar purposes than
kinds with larger spathes, such as A. Scherzerianum, A. ornatum,
and others.

NOTES AND HEADINGS.
.Judging' from what Ave have ssen and heard of the new Jasmi-

nuni shown at a late mseting- of the Royal Horticultural Societ}',

it is likely to become a popular winter-flowering subject. The
stove and gTeenhou33 .Jasminums are all favourites, but the flowers

are evanescent, except in the double form of Sambac. This new
single variety is said to be more lasting, a profuse flowcror, and
sweetly scented.

#

Would somo m'3ml)3r of the trade explain why Tuberoses vary
so much in price in different trade circulars ? We have before us

Just now an offer to supply fine roots of the best variety at £1 os.

per lOJ, wliile the same roots by some other firms are quoted at

9s. per dozsn, the kind known as Pearl being highest priced.

It would appear the demand for these is increasing, their ex-
ceedingly ea^y culture, comparative freedom from insect pests,

beautiful and fragrant flowers, unsurpassed by either the Ste-
phauotis or Gardenia, and the length of time they can be had in

bloom, rendering them the favourites of everybody who has a

warm frame or greenhouse. During the past year (LSSO) we had
the pleasure of seeing Tuberoses daily in flower from June tiU the
end of Djcembar. The bulbs require to be potted as soon as
received and started in a moderate heat. Thej^ will not all throw
up their tall flower-spikes at the same time, and those that do may
be made to succeed each other for a long period by pushing some
on in the stove and retarding others in a lower temperature. They
should never, however, be subjected to a temperature so low as to

bring growth to a standstill ; the leaves turn yellow and the
flowers are not so good.

A contemporary, which has not hitherto been accused
of subscribing unconditionally to the " Thirty-nine Articles,"

has actually treated its readers, I observe, to a homilv this
Christmas in which singleness of purpose and nobility of aim
are earnestly inculcated, concluding with a really evangelical
admonition to which all must hopefully subscribe. Prominence is

given to tlie fact that ISSO will in future be remembered horticul-
turally as the year when Strawberries were first forced under the
electric light, but we do not think it will be a red letter year to
many gardeners on th.at account. We are not inclined to make
much of this business, horticulturally speaking. It may serve as
an interesting hobby for some people, but the most pressing want
of the present time is information as to how w-e can make the best
use of the light which Nature has already provided us witli. The
waste of fuel in our furnaces is nothing to the waste of sun-heat
and light occasioned by bad management, ignorance, and bad hor-

ticultural appliances. It w ill be a vear to be remembered when a

Dr. Siemens will invent a ventilating shutter that shall be self-

acting, worked bj' the temperature, on the principle of the barometer
plummet, and when gardeners will he taught liow to dispense with
sheets and mats and other opaque coverings, which are at present

used to shut out the sunlight three or four hours or more out of

the twenty-four, as liappens when coverings are put on perluips

two hours before the sun sets, and left on till it is two hours above
the horizon next day. It is quite a common thing, even in well-

conducted gardens, to see sleepv men uncovering long ranges of

pits and houses during spring and early summer mornings hours
after all Nature out of doors has been basiling in the genial and
life-inspiring sunshine. It is skvlight, not candles, that we want
at present to force our early Strawberries, Grapes, and Peaches.

*

It is gratifying to find a cultivator like Mr. Cox, of Redleaf,

corroborating what has been reiterated in The Garden more
than once, and particularly of late, in relation to the training of

fruit trees. Speaking of the Plum trained on the fan system,

and permitted to extend freely, he says :

—

I am compelled to admit that so managed, that is, more in

accordance with natural conditions, the trees are more healthy
and longer-lived, and that although it is generally some years

before they become very fruitful, yet, when such is the case, the
very act of fruit-beaiing, judiciously regulated, forms the natural

restrictive power through which we are enabled to maintain the

balance between fruit-bearing and wood-development, so as to

keep the tree in a healthy and fruitful state for a long aeries of

years.
*

The reviewer of " Kambles among the Hills " thinks the one

above all things concerned witli the beautiful living things of

Nature—the gardener—is often by reason of his work prevented
from seeing much of the loveliness of his own land, and hence can

only have restricted views regarding those "' aspects of Nature

"

which concern his profession. It must be admitted that although

the " ranks " have, perhaps, produced the best landscape gardeners,

gardeners are not often fitted for that position. They have neither

learned nor seen enough, but through no fault of their OAvn. The
wonder is the}' are so cle\ er and able as they are. They have one
failing, how-ever, which they might remedy. Wordsworth said

that many of tlie poets before and of his age did not borrow their

images from Nature, but from one another, until they had become
in a manner conventionalised, and were about as true to Nature
as the conventionalised flowers and figures of the sculptor. It is

pretty much the same with gardeners ; they copy one another,

and their holidays are principally spent not in seeing and studying

Nature, but in noting what their neighbours have done, whether it

be good or bad, and in imitating w-hich they are just as likeh' to

go wrong as not. Horticulture shows this in all its phases, and
particularly in the various " styles" of landscape gardening. The
Dutchman, never having anything but flat prospects before him,
could conceive of no other diversification of the earth's surface than
a piece of ground divided into little squares and panels intersected
" with canals and ditches of stagnant water," and sometimes varied

with mounds, but always symmetrical and decorated with abund-
ance of ornaments. Yet it attained to the dignity of a " style

"

which at one time was often copied in this country, and is 3'et to

be found, onlj' altered and modified into carpet-bedding and other

formal patterns.

There is need for 'gardeners to travel, if they could only afford

to do so, and see other landscapes than their own, as well as

other gardens. Hugh ^liller, coming from the bolder landscapes

of the north, was depressed with the monotonous flats of Yorlt-

shire and the drear}' fens of Lincoln—"the long grey fields"

of Tennyson " with the bulrush by the pools "—and he went so

far as to say that the inhabitants of such tracts could not only

not understand other aspects of Nature, but could not be such

patriots, their country being without striking features of a kind

to impress them, or that could attach them to it by sentiment or

remembrance.
*

I am glad to see that the Saturday Revieio strongly opposes the

spoliation of Epping Forest by the making of a railway. There
really is all the rail accommodation needed at several stations in

the forest even now, one within about a quarter of an hour's

walk of High Beech. The scheme of another railway can only
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be destructive to the remainiug charms of the forest.^ I am sorry

to hear of an elaborate series of roads and walks being projected

in Epping-. I hope it is not true, liailways run through it even

now, and there are plenty of means of getting to it. The thousands

who go to Chingford now make a disgraceful uproar there—a kind

of Donnybrook fair—while the quiet parts of the forest have no

attractions for such people. The danger is cutting up the forest

to form a rendezvous of this kind near railway stations.

#

Mr. Brotherston has a laboured article supporting the unsup-

portable, i.e., that tender flowers are as cheap as hardy ones or

cheaper. Long and wearisome pages are filled to this end. Many
of the nobler hardy flowers from Daffodils to Paionies will thrive

in properly prepared ground for years at a time, whereas bedding

plants have to be put out every spring, and taken up and increased

every autumn. This is the broad fact, and miles of print cannot

alter it. The public see it too, and some of the big " bedding

men" who astonished the natives in their own localities are evi-

dently sore that any one should doubt the merit and enquire the

cost of the whole ghastly business; and also what does it deprive

us of ?

But I notice Mr. Brotherston advises after all " the common-
sense plan of finding a place for each." lie is already a " happy-
mean " man, and by-and-bye, as his eyes open, we shall probably

find him among the reformers. Of course, even all the youngsters

know that in many places a few years ago you might look in vain

for even a white Lily. This is true still of too many places. How
many gardens in a county contain one-fourth of the first class

things in cultivation ? In how many gardens are they properly

arranged or grown ? To have a few in a border is only one of the

least important ways of growing them.
*

While he, on the one hand, proclaims himself an " advocate

of hardy plants," on the other he takes the most effective

means of discouraging their culture by frightening his readers

with an exaggerated account of their cost. He has been
at some pains to procure the highest estimates he can find of the

value of hardy plants, while at the same time making discoveries

of cheap " bedding stuff " tliat will gladden the hearts of the

devotees of the bedding style. He knows a member of the trade

who will supply general bedding-out stock at from £2 5s. to

£4 10s. per thousand— all good plants fit for planting out of

single pots or store pots by May next ; but his hardy plants,

which are reckoned by hundreds, are from £3 10s. to £7 10s. per

hundred, or let us say from £35 to £75 per thousand. This is

a tale ! Mr. Brotherston's hardy plant man must have suicidal

tendencies in his business capacity, and his man who offers the

cheap bedding plants must be a horticultural " Brownie of Bled-

noch," who works for nothing.

It therefore only remains for Mr. B. to tell us of his " cheap
John's " whereabouts, for he surely will not want customers. We
have at the present moment one of the cheapest catalogues before

us, in which Ageratums are quoted at the rate of £6 per thousand,

Calceolarias at a rate per doz. and 100 which would brino- them
up to £10 per 1000. Common bedding Geraniums, like blaster

Christine and Vesuvius, at the same rate, and higher variegated

kinds like the old Flower of the Day, and bronzes and tricolors at

from £1 4s. to £1 os. per 100 "for bedding." Common blue Lo-
belias in pots at 15s. per 100, or about £7 per 1000, none out of

a list of twenty sorts being offered for less. Bedding Pansies at

from 6s. to 18s. per 100, or say from £2 10s. to £i^ per 1000. Ver-

benas, "in May for bedding," are 16s. per 100, lowest price per

1000, £7 10s. Succulents are dearer still, the cheapest Echeverias

being quoted at from 15s. to £1 10s. per 100, and others going up to

£10, carpet plants and general stock going at the same proportion.

Turning to hardy plants, I find that Messrs. Cllbran & Son, of

Cheshire, for example, who make a speciality of hardy plants, as

many of the trade do now, offer a hundred varieties "of fine

showy perennials" at from 21s. to 40s. per hundred, and half that

number of varieties at half the price, and many of these, be it

remembered, can be at once divided into several, a thing imprac-
ticable with most bedders, which have to be renewed every j'ear,

while a hardy plantation is permanent. The last, too, are every
day becoming cheaper. Will Mr, B. be persuaded to tell us where

his marvel of cheapness lives? But the nurseryman is not tha

only wonder he knows. He is also acquainted with a gardener
who produces 200,000 bedding plants at a cost of 2s. Id. per
hundred. It is not asserted that this feat is accomplished by Mr.
Brotherston himself, for what reason we cannot understand. We
also know gardeners who bed out a similar quantity of plants,

bedding being indeed the chief feature of their charge, as well as

the most costly, and the general expenditure of the year is two or
throe thousand pounds. If, therefore, the nearly quarter of a

million of bedding plants can bo produced for a fractional £250 of

this sum or thereabouts, it is evident that the gardener must simply
squander the odd £2000 or more. Can Mr. Brotherston name
the place where the feat he speaks of is accomplished ? and will

he tell us the garden expenditure generally as well ? If he can-

not do this he has no business to malve such a statement, for it is

perfectly well known that bedding stock is not produced at this

rate, nor do we believe any experienced gardener can be found
who will deceive his employer by making such an offer.

*

A good deal has been said about Koses for forcing purposes

lately. It is singular that they have not occupied a far more im-
portant place among forced flowers long ago, seeing that there is

hardly anything more acceptable than Roses between November
and May even among Orchids, and they are comparatively easy

to grow. For winter forcing pot plants are best, but for supplying

flowers between February and May planted-out trees are by far

the most serviceable ; a good single tree two years old will pro-

duce a large quantity of flowers. There seems to be abundant
testimony on this point, and the best sorts for the purpose appear

to be Gloire de Dijon, Kelne Marie Ilenriette or red Glolre de

Dijon, Marechal Niel, Madame Levet, Cheshunt Hybrid, Solfa-

ter're. Climbing Devoniensis, Duchess of Edinburgh, Madame
Trifle, Niphetos, Madame Berard, Souvenir de la Malmaison, La-

marque, Celine Forestier, Cloth of Gold. These are mostly all

Teas and Noisettes, or Bourbons. Among Hybrid Perpetuals

the favourites are General Jacqueminot, Glory of Waltham, AKred
Colomb, Anna Alexieff, Horace Vernet, John Hopper, Comtesse

de Chabrillant, Duke of Edinburgh, Madame Lacharme, Victor

Verdier, lleynolds Hole, Madame Croplet, Paul Ngron, Pierre

Netting, Charles Lefebvre, Prince CamlUe de Rohan, Abel Grand,

and Victor Verdier. These are some of the kinds that our most

extensive Rose growers of great experience grow specially for

forcing and greenhouse culture, being found particularly adapted

for that purpose. The Teas are specially favoured, as they are

rapid growers ; the climbing section of them soon produce great

quantities of flowers.

Poets like William Morris no doubt do now and then hit on a

truth by happy chance, but they cannot be accepted as authorities

on all subjects. They are just a trifle too ethereal. A wild Rose

is no doubt beautiful and attractive, but getting up a violent en-

thusiasm for it beside a Gloire, a Marechal Nlel, or La France

requires a mighty sophistical imagination.* It must be a peculiarly

sensitive olfactory organisation, too, which can detect a scent in

the wild Rose than which "nothing can be so sweet and so pure."

The cultivated Rose shows the " art which does mend Nature " in

a surpassing degree, and some of the varieties exhibit a matchless

wealth of beauty in form and colour, and exhale a perfume that is

indescribably rich and delicate. 'We are not speaking of the

"florist's" Rose after it has been tailored by him. A flowerof

the old Coupe de Heb(3 is a study in itself, and is as unlike a wild

Rose as a Rose can be, but it possesses an almost unapproachable

grace and loveliness, and there are many others little inferior to it.

No ; a poet in a garden may be useful now and then, but he ought

to be chained. He is one of those people who think gardening

consists in
Emptying the rain of the thunder showers

Out of the cupa of the heavy flowers. _
*

We read a day or two ago that iMr. Gladstone's advice to

farmers to grow Strawberries has been followed with great success

by one well-known author. Mr. Blackburne, the author of " Lorna

Doone," has taken the advice, with such happy results that he

recommends his friends to follow his example. Mr. Blackburne

finds fruit farming and literature somewhat more successful than

• We think Mr. Morris referred to old garden Koses rather than to wild ones.

—Ep.
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poor Ml-. Jleohi has found sliillluq; razor-strops and saientifio

agriculture ; for Mr. jMechi was again in the bankruptcy court.

It is simply astonishing what a man lilie Mr. Gladstone can do !

If he, orsone one elss lilie him, would only take up this "bedding-

out" business and suggest its abolition, it would l)e done for di-

rectly. The remark about poor Mr. Mechi's scientific farming

su^o'ests several reflections. Mr. Jlechi's experiments have no

doubt been instructive to many, but he never could make any one

believe that a peck or even two pedis of Wheat was enough to sow
an acre. There are not a few soientifio horticulturists of Mr.

Mechi's type, only not half so clever or so honest. AVe do not

mean to say that the scientific mind is an incapable one, but there

is often a crack in it. Such people are often as blind as bats,

and cannot perceive either cause or effect, however plain both may
b3 placed before their eyes. The great fault of our so-called " scienti-

fic investigators"—a section of them at least—is tliat they either

cannot or will not conceive of things as they exist, but persist in

looking at everything through their scientifio spectacles ; hence

tlieir blunders and the scepticism with which their teachings are

regarded by practical people.

Recessed walls, similar to those described in The Gakden-

lately, are not uncommon, but a difference of opinion exists as

to their utilit3\ They are not adapted for fruit walls, unless the

" recesses " are large enough to accommodate the trees, and they

are not then so ornamental ; but for what are called " con-

sjrvatory walls," devoted to the less hardy flowering shrubs,

the style is not objectionable, except for the reason tliat tlie trees

growing in the recesses are more apt to become infested with

insects than when growing on the open walls, the arches prevent-

ing the occasional cleaning of the trees bytlie rains. It is doubtful

if anything but a plain surface is best for fruit trees, which, ^^hen

w dl managed, are the best ornaments.

Many of the Chrysanthemums, though bright and showy, are

not adapted for personal decoration, and the ideal flower of the

florist is perhaps the worst of all ; but there are a few that pro-

di;ce pretty and attractive flowers for the purpose, and one of the

holt IS the varietj^ named Felicity, a reflcxed kind with pure

white flowers when nearly expanded and not too large. The
petals are rather loosely arranged, and the lower ones project

beyond the body of the flower, giving it a star-lilie and graceful

appearance. The flowers are produced very freely, singly, and in

clusters, and may ba used with good effect either way.

Some lands of vegetable and flower seeds are going to be dear

tliis Sia?on, and gardeners will have to exercise considerable eco-

nomy in their orders. An acquaintance with the "trade " enables

VIS to state that many gardeners, as well as employers who order

their own seeds, display great ignorance in filling up their order-

sheets. By far the smallest orders proportionatelj- come, as a rule,

from the largest gardens, and I'ics vers'i. We have heard of a £20
order for a H-acre garden, said order including 2 lb. of Lettuce

seed and 4 oz. of Onion seed. Such disproportionate quantities

are common ; and one noted seedsman, to his credit be it said, is

in the habit of revising such orders in a vcaj to make them better

suit the wants of his customers. lie divides his seed orders into

two classes, " daft orders and wise orders," and he shrewdly
gauges the ability of his gardener customers by their order-sheets

—not a bad waj' of estimating a man's practical capacit}' either.

For nearly half a century our friends the florists have been
conferring diligently together in order to decide in what
pattern Nature ought to "cut" her Tulips. A correspondent
of tlie Fiorisf has in the last days of the year suni-

marised the deliberations of the bod}' as regards the " hardy
Tulip," and should the world go on, and tlie writer's health

permit, deliberations on the subject will still be carried on for

an indefinite period. The pattern sketched for Nature to copy
is briefly as follows : 1st. "Every Tulip" is to be circular in its out-

line, and it is to be half as deep as it is wide. 2nd. It is to have
six petals, three inside and three outside (Nature has proved rather

obstinate in this direction, and has gained a point), and all are to

be of the same height, and stiff and smooth at their edges (any
horticultural barber may use starch). Ord. Nobody should be able

to see through between the petals. 4th. There should be exact
uniformity between the outline of the cup and the outhne of the

upper margin of the petalj the radius of " whose " curve should be

equal to half the diameter. 6th. We beg to state, on our own ac-

count, that as paste and scissors will always be needed to enforce
compliance with these rules, they may be used as heretofore, and,
6th. That the correspondent of the Florist is not a Chinaman,
but was born and bred in England. We believe it has been
suggested by a member of the bodj' of florists, that, in view of the
obstinacy of the subjects tliey have to deal with, and the dis-

couragement met with in their earnest and well-meaning en-
deavours to "mend Nature," the Artificial Flower-makers Company
be appealed to to make their Tulips for them, or any flower they
may want. It is pointed out that every florist could then have his

favourites cut to please him in the same way as his clothes, thus
removing a source of much irritation and ill-will among the mem-
bers (humble members of the fraternity have not unfrequently
appealed to their fists in order to settle the exact length of a
petal), and, above all, green-flj' and woolly aphis will be extin-
guished for ever.

There are, however, florists and florists. Of that section who
iudustriousl}' devote themselves to the production of new and good
things for the decoration of our gardens, taking what Nature sends
them in a thankful spirit, and witliout confining her to one pattern,
we desire to speak with becoming respect, for to them we owe much

.

This is a modern type of the florist, however, and the only one
worth}' of the name. The specialist who devotes his days and nights

to the production of ideal flowers—destro3'ing such as do not please

him, and tailoring those that do to make them still more " per-

fect"—is not an individual who inspires either love or admiration.

It was Addison in whose mind Nature's works inspired the lofti-

est thoughts and admiration, as shown by his works, who felt

S3 little respect for the florists of his day. He ventured once, in

the presence of some Tulip fanciers, to admire a particular flower,

and was laughed at by the compan}' for his taste. Upon that he
praised a second and a third with " the same fate ;

" and he there-

fore humbly " desired the owner of the garden to let him know
which were the finest flowers," since he himself "thought the most
beautiful were the most valuable." " But," says Addison aside,

speaking of the florist who showed him these things, " he seemed
a plain honest man and a person of good sense had not his head
been touched with that distemper called 'Tulip mania;'" and he
continues, " I have often looked upon it as a piece of happiness

that I have never fallen into any of these fantastical tastes, nor
esteemed anything the more for its being uncommon or hard to be
met with." It is instructive to read what a man thought of the

florist aud his productions who looked upon the whole country as
" a spacious garden," and who could say there " is not a bush in

blossom within a mile of me which I am not acquainted with, nor

scarce a Daffodil or a Cowsliii that withers away in my neighbour-

hood without my missing it." Pbeegbine.

NOTES FKOM VIENNA.
Ox a reoent stiy at Vienna I visited the town garden of Baron
Rothschild. It beiug situated in a very populous part, one did not
expect to find a girden of large extent. On entering, a well-kept

undulated broad lawn is a pleasant sight, as on it, dotted about
here and there, are various choice deciduous and evergreen shrubs
and trees. Of Conifers, the majorit;y consists of the common
Spruc3, various Firs aud Junipers, Abies Nordmanniana, Thujopsis

borealis, Pinus Piusapo, and several specimens of Wellingtonia, wliicli

liave, I may say, well withstood the disastrous effects of last

winter. Deciduous trees are represented by conspiououa speci-

mens of Beeches, Birch, Maples, Plane trees, Weeping Willow,
and Ash, not to forget the ricli collection of deciduous flowering

shrubs, such as choice Spiniciag, Lilacs, Symphoricarpus, &c., asso-

ciated with dark-leaved Hollies. A free distribution of hardy
American Azaleas and Kalmlas, which seem to brave well our
usually severe winter, is a source of great attraction in spring,

Aucubas are also planted out in great masses, but they arc yet too

small to look well.

The ground under trees and in the shrubberies is mostly covered

with Ivy and trailing variegated Eaonymus (Euonymus radicans

fol. var.). A small lake associated with rocks contains a few plants

of the white and yellow-flowered Nympha^as, seedlings which ori-

ginated in a piece of water in our neighbourhood. ,Small seedlings

of these may be valuable for many smaller kinds of aquariums,

where big plants would not look so well. The flower beds in front

of the house, occupied during the summer with flowering and orna.
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mental-leaved plants, contain daring the winter small Conifers with

Ivy and variegated trailing Euonymus. Two oblong beds of that

very floriferous pink Rose Madame Fellenberg, bearing a consider-

able quantity of blooms expanded now (Dec. 6), were very con-

sp'cuous. Louis Kropatsch.
Laxenhurf].

THE ROSE GARDEN.

STOCK FOR MARECHAL NIEL.
" J. S. W." asks (Vol. XVIII., p. 643) the opinions of your readers

as to the best kind of stock on which to work this Rose. Doubtless

information on this subject would be acceptable to many besides

".J. S. W." I for one unfortunately can endorse all he says about
the Marechal being so precarious, although my experience probably
does not extend over such a long period as his. I also frequently

hear the same account of it from other good Rose growers. Yet the

Martiohal may sometimes be found doing well, and producing grand
blooms for years in perhaps some old tumble-down greenhouse, whose
owner makes no pretension whatever to a knowledge of Rose growing.

Two years ago, a good plant three or four years old on the Manetti,

growing in a brick pit built for it in a greenhouse here, after making
tine growth, suddenly cankered just under the surface of the soil,

and was soon in a miserable condition. We raised the sides of the

pit, and added 6 in. of soil, into which the plant rooted above the

canker, thus becoming an own root plant, but it was again attacked
by the disease above the new roots, and we had to throw it away.
\*et another plant in a pot being similarly attacked and somewhat
similarly treated by having a portion of the stem surrounded with
soil enclosed in the] two halves of a split pot was quite renovated,
and is now healthy and vigorous.

Being desirous of planting out some Mar^chala under glass, we last

year sought advice from various sources on this subject, and in

reply received a variety of opinions. One recommended the Seedling
Brier as a stock ; another spoke strongly in favour of own root
plants ; a third recommended us to work the Marechal on Gloire d»
Dijon ; and a fourth thought the De la GrifFeraie would prove the
best stock for it. From one good grower and successful exhibitor
we had this curious piece of advice : "Life is not long enough to

plant own root Marechal Niels ;" intimating that on its own roots it

is a slow grower. On this point there is undoubtedly a mistake.
We decided to plant some on De la Grifferaie and some on its own
roots. Young plants were planted in May in good soil. Some of

them were allowed to make two shoots only from the base, the
original plants being cut down. The strongest plant on the De la

Grifferaie has made growths measuring 17 ft. and IS ft. ; the strongest
on its own roots has made 19 ft. and 14 ft., all thick in proportion.
The others have made growths not far short of these. So far there
is no sign of canker, but one never feels quite safe from it. Perliaps
some one may discover the cause of the peculiar liability of this Rose
to fail ; that would be one good step towards finding a cure, or what
would be better prevention, G. Duffield.

Winchmore Hill.

IRRIGATION AND ROSES.
Two of the greatest difficulties with which the cultivator of the
Rose in the open ground has 'to contend are dryness and natural
poverty of the soil and late spring frosts, or it may be over early excite-
ment in mild winters. The first is not always a difficulty, because
the soil often happens to be naturally suitable, i.e., when it is a
stx'ong retentive clay, which simply requires enriching and deep cul-
ture. Such a soil will grow Roses well without artificial waterings,
except, perhaps, in summers of unusual drought. Very many of

the readers of The Garden will remember the magnificent Roses
which used to be staged by the late Mr. Harrison, of Darlington,
and also the exceptionally strong, healthy Roses which he used to
distribute every season from his Scoreton Nursery, the result of cul-

ture on a strong, rich, yellow clay. But everyone is not so favour-
ably situated as to soil ; very many have to fight their way with
light sand)' rpaterial, or with a poor, brashy, or gravelly soil, or it

may be with soil on a dry, gravelly bottom. A really and naturally
good Rose soil is the exception and not the rule, but I am satisfied

that, with a judicious application of manure and thorough attention
to watering, Roses can be grown on any soil. I am prepared to say
this from what I have seen accomplished on poor sandy material
with tlie means of complete and thorough irrigation at command

—

irrigation effected by means of underground channels, drains, in fact,

for letting in the water, accompanied with drains for letting it out
at pleasure, Tlie overflow drain was stopped while the water was
turned on say for one night. When the Rosery became sufliciently

soaked, the inflow was stopped and the overflow drain opened,

thus drawing off all superfluous water. I never can forget the fine

healtliy bushes of the choicest Hybrid Perpetuals which we had,
and the dozens of huge flowers, not one or two fine blooms, but
quantities. I never before nor since have seen such blooms of Paul
Neron, Pierre Netting, Cheshunt Hybrid, Madame Lacharme—indeed
the cream of the catalogues—as used to be grown at C'anford Vicar-
age under this system of irrigation. I have no doubt that the com-
paratively hot and dry summers of Dorset, accompanied with this

complete feeding of the Rose plants, strengthened and ripened the
wood, and resulted in such a wealth of Roses. I should, however,
be prepared to believe that irrigation would not be so eSectual in the
colder north ; still, where irrigation can be applied without much
difficulty, I say do so by all means. We read of wonderful results

from irrigation in Spain, California, and other foreign places, of

which the above instance reminds one. Irrigation there is applied
over the surface ; in this instance the water was applied from
underneath, so that the walks and beds were not disordered or

rendered uncomfortable. Mimulus eupreus, the little creeping
coppery Monkey Flower, was a sight worth seeing growing on the
surface of the Rose beds, where it never ceased flowering.

W, D, P. P.

AP POI NTMENT3.
.Jan. 10.—Sale of Lilium auratum bulb? at Stevens' Rooms.
Jan. 11.—ROVAL HORTICULT'JRAL SOCIETY, South Keusington. Meeting of

Fruit and Floral Committees at 11 a.m.

Jai. 11.—NATIONAL Rose Society. General Committee Meeting at 3 p.m.
Horticultural Club, Arundel Street, Strand.

Jan. 13.—Sale op Orchids at' Stevens' Rooms.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

T'WO Good Winter Plants.—What an exquisite wintei

flowering plant is Euphorbia jacquina^flora ! It has been unusually
good with us this season ; it has been flowering for a mouth past,

and still continues in great beauty. The plants of it first cut are

just bursting forth into flower again. I have cut and still can
racemes of blossoms IS in. in length, with fine bronzy leaves and
crowded with bright orange-scarlet flowers, quite a feast of floral

beauty. Another useful winter plant is Plumbago coccinea ; the

trio, treated with plenty of light and a fair amount of heat, produce

a grand display at this time of the year. Of each of these I enclose

specimens.—J, Hopkin.s, High Cross, Frarnfield, Sussex. [Very
bright indeed these excellent specimens were, the racemes of

Euphorbia sent us measuring 15 in. long ; of the scarlet Plumbago,
the best spikes were about 10 in.

—

Ed.]

The Ne'W Grifflnia which has recently been introduced by
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,

and named G, hyacinthina micrantha by Mr. Baker, of Kew, proves

to be a really desirable plant, even superior in many respects to the

typical form. Its chief distinguishing oharaoteristio is the freeness

with which it flowers ; every sm.all bulb having produced a fair-

sized umbel of blossoms, and a group of plants all about one stage

of flowering, makes a showy display in one of Messrs. Henderson's

houses. A striking variation with regard to the colour of the

flowers is also very apparent, for not only is deep violet-purple

similar to that of the type represented, but also every conceivable

gradation to pure white, an acquisition in the case of cut flowers in

midwinter, and the blossoms continue long in perfection. It is ap-

parently a strong grower, and as easily managed as the other kinds.

These plants under notice are in pots and placed in a moist, mode-
rately warm atmosphere. As the varietal name micrantha might

convey the idea that the flowers are unusually small, -n-e may add

that they are really not so ; in fact, some of the finest are quite

equal in size to a small flower of the typical form.

Iris (Xipliion) Histrio.—Mr. Kingsmill sends us from his garden

at Eastcote, Pinner, his first flowers of this beautiful bulbous Iris. It

is much earlier than its equally beautiful congener, I. reticulata, and
therefore very desirable, though it is to regretted tliat its scarceness

debars it from being grown so extensively as it deserves ; it is cer-

tainly a plant which some of our enterprising nurserymen might
introduce in quantity from its native habitat on the Mounts of

Lebanon and Gerizim, where it is said to grow plentifullj'. It is

taller than the Netted Iris (I. reticulata), and its blossoms are much
lighter in colour, but about the same size. The colour is a rich bluish-

purple, the lip-like petals or falls being copiously spotted with the

deepest purple relieved by a conspicuous crest of bright gold.

New Begonia.—The new Begonia which was brought by
Dr. I. B. Balfour from Socotra has been named by Sir J. Hooker
B, SoQotraua, It may now be seen in flower in the Begonia house in
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the T range at Kew. It is a showy species, with large round leaves

set on the stalk in a shield-lilce manner ; the flowers are roundish

about the size of a florin, and of a clear rosy-pink colour. The seed-

bearing flowers have six petals, and the poUen-beariug ones have

but four. The plants at Kew are about!) in. in heiglit, but as they

are young and immatured they do not show the true character of

the plant. I'^-entually when well grown this new Begonia will

doubtless prove a great acquisition, and will probably be the fore-

runner of a new race of hybrid sorts.

A Fine Christmas Rose.—I enclose a photograph of a

beautiful specimen of Helleborus altifolius, which I purchased here

for one guinea. Tlie plant was, I believe, grown in the open ground
near Plymouth, and potted up in an 18-in. pot in the end of (.)ctober.

It is exactly 3 ft. in diameter, in perfect health, and has more than
100 blosson-.s on it. I have never seen any thing of the Hellebore

, tribe better, if so well, grown. Some of the Hower-stems are nearly

2 ft. in length, thrown well up above the foliage, which is ample.

These plants will not do any length of time in a room ; the proper

place for them is a pit or frame, from which the lights can be removed
at all times, except during frost or rain. It is very mild here ;

Hydrangeas, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Auriculas, Veronicas, Migno-
nette, late Chrysanthemums, &c., are in full bloom out in the open
garden. I wonder this unsurpassed seaside place is not full to

overflowing ; it is the only place the Americans envy us in England.

—B. Hook, Torquai/. [A very handsome plant.—En.]

Azalea Mrs. Carmichael.—Among forced winter flowers

at the Victoria Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, the hybrid varieties of

Azalea raised by Mr. Carmichael, formerly of Sandringham, are con-

spicuo^^s, owing to the profusion with which their flowers are produced
and their pure delicate tints. One variety was particularly attrac-

tive—that bearing the name of Mrs. Carmichael, the flowers of

which are of medium size, borne profusely on every twig, and of a

clear pale magenta hue, forming a charming contrast to its associates.

It is a cross between A. amnena and one of the larger flowered kinds,

as, indeed, are all of Mr. Carmichael's hybrids, we believe ; they
are therefore particularly well adapted ior forcing into flower early,

as they require but little heat. The names of the other varieties are

Lady Musgrave, Princess Maude, William Carmichael, Prime
Minister, and Princess Beatrice. These vary chiefly in the si^e

and shade of colour of their flowers, but there is a family likeness

apparent in all of them which indicates their iiarentat'e.

Blandfordia Ounningliaml hybrida.—The Blandfordias,
notwitlistanding their great beauty, do not seem to be favourites

with cultivators. They, however, possess much to recommend them,
for the flowers of all of them are extremely beautiful and especially

adapted for cutting, and the culture of the plants is l)y no means
difficult, inasmuch as they may be grown to perfection in any green-

house, and this, together with the fact that they flower freely in

midwinter, ought to be sufficient to commend them to the attention

of every plant lover. B. Cunninghami is one of the most beautiful

of the genus, and not less so is the hybrid variety of it, wliich is now
finely in flower in Messrs. Henderson's nursery, Maida Vale, where
there is the finest collection we know of. The erect flower-stems
rise about 1 ft. above the long grassy foliage, and are terminated
by a dense umbel of drooping bell-like flowers which are red, mar-
gined with clear yellow. The flowers remain a considerable time in

perfection, especially if the plants are placed in a cool and dry at-

mosphere.

Strelitzia ovata.—Of this gorgeous South African plant we saw
a tine specimen in flower in one of the Orchid houses at Silverdale
Lodge, Sydenham. The bright orange colour of the pointed erect
bracts is in striking contrast to the deep bluish-purple of tlie tongue-
like petals in the front, and quite as attractive and interesting .as any
of the surrounding Orchids. It is a favourite plant with Mr. Cobb,
who piys some attention to its culture. It is growing in a rather
small pot compared with the size of the plant, and is placed in a
house having an intermediate temperature.

Nematanthus longipes.—This is a Gesneraceous plant, the
flowers of which somewhat resemble those of an ^Eschynanthus,
lliough abundantly distinct in habit of growth. It has erect stems
.about 18 in. high, furnished with thick, fleshy, oblong leaves of a
deep green. The flowers are tubular, about 2 in. long, and 2 in. wide
at the mouth ; the sides are flattened, and the segments of the tube
suddenly reflex, thus giving the flower a singular appearance. The
colour of the blossoms is bright red, and as they are suspended on
thread-like stalks some o in. long from the axils of the leaves, they
are highly .ittractive. There is a plant of it now in flower in one of
fthe compartments of the "f range at Kew.

Cataellias at Upper HoUoway.—Everywhere Camellias
promise to make a good display this season, but nowhere have we
seen such a remarkaljly fine show of buds as in the spacious Camellia
houses in Mr. B, S. Williams' Nursery at HoUoway, where there are

some fine specimen plants. On many'of these the blooms are already

expanded, but in the course of a month or six weeks the majority
will be open, and then the collection will be well worth a visit. All
the finest of the older varieties are represented besides the new
kinds, which include the beautiful sorts raised and sent to this

country by Mr. C. M. Hovey, of Boston, U.S.A.
Lamprocoocus Weilbachi.—This is a strikingly showy

Bromeliad, nearly allied to the Billbergias, and much resembling
some of the dwarfer-growing kinds of that genus in habit of growth
and mode of flowering. The leaves are arr.anged in a pitcher-like

manner, and from the cavity the stout erect flower-spike is produced,

terminated by a long head of flowers of a deep purple colour, making
a fine contrast with the scarlet br.acts and stem. It is now in flower

in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at HoUoway, where it is grown in a

moist stove.

Narcissus monophyllus Clusi.—I am happy to be able to

report that I h.ave again been successful in flowering this interesthig

plant. In a pot containing ten bulbs, five have flowered. In
another pot of four bulbs, the whole have flower-stems, two of the

bulbs showing twin blossoms. The culture was the same as before,

as stated in The G.\rdex for January, ISSO.—JoHX F£Rme, Had-
dington.

Acacia dealbata.—We have at Golder's Hill, Harapstead, a

fine specimen of this shrub. It has a clean stem which measures l-t

ft. C.V in. round, and the plant covers the roof of a conservatory

24 ft. in length and 9 ft. in height. It is now in full bloom. It is

planted out, in rather heavy soil, its roots extending under the path
outside. In autumn it is liberally supplied with water, and after it

has done blooming it is pruned to about half its length, as we find

that it blooms well on the young growth. The temperature of the

house in which it is growing is about 50^ by day and 4.5'-' at ngh'.
This plant rarely ripens seed with us, the pods usually dropping otf

before they arrive at maturity. Two yeai-s ago we were, however,
fortunate enough to get a few good seeds, whicii were sown in a brisk

heat. They germinated rather sparingly. Those which came up
were potted in good samly loam and leaf-mould, and are now in 6-in.

pots, with leaders about 4 ft, high. They must, I believe, be of good
age before they bloom well.—R. Sei.m.^n. [The flowering sprays

sent were very fine indeed, and the colour remarkably bright.

—

Ed.]

Gishurstine.—The inventor of the well-known Gishurst insecti-

cide has recently invented a new compound in Ihe form of dubbing
for boots which is specially intended for the use of gardeners who are

necessarily mnch exposed to all kinds of weather. We have given

the sample sent by the manufacturers, Price's Candle Company, a

fair trial, and find that it eH'ectually repels moisture, thus keeping the

feet perfectly dry and warm. Unlike ordinary dubbing, it is free

from smell, and the boots, if necessary, may be polished immediately
after its application. Its cheapness will place it within the reach of

everyone, audit will be found a boon not to gardeners alone, but to all

whose occupations necessitate exposure, suoli as gamekeepers, wood-
men, and shooting, fishing, and other sportsmen.
Fine Poinsettia pulcherrinaa.—I saw in Mr. Middleton's

garden, at Bradford Peverill, the otlier day some fine plants of this,

with whorls of bracts or floral leaves measuring 20 in. across. The
plants, too, were unusually dwarf and well grown, the leaves covering

half the pot.—A. C.

A Good Table Swede. —Those who think the Swede the

best of eating Turnips would be more fully confirmed in their ideas

on the subject by a trial of Laing's Swede. Mr. David Syme,
of the Lawson Seed Company, has kindly sent us a sample of this

with a character which, after testing, we can fully ooudrm. Mr.
Syme says this Turnip is distinct from all others iu foliage. It is a

better Turnip than any we can now get in Covent Garden.

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) Hendersoni.—This noble flowei

ing bulbous plant is now attractive in the nursery at Pine-apple

Place, where it had its origin. The flowers, which are as large as

those of any of the race to which it belongs, are of a greenish-white,

and heavily stained with deep crimson.

Ixora Fraseri.—In Mr. Middleton's garden at Bradford
Peverill I saw the other day a plant of this in an S-in. pot with
twenty-seven trusses of bloom on it, a fact which shows that this

Ixora is an excellent one for winter blooming.—A. C.

Fine Chinese Primulas.—I noticed in Mr. Middleton's
garden, at Bradford Peverill, some fine plants of these in full bloom.
They measured 2 ft. across and were in S-in. pots.—A. C.

We omitted to state last week that our plate of the Pa^onics

was drawn by Mrs. DutHeld from flowers obtained from Mr. Kobert
Parker's collection, which is a good and well-grown one.

A Death in the Family.—We hear that the little paper
known as the Ilortkultural lieconl is no more.

Rax-somes, Sim.s, & He.vd, Ipswich, have changed the name of th§
firm to Ransomes, Head, & Jetferiea,
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THE LIBRARY.

GOD'S ACRE BEAUTIFUL :

OR, THE CEMETERIES OP THE FUTURE.

London : THE Garde.n Office. New York : Scribner & Welford.

We give without commsnt illustrations from tliis work, witli

extracts relating to the public gardening- aspect of the ques-

tion :

—

By the adoption of urn-burial all that relates to the artistic embel-

lishment of a cemetery would be at once placed on a very different

footing. One of the larger burial grounds now closed, perforce in a

A Cemetery of the Future. With Temiiles and Tomhs towards Ijoundary, the centre permanently

open for Grass and planting. Designed by W. Robinson, drawn by Alfred Parsons.

less time than that of an ordinary life, would accommodate a like

number of burials on an improved system for many ages. The
neglect and desecration of the resting-place of the dead inherent to

the present system would give place to unremitting and loving care,

for the simple reason that each living generation would be as much
interested in the preservation of the cemetery as those that had gone

before were at any previous time in its history. We should at once

have what is so much to be desired from artistic and other points of

view—a permanent resting-place for our dead. With this would
come the certainty that any memorials erected to their memory would
be carefully preserved in the coming years, and free from the sacrilege

and neglect so often seen ; hence an incentive to art which might

be not unworthy of such places. The knowledge that our cemeteries
would be sacred—would be sacred to all, and jealously preserved by
all, through the coming generations—would effect much in this new
field for artistic effort. In days when careful attention is bestowed
upon the designs of trifling details of our houses it is to be hoped
that we shall soon be ashamed of the present state of what should
be the beautiful and unpolluted rest-garden of all that remains of
those whom we have known, or loved, or honoured in life, or heard
of in death as having hved not unworthy of their kind.

In endeavouring now to obtain any good effects, defeat is certain
through the essential coiTditions of the present mode of burial.
With urn-burial everything we can desire for the artist is not only
possible, but easily attained. Soft, green, undisturbed lawns

;

stately and beautiful trees in many forms

;

ground undisturbed, except in certain small
parts ; a background of surrounding groves ; no
hideous vistas of crowded stones ; and the cer-
tainty that the monumental work done may
remain permanently. The expense which is
now spread over a variety of graves, headstones,
and the purchase of ground would, intelligently
applied, build a tomb which might endure for
ages. To make it beautiful and enduring as
man and stone could would be an aim not
unworthy of an artist. A single burial in such
an urn-tomb need not be so expensive as one in
the commonest of the graves with which such
large areas in our cities are now covered. The
disturbance of the ground would not be neces-
sary, as it is now, not to speak of the abolition
of other onerous charges.

Cemeteries Beautiful and Perma-
nent Public Gardens.—Apart from the
question of art is the important consideration of

the great advantages the improved system would
give us in adding natural beauty to the gardens
of the dead, and improving many large open
spaces in our cities of all sizes. Given a space
equal to one of our largest London cemeteries, or
one of those in America several hundred acres

in extent, we may begin to outline what the
cemetery of the future may easily be made.
Perm.anent and inviolable it must be. The
cemetery of the future not only prevents the
need of occupying large areas of ground with
decaying bodies in a ratio increasing with
the population and with time, but leaves

ample space to spare for those open green
lawns, without which no good natural effect is

possible in such places. It is to be a national

garden in the best sense ; safe from violation as

the via sacra, and having the added charms of

pure air, trees. Grass, and flowers. The open
central lawns should always be preserved from
the follies of the geometrical and stone gardeners,

to as to secure freedom of view and air, and a
resting-place for the eye.

Buildings.—Approaching the boundary, but
not quite near it, should be erected a covered

way, as strong and lasting as rock. This is to

form a series of urn-receptacles on its inner side,

well but simply designed with the best architec-

tural skill obtainable. This alone, in the case of

a large place, could easily be arranged to afford

space for burials for ages. All other tombs and

buildings of whatever kind should be confined

to a belt of the ground within and near the

covered way, and, with their accompanying

groves, should not occupy more than a fourth of

the whole space. The covered way should not

be the work of one man or period, and this being

so, it would be well to separate its divisions by planting or otherwise

—the division occurring, if possible, m places commanding views of

the surrounding country.
, ^, , ,. j c j.

We are now considering a cemetery of the largest size and first

importance-a national or metropolitan one. Several reasons deter-

mine that the covered way and mam buildings shall not be on the

extreme boundary ; namely, to have them in as quiet a position as

possible, as safe from injury on their outer as on their inner sides :

to secure freedom from any kind of nuisance which might arise

from the buildings being placed too near property over which the

governing body of the cemetery had no control; also to allow of

the buildings being screened from the surrounding neighbourhood
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by tall trees, on any side where the viewa were not such as would
add to the landscape beauty of the place. Thus it would be possible

to control the views not only from the centre to the covered way
and tombs, and rice versa, but also beyond them, and to secure free-

dom from any objectionable sights or sounds.

The actual Boundary would be secured in a more ordinary,

but effectual manner. There being ample space within and with-
out the great covered way and accompanying tombs for much noble
tree-planting, the larger trees need not be planted near tombs, as

there have been many instances of the disturbance of these by their

roots. The buildings should be near and between groves of ever-

greens, and the dwarfer-flowering, weeping, or columnar trees. These
would partly conceal and soften them, as seen from the central parts.

A main walk passes by these groves and the monuments, and it

should be the principal, and if possible the only, road in the place.

A beautiful church or classic temple, such as that at Munich, might
form the entrance ; this and all other structures being built subject

to the approval of a group of artists and architects who would see

that their design and workmanship were not unworthy of the spot,

Sylvan and Floral Beauty of the Cemetery.—The
sylvan charms of such a spot might be greater than is usually obtained

in public gardens. The protecting architectural wall is far enough
from the boundary to allow of groves of Oak and other hardy native

trees being planted outside it ; these groves to have Grass and wild

and naturalised flowers beneath and between them. The interior

groves and gardens might be the home of all the beautiful green

things that grow in our climate. The main portion of the sur-

face being always free for such ends, we should soon have a beau-

tiful tree-g.arden which might even be of great public use. As some
might desire to enrich the place with useful buildings, so others might
claim to plant memorial trees or groups where the opportunity
existed. The views should be numerous and carefully considered.

The planting should be wholly natural, in the best sense of the word.
The outer portion, with its bordering tombs, columbaria, architec-

tural covered way, and churches, should contain all the purely artistic

adornments of the place ; while the central portions should be quite

free from the drill-master manner of marshalling plants, and sundry
like effects of a too prevalent style of gardening.

The Cemetery Winter Garden.—However all-suffioient

the sylvan charms of the place miglit be, a desirable structure, in a
bad climate like ours, would be the winter garden, in which re-

ligious or burial ceremonies could take place at inclement seasons

—

in an agreeable temperature, and in the midst of a variety of beauti-

ful living things. Few would object to this plan were it not from
the objectionable way in which such structures are generally

designed, the too frequent idea being that a glass shed more or less

vast is the best plan. But the Palm house in the Edinburgh
Botanic Garden, and a variety of structures used as winter gardens
in Continental cities, prove that vegetation thrives in buildings with
stately and solid walls. Far more beautiful effects are obtained in

such, from the contrast of the graceful forms of Palms and other
fine plants with noble building, than in the ordinary way. The
temperature necessary to keep plants from temperate climes in

health would be also that which would make it agreeable to people
assisting at ceremonies, for which, of course, its most important
spaces should be reserved.

Improvement in Planting Old Graveyards.—Apart
from the question of improvement in burial, the present state of

our rural cemeteries may be fittingly alluded to here. Possessing
often considerable advantages as to site and soil, and associations

that always seem to call for some care in adorning them with trees

and flowers, they are often seen amidst our fairest landscapes as

bare as a stoneyard, and, as regards vegetation, mucli less interest-

ing than the hedgerows by which they are surrounded. The church
garden, even if small, need never be arid or ugly. But if there
were only the walls—so often hard and naked—they alone might
form a garden. Fresli foliage and blossoms are not often seen to

greater advantage than against tlie worn stones of our churches,
often unadorned with even Ivy or Virginian creeper. Many of the
best climbing Roses and other climbers may be grown well on tliese

walls. The several sides of tlie church might each have the plants
suitable to tlieir slielter or position. The walls round graveyards
might also oft'er a suitable position for numerous low-climbing
plants and bushes. Tombs may be partially garlanded with trailers,

Sweet Brier, or Honeysuckle, and all this without disturbance of the
ground or stones. It is best to adorn or gracefully relieve, instead
of obliterating, such objects. The ground is generally well adapted
for trees, and even the turf itself may be converted into a garden of
early flowers. Indeed, the graveyard might often be a tree garden,
and one not without its uses. In planting it is essential not
to hide the building from important points of view ; too much
care can hardly be paid to the views obtainable towards or from
the site.

In cities and large towns trees often enrbellish the space round the
churches to a much larger extent than in the rural districts, though
the practice of planting evergreens in city churchyards is a foolish

one in all ways, as they can only perish under our smcke plague.

In such cases the summer-clad trees only should be used. Our old

city churchyards could all be easily converted into oases of trees.

The not unusual way of levelling or removing the headstones and
making the whole into a formal garden is not the best. There is

no real need for any sacrilege of the kind. The trees that flourish

in such places are those that require little preparation of the ground
—weeping and other native trees. Much short-lived and formal
flower gardening should be avoided, in consequence of the ceaseless

oai-e and cost it requires ; the attention should mainly be devoted
to the suitable hardy trees.

Near country seats urn-burial would lead to the family burial-

place within the grounds—a quiet inclosed glade in some sunny
spot, chosen for its beauty, embowered in a grove of evergreens, the

Grass sprinkled with hardy native or naturalised flowers only—so as

to prevent any frequent attention on the part of workmen. Such a

spot, with its carpet of turf and walls of musical-leaved trees,

wliolly free from tlie long-lasting and many-staged horror of

decomposition, wlrich makes the ordinary churchyard so far

from inviting to many persons, would form a fitting place of

meditation for the living as well as of repose for the ashes of

the dead.

Country Cemeteries.—The drawbacks of various kinds
known to exist in connection with large urban cemeteries are often

supposed not to exist in the case of rural ones ; but, unhappily,
they are sometimes in quite as bad a state as those in cities. Over-
crowding is far from uncommon in country districts, but here there

is less chance of the wholesale removals before mentioned. Some
years ago, however, when certain changes in the church required

the raising of a number of bodies in the churchyard at Cobham,
in Surrey, the work of the navvies was of the most horrible and
dangerous character, and was accomplished with difficulty in the

early mornings, partly under the influence of repeated doses of

gin administered to tlie men. Such removals are not uncommon,
but they are performed as secretly as possible, for fear of raising

opposition. In many quiet country places there is as great need
to close the graveyard as ever existed in large ones, and some-
times greater danger, owing to imperfect drainage. In such cases

any improvements or changes are extremely difficult to carry out,

owing to the state of the ground. Tlie same plan already spoken
of in connection with great urban or national cemeteries would be
proportionately no less advant,ageous, on a small scale, for country
towns and villages. Danger to tlie living

;
pollution of earth or

water ; overcrowding ; decay of memorials through exposure ;

hideous ugliness of stone, telling of accumulated horrors beneath
the turf—all these and m.any other evils should be avoided in

country as in town, while the various advantages of the improved
system would be as precious in one case as in tlie other. The
church and its vaults, and other unused spaces, and a covered way,
replacing the wliole or a portion of the usual fence, would in most
cases suffice for ages for urn-burial, leaving the whole of the

churcliyard itself free, as a beautifully jjlanted spot. Urns placed
under memorial windows, and in various positions on the walls,

would invite monumental work of tlie highest olas5. The sentiment
that people's ashes might repose in the church where they worship-
ped during life would not be interfered with in this case,

whereas, frequently in rural districts nowadays, the present

system often compels the formation of a new graveyard away from
the church.

'Winter-flo'werlng Pelargoniums.—In order to obtain an
abundance of brilliantly-flowered Pelargoniums during the dull da,ys

of winter the main point is to grow the plants in full exposure out of

doors in summer, so as to get tire wood thoroughly ripened by the
end of .September, when they should be taken indoors, and to hus-

band the strength of the plant by picking off all blooms as they
appear. The plants should be well rooted before they are taken
into the house—in fact, pot-bound plants are better than newly-
potted ones, as they are easily stimulated at the root by manure
water. We have a quantity now in full bloom that were employed
for conservatory decoration last summer ; as they ceiised flowering

they were divested of all remaining blooms and buds, set in a sunny
position out of doors, .and kept dry at the root. They have produced
abundance of blooms in a house kept at about 55", and I find that

the plants at this time of year retain their blossoms far longer for

indoor decoration than in summer. If packed tor travelling, a little

liquid gum dropped in the centre of each flower will keep the petals

from shaking off. Varieties of which Vesuvius is a type are the best

for winter flowering.—J. G. L.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

FLOWERING SHRUBS.
There are so many beautiful flowering shrubs and small trees in

cultivation equally hardy and so little more expensive than the com-
monest kinds, that it might have been supposed everyone possessing

a garden would have them ; and yet how many gardens are to be

found where they are absent ? There is the constant repetition of

common Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Lilacs, Laurustinus, Laburnum,
Guelder Rose, Thorns, Ribes, BerberisAquifolium, and a few others,

which often comprise most that are grown where a great deal of

additional beauty and variety might exist. Not that some of the old,

long-known plants are not still, and always will be, deserving a place,

but this is very different from the exclusion of others equally deserv-

A CemtJteiy 01 the Pibt Ly the bicicd VVij it Pompeii , iorabs used foi uin
hurial. Present aspect. The Cypress trees have grown on the spot since the
town was uncovered. (See p. 35.)

ing. To begin with Rhododendrons. A score of years ago the fine

hybrids were high-priced, [but now they may be had in almost end-
less variety of colour and shade at a tithe of what they used to

cost. They have every thing to recommend them—the massive
beauty of their flowers is unsurpassed in the whole range of out-

door plants, added to which there is no difficulty now in selecting

varieties that have foliage equal in appearance and hardiness to a
Laurel. Azalea amoena is quite hardy in many parts of the kingdom,
and yet in not one garden in a score is it to be found, except treated
as a pot plant. The hardy Heaths and their Irish allies,

the Menziesias, will thrive; in any fairly favourable situation, and
deserve prepared soil where such is needful ; when massed
they make quite a feature in a garden. The Andromedas are sel-

dom met with so fully represented as they deserve ; for, where com-
pact, healthy-looking plants of dwarf growth are required, they have
the merit of doing double duty with both pretty flowers and foliage.

Kalmias will grow in some parts of the kingdom that they do not
flower freely in, but where they will bloom they should be exten-
sively planted, for their wax-like flowers are beautiful, and their

stout, pretty foliage is equally distinct. Cistus ladaniferus (the Gum
Cistus). Old as this distinct and beautiful flowering shrub is, there are
many gardens wliere it does not find a place. Barberries are seldom
seen represented as they deserve to be ; especially such kinds as B.
Fortunei, B. japonica, B. Darwini, and B. stenophylla, the last equal
to any, if not the prettiest of all. Buddleia globosa, although not
quite hardy in many places, is still worth having, even if it is some-
times cut down by very severe frosts, and there is generally a favour-
able warm corner in every garden that can be found for it, and a few
others of a like nature. The dwarf, compact-growing Daphne
Cneorum, with its flowers as sweet as the tender Chinese species,

will not do everywhere, but in many places where it would it is not
present.

Deciduous Flowering' Shrubs and Small Trees.
Amongst these the deficiency of many fine species and varieties in

the majority of gardens is still more apparent. The old Guelder
Rose is everywhere, but the beautiful free-flowering species,
Viburnum plicatum, is slow to have its claims acknowledged by
being grown more generally. The disposition of this plant to
bloom profusely whilst quite small is not the least merit it possesses.
Favourites as the old kinds of Lilac are, such fine sorts as" Dr.
Lindley, Charles X., alba grandiflora and several others of the
newer kinds are decidedly in advance. Amongst the Spirreas are
many not so often met with as they deserve. Halesia tetraptera,
the Snowdrop tree, is such a distinct plant that it needs no recom-
mendation. Amongst other shrubs, odd plants here and there of

Ribes sanguineum, the Red-flowered Currant, always assert their pre-
sence when in bloom ; but a group of the difierent colours—red,

deep red, white, and yellow—all together show each other off to
much better advantage than any number of single plants will do.
Prunus alba fl.-pl. and P. rosea fl.-pl., the double Chinese Plums,
are alike beautiful and suitable for either small or large grounds.
So are botli the single and double Peaches, which are more gener-
ally planted than the double-blossomed Cherries ; the latter, when
in flower, possess a beauty distinct from everj'thing else. A single

plant of Cydonia japonica on a wall, or grown as a bush, is always a
telling object during the long time it remains in flower ; but when
the difierent colours—white, rose, and red— are each represented,
like the Ribes already sjiokeu of, each are improved by the presence
of the other. The only drawback there is in growing these
beautiful early flowering shrubs in the open shrubbery is that
their flowers are not so much sheltered as on a wall, and consequently
are more likely to get disfigured by frost. The white Daphne
Mezereum, though not pure white in colour, so far improves the
appearance of the red variety, that both should go together. Hydran-
gea japonica paniculata is sucli a gem, literally covering the branches
with its flowers, that it miglit be expected to be in every garden

; yet
it also is slow in making its way. Thorns of various colour.-, double
and single, are known everywhere, but those who have not got
Paul's Double Crimson are undoubtedly deficient of the best. If

there is any more beautiful and efl'ective deciduous flowering plant
than this Thorn, I should point to Pyrus IXalus floribunda as the
one. Wherever there is room to grow half a dozen kinds of shrubs,
this Pyrus should be included in the number ; its branches are
literally wreaths of blossoms. Of the Deutzias, D. scabra and
D. crenata h.ave their merits acknowledged by often finding a place,

but D. gracilis is much more frequently used as a forced pot plant
than out of doors. Yet, when it has had time "to grow to a good-
sized bush, it is one of the most beautiful objects imaginable, bloom-
ing after many shrubs are over. In the latter part of summer we
have not many flowering shrubs, but in the different kinds of

Hibiscus, double and single, there is scarcely anything more telling.

Yet so meigrely are they represented in most gardens, if not altegether

absent, that they might be looked upon as expensive varieties, or

difficult to grow, in pla?e of which they cost little and will thrive

almost anywhere. A group comprising the single and double varie-

ties, in their different colours, is almost as bright and cheerful-

looking in August and September as anything we get in spring.

T. B.\INES.

Berry-bearing Shrubs in North Norfolk.—We have
here, as in many other parts of England, a scarcity of Holly berries

this year, a remark which also applies to Hawthorns, Laurels, and
common Yews, but the Irish Yews are loaded with bright scarlet

berries ; indeed, some of the plants are quite beautiful with their

bright load of fruit.

—

Edwakd Sendall, Barn'ngham Hall.

The Best Places for Leycesteria formosa.—These
are sheltered, rather open places in shrubberies or home woods.
Some years ago this pretty and graceful plant was much extolled for

cover. It was said that pheasants eat the largish bracts or berries.

But it never seems to have made much progress as a plant for
cover, though where it does it afibrds abundant shelter alike

for fur and feather. On good soils it forms huge masses, 5 ft. or
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more high and through, and the long pendent branches, with their

drooping clusters of bracts on their ends, are very showy and grace-

ful. It thrives best on good soils enriched with rotten leaves and
resting on rather a moist base. The sprays are useful for cutting

for the furnishing of large vases or baskets.—D. T. Fish.

Moving Hollies in April.—I can conflrm tlie statement of " .T. C. B
that Hollies can be moved In April " with perfect safety." I planted 300 last
year (1880), every one of which has grown, and they now look strong and healthy

.

The \vo.ither was dry, with parching north-east winds after they were planted.

—

J. jr.

are produced on stems about 2 ft. high. The Pyrenean Starsvort
(A. pyrenaius), though not so showy as the ast, is a desirable early
autumn-flowermg plant ; it grows about 2 ft. high, and bears large
heads of lilac-blue flowers. A. Reevesi is a pretty little variety,

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE BEST MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

Selecting the best from the long list of perennial Asters, or

Michaelmas Daisies, as they are called, is no easy task for those
unacquainted with them. As a rule, they are a somewhat
despised class of plants, simply because the commonest possess a
somewhat dingy appearance ; such, for example, as the old A.
dumosus, may be seen in almost every cottage garden, and one or

two others wliich have small flowers of no decided colour. There
are, however, some really beautiful Michaelmas Daisies, but it is

only within the past few years that they have become generally

grown. Three distinct types of Aster may be re.adily distinguished

by their habit of growth ; first, there is the alpine or dwarf-growing
kinds, from 6 in. to 3 ft. in height, such as A. alpinus ; then the tall-

growing kinds, varying in height from 8 ft. to 9 ft. in height ; and
lastly, those with spreading slender stems, such as A. turbinellus,

patens, &c. A representative selection should include some of each
of these sections ; therefore, of the dwarf kinds, we would recom-
mend A. alpinus, a handsome sort, about 9 in. high, which produces
large purple-blue flowers during summer, and which is excellent for

rookwork. A. Amellus is also one of the most beautiful of hardy
perennials ; it grows about 2 ft. high and produces a profusion of

bright purple blossoms. There is also a white-flowered variety of

Aster turbinellus.

it, named bessarabious, which is even much finer than the type,

but a little taller in growth. A. longifolius var. formosus, called

also minor and minimus, is an extremely fine plant, remarkable
for the profusion with which its heads of deep rosy-pink flowers

Flowering Spray of Aster ericoides (reduced).

with slender stems laden in early autumn with tiny white flowers.

A. cordifolius, A. Lindleyanus, and the Galatella section, A. dra-

cunculoides, linifolius, may be added to the dwarfer-growing kinds,

as well as A. sericeus, a remarkably distinct and pretty kind, and
so is A. versicolor, a dwarf sort, with flowers an inch across,

changing as they grow older from white to mauve.
The kinds with a spreading habit of growth are extremely grace-

ful, and ought to be in every garden, as the slender sprays are spe-

cially useful for cutting purposes, in which state they last a long

time in perfection. There are not many, the best being A. turbi

nellus, a sort with large mauve flowers ; A. patens, with a similar

spreading growth, but smaller flowers ; A. laxus, a fine species, with
pale purplish flowers produced freely early in autumn. The tallest

growing kinds are very numerous, and most of them possess a strik-

ing similarity in habit of growth and flowers. The most distinct are

the largest kinds—A. Novaj Anglic and its varieties roseua, pul-

chellus, and A. Novi Belgi, all of which are well worthy of culture,

as they produce a fine effect planted in back rows of borders ; A.
Chapmani, A. Drummondi, A. punioeus, and A. Shorti, all about
5 ft. high, should also be included in a selection as well as those

which bear doubtfully authoritative names, such as A. purpuratus,

A. amethystinus, A. elegantissimus, and A. multiflorus, which may
be found in trade lists, and not omitting the elegant little A. ericoides,

with its graceful growth, which, with the two other kinds represented

in the accompanying woodcuts, are among the best for cutting pur-

poses, as their slender sprays associate well with any kind of flower.

This list might, of course, be extended to greater length, but the

selection just made, all of which we saw in Mr. Parker's nursery at

Tooting, includes the majority of such kinds as are easily procurable

and may be grown in any garden soil of good depth. W. G.

Blazing Stars (Liatris).—^Tlie genus Liatris contains several of

the most beautiful of American wild flowers. There are about
twenty species, one -half of this number being natives of the

Northern and the remainder of the Southern States. We (Ameri-
can Agricidlurisl) have had thirteen species under cultivation at

different times, but none more showy than L. Chapmani and L.
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punctata. The former grows to a height of 2 ft. or 3 ft. , forming a

spike of beautiful pinkish-purple flowers 2 ft. long. The flower-

stem is slender and graceful, and there is a neat and handsome
look about the whole plant which at once attracts the lover of

beautiful flowers. There is, however, one drawback to its cultiva-

tion which may discourage some from attempting to grow it in the

Northern States : it is not hardy enough to withstand our winters.

The roots, like most species of Liatris, are tuberous, and before

freezing weather sets in they may be lifted and stored perfectly well

in dry leaf-mould in the cellar. L. Chapmani is only found, as far

as we are aware, in Florida. The other species, L. punctata, is

found in Arkansas and Texas, and is so called from its punctate

or dotted leaves. The root is tuberous and oonsidei-ably larger than
in L. Chapmani, the leaves are long and narrow, very stiff, and sharp

pointed. The stems grow to a height of 2 ft. to 3 ft,, and the flowering

portion is often IJ ft. in length, densely covered with beautiful

reddish-purple flowers. These flowers open about the middle of

Aster Amellus (natural size).

September and last until the middle of November, the frost having
no effect upon them. This species, though a native of Texas, with-
stands the severest winters without protection. Among other kinds
of Liatris which are worthy of cultivation is L. spicata, the earliest

flowering species, blooming in July and producing short, very dense
spikes of purple flowers ; this is followed soon after by L. pycno-
stachya, which grows in rich soil to a height of 5 ft. to 6 ft., and has a
flower-spike 4 ft. to 5 ft. long. Following this are L. cylindracea, L.

graminifolia, and L. scariosa, the last a quite common kind, the flower

cluster of which appears in the form of buttons, whence it is often

called Button Snakeroot ; then last, the dwarf and very showy L.

elegans. This grows to a height of about 18 in., the flowers first

being of a dark purple, finally changing to white.

Ne^w Zealand Forget-me-nots. — One of the Mountain
Forget-me-nots mentioned in the account of New Zealand plants
(Vol. XVIII., p. 662), Exarrhena Lyalli, promises to be hardy in

the south of Ireland, though this being its first winter in Ireland,

it has been partially covered with glass on the rockery, which very
likely is unnecessary. Mr. Anderson-Henry, who introduced this

flower from New Zealand, and who gave me a plant, says that it

likes protection in Scotland. Its blossom is like a large white For-

get-me-not, and the leaves somewhat resemble those of Myosotis
dissitiflora, but they are of thicker texture and slightly covered with
down.—C. M. OwEJf, Gorey.

IRIPEOVED MIMULUSES.
Of all easily and quickly grown flowers of a hardy annual character
none are more worthy of attention than Mimuluses. Like other very
hardy flowers, they have been vastly improved on lately, and the
massive, strikingly coloured flowers which anyone can secure from a
well-selected packet of seed is surprising. Most people know the
shape of the flowers, but none can imagine the beauty of their mark-
ings without seeing them. The only thing with which I can compare
them is a choice selection of lieibaceous Calceolarias, but while few
can succeed in growing the Calceolaria to perfection, the Mimulus
attains that state with little or no care, and in the most common
garden. Named varieties are sold, but I prefer to buy a packet of
seed^ from which plants of all colours are obtained, and these will
continue to intercross themselves into a great variety of markings for
years afterwards.

Seed, should be procured now, and it may either be sown in a
pot or box and placed in a cold frame in February or March, or it

may be sown in the open ground in April. In any case all the plants
will grow large and bloom before the autumn. When sown m a pot
the plants should be planted out as soon as they are large enough to
handle, and when the seed is sown in the open ground the produce
may be treated in the same way. A soil not too light, but moderately
rich suits them best ; and as to situation, they have much to recom-
mend them, as no spot suits them better than a partially shaded one,
such as under trees or facing the north with a wall or hedge behind.
At the same time they do well in sunny places too, and in these res-
pects they are most accommodating. A good patch of them here and
there iu mixed borders is very pleasing, and they are the same when
planted about shrubberies or indeed anywhere. When once the roots
are in the ground they will take care of themselves for years, and at
the same time they will never fail to flower most profusely every
summer. We know of one garden, with not an over large stock,
where Mimulus flowers may be found from April until September.

Cambeian^.

ENGLISH F. TROPICAL FLOWERS.
TiiK following passage in "The Gardens of the Sun " is of especial
interest with regard to the culture of hardy plants, so strongly
advocated in The Gardex. j\Ir. Burbidge's knowledge of tropical
plants as seen to the greatest advantage in their own homes .yives

additional weight to his opinion as to the beauty of plants belong-
ing to temperate climates : "A lover of Nature who sees a tropical
country for the first time cannot help but enjoy the bright light and
heat, the vegetable glories of flower, fruit, and leaf called forth by
the rain and sunshine, of a clime where winter is unknown, and
jet, with all the sunshine and showers, the tropical blossoms are in
a way aristocratic and exclusive, and never mingle socially in bosky
masses, as do our own wildings ; and it is not possible to name half-a-

dozen of them that could at all compare with the Bluebells or
Heather, the Buttercups, Primroses, Forget-me-nots, Anemones,
Violets, and rosy Lychnis of our own cool, moist woods and pastures.
During a year's rambles in one of the richest and most fertile of

tropical islands I saw nothing really fresh and spring-like ; nothing
like the ' green and gold ' of Daffodils and the tender young Grass of

April, or the royal glory of a summer Iris, or an autumnal Crocus on

its mossy bed. This much is ever lacking in the forest primjeval,

and ever in gardens—eastern gardens, beautiful as they are in many
ways, the sameness, the cloying degree of permanency observable

in the forests become intensified, and so still more unsatisfying.

The plants seem always to present the same aspect ; and although

most of them are at their best when revived by the rains just after

the dry season, yet the charm of freshness is destroyed by the num-
ber of evergreens everywhere, and the driblets of bloom kept up by
them nearly all the year round. . . . Indeed, there is no gain-

saying the fact, as has been pointed out by Wallace and others, that

the most lovely and satisfying, the most sociable of all flowers, are

those of temperate climates." C. M. 0.

Goreij, Ireland.

Herbaceous and Shrubbery Borders.—The season is

now at hand when herbaceous and shrubbery borders generally get

maltreated and broken up either by fork or spade, which should

never be allowed, for, besides the risk of disturbing and mutilating

bulbs, roots get injured by the digging. The fallen leaves of the

plants and other vegetable matter are, or ought to be, laying and

rotting, and the fibres, ever ready for fresh food and always travel-

ling instinctively in the right direction to find it, thread their course

where it is deposited for their use. Nature, in the ordinary way,

provides nutrition for the plants annually, but we, with our

ideas of tidiness, rob them by raking up and gathering all

accumulation of decaying matter, by doing which greatly im-

poverishes the soil, and then wonder why our pets do not thrive
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in the free manner they ought. Not only are leaves beneath shrubs

highly beneficial on account of the manurial matter they contain, but

they answer the double purpose of a mulching, and thus prevent

evaporation of the earth's moisture which is a most important

matter, although one too frequently overlooked. If proof were
wanted of their great utility in this latter respect, one has only to

examine the ground under them to see how damp it is at all times

compared with that exposed to the air, which in summer, when
heated by the sun, drinks up all aqueous matter at a great rate.

What suits herbaceous and shrubbery borders far better than the

digging or pointing over they receive is a top-dressing of rich mould
or a mixture of that and short decomposed manure,which if put on at

once will be a protection to many of the plants whose roots will get

the benefit of the juices carried down by the rains. For such
things as Anthuriums, Pentstemons, Hollyhocks, and others of

that character that suffer and often get killed by hard frost it is a

good plan to place a shovelful of leaf-soil around the collars of each,

which will jirevent them taking harm should the weather set in

severe.—S. D.

THE BED HAWKWEED.
(boeekhausia eubea.)

There are such vast numbers of Composites with yellow flowers,

that it is a relief to find one possessing a diflfercnt colour, and in this

Hawkweed, a hardy Italian annual, we have one. Though called

red, the blossoms are in reality not so, but rather rosy-pink. It

The Ked Hawkweed (Boerkhausia rubra).

should be sown in spring, like other hardy annuals, iu any ordinary
garden soil, and will produce flowers from June to September. The
annexed woodcut well represents the habit of growth of this plant
and the style of flowers, which are about the size of a crown-piece.
The yellow Hawkweed (Tolpisbarbata), also a South European plant,
is likewise a pretty annual, equally hardy and pretty. The flowers
are a bright, clear yellow, with a few blackish spots, which gives
them a distinct appearance from other yellow kinds. W. G-.

Chrysanthemums for Flowers and Exhibition.—In
" J. S. W.'s" remarks upon this subject (Vol. XVIII., p. G30) pointed
allusion is made to the flowers which I exhibited at a show held at
Southampton, and your correspondent seems to write in disparage-
ment of the system of cultivation which only produces from four to
nine flowers on a plant. From my point of view the material dif-

ference lies in the superior quality of the flowers produced bj' ex-
hibitors as compared with those that are grown on the old-fashioned
bush system. Of course no one has a right to complain of any cul-
tivator growing plants in a way that answers his purpose best, but
when he writes in disparagement of his'neighbour's system without
apparently fully understanding it, I think it is going rather too far.

"J. S. W." assumes that the terminal flower on each stem is almost
invariably the largest and finest, which is not correct. It may
interest your correspondent to learn that it takes an ordinary culti-
vator from five to seven years to master the peculiarities and charac-
teristics of a good collection of Chrysanthemums, and to be able to
select the "proper bud" upon which particular varieties succeed
best. May I also suggest that the fairest way of ipstituting a com-

parison between the two systems of culture would be by bringing

two groups of plants together, when the merits of both could be taken

into account by disinterested judges ? Nothing has so good an effect

upon people of strong opinions as a comparison of their produce with

that of their neighbours in public competition. Instead of the

flowers grown on our system lasting only a few days, as "J. S, W,

"

seems to think they do, I may say that our flowers were in good
condition si.x weeks (I mean the same prize blooms) ; then there are

the varieties that precede these, and the later kinds that succeed the

exhibition plants. In all, we have Chrysanthemum blooms four

months. I know of one society only that encourages spikes of

Chrysanthemums (Pompones). Tliis, I think, is sufficient to show
that fine individual flowers are more in favour than those advocated

by "J. S. W."—Eiiwix MoLYNEUX, i^vanmore Park, Bishop's

Waltham.

A CHRISTMAS FLOWER GARDEN".

Subjoined is a list of garden and wild plants which were in flower

in this part of Cornwall on Dec. 25 and 27, 18S0. We have had very

little frost—twice, I thinlv, and then it only lasted for a few hours ;

lowest temperature 34'^ :

—

.\lys5um, white Erica mediterranea Pansiea

Anthemis nobilis Escallonia Ingrami Papaver Uhfeas
Antirrhinums ,

montivedensis Pelargonium, zonal
Al'abis albida macrantha Pernettya speciosa

Aralia Sieboldi Forget-me-not Petasites fragrans

Arbutus magnifica Fuchsias Poa annua
.A.rmeria inarltima Garrya elliptica Polyanthuses
Aubrietia grxca purpurea Gazanias Polygala Dalmaisiaua
Aucuba, male Geranium Robertiauuai Potentilla reptans
Auriculas Glastonbury Thorn Fragrariastrum
Berberis Darwini Groundsel Primroses

vulgaris Gunuera scabra Primula vulgaris

Borage Hawkweed japonica
Brompton Stocks Helleborus niger Pyrethrura aureum
Calceolarias Hemp Nettle Ranunculus repens
Camellia, several sorts Hydrangea Rhododendrons
Campanula, blue Iberis gibraltarica Roses, severjil sorts

Carnations l.xias Salvia splendens
Cassia corymbosa Lapageria rosea Silene maritima
Ceanothus azureus Laurustinus hirsutus pendula
Chorozema macrophyllum common Snowdrops
Chrysanthemums Lettuces .Sow Thistle

Clematis Jackmani Lobelia Spirica Thunbergi
Correa cardinalis Lychnis diui-na Veronica polita

Cotoneaster micropbylla Marguerites oiBcinalis

Cuphea platycentra Marigolds Lindleyana, and sever.al

Cytisus australis Mignonette other garden vars.

Daisies, double and single Narcissus Tazetta floribun- Viburnum plicatum
Desfontainea spinosa dus Vinca, blue
Dock (Rumex viridis) paper-white Violets

Erica carnea Nasturtium Virginian Stock
ciliaris Pampas Grass Wallflowers
gracilis

9, Chapel Street, Pi?v:anrc. W. Roberts.

Lilium auratum in Ireland.—In The Garden of December
25 ilr. F. W. Burbidge asks, " I wonder if any one can boast of a

clump of Lilium auratum, the actual undisturbed produce of a bulb

planted in the open air, say five years ago ?" I am happy to say I

have several splendid clumps of Lilium auratum, purchased seven

or eight years ago, at Stevens' auction rooms—miserable little im-

ported bulbs they were ; very different from the large ones to be

obtained there now. It is true they have, within the last two
years, been disturbed, owing to alterations in my garden, but until

the last two winters, and then not till much of the severe weather
had passed, they received little or no protection. They are planted

3 in. or 4 in. deep in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, sand, and bog-

mould (peat being hard to obtain), on a limestone gravel subsoil.

Lilium speciosum, which I bought at the same time, have never
had any extra covering or care in the winter, nor do they seem to

require it. This autumn I have planted many other kinds of Lily,

being encouraged by the success of the above.—J. H. W. Thomas,
Cannes.

The Sensitive Brier.—This is not the real Sensitive Plant

(Mimosa pudica), but closely related to it, and is known as the Sen-

sitive Brier (Schrankia uncinata). Like the true Sensitive Plant,

it has sensitive foliage. It is a perennial, found in sandy soil from
Virginia southwards, and is a long trailing Vine with prickly stems
and very fine handsome foliage. The flowers come from the base of

the leaves and are in little balls about half an inch in diameter, of a

pretty rose colour, and appear abundantly throughout the summer
and autumn months. To those, says the American Agriculturist,

who desire to grow this trailer, it is suggested that they try the

method of giving it a spot raised above the general level where water
will not settle around the root and cause it to rot. A " rockery "

or rockwork is one of the least expensive methods of successfully

growing many doubtfully hardy plants such as this is.
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GARDEN THOUGHTS.

Walking about my house, musing upon mural plants,

and as I remember how the more beautiful, but less sub-

stantial vestments have been discoloured and destroyed by

cruel winters, inclining more and more to the conclusion that

Ivy makes the best overcoat for a brick mansion in a midland

shire, because it never wears out, and always looks well, my
eye is attracted by bright objects within my home, and I find

myself gazing througli the glass as intently as a lean dog on a

meat safe, or a poor schoolboy on a new revolver. Though I

have no longer " a Rose looking in at the window," I have a

most charming bouquet of Roses looking out of it, not Christ-

mas Roses—albeit I received them on Christmas Eve, the

prettiest and most welcome Christmas box I ever had, from

my friend Mr. Henderson, of Thoresby—but the veritable

flower of flowers. They are all perfect specimens of the

lovely Tea-scented species, pure white, pale yellow, soft pink,

chiefly Niphetos, emblematic of our winter snows, and Sou-

venir d'un Ami to remind me of the donor, who ought to be

publicly decorated by Her Majesty the Queen of Flowers for

this masterpiece of iloricultural skill. Well does he deserve

the cross of victory who here in cloudland and in drear

December days creates a summer of his own, and makes his

desert blossom as the Rose.

Mr. Henderson tells me that there is no special secret to

be communicated nor difficult directions to be observed in the

production of these beautiful Roses, but we must not forget

that to an accomplished artist art seems always easy. " Last

spring," he says, " when they had done good service through

the winter the plants were plunged along the bottom of a back
wall in a large late Vinery, the shoots untied, and, after the

removal of dead and weakly wood, again secured to wires

upon the wall. The shade of the Vines seems to do them
no harm, and very little attention is required beyond the

training and tying of the new growth. Being plunged in pots,

they do not make so much wood as if planted out "—and for

this reason probably have more and better Roses.
*

Looking tlirough another window from the jarclin to the

jardiniere, I see a charming combination of colour. In the

centre of a circular stand a tree Epiphyllum, laden with

roseate purple-crimson flowers, bends to meet the white Roman
Hyacinths which surround it, and are them'ielves surrounded

by Violets, and the pretty Panioum trailing its tricoloured

Grass, green, pink, and silver, over the dark Moss which
covers the pots, and drooping gracefully in accord with its

second title "gracile" fi'om the outer circle of the yarcZiWere,

Charming contrasts may also be made by intermixing the

glowing scarlet Poinsettia with the white Primula, double or

single, the crimson Amaryllis with the Eucharis, small plants

of white Azaleas with dark purple Cinerarias ; but nothing is

more pleasing or effective in my sight than a stand of Primroses

well grown and tastefully grouped.

Back to the garden. There are some who seem to grudge

Nature her sabbath season of rest. I would allocate them
to toll-bars in high and bleak situations, and, waking them
in the middle of the night with dissonant screams and
ill-played horns, would bring them out with bare legs

into the snow. There are some who see no beauty in her

sleep, who take no interest in their gardens from November
to May. Let not these usurp the grand old name of " gar-

dener." The colouring is paler and the outline less defined,

but there is an infinite variety of tint and symmetry in

this wonderful picture of Still Life. There are gleams of

gold, and silver, and bronze, as on the Aucuba, the Holly,

Vinca, and Berberis ; flashes of scarlet on the berries of which

we have spoken ; and even when all the garden wears its

shroud of snow, there is the sunset of memory and the

sunrise of hope, everywhere the suggestion of a glory which

has passed, and the promise and preparation of a glory to

come.

But some can see nothing smaller than a Sunflower, and

some never venture to express their approbation of a plant

until the duke's gardener has told them that " it's a good

thing," or they have read its praises in print. As for noticing

a plant out of flower or a tree out of leaf, they would as

soon think of commending a brave soldier out of uniform, or

a champion cricketer without his bat. They care about as much
for a Sedum or anything else that' is minute and lowly as a

mad bull for a musical box ; and you might as well read to

them a bit of Confucius in the original as Ruskin's exquisite

and true description of the Lichen and the Moss.

They will not conceal the form of the rook, but will gather over it

like small cushions of velvet made of mixed threads of dark ruby
silk and gold, rounded over more subdued films of white and grey,

with lightly crisped and curled edges, like hoar frost on fallen leaves,

and minute clusters of upright orange stalks with pointed caps and
fibres of deep green and gold and faint purple passing into black, all

woven together, and following, with unimaginable fineness of gentle

growth, the undulation of the stone they cherish, until it is charged

with colours, so that it can receive no more, and, instead of looking

rugged, cold, or stern, or anything that a rock is held to be, it

seems to be clothed with a soft dark leopard skin, embroidered

with arabesque of purple and silver.

Do we not find this indifference to things common, how-

ever beautiful, where we should least expect it ? Have we not

been disappointed visiting or receiving gardeners of some

reputation to find that they have only learned two or three

tunes, and will not listen to any other? Were you never

sadly bored by a companion who seemed far happier in finding

out what things you had not than in admiring those which

you had, who " was really surprised not to see the new

Anthurium, and wondered how you could exist without a plant

of Lapageria alba 1" And there is the odious wretch who

always condemns by comparison—" Ye=!, it is a nice little

plant, but you should see a specimen which was exhibited

last season, 6 ft. across, with .500 blooms, every one of them

three times as large as that."

I remember a farmer in my hunting days who bought and

sold a good number of horses, but never was known to praise

a steed which was not or had not been in his own possession.

The nearest approximation to any such eulogy was uttered to

myself, when, as we were one day returning from the chase

together, I expressedmyadmiration ofan animal whichhad carried

its owner bravely through a long and difficult run. " Oh, yes !

"

replied my companion with a frank vivacity, which at first

surprised me, "he's a nice plain slow 'oss." And so there are

gardeners who always, show them what you may, will damn it

with faint praise.
*

And the explanation, as it seems to me, is partly this. That

in the days of our great prosperity and wealth, horticulture, like

many other cultures, was enervated by luxury. The gardener

became a gourmand, and lost his zest and relish for his ordinary

wholesome food. More than twenty years ago "in the most

high and palmy state" of the Garrick Club, a young Guards-

man came one night into the dining-room long after we had

all finished our repast, and languidly asked a waiter what

he could have for dinner. But when the attendant suggested

" Beef-steak. Sir 1" the soldier made a sudden start, and uttered

an expressive " Oh ! oh !" of horror. "Chop, Sir V provoked

a second shudder, as though the very thought of such coarse,

vulgar food was as an east wind upon the exposed nerve of a
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tooth, or the boot of a bargee upon a corn. Ultimately the

exhausted warrior refreshed himself with a snipe and a bottle

of champagne ! We know what comes to the pampered per-

sistent epicure as surely as delirium, dropsy, and a hundred

other maladies to the drunkard—surfeit and sickness. And
so luxury, and excess, a fastidious craving for titbits and

rarities, produced among the florists that terrible disease—

a

combination of scarlet and yellow fever, rash, measles, and

jaundice, which went by the name of Bedding Out.
»

Bildiiij Out ill Summer and Winter, the difl'erenoe

between them being this, that there is something to be

aaiJ for the former, but for the latter nothing. We, who
have sutfered most from our folly in spoiling a pretty garden

by clearing away flowering shrubs, bright evergreens, beds and

borders of herbaceous flowers, to make way for the gaudy idol,

who have broken the kaleidoscope, which made our eyes ache,

and exchanged our spangled harlequin tights for more graceful

and becoming dress, we are, nevertheless, of the first to affirm

that there are certain gardens, having ample space for every

phase of horticulture, in which the system of bedding out

half-hardy plants may be efiectively introduced. J\Iore than

this, we thankfully acknowledge that the Spring Garden

was an emanation, an offspring far more beautiful than its

parent, from the summer system, and has by its natural grace

and beauty added much to the enjoyment of a garden ; but

of those arrangements which attempt to turn winter into

summer by dotting the beds with biby evergreens and vege-

tables havingcoloured or curly leaves, whichlook about ashappy
;n frost and snow as a lot of little fishes on the towing-path

of a canal for this winter garden, even when enriched with

pathways of cockle shells and powdered bricks, we have

nothing but a groan or a grin.

It may be that I am disabled by strong prejudice from
reasoning rightly in this case. The bitter experience of a

great catastrophe and defeat may have enfeebled my percep-

tive powers. The reader shall hear the sad story of my
sufferings, and I know that he will feel for me, if not with
me, when I have told my winter's tile. Scampering like a

silly sheep, with the rest of the floral flock, wherever that

tinkling bellwether. Fashion, was pleased to lead us, 1 found
myself in a winter garden. This consisted of ridiculous little

evergreen shrubs, prematurely brought into public notice

from the nursery like some other small children—Hollies, Aucu-
bas, Laurustinus, Junipers, Euonymus- -collected at no small

outlay of time and metal. These precious pigmies were so

carefully and tastefully arranged, that the garden resembled
and rivalled a segment of the nursery from which they came,
and the general effect was that of a doll's cemetery laid out
on an enormous scale. But there was, nevertheless, a most
charming and complete success in two large groups of Aucu-
ba and variegated Kale intermixed, gleaming, like the cohorts

of the Assyrian, with purple and gold, streaked with silver,

flushed with roseate hues. I had seen this combination in

the charming gardens at Belvoir, and by the kind aid of my
friend, Mr. Ingram, who gave me a packet of his seed, I had
accurately reproduced it. It was in full glory, the admiration
of all who saw it, when one evening

—

0, melancholy night ! The worst Time ever saw
In lasting labour of liis pilgrimage.

I went out to dine. The garden gates were left open, and
when I returned I saw in the moonlight some six or eight

vagabond cows, who, exhilarated by their supper (they had
scarcely left a leaf of the Kale) or set in motion by the sound
of the wheels, appeared to be dancing a quadriUe in my
winter garden. I caught cold and spoilt my best evening
boots in chasing them away, and dreamed all night that great

herds of bulls and buffaloes galloped over my bed into im-

mense warehouses of china adjoining, and awoke next morn-

ing to find the pride of those stuck-up little dwarfs crushed

and broken, and a sufficient number of graves in my
liliputian cemetery for all the worn-out dolls in the midland

district.

Unkindest cut of all, I mot with little condolence. My
father said, that if I filled the garden with Cow Cabbages

the cows would naturally infer an invitation and accept it

;

and a neighbouring squire remarked when he saw it— instead

of sympathising and blending his tears with mine—that he

"thought he had got into INIr. Ball's Nursery, and that my
long face reminded him of Macbeth when he said

—

Accursed be that tongue which tells me so,

For it hath cowed my better part of man."

I said that no doubt it was all very funny, and the utler

destruction of a pretty garden was quite a gem in jokes, but

that somehow for the life of me I failed to see it. And he,

first looking at me and then at my winter garden, broke out

iuto peals of mirthful laughter—and so did I.

S. E. H.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXVI—LEPTOSPERMUM LANIGEEUiM.
LEPTOSPEnMUM L.VNiGEnuM is one of the characteristic Australian
Mj'rtles, or Tea plants as the colonists designate them. It is one of
some 500 species, many of them vei'v beautiful, belonging to

about twent3'-five genera. They constitute a tribe distinct from
tlie true Myrtles, which are equalh' numerous in south America.
The essentially Australian tribe Leptosptrmese extends to New
Zealand, and it is also represented in the Malayan Islands.

With the exception of the (Ilum trees, and two or three small

genera, the tribe is composed of small-leaved evergreen shrubs and
trees, many of them having gorgeously coloured flowers, and most
of them, Hke the present, flowering very profuselj'. Among those

bearing brilliantly coloured flowers are the genera Callistemon,

Calothamnos, ]51etrosideros, and Beaufortia. Years ago many of

these fine shrubs were introduced into our gardens, but few of

them are seen now. In the Scilly Islands and some other locali-

ties on the west coast where the climate is favourable, they suc-

ceed in the o^en air. Leptospermumlanigerum, judging from the

variety of soils and situations in which it grows naturally, should
1)3 as easilj' grown as a Camellia. It abounds in Tasmania
and the colonies of South Australia, Victoria, and New South
Wales, from the sea coast to a considerable altitude in the interior.

Mr. Ronald Gunn, who collected largely in Tasmania from 1836 to

1845, supplemented his dried specimens by copious notes on size,

soil, situation, &c. Respecting the present plant, one of his notes

runs as follows :
" Very abundant upon the wet, healthy plains

between Lake St. Clair and Macquarie Harbour, growing, as upon
Kocky Cape, 1 ft. to 3 ft. high, which I had fixed in my mind as

the maximum of the species. You may judge, therefore, how
puzzled 1 was at finding what 1 believe to be the same growing at

Detention Corner (on the same road) 12 ft. high, and farther on
finding trees 60 ft. to 80 ft., with a circumference in one case of

t) ft. in., and which I also beUeve to be the same. I fired at the
branches of one of these trees and brought down some twigs,

which I send." His opinion respecting the specific identity of

these various collectings has been endorsed by Mr. Bentham and
other botanists who have written on the vegetation of Australia.

The remarkable point is that it should flower freely, both as a

shrub 1 ft. high and as a lofty tree. In another note jNIr. Gunn
describes it as a shrub 6 ft. to 12 ft. high, growing on the banks
of rivers and rividets ; and in a third he states that it grows in

very wet, marshy situations. Several other labels embody similar

information, and Gunn likewise collected the same species on the

sides and tops of the Western Mountains, where it formed a tree

20 ft. to 30 ft. high. Besides the diversity in stature, it is very
variable in the size and shape of the leaves, in the degree of hairi-

ness, and in the size of the flowers. The accompanying figure repre-

sents a variety with medium-sized leaves and rather lar^e flowers.

The species is not new to cultivation, having been introduced and
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cultivated more tlian fifty years ago. It should be added that on
the mainland of Australia it often inhabits comparatively dry
situations. Altogether, the genua Leptospermum comprises about

a score of species, but all those having showy flowers are very
much alike in general appearance. L. flavescens and L. soopa-

rium, both of which are ecjually variable, and have a much wider
area of distribution than L. lanigerum, the former extending to

tlie Indian Archipelago and Malacca, and the latter to New
Zealand, have been in cultivation. They have not the woolly
calyx of L. lanigerum, and L. flavescens has yellowish (not yellow)

flowers, otherwise they are all three very much alike.

W. B. IIemsley.

Culture and Position.—Mr. W. 0. Stanley, of Penrhos,
near Holyhead (from a fine bush on whose lawn specimens from
which our coloured plate was prepared were obtained), writes to

us as follows concerning this Leptospermum :
" It is," he saj's,

" well named lanigerum, for in .lune it was a mass of white
flowers as if it were covered with fresh fallen snow. It is found
to require a sheltered spot, as the sea gales from the south-west

destroy its beauty. Like all New Holland shrubs, it will stand a
considerable amount of frost, but in early spring occurs the
greatest danger, as the sap rises early"; indeed, it seems to grow
all winter; so when the early frost comes and the earth is still cold,

the hot sun affects it—the feet are cold, but the head is warm

—

and, as Sir .1. Hooker tells me, this is the greatest danger to all Aus-
tralian shrubs. The frost bursts the bark of the branches and the

stem near the earth ; it will appear to thrive for a summer, but
then gradually dies off. I was afraid this was the case with my
large plant, but it has stood the last two severe winters, and al-

though the bark is burst in many places, it seems to flourish and
make fresh growth, much dead wood being cut awaj^ I cannot
say exactlj-, but it has certainly been planted more than .'55 years.

Sir J. Hooker tells me some winters it will survive planted against

a wall at Kew, but severe frosts kill it."

THE STAPHYLEAS, OR BLADDER NUTS.
The Staphyleas are a free-flowering class of shrubs, attractive both
when in blossom and when bearing their singular inflated seed pods,
from which the English name Bladder Nut is derived. The species

Staphylea pinnata.

are—S. pinnata (the common Bladder Nat), the strongest growing
of the genus ; in this the leaves are composed or five or seven leaflets,

and the flowers, which open in May and June, are white, and are
succeeded by the pods to whicli allusion has just been made. This,
and in fact all the species, throw up suckers with sucli freedom as
to form dense bushes ; therefore in propagating them the only thing
required is to detach the suckers from the parent plant, when they
will be found already rooted. This plant is commonly distributed
throughout Europe, and is even found wild in some parts of England.
S. trifoliata, a North American species, bears (as its name implies)
trifoliate leaves, but in flower and liabit it resembles S. pinnata, only

weaker in growth. S. colchica bears much larger panicles of flowers
than the two preceding species ; indeed, it has lately taken high
rank as a plant for early forcing, as it forces very readily, and when
thus treated the flowers are of a purer white than those which open
out of doors. It is a native of Asia Minor, but has been largely
imported from French gardens within the last few years. Alpha.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

The object which I have in view in regard to tliis matter is to
popularise fruit culture by creating a general interest in it.

That hardy fruit culture is in a backward state in this country it

is impossible to doubt ; the state of many orchards loudly proclaims
tliis fact; but all that any one can hope to do is just to add a
little to the general fund of knowledge, to throw a little liglit

here and there on the obscure places, and so help to carry the sub.

Ject onwards. It is the Vine that has made the peasant farmers
in France so prosperous, and if small farms in tliis or any other
country are ever to yield a living profit, fruit culture must be made
to furnish one of the mam props. The demand for fruit for our
ever increasing town populations is constantly getting larger, and
it must be borne in mind that, unless we are up and doing,
the foreigner, with his greater aptitude for minutire in
his -work, his greater care in small things, will step in and
reap the profit. In this and succeeding portions of the sub-
ject, which will in due course follow, I shall say all 1 want to

say as plainly as I can without weighting myself with a single
unnecessary word, and for this reason I shall eschew all scientific

and technical terms. The title may to some seem rather out of place,

inasmuch as I am not treating upon market fruit growing exclu-
sively ; I, am, however, trying to take a comprehensive view of the
subject, looking into all its details, and I contend that all fruit

culture, whether it be carried out on a small scale for home supply
or in a market garden, either is or should be regarded from the
standpoint of profit and loss. Let us, therefore, commence with
bush fruit.

The Gooseberry.
In some of the northern and midland counties, socie-

ties have long ago been established for the purpose
of encouraging the production of large individual fruits, and
through their agency have sprung up those monster berries we
occasionally read about in the newspapers. To the amateur
growers clustered round the large northern and midland towns
the culture of the Gooseberry for exhibition becomes an interesting

pursuit, and is the cause of much emulation, leading to much
thought and study bearing upon the best methods of increasing

the size and weight of the fruit. Though we may not always
sympathise with a given object, yet we must admire earnest, steadj',

persistent effort, even though we fail to see its real utility. I re-

member a good many years ago visiting an amateur's garden who
was famed as a prize taker at the Gooseberry shows, and the way
in which bis bushes were trimmed and trained, and the manner in

which their wants were supplied, especially in the way of mois-

ture, was most interesting. The fruit was severely thinned, and
little dishes of water were placed under the bushes, so that dur-

ing the warm sunny days a soft and genial atmosphere constantly

enveloped the fruit, adding much to their size. Though the pro-

duction of monster Gooseberries is interesting to those members of

Gooseberry societies who are anxious to win a prize, they do not

meet a really useful want, and need not be further referred to

here. Such kinds as Crown Bob that bear immense crops of berries

for gathering green, or the Warrington for making into jam when
ripe, are better to grow for profit. Gooseberries are adapted for

planting in various positions, but the soil for the main crop must

be deep and rich. In poor soil in drj' summers the fruit never

attains full size or flavour, though for meeting special wants posi-

tions not generally suitable for producing first-rate fruit may still

be profitably utilised. In large towns there is a brisk demand for

early green" Gooseberries for making tarts, Szc, and they are

eagerly bought up in the neighbourhood of Exeter and other

places on the west coast for the London markets, as a week or even

a very^ few days in point of earliness adds immensely to their

value. Thus anybody in possession of a warm, dry, early bank
may plant it with'.Gooseberries for gathering green to obtain them
early in the same way that warm sunny slopes are planted with
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Strawberries to meet the first demand, and such a crop is often

more profitable than if permitted to ripen.

Form of Bush.—The Gooseberry may be trained as pyra-

mids or espaliers, or as palmettes on fences or walls, but

the bush form is best, as it involves no expense in training.

The bush should stand on a clean straight leg, not much
less than 9 in. or 1 ft. long. The head should be made to assume
a circular form, witli the centre Icept open by pruning for the pur-

pose of letting in the air and sunshine, as well as to enable the

fruit to bs readily gathered ; an expert cultivator with a good eye

and a sliarp knife finds no difficulty in making liis bushes assume
the desired shape. If we take a cutting of a Gooseberry or Cur-
rant bush, say 1-5 in. long, cut out all the eyes except the three

upper ones, cut the base across smoothly beneath a joint, plant its

lower 3 in. firmly in tlie ground, and mulch with short manure or

litter, the three eyes or buds left will in nearly every case make
three shoots, and at the end of the first year commences the

pruner's work of training the bush, and this is done simply by
pruning to an eye pointing in the direction we wish the future

branch to take. Thus it is eas}' enough to keep the centre of the

bush open by cutting to eyes pointing outwards, and a bush that

natural!)' assumes a weeping habit, like the Warrington, may be

lifted upwards bj' cutting to an eye on the upper side of the shoot,

whilst those bushes with too erect a tendency, such as the Cham-
pagne, may be made to assume a more spreading habit by cutting to

an eye situated on the lower side of the branch. It will thus be
seen that with bush fruits the form is in the pruner's hands, like

clay in the hands of the potter, and may be as easil_y made into any
shape. Of course in the case of pj'ramids there must be some
support for the main stem. A stout stake o ft. or 6 ft. high should

be driven into the ground, and against this stake the tree should

be planted, and its leading shoot tied to it. Though the natural

habit of the Gooseberry is not suggestive of a pyramidal outline,

yet by training the branches will rise tier above tier, graduall}'

narrowing from its,base to the summit, and where land is scarce

and the most has to be made of it this is a very good way of grow-
ing Gooseberries.

Planting'.—They may be planted in beds or quarters
by themselves, or they may be planted as undergrowth with taller

fruit trees, such as Apples, Plums, or Pears, to form the top crop.
They may also be planted either as dwarf bushes, or trained on
espaliers round the margins of the vegetable quarters. In the
kitchen garden the former is a common mode of culture,
but however and wherever they are planted, the land should be
well manured and well cultivated before planting, and they
should not be planted too near each other; a space of 5 ft. square
is not too much for a well-developed Gooseberry bush to allow the
light to play all round it, and give free access for the purpose of
gathering the fruit. On the best soils the distance should be in-
creased rather than diminished. It is true the bushes will not
occupy all the space for two or three years, but other crops of
dwarf growth, such as Lettuces, Spinach, &c., may fill up the in-

tervals till the bushes have made some progress. Strawberries are
a good crop to plant with young Currant or Gooseberry bushes,
as by the time the latter require all the space the former will
have done their work. When the bushes are allowed the full
space named, at first very young bushes should not be selected, as
those five or six years old, if they have had justice done them in
the nursery, will transplant in November and bear a good crop of
fruit the following season. In proportion to the bulk of the trees
there is scarcely any fruit tree that bears a heavier crop than the
Gooseberry, and there is no tree that during a time of pressure,
such as a hot, dry summer, pays better for e'xtra support or that
is better able to assimilate and turn it to the best account. During
a severe drought, when the bushes are heavily laden, if the ground
beneath them is mulched and a soaking of sewage or even
clear water is given, it has a marvellous effect in bringing the
fruit to perfection. The adaptability of the Gooseberry for all

positions is not taken advantage of to the fullest extent. There
are everywhere hundreds of feet of bare walls and fences in north
and other aspects that would yield a good retm-n if planted with
Gooseberries or Currants. They might be planted 4 ft. apart,
and the branches trained up vertically pabnette fashion, and in
this way walls or fences would soon be profitably covered.

Pruning'.—Gooseberries do not receive so much attention in
summer as regards pruning as they require. The fruit woidd be

better flavoured and finer if the young wood was thinned out
with a pair of small pruning scissors towards the end of June,
keeping an ej-e upon the shape of the bush at the time, so that
its symmetrical outline is not marred. It is not often that
market growers over-prune ; if they err at all it is in the opposite

direction. But I am convinced among amateurs who take a
warm interest in their gardens, and who are apt sometimes to ride

their hobby too hard that a serious loss of crop does result from
too much kuife work in the case of Gooseberries and probably
other fruits also. The best way of pruning the Gooseberry

—

especially on good land of a heavy nature—is to thin out the
young shoots in summer when they have nearly completed their

growth. This will consolidate the wood left for bearing and let

in the air and sunshine to ripen the fruit. In the autumn or
winter, when the leaves are down, the bushes should be gone
over again to put them into shape, and any more thinning that
may be required should be done, and the unripe points of the
shoots vaaj have a few inches cut off them, but the less shorten-
ing they receive the better for the fruit crop. Excessive pruning
has the same effect everywhere in a greater or less degi'ee, that is,

it causes the production of a redundancy of soft wood that cannot
bear fruit, because it never acquires sufficient ripeness or firmness

;

and in the case of Gooseberries when closely spurred in, the parts
that would if left bear fruits, viz., the ends of the shoots, are

generally cut off. I have often seen the bad effects of severe prun-
ing in the case of Gooseberries. The bushes run wild from want of

a load to steady them, which was cut off at the autumn pruning.
Let the face of the cut be smooth, and to accomplish this the in-

strument used must be sharp. A rough, jagged wound takes
longer to heal, and looks slovenly and unworkmanlike. The same
objection may be urged against those long sloping cuts which the
late Dr. Lindley called ladies' cuts. Sever the branch near a bud
bjr placing the knife on the opposite side to it, cutting through to

the side on which the bud is placed at an acute angle. A little

practice is worth a good deal of theory, although all theory that
is based on sound practice is calculated to help us to understand
and master the subject quicker, and more easily and thoroughl}'

;

but in performing any operation, unless we closely observe its

effect, we fail to learn all that the subject matter is capable of

teaching. Thus in pruning, say a Gooseberry bush, we shoidd
observe the trees carefully the next year, with a view to discover
whether we have pruned too much or too little, and be guided
accordinglj'. In this way a sound system of management will be
built up, at least so far as the Gooseberry is concerned.

Caterpillars and Birds-—Green fly sometimes curls up the
young leaves, but the chief enemies to the Gooseberr}' are those

just named ; and if the birds would only eat the caterpillars, as

it is sometimes claimed they do, the mind of the Gooseberry culti-

vator would be set at rest, but until that happy time ^arrives both
have to be reckoned with and circumvented in some way or other.

Where bullfinches are numerous they must be shot, and the same
course of treatment is best for sparrows also. There is no fear of

the sparrow being exterminated ; I daresay we should miss them
if they were, the same as we should the flies, or any other domestic
insect or animal whose existence is not of prime necessity to our
welfare, but the sparrow is a wide-awake bird, and knows how to

take care of himself. I have sometimes on a dark night taken a
bat-fowling net and gone round his lodgings, but he always sleeps

with one eye open, and is not easil}' caught. But in this, as in all

other matters, prevention is better than cure; and there is more
than one way of preventing birds eating the buds of Gooseberry
bushes. The buds may be made distasteful by syi'inging some
thick liquid over them that the birds do not like. A mixture of

soot and lime is the simplest, and will not cost much either of time
or monej', and adheres pretty closely to buds and boughs ; and I

have generallj' found that when they taste anything that disagrees

with them, they are not often troublesome in the same spot again,

even when the dressing has worn off and disappeared. Another
way of keeping off birds is to act upon their fears and suspicions,

and tie dark coloured twine or thread from branch to branch and
bush to bush, especially over the tops of the bushes, where the

birds like to alight to begin their depredations. This is usually

effectual in keeping them off, but not always, for sometimes they
will not be deterred where the birds are many and the food supply
malls. The caterpillars may easily be kept down by hand-
picking if taken in time, but as they cling to and feed upon
the undersides of the leaves, the enemy can effect a lodgment
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almost uupei'ceived. In dealing with an evil of this or any other

kind, we should first ascertain something- of its cause and history.

The fly, the origin of the caterpillar, measures about five-eighths of

an incli across the wings when extended, and the body is about
three-eighths of an inch long. She lays her eggs along the ribs of

the leaves in rows ; the eggs grow rapidly, and the grubs are

usually hatched in less than a week, and begin feeding on the

leaves at once. This being so, it will be obvious that where we
have a suspicion of their presence, or if the flies have been noticed

round the bushes, if we find and pick off the leaves on which the

eggs have been laid,we could destroy them and prevent them doing
mischief. 1 may say the fly is a gay-coloured insect, throat yellow
with black spot above and below, body yellow, with yellow legs

and black feet ; it has four wings. In a couple of months the

grub comes down from the tree to the soil, in which it burrows
2 in., 3 in., 4 in., or more according to its firmness, where during
the winter it gradually undergoes a change, and emerges aa a fly

in the month of April or beginning of May. From eggs laid the

beginning of May the insect will sometimes go through its changes
by July 10 or soon after, the first brood taking about twenty-
eight days ; the second will remain underground till the following-

spring. A good remedy is to make the ground as firm as possible

by treading or beating all under and round the bushes as far as

the branches extend to prevent the grubs burrowing, and by
removing some of the surface soil in winter the bushes may be kept

free from them. Other remedies are dusting the bushes with
hellebore powder—tying the mater al up in a piece of muslin, and
shaking it so that the powder may rise and envelop the leaves.

The powder should be put on when the bushes are slightly damp.
Shaking the bushes will generally make the grubs drop to the

earth, when they can be killed or captured.

Select List of Goosbbbiiries.

Red.—London, Roaring Lion, Warrington, Raspbsrry, Cham-
pagne, Wonderful, Crown Bob, Beauty.

Yellow.—Gipsy Girl, Leader, Oldham, Gipsy Queen, Criterion,

Golden Ball.

Green.—General, Lord Eldon, Washington, Rough Green,
Stockwell, Queen Victoria.

White.—Antagonist, Snowball, Eagle, Wellington's Glory,
Hero of the Nile.

Heavy E.vMbition " Kinds.—Dan's Mistake, Conquering Hero,
Leveller, Catherine, Stockwell, Telegraph, Careless, King of

Trumps.
The Black Currant.

The Black Currant may be planted on good land in any situation

and it thrives better than most things in moist, shady corners, or
on the north side of a wall. In dry soQs the ground over the
roots must be mulched with manure, or the fruit will be small, and
an occasional soaking of sewage will be very beneficial. The
Black Currant does bast planted in beds or quarters, with no other
kind of bottom growth mixed with it. It forms also a profitable

crop under tall Apple or Pear trees, as it will do well in the par-
tial shade. Its management and pruning are exceedinglj^ simple,

and consists in keeping the trees always well furnished with young
wood, as it is on the young branches of the previous year that the
crop is borne, and unless these are more than 1 ft. in length they
should be left unshortened. The best way of pruning the Black
Currant to insure a reg-ular and even crop of fruit annually is to

thin out a certain proportion of the old branches every year and
encourage the production of young- wood to fill up. In this way
the Black Currant will continually renew itself, and go on bearing
many years

; and the best way to treat any old worn-out-looking-
bushes, instead of destroying- them, is to cut them well back into
the old wood, and thin out the young shoots that break from the
old stools—thus excellent fruiting bushes, with a long period of

usefulness before them, will be obtained. The Black Currant can
hardly be said to wear out, hence its value in every garden. No
doubt one reiison of this is, it is not exhausted by carrying- its crop
over long. When the fruit is ripe, if it is not gathered it begins
to fall ; unlike most of the other berry-bearing bushes, it scatters
its load if not eased of it, and this makes the trees long-lived. The
propagation is easily effected by planting cuttings a foot or so
long. The Black Currant, in the course of years, is almost sure to

become a stool rather than a single-legged bush, and I don't think
in this case it is so objectionable as it would be with the Goose-
berry or the Red or White Currants. In the lattercase, permitting
the growth of suckers will almost certainly throw the system of

tlie trees out of gear, and lead to unfruitfidness. But in the case
of the Black Currant, when the bushes are advancing in years it

seems to give them a much-desired stimulus. Of course the Icnife

must be used freely to thin out the old wood, so that the young
shoots can have a chance of ripening. Black Currants should bo
planted from 5 ft. to 6 ft. apart each way.

Red and White Currants.
The White Currant is usually less vigorous than the Red, and

is generally of dwarfer habit, consequently may be planted rather
closer together, and therefore it is better that each should occupy
a row, or it may be a plot or quarter to itself, rather than bo
mixed indiscriminately. The fruit of Red and White Currants
will hang in a good state of preservation till October if protected
from birds, and they readily yield to almost all forms of training.

Every bit of vacant space on the worst aspects of walls or fences
may be planted with Currants ; they may be trained as two or

three-branched cordons, or seven or nine-branched palmettes, and
in either way will rapidly cover a 10-ft. wall. All that is required
is to shorten back the leader of a J'oung plant, to obtain two good
shoots to lay in at right angles horizontal^ on each side of the main
stem, and from these obtain a sufiicient number of shoots to train up
vert cally. But the two shoots which are to form the foundation of

tlie framework of the future tree should be led out diagonally

during summer to obtain greater strength, and at the winter
dressing be dropped down to the horizontal line. The young
shoots that break up the sides of the main stem should be stopped

back to three or four leaves in June, and be finally pruned back to

1 in. or so in winter. The Red and White Currants bear freely

under the spurring system ; of course, young shoots should be left

to fill up vacant spaces, and it is beneficial to all fruit-bearing

trees to feel the impetus which a new shoot or two gives, especially

in the case of old bushes ; it seems to impart new life and vigour

to them. The basin is the best form for bushes to assume, whether
dwarfs or standards, and as I have referred in treating of the

Gooseberry to the ease with which an intelligent pruner wielding

a sharp knife moulds the growth of a tree, simply by cutting to a

bud pointing in the direction the branch is required to take, 1 need

not further dwell upon it here. Standard Currant bushes with clear

stems from 2 ft. to .3 ft. high are interesting little trees, and are

easily made by pruning the bush to one stem till the requisite

height is reached, then open out the centre in the same manner,
as is done in the ordinary dwarf bush form. The only objection

I have to these standard trees is, they seem more liable to form
suckers than the low bushes do. The reason probably is the stem

does not swell in proportion to the head, and the circulation be-

tween the top and the roots is rather impeded in consequence,

and so the sap that cannot find a passage up the stem bursts out

at its base. The White Currant may be planted about 5 ft. apart

and the Red about 6 ft. They will not, of course, occupy all the

space for several years, but dwarf-growing vegetables, such as Let-

tuce, Endive, Cauliflower, &c., may profitably fill up all vacant

ground. Before planting any crop that will occupy the ground at

least a dozen years, it is important that the land should be placed

in a good fertile condition, for fruit bushes that, like Goose-

berries, Currants, and Raspberries, seldom fail to bear every season

,

must be well fed, and it is essential that the ground be well and

deeply cultivated and well manured. After the trees settle down
to their work, and the roots are fast occupying the land, there

should be no digging with the spade, but every season after the

pruning is finished the ground should have a dressing of short

manure (soot and lime are also useful), and be forked over. I

always like to get this work done soon after the leaves fall, at any

rate before Christmas. The roots are never idle, and this autumn
top-dressing is placed within their reach by the winter's rains. In

dry, poor, sandy soil mulching in summer is exceedingly benefir

cial, and adds much to the value .of the crop. It is sometimes

considered advisable to defer the pruning till spring in places

much infested with sparrows and other bud-eating birds, but I

think it is far better to prune early and dress the bushes with

something that will make the buds distasteful. However, the buds

of Currants do not suffer so much from the depredations of_ birds

as do those of the Gooseberry. As soon as the fruit begins to

change colour the birds, especially the blackbirds and thrushes,

will begin to take it, and if not scared off with a gun, or the fruit

protected by nets or mats, a very few days wiU see the produce of

a large garden carried away, as all the birds in the neighbourhood

will come to help in the work. The Currants, like all other things
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under cultivation, are subject to insect attaclis, but the most common
and tlie most destructive are the green aphides, which attach them-
selves to tlie undersides of the leaves, causing them to curl and
blister, and ultimately to fall off. The garden engine with soap-

suds or soft soap and water well soused among them will dislodge

a good many ; even clear water will be very useful if talien in

time. Tlie tiy usuall_Y attacks the ends of the branches first, and
often the best and most expeditious way is to cut off tlie curled

ends of the shoots and burn them. The bushes suffer no injurv

from this decapitation, as it is not often the flies are realh-

troublesome before June, the time for summer pruning. The
caterpillar sometimes attacks the leaves, and if not checked speedily

does a lot of mischief. Hand-picking is the best remedy. If taken
in time a few sharp-ej'ed children will soon clear a large garden.

See also what has been said on this subject in the case of the

Gooseberry.

Select List of Ccrhants.

Red—Eaby Castle, Red Dutch, and lied Grape.
l]liite—Victoria and "White Dutch.
Black—Lee's Prolific and Black Naples. E. Hobday.

(To he continued.)

PRUNING AND DRESSING FRUIT TREES.
The season still continues favourable for the pruning of fruit trees,

but somehow or other many people have an aversion to early

pruning, although for what reason I am at a loss to guess. From my
experience, I am prepared to say there is nothing gained by deferring

such work, and that the earlier it is carried out after the fall of the
leaf the better, as not only is it desirable for the welfare of the trees,

which can then be trained, cleaned, and put in order, but one can go
over them so much quicker, and without any fear of bruising or
injuring the buds. The first that should be taken in hand are

Apples and Pears, and if the first-named are grown in

orchards where they can have plenty of room, all they will require

is a judicious thinning of the branches, by cutting out with a fine

saw all that cross or crowd each other in such a way that when
they have leaves on'proper light and air is excluded. This opening
up will let the sun in to ripen and colour the fruit, which, from being
more exposed, will be larger and of better quality than it would be
if overshadowed by foliage. To enable tlie cuts made by the saw to

heel over quickly and surely, it is always advisable to smooth them
by running a sharp pruning knife over them, which, from removing
the jagged parts, prevents any dying back from the effect of wet
lodging there, as would be the case if left rough for the winter to

act on. Should tlie stems be mossy, as is often the case, they should
either be scraped with a blunt instrument, so as to remove it, or,

better still, receive a good dressing of thick lime-wash, with some
soot in it to take off its white, glaring appearance. The wash may
be easily and quickly put on by the aid of a large brush, or if thought
desirable to coat over the branches as well, a syringe or garden
engine must be used, from either of which it may be squirted in any
direction at will. Not only is Moss got rid of in this'way, but otlier

parasites besides, and the trees being thus freed of these seem always
to get a new lease of life and show a more healthy appearance at

once.

As to Bush or Pyramid Apples or Pears, or such of

either as are trained as espaliers where they have to be limited to a

certain size, the only wa}' to manage tbem to insure fruitfulness is to

root prune, especially if they are on free stocks which force much wood,
for to cut this out is very little good, as, so long as the propelling

force is left uninterfered with, gross barren shoots will be produced
again and again. No doubt much may be done in the summer by
judicious pinching and stopping of the shoots to correct this ten-

dency, but the seat of the evil being at the roots, that is the part to

attack, and the best time to do this is early in the autumn, just

before the fall of the leaves, as when carried out at that period the
wounded roots heal over at once, and hosts of fresh fibres are formed.
These lead to the production of flower-buds, which, during the first

summer after trees have been thus operated on, crowd about the
spurs, which may then be thinned out and shortened considerably, so

as to bring them all nearer home. Even now, late as it is, rather
than leave rampant barren trees for another year, it will be better to

root prune at once, but not to the extent that would be safe and
desirable if taken in hand at the proper season, as to do much to
them now would cause too great a check, and throw them back for a
time. When Apples and Pears have received the requisite attention,
the trees to go on with next are

Plums, Cherries, and Apricots, the spurs of which
should be kept thin and regular and as close to the wall as pos-

sible, that the bloossoms, when open, may derive full benefit from
the protection it ought to afl"ord. Unless seen to annually, and as
many cut back as will bear it, it is surprising how soon spurs seem
to elongate, and more particularly is this so if the pinching is not
closely attended to during the summer, for if shoots are allowed to
break away then instead of being removed, buds seldom or never
form at the base. In regard to Apricots, it is a good plan always to lay
in a certain portion of young wood instead of trusting wholly to
spurs, as Apricots, like Peaches, flower freely on the young wood,
and it often happens that the bloom from this escapes frost when
that projecting further from the shelter of the bricks is cut
off, and not only this, but as branches die off there is always
then plenty of shoots to train in their place and fill up the
vacancies. Peaches and Nectarines come in last, and to retard these
to as late a period as possible it is advisable to loose them from the
walls and tie them out to stakes or other supports away from it,

%vhich will be the means of keeping them back a week or more,
and this may make all the difference between success and failure
in getting a crop.

Bush Fruits, such as Gooseberries and Currants, are often left

till very late before being pruned, m.any thinking thereby to avoid
the loss of buds by sparrows and other birds, which is a great mis-
take, for if these depredators begin them at all they generally make
pretty clean work where they go ; and if not, they take away such
that no one can prune in a manner that will leave a shapely and
fruitful bush. Rather than defer the pruning it is much better to do
it early, and adopt any simple means of keeping birds off, one of the
easiest being to syringe the branches with lime and soot wash, like

that recommended for destroying the Moss on trees. By coating the
buds in this way they are safe, and not only that, but the Gooseberry
caterpillar is made to take its departure, as the lime that goes into

the earth destroys the larva where it lays ready to hatch out in the
spring. S. D.

Vines in the Open Air.—In continuation of the remarks on
this subject (p. 6.33) allow me to offer my experience. When I

came to my present residence eleven years ago in the month of

August, I found four Vines, which had been very much neglected,

full of Grapes, but eaten up with mildew. My first operation during
the winter was to cut them down to within 1 ft. of the ground.
During the following summer I selected two shoots from each
stump, and trained them straight up the wall ; they made rods from
14 ft. to 16 ft. long ; these were pruned during the winter slightly,

that is, they were left as long as the wood was good. Next summer
these rods carried o\ er one hundred bunches of Grapes which ripened
perfectly ; there was also run up one fresh rod from the base to each
Vine, thus making twelve rods to the four Vines. The next winter
six of these were cut down to the very bottom, and six were left

alternately, and that has been my practice ever since. The only
year I failed.to get a crop was 1S79, when, in consequence of the

wet and cold summer, the Grapes failed to ripen. The aspect ia

west, the wall about 20 ft. high and 24 ft. long, thus allowing 2 ft.

between each rod. I do not know the variety ; it is a white one.

Although we grow Grapes under glass, I assure you the out-door

ones are much appreciated.—H. Mukall, Maiddone, Kent,

The Fameuse or Snow Apple.—In The Garden of the

18th ult. a quotation is inserted from the Country Gentleman extol-

ling this Apple. Some of your readers may be interested to know
bow it has succeeded with me in Ireland. In November, 1863,

I brought several trees of this variety from Canada, and planted

three of them in my kitchen garden (Co. Carlow) ; two of these

survive and bear a few Apples annually. The effect of a different

sunless climate upon them is remarkable. Instead of the bright

crimson fruit seen in Canada, they here yield a smaller green

Apple with a faint blush on its side facing the sun. Inside the

skin, however, the flesh retains its snowy whiteness, and is sweet
and very juicy. Some years back I tried, by twisting round the
green sides of the Apples to the sun, to improve their colour ; in

two or three days the sides so turned had obtained the red blush.

The Fameuse is an early non-keeping Apple.—J. H. W. Thomas,
Cannes.

The Chili Peach is spoken of as very hardy in Canada. Have
any of The Garden readers grown it ?

Erica melanthera.—This, though not a new or rare plant, is

not grown so abundantly as its merits deserve. It well repays any
attention that may be bestowed on it by a wealth of flowers rarely

seen on any other plant. They are of a pale mauve colour, with

black anthers, and though small render the plant, when in bloom
at this season of the year, very pretty and attractive.—J. S. T.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN,
SOM-E OF THE HAEDIEE PALMS.

Palms are so suggestive of the Tropics, that it is generally believed
they all require a tropical temperature, and in the case of the

Chamxrops Fortunci. ^

greater number this is undoubtedly correct. There are, however,
considerable numbers of species whose hardier nature renders them
capable of cultivation in an ordinary greenhouse, and to this num-
ber belong the two plants represented by the accompanying wood-
cuts. Nothing gives a plant house a more striking appearance than
Palms, and the ease with which they may be cultivated renders
them doubly valuable. The two plants here figured are perhaps the
best known of the many Palms which we possess, though their fit-

ness for greenhouse culture is not generally understood.
Chamierops humilis is the only Palm that is truly European,

the Date Palm (Phoenix) so extensively cultivated in Southern
Europe, having been introduced from North Africa. Although the
specific name of this plant implies dwarfness, it is known to reach
a height of from 20 ft. to 30 ft. , a fact confirmed by the fine specimens
of it at Kew and elsewhere. It has been cultivated in this country
since the year 1731, when it was grown by Phillip Miller, in the
Apothecaries' Garden, at Chelsea. It is one of the few Palms which
produce offsets from the base, by which it may be readily propa-
gated. In the south of England it has stood out-of-doors for many
years without any protection from frosts other than that
aff'orded by a mat, and has a very distinct and graceful

appearance growing amongst other outdoor vegetation. If in

tubs it may be placed outside iu summer, sinking the tubs
below the ground level ; in the winter a place in a cool greenhouse
may be afforded it. Grown in this way it has a much fresher and
more graceful appearance than when permitted to stand outside all

winter. In pots it also forms a beautiful plant, as is well shown
in the accompanying illustration. A light rich loam well drained
is the kind of sod in which this plant delights, and for young
plants a little leaf-mould may be added ; manure water given now
and then will also be found of benefit to it, especially when large.

The petioles of this species are clothed with sharp brown spines ;

the leaf blade is fan-shaped, rigid in texture, and divided into from
twenty to twenty-five deeply-split segments. This species is what
is generally known as the Dwarf Fan Palm.

C. Fortune!, of which the annexed is a representation, is a native
of Northern China, whence it was introduced to this country by For-
tune in 1844. It is quite as hardy as the species just described, from
which it may be distinguished by the absence of spines from the
petioles, which are slightly serrate. The leaf blade, too, is of a
more graceful character than that of that species, and is divided

into about forty segments, which
are again less deeply split than in
C. humilis. This description will
answer for another supposed spe-
cies named

—

C. exoelsa, which is also a native
of China, and to all anpearances
identical with C. Fortunei. The
plant sometimes met with under
the name of arborescens is consi-
dered to be only a form of C. hu-
milis, and C. tomentosa is an In-
dian species also resembling in its

young state C. humihs. Other less
common species which resemble
one or other of the above are C.
Martiana and C. P^itohiana, both
Himalayan kinds ; C. elegans, a
very beautiful plant, the young
leaves of which are covered with
meal-like scales ; and C. hystrix,
the only true member of this genus
found in America. It is a native
of Georgia, and has a creeping
trunk, and spines sometimes 15 in.

long.

The Livistonas have not yet
proved capable ot standing so low a
temperature as the different kinds
of ChamaBrops, though most of
them may be grown iu a green-
house and set outside in summer.
The species of which the annexed
is an illustration is the plant gene-
rally known under the name Lata-
nia borbonica, and is well known.

-_ For general furnishing purposes it

has few equals, as is proved by the
large number grown by those who
supply plants for such purposes.
Other species are : L. rotundifolia,
the leaf blade of which is round,

giving the leaf a peltate appearance. The petiole is thickly clothed
with short, thick, dark brown spines. It is a native of Java. L.

Livistoua sinensis.

Hoogendoysi resembles the last named species, but may easily be
distinguished by its shorter, thicker petiole and more rigid leaf
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blade. L. Jenkinsiana and L. olivieforinia are very similar in ap«

pearanoe to L. chiueusia. L. australis is generally known under the

name Corypha, and is a commonly cultivated species. It has long

petioles, which are clothed with sharp brown-tipped spines, a

rotundate leaf blade, which is smaller than that of other species and
furnished with a cream-coloured blotch surrounding the base, where
the petiole joins it. Other less known kinds are : L. inermis, L.

papuana, L. subglobosa, &c. As to soil and treatment, these are

similar to those recommended for the Chamterops, though owing to

the less hardy nature of the Livistonas, they require a higher tempe-

rature in winter than the Chamajrops. Z. B.

SELECTING WINTER DECORATIVE PLANTS.

In the summer-time, when all kinds of flowers are plentiful, no one

hardly ever thinks of making a selection of the most useful plants

and flowers ; but as winter approaches, and especially this season of

the year, we begin to find out that many things are comparatively

worthless so far as being either ornamental in habit or leaf, or pro-

ducing a quantity of choice and useful flowers. The value of selec-

tion therefore stands out in bold relief, and the smaller the accom-

modation for production is the more does this fact become apparent.

Those with abundance of glasshouses and an unlimited supply of

artiSoial heat may have little regard for this ; but the great majority

of us always find that our means of production never exceed the

demands. Some years ago I was fond of going in for a variety of

fine-foliaged and flowering plants, but for some seasons past we have

been gradually allowing our notions of this to slip into the back-

ground, and directing attention to selecting those plants alone which

afford tlie greatest amount of usefulness with the least labour and

expense. Fire heat we cannot brag about nor depend much on, so

that our ways and means are not very elevated or out of the reach of

small growers ; and yet at the present time we cut large quantities

of choice flowers almost daily, and make a very creditable display of

dinner-table decorations on many large occasions, and all our success

we attribute to selection. Growing one or two plants only, of auy-

thinw or everything, has never proved satisfactory. Growing really

"ood, useful things in large quantities is the only plan to insure a

large supply of what is most wanted.

Ohrysanthemums, of course, form a staple article during

November and December, but they can hardly be regarded as the

choicest of flowers, and are of little use by themselves. Cinerarias

are good and showy, but in my opinion not one person in a dozen who
"rows them can manage to do them thoroughly well and have them

in flower when most wanted. Their great liability to be infested

with insects is much against them at all times, and we have often

seen very poor plants take up space and time that would have been

much better devoted to something else. We do not include them
amongst our easiest-managed things ; and, wrong as it may appear,

we have the same ideas about Cyclamens. Although we go a good

deal amongst all kinds of gardens, it is very rarely indeed that we
find Cyclamens paying for either their attention or space. I know
they loolc first-class in exhibition form, and the accounts of tliem we
occasionally read are gratifying in a way, but their cultiv.atiou with

the majority is a failure. I would like, and yet I do not like, to say

to one and all, " CJrow them," as I feel certain if the advice were

o-enerally accepted, disappointment would follow with few exceptions.

Primulas are very different ; every one should grow them. Good
strains of the single-blooming kinds are valuable, but these are simply
" nowhere " compared with the new double varieties. We have

some dozens of them, and our great ambition is to have them by
hundreds. ^They are as easily cultivated as the others, and they

bloom far more freely. If allowed, they would bloom all the year

round, and at this season they throw up their flower-spikes in crowds

without any forcing assistance. It is love at first sight with every

person who sees them, and the use and appearance of the blooms in

a cut state is beyond description. Bouvardias are very different-

looking, but they are the most delicate in appearance of all our

winter flowers. They might well take the place of Ixoras. We have

been cutting handfuls of them weekly for some months past from

plants in a temperature of from 45'' to 60°, and they are now far

from being exhausted. Poinsettias are very different again in appear-

ance, but none the less useful. They may be grown in a cold frame

all summer, and they never fail to produce their glowing heads in

December. When cut, they last longer in water than most things,

and on this account, as well as for their cheerful appearance, they

should be extensively grown. Erica hyemalis and E. gracilis are

in our selections of Heaths. Azaleas of the indica alba, Stella, and
amojna type are distinct, choice, and easily managed. Surprising as

it may appear to some, they are more free in flowering at this season

than zonal Geraniums, and their flowers are more choice and useful

when cut. Geraniums may produce a few heads of bloom at this

season, but as for their producing an abundant succession of bloom
at this time, it is what not one person out of every hundred who
grows them sees them do. Bulbs, especially Hyacinths and Nar-
cisai of the early-flowering kinds, are no trouble, provided they are
potted early. Oar early batelies will 'soon be out of bloom ; we can- .

not keep tliem back.

Camellias will soon speak for themselves if they only get a
fair chance. We cut blooms in November from a plant of the old
double white that has now over 1000 buds on it yet to expand, and
we regard it as a treasure and gem of the first water. No new white
or any other coloured variety has ever equalled this in profusion of
flower, and it well deserves attention and culture. Those who can
cut a good basketful of double Primulas, Poinsettias, Bouvardias,
Ericas, Azaleas, Hyacinths, Narcissi, and white Camellias on
Dec. 25 will have cause to feel pleased with their selection of flowers

;

and if they add leaves to them in the form of good Maidenhair Fern,
the effect will be complete. This Fern does so well in small pots and
in a 'cool atmosphere, that it will always stand well to the fore.

Palms, Dracaenas, and Lyoopodiums are all most useful for table and
vase embellishment, and we think there is less caution needed in

selecting them than flowering plants, as their leaves are ornamental
at all times, and we do not depend on them to come into beauty or
usefulness at any particular time. It is surprising how little heat
tlie choicest of them will do with, always provided a high tempera-
ture is strictly avoided at all times. Growing plants in much heat at
one time, and not being able to keep it up at another, is what proves
most injurious. Cambrian.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Winter-fiowering Plants.—At Farnboro' Grange a short time
ago I noticed the following really good plants for winter cutting and
furnishing : Of zonal Pelargoniums there was a good collection in

from ,3-in. to S-in. pots, some seventy or eighty of them being in

bloom. Amongst them, the best for winter were—Mrs. Levers,
Lucy Bosworth, Lady Sheffield, Mrs. Holden, and Mrs. Kent, all

pinks. Of shades of red there were Dr. Rawson, Rev. A. Atkinson,
Sir W. S. Stanhope, Cleopatra, Harry King, Prince of Wales, Law-
rence, Harpur, and Vesuvius. Purplish tints were furnished by
Irene, Alonza, and Dr. John Denny. White Vesuvius, New Life,

and .Jealousy were also in bloom. Double -flowered kinds con-
sisted of Wonderful and Veita. Portions of these were mixed
with dwarf Chrysanthemums and other plants, such as Ageratum
Lady Jane, the latter literally covered with bloom, growing in

4-in. and o-in. pots. Bougaiuvillea glabra, struck in soring in

small pots, had two or three shoots to each plant ; these prove use-

ful for hanging loosely over other plants. Plumbago rosea and coc-

cinea superba are also serviceable in that way. Euphorbia jacquin'fe-

flora, Eranthemum Andersoni and pulchellum, Gardenia tiorida,

Ixora Dixiana, Centropogon Lucyanus, Sericographis, Strelitzia

Reginai, Clerodendron Thomson!, Begonias, such as nitida alba,

Saundersi, fuehsioides, &o., Linum trigynum, Goldfussia anisophylla,

Calanthe Veitchi, and vestita are all good winter-flowering plants,

as are also Gesneras. Amongst the last the best were Cliftoni, Van
Houttei, splendens, refulgens, and cinnabarina. Of these, some of

the plants were '2 ft. through and as much high. Gloxinias, too,

are in bloom here all through the year. These were also in and
coming into bloom with many other plants for winter display.—
W. B. B.

Plants to Grow in the Shade.— " B. " asks for (Vol. XVIIL
,

p. 641) the names of plants that will suit a shady situation. There are

two which I would like to name, and these are Habrothamnus elegans

and Coba;a scandens variegata. The first is always green and very
pretty when in flower, large crimson clusters hanging at the end of

every shoot. The Cob;ea is one of the finest greenhouse climbers we
have so far as leaves are concerned, as they are very richly variegated,

and as two climbers these plants go well together. Two ends of one
of our conservatories are very dark, and although we have tried

many plants in them, none have succeeded so well as the two just

named.

—

Cambrian.

Rogiera gratissima.—This is a pretty dwarf plant and well

suited for growing in 4-in. and 6-in. pots. Its rosy-pink clusters of

flowers contrast finely with its shining dark foliage, and the flowers

being fragrant are valuable, either for conservatory or table decora-

tion.—J. S. T.

Azalea Leaves.— fl. D. Palmer.—They are evidently much injured by
thrips, an insect by which the Azalea is particularly liable to be attacked. The
plants should be either fumigated by Tobacco, or immersed in some liquid in-

secticide, such as that mentioned on page 16 of the last number of THE Garden.
Flowering shrubs are treated of in another column
Grcwlng Brunsvigia.—Will some kind reader of THE Garden tell me

how to grow a Lily called Brunsvigia Josephinre ?—S. N,, Luton.
Alocasia Culture.—When shall I start, and how grow an Alocasia, now

dry in a large pot ?—S. N.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

FlO'Wer Garden.—Where tender plants are still extensively

used for bedding purposes, the principal work in this depai'tmeut

will be the introduction of choice ,'and scarce stores into heat for

giving early cuttings, and the sowing of seeds of such things as

VVigandias, Echeverias, Acacia lophantha, and other tender sub-

tropicals, which take a considerable time to make strong plants fit

for producing an immediate effect. Look over plants in cold pits

and frames ; keep them on the dry side, free from weeds and decaying
matter, and ventilate by tilting the lights at the back when the
weather is mild. Get all vacant beds edged and dug. Be sparing
in the use of strong manure, and have some kind of covering ready
for placing over advancing bulbs in severe weather.
Hardy Flower Garden.—The gr atest charm of an English

garden at this dull season is well-kept turf and gravel, with ever-

green and deciduous trees and shrubs arranged at distances that will

allow full and natural development without crowding or choking
each other. In large places of this kind we find many nooks and
corners adapted for the growth of the finer kinds of herbaceous
plants and dwarf flowering shruhs, and as this is a favourable time
for preparing the ground, the planting of Pajonies, Anemones,
Larkspurs, Rudbeckias, Day Lilies, and a host of other beautiful

plants may be proceeded with at once. For giving life in the autumn
a good stock of Gladioli, Tigridias, Cardinal-flowers, blue Salvias,

and single Dahlias should be provided. For making groups of hardy
foliage the Japanese Maples, Aralia Sieboldi, Acanthus of sorts.

Polygonums, and Fortune's Mahonias are unsurpassed, and give very
little trouble after they are well planted. As a single group on the
lawn a centre of this Mahonia edged with Viburnum plioatum is

chaste and beautiful. A light rich soil suits them best, and Lilies,

Gladioli, or Lobelias may be grown amongst them.
Greenhouse.—Winter-flowering Heaths and early Epacristhat

have done flowering may be cut back and placed in a newly started
Vinery, where they be lightly 'syringed and sparingly watered.
Look over Fuchsias, and see that the roots do not perish from want
of water. Place a few of the most promising in heat for giving cut-
tings, and pot on autumn-struck plants, using light rich soil, clean
pots, and good drainage. Give them the benefit of warmth and
moisture in a light pit, and water sparingly until they have taken to
the new compost. Kemove and destroy soft-wooded plants not
wanted for stock to make room for forced bulbs. Azaleas, &o. One
of the finest things for early forcing and cutting is Azalea mollis, and
the beautiful Rhododendrons, of wliich prtecox is the type, are also
worthy of extensive cultivation, as they can be had in flower by
Christmas in a temperate house. Where out flowers for bouquets or
rooms are largely used, roots of the early-flowering section of

Gladiolus may still be potted, six or eight bulbs in 6-in. pots. Plunge
in leaf-mould in cold pits until they have filled the pots with roots,

then expose to light and air, and treat as Hyacinths. Byzantinus,
cardiualis, Colvilli albus, and insignis are good kinds. Camellias,
either in pots or planted out, will now take good supplies of

water
; good liquid from the tank diluted with warm soft water

will sLimulate the roots and improve the colour of the foliage, which
must be kept clean.

Stove.—Prune, clean, and regulate hiird-wooded climbers, such as
AUamandas and Bougainvilleas, also Stephauotis that have been kept
dry through the winter. Give Poinsettias and the fine old Euphor-
bia jacquiniflora a short rest in an intermediate temperature pre-
paratory to cutting back for propagation. Cut the stems of the
latter into short lengths, insert them in threes in 4-in. pots, plunge
in the propagating pit, and give bat little water. Examine Gloxinias
and remove any that are starting into growth to a warm house ; also
a few roots of that most useful table and decorative plant, Caladium
argyrites ; water sparingly, and give them the benefit of a little bot-
tom heat by placing them on the tan or leaves in front of a succes-
sion Pine pit. A few pots of Eucharis should be taken in at regular
intervals. If well established and rested they will stand a good
bottom heat and plenty of tepid liquid. Eucourage soft-wooded
winter-flowering plants to make early growth for cuttings. Scu-
tellaria mocoiniana, Thyrsacanthus rutilans, and Libonias should be

,
propagated and grown in quantity.
Cold Pits.—Hardy Primulas, alpine Auriculas, Pinks, Carna-

tions, and many other beautiful spring flowering plants which suffer
more from wet than cold will well repay careful attention to clean-
liness and change of position. On a bright day when the lights can
be thrown o0^ let every plant pass through the hands, remove weeds
and other matter from the surface of the pots, spread a few fresh
ashes on the bottom of the pit, wash the walls with quicklime and
rearrange as thinly as space will allow. Give air every day and
protect from severe frost and rain.

Orchard House.—If Peaches'aud Pears are still out-of-doors,
no time should be lost in getting them placed under glass. Examine

the bottoms to see that the drainage is right, and wash the pots,
also the shoots, the latter with soapy water or weak Gishurst. If

the wood is still too much crowded, thin out to make room for
summer growth, water freely when necessary and syringe overhead
on fine mornings, that is, assuming the house is fitted with pipes
for keeping out frost, when the trees are in flower. On the other
hand, if this important provision has been neglected, defer syring-
ing, water moderately, and retard the flowering by liberal ventila-
tion. Top-dress the Strawberries and place batches of one or more
kinds on shelves in the lightest and most airy part of the house.
Water regularly, but do not place saucers under the pots.

Cherry House.—Where the early house was closed last
month, the buds on these excitable trees will be swelling fast, but
no great change must be made in the temperature for some time.
In severe or cold wet weather, when fire-heat is needed, 40° at night
and 50° by day will be quite high enough, although by careful atten-
tion to external conditions 5* to 10" more may often be secured
under very moderate fire-heat with a circulation of air without
detriment to the trees. Syringe every fine morning, see that the
roots are properly supplied with water, and fumigate the house
before the blossoms open.

Strawberries in Pots.—Keep the earliest plants near the
glass, ventilate [freely throuL,'h the early part of the day to prevent
the flower-stems aud foliage from becoming "drawn," and shut up
with moisture to help tliem forward on fine afternoons. Top-
dress and tace in fresh supplies at regular intervals. Avoid ex-
citing the roots in advance of the crowns. Aim at a night tempera-
ture of 45" with 10" more by day and syringe well to keep down
red spider.

Melons.—A few seeds of some early kind may now be sown
singly in small pots and placed in bottom heat near the glass. If a
hot water pit is not at command, a good manure bed for a small frame
must be made up in a dry, sheltered situation, but with full ex-
posure to the south. A good body of spent tan, free from worms and
woodlice, placed in tlie frame, will keep back rank steam and form
a suitable plunging material for the small pots. A nursing frame of

this kind, if well lined and covered at night, will also do for raising

Cucumbers from seeds, or by propagation from clean healthy cuttings.

By the time the plants get into rough leaf, have the fruiting pits or
house ready, with the bottom heat on the decline from 90°. Large
pots answer best for early work, as they can be placed on fixed sup-
ports, and the fermenting material, consisting of tan or sound Oak
leaves, can be turned and renovated at pleasure.

Vines.—Where the buds on the early-started Vines are pushing
freely syringing may be somewhat relaxed, and when the bunches
become prominent it may be discontinued, but atmospheric moisture
must be produced by damping all available surfaces and turning the
fermenting material on the internal borders. Examine the latter,

and water with diluted liquid at a temperature of 80°. Rub off all

side shoots before they become too far advanced to rob the principal

breaks, aud tie down the points of vigorous young canes where the
back buds show signs of weakness. Aim at a night temperature of

58°, run up to GS° by day, and ventilate under gleams of sunshine,

when air can be admitted without causing a draught. The second
house may now be closed under treatment precisely the same as that

recommended for the early Vines. Syringe well, and see that the
inside borders are properly moistened at the outset. Cut Lady
Downes and other late kinds and remove them to the Grape room,
where they will keep better than if left hanging on the Vines. Stop
and tie down pot Vines. Feed the roots with generous liquid, and
renovate fermenting material when the bottom heat falls below 70°,

Put in eyes from well ripened wood, and keep cool for tlie present.

Forcing Ground.—Activity in this department will now be
needed. With good pits and plenty of fermenting leaves at com
mand, a bed should now be ready for sowing with Short Horn or

Early Nantes Carrot, Radishes, a pinch of Celery, Brussels Sprouts,

Veitoh's Autumn Giant, and Walcheren Cauliflower, for succeeding

autumn-sown .plants. IPlant Potatoes in frames, also under warm
walls where they can be protected from frost when they appear
above the ground. Sow seeds and strike cuttings of Tomatoes.
Pot on autumn-struck cuttings, and keep them near the glass.

Sow French Beans in pots and boxes, and place them on shelves or

other convenient places in Pine stoves. Osborn's and the fine old

Sion House are suitable for forcing. Make up Mushroom beds,

using plenty of good lumps of turf with the manure, beat very firm,

and spawn when the heat has declined to 80°. Take in regular

supplies of Rhubarb and Seakale roots ; also a few roots of Chicory
for giving a supply of salad when Endive is scarce. Keep the latter

protected from frost and damp, and blanch as required for use. In
the kitchen garden plant Mazagan Beans, sow Early Horn Carrot
and Radishes in a dry, warm border, plant Shallots, earth up Cab-
bages, and protect Celery from frost and wet.—W. Coleman.
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Woodland Work for January.
Though the late heavy and almost continuous rain has considerably

hindered the planting upon the heavier soils, the season has been,
on tlie whole, a favourable one for making good progress with the
work upon all lighter lands. Where the work is still being carried
on, the plants should be kept as short a time as possible out of the
ground, and if the weather is at all severe the roots should be care-
fully covered. Nor at this season of the year, when sharp frosts may
be expected to set in, should plants be removed from well-sheltered
nursery beds to bleak and exposed situations. Many failures are the
result of carrying on the planting of clay lands in wet weather. The
stiff clay will not readily settle

closelyaroundtherootsof the trees,

and violent treading under such
circumstances reduces the soil to

the worst possible conditions for

the support of the tender rootlets

which have hereafter to find their

support in it. Steam cultivation

has to a considerable extent suc-

ceeded to other methods of pre-

paring lands for planting, and
under proper supervision this may
become at once the most efficient

and the most economical method.
The facilities which tliis system
affords for deeply stirring a soil

without bringing any of the in

ferior subsoil to the surface is one
of its greatest recommendations.
And in the case of a thin soil,

which it may be thought necessary
to break up and deepen before

planting, steam affords a ready and
speedy method of accomplishing
this. By executing this work
some months before the time of

planting, a proper aeration of the
soil takes place. If a fallow crop
can be afterwards taken from the
land it may be reduced to a
condition well suited to the rapid
growth of young trees. But
where spring planting is intended
a rough furrow will leave the
soil in the best possible state to

be acted upon by the weathering
influences of the atmosphere and
of frosts. Trenching, though an
expensive method of preparation
for tree planting, is one of the
most efficient modes, and in combi-
nation with tolerably deep draining
it will effectually get rid of the
rushes. Continue to trim, plash,

and plant Hawthorn hedges.
Also attend well to watercourses in

plantations. Fell and remove
hedgerow timber while this can be
done without injury to the crops,

.and push forward the falling

and clearance of underwood and
the thinning of plantations.

Hardwoodshould be thinned gradu-
ally, and this should be pro-
portioned to the e:iposure of the
plantation. A permanent check
to the growth of the stores may
be caused by too heavy a thin-
ning at one time. Roads for
clearing the woodlands shoukl be
well brushed with small faggots before the cartage commences.
About forty of these to a rod in length will generally make a firm
road such as will serve for the carriage of timber. Collect Fir cones
wherever tliese can be met with. Seeds which were committed to
the rot lieap in the autumn will now require attention. Nursery
beds which have been cleared of plants may receive a deep
trenching or other preparation for the succeeding crop. Where
the soil is suitable a crop of evergreen trees may succeed the
vegetables which are grown as a preparation of the nursery ; the
land being afterwards deeply cultivated, these may be succeeded
by deciduous trees. It is not well to keep the nursery in too
highly manured a state. After a good dressing at the commence-
ment, such mixtures as road scraping, fresh lime, and l=me lubbish,

rotted weeds, leaf mould, rotten turf, bone dust, and the refuse
of the nursery will be generally found sufficient to maintain fer-
*'''*y-

,, „ A. J. BUKROWS.
t^luclcley, Kent.

DILLENIA SPECIOSA.
Of all trees generally grown in India for ornamental effect this is one
of the handsomest. Some idea of its beauty may be formed when
we state that the flowers, which are white with yellow stamens, have
a diameter of no less thaa 9 in. The foliage associated with such

Dilleuia speciosa.

beautiful flowers is also extremely handsome, so much so, that young
specimens well grown in this country make useful decorative plants.

It was introduced about eighty years ago, and has since been well
known in gardens, though not often seen in flower. Seeds of it are
sometimes received, and usually grow without difficulty ; cuttings
also made of the half-ripened wood are found to strike readily. It

grows well in light sandy loam under the usual stove conditions, and,
if freely exposed to light for the purpose of ripening its wood, it may
be expected to flower, as indeed it has already done, but we do not
remember seeing it in bloom lately. This tree is found in all tropi-

cal India, Ceylon, and in tlie Malay Islands and peninsula. The
young caij'xes of this and another species have a pleasant acid taste,

and are used in curries. The fruit, though almost too acid, is still
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eaten with sugar, and the juica mixed with water ia employed as a

cooling beverage during fever. Ita wood is used for guu-sbocks.

Many other plants belonging to the Order are remirkable for the

m^gnifioence of their foliige and Bowers, and a numbsr are now in

cultivation. Wehivetw) species of Candollea, severalof Hibbertia,

one Delima, and lastly a fine plant, Wormia Bnrbidgei, introduced by

Mr. Burbidge. It may b3 well, too, to mention the bexutiful Acro-

trem^s, which hitherto have bxHhd the cultivator to keep long,

though one species at least flowered at Kew some years ago.

R. I. L.

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT SILVERDALE LODGE, SYDEISTHAM.

0.>«E of the most evident proofs of the rapidly increasing popu-

larity of Orchid culture is afforded by the numerous coUectiocs

that are being formed, especially in private gardens, in the neigh-

bourhood of London. Amongst others, that of Mr. Walter Cobb,

which has been formed within the last dozen years, is now becoming

famous, not only for the number of species and varieties which it

represents, but also for the skilful culture which is carried out in it.

A noteworthy fact, too, is that the proprietor has gainel his cultural

experience from his own observations alone. A primary consideration

in successful Orchid culture is suitably constructed houses, and here

may be found houses and pits, about a dozen in number, well planned

and arranged in accordance with their ultimate requirements. They
are all span-roofed with a moderately sharp ridge angle, and all are

glazed with large panes of good clear glass. The ventilation, too,

is excellent, the lowermost ventilators being made to open on a level

with the hot-water pipes ; therefore the indraught of cold air is

slightly warmed before it comes in contact with the plants. None
of the houses are maintained at such a high temperature as is

generally considered to be essential for successfully growing the

kinds from the hottest regions, though the plants, especially some
of the Saocolabiums, Aerides, Vaudas, and PhaUenopsis, compare
favourably with any we have seen elsewhere.
The section now generally known as cool Orchids is Mr. Cobb's

specialty, and certainly he has attained remarkable success in their

culture.

The Odoutoglossums are particularly fine, and we doubt if there

exists in cultivation more vigorous plants of the lovely 0. vexillarium

than we saw here grown in a cool house from imported plants. One
we noticed possessed a break consisting of fifteen broad and healthy

leaves. When these plants of 0. vexillarium are in flower they must
IJroduce a fine display, and Mr. Cobb assured us that he possesses

some of the finest forms extant. Though the cool system of growing
this Orchid is not generally practised, we are convinced that it is the

correct one, and certainly one that is less troublesome than the

warmer plan, as the plants are not nearly so subject to the attacks

of thrips and other insect pests. Its beautiful congener, 0. Eoezli,

and its white variety are grown in a temperature a trifle warmer, and
the plants certainly indicate that their requirements are well met.
That somewhat fastidious species, 0. Phalajnopsis, is grown well

by Mr. Cobb in suspended pots hung close to the roof, which seems
to be its proper place. 0. crispura (Alexandra) and 0. cirrhosum
are numerously represented by unusually fine examples. The varie-

ties, too, of the former were among the finest we have seen—one
particularly so, as the flowers were as much as 3 in. across, with
broad pure white sepals, with beautifully crisped margins and large

lips, with a dash of gold and conspicuous blotches of chocolate. Some
of the spikes on the plants of 0. crijpum were branched after the
manner of those of 0. Pesoatorei, and this fact alone affords a proof of

how well they thrive. The large plump bulbs of 0. cirrhosum, the ma-
jority developing stout flower-stems, also showed how well that species

succeeds. Thatrareanddifficulttomauagespecies, 0.coronarium,i3suc-
ce3sfully grown on small vertical trellis-work enclosing a compost of

peat and Sphagnum Moss, &e. The even more rare 0. miniatum,
a near neighbour of the preceding, is represented by a thriving
plant, with plump bulbs, which no doubt will soon develop flower-

spikes. It is grown much in the same manner as O. coronarium
and in the same temperature—a cool, moist house. We have never
seen finer bulbs of 0. nebulosum than we saw in this collection, and
so plump and well ripened were they, that the flower-spikes which
they will eventually produce must be a sight worth seeing. The
plants are grown in 4t-in. and 6-in. pots, and the bulbs are raised

well above the surface on a layer of growinj Sphagnum Moss, whicli

keeps the soil sweet.
Among other noteworthy Orchids in flower were Dendrobium

lituiflorum, a charming species, reminding one of D. nobile, but the
flowers are smaller and different both in form and colour. The sepals

Q,re a dark purple, and the lip pure white with a border of purple.

It is a most desirable kind, as it continues a long tinje in perfection,

and flowers so much earlier than D. nobile. D. moniliforme, als")

called Linxwianum, was just expanding its buds, and is likewise a
valuable early-flowering kind. The lovely Lslia anceps was repre-

sented by some fine flowering specimens of the typical form, and also

by plants of a smaller size of the rarer forms, including the chastely
b3autiful pure white variety. In the warmest house was a superb
plant of that scarce Orchid, Saccolabium giganteum, or Vauda
densiflora, as it is sometimes called. It bore three large spikes of

fully expanded lilosjoms, produced on a single break beiring a
dozen leaves. The variety represented is one of the finest we have
seen, the large violet lip3 of the blossoms being particularly brilliant.

Colax jug03U3, a fine Orchid too little known, was flowering finely

in the cool house. The flowers are so distinct in coloar and form
from those of most other spacies, that it is desirable on that account
alone. Tiiey measure about 1 m across, and are wax like in texture,

ivory white, and barred heavily with conspicuous bands of deep
violet-purple. It is a terrestrial kind which succeeds well in pots in

a cool Olontoglossum house. The various species of Cymbidium
will shortly make a fine display, the new and still rare C. Lowianum
being especially fine ; on one spike of this there were a dozen buds
almost expanded. The Australian Djndrobium suparbiens was one
of the showiest Orchids in flower, a specimen of it bearing two or

three long arching spikes of rich amaranth blossoms indicating

admirably how successfully it is grown here. It is, however, not a

difficult kind to manage, and it certainly well repays a little special

attention, inasmuch as it has the desirable quality of continumg a

very long tinae in flower. Of D. Goluieanum, a near relation

of D. superbiens, we noticed a well-grown plant, but it was not in

flower. The lovely D. primulinum and the variety giganteum were
flowering finely in baskets suspended close to the roof—the proper

position for this and similar species. On D. Wardianum, numerous
flowers were expanded, but later on they will be finer and more
numerous, as the growths of the latest plants are long and well

ripened. Mr. Cobb is particularly successful with the nigio-hirsute

section of Dendrobia, which are reputed diffieult to miuige, for he

has D. infundibulum with stout stems upwards of 2 ft. in height,

and its congener, D. Jamesianum, was equally vigorous and flowering

finely. Both kinds are grown in pots, under which condition they

appear to thrive admirably. Besides the Odontoglossums in flower

mentioned above, we noticed the rare 0. polyxanthum, to which
was awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal Horticultural

Society last April. It is somewhat in the way of 0. triumphaus,

but the flowers are of a much darker hue. Though not a showy
kind, it is desirable, ou account of its flowering in midwinter as well

as in soring. We were tco late to seethe display of bloom on the

numerous fine plants of Oncidium Rogersi, which are grown in

pots and pans suspended near the glass, a condition which
evidently conduces tothe production of stout well-ripened bulbs. The
beautiful 0. Marshallianum, which is generally grown in an interme-

diate temperature, is grown here with the cool Odontoglossums, a mode
.ef treatment which appears to be the correct one, as the size of the

bulbs abundantly showed. When the plants were grown in a

hotter house, the bulbs did not attain beyond medium size ; but in

the cooler house they have become unusually large and well ma-

tured. Thus, the difl'erenoe in the size of the bulbs tends to show
" that a cool temperature is best for this species. Throughout the col-

lection there are several similar instances of Orchids that are gene-

rally subjected to a high temperature flourishing in a cool and moist

atmosphere, which is being continually changed by the currents of

warmed air indrawn over the heated water-pipes, and so deprived of

their rawness. Even on the cold, cheerless day that these notes

were made the ventilators were open, though the atmosphere was
such as would be termed by cultivators a growing temperature.

One or two among the remarkably fine collection of Pescatorea,

BoUea, &c., were in flower, including the rare P. Klabochorum,

with its waxy white plum-tinged flowers. These plants are grown
in a moderately warm, but pleasantly moist atmosphere, which

seems to be highly conducive to their growth, some of them being

as flne as we have ever seen them. That almost perpetual-flowering

Orchid, Oncidium Weltoni, was very showy, with its large spikes of

pretty purple flowers. The showiest Orchids of all, however, were

plants of Calanthe Veitchi, than which we have rarely met with

better grown, or more finely flowered e.xamples. They werein4J-in.

or 6-in. pots, and the large bulbs they produced in these small pots

were remarkable. The plants appeared to be potted in a rich loamy
soil, which was completely ramified with roots. Over-potting, which

is the rock on which the majority of beginners in Orchid culture spi:t,

is carefully avoided in this collection, nor is the opposite extreme

tolerated, but in all cases the soil and the plant are so nicely balanced,

that the one is not unduly out of proportion to the other ; therefore,

the soil does not contain more moisture than is required by the plant,

thereby obviating that stagnation of moisture which soon renders the

soil sour and unfit for the tender rootlets to thrive in.

W. GOLDBING.
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EEPOTniSrG COOL HOUSE ORCHIDS.
Great diversity of opinionexists even among good Orchid growers
as to the proper time for repotting Odontoglossiitng, Mxsdevallias,

and other occupant3 of the cool house. For my pa,rt, I have found
it best to perform that operation as early as convenient in the pre-

sent month, or in the beginning of February, as the plants are less

liable to suffer by the change at thit season than at any other.

These plants now begin to root freely, and I consider it important
that such of them as require it should be repotted before the new
roots work into the old material. It repotted at the time recom-
mended the risk of breaking the new roots will be avoided and the
plants will have the new miterial to root into at once ; thus they
will pass another year at least without having their roots disturbed.

Another advantage of potting them early is, that the moist, shady
condition of the house, so conducive to the healthy root action of

these plants and so favourable to their being kept slightly drier in

the pot after repotting, without shrivelling, can be secured
without any trouble, the tsmperature outside the house being
favourable to it. It may be said, the main object being
to repot these plants when they are beginning to grow
and root, that, as Masdevallias grow the greater part of the

year, and most of the cool house Odontoglossums make two sets

of pseudo-bulbs in the year, the plants will be in a proper condition

for re-potting when the growths tliey are now about to make are

fiaished. Such is not, however, the case, for then, the sun being bright

and the weather warm, it will require all one's care to keep the

plants plump, even although they have not been disturbed. If re-

potted at that season, it would be next to impossible to keep them in

condition. I dislike allowing any Orchid to shrivel on any pretence.

It is often doneVith the idea of ripening the growth and inducing
the plant to flower, but wherever an Orchid is allowed to become
emaciated it is at the expense not only of the expected bloom, but
also of the next growth. The chief office of the mature pseudo-
bulb is to keep the incipient bud plump, and at the proper time
assist in its growth and nourishment until it can support itself by
making roots. Where old pseudo-bulbs are allowed to shrivel the

reverse of this takes place, and instead of nourishing the bud they
weaken it. On the health and plumpness of the bud or eye
depends in a great measure the size and strength of the pseudo-
bulb it is intended to form. With the intermediate house,

Brazilian Oncids, and other strong growing plants, the ill effects of

shrivelling are nob so bad or so noticeable, but the Odontoglossums,
&c., from cool moist latitudes are particularly impatient of it, and in

consequence I have frequently seen large pseudo-bulbs produce suc-

cessors not one half their own size. On the other hand, I have found
that v'hen these plants arc grown cool and kept plump, each succeed-
ing new growth ii larger than the preceding one, until by exhube-
rance of strength they throw out several leaders. When re-pottiug

the cool-house Orchids, those with advanced flower-spikes should be
left and attended to after flowering, but re-potting now does not in

the least affect those with flower-spikes just appearing.

The Proper Material in which to pot most cool-house
Orchids is light (ibry peat and green, living Sphagnum Moss in about
equal proportions. This is pretty generally understood, but I find

that among amateurs a great mistake is often com:nitted as regards
the preparation and using of the compost recommended. The
practice is generally to break up a certain quantity of peat into
small pieces, to place a like quantity of Sphagnum Moss
on the top, and to turn the whole over several times
until it is thoroughly mixed. This is wrong ; so prepared, the com-
post when used soon gets sour if it is kept as moist as it should be,

and when it is allowed to get dry it is not easy to wet it thorouglily
again. Cool Orchids like free drainage, so that the water may
easily run through the material around them. It is of little use to
properly drain the pots and afterwards use in potting a material
which is too close and retentive when watered. I alwa\'s have the
peat prepared by having it broken into pieces about 3 in. or 4 in. in

diameter, afterwards breaking it into smaller lumps when required
as the work progresses. I keep the peat and Sphagnum on the
bench close at hand, but not mixed, and work them in separately,
only using the dry, fibry lumps of peat, and having the tine part
of it removed occasionally ; this is much better than sifting. The
Sphagnum Moss I merely have roughly picked over in order to

remove sticks. Sedges, &o., but I never have it scalded (as some do,
in order, as they say, to kill the insects) on any account. Scalding
kills it and prevents it from making that healthy, moist, green
covering which is so conducive to the health of the plants, particu-
larly in summer.

Fibry Peat of the proper kind is very preservative as regards
the roots, and in potting them I always like to place a good lump of
it just under the plants, so as to bring it up to the proper height, and
to form a sort of cushion around which the roots may be arranged,

afterwards placing a few good lumps immediately around the plant
before working ia any Sphagnum. A good solid piece under the
plant is of great use in keeping the roots from getting bunched up
in the unnatural manner they usually are in the hands of inexperienced
jootters. Any one who laas been in tlie habit of potting his cool house
Orchids in fine mixed material will soon see a marked improvement
in tliemif ha pots them in rough peat and Sphagnum as recommended.
Only last weak an Orchid grower told me that his plants had always
been potted in previously mixed material until he saw me potting
mine last year ; he then potted his in a similar manner, and the
plants improved beyond measure, the soil never becoming sour or
aolden as before. The pots for use should be clean, and if new they
should be soaked in water and allowed to drain before being used;
afterwards they should be crocked about two-thirds of the way up
for drainage. Where tha material is used rough and free from fine

soil, the pieces used being large in proportion to the size of the pots, a

layer of Sphagnum on top of the drainage is not necessary. I am
happy to say that my experience in cold house Orchids since I so

strongly advocated cool treatment in this journal some years ago has
fully borne out my former views. A temperature of from 45° to 55°

in winter is not only enough, but even a few degrees higher of arti-

ficial heat is positively injurious. Last year, not having room in the
cold house for a number of strong plants of Odontoglossum, I placed
them in a warmer house. Those in the warm house are now not
nearly so strong as those in the cold house, while their leaves are
thin and papery, and they have an unthrifty look about them ; those
in the cold house, which has sometimes been down to 40°, are plump
and shiny, their leaves thick and green, the pseudo-bulbs and leaves

of many of the 0. Alexaudraa and 0. Peseatorei being tinged with
that purplish hue so indicative of these plants being treated just as

tliey require. Grown cold, these plants are indeed easy to manage ;

in heat they are an endless trouble with but poor result.

James O'BraEN.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Saccolabium giganteum.—In the Victoria and Paradise
Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, Mr. B. S. Williams has an unusually
fine display of bloom of this beautiful Orchid. Several dozens of

specimens are flowering simultaneously, some bearing as many as

seven spikes on one plant, and a few have three or four spikes on a
break. Most of the plants are attached to suspended blocks, a con-
dition under which they seem to thrive admirably, but most pro-

bably they will, in due time, be transferred to pots or pans, which,
without doubt, is the best system of cultivating this Orchid.
Amongst such a large number of plants there is necessarily a great
variation witli regard to the depth and colour of the flowers, some
being of a pale violet hue, whilst others, on the contrary, are of a

very deep shade.

Fine 'Variety of Odontoglossum cirrhosum.—One of

the finest cool Orchids now in flo\i er in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery,
Upper Holloway, is a variety of 0. cirrhosum named Klabochorum.
Its flowers are considerably larger than those of the ordinary form,
the sepals being more attenuated and curled, while the spottings

are more pronounced, and the golden hue of the crested lip much
brighter. Among the large number of the more common forms
there is also a striking variation with regard to the size of the blos-

soms and their markings, but none are so distinct as that we have
mentioned.
Masdevallia tovarensis.—In the same nursery there is a

fine display of this lovely little Orchid—one of the rarest of the
Masdevallias. The plants are remarkable for their vigorous health
and qwofusion of flowers, several of the flower-stems having pro-
duced three and four blossoms each and of a larger size than usual.

Tlie plants are in pots in a moderately cool house in company with
other Masdevallias, among which we noticed in flower M. Veitchi,

JI. amabilis, and M. iguea, all extremely pretty and desirable kinds,
besides the singular little M. Wagneri, with its triangular blossoms
and yellow, tail-like sepals.

Stenorrhynchusspeciosum.—This showy terrestrial Orchid
is not often seen outside a botanic garden, though it deserves to be
grown by every one. It has broad pale green root leaves with a dash
here and there of a silvery hue. The flower-spikes are erect and
grow aloout 1 ft. in height ; the flowers, as well as the membranous
bracts that subtend them, are of a beautiful deep coral colour, and
very attractive. It is grown best in pots in a loamy soil and placed
in a moderately warm atmosphere. We saw some excellent flowering
specimens of it tlie other day in Messrs. Henderson's Nursery,
Maida Vale. It is one of the most alpine of Orchids ; is frequently
found in unusually cold localities, the collector Schlim having found
it on Sierra Nevada of Santa Martha at about 10,000 ft. elevation,

where the temperature often falls below zero.
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Varieties of Odontoglossura Alexandres.—At the Pine-

apple Nursery, Maida Vale, there will shortly be a fine display of

bloom on a large number of plants of this beautiful Orchid with

which a spacious house is filled. We have seldom seen so many flower-

spilces developed on such small plants, a circumstance doubtless attri-

butable to the cool and moist atmosphere of the house,which is main-

tained at a much lower temperature than ia usual. The collection

represents a great number of varieties, amongst which the most note-

worthy at present in llower is one called luteolum, the flowers of

which are suffased with a decided yellow tinge, rendering it very

distinct from other forma.

Varieties of OcBlogyne cristata.—It may not be generally

known that there are two distinct forms of this popular Orchid dif-

fering from each other in the colour of the crest of the lip. One has

a bright deep orange crest, while that of the other ia pale clear

lemon. Both forms are now finely in flower in the Pine-apple Nur-
sery, Maida Vale.

Phalsenopsis at Clapton.—A spacious house in Messrs.

Low's nursery is entirely filled with a large importation of P.

Schilleriaua, and the forms Lobbi, Veitchi, &c., will soon be very
attractive, as nearly all the plants, numbering some hundreds, have
produced flower-spikes, some of which will bear a large number of

flowers. Seldom can such an extensive display of this lovely Orchid

be seen ; it will, therefore, be well worthy of a visit when at its

best.—W. a,

Lselia peduncularis.—For the past three weeks the show of

this Orchid at the York Nurseries has been perhaps unrivalled in the

history of the species, and ia likely, we undei-stand, to continue for

at least three weeks to come. Fancy 300 or 400 slender flower-stems

from 9 in. to 15 in. high, each bearing from six to ten or twelve

flowers in a more or leas dense panicle, and some idea of the beauty
of the display will be gained. The individual blossoms are from

IJ in. to 2 in. across, and vary in colour in diff'erent plants. Some
are white, others shaded blush, others pink or deep rose, while all

have a black-purple centre or " eye," caused by a heavy blotch on
the labellum, which contrasts charmingly with a touch of pale sul-

phur and the delicate tints of the sepals and petals. The individual

flowers of this species do not appear to continue so long as those of

other Lfelias, but their profusion and compactness largely make up
for this. Nothing can apparently be more healthy than the present

condition of the plants after two years' cultivation, or give better

promise for the future. L. peduncularis and L. rubesoens appear to

be extreme forms of one species.

Arundina bambussefolia.—This plant is well worth grow-
ing, not only for its beauty, but for the persistency of its blooming.
Although the Lfelia-like flowers last but two or three days, yet they
are constantly followed by others from the end of the same stem,

I have a plant which has hardly been a day without a flower open
upon one or more of its four growths for four months, from August
to November. Now it is showing growth strongly from the base of

the old wood. It has been potted, as advised by Mr. Freeman, in
" good garden soil," and grown in a warm house. Is this the best

way in which to treat it ?—W. B.

Orchids in Flower at Dr. Paterson's, Fernfleld,
Bridge of Allan :—
Angrrecum sesquipedale Epidendruni exaltum Odontoglossum Cervantesi
Erassia Lawreiiceaua fragraus bictonense
Cattleya Trianre (very flue erectum TJro-Skinueri

var.) Gongora Ruckeriaua Alexandra)
bulbosa atro-purpurea cordatum

C'alanthe Veitclii Lyr-aste Skinneri nebulosum
vestita rubra-oculata Lxlia anceps conatrictum
V. lutea oculata var. Barker! Loudesboroughiaiium

Ccologyne, sp. peduncularis Oncidiuni ornitliorliyii-

Cypi-ipedium iusigne Dayana chum
.Sedeni albida clieirophorum
viUosuni var. bella aureum
venustum Masdevallia tovarensis rilumna fragrans

Deudrobium aureiun melanopsis Sophronitis graudiflora
ftnibriatiim gigauteum amabilis Cymbidium gigauteuni
f . oculatum jgnea Vanda tricolor

Wardianum Mesospiuidium vulcani- var. insignia
Epidendrum ciliare latifo- cum var. Patersoni

lium Maxillaria, sp. Zygopetalum Jlackayi
rhizophorum Neottia picta maculata M. Dalvey's var.

Orchids at Bradford Peverill.—I noticed in Mr. Middle-
ton's garden here the other day plants of Calanthe Veitchi and ves-

tita rubra in 6-in. pots, with spikes 4 ft. in length full of bloom,
from three to six spikes being on each plant. I also noticed two fine

specimens plants of Dendrobium nobile just coming into bloom, the
buda on which might be counted by hundreds ; also Cypripedium
barbatum and insigue in bloom and Ltelia anceps ; Lycaste Skinneri
was pushing up four flower-spikes from one bulb. Amongat other
Orchids ahowing for bloom was a fine Dendrobium Wardianum.

—

A. Q.

Epidendrum varicosum.—This pretty and delightfully
fragrant Orchid is now in flower with Sir Charles \V. Strickland
at Hildenlcy. The plant has dark green, flask-shaped pseudo-bulbs,
about 8 in. in height, each bearing two or three leaves. The flower-
spikes, which, togetiier with the backs of the petals, are of a bright
emerald-green, rise to a height of about S in., each bearing from
twelve to fifteen flowers ; sepals and petals chocolate ; lip white,
changing to yellow ; column white, blotched with purple. The
flowers are very pleasing, but their principal charm is their exqui-
site violet-like perfume, one spike being sufiioient to scent a large
room. It thrives in an unusually cold house.—J. O'B.

Dendrobium Cambridgeanum.—r. L. C—It flowers from the pseudo-
Ijulbs ill process of maturation, before, in fact, the leaves became yellow. No
sooner do the tlowers fade thau the leaves lose their chloropliyl, but it does not
follow that every good-sized bulb flowers. Some vary according to constitution,
and are not so free-flowering as others. Again, proper culture has somethiug to
do with inducing the variety to push flower-buds from the nodes. This, liow-
ever, happens witli all Dendrobiums. A check at the proper time will cause
many plants to produce flowers.—J. Anderson.

This beautiful Orchid blooms, in fact, on the young growth, i.e.,

the last made growth with leaves ou it. It blooms occasionally on the last
year'sgrowth, but that is an exception. Its time of Ijlooming depends on the
rapidity with which it has been grown ; sometimes it does not bloom uatil sum-
mer. It shows bloom on tlie young pseudo-bulbs between the leaves.

—

S. O'B.

Potting and Temperature.—"Perplexed" had better repot Iiis Orchids
now; as they are not established, the shift cannot injure any of them. See article

on potting cool house Orchids in this week's issue, Epidendrum vitellinum,
Odontoglossum pulcheUum, 0. FlossI majus, 0. cirrhosum, 0. Lindleyanam, .and

itasdevallia coccinea belong to the cool house, and require a temperature of from
45^ at night to 65^ by day. Oncidiuni spliacelatum, 0. leucochilum, Cymbidium
aloifolium, Lycaste (JIaxillaria) Harrisonire, Cypripedium Pearcei, and Tricho-
pilia tortilis require a temperature of from 50^ to 60', and a drier atmosphere
than the cool house. Tlie Dendrobium is probably D, Pierardi or one of the D,
transparens group ; it will succeed along with the last named, and if not showing
any young growtli it should be kept dry. If growing it should be watered,
—J, O'B,

Second Flowering of Dendrobium chrysanthum.-It is not at all

unusual for this plant to flower a second tinie as described hy " W, B." (p. 6),

Tlie plant after flowering this time should be treated .as a growing plant ; it will

then bloom again probably during the sunuiier,—J, O'B.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

ASPAEAGUS OX THE FRENCH PLAN".

Reverring to the size of Asparagus as grown in France and England,
most people interested in the matter who have visited Covent Garden
Market for the first time in spring have been amazed at the immense
size of this vegetable as imported from France. I, in common with
many more gardeners, was very sceptical as to whether it would be

possible to grow such Asparagus in England, even though we were
told in the " Parks and Promenades of Paris " that it could be, and
also the way in which it could be done. Soon after reading that

work on its first appearance I determined to make tlie experiment,

and the opportunity of doing so also presented itself under favour-

able circumstances in the south of England. A piece of land to our

liking was selected, a deep, yellow, sandy loam, inclining to clay and
rather moist, though drained and on a gentle slope to the east.

This was trenched about 2 ft. G in. deep and received a heavy dressing

of stable manure, with half-decayed leaves intermixed, well incor-

porating the whole with the soil as the trenching progressed ; after

trenchiug, the whole piece laid some months to settle, or indeed until

the time when planting had arrived. When about to plant, which
was not until the young Asparagus had grown some inches, the piece

of ground received another dressing on its surface of rotten manure
and leaf-mould,which was dug in. It was then marked off in lines 3 ft,

apart and planted with young Asparagus plants the second year from

the seed 2 ft. apart in the lines, thus having 3 ft. between the plants

one way and 2 ft. the other. The sets were simply laid on the sur-

face with the roots spread out horizontally, and then a portion of

soil was drawn over them from the spaces between the rows ; thus,

when finished, the ground appeared in shallow ridges and furrows

"from west to east, following the slope of the ground. The plants,

being in full growth, were immediately watered, and were occasion-

ally watered during summer. Every winter the whole surface of

the ground was top-dressed with a mixture of horse manure and half

decayed leaves. Some of the stronger stems of the Asparagus re-

ceived attention as to staking, as is done in the case of herbaceous

plants to prevent them from wind-waving or being broken ; but the

position was a sheltered one, and little staking comparatively was
required.

Now for the result. On the third year after planting—the fourth

from the seed—we had the satisfaction of cutting as good Asparagus

as to size as could be seen in Covent Garden ; indeed, as to quality

it was considered better, inasmuch as it -n-as not blanched, although I

am aware that blanching is by some considered to be an improve-

ment. We were satisfied that the wide planting had very much to
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do with our success, but more especially the favourable character of

the soil and its natural condition as to moisture. We were so satis-

fied with our success, that we had planned a plantation of Asparagus
on a large scale on a piece of ground capable of irrigation, but was
prevented by unforeseen circumstances from carrying the design

into effect. It is probable that the higher average temperature of

the south coast of England favoured the experiment, but, from ex-

perience in the north near the coast, I feel satisfied that greatly

improved results may bo expected from improved culture.

I am unable to refer to Mr. Robinson's " Park and Gardens of

Paris " at present, but from memory I think he places all the merits

of French Asparagus to the credit of culture, and I am convinced

with justice. W. D. P. P.

AUTUMlSr AND AVINTER BROCCOLI.
This has been a good season for Broccoli of all kinds, where it

has had room enough. Vcitch's Self-protecting Autumn Broccoli

has been producing white close handsome heads for these last two
months side by side with the Autumn Giant Cauliflower sent out by
the same firm some years ago. Later on will come Snow's \Viuter
White, which when true is an excellent Broccoli. To make sure of

having a supply when wanted, it is beat to make at least two sowings
—one in March and another towards the end of April, and to plant

out some of each sowing. In early districts a furtlier sowing may
be made in May, or else the later sowing may be delayed till then. I

have latterly always sown a few seeds of the Autumn Giant Cauli-

flower in autumn to plant out in April. I always find it so reliable

in a hot dry summer. Autumn Cauliflower and Broccoli may stand
a little nearer each other than would be desirable for those plants
that are intended for supplying the spring demand, as in the latter

case the hardiness wliich a free circulation of air round and among
the plants gives will enable them to pass witliout injury through a
period of low temperature that would if thickly planted destroy
their less firmly built-up tissues. But with the autumn and winter
kinds, such as those I have mentioned, protection in some form should
be given. And tlie best plan to adopt on the approacli of a severe
frost is to dig up all tliose plants that are forward, first tying the
leaves over the hearts, and plant them thickly in a spare pit. The
remainder may be laid down in some dry elevated spot, have some
pea sticks or branches laid over them, and after the first night's
frost be covered with dry litter to remain on as long as the frost
continues and two or three days afterwards. It sometimes happens
that these early Broccoli grow too large for table if planted far apart,
especially if the summer and autumn be mild and moist ; therefore
it is always a good plan to have one bed at least planted close, or
say IS in. apart in the row with 2 ft. between the rows. This
will give plenty of space for good medium sized heads, which when
young are so much in demand. The land does not require any special

preparation for Broccoli. I always plant after the early Potatoes,
simply drawing deep drills with the hoe the right distances apart
and planting firmly in the drills. E. Hobd.w.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

"Wintering Potatoes. — The soft, moist" character of the
weather renders the sound keeping of all kinds of Potatoes more
than usually difficult. Early kinds lifted in July and August and
stored for seed are already pushing growth, and need plenty of air
to prevent the shoots from becoming weak and blanched. If this
early growth can be kept stout, short, and green, no harm will
result, but to have it so the temperature must be as low as possible,
and the position dry. To get a low temperature, however, is not
easy during a mild winter ; the best of temperatures in which to
keep Potatoes well at rest is one just above the freezing point ; below
that there is danger, especially to tubers that have become active.
All tubers intended for planting cannot be kept too thin in bulk,
and frequent turning is very desirable. Where they lie in bulk the
top of tlie heap will always indicate damp, whiht perhaps below the
tubers are dry. Very soon, however, the greater warmth generated
by the bulk will promote growth, and if not at once checked there
will be waste. In such cases it is well to turn the heap often, and
with care. In close, damp pits Potatoes can hardly be keeping well.
Let them be ever so well ventilated, the heavy rains will promote
damp and premature gi-owth. Those, therefore, who have their stock
stored in pits will do wisely to open and examine them as soon as
possible. Probably the best of all places in wliich to store Pota-
toes is a large, dry, cool cellar. Here especially Potatoes for eating
keep well, and, best of all, the temperature is regular and even, let
it be what it may outside. Late sorts intended for seed, if spread
out thinly, will not push growth too early, but the early Kidneys

may be best in a more airy place. It is of such importance that seed
tubers should be planted in full possession of all natural vigour, that
too much care cannot well be bestowed upon their proper storin".

—A. D.

Effect of Peat Charcoal on Potatoes.—As we are fast

approaching the season for planting early Potatoes, allow me to give
my experience of last season. Having heard and read a great deal
of the value of peat charcoal, I thought I would give it a fair trial. I
jirocured from a firm in the north a small portion of their prepared
" Peat Charcoal Potato Manure;'' also some of their ground peat
charcoal, pure. I then got a bag of Dartmoor peat charcoal, made
from the black peat. This was unground, and I had it pounded so
that it would pass through a sieve ^-in. mesh. Having selected a
piece of ground, I decided to plant none but Myatt's Kidney. I

first put the prepared manure by itself, then mixed with a little

stable manure, next the ground charcoal in the same two ways, and
lastly the Dartmoor charcoal. The results were as follows : I had
the worst crop and most disease where I used the prepared peat
charcoal manure, and the best where I used the Dartmoor charcoal
pure and simple. I noticed in digging that the Potatoes seemed beat
where the charcoal was coarsest. I purpose using this peat charcoal
more extensively this year. I may observe that I use the coarse
pieces of charcoal in potting for drainage, and I fancy the plants do
much better with it than otherwise. My gardener believes there ia

some special value in this article which he cannot explain.

—

Countryman.

Early Purple-top Munich Turnip.—As far as my expe-
rience is concerned in regard to this Turnip, I feel justified in recom-
mending it. We have grown it besides other kinds, and have found
it to surpass them all in point of earliness. It is also fully equal
to them in flavour, and much smaller in the top ; in short, I consider
it all that can be desired in the way of a Turnip.—C. B,

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

PLANTS FOR TABLE DECORATION.
FiNE-LEAVED plants for this purpose greatly assist in economising
flowers in winter when the supply of the latter is limited, and
throughout the summer months they impart a coolness and fresh-

ness to the table, both with and without flowers. Where a constant
supply of plants has to be grown for this purpose it should be the
aim of the cultivator to have them as varied as possible. It is also

essential that they be well grown, as plants with sickly foliage, or
otherwise disfigured, either by insect pests or overcrowding, will pre-

sent but a poor appearance when placed on a table, where their

general qualities can be seen at a glance. Therefore, whatever is

grown for this purpose ought to be in the best of health. Six-inch
pots should be the maximum in which plants for table are grown,
and not many should be tolerated in this size. I much prefer 4|-iu.

pots for almost all kinds of plants, and some Palms can l)c grown and
kept in good health in 3-in. pots, and of sufficient size and propor-
tions to produce a good effect. These smaller-sized pots have a de-

cided advantage in the case of some arrangements. 1 have at times
used several plants for table work when only in very small pots. I

have invariably noticed that the very common error made by cul-

tivators for this purpose has been adhering far too much to the
larger size of pot, which has frequently been out of all proportion

to the size of the plant. Now I consider quite the opposite ought
to be aimed at, i.i-., to endeavour to secure a healthy plant in as

small a pot as possible. Plants in such pots will require more atten-

tion in the way of watering, &c., than those in larger size, but they
will not be so likely to lose their roots as when the larger size is

used. When the plants become pot-bound and require extra nutri-

tion to assist them, they should be treated to frequent waterings,
either of liquid manure or some artificial fertiliser. I have found
Standen's a very useful manure, for Palms especially. By thus
treating the plants, and paying attention to the cleanliness of the
foliage, they can be made to do service for a long time. They ought
to be changed twice or three times every week, according to their

hardiness, and ought not at any time when in the house to be al-

lowed to become dry at the root, for, being in a dry atmosphere, the/
suff'er from drought the more readily.

Palms.—The impunity with which some kinds of Palms with-
stand ill-treatment is extraordinary, notably those which thrive in a
temperate house. Some of the most graceful kinds require stove
treatment ; consequently they must be used more carefully. Fore-
most among these stands Cocos AVeddelliana, which is one of the
most elegant Palms when in a small state. In can be grown of suf-

ficient size for table work in 4J-in. pots, and even in smaller pots it

is very effective. Ggonoma gracilis isalsoaipost useful Palm in a
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small state, and very graceful. It is, when healthy, of a deeper

shade of green than the former. Areoa aurea is one of the best of

its class, being slender in growth and elegant in outline. A. lutes-

cena is perhaps one of the most useful Palms we hare. It can be had

and grown well in small pots, and will withstand exposure to a dry

atmosphere. A. Veisohalfelti is>lso a useful sort, partaking of the

character of A. aurea, but rather more robust in growth. A. rubra

is a useful and hardy kind, very handy in 3-iu. pots ; iu larger pots

it is inclined to grow too freely for table work. A. sapida is very

pretty when in small pots bsfore it partakes of its more robust habit,

and cm be grown in a warm greenhouse. A. nobilis (or Oncosperma

Van Houtteani), distinguished by its spiny petioles, is very distinct,

and in a small state most useful, but it requires a higher tempera-

ture than most kinds. Calamus ciliaris, when dwarf, is one of the

mist distinct of Palms grown as a plant for the table. Amongst
Chamasdoreas, C. graminifolia is one of the best. It can be used very

eifeotively as a centre plant for the dinner table even when .3 ft.

or 4 ft. high, being very light and graceful. C. glaucifolia is also a

very serviceable plant, partaking as regards the formation of its

leavej somewhat of the character of the genus Cocos. This Palm
can bs grown to form beautiful plants for the table in 3-in. pots.

When in larger pots it is apt to increase in height rapidly, rendering

it rather too tall for table decoration, but most serviceable as a

general ornamental plant. Dtemouorops fissus and other kinds

closely resembling it, such as D. melanochoetes and palim-

banicus, can be retained in i healthy state for a length of

time in small pots, in which they are very useful and effective.

Euterpe edulis, I think, is one of the prettiest Palms grown
as a table plant in 4^-in. and 3 in. pots ; its slender stem and the

arching character of its fronds render it a most distinct and graceful

Palm. And Geonoma pumila is also a good Palm for the table when
in small pots ; it is quite distinct from G. Schottiana, which is another

good plant for this purpose. Kentia australis, Belmoreana, and
Forsteriana are amongst the hardiest and most useful Palms which
we possess, invariably retaining their healthy deep green colour for

a length of time. One or other of these kinds should be grown in

the most select collection. As small plants they are especially

useful for the table ; when larger they are invaluable as general

decorative plants. They can be grown to a large size in a compara-
tively small pot with the aid of occasional doses of Standen's manure.
Phoenix rupioola is one of the best of its class, and not so scarce as

it has been. Seaforthia elegans is a useful table plant in the smaller

sizes of pots before it puts on its robust habit. Among the Fan
Palms, plants of the Thrinax are the most light and elegant for table,

and of these T. elegans is one of the best of its class, and quite dis-

tinct from any other Palm I have named previously.

Culture.—It will be generally found in growing Palms for table

decoration that when they become pot-bound they will be liable

to the attacks of red spider, and mostly those kinds grown in a stove

temperature. In order to remedy this as much as possible in the
general routine of work, they ought to be well syringed overhead at

least twice daily ; but if the spider becomes very troublesome, it is

better to resort to sponging the leaves, or to dipping the plants in a

solution made from any of the many insecticides now so easily to be
procured. Experience as to the different strengths of various kinds
will be found to be highly essential to the cultivator, in order that
he may know to what strength he may use any given sort without
injury to the plants. J. H., in Field.

GEORGE ELIOT'S FUNERAL.
It was with feelings of deep sorrow that England received the

sad intelligence of George Eliot's death. Though every year
necessarily adds to the number of the illustrious departed, still

It is not a common chance
That takes away a noble mind.

Thoughts like these were irppermost as I mingled with the throng
which, amid faat falling rain, pressed into the Highgate Cemetery on
Wednesday, the 29th ult., to see the last honours paid to one of the
greatest writers that England has ever produced. That throng was
composed of numbers to whom she was personally unknown, but
whose acquaintance with her works (if one might judge by their

words) was of the most intimate description. In this way an
author has one advantage (among many others) over ordinary
mortals ; these may be dearly loved and cherished by those about
them, while those have a far wider range—"One touch of Nature
makes the whole world akin." Leaving out the relatives and friends

who occupied the mourning coaches, among whom were many who
fill high places in the great republic of letters, the sad procession
from the cemetery chapel to the open grave was followed by a
crowd of men and women who must have felt that something had
passed away from their lives. That hereafter in the long years to

come they would never again look forward to the advent of a new
book from the pen of her who created " Dinah Morris " and " Silas

Marner,"and to whom the life of Mediteval Florence seemed as

familar as that of modern London, while of her it might be
said

—

A Ufa that all th2 lime? deck'd
With gifts ul; gr.ice, lliat mi^ht express
All comprehensive teaderu^iss,

All subtilising iutellect.

On the religious part of the funeral this is not the place to dwell
;

rather would I note the demeanor of the multitude after this was
over, and the manner in which their respect and sorrow were shown.
As the coffin was lifted from the hearse it appeared covered with
masses of flowers, for the most part white, though here and there
faint patches of colour mingled with the snowy blossoms of the

Eucharis, Azalea, Camellia, and Lily of the Valley. There were
also large bouquets of Violets tied up with their own leaves, but
this was not all. The crowds which lined the pathway which
was cleared for the coffin and the train of mourners kept
pressing forward to touch the narrow house which con-

tained all that was mortal of George Eliot. Many of the ladies

and some men bore wreaths and nosegays which they laid tenderly

by the side of the other floral tributes. The coffin was lowered and
the bearers paused to receive these. In this way when the proces-

sion was over and the honoured dust had been placed in the vault,

the grave presented the appearance of a pyramid of flowers. So was
Fidele's sad grave to be " sweetened." Thus would the poet " deck
the laureate hearse of Lycidas." The Romans in classic times

scattered fragrant Rose-leaves over the tombs of those they loved.

The custom will never " wax old and vanish away." So do English

men and women mourn those who, amid the prayers and tears of

kindred and friends, and the regrets of an admiring world, pass over

to the majority. N.

CARNATION ,SEED.

" P. G." INQUIRES whether in advertised packets of Carnation seed

description and produce may be expected to correspond. Certainly

not ; for no one who knows the Carnation would undertake to war-
rant so exactly what seedlings shall be in form and colour. From
the best and worst parentage they will differ considerably, but there

will probably be the least variation where the seed is saved from
the commonest kinds, such as rough crimson scarlet and rose-coloured

selfs. " P. G." may, however, so far put his trust in prophetical

announcements that iu an advertised collection of say twelve va-

rieties he may be quite sure of getting that number and as many
more as there are seeds that grow. But it is too much to expect the

young plants to bind themselves by printed assurances on their

flowery little packets.

I do not here speak of such seed as the best florist flowers would
give by careful crossing. That is much too scant and precious to the

raiser to be likely to find its way into public seed lists; while no true

florist would commit himself to such an act of ignorance as predict-

ing what unsown seed would bring forth. All he would answer for

would be that thoroughbred seed from thoroughbred flowers would
give, amidst diverse failures, some correct and some superior flowers

in the dilTerent classes.

Exact Reproduction from Seed is the very thing we do
not aim at or expect. To the florist the use of seed is progress, not

propagation. In the Carnation an identical variety is perpetuated

by propagation from layers or pipings. Its seed is sown in the hope

of carrying improvement a stage further, and all the interest of a

batch of seedlings rests upon the fact that they will not be the same
either as their parents or each other. A pod from the highest type

of the Carnation, the scarlet bizarre, which is a flower striped with

scarlet and maroon on a clear white ground, may give a seedling in

its own class and another in the crimson bizarre, or even pink and
purple. Other of the seedlings, omitting the maroon, will be white

ground, flowers with stripes in scarlet, pink, or the more remote

purple, and be scarlet, rose, or purple " flakes " accordingly. Some
again will leave out the essential white from their two-coloured

stripes and be nondescript or " run " flowers, and some will be simply

selfs of different colours. Some will fail in fulness, and be but half

double enough or lean-podded singles of five petals. So also with

that lovely sister-flower the Picotee, in which the petals are edged,

very strictly so, with one colour instead of striped with two or one.

A pod from say a "rose-edged" Picotee will give seedlings in its own
class and in reds and purples light and heavy.

Result of Sowing Collections.—ilr. Barlow, of Stakehill,

did once amuse his fellow-florists with growing the whole collection

of such Carnation seeds as "P. G." refers to. We all knew how it

would end, but our florist brother was willing to give the pains and
ground required for the floral frolic ; and, moreover, he much wished

to study the effect upon a very severe old Lancashire florist at the
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siglit of something calculated to horrify and haunt him. The seed
packets promised divers combinations of colom-s, and one description,
more daring than the rest, foretold Carnations " yellow-blue-and-
black, which was three times more than enough to startle a Carna-
tion grower. The result was a long bed of unutterable mixtures.
There were white, sulphur, rose, red and crimson selfs, and many
dingy bi;ff and red ground flowers, most with rough-edged petals,
blotched and barred with random markings. Nothing that I re-
member came nearer our favourite packet of the " yellow-blue-jind-
black " Carnation than a yelloM'ish flower with slate - coloured
stripes. The amount of grass and bloom was great, but most of the
flowers were single ; and all that old David, the scandalised, could
say as he caught sight of them once and again was :

" What, then,
Barlow

; they're not shooled unuer (dug in) yet !

"

Kirkbn Maheard, Ripon. Francis D. Horxer.

Carnations from Seed.—"B. G." (p. 11) has at last made
public a complaint which many purchasers of Carnation and Pico-
tee seed make among themselves. I think, however, that these
people expect tco much ; the seed in question, as a rule, comes from
the south of France, and is almost invariably self-fertilised. Care-
fully hybridised seed is, I suppose, a thing hardly to be obtained for
money by anyone. It is too valuable ; and a florist who has carefully
crossed parent with parent, selecting with as much care as a breeder
of raceliorses, would, I am sure, never dream of parting with his
treasure to any one whom he did not think would do his work
ample justice. You buy perhaps 100 seeds for 53. or 6s. ; well, if

ten or fifteen jl.rnta come double and fairly characteristic, if five
will be good enough for border plants, and one is of sufficient quality
to be worth a name aud a place on an exhibition st.md, not only is
one's luck wonderful, but the plants are got wonderfully cheap,
.and, in my opinion, there need be no cause to complain. Carnation
seed is always worth growing, for no one cau possibly tell what is

coming
; from a single hybridisation of the most careful description

may come flakes, bizarres, selfs, and fancies. The best florists think
tliemselves lucky if from 100 carefully crossed seeds there come five
or six good enough for th'^ exhibition stand. My advice, therefore,
is, always save your own seed.

—

Girofle.

My experience of Carn.atiou seed as advertised in seed cat.a-
logues has been pretty much the same as " B. G.'s" (p. 11), seeing
that I have never yet got a plant tliat could be shown at an exhibition
of this flower from such seed If '• B. G." wishes to naise plants from
seed that will give satisfaction, he should buy a few nanred plants
from some amateur who he knows has exhibited and taken prizes,
and then save seed from such plants.—K. Iv.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
French Pseonies.— Seeing tli.at the last Garden cnntaius a good .article

and figure of the Fi-eucli P.ajoiiies allow me to say that I have grown them now
four years from a collectioa of twenty-four sorts, sent by the Dean of Hereford to
his brother the Earl of Powis, and I find them well worth cuitiv.ition. There
was a lady here last season who wished to know where they were to be got, as
she Ehould so much like to grow them. I could only refer her to the Continent.
Now, perhaps, you can say where in Enalaud they can be had » In my collection
there are some with highly marked ceuhes, and for cutting for vases they are
very useful —G. Bosn, II'«fco(. [There is a good collection of Paionies in Jlr.
Pai-ker's Nursery, at Tooting, and also in some of our other hardy plant nur-
series,]

Gardens near Grecian or Classic Houses—jl/"rs. i,-Our series will
comprise some such gardens, and some lia'-e been puldishcd in back volumes ol
The Garden. At present the style of gardening is, unfortunately, seldom con-
siderately .adapted to this or any other "style." A simple, natur.al one with
smooth lawn coming near the house and, for the most part, permanent beds
would suit such houses as well as any others.

Weeds on Walks.—Will .anyone tell me what is the best preparation to
kill weeds on walks with Box edges at tliis time of year?—B. B. C.

Names of Plants.— -C. G.—li, is a Berpetual-flowering Carnation of the .Sir
Garnet Wolseley type, but the flower sent is not sullicient to determine its merits ;

it is not open enough. D. B. C. -Euphorbia Lathyru? (Common Caper Spurge),
G. J. i! — 1, Selaginella Merteusi; 2, Pteris longifolia ; 3, Adiantum hispi-

dnlum ; 4, Tradeseantia species (send in flower). E. ycfc/s,—Helichrysum
vestitum.

Melons at Christmas.—For tlie last month we h.ave had
Melons, and there are still a few left. Is not this unusual for
January? The Melon is Dell's Hybrid, and the flavour and texture
are excellent.—W. \Y. Kettlewell, I^ai-flne Court, near Bristol.

We are informed that the annual dinner of the Horticultural
Club will take place at the club house on Tuesday next, the 11th
inst., Mr. John Lee in the chair, and are pleased to hear that the
club is prospering, many new members having joined during the past
year.

Mr. L. Pointon has' left J^Biddulph Grange and is going into
partnership with Mr. J. Sherratt, nurseryman &c., Knypersley,
Bddulph, near Congleton.

PROPAGATING.

>'-!)

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea.—All
the varieties of Aphelexis are increased by means
of cuttings prepared as shown in the annexed
illustration. Take clean G-in. pots, fill tlieni

quarter full of crocks, and on these place some of

the siftings out of the soil, which should consist of

two-thirds peat and the other yellow loam, made
very sandy. Fill up witli this, and press down
firmly to J in. below the rim, which space should
be filled witli silver sand that has previously been
washed. Press down again, and sprinkle with
water. Mark the sand with a bell-glass, and then
insert the cuttings with a small dibber, fastening

them well in. Give a good watering to settle them
well in, leaving the glasses off for an hour or two
to dry up the leaves. The pots must then be
plunged half way up in a tan bed. The glasses

sliould be wiped dry every otlier morning. The
cuttings are generally between two and three

months in rooting. The best month for striking

them in is March. When they begin to grow, which
will be about the second month, tilt up the glasses

with a small piece of crock or wood, gradually in-

creasing the opening till they may be removed alto-

gether. They may tlien be put in a cool, shady
pit, ready for potting off in July.—H.

Botanic Gardens, G-eorgetown, Demerara. — The
report on this garden for the half-year ending June 3U last has just

been received. Its matter is mostly of local interest. We note,

however, that Mr. Jenman, tlie superintendent, refers in one part

of the report to the r.apid growtli of some introduced plants.

"This," he says, "is more particularly shown by the Roses
obtained from England, The Hybrid Perpetuals from average-sized

nursery plants have in the tliree montl\s which have elapsed since

they were put out grown into bushes from 6 ft. to 7 ft. high, and
the other hard-wooded things have liardly done less well ; while

herbaceous plants, such as Coleus, Alternanthera, Iresine, Amaran-
tus, &c,, appear to rusli up to maturity in two or three weeks.
Much of this luxuriance is due, however, to the very moist season

experienced, as vegetation soon suffers and becomes stagnant with
even a short period of drought in tlie stiff, tenacious soil of the coast

laud of the colony."

—

Nature.

Cleansing Hothouses.—In every department of the garden
cleanliness is one of tlie principal items of success, and p.articularly

so in forcing houses, wliere, owing to the use of so much fire-heat,

insects are apt to establish tliemselves, and prevention is always

better than cure. For this purpose we find nothing to answer better

for cleaning out the holes and corners where youug broods may be
deposited than half a pint of petroleum oil put in two gallons of

water, and damping every nook and corner witli the syringe. In
applying it, first draw the syringe full, and discharge it back into

the bucket, making the two ingredients boil up together, and
while in that state draw tlie syringe full and apply it where wanted,

and continue the work till the can is empty, or otherwise the

petroleum will all float on the surface. This liberates the dirt and
routes out every living insect with which it comes in contact ; follow

up with tlie scrubbing-brush, and finish off with the syringe and
plenty of clean water.

—

J.vmes Smith, Waterdale.

Arbroath Horticultural and Natural History
Association.—In an opening lecture in connection with tliis

newly-formed association, the lecturer, Mr. HughFraser, Edinburgh,

after describing the working of the Scottisli Horticultural Asso-

ciation, said it would be wrong for any man to neglect his business

in order to study natural science, but no working man could better

employ his leisure hours than in the contemplation of flowers or

plants or any other branch of natural history. He hoped the Ar-

broath Society would have a long and successful career before it,

and that from its ranks men would be turned out who would make
some mark in the scientific world.

The Garden Annual.—All readers of this will greatly oblige

the editor by informing him of any omissions, changes, or errors.

^Ve do not desire large places only, but any where gardening is regu-

larly carried on. Correspondents writing from places on the borders

of counties will oblige by including those in the adjacent counties.

The addresses should be written very clearly in the following order ;

Name of Place, County, Itailway Station, C/ardener's Name, Owner,

Post Toivn,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; cliange it rather : but
THE Art iiself is aathr^."—Shakespeare.

ANNUAL KEPRODUCTION OF BULBS.

Ttvo or three years ago when "Dunedin" was constantly

writing in The Garden about what he thought was a new
discovery, that the bulbs of Lilies perish and are renewed

every year, I pointed out that all the common garden bulbs

which I knew have this habit ; and I am glad to find that

Mr. Miles has come to the same conclusion. All who have

studied vegetable physiology must know it, and I really can-

not understand how any practical gardener who digs and
plants and transplants at all times of the year, and makes use

of his eyes and brains as well as his hands, can fail to have

observed it. I will not venture to say that what is true of

most bulbs must be true of all ; but without doubt the

Crocus, the Snowdrop, the Daffodil, the Tulip, the Dog's-

tooth Violet, the terrestrial Orchis, the Gladiolus, and others

annually form one or more new bulbs ; whilst the bulb of the

preceding year either totally disappears or invariably dies.

I will give my reasons presently for believing that Lilies form
no exception to this rule, but I will first ask those who are

either sceptical or curious about the matter to observe for

themselves. !Most gardens can afford for the corpus vile of

the esperiment a bunch of yellow Crocus, of Daffodils, and
of common Tulips, and in most neighbourhoods the early

purple Orchis or the Spotted Orchis are common enough to

afford similar opportunities for observation. All these kinds

should be observed, as the manner of reproduction varies in

each of them, and the Orchis is the most interesting of all, the

old tuber remaining apparently sound sometimes for a year

after it has entirely ceased to live. One bulb of each of the

above-named kinds should be dug up weekly and carefully

examined and dissected from the time that the stems first

appear above ground to the time that they wither. It will

be found in the case of the Crocus that an entirely new bulb
is being formed in concentric layers on the upjier surface of

the old bulb, round the base of each stem. Sometimes a

large Dutch root of yellow Crocus will produce as many as seven

or eight stems ; each of these forms its own new bulb, and as

these new bulbs increase the old bulb gradually decays

and disappears. Much the same takes place with the Daffodil,

but the new bulbs are formed inside or at the side of the

old bulb, not above it ; and in the case both of the Crocus and
the Daffodil every stem, whether flower-bearing or barren, is

sure to form its own independent bulb, so that we know for

certain, before digging them up, how many bulbs we shall

find.

The Gladiolus ha? nearly the same habit of reproduction

as the Crocus, except that the old bulb is not absorbed, and
does not decay in the process, but, having once produced
shoots, it never retains any power of producing more. In
the class to which the Tulip belongs the manner of renewal

is quite different. The living stem in their case does not

become the axis of a new concentric formation, but
new bulbs are formed laterally at the lower end of the

stem underground, the new bulbs being in concentric layers

round the germ of next year's stem growth, the line of

which forms their axis ; by the time the new bulbs are
• formed the old bulb has entirely disappeared. I

feel little doubt that the habit of Lilies is nearly the

same as that of Tulips with regard to the annual renewal of

their bulbs. Most of them are too precious for these experi-

ments, but we had better select common and vigorous and

fast-increasing kinds, such as the Orange Lily and the Yellow

Turk's Cap. We shall find that their stem in spring rises

from the line of the axis, round which the scales are arranged

in concentric layers ; but if we dig up the root in autumn
when the stem is dying, we shall iind no scales remaining in

the former arrangement, but one, two, three, or more bulbs

round the base of the stem, each having a distinct axis in the

line of the next year's stem. 1 own that I have often dug

up what has been when planted a large bulb of L. auratum,

and has flowered well, and on removing the dead stem with

its large wig of roots, I have found a much diminished bulb

occupying part of the space before held by the large bulb.

In other cases there remain what seem certainly to be old

scales, but in these instances I believe the growth to have been

imperfect and unhealthy. I have sometimes seen also in the

Gladiolus stems with hardly a trace of new bulb at their

base, the old bulb looking fresh and sound, but in these cases

there is no increase, and little or no healthy growth the follow-

ing year, and the theory seems to hold good that for the

underground increase of Lilies and other bulbs the death of

the old bulb is a necessary condition. We may infer that in

the stoloniferous Lilies the old bulb dies, because such Lilies

as L. superbum never come up exactly in the same spot the

second year ; but the stoloniferous habit which we see in some

Lilies, as well as in some Tulips (T. sylvestris), differs only

in degree from the ordinary habit of these bulbs, which are

generally reproduced at the sides of the root-stock.

Transplanting.—But I must cut this short, and will aski

in conclusion. What are the practical lessons to be learnt by

gardeners from these observations 1 It might be thought that

one lesson would be not to transplant until the reproduction is

complete and the new bulb at rest, but in practice we find

that bulbs succeed better if transplanted just before the

stem begins to wither. Most of our common bulbs are so

hardy, that it matters little when we move them ; but for

Lilies and the choicer Narcissi and terrestrial Orchises, I

always prefer to transplant before the dormant period

begins rather than whilst they are dormant. By this plan

the bulbs seem to be able to make for themselves a com-

fortable bed before they go to sleep, and to be more vigor-

ous when they start again. We find something analogous

to this amongst insects. Caterpillars which transform under

ground work for themselves, before finally casting their

skins, a cavity, so as to prevent the soil from pressing upon

them, and if a chrysalis is dug up and buried again in the

soil, I have observed that it generally resents the disturb-

ance either by dying or by producing a deformed moith

No doubt if bulbs are to remain long out of the ground

or to travel far, it is better to wait until they are quite at

rest before digging them up, and I feel sure Mr. Elwes is

right when he tells us, in the introduction to his " Monograph

of Lilies " that one chief reason why so many imported L.

auratum fail is that they are dug up before their growth

is completed, and that for this cause the bulbs of this Lily

imported m September and October are less likely to suc-

ceed than those which arrive after Christmas.

Udffe Hall, Malixis. C. Wolley Dod.

May I say a few words in support of Mr. ililes's remarks in

The Gakden of the 8th inst. ? I read all " Dunedia's " papers in

Vol. XIV. and the criticisms thereon, and I made a few con-

tributions on the subject, one of which " Dunedin " accepted (see p.

262) as pointing to a solution of the question as to how the Lily

grows and lives from year to year. I, like Mr. Miles, have found

my opinion strengthened by longer experience, and I think I can

furnish a fresh argument in favour of " Dunedin's " view. In the

culture of Lilies (in pots especially) it is common to find that after

blooming once or twice, a Lily throws up more stems than one,

and in repotting it will be seen that each such stem
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rises from a distinct and separate bulb. From whence, then, come
these separate luilba? They are not offsets in the ordinary seuse of

the term, for offsets are formed on the exterior of the old bulb, as in

the case of Hyacinths, while in this case not a vestige of the old

bulb remains. The clear explanation seems to be that these separate

bulbs are the successional ones formed in the manner maintained by

"Dunedin," sometimes only singly, but at other times in threes

or even fours.—W. J. T., Brixton.

ANNUAL GROWTH OF LILIES.

Mb. Miles has ve-opened this question, -which he truly says -was
" threshed out" when last discussed in The Garden. I can

assure Mr. INIiles that no one is more open to conviction than I am,
or less disposed to cling to accepted conclusions when reasonable

proof is forthcoming of their fallacy
;

yet whoever informed him
that I had come to think Lily bulbs are of annual growth was very

much mistaken. In place of this, since the subject was first

opened I have seen enough to confirm the opinion I from the first

expressed, which is that Lilies, with the exception of one or two
kinds, like other bulbs composed of scales or layers, although con-

tinuous in their increase from within by the formation of new
scales, and as continuous in their throwing off the old external

ones, do not completely renew themselves nearly so quickly as

those who entertain the annual or biennial view suppose. I may
here remark that so far as 1 have been able to understand, the

difference of opinion entertained by those who have spoken on the

subject is simply in the time that it takes from the formation of

the scales to tlieir decay. No one supposes that they exist for an
indefinite time ; on the other hand, I have never seen the slightest

reason for supposing that Lily bulbs are of annual formation, like

the oorm or solid bulbous plants, such as the Gladioli and Croci.

To test the truth of this annual or biennial decay of the scales,

two years ago the past autumn I took a bulb each of several kinds

of Lilies—speciosum, Krameri, and auratum—and treated them
as follows: At the time of potting, soon after the tops had died

down, I got some of the thinnest soft metallic wire, which is almost

a3 pliable as a bit of ordinary thread ; this 1 worked carefully in be-

tween the upper part of the scales in the form of a ring, enclosing

within the circle more than halfthe scales which composed the central

portion of the bulbs, leaving from fourteen to sixteen of the outer

scales outside the ring of wire. I left the ends of the wire loose

and long enough to permit of the enclosed portion of the bulbs
growing. I then placed the bulbs in the pots, and covered them
with soil iu the usual way. They grew and flowered the follow-

ing summer in no way different from others not wired. When
potted again twelve months afterwards the bulbs had grown con-
siderably, the scales enclosed within the ring of wire having ex-

panded a good deal. Of the outer scales that I had left not enclosed

within the wire there were in no case more than six or seven de-

cayed, the others remaining, as usually seen, browner than the

younger or central portion, but quite alive. I potted them again
with the wire untouched last autumn ; at the end of the second
year all the scales outside the rings were gone except from one to

four on each bulb
;
yet there was not a single bulb but had at

least one of the old scales outside the ring left alive, and there

was no trace of any inside the rings having gone. Now, accord-

ing to the annual or biennial theory, not a vestige of living por-
tion should have been found outside the rings.

This experiment, simple though it was, still more convinced me
of the mistalce made by those who believe in the rapid formation
and decay of Lily scales. I did not attempt to carry it further,

although 1 should not expect to find the annual decay even of the
scales of the same bulbs always the same, nor the formation of

new ones always alike either. A good deal will doubtless depend
on the many influences for and against the well-being of the bulbs,

but nothing can be further from the truth than the supposition

that each bulb is entirely an annual production, lilce that of the

corm in true bulbous plants. If I were to hazard an opinion, I

should say that a healthy strong bulb of the kinds of Lily that
possess this form of root would take not less than four years for

all the scales in existence at a given time to have passed away and
their places been taken by a new formation—in other words by an
entirely new plant. T. Baines.

I am glad that the Lily ball keeps rolling ; sorry that I for
one cannot respond to Mr. Miles' appeal (p. 20) for an opinion. I
am busy ; even some of our Lilies are not yet potted. I would,
however, suggest careful notice of L. tenuifolium, the Lily having

the bulb showing least tendency to break up, while L. giganteum
shows the most. I think it would be possible to grow some Lilies

in water, so that the bulb might be constantly under observation,

say, for instance, L. superbum (the Swamp Lily) ; this should grow
in one of Powell's tall table glasses, with a nest of Moss or of some
fibre at the top. Such a glass would not be much liable to topple

over, and a weighted stick might support the stem ; this experiment
might be worth trying. I am a great believer in Mr. Max Leichtlin,

and so far would back his opinion. George F. Wilson.
Heatherbank, Wii/bridge Heath.

Mr. Miles asks for my experience as to the decay of bulbs

after flowering. It is no new theory, but a well-known fact, that a

great many bulbs (perhaps the gi eater number) and many herbaceous
plants as well decay after flowering. A familiar instance is the

decay of nearly all the tuberous-rooted British Orchids. There is a

practical application of the fact with which I have often comforted
despairing friends when they have lost (or think they have lost)

their plants after a good show of flowers. The fact is that in many
cases the new roots do not flower at once, and sometimes make no
show above ground till they are old enough to flower. When there

is a good clump there will always be a sufficient number to make a

succession ; but where the clump is small there may be an apparent
loss of the whole. I have known Triteleia uniflora not to put in

an appearance one year, and yet be very good the year before and
the year after, and I have known Arum crinitum disappear for two
years and theu come up as strong as ever.

—

Henry N. Ellacombe,
Bitlon Vicarage.

HOTES or THE WEEK.

Christmas Roses in Devonshire.—I have a good many
Hellebores at present in bloom out-of-doors, and as there is so much
discussion about them just now, I have sent you specimens of them.

They are, I believe, all natural species (except one variety of atro-

rubens). In one or two instances the names are without authority,

and iu others I purposely appropriate them not iu accordance with

some arrangements recently propounded. I have also recently

flowered a fac-simile of the Hellebore sent over by Mr. Sandison, and
figured in 1842 in the "Botauical Register." It is essentially diffe-

rent from antiquorum, which is now so called. In the " Register "

it is named orientalis, but Mr. Baker calls it antiquorum. The fol-

lowing is a list of the flowers which I send : abchasicus, olympicus

major, lividescens, atro-rubens, and atro-rubens var., persistent

foliage ; odorus (sweet-scented), semi-persistent
;
pedatus, cupreus,

torquatus, intermedins, green sweet-smelling, and purpurascens,

deciduous. I have, perhaps, as many more species coming forward.

I send also H. niger, II. niger maximus, and an unnamed sort which
appears to have been a cross between colchicus and atro-rubens.

Most of these are earlier than usual this season ; but, in fact, owe

gardens have been full of colour which does not ordinarily appear

at Christmas.—T. 11. Archee-Hind, Coomlieji.i/inrn' lloum', Neirton

Atiboll. [The specimens sent by our correspondent certainly repre-

sent a very fine collection, and the colours of many of them are

remarkably clear, particularly H. atro-rubens and its varieties.

There are pure white flowered kinds, and the beautiful large blush

form of H. niger named maximus. Accompanying the Hellebores

are flowers of Crocus Imperati, one of the most beautiful of all

Croci, and blooms of Triteleia (Milla) uniflora, all of which indicate

the mildness of the climate of Devonshire.]

Billbergias at Ke^w.—In the large collection of Bromeliaceous

plants in the Palm house at Kew there are always a few in flower.

Just now the beautiful B. vittata maorantha is gay with its long,

gracefully drooping spikes of blossoms, which possess a combination

of colours, but chiefly of rich carmine, reddish purple, and deep

purple, all blended in the most charming manner, and the large rosy-

pink bracts that subtend the flowers considerably enhance their

beauty. The foliage, too, of this species is handsome, as it consists

of broad leaves from 1 ft. to 2 ft. long, with marginal rows of black

spines and broad transverse bands of a silvery lustre on a metallic

green ground. It is to be regretted that this beautiful Bromeliad is

as yet so scarce, for we seldom meet with it, and the only place in

which we had hitherto seen it grown in quantity was in the famous

but now unhappily dispersed collection atDangstein, where Mr. Vair

used to grow it remarkably fine, and from this source we believe the

Kew plants were derived. Among other Bromeliads worthy of note

in flower at Kew are B. pallescens, which has rather pale green

flowers and pink bracts, a contrast which renders it remarkable, and

iEchmea fasciata, which bears a congested cluster of rosy-pink

bracts and blossoms of a similar hue, wfcich last a long time in per-

fection.

Rubus rosseflorua in Flower in Winter.—I send a

flower of this from the greenhouse borne on a plant potted the begin-
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ning of October. I have tried now five or six years, but cannot
flower it out-of-doors. It grows strongly, but does not get mature
enough before it is out down by frost. It appears to flower in single

blooms at the points of the shoots, and their size surprises one com-
pared with the smallness of the bud. I should like to see the single

variety which I suppose exists. I find it a good plan to keep a good
clump out-of-doors in a warm corner, where, when well established,

it runs like Nettles, so that every season there is a good supply to

give away. The pure cold whiteness and semi-transparency of the

petals always strike me as unlike the colour and texture of any other
flower that I know. I came upon it some years ago at a little nur-

sery at Vevey, on the Lake of Geneva. They could give me no name
for it but double Bramble (Bonce a Jleur double), and I only knew
the proper name when it was described a year or two ago in The
Garden.—F. J.

The Bulbous Iris (Xiphion planifclium).—This, one of the
showiest harbingers of spring among hardyflowers, is ,we hear, beau-
tifully in flower in Mr. Ware's nursery, Tottenham. It is a plant
which does not appear to be much known, or if knovs'n, not much
grown, though it is an ancient denizen of our garden ; even in old
Gerarde's time it was a great favourite, and he says of it : "It is

dasht over, instead of the blew or watchet colour, with a most
pleasant gold-yellow colour, and hath a smell exceeding sweet."
Since Gerarde's time it has received no fewer than thirteen names,
but Miller's name, X. planifolium, is generally considered the most
correct, on account of priority of date. Mr. Ware grows it as Iris

S3orpioides ; in other nurseries it may be found under the names of

X. alatum, I trialata, I. transtagana, I. microptera, &c. It is

certainly a pretty plant, and all who would like to see it on their

open borders on some of these dreary mornings, a singularly shaped
flower of a purple and gold colour peeping a few inches above the
soil and surrounded with broad foliage, should procure and plant a
a few bulbs of this pretty South European plant.

Calceolaria hybrida Burbidgei.—This new and charming
plant is now and tias been for more than a fortnight in flower in my
greenhouse, and is, I think, likely to prove quite an acquisition.

The plant in question was kindly sent me during last autumn by
its raiser, the present curator of the Trinity College Botanic Gardens,
whose name it bears, a name well and honourably known to readers
of The Garden, and also as that of the author of the charming
account of botanical travels in Borneo, recently reviewed in its

columns. Mr. Burbidge informs me that he obtained this hybrid
by fertilising the bloom of C. Fuchsioafolia (figured on plate 173 of

the fifteenth volume of The Garden, and synonymous with the
plant figured under the name of C. deflexa on plate 6431 of the
105th volume of the " Botanical Magazine ") with the pollen of C.
Pavoni, a coarse-growing and not very ornamental species, figured
in the seventy-fifth volume of "Botanical Magazine," plate 4525.
The hybrid shows the foliage of the pollen parent, but in bloom is a
decided improvement, both in size of pip and depth of shade of
yellow on that of C. Fuchsioafolia. It is apparently easy of culti-

vation, compact in habit of growth, and roots freely from cuttings.—W. E. G.

Notes on Hardy Flowers from Bicliley.—There is here
Backhouse's major form of Saxifraga Burseriana, flowering as well now
as one would expect it had the season been farther advanced, and
it most decidedly answers to its name. During the coming season
there will be a rich variety of rare favourite Alpine plants, and to
give a few examples of the way in which several genera have been
worked up, I will make reference to the Gentians, Fritillaries, and
Heronsbills as follows :^
Gentiana acaulis v. cciles- Gentiana verna FritilKiria parviflora

tina Froiliolii Karelin:
var. alba

'

pannonica atropurpurea
asclepiadea phlogitolia Thuiibergi

v,ar. alba umbellata I'ecuvva
Andi-ewsi (Saponaria) Kurroo imperialis var?.
angustifolia braehyphylla Jleleagi-is vars.
fcaliva algiila Krodium chrysanthum
excisa \V.alleneuvi cnrvifolium
bavarica lutea romanum
inibricata rritillaria pyrenaica niacradenum
Burse ri
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GARDEN THOUGHTS.

The first publication of my " Garden Thoughts " has already

brought me many pleasant and interesting communications,

which encourage me to hope that, by educing experiences and

hints from others, I may be of use to the brotherhood and

sisterhooil of gardeners whom I love so well. Specially welcome

were, and will be, thoughts realised, artists' proofs, letters ac-

cjmpanied, when this is practicable, with specimens of the

objects to which the manuscript refers.
*

Placp, cm:c dames—to a Queen of Spades who sends to me
from the Royal Gardens at Munstead, by a Queen's Messenger

(the postman), a beautiful and perfect flower of Iris stylosa,

and writes—
AVas it not a pleasant surprise for Christmas morning to find a

good show of this lovely Iris on a plant in the open air ? I sent

some away on the same day, and left some to show you a day or two
later, but a fall of snow spoilt them, and compelled me to wait for

a new crop. It has never flowered with me quite so early before.

I wish I had a spare corner, looking south, baclied by a bit of wall

or tarred fence ; I would have such a border of flowers and greenery

in full beauty at Christmas ! On the wall would be J.isminum nudi-

fiorum, and in the border great clumps of Christmas Roses and Iris

stylosa, with Alexandrine Laurel behind and among (its beautiful

foliage is now in perfection), and in front should be bordering

patches of the large variegated Periwinkle and the mossy Saxifrage.

The Saxifrage should grow close up to the Christmas Roses, and, in

addition to its other merits, would save the flowers from splash.

Surely the recovery of that Iris from the storm, like the

pretty little sister who laughs merrily as she shakes from her

golden air the fraternal offering of snow, should give it a place

in all our gardens. A single flower on my writing table (with

its long, thin, sword-like leaf almost dipping in the ink, as

though it wished to write home of its safe arrival) brightens

my room, and reminds me of lines printed outside a song and

under the portrait of a noble dame

—

The beautiful and accomplished Lady Emily G

—

Whose smile would make a summer where darlcness else

would be.

And the idea of a natural winter garden is well worthy of

our garden thoughts ; a collection of all such shrubs and
plants as would give us, weather permitting, fair flowers or

leaves in winter. Might there not be, where space and spades

abound, a garden of the seasons, the four compartments being

so bounded as to be quite separate and distinct, which would
beautifully illustrate our Laureate's description in " The
Gardener's Daughter "

—

The year increased. The daughters of tlie year,

One after one, through that still garden passed ;

Each, garlanded with her peculiar flowers.

Danced into light and died into the shade.
*

Of winter flowers Mr. Groom very kindly sends me from
the gardens at Linton, Kent, a box containing four varieties

of seedling Primroses, white (double and single), yellow, and
pink ; the purple Gentian (acaulis), Polyanthus, Violets,

Aconite, and the pretty little Fuchsia microphylla, and
writes

—

As you may not be so favoured as we are by climate in Kent for
early outdoor flowers, I send a few, which I have just picked in a
walk round, as they may present some Garden Thoughts which may
be of interest to readers of The Garden. To me they suggest the
thought of that eternal spring to which we look forward with hope.
How few appreciate the beauty or the blessings which surround us.

We speak of " this poor dark world," and of this winter season as
a dead cheerless time. Many seem to think there is nothing to see
in a garden except in midsummer, and some cannot see it then.
Nevertheless, though such blindness seems incurable, and we see no
signs as yet of a millennium, I feel sure that the spread of horti-
culture amongst .all classes is doing something to cheer many a life,

especially that phase of gardening which does not overlook such

simple hardy flowers as may be grown by anyone who has a few
yards of soil. Here the Primrose, Aconite, and Snowdrop find a
congenial home, although we do not neglect the Orchid, nor your
own favourite the Rose ; and I trust that the pages of The Garden
will continue to make more popular a class of plants which has been
too long neglected.

I think the Christmas Rose should be crowned Queen of

Winter, so that a Rose may bo queen always ; but what an
awful name those botanists have given it ! He must have
returned on ticket-of-leave from Botany Bay who called that

pale, pure, beautoous flower Helleborus niger, and must have
been thinking of the black villains, poisoners and garotters,

whom he had left behind. Why have we not more of these

charming " chalic'd flowers " ] Because, chiefly, they like to

be left to themselves, and we persist in mixing them with
other plants, and in digging about and disturbing them.

They don't like strange bedfellows, and we put them in large

dormitories instead of single-bedded rooms. They like a

warm well-sheltered place, and we put them anywhere. I saw
them a few days ago blooming in happy abundance in the

palace garden close by " Ely's stately fane," and some cut

flowers were very tastefully arranged in Moss upon the dinner-

table within. So that the wise and good prelate who rules

that diocese seems to be a very superior horticulturist to his

predecessor in that see who told the Archbishop of Cantor-

bury that fruit was improved by the proximity of weeds—

-

The Strawberry grows underneath the Nettle,
And wholesome berries thrive and ripen best
Neighboured by fruit of baser quality.

{Henry F., act i., scene i.)

though he may not be so extensive and expensive in his garden

operations as the later bishop, .John Morton, to whom the Duke
of Gloucester said^

My Lord of Ely, when I was last in Holborn
I saw good Strawberries in your garden there ;

I do beseech you send for some of them.
{Richard III., act iii., scene iv.)

or those who made it so famous for its Crocuses that part of

it was known as Saft'ron Hill, and so abundant in Roses that

the zealous and learned Bishop Cox, when forced to make such

terms as royal possessors chose to dictate as to the tenancy of

Ely Place, reserved to himself and his suoceisors the right of

walking in the gardens and of gathering twenty bushels of

Roses yearly.* Bat I must return to my letters.

«

A Northamptonshire friend, who is in horticulture a prince,

though in his garden, one of the prettiest in England, only a

squire at present, rightly reminds me that in enumerating the

winter plants which are worthy of our admiration I must not

omit those Ferns which still retain their graceful form and
verdure. He says

—

Just at this time I liave much daily enjoyment from a bit of rock-

work covered with winter-green Ferns, different varieties of Scolo-

pendriura, Polypodium, and Polystichum rotundifolium and angulare.

In a sharp winter like last year's even these would hide their half-

frozen heads, but up to this time they have been real treats.

Perhaps some reader of The Gabdex may be induced as I

was by this communication to find attractions in the Fernery

which he thought were gone. The Soolopendrium vulgare,

or common Hart's-tongue, is especially fresh and glossy. A
bachelor, who possesses a great antipathy to the gentler sex,

once asked me, purposely pretending ignorance, what Scolo-

pendrium meant 1 I told him it was so named from the Greek

Scolopendra, a species of venomous insect like the centipede,

and I read to him the reason why from my friend Mr. Lowe's

excellent treatise on "Our Native Ferns" (vol. ii., p. 230),
" because the lines of fructification resembled that many-

* See Rev. H. N. EUacombe's interesting book on "The Plant-

lore and Garden-craft of Shakspeare," p. 198 and 220.
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legged, crawling animal ;" and' the morose misogynist ma'le

answer, "Long, smooth, venomous, hundred-footed; vihy

don't you give it its right name, and call it Woman's
Tongue?"

Indeed, there still reaiiins, in this favourable season, infiaite

beiuty where there are eyes to sea it. Close to the Ferns of

which I have just written I saw a striking contrast of russet-

red, and green, and silver, produced by the leaves of an

Epiniediura, which grows out of a clump of the varieg'ited

Periwinkle (Vinca major), and not far from this the Golden

Eetinospora (pluraosaaurea) rises from a silver floor of Arabis.

I regard this Ketinospora, which has held its own against two

very cruel winters, as one of the most precious of those

acquisitions which have been so graciously and freely awarded

la these latter 3'ears to the determined energj^ of our explorer.-J,

amateur and professional.

Ajid. while I am thinking of beautiful leaves I am reminded

of another kind communication which I have received from

Cannes, in reply to my enquiry as to the relative merits of

the Anipelopsis introduced by the Messrs. Veitch, and bearing

their name, and the dear old Virginian Creeper. The writer,

J. H. Thomas, says :

—

I have grown Veitch'a Ampelopsis since its introduction in 1S67.

With rae it colours more finely than the old Virginian Creeper,
being less dependent on a sunny aspect, and it contains shades of

pink, mi.xed with the crimson, which I have not noticed in the older
variety. Opinions, I suppose, would differ as to the relative merits
when in green leaf. The Virginian Creeper has a more graceful

habit of growth, covering a wall with its festoons. Veitch's, on the
other hand, has glossy, not dull leaves, and clings without artificial

help. Ampelopsis Royli is a good and distinct variety, the foliage

taming to a maroon-red, instead of crimson, in autumn. P.S.—

I

had almost forgotten the greatest recommendation of A. Veitchi,

namely, that the red leaves remain without falling fully a fortnight

longer than those of the Virginian Creeper,
*

" Captain Cuttle" bids me find, and when found make a

note of, the striking effect produced by a combination here

and there in plantations and shrubberies of the Silver Birch

with the Austrian Pine, Yew, Cedar, or other evergreen trees,

and I fully agree with the distinguished mariner that the

bright boles gleaming among the dark foliage are ii'.easant

features in a landscape.

For other letters, sympathetic and complimentarj', " ever-

more thanks, the exchequer of the poor ;" but what am I to

say to my only aggrieved parishioner, I mean angry corres-

pondent, who, " having accidentally met in the house of a

neighbour with a paper called The Garden (what a happy,

honourable day for this obscure and depraved publication!),"

is surprised to find a clergyman and a florist raving about a

bunch of Eoses at Christmas, and so, with a covetous craving

for artificial luxuries, flying in the face of Providence, not to

mention Shakespeare. Because if Providence had thought it

right that we should have Roses at Christmas they would have

come to us without any forcing, and because the greatest of

all uninspired writers has said.

At Christmas I no more desire a Rose
Than wish a snow in May's new fangled shows.
But like of each thing that in season grows.

But it is just what one would expect from a redhot Eitualist,

which you are well known to be, to be absorbed in iBsthetics,

and hothouse flowers, and sentimental trash, instead of look-

ing after your parishioners. Some shepherds " (here comes

the cruel, crushing climax) " think more of their flutes than

of their flocks."

Well, I must plead in defence that neither Mr. Henderson,

who grew the Roses, nor I who accepted them, had the least

idea of flying nywhere ; that Ho, Who makes the garden'

gives the gardener his art ; that Shakspeare would have
written joyful sonnets could he have seen such a precious

posey ; that so far from being redhot, I have serious thoughts

of asking my housemaid for another blanket ; that I do not

deserve to be called a Ritualist, because I am. not as yet in

jail ; and that, if my correspondent will come to Caunton,
and will tell my old people, and poor folks, and children,

whom I will assemble for the purpose, that they are neglected

and uncared for, I venture to prophesy that ho will receive

some such response as was given at a confirmation by a small

boy to a great bishop, who, under a strong but erroneous im-

pression that the candidate had been previously confirmed,

sent him a message to that effect by his chaplain. The
clergyman whispered in his ear, " The bishop says that you
have been confirmed." " Then," replied the youth, with more
regard to truth than to politeness, ^^hes a liar!"

Caunton Manor, Newarlc. S. R. H.

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT THE FIRS, SYDENHAM.
The Orchids in Mr. Dorman's garden at The Firs is another of

the several noteworthy collections that exist in the neighbourhood
of Sydenham, biing onl_y a few minutes' walk from that of Mr.
Cobb, Silverdale Lodge, to which we alluded last week. Though
Mr. Dorman's collection is considerably more numerous than that

at Silverdale Lodge, there are similar indications of skilful culture

in every house, which shows plainly that the particular require-

ments of every kind is well understood. The houses are constructed

chiefly with span roofs, not too high, but of such a height that

plants of moderate size may be placed on the stage close to the

angle at the spring of the roof without touching the glass. The
ventilation is effected by means of openings in the roof, but prin-

cipallj' by openings in the side walls beneath or on a line with

the hot-water pipes, so that the air may be warmed on entering.

An important item in the construction of these houses are the

capacious tanks for the storage of rain water from the roofs. x\s an
ample supply of soft water is positively indispensable to the suc-

cessful culture of Orchids, or indeed of any other kinds of tender

plants, the importance of providing for its storage cannot be over-

rated ;
therefore intending Orchid house builders should pay par-

ticular attention to this point. We noticed near Mr. Dorman's

Orchid houses a spacious circular tank, which appeared to be supplied

from the adjoining dwelling house, so that the inside tanks were
supplemented by this large outer tank. If possible, tanks inside

the houses should be so arranged that a hot-water pipe may run

through them, so as to slightly raise the temperature of the

water. The houses are glazed with good clear glass in large panes,

also an important point in Orchid houses, as bad glass is so apt

to burn the leaves. There is also ample provision for effectually

shading the plants by means of canvas on rollers, which, when
not in use, run up underneath a projecting ridge or coping. We
noticed that on the stages, which seemed to be of solid slate, the

fine white Derbyshire spar was much used for placing the pots on

;

it has a good appearance, and is not liable to become soon green
;

moreover, it retains water a long time, which evaporates steadily

from it.

The Cattleya House was filled to overflowing with a re-

markably tine collection both as regards number of kinds and
finely grown specimens. The rare and difficult to manage C.

Dow'iana, figured in The Gardex (Vol. XII., p. 448), was as

fine as any plants we have seen of it, the growths being stout

and healthy, and developing flower-sheaths. The same remark

applies to C. MeudelU, C. Warneri, and the innumerable forms of

C. Mossia; and Trianse, as well as the rare white-flowered variety

of C. Sklnneri. The dwarf-growing Cattleyas and Laelias are

grown on blocks suspended near the roof, a position in which
they acquire great vigour.

An adjoining house devoted to cool Orchids, principally Odon-

toglossums, likewise comprised a healthy houseful of plants, most

of which are throwing up flower-spikes, which in a few weeks will
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make a fine display. The atmosphere of this house was verj' cool

and refreshing after coming from the warmer compartments. O.

vexillarium is grown in a warmer house than the main collection of

Odontoglossums, and we were informed that about GOO flowers

were expanded at one time last season, which must have been a

glorious sight. The " brealis" formed on the plants this year are

also remarkably .strong. We noticed in the collection of Dendro-

bia some healthy plants of D. Falconeri, an Orchid so difficult to

grow well. They were attached to large sections of Tree Fern
stumps, apparently a capital plan of growing it, as the Fern
stumps are more retentive of moisture than ordinary wood blocks.

It would, we think, confer a benefit upon beginners if experienced

cultivators would give their opinion as to the best material for

blocks, a point on which there seems to be considerable diversity

of opinion, some thinking cork the best, others Tree Fern blocks,

and others again wood, and sometimes charcoal, and in this collec-

tion we noticed some Orchids flourishing finely on pieces of char-

coal, particularly Uendrobium C'ambridgeanum, which seems to

like such treatment. We observed some fine plants of IX AVardia-

num in pots with the stems tied erect to sticks, a plan quite as

satisfactory apparently as that of allowing the .=tems to hang
freely, as in baskets.

Orchids in Flower.—The first that attracted our notice in

the Cattleya house was a plant of the charming little Cattleya

bulbosa, or Walkeriana, as it is often called. A couple or so of

blossoms were expanded, and the delicate satiny lustre of the

rosy-lilac sepals, the violet-purple margined lip veined with golden

streaks was very beautiful. The plant, a large one with many
bulbs, was growing on a suspended block near the roof, and it

seemed to be as flourishing as it possibl}' could be on the smooth
barked trunks of Jacaranda in the Brazilian forests, its native

habitat. This beautiful little species ouglit to be found in all

selections of Orchids, for though somewhat difficult to manage suc-

cessfully, it well repays any extra attention bestowed on it. ^Vll

the spring-flowering Cattleyas and Lnelias were developing quite

an array of flower-sheaths, and when the blossoms are at their

best the house must present a striking appearance. L. albida and
its several forms—bella in particular—were finely in flower, and
when so Avell grown as here, with numerous flowerson a spike, L. al-

bida is scarcelj' inferior to the popular L. anceps, which, with its va-

rieties rosea and Barkeriana, were attractively in flower. The ex-

tremely rare white variety of the last-named Laslia e.xists in the

collection, though not in bloom. Dendrobiums w-ere represented

in flower by early blooms of 1). A\'ardianum, heterocarpum, or

aureum, as it is sometimes called, T>. moniliforme, the latter a
pretty variety similar to D. nobile, but more desirable for early-

flowering, and 1). primulinum, with sulphur-yellow, shell-

like, lipped blossoms ; the large-flowered variet}' named
giganteum is so superior to the ordinary kind, that, if possi-

ble, it should be grown in preference. A\'e never remember
seeing such finely grown specimens of that scarce Lady's Slipper,

Cypripedium Sehlirai, with its small pouch-like carmine flowers,

as we saw here. The plants were remarkably vigorous, the leaves

long and of a briglit healthy green, and the flowers plentifully

produced on long branching stems. No traces of thrips or other
insect pests were discernible on the foliage, as is usualh' the case

with this and allied Cypripeds. In the choice collection of Pesca-
toreas, Bolleas, and similar genera, which were growing in a moist
atmosphere, having a temperature about 00'^, there were several

in flowe]', notably the rare P. Klabochoi'um, with wax-like blos-

soms, white and tipped with a purple-violet tinge.

W. Goi.DIilNG.

Flower-sheaths of Ocslogyne cristata Decaying
{M. C),—The house in which your plants are placed is no doubt too
hot and moist for this Orchid at the present period of growth. Try
it in a cooler and drier atmosphere.—G.

Dendrobiuin Cambridgeanuna blooms on the young
growth about April or May, the flowers appearing in twos or threes
at the nodes opposite the fresh green leaves. The flowers appear
soon after the last leaf ia developed and before the bulbs begin to
lipen. It is generally considered rather a shy blooming species, but
it requires to be grown strongly and in the full sunshine in an inter-

mediate temperature. Well grown, it is very beautiful. It should
now be pushing up its young growth.—F. W. B.

Oncidium cucullatum.—This is one of the prettiest of the
smaller growing Oncids, and as it flowers jp midwinter it is par-

ticularly desirable for cutting purposes, the long slender stalks,

terminated by loose clusters of flowers, having deep chocolate-tinted

sepals and a large panduriform lip, varying from pale rose to a deep
purple, and more or less copiously spotted with rich violet-

purple. There are several varieties of it, the most distinct being
nubigenum, gig,anteum, flavidum, macrochilum, and Dayanum. Of
these, we saw, a few days since, several plants in flower in the rich

collection in the Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway.—W, G.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Dendrobium moniliforme. — This and the following are
some of the more remarkable among the many Orchids in flower

in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Chelsea. D. moniliforme is an ex-

tremely pretty species. An old introduction from rather high
districts on the Himalayas, therefore it can be grown in a cooler

house than tlie majoritj' of its congeners. It bears some resemblance
to the well-known D. nobile, but the stems are more deeply articu-

lated in a bracelet-like manner, and the flowers are somewhat smaller
and are produced in greater profusion. The colour is a pleasing rosy
carmine at the base of the sepals, gr.adually deepening into a deeper
hue. On account of its flowering some weeks in advance of D. nobile

it is a higlily desirable kind, and we have never seen more finely

flowered plants of it than those under notice, which quite enliven
the whole house they are in. This kind is known also as D. Linawi-
anum.

Dendrobium Domini.—This is a hybrid variety, the result

of a cross between U. nobde and D. moniliforme. It partakes
strongly of the characters of the latter species, though its parentage
on the other side is also clearly discernible. Its colour ia similar to

that of D. moniliforme, and, like that kind, it ia most valuable for

cutting purposes in midwinter.

Cypripedium CBnanthum.—Of the many hybrid Lady's
Slippers that have emanated from Messrs. Veitcli's nursery of late

years, this we consider to be one of the most distinct and handsome.
Its parents are C. Harrisianum and C. insigne, both fine kinds. It

is an excellent cross, the colours of both flowers being incorporated
in the progeny in a most effective manner. The whole flower shines
with a glossy lustre, as if it were varnished ; the upper sepal has a
greenish ground, spotted, as in C. insigne ; outside this is a vinous-
purple, edged with pure white. Tlie lateral sepals are a shining
reddish-purple, and the large, elongated pouch ia of a aimilar hue.

Altogether it is an effective plant, and the flowers stand out boldly,

thus showing oft' their beauty to tlie best advantage. The foliage is

slightly mottled, as in that of C. Harrisianum.

Comparettia falcata is a charming little Orchid, not often
met with, though it has been introduced many years from South
America. It has small, shining bulbs, solitary, lance-shaped leaves,

and long thread-like, drooping flower-stems, bearing some half-a-

dozen blossoms, the broad lips of which are of a clear rosy-pink hue.

It is, on account of its colour, sometimes called C, rosea.

Leptotes bicolor.—This is a pretty Orchid when well grown
and flowered, and the plant we saw of it in the Chelsea nursery the
other day was as fine as we have ever seen it. It was growing in

a suspended basket, and was literally a mass of flowers 6 in.

across. The pure white sepals and deep purple lips render the blos-

soms very showy amidst the singular cylindrical foliage. The fruit,

which is easily obtained by artificial fertilisation, is said to resemble
that of A'anilla.

Angraeoum sesquipedale.—At present flowers of Ibis

extraordinary JIadagascar Orchid may be seen plentifully in several

Orchid houses, as a large importation consisting of medium-sized
plants is nearly all producing flowers, which, though not quite as

large as those borne on large specimens, are nevertheless very at-

tractive, and more than all shows plainly that the species is not such
a sliy flowerer iis is generally supposed.

Rare Odontoglossums.—The house devoted to this genus
contains a large number of kinds in flower, aud among them several

either rare or not often seen in flower. AVe give a list without
description, as the distinguishing points of many of the kinds are so
close that they need to be seen to recognise them. These kinds are :

0. Coradinei, crocidipterum prienitena, Chestertoni, blandum, neva-
dense, pardinum, tripudians, anceps, and several uncommon forms
of 0. crispum and cirrhosum.

Cypripedium porphyreum.—This is a hybrid between
C. Sohlimi and C. Roezli, and is similar to the now popular C.
Sedeni, and appear? to be equally vigorous and free flowering.—

,

W. G.
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COUNTKY SEATS AND GAKDENS OF
GKEAT BRITAIN.

BLENHEIM.
The history of Blenheim is too well known to require reca-

pitulation. At first sight, and as seen from the nortli side,

the heavy effect of the building is disappointing, the south or

garden front being much the more pleasing of the two. So

well is the grouping of trees done, both evergreen and deci-

duous, that one enjoys the picture thoroughly. There is,

however, one flaw in it, and that is, the iron fence that runs

at right angles with the palace and divides the dressed lawn

from the park. In all such positions the dividing lines should

be imperceptible and formed by a Haw-haw. The park, which

decrepitude, that it would be an act of vandalism to cut them
down. Elm and Beech have been largely planted, some of

the former towering to a height of 100 ft., and the latter de-

veloping every variety of habit of growth, from dwarf, com-
pact, erect-branched trees to those that are tall and pen-
dulous. As evergreens, common, black, and silver

Spruce Firs predominate, but the kind of all others
that, as it were, gives the finishing touches to the picture is

the Cedar of Lebanon. Some groups of this Cedar on the
banks of the lake opposite the north front of the palace are

indescribably beautiful ; the trunks range in girth from 20 ft.

to 30 ft., and several of the trees measure over 100 ft. from
outside to outside of the branches, and, as in the case of Beech,
there is a greater variety of form in the Cedars growing here than

Blenheim. View from garden side, 1880.

is 14 miles in circumference, contains .3000 acres, and varies

in formation from perfectly level ground to that which is

deeply undulated ; the soil, a moderately stiff loam, lies on
limestone. The planting of lines, groups, and belts of trees

is simply perfection. It seems as if the artist (" Capability
"

Brown) had studied intimately every detail of his picture

before commencing it. One thing, at least, he evidently did

consider, and that was the large space with which he had to

deal, giving breadth of turf and large or small tree groups or

single specimens as they best befitted the positions they were
to occupy. The result is an unrivalled piece of landscape

scenery—grand,firstof all,forits extent, and next forits natural

artistic effects. The variety of trees used in the park is some-
what restricted. Oaks predominate, and of these there are

many extra fine specimens, ranging in girth of bole at 4 ft.

from the ground, from 25 ft. to 35 ft. ; many of them have,

however, seen their best days, but are so handsome in their

we had ever imagined coukl be the case. Some trees are

perfectly cone-shaped and formal ; others fiat, sending out
boughs in true horizontal lines ; whilst others have a drooping
habit. The effect produced by these noble trees is considerably

heightened by the position they occupy, namely, the banks of

a most naturally formed lake of more than 250 acres in

extent. The appearance of this lake, combined with the

undulating character of the ground in this part of the park,

as seen on emerging through the archway that forms the
Woodstock entrance, is very beautiful.

The Flower Garden and Pleasure Grounds are 140 acres

in extent, much too large to be fully enjoyed by their

owners or kept in perfect order—at least, without nuicli

labour. Considering the extent, however, flower gardening,

in the strict sense of that term, is very limited indeed,

and it would be a great improvement were it more so, at all

events to the extent of filling in to the natural ground level
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and tiu'finc; over the so-called Italian garden situated at the

east end of the palace. Whoever first suggested the forming of

a garden of this description immediately contiguous to such

a building as Blenheim lacked the essentials of a true artist.

All the natural beauties and surroundings are here ignored,

and in their place we have scrolls of Box, sand, and coloured

stones, in no way in keeping with other parts of the grounds.

The most suitable place for flower beds is at the west end of

the palace, where the ground gradually recedes to the lake
;

here there are some few beds, and the gardener, Mr. Crump,

is making others that are to be filled entirely with hardy

plants. The main portion of the pleasure grounds slope

gently to the lake, but there are plateaux here and there, and

on one of these there is a Rosery. The Cedars in the fore-

ground of the accompanying illustration are perfect speci-

mens, the largest being 26 ft in girth, 120 ft. through,

that is from tip to tip of branches, and 90 ft. high,

the head being massive and conical. Other fine trees in

this portion of the grounds are a Plane, 100 ft. high, with a

girth of trunk of 14 ft. ; a Copper Beech, 80 ft. high, with a

girth of trunk of 12 ft. ; Picea Pinsapo, 50 ft. high, well fur-

nished to the ground, and 110 ft. in circumference, measuring

from the bottom tips of branches ; of Taxodium distichum

several trees are 60 ft. high, and have a girth of trunk of

10 ft.. Abies Morinda is 50 ft., and perfectly furnished ; and

of Cedrus Deodara there are several good specimens from 60 ft.

to 70 ft. in height. Lower down in the grounds there are

also several fine groups of evergreen Oaks, the largest being

about 70 ft. in height. Some noble specimens of the Tulip

tree may also be seen here ; indeed, an avenue of them 110 yds.

in length, and also an avenue of deciduous Magnolias lUO yds.

long. There are, moreover, many and good specimens of the

rarer hardy trees, such as Catalpa, the .Judas Tree, Salisburia,

Virgilia, Paulownia, and Acacias. The soil being on lime-

stone, Khododendrons and American shrubs generally do not

thrive in it ; but this defect is more than counterbalanced by

the profuse growth made by Laurels, both common and Por-

tugal ; of the latter one specimen measures 126 yds. round.

At the lower end of the lake a light iron bridge leads to the

rock garden, and from this point is to be seen the most pic-

turesque scenery in the whole grounds, embracing the towers

and north-western side of the palace, the grand bridge that

spans the lake opposite the palace, and the large expanse of

water, the whole picture being franred, as it were, by over-

hanging trees of various colours and habits. At this point,

too, there is a cascade or waterfall, a little bit too artificial,

perhaps, but unavoidable on account of the height and weight

of water necessitating the use of buttresses of giant size.

The Kitchen and Hardy Fruit Garden is 12 acres in

extent, and is surrounded by walls 14 ft. in height,

almost the whole of which have been replanted with

young trees, and now may be found here the finest Apri-

cot trees any one could wish to see. Peaches, too, are equally

c'ood, Mr. Crump attributing his success first of all to plant-

in» in maiden loam, not a particle of the old garden soil being

used, and next to spring protection by means of Parham's

wall coping, consisting of glass 3 ft. wide fixed in an iron

framework, and, being removable, taken down directly all

danger from frost is past. Other wall trees, consisting of

Pears, Figs, Cherries, and Plums, are in like vigorous health,

and so are the large quantities of pyramidal, espalier, and

bush-form of trees growing in the open quarters of the garden.

Pears on the Quince and A]>pl33 on the Paradise stock fruit

the most freely. The soil, as has been said, being largely im-

pregnated with limestone, the only Strawberries that do really

well iu it are Sir Joseph Paxton, President, and Vicomtesse

Hericart de Thury.

The Fruit and Plant Houses here are very extensive,

but having been built at various times the arrangement

is not of the best description ; nevertheless, they are

made to answer their purpose admirably. There are

three houses, each 32 ft. by 18 ft., devoted to the produc-

tion of early Grapes, Black Hamburgh being the prin-

cipal variety grown. One house, 50 ft. by 18 ft., is filled

with Muscat of Alexandria and three others of like dimen-
sions are .set apart for the main and late supplies of Grapes,

the sorts grown being Alicante, Lady Downes, Mrs. Pince,

Gros Colmar, Trebbiano, Alnwick Seedling, and Barbarossa.

There are three Peach houses, each 30 ft. by 14 ft., one large

house for Figs, and also a large orchard house, in which the

trees are planted out and grown in bush and pyramidal form,

together with pits innumerable for the culture of Cucumbers,
r\Ielons, Strawberries, and French Beans.

The Plant Houses consist of two span-roofed structures

40 ft. by 18 ft., one devoted to stove and the other to green-

house subjects, small plants suitable for room decoration being

in request rather than large specimen plants. In the first-

named house are some superb examples of Poinsettias,

Crotons, Dracaenas, and Orchids, and in the greenhouse Bou-
vardias, Linum trigynum. Salvia splendens Bruanti, Celosias,

and Lantanas, and plants of similar character. There is a

Eose hou.se 60 ft. by 18 ft, entirely set apart for the pro-

duction of cut blooms. Here the Poses, which are planted

out, are in luxuriant health, the sorts grown being Marechal

Niel, Niphetos, Homere, Lamarque, Madame Falcot, &c.

There are numerous other houses and pits devoted to the

growth of Pelargoniums, the forcing of shrubs and bulbs, and

the production of bedding plant.s.

The Fruit and Grape Eooms, though formed out of old

buildings that were never intended for such a purpose,

are models of what such rooms should be. In short, order

and good keeping characterised cv'ery department, and last,

but not least, the young men are lodged in rooms worthy to

be called working men's dwellings. H.

Fuel for Saddle Boilers.—I can assure "Subscriber "

(p. 11) from my owu experience that coke can be used as fuel for a

saddle boiler witli as good results as coal. We have now a terminal-

end saddle boiler in wliich nothing is used but coke, and it gives

every satisfaction. If "Subscriber's" saddle is not set directly

over the furnace he may well be dissatisfied with the heat it atfords,

and he might not improve matters much by burning coals instead of

coke. Much more depends on the way in which a boiler is managed
than on the construction of the boiler, provided it is properly set and
fitted with the necessary appliances for its economic management.
All saddle boilers that I have ever seen are placed over tlie furnace
bars, and it is this bringing their surface into direct contact with
the tire that gives them their power. This power is considerably
augmented or diminislied by the flues being kept constantly clean

or never cleansed at all, and by a proper use of the "damper" to

moderate the draught, which otherwise allows half of the heat to

escape by the chimney. With a brisk draught for a short time in

the morning a bright lire is got up ; add more fuel, and put the
damper in so that the smoke can just get out ; close the furnace
door and leave the ashpit door open. This will insure a slow fire

which will last some time, and but little heat will be wasted. In
the same way in making up the fire at night apply the damper, and
shut both furnace doors, and there need be no fear but all will be
right in the morning, provided the furnace doors are tight fitting.

If "Subscriber" cannot get a fair amount of heat from his boiler

by the above management, there must be something wrong with it

which he does not explain beyond its not being directly over the
furnace.—R. .3.

Allow me to inform "A Subscriber" (p. 11) that we burn coke
and coal under our saddle boilers here, but as as much heat cannot
be got out of coke as coal, we mi,x coal with the coke in cold
weather, more or less, as may be needful. In mild weather coke
alone is used and found sufficient. A saddle boiler will burn either

fuel, but conical boilers, such as I have had experience of, will burn
coke onl}'. Coal or " slack " of coal, which we use—that is, small
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coal from which the lumps have been screened—cakes in the conical

boilers and the fire goes out or burns imperfectly. For this reason

we have had to give up the use of coal in the latter entirely. The
best way to bum coke in a saddle is to fill the furnace pretty full of

coke, so as to get a good hot mass and leave it, regulating the

draught by the damper.—J. Simpson.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

MUNBY'S VIOLET.
(viOL.i MUNBYANA.)

Not the least important of the plants which the late Mr. Giles

Munby brought from Algeria to enrich our hardy garden flora is the

pretty Violet represented in the annexed engraving. It is one of

the most desirable of all the cultivated species of Viola, which
altogether number about half a hundred, as it is a free grower in

almost any soil, and always produces an abundant crop of flowers

every year in early summer, continuing in beauty for several weeks.

The blossoms are a deep purple-blue, and its habit of growth is

similar to that of V. gracilis, also a valuable border plant, but not

such a robust kind as ilunby's Violet. Of other desirable sjiecies

of Viola we may mention V. cornuta, now well known as a showy
bedding plant ; V. pedata and its beautiful variety bicolor ; V. cuoul-

lata, with blossoms variegated with «'hite and purple, and of similar

Munby s Violet (Viol.i Munbyana).

form to that of the common Violet, but considerably larger ; V. pal-

mata, said to be a variety of the preceding, is also a desirable kind.
Then there are V. mirabilis, V. calcarata, V. Fischeri, and V. ela-

tior, all of which are showy enough to be included in a select

list of hardy flowers. They are all amenable to the simplest culture,
merely requiring to be planted iu ordinary good garden soil along the
margins of the border, or they may be grown with excellent effect

on rockwork, where they flourish to perfection provided the soil and
situation are not too dry in summer. If the position of the border
be a dry one, much benefit will be derived by placing close round the
roots a few good-sized stones or bricks, sunk to the level of the soil

;

these prevent the ground from becoming excessively dry, and tlie

roots run beneath and around the stones and seem to like the situa-

tion. All Violets are partial to a little shade, in which they no
doubt thi'ive best, but the shade might be dispensed witli if sufficient

moisture can be supplied to the roots in tlie driest part of the summer.
At Kew, where the soil is of a very light description, and therefore
very dry in summer, it has proved a good plan to sink four ordinary
rooting tiles, so as to enclose a square hole, and at the bottom to
place the plant. This method prevents the soil from becoming too
dry, and a little shade is afforded by the tiles, but as it is by no
means an elegant plan of growing Violets, we cannot recommend it

for ordinary gardens. W. G.

were dry and warm. This old inhabitant of our gardens possesses a
considerable share of beauty, and offers to other flowering plants a
decided contrast. Iu the case of large specimens, where growth is

luxuriant, the clusters of coral-red flowers are very effective. In any
warm corner of the garden, where the soil is light, the Coral tree will
thrive, and if afforded some little protection in winter will freely
increase in vigour and beauty. Perhaps the most satisfactory
manner of growing this plant is to lift it in the autumn and stow it

away in a cool house or frame, planting out again in rich free soil in
May. In this way it gets a start early in the year, and conse-
quently comes into bloom at an earlier period than wlien it remains
in the open ground. No matter in what way the Coral tree may be
grown they will be found to well repay the care involved in their
culture.

—

J. C. B.

Erythrina Crista-galli.—Why is this plant "so seldom seen
in gardens nowadays ? Formerly one often met with it thriving
vigorously in some sheltered place, where when at rest the roots

FRANCOAS, THEIR CULTURE AND PROPAGATION.
The flowers that a plant produces may be individually beautiful, and
yet little suited for using iu the many floral arrangements now
adopted. Collective effect in the spike or raceme is of much more
consequence. Some of the simpliest flowers, taking them singly,
are most pleasing when in combination witli others, such as the
elegant racemes of Francoa raraosa, which, for using in a moderately
tall stand, have few equals. There are those who are guided by
fashion in the form of the stands they use, which at one time may be
simple and elegant, and at another fiat and dumpy, in the latter case
not admitting of anything being arranged in them that is more than
a few inches in height. Yet there are many who hold to that which
admits of a freer, more elegant arrangement, even if it is old-
fashioned, such, for instance, as tliesingle trumpet-shaped stands that
were at one time used. So telling are the tall, thinly-furnished
racemes of Francoa ramosa, that wherever present in a competing
dinner-table arrangement they seldom fail to score a point in favour of

the exhibitor who employs them. Independent of this, the plant, when
iu bloom, is equally adapted for use in the conservatory or green-
house, as it contrasts well in its general appearance with other
things. The Francoas are herbaceous and natives of Chili ; they are
nearly hardy, and do well in a cool greenhouse. Although "they
have been long known in this country, they are rarely met with
iu such numbers as their merits entitle them to, especially F. ramosa,
for where a sufiicient quantity of this kind is grown to admit of its

being freely used, it is then that its tall slender flower-stems produce
a telling effect.

Seed Sowing'.—Francoas are propagated from seeds. I have
sown them at different times from February to midsummer, but
prefer the earlier period, as then the seedlings have all the season
before them to attain strength ; the seed should be sown in a well-
drained pan filled with sifted peat to which enough sand has been
added to keep it open, pressing the soil down smooth, not sowing the
seeds too thickly, and only just covering themwith a little of the finest

soil. Before sowing see that the material is moist enough without
being too wet. Put a sheet of glass over the top of the pot ; this will

help to keep the surface damp and so avoid the necessity for giving
much water until the seeds have vegetated ; stand the pan in a tem-
perature of 50°, which will be quite warm enough. As soon as the
seedlings make their appearance, dispense with the glass over the
pot, give water as required, standing the plants where they will get
a fair amount of light. When they are big enough to handle prick
them out 2 iu. apart in large pans of well prepared soil ; either peat
or good loam will answer ; if the latter is used in addition to some
sand add one-sixth of leaf-mould. They will get on faster for a time
this way in pans than if put at once into little pots, on account of the
soil being more easily kept in right condition as to water. By the
end of May remove them to a greenhouse or frame, keeping them
moderately moist, and giving air daily. Before the leaves get crowded
place them singly in -1-in. or 5-in. pots, and encourage them to make
growth. Some of the strongest will most likely want to produce
flower-spikes towards the end of sununer, and if flowers are wanted
thej' may be allowed to bloom, but if the object is to get the
plants as strong as possible the second year, it is well
to pinch them out ; if, before the autumn is too far advanced, any
seem to be short of room give them pots 1 in. or 2 in. larger, en-

couraging them to root into the new soil before winter-, during
which season they will do anywhere out of the reach of frost,

keeping them a little drier at tlie roots through the dormant time.
In the spring those that were not potted in the autumn must be
shifted, regulating the size of the pots by the strength of the plants.

This season they may be expected to bloom well. I found that at
the time the flower-spikes were about to make their appearance
they were much strengthened by weak manure water once a week.

F. ramosa is the best known, and may be looked upon as the
handsomest and most useful kind ; its pretty white flowers stand
conspicuous amongst anything else with which they are associated.
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F. appendiculata bears reddish-crimson flowers, and makes
an effective pot plant. A. Z.

CHRISTMAS ROSES CUT AND IN" POTS.
1 CAN fully endorse all that "A. D." says (p. 10) in favour of

these, for unquestionably they are the most useful plants that can
be grown for decorative purposes or for supplying cut flowers in

winter, a fact that is being made clear to some at least of the

caterers for markets, as one supplying a large country town remarked
to me the other day that if he had only a few hundred, they would
bring him a living during these months, so freely do the blooms sell,

especially if they have been grown under the protection of hand-
lights or frames, as then they become pure white and are very
choice looking. Valuable as they are for cutting, they are even
more so in pots for the embellishment of windows and greenhouses

or conservatories, where, associated with coloured Primulas or

scarlet Pelargoniums, they show themselves off to the greatest

advantage. The free'st flowering variety is the common Hellebore,

but the finest is H. niger maximus, which has much larger blooms
with massive spreading foliage, and is a very desirable kind for grow-
ing in sheltered warm situations, such as the margins of Rhodo-
dendron bads or shrubbery borders, positions in which they do
remarkably well and look quite at home.

Tlie best way, however, if they are wanted for cutting from or

to lift for potting is to prepare a place specially for them, as then,

being together, they can easily be protected by the aid of any spare

lights. Being gross feeders, the soil in which it is intended to plant

them should be enriched with rotten manure, and have plenty of

leaf-mould or refuse peat worked into it, of either of which Christmas
Roses are particularly fond, and having large fleshy roots, such loose

open material admits of their free ramification, and is of great

assistance in growing good plants.

At one time Christmas Roses were thought to be difficult to pro-

pagate, but I have never found them so, as they admit of being

divided to almost any extent. The best time to do this is in spring,

just as they are starting, as then the wounded parts heal quickly,

and soon emit roots. The way we managed ours was to dig the old

plants up, and after shaking all the soil from them, they were sepa-

rated into as many pieces as they would make by pulling the crowns
apart, when they were at once planted carefully with a trowel at

about 15 in. asunder. This distance affords ample room for the

spread of their foliage, and the encouragement of this must be the aim
of the cultivator, as the development of the crowns and their capa-

city as regards blooming depends princip.aUy on the leafage they make.
To aid them in their growth during summer give them liquid manure,
of which they should have several thorough soakings after being
mulched to keep the ground cool and prevent it from cracking. If re-

quired for pots, the best plants should be lifted at the end of October
or early in November, and after being potted they should be placed

in cold frames, from whence they may be brought and placed in a

little warmth to bring them forward as wanted. Outdoors these

Hellebores seldom or never seed, but in pots in a dry greenhouse they
appear to do so freely, as pods on most of ours are this year s%velling

fast and will soon begin to ripen. S. D,

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GARDEN.

Readers of The Qi.'RDEtf U'ill greatli/ oblirje the editor by ansic^ring the fines-

tions of theirfellow-readers accordinff to their own experience in this and all other
departments.

Procuring Sub-tropical Plants.—Where or how can T get some thiugs
whose names do not appear in any catalogue, either English or Continental, that
I have seen. There are some snch as -Aralia canescens, spinosa, and edulis,

and several of the Cannas, for which one does not like to trust to the chance of

synonyms if possible. I shiU be much obliged for any information or help.—
H. V. [Aralia edulis is a herbaceous species ichich is grown in botanic gardens,
and couldbe hadfrom some ofthem; 7iot being a showy plant as regards^flowers, it

may be more difficult to get in mirscries. It has fine foliage , however, and is worth
growing in the wild garden in rich soil. A. spinoia is a well-known shrubbi/ species,

zohich should be obtainable from any goodshrub or tree nursery. If any Can/ias
are not obtainable m the London trade (lee believe Messrs. Hooper make a specialty
of them), M. Chati, of Paris, has a good collection of them.]

Trillium Culture.—Will any of the many growers of hardy flowers who
read The Gakden tell me the conditions that suit these plants, which I admire
greatly, but which do but slowly with me ?—J, H. H.

Lastrea elongata Hardy in Ireland.—This Fern is hardy here, as I
hive grown it in aa open Fernery since 1875. It produces perfect fructification
on fronds at least 13 in. long. I bought it of an English nurseryman as
L. cristata. L. elongata, a native of Madeira, has been treated exactly like
other hardy British Ferns, and has stood well through the winters, and
notably the exceptionally severe winters of 1S77-8 and 1S78-9, losing its fronds,
but the root remaining perfectly healthy. I may mention that in this
part of Ireland (Co. Kilkenny) the only Fern wliich is common to Madeira and
the south of Ireland (Trichomanes radicans) will not exist in the open air, and
that Asplenium marinum. which had flourished for six years in the roof of a
cave that was made for it, was killed by the severe frosts of the winters 1877-S 9.

—James Graves, Ini-^nag, in Gardeners' Chronicle.

EFFECT OX VEGETATIOX OF VIOLENT WIND"
WAVING.

"Sweet are the uses of adversity" has been a favourite theme
with preacher, moralist, poet, and economist, and many a poor wretch,

sorely battered by trouble, has derived comfort in welcoming this

truth ; but one hardly expected to see the same horticulturally

illustrated in our Gardex experiences. Yet on pages 22 and 23,

Mrs. M. Syme, of Jamaica, has pourtrayed ina forcible example how,
in natural life in the Tropics, the violence of a cyclone, productive
apparently of ruin, is in reality the parent of new life—the restorer

of new vigour. She writes (and I trust your readers will excuse

my iteration of her remarks, on the plea of the great importance
of the subject) : "At first we saw with dismay the awful effects

of the cyclone of the previous night, and the apparently complete
ruin and desolation wrought in every part of the garden ; it seemed
utterly impossible that the 'howling wilderness' could for very many
years, if ever again, 'blossom as the Rose.'" How many poor
sufferers in life, contemplating the wreck of their shattered fortunes,

their peace of mind gone, their powers shaken, their bodily vigour

it may be all but gone, have uttered like remarks ; and yet a little

while, a week or more later, Mrs. Syme writes: "Strangely enough,
the thorough "shaking up" of the plants, even to the very roots

and fibres, appeared to have given them a fresh impetus as regards
growth, and evtn some sickly, scraggy old trees, bare almost of

verdure before the gale, seemed after it to have gained a new lease

of life, and burst gady into budding leaves in company with their

younger neighbours." Again: "An ugly, scrubby, almost lifeless-

looking Erythrina Crista-galli, with twigs almost leafless, and
flowers few and far between, since the storm has rapidly developed
into a handsome, healthy, bushy plant, and each of its numerous
shoots is terminated by a long bright flower-spike."

"Many of the Palms whose lives were despaired of are sending
out fresh leaves, and the tall tree Ferns have replaced the broken
and battered remnants of their storm-beaten fronds by others more
luxuriant and lively. Flowers and shrubs, that we had not seen

in blossom before, are now blooming profusely." What a beautiful

and comforting illustration for the poet and preacher !

But, apart from sentiment, have these points been noticed before?

If so, will some one quote references 1 and will not some physio-

logical botanist give us the why and wherefore, the modus operandi
by which under a " thorough shaking up" the old becomes young
again ?

No one who has looked at trees in a storm can have failed to ob-

serve the great exercise they are subjected to, not merely in the
smaller boughs clashing about, but in the swaying and creaking of

the larger branches ; also, the moving of the trunks to and fro

even of large trees, and the consequent strain upon the roots under
the soil—all are more or less in motion from the violent pressure

exerted upon them. Surely, this energising process must enforce
new circulation previously stagnant wherever there is cell growth.

Possibly, light may be tlirown on this point by remembering what
takes place in our own bodies. " A brisk trot for fifteen minutes
will cause more pressure upon and stimulation of the liver than a
lazy lounge of an hour or more. Lord Palmerston used to say that
' the outside of a horse is the best thing for the inside of a man.'
All tliroughout the body we have most elaborate arrangements for

removing waste products. In the muscles, for example, we find

the fascia which surrounds them forming a regular pumping arrange-

ment, the two layers of which it consists being separated from
each other at each muscular relaxation, and pressed together at each
contraction. The lymph, and the waste products which it contains,

are thereby actually pumped out of the muscle at each contraction

and sent onwards into the larger lymph channels, so that the mus-
cular action itself removes the waste products. At the same time
we find that the movements of the muscles of the leg, for example,
will ako pump out the blood from the veins, sending it upwards
from the feet and pressing it upward to the body.
"Again we find that in the abdomen and thorax we have pumping

arrangements whereby any excess of fluid is pumped out of the
cavities by the action of respiration." (Dr. Lander Brunton, in Prac-
titioner, vol. XXV., No. 5, p. 2.39.)

Dr. Geo. Budd, of Clifton, writing about blood-poisoning, says :

" Fibrous tissues are the passages between the blood and the lymph-
atic system, and liquid containing effete matter is passing through
those passages in excessive quantity ; they therefore, containing as

they do the entrances to the lymphatic system, are really eliminative

centres."

Do not these passages relating to the excretion of waste products
and the circulation of fluids show what a powerful factor of health

is exercise, setting the muscular and fibrous tissues of the body in

vigorous action, and thus doing for us the same as we do to a fire

when we rake out the dust from the lower bars, and admit a fresh

supply of air for free combustion ?
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And doea not something of the same kind in the case of a tree

happen from the energy of a cyclone—in eliminating waste products
and sending a fresh circulation of new material into all parts ?

AVill Mrs. Syme carry her observations a little further as to the

effects of tropical storms on new growth ? and will those interested

in forestry give us also the results of their observation on the com-
parison of the growth of trees while exposed to. and of those that

are sheltered from high winds ? Alexander Waliace.
Trinity House, Colchester.

THE INDOOR GARDEN,

TREE OR PERPETUAL FLOWERING CARNA-
TIONS.

Tree Carnations of the old-fashioned description, so long in cultiva-
tion, were only grown by a few people who cared mor for the perfume
of the flowers that a plant bore than they did for the look of the plant

A'

By the Lake (see p. 64).

itself. Grown as they used generally to be, their tall untidy appear-

ance was such that they were anything but imposing objects, yet

the iinsightly form of the plants was not alone attributable to their

natural habit, but was in part owing to the way in which they were
managed. But not having a sufficiency of young stock, old plants

had to be kept on doing duty too long, and usually without any
attempt to reduce their height. Even the newer varieties which
have appeared in recent years, such as the fine kinds raised by M.
Alegatifere, Mr. Turner, and others, although so great an improve-
ment as regards habit, would still get unshapely if kept too long

without cutting down, a practice that I always used to follow in the
spring, after which they will make stout bushy growth. Still even
when so treated I always found young stock more satisfactory, espe-
cially when propagated early enough to give them the season before
them in which to gain strength. The plants first put in warmth in

the autumn will naturally be the first to make young growth, which
will furnish cuttings that will root readily in a little warmth, after

which they must be potted singly in good loam, to which add about
one-sixth of loaf-mould, a little rotten manure, and some sand. It

may be as well to remind those who have not had much to do with
Carnations, that these perpetual flowering kinds are, like the show
varieties, very much subject to the attacks of wireworm. Similar to
the ordinary sorts, they like good fresh loam, but this requires to be
carefully looked over before it is used, or many of the plants will be
destroyed ; this is the more necessary if the soil is much infested with
these vermin.

Hard. Potting'.—I am a great advocate for hard potting, know-
ing the advantages which it gives in the case of most plants, yet
not all, and these Carnations are ainongst the number, for I never

found them do so well
when the soil was com-
pressed too closely in the
pots ; in fact, I have seen

them come to a complete

,^
standstill when over hard

, ''v
* potted, a condition out of

• \ • which they did not move
^ until turned out and potted

lighter ; nor do they do so

well when put out in the
open air too soon in spring,

as if they are exposed be-

j. fore the frosty nights are

over, although just as hardy
as the florists' section of

Carnations, and better in

constitution than many of

them, it seems to give them
a check, which they do not

like. These most accept-

able continuous blooming
flowers with a sufficient

number of plants may be
had as early in the autumn
as wanted and all on
through winter and spring.

Not the least advantage

they possess is the gradual

succession of bloom they

give, which, coupled with
their enduring nature, per-

mits of all the flowers being

used. This, combined with
ability to stand without
flagging when mounted in

bouquets, or for button-

holes, at once places them
second to no plants that

can be cultivated where
an uninterrupted supply
of flowers is wanted. One
essential is to see that

the plants all through the

season are kept quite free

from aphides. It some-
times happens that hard-

leaved subjects, such as

these which do not suf-

fer quickly, get disfigured

by the attacks of in-

sects, as things of a

softer nature are let to

become much infested be-

fore means are taken to rid them of the insects ; but if allowed

to sufl'er in this way, they are equally longer m recovering. The
best means I have found for keeping them clear from both aphides,

and red spider, which latter pest sometimes troubles them, is to

syringe once or twice a week all through the summer with soot water

made by adding soot at the rate of a handful to a gallon of water,

stirring it well up so that none remains floating on the surface, and
then letting it settle, pouring the water off gently and using it in a

clear state. No insect likes to come where the soot water is thus

regularly applied, and in addition it helps the plants in their
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growth. i''ii:thei', tliuy luu^t never, especially in tUc bot

summer weather be allowed to get dry, for though they

will not die or lose their leaves through it like some plants of a

more delicate nature would, yet over-dryuess invariably causes them
to get into a hard, stunted state. One of the principal reasons why
these Carnations are frequently absent from private establislnuents

is that many gardeners have not a siiitable place to fio\A'er them in
;

in numbers of places there is little accommodation in the shape of

pits or low houses with a gentle heat at command, such as Carnations

and some other plants require, where there is no structure kept at

an intermediate temperature between the stove and forcing pit and
ordinary greenhouses Some of the most valuable winter-blooming
subjects can never be managed satisfactorily. There are now a large

number of these continuous-flowering varieties of Carnations, but

for ordinary use a limited selection of the most decided colours will

generally be found better than an extension of the kinds, some of

which will most likely be deficient in freedom of growth, or some
other essential property.

Varieties.—The followiug are all good kinds ;

—

A. Alegatiere.—Bright red, a very free flowering sort of dwarf,

compact habit, and a good grower.

Lucifer.—Intensely bright scarlet ; in fact, it would be difficult

to imagine anything more vivid in colour.

Miss Jolliffe.—Pale pink, an extremely free bloomer, a good
grower, and dwarf.

Osman Pacha.—Very bright scarlet, flowers large, and good
in shape.

Vestal.—A beautiful white, remarkably free.

Madame Elizabeth.—Rose colour, an equally fine kind.

Guelder Rose.—Pure white, fringed petals, a free bloomer.

Souvenir de la Malmaison.—Blush white, immensely
large, full flowers. T. Baines.

DEUTZIAS AND AVEIGELAS FOR FOECING.
Paradoxical as it may seem, it is nevertheless true that the most
important part of the work connected with forcing must be done in

the previousyearinthecharacterof preparatory work, unless, of course,
the plants forced can be raised from seed and perfected in one sea-

son. The Vine, the Peach, and other plants that are forced for

their fruits must have the embryo fruits stored up in the buds, or
they cannot be brought forth. Forcing only advances a stage fur-

ther what had a previous existence ; it is also just the same with
plants that are forced for their flowers alone, and the better the wood
is developed, and the more perfect the maturation, the less difliculty

will there be in inducing the flowers to come forth. Thus good
prep.-»ration means not only more and better flowers, but less fuel

will be required in their production. Buds that are well ripened
feel the slighest pressure in tlie way of increased temperature when
accompanied by a moist atmosphere. Tliey are prepared, are, in
fact, waiting to begin work, having been well grown and rested.

Propagation and Culture.— Deutzias and Weigelas are
very easily propagated. Young shoots, just getting a little firm at
the base, will strike under cloches or hand-lights in the open air in
a shady border if the cuttings have been taken from plants growing
outside. If they are obtained from forced plants they may be taken
in a softer state, dibbled into pots of light sandy soil, made firm, and
plunged in a prop.agating bed, and if kept close and moist they
will soon root. Greater progress will be made with the young
plants if, when they are hardened off, they are planted out in a
well-prepared bed in the open air, 6 in. apart, to be mulched
and watered occasionally during summer, when necessary. In
the autumn, when the leaves fall, cut the young plants nearly
down to the ground to strengthen the base aud cause more
shoots to spring therefrom in the following year. It is more im-
portant to have a number of moderate-sized shoots than to have
one or two of extra strength. During the second summer atten-
tion to tlie mulching and watering will expedite growth, and in
the case of plants that are in training for forcing it will be an
advantage to keep their roots close at home, as they will lift with
less check. Though Deutzias and Weigelas are not usually forced
in small pots in a young state, yet well-flowered little pLants in
small pots are very useful for many purposes, as, for instance, in
room or table decoration ; therefore, some of the best of the two-year-
olds may be potted early in autumn, and placed in a sunny position
to complete the ripening, as the better this is done the sooner forcing
may begin. Thougli, as I have said, at the end of the second year
a few of the best plants may be lifted for flowering in a small state,
yet the greater part will be cut back again and remain for another
teason, and, of course, their development will depend entirely upon
she treatment they receive. If planted in poor soil and nothing else

done for them, they will not be very strong even at the end of the

third or fourth years.

Forcing and After Treatment.—The first year's forcing

should be gently done. Plants are pretty much like human beings :

they can be led when they cannot be driven. If started gently in a

pit where there is a little bottom-heat to encourage the root, with a

night temperature not much exceedmg 5.5", a very great measure of

success may be obtained even from plants lifted and potted the same
autumn. I am speaking now of early forcing ; in February and
March there is usually no difficulty. When the flowers are gathered
or have fallen, the flowering shoots should be pruned back and the
plants placed in a light warm house or pit to make their growth.
Every encouragement should be given to the young shoots that break
up from the base, as these, when well ripened, will flower their

entire length, furnishing long wreatlis of flowers for cutting, or

the plants producing them will make handsome specimens for moviuj
into the conservatory. When the wood is made, and getting firm,

the ripening of the plants may be best finished off in the open air
;

the pots should be plunged in some sunny position, and water given
when required. Here they may remain till October, when they
should be placed in some cool pit or house to wait for taking their

turn in the forcing pit. The two genera I have named ought to be
more largely grown than they are where winter and early spring

flowers are in request, not in single plants, but in dozens, and after a
stock has been worked up there will be no difficulty in securing

plenty of flowers.

Varieties.—Of the Deutzias, gracilis is the best for early work,
with the double-flowered species (crenata) to come on later. Of
Weigelas, rosea is the best for pot culture and forcing. The
flowers of this variety should open in a light house to obtain the

beautiful rose tint which they should have if well managed.
E. Hobday.

ENCEPHALARTOS.
These plants belong to the family of Cyoads, and for permanent
conservatory or greenhouse decoration they are quite equal to any-

thing in cultivation. Noble in appearance as the Tree Ferns are with

their feathery spreading heads and tree-like trunks, these Encepha-
lartos are quite their equals and in some respects preferable, espe-

cially for using in a moderate sized house, for Tree Ferns are com-
paratively quick growers, and unless the house they occupy is lofty

they soon get too high ; whereas the Encephalartos are very slow
growers, unless kept continuously in a high temperature. Their
handsome arched leaves are long enduring. There is a great difl'er-

ence in the size the difl"erent species attain, consequently by judg-

ment in selection they may be had to suit houses of different sizes.

A good sized specimen with a stout trunk is seen to the best

advantage when occupying an elevated central position sur-

rounded by lower-growing plants either flowering or fine-leaved
;

they are also suitable for standing in large vases, as they

do not require pots nearly so big in proportion to their size as most
plants that can be used in this way. Although several of the species

will live in a greenhouse temperature, yet whilst their young leaves

are being formed they are much better placed in intermediate

warmth. If kept quite cool, I have known them for two years

without making any growth at all. The leaves are formed in a

number, all together, like Cycas revoluta, and care should be taken
that they do not receive any check whilst the young growth is being

formed, or it will not attain its full size. The leaves being of a hard
leathery texture, the plants do not require so much water as they
otherwise would, particularly durmg the Aviuter season, yet the soil

must not be allowed to remain too long dry, or the older leaves are

liable to go oft' before their time. Strong loam is the most suitable

soil, with a little sand added, and the drainage must always be such
as to permit the water to pass freely away. They seldom require

re-potting, but when anything in this way is to be done, the soil

should be rammed hard in the pots.

The following kinds are all handsome :

—

E. villosus.—A noble species of large growth, that forms a stout

scaly trunk as large as Cycas revoluta ; the fronds are erect, grace-

fully curved towards the extremity, and deeply pinnated. The ap-

pearance of the plant is not unlike that of a small example of Cycas
cireinalis. It comes from South Africa.

E. Vroomi.—This is one of the handomest of the now numerous
fine-leaved plants ; it is more compact in growth than E. villosus ; its

habit is unexceptionable, the leaves assuming a partially erect posi-

tion, arching over a little below the extremities ; the segments are

oblong-lanceolate, toothed on the margin. A native of South Africa.

E. Ghellincki (gracilis).—A stout-stemmed species, of small
growth ; the leaves are about 3 ft. long, slender, and elegant. It is

suitable for a small house. Introduced from South Africa.
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E. plumosus.—Tliis also comes from South Africa. It is a

strong-growing kind, thick in the stem, and has large pinnate leaves.

The pinna3 are armed with stout marginal spines.

E. Verschaffelti (oycadifolius).—A stout-growing kind, erect

inhabit; thepinniu, Sin. long, arelinear-lanceolate in form. Itisahaud-

some species from South Africa.

E. Hildebrandti.—A stout-growing plant in the way of E.

villosus ; the pinnate segments crowded thickly on the rachis. It

comes from Zanzibar, and is suitable for a roomy house.

E. horridus.—A very strong grower, forming thick stout foliage

;

the leaf segments are armed with formidable spines. It is a very

distinct looking plant, that does not occupy so much room as some

of the species. From the Cape of Good Hope.

E. Frederic! G-uilielmi.—This is a very distinct-looking

species, with close, compact, arched leaves ; the leaflets very closely

packed on the rachis. It is still a comparatively new kind, and so

far as appearance goes does not seem to be a large grower. A native

of South Africa. These Encephalartos are not yet near so genei-ally

known as they deserve to be, and when plant growers are better

acquainted with them they will no doubt be much more extensively

cultivated. The elegant Fern-like foliage of some of the species,

and the distinct grotesque habit of the shorter-leaved kinds, alike

make them deserving of a place where diversity of appearance is held

in estimation. A. Z.

Bank, Malvern, tells me that lie cannot succeed in growing phiiil.-;

of it into large specimens, but he grows a large quantity of it for
cutting from, and also for decoration, in 6-in. and 8-in. pots. They
M'ill keep on blooming for some time to come, and he keeps others
in a cooler house for succession. He finds them very useful, and
intends growing them still more largely.—J. S. T.

EVERGREEN WALLS IN GLASS HOUSES.
In stoves or glass houses devoted to the culture of plants requiring

much heat and moisture the back walls are frequently most un-

sightly from the impossibility of keeping the brickwork clean by
means of any ordinary dressing owing to the continual dampness
occasioned by frequent syringing ; and when the roof is draped with
climbing plants the back walls are in many cases too densely sliaded

for ordinary climbers to grow, much less flower satisfactorily. Under
these conditions the best remedy is to convert what is too frequently

an eyesore into a thing of beauty by making it at once into an ever-

green wall, clothed from base to summit with plants that delight in

shade and abundant moisture. I find the following method to pro-

duce excellent results : At the base of the portion of wall which
it is intended to cover stout brackets must be driven into the wall

for supporting strips of slate about S in. wide, on which to build the

wall facing. Stout iron uprights, perforated at every C in. for

the horizontal wires, are securely fastened to the wall ; they may be

either quite erect or drawn in a little towards the top so as to reduce
the quantity and weight of soil, which in a wall of any great height

is considerable. In some walls recently covered we began witli G
inches of soil at the base and reduced it to 4 in. at the top.

The best soil to build with is turfy peat or turf that has been stacked
up long enough to kill the Grass, but not to get rotten. Commencing at

the base, we put on a layer of tnvl and peat and then pieces of Lyco-
podium denticulatum, Isolepis gracilis, Panicum variegatum, small
Ferns of various kinds, Fittonia argyroneura and F. Pearcei, fine

foliaged Begonias, and similar plants are inserted, and tlie roots

covered with finely sifted sandy soil. Another layer of turf and
plants is then put on, and followed up until the whole space is

covered, the soil being compressed tightly inside the wires, which
are screwed up from one end like an ordinary training trellis,

either by means of screws and bolts, or raidisseurs similar to those
employed so largely where the French or cordon system of training

fruit trees is followed. Frequent syringing with water of the same
temperature as that of the house is indispensable until the plants get
well rooted, after which a good soaking from the top, enough to

thoroughly saturate the whole mass of soil, will greatly assist to keep
the plants in perfect health for some time, together with tlie daily
syringings that ordinary stove plants receive. Although irsually

adopted for covering the walls of stove plant houses, this system
may be equally satisfactorily carried out in quite a cold house or
Fernery by merely varying the plants. The Lycopod for ground-
work is such an accommodating plant that although it grows
lu.xuriantly in stove heat, it seems to enjoy the cool temperature
of an unheated Fernery quite as much, and is of a deeper green colour
and more robust and healthy in appearance. Anyone who has ex-
perienced the difficulty of attempting to keep walls clean or present-
able by the ordinary means of colouring and covering with creepers
will, I feel sure, find their labour well repaid by converting what is

too often an eyesore into a by no means insignificant part of the
decorative portions of the structure. J. Groom.

Linton.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Scutellaria Mocciniana.—This (a coloured plate of which
was given in The Garden, Vol. X., p. 606) is deserving of being
largely grown for cut-flower purposes. Mr. Jacques, of Davenham

Limi33i trigynum as a Shade-loving Plant.—I am
pleased to see attention directed to this old-fashioned and somewhat
neglected plant. Its most serious cultural fault is its liability to
red spider. We used to grow it by the hundred for winter de-
coration in pots of all sizes, from 3 in. to 12 in. in diameter, and con-
sequently had plants for all purposes—for tilling small baskets, for

vases, or for conservatory decoration. Our plan was to break up the
plants in spring when they became too large, when quantities of

rooted suckers would be found round the sides of the pots. These
suckers potted singly were our smallest plants. These in turn were
shifted on until they became too large. This Linum is, however,
easily struck from cuttings in spring. We used to grow it without
being troubled with spider, and, strange as it may seem, in a Vinery
under the shade of the Vines. It is a shade-loving plant, and also

a great gourmand. We used almost nothing else than rotten ma-
nure, leaf-mould, and sand as a compost. Though grown in a

Vinery, yet the plants were near the light, the roof being flat, and
there being a pit occupying the whole of the inside full of decayed
tan, on which the Linum pots stood. This pit was, in fact, used at

one time for the growth of Pines, but was afterwards made into a

Vinery. In this position the Linums seemed to be at home. They
were treated in a wholesale way as regards manure water while
growing, and no particular account was taken of their rooting

through into the old tan. By October or November they were green

stubby plants, studded with their peculiar leafy flower-buds, and for

decorating a rather dark and shaded old-fashioned conservatory they
were admirable. Some old plants of this Linum, I can remember,
were planted out on tue floor of the great conservatory at Chats-

worth in Mr. Stewart's time, and it will be allowed that they were
sufficiently distant from the glass in such a position to justifj' them
being classed among shade-loving plants. A hot dry atmosphere is

death to them ; they make an enormous amount of root for the size

of the plant, and water runs off' the foliage, like oft" a duck's back,

without wetting it, facts all of which point to the need of moisture

and shade.

—

Hibernian.

Alocasia Culture.—When shall I start, and how grow an
Alocasia now dry in a large pot ?—S. N. [If a minimum
temperature of say 65° can be maintained, with a corresponding

rise during the day, now would be a good time to start an Alocasia

into growth ; if this temperature is not yet at command it would
be better to wait a few weeks longer. If the soil in which it now
is should be exhausted, the better plan would be to remove the

bulbs from the same, carefully preserving the live roots ; then divest

the bulbs and roots of any decaying matter, and either syringe or

dip them in warm water before repotting in fresli soil. This should

consist of good fibrous peat, such as would be used for Orchids,

with the addition, if obtainable, of a little light fibry loam ; to this

add a good proportion of Sphagnum Moss and lumps of charcoal,

with plenty of silver sand. In potting, use the soil in as large pieces

as possible ; keep the bulbs and soil raised well above the rim of the

pot, finishing off with a surfacing of either Sphagnum Moss or Cocoa

fibre. The latter will soon encourage fresh rootlets. Crock the pot

quite two-thirds up with clean, broken potsherds. Water freely

when in good growth, and give manure water from the farmyard, if

obtainable, once or twice a week during the growing season.

Watch closely for red spider and thrips, and shade during bright

sunshine through the spring and summer months. Thus treated

success will be the result.— J. HrnsoN. ]

Rhododendron Duchess of Edinburgh and Others.—
For some weeks back I have noticed that your correspondents spealc

favourably of these Rhododendrons. On visiting the nursery of

Messrs. Downie & Laird, at Corstorphiue, Nov. 11, I was astonished

to find the following in full flower, viz., Javanicum, Duchess of

Edinburgh, Princess Royal, and Jasminiflorum, the latter two not

so well ffowered as the others, but still very pretty. Such plants as

these are extremely valuable, flowering, as they do, at a season when
flowers are so scarce. On visiting those gardens again to-day (Dec.

28), I found a plant of Duchess of Edinburgh nearly in full

flower. Mr. Downie informed me that he believed with proper

treatment flowers might be had oflf this variety nine months in the

year ; too much, therefore, I think, cannot be said in favour of such

plants.—A. Annan.
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Small-flowered Olirysanthemum..—Amongst the small-

flowered Pompone Chrysanthemums, one called Snowdrop is quite

a gem. Its charming little blossoms are about 1 in. across, and of the

purest and most sparkling white, extremely full, the florets reflex-

ing over each other, and illustrating well the florist's half-globe in its

outline. Another similar in character is called Lilao Gem, and is of a

pale rosy-lilac, very full, with reflexod petals, forming a semi-globular

flower-head, a trifle larger than Snowdrop. These very small-

flowered sorts will not only make pretty small pot-plants for decora-

tive purposes, but must also be very useful for bouquet work, espe-

cially for button-hole bouquets.

—

Florist.

Salvia Camertoni.—This Salvia must not be confounded
with the as yet nameless Pine apple scented Salvia, from which
it is quit3 distinct. Both species have been grown for several

years at Sir George Maoleay's by Mr. Charles Green, who has liad

ample proof that they are two distinct species. In inflorescence

they mojt closely resemble each other ; but there are well-marked
points of difference. I will at present only mention one, the leaves

of Salvia Camertoni have no scent whatever.—H. Harpur Crewe,
IJr rijloii-B'''tucfiamp .Uectort/, Trinij,

Tres Carnation Cuttings.

—

kWow me to point out the ad-

visability of taking and starting these at once. These early-struck
plants invariably produce the best results. The small side

growths up the stems are the best for the purpose ; they should be
taken off at tlie second joint and without any further preparation
dibbled into a bo.\', rather close together, in sandy loam, leaf-mould,
and a very little peat. They sliould be kept close, in a moist warm
atmosphere, till they are rooted, when they may be potted off singly
in small pots and grown on in the ordinary way. Taken now, one
may safely count on bloom early in December.

—

Girofle.

Sparmannia afrlcana —A frieml gave me a rooteil cuttinj of this a fev
months back, wliicli has shown bloom ever since October last, but has no*".

1)100111 J(l yet, and ray friend's plant has. He tells me that it is very handsome. I

potted mine in a6-in. pot, iu loam and leaf-mould, witli a little silver san 1. Is
it a rare plant? I lind tliat few gardeners hereabouts know it.—J. B.VLUING.
[Spirmannia africana is by no means rare. As to its not flowering, you probably
have not heat euoush. It does best in a warm greenhouse or intermediate
liouse —J. ai.]

Rockwork in Battorsea Park.—Mr. Pulham writes to
say that the outlying piece of rock to which we objected the other
day in our account of this rockwork was placed where it is, not by
his desire, but that of the late superintendent. (He adds that " what
makes it worse is that so much of the other rock is smothered by
vegetation that it cannot be seen, and I urge in vain that it should
be somewhat thinned to show the rock ; also that the water should
flow over the falls more regularly than it does.

Prices of Hardy Plants.—I see this subject is mentioned
in The Garden. I am told hardy plants are expensive just now, iu
consequence of the demand for them, but they can be procured at a
considerably less price than £7 lOs. or even half of that per 100 by
those who know how to set about their business. A tradesman with
whom I have dealings offers me good selections of a number of kinds
at from £1 to £1 Ss. per 100. For £1 lOs. he includes Phloxes,
Pinks, and Aquilegias, and such like ; and for £2 he offers to make
a fine and good collection of 100 species and varieties, to incluile
Narcissus, Potentillas, Delphiniums, Carnations, Picotees, Lilies,

and Narcissus. Taken in increased quantities, a lower figure still is

charged. One's own selection, including a large proportion of the
more popular florists' flowers, comes to more money, yet to nothing
like £7 10s. The half of tliat sum will buy 100 really fine plants.—
Wild Flower.

Fire at Messrs. Osborn'S.-In case reports niay reach you
concerning a fire which took place on my premises on Friday even-
ing last, I write to give the truth of the matter. It broke out
about eleven o'clock in our packing shed which contained a quantity
of dry material, hay, straw, &c. The shed was partially destroyed
and all that it contained. Fortunately, there were not many trees
in it at the time. The fire was got under before reaching the office
and seed shop adjoining, but in the meantime the mob which had
collected got in and dragged out bags of seed and anything they
could lay haTids on. The consequence was a large quantity of seed
was lost and other sundries connected with the seed business. The
plants also in an adjoining greenhouse sufl^'ered to some extent,
especially Azaleas, &c. Had the wind been blowing from a southerly
direction the whole of the buildings must have been burnt ; as it is

it will not interfere with our general routine of business, but the
execution of seed orders will necessarily be delayed about a week.
The cause of the fire is unknown.

—

Robert A. Osborn, Fulham.
The Garden Spider.—Last autumn, while watching some

spiders spinning their beautiful geometrical webs, it occurred to me
to try what effect a tuning-fork would have upon them. On sounding

an A fork and lightly touching with it any leaf or other support of
the web or any portion of the web itself, I found that the spider if

at the centre of the web, rapidly slews round so as to face the direc-

tion of the fork, feeling with its forefeet along which radial
thread the vibration ti-avels. Having become satisfied on this point,
it next darts alongs that thread till it reaches either the fork itself

or a junction of two or more threads, the right one of which it in-

stantly determines as before. If the fork is not removed when the
spider has arrived it seems to have the same charm as any fly, for
the spider seizes it, embraces it, and runs about on the legs of
the fork as often as it is made to sound, never seeming to learn
by experience that other things may buzz besides its natural food.
By means of a tuning-fork a spider may be made to eat what it would
otherwise avoid. I took a fly that had been drowned in paraffin,

and put it into a spider's web, and then attracted the spider by
touching the fly with a fork. When the spider had come to the con-
clusion that it was not suitable food and was leaving it, I touched
the fly again. This had the same effect as before, and as often as the
spider began to leave the fly I again touched it, and by this means
compelled the spider to eat a large portion of the fly. The few house-
spiders that I have found do not seem to appreciate the tuning-fork, but
retreat into their hiding-places as when frightened

; yet the supposed
fondness of spiders for music must surely have some connection with
these observations, and when they come out to listen, is it not that
they cannot tell which way to proceed ?—C. V. Boys, Physical
Laboratory, Houlh Kensington, in Nature.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PL.-\.TE CCLXVII.—HYACINTIIUS ('GALTON lA)
CAXDICANS.

To the late Mr. AVilson Saunders our gardens are indebted for
the introduction of this noble Liliaceous plant. It was about
ten years ago tliat Mr. Cooper sent from South Africa the first

living bulbs of that wonderfully rich collection at HiUfleld, Eei-
p-ate, and great was the surprise of every one who saw the giant
Hyacinth when it flowered there for the first time. So dissimilar,

indeed, is the plant to other kinds of Ilyacinthus, both in
point of growth and structural peculiarities, that for some time
the propriety of its generic name has been questioned, and but a
short time since M. Decaisne, of Paris, published a figure of it

in a Continental contemporary, iinder the name of Galtonia
candieans, a name which we consider is far more appropriate
than Ilyacinthus. Another and nearly allied species, introduced
to Kew about the same date, was H. princeps. which, though per-
haps not quite so ornamental as II. candieans, is a very fine plant,
thoroughly deserving of culture. It may not be out of place to

mention the few other kinds of Ilyacinthus in cultivation. They
are II. amethystinus, a charming little species witli amethyst
blue flowers somewhat in the way of the common wood Ilyacintli

(Scilla nutans). It is a native of the Pyrenees and otlier parts of

Spain. II. orieutalis, the original of tho common garden Hya-
cinth, II. provincialis, a pretty slender growing kind from South
Europe, and II. romanus, called also Bellevallia romana, likewise a
desirable kind, but not very showy.

Culture and Position.—For the following remarks in

reference to these we are indebted to our e.^cellent correspondent
Mr. G. F. Wilson, Ileatherbank, AVeybridge, than whom we know
of no one better able to give advice, as the plants of this Hyacinth
which we have seen in his garden are finer by far than we have
elsewhere seen them botli under pot culture and in the open border.
" Many years ago Mr. Wilson Saunders gave me a bulb of this Hya-
cinth, which in course of time seeded, and has had many descend-
ants. It is quite hardy, having stood the two last trying winters
in a sheltered part of my cottage garden, but I think the flower
is in its greatest perfection when grown as a pot plant in a cold
house. In an orchard house it grows perfectly and seeds freely.

It makes a beautiful cut flower in a tall vase. I believe botanists

debated for a year whetlier it was to be a Hyacinth or a Snow-
drop ; the first gained the verdict, but this I am told is impugned
by some high authorities. Everybody admires it ; it has one
defect in common with many other beautiful flowers, and that is,

its blosssms do not come out all together. Its time of greatest

beauty is wlien the lower flowers are out with the upper part in

bud."

[Our plate was drawn by Mrs. Duflield from a spccioien obtained
in flower at Ileatherbank last summer.]
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EURYBIA RAMULOSA.
The shrubby Asters of Australia and New Zealand may be said to

correspond with the herbaceous Asters which abound in the northern

hemisphere, particularly in North America. Among the numerous
kinds that have been in cultivation there are a few which may be

termed hardy shrubs in the southern counties of England and Ire-

land, and of these E. ramulosa, of which we here give an illustra-

tion, is one of the prettiest. Nothing, indeed, can well be more
interesting than its long elegant sprays of starry, white blossoms,

borne in rich profusion nearly throughout their length, and tliey

are particularly suitable for cutting, as they last a long time in good
condition when cut. For the specimen here represented we are

indebted to Mr. Gumbleton, of Belgrove, Queenstown, from whom

cept in the company of his children, and ho was afraid tliat their

simple fai'e would not suit the taste of his insular friends.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Shrubby Staiwoit (Euijbia lamulosa)

we have before received some beautiful sprays of otlier shrubby
As^^ers, such as E. Gunni and Olearia Haasti, all of wliich flourisli

in his garden. As a rule, it is best to plant this, and shrubs of

similar hardiness, against a sheltered wall, as by that means they
are more secure from frost, which cuts down so many established

half-hardy shrubs. W. G.

Food Reform.—Speaking recently. Professor Mayor, of Cam-
bridge, said he regarded as an important feature of the vegetarian
movement its tendency to break down caste distinctions. The
luxury which had become fashionable was equally burdensome to

host and guest, and, indeed, at a great dinner the only persons not
to be pitied were the servants, for they had something to do, and
were not laying up for themselves a store of disease and pain. In
this respect the rich were greatly in need of an emancipation act.

"When he was in Rome the great scholar Amari had hesitated to

invite some English guests, for he had made a rule never to dine ex-

Ferns.—Advantage should be taken of the present quiet time for

giving tlie occupants of this structure a general look over, and as

many of them are now in a thoroughly matured state, they are in

the best possible condition for dipping in some kind of insecticide or

fumigating to free them from the remains of thrips and scale. Wood-
wardias and Tree Ferns are very subject to black thrips, and the
fronds, being far away from the eye, often get permanently disfigured

before the enemy is detected. These should be closely watched and
fumigated two or tliree times, at intervals of a few days, before the

young growths start from the crowns. In mixed Ferneries a lower
temperature than is frequently given to many of our most useful

varieties will often render them insect proof, or nearly so, while the
fronds when used in a cut state will last much longer than when
forced and attenuated in a strong heat. Where the more tender

varieties of the hardy Ferns have the place they richly deserve in

the cool house, many of them will soon start into growth, but water
must be sparingly given for tlie present, care being taken that the

balls do not become too dry, as, owing to the decomposition of the

compost, the water is liable to find its way into crevices instead of

passing through them. To prevent this, ram round the extremities

of the pockets, and top-dress with new peat and loam.

Hardy Plants for Cutting.—Those who would keep pace

with the rapidly increasing taste for herbaceous plants for the

decoration of rooms and corridors in the " season " will do well to

turn their immediate attention to the culture, not in single plants,

Irat in large groups of such things as Spirsea Aruncus, S. venusta, and

S. palmata. Larkspurs, double and single Pyrethrums, the graceful

Asphodelus ramosus, white Lilies, and Pa3onies. Of English, .Spanish,

and Japanese Irises, which rival the Cattleyas, early Gladioli, blue

and white Scillas, and an abundance of Solomon's Seal for graceful

foliage, their culture is extremely simple, the secret being deep

trenching, good soil, ample space, and plenty of water in summer.

Where stock is limited, old stools taken up now and divided, or placed

on a gentle hotbed for giving early cuttings, will enable the culti-

vator to produce strong plants for turning out in the spring, and

when well done they will increase in strength and beauty for several

years without further trouble. Mixed collections should now be

looked over and top-dressed with a good layer of old Mushroom
manure, leaf mould, or charred refuse, forking being deferred until

the spring. Fraxinellas, Larkspurs, and others for which slugs have

a liking, may be well dusted with soot or lime, and surrounded with

narrow strips of perforated zinc. Replace old labels and devote wet
days to the preparation of sticks for summer use.

Forcing Pit.—This structure will now be well filled with Lilv

of the Valley, Solomon's Seal, a most graceful and easily managed
plant, Spira;as, Deutzias, Lilacs, Roses, Ghent and Japanese

Azaleas, bulbs of sorts, and Rhododendrons. Of the latter the

different varieties of altaclerense, caucasicum, and Nobleanum,
potted in the autumn and kept under a glass through the winter,

require very little forcing, and it is diilioult to imagine anything

more telling than these beautiful hybrids. In ad>lition to these a

regular i-elay of Ghent Azaleas should be worked through this

structure, and although they do not produce such fine flowers as

mollis, their scent and delicate colours render them equally valuable

for cutting or decorative purposes. One of the most telling and

easily forced plants which should not be overlooked is Viburnum
plicatum, and being perfectly hardy strong plants potted now and

plunged in the open air will be in fine order for forcing next year.

Where great variety is an object Dielytras may be lifted and forced,

and such annuals as Browallias and Sehizanthus may be grown ; but

unless they are kept near the glass and well done they look weedy,

and take up space which may be better occupied.

Pines.—Having drawn a few of the most promising Queens and

Smooth Cayennes for early fruiting, the bed from which they have

been removed may be turned, with the addition of a few fresh leaves,

and replunged with the remainder of the plants for giving a succes-

sion. If carefully supplied with water at a temperature of 85°,

some of these will follow closely on the heels of the first batch,

while others will make a growth before they show fruit. See that

the bottom-heat does not exceed 90" to 96", dew the plants lightly

overhead on fine days, and keep the atmosphere moist by damping

the bed and all available surfaces after closing for the day. If it is

thought desirable to push on a few of the strongest successions, see

that the balls are properly moistened, and have clean pots, crocks,

and soil dry and warm ready for shifting them by the time the bed

is ready. Young stock may be kept quiet for the present at a
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temperature ranging from 58° by night to 68' by Jay. Keep plants
now swelling oft fruit near the glass, and moderately supplied with
stimulants. If possible, give a little air every day, otherwise the
closely confined heat and moisture, combined with want of light,

will result in their running too much to crown. Discontinue water-
ing when the Pines show signs of changing colour, and if con-
venience admits remove the plants to a dry, warm position, wdiere
-they will ripen well, and keep for a long time after they are fit

for use.

Peaches.—Trees in the early house will now l)e in Sower and
fit for artificial impregnation. Pass the camel's-hair pencil over them
each day when the heat has reached the maximum, and secure a
steady circulation of air by opening the ventilators near the pipes,

which may be icept sufficiently warm to secure a temperature of 60'"

with the rise of 10" more from sun heat. At such times counteract
the too rapid escape of moisture by turning the fermenting material,
and damp all available spaces with water a few degrees warmer than
the house. Allow the night temperature to descend to about 50' in

mild weather ; but on no account risk failure bj' maintaining that
figure when very severe. Cover outside borders with a good layer of
dry Oak leaves to prevent tlie roots of trees in succession houses
from receiving a check through the early stages. Syringe regularly,
and force by day, when external conditions are favourable, in
preference to exciting tlie trees by night. Get all pruning and
cleansing finished without delay, as many advantages attend the
performance of this work before the buds begin to swell, not the least
of these being the fact that a stronger solution of Gisliurst may be
applied to the young wood before the sap begins to move.

Figs.—When fairly on the move. Figs make rapid propress, and
the tender foliage presenting as it does a large surface to the
influence jf heat and light, pot trees will now require very careful
attention to watering, as one mistake in this direction may nrovo
fatal to the most promising fruit. Syringe regularly twice a*^ day,
but avoid having tlie leaves wet at nightfall. Keep the bottom-
heat steady and allow the temperatures given in the last calendar to
form the minimum with a slight increase on mild nights and bright
days. Let disbudding and stopping be performed piecemeal little
and often, and thin off some of the least promising fruit where
thickly set. Knowing that the Fig frequently casts its fruit, many
people facilitate this annoying process by overcropping to form a
broad margin and lose all, when timely thinning and copious feeding
would very often lead to the ripening of a full crop of fine fruit'!

Shake out and repot young trees intended for next year's forciu",
and give them a little bottom-heat in the succession house or near the
glass in a light pit where they can be regularly syringed to help
forward an early growth. Put in eyes and cuttings of favourite kinds.
Trim the under ground buds off the latter and plunge in heat.

Cucumbers.—Days having increased in length, plants that
have been in bearing all the winter will well repay a general dressing
over to get rid of some of the old wood and foliage in order to make
room for the young shoots now growing freely. Where woodlice
are troublesome, we remove the old fermenting material quite up to
tlie pots or hills, scald the sides and bottoms of the pits, and replace
with new Oak leaves at a temperature of 80'^. The hills are then
to|)-dressed with new loam. Spider is kept in check by sponging
with soapy water, and 'J'obacco smoke is the remedy for fly. In a
very short time the plants lireak in to clean vigorous growth, and
continue in bearing until the spring-sown successions are ready to
take their place. By the time the first set of young plants liave
formed the first rough leaf the soil should be warmed ready for giv-
ing them a shift into l-in. pots. Replunge in heat near the glass,
do not pinch the points, but train to twigs and prepare the fruiting
pots or hills for their reception. Use good turfy loam from an eld
pasture, charcoal, or lime rubble, but no manure, as it encourages
worms. Make up hotbeds for frames, and keep a good supply of
miterials always ready for renovating or making up new linings.
Jlake another sowing of seeds, as it is better to have plants to spare
than to feel the want of them.

Hardy Fruits.—>[ew plantations of Kaspberries may now be
made on cool, but well-drained and deeply-trenched ground, for much
as its surface roots delight in cool shade in summer, a cold, undrained
border is decidedly objectionable in winter. Where the garden lies

high and dry the canes may be planted in blocks or squares, but in
low, cold places single rows answer best. When single rows get
established, tightly-strained wires 3 ft. from the ground and 2 ft.

on each side from the centre make an excellent trellis for tying the
canes to, making a double row of fruiting word from a single row of
stools, and at the same time allowing the young growths to rise up
from the centre without crowding or interfering with the gathering
of the fruit. Fresh plantations of Gooseberries and Currants may
also be made when the ground is in a fit state for working. Where
space is limited and birds are troublesome the red kinds are very

prolific and ornamental when trained to leaders and closely pruned
as pyramids. Put in cuttings, choosing well-ripened growths 1 ft.

in length. Remove the eyes from two-thirds of the lower part
and insert firmly to that depth in rows 12 in. apart. A very im-
portant, but too often neglected, operation in this department is the
cleansing of fruit trees immediately after they are pruned. For
general purposes there is nothing better than Gishurst Compound,
8 oz. to the gallon of water, applied with a painter's brush when the
weather is dry. When American blight is troublesome a teacupful
of paraffin may be added. Thin out Orchard trees, remove Moss,
and wash the stems with a mixture of soot and quicklime. Fill up
all vacancies in the nursery and on reserve w.alls with approved
kinds that do well in the locality, and plant maidens for training as
cordons where space admits.—W. Colem.\n.

MESSR.S. PERKEN'S' N'FRSERY, NORTFIAMPTOIT.
This nursery, the leading one in Northampton, is always worth a
visit, containing, as it does, large and really well-grown stocks of

fore'it trees, Conifers, evergreen shrubs, fruit trees, and Roses. The
principal portion of the grounds is situated a short distance from
Northampton on the Kiugsthorpe and Brampton roads, and occupies
a large acreage of very excellent red loamy soil of a fertile character
admirably adapted for nursery purposes, trees of all kinds grown on
it being of moderate strength and well ripened.

Forest Trees have for many years received much attention,

and with evidently satisfactory results. The stock of Oak, Elm,
and Birch is one of great extent and excellence, nearly every variety

in existence worth culture being grown here. Amongst other forest

and park trees attention may be directed to very fine groups of the
Spanish and Horse Chestnut, and also to the scarlet-flowering kind,
all remarkably healthy and vigorous. Limes, too, are very extensively
grown, the red-twigged and weeping kinds being conspicuous, and
Planes and Poplars also form important groups, the varieties Populus
canadensis aurea and P. c. nova being particularly handsome and
desirable. Amongst Thorns, Paul's new double scarlet seems most
in demand. Amongst Willows the Kilmarnock is one of the most
beautiful of all weeping trees. Here may be seen immense quantities

of the Blackthorn or Sloe, the stock of which is said to be the largest

in the country. Quicks too are literally grown by the million.

Amongst other plants suitable for forming good hedges and garden
screens may be named the common, broad, and oval-leaved Privets,

%vhicli are very largely cultivated for these purposes, and another
plant highly spoken of for fence-making is the Prunus myrobalana,
evidently a fine subject for such a purpose. Gorse is another specialty

extensively grown for covert planting.

Conifers.—Of these there is an extensive and well-varied col-

lection, an important item of which are the English and Irish Yews,
for the growth of which the soil seems particularly well adapted, and
more especially for the Irish kinds, which comprise some of the most
beautiful little specimens we have ever seen. There are, too, some
strikingly fine pl.ants of the golden variety of Irish Yew (Taxus
hibernica fastigiata variegata), a really handsome and desirable kind.
The universally popular Retinosporas receive a large share of atten-

tion. Amongst the most popular kinds here, judging from the num-
ber grown, appear to be R. leptocJada, a dwarf pyramidal kind, with
a beautiful silvery grey hue, in every way a most desiralile plant ; R.
pisifera, <in elegant glaucous-looking sort, with foliage having a
beautiful feathery appearance; R. plumosa and R. p. aurea, both
truly beautiful varieties worthy of a place in all collections. Asso-
ciated with these were also R. squarrosa, a very dwarf kind well
suited for rockwork, and R. tetragona, another desirable dark green
miniature growing species, A'ery desirable for pot culture. Amongst
Cedars was a particularly large and good stock of the well-known
Cedar of Lebanon ; the Deodar, too, is largely grown, and appears
to winter well in tliis locality. Amongst Cypresses was every con-

ceivable variety of Lawsoniana, the colour of C. L. lutea being
particularly bright and good. Thujas are also about equally

numerous, the most noticeable being the well-known T. aurea, wdiich

thrives excellently well in this district. Others consisted of T. ver-

vaeneana, T. gigantea, and T. semper auresoens, the last a fine golden
coloured kind. Amongst the commoner Arbor-viti"es the Siberian

deservedly holds a high place on account of its great hardiness. Of
Abies (notably Douglasi), .Junipers, Piceas, and Thujopsis I noticed

good collections ; and Araucarias and Wellingtonias are also exten-

sively grown, but there does not seem to be so much demand for

these two Conifers as for others of a more generally hardy and
useful character. Cryptomeria elegans finds favour with some on
account of its fine colour in autumn and winter, lighting up the land-

scape as it does during the dull months. Ordinary evergreens are,

as a matter of course, numerous. Amongst Laurels, L. latifolia is a

beautiful large-leaved kind, and L. rotundifolia is also a desirable
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and hamlsoine round-leaved variety. The Colchic, im.l Cauoasan,

and Portugal varieties also deserve notice, some excellent specimens

of the narrow-leaved variety of the last named Laurel being con-

spicuous. Hollies are represented by thousands, and among them I

observed some of the excellent Ilex Watereriana. Aucubas and Sweet
Bays receive, as they well deserve to do, great attention. Berberis

Aquifolium, B. Darwini, and other useful sorts form quite a

speciality. Amongst Box trees the broad-leaved Handsworth and
B. rotundifolia were conspicuous ; the golden and silver varieties are

also good, having clear and well developed markings, the soil evi-

dently suiting them to perfection ; and to such excellent shrubs as

Andromeda floribuuda, Laurustinus, Kalmias, and Rhododendrons a

large amount of space is devoted.

Hardy Climbing Plants are grown largely and in great

variety. Clematises of the .Jaokmani and lanuginosa types are in

great request, and receive a large share of attention. Such popular

climbers as Virginian Creepei-s, Honeysuckles, and Ivies of almost

every kind are ot course abundant, and amongst others were Cotone-

aster raicrophylla, rotundifolia, and Simonsi in profusion, and
than these, where the locality and soil suit them, few plants are

more beautiful, the dark foliage and brilliant-coloured berries form-

ing cheerful objects at all seasons, but especially in winter. The
vicinity of the town of Northampton seems remarkably well .adapted

to the Ootoneaster, very fine specimens of it being plentiful in the

large and beautifully planted cemetery on the Billing Road. The
Ceanothus, Parsley-leaved Bramble, and the Periwinkle are evi-

dently, judging from the quantities grown, amongst the most popular

of climbing or trailing plants. Hardy Passion flowers. Jasmines of

several kinds, Pyrus japonica, and Wistarias are also evidently

profitable plants to grow, and Roses of all sorts, notably the climbing

kinds, may be seen here in excellent condition.

Fruit Trees form an important feature in this establishment,

the different quarters containing stock of the very best kinds, and
all are cultivated in really flrst-class style. Preference is given in

almost all oases to well-tried varieties, as being the most likely to

give satisfaction. Of standard Victoria Plum trees, in every way
exceptionally good, I noticed large quantities.

Plants, both out-of-doors and under glass, are likewise largely

grown in this establishment, the latter having nnre the aspect of

London market plants than any which I have hitherto seen in pro-

vincial nurseries. H. Bailey.

The Starling : its Habits and Food.—The starling devotes
himself almost exclusively, in the matter of feeding, to the destruc-

tion of injurious pests. JWuch of his time is spent in hunting up
and down for Tipulte in the season, and for insects which infest fruit

trees. He neither destroys seeds nor grain ; and, when compelled by
hunger to swallow fruit rather thau his natural food, he contents

himself generally with such wild produce as Haws and other hedge
berries. The gizzard of a starling in August was found to have been
stuffed with small brown beetles and a little grass, which it had pro-

bably picked up with them. A number of others were examined
with the same results. During a very dry summer an old labourer

remarked of a number of starlings in a field of Vetches, "Them
starus are playing the havock with them there tares." Several of

the supposed depredators were shot, and in their crops were found
a quantity of insects, several earwigs, some bronze-winged beetles,

and a large quantity of a green aphis. On examining the growing
tares the stems were found to be covered with this same green aphis,

which, with the earwigs and beetles, had constituted the entire food

of the birds and the attraction which drew them to the tare field.

The starling's bill of fare has been given by a naturalist as consisting

of worms, grubs, cockchafers, slugs, snails, flies, insects, beetles, glow-
worms, fresh- water shell fish, Hips and Haws, Ivy berries, and occa-

sional fruits. Few birds frequenting the farm and garden do less

damage and are so constantly engaged in the destruction of all kinds
of pests, clearing the soil of injurious grubs, and the backs of sheep
and cattle of noxious insects. Waterton believed that starlings

dispersed in spring, when the great flocks are dissolved, entirely

from the difficulty of finding convenient nesting places, and that

if due protection were afforded them in the shape of well-protected
nesting places, they would remain gregarious during the time of

nesting, like rooks or herons. Starlings already bred with him in

large numbers in old trees and other places, and for the sake of addi-
tional accommodation he formed twenty-four holes in the wall of an
old ruin. In the spring twenty-four pairs of starlings took posses-

sion of the holes and built their nests in them, and sucli was tlie

extent of their chattering that the owls next door, in the old
tower, spent many sleepless days on their account. The starling

was a special favourite of the venerable naturalist. "I admire it,"

he said," for its fine shape and lovely plumage ; I protect it for its

wild and varied song ; and I defend it for its innocence." The
eulogium was well merited.—E., Field.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE SILVER TREE, OR WILD OLIVE.
(EL.EAGNUS.)

This, when associated with plants of a sombre hue, has a very striking
effect, owing to the dazzling silvery whiteness of the undersides of the
leaves. As flowering plants some of the species also well deserve
oullivation, notably E. glabra, whose deliciously fragrant flowers
are freely produced during the dull autumn months. E. longipes.

too, makes a charming object early in autumn when covered with its

small Cherry-like, orange-coloured berries. Let us first take the

Evergreen Species.—Foremost amongst these must be named
E. glabra, which is also known under the names of reflexa and cou-
ferta. This is really a handsome Japanese shrub, the foliage of

which is dark green above and silvery white beneath. It is also
covered on both the upper and under surfaces with reddish-brown
scales, which likewise extend to the young wood, but drop from the
upper part of the leaf as it gets old. Its flowers, which are fra-

grant, are tube-shaped, greenish-white within, and covered on the
outside with the scales just mentioned. There are also two or three
variegated varieties of this, which form a pleasing contrast with the
green kind, and all are equally hardy, the foliage not being injured
in the least during these last two winters. E. japonica, a beautiful

Elajagnns angustifolia.

shrub, has a more open and slender growth tlian the labt, whioii it

somewhat resembles ; its leaves are, however, more pointed, muuli

thinner, and more sparingly covered with scales. E. latifolia has, as

its name implies, ample foliage which, when in perfection, almost

equals that of the Laurel in size. The scales with wliich it is studded

are of a lighter colour than in the preceding, and this, combined with

the white reverse sides, gives tlie plant a very silvery appearance.

Though a very striking kind, it is at the same time one of the most

tender, the young shoots sometimes becoming frost-bitten.

The Deciduous Species in some cases attain the dimensions

of small trees. E. argentea grows from "20 ft. to 25 ft. in height, has

leaves 3 in. long and H in. broad, and is one of the most silvery of the

large-growing kinds. It is a native of North America. Pj. hortensis also

attains a good size, but it has smaller foliage than the last named,
and the flowers, whicli are more freely produced, are succeeded by
berries almost as large as Dates ; indeed, throughout Asia Minor
they are much eaten as dessert. Of this there are two or three

varieties, the most distinct being E. hortensis angustifolia, the foli-

age of which is much narrower than that of the type. This, as is

well shown in the annexed illustration, is a very free-flowering shrub.

E. longipes, a native ot Japan, forms a spreading bush, the leaves

of which are about 2 in. in length and 1 in. in width, bright

green above and silvery beneath. It flowers during Jlay, and when
covered with berries has a striking appearance. The berries are,

however, much sought after by birds, which soou rob the plant of

its beauty. There is a distinct variety of this called E. longipes

orispa, in which the leaf is somewhat rounder than that of the

species, and very much crimped. Alpha.
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TKEE RECORD.
Notable Trees at Hopetoun Park. — There are

on this property some good specimens of Quercus sossili-

flora. This and Q. pedunculata are, I consider, the only two
Oaks worth growing for the market in this country. Quercus Cerris,

or Turkey Oak, is much given to rend, and is so difficult to work
that wood merchants will scarcely buy it. The plants, besides, are

more costly at first than the other kinds. We have here several good
specimens of the Evergreen Oak, some of which measure from 7 ft.

to 8 ft. in girth, and are from 2.5 ft. to 30 ft. in height, with beautiful

spreading tops, forming a lovely feature in a landscape, especially

during the winter season. The Service tree, vnth its white-backed
leaves, is also a pretty species. Some of these here measure in girth

from ft. to 7 ft., and are from 28 ft. to 30 ft. in height. Near one
of tlie old bai'onial residences on this estate are growing two Yews,
whioli are said to have been planted at the head of two worthies who
fell during Covenanting days, some 400 3'ears ago. One of these

measures 13 ft. 4 in. in girth, and the other 10 ft. in. The
variegated-leaved Plane or Sycamore also looks well amongst other

trees. Some of this variety measure from 7 ft. to S ft. in girth, and
are 50 ft. in height. We cut for our wood sale the other day a black

Italian Poplar measuring 9 ft. in girth, having 37 ft. of bole, and
containing 110 cubit ft. of timber.—J. McL.\ren.

Large Trees at Yester, East Lothian.—The fol-

lowing measurements were carefully taken by Mr. Shearer, lately
gardener at Yester for nearly forty years, the point of circumference
in all the specimens being 3 ft. from the ground. The increase in
girth of each tree in the twenty-six years, from 1854 to 1880, is

given in the last column, the variations in growth being somewhat
remarkable in trees growing under almost similar conditions.

BIG TREES IN WABASH VALLEY, INDIANA.

LATHT Name.
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only one of them succumbed to the eflfects of the frosts.

In the gardens here, and also in the public gardens at

Vienna itself, the Plane and Ailantus have tolerably well

withstood the excessive cold. It is mostly the sickly trees in the

avenues which perished in such great numbers. These observations

were made during last summer.—Louis KBorATSCti, Lax^nhanj.

CUNONIA CAPENSIS.
This elegant evergreen greenhou je shrub bears small white flowers

in compact racemes. It was introduced in ISIG, and was afterwards
figured in the magazines of the day, but though now in cultivation,

we are not aware of the existence of any fully developed specimens.
It is, however, worth careful culture, and with fair attention appears
ta do well. At the Cape of Good Hope it forms a small tree, where

in the shape of top-dressing, and from examination of the soil under
Coniferous trees, I feel sure that their greatest want is moisture ;

for, even when we are reading of floods occurring in all directions,

the soil under tlie dense top-growth of these trees will be found to

be quite dry, and any one having surplus water to dispose of cannot
do better than entirely flood the land in the vicinity of their roots,

for ordinary rainfall is quite insuflicient to maintain large specimens
in perfect health and vigour.—J. Groo.m.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Cunonia capeusis.

it is known to the Dutch colonists by the name of Rood Elze. The
soil in which it succeeds best is a mixture of peat and loam in about
equal parts, with sand in proportion to the stiffness of the latter.

Over-potting should be guarded against. It is allied to the genera
Ceratopetalum and Acrophyllum, and indeed its floral racemes bear
some resemblance to those of the well-known Acrophyllum venosum.

R. I. L.

Evils of Earthing up Traa Trunks.—I would caution any
one from top-dressing hard-wooded trees in such a way as to cover
their stems, for, although trees that emit roots from the old wood
may not be injured thereby, there are a great many, both deciduous
and evergreen, that shonld not be so buried. Top-dressing, to be of
any service to the active roots of established trees, does not require
to be placed close to the stem, as there are generally but few active
roots there, especially in the case of dense-leaved evergreens, like
most of the Coniferse, the soil being dust-dry close to the stems even
in winter. On the contrary, the majority of active rootlets will be
found quite as far from the bole of the tree as the tips of the
branches. This, therefore, will be the best place to apply assistance

GROS GUILLAUME GRAPE.
I AJI pleased to see "Cambrian" (p. 4) speaking of the Groa
Guillaume Grape as a winter Hamburgh ; as such we used to grow it

;

but it is many years ago. I have seen it

for years in succession on the same Vines,
and at first sight it looked just like a
Black Hamburgh, that is, it had short
shouldered bunches, large equally swelled
berries with a fairly good bloom on them,
and I should add well coloured. I have
also seen it stage 1 at exhibitions as a
Hamburgh, and it would have passed
muster but for the tasting ordeal, and
also the contiguity of the Hamburgh
itself. It can be obtained in this form,
however, only wlien the Vines are so

well grown that they will show fruit at

every eye like a Hamburgh, that is with
wood thoroughly ripened from bottom to

top.

The Vines to which I have referred
were planted inside, and with the roots
all inside. When grown in this form
there is not that tendency to sliow a
few of those lanky ill-shaped monster
bunches at tlie extremity of the Vine
with berries of all sizes from that of a
Marrow Pea upwards, and with a greenish
foxy colour wliich is sometimes seen, and
exhibited now and then as a new variety.

In this latter form it is anything but in-

viting as a dessert fruit, though well
enough as a curiosity. Mr. Meredith,
late of Garston, used to grow really grand
bunches of this Grape compact with ber-

ries of even size and large. Many of your
readers will remember those monster
bunches, but they were always deficient

in colour. Some of them used to decorate
the imperial table of France, if I remember
rightly. I have seen this Grape well
grown some twenty-eight years ago in a
high stove temperature when the foliage

was itself a siglit in the autumn ; more
recently I have seen it do well in an or-

dinary Vinery over a flue at the warm end
of the house.

'\^'ill any of the readers of The Garden
tell us the difference between the Gros
Guillaume, or say "Big William,'' Bar-

barossa, and Seacliflfe Black ? and still another variety " improved "

is offered in catalogues on both sides of the Channel.

I had the pleasure of seeing the once famous Seacliff'e Black
Grape in the first years of its fame—I may say the only years,

and a more wonderful sight, so far as quantity and the immense
size of the bunches went, I have never seen ; tliey were as close

together as ordinary Hamburgh bunches ; and in addition were all

from 18 in. to 22 in. in length, inverted pyramids, and tolerably com-
pact. The Vines were bought as Hamburghs, if my memory serves

me, but turned out something else, owing to the peculiar character of

the border, which I well remember the gardener relating. They were
a puzzle at the time, behaving, as they did, so much unlike either

Hamburgh or Barbarossa. I much fear our old tawny friend in his

bad dress is reappearing under an improved name, the bunches
credited with rather a mythical performance in the scales.

Hibernian'.

Mulching Fruit Trees.—A correspondent of the American
Cultivator gives a remarkable instance of the benefits of mulching.

He says, upon a dry and rocky hillside, in the town of Slirewsbury,
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Mass., stood an orchard. The trees were old, and had not given a

good crop of Apples for several years. The owner having a large

quantity of spoiled hay, drew it from the field, and placed it around
the trees to the depth of 12 in., covering the whole ground occupied

by the trees, omitting every alternate row. This was done in the

month of July. The next year every tree where the mulch was
applied was loaded with large and fair Apples, while the trees had
made a great growth of wood, and the leaves had a beautiful green

and spring-like appearance, while those without the mulch bore no
fruit at all. The varieties in both cases were the same.

AMERICAN GRAPES.
Mb. Carman, editor of the Rural New Yorkvr, pertinently asks tlie

question, why the people of England do not try to utilise our native

American outdoor Grapes. We have all of us often asked this same
question, and wondered why not. It is probable that you have

formed your opinions upon past trials of Isabella and Catawba, and,

finding them too late, have dropped the subject, failing to keep pace

with the progress in Grape culture that has been going on in

America. ^Ve liave now many varieties of northern origin, from four

to six weeks earlier than these older sorts, and far healthier, but,

being natives of the Southern States, are not adapted to cold lati-

tudes. There can scarcely be a doubt that some of tliese northern

kinds would succeed in Great Britain ; the climate of our north-west

coast, where they certainly do succeed, is much like yours. We
have long been studying their peculiarities, and capabilities, and their

tendencies to adapt themselves to the vicissitudes of differing soils

and climates, and we find them far more cosmopolitan (if you will

allow me a new use of this word in the absence of any that expresses

the idea) than Vitis vinifera, the class you now cultivate, at live or

six times the expense, under glass. In addition to this, instead of

one class of Vines we have four, not mentioning several wild ones ;

also many hybrids between Vitis vinifera and two or three of our

native classes. Of these hybrids I might remark in passing that

they are of more or less doubtful utility here, it being better to im-

prove our own natives. The foreign parent, being tender, carries

more or less of its infirmities into the new combination. We usually

class them as amateurs' Grapes, some of them, though, under favour-

able surroundings, proving well worthy of cultivation, but in your
colder, damper, and less propitious climate they would be of still

more doubtful utility foroutdoor culture, and cannot be recommended,
while we liave many, both new and old, varieties of our several classes

and their hybrids we can send you, all purely native, much hardier,

and quite as good in ciuality. K\'en if it should turn out after trial

that our Grapes are not adapted to your climate, their study would
prove interesting to your horticulturists, as well as to a consider-

able class intending to emigrate to this country, and might be utilised

in some way not now understood.

Watertown, N. Y. Daxiel S. Marvix.

I was pleased to read the remarks and recommendation of

Mr. Ellwanger (Vol. XVIII., p. 503) in regard to American Grapes.

I scarcely think your cultivators are aware of the gigantic strides we
have made in the production of new varieties, and the consequent
improvement in their quality. Up to about tlie year 1S.jO we could

not count upon half-a-dozen really good varieties worthy of cultiva-

tion, especially in the Northern United States. To-day they are so

numerous, that we are puzzled to decide what to grow when all have
so many claims to recommend them. I think I may safely set down
the number now before the public as possessing greater or less

merits at fully 100. Mr. Ricketts, of Newburgh, N.Y., who seems
to have distanced all others in the hybridisation and production of

seedlings, has raised, during the last ten years, upwards of seventy
kinds, many of which are very distinct, and some of them of very
remarkable excellence. They have been frequently exhibited and de-

scribed in our poraological reports, but very fen- of them have passed
out of his hands into general cultivation ; when they do we shall

learn more about them and their value, under probably wider modes
of treatment, as well as in different soils and varied localities, some
more and some less favourable than the valley of the Hudson.

All attempts at improvement before the production of the Concord
seemed to have been made in the wrong direction. In order to

eliminate the flavour peculiar to our native Grape, cultivators seemed
to take those already somewhat improved and descended from
southern varieties, but all too late in ripening. It was not until

Mr. Bull produced the Concord from our wild native northern Grape
that the first dawn of real improvement began. Previous kinds, as

I have stated, were not only too late, or subject to that disease so

fatal to Grape culture—the mildew, but the Vines were tender,

requiring protection in winter. The Concord was not only early

and almost invulnerable to the mildew, but it was as hardy, to use

the well-known phrase, as an Oak, and its vigour was quite as

marked as its other qualities. It flourished in the remotest parts of

New England, and from the near regions of the White Mountains
to the Gulf of Mexico Concord Grapes were everywhere culti-

vated, and found their way to our markets, and now they are sup-
plied by tons at the low price of 3 to 5 cents per lb., and pay
a handsome profit to the producer. The very finest qualities have
sold this year at retail for 6 to 10 cents per lb., and are now
(December 4) offered in good condition at 15 to 20 cents. Of course
we have other varieties, particularly the Catawba, but the leading
kind is still the Concord, supplemented by the Delaware, and in a
limited way a few more, with the huge specimens of the Mission and
Tokay Grapes from that wonderfully productive fruit region, Cali-
fornia. At such low prices the consumption has been enormous, and
the quantity brought into Boston market almost beyond belief.

They are put up in all kinds of boxes of 2 lb., 5 lb., to 10 lb.

each, and although the supply appears without limit the demand
seems to keeji up. New York and New Jersey are regions from
whence the supply mainly comes, with the old Catawba from the
West.

It was in 1854 that I first introduced the Concord Grape to our
cultivators, through the Alagazine of Horticulture, and when I see
these masses of Grapes piled up in the market and sold so cheaply,
and in such quantities, and compare the product with that of twenty
years ago, when 100 lb. of eatable Grapes could hardly be purchased
at 50 c. per lb., the result is as astonishing as it is cheering to know
that the production of one single variety in so short a period .should

be the means of placing within tlie reach of all, both rich and poor,
such an abundance of so delicious as well as so wholesome a fruit. Mr.
Bull, the originator, must feel greatly honoured in the higli apprecia-
tion of his labours, which have been crowned with universal
success.

There is even no«- no hardy black Grape that can compete with the
Concord. We have a few which promise well, but the fact is not
certain ; and we have but one red Grape that can compete with the
Delaware, small as that is, and no good white Grape at all. But,
thanks to the Concord, the parent of most all tliat promise well,

we have three or four new wliite Grapes, very recently introduced,
that will undoubtedly fill the place so long vacant. Tliey are not
yet in general cultivation, but if all that is said about them is true,

we shall soon find them side by side with the Concord in all our gar-
dens and in all our markets. The Brighton ia the red Grape that I

think is destined to become as prominent as the Concord, superior as

it is in quality. It is about equal to the best European Grapes.
What has been most remarkable is the production of so many

white Grapes, and, singularly enough, some of these we already have,
and others now pronounced of the greatest excellence, and they are
certainly very beautiful, with that amber tint, peculiar to the Chas-
selas, are seedlings direct from the Concord, one of the blackest of

Grapes, the result of hybridisation. These varieties are said also to
have the same large, thick foliage as the Concord, quite as hardy,
and in every way almost a duplicate of it except in the colour of the
berries, and in having a more delicate flavour. It only shows how
great are the variations in seedling fruits, and how little we can fore-

tell the results of such experiments. If I recollect aright, not many
years ago the Esperione was regarded as a fine hardy Grape for open
culture in the Englisli climate. So much was said about it that I
obtained the Vine and fruited it, but in my estimation it was en-
tirely worthless, and in no way to be compared with our fine Ameri-
can Grapes.

It appears to me that these early American varieties are well
worthy of the attention of your cultivators and deserve a fair

trial. It seems almost certain that such kinds as the Concord,
Brichton, and Delaware, would ripen in most parts of England ex-
cept the extreme north ; and would be a valuable addition to your
hardy fruits, though they might not be produced as cheaply or in such
quantities as you are now supplied with from the rich and favoured
Grape country across the Channel, a shorter distance than that from
whence the largest supply comes to our own market.

I had just sent you the above when I took up tlie Fieri t and
read Mr. Barron's description of the Catawl^a, which he places
among the black Grapes, though with us it is quite red, with no
shade of black, and covered with a rich bloom. Mr. Barron says,

"It is comparatively worthless, and only cultivated for its curiosity."
Tliis I should not doubt, for here in New England it is not culti-

vated, and is so late that it now ripens under ordinary culture. In
fact, it is later and quite as uncertain as the Black Hamburgh, which
does ripen sometimes. It was only three weeks ago I tasted some
very well-grown and fairly-ripened fruits, raised by the late Dr.
Hamilton, of Comandles, Nova Scotia, which were sent to Colonel
Wilder. They were cut by the doctor himself, but before they
reached Boston the hand that secured and sent them was laid in the
earth he loved to cultivate so well, his sudden death having
occurred early in November. As we tasted these specimens, reared
in a region so far north, we were sadly reminded of the valuable
labours of Dr. Hamilton, who was one of the most enthusiastic
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horbiciilturists of Nova Scotia,aiid through whose exertions many of the

best fruits had been introduced into the provinces. I hope Mr. Barron

will try, if he has not ah-eady, the Concord and Brighton. He will

find them very different from the Catawba, though the latter when
it matures is a fine Grape. Indeed, its peculiar flavour is so much
esteemed, that it is not uncommon to find this variety grown in our

cold Graperies, where it produces very delicious fruit, preferred by
many to the Hamburgh. This simple fact well illustrates the im-

mense value of the progress we have made in the growth of new
varieties, for the Catawba and the Isabella were the only two
Grapes cultivated to any extent before the production of the Concord.

Both were late, the wood so tender that the Vines had to be laid

down and covered in winter ; aud then so liable to mildew and rot,

the crop was often an entire failure, so that we were liter.ally without
any Grapes, except tliose from cold Graperies, or imported Malagas,
which then sold from 50 c. to SI 50 c. per lb. The importance,

therefore, of all the advancement that has been made can be readily

seen and duly appreciated. C. M. Hovey.
Boston, Mass.

FEUIT DEYER
Some oue recently inquired in The Garden as to a fruit dryer. I

have ao experience of such an article myself, but the following note,

which I read in the i^/'H.'i /Jiroriie/', may help your correspondent:
"The Boswell Fruit Dryer lias a high reputation, and from the large

number of reliable testimonials we have before us regarding it, we un-
hesitatingly recommend it to our readers as one of the best in use.

Every farmer having an orchard can make one of these dryers pay
for themselves in one season, Address J. K. Boswell, 16, South 5th
Street, St. Louis, Mo., U.S." The following curious article on dry-
ing fruit occurs in the same paper :

—

"Evaporating Fruit.—It's not always pleasant to take the
' back track,' or in other words to take back what one has said, but
when one sees he is in the wrong, and has committed an error, how-
ever, it is honourable and right that he should acknowledge it, so we
are on the confessional. In our last we questioned if 150 bushels of

fruit could be run through any evaporator in twenty-four hours. We
tike it all back, having, with the assistance and oversight of Mr.
Campbell, run through 120 bushels of Applesfrom 7 a.m. to 9 p,m,,
and now have no doubt but, if the proper heat is kept up aud
good Apples used, from 175 to 200 bushels can be run through our
\VilIiams' evaporator in twenty-four hours. We have just put in

the second one, and expect to run through the two on an average of

250 to 300 bushels in twenty-four hours. We propose to run the
skins, cores, aud smallest Apples through a press, working the juice,

ai fast as pressed out, into a vat and leave it there for a few months,
until it has changed into vinegar. Our own orchard of 1000 Apple trees

aud ISOO bearing Peach trees, with our 3000 just coming into bear-
ing, and about twenty acres of black Raspberries, aud large

lields of sweet corn, keep us supplied, with what we purchase from
our neighbours. We have found it necessary to run two evaporators,
not only because of our own fruit, but to keep our large number of

boys and women constantly employed. We use the tnrn-table parer
that throws oft' the Apple, and Topping's corer, made at Walworth,
N.Y., as also the slicer—toot treadle power—made by the Star Sheer
Co., of Mirion, N. V. With this slicer we can slice 300 bushels of
Apples per day, or in fact just as many as a man can put on the
spindle, oue at a time. Situated as we now are, we do not propose
to have our fruit go to market or sell it for a ' mere song' in years of

plenty, but put it away in a dry shape to hold until it pays." Let us hope
these machines will soon come to the aid of the British orchardist,
whose eventual success we have much hopeof. It appears there are
dryers and evaporators, the last being the more important, and suit-

able for large orchards, or where fruit can be bought at low prices.

WEONGLY-PLANNED FEUIT HOUSES.
Mn, Prior (p. 655) has misrepresented my objections to sectional

trellised Peach houses in s.aying that my reasons are that the wood
does not get sufficiently ripened. That is one objection certainly,

aud a true one, but I pointed out several other objections as bad or
worse. Whatdo I ' mean by ripe wood ? do I mean browned wood ?

"

your correspondent asks. Certainly, I mean wood that is both
brown and hard, and on which the buds are well developed when the
leaves fall oft' the trees, and I do not hesitate to commit myself to
the statement that wood is not ripe that does not show these
marks. Will your correspondent send some of his "green," but
ripe wood to The Garden office ? and perhaps the editors will let

me have a look at it afterwards. Glossy brown bark I look upon
as being as much a sign of maturity in the wood as colour is of the
ripe fruit. Mr. Prior is quite right in saying outdoor shoots ai-e

never so tann'jd as those indoors, and the reason is that they are

not 30 ripe. Imperfectly-ripened wood does not, however, always
mean failure of the crop, but it means a poor crop and impaired
health in the tree. The house, we are told, must be of sufficient
width to give the trees a chance to make fair-sized specimens. Well,
a fair-sized but not large specimen of a Peach tree would be 20 ft.
across, and as high. Where then, pray, would the slioots be 1 Why,
just about that far from the light and air if turned edgeways to the
sun. Your correspondent cannot prove by any process of arithmetic
or reasoning that ti-ees so trained receive more light than when
trained with their face to the sun in the usual way, and he cannot
(/wprove tint the latter receive the most intense light every
time the sun shines. Nor will he ever be able to back his statements
up with evidence in the shape of crops superior either in quantity or
quality. I may say this without hazarding much.
One great mistake often made by theorists in such matters is the

assumption that the light alone is the thing to be gained no matter
how far the plants may be from the glass. This is an error that is
only found out in practice. Light is of vast importance, but no
matter how wide or how clear the panes of the roof of a glass house
may be, the nearer the branches are brought to the glass the better
for them, provided they do not actually come in contact with it.
This is, of course, more important in dark houses than lioht ones!
"J. W. B." puts the question pithily when he says tlie fiTiit trees
planted only twelve months have already filled the front sections of
the trellis—one tree to each trellis. May I suggest tliat he should
ask the designer to show him where he is to train the wood in
future years, or what he is to do with the trees under such circum-
stances ? Any practical man can understand in a second what will
happen. I would certainly advise those who have houses constructed
on this plan to get them altered as soon as possible. The longer they
delay the greater will be their trouble, and the worse and more
unmanageable their trees will become. ,J. S. W.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PEUIT GARDEN.

Wall Spaca for Fruit Tress. -What length on a wall 10 ft. hi"h would the
following trees take up when fully grown ? The w.ill has a south-eastern aspect and
the soil is a rich clay loam with a little gravel througli it. You will oblige by
giving the length of wall for eacli tree, and .also say whether tlie following is a
good splectioii as to size, quality, and bearing, viz., Beurre de rAs3omptio°i (on
Quince stock), .Marie Louise (on rear) Van Mons, Leon le Clerc (ou Pear) Coe's
Golden Drop and Bratiy's Green 3age Plum, Black Tartarian and Jla/' Duke
Ciierry.—Geo. N. 11.

Orohard-liouae Glass,—Can you give me any iuformation about the fol-
lowing ? I am thmkiiig of building au orcliard liouse 120 yards long, sp jn-roofed
My idea is to make the front sashes about4ft, by3 ft,, aud glaze them with one
sheet of semitvausparent glass about i in. thick. The cost is about oue-third of
plain glass and bars. What I want to hud out is whether the loss of suulight will
so allect the health and growth of the trees as to make the saving iu the first
instance only a loss in the failure of the house.—S. A.

Melons at Christmas (ir. ir. Kettlewdl, p. 56),-Great credit is due to
the gardener who can produce llelons of excellent quality in January but what
about the coal bill? It is by no means unusual, when the closing quarter is as
flue aud open as it was last year for very lata plants to set a crop and ripen it off
in November aud December, when the fruit may be cut and kept in a warm room
for some time after it is ripe ; but Melons in December, like tSelwiiy Peaches do
not often le.ave a favourable opinion of the past year's produce on the palate .and
gardeners who wish to make the most of their houses prefer planting witll inore
relrable .and profitable crops, like winter Cucumbers or Tomatoes.—W. C.

Fruit G-rowing- at Candaliar.—The following extract
from a letter by a general officer at Candahar may be interesting to
some of the readers of The G-A.rden : "Nothing can exceed^the
richness of the soil, which is, virtually, unfathomable, producinn-
the most maguiScent Grapes, Peaches, Apricots, Figs, Pomegranates"
Quinces, Plums, Pear-s, Apples, Mulberries, ttc. The crops are enor-
mous, and the trouble and care required very small ; so that it may
be fairly said that this is the natural fruit garden of the worhl.
The people are, however, without experience iu the improve-
ment of fruit aud flowers ; and they, to the best of my belief, have
never tried Hojis, and some other things that I feel sure would thrive
in this country. "—T. Francis Rivers, Saithridgaworfi.

Packing Apples for Market,— " J. E. "
(p. 5) makes some

remarks on this subject which I think apply as much to home growers
as to the Americans and Canadians. A maximum price will always
be realised by those who pack fairly and make the package equally
good throughout. Unfortunately, in tlie year just closed many
growers have had but few Apples to pack, but where they have had
some really goodpi'ices have been realised, and in spite of the enor-
mous importations good home-grown Apples continue to realise highly
remunerative prices, and I am of opinion that a really good sample
is likely to hold its place as a profitable article of commerce for many
years to come, for the taste for both culinary and dessert fruit is

spreading so rapidly through all classes of society, that the demand
appears likely to more than equal the supply ; for if Apples come
within the reach of our artizan aud labouring population, as they ap-
pear likely to do, there is little fear of the market being overstocked.
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With our railway system the over-abundance of one part of the king-

dom will find a ready sale in more thickly populated districts in the

north where fruic culture has more unfavourable conditions to contend
against than in the southern and western counties. It is a mystery to

many why the expense of transit of Apples by rail from Maidstone,

about forty miles from London, is nearly equal to that of the

freightage of the same quantity from America, and I believe that

railway companies would benefit by a redaction in their tariff'. Here
^Ye reckon the carriage and commission to cost Is. per sieve, the ex-

pense being just the same for a sieve of Apples sold lor 3s. as it is for

one at 10s. or 123. Consequently, what with expensive transit, and
the expense of gathering and sending to the railway, it is no uncom-
mon tiling for growers to let their fruit spoil on the trees when the

price is low in the market, although the consumers would gladly pay
a remunerative price for it if retail markets were established within

reacli of the densely populated districts.—J. Groom, Linton.

Keeping Apples.—I kept Yorkshire Greening last year good
and plump up to July 1 in a drawer in a cupboard in my oflice; the

room is cool, not dry ; indeed, the cupboard is a damp one. This

is a very excellent variety for cooking purposes, and in July was not

amiss for eating as dessert. The tree is a robust grower and most
prolific bearer—in short, a hardy, useful variety. Many sorts suf-

fered severely during the winters of 1S7S and 1S79, but this was
none the worse, and seemed to mature itself, and bear heavy crops,

as if nothing was the matter with the summer or winter weather.

It is late in showing blossom, wliich may be in its favour. It may
be no great achievement to keep this Apple to July, but I think the

same conditions would also keep such Apples as Golden Winter
Pearmain, Sturmer Pippin, or Ribston Pippin even longer.

—

HlBERNIA.

SERPENTINE WALLS.
Several correspondents have lately directed attention to the

unsatisfactory condition of wall fruit tree culture, and various

suggestions as to its amelioration have from time to time been put
forward. Mr. Williams (Vol. XVIII., p. C55) calls attention to a re-

cessed wall which looks well on paper, but I fear that in practice all

the evils of permanent copings would be the result. For we know
by experience that trees under the protection of permanent copings

or coverings of any kind are not only screened from unfriendly frost,

but also from genial showers and dews, and that in the long run

they lose more in health than they gain by protection. It is, I think,

now a pretty generally recognised fact that our failures in regard to

fruit crops arise quite as often from imperfectly formed blossoms

resulting from partially matured wood as they do from the direct

action of spring frosts, and unless our climate has really changed
permanently for the worse, I see no reason why we should not have
as good crops on open walls as in years gone by. If the demands
upon labour were not so insatiable in the ornamental departments of

gardening we could afford to give that amount of attention to wall

trees which they require, and without which it is folly to expect any
system of fruit culture can be satisfactory. In Suffolk and Norfolk
there are sever.al examples of waved or serpentine walls that cer-

tainly offer considerable shelter from wind sweeping along their faces

without any of the evils attending permanent covering, and
although 1 believe the serpentine form was adopted more
to give stability to the wall from the violent gales of

wind that visit the eastern coast than with the object of sheltering

the trees, I think it would be found in practice possible to turn this

form of structure to very useful account. At Henham Hall a

waved wall is planted with Pears, Plums, Figs, &c., the trees being

planted in the centre of recess, and a flowering shrub or climber is

trained up on each projecting portion, which not only obviates the

stiffness of dead walls, but effectually screens the trees from sweep-

ing winds, and along the top of the wall creepers, such as the Wis-
taria, are allowed to run and form a fringe of foliage and flowers.

The extraordinary length that the Wistaria will cover can only be

realised by actual experiment, and in this case the trees themselves

formed a by no means ineliicient coping, as they were trained not

only so as to cover the top of the wall, but shoots were trained down
the opposite side. My own impression is that the fault, as regards

failure, does not rest so much with the walls as with the lack of

attention bestowed on the trees, owing to the exaggerated importance

and priority that is given to productions grown under glass, and to

the extra demands on the available labour at bedding out time, when
wall trees are at a critical stage of growth, and require daily atten-

tion ; and unless this can be given them it is useless to expect that

with any form of wall we can have good crops. J. Groom.

at having a huge hydropathic establishment, built close to his lodge-

gates in the village of Baslow. The pile is rapidly approaching com-
pletion, and the peaceful little hamlet seems destined presently to

become as noisy and busy as Matlock Bath itself.

INDIAN LABURNUM.
(cassia fistula.)

Few trees are more ornamental and certainly none more strikingly
attractive when in flower and fruit than that of which the annexed is

an engraving. The name Cassia, which is now applied to this Legu-
minous genus, was the classical name of the bark of a kind of Cinna-
mon and to this day the products of certain species of Cinnamomum
are known by the common name of Cassia barks. C. fistula or, as it is

sometimes called, Cathartocarpus fistula, is, as I have said, a hand-
some tree, rauging from 30 ft. to 50 ft. high with a straight trunk and
slender spreading branches. It has abruptly pinnate leaves, which

The World says that the Duke of Devonshire has threatened to

close Chatsworth House and grounds to the public, so annoyed is he

CaBsi.i Fistula.

are alternate and 1 ft. or more in length. It bears pendulous ra-

cemes about 1 ft. in length of beautiful fragrant yellow flowers,

followed by elongated, cylindrical, indehiscent legumes from 1 ft. to

2 ft., or even 3 ft. long, and J in. to 1 in. in diameter

;

they are mostly nearly straight, but sometimes are slightly

curved or bent and marked with numerous transverse striations, cor-

responding with their flat partitions inside, dividing the whole pod
into numerous cells, varying from twenty in a small pod to a hun-
dred or more in a large one. Each of these cells contains a single,

small, hard, pale brown shining seed, enveloped in a blackish,

sweetish pulp. The tree itself is a native of India, where it is also

cultivated. It is likewise found apparently in a wild state in tro-

pical and sub-tropical Africa. In the West Indies, Central America,
and Brazil, as well as in other parts of the Tropics, it is largely cul-

tivated. In 1553 the celebrated traveller Belon, who met with this

tree in the gardens at Cairo, figured it, and it was also figured in

]592 by Prosper Alpinus. It was grown in this country by Miller in

1731, and young plants of it are now to be seen in many of our
botanic gardens. In countries where it thrives the showy fragrant

flowers appear in May and June and the pods ripen about the fol-

lowing February and March. The economic value of this tree con-

sists entirely in the pulp that surrounds the seeds, as before described.

As found in commerce the pods are for the most part dry, and in this

state the pulp separates from the seeds and becomes attached as a
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coiting to the transverse divisions or walls. These pods are shipped

to this country from both the East and West Indies, the latter sup-

plying the bullc of our importations. The pulp is sometimes imported

by itself, having been removed from the pods ; the best, however, is

that which is imparted in the pods. Its use is that of a mild laxa-

tive, either by itself or in oombinition with other ingredients. In
large doses it is purgative.

Kew. John E, Jackson.

FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
The Raspberry.

Though the Raspberry is usually classed with bush fruits,

yet it is not a bush, but a cane that renews itself annually from
its base. Thus, whilst one set of canes are bearing fruit the next

set are in the midst of growth. The process of fruiting exhausts the

old canes, and having f ultilled their mission they die, and are, or

should b3, removed early in autumn to give space for the young
canes to carry on their work. A plantation of Raspberries on
good land, of rather a moist tendency^, will last a good many
years, but it is never advisable to allow them to remain on the

same plot too long to become weak and debilitated, as such plants

are not adapted for forming a new plantation ; they take too long to

establish themselves. Therefore, whether Raspberries occupy a

position a greater or a less time signifies little if they are removed
whilst still in their full vigour. At the same time, when moved
often, say every eight or ten years, a crop of fruit can be secured

the first 3'ear, as the stools, being of a manageable size, may be
lifted entire and planted elsewhere without receiving much, if

any, check ; and, under such circumstances, the wood is short-

loiuted and fruitful.

Modes of Training.—There are various ways of training the

Raspberry, but in garden culture there is no better way than
driving in stout posts in rows ft. apart and 10 ft. from each
other in the row. The posts should be about 5 ft. or •'JJ ft. out of

the ground, and if the bottoms are charred they will last several

yeai's, and w-hen they wear out are easily replaced by others. On
these posts should be strained a couple of rather stout wires, one
on the top, secured by small staples or fiat-headed nails, and the

other about half-way np ; against this trellis the Raspberry canes
should be trained, but the trellis need not be erected till the year
following the planting of the Raspberries, as if planted in the

ordinary way with suckers there will be no crop the first year
;

but when the Raspberry is made to fit into any regular system of

rotation, and moved at the end of any limited number of years,

the trellis will be moved with it. In planting R;ispberries against

a fence of this kind, the stools maj' be closer in the row than in

ordinary culture, so as to furnish plenty of canes to cover the
trellis ; but there is no advantage in training the canes nearer to

each other than 6 in., as the leaves must be allowed breathing-

space, in order to impart size and flavour to the fruit. Autumn is

the best time to plant, but Raspberries are planted any time in

open weather up till March. Another way of training the Rasp-
berry is to plant in rather thick rows ; drive in stout stakes about
4 ft. high on both sides of the row and about 2 ft. or '2h ft. from
it. A lath or a wire is secured to the top of the stakes all round,
and the fruiting canes are drawn across and tied to the lath. This
is not a bad plan to adopt where the plantation is to stand a num-
ber of years in one position, as full justice is done to the 3'oung
shoots, they having all the centre of the space to themselves, and
are consequently very strong. The lack of attention given to the
young wood upon which the future crop depends is in many
cases a weak point in the management. The common plan is to

allow the 3'oung shoots that break away from the base to grow up
among the fruiting canes, doing injury to them, and from their
crowded condition placing a check upon proper and necessary
development. I need scarcely refer at any length to the old-

fashioned way of planting the canes in clusters of three or four,

and tying them in a bundle to a stake, as everj-body must be
familiar with it. Raspberry caneS; however they may be grown,
must have light and air, and this is as important for the young
canes during growth as it is for the fruiting wood; indeed, it is

more necessary, as with all such plants the fruiting powers de-
pend upon the previous preparation, and any system that pro-
duces over-crowding does not permit of the full development of
the fruiting capacity of the plant. Raspberries are often planted
iu rows, and arched qver from one stool to the other, i.e., half the

canes are bent over on opposite sides to meet their neighbours,
when their extreme ends are secured to each other to form an arch.
This is not a bad plan to adopt where stakes are difficult to get,
but in windy districts the frult^sometimes gets damaged and blown
about. In field culture a different system has to be adopted, as
stakes can seldom be had in sufliclent quantities, and the plants
must be self-supporting. This object is obtained by reducing their
length, which enables the rows to stand nearer each other. Tin*
rows under this system may be 4 ft. apart and the stools .'i ft.

apart in the row. The canes are cut down to .') ft. in lieight,

and, being grown under a system of full exposure to light ar.d
air, they acquire strength to become at that height self-supporting.

New Plantations.—If young plants have to be purchased,
or if young single canes of homo growth are used, it will

be better to cut them down nearly to the ground the first seasrn,

as in most cases they will be too weak to bear any fruit, bi.t

crops of vegetables may be planted between the rows of
Raspberries during this their probationary year. Earlv Potatoes,
Cauliilowers, Lettuces, or Spinach, or any light summer ciop
will be suitable. After the Raspberries are once established there
is not much expense in their culture, as they are better without
having the spade among tlieir roots. They root close to the sur-

face, and if the roots are injured by the spade there is quite

a useless production of suckers, which tend to exhaust the

plants. After the old canes are cut out, wliich should be done ; s

soon as the fruit is all gathered, the young canes should be finally

thinned out, and as soon as the leaves have fallen they may lie

trained, and then a dressing cf manure may be applied and lightly

forked in not too deeply to break up the roots, as it will not matter
if the manure is not all buried. The loosening up of the crust

in early winter is, I think, very beneficial by letting the air into

the land to ameliorate and correct its condition, wh'ch if at all

heavy after being trodden a good deal in gathering, the fruit will

have a tendency to become close and sour, and this annual stirring

up seems to correct it and put it right. Small sprays of

Golden Willow will be found suitable for tying the canes to the
wire. In places exposed to strong winds matting is not strong

enough to bear the strain, and it is disagreeable to have the canes
blown about when in fruit. If the whole surface between the
rows can be mulched with manure or Cirass about the middle of

J une the fruits will swell much finer, especially the late ones, and
this mulching in dry weather on all soils is beneficial, and on dry
soils it is indispensable. Grass will do if manure cannot be had

;

it should be put on 3 in. or 4 in. thick. It is generally desirable

to have a succession of Raspberries for as long a period as possible,

and there are several kinds which bear in the autumn on the young
wood made the same summer ; these of course require different treat-

ment from the summer-bearing kinds, and they may be planted on
warm rich soils. The whole of the canes should be cut down to

within 2 in. of the ground every autumn. If the young sliools

are too numerous in the spring, some of the weak ones should 1 e

removed. In the management of the young growths in spring,

only a sufficient number should be left to grow up to fill tl e

trellis, all beyond that necessary requirement being a tax upon
the plant's resources, and a hindrance to well doing. There is a

way of obtaining a succession of Raspberries by pinching off tl e

points of the young side shoots when about 3 in. or so long iu

May. This delays the fruiting, as the operation removes tl e

flowers and the plant has to break out afresh, and in some cases

dormant eyes or buds push from the cane, especially' if the wood
has been well ripened.

Propasfation.—In the propagation of the Raspberry all

new varieties are of course raised from seeds; and in ordinary cul-

ture plenty of young plants may be obtained for making new
plantations by saving the suckers that commonly spring up a shoit

distance from the base of the stools. New or scarce kinds may be

increased by layering
;
peg the long shoots down just beneath

the soil, and cut a notch just below each joint to arrest the sap

there and thus induce the formation of roots.

Good Varieties.—Cornwall's ProliSc, Fastolf, Northumber-
land Fillbasket, Pearson's Prolific, Prince of Wales, White
Antwerp, and Semper Fidelis (for autumn).

The Strawberry.
Land tliat will grow good Wheat, Beans, or Potatoes will grow

good Strawberries, but as the latter crop remains, as a rule, longer

01} the l^nd than either of the forruer, it should h^ve a better pre--
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paration before planting. Different views are entertained about

this matter ; some think simply trenching and levelling the surface

sufficient ; and so it may be where the laud is submitted to the

same deep working annually, or even biennially, but in the majo-
rity of cases the Strawberries will do all the better if the land

has been trenched in autumn or winter, burying most of the manure
1 ft. or so deep, and then taking a crop of earl}' Potatoes the fol-

lowing season before the Strawberries are planted. The stirring

aud working of the land necessary for the Potatoes brings it into

tine condition for the Strawberries. The Potatoes will generally

be cleared off in Jul}', the land levelled, and the Strawberries
planted about the first or second week in August. There need be

no digging unless more manure is required, but a bushel of so3t

per rod scattered over the surface and worked iu with the Dutch
ho3 will be beneficial. There are two tilings that I attach a good
deal of importance to iu Strawberry culture, and these are to wall

firm the land and to plant early. Planting in fresh, deeply-stirred

land will not do so well. The roots rush away downwards quickly

in the loose soil, making at the same time a corresponding leaf

growth ; and though the casual observer might think, from the

progress made, that all was well, j'et it is not so. Very far from
it ; the leaf-stalks are long drawn out, and the crowns never acquire

the substance that firm ground gives. It is the dense crown of

good leather}' leaves set on short foot-stallcs that gives the fine

clusters of fruit, and to obtain this result the ground must be firm,

and the plants must be firmly embedded in it. I d) not wish
to be misunderstood, and tlierefore repeat, though the ground must
bs firm, any one who thinks the hard solid firmness of unmoved
soil will suffiee will be grievously mistaken. To secure a good
crop of fruit, the first season not only requires good land well pre-

pared, but good plants are essential ; and tlie majority of cultiva-

tors would say :
" Oh, layer them iu small pots early, keep them well

supplied with water, and you will have strong plants to turn out
in Aui-ust." The only drawback to this is, if there is a large

breadth to be planted mu^h time is consumed; and if you want to

replant a portion of your stock annually, and you may have in

aliition a lot to prepare for forcing, the chances are, when the
forcing stock has been secured, the open air plantation will b3
composed of weakly, wasted plants only. Of course this need not
be so necessarily, but in some cas33 I am afraid it will. However,
there is no doubt layering early in small pots, although an expen-
sive way, is a good one, but for the purpose of open air planting,

cutting up a large number of sods of turf into pieces about 4 in.

square, and laying them round the old stools conveniently and
pegging the runners on them, will answer vjry well, and when
the young plants ar-e rooted, sods and all may be planted together.
I consider this a better way than leaving the plants to starve in

small pots. The worst plan of all is to take the runners indiscri-

minately from the beds without any preparation. Such plants
cannot be expected to bear much fruit the first year. Where
the plantations are renewed often, and are not left long
enough on any plot to become exhausted, dividing the
crowns and planting out the healthiest and best is not a
bad plan. "\Ve seem to forget when we insist upon the
Strawberry being propagated from runners that it is simply
an evergreen herbaceous plant, and that it may be propagated in
the same way we should adopt with similar plants with very good
results. Under this system Strawberry plantations might be
moved on to fresh ground annually, or at the furthest every two
years, with very good results, and with far less trouble and expense
than layering the runners in small pots ; the Strawberries might
thus in rotation go the round of the garden like any other crop.
As regards the distances at which Strawberries should be apart, no
hard or fast line should be laid down ; the character of each variety
should be considered, and the distances apportioned according to
strength and vigour. Then, again, there are great differences in
soil ; on light land they should be thicker than on heavy strong
land, as on the latter a greater development will be attained. But
giving due weight to all these considerations, the plants of what-
ever kind they may be if they are to receive justice should not be
nearer to each other than 18 in. In other words, every good
healthy Strawberry plant should have a space of 18 in. square to
grow in. I am assuming that weakly plants will not be planted,
only such plants as will bear a good crop of fruit the first year, and
the space 1 have named is not a bit too much for plants that have
been well managed. 1 have given 18 in. as the minimum distance,

but the maximum on strong land and with vigorous growings kinds

might be extended to 3 ft. square for each plant. There cannot

be a greater mistake than overcrowding. When grown under such

conditions the whole plant has a lean appearance, the leaves being

drawn up, lack substance, and the clusters of flowers partake of

the same weakly character; many of them will probably fail to set

from inherent weakness. Then again, when crowded too much,
the fruit does not ripen so well, and in damp weather more of it

is spoiled than if room enough had been given to let in the air and
sunshine, lllch top-dressings are beneficial to Strawberries, as

they encourage surface rooting, and such roots being under the

inSuence of solar warmth are of more use to supply the plant's

needs, except in the dryest season, than those roots that have pene-

trated the earth deeply. The two sets of roots, of course, are best,

as those working deeply send up moisture in a dry season from a

greater depth, aud the surface roots tend to correct this action,

which would otherwise disorganise the plants and produce bar-

renness.

Annual Planting.—If we look upon Strawberries as an
annual crop, and work them in connection with early Potatoes,

we should trench up a piece of land every winter, manure it, and
plant it in March with Myatt's Prolific. These would be lifted

by the end of July, and the Strawberries planted as early in August
as the fruit was gathered. Treating Strawberries simply as we
should do any other kind of evergreen herbaceous plant, we
should not care for runners, and if it was not for the labour

involved the runners would hi better removed in their infancy.

In growing fruit fir a private famlh' we must, of course, have a

long season without any break; but in growing Strawberries for

market we should contrive to have the bulk of the crop either

early or late, or both if we grew fine kinds for dessert. Of course,

to supply contracts for preserving it would matter less

about their time of ripening, but early and late fruit

sells best in the ordinary course of trade, for the

simple reason that it is altogether a question of supply and
demand, and in the middle of the Strawberry season the markets

are generally glutted. If the plantations are permitted to stand

two or more years the runners should all be cleared off as soon as

the fruit is gathered. Some growers plant a bed on purpose to

supply runners, and Iceep the fruiting plants as free from runners

as possible. A gentle slope, with a southern aspect, is well adapted

for the early Strawberry plantation, whilst the late bed may slope

in the opposite direction or to tire west, planting Vicomtasse

Ilericart de Thury and Keen's Seedling in the former position,

and Sir D. Xapier aud Elton Pine in the latter. The Old Scarlet

is a good kind for preserving. The British Q,neen, Dr. Hogg, Sir

Joseph Paxton, President, and Alice Maud are also excellent

kinds. Whenever the plants seem to require extra support top-

dress early in spring with good manure, and mulch with long

stable litter as soon as the blossoms appear. The mulching is im-

portant, as it keeps the fruit clean and checks evaporation. In

very hot seasons a good soaking of liquid manure just as the fruits

are set, or even of pond water, will be very beneficial.

Strawberries in Pots.—I am not going fully into the ques-

tion of forcing Strawberries, but I have known such profitable

results obtained in cold pits and houses with Strawberries in pots,

I could not refrain from making a remarlj upon it. There is often

a break in the supply just about a week or ten days before those

in the open ground are ripe, and sometimes the springs are late,

and then this interval is longer, and this adds to the value of the

cold pit crop Immensely. So far as the London markets are con-

cerned, the French will enter into competition, but in all the large

towns of the north and midlands more Strawberries might be pro-

fitably disposed of in May and the early part of June. For giving

a few fine fruit young plants are certainlv the best, and if 1 had
been writing this a dozen years ago I should have said young
plants were always best, but further experience with keeping

Strawberries a second year has modified my opinions respecting

them, and I always save the best of the forced plants for a second

season instead of providing so many young runners. They are

set aside and are supplied with water till there is time to pot

them ; then they are shaken out and treated as young plants, potted

firmly in good soil and clean pots, and excellent results in the

weight of crop follow. A number of them may be picked out

for autumn fruiting; if it was required, as blossoms will show on
many of them. 1 have lifted Strawberries from the open ground
in April, and planted them rather thickly in good soil in unheated

pits, and have been satisfied with the result, and this, of course,
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saves the expense of pots and potting. Plants so treated com-
mence to make new roots at once when put in the pits, and the

fresh rich soil tends to swell off the fruit to a good size. Of course

the flowers must have been hidden away in the crowns in the au-

tumn, as no amount of feeding in spring will generate blossoms.

Strawberry plants with strong crowns moved from the open
ground in April, planted in boxes, and placed in cool, light houses

near tlie glass have matured an immense crop of good berries at

a small cost, either in labour or material. I should rather leave

the plants out in the beds all winter and lift in the spring for this

work than pot or box them in autumn, as there is always a

danger of plants in pots being dried too much or checked in some
other way, and the cool open-air treatment seems to act benefi-

cially.

Filberts and Cobnuts.
When to many are looking about for something profitable

to plant, why are these not more grown ? In a good season the

profit per acre is very great, and good Nut seasons are more fre"

quent than with other kinds of fruit if we except bush fruits alone-

The Hazel grows in the woods and hedges all over the country,

and wherever the common Nut thrives well there the Filbert may
be planted. A. light well-drained loam suits' them best, and it

should be well and deeply broken up a month or two before

planting, and it may have a good coat of manure, as I propose
taking a crop of Potatoes or some other vegetables between the

rows, as much for the purpose of keeping down weeds as for the

direct profit realised by it, although that may be considerable, suf-

ficient at least to pay rent and labour. November is the best time
to plant, and if the Nuts form a plantation of themselves they
should be planted 5 ft. apart all ways, i.e., each plant should be
allowed a space 5 ft. square. In the course of a few years every
alternate bush and every alternate row may be taken out, and be
planted in fresh ground to form a new plantation, leaving the

bushes in the original one 10 ft. apart, and this distance under
the Kentish system of pruning will give plenty of space. In the
Nut orchards in the county I have named considerable pains are

taken with their pruning, so as to make them assume that shape
that induces the earliest and the greatest fertility. The spherical

form with a hollow centre is found to yield the best results, aud
the training begins as soon as they are planted. Low, v.-ide-

spreading, open-hearted bushes, abounding with small short-

jointed young spray clustering thickly with buds, are the
kind of trees we want, as this is the kind of wood that bears
the Nuts in triplets, bunches of fours and fives. An unpruued
tree makes its way rapidly upwards, the base soon becomes bare,

and the fruit is neither so fine or so numerous. It is the sunshine
that gives us the Nut harvest, as it does all the fruits and flowers
of the earth, and its life-giving fructifying rays cannot penetrate
the thick unpruned heads, and so when the trees have been planted
a number of j^ears the Nuts become small, and are often few in

number. Nuts are very apt to throw out suckers from the base
of the main stems ; these, of course, must be removed, and the
best way is to take them one by one in the hand, and by a sharp
movement of the wrist twist them out. If cut off with the knife a
base is left for the production of another and larger crop , but twisting
them out usuallydestroys their source. IntheNutthemaleandfemale
flowers are separate and distinct ; in the former a brown catkin ap-
pears a little first, and about the time the pollen is ripe the female
flower, a small, delicate, red tuft, appears thickly protruding from
the buds at the ends of the shoots. Without a good supply of the
male catkins of course the Nuts will not set, but branches of the
common Nut, if they are furnished with catkins, will do just as

well for fertilising purposes as their own flowers, and branches of
these whenever necessary may be cut and placed in the heads of

the bushes, so that the pollen can fall or be carried by the wind
over the branches on which the female flowers are situated.

Select List of Filberts and Nuts.—Red Filbert, White
Filbert, Waterloo, Cosford, Pearson's Prolific, Frizzled.

Cob Nuts.—Kentish and the Round. E. Hobday.

"Siberia in Europa." He will there see a full account ot the nesting-
place of the bird. If my friend Mr. Dresaer was in po3^e33ioQ of

auah a treasure a? the egg alluded to we should have heard of it

long ago.—^A. R., Bromleij Common.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

The Grey Plover.—I wonder no one ha? taken exception to

Mr. CalvervveU'a statement relating to this bird (Vol. XVI[I.,p. 619)
and its breeding in England. There can be no doubt he is in error,

and I am afraid he must relinquish the idea of having such a valuable
prize as a British specimen of the egg. I should strongly recommend
him to read the recently published book from which you took that
exquisite little picture of the nest of the Little Stint—I mean

EAELY VEGETABLES.
One of my earliest efforts in the way ot gardening was carried out
on the top of a heap of soil composed of road trimmings and scrap-
ings. This matter had been carted into a Grass fiekl where it lay till

the proper season arrived to spread it over the Grass as a top dress-
ing, and this heap I determined to make into a vegetable garden.
There were many difficulties to encounter, for there was a cow
or two in the field, and there was a clump of trees not
far off which harboured linnets and other seed-eating birds.

Nevertheless, though a boy, I was not dismayed
;
youth never is

j

and as soon as I could obtain permission I set to work with a fork
which I had borrowed with which to prepare my seed bed. The
top of that heap appeared in my eyes then quite a large garden, and
although, according to the customary calculation, a generation lias

passed away since that time, I have still a vivid recollection of the
Cabbages and early Potatoes, and, above all, the Radishes that heap
produced. The latter wtre marvellous for length, size, and succu-
lency. It is well for us to learn our lessons early in life ; first im-
pressions are generally the most lasting, and the lesson I learned in

those early days of the value of a deep, well-worked soil I

have never lost sight of. I have related this little remi-
niscence to add force to the few remarks which follow.

At this season there are often heaps of soil gathered together
from various sources waiting for frosty weather to be wheeled on
the land ready for digging in, and no doubt such a mode of disposing

of such matters would recommend itself to many, but it might first

be most profitably used in tlie production of early vegetables, and
then afterwards be employed in top-dressing various crops. Let us
suppose, for instance, that we have a heap of mellow, rich, light soil

that has been well intermi.xed. In various parts of the garden there

are sunny corners in front of walls, fences, &c. In many places

these corners are turned to no account at all ;
perhaps their insignifi-

cance has caused them to be overlooked, but the day is

coming, if it be not here already, when the most must be made
of every inch of garden ground, not only for the sake of the crop,

but to show how the "many mickles make the muckle." If the

sunny corners I have justaUudedto are covered 15 in. or IS in.

deep in the form of a ridge inclining to the south with soil from the

heap under consideration, tliis will be the place for the early

Peas, Potatoes, Cauliflowers, Radishes, Horn Carrots, Lettuces,

French Beans, Turnips, &c. After the crops ha/e been gathered

the soil may then be collected and used in any other way. There
are often blank spaces at the foot of garden walls or in front of

houses where a ridge of soil can be laid for a row of early Peas or

French Beans that will cause them to turn in many days before

they could be obtained in the ordinary way. Of course there is

a little extra trouble, but when one feels there is a reasonable

prospect of success, who cares for a little trouble ?

E. Hobday.

EARLY DWARF ULM SAVOY.
The Savoy which I find most useful in autumn and winter is the

Dwarf Ulm ; of this I make two sowings in spring, whicli I find carry

me through the autumn and winter until early in spring, when there

is plenty of other crops coming into use. I make my first sowing in

the second week in April, and the other the first week in ilay.

These come in in succession. I sow my seeds on a piece of well-pre-

pared ground, by digging it deeply aud manuring it with rotten

stable manure which I find better than manure from the cow sheds,

for by using the latter the young seedling plants often club at the

roots ; at least, I have found the plants to do so on several occasions

when the ground was thus manured, and I have also found the plants

to club after being planted out in the quarters if different manures

are used on the same piece of ground. I sow in beds 4 ft. wide,

leaving alleys 12 in. wide between them, and also in rows 3 in.

wide and 1 in. deep, covering the seed carefully with an iron rake.

If possible, I choose an open piece of ground for the seed bed, for if

too confined the seedlings come up spindly, and never make good

stocky plants. As soon as the seedlings appear above ground in the

beds or just come into the rough leaf, I mix some slackened lime and
soot together, using about two parts lime to one of soot. During the

afternoon I give the beds a good thick dressing of this compost, and

since I have used it I scarcely ever find any of the plants clubbed,
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or any of them go what is termed blind, for I believe the compost
kills the insects in the ground.

In transplanting I prepare a piece of ground by digging it deeply,
and manuring it well with some rotten stable manure, raking it
level ; I then draw my plants from the seed-bed and plant them
3 in. to 4 in. apart on the prepared piece of ground, giving a good
dressing of the soot and lime compost, which 1 find not only'prevents
the plants from clubbing, but keeps the slugs from eating them
when young. I find that the roots of the young plants derive benefit
from the soot and lime, for when drawn to plant in the quarters
they have fine fibry roots if taken up carefully, i.i'., by raising them
up with a digging fork, and being transplanted from the seed-beds
the plants grow firm and stocky. If tlie plants get too leggy before
being planted out compact-hearted Savoys need not be looked for.
I always prefer to plant my Savoys on a piece of ground which has
been trenched during winter, and especially if manured at the same
time, for Savoys do best if the manure has been dug into the
ground some time previous to planting. They will grow on almost
any soil, but they make the finest plants on one of a good heavy
loamy character. Fine Savoys may be grown on a heavy clay.

I plant my crop for autumn use in the third or fourth week in
May, having the ground properly prepared for planting. I choose
a showery day if possible, as the plants do not then suffer from the
shift if the soil is moist and the weather dull. I plant 12 in.
from row to row, and 12 in. plant from plant ; the ground must
ba kept free from weeds by frequent hoelngs during the summer, for
there is nothing more beneficial to growth than keeping the ground
well stirred. When the plants are growing freely I sow some°super-
phosphate or bone meU betiveen the rows, hoeing the ground soon
after sowing the manure, to mix it well with the soil. I have not
found any artfficial manure to bring on crops so fast as bone meal.
Some time in September I am able to cut some good close-hearted
Savoys, which carry me on till after Christmas ; then the produce of
the second sowing will come into use. The young plants will
require to be treated the same as the first as regards
transplantmg and sowing, soot and lime ; the plants will
be large enough to transplant some time in July, and the crop
will be ready to cut from till late in spring, when other crops will lie
plentiful, such as sprouting Broccoli and different sorts of Kale. The
Early Ulm has a good deal in its favour as a general cropper, for it
can be planted close in tlie rows, and the same from plant to plant ;

and after some of the otlier sorts have been full hearted for some
time, and the leaves open, the Ulm will be found close and compact,
still retaining its white colour and crispness till late in the snrintr—

to

•at-

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE KITOHEN GAEDEN.

Vegetable Showing-a Suggestion.—Before laying my
suggestion before tlie readers of The Gariiex, allow me to state
that I feel certain that I am speaking the sentiments of every
gardener in the country when I say that we heartily thank Messrs
button & Sous, Messrs. Carter & Co., and all other donors of special
prizes for veget.ables, for their long-continued liberality in that
respect. The impetus which they have given to vegetable growing
13 indeed great. The suggestion which I am about to make is on
the line of the old .and truthful proverb, " Help yourself, and every
one will help you." This is my proposal : That we should imme-
diately proceed to action and get up a large vegetable show, to be
held, if possible, on Bank Holiday Monday in August, and I may
hint that, although the Royal Horticultural Society is still a dead
letter, so far as offering prizes is concerned, I believe it would wel-
come us to South Kensington, which is the place of places for exhi-
biting vegetables. The first thing to be considered is the subscribers.
Let us ask no one outside the garden to subscribe a penny. Five
shillings each would be ample. Of course a committee would have
to be formed, and there wouhl be many preliminaries to settle ; but
on these points I shall be silent. What is the opinion of vegetable
growers generally as regards this matter ?—Richard Gilbert,
Biinjlih 11, Sfdiii/on/.

Brussels Sprouts from Home grown Seed.—It has
generally been considered a special recommendation of Brussels
Sprouts seed that was imported, but during the last few years English-
saved seed of this important vegetable crop has been gradually gain-
ing in popularity, until now it is considered equally as good as that
imported. Last season I grew the produce of the true imported and
English-saved seed side by side, and, being a favourable season for
t^lieir growth, both were e.Tcellent ; in fact, I gever femeitiber having

such a good crop, the stalks being lined from base to summit with
not only large, but firm, compact sprouts. We sowed the first crop
under glass between rows of early forced Potatoes, and as soon as
the young plants were large enough they were pricked out under
temporary coverings, and finally planted out in deep drills 3 ft.

apart in April ; they made exceptionally strong growths, forming
such quantities of sprouts, that a large basketful could be gathered
off each stalk. Later sowings and plantings of the same kinds of

seed produced equally good results ; of course the stalks were shorter,

but well adapted for spring use. As the Brussels Sprout is equally
valuable in early spring as in mid-winter, and to have the sprouts
at their best, viz., as hard as cricket balls, successive sowings and
plantings must be resorted to, as the sprouts get loose if left too long
on the stalks after they are fit for use. I would strongly advise anyone
wishing for a constant succession of this excellent vegetable to sow
at once under glass for the earliest crop, and again on the open border
in March and April, and if they will give a fair trial to home-grown
seed I feel sure they will modify some firmly set notions as to the
superiority of imported seeds.— J. G., Linton.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Jaxuaey 11.

This, the first meeting of the year, was well attended, and a select,

though not large, exhibition of plants was submitted for inspection.

First-class Certificates were awarded to

Mr. Hill, gardener to Sir Nathaniel de Rothschild, Tring Park,
Herts, for

—

Carnation Andalusia —An extremely fine variety of tall

growth, bearing a profusion of large, well-shaped blossoms of a clear

lemon colour, and having finely fringed petals. It will prove to be
a first-rate winter-flowering kind, and a decided acquisition to this

class of plants.

Mr. J. C. Salter, Streatham, for—
Vanda lamellata Boxalli.—A handsome variety of an in-

conspicuous species. Its chief characteristics are the bright amethyst
tint of the lip and the dull purple-tipped petals, which render it

attractive. The flowers are borne on loose, pyramidal, erect spikes,

about 6 in. long. It is a free-flowering Orchid, producing from one
to three flower-spikes from each break.

Mr. Cannell, The Nurseries, Swanley for

—

Pelargonium Eureka.—A zonal variety with flowers of the
purest whiteness of any yet raised, rot a trace of the usual
pinkish tinge being discernible. The pips are large and symmetrical,
and the trusses fine, and produced plentifully ou plants of a stout,

vigorous habit.

Primula Delicata.—A Chinese variety, of the filicifolia of
Fern-leaved section, producing large clusters of flowers well above
the foliage. The blossoms are the size of a penny, finely fringed, and
of a pleasing, clear, rosy pink hue, with a greenish-yellow centre. It

is quite a new tint and very desirable, especially for contrasting with
other colours.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, exhibited a small but choice col-

lection of Orchids, consisting chiefly of cool house kinds. Among
the most noteworthy were several species of Odontoglossum,
viz., 0. anceps, a rare Mexican species, intermediate between O.
raaculatum and 0. cordatum, but with deeper and more conspicuous
markings. 0. crocidipterum, a scarce kind in the way of 0. najvium,
but with more yellow-tinted flowers ; 0. blandum, also a rare spe-
cies in the way of O. na'vium, with a broad and delicately spotted
lip, which is its chief attraction. With these were also O. pra?nitens,

similar in habit and flowers to 0. crispum, but the flowers have a
tawny yellow ground ; 0. Coradinei, having a long, loose spike, and
large greenish-yellow flowers heavily spotted with chocolate brown.
These, besides the less rare kinds O. pulchellum, Roezli, Andersoni,
Rossi majus, were shown finely in flower. Of other kinds worthy of
remark were Leptotes bicolor, a pretty little species with terete toli-

age and showy white and purple blossoms. Cypripedium porphy-
reum, a hybrid between C. Roezli and C. Schlimi, and very similar
to the well-known C. Sedeni, but with the colour a shade lighter

;

Dendrobium eiidocharis, also of hybrid origin, and a highly desir-

able variety on account of the profusion with which its pretty white
blossoms are produced. Messrs. \'eitch likewise exhibited a well-
grown collection of Cyclamens and a group of the white-flowered
form of Laurustinus (Viburnum Tinus), a favourite shrub on the Con-
tinent. To these exhibitors a silver Banksiau medal was awarded,
A similar award was likewise voted to Jlr. B. S. \^'illiams, Vic-

toriij, and Piiradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, fcr an attractive
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group of Orchids, Palms, Dractenas, Ferns, &o. , all tastefully arranged.

The Orchids included some finely flowered specimens of Sacoolabium
giganteum, one of which bore seven large spikes, some good examples
of Calanthe Veitchi with highly coloured blossoms, a pan of the

charming white Masdevallia (M. tovarensis), Cypripedium Boxalli,

a handsome kind of recent introduction, C. Haynaldianum in the
way of C. Lowi, excellent plants of Odontoglossum Rossi maju=, and
others of lesser note.

Messrs. W. Paul & .Son, Waltham Cross, exhibited a large col-

lection of eutflowers of Camellias, representing, besides such excellent
kinds as the old Double White, Lidy Hume's Blush, and others,

sjme of the more beautiful of the newer varieties that flower early.

A box of Tea Roses was also sent, comprising such beautiful kinds
a,i Safrano, Madame Falcot, Niphetos, Isabella Sprunt, all excellent
for early forcing. A silver Bauksian medal was also awarded to

these exhibits.

Mr. Cannell, Swanley, sent some well-grown and profusely-
flowered plants of his choicest Chinese Primulas, including Swanley
Red, Swanley Purple, Salmon Queen, Lilacina, Striped Fern-leaved,
all with flowers of an uncommon colour. The same exhibitor also

showed cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums, comprising a variety of

colours all welcome at this season. The most conspicuous sorts were
Dr. Denny, Romeo, Olive Carr, J. B. Miller, Fanny Catlin, Col.

Seely, Lizzie Brooks, Mrs. Sharp,(Aida, Mrs. Moore, and Guinea, all

useful winter flowerers.

Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn, showed a large and finely-

grown collection of their new Holborn Gem Primula. Though the
flowers are called blue, they are really not so, but rather deep
lavender in tint; nevertheless, they are a decided "break" from
any colour hitherto obtained in that direction. The habit of growth,
too, seems robust, and the flowers large and plentiful.

Mr. Boiler, Kensal New Town, was awarded a silver Binksian
medal for a collection of miniature and other Cicti, among which we
noticed the rare H iworthia BoUeri with spirally twisted rowsof leaves,

Mr. George, Putney Heath, received a vote of thanks for out blooms of
his new seedling Abutilous, which were, as we have previously re-

marked, decidedly superior in point of variety and depth of colour
to any we have yet seen. A numerous group of double Primulas, in-

cluding, we should think, nearly every cultivated variety, was shown
by Mr. Birron from the Society's Gardens at Chiswiok, which con-
siderably added to the attractiveness of the meeting.

In the corridor Jlessrs. Veitoh exhibited a collection of about half
a hundred kinds of variegated and coloured foliaged Conifers of
dwarf growth, and specially adapted for winter bedding.

Fruit and Vegetables.—Of these there were but few exhi-
bits. Messrs. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford, sent fruits of their new Apple
The Queen, a large handsome variety, for which a first-class certifi-

cate was given. The same exhibitor also sent good examples of
Cox's Pomona. Mr. Woodbridge, Syon House, exhibited fruits of
a species of Musa (Banana) from Brazil, which were highly approved
of for their fine quality. A brace of handsome fruits of Telegraph
Cucumber also accompanied the latter exhibit. A dish of Orange-
field Tomatoes was sent by Mr. Clark, Rowledge, Farnham, which
seemed to be a good winter variety. Messrs. Veitcli exhibited examples
of their new Lily White and Fulham Purple Seakale, The former
is an excellent kind, of dwarf growth, and blanches perfectly white
without the usual purplish tips. A dozen varieties of Parsnips,
sent from the Society's garden at Chiswick included all the leading
sorts.

Scientific Comraittee.—^&(cs lasiocarpa Grafted on a Silver
Fir.—A curious specimen was forwarded by Mr. Noble, of Bagshot,
in which the plant had developed a large globular knot at the point
of junction. It appeared to be diseased. ModeU of Carnivorous
Plants.—Mr. Boulger exhibited and described an interesting series
from R. Brendel, of Berlin, made under the direction of Professor
Cohn, and admirably adapted for class teaching. Some discussion
followed uponthe nature of the absorbent processes and of the fer-

ments, in which Professor Church and Dr. Gilbert and others took
part. Chinese Passion Fruit.—Dr. Masters exhibited fruits of Sola-
num betaceum, sold in the markets under the abovi? title. He also
showed a Potato pierced by a creeping stem of Triticum repens.
This, he observed, was probably effected by the " circumnutating "

process of the plant,

Lecture.—The Rev. G. Henslow commenced by describing the
peculiar method of burying its pods exemplified by the Cyclamen, as
detailed in Mr. Darwin's new work on " The Movements of Plants,"
and further illustrated it by Trifolium subterraneum, which buries
the entire head of fruits and abortive florets ; the latter hace a claw-
like calyx, which bends backwards like the hands of a mole, thereby
aiding the peduncle in forcing the pods below the soil and partially
covering them with earth. The use of thus burying them appears to
be to absorb moisture and nutritious matters, and so enable the fruits

to mature better, as those which are so buried fail to ripen in many
cases. He suggested that it might be worth while for growers of

Cyclamens to try experiments to see whether they could improve
them by thus nourishing the ripening pods artificially. Groups of

Chinese Primroses, Abutilons, and Pelargoniums furnished substance
for remarks on the various methods adopted by flowers for insect

fertilisation, the first being " heterostyled," the second and third

being strongly " proterandrous," the former preventing self-fertili-

sation by the essential organs acquiring different lengths, the
latter by the stamen and pistil maturing at different

times. He observed that these conditions must never be
regarded as absolute, but only relative, though very constant to the
species. Then the Chinese Primrose not unfrecjuently becomes " ho-

mostyled" by the pistil equalling the stamens in height, and Pelar-

gonia become " homogamous " and self-fertilising by reducing the
time between the maturation of the organs. Double Primroses were
described, and the various kinds of "doubling' alluded to as found
in different flowers. An interesting group of succulent plants called

forth a few remarks on " representative plants ;
" how the Euphor-

bias of Africa assumed all the quaint appearances of the succulent

Cactaceje of America, apparently acquired by liaving grown under
similar climatal conditions. Camellias.—With regard to these, which
botanists now regard as the same genus as Thea, the lecturer suggested
that an attempt to make tea from the leaves might be interesting, to

see if it was palatable, for plants of the same genus usually contain

the same physiological peculiarities ; and he instanced the case

of the peasants of the Black Forest, who make tea of the common
Holly, which is a species of Ilex, of which Ilex paraguayensis, from
which Paraguay tea is made in South America, is another kind.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Plants for Tree Root-lafested Borders.— I should be glad of Eugges-

tions for the iiianagemeut of a border ODiisiderably shaded by trees, which persist

iQ sending their roots into it in all dil'cctioas. I have dug out the earth, and
built almost an underground wall to prevent their encroachments, but they have
in two years' time withdrawn almost all nourishment from the soil, in spite of heavy
top-dreising. If the trees cannot be prevented from converting the border into

a mass of roots, are there any bright perennials hardy enough to hold their

own under such circumstances? Papaver orientale has succee<ied, but Phloxes
and Asters have succunil)ed, and Tritomas failed to flower. As this border is

close to the entrance to my house, I am particularly anxious to make it bri;iht

and also interesting.—G. G.

Standard Gooseberries.-ffawift^ seen mention micle in The Gakdkn
Home tints since ofstandard Goosebei-rtf trees being grown in Belgium, I slioidd

be glad to know if thetj answer; and if so, where they are to be obtained in

England.

Best Bedding; Variegated Geranium— TriiJ any of your correspondents
inform me wliicli is the best dwarf ichite and green variegated-leaved Geranium
for bedding .^ I Jindthat Bijou grows much tooluxurianttg.—B. U. &'.

Twelve Pears to Ripen in November and December —.1 i^-—
You may plant ^Doyenne du Comice. ^Thompson's, Passe Colmar, -Huyshe's
Prince Consort, ^Huyshe's Princess of Wales, Beu»r^ d'Aremberg, Glon Morceau,
Knight's Monarch, 'Winter Nelis. "Belle de >foel, Beurr^ Bachelier,and "Josephine

de Malines. Those marked (*)are the best flavoured with me. Some seasons the

last on the list keeps till March. This year the frnit was tit for use in December.
I look upon it as the best of the winter Pears.—W. C.

" Weeds on 'Walks.- iS. B. C—There is really no preparation that it is

safe to use without its being liable to injure the Box edgings. The best plan is

hand weeding, or at this season of the year the surface may be forked up, the

weeds and Moss picked off, and then a sprinkling of fresh gravel applied and
well rolled down, particularly after heavy rain.— \^'. II.

Plants to Gro'W in the Shade.—In addition to the plants mentioned
by '' Cambrian" (p. 48) as doing well in dark or shaded greenhouses, permit me
to say that Abutilons are also most suitable. We have grand plants of Abutilons

Due cle Malakoff, Boule de Neige, Thompson! variegata, and Lemoinei in a house
so dark that, with the exception of these Abutilons, Cobajas, and Ferns, no other

plants thrive well. -W. H.

Melons at Christmas —I am rather sceptical about the quality of the

Christmas Melons mentioned in THK G.lRriEN (p. 56). It is, indeed, so " unusual
"

that their owner should let the editor have a fruit, in the hope that their " tex-

ture and excellence " may be contlrm'^d.-W. H.

Astelma eximium.—We fear that seeds of this plant are unobtainable in

this country. Try some of the Cape Town nurserymen.

Mr. W. Allen, " Ztaiijan," has sent stamps for "Garden Annual" with insufli-

cient addresj.

Names of Plants.—r. Baldinj.—VvimaH erosa. ^1. JT.-Hardenbergia

monophylla G. A. i!.—Echeveria secunda glauca. Ferns: These are appa-

rently—1, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2, A. Fabianum ; 3, A. flaccidum, but we
cannot name acciu-ately from such smiU scraps. .U. A. f.—Cattleya choco-

ensis. -U. C—Dendrobium moniliforme (syn., D. Linawianum).

Castle Donington Cemetery.—The site of the new ceme-

tery being distasteful to Lord Donington, he has offered to find a new
site on the other side of the town, and to bear the whole of the cost

of taking down and re-erecting a mortuary, chapels, lodge, &c., and
has employed the architect of the Board, Mr. Councillor Wills, of

Derby, to see the work carried out. Mr. .J. Munks, of Hucknall, is

the general contractor ; Mr. McLean, of Donmgton Park, is to do

the landscape gardening.—i3!(/W(?r.
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Specialists.—In last week's Garden you ask information as to

names of places, large and small, where gardening is regularly car-
ried on. There are numerous gardens of a very ordinary character
in every town and district which it would serve no useful purpose to
catalogue. Among them, however, there are usually a few devoted to
specialities which it would be interesting to notice. One is devoted,
let us say to Cacti, another to alpine plants, specially it may be, to
Saxifrages, Sedums, and Sempervivums (the three S's), another to
exotic Ferns, another to British Ferns, bulbs, variegated plants, and
so on. One speciality at a time with a list of the growers would be
most interesting to some. There are enthusiasts in most departments,
and it is desirable that such become known to each other. I have
my own specialities and have felt the benefit derived from meeting
others of similar tastes. If you approve of this suggestion and pub-
lish in The Gardex such a list from time to time, it would, I have no
doubt, be easy to obtain the necessary information from your numer-
ous correspondents scattered throughout the country.

"

I can give
the names of a few in my own district.—F. [A very good idea. We
shall be glad if any of our readers will help in its realisation. For
instance, it would be interesting to have a full list of possessors of
Orchids and of collections of alpine flowers throughout the country,—En.]

The Great Beastern Railway and Epping Forest.

—

Heaven inade the country, and the Arch-iteot enemy of man's
happiness planted it with " semi-detached villas." That no "specu-
lative builder" has been hanged at the entrance of one of his
hideous settlements, says much for the forbearance of the multitude.
Wherever there is a spot of beauty within reach of London the
covetous hand of the demon is stretched out to grasp it. To-day
High Beech is threatened ; to-morrow it will be Burnham
Beeches, and the next day the small remaining portion of Hamp-
stead Heath. The Corporation of London, once the opponent of
forest annexation, is now the ally of the Great Beastern Railway,
which wants to make High Beech "more accessible." Who are
the land jobbers at the bottom of this scheme, or the squatters in
" eligible mansions," who wish to have a railway running into their
bedrooms ? Mr. Bedford, who deserves so well of the people for
his work in Epping Forest, must look to this also. People who
are afraid to walk or drive two miles in all weathers should live
in Harley Street, Gower Street, Victoria Street, or some other
London penal settlement—they are not fit for foresters.

—

Punch.

Cape Town Botanic G-arden.—We are glad to learn (says
Nature) that Professor Macowan, late of Gill College, Somerset East,
has accepted the post of director of the Botanic Garden, Cape Town.
He will also lecture at the South African College. The appointment
of a man whose long and enthusiastic devotion to South African
botany has earned him a wide reputation is to the credit of the Cape
Government, and is of good omen for the scientific future of the
Cape Botanic Garden. This has never yet attained t'.ie position
which it would naturally derive from the resources of one of the
most interesting floras in the world.
The Glastonbury Thorn.—Mr. Roberts sends us from Pen-

zance a sprig of this variety of the Hawthorn in leaf, with some of
the flower-buds half open.

[Jan. 15, 1881.

OBITUARY
WILLIAM GOEPJE.

Within the past couple of years or so death has played sad havoc
here among horticultural and botanical friends and associates,
notably James McNab, Thomas Methven, Peter S. Robertson, and
now William Gorrie has gone hence under distressing circumstances.
Mr. Gorrie returned from Dumfriesshire, where he had been on pro-
fessional business, last Thursday evening, and took his place in the
Leith train, which left Edinburgh station at 8 17, but on collecting
the tickets about a quarter of an hour afterwards at Newhaven, the
nearest station to his residence, it was discovered that life had fled.

The son of an eminent arboriculturist and agriculturist, the late Mr.
Archd. Gorrie, factor, Annat Lodge, Perthshire, the subject of this
notice was, during his earlier years, associated with the late Mr. Chas.
Lawson, more particularly in the experimental and literary business
of that firm ; afterwards he was factor or agent at Prestonhall, Mid-
lothian, until he rejoined the firm of Messrs. Peter Lawson & Son
as manager of their nurseries, and for the past fifteen or sixteen years
he has been on his own account as consulting landscape gardener,
forester, &o., at Rait Lodge, Trinity. Mr. Gorrie has been all along
an enthusiastic member of the Caledonian Horticultural, Arborioul-
tural, and Botanical Societies ; of the latter he was president for
last year, having been succeeded by Professor Balfour, of Glasgow.
No one had a better practical knowledge of everything pertaining to
landed estates,whether as regarded their management oradornmeut

;

he was quite an authority on all subjects connected with plant-lore,
and freely imparted what he knew to others ; while in his public and
private intercourse his sterling worth was only exceeded by his
natural modesty of demeanour. William Gorrie had a host of

friends, who will sadly miss his manly, genial presence and open
hand. At the time of his death he was uearing the threescore and
ten years ; had been a widower for eighteen years, and leaves no
family. Edina.

CHAELES EDMUNDS.
Another familiar face, too, we shall see no more—that of Charles

Edmunds, long gardener to the Dukes of Devonshire, and lately to
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, at Chiswick House. He died the
other day at Llandudno (where he has lately been residing), aged
sixty-nine. Mr. Edmunds was long connected with the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, being alternately on the Council and Fruit Com-
mittee, and in both capacities the Society had an efficient helper.

In days gone by, when the Society's great shows were held at Chis-
wick, and tlie grounds at Chiswick House were thrown open to the
public, Mr. Edmunds was oftener met with than he has been
lately, but the kindly welcome which he gave his friends on these
and on all other occasions will be long remembered. As to his ability

as a horticulturist, the gardens at Chiswick House bore ample
evidence.

THE LIBRARY.

CONSECEATIOiSr.*
ALTiiorcH the scope of The Garden does not permit of our noticing
this book at length, we wish to state that it is a very able one ; con-
tains much curious and interesting matter, and has a good end in
view—the prevention in all ways of the desecration of graveyards
and cemeteries. That this occurs frequently, especially near towns,
is too evident to all who take any interest in such matters, though
the care with which it is done prevents, perhaps, the general public
from knowing what is going on. We say perhaps, because it is

hardly credible that any people professing to respect the dead, even
half as much as the pagans did, would allow such desecration to go
on.

The appendix of this carefully-written book is clear on many
points which may often be in dispute. From it we learn that "an
ecclesiastical court has no power to qranl a faculty authorising a church-
yard to be appropriated as a jmbVc rjarden.

"The ecclesiastical court has authorised the construction of foot-
paths for the convenience of parishioners and the planting of the
ground with trees and flowers, and has given free access to it during
certain hours, but there was to be no disinterment of any remains,
and nothing was to be done that could be construed as desecrating
or altering the character of the place, or as oiiering any disrespect to
the dead."

' "C'onsecratiou." By the Eev. Jos. Dodd, M.A., Oxon. With an appendix
stating tlie law \\ith respect to churchyards and burial grounds by J. Theodore
BoDD, M.A., Barrister-at-law. London : Jas. Parker & Co.

JOHN SPENCEE.
Yet another name must be added to the list of the departed—that

of John Spencer, long gardener at Bowood, and latterly agent to the

Marquis of Lansdowne in that part of Wiltshire. Mr. Spencer was
no ordinary gardener, but, like Sir Joseph Paxton, outgrew his pro-

fession, to which, however, he remained to the last much attached.

It was he who, in connection with Mr. Fuller, first brought into

existence the Alexandra Park. He was at one time a member of

the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, in the proceedings

of which he took great interest. He was vice-chairman of the Calne
Union, chairman of the Assessment Committee, and also one of the

directors of the North Wilts Bank. In private life he was much
respected, and his loss will be widely felt. He was born at Langley,

in Derbyshire, and was seventy-two years of age. He was decidedly

one of the most able of the|now-almost-pas3ed-away race of our best

gardeners—a worthy contemporary of James McNab, David Moore,
Wilkie of the Phajnix Park, Fraser, the Irish landscape gardener,

and William and James Barnes. He showed the finest collections of

fruit at Chiswick in days long g'One by that were seen there, Pine-

apples especially.

Thomas Tucker, foreman packer for eighteen years to Messrs.
Carter & Co., died suddenly the other day, leaving a widow and six

children unprovided for. A few friends and fellow workers have
subscribed a fund for temporary purposes, and a committee has been
formed to receive subscriptions from anyone desirous of helping the

family. Contributions will therefore be thankfully acknowledged
by the committee, and should be addressed to it, care of Messrs.

James Carter & Co., High Holbom.
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"This Is nn Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itselp is iU^iVRii."—Shakespeare.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

" E. H. W." inquires,

What ia the dififerenoe between summer bedding and spring bed-

ding that the one should be preferred to the other to the exclusion

of either ? The formality of one is equal to the formality of the

other, if that is an objection ; and if the delicacy of spring colouring

be the excuse, it is now easy to find in summer plants tints that

shall rival even the tender hue of Forget-me-not itself. Let us not

forget that the greatly increased interest in gardening, which the

last twenty-five years or more have witnessed, is due in a large

measure to "bedding." I for one speak for myself, and say, that

if the glorious colours of bedding plants had not filled my childish

heart with love and admiration, as they made our dull, northern,

green and gray tones to glow with something of the glory of the

Tropics, I should not have the love of flowers which I now enjoy ;

and though that step be past and, as I trust, a higher round

attained, may that first rung be never broken from the ladder, for

fear lest others should not mount thereby. Let each have a place.

No garden is too small for one glowing bit of colour, none too tiny

for a cherished nook where rare and delicate (though hardy) plants

shall interest at all times.

The difference between summer and spring bedding, as I

see it, is this : the spring garden, being composed of flowers,

indigenous oracclimatised, and being more mild and subdued in

its colouring, has a more natural aspect and adaptation, more

grace of cougmity in itself and its surroundings, a fresher,

healthier, more enduring beauty than those more brilliant

strangers, who come to us from sunnier climes, and collapse,

many of them, in our drenching showers. Primroses, and

Violets, and Cowslips (for what are those glorious O.xlips at

Belvoir but Cowslips improved"?). Daffodils, Daisies, Poly-

anthus, Heartsease, Forget-me-not belong to us, and look

always at home and happy. They seem to live in harmony
and peace, while their more splendid sisters suggest some-

times an idea of rivalry, and of that jealous ambition to " cut

out " each other which may be seen in drawing-rooms as well

as in gardens, and which is followed too often by disas-

trous issues. The spring garden welcomes you with sweet

perfumes (Mr. Ingram had banks of Russian Violets at the

chief entrance when I last visited those lovely " slopes "
),

but the summer garden has little incense beside the Helio-

trope, which very soon overpowers. The vernal flowers seem
to ask, the summer to command, our admiration. The former

say, "Love on, and linger;" the latter, "Worship, and go."

And people do go—I have noticed it again and again—much
more quickly from the summer than from the spring display.

The electric light is very beautiful, but for a continuance give

me the moon.

Then I find, as I wander in the pleasant gardens of Memory,
that, while the summer beds have faded and disappeared,

with some exceptions, such as the first combinations I saw of

Manglesi and Viola cornuta, Plower of Spring and Coleus

Verschaffelti, my recollection retains multitudinous beds of

Primrose and Forget-me-not, Tulips rising out of the golden

Sedum (acre aureum), crimson Hyacinths from white Candy-

tuft, purple Violets with white Arabis, white Violets with

blue Aubrietia, with many, many more.

*

Mistakes are much more frequent, from the causes to which

I have referred, in the arrangement of the summer beds.

They require a most refined taste, 'anxious forethought, and

large experience. The late Mrs. Granville Vernon, of Grove

was, I think, the most successful artist of many accomplished

gardener.s whom it has been ray privilege to know in this

department of floriculture. She had all the advantages of a

highly cultivated love of the beautiful, access to the best

gardens in the land, ample means, one of the cleverest gar-

deners (Mr. W. Parli) that ever struck a cutting, and yet

very few had any idea of the pains which she took, the head-

work as well as the hand-work, which she bestowed upon her

garden. As soon as the plants of one ' season had attained

their full efflorescence, she designed the blooming wonders of

the next ; and you would see her with a plan of her garden

before her, putting in the colours and the names of the

colourists for the follov?ing year, rectifying disappointments,

and originating new ideas, because she knew so well the diffi-

culties, detected so quickly, and confessed so freely the

failures incidental to her work. And when her deep love and

patient art had been most triumphant, a thunderstorm might

come, as it came one night when I was at Grove, in August,

and the glory had departed.

*

Perhaps you may find in a county six amateurs, and a.s

many professional gardeners, who, like " E. H. W.," under-

stand this art. But the rest ! As the sounds produced by

that intoxicated organist, who sat on the manuals and fingered

the music-stool, compared with a performancor by Dr. Stainer

of St. Paul's ; as the likeness drawn by a schoolboy with the

smoke of a candle on a whitewashed wall of some preceptor

whom he does not love compared with a finished portrait by

Millais or by Long, so are some of the gaudy daubs, which

everyone has seen everywhere, compared with the flower-

pictures of the true artist. And they have been (I say have

been, because any one who sees many gardens, as I do, can

judge for himself whether the bedding-out system is on the

increase or decrease) in the proportion of fifty to one. Ah !

what a guy they have made of Flora ! No amount of beauty

can stand a green bonnet with blue ribbons, a yellow body

with a crimson skirt, black stockings and white shoes, mauve

parasol and vermilion gloves !

*

There would be less peril if one system could be practised

without the other ; but this may not be without a dreary ex-

position of brown fallow. If you bed out in spring, you must

replenish when the bloom fades in May or June ;
and if you

bed out in summer, you cannot contemplate blank ugliness

from November to June. What is the conclusion, the sum

of the whole matter ? This : if you have taste (or think

you have), space, and means, make experiments in every

branch of horticulture, and I heartily wish that

Wheresoe'er thou goest, good luck

May fling his old shoe after !

Have beds and borders, rockeries. Ferneries, Heatheries,

wild gardens, water gardens, Italian, Dutch, American gar-

dens, spring bedding, summer bedding, sub-tropical, succulent

bedding ; but if your experience, acreage, and exchequer are

limited, adhere to the older, safer, le.ss artificial system of

growing hardy plants with flowering shrubs and evergreens,

which shall give you a succession of beauty all the year round

arranged to the best of your ability in borders and in beds.

Be satisfied, at all events, with the single specimen in the

quiet nook which "E. H. W." commends. Learn to_ ride

before you go a hunting, to write legibly before you begin to

flourish, and to mix your colours before you call yourself
_

an

artist. When I came to the conclusion that it was impossible

for a gardener, however skilful and industrious, to do justice,

with only one regular assistant and very little occasional help,

to a stove, two greenhouses, a Vinery, Rosery, rockery, her-

baceous garden, lawns and Grass plats, kitchen garden and
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orchard, spring and summer bedding-out, and when I con-

sidered thoughtfully from which of these departments I de-

rived the least gracifioation, I speedily decided against the

two which I have named the last, because I could still have

the enjoyment of my spring tiowers in the borders and shrub-

beries, where they look much happier in my eyes than en

7nasfe, could have more tender plants in my greenhouse, and

should see no gaps, no incongiuities (mainly the outcome of

that vaulting ambition which o'erleaps itself) in the smooth green

turf, which, pleasant to the eye and to the feet of those who
handle the racquet, grows upon the grave of my bedding-out.

*

" In a fine garden the first thing that should present itself

to the sight should be an open lawn of Grass, which in size

should be proportionate to the garden. The width of it

should be considerably more than the front of the house, and

if the depth be one-half more than the width, it will have

the better effect." So wrote one of our great English gar-

deners 130 years ago, and so since then have thought and

think the greatest of our landscape artists. " The chief

object of all the imitative arts," writes Loudon, " is the pro-

duction of natural or universal beauty. Few scenes have a

more beautiful effect in pleasure grounds than a velvet lawn,

presenting a surface of uniform smoothness and verdure."

Beautiful trees gracefully, that is naturall}', disposed on beau-

tiful liwns, level and undulating, are the first principles of

Robert IMarnock's art, and the main causes of his great suc-

cess. In his excellent instructions, " How to Lay out a

Garden," Mr. Kemp writes, "A garden will always look

raeagr'. without a good open lawn. One broad glade of Grass

should, therefore, stretch from the best windows of the house

to within a short distance of the boundary, with as little

interruption from walks as possible. The plants and groups

may he arirmr/i/d irrcgidarhj on either side of this openiny, and,

lohere tlie space icill permit, tJiere may be smaller f/lades tliroiigh

and among these at varied vitereals. If such a broad glade of

greensward can be had on two or even three sides of the house,

the efiect of size will be still more fully realised." To my
mind, we have in these few lines (the italics are mine) an

admirable outline of a garden.

But tastes are diverse, and so are sites and grounds ;
and I

do not wish to thrust my spectacles upon everybody else's

nose. In my O.xford days, " when I was green in judgment,"

there was a fashion, set by a good-looking nobleman, of wear-

ing an eyeglass. Ophthalmia (or the blindness of puppy-

dom) prevailed in the beau monde of the High Street, and I

went, with several other young peacocks, to buy a glass. A
little disconcerted at firet by the curiosity of the inquisitive

optician to know what number I preferred, and disappointed

when, on replying " Number one " at a venture, I was pre-

sented with a piece of crystal which effectually clouded over

and hid from my gaze every article in the shop. I subse-

quently discovered an inftrument which enabled me to deci-

pher the name of Spiers on the other side of the street, and
finally succeeded, after much laborious and secret practice, in

retaining it, with an expression of intense agony, but without

manual assistance, in my right eye. I tired of it, after run-

ning against a proctor and being very nearly run over by a

cart, and gave it to a friend who happily took it up in my
room, and remarked that it was just his focus. He asked :

" Could I really spare it 1
" and I remembered Shakespeare's

beautiful words, "The qualitj^ of mercy is not strained," and
answered bravely that " I could." So I would have every-

one use his own eyes. It is not the disuse, but the abuse

against which I protest. A famous florist and clever writer, a

brother whom all gardeners who know must love, wrote a letter

some seven years ago on bedding-out, in wliich lie assumed
that we who opposed the massing of half-hardy plants—as we
oppose it still wherever it is intrusive, exclusive, feeble, or

garish—-were decrying colour, could not appreciate that which
Kuskin terms the nobleness and sacreilness of colour ; in

short, that we were colour-blind. The editors of the publi-

cation to which the letter was sent wisely and kindly antici-

pated and silenced indignant rejoinders by appending this

annotation :
" It is the injudicious use, not the fitting employ-

ment, of colour which is objected to, as we understand the

case."

"E. H. W." says that he should not have had the love of

flowers which he now enjoys if he had not seen and admired
in childhood the glorious colours of bedding plants. If Men-
delssohn had told me that he attributed his delight and power
in music to the fact that he listened as a boy to military

bands, I should have ventured to remark that a blackbird or

a flute would have stirred with equal, if not larger, joy the

innate spirit within ; and so I am convinced that " E. H. W.,"

a born gardener, would have been what he is, one of the most
appreciative, accomplished, erudite florists in Floradom if he
had never seen a Pelargonium. My belief is that he gazed in

ecstasy, though he does not seem to remember it, upon the

chintz Roses of the bed on which he reposed in infancy, cried

for the flowers upon the papered wall, and was only soothed

by the ribbon borders which he saw upon his nurse's cap.

His love is so large that for every branch of floriculture, like

a fond mother for her score of children, ho has ample room
in his heart, and it is no fault nor forfeiture of that parental

love if some junior member of the family should occasionally

embellish his countenance with a rash, or will not allow

his weaker brother to have his fair share of the bed ; but I think

he loves the modest little ones best, and if I went to seek him
in his picturesque and pleasant garden I should not expect

to find him gazing on his gay parterres, but in the shel-

tered corner, or by the sunny bank admiring some wee

Alpine gem, or congratulating some delicate Tea Rose,

which he had nursed through a long illness, on its restora-

tion to health. It is in these simple pleasures, these daily

delights, that the true gardener finds his happiness, and

though ever and anon he takes off his apron and puts on

his best coat, and enjoys a feast as much as any man
(terraces ablaze with their summer sheen, grand conserva-

tories, flower shows, and the like), he goes back all the

more gladly, like a scholar from the Bodleian to his study,

to the quiet nooks and old favourites which he knows and

loves so well. With these, I say, tJie gardener finds his

happiness, because in these, " the purest of all human
pleasures," he recalls, though in this world he can never

repeat, those dearest of all days when by brookside and

woodside, and on meadow paths, he made his first debut as

a florist, with a Primrose or a Cowslip in his tiny hand.

Gaunton Manor, Newark, S. R. H.

SOME NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Christinas Roses.—In enumerating hardy winter plants

worthy of notice, Canon Hole must not forget Helleborus foetidus,

which is a most interesting subject, either for distant effect in the

garden with its bright light green tafts of inflorescence, or for using

in vases mixed with brighter subjects ; in either case a iiead of

bloom lasts a very long while, and in vases displays its elegance of

form and outline to great advantage. I have at present also in

bloom in the garden a species or variety called Helleborus inter-

medins, which, though dull in colour, is very graceful iu form, and

not to be despised, because it is the earliest of the genus to bloom
next to H. niger, and associates well with the latter. My plants

of U. colchicus were just beginning to throw up good strong flower-
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stalks when the present severe weather set in ; they have no shelter

except that afforded by the proximity of some evergreen shrubs, and

I am aaxious to see whether they possess sufficient hardiness to be

proof against this inclement season.

TussilagO fragrans, or Winter Heliotrope, as it is sometimes

called, a plant which many have recommended to be entirely

banished from mixed borders, and even shrubberies j but who could

have the heart to do so that possessed well-established patches of it

sending up their delicately perfumed blossoms in profusion, as they

have done this year at Christmas and Epiphany. Though dull, and
at first sight insignificant, these flowers have a charm all theii' own,
and as the heads of bloom live and preserve their sweetness long,

and the flower-stalljs lengthen and attain more grace in water, they
may be well included among our winter bouquet subjects.

Berried and other Vase Plants.—I will just mention the

value of small branches of Cotoneaster Simonsi, adorned with their

gay red berries, and the handsome pods of Iris fcetidissima, splitting

open to show their scarlet seeds, both of which may be introduced
most happily into vases, accompanied by some of the more richly

tinted leaves of Berberis Aquifolium, a few of the sword-like leaves

of the variegated form of the Iris, and of the splendid marble leaves

of Arum italicum (a great favourite here), a bunoli or two of Laurus-
tinus and Winter Jasmine, and some drooping tassels and deep
coloured foliage of Garrya elliptica, or catkins of the common
Hazel, and I have enumerated hardy subjects enough to cheer

and brighten our rooms through many a dark day of winter. I

must not forget, however, to call attention to that little gem of gems.
Crocus Imperati, a true winter Crocus, blooming now, and establish-

ing itself as easily as the common yellow species ; if gathered in the

bud and brought into a warm room it soon expands and shows the

beautiful purple lining to its buff petals, a combination of colours that
cannot fail to elicit the admiration of all beholders.

Edging Plants.—Many substitutes for Box as an edging have
been suggested at various times and tried with varying success. I

have been fortunate in pressing Festuca ovina glauca into the service

for this purpose, and I find it answers capitally ; it will grow any-
where and put up with any kind of treatment. Of course if svanted
to be kept very neat it must be replanted carefully every now and
then, but any little scrap dibbled in either in spring or autumn very
soon establishes itself, and ordinary clipping and chopping keep it

in fair order. Its pleasing neutral tint is a great recommendation,
as it harmonises well with anything that is planted next to it, and
never looks out of place in any situation.

Golden Rods.—On looking over a collection of dried specimens
of the Canadian flora a few days ago, I came upon no fewer than
nine species of Solidago, collected on the banks of the St. Lawrence,
and I could not help wondering whether if " Justicia " had seen the
great clumps and masses of these brilliantly-coloured plants in their

natural beauty, lighting up the edges of the woods and the borders
of the swamps, he might have hesitated before so sweepingly con-
demning the whole race as unfit for introduction to any garden. I

was very glad to see in a recent number of Tub G.iRDEN" that your
New England correspondent put in a plea for the alpine variety of

S. Virgaurea as a fit denizen of the rockery, and am of opinion that
several others might be tried with advantage in sucli a situation,

while some of the taller and stronger-growing species are just fitted

for the rougher parts of the grounds and outskirts of the shrubberies,
certainly appropriate companions for, and not more weedy subjects
than many of the tall-growing Asters, Aconites, and Eupatoriums
that " Justicia " docs not fail to recommend. He should not forget
that in such a matter as favouritism in plants there is plenty of room
for divergence of opinion, and though the tastes of two persons may
differ as regards flowers it does not follow that one of them possesses
bad taste. I know some people who much admire clumps of bright
Golden Rod in a garden, and ladies who would rather have sprays
of some of the species to put in their vases with other flowers than
many a more pretentious inhabitant of the herbaceous border.

A. S. M.

[1, too, have seen the Golden Rods in Canada, though not on
the St. Lawrence, and before had a long experience of their bad
effect in the mixed border, which they never adorned, while im-
poverishing and crowding it for other good plants ; and when I saw
them in Canada and New England in masses, like "A. S. M." I said.

What a good thing it would be to form masses of these in a
wood or copse or shrubbery at home, but I saw nothing to make
me wish any of them in a choice border. In the wood or copse,

or even hedgerow, any one with the slightest love for plants could
arrange tliem in scattered groups or masses just as they are in their

native woods, and they are as hardy and free as Nettles; besides
in any wild or rough place, while their late and not long-lived bloom
will be charming in autmiin, tliey will not cause a blank or a dis-

appointment at any other time. The difference between myself and
''A. y. M." is simply a question of the proper place for them. The
point well illustrates the meaning and aim of the wild garden.—J.]

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Azara Gilliesi.—A very beautiful evergreen shrub has been
sent t > us by Messrs. Rodger, McClelland & Co., with deep golden
catk'iis, a very singular and novel plant. It is almost hardy in our
southern counties where planted in the open, but it thrives best if

planted against a sheltered wall, and, being rather a rapid grower,
it soon covers a large space. It is the finest of the few Azaras
introduced from South America.

A Ne'wBromeliad (ChevallieraVeitchi).—This is one of the
most remarkable plants we have seen for a long time, and the first

time we met with it in flower was the other day, in the General Hor-
ticultural Company's nursery at Anerley ; indeed, we believe it has
flowered but two or three times since its introduction. In habit of

growth it resembles a Pine-apple plant,the leaves being long andnar-
row with prickly margins, and the flower-stem is produced in a similar

manner from the centre of the tuft of foliage. The inflorescence con-

sists of a cone of bracvs and flowers about 4 in. long and 1 in. in dia-

meter. The bracts or floral leaves are short and recurved, pointed
and beset with prickles on the edges ; their colour is a deep red, with
which the tips of the small white flowers, which are just discernible,

make a striking contrast. The height of the flower-stem is about
IS in., and slightly overtops the foliage. It is a native of New Gra-
nada, where it was discovered and collected by Mr. Wallis, who sent

plants of it to Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, in whose nursery it

flowered in the summer of 1877, being the first time it had done so

in cultivation. There appears to be some dissension with regard to

the nomenclature of this fine plant. The original plant was named
by Mr. Morren, of Liege, who makes a special study of Bromeliads,
Clievalliera Veitchi, the generic name being founded by Gaudi-
ohaud some forty years ago. Mr. Baker, of Kew Herbarium, how-
ever, regards it as a species of ^-Echmea, and under the name of ^-E.

Veitchi a coloured illustration of it was published in the Botanical
Mar/aziiie tliree years ago. Be this as it may, the plant is a remark-
able one, and we hope soon to tea it less rare than it is at present.

Eucharis Candida.—This lovely bulbous plant, of which we
gave a coloured illustration in Tub Gardex (Vol. IX., p. 360), is,

we observe, fast becoming less rare than it has been. In one of the

houses at the Melbourne Nursery we saw a quantity of plants of

it, and several among them were in flower. It is scarcely inferior

in point of beauty to the popular E. amazonica, and by many it is

preferred to that kind on account of the smaller size of the

blooms and more graceful flower-stems. The leaves are very similar

to those of E. amazonica, being oblong-oval in form, and having a

pointed apex, and wedge-shaped base. The flowers are borne in

umbels of from three to six in a cluster, and have pure white

petals and a deep corona tinted with pale yellow. As regards its

culture it is similar to that of E. amazonica, so far as we have seen

it cultivated, but on this point cultivators in general hiive not yet

had sufficient experience.

Conifers for Flower Beds in "Winter.—At the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society at South Kensington,

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Clielsea, exhibited a remarkably fine selection

of the most suitable of dwarf Coniferous plants for winter bedding,

which with their varied hues judiciously arranged and contrasted

had a very telling effect. The golden and variegated kinds pre-

dominated, and there are few other arrangements where such shrubs

could be used with better effect. Amongst some sixty kinds exhi-

bited the following were the most conspicuous and apparently the

most serviceable for winter bedding, viz.

—

Abies Hookeriana Juniperus virgin, glauca RetinnsporapUimoaa'aurea

Cetlrus Dsodara and vars. japonica Taxus Uaccala aurea

Capressus Lawsouiana aurea fastigiata

aU>a bpica Pinus sylvesfris aurea canadensis

erecta viridis Ketinospora eiiLOides aurea

argentea variegata fllifera pendnia .aurea

nana pisifera aurea Thuja orientalis

lutt'a obtusa aurea nana argentea

tlijode; 3(pi.ari05a auiea

variegata ciipressoides pendula
Juniperus neaboriensis pluraosa iilicata

virginiana alba picta variegala

aureo variegata argenlea AVareana

Pritchardia grandis in Flower,—The unique specimen of

this noble Palm in the General Horticultural Company's nursery at

Anerley is now flowering for the first time, we believe, in cultivation.

There is nothing remarkable about the inflorescence, which is similar

to that of most other Palms, but it is, we think, a fitting opportunity

to draw a'tenticn to the line aspect wliich the plant iiresents even in
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ts oonfined quarters in the Melbourne Nursery. It i3 one of the nearly a century. It is well worthy of culture, as it flowers under
fan-leaved section, the blades of the leaves being about 18 in. broad, protection at this dull season when but few flowers are available,

with a deeply.toothed outer margin of a deep green hue, and borne on Hardy Flowers and the Frost.-From lo« to 20" of frost
long slender stalks. The plant is 10 ft. high, and is well furnished ^^- ^^^.^ -^ ^^^^^^. j^^^^j ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ 2 in. of snow will save
with foliage from base to top and forms an extremely ornamental ^hem much. This frost was indeed necessary. Things were moving too
object It IS to be regretted that such a fane species is so rare

tast, and these spring frosts cut everything to pieces. Mr. Bain, a
though we understand that seedlmg plants have been recently raided

^^ observer, says spring bulbs and early flowers are always better
in the Koyal Gardens, Kew; therefore we hope that m course of

after a hard winter. They rush up altogether when mild days do
time we may see some thrifty young plants in that garden and else- ^^^^^ . ^jj^j. j^^jj^ winters they dribble in -F W B
where. If we mistake not, the credit of lutroducing this ralm ^^ „ . ,

due to Mr. Bull, who exhibited it some few years ago at several ex- Special Prizes for Competition at South Kensing-
hibitions, and since it has fallen into the hands of Mr. Wills it has ton.—The foUowmg is a list of special prizes to be competed for

likewise done duty in this direction. ^^ t'^*^ Royal Horticultural Society's exhibitions during the ensuing
spri^on * -

The Winter Heliotrope.—The sweetest flower by our canal '

March 22.

banks and by the Dodder River just now is Petasites (Tussilago) Nine Uyaciuths and uine pots o£) Silver cup'aud £3 in two prizes, given by a
fragrans (the Winter Heliotrope). I saw some children to-day Tulips / Fellow o£ tlie Koyal Horticultural Society.

scratching up its fragrant Sowers out of the crisply frozen snow, I April 19.

do not remember it as a wild plant in England, although it grew and one plant of Polyanthus Dalie) 2l3. in three prizes, given by Mr. G. Smith,
flowered well under the Old Sanctuary wall almost within the shadow of WeUiuRton . . ( Edmonton.

of the cathedral at Westminster. Here in Ireland, near Dublin, it Great Summer Show, Jime 3, 4, G, and 7.

is a common wayside weed, and a very welcome and fragrant one New Plants
|
Twelve Silver cups, given by Jlr. W. Bull.

withal.— F. W. B. Six distinct kinds of fruit . .
ISilver cup, given by Messrs. Boyd & Son,
I J. illSlGV

The Weather at York.-The cold here during the past few
Pelar^-ouinms

^ I'°>'^" Polyteelmic barometer, given by Messrs.
days has, I believe, been more continuously severe than has ever been -Mat zonai reiar„ouium3 . , ^ j. Davis & Co.

recorded in this neighbourhood. t?,„,. ,it.i,„= „f ti„o. i £8 I63. Cd. ia four prizes, given by Messrs.
Max. Min. 1 om uisiies 01 1 eas . . . j- smton & Sons, Beading.

„ 15th +i(i' .. - r „ ' „, ^„^
,, ICth .. (sunny) .. -1-23' .. 4-3' ,,

June 2b and 29.

,, irth .. (fog) .. -H2' .. -t-
2' ,, Group of plants arranged toT\

T-, ., . -If -nt. i~t\ 1 L n 1. f etfect on a space of 400 super- f £G3 in three prizes, given by the General Hor-
Four thermometers examined from oO to loO yards apart all at from fl^ial ft., by amatem-s and gar- (" ticultuval Comp.iny.
4 ft, to 5 ft. above the ground. At the point of the greatest inten- deners only . . . . )

sity the variation did not exceed 3°. The mean temperature from
Ditto for mav'-et "rower-! onlv ' £0.") in three prizes, given by the General Hor-

miduighton the 13th to midnight on the I7th was under -f 9" and " °
*

'
)" ticultural Company,

throughout Tuesday was +7" Fahr. Three of the thermometers Tivelve dishes of vegetables . |
£17 03.6d.insixprizes,given by Messrs. Sutton

are Negretti's, and one T. Cooke & Sons.—J.vs, B.vckiiou.se. .six dishes of vegetables . .
]-^'^,'^'^ '°

"'f^ P'Vf •
siven by Messrs. Webb

° ' * ) tt Sons, Stourbridge.

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum) Leopold!.—This is by far the finest Four sorts of Peas, oue dish of ) £11 lOs. Gd. in five prizes, given by Messrs.

of the winter-flowering kinds, and much superior to A. Hendersoni, each j" Cuter & Co , nigh Holborn.

of which we gave some account a short time since. Both are now The bsst packet three boxes of ) £10 lOs. in tliree prizes, given by Messrs. "Webb

tinely in flower in the Melbourne Nursery, Anerley, and therefore f™"'
• •, • .' • '

berA- Co., Uovent Garden.

can be readily compared. Leopoldi has flowers from C in. to 9 in.
«'-^J,™f

«' ^»;^ ^;P'-;. -^- }
'^^s?n "sa"!i?Sre^™r'tl"

'" ''""" '''"" ""

across measuring to the extreme tips of the petals, and the latter
^

are so broad that they overlap each other, thus forming almost a
i Ci

-" ''^

t 1 ' '
' 1 • "M - H r

perfect cup. Hendersoni, on the contrary, has flowers of less dia- Best collection of Calochorti . .-

&' co° (jove'ut Garifenf"
''' '

^"^'^^ °°^^

meter, and the petals are narrow. The colouring, too, of Leopoldi
Au'-u'-t 9

is the finest ;
on the lower parts of the inside of the flower it is a

.^omatoes and Melons (special 1 £5 Ss.'iu thieo prizes, given by Messrs. Hooper
deep blood red, relieved by a tew dashes or greenish white, and the kinds) j & Co., Coveut Garden.
upper parts of the petals are wholly of the latter colour, their outside August 23
being also the same in tint, but much less pronounced. The colour miipcfmn nf oiinnts nr fivin-s nfi
of Hendersoni is similar, but not so bright, and the two colours are twenty fom kinds of hardy ^^J^' 'Korwiclf''

^'™'' "^ ^^'''''' '^"'"'° *
more liable to merge into each other, thus giving the flowers a trees and sluubs . . . j

muddly appearance. These Hippeastrums, or Knight's Stars, as they October 11.

are popularly called, are extremely desirable for winter flowering. Three plants of Pearl Tuberoses
|
Sis. 01. in two prizes, given by Messrs. Hooper

tlieir noble blossoms being particularly useful for cutting purposes Tlu-ee dishes otPotatoe3(specian, £3 33. iu two prizes, given by Messrs. Hooper

as well as for the embellishment of stoves at a season when there is
kiuus)

, . , . . ) 0.

a paucity of flowers. Some little skill is required in the management Kovember 8.

of these bulbs as regards their resting period, which should be in the Twelve dishes of vegetables . |
£l2ls. Gd.m flvepiizes,givenby Messrs. Suttou

latter part of summer, and then the bulbs would become matured for 0"*^^ =""1 Totatoes (special
> £13 lOS;^

'J'c''""'^
P"^^'' ^"'"'^ ''^ '^^"''''

. .
^ a sorts) ) Sutton (V Sons.

winter tlowering, t^ ^ ,n^ December 13.

Aponosreton distaohyon is very fine here now in pans and x,velve dishes of vegetables . ! £11 7s. Od. in si.K prizes, given by Jtessrs. Carter
tubs, also in wet earth without water ; a plant in a u-in. pot has ^^ . .^, mi r n • 1 j. • 1

1

seven spikes among its short-stalked fresh green leaves. 1 Winter Blossoms.—'The following plants were in bloom m
find its tubers force as easily as a Roman Hyacinth if the pans are the open garden at the top of the Warberry HiU, on December 30,

put in a sunny corner during summer, and the mud around them 1S80. viz. : Laurustinus, Winter Jasmine (Jasmmum nudiflorum),

baked dry. Treated thus they rest for four or five months, and Periwinkle, Garrya elliptica. Purple Veronica, Christmas Rose,

when put into a warm house iu October tliey shoot up like Aspara- White Violets, Arbutus Unedo, Gentianella, Rosemary, Arabia

gus, and flower far more freely than when allowed to keep all along alpina, Pittosporum Tobira, Wallflower, i uchsias. Double Pyrethrum,

growing and flowering. As a winter-flowering aquatic it has no Escallonia macrantha. Forget-me-not, Berberis Darwini, Daphne

equal.—F. W. B. (evening-scented), Coromlla glauca, lellow Alyssum, Mangold,.'.''',.
_T , T-, ,,,, , ,, , TT Chrysanthemums, Virginian Stock, Strawberry, Rue, Doronicum,

American Plants in Hyde Park-We learn that Her coloured Primroses, and Red Valerian. Of these, the first eighteen
Majesty sOrtice of \^ orks has entrusted Jlr. Anthony Waterer, of

j^^^^ ^[^3;^. blossoms in fine condition, and some of them were bloom-
Knap Hill, with providing and p anting a large number of Rhodo- luxuriantly. Among the rest, the Escallonia macrantha, the
dendrons and Azaleas in Hyde Park during the approaching season.

jilrigold, the Doronicum, and the Chrysanthemums had evidently
The plants are unusually well furnished with flower-buds, and with ^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^est days ; while others, like the Daphne, were still re-
fair weather a fine display may be expected. serving their forces to greet the opening year. Anemone coronaria
Minoroa Virgin's Bower (Clematis balearica).—Acorrespon" and a standard Rose had well-developed flower-buds. It should be

dent from Falmouth sends us flovvers of this rare species known also remembered in regard to the foregoing list that the garde.n in ques-
under the name of C. calycina. It is an elegant evergreen shrub tion is 400 ft. above the sea level, that no special horticultural atten-
with finely cut foliage and pale yellow flowers about 1 in. across, tion has recently been given it, and that the transient cold of last

marked oa the inside of the sepals with copious spots of deep pur- October was rather exceptionally unkind to blossoms.—T, R. R. S.,

plish red. It is a very old introduction, having been cultivated for in South Decon Journal.
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HAPvDY FERNS.
Under this heading I purpose making some remarks on hardy-

Fern culture, taking it in its wider sense, in contradistinction

to the restricted uses to which Ferns have generally hitherto been
put as occupants of the artificial Fernery only. I wish, in short,

to call attention to the, as I think, undoubted fact that very much
more may be done with Ferns in the way of embellishing ordinary

garden scenery than has as yet been attempted. Ferns, although

their admirers are happily numerous, have been and are still con-

sidered by the majority of cultivators merely as plants suitable for

planting in and about artificially made mounds of earth, consisting

in many cises of the worst possible description of soil, covered with
what is called rockwork, and often placed in incongruous positions,

where their presence is certainly the reverse of ornamental. Surely,

therefore, such exquisitely beautiful plants as Ferns deserve a better

fate ; under such circumstances all the charm of contrast which they
present when planted in combination with fine-leaved and flowering

plants is lost. Such an arrangement is not a natural one, althougli

sanctioned by fashion. People are now, however, beginning to

recognise the fact that a garden filled with hardy ornamental plants,

properly arranged and tended, is much more interesting than one
filled with exotics, however gay may be their colours ; and, therefore,

in the gardens of the future liardy Ferns here and there, in groups
and colonies, may be expected to play an important part, associated

with other ornamental hardy garden plants. Therefore, in order

that the most effective kinds to plant may be selected, I will proceed
to give an alphabetical list of them, with hints as to position and
culture.

Adianturns.—The different varieties of this lovely genus of

Ferns that may be called fairly hardy in this country are but few in

number, and, with the exception of the North American variety, A.
pedatum (whicli will thrive in almost any position, provided it has
suitable soil), they are difficult to cultivate successfully except in

very favourable localities. The soil best adapted for their growth is

rough fibry peat, mi.xed rather liberally with sand and lumps of

broken stone or brick. A. pedatum, the fine American kind just

named, might be usefully employed in a general way for forming
a carpet or edging for other shade-loving plants, where its smooth,
shining black-stemmed fronds could peep up through and around its

associates. The fronds of this Fern rise from a creeping rhizome,
therefore care must be taken to plant it in positions in which it is

likely to be little disturbed. Like all the Adiautums, it is fond of

moisture while growing, care being taken, however, to always pro-

vide plenty of drainage ; stagnant moisture around its roots would
speedily prove fatal. With A. Capillus-veneris, the British Maiden-
hair Fern, we are all acquainted. It succeeds best in a very sheltered,

warm position, as, for instance, in a little nook at the foot of a shady
wall, associated with some equally moisture-loving little hardy
plants. In such a position it ought to thrive well, and so placed, it

would be easy and advisable to protect it with some kind of portable
covering during severe winters. Its native habitat is amongst the
sheltered rocks of Cornwall, Devon, and Wales, and in various parts
of Ireland ; therefore some idea may be formed of the sort ofclimate in

which itiuxuriates. This Fern has a greatpredileotion for damp, warm
walls, which it speedily covers with a carpet of beautiful verdure.
There areseveral varieties or forms of this Maiden-hair,amongst which
A. Capillus-veneris incisum is a distinct kindj found in Ireland.
In this the pinnules are much more divided than in the type. A.
Capillus-veneris rotundatum, found in the Isle of Man, is also a
beautiful variety, though very variable. The fronds are narrower
and rounder than in the type. A. Capillus-veneris Footi,a large form,
which sometimes grows upwards of 1 ft. in height, has fronds beauti-
fully out and divided. Its native habitat is said to be Ireland, but I
am not acquainted with the exact locality in which it is found. These
varieties are all well worth attention in conjunction with the orii^inal

species, and all require very similar treatment. All the Adiantums
are beautiful in a cut state mixed with flowers, and are amongst the
most useful of all Ferns for that purpose.

AUosorus crlspus, the Parsley Fern, is one of the most beauti-
ful of the genus to which it belongs. It is evergreen, and should be
planted freely in every alpine or rook garden, its elegant Parsley-
like foliage rendering it peculiarly fitted for association with the
many floral gems in the hardy plant way which we now possess. The
soil in which this Fern most delights is a mixture of good loam, peat,
and sand, with the addition of some lumps of broken stone or brick.
It should occupy a rather shady position in the rock garden, and
be given dua attention until it becomes well established, when it will
prove one of the most delightful of rock plants. It must, however,
be guarded from slugs, to the depredations of which it is very liable.
The fronds of this Fern are very suitable in connection with flowers
for sraiU bouquets, being very persistent. It is found princi-
pally in the west of England and in some parts of Scotland.

Aspleniums.—Amongst hardy evergreen Ferns few are more
useful or diversified than these ; the fine dark green colour of most
of the varieties and their free-growing character claim for

them a full share of attention from all lovers of hardy
plants. The soil best suited for them in a general way is a
well drained mixture of peat, sand, and loam, just the sort of material
in which the finer kinds of flowering shrubs, such as Kalmias, Andro-
medas. Rhododendrons, Azaleas, &c,, would thrive to perfection, and
with which Aspleniums might be advantageously associated. A.
Adiantum nigrum (the Black Spleenwort) would be especixlly in-

teresting amongst hardy Azaleas, because these lose their foliage in
winter, when the value of the Spleenwort would become apparent,
carpeting, as it would, the surface of the soil with verdure. The
shade, too, which the Azaleas would afford in summer, if not planted
too thickly, would just suit this Spleenwort, as it is generally found
in a wild state fringing copses or on liedge banks, where it gets just

a little protection from the scorching rays of a summer's sun. It

will, however, bear a considerable amount of bad treatment with
comparative impunity, adapting itself readily to almost any position,

and, moreover, it produces fronds that in a cut state rank
amongst the most beautiful and lasting of all Ferns. There are

several distinct forms of this Asplenium, the most remarkable being
perliaps A. Adiantum nigrum grandiceps, a noble kind in every way,
and A. Adiantum nigrum microdon, both valuable and useful kinds.

By the way, we may here note that there is a variegated form
of A. Adiantum nigrum which is desirable and thrives well in

some localities. Asplenium fontanum is a lovely Fern, but so rare,

that to call attention to its value for ordinary garden decoration
would be useless ; nevertheless, those who make special collections

should add this fine variety, if possible. Asplenium marinum is, as

is well known, one of the most beautiful of all evergreen Ferns, but,

unfortunately, it is far from being generally hardy ; still it will suc-

ceed under conditions similar to those recommended in the case of

the British Maiden-hair (A. Capillus-veneris). Its beautiful deep
green, persistent fronds and dark brown sori always attract attention.

In a natural state it grows rather freely on the Irish coast, south-

west of England, and in some parts of Wales, in Scotland,

and in the Channel Islands. A. marinum imbricatum is a

particularly fine variety ; having beautifully fringed and
crisped fronds. Another lovely Asplenium is A. germani-
cum (alternifolium), the alternate-leaved Spleenwort, a dwarf-
growing, rare kind, and one admirably adapted for a shady spot in

the alpine garden. It is perfectly hardy, and, although somewhat
difficult to grow, is worthy of any care that may be bestowed upon
it. Another fine variety, and one which is very distinct in appear-

ance, is A. g. aoutidentatum. It produces elegant little fronds, about
2 in. or 3 in. in length, which have a most beautiful appearance when
associated with flowering plants of a suitable kind. These are found
wdd in some parts of the north of England, and in Scotland and
Wales, but, as already mentioned, they are rare. A. lanceolatum,

the lance-shaped Spleenwort, is a kind of great excellence ; its

fronds are deep shining green in hue, and are furnished witli un-
usually conspicuous and numerous brown sori. This species associates

well with choice dwarf shrubs or evergreen herbaceous plants in a

rather warm position, where it would receive a little shade in sum-
mer and protection from drying winds. If such a position could be
aff'orded it, it would certainly be one of the most beautiful occupants
of the garden. A distinct and rather scarce variety of this Spleen-

wort is A. lanceolatum microdon, a kind well adapted for association

with some of the larger alpine plants. These Aspleniums are found
in a wild state, principally in the west of England, the Channel
Islands, and, it is said, in Ireland.

That highly ornamental and useful Asplenium, A. Trichomaues,

the well-known common Maiden-hair Spleenwort, now claims atten-

tion. When in a thriving condition this makes one of the most
beautiful of edging plants, and one, moreover, that will stand a good
deal of sunshine and exposure with impunity. Like all the Spleen-

worts, it requires good, free, well-drained soil in which to grow, and,

given this essential and ordinary care, success is pretty certain. A
few pieces of stone placed on the soil around the roots prevents to a

certain extent the evil effects that excessive evaporation has on all

Ferns. The stones might be partly buried in the soil, and the por-

tions of them left above it would be covered by the Ferns themselves;

therefore no unsightly appearance would be presented. This Fern
might have a little nook devoted to it where it could be planted in

association with such things as Snowdrops, Anemones, spring and
autumn-flowered Crocuses, Narcissi, &o. These lovely hardy flowers

peeping forth from a carpet of this Spleenwort would be objects of

interest. Amongst varieties of this Fern may be noted A. Tricho-

manes cristatum, a crested form as its name implies, and one of

much beauty ; A. Trichomanes multifidum, thoroughly distinct and
one of the most beautiful of all the Spleen worts; and A. Trichomanes
incisum, an excellent variety, but very scarce. H. Bailey.
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NOTES AND EEADINGS.

I SEE it stated tliat it may interest Clirysautbemum gTO'n-ers

to know that it talces an ordinary cultivator seven yeai-s, a big slice

of one's life, to understand Chrysanthennim culture sufficienth" in

order to select the " proper bud " upon which the Howers succeed.

It will doubtless interest many more to Ivnow that they can have a
splendid display of Chrysantliemum flowerssuch as will satisfy either

a pure or extravagant taste in as many montlis as the cultivatortakes

years. The Chrysanthemum lias no "peculiarities or characteristics"

that require so much study. The author of the seven years' tribula-

tion system is one of those who believes in big- flowers. It is really

an extraordinary psychological phenomenon this mania for mere
size of bloom.

*

One can understand the veneration a farmer entertains for

a large Mangold or a Swede, &c., or tlie admiration that

is excited in a gardener's mind by the sight of a large

bunch of Grapes or a tine Peach, because size in such cases

means a tangible degree of excellence, but with a man who devotes
seven years of his life to finding- out liow to produce blooms of

Ohrysanthemuins, no matter at wliat sacrifice, that shallsimply be
bigger than auy that lias been produced before, it is difficult to say
whether hesliouldbepitiedorlaughedat. Tliebig-flowerman " never
is but always to be blest" with flowers that shall be bigger still.

Fair size is no doubt a desirable quality in flowers of some kinds
and for some purpo.ses, but there is a limit at Avliich all one's wants
and desires are fairly satisfied, and beyond which fantastical

tastes should not be encouraged.

Granted that the florist's ideas of what constitutes a perfect

flower are correct, and that these are realised along with suitable

and convenient size of bloom in the subject cultivated, can the

most enthusiastic cultivator say in what way improvement is added
by a mere increase of bulk ? That this quality has some vague
charm in his eyes there cannot be any doubt, for the biggest

Dahlias, biggest Hoses, biggest (.nirysanthemums, biggest every-
thing invariably win the pirize. There is absolutel}' no limit to

the cultivator's hopes and desires in this direction, and we cannot
doubt but that if any one was to produce a Clirysanthemum, for

example, large enough to fill a peck measure it would only stimu-
late others to endeavour to excel it.

The year 18S1 will be remembered as the year in which "
"s

Cucumber" was introduced—just as people remember the year of

the comet with the long tail, and other remarkable events. 's

Cucumber is between 10 ft. and 12 ft. long, and proportionatelj'

thick. "\\'e gather these particulars from the published cata-

logue "from a photograph taken .Vugust, 1880." A workman—

a

sizable man apparently, o ft. 8 in. or o ft. 10 in. may be— is pho-
tographed in alongside of the Cucumbers as they grow in the

house, and the Cucumbers are about twice as long as the man, and
thick. We have great pleasure in introducing novelties of this

kind, and mean to help ihem all we can for the future.
#

"\Ve have nothing in store but praise for honest catalogues and
honest descriptions of new productions, and will be glad to give

them publicity, but we have got our compass legs and the scale astride

some new Peas, Potatoes, Mangolds, and other marvels, and if their

vendors do not mind, we shall print our observations thereon. It is said

the horticultural papers are tongue-tied on such matters, but we shall

see. In these days of horticultural novelties, gardeners of all degrees
scan the advertising pages of The Gabden and other papers, but
the}' are not readil}' deceived by exaggerated descriptions nor
overdrawn illustrations. Those members of the trade who have
to "bush their wines" are pretty' well known both to gardeners
and the trade, but they will be nothing the worse for being made
letter known.

Under tlie head of "New Inventions," tlie C'hnmide, vre ohserxe,

figures and describes the " perfect watering-pot "—perfection con-
sisting in the pot having a long spout. We have been trying to

remember when we were not familiar with such a utensil, but have
failed. One of the earliest things that dawns upon the apprentice
mind is, that for many purposes he requires a pot with a long
spout ; next he finds it better that the said spout should be movable,
so that it can be used only when wanted, thus making one pot
serve two purposes, instead of having two pots—one with a short

spout and another with a long one. The " Experienced Amateur "

of the Chronicle has readied the first stage of watering-pot expe-
rience, but not the second apparently. If he will be persuaded to

adopt the movable spout, and also to turn down the nozzle of the
extremity of the same, so as to break the straiglit rush of the
water upon the surface of the soil, he will then have an "improved"
perfect watering-pot—the exact counterpart of that dailv in use in

mostly all gardens. The suggestion tliat gardeners should go to

Birmingham foi- an article that has hitherto been manufactured by
the local plumber may be left to take care of itself.

The London Teler/raph makes asuggestion with regard totablede-
coration. It states that artificial floweisand plants are nowsuch per-

fect imitations of the natural ones, even to their fragrance, that a

gardener might be excused taking- tlie one for the other ; and it sug-

gests that the artificial ones be used for table decoration and such
purposes. On the score of economy of plants and otherwise, the
pilan,it is said, has much to recommend it; but how any human being-

can take enough interest in artificial plants to jiay high prices for

them I cannot see. The hotels and other places where these green
zinc and other horrors in this way are to be seen would be much
better without them, especially in a country where a very large

bunch of Wallflowers may be bought for fourpence.
-»

IMuch interest has apparently been excited by these large Italian

bouquets. We, and proliably many others, would no doubt like to

know why either Italian or Covent Garden bouquets are made as

large as birch brooms, necessitating Iheir being carried about in

band-boxes in charge of footmen and porters. "\A'liy are Covent
Garden bouquets so large ? That they are too large for any pur-

pose ninety-nine ladies out of every hundred will tell you. They are

huge monstrosities, and we have never been able to fathom the

mystery of their size, unless it be that it is given to make pur-

chasers believe they are getting good bulk for their money. To
see a lady raise a nosegay of the diameter of a Drumhead Cab-
bage to her face, exposing its hideous posterior nakedness,

absolutely shocks one's sense of propriety. Such bouquets are the

invention of the professed " bouquetist," and are not at all what
those who buy them pirefer. Ladies prefer small and neat bouquets,

and never, Avhen they can please themselves, have large ones, and
it is quite time there was a reformation among the Cauliflower-like

productions of Covent Garden.
*

Some observations we have been reading regarding exhibitions

suggest a word or two on the subject of " prize cups." It is

not sufficieutl}' well known, we fear, that sometimes imposition

is practised upon exhibitors at provincial shows by the

donors of such prizes. For example, a cup of the nominal
value of £) or £T0 is perhaps offered for a prize, but the proba-
bility is that the cup, as a " cup," is not worth a quarter of that

amount, and worthless intrinsicallj', as the winner of such "Brum-
magem ware" maj' satisfy himself of by having his prize valued.

A friend of ours took this course once. A professed patron

of horticulture for some four years in succession presented
" a cup, value £8 8s.," as the schedule put it, for the best col-

lection of eight sorts of fruit at a well-known horticultural show
in Yorkshire, the society giving a prize of similar value, but in

money, for the best collection of plants. The fruit prize was won
by several well-known gardeners, who could certify to the truth of

what we state, and by one of the number two years in succession.

Thinking they were becoming rather an encumbrance to him (they

stood about lo in. high), he took it into his head to have them
valued by more than one competent silversmith, who all certified

that the cup was certainly not worth much more than a quarter

of its stated value. On this the winner wrote to the donor, asking

him to relieve him of one of the cups and give him the money
instead, but this the donor declined to do. The gardener in dis-

gust, therefore, disposed of both his sham prizes for the highest

sum he could get for them, which was a trifle over £4, or about

one quarter of the fictitious value put upon them by the giver, to

whom they cost even less. It is so far satisfactory to state, how-
ever, that a threat from the gardener to expose the imposition, if

it was repeated, in the horticultural papers, put a stop to the cup
business, and a money prize has since been substituted. Gardeners

value a cup prize as well as anj^ other when it represents its re-

puted value, but many, we are assured on good authority, do

not do this.
'

Peeegeine.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE LOMBAEDY POPLAR
I AM glad to learn that you are about to give a picture of the

Lombardy Poplar, and, if you' can spare me a little space

in the columns of The Gakden, I should like to have your

permission to say a few words in behalf of the specialities of

this charming tree. In speaking thus of the Lombardy
Poplar I do not forget the common prejudice not wholly

groundless, so generally unfavourable to the Poplar. The
genus is, of cquko, a large one, containing many kinds, all

more or less differing from each other, and possessing quali-

ties in some cases of no inconsiderable value when properly

employed. Flooring boards, for instance, very tough and

lasting, are made from some of the kinds, and are said to be

The Lombardy Poplar in the Landscape

all but fire-proof—naturally therefore very unsatisfactory fire-

wood.

It is not, however, my present purpose to enlarge upon the

merits or demerits of the Poplar trees as a class, though it

is true that some of the kinds, such as the Black Italian, the

Abele, and others, are the most rapid growing of all our de-

ciduous trees, and on this account they are often found valuable

as screens among buildings in the suburbs of large towns, and
as boundary shelter for young plantations in exposed

situations. It cannot be said that longevity is a quality that

belongs to the Poplar as a family ; it is rather distinguished

for rapid growth and early decaj'. In its general aspect in

the landscape it is justly held in very low esteem, though in

maturity and in what may be called old age some of the

kinds, such as Populus tremula, though never very picturesque,

are always beautiful. Overhanging a pond not far from the

celebrated hostelry known as the " Plough " on Clapham
Common, where many years ago I hal frequent occasion to

pass, stood one of the last named Poplars, P. tremula ; this

particular tree had reached a period somewhat beyond its

highest state of maturity, and growing as in this case on the

open common, with its somewhat pendent form overhanging
the water, it was at the period in question as a single tree an
object of real beauty. Though this is one of the most orna-

mental, perhaps the only one, of the genus with much preten-

.sion to the beautiful, it is nevertheless all but wholly wanting
in that dignity and grandeur of aspect so justly claimed for

the Lombardy. This is especially the case when advan-

tageously placed and surrounded with suitable adjuncts. Un-
happily in matters of this kind no written description is pos-

sible by which to convey to the general reader with any clear-

ness and force what these adjuncts require to be. Neverthe-

less, let it be assumed,

for example, that three,

four, five, seven, or in-

deed any number of

Lombardy Poplars form
a group in the general

landscape, it will be

readily understood that

the effect of such a group

will be greatly influenced

by the nature of the

surrounding objects ; but

at any rate whether as a
group or a single tree,

when in full maturity

and vigorous health, the

stately grindeur of the

tree itself will always be

an object of attraction.

In the general landscape

the Lombardy is a deli-

cate, but most effective

instrument to work with,

easily capable of mis-

application, but when
rightly employed a most
valuable tree. As already

remarked, it is difficult

to convey anything like

a clear notion of what
is a right and what is a

wrong application of its

use. Without, however,

venturing upon a de-

tailed discussion of the

principles of art, it will

be sufficient to take again, for example, some feature

of the ordinary landscape, such as a group of trees, whether

large or small, near or distant, is immaterial, but consisting

mainly of Oak, Elm, and the like, forming a somewhat dull

and heavy mass. Appealing, therefore, once more to the

exercise of the imagination, and assuming that it is desirable

to make some addition to this rather monotonous group, and

that the addition shall consist of Lombardy Poplars, the ques-

tion naturally arises as to where these majestic and towering

Lombardies are to be placed in connection with this group of

trees.

The answer ought to be, by all means place them either

towards one side of the group or the other, and, depending

on the number to be used, let them be so arranged that some

stand close together and others at 5 ft., 10 ft, or 20 ft.

apart. It may be right to say that the preceding remarks
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are made with the view of drawing attention to and with

the hope of correcting a somewhat absurd liabit not unusual

with those who are occasionally entrusted with the manage-

ment of work of this kind, viz., their love of uniforaiity

and their terror of doing anything which they call " lop-

sided," leaving them no alternative but to place the tall,

towering Lombardies in the middle of the group, and this

is done in order, as they assert, to form a centre. It need

hardly be said the result of this proceeding is to produce an

artificial cone, and of course a thing discordant with all the

natural features around. Admirable as the Lombardy Poplar

is in many of the positions in which it is employed, it is

sometimes made fatally mischievous in forming long and

straight sharp lines across the natural scenery. In some of

its more happy positions it i.s occasionally met with grow-

ing on the banks of streams at the end of a bridge with

a long horizontal parapet; placed in this and in similar situa-

tion=), it is often proijuctive of the most charming and pic-

turesque effects.

It may have been noticed when looking abroad on the

general landscape, in undulating districts and under particu-

lar conditions of the atmosphere, how extremely effective a

group of this tree becomes when seen on the horizon occupying

the apex of soma distant knoll. The Lombardy may fre-

quently, and with very good effect, be planted close to build-

ings, such as the entrance front of a mansion, and especially

at the point of junction between the main front and office

wing—that is, where such an arrangement exists. This can

often be done with marked success, particularly when the

horizontal lines of the buildings are prominent and consider-

ably extended. Owing to its compact, upright habit, the

Lombardy is perhaps the only tree that can be grown with

impunity close to building.s. As an aid in this way to the

picturesque effect of buildings, whether they be large or

small, this capital tree is highly effective. As time goes on

we shall all become more artistic, and derive increasingly

more and more enjoyment from the knowledge and study

of whatever is beautiful. The Lombardy Poplar as a conse-

quence of all this will have its own share of growing

patronage, and will doubtless be much more extensively em-

ployed, not only in the neighbourhood of buildings, but

also throughout the country as a valuable help to the pic-

turesque in the common landscape. Robert IIaenock.

well exposed to the sun, and a good well-drained but not too rich

soil. Wlien thus placed, not only do the leaves take on a fine

golden tint, but e%'en the stem, from the ground upwards, becomes
highly coloured. In this condition a large specimen is extremely
ornamental, and its pleasing and cheering effect during the winter
months cannot be too highly estimated. Unfortunately, it is often

somewhat difficult to combine all the requisite conditions in the
open air, as, even when soil and other conditions of growth
are of the most favourable character, winter's cruel blast comes to

undo in one short week the labours of several years. There is, how-
ever, no difficulty, and results are in every way satisfactory, when
pot culture is resorted to, as during the summer months the plants

would get the advantage of a good exposure to sun and air, and
would be sheltered against cutting winds and heavy falls of snow,
really all the protection needful. For the embellishment of corri-

dors, entrance halls, cool or cold houses, the variegated Euonymusea
are extremely useful. lu company with such subjects as Laurua-
tinus, berried Aucubas, Skimrria japouioa, variegated Bamboos,
&c., they would help to render many such places cheerful and en-

joyable throughout the dreary winter months.
J. COBNHILL.

GOLDEN EUOXYMUSES.
Few hardy shrubs are better suited for pot culture than the many
pretty varieties of Euonymus. Naturally assuming a compact, dense

habit, they need no training or stopping of any kind to bring them
to the desired shape. All that one lias to do is to give them the ad-

vantage of liberal culture \intil they become large enough to form

wood decorative subjects, when the roots are crammed into 6-in. or

8-in. pots. Some of the golden variegated kinds scarcely yield to

any choice warm-house plant in beauty and richness of colouring,

and would, did they demand constant attention and much cultural

skill, be highly valued for decorative purposes. As it is, one seldom

sees them at their best, for, except in a few favoured localities, they

nenerally become so much injured in the winter as to lose the greater

portion of their beauty. These golden variegated Euonymuses be-

long to a tribe of plants which, although commonly termed hardy,

can'' scarcely be considered so in the true sense of the word, and

are very often extremely dis.appointing when relied upon to

create a permanent effect in the open air. Oftener than not, a

plant which grows vigorously in the open ground reverts to the

tyoe, and loses that bright and pleasing golden tint which one so

much admires when this variegated shrub finds itself in the en-

joyment of conditions just suitable to its welfare. It is more than

probable that a great portion of the readers of The Garden have

never seen the golden Euonymus in its true form, for there is an

immense difference between a well coloured specimen and such as

are endeavouring, as it were, to run back to the normal condition

of the plant. The golden Euonymus delights in a warm situation

NOTES & QUESTIONS OH TEEES, SHEUBS, & WOODLANDS-

Euonymuses on Walls.—A worthy rival to the variegated

Ivy for covering walls is Euonymus radicans variegatus, for although
the better of a little support just at first, it soon takes care of itself

and clings to the wall like Ivy. This Euonymus will also cover a

space more quickly than variegated Ivy, that is to say, if equal-

sized plants of both be planted, as when once established it will

throw out strong shoots several feet long in one season. The golden
variety of E. japonious may also be used for the same purpose, but
it does not emit roots like the other ; it, however, forms a pleasing

contrast with most other plants so employed, and is always bright

and cheerful winter and summer, especially if a little attention be
paid to removing any green shoots as they appear. If this be not
done they will soon take the lead and outgrow the variegated part.

While on the subject of variegated Euonymuses, I may mention
that I have noticed in many cases that plants cut back by the frost

last winter, which until then had scarcely a green leaf on them, are

now, when grown again from the old wood, nearly all green.

—

Alpha.
Ornamental Hedgerows.—As a rule hedges are not intended

to be ornamental, but simply useful as a division or boundary ; but
in many cases a hedge is necessary in very conspicuous positions,

and even in raid-winter it is quite possible to have one, that will not
only be useful as regardsfulfilling all that is required of it, but also orna-

mental. I lately saw a hedge surrounding a garden that was really

a pietty object in midwinter, for it was aglow with the blossoms

of Jasmiuum nudifiorum and quite studded with the bright berries

of Cotoneasters and Pyracanthas, that had become firmly entwined
in the branches of the white Thorn, of which the hedge had origin-

ally been composed ; but, from having become thin, was planted up
with many kinds of flowering shrubs and creepers that kept up a

succession of either bloom or berries during the entire year ; especi-

ally suitable for this purpose are the common kind of Roses {such as

the China) that flower for months in succession. Briers, of various

sorts, so sweet in foliage, bloom, and bud, would also prove useful
;

in fact, an endless variety of material will suggest itself to anyone
seeking to make hedges ornamental, and by the employment of

creepers or trailing plants, any unsightly fence may be made a

really beautiful object with but little expense or attention. The case

just cited was, I believe, one of those chance combinations that we
frequently find yielding better results than the most studied effects.

—Field.

Sh-imm ia.H —Whether in the shape of berried or flowering

plants, Skimmias are certainly very beautiful, and amongst them
by far the best is S. japoniea, now largely grown in many places

for winter decoration when in fruit. The foliage of this plant is

often of a yellowish hue, owing to its being exposed to the sun, as

when in a shady position it assumes that dark green so characteristic

of robust health. Another pretty plant just now in a flowering

.state is S. fragrans, every shoot of which terminates in a spike of

flowers white inside and reddish out, reminding one before opening
somewhat of the Laurustinus. Other kinds are S. oblata—the fruit

of which is even larger than that of S. japoniea—and its variegated

variety, S. Laureola, a sort that beai's a great resemblance to the

Spurge Laurel (Daphne Laureola). Although all are shade-loving

plants, by far the most susceptible to sunshine is S. japoniea.

—

Alpha.
Eurybia ramulosa, of which an illustration is given in the

last number of The Garden, belongs to a rather extensive genus.
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It is a free-growing, soft-wooded shrub, which here has not exceeded
5 ft. in height. Our specimen ia planted against a sunny wall and
in rather a dry spot, a condition, I consider, essential to the well
doing of this and similar plants. It seems to be about equal in hardi-

ness to Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, both being killed in the winter
of 1879-SO. So far this winter the latter has suffered most ; in

fact, in the matter of comparative hardiness I may mention that the
severe frosts of October last killed down to the ground a large number
of Wistarias and many other things growing close to this plant, while
it being then in full bloom was not in the least injured. It is

essentially a late-blooming subject, commencing in September and
continuing on through October, November, and December, and in

fact now, January 9, there are still some remains of flowers. Vour
figure very accurately shows its free-blooming habit, but not the half

pendulous manner which the branches assume. There are many
gardens in which this plant would surely prove quite hardy ; in

others it would be well worth growing as a most useful and charming
late-flowering plant for a cold house.—T. Smith, Newry.

THE INDIGOFERAS.
These constitute a large genus of plants

throughout the -wavmev parts of the

freely distributed

Old World, but a few are

Indigofera tuictoria.

found in the Western Hemisphere. The greater part require

indoor cultivation, but there are a few that will live out of doors
on walls in most places during winter, and when in flower are so

showy aiid graceful as to well repay that accommodation. The
hardiest kinds are l.dosua and floribunda, both natives of Nepaul,
and about the end of May when covered with racemes of

bright rose-coloured Pea-shaped flowers are very pleasing

objects. They succeed best planted in a sunny aspect, as

the wood then gets thoroughly ripened. There is also a white-
flowered variety of I. dosua, which affords a pleasing con-
trast with the type. The kind here represented, I. tinctoria, is of

great economic interest, being one of the principal kinds from
which the well-known indigo dye is prepared, but it is too tender
for outdoor culture. Alpha.

Two Sweet-soented Shrubs.—Although not showy, yet
very attractive on account of its delicious perfume, is Chimonanthus

fragrans, whicli in places where it is at all sheltered is now in full
bloom. This fine deciduous wall .shrub is quite hardy, but the blos-
soms are somewhat liable to be injured by frost unless slightly pro-
tected. Another plant under similar conditions just now opening its
sweet-scented white flowers is Lonicera tragrantissima, or Standifthi,
a semi-deciduous Honeysuckle of medium growth, and, although a
little later in coming into bloom, a fit companion to the Chimonan-
thus.

—

Alpha,

SCHOOL GARDENING.
I WAS pleased to see some time ago the subject of teaching
chddren in schools the rudiments of flower, fruit, and vegetable
culture, advocated in The Garden. What is wanted is not dry
book lore, but actual work carried out, so that the learners might
seethe result of their labour and be encouraged thereby to devote
their spare time to such pursuits. According to existing arrange-
ments, the giving of such lessons in schools is not practicable, but
they might be given easily and with profit in gardens attached to
poorhouses, reformatories, and asylums, to which large gardens are
attached for supplying the establishment with vegetables and hardy
fruits. Even in ordinary schools, however, interesting lectures
might be given by amateur horticulturists who are always ready to
forward any good work. The main object should be to give the
pupil a taste for gardening as a sort of amusement, so that in after
years he might turn his knowledge to good account by growing good
\vholesome fruit and vegetables for himself or family, or flowers to
make his cottage home more cheerful. It is a lamentable fact that
ia a country so admirably adapted for vegetable culture as England
is, one half the population never get anything beyond Potatoes or
Cabbage, and even possessors of good gardens have but little know-
ledge as to how good salads are to be grown. Cottagers, as a rule, plod
on year after yeai', growing what their parents grew ; they seldom
get a word of advice in a plain, nractieal manner as to what is

good or what is bad in the way of either plants, vegetables,
or fruit. Even grown up people might be better instructed than
they are in matters connected with gardening if proper means were
taken to do so. It is surprising how soon working men take up any
really practicable idea ; when a little enlightened, one soon finds
them inquiring for seeds of better or more productive kinds of Po-
tatoes, Cabbages, and other crops than they have hitherto grown,
and giving a trial to such things as have hitherto only been grown in
gentlemen's gardens from want of their merits being made known to
them ; and at the principal autumn shows one clearly sees that the
lessons given them have not been thrown away, as from the smallest
cottage gardens it is surprising what fine vegetables are produced
under good culture, and even hardy fruits in time become im-
proved, principally through good specimens being shown at such meet-
ings for comparison with older kinds, for even in the order of ripening
a few days may make all the difference as regards profit, especially in
Plums, in which the price may drop one-third in a few days. That
valuable bush fruit the Black Currant has been greatly improved
of late, and a cottager may as well grow good productive kinds as
worthless ones, for they occupy the same space. Monthly meetings,
at which small prizes are given for vegetables, or fruits, or flowers in

season, have a good effect, especially when the merits of the different

things shown are explained, and the most successful teachers are
those who speak, as it were, from the same level, or as working men
to working men. Every endeavour should be made to get the exhi-

bitor to describe the mode of culture found by him to yield the best
results, and after all have given their short accounts, comments
should be made on any difference of results that may require ex-

planation, and the result of experience given as to what is best for

the cottager to grow and what to avoid. A library for the use of

working men should be established and supported by voluntary con-
tributions, and should there be a lack of subjects for discussion

exhibited, the evening should be filled up with readings from some
good work on horticulture ; I think it would require no great amount
of ingenuity to make such meetings attractive and also instructive,

James Geoom.

Anopterus glandulosus.—Although pronounced by Lindley,
some thirty years ago, to be only third-rate, this is really a hand-
some shrub, and one wliich, under good culture, is higlily orna-
mental and particularly suitable for adorning a cool conservatory in

midwinter, which is its natural flowering season. Under cultivation

it grows from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, and has large deep green leaves on
stout branches, which are terminated by several erect racemes of

pure white blossoms. It is a native of Van Diemen's Land, and
though not perfectly hardy in this country generally, would doubt-
less succeed well in favourable localities in the south-west. Some
small plants of it may now be seen in the conservatory (No. 4) at

Kew,—G.
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AN ARTIST'S NOTES.
The view wliick I found in the gardens at Greenlands is just

what I wanted—the big Cedars in the foreground, and tlie

a crevice between two stones with leaves as broad as one's

hand. How long, I wonder, will people fill their Ferneries

with hideous rdonstrosities with frilled edges and clubbed

ends, which completely destroy the lovely form of the Fern

leaf? How much better it would have been, for instance, if

the man who first observed some such unfortunate deformity

as this had mercifully stuck his spade into it instead of propa-

Cedars at Greenlands.

river winding away to Henley. There are other good views,

but this seems most characteristic of the place. The gardens

are kept in admirable order, and there are several interesting

points about tliem. A very fine old AValnut tree is not only

grand in itself, but happens to show an ingenious way of

putting creepers into the boughs without interfering with the

roots. It will be seen by the annexed sketch that the two

:^^mS^iS£!:^^p
Okl Waluut (Greenlands) witli Ivy-covered Suppoits.

supports are covered with Ivj'. I should like to see a fine

Wistaria going up the same way and twining about among
the branches. A rockwork is generally a dreadful affair, but

here is one well arranged, and where the plants look happy
;

for instance, this cluster of Japanese Primrose quite filled up

Depauperated Fern.

gating it and dignifying it with the name of Athyrium Filix

foimina Frizelli. The little inn at which I am staying, the

" Flower Pot," is much frequented by artists, and has no

doubt often been made into a picture.

There is a big Wistaria in front j-^'~ '-

trained to form an arbour and shady

way to the door, and half smother-

ing the house as well. I noticed

an old farmhouse
"•^^ heie which sug-

gests a good idea

for a pair of cot-

tages—two gable ends connected by a covered courtyard;

the doors might be made to open into this, and it would thus

The "Flower Pot" Inn, Aston.

l^m^^i•, \ H^'' ''>'''^ ^-=^^=sH;::--"~"^''^".3.^fe<S>

P

rjcli growth o£ Japan Piimroae iu Ksck Gard3n.

old Farm, Aston.

serve as a porch as well as a place for keeping wood and

tools, or for a working place in wet weather.

Fawley Court is the next estate to Greenlands, and it is

well worth seeing. The ground in front of the house is flat,

but, divided from this by the high road, is a chalk hill which

has been very well laid out with groups of Beeches and shrubs,

and seems from the house to be a continuation of the_ park.

There are some very fine trees both in the park and in the

gardens ; some groups of old Elms which make the simple

square Georgian house, with its fine lawn sweeping right up

to the walls, look quite imposing from the river-side ; some

Limes, which the gardener tells me look green in winter from
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the amonnt of Mistletoe growing on tlieir branches, and the

Planes, which I went especially to see. These are remarkably

large in girth, and the stems are unusual in character. This

one is 18 ft. 8 in. in circumference at 3 ft. from the ground.

''"' >'' -'^/^ ''S~^''

Plane Tree at Fawley Court.

They have not the grand spreading habit of our London
Plane trees. The flower garden is at some distance from the

house, with Grass coming up to the beds and going away
beyond them under a background of dark trees ; the way it

is placed and its surroundings are delightful. Among the

usual mass of bedding stuff, " flat, stale, and unprofitable,"

and in pleasant relief to the forlorn spectacle it presents when
its two months of colour are over, was a bed of tall Salvia,

spotted over with intense blue blossoms—the long, straggling

spikes with one or two flowers at the top looked so quaint

and delicate against the mass of dark green behind them. I

much admired a ribbon border in the kitchen garden ; two
splendid long ranks of green curled Endive, with a line of

the white curled between them ; the harmony of the two
greens was very pleasant, none the less so because of the

suggestion of salad for the winter. There is a good deci-

duous Cypress in the flower garden, and a Fern-leaved

Beech, which may be a very fine specimen, but pyramidal

and uninteresting, and not at all tempting to draw. In fifty

years' time, if it has not died or reverted to its old form,

which it seems to be fast doing, it may be worth showing

as a successful form of Beech tree.

The river bank at Greenlands has been carefully cleared

of weeds and cemented, but the action of the water, assisted

no doubt by the wash of the abominable steam launches, is

rapidly undermining it, except in one place where its natural

protection of Flags and Bushes and Water Dock has been left,

and there it seemed to me to be quite firm, a good instance,

it struck me, of the way in which Nature combines beauty
with utility, and of the wisdom in such matters of taking

any hint thst she throws out. Alfred Paesons.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

BEST STOCK FOE MAKECHAL NIEL.

I WAS much interested in the useful and very suggestive remarks of

!Mr. DufEeld (p. 3.3). Lilio him and many others, I have tried

various stocks, and, at last, am in favour of the common Dog Rose.

At one time I was quite a convert to the Gloire de Dijon. TheMare-
ehal made tremendous growths on this stocK, but proved short-lived

and capricious. Our largest and oldest plants now are standards oil

the Dog Rose. Our crops from these are also the most useful, and
we are seldom without Mar^chal blooms from our standards fiora

.Tune to December. I believe the canker with which most of U8 are

so painfully familiar arises from the extraordinary luxuriance of this

Rose. It grows so fast as to rend its bark asunder, the young wood
literally bursting through the cambium as well as exposing its rup-

tured tissues to the action of the atmosphere. The sap is thus ex-

poeed to the air and converted into a cankered, diseased mass. But
this only removes the difficulty one step further, for we are equally

in the dark as to those abnormal and excessive growths—their

cause or cure. They are commonly attributed to certain

stocks, but this can hardly be the case, as they occur, though
not so frequently, to this Rose on its own roots. Again,

this Rose also frequently refuses to grow under apparently

the most favourable conditions. The self-tame plants will then

often throw up a monstrous shoot, flower magnificently one year,

and die at once, or dwindle out a miserable existence, the mero
shadow of their former magnificence. And this on many stocks and
also on its own roots. The fact is, the capriciousness of this Rose
has baffled me, and I should be glad if many other readers would
imitate the example of Mr. DutiSeld and record their experience

in The Garden. His plan of earthing up to the cankered or swollen

part would evidently prove most useful in cases where the plants

had been worked low. But not seldom the entire excrescence be-

comes a mass of gangrene or rottenness almost as soon as it is deve-

loped. Our chief remedy for the failings and caprices of this king

of golden Roses is to grow a great many, plant them in all sorts of

places, and keep a good reserve, by striking or v/orking a good

many every year. By the way, it does not root from cuttings so

freely as most Roses, but thrives fairly well on its own roots under

glass, and also worked on pink or yellow Gloire de Dijon close to the

ground, so that the union may be covered over with porous soil,

pounded charcoal, or gritty sand. D. T. Fish.

Mar^chal Niel Rose.—I think there can be little doubt that

the Brier is the best stock for this Rose, as it is for Gloire de Dijon.

The Brier does not sicken with the Marfichal growing on it, pro-

vided the soil is a good Rose soil ; the death of the Mart5chal on the

Manetti stock is always a measurable quantity. There used to be,

a few years ago, some half-dozen plants of this Rose on the Brier

growing against a high wall with a north aspect at St. Giles, in

Dorset. The wall, probably 20 ft. high and 40 ft. in length, was

covered from top to bottom. This was the largest space covered

with this Rose I ever saw. Immense quantities of Roses used to be

gathered from those north plants, and up to an unusually late period

of the autumn. If I remember rightly, those plants were unusually

luxuriant, and not tormented with mu(h cutting in the way of

pruning. The soil, which was on the chalk, was of a very heavy

texture. But the strongest growth of Mar^chal Niel I have ever

seen was from a bud inserted in an old plant of the Boursault Rose ;

I am not, however, able to say if it would prove a long-lived con-

nection.—HlEEENIAN.

Mar(5chal Niel has done well with me upon the common
Brier as standards, and also upon its own roots. Some years ago,

in the autumn of the same year in which my plants were budded, I

took up and potted in a 12-in. pot one plant in strong turfy loam

and spent hotbed manure. It was then placed in a new late Vinery.

The following summer it made free growth, which was trained along

the back wall thinly, by which means the wood became well ripened.

In April following it produced ninety blooms, the petals of which

were very thick. During the time the buds were swelling liquid

manure was freely supplied. Two years ago next April I planted a

small plant of this Rose, a cutting struck the February previous, in

a narrow border at the foot of the ba:k wall of the greenhouse.

During summer it made several shoots, the longest of which was
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14 ft. Last February it produced thirty-five blooms ; after blooming

it commenced to grow freely, making twelve shoots, which were
trained under the roof, and the longest growth made since March
last is now 25 ft. The foliage is large, and the buds from each leaf

are now pushing strongly. Another plant in the same border
started in March last with three shoots, the longest of which is now
28 ft. it was planted in strong loam and cow manure, with a liberal

quantity of old lime-rubbish, and has been well supplied with water,

both at the root and overhead. These growths, I think, are sufficient

to show that Mar^ohal Niel is not always a slow grower on its own
roots.—E. MoLYNErrx, Swanmore Park.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Gloire de Dijon.—Amongst Roses which have stood the test

of time, and which still not only maintain their position, but are

ever inci-easing in popularity, few can equal Gloire de Dijon, for,

although Mareohal Niel appeared a few years ago as if it would
carry all before it, it must be acknowledged that, as an outdoor

Rose, it is as much inferior to Gloire de Dijon as it is superior to tire

latter under glass. I have grown Gloire de Dijon in all sorts of

forms and positions out-of-doors, and it is always satisfactory ; and
as a Willi climber I do not think that any Rose excels it, either as

regards lieauty when in bloom or the length of time during which it

continues to produce its lovely blossoms. It is one of the earliest

and latest of Roses. Who has not seen glorious examples of this

popular Rose on the sunny sides of villa and suburb.an residences,

with its strong shoots of the preceding year's growth, perfect wreaths

of delicately-coloured flowers ? We have a plant of it here covering

a large space of soutli-west wall that is seldom seen without blooms
or buds on it. 1 have lately cut really good blooms off it, and many
more are expanding, so that, under a continuance of mild weather,

this grand old Rose well deserves the title of perpetual-flowering,

and it is no slight boon to have a variety on which one may depend
to furnish even a few blooms to cheer tlie dark days of early winter

without the aid of glass. Therefore, to any one about to plant wall

climbers, whether on mansion, villa, or cottage, I would say, if you
have only room for one, let it be that well-tried Rose Gloire de Dijon.

J. Groom.

Extra Protection to Tender Roses on "Walls.—The
Roses, like the blackbirds and thrushes, have made a mistake in

warm and slieltered places. They have begun to put forth their

tender leaves and buds. The sharp frosts since Christmas have done
something to arrest them, but the previous mild weather has created

the demand for more protection. Nothing equals for this purpose
Spruce branches. Yew boughs, or Fern fronds, where these are

available ; and from this period they are as useful in sliading oS any
warm gleams of sunshine by day as in keeping out the cold at night.

The former, in fact, often do far more harm to such excitable Roses
as MariSchal Niel, Cloth of Gold, Lamarque, Devoniensis, Celine

Forestier, &c., than the frost. The two work togetlier towards
destruction, the sun drawing them forth mto such tenderness that

the slightest touch of the frost suiSceth to make an end of them.
The screen of boughs neutralises the force of both, aud so conserves

many a Rose that would otherwise be blighted .and blackened.

Neither do such screens look unsightly. We have just covered the

front of our cottage witli sucli boughs as a screen to Teas, and it

gives it a more verdant and cheerful look. Another great virtue of

such screens is that they defoliate themselves so gradually as finally

to leave a mere skeleton, the removal of whioli is but little felt or

missed by the Roses. Even the maggots and aphides seem to avoid

the sharp needles of such screens, so that they are hardly liable to

the charge so j ustly made against most protectors, that of encouraging
insect pests. Roses on cooler aspects are best and safest without
protection, unless the thermometer sinks to 15° of frost. For, para-

doxical as it may seem, the warmer the site for tender Roses the
greater the need of protection.—D. T. Fish.

The Irrigation of Roses.—There can be no doubt that " W.
D. P. P." is quite riglit about the value and importance of irrigating

Roses (see p. 33). On hot soils in hot summers and in dry localities

it is invaluable. East Anglia is a climate in which it is often of the
greatest service. Rose beds and borders should be so formed in dry
climates as to admit of their being flooded overhead without in-

convenience or disfigurement, for of course very few can have sucli

arrangements as those indicated by " W. D. P. P." for subterranean
irrigation. Neither is this needful, nor perhaps the best ; all that is

needful is thoroughly to soak the beds or borders with sewage or
clean water, so that if possible the ground may be under water for

an hour or so. Of course this must not be done unless the ground is

porous or well drained, for though Roses are great drinkers, nothing
undermines their health sooner, nor lowers their quality more, than
stagnant water at tlieir roots. The evaporation from the wet surface

• of the Rose beds and borders creates a local atmosphere most favour-
able to the development of the finest, fresliest, and most fragrant
bloom=.— n. T. Ftsh.

LILY CULTURE.
I HAVE been interested in the remarks in The Gakden about the
culture of Lilies, and especially in the letter of Mr. Burbidge in

your impression of December 25 last. I am quite sure that what
he says about leaving all old Lily stems uncut, and also about
filling in tlie interstices of the bulbs with dry sand, is of the utmost
importance. I think it is also a good thing to plant the bulbs in

rather a slanting direction—anything which keeps the rain from
getting between the scales is of use. I am going to put some pieces

of glass over the choicest and most tender of my Lilies, with the
same purpose in view. I shall keep the glass over them till they
begin to break, and it will surprise me if this does not tend towards
saving the bulbs, as it unquestionably does save many an alpine

plant.

But the point on which I now venture to say a few words is

of a different character. I write under correction, because I do
not feel at all certain about the matter. I only should like to ask
if it is an ascertained fact that all Lilies with, I believe, one excep-
tion, viz., Lilium philadelphicum, do best in the shade. I have
taken it for granted till lately that such is the case, and I believe that
nine persons out of ten do the same. It is generally supposed that

the full glare of the sun is harmful to them, and that they must be
protected from its rays. But is this an absolute certainty ? The fol-

lowing is ray reason for having some doubts about it :

—

Lily Bed in the Shade.—About three years ago I took it into

my head to prepare a bed exclusively for Lilies. Of course I ima-
gined that it must be in the shade, but as my garden happens to be
one of the very hottest in the kingdom, this was not so easy to

manage. I found, however, one shady spot not far from the house,

and 1 gave up the whole of it to the different sorts of Lilies. The
whole of the original soil was excavated to the depth of 4 ft. and
carried away. Sunken walls were made in it to keep out the roots

of a tree, and it was filled with a compost which' was prepared ac-

cording to the best rules I could find. I neglected nothing which I

thought would make Lily-growing a success. In this bed a great

many of the best Lilies were placed, and of course among the rest

there were several specimens of Lilium auratum.
At the same time and without much of thought about it I dotted

my garden over with a few surplus bulbs, and two or three bulbs of

L. auratum were put in one of the liottest spots you could meet with.

There was no preparation male for them and nothing peculiar about
the bed in which they were placed, excepting that it was fully ex-

posed to the sun. Now, what was the result of all this? I confi-

dently looked for blossom in one part of my garden and I did not

expect to find it with regard to Lilium auratum in any other. The
bed that was prepared in the shade should have been a success, and
everytliing else was forgotten. But the result set all rules at defiance.

Not one bulb of Lilium auratum did anything at all in the bed
which had been so carefully prepared ; whereas one of the bulbs

on which no special attention had been bestowed sent up last July

a magnificent stem, and had between fifty and sixty blossoms on it,

of which forty-six or forty-seven were open at one time. It

was one of the most gorgeous spectacles I have ever beheld in a
garden, and for a few days it was the talk of the neighbourhood. It

would have graced even the garden of Mr. Mcintosh at Weybridge.
Now, what was the reason for .';uch an exceptional and unlooked-for

piece of good luck ? There can be no effect without an adequate

cause, and if I could find out what made this particular Lily do so

well, I have a strong idea that a secret would be revealed to me of

no little value. It will seem the more odd that such a degree of

splendour should have been attained when I state that the prince of

all the Lily growers, Mr. G. F. Wilson, himself threw great doubts

upon the bed where my greatest triumph was won. At any rate I

remember him saying, when he paid me a short visit a few years ago,

that if I wanted to grow Lilies on the south side of my house I should

do well to put large hurdles across the beds similar to those which are

used by my neighbour, Sir William Hutt, for a different purpose.

He seemed to me to be struck with the hot and burnt-up appearance

of my garden, and I have always considered from that time to this

that a very large part of it was condemned by the highest authority

of all for the purpose of Lily growing, for no one can have seen Mr.
Wilson's Lilies as I have seen them without wishing to sit at his feet

and to hear everything he has to say about them, aud then to carry

it out to the letter. But here I am almost tempted to think there is

something which was not dreamt of in his philosophy. At any rate

no hurdles were used by me to procure shade, and the result was of

the best description without them.

Sunny Positions Best.—It may be an altogether erroneous

idea, but I cannot help suspecting that the wholesale failure of

Lilium auratum in the onlj shady spot in my garden, and its excep-
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tional and gi'eat prosperity in a very exposed and burnt-up situation,

go to prove that it not only tolerates, but that it really likes the sun,

and that full sunshine may be accounted as an element of success.

This is by no means the first time that I have had the same idea

about Lilies. I remember a few years ago being in Guernsey in the

summer, and a broiling time we had ot it there ; I saw in the nur-

sery garden of Mrs. Ridout a magnificent specimen of Lilium Browni
in full blossom. It was growing on what looked to be a sort of

mixture of gravel and peat, and there was not a particle of shade

anywhere near. At the time I thought it was strange that any Lily

could do so well in such a place, but it only tallies with my more
recent experience. I have also known Lilium tenuifolium do well on

a very hot rockery. I should be surprised if Lilium gigauteum would
live in a liot place—it seems so to revel in the shade ; but I can take

nothing for granted, and Lilies seem to me to delight in the unex-

pected.

We are having no winter at all in the Isle of Wight, but have
made a leap from autumn leaves to spring flowers without anything
to oome between them at all. Henry Ewbank.

St. John's, Eycle.

PERENNIAL V. ANNUAL LILIES.
" What's in a name ?

"

How certainly the pendulum oscillates between one extreme and
another when let loose, at one rebound reaching at once the

point the farthest removed from that where previously it had
been held ! How curious it sounds to hear that Lily bulbs are

annual when a few years ago they were commonly held as

perennial ! Are we, then, so very much wiser than we were a few
years ago ? Is there not rather a confusion of terms, and a strong-

necessity for some phrase that shall more adequately represent the

true state of things than an " annual bulb " ? In the first place,

what is an annual ? A plant that in the space of one year or

less goes through all the stages of vegetation from the seed to

flowering, and dies after having produced seed that shall reproduce
itself another season. How can the term " annual " by any possi-

bility be legitimately applied to a Lily whose seedling does not
reach the flowering stage for years after it has vegetated, and
whose growth each year, when properly cultivated, is stronger in

proportion to the increase of food stored up in the bulb ? No doubt
there is and has been much carelessness in describing, if not in

observing, the growth of all perennials, i.e., plants that do not
pass each year through all stages from the seed to death—" per-

petuated only bj' seed "; but because some accurate observers have
found what they had not thought of before, namely, that a Lily
bulb is not persistent in the sense that the trunk of a tree, with
its yearly la3'ers of new wood, is, they have hastily, and from want
of a better word, called a Lily bulb " annual," and thereby caused
dissent from many of those who hold more closely to the original

meaning of that word. To give an example, who calls a Primrose
an annual ? and yet its root stock grows at one end and dies at the
other at a faster rate than most Lilies; that plant, neveitheless,

may under some conditions reproduce itself from seed in twelve
months from its being sown.
The fact that Lily bulbs die in part and are renewed in part in

a twelvemonth shows the term "annual" to be misleading. In
those that change their constituent parts most rapidly there are

always at least two stages, namely, the " germ " and the fresh bulb
that is to supply the next year's growth ; and in many, if not most
Lilies there are three stages, namely, the germ, the fresh bulli, and,
thirdly, the scales, that having supported a year's growth, will more
or less quickly decay away, but in some instances, notably in rhizo-

matous Lilies such asWashingtonianum and Pardalinum, persist for

another 3'ear. Such a complex organisation as a bulb, be it Lily
or any other corm, tunicated bulb, or even tuber, comes strictly

under the heading of perennial, so that until a new word be coined
(not that I think it necessary) it is surel}' best and most accurate
to keep to the old term perennial bulb. Mr. Miles will, I hope,
pardon me if I differ from him when he says (p. 29, January 8) :

" When we uncovered the bulb we found it had made no new
growth," &c., and draws a conclusion therefrom. While not wish-
ing to doubt tlie accuracy of his observation, it is such an extra-

ordinary thing for -a Lily bulb to throw up a second flowering
stem without having made previously new scales to support that
growth, that it seems to ma more parallel instances should be found
before any theory be founded on it. I myself have repeatedly
had a fresh and healthy shoot come up the centre of the old fl^owev-

stem, and, more than that, have seen that stem flower healthily.
The Lily that has done so has always been L. testacoum, and on
examination I have found the bulbs healthy in every point, the
fact being that the new growth had so closely occupied the old,
and the axis of growth remained so closel}' the same, that the new
flowering stem entered the old through a split 5 in. above the
bulb, or even closer in one instance, so that here there is nothing
of importance to be deduced from what might seem quite an
important discovery, but was simplj' an accident or freak of

Nature.
It is certainly a thing to be observed that the great importers of

bulbs of all kinds, who have the greatest opportunities of examin-
ing the general growth and habits of Lilies, are among those who
object to the misuse of the word " annual ;" let us all bear this in

mind. E. H. Woodall.

GKASS LAWNS AND MOAVERS.
In reviving the subject of permitting the cut Grass to lie and wither
upon the lawns or otherwise, "J. E. H." (p. 30) recalls to mind
the warm discussion upon this topic which took place a few years

ago when the American mowing machines were introduced. If we
go back to that discussion we shall find, that not only was the
opinion given that lawns would be vastly improved if the short-

mown Grass was allowed to lie on tlie surface, rather than be re-

moved, but the impression was almost conveyed that, until the dis-

covery or introduction of these American machines, we never had,

nor could have liad, a lawn of short Grass worthy of the name. I

think it is a safe assertion to hazard that there are now in this

country thousands of good lawns that have been shorn, lawns that

have had all the Grass removed from 'them for hundreds of

years, and are still as good lawns as ever they were, if not better,

and yet, if we had credited all we have been told, such a thing

would have been impossible. I have a lively recollection of the old

scythe days of mowing ; they were not happy days. Marvellous

was the improvement made in a badly scythe-mown lawn after two
years' use of the Shanks's collecting lawn mower, and where the

mowers have been properly set this experience is universal. The clean

work made by a good collecting machine alwaj'S commends itself to

all who admire neatness, and it is a fact that whereas
there may be differences ot opinion as to the best way to plant or to

keep a flower garden, there are few or none as to the dcsirabiliiy of

having a lawn smooth, clean, and closely shaven. It is as essential

a feature in a good pleasure garden as are tidy, well-kept walks.

The supposed recommendation of the American mowers was that

they left the cut Grass lying as a mulch upon the surface ; but where
Grass grows thickly and freely no mulch is wanted. It is injurious

to the Grass and a nuisance ; even where Grass is on poor, hot, dry

soil, and makes but the smallest growth in summer, the mulch is too

infinitesimal to be of any practical value. What little Grass is

left is dried up and made utterly insignificant as a manure under the

scorching rays of one day's summer sunshine. I have no doubt what-

ever that nine-tenths of our gardeners prefer collecting machines and

use them. The principle of distributing the Grass has been more

favoured in theory than in practice. A dressing of soot or guano is

worth a hundred dressings of mown Grass, and is much sooner dis-

posed of. Beyond mere mowing collecting machines have done much
to save lawns from the irritating action of the broom, except in the

heaviest of the leaf season, and in that respect much good has been

done to the Grass. "J. E. H " will hardly do wrong if he is guided

by the results described in his own extract, as I believe that such

results are very general. A.. D'

CARNATION SEED.

It is said (p. 55) " Get plants of good show kinds and grow your

own seed." If the saving of good seed were a matter of such easy

accomplishment it is somewhat remarkable that seed of good

strains is not abundant, but the very fact that it is so scarce clearly

indicates that good Cai nation seed is difficult to get, and when gob

it is of almost inestimable value, in reality the finer quality the

flowers the less likely are they to produce seed. ^Ve now and

then get a season—probably a hot, dry summer—when Carnations will

yield some seeds, but these seed seasons are very rate, and when found

must be made the most of. In the ca-se of plants in pots in which

artificial crossing and fertilisation is employed, many pods fail, and

those that do produce seed have comparatively few, so that wliat

is saved, having regard to its scarcity and the labour employed to

produce it, is literally worth a Jew's eye. The seed saved on the Con-

tinent is usually fairly cheap because the flowers from which it is

saved are of but a semi-double character, the most double flowtra of "•
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strain seeding least, and those most single seeding freely. The strain

is therefore not worth much, and i£ so, little should be expected from
it. I have, however, raised Carnation seed sold both by Mr. Benary,
of Erfurt, and the Messrs. Vilmorin, of Paris, that was not of the
collection strains, and have found it to germinate freely and to pro-
duce quite one-half of good double flowers, not of exhibition quality,

but really good showy border flowers, and very useful, indeed, for

the making of bouquets. Some of these seedling plants have proved
so exceedingly floriferous that they have made all flower-stallis and
no gras3, and have, therefore, died in the winter. What few seeds
have been saved from these have always been, from the least.double
flowers. Mr. Benary offers seed of a scarlet kind, called Grenadier ;

a paoket'of this gave but one plant of the kind named, but it yielded
several really good showy sorts, flowers large and full of various
hues, but the edges of the petals were uneven and serrated. Few
would, however, despise them as border flowers, but for exhibition
purposes they would be useless.

Layering.—It is, however, a fortunate circumstance that the
Carnation though chary as regards producing seed, is not diffloult to

increase by means of layers. There is, perhaps, next to seed sowing
no easier method of increasing stock than by layers. It is work
whi ;h can be done at any time after the bloom is over; it may be per-
formed in the ordinary garden soil, occupies but a short time, and is

just such work as any amateur grower would take pleasure in per-
forming. I did this in the case of my best seedlings, and made from
six to nine plants of each, thus getting a stock that may next year
be trebled. Too many of our fine old border Cloves and Carnations
are lost simply because the annual operation of layering is omitted.
Our trade growers of these things, such as Mr. Turner, of Slough,
grow all their plants in large pots, and layer them in the soil in the
pots. As soon as rooted these layers are taken off, and, as a rule,

potted in pairs, as it is one of the traditions of the trade that Car-
nations, Picotees, and Pinks be sold in couples.

Seed Sowing.—When seed is obtained it should be sown in a
pan under glass in the month of April, and it will germinate freely
without artificial heat. The seedlings when large enough may be
pricked out into a bed in the open, and the plants removed to the
border in the winter. A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GARDEN.

Bulbous Iris.—In The GARDE^J (p. 59) mention is made
of an Iris in flower at Hale Farm Nurseries, said to be sold by
Mr. Ware under the name of Iris scorpioides. In Mr. Ware's last bulb
catalogue, Iris scorpioides is said to bloom in autumn. Perhaps
Mr. Ware will give the right name in another number of your paper.
—H. [This Iris (I. scorpioides—syn., Xiphium planifolium) has
two distinct terms of flowering—first in autumn ; then again, if the
weather is not severe, in December, January, and February.

—

W. G.]

Carnations from Seeds.— Permit me to write a few lines in
favour of these. No florist in his sober senses would expect show
flowers from them as a rule, but they are simply invaluable as garden
plants and for cutting. Strong in frame, as a rule, infinitely varied
in colour, size, shape, fragrance, and most profuse bloomers, they are
among the most showy, as well as the most useful, flowers in all the
garden for many purposes ; it matters little even whether they are
double or single. Vases of single Carnations may often be more
elegant than those filled with double ones, and it is but seldom
that the most common-place lot of seedlings does not produce a fair
percentage of double flowers ; and as for ragged edges, the more
ragged the more picturesque. By all means let our florists keep up
their smooth, circular, properly-formed, coloured, and displayed
strains of Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations, but let the mere deco-
rator and the flower gardener have his patches, beds, and borders of
seedlings distinguished by more of the freedom of Nature than the
prim stiffness of art. We want far more seedling Carnations in our
gardens, and I hardly know whether the pedantry of our florists or
the pilfering propensities of our rabbits are most to blame for their
absence.—D. T. Fish.

Mimulus glutinosus is a most useful perennial, succeeding
with very little care and barely protected from frost. It strikes from
cuttings as easily as a Fuchsia, grows very rapidly, sending up a
profusion of shoots from the root, and its graceful branches are
covered with delicate Apricot-coloured flowers from May till Octo-
ber, and during the winter the thick, bright foliage is very pleasinf.
I have rarely seen it in greenhouses, and was told by a gardener who
had it that it was an oid-fashioned plant for %vhich there was no
demand. It may therefore be worth while to mention it.—G. G.
Exhibition Pansies.—As the time is very near when pur-

chasers will be making their selections of Pansies, aIlo\y ine to fur-

nish a list of what I consider to be the best varieties for exhibition
purposes, and with which I have taken more than 100 prizes : Show
varieties—Alpha, very constant ; Alexander Adam ; Mauve Queen ;

Mrs. Horsburgh, yellow ; Rev. D. Taylor, maroon ; Bobert Black,
dense black ; Sir Peter Coats, purple ; Wm. Stewart, plum, a grand
variety ; Defoe, yellow ground, of large size ; Dr. Livingstone, yel-
low ground ; J. B. Downie ; Robert Burns ; Perfection ; Jane Grieve,
white ground ; Janet Lees ; Lavinia ; Mrs. Fraser ; Mrs. Bunyard and
Miss E. Cochrane. Fancy varieties—Buttercup, F. W. Lelland, J. B.
Downie, Kirkby, Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Birkmyre, Miss M'Murtrie,
Thalia, Robert Cowan, James Taylor, John Currie, Mrs. Crawley,
Mrs. James Watt, Lady of the Lake, Mrs. E. H. Wood, Mrs.
Grainger, Charmer, and Mrs. M'Taggart.

—

R. M.\xrf, Hlfid'oeV-,

Leeds.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXVIIL—MILLA (TEITELEIA) LAXA.
F£^v among the bulbous plants of our Lardy flower borders
are prettier than this the subject of our plate, and though it

is not generally known to hardy flower lover^-, we hope that
our illustration will tend to make it more popular. It may
be seen at a glance what a beautiful plant it is either in the
border or in a cut state. A.s is the case with several other
plants that come to us from North America, it is known
under various names. In this country it is best known as

Triteleia, others kno\v it as Seubertia ; but, according to the
most recent revision of the family, it is classed with the

Jlillas, with which we consider it ought to be. The
American botanists, however, rank it with the Brodiajas,

as, indeed, they do all the Triteleias or Millas of that country,
with the exception of the beautiful M. biflora, the only one
they consider a true MilL. About half-a-dozen Millas are

natives of North America, and are chiefly confined to the

western regions, more particularly to California. M. laxa is a

native of the coast ranges from San Francisco to Humboldt
County. The other species from this region are M. capitata,

M. grandiflora, M. pedunoularis, M. i.xioides, M. hyacinthina,

and M. biflora. Of M. laxa there arc two varieties, one of

which is represented on the plate, besides the typical form.

The name of this variety is jNIurrayana ; it is much the finest

form, the flowers being larger and of brighter colour, and the

plant generally more floriferous. The other variety is alba, a

white-flowered kind, recently introduced to cultivation, but
which we have seen in flower.

Culture and Position—There is little to say with regard

to culture. The place to grow the plants in should be a sunnj-,

open spot, never shaded. The border should be thoroughly
well drained, and if raised above the surface so much the

better. The soil should consist of a rich garden mould, light

and friable, and the bulbs planted at a good depth, so that

they would be out of harm's way in the winter, for, though
the plant is perfectly hardy, our recent severe winters have
injured it in many places. Sunny borders or beds of choice

shrubs oft'er a suitable position for this plant, apart from any
beds or borders devoted to the newer and choicer hardy bulbs.

W. G.

[After our plate was commenced Mr. W. E. Gumbleton
sent us a drawing by Miss Travers, showing a pretty white
and a delicate pink form of this plant

.J

A FEW NEW OR EAEE PLANTS.
Wilbrandia drastica.—This was first named by Messrs.

Haage and Schmidt, of Erfurt (by whom this and the three following
novelties are now being distributed), Rhynchocarpa glomerata, but
M. Naudin has since pointed out that its correct name is Wil-
brandia drastica. It is an interesting climbing Cucurbitaceous
plant from Brazil, growing from 12 ft. to lo ft. in height. Its branch-
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ing habit and thickly-set, abundant foliage make it specially -well

adapted for covering arbours and fences, or for garnisliing festoons.

The whitish flowers, as is mostly the case in tliis tribe of plants,

are not very conspicuous, but the deeply-cut, Kve-lobed leaves, to-

Wilbrandia drastica.

gether with the numerous Hazel-nut-like fruits, which appear in

dense clusters, render this plant one of the most attractive clim-

bers for outdoor culture. To judge by the tuberous-like root, it

may be treated as a perennial, but it succeeds well in any warm
birder as an annual.

A New Everlasting(Gnaphaliumdecurrens).—Thisnewh--
introduced species forms a dense, compact, branching bush from
10 in. to 12 in. high, out of which rise numerous heads of white

Gnaphalium decurrene.

flowers in dense, corymbose clusters that appear in profusion on
the ends of the flower-stems, and on the many smaller side branches.

The plant is a perennial, and probablj' just as hardy as the nearly-

allied Antennaria margaritacea, but, coming to perfection the first

season when sown early, it can with success fje treated as an annual.

The neat globular flowers are sure to become favourites amongst
Evei'lastings, being more elegant than those of Antennaria used

so extensively at present, and the plant is of much easier gTowth
than the Australian Everlastings, such as Helipterum, Waitzia,

&c. It thrives luxuriantly in any soil, and needs no more care

than Helichrysum or Ammobium. "Where Everlasting flowers

are employed this plant is certain to be considered a desirable ac-

quisition.

The Californian Big-root (Megarrhiza californica).—This
is a new and very rapid growing Cucurbit from California, of the

same elegant habit and handsome appearance as Pilogyne suavis,

but of much larger dimensions, the stems attaining a length of from

20 ft. to .30 ft. in one season. The beautiful, glossy, silvery leave.*-',

from 3 in. to 6 iu. in diameter, bear short, scattered hairs. The
small white sterile flowers appear in slender racemes, while the
fertile ones grow singly and are somewhat bigger. The oblong-
shaped fruits, about '2 in. long, are densely covered with stout pun-
gent spines similar to those of Echinocystis lobata. The seeds
are totally different from all other Cucurbitaceous plants intro-
duced up to the present time, being of about the same size and
form as a Broad Bean, and germinate as easy and sure as I'ump-
kin seeds. The plant develops itself fully when grown as an annual,

Megarrhiza californica,

but it can also be cultivated as a perennial, as it produces long and
large tuberous roots.

Lietzia brasiliensis.—A new tuberous-rooted Gesneraoeous
plant, iu habit and foliage similar to the well-known sorts of Ges-
nera, as, for instance, G. caracasana, but the form of the flowers

is so strHdngly different from all other species known that it could
not be classed amongst the members of the existing genus, and a
new one had to be created. The flowers are finely dotted with
purplish-brown spots on a light green ground, varying in several

shades, sometimes almost blackish-brown, with only a narrow, light

green margin ; the shape of the flowers is well represented in the

annexed figure. If sown in January or February like other Ges-

neras, the plants will be in full bloom during the summer. It is

Lietzia brasilieusis.

a native of Brazil, where it was found on the banks of the river

Doce by Herr Lietze, after whom the genus is named. It was
figured soine time ago in Kegel's " Gartenflora."
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Vines.—Proceed with disbudding and tying in the early house.

Stop the most forward shoots two or three joints bbyond the fruit

and remove all surplus shows from free-setting kinds as soon as

the most promising bunches can be decided upon. If internal

borders have not Ijeen watered since the house was closed they
should have a good supply at 80'^ to 85" before the Grapes come
into flower. The external covering will also recjuire attention, and
if fermenting leaves are used, a mean of 70^" should be secured by
making additions and keeping all compact and dry by means of

shutters placed above, but not touching the leaves. Aim at a

night temperature of UO'^, and keep the lirej going every morning
until air can be given at 70*^. Syringe all bare stems and sur-

faces twice a day, and close in time for sun-heat to run up to S0'-\

Syringe succession houses two or three times a day and turn the

fermenting material occasionally. Tie down the points of strong

rods that do not incline to break evenly, and reduce direct syring-

ing when the bunches become prominent.

Pot Vines.—Look well to these. Crop lightly and thin out

the bunches and berries as soon as they are out of flower. The
first stopping should not exceed the second joint beyond the

bunch, but laterals may Ije laid in to cover every part of the

trellis with foliage. Feel the roots with clear diluted liquid, and
add fresh top-dressing as feeders appear on the surface. Out-back
Vines may be taken into heat : water sparingly at first, but
syringe regularly, and apply styptic if they show signs of bleeding.

Stra'Wberries.—When the early-started plants begin to throw
up their flower-stems the latter m ly be encouraged to rise well above
the foliage by being shut up for two or three hours on fine afternojus,

and when they come into flower they may be removed to the most
airy part of the pit, where tliey can enjoy the full benefit of light

and sun. with the temperature ranging from 50'' at night to 65'"^ by
day. After the fruit is set, byartidcial means at this early season,

thin off late flowers that are forming ; water with tepid liijuid, and
remove to a warm house wliere the fruit will sivell rapidly in a stove
temperature. This move forward will admit of a general advance,
and leave room for the introduction of another batch of plants from
the pits. Where Vineries and Peach houses are shut up for forcing,

a few plants of President, Xapier, and Paxton may be placed ou
shelves near the glass, but not within reach of the parcliing influence

of the pipes. Let all the pots be well washed. Examine the apertures
to see that the drainage is satisfactory, and top-dress witli strong
loam and rotten manure.

Plums.—Although Plums are very often grown in the mixed
orchard house and with Cherries, the most satisfactory mode of

culture is that of giving them a structure or a section to themselves.
To make the most of a given space sterling kinds like Jefferson,

Transp.arent Gage, Kirke's, and Golden Drop should be grown on a

fixed trellis, 12 in. from the glass, exactly the same as Peaches ; but
the amateur who wishes to grow a number of kinds will have
to continue the more expensive and less certain system of growiug
his trees in pots. Treatment recommended for Cherries, with this

difference tliat they may have a shade more heat through all the

stages of their growth, will suit them very well. Plums suffer

quickly and often past recovery from the ravages of green and brown
aphis and the larv;o of the Plum sawfly, which, bred in the calyx of

the flower, destroys the young fruit before its presence is observed.

To guard against these pests .all loose surfacing should be removed
from tlie borders every winter, the trees should be well washed with
insecticide when dormant, and the destruction of fly should be se-

cured by smoking two or three times before the blossoms open.

Melons.—When the first seedlings have made a rough leaf, shift

into larger pots or plant out in their fruiting quarters. In hot- water
pits with bottom-heat from pipes aud fermenting material, large pots

offer advantages where earliness is a consideration, but conical hills

or ridges running the length of the pit answer equally well. For
housework the young plants should be trained to sticks until they
reach the treUis, two-thirds of which they may cover before the
points are pinched out to induce side shoots. Use rich, strong,

loam in a rough state for the pots or hills ; see that it is thoroughly
warmed through before the plants are placed in it, and keep shifting

on or fall back upon a later sowing where these conditions have not
been secured, as pot-bound plants are worse than useless. Where
pits or frames are used for the early crop it is usual to stop the plants

when they have made two or three leaves, but this system sf culture
at this early season entails great labour in the preparation of the
fermenting material aud the management of the beds and linings ;

moreover, where labour is scarce or expensive top-heat should be ob-

tained from hot-water pipes running along the front. A very im-
portant item in successful culture at all times is a good stock of sea-

soned loam in a dry airy shed.

Orchard House.—See that early-started trees now approach-
ing the flowering period are regularly syringed and watered with
water a few degrees warmer than the house, and carefully guard
against dady driblets which give the top-dressinga satisfactory anpear-
ance while the roots below may be starving. When the first' blos-
soms show signs of opening, fumigate once or twice with Tobaeco
paper to insure freedom from aphis during the setting period, raise
the night temperature to 50" or So? when mild, and 10' higher on
fine days, and impregnate the flowers, when, but not before, the
pollen becomes plentiful and flies freely. When this stage has been
reached discontinue direct syringing, but keep up the proper degree
of moisture by damping bare stems and other available surfaces when
external conditions favour a free circulation of air. Get the usual
occupants of the late house into posit'on, giving Figs and Peaches
the warmest, and i'ears, Plums, and Cherries the most airy part of
the structure. Where pruning has been deferred the final thinning
of the shoots mast now receive attention. Maintain the symmetry
of the trees by shortening strong shoots to triple buds, and leave
weak ones the full length.

Stove.—Where the stock of Clerodendron Balfourianum, Bou-
gainvillea glabra, aud AUamandas of sorts is strong, a plant or two
of each way be pruned, tied, and encour.aged to start into growth.
Syringe occasionally to keep the stems moist, water sparingly with
tepid soft water, and defer potting until they are fairly on the move.
Proceed with the pruning and training of the remainder of the plants.

Keep them in the coolest part of the house, and give very little or no
water during the time they are at rest. Shake out and pot a few
of the (Jloxinias and Caladiums that had started into growth at the
time they were removed from their winter quartors. Give more
heat, gradually inure to light, and water sparingly. Place a few
more roots on the tan bed for succession. Examine Achimenes, and
pick out a few for early flowering ; place the roots in pans of fine

leaf-mould, and transfer to the flowering pots or pans when 2 in.

high. Give Eucharis that have done flowering a short rest by reduc-
ing the supply of bjttom-heat aud water. Sponge the leaves to

keep them free from spider, and introduce fresh plants for giving a
succession of bloom. Push forward the cleaning of Crardenias, Stepha-
notis, and other plants subject to mealy bug, and get the latter tied

before other work becomes pressing.

Pleasure Q-round.—In mild weather prune deciduous trees

and climbers, and complete the planting, mulching, and staking of

others that were not pkaced in position in the autumn- On cold heavy
soils good drainage i3 imperative, and sound compost capable of

producing moderately strong and thoroughly ripened wood will be
found the most suitable for trees liable to be injured by severe

frosts- Difer the planting of evergreens until April, as a period of

severity close upon the check might prove fatal. Top-dress lawns
where poor with rich compost free from the seeds of weeds. Soot,

burnt earth, and good loam cannot be surpassed for the roots of

Grass, shrubs, and Conifers. Turn old walks, and roll down firmly

;

but defer facing with new gravel where this is needed until the

approach of spring.

Hardy Flo'wer G-arden.—Take advantage of dry weather for

deeply digging and manuring with good rotten cow manure or leaf-

mould beds intended for Anemones and P^anunoulus, and lose no
time in getting them planted. Place a little sand about the roots,

and protect from frost. Look over spring-flowering plants, make up
gaps, stir the surface soil, and secure any that have been loosened by
frost. If autumn-planted Violas have become "drawn," peg them
do.vn, and top-dress with rich compost. Calceolarias and Violas in

cutting frames may now be pinched to make them throw oat side

shoots before theyare lifted aud transplanted in February. Old plants

of Cineraria miritimapuU to pieces, and plant in sandy soil in asheltered

place out of doors, where they will become well rooted by the time
they are wanted for the beds in JIay. Another valuable old plant,

Verbena venosa, may be rapidly increased by cutting the roots into

short lengths aud placing them thickly in shallow pans of sandy
sod. To secure strong plants a little warmth from a gentle liotbod

will be an advantage.

Kitchen Garden.—With a light oovei-ing of snow on the ground
and the thermometer each night registering 25" to 32" of frost,

operations in this department will be limited to the wheeling of

manure and the application of additional protection to existing crops

of vegetables which usually suffer from the effects of severe frost.

Where Spinach is in daily request a few of the best rows should be

covered up and late beds of Parsley hitherto left open will require

old lights or shutters placed over them to prevent breaking down by
a heavy fall of snow. Keep frames in which Endive is stored as dry

dry as possible. Tie up or otherwise blanch for succession, and place

burnt earth or refuse Charcoal amongst the plants to prevent them
from damping. Stir the soil amongst young Cauliflower plants, and
keep them hardy by means of ventilation. Prepare stations for cap-
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glasses on south borders ready for the reception of the moat forward
plants of Veitch's forcing, Frogtnore and early Erfurt, when the

weather breaks. Malie a good sowing of Advancer and other early

Marrow Peas in pots, or on turf to succeed the early round kinds.

The quality of these being so much superior to that of the first earlies,

a larger breadth of the best borders should be given to them. Look
well to late Celery, and protect from frost and wet. Broad boards

nailed on the tops of flat-headed stakes driven through the centre of

the row, and 9 in. above it, make the best protectors. Prepare ground
for the main crop of Carrots by deep trenching. Do not apply
manure, but have in readiness a good stock of wood ashes and soot

for forking in on a dry day in Jlarch.—W. Coleman.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

ASPARAGUS GROWING IN SMALL GARDENS.
I WAS glad to see in a late number of The Garden an allusion to

Asparagus culture in which the writer urged the necessity of giving

the plant sufficient room for its roots. I would add to this, that,

when allowed that room, it does not require an annual top-dressing

of stable or farmyard manure, thought by some to be indispensable.

This statement and the remarks whicli follow are offered in the
interest of those who would like to grow Asparagus, but are deterred

by what they read in books and in certain periodicals of the day.

There is nothing to discourage any one from planting Asparagus in

his garden, except the unpleasant conviction that he will not be able

to enjoy the-produce till the plant shall have acquired such an amount
of strength and proportions as will allow it to be cut in the usual way

;

and that will not be till the second or third year after planting,

according to the age of the plants when they are set. But all they
really want is ample space to grow in, and a light or lightened soil

well broken up and double trenched ; and where there is no great

depth of good mould, the space intended for the plants should be
made as deep as is practicable. Those who are acquainted with the

red land of the midlands know very well that it is impossible in

such soil as ours to carry out in every instance all the instructions

that some tell us are essential to success. Nevertheless we contrive

to reap our produce, and plenty of it, in all seasons but those ttisA

are exceptionally dry.

Asparagus in Single Plants or Ro'ws.—To any one
who is debarred from making an Asparagus plantation after the
approved model, or, if he could do that, has not an inexhaustible
pile of stable refuse to draw upon, my advice would be to get some
two or three dozen (more if there is room for them) of one-year-old
plants, and put each in singly anywhere in his garden, but if in one
place they should be set in a single row, and not less than 20 in.

apart. Take care not to plant too deep ; keep the crowns near the
surface of the border, and if, as is very desirable, soil can be added
afterwards, it will be sufficient just to cover them at the time of

planting. As Asparagus likes a light sandy soil, whatever tends
to improve the soil in that direction should be sought after

—

the finest portion of the ashes from the grates, wood ashes, common
sand, and road drift, and soot used as an occasional top-dressing, not
omitting salt, which should be scattered over the border at least

twice during the year. But a little artificial manure might be
added in early spring with advantage, and would be worth the cost.

When Asparagus is grown in this way the roots extend to a con-
siderable distance on either side of the rov.', and care should be taken
not to injure them by digging. If the border is not over-salted it

will be found a convenient place in which to prick out young vege-

tables, such as Broccoli and Lettuce ; but it is better not to mature
any in immediate contact with the roots of the Asparagus, unless

the border has been heavily manured during the winter. Better
heads can be produced in this way than by the ancient method of

growing the plants in beds, where the seeds are allowed to drop and
BOW themselves, with a view to the young plants taking the place

. of those that are superannuated and worn out, a plan that I was
surprised to hear advocated so lately as last summer. It reminded
me of certain Strawberry beds, common enough thirty years ago,

which were cultivated on the same principle. Every encouragement
should be given to the plants from the very first, and as they are
not permitted to supply your table with any of their produce till

their roots have filled the spaces between the crowns, which will

probably be by the end of the second year, nothing would be gained
by putting in double the number of plants with a view to taking out
every other one, when the yield will be a full crop.

A Plantation such as I have described would pi'obably outlast

any bed constructed after the old fashion ; but on the very first

signs of declension after it had run on for a dozen or fifteen years, it

might be well to look out another place, and lay the foundation of a
new plantation. I write this advisedly ; for last year, which was so

unfavourable to the Asparagus crops generally, and which caused
my row to yield scarcely half its usual produce, proved fatal to the
plant upon which my experiments have been made, and whose pro-
duce had been gradually diminishing after a quarter of a century's
existence in the same spot. This plant v.'as left entirely to Nature,
and never knew even so much as the smell of the farmyard. The
writer before alluded to recommends that the berries be not allowed
to fall on the ground benfeath. This also is good advise, and the
easiest way to follow it is to remove all the berry-bearing branches
as soon as the berries have acquired their full red colour. If at any
time any seedlings should appear they should at once be either pulled
out or broken off. This system I do not pretend to set up in oppo-
sition to others that have been advocated in The CIakden ; nor
would I affirm that the largest heads can be produced from plants
grown in the manner described. I only desire to show that good
heads of Asparagus and plenty of them can be obtained in a much
easier way than many believe, who, as I liave already observed, are
deterred from growing it owing to the elaborate appliances that are
generally supposed to be essential to the growing of this desirable

plant. B. S.

NEW PLAN OF STORING POTATOES.
Mr. Henry Ives, an extensive Potato grower, of Genesee County .>

N.Y., where from twenty to forty, and sometimes eighty, acres

de?oted to this crop are common on individual holdings, describes, as

follows, in the American C'dtiraior, his plan of keeping the crop

through tlie winter, which he has found by experience insures all the

advantages of the pitting system without any of its drawbacks :

—

" The Potatoes are put in middling tight bins, of a capacity of from
50 to 500 bushels each, and, if need be, .3 ft. or 4 ft. deep in the

heap. As soon as thus stored they are covered with a course of

straw, which prevents the top specimens from turning green, and,

besides, absorbs or aids in removing the moisture generated by the

Potatoes. A few weeks later, or before winter sets in, draw a good

load of earth—a light, sandy loam is best—and cover the straw 3 in.

or i in. deep, which places the tubers in nearly tlie same con-

dition as buried or pitted Potatoes. This operation is much more
easily performed than pitting in the field, for a single load of earth

is sufficient to pit over a bin of from 200 to .300 bushels.

"There are several advantages in this system of management.

First the Potatoes are well housed, and in such a location that they

can be easily looked after .at any time. .Security againtt

frost is maintained even if tlie cellar is cold. If wanted at

any time for market or other purposes they are accessible on short

notice. The fresh and crisp quality so much desired in Potatoes is

retained in as high a degree as those specimens stored in pits. By
this method of storage the percentage of shrinkage is far less than

by the open bin method. In fact, I find in my experience tliat i

save enough in weight alone, on the lots I sell, to pay me well for

the extra expense of earthing them over. I recommend keeping

the storage cellar quite cool. Potatoes stored by this plan do not

sprout so early in the spring as those kept open in the cellar, but

they should be uncovered early, since the sprouts will grow very

rapidly on them after commencing. Potatoes thus stored retain

their good quality as well as those in pits, while the grower secures

the use of his cellar as a storage place.

"I follow the same practice in keeping all other vegetables, except

Onions, in the cellar. In storing Cabbage, I first litter the cellar

bottom with straw, putting on row after row of Cabbages, one courpe

deep, with heads inverted, finally throwing the loam over them
until nothing can be seen of them except the roots sticking up. The
Cabbages can be taken out one at a time as wanted, without disturb-

ing the balance.and will be found as crisp and well bleached as those

which have been buried in pits. For the few Beets, Turnips and

Carrots stored for family use through the winter, I iise for con-

venience sake a few old barrels as places of storage, placing the roots

carefully in the barrels and covering with half a bushel of earlh to

each barrel. In this way the quality of the roots will be much
better preserved than in any other method.'

This method of storing Potatoes and other vegetables is, doubt-

less, an excellent one, but Mr. Ives omits to say what material his

bins are composed of, and how thick the walls are, and leaves the

reader to assume that they are under cover. That is. of course, the

great feature in the method, because it admits of free access to the

tubers at all times and in all weathers, except when very severe

frost prevails. The English plan of storing large quantities of Pota-

toes in exposed earth pits is very bad, but it is inevitable in the

case of large growers, unless they or their landlords build special

Potato stores. These might be erected cheaply, and should be on

a deeply-drained situation. They should also have concrete floors,

smooth and damp proof, and the walls should also be of concrete 10

inches thick, whilst the roots should be thatched so thick as to
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exclude frost. At the door ends, trap ventilators should be placed to
admit of a free circulation for air in all low temperatures. In fierce

frost the external soil might be heaped against the walls ; with this
protection almost any amount of frost would be excluded. In a
dark store, such as this would be, Potatoes would not green. It

is light rather than air which produces that result, whilst the
Potato in quality loses nothing. A. D.

PROPOSED VEGETABLE SHOW.
I HEAETILY agree with the suggestion respecting this matter offered
to your readers by Mr. Gilbert, of Burghley (p. 82). Every gardener
in the country who has a constant supply of vegetables to produce
must see the utility of such an exhibition, and it is to be hoped one
and all will give it their hearty support pecuniarily and otherwise.
I will gladly give 5s. or more towards the funds, and I think some of
the young men here would also subscribe, as this is a class which
should bear in mind that matters of this kind are closely connected
with them too. True it is that no one can boast of what the Royal
Horticultural Society has done lately to encourage vegetable culture,
but I presume they would not be averse to affording all other facilities

so long as theywere not called upon to layout or stand any chance of los-

ing money in connection with the affair. Inmyopinion, August or Sep-
tember would be the most suitable month for a show of the kind, as I

know that at many very early shows the majority of growers have
not the appliances to force their crops in early or retard them very
late. But at the time just named outdoor crops would be at their
best, and all would have an equal chance to compete. The Man-
chester show must not be allowed to clash with it, nor the Potato show.
Good prizes should be offered for various sized collections, as well
as for single dishes of all the leading kinds of vegetables, salads,
&c. Potatoes would, of course, not be lelt out, but should r:ot be
encouraged in undue proportion. If only a few cups or medals are
offered they might be given to the exhibitors who secure tlie greatest
number of prizes. This, I think, would be most satisfactory, and
would be likely to lead to greater competition than if one indi-

vidual could carry oil' such awards with only one exhibit. I feel

sure that a national vegetable show only wants to be established
and properly conducted to ensure its immediate and permanent
success. J. Mdir.

Early Nantes Carrot.—This is an excellent sort for early
sowing under glass, or on warm borders to succeed those raised in-

doors ; the latter sliould be got in without delay, and those on
liorders next month. Tliey may be sown moderately thick, as they
are only meant for drawing in a half-grown state. They should have
a slight hotbed consisting of leaves and stable litter, and about 9 in.

of fine light soil. Sow in shallow drills I ft. apart, and water, weed,
and ventilate.—J. (iRooji.

Suttons' Magnum Bonum Potato.—We have recently
heard that a trial made with this variety in this country the past
summer has, contrary to expectation and the usual way with English
sorts, given most satisfactory results, in both quality and quantity.
^Amti-icaii AijrieuUurist.

MARKET GAEDEN NOTES.
Hardy Plants.—There is a wonderful trade done in and around

the metropolis in hardy plants. I'crhaps of all market-garden pro-
ducts these are not only the cheapest, but to the growers the most
jirofitable. At the same time they come to the purchaser with the
origmal price in most cases less added to than is the case with
fruits or vegetables, and, beyond the peripatetic hawker, they have
fortunately to pass through but few hands. In all directions around
Loudon are growers of these simple hardy plants. Some grow
specially for the markets, and send their plants, with other products.
Others grow solely for the hawkers, and in not a few localities cot-
tagers having a strip of ground to be put to the most profitable use
fill it alternately with Daisies, Polyanthuses, Pansies, single Carna-
tions, or similar things, and as they do not sell to the hawker directly,
they send them to the nearest large grower, who will often purchase
their entire stock at a price paid down, and thus relieve them of fur-
ther trouble as regards their disposal. How many hundreds of
thousands of these simple hardy plants are annually sold it would be
hard to say, but the number must be enormous. That they are
largely sold in and about the metropolis there can be no doubt, and
that in the little plots and pent-np gardens of our crowded suburbs
they soon die there also can be little doubt, hence the continual de-
mand for them, especially during the spring months. The hawkers
cover a wide area, and dispose of their plant-wares in more rural
districts

; but how or where seems of little moment ; the demand
seldom varies, and is ever a large one. One good result is that much
^mploymejit is found for very many needy persons.

''Jacks."—The horticultural philologist might find an interest-

ing subject for enquiry in endeavouring to ascertain why and where-
fore single Carnations in the hawking trade are called "Jacks."
I place these plants at the head of this list because they are unques-
tiouably the most aristocratic of a very low-bred section of the

floral kingdom. The grower values his "Jacks" because they are,

perhaps, in wider request than most other hardy flowers ; the hawker
values them because they represent something more costly than
they were to him. The grower raises all his stock of these from
seed, which is sown broadcast on a piece of good light soil early in

April. There is some judgment required in saving a good strain.

Amongst a large piece of plants at this time of the year, the expe-

rienced eye will select some having a compact, dwarf habit and
broad, stout leaves. These are the plants from which to select seed.

In time, by careful selection, a strain can be got that will only pro-

duce plants of this broad-leaved character, and then the saving of

seed becomes easy. When the raiser of thousands of these single

Carnations has his seedling plants strong, they are dibbled out
into a well-prepared piece of good ground, where they remain and
grow into good robust plants until the time of sale comes in the
winter. For the sale of all cl.asses of hardy plants a hard winter is

inimical, but during a mild winter, such as the present one, sales of

"Jacks " go on more or less largely without interruption. The hawker
pays about Ss. per gross, or Sd. per dozen, for the plants, which are

lifted generally without soil, placed thickly in shallow boxes with-
out lids, and in these sent allover the country. I recently saw a consign-

ment of 100 going to Wales, where, perhaps, the enterprising hawker
finds a prosperous dealing ground. Arrived at their destination,

tlie new owner of these plants carefully Mosses them up, ties the

roots in the most approved trade fashion, and to each one attaches

neat labels, upon which ate wiitten names culled from some good
trade list. Por these unsuspecting purchasers will be found at perhaps
Gs. per dozen, a profitable price to the hawker, but still so low that

the clever bargain maker, who knows that he would have to pay
treble that price for good kinds at a florist's, is easily caught, and
prides himself on his purchase until the flowers expand, when the

deception becomes apparent.

Rockets.—Besides Carnations, there is one other plant that

admits of some deception, and that is the single Rocket. There are

more than one of these single kinds in which the foliage varies mate-
rially. The desired kind, however, has leaves so much resembling
those of the double, that it becomes to the speculative hawker a

source of wealth when found in quantity. The true double Rocket
does not propagate freely, and it is never too abundant. Plants of

it may be divided into three or so in the autumn, but that is slow
work, and does not enable the massing of 1000 or so easily. The
true double is also not so hardy as the single kinds ; the crowns often

suffer either from excess of cold or moisture, oftener, perhaps, from
the latter, and ere the winter is over many of the plants are over
too. This evil does not often occur in the case of strong stools in

borders, but it is common where the plants are oft lifted and divided
to make stock. The single kinds being more hardy and of freer habit

may be faster propagated tlian the double sorts, and thus they
deceive the purchaser. The double Rocket is a grand and sweet
hardy border plant, and is cheap to any one who has it not at 4s.

per dozen, but the market grower gets from the hawker about Is. or

Is. Cd., as the case may be, whilst tlie single flowered plants go for

6d. per dozen. The double purple has very distinctive foliage, and
cannot well be mistaken. It is, however, far too scarce to be found as

a market plant.

S^veet Williams.—A love for laconic phrases and names is, I

suppose, the reason why in the trade we hear only of "Williams "

without the pleasant prefix which has been so long associated with
this plant. Niw, it is not the choice flowering strains that find

favour with the market growers, and the hawker is as oblivious of

the existence of Hunt's, Dean's, Barlows', or any other large-

flowered strains as he is too often of fair dealing. The favoured
strain is that having large, dark-coloured leaves, which have a con-

spicuous appearance in beds and borders in winter. This deep hue
is in this strain probably the product of cold and want of light, for

as autumn comes on it deepens, but in spring it vanishes. Sweet
Williams cannot well be sold in flower, as June is not a hardy plant
season, and therefore attractive leafage goes farther with the pur-
chaser than prospective blossoms. Some of the good-flowered
strains, however, are grown because almost anything in a good sea-

son will sell, but the dark kinds, some of which once received a firat-

class certificate at South Kensington under the designation of Dian-
thus barbatus atro-purpureus, are the favourites ; of these all the
flowers are dark red and of poor quality. The seed is sown in May,
and the plants grown in open quarters as strongly as possible. This
year a troublesome fungus has largely spotted the leaves, owing, no
doubt, to the large amount of wet that has fallen. The usual selling

pripe of " Williams " is about 6s. per gross. A. D.
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BLACK PEPPER VINE.
(piper nigrum.)

Amongst the cultivated species of Piper, that which furnishes

common pepper is one of the most ornamental wlien in full fruit

bearing, inasmuch as the fruits or berries are borne in dense

spikes and are of a bright red colour when ripe. The plant is a

perennial climber, hence the general term of Vine wliich is

applied to it. It has jointed, branching stems, and broadl}',

ovate-stalked leaves, with from five to seven parallel veins or

nerves running longitudinall}'. The flower-spikes are from o in.

to in. long, and the fruits, which succeed the flowers are ses-

sile along tlie spike and bright red, as before stated, when ripe,

which, however, changes to a dark brown or black on drying,

and they form the well-known whole pepper of commerce. In

its wild state the Pepper runs to a height of 20 ft. or more, but

Black Pepper (Piper nigrum).

under cultivation it is usually kept down to 10 ft. or 12 ft., and
is trained on poles. It is a native of the forests of Travancore
and Malabar, from whence it has been introduced into Sumatra,
Java, Borneo, the Malay Peninsula, the Philippine Islands, Siam,
and the West Indies. It prefers a rich soil, loves the shade of

trees, and is often planted near their bases, so that it may climb
up the trunks. It produces its flowers and fruits at irregular in-

tervals, the berries taking a period of Ave or six months to ma-
ture. This plant was introduced to our stoves in 1790, but it

has never flowered in this country. Though generality referred

to as the Black Pepper plant, it is the source of both the black and
white peppers of commerce, the only difference being that for the
production of black pepper the fruits are simply dried and
ground. White pepper is prepared by macerating the fruits, re-

moving the outer coat and then bleaching the berry either by ex-

posure to light or to the action of chlorine. It is apparent, there-

fore, that while white pepper has a better appearance for table use,

black pepper has by far a larger share of the natural pungenc}-,

and is consequently more powerfid. John" E. Jackson,
Keiv.

Other and newer seedlings from Mr. Carmichael and others promise to
be yet earlier, several of them being in flower as early as November.
These crosses are decided acquisitioDS. They promise new colours
as well as greater earliness. The enlargement of the amoena is not,
however, all gain, and a pure white amcena would prove one of the
most useful plants for bouquets.—D. T. Fisii.

DWARF CAMPANULAS FOR CULTURE IN POTS.
Few Alpines have afforded me more pleasure than some of the smaller
Campanulas. During the past season the following have done well
here grown in small pots in frames, the glass lights being used in very
severe weather, but at no other time : C. hederacea (the Ivy-leaved
Campanula) has small heart-shaped leaves and pale blue flowers on
long foot-stalks ; they are borne in great abundance, and though
apparently fragile, they last a long time. C. puUa bears on a leafy
stem one drooping flower of a deep purple colour ; the segments of
the corolla are very slight ; the flowers, being chaste in form and
turned gracefully down, render this one of the choicest of all the
Harebells. C. muralis has a very dense habit of growth ; the flowers
are of a pale blue with darker markings from the base to the top of
each segment ; this has not grown very freely

; perhaps it is not
so hardy as some of the Campanulas. C. garganica seems nearly
allied to muralis ; it grows better in a greenhouse temperature than
when fully exposed in a frame.

C. Zoysi has grown and flowered very satisfactorily during the
past season ; the leaves are oval, dark green, and very firm ; they are
smaller than those of any other Campanula. The flowers, as com-
pared with the plant, are large. They are borne singly on stems
from 2 in. to 3 in. high ; they are of a pale blue, broad at the base,
gradually narrowing to the throat ; the segments of the corolla over-
lap the mouth of the flower, and are apparently closed to any but
the smallest insects. C. Waldsteiniana has a very dwarf compact
habit, and Sower-stems from 3 in. to 4 in. high ; the divisions of the
corolla arewidelyexpandedatthebaseofthepetals; the colour is paler,
which gives to the flowers a very lively effect. The cosy habit of the
plant and the rare beauty of the flowers entitle this to a first place
among the Campanulas. In C. Langsdorffiana the flowers rise to
about the same height as those of Waldsteiniana ; they are slightly
paler in colour, and are borne singly on slender stems, the flowers
drooping. Though worthy of cultivation, the flowers have not that
persistency which is so valuable a property in Waldsteiniana.
C. isophylla.—This, with its numerous wide opeu flowers of the
sweetest blue, was one of the most satisfactory plants I had last

season. The flowers are so abundant and so pleasing in colour
that (until I saw a nota in The Garden a short time ago saying
that isophylla alba was still more beautiful) I thought it about the
best dwarf hardy plant in cultivation. C. pumila and pumila alba
are perhaps not so amenable to pot culture as those I have named

;

C. turbinata, although so free and useful, is scarcely a fit com-
panion for such varieties as puUa, Zoysi, Waldsteiniana, and the
smallest growers. C. Raineri.—1 have failed to have this in flower
as yet. C. Hosti is said to be very good, but this I have not got. My
acquaintance with the smaller Campanulas is very limited. Perhaps
some grower of alpines will inform me if Raineri is more tender
than the other Campanulas, and if there is in cultivation a white
variety of pulla or Zoysi. I should also esteem it a favour if some
one will name a few which they consider to be worthy of cultiva-

tion in addition to those I have jotted down in the foregoing notes.

Bury, Lancashire. Hcxtly Brook.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GAEDEN.

The Earliness of Mr. Carmichaers Seedling Aza-
leas.—Having seenmost of these flowers for several seasons, 1 can
testify to all that is said in their favour in The Gakden (p, 34),

Brunsvlgiag.—I find it difficult to get these to fl*")wer. Howshould they ba
grown in order to get them to produce blosaoms ?— J. H. [Bninsvtgias, I find
like similar bulbous lAantfi, flowerfreer left undisturbed lohen once then get into
good condition. I never force them, but merely keep them in an ordinarij green-
house temperature. I give abundance of loater during the growing season, and
keep them- moderately dry when at rest, fully exposing them to sun and daylight.
Under such treatment I have flowered Brunsvigia Josephince every alternate
year, and sometimes every ycrtj'.—CHAi'.LES Green, Pendell Court.

Greenhouse Climbers.—Can any one tell me what climbers would do best
in a cold greenhouse in South Kensington which gets sun till one o'clock ? They
will be planted in deep boxes. Are there any climbing Hoses which will do in
L.ndon? and would a Magnolia do any good?—G. A. J.

Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemums.—Amongst re-

marks on Chrysanthemums, how eeUlom do we find mention made
of what many consider to be the prettiest of all, and they certainly

are the most graceful of the whole, viz., the Anemone-flowered va-
rieties, more especially those in which the flowers nearly approach
the single form. I was more than ever struck with their beauty
this season on seeing some plants of Acquisition, Bijou, Fleur de
Marie, and Gluck among the larger flowered kinds, and Antonius,
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Fire9y,DickTurpm, andespeciallyMaryStuartamong Anemone Pom-
pones. These had been allowed to grow in a natural manner, with

the flowers but little thinned, and the result was a sturdy bush

covered with charming blossoms, all the support needed being a

stake in the centre, to which a few of the principal branches were

looped up, so different from the trained monstrosities one sees so

often. In our eagerness for large flowers the small kinds seem to

be overlooked, and where the others are grown the practice of

thinning the blooms is so universal, that the beauty of the plant is

spoiled, whereas if allowed to assume their natural character, with

a little judicious thinning, I venture to predict that the result would

be so satisfactory as to insure its being followed in future.

—

Alpha.

Narcissi in Pots.—Amongst bulbous plants easily brought

into bloom at the beginning of the year, and in succession until they

may be enjoyed out-of-doors, scarcely any are more worthy of ex-

tended culture than the various varieties of Narcissus, including

the Jonquils. It is true they have not the biilliant colouring

of Hyacinths or Tulips, but this is amply compensated for by their

exquisite fragrance and the ornamental character of their foliage, a

property in which many forced bulbs are deficient, and, above all,

they are such robust-habited bulbs that their culture is of the sim-

plest kind. Three bulbs in a 6-in. pot are excellent for vases, and

smgle bulbs in 3-in. and 4-in. pots prove serviceable for mixed de-

coration. In potting, good, fresh, turfy loam, sand, and thoroughly

decomposed leaf-mould or manure are the principal ingredients re-

(juired. When potted in September plunge them in coal ashes, and

the pots will soon be filled with roots, when they may be transferred

to a cold frame and introduced to a warm house or pit according to

the demand. They will quickly develop their deliciously-scented

spikes of flower, and may be removed to cooler quarters in order to

prolong their beauty. After they have done blooming they should

be sheUered in a cold frame until the weather is warm enough to

admit of their ripening out-of-doors. If not required for further

service under glass we plant the bulbs in groups on the Grass or mar-

gins of shrubberies for permanent effect out-of-doors, for which they

arc extremely well suited.—J. G. L.

Ardisias.—"What are they?" said a gentleman to me the

other day when looking through the plant houses here. " What a

good substitute for Holly they would make this season when the

latter is so destitute of berries." The neat little plants that attracted

his attention were in 5-in. pots with good heads of foliage, and well

berried. They had been raised from seed sown in the end of

February, 1878, and were from 9 in. to 1 ft. high. They were cer-

tainly very effective ; in fact, most people who see them are struck

with their deep shining green crenate leaves and bright red berries.

I certainly think myself that they are superior to Solanums ; there

is a richness and refinement about about them which .Solanums do

not possess, and they should be more largely grown than they are in

these days of profuse plant decoration. They are perhaps some-

what more difficult to grow than Solanums, that is, they are a year

or so longer in coming into use. They are, however, very easily

raised from seed, take up but little room in the earlj' stages of their

growth, and only want an intermediate house or pit to grow in.

They keep up their brightness of leaf and berry for many weeks

together in living rooms if properly cared for, and go on every year

throwin" off a tier of berry-bearing brauchlets a few inches higher

than the preceding one. I grow them in a good ordinary mixture

of top-spit turf, leaf-mould, and road sweepings, with a little bone

dust added or Clay's Fertiliser. A crop can be raised from seed every

year, so that plants of several heights may be had in full berry at

the same time every season, and they are at their best in the

dull season of the year when such things are most appreciated.

—

R. Lloyd.

Over-potting Plants.—As the season for shifting plants is

now near at hand, I would caution amateurs against over-potting,

for if the drainage is good a plant is much more easily kept in good

health in a pot tolerably full of healthy roots, if well supplied with

moisture, than surrounded with a mass of inert soil. Of course,

when it is desirable to grow large specimens of rapid-growing and

rooting plants like the Coleuses or similar soft-wooded plants,

they must he kept regularly sifted, but in the case of hard-wooded

plants shifting into large pots is a matter requiring both skill and

care. I have frequently shaken plants out of their pots that have

never rooted into the new soil, but were kept alive by the old ball of

roots. When it is desirable to get up large specimens, if the plants

are at all pot-bound the outer roots should be carefully loosened from

the ball, for if shifted into a solid mass it frequently happens that

the new and old soils never become firmly united, and more harm
than good is the result.—J. G. L.

The Eugenia jambolana to which I lately referred is an

avenue tree in Bangalore (.Jamun in Hindustani), and bears a purple

sub-acid berry, which, when ripe, issometimesmade into a jam, jelly, or

syrup, that acts as an efficient astringent in chronic oases of diarrhtea.

The bark also is similarly used. In 1864, at Rampore Banleah, a

fair quality wine was made from it, and said to be nearly equal to

that made from the Grape. An attempt was made some years ago

to dwarf the tree by taking off a long point from a fruitful branch,

and so growing it with the object of improving the fruit. It was a
failure, and no repetition of the trial was made. If the growth could

be reduced to that of a shrub or dwarf tree, would it be possible to

keep it so and improve the fruit at the same time ? It is also called

•Syzygium jambolanum, or caryophyll^folium. These are of the same
Natural Order as the Rose Apple, E. jambosa, with a rose-coloured

fruit, partaking of the smell of Roses, and from which a kind of Rose
water is distilled. There are also E. acris, tlie Pimento tree, E.

acutangula, and E. racemosa. But my enquiry at present is with
respect to E. jambolana.—J. P.

ORCHIDS.

BRONZY-LEAVED ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
Ii' Mr. Roberts will look again at my communication (p. 593, 1880)
on this subject, I think he will see that I did not state that a
bronzy-leaved plant is either equal or unequal in health to a green-

leaved one ; I merely remarked the fact, that many growers, and
good growers, had admiringly pointed out to me the bronzy hue of

bulb and leaf as a sign of rude vigour rather than of over-watering,

or, as Mr. Roberts is now pleased to state (p. G), " loss of sap from
deficient root action." To what agency would Mr. Roberts
attribute the glorious mystery of the Purple Beech, the beauty of

those bronzy-leaved Dractenas, which I so recently sav,' at Gunners-
bury ? or, to descend lower in the social scale of plant life, is it to

injudicious watering, or to " loss of sap from deficient root action
"

that he would attribute the colour-beauty of, say. Dell's Crimson
Beet? According to Mr. Roberts's own showing (p. 6), the bulbs of

Odontoglossums may be bronzy and healthy ; but he assumes that

the foliage is less healthy if bronzy than if of a green colour. Will
he kindly explain? "The two plants ' F. W. B.' has in one pot,

the one bronzy and the other green, clearly proves that sun-bronzing
is incorrect.'' This is au assumption which Mr. Roberts is pleased

to make at random, since the peculiar circumstances under which
the plants have been here grown happens thus far to have been un-
known to him. My cool Orchids are grown on a front shelf in a
lean-to house, and the pot in which the two Odontoglossums I

specially alluded to are growing was so placed that the green-leaved
plant was shaded by a deep, old-fashioned rafter, while the bronzy-
leaved one was fully exposed to the sun. Hence, instead of helping
Mr. Roberts in his argument in any way, it will be seen that my
former statement is the more correct. As I before stated,

all my cool Orchids are so potted that over-watering is an
impossibilit}', and even if it were not so, I fail to see how one side

of a 5-in. pot could be too wet and the other drier when my prac-

tice is to dip the pot—submerge it entirely in watering. As to the
rooting, I find by experiment that either of the plants may be used
as a handle by which to lift the pot, which I think even Mr. Roberts
will admit is not a bad test. With further practice Mr. Roberts may
find that even the " deep green colour" he so much admires is no
sure index of permanent health in Orchidaceous plants generally, a
fact especially pointed out by Mr. Spyers "in another place" not
many weeks ago.

To avoid any further misunderstanding, allow me to say that it is

abundantly clear to me that some individuals of Odontoglossum
Alexandr:B have an innate disposition to become bronzy leaved, and
that sunshine, even to a moderate extent, augments this tendency.
I like to see the great stout bronzy bulbs surmounted by bronzy
leaves, and am never satisfied until my Odontoglossum vexillariums
exhibit that delicate purplish or magenta staining which foreshadows
the hue of its blossoms, and which always reminds me of that rud-
diness of cheek which Sir John Gilbert gave us so beautifully years
ago in his picture of the "Standard Bearer." F. W. B.

OUR ORCHIDS.
I DO not either expect or wish "H. C. " to agree with me that " Or-
chids are the easiest things imaginable to grow." A general collec-

tion of hard-wooded Heaths and New Holland plants require, how-
ever, far more skill and experience to grow them well than do Or-
chids, and there are not many cultivators who do not acknowledge
this to be a fact. I have a great respect for Orchid growers, but
there are many who have that name whose credit is due to the
length of their employer's pockets rather than to their growing
powers. I most deliberately repeat that where there are the ordi-

nary conveniences for their culture, the rec^isite cultural treatment
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itself is easy compared with that rlemanded by hard-wooded green-

house plants. The plants I named were grown in the stove so called,

but I did not say that what is usually considered to be a stove tem-

perature was kept up. They were placed on the sunny side, and of

course my gardener shaded them from sunshine when necessary, and

carefully attended to the ventilation and other requirements. If

" H. C." had travelled much around Manchester or Leeds he would
have been very much enlightened by seeing Orchids growing luxu-

riantly under the most general of stove and even warm greenhouse

treatment. Some months ago I called to see a business man, and
while waiting walked into the garden. Among other Orchids in a

warm house I noticed one which had been named Cattleya Mossife.

It looked so distinct, that I asked the gardener where he obtained it.

" Bought it at a sale," he replied. " Pretty thing, isn't it?" I asked.
" Yes," he answered; "it bears great yellow flowers asbigas my hand,

three or four on a spike. " My suspicions were correct ; it was C.

Dowiana, and one of the finest plants I ever saw. " Who named it

for you?" I asked. " Oh, it was named when I bought it," he re-

plied. So here is a case of an Orchid having been well grown by at

least two men who knew nothing of its generally supposed require-

ments—not even its correct name, and this is but a solitary instance

of scores of such cases that exist in our gardens. So far as I am
personally concerned, I would much rather employ a gardener to

grow Orchids, when I knew of his powers as exerted on good fruit

and flowers generally, than I would engage a professional Orchid
grower for my place, where Grapes, Peaches, and vegetables are in

great demand. I do not wish to influence " H. C," and I do not

blame him if his opinion be the reverse of mine.

Our Cypripediums were grown in wooden baskets last summer,
suspended close beneath the glass and unshaded, and we never had
so many flowers as now on C. veuustum, aud C. insigne, and its

variety Maulei. As grown in the shade, they made longer

leaves of a fresh green colour, but they did not bloom so satis-

factorily. _ . F.

COOL ORCHIDS.
H.wiNG made cool Orchids a speciality and particular study during
nearly half a lifetime, it is doubly pleasing to me to find I am not
alone in considering that many Odontoglossums will exist in a
temperature of 45° as a mean during the winter months. My
own plants have at times been subjected to a minimum of 35",

but I do not recommend beginners or the inexperienced to go so far

as that. " A temperature of from 45" to 55" is not only enough,"
says Mr. O'Brien (p. 52), "but even a few degrees higher of artificial

hea is positively injurious." I can fully corroborate this statement

;

indeed, I never feel the least alarmed if established plants of such
things as Oncidium macranthum, 0. cucuUatum, Odontoglossum
Alexandrte, and 0. Pescatorei in variety, and many others too
numerous to name here, do not experience a lower tempei'ature than
o5" at night. ' I would especially ask all beginners in Orchid culture,

or those who contemplate beginning, to read over again
that article on "Repotting Cool House Orchids," which appeared
in The Gakden (p. 52) very carefully. Mr. O'Brien's experience
put in his own clear way is especially valuable, and the following
passage is particularly suggestive, as coming from one who has to

make cool Orchid growing profitable as well as interesting. "Those
(Odontoglossums) in the warm house are now not nearly so strong as

those in the cold house, while their leaves are thin and papery, and
they have an unthrifty look about them ; those in the cold house,
which has sometimes been down to 40", are plump and shiny, their

leaves thick and green, the pseudo-bulbs and leaves of many of the
"plants of 0. Alexandrre and 0. Pescatorei being tinged with
that purplish hue so indicative of these plants being treated just

as they require. Grown cold, these plants are, indeed, easy to

manage ; in heat they are an endless trouble with but poor results."

I never yet met any one who saw the Odontoglossum Alex.andrre at

Fcrniehurst, Yorkshire, as grown by Mr. E. CuUey, who could boast of

having finer or healthier or more floriferous plants. These were
grown very cool—40" as a mean in winter—a fact which corro-

borates Mr. O'Brien's experience in every way. F. W. B.

Cypripediums at Belton Park.—Here I noticed, the
other day, a group of these charming winter-blooming plants, taste-

fully arranged upon a raised bank in the conserv.atory. There were
in all about 100 plants, and, on an average, each plant bore from
twenty to forty blooms, all finely coloured and large in size, backed
up by well-grown Poinsettias, Camellias, and Oranges. They had a
fine effect.—H. A. M.

Odontoglossum Ed-wardi and Phajus Humboldti.—I have these plants now dry. Shall be glad for any hints on their

culture, also for description of their colour and number of flowers.

Has it yet flowered in England ? Also for information on Calanthe
sylvatica. Wlieu do they flower ? and what heat do they require ?

—

President. [Phajus Humboldti, being a native of Madagascar, will
require a high temperature, and, like its congeners, will no doubt
grow best in a shady position. Put the dry roots iuto pots or pans
filled with small crocks, and when roots and growth show themselves
pot in peat. Moss, and charcoal as usual.—B. ]

PROMOTION FOR YOUNG GARDENERS.
Perhavs you will permit me to allude in The G.vrdex to a subject
which is uf considerable interest to both masters and under gardeners,
but which, so far as I can remember, has not before been discussed.
I refer to the system very generally in vogue in gardens of engaging
a strange foreman when a change of men becomes necessary. This
practice is not nosv followed to such an extent, perhaps, as it once
was, but I believe I am correct in saying that promotion is the ex-
ception and not the rule. In gardens where a number of younc
men are employed, all anxious to get on no doubt, it seems a posi-
tive injustice to place a stranger over their heads when a change in
the foremanship occurs, and when, in all probability, the stranger
is no better, if as good, a man as some one on the place, and who,
as a matter of course, is better posted up in the general routine of
work, while the stranger has to be initiated into everything, and
may in the end prove to be the wrong man. I could name some
very large places where as many as four strange foremen have been
engaged and discharged in one year, the consequences being much
inconvenience to the gardener and I am afraid also some undeserred
injury to the men. On the other hand, places could be named,
in which every department is on a large scale, where the system of
regular promotion has never been deviated from for a score of
years, and the results have been most satisfactory to both masters
and men. Nor is promotion confined to the foreman onlj', but
begins at the bottom, every man getting a step up if he merits
promotion when the first on the list leaves for a situation or
otherwise. Promotion according to merit of course should form
the mainspring of the system. Advancement "according to turn "

is an evil practice that should never be adopted.
I am aware of several objections that may possibly be urged

against regular promotion, but in actual practice they are found to
be baseless. One common objection is that a man promoted from
amongst his fellows never acquires the same command over them as
a stranger would do, which is the sheerest nonsense. If a master
knows his own place and supports his foreman to a reasonable extent,
there will be no difficulty wiih the men, and I speak from experience,
having a considerable number of them, the labourers amongst whom
are recruited from one of the roughest populations in England.
Another objection, and the onlj' one which has any force, is that
when it becomes necessary to promote a man over some one less

deserving or less experienced, dissatisfaction or disappointment is

caused, and sometimes inconvenience in other ways. My reply to
this is that we generally employ some seven or eight young journey-
men gardeners, but by making careful inquiries into their characters
before engaging them at the outset, and owing not a little also to

the understood arrangements with regard to promotion, it has been
very seldom, over a long period of years, that I have had to disap-
point a man of promotion when his turn came ; aud when such a
thing has happened some situation that he was better able to fill

has been found for him who had been passed over. Like many
other gardeners similarly placed, we receive numerous applications

from young men from eighteen to twenty and twenty-one years of

age, but the intimation that they must start in tlie kitchen garden
and work their way up turns fifty per cent, at least away. All
want to be foremen, or in charge in the houses. I might dilate

further on this question in its moral and other aspects, but my pur-
pose at present is only to direct attention to a matter, which I think
further testimony will show, is one of no little interest to the younger
readers of The Gardex. .S. W.

Home Vegetarian Colonies.—To ventilate this question,
as well as to raise interest thereon, I lay before you the following
suggestions as lines upon which the scheme might possibly be
worked : (1) The Vegetarian Society to secure a small estate in some
fruitful and healthful district. (2) One or more model cottage farms
to be laid out thereon. (.3) Efficient instructors in vegetarian hus-
bandry to be appointed to each. (4) Young men (vegetarian teeto-

tallers) to be invited to a ye.ar's practical training under such tutor-
ship. (5) Such students to give a year's labour in exchange, for
efficient practical instruction and frugal food—as I would gladly.

(6) The rest of the estate to be divided into small plots of, say
S acres, each lot to bear its cottage and outhouses, and rented or
sold to the vegetarian farmers trained on the land. (7) A portion of
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the laud to be reserved for the founding of a village, where our
wealthy members could reside, where central institutes, libraries,

stores, and chapels could be erected. Please receive my name, under
cover at present, as one who will do all he can to further and also

take part in some such scheme in which vegetarian teetotallers may
gather together in happier fellowship.

—

Qualis ebo speed, in

Food Rejormcr.

instructive, however, particularly from the simple grace of the
lower terrace. W. E.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

HADDON HALL.

A BEAUTIFUL old English garden, indeed, though very limited

in size, very simple in plan, and now no longer under the

gardener's care. Haddon,
built at a period transi-

tional between the days
when the garden nf the older

castle was within the walla,

and our own, when it ex-

tends freely around, its

small gardens are happily

not enclosed within the

walls, but prettily terracud

up against one side of the

hill on its commanding bluff.

First, we have a little simple

terrace of Grass and a few

borders well exposed to

sun and air, and charming

as a simple foreground

to the beautiful old large-

windowed wall, so well veiled with Ivy and climbers. Then,

as the ground rises, a terrace supports it, and a few steps

bring us into a small dense grove of Yew trees, which occu-

pies the whole of the terrace, and forms a cool shade in

summer. Immediately above this, as the ground rises again,

FRUIT CULTUEE FOE PEOFIT.
The Pig-.

It 13 only in favourable situations that the Fig- may be looked
upon as a profitable fruit to grow. In the south of England it

rarely fails to bear good crops of large luscious fruit. On the east

Haddon RM.

there is another simple terrace and little grove of tree?—
summer-leafing trees this time. Beneath their shade every-

where in early spring is dott«d the little yellow buttons of

the winter Aconite. Such is all the gardening, if gardening

it can be called, of one of the most famous places in England,

the whole not occupying half the space now often devoted

to the garden of a villa. It is none the less beautiful and

The Terrace.

coast, too, I have seen it do well, and in some parts of the midlands
the result is satisfactory, and there is less difKculty in making the
conditions suitable for Figs than for other fruits. Everywhere
except in the south Fig trees make too much wood when left to

themselves, and this wood does not ripen. E.vipeiieuce teaches us

that the only way to ssoure a crop of Figs is to curtail and cramp
the roots, and in cold

districts diirirg cold
winters to protect the
wood. In ordinary win-
ters a Fig tree with
roots under control will

not need protection, but
few of us are weather-
wise enough to tell bt-

forehand when a sharp
winter is coming, and
so to be safe covering
will have to be used
every winter. Spruce
branches will do very
well secured to the
wall. The branches of

the Fig should be un-
nailed, and secured to-

gether in clusters, for

then they are moie
easily protected ; this

need not be till No-
vember, or perhaps till

after the first frost sets

in, provided the mate-
rials for covering are
all hand}', as it is not
often the first night's

frost is a severe one.

Borders.—Tha mDst important point, however, in Fig culture
is in preparing the border for the roots, and this should be done
well. Shallow borders are best. I am, of course, not referring to

the south, as there I have had excellent crops of Figs without
making any special border. Somehow there they do not make so
much wood ; very little pruning is required, which may all be
done in summer, unless it may occasionally be necessary to cut
out a large branch for the purpose of getting up young wood. The
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bottom of the border should be made impervious to the roots ; on

that hard bottom 8 in. or in. of drainage should be laid, giving it

an inclination to the front, where a drain 1 ft. deeper than the

bottom of the border should be made, Avitli a clear outlet into a

main drain of sufficient capacity to carry off all water quickly.

.'!-in. pipes may be used in the dr;iiu in front of the border, and
stones or brickbats should be placed on top of the pipes instead

of earth. Good turfy loam should form the staple of the border,

but some old plaster or the debris from old buildings may be added

in proportion to the character of the soil, sandy loam requiring

less than if it be of an adhesive nature; a few A-in. bones will be

bgneficial, and these are all in the way of manure that will be

required at first. Later on when the trees begin to bear freely,

mulchings and top-dressings of manure mixed with wood ashes

ma3' be given about S in. thick every summer. Some cultivators

recommend the border to be walled in with bricks to keep the

roots at home, and in some situations this may be desirable, but in

most cases this will be a needless expense, as if the bottom be made
firm and dry the roots can be lifted along the front and shortened

whenever it is desirable or necessary ; and if a brick wall be built

under ground, unless it be more than in. thick, the roots after a

time will bore through it. I have found the roots of Fig trees

that had penetrated through a 14-in. wall.

Pruning'.—The chief points in Fig culture are, first, a good
sound, dry, firm border ; second, early disbudding of the young
shoots to let the sun and air liave free play amongst them, at

the same time keeping the trees well supplied with young
wood, as the young shoots alone bear fruit. And to obtain this

end it may be necessary occasionally to cut out a thick

shoot or two of several years' growth to give more room for young-

wood to lay in, so that the tree may be fruitful all over its sur-

face, and not merely at t^'e extremities of the branches ; and
thirdly, protect in winter if experience in any particular locality

has proved it to be necessary, using dry materials, such as bracken.

Spruce branches, haybands, straw, or mats, but do not put the

protection on earlier than necessary, and remove it by degrees

as early as is consistent with safety. The Brown Turkey, the

Brunswick, and the White Marseillaise are excellent varieties for

open-air culture, being hardy and prolific. Figs will often push a

second crop late in summer, but in our climate these are useless,

and should be removed, as they only help to exhaust the trees un-
necessarily, robbing those young fruits that are still snugly
ensconced at the base of the leaf-stalks, and which will form the

first and only crop that can be relied upon coming to perfection in

this country.

Propagation.—Figs are easily propagated from cuttings or

layers, also from suckers and seeds, but for increasing old esta-

blished sorts the two first plans are the best. Cuttings 8 in. or

9 in. long taken off with a heel when the leaves fall in autumn,
planted under a handlight two-thirds of their length, will root the

following spring, and make nice little plants during the summer.
If there is a frame and a little bottom-heat, the rooting will be
effected more expeditiousl}'. Figs transplant well; if the work be
done carefully they do not seem to mind it much. Very old trees that

are making too much wood may have their roots lifted clean out of

the soil, and have a new border made under them with great ad-

vantage, although when this is done it is always best to reduce the

head a little at the same time. The best time to lift old trees is in

autumn, although I have, when the work could not be done then
satisfactorily, transplanted in April when the sap was rising. A
modified form of the fan and horizontal is the best way of train-

ing the shoots. Thus the shoots are led away from a common
centre, as in fan training, and then brought down to tlie horizontal

line and taken straight from that point along the wall.

The Grape Vine.

That our climate must have changed since the days when the

monks possessed Vineyards on many a hillside is, I think, certain,

but it would take up too much time now to enquire into any of the

causes that have led to that change, and such an enquiry must
necessarily be somewhat speculative in its character. One of the

causes why the Grape Vine as an open-air fruit has been neglected

of late years may be traced to the introduction of cheap glass-

houses. Every gentleman now has his' Grapes all the year round
grown under glass. At the beginning of this century more atten-

tion was given to the Vine on walls in theopenair than it receives

]iow. Then the best gardeners in the countrv directed their effort?

to its culture, and as a consequence better fruit was grown. Now
it has disappeared from great gardens as an open-air fruit ; cot-

tagers and middle-class people have no good examples of training

or management to guide them, and as a consequence evidence of

neglect is eveiywhere perceptible. Example is, as is well known,
better than precept, and if good examples of open-air Grape cul-

ture were plentiful, a stimulu.? would be given that would lead to

improvement everywhere. iNIr. Forsythe, gardener to George III.,

writing at the close of the last century, mentions a great many
kinds of Grapes that he grew in the Koyal Gardens at Kensing-
ton. He also states he sent in for the use of the royal family
378 baskets of open-air-grown Grapes in one season, each basket

weighing about S lb. ; he mentions, too, that many of the bunches
weighed over 1 lb. each. The best cropped and managed open-
air Vine I have seen this j-ear is in a clergyman's garden in

the Fens, and is full of young wood. This is, I believe, the great

secret in open-air Grape growing—keep working up a constant

supply of new wood. But there must be space allowed for each

shoot and leaf or the wood will not ripen. The Grape "\'ine

thrives best in a warm dry calcareous soil ; and when planting a

Vine we should try to meet its wants as far as possible. A south

aspect is indispensable to obtain the best results. I have often

met with Vines on eastern and western aspects, and sometimes they

bear good fruit, but none but warm sunny spots should be selected,

as there are plenty of fruits that will do well on an inferior site.

Borders.—Where the soil is cold and adhesive the worst

should be removed, an impervious foundation made, a bed of

stones for draining G in. thick laid on the bottom, and a good
drain led along the front to carry off all surplus water as it falls.

On this the border should be made of good sound loam, rendered

porous and calcareous by adding old mortar and plaster with the

hair it contains. Parings of hoofs of horses from the blacksmith's,

crushed bones, old woollen rags, and parings of leather from the

shoe manufacturer are excellent things for putting in a Vine bor-

der ; they are so lasting, giving off their strength just as it is

required, and do not clog up the pores of the soil as ordinary

manures do. Vine borders may either be made by instalments or

all at one time ; there is a difference of opinion about it. I confess

I like to do the work by instalments, but I was talking to a Grape
grower last spring whose opinion is entitled to great weight, and

he said make the border all at one time ; doing it by instalments

leads to unequal settling and rupturing of the roots. I have

stated both sides of the question, but I have never found

any disadvantage from piecemeal work. If the site be

rendered perfectly dry, the border may be from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

deep, but it should not be less than the former or more than the

latter, and it may with advantage in some instances be made
partly above the level of the ground, and it should not be less in

width than the height of the wall. The border may be made

any time in dry weather when the soil works cleanlj'. I know but

few people take all the pains I have here set down with their bor-

ders for Vines, and that and the neglect visible in the summer
management are the reasons why they do so badly. I often hear

people say, " Oh ! we can't fight against the climate," but we can

if we like, and although we may be sometimes worsted in the

struggle, yet I am convinced a gratifying amount of success will
'

be obtained. If the roots of a plant are kept. in a com-,

fortable state and the right kind of food placed within the plant's

reach, if we so regulate the branches as to give a proper balance

to the plant, maintaining a regular flow of sap to all its pai ts,

keeping up a constant succession of bearing branches by cutting

out a certain proportion every year, and training up young shoots

to take their places, I am sure that a change for the better would .

soon be visible in open-air Grapes.

Planting and Propagation.—The best time to plant young

Vines is when they can start into growth at once, that is to say,

between the first of June and the end of August, and this will

necessitate their being started in pots or boxes, or brought forward

in sods of turf. I prefer the latter plan if the young Mnes are

raised at home, which is the best plan to adopt. The wood con-

taining the eyes should be taken off at the autumn pruning,

selecting only "those that are strong and well matured, laying them

in earth in the open air to keep them fresh. About the 1st of

March as many fresh sods of tuif .should be cut as there are eyes

to plant, and they should be about 6 in. square by 4 in. thick.

The eyes or buds shovdd now be cut out, leaving about | in. of

wood "on each side, cutting in a slanting direction from the base of
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the bud on the opposite side to it. A small hole should be scooped

out of the centre of each sod, the eye or bud pressed firmly in, aud

the cavity filled up with light rich soil. When all are planted

place them close together in a close frame. A little bottom heat

if it can be had will be of great service, but it is not indis-

pensable, as the eyes will grow in a perfectly cool frame

with no protection beyond the glass lights. A gentle bottom

heat will cause an earlier growth ; and that doubtless will 'be

au advautage. The sods coulainiug the eyes must at all times

be kept moist, not positively wet at first, but just moist, increasing

the quantity of water as the growth bursts forth aud the young

plant has formed roots to rapidly draw up the moisture. "\ entila-

tion, too, must be given as required, gradually increasing the quan-

tity of air admitted until the lights can be taken oH aud tlie plants

fully exposed to harden them previously to their being planted out.

A small stake should be placed to each plant when G in. high, to

support it aud prevent eutauglenient with the tendrils of others.

When planted out, which should not be till the nights have become

quite warm in June, a hole should be made, the sod placed comfort-

ably in it, aud tlie soil made firm over aud around it. I have gone

somewhat fully into the matter tosliow how very simple and efiicieut

this manner of raising young Vines is. Wlien Vines ha\-e to be

purchased in pots, they should always be planted iu March just

as the buds are bursting, turning the plants out of tlie pots, and

carefully uufolding the roots, laying them out straight in the soil,

covering about in. deep, and mulching afterwards with 2 in. in

thickness of manure. Water must be given when necessary, and if

young plants struck from eyes are planted, the shoot must be

traiued up vertically, unstopped, but if old plants are used, two

shoots should be trained up instead of one. Pinch in all laterals

during summer to one leaf, and in autumn, as soon as the

wood is ripe and tlio leaves are changing colour, prune to within

a ft. or 4 ft. of the base, or at least to firm hard wood. The next

question to be considered is the space each Viue is to occupy, and

this must be in a great measure decided on the spot, aud that

decision should be influenced by the vi; rlous surrounding local cir-

cumstances; for instance, if the natural soil be good, aud the bottom

dry and warm, I should scarcely place any limit to the distance

the Vines may extend. Ijet each plant cover as much .space as it can,

and in planting young Vmes if we plant a number, perhaps one or

two will display more vigour than the rest, and I should permit

those sturdy vigorous plants to extend, gradually cutting away and

removing the others. This is leaving the fittest to do the work.

Acting on this principle, it will not matter much whether we plant

6 ft., 8 ft., or 10 ft. apart, although the height of the wall must

be taken into consideration.

Training and Pruning.—At the end of the first year the

young Vines will have one good stout well-ripened rod or cane. This

was pruned early iu autumn back to say 3 ft. ; before the sap

begins te rise in spriug we tram this rod vertically a short distance,

say 1 ft. or 1.5 in., to form a main stem, and then lead it ofi hori-

zontally at right angles to the left. As the buds break, one close

to the main stem will be taken to the right a little obliquely, and

others will be selected aud trained up verliically; in short, the frame-

work of the tree wlieu finished will be composed of two mam
branches trained along the bottom of the wall with vertical

brauches radiating at about equal distances from them at about

18 in. apart. Disbudding should be commenced early, taking off

the weak shoots when quite small 1 in. or so long, weeding out the

weakest until only a sufticieut number are left to furnish the wall

with as many stout leaves as can find room for development. The
leaves are the plant's most important organs, and should occupy

most of our attentions. If they are weak and puny we shall have

no fruit to boast of, but if large and leathery, good large bunches

may be safely looked for, and good sized berries also. The bearing

shoots should have their leaders pinched when two leaves beyond
the bunch are perceptible, and all laterals should be pinched to one

leaf, and no lateral growth allowed beyond. The winter's pruning

should be done as soon as the leaves fall, and. as suggested in the

early part of this chapter, lead up a few young shoots and take out

a corresponding number of old ones every year, and so a continual

succession of new life and vigour will be introduced. I have said

nothing about thinning the Grapes, as this must be left to individual

cultivators. Strong vigorous Vines that bear large bunches will

pay for thinning their fruit most certainly, but if doue at all it

must be done in the early life of the berries, when the scissors can

be worked easily and freely amongst them. Some people leave all

the bunches that show on a Vine to grow ; this is a great mistake
only one should be left on each shoot ; the selection should be
made as early as possible, and all weakly bunches not required
should be remo\"ed.

Mildew and Sulphuring.—Vines in open air are not subject
to so many diseases as when grown under glass. Mildew is the
only thing that really causes any trouble, and this, if taken iu
time, may be easily dealt with. Sulphur is the best remedy, and
recourse sliould be had to it as soon as the first white speck of the pest
is seen. The sulphur may be applied iu two ways, either mixed
with water through the syringe, or dry in the shape of powder,
being puffed on by one of those elastic distributors. The
former is, I think, the best way of usiug it. Take a handful
of sulphur, and mix it in a cup or some small vessel with water,
and after the whole has been moistened, put it iu a pail full of soft

water ; stir it well, and apply it with tiie syringe. But mildew
does not often prove troublesome to a healthy vigorous Vine unless
its wants have been ueglected. Take, for instance, a border con-
structed in the manner I have laid down. If mildew ever attacks a
Viue planted in it, it will be during a very dry season and the
Vme has been starved for want of water. Vines growing in a well-
drained border require a good deal of water, and if it is not given to
them they must seek it somewhere, and in their search for it they
get into difficulties. Give plenty of water in dry weather with
some liquid manure occasionall}', and syrmge the foliage three
times a week in hot weather about four o'clock in the afternoon,
using clean soft water that has stood in the sun some hours
previously. It will be gathered from what I ha^•e Avritten that 1

recommend, as regards the pruning and training, the rod system,
with a very faint mixture of the spur incorporated with it, and
this I have found the best. The rod system, of course, is simple
enough ; it is just cutting out a certain number, aud training up
a similar number of young canes every year. When I say 1

recommend a mixture of the spur with the rod system, I mean
that any fruiting rod that produces strong plump well-ripened
buds close to the main stem may safelj' be left to bear another
crop and have all the bearing slioots spurred back to two eyes.

Varieties for Walls.—Black Cluster,Black July, Frontignan,
Esperione, Sweetwater, Miller's Burgundy, and Royal Muscadine. If

some one with plenty of south wall surface would get together
all the early varieties of Grapes and test them thoroughly, so as to

select three or four of the earliest and most suitable for general
planting, a very great service would be rendered. At present
Grape growing in the open air is carried ou without .system, either

in the selection of tlie varieties or their management. A hundred
years ago better results were obtained, and I think one cause for

this was because there was a better selection of varieties grown.

Grapes under Glass without Fire-heat.

Grape culture under glass is a very large, many-sided question,

but my intention now is only to briefly glance at one of its phases
not commonly thought or written about, but which I think may
be advanced and extended with advantage. With me tliis is no
new question

; I have often thought about it years ago when the
idea of covered farm5'ards was first broached. I thought the time
would come when glass could be cheapened and strengthened

;

when improvements in roof construction would do away with
putty, aud nearly with pamtiug ; when, in short, a glass roof would
cost no more than one constructed in the ordinary way with tiles

or slate either to build or keep in repair. Still looking onwards
in fancy, I saw the time approachuig when Grapes might be grown
by the ton for wine making or consuming fresh, when every man,
woman, and child if they felt inclined might try the Grape euro
without going to France or Italy, but safe in our oyvn dear old

England. Paxton taught the architects liow to cover in a large

space cheaply with a system of small spans now called the ridge

and furrow system, and with this plan a farmyard, or a range of

cow sheds, or cattle stalls, or a stable yard may be covered with a

glass roof, and turned mto au orchard house infinitely superior to

any thing yet constructed. The small scale ou which our glass-

houses have hitherto been constructed have made them so liable

to sudden changes of temperature, but a large space covered will

possess a superior climate suitable not only for Grapes, but also

for Peaclies, Apricots, and the choicer late Pears. A ridge and
furrow roof will be supported with iron columns, aud round
the base of these the borders must be constructed, and the Vines and
other fruit trees planted fenced in, so that cattle cannot enter.
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With sucli orchard houses scattered over the laud, a threefold ob-

ject will be secured, a desirable shelter will be obtained for the

stock in winter and spring, the manure will not have all the ammonia
washed out of it by the rains, and if only moderate results are ob-

tained with the fruit trees, the capital invested will pay a good
dividend, and we shall be able to compete with foreigners at a time

when the prices for everything rule high. I need not enlarge now
upon the advantages the foliage will receive from the ammonia
that is often floating in the atmosphere in the neighbourhood of a

farmyard where many animals' are kept, nor yet of the benefits,

that will accrue on a cold frosty morning in early spring when the

Apricots, Peaches, and Pears are in blossom from the

warmth of the animals' bodies snugly housed beneath the trees.

E. Hobday.

they reach any great age. Besides escaping that malady, Cox's
Orange Pippin is a very free cropper, and should be planted largely
where really good fruit ia desired. Blenheim Pippin is likewise a
fine kind, as is also Herefordshire Pearmain, and for late keeping
there are none with which I am acquainted to e([ual Sturmcr Pippin,
which, in a cold room, may be preserved fresh and plump up till

May, and when cooked excellent.—.S. D.

WKONGLY-PLANISrED PEACH HOUSES.
The arrangement of trellises for Peaches crossways in lean-to houses

is so far from being new, that it is not at all unlikely to have been
the plan adopted when this fruit was first grown under glass, as with
the high price of glass then as compared with what it costs at the

present day it might be supposed that whatever plan could be de-

vised to give the most space for training the trees would be followed.

As long ago as I can recollect it was the way in which the trees were
trained in several places. When I was a youngster in the garden at

Claugbtou Hall we had two houses with the trellises standing in this

position ; they were good-sized structures about 16 ft. or 17 ft. wide,

the trellises reaching up to the root, and extending from near the

front towards the back, so as to leave a fair path betwixt them and
the wall. The trellises were about 6 ft. asunder, and the upper part

of the back walla of both houses were covered with Peaches also ;

the houses stood then, as they do yet, due south. As to getting the

wood ripe there was no difficulty, for the trees used to bloom and set

so as to need thousands being thinned off. The position did not
interfere (vith the health of the trees, for most of them were old and
strong, and they were able to carry crops as heavy as if they had
stood full front to the glass ; but the fruit, except close to the roof

as might be expected, was all but devoid of colour, and on that account
the system was done away with.

In wide houses there can be no question that a greater surface can
in this way be made available, and if there are trees on the back
walls they are not so darkened as if the front trellis was in the same
position as the root ; but nevertheless, until Peaches and Nectarines
devoid of colour can be had equal in quality to such as possess the
full flavour usually accompanying perfect colouring, and a handsome
appearance is counted as nothing, it is not likely that this old
discarded method will be restored. It the greatest possible quantity
of fruit obtainable was the sole consideration, then there can be little

doubt that trees grown in bush fashion, or halt standards with bushy
heads, would answer the end. Until within the last three or four

years there was a house so filled at Ashton, near Preston, Lancashire
(Mr. Birley's place). I saw this house—a high, moderately-wide
lean-to—two or three years in succession when the crop was ripe,

and for the weight of fruit within a given area I never met with its

equal. The trees filled the whole body of the house except
a pathway on the back, the branches being as close as

consistent with their well - being. All that attention

could do for them was done in every way, the fruit being as much
exposed by removal of the leaves to let the sun reach it as was con-
sistent with the healthy growth of the trees ; but three-fourths of

the crop was never more than half coloured, and on that account the
house was cleared and planted in the usual way. An attempt at

Peach growing in this manner is not unusual, but I never met with
so good a result elsewhere, and wherever I have known it tried it

has always ended in being abandoned for the ordinary trellis arrange-
ment. T. Baine.?.

Cooking Dessert Apples.—Dessert Apples, like dessert

Pears, are by far the best for cooking, but what tells against them
with many is their small size, the choicest and highest flavoured
being mostly small, but for all that there are plenty of others of

superior quality that might be grown tor culinary purposes instead

of the aaid fruits that have only size to recommend them for such
uses. Do what one may with these by way of sugaring tliem the
acidity will assert itself, but when the sugar is provided by Nature
the flavour of a tart or pudding is always agreeable to even the
most fastidious taste. The best Apple, where it will succeed, is the
Eiibston Pippin, which is not to be found in many gardens now, but
fortunately we have a v,'orthy successor to it in Cox's Orange Pippin,

a variety that has most of the good qualities of the Ribston without
the fault inherent in it of the trees cankering and dying out before

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FSUIT GAEDEN.

Wall Space for Fruit Trees.—Geo. *V. M.— Your selection offndt Irecs
is venj good. Allow Pears on Pear stocks from 20 ft. to 'lift. ; Pears on Quince
stock, ISft. ; Plums from iOft. to 21 ft. :aml Cherries from 15 ft. to IS ft. To hasten
the coaeriny of ifour walla trio of cordon trees mifjht be planted in the centre of
eachopening. Pitmaston Duchess and Beurr-i Superfin as cordons on the Quince
would gioe a worthy succession to Beurr^ de VAssoriiption. Mag Duke Cherries
also do Will and become very prolific lohen trained as upright or oblique cordoim,—
W. C.

Orchard House Glass (t>- Ti).-S. A .—Ifyou arc right about the prices of th"
large thick glass you might use it with safety as fur as the obstruction of light is

concerned. Of course a great deal depends on the meaning of the term semi-
transparent. If that means rough plate or fluted glass it may be used. The roof
is the great source of light to the trees, and with both sides of the span glazed witli

good clear glass there will he sufficient light in suck a house as you describe.—
D. T. F.

Kempsey Alicants Grape.—T plauted a Vine of this variety in the spring
of last year, but was disappointed in tlie f t-uit, the berries being small, with little

flavour. What is its character ?—.SuBSCRIBEa.

Keeping G-rapeS.—Mr. J. Sharp, of Bardney, Lincolnshire,

cuts a large quantity of Grapes grown tor the market, and has much
success in keeping them in bottles in the now much used, but once
much laughed at plan. He has stored as much as a ton at a time
n this manner.

New American G-rape.—Messrs. Caywood & Son, Marl-
borough, Ulster Co., N.Y., have sent us berries dried in the sun cf

their new white Grape called Duchess. The berries in question were
in the condition of raisins, but sweet and wholly tree from that

foxy flavour which characterises many of the American Grapes.

The Vine is said to be a rampant grower, fitted for outdoor culture in

this country, and believed to be proof against the attacks of the

Phylloxera. In short, Vines are offered free of cost for trial in

this respect.

BuUflnches and Fruit Buds.—As soon as the buds begin

to expand in spring bullfinches commence their attacks on them,
and so rapidly do they clear a tree that it allowed to go unmolested
they do an incalculable amount of mischief. During the winter

they live on seeds or the buds of forest trees. I have lately watched
them swarming about a large Birch tree almost covered with wild

Clematis, picking the seeds from the downy heads of that useful

climber ; but a few sunny days will set the sap of fruit trees in

motion, and then for several weeks they will exist on their buds,

especially those of Gooseberry bushes. Plums, Damsons, or Cherries,

and later on Apples and Pears. We have a fine lot of Thorns, and
they generally clear the bushes of their bloom buds if not stopped

by means of powder aud shot, the only effectual remedy, as they

are too daring to be scared in any other way.—J. G. L.

Vitality of Pear Shoots.—Some fifteen years ago, early in

the winter, I cut a large lot of Pear scions of many varieties, and
packed them away in a corner of my cellar in damp sawdust, using

what were wanted during the winter. At the usual cellar clearing

in May for some reason these scions were not thrown out. They
remained as they were all that summer the next winter and until

June 1 the following year, when on clearing the cellar I found a con-

siderable portion of these scions looking about as fresh as when cut,

over eighteen mouths before. I cut into them, and found them fresh

aud juicy ; I went out and grafted off three varieties of them, and

have living trees from those grafts to-day.—B. Wier, in Prairie

Parmer.

Apple GrUelton, as described in the Bulletin cVArhorkuUiirc,

appears to be worthy of the attention of English growers. It is

said to possess the valuable property of flowering at such a late

period as to place it out of the influence of late spring frosts.

It is a vigorous grower, coming early into a blooming condition, and
the fruit is not liable to be blown off' by rough winds. It is of excel-

lent quality, suitable from the moment it ripens either for dessert

or cooking purposes, and keeps well until July. Apples of a

vigorous, but fruitful habit, and flowering so late as to escape the

spring frosts, are just what we require in this country, aud any kind

possessing such valuable qualifications should be looked after, and
it would be better it raisers generally were to bear in mind these

desired points, even at the risk of sacrificing somewhat of quality.

The finest Apple is of no use to us if it cannot withstand our incle-

ment seasons,—J. Cornhilt.,
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CHANGED TIMES.
I Bouoiir a little book on a London bookstall the other evening
entitled the "Stranger's Intellectual Guide to London," by A.
Booth, F.S.A., published by Henry Hoofer, 13, Pall Mall East, in
the year 1839, which interested me. Towards the end of the book
there is somsthingon the garden? of the metropolis, which, though
defective, may interest your readers. It shows how very much in
ev^en such a comparatively short time both London gardens and the
garden taste have changed. The author refers to a shilling book lie

wrote called the "Gardener's Guide to London," which I should be
glad to see if I knew where to get a copy.

" Public N"frserie?.—The public nurseries near London are of a
very high order, and generally superintended by men of intelH-
geaoe an^l skill. Biiides being remarkable for general collections
of plants, many of them are distinguished for excelling in some
pxrticalar d3pirtm3nt3, which are specified in the accompanying
list.

Messrs. Loddiges' nursery, at Hackney, is distinguished above any
others perhaps in the world. Their Palm houses are objects of great
attraction, an.l so capacious, that in the centre of the building the
visitor miy easily fancy himself in the recesses of a tropical
forest. Their show of Camellias is also very splendid during
the season. The houses have an extent of a mile and a half of
walks !

Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting Nursery, have perhaps the best
nursery collection of Orchidaceous plants in the kingdom.

Mr. Groom's Florists' Nursery, Walworth, is a very old and well-
conducted establishment, particularly famous for Tulips, of which
he has about 250,000 bulbs. These are open to the public as an
exhibition during the flowering season ; and the charge ot admission
is one shilling.

Messrs. Chandler's Nursery, at Vauxhall, is famous for Camel-
lias

; and their exhibition in the flowering season, which extends from
March to June, is a great source of attraction to florists.

Battersea.—Mr. N. Gaines ; Heartsease, general plants.
Bethnal Green and Cambridge Heath, Hackney.—Messrs. F. and

A. Smith ; Dahlias.

Blackheath.—Mr. Hally ; Chorozemas, New Holland Plants,
general collection.

Berkliampstead, Great.—ilessrs. Lane & Son ; principally Roses,
for which they are the most successful competitors at the London
exhibitions.

Brixton.—Mr. Dixon ; an extensive grower of Auriculas, and
florists' flowers generally.

Brompton.—Mr. Ramsey
; general collection.

Camberwell.—ilessrs. Buchanan and Oldroyd ; very successful
and tasteful landscape gardeners, in which they have had great
experience. General collection.

Camden Town.—Mr. T. Ansell ; Dahlias, general collection.

Chelsea,—Messrs. Dennis & Co. ; collection.—Mr. Catleugh ;

Geraniums, a most successful grower.
Cheshunt.—Messrs. Paul & Son ; Ptoses.

Claph.am.—Mr. .T. Fairbairn.
Clapton.—Messrs. Low & Co. ; New Holland plants.
Ealing —Messrs. Mountjoy & Son ; Heartsease and Geraniums.
Eaton Square.— Mr. Rogers

;
general collection and cut flowers.

Hammersmith.—Messrs. CoUey & Hill ; ditto.
Hornsey Road.—Messrs. Back & Smith.
Islington.— Messrs. Pampliu & Son ; Dahlias.
Kensington.—Mr. \l. Forrest ; forest and fruit trees.

Kingslaiid.—Mr. \V. Alexander (Lamb Farm) ; Ranunculuses and
florists' flowers.

New Cross.—Messrs. C'lrmack & Co. ; general collection.
Paddington.— Messrs. Hogg; Pinks and Picotecs.
Richmond.—Mr. Steele ; Camellias. The house adjoining the

nursery is that in whicli Thomson wrote his " Seasons."
Slough.—Messrs. Tnomas aud Kdward Brown ; pleasantly situated

on the Bvth Road, within five minutes' walk of the Great
Western Rvilway station. A general collection of greenhouse
and liardy plants, shrubs, fruit and forest trees ; and exten-:ive
collections of Tulips, Dahlias, Ranunculuses, and Heartsease are
cultivated.

Woolwich.—Mr. N. Norm.au ; Dahlias.
The Pantheon Conservatory, in Ox'ford Street, under the care of

Mr. Rutherford, contains a fine collection of exotic plants. Au
aviary and fountain have a good effect.

Covent Garden Market is well snpplied with flowers during the
season. Tae conservatories of Messrs. Bunney, of Kingsland, aud
Messrs. Cormack, of New Cross, are objects of attraction.
Private Con-serv.\t,iries axd Garden's.—Several of these in

the neighbourhood of London are, by the liberality of their pro-
prietors, easily accessilile to strangers. Worton Lodge, near lale-

vvprtli belonging to Mr. George Glenny, is rich in general collec-

tions. This present season the great object of attraction has been
a fine plant of Doryanthes excelsa. The grounds are open to persons
on Sunday and Monday by producing their cards. The gardeners
are Mr. Vernon and Mr. P'lummeridge. Mrs. Lawrence has recently
taken Ealing Park, which will be au object to visitors, her grounds
being under the management of Mr. Butcher ; and Mrs. Marryatt's
gardens at Wimbledon, under the care of Mr. Ptedding, are easily
accessible. Amongst others may be mentioned the gardens of the
Rev. Theodore Williams, at Hendon ; Mr. G. Ridge, at Morden,
gardener Jlr. L^pright ; the Hon. Baron Dimsdale's, at Camfield
Place, Iferts, which has a very good Orchidaceous house, under the
judicious and able care of Mr. Dimsford ; Jlr. William Harrison,
at Cheshunt, gardener Jlr. Pratt, &c. The gardens of the Duke of
Northumberland, at Sion House, with those of many of the
nobility in the neighbourhood of London, may occasionally be
inspect:d as matters of favour.

The principal Tulip growers in the vicinity of London, and who
feel pleasure in exhibiting their collections to amateurs of similar
taste during the flowering season, are, Mr. Goldham, of Islington,
and Mr. Hayward, of South Lambeth, who are leading members of
the Billingsgate Friendly Society of Florists ; Jlr. Glenny, Worton
Lodge, Isleworth ; Mr. Saunders, surgeon, at Clapham ; Mr. Bowler,
Albany Road, Camberwell; Mr. Percival, HoUoway ; Mr. Edis, of
Islington ; Mr. Clark, Coburg Road, Alb.any Road ; Mr. Wakeling,
Walworth ; and the unrivalled collection of the late Mr. Lawrence,
of Hampton."
There is also a curious account of George Glenny's " Royal Society

and Central School of Horticulture and Agriculture," which long
ago met the fate of many well meant institutions. AVhat has
become of the gardens of this society on the Great Western Road
opposite Chiswick Lane, and the large flower hall which has
recently been erected for the purpose of summer shows ?

J. H.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

ARRAXGIXG AND PEESERYIXG CUT FLOWERS.
The art of arranging flowers gracefully and well is not so easily
taught as their culture, for it requires an artistic eye to group thein
tastefully, yet fortunately they are so intrinsically beautiful that
they can hardly be spoiled, though the best effect is not always
attained. In America flowers are chiefly regarded as accessories,

while in France and Germany there is no family fete without its

graceful door wreaths, its garlanded picture-frames, .and its coronals
of flower.s, and not a toilette without its appropriate blossom. In
arranging flowers it is well to bear in mind the laws of worsted-work,
and wli^n wo desire to adorn our rooms with flowers we .•should con-
sider the "grounding" to be prepared for them, as if it were a
cushion. Passion-flowers are peculiarly lovely when arranged with
pale pink Roses, ftc, but if white flowers are mingled with them,
the effect is not pleasing. Rose colour aud pale blue are e.'iquisite

when mingled ; white, lilac, or mauve with primrose ; dark blue
with brilliant scarlet ; cerise, or cherry, with white ; dark purple
with primrose, blue, white, and rose colour. The shade of green
should, as a general rule, harmonise with the natural foliage of the
flowers ; if this is disregardeil, it will tend to overpower instead of

increase the brightness of theHowers. Very dark grecniookswell with
only large, pure-tinted, heavy flowers, like Roses, Camellias, Dahlias,
&C-, although it will look well with white flowers of finer structure,
if their texture is thick and waxen, and especially with wild flowers
of the spring. Tlie leaves of the scarlet Pelargoniums preserve many
flowers by their velvety texture, which retains so much moisture,
whilst their flowers will last well if a drop of gum-arabic is dropped
into each. Carnations and Pinks are beautiful for floral decorations,
anil they keep their freshness for a long time. Verbenas and chry-
santhemums are also very desirable. Hyacinths make exquisite
vases, wreaths, &c., and double and single Tulips are ornamental in

decorating mantel-pieces and tables. Anemones are unequalled
for a dinner table, as the full blaze of light exhibits
their striking colours to great advantage, and the gor-

geous scarlet, pink, pale blue, and blue shading into white are

perfect, but they require a soft mossy foliage of Lycopodiums or

Ferns. Azaleas are charming for every kind of adornment. There
are no flowers more perfect for ornamenting the hair and dress, but
they fade quickly unless damp blotting-pip( r or cotton is rolled

around their stems. Roses of every shade are admirable; 5 on cannot
have too many of tliem. Stephanotis is ever welcome, its snowy,
waxen, fragrant flowers being .adapted for every floral ornament ;

and the same remark applies to the sweet Cape Jasmine, the Myrtle,
and the Orange blossom.

Preserving Cut Flo'wara.—One great drawback to our
enjoyment of cut flowers is the quickness with which they decay,
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The moisture furnished cut flowers should be rain-water, and always

of a moderate temperature. The water should not be changed, but

every morning its evaporation supplied with more of the same tem-

perature, to which, after a few days, a little aqua ammonia—five

drops to hilf a pint of water—may be added. It is well to place at

the bottom of the dish or vase a layer of broken charcoal about J in.

in depth—pieces about the size of small Bsans. In placing the

flowers, let them have as much room as they need to show themselves

naturally. After a few days the stems should be examined, all

decayed matter rubbed from them with a piece of flannel, and the

tip of each end cleanly cut, and if any leaves or blossoms begin to

look withered, those also should be cut away. Flowers decay much
sooner when tied in bunches or bouquets than when arranged

loosely. Too little air and too much water are the bane of most species.

Withmosthardyplants, even if very long-stemmed, 2 in. immersion will

give water enough if they have plenty of air. For short-stemmed
flowers a mixture of damp sand and powdered charcoal in equal pro-

portions answers very well, but care must be taken that the dish

does not get too dry. The prettiest and best arrangement for keep-

ing cut flowers in beauty is a dish of velvety Moss saturated with
ram-water. When this Moss is brought from the woods, if a few
fronds of Fern are taken with it and suffered to form a part of the

foliage of the groups you will find them a charming addition. Place

the flower-stems sparsely among the Moss, and here and there a

branchlet of green or a leaf. Just inside the edge of the dish pour
a very little water twice a week ; and when any of the collection

shows signs of decay, remove theni and fill their places with fresh

specimens ; thus the dish may be kept filled with bloom and beauty
for months. Small bouquets for the hand soon fade if no efl'ort is

made to give them moisture ; but a wrapping of a bit of wet cotton

or a few damp threads fastened lightly about the ends of the
stems will sufllce to keep them in good condition several

hours in a close, hot atmosphere. Those who do not like the
formality of a bouquet-holder, which this plan necessitates, can
take a smj,ll vial, partly fill it with water, and place the flower-stems

therein, and then cover the vial by tying a ribbon around it, just

as they would the bare stems of a nosegay. Flowers used in deco-

rating the hair and the dress can be kept bright and fresh in the
same way. If flowers are to be transported any distance after they
are cut, they should be placed carefully in a tight box. If the box
is not perfectly air-tight, furnish it with a layer of damp Moss or
wadding.

Reviving Out Flowers.—H)t water will often levive faded
flowers, even when every petal is drooping. Place the stems in a
cup of boiling- hot water ; leave them in it until each petal has be-

come smoothed out ; then cutoff the coddled ends, and put them into

milk-warm water. Coloured flowers revive sooner than those that
are of a snowy whiteness, as the latter turn yellow. A cool room is

best adapted to keeping flowers fresh. They will wilt quickly in

badly- ventilated rooms, especially if filled with Tobacco smoke.
Each flower as it fades should be taken away, ehe it will cause the
others to decay.

—

Harper's Bazaar.

NOTES FROil CORNWALL.
Adiantam Capillus-vaaeris var. cornubienae.—This

exceeds in beauty and grace even A. farleyense. The plant to

which I allude was grown in a shallow pan in very sandy loam, with
plenty of small potsherds well distributed on the surface of the soil,

and I can safely say that if nine-tenths of your readers were to see
it as Mr. J. Every (of Pendrea Gardens, Gulval) grows it, they
would not begrudge 2s. 6d. for a plant of it. I cannot give in words
the two shades of green which the fronds present, but it certainly
is the handsomest of greenhouse or hardy Adiantums. Another
very graceful Fern is A. venustum, the pinnules of which are very
slightly dentated.

Plants in Flower.—I find I omitted to mention the following
in my list of plants in flower December 25, 18S0, viz. : Jasminum
nudidorum. Ilex Aquifolium, Pepper Cress, Chrysanthemum
segetum, and Scabious (garden) ; Pernettya angustifolia, Lim-
nanthes Douglasi, Yucca gloriosa, and Erica oodonodes. What a
magnificent plant Yucca gloriosa is ! Even when out of flower it is

very ornamental, but when in full flower it is truly magnificent.

Onion Oalture.—I notice in a contemporary a writer advo-
cating the sowing of Onions on a much larger scale than market
gardeners do at i)resent, and although he advances very good reasons
for so doing, I am afraid that at. least our Cornish growers will

never grow them to any great extent ; there is, in fact, less Onion
seed sown every year, and now that the price is much higher than
it has been tor many years, there will be still less sown. The Onion,
moreover, is a very gross feeder, and cannot be grown on the same

ground for more than two or three years following ; and, again, half

the profit is taken away by weeding ; therefore, the chances of

making good prices are very small.

American Apples.-1 was tUking the other day with a nur-

seryman on the subject of English and American Apples ; he informed

me that if we get such a spring as we had some four years ago the

Americans would have to keep their Apples at home, for they would
not pay freight, leaving profit out of the question ; for in the year

mentioned English-grown Apples would not pay for picking, and
were allowed to rot. What injured our Apple trees were the cold

winds which we get early in spring, and which burn, as it were, the

young shoots ; moreover, our summers are often not sufficiently hot to

ripen the wood and fruit.

—

Wm. Roeerts, Penzance.

THE LIBRARY.

" British Animals Extinct within Historic Times.'"
—Though this book does not come exactly within our province, its

peculiar intereit for all who take a delight in the natural history of

their country is evident at a glance. The autlior is an accomplished

young naturalist, who has in writing this book most ably tilled up
the gap between Prof. Owen's book on our " Britisli Fossil Mammals
and Birds " and Mr. Bell's "British Quadrupeds," tlie former

dealing with geological remains, Mr. Bell's book the existing forms.

The present book concerns the animals that have become extinct

during historic times ; and both by the extensive reading in old

records and complete scientific knowledge, Mr. Harting possesses

all the qualities that could be desired in the author of such a book.

He tells us of the bear, the beaver, the reindeer, the wild boar, and
the wolf, there being extensive chapters devoted to each, with an
appendix giving an account of the British wild cattle. Eich chapter

is adorned with a well-engraved and beautiful original drawing of

the animal by Wolf. The book is well produced, and likely to be a

standard authority on the subject.

JAPANESE GARDENING.
Mav I commend the following information as to Japanese gardening

to your readers, especially to such of them as have always so glibly

at their tongue's point the words "British enterprise" and "the
enlightenment of the nineteenth century ?

" " Judging from a paper

read at the last meeting of the St. Petersburg Society of Gardening,

the .Japanese must be allowed to have distanced us altogether in at

least one branch of education. Enthusiasts in gardening would fain

live to see the day when every householder will have his plot of

garden and will know how to cultivate it. The universal spread of

such knowledge seems to be almost as hopeless as the possession of

plots for its exercise in our large towns. But the Japanese, M. Gri-

gorieff tells us, are all taught gardening in their schools, and all have

their little plots of ground. They are instructed in practical horti-

culture and in the artistic arrangement of bouquets, and all classes,

from the palace to the cottage, manifest a passionate love of such

humanising and healthful occupations. Nowhere in Europe, we are

assured, are gardens so numerous, or the love of floriculture so exten-

sively developed. One very curious art they s^eem to have brought

to great perfection. Their gardens often being small, and their

taste leading them to take pride in the possession of trees of the

bigger species, they have gradually developed the art of dwarfing

them without in any way sacrificing their general shape and propor-

tion. Father and son and grandson will grow an Oak, for instance,

for fifty years or more, and will take means of preventing it ever

attaining more than IS in. or 2 ft. in height, though still presenting

all the characteristics of the full-grown tree in trunk, branch, and

foliage. Among their family treasures to be handed down from one

generation to another may often be found a well-arranged garden,

established in some antique specimen of Japanese pottery in the

shape of a capacious bowl. Within this receptacle will be walks

and trees and flower-beds, with a great variety of floral favourites,

all dwarfed to the proper proportions. One further development

of this odd manipulation of natural objects is the patient training of

tlie minified trees and shrubs into the forms of birds and beasts, or

any other object that may strike the fancy, or may be suggested by
the accidental shape of the plant, a refinement of gardening which
in barbarism very nearly approaches our fashion of clipping shrubs

into plum puddings or perpetually snipping trees that might become

beautiful into close imitations of German toys." The above may

' By .Tames E Im'inil Hiu-ting, F.L.S., F.Z.S., Author of "AHindbook of

British Birds, rhe Oniitliolo;;y of Shakespoiire," &c ,
&a. ; wuh illustrations by

.p. Wolf, 0. Whymper, E. \V. Slierwln, .lad others. London; Trilbnsr & Co.,

L-idgate Hill.
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perhaps serve to quicken the iinderstandinga of English School
Boards, so as to induce them to follow so good an example.

Bromley, Kent. J. B. Browx,

PROPAGATING.
Acacia arnaata.—This useful old-fashioned plant is beat

increased by means of cuttings taken off plants that have been cut
back after blooming. February and March are the best montlis in
which to propagate it. The cutting pots, 5-in. ones, should be
filled about a quarter full of crocks, and then to within J in. of the
top with finely sifted soil, consisting of peat, a little yellow loam,
and a good sprinkling of sand. Press all down firmly, and then fill

up with sand. Sprinkle with a rosed watering-pot, and insert the
cuttings prepared as here shown, tightening them well in. Plunge
the pots half-way up in ashes or any other material on tlie top of a
well and firmly made hotbed. If there is a superabundance of steam,
leave a little air on for a day or two by tilting tlie lights with a
small piece of wood. The cuttings must be shaded from sunshine,
and they will be ready for potting off in about two months.

Cutting of Acacia .irmata, Cutting of A. oxyphjlla,

A. oxyphylla.—This is also best increased by cuttings made,
as shown in the annexed illustration, of half-ripened wood in the

month of March. Cut the plants back in January, and place them
in a temperature of about C0°, keeping them well syringed twice a

day, when they will soon push plenty of good wood for cuttings.

Take of yellow loam and sand one half, and of peat the other half ;

well mix them together, and sift them fine ; then fill well-drained

pots witli this mixture, first putting a little of the sittings over the

crooks to within J in. of the top; then cover with saud, and press

all down rather firmly. Give a sprinkling with water, and after

standing a short time, insert the cuttings with a small dibber, fas-

tening them well in. They may either be placed on a gentle bottom
lieat in the propagating house with bell-glasses over them, or in a

manure bed not too hot or steamy. If the former, the glasses must
be wiped every other day ; if the latter, they mnst be watched to

see if a little air should be put on to allow some of the moist steam
to pass oft'. They generally root in about six weeks in a manure
bed, but under bell-glasses they take from two to three months.

H.

Gladiolus purpureo-auratus hybridus Frcebeli.

—

A single bulb of this interesting hybrid was sent to me at the com-
mencement of last year by its raiser, Herr Otto Froebel, of Neuniiin-

ster, Zurich, for trial and comparison with the two hybrids resulting

from a similar crossing of ti. purpureo-auratus with one of the
varieties of G. gandavensis raised and sent out by M. Victor
Lemoine, of Nancy (and named by him Lemoinei and Marie Lemoine,
already iigured in Vol. XVII. of The Garden, p. 306) ; and having
grown them side by side during last summer and autumn under
precisely similar circumstances and in identical soil, I find that Herr
Froebel's hybrid, whilst almost identical in colour and markings with
G. Lemoinei, save that the individual pips are perhaps a trifle

smaller than the French variety, is at least five times as quick to

increase and a mucli more abundant bloomer than that variety, as

while G. Lemoinei only made one bulb and produced a single spike
of eighteen or nineteen pips, the Zurich hybrid made five good
bulbs, besides a large number of bulbletoflsets, and produced five main

spikes, with several laterals, which bore over 150 fine blooms, show-

ing it to be altogether a most valuable and free-blooming acquisition

for the decoration of our hardy borders.—W. E. Gumbleton.

LATE N0TE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Plants for Tree Boot-infosted Borders (p. 83).—ff. G.—The more you

di(i atid mamrre suck a bordi^r the more liliehj arc you to he bothered vith tree

rooti! ;it t^ onlv natural that the if vAU ramify so long as.frenhfoodia in'tliiit reach.

HenceU folloiathat it woiddbe best to furnish the border withplantsofapcruuinent
character, and amongst suvh as would hold their own and always look neat are

Ivies and Periwinkles. Ifplanted leith these the appearance of the border would

at least be equal to one.furnished ivith the best Jlotcering percnyiials, because of the

strugale for existence that the latter would have, not to mention the .feeding and
attention that would be needed to keep them at all presentable, none of ickich

would be needed in the ease oflcies and Periwinkles. The grouml-icork might be

.formed with the common xcood Ivy {Fledera digitata) n«rf green Periwinkle
'( Vnica minor), to be dotted over at equi-distant intervals with the best varieties of

variegated Ivy and the variegated Periwinkles. All the attention necessary

would be abundant supplies of water in summer, and a clipping over of the entire

border once a year, the best time being immediately be.fore new growth starts in

spring.—W. W.
Trilliums.— lT. II. U.— For many years past I have cultivated TrilUums, and

have not experienced any difficulty in inducing them to thrive and also to flower

freely, but they do not readily increase. It is difficult to give advice, unless some-
thing is known of the nature of the soil, d-c, of the garden in wMcIl the attempt
has been made to cultivate them. For instance, I know an amateur ivho is ex-

tremely.fond of these and similar plants, but who nevertheless can do nothing ivith

them;' and.fn- this reason—his garden rests on a bed of calcareous rock. The con-

sequence is'tlie drainage is so rapid that a few days or even hours of hot sun dries

up everything, ^'ow 'tt is needless to say that Trdliums are utterly unsuitable

.for the embeiUshment of such a garden.'beeause they require a moist, almost ivet

'subsoil. The soil in which they luxuriate is rough 2)eat, turfy loam, well-decayed

manure or leaf-mould, and a liberal supply of coarse sand. This compost should

he at least IS in. deep. A slightly shadid iiositivn should be selected for them,

as they do not like to be exposed to the piercing rays of the sun. Wlien planted
just oil the outskirts of Rhododendron beds they do well, the Rhododendrons afford-

ing that amount of shade vMch is requisite. The finest development of

Trillium grandiflorum I ever witnessed was in a natural bog, where there ivas

fully 'i.ft. in depth of rich bog earth, and tehich was liable at times to be in-

undated, but only .for a short period, the water rapidly passing off. I atn,

however, unable to say how .far the other species would thrive under such con-

ditions.—r.

Mushroom Growing in Vineries.—7/1 a Vinery, which ivill be started

in the latter part of February or early in March, there is a space about 3 feet

wide between the back wall and the footivay. A flow and return pipe goes along
near the wall, and xinderneath the footway is a brick chamber with a 2-inch

flow atvireturn pipe passing through it. Would it be possible if I fdled up the

space mentioned witli horse-droppings to grow Mushrooms with any chance of suc-

cess? The Vines are planted inside, but I do not think the roots can get into the

space, because of the chamber running between it and the border. Would the am-
monia arising.from lh>' manure be injurious toplants or Vines? Any informa-
tion on these points u-IU oblige.— AG\111C'V8,

Fuel for Saddle Boilers.-7( has been said that saddle boilers are only
suitable .for coal (which is quite correct), and that if coke isused, the boiler should
be directlt/ over the.furnace. I have not yet seen a saddleboiler set so as to give

a regular heat .from coke alone, and I have nntch practical experienee in all

.forms of boilers, and the different fuels used for heating them.- J. GKAHAII.

Best Bedding Variegated Geranium (p. 83).— -B. //. S.—Turner's
May Queen is the best amongst white variegated kinds, the habit of growth being
dwarf, and the flowers, which are of a rosy cerise colour, stand out well above the

foliage. Amongst bronze variegated kinds .for bedding, none in all points yet
equals Rev. W. F. Radelyffe, and amongst tricolors the tame may be said of
Sophia Dumaresque.—W. W.
Tuber from Brazil.—Can any one tell from the following description

what this tuber is? The flowers, which are of a ricli rose colour, have long
tnljes of al30Ut 2 in. in length, and clustered together ona spil^e of 1'2 in. long,

foliacre darl^ green. The lic-ad of flower is surrounded by leaves something lilve a
small Broccoli liead.—Bekthe.

Scottish Seed and Nursery Trade Association.

—

The annual meeting of this association took place the otlier evening
in the Windsor Hotel, Edinburgh, Mr. Downie in the chair. From
the annual report, which was read by Mr. Hunter, it appeared that

the membership numbered forty-two, and that there was a balance

of £57 lis. at the credit of the association. At last yearly meeting
the committee had been empowered to offer a prize of £5 for the
best essay on the means of discovering the various forms of adultera-

tion and admixture in Clover seeds, but for tliis no competitor
came forward. No case had during the past year been submitted to

the association for arbitratiou, but the usefulness of the association

had been illustrated in cases of insolvencj'. In moving the adoption
of the report, Mr. Syme referred to tlie ways in w-hioh the usefulness

of the association might be increased in connection with cases of

insolvency, and this subject, as also that of the regulation of the

system of credit to customers, was discussed in the conversation
which ensued. Mr. R. T. Mackintosh was elected president for the
ensuing year, and Mr. .James Hunter, Glasgow, vice-president, Mr,
David Hunter being re-appointed secretary and treasurer. A new
set of rules was submitted to the meeting and approved. The mem-
bers and a number of friends afterwards dined together.

Index to The Garden.—Many correspondents having sug-

gested that the general index to The Gaedex should bring it down
to the twentieth volume, we acquiesce in that view, and will act

accordingly. The subscription list will remain open.
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"This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
Xhb Art II3ELF IS Naicre."—SAoftespeare.

I

THE WINTER-FLOWERING IRIS.

That was an unfortunate way in which * H." put his question

about the true name of this Iris (I. scorpioides),ance it has stirred me
to tell him that though Mr. Baker has decided to call it Xiphion

planifolium, there is a choice out of the following names, all of

which, in addition to Iris scorpioides, have been applied to the

same plant, to wit, I. alata, I. trialata, I. transtagana, I. mi-

croptera, I. autumnalis purpurea, Juno scorpioides, Thelysia

grandijiora, Thelysia alata, and lastly, " Clusius, his first or

broad-leaved bulbous Iris" besides probably other names which
have escaped me, so that any one who is feeling his way to

a knowledge of the plant may have the opportunity of buying
the same bulb under about ten different names. Of all the

bulbous Irises it is, I think, the most difficult to grow. The advice

given a number or two back " to buy a few bulbs and put them in

the ground " was, perhaps, as good as could be given, for the

irobabilities are that a happy-go-lucky way of proceeding would
le as successful as the most anxious pains. If I were a rich man,

I woidd buy imported bulbs every autumn, pot them, flower them
under glass, and then give them away to my poor friends, for it

is a flower well worth having, beautiful in itself, beautiful especi-

ally at the time of year at which it flowers, and in a warm atmo-
sphere sending forth a peculiar but, to my senses, delicious per-

fume. It is found wild in Algeria, where it flowersfrom November
onwai'ds ; in Sicily and Sardinia, where it flowers from November
to March ; and in Spain and Portugal, where it flowers in January
onwards.

It is perfectly hardy as far as mere cold is concerned. At the

close of the severe frost last winter, I found a bloom starting from
the open ground, and though the flower itself was rather damaged,
the growth of the foliage in the spring showed that no real harm
had been done. What upsets it in this country is the occurrence
of intermittent rains. The proper treatment is that which I

believe Mr. Ware adopts, to plant it in a well-drained, thoroughly
sunny spot, in rich, but not too heavy soil, and to roast it as much
as possible in the spring and summer, putting over it if necessary a
glass covering to keep the summer rains from it. In this way the

bulbs ripen and consequently flower. Treated thus the plants will

for the most part, I believe, flower in late autumn and early winter
with yet earher and later stragglers.

If you simply plant a bulb m the border in an ordinary way,
its progress will be absolutely erratic. Sometimes it will die right

off ; sometimes it will flower in August, sometimes in March or

April, or even later, or at any time between. Sometimes it will

remain dormant for a great part of a year. Its peculiar fleshy

roots, not unlike those of the Day Lily, show that it should not be
disturbed much, and this is an objection to growing it in pots after

the first year ; but I am inclined to think that it might be man-
aged by keeping it in the same pot for two or three years, top-

dressing it heavily every winter. I have''not as yet had sufficient

experience with it, but I find this plan very useful for the closely-

allied forms of I. persicum and oaucasicum.
The flowers vary a good deal in tint and even in colour. There

is said to be a major and minor form, but all the bulbs I have
hitherto seen, some from Spain, some from Algiers, had flowers

of about the same size. M. F.

Scented - leaved Pelargoniums. — On looking through
old books one is struck by the array of names of Pelargoniums which
formerly were cultivated, and the question occurs, now that the
Cape and other parts of Africa are being opened up, would it not
pay to look after and re-introduce some of those quaint old plants
that have been so long lost, as, to most of the. people now living,

they would be virtually new. Many of them will flower early in
spring, which would add to their value. The scented-leaved kinds
are very elegant for cutting sprays from for mixing with out flowers,
and I have often afforded invalids pleasure by giving them a few
leaves of what they term the Oak-leaved Geranium, which years ago

used to be so common in cottage windows. The following is a list

of scented-leaved kinds, all of which I have seen in cultivation witliin

the last year, viz., acetosum verum, cucullatum. Bridal Ring, Radula
major, R. minor, betonioum, Shrubland Pet, Lady Scarborough, Lady
Plymouth, cinereum, Prince of Orange, grossulariiefolium, glaucum,

quercifolium, viaoosum, Scotti, Fair Helen, inquinans, tomentosum,
denticulatum, and Gem. I have no doubt otliera might be added,

and I should think it would pay some of our nurserymen to look

these old plants up and catalogue them. Afterwards, perhaps, it might
be well to look up the succulent Cape species, such aa Ardens,

Echinatum, &c., for they are very pretty. E. H.

ENGLISH FORCED LILAC.

I ENCLOSB a spray of Lilac, which we are now cutting in large

quantities, to show you the distinction between English grown
white Lilac and that imported. You will observe that although

the blooms are nearly white the foliage is as green as that grown out

of doors, and as we set nearly as much store by the foliage as the

flowers this is no small advantage. We use it for furnishing vases,

and most lovely and fragrant it is. We gather it in large bunches,

with plenty of its own foliage, and drop it into a large vase with-

out any addition in the way of Ferns or any other kind of garnish-

ing, and I do not know of anything that is more appreciated from

December to May than these delicately fragrant flowers. For
dinner table decoration they are exquisite, and under artificial light

look pure white. We find their own foliage the best garnishing.

According to the French plan of forcing Lilac in the dark, the foliage

is blanched as well as the flowers, and although we generally say that
" They do things better in France," I must say that I like our own
plan the best, for I like plenty of a plant's own foliage for garnishing,

and think that quite half the beauty of the flowers is gone if

divested of their natural greenery.

Not the least merit of this forced Lilac is the ease and certainty

with which it is brought into flower at a given date. For our earliest

crop to come in about Christmas we hft the bushes early in November.
If very large, the tops are drawn together with a cord or tied up simi-

lar to a faggot, and then the bushes are dug up with a good ball of

roots. They are then set in the comers of forcing houses, such aa

early Vineries, in which loose bricks are built up, so as to make
temporary boxes for holding soil about the roots ; they are then well

watered and kept syringed like the Vines, when the buds soon swell

up and open, or, if expressly required sooner, they may be pushed

on by transferring them to the stove ; the higher the temperature

and more rapid the development the whiter the flowers are, but with

a moderate temperature, such as that of a Vinery, the foliage, as

before stated, will be stout and bright green, and the flowers will

last a long time when cut. The largest bushes that can be got into

the house are the best, for every flower-bud will produce a spike ; our

ordinary bushes bring several dozen sprays on them. Smaller plants

in pots are beautiful objects for conservatory decoration. After

they are done flowering they are gradually hardened off, and in

April the old bushes are cut down low and divided into several

small clumps for planting in the reserve garden for providing a

stock for forcing again after three years' growth out of doors, as it

takes a quantity of bushes to keep up continuous supply. The old-

fashioned large-flowered Lilac and Charles X. are better for this

iind of work than either the Persian or Siberian Lilacs.

Linton. J. Groom.
[The flowers sent were very beautiful, though not so white as

some we have seen imported.]

Neapolitan Violets.—I saw (p. 623, Vol. XVIII.) that Mr.
H. Cook had sent you samples of Marie Louise and Neapolitan Vio-

lets to mark the superiority of the former over the latter. Being

a grower of both, I cannot let our old favourite the Neapolitan,

which has done such good service for a number of years, suffer in

popular estimation without a protest. I will allow that Marie Louise

is a valuable acquisition and superior to the Neapolitan as an early

autumn flowerer, but not to be compared with it for winter

blooming after the middle of November. I have sent you a box
of Neapolitans gathered from an ordinary two-light frame ; you
will find that many of the flowers measure IJ in across. For
several years past I have been very careful when increasing my
stock only to propagate from the sturdiest plants, which gave the

largest and best blooms. By this means I have obtained a finer

strain than is generally found in cultivation. Here the Neapolitan

is decidedly the favourite, both for its colour and fragrance.

—

Wm. Allan, Ounion Park. [Large and handsome Violets very
fragrant—beautiful things from that bleak Norfolk at this terrible

season.]
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GARDEN THOUGHTS.

Bringing home my thoughts from the garden as it might

be to the garden as it is, I find that a great transformation

has been wrought during my absence (of mind) by a frost and

a fall of snow. The brave Jasmine still mounts guard at my
portals, with his gold lace slightly tarnished, but hunger has

constrained the light brigade of birds to make an attack in

force upon the red rank^ of the Pyracantha, and, to borrow

one of those powerfal idioms which come to us across the

Atlantic, it has very literally " chawed them up." Primroses

and Violets, Aconites and Christmas Roses, Arabis and Vinca,

are clad in robes of virgin white—a sleeping dresa, not a

shroud. What is to become of the poor frozen-out gardener 1

It is true that there is much which is very beautiful—the

deciduous trees glittering in the sun, as though Nature,

wearing all her diamonds, and such lovely lace as was never

made by needle, had bi ought out all her plate, epcrgnes, and

candelabra for some royal feast with the great Cedars, and

Cypresses, and Pines, and Thujas, Lebanon, and Deodar, and

Atlas, Macrocarpa, and Nobilis, Lawson, Pinsapo, Borealis

stationed as p - icquets (I had written the initial p for police-

men, when happily my quill took a higher flight)— picquets of

Black Brunswickers to watch and guard ; but the air is too

cold for long admiration. " A new white world waiting for

colour " is a charming thought, but after a time we wish the

painter woiild come, and " frozen music" is a grand idea, but

eventually we remember Munchausen's bugle, and begin to

desiderate a thaw.

What is to become of the poor frozen-out gardener 1

He cannot imitate the example of the robin, who sits

in the barn, and keeps himself warm, and puts his head

under his wing, poor thing. What is he to do ? Only

to open a door, and, lo, " the winter of his discontent

is made glorious summer,"—again the garden glows and fills

the liberal air. Because, if I may venture once more to trot

out, positively for the last trot, a quotation so hackneyed

that it ought to be turned out to grass or to the knacker,
" Who loves a garden loves a greenhouse too," and if he has

one has the only reliable winter garden, from which, dry and

joyful, he may call upon the elements, as poor Lear called

upon them, drenched and mad, to "rumble their bellyfuU."

Honoured for ever be the memory of those statesmen who,

in the year 18i5, removed all duties from glass. They were

benefactors to all the queen's lieges when those sham windows

became realities, and mean peep-holes spread themselves

into noble casements, and the light streamed into dreary

homes, and the tax was taken from the merry sunshine ; but

they were special friends to the florist. Ah, what happiness

is brought into many a hard life, into many a lone life, by

that " bit o' glass !
" AVhat thankful smiles on those pale

faces, which smile so seldom, have welcomed, in sick rooms

and hospitals, their flowers and fruits ! How many men have

been kept from temptation, how much harshness has been

softened, how much coarseness has been refined, how much
truer thought and braver impulse, how much higher, holier

ambition has been evoked in the little greenhouse at home !

Some day I hope to revisit those miniature conservatories of

the working men at Nottingham, of which I wrote in ray

book about tlie Rose, and if I do I will report results to

the readers of The Garden ; meanwhile, let me tell from

my own little parlour of posies how much enjoyment of

beauty may be had in a very limited space.

*

Yet one or two thoughts ere I turn the handle. Imprimis,

how thankful we should be not only for cheap glass, but

for improvements in construction, heating, and ventila-

tion. Those were indeed Dark Ages in which our grand-

fathers—whose hearts were as warm, and whose heads were as

well furnished as ours, who were quite as zealous and quite

as skilful, according to their means, as we are—had dreary

structures, which they called green-houses and stoves, like

rooms, with no visible fireplace, lighted with long, narrow

windows having wooden shutters, walled at the back, and
often at the side (" the back wall," writes an authority in his

day, " ought to be no less than three bricks length in thick-

ness, or it can hardly be supposed to be powerful enough to

guard the plants with sufficient warmth "), covered overhead

with a foot and a half of sawdust, and a thick coat of mortar

above it between the ceiling and the slates. A flue, one foot

in width and two in depth, went from a fireplace at Ihe back
round the house ; but some who could not or would not afford

this luxury placed mats inside their windows when the

winter was severe, and filled the space between the shutters

and the glass with straw. But the appearance of the plants

after a fortnight's darkness was not exhilarating ; and when
the frost was breaking up they seemed to think that they could

not do better than follow the example of the frost. Some
persons did commonly make use of pots filled with charcoal

to set in their greenhouse ; " but this is very dangerous," the

chronicler writes, " to the persons who attend these fires, and

1 have often known they have been almost suffocated there-

with, and at the same time they are very injurious to the

plants."
*

But there were gardeners then who, out of their great love

and brave industry, achieved with these poor appliances such

beautiful results as would astonish those of our weaker
brethren, who seem to think that their forefathers knew very

little of their art. In these greenhouses, ceiled and shut-

tered, and, far more successfully, from their " bark stoves,"

because the roof, front, and sides were of glass, the back wall,

14 ft. in height, having seven flues one above another, and
the centre containing the pit, filled with tanner's bark, in

which the pots were plunged, and which was walled round,

with just sufficient space for a path ; in these, by thoughtful

study, keen and constant observation, and devoted cultural

skill, they induced their visitors from sunnier lands to look

bright and happy as at home. " And so," writes one of those

grand old gardeners, " by the proper collecting of the sun's

rays, the heat of fermented bark, and the additional ingre-

dients of real fire, we bring the air to that due temperature

in which plants from the hottest parts of the world may live

and flourish, and show themselves, in general, to as great

perfection as they do in their own countries. And thus in

our stoves we may at once behold the beautiful shrubs and
plants that adorn the African coasts and the more inland and

fertile parts of that vast country, the produce of the East

and West Indies, the trees and plants of Jamaica and the

hotter parts of America ; and in these treasures, combined

with those which we possess in our greenhouses, flower gar-

dens, wilderness quarters (" The Wild Garden," about which

I would earnestly commend a little book published by Mr.

Murray), we may behold the principal produce with which

the Almighty hath so beautifully enriched, and so wonder-

fully adorned, this globe."

*

It is interesting to read the names of plants grown in green-

houses and stoves more than a century ago, and to think what
delight the owner must have had (for he was a connoisseur

in days when men did not buy ranges of glasses, as they buy
furniture, merely for show, and as "the thing to do"), he and his

prime minister, the gardener, and their admiring friends, in
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the Agaves, and Aloes, Amaryllis (double golden), Bignonias,

Cactus, Cannas, Cissus, Crinums, Crotons, Gardenias, Gera-

nium, Gesneras, Gloxinias, Hibiscus, Ixoras, Marantas,

Oleanders, Oranges, Lemons and Citrons, Palms, Pancratiums,

Passion-flowers, Plumbagos, Polygalas, Tamarinds, Rondele-

t as, &c. And it is curious to note how then as now many
liardy plants when first imported were coddled in the stove

and nearly killed with kindness. If plants are sentient,

"and there are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than

are dreamt of in our philosophy," how surprised they must be

coming from their silent worship in deserts where no men
abide to find themselves thus cherished and admired. The
Candytuft and Portulaca went to the greenhouse, the Clematis

and the Puchsia (" there is only one species," we are told,

" of this genus") to the stove, just as the Laburnum and the

Lilac, as tradition goes, were at first cultivated under glass,

and as I nursed my first plant of Dielytra spectabilis, for

which I gave half-a-guinea. Adventurous spirits, observing

habit of growth, and knowing something of climates, planted

some of these immigrants in borders, and rejoiced to find that

they " stood the winter." In my copy of "Hanbury's Gar-

dening" (1771), in which are enumerated 172 varieties of

greenhouse and 248 of stove plants, the original possessor of

the book, the Earl of Moim, has made annotations to this

effect. Of the Ceanothus, he writes, " This beautyfuU shrub

thrives better in the open ground than in the house, and is

covered with white flowers from July to December—at least,

mine are so ;" of Yucca aloifolia, " this flowered in the open
ground with me perfectly well ;" and of Buddleia americana,
" I have this in the open ground, where it shows its flowers

better th.nn in the house. No frost injures it, and its layers

soon root."
*

Miller gives us a much more limited list of tender exotic

trees and plants, beginning with the Acajou, or Cashew (it

almost makes one sneeze to write it, and if similia similihus

curuntiir, must be a sovereign remedy for hay fever), and
including the Alligator Pear, the Bully tree, the Button Wood
of Barbadoes, the Cabbage tree, the Calibasb tree, the Cocoa-

nut tree, Dumb Cane, Piddle "Wood, Hog Plum, Sour Sop,

Sweet Sop, &c.
*

And now I must relieve my thoughts of an incident which,

ever pinoe I wrote in a preceding paragraph the words
" breaking up " has been persistently demanding notice, tap-

ping at my brain like a terrier scratching at a door. Talking
with a friend in a street of Northampton, I saw two men
meet close by. The one began to address the other, who,
being deaf, put up his hand to stop him until he had pro-

duced from a case almost large enough for a violin an elabo-

rate ear-trumpet, which being divided into several sections

required some time to adjust. At last all was in readiness,

and the proprietor, evidently expecting some pleasant commu-
nication, was informed in stentorian tones, "You're break-

ing very fast !
" The remark was made without any apparent

malice, merely as a matter of fact ; and some would say that

when there is no intention to give pain there is no fault to be

punished. But " evil is done for want of thought, as well as

from want of heart," and I think such evildoers might be judi-

ciously kicked without injury to religion or law. I remember
a similar case. A man asking his sick neighbour, "Would
thee like to get better. Tommy Booth ? " And when Booth
" thought he should," informing him, " But thee mun dee this

whet."
*

Enter now ray green cot(house is too magniloquent) 9 yards

by 4 yards. Here I have had a goodly show of Chrysanthe-

mums—Japanese, English—including among the Pompones

that dear little Cedo NuUi who, with five others, won me a
silver cup in the bravo days of old at Nottingham ; and now
there is a bright display of Primulas, white and red, single

and double ; of Cyclamens first roused from their slumbei %
in my small stove, with their charming flowers, which always
suggest to me the mitre of a Liliputian bishop ; of white
Roman Hyacinths in pretty contrast with the bright red
berries of the Solanum (some say from nolari, to comfort,
and there are few plants of a more cheery aspect) ; of the
beautiful and bountiful Golden Daisy, well named Etoile
d'Or, in happy conjunction with the vivid rosy flowers of

Azalea amcena ; there are a few prevenient blooms of Camellia,
white and red ; Cypripediums, which retain their quaint
beauty all through the winter ; the pretty Begonia insignis,

toiijours gai, with its fresh pink complexion and bright glossy
leaves ; the winter Heath (Erica hyemalis) ; Cinerarias ; Ha-
brothamnus ; Eupatorium ; Libonia ; the last of the Bou-
vardias, and the first of the Lilies of the Valley ; Violets

;

Mignonette ; and some plants of Myosotis dissitiflora, taken
up from the borders in November and just showing colour,

*

The Poinsettias gleaming among the Palms, Ferns, aad
other foliage, like the royal liveries in Windsor Forest, the

scarlet coats of the huntsmen in a covert of Gorse, or the

guard of a mail in the olden time as it emerged from a Fir
plantation, evidently consider themselves the " swells " of the

stove ; and they are very grand and brilliant. But we become
accustomed to their splendour, like the boy who follows the

tall, red-coated soldier on the slide with " Now, lobster, keep
the pot a-boiling ! " and though we do not lose our admira-

tion, we find ourselves surrounded by a bevy of beauties,

presenting their claims, payable on demand, for their due
share of honour. There is the Anthurium (oh, those botan-

ists ! would it not be enough to make a child tie a cracker to

that father's door who should name him " Flower with a

tail ? " ) the Anthurium Scherzerianum, raising its first bright

vermilion spathes above its deep green leaves ; Euphorbia jac-

quinifeflora, which always has a happy look and a summer smile

on its orange-scarlet flowers ; the tree Epiphyllums, in their

roseate pendent loveliness, under which the fairies might erect

a throne for her majesty Titania; the Imantophyllum, in its

green and gold, accelerating its bloom for the greenhouse ; the

bright blue Eranthemum, well named pulohellum; two or

three crimson Amaryllis glowing amid Dracffinas of all

colours from white to black ; a selection of Coleus, not large,

but fresh and bright in colour ; Cocos Weddelliana and half-a-

dozen Palms ; the best of the Marantas, as I think, Veitchi

;

Alocasias metallica and Lowi ; some sleeping beauties, Bou-

gainvilleas, Allamandas, Stephanotis ; the velvety leaves of

the first Gloxinias and Gesneras; and here, there, and

everywhere the pretty trailing Panicum Grass. Beautiful,

as with the beauty of holiness, "clothed on with

chastitj'," bending her head in sweet humility, as though

in His presence Who said " Consider the Lilies," the virginpresence

queen of them all, the Encharis !

Gaunton Manor, Newark.

S. R. H.

Prize Oups.—We have heard the remarks of our correspondent
" Peregrine "

(p. 90) concerning the objectionable nature ot many
prize cups ofifered for garden produce echoed by men who compete.

They say they cannot afford to show for these cup prizes,
_
the

expenses of heavy collections, even of vegetables, being sometimes

more than half the stated value of even a large prize ; therefore

the best men often abstain from showing, owing to the fact that

a cup is offered instead of a money prize. We say nothing of the

fact that the winner may have other uses for his money prizes than

paying his expenses for waggons, railway carriage, and men to the

show. Even in cases where the original value of the cups could

not be fairly impugned, half or less than half may be ofTered to
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the gardener who wishes to dispose of them, and who sometimes
exchanges them for a teapot or some other article that he really

wants. The same objections apply to the medal business. In all

important prizes for which such objects are offered the winner should

have the alternative of receiving his prize or its declared money
value.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Brownea grandiceps.—In the Palm house at Kew a flower-

ing plant of this gorgeous tropical shrub is just now by far the

most remarkable object. This species is one of the finest of the

genus, noble in habit and foliage, and truly gorgeous in flower.

The Kew plant, which is some 15 ft. high, is surmounted by a

huge head of pinnate leaves, each about 3 ft. in length. The
flowers are borne in dense clusters from 6 in. to 9 in. in diameter,

much in the same manner as those of a Rhododendron, and each

flower is of about the same size as those of the last named shrub.

The colour is a bright clear rosy pink, very showy and beautiful,

and enhanced by the surrounded masses of fine foliage. The clus-

ters of flowers are borne at the extremities of the short young
sboots produced from the main stem ; hence they are pendulous,

which relieves them of that lumpy appearance which they would
otherwise have. It is a native of Venezuela, consequently it only

attains perfection in a hot moist house.

Horticulture in Ireland.—Our letters from subscribers in

Ireland have not been free from signs of the disturbance there. Some
give up their papers owing to the uncertain state of the country.

One man from Athy sends his subscription to show, he says, that

there is still hope for "this troubled island." Another old cor-

respondent gives up after a good many years' subscription because,

he says, between the policy of Mr. Gladstone and the plans of Mr.

Parnell, there is no certainty of safety here now for one's house, and,

therefore, the garden must) go to the wall. The most courageous sign

of all is a subscription from the gardener of one of the most celebrated

of the persons "Boycotted," a brave gardener who has not been

frightened from his post.

Cape Aloes at Kew.—At this dull season even this interest-

ing class of plants, that are often overlooked when flowers are plenti-

ful, are attractive. In the Cactus house some few among the fine

collection existing there are beautifully in flower, and will continue

so for some time. One of the showiest is A. supralwvis, of which
there are some fine specimens some 7 ft. or S ft. high. The leaves,

as is usual with these plants, are thick and fleshy, like those of tlie

American Aloe, overlaid with a glaucous hue, and beset on the

margins with sharp black spines. The flower-stem arises from the

centre of this huge tuft of foliage, and overtops it about 1 ft. or 2 ft.

The stem is branched in a candelabrum-like manner, and on each

branch the bright orange-scarlet blossoms are densely arranged,

strikingly reminding one of the flower-stem of a Flame-flower (Kni-

phofia or Tritoma), particularly the pretty K, Macowani. Two
other species, A. plurideus and A. chloroleuca, are likewise gay with
blossoms, but are scarcely so bright in colour as the preceding. In
the extensive collection of succulents lent by Mr. Peacock, of Sud-
bury House, Hammersmith, and temporarily placed in one of the

octagons of the temperate house, there are also a few kinds in

flower. A. Salm Dyckiana, a rare species, is much in the way, as

regards habit and flowering, of A. supralajvis, though the colour

of the flowers is somewhat of a deeper shape. A. abyssinica and A.
csesia are among other attractive kinds in flower ; the former, a

stemless sort, is particularly noteworthy on account of the abundance
of yellow flowers that are borne on short stalks. Of the old and
well-known A. plicatilis there is a grand specimen, which in a short

time will be covered with multitudes of its showy blossoms.

The Large Conservatory belonging to Mr. Jay Gould, the

great railway magnate of New York, was totally destroyed by fire on
the early morning of December 11th last. It was located at Linden-
hurst, Irvington, on the Hudson River, and was believed to be one of

the finest structures of the kind in this country. It was built in the
Moorish style of architecture, being 400 ft. long having latrael

wings, and being 95 ft. in width at this point. It was also sur-

mounted with a fine tower 90 feet high. The fire started near a
chimney-flue, and at once defied all attempts toward extinguishment.
The building contained a large and varied collection of rare and
costly plants from Belgium, Australia, Brazil, South America, and
other distant countries, including choice Palms 15 ft. high, two of

which were recent importations from France and England. Rare
foliage plants from the Tropics were also here, and two large consign-
ments from the Emperor of Brazil in October, amongst which w »re

elegant Tree Ferns 20 ft. high. In the building were 289 varieties cf
Palms alone, 45 varieties of Tree Ferns, 100 choice varieties of Cro-

tons, and 60 sorts of Colocasias and Anthuriums. The Rose house
contained a fine selection of the choicest kinds, as well as the Pink
house, and every branch was fully represented. Ferdinand Mangold,
the head gardener, estimates the loss at 200,000 dols. The property

was not insured. A large propagating house near at hand, contain-

ing plants valued at 4005 dols,, was not destroyed.—H. Hendkicks,
Kingston, N, 1'.

ShO'wy Winter Gesnerad (Sciadooalyx).—This is a good
addition to winter flowering Gesneraceoua plants, so desirable

for maintaining a gay appearance in stoves. It is of Continental
origin, and is said to be a hybrid obtained by crossing S. digitali-

fiora, itself a beautiful plant, and Tyd^a pardina, and the progeny
strikingly partakes of the characters of both parents. The plants of

it now in flower in one of the compartments in the T range at Kew
are about 1 ft. or so in height, and are of an erect habit of growth.
The tubular flowers produced from the axils of the downy leaves are

above 1 in. in length and the exterior of the tube is covered with a
bright red down, while the reflexed corolla segments are pale rose,

copiously and regularly spotted with deep purple. It is, like the
majority of its congeners, a native of South America, and flourishes

only in modetately hot and moist houses.

Tea Farm in the United States.—The experiment of

growing Tea in this country is about to be tried on an extended
scale. The Commissioner of Agriculture, in company with an expert
in Tea culture from India, has lately visited numerous sections in

the Southern States where Tea plants had been sent for trial, and
found the plants growing freely. Two hundred acres of land were
finally selected at Summerville, South Carolina, near the city of

Charleston, for the establishment of a regular Tea farm. This
land is a part of the tract known as the Middleton estate, and is

thought to be well adapted for the purpose. It has been leased by
the Department of Agriculture for twenty years, and will at once be
placed in charge of an experienced Tea grower. Seed from India is

now awaited, and a portion will be sown as soon as it arrives. An
appropriation of 5000 dollars was made by Congress last winter for

the purposes of this experiment, and it is believed that Tea growing
can be made a profitable industry in this country.—H. Hexdkicks,
Kingston, N. Y.

AinsliaBa "Walkeri.—This is a small-growing Composite with
woody stems furnished with alternate linear leaves sharply toothed
at the edges. The stems, which are about 1 ft. high, are termi-

nated by a long, slender raceme of flowers, or rather flower-heads,

as each apparent blossom contains three or more individual florets.

These florets are white and very narrow, and, being singularly

twisted, have an elegant appearance. It is not a showy plant,

but remarkably interesting, as there are comparatively few of the

vast family of Composites that partake of the habit of growth and
manner of flowering of this species. It is a native of Hong Kong;
therefore maybe grown safely in a cool 'greenhouse temperature.

Anthurium Andreanum.—As an instance of the free-flower-

ing property of this fine Arad, we may mention that a small plant

of it in Messrs. Veitch's nursery is again in flower for the second
time, and is altogether finer than that which preceded it. As an
instance, also, of the lasting character of the flower, we may add that

the flower in Mr. Bull's collection, which expanded for the first time
in this country some two months ago, is still in good condition, the

spathe retaining its brilliant vermilion colour.

Tillandsia Lindeni.—Of this beautiful Bromeliad there is a
fine plant in flower in one of the stoves at Kew. It is not, we be-

lieve, what is consi iered to be the type of the species, but the form
cyanea, of which there is an excellent coloured figure in The
Gakdex, Vol. XVII., p. 60. It has graceful tufts of reflexing foliage,

from the centres of which are produced tail slender flower-stems.

The flowers are borne singly or m pairs from the axils of the densely

arranged bracts with which the upper part of the stem is furnished,

from 6 in. to 9 in. in length, and are about 1^ in. asross, and of tri-

angular outline. The colour is deep ultramarine blue, while the

centre is a clear white, which with the green bracts forms a fine

contrast of colour. The true form of T. Lindeni difi'era from this in

having the bracts wholly of a pink colour, and the flowers more of

a purple hue. Both are extremely beautiful plants, and very desir-

able for cultivating in stoves.

Plant Labels.— The council of the Society of Arts are pre-

pared to award a society's silver medal, together with a prize of £5,

which has been placed at their disposal for the purpose by Mr. G. F.

Wilson, for the best label for plants. The object of the offier is to

obtain a label which may be cheap and durable, and may show legibly

whatever is written or printed thereon ; the label must be suitable

for plants in open borders. These considerations will principally

gnvern the award. The latter will be made on the recommendation

of > committee which will be appointed for the purpose by the coun.
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cil. Specimen labels, bearing a number or motto and accompanied

by a sealed envelope containing the name of the sender, must be sent

in to the secretary of the society, John Street, Adelphi, London, not

later than May 1, 1881. The council reserve to themselves the right

of withholding the medal and prize ofifered if, in the opinion of the

judges, none of the specimens sent in are deserving.

Hybrid Greenhouse Rhododendrons—It would be diffi-

cult to mention a more beautiful class of shrubs for the embellish-

ment of the stove or warm greenhouse throughout the winter than

the various Itinds of hybrid Rhododendrons that have been raised by
intercrossing R. jasmiuiSorum, R. javanicum, and similar species.

At the present time several kinds are in full beauty in Messrs.

Veitch's nursery, Chelsea, where they are highly attractive associated

with forced flowers. Of the variety Princess Royal, the first raised

kind, but still one of the most beautiful, there is a fine specimen
bearing a score or more of its lovely pink trusses of blossom. Tay-
lori, with rosy-pinlc flowers and pure white tubes, is to our mind the

most delicate of all, and is, moreover, a free and perpetual flowerer.

One of the deepest-coloured kinds is Duchess of Edinburgh, which
has large deep crimson flowers, forming a striking contrast with
Princess Alexandra, which has snow-white blossoms somewhat in the

way of R. jasminiflorum, but larger both as regards the truss and in-

dividual blooms. These are the kinds at present in flower, and others

will shortly follow, and will keep up a succession until far into spring

and even into summer. Some of the best sorts of these lovely

Rhododendrons formed the suljject of a coloured plate in The
Garden (Vol. XVI., p. 394).

Azalea Obtusa.—This, though an old occupant of our green-

houses, is still one of the prettiest of all the earlier flowering kinds,

and we were much struck with the beauty of a large conically

trained specimen of it which we saw the other day in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery completely covered with flowers. The latter are small—in

fact, no larger than those of A. amcena, but far moredelicate in colour

than that kind, being of a clear cerise, a tint very uncommon even
among the many shades of colour to be found among Azaleas. It is

so valuable for early forcing, that it has been propagated in large

quantities and grown into about the same sized plants as those sold

of A. amcena for that purpose. It is somewhat remarkable that such
an exquisite variety should have been allowed to remain so long in

comparative obscurity, for we know of few plants more worthy of

being brought into more prominent notice.

Wnite Laurustinus.—The white-flowered variety of the Lau-
rustinus appeals to have long been a favourite in Continental gardens,

though it does not seem to be much known to us. It differs only
from the ordinary kind in the unexpanded buds as well as blossoms
being pure white instead of having a reddish tinge. It is extremely
useful in winter, when white flowers especially are scarce both in the
shape of small plants and in a cut state. In the Royal Exotic Nur-
sery, Chelsea, it has this season been extensively grown for decorative
and cutting purposes, and is found invaluable. The plants are
grown in small pots, and are mostly standards with a well-flowered

head about IS in. across on clean stems about as much in height.

Large Bouquets.—I notice (p. 90) that you are finding fault

with the unusual size of bouquets. But you must bear in mind be-

fore you get them made less that you must beat King Fashion. You
truly say that ninety-nine out of every hundred would like them
less, only its the fashion. I will give you a case in point. Last
week a lady requested me to make a bouquet for a Royal Princess,

adding, now remember it must be a large one; however inconvenient
it may be, it is the fasliion, and we must follow it.—K.

The Vine of Soudan.—M. Carrit:re devotes a good many
words so show how little he, or anyone else in Europe, knows of this

so highly praised Vine in Africa. There is some talk of its

being introduced to commerce before long. It is a Vine found by an
Eastern traveller, who describes it in very glowing terms as some-
thing very neat and very extraordinary.

Testimonial to Mr. Judd.—Mr. Daniel Judd, on relinquish-

ing the charge of the gardens at Warwick Castle the other day, was
presented by a few of his friends with an elegant timepiece and a
handsome gold scarf pin. The timepiece bore the following inscrip-

tion :

'
' Presented to Mr. Daniel Judd by a few friends at parting,

as an acknowledgment of kindness and as a mark of their high
esteem and respect.—Warwick, December 29, 1880."

Os Tuesday, the 18th inst., we had a real hurricane here until the
evening when the wind ceased, and we had 26° of frost. Early on
Wednesday morning the storm again began, and raged with all the
fury of the previous day. The roads were blocked with from 3 ft.

to 10 ft. of snow. Our keenest frost was on Friday, the 21st, when
the thermometer indicated 30°.—P. Davidson, Shaftenhury, Dorset.

Readers of The Garden are respectfully requested to send the
editor notice of any appointments to the charge of important gardens.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

EFFECT OF WIND ON ASPARAGUS.
In 1838 I went to be gardener and forester to the late Earl of
Wemyss and March at Gosford, and there I found a border which
had been planted with Asparagus, but only a plant here and there
was to be seen ; in fact the Asparagus was a failure, and I was told
that a dish of it could never be got ; Lord Wemyss hoped I
might be able to grow it, and as the soil seemed suitable I said I
had no doubt that in two years I would be able to produce a full
supply ; I therefore set about the work at once. I bought two or
three-year-old plants and they grew as well as I could wish, and also
the second year, and of course I expected to cut plenty the following
year ; in April I endeavoured to ascertain if the heads were look-
ing up, but to my surprise scarcely any were appearing. I
selected another piece of suitable soil and planted again, and the
same results followed. I lifted some roots and their points were
black ; I was beaten ; but all at once I thought I had found out
why it did not grow the tliird time as it grew first rate for two years,
and as Gosford was close to the Firth of Forth, and much exposed
to north-west winds, it occurred to me that wind-waving
was the cause of failure. I therefore planted again for the third and
last time about 1000 on well prepared soil, and they grew satisfactorily

;

as soon as they got strong, I knocked some stakes into the soil and
run a lath along them and tied the stems to the lath, and in two
years I had the best heads I ever saw, and in those days I used to

compete at the Haddington horticultural shows. There the Aspa-
ragus was shown in twelve heads 8 in. long, and the weight used to

be 14 oz. andlSoz., fully 1 oz. each. The first year I got the first

prize, the v/eight was 16 oz,, and the last time I competed I also got
the first prize, the weight being 22 oz. A dozen heads made a good
dish.

Asparagus used to be Grown when I was in the ranks
in beds, three rows being in a bed, and there was an alley of 3 ft.

It used to be covered with manure during winter, and this was re-

moved in early spring, but in my opinion the manure was of no use,

as the plants cannot assimilate any of the juice of the manure when
in a quiescent state, and the roots sustain no hurt from any amount
of frost even when 5° below zero, but gardeners then went on as

some do still in the same way, and never use their thinking powers as

to what is right and what is wrong. My mode of growing it was this :

I trenched the soil 2 ft. deep and put manure in the bottom, and
in the soil tree leaves well decomposed, rotted short Grass and
common cow and stable manure and mixed them well together, and
planted the roots in single rows 3 ft. apart and 18 in. between each ;

this I found to be a better plan than growing it in beds as described
for the following reasons : the soil could be kept easier clear from
weeds and from snails and slugs which do it harm when in a young
state, and it was easier to out the heads than if grown in broad beds,

and I can vouch that one single row will afford more good Asparagus
than three in beds, Besides the other advantages just alluded to, I
planted on the surface, and covered the crowns 4 in. deep also out
of the alleys. I prefer planting when the shoots are to be seen, and
tlien there are no blanks ; if the soil is dry the plants should be well

soaked with water, and they will require no more.

Soil.^-Asparagus will not thrive on a strong soil if at all clayey,

nor where the subsoil is clayey, and though it delights and luxuriates

in a wet season, the less moisture it gets when in a state of repose

the better ; and where the soil is not suited for it, sand, road
scrapings, or any light soil should be got ; remove the strong soil,

and if the subsoil is clayey it should be well drained or clinkers put
into the bottom ; and as a plantation may last for fifty or one hundred
years if properly treated, it is worth all the labour bestowed on it.

If these points are attended to Asparagus will grow as freely as

Seakale.

The Cutting should be stopped the first week in June, and
by that time Green Peas, Cauliflower, Turnips, &c., will be in use,

and the beds should be raised above the ground level, so as to carry

ofl'superabundantmoisture. When the cutting is over cover the ground
with Seaweed, short Grass, or stable litter, and if no Seaweed is to

be got, sow a little salt over the soil, and soot or guano is also a

suitable manure for this esculent.

Gigantic Oucumbers.—Does not The Garden know that

General Mite and Lucia Zarate have been tried during the last

autumn (regardless of cost) to stand beside megatherium Mangels,

tremendous Turnips, gigantic Gooseberries, and stupendous Squashes

as data for comparison between human and vegetable. Say no more—"in Cucumber-o-veritas."—F.

—- I hope your correspondent, "Peregrine" (p, 90), is better
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acquainted with mental calculation than he seems to be with the
laws of perspective. I happened to see the house referred to about
the time when the photograph to which he alludes was taken, viz.,

in August last, and I have taken the trouble to ascertain the measure-
ments of the house, Cucumbers, and man. The length of the
house is 69 ft. ; width of path, 2 ft. ; height from path to ridge,

S ft. ; height of man 4 ft. 9 in. The length of many of the Cu-
cumbers was 3 ft., and one at the left-hand side measured 37 in.

The camera was placed 2 ft. outside the door ; the nearest Cu-
cumbers would be about -1 ft. from the camera, the man 40 ft.

With tlicse measurements your correspondent might, after placing
himself for a time in some Board School, get such an idea of the
laws of perspective as to be able to calculate the correctness or other-
wise of the photograph and engraving which he ventures to so
freely criticise.

—

An Ajiused Obsekvek.

NOTES AND KEADINGS.

What becomes of them all, we mean the planl.s and fruits that

receive certificates from the Royal Horticultural Society F .Some
luiudred.s are certificated every year of species and varieties.

Where do they goto ? to the rubbish heap I fear a largo propor-
tion of them. There are now several irresponsible bodies who issue

csrtificates in London, and Edinburgh, and elsewhere, and it is to

be feared a great deal of second and third-i-ate productions are

certificated good-ualuredly by jurors and committees, wliile many
things are also passed that are not any improvement whatever on
existing kinds—Pelargoniums, Coleus, Begonias, Gloxinias, &c.,

&c. Bu3'er3 are perliaps as much to blame as any one for this

state of things, for they are always ready to cast tlie last new pro-
duction behind them and rush after the next like acliild after a new
toy. The}' liave in a brief period passed thTough tlieir hands into

neglect or oblivion a whcde host of fine subjects to make room for

more recent introductions, mauv of them of far inferior value.
*

There is, however, another reason wdiy many fine plants long
ago introduced have been neglected, and that is because their culture
lias not been understood. The splendid Bougainvillea, for example,
was in danger of passing into neglect, till almost by chance it was
successfully flowered ; since then it has been everybody's favourite.

The Lapageria also, perhaps the grandest of all the greenhouse
climbers, though introduced nearly forty years ago, was not long
since a comparatively rarely-grown plant, and still seldomer well
grown, but it has recently become quite a popular subject now
that we know how to grow it—has indeed almost become a
necessity. The same may be said of many other things, especially

among hardy plants, and notably the Lily and Narcissus, and other
bulbs in which people are seeing quite new beauties and new uses.

*

At the presont time a lively' discussion which threatens to affect

the Avliole horticultural press is going on on the subject of " root
pruning," the main dispute being really as to whether root pruning
has or has not the effect of promoting fertility in a tree. It is to

be feared there is as much empirical writing at the present time
as ever. AVho would have expected in these days of dwarfing
slocks, used with such certain effect, and for the same reason that
root pruning is practised when every gardener is so familiar with
the effects of " ringing- " and barking, &e., in checking an exube-
rant growth and producing- fertility that people of professed
experience would be found who denied the effects of root pruning.''

Lindley, we fancy, would have cut short such a useless correspond-
ence. In his terse language he tells us that the " effect of root

pruning is to cut off the supply of food, and thus to arrest the
rapid growth of the branches ; and the connection between this

and the production of fruit is well understood." In all that has
been -m-itten lately not more has been said than this, nor has it

been controverted.
*

Some of the communications on the subject of root pruning are
entertaining. "\N'e read, for example, that " when trees are well
treated from the first tlieir constitutions are proportionally soimd,
and trouble in their management is proportionally less." A self-evi-

dent proposition this, one would think, and very like saying when
a thing- has been done it has not got to be done. This same writer's

opinions " regarding the doctoring of roots to cause fruitfulness is

that the extreme practice of some brings discredit on the system."
Jlpot-pruning, we are told paradoxically, is a " mutilatioij " of the

roots, -which should be done tenderly, and the writer furnishes an
account of how he once performed the operation upon a tree " that

had been judged unworthy of a place " with such good effect that
the tree afterwards became very handsome and fruitful. What he
did to this tree, this advocate of "tender and judicious" practice,

was to pull it over by the top in the training of it, " -u-ith the
help of another, till the surface roots were snapped from the
under ones," after wdiicli they were covered up and tlie tree

did well ever after. This summary and successful operation -was

performed "in a well-nianngcd garden in IMiddlesex," and the
operatorneveraftcrlostfaith in root-pruning. Thisready and tender
way of " snapping " the roots might be adopted on a comprehen-
sive scale by securing a team of horses first to one side of the tree

to give it a tug, and next on the otlier, and so on all round till the
work was done. To do the writer justice, he does not recommend
this plan generally, but only furnishes the case as an example
of how judiciously the operation needs to be performed.

«

We do not know whether the principle of the thing- is any one's

patent or not, but there can hardly be any doubt of the fact that
the new system of glazing glass houses, by which the whole of

the woodwork is enclosed, thus greatly reducing the cost of glazing

and painting, and tending to the preservation of the woodwork in

no slight degree, is a great im-pro^ement on hothouse construction.

By this system the rafters and guts of the roof and sides of the

house are really " slated " over on the principle of the roof of a
dwelling- house, and in the latter, as is well known, the w-ooden

joists and supports are never either planed or painted, being per-

fectly secure from external moisture. Inside damp hothouses paint

would, of course, be necessary, as heretofore, though it is the out-

side woodwork that requires it ofteuest by a long- way ; but in dry
structures, like orchard houses, by the covering-iu mode of glazing,

neither paint nor planing would be a real necessity, thus reducing
the cost of erection considerably.

»

Ilitherlo the great disadvantage of dry glazing has been the

"Windage." The laps being putty less and of greater extent, the

house not only loses heat by radiation, but by the actual escape of

heated air, just as it escapes by a broken pane or an open door,

and this takes place to the greatest extent in windy w-eather, as

the wind blows under the panes and lifts them up, permitting the

warm air to escape in rushes, as -well as letting- the cold air blow
in, but we believe this evil has been to a large extent overcome by
the manner now adopted of fixing the panes so closely together as

to make the seams almost impervious.

*

We have no doubt of the new Apple called "The Queen," wdiicli

w-as exhibited before the fruit committee at South Kensington,

being a good kind, and we are quite prepared to accept Messrs.

Saltmarsh's statement that it is new, but we are really curious to

know upon -n-liat independent testimony the fruit committee, after

a second examination, " decided that it was quite distinct," and in

consequence "' confirmed the first-class certificate that it was
awarded." If the committee liad simply declared their acceptance

of the raiser's account of the origin of the Apple, and given it a
certificate according- to its merits, there would have been nothing
to wonder at ; but to speak the truth, we doubt if anj' members of

the coimnittee are in a position to decide from their own knowledge
whether any Apple or Pearwhich may happen to come before them is

new or not. As the list of varieties amounts to hundreds, " deci-

sions " as to what are new and what are not new must be accepted

with some reser^e. We had an opportunity of seeing- some time
since across the Channel about loOO sorts of Apple and Pear trees
" all correctly named," and a vast number of wax models of the

fruit, and it struck us in both cases that there were many " dis-

tinctions without a difference." It is not desirable that the list be

extended, except it be to embrace kinds of undoubted superiority.

«

Tliose notes of W. Falconer's (p. 2()) bear the mark of one who
kno-n's how to obser\-e, and dearly state his observations on a

very interesting subject. The conditions of growth of many of

the American plants we ought to know. So also of the trees and
shrubs, some of wnlcli are little known here. Can he tell us the

source of the finest scarlet Lobelias? At Kew this year one
called cardinalis was a smaller flowered form and less brilliant in

colour than the cardinalis go much admired, Pebegeine.
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GARDEN DESIGN.

MAKGINS AND TERMINATIONS OF
ARTIFICIAL WATER.

In the home landscape there is prohably no other feature more
captivating or more productive of pleasing effects than water,
whether it be a tiny streamlet, a rushing broolt, a silent river, or
the placid expanse of a lake. There is, moreover, no department of

garden design that so much taxes the skill or so fully indicates the
taste of the designer as the formation of artificial water, or adapt-
ing a natural supply to the exigencies of the case. The most
obvious fault with most pieces of ornamental water is the un-
natural bare margins, denuded of that characteristic plant life

inseparable from natural water edges. Rich slopes of well-lcept

turf running to the water's edge have a decidedly beautiful effect,

but even these become monotonous if not broken up here and
there by groups or masses of well-selected trees and shrubs. A
well-wooded and brolcen margin is indeed that wliich Nature
employs, and which is well sliown in the annexed engraving.
Here, instead of the almost painful glare of surface unrelieved by

shrubs planted thereon, and the mode of planting some
sideways and nearly horizontal, so as to lean towards the
surface, considerably heighten their effect, and by their
shadows give variety to tlie surface of tlie water.
Too often in the planting of water margins an inordinate use is

made of deciduous shiubs, wliich necessarily have a bare appear-
ance for half the year, wliile a paucity of evergreen slirubs and
lierbaceous plants is apparent. Of water-side plants the list com-
prises many that would diversity the edges in summer, while
among shrubs there are no better for water-side fringes than the
numerous varieties of Pontic Rhododendron. In enumerating a
few of the larger-growing of tlie herbaceous type that flourish
near water, we need only name Loosestrife (Lythrum), Flag (Iris),
Water Dock (Rumex), Tongue-leaved Crowfoot (Ranuiicidus
Jjingua), Meadow Sweet (Spirtea), various Grasses and Bamboos,
Sweet Flag (Acorus), Qunnera scabra and manicata. Sedges and
Typhas, and the Giant Parsnip (Ileracleum)

; some of the latter
have quite naturalised themselves on one of the islets in Battersea
Park, and the fine effect which they produce in summer is much
admired.

Another important consideration in the formation of artificial

A Lake with Wooded Margin.

shadow, which is the invariable accompaniment of water sur-

rounded by bare and regidarl}' sloped margins, we have a charmingly
picturesque outline and a constant play of light and shade on the
surface. Such beautifully diversified water-sides are, however,
the exception and not the rule in ornamental grounds in which
many examples of lakes could be pointed out that though held up
as ideals of true design are in realitj^ very deficient in that respect.

Even the lakes in our London parks afford striking illustrations of

the two extremes—bare and wooded margins. Contrast, for in-

stance, the margin around the greater portion of the Serpentine in

Hyde Park with that of the ornamental water in St. James' Park,
than portions of which we could not cite a better example of what
we consider to be the correct manner of treating artificial water
margins. The lake in this park, however, possesses accompaniments
that enhance its attractiveness such as few others possess, viz., the

stately architecture which forms a background to it from nearly

all points. The ornamental water in Regent's, Battersea, and
Victoria Parks embrace in various parts much to admire with
regard to the general outline and clothing of the banks and islets.

In Victoria Park particularly the islets have been well managed,
their inlets, bays, and projections all combining to render them
picturesque and natural while the judicious selection of trees and

water is the concealment of the beginning and the end of the lake.

If the whole extent of a piece of water he seen at a glance from
any one point, half the effect which it would otherwise produce is

lost. The head of the lake is generally the most formal and un-

interesting, therefore considerable skill is required in order to give

it a natural appearance; here deep inlets and bold promontories

and islets are more essential than in any other portion, for where
such exists the eye in scanning the margin get so entangled, as it

were, amongst its intricacies that all idea of termination is un-
thought of, and the extent of the lake on that account apparently

increased. Another reason why the head of a lake should be
concealed as much as possible is in order to obviate the unsightly

appearance which the surface scum and other rubbish in that

part of the water presents, and particularly near towns. In the

metropolitan parks, above all places, one would think that this

precaution would be taken, but it has been apparently overlooked,

and consequently the filth that accmnulates at the heads of most
lakes has, especially in winter, a most disagreeable appearance.

Our illustration is suggestive of an apparently interminable piece

of water, and it well explains our views with regard to the margins
of lakes. Many other ideas would, of course, be suggested

according to the peculiar circmnstances of the place, such
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as the immediate suiTOundings and tlie conformation of tlie

siu-face of the gi-ound, so that, as in evei-y other department of

landscape gardening, no general rule can be laid down to fit the

paculiarities of every case, and many circnmstances have to be

taken into consideration, Wt in every case a near approach 1o

natural scenery should be the object aimed at.

William Goi.deing.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
BEDDING PLANTS AND COLOUR.

On the well-expressed note of " E. W. li." to which Canon Hole

alludes (p. 8o) respecting the glorious colour of heddiny-outplants

makiu;/ our dull northern green and grag tones to glow loith some-

thing of the glorg of the Tropics I should like to say a word ;
and

the essential word in all these matters is, tliat the colours of the

meadows and copses of the northern world are brighter and more

glorious in all ways according to the testimony of every traveller

who has written on the subject than those of the Tropics. That

U3 colour afforded by bedding plants is so pure and glorious as tliat

of a " cloud of golde'n Daffodils " or colony of Globe flowers. The

most serious mistake that can be made by an advocate of bedding-

out is that all glorious colour belongs to the plants usually grown

under that name. The facts are so much the other way as to make
comparison needless to those who know them. Wliile we are

waiting for the " glories " of bedding-out, there were infinitely

lovelier scenes (from the point of view of colour only) in the wilds

of northern a-ud temperate countries ; and when the glory came it

was as nothing in point of colour alone to a group of the Califor-

uiau Lily or any of its forms, refulgent and stately too. I saw a

bed this'year which was one of the most glorious examples of

colour conceivable. Then consider the superb colour of well-grown

I'iBonies or of well-selected Irises in good moist loam, or of a collec-

tion of Delphiniums in bloom (quite unrivalled in colour by any

tender plants of the same hue), or of a bold group of the Cardinal

flower in a space between shrubs in a peat bed, or of the various

forms of Tritoma on a lawn. " E. W. II." and all others interested

in this matter may be assured that one of tlie weakest points in

bedding-out as commonly practised is, that the colour is rarely so

rich or bold or pm-e as that afforded by hardy plants ; all we want,

therefore, is the knowledge to display this colour, so that it may
not be frittered away in unmeaning dots. In doing justice to the

colour of bedding plants he has forgotten the infinitely nobler

colour of which they deprived us. J. H.

LILY BULBS—ANNUAL Oil PERENNIAL.

Mr. Miles (p. 29) has given a most interesting account of the

renewal of bulbs ; and even less discriminating observation than his

must have led others to a somewhat similar conclusion as regards

the more common kinds. Seeing, however, that each healthy bulb

appears to contain within itself three distinct existences, the last of

the three not perfected until the third year,any one bulb can scarcely

be said to be annual. Is there not rather a gradual growth of a new
bulb which absorbs the old scales ? and does Mr. Miles find that the

radical plate in bulbs is similarly absorbed ? It appears to be of

longer duration—as with scaly bulbs, so more stringently in Irids,

the renewal of bulbs seems really an annual process, and the radical

plate is also superseded each year. We see this very readily amongst

Crocus, Gladiolus, Ixia, and others of the genus. I do not know
whether Iris tuberosa renews its tuber, nor was I aware of the fact

as regards the bulb or tuber of the Erythronium as observed by Mr.

Miles . I am doubtful whether the annual theory applies to the sto-

loniferous Crocus nudiflorus. The tubers of some of the Orchis family

appear to be renewed one lobe at a time ; one the first year, the

other lobe in the next year. With regard to the garden Haycinth

(orientalis), I fancy the renewal is different ; and we must exclude

from the category not only the bulbs of Amaryllids, Amaryllis, Nar-

cissus, Sternbergia, Nerine, &o., but the more sohd Lilyworts, such

as Scilla, Lachenalia, and very many more. I will not, however, take

up your space further ; I merely wish to throw out this hasty notice

for Mr. Miles' consideration.—T. H. A.-H., South Devon.

It is impossible to read the lucid statement of Mi. Frank

Miles at page 29 without almost consenting to his theory,

either against or with our wills. " Dunedin," from whom I differed

somewhat, also threw floods of light on the life history of bulbs.

The subject is one of the most interesting and important that can
engage our attention. There can be no question that many bulbs

are renewed annually ; tbey are exhausted or absorbed in the com-
pound effort of throwing up a flower-stem and reproducing one or

more new bulbs. The processes of flowering, decomposition of the
old bulb, and development of the new may be watched, as it were,

step by step, and from day to day. But other bulbs, and not a few
Lilies, are different. The processes of life, death, and duration of

their bulbs is complicated by the running of three or more bulbs

abreast, as is, indeed, pointed out by Mr. Miles. Hence many who
might demur to " Dunedin's" contention of the annual character of

bulbs might without inconsistency agree with Mr. Miles' theory of

a progressive decay of old and succession of young ones. And even
among Lily bulbs there may be as great a variety in the duration

of the individual life of bulbs as there is undoubtedly
in their size, form, and perhaps modes of reproduction.

In fact, it seems almost a figure of speech to call such
curious Lilies, as Washingtonianum, of which I recently saw
enormous quantities at Mr. Bull's, a bulb at all. Hence it may
almost be left out of the discussion. The conduct of Lily bulbs par-

tially exposed seem so widely dilferent to those under ground, that

experiments are not so simple nor trustworthy as they may seem at

first sight. The results must therefore be received with caution.

Wider observations, however, all tend towards the conclusion so ably
stated by " Dunedin," and now more liberally interpreted by Mr.
Miles. I agree with the latter in regard to the corms of bulbous
Irises, Crocuses, and (Gladioli. It may also be more or less true of all

bulbs, that each one has a stated period assigned it to live, to be
then succeeded by a younger one, but it seems quite impossible for

all bulbs to be annuals. For example, I have had a plant of Grifiinia

hyacinthina before my eyes for the last five years. It has flowered

most seasons, enlarges slowly, but has neither disappeared nor pro-

duced a single offset. Pancratiums and Eucharis, again, do not lose

their old bulbs annually, though they produce new ones in abundance.
Of course these plants are widely different from Lilies, though in

general characterand mode of growthand reproductionsuchplantsseem
more closely assimilated to Lilium giganteum than the different Lilies

are to one another. However, as Mr. Frank Miles hasdone me the honour
of appealing to me, I franklyacknowledge that I have advanced so farto-

wards the views so ably stated by "Dunedin "and himself as to believe

that probably no individual bulb is perennial in the sense in which
the term is generally used, but that each has a limited term of life,

and that when this is reached it perishes, and is succeeded by younger
bulbs that run the same course, and so on in succession. I also

believe that even in the single family of Lilies the length of the life of

individual bulbs may vary, and hence that the expression annual
should not be indiscriminately applied to Lily bulbs. I am, how-
ever, as these remarks will show, open to conviction, and will be
glad to hear all that " Dunedin," Mr. Miles, and others may have to

advance in further proof of Lily bulbs being annual.—D. T. Fish.

Mr. Frank Miles (p. 29) asks me what I think of his and
' 'Dunedin's " views on the biennial theory of Lily bulb growth. If he
had read his copy carefully of my " Notes on Lilies " he would not
have asked this question of me, as on pp. 202-6 of those notes I put
forward a clear statement of my views, as opposed to those of

"Dunedin," viz. : that certainly fresh annual growth is requisite for

iullorescence, but that old scales do not die off, as reported by
" Dunedin" in soshort a timeassix months; that "Dunedin's "notions
apply to a certain section of bulbs (speciosum), but are not in my
opinion equally adapted to all these sections, squamose, horizontal,

oblique, including the Cardiocrinumsection. That "Dunedin"omitted
all mention of the to me most important factor in bulb growth, the
root stock or central axis action. This I believe to be the origin of

all vital principle in the Lily tribe, the remaining parts being more
or less accessories. " Dunedin's" investigations were good, but he
made too much of his seed bud, and was too diffuse in his writing;
if he would have printed a short resume of his ideas it would
have helped us much better to understand what he really was
driving at.

—

Alex. Wallace, Colchester.

I was led by the former discussion on this subject fro examine
for myself some Lily bulbs, and I must say that the result does not
bear out the statements made by Mr. Miles in The Garden (p. 29)
as to these being of annual duration. I should like to add a few
remarks in support of Mr. Baines, Herr Max Leichtlin, ai;d others
who maintain that Lily bulbs are truly perennial. It is readily ob-
served that an annual growth occurs, but the present year's growth,
if in health, will retain its scales at least three years, and as a general
rule the bulbs and the scales represent from three to four years'

growth or development. Of course the old scales perish as they
become exhausted, and their functions have served their purpose.

No one, I think, would care to tear away the old scales from the bulbs, as

is done with Croci and Gladioli. An annual is said to be raised and
bloom during the course of twelve months from the time of sowing
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the seed, and it will take a good deal to make one believe that from
what is called a Lily seed-bud a flower will appear in that time.

—

J. S. T.

THE GOAT'S EUES.
(galega.)

Amongst hardy border flowers these have long been favourites.

They only number about half-a-dozen, but every one of them is

showy enough to be grown in even the most select borders.

They possess the great merit, in common with hundreds of other
hardy flowers, of incurring but little or no trouble in cidtivation,

flourishing well in almost every position, but preferring a

good rich garden soil. On account of their sturdy growth, and
not being fastidious as to the kind of soil in which they are

planted, they are excellent subjects for the wild garden, in which
they may be allowed to grow undisturljed, and if planted in

colonies or groups they are very effective. They are all herbaceous
perennials, and grow from 2 ft. to .'5 ft. in height, according to

position and soil. In placing them in oi'dinary borders, care should

Common Go.it's Hue (Galega oniL-inali.s).

be taken that the situation which they occupy is not near any
choicer plant of weaker growth, or they will soon overgrow it or

otherwise injure it. All are excellent for affording an abuudauce

of cut flowers of varied hues ; therefore, a good-sized clump of

the various kinds should be plentiful. The propagation of all

the kinds is easily effected by dividing the plants in spring, or

by means of seeds.

The species and varieties are

Or. officinalis, or Common Goat's Rue, is a native of Southern
Europe. It averages from 3 ft. to 5 ft. high, and bears abundantly
in summer dense clusters of Pea-shaped blossoms of a pretty pink
colour. There is also a white-flowered variety named alba, which is

extremely desirable for cutting purposes. A variety called africana

has longer racemes of blossoms of a more purple tinge.

Q-. orientalis, or Oriental Govt's Rue, is also a very handsome
plant from the Caucasus. It varies in height from 2 ft. to 4 ft., and
bears its flowers in a manner similar to the preceding, but smaller

and of a bluish-purple colour. The roots or underground stems and
slender flexuoua branches distinguish this species from any of the

cultivated kinds.

Or. persica, or Persian Goat's Rue, is a rather later flowering

kind, and grows from 2 ft. to 4 ft. in height. The flowers, which

are white, are produced in dense racemes on slender axillary stalks.
G-. biloba is a species with pretty bluish-lilac flowers, but

though it is an old inhabitant of gardens, appears now to be almost
exterminated. (J.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS OH THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

Christmas Roses.—I saved acme seed of these last year, and sowed it both
indoors and out, but no plants have come up. What is the best way in which to
manage such seed.—G. C. Uf i/our seeds were good theij maij yet rjcrminate,
as theij umalln lie a lonrj uihile in the soil before they do so. Keep tlie soil
hi'jderateli/ moist until the seed leaves apj'exr above the surface.—G.i

Hardy Flowers.—2%e taste for a real garden flora having
now been estahlinhed hei/oiid all question, how to deal with each plant,
or each family even, is an important one. We pi-ojjose to shortly at-
tempt to deal with the whole subject—the value, culture, and use of all
plants which may be used for the embellishment of our gardens—loe

mean outdoor gardens, of coarse. These will be treated of in alpha-
betical order, and at a length proportioned to the importance of each
genus. All plants entitled to the distinction ofhardy will be included,
and which are not woody. Ah hardy florists'flou'ers, hardy annuils,
biennials, rock p)lants, and certain important plants which contribute
to the beauty of our outdoor gardens will be included under the short,
but comprelienslre term loith which this paragraph is headed.

Hardiness of Erica melanthera. Sec, in Ireland.—
This pretty little Heath we have proved to be as hardy as Erica
codonodes, which it to some extent resembles. We call it little, but
this applies only to its flower, for I can remember once seeing a plant
of it in a tub 12 ft. high, a tall pyramid, so that this Heath is capable
of being grown into quite a tree. Erica codonodes has withstood the
frost of the winters of 1878 and 1879 in Ireland, and I am sure that
E. melanthera would prove a companion plant anywhere if the soil

were suitable, that is, a sandy loam or peat soil, where lime is absent.
We have had it for tliree years planted out in the open shrubbery,
where it made good healthy growtli each year, and was also covered
with its multitudinous flowers. Clethra arborea we tried at the same
time with the same success. This latter, however, is a large-foliaged
plant like a Kalniia or Rhododendron.

—

Hibernian.

Best Variegated Pelargonium.— " B. H. S." (p. 83) wishes
to know which is the best variegated white and green Pelargonium,
the variety known as Bijou growing too luxuriantly for his purpose.
I would recommend him to try Silver Chain, which is an excellent
bedding sort, with neat foliage and light scarlet-coloured flowers

;

or if he wishes for an entirely white bed I would then recommend
to him a very beautiful variety, named I think Mrs. Mappin, with
singularly pretty white margined leaves, and an abundance of trusses

of pure white, well-formed flowers. But as a curious indication, or

rather result, of its hybrid origin, this white-flowering plant
will occasionally produce a truss of bright scarlet blooms, and,
stranger still, not infrequently a scarlet bloom in a truss of white
flowers, and occasionally a scarlet petal on an otherwise white bloom.
—P. G.

Florists' Tulips.—I have read the Rev. F. D. Horner's able

article on the Tulip, and also the remarks by " Peregrine " in The
Garden (p. 32), and the question that cropped uppermost was this :

Are we to have properties in our garden flowers, or are we not ? Mr.
Horner very clearly defines the various points of the Tulip, and he
writes fronr a life-long, loving experience of it, grown in his own
garden. I cannot but think that "Peregrine" has had no such
experience. He tells us there are " florists and florists," and that

the one to be commended is he wlio "takes what Nature sends in a
thankful spirit." Allow me, therefore, to place the modern Tulip
raiser in that number. The florist's business is "an art which does
mend Nature." It would never do to take all that Nature sends us.

No gardener or florist would do that. We must have selection.

The question is. What are we to select ? Take, for instance, the
Tulip as it grows wild in its native Syrian plains ; compare that with
the varieties selected by the florists, and what do we see ? The sub-
stance of the petals is increased, the size, form, and duration im-
proved, and, best of all, the variety, as regards colours, are multi-

plied ; and how has all this been accomplished? Absolutely and
entirely by Nature herself. The florist finds a flower produced from
Nature's wilding richer in colour or more persistent in petal than
ordinary. He raises seedlings from it. Thtse are crossed and re-

crossed to bring out certain colours, more tlegant forms, &o., and
the result, after 300 years, is the beautiful Bizarres, Byl:iloemens, and
Roses feathered and flamed of to-day.—J. Douglas.

Tree-root-infested Borders.— " G. G.'s"case (p. S3) is, I
think, nearly hopeless. No kind of plants will grow satisfactorily

in a border of soil to which the roots of large trees have free access.

Top-dressings will in no degree mend matters, as the tree roots will

at once claim them as their own. I would, however, recommend
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tlio planting of the border with the common Iriah Ivy or the Hy-
pericum calycinum (Goat's Beard). And in order to secure variety,

Ijlace vases or large pota containing flowering plants of various

kinds amongst the carpet plants during the spring and summer
months.— P. G.

Pyramidal Hollyhocks.—I read witli interest a communica-
tion from " F. W. B." in The G.a,rden concerning Hollyhocks and
Chrysanthemums. About the former, I wisli to bring under the

notice of your I'eaders a system of management wliich I believe to be

quite new, and which can best be described liy telling how it came
about. I h.ad once a good collection of llollyhoolts, but findaig

them get unsightly and top-heavy after the first flowers were past,

I used to shorten the main stem 10 in. or 12 in. at that period. One
season a man in my employ cut off tlie tops, but liofore the flowers

had m.ado their .appearance, or ratlicr expanded. The result was
surprising. In a very short time side branches sprang out from every

leaf-bud on the main stem of dilferent lengths, and became furnished

with blossoms, thus forming a very handsome pyramid. It has,

therefore, occurred to me that some of tlie readers of TiiK Garden
might like to repeat the experiment.—J. \V.

Trillium grandiflorum — " J. II. H." asks (p. GO) how this

lovely flower should be grown. I have known it for forty •iive years,

.and the best jjlant I ever s.aw of it was last year in a garden at Lin-

lithgow. It w.a.s in full bloom when I saw it, and was strikingly

beautiful. I did not measure it, but I think it would be nearly

:i ft. in cireumfcronce. It likes to grow m the full sun in common
g.arden soil, but it delights in a little peat and sand, and is fond of

moisture. When in agrowing state, the less it is meddled with the

better. This is the only Trillium I know tliat is worth growing.—.J.

Addison, KirkUslun.

Wooster states ("Alpine Plants," second aeries, p. 101) that

Trillium gnandiflorum was introdu3ed to Ungland from America in

\"'M. I have, however, come across a very much earlier notice of it

in Parkinson's " Tbeatrum liotanicum," or "Theatre of Plants,"

published in 1610. It is there figured at p. .S!)! as Herba Paris

cauadense rotunda radice, " the Herb True Love of Canada, with a

round roote," the figure being placed on the same page witli that of

our English "Herb Paris, Herb True Love, or one berry.' It

is thus quaintly described : "This herbe groweth with three

large leaves, and at the toppe of the upper atalke one

flower, consisting of six leaves, three wliereof are greene and
small, which are, as it were, the huske to the other three

leaves, which are larger and longer, of a dark pur|)le colour, and in

some wliite, and in the middle whereof groweth a small, round,

blackish berry, full of small seedes like Nightshade seedo ; tlie root

hereof creopeth not, as the former, but groweth into a small, round
tuber. It was brought out of Canada, and mentioned liy ( ornutns,

in his booke of Canada plants." "J. H. H." .asks for the condi-

tions which suit the Trilliums. In reply, I would s.ay that they

should be planted in a moist situation where they are in sh.ailow

after noon. A very suitable pl.aee is either in rockwork, or at the

foot of an old wall or Beech fence, where they are well slieltored from
frosts .and cold winds. The soil should be mainly peat or leaf-

mould, and as light as possible, and they should be disturbed .as little

as possil)le. Wo grow a good many here in pots, which are plunged

in peat during winter, and mulched thickly over with sawdust
manure until winter is over. They are allowed to remain out until

tile buds ari^ nearly ready to open, when they are placed in a cool

greenhouse. They bloom, of course, out of doors, but the delicate

^vhite flowers are soon dashed by wind and rain, unless protected

from the weather. I know of no more beautiful flower than Tril-

lium grandillorum, and its culture is easy.

—

Wji. Brockbank,
J3rori-hiirs/, DhUhury.

Alpine Plants in Charcoal Dust —During the present

severe weather I am much pleased with the condition in which I find

my choicer hardy plants, arising from tlieir being plunged and
slightly covered with tine ch.arcoal. H.avingit in considenable quan-

tity, it is used here in many ways with great advantage in the

garden, birt in no case has its usefulness been more apparent than

when used as stated. Whether the plants arc plunged in the open
or in frames I have found nothing to equal it, being in effect next to

a good covering of snow. Bracken frequently changed, to secure

dryness, is also most useful, but I .always found that unless the

small I'cfuse w.as well picked from the crowns of the plants, it as-

sisterl rather than otherwise the decay .arising from damp .and partial

confinement, .and that work took up a good de.al of time. Not only

much iuconvenience, such as splitting of pots by frost, is prevented by
the pl.ants being plunged in fine charcoal, but if it is freely sprinkled

over them, such plants—so liable to decay from moisture— as Sedum
dasyphyllum, S. Iji'cvifolinm, Drab.as, Androsaces, the tenderer

Irises, hardy Orchidsand Primulas, carrying persistent foliage, are pr.ac-

tically saved fi'om fungoid disease, so very destructive at this season to

many of the rarer alpine species, which have, perhaps, hitherto been

tended with more than ordinary care. Another advantage is that it

does not shut out light, as Bracken does.—J. Wood, Woodvilk',

Kirhstall.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

E.^ULYFLOWERING PELARGONIUMS.
I WELL remember that some fifteen years ago the few kinds of Pelar-

gonium that bore forcing were distinguished by ragged flowers; now,
however, there is but little to be wished for in this respect, and habit

and floriferousness .are all that could be desired. By-the-bye, do any
of your readers grow Mr. Lewis Lloyd, a variety raised some years

ac'o at Messrs. .lackson's, Kingston-on-Th.ame3 ? It represents one

of the ecarliest attempts to improve the early-flowering section, and
was the result of a cross between Alina and one of the French spotted

varieties. The flowers arc Ijright, but its great beauty consists in

the jjurple eye. It was sent out as a market kind, and was much
grown for a time, and I believe that one or two market growers still

use it to a limited extent. It requires, however, a very licht position

in the house, otherwise it fails to develop its bloom-buds. Some,

through not giving it the necessary accommodation, failed with it,

.and consequently conceived a prejudice against it. It is really a

fine, showy, and distinct kind, and one of the most efl'ective when
well grown. I fancy that raisers have somewhat overlooked the dis-

tinctive merits of this variety, but I should think tb.at it might be

m.ade the means of originating some fine forms of this useful .and

showy ckass of flowering plants. In order to get good well-established

plants by the autumn, cuttings must be struck as soon as obtainable,

jjotted oil', and grown along freely throughout the summer.
It is hardly needful that I should indicate the course of treatment

to be pursued, but I may remark th.at the last shift should be at a

snfliciently early date to .allow of the whole ball of soil becoming

thoroughly permeated with lie.althy feeding filjres. The great point

is to bring the pLant into that state of growth that but little stimulus

in the w.ay of artificial warmth will be needed to cause the bloom-

buds to show themselves. This Pelargonium will not bear such close

confinement when being forced as many flowering subjects, and a

want of knowledge of this fact is probably the cause why many
fail with it. There is no better place for it than a shelf near the

glass where a maximum of liglit is obtained .and a circulation of air

is felt when the ventilators .are opened. Light, .air, and heat in

judicious combination are reipiisite, one and all, for the proper growth

of the plant and the due development of the flower trusses. A close,

steaming atmosphere must cause complete or partial failure.

J. C. B,

EPACRISES FOR WINTER FLOWERING.
The bricrht tints that many of the Epacrises exhibit render them
really cheerful and effective subjects at this time of the year, and
the great wonder is that they should not be more largely grov/n for

winter decor.ation than they are. They last a long time in bloom,

and eert.ainly furnish shades of colour of a somewhat unusual descrip-

tion, a f.act which renders them very striking wlien associated with

other flowering pl.ants. For cutting they are extremely useful, as

their long slender branches, with their numerous long, bright,

tubular flowers, m.ay be cut away bodily without in any way injuring

the specimen, in which condition they produce a very pleasing effect

when employed in an inform.al manner with other flowers. A well-

grown specimen in an S-in. pot will yield a large amount of bloom for

cutting, or will form an effective subject for months for conservatory

decoration. I cannot conscientiously recommend the Ep.aori3 as a room
plant, for it loves a cool atmospliere and free ventilation, and does

not thrive in confined quarters. When used for indoor decoration

the plants should never remain more than a week at a time in the

room, and should be well syringed when t.aken out. Small growers

generally fight shy of the Epacris, considering it a difBoult plant to

grow. This is a delusion, for few hard-wooded plants are more
easy to manage. One thing the Ep.acris will not bear, and that is

over-crowding, either when in free growth or when in a state of rest.

Too often amateurs' greenhouses are crammed as full as they can

hold. Soft-wooded plants are brought to the front whilst the hard-

wooded ones are consigned to the darkest and most confined quarters.

Some plants will put up with such treatment fairly well, but tlie

Epacris is not of that number, and sheds its foliage when deprived

of its due share of light and air. An ordin.ary greenhouse or frost-

proof frame suits it in winter ; in f.aet, a few degrees of frost do

not appear to affect it in the least, for I have known several large

trade collections to be repeatedly frozen, the soil in the pot becom-

ing so hard that a pointed stick could not be thrust into it ; and
yet the appearance of the plants throughout the year was as good
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as could well be desired. Peat of the best quality only should be

employed as a rooting medium, mixing with it plenty of coarse

silver sand. Cat the plants liack and shift in March, potting

firmly. Keep them rather close for a time, then give plenty of air,

and towards tlie latter end of the summer let them have free expo-

sure night and day. O. C.

THE SUETNAM QUASSIA.
(quassia amaea.)

The tree bearing these names was at one time much more im-

portant as an economic plant than it is at the present time, inas-

much as from it was procured the Bitter or Quassia wood of the

earlj' writers on medicinal plants. Quassia amara is a low-grow-

ing glabrous tree, with unequally pinnate leaves, the petiole or

stalk of which is flattened or winged. The flowers are about 1 in.

long, of a bright crimson or scarlet colour, and, as will be seen by
the annexed woodcut, are borne in terminal racemes or clusters.

The stamens, ten in number, are longer than the petals ; the habit

of the plant, the form of its leaves, and the bright colour of its

flowers recommend it for cultivation in our hothouses, where, in-

deed, it may occasionally be seen. It is a native of Surinam,

Panama, Venezuela, Guiana, and North Brazil, and it has also

been found in some of the other West Indian Islands. The generic

name of Qua.ssia was given to this plant by Linufeus, in memory
of Qiiassi, a negro slave, who first used the wood with success in

curing the malignant fevers that often prevail in Surinam. Daniel

Rolander, a Swede, succeeded in bringing some of the wood
toStockholm in 17.56, and upon its properties becoming known, the
demand for it became so great as to considerably expeed the supply,

a circumstance which led to the introductionof the wood of an allied

plant of Jamaica, the Picrfena excelsa of Lindley, which, being a

tree of considerable size and very common, not only in Jamaica,

but in other West Indian Islands, and having a wood equally

bitter, was a ready source of Quassia. The wood of the Surinam
Quassia does, however, come into this country in small quantities,

The Surinam Quassia Quassia amara).

as a substitute for, or mixed with, that of Picr.iena excelsa. The
same bitter principle is also found in the wood of Simaruba amara,

atree of North Brazil and (iuiaua, which, liite tlie two plants al-

ready mentioned, is used as a tonic medicine. It is reniarltable

that Quassia has a narcotic elTect on some of the higher animals,

while it amounla to absolute poisoning in the case of flics ; hence
its use as the principal ingredient in the pajjier mnure fly papers
and in the pieparatitm of a wash for removing insect pests from
living plants. J. K. Jacicsun.
Kew.

THE HAND-FLOWER TREE.
(UUEIIIOSTEMON PLATANOIDES.)

The chief point of interest in this tree is well shown in the annexed
engraving of its flower. It is called Hand-flower Tree on account

The Hand-flower (Cheirostemon platanoides).

of the peculiar disposition of the stamens, which unite in a column
for one-third of their length and then become free, forming, as it

were, five clawed fingers. For this reason the tree, when first dis-

covered, was held in veneration by the Indians of Toluca, and also

because it was supposed by them that there was only one tree of it

in existence. This, however, was soon jsroved to be a mistake,

forests of it being found near the city of Guatemala. It grows to a
height of about 30 ft. and probably more, judging from its appear-

ance in cultivation. The leaves are Plane-like, with from three to

seven rounded lobes, dark green above and clothed beneath with a

rusty scurf of star-like hairs. The flowers have no corolla ; the

calyx is leathery and of a rusty-red colour ; inside, at the bottom,

are five yellow cavities which secrete sweet fluid. The stamens
are bright red. Coming, as this tree noes, from within 20? of the

Equator, it might be expected to require a stove temperature, but

at Kew it has reached a considerable size in the temperate house,

and appears only to require greenhouse treatment. Cuttings

of it taken from small pot plants would probably strike, and should

be inserted in small pots, using a s.indy soil, preferably of peat,

because of its porous properties. After being well rooted, a com-
post, chiefly of loam, which suits older specimens admirably,

should be used. Its terrible native name, expressed by nearly

two dozen letters, we cannot venture to eive. R. J. L.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOE GARDEN.

Black Fungus on Camellia Leaves.—I shall feel obliged

if you can explain the cause of the black fungas or honey-dew on

the enclosed Camellia leaf, and give me a remedy for it. I find

that on washing each leaf carefully it comes off without leaving a

trace, but as this is a tedious operation, I would like to have a pre-

ventive remedy, if possible. My plants are in a small house, with a

north aspect, and receive no sun in the winter. The house is glazed

with putty, but I don't think drip can be the cause, as occasionally

I find the fungus on the under sides of the leaves. It also attacks

my Gardenias and some of the other plants, but to a less degree. It
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seems to be a sort of honey-dew, like that on Lime trees.

—

Italy.

[We can see nothing like honey-dow on the Camellia leaf; it has

probibly dried up if present at tirst. The black fungus is Capno-

dium Footi, a not uncommon pest on evergi'eens, some herbaceous

plants, and deciduous trees. A Lichen named Strigula often accom-

panies the Capnodium. No remedy is known, but the attack, as in

this instance, is generally superficial, and, as you say, "comes off

without leaving a trace " behind it.—F.]

Pancratium, carribgeum.—This is a charming occupant of

our stoves, and one that can be had in flower at almost any season,

but if left to itself it seems to prefer the dull winter months, as it

is now ia many places throwing up its spikes of beautiful pure

white blossoms, so suitable for bouquets and similar purposes, and

so fragrant as to attract attention immediately on entering a house

in which they exist. This Pancratium seems to succeed best in

turfy loam with a little manure, and after flowering it should be

removed for about a month to a somewhat cooler temperature, say

an intermediate house, and when again introduced into the stove it

will soon grow away vigorously and flower.—Ai.i'iiA.

Abutilon Van Houttei.—Most of the dwarf Abutilons are

either white, yellow, rose-coloured, or of the Darwini type, although

amongst the latter some of the newest are remarkably bright ;
but

the colour of A. Vau Houttei is so distinct, being a light purple,

that it sliould certainly be grown wherever there is any demand for

these winter-flowering plants. It is not a new variety, having been

sent out from the Continent some four years ago, but seems at pre-

sent but little known.—Alpha.

The Variegated Negundo for Forcing.—This is an ex-

ception to the general rule of plants for forcing, most of them being

grown for the sake of their flowers ; but if this is introduced into

the foi-cing house it will soon burst into leaf, and the beautiful varie-

gated foliage which it possesses has an interest peculiar to itself at

this season, when any conspicuous plant is gladly welcomed. Dwarf
bushy little plants of it are best for this purpose ; they may be potted

up from the open ground and treated as other subjects are for

forcing.

—

Ali'ha.

Shade-loving Plants.—In addition to the plants alre.ady

alluded to as growing best in shady houses, allow me to mention
some Orchids. Miltonias generally, but especially M. spectabilis

and M Morelliana, grow and bloom mucli more freely in the shade

than in sunshine, and the 'plants so grown have a fresli bright green

appearance when so treated otherwise foreign to them. Cypripe-

diums may be grown in shade, and certainly look fresher and more
presentable when so grown than they otherwise would do. Calanthes

of the evergreen section, Anajctochili generally, Goodyeras, Masde-
vallias, Dalechampia Roezliana rosea, Fittonia argyroneura, Gymno-
stachiums, Bertolonias, and ornate-leaved Begonias certainly grow
most luxuriantly in the shade. I believe that many of tire failures

experienced in growing the Lace plant (Ouvirandra fenestralis) is

owing to its not being sufficiently shaded. Not only does bright

sunshine brown the leaves, but it induces the rapid extension of con-

fervoid growth, which soon acts on the plant in an unfavourable

way.—F.

Oolletia cruciata.—If in an ordinary greenhouse temperature
this Colletia must now be covered with its pure white flowers, re-

minding one of single bells of Lily of the Valley. Apart from its

value as a winter-Howering plant its peculiar growth attracts atten-

tion, being so different from that of all other occupants of the
greenhouse. It is nearly hardy, that is to say, it only suffers iu

exceptionally cold winters, yet when outside it blooms later, and the

flowers, having a greenish tinge, are not so sti-iking as when inside.

It is also known under tlie name of Colletia Bictonensis.—ALriiA.

Anthurium candidum.—Although of humble appearance
compared with such kinds as A. Scherzerianura and Audreanum,
yet this ivory-white-spathed, winter-flowering species is so distinct

that it should certainly be ofteuer seen in our stoves than it is,

—

Alpha.

G-rey Plovers' Eggs.—Allow me to make a few remarks on
your correspondent's letter on this subject in The Garden (p 81).

I am perfectly aware that the natural habit of the bird is to go
north to breed, but not to one particular part. Therefore, good as

the book " Siberia in Europe " is, I cannot pin my faith to that one
account. In other equally good books I have read of the grey
plover breeding in the mountains of Sweden, Poland, Prussia, and
Lapland. In Morris's beautiful book on "British Birds' Eggs" he
gives a drawing of the grey plover's eggs, taken in Finmark by the
Rev. H. B. Tristram. If the drawing had been taken from the egg
which I possess, it could not have been a better imitation. I cannot,
therefore, relinquish the idea that my egg is not a British specimen.
The birds might have kept here from some cause or other, as several

other migratory birds have done, and breed in awild, moist, mountain-
ous place. Take, for instance, the woodcock. When the plovers' eggs

were brought to me, they were known to be a great rarity. The man
had spent nearly the whole of his time on the moors, and collected

plovers' eggs, I might say with truth, by the bushel, and he knew
perfectly well the diS'erenoe between those of the grey, the golden,

and the common plover. There would, doubless, be other recorded
instances of migratory birds breeding in the British Isles were it not
for the secluded nature of the nesting-places and the unobservant
habits of people in those places.

—

VVillia:\i Culverwell, Thorpi;

Perrow, Bcdale.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

HOSE CUTTINGS IX WINTER.
A GREAT many cuttings are lost in the dead season. During the

early stages of the cuttings they can nardly be kept too cool. The
cool period extends from the time of insertion to that of callusing.

The moment this is completed, the cuttings should have sufficient

heat to force roots to spring forth from the indurated vital surface

of the callus. During the first stage the cutting advances towards
a plant, in virtue of its internal supplies. During the second it must
be fed from without, or it perishes. It is most essential to bear this

in mind if a full measure of success is to be attained. The processes

are not more distinct than the different ratios of speed required for

their completion. During the first the rate of growth can scarcely be
too slow ; during the second it can hardly be too fast. A good many
make the mistake of considering Rose cuttings safe as soon as they
are callused. They are not. Scores, hundreds of them perish from
sheer exhaustion, apparently after tliis important preliminary step

towards perfect plauthood has been taken. Nor is it to be wondered
at. All the vital force, the whole of the organisable matter contained

in the few inches of stem, has been expended in the making good
the first steps towards roots. Therefore, unless the second is quickly

taken, the cutting cannot live on nothing.

Heat applied during the earlier stages of the cutting is equally

injurious ; it develops the growing force of the cutting in the wrong
direction and at the wrong end. It is easier to start buds into shoots

and leaves than to form a callus ; hence any excess of heat turns

growing force into these. And as there is not enough for both pur-

poses, cuttings that make top growth too early seldom root. So
absolutely true is this statement that it may be accepted as an axiom
that the more top growth, the higher the percentage of deaths
among Rose cuttings.

Cool, careful treatment seems essential to the gravitation of vital

force towards the base of tlie cuttings. Experience has so far proved
the soundness of this theory by showing that the open air or a cold,

close house is the most favourable to the callusing of Rose cuttings.

The latter is the best, and for this reason, that so soon

as the cuttings are callused they may be placed in heat

to force the callus to form roots. Though a fair amount
of success may be obtained in the open air, yet Rose cuttings are

often wrecked in the second stage by cold spells of weather and
other causes. Whatever hinders their rooting endangers their

safety. The largest, strongest Rose cuttings can only live a limited

time without roots. It is exhausted at both ends, and it would often be

difficult to show whether the callus at its base or the growing shoots

have robbed it most ; that both drain cuttings of their vital fluids

is obvious enough to all practical men, who have found many cut-

tings with growing shoots on their crowns and abortive roots at

their base, yet dead in the middle.

The best and surest preventive of such losses is the placing of the

cuttings m a temperature of 55° or 60^ as soon as they are callused.

Roots are developed at once, and these send up supplies in time to

refill the exhausted cuttings, and support the growing shoots and
expanded leaves. From this point no time should be lost. As soon

as a few roots are formed each cutting should have a pot to itself,

and thus, before the cuttings could be rooted on the cool system,

the plants may be filling a 4-in. or 6-in. pot with roots, and becoming

neat, bushy, flowering plants within less than a year of the time of

the insertion of the cuttings. Thus, by this compound method of

treating Rose cuttings, not only are more rooted, but they are rooted

in less than half the time, and the plants start with more vigour, and

are much sooner developed into flowering size—all points of great

moment in these ungenial times, in which the lives of individual

Roses seem to become shorter every year, and the demand for Roses

grows more insatiable. C T. Fish,

East Anglian Rose Society.—At a meeting held at

Ipswich the other day it was resolved :
" That a society be formed

of Rose growers (amateur and professional) in the counties of Nor-
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folk, Suflfolk, and Essex, to be called the East Anglian Rose Society."
"That the object of this society be to improve and encourage the
culture and love of the Rose in the three counties named." " That
a meeting be held each year in some principal town, in one of the
aboye-naraed counties, when prizes will be contended for by mem-
bers ; also an All England open class at each show." It is proposed
that the first show be held in connection with the summer exhibition

of the Ipswich and East of England Horticultural Society.

THE EOSARIAN'S YEAR BOOK FOR 1881.*

This useful annual has just reached us, and is, if possible, better

than its predecessors. It contains good articles on the effect of

severe wiuters on unripened wood ; the Rose of poetry ; the culti-

vation of Roses, especially on their own roots ; Rose stocks ; an
amateur's experiences ;

new Roses ; Tea Roses ; the weather of the

past Rose year, and others, from amongst which we select the

following by Mr. Baker on the different modes of cultivating the

Rose.

Rose Stocks.

One of the most important consideraticns to the Rose grower is

the selection of stocks best suited to his soil. Those most used are

Dog Brier, Manetti, Ci5line, and De La GrifFerie, and doubtless
amongst these stocks the Dog Brier and the Manetti take the lead

for general usefulness.

The Dog Rose is used in different forms, such as the standard,

half standard, and dwarf. The dwarf is most generally raised from
seed, and is known as the Seedling Brier, while within the last few
years dwarf stocks of the Dog Rose have been raised from cuttings.

The superiority claimed by many who prefer this kind of stock to

the seedling is that it comes to hand in a workable state at least

twelve months before the seedling, together with the certainty of its

being straight and free from impediment where it is needful to in-

sert the bud, wliilst the roots can be kept near to the surface of the
soil, so as readily to receive the benefit of manure applied to it

either in a solid or liquid state. The Manetti has been greatly
landed as a stock, and I have the highest appreciation of its great
excellence and importance. Some kinds of Roses, however, I admit,
when budded thereon grow most luxuriantly the first year, but have
been found to dwindle and die afterwards, owing, no doubt, to an
over-excited growth ; and the great freedom with which this stock
throws up young shoots tends to impoverish and ultimately kill tlie

variety budded on it. All these defects, however, I contend may
by avoided or otherwise overcome by careful first culture and judi-

cious pruning.

The Celine Stock is a very robust, strong-growing Hybrid
Bourbon, and was first introduced as a stock some forty years ago.

It is much used as a root-stock on which to work the strong-grow-
ing Teas and Noisettes not congenial to the Manetti. It can be
readily propagated by cuttings.

Tlie De la Grifferie has been recently brought under notice
as a stock, though known in catalogues under the multiflora section

to which it belongs as a Rose of some half-century back. This
makes an excellent stock, being a vigorous-growing kind, and is said
never to be attacked with mildew or other fungus. It is preferred
by many to the Manetti for Teas and the more delicate kinds of

Hybrid Perpetuals. Cuttings of this stock can be put in during
November, and budded the following s.ummer. There is another
stock of which I wish to speak, having seen it largely cultivated by
Mr. Brown (head gardener to A. J. Waterlow, Esq.). He calls it

the Rosa Ruaselliana. It appears that some years ago, when thin-

ning out the shrubberies at Great Doods, he found a very strong-
growing Rose which was grubbed up. Thinking it might be suit-

able for a stock, he at once put in some cuttings, all of which did
well, and were in due course planted for budding, more as an expe-
riment to test their fitness and usefulness. They were budded with
a few free-growing sorts ; the buds took well and made very fine

plants the first year. He therefore raised a further quantity from
cuttings, and the plants were very fine, maidens in some cases
growing 6 ft. in height. Some of these were grown side by side
with the Manetti and Brier stocks, but those on the Russelliana
stock made much the strongest plants. The mode adopted for
striking these cuttings is as follows : In November as many cuttings
as are desired for stocks are taken and cut in lengths of about 10 in.

All the eyes are carefuU}' taken out, but two or three at the top, and
the cuttings planted about 6 in. in depth in poor soil, or otherwise
they are likely to get too strong. In the autumn following they
are taken up and all the roots cut off to within 1 in. of the base of
the cutting and the tops shortened. They are then planted, or rather
placed, on the top of the soil, just covering them sufficiently with

* Bemroae & Sons, London and Derby.

soil to keep them firm for the winter. In the spring tliey arc
earthed up like Potatoes, and left so until required for budding.
The plants arc very vigorous, and scarcely ever show mildew, whilst
others growing in close proximity are covered. He considers it the
best of all stocks for budding, and the most fibrous-rooted of any.
This stock is very similar to the De la Grifferie, but a stronger
grower. Its botanical name is Rosa multiflora Russelliana, and bears
a great resemblance in its mode of blooming to the old Grevillea (or
Seven Sisters).

O^wn Roots.—Notwithstanding all I have expressed about the
propagation of Roses, I feel persuaded the best mode of growing them
is on their own roots, and I believe this opinion will become con-
firmed, and we shall find it ere long generally adopted ; though, of
course, there must be certain positions in every garden where the
standards and half-standards may be planted with good effect ; but
to my mind Roses, like all other flowers, look best when planted in
masses, and therefore, as plants, they will be seen to most advantage
when on their own roots and producing the finest of bloom. I have
grown some few hundreds from cuttings, and find them easy to cul-

tivate. To raise Roses from cuttings (without heat) tlie best time to

take them is, I thmk, the early part of September ; they may, how-
ever, be taken until the beginning or even the middle of October.

I prefer early in September, perhaps, because I have been more
successful with cuttings taken at that time, and think it gives an
opportunity for them to callus over before the cold weather sets in.

In removing cuttings from the parent plant we should always select

from those most healthy and where the wood is well matured, but
not too hard if they are intended to be put in a cold frame, but if in

the open ground this is of less consequence. When taking the

cuttings remove them with a short portion of the previous year's

wood, and in your after preparation to fit them for planting cut the
base cleanly through where the season's growth has started, securing

the covering of the last year's wood so as to form a heel ; the cut-

tings will by this process be more certain to grow. They may be
planted in any shaded part of the garden, where the soil is light and
dry, and properly prepared. I would recommend, when planting,

the use of a blunt dibber, so that the bottom of the ground be ren-

dered even and firm. The cuttings may be planted in rows about
1 ft. apart and 6 in. from each other, fixing them firmly in the bed,

and leaving only two or three eyes above ground. They may be
taken up with a ball of earth and planted in the spring, keeping
them close for a time, and hardening them off by degrees. They may
be planted out at any time from May to September, and if the
weather be hot they will require water for a time, about the same
as bedding plants. Nice young free plants turned out in well pre-

pared soil will, the second year, throw up strong shoots from 3 ft.

to 6 ft. in length, and all suckers that come up are the Rose and
not the stock, which is the perpetual annoyance to all amateur Rose
growers.

Cuttings and Seedlings.—Rose cuttings should always be
protected from frost in a cold frame, or if in the ground by mats
and other materials. Plants raised from cuttings are a little longer

in coming on, but they quite repay the extra time j'ou have to wait

for them. I have endeavoured to raise seedling Roses, and have
succeeded, though to a very limited extent, with seeds from well-

developed and ripened pods, but 1 have been neither surprised nor
disappointed at frequent failure, knowing that the matter of which or-

ganisms are composed is one of the most perishable things in Nature.

In her arrangements for ensuring the continuance of a species.

Nature is lavishly bountiful, whilst in her provisions for keeping

its number within proper bounds she is equally provident, and for

one Rose seed that develops into a Rose thousands perish.

Transplanting.—Some forty years ago, when I began to grow
Roses, I always took up my plants in the autumn, about the month
of October, and carefully examined the roots, removing any broken

or injured portion, and taking away some of the old soil and filling

in the hole with fibrous turfy loam, on which the hairs of the roots

greedily feed. For the first year or two my plants did well, and I

imagined I had practised an important essential to secure fine blooms

and long-lived plants ; but later experience convinced me of the

error, and in one rather severe winter I lost nearly all my plants.

Those that survived gave evident symptoms of declining power. I

consequently gave up the practice, and set to work to re-construct

my Rosery, or rather to make a new one. For this purpose I en-

closed a portion of a meadow adjoining my garden, and commenced
to mark out my beds, forming them 6 ft. each in width and 30 ft.

in length, leaving an intervening space of Grass 4 ft. wide as a path.

By this arrangement I can readily get round the beds and give every

attention to individual plants, and carry out the needful work re-

quired to be done. Rose plants when properly treated, may, with

every advantage and success, be allowed to remain in the same ground
for some years, but of course a time comes when it is necessary to

change either the locality or soil, or perhaps both, foi w« know the.
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roots notouly absorb fluid from the soil, but they return a portion

of their peculiar secretions back again into it. This is why soil be-

comes deteriorated by species having long grown in it, so that it will

not support plants of the same species until the fceoal matter depo-
sited tliereiu shall have been decomposed.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

taking- thesB precautions aul placing the plant under the proper

conditions at the outset, there is no reason why it should not

flourish to perfection in any garden. Though collectors assert

that it grows naturally in suady situations in sub-alpine districts,

we fear that imitations of the plant's natural conditions cannot be
carried out with success in this country. "VV. G.

PLATE CCLXIX.—THE STBIPED SQUILL.
(PUSCHKINIA SCILLOIDES.)

This pretty hardy bulbous plant is well worthy of being brought
into more prominent notice than it hitherto has been, for though
it has been introduced now many years, it is still by no means well

known. Another reason we have for illustrating this plant is to

point out more clearly the difference be-

tween the true P. scilloides and another,

though equally pretty, plant that has long

usurped its name in gardens, at least in this

country. This latter plant we figured not
long ago in The Garden (A'ol. XIV., p. 288)
as P. scilloides, a name by which it is still

known in many gai-dens and nurseries.

Since our plate was published, Mr. Baker,
of Kew, has cleared up the somewhat mysti-
cal point with regard to these plants, and
he has found tliat the little plant that was
known in gardens as P. scilloides is really

a species of Chionodoxa (C. nana), a congener
of the lovely plant which we figured at

p. 12, Vol. XVIII. called C. Lucilise, or Glory
of the Snow, brought into notice by Mr.
Maw, of Broseley.

The plant which we now figure may be
found in nearly all trade lists in this country
xmder the name of Puschkinia libanotica, a
name no doubt derived from one of the na-
tive habitats of the plant, Mount Lebanon.
Another name by which it is known, and one
very inappropriate, is P. sicida, a name
under which it was figured in one of the
Continental periodicals. There are two forms
of the plant, differing only as regards the
arrangement of the flower clusters. In the
ordinary form the cluster is loose and
fewer flowered than the other, which is called

compacta, on account of the blossoms
being more numerous and densely arranged
on the spike ; hence it is the handsomest kind.

This form is represented in the accompany-
ing plate, which was pi'epared from plants
sent to us by Messrs. Barr & Sugdeu, who
grow it in their trial grounds at Tooting
under the name of P. libanotica compacta. It

will be seen that the colours of the blossoms
are disposed in so remarkable a manner as of

Striped Squill.

Culture and Position.—The culture of
this Puschkinia is an easy matter in any garden.
It isperfectly hardy in this country, provided the
position which it occupies is a dry one and the
soil thoroughly well drained. It delights in a sunny border with a
southern aspect near a waU, but if such is not available, an open bor-
derweU drained and slightly raised above the ordinary ground level

will siut it, and the best plants we have seen of it were grown in

this way. Like aU other bulbous plants of a simdar character, it

will not thrive if mixed indiscriminately with other plants if the
latter are at all of coarse growth, for the shade and the consequent
dampness have an injurious effect on the bulbs. The soil, which
should be light and friable, should consist of rich compost about
9 in. or 1 ft. in depth, and the bulbs should be planted about 4 in.

deep. During winter a protective mulching is advisable, but it

should be removed as soon as the severe cold is past, and after the
flowering season,which is late in spring, the surface of the sod should
be entirely exposed, so as to aDow it to become warm and dry in
order to well ripen the bulbs, a most important point with this
and most other bidbous plants of a similar character. Beyond

DEACyENAS AT ANERLEY.
For years past the Melbourne Nursary, now one of the branch
establishments of the General Horticultural Company, has been
celebrated for its extremely fine collection of Dractenas, all of

which have been raised by Mr. Baus^, who has directed special

attention to this genus with regard to the production of new kinds

Dracffina terminalis albo-margiaata.

by hybridisation. Though the present time is not the most favour-

able to see the collection at its best, it is nevertheless in fine con-
dition, and we were thus enabled to make the following notes

respecting the most striking kinds. Tlie importance of Dracaenas
as decorative subjects is plainly indicated by the enormous quanti-

ties grown here, but these even are found to be wholly inadequate
to meet the demand made for such plants by the floral furnishing

department so extensively carried out by the company. It is

worthy of remark that the older kinds which are usually grown
in large quantities for the special purpose of indoor decoration are

now being supplanted, at least in this nursery by some of the newer
varieties of Mr. Bause's raising, and which are found superior in

aU respects for the purpose. One point in particular they excel in,

and that is the colouring of the foliage on much younger plants,

which on that account become effectively furnished from the rim
of the pot upwards while scarcely more than 1 ft. in height. A
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striking- variation iu point of liabit of gTO^Ytll and bieadtli of foli-

age i.s likewise uotewortliy in the case of the Anerley Dracasnas.

In some the leaves, wbicliaro scarcely irioie than 1 in. in breadth,

are long- and gracefidly recurved, while in others they are shorter

and stand ahiiost erect.

Among' kinds now being distributed for the first season may be

mentioned D. aurantiaca, an ex-

tremely effective variety obtained

by crossing- conciuua and Kegiua.

Its long-, narrow leaves, which
are erect at the base, become grace-

fully arching. Their colour is

of various shades of bright i-ed-

dish-orauge, deepening- from a

pallid tinge to an intense flame-

tike hue, an unusual tint even

among- Dractenas, and seen only

in two other kinds (salmonea

and majestica, both obtained by
crossing- the same kinds from
which aurantiaca was produced.

There is, however, a remarkable

difference as regards the habit of

growth of the two last-named
sorts, salmonea having- rather

broad erect leaves, while those of

majestica are drooping-. This, it

may be remarked, has been aptly

named, as it is of tall gro-ni:h, and
really possesses a portly aspect

when seen about 6 ft. high, clothed

to the rim of the pot with its

handsome leaves. I>. Thomsoni,
shown in the annexed woodcut,
is another of the new kinds. As
may be seen by the illustration,

which, by the way, is remarkably
faithful, it possesses a stately

habit of growth. The leaves

ai-e deep green, bordered with a

pale rose tint and flushed in the
centre with bands of rich magenta,
deepening with age. This is a

cross between Regina and the old

D. termiualis, the same parent-

age as that fromwhich B. Caustoni
was obtained, which is a hand-
some kind, and though of robust

habit, is apecially well adapted for

growing in small pots on account
of its slower growth. The colour

of the leaves is bronzy, suffused

more or less with rose, which
deepens with age. The above, to-

gether with an elegant-growing
kind with narrow leaves of a dark
crimson colour, were selected for

certificates from a numerous col-

lection shown at the Royal Bo-
tanical Society's exhibition in

Regent's Park last season. Three
other kinds, named Knausi, ve-

nusta, and Wilsoni, are among- _

those that are new this season.

The first is a free and robust

grower, well furnished with varie-

gated broad leaves, with a combi-
nation of green, pink, and ma-
genta ; the last-named kind is also

handsome, being erect in growth
•with leaves of a similar tint to that of Knausi. Venusta is an

extremely effective variety of medium growth, and remarkable,

inasmuch as it colours iu a very early stage of growth, and there-

fore it is particularly useful for growing in cases where it is de-

sirable to retain the plants in small pots for table decoration and
similar purposes.

Other kinds represented in this collecti(jn fall naturally into

well-marked groups, characterised first by the prevailing colour of

the foliage, which is either red or green ; secondly, by its breadth
;

and lastly by the luibit of growth, whetlier pendulous or erect and

s]n-eLiding-. 'it must be admitted, however, that there are no hard

and fast lines of denuircation, as some merge into each other; but

such a grouping is useful, in oriler to form an idea of the general

Draciuna Tliomsoni.

appearance of tlie variety.

s In the group in which' a red colour predominates there are of

narrow-leaved kinds with a decidedly drooping habit—jucunda,

Sidneyi, Ernesti, superba, aurantiaca, ignea, and Mrs. C!. J. Freaks.

Those witli broad leaves, with a predominating red colour, and

having an erect or spreading habit of growth, or iu some cases

slightly recurved and peudidous, are—Berkeley i, Barroni, Bausci,
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Cautrelli, ElizaljetliEe, Frederici, Gladstone!, Imperator, Leopold!,

Nitzschneri, TeIl!Dgi, Voluta, W!llsi, Wilson!, Tliomson!, Kuausi,

Caustou!, reg-al!s, Seyfartli!, Eeuardfe, and recurva.

Tliose -nith green and white Tar!egat!on, are all of an erect or

spreading growth, are—term!nal!s alba, a very handsome variety,

with the habit and character of the old D. term!nal!s, but with

leaves variegated with pure white and deep green ; Mrs. Wills,

lUcewise a handsome kind, with similar variegation ;
albo-marginata,

a strong-growing Ivind, a cross between WiUsi and Regina, and
characterised by a tall vigorous growth, and long and slightly

recurved leaves, having a bright green gTouud, and a regular margin
of white. W. G.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

Old Tan as a Top Dressing for Shrubberies.—I am
quite sure that some of your readers have experienced the diificulty

of keeping shrubberies clean in wet seasons when the soil is in the

least inclined to clay ; the surface becomes stiff, tough, and im-

practicable to the push hoe, and the idea of raking the surface to

remove the weeds is out of the question. A year ago I had the run

of a tauyard placed at my service in which there were hundreds
of loads of old decayed tan, which I could have for the carting away.
The idea presented itself that this tan would be an excellent top

dressing to a long stretch of shrubbery with a soil such as I have
described. The keeping of the shrubbery anything like clean had
been a serious tax on the labour of the garden for years. The old

tan was spread all over to a depth of 2 in., improving the ap-

pearance of the surface at once, but the relief in labour and anxiety

has been very great during the past summer. Weeds did not readily

grow in the tan, but when they did it was comparatively pl.ay to hoe

and rake our hitherto obstinate shrubbery. There was some mis-

giving at the time of spreading the tan as to how it would act on the

shrubs. Would it benefit, or would it poison the roots ? I had used

old tan between rows of Strawberries ; I had seen it used extensively

as a top dressing for grass land with the best results. This time I

had the alternative of removing it on the least suspicion of its being

injurious ; but no necessity has arisen for so doing ; on the contrary,

there has been a marked impro\'ement in the appearance of tlie

shrubs. I believe the tan has had the effect of drawing the roots

upwards to the surface nearer the influence of the sun and air, and
so far benefited the shrubbery. I cannot venture to assert that

they have been nourished by the tan, although I believe such to be

the fact. The experiment has been so successful that I intend to

top-dress other shrubberies in the same way. I do not hesitate to

advise anyone having a tough clay soil to deal with to do as I ha\'e

done if the same material is available. We do not dig it into the

soil, nor would I advise such to be done ; I rather think tliat the

exposure to the weather gradually corrects the deleterious qualities,

if an}', in the tan.—HiBEKyiAX.

Ilex crenata variegata.—One of the brightest little shrubs
just now, is the variegated variety of Ilex crenata, a dwarf-gi'owing
kind which forms a dense bush when not more than 6 in. or 8 in. in

heiglit. The leaves are small, lanceolate, about 1 in. in length, and
variously mottled with a beautiful golden colour, some being nearly all

yellow, others almost green, but the variegated foliage predominates
to such an extent as in the sunsliine to give the bush a golden hue.

This species is very slow growing, attaining at most 3 ft. or 4 ft. in

height ; it is a native of Japan, and was .introduced some years
ago by Fortune.

—

Alpha.

The Ne-w Catalpa Tree.—Mr. Barney, the great car

builder of Dayton, Ohio, employed Dr. Warder, Mr. Teas, and
some other skilled experts to find out what they could about
the two Cat.alpas. Their investigations proved the interesting

fact that Catalpa speciosa, the hardy sort, was the most numerous
in tlie West, while the other kind was a native of the Eastern States.

Wherever Mr. Barney's agents went they found their views as to the
value of the timber confirmed. Jn Southern Missouri, Illinois,

Kentucky, and West Tennessee it grows uncommonly large, 3 ft,

to 4 ft. in diameter, and 80 ft. to r20 ft. high.

—

Rural Nexi) Yorher.

The Japan Climbing Fern.—I have heretofore stated that
the .Japan Climbing Fern (Lygodium scandens) was hard}'. The
top growth has matured and died, but the lower fronds near the
ground are still (December 19) fresh and green, notwithstanding the
thermometer has been down to 8", and the winter thus far excep-
tionally cold. As we have a fair promise of zero weatlier to give the
Lj'godium a thorough trial, I liave not allowed so much as a dried
leaf to remain near one plant. If it survives after three years' trial,

it may safely be rega-ded as a hardy plant ; and I hope it may, for
with its enormous growth oat-of-doors and its beautifu.' fronds, I

readily perceive what a useful plant it will be. What a lovely thing

it would be in the moist climate of England, where it would be
perfectly hardy, if not here. The best manner of growing this plant is

not 5'et understood, to judge from what I have seen.

—

Horticola,
in Rura' New Yorker.

A Beautiful Hedge.—I have made hedges of all manner of

things, from a Pear tree to a .Japan Quince, the interval embracing
a good many pretty things. For a useful hedge in the proper

place I prefer the Pear, but only a few kinds are well adapted for

the purpose. For an ornamental deciduous hedge almost anywhere
there is nothing to surpass, if to equal, the Japan Quince (Cydonia
japonica). There are a number of deciduous plants that make
pretty hedges, but the most of them are diificult to form and
troublesome to keep in good shape and order. The Cydonia is

almost entirely free from these objections, provided only that young
plants be used to start with. What a lovely sight it is when in

bloom, and liow picturesque at all other times ! Those who have a

fancy for more than one colour can use the rose and white-coloured to

mix with the crimson. There is this farther to be said in favour of

the Japan Quince, that scarcely any manner of neglect can spoil its

beauty. It can be easily .and quickly brought into shape again. It

will always retain its beauty, though it may lose its primness by
neglect to be sheared. No amount of shearing, however, can ever

give it that hard, solid, expressionless surface so common to ever-

green hedges, or take away its ii'i/ligii beauty, if I may so call it,

and for that I like it above all others.

—

Horticola, Rural New
Yorker.

The New Forest.—When William the Conqueror, just eight

hundred years ago, annexed thirty-six parishes and dispeopled the
country for thirty miles round to make his famous hunting ground
in Hampshire, the conquered natives, while suffering all tlie incon-

veniences of eviction from their old homes, experienced perhaps no
sense of degradation in laying out and planting a grand preserve,

which still bears its name of the "New Forest." Succeeding iiges,

at any rate, ignored all the cruelty of tlie action ; and the great re-

sult of the invading conqueror's act of spoliation is stdl held in

veneration as his beneficent legacy to the people. The powerful barons

of England, however, long continued to licep a jealous and watch-
ful eye on these royal preserves ; and when they compelled Henry
III. to confirm the Magna Charta wdiich had been exacted from his

predecessor, they added to it a " Charter of Forests," to prevent any
private estates being appropriated for the creation of new "royal
warrens or forests." But it was the later confirn-ation by Edward I.

that gave to personal property and private domains the same security

which Magna Chagna had given to personal liberty. Our Norman
rulers "afforrested " a district or a county of the conquered soil at

their own roy.al will and pleasure ; and the land so afforrested was
meant, not to be planted with trees, but to be brought under sub-

jection to the Forest Laws, under whicli the killing of a deer or

boar, or even of a hare, might be punished with the loss of the

delinquent's eyes ; while the killing of a man could be atoned for by
paying a moderate fine. It is a strange commentary on such cruel

laws that, in the New Forest, wliich William the Conqueror had
made, not only his son and successor, Rufus, but also an elder son

and a nephew each met their death by accidents. When the Norman
rule died out, our woods and forests ceased to be exclusively devoted

to the royal sport, and began gradually to pass away from under the

exclusive royal jurisdiction. The Plantagenets found their time
fully occupied with the more serious affairs of State, and all their

energies exhausted in resisting tlie demands of the earls and barons,

till tihe complete establishment of Parliament, as the great legislative

council of the nation, put an end to all the anomalies of the old

feudal sj'Stem. From that time, as public opinion became more en-

lightened and humane, the protection of equal laws was extended to

husbandmen and artisans, as well as to the highest nobles. Primeval
waste lands were redeemed, and much of the old hunting-grounds

and unprofitable forests were made fertile with agriculture.

—

Globe.

Hardiness of Bamboos.-JIr. A, Woeikof, of .St. Petersburg, writes t.i

Xature :
•' I have founil large varieties of Bamboo cultivated on a great scale in

Northern Xippon, wbere the winter temperature is certainly much colder thau

in Ensland. The northernmost place where I found them was the vicinity of

Yokoijori, about 39° 12' N., at a small distance (twenty-five miles) from the west

coast The nearest place to the south where observations were made is Xiigata,

37= 55', and to the north Hakodate, 41« 46'. The coldest month has a temperature
respectively of 33? and ?7^ 3 F. Yusawa being situ.ited about -150 ft. high, and
in the interior, the coldest month there must have not over 309, and a heavy
snowfall is the rule every winter. Again, on descending the dividing ridge

between Jukussina and Yonesawa, I first found large Bamboo plantations near

the last place, about 1000 ft. above sea level, and 37? 55' S. Between here and
Niigata the temperature of the coldest month must dilter by about 3^, the latter

plaiie being situated near the sea. This gives about 30? F. for Yonesawa, or

about the same as Yusawa. Now in Great Britain, the mountainous districts

excepted, the mean temperature of the coldest month is nowhere lower than
36»."

Euonymuses as "Wall Climbers.—Few plants have more beautifully

marked toUa^e than the several v,arieties of Euonymus, but, unfortunately, if

fully e.xposed", they are liable to injury from severe frosts. The best way to
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utilise them is to employ them for coveiing walla wlien the protection affoideil,

and a))ove all the thorough ripening which the wood gets, renders them sate,

except in extremely inclement positions, and in that case they are easily pro-

tected Ijy a covering of evergreen Ijranches tied over them dnring exceptionally

severe weather. Euonymu^ japunicus aurea-variegatus, E. latifolius alto-

variegatus, and E oVatus aurea-variegatus are beautiful for mixing with small-

leaved Ivies. The plain green-leaved Enonymus, too, is a really beautiful

shrub, and, when confined to a few shoots, soon covers a wall. By planting

.alternate Howering creepers, such a3 Banlcsiau Roses for early bloom, and several

varieties of Clematis, that may be allowed to mingle with the Euonymus, a

pretty and lasting eftect is produced, as the Euo«ymu-es look even brighter in

winter than when the flowering climbers are at their best in summer.—J. Gkojm,
Linton.

Effect of Cyclones on Vegetation.—The facts noted by

Mrs. Syme regarding the .strengthening of plants by the cyclone in

Jamaica, and published in The Garden of January 1, 1881, are very

interesting, especially the force, whatever it may be, which caused

plants to bloom which had not done so before. The phenomena are

probably due to an electric cause, and possibly the same one which

gave origin to the cyclone. It would appear to be the same which

makes seeds germinate profusely and vigorously immediately before

a thunderstorm. These phenomena are well worth studying, as if

their true cause were discovered it might be practically applied in

making seeds germinate, plants bloom and set seed, and which do so

with difficulty, and sometimes not at all.—E. B.

I think much of what Jlrs. Syme and Dr. Wallace attribute to

cyclonic influence is rather due to the advent of the rainy season

after a period of drought or the " dry monsoon." Everything that

Mrs. Syme says points that way. All plants more or less are affected

by the hot dry wind of the hot season in the Tropics. Leaves fall,

stems get bare, herbage everywhere, except near water, is dusty and
parched. In a few days after rains come all this is changed as if by
magic. The change is apt to be stormy. If you notice a weather-

cock about the change of the monsoon it is very uneasy, veering

about in all directions. The mercury of the barometer is equally

unsteady. This goes on for a week, and then in sets the wet wind
with a steady pressure, rain comes down in torrents, and in a fort-

night's time trees and plants which looked almost dead and leafless

break out into leafage and blossom almost simultaneously. Bare
patches of sandy earth one would have sworn had been destitute of

vegetation for years send up sheaves of Hippeastrum flowers and
parti-coloured Caladia leaves in rich profusion. Lepidoptera and
otherinsects abound, and birds which had hid themselves in the depths

of the shady forest during the hot season flit amongst the Orange
trees, or flutter about in the garden, frequenting most the flowering

trees in quest of insect food. No doubt the wind acts beneficially

upon vegetation in some cases by increasing the rooting power. I

know even experienced farmers in Leicestershire and Norfolk who
say that their Turnips never begin to " bulb" until after verywiiidy

weather. But when we look to the growth of timber trees all the

world over we find that the finest specimens are those which grov/

in sheltered positions. If stern wind shaking was so marvellous in

its effects, we might expect to find the finest trees in the most ex-

posed regions ; but we know that trees acquire a larger size in the

interior of forests where they are surrounded by shelter on all sides

than in exposed positions on hills or mountain sides. One of

the most marked characteristics of vegetation of tree and
shrub growth on mountain sides is its scrubbine,5s. I know
that there are many fine trees now standing in clearings

amongst low jungles abroad and on the margins of woods and in

parklands and fields at home, but as a rule these specimens were not
expossd until their growth was completed, and really after all it is

astonishing how few of what are called "fine trees" in our parks
and open places would be so considered by a timber dealer, who
merely looks to the cubic measure and length of the bole. If fine

straight timber is desired assuredly it is best attained by the nursing
or shelter system. If wind was so beneficial, why build walls to our
gardens ? why incur trouble and expense to provide shelter belts

for our hardy orchard fruit trees or for equally hardy Conifera3 ? It

will be generally conceded that the Scotch Pine and the Spruce
Fir are two of our hardiest Conifers ; yet tlie finest existing speci-

mens of them are and have been nurtured by the shelter of other

trees, or by naturally sheltered positions. Exposure to wind may
act beneficially in a way by inducing root-action, as in the case

of the Turnip crops just alluded to, but certainly facts in Nature
and common garden practice at home point the other way.

F. W. B.

English Names.—Mr. Kleehan, in his Gardener's Montldy
objects to these, on the score of there being more than one applied
to the same plant, but this seems to us no reaion whatever why
people should not aim at having English names for their plants any
more than the fact that we use and prefer one Latin name, while
reference to a dictionary of plants or botanical book will show that
it is only one of eight or nine different names applied by botanists

to the plant. We rather take an interest on the opposite side of

the question, and enjoy a variety of English names for a plant, not
necessarily that we should use them, but as illustrating its history

and character. For instance, in Mr. Sargent's catalogue of trees he
gives, and very wisely, the English names applied by the settlers,

to different species in difl'erent states and districts, a plan that is

interesting to us, and very often one gets from these English
names some idea of the use or beauty, or situation in which the tree

grew. The favour which The Gakden has shown towards English
names seems to irritate a little the botanical mind ; we are very
sorry, but we feel assured that, no matter what difficulties are in

the way, the future will see a recognising nomenclature of plants

and all beautiful living things in our own tongue, which now is used
by so large a number of people in many lands, and bids fair to be
the most universal of languages.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

DINNEE-TABLE DECOEATION.
The accompanying' illustration will give an idea of a simple and
effective arrangement for this purpose sent us by Messrs. F. & A.
Dick.son & Sons, of the Upton Niu'.series, Chester. A wooden
circle, say 11 in. iu diameter, is cut from a board 1 in. or so thick

and a rim of peiforaled zinc, Ij in. deep is fi.\ed round it, aud this

forms the foundation for the reception of such plants as may be

desired or preferred. An empty flower-pot, 5 in. or 6 in., as may
be required for the centre plaut, is placed in the centre of the

board, and the space between the rim of the stand and the flower-

pot is filled up with turfy peat aud sand. This is so placed as to

slope from the top of the pot to the zinc rim, aud is planted with

Lycopodium denticulatum, interspersed with Pauicum variegatum,

a graceful combination of form aud colour readily maintained

wdth ordinary care. To complete the arraug-ement the empty
flower-pot is removed from the centre and replaced by a suitable

plant. That shown in the illustration is Dracsena hybrida, and

this may, of course, be chano-ed at pleasure aud removed when the

stand is not in use.
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GARDEN DESTROYERS.

THE ELM-DESTROYING SCOLYTUS.
(SCO)A-TUH DESTRUCTOR.)

Theue are, pei-liap.s, few iusecLs al)out which thei-e has heeii min'e
discussion than about thi,s beetle ; the poiut in que.stion is wliethei-

it is destructive to cer(aiu trees or not. If these insects are guilty,
as most entomologists believe they are, they are certainly, as regards
Ebn trees, the most injurious insects ^vith which we are' acquainted,
for these trees, particularly near London and other large towns,
are often attacked by them, and when badly infested are nearly
certain to die ; thus far every one is agreed. This point which
has been so mucli debated, and on wluch various well-kuown
entomological authorities ditTer, is, whether the tree, being in a
perfectly sound and healthy condition, is attacked and eventually
Ifilled by the Scolyti, or wliether tlie tiee, being luihealtliy from
drought or other cau.ses, is only tlien attacked and its end hastened
by tGese insects. To the practical gai'dener it makes a consirlerable
difference which is the correct view of the case, for if, Ijv keeping
liis trees in a thoroughly sound condition, they are not liable
to be attacked, he can to a certain extent protect them; if good
cultivation is of no avail, there is little he can do. The insects
being small, and mostly hidden beneath the barli, he is generally
unaware of their presence until the tree is so nuich injured that
it is hopeless to try and restore it to health. Those persons who
hold that the Scolytus does not attack healthy trees urge that
it is generally the trees near large towns, which are, probably
from want of fresh air and wholesome soil, in a morbid
condition which suffer most, and that trees which had begun to
wither from drought and yet showed no signs of injury from in-
sects were soon afterwards attacked by Scolyti, and that the pre-
sence of much moisture, siicli as a sudden How of sap, ilestmys
them. Promoters of tlie otiier view claim to have proved that tjie

perfect insects make their burrows into the bark of a perfectly
sound tree, which allow its sap to exude and air aud moisture to
euter, bringing it into an unhealtliy condition, in which state it

forms a suitable habitat for the young grubs; the fi-uuile then lays
her eggs, and the work of destruction is rapidly completed.
Whichever of these theories is right, and I certainly consider the
latter to he the correct one, there can be no douljt tliat every
one should do their utmost to destroy this insect ; mucli, however,
I am afraid, cannot be done unless very determined steps are
taken.

When once a tree is attacked no outward application of any in-

secticide to the bark of the trees is likely to affect the insects
beneath; a good application of liquid manure to the roots will,
however, assist the tree in its struggle for existence. If a tree is

very badly attacked, perhaps the best thing to do is to cut it down
at once, and burn every particle of the bark to prevent if possible
this insect multiplying and infesting other trees. In a paper read
before the Entomological Society on February 1, 1858, C'apt. Cox
gives an account of an experiment he tried on some Elm ti-ees in

the Regent's Park. He operated on t%velve trees, which were all

more or less attacked, and seven were severely injured: out of tlie

entire number only one died. Four years afterwards six had quite
recovered, and in six years the eleven were completely cured. His
plan was to pare down the I>ark with a draw shave until the gal-
leries of the insect were laid bare, taldng care that none of the
g-rubs were left on the tree. He detected the position of tlie

galleries by the small pieces of bark throw-n out by the female
whilst boring, some of which adhered to the entrance; and be cal-
culated that 280,000 perfect insects must have been bred from
one tree alone. NotAvithstanding the apparently safe quarters of
the grubs, tliey are often infested with a worm-lilie parasite, and
are at tmies attacked by an ichneiunon.

The beetles leave the chrysalis cases at the end of May or the
beginning of June ; they then eat their way through the bark and
gain the outer world. After pairing, both sexes live by boring
into the bark and feeding on the sap. When the female wishes to
lay her eggs she chooses a rough place in the bark, where the open-
ing to her burrow will be somewhat protected, and haying worked
her way through the bark, makes a long gallery between it and
the hard wood. In this she deposits her eggs, about sixty or
seventy in number, singly, a little distance from one another.
Having thus laid all her eggs she retires to the entrance of the
gallery and dies, leaving her body as a kind of plug to the hole.

When the eggs are hatched, the little grubs begin feeding, and
gradually work their way, eating as they go, in a direction nearly

at right angles to tlie gallery in which they were hatched. As
the grubs grow in size they increase the width of their burrows;
they, however, never seem to interfere with the gallery formed
by another gruli, but, by woriving forward in a straight line,

avoid breaking tlirough the slight partitions which separate them
from their neighliours. They probably assume the chrysalis state

at the end of the summer, for the perfect insects, the grubs and the
chrysalides, have all Ijeen found together in the same tree in August,
whilst in November only tlie chrysalides could be found. The
grubs are sometimes in such numbers that 100 have been found in a

piece of bark in. square. The insects remain as chr3-salides during

Tlie Elm-destrojiug Scolytus.

the winter and .spring. In May and June they complete their trans-
formation and appear as perfect insects. Atfiistthey are soft, tender,
and almost colourless, but they soon gain their proper colour and hard-
ness, and, eating their way through the liarlc, are ready to peiform
their part in the programme of Nature. This beetle is a member of

the family Scolytidie, a family which is nearest related to the
Curculionida>, or Weevils, and the Longicornes, between which it is

generally placed in systematic lists. All tlie family are vegetable
feeders, and many cause consideraljle injury to various trees.

The genus Scolytus contains si.x species, some of \yhicli attack
Oaks, Elms, Ashes, Plums and other fruit trees, but S. destructor

is by far the most destructive species. This beetle is about 2-lOths
of an inch long, tolerably stout, and almost cylindrical, terminating

.SLoljtiis destructor Galleries.

posteriorly very abruptly. The head and thorax are black and
shining, the latter is very large in proportion to the rest of the in-

sect, and is considerably wider behind than in front. The antennfe

are bro^yn, and each ends in a knob formed of the terminal joints
;

the legs are short and strong, and of a reddish-brown colour ; the
wing cases are pitchy brown in colour, very convex, and striated

longitudinally. Tliey cover a pair of "wings which are very long

and narrow when expanded. The grubs are nearly 3-lOths of an
inch long when fully grown ; they are white fleshy, and are much
wrinkled transversely ; they have no legs, and are usually in a
curved position ; their heads are horny, smooth, of a yeUowi.sh-

brown colour, aud are armed with a pair of strong jaws. The
pupa or chrysalis is whitish ; the lunbs of tlie future beetle are

distinctly visible through the thin skin in which they ai-e wrapped.
' G.S. S.
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GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.—Although many subtropical plants answer
well for turning out in exceptionally warm places when sown
in heat in January, the majority ot them do best when sown in the

autumn. Caunaa, Musas, blue Salvias, Dahlias, Wigandias, Abuti-

lons, and others stored away for the winter may now be placed in heat

for giving a supply of offsets and cuttings, and seeds of any kind may
still be sown. For places of moderate pretensions, the graceful

Dracaena australis, Chamasrops excelsa, and Yucca aloifolia variegata

should not be neglected, as they are not easily surpassed. Where
large quantities of bedding plants are in demand, the stock of Alter-

nautheras, Iresines, Mesembryanthemums, and plants of tliis class

may be put into heat for furnishing the usual stock of cuttings. It

will not, however, be well to take the cuttings of soft things too

early, as many of them do best when struck quickly and grown away
without a check. Hardy plants like the Mints, Sedum Lydium, and
Houseleeks may be divided and increased to any extent in cold pits

or frames, protected from rain and snow. Where the general stock

of Geraniums is wintered in boxes, young plants should receive a

little more water to encourage growth by the time they are potted
off. A Vinery that is started about the beginning of February is a

good place for wintering and starting them in. Old plants ot the

bronze and tricolor class should be cut back and kept in heat until

they break. The cuttings will make nice plants for potting, next
autumn.

G-reenhouse.—Large plants of Pytethrum fruticosum, the late-

flowering Eupatoriums Weinmannia and riparum, Salvias, and Cinera-

rias will now take liberal supplies of liquid manure at every
watering. Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Fuchsias, and Pelargoniums will

now take a good shift into light ricli soil. Water sparingly after

potting, but give the plants the benefit of a light position in a close

pit, where they can have a temperature of 45'-^ to 55°. Syringe the

Cinerarias overhead every day, and feed as soon as they get re-esta-

blished in the new compost. If Fuchsias taken into heat last month
are now pushing freely, shake out, pot, and treat in a similar way
for early flowering. Prune tlie plants into sliape and strike the

cuttings of favourite kinds for autumn flowering. If not already

done, the stock of Chrysanthemum cuttings should be put in, also

a good batch of the old scented Geraniums, as few plants are more
appreciated when used in a cut state, or blend better with flowei'ing

plants when worked up on the tables in the greenhouse. Where old

roots of the tuberous Begonias are plentiful, a few may now be
started into growth and seeds may be sown in moist heat. The seed

being very small, the pans should be (irmly surfaced with silver sand
and well watered before it is sown. Sprinkle a little dry sand over
it and cover with glass or brown paper.

Pines.—The extreme severity ot the weather having rendered
incessant firing necessary for tlie maintenance of minimum heats,

plants in pots, as well as the plunging material, will have been
affected by its parching iiifluence. To counteract the serious injury

that will speedily follow take advantage of a bright hour, when tlie

pipes are not very hot, for thoroughly wateriug the plants, especially

those in small pots, also tlie plunging material, and damp the sur-

face of the bed with the syringe, in order to keep the atmosphere
in a healthy growing state. Look well to early Queens, now begin-

ning to show their fruit, and use every means calculated to increase

the size of the fruit and to induce them to throw it well out of the
foliage. In light, airy houses, as all early Pine-houses should be,

dew the plants over on fine days and keep the axils of the leaves

nicely charged with clear diluted liquid, but guard against its reach-

ing the underground roots, which must be regularly attended to in

the usual way. Bottom heat, 85° to 90° ; top heat, 65° to 70S
by night, and 75° to 80^ by day.

Successions —Gradually increase warmth and moisture in

succession pits. See that the balls are nicely watered a few days
before the plants are potted, and have all materials, including clean

crocks, pots, and loam dry and warm, ready for use when the
proper time arrives. If fresh tan is likely to be wanted it should be
placed in an open shed where it can be well worked and fermented
before it is used.

Peaches.—Do not neglect the fertilisation of the later kinds of

Peaches in the early house, and when all the fruit is set resume
syringing with tepid water a few degrees warmer than the house.

In mild weather give air at 60°, and raise the temperature to 70° or

75°, under gleams of sunsiiiue ; close early, and aim at 50° to 55°

by night. Disbudding must now receive attention, and in the event
of a single fly having gained a footing fumigate lightly once or twice
at short intervals as soon as the young fruit shows signs of swelling.

When fairly on the move rub off a few of the smallest and worst-
placed fruit, in order to give strength to those intended to ripen,

always bearing in mind that Peaches nearest the base of the shoot
and on the upper side are the most promising to leave for the crop.
Examine the borders, and if old trees show signs of weakness top-
dress with short manure and water with clear diluted liquid. To
vigorous young trees give plenty of water, and defer the application
of stimulants until they begin to feel the strain of the crop. Get all

pruning and training finished, and retard trees in late houses by
throwing open the ventilators when the weather is not very severe.

Figs.—Until we have a change to milder weather, steady firing

to maintain the temperature given the other day will be the safest
course to pursue. Run down the blinds at night, and counteract the
drying inliuence of fire heat by introducing additional supplies of
fermenting leaves. Syringe the trees twice a-day to keep down
spider ; stop all gross shoots at the sixth leaf ; thin out useless spray
to give young spurs and fruit the benefit of light and air as the
season advances, and feed the roots with liquid manure. Encourage
the trees in succession-houses by giving fire-heat and moisture
through the day. Mulch inside borders and water with tepid
liquid, but avoid an excess of moisture or high temperatuies by
night until the terminal buds show signs of pushing into growth.
Trees struck from eyes last year may be encouraged with warmth
and moisture. Remove all ground suckers. Pinch the points of the
strongest side shoots and train the leaders to straight sticks.

Cherries.—Be guided by the state of the weather in the manage-
ment of early-started trees now approaching the blooming period.
When fire-heat is needed for the maintenance of the night tempera-
ture, 40S to 45°, with a little ail', should not be exceeded, and in the
event of a continuance of severe weather a few degrees lower will be
preferable to sharp firing. As Cherries cannot be fumigated or
syringed when in flower, see that the trees are quite free from insects
when the blossoms begin to open. Pay daily attention to fertilisa

tion. Ventilate freely without causing a draught, and avoid damp-
ing in dull weather. The past autumn having been so fine, we may
assume that lifting and planting was performed at the proper time.
It still in arrear, choose the first dry day for the completion of this

work in late houses, using good turfy loam and old lime rubble.
Drain well and mulch with manure.

Grape Room.—The weather through the present month having
been very dry and intensely cold, the fruit is more likely to have
suffered from aridity than an excess ot moisture, particularly where
the walls are not built hollow and capable of resisting severe frost
unaided by sharp firing. If not already done, the bottles should be
filled up with soft water to replace that taken up by the wood imme-
diately after insertion. Look over the bunches and remove every
berry showing signs ot spot or decay. Open the ceiling ventilators
when the atmosphere is dry. Keep the shutters closed at all times,
and allow the temperature to descend to 40° when fire-lieat is needed.

Cucumbers.—Winter fruiting plants renovated with fresh top-
dressina and fermenting Oak leaves, as formerly directed, will now
be in the best possible condition for passing through the present
trying period. Counteract the ill effects of incessant firing by
covering the roof at night. Keep the glass clean. Syringe all

available spaces to keep down spider and remove old leaves to make
room for young growths, which must not be stopped until we have
more light and solar heat. The sudden change to weather of the
most wintry character will not admit of more than the maintenance
ot minimum temperatures, but there will be short periods of

sunshine which will raise the house to the maximum degree of heat,

and this, combined with cleanliness and light cropping, will keep
them progressing until we have better weather. Put in cuttings ot

Telegraph, sow seeds and pot on young plants if the hills or fruiting

pots are not ready for them. Follow former directions with regard
to making hotbeds, and, most important of all, the protection of

fermenting material and soil from melting snow and cold rain.

Where a good nursing-pit is at command do not be in a hurry to

turn out young plants until the soil in manure pits and frames is

in good order and danger from rank steam has passed away.

—

W. Coleman.

Hybrid Toads v. Slugs.—In last number of La Belg'que Hor-
tkole for 1880, recently received, a correspondent gives an account
of a visit paid by him to the nursery garden of a well-known expe-
rimental hybridist at Marseilles, named Mons. J. B. A. Deleuil,

well known among foreign horticulturists, at least for his success

in raising new varieties of Agaves, Yuccas, Echeverias, Amaryllids,
and Begonias, but who now seems to have carried his experiments
from the vegetable to the animal kingdom, as, being much troubled
and annoyed, as most gardeners are, by the ravages of slugs, ants, and
worms amongst his favourite plants, he had recourse to toads to

devour them, but finding them slo%v and heavy in their locomotion,
and diflScult to get to move from one part of the garden to another,
and noticing the much greater nimbleness and activity of the common
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frog (the delicate flesh of whose hind-legs is considered so great a

delicacy in France), the idea occurred to him that if he could obtain

a cross or hybrid between these two nearly related animals it might

inherit the virtues of both its parents, to wit, fondness of destruc-

tive insects for its food, and nimbleness of locomotion in search of

it. In his efforts in this direction, the correspondent of the Belgian

periodical above mentioned asserts that Mons. Deleuil has been

completely successful, and has obtained, as the reward of his expe-

riment, a" race of hybrid Batrachians, v hich are so effective as

insect destroyers, both out and indoors, as almost completely to rid

his garden of these destructive pests. It would be well if some of

these useful cross-breds could be introduced into English gardens,

or if some of our naturalists would follow the example set them by

M. Deleuil.—BoscoEEL.

ORCHIDS.

CALANTHE VESTITA AND VEITCHI.

Those who possess a warm stove and are desirous of having hand-

some and lasting flowers in winter, either on the plant or cut, will

find that these Orchids liave few equals in the whole range of

winter blooming plants. Moreover, it by no means follows that

those who have not a collection or Orchids, or an especial house

wherein to grow them, need bej afraid of succeeding with them

provided they have a warm stove, that is, a house or pit that is kept

at nit'ht during autumn and winter at a tem.perature of GO'-^. Two
or three decrees more will be none the worse, with a proportionate

increase of heat in summer. I mention this matter of heat, for C.

vestita being a native of Burmah, and one of the parents of

tlie hybrid C Veitohi, consequently it is useless to expect large

bulbs capable of producing proportionately large spikes of bloom

without plenty of heat. There is another matter, too, in which these

Calanthes differ from most other plants, and that is the after flower-

ing period, although for a time making neither root or top-growth,

they do not like, even when in this condition, to be kept cooler

than I have indicated, for they are never wholly at rest, as the buds

existing at the base of the bulbs that are to form the next year's

ri-rowth are during this time slowly increasing in size, and upon

their being warm enough through this period depends their well-

doing the season following, and if kept too cool after blooming the

bulbs not unfrequeutly rot. Although the appearance of the plants

is such as would lead to the supposition that in their natural state

they are not epiphytal, but grow on the ground, there are no

Orchids with which I am acquainted that are more benefited by

being hung up close to the roof. When so suspended I have had

spikes of C. vestita that bore over a hundred flowers each, having

two or three side branches, and I never could get the bulbs near so

larce or floriferous when not hung up so as to get all the light possible

during the growing season. Whilst blooming it is not necessary to

keep them so near the glass.

Soil and Potting.—When I first began their cultivation I

tried them in ordinary Orchid peat, old dry shaly cow manure,

and charcoal or potsherds, and in some cases substituted turfy

loam for the peat ; I have also tried them in old Mushroom manure

with crocks added, as well as in peat, and likewise in loam without

any manure, and found little, if any, difference provided they were

huno up, so that thetops of the leaves were within 1 ft. of the roof, and

care°tak'en that they were always shaded when the sun was on them,

but never unless it was. They do not like too large pots, yet, when

very strong and several bulbs are grown in a pot, they must have

proportionate room, or the limited amount of material in which the

roots are placed does not hold enough moisture to serve them from

one watering time to the next. I used to pot them about a month

or six weeksafter the flowering was over, shortening the old dead

roots back to within about 1 in. of the bulbs ; the remaining

portion helps to steady the bulbs in the soil until the new ones get

hold. If the potting is deferred until new roots are visible it is

necessary to be very careful with them, as if injured in the least the

season's orowth will be proportionately affected, as no root that is at

all hurt will make any more progress. As soon as the new leaves

aot fairly unfolded I always syringed the plants overhead daily,

otherwise they would have been liable to have become afl'ected with

spider especially if grown amongst a general collection of stove plants.

The pots must be well drained, as these Calanthes like plenty of

water when they have got well furnished with new roots. Before

this the soil should only be kept slightly moist. Towards autumn,

when the bulbs have attained their full size, and are about to push

up their flower-spikes, it is better not to give near so much
water as whilst they are in full growth. By this means the leaves,

which becin to turn yellow at the points about this time, will keep

some life in them considerably longer than they otherwise would do,

a circumstance which not only makes the plants look better whilst

in flower, but the flowers will be individually larger. By treating

them so I was generally able to keep a portion of live leaf on them
until the spikes had nearly opened all their flowers ; the reason is

this, keeping the soil drier about this period has the effect of pre-

serving life in the roots longer. The natural habit of the plants is

for the roots to die about the time the flowering begins, and so

long as some life can be kept in them the leaves also preserve their

vitality, which conjointly helps the flowers, that when both roots

and leaves are quite gone have nothing to support them except the

stored-up strength in the bulbs.

Calanthes of this class increase faster than most Orchids ;

bulbs that have attained even a medium size will generally produce
two each from the base, and often a small oue in addition from
near the top, the largest bulbs, as in other Orchids, bearing the
most bloom. To produce bulbs of a very large size capable of bear-

ing spikes such as I have named especial treatment is required which
causes some sacrifice in the increase. ^Vhen I had got a larger stock
than was wanted, 1 selected a few of the largest, and jjut them three
together in shallow S-in. pots, and only allowed each bulb to bear
one growth, breaking the otuer buds that sprang from the base out,

and also those that proceeded from near the crowns as well. This
requires a little attention, as when strong they will keep on pushing
up until the growth that is let to go has made some progress ; by
this means the whole strength of the bulb is concentrated into form-
ing one growth. Anyone who has got these Calanthes in strong
condition, and is desirous of having a few large spikes of flowers

will not be disappointed if they will proceed in the above way. As
I have already stated, these Calanthes will do just as well amongst
ordinary stove plants, providing the stove is managed in accordance
with the practice now found to be the best for stove subjects that

need a good deal of heat, which is not to admit so much air as used
to be given, and is still by many looked upon as necessary but which
has the effect of di'ying up the atmosphere too much and making it

more congenial to the growth of red spider than it is to that of the
plants. T. Baine.s.

ONCIDIUM FLEXUOSUM.
When looking at any elegant and very serviceable old plant, one
sometimes cannot help thinking that the introduction of such
numbers of new ones is not an unmixed gain. Take, for instance,

the larger variety of this Oncidium, which, for freedom of growth
and an equally free disposition to bloom, coupled with the elegance
of its flowers and the length of time during which they will last
either on the plant or when cut, has scarcely an equal amongst
yellow flowers, the colour now so fashionable. It is one of the very
few yellow flowers besides Kose buds that look well in a bouquet,
and it is equally effective in vases, stands, or any other combination
of flowers ; and yet it is so much beneath the notice of Orchid
growers that I have no doubt there are many collections of these
plants to be met with from which it is oftener absent than present.

Basket Culture in Stoves.—It will do quite as well amongst
ordinary stove plants, under the general conditions they require, as
in an Orchid house. Some of the finest examples I have ever seen
have been cultivated in such company. Few Orchids have so deter-
mined a scandent habit,, and the way in which it pushes out its roots
in the air causes them to be much exposed to the attacks of wood-
lice and cockroaches ; on this account it is best grown in a wire
basket, hung up near the roof, a position which is also more favour-
able to the plants getting strong. I used to grow it iu wide, shallow,
galvanised wire baskets ; these held about a score of pieces each,
which, when put together, consisted of three or four bulbs to each
piece ; the baskets were liued with long Sphagnum and filled up with
half-fibrous peat and half Sphagnum, mixed with some charcoal ; in

this way they remained undisturbed for two or three years, adding
a little fresh material each winter before they commenced making
growth ; after tire above time they were taken out of the baskets, each
piece cut in two about the middle, putting the back pieces in a
basket by themselves, and the leading growths by themselves also.

Nothing more was done to them except a little fresh material put on
the surface each year at the usual potting time.

Continuous Flowering.—This Oncidium does not require so
much shade as many Orchids, but it likes plenty of water during the
growing season, and should not be kept so dry in the winter as to
cause the bulbs to shrivel, for it needs no drying up to induce ii, to
flower. If, instead of cutting the bloom-stems away after it has first

flowered in the spring, the tops only are removed, the old stems will

break out at the joints and bloom again ; in this way a strong mass
such as I have named will keep on flowering a great part of the year,
but, as a matter of course, when so managed it will not produce so
full a head of flower as when all the growths are in bloom at a time,
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yet the mode of treatment indicated gives the most continuous sup-

ply, and is so far an advantage v/here cut flowers are in regular

demand. A well-bloomed good-sized example of this Oncid is so

effective that even as an exhibition plant there are not many large

groups of Orchids shown but would be improved by its presence ; the

bright canary colour of its flowers, so elegantly arranged on the

plant, tell besides anything else. A. Z.

OECHID CULTURE.
In all departments of gardening there are diverse and in some cases

miuy ways of attaining the same object. It is so in Phalasnopsis

culture. Special cultural treatment cannot be judiciously applied to

plants generally unless we, can also be certain that other conditions

or surroundings are in all cases similar. What is good treatment in

one case may be the worst possible course to follow in another. To
sprinkle Phalienopsis overhead with a watering-pot when they are
growing in an already moist tank house is simply too much of a good
thing ; but in large, naturally dry, light and airy houses a gentle
bedewing witli a fine-rosed syringe at night and during the growing
season only is very beneficial to free and healthy growth, as is also

ample ventilation during warm nights from June to September.
The syringing treatment is good in itself, but, like any other good
thing, it may be overdone, and then, and, then only, it becomes an
evil, and one quite capable of doing harm on its own merits without
any assistance from other equally potent sources of plant disease,

such as "improper tempei-ature " (letting frost into the Phalfenopsis
house, for example) or " imperfect ventilation." Quoting one or two
extreme cases of damage having resulted from obviously bad treat-

ment is almost sure to drive amateur beginners in Orchid culture to

the other extreme. Wliat is desirable before any discussion on
Orchid culture can be of definite service to anybody is to fix the
lowest mean temperature at which any plant will exist in good
health, to which hygrometrical readings may be added. Air and
light must in the main be left to the discretion of each individual
cultivator. " Free ventilation, "for example, to some gardeners and
amateurs may mean throwing doors open and lowering sashes by the
yard, whicli is, to say the least, giving a little more air than
Phalaiuopsis require in our climate. What I want to
know is the diS'erent readings of two corrected thermometers
the one to be suspended at 6 in. from the glass of a hothouse, and
the other at IS in. below the glass, the one theimometer to be im-
mediately below the other. As to the hints of " travellers and col-

lectors," of course they must be subjected to some modifications " to
suit our structures and climate. " I find it extremely difiicult to
get any definite information on Orchid culture—principles I mean,
and not details, which rarely fit two difl^erent houses, and hence are
always to be regarded as likely to be as dangerous in some cases as
they are beneficial in others. Perhaps it is yet too soon to expect that
Orchid culture is an exact science but I heartily wish such a good
practical grower as Mr. O'Brien undoubtedly is would sit down and
tell us briefly the main principles on which the success of Orchid
culture depends. J. P.

Whalley Hange.

Cool Orchids.—I should feel obliged if any reader of The
Garden would furnish me with a list of cool Orchids wliioli would
give a succession of flowers throughout the year, and state what
greenhouse plants would be best suited for growing along with
them. From notices which recently appeared in The Garden, I
observe that cool Orchids may be grown best in a house having a
night temperature during winter of from 40° to 45°, and I should
like to know what heating apparatus is recommended so as to ensure
that the temperature sliould not go below these figures. jMy house
is span-roofed, 24 ft. by 13 ft., with two rows of 4-in. pipes, forming
a flow and return. The water is heated in a coil in a built stove ;

but during this severe weather it is almost impossible to keep the
temperature above 38°, except by having the fire always clear and
brisk. It is always desirable to have a stove that does not require
frequent attention ; and in my case I should like one that could keep
up the heat for twelve hours without stoking.—J. C. D.

Bronzy-leaved Odontoglossums.—I do not think there
can be any reasonable doubt about some varieties of Odontoglossum
showing a tendency to become more bronzy in the bulbs and leaves
than others, nor can, I thinlc, any distinction be shown between the
leaves and bulbs in this respect. The more bronzy colour of some
kinds than in others, and in plants equal in every other way, was
one of the first things which struck me when I began their culture,
but it did not seem to me any more remarkable than the well-known
bronzy habits of some varieties of the Pine-apple, which dififers

greatly in this respect. In both cases the colour is quickly intensi-

Orchids in Bloom at Brentliam
Angraecjum sesquipedale Lslia peduncularis

fied by exposure to the sun, and there is a limit beyond which one
does not like the bronzy hue to pass, as it indicates an approach to
the roasting stage. The dark colour is, too, a surer sign of health
in plants that have not been shaded too much, than in those which
have become bronzed by sudden exposure, say within a week or a
fortnight.—J. S. W.

Park, Stirling.—
Odontoglssm.Hoezli album

Hosai majua
roseuin

triumphans
Uro-Skinneri

Oncidium hicallosuin
Cavendish!
cheirophorum
clicuUatum
macranthum
ornithorhynchunl
serratum (spike 11 ft.,

full of liloom
PIialKnopsia grandiflora

rosea
rilumna fragrans
I'leione humilis
Saccolabium giganteum

violaceum
Sopbronitis granditlora

violacea
Vanda laraellata Loxalli
Warrea tricolor

Barkeria Lindleyana
Calanthe Veitchi superba

vestita nivalis
Cattleya cliocoensis

Leopold!
maxima decora

superba
Triaua)

Cypripedium barbatum
Boxalli
iusigne

Maulei
Sedeui
venustum

Dendrobium album
bigibbum
hedyosmum
heterocarpum
japouicmn

Epidendruin paniculatum
lonopsis paniculata
Lailia albida grandiflora

anceps—John MoLeod.

Orchids in Yorkshire.—My plants of Dendrobium War-
dianum are just commg into bloom again, but they will not be so
good this year as they have been ; I have had as many as 800 blooms
open with from twelve to forty flowers on each growth. My neigh-
bour Mr. Culley has a grand piece of D. Falconeri showing a mass
of bloom ; I cannot say how many. Our Phalfenopsis are pushing
flower-spikes ; they too will be small. One plant of AngriEcum ses-
quipedale is bearing a fine spike of very large fiowers. Vanda
Cathcarti is just coming in, four flowers being on the spike.

—

C. J. W.

Lyca^te lanipes
Skiuueri

alba
Wasdevallia bella

ignea
rubescens
superba

Veitchi grandiflora
Mesospinidum vulcanicum
Odontoglossum Alexandrie

Andersoniauum
bictoniense superbum
Blunti
cirrhosum
cristatum
Dawsonianum
Donianuui
gloriosum
Insleayi leopardinum
Londesboroughianum
pardiuum
>*eseatorei
iRoezli

The Indian Laburnum.—The pendulous raceme of Cassia
(Cathartocarpus) Fistula (page 78) is faithfully figured, and the
peculiarity of the young legume projecting in a curved sweep from
the flower well shown. It is probably from a West Indian specimen,
as the hardy variety so common in Mysore blooms freely in March
and April, after the last year's legumes have all been pricked off', and
before the appearance of the new leaves, which are much smaller
than those described, and of a very delicate, bright glossy green. In
the middle of thehottestweather at Bangalore these shrubs.or dwarf
trees, are entirely clothed with a profusion of drooping racemes, with
golden flowers of very delicate fragrance, standing separately at
the end of long pedicels, that produce a striking effect. But whether
in flower, or in early foliage, the plant makes a grand show, and,
from its habit of growth, can be trained for effective exhibition
It is, however, too common there, and only a stray attempt
has been made to control it in this direction. It grows wild in the
jungle, where, with the little shelter the neighbouring trees afford,
its racemes are larger, and of more open texture, and the flowers of
greater fragrance than in the open, as any one who has ever ridden
up the Devaroy Droog Ghaut in the early morning of a hot April
day will gratefully remember. It is hardly good gardening
to allow the ugly "pudding pipe" legumes of last year to hang
while the current year's blooms are in such beauty, although it

may be useful for conveying knowledge. From the dwarfer growth
and the looser te.xture of tlie golden racemes of the Mysore variety,
it is possible that seed from that part of the world might be acclima-
tised heie and the young plants trained with skill and care into
shapely bush standards, if I may be allowed such an expression. A
dry heat seems to suit it best, and a red sandy loam in which good
leaf manure has been mixed would be appropriate soil for it. If the
flowers and subsequent foliage can be produced in anything like
their wild luxuriance, the plants would make a most attractive dis-

play and be a novelty that would command attention.—J. P.

Changed Times.—The list of the old London nurseries
published in The Garden (p. 110) is, as you say, certainly defective.
Messrs. Fraser's, at Lea Bridge, is omitted, and so is Messrs. Denver's,
at Brixton, once celebrated for its Roses. Under Chelsea no mention
is made of Messrs. Knight and Perry's great establi.'^hment, now
Messrs. Veitoh's, nor under Hammersmith of Messrs. Lee's, one of
the oldest nurseries about London. Gray, Adams, and Hogg's place
at Kensington is not enumerated, nor that of Messrs. Ronald's, of
Brentford, and many others that are omitted might be named. George
Glenny's gardens, or rather exhibition ground, the last time I saw
it, contained a couple of giraflfes, its only tenants. In the daytime
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they were out of doors, and at night were housed in the "Flower
Hal]."—M.

A TKOPICAL JUNGLE.
In their normal state the dry lands of most tropical countries are

covered with immense forests or natural woods, but in course of

time the inhabitants cut or burn down these in order to cultivate

their food plants in the clearings. The land thus gained, being

rich in the accumulated forest debris of past ages, possesses won-
derful fertility for.some years, and seeds or plants, once introduced

iuto tliis fresh or virgin soil, grow with a vigour aud luxmiance

imknown to dwellers in less genial climes. Land being abundant,

economy in its use is the last thing thought of, and instead of

manuring a patch as it becomes exhausted, it is easier to abandon

it aud make a fresh clearing. Once abandoned, a clearing

becomes the habitat of the more weedy aud robust of the

surrounding or introduced vegetation, and the result is a

vegetable chaos of rank impenetrable growth, generally known
as " jungle." The accompanying engraving gives a good idea of a

Sumatran ti-opical jungle, tlirough which a path, however, is kept

clear from the European manager's house or native village to the

Tobacco plantations beyond. Everywhere in tropical countries it

is usual to find much jungle growth on the old clearings around

villages, and after lying thus fallow for a number of years it is

usual to cut aud set fire to the brushwood, so to speak, and again

bring the plot into cultivation.

At the Cape of Good Hope after cleavings are thus made it is

not unusual for Gladioli, Satyriums, Ixias, Sparaxis, and other

bulbous plants and Orchids to spring up as the iirst crop on the

newly stirred soil. The taller rank, scrubby, forest growth had,

by robbing them of the necessary light, air, and moisture, kept

the more lowly bulb and tuber growths in abeyance. This check

0336 removed, however, the rapidity and luxuriance with which
lovely bulbous flowers spring up is, I am told, marvellous.

In the east I know similar effects take place, and after forest

or jungle fires, a few weeks of rainy weather is sufficient to

carpet the blackened earth with a profusion of terrestrial Orchids,

Burmanuias, Droseras, Nepenthes, and curious Plumales and Ferns,

which previously had been crowded out in their struggle for exist-

ence, or were scarcely noticeable among the larger growth of

s!irubs and trees. Again, at the Cape swampy ground forms a

suitable liabitat for Richardias and Aponogetous and other water

weeds, which go to rest in the baked mud of the dry season, and
again spring into leafy and floral beauty under rainy weather. In

the east the Padi or Rice fields are likewise not unfrequently en-

livened by myriads of little white and blue Water Lilies, while

pink-blossomed Nelumbiums and delicate blue Pontederias grace

every wet ditch, contrasted with little fresh green meadows of the

Water Fern (Ceratopteris thalictroides), rosy, thick-leaved Hoyas,

rambling Convolvuli, and Nepenthes gracilis or N. RafHesiana

grace the roadside vegetation with wreaths of flowers, foliage, and
curiously-shaped urns of the most lovely colours imaginable. In

tlie early morning Passiflora foetida, an introduced weed, drapes

bushes here and there with festoons of white flowers and egg-shaped

fruits, eacli enfringed in a calyx which is so daintily cut as to remind
one of a Moss Rose in the bud stage. In the engraving given herewith

the tangled jungled growth is admirably depicted, and consists

of broad wind-torn Musas, Freycinetias of curious port, Palms
of the (!ocos and Arengi type, clumps of dwarf Bamboo; and
in the foreground to the right a tangle of what may be Con-
volvuli, or, perchance, the ubiquitous Piper Betel, the leaves of

which are universally employed as a stimulant by the Malayan and
Indian races along with tnehard albiunen of the Betel Nut (Areca

(,'atecliu). The only remnant of the normal or forest growth is

the giant tree which towers slcywards in the centre of the picture.

This has, perhaps, been spared owing to the partiality evinced for

it by the wild bees of the surroimding country, who build their

nests in its smooth branches. These nests are valued more for

their yield of wax than for the honey which they contain, this

product being extensively collected and exported from Borneo,

.Sumatra, and other Indian islands. It frequently happens in

clearing the old forest off by fire that some of the larger trees

escape ; others again, as Bee trees, Durian, and other
. fruit-

bearing trees, are spared for the sake of their produce, or as

landmarks.; nay, perchance, even for ornament alone, for it is a

too prevalent notion that savage life is purely utilitarian,

The virgin forests of Sumatra are every day giving way to

the Tobacco plantations of the Butch ssttlers, but the vegetation
of the island is peculiarly rich in Orchids, Palms, Nepenthes, and
Ferns, and, like the Celebes group, has not yet been in any way
thoroughly explored. Beccari visited the island some years ago,
and met with some remarkable botanical curiosities on the coast

mountains, oue of which deserves notice as having been found
iu that island at an elevation of IIOOO fl., namely, one of our
own filmy wildings, Ilymenopliyllum tunbridgense. F. W. B.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FEUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
Formation of an Orchard.

Success in fruit culture is principally a question of soil aud
shelter, and if the first is fairly suitable, and the latter either

present or capable of being supplied, success, imder fairly good
management, will in general be the result. The districts in which
fruit trees seem most healthy and fertile are, as a ride, imdulated,

and it is from the sunny slopes, avoiding the bottom lands, the

best crops are obtained. A planter with large means and resources

should select a site for his orchard on some gentle declivity sheltered

from the prevailing winds. In such a position he may plant

largely, for spring frosts will be less hurtful than elsewhere, owing
to the cold air rolling down into the valleys leaving tlie hillsides

free from its baneful effects. For all plantations of fi-uit trees

shelter, as I have said,ismost important; so much so, indeed, that

where it does not exist it will pay to create it, especially if the

area of land to be planted is considerable. Belts or groups of

Hazel and Larch, with a few Oaks or other trees of permanent
character intermixed to form the future grove, wUl be both useful

and ornamental if rightly designed and properly carried out ; but

the sheltering groups should not be placed too near the fruit trees.

Not less than 60 or 80 yards should intervene to separate them,

as a fruit tree, no matter how well developed, stands no chance in

competition with an Oak or Elm ; not only will the roots of the

latter spread so as to rob the fruit trees, but the numberless leaves

of large spreading trees when too near influence the temperature

and otherwise render the situation less suitable than it otherwise

would be. Ash trees should never be planted or be permitted to

grow near fruit trees, as their roots spread so far and impoverish

the soil so much more than those of most other trees do. It is

true I have seen Apples and other fruit trees flourishing in belts

and shrubberies and in the outskirts of woods, but there were no

very large trees near them. So long as the fruit trees can have

light and air on all sides, no great harm will be done. But much
more might be effected in regard to fruit culture than tliere is

without going to the expense of creating new plantations for

shelter. Any one with a knowledge of the subject, and who has

given much thought to it, will have no ditficulty in pointing out

plenty of warm snug corners on every estate and on almost every

farm where it would pay to plant fruit trees—some gently

rising knoll in the corner of a field, it may be, sheltered

by hills, hedges, or coppices ; such a position may not afford

space enough for a large orchard, but supposing one of those

sheltered nooks is capable of liolding, when planted, one doz. or

two doz. of Apple, Pear, or Plum trees, if the ground l)e well

prepared and the planting well done, tlie trees will soon add im-

mensely to the value of the land. It may be said that fruit trees

planted in positions away from a dwelling would ha^e their pro-

duce stolen, and so perhaps it might if only a few trees were

planted, but not if the matter be taken up generally. If every one

who has a suitable site aud is desirous of improving liis property

would plant fruit trees, tlie novelty of such plantations would

wear oif and fruit would be so plentiful that even if a few were

taken they would not be missed. If a person plants au orchard at

present he seldom or never takes into consideration the question of

shelter. It is customary to plant the orcliard near the dwelling,

and so there it must be, although probably the house may stand

at the bottom of a hill where hoar frost lies thickly in spring,

while the higher ground is free from it. I grant it is a pleasant

sight in spring to see a village farmhouse or cottage embowered

with fruit trees, and when the village stands half-way up the

slope such a position is suitable enough ; but the risk

of destruction wlien the trees are planted in tlie iDottoms
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of the valleys is, as I have shown, far greater than when
the aitualLoa is liigher. It is a well-kunwii fact that plants of a
tender character will survive on a hillside while in the valleys

they are cut down. Of this Potatoes furnish in spring plenty of

evi.iejC3. Qi-oups or groves of Apples, Pears, and Plums may be
set down in corners of either arable or Grass fields, and if none
but tall standards are used no additional fence will be required;
of course, a fruit tree must be guarded from sheep and stock, but
otherwise the field that has been cultivated may be cultivated still,

only the trees should be planted at rather wider intervals—^say,

from 24 ft. to 30 ft., and the same thing may be done in the case
of Grass land. In both instances the land should be trenched
or ploughed as deeply, as it will bear, and the Grass laud should
be fenced for two or three years with hurdles, as young trees

grow faster Avhere tlie surface is cultivated than when it is imme-
diately laid down to Grass. I consider shelter to be even more
important than good soil, for I have seen good fruit grown on
inferior soil well sheltered ; but good soil will not always suffice to

insure a crop when much exposed to cold winds. A good depth of

loam over clay, red sandstone, or, indeed, almost any kind of subsoil,

will grow good fruit. Half the old fruit trees in the country are

perishing either from want of drainage or from poverty, having long
ago consumed all food within their reach . Assuming, therefore, that

tliere is from 20 in. to 8 ft. of good workable fertile soil resting on a

dry hot tom,or onecapable of beingdrained,fruit trees ouglit to thrive

;

good drainage is imperative, for in a wet soil fruit trees soon
liecome covered witli Lichen and Moss. It may be taken for

granted, if the loam is of a heavy adhesive character, that for

fruit culture it will be the better for draining. The plants on
such laud may at the same time suffer from drought in summer,
and yet the land be too wet in winter for the roots of trees. Drain-
ing not only lays land drier in ^'^'^nter, but it also, when followed,

as it ought to be, by deeper and better cultivation, makes it sup-
port whatever is growing on it better in dry weather. Land that
is well prepared by deep cultivatiou cannot be overdrained, as the
deep working and intermixing prevents cracking and makes it more
retentive of moisture—that is, it checks evaporation, and I need
not say it is far better for any crop to have the surplus moisture
pass through to the drains than Iiave it lifted by evaporation from
the surface. Any complaint made of land being injured by drain-

ing is a sure sign that the surface only has been worked. Draining,
unless followed up by better culture, may do harm. Some years

ago I was shown a Grass field that was said, and rightly too, to

liave been injured by draining. The field had formerly produced
lieavy crops of rough, coarse herbage, which, after the land was
drained, became lighter from the Rushes and coarser Grasses dying
out. Had the surface been scarified and well manured, and a re-

novating mixture of seeds sown, the field would have been per-

manently improved, and would have supported stock better than
it liad ever done previously. Draining is only one item in the im-
provement of laud, but it opens the way for and renders others

possible.

Draining and Planting.—For draining orchards or fruit
gardens the pipes used should not be less than S in. in diameter,
and tlie mains proportionately larger, in order to insure a rapid
clearance of water m winter. The drains should not be less than
4 ft. deep; the distance apart at which they should be placed
will vary according to the character of the soil, and if 3 in. or
4 in. of stones can be laid over the pipes before the earth is

filled greater efficiency will be the result. Brushwood will have
a somewliat similar, though less permanent, effect than stones.
After the draining is done the land should be well broken up

;

too many in planting orcliards are content to dig a hole and
stick the roots of the tree in it. For deepening and intermixing
the laud the spade is the best implement ; but where
planting is done on a large scale, the plough and cultivator
would probably effect a saviug, and if steam can be employed
for smashing the soil up so much the better. Few seem to
realise how great is the necessity for deep and thorough tillage

for fruit trees ; many think they have done all that the case
requires when they have broken up the ground for 1 ft. or 2 ft.

in immediate contact with the roots. Now, I am convinced one
of the chief lessons we all have to learn is to take more pains
in preparing the site which orchai-ds are to occupy. Just con-
sider the length of time, if all goes well, the trees will have to
grow on it. How is it possible for young trees moved from
the deeply cultivated nursery? Nurserymen understand their

interest too well to grow trees in shallow, unworked soil, and
rammed into a hole barely large enough to contain their mu-
tilated roots to flourish, and yet that is the way in which many
orchards have been and are still planted. No doubt we rightly

at times complain of our climate and the difficulties attending
bad seasons. But depend upon it the trees in thousands of in-

stances do not have a fair chance to work up strength of con-
stitution to enable them to resist unfavourable climatic influences.

If fruit trees are to flourish and reach a good old age, and at
the same time perform the work expected of them, thej' must
have a better start than is often given tliem in field culture.

When the laud is well broken up and intermixed,
the moisture and temperature are more equable than when the
trees are planted in holes, no matter how large they may be. There
are, of course, cases in whicli fruit trees are planted on old pasture
land where the objections to its being broken up would be insuper-

able ; then the holes should be made not less than G ft. in diameter.
Planting trees in holes in laud that has not been moved is only an
enlarged system of pot culture, and as a larger and better tree can
be grown in a large pot than a small one, so on the same principle

the hole in which a fruit tree is planted should be as large as

possible if the ground cannot be all broken up. In large orchards
of mixed fruits, the Apples, being the hardiest trees and the latest

bloomers, should be planted on the windward side, so as to

shelter their earlier blooming neighbours ; then should come the
Pears and Plums, and lastly the Clierries. Apple trees in sheltered

hedgerows often bear a crop of fruit when those in the orchard arc

bare ; and where the hedges are kept in good order, I do not think
there is any valid objection to their being so planted. Put in the
fruit trees when the young Thorns are planted, so that may grow
up together. The advantage of planting trees in sucli situations,

apart from their picturesque effect, is their being effectually guarded
from stock, and as the site of the hedge either is or should be well
prepared, the young trees generally do better than when planted
in orcliards. There is so little expense in the ease of hedgerow
trees, that I think something more might be done than there is in

that way. It would hardly be wise to plant in hedges by the
roadside, but in those that separate fields from each other, and
that, perhaps, maybe in view of the house, Apple and Plum trees

would not only be profitable, but add to the landscape effect.

Orchards on Grass are very common, and there is, so far

as I know, no objection to them ; but for the first few years of a
tree's life if the surface of tlie land is cultivated the young tree

will grow faster than it otherwise would do.

The Apple.

Standards.—The Apple is one of the most important fruits

which we possess, and although there are certain districts in

which the trees flourish better and attain larger proportions
than in others, yet it may be and is gro-\^Ti with a fair amount
of success in most parts of the country. I have met with orchards
in counties not celebrated for their fruit culture where the trees

have been as large and as fertile as in the best parts of Wor-
cestershire or Herefordshire, simply because the planter had
selected a good site where the soil was suitable and the shelter

good. Apples should have a soil not less than 20 in. deep,
though, of course, the best results will always be obtained on
the best land. Standard trees on clean healthy stems G ft. high
are best for orchards to which sheep or cattle have access. For
reasons already stated, the trees wiU thrive best if the whole
of the land has been deeply stirred some months previous to
planting, which should be done in autumn not later than
November, if possible. For the first few years the ground between
the trees should be cropped with Potatoes or something that ne-

cessitates frequent stirring early in summer in order to let in solar

wai-mth to encourage healtliy root action. When the trees have
made a good start Grass seeds may be sown, but the stems must
be protected before sheep get amongst them, and if cattle liave

access a good substantial guard should be erected round each
tree ; but I think it a mistake to at any time let cattle browse in

orchards, as they are constantly injuring the lower branches.

There is not the same objection to sheep, as the stems can be
guarded in a cheap and simple manner, either by tying thorns
round them for 3 ft. or 4 ft. up, or what is better make protec-

tions with deal laths in the following manner : Procure a nmiiber
of 4-ft. builder's laths and a ball or hank of rope yarn. Cut the
pope yarn into pieces about 2 ft, long or so ; select a lath and tie
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a piece of the yarn round each end and another piece in the middle,

making the knot in each case on tlie same side, and leaving the

ends of the j'arn of equal length when the tie is made.
Then take another lath, place its edge against the knots

in the strings, pass the ends rotmd the lath, and secure

it by a knot at the opposite edge, and so ou, adding as many
laths as will be necessary to reach round the stem of the tree,

leaving room for growth. A number of these screens could be
made in a short time by two people, and neither sheep nor rabbits

could injure the trees so long as the protections continued in good
condition, which they would do for several years. It will be
obvious that if Apple trees are planted on good land, simply
breaking it up deeply after the draining and fencing has been
done will be sufficient, and no one would plant extensively on any
but suitable land. For purposes of home supply, however, some
may desire to form a small orchard where the subsoil is not
exactly suitable. In the latter case the bad subsoil should be taken
out, carted away, and better soil substituted. Or it may often

happen (where expense is no object and where horses and carts

are at hand) that an unsightly bank may be removed and spread
over the intended site of the orchai'd to the depth of 2 ft. without
any disturbance of the land covered beyond digging it over, and
so an excellent bed be made for the trees.

Selection of the Trees is an important matter. For
orchard planting they should be grafted on the Crab, and none
but those with straight, stout stems, free from all canker or
blemish, should be planted. The sooner they are planted after

they are received the better, and all planting should be done a
month before Christmas if possible. At any rate, the selection

should be made early in autumn ; even if they cannot be planted
at once, the roots should be trimmed and laid in by the heels.

Such trees usually do better, and become established qiiicker

than those brought home after Christmas, even if planted
directly they arrive. The reason is the wounds are healed, and
new roots soon spring from the places to which they were
pruned back. Moreover, as in nurseries the principle of first

come first served is observed, those who buy their trees in

autumn have the pick if they like to take the trouble to select what
they buy. Fruit trees should never be allowed to lie about with their

roots exposed. Many a young tree has a hard struggle for

existence from this cause, and the employes in nurseries are not
always free from blame as regards this matter. A sharp knife

should be used to trim the wounded parts, making the cuts as

short as possible. In planting the roots should be spread care-

fully out and be covered with mellow soil, care being taken not
to bury the collar of the tree too deeply. The depth at which it

was planted previously will be some guide in regard to this matter.

If the soil is fairly dry the feet may be used to press it firmly

round the roots, and the tree should at once be staked. The part

of the stem that comes in contact with the latter should be secured

from injury by placing some soft material between it and the

stake. Mulch over the roots with some half-decayed stable

manure. If the land be fairly good no manure need be used when
planting, but it should be manured well between the trees so long

as it remains in cultivation, and even afterwards it should be kept
in good heart. It should not be forgotten that the soil of orchards

on Grass is bearing a double load, and should receive liberal treat-

ment. Simply allowing a sheep to graze, which is generally all

the manure it receives, is not sufficient. Tall standards should be
planted at distances varying from 18 ft., in the case of moderate
growers, up to 24 ft. in that of more vigorous kinds. In this

matter, however, no hard or fast lines should he observed, as it is

best to vary the distances according to the quality of the soil.

Standards with stout straight stems 6 ft. high rearing their heads
aloft and spreading well out on all sides are most profitable trees

for large plantations, but they represent only one phase of Apple
culture, though a most important and profitable one.

Dwarf Trees on the Crab, or the free stock, and also on the
Paradise, have their uses in a country so variable in its soil as that

of England. The planter of an orchard of tall standards will, if

he lives long enough, have a valuable property if the work be well
done and the right kinds planted, but he cannot expect to reap
any immediate profit from xt; he must wait patiently for the
result. But those who plant dwarfs on the Paradise may eat of

the fruit of their trees in a short time, and this will have weight
with some ; besides, small trees may be planted where tall ones
would not answer. I cannot conceive a position unfitted, with a

moderate amount of labour, for Apples on the Paradise, and this

forms their chief value, their adaptability for inferior situations

for which large spreading trees would be unsuitable. Of course

the Paradise is best fitted for small gardens, where they should
either be planted in beds or groups from 4 ft. to 5 ft. apart, or on
borders especially reserved for them near the paths, but in either

case nothing should be planted over their roots, and the surface

of the soil as far as their roots extend should be mulched
with manure in summer in order to retain moisture, as the
Paradise is a moisture-loving stock, and, owing to its fibry surface-

rooting character, it cannot easily run down for moisture, and
hence the importance of the mulching. This stock has doubt-
less been condemned in many instances because it would not
submit to the rough treatment of digging and delving about its

roots, an operation to which Apple trees in gardens are usually

subjected. I hope the time is coming when fruit trees will be
considered of sufficient importance to have a compartment to

themselves, and not, as now, have to struggle for existence

amongst other crops whose necessities compel the cidtivator to

dig amongst them, driving their roots downwards in self-defence.

Dwarf Apple trees on the free stock or the seedling Crab will

make large spreading trees and bear a great quantity of fruit.

There are some advantages in planting such trees, especially iu

windy situations, as, being dwarf, the wind does less injury to

the blossoms in spring than it otherwise would do, and there is

not so much of the produce blown down prematurely in autumn.
In large fruit-growing establishments there is room for all the

various forms of training, and it is a decided advantage to have
them all, for I have known seasons in which when standard

trees in the orchard were bare of fruit, dwarfs in the garden were
well cropped and vice versa. It is simply having two or three

strings to one's bow instead of one. Dwarf trees, being in a

measure restricted in growth, require, however, more attention and
care. They should, in fact, be kept well in hand. And to this

end, if the subsoil is unsuitable, no matter whether it be hungry
gravel or cold plastic clay, some means should be taken to render

the bottom impervious to their roots ; except this is done, the roots

will the first dry summer, unless the surface is heavily mulched, run
down in search of moisture, and the system of the tree will become
disorganised. There are various ways of keeping the roots out

of a bad subsoil, such as paving with'stones or bricks laid in cement,

4 in. or 5 in. in thickness of concrete laid over the bottom of the

station, broken stones to the depth of 6 in., with a mixture of

fresh lime and ashesw atered inandrammeddown firmly, answer the

purpose. In short, whatever can be most readily obtained in the

neighbourhood should be used. In extreme cases the trees may be
planted a little above the surface on slightly raised mounds ; but

the objection to this is they are apt to suffer in dry seasons from
drought, and if the land has been drained there should be no
necessity for it. There is still another system of training Apple
trees which, though old-fashioned, is yet excellent, and that is

the espalier. For the production of regular crops of handsome
high-coloured fruit, I know no system of training equal to it.

The trees are at all times immediately under the eye ; a single

glance tells when the finger and thumb or the pruning knife re-

quires to be called into requisition. I grant, however, that as

regards these there must be a considerable outlay at first. A
stout wire fence costs mone)', but when once erected it will last

many years if kept painted. Espaliers are commonly trained

from 4 ft. to 5 ft. high, but there is no reason why they should

not be 6 ft. or more high, as the space upwards costs nothing.

In large gardens 6 ft. or 7 ft. is none too high. The wires should

be about 10 in. apart and the same distance from the groimd,

as the fruits on the bottom branches when near the ground are

deficient in colour and often splashed with earth. Dwarf trees

on the Crab will require spaces of from 18 ft. to 24 ft. Such
trees in good land make fine large heads, and it is a mistake

where the soil suits them to adopt any dwarfing system of treat-

ment. Espaliers also should have plenty of room allowed them.

From 16 ft. to 20 ft. will not be too much, and in some cases

vigorous growers may have more. E. Hobday

(To be continued.)

Apple Oulture for Market.—I have been much struck with
the enormous importations of Apples into this country from America.

Now, it seems to me that it should be unnecessary for ns to pay so

much away every year for what might just as well be grown at our
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very doors. AVould any of your practical readers kindly give me a
few data to go upon with regard to the management of Apple
orchards? Such as, for instance, the rent of land per acre in Kent
or Surrey, not more than forty miles from London ; the probable
cost of labour required ; and the net returns to be expected per acre.
Such orchards I believe pay very well in the Maidstone district,

and I see no reason why if it pays Americans handsomely to grow
Apples and send them 3000 miles to us, it should not pay to grow
choice Apples iu the vicinity of a practically inexhaustible market.

—

AxGi.o-American.

WALL SPACE FOR FRUIT TREES.
A CORRESPONDENT (p. 77) wishes to know what length of a wall 10
ft. high would be required for certain trees, which he names, when
fully grown. The Peach, Apricot, Cherry, and Plum are generally
trained in what is called the fan form, and a fully grown tree so
trained on a wall 10 ft. high should extend 10 ft. on each side of the
stem, so that it would represent upon the wall just the half of a
circle, the radias of which was 10-ft. Such trees, would, however,
require to be 20 ft. apart to admit of this development. But as most
people are anxious to have their walls covered as speedily as possible,
fora wall not more than 10 ft. high 16 ft. apart might be a reason-
able distance ; this would allow each tree a lateral extension of 8 ft.

on each side of the stem. Pear trees may also, if desired, be trained in
the fan form, but the horizontal in their case is generally preferred.
Whichever form, however, is adopted, the trees may be planted
about the same distance apart as has been recommended for Plums,
&c. Horizontal training is eiTected by leading a rod or cordon from
each side of the vertically trained stem lengthways along the wall at
the distance of 1 ft., or say four courses of bricks from each other.
Jiat as not more than three shoots can well be developed in any
given year, that is, a shoot to the right and one to the left, together
with one as a leader, it follows that some considerable number of
years must elapse before even a 10-ft. wall can be fairly covered by
this method. By adopting the following plan, however, a wall may
be covered in a much shorter time than would be the case if the ho-
rizontal system was followed. Plant maiden Pear trees on Pear stocks
at a distance of 7 ft. ap.art, allow each tree to produce two shoots
only, and train them vertically for the two first seasons after plant-
i.ig, when they should be lowered into a horizontal position, one
•'loot on each side of the stem, at a distance of 1 ft. from the ground.
These rods will meet each other, and may, if desired, have their
extremities united by grafting, so as to form !i connected cordon
along the bottom of the wall ; from that train seven of the best
placed shoots from each tree vertically at a distance of 1 ft. from
each other. These shoots will generally groiv rapidly, and the wall
will become covered in less than half thetime that would be required
to do this by following either the fan or the horizontal systems of
training, and the trees, with proper treatment, will prove equally
fru'tful. P. Grieve.

NOTES AND QJESTIONS ON THE rRTJIT GARDEN.

Recessed Fruit "Walls.—In Mr. Groom's remarks on ser-
pentine walls (p. 78) allusion is made to my recessed wall as look-
ing well on paper, but of doubtful utility. lam afraid there are
m'lny theories that appear well enough on paper, but are visionary in
practice, and, perhaps, I may be allowed to state that there appears
more sound than sense in the reiterated assertion that a fixed cop-
ing is detrimental to wall trees, inasmuch as it prevents the dews
and genial showers, &c., from benefiting the trees. According
to this theory, every drop of rain or moisture of any kind is sup-
posed to fall from the clouds, like globules of lead, unvaryingly per-
pendicular, and that there is no atmospheric motion to divert a rain-
drop from thatcourse ;thattherearenodriving storms of vapour.mist,
or rain, and that the beautiful Roses and creepers, on the "rectory"
with its overhanging eaves, or a wall with fruit trees under a cop-
ing will not succeed for lack of dews and vapour, &c. This idea is
certainly fallacious. Whoever, after rain or a snowstorm, has found
it driven yards up a passage or into an archway need despair of a
tender tree in a slight recess perishing from want of vapour and
rain. Nineteen out of every twenty showers that fall to the earth
fall at a very acute angle, and often, by the force of the wind, are
driven horizontally. Rainfalls in our climate do not fall on us like
the dew on Hermon, and if the windows are left open the dews and
the gentle showers will now and then find their way into a bedroom,
and how much more so into a shallow recess. One of the advantages
of the arched or recessed wall, which appeared in The Garden was
the ease with which each recess could be covered with netting or
bunting compared with the difficulty and labour attending the same
process in the case of an ordinary wall. Moreofer, in all gardens

where wall trees are well cared for, there is generally a water-engine,
and, I would ask. If trees cannot be supposed to thrive under an
ordinary permanent coping, how do Peaches and Nectarines thrive
when wholly under a canopy or coping of glass, as in houses, often
with immovable roofs ?

—

Tho.s. Williams, Oi-»tt;kii-k.

Qro3 Guillaume Grape.—"Hibernian " (p. 73) aski for
some one to tell him the dillerence between Gros Gaillaume, Bar-
barossa, and Seacliffe Black. I do not answer his question, for,

judging by the way in which it is put, he evidently already knows
there is none. I would, however, remark tliat ir is to be regretted
that a stop cannot somehow be put to the misleading practice of
giving several names to the same variety of fruit. There are occa-
sions, doubtless, when a second name is given innocently enough
through the variety and original name having been lost sight of for
some time, but with the variety in question this excuse cannot pos-
sibly apply,partioularly to the " improved "variety that" Hibernian"
hints at, and which, for the past two or three years, has been put
into commerce as such without even so much as a word as to the
manner in which such "improvement " was effected. In the interest
of the trade and profession generally, would it not be well when
these " improved " varieties, either of fruits, vegetables, or flowers,
are announced, to demand chapter and verse regarding the way in
which sucli improvements have been brought about. Some such
procedure would seem to be required to prevent our being inundated
with so-called "improved" kinds that mostly turn out to be the
old ones, the word "improved " being the only change that has oc-
curred regarding the variety.—W. W. H.

Standard Gooseberries.-Gooseberry trees grown as
standards may occasionally be seen in English gardens, and are
found to answer very well, the quality of the fruit being quite
equal to that produced when the ordinary bush form of training is

followed. There is also the advantage of being able to thoroughly
protect the trees from birds, as nets may be drawn down under them
and tied closely to their stems. When the head of foliage is raised
some 3 ft. or 4 ft. above the ground level, pruning, gathering, and the
destruction of insect pests are much facilitated. Considering the
advantages to be derived from the standard form of culture, it is sur-

prising that it does not find as much favour amongst English growers
as it does in many parts of the Continent. I am not acquainted
with any grower in this country who makes a speciality of standard
Gooseberries, but anyone choosing to do so may easily train them in
thedesiredform. Encourage the formation of a clear, straight stem and
atop it at the desired height.—J. C. B.

Gooseberry trees, at least some of the kinds, are easily
formed into standards, and as such I have known them to succeed
very well. But T would much prefer standards formed of the best
varieties of the Red and the White Currant, as I have found them
much better adapted to the purpose. When the latter are grown as
standards with clean stems, some 2i ft. long, they are exceedingly
ornamental as well as useful with their numerous racemes of ripe and,
in the case of the red kinds, highly coloured fruit, which will, if the
heads are properly thinned out and regulated, hang clear of the
foliage, and have a very pretty appearance. The trees can also be
readily covered with lace netting, so as to preserve the fruit from
birds and wasps, &c. Thus secured, the fruit will if desired hang
until very late in the season. I cannot say where- such trees are to
be obtained in this country.—P. G,

Starlings and Cherries.—Starlings, doubtless, do a great
deal of good, as they are most determined grub-eaters, but I wonder
very much what our Kentish fruit growers would say as to their non-
fruit eating propensities when their Cherry orchards are concerned,
for more persistent eaters of the fruit there cannot be. I have but one
Bigarreau tree in my place, but the dapper little gentlemen get the
best part of the fruit. A neighbour of mine has three large trees of
the same kind, and when the fruits are getting ripe he employs a boy
to watch them, but long before he gets there in the morning the
starlings are at work and have taken their morning repast. During
the day they try to dodge him, and, if he is not very sharp, manage
to supply their wants throughout the day ; but I do not think that
there is any other fruit that they are partial to. I have another
complaint against them—they will breed in the roof of my vicarage.
I have taken downtheplaster, which they managed to peck away, and
have put cement instead, but still they manage to get it away, and
are a very great nuisance, but yet I cannot have them shot, for I very
much enjoy, onasummer's morning.seeing them hopping about on the
lawn and picking out the various grubs which their sharp little eyes
detect, and surely nothing, save the flight of a flock of dotterels, can
be prettier than to see them careering about. They roost in some of

the plantations near me, and the noise that they make twittering is

something astonishing ; altogether, they are very interesting little

birds, with the exception of that one failing, their love of a goqd
Cherry.

—

Delta.
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PROPAGATING.

Lilium. Thunbergianum.—Tlie Lily that with me increases

byfarthemost rapidly is L. Thunbergianumand its varieties, especially

if the bulbs are planted rather deeply. Mine are about 6 in. below
the surface in a light sandy soil, and on the portion of the flower-

stem under the ground several bulbs form, which continue to increase

after the stem is decayed, and by the end of the season some of the
strongest are as large as Filberts, and if undisturbed for two or
three years the result is a regular mass of roots, as the originals

often separate, and form two or three perfect bulbs.

—

Alpha.

Propagating House.—The best description of house in which
to propagate plants of all kinds is a span-roofed one 8 ft.

high and 10 ft. wide; it shouH have a pathway 2 ft.

6 in. down the centre ; also a bed on one side with hot-water

PropagatiDg House.

pipes running through it, and enclosed with a brick wall con-

sisting of 4-in. work, covered at the top with perforated slates ;

on the other side there should be a platform with the piping in the
centre, and as near the ground as possible.

There should also be a valve in the flow pipe
at the end of the bed and in the pipe at the end
of the platform to regulate the top and bottom
heat, points of the greatest importance. The
top lights should be made to open. The best
material in which to plunge pots or pans of cut-

tings is a mixture half and half of Cocoa-nut refuse and coarse sand.
The refuse keeps the sand moist, and the latter allows the water to

drain through it. The best and most useful cutting case is a portable
wooden or slate one. It should be a half-span, made to fit the

n

Cuttins Case.

propagating Knife. Grafting Knife. Propagating Scissors.

bed and rest on the brick wall. It should be covered with sheets

of glass laid on so as to prevent drip, which is so detrimental to the
cuttings. This may be narrower in front than at the back, and can be
removed at pleasure. The annexed illustrations show the best forma
of knives with which to work, either in making cuttings, budding, or
grafting. The scissors are used for trimming Heaths, Epacrises,

or other small-leaved cuttings.

Qrafcing Clianthus Dampieri.—Being a difEcult plant to
cultivate, this Clianthus is but seldom seen, and yet its bright scarlet,

black-bossed flowers attract the attention of everyone, A method

by which I have been very successful in cultivating it is that of
grafting it on C. puniceu3,bywhich means thegrowthismuchstronger
than it otherwise would be, and thus managed it escapes mildew,
to the attacks of which it is very liable. For grafting a good free
stock is necessary on which the bark is still green ; the scion should
be taken from a young plant, as if from a flowering one it will at
once commence to bloom and soon die oS. The best way is to cut
off the top of a young seedling plant whenabout6in. or8 in. in height,
and graft it in the ordinary wedge way, that is, cut the scion in the
shape of a wedge, and having headed down the stock to about 3 in.,
split it and insert the graft, taking care that the bark of both stock
and scion unites, and that the latter is securely tied. If put in a
close case in the intermediate house a union will be effected in about
a fortnight, when it must be inured to the air by degree a, and
gradually hardened off' until removed to an ordinary greenhouse. A
soil composed of about two parts turfy loam and one of leaf mould
with a little manure and a liberal mixture of sand will suit it ad-
mirably.

—

Alpha.

THE LIBRARY.

FARMING IN A SMALL WAY.*
Although this is somewhat out of our way, we think it well to
testify to its practical and complete character, and we wish that
the circumstances of the country allowed of a larger number of
people following the art of "Farming in a Small Way." In
England the opposite condition of large farmers only too often
obtains, and the result is that a variety of miscellaneous products
which our own people ought to grow are left to small landowners
and farmers of other countries. Some remarks the writer makes
on disposing of the produce of the market garden and small farm
are worth attention here.

There are few families who are not partial to vegetables ; to many
they are the principal sources of support. In large towns, where
prices are high and everything, even to a sprig of Parsley, has to be
bought, vegetables form a large item in the housekeeper's account,
and expense alone, even in houses of the wealthier classes, is the
reason many more are not consumed. The clerk, the shopman, or
the artisan, earning from 353. to 50s. per week, at all times considers
the best kinds of vegetables as luxuries, and an item of 5s. for his
weekly supply is a matter of great consideration to him, as indeed
it may well be if we estimate it at an eighth of his income. Yet,
after all, how much can be purchased for Ss. ? It he has a family
they would consume thus much in Potatoes alone, without allow-
ing for Cabbage, Cauliflower, Onion, Carrot, Parsnip, Rhubarb, Tur-
nip, to say nothing of Peas, Beans, and a host of other delicacies.
If the matter is thus pursued by any one interested in the subject
it will at once be seen that, after all, vegetables cannot be con-
sumed half so largely as they are supposed to be or as they should
be, and that theydo not form that greatquota in ourdomestic economy
that they are generally supposed to do. The great and natural reason
which prevents consumption is cost, for, except perhaps in the case
of Potatoes, vegetables are not yet considered by the million as
common necessaries of life, and where the shoe pinches they are
very little eaten indeed. It is true that among the very poor vege-
tables are sold in the byways of London in mixed lots, to enable
the purchasers to prepare meals much in the same way that the
French prepare their j;o< cm feu, but this is only the case where
meat cannot be obtained. Until tUe salesmen in the great markets
or "middlemen" are entirely swept away, the great populations
in our towns cannot obtain vegetables at anything like an approxi-
mate price to that for which they are grown, and therefore we
welcome the inauguration of the co-operative societies now being
formed for the purpose of bringing the grower and the public in

direct contact. Let us therefore caution every vegetable grower to
abstain in every possible way from dealing with middlemen, who
are responsible to no one, and who return him whatever price suits

their pocket or their conscience. This is the secret of their pros-

perity as a class, and the statu, quo of those unfortunate producers
who have so long been subject to them and their caprices.

Street's Indian and Colonial Mercantile Directory.t
—We have much pleasure in calling attention to this important
work, which concerns many of our dependencies and colonies, and

* " Farming in a Small Way." By James Long, author of " Poultry for Prizes
and Proat," " The Goat," ifec. London : Smith, Elder, & Co., 15, Waterloo
Place.

t
" Street's Indian and Colonial Mercantile Directory." London: G. Street &

Co., 30, Cornhill, E.C., and Street Brothers, .>, Serle Street, W.C.
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is, considering the diffii-ulties of getting information at so many
diflferent points, very well compiled. It is well printed and pro-
duced ; the maps are admirable, and cannot fail to be of use to those
who have business relations with our colonies or with India. The
work is looked upon as being quite indispensable to the City
merchant.

Dewey's Fruit Plates.—Mr. Dewey sends us from Rochester,
in the State of New York, some specimens of his coloured plates of
new fruits. He appears to have a business of supplying nurserymen
in diSerent parts of the country with coloured plates of novelties of
popular fruits, which will enable them or their travellers to sell their
produce to the public. The plates in question, while not very artisti-
cally drawn, are fairly coloured, and no doubt serve their purpose.
There are few fruits of interest to uaamong them, except the Waterloo
Peach, which will, no doubt, come here in due time. He also sends
us important catalogues of fruit and other trees adapted to meet the
wants of different buyers, western or southern, and a couple of books
by Mr. Elliott on " Landscape Gardening" and " Fruit Growing,"
which we may refer to at greater length.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
Procuring Seeds of Alpine Flowers.—\Vhere can I obtain seeds of

nlpioe plants described intliat interesting worlt "Alpine Flowers for English
Gardens"?—A. H. [Searchthe catalogues of tlie chief retail seetisiiien. H'e used
to note a gooil maim in the catalogue of Mr. W. Thompson, of Ipswich. Mr.
jVtven. oj [lull, probably has a list of those sowed in botanic gardens. Other
botanic gardens also hare lists o.f seeds for exchange, and some of the Conti-
nental ones mail sell them, such as the Geneva Garden. Haage <t- Schmidt's
catalogue should be examined.— Ed.]

1'. S.—There are no evergreen plants possessing the characteristics you men-
tion. If It IS a good selection of hardy herbaceous plants and shrubs with/lowers
of various colours you W'lnt. we will gladlyfurnish it, but as your question now
stands we.fail to comprehend its meaning.—Eu.
Fuel for Saddle Boilers (p. ll).-Cotc is sometimes used for saddle boilers

with good results, but the best fuel for them is a mixture of coke and anthracite
coal, two parts of the former to one of the latter.—Tuos. WEAVER, Oakley Hall.
Hants.
Orchard House Glass.—" S. A." (p. 77)' may safely glaze the front of his

orchard house with semi-transparent glass. Many in Lancashire use it both for
fruit and plant houses.- J. SMITH, Waterdale.

W. Von It.—Apply to the Seereiary of the Royal horticultural Societu, South
Kensington.

Cypripedium Calceolus and spectabile.—Having had plants of these
sent me by a friend and wishing to grow them I shall feel obliged if you will say
wliat soil and treatment they reiiuire ? and if they are perfectly hardy ; would they
do best in pots through the winter ?—Learner.
Camellias and Chrysanthemums.—Will some of yom. ccrrespondenta

Iciiidly give me the names of two of the very best white Camellias, also two red
ones, best-shaped flower and free-ftorfering! Also half-dozen names of the best
Chrysanthemums.-ALEXANDRA.
Names of Plants —G. !>.—Apparently ThjTsacanthus rutilans (red). The

other too withered to name. They are very small morsels. »'. A H —Den-
drobium Pierardi. F. B.—Lycaate lanipes. F. It. S.—Dendrobium
Pierardi.

Names of Fruits.- C. P.—Your Apple cannot be named from a single
specimeii. Send us two or three fairly good examples of it, and we will do our
best to name it.

Classification of Orchids.—Mr. Benthara read a paper on
this subject to the Linnean Society the other evening. Robert Brown,
he said, first published the principles of their classification on a solid
basis, and Lindley afterwards, in his "Genera and Species of Orchids,"
further summarised and grouped in such a way as even to remain
true till the present day. The younger Reichenbach has devoted
great attention to Orchids, and especially those in cultivation, but
from him we still lack a synopsis of contrasted characters adapted to
the limitation of tribes and genera. The result of the later botanists'
detailed examinations of all the genera proposed or established of
which they could procure specimens, living or dry, checked by
published descriptions and illustrations, has been their distribution
into five tribes and some twenty-seven sub-tribes, as follows :

—

Tribe I.—Epidendrej;.
Sub-tribe 1. Pleurothallen;

,, 2. Microstylece

,, 3. Lipariese

,, 4. Dendrobieee

,, r». Eriea;
6. Bletie.-B

,, 7. Ca;logj'neie

,, 8. Stenoglossea;

,, 9. Lxlieaj

Tribe III.—Nkottiejs.
Sub-tribe 1. Vanillea;

,, 2. CorymbieEC
,, 3. Spiranthete

,, 4. Diurideoe

,, 5. Arethuseaj

„ G. Limodorea:

Tribe II.—VANDEii.
Sub-tribe 1. Eulophiese

,, 2. Cymbidieffi

,, 3. Cyrtopodiea:

,, 4. Stanhopiese

„ .'». Maxillarleie

„ 0. Oncidiea;
,,

'7. Sarcanthese

„ 8. Notylese

Tribe IV.—ophrydEjB.
Sub-tribe 1. Serapiade»

,, 2. Habenarieie

„ 3. Dijea!

,, 4. Coryciese '

the several tribes, sub-tribes, and more remarkable genera in ths
Order in his usual critical and careful manner.

Low Temperatures.—The following, sent me by my gardener
in Ireland, at Belvedere House, MuUingar, may be inteserting :

—

Jan. 10 - Miu. 24
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" This is an Art
Which does meml Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself is JUaivuk."—Shakespeare.

SUNKEN HOUSES FOE OECHIDS AND OTHER
PLANTS.

With the ever increasing dearness of fuel, and in view of

the general wish shown by the possessors of gardens in this

country to make reductions in the expenditure connected

therewith, it seems singular that one great means of economis-

ing warmth in garden structures should be so generally over-

looked. New boilers and improved systems of imparting

heat come into notice in great and, to the uninitiated, in

confusing abundance. Water, steam, coal, gas, (fee, have

each and all their advocates and defenders, and doubtless

each has its advantage when applied properly to the end in

view. Horticulturists will admit that the retention and
utilising of warmth in houses devoted to the culture of

2)lants should receive as much attention from those pro-

fessionally interested in such matters as the most
successfully carried out methods of generating heat,

the first costing but little in comparison with the latter.

The exceptionally severe wintery weather which has visited

the whole of the British Isles recently must, in most instances,

where houses had to be maintained at a certain high degree

of warmth, have proved an expensive, difficult, and uncertain

undertaking. And it is only fair to assume that plants have
sifiered in proportion to the amount of artificial heat given,

and of their ability to withstand such detrimental influences.

As a means of avoiding several disadvantages incident to

such houses, whose floors are on the same level as the sur-

rounding ground, I venture to propose one kind of structure,

which, on the continent of Europe, finds general adoption.

The whole area which it is intended to cover with glass is

excavated to the depth of 3^ ft. to 4 ft. ; and if, from the

situation or nature of the ground, it is to be feared that water
might find a lodgment, it is carefully drained. The walls are

built of brick or stone, and are better when built hollow.

The outer casing is the thickness of a brick's length, with a

thinner inner wall, 6 in. distant from the outer one. Such a

wall is very nearly frost-proof, and assists greatly in retaining

warmth within the house. The end walls of a span-roofed

house are built in the same manner, and are commonly
carried up to the apex of the building, with a small opening
in the angle for securing thorough ventilation in excessively

hot weather. The doors are always in pairs, the inner one
opening inwards, and the outer one outwards. A porch is

sometimes given instead of two doors in the thickness of the

wall. The steps are either wholly outside, or partly outside,

with three or four steps inside the house. The roof—of stout

glass, with 8-in. spaces between the sasli-bars—can be either

a fixed one without principals, or can be made on the sash

system. If sashes are used the roof has more steadiness,

and is also of greater durability; the inferior sash-bars should

be of wrought iron, but the frame of the sash should be made
of the best red Pine.

Plant stoves. Orchid houses, and similar structures require

but a small number of ventilators ; these are usually movable
liinged panes, fixed in the upper portion of the roof, and work
independently of each other. In houses built for the culture

of plants of cooler climes extra ventilation may be obtained

by making orifices, 2 ft. m length and 8 in. in width, in the

clear, through the side walls, or by a row of movable panes

in the lower part of the roof. The side staging, if such is

used, reaches to about the level of the earth outside the house-

No guttering is used, but a shallow open channel of brick, set

in cement, and resting on " beton " or concrete, runs along

the side walls, ending in a sink over a conduit. The expen-

sive structures with front lights, as put up iu this country

for Vine and other forcing purposes, are found in practice to

be somewhat costly luxuries, not alone in construction, but

in heating as well. The gardener has also the temptation

offered him thereby to grow some pots of miserable French

Beans, bedding plants, or the like, to the detriment of tho

plants for which the house was built. Thus much on the

construction of a house for the cultivation of plants. Other

erections, as winter gardens or conservatories, can be carried

out on the same principle, but with such modifications as the

height of the subjects intended to be grown in them demand.

In such houses tho side lights cannot be avoided, excepting

in curvilinear constructions ; but they should be made double

and movable, so that in summer they could be removed

altogether.

For many years I cultivated a large number of Orchids in

underground houses, or as the Germans call them Erd
Hailser, with good results. With the exception of the side

benches of stone of about 3i ft. in width, there existed no other

staging in them. The middle of the house consisted of a bed of

peat, loam, charcoal, and a little leaf mould ; this was about

2 ft. deep, and was confined by a wall of 1 ft. in height and

half a brick in thickness. This was separated from the side

benches by a path of 24 ft. in width made of sandy gravel,

which was always pleasant to walk upon, and afforded a good

contrast to the green of the foliage. In this centre bed,

barked Oak, Hornbeam, or red Cedar branches with three or

more forks each and of various heights, from 21 ft. to 9 ft.,

and 2 in. to 4 in. in diameter, were inserted at distances of

li ft. to 2i ft. asunder. Of course, although there was no

rigidity of outline, still the general slope of these stakes was

from the apex of the house downwards to the sides. The

stumps were charred at the lower end for about 2 ft., and

then tarred twice, being at each time, while the tar was soft,

thicklysprinkledwith sifted woodashes. This forms an excellent

waterproofing preparation. The upper ends of the forks were

cut over horizontally, and a disc of hard wood, of the size of

a tea saucer, nailed on each. Such an arrangement of the in-

terior permits of pleasing groupings of the plants. The Orchids

were grown in rather flat broad baskets of terra-cotta made

out of ordinary flower-pot clay, and resembling rustic wood

work, mossy, knotty, rough, and unglazed. These baskets

were balanced on the wooden discs above mentioned, and

were therefore in as free and light a position as could be de-

sired ; for the plants being slightly elevated over those

immediately in front threw no shade over each other, and as

the house stood north and south, each side enjoyed the sun.

The ground under the Orchids was planted, according to taste,

with Isolepis, Reineckia, Adiantum, Cyperus, Philodendrons,

climbing Begonias, Lycopodiums, Ficus repens, F. elastica,

F. imperialis, Hoyas, Thunbergia Harrisi, Lomarias, Blech-

nums, Colocasias, Tradescantias, Vanilla, and Palms. The

climbing subjects soon seized on the rough wood of the

branches, and, quickly crownmg them with greenery, formed

with the Orchids a charming and natural picture. Owing to

the rapidity with which many things that were planted out

grew, the knife had to be frequently used to check and cut

away luxuriant growth. It often happened that healthy

baskets of Orchids were left undisturbed for more than a

year ; these were allowed' to become over-run by some charm-

in" creeper perhaps, not quite to the benefit of the Orchid,

but the effect was good, and the damage done to the robust

subjects was of no great moment.
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Owing to the retentive nature of walks, beds, and to the

mass of vegetation covering a great part of the ground, we
could, under any conditions of weather, secure sufficient

moisture in suspension without tliat constant wetting of sur-

faces so necessary in most houses. Light wooden shutters

were also used as a safeguard in winter, and this practice

essentially prevented the condensation of moisture on the

glass. Houses for the cultivation of plants from temperate

climes, especially when these are small, require regular staging

and thorough drainage, but no pavement is wanted. Damp
is an enemy to be feared in such houses if strict attention be

not paid to^the ventilation, making of lires on sunless mornings,

and cleanliness. As a shading material for Orchids and
warm house plants generally I can strongly recommend water

reeds (not rushes) made into mats about 4 ft. wide and the

length of the sashes. An ordinary labourer can easily master

the art of making these mats, and could easily add to his

income by so doing. It is quite a house industry in some
parts I have visited.

The following is a list of Orchids, grown in the house in

question, viz —
Aerides FielJingi Maxillaria nervosa

odorata Miltonia odorata
Acropera Loddigesi Oncidium lividum
Aniaopetalum lutea

;
Lanceanum

Anguloa Ruckeri sphacelatum
Brassavola sp. incurvum
Brassia verrucosa Phaiiis maculatus
Bletia striota albus
t'hysis bracteseeua graudiflorus
Cattleya labiata Pcristeria liumbuldti

Mossi;e I'holidota imbricata
Ccelogyne fimbriata Kodriguezia Barkeri
Cymbidium aloifoliiim laxifolia

t'irropetaluiu Tliouar^i Stanliopea devoniensis
Cypripedium iusiguo tigriua major superba

barbatum insignis

venustum oculata
Sedeni insignis superba major

Dendrobiuni nobile eburnea
Gibsoni Cavendishi
transparens insignis superba

Epidendrum cochleatum venusta major
ciliare odoratissima
cuspidatum inodora punctata

Gongora sp. (two) grandiflora
Lalia anceps Martiana

Perrini Wardi hitea

grandiflora aurea
superbieus Sarcantlius rostratus
princeps Vanda multiflora
Barkeriana teres

speoiosa Zygopetalum crinitum
Lyoaste Skinneri Maekayi

macrophylla intermedium
Maxillaria picta Limatodes rosea

Baueri Uendrobium cuspidatum
densa Epidendrum prisiuatocarpum
tenuifolia Brassavola nodosa
Barkeriana Dendrobium mosohatum

Sylvestris.

apparently be much the worse for it, I question if they are benefited

by it ; I do not think that they flower any more freely, as I have had
them loaded with blossoms when kept in the growing house the

year round by merely withholding water and keeping the tempera-
ture as low as possible during tlieir resting period. Under this treat-

ment they started into growth stronger than when the drying off

and ooolnig down system was practised.—J. G., Linlon.

On Resting Orchids.— Some doubts exist as to the extent
to which tliis can be carried out with advantage, for I have no
doubt that it is an advantage to give such plants as decided a season
of rest as possible before they flower ; but if carried to excess it may
weaken rather than strengthen the plants for another season's
growth, for if exposed to a low temperature for any length of time
the roots may become useless. I am led to make these remarks as a
warning to those who grow free flowering Orchids, such as the
Dendrobiums, but have no regular Orchid houses in which to rest
them for a time before they are introduced again into heat for
flowering ; consequently in many cases they are put into cool
Vineries, and in a period like that through which we have just passed,
with the outside thermometer ranging from 15" to 20° below the
freezing point, it is more than likely that these Orchids at rest will
be in a temperature below 40", and although tliey may not

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

Lselia albida gemma.—This and the following are among the
more noteworthy of the numerous varieties of Orchids now in flower

in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. It is by far the most beautiful

form of L. albida we have yet seen. It more resembles the variety

bella than it does the type, but is superior to it, as the flowers are

larger, the sepals broader and of firmer texture, and the hp

together with the tips of the sepals, tinted with a deep rosy-purple

colour, forming a lovely contrast with the waxy whiteness of the

other parts. It is a strong grower, and we hope to sec it soon dis-

tributed in other collections.

Ansellia africana superba.—Some time ago we had occa-

sion to notice a fine form of this African Orchid in the Kew collection

under the name of nilotica, which is, we consider, superior both as

regards size and markings of the flower to that of tlie type. The
variety under notice which Mr. Ball has now in flower is even better

thin nilotica as far as concerns showiness, the rich chocolate

brown of the flowers being particularly pronounced, while the sepals

are broader and the tip longer and coloured with a richer and brighter

yellow, thereby justifying the varietal name applied to it.

Cypripedium purpuratum.—This is the true species, a

native of Hong Kong, to which tlie name was originally given,

though a mere form of the common ('. barbatum is substituted for

it. The flower of this true form, however, is very handsome, and
quite distinct from the other both as regards shade of colour and
the form of the flower. The colour is a rich purplish-biown, except
the upper sepal, which is nearly white, and stands erect with re-

llexed edges similar to that of the flower of the new C. Spicerianum
so much admired. The size of the flower is about the same as that

of an average form of C. barbatum.

Varieties of Cattleya Trianae.—These, as is well known,
include many that are extremely beautiful, and amongst the finest

which we lately saw in this collection were vesta, with large flowers

of snowy whiteness with the exception of a delicate flush of pink on
the broad shell - like lip ; marginata, sepals suffused witli rosy

purple, lip brilliant rich crimson, beautifully crisped, and with a

conspicuous white margin ; magnifica, sepals flesh coloured and large

and rather flat lip of a bright rosy crimson colour ; alba with
spotless white flowers, one of the most chastely beautiful of all.

Masdevallia ignea.—We had no idea of the remarkable
floriferousness of this little gem until we saw the profusion of flowers

borne by some score of plants of it in this nursery. Even during

dull foggy weather when we saw them there was a quantity of

flowers expanded, and on one plant in a small 6-in. pot we counted
twenty flowers. Their exquisite rich crimson tint, striped and
shaded with a lighter hue, renders this Masdevallia a singularly

striking one even among its compeers, and it is one of those that

cannot fail to be useful for supplying cut blooms for bouquets, &o.,

for which the flowers are admirably suited.

Winter-flowering Odontoglossums —In one of the

most wintry days we have had this year the Odontoglossnm house
in this establishment was at its best—quite a floral sight in itself.

The principal kinds in flower were Alexandras, of which there were
some remarkably fine forms, with large flowers on long, arching

spikes ; Uro-Skinneri was also represented by fine varieties, with
broad, deep, rosy-lipped flowers ; odoratum, and an extremely
fine variety of it named piotum, larger and more conspicuously

blotched, bore broad and dense branching spikes ; associated with
these were also blandum, quite a little gem, in the way of n^vium,
but much more rare ; tripudians and its near relative triumphans,

both very fine, particularly the variety of the latter called xantho-
glossum, maculatum and cordatum, pulchellum and its finer variety

majus ; cariniferum, the rare Chestertoni, Rossi in several varieties,

gloriosum, bictonense, baphicanthum, numerous forms of cirrho-

sum, one of which represputed by far the prettiest form we have
yet seen, inasmuch as the flowers wem larger, more heavily spotted,

and the base of the sepals clouded with a beautiful carmine tint.

Phalsenopsis at Chelsea.—Notwithstanding the late dull

weather, so unfavourable to the flowering of Orchids in London, there

is a splendid display of P. Schilleriana in flower in Messrs. Veitch

& Sons' nursery, one house being entirely filled with strong flov/ering

plants, the remainicg portion of a large importation. In such a large
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number it is very interesting to observe the great diversity there

exists among them with regard to the colour and size of the blossoms

as well as the foliage, some having flowers of a deep tint and leaves

scarcely marked ; others with pale flowers and richly barred foliage,

while every conceivable gradation between these extremes is apparent.

The most marked forms are P. casta and P. leucorrhoda, the latter

with the flowers of SchiUeriaua and foliage similar to amabilis.

Dendrobium splendidissimuin.—In the same nursery,

this is one of the most beautiful orchids in flower just now. It is

a hybrid raised by Mr. Seden between D. heterocarpum and D.
macrophyllum Huttoni. The flowers of the progeny are quite devoid

of the tawny hue which characterises those of D. heterocarpum
though to a great extent they partake of their form and size. The
sepals are white faintly tinged at the tips with rosy-purple, while

the lip has a large deep blotch of the richest maroon, edged with pure
white. This lovely Orchid cannot fail to become popular in course

of time.

Ada aurantiaca.—So beautiful an Orchid should not be
omitted from any collection on account of its distinct and unusual
colour— a bright orange. The blossoms are produced in long
graceful racemes, and are particularly useful for cutting purposes,

lasting long in beauty in a cut state. It is grown in the Royal
Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, in a cool house, with Odontoglossums, a
specimen of it in flower which we saw there the other liad produced
about a dozen spikes of bloom, just overtopping the deep green
foliage. VV. G.

Masdevallia civiUs.—Having received about the end of last

year a small bit of this Masdevallia, consisting of six leaves, I

potted it in a 5-in. pot, in a compost of equal parts peat and sphag-
num, with the addition of charcoal and oyster shells, all well mixed
together. On looking how the plant was getting on, I found
another leaf coming up. Therefore, what treatment should I give
the plant ? I may add that it was grown in our house, where the
window was almost alw»ys kept open during the last severe
weather, with no evil results, excepting that one of the leaves has
become a little yellow in colour ; the others are all quite green.

—

J. H., Aberdeen.

than with any other manure. Lastly, it is cheap and clean—two
very great recommendations.

—

Brockuukst, Didshury.

GARDEN. THOUGHTS.

Roses from Cuttings in Winter.—I am aware of several
people who ordered Roses on their own roots, but had those on the
Manetti, Brier, or other stock sent instead. Mr. Fish's article on
this subject is therefore of very great importance, not merely to the
experimenting amateur, but to nurserymen, who seem in some in-

stancPS to have such a stock limited, probably owing to the difficul-

ties of production, which has been much elucidated by that gentle-
man's notes. In reference to the callusing of cuttings, vide p. 124,
as I have a large number, every one of which has apparently
succeeded, I should lilce to ask would Mr. Fish recommend their
removal from a south border against a wall to a pit or frame, with
bottom heat, for rooting purposes ? or, as they seem healthy, to
remain as at present?— W. J. M., Clonmd.

Uses of Sawdust —Two years ago I drew attention in The
Garden" to the value of sawdust manure for gardening purposes,
and was then met by several correspondents who strongly objected
to its use for many reasons. The subject is again attracting notice
in another gardening periodical ; and it is now evident that sawdust
manure is coming largely into use, and that the disadvantages which
were so freely stated are not found to obtain in practice. Through-
out Lancashire and Cheshire this material is used by florists and
market gardeners, to the exclusion of the ordinary straw manures

;

and for almost every purpose it is found more suitable. It is collected
when gardening operations are slack, and placed in heaps until the
heating properties have gone out of it ; after that it is used exactly
as other manure. For heavy soils it is found especially suitable,
having the additional recommendation of lightening the soil, as if

bog or peat had been used. I have employed sawdust manure
for mulching all the flower beds during the last three winters, and
have found it very suitable for this purpose, It is an effectual pro-
tection against frost, the sawdust being a capital non-conductor of
heat ; and it thus preserves any seedlings there may be, as well as
keeps the roots of the permanent plants warm. It is very rich in
ammonia, and during the rains of winter this is carried down into the
soil. When spring returns it can either be forked carefully in, or
removed by the hand, so as not to damage^any tender growths which
it may have covered. By that time it has parted with most of its

manurial contents, and may be again placed in the waste heap, but
it does no harm whatever it left in the borders, especially if the soil
be heavy. All our tender rockery plants are carefully covered with
sawdust manure in November, and it is allowed to remain until the
end of February, when it is gathered off by hand. The florists in
this neighbourhood use it largely also for greenhouse purposes, and
the market gardener9 s^j? they can get finer crops of Celery with it

Horticulture is not only the happiest of all our reorealion.s,

"the greatest refreshment to the spirit of man," it is not
only the most accessible in some pliase or other of all our
enjoyments, for it is given to all classes, rich and poor, to the

window plantsman as well as to the owner of a crystal palace
;

but it is, of all our delights, that which retains the longest its

manifold power to please. Ago cannot wither it, nor custom
stale its infinite variety. When there is no longer the physical

activity for sports and games, not even for that beneficial

lawn tennis, which rouses the energies and checks the rotundi-

ties of our middle age, when the voice of the singer, and the

touch of the musician, and the keen sight of the painter fail

;

then the love of a garden lives on in the human heart, and some
of its easier employments may be done by the feeble hand.

Just now, not having reached the final period of frui'ion, I

am thinking specially of the diversities which add so much to

the charm of horticulture
*

The fishmongers tell you that cod-fish has its finest flavour

when there has been a frost, and merit is educed by misfor-

tune. All men are much alike in their loose summer suits,

but the drenching thunder-storm, which makes the garments

cling, displays the nobler form. You must catch the toad,

ugly and venomous, ere you can admire the jewel in its head
;

so Horticulture when her surroundings are dreariest wears

ever a winsome smile. Frost and snow have done their

worst. My thermometer, or rather psychrometer, has been

down to zero. Flora of the garden sleeps under her white

counterpane, and all her jewels are wrapped up in cotton wool

;

but Flora of the greenhouse and Flora of the stove are jubi-

lant in beauty. I spoke of these last week— of their glowing

garlands ; but a gardener's happiness is prospective as well as

present, and now his anticipations are multiplied, not only by
the baby buds of his Glo.Kinias, and the larger buds on his

first b-itoh of Ptoses ; not only by the colour just showing on

his Hyacinths ; not only by the living plants under glass, but

by those silent, yet most suggestive, indications of spiin^

—

the catalogues, illustrated annuals, manuals, guides, and

Vade-mecums which he rejoices to see upon his library table,

and rejoices also to read, because he knows that, though the

incredulous may smile at those gaudy giants, may think that

" the canvas glows beyond e'en JSature warm," may compare

the Cinerarias to Catherine wheels, the Gloxinias to church

bells, and the Calceolarias to carpet bags, he knows who has

made experiment that the realities are in most cases far

more beautiful than their portraits. They may not have that

rule and compass look which the artists give us, I suppose, to

gratify a moribund diss of florists, who like everything drawn

to scale, but they will have for that very reason, a truer sym-

metry and grace. They may not have the exact colouring of the

picture, but they will have those lovely tints which he

who did his best to copy will tell you he could not give.

*

Nor have I found in purchasing seeds from our leading

purveyors, " all honourable men," that exaggeration in the

size of flower, fruit, or vegetable which startles us in excep-

tional cases when we see Beans which must have come from

Jack's celebrated stalk. Peas like cricket balls, with pods like

the cricketer's travelling case, Asparagus like jnllar-posts.

Melons like young balloons, Onions and Tomatoes like globes

of lamps. Cucumbers like the pipes of an organ, and Potatoes

exhumed in such abundance that there is scarcely room lox
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the feet of the exhumers, and resembling in their obesity the

prize pigs at a show.

And I was verifying this latter similitude by readjusting

the eye of a colossal Potato, which was afflicted by a strong

cast, and had wandered from the ordinary seat of vision, by
adding feet and a sweet little curly tail, when the thought

occurred to me, how many of our plants, etc., had been named
from their resemblance to animals, or from some other asso-

ciation with them, and I set myself to work to make, from

my memory and my books, a list, or rather a contribution,

which 1 hope may be amplified by some who read it,

towards

—

A List of Tre93, Plants, Ferns, c&c, which have the names of
Beasts, Birds, and Insects.

Adder's-tongue (Opliioglossum)
B.at-llower (Nycterisitiuiii)
lie-ir'a-ear (Auricula)
Bear's-foot (Helleborus fiotidus)
Bee Larkspur (Delpliiuium)
Bee Orchis (Orchis)
Bee-plant (Melissa)
Bird's-eye (Primula fariiiosa)

Bird's-Ioot (Ornithopuj)
Bird's-nest (Asplenium Nidus)
Bird's-tongue (Oruithoglossum)
Bug-plant (Coreopsis)
Butterfly-plant (Oncidiuni Tapilio and

Phala^nopsis)
C'alf's-snont (.-Vntirrhiuuni)

Can.ary-bird-tlo\ver (Tropieoluui adun-
cuni)

Cassowary ((.'asuarina)

Cat'3-fool (Guaphaliniu)
Cafs-tail (ryplia)
('oik's-conih ^I'elosia)

Cock'9-foot Grass (Dactylis)
(.'ock's-head (Onobrychis)
Cock's-spur (Crataegus Cius-galli)
Colfs-foot (Tussilago)
Cowslip (I'riuiula veris)
Craue's-Iiill (Gerauium)
Crow's-foot (Ranunculus)
< 'Lickoo-flower (Lychnis and Cardamine)
Dog Orchis (Cynorchis)
Dog's-tooth Violet (Krythrouiuni Dens-

canis)
Dolphin (Delphinium)
Dove Orchid (Peristeria elata)
Dragon's-head (Dracocephalum)
Duck's-foot (Podophyllum)
Duck-weed (Lemna)
Eagle-flower (Aquilegia)
Elephant's foot ( Elephantopus)
Elephant's-heail (Rhinantlms)
Flea-wort (Plautago Psyllium)
Fly Orchis (O^.hry's muscifera)
Foxbane (Aconitum Vulparia)
Foxglove (Digitalis)

Frog Orchis (fjymuadenia viridis)
Frog-plant (Phrynium and Ranunculus)
Goat's-beard (Spir.a?a .A.runcus)
Goat's-foot (Oxalis caprlua)
Goat's-horn (.\stragaUis)
Goose-foot (Chenopodiuni)
Hare's-ear (Bupleurum)
Hare's-foot Fern (Davailia cauariensis)
Hare's-tail Grass (Lagurus)
Hare plant (Lagoecia)
Hare's-tail Rush (Erioj^liorum)
Hawk-wded (Uieraeiuni)
Hedgehog-plant (Ecliiuop:)
Hedgehog Grass (Echinodoa)
Hedgehog Holly (Hex)
Hen and Cliickcus (Bellis prolifera)

Hog Bean (Hyocyantu.-^)

Horse Chestiiut (.ll^ciilus)

Horse Fennel (Hippomarathrum)
Horse-plant (II ippia)

Horse-radish (C'ochlearia Arnioracia)
Horse-shoe (Hippocrepis)
Horse-tail (Equisetum)
Horse Thistle (Cirsium)
Horse-weed (CoUinsonia)
Hound's-tongue (Cynoglossuui)
Hya^na-plant (Ily.Tnnnche)
Lamlj's Lettuce (Valeriauclla)
Leopard's-bane (Doronicmn)
Leop:ud-llo^vcr (Pardauthus)
Liou's-ear ( Leonotis)
Lion's-foot (Leontopodinni)
Lion's-mouth (Aporum Leonis)
L'zard's-tail (Saururus)
Lizard's-tongue (^^auroplossuni)

Louse-plant ( Pedicnlaris)
^Marc's-tail (Hippuris)
>fonkey-flower (Minmlu:

)

Monkey Tree (Cocos)
]\Iouse-ear (Hicracium Pilosella)

Mouse-tail (Myosurus)
Mule Fern (lleniionitip)

Ox-eye (Buphthalmum)
Ox-ltp (Prhnula elatior)

Ox-plant (Orobus)
Ox-tongue (Picris)

Partridge plant (Perdicium)
PJleasant's-eye (Adonis antnmnalis)
Pig's-snout (Sisyrinchium)
Serpenfs-tongue (Ophioglossum)
Serpent Cucumber (rrichosanthc-)
Snail-flower (Phaseolus Caracalla)
Snake's-beard (Ophiopogon)
Snake Maple (Acer)
Snake-wood (Cecropia)
Sparrow-flower (Passerina)
Spider-wort (Tradescantia)
Spider Sedum (Sedum araclinoides)
Squirrel Grass (Hordeum murinum)
Sta!^'s-horn Fern (Platycerinm)
St.^gs-horn Sumach (KIius)

Stork-flower (Pelargonium)
Swallow-flower (Clielidonium)
Swan-nock (Cycnoches)
Tick plant (Croton)
Tiger-flower (Tigridia)

Tortoise-flower (Testudinaria and Che-
lone)

Vlpei'-plant (Echites)
"Weasel-mouth (Galeopsis)
Wolf's-bane (Aconitum lupulinum)
Wolf's-foot (Lycopodium)
Wolf's-milk (Lycogala)
Wolf-plant (Lupinus)
\A^oriu-pIant (Helminthia)
Zebra-plaut (Calathea zebrina)

My catalogue has occupied much more of my time than I

anticipated, but this I do not regret. Though it is preliminary
and incomplete, it takes a comprehensive range through the
animal world, from the elephant's head to the mouse's tail,

from the eagle to the sparrow, from the serpent to the worm,
and from the tiger to the tick. And what an excitement of

wonder would be felt by the proprietor of that happy
family who frequents the neighbourhood of the metropoli-
tan railway stations were he to know that, once again in a
garden, the wolf and the lamb, the fox and the goose, the
eagle and the dove, the hare and the hound, the spider and
the lly are met together in unity. But I venture to think
that my compilation has a real interest for many a gardener,

and a rational claim upon his consideration, because if he

will be at the trouble of ascertaining the origin and derivation

of these names, he will make a considerable addition, as I did,

to his information concerning plants. Such an investigation

of these resemblances which exist in the animal and vege-

table world will bring to him who makes it for the first time

a new insight into the structure and anatomy of root, and

leaf, and flower, a new delight and admiration. It is not

necessary that he should possess all or any of the pl-ants in

question, nor is he expected to verify the similitudes by

personal interviews with the bear or the bug, the elephant

or the eagle, the viper or the weasel, the lion or the louse,

but let him get all the information which he may from Nature,

from the garden and the field, and seek the rest from books.

*

And do not these simple names revive in many of our

hearts a wish, which is only dormant because its realisation

seems so distant, that we might have plain English titles,

descriptive and suggestive, for all our shrubs and flowers?

While I entirely agree with Shakespeare's statement that a

Rose if called by any other name would still retain its agree-

able odour, I cannot approve the spirit of indifference with

which he asks, " What's in a name?" I should like to know
what he would think and say, what sort of expression there

would be on that beautiful face of his if he lived in these

days, was enraptured by some of our floral novelties, and,

wishing to immortalise their names in song, was told that they

were known as Aquilegia californica hybrida. Cyclamen

persicum giganteum magnificum, Dracoceplialiim Ruyschiana

var. japouicum, Petunia hybrida nana compacta multiflora,

Phlox Drummondi nana compacta cinnabarina, Pyrethrum

aureum selaginoides, and Xeranthemum annuum super-

bissimum !

Of course we must keep our Latin titles and botanical

terms, so that gardeners may interchange their sympathies and
experiences all the world over in a common language, just

as we ecclesiastics hold communion with the rest of Christen-

dom mulfoj terrkoUs liiigiuv nelicolis, etHoricoUs, una, but we
want also some simple sensible appellation, not only for the

laity for wo."kers, for common use, but for us who know some-

thing of Latin, but infinitely prefer our native tongue. jVIrs.

J. Francis Foster sends me a charming little book on " The
Art of Gardening," to which I hope to refer hereafter, and

. writes in a letter which accompanies her gift, "I am much
struck with what you say concerning the name of the

Helleborus niger ; will you not among your " Garden
Thoughts " give some suggestions for the future naming of

plants? The interest is almost stolen from some of them by
the cumbrous names with which they are weighted

;

Encephalartos Ghellincki, for instance, is described in The
Garden for to-day (January 15, 1881), and who could

suppose that any part of such a plant might be spoken of as
" long, slender, elegant ? " Might not a flower's name
occasionalh' be chosen which would remind us of historical

interests attached to the jslant which it designated 1 It has

occurred to me that in this way Aster Amelias might be

called " Virgil's Daisy." This would add to the pleasure

which we take in the flower, for it would remind us how great

a man noted its beauty long ago, and how charmingly he v/rote

of its growth and of its uses. The subject deserves a royal

commission, but as it is not likely to have one, such sugges-

tions as those which I have just quoted, the thoughts and
proposals of practical gardeners, would be very interesting, and
might lay tlie foundation of that new structure which so many
of us desire to see. S. E. H.

Caunton Manor, Newar/c.
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NOTES AND KEADINGS.

Two or three hard wLuters iu succession will make sail havoc iu

our Rose plantations. The losses of last winter have not yet been
repaired, and they were great, amounting in many instances to

nearly the entire collections, particularly in private gardens ; and
now we have another lengthened frost of unusual severity that is

likely to complete tlie destruction where any are left. We are

sanguine that this destruction might be greatly mitigated, if not
altogether prevented, by mulching our Rose beds thickly early iu

the autumn. During severe frosts like the present the plants are

frozen, both root and top, and could scarcely be in a worse plight

if their roots were exposed on tlie surface of the ground. Conse-
quently their vitality is completely suspended, and the cold kills

them in a short time. But keep the soil from freezing about the

roots with a thick surface covering of any loose vegetable refuse of

some kind, and even newly-planted Roses will endure the hardest

and most long-continued frosts. In a garden last winter where a

great number of established Roses were either killed or much in-

jured, a collection that had only been put into the ground the
November previous, witli a few exceptions escaped injury, owing
to their being' heavily mulched with litter, which kept _the soil

mellow and warm about their roots.

By the way, while on this topic, I see a writer hazards an asser-

tion on the subject of injury to Roses by frost in a contemporary,
which will surprise experienced Rose growers a little. " As an
illustration," he says, " of the greater injury inflicted by cold

in rapid motion than even colder air at rest, it may be stated that

yesterday with its 7'^ of frost has punished Roses more severely

than the 2.5~' of the prjciding day." Now the injury done to

Roses by frost can never be actually determined till some time
afterwards. Last season Rose growers did not attempt to compute
their losses till spring was well advanced, becauae they couldn't.

The observations of those, therefore, who pretend to measure the
damage done by 7^ of frost not many hours afterwards, and when
the thermometer had been down neaidy to zero for the day imme-
diately preceding, must be accepted with doubt until they can at

least explain their assertions on some tangible grounds. Mr.
Buchan and some others have perhaps observed the effects of frost

under different conditions as accurately as anybody, hut they have
not calculated anything so nicely as this.

*

The problem presented by the Marechal Niel Rose, which grows
"with a rapidity unknown in any other Rose, and dies early and
unaccountably, is one worthy of investigation. Correspondents are

provokingly vague and indefinite on a very simple question.

Mart3chal Niel Roses under glass, where they escape liard winters,

should live long. Has anybody a plant ten, twelve, or fifteen

years of age ? and in what state of health is it ? These are the
questions which lovers of this grand Rose are asking, and they are
many. Mr. Fish has tried various stocks for it, and is now in

favour of the Dog Rose, hut he does not say the Rose is long-lived

on it. That the Marechal will grow amazingly on nearly all the
stocks on which it has been tried has been proved long enough.
Plenty of marvellous examples have been furnished, hut how long
wUl it live on any of tliem ? A year or two is nothing, for in that
period the bud has barely time to get more than firmly established
upon the stock. Examples of plants being "converted in a

diseased mass," owing to tlie young wood " bursting through the
cambium," we have not seen nor heard of. This rending of the
bark is not at all a phenomenal occurrence, for it can be observed
frequently in trees and plants that are growing rapidly and laying
on timber. We submit that the longevity of the MariSchal Niel
Rose is altogether a question of a suitable stock, if one can be
found for it of a reciprocal habit—that is, a stock that will expand
with the growth of the plant. The Rose is an unparalleled grower,
and when it is grafted on another stock the same thing happens
with it as happens with Peaches and Pears, &c., when they are

worked on stocks that are of a less free habit than the scion.

Swelling and canker take place at the union between the two,
till, as Lindley long ago pointed out, free circulation is arrested,

and the top becomes weak or dies outright. This argument does
not, however, hold good when the Rose is on its own i-oots ; hence
it should have a fair trial in that way.

*

That must be " another " Cucumber of an "Amused Observer,"

Ours was a bond fide production, and the illustration was said to

be from a photograph. The " perspective " is " all right," and
resting on the kerbstone near to the man's hand is a Cucumber
very mucli longer tlian be is. The man's shadow is thrown straight

across the path and rests on the same line of the brick kerbstone
as the Cucumber. Our Cucumber is not onlj' a long one, but it is

also an enormously prolific one ; the roof and the border are both
equally laden with fruit, and in one place can be counted about a
dozen magnificent fruit with their ends close togetlier to indicate,

we presume, that they are all produced from one bud.
#

" That our climate nmst have changed since the days when the
monks possessed Vineyards on many a hillside is, I think, certain,"

says a correspondent, but we doubt the truth of tlie assertion.

People sow and reap their crops, and periodically roast oxen on
the Thames just as they used to do ; but tlie monks do not grow
Grapes on the hillsides because glass is cheaper and because they
are less thrifty now than formerly, just as they do not now thrash
their own corn, bake their own bread, kill their own butcher-
meat, and do a great many other things they have given up for

various reasons. It will never do to throw the blame on the
climate in the face of what has been actually accomplished. It is

a very old excuse, " the climate." When John Rose wrote
his "Epistle Dedicatory " to his "English Mneyard Vindicate d"
more than 200 years ago, he persuaded himself that " it was not
altogether from defect of the climate, at least not in all places,

that our English" wines as hitlierto they had been ordered" were,

not in good repute. Very sensibly, too, does John Rose write w hen
he says, " Nor are gentlemen to be therefore deterred because this

late age has neglected the planting of Vineyards, that therefore it

is to no purpose now to begin, since the discouragement lias only-

proceeded from their mis-information on this material article of

the choice of soil and situation, &c., &c." It would appear from
this that the " climate " has been an obstacle for a very consider-

able period, and one that has been magnified not a little as time
passed on till it has now become an almost insuperable one, and only

to be removed by energetic experiment and trial now.

There is nothing particularly wrong with the laying-out of some
of our formal and terraced gardens. The landscape gardener has

done his best with the style to which he is tied, and shown both
capacity and judgment in dealing with the materials at his disposal

;

but now and then we come upon telling examples of the ginger-bread

maker and pastry-cook methods of dealing with the formal style,

the great fault of which is that it lends itself readily to the en-

deavours of such practitioners. An engraving in one of your
contemporaries lately gives force to these remarks. One does net

gather whether it has been published as a warning, or as an ex-

. ample to be followed, for the author of the notes accompanying
the illustration carefully abstains from committing himself to an
opinion on the subject, and leaves the reader to find out his motivt 6.

The picture shows a mansion standing at the top of a commanding
slope, which has been frittered away in a series of paltiy Gress

terraces—five or six in number—and arranged in unbroken suc-

cession, in the same way as uav\'y contractors buttress reservoir

embankments, only the latter generally have some regard for the
" look of the thing " as well, and vary their slopes and flats as far

as practicable, in order to avoid a too severe uniformity. The
designer has had a fine opportunity, hut has missed it sadly in

meddling at all with a free, natural slope, which a few touches

woidd have rendered beautiful. Evidently the depressing mono-
tony of the arrangement has struck someone afterwards, for a row
of ungainly Irish Yews has been stuck in the middle of every

alternate terrace, in order to relieve the aspect, but with rather

aggravating results, if anything. Two or three men in a few days,

with spades to level the ground into a uniform slope, would greatly

improve the aspect of the place in the meantime.
Peregeine.

"Waterproof Boots.—There has been a great deal written

lately on this subject, but few seem to know that there is one
simple article which will render any decently-made boot thoroughly
impervious. It is nothini; more nor less than cold-drawn castor oil,

" pure and simple. " It is best applied before a moderate fire. The
boots to be dressed should be quite clean and dry, and especial care

should be given to the welt and the tongues, and their stitching to

the upper leathers. I generally begin by pouring the oil from the

bottle all round the welt, so that the angle between the sole and
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upper leather is quite filled with oil, and then proceed all over the

boot, including the edges of the soles, rubbing it in with the hand.

When one is done, have a turn at the other, and so alternately till

you have got in about a tablespoonful and a half to each boot. The
tongues, being thinner leather, should be quite saturated. Subse-

quent dressings will not require so much oil. I have never found
anything to touch this as a wateipoof dressing; the gelatinous oil

seems to effectually stop every pore in the leather. There is another
advantage for those who are natty in such matters : the boots will

soon take a good (common blacking) polish ; so much so that a man
may, if he likes, waterproof his ordinary walking boots for bad
weather without spoiling their appearance. With a common walk-
ing boot, of ordinary thickness, apply the oil all over sole. I wear
boots so treated, shooting, over thick woollen socks, for from eight

to twelve hours a day or more, without feeling the slightest incon-

venience J any way ; but they have the chilly feel inse|)arable from
all boots that are oiled in any way.—Correspondent Fi< Id.

THE COST OF FLOWER GAEDENING.
Some time ago we pointed out the weakness of Mr. David
Thomson's argument against the expense of hardy flowers, owing
to the cost of tlie stakes, and instanced many important families in

which stakes were not required, wliile at best the objection was
only one that applied to all taller and more vigorous plants of any
class. The resorts to which he or his aids in his magazine are

driven to defend their position may be judged by the following-

extract referring to our remarks :

—

Any species or varieties, however beautiful their flowers may be,

if they require support in the way of stakes, are reluctantly admit-
ted into the "hardy brigade," and, as a consequence, the greater

number of the most beautiful, showy, and useful of our hardy
herbaceous plants are not admissible in the ideal flower garden of

those who advocate the abandonment of the bedding-out system.
Fancy the result of excluding from the herbaceous garden the stately

Delphiniums, the beautiful Aster-like flowered Pyrethrums, several

species of the Lily family, Carnations, all the taller kinds of Phloxes,

and a host of representative members of other families that, in this

windy island of ours, it is absolutely necessary to stake, in some
way or other, if we would see them in all their beauty, and not as

bedraggled, bespattered, betattered objects— highly illustrative of

their fitness for admission in the ragged brigade !

The reasoning power and fairness possessed by anj-one -u'lio

invents a false and ridiculous statement for the sake of contro-

verting it in his own fashion, are not of a high order. Such words
are invented for us who have always fouglit for a place for every
beautiful thing (when there v,'as nought but sneers, as well as now
when tliere is healthy change and ample promise). But if fair

rejoinder will not help them, inventions of the above type -^'ill

not stop improvement, and the -writer will, no doubt, cheer-

fully acquiesce in the progress as soon as his surprise and indig-

nation are past. Tliis is already clear from expressions such as

"eacli class of plants has its place"—the very thing we have always
contended for, it being too notorious that many places, and very
large ones, had only one phase of gardendecoration, and that crude
and limited in variety and geometrical. It is also untrue that -we

advocated the total abolition of bedding, inasmuch as we have
al-^vays stated that within due limits, and tastefully done, it has its

place and its charms as -well as other plans, but -n-e have never
spared the gross blunder of tru.sting to it only for our main garden
decoration.

I have several times thought of writing to suggest j-our

doing ]ust what you propose to do. In the notice under the head of

hardy flowers in last week's Garden' (p. r21), while the question
of the cost of the hardy perennial system of gardening i-erxun that
of bedding out was under discussion in your columns, I felt that
really the answer depended, more than anything else, on the success

attending the culture of the former. I speak from experience. .Some

five years ago I got up a fair stock of hardy flowers at no in-

considerable cost, with very little knowledge of them myself, and a

gardener, who though competent in other branches of his calling,

knew still less. They were consequently planted with little or no
discrimination. The result was what might have been foreseen I

have learnt better as I have gone on, but my schooling has been
costly.

And I must say in self-defence that the ordinary instructions afforded
by book tearliing of these matters have not given much effectual help.

We get from them for tlie most part a general idea whether tuc'i

and sueha flower likes a dry or a moist situation, a stiff or a light soil

;

but something mucli more than this is wanted. Nor does it even

avail to know the habitats of the several plants. In very many cases

—I have in my mind Alpines proper—the conditions furnished by
these cannot be supplied in our garden here, and equivalents have to

be contrived, which are not seldom very different from what would
have been supposed beforehand. Thus Alpines which flourish in the

full blaze of the sun in their native haunts, as, e.g., the Edelweiss,

because we cannot give them that covering of snow which keeps
them in health for seven or eight months of the year, must be grown
in the shade, if they are to be permanent, to avoid the premature
stimulus of our changeable winters. And thus it comes to pass

that every plant which it is at all difficult to acclimatise has what
we may call its own "dodge," it own peculiar manner of treatment,
often apparently unreasonable, and learnt by simple experience or

experiment. Thus Woodsia alpina will do very well out of doors

if covered over on dry days, and exposed at night or on wet days,
but scarcely, I think, otherwise.

Therefore what wo want to encourage and in what to beginners is

somewhat uphill work, is a culture of hardy flowers based on personal
experience. I have found such and such a plan succeed after trying

all sorts of other ways in vain, and though I cannot explain entirely

on what principle it is so successful, experto crede—believe one
who has tried.

If you can see your way to full and particular statements of suc-

cessful culture of hardy plants, getting it may be from correspondents'

cases of individual success well authenticated, and with all the facts

of the case strongly apprehended, you will confer a lasting boon on
those of us who have been sitting at your feet, or ra'her treading in

your steps, boh a", home and abroad, and do more than anything
else, I think, is likely to do to promote a cause which is more than
a matter of passing taste. C.\xoNicus.

DEMAND FOR CUT FLOWERS IN NEW YORK.
The winter season brings a sharp demand for cut flowers

in our great metropolis, and rarely has the demand been so

great or the supply so inadequate as now. The recenl;

holiday season has quite exhausted the stock in many of the leading

greenhouses, especially of such choice flowers as are most in favour.

New Year's Day brings this demand to its greatest height. The
various devices ordered by fashionable people for their receptions on
that day are elaborate and costly, and require a profu5ion of choice

varieties, and this year the demand for this purpose was greater

than ever. A favourite design is arranged in the shape of a placque

and supported on a suitable easel. This is gracefully filled with
Roses, Camellias, and other choice flowers, and bordered with Filmy
Ferns. Beneath a Smilax wreath a miniature figure of Cupid is sus-

pended, wearing a crimson sash bearing the words "A Happy New
Year." It is also customary at this season for gentlemen to send

bouquets with their cards to lady friends. Lately, growing pot
plants have also been used to a large extent for decorative purposes ;

and, owing to the present severe weather, many of these, as well as

cut flowers, were injured or lost during delivery or removal. All

this has forced prices to very high figures, especially for favourite

flowers, and in some cases exorbitant rates have been obtained.

Roses liave, as usual, brought the highest prices. The favourite

Genl. Jacqueminot sold readily at 2 dols, each ; Marechal Niel, Cor-

nelia Cook, La France, Catherine Mermet, Malmaison, and Perle

des Jardins being in good demand at prices ranging from 25 cents to

1 dob 50 each, according to kind and quality. The scarcity of Roses
hasbrought the Camellia more into favour again ; and they now sell

at 25 dol. per hundred. Carnations are much sought for, and sell

at 3 dols. and 4 dols. per hundred leadily. A few species of Orchids

have also been in market at good prices. Violets have been in good
demand, selling at 4 dols. per hundred. Their delicate fragrance and
modest beauty keep them in favour. Lilies of the Valley are as

eagerly sought as ever, and the supply has been short and prices

high. The Smilax Vine has also been in much favour, and seems yet

to be without a rival for the purposes to which it is so charmingly
adapted. Poinsettia leaves and Begonia sprays have also entered

into many handsome designs with most happy efTect. Hand bouquets

are made larger than formerly, and the prices are correspondingly

higher. Ten or fifteen dollars will buy only an average specimen ;

while from 50 dols. to 60 dols. is demanded for a choice large one.

The present demand for flowers here is declared to be unprecedented,

and it is claimed by intelligent travellers that New York is now the

best flower market in the world, and offers the most tasteful and
pretty arrangements. A leading florist here claims an annual profit

on his business amounting to 15,000 dols. From this statement it is

safe to infer that his sales must be very heavy, as growing flowers

is not usually a business attended with enormous profits, especially in

this country whcie the demand is so fluctuating, anc the climate so

fickle and uncert; in. H. HepDEICKS.
Kimnton, A\ Y,
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

PENDELL COURT, BLETCHINGLY.
After the many fortification-like obstructions which spoil

the foreground in so many country seats, it is a great pleasure

to see a beautiful old house made to live in, with nothing to

keep one away from the door but the pleasant Grass. Pendell

Court, the Surrey home of Sir George Macleay, is a beautiful

house. From a gardening standpoint there are tln-ee distinct

views of it which are good ; first that of the lawn in front of

the house, which, when we saw it was a flowery meadow yet

uncut, and no beds or other impediments between the point

of view and the house, with a group of some fine trees on
either hand. It was a poem in building and in lawn. Quite

on the other side a border of flowers, and a wall of climbers

because for one flower that is grown in our large gardens there

are many dozen more beautiful waiting for a place therein.

Those who care for the beauty of their gardens should not be
afraid of a tree, a group of shrubs, a tuft of Ivy on the Grass,

a bed or two of Roses on their own roots, or any beautiful

object like that ; but set patterns of beds, in the very place

where the garden should be green and quiet, are a mistake in

all cases where there is a more fitting place for them. The
view from the house to the left is also free and charming—

a

wide meadow climbing up the hill through groujjs of trees,

and reminding one a little of alpine pastures in woody
regions.

How delightful it is to visit a garden where there is variety

as well as beauty in the vegetation—where one meets with
old friends that one has not seen for years, or finds them
grown in new and better ways, or with fresh associations and

•^< ,^,-^i
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Pendell Court: View from the metidow

run from the house. Looking along this border to the house

a shower of white climbing Roses is seen falling from the wall,

and a gable of the house and a few windows and glistening

rich Ivy behind form such a picture that one regrets to know
is both old and rare. Another view of the house from across

the water, showing its west end, is also very beautiful. There

is a wild Rose-bush on the right and a tuft of Flag leaves on

the left ; before one the water and its Lilies ; then a smooth
gently rising lawn creeping up to the house, the windows of

which on this side are all wreathed with lovely white climb-

ing Roses. It will be observed that all these different views

of the same house, although quite distinct, are all marked by
the absence of the impediments which a false art frequently

places so very near our houses—that is to say, formal patterns

in beds, fountains, statues, and other like objects which
destroy the repose which is desirable in such places. We are

not an enemy of flower beds ; on the contrary, we want seven

in every garden for one that we usually see there, mainly

groupings. There is an expression common among persons

interested in gardens which is very often applied to the type

of garden we all know well, where a few common things are

grown that one sees everywhere else, and these among the

quite second-rate types of vegetation. That phrase is :
" There

is nothing there." The phrase is not exactly scientific, and
yet it does explain the fac's sufficiently from our point of

view. Quite an opposite phrase must be used for a place

like this, in which there is abundance of varied plant life,

and great beauty of flower day by day as the seasons pass.

There is also the charm of novel combinations of plants, such

as ought perhaps to bo suggested to every one who has to

arrange them, and who realises that, varying always according

to soil, situation, and even slight differences of climate, they

are capable of being used and shown in ways absolutely with-

out end.

Supposing that we had already considered most of the

generic types, so to speak, in the various ways of arranging
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hardy flowers, we were all tte more pleased to see a beautiful

little islet of plants on the turf arranged in a new way. On
the smooth turf was a colony of hardy Ferns, among them

several strong tufts of the larger native Grasses in bloom, and

a tuft or two of Acanthus, half concealing with the Fern a

nodule of rock. Towards the edge of the whole one solitary

blackened stem of a tall Rhubarb half leant towards the

ground. This sort of arrangement would be charming in quiet

nooks. Perhaps it might be a little improved by a tuft of

white Lily or Day Lily to give it colour, tliough good without

that.

We so often see our old Roses in a starved and wearied

state from many years' blossoming, perhaps unpruned, that

one wishes sometimes to see grown well, iu fresh rich soil,

very young plants^that is to say, with the same advantages

that are given every year to our newer Roses. Here is a bed

of the York and Lancaster Rose, with very large carnation-

striped blooms carpeting the ground. Few have seen it so

handsomely grown. It is much to be desired that somebody

would grow the white Provence and the finer of the old Roses

well. Their defect is, perhaps, that of too short a bloom
;

but nowadays, when we begin to understand the beauty and

the advantages of mi.xtures of plants of dilierent types suc-

ceeding each other in the same ground, or in the same bed,

it is easy to compensate for this defect of the summer Roses,

if defect it be. Both spring and autumn flowering plants, to

precede and succeed them, might be planted in the same beds

without in any way hurting the Roses ; in fact, there is good

reason to believe that wholly different types of vegetation

occupying the same ground are not unhelpful to each other.

In any case, they enable a gardener to reap a much richer

harvest. Speaking of Eoses, it v/as charming to see a bush

of Rosa lucida, a bush about i ft. high, with glossy leaves

like an evergreen, perfectly laden with deep rosy flowers,

having a peculiarly delicious odour. If only for relief, these

single Roses, with their golden brushes of stamens, are essen-

tial in good gardens. Some like the single Roses best.

Near the water there was a noble group of both Gunnera

manicata and the Gunnera scabra, the old and the newer large

kind, both grandly developed like gigantic Rhubarb plants, but

even more broken and finer in form. It would be difticult to

find anything better grown or more judiciously placed. In a

wild bank of water weeds, climbing steep out of the water,

there was a tuft of the foliage of the common Rhubarb, which

also looked remarkably effective. On a level wilh the water,

an I in partial shade, was the finest mass of the Japan Primrose

ever seen, with flower-stems 3 ft. high, bearing (July 17) six

whorls of blossoms and seed pods and one whorl of flowers,

the last just fading out of bloom. The largest leaves were 20

in. high and 8 in. across. In this position, level with the

water, they had lived through the past severe winter without

the slightest injury—had, in fact, come through it more safely

than other plants of the same kind in drier positions. This

speaks sufficiently of the hardy nature of this Primrose. By
following a like course, its very distinct and valuable qualities

will be developed.

Near the base of some of the trees along the drive one may
notice that the turf is not mown, but, on the contrary, the

red wood Lychnis and Foxgloves, and the large Grasses and

other wild plants are allowed to have their own way. These,

however, mark the place where many Crocuses, Jileadow

Saffrons, Daffodils, Violets, Polyanthuses, and Snowdrops are

at rest. In spring and autumn they jewel the ground around

these trees—another arrangement enabling one to have bits

of " wild garden '' in the pleasure ground. The taller wild

summer and autumn flowers are left, to prevent any injury to

the foliage of the more precious life at any season of the year

when budding, or growing, or decaying. There is also a little,

a very little, of the true wild garden, very well done and

very effective—a little clearing under the branches of stately trees

a little winding green walk, with banks of very tall Foxglove

rising one above the other, pale and spotted kinds, with very

tall heads ; tall herbaceous plants and groups of orange and

white Lilies, all splendid in the cool shade of trees, some of

which are richly wreathed with Honeysuckle.

Since Sir George Macleay came into possession of Pendell

Court many alterations have been effected, with a view to the

improvement of both the immediate and distant surroundings,

particularly with regard to the views obtained from the prinoi-

[lal windows. The garden itself, however, shows the greatest

improvement. Previously there was little beside the one-acre

walled-in kitchen garden and a few hothouses, but now there

is a vast extent of glass, and the place is rapidly becoming

famous for its rich collections of all classes of cultivated

plants. The houses, about a score in number, are mostly of

recent construction ; they are well built, and the details of heating

and ventilating admirably carried out, and there is a happy
attempt everywhere to hide the pipes and other hard sur-

faces, inevitable in such structures, by putting a little line

of rock without and about the hot-water pipes, and planting

on this some fine-foliaged plants, which quite hide the pipes,

and break up in a refreshing way the harsh lines, and they

also contain what our botanic gardens should oftener contain

—some tasteful arrangement of plants—that is to say, the

contents of the houses, consisting often of very rare and
precious plants, are arranged in the most picturesque manner.

Tropical House.—On the upper side of the small but

well-kept walled-in kitchen garden is one of the principal

ranges of hothouses, the centre one being the largest and
loftiest house in the garden. This house is devoted to tropical

plants of large growth, and here they flourish in a manner
rarely seen. Mr. Green, Sir Geo. Maoleay's gardener, is a

staunch advocate of planting out in free soil, and it is to this

circumstance that his success ia the culture of all classes of

plants is in a great measure attributable. Not a trace of a

stage or shelf is to be seen in this house, but the whole of

the ground surface is occupied by a bed of rich soil of good
depth and thoroughly drained. In this bed are thriving, in

almost native vigour, grand examples of Musas, among which

j\I. sumatrana is remarkable on account of its rarity ; its

huge leaves tower luxuriantly above all other growth.

Another plant remarkable for its ample foliage is the rare

Solanum jubatum, surpassing in this respect all other species

with which we are acquainted. Of the beautiful Mackaya
bella there is a fine bush, which annually is a floral sight in

itself, being covered completely with its long, drooping

clusters of mauve-tinted blossoms. It was from this plant

that we prepared our beautiful coloured plate which appeared

in The G.vrden last year (Voh XVI., p. 150). Carolinea

longitiora is another fine tropical shrub or low tree, of which
there is a line specimen, and equall}'' fine are examples of

Lagcrstrcemia indica, the Violet-scented shrubby Labiate

Tinnrea asthiopica, Lasiandra macrantha, Cyanophyllum,
Higginsia, Phyllanthus, single and double Hibiscus, and a host

of others. Against the back wall of the house are placed

tall branches of a dead Pear tree, on which twines and hangs

in graceful profusion the rich foliage of Cissus discolor,

forming a striking contrast with the somewhat cumbrous stems

of the Night-flowering Cactus (Cereus McDonaldis), whicli

seems to revel in the same position. Around the glass walls

of the house, which are carried up straight from the base to

the roof, the twining branches of the singular flowered Aristo-

lochia ornithocephala, Pleroma elegans, and Stigmaphyllum
ciliatum interweave their slender branches in elegant festoons.
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The only path runs from door to door, and, unlike those

generally seen in plant-houses—straight and edged with hard
formal tiles—it is slightly tortuous, and margined witli varie-

gated Grass, Lyoopods, Ferns, &c., so as to form a cluiniiing

fringe, and an imperceptible transition from the bed to the

walk.

This house is flanked on either side by a lean-to house ; one

5? ^"<; ^if>#

Croup of Gunneras on lawn at Pendell Couit (see p. lis)

Distant effect of gioup of Gunneras (see p. 14S).

is used as a Vinery, and the excellent crops of Gros Colmar
Grapes we saw therein in October last was a proof that Mr.

Green can grow good fruit as well as botanical treasures.

Against the back wall of the Vinery were large plants, well

furnished in fruits, of the Guava (Psidium Cattleyanum), a

tropical fruit not nearly so much grown as it ought to be.

The corresponding lean-to house to this is occupied by a
collection of various plants of small size, with the exception

of a huge specimen of Medinilla magnifica growing in a large

tub, the finest example of this noble Melastomad we have seen.

It is fully 8 ft, in diameter, and a glorious sight when in flower.

The roof and back wall are hung with, climbers of various

kinds, Aristolochias and Passifloras being specially fine, the

latter including the rare P. Ilahni and trifasciata as well as

such beautiful kinds as P. iirinceps and kermesina, while in

suspended baskets is grown a fine collection of species of that

much neglected genus /Eschynanthus. Adjoinilig this house
is a small one with a low roof, in which is grown a rich collec-

tion of greenhouse bulbous plants,

all planted out in a bed offlight soil, elevated near the

^ glass. Under such conditions the

reputedly difficult to manage
kinds of bulbs thrive remark-

ably well here. It is in this

house that Mr. Green grows the

Brunsvigia Josephine so well

under the conditions he men-
tioned the other day in The
Garden. Bulbous plants of

doubtful hardiness, such as

the Hyacinthus candicans, are

afforded a place here as well

as a numerous collection of

Oxalis.

The Fernery.—There is a
noble Fernery, with everywhere
a rocky and mossy surface, with
the tall dark stems of Tree
Ferns for the pillars of the

little landscape, so to say, and
their graceful crests for its roof.

Here many strange plants creep

about in the moist shade, and
Filmy and other Ferns are happy
in a miniature Australian Fern
gully. It is one of the most
charmingly picturesque houses

we have ever seen, for, not-

withstanding its being only

of recent formation, it has the

appearance of a natural Fern
glen or cavern that has taken

ages to develop itself. Every
])art of it has been so arranged

aa to disguise as much as possi-

ble the formal rectangular out-

line of the house ; even the raf-

ters of the roof are hung with

Moss and similar growth, partly

to subdue the glare of light,

and partly to give the structure

a more natural aspect, while

each bold projection, deep re-

cess, overhanging ledge, or rugged

arch is furnished with the vari-

ous kinds of Ferns best suited

to them. Moreover, the natural appearance of all these

intricacies is heightened by the reflecting miniature pools of

water, each occupied by suitable water plants, that are placed

in various parts of the house. Ferns of various degrees of

tenderness are grown in this house; in one part are those that

require the temperature of a warm greenhouse, in another

those that thrive in a cooler atmosphere, while those that are

hardy occupy a stony cave-like recess, approached from the

main portion of the Fernery by rugged stone steps and placed

beneath a low rustic archway. The Filmy and other moisture-

loving kinds have a congenial recess set apart for them, ia
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which thej' thrive admirably. Tall Tree Ferns diversify the

surface so as to obviate any appearance of monotony, and

Bromeliads, Gesnerads, and Melastoraads that flourish along

with Ferns on the wall have a cheerful appearance in sum-

mer when in flower. The winding paths of the Fernery lead

to a corridor-like house, occupied chiefly by cool Orchids and

fine-foliagcd plants of single growth. At the extremity of

this house is the one in which ilr. Green grows cool tem-

perate plants so finely. As usual here, they are all planted

out in a long border, and trained either to the back wall or to

the erect supports of the house. Here was Lomaria Carderi

bearing at the time of our visit a huge pendulous umbel of

flowers, numbering about thirty, and well nigh 3 fc. through

—a fine sight, indeed. B. multiflora, B. Caldasi, B.

oligantha, are also grown here equally well, and the profusion

of liowers which they bear and the healthy look and breadth

of their foliage clearly show their requirements are well

attended to. Several species of Fuchsia—many of them

rare—are represented bj^ line specimens, a remark which also

applies to Brugmansia Ivnighti.

Stoves, Orchid Houses, and Aquaria— Those are

approached from the corridor, the largest being a spacious

span-roofed structure, to which is joined another of similar

size, ranging at right angles with the first. One portion is

devoted to a fine and thoroughly representative coUsction of

Orchids ; the other is occupied by a spacious tank, in which

are grown tropical aquatics, the most noteworthy among
which are the new Eichornia (Pontederia azurea), Thalia

dealbata, Nymphsea gigantea, Lotus, scutifolia, and various

other species, and Nelunibiura speciosum. The shallow mar-

gins are beautifully fringed with such handsome plants as

the Iris-flowered Canna, C. iridiflora, the most brilliant in

bloom of all the so-called fine Iris-foliaged plants, and a plant

which everyone should try to grow well, for its brilliancy and

grace are inimitable. Egyptian Papyrus, Alocasias, Hedychiums,

and a host of other water-loving plants, while, twining among
branches placed at the back are Thunbergias and Bauhinias,

all apparently luxuriating in the warm and moisture-laden

atmosphere, which also suits admirably the requirements of

Pitcher-plants, which are suspended in baskets overhead.

Those exquisite little water plants, Azolla pinnata and Salvinia

natans, that float on the surface, as well as the feathery foli-

aged Herpestis reflexa and several Pistias, all added to the

charming beauty of the plant life with which this aquarium

teemed. The range is divided into three compartments, one

of which is devoted to a fine collection of Orchids, one to

the cool section (chiefly Odontoglossums and Masdevallias), and
the third to a miscellaneous collection, including scandent

Aroids and shrubby Leguminosre, such as the Browneas,

so handsome when in young leafage. There is also a

beautiful little hothouse, in which those strange tropical

plants, the Bromelias and Tillandsias, are planted out on

mossy stems and rock surfaces, in which they look at home
and thrive as well as in their native tropical jungles.

These constitute the principal houses, with the exception of

some Peach and Fig houses, and a large newly-erected house,

in which, by the way, we saw some thrifty plants of the showy,

though rare and difficult to grow, Telopea speciosissima, which

Mr. Green hopes to succeed with. In a series of pits and
frames are grown large numbers of hardy plants, some of

which represent the reserve or duplicate stock for the hardy

herbaceous plant borders, and the remainder are those that

require to be permanently grown in pots. Some of the more
tender of shrubs that thrive in the open air are grown to per-

fection trained against the outside walls of two houses running
parallel with each other, so as to form a passage-like opening.

This position seems to suit admirably such kinds as Berberi-

dopsis corallina, Lardizibala biternata, Bignonia capreolata,

Stauntonia hexaphylla, the New Zealand shrubby Asters, and

various others : a hint worth remembering, as many might
like to grow these beautiful shrubs under such circum-

stances. F. W. H.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

COLOUR AND BEDDING PLANTS.
That beauty, like truth, is mauy-sided, is nowhere more evident

than in a garden, wliere one man will call a thing hideous, and
the next beholder think it the acme of all that is beautiful ; and
yet each may be right from his own particular standpoint. As
writer of the note to which " J. II." so flatteringly alludes, while
differing in some respects from what it advances, I would fain say
a few more words in support of what I then advanced. First

place, " from the point of colour only," let me say, as a traveller

who has beheld the glory of the Tropics, that the saying quoted by
Imn, " the meadows and copses of tlie northern world are brighter

and more glorious than those of the Tropics," is only partially true.

While no low growing vegetation in the Tropics is so gregarious

as to give such a delightful effect of colour as a hillside of purple
Heather, a field of nodding Daffodils, or a copse of wild Hyacinths
and Primroses afiords, j-et the hlaze of beauty and colour presented
by Jluivering trees in the Tropics exceeds anything I ever saw else-

where. I have seen pyramids of stately swamp Lilies and sheets

of Cardinal flower on the swampy prairies of America ; I have seen

fields of blue Gentian and acres of Narcissi and Pteouies on Monte
Generosa, and Japanese hillsides clad in all the colours that wild
Azaleas in fullest beaut}' can produce, and yet, one morning, coast-

ing slowly along, close to the shores of the island of Timor, in the

Malay Archipelago, my dazzled eyes beheld such a blaze of beauty,

such a wealth of colour, and such exquisitely graceful forms of

vegetation, that, whatever other travellers may say or see, to me
that will remain the most heavenly vision of beauty these short-

sighted eyes ever gazed upon ! Trees one blaze of scarlet spikes

of flower set in featherj' green leaves, alternating with clumps of

gigantic Cassia trees, whose golden blossoms scented the air, were
the predominating features in the jewel-like mass of colour; but
groups of tall Palms, airy Bamboos, and broad-leaved Banauas
broke up the gorgeous masses of colour so happily, that the whole
side of the island, from one end to the other, was as a
garden should be—a glimpse of Paradise, to lift one's thoughts
higher

!

While fully appreciating the quiet charm of wild masses of

our native flowers, it is hardly possible for those who have seen

the stately Poinciana pulcherrima or Amherstia uobilis in full

glory, or masses of Bougainvillea and Bignonia grandiflora hang-
ing down in fe.stoons that vie with each other in grace and
colour, to say that there is no beauty to be compared with our
native flowers, and so, though it be a great descent from forest

trees and luxuriant climbers to stiff English garden beds, I would
in those open and exposed lawns that so commonly surround our
English country homes advocate one bold sweep of colour that

shall, at least to those who have seen other lands, recall pleasant

memories; and since so manj' of our most beautiful flowers are

either evanescent in beauty, or so prolonged in their season of

flowering that no great effect of colour at any one tiine can be
attained, why not employ such enduring and long-flowering-

plants as are commonly called bedding plants, be they Violas,

Pelargoniums, Petunias, Calceolarias, or any other that fancy or

fashion dictate, where a mere glow of colour from the window is

desirable, as I said before, to enliven om- dull northern green and
grey tones?
The reason why we do not fiU our garden beds with such lovely

subjects as Daffodils, Narcissi, Pseonles, Delphiniums, and the

like is that neither their stature nor the duration of their flowers

make them fit sid:ijects for a trim lawn, while they show to great

advantage backed up by trees in the welcome shelter of the shrub-

bery. Even the queen of flowers herself, the Kose, demands more
shelter from storm and sunshine than many a garden can afford,

so let us admire beauty, whether it spring from queen Rose, rare

alpine, bulb, or despised " bedding plant," and admire, if possible,

each in its proper place. . E. 11. W.
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Ehpum among native plants by watercourse (see p. 14S).

BULB GEOWTH OF LILIES.

I WA.S not a little surprised to find Mr. Miles (p. 29) taking up the

thread of "Dunedin's " argument respecting the " annual "character

of Lily and other bulbs. I scarcely think that much knowledge of

a practical nature is gained by discussions of this kind ; but as Mr.
Miles has asked for my opinion, of course I am glad to give it. I

entirely agree with those who still adhere to the opinion that Lily
bulbs are perennial as opposed to annual. In calculating the mini-

mum duration of the individual life of a Lily bulb, we must count
from the growth of the seed iintil the seed-producing stage of the
plant is reached, say under good culture a period of from three to

five years. As a matter of course an annual addition of growth is

made, and an annual change of centre, or one or more new Hower
buds are also yearly developed ; but then this change of the flowering
point, or centre, is Nature's general plan, since all plants, in one way
or another, do precisely the same thing. All Orchids, for example,
say Cattleyas or Laalias, make new flowering pseudo-bulbs every
season, but no one thinks of calling them "annuals" on that
account, since the old pseudo-bulbs are long persistent after flower-

ing, and afford some amount of nutriment to the future growth and
bloom, just as do the persistent scales of Lily bulbs in an analogous
manner. Every gardener of course can readily understand that no
plant ever flowers twice from exactly the same point, or centre, and
it would be wonderful if Lilies were any exception to that rule.

Even such plants as Hoyas, Cyrtoceras reflexum, Oncidium Papilio,

Masdevallia tovarensis, and a few others which apparently bloom
again from the same point on the old flower-stems in fact do
not do so, the flowers being reproduced from new buds which spring
near to, but from quite a distinct axis to that of all former flowers.

Those observers who believe in the "annual " nature of all bulbs
would learn something by watching the extremely slow growth or
changes in such bulbs as Amaryllis Josephinse, Griffinia hyacinthina,
or even those of Pancratium fragrans. Solitary bulbs of the first-

named ten, fifteen, and more years old are not uncommon. In the
case of Lilium superbura the change of centre is well marked,
and an intermediate state of things, well shown in the case of L,

Eheum officinale among Ferns and evergreen trailers on turf (see p. 148).

Washingtonianum, is also very instructive ; in point of fact I consider

all Lily bulbs as simply more or less rhizomatous stems, clothed with

the persistent thickened bases of former radical leaves or "scales,"

and their mode of growth is simply to renew growth by elongation,

i.e., to glow at one end more or less quickly, and to decay at the

other end more or less slowly. In fact, the growth is closely analo-

gous to that of the common male Fern, of a Primrose, or a hundred
other common plants one could readily name.

I should say a Lily bulb is perennial, its individual life varying

from three to five years, and the yearly increment of new growth
I count as simply a change of bud-centre on the old corm or rhizome-

like stem, or solid base of the bulb. After all, as " E. H. W."
says, " What's in a name?" F. W. B.

Nowthat research and study have elicited additional facts and
experience as regards Lily growth, I will, with your permission, state

my views and convictions in regard to it. My friend Mr. Frank
Miles, it seems to me, made a slight mistake when he stated that L.

Washingtonianum was my stumbling-block. Now, this was not my
stumbling-block, but rather his ; because though well armed in

favour of the annual theory, he cannot get over the fact that in L.

^Vashinotonianum and others of the same stamp the accumulation of
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several years' groivth oau be shown or traced. I, and with nic
certainly, the greatest part of experienced Lily growers do, by no
means, deny the fact that a renewal of the bulb takes place ; we
only deny that the old bulb entirely disappears after a year's growth.
Mr. Baines deserves our thanks for the careful and clever expe-
riments he has made in reference to this matter. They furnish irre-

futable facts, and his statements coincide exactly with my own ex-
perience. The majority of Lilies inhabiting the Old World are repro-
duced in the way in which Mr. Baines has so clearly pointed out.
Somewhat different is the growth of L. tenuifolinm and some small
Eastern Asiatic forms, also that of L. candidum, L. cordifolium, and
gigauteum. L. tenuifoliumand its allies are notstrictly perennial, for it

isnotpossible togrow on these for any number of years ; as a rule, they
are at their best m their third year, and break down as soon as they
have yielded a good crop of seed. They grow very fast from seed,
and in the second year only lose the two outermost scales. L. cor-

difolium and giganteum can be grown above the surface of the soil,

and before flowering time the accumulated growth of two or three
years can still be seen. The emission of the big flower-stem, and
after that the seeding and enlargemeni} of some side bulbs entirely
devour the old bulb. In L. candidum it can be observed, when
taken up soon after flowering, that the newly-formed bulbs, though
they have absorbed many of the old scales, are smaller than tlieir

parent was, and that they are not strong enough to produce a flower-
stem next year. They make a fresh growth above ground, and from
that the young bulb is enlarged and scales added, which correspond
with the number of leaves, to bring the bulb to a flowering size.

American Lilies of the superbum and canadense type push the axis
of the new-forming bulb sidewards, and if circumstances are favour-
able the new bulb will attain a flowering size ; if not, it will remain
email, but will produce the following year a good large flowering
bulb. The previous year's or parent bulbs, however, may remain
alive for several years. Lilium roseum, or Thomsoniauum, and
L. Hookeri, now classed among the Fritillarics, arc the only .species

which meet the annual theory. In this case leaf growth and the
subsequent formation of the new bulb entirely devour the old one.—Max Leichtlin, Bculm-Baden,

[Feb. 5, 1881.

LILIES BEST IN SHADE AND SHELTER,
Last season in our garden at Oakwood I had a result confirming
Mr. Ewbank's experience of L. auratum blooming thoroughly well in
hot sunny places on soil without any admixture of peat. I planted a
bed of bulbs and broken bulbs of L. auratum in a field on a warm
slope fully exposed to the sun, the soil being light loam ; these made
but low growth, yet bloomed beautifully, better on the whole than
those in partial shade and black vegetable soil in the adjoining wood.
I attributed this to their having been planted late, and so escaping
the spring frosts, and to their having a moist subsoil. The finest L.
auratum I have ever seen were in Mr. Mcintosh's garden ; these
have every advantage of shelter and shade for their young growth,
and they have in addition the important advantage, very difficult to
give in gardens about here, of a damp subsoil. I do not remember
the exact position of the Lily bed in Mr. Ewbank's garden, but cer-
tainly thought that the position in Sir W. Hutt's garden chosen for
Lilies was unsuitable, unless advantage were taken of tlie great
hurdles, and in other parts of the grounds for purposes of shelter.
There seems still a great deal to learn about Lilies; I have been
groping for facts in their cultivation for many years, and have tried
numerous experiments. I am much too old an experimentalist ever
to venture to dogmatise, but when one finds the great preponderance
of facts always pointing one way, we cannot help provisionally form-
ing an opinion—mine is that, except in cold districts, most Lilies
thrive best in shade and shelter in soil composed of two parts peat,
one part good loam, and one part of sand.
Last season was an unusual one, the spring being cool and moist •

after what we are now undergoing we may expect the spring when
it comes to be dry and warm. It will be very interesting to hear
whetherMr. Ewbank'sresultscontinuethesame in adifferentseason. I
suspect that moisture some distance down for the roots to grow
into is a more important element of success than has hitherto been
supposed. It may prove that the advantage of peat is not due to its

action as soil, but to the mechanical one of acting as a sponge to hold
moisture.

If there be one fact considered established in Lily growing, it is

that the roots should be kept more or less active ; it may be con-
sidered very heretical, but in our spring climate my faith is begin-
ning tobe alittleshakeneveninthis. The really difficult time for Lilies
when unprotected by shade or otherwise is in the frosts we often
have in the beginning of May. Now Lilies, say L. auratum, if

taken up at their time of least growth, in late autumn or early
winter, and kept in dry or nearly dry sand and planted again in
spring, would not be above ground at the dangerous time.

In times of uncertainty it is a oomfort to have some solid ground.
In autumn we cleared out a Rhododendron bed which had grown
too thickly, and replanted the Lily bulbs, barring the bulbs being
eaten by wireworms or rats, not likely in the position. I have not
a shade of doubt, from the experience of the two last difficult years,
that at least the L. auratum, L. Krameri, and L. speciosum will be
all that can be desired. I think the " Liliomanes," as ilr. Max
Leichtlin christened the Lily brotherhood, may congratulate them-
selves on Mr. Ewbank having taken up Lily growing, as, besides his
being known as an able and successful plant cultivator, he has the
advantage of some inventive power as is shown by his pierced zinc
slug guard and his new plant label. Geokge F. Wilson.

Meatherbank, Weyhridrje Heatli.

Mr. Ewbank's experience (p. 96) with regard to Lilies doing
best in the sun is, I think, exceptional, as most cultivators
find a certain amount of shade beneficial, but whether it

is necessary for the stems and leaves is an open question, and yet I

feel certain tliat it is for the collar and soil. I have had striking
proofs of this with two plantations of Lilium auratum, the one
sloping to the east, where the sun hits the ground hard rhe greater
part of the day, and the other facing the north, where the plants get
little or no sun with the exception of the tops, as they are sheltered by
dwarf Rhododendrons, and here they grow strong, while on the east
side they dwindle away, although both are in exactly the same kind
of soil. Lilium aui-atum has a provoking tendency for deteriorating,
especially when it suffers from want of moisture during the growing
season, and this is why it will not bear the sun at the roots.

Possibly a good mulching by keeping the ground cool and moist
might save it ; but to winter well, it must have free drainage and
plenty of sharp sand about the roots to ward off worms and main-
tain the bulbs in a sound, healthy condition. The loss of Lilium
auratum from some cause or other must be great in this country, or
every garden would have been stocked long ere this, for every year
we get tens of thousands of it, and yet it is not seen anywhere in

quantity. It would be interesting to know under what conditions
it grows so freely in Japan, and the kind of soil it flourishes in there,
as we have only to imitate these to succeed better here than we
have hitherto done.—S. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWEK GARDEN.

The Single Parma Violet.—Win any reader tell lue what is the single
form of the Parma or Neapolitan Violet? Is it a species or a variety? and
whatever it is, where can I get it ?— .T. n.

Cypripedium spectabile.—In reply to " Learner" (p. UO) I

beg to say that this beautiful plant is quite hardy if placed in a shel-

tered situation. The winters it experiences in its native habitat

—

North America—are more severe than ours. It loves a moist and
shady situation, but it should have bright sunshine in the early morn-
ing, say till 11 a.m., if practicable, or if this cannot be managed it

should have artificial shading during the mid-day sun, as well as

protection from chilling winds. The soil should be altogether peat,

or peat and silver sand. If allowed to grow on undisturbed it spreads
rapidly, and soon forms a strong clump. A very fine example is to

be seen on Messrs. Backhouse's rockery, at York, near the water's
edge, where scores of flowers are in bloom at once during June and
July.

—

Brookhukst, DkUhury.

Cypripedium Calceolus.—This is a very diSicult plant to

grow successfully. I have tried to grow it for several years, but it

does not thrive. Of course it is quite hardy, being a British plant,

and it grows wild and most plentifully in woods in the limestone
district about Kendal. It should be planted on a limestone rockery
with an eastern aspect in peat and leaf mould. — Brookhukst,
Didshury.

The twoCypripediums justnamed are perfectly hardy, and will

succeed anywhere if a favourable position and suitable treatment are
accorded to them. Out of doors they prefer a partially shaded spot,

with deep and moderately moist soil. C. spectabile succeeds best in

peat. They are both well adapted for pot culture, and should be
grown in a cool pit, or in cold frames. I grow C. spectabile in

good fibrous brown peat, with the pots half full with drainage. For
C. Calceolus I use turfy loam and peat in equal proportions. I also

plant some green Moss thinly over the surface of the soil, and
this, by the time the plants are in flower, forms a dense mass, and
vastly improves the appearance of the plants. They are syringed
overhead once or twice every day during the growing season. I may
say that these two species, with C. pubescens, are the easiest grown
among all hardy Cypripediums, and are very effective plants.—J.

Douglas.

DianthusHedde'wigi.—The variety of form and oolotir in this

Dianthus and its varieties is simply wonderful ; last year I purchased
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a collection ot six varieties which on the 2tth of February last were

sown in a box of moderately rich soil, covering the seeds very slightly

with mould iinely sifted ; they were then watered and placed in a

Vinery kept about 50° by night and60° by day. ^Vhen germinated they

were placed on a shelf near the glass, and as soon as the young plants

could be handled, they were pricked off into 4-in. pots, putting five

or six plants into one pot, and again placing them in the Vinery

until well established. They were"then taken from the Vinery to

a cold frame, gradually hardened off, and planted out in the borders

iu clumps, each consisting of three plants, early in June. All the

attention they required after that was staking the flower-stems, for

which the prunings ot Pear and Plum trees answer better than any-

thing else. They commenced to bloom in August, and continued to

do so till frost came. The single and semi-double varieties are very

beautiful, but the double varieties are, to my mind, the best. Those

who intend to grow these Dianthuses this year should purchase a

packet of seed at once, as if rot sown early and treated somewhat as

above directed, they will not flower the first year.—H. Hillman,

Fenay Hall, Hudderxfiehl.

Carnations from Seeds.—Like Mr. D. T. Pish (p. 98),

I am much in favour of these, as although plants raised from

seeds may not yield the symmetrically formed flowers we get

amongst the named sorts, they afford great variety, and are valuable

for growing in beds or borders for cutting, for which purpose they

are even preferable to such as come up to the florist's standard of

excellence. By planting thick, if in beds, single ones can be pulled

up and discarded without giving the bed a gappy appearance, and

seedlings always grow strongly, whereas many of the named kinds

grow but indifferently and yield very few shoots for propagating,

but these can generally be had iu abundance from seedlings. The
best time to sow the seed is in spring, and if placed in gentle heat

it soon germinates, and when the young plants are 1 in. or so high,

they should be pricked out in sharp sandy soil in a cool frame where

with plenty of air on fine days they will get strong and fit for plant-

ing by May in the positions in which they are to stand to flower.

—

Gentiana verna in Bloom.—On uncovering the frames

which have been matted over and thickly coated with snow for three

weeks, I found a pan of this most lovely alpine flower in bloom, its

dark blue as rich as if it had bloomed in the full sunlight, instead

of during a hard frost, and covered with snow.

—

Brockhurst,
Dldsburij.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

FLOWERIXG SHRUBS AND TREES
AT SAN REMO, ITALY.

I SPENT the earlier part of January this year at San Kemo, on the

Mediterranean. It is indeed a Innd of Palms and Olives. The
gardens were so full of flowers early iu the year, that I know not
with which to begin, nor where to end. Towering Eucalyptus trees,

with long drooping sprays of flowers and scimitar-shaped leaves,

abound everywhere at San Remo, their Myrtle-like fragrance

making itself felt as you pass, and quite permeating the air. A
contras J in colour, but equally attractive is the Schinus—a Terebinth

—with its long drooping clusters of coral berries sometimes hanging
1 ft. in length, and abundantly clothing the tree. This is dicecious ;

the male blossoms are open in January. Australia furnishes another
beautiful tree for the Riviera. This is the Casuarina, a singularly

picturesque tree with its weeping branches jointed like an Equisetum,
to which indeed it owes its specific name. The flowers are catkin-

like and dioecious ; the tufted branches—it has no leaves—remind
one of the plumes of the cassowary. I got it in plentiful flower

in January. The stately Palms (Phrenix dactylifera), with their

clusters of ruddy dates depending from slender golden stalks, are

very conspicuous in the winter. Bordighera, not far from San Remo,
is especially noted for its Palm groves, which flourish there in

great perfection. Such are some ot the more conspicuous trees of San
Remo; but the flowering shrubs are quite as beautiful and are

more within our reacli. Cassia oorymbosa, a native ot Buenos Ayres,

I would especially draw attention to. It is a large shrub some feet

high, and in January it was covered with golden blossoms and bright

green leaves. This seeds freely in the open air. Brugmansia
lanigera shed its rich fragance in our hotel garden ; its fine

droopers of large white flowers ornamented the shrub—a large

one—on every side. A blue-flowered Solanum is a great ornament
to the Riviera when blue flowers are scarce. The tufts of blue are

on the topmost shoots, the rust-covered leaves and calyx harmonising
with the colour of the Bowers. It has the name ot Solanum
lanceolatum and is a native ot Mexico. Solanum sinuatum is a

highly ornamental shrub with white flowers and fine glossy foliage,

The Salvias are especially beautiful in the winter. Perhaps S.

tomentosa with its woolly purple calyx and pale corolla is the least

known in this country.
Salvia verticillata was loaded with its rose-coloured blossoms in

some cases. I noticed also S. ianthina and S. rosea. I was glad
to make acquaintance with Aralia papyrifera in flower and fruit,

as being the type flower of our Ivy. It was flowering and seeding
most abundantly in the open. A glorious Passiflora (Tacsoniaignea)
flowered every morning as soon as the sun was up. It covered a

wall as a trailer for some 20 ft. ; near it, also trained to the wall, was
Buddleia madagascariensis, with its yellow cream-coloured flowers

and magnificent pale coloured leaves harmonising so happily to-

gether. But I pass on. What a beautiful hedge is formed by
Teucrium fruticans, a native of the south of Spain. It, too, was in

full blue flower—the pale underside ot the leaves paler than the
underside of the Olive leaves. Linum trisynum out in the open
garden in full golden flower ! No red spider there to mar its beauty,
but looking as it really was the picture of health and luxuriance. It

is a native ot the East Indies. Sphteralcea umbellata is a very con-

spicuous shrub in mid-winter, its dark maroon Mallow-like flowers

covering the tips of every spray. Nor is Sparmannia, a native of

the Cape, less beautiful. It is a Linden-wort, and the parti-coloured

stamens remind one of those of the Capparis spinosa. It is apt to

become too leafy when grown in our conservatories. Solanum jas-

minoides as a climber is particularly graceful, with its light laven-

der flowers in trusses and its rambling sprays ot foliage. I have
always seen it trained along a wall, drinking in the golden sunshine
of Italy. Large bushes of the Australian Polygala grandiflora adorn-
ed every garden in full healthy bloom even in the month of January.
A shrub of Justicia, which I took to be speciosa, I noticed in

full purple flower. The hive-bees often visited this flower in the

early morning, perhaps on account of its pollen, as I noticed them
to be heavily laden with bee-bread for their larvae. Echeveria me-
tallica was in full beauty, untouched by any cold wind, as also E.

coccinea. Freylinea oestroides, one of the Solanacea;, was floweiing

in the open. Though so named after our glorious Oestrum, it hardly

deserves to be mentioned the same year as our autumn beauty. I

must tell of the herbaceous plants some other time.

Hov'mgham Lod/jr, York. Peter Inchbald.

WOODLAND WORK FOE FEBRUARY.
Planting has been so long stopped by the severity of the weather,

that every effort must be made to overtake the work as rapidly as

possible as soon as the state ot the land will permit of its being

resumed. The wettest quarter will in all probability now have to

be leftover until spring. The larger hardwoods should receive atten-

tion first, and afterwards the smaller plants and seedlings may be

removed.
Complete the thinning of mixed hardwood plantations, at the

same time marking the Oaks for spring felling. This remark applies

to Poplar, Chestnut, Birch, Beech, Sycamore, AVillow, &o. As soon

after felling as possible the produce should be removed from the

woodlands. The cutting of coppice and underwood generally should

now be pushed forward whenever this is not interfered with by

severe frosts. During frosty weather the adherence between the

bark and the wood is so slight, that the blow from an axe will fre-

quently cause them to part suiiieiently to admit water, and thus the

formation of adventitious buds is prevented. Though the season

would under ordinary circumstances prove too short for carrying out

the whole of the work, there is little doubt that the most numerous

as well as the most vigorous crops of shoots follow the felling opera-

tions ot February and March. Either the splitting ot the wood in

cutting, or any rough usage which disunites the wood and the bark,

will seriously interfere with the future crop. By using a

moderately light axe for the stronger stools, and a good-cutting

billhook for the smaller ones, but little mischief need be done. Cut

low in all situations not liable to inundations, and trim off the sur-

face of the stool so that no water shall lodge upon it.

Fill up all plantations requiring this. In rapid growmg coppices

this should be done during the spring following the fall of the under-

wood, otherwise the vigorous growths from the well-established

stools will take the lead and eventually overtop and smother the

young transplants. Plants from 3 ft. to 5 ft. in height when
put in will be found the most serviceable upon clean land, and such

will at the end of four or five years be found growing with more

vigour than those of a larger size when removed.

Nursery work will consist of the manuring, digging, and pre-

paration of beds for spring crops, putting in cuttings of various kinds,

transplanting layers, and working around the stools from which other

layers are to be made, as well as forking and hoeing among the

nursery line?. The latter operations should be carried on only in dry
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weather. All vacant plots not intended for green crops, and from

which nursery stock has lately been taken, should be well cleaned,

manured where necessary, and laid up roughly for the frost to act

upon them. If very fine weather prevails towards the end of the

month the seeds of Elm, Beech, Ash, Maple, and Sycamore may be

sown, and the remaining Acorns, Walnuts, and Chestnuts be put in.

Give ample room to seedling plants intended to remain more than

one year in the lines. Hardwoods, except the Birch, require from 18

to 20 in. in the rows and 5 in. in the lines; Larch, Scotch Fir,

and some other Coniferous trees from 15 in. to IS in. by 3 in.

Osiers for the basket maker may now be out and tied in bundles,

to be afterwards placed upright in a few inches of stagnant water,

which facilitates peeling in the spring. Permanent Osier beds may
also be planted in suitable land, which should have been previously

well cleaned and manured. Situations where the water can be

admitted and run off at pleasure will be found the best adapted to

the growth of Osiers. Finish planting Hawthorn hedges during the

present month. A. J. BuRBOwd.
Pluckley, Kent.

ORNAMENTAL HEDGEROWS.
I LIKK the note (p. 128) on this subject, though it should appear

that the primary object of all hedges is utility. There is no reason

this main purpose should not be softened and toned down as much
as may be by at least a fringe of beauty. Shelter, enclosure, pro-

tection might be secured without in so many cases making it so

glaringly apparent that the one object of the hedge was to take the

shortest cut between any two given points. If taste is to touch our
hedges at all, the first thing it should do in many cases is to alter

their lines before it ever atttempts to mix their materials in tlie useful

and easy mode indicated by the writer of the note referred to. It

is hardly too much to con the marplots of our Undsoapcs. Look
where you may, go where you will, unless you stumble on to a

natural wilderness, you are pulled up by a hedge.

The first question in reference to the majority of these is, How
could it get there? And the second is like unto it: How in the
name of any of the Graces can it be allowed to remain there for a
single day? It is impossible to answer either question unless on the
old dogged principle of once a hedge always a hedge, and ever on the
same spot. The very idea of a row, in so far as it means straight-

ness, is wrong for a hedge, though for that matter the crooked ones
are, as a rule, no better, for they are mostly bent in the wrong place
and in the wrong direction. It these structures seem too severe to

any reader, let him walk forth for an hour in any direction, or take a

gallop with or after the hounds, when the zero weather melts into

the possibility of a canter, and say on his return whether my criti-

cisms of hedges and hedgerows are not mildness itself compared
with observed facts. With far better results alike in enclosures and
shelters, and with even less expense, our hedgerows might be con-
verted into flowing lines of grace and beauty. As at jirescnt posted
they cut up too many of our landscapes with angular or square frag-

ments. It is only needful to reduce one-half or three-tourths of

them, and re- arrange the remainder to obtain as many sub-divisions
as may be needful for tillage or pasture, and dispose the remainder
so as to add to rather than detract from the beauty of the sur-

rounding country. Of late years our landscape artists have seemed
more intent on forming beautiful gardens here and there than in

making the country itself beautiful. Too many of their choicest
works are set down here and there like choice china or plate on a
dirty tablecloth. It is high time the latter was dealt with, and the
first step towards its improvement is to sweep olF useless and mis-
placed hedgerows, as crumbs are swept off the dinner-
table. It is no parody of existent facts to affirm that we cannot
now see the landscape for hedgerows. But while waiting for new
and higher lines of beauty, there is no reason why the old ones
should not also be improved by such mixtures as a writer in
The Field has recommended. In addition to the wild Roses,
Briers, Jasmines, Honeysuckles, the better kinds of Blackberries
or Brambles, beautiful in flower and fruit, the common Clematis or
Traveller's Joy and other Clematises are a host in themselves for
beautifying hedgerows ; and then there is the common and
other Berberis, notwithstanding the improved assertions of farmers
anent the correlation between mildew and Berberis.

Crab trees, Aloes, wildling Apples, Pears, Cherries, Plums, inter-
mixed sparsely with the White Thorn, would hardly sensibly weaken
the hedge, while adding immensely to its beauty and variety. The
intermixture of Maple, Beech, green and scarlet Filbert, variegated
Elm, Oak might also be carried much further than it is ; while for
hedges near to the eye, there seems no good reason against forming
part or the whole of thern with some of the more spiny varieties of
our cultii-ated Roses, . D. T. Fisn,

Fine Berberis Darwini.—At Fetteresso Castle, the seat of

Mr. Duff, near Stonehaven, there is growing alongside of a stream

which borders the Pinetum the finest Berberis Darwini I ever saw
growing in Scotland. It was, I should think, 10ft. or 12 ft. high, with a

corresponding size throughout. It must have been a very old plant and
perhaps one of the first imported. Here, near Perth, though so much
further south, I can scarcely grow it as ray plants are generally much
injured in winter, and especially so this season.—H. M. D. H.

Eugenia XJgni.—At Kilmory, in Argyle, Sir John Campbell
Orde's place, I was struck by the magnificent specimens of Eugenia
Ugni, 8 ft. or 10 ft. high, which I saw there last summer, loaded with
Myrtle-like blossoms, also by the huge clumps of Erica striota, which
is quite naturalised there, and growing profusely on some parte of

the moors where it had been introduced.—H. M. D. H,

Poisoning by Yew.—A Leicestershire farmer has sustained

a serious loss tnis week through a herd of bullocks straying into the

park at Gaddesby Hall. The ground at the time was covered with
snow, and the bullocks appear to have browsed on the green Yew
trees in the park. Many of the animals were seriously affected, but
six of the number, valued at £25 each, were dead when found.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXX.—SINGLE DAHLIAS.
At 0113 time, and that very recently, no one ventured to have
such a thing- as a single Dahlia in his garden. In raising seedlings

of the double type all the single forms, g-ood or bad, were thrown
away. Yet tlie cliange of opinion in favour of these handsome
plants is so great, that in visiting a large nursery near London
last year we found the manager busily occupied in " weeding " a

large plot of single Dahlias of any double forms that happened to

come among them. This is a healthy sign, and means that the

hard lines which guided specialists in flower culture, and through
them the public, are being broken down. It is well it is so, in

this case at least, for these single Dahlias are bold and handsome
flowers. We enjoy a fine double Dahlia as well as any flower,

and last autumn in Norfolk thought the brightest effects seen in

the cottage gardens there were afforded by a double scarlet Dahlia

;

but these single Dahlias are so distinct that they add a new charm
to our gardens, and they are also very graceful in form, particu-

larly some of the smaller sptcies, such as the small lilac kind

shown in our plate.

Varieties.—As to these there is no doubt that the majority

have had their origin in D. variabilis, one of the first introduced

species from Mexico. From it have been derived the innumerable
double flowered kinds. Our plate represents two original species,

D. glabrata and D. cocciuea. The other two kinds shown, lutea

and Paragon, are forms of D. variabilis. The last is a lovely kind,

the rich maroon tint of the blossoms being overlaid with a velvety

lustre, quite unattainable in coloiu- printing. The clear yellow
colour, too, of lutea is extremely desirable, and forms a fine contrast

to that of the others. D. glabrata, known also as D. Merki
and Decaisneaua, is of spreading growth, attaining about o ft.

in height and extremely florlferous, thus making a pretty

border flower as well as being useful for cutting purposes.

Other kinds in cultivation are D. Cervantesi, with crimson
flowers and similar in growth to cocciuea ; D. scapigera, a slender

kind, about '2 ft. high, with procumbent stems and white flowers

about 2 in. across ; D. Maxlmiliana, a tall growing species, lately

brought into cultivation. It grows 6 ft. to Oft. high before it pro-

duces flowers, which are a delicate mauve tint and about 4 in. in

diameter. The other cultivated kind is D. imperialis, one of the

most beautiful of all. It was the subject of a coloured illustration

in The Garden (Vol. XII., page 352), but, unfortunately, on ac-

count of its not flowering until late in autumn, it must be
sheltered under glass in order to bloom it well. Similar treatment
must also be accorded D. MaximUiana, as it too is a late flowerer

but both may be grown in the open air till the approach of frosts'

Culture and Position.—The easy culture of these plants

and the freedom with wliich they grow in fresh, rich soil make
them all the more useful to the public. They are useful for a
variety of positions in the garden. They by themselves make fine

masses or groups, and may also be associated with fine-leaved

plants, such as the Cannas. For the mixed border they are very
handy, and, being favourite plants in a cut state, they may in
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large places require to be specially grown iu nursery beds for that

purpose. The fine named Ifinds, some of which we now possess,

and which we shall no doubt see iu increasing numbers, must be

increased in the same way as the double Dahlias. But as some

may desire to raise them from seed, tliis is easily done by sowing

in heat. The large, well-prepared Dahlia bed was a fiue feature at

one time in gardens. It deserves to be revived ; the various

races of double and single kinds would enable us to make Dahlias

a finer feature than ever.

Our plate was drawn from plants grown in Mr. CanneU's nur-

sery at Swanley, iu Kent.

addition to the ice-hou3e [ find it an excellent plan to make a

stack of several cartloads on the ground level, covering it over
securely from tlie external atmosphere, and this temporary stock
enables us to keep the ice-house sealed up, as it were, until the
summer is well advanced, for the breaking up of the sui'face, even
for the smallest quantities, causes a deal of waste, and the longer

this is left undisturbed the more certain will be the supply during
the following autumn and early winter months.—J. Groom, Linton,

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

NEW" FERN.
(nephsolepis davallioides furcans.)

There are few Ferns that have become so widely distributed in

so short a time as this crested variety of tlie Java Hare's-foot

Nephrolepis, a species which is seldom met with in private gardens.

The peculiar characteristic of this variety is distinct forking of

eich pinna of tlie fronds, which are often divided at the extremi-

,<-«L<'

New Crested-tronded Fern (Nephrolepis davallioides furcans).

ties in a tufted or tasselled manner, and very handsoms. Our
illustration, which was prepared from a plant in tlie Royal
Horticultural Society's garden at Chiswick, shows well the
graceful habit of growth of this Fern, the fronds of which
are always produced in this manner from a central tuft, and often

meisure as much as .3 ft. or 4 ft. iu length. The fronds being
of a hard tjxture withstand rough treatment better than those
of most Ferns, and therefore valuable on that account alone. It

thrives well in a warm greenhouse if supplied with an abundance
of water in summer. W. G.

Pilling Ice Houses —Now that this operation is occupying a
gDod share of atteotion, it may not be amiss to ask the opinion of

1 hose engaged in such work as to tlie merits of various ways of

storing. For several years past I have discontinued packing the
sides with straw, and have simply broken the ice fine before putting
it into the house, in which it is beaten down firmly. It is also

filled as full as possible, so that there is but little space for air left,

but as soon as the outside temperature rises the door or passage
leading to it is blocked up closely with non-conducting materials,
and since adopting this plan, our supply of ice has lasted longer
than when we took all the extra trouble of packing, for the more
packing there is in the house the less ice can be got ij}. As a useful

Conservatory.—In order to give the inmates of this house the

full benefit of light and air, sucli things as Tacsonias and Passidoras

may be well thinned and shortened back in proportion to the dis-

tance they have to descend from the roof. If infested witli white
icale they may be pruned back to the old stems and well washed or

dressed with some composition containing paraffin or turpentine.

The beautiful Kennodya monophylla, also subject to the same pest,

may be dressed in a similar way, care being taken that the dressing

does not reach the roots. Wliore these. Acacias, and other vigorous

climbers are planted in inside borders, top-dressings and liberal

watering will be necessary. Immediately after the

roof climbers are put right, complete the tying of

pot specimens, give them the best position for

light according to their several requirements, and
arrange smaller subjects, such as Primulas, Cycla-

mens, and forced bulbs now in flower, amongst
them, where a little shade will be more beneficial

than otherwise. Large standards of Acacia lophan-
tlia. Fuchsias, Brugmansias, and Heliotropes may
now be pruned and placed where they can have a

little heat and moisture to encourage them to break
before they are re-potted or tubbed.

Ferns.—Preparation should now be made for

potting the strong growing kinds, the size of the

pots being regulated by the purpose for whicli these

useful plants are required. For general decorative

purposes the Adiantums are invaluable, as they may
be had in beauty all the year round, and when no
longer wanted as specimens, they may be split up
into small pieces and grown for furnishing. To secui e

stout fronds for cutting, and to withstand the dry
atmosphere of cool houses, alarge percentage ofsandy
loam should be used and the plants should be

grown near theglass, where they can have an abund-

ance of light without being exposed to the direct

rays of the sun. For ordinary potting, peat, loam,

sand, and charcoal make a suitable compost, clean

potsand crocks being indispensable. Robixst varieties

are best potted before the new fronds become
far advanced, the more delicate kinds being

allowed to start into growth before they are dis-

turbed.

Plant Stove.—Take advantage of a favour-

able change in the weather for getting on with the

potting and tying of the climbing and other

occupants of this structure. Bougainvilleas and
AUamandas started last month reduce, lepot, and train before the

young growths get too far advanced. Cut back later plants for

succession and encourage the buds to break before they are dis-

turbed. Encourage Clerodendrons and train the past year's growths

regularly over the trellis on which they are intended to bloom.

If young stock of any of the above is wanted, fine young shoots

taken otf with a heel when 4 in. to 6 in. long will strike readily in

a close, strong bottom-heat of 80° to 90°. Use peat and silver sand

and pot the cuttings singly in small pots. Pot the earliest

Caladiums, and place a few more roots in heat, also Alocasias, using

clean pots or pans, plenty of crocks, fibrous peat. Sphagnum, and

dry cow manure. Start a few more Gloxinias, reduce those introduced

last month, and repot in rich, light compost. Where last year's

seedlings have been grown through the winter, they will now be

coming in very useful, and will well repay all the care that can be

bestowed upon them. Feed the winter-flowering Begonias with

good liquid, as every joint gives a flower. Where cut flowers are in

constant demand, the old Nitida alba and N. rosea should be

extensively grown where they can have plenty of moisture and head

room. Shorten back or tie down Luculias, and put in cuttings, using

short sturdy bits with a heel in preference to gross sappy growths.

More cuttings of the beautiful old Euphorbia jacquiniajflora should

be put in, as it is difficult to have too many. Young growths are

difficult to strike, but last year's stems cut into 2-in. lengths and

inserted up to the top bud strike as freely as Verbenas. If inserted
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four iu a pot anti shifted on, ten to fifteen sprays may be obtained
from each pot.

Orchard Houses.—Incessant firing to keep the early house at

a temperature little exceeding the freezing point will have rendered
great watchfulness necessary for the prevention of injury to the
roots of trees placed near the hot-water pipes. If once allowed to

become dry, stone fruit trees are sure to cast their buds, and the
better to avoid this, one trustworthy person should always attend to

the watering, not only of pot trees, but of pot plants of all kinds.
Early trees now in flower must be regularly impregnated, the shy
kinds with pollen from Ptoyal George Peach or Elruge Nectarine, and
the floors, paths, and stems frequently syringed with tepid water, to

counteract the drying influence of fire lieat. For mild weather we
have recommended a temperature ranging from 50° to 65°, but under
existing conditions 40" at night and 50° by day will be much safer

figures to work upon ; indeed, if kept dry, the blossoms of the Peach
will not suffer in a temperature of 26°. When the fruit is set

syringe well, gradually disbud, and close early with sun heat to

redeem the time judiciously lost in severe weather.

Late Houses.—Having so often drawn attention to the penny
wise-and-pouud-foolish notion of having unlieated orchard houses,
it is to be hoped the severe month just passed away will have
settled tlie point where hitherto undecided, if it has not settled the
trees for the coming season. Where the frost has penetrated the
balls of trees recently taken in, it will be necessai'y to place plenty
of dry Fern or litter about them until they are properly thawed.
Avoid giving water while in a frozen state and check the swelling
of the buds by giving plenty of air when the sun, now becoming
powerful, is shining on the roof of the house.

Strawberries.—When the first plants are in flower, give them
the benefit of every ray of light, air, and sunshine. Fertilise with a
small brush, thin off late blossoms, and syringe well with tepid water
when the fruit begins to swell. Although so impatient of lieat

through the early stages, the fruit of forced Strawberries attains the
largest size when grown on shelves near the glass in a fruiting Pine
stove, from which the plants should be removed to a lower tempera-
ture, where they can have a circulation of dry, warm air for some
days before the fruit is used. Keep up a succession by introducing
fresh plants from the reserve pit, which should have a little artificial

warmth to prevent the temperature falling lielow -10° at night.
Plants in eold pits which have been caught by the frost must be kept
dark for a time, and if thawed graduallj', there will be immunity
from broken pots when the soil begins to expand.

Forcing Ground.—After so much severe weather this depart-
ment will have to play a very prominent p.art in the spring supply of
vegetables, and the better to carry on forcing operations an abundant
supply of well-worked fermenting material is of the first importance.
Make up beds for every light that can he devoted to vegetables.
Always see that the soil is used moderately dry, otherwise it chills the
beds, and plant or sow when the heat is on the decline. Plant
Potatoes in pots and place in the houses, also in pits and frames;
cover moderately deep and spread a good Layer of dry Fern over the
surface ; shut down the lights and keep close until they begin to show
through the soil. JIake another sowing of Carrots and Radishes
under glass and on a warm border. Force Seakale and Rhubarb
cither in the Mushroom house, or by means of fermenting leaves
placed round the stools. The former plan gives the least trouble,
but the latter produces the best quality for table. The failure of so
many old Asparagus beds last season will have struck a heavy blow
at the extravagant system of lifting roots for forcing ; but where
still practised, the roots at this season require a sharp heat of about
80° to start the buds, and the beds should be well lined to keep up
an even temperature. Mint, Tarragon, iMustard and Cress may be
grown in boxes placed in an early Peach house. Roots of Chicory
now placed in the Mushroom house will give an invaluable addition
to salads, particularly where Endive in pits is frost-bound. Pits
containing the latter. Lettuce, and Cauliflowers must be opened with
great caution, and if frosted, they must be thawed in the dark.
Make up Mushroom beds at short intervals. For giving a regular
supply the piecemeal system is the best. JIake the beds firm,
and spawn at a declining heat of 75° ; soil 2 in. deep and beat
solid. Avoid the use of hay and other insect protectors, but place
a light trellis made of laths over the bed ; spread clean mats on the
top and syringe lightly when moisture is needed. Make a good sow-
ing of French Beans for transplantmg into pots or beds in forcing
pits, with hot-water pipes for surface heat and fermenting Oali
leaves beneath the roots. Where pits of this kind are at command
the quantity and quality of the produce is always satisfactory, and
the risk of the spread of red spider is reduced to a minimum. Pre-
pare fruiting pots for the autumn-struck Tomatoes recently placed
in 4-in. pots ; use rough, rich compost ; fill the pots half full and
larth up as soon as the fruit is set. Make sowings for succession

and keep the seedlings near the glass. As some time will elapse

before anything can be done in the kitchen garden, a pinch of Leek
seed and any particular kind of Onion, Brussels Sprout.^, Paris Mar-
ket Lettuce, Autumn Giant, and Walcheren Cauliflower may be
sown in beds or boxes under glass for pricking out.

Vines.—Attend to tying out until every part of the trellis is

covered with foliage, and pay attention to the artificial impregnation
of shy setting kinds, including Foster's Seedling, Sweetwaters, and
Frontignans. Thin as soon as they are out of flower, and guard
against overcropping as one of the worst evils in Grape culture. The
inside borders may now receive a good mulching of rotten manure
or short horse manure, which may be sprinkled with tepid liquid after

the house is closed for the day. After so much severe weather, ex-
ternal coverings will require renovating with additional fermenting
material of some kind. Dry Oak leaves, being mild and steady in

their action, answer better than manure. Late houses should now be
ready for starting witli gentle fire heat. Dress all recent wounds
with styptic, give inside borders two or three waterings with water
at a temperature of 90°, and protect the external roots witli a good
layer of leaves or Fern. ^Vhere the severe weather has delayed
border operations, lose no time in getting the work finished when
the frost breaks up. If the roots have the range of external and
internal borders, one or other of these may be taken out and re-made
at almost any time without endangering the crop of Grapes.

Pot Vines.—Place Vine eyes in heat. Prepare a bed of fer-

menting leaves, also dry warm compost for pot Vines intended for

next year's forcing ; cut back Vines placed in heat in January are

generally used for growing into fruiting canes. These should be
allowed to make 2 in. or 3 in. of growth before they are dis-

turbed, when they may be shaken out, potted in rich rough compost,
and plunged in a bottoui heat of 7.j° or 80°, where they can have the
full benefit of solar heat and light.

Melons.—Assuming that very early Melons are required, a few
of the strongest plants of some suitable kind should be selected for

special treatment. To be successful, the cultivator must have full

command of top and bottom heat, and the pit sliould be well filled

with fermenting Oak leaves as a plunging material for the pots,

which may be placed in rows nearly touching each other. Plunge
the pots, fill with the compost previously I'ecommcnded, and when
warm, place a single plant in the centre of each. Train up sticks

to the trellis. Encourage moderately strong growth. Stop the

leader when two-thirds are covered and impregnate all female blos-

soms on the first set of laterals. When two fruit on each plant

begin to swell, pinch all points and laterals and ]irtserve every old

leaf from the top of the pot upwards. Feed cautiously at first and
more freely as the fruit attains size. Top-dress with old Mushroom
manure and keep the bottom heat at 80° to 85° by frequent additions

to the fermenting material. Where arctic weather has delayed

the making of beds for frames, the work must now be seen to. The
system of working manure and making up beds being well understood,

we have only to advise patience in the preparation of the hills,

which must be dry, with a declining heat of 85° near the centres

and free from rank steam when the young plants are turned out.

Keep the glass clean. Cover well with dry mats, always leaving a

chink of air on at the back, and place linings round the frames

before the hills are planted.—W. Coleman.

NOTES FROM NEW ENGLAND.
Abutilon insigne.—I first cultivated this species, figured

in The Gardex as A. igneum, more than twenty years ago,

and although it is very little known, I have always had
half-a-dozen plants or so of it for "old acquaintance sake."

It is by no means popular, pretty as it is when well grown,
and it is so slow of propagation, and of growth too, as a pot plant,

that it does not possess sutficieut merit in comparison with the free-

flowering Abutilons to make up for those defects. For a long time
I always grafted it on the old striatum ; I have also seedlings from
it fertilised, but they do not vary from the original. As all these

plants are now estimated wholly by their value for cut flowers, A.
insigne is not considered worth cultivation ; but to all who love

flowers for their intrinsic merits, and have a suitable place to grow
them, this Abutilon will always be admired. Its habit of blooming
in clusters I have thought might be utilised in the way of hybridisa-

tion with the single-flowered ones, so as to produce a race of cluster-

blooming Abutilons ; its colour, too, ought to give us kinds free from
the yellows and browns, now the prevailing tints. I hope hy-

bridisers will try the experiment.

Mulching the Surface of Pots with Moss.—As my old

friend, Mr. Peter Henderson, has told us how little your market
gardeners know about the use and value of the plough, he now
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shows your gardeners how little they understand how to grow large

plants in very small pots by the simple process of mulching and
feeding. By-and-bye, perhaps, you will come to adopt some of our
American notions of good culture. Just at present I am not ready
to advocate Mr. Henderson's system, because I do not see its special

advantages, unless it is to get all out of a plant we can before it dies,

for I do not suppose the mulching is to go on indefinitely in the same
pot. If so, the practice is indeed a valuable one. Neither can I

think that a large plant in a small pot would be very desirable as a

decorative object, for the pot and plant should bear some relative

proportion suggestive of solidity. A P^ose bush, 4 ft. high and 4 ft.

broad, and bushy as it should be to the base, in a 7-in. pot, would be
less attractive than in a 9 in. or 10-in. one, just as a Palm or India-

rubber tree, 8 ft. high, would lose half of their beauty if standing in

a 10-in. pot, suggestive at once of toppling over. As regards the
feeding with bone dust, I quite agree with Mr. Henderson as to its

value. Mr. Henderson is a practical man, and no advocate of anti-

quated ideas. A few years .igo he denounced the system of " crock-
ing" pots as "utterly wrong in theory and perfectly useless

in practice " whether the plant was "a Pelargonium or an Orchid."
I do not say that Mr. Henderson is not perfectly correct, because I
have never adopted his system ; I am glad, therefore, to see Mr.
Baines take up the process of mulching with Moss, and trust that
the discussion of this subject by your intelligent correspondents, as

well as that of the drainage of pots, may be settled to the satisfaction

;
of cultivators, and do away in the latter case with a great deal of

useless labour and expense. I am, however, ready to admit that
many rapid-growing strong-rooting plants that complete their growth
in a single season do not need, at least in our warnier climate, the
quantity of drainage so generally recommended by English culti-

vators.

Packing Plants.—I notice the remarks of "Justicia"in re-

gard to packing plants for a voyage across the Atlantic, and have
not been at all surprised at the result as experienced by different
parties. With ordinary judgment in packing for such a distan;e, and
with good plants, there ought not to be a loss of five per cent. Plants
that I have sent to Stevens and others have arrived in just as good
condition as when sent to New York, only eight hours' travel. I am
sorry to say such has not been my luck with plants from Europe,
and I attribute the loss in many cases to the character of the plants.
It might be as well to know that no plant that is not thoroughly
rooted and, by good rights, pot bound will travel the distance and
confinement with any safety, and never ought to be packed up.
Loose packing, " Justicia" says, is the worst practice, though I am
not sure it is any worse than close packing under just the same con-
ditions of the plant. If too damp and loose I really think there
would be less loss than if too damp and firm, as in the latter case
they would heat and rot. But if the conditions of moisture are just
as they should be, close packing is the only safe one. The "dry
side of raoistness" was the secret of success in the box of plants
alluded to.

.
Well-enriched Earth and Ample Moisture "F. W.B."

believes in, and so do I. Drought and poverty of soil are, as he
says, great evils to avoid, and he inst.^nces several plants to
shovv what liberal and rational treatment will do. Lobelia cardinalis
grows when sometimes the whole winter the plants are covered
with 1 ft. or 2 ft. of water, and at all times very near some rivulet
or low moist place. Lilium superbum grows in swamps, inaccessible
at some seasonsof the year, andwhere theyget the saturated nutriment
of decaying leaves several inches thick. Plants, of course, will live
and grow even under very unfavourable conditions ; but when we
aim at superior culture, as we do in long Parsnips, big Mangolds,
or huge Cabbages, we need something more than decaying leaves and
arid sand to produce satisfactory results. As regards the stopping
of flower-stems of Lilium longiflorum, I have no doubt he is correct,
if he means forcing up a new shoot late in the season from the root,
as when forced in pots it flowers again in summer. The finest
display of our native Asters I ever saw was on a sloping field, where
the scanty crop of Grass had been mowed close in June. In Septem-
ber these same plants, which would have produced only a single
shoot, were literally loaded with branchlets completely covering the
ground in all their diversity of tints, as well as sizes of flowers.
Where extra large blossoms are the object and few of them, stopping
too severely, or even at all, may be doubtful ; but where profusion
is desired the result is directly the reverse. C. M. Hovey.

Boston, Mass.

Can it be possible that the eggs were those of the "golden plover :

—F. W. B.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

The Grey Plover.—I agree with "A. E." (p. 81) that proof is

wanting of the authenticity of the eggs referred to by Mr. Oulverwell
in a former number of The Garden as having been found in Britain.
I drew the attention of a distinguished ornithologist to the note in
question, and he, too, thought that there must be some mistake.

SOWING ONIONS ON HEAVY SOIL.

The time for Onion sowing wiU soon arri\e, and a.s it is one of

the most important of vegetable crops, a few ^^'ords on the subject

just now may be useful. If the ordinary routine of garden culture

has been followed, viz., letting Oniojis follow Celery, or when the
land is in good condition from haying' been ridged up during the
winter and heavily manured for the preceding crop, or, failing that,

land tliat has been manured and dug up roughly during tlie winter,
our usual practice has been to select a fine drying morning in

March, to stir the surface soil with wooden rakes, and after a short

interval to i-ake the surface down fine and remove stones, sticks,

&c. ; shallow drills are then drawn 1 ft. apart, and the seed is sown
thinly, but eyenty. It is then coyered iu by treading, and pressed

down with a light roller, for it is almost impossible to compress
light soils too much for Onions. On such soils the crops come up
regularly and evenly, and make rapid progress up to the time
when they begin to form bulbs, and then if dry weather ensues

mildew is yery destructive to them, arresting their growtli, and
causing tliem to keep badly. The Onion fly is also a great scourge

on light soils, and although by repealed dustings of soot, sulphur,

and lime these and other enemies of the Onion crop may be arrested,

and although by copious applications of liquids the crop maj' be
finished off in good sound keeping condition, yet pi-oduce never
has that beautiful mild flavour -^^diicli Onions from stiff, holding
soils, where after they start into growth tliev go right on without
check, possess.

"We have here a new Idtchen garden, the soil of which is so stiff

that it seems hopeless to try to get the surface fine enough to coyer

small seeds, but from the excellent qualify of some transplanted

Onions of tlie previous year, we resohed to give a fair trial

to a large quarter that had been prepared for Celery, and
was therefore in good condition as regards maniue, and to meet
the difiiculty of getting the surface fine we provided a large heap
of wood ashes and burnt earth, with which, after the seed was
sown, the drills were filled, omitting the rolling', and treading tlie

surface as little as possible. The seedlings made yery slow pro-

gi'ess for some time ; in fact, other crops sown at the same time in

lighter soil looked half grown before these were fit for thinning,

but after the summer fairly set in they soon made up for lost time,

and when harvested I neyer sa'n' so fine a crop, and the quality was
excellent. I may remark that the plants wei'e left much thicker

in tlie rows than in previous years; the weather -was so excessively

wet at the time when we wanted to thin them, that it was impos-

sible to perform that operation without great injury to this kind

of soil, which runs together like paste when wet, and bakes as hard

as a brick when dry ; consequently they were merely hand-weeded,
and this taught us a lesson about over-tliinning, for although so

thick there was no small Onions, for they over-lapped each other

in the rows like clusters of Jliishrooms, and for the future 1 do
not mean to thin nearly so much as 1 have hitherto done.

I would strongly urge any one with stiff, unkindly-working soil

to lay in a stock of wood ashes and burnt earth, by burning up all

kinds of garden refuse at once, and storing it in a dry shed ; it well

repays the labour, and is a ready means of getting rid of all kinds

of shrubbery trimmings and refuse of all sorts, for when a good
heap of red-hot cinders is burning, almost any conceivable garden
litter may be reduced to a valuable ash. In addition to being so

valuable for covering seeds, too, this ash is equally so for dusting-

young vegetable crops on which slugs and other garden pests de-

light to prey. The sorts of Onions I find excellent in every way
are Bedfordshire Champion, a kind that is very mild in flavour

and a heavy cropper ; Reading Onion, excellent for main crops;

Danver's Yellow, a fine early Onion ; and .James's Keeping, one of

the very best and most trustworthy Onions grown, keeping in

soimd condition until the autumn-sown crops are fit for use in

spi'ing. J. Geooji.
Linton.

Preparing Ground for Onions.—This being a good time
to prepare ground for Onions, perhaps a few hints on the subject
may be acceptable. First of all, choose open weather, if possible,
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and bastard trench as much ground as it is intended to crop, laying

it up in ridges as roughly as possible. Let the ground lie in this

state until the end of February or beginning of March, according to

the weather ; then level the ridges down, and put on a good dressing

of halt-rotten manure, to be dug in to the depth of 6 in. Mark out

the beds 5 ft. 6 in. wide, with 1-ft. alleys between them ; throw
the soil from the alleys regularly over the beds, then roll all firm,

the firmer the better. On these 5 ft. 6 in. beds draw six drills, the

first 3 in. from the side of the alley, the others 1 ft. apart. After

sowing the seed cover lightly with a rake, then run the roller again

over the bed. Tlie after management of this crop consists in thin-

ning early and in giving a good dressing or two of soot in summer
and in keeping down weeds.

—

John A. Coltiiorpe, SummerviUe,

Walerford.

PROPOSED EXHIBITION OF VEGETABLES.
Altiiodgii in this matter my support may not be of great value, yet

I most heartily second Mr. Gilbert's proposal to hold an exhibition

of vegetables. No one has more persistently complained than I

have of the utter indifl'erence shown towards vegetables by the Royal
Horticultural Society. This reproach does not apply to Chiswick,

where Mr. Barron has always done all that laid in his power to

render vegetables interesting ; it is at South Kensington where the

slight has been shown, and where, but for the liberality of the

eminent seed firms named by Mr. Gilbert, any competition in the

case of vegetables would never have been seen. However, a gardeners'

exhibition of vegetables will be in their own hands, and they can
arrange or act as they please. The proposal to have from gardeners

a maximum sum of 5s. is a modest one, and shows that the proposer

has no desire to ask from any one pecuniary sacrifices, and it is a

bold, independent, and commendable suggestion that subscriptions

be confined to gardeners only. To exhibitors must be left the im-

portant matter of fixing the date of the show and the place, although

one may well question whether the August Bank Holiday is the best

time or South Kensington the inevitable place. AVhat will Mr.
Gilbert say, for instance, to holding the vegetable show at Man-
chester in conjunction with the international show to be held there

in August ? For one visitor to the show at South Kensington there

will be one hundred at Manchester, but no doubt both at Manchester
and at South Kensington, as well as at fifty other places that could

be named, plenty of willing space would be found for the show
and the needful appliances. If the show be held on the Bank
Holiday Jlonday, it will necessitate the preparation of all the exhibits

on the previous Saturday, and at that warm time of the year very
much of their freshness would be lost before they could be staged.

It would also be needful that exhibitors from a distance should
come to London during Sunday, and that would to many be dis-

tasteful, and probably to all iujonvenient, owing to the few trains

that run on that day. No doubt if the proposal is taken up, as I hope
it will be, these small considerations will meet with respect. Out
of the thousands of gardeners there are in this country it ought
not to be difiicult to find 2oO or 300 willing to subscribe 5s. each,

and thus provide a liberal list of prizes. I would add that if the

proposed Arthur Veitch Memorial Fund be a success, it might
well be devoted to the provision of memorial prizes for vegetables.

A. D.

THE MARKET GARDEN.

WHAT EAILWAYS MIGHT DO FOR GROWERS
AND THE PUBLIC.

Few symptoms of our day are more significant than the success
of the co-operative stores among classes hitherto supposed to

regard "trade" with dislike. It is not the intention of this

article to discuss the Civil Service speculation, but it may be
" taken as proven " that there is now a willingness of a very large

section of consumers in England to protect itself against undue
profit claimed by distributors by becoming itself willing to under-
take part of the task of distribution. Now, a very considerable
amount of the difficulty in the way of occupiers (and, therefore, in-

directly of owners) of land arises out of the enormous share of the
price, to the consumers of all but a few crops, which is absorbed by
middlemen. The unwillingness of farmers to depart from the four-

course system is to no small degree produced by the fact that, if

one grows anything besides \Yheat, Barley, and meat, it is very hard
to get the value of it. Directly one steps out of the beaten track,
one is confronted with the question, "But how am I to find a
customer ?" Indeed, it is quite certain that a knowledge of how to
market unusual farm produce is even more deficient in England than is

that of how to grow it. And it may be conceded that there has

been hitherto a well-nigh insuperable obstacle in the way of bring-

ing growers and consumers together. Those who are willing to pay
best prices for best crops produced have been almost inaccessible,

partly from an indolent dislike of emploj'ers to have anything to do
with business, and partly from the eagerness of upper servants to

have everything pass through channels out of which douceurs were
to be had, the grower of fine fruit, vegetables, dairy produce, and
small-meats has had little chance of getting anything like a half of

what the selling price of his produce really was. Before he could

sell at all, he had to find an agent who had a connection with retail

tradesmen ; and he, in turn, had to find someone who had a
connection with the house-stewards or housekeepers of wealthy
folk.

Now, all this was not only difficult, but repulsive to men
of ordinary notions of honour. To find buyers was difficult

enough ; but to connive at a system which, on the face of it, was
wasteful where it was not dishonest, was more unpalatable still.

Accordingly, the higher class of occupiers have hitherto stood

almost entirely aloof from all the minor sources of revenue from
land. It was not that they could not grow the thmgs the nation

stands most in need of now the ports are open, but they could not

endure the ways of the people through whom alone the articles,

when produced, could be converted into remunerative coin.

But with a change of class feeling a change of action becomes pos-

sible. Thousands of lieads of families in towns have recently got

into the habit of marketing for themselves, and of paying ready
money for what they take. Now, where so much has been achieved,

it seems hard to believe that a slight further advance towards a

sound system cannot be made. And it may be hoped that those

who use the choicest kinds of fruit, vegetable, dairy produce, and
small-meats will be ready to hereafter apply for them to the persons

who actually produce them. Considering that railways are ready
to distribute three-gallon cans of sea-water to any householder in

London for sixpence, the prices the same railways are charging for

hampers of country produce are enormously extravagant. There
does not seem the slightest reason why a small uniform rate should

not be fixed for small boxes or hampers, of one uniform size, of

farm or garden produce, to be delivered promptly on arrival ;

nor why thousamls of London houses should not have, every morn-
ing a box or hamper direct from some grower miles away, with two
or three dishes of vegetable or fruit, with poultry and dairy produce

too. It is not too much to say that a demand of this kind would
revolutionise the practice of hundreds of farms and gardens, and
whilst it would deliver the occupier from the intolerable thraldom
of the whole dealing class, the town householder would be protected

from the rapacity of retail tradesfolk. Milk is already delivered, at

one uniform rate, for months at a time ; so could eggs, butter, choice

Apples and Pears, and the hardier vegetables. Of course, details

would have to be arranged to suit the requirements and the pro-

duce of each sharer. But it rests entirely with the railway direc-

tors if, and when, such a traffic shall be organised. Without the

railways nothing can be done ; with their intelligent assistance al-

most any development of a free contact between grower and con-

sumer will become possible.

The more one regards the present position in England, the more
unbecoming the popular cries are seen to be. " Rents must come
down " is one ; "farming can never pay " is another—yet all that one
wants to feed a household, except flour, is steadily increasing in price.

\Vhy must a system of cultivation, devised (as the fourcourse one
was) when a scarcity of Wheat was, of all things, the danger to be
guarded against, continue to be bound down on a whole class now,
when the influx of Wheat is a certainty, because all the world is

growing it ? Why must the English producer, of the things En-
glishmen like best to eat, be ever prevented from getting on better

terms with the people who really pay for what he does for them?
There ought to be on every line in the kingdom a revision of parcels

traffic, and an endeavour made for the railways to undertake the place

of distributors ordmary between the producer and consumer of

perishable produce throughout this island. It would be the best

of all methods of increasing the revenue of railways. Two of the

largest classes would gain immediately, and there would be a per-

ceptible diminution of the waste which now occurs from getting

perishable commodities into the hands of the people, who are ready

to put them to immediate use before they be spoiled.

G., in Field.

Broken Crocks for Cuttings.—Having often experienced

great difficulty in striking cuttings of Leucodendron argenteum and
other Proteaceie, I determined to try the experiment of putting

them in a compost consisting only of finely broken crocks and sand,

as it is a well-known fact that cuttings root far more readily when in

contact with the sides of a pot, or on a crock, than elsewhere. I

took cuttings of the half-ripened wood, inserted them singly in small
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pots, the sand running down between the interstices of the crooks

and making all firm. They were then placed under bell-glasses in a

temperature of about 60" and kept moderately moist, the glasses

being removed for an hour or two every morning, to dry the leaves,

as they are very liable to damp. The result was that more than one-

half of the cuttings struck, a sufficient percentage to recommend a

trial of the plan for other subjects that strike root reluotantly.

—

Alpha.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
COEDYLINE AUSTRALIS.

The msrlts of this useful plant are so well known and appre-

ciated, by most cultivators, that it would be UQueosssary to no-

tice it were in not evident that althoug-li extensively cultivated

in greenhouses, its liavdiuess, which enables it to witlistand the

winters of the Scilly Isles and Ireland, is but little understood.

From the fact of there haying existed out-of-doors and without

Cordyliiie australi;,

protection plants of this Cordyline, both in the above mentioned

countries and in the south of England, there can be no doubt of

its hardiness, and therefore it cannot be too strongly recom-

mended for planting on lawns and by the sides of walks, &c.,

positions for which its noble and graceful character renders it

most fitting, and where doubtless with a little protection from

severe weatlier it would be quite at home. It grows naturally to

a height of from 10 ft. to 15 ft., and forms several branches at

the top, each of which bears a dense head of long, graceful, deep

preen leaves. It grows very freely, and delights in a rich, open

soil, care being taken that water does not remain about the

roots. It is a beautiful object in the greenhouse, and may be

grown in pots or tubs without difficulty. Like most Cordylines,

this species may be propagated either by means of seeds, root-

cuttings, or by cutting off the head and striking it, and after-

wards treating in the same way the young shoots as they push

on the old stem.

There is considerable diversity_ of habit and form in the

plants of this species, the leaves in some being stiff and broad,

m others narrow and drooping, and again more or less thinly

arranged on the stem. The form here represented is that of a

lax-growing variety. The species C. indivisa may be distinguished
from C. australis by its having a dark brown leaf-midrib, and
being of a much duller green than the latter species. 0. australis
is a native of New Zealand, where the thick fleshy roots which
it produces are much sought after by the New Zsalanders as
food. The fibre of the leaves too is used by them for a variety of
purposes. z. B.

ABUTILONS FOR WINTER FLOWERING.
Manv of the varieties of Abutilon are useful for furuishin"' cut
flowers in winter, the individual blooms of such kinds as Boule de
Neige and Lemoinei being suitable for floral decoration generally,
the large bell-shaped flowers when allowed to droop down in their
own natural manner presenting a graceful and pleasing appearance.
Many when employing Abutilon flowers for bouquets wire them in
such a manner that they come into a rigid upriglit position, tlie

mouth of the bloom being thrown upwards. This is a great mis-
take, as it not only imparts an air of stiffness to the general ar-

rangement, but it diminishes the
effectiveness, and detracts from
the beauty of the flower itself.

When Abutilon flowei's are used
in the composition of a hand
bouquet, tliey should never be
introduced into the centre of it,

as when thus situated, their free,

pendent character cannot well be
illustrated. In wiring them, tlie

wire should not be brought up to
the calyx, but a portion of stalk
should be left quite free

; then the
flowers, being placed in the outer
circle, may be allowed to droop
and show their true character.
Plants in G-in. or 8-in. pots are
useful for winter decollation, but
the real value of this plant is not
apparent until large specimens
are obtained. They should be
grown on until they come into the
largest-sized pots, and then they
will furnish a large amount of
bloom for cutting.

Cutting's.—Abutilons are
easily struck from cuttings of the
young growing wood taken off

in spring and placed in gentle
warmth. By the beginning of
May they should be placed in a
cool, airy greenhouse, shifting
them as required and stojjping the
young shoots, so as to induce a
shrubby habit. There are two
ways of treating Abutilons dui'-

ing the summer : either they may
be grown along in pots, or they
may be planted out. Tlie latter

system has the merit of simplicity, and in the case of lai'ge speci-

mens or where the object is to grow the plants along quickly to

form such is by far tlie best method to follow. At one time I

used to grow most of the varieties in the form of large specimens
expressly for winter flowering, and few plants were found to give
such good results for time and labour expended. They were cut

back tolerably hard about April, allowed to start into growth, and
about the latter end of May were planted out on a piece of well-

prepared soil, fully exposed to the sun. A midch of manure wa.?

given them, and they were watered well in dry weather. At the
same time care was taken that each plant had plenty of breathing
space, a most important point with respect to these quick-growing
subjects, for, like the Chrysanthemum and similar flowering
plants, the quality and quantity of bloom obtained much depends
upon the maturity attained by the wood when active growth has

Potting.—By the middle of September the plants should be
taken up, and the roots crammed into pots just large enougli to

contain them. Water them well, and place them in a shady, sliel-

tered situation, syringing them occasionally should the weather
prove at all hot and parching. Towards the latter end of the
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month tliey will need to be placed iu a light stnicture, where the

temperature is maintained sutSciently high to keep them gently

moving, when a continuance of bloom may be looked for all tlirougli

the winter. Although Abutilous like a geuial warmth through-

out the cold season, and are not satisfactory winter ilowerers

unless they get it, they by no means delight iu a close, stewing

atmosphere. When placed iu a stove or iu a forcing-house, where
a high temperature and confined atmosphere reigns, tliey run to

leaf and appear t o lose the power to form flower-buds. The proper

place for them is the so-called temperate house, Avhere Bouvardias,
( 'yclameus, Heliotropes, and such-lilie plants are brought gently

along, and where an equable temperatiu'e is maintained, but

where a free circulation of air is induced when the weather per-

mits. For flowering iu small pots I should prefer not to plant

out in the summer, l)ut rather to grow them along in a free, gene-

rous compost, plunging the pots up to theii' rims in an open, sunny

situation, and watering freely with liquid manure when the roots

touch the sides of the pots after the last shift. One-year-old

plants are apt to ruu too nuich to wood wheu planted out, but

the little check which they get wheu the roots are confined throws

them into a flower-bearing state. J. Cohnhill.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Cements.— I stitiU be i^roatly oljli'Jtetl U" some correspomleiit of TuE Garden
V, ill Iciiidly tell me if they know of anything that will stop and join t^tazed

eavLlienwaio hot-water pipes, and that will cement the inside of a hot-water

tank. I li.ive been .ad\'isefl to use rtre-cLay. Will this answer the purpose? and
liow should it be used?—J. A.

Camellias (p. 14(j.)—Alexaiuhn.~The tdd double whit/', Ninfa Eijeriti aUo
whitt', antl iinbricttta and nijia (yfd) will answer tiour -pnrpntic.—\Y. P.

Size of Blooms of Chrysanthemums.—Surely "Pere-
grine "

(p. 90) cannot be in earnest in his statements iu reference to

this subject, and in his ridicule and sweeping condemnation of large

flowers of Cln'ysanthemums generally. I have endeavoured for some
dozen yeai's p.ast to annually bring together a good display of this

line autumn flower, and to master its peculiar requirements, but
liave never succeeded in securing the display iu "seven months."

I do not think flowers grown on plants of that age would bear

favourable comparison with those two or three mouths older. I

acree with Mr. Molyneux (p. 40) that it requires several seasons'

experience to become thoroughly acquainted with the true character

and requirements of the Chrysanthemum, both as to the selection of

the right bud and proper culture. It is as easy to manage plants

well as otherwise, and 1 fail to see that it is more creditable to

produce a huge bunch of Grapes than a large well-developed Chry-
santhemum bloom. Both require a large amount of skill, patience,

and study, and both when produced are examples of the highest

cultivation. In medium-sized blooms of the larger flowered section

of Chrysanthemums perfection is not attained ; that can only be

secured by having perfectly formed buds on plants with thoroughly
matured wood that have received such treatment as only a culti-

vator of some years' practice could give them; and "Peregrine"
admits that the biggest of everything invariably wins the prize.

Large, finely-formed, and well-colouredblooms alwaysclaim attention,

while those of medium size are passed by unnoticed.—J. W. Silver,
Fanih')/ Gnnhni^:, Otley, i'orkfhirc [Elere this discussion shoukl
end.

—

Ed.]

Fuel for Saddle Boilers.—If the "Gold Medal" boiler is

a " saddle," as I take it to be, with some of the flues inside instead

of outside, then coke alone answers perfectly both as regards
economy and the supply of heat. We have twenty-three structures

heated by this "boiler" including six Vineries, two Pine stoves, two
plant stoves. Peach and other houses, and there has not been a single

ewt. of coal used for more than six years—nothing whatever but
coke ;

yet it will be seen that in some of tliese houses a considerable

amount of heat is required as well as in some of the forcing pits

which contain succession Pines, winter Cucumbers, &c. We ha>'e a

large conservatory heated by the old form of saddle boiler which
has been set for sixteen years ; this also is entirely heated with coke.

Although we have had at least two winters likely to test our heating
apparatus we have not had a house one degree too low during the
coldest night.

—

David Walkek, Dunorlan.

Linum trigynum not a Shade-loving Plant. — I

notice in The Gaeden (p. 69) some remarks upon this Linum as a
shade-loving plant. "Hibernian" has come to the conclusion,

apparently from long experience, that this plant will live or, at any
rate, flower best in shady situations. As he considers that " a hot,

dry atmosphere is death to it," it may interest him and others among
your readers to know that the plant in question is largely grown in

this neighbourhood, where shade is far from abundant and water
scarcer still. In my own garden here, where it is exposed winter
and summer to the full glare of an African sun, it thrives splendidly,

and has been for the past three months one sheet of yellow blossom.

Whether, with transportation to more northern climates, this plant

may change its nature I cannot say, but here, at least, Linum trigy-

num can hardly be considered "a shade-loving plant."

—

Hibebno-
Algekine, Musiapha, Ahjiers.

Campanulas for Pot Culture.—In addition to those men-
tioned (p. 103) as being suitable for pot culture I would remark that

the best I have met with for that purpose are the difi'erent varieties

of Calycanthema, which embrace several shades of colour, the moat
eftective being the blue and pure white, the latter being very attrac-

tive, good strains liaving both calyx and bell very large. The habit

is all that can be desired, being regularly branching and pyramidal,
well-grown speoiurens reaching a height, when in fiower, of about
2 ft., and blooming freely from base to summit. To get them strong,

the best way is to sow the seed in May and grow the plants on in rich

soil in pots during the summer, giving them plenty of water and
liquid manure, and in the autumn they should be plunged in ashes

in a cold pit, so as to have their heads up near the glass, where they
will winter well and flower early the following spring. Being bien-

nials, it is necessary to make a sowing annually at the time mentioned
to have some to bloom every year, but the good old perennial pyra-
midalis may be propagated by means ofoft'setsobtained from the crowns.
Both the blue and white pyramidalis are remarkably fine for the em-
bellishment of greenhouses, as they grow to a height of o f t. or C ft.

,

and make a grand display when in bloom.— S. 1).

In addition to the dwarf Campanulas mentioned in The
Garden (p. 103) the following kinds are well worth growing, viz. :

C. Portenschlagiana—C. Piclita, a good and distinct kind, the
fiower being rather like a miniature "Blue Bell of Scotland;"
0. Haylodgensis, a hybrid, raised by Mr. Anderson-Henry, between
C. isophylla and the blue form of C. pumila. The flower resembles
the latter in size, but has the open shape of C. isophylla. C. Barre-

licri is an excellent pot or basket plant, but on rockwork most
difficult to protect from slugs. C. Hosti (it it be the true one) looks

very like a dwarf form of C. rotundifolia. Is this Campanula a

hybrid ? At this time of year, though most of the leaves are narrow
and pointed, a leaf here and there is round like that of the Scotch
Blueljell; another kind which also seems like a dwarf form of

C. rotundifolia, is one sometimes called alpina. The true C. alpina

is, however, one of the rarest of species. M. Frcebel's, of Zurich,
is said to be the one place in Europe where it is to be obtained ; and
it is by no means easy to keep it. There is a form of C. pulla of

rather a lighter shade of purple, and of freer growth than the typical

form. The beautiful little Ivy-leafed Harebell makes an excellent

carpet for small choice bulbs such as Puschkinia scilloides. C. hir-

suta is sometimes said to be a variety of C. fragilis, but as the true
fragilis is described in the "Botanical Magazine " (quoted in The
G.vrde-V, August 21, 1880) as having flowers about 2 in. in diameter,
and more rotate than bell-shaped, C. hirsuta can hardly be a variety
of it. Is it a variety of C. garganica ? Though quite distinct from it

in having hirsute foliage, it strongly resembles garganica in fiower

and manner of growth. Of somewhat taller growth than those
named, the following are good kinds, viz. : C. nitida, nitida alba,

noljilis, tenella, rotundifolia alba, and turbinata alba. C. carpatica

alba, though taller than the latter, is too good to omit. Amongst
tall kinds, C. Burghalti, with large white fiowers, and C. Van
Houttei contrast well with the dwarf sorts. Mr. Niven, of

Hull, thinks that both the latter Campanulas are hybrids ; he
has never known Van Houttei to seed, and though C. Burghalti
seeds freely here, the seed saved in 1879 was bad, and it is doubtful
whether any of that saved last year will germinate. The history of

this last Campanula appears to be as yet unknown.—C. M. Owen.

The Language of Flo'wers.—Dr. Eriksson has recently
described at Leipzig the protomeristem in the roots of Dicotyledons.
It appears that the root apex consists of three zones of meristem,
the plerome, the periblem, and the dermocalyptrogen. In Mono-
cotyledons two additional types are met with, says tlie doctor ; one
in which there are four zones of meristem: calyptrogen, derraatogen,
peroblem, and plerome ; tlie other type disj^lays calyptrogen
and plerome only, with a common zone for cortex and epidermis.

We believe this doctor's cuticle must be too pachydermatous for

castigation from a hebdomadary journal of phanerogamic and pomo-
logic horticulture, so we think it better to let the further discoveries

of this verbose doctor transmigrate to other situations.—0.

Mr. Gerald Howatt gives us a very poor account of California

as a field for enterprise, horticulturally or otherwise. He says,

men are very glad to work there for 2s. a-day. Every kind of

scheming and land jobbery is rife.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
TEOPICAL FEUITS.

The Nutraeg Tree (Myristica fragrans).—The small tropi-

cal tree which affords us the well-known Nutmeg; and Mace spices

The Nutmeg (showing the Mace).

of the shops is Myristica fragrans, otherwise known as Jlyristica

moschata. Our illustration gives an excellent idea of its foliage

and fruit. As the orange-yellow fruit approaches maturity it

splits open, as shown iu the accompanying engraving, disclosing

the Nutmeg or hard seed within its netted arillus, being the portion

known as Mace. This plant produced ripe fruit at Sion House
some years ago wlien a tropical fruit house formed a speciality iu

that establishment, and it is now met with in good botanical

collections.

Cocoa (Theohroma Cacao).—This large-luaved shrub or small
ti'oo is a native of Brazil and other parts of South Ameiica, but

Flower and Fruit of Cocoa Tree (Tlieobroiua Cacao).

is naturalised in the Eastern Hemisphere. Its culture is now being
extensively carried on in Ceylon, where soil and climate are alike

suitable to its growth and fruitage. In Singapore it is a common
ornamental plant in gardens, and is also cultivated for profit on a
small scale. Even in remote and little known islands, as, for ex-
ample, those of the Sooloo Archipelago, it has long been intro-

duced, and is now the national beverage. There are several varie-

ties varying in the colour and flavour of their fruits. The plant
is by no means uncommon in botanical gardens iu this country,

where, however, it but rarely attains to the fruiting stage of exist-

ence.

The Durian (Durio ziljethiuus).—The regal Duriau is con-
sidered the perfection of fruit food by the races of man who in-
habit its peculiarly limited native habitat, and is the produce of a
tree which, under favourable circumstances, attains a height of
100 ft. or more, and a girth of gigantic proportions. The fruit
itself is as large as a child's head, and its husk is thickh- set with
stout spines similar to those of a Horse Chestnut. The flavour
and fragrance, or rather odour of the custard-like pulp which sur-
rounds its seeds, liave often been described, and quite recently ( Vo',
xviii., p. 570) in our pages. The flowers are well known, and are
of the size and contour, as shown in the accompanying eno-ravino-.
Tlie chalice-like calyx is set with scurf-like scales, the petals rise
upwai'ds in an elegant Aase-liko manner, and ai'e of milky white-
ness, while the five bundles of stamens are ciuiously arianged
A-^'ithin, the filaments being not infrequently branched, or perhaps
fasciated rather. These large blossoms exhale a peculiar odour

Flower of the IMangoiteen (Garcinia Mangostana).

and the nectar they contain attracts numerous semi-diurnal moths,
and the enormous fruit-bats are also fond of regaling themseh'es
on the Durian trees during the flowering season.

The Mangosteen (Garcinia Mangostana).—Of all tropical
fruits that are most generally acknowledged as the finest by
Europeans is the luscious Maugosteen. As cultivated in Eastern
fruit orchards it forms a dense pyramidal or round-headed tree,
with leathery leaves similar to those of the Portugal Laurel, but
larger in size. The large wax-like blossoms are of the size and
shape shown by the annexed engra\-ing, the inaperient fruit with
tlie peculiar radiate stigma being seen surrounded by broad cruci-
ferous petals and a ring of anthers. The ripe fruit is of a purple
colour, the snow-white sections of pulp being enclosed in a tough
leathery skin, itself a powerful astringent and a common native
medicaut in cases of dysentery. There are from four to seven
sections of pulp in each fruit, and of these often onljf one and
rarely more than four are perfect, the rest being ahoiti\-e or seed-

riower of Dui'ian (Durio zibethinus).

less. The exact number of pulpy sections can always be known
ere the fruit is cut, as they invariably correspond with the rays of
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the stio-ma. The edible pulp is sweet, crisp, juicy, and melting,

with a°delicate and refreshing acidit}', and even confirmed invalids

may eat it with impunity. The plant is rarely seen in botanical

collections, and has lieen fruited under hothouse cultivation at

Sion House some years ago.

The Bread Fruit (Artocarpus incisa).—This is one of the

most familiar of objects in tropical gardens, forming a low, bushy

tree its peculiar cluirm being its large glossy leaves. In rieli or

well-manured soils it grows very quickly, and produces fruits

nearly as large as a child's head. In the South Sea Islands it is

supposed to be native, and its fruits are there used as food in

an extensive way. They are scarcely bread-like in fla^•our, liow-

ever when cooked ; indeed, as baked, its spongy pulp has some-

what of the flavour of mashed Potatoes and Apples mixed to-

gether. There are green and purple-leaved varieties, tlie latter

beinc sometimes grown in hothouses for decorative purposes.

Several other species of Artocarpus produce edible fruits, such

as for example, the Jack Fruit (Chaca), A. integrifolia. the enor-

mous fruits of which

frequently weigh i cwt.

each or more, and

are produced from the

hard-wood trunks or

branches of the tree,

and not on tlie^ young

branches, as in tlie

case of the true Bread

Fruit. Nearly related

to the Chaca, but

smaller and of superior

flavour, is the I'ham-

pada (A. champada),

a fruit highly prized

by the natives of the

Malayan Islands. It

has entire leaves, like

the Chaca, but they

are hairy beneatli,

those of the last-nameil

being quite smooth

above and below. Ano-
ther Eastern fruit of

the Order is the Trap

or Tarippe Fruit (A.

Blumei), the produce

of a large spreading

tree, with large, rusty,

hispid foliage, its

seeds being surrounded

by a sweet, but rather

slimy, custard - like

pulp. The large Chest-

nut-like seeds of all

the edible Artocarpi

are roasted in the embers, and eaten much as roasted Chestnuts

are eaten with us in Europe, or roasted Earth Nuts (Arachis) in

America. Apart from their edible fruit-giving properties, some

of the Artocarpi yield caoutchouc, and others a peculiarly tough

and strong bark cloth of felt-like texture. The bark cloth afforded

by A. elastica in the Malayan Islands was, no doubt, the first cloth-

iiiu- ever worn by the human inhabitants of those regions, and in-

land even now a strip of this bark aroimd the loins is the only

covering adopted by particular tribes. It is prepared b_v macera-

tion and beating with clubs, and specimens in various stages of

manirfacture may be seen in the Economic Museum at Kew.—B.

the directions given by the best authorities on the culture of the
Orange show that even on the banks of open and tepid water there

is a necessity for the retention of a belt of tall-growing evergreens
to carry the dangerous blast over the heads of the fruit trees. A
deep-rooting variety of the Oak is said, in Moore's "Handbook
on Orange Culture," to be the most effective, having a lofty evergreen

head aud deep roots, which do not rob those of the fruit trees.

The Bread Fruit Tree (Artocarpus incUa),

Shelter for Fruit Trees.—The importance of shelter for

fruit, and all objects of culture subject to danger from exposure to

parching wintry winds, is well shown by the necessity for it even

in the humid and genial climate of Florida. Surrounded and al-

most penetrated by warm water, and so far removed from the North-

west, the home of the fierce winds that sweep the whole expanse of

the country at times with a besom of destruction, leaving nothing
alive that is not sealed up with exuded gum or resin, or otherwise

sheltered from tlie thirsty and furious blast, one would think that in

Florida at least there might be exemption from its ravages. But

THE ORCHAKD HOUSE.
All trees in pots or tubs in unheated orchard houses should

have been re-potted or surface-dressed during the month of

October, or not later than the early part of November, and all trees

planted out in prepared borders or beds of soil in this structure

should have had the necessary attention paid to I'oot-pruning or

transplanting, while all pots as well as the surface of beds or

borders in which fruit trees are planted out sliould have been well

mulched with light littery manure, with the view of preventing

injury to tlie roots as

well as to the pots

during severe weather,

and also to obviate the

necessity of watering.

If all this has been
attended to, it will be
advisable to allow the

trees to remain as

they are for the pre-

sent, or until a favour-

able change takes place

in the weather, as it

must be borne in mind
that in a large unheated
structuie, such as most
orchard houses are, and
with an external tem-
perature at zero, the

inside temperature of

such a structure will

not range much more
than a few degrees

higher.

Pruning the
Trees must be pro-

ceeded with as soon

as favourable weather
sets in, and in order to

prevent insect attacks

as well as mildew it

is always advisable to

dress the trees with
a composition consist-

ing of Tobacco water,

soft soap, flowers of

sulphur, and a little soot. This, in the form of a thin paint,

should be applied witli a soft brush, taking care to avoid injm-y to

the buds. Many have to some extent given up pots in the case of

Peaches and Nectarines, and have planted them out in properly
prepared beds, and, generally speaking, I believe the best results

have followed this practice, as by annual or biennial moving or

transplanting and occasional root-pruning such trees can be
kept under proper control quite as well as if kept in pots, while
the injurious and sometimes fatal consequences resulting from
neglect in giving water are less likely to occur. "Whether, how-
ever, such trees are kept in pots or planted out in borders, they
should all have a tliorongh soaking of water as soon as they are

pruned and dressed, and if in pots or tubs properly arranged and
placed perfectly level. It might also be an advantage if the
water used for this purpose was somewhat warmer than
the atmosphere of the house ; and as no water may
for some considerable time have been applied to the soil,

it is possible that the latter may be drier than it appears to be ;

therefore it should be carefully examined, and if necessary fairly

moistened. Some place all trees in pots and tubs in the open air as

soon_as their fruit has been gathered ; and even allow them to remain
there after the trees have been repotted or surface dressed. By
this means the structure is, to some extent, set at liberty, and is
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found to be very useful for accommodating flowering Cbrysantlie-

mums and otlier partially hardy plants. One precaution in regard

to this practice is, however, absolutely necessary, and that is the

repotted and surface-dressed trees should be placed in a somewhat
sheltered and suitable situation as regards aspect, &c., and the

pots should be well mulched or plunged in some material which
will effectually exclude frost from tlie pots, as well as throw off

cold rains, which would saturate the fresh soil, and have an injuri-

ous effect on the trees. Tanners' bark or Cocoa-nut fibre are useful

for this purpose—the last the best. But in addition to this, it is

necessary, during such a depression of temperature as we have
been experiencing, to shake some light litter, straw, or hay over

and among the branches, as, although there can be no doubt about

the Peach and other fruit trees being able to withstand a very

considerable amount of frost, when their wood is thoroughly ripe-

ened, a zero temperature must l)e admitted -to be about the limit

which even the best ripened wood of the I'each and Apricot can
endure with impunity. Although fruit trees growing in pots or

tubs are often found, under careful treatment, to continue in a

healthy and fruitful condition for years, they nevertheless occa-

sionally become decrepit and unhealthy under even the best man-
agement, and in such cases it is unwise to allow them to occupy
valuable space. Under such circumstances they sliould be at once

discarded, or planted out in the open air, where they may possibly

recover; and the loss thus sustained should be made good b}' se-

lecting from a reserve stock, which should be kept up by annually

potting a few healthy maiden trees. Or failing this, such trees

can generally be obtained from any nurssryman.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Possibly no kinds of fruit trees

are better suited for orchard house culture than Peaches and Nec-
tarines, both of which have of late been unsatisfactory out of

doors, a circumstance which has doubtless caused them to become
more generally grown under glass than in years gone by, either

planted out in prepared bordei-s or in pots. And certainly no
kinds of fruit trees are better adapted to pot culture than the

Peach and Nectarine. Some prefer pots of large dimensions, while
others are equally successful with pots of much smaller size.

Some place the pots upon a bed of rich soil, into which the roots

are allowed to enter during the growing season and when the fruit

is swelling. And whenever it is considered desirable to check
over-luxuriauce, this is easily effected by raising, more or less, one
of the sides of the pot, thus depriving the tree of a portion of its

feeding roots. Others prefer to place the pots upon a slate shelf,

stone pavement, or floor of concrete, so as to quite prevent
the roots leaving the pots by the bottom. But, on the
other han3, encourage them as much as po.?sible to

the surface by doses of liquid manure and by rich surface-dressings,

S'lpporting the samg by bands of zinc, lead, or even turf. But
equally successful results can and are frequently obtained, and
possibly better flavoured fruit secured, by merely using pots of

medium dimensions, and for potting material employing good,
sound, rich, old pasture loam, which has been laid up to mellow
for a few months, and which has been further enriched by the
addition of a fifth or a sixth part of well rotted manure and a few
inch or half-inch bones. The pots should be carefully drained, and
the roots entirely confined to them, watering freely with rain

water, and in the growing season, and when the fruit is swelling

using occasionally well diluted liquid manure. No doubt the best

position for the Peach under glass is trained to a trellis some 15 in.

or 16 in. from the roof ; but as this method of training is not
applicable to trees growing in pots, or, indeed, to orchard-house
trees generally, it is possible that the best form in which to train

is that of a pyramid, or half standard, or even as dwarf bushes
;

but the pyramid is undoubtedly the best, but whatever form
maybe desired this must be secured by careful stopping or pinching

in of the young shoots during the growing season, so that very little

winter pruning will be necessary during the first two or three years.

The Peach audits smooth variety, the Nectarine,may justly be con-

sidered the trees^ja;' excellence for the orchard house, and, in addition

to their value as producers of the most delicious of fruits, they are

also when in bloom exceedingly ornamental. They are, however,
unfortunately, very Table to the attacks of aphides, thrips, red

spider, and mildew, so that, in addition to sucli a winter dressing

as has been already recommended, or, if preferred, a solution of

Gishurst Compound, about 8 oz. to a gallon of water, it will also be
advisable to commence a daily system of syringing as soon as the

fruit has fairly set, in order to keep the trees iij a perfectly clean

and healthy condition, and should this fail to prove effectual, re-

course must then be had to fumigation with Tobacco. And any
appearance of mildew may be checked by the application of flowers

of sulphur or Ewing's t!omposition. Syringing must, however, of

course, be discontinued when the fruit approaches maturity.

Varieties for Succession.—The Peach and Nectarine,
unlike that of the Apple and Pear, remain hut a short time in good
condition after ripening, and the season of such fruit produced in the
open air or in unheated structures is necessarily somewhat short

;

therefore, as far as possible, to remedy this, and also to prevent
anything like a glut of any particular variety, it is advisable to

grow a considerable number of kinds whose time of ripening will

necessarily extend over a considerable period. And fortunately,

as it happens, there are large numbers of varieties to select from,
and even these appear to be yearly increasing, although it is found
to be very difficult to improve upon several well-known sorts,

whose reputation has been long established. The following
twenty-four varieties of the Peach may be divided into tliri'e

distinct sections as regards their period of ripening, that is to

say, early, medium, and late. Commencing with the early section.

Early Beatrice is said to be the earliest of all. Then we have tlie

Early Ann, Early Rivers, Early Albert, Early Admirable, Acton
Scot, Dagmar, and Crawford's Early, the finest of all tlie yellow
fleshed sorts, and one which possesses a very peculiar aroma. In
the medium section we have Dr. Hogg, a hardy, fine-flavoured,

and prolific kind ; Royal George, a well-known and excellent

variety ; Grosse Mignonne, large and fine ; Belle de Croix, a vei y
large, fine, and hardy sort ; Stirling Castle, a useful variety

;

Noblesse, a well-known first-rate kind; Lord Palmersfon, a good
new variety ; and Prince of Wales, one of the best new sorts.

Of early Nectarines the Murrey variety is very early ; also Bal-
gowan, a large and handsome fruit ; Violette Hiitive, one of the
best ; Violette Rouge, a fine showy variety ; Hunt's Tawny, a
yellow-fleshed early sort ; and Lord Napier, new, very handsome,
and finely flavoured. Amongst late Nectarines, Bowden is a large

rich, melting kind ; Downton, a fine variety ; Elruge, a well known
fine sort ; Imperatrice, large, juicy and good; Pitmaston Oranse, a

.first-rate yellow-fleshed kind ; Rivers' Orange, fine flavoured and
very productive; Prince of Wales, a fine new variety ; Old White,
very distinct, and during some seasons very gocd; Victoria, a very
fine late sort ; and Oldenburgh, a kind which has tlie property of

hanging long upon the tree. P. Grievj:.

1, Orchard Street, Bury St. Edmunds.

WRONGLY-PLANNED FKUIT HOUSES.
I CERTAINLY fail to See that I have in any way misrepresented
"J. S. W.'s " objections to the system of erecting trellises in houses
crossways. He says that he named other objections, but, if I under-
stand rightly, those related toother parts of the house about which
I have nothing to say .

" J. S. W." maintains that wood is not ripe

unless it is brown and hard, and also infers that fruit is not ripe

unless it is high coloured. Surely "J. S. W." has picked ripe

Peaches devoid of colour, and, oh the other hand, has seen fruit

highly coloured before it is half ripe. Colour does not always mean
ripeness. It means high finish and flavour in the case of fruit, but
it is by no means essential to ripe wood. It is quite possible to get

highly tanned wood that is far from ripe, and that is by exposing it

fully to the sun and giving little air ; and here, I may add, is whei-e

many gardeners who complain of unripe wood in houses make a
mistake. If the house catches the sun from its rising to setting (as

it does when span-roofed, and runs north and south) the wood will

ripen thoroughly, even if the sun's rays do not act directly upon it,

provided the house be judiciously ventilated. "J. S. W." says

that the reason why Peach shoots out of doors are not so tanned
as those indoors is because they are not so ripe, and directly adds
that unripe wood means <•> poor crop and impaired health in the tree.

Has "J. S. W." never seen outdoor Peach trees loaded with fine

fruit, and the trees themselves pictures of health ? and yet the wood,
according to his idea, unripe because untanned. Again, he fays,
'• I cannot prove that trees trained thus receive mere light than thof e

that face the sun ; but, certainly, no one will dispute the fact that

the light is more equalised by the cross system. To p.-ove it place

any soft-wooded plant under a Peach tree in full leaf, trained up the

roof, and also place one between two trees trained crossways, and
what would be the result? The former would become drawn and
sickly, whilst the latter would be just the reverse.

As regards the health of trees planted thus I need say nothing,

as Mr. fiaines (p. 109) has proved th^t they will maintain their vigour
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and produce heavy crops for years. Want of colour and consequently

flavour is the only objection Mr. Baines mentions, which I don't

think would have arisen if the houses at ClaughtoQ Hall had been

span-roofed and ran north and south, as then at the rising and setting

of the sun its rays would have been directed between the trees, and
when at its meridian would have shone more directly upon them. The
housesmentioued in TheGarhen (Vol. XVIII., p. C53)arebuiltinthis

way .-one of them is 21 ft. by 22ft. ; the sections areo ft. apart ; they have

beenereoted 12 years, and have been under the present gardener's care

eight years. lie speaks very highly of the system by which he

annually obtains excellent crops of fine fruit and of good colour.

Tha iloUies, Weyhridge. G. Vy. Priob.

I am much obliged to Mr. Piior for samples of what he con-

siders to be properly-ripened Peach shoots (Vol. XVIII.,p. 655). His

sending them shows that he, like myself, is only anxious to learn the

truth, aud I am sure he will excuse me when Isay that the shoots he has

sent are remarkably bad samples, being bothweak and badly matured.

Our Peach shoots are thicker, much darker in the bark, harder, and
far more woody, and the buds larger and harder also, and firmly

seated. Mr. Prior's shoots are green and soft, and the tops, I sec,

have been out off.—J. S. W.
Trellises placed across a house are doubtless bad, as trees

trained in that way cannot produce good coloured fruit, and we all

know that want of colour means lack of flavour, especially in the

case of Peaches and Nectarines, which require a good deal of sun,

air, and light. These essentials they cannot liave in any other way
so well as on trellises near the glass, as there the fruit can be left at

the time of thinning on the upper sides of the tree, so as to be ex-

posed to the solar rays nearly the whole day long. Under any other

mode of training tliis is impossible, as the sun must leave one side

before it can reach the other. Rather than have trellises arranged

in that way, I should prefer to grow standards or pyramids in rows

at wide distances apart, as the rays of light would then strike through

and amongst them, and the back wall would be available for covering

just as it woulil with trellises running crossways ; but the best form
of house for standards and pyramids is a high span-roofed one with

the ends running north and south. For early forcing there is nothing

like a loan-to house with one set of trees within 15 in. or IS in. of the

roof ; on the wall may lie grown Camellias, which do remarkably
well in tlie shade, and yield a quantity of flowers for cutting at a

time when they are exceedingly valuable.—S. D,

VINES ON OPEN WALLS.
Tu.\T good Grapes can be grown on open walls has been conclusively

proved over and over again, although it is by no means rare to find

the fact questioned by people who have not actually seen or tasted
the produce. The only questionable part of the matter is, can we
find growers now-a-days who have patience enougli to wait for fruits

to ripen under the tedious process of outdoor culture ? They must
expedite the ripening by a glass covering of some kind, and as to
labour, if that is begrudged, I fear that few who attempt outdoor
Vine culture will meet with much success.

Excellent crops of Grapes used to be grown on low walls not more
than 4 ft. high by an amateur in Suffolk ; let the season be what it

might, not only had he well-ripened Sweetwater, Muscadine, and
similar sorti, but Black Hamburghs equal to ordinary greenhouse-
ripened fruit. The system adopted was that generally acknowledged
to be the best for outdoor Vine culture, viz., taking the main shoot
along the base of the wall, and at every 2 ft. running up shoots that
only bear for one year, antl are replaced at the winter pruning by
shoots taken up midway between the two bearing ones, so that there is

no old wood except the main stem at the base of the wall. These
young shoots ai-e certain to show far more bunches than the Vine
can mature, and if really good Grapes are desired, disbud-
ding, training, stopping, and thinning of both bunches and
berries must be attended to just as regularly as they are under glass,

for if the Vine wastes |its energies in the production of useless

bunches and spray-like growth, it is needless to say that outdoor
Vine culture must prove a failure. In the case to which I refer the

grower had made outdoor Vines a hobby for many years, and
although in humble circumstances and had changed residences several

times, he always managed to have his dishes of Grapes in autumn
from ids little cottage garden wall, equal and in some eases superior

to those of many who attempted Vine culture under glass ; but from
their earliest budding in spring until the fruit was ripe in autumn he
would go round them every evening, taking off all surplus or useless

growth ; therefore, the main leaves received every ray of sunshine,

and only as many bunches were left on the 'Vine as the cultivator

knew could be easily carried and swelled up to over 1 lb. each.

There is no need for any elaborate or expensive preparation of

borders for Vines in the open air, for in ordinary kitchen garden

soil they will grow quite strong enough, aud when swelling the crop
of fruit they can be assisted with manure Id a liquid form with advan-
tage, and in hot, dry seasons the roots should be mulched. The
greatest enemy to Vines in the open air is mildew, but by timely
applications of sulphur this may be kept in check. By growing
hardy early kinds, I feel sure that any one may ensure a crop on
open walls with more certainty than in tlie case of any other cultivated
fruit, and in the most unfavourable seasons they will, if not ripe

enough for dessert, make a wine but little inferior to some of those
imported from France. J. G.

It was a common thing in my young days for Grapes, aye, and
good flavoured (Jrapes too, to be grown at Mitcham ; they consisted
of Muscadine, Sweetwater, Black Hamburgh, and the old Cluster,

and they were grown for wine chiefly. Our washhouse roof was much
lower than that of our house ; the aspect was S. S. W. On the walls
of the back part were Vines, and part of one of them ran over the slated
roof, and, as Mr. Douglas justly observes. Vines out-doors should
be pruned—so were these

; young wood was only left at pruning
time, and lieavy crops were the result. I can only recollect one sea-

son in which there was a failure, and that was a very wet one in-

deed. Many a gallon of good, wholesome Grape wine was made
from these old Vines. AVhy, if only for the purpose of making a
good, wholesome, perfectly harmless family drink, it is worth en-

couraging the growth of Grapes outdoors where there is a good wall
or slated lean-to roof. Not only, however, were Grapes grown at

inj' father's house, but Grape growing was a common thing, and the
only reason I can assign for Vines not being grown now, is that the
race of people living now do not care for home-made wines. There
was one place in our village noted for its remarkable Sweetwater
Grapes ; they were grown by au old retired gardener, named Mason,
who lived at Lower Mitcham. The Vine which produced
them was trained over the front of the house, and had
a stem as thick as the small of a man's arm. Mr.
Jlason made a hole in the casing of his bow window,
introduced a branch of his Vine, and trained it round the window
inside, where Grapes of 1 lb. weight would hang, fine in colour, and
the best test of flavour was this, that he sold them at the price of

('irapes from glasshouses. Now, this Vine had nothing but the hard
Macadam road and foot-path to grow in ; it used to be said that the
roots had travelled under the roadway into a butcher's yard on the
opposite side, but as to the truth of that I cannot say ; this only I

know, that magnificent crops of Grapes were grown until after Mr.
Mason's death, when another man took his place who did not trouble

himself with them.
My schoolmasters—two of them—grew Grapes, both Hamburgh

and Sweetwater, on their houses, as tome of us lads with long arms
well knew. At Mitcham Grove, then the residence of the grand-
father of Sir John Lubbock, good outdoor Grapes were also grown
on part of the walls ; there was no spare room on any wall there,

let the aspect be what it might ; Grapes, Pears, Cherries, Goose-
berries, fine late crops on north wallslO ft. high. Peaches, &c., all grew
there. The Grapes certainly had the advantage of being bagged, and
glass in some shape was putoverthem when they were getting ripe.

I can, however, point to another place at Tooting where they also

did well, viz.. The Rookery. When the late Mr. Robert Clarke was
living my father was gardener there for many years, and the growing
of ( Jrapes out in the open air was there carried on with great success

on a wall at the back of the house. The border was fenced off from
a Grass drying ground. The Vines were the Black Hamburgh,
Muscadine, and Sweetwater. Young bearing rods were trained from
the bottom each year, and the old wood cut out. Heavy crops were
grown on that wall, and as soon as the bunches had done stoning, and
had been thinned, some oblong span-shaped glasses having rings at the
ends were hung over each bunch ; air, too, passed into these glasses

freely, therefore the bunches used to be well coloured and equal to

ordinary greenhouse Grapca. Now, I hold that what has been
done may be done again if we only pay the same attention to

the matter. We do not expect to have Grapes grown out of doors

equal to hothouse Grapes, but it is well to tell cottagers that where
there is a wall or a roof of easy access they may grow their Grapes,

and eat them literally " sitting under their own Vine ;
" they may

also make good, sound, wholesome, refreshing wine from their

Grapes. Why, at Leamington and other midland towns I have seen

hundreds of pounds of Grapes brought in for sale, good edible fruit,

although as I have before said not like Grapes from a Vinery. A
friend has just told me that in a village on the borders of Gloucester-

shire, a few miles out of Str,itford-on-Avon, very fine Grapes are

grown on a farmhouse, and they ripen well in most seasons.

D. J. NORTHWOOD.

Boxes for "Winter Apples,—The following mode of packing

winter Apples was written by an orchardist of Prattsburg, N.Y., and
published in the Husbandman. The Apples are encased in tight
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packages, and packed in barrels without the labour of heading and
hooping ; and the piles of boxes may be taken down at any time to

see if any decay has begun, by placing the removed boxes succes-

sively in a new pile. First provide a stock of boxes, which, if oared

for, will serve for a lifetime. Mine are 2 ft. 4 in. long, the stuff for

sides and ends cut 11 in. wide, and for bottoms 12 in. wide, all J-in.

light Pine, except the end boards, which are ;| ia. thick. Nailed on
each end is a 2-in. cleat, also of i-in. stuff, raised -^ in. above the top

of the box, which serves to hold upon when carrying, and also to

keep the boxes in place when nested together. The boxes are

mechanically alike, and the fruit in them is as eiiectually protected
from atmospheric influence as it would be headed up in barrels.

Such boxes hold a large bushel, and weigh perhaps twice as much as

a five-peck basket. They are filled ia the orchard, placed one upon
another in the waggon till a load is made up, and put in the cellar

without emptying from baskets or bags, or bruising in other ways,
and piled in tiers the whole length, if you desire to utilise all the
room possible, the longest keeping fruit being placed in a position to

be last reached. In that condition they are left untouched till

wanted, the small quantity in each box not generating moisture to

cause decay, and when wanted are in shape to be easily and
pleasantly reached. Labels may be attached to the exposed end of

each box if desired. Men who have given this method years of trial

say that their fruit keeps much better than when put in a position

to pick over ; that more fruit can be stored in a given amount of

cellar room than in any other way; that such boxes supply along-
felt want, and will certainly be rated by anybody who uses them a

few times as worth much more than they cost, which in my own case
was a little over twenty cents each. But cheaper material than clear

soft Pine may be used, but at the expense, probably, of lightness.

KempseyAlicanto Grape.—In reply to "Subscriber" (p. 109)
allow me to say that Kempsey Alicante, a local name for Black
Morocco, the male parent of Madresfield Court Muscat, is a vigorous
grower, with stout woolly leaves, shows a profusion of fine bunches,
and is, wlien well done, one of our finest winter Grapes. It does
best in an inside border, where it enjoys liberal feeding up to the
time the berries begin to change colour, when watering should be
diseoutinupd and the atmosphere of the house should be kept dry,
warm,'and airy, otherwise the berries will begin to crack round the
insertion of the foot-stalk. A good bunch will weigh three to four
pounds, berries very large, oval, and extremely handsome, but it is

a shy setter, hence the reason it is so little grown. If "Subscriber"
will examine the bunches when in flower, he will find every stigma
closed with a glutinous substance, which must be removed with a
camel's-hair brush on every fine day prior to fertilisation witli Ham-
burgh or Muscat pollen ; he will then find it set as freely as any
ordinary kind.—W. Colehax.

PATENT RECOED.
J. H. Johnson, London : Sweeping machines.—This machine

appears to resemble a lawn mower with the spiral knives replaced by
a brush shaft carrying "two sets of, say, three brushes each, the
brushes of one set extending from a point near one end of tlie shaft
to a point at or beyond the centre of the same, and the brushes of
one set coinciding with the spaces between the brushes of the other
set." The machine has a box to contain the material swept up
(leaves, grass, &o.), and a device for tilting and emptying it when
required.

H. H. Lake, London.—Mowing or reaping machine.
J. P. Wateeson, Denman Street, Surrey : Construction and

pointing ooncretebuildings.&c.—{l)Adoublerowof vertical standards
of steel or T, I, or L-iron, are arranged at intervals, and against
their inner surfaces boards are temporarily placed. The space
between the boards is then filled with concrete to form a wall. (2)
To point concrete surfaces and brickwork a frame or stencil formed
to represent joints of brickwork is used, the pointing material being
rubbed over the frame by a brush or otherwise.
W. H. & D. Thompson, Leeds.—Glazing vertical and sloping

surfaces for horticultural and railway purposes, &c.
W. G. Smith, Bury St. Edmunds, Sufi'olk.—Glazing horticultural

buildings.

J. Dewbanoe, London.—Glazing for roofs.

A. K. Irvine, Glasgow: Apparatus for heating water, &c.—The
principal features of novelty consist (1) in the use of a series of
diaphragms over which water flows in succession in one direction,
whilst combustion gases pass in the opposite direction between the
diaphragms and immediately over the surface of the water, a jet of
water or steam causing a sufficient current in the heating gases

; (2)
an automatic regulating valve

; (3) the method of heating pipes ex-
ternally by gas flames or otherwise for producing steam or vapour to
form jets

; (4) the steam being led away, whilst the water is supplied

through porous materials, which regulate its flow, whil
capillary action on it. The casing of the apparatus is made
copper.

M. E. Savigny & A. C. Collineau, Paris : Vegetable colour!
substance.^The name of the new substance is Erioene. It is pre-
pared from the wood of the common Heather or of the Poplar tree by
treatment with a hot solution of alum, whereby a liquid of a light
and bright yellow colour is obtained which deposits a greenish resin.

The liquid after having been separated from the resin by filteration

becomes oxidised and obtains a fine gold colour. The following pro-'

portions are used : Alum 1 part : wood 10 parts; water .30 parts ;

and a great variety of tints can be obtained by suitably combining
the extract with various dyes and mordants.

P. M. Justice, London.—Preparation of vegetable fibres for up-
holstery, c&c, J. G. Stevens, Jersey City, U.S.A.
N. Talard, Paris.—Method and apparatus for emptying cesspools

and conveying away the contents thereof.

T. J. Wall, Southampton, Hants.—Apparatus 'employed in the
treatment of the Hop plant, to cure or stop the spread of "mould "

and other diseases thereon.

F. J. Bolton & J. A. Wanklvn, London.—Manufacture of arti-

ficial manures and ammoniacal products.

H. De Mornay, London.—Digging machines.
L. A. Groth, London.—Meter for water and otlier fluids. C.

Berhaut and H. Ducenne, Liege, Belgium.

T. Fletcher, Warrington.—Gas burners for heating purposes.

G. j\I. Edwards, London.—Tie and core metal for combination
with and combining same with plastic materials, concrete, and
enamels, for use in the construction of cylinders, pipes, reservoirs,

and cisterns for holding and conveying water, &c.

J. T. Dann, Brixton.—Construction and use of apparatus for

rapidly producing and efiiciently maintaining high degrees of heat
for scientific and industrial purposes.

C. Burgess, Birmingham.—Watertap for prevention of waste or

possibility of freezing.

J. Turnpenny, Leeds.—Means'or apparatus for consuming smoke
and economising fuel.

J. List, Carisbrooke, I.W.—Wire fences.

J. Duke, Totness, Devon.—Manufacture of soluble silicates,

applicable to production of manures.
W. R. Lake, Loudon.—Pumps and ' machinery, or apparatus for

driving or operating same. P. E. Jay, New York, U.S.A.
F. H. F. Engel, Hamburg : Sliding roofs for hothouses, &c.—The

construction of sliding roofs having one or more sets of glazed frames,

which can be folded each underneath the adjacent frame of the cor-

responding set. The uppermost frame of each set is attached to the
structure and supports the roofing.

M. Stobbs, London.—Apparatus for adjusting springs for doors,

gates, windows, ventilators, &c.

T. Perkins, Hitchin, Hertford, and S. Handscomee, Melbourne,
Cambridge.—Apparatus for separating grain, seeds, and other vege-

tables, or mineral substances.

J. H. Johnson, London.—Apparatus for grinding or reducing
grits, grains, seeds.

—

Enrjineerinrj

.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
Reason for Propagating Tree Carnations.—JTi'drffy say which is the

best season for strUiinij cuttings of the " Tree or perpetual Jlowering Cavnatlons,"
and where those triads mentioned in THE GrARDEN (p.6S) can- Ite procured ?— E. B.

[February and March is a ffood time to strike cuttings of perpetual flowering Car-

nations, to flower next autumn .and during tlie winter. The small side growtlis

strike freely in a forcing liouse, but a sciuare of glass should be placed over theni
to prevent excessive evaporation. They will also strike freely in the shady part
of a Cucumber frame. Any of the principal florists can supply what you retiuire.

—J. Douglas.)

Wall Plants for a Verandah.— I have a verandah facing south with
gravel floor and tile roof. Will yon kindly tell me what shrubs would crow
against the wall of the house under the verandah? Of course they would be
shaded continually, as the roof of the verandah extends C ft. from the house.

Would the wall plants be benefited by a few of the tiles being made of glass?

—F. C. B. [DouUless the substitution of glass for tiles would benefit any plants
beneath the roof. Try one or two Caniellias, also Magnolia grandijiora, Ceanothus
azureus, Myrtles, Choisyaternata, Escallonia rnacrcmtha, Stanntonia hexaphylla,

Jasminum revolutuin, Olea fragrans, golden or silver-leamd Euonyuius, Veronica
Andersoni, Coprosma Bauerana varieyata,']

Nurseryman and. Florist.—What is the exact distinction between a
nurseryman and a florist?—H. [The term florist teas atone time confined to dealers

in Auriculas, Carnations, Cinerarias, Ficotees, Pinks, Pansies, Pelargoniums,
Tulips, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Pohjanihtises, Anemones, liaininculuses, and similar

plants, but now it includes growers for market, floral decorators, and others.

Nurserymen, on the other hand, have a much widerJield ofoperation, and not only
grow and sell most of the fiowers Just named, but also ornamental trees and shrubs,

fruit trees, Roses, dc. ; in short, the distinction between the two is fast bcconiiny

obsoete.]

What Aspect Suits Lilies?—Would a due south Vine border suit them from
which the Vines have been taken ? It is very hot in summer.— T. P. [In such a
position Lilies would probably not succeed so well as in one partially shaded.
See remarlcs on this subject in another column and in previous nuvibers.—G.]
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Tulip Tree.—Is this propasated by means of cuttings? or if not, In w'lat

oilier way?— FiiANCv^NiA. [It is geucraU;/ raised from .seed, but it maij be pro-

jKt'i'itcd l"f la>/en<, budding, grafting, or itiarchiiKj.]

Christmas Roses.—W hat is the best time for diviilinj and moving Christmas

Roses, or whether they flower better for being left undisturbed in large clumps?—
F. S. C. [Theif maff be )noued In spriiiT, but theij do best iindi.st}'rbcd.—G.]

Laurel Hedge.—What iiind of Laurel i-* 'the best for a high hedge ?—F. C. B.

[The €olchicmi ; hut for a high evergreen hedge nothing beats nolli/.—^L]

HiDpeastrums."—£. B., Florence,—Tri/ Messrs. Veitch, King's Road, Chel-

sea, or Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Fine-apple Place, Maida Vale.

Books.

—

Mrs.B.—The best book at prcsoU on indoor plants is Mr. Williams'
"Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants."
Paraffined Saeds.- Will paralhn applied to sma'l garden seeds— either

flower or vegetable— before sowing injure them? I believe that it is used as a
preventive against mice and birds for Pea? and Beans. I have used red lead,

but it is objectionahl:^.— n.
Tar an i Pitch Running".— is there anything which will prevent tar and

pitch from runnin;; on a roof during hot weather? I have ]>een tMd that a few
lumps of lime put i(. to the pot whilst tlie tar is boiling will prevent it from
rum i'lg —T. P-

Balbs after Flo'werlng.-Will somebody kimlly inform me the best way
to treat )nill)3such as Ilyajintln, Narcissi, ttc, when they have finished flowering,

b )*h those that have been grown in pots and tho'c in glasses? -U. P. T.

Gun License -Can an employer give his gardener permission to u.=e a gun,
to t*lioot or frighten birds in his garden without taking out a gun license for the
gardener ?—W. K.
Panapas Grass.— Can anyone tell me how to preserve the plumes of this

Grass ? 1 have often tried, but have always failed.— J. C.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Seedling Lachenallas.— I send for your inspection my
seedling Lachenalia and its two parents. My impression last year

was correct about its distinctness from aurea ; the floral committee
pooh-poohed it as only aurea, and I began to think my impression of

the colour of aurea might possibly be a little indistinct, though I

appreciate colours pretty well, and can keep them in my mind's eye
as a rule. I think you will agree with me that the two plants are

quite distinct ; I may be a little blinded in favour of my own bant-

ling, but in my estimation my plant is the more showy of the two,
and it is a far more vigorous grower, and will be as free as its female
parent luteola, so that it will soon become common and everybody's
plant. We have had a terrible time to pass through lately, but I

managed to keep the frost out of my little house, though I had to

keep it warmer than I wished to be on the safe side ; this accounts
for my Lachenalias being so early. Freesia refraeta alba is now very
beautiful, and of my dozen or so of Orchids I liaveMasdevallia ignea,

Odontoglossim Rossi, and 0. cordatum very nicely in bloom, with
Pescatorei and luteopurpureum coming on ; these plants do very
well in an ordinary greenhouse temperature: nothing can look healthier

than mine do. I should have said that when fully blown L. Nelsoni
loses both the green and red tints, and becomes an uniform pale

lemon.—J. G. Nelsox, Aldboromjh Reciory, Nor\ck-h. [Beautiful

things, singular in colour and form, and among the best to brighten
the greenhouse at this season. Your seedling is very different from
aurea in colour, being a pale lemon, while the other is a rich

orange.]

Showy Succulent Plants.—The cooler portion of the Cac-
tus house at Kew is now quite gay with numerous plants in flower
of two or three species of Cotyledon which are nearly allied to and
mucli resemble the common Kcheveria used so much in summer
gardening. The showiest kinds are C. fulgens, the flower-stems of

which rise some 18 in. high, and are thickly furnished with wax-like
blossoms of a bright orange-red hue.formingafinecontrasttothewhite
glaucousness with whicli the thick fleshy leaves, and in fact the whole
plant, is covered ; C. atropurpurea, a sort which differs from the last

in having dark purplish-red leaves and deeper tinted flowers ; and
C.gibbiflora, a species which differs still less markedly from the first

mentioned kind. These showy succulents are excellent for culti-

vating in a greenhouse, and they possess theadditional advantage of

flourishing in an atmosphere too dry for most other classes of plants.

Hardy Heaths.—I see in The Garden (p. 121) that "Hiber-
nian " thinks that Erica melanthera is as hardy as Erica codonodes.
I thought so for some years, but have been disappointed ; this

you will see by specimens inclosed. Twenty degrees of frost has
killed Erica melanthera, although in a less exposed place than
Erica codonodes ; the last is still in flower, as if there had been no
frost or snow.—J. T. Bosc.\WES, Lamorran, Prohiis, [The speci-

mens sent of E. codonodes, a lovtly little white-flowered Heath,
were fresh and beautiful both in flowers and foliage, while those

of E. melanthera appeared to be greatly injured ; in fact, almost
killed.]

Seedling Amaryllis.—Mr. Christison, Bromley Common,
sends us flowers of a remarkably fine winter- flowering Amaryllis,
with intensely deep crimson flowers overlaid with a velvety
lustre, and dashed here and there with pale streaks, similar to

the variety called Prince Teck. The flowers, which are of medium
size, though finely formed, have firm, broad petals, Our corres-

pondent presumes that it is a cross between A. reticulata and
Vallota purpurea, and if so, the leaves, which were, however, not

sent to us, ought to indicate the hybrid character by the medial

rib being less marked than in A. reticulata. Whatever its origin

may be, it is a first-rate winter-blooming variety, and one that

ought to be grown largely, especially for cut flowers.

The Saw fly Ophrys (0. tenthredinifera).—So seldom do
we meet with the singular and interesting terrestrial Orchids of

South Europe in cultivation, much less in flower, that a plant of it

now in flower in the house devoted to Cape plants at Kew is in-

vested with special interest. It is not showy as regards colour

—

not so much so even as our native Bee Orchis, 0. apifera, but the
form of the blossom is peculiar, and strikingly suggestive of tho

form of the saw-fly by which name it is popularly known. The
habit of growth, foliage, and manner of flowering are much like

those of the Bse Orchis. The lip of the flower is pale rose with a

heavy blotch of tawny greenish hue, and the sepals are likewise

pale green. It is a matter of regret that these Ophrys, which more
than all Orchids mimic as it were insect life, should be so seldom
cultivated, for though, as we well know, they require skilful treat-

ment and great care, they well repay aay extra attention bestowed

on them by their singular flowers.

Winter Heliotrope (Tussilago fragrans) in a Fernery.

—

Much has been written for and against this plant—the former on
account of its delicious perfume, the latter because of its propensity

for over-running its neighbours. No one disputes tliat it is a wel-

come flower in midwinter either in the open air or elsewhere. We
never saw it to better advantage than a few days since, when we
found it nestling among the fronds of Ferns in a naturally planted

.

Fernery under glass at Jlessrs. Veitch & Son's nursery at Chelsea ; iti

pinkish-white flowers, though in themselves rather iuconspicuous,

were numerous, and seemed to enliven the aspect of the Fernery on a

dull day, but the perfume even eclipsed that which pervaded the

adjoining Orchid house. If a block or stem is set apart for it and
some of the strong-growing Ferns there is no fear of its intruding on
other occupants.

Testudinaria sylvatica.—This is another of those sin-

gular South African plants that have a prodigious root-stock,

woody, and deeply cracked, like the shell of a tortoise. In gene-

ral appearance it does not differ greatly from the common Ele-

phant's-foot or Hottentot's-bread (T. elephantipes). The twining,

slender stems, rising from the root-stock, are furnished with
bluntly triangular leaves and short racemes of tiny, brownisli

flowers, which, albeit, have an elegant appearance. A fine old

plant of it is now in flower in the Cactus house at Kew.

Imported Plumes of Pampas Grass.—The cultivation

of Pampas Grass, now so much used for decorative purposes, has
become quite a profitable industry in Southern California. Three
quarters of an acre planted in Pampas Grass yielded, at 2J cents

per head, 500 dols. Another grower sold all he could raise at 7i
cents per head. Last year 10,000 heads or plumes of this Grass were
sold from that region.

—

Journal of Applhd Science.

Q-ood Winter Begonias.—Among the numerous Begonias
now in flower in the house devoted chiefly to them at Kew
the following seemed to be the best, viz., B. glaucophylla
splendens, a kind having a somewhat scandent habit, medium
sized leaves of a dull sea green, and loose clusters of bright red
flowers produced plentifully at all parts of the stems, there-

fore on this account excellent for supplying a good crop of cut
blooms. B. Berkeley!, a hybrid, has very elegant clusters of small
white flowers on long stalks ; and another, a cross between B.
hydrocotylifolia and B. manicata, combines with pretty pink flowers

rich metallic bronzy foliage; B.Bercheri, too, has similar good qualities.

Prize Cups.—In reference to ihis subject, which has recently

been discussed in The G.\rden, Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,
inform us that the pri?ej which they offer may be taken by the
winners in cither money or plate, whichever may be preferred.

The Thaw has shown us less damage than I expected. In spite

of 23° of frost some bushes of that hardy Veronica Blue Gem have
escaped, and Choisyaternata, Drac;enaVeitehi,Raphiolepisovata, and
the small-leaved Myrtle seem entirely uninjured as yet by the ordeal

they have gone through. Many things, however, have suffered

terribly.—E. H. W., Scai-boroiirj/i,

We have much pleasure in noting that our friend and occasional

contributor, Mr. Peter Inchbald, has recently been the recipient of

quite a shower of scientific honours, including, besides Fellowships

in both the Linnean and Zoological Societies, the honorary dignity of

a life Fellowship in the Entomological Society, the newly-appointed

president of which had received hia early scientifiQ traiLing at the

hands of Mr. Inchbald.
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' This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Aki itself is Hature."—Shakespeare.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

Proiterunt nives, redeunt Jam gramina campis, and thougli we
may not hope that the cruel frosts or sullen rains are over,

we may form some idea as to the effect produced by the

severities, which in my own garden have brought the ther-

mometer down to zero, and hav9 been everywhere so bitter and

continuous. Even at sunny Nice, as I hear from a friend,

the weather since Christmas has been intensely cold, the

great Magnolias have been clothed with snow, ice has lost its

charms as a phenomenon, and, shivering within the thin walls

of hotels and villas, our English brothers and sisters have

sighed for the curtains and the carpets and the warm fires of

home.
#

I suppose that since the snow disappeared we gardeners

have each made his or her " Tour round my Garden " very

anxiously, like a general after a great battle lides by the

ranks. By me, this roll-call and inspection has been followed

by a great sigh of relief and thankfulness, and as I " was born

in a wale, and live in a wale, and must take the consikences

of sich a sitivation " by enduring some 10* more of frost than

those of my horticultural brethren, I joyfully infer that

they are yet more surprised and pleased than I am to see

how little harm has been done so far as we can discern at

present. There is damage, but no death. The list of wounded
is considerable, but the list of killed is 0. The Pampas, the

Tritoma, the Laurels, and Aucuba have a dejected, melan-

choly look, and the Vinca has changed some of its gold and
silver for copper, but, with the exception of a few buds on
the standard Briers, as yet I see no deaths. Last winter, my
Hollies, Aucubas, Laurels, and even the Ivy on my walls

were- black and lifeless. But when tlds came the wood was
well ripened, the frost has been a dry frost, and we have had
that gracious covering of snow which ever reminds us of the

beautiful words, " He giveth snow like wool, and scattereth

the hoar frost like ashes." Because the snow is not merely

like wool in its fleecy texture and delicate whiteness, but

because it serves, in spite of its own coldness, as a great

coverlet to keep the earth sheltered and warm from the keen
frost and bitter blasts of winter, lulling it, as it were, in

healthful and restful sleep, so that the seeds and herbage are

saved from blight, and suffered to grow beneath the fall.

*

The alpine plants, as a matter of course, seem refreshed

and strengthened by their cold bath, and in countless green

points piercing our borders, and red buds swelling on our

flowering shrubs, we note the first " delicious trouble of the

spring." My chief anxiety, I need hardly say, has been the

Rose. This time last year I received, being abroad, informa-

tion from my gai'dener that all my standard Rose trees and
all my standard Briers, budded and unbudded, were dead or

dying. I wrote back an order that they should be replaced

from the thick hedgerows, which had not been injured hj the

frost. I found in consequence, on my return home, 2000
stocks growing beautifully, and I must confess that when I saw
them safely budded I offered to myself unmerited compli-

ments, like the trustee in one of Wilkie Collins's stories, who
entered in his accounts from time to time " self-presented

testimonial, £10," and thought how clever I had been in

filling up the vacancies, and so saving a large portion of my

Rose garden from twelve months of desolation. Had I

known what was coming, I should have soon changed my
note, as the hawk remarked of the robin redbreast a-singihg

round the corner, and when the thermometer marked 32"

of frost, my conceit fell with the quicksilver. Very
little harm has so far been done. The buds are, with few ex-

ceptions, not only alive, but they have that roseate tint which

denotes both in hens and horticulture, on the comb of a

pullet as on the lateral of a plant, the reproductive power.

*

But why, it will be asked, do you write this painful apprehen-

sion 1 why, year after year, do you run this risk ? You are an old

Rosarian, you have fought a thirty years' war with our ter-

rible English winters, and with our far more terrible English

springs. Every time you place a bud in your standard Briers

you know that there is a large probability that it will be

more or less damaged in its first growth, and some possibility

that it will be annihilated. By inserting it in a Brier struck

from a cutting, or in a Brier grown from seed, on a level with

the ground, so that you can protect it through the winter

with soil or mulching, or both, you know that it is safe
;
you

know that all dwarf Rose plants budded, grafted, or struck

from cuttings may be made frost-proof by a little straw-

manure, and yet you persist year after year in exposing these

teader germs, these innocent little babes in the wood, to

danger, if not to destruction. I call upon my veteran brothers,

Queen Ro.sa's old body-guard, " the greys " (whether Scotch

or English), to support me in repelling this charge. I sub-

pcene and summon into court those ancient Buddhists who
live on soil congenial to the Brier, and I call upon them to

bear witness that, after a moderate winter and a genial spring,

they have seen such Ro.ses upon those budded standards as

would make an old man young. And though their endence

may be received with derisive cheers, and the mere suggestion

of a favourable season may evoke suspicions of lunacy, and

thougli they are constrained to confess that this fruition of

beauty is given to them but once or twice in a decade, they

will tell you that the pleasures both of memory and hope

amply condone all their disappointments, and that so long as

they continue to "bud" Roses they must reserve a little

space for the uncertain and unsightly standard or half-standard

Brier, even though their vision of lovely "maidens" shall

again be little more than " a dream of fair women;" it is no

baseless fabric; it is founded on realities, and may be

realised again.

I fear that in the nurseries, where mulching would be too

extensive and expensive, there will bo again much loss in our

midland and northern shires ; indeed, I have heard already

that my friend Mr. Erettingham, who grows Roses very

largely and successfully at Beeston, near Nottingham, has

suffered severely, the thermometer having marked 2°

below zero. But protected Rose plants arc so far safe, and

though the upper growth of " the Teas " is lifeless, there is an

abundance of recuperative power underneath that long white

straw. This time last year a brother Rosarian, who came here

" to see how Canon Hole protected his Teas," went away with

the idea that " they were all dead," but they have bloomed in

sweet luxuriance through the summer and the autumn ; and I

earnestly entreat all Rose growers who are still timid as to

the outdoor cultivation of these exquisite fiowers no longer to

deprive themselves of that sure success which follows a liberal

mulching of Tea-scented Roses, budded low on the seedling

Brier or on the Brier struck from cuttings. If I only grew

twenty varieties of the Rose I should certainly include half-a-

dozen Teas, and these would be Anna Ollivier, Catherine

Mermet, Niphetos, Rubens, Souvenir d'un Ami, and Souvenir
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d'Elise. But I said ray say, and told all I kiie.v on this sub-

ject, in The Garden" just two years ago.

As to mural Rose trees, the Banksian and the Marcchal Niel,

which last year were cut down to their mulchings, but sub-

sequently made a strong altitude of growth, have again been

so seriously wounded that amputation will be the only cure.

Mats might have saved them, but they are unbecoming to a

mansion or its near surroundings, as diachylon or sticking-

plaister to the human countenance, and we have plenty of

ornamental creepers, including such Roses as the Ayrshire,

Sempervirens, Hybrid Chinas, and Hybrid Cheshunt, which

will survive our winters. Having grown the grandest blooms

of Mareohal Niel which I ever saw upon a wall with an east-

ward aspect, I shall contioue to place a plant or two in a

similar position, hoping against hope, but the only reliable

position is under glass. And where should we find a candi-

date to tcike precedence of Le Marechal if all the beautifal

plants of the world were asking admission at the greenhouse

door ! It is true that we have not as yet discovered a method
of cultivation which will prevent the plant from a gradual

deterioration and decay, but surely the results abundantly

repay the trouble of removal and renewal in a yearly abund-

ance of these golden Roses.
»

Indeed, the culture of Roses under glass, much as it has

increased of late, is not nearly so extensive as it should be

(and as I venture to prophesy it will be) when we consider

the facility, the pleasure, and the profit. I have just visited

the home of those lovely Roses to which I have before referred

in The Garden (Jan. 8, 1881), and which were sent to me
on Christmas Eve. The trees are growing on the back wall

of two Vineries, and growing so healthfully, that in one of the

houses I saw a Safrano 13 ft., and a Souvenir d'un Ami 1-1 ft.

in height. They yield Roses for nine months in the year.

Indeed, I may safely say that as they do not all rest simul-

taneously, there is no period of the year in which they are

without a Rose. j\Iany of them were fnll of buds when I saw
them on the l-tth inst. The Vines were such as you would
expect to see from a favourite pupil of William Thomson

—

great, clean chocolate canes, muscular peeled, like an athlete

trained to win. Tell me of any other combination in horti-

culture, any union of things pleasant to the eye and good for

food, more lovely or more lucrative than this. In a com-
mercial point of view there may be a question whether the

Grapes should be early or late, considerations as to cost of

fuel, inflnence of shade from the Vino leaves, supply and
demand in spring and winter, but in either case, under care-

ful culture, the profits would be large. Amateurs not study-

ing the market, and pursuing the ordinary method of culti-

vating their Vines, will find sure delight in their continuous

Roses. These should be all of the Tea-scented family, on

account of their perpetual efilorescence, and when there is

plenty of room, Mar(5chal Niel should be included, climbing

Devoniensis, Cheshunt Hybrid, and Fortune's Yellow. The
less robust varieties should be plunged in pots, liberally

manured, and observantly watered.

If the reader is growing weary of Roses, I wish I could

refresh him as I was refreshed not far from the place where

they grow with a slice of the " Lady Beatrice Lambton "

Pine-apple, a fine fruit, sometimes reaching 10 lb. in weight,

raised, as its name suggests, in the gardens of the Earl of

Durham, under the auspices of Mr. Hunter, and having that

fresh, brisk, acid flavour which, in conjunction with its own
sweetness and a little powdered sugar, is so delicious to the

taste. I know not whether it has been submitted to the

palates of the fruit committee of the R.H.S., but I privately

awarded it a first-class certificate.

*

Or that I might show him, if he has not seen it, a flower

which is now on my writing table, resting its long, roseate,

wax-like tubes in e,xquisite contrast upon its dark green

foliage, a Rhododendron, too meekly named " Princess Royal,"

for she must surely be queen of her class, or some tufts of

Spirsea palmata intermixed with pale yellow Ghent Azaleas.

The snow is again falling (Feb. 7) and the wind roars with-

out, but the brightness of these and other flowers, with the

sweet perfume from a posy of Czar Violets (all the more
precious in my eyes, as reminding me in their colour of Oxford

Blue) make spring and summer within. Truly the happiness

which we have from our gardens seems to increase as we grow

older and as other sources of recreation lose their power.

Does our gratitude develop with our joy ^ S. R. H.

COLOUR AND BEDDING PLANTS.

I AM very much obliged to "E. H. W." for his very inter-

esting description of tropical vegetation and its beauty. In

considering Mr. Wallace's observations and those of others,

I felt myself some doubts—thought it could not be possible

that the many glorious things we know of, from the Passion

flower to Acacias, should not, under the many varying con-

ditions tropical and inter-tropical climates aftord, have here

and there, aspects of surpassing beauty. I never had the

happiness of seeing such scenes myself, only what might be

called warm temperate climes, but in every such clime I had

the pleasure of seeing there were aspects of vegetation, for

those who looked for them, which compensated one for others

more familiar to us. When one thinks how much one may
travel in this and other countries without seeing the really

beautiful aspects of vegetation, it is no wonder that the very

much less known Tropics should not have their finest pictures

of vegetation little known to us. Thousands of people pass over

the Alps every year, but have no idea of the beauty to be

seen there before the meadows are grazed down in spring.

So, again, how few love the fairest aspects of vegetation in

our own countr}'. A good many are supposed to study

British botany, but often when I come upon a scene of sur-

passingly beautiful wild plant life in these islands I do not

think I could, with a telescope, have seen any other mortal

in the same field of view. Therefore, the probability is we
know almost nothing about the beauty of the Tropics as

regards plants. Mr. Barbidge backs up Mr. Wallace, but do

not some of us remember a passage in Mr. Darwin's voyage

round the world in which he tells of the, to him, unmatched

beauty of the BrazUian forest 1 However, let us come

home again, and talk of things we have seen and know.

I am quite willing to grant "E. H. W." his array of

bright colour from bedding plants if he desires it, but not

without protest allow him to say that this is the only way to

get bright and glorious colour in a garden. There are many
other ways and many other things well fitted for a lawn be-

sides these. Hardy flowers afford quite as fine colour as

anything else; their sole defect in the eyes of those who
want the lawn stereotyped is their merit to any person who
would like to see the colour varying on the lawn, or on the

little vistas which in well laid out places are often seen from

the lawn. It is the higher and more artistic view of a gar-

den that it vary with the seasons rather than that it should be

stereotyped for one long season. Nobody can desire more

colour or finer colour than a healthy group or several of the

Flame flowers (Tritomas) will give one in September or

October. Three or five bold tufts of these, judiciously placed
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in a graceful garden and with trees around, will light up the

place with fine colour. I claim that that colour in the

autumn only is better and more precious to me for a flower

garden than if it remained throughout tlie whole year ; it

marks the season and gives us a new aspect of vegetation.

Last j'ear I remember seeing a very handsome isolated bed

of Lilies in Mr. Nethercott's garden at Moulton Grange ; the

bed was a large oval one in a little glade of Grass between

two belts of shrubbery, and it was filled with the larger forms

of Tiger Lily in bloom, the bed being a picture of splendid

colour and stately form. There was nothing very near it in

the way of other flowers, but it lighted up the whole neigh-

bourhood with glorious colour, and was seen at considerable

distances through the trees and little glades as an example of

noble colour. These are two types of autumn flowers. No
one can say they are not fitted for a lawn, because they are

absolutely without rival for the lawn, inasmuch as their

colour is richer and finer in its way than any of the small

plants usually put in geometrical bed.s, and their form

is fine, too, as well as their colour. And as these

tell us of colour from the autumn garden, so there

are others that tell us of great beauty of colour from

the spring garden or the early summer garden. There has

been a colony for many years of herbaceous Pteonies at

Arundel, which give splendid colour in their season, and in

a large place when they go out of flower they are not in the

way ; indeed, I believe at Arundel they are succeeded by
Dahlias planted between. At Higliclere, on the lawn, a fine

efi'ect is that of the tree Pisony, which happens to grow well

on the hill. Consider for a moment the beautiful forms of

herbaceous Pseonies such as were figured in The Garden a

short time ago, and say if any man with the slightest intel-

ligence could not make a bright and glorious islet of colour

of these on any lawn. I do not say in what is called the

parterre. If he commits himself to a geometrical pattern

which has to be laid out in summer, even geometrically as

regards the height of the subjects in it, he can do little with

it ; but in any open lawn this thing can be done, and done

nobly. I am now talking of actual things, and not at all of

the ideal flower garden, as it is called ; and omitting the

splendid stores of hardy plants that are now gradually

accumulating in our gardens, my contention is that all noble

colour is with hardy flowers, if we know how to use it. Look
at Irids, seldom grown well. They fall into groups, all good,

Japanese, German, bulbous, early ; and what varied colour,

what inimitable hues, to which those of Orchids are secondary,

and all hardy as Docks.

I do not wish to go through the catalogue of good material,

and with a considerable reserve I am sorry to difi'er totally with

"E. H.W. "about the common shrubbery being the homefor these.

To have the finer hardy flowers well grown they must not be in

the shrubbery at all, because in it they are starved and over-

crowded. Thetypeof shrubbery whichwe must all desire will have
places for a certain number of hardy plants and bulbs which
will occupy the space between the shrubs. The common
shrubbery is the grave of all the fine plants that are put in

it here and there. One survives and fights its way, but it

is quite the exception, even in places where there are good
collections. If we grow hardy plants for colour we should

grow them alone or in connection with other subjects which
grow well with them, and show well with them, so to say, the

same as the Rhododendrons and Lilies at Mr. Macintosh's
garden at Weybridge. That may be mentioned as an
example of splendid colour, of colour utterly unexampled by
what is supposed to give us the best or the only good colour.

The hole-and-corner notion, "pretty," "interesting," "curi-

ous," is only applicable to a certain number of hardy flowers.

This idea arose from the presence of a few kinds badly selected,

badly grown, and dotted over the ground with showy labels

often attached to each—a kind of unwholesome botanical

soup. I repeat it, for all noble colour and all means of adorn-
ing the true English flower garden we must eventually go to

hardy flowers mainl3% J. H.

TO OUR READERS.
When some short time ago the experiment was tried of giving
The Garden to the public at such a price as is usual for
similar class journals with few or no illustrations, and without
auy coloured plate, fears of the change were entertained by our
friends, who thought the experiment a very doubtful one. But
we had no doubt that such a course of action would meet with
the result we expected, and are now pleased to say that within
the short time which has elapsed since the change was made,
an increase of two thousand five hundred copies in the xveehly sales

of the paper has tahen place. Few but those who know how little

the circulation of class papers is affected by all minor efforts, or
even the most expensive advertisiug, can appreciate the significance

of this result. Therefore tlie hold sacrifices we had to make at
first are already to some extent repaid. It will be remembered
that at the time of changing the price the pages were increased

to forty, aud the engravings increased iu number, all changes
adding greatly to the cost of the journal. "We state these facts

to our readers because we think we may claim their interest in

our endeavours to leave nothing undone to make The Gauden
the most complete and practical journal of its kind.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

PRIZES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF ASPARAGUS
CULTUEE.

With a view to improving the culture of Asparagus through-

out the United Kingdom, it is proposed to give a series of

annual prizes, extending over a period of seven years.

These prizes will be given in London, Dublin, Edinburgh,

and the north, south, and west of England in different

years. The first exhibition will be held in the south-eastern

counties and in Kent, at Tunbridge Wells, in the horticul-

tural tent of the exhibition of the Bath and West of Eng-
land Agricultural Society, which opens on the 6th day of

June, 1881.

The following prizes are offered for the first year's exhi-

bition, and are open to growers in any part of the United
Kingdom.

Prizes for Gardeners in Private^Places.

For the best bundle of Asparagus grown by the exhibitor :

1st prize, £4; 2nd, £2 10s. ; 3rd, £1 10s. ; 4th, £1. The
bundle of Asparagus is to consist of sixty heads. The prizes

will be given to the largest Asparagus, provided it be in all

other respects unobjectionable. Prizes will not be given where,

in the opinion of the judge, there is no merit. The Aspara-

gus must be free of earth, and the bundles will be opened

by the judges in all cases where they think it well to do so.

No imperfect or " double " heads will count.

Prizes for Amateurs not Employing any Regular
[Gardener.

For the best fifty heads, £2 10s. ; second prize, £1 10s.

third prize, 15s. Grown by the exhibitor.

Prizes for Cottagers.

For the best twenty-five heads grown by the exhibitor,

£1 lOs. ; 2nd, £1 ; .3rd, 10s. ; 4th, 5s.

Prizes for Market Growers,
For the market grower who shall exhibit the best three

bundles, each containing one hundred heads, £5 5s. This

prize is offered by the Bath and West of England Sogiety.
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For the mar]i;et grower in the county of Kent who shall

exhibit the two best bundles of Asparagus, each containing

one hundred heads : 1st prize, £3 3s. ; 2nd, £2 2s. These

prizes are offered by j\Ir. Samuel Spalding.

Essential Points in the Production of Good
Asparagus.

The object of these prizes is the improvement of Aspara-

gus culture in private gardens by the adoption of a much
simpler and less expensive system than that now in use ; also

the home supply of our markets, which at the present time

are so largely supplied with foreign-grown Asparagus.

Although the details of the system of growing good Aspara-

gus i-equire some little space to describe on paper, the essential

differences between that and the system commonly employed
in England are so very clear that they may be shortly stated.

Each plant is treated as an individual—as a vigorous subject

requiring much space in which to grow, if strong growth and
strong shoots are desired. Long experience has taught cul-

tivators that a smaller space than i ft. apart will not suffice

to give the very best result. At first sight people in this

country might suppose that this means a waste of ground, but

it really is not so. At first, when the plantation is young,

waste of ground is avoided by taking a light crop off between
the lines—say one of Ividncy Beans or of earlj^ Potatoes ; but
after a good year's growth, and when the Asparagus gets

strong, its roots really occupy the whole space, and the result

is so much more satisfactory than in the common way that the

ground affords a better and more satisfactory return. There
are two principal ways of growing this crop—one, devoting
a certain portion of ground to it, as usual with us ; the other

alternating plants between Vines or small fruits, or placing a
plant wherever there is room for one. This last way is impor-

tant, because it may be carried out in small gardens every-

where, and by its means we should become more readily con-

vinced of the value of giving plenty of room. Single plants

here and there in the open spaces between bushes, fruits, or

dwarf pyramidal Apple or Pear trees, or single lines, wherever
room can be found for them, would, from the sufficient space

allowed to each plant, soon convince all of the value of the

system.

Planting.—Healthy yearling plants are always chosen, and
they are planted about the time, or a little before the time
when growth commences in spring. They are invariably

planted in a shallow trench somewhat like a Celery trench—
not quite so deep and not manured as that is, supposing that
the ground is in fair condition. In a trench about 8 in. deep

\ the plants are placed on little low hillocks, and they are care-

i'fuUy attended to for the first year. The plants, be it noted,

are 4 ft. apart in the line, and 4 ft. apart in the trench. It

will bo noticed that the second essential difference between
the common way—that in use with us—and the way it is now
desired to make known is, that in garden soil of fair quality

no manure is used at the time of planting. There are soils in

which drainage and preparation might be required ; but
assuming that the soil is as good as garden soil generally is,

no preparation whatever is given beyond the opening of the
trench and the planting of each root in a little fine surface-

soil ; the great expense which has been supposed to be neces-

sary in the culture of this plant is, at the commencement at

all events, avoided. It is when the plants begin to get strong
and well established that a little manure is applied. There
is thus a great economy in two things—in plants and in

manure, which under the usual system with us is used to the
most wasteful extent—so much so, indeed, as to seriously

limit production by causing alarm as to expense.

Staking,—A most important point is the regular staking

of the plants, the stakes being firmly placed clear of the

root and in a slanting position across the shoots of each plant

to which they are loosely, but firmly tied. The stakes are

usually of barked Oak branches about four feet long, and cal-

culated to last some years, but failing these any Hornbeam,

Hazel, or stakes nude from any other underwood will do.

Blanching.—The question of blanching it, more or less, is

apart from the question of cultivation, and people may adopt

the only true system of culture without blanching, if such be

their taste. But a closer acquaintance with the subject will

probably teach many that there is something in this despised

system of blanching, which so many persons, lamentably igno-

rant on the subject beyond experiences of their own over-

crowded and ill-grown beds, rush into the gardening papers to

declare it to be an absurd practice. All good judges and good

growers know that it is necessary iu the highest culture, and

to secure the most delicate flavour, and also to prevent the

rising shoots breaking in warm weather into scales or leaves

before they are fairly developed. The best foreign Asparagus

is blanched by piling little mounds of friable earth over the

stools in spring.

Home Cultuee.—Our markets are full of Asparagus in

spring grown in other countries, sometimes hundreds of miles

from London. It is a vegetable which perhaps more than

any other loses quality every day after it is cut. This is

one reason why it should be grown in our own country.

The soil and the climate of England, in almost every county,

are admirably suited for the production of Asparagus. Never-

theless, not only do we not supply our own markets, but

many possessing estates cannot get a good dish without send-

ing to Covent Garden for it. All this is wholly unnecessary,

for every farmer's garden and every cottage garden might

grow it well. In large places, where a few beds formed on a

costly and wrong principle now furnish a very limited supply

of very poor Asparagus, there ought to be an abundance for

everybody. Our markets ought to be supplied by our own
people, the early supplies coming from the south and the late

ones from our northern counties.

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
Will some of your correspondenta kindly help me out of my
diificulty? I have a house 15 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, the height at

front is 6 ft. 6 in., and at back 9 ft. I have two beds; one, 3 ft.

3 in. from the floor, is made upon staging 3 ft. wide and 1 ft. 3 in,

deep ; the second bed is on the floor under the staging and the same
size as that above it. In the two beds I have a surface equal to

51 ft. long, 3 ft. wide, and 15 in. deep. The spawn was put into a

portion of the bed on December IS, the temperature being 87".

It had lain on a damp floor for eight days previously, and was laid

out ready for the other portion of the beds at least eight days
before it was used. It was then put iu the beds, the latter having a

temperature of 85° and 90?. I have a stove in'.the centre of the house
with which I have kept the heat up to 50* and 55* during night and
day. The manure is from draught horses, and has only a very
small quantity of soil amongst it. The beds were soiled in about
nine days after being spawned ; there is from 1 in. to 2 in. of soil on
beds which came oft' an inside Vine border, so that it was in a

moderately dry state when used for soiling. I may add that I did

not pinch the beds for spawn, having used thirty-three bricks which
seemed to be full of bluish threads. The bed on the floor has now
a temperature of 51*, whilst that on the staging has 58", 59^, and 60°,

and the spawn seems to have filled the bed with a white-looking

filament, very rank, and with an odour like that of Mushrooms, but I

have not seen one yet, and being fifty days since I spawned I am
beginning to think I have mismanaged my work.—G. JB.

"Aoaricus"(p. ir2)may grow good Mushrooms in the space be-

tween the back wall and the footway, provided he treats them
properly, without any injury to his Vines or plants. Get a quantity
of fresh droppings from hard-fed horses, lay them on a shed floor, on
which put also an equal quantity of good sweet dry soil, mix both
well together till a sufiicieut quantity is obtained, put them into a
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good heap and make all solid, allowing it to stand twenty-four
hours or so, when the soil will absorb the ammonia out of the
manure and prevent over-heating. This compost may then be
wheeled into the Vinery and made into a bed and trodden down as

solid as possible, leaving it when finished a foot or so in depth
;
put in

some good spawn, in pieces about 3 in. square and 1 ft. apart,
cover all over with some good strong soil 2 in. in depth, and beat
firm with the back of a spade. Sprinkle with sufficient water so
as to leave the surface as smooth as possible. Keep the surface of

the bed in a healthy state as regards moisture by a covering of soft

hay, which can be' kept moist, a much better plan than
watering the beds ; if any ammonia should escape give a little top
ventilation.—J. Smith, Waterdale.

In reference to the question of "Agaricus" (p. 112) I may say
that Mushrooms have often been grown in vineries and under stages
in plant houses. Of course care must be used, as rank steam from
horse manure will prove injurious to young foliage. The manure
must be thoroughly fermented and sweetened before it is taken into
the house, and then there will be no danger. It is a good plan to
mix a proportion of loam with the manure, as this absorbs the rank
gases and prevents any ill effects arising from imperfect fermenta-
tion. The late Mr. Wighton, of Cossey Park, Norwich, grew ex-
cellent crops of Mushrooms for many years in his Vineries all the
year round. The houses, which were old-fashioned, had wide deep
pits all along the centre, and in these pits over the genial warmth
of beds of leaves he made his Mushroom beds in sections as required,
and lie very seldom purchased any spawn, as the successional bed
was usually made before the previous one was exhausted, and so he
inoculated one from the other. The manure must be sweet if there
be any young growth on the Vines or of any other kind in the house.
I once saw a house of Cinerarias and other soft-wooded plants de-
stroyed by incautiously taking fresh manure into the house to make
up a Mushroom bed under the stage, The owner, an amateur, had
read somewhere of prolific Mushroom beds in such places, but having
only half learnt his lesson he took the manure in fresh, and as soon
as the heat arose and the ammonia escaped in the atmosphere
of the house one single night with the ventilators closed did the busi-
ness ; the leaves of the Cinerarias and Pelargoniums all drooped and
turned black next morning, as if scorched ; and this was entirely
through neglecting to properly sweeten (as gardeners say) the
manure before taking it into the house, or to mix a sufficient quantity
of earth with the fresh manure to keep down the fiery heat and
absorb the dangei-ous gases as they were evolved by the fermenting
material. In the situation mentioned by your correspondent, I
should think the hot-water pipe being so close would make the atmo-
sphere too dry if the pipe became hot, otherwise with care Mushrooms
will succeed under the conditions he mentions.—E. Hobday.

Ithink "Agaricus"may "succeed well with his Mushrooms in
the well warmed space he describes at the back of his Vinery. The
chief danger would be an excess of heat and of drought from the
proximity of the hot-water pipes, but the former might probably be
modified, and it would be easy to water copiously against the pipes
as soon as the Mushrooms began to show. It is hardly safe to water
before, as few things check or destroy the growth of spawn sooner
than water. As soon as it is developed into Mushrooms, however
rudimentary, these will bear and thrive well under liberal water-
ing. The amount, however, should be largely regulated by the
degree of heat—the more heat the more water may be given with ad-
vantage. We see this truth constantly illustrated in the out-of-
door culture of the Mushroom. They spring up in the meadows
as if by magic soon after a few genial showers or several drenching
rains succeed a long spell of hot dry weather. "Agaricus's" pipes
may prove like natural droughts, and must therefore be accompanied
Or succeeded by copious waterings if he would gather plenty of Mush-
rooms. No fear need be entertained of the injurious effects of
ammonia; on the contrary, that in such moderation as is involved
in the placing of aMushroombedagainsttheback borderof hisVinery
will prove beneficial. The manure will of course be partly worked
and sweetened outside. With the rank steam and juices and
gases sweated out the moderate escape of ammonia will prove
most useful to the Vines, providing them at once witli food and va-
pour. Decomposing materials, such as manure leaves, tan. Cocoa-nut
fibre refuse, have frequently been expressly inti-oduced into Vinerieson

' purpose that the Grapes might thus be provided with extra food. A
mixture of stable manure and fresh tree leaves are preferred, that a
sufiioienoyof ammonia may be evolved, so that "Agaricus "need have
no fear on this or any other head, for Mushrooms have often been
grown on the floors and even under the stages of Vineries, and, pro-
vided the temperature and treatment are suitable, they will grow
as well in Vineries as anywhere else, for it is impossible that the
Vines can hurt the Mushrooms, and equally so. as we have shown,
that the Mushrooms can hurt the Vmes.—D, T. Fish.

Asparagus on Clay Soil.—Some twenty-four years ago I
can remember seeing fine Asparagus at Gosford, not in a walled
garden, but in a sort of outside field garden, and I can remember the
then gardener telling me about his having to stake the heavy
growths in summer, as the wind blew sometimes off the Firth of
Forth with great violence and prostrated the Asparagus. By the way,
at Gosford can or could be seen the grandest masses possible of
Hippophae rhamnoides, planted to break the force of the sea
breeze ; the shelter within was perfect, and the defence seemed
strong enough to defy a herd of elephants ; the hoary aspect of the
plaut had a fine effect in the mass. Gosford is a salty, sandy situa-
tion, so far as I can remember from my one visit, and would suggest
itself as a grand locality for the growth of Asparagus, theoretically
speaking. I wish to dissent, however, from Mr. Addison's statement
in The Gaeden'(p.117) thatAsparaguswillnot growon a strong soil if

at all clayey. I can say that I have seen it grown of good forcing
quality on the heaviest yellow clay—clay so stiff that it would
require the spade first dipped in water before treading it into the
soil in digging, otherwise the clay would stick to the spade like glue,

the subsoil being equally stiff boulder clay impregnated with mag-
nesian limestone. My experience of this clay was that it grew the
very best vegetables. Asparagus included, after trenching and ordin -

ary manuring. I am inclined to think that Asparagus will do better
and last longer in strong soil, that is, soil whose base is clay, pro-
vided it is na,turally well drained than in the orthodox sandy soil.

I do not wish to controvert the usual proposition that sandy soil and
even sea sand may be best for Asparagus. I am only from experience
able to defend tlie heaviest clay when well managed. Coal ashes are
often recommended as an improver of clay for Asparagus and other
vegetables ; their efficacy is doubtful, and the same must be said

of sand. Probably the best improver of clay is timely cultivation,

as the weather dictates, and dressings of animal manures and rotten
leaves, uuless a wholesale burning of tlie subsoil can be taken in
hand. Our very heavy clays are not yet sufficiently appreciated,
nor will they be, probably, until labour and rents are cheajjer.—Hibernian".

Gigantic Cucumbers.— In justice to the gentleman who
made the mild protest against one of our correspondents' remarks on
large Cacumbers we aie bound to state that the engraver of the
cut in question sends us the photograph from which he made the
block, and it certainly shows the Cucumbers as large 'as they appear
in the illustration. There is a man in the central passage who really

looks a poor insignificant creature beside the enormous crop of

bolster-like bodies by which he is surrounded. Be it so, but the
fact remains that people do not grow Cucumbers this size for the
purpose of eating them, and there is no reason why they should be
made pictures of in their obesity, except for advertising purposes.

NOTES AND HEADINGS.

So Orchids are easy to grow, are they ? This is an assertion that

lias been made more than once before, and we believe it has almost

been made by beginners in Orchid culture. Nevertheless, such
statements deserve notice, for there are many people ready to

seize upon them and expect greater [success in their attempts at

culture than they have any right to look for. It is compara-
tively easy to grow Orchids when you can buy good plants to start

with, when you possess a suitable house or part of a house to grow
them in, when you have a man in charge who understands the

habits and wants of the numerous species and varieties under his

care, and when he is allowed as much time to attend to them as

he requires to pot, water, ventilate, damp, wash, stake, and watch
from slugs, beetles, and other vermin, &o., &c., &c. Comparatively
speaking, however. Orchids are not easy to grow, and that is why
there are so many poor and unhealthy collections. Any ordinary

good gardener may successfully grow a house full of any single

species, like Odontoglossoms or Dendrobiums, Cojlogynes, or Ly-
castes, &c,, but when he comes to have a variety, and perhaps

indifferent accommodation and means, he must be a slave to his

charge wlio is more than ordinary successful. Those who think

their culture an easy matter should go to Veitch's, or any great

Orchid depot, and note the pains that is taken with the plants and
the expense that is gone to in order to provide for their wants in

every way. It may, in short, be safely asserted that Orchids

require far more care and skill than anj' other class of plants.

As a delightful fragrant flower at this season and for months to

come, there is hardly anything surpasses the lovely pure white
Odontoglossum pulchellum majus. The flowers are not unlike a
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tall and massive spike of Lily of the Valley, and they remain in

perfection a long while. It is one of the cool liouse kinds, and is a

a very free grower and flowerer. For a button-hole or for the hair

there is no better ornament, and we sliould advise all those wlio
delight in pretty and fragrant flowers of enduring habit to grow
as much as they can of it.

*

Horticulture is now a branch of industry of great extent, variety,

and importance, and there is hardly any topic connected with it

that has not received more or less attention at the hands of authors,

while numerous special subjects have had whole books devoted to

them, but horticultural literature on the whole may be said to be
iu a chaotic coudition, and there exists no comprehensive work on
horticulture at all. Its literature is fragmentary and crude. It is

best represented in the horticultural press, which mostly possesses

only a fugitive interest. The great want of tlie day is a standard
work of cyclopa^diacal eompreliensiveness and aim, in which all

that is wortli recording of horticultural history, knowledge, and
practice could find a place, and whore any subject of interest

would be described in an accurate and impartial manner. Such a

work would have the fault of all works of the kind; it would
grow old and in some ways fall behind the times, but its value

would, nevertheless, be great, and if issued iu a convenient form it

would be popular. The library of the gardener is a limited one,

because the great bulk of gardening books are out of his reacli.

"What he needs is a dictionary of horticultural knowledge really,

but no such storehouse exists for him. The encyclopsediacal litera-

ture of the age is said to have increased the sum total of general
intelligence in no small degree, and horticultural knowledge could

bj vastly extended by the same means. Loudon aimed at a work
of this description in his " Eucj-cloppodia of Gardening." wliich is

certainly a laborious compilation, but it is wrong in design. In

these days such a \enture one would think might be attempted.

It will be a good thing if the prize of £.5 offered by the Society
of Arts produces a good useful label, for such a thing is much
wanted. It should be easily made or easily procured, cheap, and
lasting. The common tally is not an ornamental appendage to

any plant, but it looks particularly bad on the flower border or

bid when many are used, reminding one of the tickets on garments
iu a clothier's shop window. Labels are necessary, no doubt, but
t'.iey should not obtrude themselves on the sight too much, as they
sometimes do iu botanical gardens, for example. AVhen gigantic

libels like small headstones, and printed or written in large letters,

frequently denote the whereabouts of the most diminutive plants,

they are no doubt convenient to enquiring students, but to him
who "scans and spells," and who represents a veiy numerous class

ot visitors, they convey little information, while they are a sad
disfigurement to a group of plants, and give the garden a grave-
yard aspect. We believe it was at Kew where we saw beds of

libels that were far more conspicuous than the plants to which
they were attached, and the lettering was evidently intended for

short-sighted visitors. The least conspicuous labels we have ever
S3en were miide of charcoal from wood of a hard and smooth tex-

ture, and written with a white crayon pencil, but of the lasting

qualities of the material or the writing we cannot speak, though
the lettering was unusually distinct, while the black label itself was
hardly noticeable. The worst fault of the common deal tally is

that, although it is convenient and handy for temporary purposes,

it soon rots and becomes indistinct. A label that would last stuck

finnly into the ground, and preserve the writing legibly for a long
period, would be a real boon. The complaint of all gardeners is

that as common labels soon decay, and are easily moved, thej- get
displaced by careless men, and become a source of confusion in

extensive collections where clearing and tidying up has to be
attended to. The most imperishable labels we have ever seen are

jMaw's terra cotta, when attached to the trees by wire. These
will last for a score of years or more without showing the least

alteration ordefacement. but when stuck into the ground a winter's

frost destroys them, breaking them up into fragments, as it does
many kinds of earthenware. AVe can state this from practical

and repeated experience of them—not a single ground label es-

caped destruction. They fall so quickly to pieces after frost that
the names get lost if precautions are not taken in time.

Pebegeine.

ORCHIDS.

PHAJUS GBANDIFOLIUS.
I CONSIDER this noble evergreen plant to be one of our most useful

winter-flowering Orchids, for if properly treated during the grow-
ing season, and kept in a cool house during the autumn to rest, one
may hane a succession of bloom from the end of December till late

in spring. For early flowering the plants must be encouraged
to finish their growth early iu the season, and they should be rested

in a cool house for a time, removing them into the stove some time
in October or early in November, when, if all goes well, they will be
in flower in January, and by bringing the plants into warmth as

required, a successional display of flowers may long be had if kept
free from damp. The plants should be kept in the driest corner of

the stove after opening their flowers. If grown in small pots they
may be used for the decoration of rooms, or for the dinner table, and
if kept rather dry at the roots some time before being used, all the

better. Single blooms may also be used among other flowers to fill

small vases or specimen glasses, for, being white and brown in colour,

they make a pleasant contrast, with their associates, such as Eucharis
amazonica, Plumbago rosea. Euphorbia jacquiniajflora, or winter
flowering Begonias, using fronds of Maidenhair Fern, or some
sprays of green plants to mix with them ; the spikes are also very
efiective when cut and put into vases, either singly or in groups,

using some green leaves or Fern fronds to mi.x with them.

This Phajus requires liberal treatment during its growing season ;

as soon as the plants finish flowering I repot them every spring,

for I find they flower more freely by having plenty of fresh soil to

root into. If the plants are in good health and growing strongly

they will fill their pots full of roots even if given a liberal shift

every spring. Being a terrestrial Orchid, it requires a good sound
compost to root into ; the compost which I use consists of good turfy

loam broken into pieces about the size of Walnuts, leaf-mould,

tome good peat broken into small pieces, rotten cow manure, and a

portion of silver sand to keep the compost open and to keep it from
getting sour. I use about equal portions of loam and peat, and not

quite so much leaf-mould.

For large plants put 3 in. of drainage in the bottom of the pots ;

over that place a good layer of Moss, then some pieces of fibry peat

finishing with the compost just recommended ; pot rather firmly and
keep the crown about 1 in. below the rim. After potting, place

them in a w.arm stove, water sparingly until they make a good start,

when more water will be required, using liquid manure twice a week
until they have finished their growth in the autumn. The leaves

will then be from 3 ft. to 3h ft. in length, and the plants will produce

their flower-spikes above the foliage from 2 ft. to 3 ft.

Old plants broken up and potted in -t^-in. and 6-in.pot8 will

flower freely, using the same compost as for large plants, but less

drainage, according to the size ot the pots. These young plants will

flower freely the first season if well fed with manure water, and
they will be found useful for house decoration or for grouping in the

stove among fine-foliaged plants. I have j i-own this Phajus for several

years and have always found it to flower freely, but it likes plenty of

pot room and liberal feeding. I have some in flower at present

which have been very useful both as decorative plants and for

supplying us with cut bloom, and, having some more to succeed

them, we will be able to have a supply for some time to come.

The Rookery, Bromleij Common. Wm. Christ, S3N.

On Feb. 26 we shall publish an illustrated account of the gardens
at Gunnersbury.

The Constable Burton Orchids.—We understand that the

celebrated collection of specimen orchids at Constable Burton, made
by the late Mr. J. Maclaren, has been purchased by Messrs. Back-
house & Son, of York. In it were grand masses of Saccolabiums,

.some of which will be marvellously beautiful when in bloom. Cat-

tleyas are alsowell represented. One specimen of C. Triana; var. Dodg-
soni measures 5 ft. across. Another variety of the same species had
over 100 stems and 20 leading growths. Two fine plants ot the old

autumn-blooming C. labiata promise everything that can be desired.

There are likewise large plants of C. Skinneri with 50, 00, 70, and 100

stems each ; also enormous masses of Cffilogyne cristata and C. cris-

tata maxima. Amongst Deudrobiums are noble specimens of D.

albo-sanguineum, Farmeri, chrysotoxum, aggregatum majus, De-

vonianum, Pierardi var. latifolium,moniliforme, &c. ; the last nameda
grand plant 4 ft. across. One D. densiflorura has between 200 and
300 stems. Fine examples may also be seen of Cattleya Mossiie (one

bears the highly promising name of CM. alba grandiflora), Aerides

AVarneri, Vanda teres, and many others—indeed, over 200 specimens

in all—will doubtless make a rich display in due season. The col-

lection testifies strongly to the energy and ability which have raised

and developed such plaats in the course of some 25 or 30 years,
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
HABROTHAMNUS FASCICULATUS.

Though this has been for many years an occupant of our green-

houses it is not often seen in such perfection as the plant from
which our drawing was prepared, which was grown in Lady Mayo's
garden, Greenwich Parle, It is indeed the nearest approach we

Habrothamnus fasciculatus.

have ever seen, as regards the size of clusters and depth of colour
of the flowers, to the coloured illustration of native specimens
which was published in the Transactions of the Iloyal Horticul-
tural Society several years ago, when the plant was first introdviced

from Mexico. It is certainly one of the finest and most useful

productions we have yet obtained from that region, and its valae
IS greatly enhanced by the fact of its flowering most freely in the
depth of winter, when but few other flowers are obtainable.
Than it we could not recommend a more suitable plant for plant-
ing against the back wall of a cool house, which is generally the
most shaded, for it is a curious fact that this plant thrives best
when under a subdued light, though it may be grown trained to

the pillars or rafters of the house. Its culture is simple, merely
requiring to be planted out in a well-drained border of moderate
size filled with a good rich soil. The other species—II. corym-
bosus and II. elegans—are scarcely less beautiful if well grown,
and now that the Cestrums are merged witli tlie Habrothamnus
we mio-ht add the handsome yellow-flowered C. auranfiacum,
which is one of the finest pillar plants we know of for autvnnn

and early winter flowering. W.Cf

.

Habrothamnus fascicu-
latus.—This I consider a famous
plant for covering large spaces of
bare walls in conservatories and
greenhouses. We have a plant of
it here covering a space 15 ft. by
10 ft., and it is evidently capable
of covering a much larger area.
It has been in flower for a month
past, and will apparently continue
in that condition for the next two
or three months.

—

R. R. [Our
correspondent also sends us flower-
ing sprays of Acacia dealbata in
order to show how useful this
Acacia is as a winter flowering
plant. Theplant from which it was
cut ia growing in a H-in. pot in

a conservatory, and has attained in

about 3 years a height of 14 ft.]

Greenhouse Climbers (p.

103).—It is, I think, useless at-

temping Roses in a greenhouse at

South Kensington, they being of all

plants most impatient of smoke and
an impure atmosphere, to stand
which nothing is equal to thick
shiny-leaved subjects, like Tecoma
jasminoides, Rhynchospermumjap-
minoides, and the Bignonias, which
are easily kept clean by means cf

Clearwater and a syringe. Passi-

floras, too, would no doubt succeed

well, as the growth is renewed an-

nually ; and Lardizabala biternata

has beautiful green foliage and is a

fine looking evergreen. With
plenty of water and attention dur-

ing the growing season it is very

likely that the lovely Lapageria

rosea and alba would do, but these

like shade and a moist atmosphere,

and must be kept free from thiips

by syringing with tobacco water,

or they soon get disfigured. Mag-
nolia grandiflora would do well on
the wall, but not as a climber, its

habit being more of a bushy char-

acter, and although it might be
,^55' led up to the roof, it would take

N years to do it, as its rate of growth
is very slow.—S. D.
Cineraria Seed.—Do plants

from seed supplied by seedsmen
usually produce good flowers ? My
experience is that they do not,

and I have grown seed supplied

by several firms. Growers with

whom I am acquainted assure me
that they sometimes get a small

proportion of good flowers, and
sometimes all are equally poor

;

some I saw in different places last year were not worth house room,

and in all cases a good flower was the exception rather than the

rule, a result very disappointing after all the care bestowed on them.

Some recommend propagation by offsets, but I do not think this is

necessary, as satisfactory results can undoubtedly be obtained from

seed provided good varieties are selected for seed bearing. 1 intend

to obtain a dozen named varieties to commence with, and to save

my own seed. Will some reader of The Garden kindly name a

dozen good in flower and habit and distinct in colour ?—W. C.

Daphne indica.—What treatment suits this Daphne best ? I h.ave a l.irge

plant ot it, but it is very sickly, and has been so tor a long time. Last spring I

re-potted it in peat soil and silver sand, but it seems to do no good. What soil

and what heat suits it best ?—F. J. J.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SINGLE DAHLIAS.

It must be satisfactory to the true florist to see tlie moat beautiful

of all dowers, the single Dahlia, coraint; to the fore, and it must be

equally puzzling to him to ixnderstand why go lovely a flower has

been in the background for so many years. How many rich treasures

have been cast aside by growers of double Dahlias in their com-

patition for enormous Cauliflower blooms it would be difficult to

estimate, and many regrets must now be felt for what can never be

recovered. The cultivation of single Dahlias is, as h.as been stated,

of the easiest desciiptiou; any good garden soil without manure does

for them, and they will do anywhere except where the sub-soil ia

n^n-retentive. In the neighbourhood of London one is sure of

success, and single Dahlias may be regarded as par excellence the

Londoner's flower. They are produced from the old roots in tlie

usual way. In early spring the roots of last year should be planted

in the borders of a warm house, and as soon as long enough, the

shoots are detached with or without a small piece of the old tuber,

and struck in bottom heat in separate pots. When the pots are

found to be full of roots, the plants should be taken into a cool

house and gradually hardened oflf until tire time comes to plant

them out. To raise from seed, the seed should be sown in February

in heat, and the young plants should be treated in the same way as

cuttings. The seedlings flower the same year, and are very interest-

ing, inasmuch as the flowers very seldom come like those of the

Dar'ent plant. No doubt by careful hybridising and covering up each

flower loft for seed the family likeness might be perpetuated, but I

have never tried this experiment.

When ou the subject of seedlings, let me recommend for Dahlias

what I consider to be a good plan for all seedlings (and I would

specially recommend this i^lan to Cucumber groivers), viz., the

sjwing of one seed the right way upwards, in a ^i-iu. pot ; very few

fill ; it saves the after trouble of pricking out, and. secures the plant

iu its entirety, not a fibre of a root being lost, and who shall say

what influence this may have on the after well-being of the plant.

All who grow Dahlias should invest in Dahlia pans, which must

be placed over the young plants when planted out or soon after. No
earwigs attack the flowers, because they cannot get to them if the

pins t)e carefully kept filled with water. Let me recommend Mr.

Matthews or some other maker of horticultural crockery to assist

us Dalilia growers by making these pans with glazed interiors,

which would save a world of trouble in having so repeatedly to fill

them up with water. Dahlia pans, too, keep the roots constantly

moist, which I find has no disadvantageous effect either ou the plant

or on the tubers for winter harvesting.

Dahlia perfecta, originally introduced by Messrs. Henderson, is

perhaps the finest flower which we possess, unless Paragon, brought

into notice by Mr. Cannell, may be considered to bear away the

palm. Lutea, a quilled yellow, is also a grand bouquet flower. I have

met with much success in raising seedlings of great beauty ;
amongst

them I have a yellow of the same shape as perfecta, a white with

blush edfes, and another white one, which, although somewhat dis-

coloured in intense sunshine, is absolutely pure at the commencement

and finish of the season, a veritable Christmas Rose then, and

another .seedling which I possess, having verydwarf habit, has a bloom

like a Zinnia .and foliage like a Grevillea. I had almost forgotten

to name a very excellent and free bloomer. Dahlia gracilis, intro-

duced by Messrs. Hooper & Co., of Covent Garden, and which is

the parent of many of my good seedlings. W. H. C.

except on banks, or when the weather was hot and there was not

much Grass when it was left, and on these occasions we always

found a considerable saving of time. By degrees we saw that weoould

mow the Grass three times without collectinginthesame timethat we
could mow twice collecting and removing the Grass. Moreover, we
found that the work was much lighter, especially when the Grass is

wet and the lawn is always in good order. By mowing three times

in every fortnight instead of once a week, the Grass is so short that

it is never a nuisance, and if it does no good, as " A. D. " would have

\is believe, our lawns and others where the same course is adopted,

certainly show that it does thorn no harm. Let your correspondent

try for himself both plans. If he wishes hia lawn always close and
smooth with the least amount of labour, let him mow every fifth day,

leaving the Grass, and I think he will very rarely have any objection

to the appearance of the Grass. Some may be ready to doubt that

the stoppages consequent on collecting the Grass amounts to one-

third of the whole time. To those who do so I would say—try the
experiment before deciding. R. L.

GRASS LAWNS AND NOX-COLLECTING
MOWERS.

Asonewho has forsome tenor twelve years practised leaving the Grass

uncollected on lawns, more or less according to circumstances, I can

scarcely agree with " A. D." (p. 97) in reference to this subject. I

admit thai it is not .advisable to leave Grass on a lawn where it is

rank and luxuriant, as it only makes mowing more heavy, and it does

look untidy if the cutting is not done very frequently. But to say

that Grass on a lawn is injurious when the Grass is thin " on poor,

hot dry soils " is altogether opposed to my experience. Does it not

strike "A. D." that if Grass is present in such quantity as to be a

nuisance, it cannot be so small as to be of no value as a mulch for

the lawn? As "A. D." says, there is no question about the "de-

sirability of having a lawn smooth, clean, and closely shaven.

It should not only be so four or five days a week, but it

should always be so—always the same. Now to attain this very

frequent mowing is necessary. A lawn that is only mown once

every week cannot be said to be always the same. In fine growing

weather it will often be found two days a week out of condition.

Formerly I used to mow only once a week, collecting the Grass,

"A. D." (p. 97) is right in his remarks tliat one dressing of

guano is worth a hundred of mown Grass, and it needs only a very

small dressing of either of these stimulants to equal the amount of

grass cut in a whole season. How people can tolerate the untidy
appearance which strewn grass gives a lawn I cannot understand, as

a puff of wind carries it ou to the w.alks, and gives a garden the ap-

pearance of a miniature liayfield. Mowing machines are now almost

perfect in every respect; they will cut long Grass or short, and pick

it up or scatter it abroad, or leave it at will. Not ouly are they equal

to all this, but they are light and durable and work easy—very
different from those I remember some thirty years ago. What does

lawns so much good is not the cut Grass left, but the regular

shave they get by setting the machines at a height tliat will not cut

into or damage the heart of the plants, as whensnipt too close, the

sun scorches them up, and weeds soon take their place. Some lawns
are particularly subject to weeds, and more especially to Plantains and
Daisies, which are a great disfigurement, but by a little perseverance

both may be easily got rid of. The best way in wliioh to deal with
them is to get some vitriol 'n a wide-mouthed bottle and put a strong

wire round its neck to carry it by, when by dipping in a notched
stick, a few drops may be let quickly into the crown of each weed,

which will soon burn out the heart and cause them to perish. It is,

of course, necessary to use the acid with care, as it will blister the

skin and damage any clothing which it touches.

Another way of extirpating weeds from lawns is to spud or out

them out in spring. Moss, too is a great eye sore, and many lawns
are subject to it. The best cure for it is hot lime, which with a

little soot added, greatly improves the appearance of the Grass. To
get the lime on regularly it should be slaked and mixed with moist
sifted earth, which by giving weight prevents it from flying about
wiien being sown. A rub with the back of a wooden rake will

work it in and help to break up any small cobbles, if these are left

exposed to the air for a time. Not only is a good dressing of liine

highly beneficial to lawns on account of its killing Moss and
encouraging the spread of the Grass, but it destroys or drives away
worms, which are such a nuisance all through the autumn and
winter months in throwing up casts.

In cases where lawns are worn, or from any cause are thin and
patchy, the present will be found a good time for repairing them,
as where fresh turf has to be cut and laid it cannot well be done too

soon ; it deferred till we get dry weather it requires a good deal of

labour and attention iu watering to induce it to start and lay fresh

hold of the ground. The most suitable turf for mending lawns ia

that from a close fed pasture where the Grass is always short, or

from near roads or paths where it has been subjected to a good deal

of traffic.

If seeds are used instead of turf, the ground should be broken
by the use of a sharp toothed iron rake previous to sowing,

and it is a good plan, for the better distribution of the seeds, to mix
them with a little fine earth or sand, when they can be sown with
great regularity. Seed saved hap-hazard from the sweepings of

mangers is bad, as it is sure to contain weed seeds, and those of the

coarse Grasses, v/hich are quite unfitted for lawns. Mixtures
such as are sold by the leading nurserymen are the most suitable, as

they are selected and made up for the purpose, and a few pounds
will go a long way. After sowing, it is a good plan to scatter a
little fine soil over the seeds, and to roll down while dry, as

then the seeds get well covered, and are out of reach of finches and
other small birds that would otherwise devour them. Lawns that

areunlevel may after these late severe frosts be easily beaten down,
but depressions can only be righted by lifting the turf and putting

soil under it to raise it, and this is work that pays well for the
doing, as nothing looks worse in the case of a Grass plot than an
uneven surface. S. D.
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PYRAMIDAL HOLLYHOCKS.
A CORRESPONDENT Suggests (p. 122) cutting the stems of Hollyhocks
down at an early stage of their development to cause them to form
bushy specimens. I cannot, however, imagine anyone doing this

from choice, as the character of the plants would be quite spoiled

thereby ; there are no flower garden jjlants capable of producing
such a noble effect as the Hollyhock, and the taller it grows the more
characteristic it is, reminding one oif the original single forms, some
of which are still to be seen in cottage gardens. Hollyhocks should
be planted where they can be protected to a certain extent from
high winds, which break and injure the leaves. Planted in groups
before a background of shrubs and trees where they can be seen from
a distance they are very effective, but they must be provided witli

rich deeply trenched soil free from roots of trees or slirubs. Seedlings
are best, perhaps, wherelargenumbers of plants can be utilised for decora-
tive purposes. Tliey produce the best spikes, and also throw out a great
many side branches. A large proportion, too, will be as good as the
parents, and if they have not been crossed they often do not difl^er very
much from them. I well remember saving some seeds from a fine dark
crimson variety, raised by Mr. John Laing, ofthe Stanstead Park
Nurseries, and at least 50 per cent, of the produce were so like the
parent that they might have been substituted for it, a circumstance
whicli points to the fact that if novelties of tliis or any other flower
are to be obtained, some pains must be taken to cross certain
varieties of recognised merit witli others of a diS'erent colour pos-
sessing the most desirable points. Bright and decided colours in the
flowers with vigorous constitutions are desirable qualities in the
pollen parents. The Hollyhock is also one of our finest plants for
autumn exhibitions—before the Dahlia even for that purpose. I see
that the council of the Manchester Botanical Society have wisely
included Hollyhocks in the schedule of the International Exhibition
to be held there in August next. They are to be exhibited as spikes
(which is the best way), and also in the form of cut flowers. If it is

intended to grow them for exhibition, they should be planted in the
kitchen garden, or in some place where the cutting of spikes will
not have the eS'eet of spoiling the appearance of the group or border.

J. Douglas.

^OTES AND QUESTIONS OH THE PLOWEE GARDEN.

Lily Bed.— I am about to make a small bed of Lilies, whicli are to remain
untouched afterwards. Will some one kindly tell me how to form such a bed,
and what are the best sorts to put in it ?—LiLiusr, Greenocfc.

Double Wallflo-wers.—Most people are fond of the double
yforms of this old-fashioned fragrant flower, and attempt, or have at
some time attempted, to grow them. The double varieties are not,

as a rule, more difficult to grow than the normal type, and yet one
seldom sees them in anything like good condition in gardens
generally. The reason for this would appear to be an inability to
resist with anything like impunity periods of severe weather. This
year will, in all probability, witness the complete or partial ruin,

according as climatal conditions are more or less favourable, of the
greater portion of old-established plants. If the double kinds grew
in the situations which Nature has decided to be proper for the
Wall-flower in its natural state, we should not have to lament the
fate that so often overtakes them. It is the unnatural conditions of
growth which render this plant so susceptible to the keen wintry
blast and griping frosts ; the wood and foliage, being somewhat over-
stimulated by shelter and abundance of food, do not attain the
hardness andraaturitynecessarj to enable them to successfully wrestle
with grim winter ; hence the wholesale destruction of these ever
welcome flowers in hard winters, and the poor condition in which
they are generally to be seen in gardens. The only way to make at
all certain of keeping up the stock is to put in a few cuttings early
in the autumn, and afford them just the amount of protection neces-
sary to insure them against periods of severe weather. Care should
also be taken to afford them the sunniest and most exposed situations
in the garden ; they revel in fierce heat and flower freely when well
roasted in the summer.—J. Coenhill.

Churchyard Grass.—A very old churchyard in the centre of
a large city was, early last spring, laid out and sown down with
the best lawn mixture after being trenched and properly prepared.
The seed came up well and the Grass grew very satisfactorily, but as
the season advanced large patches turned yellow and became very
thin (almost bare) and unhealthy, and towards autumn the ground,
instead of having a good bottom of Grass, was covered with a very
short growing moss, which could be raked off almost in patches. The
Grass grew luxuriantly during the summer, except in the patches
which turned yellow, and was cut four times with the scythe and kept
weeded and rolled. The churchyard is in the midst of a large
manufacturing district, where there are a number of large chim.neys
pouring out volumes of black smoke. The ground is about two acres

in extent and open were it not for the manufactories, So far as
making a good turf area we have failed, as the surface has become
almost overrun with the moss. If any of your correspondents can
point out the cause of failure we should be exceedingly obliged.
I may add that a very large number of burials have taken place
there in former times and very near the surface, so near that in
trenching the ground over we came across many bones. The soil is
very light and black, and a good part of it has at various times been
put there

;
probably a fair portion of it was ashes. Would a good

layer of maiden loam from a fresh pasture bring about the desired
eft'ect ? The trees and many of the shrubs have grown so far fairlywell.—Enquirer.

The "Winter Heliotrope not a Native of Ireland.—
The advantage of having lived more than half a century is often felt
in the power it gives of throwing a light on the origin or history of
some old flower or plant. In the present instance it enables me to
say with confidence that the winter Heliotrope, so admired by
"i. W. B." on the banks of the Dodder, is not a native of Ireland,
the proof being that a guinea a plant was its price when first brought
to a garden in Wioklow with which I am well acquainted. This
did not happen within my own recollection, but was a well estab-
lished fact well known to us all many years ago. The "Cottage
Gardener's Dictionary "gives ISOG as the date of its introduction
from Italy, and it may have been soon after that time that it first
appeared in the above-mentioned beautiful garden. Though a
troublesome weed there, as in many other places, it must be allowed
to have some merits besides its scent, the leaves being much relished
by horses, and where suitably placed it is undeniably a very orna-
mental plant, worth the trouble of keeping it within bounds. In
France it is said that the roots are used for food when dressed in a
variety of ways like Potatoes, but without Frenoli cookery this prac-
tice is not likely to meet with many followers.—C. L.

Bog- and Bog Plants.—In the formation of a bog garden
considerable attention ought to be paid to natural surroundings, or
such as have been made as nearly so as possible by artificial means.
If we can conveniently associate the alpine garden with the hoc
garden so that the one gradually slopes into the other, so much the
better. By such an arrangement and a little attention to soil we
may find all the varying conditions of moisture necessary for the
cultivation of a very great variety of plants, and a proper place for
many which we may have hitherto had some difficulty in suiting.
In that portion intermediate in charaster between the hoc and
alpine gardens in a soil the principal part of which is peat,°with
limestone grit and river sand added, we may grow at least fifty or
sixty kinds, including Androsaces, Gentians, Lady's-slippers, Ameri-
can Cowslips, Mertensias, and several Primulas.—T. D., Hatfield.

Erica melanthera.—It is interesting to hear of the hardiness
of this species, but whether hardy or not it is oue that claims a
place in the indoor collection on account of its beauty. Several
years ago it was grown by Mr. Barron for the decoration of the con-
servatory at South Kensington, and probably is so still. In the
Cambridge Botanic Garden are plants of it thai have great value for
cutting from. The quantity of tiny flowers it bears is enormous,
and from the profusion of small bulbs, with black anthers peepino-
from within, the plant is an extremely pretty one.—R. I. L.

°

Effect of Frost on Plants.—Some observations made at
Giessen last winter by Herr Hoffmann throw light on the way in
which plants are injured in times of hard frost. The great advan-
tage of a hilly position was then apparent ; the plants so situated
took little or no harm, while in the valley there was extensive injury.
The injury, too, decreased in proportion to elevation above the vallej'.
Some tender fruit trees placed in specially favourable circumstances
on the lower ground withstood the lowest temperature (23* R.].
Still more instructive was the fact that one and the same bush e.g.,
of Thuja—was killed, as far as foliage was concerned, on the south
side, while on the north side it remained green. The autlior infers
that it is not a particular degree of cold that kills a plant, but
quick thawint'. It is indifferent (Herr Hoffmann says) whether the
thawing be caused by a warm wind and at once or daily repeated
by the sun. On December 28, at Giessen, in the valley, the air
temperature was raised (by a south-west storm with rain) from
minus 17* in the night to plus 3° at mid-day. On the hills the
thawing wind acted with the same high temperature, but the pre-
vious cold was less. The eflect of thawing by the sun could be
observed on Pear trees in the middle of December, lone before the
thawing weather came ; they were killed by the daily variations of
temperature of over 20' from the night minimum to the day maxi-
mum. Herr Hoffmann also considers that when plants are thoroughly
frozen the killing takes place as surely, whether the temperature of
the plant be raised

—

e.g., 20"—from minus 17" to plus 3", or from
minus 10° to plus 10°. With each degree of less variation the injury
is proportionately less, and for each species the fatal amplitude of
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variation is special and determinate. Hence the best practice is to

shade from sunshine all frozen plants, either withmats or other suitable

covering. Snow is Nature's plan of covering, andartmay nowassistby

heaping snow around small shrubs and other plants, so as to ensure

a gradual thaw. The old garden practice of syringing with cold

water and shading afterwards with thick mats to ward off the sun

is a good one. Plants on northern and western walls often escape

injury from frost when those on eastern and southern ones sub-

cumb.—B.

Clustered Ivy (Hedera conglomerata).—This is a peculiar

Ivy and quite distinct from its congeners both in foliage and habit.

The leaves are very thick and have a curious crimped appearance,

while the plant instead of climbing forms a low spreading shrub,

suitable for the shady parts of rockwork and similar places.

—

Alpha.

planted ranks of young Oaks outside the old trees, so that the

place will retain its character for perhaps centuries to come.

AN AKTIST'S NOTES.

In my walks about I have come across some interesting

trees, especially on the higher ground to the north of the

Kennet Valley, where, as to the south, there are gravelly com-

mons on most of the hill-tops. At the east end of Buckle-

bury Common is an avenue of Oaks nearly a mile in length,

and quite perfect, except where there are farms or cottages by

•>

—
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Okl Birches on Bucklebury Common.

the roadside. The trees have an average girth of about 10 ft.,

and are all perfectly sound and healthy. The road is wide,

and in most places has a broad open green space on each side

where the pigs and geese of the cottagers pick up a liveli-

Old Willows.

On another part of the common are many fine old

Birches, a mere remnant, I am told, of what there used to

be, and these apparently dying oiF rapidly, but

still forming striking groups. The dead stems,

white and grey and covered with fungi, growing
straight out like huge shells, have a very weird

and ghostly look.

In the village churchyard there is an old

ruin of a Yew, which must have been an enor-

mous tree ; only one small part of it is now
alive.

Down here in the valley are mostly Willows
and Poplars. The large Lombardy Poplars in

the meadow by the river have had their tops

much damaged by lightning. It is interesting

to note how they anchor themselves toward
the west and away from the stream by sending

down broad flattened roots like muscles or

tendons not more than 2 in. or 3 in. thick, though
•^v^' standing out at their base as much as 3 ft.

from the main stem. I like, too, the little

boughs, which start as if they would
grow down, but suddenly remember their

duty and turn up. The Willows hardly ever get a chance of

growing big, being either pollarded every three or four years,

or cut every year for basket-makers' rods, but when let alone

they make most distinct and valuable trees, and I wonder
that they are not even more used in ornamental planting.

Yew In Bucklebury Churchyard.

hood ; the effect of the whole is most delightful, and I saw Not only is the summer foliage graceful in form and soft in

with pleasure that some true benefactor to his species has colour, but the twigs of many kinds which I have noticed
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wistaria with Eo:e growing through it.

Poplar stems.

Direction of stems ol Wistarias at Erleigh.

Poplar twigs.

Wistaria at Erleigh. Wistaria on bacls fence at Erleigh
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here become quite gorgeous as winter approaclies, gold aud

crimson and a purple black. The large one which wo
noticed at Highclere, Mr. Eoss says a variety of alba, is get-

ting a lovely colour—the leaves golden-yellow above and silver-

grey beneath. This tree divides just above the ground into

three trunks. I have noticed that old Willows often .split in

this way, even Pollards which have no weight to carry, but

the detached parts apparently root for themselves wherever

they touch the ground, and the tree becomes even more
picturesque than it was before.

The cottage gardens are nearly bare of flowers ; only the

China Roses keep on gamely to the last, and Michaelmas
Daisies and Faschsia Pdccartoni are still gay. Some fields

on the higher land are wonderfully bright with Corn Marigolds.

I picked a bunch of these the other day in a Turnip field near

Newbury which, with blue Cornflowers and white Chrysan-

themum from the same field, made as brilliant a nosegay as

any greenhouse could produce. Along the watercourses the

Meadow Sweet has come into a second blossom, and where
the reeds have not yet been cut are masses of colour orange,

yellow, and pale-green Grasses, velvety Bulrushes, and grey

withered Bents, and standing out boldly among it'all patches

and lines of big water Docks of a splendid crimson-brown.

There is an old Wistaria at Erleigh Court, near Reading,

planted against a wooden fence, which it has quite taken

possession of and covers for 1.50 ft. The fence divides an

enclosed garden from a shady walk, and from the top rail

some .shoots have got into an old Yew tree where their pale

leaves contrast beautifully with the dark green. In one

place a semi-double Rose has been allowed to ramble through
it, and this on the 10th of October was covered with

bunches of pink flowers and buds. When the stems get to the

shady side of the fence they only produce a crest of foliage

at tlie top, but the quaint bare sticks ran along for yards,

sometimes looking like lengths of gas-pipe (one that I

measured was quite straight for 36 ft), and sometimes twisted

like a cable round a post or bar, but with no artificial sup-

ports. These two enterprising twigs have already filled their

knot-hole, and 1 am anxious to see what will happen next

year when they try to grow. Alfred Paesons.

HARDY FERNS.
(Coniinneil from pcnje 89.

J

Athyrium Filix-fcemina may be taken to fairly represent
with its numerous forms ami variations one of the most beautiful
groups of hardy plants in existence. They like a compost consisting

of loam, leaf mould, aud peat, mixed in about equal jjroportions with
the addition of some sharp sand ; they require abundance of water
during their growing period, but of course artificial moisture should
be discontinued in winter because all the varieties of this species are
deciduous, and the ground at that period of the year is sure to be wet
enough naturally to suit all their requirements. There are many line

hardy evergreen herbaceous plants amongst which Lady Ferns might
be planted with ads'antage ; they will thrive admirably anywhere
provided they receive a little shade and protection from drying winds,
being very impatient of drought ; therefore plants that afford shade
and shelter and that like moisture should always be chosen for inter-

mixture with them. I feel sure that they simply require intelligent

grouping and management to be classed amongst the most useful of

hardy Ferns. Many of the variations of form of which this genus
exhibits a greater variety than any other of our native Ferns, except
the Soolopeudriums, possess the greatest possible interest, notably

A. Filix-foemina plumosum, one of the most lovely
hardy Ferns in existence when it can be obtained true to name. Its

fronds remind one of a plume of feathers, and they possess a lovelj'

shade of green. A. Filix-fo^mina (Vernonh-e) corymbiferum is a
wonderfully fine crested variety, and A. Filix-fccmina Victoriaa is a
kind that should be in the possession of all hardy plant lovers ; by
many this is considered the finest of all the varied forms of
Athyrium. There is a Japanese kind of Athyrium in commerce in
this country called A. Goringianum pictum, a remarkably pretty

variety said to be quite hardy, but we have had no personal
experience with it in the open air ; it is, however, worthy of careful
trial. Most of the Lady Ferns thrive admirably in pots, and are
thus available for a variety of most useful decorative purposes,
looking as handsome in their way when seen at their best for table
and room decoration as the most choice exotic kinds.

Blechnum spicant.—This Hard Fern is, as everybody knows,
a most beautiful and popular evergreen kind, with which much
more might be done in the way of general cultivation than at
present. True, the Blechnums love rather densely shaded and moist
spots, but that they will thrive in positions that by no means represent
the conditions just named is an indisputable fact

;
give them good

soil rich in decayed vegetable matter, and abundant supplies of

water throughout the summer season, and they will do well in many
a garden for which they have previously been considered unsuitable.
In good soil and with proper attention to simple cultural details

these denizens of our woods and hedgerows will often equal in
appearance the finest exotic. There are many fine varieties of

Blechnum worthy of culture, and their fronds are most useful in a
cut state.

Botrychium Lunaria.—The common Moonwort is a widely
distributed native species, generally found in moist sheltered
meadows, which, however, some authorities do not consider to be
a true Fern. But, however that may be, it is an interesting plant,

and worthy of a place in our gardens. B. lunarioides and B, virgini-

cum, two North American species perfectly hardy in this country,
should certainly be included in all collections of hardy plants. All
the Botryohiums are deciduous, putting forth their young fronds
about the end of April, and dying down somewhat early in the
autumn. The fronds are of a beautiful dark green colour, and the
plant also produces a pretty little panicle of inflorescence. The soil

best adapted for these Moonworts is a moist well-drained sandy
mixture of loam and peat, just the kind of compost in which most
of the American plants delight. With Spira?as, Lilies, &o., where the
soil is little disturbed, and abundance of moisture is obtainable
during their growing season, they would afford a very pleasing
contrast.

Ceterach ofQcinarum.—The only species of this genua
indigenous to this country is this most distinct and beautiful little

Fern, one admirably adapted for rock or alpine gardens, as it thrives

best when planted between the chinks of rocks or stone walls. It

is a Fern that, unlike most other varieties, abhors a confined, damp
position ; hence it can be planted in the most exposed places with
good efl'ect, and, with a little careful attention to its simple require-

ments at the outset, with almost certain success. The chinks and
crevices wherein it is proposed to plant this Ceterach should be filled

with a mixture of sandy peat and pounded limestone, a compost well

adapted to its requirements. It might be associated in such postions
with some of the little flowering Sedums, both plants being amen-
able to very similar treatment.

Cystopteris fragilis is probably the best known of the
British species of this highly ornamental genus of deciduous Fernsj
they, however, require considerable care in their culture, being
rather impatient of exposure, and naturally prefer a moist, shady
place to grow in, notably the fine British kind C. montana, which
would thrive admirably planted on the shady banks of a small lake,

stream, or ornamental pond, such as we sometimes find in gardens
(and very often too with margins quite bare of vegetation), in con-

junction with, say, such moisture-loving flowering plants as Forget-

me-nots, Meadow Sweets, Mirauli, Loosestrife, &c. They require a

mixture of loam, peat, leaf soil, and sharp gritty sand, and any
care bestowed on their culture will be amply repaid by their great

beauty. It may be remarked, however, that although they thrive

best in moist positions such as those pointed out, yet like all Ferns
the roots must be kept well above the water level. Amongst other
varieties of Cystopteris worthy of culture may be named the
beautiful and distinct British kinds, C. Dickieana and 0. D. crispa,

and the North American varieties, C. bulbifera and the very elegant

C tenuis.

Diplazium Thelypteroides is the only variety of this

handsome genus of Ferns (which much resembles the Aspleniuma
in their requirements and appearance) with which I am acquainted
that is hardy in this country ; it produces, beautiful dark green
fronds, sometimes as much as 18 in. in height ; it is a native of North
America, and should be treated similar to the Aspleniums.

Hymenophyllums.—Although the Hymenophyllums, or Fil-

my Ferns as they are called, are decidedly hardy aud very beautiful, yet
the essential conditions for their successful culture are such, that in

a general sense they cannot be used with effect in the open air. On
the contrary, to do them justice they should be placed in a glass

structure in a close, shady, and constantly moisture-laden atmo-
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sphere, conditions that it need scarcely be said cannot be attained

in open gardens ; therefore, beautiful as these Filmy Ferns un-

doubtedlj' are, we cannot further discuss their many merits, simply
because any attempt to include them in a mixed collection of hardy
Ferns and flowering plants suitable for ordinary garden culture

would end in failure ; still, wherever the protection of glass is avail-

able they should most certainlj' receive that attention which they
so well deserve.

Lastreas.—This, one of the noblest groups of all our hardy
Ferns which we possess is widely distributed and greatly varied in

aspect. Of these the common male Fern is the best known form
;

but, common as it is, it is one of the most beautiful, and certainly

one of the most useful of the class to which it belongs. It is a kind
that finds its way in large quantities to Coveut Garden Market, where
its roots at all times meet with a ready sale. It succeeds well in

London area gardens, back yards, and all sorts of out-of-the-way
places ; indeed, this common Lastrea may truly be said to be every-

body's plant, for with a plentiful supply of water given to the roots

during its growing season it will thrive well in almost any position

and in almost any kind of soil, a fact to which many a London area,

otherwise desolate-looking, bears testimony to. Now, it so much can
be done with Lastreas in the smoke of London, what effect might
they not produce were they more largely employed in country
gardens in combination with other plants.

Even in our public parks and gardens this Fern would succeed.
There are scores of slightly sheltered spots in our parks that might
be improved by the liberal introduction of this and similar robust
hardy Ferns ; amongst shrubs in gi'oups it will thrive well even if

exposed to the full rays of the sun provided plenty of water be given
to the roots in hot dry weather. Either alone or massed with her-

baceous plants this Fern would be very effective, and fine groupsmight
be made of it and hardy flowering bulbs and other plants such as Nar-
cissi, Hyacinths, Snowdrops, Crocuses (spring and autumn kinds),

Lilies, Tulips, Anemones, Cyclamens, Irises, hardy Orchids andothers.
Such mixtures would possess both beauty and interest the whole
year round. Lastreas present a great variety of form, so much so

that they can be divided into at least two or three distinct groups
differing in appearance in many essential points, some being quite
deciduous whilst others are only partially so ; and again, some
varieties produce very large, tall, and well developed fronds resem-
bling tropical vegetation in vigour and luxuriance, whilst others
are very dwarf. The crested forms of L. Filix-mas are all very
desirable. L. dilatata, is the well-known type of many varieties; it is

found throughout the length and breadth of the land, and is

commonly known as the "Buckler Fern." It produces fine bold
fronds. A magnificent form of L. dilatata is that called L. d.

grandiceps, a crested kind that should be included in all collections.

L. montana, the Mountain Buckler Fern, is also a beautiful and
distinct species, producing very gracefully arched fronds of con-
siderable length. They are light green in colour and emit
a peculiar and rather agreeable perfume. There is, more-
over, in addition to several distinct forms, a very beautiful

crested variety called L. cristata, in every way desirable.

All the varieties of L. montana, and indeed most of the other
forms, will be found to thrive best in pure, loamy, well-drained soil.

In addition to the large number of indigenous species of this Fern
there are in this country several fine exotic species that are per-
fectly hardy and well deserving of attention ; amongst these I may
mention the fine Canadian L. Goldieana, a variety of a fine dark
green colour, and one which produces bold, well developed fronds.

L. marginalis is a North American medium-sized Fern in every way
desirable. L. atrata and L. novaboracensis are also very excellent
kinds indigenous to North America. A very handsome evergreen
species of Lastrea is L. a;mula (the Hay-scented Buckler Fern).
This emits a sweet hay-like odour, especially when dried, and is well
worthy of attention. It is a plant of moderate growth, and when
seen at its best particularly beautiful. It is, however, scarcely so
hardy as most of the other forms, and consequently a rather
sheltered spot should be selected for it. Like all the other members
of the Lastrea family, with the exception of the L. montana group, it

makes a capital pot plant, and furnishes very beautiful and per-
sistent fronds for cutting. H. Bailey.

Hardy Adiantums.—Mr. Bailey (p. 89) refers to a large
variety of A. Capillus-yeneris (Footi). which grows about 1 ft.

high, and has fronds beautifully cut and divided. He says, "its
native habitat is said to be Ireland, but I am not acquainted with
the exact locality in which it is found." Permit me to inform Mr.
Bailey and any reader interested in this beautiful variety that,
visiting the gardens of Mr. Mitchell Henry, M.P., Kylemore,
Connemara, last autumn, I was shown some fine specimens of this
Adiantum by Mr. Gamier, the head gardener, there in a cooj

Fernery with comparatively large fronds, and upon inquiry he
informed me he gathered them in County Clare, near Lisdoonvarna.
I am not aware of their being found naturally elsewhere, and owing
to the numbers collected annually, they must soon disappear alto-

gether.—W J. M., Clonmel.

Allosorus crispue (the Parsley Fern) cannot be said to be
evergreen, as stated by Mr. Bailey, for out of more than
100 plants it would notnowbepossible to gathera single green frond;
in fact, I have never known its fronds to continue green throughout
the winter months. Mr. Bailey is quite right when he states that
Asplenium fontanum " is a lovely little Fern." A few years ago I
visited the Maritime Alps, and brought home a number of roots of it,

and I have since been much interested in noticing the many different
forms which exist of this Alpine Fern. In cultivating it I have
imitated as far as possible the conditions under which it was found
growing in its native haunts, where it loves to hide beneath over-
hanging rocks. It does well in pots, planted in fibrous loam, with
a good mixture of calcareous chippings about the size of Walnuts.
R. Potter, Fork.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

GKAFTING ROSES.
As the frost has killed or crippled not a few Roses, it may be intelli-

gence as timely as welcome to not a few readers of The Garden to

learn that there is yet time to make good not a few blanks in beds or
borders by grafting. January is betterthan February for this operation,
but still there is sufficient time, and where stocks and scions are

available not a day should be lost in setting about this interesting,

useful, and successful mode of propagating Roses. It is needful,
however, to take careful note of the scions. In grafting some Roses
to-day (the 2nd of February) we found not a few of the most promis-
ing scions with the pith quite black. It is extrenely doubtful if these
will do much good. Some of the stocks, too—a sort sent us from
Portugal some two years since—were killed to the ground, and even
under it, though they were partially protected with leaves and
litter. Probably the Brier and Manetti are the best stocks for

nearly all sorts of Roses. V/e have tried many others, and among
them the Boursault, Charles Lawson, Coupe de Hebe, Banksian,
common Pink China, Gloire de Dijon, and the pink Gloire de Dijon
or Glory of Bordeaux. Brier cuttings are probably better than
seedlings, and are of course far better than Brier stumps, big or little,

dug up or torn out of the hedgerows.
But perhaps it matters less, as far at least as immediate success is

concerned, what stock is used than the condition of the stock. It

ought to be at least a fortnight in advance of the scion. With all

its juices in active motion and the more watery portions already
expended, the stock is in a more taking condition than when it and
the scion are started abreast in regard to time. When this is at-

tempted the scion is not seldom washed off as it were by the rapid
rush of the watery sap through the stock, and the first chance of a
good union lost, there is no second given. Therefore it is a good
practice to place the stocks in say a temperature of 60° for ten days
or a fortnight before they are grafted. This is easily done, as the
simplest way to graft Roses is to do so before potting them. For
example : I expect several hundreds of stock Briers from cuttings

and ofManetti; in a fewdays theywill be pruned at top and bottom and
laid in leaf mould in heat till wanted. The tops, cut down to within
4 in. of the roots, will be converted into cuttings. These do not
strike so freely now as in November ; still, put in firmly in light soil

and a shady place, a fair percentage of them will root. The stocks

will respond to the warinth at once, the tups lying to callus over,

and fresh roots to spring forth. The smaller almost the stocks the
better ; from the size of a reed to one's little finger are big enough
for any purpose. For whip-grafting the nearer in diameter the stocks

are to the scions the better. This makes the matter of fitting more
easy and of its taking'more certain. The scions should not be taken
off till wanted unless mild weather starts them into growth. But
by grafting in January the dormant state of the scions is assured,

and after the frequent touches of zero there will be little danger of

Rose scions being too forward this February. Cleft and whip-grafting

are the more generally adopted. Whip-grafting with a heel, or a

sort of saddle grafting is the method I prefer. Equal half or quarter
diameters are bodily removed alike from scion and stock, the base of

the scion resting ion the crown of the beheaded part of the stock,

while the upper heel of the scion exactly fits on to tlie higher section

of the same. When the two are of equal diameter the fit is perfect.

Bark meets bark not along both sides only, but also at top and bot-

tom ; as from the inner bark;the uniting cambium is produced, every-

thing favours a rapid and complete union. But whip and cleft

grafting are also very successful, aud some would object to cutting
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so far into the wood. A^hatever method is adopted it is never wise

to penetrate into tlie pith of the stock. This rather hinders than

promotes a sound union, and is a fruitful cause of disease. Each

mode of grafting owes very much of its success to rapid manipu-

lation and a neat fit. The cuts must be clean on both scion and

stock, and first cuts are nine times out of ten the best.

The moment scion and stock is ready fit and tie them tightly to-

gether, and either pot them at once or merely cover the roots and

point of union with light soil until the two begin to unite. The
scions can hardly be inserted too low, fur the double object of pre-

venting suckers and enabling the base to be so deeply buried

that it may form independent roots for itself. The mode of grafting

on the root stocic rather than on the stem also saves the necessity of

usin" clay or grafting wax ; the earth sufficiently excludes the air to

hasten the union between the scion and stock, while the entire sides of

the uniting surface not seldom send forth roots into the earth. A tem-

perature of 55° to GO" seems to suit newly-grafted Roses well. As soon

as the scions have taken, the heat may be reduced, the plants being

removed to a cold frame previous to their final planting out towards

the middle of May; plants thus treated will make fine Roses before

the autumn, and may even afford some good autumn flowers. There

are other methods of root grafting, and also of grafting standards in

the open air in March or April ; but these do not come within the

scope of this brief article, the purport of which is to show that the

grafting of Roses in January, February, or March is a rapid and

good method of propagating new Roses and keeping up or increas-

ing our stock of old favourites. D. T. Fisu.

uniformity of growth between stock and scion, that he would use it

largely himself."

—

Wm. Allas, Clunton Park.

THE EXCKETIONS OF KOSES.

I WAS somewhat surprised to find this theory revived in Mr.
Baker's most interesting article on Rose stocks, &c., in "The Rose
Annual." Writing of the advantage of a change of soil for Roses,

Mr. Baker, with his usual lucidity, adds for, " We know the roots not

only absorb fluid from the soil, but they return a portion of their

peculiar secretions back again to it ;
" and as if this were not suffi-

ciently explicit, Mr. Baker adds, "This is why soil becomes

deteriorated by species having long been grown in it, so that it will

not support plants of the same species until the fcecal matter

deposited therein shall have been decomposed." The theory, like

our good friend's Roses, is so pronounced and strong as to " hit one

in the eye " and almost put it out. Still, the assumption we know is

all a mistake. It arose, I believe, partly from attempts to carry

analogies betwteu animal and vegetable life to the extreme length of

identical modes of nutrition. Roses simply exhaust the soil—not

pollute or poison it ; and seing what such growers as Mr. Baker force

their Roses to take out of the soil—so much size, substance, form,

fragrance—the marvel is the earth is not exhausted sooner tlian it is.

The colour comes from the sun, else the soil would probably be worn
out all the sooner. We are all so much indebted to Mr. Baker for

his teaching and example—personally, I have to thank him for his

great courtesy in answering my questions—that I am sure he will

pardon me for delivering him from the terrible nightmare of sup-

posing that while his Roses are charming my eyes with their beauty

above ground they are poisoning the earth beneath with all sorts of

exoretary matter. As the roots are as pure as the flowers and only

empty the larder which Nature or art fills for them, the better it

is filled and the more skill and loving care are exercised in keeping

it full, tlie more beauty the Roses will yield and for a longer time.

D. T. Fish.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXL—LILIUM POLYPHYLLUM.
In furnishing- a few notes to accompany the plate of this Lily,
prepared from a plant which flowered here last year, I cannot do
better than send the following- extract respecting it from Mr. Elwes'
monograph of the genus Lilium, in which he says, " This rare
Lily, the only one of the Martagou group yet found in the Hima-
layas, is very little known at present. Discovered forty years ago
by Dr. Royle, at Jaranda, in the province of Kima-n-ur, it has since

been gathered Ijy several travellers in the western parts of the
niomitains, and though it has not been noticed in Nepaul, I have
reason to suppose that it occurs in Sikkim, and even farther east

on the frontiers of China and Thibet, where a plant which I believe

to be identical was collected by the Abb6 David in 18G9.
" Of its native haunts we know but little, though a correspondent

of Mr. Barr, at Mussouree, quoted in The Garden, Jan. 24, 1874,
says, ' It grows in good tolerably moist vegetable nioidd on a slope

in thick shrubbery and flo-wers here in June at an elevation of

GoOO ft.' It seems to have been first introduced to the Edinburgh
Botanic Gardens, where it was raised, according to Mr. McNab,
the Curator, from seed sent from Sikliini. I saw it here in fruit

in October, 1873, under the name of Fritillaria polypliylla, and
raised some of the seeds given to me by Mr. McNab,
which enabled me to observe two curious facts respecting

this species : first, that the germination is, in some cases at least,

subterraneous—that is to say, that the cotyledon does not appear
above ground, but, as in the case of L. mouodelplmm, the first

sign of growth is a true leaf, the thickened base of whose petiole

forms a minute scale; secondly, that the peculiar shape of the
bulb may be distinguished in its earliest stage, so that a one-year

seedling of L. polyphyllum cannot be mistaken for any other

species whose development from seed I have watched."

Culture and Position.—I assure you that my reticence as

regards Lily growing does not proceed from my having any secret

in the matter ; but, really, I have nothing further to communicate
than is already well known. Sandy loam, peat or leaf-mould,
sand, and charcoal, with a slight admixture of pulverised horse-
droppings and good drainage under the bulbs constitute all I

have to tell, and I think early staking and tying may have some-
tliing to do with many, but not all, growing taller than they
otherwise might do. I purchased two bulbs of L. polyphyllum
in February, 1870, at Mr. Stevens' sale rooms, which were put into

rather lumpy turfy loam, with an admixture of coarse sand and
charcoal, with pulverised charcoal and silver sand immediately
under the brdbs. Last year (1879) little progress was made
beyond the throwing up of a slight stem in both cases. This year
they flowered ; one was sent up to the Floral Committee of the
Koyal Horticultural Society on 22ud June, and received a first-

class certificate ; the other was the one from which the annexed
drawing was made. J. McIniosh.

Dwieevan, Wetjhridrje,

Best Stock for Mareclial Niel.—None of your correspon-

dents have mentioned the White Banksian as a stock for this Rose.

I have seen the most enduring results from its use. I inserted a bud
of MariSchal Niel on it 12 years ago, and as yet it shows no sign of

cankering. Five years ago I planted two White Banksians on the

south-west side of the mansion here, to be budded afterwards with

the JIar(5chal ; the buds have done well, and are now about 30 ft.

high, the stock and scion swelling away at a uniform rate without

any appearance of canker. These plants yielded us last year

a grand crop of bloom. The Mari5chal on this stock does not

grow with that extraordinary vigour for two or three years, which
it does when on the Brier, but makes growth of medium strength,

which is evidently the best. I planted a span-roofed house four

years ago with three Marechals on the Brier, but as two of them were
dying 1 removed them this winter; the one left is still vigorous. I

intend planting at once two White Banksians, to be afterwards
buMed with Marechal Niel, and feel confident that the result will

be satisfactory and lasting. Mr. Ewing, of Norwich, called here

last season, when I pointed out to him the Mari^chal growing on the

stock. I have just named. He said, ' He was so satisfied witli the

NOTES FEOJI CANNES.
The weather here has been unusually severe for the past week or
ten days, the thermometer on several nights registering 10° of frost

(Falir.), which is a very low reading indeed for this part of France; the
mountains to the north and north-east have been covered with snow
for a number of days, but none has fallen in the immediate vicinity

of the town, which is surrounded by mountains on every side
except the south, which is bordered by the sea. Passing through
the vegetable market this morning, 1 was surprised to see Green
Peas, the pods well filled, and of moderate size. Cauliflowers, Broc-
coli, Endive, and all kinds of salads are well grown here by the
peasantry, who flock down into the town to dispose of their products
at this season of the year, most of them owning a portion of land
either on the mountain slopes or in the valleys. Since this has become
such a fashionable place of resort during winter, especially for

people from colder climates and from the north of France, the pea-
santry grow as many early vegetables as their space will allow, and
they can now dispose of their products to the best advantage. The
season commences about October, and lasts until May or beginning
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of June, when it begins to get unpleasantly hot for people who are

nob accustomed to the hot climate. On the sides of the mountains

facing the south there are many sheltered spots which the peasantry

turn to good account. Where there is a sufficient quantity of soil

they build up rough walls, say every 5 yards or 6 yards down the

incline, so as to get a level surface which gets the full benefit of the

rains. The soil in this neighbourhood is of a stiff clayey nature, but

sufficiently mixed with a kind of soft porous stone to make it work
moderately well. Such things as Beet and long varieties of Carrots

do not succeed well in it, and therefore they are not much grown.

The principal Carrots are the Early Horn and Early French Forcing,

which are very fine, clean, and of excellent quality. Gourds, which
are brought in large numbers to the market, are extensively con-

sumed by the inhabitants ; they make a kind of soup, and also cus-

tards, which are considered rather a delicate dish amongst the work-
ing classes. Garlic is a root which is always saleable. It is used
largely for flavouring purposes, and likewise eaten in its uncooked state

for breakfast. Broad Beans are now just beginning to show flower,

although greatly checked by the recent frost, but I think not suffi-

ciently to do them any serious injury. Quantities of dwarf Peas
not more than 8 in. high are in full bloom, and looking well in spite

of the frostand bitter cold winds which have prevailed lately; in fact,

with the same degrees of frost in England as we have had here, things

of this description would have been entirely out up. R.

NEW DOUBLE BOUVAEDIA.
(ALFRED NEUNER.)

This is stated by Messrs. Nanz & Neimer, of Louisville, Ken-
tucky, to be a pi'ofus3 blooming and in every way excellent plant.
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JSfew Double Bouvardia (Alfred Neuner).

It is pure white, and said to be perfectly double. The flowers are
rather larger than those of the single-flowering B. Davidsoni, from
which it is a sport. They are composed of three perfect rows of
petals, each floret resembling a miniature Tuberose. The trusses
are large and perfect and are freely produced, even on the small
side shoots. Such trusses will be welcome to bouquet makers
Mr. Meehan, who has seen the flowers, writes as follows :—" We.
not had anything at hand for along time so beautiful, and we have
fancy it will have a run of popularity unexampled in floriculture."
We should add that we figure it entirely on the raiser's responsi-
bility.

Fuchsia procumbens in Fruit.—Although leafless this
Fuchsia is far from uninteresting just now in several gardens, as
the comparatively large fruits are freely produced and continue

on the plants the whole of the winter, giving them a somewhat
curious, though attractive appearance.

SPECIALISTS.
If the suggestion made in Tire Gasden (p. 84) in reference to this
matter be carried out, it will be sure to interest many to whom the
sight of a good plant, old or new, is an unfailing source of pleasure.
There are few either large or small gardens in which some choice
plants cannot be found ; even in the smallest cottage garden this is

often the case, especially as regards spring flowers. Quaint "Jack-
in-the-green" Primroses of various colours, for instance, and many
far less common plants. "Old-fashioned" gardens of somewhat
larger size are pretty sure to contain many a good and often rare
plant. Perhaps the worst of all places for herbaceous plants are
gardens which contain thousands of bedding plants, but even in these
by a diligent search in nooks and corners, some may bo discovered
which have escaped destruction, and even if not, there are generally
many choice plants under glass in large gardens which have not
been displaced by bedding plants. But though almost all gardens
are worth seeing, a garden in which anything is made a speciality is

certain to be full of interest ; and amongst those who really care for

flowers and their cultivation, a ready permission to examine their
treasures is almost sure to be given to anyone who appreciates them,

C. M. O.

I herewith send the names of a few growers of " specialities,"

and trust that many others may from time to time send similar con-
tributions to what may prove a very interesting corner of The
Gardes.

Orchids. J

Mr. Alexander Curie, Priorwood, JMelrose,

Mr. John Russel, Falkirk.

Mr. John Gair, Falkirk.

Mr. C. J. Bolton, Carbrook, Stirlingshire.

Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan.

Mr. Smith, Brentham Park, Stirling.

Herbaceous Plants.

Mr. John B. Boyd, of Cherrytrees, Kelso.

Mr. William B. Boyd, of Faldonside, Melrose.

Dr. Buchanan White, Annat Lodge, Perth.

Dr. J. T. Boswell, of Balmuto, Editor of "English Botany,"
Kirkcaldy (a very interesting collection of herbaceous perennials,

and of rare and critical British plants. Irises, &c. ).

Bothwell Castle (Mr. Turnbull, gardener), near Glasgow.
Dr. Tuke, Balgreen, near Edinburgh.
Mr. P. H. Normand, Whitehill, Fifeshire.

Pitfour Castle, Perthshire.

Fingask Castle, Perthshire.

Mr. Duff, Fetteresso Castle, Stonehaven.
Sir John Campbell Orde, Kilmory, Argyleshire.

Ferns.

Mrs. A. B. Stewart, Kawclifl'e Lodge, Langsidc, Glasgow (Filmy
Ferns).

Mr. Edward Moir, Newport, Fifeshire (British Ferns).

Rev. John Pagan, Bothwell, near Glasgow (Hardy Ferns).

Mr. P. Neill Fraser, Rockville, Edinburgh (British and Exotic,
and a considerable large collection of Filmy Ferns).

Mr. J. M. Barnes, Levens, near Milnthorpe, Westmoreland
(British Ferns, including many unique varieties).

Sir Archibald Hope, Bart., Pinkie House, near Edinburgh (British

and Hardy Exotic Ferns).

Mr. John Gair, Falkirk (British and Exotic).

Sir John Campbell Orde, Kilmory, Argyleshire.

Alpines,

Mr. Charles Jenner, Easter Duddingston Lodge.
Mr. Edward Moir, Newport, I'ifeshire.

Colonel Drummond-Hay, Seggieden, near Perth.

Mr. John B. Boyd, of Cherrytrees, Kelso.

Sir John Campbell Orde, Kilmory, Argyleshire.

Mr. William B. Boyd, of Faldonside, Melrose.

Dr. Buchanan White, Annat Lodge, Perth.

Mr. John Donaldson, Newport, Fife.

Rev. John Pagan, Bothwell, near Glasgow.
Bothwell Castle, near Glasgow.
Mr. P. Neill Fraser, Rockville, Edinburgh (including a large

collection of Saxifrage and Sedum).
Dr. Tuke, Balgreen, near Edinburgh.
Mr. George H. Potts, Lasswade, near Edinburgh (especially Saxi-

frage, Sedum, and Sempervivum).
Sir Archibald Hope, Bart., Pinkie House, near Edinburgh.
Mr. P. H. Normand, Whitehill, Fifeshire.
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Earl of Wemyss, Dysart House, Fifeshire.

Dr. Stuart, Chirnside, Berwickshire (also Show Auriculas, Hardy
Primulas and Violas).

Mr. Charles Watson, Dunse (especially Saxifrage and Somper-

vivum).
Dr. Douglas, Woodside, Kelso.

Miscetlaneovs.

Colonel Drummond-Hay, of Seggieden, Perthshire. A large

collection of slirubby and bog plants.

Earl of Wemyss, Dysart House, Fifeshire. A large collection of

Khododendrons (Mr. Clarke, gardener).

Sir William Armstrong, Craigside, Rothbury, Northumbeiland,

A very fine collection of hardy Heaths. F.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK,

Hardy Fruit.—All arrears in pruning and nailing may now
be brought to an end. Peaches and Nectarines, should, however,

be kept drawn away from the walls until the buds become
prominent, but not so much so as to render them liable to injury

under the operation of rearrangement. These and Morello Cherries

are generally left until last, and being so liable to the attacks of

green and black fly, the washing of the wood with a solution of

Gishurst Compound should be completed forthwitli. The time is

now approaching for placing some kind of protection over Apricots

during the time they are in flower. In low-lying gardens it is

the practice with some to retard the opening of the blossoms by
letting down some kind of covering during bright sunshine, but
judgment is required, as an excess of shade makes the flowers

tender. Whatever material is used it should be arranged for

removal from the front of the trees in mild weather. A very
good protection may be secured by placing broad projecting

boards on the coping stones and dropping therefrom two or more
folds of tishing-net, which may be kept clear of the trees by
means of light poles planted in the ground .3 ft from the base of

the wall. Materials of this kind do not impede light and air,

are easily fixed, and do no injury to the trees. The best of all

protectors are narrow glass lights in lieu of boards which should
be ready for putting up when the first flower opens, but on no
account should they be allowed to remain over the trees after

danger from frost has passed away. If the pruning of Gooseberries,

owing to the depredations of birds, has been deferred, it may be
completed at once, and the trees may be dusted over with soot and
lime, or, better still, they may be syringed with a thin wash of

the same previously passed through a fine sieve to secure freedom
from impediments to the use of the syringe. If fruit trees

intended for grafting have not been headed back lose no time in

the removal of the branches. Take off grafts and keep them in a

cool shady place.

Peaches.—When the fruit in the early house begins to swell
freely, disbudding will require attention. Commence at the extremi-
ties of the trees and remove the foreright and most forward shoots
first, as they will otherwise rob the weaker growths near the base of

the fruit-bearing shoots. If tliickly set take off pendent and side
fruit where those on the upper side will leave a good margin for the
final thinning after the stoning process is completed. Old trees that
have been weakened by hard forcing may now receive a little stimu-
lating food in the way of top dressing with rotten manure and
frequent sprinkling with tepid liquid from the tank. Syringe regu-
larly twice a day when fine, using clear soft water free from lime,

and see that every part of the wood is properly moistened, as owing
to continuous firing it is more than probable that red spider will be
in existence near the hot-water pipes. The minimum temperature
may now range from 50° to 55° with a rise of from 5'"^ to 10° by day
from fire heat. Kun up to 75" in bright sunsliine with a circulation

of air and close at TC witli a copious syringing.

Succession Houses.—The buds in these now swelling fast,

and looking very strong, will soon require attention. It thickly
placed on healthy trees, all pendent blossonn may be removed by
drawing the finger down the lower sides of the shoots, as

there is no danger of well ripened wood setting an abundance of

fruit. Should the weather be very bright when in bloom, soften the
atmosphere by lightly syringing the house and damping the floors,

and on no account neglect fumigating just before the blossoms begin
to expand. Ventilate late houses according to the period at which
the trees are expected to be in flower, and see that the internal
borders are properly moistened by repeated waterings before the
buds begin to swell.

Figs.—Pot trees now swelling crops of fruit will require stimu-
lating with rich liquid manure at the mean temperature of the bouse,

which may range from C0° at night to 70° by day when external con-

ditions are favourable. Let forcing be carried on by the application

of fire heat early in the morning in preference to keeping a high
temperature at night. Syringe well twice a day and sponge the

foliage with soapy water before spider has time to spread. Stop all

strong shoots on pot trees at the fifth leaf and thin out useless spray,

as Figs worth eating cannot be grown upon trees that are crowded
with superfluous foliage. Trees growing in internal borders and
having plenty of trellis room may be allowed to extend until the

allotted space is covered ; thin the fruit where thickly placed and
keep the surface roots in action by means of good mulching and
liberal feeding. Complete the cleaning and training of trees in late

houses, admit a little light to those in unheated structures, but
defer the entire removal of the covering until danger of injuiry from
a return to very severe weather has passed awaj'.

Cherries.—Although the weather has been much against them
the blossoms in the early house will soon be opening. See that the

trees are free from aphis, and to make secure from injury fumigate
before they begin to expand. Impregnate on fine days when in

flower. Keep the house moderately dry and airy, without producing
a draught, and be guided by the state of the weather in the mainten-

ance of the temperature, which may range from 45° at night to 55° by
day when mild and a few degrees higher under bright sunshine. If any
of the trees have been recently'disturbed prevent exhaustion by damping
the stems and main branches with tepid water. Look well to trees

in pots ; water thoroughly when necessary with clear, tepid water
until after the fruit is set on vigorous growers, and use diluted liquid

to others which have been forced for a number of years. If trees on
the reserve wall have not been root-pruned get it done at once, as

success the first year after taking them under glass depends upon
keeping them abundantly furnished with fibrous roots.

Pines.—With suitable compost, crocks and pots m a satisfactory

condition, the potting of successions may be proceeded with when-
ever the weather is favourable. I stated the other day that tan or

leaves should be well worked and fermented in a dry shed ready for

use, and despatch being so important at this changeable season, see

that everything is in proper working order before any of the plants

are disturbed. Having disposed of the late winter fruiters, the bed
should be made good with all the most promising plants ; but as

these will not require potting, a few of the lower leaves may be
removed preparatory to top-dressing with dry turfy loam, which
must be firmly rammed round the collars of the plants. This step

will set the succession house at liberty for the reception of plants

that will make a growth before they start, and as some of these will

require a shift, give Queens 11-in. pots and strong growers a size

larger. Where Mushrooms are grown it is a good plan to save all

the fibry parts of the sods, after beating out the fine soil for the
beds, and to pot the plants in this without any admixture, save that

of soot for keeping back worms and a little bone-dust. In the

process of potting, ram firmly, replunge at once into a bottom heat

of 85' to 90°, and give a little water to settle the soil about the roots.

Dew the plants over with the syringe on fine days, allow the maxi-
mum temperature to range from 75° to S0° with sun heat, and 60°

to 65° at night for the present. Plants which have been wintered

in small pots must next be examined, and if the balls are matted,

loosen the points of the roots and shift into pots that will not be too

large to admit of another shift into the fruiting size later on. If

they have not filled the pots with roots and the soil is in good con-

dition, defer the potting until next month, as much mischief often

follows the premature potting of Pines. Pot a few of the best

suckers from winter fruiters, plunge in a sharp bottom heat, and
defer watering unless the soil is very dry. Allow small and medium-
sized ones to remain on the stools until March ; meantime have a

suitable bed prepared for them, and, if possible, give them the benefit

of fermenting material charged with ammonia. Light and cleanli-

ness being such important elements, every house should be thoroughly
cleansed and limewashed.
Cucumbers.—Incessant firing throughout the month of January,

a most trying ordeal for winter fruiters, will have favoured the

spread of red spider, which must be checked now the weather is

milder. If taken in time the best remedy is careful sponging of

the leaves with soapy water or frequent syringing on mild evenings

when the pipes are not very hot. Gradually remove old leaves and
avoid overcrowding of young shoots which will now be pushing away
freely. If mildew shows signs of spreading look for the cause in a

languid bottom heat or imperfect ventilation. Apply sulphur as a

remedy and prevent its re-appearance by renovating the fermenting

material about the roots, careful attention to ventilation at the

bottom of the pit, and high cultivation. Give a little air at the apex

to sweeten the atmosphere when the sun raises the temperature to

80". Syringe rather more freely as days increase in length, and give

an abundance of atmospheric moisture by damping every available

space after closing.

^

J
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Frames.—As many people prefer prickly Cucumbers for summer
use, a few seeds of some favourite kind sown now will make nice

plants for turning out in March. Beds made up in January will

now be tit for planting with the most forward plants hitherto kept
in the nursing pit. Let the soil form a ridge along the centre and
plant at regular distances, make very firm and give a little water to

settle it about the roots. Cover every part of the manure with dry,

turfy loam to keep down steam, and always leave a little air on at

night to prevent an accumulation. Stop the plants as soon as they
have taken to the soil. Keep them free from male blossoms and
train one Vine towards each angle of the lights. See that a good
supply of dry loam is kept in an open shed, and have a quantity of

fermenting material always ready for an emergency. The same
vigilance applies to the covering, as early Cucumbers, like all tender
exotics, suffer more from sudden depressions than they do in bad
weather, when every effort is made to keep them in a steady tem-
perature.

Kitchen Q-arden.—It is by no means unlikely that the severe

weather will have left many gaps in this department, preparations
for the filling up of which must have immediate attention. First in

the list stand the early Peas, at all times precarious when sown in

the autumn. To replace them sow at once in pots, boxes, or turf,

and while giving gentle warmth see that they have plenty of air as

soon as they show through the soil. Take advantage of an early

opportunity for sowing sucoessional crops of second early kinds, and
protect others coming through the soil by placing sticks longitudi-

nally over the rows. In cold wet gardens the sowing of small seeds
will have to be deferred, but where borders lie well to the sun Dutch
or Strap-leaf Turnip, early Horn Carrot, a good breadth of round
Spinach and Radishes may be got in by placing boards on the soil

to prevent treading. A few early Potatoes may also be planted
along the front of south and west walls, where the protecting mate-
rial placed over fruit trees will shield them from spring frosts.

Trench out the remainder of the crop of Parsnips, and make pro-
vision for sowing for the current year. Stir the soil amongst
autumn -planted Cabbage and Lettuce, make them firm where
loosened by frost, fill up vacancies, and dress between the rows
with quicklime or soot. Autumn-sown Cauliflowers which have
been wintered in cold pits may be planted under cap-glasses on
warm, heavily-manured borders. Place nine plants under each
light, remove four in March to the open apace between the glasses,

leaving five of the strongest which mulch and water. Prick out in
cold frames the first sowings of Brussels Sprouts, Lettuce, and
Autumn Giant Cauliflower. Observe that none of the latter are
blind, no uncommon occurrence when sown very early or late. The
most satisfactory mode of raising plants of these kinds, as well as
Celery, is to make up a temporary hotbed, sow the seeds thinly,
and place old lights or other slight protection over them until strong
and fit for pricking out.

—

Wm. Coleman.

THE LIBRARY.

DENDROLOGY.*
A GOOD complete work on hardy trees and shrubs is very much
wanted in this country, but such a work would involve an immense
amount of labour, even to a person well acquainted with the plants
themselves and the existing literature thereon. On first opening
Mr. Lauche's book it gave us the impression of being a useful one,
and so it will undoubtedly prove to those possessing even a moderate
knowledge of the German language ; but a slight examination brings
to light the fact of its being very incomplete. Its incompleteness is

not due to the exclusion of species tender in Germany, though hardy
in this country, for numerous species are included that require
protection in Germany, and many that are not hardy in England.
Why such genera as Yucca and Cistus are omitted, when Fatsia
japonica and Ceanothus are included, is inexplicable to us. Aucuba
japonica is figured and briefly described, and the author is satisfied
with the bare statement that about thirty varieties are cultivated in
gardens, whereas the varieties of the less hardy (with us) genus
Ceanothus are characterised. Only twelve varieties of Holly are
mentioned, and to the tender Acer palmatum and its varieties as
much space is devoted as to A. platanoides. These inequalities and
inconsistencies are faults that strike one on a superficial examination
of the book ; what the descriptive part way be worth
cannot be ascertained without actually using the descriptions.
But the woodcuts we may safely assert will prove the most
useful feaure of the work. Yet it seems quite superfluous to figure
such familiar trees and shrubs as the common Holly, the Plane-leaved

» "Deutsche Dendrologie," von W. Lauche, Lehrer dea Gartenbaues, &c. 8to,
pp. 727, with 283 woodcuts." Berlin : Wiegandt, Hempel and Pavey. 1880.

Maple, common Ivy, common Beech, the wild Guelder Rose, Elder,
Hazel, Hornbeam, Gooseberry, and dozens of other common things,
when figures of exotic species would have been much more useful.
The figures are mostly very good and of natural size, but some of
the analyses of the flowers and seed-vessels are not well executed.
In nomenclature, Mr. Lauche has followed the late Professor K.
Koch, who did much in his rather too cumbersome " Dendrologie,"
to elucidate the synonomy of hardy trees and shrubs ; and he has
followed him blindly, copying some very singular errors into which
the former fell. Thus at p. 12 Lauche says, " The family of the
CresalpiniaceK has no indigenous representative ; Gymnocladus and
Virgilia are of North American origin, Gleditschia occurs in
America and Asia." The family of the Papilionacese offers few trees

;

Cercis Siliquastrum alone is indigenous," &c. Now Virgilia, or
rather Cladrastis, for Virgilia, as usually understood, is confined to
South Africa, belongs to the Papilionacea3, and Cercis to the Ca^sal-

piniaceje, which family it usually represents in the class-room. On
referring to Koch's work we found the same transposition, lledera
hibernica is called Scotch Ivy in Lauche ; but Koch, we find on the
authority of Shirley Hibberd,was not altogether wrong in stating that
it is known as Scotch Ivy in some gardens, though we never heard
this name applied to it. Another slip shows how difficult

it is to work witliout a good library or without using
that library. Acer barbatum (Miohaux) is enumerated as a
variety of A. rubrum. Years ago Torrey and Gray ("Flora of North
America") explained that this was a spurious species, as they
had ascertained from Michaux's own herbarium, founded upon
the flowers of A. saccharinum, the fruit of A. rubrum,
and the leaves of another species, probably of A. spicatum.
One or two more errors may be pointed out, because the work
professes to be descriptive rather than a planter's guide—only
forty-one pages are devoted to geographical distribution, forma-
tion of a nursery, propagation, pruning, planting, &c. At p. 122,

in the definition of monocotyledons, it is stated that the one
cotyledon remains underground in germination ; whereas, as in

dicotyledons, in some the cotyledon (or cotyledons) remains under-
ground, insomeit appears above ground. At p. 36, in the directions

for budding, raffia fibre is alluded to as the product of a species of

Fucus (a seaweed) instead of a species of Sagus (a palm). And in

the directions for budding the old method of a "f" incision is the only
one taught. Having pointed out some of the defects of this work,
and shown that it is not a high class book, either from a botanical or

a horticultural point of view, we wish to repeat that it contains

much useful information for amateurs and young gardeners ; and we
hope that the author's desire that he may be able to publish an im-
proved addition may be realised. W. B. Hemsley.

Modicus Cibi, Medicus Sibi, or Nature her own
Physician. *—This is a little book containing a reprint of a couple
of sermons, the object of the book being the inculcation of the
valuable lessons, simplicity of life and temperance in food and drink.

There are signs that the agitation in favour of a simpler and more
natural food is spreading from a few unregarded enthusiasts among
men of light and leading ; in fact, the British dinner-table, the
most venerable and respectable of our institutions, is to be attacked,

and without mercy. Drink and Tobacco are only partial evils ; the
materials of the butcher and the cook are considered even greater.

The body is declared to waste half its force in trying to get rid of

the unwholesome stuffing it too frequently receives. Well, whatever
we may think of this campaign, everybody admits that the use of

meat is excessive in our country, as it is in others, and the more
attention is called to the products we get direct from garden, or-

chard, or field the better. So far as we have noticed, the advocates

on this side of the question seldom know the extent and variety of

the material which they may call up by the aid of the art of garden-

ing. The above book was sent to us from the Dietetic Rfformcr
office at Manchester, a little journal that is doing very good work in

this direction.

Another book in the same direction, considerably older than the

preceding one, but written with greater deliberation, is Sylvester

Graham's "Lectures on the Science of Human Life," which is

published at the office of the Dietetic Reformer and also by John
Heywood, of Manchester. This is an abstract of a very able and
curious book which goes into the whole question of human food and
human nutrition and habit, and displays in every paragraph the

remarks of a singularly acute and clear understanding. It is a

classical work with food reformers, and certainly merits that

distinction.

* " Modicus Cibi, Medicus Sibi, or Nature her own Physician." By John E. B.
Mayor, M.A., Fellow of St. John's College and Professor of Latin in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge. Cambridge: Macmillan & Co.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

THE PENNY-WORT AS A BASKET PLANT.
We like to see apt use made of our native plants in the garden;

l)ut seldom have we seen one in every way more elegant than tlie

common Penny-wort (Hydroootyle vulgaris), brought to our office

by Mr. G. IMcIntosh, grown as a basliet plant, as shown in our illus-

tration. The habit was singularly graceful, and quite different

from any we have seen the plant before display. lie happened to

notice a little seedling of it among some potting soil, and, placing

it in a basket to take its chance, in three or four months it loecame

a well-furnished specimen. After the first year it requires cutting-

down, and will then push out freel}' in the spring. Among other

British plants that are suited for basket culture are the Bird's-foot

Trefoil (Lotus), the Cornish Money-wort (Sibthorpia), the common

Marsh Penny-wort (Hydrocotyle vulgaris).

Monej'-wort, the Ivy Toadflax, the bog Pimpernel (Anagallis), and
the Ivy Hairbell (Campanula hederacea), which last forms a singu-

larly elegant, if fragile plant, grown in a cool, moist house or pit.

PLANTS FOR FURNISHING.
The destruction of plants in some establishments where they are

used for furnishing the mansion or large cold conservatories is so

great during winter as to tax the resources of the garden to the ut-

most as regards rearing and getting them up, but by making a proper
selection and avoiding the use of tender subjects at this season much
loss and disappointment may be saved, as there are many beautiful

plants that will stand almost any amount of cold and rough usage.

Palms.—The most striking for house decoration are the different

kinds of Palms, several of which are hardy, or nearly so, and others

will bear without suffering a temperature ranging anywhere between
40° and 50°. Chamferops Fortunei has stood out here for years, and
although the frosts have been very severe just lately, not a leaf, so

far as can at present be seen, is discoloured or injuired. The charac-
ter and general contour of this species render it peculiarly adapted
for the embellishment of front halls or staircases where a pair,

judiciously placed, have always a striking effect ; single plants of

this and others likewise come in well for forming the centres of

groups. The Phcenixes, too, such as P. dactylifera and reclinata,

are useful for this purpose, and from their opener and more spreading
fronds they present an easy and elegant outline. The best Palm in

this respect is Areca lutescens, the foliage of which is of a very
pleasing pale green, and the leaf-stems yellow or straw-coloured, but
to be safe and do well, it is necessary for this kind to have a degree
of heat not lower than 50°. Areca sapida is a strikingly ornamental
Palm that bears a greenliouse temperature well, and A. Baueri is

like it, but grows niucli larger and stronger. Latania borbonica is

another well kuown kind, which, although a fast grower, if potted
and freely treated, may, by being cramped at the roots, be kept
small for years, as may also most of the others, as all they require to

maintain them in health is plenty of water and an occasional soaking
witli liquid manure. Keutia Fosteriana, australis, and Bel-

moreana are likewise of bold type, and sufficiently hardy to succeed
in a greenhouse. Amongst Cycads the most desirable are the
Encephalartos and Macrozamias, which had singular looking trunks
or caudex and leaves, remarkable for tlieir division and beauty.

With a dozen or so of any of tlie foregoing and other plants that I

will name hereafter there is always something durable to rely

on and form the backbone, as it were, of a group.

Perns.—Next to Palms in point of usefulness come some of the
larger and hardier of the greenhouse Ferns, especially the arbores-

cent kinds, which in a j'oung state are very effective associated with
Cycads and the other plants just named. Although Tree Ferns when
they attain size and have trunks are dear, seedlings of the same
sorts may be had at a reasonable rate, and these are the most desir-

able for furnishing. Dicksonia antarctica, Cyathea meduUaris, and
Cibotium regale are the best, and besides these there are several other

large growers that are almost equally striking, one of the finest being
Balantium Culcita, which has long stalks rising from a densely hair-

covered crown, and bears spreading, smooth, bright shining green
fronds that are very attractive. Coming to the smaller section,

there is Pteris argyrea, with its fine variegated fronds that show
up in such pleasing contrast with Palms and other fine-foliaged

plants, and Cyrtomium falcatum, another Fern which is always
admired, standing out as it does among Ferns as conspicuously as the

Holly among evergreens. In many positions tliis kind is quite hardy,
and from having such thick glossy leaves it does well in rooms, as it

is unaffected by dust and the variation of atmosphere which there

takes place.

Fine-leaved and Variegated Plants.—Aralia Sieboldi is a
capital house plant, so enduring that it will live and keep its beautiful
dark green colour for weeks almost in the dark, as will also Iman-
tophyllum miniatum, which is one of the mojt useful plants any-
one can cultivate, as besides having such good foliage, its large heads
of Lily-like orange-coloured flowers sent up early in the spring are
strikingly beautiful and last a long time in perfection. Another plant
that will stand almost any amount of hardship is the Aspidistra
lurida and its variegated variety, both of which struggle on bravely
even when the air is so impure from gas that nothing else in the
plant way will live. In the Westminster Aquarium and our London
house windows it forms quite a feature. Ficus elastica runs it

close and generally shares with it the honours or misery, as the case
may be, and were it not for these two well-known plants, many
would not have a green leaf in winter to cheer them. I do not
know whether the New Zealand Flax has been tried in the same way,
but I should think it would be equal to either ; at all events, it is

one of the best for large conservatories, halls, or corridors and for
assisting in forming bold groups. The variegated varieties of this are
remarkably fine, but as they cannot be got from seed they are scarce
and dear, as they can only be increased by division. The normal
type, however, can be raised readily from seed, and make good
plants at a year old if sown early, so as to give them a long season's
growth. Grevillea robusta and Acacia lophantha are both elegant
habited plants, almost or quite as handsome and ornamental as
Ferns. Dracaena australis, again, is another serviceable plant either

in a large or small state, and, being distinct both in habit and out-
line, gives character to any group or arrangement in which it forma
a part. To lighten up masses in the absence of flowering plants there
is nothing so striking as variegated things such as Coprosma Baueriana
variegata, the leaves of which are most beautifully marked with rich

creamy yellow, and so glossy as to look quite polishedand bright. Yucca
aloeifolia variegataand the variegated Aloe are two exceedingly use-

ful plants and both very tenaciousof life, the latter especially, as being
succulent it will exist the greater part of the year without water and
only requires a small modicum of soil to grow in. Euomymus
latifolius variegatus is so good as to be quite deserving a place in the
best collection in any conservatory, as it has fine leaves and is richly
and beautifully marked, as is also Eurya variegata, which, like the
Euonymus, is nearly hardy, but to have it in good condition it

requires the protection of glass. With such plants as those just enu-
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raerated, it will be seen how independent one may be of those of a

more tender character as regards winter furnishing, as there is plenty

of variety and diversity of character among them, and by introducing

a few flowering subjects as they come in from time to time, quite a

fine display may be maintained,—J. S.

KHEEA PLANT.
(bcehmeeia nivea.)

Few cultivated plants of economic value possess such an oi-namen-

tal character as this Nettlewort, -wliicli is a small shrubby plant

from China, growing 3 ft. or 4 ft. in height, and furnished with
large heart-shaped leaves of a deep green colour on the upper sur-

face and covered with a dense white down on the under sides,

giving them the appearance of frosted silver, and thereby affording a

line coutrast with the green colour. As is the case with most
plants of the Nettle family, the flowers of this are very inconspicu-

Eliee:i Plaut (Iia.'hiiieri.a nivea).

ous, being small and of a greenish hue. It may be said to be
hard}', provided it is treated as a herbaceous plant, that is, have
the stems cut over every autumn, and perhaps a small layer of

ashes or other protective material placed on the stool in order to

save the roots from the ill efiects of excessive cold, but if planted
against a wall this precaution is unnecessary. It is largely cul-

tivated in China for manufacturing a beautiful fabric known in

this country as grass cloth. W. G.

Mistletoe, it will have been noticed, is partial to certain

localities. This arises more from soil than anything else, for where
it abounds the land is generally heavy, and in such districts it is not
particular as to choice of trees, as it may there be seen on the Thorn,
Crab, Lime, and Apple, and occasionally on the Oak. Where it

takes to orchards its baneful effects are soon apparent in the stunted
look which it gives the trees on which it fastens. Nevertheless,
many like to see it in their grounds, and this they may do by getting

berries and placing them on the bark of an Apple or Thorn
where they wish it to grow. The seeds must, however, be ripe,

which they are at and after this season, and if the birds have left

any, they should be put in the crevice of the bark of a young
healthy branch. Besides being propagated in the way just adverted
to. Mistletoe admits of being increased by grafting, which should be
done in April, by inserting small pieces with portions of the bark
of the tree attached from which the grafts have been taken. The

thing is to secure them firmly in position after having made
them fit properly, when a un'on will soon take place. Young trees

with Mistletoe on them may be purchased, and deserve a place in the

pleasure garden, where they can be seen and admired.— S. D.

FKUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

Training.—As regards orchard trees, the best shape is the

oue the trees assume naturally, which in most varieties is a
round, branching head, somewhat inclining to the conical form

;

and the object of the pruner in the early career of the tree should

be to create a well-balanced head, with special regard to the natural

habit of growth. If the right means be adopted, it is as easy,

without any undue use of the knife, to secure handsome trees as it

is to spoil them. Supposing the cultivator has arranged in his own
mind the kind of tree he wants, the head must be cut back more
or less in order to secure a sufficient number of branches to lay the

foundation. If the trees were maidens—that is, one year from
the graft—they should be cut back to four or five buds ; if two
years woi'ked, they would, as a matter of course, have been cut

back the pi-evious year in the nursery. The only object of cutting

back a young tree is to secure a foundation ; and the moment that

object has been obtained, hard pruning should cease, and should

be confined to thinning out badly-placed and weakly shoots. The
proper time to cut back young trees is in spring following

the planting—that is, if the planting has been done in No-
vember, as it should have been. When the sap begins to

rise is the best time to prune, cutting back to a bud
pointing in the direction the branch should take. After the

trees are fairly established no leading shoot should be cut back
unless some special cause demands it. Though the attention which
standard trees require is not much, yet what little is necessary should

be afforded them annually, always bearing in mind that cutting

out a small branch does not leave so large a wound, and has a less

disturbing effect upon the forces of the tree than removing a large

one. The main object of both pruning and training should be so to

regulate growth that every part of the tree shall have its due
share of air and sunlight. Whenever it is necessary to cutback a
tree to obtain a better furnished base, the operation should be per-

formed in March, or when the .shoots break. Attention should be
paid to thin out the surplus and badly placed growths that will

push in excess of what may be needed from the point where the

branch or branches were severed. As regards dwarf trees on Crabs
or free stocks, such as are commonly planted in kitchen gardens,

they too must be cut back more or less to secure a well balanced

tree. A careful pruner will make handsome specimens simply by
cutting to a bud pointing in the direction the branch is required to

take. But if great exactitude of training is necessary some
mechanical means must be adopted. A hoop placed in the centre,

and the branches tied to it at equal distances apart, is one

way, or stakes may be employed to lead the young shoots in

tlie right direction. For all practical purposes, however, the

knife intelligently used will suffice. Apple trees on the Paradise

stock require but little pruning, and that little should be mostly
done in summer, and should consist mainly of thinning the young
shoots where too thicker by stopping one that seems making an
effort to obtain more than its share of the sap, and so taking the

first step for destroying the balance of the tree. The pruning and
training of espaliers is a simple matter. If maidens—trees one

year grafted—are planted they must be headed back to the bottom
wire. If trees one year trained are selected, they will have one

pair of shoots which should be tied to the bottom wire. The
central leader should be pruned back to the second wire, at which
point a couple of shoots should be selected the next year to occupy

that wire, whilst the leader will be advanced a stage to the third

wire, and so on till the trellis is furnished. The leading shoots

should not be shortened till they meet their neighbours on each

side, when of course they must be stopped. Horizontal training is

well adapted for Apples and Pears, and these fruits are especially

suitable for training on espaliers.

Summer Pruning.—I do not think the importance of summer
pruning- and the advantages which it confers when moderately and
rightly done are sufficiently appreciated, except by good cultivators.

Some do not prune at all in smnmer, but cut back all the summer
shoots in winter, and then complain that their trees are fruitless,

and are obliged to resort to root-pruning to restore their fertility.
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whick indeed ought not to have been suffered to depart. Others

take quite an opposite course, pinch and cut eveiy hit of green

short back to so many leaves as soon as they are made—in fact,

scarcely permit the trees to make any progress at all. Trained

trees, in order to keep them witliin their allotted space, must

submit to a certain amount of pruning, and summer is the proper

time in which to do it. When a tree is permitted to make all the

orowth it can iu summer nuchecked, and that growth is pruned

ofiE in winter, a very few years will destroy its balance and make
it fruitless, when nothing but pruning its roots can put matters

rio-ht again. But the opposite course of constantly nibbling at a

tree all summer is even worse, for it residts finally in the tree being

crippled or worn out. When a tree ceases to make or is prevented

from making a reasonable annual growth the vital principle is

weakened, and it is unable to bear fully developed fruit,

and ultimately it dies from exhaustion. The leaves are tlie

most important organs which plants possess ; without them there

would be no flowers or fruit, and no ad\'ance at all in growth.

They elaborate the sap, which is pumped up from the roots in a

crude state, and though it is necessary they should be present iu

sufficient numbers to carry on such work, yet if thej' are too

numerous— if each cannot liave its fair share of light and air

—

then action is impeded, and the work is ill done. One good stout

leathery leaf is worth more than two or three thin weakly ones

for theparticular duties which leaves have to perform. Then it

must be borne in mind that not only does each leaf perform, in

conjunction with its fellows, the combined work required by the

tree, but it has also a special du'y assigned it—that of catering for

its own particular bud, which is snugly situated at its base, and

which may perhaps be developed into a truss of flowers if properly

matured.
' rermit a tree to carry all the leaves upon wliich the

sun can shine and it will be well with that tree, but let that limit

be ranch exceeded and something must go wrong. If the leaves

crowd each other the result is all will be injured and weakened,

and the buds in the reaction which will take place will lose form,

and instead of producing blossoms and fruit develop only in the

shape of leaves and soft young spray ; tlierefore, instead of Baying

pinch or cut to so many leaves, I say keep the growth thin in

summer; let sunshine stream in upon every leaf, which should be

allowed to feel the motion of the air, but at the same time do not

over-pinch. Leave the tree sufficient force to carry on the work,

and do not be in too great a hurry in spring; let it just feel the

impetus of the rising sap before beginning to pinch.

"Winter Pruning.—It has never yet appeared clear to me that

winter is the best time to prune fruit trees, so far as the trees

themselves are concerned. I am thinking more especially of the

thinning of orchard trees when necessary. There would be, I

think, some advantages in doing the work in summer, as when
tlie lea\'es are on the trees one has a better guide as to the amount

of thinning required. Of course the work could not be done when
the trees were loaded with fruit, but advantage might be taken of

a fruitless season, or the pruning might be done in autumn, after

the fruit is gathered, but before the leaves fall. However, pruning

in winter, when other matters are less pressing, answers fairly

well. In pruning orchard trees where thick branches have to be

cut out, they should be cut close up to the main branch, and tbe

wound smoothed with a knife, and left in such a manner that no

water can lodge on the wounded surface ; but it is only where
trees have been neglected that large branches will require removal,

unless in the case of old trees. In pruning, the outside branches

should be thinned, to give the sun a chance to reach the interior,

80 that the fruit may be equally dispersed, and not all found only

at the extremities of the branches. As regards trained trees, both

dwarfs and espaliers, when tlie summer pruning has been properly

carried out, there will not be nuich to do in winter. The spurs

left by the summer pruner must be shortened if too thick, and

some may require cutting clean away ; the same thing may happen

with respect to a few old spurs here and there if too thickly

placed. Of course all dead snags must be cut clean out, and the

leaders, in the case of trees that have reached fidl size, should be

shortened back.

Root Lifting and Pruning.—I believe it to be impossible

for a tree with its roots deep in the ground to be fertile. The
raoi'e one thinks and studies the matter over, the more is one

struck with the simple, but beautiful, manner in which all things

pertaining to the vegetable kingdom are arranged. We see a tree,

by injudicious pruning, producing a larger leaf-surface than is

necessary or desirable to meet the steady requirements of fertility

when confined to a circumscribed space. The usual result follows
;

one error leads to others, until the whole system of the tree is

out of order. In tlie foliage of the tree the cultivator has the

key to its well-being ; it gives him, iu fact, absolute control over
all the other portions if he knows how to use it. It is the leaves

that apply tlie stimulus to tbe roots iu spring; and when the days
lengthen and strong light and warmth increase, the evaporation
from their surface is greatly increased ; the messages they send
down to the roots become more urgent, and, thus pressed, the roots

rush down deeper and deeper to find the water which the

leaves are so wantonly dissipating. I have thus briefly

endeavoured to describe the chain of circumstances that usu-

ally leads to the necessity for root-pruning. If the roots,

or a good portion of them, could be kept near the surface,

there would be no need for pruning them, but Mlieu once they are

down they must either bo lifted to the surface, or be cut off.

There is no doubt, I think, that root-lifting is better than root-

pruning when it can be carried out, and it can be in the case of all

young trees or trees not too large to transplant. In lifting or

transplanting a tree always begin far away from the stem
;

nothing is worse than working in too small a space. Let tlie

operator gi\'e himself room to strUce out, and the work will be
done both better and quicker. The roots of a tree that is too

large to transplant may be lifted by instalments, so to say—half

one year and lialf the next. It takes up more time than simply
cutting the roots off, but its effects are better, as it brings the roots

up and makes them assume the desired direction ; whereas cutting

them off simply checks, but does not alter their downward course,

unless they are cut near their source, and that implies a risk of

crippling tbe tree. The majority of root-pruners simply open a

trench from 3 ft. to 4 ft. from the trunk of the tree, according to

its age and size. The trench is driven down till it gets below the

roots, and is turned inwards towards the tree to undermine and
cut the tap-roots, which descend perpendicularly. As a rule, half

round the tree will give quite check enough for one year.

The other half can be pruned the first or second year following.

If the tree is old, and the soU more or less exhausted, much good
will be done by bringing fresh soil to fill up the trench, scattering

the old soil over the vegetable quarters. The new soil will

encourage the roots of the tree to ramifj' and fibre out nearer home,
so to speak, than hitherto. I have root-pruned fruit trees in

summer, and if done carefully it answers well and a season is

gained, but in October, after growth has ceased and the wood is

firm, is the best time for those who have not made the subject a

special study. There is then still sufficient action in the foliage to

catise new roots to break out before winter sets iu.

Renovating Old Trees.—AH things come to an end, and
to this rule Apple trees form no exception. They are, however,
often condemned whUst there is yet a long period of useful, vigor-

ous life in them if properly treated. If a tree be sound at the

heart, the moss-grown trunk and limbs can be scarified and dressed

with quicklime, that will kill the moss and renew the bark.

At the same time the dense thicket of branches can he thinned to

let in the sunshine, tlie exhausted earth taken from over the roots,

and a good thick coat of ilch manure added. But it must not
come into contact with the roots. Exhausted trees need at times
a strong stunulant to recuperate them after years of hard work,
during which time everything the trees have borne, even to the
leaves, has been taken away, and nothing brought back iu exchange.
Poverty iu the soil is certainly a chief cause of decrepitude and
barrenness, and the fruit that trees iu such a condition bear even in

a good season partakes of the scrubby, blotched, worn-out charac-
ter of the tree. The average length of life of people, both in town
and country, is advancing in consequence of their getting bet-

ter food and having improved sanitarj' arrangements, and
the same result would follow in the case of fruit trees

if their wants were better attended to than tliey now
are. In the renovation of old trees, the first thing
to be done is, as I have said, to thin out the wood, so that
the sun can look in and dry up the green slimy moss that iu many
cases covers the branches. Other benefits will also follow, such as

better foliage, stronger wood, and cleaner and healthier fruit. But
this thinning or pruning must not be done rashly

;
only some of

the most badly-placed branches should be cut out the first year.

Newly-slaked lime should be sprinkled freely among the smaller

shoots when they are damp ; to the trunk and main branches it
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might be applied with a brush In a thick, semi-fluid state, and
after the head lias been trimmed and dressed the roots should be

bared and their wants supplied in the way already indicated.

More thinning might be given to the branches the second year,

and a little annually afterwards will keep matters right; the lime

dressing might also be repeated if necessary. Moss on fruit trees

is sometimes an indication of too much moisture in the land, and
a consequent necessity for drainage. This should be ascertained

and the defect remedied. I have sometimes seen old Apple trees

restored to vigour by cutting off their heads and allowing them
to break again right away from the trunk. Tiiis remedy is gene-

rally speedy in its action—it either kills or cures. If the tree is

sound and not too old it will shoot afresh with great vigour and
become like a young tree again, but if not it quickly dies. There
are, however, tliousands of useless old trees in tlie country that

might with advantage be put to this test, as the loss would not bs

great if they died. Young fruit trees should never be planted on
the site from which old ones have been removed.

Thinning the Fruit and Mulching-. — Few people
attempt to thin Apples ; indeed it would hardly be possible to do
so in the case of large orchard trees. The consequence is when-
ever a really favourable season comes, and every Apple that sets

remains to swell, the fruit is not only inferior in quality, but the trees

are frequently seriously injured. iSometimes when dry weather sets

in the crop gets naturally thinned, and ev3n when this does not
happen, though it might not be possible to thin the fruit, it would
not be much trouble to mulch the trees. This might be done even
with trees on Grass ; a good dressing of rotten manure spread
under the trees, nearlj' as far as the branches extend, would be of

immense benefit, and dry weather should not be waited for; on
the contrary, let every tree carrying a heavy load be mulched by
the end of June or beginning of July. The manure would not
injure the Grass, as it would soon mellow down, the Grass would
grow through it, and the manure or the essence of it would be
washed down to the roots and help to keep up the stamina of the
tree at a time when some extra support was much needed. The
fruit on all trained trees might, indeed should, be thinned
whenever the crop is too heavy ; this if regularly attended to

would be one means of maintaining the trees in a constantly fertile

condition. Of course in thinning the smaller and inferior fruits

only should be removed, and the best time to perform the opera-
tion would be, in average seasons, about the end of June or
beginning of July. The mulching should under no circumstances
b3 neglected, as it not only benefits the present crop, but helps to
keep the feeding-roots near the surface, and this is a matter of
primary importance.

Stocks and Grafting.—The best stock for orchard or other
trees that have plenty of space for development is imdoubtedly
the Orals, and for weakly-growing Apples the stock should be run
up standard high before they are grafted, as this insures a strong
stem, and gives increased vigour to the head. The free stocks
obtained from Apple pips are also largely used in nurseries, and as
they vary much in strength the strongest are generally selected
for standards, the second size for espaliers, and dwarfs and the
smallest of all are often used as dwarfing stocks, and have, in a
measure, the same effect upon the Apples grafted upon them as
the Paradise stock. The selection of proper stocks, however,
requii'es great practical experience ; but one thing may be
positively stated, viz., that a strong stock does infuse vigour
into a tree, and that a weak one with a tendency to make
roots near the surface does induce early fertility with less

freedom of growth. The Paradise, so called from its real or sup-
posed origin in Armenia, is a low, dense bush, readily increased by
cuttings or layers, and for some situations it is a valuable stock,
especially in cold, ungenial places where Apples on the ordinary
stock do not thrive. It forms an excellent stock for pot culture,
and though some who live in districts where the Apple tree as-
sumes giant proportions may be amused with the idea of growing
Apple trees in pots, yet it is not so absurd after all if they cannot
be obtained in any other way, and the fruit from these little trees,

when well fed, is always fine in quality. A hundred of them
might during the time of blossoming and setting be placed in a
very small house, and after all chances of frost were gone a good
part of them might be plunged outside in some sunny corner to
develop and npen their fruit. There will always be those
amongst us who would rather eat fruit of their own growth than

buy it, even if purchasing was the most economical plan, and
Apple trees in pots enables the dweller in the bleakest and most
ungenial situations to accomplish his desire. Then imagine the
display which these little trees make when in flower

; even the Ca-
mellia itself scarcely rivals them. Of course no one expects these
little dwarf trees to be so long-lived as if they were grafted on a
stronger, deeper-rooted stock.

Whip Grafting.—There are many different modes of graft-
ing, but only two need be mentioned here, as they supply all that
is needful in ordinary cultivation for the propagation of fruit trees
in this country. Ayiiat is termed " whip grafting " is the method
commonly adopted in nurseries. It is so simple that anyone with
a sharp knife can soon learn to do it sufiiciently well to insure a
good union, and dexterity will come witli practice. In nurseries
most of the fruit trees are grafted near the ground ; the stocks are
headed down by an oblique cut; a slice is cut off one side ; the
scion is cut in a corresponding manner, so that at least the inner
bark of one side of the scion can be joined to and meet the inner
bark of the stock; without this there will be no union. Tongin"-
is commonly adopted with whip grafting; a downward cut is

made in the stock, a thin slice is taken out, and a similar cut is
made in the scion, so tliat when the two are brought too-ether the
tongue or lip of the scion just fits into the incision made in the
face of the stock. If neatly executed it may perhaps add to tlie
chances of the graft growing, but it takes time, and if well
fitted grafts will grow without tonguing. When Apples
are grafted low down and well tied in with soft matting, if a rid"-e
of earth be raised on each side, so as to cover the poi°nt of jun°c-
tion well up and keep the air from the wounded parts, there will
be no necessity to use either clay or wax". If the air be kept from
the part operated on it matters not how it be done, and a rido-e of
earth raised along the rows answers admirably. Of course" the
grafts should be tied in and the earth raised at once, i.e., as soon
as the grafting is done, and if much has to be done, the two
operations should go on together.

Crown or Rind Grafting.—The otlier kind of grafting to
which allusion has been made is called crown or rind graftino-, and
IS only adapted for large trees. It is the simplest and most certain
method of grafting with which I am acquainted. Supposino- we
wish to put a new and better head on a large tree, we cuf the
branches off within a short distance of the trunk, make the cut
horizontally, trim its face smooth with a sharp knife, and put in
two or more grafts, according to the size of the stem. It is a good
plan to put in enough, as if too many grow it is easy to thin them
out. Insert the grafts by making an upward cut in the bark
about 3 in. long and just through it. The grafts are prepared by
cutting a slice off one side tapering to the bottom ; the outer bark
of the other side is then removed with a light and delicate hand,
leaving the cambium or inner bark to unite with that of
the stock. When the graft is prepared, an ivory or bone
skewer, in shape lilce the bottom of the scion, is inserted close to the
wood inthe inner ring of bark, and as soon as it is withdrawn the
scion is immediately inserted and pushed firmly down with its flat
side to the stock. The grafts should be tied i'n and immediatelv
well coated with clay, which must be looked to occasionally, anil
all cracks filled up till the scions begin to grow, and when growth
fairly sets in the ties will require loosening and later in the season
they should be removed, but if soft matting be used, no injury will
arise if left on till the weather destroys it. As the young shoots
of the grafts make progress, a small stake should be placed to each
to prevent wind blowing them out, which sometimes happens, es-
pecially in the case of rind grafting. Most of the success of graft-
ing depends upon doing it at the right time, and both stock and
scion should be in proper condition for rendering the operation
satisfactory. The scion should be in a dormant state, and to this
end the young shoots forming the scions .should have been cut off and
laid in moist earth in a cool place several weeks beforehand. In graft-
ing we commonly use youngwood, butolderwood,so long asitdid not
exceed the stock in thickness, would do equally well. The buds of
the stock should be just bursting into growth when the grafts are
put on, and in the case of old trees a little more time may
be permitted. 'In planting fruit trees extensive''y in any o-iven
district, some, no matter how good their character may be else-
where, will generally be found unsuitable and worthless, but by
heading them back and grafting them, in two years they will be
converted into valuable trees, while by digging up and plantino-
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new ones more than douWe tbat time would be consumed before

fertile trees could be obtained. Those, too, who have only a

limited number of trees can if thej' like have several sorts of

Apples or Pears on one tree. I have in the case of large trees

seen quite a collection of Pears on one tree. Plowever, this is not

so much to be desired, as if more than one or two kinds are worked

Columnar Trees, the Eastern Cypress (Cupressus semperviri.ns),

on one tree, unless lands of nearly equal vigour are used, the tree

will lose its balance, though this may in some measure be avoided

by working the weaklj' growers on the highest branches and the

vigorous kinds nearer the base. Strong shy-bearing sorts may be

rendered more fertile b}' double grafting. All grafting tends to

weaken the vitality of plants subjected to it ; that indeed is its

object; and in conjunction with a suitable stock increased fertility

is the result. It is owing to this that double grafting becomes
valuable where early bearing is sought. E. Hobday.

EECESSED WALLS.
I Din not notice Mr. C4room'a adverse criticism on these referred to

by Mr. Thomas Williams in The Garden (p. 138), but I agree with
every word that the latter has so well said on the subject alike of

recessed walls and permanent copings. Kecessed walls are far from com-
mon. Thoselhave seen have been very successful. There is apractical

difficulty in making them deep
enough, but with the recesses just

large enough for a tree and the pro-

jections as prominent as practic-

able, recessed walls break the force

of the wind as well as shelter

the trees from frost more and better
than any other contrivance in our
power probably. Those who cannot
have recesses may secure several

of their merits by building pro-

jecting piers against straight

walls ; neither do these involve any
loss of wall space ; they, in fact,

increase it, for the front and side

of the pier may be clothed with a
cordon Apple, Pear, or Cherry.
These, being hardier than the trees

placed in the recess, will as far as

their branches and leaves project

add to the protective force of

the pier. Mr. Williams' remarks
about rains and dews are as forcible

as tliey are just and true. He
might also liave added that it is

often a great advantage in the
late autumn to have broad cop-
ings or deep recesses to shed off

vertical rains or dews. Last
autumn we had full lialf of some of

our more choice Cherries and Plums
split and rotted by tlie rains that
a more waterproof permanent cop-

ing wouH have shed off and
so saved the fruit. In dry weather
the garden engine may readily be
applied when wanted, and it is

far more nourishing as well as

refreshing to Peaclies and such
fruits on sun-baked walls than
any mere dews, however copious.

As to serpentine walla, I like

them so much that were I building

garden walls I should choose this

form. Judiciously planted and
managed they furnish a greater

variety of site and climate than
any other form. The deep recesses

on the southern and western sides

are the best possible positions

for choice Peaches and Nectarines,

whilst the convexities on the
opposite or cool sides are capital for

hardy Pears, Plums, or Apples.

The easy sweep of serpentine

walls is also pleasant to look upon,
the nearest approach possibly to

veritable lines of beauty that
bricks and mortar are capable of.

Neither is the benefit confined

to the wall. The concave recesses

at the wall bottom grow Lettuces
and other salad plants as if by
magic in the early spring-tide,

proving that the curves catcli and
hold the early sunbeams. Such

walls also take fewer bricks than straight ones, while they are

equally or more useful and assuredly less stiff' and ugly than the

stereotyped garden walls with the right angular corners dank and
damp. Surely there can be no possible reason why garden walls

should not be rounded off' at the corners if not curved all the way.
Straight and square seems the Medo-Persian shape of most kitchen

gardens. Perhaps worse shapes for cidture as well as taste could

hardly be chosen. It might be as well to give a motto or two for

the new year thus round our walls, and diversify the foims of our

^=S^^''H^ ^^5^A'/ 1- F-'
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kitchen gardens wherever and whenever that can be made prao.

ticable. D. T. Fish.

NOTES AND QtJEgTIONS ON THE PRUIT GARDEN.

Wrongly-planned Fruit Houses.—Thinking this referred

to some wrong structure in a special case, I had not read what appeared

on the subject until last week, and was surprised to find that all that

was wrong was a cross- trellis. I have seen several of these ; we have
oue here, and I do not find anything at all wrong with it. Presuming
that the spaces between the cross-trellises aresulEoiently wide and
the house is fairly light, the fruit from such trellises lacks neither

colour nor flavour, while the trees continue in good health for years.

So economical of space is this cross-trellis system, and withal so

ornamental in appearance, that some few years since I wrote an ar-

ticle on the stall system ofPeach culture, which excitedconsiderable

interest at the time, and led to several houses being planted on that

plan. One of the most recent examples may be seen in the gardens
of Mr. Poi teus Oakes, of Nowton Court, Bury St. Edmunds, whereMr.
Carmichael, late of Sandringham, has grown and ripened some of the
finest peaches I have ever seen on cross-trellises with which the lofty

Peach houses are furnished. It forms a refreshing change from the roof

trellises, provides more space, and allows the back wall to bn utilised

from its base to its summit. I quite agree with Mr. Prior's remarks
at page 16.3 on this subject.—D. T. Fish.

"J. S. W." asks me (p. 164) to excuse him for saying that the

samples of Peach shoots sent to him for inspection were remarkably
bad specimens. Most certainly I will excuse him, and for this

reason ; I know that it is the prevailing idea among gardeners, that
nothing short of dark brown wood and buds can give satisfactory

results ; they were taught so in the days of their apprenticeship, and
the idea has stuck to them ever since ; therefore I am not surprised
at the verdict passed by "J. S. W." upon my Peach shoots. Had I

been asked my opinion of such shoots a few years back my reply
would have been similar to that of "J. S. W.'s," but experience has
since taught me to think dififerently. I could name four gardeners
in this neighbourhood whose Peach houses are so situated that it is

impossible for them to get tanned wood, and yet they get good crops
annually. One of them told me the other day that he has gathered
Peaches some of which weighed 6 oz. and 7i oz., and of good colour.

Now let me ask "J. S. W.," if the shoots tent were so remarkably
immature, how it is that the gardeners in question annually get good
crops of fruit, the admiration of all who see them? I have received
some of "J. S.W.'s" wood; it is larger and browner than that sent by
me, but tanned only on one side ; the flower-buds also are, as he says,

more prominent, but this does not in any way prove that the wood
sent by me will not give good results ; to say it will not is to stand
out against positive facts.—G. W. Prior, The Hollies, iVei/lmdye.

In justice to Mr. Prior I should like to say that some years
ago I saw his house of Peaches trained across in this manner, and
the trees bore an excellent crop, and were to me in a remark-
ably interesting state from the novelty of the trellising and the great
area of fruit trees in proportion to the house. Mr. Challis, I may
add, has recently made a very large experiment of the same kind,
and he will be able to testify to the value of the system.—J. H.
Barnack Beauty Apple.—I know of no greater boon to a

gardener than a really good Apple that bears every year,

Barnack Beauty is not a Ribston in flavour nor a Gloria Mundi in

size, but the happy medium between the two—a really handsome
full coloured good production. It is a very late bloomer, and for

eleven years past to my knowledge it has borne heavy crops.—

R

Permanent Copings (p. 138).—My objection to a fixed

covering over fruit trees, whether it be a brick arch or a coping
board is not founded on theory but practice. Copings, or other
coverings during the flowering stage are necessary, but they should
be dispensed with as soon afterwards as possible. I can see every
day fruit trees on walls with overhanging roofs, but they are neither

so healthy nor prolific as those on open walls. Peaches and Nec-
tarines under a fixed roof, I need hardly say, are altogether

differently circumstanced. In the case of recessed walls, a little

extra attention with the garden engine will doubtless keep the trees

in health.—J. Groom. Linton.

Layeringr Vines at Combe Abbey.—Allow me to add my testimony to
the great merits of the system of propagating Vines by layers as practised at Combe
Abbey by Mr. Miller. A finer or stronger lot of young Vines in pots I h<ave

seldom, if ever, seen, and they have Ijeen produced at such a nominal cost !

Big labels are in each pot. On the first one we read was " Black Hamburgh :

layered March 19, cut away April 20 "—a little over a month only. No expensive
propagating house is requisite ; as much advance is made In one month as in three
by the ordinary modes of propagating by eyes, and there are no failures. Pro-
pagating Vines by eyes is a very beautiful, but rather expensive process, and
requires special appliances and considerable skill and attention ; layering Vines
d la Miller is simple, expeditious, and within the reach of every one who grows
a Vine. I would recommend tlie plan strongly to all gardeners with limited
means, to amateurs wishing to rear their own Vines, apd thank Mr. Miller for
(he lesson.—A. r. B.| in Qardeners' Chronicle.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

COLUMNAR TREES.

In Italian and Grecian landscapes the (Jypress, which there

attains its maximum height of nearly 100 ft., forms a cliarac-

teristic feature, and breaks up monotonous flatness similar to

the Lombardy Poplar in English scenery. But oftener than the
Poplar the Cypress is the accompaniment of architecture, willi

the horizontal lines of which its conical outline forms a striking-

contrast. Though in this country Cypresses do not g-row to nearly

the size which they attain in .South Europe, they are valuable trees,

as indeed are all the other Conifers of conical growth in ornamen-
tal planting, though, unhappily, as in the case of the Lombardy
Poplar, they are not always planted so as to produce the harmo-
nious effect of which they are capable. Indeed, one of the most
characteristic defects in E;iglish gardens, and particularly in those

of limited extent, is the indiscriminate planting of all kinds of

Coniferous trees with apparently but little regard as to eilher

their ultimate effect, habit of growth, or degree of hardiness.

Thus many a fair lawn has become bestrewed witli a heterogeneous

mixture of Conifers of varied size, shape, and tint, liarmonising

but little among themselves or with their surroundings. This
incongruity is not the only evil result that the excessive planting

of Conifers has brought about, for it has given to residences a

gloomy, nay, almost funereal aspect, in consequence of the dull

monotonous green the whole j-ear round, being unmarked Ijy tlie

ever-changing effects which characterise deciduous trees and shrubs.

This would not be so evident if there was, as there should be, a

due admixture of deciduous subjects, such as beautiful flowering

deciduous trees and shrubs, which the Conifer mania has nearly

driven from our gardens, thus depriving us of their blossoms in

spring, and their berries and brilliant tints in autumn.
But to return to the subject of columnar trees. The Cyprc'ss

and other cylindrically shaped trees have the same effect in the

immediate surroundings of a house that the Lombardy Poplar and
other trees of tall conical growth have in the more distant laud-

scape. The smaller-growing conical trees should be disposed of on
the same principles as the Lombardy Poplar in order to produce

congruous effects, but with this difference : the dwarfer subjects

should accompany low trees or large shrubs of a flat or rounded
habit of growth, but instead of that they are too often seen iso-

lated on lawns, with the inevitable saucer-like ring scooped out of

the turf at their base, which not inconsiderably adds to their ugli-

ness, and these dotted about on a lawn, with sometimes geome-
trical precision, or, as in the case of the Irish Yew, along the sides

of walks, have anj^thing but a good appearance. Columnar shaped

Coniferous and other trees, in order to be seen to the best advantage,

should, as a rule, invariably be planted in groups, and balanced,

not matched, by corresponding masses of trees or shrubs of spread-

ing growth and rounded outline, and they should always, when seen

from the principal points of view, be accompanied by an irregular

and picturesque outline of low-growing subjects, both evergreen

and deciduous. As nearly all the cultivated Conifers, except the

Pines, Cedars, and a few Spruces, are more or less of a cylindrical,

conical, or spiral growth, it is unnecessary to enumerate varieties.

Our illustration, which represents the Eglise de Leondari, in

Greece, admirably shows the harmonious effect that Cypresses

produce in relation to buildings, but there is also nakedness

observable, which clearly indicates w-hat I have been endeavour-

ing to point out, viz., that columnar subjects, handsome though

they may be in themselves, can only be seen to advantage in

connection with trees of a different habit of growth.
William Goldisixg.

THE PURE WHITE LAURUSTINUS.
I wA.'i pleased with your note recommending this useful variety at

page 117. So little has it hitherto been grown, that on referring to

your paragraph to-day one of the best gardeners doubted the distinct-

ness of the white variety, thinking that it was only whitened by
being grown under glass ; there is, however, no question of its entire

distinctness, as well as its great superiority to the semi-pink sort,

as well out of doors as in. Even the form, size, shade, and general

character of the leaves are also rather different from the common
LaurnstinHS. With such seasons as we have had lately it seems

hardly worth while attempting to grow the Laurustinus in the open.

This winter we bad some masses almost crimsoned over with a forest
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of buds, and now all hang their heads and are blackened with the
severe cold ; last year it was very much the same, but under glass,

in pots or tubs, small or large plants are not only safe, but among
the most beautiful of all the beautiful flowers of the most flowerless

season. Just as the Chrysanthemums fade or die the Laurustinus
comes out in full beauty, linking together as it were the old and
now years' winter and spring into one continuous wreath of beauty.
The purple Laurustinus is more white under glass than in the open,
but it is hardly worth growing when the white one may be had, for

mixed flowers are seldom so effective as those of one decided colour
or white ones ; and good whites are apt to be somewhat scarce in

December and January. The Laurustinus is beautiful in such small
pots as 8-in. or 10-in., trained either as small standards or dwarf
bushes ; but it also forms a fine object in lofty conservatories grown
into tall pyramids or standards, with 4 ft. or .5 ft. clear stem, and
heads of corresponding size to match. There is one great advantage
in growing the Laurustinus—it need seldom be under glass longer
tHan from four to six months. Any sheltered sunny spot in the open
air suits it admirably in summer. Where large shapely plants are

grown in tubs they could be placed out on the sides of walks, &c.,

in summer in lieu of Orange trees, for the Laurustinus is beauti-

ful in leaf and in habit as well as showy when in flower. Occasionally,

too, Laurustinusesin pots seta fullcropof berries, and when thisis the
case these are even more strikingly beautiful than the flowers. Pos-
sibly the setting of a full crop of seeds may prove one of the possi-

bilities of culture under glass ; and if so, there can hardly be a doubt
that the Laurustinus may become as popular a berried plant as it is

now a winter and spring flowerintr one. D. T. Fisu.

ORNAMENTAL HEDGES.
There arc few largeestablishments wherehedgesof soniokind are not
to bo seen. Sometimes they occupy aposition outsideof theboundary,
and very often they are to be found dividing some portion the garden,
such as the vegetable fronr the pleasure grounds. It has more than
once occurred to me that hedges generally might be made to com-
bine the useful with the ornamental in a very happy manner. Sup-
posing, for instance, that a hedge be formed of Qaick and Holly, what
is to hinder the planter from setting here and there a seedling Brier,
a Pyrus japonica, a naked flowered Jasmine, or any such strong
rooted vigorous flowering subject '! These plants would by no
means interfere with the growth and general keeping of the hedge,
and they would by the time the latter had grown to the desired
height work their way to the top of it. The Briers might be worked
with any free growing perfectly hardy Rose, which being allowed
some freedom of development would droop down in graceful festoons,

and such a cheerful subject as the yellow Jasmine would contrast
finely in winter with the green Holly. Of course only subjects whose
hardiness is beyond all proof, and which are capable of well hold-
ing their own in the struggle for existence with such strong growing
plants as the (Juick and the Holly, should be planted, for the object
in this case is to plant for a perminency, and not for transitory
effect.

There is no reason why a hedge should not be at once efficient

and ornamental, and it is certain many unsightly hedges might be
easily converted into something pleasing to the eye. In some
instances the living bai'rier becomes bare at the base, or perhaps
from some error in management it never has been well clothed with
wood to the soil. In such a ease a hedge, if it forms an outside
boundary, cannot be said to fulfil its mission, which is to exclude
intruders of all kinds, but oftentimes proves a source of annoyance
to the owner of the garden, for dogs, cats, and chickens appear to
take especial delight in passing and re-passing through such defec-
tive barriers. Even the worst and most dilapidated of hedges may
be restored to efficiency, and may be converted into ornamental
screens at but slight expense and outlay to the owner. Take out a
trench on the garden side some 2 ft. deep, extract all weeds which
may be growing amongst the Quick, and fill in with good soil, or if

the original mould is used, mix witli some rotten manure to within
6 in . of the surface. Then plant some strong Ivies, training the shoots
up amongst the Quick, and treading the soil in firmly round the
roots. In the course of two or three years the Ivy will have invaded
every portion of the hedge, and will form from the soil upwards a

dense impenetrable screen, bright, fresh, and green all through the
year. It may be thought that in time the Ivy will kill the Quick,
but it will not if the latter is allowed to grow away from the top
each year, heading it back in the autumn.

If so desired, Holly may be planted instead of Ivy, but in that
case some years will elapse before any great alteration will be visible,

for the Holly will not make any great progress for a season or two.
In the neighbourhood of Woking, where there are many large
nurseries, a custom exists of forming the outside boundaries of

Thorn and Holly intermixed. The leading shoots of the Holly are
allowed to grow up, and are then budded at irregular heights with
the various golden and siUer variegated kinds, which in many
instances grow into specimens some 10 ft. in height and 6 ft. through,
handsome highly-coloured plants, bright and beautiful at all

times, but most so in winter when the golden tints appear to be
more vivid than in the warm season of the year. The Thorn may
be treated in much the same manner as the Holly ; the young free
shoots, or some of them at least, being allowed to extend, may
be grafted with Paul's Crimson or any desired kind which will
afford a blaze of rich colour early in the year. In planting a hedge
composed of Holly alone, some plants of the variegated kinds may
be mixed with the type, although I do not consider this to be the
best way of imparting colour and variety. The better plan is to
plant all green Holly and bud shoots here and there between the
base and the top of the hedge, which will in time have the efl^ect of
breaking up the uniformity, and will produce streaks, spots, and
dashes of variegation, the more pleasing as being irregularly distri-

buted over the green surface. When variegated plants are set in
with green ones, the former are apt to get smothered by their more
vigorous neighbours, or at any rate the colouring is confined to the
base of the hedge. Johii Coknhill.

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES, SHRUBS, & WOODLANDS-

Rhododendron Seed.—How should Rhododendron seed he sown? I have
alwaysf.ailed to graw a single plant, and, having some very flne seed, I am anxious
to know how to secure young plants.—Lady Gabdener. [Sow on the surface of
loose 2h:at soil in a pan. Place upon the jtan a piece of flat r/lasi', and keep the
tit/rfacc ffthc aoit moist Ijij fjcntte sprinidinjj. The pana nho'ald be placed in aframc
kept at a tciiipcnilnrc of about 60".—G.]
Azara Qilliesi.—-This, like many other beautiful shrubs, comes

to us from Chili, and is by far the handsomest of the group to which
it belongs. I described it two years ago as a hardy wall shrub, but
if not perfectly hardy as a cool conservatory pillar plant, it must
rank high. It has a distinctness entirely its own; in general appear-
ance it much resembles A. crassifolia, but is a much more rapid
grower than that species, and, unlike it (which flowers in quite a
small state), does not bloom until of considerable age and size. Our
best plant of it, which is six or seven years old, is about 10 ft. high,

has a clear stem of 6 ft., the rest being trained along under the

rafters of a cold house, from which depend a perfect curtain of shoots

from Ih ft. to 3 ft. long, every twig and end of which was a short

time ago literally a mass of golden catkins and bright green Holly-

like leaves. A peculiarity of this shrub is that in a young state very

large, usually large and smaller, stipules are produced at each node,

but as the growth extends these are notproduced.—T. Smith, Neicry.

A Phenomenal Tree.—The Bulletin iVArhoricuUure records

the existence of a tree in Flanders which must be a real curiosity,

and is probably unique in its way. The lower portion of the trunk
is Willow and the upper part Ash. Branches issue from all parts of

tne stem, the curious association of Willow and Ash producing a

very striking elTect. The explanation is that an Ash seed mu st

at some time have dropped into the hollow trunk of the Willow,
germinated, and the roots eventually finding their way into the

soil, the young plant took a vigorous development, pushing itself

upwards, and eventually so increasing in girth as to fill up the
cavity in the Willow.—J. Corn'hill.

Promotion of Young Gardeners.—Can " S. AY." (p. 105)

really mean that it is positive injustice to have a foreman from
another place in preference to promoting the next best man in his

own establishment ? I think most' gardeners will agree that a

change is best. In the first place, in the case of "young men who
have been a year or two in a place one knows about as much as

another, or at least thinks he does ; and the men generally will

not derive the same benefit under a foreman whose abilities they
know as from a stranger, who is sure to have new ways and
ideas respecting the carrying out of the work. I grant that

strange foremen may not be for the benefit of the place, but it

must be an advantage to young men to have fresh men occasionally.

I will state the case thus : Let " S. W." send his best man to another

place of the same class as his own, and from that place get the best

man in return. Would not the change benefit both places, and be

a great advantage to the under men ? If not, why are two heads
better than one ? Or why do doctors hold consultations ? In fact,

a change of foreman to clever journeymen is having another source

of knowledge added to their own. It may be argued that the gar-

dener ought to be the sole teacher, and that the foreman should only

see his instructions carried out, but it is in the carrying these

instructions out properly the whole secret of the matter lies.

—

W. H. T., Staines.
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NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Salvia verticillata.—In his notes on the flowering trees and
shrubs at San Remo (p. 153) Mr Inchbald says Salvia verticillata

was loaded with rose-coloured blossoms. There must be some mistake

here. The plant Mr. Inchbald saw was wrongly labelled. The true

Salvia verticillata is a deciduous herbaceous perennial, flowering at

midsummer. It is ratherweaklyin growth, but its dense whorls of small

bright lavender-blue flowers are pretty. I have grown it for years, and
shall be most happy to send it when in bloom to Mr. Inchbald if he

caves to see it. It seeds itself in all directions and increases rapidly.

It is, I believe, a very common plant on the Continent, and has been
naturalised for some years on the railway banks near Shifnal, and I

believe in other parts of England.—H. HAKPnR Crewe, Drayton-

Beauchamp, Tring.

New Seedling Primula.—We saw the other day at Hatfield a

seedlingdouble-fiowered Primula which we consider to be a decided im-

provement on the still popular double white. The chief points of

difference are the more robust and dwarfer habit of growth, and a

greater profusion of blossoms, which are likewise larger and more
rosette-like. There is no mistaking the two forms, for among a
large number of plants of both kinds intermixed on a shelf in one of

the houses the seedling could be easily discerned without removing
the plant. A Primula superior to the old double white, which is

now so largely grown, especially for market purposes, is indeed an
acquisition, and we hope to see it become distributed.

Double Cinerarias.—We have to thank Mr. Vertegans, Chad
Valley Nurseries, Edgbaston, for flowers of several varieties of

double Cinerarias, the finest we have yet seen. The blossoms are

about 1 in. across, perfectly double, and form quite a rosette.

The colours represent bright magenta, bluish-purple shaded with
violet, white tipped with violet, deep purple, and white heavily
tipped with purple. We are pleased to see such an improvement in

double Cinerarias, and they cannot fail to become popular flowers on
account of their attractiveness and the quality of remaining such a

long time in perfection.

Phajus grandifolius.—It is not often that this old-fashioned
orchid is taken in hand and grown with the same liberal treatment
as that accorded to ordinary " decorative" plants, yet it certainly

well repays the extra trouble by the abundance of flowers and the
broad handsome foliage which it produces. At Hatfield House it is

regularly grown as a decorative plant, both as specimen pot plants
and for cutting purposes, and we have seldom seen a finer lot of plants
in 8 in. pots as were arranged in a row in one of the plant stoves,

each plant being furnished with a dozen or so of spikes of highly-
coloured blossoms rising above healthy green foliage. The soil used
forpotting is a compost of rich fibry loam and sand, in which the plants
evidently thrive well, and over-potting is an important point to guard
against.

The Constantinople Hazel (Corylus Colurna).—One of the
most conspicuous trees in the richly stocked arboretum at Syon is a
fine specimen of this tree, bearing a profusion of long
drooping catkins, which give it a singular, yet elegant appearance.
This tree is the largest of the kind in this country, and has attained its

maximum height. It was figured in Loudon's "Arboretum" some
forty years ago ; it was then 61 ft. in height. It has a spreading
growth, but is not what would be termed a handsome tree, though
the manner of branching is very characteristic. It appears to be a
rare tree even in tree nurseries, but on account of its rapid growth
in almost any kind of soil and perfect hardiness it is well adapted
for ornamental planting.

Daphne indica.—This deliciously scented plant is not half
enough cultivated, a circumstance probably attributable to its being
considered somewhat difficult to grow in a creditable manner, and
also on account of its uncommonly straggling habit of growth. By
far the finest grown examples we have met with lately we saw the
other day at Hatfield House, where a large number of plants produce
an abundant crop of flowers, which are extremely valuable, if only
for their exquisite perfume. Some large plants with their straggling
branches trained in a pyramidal manner alone yield a large supply,
and these are supplemented by a number of small healthy plants
bearing from a dozen to a score of clusters. The plants are all

grown from cuttings, a plan which Mr. Norman considers preferable
to grafting.

Exhibition at Frankfort.—We have received the programme
and schedule of prizes offered for a proposed AUegemeine Gartenbau-
Austellung instituted by the Horticultural Society of Frankfort-on-
Maine, in connection with a general German Patents Exhibition.
Although this programme has been very freely distributed in this
country, we are not at all sure that the exhibition is to be an inter-
national one. There is not a word in it respecting foreign competitors

;

but as the horticultural exhibition is designated " universal," and
the Patents Exhibition as " universal German," we are in doubt as
to the scope of the former. However, application should bo made
to the secretary of the society named. In addition to a permanent
exhibition, there will be special temporary spring, summer, and
autumn shows of vegetables, fruits, &c., in season. If not really
international, it will doubtless attract some visitors from this side

of the Channel.

Spring Flowers.—As an instance of the energy displayed by
plants after a thorough rest I may mention that just two days after
the frost left us the first Winter Aconite opened—truly the harbinger
of spring. Before the frost came there were no signs of this plant
beyond a slight upheaving of the ground. It seems quite wonder-
ful that in forty-eight hours, or thereabouts, any hardy plant in the
open air should accomplish so much ; three days after the icy cover-
ing was removed the first Snowdrop opened, and now on the last day
of January large patches of the latter are quite white, although the
frost is not quite out of the ground. Cyclamen Coum, in full flower
when the frost came, remained locked up all through it, and is now
as fresh as though it had not felt it at all. Crocuses, Daffodils, and
all kinds of spring flowers are in full movement, eager to inaugurate
the grand hardy flower march of 18S1.—T. Sjiitic, Newnj,

Olerodendron speciosum. — The beauty of this old-

fashioned clmbing stove plant seems as a rule to be forgotten, but we
Avere pleased to see that its value was appreciated at Hatfield, where
Mr. Norman grows and flowers it freely. In winter few plants are

capable of producing such a brilliant effect in a plant stove as this,

its large clusters of deep crimson blossoms forming a fine contrast
with the deep green foliage. This and also C. Thomsoui, which is

represented by a remarkably fine planted-out specimen, are much
valued for cutting purposes, a state in which the flowers last in

perfection for a considerable time.

Fine Chinese Primroses.—We have to thank Mr. B. S.

Williams for sending us some very handsome forms of Chinese Prim-
roses, very rich in colour, full in form, and for the most part prettily

fringed. The varieties are as follows : P. sinensis fimbriata

coccinea, and its white variety ; P. sinensis fimbriata alba magniflca,

and the red variety of P. sinensis fimbriata.

G-eneral Horticultural Company.—The first ordinary
general meeting of this company was held the other day at Warwick
House, Regent Street. From the auditor's report, made up to the end
of December last, it appears that the amount of business done in

the eight months during which the company has existed was
£22,600 2s. 8d., and the gross profit £13,919 16s. lOd. The
profit and loss account shows a nett profit of £3601 4s. 9d. Mr.
Wills commenced business ten years ago with a sum of £300 ; on the
formation of the company the amount due to him was £24,581,
£11,000 of which he took in fully paid up shares ; he has since taken
£10,000 in the same manner, so that his shares amount to £21,000.
At the meeting Mr. Wills stated his willingness to relinquish the

interest of his unpaid purchase money in order that the shareholders
might receive a dividend of 5 per cent. ; but the shareholders present,

while thanking Mr. Wills for his offer, declined to take from him
what was lawfully his own. Much confidence was expressed in the
position of the society, and an increased number of shareholders is

anticipated. The total number of shares taken is 2414, the working
capital having been only £7906, and a good dividend is expected at

the close of the financial year.

Spring Flowers at Tottenham.—Among the few harbin-

gers of spring in Mr. Ware's nursery are the new Crocus alatavicns,

the rare little gem C. suaveolens, and the beautiful C. imperati.

There are also two Snowdrops besides the common one, viz., G. pli-

catus, the Crimean kind, and the new G. Elwesi. Bulbocodiumtrigy-
numand Iris alata are likewise still in flower.

Corbularia citrina.—This, of which Mr. Nelson, of Aid-
borough Rectory, Norwich, showed a flower at the meeting at South
Kensington on Tuesday last, is by far the finest variety of Hoop-
petticoat Daffodil we have seen, the flowers being unusually large,

with an inflated crinoline-like cup of a clear lemon yellow colour.

The "Garden Annual."—Three editions of this have been
piiuted already, beside a smaller strongly bound edition of a
thousand copies. Embodying many new features and in its lists of

the trade gardeners giving nearly double the numbers before

enumerated, errors were inevitable. Preparations are already being

made for the improvement of the next edition, for additions to

which we have to thank many of our readers. Printed forms are

obtainable at our office for filling in the names of country seats, their

owners and gardeners. All interested in the existence of a really

good publication of the kind may rest assured that we shall not
spare the efforts or the sacrifice needed to secure it.
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PROPAGATING.

SEEDLING AURICULAS.
Neakly all growers of Auriculas are raisers of seedlings, and those

who have not yet begun such work have never known one of the

greatest pleasures connected with Auricula culture. Most of us who
have frames full of seedlings watch the plants during the whole
period of their growth with the keenest interest. Even now full-

sized plants that have not flowered are full of interest and beauty.

It would be better to remove a portion of the soil and surface dress

the whole of them in a week or two, but this cannot be done in a place

that has to be kept up in all its departments, and seedling Auriculas

cannot be allowed to take up much of one's time ; they will receive

little more attention except watering them when it is required until

they bloom. Our stock of seed last year was sown in July and
August, and but very few plants came up at that time ; indeed, in

many of the pots there were none at all. Now they are coming up
quite freely, but I removed the whole of them from cold frames

into a greenhouse, where they are making very rapid progress,

and as soon as the first rough leaf is formed they will be

carefully pricked off into small pots. A good plan is to fill

the pots up to within an inch of the rim with the usual

compost ; then place a surfacing of fine sifted, open material on the

surface ; press down gently, and make all quite level. Prick a

dozen of the small plants into a .3-in. pot ; they are very small, and
require careful handling. These small seedlings, which have just now
vegetated, will form strong flowering plants for next year. They
grow very slowly under any circumstances, but the best position for

them is still on shelves near the glass in the greenhouse, where they
should Ihe exposed to a free circulation of air as often as the

weather permits. If the seed saved last season has not yet been
sown, that may now be done ; and it will vegetate more speedily if

given a little bottom heat. It is necessary to sow thus early in the

year, and co push forward the produce of seed saved the previous

season, so that good plants may be built up before the end of the

season.

Seed Saving.—What are the best varieties to save seed from?
is a question that has been frequently asked. Also, whether green-

edged varieties are invariably obtained from seeds from that class,

or white edged from white edged varieties. I do not approve of

mixing the classes. It is not desirable that one class should be

preferred to another. Some prefer the white edge to any other.

Good green edges are also much sought after, probably because they
are very scarce, while the best formed flowers are to be found
in the grey-edged class. Those flowers that are of the
greatest substance, that have the finest formed petals, and the most
decided colours are the best from which to save seed. George
Lightbody is a model flower to work from, but it does not produce
much pollen. Marie (Chapman) gives more pollen than any variety

known to me, and is a good kind to cross with George Lightbody.
Another desirable point in an Auricula is its capability of wearing
well ; with care, some varieties will last in full beauty for six weeks
or more, while others will not stand more than six days

;

either the petals will cockle, or the colours will become dingy, or

fade. It will therefore be seen that many things must be taken into

consideration.

Hybridising.—It may be useful to some if I give the names of

a few varieties which I think it would be desirable to cross with
each other. Beginning with the green-edged class, Col. Taylor
may be crossed with Apollo (Buxton), Lovely Ann with Admiral
Napier, or changes might be made with them. Admiral Napier,
owing to its strong, healthy habit, is a good pollen parent. In grey
edged it is very desirable to use such a distinct good variety as

George Lightbody as a pollen parent if pollen can be had ; and
the common variety, Robert Trail, is a good sort to cross with any
weakly variety, the flowers of which have good points. In the
white-edged class. Smiling Beauty may be crossed with any var-
iety that has purity in the white, such as Ann Smith. Earl Gros-
venor would also be a good pollen parent. I find the flowers set
best in a greenhouse, where the plants may be placed close to the glass,

but shaded from the sun. The seeds will take nearly three months
to ripen from the time of fertilisation. During that period, the
plants are best in a shady place behind a north wall.

J. Douglas.

compost. It should then be plunged in a gentle heat, or better still

if stuck in a bed of Cocoa-nut fibre it will soon root, while the stem
may be cut up into lengths of about 1 ft. and laid in the fibre, just
covering them, when young plants will push from the dormant eyes,

and as soon as large enough may be taken oIT with in most cases a
few roots attached to them. This done, the stems may be again re-

turned and will soon push more plants, which can then be removed,
and this process may be continued until the stem decays, by which
time a goodly number of plants will have been raised from it. The
large roots may be laid in and treated in the same way.

—

Alpha,

Casuarina sumatrana.—This very elegant indoor shrub is

very difficult to increase ; the best way is to take the matured
shoots, made after the plant has been cut back. These, if put in a
])ot singly, with a bell glass over them, and placed on a cool bottom
for a month or six weeks in a stove, till they begin to callus, will, in

all probability, strike root. After that they may be set on bottom
heat, rather slight at first, increasing it by degrees. The glasses

must be wiped dry atleast once a day. The best soil is peat, loam, and
sand in aboutequal proportion ; small long pots are the best in which
to place the cuttings. When watering apply it at the bottom— not
overhead. In about three mouths the glasses may be tilted a little,

and afterwards taken off for an hour each morning. If the cuttings

show no signs of flagging, they may be examined by carefully

Yucca aloifolia variegata.—Anyone possessing tall naked
specimens of this may soon get up a stock of it, and at the same
time transform the ungainly parent plant into a short sturdy one.
Cut the head ofl' and allow it to lie for a day or two, so as to dry a
little, thereby lessening the probability of rotting ; it may then be
potted ia a comparatively small well-drained pot and in a sandy

Cuttiug of Casuarina sumatrana.

turning them out of the pots to see if they are rooted. In the case

of those that have rooted through to the sides of the pot the

glasses may be left off altogether, but in that of the others, in

which no roots appear, they must still be retained.—H.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Eebeuaey 8.

The chief attractions at this meeting were the groups of cool

house Orchids, Chinese Primulas, and some excellent examples of

Grapes.
First-clas Certificates were awarded to

Rev. J. G. Nelson, Aldborough Rectory, Norwich, for—

Lachenalia Nelsoni.—A hybrid, the result of crossing L. lu-

teola and L. aurea, the former being the seed-bearing parent. The
progeny partakes of the character of the parents, being intermediate

as regards colour, but the growth is more robust and the raceme
considerably longer than that in either parent. The colour is lemon-

yellow, with the tips of the petals faintly tinged with green, while

the upper part of the raceme is tinged with red.

To Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea, for—

Maranta crocata.—A beautiful species from the United States

of Colombia. It is of dwarf growth, from 6 in. to 9 in., and is of

tufted habit, the leaves are ovate in outline, and of a satiny green on
tire upper, and deep olaret on the under surfaces. The flower-spikes
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slightly overtop the foliage and the clustered bracts are of a rich

orange-red, thus rendering the plant highly attractive.

Vriesia Falkenbergi.—A native ofthesame locality as the pre-

ceding; it is a singular yet beautiful plant, the reflexed leaves of which
are arranged in a vase-like manner. The flower-spike is about 9 in.

IQ height, erect, and arising from the centre of the tuft. At its base
the colour is a deep blood-red, extending the whole length of the

spike, and at the upper part, where it is dilated and flattened, the

concave bracts aie tipped with white.

Mr. James, P^edlees, Isleworth, for
—

'

Cinerarias William Jennings and Master Oolvin.—
Both are superb examples of the exhibitor's unique strain, both
haveflowers of large size and of perfect symmetry in form; in fact, the

highest state of perfection yet attained in the flower. The colour of

the former is a brilliant rich purple, overlaid with a satiny lustre;

that of the latter a bright violet purple, with a conspicuous and sym-
metrical ijure white ring.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Hamamelis virginica arborea.—A variety of the Virginian
Witch Hazel ; an old introduction. It is a most attractive deciduous
shrub or small tree, with its leafless branches completely covered with
dense clusters of singular flowers, the deep red sepals and narrow
yellow petals, of which are twisted in a remarkable manner.

Mr. C'annell, Swanley, for

—

Primula Dr. Denny.—A variety of the Chinese Primrose
having unusually large flowers finely fringed and of a beautiful

rosy-crimson hue.
A silver flora medal was awarded to Messrs. Veitch and Sons for

an extensive group of new and rare Orchids, chiefly consisting of the cool
house kinds. The majority represented Odontoglossums, among
which the most noteworthy werejnevadense, cirrhosum, Pescatorei,

Roezli, and the white variety tripudians and its near congener
triumphans, Andersonianum, and a new variety of it named angus-
tum, having narrow petals much more heavily spotted than in the
type. Several superbly flowered varieties of crispum, including two
forms, named maculatum, having heavily spotted flowers, and
Bowmani, with blossoms having faint spots. The group likewise
included the beautiful hybrid Dendrobium Ainsworthi, representing
the deepest coloured form named roseum, a splendid example of Ada
aurantiaoa with about a dozen flower-spikes, Miltonia cuneata,
and a flowering plant of the beautiful new Aroid, Anthurium
Andreanum.
The Primulas from Mr. B. S. AVilliams, Victoria Nurseries, Hollo-

way, were remarkably fine, no fewir than six varieties being repre-
sented, each by a large group of well-grown plants. The newest
sort shown, Alba maguifica, promises to be an excellent kind; the
flowers are large, produced in dense and many-flowered trusses, borne
well above the foliage, which is also remarkable, being elegantly
crisped at the margins. The colour is white, the purity of which,
however, is more strongly marked when the plants are more matured
than those shown ; the habit of growth is very robust. The other
kinds exliibited were the old single white, Chiswick Red with bril-

liant crimson-scarlet, Rubro violacea with violet crimson, and Rubra
with rich deep crimson flowers. These are all of the fimbriata or
fringed petalled section, and all are of robust growing sorts and bear
a profusion of large trusses of blossoms. These were supplemented
by a fairly grown group of Cyclamen persicum representing several
varieties, among which the rich deep crimson-flowered kind named
Brilliant was the most noteworthy. A silver Banksian medal was
awarded to this exhibitor.

Mr. Odell, Hillingdon, exhibited some admirably grown plants of

new white Primula named Purity, the flowers of which are large
and pure white, produced in fine pyramid-shaped trusses. A vote of
thanks was accorded to ilr. Taylor, Longleat, Warminster, for cut
blooms of Pelargonium Guillon Margilli, a semi-double flowered
zonal variety of a scarlet crimson colour, which, no doubt, is a very
useful winter-flowering kind.

A flowering plant of what was considered to be either Aerides
vandarum or A. cylindricum was shown by Mr. A. Wright,
gardener to Mr. Brightwen, Stanmore Priory. It is a remarkable
Orchid, with cylindrical leaves about the size of a quill, like

Vanda teres, and bearing large, pure white blossoms, having a
singular projecting spur. Mr. Buchan showed a flowering plant
of Odontoglossum Wallisi, a rare but not very showy Orchid, in

the way of 0. Lindleyanum.
An extensive group of plants, consisting chiefly of double Primu-

las and fine foliage plants, were shown by Mr. Barron, from
the Society's gardens at Chiswick, which added much to the
attractiveness of the meeting.

Fruit and Vegetables.—The fine exhibits of Grapes were by
far the most noteworthy of these. Mr. Hudson, Gunnersbury House,
Acton, showed about a dozen bunches of Lady Downes Seedling

which were perfection as regards colour and finish, and the size of

the bunches and berries was much beyond the average. A cultural

commendation was deservedly awarded to this exhibitor ; a similar

distinction was accorded to Mr. Miles, Wycombe Abbey, for a bunch

of Black Hamburgh Grapes cut from forced Vines, and, considering

the earliness of the season, were excellent examples of skilful culture.

The same exhibitor showed Lady Downes Seedling Grape and three

fine fruits of Lord Carington Pine-apple. Mr. Wallis, Keele Hall,

sent a basket of well-preserved bunches of finely-grown Gros Colmar,

Lady Downes, and Golden Queen Grapes. Messrs. Saltmareh &
Sons, Chelmsford, exhibited a seedling Apple named Beauty of

Essex. It is a handsome fruit of large size, symmetrical cone- like

shape, and of a pale lemon colour. It is said to be a good and sure

bearer, and of good quality as regards flavour. Mr. Gilbert,

Burghley House, Stamford, showed a brace of Montrose Cucumbers,

said to bi! a cross between Syon House and Kenyon's Truebearer.

The fruits were about 1 ft. long, with a smooth skin. It is said

to be a prolific and continuous bearer, and specially valuable for

winter crops. Mr. Molndoe, Hutton Hall, Gisborough, Yorks,

exhibited fruits of Cucumber Verdant Green, a handsome sort of

medium size and length, and Mr. Miles showed eight fruits of Petch'a

Favourite, likewise a handsomely-shaped Cucumber. Messrs.

Backhouse & Sons, York, sent samples of a seedling Onion which

seemed to be a good sort as regards appearance, but was considered

by the committee to be too near the Red Spanish sort. A cultural

commendation was awarded to |Mr. S. Lyon, Sundridge Park,

Bromley, Kent, for an excellent dish of Mushrooms, which indi-

cated very skilful culture. Mr. Matthews, Weston-super-Mare,

exhibited samples and photographs of plant stands, baskets,

brackets, window boxes, &c., made of terra-cotta, the rustic de-

sign of which is very tasteful and appropriate.

Scientific Committee.—Dr. Masters read a letter containing

resolutions of the Imperial Horticultural Society of Russia on the

introduction of the Phylloxera into the Crimea, c.<i , that the Vine

only shall be excluded either as plants or as " eyes,'" and without a

ball of earth, and if plants be sent from countries where the Vine is

cultivated they can only be admitted with a certificate to prove

that the Vine had not been grown at the same place. Fruits of all

kinds (Grapes and raisins excepted) shall be freely admitted. The
importation of all kinds from the Crimea shall be provisionally

forbidden.

American Blight.—In view of the extensive diffusion of this

insect, the committee demand the disinfection of the invaded

districts'and the prohibition of all importations of Apples. Specimens

of Wheat haulm affected with grubs were given to Mr. Maclachlan

to report upon.

CoKDYCEPS sp. OR ATTACKING Lap.v.e.—Mr. Maolachlan exhibited

the larvp of some wood-boring beetle attached by a Cordyceoes,

growing as in the case of other species from the neck of the

animal. A question arose as to whether the spores were taken in by
food or by the larvae burrowing aud so getting these insects in the

folds of the neck, as the president suggested.

Moth Attacked by Isaeia.—He also exhibited a small white

moth with a branching fungusproceeding from the thorax, apparently

an Isaria. It was referred to Dr. Vv'. C. Cooke for report.

Hybrid between Frogand Toad.^Mr. Boulgeraskedif an account

in the Henie Beli/ique Hoi-tkoU on the existence of the above was a

fact. The president believed it had never been confirmed, though

the Rev. H. Crewe said from his observations such an occurrence

might be true.

Specimens of Bamboos.—The Rev. J. Henslow exhibited

some Bamboos, showing in one case horizontal nodes, in the other

oblique, The president suggested that it indicated specific

differences, not adaptation to resist wind, as was popularly supposed,

the idea prevalent being that when the plants grew in the plain the

rods were horizontal, but when on the hill- side aud exposed to wind,

then the leaves were inserted obliquely to give strength to the

cane. The president negatived this idea.

Wood Attacked by Fungus.—Ha also exhibited a piece of wood
which appeared to have been partially sawn through, and the

surface rendered irregular by the attack of some fungus.

Parmelia Parietina ?—He exhibited a specimen on a rock from

Cheddar, showing curious zones of Lichen, the intermediate spaces

being free from the plant.

Pottery Stained by Tobacco Juice.—He exhibited a specimen

of pottery ornamented by placing a drop of tobacco juice on the

unbaked clay this penetrates by capillary attraction and forms a

dendritic arrangement, which is fixed by sizing and baking.

Anniversary Meeting. —Lord Aberdare in the chair. The
report which was read shows an increasing number of Fellows, increas-

ing subscriptions, and favourable results obtained by the Scientific
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and Fruit and Floral Committeea. One of the popular flower shows
in the year was attended by 19,000 persons, and another by 11,370.
The action between Her Majesty's Commissioners, for the exhibition
of 1851, is still pending in consequence, the report states, of the
opposition of the plaintifis, the Commissioners, the debenture-holders
being made parties to it. Tke Court of Appeal to which the plain-
tiffs carried the point unanimously decided against their contention
that the debenture-holders had no right to be heard, and ordered Mr.
Peroival de Castro, as their representative, to be added as a defend-
ant. This decision gave Mr. de Castro ihe right, of which he has
availed himself, to counter-claim against the plaintiffs, and all

questions between the Commissioners, the society, and the debenture-
holders can now be decided. The presence before the court of the
debenture-holders was absolutely necessary to relieve the society
from the grave risk whicli it would have incurred if it had voluntarily
surrendered the South Kensington Gardens, or left it open to the
debenture-holders to contend hereafter that it had not raised in the
action every defence open to it, and so occasioned the destruction of
their security. The council have no reason to anticipate further
delay in the proceedings, and hope the case will come on for hearing
soon after the return of Mr. Justice Fry from circuit. The small
deficit the accounts show is due to £125 charged for law expenses.

LATE N0TE3 AND QUESTIONS.
Bulb Growth trom Crinum Seed.—In a friend's greenhouse (he other

any I saw ;x pod of seeil of Crinum giiiaiiteum. It had heen left on tlic shelf,
iind had developed two bulbs, one of which I have pl.inted and growing. Of
course, this is probably something lil;e the development of all seeds of bulbous
plants; but the novelty tome is tlie bnlb pushing out trom the pod without
sowmgin the earth.—W. M. li.

New Zealand Veronicas.—Would any correspondent please to say ivliat
has been tlie fate of the out-door Veronicas, D. decussata, 1). Ilnllteana, D.
saliciiolia, Ac., owing to the late low temperature, so far as came under their
notice?-W. J. MVRFHY, Clonmel.

Book on Gardening for Buenos Ayres.—Mks. C. D. A.—Soiw of our
i.nglish booksare, we fear, fined for i/our friend's wants. Perhaps some of our
readers mai/ help you as to a useful war?,:

Book on Lilies.—Lily Gkower.— " jYofcs on Lilies" hy Dr. Wallaee,
i-oleliester, will perhaps ansfwer your purvose.

Gun License i\>.\66).—An occupier of land ean authorise his gardener to
use a gun .tor the purpose of scaring birds, the occupier hiuiself being in
possession of a game license.—¥. Coventry, Kelton Ball, Slaiuford.

Names of Plants.—P. C.—The Azalea is one of the best of its colour, but
we cannot name it with accuraey from such material. The Primula flowers
represent a very fine strain, well worth perpetuating. The brownish-red tingeofthe
.^((i(«;siSi!o<Hnco/Hino«.— A.A'.—Leptospermumseoparium. fl.T.- 3, Adiantum
hispidulum

; 4, Nephrolepis exaltata ; 5, Xeplirodium moUe ; 7, Pteris serrulata ;

10, Aaplenium bulljiferum ; 12. Adiantum decorum. Of the others send better
specimens; we cannot name more than six at one time. .l.B.—PinusStrobus,—--I'M)!.—Sericographis Gliiesbreghtiana. The other (yellow) flower appears to
be Justicia calytrioha, but was much withered onan-ival. /(..R.O.Z).-Acacia
dealbata. 4. 7i'.—Asparagus stipularis. i7otri/.—Libonia floribunda.
./•.if.S.—Phajus grandifolius (fine variety). )r./(.— Iris Pseudacorus variegata.

-I.e. —Dendrobium speciosum. ir.B. J5.—Next week.

Low Temperatures.—At Walcot, in Shropshire, we had,
on January 12th, 22« of frost ; on the 14th, 30« ; 15th, 32«

; 16th,
32°; 17th, 30=; 20th, 31"; 21st, 32°; 22nd, 29°; 25th, 27« ; and
on the 26th, 33°, or 1° below zero. Hundreds of trees have been
blown down by the hurricane on the night of the 19th.—Geokge
Bond.

On two occaeious the thermometer here has indicated 4° below
zero. These were on the 15th and 22nd ult. It is yet too soon to
make any comment as to what is injured or lost; one thing, however,
I may mention, and that is, we have scarcely a green blade left in
the kitchen garden, except Brussels Sprouts, which have again
proved themselves capable of withstanding the rigours of an arctic
winter. Having a good autumn, we hope that fruit trees in par-
ticular will have been sufficiently ripened to withstand the trying
ordeal through which they have passed.—S. Kevan, Castle Upton,
Templepatrkl; Co. Antrim.

_ The thermometer 3 ft. from the ground, in a rather sheltered
situation between the garden wall and the house, indicated on the
20th ult. 1° below zero. On the 27th a general thaw set in. The
effects of the frost are most disastrous ; with the exception of
Brussels Sprouts, Scotch Kale, and Sutton's Queen Broccoli, every
green thing, including sprouting Broccoli and Cottager's Kale, are
either killed outright or hopelessly injured, owing doubtless in a
great measure to the previous mild weather. At the end of Decem-
ber the flower-buds on common Laurels looked like the beginning of
Jlaroh, and the consequence is that the common and Portugal
Laurels are quite black.

—

Heney Eckfokd, Sandyicell Park, An-
doversford, Cheltenham.

As it may be of interest to some of your readers I send you a
memorandum of the minimum temperatures registered in the garden

here during the past month, the thermometer being set in the open>
1 ft. above the ground ; also one showing the number of degrees of

frost registered for each month during the past three years.

Minimum temperatures dui'ingthe month of January, ISSl :

—
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" This is an Art
Wliich does menil Nature : cliange it ratlier : but
The Akt itself is Nature. "—s/m/cesijeare.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

CULTUKE OF CELERIAC.

The vai-iety of Celery -n-ith bulbous roots known under the name
of Celeriac'does not seem to find amongst cultivators generally so

mucli favour as it deserves. In Continental lands, almost every

person bavingagardeu devotes a portion of it, according to bis wants,

to fbc cultivation of this vegetable, which in a variety of waysconies

into the every-day cookery. It is not to be supposed that Celeriacin

England will become a rival to the far more troublesome blanched

( ielery, although in most gardens a patch of ground might be found

for its cultivation. In mid-winter it would be found a useful substi-

tute or addition to the latter, at least in the kitchen. The advan-

tages of growing it are that no great breadth of ground is re-

reqitired, for every root is usable, which is certainly not the case

with Celery ; there is alsono need of an excessive amount of manure,

no trenches, nor earthing up, and no digging down of frozen

ranges of earth to get it up.

Sowing and Preparing the Ground.—The seeds are usu-

ally sown thinly in boxes in an early Mnery or in a Pinery about

the end of February for the first crop, and again about a month
later for the main supply, the late sowing being from preference

made on a slight hot-bed, on which the earth is not more than 6 in.

distant from the glass. The young plants, when they have pro-

duced a few true leaves, must be pricked off on a slight hot-bed,

keeping them near the glass to prevent spindling, or if the weather
is too severe to permit that to be done, into other boxes, putting

these on a shelf as near the glass as may be. The boxes should
have a layer of rich manure at the bottom pressed quite firm, no
drainage being necessary in the shape of potsherds if a few holes

or crevices are to be found in the bottom. The young plants require

to be kept close for a few days and slightly shaded during sun-

shine. Ventilation can be given at tlie back of the frame in

quantity proportionate to the amount of warmth outside. As the

weather becomes more genial, the plants must be gradually

inured to complete exposure preparatory to planting them out.

A piece of ground should be selected as near water as possible,

or where its irrigation is practicable, and having a free and
sunny aspect, or at least the sun up to mid-day. The ground
should have been deeply dug during the autumn or early winter
months, and have had a good dressing of cow or farmyardmanure
turned into it at that time. Trenching is not desirable when the

subsoil is of a loose, gravelly, or porous nature, as in that case the

water would sink too deeply, causing the rootlets, which under
contrary circumstances would remain small, to grow large at the

expense of the tuber. The beds may be formed 4 ft. in width,
with alleys of 2 ft. between them, and if the water supply be abun-
dant and the situation a level one, the alleys may serve, if they
are made slightly concave at the bottom, as channels for the water,

which can then be readily thrown over the plants with a broad
tin-plate scoop or shovel. This is by far the readiest and cheap-

est method of watering where no w-ater system exists in the

garden.

Planting Out.—The plants being ready for this purpose must
be lifted, with slight balls of the earth and manure adhering to

them, and planted out with the trowel, and at about the same
depth as that at which they stood in the hot-bed or box. The
distance may vary from 1 ft. by Ig ft. between the plants and
rows for the early sowing to li ft. between the plants

each way for the later and bigger kinds. When the

weather is dry daily waterings will be necessary, given
either early in the morning or after 3 o'clock p.m. It is essential

that the plants should be kept growing without check till they
have reached their full growth, but in moist, rainy weather no
artificial watering will be necessary, as an over-abundance of that,

combined with much manure, tends to make the tubers hollow,

and therefore liable to rot in winter. Twice or thrice, according to

the amount of foliage on the plants, at intervals of three weeks in

late summer and autumn the leaf-stalks growing on the shoulders

of the tubers must be cut off quite close, avoiding the taking away

of too many at one removal, as that would materially hinder the

continuous development of the root.

Harvesting and Storing.—In October, before severe frosts

occur, the roots must be lifted with the spade ; the smaller roots

and all the foliage, except the heart leaves, which must be left

untouched, should be trimmed off, and then the mam roots shoidd

be stored in a cellar free from frost, but cool and capable of ven-

tilation ; a little light is also of some moment, as the plants

during the winter do not go completely into a state of inactivity.

For the information of those who have not a cellar at command I

will describe a method of storing which I found quite a success in

a climate where the thermometer often indicated 20'^ below zero,

Fahr. Trenches were dug in a dry, but not a sunny place, in the

shelter of or near a Fir tree plantation, to the depth of 2i ft. and

4 ft. in breadth (less would be required here), the earth thrown

out being packed up at the sides. In this trench Cauliflowers that,

had formed small heads, Couve Tronchuda, Parsley, Savoys, Cele-

riac, Kohl-rabi, Carrots, Turnips, Potatoes, Chicory, &c., were

stuck into the ground with their roots and tops nearly entire.

The loss from rotting was almost nil, and there was no trace of

that offensive smell which is too perceptible in all frames, cellars,

and other close-fitting contrivances. The roof was foimed of a

framework of sticks covered with reeds or rushes, and finally with

about lift, of Oak leaves. The temperature was so low that

decay was hindered, and the ventilation through such a roof was

constant and suificient.

Seed Saving.—In the spring, if this is adopted, a

few of the best formed roots can be selected, planted in

a sunny place in good ground, and kept moderately sup-

plied with water until the seeds approach ripeness.

I have not observed that repeated cropping of the same piece of

ground with Oeleriac, provided the manipulation of the ground

was in accordance with the requirements of the variety had a?^,

detrimental effect on it. As an easily grown (for the cottager the

sowings might be made under a frame or hand-glass), and what is

of as much importance, an easily preserved and storeable

vegetable, Celeriac is to be recommended to villa gardeners,

cottagers, and allotment holders ; as an article of food of no mean

xalae, as a salad material in summer and winter, and as a flavour-

ing substance it stands as high as the poor man's " spice," the

Onion. Gardeners and others would, by recommending itsculti-

vation and uses, be doing an act of kindness to their less experienced

or poorer neighboDrs. It would too, doubtless, assist in bring-

ing it into more general culture if it were_ included in lists of

veo-etables for competition at provincial horticultural shows.
'^

Syl-^'esthis.

Seed Potatoes.—Now that the frost has gone these will want

looking to, as it is surprising how soon they start into growth at this

season. The best way to treat them is to have shallow boxes of a

size that are handy to lift about, in which the Potatoes should be

set carefully up on end and close together, so as to wedge and sup-

port each other in their places ; and in this manner they may be

stored till planting time, and carried off to the ground where they

are to be grown without any further handling. The cooler and more

airy the situation in which they are placed the better; and therefore,

if in sheds, doors and windows should be thrown open during the

daytime whenever the weather is favourable. Where space is limited

and boxes are placed one on the other, it is very important that

plenty of space be left between them ; this may be secured by

blocks of wood 3 in. or so thick laid at each corner of the boxes, or

by using pieces of brick in the same position. Late kinds in pits

ought to be got out at once, whether for seed or eating, as they

generate heat after this time, and if not seen to will get in such an

advanced state as to become matted together. Not only is this

early and premature growth injurious to the seed, but it greatly

detracts from the quality of the tubers used for eating, as every

shoot which they make is so much loss. Pits are all very well

directly after lifting and during early autumn, but Potatoes used

out of them taste earthy; when laid in a cellar or dark dry shed,

however, this goes off. The best plan of- storing Potatoes for cook-

ing is to have bins, but if the backs of these are formed by outer

walls they should have boards with sawdust behind to prevent

frost getting through. In receptacles of this kind sorts may be

divided and great numbers stored safely, but for seed wide shelves

are the best, unless they can be spread thinly on brick or other hard

floors where they can "be turned now and then during the winter.
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This can then be done with a shovel, and should they want sorting

out sieves made of a sized mesh to let the refuse through will do the

work much quicker and more regularly than it is possible to do it by
hand picking. The sieves v hich we use have the meshes made
square, and riglit well they answer, as two men or lads soon screen

the whole stock.—8. D.

Potatoes for Pot Culture.—The value of pots as means for

the early cultivation of some of our vegetables is now and then
enforced. Potatoes are here and there so grown, and if properly done
a satisfactory crop results. Peas may be done equally well if dwarf
kinds are employed, and some other vegetables may be had early by
similar means. But Potatoes may be had in abundance where
frames or pits are plentiful and fire heat or manure heat is in

plenty. It is just such places as these where the culture of Potatoes
in pots ia of less moment, but even in such there is perhaps the
largest amount of space for their culture without interfering with
other things. But where there is but a Vinery or two, or perhaps
an early Peach house, or an early Rose house, or even an orchard
house, a good quantity of Potatoes may be grown in pots, and with-
out mucli trouble. A little warmth will get them up, and once up
they need just enough of heat to keep them growing, but the more
light that can be given the better. Nine-inch pots suit most Potatoes
well, and if the roots are so restricted the plants tuber all the sooner.

A moderate mixture of Hill's or Amies' Potato Manures gives a

powerful stimulus to the production of tubers, and does not unduly
force top growth. It is wiser to employ these manures thus than to

convert them into manure water, as too large an application of strong
moisture has a tendency to flavour the tubers. .Short-topped kinds
are best for pot culture, and although the Ashleaf is generally grown,
two of the best kinds because the tops are dwarf are Early Market
and Smith's Dwarf Curly. Mr. Fenn once raised some kinds of

delicious quality specially for pot culture, but they did not come
into favour, solely because they were more fit for pot work than
garden. A very dwarfkind shownlastyearasEarly Cluster gavegreat
promise of being a good pot kind, but its quality has to be tested. Any
kind that will give with little forcing from one pound to a pound
aad a half of good tubers from a 9-in. pot could hardly fail to give
satisfaction, especially if the quality was as good as can be found in

.,nyof our best kinds.—A. D.

Certificated Potatoes.—The following have been awarded
certificates by the Iloyal Horticultural Society or at the Interna-
tional Potato Show : Edrlij Rounds {trhitc)—Rector of Woodstock,
a heavy cropper ; sliiu smooth, good flavour, and very mealy ; Early
Market, short haulm, flattish round, withy ellowish-white flesh, fine

quality ; Breesee's Climax, a heavy cropper, handsome tubers
;

Bedfout Prolific, a heavy cropper, an improvement on Onwards.
Ei-irUj Round (coloured)—Radstock Beauty, heavy cropper, fine

quality, and handsome. Earhj Kidney (u:hitt)—International, an
immense cropper, very handsome and excellent in quality. Early
Kidnei/ {coloured)—Bountiful, a large cropper, deep red with
yellowish-white flesh. Main Crop Round [coloured)—Vermont Beauty,
a good cropper, large, red with white flesh, very mealy. Maiyi
Crop Kidney (wJiite)—Cattell's Eclipse, a fine cropper and good
keeper, handsome, and of excellent quality. 2Iain Crop Kidney
(coloured)—Late American Rose, a good cropper, a sport from Early
Rose, hardier, and a better keeper.

Forcing Seakale and Rhubarb.-1 think I once saw it

stated by an enthusiastic cultivator that anyone might grow Mush-
rooms in an old shoe in a kitchen cupboard ; whether that is possible
or not I cannot say, but certain it is that a situation of that kind
answers well for forcing Seakale or Rhubarb, as all that is neces-
sary for either is a little soil and a large box or tub, in which they can
be shut up close and kept moist. If this can be done, there is no
difficulty whatever in having these esculents early, as the roots may
be dug up and packed together in a very small space. At one time
the labour connected with getting a dish of the former was great, as
itused to be covered with pots in thegroundand huge beds of ferment-
ing material over it to generate heat ; but under the present system
this can aU be done without, as the roots may be treated in the
manner just stated, and placed anywhere in which there is a little

warmth. The only thing to avoid is too dry an atmosphere, which
may be guarded against by keeping the box, tub, or whatever else is

used air-tight, which is advantageous in other ways, as the Seakale
comes better blanched and is more delicate. I have forced a good
deal af Seakale packed in a large flower-pot, then covering it with
another the same size and plunging it in a heap of fresh leaves, in which
it received a heat of about 65^ ; in this the crowns soon started,
and aOforded plenty of heads for cutting. Rhubarb we get in abund-
ance by digging a sort of i^it close under the wall of a building
which we partly fill with stable manure and set the roots on it, fill-

ing in around them with soil ; after that they are covered close in
with a shutter placed in a slanting position, and on this a quantity of

litter is put to keep in the warmth. Thus circumstanced, the sticks

come up stout and strong, and the _roots from being gently excited

yield a long succession. Any close old shed likewise answers the

purpose of forcing Seakale and Rhubarb, as there they can be shut

in and a fresh heap of fermenting material added at pleasure.—S. D.

Onion Culture.—In the first place good seed is indispensable, and
this obtained, proper cultivation will ensure success. There are two
methods which I liave followed, either of which I can recommend :

First, select the plot on which the Onions are to be grown, and if

this had been done a month earlier so much the better. Trench the

ground 18 in. deep, putting into it plenty of manure fresh from the

stables, or, what is greatly to be preferred, from thepiggerj'. The
other method referred to is to select ground on which Celery is grow-
ing. When this has been earthed up for the last time put 8 in. or

more of good manure between the ridges and dig it in ; about the end
of February spread about 1 in. of wood ashes or burnt rubbish and a

good sprinkling of soot over the ground ; work this into the soil

about 'A in. or 4 in. deep, and work the gi-ound over again to the same
depth about a fortnight before sowing. The time for sowing must
be regulated by the season and locality, but about the first or second
week in March is a good time ; do not, however, be too early. I

never make any beds, but sow in rows 1 ft. apart. In some soils and
localities the Onion maggot isvery destructive. If it should make its

appearance, sift through a i-in. sieve a quantity of common coal ashes

and spread these over the whole of the ground about j in. deep.

Soon after the Onions are thinned, water with liquid manure twice

a week, unless the season is wet or the soil very heavy, in which
case once a week will be sufficient. If these instructions are followed

a good crop will be the result.—D. AValkek, Dunarlan.

Sprouting Broccoli.—The recurrence of several severe winters

in succession has brought the hardier kinds of Broccoli and winter
greens prominently into notice, owiug to the tender kinds being so

much cut up, and the old purple sprouting Broccoli is again coming
to the front, as a most useful addition to our list of spring

vegetables, for, except the objection raised to its colour, there are

few more trustworthy or productive vegetables grown. It produces
an immense quantity of sprouts in succession, which, when other

tender Broccolis fail, are a great boon to the kitchen gardener who
has a large demand for vegetables to meet. I find it best grown as

much exposed as possible in an open sunny position ; under such cir-

cumstances it keeps dwarf and forms a densely-furnished crown, and
in rather poor soil it becomes so firm and matured in the stalk as to

be able to withstand severe frost with impunity. We planted last

summer a quantity of this variety, 2 ft. apart eacli way, in July, in a

very open, bleak position, and although they have been rather

severely tried by frost, of which we had on several nights over 20°,

they are not in the least injured, and they promise to well repay
the little labour they have received. I feel sure that we should grow
more largely the hardy kinds of Broccoli and Kales ; for, with the

experience of the past few winters before us, it is well to be prepared
with a good supply of hardy vegetables able to withstand t'.ie trying

ordeal of our winter months, and amongst them the old purple

sprouting Broccoli is indispensable.—J. Groom, Linton,

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

I have, perhaps, said some unkind things at times concerning'
" florists " and their flowers and their " standards of merit/' &c.,

hut I have never perpetrated any satire upon them like the act of

that man in The Gauden last w-eek, who was found weeding the
double Dahlias out from among the single ones. (It might
have been any other florist's flower). I do not presume to un-

derstand all the points of a good Dahlia, but if florists were
agreed upon any one point, it was, that the flower ought to be
double—perfectly double, and anytliiug approaching the type of

tho.se figured in 'The Gahden would have been regarded as " rogues"—" windmill " productions that should be sent to the rubbish

heap without further consideration, but liere we have the same ac-

quiring a name and a reputation]through a liiud of accidental re-dis-

covery, and they charm us with all the force of novelty. Tliey are

indeed very pretty, and we have heard them spoken of during the

past year in terms of highest praise on account of their beauty and
usefulness as cut flowers, for which purpose the large double Dah-
lia is all but useless. On the plant in the foreground of a slirub-

bery the double flowers look well enough, but as cut flowers they

are voted " vulgar," thanks to the degree of "size and perfection "

to which they had been brought. A "button-hole "Dalilia seemed
an impossibility, but here we've got it—quite as good or better

than the Anemone japonica. They will be a rich addition to the
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herbaceous border iu autumn, and will doubtless soon be exten-

sively grown as they deserve to be.

The increasing and reprehensible practice of re-christening old

and well-known vegetables after the firm that offers them for

sale is one that all gardeners and others ordering seeds should set

their face against. Our more noteworthy seedsmen are not guilty

of the practice, but there are firms claiming a position in the

trade who are. We have at the present moment a catalogue

before us, the author of which, had he lived in Nebuchadnezzar's

time, would have deserved to be put in the lions' den. The
catalogue iu question is well got up, but the re-christening is

carried to a length in it that is perfectly disgusting. There is

hardly a single vegetable of note but one or more varieties are

offered named after the firm and prominently figured or noted,

not one of them probably that is either new or "improved." They
are old and well-known kinds simply re-named, and probably sold

o it of the same bag-, the ouly substantial difference to the buyer
being that when he buys them under their new name he has to

pay more then, for the seller takes care to enter them under their

proper names as well. Not one of these members of the trade dare

submit their so-called "own productions" to any competent tri-

bunal or to the test in any experimental garden to see if there

were anv justification for a new name.

An instructive commentary on modern fruit tree pruning is

that confession of a correspondent in the Chronicle. "Eight years

ago," he states, " I planted my garden with good healthy pyramids
of Apples and Pears. Every summer in July they have been top

pruned. A splendid crop of green shoots has followed, but no

fruit. I pointed this out to my gardener and asked him whether
he thought the pruning and the absence of fruit bad anything to

do with each other, and he replied that it was the regular thing to

do. I then said, 'Suppose they were not to bear for the next ten

years would you still do it ? ' He said, ' Yes, I would.'

"

*

The answer given to this correspondent by the editor of the

paper in question is that in the " greater proportion of the so-called

pruned and trained trees in the country, especially pyramids, it

will be found that there are far too many branches ; they are mere
bushes, the tops only exposed to light and air, and producing
nothing but a plentiful supply of shoots; whether pruned in summer
or in winter, no amount of pruning of these shoots will ever induce
these trees to bear fruit." This is quite true, and the same facts

have been dwelt on suiBciently in the Gakden in times past, and
almost iu identical language ; but what a commentary on our

modern scientific fruit tree culture is the fact, if true, that the

greater portion of our trained busli trees are useless scrub. Why
is it so is a question well worth asking.

*

" D., Deal," has elsewhere been writing on science in connection
with horticulture, and wonders how, if sciejice has had much to

do with horticultural practice, gardeners are all at sixes and sevens

on mostly important horticultural practices. " D., Deal," is not
the only one who has been struck with such reflections. We fear

the answer is that liorticulture advances on truly Baconian prin-

ciples, and consequently the practice comes first and the " science
"

afterwards. Scientists do accomplish good work, but as far as

horticultural practice is concerned they have done little more than
"report progress."

Past experience, when correctly chronicled, weighed, and
digested, is no doubt valuable ; but the pioneers of horticulture

have been to a great extent left to grope on in the dark, and
professional scientists and physiologists have ever been willing to

follow them and adapt their teachings to their discoveries. But
we are not going to deny either that gardeners do grope very
often in the wrong direction and without any clear conception
of what they want. Look at the Vine border controversj', for

example. All gardeners have vied with each other who could
invent the most " proper " and expensive border, but it has
been proved clearly enough tliat tlie grand border theory
was all vanity and vexation of spirit. We hear a deal less now of

fibry turf from an " upland pasture " (we never, by the way, could
learn the difference between an upland and a lowland pasture),
of aerated, heated, stratified, and other borders. It has been a
gerious business though, this one of extravagant border making.

It has been an obstacle to gardening, nothing less, for it has been
extended from Vine borders to wall tree borders, and from these
to fruit tree borders generally, and it has crept in [principle into
many of our garden operations in a' way to create difficulties

and obstruct gardening to a serious extent. There are gardens in
the most favoured fruit producing counties of England where
every ounce of soil for the fruit tree borders round most extensive
kitchen gardens has been removed at the gardener's suggestion to
make room for fresh loam from the pastures, brought thither and
used at enormous expense, when the simple trenching and enrich-
ing of the common soil would have been sufficient. There
is undoubtedly a good deal of " rule of thumb " work in our
" high class " gardening, so called, and this fact accounts for much
of the vexatious differences of opinion that exist in garden
practices, and gives outsiders a handle for the cynical criticism that
is frequently levelled at the contrariety and dogmatism that exists
among the exponents of horticulture.

*

A correspondent of a contemporary writing in favour of the
bedding-out system seems rather to have forgotten the ante-
cedents of that system. He says, and very truly, that " it is

only those of one idea who would restrict us to one or the
other system." Granted; but which side has developed or
defended the " one-idea " system ? and which side has advocated
variety ? The " bedding-out " fraternity cannot deny that the one-
idea system is exclusively their own. AVhat variety they have
added to it has been suggested by the other side. There is hardly
a garden of note where bedding-out was carried out extensively
that coidd boast of a collection of good, hardy herbaceous plants a
few years ago, and there are plenty that are without them yet.

The one-idea men were tliose who converted their herbaceous and
shrubbery borders—aye, and even their Vine and Potato borders^
into bedding borders, and banished every other species off the place
to make room for one idea—tlie planting of a few species that
had but one single quality to recommend them, and the great

drawback of having to be_increased and re-planted every year.

»

The consequences of the "one-idea system" are that it has pro-
duced a class of gardeners who are deficient in knowledge of any
other phase of flower gardening ; this is a fact that is generally
acknowledged, and we have plenty of examples of it. One of

these has been making a border of hardy flowers. " In the
spring we sowed patches of Mignonette, and also of two beautiful

annuals—Browallia elata and Collinsia bieolor. There were
in addition a goodly number of East Lothian Stocks and Evening
Primroses, raised from seed, which, by the month of July,

were very pretty, and in point of beauty and effect simply
eclipsed every herbaceous plant in the garden." One may
leave the reader to Judge what sort of collection of hardy plants

this writer must possess, or how much he knows about them, since

in his experience patches of Mignonette and two or three common
annuals " eclipse every herbaceous plant in the garden !

" At mid-
summer when the hardy garden is at its best, and when numbers of

grand things are in flower, such as even the most bigoted " bedder
out" who knows anything could not do otherwise than admire, a

Collinsia bieolor, a Browallia, and a few Stocks eclipse the sum
total of the beauty and variety of the hardy garden !

*

Tlie vitality of this Lily bulb question is astonishing. Prac-
tically, so long as cultivators know that Lilies only suc-

ceed properly when they are permitted to form and mature a

healthy annual growth, and that they should be transplanted before

young roots form, it does not matter much tothemwhether thebulbs

are renewed annually or not. To those who are interested in this

matter, however, the question might be put—is the Lily bulb a

bud ? and what is a bud p According to physiologists, buds are

that portion of a plant which produces flowers or growth the

following year, and with few exceptions, if any, the buds are

renewed annually. Lilies are no exception to the rule, accord-

ing to Lindley and others, and whatever disputants may call a

bulb, there caii be little doubt but that a new bud is formed annu-
ally, the old bulb perishing at the same time, partially or altogether,

bv shedding its scales or decaving. Peeegbixe.

Cold in Valleys.—Two years ago you allowed me, says the

Kev. F, W. Stow iij the Times, to reii>ark o-i the extrem.e temper<i'
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tures experienced in valleys compared with the hill sides immediately
adjoining. Yesterday's extreme frost gave another instance ; for

while at the Aysgarth Vicarage, Bedale, Yorkshire, on the hillside

the lowest was 3"^ below zero, at Sorrelsykes House, in the
valley, Q'-' below zero were registered, and in a low pasture
near the brook 13*^ below zero. All the thermometers are
good and in perfect order, and properly protected from radia-
tion, 4 ft. above the ground. At 9 a.m.' the mercurial
thermometer at Sorrelsykes stood at 8*^ below zero, here IS
below. In Switzerland much greater differences have been
recorded. Last winter Colonel Ward, a well-known meteorologist,
registered in the valley at Rossiniere (near Chateaux D'tex) a
temperature of 37*^ below zero, while 100 ft. higher it was not
lower than 13* below zero.

Huutleyas, Batemanuias, and similar genera, which were, like the
other classes, in fine condition. We must not omit to mention some
i-emarkably tine plants of Odontoglossum vexillariura grown in a

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT SELBOILNTE, STREATHAM.
In Mr. Soiilligate's garden there is a large and thoroughly repre-
sentative collection of Orchids, the culture of which is very intel-

ligently carried out. Though it does not contain many exceptionally
fine specimens, the health and vigour of the plants of all sizes are
worthy of note. This is the more remarkable, too, as the aspect
of the housf^s—a westerly one—is not the most fa\'ourable for
Orchid culture. The houses, or at least the compartments of one
long range, are about a dozen in numljer, and each is de^•oted to
such classes of Orchids as require to be treated separately. Jluch has
been said and written about the culture of PhalaMiopsis, but we
never remember seeing such healthy and \igarous plants as those
grown here in a stove containing a mixed collection. Tlie plants
are grown in baskets suspended near the roof, and tlie large size

and thick texture of the spotless foliage indicate tliat such treatment
is all that is needed. Nearly all the cultivated Ivinds are represented,
but P. Schilleriana, amabilis, and graudiflora are the finest.

The adjoining house is occupied chiefly by Deudrobia, among
which wo remarked some rare kinds, notably I). Brymerianum,
tlie scarce new species with the singular long fringe on the lip.

I). Findleyauum was in flower, as was also tlie beautiful
hybrid, 13. Aiusworthi, raised by crossing D. hetero-
carpum and D. nobile. Tliat difticult - to - manage kind,
D. Dalhousianum, was better than we have seen it for a long time,
the bullis being remarkably robust. It is allowed but little pot
room, but plenty of heat and moisture in the growing season.
D. Ruckeri is a variety not often seen ; it seems to be in the way
of D. lutecium. A verj' fine form of D. nobile named superbuiii
was conspicuous, the flowers being larger and the colours brighter
and more clearly defined than in the type. Many other kinds too
numerousto mention, includiugsuch pigmies as the curious D. senile,

we observed, all in a flourishingcoudition, inthishouse. In the next
compartment we noted some excellent plants of the rare C. Dowi-
ana, reputed so diflioult to grow well ; also of C. lobata and some
rare Sobralias, such as S. Cattleya and sessilis.

The cool Orchids in the next house were particularly fine and
well grown, and though there were not at the time of our visit

nianv flowers expanded, the numerous flower-stems arising from
the plump bulbs indicated what a display there would be shortly.
Masdevallias are made a speciality of, and we observed here acapital
way of growing such kinds as JI. Chima^ra, M. nycterina, and
similar sorts. It consists of a trough-like trellis basket, semi-
circular in outline, apparently constructed of teak, which resists

well the action of excessive moisture. We have seen the same
style of basket before in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection and
other places, and are convinced it is an excellent way in which to
grow those kinds that have a tendency to produce theii' flowers in

a downward direction. The East India house adjoining is

occupied by a fine coUectlou of Vandas, Aerldes, Saccolabiums, and
Lady's Slippers, which latter seem to be appreciated much by Mr.
Southgato, and they are grown admirably by Jlr. Salter, his
gardener. Among them we noted such fine kinds as Cypripedlum
selligerum, euryandrum, Druryi, Ilaynaldiaunm L-evigatmn,
Bullenianum, and Domini. Among the "\'andas was Boxall's variety
of V. lamellata finely in flower, the same plant having received a
first-class certificate at Soutli Kensington a short time previously.
V. Crowerte, Cathcartl, Ilookerl, and several other rare kinds may
also be so^^u here, and the pretty little Utricularla Endressl was
growing finely in suspended baskets in this house. The next, a
rather cool house, was occupied chiefly by Bolleas, Pescatoreas,

temperature of about GO^ W. G.

RESTING ORCHIDS.
In speaking of resting Orchids, particularly the Dendrobiums,
"J. G." (p. H2) touches upon a very wide field of practice, for the
Dendrobes, comprising as they do such an assemblage of species
from so many parts of the world, where the conditions under which
they naturally exist are so difi'erent, embrace in their requirements
at the hands of the cultivator treatment as different almost as that
found to be necessary to give to the whole family of cultivated
Orchids. Taken as a whole, there is no section of Orchids that
requires or will bear so much, or so long a rest, as the Dendrobes, or
with few exceptions, that will stand without injury a temperature
so much lower than that which they are subject to in the growing
season in their native habitats. Take, for instance, D. Devonianum,
a kind that many growers find difficult to keep in strong condition.
I had one particular plant of this species, a more than usually fine,

highly-marked form, that I regularly kept back every spring
in a cold Vinery, started late, so as to retard its blooming for
exhibition until the middle of June. This I did for eleven years out
of twelve in succession, and the plant from a comparatively small
one kept on increasing In size and strength up to the last, when it

often produced four and five flowers from each node on the strongest
bulbs. As those who are acquainted with the growth this species
makes before blooming will suppose, each season the young shoots
commenced to grow seven or eight weeks before the plant was put
in heat to bring it into flower.

A plant of D. deuslflorum was during the greater part of the above
time treated just in the same way, all but it had a shorter time In
heat before its flowers opened. Cattleya Mossias, C. Skinneri,
La^lia purpurata, Chysis Limminghi, and C. bractescens,'with many
other Orchids, that, if they had been allowed, would have flowered
much sooner, used to continue doing better and getting stronger than
others of the same species that used to'flower and make growth earlier.

I am convinced that very many Orchids that thrive for a time and
then in a few years become sickly and die out would continue in a
heathily vigorous condition if they had a longer rest by being sub-
jected to cooler treatment for a longer period each year. I do not
mean that wearing out and premature death so often seen with these
plants are exclusively attributable to this cause ; but observance over
a considerable length of time leads me to the conclusion that it is

one of the causes that bring about their destruction.
It is unquestionable that where Orchids are grown on common

sense principles, with as much light and air as they require, very
many species will bear with advantage a lower temperature whilst
at rest than they are subject to in their native countries, and such,
be it observed, not the strongestconstltutlonedspeciesortheeasiest to
keep in health ; for example, Phalisnopsls amabilia and grandiflora,

where these are found to keep for, say, a dozen or a score of

years full of healthy vigour, it will almost invariably be found that
it is where the plants are kept cooler than usual, so as to give a
lengthened time of rest. T. Baixes.

Dendrochilum glumaceum.—One of the finest specimens
we have seen of this extremely elegant Orchid is now at its best in

the Kew collection. It is growing in a pot some 8 in. or 9 in. across,

and bears several scores of its dense spikes of semi-transparent,
whitish flowers, the delicious perfume of which alone is sufficient to
recommend the plant as a subject suitable for pot culture. It is

placed in the warmest compartment of the Orchid house along with
East Indi<an and other hothouse kinds, conditions under which it

has attained in a few years Its present fine dimensions.—W. G.

Varieties of Cattleya Trianse and others.—The
following Cattleyas in flower in Mr. Coming's collection at Ken-
wood, Albany, are worthy of note : Penelope, a superb variety,

with blush sepals and petals, and abroad and beautifully fringed lip of

a rosy tint and a lemon throat ; the general appearance of the plant is

similar to that of labiata. Pandora, a scarce variety, large in

growth, and with the Bassettl type of leaf and bulb ; the sepals

and petals are of a rose colour, and the lip crimson with orange
throat ; this form, however, possesses but little to recommend it but
its rarity, as the flowers are too narrow and flimsy. Bogotensis Is

a splendid kind, with a w-ell formed and brilliant coloured flower.

Corningi is a desirable kind, sepals and petals pure white, and a
lip of a light rose. Colemanl, a very fine largo-flowering variety.

Daisy, a grand variety of Triana;; it first flowered in Mr. Rand's col-

lection, and was named and described byhim in his "Orchid Culture."
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Dorlgsoni, a beautiful form with white sepals and petals, lip crimson,

with orange throat. Maxima, a good and useful species for winter

cuttinc. Pesoatorei, a very fine variety of labiata. Tawassagunshee,

similar in form to the preceding, but the flower is beautifully

fringed, and the lip margined with white. Warscewiczi, delicata,

and the splendid variety superba are good free- flowering liinds ; their

pretty delicate tinted flowers contribute largely to render the

Orchid houses gay.—K Goldrino, Albany, N. Y,, U.S.A.

Ohysia Chelsoni.—This splendid hybrid Orchid is at present

flowering in Mr. Coming's collection at Albany, N.Y. The flowers

partake of the character of both its parents, C. braotescens and
C. aurea, but the spike is entirely that of C. aurea ; it is stronger

growing than either of its parents ; the bulb made this year measur-
ing 26 in. in length by 6^ in. in circumference, and has produced
nineteen flowers from two spikes.— F. Goldring.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Two Sweet-scented Stove Shrubs.—In the Palm hous

at Kew two species of Toxicophla3a are now attractively in flower,

and their sweet perfume quite pervades that portion of the house in

which they are growing. One is T. speotabilis, a tall-growing shrub
with deep green oblong leaves of leathery texture, and from tle'r

axils spring dense clusters of pure white blossoms resembling in size

and form those of an Ixora. The other, T. Thunbergi, is trained to

the roof of the house, the long slender branches being furnished with
small oval leaves likewise deep green and tliick in texture, but much
smaller than those of the preceding. The flowers, too, are con-

siderably smaller as well as the cluster.", but they are more dense and
numerous, a circumstance which compensates for lack of size. Both
are natives of the Cape and are well worthy of culture, flowering as

they do in winter when sweet-scented flowers are especially welcome.
They are of easy culture, and may be grown successfully in an
ordinary greenliouse treated as other pot-plants. A good illustration

of T. spectabilis was given in The Garden, Vol. XII., p. 14. The
generic name, we observe, has been changed at Kew to Aookanthera,
which is scarcely more euphonious than the older and better-known
name.

Habrothamnus Newelll.—This new variety we saw this

week in fine flowering condition in the gardens at Gunnersbury Park.
It is a seedling variety raised by Mr. Newell, of Ryston Hall Gardens,
Downham Market, and lately distributed by Messrs Veitch, of

Chelsea. It is a robust growing plant with neat smooth foliage,

very free flowering even in its young state, bearing dense terminal
clusters of bright crimson flowers larger and more brilliant than those
of the well-known H. elegans or H. fasciculatus, whose habit it most
resembles. As an ornamental, conservatory, and greenhouse climber
it is found to be one of the most useful of subjects. Mr. Roberts
has it growing side by side of the other kinds against the back wall
of the Rose house, and the superiorily of its flowers, as regtrds
colour, is therefore apparent.

Freesia refracta alba.—Too much cannot be said in
commendation of this beautiful Cape bulbous plant, a fine example
of which is now in flower in one of the compartments of the "P
range at Kew. It is an Iridaceous plant with the habit of an
Antholyza or Montbretia, the foliage of which is narrow and
arranged in flattened tufts. The flowers are produced on slender
stalks just overtopping the foliage, and number from three to six
in a loose cluster. They are tubular thimble-shaped, about IJ in.

in length, and are pure white save a blotch of orange-yellow colour
at the inner base of the tube. The perfume ia delicious and
sufficiently powerful to be perceptible at a distance from the plant.
They are extremely useful, in a cut state, for which the elegant
manner in which they are borne on the slender stalks admirably
adapts them. The plant may be easily grown in an ordinary green-
house, but like other Cape bulbs it requires attention with regard
to ripening the bulbs and resting them after flowering. It is known
by no fewer than nine other names, but that used besides the one
we adopt is F. odorata. There is one other species in the genus

—

F. Leichtlini—rarer, but equally beautiful.

The Conservatory at Kew. — Never before in
February do we remember seeing such an attractive display of
flowers as there now is in the conservatory (No. 4) at Kew.
The stages are filled with a judicious selection of forced plants,
not wholly of the ordinary type, but such as are not generally
seen under glass. These interspersed with ordinary greenhouse
plants, such as Cinerarias, Primulas, as well as shrubby plants,
make a highly interesting collection well worth a visit. Such
annuals as Cornflower, Purple Scabious, are still in bloom, as
indeed they have been throughout the winter. The Camellias are

flowering beautifully this season, and have already a gay appear
ance, while the atmosphere ia filleil with a delicious fragrance
that of Boronia megastigma everywhere predominating.

Semi-double Cyclamen.—Mr. Dickson, of the Central
Avenue, Govent Garden is now receiving from the market growers a
beautiful new Cyclamen, with a double row of pure white petals to
each blossom ; it is therefore, more useful for some purposes than the
older white variety, and the large, and handsomely marbled foliage
considerably heightens its beauty.

Brownea coccinea.—At p. 116 we had occasion to notice the
flower of the splendid B. grandiceps, which is still in flower at Kew,
There is another species, B. coccinea, also a native of Venezuela,
finely in flower in the Aroid house (No. 1). Unlike the other, the
flower clusters of this are small, but more numerous and of a bright
vermilion colour. They are produced chiefly from the bark of the
thick branches. No other plants convey a better idea of the gorgeous-
ness of the flowers of the Tropics than these arborescent leguminous
plants, and nowhere can they bebetter seen in cultivation than in such
spacious houses as those at Kew.

The Fringed Iris (Iris fimbriata).—This pretty species
flowers long before its numerous congeners of the hardy flower
garden come upon us with their many and varied hues. Its flowers,

which measure about 3 in. across and beautifully fringed at the
edges, are of a delicate lavender hue, with here and there a con-
spicuous blotch of orange-yellow. The foliage is broad, of a bright
shining green, and elegantly recixrved, so as to render this species
very suitable for pot-culture. Plants of it are now in flower in the
cool portion of the Cactus house at Kew, for, being a native of China,
it must be grown in a greenhouse temperature.

A Double Bouvardia.— "There, they have been and gone and
done it !

" as the cockney says. I really thought there was one
graceful flower in this world which hybridists would not " double
up." I wish them joy of their double Bouvardia, which I trust

may turn out as poor from an horticultural point of view as it is

from mine.—J. A.

Rondeletia cordata.—A fine example of this stove shrub,
perhaps better known under its old name of Rogiera, we noticed in

flower the other day in the Palm house at Kew, It is compact in

habit, and bears a profusion of dense clusters of rosy tinted blossoms
from the axils of the leaves, but, unlike those of its congener,
R. gratissima, they are devoid of scent. It is grown well at Kew
in a large pot, though, as in the case of R. gratissima, it is more
satisfactory planted out in free soil and trained to a wall or partition,

so that the branches may become thoroughly ripened, and thereby
ensure a good crop of flowers.

Prize Cups.— Mr. W. Holmes sends us satisfactory evidence
that the cups offered by the Borough of Hackney Chrysanthemum
Society really cost more money than they are stated to represent.

The difficulty of prize cups versus money is easily got over by
offering the prize winner his choice in the matter.

Pipes and Boilers in Frost.—Mr. Latimer Clark lately

wrote to the Times: The breaking up of the present frost will be
a busy time for plumbers aud builders, and there will be the usual
annoyance and expense caused by the bursting of water pipes and
the percolation of snow through roofs. It should properly be the
duty of builders to foresee and provide for these contingencies in

the first instance, but they appear systematically to neglect this

part of their functions, and to regard such accidents as inevitable,

or possibly desirable. It may, therefore, be useful to point out one
or two methods, the result of experience, by which some of these

evils may be diminished. Gas and water pipes should be buried
2 ft. in the ground, at which depth they are safe from frost in

most parts of the kingdom. There are, however, many cases in

which pipes cannot be so buried, and must of necessity be exposed
to frost, as in crossing areas, &c. When this is so they may be pre-

vented from bursting by inserting within the pipe a small thin tube
of gutta percha or india-rubber containing air, the tube being care-

fully sealed at the ends and extending the whole length of the pipe.

It may be held in po.sition at intervals by copper wires brought to

the outside at the joints and soldered in with them. A similar

piece of india-rubber tube will entirely prevent the blow and noise

occasioned by the sudden closing of water taps, which is sometimes
disagreeable. It may be inserted in a short branch pipe anywhere
near the tap. Hot-water boilers can only be efficiently protected

against bursting during frost by a safety valve, but perfect safety

may be assured if the servants can be induced to draw off a quart of

water from the boiler before lighting the fire. If this be possible it

proves that the pipes are not frozen, and the fire may be lighted

with safety.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

FERNS CUT AND IN POTS AND BASKETS.
Of all plants used foi- decorative purposes, Ferns are unquestion-
ably the most serviceable. AVho would think of making up a
bouquet or dressing an epergne or vase without a spray or two of
Maiden-hair, the demand for which in the market almost defies

calculation? To liave these good and lasting, special treatment is

required to get them of stout texture and firm, for without these
qualities they wither and fade in a very short time. The point isto
grow them free and well in a moist, genial atmosphere, and to
atford them plenty of light by having them up near the glass,

where they can also have an abundance of a'ir, which assists

greatly in hardening the stems and bringing about their maturity,
for if cut before they arrive at that stage they will not last any
time. The most choice for bouquets is Adiantum gracillimum,
the fronds of which are somewhat smaller than those of the nor-
mal type, and the leaflets more minute. The one I like best for
working in among flowers is A. Capillus-veneris, the tips of the
fronds of whicli just peeping out are most charming, as are also
thosa of A. setulosum, which form a capital background for two
or three flowers to wear in the button-hole, their shape, siz.', and
spread just fitting them for the purpose. This variety looks well
in a small wire basket or Cocoa-nut shell, tlirough which, if per-
forated, tlie fronds find their way, and produce a very pretty
effect. Like all the foregoing, it does well in a greenhouse tem-
perature. The boldest of tlie Adiantums is A. farleyense.the colour
of the fronds of which is unique, varying in tint according to age.
Unfortunately, these fronds are not very lasting in a cut state, but
as an ornamental pot plant A. farleyense is quite unrivalled. For
dressing epergnes or large glasses A. tenerum and A. eoncinnum
latum are the most striking, but to be durable when so used they
must be ripe. The first named of these is a very handsome species,
after the way of A.cuneatum, but larger, and having n less num-
ber of leaflets.

All these Adiantums admit of ready increase by division, which
is best carried out about this time, just as they' are starting, as
then the injured parts soon heal over, and the young plants become
quickly established. The soil best adapted for Adiantums and
most other Ferns is a mixture of tough, turfy peat and loam, in the
proportion of two-tliirds of the former to one of the latter; to
which a good sprinkling of sharp silver sand should be added to
keep the whole porous. To ensure free drainage, a great point in
Fern cultivation, nothing is better tlian ordinary crocks made of
broken pots, of which at least not less than 1 in! in depth should
ba placed in the smaller sized pots, and double that quantity in
those of larger size. Although Ferns take and require a good
deal of water when well rooted and in fullgrowth, they only need
just sufficient during the earlier stages to keep the soil moist, a
condition that may be maintained by frequent syringing, which,
by creating a moist atmosphere, is highly favourable to them at
this season.

Next in point of merit to the Adiantums just enumerated is

the Onychium lucidum, a Fern which bears rather plumy, slenderly
divided, shining deep green fronds, remarkable for their feathery
lightness and elegance. Grown up near the glass where they get
plenty of light, they become firm and stand well in a cut state, and
removing the fronds does the plants little harm, as they produce
others freely and in rapid succession. Pteris serrulata is another
Fern that .associates well with flowers, and is a very hardv kind that
succeeds admirably in a greenhouse tempei'ature, as does also P.
cretica and its variegated form albo-lineata, both of which are
likewise most valuable in a cut state. Thes3 send up great num-
bers of fronds, the fertile ones being taller and narrower than
those that are barren, which are s;-rrated at tlie edges, and much
the best looking. P. scaberuli is a great favourite with many, but
beautiful as it is as an ornamental object in pots and baskets", I do
not care for the fronds when cut. as although finely divided, they
are not loose and open enough. Tiie habit of the plant, however,
renders it peculiarly adapted for running and trailing over the
edges of rocks, or the sides of pots or pans suspended, conditions
under which it is seen to advantage. Another elegant Fern that
it is most desirable to cultivate for the sake of its fronds for cutting
is Davallia tenuifolia, which is something after the manner of
Onychium lucidum, but is even more striking and beautiful than
that well-known kind, The foregoing are the best Ferug in a cut
shape.

For Grouping with Plants.—The following are the most
deserving of notice : First and foremost come the gold and silver

Gymnogrammas, such as G. chrysophylla, G. Mertensi, G.
Calomelanos, and G. peruviana, all of which make handsome speci-

mens and are densely powdered beneath, which renders tliem very
effective when seen under artificial light in vases on the dinner-
table, a use for whicli small plants of these Ferns are specially

adapted. Lomaria gibba is also suitable for the same purpose, as

are likewise Blechnum corcovadense and braziliense in a voung
state. The habit of these is regular and of a shuttlecock form,
the only marked difference in the appearance of the two consisting

in B. corcovadense liaving fronds of a beautiful bronzy-pink when
they first appear, while those of braziliense are green. The last-

named docs well in a greenhouse temperature, but the other re-

quires that of an intermediate house or stove, as does L. gibba,
which, if kept free from thrips, is always handsome. Among
Aspleniums the best for pot culture are A. bifidum, A. caudatum,
A. bulbiferum, A. lucidum, and for a vase or basket A. flaccidum
is very effective on account of the exceedingly graceful manner
in which its fronds arch and depend over the sides. Gonioplilebium
subpetiolatum and G. subauiiculatum are likewise excellent
basket Ferns, as their fronds grow to a great length and are very
pendulous. Another fine kind for the same purpose is Nephrolepis
tuberosa, which will live and grow freely in a very small amount
of soil and in any bouse from which frost is excluded. The fronds
of this species are very narrow and drooping, and plants of it

spread about by means of string-like creeping stolons so rapidly

that they soon cover a large space, which they furnish completely
and clothe with much beauty. Gleicheuias, too, are capital for

pans or baskets for suspending, as they trail about by pushing out
wiry, fast-creeping stems that spread their way over the sides of

anything in which they may be grown, and, if allowed to have
their own way and depend therefrom, they produce a most pleas-

ing effect.

Tlie bestway to propagate these Gleicheuias is to layer them in

pots filled with rough fibry peat and sand, on which the creeping

roots should be coiled and pegged, when they soon attach them-
selves by forming fibres therein, anl may then be taken off and
removed. Being mostly natives of Australia and New Zealand,
they do not require much heat, but succeed well in a temperature
of -JO^ during the winter. What they do like is shade and a moist
atmosphere, which keeps thrips from tliem—insects that are very
injurious if allowed to remain long unmolested. The safest and
most effective remedy for such pests is Tobacco smoke, which, if

repeated at short intervals, destroys them without hurting the

plants. Turtle scale, which also troubles these and other Ferns,

can only bo got rid of by dipping the heads of the plants in

nicotine soap or picking them off. S. D.

DINNER TABLE DECORATION.
As plants are largely used for this purpose, especially Maidenhair
Ferns, andasonly well-grown specimens will answer the purpose, it is

to be regretted that plants in many cases should be almost ruined
through their roots being crowded into receptacles far too small for

the size of the plant used. The following instances will serve as

illustrations, viz. : four vases 3| in. deep by Gh in. wide. Plants to

fill these vases would require to be grown in 6-in. pots, which on an
average are G in. deep ; this would necessitate the cutting away of

about half of the ball. I venture tc say that many a gardener with
large collections of plants at his disposal would scarcely like even
four of them so used. He would think it a grim joke to be told they
were only wanted for one night; he would know, however carefully

he repotted them the next day, and with the best of treatment, they
would lose three- fourths of their foliage, that the new growth would
come weakly, and that it would takeatleastfourmonthstobringthem
into good condition. Take another instance, in which the recept-

acle is H in. wide, 3 in. deep, length at top 7 in., bottom 41- in.,

with the outside covered with burnished glass. If Maidenhair
is used it requires a well-grown plant in a 4i-in. pot; the average
width of the crown will be 3 in. To get the plant into the receptacle

the ball must be reduced to the required depth and the soil from
the sides be removed by the fingers ; the plant is then laid on the
bench and flattened by the back of a spade, taking care in jjressing

it home not to force out the sides of the receptacle, so as to fracture

the glass, or cause it to tumble out. Can it be said that art is

advancing with rapid strides among us while thus it treats its hapless

victims, and artists showsuch profound ignorance of the requirement^
of the plants suitable to erobejlish their designs ? Rcsucua,
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NAECISSI IN
The accoiupauying lilXle ',,..,- .i

ofteu alluded to m The Gakuen, aud that is the growtJi

like that sliowu in the illustration, between the

THE SHRUBBERY.
cut will explain the subject

have
of plants,

, . ,

shrubs in a well-spaced shrubbery, not as single specimens

or in dots, each with a label to it, but each as a little

colony or spreading group. The present overcrowded mode of

forminn- a shrubbery will probably at no distant date be given up

by all who care for the beauty of shrubs and low trees. The many

fine thiuo's among our hardy shrubs, and the good climate we enjoy

in which"to gruw them, should make us care more about these,

"TOW them better, let each form a specimen or a group under tlie

conditions best for it, the plants not mutilated, but well grown and

furnished to the ground. Under such conditions they can never

touch each other, because, merely to enjoy the beauty of their

form and allow each to assume its natural shape, it would be

necessary to have spaces between, such as do not occur in what we

have ventured to call the "choke-muddle shrubbery;" those

spaces should be alive with flowers, carefully chosen, hardy,

and beautiful. Some poor, thoughtless critic in a contemporary

has been mumbling angrily at an expression of ours with reference

to this subject— "an open-air conservatory."! Not seeing the

possibility of this, he

thinks it must be non-

sense, but, as anybody
with the slightest expe-

rience and knowledge

of shrubs must know,
it is as feasible as plant-

ing Coleworts, and a

beginning of it may
indeed be seen here

and there already ; but
the crowding, and the

digging, and cutting

and common mixture
of Privet and Ijaurel

make the shrubbery so

deplorable an affair

generally, that this

creature, whose true

function was certain-

ly not enlightening his

fellow men by writing,

makes a laughing-
stock of the aspiration

after a better state of

things ! Yes, and
many times better than
any indoor conservatory, for the simple reason that our flora is

quite as rich for the outdoor as the indoor conservatory, and that we
abolish all artificial surroundings—red pots, stages, pipes, &c.

Any wide belt of shrubbery might be made into the most delight-

ful type of garden, varied, broken, and not dug on the edge ;
not

stiff in any part ; full of flowering things as well as beautiful ever-

greens, the turf spreading in among them here and there, and
shade-loving, or shelter-loving, and many kinds of hardy plants

happy among them, and all the better for their companionship and
mutual occupation of the same soil. Our little illustration shows
a sketch after Nature of a spot in such a shrubbery—a colony of

Narcissi having spread over the space between an evergreen
Barberry and a Holly bush, both furnished to the ground, with
no danger of crowding and with no need of mutilation.

the male blooms are of a more decidedly cupped shape than those of

the type, and their colour of a more roseate hue. M. Deleuil informs

me that he obtained this hybrid by fertilising Begonia Dregei with

the pollen of B. Froibeli, the seedlings, when in a young state,

resembling in foliage that of their maternal parent, but when fully

developed becoming almost identical with Fn.ebeli, save that the

leaves are larger in size, lighter in shade, and more woolly in the

stems.—W. E. O.

DaSEodils in spring in slirubbery

Begonia hybrida Froebeli vernalis.—I received a tuber
of this interesting winter blooming hybrid from its raiser, Mons.
J. B. A. Deleuil, of Marseilles, in the course of last summer, but it

remained quite dormant till the commencement of the month of
December, when it began to start into growth, and opened its first

flower on the first of the current month. It seems an exceedingly
free bloomer, as my plant is already showing six spikes of bloom,
although the number of flowers on each spike falls far short of what
its raiser informs me may be expected from it, the spikes on some
of his plants showing from fifty to sixty flowers. In this hybrid

LILIES IN SHADE OR SUNSHINE.
1 THINK that 3Ir. Wilson's letter to you of the -jth February gives

a possible rationale of the facts I described. He says in one place
" the really difficult time for Lilies is in the frosts we often have
iuthebeginningof May." lean quite understand it. In some districts

which are colder than this it is pitiable to see the foliage of such a

Lily as L. lougiflorum cut to pieces by the cold winds of spring ; all

its promise has gone, or at any rate .a most serious injury has been

done to the blossom of summer. Wherever this is to be dreaded

it stands to reasm that Ijilies .should not come on too fast. If

they can get over "the ditTicult time of the year," they are safe,

but" it far better for them, I should say, to be comparatively back-

ward then than to have made a great advance from which they will

be forced to recede. Now, I submit that it follows from tliis that

a northern exposure may be better for Lilies in many cold parts of

England than that

which lies open to the

south, for what they are

really safe from in such

places is the wind,
and not the sun ; at

any rate the sun does

not bring them on so

quicldy that they feel

the force of the wind
;

they get over " the

difficult time of the

year" in this manner,
which they would not
otherwise do. But
it also seems to me to

follow from Mr. Wil-
son's canon of Lily

growing that in milder

situations such a dread

may be altogether

disregarded. If you
only have a mild and
genial spring, and if

you also have a gar-

den where east winds
are unknown, I fancy

that one great reason for planting Lilies in the shade must le

altogether absent, aud it becomes an open question, then, if the sun

has not a great influence on them for good. Mr. Wilson also lays

it down that " if one fact can be considered established in Lily grow-

ing, it is th at th e roots should be kept more or less active ." I intend

for the future to emphasise tliis in my mind a great deal more than I

have hitherto done, for it tells me that if the bulbs of LQies are

planted late in the autumn in a dark and sunless spot, they may

not be roused into activity before the rains and cold of winter

attack them, aud they may succumb from this cause. I think I

can see why one set of Lilies in my garden did well when they

were exposed to the sun, while others that were removed from its

influence came altogether to grief. The roots of the first weie

probably in full action when the stress of winter came upon them ;

the roots of the others may not have moved at all before they had

hard times to suffer. At any rate, whether rightly or wrongly, I

am not so much surprised at my experience as I was before I read

Mr. Wilson's letter, and I would sooner have a possible explana-

tion from him than the dogmatic assertions of many persons who

are not so careful as he is.

The experience of "S. D." would very often be borne out, I

imagine, by other growers of Lilies, but its bearings on my case

depend entirely on the locality to which he refers. I have never

seen Lilies flourishing in the sun out of Guernsey and the Isle of

Wight, and can quite understand why they should " dwindle away

onlhe east side" in very many places. I think with "S.D.'
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that " it would bs very interesting indeed to linow under -svliat

conditions Lilium auratum grows so freely in Japan," but then we
should know all of them, aud not merelj' a part. I do not think

it would do to argue from a practice in Yorksliire what is best

for us to do either in Guernsey or in the Isle of Wight : and there

may be different surroundings from our own in Japan which
would utterly mislead us if the}- were to be left out of account.

I hope to experiment a little more, as jNIr. "Wilson suggests, but

the freaks and fancies of Lilies are boundless, and the only thing

one can be cm-tain about is that from some occult cause or another

the result will be different from any expectation regarding it.

<S7. Jo/aif, Jii/de. IIexhy Ewbank.

I agree with the remarks of Mr. Ewbank (p. 90) that in

the warmest place in his garden he had obtained his finest blooms
of L. auratum. This has been my constant experience not only

here, bat in warmer climes as well. I had a bed, not made up
specially for Lily cultivation, but for Lobelia fnlgens, and in which
anratum and various other sorts, such as Browni, lancifolium al-

bum, and roseum, were inserted all over it at a depth of 9 in.; they

were planted at this depth partly to protect them from frost in

winter and from the unusual droug-ht in summer, as we were
favoured with both extremes. The effect of the arrangement ex-

ceeded mj' expectations in every way, so well did the Lobelias and
Lilies grow and bloom ; the former exceeded C ft. in lieight, aud
the Lilies grew from 4 ft. to 7 ft. in height and produced a mul-
titude of Ijlooms. the plants of auratum being on an average

from 12 in. to !') in. in diameter; the other kinds were also

relatively fine. The situation was in a very sunny spot ; the

daily warmth would reach 8o°, and in that year there

was no rain during the summer for fourteen weeks, and
dews were almost as rare. The bulbs were witliout exception

left in the ground over winter under a protection of Oak leaves,

and the bloom was in the next season equally good ; the growth
was at the same time still more vigoroiis than at first, and the

bulbs produced many new stems. But next winter some rats

formed their nests in the soft ground under the leaf covering, and
in the spring we found that they, in the absence of otlier fond, had
consumed the entire collection, leaving for our sole consolation the

outer coverings of the bulbs onlj-. Nevertheless, the loss confirmed

our| former experience in the matter of protection of tender

things, and that is, never to cover up anything until frost has

penetrated several inches into the soil ; then you may safely cover

up without liaving to fear much damage from these indiscriminat-

ing marauders. Lilies seem to love sunny quarters in preference

to shady ones ; their blooms, if not protected by some shading

material, are, however, not so enduring-, although here, again,

jMother Nature is merciful, for .she gives us a greater succession.

Sylvesthis.

PETUNIAS FROil SEED.

Petuxias are grown more or leas in most gardens, but as a rule the

seed is sown too late to get the plants strong enough for turning out

by the middle of May. Although the seeds germinate more readily

in frames with bottom heat, such treatment is not necessary, and
if sown at once in pans and placed on a shelf in any warm house, it

will be found that any so raised will not only be considerably in ad-

vance of those put in at the usual time, but that the plants will be

short jointed aud altogether more stocky and strong. To get such

fine seed to do well, it is important that the soil should be made
perfectly smooth and level, and when this is done, watered through

a fine-rosed pot, so as to avoid having to wet the earth afterwards,

till the young plants make their appearance. By adopting this course

and covering the pot or pan with a piece of glass, so as to maintain

an equable temperature and prevent evaporation, success will be

certain. Even the most minute seed may be induced to germinate in

tliis way, but in all cases where it is so small that it has to be sown on
the surface it sliould have a sheet of paper laid over it to shut out

the light for the first few days, after which it will require close

watching, and must be uncovered immediately germination takes

place. To encourage growth when up the young plants should be

placed in a close frame or pit up near the glass, when they will soon

be ready for pricking off into boxes of light soil or for potting singly,

to be shifted again or planted out as required. Besides being service-

able for bedding, Petunias raised from seed are valuable for pot

culture, as they afford plenty of variety both in form and colour, and
make a fine display in a greenhouse or conservatory, either in pots or

baskets.

In borders, the best wny to grow tliem, or rather to support them,

is to get a very coarse piece of rabbit wire and cut it into lengths
of from 2 ft. to 3 ft., and place one of these pieces round each plant
so as to form a guard, when after a time the branches will find
their way through the meshes and hide the wire with foliage and
flowers. Grown thus, they make grand masses that are not blown
about or stiff or formal in appearance. Some years ago the double
varieties of Petunias made a great stir, and very beautiful they are,

especially such as we see now, many of which are fimbriated and
striped after the manner of Carnations. The best way for growing
Petunias when wanted for greenhouse decoration is to plunge them
in cold frames where they can have full sun, and after the middle of

May to draw the lights off during the greater part of the day. By
pinching back or beheading any that have been under glass and
exhausted by flowering, and then setting them out in the open air,

they will soon break again and come into bloom in the autumn, or
a succession may be kept up by nipping out the points of the young
shoots of a portion of tire stock and then growing them on. Double
kinds admit of being raised from seed in the same manner as the
single sorts, but seeds should be from a good strain.

J. S.

DEAD STEMS.
Dox't cut down the dead stems too soon. In a garden over which
I have some control it used to be the practice, as it still is in many
places, as soon as autumn came to out down all herbaceous plants,

rake and clean up everything, and make all what is called trim. I
put a stop to that practice and began to leave a few stems liere and
there

; questions were asked ; I explained that even dead stems, in

ray estimation, were better than bare monotony. Tlie idea was
caught at, and it was soon discovered that even dead stems and
leaves had a beauty and a charm of their own. For instance, a large
clump of .Spir;ca palmata, growing by the side of the pond, where it

attains large dimensions, with its rich brown leaves, is quite a
feature ; farther on is a mass of the arching stems of Polygonum
.Sieboldi, still bearing numerous seed vessels, supported bravely by
the leaves of certain Irises and Gardeners' Garters, the latter, I

think, quite as handsome now as in summer. It also occurs in

various spots, both isolated and supporting other things ; farther on
is a grand mass of Telekia speciosa, most distinct, its 5-ft. stems
surmounted by pale brown seed-heads, whicli are most persistent,
and supported freely by masses of Astrantia, Iris, Thalictrum,
Dracocephalum, Eryngium, &c. In other places are dead stems and
bright green leaves of Ferulas. By-the-bye, I think that the stems of
Umbellifers (Rudbeokias, Echinops, and the S-ft. stems of Centaurea
babylonica) should never be remo%'ed before spring, for to my
mind their winter condition is almost their greatest charm. In
anotlrer place the decayed leaves and dead stems and seed vessels
of various Funkias come in for a share of admiration ; not only do
these dead stems lend a permanent feature to tlie winter scene, but
an added one when frosted over with glistening rime, or when wrapt
in a snowy mantle. They also lead us back to the beauties of the
summer that is gone, and distinctly on to the one that is coming,
and thus we may have our friends always with us. There are, how-
ever, some dead stems that even I could not yet bring myself to
tolerate, Init of tliese another day. T. Smith.

Some Plants from Algeria.—It may be worth while to re-

cord the size and weight of some large bulbs that are among the
contents of a case of hardy and half hardy plants I have just received
from Algiers : One tuber of Cyclamen africanum (of which I enclose
a leaf) weighs 3 lb. 5 oz. The shape is irregular, but the tape passed
round give a measure of 22^ in., the greatest length and breadth
being 8 in. by 6 i in., depth 4\ in. The leaf may reach you shrivelled,
but it now me.asures S in. wide by 7 j in. long. The largest of some
bulbs of Scilla raaritima is 21i in. in circumference, weight with
leaves, 5 lb. 13 oz., but I have seen larger. In the same package I
received some strong plants of Orchis Robertiana, about 20 in. high,
well clothed with broad handsome foliage, and of Ambrosinia Bassi,

a curious little Aroid. Its shoe-shaped flower is divided into two
compartments, one containing 10 stamens, the other the pistil. The
dividing partition prevents fertilisation, but insects, attracted by
the nectaries, gnaw through it and make a passage for the pollen.

This interesting note I have from my friend, M. Durando, botanist,

of Algiers, who sends me the plants.—G. JeivYLL, Muiistead, Gonial-

imng.

Cost of Herbaceous Plants.—Will " Peregrine " kindly
give the addresses of a few firms who deal so liberally with their
customers (see p. 31) as to supply herbaceous plants actually capable of
being divided into several? My experience hitherto on receiving a con-
signment of this interesting family hag generally been that the rule of
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multiplication most zealously followed by the nurseryman renders any

etforts in that direction on my part quite futile, not to say impossible.

On some occasions when these flowering plants have got covered

over in the process of placing them in their pockets on the rockery

(though lost to sight to memory very dear), afine sieve has beenneces-

sary to find them again. With regard to their cost, my belief is that

the choicest Orchids are cheap in comparison with some of the Alpines

I have invested in, their price, relatively to their bulk, ranging on a

moderate computation at from ten to twenty guineas per square foot.

The nurseryman who will supply fair plants at a fair price should

have a brilliant future before him.

—

Rocks.

Growth of Lily Bulbs.—I am sorry I cannot find time to

say anything more at present in reference to this subject, as I am
finishing a large picture of this garden in full bloom for the Royal
Academy. The readers of my paper on Lily growth and of those

which followed will sum up for themselves, but I hope no one will

put my opinion on the subject on a level with that of Mr. Eaines

or Herr Max Leichtlin wlio have ten times the knowledge that I

can yet possibly possess, and who are more likely to influence me
than I them.

—

Frank Miles, Bingham.

THE ABRONIAS, OR SAND VERBENAS.
These constitute a small genus of (.'allfornian plants, numbering
about seven species of annual or perennial duration. They are of

a dwarf trailing liabit, and bear showy blossoms in dense Verbena-
like clusters. Three kinds only are known in cultivation, viz.: A.
ai'snaria, a perennial having procumbent trailing- stems and dense

clusters of golden-yellow flowers ; A. umbellata, an annual also

with succulent trailing stems and dense terminal clusters of rosy-

purple and slightly fragrant flowers ; A. fragrans, a perennial

more or less erect in growth, forming large branching tufts from
I

-J-
ft. to 2 ft. in height, and producing terminal and axillary umbels

of pure white flowers which emit a delicate vanilla-like perfume.
As regards their

Culture and Propagation, A. arenaria and A. umbellata
succeed best in rather poor light and dry soil ; in richer and moister
ground they are apt to grow weedj', and the flowers become less

conspicuous. The position best suited to them is one fully exposed
;

either an open, flat, but well drained border or rockwork. A.
fragrans succeeds best in friable, or light soil, but being of larger

and taller growth than the others, should not be grown on a
rockery, but in a well-drained border. The propagation of all the

Purple Sand Verbena (AbronLa umb ellata).

species can only be effected by means of seed, which in favourable
seasons may be obtained from A. arenaria and A. umbellata, but
as A. tragrans does not ripen seed in this country, imported seeds
01 It must be procured. \^r q

SEDUM MAXIMOWICZI.
This, one of the large-growing species of Sedum, bears large
Clusters of yeUow flowers. It is a scarce plant in gardens, but well
worthy of culture, as it flourishes in places where ordinary kinds of
herbaceous plants will not thrive, such as dry exposed borders.

banks, rocky places, or in beds of poor soil. In Bucli places llie fol-
lowing will also succeed well, viz., S.SelskyanuiJijMiddendorflianum,
Aizoou, all handsome kinds, bearing clusters of yellow blossoms,
which are produced in early summer, and remain in perfection for
sevei-al weeks. Of large-growing Sedmns with flowers of a pink
shade we might add S, telephioides, several forms of Telephium.

'ur'>"

Sedum Maxiraowiczi.

rhodanthum, Rhodiola, and of course not omitting the showy and
now popular S. spectabile, than which we know but few more
suitable hardy flowers for late summer and autumn flowering.

W. G.

NOTES FROM CANNES.
Roses.—Hybrid Perpetual and Tea-scented Roses are still bloom

ing profusely here. Roses of this kind growing in valleys and in
moist situations do not lose their foliage all the year round ; there
is not sufficient frost and cold weather during winter to check their
growth and cause them to lose their leaves, but they turn yellow,
and fall as soon as the last season's buds burst and commence to
grow. Where they are planted on slopes and elevated positions
fully exposed to the sun, they can be allowed to rest during the
two hottest months of the year, July and August. During these
two months there is scarcely any rainfall, and unless they get
artificially" watered, the growtlis get so thoroughly ripened, that
they lose their foliage and go to rest. About the middle or end of
September they are pruned, but not so much as in England ; then
the soil is irrigated, and they receive good dressings of stable
manure, treatment which quickly start the plants into active growth,
and thay produce abundance of bloom all through the winter in
favourable situations facing the south. It is in winter and early
spring that such Roses are required here and most appreciated.
This climate is apparently everything that can be desired for out-of-
door Rose cultivation. The soil is of a very heavy and tenacious
character, but sufficiently mixed with sharp rough sand and pieces
of porous stone to allow the roots to work easily amongst it, and
Roses do well in it even without manure. The majority of Rose
growers, however, make a hole round the stem of the tree, as soon
as the drought commences, and fill it with manure to within li in.
of the top, the remaining portion being left for water. In this way
they can give their Roses thorough good soakings of water and
liquid manure until they require them to rest, which they can
allow thern to do, as a rule, whenever they wish, as in some sea-
sons no rain falls for five months at a stretch. I have noticed Roses
in some of the gardens here, especially Hybrid Perpetuals, the prun-
ing of which has been neglected for a season or two, grown into
immense straggling bushes with stems of extraordinary size ; never-
theless, all these long growths seem to get thoroughly ripened
under the hot sun and the excessive drought during the summer
months, and after a few showers have fallen at the beginning of
winte.i, these long growths produce blooms iu great numbers. The
blossoms which expand quite close to the wood are really good.
These kinds of Roses can be grown to almost any size, as the wood
rarely dies on account of its getting so thoroughly ripened every year.

Orange Trees which were not deprived of their flowers last
spring for distilling purposes are now a very pretty sight. Most of
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the trees where the blossoms were not gathered are bearing excellent

crops. It is a custom with the peasantry, who own a great many
Orange trees, to pick the blossoms and sell them for distilling. Trees

thus treated ; in a few years obtain a larger size and make a mucli

stronger growth than trees that bear crops of fruit every season

they do not become rank in growth as many other kinds of fruit

trees would do if so treated ; on the contrary, they produce abund-
ance of flower. A great many of the earliest blossoms are likewise

gathered, sent into large towns, and sold to the florists for bouquet
making ; these fetch good prices during the season when visitors are

plentiful. In the villas and gardens where they are judiciously

planted amongst other evergreen plants and slirubs, and in positions

where they get the full benefit of the sun, they produce a splendid

effect in autumn and early in winter after their fruit begins to change
colour. I have seen trees here 14 ft. high and 10 ft. through bearing

forty doz. fruit of excellent quality, and many trees of the size just

named bear a greater number, but when they are overcropped
nothing is gained, as the foliage becomes quite yellow, and the fruit

is not so large or sweet ; at the same time the trees lose their early

growth, and are much later in coming into flower the following

season. They annually get a good top dressing of rotten stable

manure and liberal supplies of manure water where obtainable,

which makes a mateiial difference in the size and quality of the
fruit. Trees that have been well attended to in this respect are

easily distinguished.—R.

THE BEAE'S-FOOT HELLEBORE.
(helleborus fcetidus.)

At this season, when out-door gardens are almost flowerless,

even plants passi-d by when other flowers are plentiful afford

The Beav's-foot Hellebore.

interest. The Fo?tld Hellebore is one of these, for though it

cannot be called a showy flower, it has bold handsome ever-

green foliage, thick and leathery enough to resist even the most
intense cold. Tliougli it is often found in the hardy flower

border, it is apt in such a position to become soon shabby if it

is not much sheltered. The best position for it is one similar

to that in which it grows naturally, viz., in hedgerows and
thickets in dry soil, and many such places exist in almost every
garden or pleasure ground where it would flourish admirably
and be a source of interest, particularly in winter and spring.

Our woodcut shows the top portion of a flower-stem; the
flowers themselves are green and tinged with purple at the tips.

The plant grows about 2 ft. high, and if left undisturbed soon
forms a low spreading bush. Though it possesses a disagreeable
smell, as its specific name implies, it is not at all objectionable

unless bruised. W. Q.

NOTES FROM CORNWALL.
Oamellias.—I notice Mr. Cornhill recommending the Camellia

as a wall plant. It may interest him to know that one of the finest

and best managed Camellia walls in England is at Scorrier. Its

length is 380 ft., and it is about 20ft. high. We have Camellia
trees in several gardens around here, notably at Penalvern, where
there is the finest specimen in Cornwall ; there are also half-a-dozen,
magnificent plants at Pcndrea, Culval.

Magnolia conspicua is, I see, in full bud ; this is very
early. In a nursery here it has grown to the size of a large Apple
tree. It will in all probability flos\'er by the middle of March.

Petasites fragrans.—Allow me to inform "F. W. B." that
this plant is extremely abundant in Cornwall, and that it is very
frequently found in many parts of Devon ; indeed, it has become so
very much naturalised around Penzance, that some are doubtful as
to whether it is a native, or only introduced. It is,indeed, a lovely
mid-winter bloomer, and many people here have not been slow to
utilise it. I know of one grower who sent a large basketful of it to

Covent Garden, bat I am not informed what price he got for it.

Another uses it somewhat largely in wreaths, crosses, and bouquets,
that are so much in vogue at Christmas. It has been in bloom from
early in November, and is still yielding abundance of flowers.

Ferns.—I have read with much interest Mr. H. Bailey's remarks
on liardy Ferns, but more particularly his observations on the two
or three forms of A. Capillus-veneris. Could Mr. Bailey inform me
where I could get a frond of each of the varieties rotundatum and
Footi for a botanical collection ? Probably 1 could send him in ex-

change a good frond of A. Capillus-veneris oornubiense referred to in

The Garden (p. 111). I am afraid we shall soon have very little

left of the normal A. Capillus-veneris ; owing to the activity of Fern
hunters it is disappearing fast. I should not regret if one or two of

them should tumble oversomecliff in trying to get at it.

J. Roberts.

Lily Bed.—To make a small lasting bed for most Lilies the
soil should be dug out 4 ft. deep and replaced with soil composed of

two parts peat, one part loam, and one part sand. The best situation

for a bed is in a shady sheltered part of the garden, but not too near
trees with strong roots which would exhaust the soil. A few small
evergreens such as Skimmia japonica. Rhododendron Lowianum, or

odoratum improve the appearance of the bed and give shelter. Almost
all Lilies are beautiful. The most beautiful which should grow in such
a situation are L. speciosum, rubrum, and album, L. Krameri, and
L. auratum. The old L. umbellatum is very flue and showy, and will

grow in ordinary garden soil ; L. candidum simplex, still one of the
most beautiful of Lilies, likes a soil with more loam and less peat.

—

George F. Wilson, Heatherhanh, Weyhridge Heath.

Trillium grandiflorum.—This to do well must have shade,
and I was surprised to see a correspondent stating some short time
back that it should be grown in full sunshine. Not only does it need
shade, but shelter, with plenty of depth of loose open soil and
moisture, such as would be afforded in rich vegetable mould or bog,
where water can drain away readily. We have several plants of it

in positions of this kind, and I never saw better anywhere ; they
grow strongly, making fine masses, and flower with great freedom.
If divided at all, or replanted, it should be done in the spring, just

as they begin to move, a time when they will bear disturbing or

separating better than at any other season.—S. D.

Munby's Violet.— I have just seen the notice of this Violet
in The Garden for January 15. By a curious omission, though other
characteristics of the plant are excellently described, its chief

speciality is not alluded to. The peculiarity of the Viola Munbyana,
distinguishing it more than anything else from all other Violas, is

that it bears both purple and yellow flowers from the same root.

Sometimes, indeed, the flowers have been known to be only purple,

and sometimes, as in my garden, only yellow ; but the normal con-
dition of the plant i3, that it should bear both.—G. F. W. M.
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THE CLOVE TREE.

The beautiful evergreen tree which bears the Cloves of commerce

grows to a height of 00 ft. or 40 ft., and has been likened to a

gigantic Myrtle, to which, indeed, it is nearly related. The small

flowers clustered together in branching cymes springing from the

axils of the leaves are of a pinkish or reddish tint. The leaves are

thick, dotted with minute oil glands, dark green and shining on

the upper surface and paler beneath. The Clove Tree is said to be

indigenous to the five small islands which constitute the Moluccas

proper. In these islands it is now, however, no longer to be found,

having been purposely destroyed by the_ Dutch (who at one time

held the monopoly of the Clove supply) for the purpose of prevent-

ing the spread of the plant. The Clove is still cultivated in

Amboynaas well as in Sumatra and Penang. It is also found in

other parts of the Eastern Archipelago, Madagascar, ^Mauritius,

in some of the West Indian Islands, and Zanzibar. The tree,

which is grown for the production of Cloves is said to be a culti-

vated variety of lower stature and more aromatic than the wild

form. The Cloves of commerce are the flower-buds of this tree,

Flowers of the 'Clove Tree. (Eugenia caryophvllata)

which when young are nearly white, becoming afterwards green
and finally red, at which stage they must be gathered, for if left

beyond this period the buds would open and they would then be
worthless for commercial purposes. They are either gathered by
hand or the tree is beaten with long Bamboos, cloths being spread
on the ground beneath to receive the Cloves as they fall. After
gathering the buds are simply dried in the sun, when they change
to the dark brown colour so familiar to us all. The average an-
nual yield of a good Clove tree is about 4^ lb. ; some trees, however,
produce double that quantity. Under the name of Mother Cloves
the dried fruits of the Clove tree are sometimes seen in commerce;
they are dark brown, of a shrivelled, oval shape, about J in. long.
They contain much less of the aromatic oil than the Clove bud,
and therefore are comparatively of little value. J. R. J.

Salvia verticillata.—The mistake to which Mr. Ilarpur Crewe
has obligingly drawn attention is a very evident one. The Salvia
should have been iuvolucrata, a native of Mexico, and a grand
bloomer in the Riviera early in the year. Its flowers are rose, the
red-nerved bracts being very conspicuous. The olher I have flowered
for some years, and the blooms, as Mr. Crewe remarks, are small
and I would ad.d incoi^sjjicuous.^-P. Inchbald, Hcvmgliam, Yori.

NOTES FROM GLEN EYRE.
Being in Southampton a few days since, I thought I would look
in at Glen Eyre, Mrs. Eyre Crabbe's charming residence, to see
how the out-door Camellias there had stood the severe frost to which
they had been subjected. I must say I had no misgivings, for the
Camellia is really one of the hardiest of shrubs, and I found that,
although there is growing in all sorts of places and positions a large
number of them at Glen Eyre, not one exhibited any worse eff'ects

from the weather than might be seen in the case of the Laurel or
Rhododendron. Here and there a browned leaf, stained more by
the snow and wind probably than by frost, and just now and then
an early bloom-bud was destroyed, but these were trivialities that
would not have been noticed in the case of other shrubs, and are
only observed in that of the Camellias, because they came under
special notice. Probably the soil at Glen Eyre—poor, peaty,
and wanting stimulus—is naturally suitable for the Camellia, but it

is only where the plants have long become established that they
show that entire robustness and abundant blooming capacity that
marks tho old plants. Those planted out ten years and more
are quite luxuriant, the leafage abundant and glossy, and the points

of the shoots covered with buds. Those more recently planted have
not yet apparently found that full amount of nutriment which they
evidently need, and I infer that the Camellia would
prefer more stimulus at the roots if it were given.

Of course they do not grow like Laurels ; no one
expects that ; but owing to their abundant blooming
there is so mucb cutting of flowers that further pruning is needless.

I note that wherever the plants had the benefit of shade and some
shelter from cold winds (for the grounds face to the east) that they
seemed the most robust. Probably the shelter from burning sun-
shine in summer is of the greatest value. For out-door planting
it is well to select plants not stunted or pot-bound ; on the contrary,

they should be turned out whilst young and vigorous ; then they
have a good chance to live. If the soil is naturally stiff and lacking

fibre, it would be well, before planting, to work into each spit a
barrowful of peat and a few shovelfuls of well rotted manure.
Rhododendrons will make a grand show at Glen Eyre in spring,

and this year the bushes are covered with buds. So luxuriantly

do Rhododendrons grow in the sandy loam, that every few years

the plants need thinning. In making, a few years ago, a new
carriage way several hundred yards in length, Mrs. Crabbe
wisely avoided the common mistake of planting on either side

only stiff lines of formal trees ; on the contrary, she intermixed
them with groups of Rhododendrons, which, running out over

the Grass, will in time pi'oduce a fine effect. In the conserva-

tory Bignonia velutina is (producing long racemes of orange

and scarlet blooms hanging from the roof. This has been in flower

for four months—pretty conclusive evidence of its usefuUiess in

winter. As the temperature of the conservatory is temperate,

this Bignonia will doubtless succeed in an ordinary greenhouse.

In an adjoining lean-to glass corridor that has no artificial heat

supplied to it but what it gets from the apartments to which it

leads, there are growing quite luxuriantly the variegated Cobiea,

Jasminum grandiflorum and azoricum, Kennedya rubicunda,

Chorozema cordatum splendens, and Hardenbergia macrophylla

and monophylla, both just coming into bloom. All these are grow-

ing freely, though in restricted root space and in a comparatively

cool temperature. Amidst the hardy Heaths, several of which are

in flower outside, there peep up Cyclamen coum and Atkinsi, and
seedlings from these varieties, charming companions to the early

Snowdrop, which they seem to rival if not excel in precocity. Glen

Eyre has always been famous for double Chinese Primroses. One of

the best known in Messrs. Henderson's collection is the fl aked

Mrs. Eyre Crabbe, raised here, as were also several other good

varieties. In a span-roofed house specially suited to their growth

are perhaps 200 good plants of these Primroses, all in fine flower

and all well grown. Most of these were raised from 10 to 15

years since when a good deal of attentionwas given to the hybridisa-

tion of the single flower to secure a strain of seed that gave

double flowers, but it was found in time that the later seedlings

were chiefly reproductions of the old ones, and no further stimulus

to raise new kinds was offered. The stock is not propagated by
means of cuttings, but simply by division, each portion taken off

having some roots attached to it ; indeed, some of the choicer singles

are propagated in the same way, and I observed in the house in

fine bloom a plant of the beautiful carmine flake of which Mrs.

Eyre Crabbe is the double-flowered form. This is not to be con-

founded with the purple flaked kind, which is more common. Of

other double kinds there are many pure white, and others purple

flaked, rose, magenta, purple, and a rich rosy-purple named Glen

Eyre that has not gone into commerce.

An experiment in fruit tree planting carried out here two years

since is interesting, because it shows what others might safely do if
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bald enough. Owing to some coui>iJer;ible alterations being made in

the place it became necessary to remove a large number of Apple and
Pear trees, about 100 in all, and one half of them, perhaps, 20 years

old. In doing this it was found that transplanting the trees with
balls of earth attached to them was out of the question ; the soil was
too loose to admit of that being done, and there was no other course

but to grub out the roots carefully and plant the trees aa early as

possible. The new orchard is on an elevated site, and the spots

selected for the trees had to be hurriedly trenched before planting,

but all were finally removed, and now not one is lost ; all have lived,

and daring the past season produced a good crop of fruit. Now they
are full of plump fruit spurs, and doubtless will carry another large

crop this season. As the sub-soil is gravelly it might have been
expected that the newly-planted trees would have suffered under the

summer heat, but that does not appear to have been the case.

A. D.

CHRISTMAS ROSES FOR CUT BLOOMS.
Few flowers surpass in purity those of this hardy inmate of our

gardens, and there is scarcely a form of floral decoration in

which they are not appropriate. Coming in, as they do, at a time

when there is but little in the way of bloom to cheer us in the

open air, the Christmas Rose is very welcome, and wlien we take

into consideration that it may be made to yield us a profusion of

beautiful flowers as chaste as any produced by means of artificial

warmth and the aid of a glass roof dnring- the dreary winter
months, it is evident that we need not grudge any reasonable

pains to promote its welfare and secure a supply of flowers for

cutting'. The blossoms of the Christmas Rose vary considerably

according to the more or less favourable conditions accorded to

the plants and the shelter enjoyed by them when expanding their

blooms. The latter point is of considerable importance, for

although the Christmas Rose is perfectly hardy, throwing up and
perfecting its flowers at a time wlien the influence of the sun is at

its lowest ebb, it is all the same for that seriously affected by
vicissitudes of climate, and loves to find itself sheltered from
CLitting winds, heavy rains, and hard frosts. Heavy rains

perhaps more than anything are feared by this lovely plant, for

they dim that spotless purity of the flowers which constitutes their

chief beauty, thus rendering them of but little avail for cutting.

Protection, however, does for the Christmas Rose what it effects

for many hardy flowers: it promotes a more free development of

the blooms, and causes them to come larger and finer m every

wa3'. The great point, therefore, is to plant with a view to afford-

ing an efficient shelter whilst the blooms are expanding. One way
of doing this is to pot strong plants in the autumn and place them
in a light well-ventilated structure, treating them as one might
do a Creranium or any such plant. By this method bloom is

secured at Christmas ; whereas it more often happens than not

that the first flowers do not expand in the open air until several

weeks after that tinre. Plants thus treated are also very accept-

able for conservatory and room decoration, the large white flowers,

with their bunches of sulphur-coloured stamens contrasting

beautifully with the fresh, green, elegantly-cut foliage. Such
plants need not necessarily be turned out of their pots when their

flowering season is past, for if plunged in some open situation and
well watered with liquid manure in the summer they will yield a

fair amount of bloom for some years. They may also be shifted

each spring until they come into pots too large to well admit of

their employment either in the greenhouse or in the dwelling,

when tliey may be either cut up and fresh potted, or be planted

out entire in appropriate situations. It is, I tliink, a well acknow-
ledged fact that the Christmas Rose is never too plentiful in

gardens generally, and that although the blooms are so highly and
Justly valued for winter decoration, as a rule but little effort is

made to secure a plentiful supply of them when needed. Some
years ago the culture of the Christmas Rose did not appear to be
too well understood ; at any rate it was always dear in trade

establishments, prices fir good plants ranging at 243. per doz., a

prohibitive price to many ; now the plant is much cheaper, aud
may be bought at very reasonable rates by the dozen or hundred.
The comparative scarcity of this valuable hardy flower at that

time was, I think, due to the fact that but few were well acquainted
"with the best, quicltest, and most certain method of

Propagation, about which it may be as well to say a few
words, for although there is nothing difficult in working up a

stock of Christnjas Roses, yet there is a right and a wrong way to

set about it, as many have found to their cost. One error that

some commit is in cutting up the crowns in the autumn, choosing

that time, I suppose, because so many hardy plants are then easily

propagated in tliat manner and at that time. When the natural

soil is light aud porous the divided stools may not suffer, but in

the case of retentive soils the pieces are apt to decay before the

cut portions can heal or freali fibres be produced in quantity suffi-

cient to bring about a free circulation of sap before the soil

comes into an over-wet condition. Spring is the time when
Nature's influence upon her children makes itself felt, when
wounds heal quickly, and the increasing warmth of the soil exer-

cises a stimulating effect upon root life, to take up and divide each

crown into as many pieces as may contain tlie germ of a new
separate existence within tliem. Not only is propagation in the

spring more certain than at the fall of the year, but the operator

may at that season take greater liberties with each stool that

passes through his hands ; may make a more free use of the

knife, little dreading any ill effects from wliat would at any other

time of year be extremely hazardous. Taking all things into

consideration, I should counsel that the beginning of the month
of April be chosen for the cutting up ^of the crowns, as the

formation of young growths is begun, eyes hitherto dormant
and unobservable declare themselves, acting as a certain and

convenient guide to the operator, who is tliereby enabled to ply

the knife with ease, readiness, and confidence. It is astonishing

how small a piece will form itself into a new plant when the

operation of cutting it is performed at a time when Nature's heal-

ing, revivifying, and stimulating powers are coming into free

play again, and with what vigour young plants will start into

growth when every care has been taken to insure to them a liappy

aud comfortable existence. It should always be remembered that

plants, like ourselves, have feeling, aud tliat the loss of vitality,

consequent on amputation, should not be unnecessarily aggravated

by needless torture in the way of exposure to sun or drying winds.

Let the stools be carefully taken up, and if the weather is at all

drying be carried at once to the potting shed before the roots can

in the least feel tlie effects of the drying atmosphere. Then, with

a very sharp knife, cut each stool into as many pieces as it may
be considered safe to do, not allowing them to lay about, but

planting them at once in well-prepared soil. By no means submit

them to the indignity of hacking the crowns with a spade, such a

practice being barbarous aud reprehensible in the extreme, aud
to be avoided by the true craftsman.

Raising Christmas Roses from. Seed is not commonly
practised—in the first place because some time must elapse before

the 3'oung plants reach the blooming stage, but principally, I

think, through the prevalent idea that there is great difficulty in

getting the seed to germinate satisfactorily. It has been often

remarked that when the seed, on escaping from the capsule, finds

itself in circumstances favourable to germination, that it then
comes up freely enough and where established plants have bloomed
abundantly, and the surface-soil is of a sufficiently open nature to

allow of the seeds burying themselves to a sufficient depth, large

numbers of }'Oung plants are often to be found. This is proof
sufficient that the seed when properly treated will come up with
freedom, and there is no reason why what Nature does so well
man should fail to accompfisli. The Christmas Rose seed, like

that of the Cyclamen, the tuberous-rooted Tropfeolums, and some
other plants, appears to need instant consignment to the soil the

moment that maturity is accomplislied, and the chances of success in

inducing free germination are in proportion to the time that the
seed is allowed to remain exposed to atmospheric influences.

When Nature takes the matter in hand she at once deposits the

germ of future life on a cool moist bed^and the fact of the capsules

bursting and shedding the seed when still green shows how
anxious she is to guard it against the hardening influence of sun and
wind. An analagous instance may be found in the Cyclamen ; for

although Nature in this case does not go to work in the same way,
she has the same end in view, for the flower-stalk as soon as the

bloom is fairly set commences to arch downwards, and exercises

sufficient pressure on the pod to force it into the soil, so that the

seed never is when fully ripe exposed to atmospheric fluctuations

.

Let US, therefore, accept the lesson thus taught us, and sow our
Christmas Rose seed as soon as the capsules show signs of burst-

ing. Those who may wait until the pods attain that brown tinge,

which is in a general way indicative of perfect maturity, must
do without seed, for it will be scattered over the soil, in
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which case no small difficulty is experienced in finding it. There

is one peculiarity that the Christmas Rose seeds, in common witli

others of a lil^e hard-coated nature, possesses, and which it may be

well to allude to before proceeding further, as it serves to account

in a o-reat measure for the tardy and incomplete manner in which

1 his plant, in a general way, reproduces itself from seed. If at any

time after the seed is sown tlie soil gets only partially dry, the

seeds immediately return to their former hard state, from which

it appears almost impossible to move them, for even with all the

care in the world they will lie for years before coming up. Then,

again, any e.\cess of moisture, just when germination is on the

point of taking place will cause the seeds to rot away in a few days,

leaving nothing but the hard, black shucks behind them. These

facts will afford to the intelligent grower all the information need-

ful to ensure success, as it will be plainly perceived that from the

time the seed is committed to the soil this latter must be preserved

in one unvarying state of moisture, the approach to an e.xtreme

either way being fraught with great danger. The best way,
or at any rate one that I have found to answer well in getting up
seeds of this description, is to sow in pans or pots in suitable com-
post, and plunge the same in a cold frame where the whole body
of soil is unaffected by atmospheric fluctuations. Before sowing

the soil in the pots should be well moistened, not giving enough
water to render it close, but ensuring every particle of it being

tilled with moisture. Let the compost be light and sweet, such as

leaf mould two parts and loam one part, with a goodly proportion

of silver sand. Give good drainage, cover the crocks with a little

fibrous material, and finish off with a pinch of soot to keep worms
at bay Plunge tlie pots quite to the rims in a frame, if possible

in a north aspect, cover the surface soil somewhat thickly witli

Moss, shut up tightly, and shade with a mat. This treatment

ensures the soil remaining in an equably moist state, obviates the

necessity for watering, thus creating the exact conditions necessary

to perfect germination. In a general way the seed will lay some
months before it commences to swell, and will push into growth
early in spring, about the time when the old stools begin to show
signs of active life again. From time to time the pots must be

examined, and should the surface soil show signs of drying gently

sprinkle it and damp the Moss, the preservation of which, however,

in a moist condition is almost all that is needed to maintain the

soil at the requisite standard of moisture. Some make a practice

of sowing in heat in spring, but the attempt to raise Christmas
Roses in this manner is not often attended with a fair measure of

success.

Planting and Preparing the Soil.—Whether the object

is merely to well stock the pleasure grounds with Christmas Roses,

planting them here and there as fancy may direct, or whether a
large supply of flowers for cutting is the main object in worlving

up a stock of this hardy flower, the young plants—no matter
if they be seedlings or divided crowns—should undergo at least

one year of careful culture before being placed in their permanent
quarters. In the case of seedlings it is as well to allow them to

grow undisturbed for one season in the paus, although should they
come up thickly they may, when large enough to handle, be priclied

out in free rich soil in a frame, just shielding them against heavy
rains and very hot sun. The following year they may be set out
in a well worked piece of ground, whicli should have undergone a
careful and thorough course of preparation. The Christmas Rose,
when in the hey-day of its strength, likes strong food, and plenty
of it, being quite at home in loams which verge upon stiff day.
It is quite able to thrust its main feeders into the most tenacious
of soils, and makes, when well establislied, a strong growth in

them, especially wlien a liberal top-dressing of manure has been
administered. In its younger and more feeble stages of growth,
however, it, like most other things, requires the aid of some more
fibre-producing material, so that the grower will find that the
results obtained in the first year or two of growth will be in

proportion to the care exercised to render the natural staple at
once rich, free, and of a nature to exercise a preservative, yet
stimulating, effect upon the tender rootlets.

_
Having said this much I need scarcely add that a naturally free,

light soil will merely need the plentiful addition of manure in a
condition best suited for easy assimilation, but that heavy loams
and clayey soils must receive an addition of some light material,
and that every effort should be made before planting to bring the
same into a free, friable state. The best way to plant is to strike
out a 4-ft. bed, and plant in rows running the whole length of it,

as tlien the hoe may bo freely applied, or hand-weeding may be
easily practised. A better opportunity is also afforded of giving to

the young plants those little attentions in the way of watering,
&o., which they are often found to need. Anywhere from the
middle of March to the beginning of April is a good time for

planting, as the young roots then quicldy lay hold of the soil, and,
if assisted in dry weather by occasional waterings and well
mulched with rotten manure, will make a good growth that
summer. The next year, if all has gone well, the plants may be
placed in their permanent quarters, and as the object of the present
paper is to direct attention to tlie best means of getting a good
supply of cut bloom, I would counsel that a piece of ground be
marked off, in width equal to the length, of any sashes that may be
at service in the winter, and the plants set out at proper distances
thereon, and as they are now to remain for an indefinite period in

the same spot, they should be allowed good breathing space, for

there is nothing to be gained by crowding. Tlie quality and quan-
tity of the flowers will be in relative proportion to tlie strength
of the crowns, and as these latter derive their vigour and substance
from the foliage, every advantage of light and air sliould be
accorded it. The Christmas Rose does not yield us the full

measure of its beauty, and does not impress us with its value until

it has become well established. Then it throws up yearly a
large amount of its gloriously chaste flowers, and becomes a thing
of beauty and priceless value to those who have to cater for a

floral display in a dwelling in the dark winter days.

Protecting the Blooms. — This is really such a simple
matter, that there is but little need to give directions concerning
it. If the planting has been carried out as above indicated, a
single board on each side of the bed fixed in place by stout

stakes driven down on each side of it will suffice to lay the
sashes on. The glass shelter should be put on by the middle
of October, and the expansion of the blooms will be accelerated

by covering the glass with mats, or a good thickness of litter

in frosty weather. The term Christmas Rose is apt to be some-
thing of a misnomer, as it is often quite the middle of February
before the crop of bloom is ready for cutting when the plants

have been fully exposed. What is required are good flowers in

perfect condition by Christmas, and plenty of them. Whether
they are required for the trade, grown for commercial purposes,

or by the private grower as an auxiliary to choice productions
under glass, they will in all cases be found of infinite value, and
will be found to amply repay all care and trouble involved in

their production. J. Coenhill.
Btjfleet,

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSE CUTTINGS.
Possibly "W. G. M.'s" courteous note (see p. 143) was written before

the late severe frosts, or his Rose cuttings were covered with snow
or he could hardly have written so good an account of them. If they
are really and still safe and promising, I would advise dividing them
into two equal parts ; take up one half and pot, and leave the others

where they are. After potting merely sprinkle over head rather

than water, and place the Roses in a bottom heat of 65° and an
atmospheric temperature of 55° or 60°. The first pots can hardly be
too small. If properly oallused the roots will spring forth at once,

andtheRose cuttingsmay be ready for asliift into thenext sized pots in

three weeks or so. Every properly callused cutting sound at potting

roots and giows on. Of course, as tl ey advance more water and air are

given and tlie plants soon grow into bulk.

In the most successful out-of-door strikes a great many cuttings die,

either before callusing or afterwards. Nearly all thai die afterwards

may certainly be saved by potting up now. Hence were the cuttings

mine, I should pot up the whole ; but as they are not, I give the

more prudent advice to those who have not thus forced callused

cuttings into rooted plants to jiot up half. Next year doubtless

"W. G. M." willpotup allassoonascallused, or, perhapswhich is still

safer and better, place them in pots at first, as I have recom-

mended. It is quite true that the majority of bought dwarf Roses
are worked plants. Rose shoots go rather further for scions

than for cuttings. And besides, a great many have failed in the trade

and out in the matter of Rose cuttings. I heard a humorous account

of a failure to the tune of 3000 cuttings from one of the

best rosarians in the country a few days ago. Enter a new
foreman who knows everything about Roses, and among
otliers how to strike them in bulk and to any extent. He
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wa3 given carle hlanrti", partly as a test and with also a

faint hope, that should his secret succeed it must needs become
profitable. And so 3,000 were put in pots and plunged into a bot-

tom heat of 15" to SO", and exposed to a temperature of 65° to 70°.

The cuttings broke their buds with a rush. Under such conditions

you might almost hear them grow ! The foreman was jubilant ; hia

Rose cuttings became the lion of the place. But within less than a

mouth of the time of insertion the whole of the cuttings were horn

de combat. Roses steadily refuse to root in that way. Slow at first;

moderately fast at the finish; in small pots, with very little water until

roots are actiially made ready to drink it up, such seem the simple

conditions of success in the converting of Rose cuttings into capital

plants. Our plants are now laying hold of the soil since potting, and
look remarkably well. At last the weather has broken, and we have

our stocks to hand ; one-half Brier cuttings, the other Manettis ;

divide them so as to make two and even three stocks of most of them.

Place them in tubs in leaf mould in a temperature of 55° to 00°, there

to remain for a week or two more before grafting. D. T. Fish.

cut the plants will be sheltered in the cool orchard house until they
can be ripened off in autumn out-of-doors. They will continue to

furnish some buds for cutting nearly all the year round, but at no
period are they more prized than during the first two months of the
year.—.J. Gboom.

Boses and the Frost.—I thank "Peregrine " for hia courtesy
in not naming me as the writer of the paragraph criticised in The
Garden (p. 145). As a rule, no doubt it is impossible to make up
the list of losses among Roses till the spring, but that does not hinder
any one from seeing many killed at once, as they were by the dread-
ful " wind frost " referred to. Had "Peregrine" called here the
day after, I could have shown him scores of Roses about the sudden
death of which by wind frost he could have had no doubt what-
ever.—F.

The Bankslan Rose as a Stock.—I have seen the fine

growth of Marechal Niel on the house at Gunton, alluded to in Mr.

Allan's paragraph on this subject last week, and can testify to the

fine healthy growth of the Roses in question ; but Mr. Allan's note

reminds me of more than this— it does, in fact, of an article that I

once read of Mons. E. Andrew's, describing a tour of his in the pleasant

Rose gardens of the south of France, where Roses grow in hedges

abundantly, and where they show in spring and early summer an

abundance and luxuriance of growth which we never see here. The
curious thing to me is Mons. Andre's statement that the luxuriance

of the Roses depended on two things : first, the climate, which is

very fine ; but no less, as he thought, to the use of the Banksian
Rose as stocks. It would be very interesting to find out how far

this would be true in our own climate, and if we could get a really

greater and healthier vigour into our Roses by the use of this free

growing stock. He also mentioned Rota indica major as another

excellent stock used in the same region.
—

'\^.

Marechal Niel Short-lived.— " Peregrine" (p. 145) is right

;

I said little about how long this fine Rose will live on the Dog
Rose, for the all-sulllcient reason that I do not know. Most of those

I have either worked or had experience of have not lived long. This

way of putting it, however, is hardly correct. The plants can

scarcely be said to die, they only cease to live to any good purjjose ;

as t3 di.sparity of growth being the chief cause of the sudden mortality

of the Marechal Niel, that can hardly be the case, for surely, if any
Roses were likely to keep pace with it, it was the pink andtheconmion
Gloire de Dijon ; but the Marechal Niel is no longer-lived on these

than on other Ices free stocks. Again, on its own roots it is even

more capricious, sulking and refusing to grow for one or more
years, and at times throwing up shoots like fishing-rods 12 ft.

in length, flowering gloriously, and as suddenly falling into a state of

decrepitude and death. Other plants, treated exactly thesame, go
on growing and flowering fairly well for years, but it is generally

what may be called the meteors among the Marc'chal Niels that are

thus crowned with sudden glory and as quickly sink into oblivion,

and neither the cause nor the cure of thesediversephenomenonshave
yet been discovered by rosarians. Our old Roses of the Marechal
Niel ahke out of doors or under glass, are either dead or the mere
ghosts of their former selves ; the gouty stems of the Marechal
described by me are widely diiferentin their appearance and results

from the super-swellings of tlie scion over the stock so common among
Peaches and other trees.—D. T. Frsir.

Tea Roses for Early Forcing'.
—
"Where Roses are required

in bloom very early, say during January and February—more
especially for producing buds for cutting in a half-expanded state

for button-hole and other bouquets—Tea Roses are best suited for the

purpose, not only on account of their moderate size, beautj', and
delicate perfume, bat also because of the ea: e with which they can
be forced into bloom at an early date, thereby eff'ecting a saving in

the way of fire-heat, and with benefit to the stock of Roses generally.

Tea Roses, too, do not appear to require such a decided season of

rest as the Hybrid Perpetuals ; in fact, it is diflicult to get them to

remain quiescent unless the temperature is so low as to almost
endanger their safety. V\'e have some large Tea Roses beautifully

in bloom at the present time that were trained up to wires on the
back wall of a cool house 'ntil they attained large proportions, and
when they ceased growth in the autumn they were taken down,
pruned slight! j', top-dressed, tied up to stakes, and placed in an early

Vinery, where a slightly progressive temperature was maintained
Here they soon developed some beautiful flower-buds, when they
were transferrc 1 to a cool house again, wliere the blooms remain a

long time in perfection at this time of year. After the flowers are

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXIL—THE WHITE ALDEES.
(CLETIIRA.

)

The North American Clethras form a group of free flowering

deciduous slirubs, which during the autumn stand second to none
as regards the beaut}' of their blossoms, which are for the most
part of a pure white. Of C. Michauxi, one of the kinds here
illustrated, there are specimens at Kew, but I cannot find the name
elsewhere, not even in trade lists. It differs from the others prin-

cipally in the flower-buds and partly expanded blossoms being of

a pale pink colour instead of a greenish hue. C. tomentosa is much
the same in habit as the preceding, but the flower-buds are greenish,

and the undersides of the leaves, which are glabrous in C. Michauxi,
are in C. tomentosa covered with a white downy substance. Of the
rest C. abiifolia differs from C. tomentosa only in foliage ; in fact,

some authorities look upon tomentosa as but a variety of C.

alnifolia. V. paniculata is distinguished by bearing its flowers in

panicles, while C. acmninata is of rather stronger growth, and is

said in its native country to attain the dimensions of a small tree
;

here, however, it does not differ greatly from the others.

Although introduced as long ago as the last century, these

charming shrubs are not often met with ; another proof (if proof

be wanted) tliat in our search for novelties many beautiful things

already in the country are overlooked. The French have begun
of late years to recognise the value of tliese planis, and in many
]daces they are now grown lai'gely for the sake of their flowers,

wliich are very useful for various purposes. Another species which
differs greatly from those here figured is C. arbnrea. a handsome
greenhouse evergreen shrub or small tree which bears spikes of

deliciously scented pure white flowers, reminding one of those of the

Lily of the Valley. It is a native of Madeira, from whicli it was
introduced in 1784. This species, although strictly speaking a

greenhouse plant, 3'et manages often to survive the winter in

favoured spots in our southern counties.

Culture and Position.—lieing nalives of the swamps of
Korth America, the Clethras, like most Ericaceie, the Order to

which they Ijelong, succeed best in a cool and moist situation, such
as that in which the hardy Azaleas delight; in short, what is usually
known as the American garden. Alpha.

[Our plate was prepared from specimens kindly sent us by l\Ir.

Stevens, of Byfleet.]

ParafHned Seeds.—A correspondent asks if paraffin
applied to small seeds before sowing injures them. Mj' expeiience
may be of use, perhaps, on this point. Here we have great numbers
of small birds of various kinds always on the lock out. for seeds
when sown. In order to prevent their taking those of the Cabbage
tribe. Radishes, &c,, I first put the seed into an Australian meat
tin, then drop paraffin on it m proportion to the quantity of seed,
say a teaspoonful to 4 oz. I then shake up the seed well, so as to

get every one well coated with it ; then a pinch of red lead ; the tin
is again well shaken, and every seed will be found to be red, but I
do not think it is essential to use red lead. I have found any-
thing in the form of powder to answer equally well, such as dry,
fine wood ashes or soot. I find that the seeds germinate freely,

and tbit they are safe from birds until this has taken place, but
no Iciiger. Some means must then be used to prevent them
fiDm pulling the young plants out of the ground. My practice is

to keep them dusted with wood ashes or soot, mixed with any
dust which may come to hand, till they are developed sufficiently

to be out of danser. The birds do not seem to relish dirty seed
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leaves, and the ashes act as a stimulant to the young plants

when washed in by rain or otherwise.—R. Lloyd.

NEW BEGONIA (B. SOCOTKANA).
The annexed engraving represents a new species of Begonia, re-

cently introduced to Kew from the island of Socotra, in tlie Indian
O^ean, by Dr. I. B. Balfour. It is a pretty plant, and very distinct

as regards foliage from any other cultivated kind we know, being
peltate, or of round outline with the stallr attached to the centre of

the under surface. The flowers are clear rosy-pink, the pollen-

bearing flowers having four, the seed-bearing ones six petals.

Though the flowers represented in the woodcut were the natural
size of those on the Kew plant, we have reason to think that they
are very small compared with those the plants will eventually
produce when under the influence of more favourable weather and
skilful culture, and the foliage likewise will be much enlarged.
The small illustration shows the habit of growth of the species,

and it may be seen how distinct it is from most otiiers. And it

is this character, together with the robust growth, distinct foliage,

and beautiful colour of the flowers, that will render it available

h

A new Begonia (B. t. .jtr^uj) ; flowers natural size.

for hybridising purposes, and consequently the forerunner of a new
race of garden hybrids. The stock of plants, we believe, will be
shortly distributed by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea.—W. G.

On Hall and the Configuration of the Ground.—From a study r£
phenomena o£ thunderstorms in tue GironUe (France), M. Lespiault comes to the
conclusion that valleys are more struck by hail than hills or tableland. It seems
that a certain depth below the clouds is necessary lor the formation or the fall of
hail to occur without obstacle. Further, the directions of the valleys traversed
have a marked influence on the direction of the clouds, though they only cause
a momentary deflection, and the clouds, after following them a certain time, are
carried on in the general direction of the vortical movement. For example, if
a valley be in the a.\is of the zone of hail, or a little inclined to that axis, the
hail c}ou(is Sepm to bo parried slopg that valley, as dead leaves ara carried along

by the wind in a trench, tf the valley be subaivided bv a mountain spur into
two others, the hail cloud also divides and the two secondary valleys are ravaged
in their turn, at least to the extent in which they are within the zone hail.
Valleys lying across this zone have also an influence, though less marked. When
the clouds come to pass over them they show a tendency to descend and to spread
out on the two sides of the zone, so that the zone is broader over valleys than
over plateaux, and the ravages are often greater.

GARDEN CATALOGUES.
Tnts is the season when catalogues come forth in greater numbers
than ever, and wlien they are made most gorgeous by coloured
wrappers and illu.strations. The issue of garden catalogues, now a
very old institution, is welcome to all who care for their gardens,
but it is questionable whether the increase in showiness and in size
which we have witnessed of late years is an unmixed good. We have
small objection, except on the score of bulk, to increasing the illus-
trations of tlie catalogue, because, when faithful, tliey may assist in
the spread of knowledge, and may assist the buyer ; but un-
happily certain houses of late years seem to vie with each other in
getting up sketches which are sometimes exaggerated in the effort to
make tlie most of the subject under notice. The end of this is that
a gaudy and very often large book is produced' which is not nearly
so rich in information as it might be if space and means had not been
wasted in these huge cuts and coloured plates. One sometimes
wishes for a catalogue, with no illustrations, that would simply enu-
merate the sterling kinds, omitting no novelties of any note, givin"
each subject its true name as far as it was known. No doubt most
of the firms that issue these catalogues are actuated by honourable
motives ; but the desire to "protect themselves " leads to a species
of competition which ends in a sad way for truth in drawing. They

Begonia socotrana, showing habit of growth.

do not recognise the fact that things are better drawn as they are,
and that all attempts to "improve Nature," by making the things
they wish drawn rounder or fuller, are deplorable. The effect is

bad in all ways, because it is quite impossible for artists to draw
without blundering what they do not see. It is extremely difficult

to get, even in these simple matters, a drawing of a flower or a fruit
well done, or an artist who can produce a good and artistic draw-
ing. That being so, one can pretty well judge of the effect when
an artist of ordinary skill is instructed to add to the size or the fur-

nishing of the subject before hiia ! He is working in the dark, and
must go wrong. An artist of any spirit or real ability would
not do it — would not draw from the imagination. This state
of things should be resisted by the buyer as much as possible,

and no mercy should be shown to any exaggerations or distor-

tions for any purpose in gardening. In cases where the artist

is dealing with novelties, the grower should present him with a
well-grown specimen, and demand absolute truth in drawing or
colouring, and, as much as possible, life-size drawings. It is better
to look back at the small drawing of an early specimen of a novelty,
which in its full development grows far more than was expected,
than to look back, as many do, to great Cauliflower masses of

colour, or black and white distortions or exaggerations. Some
less pleasant arts may require the aid of the unconscientious
artist, so to say, but not the beautiful art of gardening, in which
the nearer we can get to Nature the more grateful we should be.

Imagine the cruelty of making some poor fellow put four flowers
where he flhda but three, or blow out a few popr little pips
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into an immense head of bloom, only growing in the imagination.

The Caaumber is one of the worst-treated things of late, many
houses of it being so engraved that the contents look more like

a collection of bolsters than a Caoamber house. This is not so

much a question of effect as a question of taste, because certain

varieties of Cucumber, if the seed be allowed to ripen, and there is a

good crop grown, will make a very large show. But, of course, we
all eat Cucumbers when they are not overgrown and full of seed

;

nobody pretends to admire a huge Cucumber, looked at from the
point of view of eating ; we seek, on the contrary, small and tender
Cucumbers—therefore all this exposition of the big Cucumber is

wasted work. On the other hand, there may be objects which, from
their not being generally Known to the public, would be better for a
really faithful illustration. We are not without hope that a tendency
to honest work will eventually prevail in this direction.

A greater evil still is that of needlessly burthening our lists of

names with new and not needed synonyms. Every new and enter-

prising house that is started in the seed trade feels bound, in self-

protection no doubt, to call welldcnown vegetables after itself. The
race of Brussels Sprouts are well known, and as fully developed as

anybody wants them ; any change in the direction of bulk really

destroys the original quality and character of the Brussels Sprout by
giving one a small Cabbage heart, instead of the neat little button
which is tlie true Sprout. Abroad, for example, where they are par-

ticular about these things, the small rosette of the Brussels Sprout
is the only thing cared about. But here we notice that some of the
seed houses feel bound to have their own special variety called after

themselves. In the majority of cases tliis really means that a new
name anda needless one is given to avegetablealready thoroughly well
known. It would be difficult to indicate a more mischievous
custom than this, which obtains in England to an extent unknown
in any other part of the world. It is painful to read column after

column of Sj-and-so's this or So-and-so's that, which the
e-\'perienced kuow can only, at the very best, be a good strain of

an already well-known kind. What wc may come to in the end if

every rising seed house feels bound to have its osvn variety of every
vegetable in use, goodness knows. Imagine, too, the mere waste
of force on the part of certain houses, who, for their own sakes,

buy and grow to prove all things with a new name ! If we had
any legislative or other means of controlling this it would be a boon
to the cultivator, and in the end of great advantage to the seed
trade itself. If the leading houses would only agree among them-
selves to a code of nomenclature for all our well-known, well-tried,

and approved vegetables, it would lead to much good, and in some
measure get over the dilHculty. When a firm possesses a superior
vegetable, or sends it out for sometime, it seems fair that the plants
should bear its name ; but the thing is now such an evil that a house
starting last year may print a catalogue this year, with, perhaps,
several score of things named after itself. There is plenty of scope
for all healthy effort without adding a single name to the stock of

good vegetables we already have.
Another very objectionable feature is the offering of novelties in

races of vegetables where no real improvement has taken place, a
notable instance being tire Melon. Anyone with the slightest know-
ledge of Melons knows that there is no difference whatever in them
between this day twenty years or this day forty years ; the
alterations are in the names only. The (ireen-flesh Melon, shown
thirty years ago, is quite as good in quality as one of those Melons
with a fine name raised last year, and sent out this. In other things
one may get useful breaks, or even a certain amount of novelty, but
certainly we do not in the Jlelon. Some things vary indefinitely,

and occasionally a really improved form may be found, as, for

example, in the Tomato ; bvit the Tomato itself is a case where in-

jurious multiplication of names is evident enough. Beyond a certain
point there seems little change in the Tomato, and what there is is

not always in the right direction, judging from some enormous
specimens with great cores and scars outside. The history of

new Melons is this. Some one raises a particularly fine fruit of a
well-known kind, or the cultivated kinds, being very often of mixed
varieties. He takes it to the local flower show, where it is admired,
and forthwith resolves to send it out as a new kind ; it is christened
accordingly and the seed sold to some enterprising seedsman, and it

comes out in full bloom next spring as Hopkin's Conqueror, or
Victory, as the case may be, the progeny in no way differing from
any other seedling Green-fleshed Melons. By the way, they are all

seedlings,

—

Field.

gant prices for an article of pure luxury, and that of so perishable a
character as flowers, for although on the Continent, especially in

France, flowers are so generally esteemed as to be looked upon as all

but indispensable, still they are in a great measure confined to com-
mon homely kinds, procurable during the greater part of the year at
a trifling expenditure. Those who notice the bouquets in the Grand
Row, Covent Garden, or the West End shops during the winter
season, or have had an opportunity of seeing those that ai'e prepared
for wedding orders at from a guinea to five guineas each, frequently
look upon such as representing the highest figui'es paid for flowers,

yet this is far from being the case, for it is no uncommon occurrence
when examples are required for particular occasions, when flowers
are more than usually scarce, to see eight or ten guineas paid for

a bouquet with its trimming of real lace. About the close of the last

year and the first weeks of the present one of the London floral

establishments was making from five shillings to seven-and-bixpence
each for all the Gardenias they could produce, and at that price

could have disposed of many more than the dull heavy weather en-

abled them to obtain. But even these exceptional figures are sur-

passed by the New York prices of fifty or sixty dollars for bouquets,
and a couple of dollars for single blooms of the General Jacqueminot
Rose. The value of the latter shows the difficulty there is there, as

in this country, in producing high-coloured Roses in the first few
weeks of the year, and it would also seem as it this fine old variety

was found in America, as it is with us, to be the best forcer amongst
the high-coloured sorts for very early work. To those who take an
interest in gardening it is a pleasing circumstance to learn that in

America flowers command such a price, for this of itself is an un-
mistakable forecast of the growing taste for gardening generally
amongst the mass of the people whose pursuits and opportunities
permit of their devoting time and attention to it.—A. Z.

THE MARKET GARDEN.

P/ice of Flowers in New York.—Mr. Hendrick's account
of the demand for flowers and their cost during the present winter
affords gratifying evidence of the estimation in which they are held
in America. It has hitherto generally been supposed that nowhere
except in England could people be found who would give extrava-

Forcing Plants into Bloom,—Forcing flowers in private
establishments and in market gardens are two different matters alto-

gether. In the first place, the market grower is a specialist; he fixes

upon a plant or certain kinds of plants to grow, and, knowing well
what they require, erects his glass structures in such a manner as to

best meet their wants. He seldom grows more than one kind of

plant in tile same house, so that its special requirements may be
met in the best manner. Large panes of glass in combination with
wood-work as slight as is consistent with safety, a thorough com-
mand of heat, and efficient ventilation are what the market grower
relies on to command success. Armed with these essentials, he can
go to work with confidence, and finishes his plants off in fine

style under the most adverse circumstances as regards weather.
In early spring a certain amount of sunlight may be counted on to

aid the grower in his forcing operations, but during the months of

December, .January, and February this powerful auxiliary can
scarcely be relied on to assist in any material way, and a cloudy sky
in combination with a low day and night temperature is what the
grower has to contend against. Most people engaged in fruit

forcing are aware that the flowers will, as a rule, set well enough if

a circulation of air can be maintained around them, even when sun-
light is at its lowest ebb, and the market grower has found that
by throwing open his ventilators in almost all weather, at the same
time maintaining the necessary temperature, he will move his plants

along into flower, irrespective of weather, whilstkeeping them sturdy,
dwarf, and vigorous. This is indeed the keystone of success in the
forcing of such air-loving plants as the Pelargonium, and which is

now brought to market in first-rate condition early in the year.

One large grower of this fine decorative plant throws his top sashes

wide open, even when the thermometer scarcely rises above freezing,

but, having a thorough command of heat, he keeps up, even with this

free admission of air, sufficient heat to push the plants briskly along.

This treatment, it will be seen, differs much from that generally pur-

sued in private gardens, where in cold dull weather the desired

amount of warmth is maintained and but little air given. This dif-

ference in the matter of air-giving would alone account for the supe-
rior quality of plants grown or forced in market gardens. On the one
hand they are enfeebled by close confinement, whilst subjected to

high pressure ; on the other hand, the vitiated atmosphere is con-

tinually being worked out, fresh pure air, charged with health-giving

properties, taking its place and imparting vigour and substance to

flowers and foliage. Of course draughts are avoided ; the fresh air

has to force its way downwards, and becomes warm before it can
circulate amongst the plants. Briefly summed up, the great essentials

in flower forcing are light, heat, and abundant ventilation, the judi-

cious combination of which must ensure perfect success.

Myoporum crystallinum.—I am not aware whether market
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growers in this country grow this plant, but I have never seen

it in the market. It is, or was, much grown by the Parisian growers,

one man alone doing about 30,000 in -t^-in. pots. It is naturally of

a procumbent habit, and when thus growing certainly gives no

idea of its value as a market plant. The foliage is narrow, but dense,

and studded with little crystal-like excrescences. The flowers are

white and numerously produced. Some French grower, on the look-

out, I suppose, for something novel, was seized with the bright idea of

running this little plant up with a single stem some 12 in. to 18 in.

in height, forming it into a weeping standard. This brilliant idea

met with all the success it deserved, and the little ilyoporum
became in a short time in eager request amongst Parisian growers.

It certainly presents a novel and g-aeeful appearance, and is quite

distinct from anything else that I know of, and I should say if well

grown would be likely to meet with a genial reception from buyers in

this country. Its culture is simple in the extreme, as it strikes

freely anywhere in summer, may be run up to the reijuired height,

stopped, and the formation of a head of foliage commenced. Wintered
iu a cool house, it should be shifted on and generously treated for

flowering the following summer. With a little management a

succession may be maintained throughout the summer months.

Paris Daisy Etoile d'Or.—It is astonishing how freely and
continuous this plant blooms throughout the winter. The very same
specimens that have been flowering throughout the summer continue

to give a harvest of blooms during the winter, and that without the

application of constant fire-heat. .Just raising the temperature now
and again sufficiently to drive out damp and stimulate the functions,

so as to keep them from quite stagnating, is all that this Marguerite
requires. The clear bright yellow which the flowers exhibit is

particularly pleasing under the winter sky, and the individual blooms
impart an extremely natural appearance to floral combinations of

an informal character. There can be no doubt as to the popularity
which this plant is destined to enjoy, for when amateurs find it out
they will find in it a true source of pleasure. That there is already
a great demand for it is apparent from the fact of one grower keep-
ing in stock some 10,000 plants, and still calling for more. One
great point in favour of this Paris Daisy is, that, like the rest of the
family, large plants may be grown in small pots, a great advantage
in more ways than one to the market grower. For furnishing cut

flowers and for sending to market in small pots, this plant must, until

superseded by something better, hold a foremost place, and its cul-

ture is, owing to its quick growtli, more than likely to prove remune-
rative.

Strawberry Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury. — This
variety has of late attained considerable popularity, and with very
good reason, for it is one of the most prolific and hardiest consti-

tutioned kinds that I have ever met with. It is a very free setter,

and for this cause alone has become a great favourite with many
who have often to get an early crop of Strawberries under consider-

able difficulties. Being a free grower, there is but little diflSculty

in getting good plants of it, and it will resist treatment in the
winter that would entail the ruin of most other kinds. Were I
growing to supply a private establishment I should certainly grow
the Vicomtesse in quantity, but I would not admit it into a glass-

hoase when growing for profit alone. I was acquainted with this

Strawberry some years before it attained its present renown, and I

believe took almost or quite the first lot of fruit of it into Covent
Garden. The fruit did not belong to me, for I should certainly
have known better than to have filled a house with a comparatively
unknown kind, but to oblige a friend who found a difficulty with it

it went to market with the fruit grown here. The price realised
was, however, so smaU that no thought was given to adding
it to the collection here ; in fact, a leading fruiterer

told me that it was of no use as a market kind. At
any rate, his words were, "It is of no use to you," from which
I concluded that it would be waste of time and loss of space to
grow it. The name I then knew it under was Stirling Castle, and
I had never heard of any other name for it. Later on the
Vicomtesse came to be so much talked about, and, from the descrip-
tion, I surmised that my old acquaintance was getting about under
an alias. To make the matter sure, I sent for some plants from a
reliable source, and found the two to be identical. The object was,
however, to test its relative value with other kinds, and this was
done to the complete discomfiture of the Vicomtesse. It was grown
side by side with President, Sir Harry, Alice Maude, Sir Joseph
Paxton, and a seedling of our own, and was nowhere in the race,

that is as regards weight, plant for plant, and marketable value.
The great complaint concerning this Strawberry is that it is defi-

cient in size and flavour, and for that reason it does not take in

the market. I should, however, add that I am leaving very early
forcing out of the affair, as very few market growers practise it

now. Four years ago I knew of only two growers who made a

practice of getting in a crop by the end of March, and one of them
tlien informed me that that was his last year ;' he should give up
early work ; and I believe that the other has since done the
same.
"Wintering Pot Strawberries.—The severe weather that

we have lately experienced suggests a few remarks upon a subject

which may be considered as of some importance, indeed I might say
of great importance. For, as all engaged in Strawberry forcing

know, a good crop of fruit cannot be expected unless the plants

when introduced into warmth are healthy in root and leaf. It has
been said, both in The Garden and in contemporaries, that affording

Strawberry plants the shelter of a glass roof in winter is not only
unnecessary, but actually inimical to their welfare, one writer going
so far as to assert in the most positive manner that "freezing did
them good." The writer did not, however, give reasons for this

bold assertion, and I think that it would have puzzled him to have
done so. Another writer in a contemporary, tells us that we should
not place pot Strawberries under glass when growth is completed,
because they are liable either to get too dry or to be kept too close

at a time wlien they should be rapidly sinking into a state of rest.

Well, all I can say to this is, that the individual who would neglect

a pot Strawberry when at rest would be just as likely to do so when
in active growth, and I should advise him not to attempt Straw-

berry forcing in any form. What I have to urge in this

matter is, that protection does not necessarily imply coddling.

Surely a plant may be guaranteed against the vicissitudes of our
climate without enervating it by undue confinement. The Straw-
berry is a hardy subject, as we all know, but I am quite prepared to

assert that it is grateful for some little shelter. Time after time I

have remarked that the greatest weight and the best quality of fruit

was obtained from those plants which had been tlie objects of the

greatest care in the winter. For early work I do not think that

too much care can be taken of them from the time that growth
comes to a compete standstill ; every leaf should be green and
perfect, and every fibre should be healthy and active. I do not
think that Strawberry roots, when the soil around them is kept
from getting hard frozen over, ever come to a complete state of rest.

Turn a plant out of a pot when one will, the white fibres appear to

be in a fit state for the reception of food. This is not so, however,
when excess of moisture overtakes it, as then the points

of tlie roots turn black and decay, and much nursing is

required to bring them into working condition again. What-
ever may be the opinion of the horticultural world iu

general upon this subject, market growers as a rule are fully

impressed with the necessity of providing effectual shelter

for their plants. In a general way the plants are brought
together in October, and are placed under cover about the

latter end of the month. Frames I consider the best place

for them, and for this reason, they stand upon a cool moist bottom,

do not dry out much, but remain in a uniform state of moisture, and
altogether exist under more natural and favourable circumstances

than when stood upon a dry shelf in a draughty house. A well-grown
plant with the pot full of roots need not be housed until the middle
of November, but after that time rain should be warded off and pro-

tection given against hard frosts. If the plants are housed in a tho-

roughly moist state, and the lights tilted at the back, remaining so

night and day, not even shutting them down for a few degrees of frost,

they will need scarcely any attention in the way of watering, and a

free circulation of air being maintained around them they will remain
as hardy as if in the open ground. I do not see any advantage in

pulling off the sashes in fine weather ; it occasions labour and causes

the soil to dry out, when the water-pot must go to work, and I always

fancy that if the soil can be kept moist without watering the roots

remain more active and healthy than when frequent moistenings are

found indispensable. One has only to contrast the position of a

plant plunged iu the open air at the present time witli one placed

snug and comfortable in a frame in order to thorouglily appreciate the

advantages conferred ]>y the shelter of a glass roof. tt'hen in

the open air, and covered with litter, a heavy fall of snow
will crush the foliage as flat as a pancake, whilst under glass

every source of injury is guarded against, the plants will get the

advantage of every ray of light, and the leaves will be as fresh and
green as when placed under cover. I think that if any one will try

the two systems for a period of several years, they will arrive at

the conclusion that notonlyisaStrawberryplant which has cost some
little time and labour worthy of a little extra care during its

resting period, but that such care will be more than repaid by the

superior quality and quantity of the crop. All that has been said

here applies with great force to Sir C. Napier, the market growers'

mainstay in Strawberry forcing. This variety is extremely tender

of constitution, and will not put up with treatment that such an
exceptionally hardy kind as the Vicomtesse would endure without
material injury. These two sorts really represent the two
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extremes amougst Strawberries—the one is very hardy and easy to

manage, the other cannot bear forcing, is tender of leaf, and
requires the best of treatment to afford profitable returns.

Byfleet. J. C.

HOTEIA (SPIE^A) JAPONICA.*
Like many other Japanese introductions, this has proved to be one
of our best hardy herbaceous perennials ; when grown in open
borders it is well to protect the early growths from late spring

frosts, otherwise some of the best flower-spikes may get injured.

Let us, however, consider it in the light of a plant for forcing.

Suppose in October we receive a dozen or fifty imported roots or

clumps, they should be unpacked and potted, if possible the same
day as reoeifeJ, in a compost consisting of three parts good turfy

loam, the other part leaf-mould and two-year-old cow manure in

equal proportions. The manure must be sufficiently dry to enable its

being readily rubbed through a :};-in. riddle ; add sufficient sand to

make the whole porous and mix well together ; the pots, which sliould

be large enough to admit of a portion of the soil being worked
in all round the roots, must be clean and crocked in the ordinary
way. In potting press the soil moderately firm, and when all the

plants are potted give them a good watering ; this done, place them
in a cold frame for a week or two, and gradually introduce them
into the forcing house by first placing them on a shelf in the coldest

part of a frame or house kept at about 50'" or thereabouts. When
they show signs of starting into growth bring them to the warmest
part of the structure, and as soon as the flower-spikes appear thoy
may be taken to the forcing house proper. Each pot should now be
placed in a pan of water ; these pans should be allowed to become
empty occasionally, say once a week ; this will to a great extent
prevent the soil from becoming soured. Liquid manure diluted to

about half strength may now ))e administered twice a week, and
every encouragement given for the plants to make and perfect all

the growth possible.

Early Flo'wering Plants.—Let us now suppose that half

the plants liave flowered between Christmas and the end of March;
if the flowers have not been cut for decorative and other purposes
the old stems sliould all be cut out as the plants leave the conserva-
tory or other structure in which they have bloomed. Gradually
harden them ofi' in a cold frame, and when all danger of frost is over
place them outside in an open situation, where they will get all the
light and air jjossible ; this is essential for the ripening of the crowns.
As soon as the foliage shows the least signs of decay liquid manure
must be withheld, and the supply of water must also be somewhat
diminished, but at the same time the plants must never be allowed
to flag. When the foliage has naturally died down the soil may be
allowed to get quite dry, and then they may be turned out of their

pots, and with a sharp spade or knife cut into pieces of the desired
size, or planted out as they are ; if cut, let the operation be per-

formed the day previous to that on which they are to be planted.

This will allow the wounds inflicted to get somewhat healed,
thus rendering them less liable to rot. The bed which
should be ready to receive them .should have been pre-

viously deeply dug and well enriched with leaf-mould
and well rotted farm-yard manure ; the plants must be planted '2 ft.

apart all ways, or even more if ground can be spared for them.
When planted, give a good wateringand a mulching of half-rotten ma-
nure ; this mulching is merely to keep the roots moist and cool. In
planting, tread the roots firmly in, and if the weather be dry they
must be watered regularly ; keep the beds free from weeds, and
they will be well established before the season is over. What flower-

spikes they throw up this first season must be cut out as soon as

they can be seen. As regards winter treatment, I believe the best
protection for them is that which they provide for themselves—

I

mean the foliage. If this be allowed to remain just as it falls over
and around the crowns it is all they require ; of course if this is

thought at all unsightly it may be cleared away and a sprinkling of

Cocoa-nut fibre or stick or coal ashes applied to a depth of ^ in. to

1 in. Some time during the winter the beds must be carefully
pointed over with a fork, but care must be taken not to disturb the
roots ; cover the ground between the plants i in. thick with good
rotten manure. All the attention they will require during the
ensuing summer will be keeping them well supplied with water and
the beds free from weeds. When the foliage has died down, take
up the required number of roots before severe frost occurs

;
pot

them, and treat them in every way as directed for imported roots,

and I have no hesitation in saying that the result will be most
satisfactory.

Late Plo'wering- Plants.—Let us now advert to the other
half of the plants which bloom say from May to July ; these I prefer

* Eeid by Mr. Hillm^n, Fenay Hall, before the Huclclersfleld Paxton Society.

not to plant out the first season, as they have not, as a rule, time to

get established before short days and frosty nights set in. Instead
of planting these out, I force them a second time in the same pots ;

the flower-spikes will not be so fine as in the first instance, but if the
roots are good to begin with, and the plants are properly cared forfrom
first to last, no one, I think, will have cause to regret having forced
them or rather bloomed them a second time in the same pots, for the
supposition is that the plants in question are not brought into bloom
in the first case until May or .June, which is very near the time
when they flower naturally, i.e., without any forcing. These plants,

I find, possess one special advantage over freshly imported roots, and
that is they can, being well established in their pots, be got into
bloom with the greatest ease for Christmas, a time when few people,
if any, have too many flowers. In all other respects they must be
treated as the other plants. When the foliage dies off, lay the pots
on their aides in the coldest place you can find, as if they are placed
in a position where the sun can shine directly upon them they will

commence to grow before they are required to ilo so. See that all the
plants are placed in cold frames before frost occurs. Introduce them
into heat as recpiired, give liquid manure every other watering from
beginning to end ; let it be weak at starting, increasing the strength
as the plants advance. These plants sliould be planted out early the
next summer and others bought in, until the stock is sufficiently in-

creased to enable those concerned to lift the plants required from
their own beds.

The Foliage a Substitute for Fern Fronds.—It some-
times happens where Ferns are scarce that the soliage of this Spiraea

has to be used instead of Fern fronds for mixing with cut flowers.

When this is the case it is best to select a few plants from the rest,

and not to cut fioni any of the others. These, when planted out,

must remain three years before they are again lifted for forcing, un-
less it is intended to grow them tor foliage only. Under the above
treatment I have had plants in 7-in. and 8-in. pots each bearing from
twenty to forty flower-spikes.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

SPAN'.ROOFED HOUSES.
It seems to be generally accepted as a fact, about wliicli there can
be no question, that span-roofed houses should be built with the
ends north anil south, so that the sun may shine on the east side

of the roof in the early part of tlie daj', and on the west side in the
afternoon. Xow I am inclined to the opinion that in some cases at

least this is a mistake, especially in forcing houses in which
growth commences very early in the season. During the late severe

frost the sun shone brightly for about six hours each day ; in a
lean-to Vinery with a south aspect, the temperature by sun heat
alone, the pipes being quite cold, was 65", the top ventilators being
open a considerable width ; with plenty of moisture on the floor,

the atmosphere felt very suggestive of healthy plant growth, and
when closed early and syringed, was congenial to bursting buds
and unfolding foliage. From this house I went into a span-roofed
greenhouse, with east and west aspects ; the sun was not suffi-

ciently high to have any effect on either side, but just caught the
south end ; four rows of 4-in. pipes all round were moderately
warm, ventilators closed, and yet the temperature was only 45P,

a thermometer outdoors in the shade indicating 8" of frost at the

time. The difference in the light of the two houses was even more
noticeable than the difference of temperature ; it was as a November
day compared with one in midsummer, the house with a south
aspect having the advantage of light and heat.

Some may object that the sun never shines on the north side of a

house ; but if the sun shines on the south side, will not that be
better for the plants than if it did not shine on either side ?—light

and sun heat are in the house, a circumstance which saves fuel.

For two years I had charge of a span-roofed house filled with pot

Vines, started in November, those on the north side being each

year ripe as early and in every respect as good as those on the

south side. I have several times grown early Melons in a house
with north and south aspects, and certainly prefer such to a house
facing east and west. As to plant houses, amongst a mixed collection

there are sure to be some requiring more shade than others, yet

such plants cannot have too much light, and they will be found to

do much better in a position where the sun cannot reach them than
when shaded with blinds, besides the economy of having to provide

only half as many blinds. I never saw Peaches on the north side of

a house, nor do I think they would be so well coloured or flavoured
;

and other things may be named that would not succeed with a north

aspect, but I only wish to point out that it is not desirable to buil4

all span-roofed houses with t^e ends north and uoath.—W. C.
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AVATBR LILIES WITHOUT TANKS.
Mr. W. Faloon'Er, curator of the Botanic Gardens at Cambridge,
Mass., gives in the Oounlnj Gentleman an interesting account of a
successful way of growing Water Lilies without the usual costly
tank arrangements.

"In the florist's business it is gratifying to be able to note any
laudable digression from the stereotyped order of Koses, Pinks, and
Violets, and surely Mr. Benjamin Gray, of Maiden, Mass., affords a
notable example by making a speciality of growing Water Lily
blossoms for the market. ]\Ir. Gray is a skilled gardener, an en-
thusiastic cultivator, and a son of Mr. Wm. Gray, the eminent
orohidist, of Albany, N. Y. He has no spacious tank or special Lily
house, but on the front bench of a lengthy Pi,ose house are thickly
packed from end to end great milk plates and broad holelcss seed
pans, filled half with loam and full with water, and Lilies growing
in them. And on the other side of the pathway, arranged in a low
row on the front of the middle bed and beneath the shadow of the
bushes, more Lily plates and pans are packed, and in a back row in
the house large specimens in tubs are set. They do not crowd the

The Sacred Bean of India (Nelurabiimi speciosum). Height about 5 ft. colour
of flowers, rose-piuk.

Roses, but rather act as evaporators for them, and thus do good.
There are scores upon scores of pans, hundreds upon hundreds of

plants—the old clumps being in the tubs, and in the pans three
plants for a specimen, mats of runners of the yellow, half-grown
seedlings of the blue and red, and myriads of tiny seedlings every-
where. The milk plates are 18 in. to 20 in. wide and of the common
form, the seed pans about the same across and some 6 in. deep.
The leaves grow up and stretch beyond the water and the pans, but
so long as the roots and crowns are well immersed, the leaves wax
strong and stout until the waning summer weakens them.
The sorts grown are the pink form of Nymphffia odorata, N.

devoniensis, crerulea, dentata, and flava. The first named is a
beautiful pink coloured form of our fragrant pond Lily, one of the
sweetest and most favoured of American blossoms. Of course it is

perfectly hardy in our out-door ponds, and is only wintered inside
for the sake of the stock and convenience. N. devoniensis is an
exceedingly choice Lily ; its blossoms, copiously produced during
the summer months, are bright carmine-red and very large, and its

leaves reddish-green. It grows robustly in summer, but winters
with uncertainty. It is a hybrid, raised some thirty years ago in

England, between N. rubra and N. Lotus (white). N. ccerulea or
the blue Lotus of the Nile is the commonest of greenhouse water
Lilies, a copious and handsome species of easy cultivation. N.

dentata is a wliite-flowered, strong-grOA'ing, very fine species and a
native of Sierra Leone. The yellow Lily, N. flava, is that which was
re-discovered in Florida a few years ago by Mrs. Treat, and caused
such a stir in botanical circles at the time. Before its re-discovery,
beyond a figure of it in Audubon's " North American Birds " some
fifty years ago, there was no knowledge of the plant. It is of easy
and rapid growth, and multiplies exceedingly by means of runners,
as do Strawberries. Old plants bloom freely, young ones sparingly.
The crowns of old plants arise above the surface of the soil, in
stilted-up fashion, sometimes several inches. The blue and yellow
Lilies winter fairly in ordinary greenhouse temperature, but dentata
and especially devoniensis require a higher temperature, say
60'' to 65-.

" Notwithstanding the multitude of these Lilies grown by Mr.
Gray, the demand for the blossoms exceeds the supply. Last year
a Boston florist contracted for them all ; this year, Mr. G. tells me
several florists want to secure them.

'

' A good use of pond Lilies in the flower garden is to grow them in
tubs. Sink the tubs to their full depth in the lawn, and keep them
full of water. Mrs. Pickering, at the College Observatory near
here, grows Lilies in this way, and is highly pleased with them, both
as regards garden ornament and growth and production of flowers.
The genus Nympha;a, like Clematis, Aquilegia, and some others,
affords a marked example of red, blue and yellow blossoms being
produced by its species."

LARGE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Without at all desiring to act contrary to the editorial suggestion
appended to Mr. J. W. Silver's sensible remarks (p. 100) upon the
subject of growing large Chrysanthemums, I would like to be per-
mitted to add one or two observations which may at this season be
instructive to those who are not thoroughly initiated into the secret
of growing large blooms. I think I am correct in stating that the
origin of the argument between Mr. Molyneux and " J.S. W." was
as to the large blooms being obtained from the " terminal bud," and
as this, as a matter of fact, is not the case, one of the combatants
is placed liors de eomhat. The argument, therefore, if such it can
be called, is practically at an end through "J. S. W." taking up
an untenable position. My principal object, however, in writing
is to point out that the whole pith and marrow of Chrysanthemum
cultivation is "centred" in the selection of the proper bud. The
greatest novice in plant growing can grow Chrysanthemums up to
the month of July. After this date the cultivator who has not
acquired by experience a knowledge of the habits and charac-
teristics of the varieties which he attempts to cultivate is very
much like a mariner who has lost his compass. Those who are
desirous of making a start in the cultivation of this charming winter
flower upon an improved system should procure a small collection of
suitable kinds from some trustworthy source, in order to have theni
true to name and grow from four to six duplicates of each variety.
In a year or two a person of ordinary observation will be able to
strike out a line for himself, and be able to add to his collection
annually as he gains experience. It is not a correct representation
to say that because a person grows large flowers the blooming season
must necessarily be short. Why adhere to one plan ? May we not
have a show of such kinds as Elaine, James Salter, Mrs. Bundle,
George Glenny, &c., in bloom in October, to be succeeded by the
general collection up to Christmas. A third batch, and the most
useful of all, would be forthcoming in such kinds as Jardin des
Plantes (the cream of the Yellows), Hero of Stoke Newington, and
Princess Teck, an offspring of the former. Of Japanese sort, Ethel is

to the late stock what Elaine is to the early kinds. Then among
Yellows there is Saul and Splendens, the latter of which can be had
in bloom into February. A good collection of Chrysanthemums well
grown and divided into three batches to come in flower in the order
of succession, I look upon as an indispensable adjunct to the flower
supply of any establishment. A few plants of Princess of Wales
(lilac) or Jardin des Plantes (bright yellow), from 6 ft. to 9 ft. high,
with flowersas large as teacups, associated with tall Palmsor Ferns in
the month of December, miglit not be considered such unsightly
objects even in the eyes of those who cry out "sour Grapes."

Canford, Dorset. W. Hinds.

Permit me to suggest what may be a good way to decide the
merits of Chrysanthemums grown from cuttings put in seven months
previous to blooming and those that have a longer period of growth.
It is this, that "Peregrine," Mr. Silver, and any other northern
gardener should next autumn when in bloom cut over at the surface
of the pot a good average specimen of both large flowered and
Pompone Chrysanthemums and send them to your ofFce for your
decision as to the merits of each. Personally, I shall be glad to

compete, and " Peregrine " being a northern gardener will doubtless
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also do so. In making this suggestion I pass no opinion as to the

merits of growing a Chrysanthemum say eleven months with a viewof

producing perhaps a dozen extra large flowers. I may say, though,

that several years' experience in growing a large batch of

Chrysanthemums for decorative purposes has convinced me that it

is possible to get plants with from 80 to 100 flowers on the average

4 in. to 6 in. in diameter, but not in se^en months from the time the

cuttings are put in.—H. J. 0.

AN INDOOK FEENERY.
On visiting some time ago the gardens of Mr. .J. Edwards, Kid-

brook Lodge, Blackheath, I was particularly struck with the luxu-

riant growth of Palms and Ferns whicli I saw there planted out in a

large span-roofed house called the Fernery. The interior walls of this

liouse, which rise to about 12 ft. in height, are lined with roclnvovli,

and present a fine bold appearance ; a bed rising to a considerable

height and composed of the same materials as the sides occupies the

centre, and this is intersected by flights of steps and winding paths

which lead to recesses in various parts of the house. On the more

elevated portions of this bed are planted Cocos flexuosa, Pritchardia

pacifica, Geonoma Schottiana, Hyophorbe amaricaulis, and Cocos

Weddelliana, a space on the ground level being occupied by a mag-

nificent plant of Musa coccinea. Dotted about among the Palms

just named may be seen grand bushes of Nephrolepis exaltata,

Asplenium Belangeri, Adiantum formosum, and Pteris argyrea,

while the lesser growing varieties of Ferns and Lycopodiums hang

over and beautifully furnish the numerous pockets and projections

down to the pathways. On the side walls are likewise to be seen

some fine examples of Goniophlebium subauriculatum and appendicu-

latum, the former with fronds reaching down to the length of 5 ft.

or more, while the fine tints of the latter variety present a very

pleasing appearance when grown to perfection, as it is here. I must

not omit to mention the excellent effect produced by fine-foliaged

Begonias, which are tastefully interspersed among the many Palms,

Ferns, and Lycopods that adorn the side walls. The lovely Todeas

and Trichomanes to be found in several of the recesses are like the

other plants in this house—in robust health and beauty, while the

rockwork formation is all that can be desired ; the planting

for effect is also the outcome of cultivated taste and judgment.
A. J.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Pelargonium RoUisson's Unique.—Taking the peculiar

merits of this old-fashioned Pelargonium into consideration, it is

doubtful whether it enjoys so much popularity at the present time

as it is entitled to. It is a useful summer bedder, producing a very

pleasing effect when its trailing shoots are pegged down close to

the soil. The colour of the flowers is rich rather than brilliant, and

this may account for the neglect shown it by those interested in

maintaining a garden gay throughout the summer. As a winter

and spring flowering plant its value can scarcely be over-estimated, for

it blooms' freely and continuously when subjected to the ordinary

temperature of an intermediate house. The best way to strike this

Pelargonium is to insert the cuttings in fine sandy soil singly

in 2)i-in. pots, placing them in full sunshine in a light

well -'ventilated structure. If taken off in August early

in the month they will be well rooted by the beginning

of the autumn, and will make excellent plants for setting out

in the open air the following spring. For supplying cut flowers in

early spring this varietj' should be grown on into a large specimen.

As the shoots require some support, strong sticks should be

inserted round the edge of the pot, training the branches to them.

A well-clothed and flowered specimen is a fine ornament to any

class structure, and where large conservatories have to be furnished,

this Pelargonium will be found of great service.—J. ConXHiLL.

Carnation Flowers from First Year's Seedlings.—For
the more common and inexpensive forms of Carnation seed I would

like to suggest the advisability of getting the plants in flower the

first year, thus effecting a considerable economy both in time and

space ; for if the seedlings can be induced to declare themselves the

same year in which the seed is sown, it seems to me that, in the case

of bought seed, which of course is not likely to produce valuable

varieties, a great deal of subsequent waste of time is necessarily

avoided. The following plan which I have pursued with considerable

success myself I have found very useful for the reasons above stated,

and thouoh, of course, absolutely out of the question in the case of

florists' hybridised seed, it is very convenient for purchasers of

" collections" (if 12 superb varieties, 10 seeds each). I planted one

of these collections (600 seeds) the other day, and in course of tinie

will record the result. The plan I adopt is to sow the seeds now in

pans in a frame. As soon as the plants are big enough, prick them
out round the edges of the pots ; then as they get about 3 in. or i in.,

high, plant them out ina very richlyprepared bed Oin. apart, andpinch
out all side-shoots up the main stem as soon as they appear, letting
the plants make only one flower on a single stem. In the autumn
most of them will flower, when the singles, &c., may be discarded at
once. If any do not flower in the autumn, pot them up in 4-in. pots
and place them in the house wliere they will flower in the winter. I

have now blooms produced from ordinary seedlings in the above
manner ; all the attention tliey require is tying up the stems, which
must be kept clear of offshoots as they advance, watering periodically
with manure water, and frequently in the ordinai'y way in dry
weather.

—

Girofle.

Planting out Dallas. —It may not be generally known that
this useful winter-flowering plant succeeds well and forms fine sturdy
specimens when planted out-of-doors in summer. The ground
should be well dug and manured, then as soon as bedding plants
will stand out-of-doors the Callas may be planted, and if watered
when necessary during summer will, when autumn comes, have
made splendid growth, and be well set with flowers. Even many
that were but small offsets when put out will have developed into

fine plants, their sturdy appearance and dark green foliage showing
that they are quite at home. In the autumn they should be taken
up carefully, and when potted kept somewhat close until recovered
from the check sustained in lifting ; if these precautions are taken
tliey will not be in any way injured.—ALni.i.

Neapolitan Violets.—I was pleased to see Mr. Allan (p. 113)
advocating the claims of this Violet. I do not M'isli to disparage
Marie Louise, our stock of which I hope to increase, but I feel sure
that many have discarded the Neapolitan without giving it a fair

trial. We have been gathering blooms of it since October ; few other
Violets will give so long a succession, and as regards delicate colour
and perfume the blooms are simply exquisite. I would strongly
urge all growers of this Violet to pay particular attention to Mr.
Allan's remarks about selecting runners from the sturdiest and
freest flowering clumps ; for if this is not attended to, the stock
soon deteriorates, but by constant selection it may be improved.
—J,\MES Groom, Linton.

I shall be very pleased to show Mr. Wm. Allan or any-
one else my Violets, and let them judge for themselves. I have
not one frame, but a dozen of both sorts, and the Marie Louise,

from which I have been picking all the autumn and winter, is

still covered with hundreds of fine healthy buds and blooms, and
I expect to keep on picking from it long after the others are

over. In fact, I am never without Violets. We all know that
the Neapolitan is good, and I have no wish to despise it, but I

am pleased to think we have one very much better.—H. Cook,
JIazelbournc, Dorlimj.

Fuchsia splendens.—This, though by no means new, is

seldom met with, and yet with a little attention it will continue to

produce its showy scarlet and green flowers during the whole of the
winter. I take cuttings of it in spring or early in summer and
grow them on without stopping, so that by the end of September
they will have made fine pyramidal plants, which may tlien be
rested slightly, and if after that it is introduced into the greenhouse
or, better still, a rather warmer structure, it will commence flower-

ing at once and will continue till the spring.

—

Alpha.
So'Wing Small Seeds.—Nothing perplexes amateurs and

otherswho are not well acquainted with gardeningmore than theraising

of plants from seed. To get up large seed is an easy matter, but not
so in the case of small seeds, as they require very careful sowing and
management, or failure is sure to be the result. Take Calceolarias

for instance, or Begonias, the seeds of which are as fine as

dust, and sow either in the ordinary way, and the chances
are that the whole will be lost ; whereas by preparing the soil

properly and sowing on its surface both kinds of seeds germinate
freely. First drain the pan or pot, and then put over the crocks
some Moss or rough siftings from the potting bench, and on these

some of the finer soil, finishing off on the top with very fine sifted

soil mixed with a little silver sand. All should then be pressed

down and made level and smooth, and then watered through a fine-

rosed pot ordamped by means of a syringe, when after standing to drain

for a time all will be ready for sowing. This can be the most readily

done by opening one end of the packet and gently shaking it sideways,

keeping it when doing so nearly on a level, in order that the seed may
leave the paper slowly and evenly, as then there is no difficulty in

causing it to be distributed regularly over the surface ; this part of

the work over, the next thing is to provide against the seed suffering

from want of water or the soil getting the least dry, as that is a rook
beset with failure. To prevent the soil drying, nothing answers so

well as a piece of glass laid over the pot or pan, as it keeps the air

in a thoroughly humid condition. A bell or hand-glass answers the
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same purpose if kept close, and in sunny weather it is always
advisable to shade, as solar heat and light soon draw out the

moisture. Should the soil beoome the least dry, the safest way to

damp it is to bedew it with water from a syringe, as it can be done
more lightly than through the rose of a pot if the syringe is used
with dexterity. Seeds of a larger size than those named may be

slightly covered or have a very thin sprinkling of fine silver sand
scattered amongst them, but only just enough to give colour, and
not bury the soil. Seed tho size of Mustard may be buried the

eighth of an inch deep, and so on in proportion, but the groat point

with all to secure free germination is to have an equable warm, moist

bed, from which they come forth without any loss.—S. D.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

CONIFERS ON THE PEAIRIES.
In a recent number of The Gakden I noticed a reference to the

Picea puugens, known as the Silver Spruce in the Rocky Moun-
tains. As you say, truly this is a most beautiful tree, and may
justly be said to stand foremost among the mountain Conifers for

its symmetry and the beautj' of its foliage. This tree grows on
what are known as the "foot-hills" in conjunction with the Doug-
las Fir, preferring the borders of streams. Picea Engelmanui is

also found in the same localities, at an elevation of from 0000 ft.

to 7000 ft., but tlie Douglas Fir is found still higher. Picea
pungens is a very stately tree wlien it reaches a height of loO ft.

When 50 ft. high, standing by itself with room to display its per-

fectly sj-mmetrical shape, stiii" horizontal branches extending 20 ft.

from tlie trunk, the lower ones sweeping the ground, covered with
rich foliage which glistens lilie silver under the rays of the morn-
ing sun, it is a grand object for a lawn or lai-ge plantation. There
are two varieties, only differing in colour, one being glaucous and
the other entirely green, darker than the Douglas Fir. A few
years ago, while procuring a carload of these trees, one of the
sudden showers incident to that region forced us to shelter, and,

cutting an opening, we found a natural tent more than 00 ft. in

diameter. Ilei'e we cooked and ate our dinner, and found, when
we came out, that the ground was white with 1 in. of snow,
which liad fallen so silently unknown to us in our secure I'etreat.

More than once I have found sncli places in the summer time \ery
agreeable to spend the night, with blanket spread on the thick bed of

fallen leaves, and the air laden with the pleasing resinous fragrance.

Storms of sleet and ice never break down these stalwart trees. I

have found no difKculty in transplanting tliese varieties from that
liigli altitude to one 4000 ft. lower, where they have made a satis-

factory growth. During last May I moved several hundreds li ft.

to 4 ft. in height with a loss of only 10 per cent., and the season
was the dryest we have had for years.

An article a few years ago in the " .lournal of Foi-estry " advo-
cated the planting of the Douglas Fir in conjunction with the
Larch. The foliage of the Douglas Fir is not as dense as that of

Picea pungpus, of a liglit green, with branches inclined to droop.
Tlie tree attains a large size on the Pacific coast, and furnishes a

great amount of tlie timber for export to Asia, known there as

the Yellow Fir. The forestsof the eastern and central regions of the
United States liave been of late years so exteusivel)' cut away that
the only heavy timbered tracts are in the north-west, and these will

soon be invaded by railways. With a possibility of a future

timber famine, increased attention is being called to replanting
forests, and large planting on the bare prairies where but few trees

exist. I ha^-e had no difficulty in transplanting any of the Spruce
family, they having more fibrous roots than the Pines.

Another grand tree, Abies grandis, deserves especial mention.
It is tall and imposing, lias strong stiff branches in regular whorls,
and leaves dark green above and glaucous below. I have often
noticed, where the trees had a chance to spread their branches, the
lower ones with their heavy foliage drooped to the ground, there
would be a cordon of young trees of from 10 ft. to 12 ft. in height
which had taken root from the branches of the parent. The wood
is soft, very white, eminently adapted for beautiful inside finish-

ings. And here let me saj' that the American people are largely

using our woods for finishing their dwellings, from pantry to

drawing-rooms, while the railway car builders are finishing their

elegant daj', sleeping, and dining carriages with alternate panels

of American woods, showing Nature's beauty xmdefaced by paint.

Returning to our Rocky Mountain Conifers, the Picea Engel-

manui is another grand variety, the most alpiueof all the Spruces
being often found at an altitude of 10,000 ft. In lower altitudes
it reaches a heiglit of 100 ft., very pyramidal, and beautifully
glaucous. The wood is white, soft, easily worked, and valuable.

Of the Picea family, Piuus pouderosa stands justly at the head
as a timber tree. It is called by the mountain men Black Pine.
Its dense, deep green, massive foliage strongly resembles that of
the Austrian. By all it is acknowledged as the grandest of North
American I'ines, and called Yellow Pine on the Pacific coast,
where it abounds. I'inus flexilis a five-leaved Pine, also seeks a
high elevation, but does not grow to the great size of the pon-
derosa

;
still it is a beautiful ornamental tree. Pinus contorta,

(twisted Pine) does not grow to more than 40 ft. or 50 ft. in height,
but its peculiarly fine, liglit green foliage makes it an excellent
lawn tree in contrast with darker-leaved kinds.

.luniperus cojrulea, with very bright silver foliage ; .1. occiJen-
talis aurea, golden tipped; and J.prostrata,which hasa brightlemon
yellow colour in winter, are all beautiful trees for lawns or plan-
tations.

We have gone back to the old nomenclature of Europe, sub-
stituting Picea for Abies. This has been brought about by Dr.
Engelmann, of St. Louis, the best authority on Conifers on this
continent. Jajies T. Allan.

Omaha, A'ehrasJia.

THE HEMLOCK SPRUCE IN" WINTER
DECORATIONS.

I ^A^'E been much pleased with the light graceful effects which a
free use of this Conifer imparts to winter decorations. Tastes differ,
and I suppose that each one of us has liis favourite evergreen treej
but if there is one member of the large and varied family of Conifers
that I love more than another it is the ever verdant, graceful Hem-
lock. Ever fresh and green, it stands proof against winter's rudest
assaults, and although forming a dense mass of foliage, so thick and
impenetrable as to be quite eye-proof, the numerous slender feathery
branchlets so vary its outline as to render it one of the most pleasing
objects in the garden landscape. We have been told that this fine
Conifer does not attain anything like its maximum development in this
country. So much the worse for us ; but I for one am willing to be
content with itas it is, for although it may not attain to its true stature
in our woods and gardens its beauty is so great, even in this incom-
plete stage of growth, that we cannot well afford to dispense with it.

lam, howevjr, wandering from my subject, for I intended to call
attention to the peculiar merits of the Hemlock for Christmas deco-
rations. I have often remarked that where many dense habited
evergreens are employed, such as theLaurel and the Holly, something
of stiffness and formality is sure to prevail in the arrangement,
and although even such a feathery foliaged subject as Lawson'a
Cypress may be plentifully used, there will generally be an absence
more or less of that informality and irregularity of outhne which
true taste ordains should be a marked feature in decorations
generally, whether composed of flowers and foliage intermixed or
verdure alone. I do not know of any evergreen which exhibits
so much feathery grace when employed in a cut state as this,
and a few branches of it stuck in here and there have a magical
effect in the general arrangement, imparting grace and freedom
where stiffness and formality would otherwise reign supreme. If
this Spruce had no other value it would be worth growing for
the supply of young shoots for decorative purposes. In our Tittle
village church the Hemlock has this year been used in a very
happy manner, and the effect has been so pleasing, that I feel it
incumbent on me to draw the attention of your readers to the
exceptional merits of this tree for such purposes. As near as an
evergreen tree can supply tlie place of a Fern the Hemlock does.
At first glance and by gas-light I fancied that some of tlie strong
growing Adiantums had been requisitioned, and I was agreeably
surprised to find that my favourite Conifer was the object of my
admiration. John Corxhill.

Trees and Shrubs at San Remo.—It may interest some of
your readers to know that the curious Casuaiina equisetoides
mentioned by Mr. Inohbald (p. 153) is very nearly, if not quite,
hardy in this country. I have several young plants which I
raised from seed brought from La Mortola, and whicli have been hard
frozen this winter in a cold greenhouse. In the public garden at San
Kemo there is a lovely hedge of Pittosporum, as sweet as an Orange-
grove in March ; it is wonderful that we so seldom see it in our
southern counties. Two other plants interested me besides those
mentioned by Mr. Inohbald, and I should like to be able to get them
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viz. : Cocculus lauiifolius aud Seneeio petasites. The first hag

beautiful evergreen leaves, three-ribbed like those of the Camphor

tree the second is like a large Mexican Composite.—G. H. W.

handsome trees with elegant pinnate foliage. Tliough there are

no specimens at Kew remarkable for large size, there are several

kinds represented, including the Mocker Nnt (C. tomentosa), the

SOME OF THE OLD TEEES AT KEW.
That portion of the Royal Gardens of Kew comprising some half-

dozen acres, situated near the principal entrance, and known as the

Old Arboretum, is full of interest, inasmuch as it not only contains

some exceptionally fine exaraplesof rare trees, but is the site of one of

the oldest tree gardens in Europe, for so long ago as the middle of

the seventeenth century a collection of trees and shrubs was culti-

vated by the occupier of this ground at that date. The noble trees

TUe Grey Walnut (Juglans cinerea).

to be found here, like those in the Arboretum at Syon, on the

opposite shore of the Thames, clearly show their character m a

mature state. These fine old trees are, however, unhappily be-

coming scarcer every Tear. Somehave been blown down, but more

have been cut to make" room for younger cues, a circumstance to be

regretted, as it will be long before such saplings make trees which

will convey any idea of their mature character.

Even at the present time the cUbris of some fallen Elms of huge

dimensions is being cleared away, and others, including a grand

tree near the Wood JIuseum of the Black ^^•alnut or Butter Nut

The Mocker Nut (Carya tomentosa).

(Juo-lans nigra') have also been removed. Of this handsome

North American tree there are, however, a few others in the

Garden. Of the common "Walnut (J. regia) there are likewise

some huge trees, one near the No. 2 Museum being particularly

fine. We never remember seeing at Kew a full gro-mi tree of

the Grey "Walnut (J. cinerea), though it is the handsomest of the

three species. It is nearly allied to the Black "Walnut, but differs

principally in bearing oblong instead of roundish fruits. The

Hickory trees (Carya) are nearly related to the "SYalnuts, and are

The "Willow Oak (Quercus riiellos).

rig Nut (C. porciua), (he Pecan Nut (C. oli-\-ieformis). Shell-bark
Hickory (C. alba).

Oaks.—The Turkej' Oak (Querns C'erris),near tlie main walk,
will compare favourably as regards size with any in the country.

The Western Cork Oak (Quercus occidentalis).

It fonns a conspicuous object in that part of the Garden, and
affords ample .shade and shelter to visitors under its wide spreading

The Scarlet-fruited Thorn (Crata:gu3 coceinea).

branches. The "SViUow Oak (Q. Pbellos) is represented by a

grand specimen a few yards distant from the Turkey Oak in question,
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and in snnimei' when its briglit green leafage is at its best it

arrests attention. Tliougli tliis is one of the liardiest

and most lapid growing, as well as one of the most distinct

of tlie Amei-icau Oaks, it is but seldom seen in private

gardens, and certainly not so often as it should be.

Near tlie Wood Museum are some tine examples of tlie Champion
Oak of North America (Q. rubra), which in autumn is resplendaut

witli bright, purplish-red, decaying foliage. On tlie same lawn are

some noteworthy specimens of the Fulliam and Lucombe Oaks,

remarkable for their almost evergreen character. One varietj' of

Q.C.'erris named sub-perennis still retains its foliage, though much
disfigured by frosts and snow. A fine tree of the toothed leaved

form of the Holm Oak (Q. Ilex serrata) is worthy of note, while

an unusually large tree of the type may be seen near the Palm
house. The true Cork Oak is represented by only small and com-
paratively young trees, but of the western Cork Oak (Q,. occideu-

talis), a near ally to it, tliere is a noteworthy example near the

Ferneries ; it is a native of Western Enrope and differs principally

from Q. Suber, the true Cork Oak, in the acorns being matured
in the second year ; whereas, in most Oaks they are ripened the

first year.

Close to the western C!ork Oak is an exceptionally fine specimen
of the Scarlet-fruited Thorn (Cratsegus coccinea),one of the largest

we khow of; it is a beautiful species showy with white flowers

in spring and scarlet fruits in autumn. On the same lawn, near

the rockery, is, perhaps, the largest tree in this country of

the Hop Hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia). This specimen
was selected by Loudon to illustrate his " Arboretum,"
and he could not have chosen a better. When covered in spring

with its singular catkins, which strikingly resemble Hops, this tree

is very attractive. A few yards from this tree is a magnificent

specimen of the Japanese Sophora (S. japonica), the branches of

which are so large tliat it lias been found necessary to support

some of the largest of them by means of chains. A similar aged

specimen of False Acacia (Robinia Pseudacacia) is a conspicuous

object near the Temple of the Sun, where it forms a strilciug con-

trast with the Cedars already alluded to. Other trees of lesser note

are the Yellow Wood (Cladrastis tinctoria), the North American
Nettle Tree or Ilackberry (Celtis occidentalis), the Persimmon
(Diospyros virginica). the Sassafras (Laurus Sassafras), Wistaria,

and lied and White Maples.

Conifers.—Of these there are a few remarkably fine examples,
the most interesting beiug an old tree of the Chili Pine (Araucaria
imbricata), one of the first brought to the country, having been
introduced by Archibald jMenzies in 1792. It is still in good
liealth, though denuded of branches half way up the stem. It

frequently bears a good crop of its huge cones, and when laden
with them it has a singular appearance. Near the principal
entrance is a very fine tree of the Corsican Pine (Pinus Ijaricio),

considerably over 100 ft. in height, its huge head of spread-
ing- brandies towering above every tree in its vicinity. On
the same lawn are some other kinds of Pines, such as the
Cluster Stone Pines, of a size sufficient to shoAV its true

character. The other Conifers are not remarkable for size,

with the exception of a fine tree of the Gingko (Salisburia adiauti-

folia) near tlie Ferneries, and the Cedars of Lebanon near the
Temple of the Sun. The latter is an admirable illustration of the
manner in which this stately Ciedar harmonises with ornamental
architecture ; the spreading tabulated branches just overtop
the dome of the Temple, and produce a fine effect. W. G.

Bougainvillea glabra Out-of-doors.—Has any of the
readers of The Gakdem ever tried Bougainvillea glabra out-of-doors ?

" Peregrine " calls attention to this plant, and, owing to the chance
way in which it was first flowered, if I remember rightly, itwas supposed
necessary to starve it in order to flower it. Now, however, it is found
that the plant is simply perpetual- flowering, provided it be kept
growing with abundance of root-room and with heat and space for
its branches. This plant is, however, much more hardy than is gene-
rally supposed; we have carried it over two winters against a wall
in the open air with the occasional covering of a mat, just as used tobe
done in the case of Fuchsia Riccartoni when it was more a favourite
than it now is. The Bougainvillea grew well and flowered late
every summer, the foliage assuming a darker green than when grown
indoors, and the flowers were also of a much darker shade of pinkish-
mauve if such words can describe a colour. Though this is a South
Amerig^n plant, said to Borarjible to the tops of the highest trees in

Trinidad, yet it is stated to be common enough at Gibraltar and up
the Mediterranean. On warm walls in favourable situations in the
south of England it would be sure to do quite well ; where Mande-
villa and Rhynchospermum succeed this Bougainvillea will also

thrive.—Hibernian.

Phenomenal Trees.—In The Gaeden (page 190) mention is

made of a remarkable tree or rather a peculiar association of two
trees in Flanders. There was a few years ago, and probably is still,

acurious specimen at Bicton, in the vicinity of the Hermitage. A large

treeof the common Oak, aboutS ft. or 10ft. from the ground, divided
into several branches, and from the fork sprang a young thriving
Beech, which overtopped the Oak, and grew vigorously the roots
having in all probability found their way through the interior of the
trunk to the soil. Growing from the same place was a Mountain
Ash, apparently quite at home, as it did not only appear to le
thriving, but flowered and fruited freely. The top of this tree,

therefore, was Beech, lower down Beech and Oak, and still farther

down the Mountain Ash stretched out almost horizontally.— Ai.I'Ua.

The Frost and Conifers.—Another terrible year for the
fashionable Conifers. The poor Wellingtonia seems sadly scorched
about London, and in truth it is no great loss, for this much over-

prized tree is one of the poorest in form that we have ever introduced.

'J he young state appears to be the only one in which we can enjoy
it in this countiy, and in that state it is generally a poor object.

And yet people make avenues of this. It is sad to think of the num-
ber of places that have been spoiled by dotting this and other tender
Conifers over the gardens and parks, actually making avenues
across the best part of the grounds of such worthless and untried
trees, as regards the country generally.

Bertaeris repens and the Frost.—One effect of the frost

may be seen in the bronzed appearance of a great many plants of

this Berberis, large masses of which give one the idea of their

being composed wholly of the purple-leaved variety ; wliereas, they
were all seedlings, varying of course greatly in depth of colour, but
now of a uniform purple tint. Many have been more or less injured

by the frost, but in the majority the colour of the leaves only is

affected ; every winter the foliage becomes bronzed, but now it is

much deeper than I have ever before seen it.

—

Alpha,

NEW TUBEROUS BEGONIAS OF 1880.

Dt'iiiNG the fine, warm, and sunny summer and autumn with
which we were favoured last year in the south of Ireland I had
again the pleasure of continuing my culture of the Tuberous Be-
gonias in the open air, and of comparing with the best of the older

\arieties distributed in previous years a considerable number of

the novelties both single and double sent out by the leading Fiench
and Belgian growers during the spring of that year. Of the rela-

tive and respecti\e merits and beauties of sucli of these as seem to

me worthy of notice I send you the following brief notes, jotted

down when each variety was at its best, for the iufoimation of

those of your readers who grow these beautiful plants, and hope
that they may serve as some guide to those about to add to their

collections during the coming spring as to which of the novelties

are best worth getting. With this end in view 1 have puiposely

delayed the publication of these notes fiom the aufuniE, when
they were made, till now, when the principal growers usually issue

their spring catalogues, and when selections had best be made.
Of the twenty-three single-flowered new varieties received, eight

came from M. Van Iloutte, of Ghent, four from M."S'ictor Lemoiue,
of Nancy, four from M. Crousse, of the same town, three from
M. J. B.Deleuil, of Marseilles, two from Messrs.TliibautiV-Keteleer,

of Sceaux, near Paris, and one from M.Fontaine, uf Bouig-la-

lleiue, in the same vicinitj'.

JM. "S^an Iloutte's eight varieties were
—

'

Madame de Grand Ry.—A good solid flower, well shaped, and
of a fine deep shade of scarlet, boine on somewhat pendulous foot

stalks, but unfortunately somewhat delicate in habit and slow in

growth. Perhaps best adapted for pot culture.

Madame Rogek des Genettes.—A somewhat coarse large-foli-

aged upright-growing variety, producing extremely large female

flowers of a fine deep carmine colour. From some cause unknown
to me none of the male blooms of this variety came to perfection

here this season.

Madame Descat.—In the open air this variety was of but inferior

'merit, having only medium-sized flowers of a washy and indistinct

shade of colour, but it improved and cleared out greatly towards the

end of the season, when lilted into a pot for the greenhouse, when the

centre of the flowers became pure white, with pretty rosy edges,
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DocTEUR GoPi'ERT.—A low gi-Qwiug variety much resembling the
same raiser's older variety, P. E. de Puydt, but an improvement on
it in every way, having line stout upright flower-stems and larger
flowers of a rather deeper shade of colour, finer substance, and almost
flat when fully expanded.
Princesse Mestschersky. — A fine vigorous-habited, upright-

growing variety, with large flowers of good shape, both male and
female, borne on stout short foot-stalks, and of a pleasing deep shade
of rose colour. A very free-blooming variety.
AxTONio Makox.—A plant of very dwarf habit of growth, produc-

ing tine large flowers of a deep carmine shade, borne unfortunately
on very pendulous foot-stalks—a great drawback. The male flowers
are often semi-double.
SouvExiR DE WiLsox" Sactx'ders.—An upright-growing Variety,

producing good-sized flowers of rather thin substance of a pleasing
shade of creamy-white, the edges of which are evenly suffused with
clear rose colour. A very pretty and novel variety

;
quite an acqui-

sition to any collection.

^
Artiiuk de Warelles.—A plant of dwarf habit with medium

sized creamy-white flowers of soniowhat thin substance. A variety
of about second-rate merit,

jM. Motor Lemoine's four varieties aro

—

Jeanne d'Arc.—A good pure white inside, the outside of the
petals roseate, of medium size, borne on fine upright foot-stalks. A free
bloomer and of low growing compact habit.
L'Abee Frojiext.—A variety with compact habit of growth,

producing good sized flowers of a fine deep clear yellow inside, the
outsides of the petals slightly tinted with red. Tlie flowers are
borne on stout upright foot-stalks, and the variety is altogether a
great improvement on the same raiser's older variety Eldorado, and
is, I think, the best yellow I have seen.

Meisoxxier.—A variety of but inferior merit, not requiring auy
detailed description.

Lemoixe's Mrs. Laixo.—This variety, sent out as a pure white
single, is like some few other sorts (notably the same raiser's M.
Marcotte) subject to variation, as the tuber grown by me in the open
air jiroduced perfectly double male blooms of the'finest size and
substance and of a delicate pale blush colour, while those grown
under glass at theStanstead Park Nursery produced during their entire
season of bloom pure white and perfectly single flowers. This
variation is very remarkable, as in the case of the variety above
referred to, the same tuber produced single male blooms one
year, and perfectly double the next.

M. Crousse's four varieties were

—

Admiratiox.—An upright growing variety, producing fine well-
shaped blooms of the most brilliant shade of scarlet, somewhat
deficient in substance, but on the whole a most beautiful variety.

Albert Crou.sse.—A really first class variety, of fine erect branch-
ing habit of growth, producing in rich profusion large light red
flowers of the finest form and substance. This variety should be in
every first-rate collection.

Madame la Bauoxxe Saladix I believe to be a very fine variety,
with flowers of the purest white, but the tuber sent me unfortunately
did not grow, and I could only form an opinion of it from blooms
sent me from England in a box by post, whicli, however, reached me
in good condition.

Ixiox.—A somewhat small flowered variety, only interesting from
being of a shade of colour new among Begonias, being a clear bright
amaranth, but otherwise not worth growing.

jMessrs. Thibaut and Keteleer's two varieties were

—

Couxtess of Kixgstox^—A really fine and first-class variety of
good vigorous and branching habit of growth, producing large
flowers of the finest substance and richest shade of deep blood red.
Quite an acquisition to any collection.

Mlss Brtscoe.—An exceedingly free blooming variety of upright
habit of growth producing flowers of medium size and rather
thin substance, with the outer half of the top and bottom petals of
a deep salmon colour and tlie side petals and centre pure white. Very
interesting, as being the first instance of a distinctly marked bicolor
in this family.

^Ir. .T. Laiuji's one variety was

—

Reixe Blaxche.—Almost identical with Lemoine's Jeanne
d'Arc, but with rather smaller flowers of thinner substance. This
variety may improve when grown in a pot under glass, as it docs net
seem of sufficiently robust constitution to bloom well in the open
air.

JI. J. B. A. Deleuil's three varieties were

—

Marquise de Clapiees.— Alow-growing and apparently some-
what weak constitutioned variety, Ijetter suited perhaps for jot
culture, producing medium-sized blooms, on weak pendulous foot-
stalks, of a pale blush white.
Le Boreal unfortunately failed to grow with me.
VicOMTESSE DE Carne.—An upright-growing variety, producing

niediuni-sized blooms of good form and substance, of a light rose
colour inside, the exterior of the top and bottom petals being of a
deep carmine.

M. A. Fontaine's one variety was

—

Floriax.—An upright grower, much resembling the last-named
variety, but with male blooms of finer size and substance.

I can also hig-hly recommend the following- six older varieties
raised and sent out by M. C'rousse, of Nancy, in former years, but
received and bloomed by me this year for the first time, as well
w-orth adding lo anj' collection :—
Trocadero.—A very fine variety, resembling Veitch's Vesuvius in

shade of colour and habit of growth, but in every way superior to
that fine old variety in size and substance of bloom.
Paul Quequigxox.—A variety of upright habit, producing an abun-

dance of flowers of ^ood size and substance of a vivid shade of orange-
scarlet, borne on stout foot-stalks.

Graha:\i Bell.—A variety of vigorous habit and strong upright
growth, producing freely large deep red flowers resembling those of
Fontaine's fine variety Lelia.

Fraxcois de Craex.—A fine vigorous growing variety, producing
blooms larger and somewhat higher coloured tlian those of Van
Houtte's fine old variety Massange de Louvrex.
Atila Hartmaxx.—A robust growing variety of good upright habit,

producing handsome blooms of good size and sul^tance of a shade
similar to Lemoine's fine old variety Rubens.
President Hardy.—An upright growing variety with large well

opened flowers, of a pleasing deep shade of I'osc colour, borne on
stout lateral foot-stalks.

Of the double-flowered varieties that bloomed here this season,
five were from Van Houtte, of Ghent, named Mademoiselle Bertha
Fra-bel, Mademoiselle Henrietta Boutez, Mademoiselle Gabriello
de Nocker, Mademoiselle Valentine de Nocker, and Mademoiselle
Jeanne Pecquereau, of which only the last named is of first-rate

excellence, being cjuite the fullest and most evenly double yellow
Begonia that has yet been sent out. It may be described as a fully
double form of Lemoine's older variety Le Pactole, and, like it unfor-
tunately, bearing its flowers on longweak pendulous foot-stalks, which
rer^nire supporting or tying up to sticks to enable you to see them
properly. The plant is of a free very branching habit of growth,
with large-pointed, deeply-veined foliage of the Pearcei style. The
colour of the inside petals is a clear pale canary yellow, the exterior of
the twomainguard petals beingslightly stained withdullred. Another
variitysentme bythisfirm bymistakeas thethirdof the above-named,
which it afterwards turned out not to be, and is still unnamed,
would if it had not the unfortunate fault sometimes possessed by
these flowers when grown in the open air (which they usually lose

when grown under glass) of dropping its male flowers in a bud
state unopened during the whole of the earlier part of the blooming
season, be a verj' fine variety, as it produces fully double male
blooms of a fine deep shade of carmine, with curiously developed
yellow antheral tips to most of the petals, such as I have never
before noticed on any other double Begonia.
From M. Lemoine, Nancj', came five varieties :—
"William Robixsox.—A low-growing variety, with thick, roundish,

leathery foliage, producing freely on stout upright foot-stalks fully

double male flowers, the outer or guard petals of whiclr are white,
the bunch of inner petals the palest shade of yellow. Lucie Lemoine
is altogether white.

Mada:me Thibaut.—An exceedingly free growing and profuse
blooming variety of low branching habit of growth, covering itself

with medium sized blooms of a clear pale sulphur yellow when grown
in the open air (but coming white when grown under glass), the
males of which are rather more than semi-double. An exceedingly
pretty variety.

Moxs. Varroy. — An exceedingly beautiful variety of low-
growing habit, and producing, unfortunately on somewhat weak and
pendulous foot-stalks, fine large pale red blooms, the males of which
are fully double and somewhat resemble in shape those of the same
raiser's older varieties, Emile Lemoine and Pantheon, on both of
which it is a decided improvement. Mon. Bouchet, of Billan-

court, sent two varieties.

Berexice.—A fine upright growing kind of free-branching habit
of growth, with exceedingly double and beautifully fringed male
flowers of a fine carmine shade, somewhat resembling those of the
same raiser's last j'ear's variety, Duchesse de Cambaccres, but more
evenly double and less coarse.

Esther.—A fine free-growing branching habited variety with
large semi-double male blooms of a very pleasing shade of deep lake.

Belgrove, Quecnstotm, Co. Cork, Ireland. W. E. Gumbletox.

The Best Form of Garden Account Eook.—Will any of

your readers kindly tell me of the best form of garden account book
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I mean the book for recording and checking the various flowers,

fruits, and vegetables supplied from the garden, and their value.

—

J. H.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Flower Garden.—The earth being once more free from frost

and snow, beds containing Violets, Arabis, Alysaum, and Myosotis

will require regulating, pegging, and top-dressing to fix the plants

firmly in their places. Where this kind of bedding is well done, a

large stock of store plants is needed for making good all losses, and as

these will have been protected from frost, no time must be lost in re-

plenishing the beds and making all neat by dressing up the edgings

preparatory to sweeping and rolling the grass and gravel. In many
places it is to be feared that whole beds of Myosotis will have been

ruined for the season, and as one gap destroys the beauty of the

arrangement, few subjects offer so many shades of colour and are

better adapted for filling up with than the improved forms of Viola.

Take advantage of a dry day for looking over the beds of Pink and
Carnations, press them firmly into the ground, remove weeds and
damaged leaves and top-dress with fresh loam, leaf-mould, and sand.

Complete the planting of Ranunculus and Anemones. Pot Tigridias

and early flowering Gladiolus six or eight in 6-in. pots, place them
in a cold frame, and cover with leaf-mould or spent tan until the pots
are well filled -n'ith roots. Proceed with the re-arrangement of

.Phloxes, Pyrethrums, Larkspurs, and all popular hardy plants which
are usually grown for cutting purposes ; mulch with good rotten
manure. Set traps for slugs, and afterwards dust about the stools

with a mixture of quick-lime and soot. Where the propagation of

tender plants for the summer display has been deferred until the full

complement of cuttings can be taken at once, much time and trouble
will have been saved. Moreover, strong healthy cuttings struck
early in March and grown on without a cheek always make the best
plants for turning out in May. Take cuttings, and last of all split up
the roots of Dahlias, blue Salvias, and herbaceous Lobelias

; pot
singly and give them a little bottom heat. The single Dahlias
Paragon, coccinea, and lutea should be grown in quantity. The
first, a tall-growing variety, does best when pegged down. Variegated
Geraniums cut back in January, also autumn-struck cuttings wintered
ia boxes, may be potted and placed near the glass in a warm house.
A newly started Vinery will be found an excellent place for them,
Mentha and Sedum lydium may be increased to any extent by constant
division of the tufts. In damp or confined gardens the Sedum
answers better than the Jlint, and is less liable to perish in the
autumn.

Pleasure G-rounds.—In many places where formality is

tolerated, the periodical trimming of evergreens is taken in hand
about this time, but after so severe an onslaught, 4° below zero

at this place, this work will be better left in abeyance until the
March winds show the extent of the damage sustained, and then a
sparing use of the knife will leave hardy shrubs in the most pleasing
form to the eye of taste and refinement. Where the re-arrangement
of the shrubbery was left incomplete in the autumn, April will be
the best time for lifting and regulating evergreens, but the trans-

planting and pruning of deciduous trees should be brought to a close

before the end of this month. Eoses will hardly come under this

head ; and as many of the Hybrid Perpetuals, and perhaps all the
Teas, have been more or less damaged, pruning must stand over
until the sap begins to rise, v.'hea fortunate will be the owner of a
good collection of plants on their own roots.

Plant Houses.—For early autumn flowering,'Begonias, Gloxi-
nias, and Cyclamens should be pricked off and kept in heat as soon
as they can be handled. Euphorbias, Luculias, and plants of this

kind which grow so well through the summer months in an inter-

mediate and somewhat shady pit will require potting on in light

peaty soil when rooted. A few Poinsettias may be cut down for
giving young growths, and the ripe wood, if wanted, may be cut into
eyes for propagation. Two popular plants, the Gardenia and
Eucharis, which are subject to the attacks of many insects, should be
thoroughly cleansed before the flowers become too far advanced.
The power of paraffin and the mode of applying it being so well
understood, we have only to advise caution. If seeds of a good strain
of Cineraria can be obtained, a sowing made at the end of this month
will give fine plants for flowering early in the winter. Suckers from
good named kinds, although less free than seedlings, are also worthy
of attention, as space and labour devoted to plants of good quality
never end in disappointment. Cuttings of Chrysanthemums when
rooted should be potted on before they become cramped. For cutting,
decided colours are most appreciated, and the improved forms of the
Japanese section are always acceptable. Take cuttings of Bouvardias
as they can be got from cut-back plants. Shake out the latter,

repot, and keep them near the glass in a close pit. Prune Camelljaa

int? shape that have flowered, and repot, or reduce and repot, in

goodcompost, consisting of light, turfy loam, peat, charcoal, andsilver
sand. Syringe daily, and keep in a warm house. Stop Fuchsias
and Pelargoniums for late flowering. Keep them close to the glass

;

pot and tie out as they require it. Early plants set with bloom will

take good supplies of clear liquid manure.

Cold Frames.—After so much close conflnement through the
frost, the many interesting plants in these structures will require a
general turn over to free them from decaying leaves and weeds.
Stir the surface soil, and shift plants that are likely to suffer from
confinement in very small pots, using good drainage, light rich
soil, which make very firm, and avoid over-potting. Primulas Au-
riculas, Pinks, Carnations, Phloxes, and Hollyhocks come under the
above treatment. Keep rather close, and water sparingly for a
little time after potting; gradually inure to free ventilation, and
throw ofl^ the lights for a few hours on fine days when re-established.

Put in cuttings of Tree Carnations ; side shoots strike freely in a
close frame with a little bottom heat. Phloxes, Pentstemons, and
Hollyhocks may be propagated as cuttings can be obtained. Place
them singly in small pots, and keep close until rooted.

Vines.—With all the houses, the latest excepted, at work, the
Grape grower has a busy time before him, and he will do well to

keep every operation well in hand, as delay in stopping the shoots or

thinning the bunches is sure to tell upon the crop when passing
through the finishing stage. In the early house guard against over-

cropping; choose compact, medium-sized bunches, and thin freely or

otherwise according to the kind and size to which the bunches
usually swell. Lay in as many growths from the first stopping as

will produce an even canopy of fully exposed foliage, and keep the

sap in motion by training the leaders down the back walls without
stopping them until the fruit is stoned. Succession houses, contain-

ing mixed kinds, will require a repetition of the treatment recom-
mended for the early crop until the buds are fairly on the move, when
the rapidly increasing amount of light and the invigorating influence

of approaching spring will justify a corresponding increase in the
temperature night and day. Look well to the shy-setting kinds, and
see that failure does not follow neglected fertilisation, as some of our
finest Grapes are worthless where this effective operation is over-

looked. For artificial impregnation the pollen of the Hamburgh is

best, and as it may be kept for some time in a thoroughly dry, warm
place, a supply should be secured for the Muscats when in flower.

Late Houses.—To have the Grapes in these really good and
capable of keeping fresh and plump until late in the following

spring, they should be quite ripe by the end of September or early

in October, and the most economical way to success is the early

application of gentle fire-heat, aided by the introduction of fer-

menting material, in preference to trusting to our uncertain summers
and having to fire in the autumn, when jubilant spider will assist

the ripening of the foliage in advance of the fruit. Lady Downes,
Mrs. Pince's Muscat, Charlesworth Tokay, Black Morocco, and
we may now safely add Alnwick Seedling, enjoy and are so much
improved by being grown in a temperature a few degrees higher than
is needed for Hamburghs, that we cannot refrain from advising all

who have been hitherto dissatisfied with the quality of any of these

Grapes to take time by the forelock, economise their coal bills, and
set unfavourable seasons at defiance.

Pot Vines carrying full crops of fruit will take liberal supplies

of warm liquid of a thoroughly stimulating nature. If permanently
placed on pedestals of dry bricks, surrounded by fermenting material,

the roots will descend the dark, warm crevices, and be nourished by
the ammonia. The foliage, which should cover the trellis, will remain
stout and insect-proof, and the fruit will attain the finest size and
quality. Pot cut-back Vines as they require it, replunge in bottom
heat, syringe well, and give sufficient fire-heat to admit of moderate
ventilation.

Orchard House.—When tie fruit on Peaches and Nectarines
is well set, the disbudding of the trees, and, in many cases, the

shortening back of the shoots where left their full length, may be
proceeded with. It is not a good plan to remove many of the

young growths at one time ; but by rubbing oif a few, and stopping

others, the sap may be forced into the weak growths near the bottoms
of the trees. If well fumigated before the trees come into flower,

it is possible they may be free from aphis, but the curled and
crumpled appearance of the young leaves and decaying flowers soon
reveal its presence, and I know nothing more tantalising than an
outbreak of fly before it is safe to fumigate. Where this state of

things does exist, the first smoking should be sufficient to stupefy the

insects, and careful syringing the following morning will soon

remove them. Watering, at all times the most important operation

in pot culture, must have unceasing attention, and the daily

syringing and damping must not be neglected. Always use the

water a few degrees warmer than the house, and in sufficient
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quantity to moisten every part of the soil. The temperature may
range from 55° to 58° at night to 60° to G5° by day, or more with
sun-heat and ventilation ; but forcing must be regulated by the

weather, and the temperatures liy night and day must rise and fall

with that of the external air.—W. Coleman.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
SCRAPING VINES.

The injurious elfects that this practice has, when carried further
than removing such of the outer bark as is loose, have often been
urged, but it is so difficult to unlearn that, despite all which has been
said against such barbarous treatment, it still is followed by not a few
cultivators. The fact that Vines which have from the first been sub-

jected to annual scraping never increase in thickness as others not
so treated do, might have been supposed to be enough in itself to

condemn the practice
; yet such is far from being the case. Only

last year I saw one of the worst instances of permanent injury that
has ever come under my observation : it was at a place where there

are four lir^je Vineries, planted about eight years since, the whole in

as good, he ilthy condition and as strong as Vines could be. A young
hand obtained charge of themduringthelatterpart of the summer, and
in due coarse they were pruned and the scraping commenced. Two out
of the four houses had been got through, and so much of the old bark
scraped away that the live bark was perceptible in little patches over
a considerable portion of the Vines, which were then dressed over
with the usual clay, soot, and sulphur paint. At this juncture a

friend suggested that it would be better to dress the remainder with-
out scraping, and it wa» well that the advice was followed, for those
that had been operated upon were so much injured that in some
jilaces two or three spurs together never broke at all, and the eyes
that did push were very weak, tlie crop collectively not being more
than half of what it should have been.
The case was one of the many that happen of going too far in the

endeavour to get rid of a harbour for red spider, but wliich I think is so

far a mistake that I never could see any difference the year following
in the appearance of the pest on Vines, which I purposely subjected
to a removal of some of their outer bark before dressing, and others
that were dressed without the bark being touched. This scraping pro-
cess has been long enough condemned Ijy the generality of Grape
growers of repute ; still, there are numbers of gardeners who still

adhere to it under the impression that they will be less troubled with
insects the ensuing year, but even when theA'iues were afi'ected witli

mealy-bug I have got rid of it with careful dressing without any re-

moval of the bark, except that which was in loose strings. And the
sooner the ability to cope with this worst of insect pests without
interference with the covering which Xature intended as a protection,

even after it had lost its vitality, is realised, the better it will be for

Grape growing. T. B,

Wrong-ly-planned Fruit Houses.—I just wish to say, in

reference to this matter, that Mr. Prior (p. ISO) seems to have for-

gotten the original purport of this discussion. The dispute was not
as to whether his Peach trees would produce fruit or wood which
he might call "good," but related to the comparative merits of the
cross-trellis system ; and Mr. Prior has certainly failed to prove by his
examples of wood, which were bad, that his Peach houses are well
adapted to their purpose ; and I imagine those who support his

views \vould place themselves in a similar position if they would be
as candid as he has been. It is a pernicious doctrine that teaches
that it is not necessary for Peach shoots to be strong, brown, and
hard in order to produce good fruit. —J. S. W.
Protecting Wall Trees.—The season for applying proteoLion

to Peaches and Nectarines and other early-flowering wall trees being
close at hand, I can strongly recommend an excellent material made
ot Porthleven, in Cornwall. It is S ft. 4 in. in width, and of any
length the purchaser may require. It is extremely strong, and
being a close-meshed woollen material, keeps off a good deal of frost;

and it is equally etTective in keeping wasps or flies from the fruit in

autumn. For houses, too, I find it excellent, either against excessive
sunshine or cold. But its especial value now is to protect the tender
blossoms of fruit trees from spring frosts, and the way in which we
use it is to make a temporary framework over the trees, reaching
from the ground to the coping boards to which the netting is nailed.
It may be left ou for several days if the weather is frosty, but being
of width sufficient to protect almost any walls in one piece, it gives
but little trouble to lix it or take it off. It is made of various
qualities, from Is. to '2s. 6d. per yard ; but I find the medium. No.
3, at Is. 2d. per yard, a most useful article, and not only one of the
cheapest, but, as I have said, the most efficient shadings <iad protec-
tors I have yet met with.—G,

The Parnell Peach.—The name of Parnell, aa,yst}ie Gardeners'
Chronicle, at the present time is not universally associated with
agreeable ideas, but there is a Peach, it seems, bearing the name
which is described to us as a " mighty good Peach." It was raised,

we learn, in Alabama by a son of the Irish M.P.. and the name
originally proposed for the fruit was "Home Rule." Many people
will think tliey have heard enough of Parnell ; but that will not
prevent the Peach which bears his name from obtaining an appreciable
reception at home or abroad. [We were not before aware that Mr.
Parnell, the Irish il.P., was the happy father of a son or indeed,
that he was even a Benedict.

—

Gardsnera' Record.

Grafting and Bearing.—The editor of the Prairie Farmer
says that he has grafted thousands of trees with scions cut from
bearing trees, and other thousands witli grafts out from young
nursery trees, and that when planted in orchards there was no
difference in bearing, or in any other way. This is in accordance
with strict theory, for the character of a variety is not to be changed
by growing a few years longer on one tree than on another.

Fruit Trees in Bohemia.—According to recently published
statistics, the number of fruit trees in Bohemia of all sorts, but
chiefly Apples, appears to be 14,000,000. Of these 10,000,000 are in

gardens, 1,600,000 in waste lands, and about 2,000,000 on the sides

of the public roads. The number of young trees annually planted
is about 1,500,000. Between 6000 and 7000 miles of road are
planted with fruit trees, mostly of tlie best sorts, and the revenue
therefrom is very large. The fruit is largely exported to the north-
of Germany and Russia.

—

Journal of Applied Science. -

LATE N0TE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Paa B33tle.—./. U.—Yj-xr Ain^i-icxn WoiiUr Peas an attaclccl hi/ a
small beetle (Bnichu:i pisi). The specimens in the Peas Jorwarded were dead

;

if yoii /imu any alive destroy them at once. The beetles are in themselves
harmless, but tliey lay their eygs iu the Peas, tlie grubs from which spoil and
undergo their transformations within tlie Pea. 1/ an/ of your Peas have a spot on
them rather less opaque in colour than the rest of the Pea destroy them, as they
are certain to contain these insects.—G. S. S.

Primulas.— P. Davidson.—The flow.rs you seni represent a very fine s'.rain
IP '11 ir.,r!h pirpctuatinf. From thirtit to.forty blooms on plants in ij in, pots
are inleed, ai you jus'ly o^jseroe, good results.

Laburnum Seeds —Su'>.~They will in all probability 2n-oduce plants with
jlowcrs like the common Laburnum.
Angraesum.—I'/io-e is a chapter on raising seedling Orchids in IVilliams'

book.

Quilled Asters.—P. 0. O.—Mr. Betteridge, Chipping Norton.

Nanies of Plants.— ^1. /iT,-Asparagus virgatus (B.iker), figured hi Saunders'
"Keiugium." It". B. /i.—Azalea, oue out of many forms of Liudley's Azalea
anii-cna. ir, J/, .1.— Fuchsia procumbeus. Jj.—Next week.

Eenovating Grass.-How can I set Grass to grow well ? I have a plot at
both back and front of my house, and I have sown seed four or five times. It. jg
now green, but all weeds or Scutch Grass. The ground is very poor. Should it

be manured ? must it be again dug up ? and what is the Ijest seed to sow ? I
want it tine and thick, Iiut dread digging it up again. I should be e.xfremely
obliged for any information anyone could give me on the subject,—F. C, M.
Violets,—Will any readers of THE GARDEN kindly give me some hints as to (he

growing of these. I should like to know what are tlie best kinds for frames, and
what is the proper time for planting them, so that they may blossom in the
autumn and winter. Also the proper time for removing the runners of those
grown in tlie open air. What soil and position suits them best ?— L,

Eacharis amazonioa.—I have had a plant of this for over a year, which I
have failed in getting to blossom. It was kept in a stove house, and then
removed for some time to a cool Vinery, during which time it (xot comparativelv
little water. On being returned to the stove I expected it would have blossomed,
but such was not the case. I shall lie glad if anyone can explain the reason ot
my failure.—L,

Ligliting Conssrvatories.—Is there any method ot lighting a small
lean-to conservatory with gas without damaging the plants? I am oliliged to
put my lamps outside, aud in rough windy nights am forced to leave them un-
lightsd, or see the fliiui dart up to the edje of the chimney glass,—An Old
.SUBSCRIBEK.

Propagating Conifers,-What is the best way to propigaHe such Oinifer.To

as variegated F^etinosporas, Thuja', Cuoressus, .Junipers, Wellingtonias, and
Yews? If by cuttings, wheu should they be taken and how treated ? and if by
grafting, in what book will I learn most fully how to proceed ? How long approxi-
mately would cuttings take to make plants lit for winter decoration?—C. K.

Blood Dressing for Vine^ —How should I apply this to a liorder of
several years standing? In oue house the Vines will lie iu llower in a few d.ays.

In the second they are just breakiug. Please state the best time to apply the
dressing anil the best way,—COSSTAST READER.

Mai'ket Gardening, —Can anyone give me an idea as to what income oiuld
1)3 procured yearly from five acres of land as market garden,? The soil is deep
loam on limestone.—A Beginner.

Violets in Pots,—I wish to have some pots of Violets next year, Hosv
should I obtain them ? Would putting pots under the runners from old plants
and so striking them answer? and if so, how should I proceed. -H. .J, AA'.

Chrysanthemums.—To have these in flower in Xovcniber, when should I

pinch for the last time?—A SUBSCRIBER.

GraooMrs. Pear3on,—C.ni any reader of the Gardes inform me if this

white Grape is a free setter and good bearer, and if it sh luld be planted in tlie

early or the late vinery ?— S.

Mould and Inseots —Kindly st ite the plants yoa are gviwiuj in the pans
witliout wliich o.u answer camiot well hs giveu,
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" This Is an Art
Wliicli does nieml Nature : change it rather : but
The Art itself is SAXiiR'E."—ahakespeare.

VIOLETS THE YEAR ROUND.
Iif reply to "L." (p. 220) allow me to say that the best sorts of

Violets" for frames are the Neapolitan, a pale lavender deliciously

scented variety, and Marie Louise, a dark lavender ;
but the double

dark blues and single blues, such as the Czar, flower all the better

for the protection of a frame in midwinter if such can be spared

for them. They all flower best treated as follows : In April take

off sturdy side shoots with single crowns and plant them in lines

I ft. apart each way on tolerably stiff soil, if possible, in a position

shaded from the mid-day sun. Keep them moist by copious water-

ings and syringings in hot weather, and as the runners appear cut

them off close with a pair of scissors. They will make fine sturdy

clumps by the end of September when they must be carefully

lifted with good balls of earth and replanted in frames fully ex-

posed to the sun by raising them well up at the back. Ventilate

freely, and cover securely from frost, and you will have no cause

to complain as to results. I may mention that the Neapolitan is

a tender Violet and useless for out-door cultui'e ;
]Marie Louise is,

I believe, much hardier. .1 . G.

For Frame "Work, few Violets so well repay any trouble

taken with them as the double Neapolitan. Early in April I

select good strong healthy stools from plants in our earliest frames
that have, of course, done flowering, bring them to the potting

bench, and divide them into single crowns after shaking all earth

from them, taking care, if possible, that each crown is left witli

some portion of the old roots attached to it. After having selected

the strongest, and having enough and to spare for filling a frame
when planted out, I put into ^J-in. pots a single crown in a light,

rich compost of loam, well rotted liotbed manure, a very little

leaf-soil, and a good sprinkling of sand. After potting all get a

good soaking of water, and then they are placed in a cold frame
on ashes sufficiently thick to bring the plants up near the glass

;

they are kept close for a few days and shaded, and when started

into growtli they are given plenty of air. When well established

they are plunged in the ashes, and get attention as to watering
and removal of all runners that may make their appearance.
As the season advances the lights are altogether removed, and
also the frame, if required for other purposes. In June I get

ready the frame from which tlie earliest flowers are to be gathered,
and in this the}' are planted out. Such frames are prepared thus

:

I excavate a pit, say 2^ ft. deep, the size of tlie frame, whether it

consists of two, three, or four lights. In each corner I place good
strong, rough Oak posts, and lay on these a strong piece of sawn
Oak (or other timber, but Oak is best) 7 in. wide by 2^ in. thick

;

this is made level from post to post, allowing a fall of 2 in. from
the back posts to those in the front. Then between the corner
posts I put intermediate ones afterwards, so as to strengthen the
skeleton frame, on which I place the frames or frame in which the
plants are to be planted. The next thing I do is to have pieces

of wood (Oak is best, or, in absence of Oak, any other good timber)
either sawn 2i in. square, or round and straight, as they come from
the wood. These I saw to the width of the frame crossways,and rest

them on the wall plate described on which the frame is set. I keep
these cross pieces 1 in. apart, and after I have got them into
position I place about ." in. of clinkers or brick rubble over them
for drainage, some half rotted, longish, hot-bed manure broken
up, and over that a layer" of half rotted hot-bed manure, mixed
before using it witli a good sprinkling of coarse sand and pebbles.
I then put in about in. in depth of the following mixture, viz.: good
soundfresh loam andmanm'e three years old, a very little leaf soil and
plentyof sand, a rich mixture, filling up to within ."in. or 4 in. of
the glass. This I allow to lie and settle for a few days, putting
on the lights to get it warmed. I then select my plants, that are
in the 'j-in. pots, and plant tlie strongest out at from 8 in. to 9 in.

apart every way. On these I place the lights and keep them
shaded, giving a little air during the daytime. I water copiously
when they require it. When they get established and are glowing
freely the lights are left off day and night, all runners are removed,

and nothing more i.s needed till September, wlicn three .vldes (the

front and the two ends) are closely boarded and nailed to the posts.

For the back one can eitlier]have two-half shutters or a whole one,

wlilch is portable. Having prepared a heap of stable manure well

fermented, turned and' sweet, I put this under the frame,

making it firm with a heavy stick or rammer, till all is filled up.

Then I replace the back shutter or shutters to. confine all heat

inside, apply the lights, and tilt according to the state of the

weather. I now give anything required in the way of weak liquid

manure, and in a short time every plant bristles ^ylth glorious

Inids. I always keep a heap of stable manure fermenting to replace

that under the frame which in time gets exhausted. In Novem-

ber, December, and .Tauuary there will be gathering after gather-

ing of the most glorious flowers, which, if all succeeds as it ought

to do, will be nearly as large as a two-shilling piece.

For Later Flowers, set a frame on a bed of ashes and,

bottom it with any roiigji material at hand, filling up as before

advised, and with the same compost, to within .'J in. or 4 in. of the

glass. Let all settle for a few days ;
then select plants from pots

and plant as already described, paying attention to the giving of air

and water and the removal of all runners. From these, occasional

pickings can be had, when the weather is mild, in February and

through March, andup to the end of April they will be loaded with

bloom. I make two pottlugs of crowns, if possible both lu April,

and when all the frames are planted, from those remaining In the

pots I select 2 or •'> doz., which are shifted into 0-in. pots, set in a,

frame till started, and then plunged out of the frame into ashes.

If the autumn becomes very wet, as it generally does here, they

are again put into the frame and set on shelves in glass houses in

October. These we find very useful for vases.

Fori Open Borders 1 use chiefly the Czar, and sometimes I

put out a few Neapolitans. My plan with out door plants is as

follows : After blooming is over in the end of JMarch or tlie liegin-

ino- of April, I take up selected stools, which are treated as already

described, by dividing them into single strong crowns, leaving as

much root attached to each as I can. These are then planted in

a border or borders in which vegetables ha-\e been grown and

for which manure has, been plentifully dug in. They are planted

in lines across the border, 18 in. apart and in. asunder

in the line. I do not dig the border over and then

plant with a trowel ; my plan is to make an opening

at one end, which is harrowed "to the other end ;
Itlien dig and turn

the soil forward till 18 in. have been dug ;
then I apply the Hue and

cut a deep notch, against which I place the young plants, planting

low in order that the crown or heart may be on a level with the

top of the border when finished. In this notch I place any

material at hand, such as clearings of the potting shed, old Cucum-

ber soil, burnt ashes (I burn all weeds), some coal ashes—in fact,

anything that I think will prove useful for the purpose. This is

kept in a wheelbarrow at the side of the border and used as the

plants are laid in. I then dig to tlie proper width between the

lines and again cut a notch for the plants and so on till all are

planted. I pot off or put into a nurse bed a few plants such a.s

those lined out for lifting to replace any that may by accident die ;

but this seldom occurs ; I remove all runners as they appear, and

Neapolitans receive the same treatment as the Czars. I begin

picking flowers in the first week of September at the rate of forty

bunches a week up till November, when they get scarce, but

they fournish pickings—say eight and nine bunches weekly

—

np 'to March, when I have "picked 180 bunches in one day, and

still leave plenty of flowers. All who have seen my Violet flowers

and who get them say they never saw larger blooms. Neapolitans

yield good pickings up to June. J. Laidley.

Bessborouf/h, Ireland.

Violets in Pots.—To grow '\'lolets in pots successfully requires

no small amount of care and attention, but when well done they

well repay any extra pains that may have been taken with them.

I have foimd the following plan to not only give me the finest

blooms, but the best succession. Procure in May some young

plants, runners of the previous year, plant as many as you require

in potson a sunny sheltered piece of ground, well prepared and with

;i in. or 4 in. of leaf soil worked in the surface ;
the plants should

be 18 in. apart all wavs ; they will require attention as regards

water, and should be syringed every evening in hot dry weather.

"\Mien they become established in their new quarters, they will

throw out" a number of runners, which should be thinned out to

five on each plant, leaving the strongest : these should be pegged
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equidistantly round tlifi parent plant, and all attempts to pash
fresh runners should be immediately stopped. The soil should
b J occasionally stirred and freed of weeds, which will result in

having by the middle of September fine healthy plants. They
should then be potted up in Oi-in. or 8-in. pots, usuing equal
portions of peat and leaf soil, and placing the rooted runners un-
detached in a position similar to that which they occupied in the
bed. Place the pots in a partially shady situation until they get
over the shift. By the middle of October, or as soon as sutficieut

leaves can be collected, make up a bed for them, and place a one, two,
or three-lijht frame upon it, plunging the pots within 6 in. of the

glass. Tills plan will not fail to give a succession of flue

blooms from November to the following April. The frame
should be well matted up in frosty weather. J. Hopkins.

— " L.'s" enquiry " how to cultivate and when to plant in frames
so as to gather in autumn and winter," shows that though a good
deal has been written about Violets in The Garden, there are
still readers who want to Iciiow more about them. Nor is this to

be wondered at,for what flowers are so sweet or so full of sentiment
as the Violet ? They are also everybody's flower, and everybody
may grow them. " L." asks about soil and position. Violets are
not at all particular about soil. A light, rich loam suits them best,

probably, but any fair kitchen garden soil suits them well, and an
eastern or western border in the kitchen garden is the best site

on which to grow ^^iolets for forcing. For flowering late in the
season a north border is the best. The finest Violets 1 have ever
had or seen have been grown on such borders in the kitchen
garden. Violets may follow Peas, Lettuces, Cauliflowers, or such
crops.

_^
It would not be wise to succeed Onions, Leeks, nor Sliallots

with "V iolet.s, as following on the heels of such crops would pro-
bably lessen or mar their fragrance. Tlie land should be
in good plight, as it is not good practicB to manure for "N'iolets.

As to the time to take and plant runners, the earlier the better.

There is no exception to this advice. Hence those who force or
fo.ster Violets in frames obtain their runners from the plants
grown under glass. This gives them a start of a month or two
over those who grow Violets only in the open. The I'unners may
either be allowed to root on the old plants, or removed and placed
in sandy soil in close frames. The simplest and, on the whole, the
best plan is to top-dress the old plants when the runners are
about half grown with 1 in. or 2 in. of light soil, say half rotten
leaf-mould and sand. They will root as if by niagic in such
tempting material. As soon as rooted they should be planted out in
rows 1 ft. apart, and G in. or 9 in. from plant to plant. " L." asks
the proper time to remove runners from Violets grown in the
open air—let us say runners from old plants. In regard to
runners, not a vestige of one should be allowed to grow on the
young plants. Such Violets as the Neapolitan and Marie Louise
have a wonderful tendency to develop into a tuft of runners
rather than concentrate their forces into one crown. This ten-
dency must be rigorously clieelied if a crop of flowers is to be
gathered in the autumn or winter. This rigorous suppression of
runners through the summer, the keeping of the plants free of
weeds and sufliciently moist in dry weather is all the culture they
need throughout the summer. On no account should "N'iolets be
allowed to flag or suffer from lack of water. This causes them to
lose strength and to produce a double crop of red spider and thrips—absolute ruin to Violets. Put the question of the removal
of runners may refer to old plants ; if so, it shows that
'•' L." has not yet learned the rudiments of true Violet culture.
This may be described in a nutshell—the destruction of all the
old plants and the rearing of a fresh crop from runners annually;
therefore as soon, or rather before the Violets have finished floAveV-
ing, proceed to root, and remove the layers exactlv as already
described for frame plants. When a sufficient stock of" runners are
secured, destroy or rather plant in the shrubberies, woods, hedge-
rows, or roadsides all the old Violets. With a slight dressing^of
manure orfresh soildug into the old Violetbank or border, the new
runners may be planted on it again and again with equal success,
though of course the Violets may do even better in fresh quarters.
A change of site is, however, by no means iudispen.sable, though a
renewal is, to the highest success in Violet growing. Beturning
again to " L.'s " question, October is about the best month for
the removal of the compact %'iolet plants, with fat plump crowns
full of embryo blossoms, from the open air to frames. The frame
may be filled with early fallen leaves trodden firmly down to yield
a gentle heat without risk of heating too fast, or sinking too" far.

On these from 4 in. to in. of light loam and leaf mould should

be placed, llemove the Violets from the outside border with a

spade or a trowel, keeping the balls of roots and earth intact.

Plant them firmly in the loam, with their tufts of leaves almost,

butnotquitetouchingeach other. Those who have ample space plant

Violetsso thatthey can surround each plautwith a dry bed of sand or

charcoal dust to prevent damp—agreat enemy to Vio'lets inframes in

November. But with care plantsmay be placed'pretty closely together,

as they will grow no more until they have flowered. The frame
should face south, and the bank of Violets have a sharp inclination

iu the same direction. This enables them to catch every ray of

the winter sun, the most potent power after all in opening the

Violets already existing in embryo in the well filled crowns. Water
the plants home, and give no more water unless they really become
dry. As a rule the earlier crops of A'iolets will need no more
water. The damp earth will keep them sufficiently moist, and
the moisture of the soil should be prevented from escaping into

the air by a dry mulch of Cocoa-fibre refuse, coal ashes,

tan, or .some such slow conductor. Give all the air possible and
draw the lights off at every favourable change in the weather
when the thermometer exceeds 4o'^. But on no account allow rain

or dews to fall upon the Violets during the winter months. In

frosty weather cover the frame carefully with mats, using double

mats with a straw lining between them when the frost is severe.

A little air should also be left on the frame to prevent any accu-

mulation of damp or a stagnant atmosphere. A small snap under
the light is the best for giving the needful amount of air. As to

varieties, 1 know of none .superior to the old Neapolitan, Marie
Louise, the double Russian, and the Victoria Regina. The Czar
is not equal to the latter, and its leaves are too large and too

long for frames. D. T. Fish.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

There is a chnnning sketch by John Leech of " the only

parties who enjoyed the rain''—two young lovers, manifestly
" engaged," in the rumble of a carriage, under a huge um-
brella. Mr. Groom sends me from Linton some pretty posies

of the onlj' flowers which eiijojod the snowstorm—Snowdrops
and Aconites ; and I would venture to suggest to those

readers of The Garden who might beautify many a vacant;

space on banks and borders in shrubberies, plantations, and
elsewhere with these hardy blossoms, that they should act

upon the wise hint which the donor sends with his gift :
" If

we are to get that full enjoyment from our gardens which we
might and ought to have, we must give more attention to

plants like these, which can not only live, but thrive and
flourish in our ever changing climate." What a change

might be made, and at how small a cost, from gloom to

brightness, starved nakedness to warm and cheerful raiments,

to cloth of silver and gold by introducing here and there a

few hundreds of these winter flowers !

*

The same post wliich brings me these hardy flowers from
Kent brings me testimony from the other end of England,

from the bleak coast of Durham, where "the wind blowing in

from the sea " cuts like a rasor, as to the happy resurrection

of other precious, but too much neglected plants. In that

part of the county palatine, anciently called Werewickshire,

the winter has been more protracted and severe than either

of its predecessors, and the poor birds have been so destitute

of food that even a woodcock came to the feeding place, the

soup kitchen, instituted and supplied by the children of my
correspondent, and might have been captured almost any
morning. Nevertheless, he writes, a pleasant surprise

awaited me when the gradual thaw had partial!}' cleared

away the greater part of our drifted snow. Several of our

Primroses were in flower under the snow, and there they were

like real gems when their cotton wool packing was taken oft"

them. Again, he tells me of another pleasant sight, which
I respectfully, but earnestly commend to the consideration of
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ray clerical brothers, and whicli he saw whea attending the

burial of a relative in the grave-ground of the old church of

Chester-le Street — an immense clump of Christinas Roses

jieeping through the half melted snow—beautiful emblems

ibr the mourner's comfort of an everlasting spring.

«

And when shall we have, from the same iioblo, unselfisli,

missionary love, which founded the Kyrlo Society, which

instituted the exhibitions of window plants, and which rejoices

to impart to others its happiness in the beautiful, an organ-

ised attempt to clothe the waste places of the land, to give the

garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness 1 It should begin

with the gardens of the poor, not discouraged by failures, of

which I know something from experience; not discouraged like

those kind Europeans, who, having made and furnished a house

for some savages, returned to find them, living very liappd}',

outside of it, round a bonlire of chairs and tables ; but in the

sure confidence that some would appreciate and turn such

bounty to account. It should distribute the best kinds of

fruit-trees and vegetables, supplied with these on the liberal

terms Avhicli our nurserymen and seedsmen liavi alwaj's

offered for such benevolent endeavours. It should offer trees

and flowers for churchyards and cemeteries. It should en-

courage those "brethren" on the rail, who not only make their

homes brighter for themselves, but bring out the heads of

travellers from the train, wearing a happy smile of refreshment.

Even to read " Orpina;ton," largely traced in the white flints

of Kent upon the brown earth by the station, excites our interest

and relievos our monotony ; how much ]iretticr it would be in

flowers ! How much prettier still a garden always with some-

thing bright for every season 1 Prizes might hi awarded
yearly for the most pleasing specimens of horticulture along

the different lines. The embankments might be ornamented
or utilised by trees, shrubs, flowers, or fruits. The idea may
not be new, but the reality would be, and if the egg is good
it should be incubated and hatched into life. Of coursp, there

would be refusals, opposition, peculation, damage, but a few
successes would be ample recompense.

A travefler on a dusty road strewed acorns on the lea,

And when he'd gone one sprouted up, and grew into a tree.

The happy children play'd around, love breathed its earnest vows,
And age was pleased at heat of noon to bask beneath its boughs.

It stood a glory in its place, a blessing evermore !

Kind correspondents, known and unknown, have sent me
such copious additions to my list of the synonyms which
exist between the floral and animal worlds, that, interesting

as they are to the botanist and zoologist, who have the desire

and the power to train and verify the similitudes, they
would occupy a larger space than would be approved by the

general readers of The Gakdex. For myself, I have read

them with a real happiness, because so many of those old

names take us back to the dear old times and places ! To
The young day, when first our infant hands
Plucked, witless, the wild flowers.

To the old pools where we plaited the Bulrush into whip-

thongs, cut our stocks from the adjoining Willows, and drove
our brothers and sisters in a light harness of string and curtain

rings, four in hand, to the banks of the Dog Violet and the

Cuckoo Pint, with its cows and calves ; to the fields, where
we blew the down from the Dandelion (Dent de lion, from
the siniilarity between leaf and tooth)

;

And we did question of the down-balls, blowing
To know if some slight wish would come to pass ;

If storm? we feared, we sought where there were blowing
Some meadow flower, which was our weather glass

—

such, for instance, as the Scarlet Pimpernel, which on the
approach of rain allies itself with the early-ologiag association.

and does not open at all in seasons of rain or damp ; to the

Cowslips which carpeted the poorer soils, and which made
those golden balls ; to the lanes which, bsfore the severities

of high farming swept away the great hedgerows, were bo wers

and avenues of the Dog Rose ; to days when even the Sow
Thistle was precious in our eyes, as welcome food to the larg3

white doe, with her pink eyes and incessant progeny at home.
*

To other flowers, which, though not included in our zoo-

logical garden, we knew by quaint names and histories. The
Forget-me-not, of which a voice, that has long been silent, but

which will be forgotton never, told in the pretty legend how
the lady, walking with her knightly lover by a stream,

sighed for the bright blue flowers on the opposite bank ; how
the brave knight leapt into the water, and, returning with the

pjsy, was overpowered by the current ; how
The blossoms blue to the bank he],threw

Ere he sank in the eddying tide ;

And " Lady, I'm gone, thine own knight true^
Forget me not !

" he cried.

All this, as a good and docile child, I believed implicitly
;

but I know a little boy, precociously depraved, who, hearing

the same story from his nurse, audaciously reniarked " that

the knight must have been an awful duffer." Whereupon he

was thus severely and unanswerably rebuked :
" Master Percj',

if you was to get into one of them suits of armour as is

hinging in your pa's hall, and was to begin a swimming about

in the Trent at flood time, you'd p'raps find as somebody

e's8 was a duffer Then there was the pink Convolvulus,

the old man's night cap ; and who will tell us how it came
to pass that this headgear, worn half a century ago by young

ani old, is now universally discarded 1 There was the Bairn-

wort, the Daisy, which babies are supposed to love ; the

Woundwort, Sicklewort, or Carpenter's Herb, which was a cer-

tain cure for cuts ; the Soapwort, which produced a lather in

hot water ; there was the Shepherd's JSTeedle, long and pointed,

and the Shepherd's Purse with seeds for coin ; and, sweetest

name of all to our childhood's ear—Codlins and Cream !

*

A friend

—

" of Oxford he, a most egregious clerk" (not in

Orders), reproves me, and bids me "stay in after school and

be swished," because I substituted prceterevM for dificjere

in my quotation concerning the thaw. But when I wrote

the word, the snows were going, not gone, and I preferred a

false quantity to a false statement. As when two rustics in

the village ale-house contended for a quart of beer, offered by

the schoolmaster to the one who should compose the best two

lines of poetry. The first essay was as follows :
" I, John

Thomas ilellor, kissed your sister BsUa;" whereupon,

his adversary instantly and indignantly responded—" I,

Peter Blatherwick, kissed your sweetheart." "That's no

rhyme," said the rival. " Xo," it was answered, " but it's a

fact ; and truth's better cor poetry any day in the week."
*

yV Devonshire lady asks me to incorporate with my
" Garden Thoughts " the six garden Roses which I think the

best for the pillars of a verandah, including those varieties

of the Tea-scented. I recommend—Blairi No. 2, F. C. ;

Charles Lawson, H. B. ; Climbing Victor Verdier, H. P.
;

Mar6ohal Niel, T. ; Climbing Devoniensis, T. ; Cheshunt

Hybrid, T. The six best dwarf Roses for foot of trellis I

recommend—Charles Lefebvre, H. P. ; Duke of Edinburgh

;

Dupuy Jamain ; La Franco ; Mddle. Annie Wood ; Marie

Baumann. The eighteen best Roses for a border, including

six Teas, and the darkest Rose known, I recommend—Alfred

Colomb, H. P. ; La France, H. P. ; Paul Jamain, II. P.
;

Baroness Rothschild, H. P. ; Louis Van Houtte (best dark),

II. P.; Senateur ^'ais3e, H. P.; Catherine Mermet, T.; Mario
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Finger, H. P. ; Souvenir de Slalmaison, L.; Cliarles Lefebvre,

H. P. ; Mario Van Houtte, T. ; Souvenir d'un Ami, T.
;

Devoniensis, T. ; Madame Faloot, T. ; Souvenir d'Eliso, T. ;

Etienne Levet, H. P. ; Marie Baumann, H. P. ; Xavier Olibo,

H. P. And tlie six best climbing Hoses for a wall, I recom-

mend—Banksian double yellow ; Cheshunt Hybrid ; Cloth of

Gjld ; Climbing Devoniensis ; Fortune's yellow ; Marechal

Mel. I have more thoughts about lioses for a future paper.

Meanwhile, will any of my brother rosarians oblige me by
communicating the results, so far as they can ascertain them,

of the recent severe weather upon their Rose trees 1

S. 11. H.

ORCHIDS.

CULTUKF OF OliCHIDS.

It has beeu asked, Is the culture of Orchids easy ? and I

do not hesitate to I'eply that they are more easily grown than Auri-
culas or Carnations ; most growers of hard-wooded plants, such as

Heaths and other greenhouse plants, will, I Ijelieve, bear me out in

the assertion that Orchids are easier to manage than they are ; near
large towns where the atmosphere is impure there are indeed no
choice exotics better adapted for indoor culture than Orchids. The
most desirable section is tliat which succeeds in a very cool tempera-
ture, amongst which .are included many very beautiful genera such
as the Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, &c. These may be grown
well by any person having sufficient knowledge to grow any kind of

pot plants. If properly potted it is impossible to overwater them
;

the aim should be to keep the Sphagnum growing on tlie surface of

the pots. The atmospheric conditions necessary to do this just suits

the Orchids. The rec^uisite temperature and shading are matters of

detail that are easily man.agod. I strongly advise the purchasing of

newly imported plants in preference to established specimens, which
have sometimes a tendency to become smaller ; while small examples
as they increase in size also increase in value. For instance, it is a
common occurrence to see very moderate specimens of Odontoglossum
Alexandra- sold at Stevens' rooms for five guineas a plant which might
probably have been purchased at the same place two or three years
previously for two and sixpence or five shillings.

All the cool-house species with scarcely an exception grow
freely in jjots or the shallow p.ans now being much used.
An exception may be made in the ease of Cattleya
citrina, which produces its golden flowers annually when fixed to a
portion of Tree Fern stem in an inverted position. Cattleyas, such
as C. Mo3si;c, Warneri, Trian;c, Mendeli, &c., refjuire rather
more heat and attention, as regards watering, than some others, but
both in the case of this section and in that of the many fine species
requiring an East Indian temperature there are many that
require treatment peculiar to themselves. And it is not uncommon
to see certain species which have battled the skill of the most famous
Orchid growers doing famously in some garden where they have
had no special treatment. Good cultivators, too, fail from want
of knowledge of the special needs of the plants with which they are
dealing, though the species may be one easily cultivated when
properly understood. The following is a case in point : On one
occasion I purchased six plants of Cattleya superba,ingood condition,

just imported ; and the usual way with Cattleyas is to pot them in

clean potsherds until roots are formed ; then some of the usual
compost is added. The plants of C. superba in question were treated
in that way, but did not do well ; they made no flowering growths,
and in the course of two or three years four of them were dead. I

happened just then to visit Mr. Rucker's collection at Wandsworth,
and there was C. superba growing and flowering gloriously, on a bit

of Tree Fern near the glass, in a warmer place th.an is usual for

Cattleyas. The day following our two remaining plants were shaken
out of their pots and fixed on Tree Ferns ; they gre/f away at once,
and have flowered every year since. Last season the strongest plant
flowered twice. Now, I am able to say that this splendid Cattleya
is easily grown. The Fern stump is sprinkled daily, in fact kept
moist. Ferns of different sorts make their homes on the old stumps,
and also v.arieties of Mosses ; amongst them the fleshy roots of the
Cattleya find a congenial p.asturage. It requires some patience before

the right place can be found for Vanda cierulea, but when once found
the after treatment is simple enough. These peculiarities are,

however, as common amongst herhaceous and alpine plants as

amongst Orchids, and it is in overcoming such difficulties that a

great part of the pleasure attending the cultivation of any particular

plant is to be found, '
J.. Douglas.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

In Mr. Peacock's garden at Hammersmith the Orchids even rival

the famous collection of succulent plants, no fewer than a dozen
houses being occupied exclusively by them. Among the more
remarkable of those in flower we noticed the following : Angrfccum
citratum, a charming little species with narrow recurved leaves, and
long arching spikes of creamy-white flowers arranged densely on one
side of the spike. This is one of the most beautiful of the small
growing Angra?cums, and one which will become popular on account
of its being easy to cultivate. It forms a striking contrast as

regards size with its congener A. sesquipedale, of which there are
several health}', though not exceptionally large, specimens in flower.

Of Cattleyas and L.xdias there are many kinds in flower, the
most noteworthy being the forms of C. Triana:', one named
Atalanta being particularly fine. It has blush-tinted sepals and
an intensely deep amaranth-tinted lip. margined with white, and
exquisitely crisped. Another named Bogotensis with paler flowers

was also conspicuous for its beauty. The fine lemon-j'cllow C.

citrina is represented by the hundred, all healthy and promising
to produce a good crop of flowers. The Odontoglossum house is

gay with numerous forms of the popular 0. Alexandra-, 0. Ander-
sonianum, 0. pardinum, O. gloriosum, and 0. llossi, of which
latter there are numerous varieties in flower, one especially being
remarkable for the bright golden crest so conspicuous in the centre

of the flower.

Among the Dendrobiums we saw for the first time the singular

D. brisbanense, or D. gracilicaule, as it is more correctly called. It

is not a showy kind, though its attenuated bulbs and terminal
clusters of small yellowish blossoms, spotted on their exteriors

with chocolate, renders it distinct from its compeers. D. Freemani,
which seems tc be a D. lituiflorum, is no doubt a first-rate kind,

very showy, free in flower, and of easy culture. It does not appear
to be common, but no one need hesitate to add such a beautiful

variety to their collection. Among the many forms of D. nobile we
observed one having unusually dark blossoms, the deepest we have
seen, so distinct, in fact, as to merit a varietal name.
The rare Masdevellia Backhousiana was flourishing in suspended

baskets, and two plants of it were producing several of their

singular blossoms. Of other Masdevallias, the beaxttiful M. ignea,

one of the best and certainly the freest flotrcring of .all the species,

was very showy. Of Cymbidium eburneum there will shortly be a

fine display, -s some half-hundred plants have productive flower

buds. Mr. Croucher grows this Orchid well in a mixture of turfy

peat and loam ; formerly he grew it in a compost consisting chiefly

of loam, but now he finds it to succeed best in an equal mixture of

both. Lycaste Skinneri was represented by many varieties, one of

which.alba, the pure white flowered kind, was the most noteworthy.
Among the Oncidiums we observed a very remarkable one with an
unusually long flower-stem, trained to and fro along the roof. It

was labelled O. Balderrama, and has smallish flowers of a chocolate

hue barred with yellow. The bulbs are flask-shaped and the leaves

narrow and erect. 0. macranthum, one of the handsomest of the
genus, the almost perpetual flowering 0. Weltoni, and the pretty

little 0. cucullatum were also finely in flower, as were likewise

0. Cavendishi, which is grown well in a ra'her hot and moist
atmosphere in company with 0. ampliatum, grown very finely on
hanging blocks.

Angrsscum citratum.—Among the many Orchids in flower

in Messrs. Veitch and Sons' nursery at Chelsea few are more attrac-

tive than this charming little species, which was introduced by the

firm some fifteen years ago from Afadagasoar. It is an epiphytic

species with a few oblong lance-shaped leaves, from the axils of which
are produced the long, slender, and slightly pendulous flower-spike.

The flowers are creamy white, marked faintly in the centre with pale

purple, and each has a spur about h in. in length. The blossoms are

arranged in two rows, and all face one way, and have .an extremely
pretty .appearance. It is a freegrower and also a free flowerer, as many
small plants in suspended baskets have each produced from three to

five flower-stems.

Dendrobium lituiflorum and Freem.ani.—These two
kinds are now among the most conspicuous in Mr. Bull's Orchid
houses at Chelsea. Both are extremely beautiful, but dift'er only
slightly from each other except that D. Freemani appears to have
smaller blossoms. The form of the flower is similar to that of D.
nobile, but the colours are far deeper, the dark purple blotch on
the shell-like lip margined with white being very attractive. These
two kinds may be recognised when not in flower by the slender

pseudo-bulbs, which have a dark skin different from that of most
other kinds.

Fine Growth of Dendrobiums.—Some of the finest ex-

amples we have ever seen of the old D. Pierardi arc in the gardens at

Hatfield House, where the more showy and useful kinds in cultiva-
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tion are all well grown. These Dendrobes are suspended in baskets

as close to the roof as practicable, and have a surfacing of .Sphagnum

Moss, which is kept in sweet healthy condition. One pseudo-bulb

we measured was 4 ft. 9 in. in length, and bore one hundred, or, to

be more precise, ninety-nine flowers in various stages of expansion.

Of O. Wj,rdianura likewise we measured a growth 4 ft. 3 in. in

length and of proportionate thickness. It was treated similarly to

D. Pierardi.

Dendrobium Wardianum album.—Though the flowers

of this variety are not pure white, they have but a blotch of yellow

in the throat, the black spots and purple tint of the sepals of the

type being quite absent. It is a very desirable kind, and quite as

vigorous in growth as the original variety. Some flowering specimens

of it may now be seen in the Royal E.totic Nursery, Chelsea.

Finely-flowared Dendrobium nobile.—A correspondent

informs us that in the Hon. W. 0. Stanley's garden at Penrlios,

Holyhead, there is a plant of this Orchid, growing in a suspended
basket, bearing 419 blooms, from 30 to 36 being on each pseudo-bulb.

—W. G.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

PEOTECTING HOSES.
All Roses must, for the future, I fear, be placed under covering

material. It need not be heavy, and it must not bs uusightly.

If the Roses are single specimens on Grass, at wide distances

apart, or in conspicuous positions near the house, where, by the

way, they ought not to bs, for they are not always bsautiful, their

heads should be neatly bound round with straw or Fern, and then

over that should be put a slight coating of Spruce or Thuja twigs

fastened over all for appearance sake. Nor should the stem

be forgotten. Dwarf Roses on their own roots ou the turf should

be slightly cut back, tied loosely together, and have a neat cube

of Oak or'Ohestuut leaves, about IHt., built around them; on the

top a square piece of green turf can be laid. Standards in beds

and borders may have their heads buried about 1 ft. under tlie

level of the bed. They require to be somewhat pruned back, and
if straggling in growth they will need tying together with a

AVillow shoot. A hole should then bo opened, aud the head,

after loosening the plant from tlie stake, should bo gently bent

downwards till it lies in it; it should then be made fast with a

strong w^ooden hook, li ft. in length, and the soil laid over it.

Dwarfs in beds may have small pyramids of earth heaped up

around them after 'being slightly cut back', or if standing too

closely together to admit of that being done, they could be covered

up in the same manner as dwarf Roses o:i the turf. AVIiatever

mode of protection is adopted the ground should first be allovi'ed

to become slightly frozen, as under such conlltious the trees

would not bs so much exposed to the ravages of mice, which
commit great havoc amongst covered-up Roses in hard weather^

when food is scarce.

There is another arlvantage in allowing the earth about the

roots to become frozen, aud that is tlie plants are not so easily

excited Ijy a few days of mild weather during the winter, and they

remain longer in a state of perfect rest than they otherwise would
do. One should not believe too implicitly all that is too often

repeated about keeping the soil warm and mellow about the roots

of Roses. The plants rest most completely when the surrounding

earth is at a low temperature, and Nature intends them so to be

rested. To keep the roots warm while (he head is exposed to all

the vicissitudes of our northern winter cannot bo a good practice
;

therefore I recommend the freezing of the ground first and pro-

tection afterwards. In all cases it will be advisable to bind up
the stems, be they Dog Roses or others. Baulisian and other

tender Roses on walls are not unsightly when unfastened aud
covered with earth at the foot of the wall or fence. "With Roses
covered up in the earth care must be taken to provide metallic

labelling of some kind, as wooden labels become illegible in one

season. SYL^rESinis.

The Excretions of Koses.—Mr. D. T. Fish has made two
curious mistakes in his notice on this subject ; he evidentlj' con-
founds Mr. Geo. Baker, of Reigate, with Mr. G. N. Baker, of

Heavitree, Exeter, and he also quotes the article as if it appeared in
the " Rose Annual," whereas it 'appeared ia the "Rosarian's Year
Book." Both the Messrs. Baker are excellent Rosarians, but Mr.
Baker, of Exeter, is the celebrated exhibitor whose blooms so
astonished Mr. Fish at Norwich.

—

Delta,

MANURING ROSES.
Will any one khulbj tell me when I mud mamire or mtdrli inij J'otie

trees ichich were planted lout Oeloher, and which were oul;/ i/iveii

enoiiijhfor their first wants '!—M. J. L. [When the Ptoses were planted
last October, in addition to the manure worked in with the soil, the
top should have been mulched to the depth of 3 in. or 4 in. ;

this would have protected the lower wood from frost, and the soil

would have received nourishment for the roots by the rain and snow
washing in the most valuable parts of the manure. It is to be feared

that many plants will be found seriously crippled by the severe winter
where this mulching wag not done before the bad weather set in.

You had better put some manure round the trees at once, which can
remain until the middle of next month, and after pruning it may be
dug or forked in some 3 in. or 4 in. deep, taking care not to

disturb the roots, which by that time will be getting active. If this

mulching should not be considered an eyesore it may remain un-
disturbed throughout the summer, and it it should prove a hot one,

the Roses will derive much benefit and support from the arrange-

ment.
I may add that all my Tea Roses are safe where the soil and

manure protected the wood from frost, aud that, although the long

blooming wood was fully protected by straw, mats, netting, &c.

,

these coverings were useless to keep out 30° of frost. It is evident

that the earth drawn round the collar of a plant, or manure similarly

placed before severe weather begins, is ample to make a plant;

perfectly secure, and where this was properly done I have no fear

for this year's growth. The Hybrid Perpetuals are equally safe

where similarly treated. As regards standards, many have gone off

entirely ; others will, perhaps, push at first and then dwindle away ;

theremainder may give some small blooms, aud be an increasing anxiety

next winter. The cost of standards will certainly be something

alarming next season, as I find very many of the dormant buds quite

dead. The lossto nurserymenwill be great, and infacttoallwho go in

largely for this kind of Rose tree—the result of the past winter.

Although protected by straw, moss, &c., the buds have turned quite

black, showing the efleot of the severe frosts we have experienced.

Where the coverings were not properly secured the gales con-

veniently laid bare the buds for the frost to operate upon them, and no

doubt many dormant buds on dwarfs were lost from the rough winds

depriving the stock of the warmth of the snow, which fully pro-

tected all where it remained on the ground. I make these remarks

upon the state of the stocks budded last summer not alone from my
own limited quantity, but from a visit paid this week to my friend,

Mr. Frettingham, at the Beeston Rose Nurseries, near Nottingham,

where it was reilly grevious to see the havoc made with many sorts,

and the proportion of stocks^containing the bud truly, but, alas ! quite

dead.
It may, perhaps, be interesting to some to know the sort5

of Roses which have suflered most in this neighbourhood, so I

give a few of the worst, viz., Marie Baumann, Marie Rady, Prince

Camille de Rohan, Souvenir de Spa, Dae de Rohan, Due de Wel-
lington, Monsieur E. Y. Teas, Madame C. Crapelet, and in fact the

thorny varieties seem to have had a bad time of it throughout. On
the contrary, look at the smooth green-wooded kinds, for instance,

John Hopper, Star of Waltham, Etienne Levet, Madame Victor

A'"erdier, Mrs. Baker, Oxonian, Franrjois Michelon, and the like, and

they are all quite safe. Perhaps I should take exception to the

slaufhter made among thorny sorts on behalf of Marquis de Castel-

laue° who has braved the winter well, aud come out quite healthy

to all appearance. Generally speaking, the English raised Roses

have proved themselves much more hardy than those sent out by

the French raisers, aud this fact should stimulate us to further pro-

gress in this respect, and, judging from the comparatively new sorts,

viz.. Countess of Rosebery, Duke of Cjnuaught, Mrs. Laxton,

Rosy Morn, and others, our English Rose raisers are to be congratu-

lated on the improved constitution of the Roses they have from

time to time given us. May they by-and-bye give us others

capable of thoroughly enduring such winters as the last three have

]jeen. William Walteks.

Burlon-on-Trent.

Trees on the Thames Embankment.—Although atteu-

tion has been directed more than once during the past autumn to the

condition of these trees, nothing has been done to relieve them by

thinning their ranks. I observed last Saturday that two men had

commenced pruning the small twiglets from the branches, which

seemed a very inadequate, though tedious process. If one-half of the

trees are not removed the branches must necessarily intermingle, as

sonic have already done. A jocular correspondent of mine suggests,

in the absence of any reason for not tliinning the trees, that it must

be intended to produce a new eftect by pruning their tops into the

form of a hedge uplifted on the stems, which will then appear as
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pillars supporting a verj' unique, but objectless screen. But apart
from joking, it is to be hoped that proper measures -Hill be taken
in time to save the Plane trees from the injury they must suffer

if they are left much longer as they are at present.—W. B. S.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Netted-leaved Camellia (C. reticulata).—The grand old
specimen of this which now occupies every inch of space in a deep
two-light frame in the Roya.1 Horticultural Society's garden at
t'hiswick is completely covered with flower-buds, which in a short
time will be expanded. Such a profusion of large crimson blossoms
is a welcome sight, especially to those who prefer the single to the
double form of the Camellia. The plant under notice is probably
one of the finest in the country, and it is to be regretted that such
a beautiful shrub is becoming so scarce in cultivation, a circum-
stance doubtless owing to its being reputedly difficult to manage.
The double form of this Camellia is also beautiful, tlie blossoms
not being so much imbricated as in some of the new kinds, but
more of the form of a large flowered Hybrid Perpetual Rose. It
is now finely in flower in the Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Two Good Begonias —In the house devoted to these at Kew
there are now two kinds in flower which we think would be found
valuable for general cultivation. One is B. pruinosa, a species
from Co9ta Rica, having large round or peltate leaves of a cliarmin"
pale green colour. The flower-stems rise about 1 ft. high, and are
terminated by clusters of white flowers, which tliough small are
borne in such large numbers as to compensate for their small size ;

the otlier kind is B. Verschaffulti, a hybrid between B. carolinifolia

and B. manicata. It is exactly intermediate between these two
species, the leaves being angled, but not so deeply as in U. carolini-
folia, and the flowers, which are produced much in the same manner
as those of B manicata, are of a delicate rose-pink hue, and borne
in loose pendulous clusters on stout fleshy stems some 4 ft. in
height.

New Maranta {M. crocata).—This new plant, recently intro-
duced by Mr. Bull, from Colombia, is one of the most beautiful of
all the Marantas in cultivation. It is of dwarf growth, not more
than !) in. high, and has oval leaves about 3 in. long, pale satiny
green on the upper side, and of a claret hue on the under side. The
flower-stems overtop the foliage, and are terminated by a dense
cluster, 2 in. long, of bracts and flowers, the former being the most
conspicuous, as they are large, concave in shape, and of a bright
orange colour. The plant seems to be very floriferous, as we
noticed on one small plant as many as six fully developed flower-
spikes, and being of free growth and easily propagated it cannot fail

to .soo n become a popular plant.

A. Pretty Basket Plant (Rhipsalis salioornioides).—
We noticed a few days since in Mr. Peacock's collection of succu-
lents some suspended baskets furnished with this pretty Brazilian
plant, and were much stiuck with its elegant appearance. The
stems are much branched, and singularly divided into fleshy knots,
those at the tips of the branches being furnished with an orange-red
flower. The branches in the ordinary form of this plant are pendu-
lous, and hang gracefully over the sides of the basket ; but there is

another variety, an upright growing kind named stricta, which is

not suitable for this purpose. It succeeds well in a warm green-
house planted in light, friable soil.

Hardy Cyclamens.—These charming little hardy flowers
have braved the weather well, even while beset with flowers. On
the rockery at Chiswick are some healthy tufts of C. Coum, with
plain deep green leaves of roundish form, and C. ibcricu.n with
angular leaves mottled with white ; both have pretty purplish-
crimson flowers, produced abundantly on short stems just over-
topping the foliage. For sheltered nooks in a rockery or rootery,
few plants have a prettier appearance all the year round, and at
no season are they more appreciated than in winter and early
spring. If left undisturbed in peaty soil and a favourable situation,
all the kinds, some half dozen in number, -will spread and soon
form large tufts, and produce flowers throughout the winter.
Cereus Mallesoni.—Of the few Cactaceous plants having a

climbing tendency ^this is certainly one of the most beautiful as
well as one of the most desirable for general cultivation ; it is easy
to grow and never fails to yield an abundant crop of blooms annually,
a character not possessed by the other kinds. In the Cactus-house
at Kew there is a fine specimen of it in flower trained to the rafter,
haying long thong like stems drooping down from it. The flowers
which are about 4 in. across, are of a brilliant crimson-scarlet, and
produced as they are two or three on a short space of stem are
exceedingly showy. For growing against the back wall, or trained
to a rafter in a hot and rather dry stove, we know of no better kind of
siioculent than this,

Calla Lilies.—Never in a private garden have we seen Calla
•Tthiopica grown so extensively or so well as in the Marquis of
Salisbury's garden at Hatfield House. The central stage of one
large house was entirely filled with plants of it chiefly in 6-in pots,
each bearing two and three flower-spathes measuring some G in. or
7 in. across. About four hundred plants are grown in all, and about
half that number were in flower at Christmas time. 'The culture
pursued appears to be simple, the plants being shaken out and re-

potted annually and an extreme wet treatment does not seem to be
practised.

Camellias at Chelsea.—In Messrs. Veitch & Sons' nursery,
tlie Camellia liouses, particularly the large span-roofed structure in

which the Camellias are planted out, are now assuming a very gay
appearance ; some of the Large plants from 10 ft. to l.j ft. in height
are literally covered with blossoms. The collection contains many
varieties, but few of the new ones, though extremely beautiful, can
eclipse some of the older kinds, such as the double white, imbri-
lata, and timbriata, for freeness of flowering and vigour of growth.
In the large house are several grand and profusely flowered plants
of the old white Doukelaari, semi-double crimson, mottled with
white ; .Jubilee, delicate pink, with rose-pink stripes ; bicolor, crim-
son, mottled and striped with white ; Chandhri elegans, light rose,

and striped ; Angustina superba, or Saecoi nova, a beautifully
formed flower of a.rosy hue ; and Lady Hume's Blush, all in excel-
lent condition. In the adjoining houses are smaller plants of the
newer kinds, the flowers of whicli are as near perfection as possible

as regards size and symmetry, as well as variety of tints. Many of
these are in flower, but the m,ajority have yet to expand, hence a suc-
cession of bloom will be obtained till late in spring.

New Yucca (Y. Peacocki).—In Mr. Peacock's garden at
Hammersmith weobserved the other day anew speciesof Yuccawhich
Mr. Baker, of Kew, has recently named in compliment to Mr. Peacock.
It is a handsome plant, distinct in general appearance from its con-
geners ; it forms a symmetrical rosette of narrow stiff leaves about 3 ft,

in diameter and will form a valuable fine-foliaged plant. Though
it is grown in a greenhouse temperature, Mr. Croucher believes it to

be almost, if not quite, hardy, though of course its rarity precludes
any experiment being made with regard to this matter.

Melville's Snowdrops.—In the RoyafHorticultural Society's
garden at Chiswick all the varieties of Snowdrops raised by Mr.
Melville at Dunrobm may now be seen in flower, side by side, near
the large Vinery ; therefore the relative earliness of blooming and
other characteristics of the forms may be readily observed. Some of

the forms bear blossoms much larger in size than those of the
ordinary Snowdrop, while some are below the average size ; they are
also said to bo earlier than the common kind, a character which
renders them desirable.

Spring Flowers at York.—In Messrs. Backhouse's nursery
the following pretty hardy flawers are in bloom, viz. : (lalanthus
Imperati, one of the finest of the Snowdrops ; Cyolamen Coum
vernum, the spring flowering form of this pretty hardy species

;

Crocus Imperati, with purple flowers tinged and feathered on the
exterior with fawn colour and black ; Saxifraga Burseriana major, a
large flowered form of one of the prettiest of all the alpine Saxifrages

;

and Leontice altaica, a rare species with bright yellow flowers pro-
duced plentifully on short stems.

Winter-flowering Candytuft. — In the frames at Chis-
wick Gardens there is a pretty little unnamed species of Iberis
which Mr. Maw collected in some of the mountains of Greece. It

is a dwarf alpine species with numerous trailing branches, fur-

nished with small narrow leaves, and terminated by a head of

white flowers ; such a pretty species ought certainly to receive a
name and become better ksown, as it is unusual for an Iberis to
flower in winter.

Varieties of the Persian Cyclamen —Mr. Williams
sends us from his nursery at Upper HoUoway samples of a very fine

strain of Cyclamen persicum. Every shade of colour is represented
in the group from the pure white to the deepest crimson. One named
Brilliant is by far the deepest we have seen, the colour being of an
intense dark crimson with a satiny lustre. All the flowers are large

and well formed, aud the plants have a sturdj', robust growth, now
considered so desirable. In the improvement of the Persian Cycla-
men let us hope the graceful form of the original flower will not be
changed for the worse.

The Single Japanese Camellia (C. japonica).—The beauty
of single flowers being now beginning to be recognised, Messrs. Fisher,

Son, & Sibray, Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, have sent us blooms
of this well-known shrub—beautiful in its way as any of the rosette-

blossomed sorts that have been derived from it. It has strikingly

rich crimson-scarlet petals encircling a brush-like tuft of yellow-
tipped stamens, which are very showy, and set off finely by the
bright shiping green foliage,
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

GUNNERSBURY PARK, ACTON.

GuNNEESBURY is one of the few great London gardens which

that this great drawback to our big city may one day be
overcome, and that fair gardens may again be possible, even
in its centre ; but, alas ! at present we can only eacli year
report a vaster area of pleasant suburban country spoiled by
smoke. Even where no harm is done to the deciduous
vegetation, and whero the Rose may yet bloom, the effect of

Gunnersbui'j' ; Cedars near tile Temple

the all-destroying and all-disfiguring smoke has left to us as
yet almost unsoiled. At Fulham Palace the other day we saw
sad evidences of the effects of this on the trees—once so fine—there, and, one by one, our London gardens are losing,
through the smoke-plague, that brightness and freshness
characteristic of gardens in pleasant places. Let us hope

smut on all evergreens, even before it begins to kill them, is

most depressing, and nullifies the best efforts of the planter.

Gunnersbury is pleasantly situated on rising ground, though

the immediate surroundings are somewhat flat. Everywhere

here one is impressed with that idea of repose and quietude so

often aimed at in garden design, yet so seldom attained ; but of
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course the magnificent tree growth at Gunnersbury contributes

in a great measure to produce these results. The Cedar of

Lebanon and the Ehu have acquired a growth such as is

rarely seen, and at every turn their huge boles and towering

heads wear an expression of grandeur. The carriage drive,

though short, sweeps gracefully beneath these noble trees,

while to the left on entering is a broad lawn fringed with

trees, amongst which is a magnificent Cedar, remarkable for

its symmetrical and noble outline. On the garden side of the

mansion is a broad gravelled terrace bordered by a stone

coping, from which stretches down to a piece of ornamental

water a fine open lawn. This broad expanse of well-kept

Grass is decidedly one of the most beautiful features of the

place, and its effect is much enhanced by the groups of

gigantic Elms and Cedars which flank it on either side, some

of the Elms being about 120 ft. high. Through these tree

groups can be seen from the house the principal flower

garden display, consisting of irregular groups of what are

called basket beds, oval in shape, with raised trellises or

handles covered with Roses, Clematises, and similar climbers.

One of the most picturesque parts of the ground lies on the

western side of the house, where there is a fine ornamental

lake, constructed at great expense in consequence of the

sloping character of the ground. Being somewhat elevated

and open, a fine view is obtained from this point across the

park to the Surrey Hills. It is of this part of the grounds

one of our views consists. It shows some of the stately

Cedars throwing their huge arms across the roof of an orna-

mental Tuscan temple, with the vertical lines of which their

liorizjntal baughs beautifully harmonise. Cedars abound

ia this part of the grounds ; all of them are of huge

dimensions, and their ago may be counted by centuries. The

Elms, too, seem to be quite 200 years old, but, being

the indigenous species, they probably existed even before the

place was formed. Some of the branches of these Elms

as well as of the Cedars are in therasslves as large

as ordinary tree trunks. Under the shade of these heavy

boughs is a rich undergrowth of Ivy from 1 ft. to 18 in.

high, and so green and robust as to be quite delightful. This

Ivy carpeting beneath trees is, we noticed, also being carried

out in other parts of thegrounds, and certainly the S3'3tem is

a rrood one, and ought to be more practised than it is in places

in which Grass fails to grow. Behind the temple is an old-

fashioned Italian garden, with beds laid out gnometrically and

edo-ed with Box 1 ft. or more in height. This in summer-,

when filled with gay flowers, possesses a singularly fire eifect.

Surrounding this garden are several fine examples of the large-

flowered Magnolia (M. grandiflora), the broad shining foliage

of which is handsome even in winter. On the lawn imme-

diately beyond the lake are fine examples of coniferous and

other trees, and interspersed with these here and there are

circular beds, which in summer are gay with tender plants, and

in winter and spring are filled with hardy plants of dwarf

growth, notably with Sedums and Saxifrages, which have

withstood unhar.med even our late severe frosts. Everywhere,

indeed, some of the finest of hardy flowers may be met

with, and even now early spring flowers are rendering the

pleasure grounds and woodland walks charmingly interesting.

From the lawn adjoining the lake a path about a quarter of

a mile in length leads to what are called the Potomac grounds.

This walk is highly interesting. Leaving the lawn, where, by

the way, are some remarkably fine examples of the hardy Palm

(Chamasrops excelsa) still encased in their winter wrappings,

an Apple orchard is passed, which in spring is a beautiful

sight, though unusual in pleasure grounds ; here fruit

trees are introduced with fine effect on the lawns, and

in one part, near the old conservatory—to be hereafter alluded

to—there is a fine group with Roses trained to their stems.

We now pass through a narrow belt of timber trees, which

forms a screen separating the moreselect part of the park, which

is planted with coniferous and other trees, from the more
open part on the right. To render the isolated specimens on

the lawn more attractive, Clematises and other climbers have

been planted at their base, so as to overrun them in the

manner represented in our sketch, and when wreathed in

summer with gay flowers their eflfect is very satisfactory.

Flanking the walk on either side may be seen colonies of

spring flowers and other hardy plants. At the extremity of

the belt just alluded to are the recently-formed Potomac
grounds, which are of considerable extent—the creation, we
believe, of the late Baron, who did so much to improve
this estate. Formerly this portion of the grounds was an
uncultivated waste, with little else upon it but a few trees

and a pond, once a clay pit for bricks ; now the brick-kiln is

converted into an ornamental tower of grey stone, octagona

in shape, and' surmounted with battlements, and the pond
has been extended into a broad expanse of ornamental water,

whose islets and rocky margins render it highly picturesque.

The surroundings of the lake are diversified by knolls

and undulations, all efl'ected by artificial means, and a

circuitous path renders all sides of it accessible. In one

part are some fine old Willows, with their oddly contorted

stems and branches dipping in the water, but other portions

would be much improved by a growth of waterside plants or

shrubs, as they have a bare and shaven appearance. At the

upper side of the lake, near the tower, an artificial rocky

stream, formed by Mr. Pulham, of Broxbourne, adds greatly

to the charms of the place, the rocky head of the inlet being

particularly effective. Around the lake, at a little distance

from the water's edge, have been introduced bold clumps of

Pampas Grass, Bamboos, Arundos, and other moisture-loving

plants with good eflect. Where the public road flanks this

part the boundary is raised and planted in an effective

manner with shrubberies and plantations, though it will be
some years before the intended effect will be attained. Near
the grounds here alluded to the late Baron transplanted

.

some huge trees from another part of the park in order to

produce an immediate efi'ect in the more bare portions, and
the result has on the whole been satisfactory.

The garden, especially the glass department, has been from
time to time considerably added to, and now it will compare
favourably with any similar establishment with which Ave are

acquainted. Fruit culture and plant culture are alike carried

out well, and one department is not, as is too often the case,

neglected in order that perfection may be obtained in another.

The glass houses are compactly grouped in a comparatively

small area, a circumstance which renders the heating arrange-

ments more convenient. All the houses are well planned

and constructed, the chief range of Vineries being especially

remarkable, and said to be among the finest in the

country. The range has a three-quarter span roof, and is

divided into four compartments, each 36 ft. by 26 ft, and
sonre 18 ft. in height. The borders are inside and out con-

nected by means of an arched wall, and the whole of the

inside border is covered with a trellis, which, while it does

not obstruct heat, effectually hides the hot-water pipes, and
is also found useful for sheltering bedding-out plants in spring.

The paths are of iron grating, and the houses are otherwise

replete with every convenience for ventilating, heating, &c.

It was from one of these houses that Mr. Roberts exhibited

last season, at various shows, the unusually fine examples

of Madresfield Court Grape, to which one compartment is

wholly devoted ; other kinds grown in these houses are

Black Hamburgh, Foster's Seedling, Muscats, nearly every
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variety of Frontignan, and Duke of Buccleuch, the latter

being considered an admirable sort. Adjoining these

is another spacious span-roofed Vinery (60 ft. by 40 ft.),

filled with Black Haniburghs, and the crops obtained from such

a vast extent of roof space are enormous. This liouse,

together with the range previously alluded to, is heated by
two of the gold medal boilers, though the Trentham finds

most favour with Jlr. Roberts. The early Vineries are of

course considerably smaller, and their roofs are sharp)eJ

pitched. Peaches and iSTectarines are grown largely, for

besides the early houses there is a narrow house, or rather

case, divided into five divisions, the aggregate length of

which is about 500 ft. This was erected some years ago, so

as to cover the trees already on the wall there, which soon

exhibited the benefits of protection. The trees are all large,

and occupy every inch of available space, while in one un-

Guanersbiu-y : Purple Clematis on Arbor-vitre.

heated division the front part is occupied by a few select kinds
of Cherries, and the shelves throughout are devoted to Straw-
berries, and, later on, French Beans and decorative plants.
The principal kinds of Peaches and Nectarines grown under
glass are, of the former, A Bee, Royal George, Bellegirde,
Birrington, Violette Hative, Stirling Castle, Grosse Mignonne,
and Belle de Dou(i—a fine kind, an early variety of Bellegarde,
and quite as handsome and well coloured. Of Nectarines there
are Lord Napier, Violette Hative, EIruge, and Stanwick.
Strawberries are forced largely, some 7000 being annually
brought in pots under glass. The sorts that find most favour
with Mr. Roberts are Keen's Seedling, La Grosse Sucr^e, and
Aromatic. There is an excellent span-roofed Strawberry house
with stages ranging parallel with the roof. Figs are grown
in a long narrow house divided into three compartments.

The cultivation of Pine-apples, which was once practised

here on sucli an extensive scale, is now curtailed considerably
though the pits in which the celebrated Pine grower, Mr.
ilills, grew his enormous fruits of the Providence variety,

which weighed some 1.5 lb., are still filled with some excel
lent fruiting and successional plants of Queens, which are

relied on for yielding a supply of fruits in summer, when
imported Pines are somewhat scarce. There are near the
Pine pits numerous other pits of various sizes, which aro
found valuable for growing decorative plants, forced
vegetables, &c., as well as Jlelons and Cucumbers.

The plant houses, comprising ten compartments, are
excellently built structures, and well adapted for the re-

quirements of the plants grown in them. Some three
or four houses are filled with all kinds of fine-foliaged

plants—Dracaenas, Palms, Crotons, and others of a like

character, all grown for the purpose of floral decoration,

which is extensively carried out without intermission through-
out the year. Other houses are solely devoted to forcing

various kinds of plants. Azaleas, ' Rhododendrons, Deutzias,

and bulbous plants representing the main bulk. There is an
excellent houseful of hard-wooded plants, chiefly Australian

and Cape species, such as Boronias, Grevilleas, Acrophyllums,
Aphelexis, Ericas, Epacrises, Tremandras, &c., which,
though the collection has not been formed more than a
year or so, consists of some fine examples, all in excellent

health, notwithstanding their reputed character of being-

difficult to manage. The most noteworthy class of plants

here, however, is the Orchids, which aro grown to such per-

fection as is rarely attained. The collection is not large,

and consists mainly of East Indian kinds, such as Aerides,

Saccolabiums, Vandas, Angra3cums, and Phahenopsis, In one
house are cool Orchids chiefly ; in another, the more showy-
IMasdevallias and Odontoglossums ; and in a third, Dendro-
biums and a mixed collection of showy Orchids. The plants of

Phalcsnopsis Schilleriana are particularly fine; th»y are grown
iu baskets suspended near the front sashes of the East
Indian house, and in this position they have attained a large

size and a vigorous growth, and at the present time several are

gay with widely branching spikes of blossoms. The Aerides,

(tc, are grown in pots, placed on a sloping bed of Cocoa-nut

fibre refuse, which seems an excellent plan, as there is a con-

tinuous, yet not excessive, evaporation constantly being given

off. The plants of Odontoglossum Alexandraj are worthy
of special note, as they are unusually vigorous, having large

and plump pseudo-bulbs with that bright greenish hue which
indicates robust health. The varieties comprise some of the

finest yet introduced, and when the plants, which numberseveral

scores, are in full bloom with their long, arching, and
in most cases branching flower-spikes, the sight is one worth

seeing. Other of the better kinds of Odontoglossum are grown
equally fine, including the lovely 0. vexillarium, which in

this collection has been grown to an unprecedented size ; the

equally beautiful 0. Eoezli and its variety album, 0. Phalas-

nopsis, and a host of others may also be found here.

There is an excellent Rose house which is well stocked with

all the leading kinds, the roof being occupied chiefly by Tea-

scented kinds, all of which are found extremely useful for

supplying cut flowers in winter and early spring. The sur-

face of the centre bed is made attractive by greenhouse Ferns

and other fine-foliaged plants placed on a slightly raised

rockery, while the back wall is covered with greenhouse

climbers ; and overhanging the walls of the beds is the elegant

growth of Rhynchospermum jasminoides, a capital plant for

such a purpose.

While upon the subject of plant houses we must not over-

look the fine old conservatory, which is a building 60 ft. in

length, with bold circular front windows, embellished with

large Chinese vases. The collection of Orange trees which
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this structure contains, principally of the Mandarin kind, is

in every way remarkable, some of the specimens of the

Mandarin variety being C ft. high and as much through ; and
of the l.irge-leaved kinds, there are noble specimens 18 ft.

high and 12 ft. through, and all in the most luxuriant health,

combined with great symmetry and beauty of form. The
Mandarin Oranges flower very freely, and produce highly
perfumed frait, which is used for dessert purposes. The trees

are growing in large square boxes, and receive an annual thick

top dressing of good soil and occasional supplies of weak
guanowater at the root ; by thistreatment, combined with strict

attention to cleanliness of foliage, by sponging and syringing

with clean water, they are kept in the most luxuriant health.

There are also two of the finest plants of the Tree Fern
(Dicksonia antarctica) having stems 21 ft. in height, and
terminated by spreading heads of fronds. It is intended, we
understand, to lower the tubs, so as to bring the heads away
from the roof under which they are cramped. In another
house, at the back of and attached to the Orangery, are

s'ored for the winter numerous fine old plants of Fuchsia
corallina, a capital old decorative variety ; Myrtles, six os.-

tremely large plants in boxes ; and some of the hardier kinds
of Palms ; all these, including the Oranges, are used for the

decoration of the terrace and other suitable portions of the

grounds in the summer time. The high back wall of this

structure is covered with the red and white Lapageria, the

b u'ders being made on a raised and well drained bed, and
the shoots trained to a wire trellis attached to the wall.

The walled-in garden enclosing the principal ranges of

glass houses is exclusively devoted to harJy fruits, bush fruits

being placed in the open quarters, and pyramid and espalier

Fear and Apple trees near the walks, while a long wall with
an easterly aspect is occupied by young Pear trees recently

planted on a system which Mr. Roberts considers an excellent

one. The trees are planted some 2 ft apart, and it is

intended that the principal stems should be trained vertically

till they reach the top of the wall, which is from 12 ft. to l-l

ft. in height, then their lateral branches will be trained with

their points bent downwards, a plan by which the wall will

bo entirely covered in a short time. All the leading varieties

are repre?ented, and each is marked with Stevens and Pinches'

embossed zinc labels, which seem to be specially adapted for

wall trees, as the name can be distinctly seen, and, moreover,

they are very durable. To the west of this walled-in gar-

den is an open space, enclosed partly by a wall or Iiigh

fence, on wliich are grown fruit trees and similar subjects.

A kitchen garden, comprising over ten or t.velve acres

of open space, with an excellent soil for vegetable growing,

lies some distance from the house beyond the park, the old

garden not being of sullicient extent to meet the demand
made upon it. AV. G.

HERBACEOUS AND OTHER FLOWERS AT SAN
REMO IN JANUARY.

Amon'o the earliest flowers to open are those of the Narcissus.

Four distinct specio were in bloom in the open in the month of

January. These were N. italicus, papyraceus, Eertoliui, and
Panizzijmus. The first to bloom and die is N. Panizziauus, a perfect

gem in form, colour, and fragrance. This species and N. Bertolini

both grow, I am told, in the Olive woods above San Remo, but
every ye.ar they become scarcer, owing to visitors carrying away the

bulbs. A beautiful Anemone, rightly called stellata, blooms in the

early part of January, as the blue Hepatica does before the close of

the month. These also have been largely introduced into the

gardens from the Olive woods above the town. Crocus versicolor

on the rocks above Monaco is the first purple Crocus of the year,

as C. minimus is in Corsica. The Siberian Saxifrage {S. crassifolia)

I noticed with its spikes of purple bloom throughout the whole of

January, and it really looked showy at this early season of the year.

Eriocephalus aromaticus is used in the Riviera as a border edging,
its pale foliage and dark tubular florets making it conspicuous
among our lowlier Composites. With us it must be treated
as a greenhouse plant. Iberis semperilorens is very useful
as a bouquet flower, furnishing as it does all the winter its con-
spicuous blooms and evergreen leaves. Gazania is gay even in the
month of January, and displays its wealth of golden flowers. Pretty
little bushes of Lopezia racemosa are loaded with flower, and are
evidently great favourites in the Riviera in the spring of the year.
It is a native of Mexico, and allied to our Circaja, which is likewise
au Onagrad. The Lantanas, pegged down like our Verbenas,
oft'er flowers all throughout January, Lantana crocea being the
most beautiful and conspicuous. Much is made of a bright green-
leaved Chrysanthemum (I think it is frutescens) and a white
Ageratum in bouquets. These two flowers are seldom absent from
an Italian bouquet early in the year. P. Ikchbald.
The Lodfje, Horlncjham, Yorl;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
AMERICAN VIOLETS.

The remark.? of " W. G." (p. Co) prompt me to say something'
about these and their amenability to garden use. Violets and Little

Innocents are the glory of our meadows in early .spring; they
abound in the utmost profusion and moderate variety. V.cucullata
is by far the commonest, growing, as it does, almost ex'erywhere
where tlie ground is moist, in clumps in woods, abundant ou the
outskirts of woods among the bushes, and in great profusion in

damp meadow-laud. The sweet white Violet (blauda) is very
plentiful in moist and open meadows, where likewise the lance-

leaved (lanceolata) also prevails; both seem to enjoy the opeu
suuuy exposure and the damp foothold, and self-sow themselves
in au extravagant manner. The Primrose-leaved (prinuda^folia)

also grows in damp laud, and particularly abounds in old pastures

and neglected fields. Tlie arrow-leaved (sagittaria) seems at home
anywhere, in meadow, field, or gravel bank, and is one of the

earliest to bloom ; a variety of it is common on high, dry, rocky
ground, where it blooms sparingly in summer and autumn,
as well as freely in spring. The Bird's-foot Violet (pedata) is

very plentiful in dry, gravelly, or sandy land and rocky places, and
although it abounds in the open yet it is frequent in the shade on
rocky .slopes. The bicolor variety is very rare in field or garden.
The Canada Violet (canadensis) is a leafy-stemmed .species that
grows in rich woodlands,where also the Downy Yellow (pnbescens)

prevails, but it is not always downy ; it is often smooth. Tlie Dog
N'iolet (canina var. sylvestris) is abundant in damp or boggy ground,
and I foimd the Marsh Violet (palustris) quite as plentiful in spongy
places in the .sub-alpine to alpine regions of the White Mountains.

In the boggarden the white, sweet, and lance-leaved Violets may
be naturalised with good effect, and all other damp-loving specie.s

and \arieties included and kept in bounds. It is not the isolated

tufts witli labels attached that make gardening a pleasure ; no, it

is natural profusiou without confusion. These little Violets will

not interferewithwhateverelseisgrowiugthere. They come up and
blossom in the .spring; tlien their season ends. The Meadow Beauty
(llhexia), Ilabenarias, Marsh Marigolds, Bnckbean, and greater

bog plauts grow up and cover the Violet.s, which thus remain sub-

dued till the .succeeding spring. Tlie stouter kinds, like the common
blue (cncuUata) and arrow-leaved, enjoy growing in clumps about
the slirnbbeiy edges, in the rooteiy, or outskirts of the rockery ;

indeed, wherever they can enjoy something like natural conditions.

Ijeadiug to our rockery in the wood 1 have a little walk bordered

with Sedumternatum, then a line of Crocuses backed withthevarie-

gated-flowered form of our common blue Violet; the"\'iolet thrives

well and blooms copiously every year. This kind is an excellent

open border plant. The arrow-leaved and Bird's-foot 'S'iolets take

kindly to any part of the I'ockery, the last-named preferring a

sunny exposure. A year ago last October we lifted a lot of wild

Bird's-foot Violets, potted and kept them in a cool house during

the winter, and in February and !March they blossomed most

beautifully, liaving from "nme to thirteen blooms open

atone time in a "4-iu. pot. The Larkspur Violet (Delphini-

folia), from the AA'estern prairies, is like the Bird's-foot,

but larger ; it grows nicely in our rockery. The long-

spurred Violet (rostrata) is a dense-growing leafy-stemmed

sort indigenous to shady hillsides. In the garden it enjoys the

margin of the bog-garden, and scatters itself everywhere in the
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shady rockery. It is exceedingly profuse. The pale Violet (striata),

which grows in low grounds, especially westward, makes good

pocket-fulls in the shady rockery and also grows well in tlie open

sunny border. It is a leafy-stemmed sort, and has dull white

flowers, which it bears more or less all summer long. The Canada
Violet is a tall, leafy-stemmed sort, with white, purple-tinged

flowers, wbicli it bears copiously in early summer and scatteringly

all summer long-. It delights in being naturalised in a sliady

rockery, where it self-sows itself freely. The habits of the Downy
Violets are similar to those of the Canada Violet, except that it is

a more persistent grower. The round-leaved Violet (rotundifolia)

has small yellow flowers ; it grows in cold woods, but seems to

need a little coaxing in the garden.

There are other species, but they are somewhat rare. .:Vlthough

the prevailing colour in our Violets is blue, many species have

that if well-grown plants of the smaller species were more frequently
shown, a more discriminating taste would be encouraged, less value
would be attached to mere size, and the public might be led to
notice that too often the moat interesting species of our British Ferns
have not been represented at our shows. Another good result
would be effected if the many who in their homes are penned in
were led to see that one half the species, and those the most
beautiful, can be grown in very limited space. I think if a dozen,
consisting of something like the following : Cystopteris fragilis,

C. Dickieana, C. alpina, Athyrium f. -f. pulcherrimum, Athyriuin f .-f.

kalothrix, Asplenium fontanutn, A. Trichomanes incisum, A. viride,
Trichomanea radicans,Woodsia ilvensis, W. alpina, andScolopendrium
crispum (the minor variety) were placed in competition with the
orthodox prize winners, they would have a favourable impression on
the judges, and remind others that in our craving for bulk and
novelty we are forgetting the better things which, if not so striking,

Gunnersbury : in Cedar Grove near the house (see p. 22S).

•white-flowered varieties as well, and also a great divergence is

often apparent in their leaves. European Violets take to us
kindly and under favourable conditions naturalise themselves
freely.

_ W. Falconbb.
Botanic Oarden, Cambridge, Mass.

SMALL V. LARGE BRITISH FERNS.
The interesting notes on British Ferns which appeared in a recent
number of The Garden call to mind the unsatisfactory way in
which British Ferns are represented at some of our large shows. Year
after year the same huge specimens are staged, the exhibitors
apparently satisfied if the prizes are gained. I am aware that in a
large exhibition it is imperative that many plants of large size
should be staged ; the spaces must be filled ; the general effect must
be considered. Whilst, however, finding space for the sometimes over
large specimens, I think it would be a decided advantage if the
committees would encourage the exhibition of the dwarf species of
British Ferns by offering prizes for plants grown in say 6-in. or 8-in.
pots. Although I have a love for large Ferns, I venture to think

would prove a more lasting source of interest. One plant amongst
those named, Athyrium f.-f . kalothrix, is so finely divided, that it has
been described by Messrs. Stansfield (of Tanshelf, Pontefract) aa

"beautiful hair ;" and although the plant I have seen is only very

small, I am inclined to believe that their description of it as the

most delicately beautiful of all Ferns will, when the plant is seen

in good condition, prove to be correct. Huntley Bbook.
Bury, Lancashire,

GROWING TRILLIUMS.
In answer to "J. H. H." (page 66) I may say that we grow a

good many kinds of these, but have no trouble whatever with them.
In their wild state they are found in moist, rich woods where the

fallen leaves and decaying herbage enrich the soil and leave upon its

surface a goodly layer of vegetable mould ; and oftentimes they grow
in deep beds of this mould, just about the same as may be found in

hollows in rich woodlands in England. They start early into growth
and blossom in the spring before the trees are fully leaved ; the tree-

shade in the summer is a benefit to them, the fallen leaves cover them
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over aad protect them in winter, and mulch them from excessive

drought in summer. In the garden we haveT. grandiflorum and the
purple and white forms of T. erectum, also T. sessile growing here
and there about the rockeries in shady places, aud under the trees

and among the Vines and bushes outskirtiug the rockeries, and they
seem perfectly at home aud vigorous. As we have only a limited
number of the other sorts I am nursing them a little prior to trans-

pUnting them in the rockeries. Trilliums do not do well in open
sunny places, nor in very dry places anywhere.
Thau this case of Trilliuis, what better argument have we in

favour of leaving the ground about our bushes unmolested and allow-
ing to remain thereon the leaves that fall upon it ? Plead untidiness !

I cannot admit it. The winds of autumn settle the leaves about aud
around the bushes, the rains and snows of winter compact them
there, and the heat and moisture of the spring and summer rot them
there. If in the spring those leaves are left undisturbed they will

not blow about. Let us see the woods and lanes in spring ; where
are last autumn's leaves ? They are not being blown about, but
compactly settled into every hole and hollow, lashed around the
bases of the shrubs and bushes, packed in among the Grass, and
firmly grasped in places wherever set.

Why is it that our shrubberies are unfitly fringed ? Because those
appropriate little plants, as Partridge-berry, Cow-berry (Galax),

Winter Green (Pyrola), and the like, that would luxuriate in such a
home under natural conditions must die when subjected to such
hard artificial treatment. It is not the poverty of the soil that ails

them, but the exposure of its surface. There is not that spongy mat
upon the top which the wood affords them. The beds, denuded of

Nature's crust and scraped and stirred, as is often the fashion,

exposed to drying winds and summers' sun, heavy showers with
after bakings are very Bastiles to the little guests that should enjoy
an Eden there. No Trillium likes a scraping of the neck ; Blood-
root hates it ; Anemones may submit if their roots reach down
beyond it ; but Lycopodmms will sooner die than stand it.

Botanic Garden, Gambridge, Mass. W. F.iLOONER.

LILIES—ANNUAL OR PERENNIAL.
As my friend Mr. Miles alludes to me in his remarks upon Lilies,

and wishes to know what I have to say, I answer with much
pleasure his request. I have already in a previous number of The
Gaudex given my views on this question, aud am glad to see that
I am fully supported by one so well qualified to judge as Mr.
Wolley Dod ; in fact, his remarks are only a repetition in

substance of what I had written, and if they were not, his com-
munication must, I think, fully settlethe question. Butafew addi-
tional notes may not be out of place. The principal fact seems to be
what is an annual ? Mrs. Loudon in the Ladies' Companion says
annuals are " plants which live only one summer," and Loudon
and Mcintosh give the same definition. Now, if the Lily grows
up, flowers, and dies the same year, it is an annual ; if not, it is

something else. "WTiat is'a biennial P The same authors tell us
that biennials are "plants that do not produce their flowers till

the second year, and then die." If the Lily does this it is a biennial

;

if not, it is something else. And what is a perennial ? Again the
same authors tell us that perennials are '• plants which are not
woody, but which generally die down to the ground every year and
spring up again the year following." If the Lily does this, it is a
perennial ; if not, then it is something else, whatever it may be
called.

The Phlox aud the Pfeony will certainly be admitted to be
perennials, aud I cannot see any difference'between them and the
Lily. The Lily never flowers from the same root, neither does
the Phlox or the P«ouy. They both throw up a strong stem, which
after flowering dies down to the base, when there is a dormant
bud ready to take its place the following year. Precisely so with
the Lily

; the flowering stem dies down to the old bulb, when there
is one or more dormant buds at its base which enlarge and take the
place of the old one ; one having fibrous roots uu a woody stem, aud
the other fleshy scales surrounded by others of the same character
makes no difference whatever ; it is only Nature's mode of repro-
duction adapted to the various conditions in which plants grow.
Undoubtedly there are hundreds of gardens in Great Britain in
which the white Lily has been growing undisturbed for a dozen
or more years. Will annuals do this ? will the Phlox Drummoudi or
the Coreopsis do this ? or indeed any so-called true annual ? Mr.
Miles has recorded his failures, aud as he is a candid man, 1 hope
he will record his failure to undertake to make the Lily an annual.
I am entirely in accord with my friend Mr. Wilson and Max

Leichtlin that the Lily is not an annual nor a biennial, but a true
perennial. That the old bulbs of most bulbous plants die after
flowering is so well known, and lias been so thoroughly shown by
drawings in old works on gardening, that I am surprised anyone
should dispute the fact.

No one, I presurue, will deny that Lycaste Skinueri or Oxalis
Bowiei are perennials. Yet their growth is in principle Just the
same as that of the Lily. The old pseudo-bulb of 'the Orchid
flowers but once, but instead of decaying aud forming a bud at the
base of the old flowering stem it retains its vitality, but breaks or
throws up a new one from the base of the outside of the bulb, the
old bulb serving as nutriment to the young growth just as the old
scales of Lilies sustain the new germ. With the Oxalis we
plant one bulb on the surface of a pot, and after it has done
blooming and the foliage decayed, we turn it out and find from
three to five bulbs at the verj' bottom of tlie pot, having been
formed out of the fleshy roots 4 in. from the base of the old bulb.
Why should we not call these annuals just as much as the Lily?
In one case the old bulb never grows again, and in the other the
old bulb more completely decays than the Lily—nothing remains.
The samemay be said of the Tuberose; the old bulb, after flowering,
becomes only an old stump, out of which the new germs are
formed to take its place. A seedling Lily will not bloom until it

has had three or four years' growth at least. But it does not
appear necessary to notice the growth of other bulbs to show,
what appears so plain, that the Lily is a true perennial.

Boston, Mass. C. M. Ho'V'ey.

SHOULD CUT GRASS BE LEFT ON LAWNS %

Ix answer to "J. E. H." (p. 30) I would say, certainly not. Before the
Grass begins to grow much in spring I have all the Grass banks,
lawns, and plots gone over with an iron rake, and all old Grass,
Moss, and dirt that can be removed without hurting the Grass cleared
off. The first cutting is usually a heavy one, and as it is being cut
I have it raked up and cleared off. Succeeding cuttings, if they are
light, and the weather warm and sunny, may not need raking off,

but as soon as tlie cutting is somewhat heavy I have the Grass raked
off at once. But no matter how light the cuttings may be, if I find

that the turf is getting the least matted with old cut Grass I have it

raked over and rolled. An idea is common that the cut Grass remain-
ing on the surface acts as a beneficial mulching to the roots against
the summer's hot sunshine, but my observation is to the contrary.

The best mulch against the droughtof summer is living Grass. Lawns
are often enervated by too close and frequent mowings, and in

mid-summer it is common to see a close-shaven, brown-burned
lawn that might have been green had the Grass been permitted to

grow longer. I do not use a Grass-gathering machine. I have not
yet forgotten the days of my apprenticeship and early journeyman-
ship, when it took one to hold and push and three to pull a 16-in.

machine, and very hard work it was too. Now-a-days a common
labourer goes day after day at good walking speed with a 14-in.

Philadelphia or Pennsylvania machine, does first-class work, and
thinks he has the easiest jo'D in the garden.

Cambridge Botanic Garden, Mass. W. Falconer.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS 0« THE PLOWER GARDEN.

Wallflowers and Frost.—With all the severe frost and
thaw, and much rain which has followed, and which, I beheve, is

the cause of more actual harm than the frost, yet my Wallflowers
are not at all injured this season, though the two previous years'

severity played ,«ad havoc amongst them, almost entirely annihilating

them. I had some hundreds of plants until then, and they were
chiefly self-sown ; in fact, I have become convinced that if they had
been timely thinned out, the disaster would not have been so great,

as the plants, if left room to grow, are more hardened than when
left too crowded together. I mention this failure because we are all

apt to rush to the fore when success attends our efforts, but failures

are seldom recorded. Yet I venture to say that if we sometimes
remember our failures, we should be gainers, rather than losers, by
doing so.—J. S. T.

Cordylme australis in Ireland.—A fine specimen of this,

some 18 feet high, was killed in tlie winter of 1878-9 at Knock-
maroon, near Dublin, in the gardens of Mr. Gilbert Burns ; also some
fine specimens at Glasnevin, and some dozens in other gardens near
Dublin of nearly equal dimensions. Those plants used to flower

and ripen seeds from which hundreds of seedlings have been raised.

Though killed to the ground, they have sent up quite a tassock of
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yonng growths from around the baae of the sterna which bid fair to

rival the original specimens if we are fortunate to have the return of

a series of mild winters again. An excellent plan for their protection

is to gather the leaves close together and wrap them up with a coil of

haybands, shaking also a good thick covering of dry hay round
their bases ; by this means a number of plants have been preserved

over the recent severe and prolonged frost. The tying up of the

leaves in a close sheaf keeps the hearts of the plants dry, and con-

sequently frost has not the same injurious efTect on them.

—

Hibernian.

Plants after tlie Tha'W.—I have been looking somewhat
fearfully over the garden after tlie disappearance of the snow to see

what harm has been done, and am pleased to find so few evidences

of mischief and so many of apparent health and vigour. Without
doubt we owe a debt of gratitude to the snow. It has saved
myriads of plants from harm, and made our losses few. Probably
in the case of tall plants the result will be different. Many tender
shrubs. Tea Roses, and exposed vegetables have severely suffered.

The snow protected the roots, but left the tendercst and most vital

parts exposed. All kinds of the Cabbage tribe at present look

miserable. Broccoli has been just above the snow line, and the
stems feel soft and flabby, whilst even yet the green tops look

healthy. All plants buried or partially buried in the snow, however,
seem, as I have said, none the worse for the severe weather. Prim-
roses and Polyanthuses, Pansies and "Violets, are looking up fresh and
vigorous, and show bloom here and there, just as though there had
been no bad weather. Just as these low-growing things are, so are

all the others. When the snow cleared from off the Snowdrops, it

revealed blossoms that had come from out the hard soil snowy
white. Snapdragons look quite uninjured, quite fresh and vigorous.

This is a surprise, for the past two winters killed these entirely.

Wallflowers are none the worse, beyond being a little deranged by
the weight of the snow. Honesty has had its broad leaves depressed,

as have also the i'oxgloves and other ample-foliaged plants. The
somewhat tender Myosotis dissitiflora looks up fresh and pert, with
here and there flower-buds showing ; even Golden Feather has its

tender foliage but little tarnished. No doubt there will be a wail

raised over the killed denizens of badly heated greenhouses and
frames, but it is pleasant to find that plants reputedly hardy seem
not to have belied their reputation.—A. D.

Hepaticas at Home.—Apropos of the remarks of Mr. J.

Wood (page 11) I may say that Hepatioa triloba grows abundantly
in some of the woods around here. Take, for instance, a wood near
Stoneham. On the south-east side of a sloping hill, well wooded with
brushy Oaks and Maples, Hepaticas nestle in the Grass in the
utmost abundance at the very stem-base of the trees, close up
and under the bushes in the openings between them, just as Prim-
roses occur in English woods. The soil is loamy, with a crust of

vegetable mould composed of decayed leaves. Grass, and twigs. The
trees and bushes are mostly deciduous, and shade the Hepaticas pretty
heavily in the summer time, but when the little gems are in bloom in

the early spring they have good sunlight, for then the trees are still

leafless. The Hepatioaleavesarepositively evergreen.—W. Falconer,
Botanic Garden, Cambridge, Mass.

Tree Roots in Borders.—In answer to your correspondent
who has a difficulty with regard to borders filled with tree roots, I
can give him my experience. I covered a border with cinders and
coal dust, about 4 in. thick, and on the surface of this formed a
rockery, or rather a rook garden, with a substratum of good peat and
loam covering the cinders. The tree roots have not attempted to
penetrate the coal dust (not coal ashes), which they much dislike,

and my rock garden has flourished wonderfully well, quite answei'ing
my expectations ; of course it was not a large border.

—

Henry
BUBNEY.

Bedding Pelargoniums in Moss.—Where large quantities
of plants are required for summer decoration many expedients for
their accommodation and preparation have to be adopted, for pot-
ting them off singly is impossible, ilany of the tender carpet bed-
ding plants are propagated and grown in boxes, but Pelargoniums
draw up weakly if not allowed plenty of space in which to develop
lateral growths ; consequently in order to provide dwarf bushy plants
we adopt the following plan : The cuttings are dibbled into heated
pits in autumn in light sandy soil about 4 in. apart ; only just suffi-
cient water is given to keep them from flagging, and as soon as
rooted they are kept as cool and airy as possible, a little heat being
turned on in the daytime to dispel damp, and at night to keep out
frost. Under this treatment nearly every cutting makes a good
plant. At this time of year we procure a quantity of rough Moss,
and, taking a handful of it, place it with a little soil over the roots
of each cutting, tying the Moss up in a ball with bast. They are
then replanted on the floors of the forcing houses where a genial
temperature is maintained, using a little fine soil to work m between

the Moss. Thus situated, if kept watered and treated like other
occupants of the house, they quickly start into growth, when the
points must be pinched out to induce a busliy habit, and when well
rooted they may be transferred to cold pits to be hardened off pre-
paratory to planting out. Such plants will be found to surpass those
from pot-bound pots, as the ball of Moss will be full of tibry roots
ready to take hold of the soil and carry on growth without any
check.—J. Grog.ii, Linton.

Spring Flowers and the Frost.—Snowdrops, Crocuses,
and Aconites, that but a few days ago were buried deep in snow,
are now aglow with blossoms. When the late exceptionally severe
frost set in, following an unusually mild period, our beds of hardy
bulbs, in common with other vegetation, were unusually advanced
for the time of year ; even on the 1st of January Snowdrops were
showing the white tips of their blooms, and Aconites their golden
petals, quite as much as they ordinarily do on the Ist of February;
but with the opening year a decided change set in ; the soil was soon
frozen hard and then covered with snow, which proved a real boon
to vegetation, sheltering it from the effects of the severe frosts that
followed. With the disappearance of the snow we are able to take
stock of our losses by the frost, and they are less than might have
been expected, probably owing to the growth of all kinds of plants
being better matured last summer than in the preceding one. Our
hardy bulbs made considerable progress under the snow. They
were, many years ago, dibbled in as single bulbs in various patterns;
and although they have increased to broad bands and edgings, yet
they show the pattern in which they were originally planted as true
as the first year in which they were planted. In fact, they are not
only welcome harbingers of spring, but they are the forerunners of

innumerable other hardy plants that follow in succession, and that
only need once planting to spring up year by year at their appointed
time.—G. J.

Olintonia pulchella.—Of the many annuals that are em-
ployed for the summer decoration of our gardens, few are prettier
than the subject of our present notice. It is of dwarf habit, rarely
exceeding 6 in. in height, thus rendering it suitable for edging small
beds or borders. When covered with its briglit blue flowers it pre-
sents an extremely attractive appearance. Strange to say, this little

Clintonia appears to be but little grown. Perhaps want of generous
culture has brought it into discredit, a fate which has overtaken
moie than one good annual. Where annuals are grown as pot plants
Clintonia pulchella should be grown, as it forms an excellent subject
for that purpose by reason of its dwarf, compact habit and flori-

ferous nature. Few think proper to bestow upon annuals the care

which they merit, and without which they yield but a poor show of

bloom, and last but a short time in flower. Clintonia pulchella likes

a free, well enriched soil and an open situation. The seed should be
sown in March and April in the open ground and some two months
earlier for pot culture. Each plant should be allowed quite S in. for de-

velopment, and those from the last sowing should be well mulched
and watered in hot weather.—J. C. B.

Hardiness of Tree Pssonies.—As the young growths of

these were in a very advanced state previous to the severe visitation

which we have lately had, I felt sure that they would be at least

killed back to the old wood. I am, however, agreeably surprised to

find that they do not exhibit the least appearance of injury, while
the leaves of some hardy evergreens, such as Phillyreas, look as if

scalded. There are some extremely beautiful varieties in cultivation

now that only need to be seen to render Pasoniesmore generally grown
thantheyhavebeenoflateyears. I havefrequentlynoticedhowPaeonies
recover from the effects of Spring frosts when apparently killed, but
I never remember seeing the young shoots uninjured by a tempera-
ture of from 20° to 27° of frost before. I may add that large bushes
have an excellent effect amongst dark-foliaged Rhododendrons, or as

single specimens on Grass. They are extremely floriferous, and any-
one wishing for striking effects in permanent beds of shrubs should
not omit the many beautiful varieties of Moutans or Tree Fseonies.

—

J. Groom, Linton.

Ohurcliyard Grass.—I would recommend enquirer (p. 175)

to use turf instead of Grass seeds. It would require a good many
turves, which should be about 1 in. thick, to cover 2 acres, and the

expenses would be considerable, but the covering would be good and
lasting. As to the Grass seeds having grown freely at first,

this fault must be either in the soil, or the variety of Grass sown,
which might not have been of a permanent character. Presuming
the ground does not require draining, I should dig it over about 3 in.

deep, rake it level, and lay down turf.—J. A., Dalton Hall.

Erica codonodes.—I am sorry to say that our plants of this

Heath are killed to the surface of the soil this winter with a tempera-
tuie of —1° on the 25th of January. I have seen E codonodes form-
ing large bushes with annual spikes of bloom 3 ft. high on the
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south coast of England. There we also planted Erica melantliera,

but it did not grow so freely.

—

Hibernian.
the ."rd to the 10th of June awards over £3000 in prizes—a sum
unprecedented in the history of one society in any previous year.

D. T. Fish.

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION AT MANCHESTER.
Amon(4 coming events undoubtedly the most important is that of the
grand International Horticultural Exhibition to be held in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Manchester, on the 24th and the 27th of August
inclusive. Asa section of the schedule isopen for horticultural societies

iu any part of the world to exhibit either fruits or vegetables from
their respective districts, liberal prizes being offered for collections

of fruits and vegetables under tliis section, and anotlier section is de-

voted to fruits of foreign growth, in which special classes are

appointed for France, It.aly, Germany, Holland, Belgium, the United
States of America, British North America, Turkey, Egypt, and
Nova Scotia, the forthcoming show in the north proniises to be in

fact as well as in name—international. Over £150 are offered in

prizes in these classes. One of the chief characteristics of the most
liberal and comprehensive schedule just issued is the important
place assigned to fruit. It is not only first on the schedule, but may
be said to be Hrst in importance throughout; there are no fewer than
5S open classes, in which 17-t prizes are ofl'ered in sums varying from
£20 to £1, amounting in the aggregate to nearly £4o0. Over £(J0 are
otl'eied to fruiterers only. These sums added together show a gross

total of over £(!.")0 for fruit. Nor does this exh,aust the fruit prizes

ottered at Manchester. The Veitoh Memorial Trustees olTer £20 more
in four prizes of £o each, and the General Horticultural Company (J.

AVdls) ofl'ertwo first prizes of 30 guineas and two seconds of 20 guineas
for fruit. As these are probably the largest prizes ever offered for

fruit in this country, it may be useful to intending exhibitors, while
it cannot fail to be a matter of horticultural interest, to state that
two of these prizes, a first and a second, are for six bunches of

Grapes, two bunches of three varieties, and the other first and second
are for the best collection of twelve kinds of fruit, includ ing two Pines,

two kinds of Grapes, two Melons, and six other kinds of fruits.

There are nearly 50 classes for pot plants, and £000 offered for

prizes. Cut flowers are most liberally provided for in 25 classes,

and in addition to this the National Rose Society and the National
Picotee and Carnation Society are to be amalgamated with the
International Show at Manchester, and will each issue its separate
schedule of prizes. This is as it should be, different societies com-
bining their efforts to make one great brilliant show between them
in different centres. As one of those who have long advocated a

Rose show in August, I rejoice most heartily at the prospect of the
National Rose Society trying the experiment under the favourable
auspices of the Manchester great International Show. Neither
have matters of taste been overlooked iu the all-embracing schedules
issued by Mr. Bruce Findlay, the accomplished curator of the
ManchesterBotanicGardens and the energetic and suocessfulmanager
of all the great shows held there. Five classes are devoted
to bouquets, and one to table decorations for 12 persons,
the prizes for the latter being on the liberal scale of £15,
£10, £(3, and £1. The cottagers, too, are liberally provided
for in 26 classes, in which numerous and liberal prizes are offered for
every possible production of the cottager's garden. Garden requisites,

implements and structures, tools, &c., have always held an important
place in the exhibitions of the Manchester Botanical Society. These
have been amply provided for at the forthcoming International Show
by the providing of separate classes for such thiues as garden-seats,
mowing machines, collection of houses, boilers, valves, frames, &c.,
best -jonstructed greenhouse, the best boiler, scientifically and prac-
tically cnn^idered, and the best conservatory for a smoky neighbour-
hood. The latter is a capital and, as far as the offering of a prize for
a smoke-proof house is concerned. I believe anew idea. What would
devoted horticulturists in, say, Wolverhampton, Sheffield, or New-
cistle-on-Tyne give for a glass house that could overcome or at least
modify the evils of the dense smoke of such localities. I find, however,
have omitted vegetables. There are 33 classes for these, independent
of very liberal prizesby the Messrs. SuttonandSons; Dickson, Brown,
and Tait ; Dickson and Robinson, &c. The matter has been taken up
with such spirit, that over £2000 have already been subscribed to
promote this great show. It is said that £2000 more will be
needed, and there is little doubt that it will be forthcoming.
Every horticulturist must wish the event success, and it is hoped
that not a few readers of The Gakden will do their part to
make it so. There is room enough for all competitors in the
numerous classes, and the prizes are so numerous and so liberal that
hardly any meritorious exhibit can return from Manchester un-
honoured or unrewarded. Such efforts to uphold and extend the
renown of horticulture deserve the undivided suppoit of our best
cultivators, while all interested in gardening must surely exclaim.
Well done, Manchester I which at this show and the one held from

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXIIL—THE CARDINAL LARKSPUR.
(DELPHINIU.M CARDINALE.)

When we first .saw this Larkspur in flower in Mr. Joad's garden
at Uaktield, Wimbledon Park, we thought it one of the prettiest

hardy flowers we had ever seen, the colour being so novel for a tall

Larkspur. The elegant spreading habit of the plant, too, made it

extremely' attractive, and when grown well, as it is in the garden
in question, its beauty is ver)' striking. This Californian Larkspur
was first introduced to cultivation by Messrs. A'eitch and Son
about twenty-five years ago, but became almost, if not entirely,

lost to gardens. This gradual disappearance of a plant so dis-

tinct and novel has been supposed to indicate a constitution un-

suitable to the English climate, but it was more probably du3 1o

the fact that, unlike its hardier congener, D. nudlcaule, it failed to

produce seed in an
J'

quantity, and, being like that, a short-lived

perennial, requiring freqvient renewal by seed, the means for this

perpetuation being wanting, the plant naturally died out. That
it would be extensively cultivated, in company with the D. uudi-

caule, were its merits known and seed available, there is no
doubt. It is perfectly distinct from the D. nudicaule, to which
it is closely allied, being a taller plant, in which feature it agrees

with the variety elatius. It differs, however, from all the forms
of D. nudicaule in the shape and colour of its flower, which is

more open and rather larger, of a brighter scarlet with a decided

yellow centre. The foliage is also larger and more deeply cleft,

usually nearly to the base. As affording an easy means of identi-

fying this species in its very earliest stages of growth, it may also

be stated that when germinating the seed invariably produces

distinct cotyledons or seed leaves, between which the plumule or

embryo stein arises as iu most other plants, whilst in D. nudicaule

the seed-lobes and their foot-stalks are confluent and the plumule

emerges laterally. The same peculiarity shows itself in tlie ger-

mination of T>. tricornc.

Culture and Position.—D. cardinale blossoms at a later

period of the summer, and continues longer iu flower than D.

nudicaule, owing in part to its .slower development. It is a most
desirable plant, apparently as hardy as D. nudicaule, having sur-

vived the winter of 187.5-(j without the least protection in sandy

soil. Seedlings will probably not flower till the second season.

In very damp .soil it would be prudent to protect the root with a

hand-light or inverted pot in winter. We cannot but express a

hope that this beautiful plant will obtain a foothold in our gar-

dens, and not again become well nigh lost, as it has been ; it cer-

tainly well repays any extra care and attention which it seemingly

requires to grow it to perfection. What a showy garden might
we have of Larkspurs alone, now that we have blues of various

shades and intensity, whites, pinks, purples, and scarlets ! Iu

giving a brief description of this Larkspur we cannot do better

than quote that of the two scarlet species found in California

from that excellent work by I)r. Asa Gray " The Botany of Cali-

fornia."

Delphinium nudicaule (Torrev and Gray).—Sirooth or

slightly villous ; stem 4 ft. to 2 ft. high or more ; leaves most near
the base of the stem, 1 in. to .'iin. in diameter, '! to o lobed, the

lobes more or less deeply, •'! to 7, toothed with broad obtuse

mucronulate segments; flowers 1 in. to 1 j in. long, including the

straightspur, which is longer than the sepals, usually light scarlet

with more or less of orange ; sepals but little spreading
;

petals

usually ciliate or somewhat villous ; carpels pubescent or smooth.

(Bot. Mag., tab. 5819).

D. var. elatius (Thompson).—The taller form with more
leafy stems, the flowers rather longer with more slender spurs
than in the typical state. (Garden, vol. iii., p. 477.) D. sarco-

pyllum (Hook and Arn. Bot. Beechy, 317.)
In the coast ranges from Mendocino Co. to San Francisco ; Plumas

Co.

D. cardinale (Hooker).—Tall and stout, nearly glabrous,

leaves large, o to 7, lobed nearly to the base, the divisions deeply
3 to 5, cleft with narrow, long, acuminate segments, flowers as in
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the last, but larger and more open, bright scarlet with yellow
centre, petals somewhat hairy ; carpels smooth. (Dot. Mag., tab.

4887 ; Torrey Bot. Mex. Bound. SO, t. 3, D. coccineum : Torrey
Pacif. R. Kep. iv., G2.)

Apparently contiiied to the mountains south of California—Los
Angeles ( Wallace) to San Diego.

BOMAKIA MULTIFLORA.
Some years ago there were several beautiful Bomarias in culti-

vatio], but now, probably, not more than half a dozen kinds
can be found in garden.?, a circumstance much to be regretted,

as it will perhaps be long before they are re-introduced. Of the
few liinds that remain with us, B. multiflora, a flower-spray of

which we figure from a plant at Kew, is one of the most desirable

on account of its free and almost perpetual flowering character.

The colour is an orange-red ground copiously spotted with deep
brown. It is, like its congeners, of a climbing liabit of growth,
and nothing can well be prettier than to see a well-flowered
plant of it twining on the rafter of a cool greenhouse, in which

rioweriug Spray of Bomaria multiflora.

position it thrives admirably, provided the roots are planted

either in a small bed of free soil, or in a pot of a size propor-

tionate to the size of the plant. The other kinds we know of,

and whicli will flourish under similar conditions as the preceding,

are B. Jacquesiaua, with large rosy-pink flowers produced in

large drooping umbels ; B. Carderi, a rather new kind, similar

to the last and frequently alluded to lately in our columns; B.
oligantha and B. Caldasiaua, both somewhat similar to B. multi-

flora, differing most conspicuously in the shade of colour in the

flowers. All, like their congeners the Alstrcemerias, are natives

of South America, and are particularly plentiful in the Peruvian
Andes, a large proportion of the species, mmibering upwards of

sixty, being natives of that locality. W. G.

Tar and Pitch Running.—" T. P. " (p. 166) may rest

assured that lime put into tar will prevent it from running. Newly-
slaked lime, and not lumps, should be used, as the latter do not
dissolve or mix well with the tar, and the former should be employed
cautiously, as if used too freely the tar will dry too quickly and
become hard on the brush before it can be applied. From three
to four handfnls of lime to a gallon of tar will be found to
answer the purpose.— J. Jeffrey, Rosscarhery, County Gork,

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

NOTES FROM SYON.
The American Holly.—We were pleased to notice a very

well furnished old specimen of this in the grounds at Syon. It is

about 20 ft. high and somewhat pyramidal in form, but not so
pointed aa our native Holly. The recent cold has not ati'ected it to
the e,\tent of a single leaf. It is a handsome tree as seen at Syon,
and had we not so many tine forms of our own Holly would be
more valuable. It must be a very hartly tree considering its

native country, growing in northern regions where the English Holly
would not survive. From what we have t,een of it in New Jersey
we did not think it would make such a good garden tree.

Climbing Shrubs on Grass.—The practice at Syon of
leaving some plants generally trained on walls to grow as free,

isolated tufts in the pleasure grounds is a charming one ; such plants
as the winter-flowering Jessamine, the Honeysuckles, .and certain
wild Koses and Brambles are particularly suited for such planting,
and there are many others. Well placed and well planted, such
things are no trouble to the gardener, while tliey are a great TJleasure

to everybody else, and may, in many cases, afford plenty of flowers.

Many of the things which cause a good deal of

trouble, and very often have a poor efiect on walls,

are well fitted for this treatment. We noticed
some large tufts of the common herbaceous field

Geranium planted in the same way ; that is to

say, allowed to form a group by themselves and
wholly let alone, except so far as clearing away the
stems in the autumn is concerned.
Digging in Shrubberies.—We are pleased

to note that at Syon, where, some years now, the
practice of digging and raking the shrubberiee has
been given up, and with a very good lesult as re-

gards effect, the Grass is allowed to grow in under
the trees, Bluebells and wild flowers growing there

too. It is a considerable saving of labour, and year
by year the appearance of the whole is better,

from the easy and broken outline which shrub-
beries treated in this way present. It does not mean
the total absence of care, which, indeed, must be
unremitting in such a valuable collection, but it

does mean diminished labour, and leads to a dis-

tinctly better and more natural effect, while the

roots are undisturbed. In such a case a more open
disposition is desirable, and it is pleasanter to step in

among the shrubs and trees in any direction on
turf than it would be on dug ground. Bold open-

ings and little glades are also possible and desirable

in this way, so as to break into the formal outline of

the shrubbery—open up its treasures, in fact.

There is much to be effected in the improvement of

the shrubbery, and we are glad to see a beginning

made where there is so much valuable tree life.

A Storm-tossed Cedar of Lebanon.—
Considering the age and stature of the trees at

Syon, it is surprising that so little damage has been
done by the recent gale and previous terrible Tues-

day ; the easterly gale on that day, however, partially blew over one

of the great Cedars quite near the house, and now a very interesting

process of pulling it back again is being carried out by the aid of

freat ropes attached to other trees in the neighbourhood and by
ydraulic and other lifts. The pulling back is being very success-

fully done, though it involves engineering of a peculiar kind. With
the great ropes and other apparatus it is the most formidable opera-

tion we have seen carried out in regard to trees. It is pleasant to

anyone interested in our finer trees to see the care and intelligence

devoted to'them at Syon, both in their youth and old age. Even the

dullest winter day one is impressed there with the dignity and

variety of the tree life.

Neglect of Deciduous Trees.—It is sad while looking

at the Wellingtonias after the hard winter, or indeed at any

time, to notice the neglect of trees which never wince before tha

frost, and which really do assume beautiful shapes and stately forms.

The Planera, for example, one of the most remarkable deciduous trees,

with its peculiar ascending form of branch, is seldom planteei and

little known, although noble specimens may be seen at Syon, in the

Oxford garden, and in the Petit Trianon. Here is a tree which

really would make a noble avenue, or group, or single specimen.

Hymenocallis.—This noble stove plant, which we figured in

The Garden last year is now coming strongly into bloom at Syon ;

its large transparent blossoms and tine reed-like habit make it a
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valuable addition to our stoves, and valuable aid for indoor deco-

ration.

TPIE LOMBAEDY POPLAR.
Pbrmit me to endorse all that Mr. Marnock's cultured judgment
and ripe taste has said (p. 81) in favour of this striking tree. To
say that wherever it is planted it adds a new and striking feature

to the landscape is but common-place praise. It gives it dignity as

well as freshness and novelty. Its noble effects on knolls has been

well described by Mr. Marnock. Posted on these in a flat or fennj'

country, it is welcome as a lighthouse at sea to the bewildered

mariner. A few well-placed groups of Lombardiea lift up the entire

landscape into a higher level of art. The Lombardy is almist

equally striking in valleys. I have looked down on some noble

groups and single trees from bridges, and the effect has been as good
almost as gazing up to them from afar on knolls. As a rule they are

far too often rowed and isolated. There can be no doubt that Mr. Mar-
nook is right. Tlie trees should be grouped more or less irregularly

as to distance and number, but the great thing is to have more of

them planted anywhere and everywhere where there is room for

them. And thoy need little room. As Mr. Marnock so well points

out, they may be planted nearer to buildings than any other trees,

and they look better against bricks and mortar than any others, the

Italian Cypress not excepted. I wonder the Lombardy Poplar has

not been more planted in cemeteries ; it would look infinitely better

than the usual run of evergreen coniferous trees so often found in a

state of lingering death in such. Its form also admirably adapts it

for association with monuments, tombstones, chapels. Most of our
landscapes ai'e in want of more Lombardies, and even if in the

haste to plant a few should get into wrong places, such mistakes are

easily rectified. Few trees grow so fast and with so little injury to

other trees as tlie Lombardy Poplar, while hardly any are more easily

cut down. lUit with the aid of your exrjuisitely beautiful woodcut,
showing at a glance the character of and place for this tree, and with
Mr. Marnock's clear and careful instructions, no one can fail to plant

his Lombardies aright, which it is hoped many will do as soon as the

frost permits. D. T. Fisii.

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES, SHRUBS, & WOODLANDS

Pruning Evergreens.—The best time to prune all evergreens is

just before the sap rises in spring, especially if large branches have
to be cut off. In dealing with naked, neglected shrubs, the best

plan is to cut them down to near the ground, and let them start away
from the bottom, again thinning out the weakest of the shoots if too

many eyes start. Branches of Hollies will sometimes die back to

the trunk if all the evergreen portion or the part clothed with foliage

be cut away ; and the same thing may happen with any other kind
of tree, even in the case of the Willow, if the roots are unhealthy.
Cutting off the head of the plant is, of course, a drastic remedy ;

but if the roots and main stem are health}', there is no danger at-

tending the operation. Of course flowering shrubs so treated, such
as the Rhododendron, for instance, will be some time before the

growth gets sufficiently ripened to bear flowers again. When we cut

the head off a tree or a plant the sap comes away with a rush, and,

finding fewer outlets, the wood for a year or two grows too rampant
to form flower-buds ; nevertheless, with patience the flowering time
will come again. The case of the Portugal Laurel referred to a short

time ago by a correspondent that was cut to a fork, and which put
out a cluster of shoots where cut, instead of the sap passing along
the remainder of the bough, was simply a natural consequence of de-

capitation. If evergreen shrubs are pruned a little every year they
will not become naked at the bottom, but will gradually extend
themselves and become annually more valuable and beautiful. Tliis

pruning should consist in shortening back strong gross shoots that
show a tendency to Ijecome robbers,—E. H.

Cluster-flowered Yews (Cephalotaxns).—Many Conifers

have been browned by the frost, but these retain their natural

colour, and look brighter than ever, contrasted with their weather-
beaten associates. They formagenus of Yew-like shrubs or small trees

—

in fact, give onethe impression of a superior kind ofYeiv^, as their leaves

are altogether larger than those of the Yew, and two of the species

more tree-like in habit. C. drupacea, a kind in which the leaves are

from 1 in. to li in. in length, is the most nearly related to the Yew,
and a very graceful tree. In its native countries—China and Japan

—

this is said to attain a height of 40 ft., but at present it has not
reached such dimensions in England. C. Fortunei.—This is some-
what darker green, and has longer leaves than C. drupacea ; still it

is not so attractive, on account of its loose rambling habit, as it

seldom forms a leader, but grows into a spreading shrub. In this

respect it resembles that beautiful Conifer Thujopsis dolabrata,

which is found in its native country in the form of a moderate-sized

tree, but here it generally throws up several leading shoots, and
only with difficulty can be kept to a single one. C. pedunculata.

—

This is certainly the most distinct and beautiful of all the clustered

Yews ; its leaves, which are very regularly arranged, are from 2 in.

to 2?,- in. long and of a dark green colour, while the habit, being

much in the way of that of drupacea, gives it an imposing appearance.

This is found abundantly throughout Japan, both in a wild state and
in cultivation, forming a small tree from 20 ft. to 2o ft. in height.

—

Alpha.

Timber Belts.—Mr. Sargent gives it as his belief that the

protection afforded to fields by plantations of trees in narrow belts

would increase the profits of their cultivation fully 20 per cent. He
says: "Such plantations serve as a material check to the natural

force of the cold winds from the north, which rapidly lower the

temperature, hasten evaporation, and blow into drifts the snow which

would otherwise protect the ground with an even covering " He
justly adds :

" Such plantations would be too limited iu extent, and
too widely scattered, to have any general influence on climate, or on

the flow of watercourses," but he thinks there is no probable way
in which cultiv.itors in cold aud windy regions could more rapidly in-

crease the products of their lands. Such screens would of course be

needed in sheltered valleys, and in estimating their value sufficient

distance should be allowed for the extent of the roots of the trees,

which are much longer and run to a greater distance than most
persons suppose.

—

Country Ge>!Tleman.

GARDENING FOR THE WEEK.

Pines.—The beds of tan or leaves in which newly-potted plants

have recently been plunged should be examined at short intervals,

and if there is any danger of over-heating, rocli or lift up the pots

and replace them loosely until danger from excessive fermentation

has passed away. For some time after potting the structure in which

the plants are placed should be kept rather close with sufficient

atmostpheric moisture to support them until they have taken to the

new soil, when more air may be given to prevent them from becom-

iog "drawn." When fresli growth has set in examine each pot

separately to ascertain whether water at the root is needed, but on

no account water indiscriminately, as an excess at this early season

mifht prove injurious. The strongest successions intended for start-

ing 12 months hence may have a range of 60'' to 65° at night, 70" to

75" by day, and 5'' more after closing with sun heat and moisture.

Avoid wetting early started plants when in flower, but damp the

surface of the bed and other available spaces, as an excess of dry

heat does not favour the setting of any kind of fruit. Give them a

temperature of 70' by night, 80" by day, and run up a few degrees

after closing. Keep the glass clean and avoid systematic shading,

as it increases the size of the crowns and enervates the jjlants at a

time when light is of the greatest importance. If any of the late

autumn potted stock is not quite satisfactory shake out and repot iu

clean pots of the same size, using dry turfy loam as formerly re-

commended. Pot very firm, plunge in a bottom heat of 83°, syringe

after closing on bright days, and sliade from sudden breaks of power-

ful sunshine.

Peaches.—Houses in which the fmit is beginning to swell may
have a temperature of 55° on mild niglits, 65" by day from fire heat,

and 10° more under bright sunshine, with a circulation of air. If

water has not been given to internal borders since the first blossoms

began to open, a good watering with clear diluted liquid at the mean
temperature of the house will benefit the trees aud soon work a

marked change in the size of the fruit. Disbudding will claim daily

attention ; commence at the extremities of the most vigorous trees,

work downwards towards the base, taking foreright shoots first,

and remove small fruit as the work proceeds. Leave weak trees

until last, and if they show signs of having been overcropped, pay

back that which has been taken from them by extra thinning, and
stimulate with warm liquid or good mulching. If Strawberries have

been started with the Peaches get them removed without delay;

cleanse the shelves and foliage which may have been in contact with

them, and fumigate for green fly.

Succession Houses.—Follow up the usual routine in suc-

cession houses now in flower. Give plenty of air by night aud day,

also increase atmospheric moisture as days lengthen and the sun

gains power. After this date the fertilisation of the flowers on

healthy trees is almost certain, but, the operation being brief and

simple, it is best to err on the side of safety. Thin the buds from

the lower sides of the shoots in the latest houses. Give abundance

of air and fumigate before the flowers open.

Figs.—Continue the treatment recommended for early pot trees

until we have brighter and better weather, when the temperature by
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day may be increased by closing early with plenty of sun-heat.

Guard againt a check which might prove fatal to the fruit now in

flower by giving liberal supplies of tepid liquid as often as may be

considered necessary, and mulch with good rotten manure when the

active roots appear upon the surface. If space for the reception of

water is limited, place bands of lead i in. deep round the insides

of the rims of the pots, and partially Jill with loose rich mulching.

Follow up the stopping of gross shoots, thin off badly placed fruit

where thickly set, and keep the foliage clean by means of copious

syringing twice a day when the weather is fine.

Succession Houses.—Repeat the treatment recommended
for early trees, mulch well and water internal borders freely, as Figs

when well drained and in active growth are more likely to suffer

from the want of water than the application of too much. Maintain
a night temperature of 5.5- to iiO°, run up to 65'^ with fire heat, and
70° to 75° with air when the sun is shining. Keep the young
growths thin and regularly trained where they have plenty of trellis

space to cover, and stop at the fifth leaf to prevent crowding where
fully occupied. Trees in late unheated houses may now be un-

covered ; wash, dress, and tie, or otherwise train the past year's

growths, giving them plenty of room for the full expansion of the

foliage, and free ingress of warmth and light, which will add consider-

ably to the temperature of the structure. T)ie trellis in houses of

this kind should not be more than 16 in. from the glass, and
short-jointed growths which ripen better than strong watery shoots

should be secured by means of annual root pruning.

Strawberries.—From this time forward Strawberries will

stand a little more heat than has liitherto been recommended
for them, but it must be applied during the hours of daylight by
closing the lights and ventilators on fine afternoons, when good
sjrringing with warm water will draw the flower-stems well up above
the foliage. Re-opeu the ventilators at night to secure a steady cir-

culation of air at a temperature of 50°. Water freely early in [the

day and stimulate with clear liquid where plants or flowers show
signs of weakness. The general stock of plants will now supply
batches for forcing for exhibition or other special purposes, and
quality being the first consideration, every operation, trifling perhaps
in itself, must be performed almost in advance of their require-

ments. Timely top-dressing, which encourages the formation of new
roots at the collar of the plant, being very important, all late kinds
should be looked over to ascertain that the drainage is right, top-
dressed with strong loam and rotten manure replaced in cold pits

until wanted for use, but tender varieties like British Queen, Dr.
Hogg, and Sir Charles Napier will be the better for removal to a
moderately warm, airy situation in a temperate house.

Hardy Fruit.—No time must be lost in making up arrears in

planting fruit trees where unavoidably delayed, always bearing in
mind that tall or heavy trees liable to be rocked by the wind
should be well secured to stakes. It possible, the soil should be
dry enough to admit of being rammed firmly without becoming
adhesive, and every tree should be well mulched with good halt-

rotten manure. The nailing or tying of Peaches in many places
may now be proceeded with, but where subject to late sprina; frosts

it is a safe course to keep them away from the walls uitil the
blossoms get well advanced. Protecting material will, of cour.se, be
in readiness for placing over the different kinds of trees as the
flowers begin to open. Where time admits, stone fruit trees on old
walls should be well washed after they are nailed with .strong soap-
suds, to which a few handfuls of sulphur may be added with
advantage. Look over new Strawberry beds where the ground will
bear treading upon ; make each plant firm in its place and fill up all

vacancies. Mulch with manure as a pi'otection from drought, and
sow a little soot between the rows where slugs are likely to become
troublesome. If grafting is anticipated, see that all the stocks are
headed back and have everything in readiness for use when the sap
begins to rise, as nothing is gained by undue haste. The most suc-
cessful orchard grafters place three-year-old wood on large trees,
and work at their calling up to the beginning of May. Examine
Figs on open walls, and if heavily covered with straw or Fern,
remove it piecemeal, as much damage often follows sudden exposure
of the young shoots to bright sun and keen morning frosts. Keep a
sharp eye on Plums and Cherries when the buds begin to swell, and
drop fishing-nets from the coping to protect from bullfinches. This
season they have attacked our Pears and Peaches.

Melons.—The first batch of selected plants will now be
approaching if they have not already reached the trellis, and the
important aim being the production of vigorous short-jointed Vines
capable of throwing out strong fruit-bearing laterals immediately
atttr they are stopped, the use of clear diluted liquid for syringing
the surface of the bed, filling the evaporating pans and supplying
the roots, must be governed by the strength of the plants, as too
much vigour is not conducive to a good " set," and weak attenuated

growths if they show at the first break, produce puny fruit. As
I have before stated, the choice of varieties for early work is

only second to skilful cultivation, and after trying many kinds, I
have not found any better in point of quality and productiveness
than Improved Victory of Bath and Turner's Scarlet Gem. For
growing on kerbs where fermenting material cannot be brought
into use, the scarlet-fleshed kinds, although inferior to the green-
fleshed section, are best adapted, as the dry heat and complete
control over the roots enable the grower to bring out the full
flavour of the fruit. To counteract the parching influence of hot-
water pipes and to encourage the egress of roots, we place shallow
boxes 2 in. or .3 in. deep beneatli the pots, fill them with
rich loam and manure, and feed liberally from the time the fruit
begins to swell until it shows signs of changing for ripening.

Frames.—It the pKants are fit for turning out and the bed
continues too hot, (j-in. drain-pipes may be laid horizontally under
each hill which should be made very firm, not too large at first

unless the soil, rough calcareous turf, is very dry, and the roots
shoidd be prevented from striking into the manure by means of
large sods placed grass-side downwards. Renovate linings, back
and front alternately. Guard against injury from steam by tilting
the back lights. Cover well and make frequent sowings for
succession.

Cucumbers.—By this time the greater part of the old foliage

will have been gradually removed from winter fruiting plants, the
trellis will be covered with healthy young growths capable of pro-
ducing fruit of the finest quality, and the roots will be working freely

in the new compost recently recommended. Keep the plants free

from insects by copious syringing and liberal feeding with clear
liquid, in preference to mulching with manure, which encourages
worms ; crop lightlj', and fertilise the most promising fruit on
shy-setting kinds. If the bottom heat falls below 80° add fresh
fermenting leaves from the reserve ground ; maintain a minimum
temperature of 70°, ventilate at 80°, and allow the house to run up
to 85*^ with sun heat after closing for the day. Where a compart-
ment can be cleared out and properly cleansed, the present time will

be favourable for making a fresh start with clean young maiden
plants of Smith's Frame, or other favourite kinds. The soil for

summer culture may be heavier than that recommended for winter,
and hills composed of good turfy loam and old lime rubble will

give better results than pots.

Frames.—Earth up young plants as the roots appear on the sur
face, train the growths thinly, stop at the first joint beyond the
fruit, impregnate as the female flowers open, and place the most
promising in glasses. Although the most trying part of the season
is over, we may j'et have very severe weather, and to prevent sudden
depressions of temperature see that the linings are regularly and
alternately renovated with well-worked manure, and always have
plenty of dry covering at hand for iise at night and during severe
storms. Make fresh sowings at short intervals, and throw away
pot-bound plants before they breed spider.

Kitchen Garden.—In cold gardens the greatest mistake that
one can commit is early sowing, as it frequently leads to the produc-
tion of weak irregular crops or complete failure, for which the seeds-

man is sometimes unjustly blamed. This season the severe frost,

and latterly the heavy rain, having chilled the earth and crippled
many of our winter crops, a considerable amount of work will liave

to be performed before sowing and planting to any extent can be
proceeded with, and as the usual preliminaries will have to be gone
through, time and quality will be gained by deferring the sowing of

seeds until a suitable bed can be made for them. On warm soils a
few early Potatoes may be planted, and sets for the general crop will

require plenty of room, light, and air to secure tough, vigorous
growths before they are transferred to the drills. Fill up and mould
early Cabbages and make an extensive planting on good ground for

the main crop. Transplant autumn-sown Onions, giving the Italian

kinds a warm border, as they will be required for early use. Dress
with wood ashes and soot. Sow Parsnips, also Broad Beans and
Peas for succession. Give the latter plenty of room and sow Spinach
between the rows. Mould and stake early kinds, and prepare a warm
border for Advancer and other dwarf Marrows now hardening off in

frames. Make another sowing of Carrot, Turnip, Radish, and Parsley
on a warm border. Plant Cauliflowers under cap glasses, also in

deep drills on south or west borders, and protect with short Yew
branches. Fill up Lettuce beds, stir the soil frequently, and dress
with wood ashes. Take care of the weakest of these and the Cauli-

flowers, as they are invaluable for succession.

Forced Vegetables.—Remove Seakale and Rhubarb roots

from the, Mushroom house to a covered shelter, and protect from
frost until the time arrives for making new plantations. Strong
roots in the open ground covered with pots or boxes will now come
on freely with just sufficient leaves or litter thrown over them to
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l-'ig. 4.—Berdaguer's grafting tnnl.

K/?0SP1

Fig. 5.—Trabuc's grafting tool. fig. 6.— Trabuc's implement at work
in the open air.

jiriMllirlflnJIIill'll'P'PiffBlltll'""""''""''"'
"I l lfli—r-i-.-- yj^,

t'i..;, 7.—SuljvVtici's implement loi grafting indoors. Fig. S.—Sabatier's implement for grafting
in the open air.

Fig. 10.— Vincent's grafting tool.

Fig. 9.—Pelanuiers machine. Fig. 11.—Leydier'a macluue
;
ground plan.

GEAFTIXG IMPLEMENTS.
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exclude the air. Clear all the pita and frames that can be spared

for aucoessional crops of Carrota, Radishes, and Potatoes.

Plant the latter when the growths are 2 in. or 3 in. long.

Keep close for a few days, and afterwards ventilate freely to

prevent the haulm from becoming drawn. Where a deep, brick pit

is at command, a good body of fermenting Oak leaves will give

sufficient bottom heat for a planting of French Beans, which will

come in useful when their presence in forcing houses is a dangerous

nuisance. Sow the Beans in small pots, and transplant when the

soil becomes warm. If manure is plentiful this is a good time for

making up a Mushroom bed in a close, unheated shed. If a lean-to

against a north wall, and shaded by trees. Mushrooms free from
maggot may be grown through the early summer months. Beat old

beds that show signs of falling off, and give them a good soaking

with warm salt water, 4 oz. to the gallon. Plant out Lettuce to

make room for January-sown Brussels Sprouts and Cauliflowers

Make another sowing of Tomatoes for succession. Pot off cuttings

and place them near the glass in a warm nursing pit.—W, Coleman,

pressing lightly upon it whilst, thus placed, the operator grasps
the handle of the blade in bis left hand, and drawing it towards
him makes a cut in the manner of whip grafting. This imple-
ment is fairly simple, and clieap, but does not act very well in the
open ground, as it can only be employed for making the scion.
M. Trabuc, of St. Ilippolyte (Gard), exhibited a grafting tool

of ingenious make, which consists of a simple double-edged blade,
the iron stand being replaced by a jointed pair of piucliei s (figs

iliiilJi^li'ltilBlHlllll!!!!!!!

GRAFTING IMPLEMENTS.
The Agricultural Society of I'lIiSrault having organised at the

School of Agriculture of Montpellier an exhiljition of grafting im-
plements, and numerous manufacturers having exhibited, we
propose to describe the implements that were submitted for in-

spection, and which are figured in a recent number of the Itenie

ILorticole. Sincj the invasion o" the Phylloxera, and the almost

complete destruction of the ^'ineyards in the south of France
msans have been sought to re-establish those which have been
destroyed. Some have had recourse to insecticides, and others have

preferred to make a trial of Ame-
rican Grapes. The great object

being to retain the French varie-

ties, grafting on American stocks

has been resorted to. Grafting is

performed eitlier on cuttings or

on rooted plants, and generally

speaking in-doors. The method
usually employed is that Icnown

in England by the name of cleft

grafting, so that the greater portion of the implements that we are

about to describe have been designed with a view of facilitating

this particular system. Amongst the implements exhibited on
tills occasion, and which were constructed for cleft grafting, we
will in the first place mention that of M. Petit, of Laugon
(Glronde). This implement, which has been elsewhere described,

lias given good results. By Its use a skilful workman can make and
1 le on a graft in a minute, but it can only be employed in-doors.

Tlie grafting tool constructed by M. Berdaguer, of Lyons, is more
simple as regards mechanism, and may be employed both

Fi^. 12.—Leydier's machine
(elevation.)

Fouque'B grafting implement.

in-doors and in the open air. It is composed (fig. 4) of
a^ cast-iron stand, to be fixed on a bench by means of two screws.
This stand carries on the left and right hand grooves into
which the Vine sboots may be slid. On this piece of iron two
knives work, having the edges opposite to each other, attached to a
common centre and turning round on a pivot. In order to make
use of this grafting tool, the stock is introduced into one of the
grooves on the right hand side, choosing one of appropriate size ;

Fig. 14.—M. Guej'te's tying macliine.

5 and G). The .shoot to be operated on is tightly lield by the
pinchers, one end, that wliich is to be cleft, pressing against a
piece of iron hollowed out in the middle and fixed perpendicularly
to one of the handles of the pinchers. A guide Is attached to one
side of this piece, a knife fixed at riglit angles to and jointed on
to the end of the pinchers being able to pass along it. The
shoot, being grasped by the pinchers and tightly held, is cut
by the knll'e which passes over the guide. The cut thus
made, the guide is detached, and the blade, wliich is

double-edged, makes the cleft on its return journey. The
mechanism of this tool is extremely simple, and it may bo
used either in the open ground or on a bench. A grafting machine
of another description is that of M. Sabatier, of Montpellier ; it

also is designed for cleft grafting. It consists of a wooden stand,
carrying grooves lined with copper (fig. 7), into which the shoots
are slid, choosing a groove in accordauce with the .size of the shoot
to be operated on. An incurved, double-edged knife works

upon a horizontal surface, and the
concave nortion of the blade cuts

into the side of the branch placed
In the groove corre-spoudlng with
its size and makes the proper
cut. Oil its return journey tlie

convex portion of tlie blade makes
the cleft, the shoot having been
removed to a groove bearing
the same number as tliat which
served to make the oblique cut, but
less inclined, so that the blade

cuts into the w-ood about half-

way between the barlv and the pith.

The great drawback to this ma-
chine is that it makes the cut too
short, but it would be easy to remedy
this by deepening the groove,

. ,
for tlien the stock would come
into a more upright position, and the

surface cut by the blaile would be longer. This implement can
only be used on a bench.

M. Sabatier exhibited another implement for grafting in the

open ground. It is composed of an upright piece of wood carrying a

groove in which the shoot is to be placed and liekl there by means of

a vice worked with a handle. The shoot thus tightly held, a knife fixed

onapieceof wood, and turning round on a pivot, makes the oblique cut.

Another knife fixed in the same manner effects the cleft bv hit-
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tino- ag-aiuat the nippers which hold the shoot in position. This

implement is too heavy and not very portable, but the mechanism

of it is happily designed. As a modilication of this machme we
may mention that of M. Pelaquier, of Toulon (flg. 0). In this

case the two blades are worked by the foot by means of

a pedal, instead of by hand, and instead of liaviug-a rotatory move-

ment they work backwards and forwards. This apparatus carries

an automical secatem- for cutting tlie shoots. In brief, it is just

the Petit machine, only that its action is regulated by foot in-

•stead of by hand. M. Euiile Vincent, of Moutpellier, exhibited an

implement on another plan, and which commences by making the

cleft first. This implement (fig. 10) is in shape like an ordinary

secateur, only that one part of it carries a knife in the form of a

scraper, so tliat when the shoot is lixed by the secateur this blade

penetrates it and makes the cleft. Another knife turning round

on a pivot, fixed on the other arm of the implement, makes tlie

oblique cut in passing over a horizontal surface. This machine

jags the wood, and the cut is by no means clean, a fact which en-

dangers the taking of the graft, "\^'e might mention otlier tools

for cleft grafting, but they are merely guides for making the

oblique cut, and have no great practical interest.
^
We come

now to Champin's system, which is a modification of

cleft grafting. It is carried out in the following manner

:

The stock, being cut perpendicular to its centre, is^ cleft at

about two-thirds of its diameter, and the thickest portion is cut

obliquely, extending the cut to the upper edge of the cleft.

The n-raft is cut in" tlie same manner, and is put on and tied as

ill cleft grafting. Petlt's implement may be used for this kind

I if o-rafting, it being only necessary to lower the board some 2

miUimetres towards' the left, and aljout 4 or 'i millimetres towards

the right, so that the shoot is cut at about two-thirds of its

diameter instead of being cut to a point.

M. Leydier, of Lancieux (Vaucluse), exhibited an implement

only capable of being worked on Champin's system (figs. 11

and 12). Oue end of the shoot is introduced into a cavity,

terminating at the lower end by an even surface. By resting

the stock against a knife, the distance of which, from the lower

surface, is regulated by the dimensions of the .shoot, a longi-

tudinal cut is )n<ide in it to about one-third of its thiciiuess.

This operation finished, there remains above the knife two-thirds

of the thickness of the stock that it is desired to graft. A
plane, worked by means of a pedal, passes over two grooves and

makes the oblique cut. It has been suggested for \'ines that

saddle grafting be reversed, carrying out the work on a bench,

o'rafting on shoots or rooted plants having about the same dia-

meter as the graft ; the stock is cleft in the middle, a graft

obliquely cut on both sides being placed in it.

One machine onlv making this kind of graft was exhiljited ; it

is that of M. Fonqi'ie, of Toulon (fig 13). The apparatus serves to

prepare the graft, and is composed of a four-sided steel cage, of

which twosideshaveparallelgroovesanddoubleobliquely-cut,wedge.

shaped surfaces. In these grooves two transversal blades act simul-

t aneouslv with a downward movement by means of a lever. Two pres-

sure screws regulate the play of the frame and facilitate dismonnthig

it in order to allow the return of the blades. In order to effect

the w-edge-shaped cut on the graft the framework is raised up, so

as to allow the blades all the space possible. The base of tlie

scion is then introduced into the upper part of the implement and

enters the hollow formed by the blades. That done, a rapid down-

ward movement with the right hand upon a lever suffices to ob-

tain a regular and neat wedge-shaped cut. To make the cleft in

the stock, a knife having a special central blade, so disposed as to

make the cleft exactly in the centre of the shoot, is employed.

Such are the implements of which we ha-\ e made special note, ^^e

rai"-ht stdl mention JM. Barral's implement for grafting by incisioti,

but this kind of graft does not take easily, .seeing the difficulty

that exists in making a graft that shall enter exactly into the

incision made in the stock. A tying machine was also exhi-

bited by M. Gueyte. This we have ventured to describe, al-

thouah'the results obtained by it are not entirely satisfactory.

A bobbin of string or raffia is made to revolve on an axis to

which a rotatory moventent is communicated by means of a

handle carrying a pinion which conmiands a cogged wheel. The

string on tlie bobbin makes two or three turns on a piece which

has a circular movement ; one end of the graft to be tied is placed

in the bobbin, which is hollow, the other resting upon a fixed sup-

port. By communicating to the machine a rotatory movement.

the string winds itself round the graft. When the ligature is com-
pleted a knot has to be made, which is obtained by passing the

string over a hook. With a pointed knife one turn of the string

is taken up and is passed on to the middle of another. The opera-

tor draws it towards him and the knot is made, but the tie is not,

in general, tight enough.

To sum up, all the grafting implements hitherto exhibited are

defective, as a man provided with these tools will not get

through more work than when only provided with a knife.

During the last year, however, great progress has been made, and
we have reason to liope that in a short time new improvements
will be effected.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

MULCHING POT PLANTS WITH MOSS.

I HAVE read with much interest all that has been written upon
this subject, and I hoped and fully expected that more of your
readers would have expressed their views on the matter. I should
be quite prepared to adopt Moss mulching iu many cases, but I must
confess that I should hesitate to do so in a general way. Some
plants, such as the hardier kinds of Pa ins, Tree Ferns, and some soft-

wooded subjects, can scarcely be kept moist enough when they be-

come thoroughly root-bound, especially in the summer time ; and I

can well believe that a layer of Sphagnum on the soil would be bene-

ficialin preventingrapidevaporationand maintaining thesoil in a more
uniform state of moisture whilst diminishing the labour in watering.

There are, however, many plants which are more or less sensitive to

an overdose of water, and I think that in their case a covering of

Moss would be sometimes productive of evil, as it would hinder the
grower from quickly ascertaining the state of the soil. Sometimes
watering has to be entrusted to inexperienced hands, and oftentimes

the order has to be given "water only when dry," this being

especially the case in winter and during the spring months. To the

inexperienced the surface of the soil is a sure guide as to the wants
of the plants in the way of moisture ; cover it in any way, and water-

ing becomes in many instances hazardous. I always like to see

the collar of a plant free and the surface clean ; a rapid glance

through the house will then sulficefor ascertainingthecondition of the

inmates, and orders may be issued accordingly. There are times

when every plant may be safely watered, but at others great caution

must be exercised, and each plant has to be watered according to

the condition of the soil as indicated by its surface.

I cannot quite agree with Mr. Hovey in his remarks upon the

relative size of the pot and the plant. I fail to see that a plant should

be less ornamental or imposing when a large head of foliage is

attached to a more than usually small body of soil. My opinion is

that pots, as a rule, are too large, and detract from the decorative

value of the subject. Of course v/e do not want a plant to be

so deficient in a firm basis as to be in continual danger of toppling

over; but this assured, we may just as well have a well-developed

handsome specimen in a 0-in. pot as in a size or two larger. For-

eigners have often told me that we get our plants too quickly into big

pots, and this I believe to be true, in many cases at least. Many are

so anxious to shift when they would be better employed in adminis-

tering a little stimulant, and thus really obtain better results at the

expense of much less time and trouble. I remember once seeing an
extremely fine lot of Dractenas grown by the Messrs. Chantrier,

of Paris, which well exemplified the value of a large plant

in a small pot. I am speaking by comparison, for the plants

in question were in S-in. pots, but were as large as one generally

sees in pots two sizes larger. They were, I should say, quite 4 ft.

high and clothed to the soil with handsome foliage, which was so

abundant that iu the case of the drooping-habited Cooperi the plants

scarcely appeared to be growing in a pot. These plants were
admired not only on account of their beauty, but because they
producedamuchfiner efl'ectthiough being in potsso,small in proportion

to the head of foliage.

Probably when a pot-plant reaches this stage of development
Moss-mulching would be appropriate, for the soil becoming one

mass of fibres and the demand for moisture being so great, there

would be but little danger of over-watering. My beau ideal of

a pot-plant is one which bj' the amplitude of its foliage completely

obliterates the pot, a necessarj', but also an unnatural looking

and ugly appendage. Some plants, of course, by their habit do
not admit of this desired consummation, but others do and I think

that by a judicious and timely application of some stimulant, and
the exercise of more patience in the matter of re-potting much
might be done iu this matter, and the decorative value of plants

generally would be considerably augmented, .J. CoRXHiT.L,
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NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR iGAflDEN.

Linum trigynum a Shade-loving Plant.—When I stated

(p. 69) that a hot dry atmosphere was death to this plant, I

simplv wrote from my experience of it culturally. It is the fault of

this plant under indoor culture that it is subject to red spider, and a

dry hot atmosphere or a place near hot-water pipes aggravates this

tendency immensely. It interests nie to know that the plant is

grown as an outdoor shrub in Algeria, and I can imagine wliat a

lovely object it is there. I see it also noted as doing well out-of-

doors at Sau Eemo ; although it is an East Indian plant and nearly

100 years introduced, I am curious to know in what part of the

East Indies it is found, as this includes rather a large area, and

under what conditions it thrives best in its native habitat. Tlie fact

that the plant will thrive under a burning sun planted out in the

i)[jen air in Algiers or Italy is no reason why shade should not suit it

Ijest under liothouse culture. Experience teaches us many lessons.

I remember once being much brow-beaten on the subject of Vine

culture by a gentleman who was fresh from the Rhine, and who had

seen Vines growing there in broken stones and the ground roasting

with solar lieat, while our Vine borders were deep with unctuous

earth and a great water-barrel in constant use. Experience also

teaches us many paradoxical lessons in the culture of Orchids and
other stove plants. I have planted out Linum trigynum as an ex-

periment in the south of England, and found it to grow tolerably

well in company with such plants as Justicia formosa, Eranthemum
pulchellum, Liboniafloribunda, and many more which do well out-

of-doors from June to October, and which make much more robust

growth, healthier and greener foliage than they would under glass.

A plant with its roots in the earth with the sky for a roof and the

temperature satisfactory is altogether placed under more favourable

circumstances than the same plant in a pot under a glass roof,

even if the temperature be equally the same.

—

Hibernian.

Begonias for Back "Walls of Warm Houses.—For
covering back walls, such Begoniasas B. fuchsioides, B. foliosa, and B.

insignis are invaluable. Those who have not seen them planted out

iu a ivell prepared border would be astonished to see the growth
which they make in one season. Part of the back of the wall in the

conservatory here is covered with the kinds just named, and they
are the admiration of all who sec them. B. fuchsioides and
B. foliosa are always in flower. We treat them liberally,

and this induces continual growth and the constant production

of flowers. We also find them to be very useful planted against

the back walls of Vineries. They are free from the attacks

of insects, and most useful as regards the production of cut flowers

in the winter. We can cut bushels of the beautiful B. insignis. The
back wall of our Vinery is now all aglow with its lovely pink
blossoms. B. nitida is a grand variety, but more tender than those

previously mentioned. In an early Vinery it produces an abundance
of lovely flowers.—J. Allsop, Dalton Hall, Hull.

Staphylea colchica for Forcing.— This is one of the best

shrubs for early forcing with which I am acquainted, and doubtless

when better known it will become as popular as Deutzia gracilis,

for it is equally free in its habit of flowering ; it comes into bloom at

an early date, without very much fire heat, and has the advantage
of having very ornamental foliage of a bright glossy green. The
flowers, which are pearly white, are borne in clusters, and the plant
blossoms freely in a very small state. We have some in 5-in. pots
with every shoot laden with flowers, and very pretty they are for

vases or other decorations indoors, or the blooms are well adapted
for bouquets. It is at present somewhat scarce, but I feel sure that
it will soon be found in every garden where white flowers are iu
demand in the spring months. It makes a good companion for the
Deutzias, Pruuuses, Lilacs, and other flowering shrubs that are
forced into bloom early, audit will flourish under similar treatment.
The main point to aim at is well-ripened wood, and the only way
to insure this is to encourage early growth, which must be ripened
off without any severe check. After flowering, it should be removed
to congenial growing quarters to perfect its growth, and be gradually
inured to more air as solar heat increases out-of-doors, until it can
be plunged in the open ground in some sunny position, where it

can fully perfect its growth, when it will flower abundantly for years,
even in small pots, if well supplied with liquid manure.—J. Groom.
The Club Moss as a Basket Plant.—Have any readers of

The Garden ever seen the common Club Moss(Lycopodium clavatum)
as described by Mr. Moore in "Newman's British Ferns ?" He says :

This plant makes a beautiful object when cultivated in a greenhouse
and suspended from the roof. 1 have seen it in such situations with
branches 3 ft. to 4 ft. long flowering most abundantly and
having a peculiarly imposing appearance ? And so no doubt it would
have, as anyone would believe who has seen its luxuriance on some of
the Cumberland mountains, but I never could induce it to take root

under cultivation, nor could I ever meet with anyone who had grown
it successfully until last year, when I saw it growing beautifully in a

pot in the garden of a lady near Windermere. Success requires

patience, the plan being to take up a well-rooted plant with the turf

in which it grows, and having established it in a pot to pluck out
blade by blade all the Grass and other vegetation with which it is

surrounded.—C. W. DoD, Edge Hall, Malpa«, Olies/dre,

Plants to G-ro'w in the Shade.—"B." asks for a list of

these ; I sadly want the same myself. Let me say, however, that

I have a large plant of llaphis fiabelliformis planted out right

under a big broad-headed Tree Fern, and packed around on every
side with big Palms, Ficuses, .Tambosas, and the like, and
although in this dense shade and choking place it grows and
flourishes. Aspidium falcatum, planted out in almost as adverse
circumstances, does well. The smaller Palms and small specimens
of large Palms, if the house be kept at intermediate, rather than
high, temperature, will live well enough under the thick shade of

big-headed relatives, provided they get a little more breathing

room in summer. Hosts of running Philodendrons and Anthuriums
are at home under such circumstances in warm quarters. Smilax
macrophylla if planted out runs riot in a shady place. Green-
leaved Dracaenas, like Haageana, ensifolia and fragrans, grow well

in the shade. Many plants will thrive if planted underneath the

shade of other plants provided their tops reach up into the light.

But what I wish is a list of plants of compact growth that will

thrive and live, year after year, under the shade of Tree Ferns,

big Palms, and Bamboos, and not be merely the ghosts of plants.

—F. W.
Erica melanthera.—Seeing reference made to this useful

Heath (p. 175), allow me to bear testimony to its great value as a

winter-blooming plant. I have grown it for a good many years, and
it is most useful, not only as a conservatory plant, but for out

flowers. Our plants were grown in pots 10 in. in diameter and 12 in.

deep. In this sized pots they assumed the proportion of bushes,

about 1 yd. high, and as much through every year. I have cut from
them large quantities of sprays from 12 in. to IS in. long,

which, when the tiny blooms are open, are most beautiful mixed
with other flowers. The plants were potted firmly in good, sound
peat, and had an abundant water supply while growing. During
the summer they were grown in a low span-roofed pit, very close to

the glass, with plenty of air circulating amongst them night and day ;

they were never shaded from the sun, and in this position the

growth was firm and sturdy, and the wood well ripened by the

autumn. The fact of the growth being well matured is a sure

guarantee of an abundance of bloom. On the approach of winter

they were moved into the greenhouse, where they opened their

beautiful flowers towards Christmas, and continued in perfection for

two months.—Q. R. T.

Grasses in Pots.—Of the various kinds of Grasses, such as

Brizas, various species of Agrostis, Lagurus ovatus, and others,

charming masses may be obtained even in 5-in. pots. The first

sowing may be made about the middle of February, and as the

plants should remain in the same pots till they flower, care should

be taken to sow the seeds about tlie required thickness, as although
thinning may be practised to some extent, yet that operation is

detrimental to the remaining plants. For large kinds such as

Briza maxima, about 12 in a pot will be suSicient, while in the case

of the small Agrostis, a much greater number may be allowed to

grow. When sown a frame will be the most suitable place for them,
and as soon as germination takes place the lights must be kept off

whenever possible to insure a sturdy growth; afterwards they should

be treated as other annuals under similar conditions, but they must
never be allowed to get thoroughly dry, as if so the foliage is liable

to turn yellow and die off. Moderately stiff soil will be found to

suit them best, and they will be greatly benefited by a little manure
water at intervals.

—

Alpha.

Streptocarpus biflorus.—This handsome plant is seldom
met with, although introduced a great many years ago by Hook,
from the south of Africa. Its leaves, two and sometimes only one
in number, spring directly from the bulb and lie flat on the soil ;

they are about 8 in. or 10 in. in length, and oblong, dark green and
sometimes spotted with red. The flower-stalks grow from 1 ft. to

14 ft. high, and bear from ten to sixteen blooms, in pairs, resembling

in shape and size some of the finest Gloxinias, they are of a vivid

blue, with yellowish centre and spotted with dark blue. It will

succeed in a greenhouse, shaded from full sunshine, and it likes to

be continually moist. It may be propagated by bits of the leaves,

like Gloxinias and Begonias, and also by seed. Amongst all the

catalogues I receive I have only found this plant in those of M. Van
Houtte, of Ghent, and Haage and Schmidt, of Erfurt, showing that it

is by no means plentiful. Those fond of obtaining novelties might, I
think, cross this pretty plant with others nearly related, such as
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with some of the Gloxiaiaa ; some distinct hybrids might be the
result.

—

Jean Sisley, Monplaisir, Lyons.

Black Fungus on Camellia Leaves —The black deposit
of which "F." complains is more likely to result from scale than to be
of parasitic growth, as I find whenever scale attacks Camellias the
leaves are always affected in the way in which " F." states. I have
some plants now which look as if ink had been smeared on them in

places, and as soon as I see such appearances I know what to look for

as the cause, and set about cleaningat once. We find scale at this season iu

long, irregular, stiing-like patches, of a whiteor creamy colour, filmed
or coated over, under which coating, if examined by a microscope,
ni.ay be seen thousands of the miniature insects in different stages of

development, and these if left soon spread themselves over a house.
A syringing with paraffin and water, in the proijortion of a small
teacupful of the former to one of the latter, is the quickest remedy,
and after applying this the plants should have a good rinsing with
the garden engine, when the foliage will shine as if polished.—S. D.

Tree Carnations as Climbers.—Allow me to point out the
desirability of growing perpetual Carnations trained on walls or
pillars. I have a bed of Carnations under a south wall which is

trellised for Peaches ; on these trellises I grow winter flowering Car-
nations for summer bloom, pinching off all offshoots till the stems
are .') ft. long, and not allowing them to flower. I then encourage
ofl'slioots, and train them out and upwards. They require a little pro-
tection at the root in winter, but make a fine show in summer, about a
week after the show varieties are past their prime. The best sorts

for this treatment are La Belle, iliss .loUiH'o, and Souvenir de la

correspondents advised that pot-bound plants, at least many kinds,
should have the mass of roots touching the pots all clean shaven off
with a sharp knife before they were repotted. Heaths, Azaleas, and
such like plants were, I think, mentioned. Is this plan commonly
practised? and do you recommend it ?—H. Burney, Wavendon
Rectory, Woburn.

Cinerarias from Seed.—I have grown Cinerarias from seed for
several years with the most satisfactory results. The flowers are
this year unusually good and the plants very strong. There is also a
good variety of colour. I do not grow named varieties, as I consider
they are not so good as many I get from seed. If "\V.C."(p. 173)is in
my neighbourhood I shall have great pleasure in showing him the
plants just referred to.—Chas. Rann, Ilaiida-o^s Park, Crawley,
Hussex.

lipping Forest : showing prnposed mutilation, and ,iIso present railway communication.

Malmaison. Tliey may be trained from a pot round the conserva-
tory pillars in the same way.

—

Girofle.

Solomon's Seal and Variegated Funkias Forced.—

A

beautiful object just now is a fine mass of .Solomon's Seal, which,
charming as it is out-of-doors, is, when forced, even more so, the
whole plant having a fresher and cleaner look than when outside
exposed to all kinds of weather. Variegated Funkias, too, have a

cheei-ful appearance indoors at this season, and arc well worth the
attention of those who have to m.aintain a certain amount of gaiety,

even during the dullest months.

—

Ali'HA.

Chinese Primroses, Hyacinths, and Camellias.—
IIow should I treat Primula sinensis after it has flowered in order to

save it for next year ? aad how can I multiply Primulas by cuttings,

and at what season ? also when Hy.acinth3 go into numerous little

offshoots, how can the latter be utilised for propagation ? Are these

offshoots worth anything? or is it better to pincli them off" to save

the parent bulb ? Which is the best and quickest w ay of multiplying

Camellias by cuttings ?—E. B.

Daphne indica.—In reply to " F. .1. J." (page 191), M'ho asks

for information respecting the best mode of treating this Daphne,
my advice is lo grow it in pure fibryloam, to keep it well pot-bound,

to give it as much hot sunshine (after it has completed its growth in

summer) as possible, and to be very sparing with water. Under the

above treatment I have had a fine specimen of this valuable shrub
in my cool greenhouse for the last two months loaded with blossoms,

and filling the place with its delicious perfume.—H. Bukney.

Mutilating the Roots of Pot Plants. —I saw in The
(l.vRitEN a year or two ago a suggestion in the matter of repotting

certain plants which I should like to hear more about. One of your

EPPING FOREST AND THE NEW EAILWAY.
We have on more than one occasion protested against any interfer-
ence with this Forest by the Cit. Eastern Railway Co., and have
shown that sufficient railway accommodation already exists in con-
nection with the Forest. AVe find, however, that the proposed new
line, the effect of wliich will be to destroy one of the most beautiful
parts of the Forest, though strongly opposed, nevertheless finds
favour with a certain portion of the Corporation ; therefore, the
iletropolitan Board of Works has been memorialised on the subject,
and great exertions are being made by Mr. Francis G. Heath and
others to stop, if possible, the formation of the new railway.

Under these circumstances we have
thought it well to place before our
readers the accompanying map, on which
the black line shows the course of the
projected mutilation.
The memorial in question " showeth

that a Bill now before Parliament, pro-
mote by the Great Eastern Railway Com-
pany, seeks—for the purposes of an exten-
sion of that company's line from Chingford
to High Beech-to appropriate upwards
of seventy acres of Epping Forest. That
notwithstanding that Parliament, by its

Act of 1878, decreed that Epping Forest
should be preserved for ever, not, only as
open space, but in its natural aspect as
a forest, for the enjoyment of the public,
and that iis legally appointed conservators
should ' by all lawful means prevent,
resist, and abate all future enclosures,
cncioachnients, and buildings, and all

attempts to enclose, encroach, or build
(n any part thereof,' the Committee of
Conservators appoimed under the Act by
t he Corpora' ionof London have announced

their intention of supporting the proposal of the Great Eastern Rail-

way Company. That the carryingout, for the objectsof the aforesaid

railway, of the proposals in (piestion will effect the destruction and
disfiguration of considerable portions of the magnificent recreation

g'Ound which the Legislature intended to secure for all time for the
use and enjoyment of the inhabitants of the metropolis. That abun-
dant facilities of access to Epping Forest are at present provided by
two existing lines of railway, tlie one running from London to Hale
End and Chingford, and the other from London to Buckhurst Hill,

"Woodford, Loughton, Theydon Bois, and Epping. That High Beech
—to " open up," which is the proposed object of the promoters and
supporters of the aforesaid r.aihvay scheme—is already within a less

distance than two miles of the Loughton Station of theGreatEastern
Railway, and that greater "facilities" of access to this part of tie
Forest than those which at present exist are wholly unnecessary.
That the aforesaid railway, besides actually destroying a consider-

able portion of Enping Forest, wonld disfigure and seriously injure

other portions of this invalaable recreation ground, and thus would
d.angerously affect the interests and the enjoyment of the ijublic.

That the projected appropriation and mutilation of this Forest are

opposed both to the letter and to the spirit of the Epping Forest Act
of 1878. And that in addition to the direct and immediate injury
which would be inflicted on the public by the passing of the aforesaid

B 11, other evil consequences would ensue from its adoption, for a
dangerous precedent would be created that would inevitably lead, at

no distant time, to the appropriation, mutilation, and disfiguration

—for similar and (though plausible) equally transparent objects—of
the New Forest, of Dean Forest, and of other of the large and magni-
ficent recreation grounds of this country. The memorialists, there-

fore, urgently appeal to the Board of Works, as a body representing
in the largest sense the interests of the metropolitan public, for
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assistance against (he projected mutilation of Epping Forest; and
they express the earnest hope that the Board will offer to that project

the most vigoroin and determined resistance.

At the Metropolitan Board meeting on Feb. 4, Mr. Runtz
moved that the memorial be referred to the Works and General
Purposes Committee. He said he very much regretted it should be
necessary to ask for such a reference. He supposed no question had
agitated the public mind more than the preservation of open spaces,

and he was surprised that so soon after the Forest had been secured
to the public their fears should have been aroused. It was not an
itncommon thing for railway companies to invade open spaces, and
it was not a new thing for the Great Eastern Company to do this.

He referred particularly to the attempt to go across Hackney Downs.
If a railway were absolutely necessary through Epping Forest it

could be so made as not to interfere with the beauty of the Forest.

This Board was the body appointed to preserve open spaces for the
metropolis. The Corporation had obtained power to preserve open
spaces outside of the metropolis. It was the duty of the Board to

protest against the growing practice of the invasion of open spaces
by the railway companies. He was very sorry to find the conser-
vators were doing what in his judgment they had no riglit to do, for

by Act of Parliament they were prohibited from selling, using, or
alienating any part of the Forest acquired for the public benefit.

He was surprised that an arrangement had been made with the
sanction of the conservators to get rid even of ten acres of the land.

Mr. Munro seconded the motion. He said the Corporation were
deserving of the thanks of tlie people for what they had done in

acquiring the Forest for the public good, and he was never more
surprised than when he heard that they were parties to a scheme,
the effect of which would be to rob the people of some acres—he did
not care how many— of the land thus acquired. If the conservators

were to make a roadway from Chingford to High Beech along
which country conveyances could travel for a fare of about 2d.

each way, it would be liked much better by the public than a

railway.

At the Metropolitan Board meeting on Feb. 11 the following

resolution was carried on the motion of Mr. Runtz :
" That

the solicitor be instructed to prepare a petition to the House of

Commons, praying that no part of Epping Forest may be allowed
to be taken for tlie extension of the Great Eastern Railway in the
manner proposed in the Bill now before Parliament, and that tlic

chairman be authorised to afBx the seal of the Board thereto, and
that upon the said petition being sealed it be presented to the
House of Commons."

THE BEAUTY OF VEGETATION IX THE TEOPICS.
This is no doubt very beautiful—beauty of a very glorious kind.
I do not remember a single painting of tropical scenery that did not
nearly knock me right off my feet. Intense light and brilliant colour
are, however, not easy to represent in pictures, aud all attempts to give
any adequate idea of the vegetation of tropical regions which I have
yet seen are so glaring that one must perforce think them failures, and
sigh for a bit of a Hawthorn branch, or a Primrose by old WilU,^m
Hunt, a square inch of whose work is to me priceless, most precious
indeed, more so than a square acre of any pictures of the Tropics
I ever saw. I never liked the most beautiful Poinoiana. If you
take a big plant of the common Maiden-hair (Adiantum ouneatum)
and stick among its fronds a lot of trusses of a bright scarlet zonal
Pelargonium, you have some likeness of Poincianapulcherrima, a
small tree with Acacia-like leafage and scarlet flowers. The much-
talked-of Amherstia nobilia as seen in eastern gardens, viewed at
a distance of 100 yards, is about half as effective in colour as
an Apple tree in flower.

One of the finest of all tropical trees is Lagerstrnjmia Reginje, with
the port of a shapely English Elm, Walnut-like leafage, and
enormous Horse Chestnut-like spires of purple flowers ; Bauhinia
Kochiana drapes trees here and there with wreaths of vivid scarlet
flowers ; and another species with yellow flowers reminds one of our
common Honeysuckle.

Apart altogether from flowers, the colour beauty of the Tropics is

marvellous, and luxuriance of growth and exquisite form are
additional attractions. What a native of Europe, prejudiced by early
memories, especially notes as absent are the familiar sheets of colour
on the hillsides as given by Gorse and Heather at home, and the
absence of colonies of dwarf flo-wers in the woods. One reason
for this may be the height and density of the trees. Man
cuts a clearing for his hut ; everything else that desires
fresh air and sunshine must climb high for it. Dwarf-growing plants
have to exist at a disadvantage in wild lands. In Europe it is pos-
sible that pastoral pursuits, if not agriculture, have favoured the

increase of the dwarf-growing plants of the lowlands. All the plants
of our fields and hedges must have experienced, to some extent, the
ills and benefits of cultivation for ages past. Some plants enjoy
cultivated ground. On the other hand, modern drainage has
quite changed the character of the wild flora of many whole districts
in Britain.

Of course there are many beauties in tropical vejetation that
compensate, and that amply, for what one misses in" the way of
bosky clumps, and sheets, and masses of homely flowers ; an acre or
two of the great leaves and rosy flowers of Nelumbium speciosum in
a meadow of the Water Fern (Ceratopteris thalictroides) makes one
forget even Battersea Park, for example. The sight of a golden sea
beach fringed for miles with stately Cocoa-nut Palms is a new
sensation for those who have only gazed in wonder at the soli-

tary specimen which fruited at Syon House. To see a real
wild Palm, a clump of Bamboo, a grove of Tree Ferns, or even a
glade full of Bananas must always charm those who have studied
tropical vegetation under glass roofs, to say nothing of the beauty
of Ferns and Orchids and the thousand and one other interesting
plants which struggle as pigmies among the giants in a warm land.
It is not want of colour, but rather want of relief which one
soon begins to desire in the Tropics. It is all blush and giggle
with Nature there compared with her repose in winter, brijlitened
by her seasonable blush in spring, flush of summer, or glow of
autumn with us. Hence when the glorious novelty wears off, the
innate prejudice in favour of one's own clime and one's own flowers
returns with all the force or emphasis due to a immentary for-

getfulness of them, for who can resist taking our own flowers and
those of similar climates as a standard of comparisoa for those less
well known ?

Apart, however, from the colour-beauly, or the graoe and luxuriant
plant-life of a wild tropical land, not a little of the pleasure whicli a
traveller experiences is due to the boundless expanse of mountain ami
plain over which he may roam as free as the native animals. It is

something to get clear of stone cities, and railways, and hotels, and
postmen, and the threatening letter boards, and the spiked railings
which flank our own free highways. "Free as a bird " is a common-
plase expression, but a whole world of meaning was meant by the
original inventor of the phase, and a good deal of bird -like freedom is

one of the enjoyments of a wild country. If a love of plant-life
and plant beauty in all its phases be added thereto, so much the
better in all ways. F. \V, B.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

MUSHROOM FAILURES.
Tjiere are several probable causes for these, which may b3 sum-
marised thus—the quality and heat of the manure used, the quality
of the spawn, the temperature of the house, and perhaps the
character of the soil used for casing the beds. First, as to the quality
of the manure. Presuming that the term draught means farm horses,

they may possibly be low-bred, in low condition, and bean or hay
fed with few or no oats ; if so, such stuff as their droppings lacks
sufEciect stamina to grow good Mushrooms ; so the failure may lie in

the material. Soil or no soil with the manure would affect the result

but little. Droppings from well-fed high-bred horses may be said
to form the very keystone of the arch of Mushroom growing. Only
last week I was consulted in a case where a first-class gardener
was expected to supply Mushrooms in plenty from a single garden
horse indifferently fed. The thing was impossible.

The manure, such as it seems to have been, was too hot at the
time of spawning; 87° is at least 17" too hot, from 00'^ to 70"

being the safest, surest spawning temperature. The appearance
of " G. B.'s " beds point to an excess of heat at spawning as the
most probable cause of failure. A high temperature often

destroys the true spawn, or develops spurious spawn through-
out the manure, that may result in Toadstools, or merely
waste its strength in a network of tantalising Mushroom-scented
mycejium, or the spawn may be at faitlt. It is dangerous
practice to have it lying in the damp, or in the atmosphere of a

Mushroom house. The mycelium of good spawn should also be white,

not blue ; the latter colour generally denotes that the spawn is dead.

Neither should the threads be too pronounced ; a great deal of pur-

chased spawn is overdone. Novices think the more pronounced the
mycelium the betterthe spawn. Thisisquiteamistake; themycelium
should be in embryo, ready to grow under favourable conditions.

If too pronounced, it dies in the spawn, and cannot be made alive

again under the most genial and fostering conditions. The appear-

ance of "G. B.'s " beds is no certain proof that his spawn has run.

The Mhite threads referred to often spring up in places from the
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manure used, and have no more relation to the spawn inserted than
Tenderon steeple with the tloodwin jSands. The temperature of

"G.B.'s" Mushroom house is too low. FromG0°to65''or even6S°are
suitable temperatures for Mushrooms. They will hardly grow iu a

temperature of 51", that of the bed on the ground floor, and if they
did grow they would probably take quite fifty days to come up in

such a low temperature, while six weeks or forty-two days may be
accepted as an average time for Mushrooms under favourable con-

ditions. " G. B." had better, therefore, try our temperature for

a fortnight before disturbing his beds. Heat from a stove is not
good for Mushrooms, and he should "se evaporating pans to

genialise the atmosphere. Failing these, be should cover his beds
with G in. of clean straw or hay. It wouUl also be of use to intro-

duce a dozen barrowloads or so of manure in a state of

gentle fermentation. The genial he^t would raise the

temperature, and is one of the best means w'tliin reach of cultiva-

tors of making lazy spawn develop into a fuU crop of JIushrooms.
Possibly, too, the fault may lie in the dryness of the casing soil. If

this were at all worn out, as well as dry, the spawn might fail to

run in it to any good purpose, as the mycelium of Mushrooms is

slow to bite suitable soil, and not seldom when they run into dry
earth they seem to make up their mind to possess it full and con-
tinue in the mycelium state for ever afterwards. If the surface soil

is too dry it might be soaked with water at a temperature of 75'',

though tlie watering of Mushroom-beds in this state is a kill or cure
recipe not (o be adopted unless as a last resource. Should the
mycelium have over-run the surface soil much, carefully rub it oil'

with the h.and. The spawn seems to understand this rougli hint,
that not its threads, but Mushrooms are desiderated, and they
often spring up with great alacrity on the heels of such hard
dressings.

Perhaps " G. 15." will try these suggestions and report the
result. Should they fail he cannot do better than begin afresh on
the lines here suggested, and more fully described in previou.i
numbers of Tue Garden'. D. T. Fisu.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE EITGHEN GARDEN.

^
Exhibition of Vegetables.— Since I wrote (p. 15S) respcct-

iiig Mr. tidbert'a proposed exhibition of vegetables, the Manchester
Botanical Society has issued the schedule of prizes offered at its ex-
hibition to be held in August next. There I lind that not less than
£io is offered for vegetables, in three classes. Potatoes included,
so that my suggestion that the Gardeners' Vegetable Exhibition
should be held at Manchester looks very much like sending coals to
Newcastle. Perhaps it may be worth considering whether the
International Potato Show at the Crystal Palace would not be a
suitable and advantageous occasion on which to hold the show of
garden vegetables. It is certain that the Crystal Palace Company
would offer every facility to the promoters, and would perhaps give
a small pecuniary contribution towards the prize fund. Many who
exhibited at Manchester in August could again exhibit in London a
mouth later. At the former place the collections are to consist of
20 kinds and 10 kinds; at the latter place 12 kinds and 8 kinds
would probably produce more competition, whilst there would be at
the Crystal Palace an irnmeuse number of spectators, a desideratum
worth attention.—A. D,

Certificated Potatoes.— I have been looking over the names
and descriptions of those given in The Garden- (p. lOG), and I am
astonished at the high recommendation attached to most of them.
Knowing them all by leaf when growing, appearance when duc^, and
flavour when cooked, I am able to say thatwith us not one of the kinds
named ever came up to the descriptiongivenof them; and Iknowmauy
more whohavethe same to say of them. I do not mean to say that they
are small croppers, or that their appearance is poor, as it is solely in
reference to these points that they gain patronage ; but as regards
flavour tliere is not one really good variety named in the paragraphm question. 'Who ever tasted a really perfect Climax, Bedfont
Prolific, Eadstock Beauty, International Kidney, Vermont Beauty,
or American Rose ? We have grown them all for some years, in hopes
of doing something with them, but as soon as ever the Rocks,
Regents, Champions, and Victorias come from the farm, they
will have none of our fine-looking garden ones at table. If
those who have granted certificates to Potatoes were only a little more
cautious and sure of the eating qualities of many of them, there
would not be so many certificates awarded, nor people deceived by
kinds possessing that distinction. In whatever we grow for eating,
flavour should, in my opinion, be placed first ; but in the case of
Potatoes this rule seems to be reversed.

—

Cambrian.
The list of these (p. IDG) is not quite perfect. Carters'

select Scotch Champion was awarded a iirst-class certificate by

the Royal Horticultural Society. 'Will you kindly mention this,

and oblige, .James Carteu & Co.

Perpetual Spinacli, or Spiaach Beet.—This hardy plant

comes in very usefully as a substitute for ordinary garden Spinach
when the latter is cut up through severe weather. We generally sow
a good-sized bed of it in sumuier, rather thinly, as a safeguard against
any failure of the ordinary Spinach; an i, after sucli visitations of

frost as we have had for these three winters, it well repays the
small amouut of attention which it requires, and whicli is simply
keeping it free from weeds and thinning it in the drills.—J. G.,
Linton.

Tomatoes as Perennials.—Although the edible Tomato
is commonly regarded, or at least treated as an annual, I have a
plant of it which I grew from seed in the early spring of 1S78
which was very productive in 1879, and also last year, 1880, and
it has now fruit on it with the procpect of bearing and doing
equally well this year. It is placed in a house kept"at a moderate
heat throughout the year.—G. B. B., ^Swansea.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FKUIT CULTUKE FOR PROFIT.
Grafting Compositions.—^';^rious complicated mixtures

have been recommended for excluding the air from the wounded
surfaces in grafting, but fur all ordinary purposes clay or brick

earth, with a third of its bulk of manure, a handful or two of chaff

from cut hay, all well beaten and mixed witli water till they assume
a suitable paste-like consistency will do as well as more elabo-

rately prepared mixtures. As to applying it, first talre a small
lump of the clay and rub it well into all craclcs where anj' part is

exposed, sniL'aring plenty at the samo tinii over the folds of ths

matting used iu tying; then mould a lamp into a sort of hollow
cake and apply it to the point of junction between graft and stock

so as to envelop the whole of the wounded parts extending
1 iu. or so up tlie scion and reaching well down the stock to keep
nut the air tliere also. The whole must be well fitted, and smoothed,
dipping tlie hands into a vessel of water kept near for the purpose.

If dry weather follows imm^.'diately after, all cracks as I have said

must hi filled up but a handful of Moss tied over the clay will

pro\'eut cracking.

Cuttings.—Some kiuds of Apples will strike readily from cut-

tings. I have often seen this done and I have thrifty little bearing

trees that have been propagated in this way. The most easily

rooted are the Codllns, the Burr Knot, Oslin aud Kentish Fill-

basket. Quite large piec:'S are sawn off and planted firmly iu a
cool border. It has often struck me that the Codlins would make
excellent stocks for less fertile kiuds. In this way anybody inight

soon establish a miniature fruit garden of small Apple trees quite

as useful and as interesting as could be had by using the real Para-
dise stock and with the same surface-rooting proclivities. Piece.s

about as tliick as one's finger could 1)3 sawn off aud used for this

purpose ; anyone having an old orchard to prune might try other

kinds, giving preference to thos3 cuttings that possess at their base
a rougli warty-looking knob, as they root with greater certainty

than others not furnished in that way.

Apple Trees for Ornament.—^lany dislilve planting fruit

trees in ornamental grouuds.but a group of standard Apple trees of

the bright rosy kinds, a cluster of towering Cedars or Scotch Pines in

the background, but not too near, and a foreground of low shrubs
from which spring out here and there isolated groups or single

specimens of Cypress 'S, Junipers, or other spiral growing plants

of distinct character, would give a pleasant and striking effect to

many a meaningless shrubbery. If well cared for the fruit trees

would be objects of ornament at all seasons, even when leafless.

Look at a healthy, well-balanced Apple tree occasionallj', from the
opening of the new year, and note the gradual swelling of its buds
till they burst .lut in all their matchless beauty of pink and white
iu May. Then watch the career of the young Apple, its hair-

breadtJh escapes from many insect enemies, until the sun in August
has brightened its cheek with a rich glow of colour, and
it must, I think, be acknowledged that fruit culture ought to in-

spire more interest and enlist more sympathy than it does, and
one of the chief ways of effecting this would bj to pLaut in promi-
nent situations, so that all may see liow beautiful well-arranged
groups of fruit trees are, A fruit garden or pleasaunce need not
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be avi'anged on any formal sj'stem, and where the soil was lacking;

in depth or the subsoil bad, the soil from the spaces between the

groups of fruit trees might be laid over the bedsfor tlie latter, so as to

form gentlj'-swelling mounds. On these raised mounds the trees,

from the greater depth of soil and more efficient drainage, would
malie better and cleaner wood and foliage than tliey otherwise

would dO; and would consequently bear more and better fruit. If

fruit trees could be permitted to come within the ornamental pre-

cincts, a way of forming tasteful groups, so as to make the most of

their ornamental featui'es and at tlie same time tone down or

relieve anything in their growth that was gaunt or bare, would
soon be discovered, and the impetus which this would give to fruit

culture would be appreciably' felt.

Gathering and Storing.—When fruit parts readily from
its stalk it is generally ripe enough for storing, but all late-keepiug

kinds should be permitted to liang their full time or they will

shrivel. Another indication of ripeness may be found on cutting

a fruit tliroiigli the centre. If the seeds or pips are darli-coloured

the fruits are generally ripe enough for gathering. Tliere are also

general indications of maturity about] the tree itself ; its growth
and foliage tell the experienced when it has done its work. The
Apple chamber must be frost-proof and dry, and as far as possible

free from the influence of external change of temperature. Thus a

room not exposed to the south is best, and, in fact, there is no bet-

ter place for late fruit that are to keep sometimes past the new
year than a cool, dry cellar fitted up witli shelves round the out-

side, with a table in the middle for pacliing, &c., or for laying

fruit on required for immediate use. If late Apples are gathered

too soon they will shrivel, or if kept in a temperature liigh enougli

to cause evaporation from their surfaces, or if the room is

a very light one the same thing will occur. After Apples
are gathered and stored the less they are moved about the
longer they will keep ; the fruits will also be cleaner

and brighter if not much handled till required for use ; but in

gathering special care should be taken that no bruised, unsound,
inferior, or peclted fruits are placed with the best samples. Apples
will keep a long time in a fresh, sound condition packed in sand
in jars or boxes ; kinds like Court Pendu Plat, that sometimes
shrivel, will always keep well in this way. All fruit sliould be
carefull_y gathered, placed in shallow baskets and carried to the

store. Some lay stress upon the fruit being laid in single layers on
the shelves, but I have tried various ways, and, if the fruit has been
well sorted so that no specked or damaged specimens find entrance
into the store with the best fruits, it matters little whether placed
in single layers or in heaps 1 ft. thick. All fruits sweat a little

soon after gathering—more some seasons than in others—and
during the time this exhalation of moisture is going on sufficient

ventilation should be given to keep the air sweet and carry off

the moisture and as soon as this evaporation ceases the ventilators

may be closed and the room darkened, as the changes that lead to

decay go on less rapidly in the dark than in the light. Ever^'thing

about a fruit room should be sweet and clean, but it is better to

build it frost-proof than to have a fireplace in it, as the cooler—if

not absolutely freezing, provided it be dry—the better, and even
in the case of a fruit room that is not frost-proof, a paraffin stove

costing aljout lis. or 12s. will be better than having a dusty
parching fireplace, or to be dependant upon any other means that
may at times perhaps be erratic in their action. Of course
Apples for keeping should be gathered when dry, and a dry
Cabbage or Rhubarb leaf, or a sheet of paper should be placed
in the bottom of the basket to obviate bruising.

Insects and Diseases.—Healthy vigorous trees are not
much subject to the attacks of insects, but the moment weakness
or debility sots in a host of enemies make their appearance. One
of the most troublesome insect pests to which j^pple trees are

subject is the American blight, or woolly aphis, and where it once
gets a footing it can only be got rid of by the most persistent

efforts. If a tree has become badly affected with it the best plan
is to grub it up and burn it, or saw it down and graft with scions

from a healthy tree. At the same time remove the earth from
the surface down to the roots, and substitute fresh material from
another part of the garden. The insects will descend the stem
and make an attack npon the roots ; therefore the latter should be
seen to as well as the top. The best and only sure way of dealing
with this troublesome pest is to attacli it incessantly, so long as one
remains, with something disagreeable to it. With paraffin oil in

a vessel that can be easily held in one hand, and a small painter's

brush in the other, smear tlie oil over every place where the
insect can be seen, rubbing it well in. Gishurst Compound
juade into a strong lather will also answer tlie same purpose, and
so likewise will soft soap. But when all tlie branches of a free

are infested, and have to be anointed constantly, tlie remedy may
prove as bad as the disease, and that is why I tliiiik in very bad
cases the stamplng-out system is best ; I have seen trees so bad
that I think a law should be made to render their destruction
compulsory. I was looking over a friend's garden in tlie suburbs
of London some time ago ; he had some thriving young Apple
trees planted, but symptoms of this pest were conspicuous. I

looked over the garden wall, and there, in a uoiglibour's gaiden
only a few yards away, stood an old tree smothered with the pest

;

in fact the branches looked almost white ; of C(iurse Apples could
never thrive within a stone's throw of that tree.

The Apple or Codlin Moth is another pest that does a vast
amount of mischief—not so much to the tree, perhaps, as to the
fruit. It lays its eggs in the eye of the latter when quite small,

and as the }'Oung insect grows it works its way into the centre of

the fruit ; when it reaches this point the fruit drops, and it leisurely

eats its way out, and, secreting itself for a time in the earth, after-

wards crawls up the stem and hides in any crack or crevice till it

matures itself and comes out a perfect insect in spring. Such being-

its mode of life it must be obvious that the best time to attack it

is when the Apple falls, before it has had time to cresp out ond
hide itself, and I have no doubt in any garden or orchard where
the presence of this moth is causing much trouble, if the fallen

Apples were gathered up and destroyed daily it would soon dis-

appear. A trap may be laid for it by tying a hay band or some old

canvas round the trunk from Jul}' onwards,'occasionally examining
the bark beneath and killing those that have hid themeelves away
there ; they will be attracted by the shelter provided for them and
many may be thus destroyed. Other moths attack fiult trees, but
their attack is made openly, and in most instances the young cater-

pillars can be found feeding among the young foliage and easily

destroj-ed. There are also various forms of aphides or flies that

in cold ungenial seasons curl up the leaves and otherwise lower the

vitality of the tree, but usually when insects are very tioublosom o
the cause cannot be discovered on the surface ; either the tree has

been over-cropped and lacks nutriment, or it is growing in a damp
ungenial soil, and though it is necessary to continue the attack

upon the insects, 5-et at the same time the seat of the mischief

should be found and the vigour of the trees improved by proper
remedies. If the garden engine was more frequently used the

smaller kinds of insects that infest fruit frees might be dislodged

and destroyed, and a high state of health maintained, as there is

no better antidote to diseases of all kinds than cleanliness.

Canker has in some situations a ruinous effect upon Apple
trees. It is distressing to see young trees in some gardens with the

branches all seared and dead, as if scorched with a fire. Some
ascribe the cause to something unsuitable in the soil ; others say

it is due to frost acting upon badly-ripened wood. I remember the

case of an orchard a good many years ago, that was healthy and
thiiving until a sheltering belt of trees was cut down, when the

fruit trees gradually dwindled and died. Trees that are planted

in damp ungenial situations are always liable to canker whenever

a season more unfavourable than usual occurs. The proper treat-

ment for cankered trees is to cut them well back, so as to remove

the cankered parts; cut a deep drain or two through the orchaid,

lift some of the feeding roots up to near the surface, and top-dress

liberally so as to keep them there. With roots thus situated Ihe

wood will be better ripened, and frost or cold piercing winds will

have a less injurious effect Upon them. It generally happens that

in soils where canker is prevalent the trees flourish until the roots

strike down, and then the canker manifests itself.

Varieties.

CuLiNAiiy Apples, AitnAXGED accobding to theib Seasons.—
Early kinds : Dutch Codlin,*Keswick Codlin,*Manks Codlin, Calville

Blanche d'Ete, Emperor Alexander, *Xew Hawthornden, Cox's

Pomona, *Stirling Castle, *Waltham Abbey Seedling, *Lord

Suffield. Mid-season kinds : *Alfriston (this will keep till spring if

required), Beauty of Hants, *Beauty of Kent, *Cellini, *Cockpit,

Kentish Fillbasket, Forge Apple', Golden Noble, *Goosebeiry

Apple, Graveustein, Northern Greening, 'Yorkshire Greening,

*Doctor Harvey, Hoary Morning, Pile's Eusset, * Tower of Glamls.

Late-keeping kinds ; 'Norfolk Beefing, *Striped Beefing, Besspool,
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Winter Colmin, CostavJ, *Duke of Welling-ton, *Diitch Mig-uonue,

* Warner's King-. Ord's Apple, (iolden AVinter Pearmain, 'London

Pippin, Stone Pippin, French (,'nib.

D3S3ERT Appr.RS.—E.irly kinds : Rjd Astrachau, *Rsd Quar-

r.niden, *lrish Peaoli, Yellow lug-estrie, Wliite Jnneating-, Ited

Juneating-, *Xonsuc-h (Lang-ton). Mid-skason Kinds.—Cornish
Aromatic, 'Court of AVick, Scarlet Crofton, Golden Pippin,

C ddeu Knob, *l!il)ston Pippin, Scarlet Pearmain, 'Uo-ivnton

I'lppin, 'Fearn's Pippin, 'Kerry Pippin, *Oraug-e Pippin,

"R'inette du Canada, Golden Keinette, Early Nonpareil. IjArK

VAniETiBS.—Golden Harvey, Scarlet S'onpareil, ]5axter'.s I'ear-

miin, Stamford Pippin, *,Stiirmer Pippin, 'Court I'endu Plat,

*P)i3tnn Russet, Sykehouse Russet, *Rlenheim Orang-e, Ashmead'.s

Kernel, *Baddow Pippin, *Coclde Pippin, 'Worcester I'earmain,

Old Xonpareil.

Apple? Si'Itablh for tiik Pahadise Stock;.—Lady Apple,

(.'ilville Aromatic, Calville ]>lanclie d'Uiver, Keswick Codlin,

Winter ('jlm.ui, Conrt Pendu Plat, Dutcli Mignonue, Early Har-
vjst, Eivly .Tulien, .lolly Beggar, Lord Suffield, ]!raddick's Xon-
pivjil, Early Xonpareil," Northern Spy, Adam's I'earmain, Man-
niujton's Pearmain, Birmingham Pippin, Blenheim I'ippin, Cox's

U.-ang-a Pippin, Stamford Pippin, Bjston R-iss.'t, Rymer, Margil,

iNfanks Codlin.

The above lists of varieties have bj^n s.dected with the greatest

pji^ible care with a view to their b^ing- generally useful ; and any
kind of Apple that I have found unthrifty under fairly g-ood

t -eatnieut lias been purposely kept out. Of cours;', among tlie

luiuj hundreds of varieties, or so-called varieties, tliat are culti-

vated, many n^t included here are well worth growing, but my
object was not to give a long array of names, even if all were
worthy, but to make the list as select and trustworthy as possible.

Those marked with an asterisk are highly recommended. Who-
ever plants fruit extensively should, previously to doing so, speud
a week or two in looking- round the ueighbourhood to ascertain

what kinds are thriving there, and give apreference to tliose kinds.

Tlie lists I give have been selected for their good general qualities

under all circumstances, and may be safely relied on ; but 1 have
oecasionally met with lo^al varieties peculiar to a particular dis-

trict well worth attention and extensive cultivation in that

district. E. IIonDAY.

LATE NOTEB AND QUESTIONS.

Eucharis amazoiiici.— " /'." fp. 220) shoulil l;:ep hig Eachan's in Ihr

ftlove and rest it btj partiaUn withholding iinter, not btf rcinovnt to a ciolfr

house ; miyiioo^r, such resting will hi usele^'s till the pot Is wdl tilled with roott,

hence it should be grown on till such is th". else, after lehich g'-aduullij with-

hold water, glelnft onli/ .tiftieient to kcp the roots and hulhs from shrivelliivt.

After a month of such res'iirf (jire a fit'l supph/ of wafer, and verj ahortly
afterwards flower-spikes will put in an appearance.—W, AV. II.

Propagating Conifers.—" C. K." (p. 2-20J will find euttinjs o/the Conifei s

he mentions to root.freeh/ if planted in the autumn lUci Rise cuttims, and Iwiit

'/uite cool oil the winter. Wh'-n eaUused in sprin-f or about April the'f should
be plae'd in the gentle tearmfh of a- frame sueh as that o.f an ordinarp Vneuaiber
pit with manuee linings, Tlwi will he useful for winter decoration the- second
pear when rooted and potted of. and when ocerjrown will come in for perma-
}ienf planting.— J. G.

Small White Ro3e Gru'03.—These iM t!ism?elve! up in the leaves of my
110363 ami frnit trees in .1 citUweb-like substance ; Iiow can I destroy tlieni ?

—

,T. G. [Tr/f shokiai the bushes sn-idenlii over a cloth or sheet ; the caterpillars
leill then some^ior'S fall and ni^'l be easilp Irill-d. Cratthinj the rolled, leaves
in the fingers, taking cire that the caterpillars get a good pinch, and do not
drop out assoon as the leaf is touched, is the mo.^f effectual wi;/ of killing them.
—G. S. .s.]

Cutting D^-wa Pelargoniums—wtiat 13 the proper 01- liest time for
cutting dou-n zonal Pelargoniums ''. I found ououa occasion that in con sentience
of cutting: them in during N-ovemt)er that a ^reatmany rotted down to the root,
and I lost them. Might they Ite cut in now ?—Amatedr.

Oil '-. Insects.—Prof, lliley says that kerosene, or nil of any kind, is sure
death to insects in all stages, and the only substance with which we may hope to
destroy the eg^. Oil will mi-t with milk, fresh or sour, and thus may be dilated
to any desired extent.

Carnations and Pico'ees for Exhibition—Would liquid manure
Ifiuelit these'; aud ii so, what kiud is best? and when should it be applied? —
Beginner.

Miller's Method of Layeriner Vines —Will " A.. F. B." kindly say in
whit Mr, Millers system consists ? The inform itioa will be useful tome, and
probably to others.—G. B.

The India-rubber Plant.—T have a plant of Ficns elastici which his got
injured by damp. Is this the ricrht tiaie to cut it down? also, would the eyes
strike? aud if so, would you strike them in heat?— .1. M,

How to Make a Smother.-Information on this matter I think would
be useful to many like myself. I can make a bontire of tolerably dry stuff, but
that docs not leave the useful residue retiuired.—TvRO.

Planting Kidney Potatoes. — Should they be laiil flat or upright, .as I see

tliey arc spruutin^r mostly atone end? I intend to trench them iu.—TVRO.

Variegated Ivies.— what are the best variegated Ivies for edging small
beds, gold and silver? and how far apart sliould they be planted?—K. K. H.

Dendrobium chrysanthum —Is it natural tor the tipsot the leaves of

Dendrobium chrysanthum to go oh while the plants are growing?— J. V. K. P.

Names of Plants.—7^r^.^-'-t^cn/.—Co:logyne flaccida ; the yellow tinged
flower with dark lip is an I'^tiidendrum, Imt Wd cannot name it correctly from the

sin^ile lloivcr. — /7. /'. —C-liorozemailiciiolium.—i?. V. ..V.—Ipomaja rubro ca-rulea

Edinburgh Botanical Society.—A meeting of thia Society

was held on the lOtliinst., t'rof. Balfour, aud afterwards Mr. Crray,

in the chair. Mr. J. M. Macfarlane h.aving communicated a paper
on " Lepidophloios, a genua of coal measure plants," Mr, John Sad-
ler read his usual monthly report ou the temperatures at the Botanic
(iarden, and the effects thereof on vegetation. It stated that during
•January the thermometer was at or below the freezing point ou
twenty-seven occasions, wliile in the same month laat year it was at

or below the freezinir point twenty-one times. There were registered

collectively for the month .'Slitl"-' of frost as compared with 221°

in Januarj', 1S80, Notwithstanding the severity of the weather,
vegetation at the garden luid suffered comparatively little—
thanks to the past good summer and autumn in ripening the sesson's

growth. Moreover, all low-growing plants were well-protected for a

considerable time with a thick covering of snow, which at its greatest

depth measured from II) in. to 15 in. The only shrubs which Mr.
Sadler had as yet noticed slightly injured were the common green Holly
and Portugal Laurels, and these were only browned. However, it;

was too early yet to see the fuU effects of the storm. At the Feb-
ruary meeting of the Society last year, Jlr. Sadler said he was able

to place on the table tlie flowers of over a dozen species aud varieties

from the open air, but ho was sorry to say that he was unable to

exhibit one that evening. He observed, however, that the spring-

flowering plants, especially ou the rook garden, liad not been dormant;
during the four or five weeks tliat they had been under the snow,
aud that many of them, witli a few days of genial weather, would be
in flower. In closing his report, Mr. Sidler mentioned that the late

storm had proved very fatal to many of the feathered tribe. This
was principally owing to the fact that there were no "haws," and
but little fruit of any kind. Kven the Holly yielded no berries. The
following birds had beon found dead in the garden : thrush, red-

wing, blackbird, robin, chafSnch, wood-pigeon, and common rooks.

Mr. \V. W. .Johnston mentioned that on the 14tli January, in various

districts from Perth to Coupar-Angus, and all through.Strathmoi-e,the

thermometer had registered from 3° to 5", and even 7°, belo-v

zero. So severe, indeed, had the frost been that large branches of

I'ortugal Jjaurels, li in. in diameter, had literally been split open by
the expansion of the sap. Mr. S idler exiiiljited from the cold frames
in the Royal Botanic (1 irden specimsns in flower of Saxifraga Burse-
riaua major (at the February meeting last year this species was
exhiliited in flower from the rock garden), .Saxifraga Straoheyi, Cycla-
msn Coum vcr.ium, and Corydalis Ledeboureana.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The Kev. (ieorge Henslow
sends us the following circular aud requests us to give it publicity :

I have noticed that certain plants—the particular merits of which may not be
always apparent at lirst sight—are not iufreiiueiuly exiubited at South Ken-
sington and brought before llie Floral Committee, ilie members of which
consequently feel some difficulty in judging of their merits for want of fuller
information about them than can be obtained by mere inspection at the

.faille. It has therefore occurred to inc that it might be an assistance to both
exhibitors .and the Conimitte3 if the former would communicate to me in
writing, a day or two before the exhibition, such derails of any particular
jdantas it may be thought desirable to bring to the notice of t\\- Floral Com-
mittee. I should be most happy, in my capacity as '- Demonstrator," to describe
such particulars to tlie members as might be thus f n-nisheil. Hy adopting this,

plan I think the Committee would lie better able to judga of the m-rits of
any such plants. I also wi.sh to say that if any one shonlJ happen to meet
Avitll any herb, shrub, or tree which exhibits reniirkable growths, diseases,
sports, &c., or, in fact, anything whatever that may strike one as peculiar, I
shall be extremely obliged by its being kindly forwarded, addressed to me as
" Secretary of the Scientific Committee, care of Mr. .7. D. D'ck," with the addition of
any notes or observations which it may he thought necessary to make I shall have
great pleasure in bringing tlie same before th ; notice cf the Scientific

Committee.

Lq-W- Temperatures.—Allow me to correct a printer's error

in the memorandum I sent you of frost recorded here during last

month, inserted in TnB G.iRDEN of 12th inst ,
viz., the temperature

on the 20th and 26th January should be - 3, or 3" below zero, not 3 as

printed, which would be above zero.

—

Riciiakd Colles, Abheyvale,
Kilkenny.

Asparagus Culture.—Anyone liaving an original copy of

"Asparagus Culture,'' published at this office, will greatly oblige

us by the loan of it. ~
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" This is an Art
Wliicli does mend Nature : cliange it rather : but
The Aki itself is Satvre."—Shakespeare.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

For some years I have entertained and expressed the convic-

tion that liose trees should be cultivated farmore extensively

than they are upon their own roots. I know that for ex-

hibition the blooms cut from " maiden " stocks, the first

disbudded Eose, from the long, strong, uninjured shoot

which has come forth from the Brier or the Manetti, are of

all the most beautiful. I believe that for the Tea-scented

Rose the Brier, grown from seed or from cuttings, will con-

tinue to be the best of trainers, as successful in bringing

those lovely flowers to our borders and boudoirs as Mr. Routh
in bringing wranglers to the tripos. I am assured by experts

that some varieties of the Rose, like conscientious Quakers
or contented colliers, cannot be induced to strike. Never-

theless, I maintain that for endurance—and therefore for

economy—for the quantity and, in the long run, the quality

of their flowers, these Roses of the Hybrid Perpetual family,

which occupy three-fourths of the Rosarium, may be grown
(with few exceptions), and ought to be grown, upon their own
roots, that is, from cuttings. They will not delight us with

those marvellous blooms which we see once on the 6-ft. canes

of the Manetti, or on the showy standards of the Dog Rose,

but the horse which gallops away with the lead is sometimes
" first at t'other end " when the run is over, and twice in my
own experience I have obtained prize Roses by applying

stimulants which proved to be the ruin of the trees.

*

In a very interesting, descriptive, catalogue of select Roses,

sent to me by my American friends, Messrs. Ellwanger and
Barry, of the Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, New York,
from which Rosarians will rejoice to know that Rose culture in

the United States has never attained such popularity as

now (Messrs. E. and B. have one square of 38,000 Manettis),

and which contains a short paper read before the New York
Horticultural Society, and well worth the perusal of their

English brethren on "Typical Roses and their Characteristics,

"

I find that, growing their Roses in nearly equal quantities on
their own root and on the Manetti, their verdict is in favoui-

of the latter for outdoor cultivation. They say that many
varieties, such as Madame Boll and Miss Hassard, are propa-

gated with difficulty, and do poorly, and that some others,

such as Baron Rothschild and Madame Lacharme, actually re-

fuse to grow at all from cuttings. Our own nurserymen ex-

press similar conclusions. But they will tell you candidly, at

the same time, that the wish is in a great measure father to

the thought ; that they grow and advertise Roses on their own
roots, but that the public prefer their more showy plants,

which arc produced from stocks ; and that, as these
can be realised more easily and quickly, the Rose mer-
chant, as a rational being, will continue to supply the demand.
If that demand changes, as I believe it will, he will meet it,

and whether his name be John or Jonathan, whether he live

in Old York or New, you will find that he can strike anything,
when it is worth his while to try.

*

Comparatively, the production of Rose plants ftom cuttings
is a slower process, but it is by no means so tedious and
tardy as some would have us believe. I have a letter before
me from a Rosarian who has that true enthusiasm which

works and wins, and he says, " It is my belief, though I

hardly dare express it to the nurserymen, that Roses are best

of all on their own roots. As for the time which they take

to make plants, I am at a loss to understand the meaning of

such a complaint. My own experience may bo exceptional,

but the cuttings I put in last February (1880) were finer

plants in October than any which I purchased elsewhere. I

have one plant of Etienne Dupuy with five shoots on it, one

of them between 5 ft. and 6 ft. long, and as thick as my
little finger. From cuttings of Hippolyte Jamam put in at

the same time I actually cut some very pretty blooms of good

form and fair size when they had not been six months in

the ground. I 'have also eighty-four nice little plants of

the Marechal struck at the same time, and also in the open

ground. These I had taken up and put in a frame before

the bad weather, so I shall be able this year to grow them.

I believe the great reason why cuttings so often do badly is,

that they are put too thickly in the ground ; and I cannot

help thinking that there is avast deal of prejudice against

them. I hope, at any rate, to give them a good trial,"
*

Another skilled Rosarian, Mr. George Baker, writes in "The
Rosarian's Year Book" of this year: "I feel persuaded that the

best mode of growing Roses is upon their own roots, and

I believe that this opinion will be confirmed, and before long

will be generally adopted. There may be certain positions

in a garden where standards and half standards may be

planted with good effect, but to my mind, Roses, like all other

flowers, look best when planted in masses, and will be seen

to most advantage and producing the finest bloom when on

their own roots. I have grown some few hundreds from cut-

tings, and find them easy to cultivate." I have been of Mr.

Baker's opinion ever since I saw, soma thirty years ago, a

large oval bed of Baronne Prevost covered with Roses.

There was but one speck on the picture, a sucker from the

parental Brierjc.c^., they should have been on their own
roots. ^

In the early days of Rose shows, Mr. Charles Perry, a very

genial and earnest florist, grew Roses on their own roots

extensively, and his pretty garden at The Cedars, West

Bromwich, was a pleasant sight to see. Bat the Roses were

small, though the plants were vigorous, and this fact gave to

me and to other Rosarians the idea that prize blooms were not

to be obtained from that system of culture. Experience has

convinced me that this notion was erroneous, and that in a

good soil, with judicious pruning, liberal diet, and disbudding,

the Rose may be realised in the full perfection of its form

and colour from plants on their own roots.
*

"What do I mean by liberal diet?" I mean a generous

dressing of loam and manure, applied when the first hard

frost makes good travelling for barrow and cart, dug in in

spring, and supplemented when the buds are opening by some

liquid or other nutritious tonic. I have six sacks of different

artificial manures in readiness for distribution when the

weather invites the spade and the pruning knife (it must be

a sharp one this season, for there is a sad amount of ampu-

tation to be done), and I shall have pleasure in communicating

to the public such results as may seem worthy of notice.
#

The authoress of that pleasant little treatise, entitled

" The Art of Gardening," asks for information concerning

" single " Roses for garden culture. The most beautiful of

those known to me are the single yellow Banksian and the

single copper Austrian Brier. "There is hardly a more

becharming Rose than the former when seen in that happy

luxuriance which it attains in the south of France and Italy,
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but it is rarely realised in this climate. If the copper

Austrian has a dry soil and sunny site it will grow in most

gardens, and deserves trial everywhere, but it is ca.pricious,

and, like love which has nothing but beauty to keep it in

good health, short-lived, and apt to have ague fits. There is

the single white Banksian, and the single yellow Austrian,

the York and Lancaster (which I cannot persuade to reappear

in its ancient glory), the sweet little Alpine, and a variety of

Scotch Roses, of which I have recently planted a bed, and hope

to report hereafter, but at the present I must candidly own
that I know very little of the single Roses, except those

which are of all to me the dearest, the wild Eoses of our

fields and lanes.

The same correspondent a">ks if the Eose is known in

England which IMiss Bird speaks of as growing near Zezo, in

Japan, and which is described as a dwarf Rose, of a deep

crimson colour, with orange Medlar-shaped hips as large as

crabs, and corollas 3 in. across. Will " E. H. AV.," a Eosa-

rian who has visited Japan, kindly reply to this enquiry 1

S. E. H.

ORCHIDS.

OECHID CULTIVATION.
Obchids are to he seen in a thriving state, at least for the time
being, under such varied and often in some respects opposite con-
ditions, that it requires a long and patient study of the require-

ments of many species to determiue imder what coudition they
sticceed bast permanently. I repeat permanently with emphasis, for

imquestionably there are more cultivators of Orchids than of any
other class of plants who for a time are deluded by success, which
is not lasting. This requires no further confirmation thau simply
pointing to the luxuriant growth whicli plants of some par-
ticular species or family make for a considerable period, often

several years, and then gradually lapse into a weak, enfeebled state

and ultimately die ; and this when grown in the same houses and
under the care of the same individuals. This more particularly

happens with the kinds that require most warmth, such as the
Saccolahiums, Phalrenopsis, Vandas, with some of the Angrrecums
and Aerides. It is a common occurrence to see some or other of

these with their big deep green leaves very much larger than the

same species ever produce in a state of nature, and which, for the
time being, are fair to look upon and delight the cultivator, who
after awhile finds he has been labouring under a delusion, the

growth of his plants being like tlie corn that springs up on a manure
lieap—the result of over-stimulation. That this is no misrepresen-

tation of what has been the fate of an unlimited number of Orchids
anyone who has been long enough engaged in their cultivation,

and has had an opportunitv of s?eiug many of the collections of

these plants that have existed in the country, can vouch for. It is

frequently said that the cultivation of Orchids from the Eastern
Hemisphere is on the decline, that they cannot be kept on in a

thriving condition and increasing in the way that many of the
cooler species do for an unlimited time.

Regarding the first of these statements, it is the want of success

that causes people to give them up, and the latter assertion is

continually meeting with positive refutation by the plants that
are to be met with in places where they have been grown for a
quarter of a century or more that keep 5-earlv increasing- in size,

and are as healthy as if growing in their native habitats. From
time to time there turns up a lot of Orchids lilte the Burton-
Constable collection noticed in The Gauden (p. 172). An op-
portunity I had of seeing some of these plants enables me to say
that if the description erred it was in being underdrawn. It is

scarcely needful to say that if Orchids in one instance can be
kept as these have, thrivinp; and full of healthy vigour, in a way
that could not be surpassed in their native country, they could
generally, if only managed in the same way, that is with the
treatment only so far varied as the different character of the
houses in which they were grown and other local circumstances
of each individual oas2 might require. The necessity of consider-
able variation in the details of cultivation with Orchids, according

to the different description of house in which they are grown, is

frequently not sufficiently realised ; even the position the plants
occupy in the same house makes a wide difference in what they
require or will do with. For instance, plants that are hung-
up near the glass, even Cattleyas that will stand so
comparatively little water, will hear the material in which their

roots are placed keeping much wetter during the growing season
than the same plants would stand if stood 4 ft. or 5 ft. away from
the roof ; and similar positions in close proximity to the glass have
a like influence in the heat the plants will bear, hut in this lattertho
dift"ereuce,.sofarasthe amoimt of fire-heat is concerned, is often more
apparent than real, for a plant that is hung up within 1 ft. or so

of the glass is frequently much cooler, except when the sun is

shining, than it would "be if in the body of the house at a similar
distance from the roof to the thermometer, which indicates the
temperature kept up. Beyond this there is always more air in

motion close to the glass, which, together with the amount of

light the plants are subject to, have a ruling influence on the heat
which all plants, Orchids in particular, will bear without the
slow, but certain undermining of their health. There are no doubt
a few Orchids, as there are other plants, that all but refuse to con-
form to the artificial conditions inseparable from cultivation ; but
the sooner the mistaken idea is dispelled that Orchids generally
cannot be so managed as to go on for an unlimited time in a
healthy condition, increasing in size so as to permit of their being-

divided and increased in numbers if required, the better.

I feel convinced that one of tlie principal causes by which
Orchids innumerable are destroyed is through the generally preva-
lent idea that they are too delicate to admit of air being allowed
to reach them during the growing season, except in infinitesimal

quantities, the result of which is that it is filtered into the houses
where they are grown in such driblets that the whole substance

of the plants—leaves, bulbs, and roots—is deficient in the solidity

indispensable to keep up a healthy existence. In support of this

I maj' instance the many small collections of Orchids to be met
with, often few in numbers, yet sufficiently representing most of

the principal divisions of the family, and in them are frequently

to be found the most extraordinary examples, and these not
unusually grown by men who lay no claim to being Orchid growers,
the plants, as often as not, grown in a stove along with
ordinary stove plants, and, so far as heat, air, and light go, treated

in common with the other occupants of the house. The many
instances of this kind that are frequently coming under notice,

where the plants, as I have already intimated, are not unusually
in the hands of those who, although good general gardeners, have
previously had little or nothing to do with Orchids, often cause

the off-hand assertion to be made that Orchids are easily grown. Yet
it is well not to come to this conclusion on evidence of this kind,

for such success is frequently the result of accident in the grower
by chance giving the plants the treatment that turned out to suit

them. More than once I have seen this verified when the same
plants were transferred to other houses, but still under the care of

the same individual, and did as indifferently as they had before

succeeded well. A little reflection as to the widely different con-

ditions under which the different species of even a single genera of

Orchids exist naturally is enough to convince anyone that to be
successful in their cultivation to the extent of keeping them in a

lasting healthy state, it takes a good deal of practice and close

observation as to the requirements of the different species, and if

this is supplemented by an intimate acquaintance with the nature

of vegetable life generally, success is more likely to be achieved

than by following the routine course of treatment often looked

upon as correct, but which does not result in Orchids continuing to

thrive as other cultivated plants do, and until this is much nearer

attained than is usually seen it would be well for those engaged in

their cultivation to study the reasons wliy here and there a lot

of plants keep on uninterruptedly doing well for a good portion of

a lifetime, whilst many more of the immense number imported,

especially the warmer species, flourish for a time and then gradu-

ally dwindle out of existence. T. Baines.

Resting Orchida.—Mr. Baines, in his remarks under this head

(p. 198), clearly demonstrates that Dendrobes may be kept for many
years in good health in a very much lower temperature than that

they ever experience in their native habitat. But what I wished was
to warn the inexperienced, in possession of valuable plants, against

trusting to tlie vague term, cool Vinery, as a safe place in which to
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rest valuable Orchida during severe weather, for cool Vineries at rest

are just kept clear of frost, and that is all. We never put heat on

if we can help it until the thermometer is close on the freezing point

inside ; and although cultivators like Mr. Baines may safely rest

their plants, and thereby keep them back from flowering until a late

period for exhibition, I fancy many would find that after a

prolonged stay in a cool Vinery that their Orchids were anything but

refreshed by their season of rest. As regards the Phalajnopsis

mentioned by Mr. Baines as being' generally longer-lived and
altogether stronger when subjected to a long period of rest than
otherwise, I can only say that I am convinced they do equally well

without it ; for instance, at Henham Hall, Suffolk, may be seen a

row of plants in wooden baskets that have yearly kept increasing

in size of leaf and floriferousness, but tliey are never removed from
the house, whioli during the ten years I was there was seldom below
65^

; and although I have read of these lovely plants growing in

houses when they were blown about by the wind, I must say I have
not seen good results from cool treatment in their case, and therefore

cannot recommend it to otliers.—J. G.

Varieties of Coelogyne cristata.—Tliere must be better

and worse varieties of this popular and truly splendid Orchid, or

else I have got a kind that I cannot reconcile with the description of

any of the other Coalogynes. About two years ago or a little less, I

received a quiutity of newly imported bulbs of C. cristata, and in

pitting them I put some bulbs aside that did not look quite the same
as the others and potted them by themselves. These bulbs have now
flowered well, and the flowers are decidedly different from, and
better than, those of the common kind. Their most distinguishing
difference is that the flower-scapes are of a kind of chocolate colour
up till the time when the flowers expand, but after that the flowers

would be called pure white, except when seen beside the otlierkind,

when a slight tinge of difference is discernible. The flowers of the,

to me, new kind are also larger and finer, and have a darlc orange-
coloured patch at the back of the throat, which the other has not.

More flowers are also produced to the spike, small bulbs not larger
than an ordinary marble producing five flowers, while the old
variety never produces more than three or four to even good-sized
bulbs, and rarely more than six or seven to strong ones. Our imported
bulbs were very small, from ^ in. to J in. in diameter, and it is these
which have produced the slightly larger bulbs that have pi-oduced the
flowers this season. I am therefore sanguine that future spikes will

be much larger and finer. As it is, the flowers have an altogether
finer and more luxuriant look than those on our old plants well
established in pans and beside which they stand. I would be glad to
have further information on this point.—J. S. W.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

The Orchid houses in Mr. Williams' nursery. Upper HoUoway,
are now assuming a gay appearance. The following are among
the most noteworthy of plants in flower. Of the lovely Cymbidium
eburneum, there is an exceptionally fine specimen, about a yard
across, and bearing seven expanded flowers. It represents the
finest form, that with the largest flowers having beautifully-spotted
lips. In another house there was a large group of smaller plants
all either witli expanded flowers or plump buds. This Orchid is

grown here in a moderatly warm and moist atmosphere, and is

treated as a ten-cstrial kind, being potted in a rather stiff com-
post for an Orchid. One of the finest forms of

Aerides Fielding!, the Fox-brush Orchid, we saw in flower
in the East Indian house. The individual flowers were unusually
large and handsomely marked with copious spots of carmine on
the blush-tinted ground of the waxy sepals. Some of the Vandas
are still very gay, V. suavis, being remarkably fine, the tall
vigorous "breaks" bearing two and even three spikes. Most of
the varieties of this variable species are represented, from the
ordinary type to those with large and heavily spotted blossoms.
Among the

Dendrobes, there wer-e severalin flower, notably, B. Ainsworthi,
a beautiful hybrid between D. nobile and D. heterocarpura, the
progeny being strikingly intermediate between the two parents

;

D. aggregatam majus, D. crassinode in fine variety, and D. luteolum,
the latter being particularly fine, and showing admirably the ever-
green character of the species, the long stem being still furnished
with bright green leaves, which set off advantageously the creamy
white flosyers

; tire long time during which this species continuesm perfection compensates in a great measure for the want of colourm the flower. One of the prettiest Orchids in flower, was
Ocelogyne ocellata maxima, a variety of a rather un-

common Orchid, with flowers far superior to the type in size as well

as in the brightness of colour and the heaviness of the blotches. The
blossoms measure about H in. across, have pure white sepals, and
narrow concave lips, marked in an eye-like manner, witli various
shades of yellow and orange. The flowers are produced plentifully

on long, loose racemes, which gracefully hang over the side of the
pot, and this character combined with evergreen foliage, which is

at its best at the flowering season, renders this one of the handsomest
and most desirable of Orchids. The bulbs are a deep green, and flask-

shaped, and growing crowded together so as to form a symetrically-
shaped plant. It was honoured with a certificate from the Royal
Botanic Society last year, and when it becomes better known it

must inevitably become popular. One of the neatest Onoids we
have seen for a long time is

Oncidium pubes, a small growing kiud with attenuated dark
green bulbs, somewhat in the way of 0. sarcodes. The flowers are
small, barred and spotted with various shades of brown and yellow,
but they are produced so numerously on long pendulous panicles of

a flat, triangular outline that their smallness and dull colour are amply
compensated for by the manner in which they are produced. It is

grown in suspended baskets, and few Orchids pleased us better than
some flowering plants of it. Among the

Lady's Slippers were several in flower, the most noteworthy
being some remarkably fine and profusely-flowered examples of the
old Cypripedium villosum. It seems that there are two distinct

forms of this Orchid as regards their flowering. One form has
narrow leaves, and rarely j)roduces flowers, even under tlia most
skilful cultivation ; the other, that under notice, is a free flower-

ing form, the blossoms being large and highly polished, while
the foliage is broad and long, and of vigorous growth. The plants now
in flower at the Victoria Nurseries are some 2V ft. in diameter, and
bear from two to three dozen flowers on each plant; the pots are

12 in. or 1.3 in. across. Also of C. Swankanum, a handsome hybrid
variety, there was a large group finely in flower.

Among • other kinds that we noted were Arpophyllum
giganteum, a pretty Orchid of large growth, but seldom seen in

flower ; numerous Odontoglossoms, including a new yellow-flowered
formof 0. Alexandrfe not yet named, and thecharminglitfcleO. blau-

dum ; Angrajcum citratum, the beautiful little iSIadagascar Orchid
we noticed last week ; various Masdevallias, M. ignea and tovarensis

being particularly fine ; Ada aurantiaoa, one of the most desirable

of Orchids on account of its unique colour—a rich, reddish orange.

W. G.

Oncidium cuCUUatum.—This charming little Oncidium, one
of the prettiest of Orchids, is represented and grown exceptionally

well at the Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, and there is now in

flower one of the finest forms of it we have ever seen, the lip of the
flower, which is always most conspicuous in this Orchid, being
unusually broad, and copiously spotted witli deep violet-purple on
a Jiale purple ground with a clouded margin of a lighter hue. For
cutting purposes, bouquets, and the like, few more suitable Orchids
can be fnund than this, and the many forms one may obtain from an
imported batch makes it all the more desirable to cultivate.

Goodyera discolor.—This old and tolerably well-known
Orchid is usually grown more for the sake of the beauty of its rich

velvety foliage than for the flowers ; lienoe it is not often met witli

in the latter stage. There is in one of the Orchid houses at Kew an
extremely well-grown example of it, eaoli growth, about a dozen in

number, bearing an erect spike of its waxy wliite flowers, rising from
G in. to in. in height, and forming a striking contrast to the dark
leafage. The plants are grown in shallow pans, but not suspended,
and they are placed in a warm compartment.

Odontoglossum Lindeni.—The merit of this little-known

speeies lies in the clear canary colour o£ its blossoms, which are

of medium size, produced numerously on long and tender stems.

Such a colour is rare, even among Odontoglossums, for the yellow is

quite as clear as that of Onoidiam concolor. Flowering specimens of

it are now in good condition in Mr. Bull's nursery.— W, G.

A false god.—I seemed to see a long border by the side of a

broad gravel patli, and along the edge of the path for the breadth of

1 ft. or more the bed was gleaming with the yellow glory of the
vernal Crocus. And I also seemed to see the same border a few
days later with all its glory gone, and in place of its golden belt a

thick ugly stubble of close shorn leaves. I dare say the reader has
often seen the like himself, and seeing has shuddered at such a
barbaric sacrifice to the false god of tidiness. Such a sight is a sure

token that the garden is in the hands of one who is a gardener only
in name. Our language is sadly in want of a new term to save us
from the wrong of using the grand old name of gardener when we
wish to speak of men who, though they are entrusted with the
charge of gardens, and may be often diligent, honest, and in a cer
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tain way successful, have no real love for flowers, and none of the

true gardener's instincts. The fashionable Roman of the times of

the Empire, whom the pride of a luxurious life had uttei-ly estranged

from Nature, used to call his gardener a topiarlus, or "object-
maker," because his chief duty was to clip trees and shrubs into

fantastic images of animals, ships, and other objects. In like

manner many of our fashionable modern gardeners seem to me to be
" object-makers." To them a flowering herb or shrub is notaliving
being with a beauty of its own, bred out of a long ancestral struggle

for existence, and therefore seen at its best amid its natural sur-

roundings, a living being, with habits, feelings, longings, to satisfy

wliich its life is one long endeavour, and which unsatiEfied must
bring shortcomings, and in the end death. They looli on foliage and
(lowers as mere objects, with certain turns of shape and certain

shades of colour—mere lifeless units, to be put in or talien up where
and when they please, according as they need material to work into

theu' carpet beds, or build up into their glaring parti-coloured knots.

Like their Roman forbears, the weapons they mostly love are the
shears and the knife ; and the enemies against which they fight

with stubbornness and zeal are leaves.

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

tributed. In Mr. Bull's nursery there are several fine examples of

it in flower which are very attractive.

Stevia glutinosa.—This is a most valuable plant for winter
and spring flowering and especially in a cut state. The flowers are
pure white and borne plentifully in flat, spreading clusters ; the
habit of growth is bushy, and the plant being a rapid grower soon
attains a larger size. It has recently been brought into prominent
notice by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, in whose nursery we saw some
fine plants of it the other day, which had been in flower since last

autumn.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

The Netted Irla (I. reticulata).—This lovely hardy bulbous
plant is now in bloom in Mr. .load's garden, at Oakfield, Wimbledon
Park. It is planted out in the raised borders of a house which is

only heated to exclude actual fro3t. By thus protecting the plant,

it may be had in flower several days, and even %veeks, before those
planted in open borders, and the proteciion is in no way detri-

mental to the health of theplanf, ; on tlie contrary, it tends to ripen

the bulbs more effectually, tliereby conducing to the production of

finer flowers.

ChineSB Primula Magnifica.—When this was exhibited a

month ago at .South Kensington it was scarcely sufficiently developed
to show the true character of the variety, but lately we saw a large

group of it in tlie Victoria Nurseries, HoUoway, in line flowering
condition. The plants were vigorous, with deep green foliage, and
tlie flower-trusses large and produced well above the leaves ; the
pips were also large, finely formed, and of a clear white without a
suffusion of green. A peculiarity of this variety is the -crisped

mirgius of the leaves, thus seeming to form an intermediate link
between the I'ern-leaved and the ordinary forms. It is certainly one
of the best Primulas Mr. Williams has yet sent out. Several other
kinds, such as Chisiviok Red, are aho in beautiful condition.

Puschkinia sicula and scilloides.—In Mr. Joad's garden
tliese two bulbous plants are flo^vering side by side ; the former has
flowers of a much deeper shade of blue than the other, but both have
the characteristic stripe through the centre of each flower. In
colour, therefore, these two kinds seem to differ, hut in no other
respect, certainly not enough to justify a specific distinction. Our
plate published a few weeks ago shows well the paler tinted form.

Eupatorlum ianthinum —This well-known and valuable
winter-flowering plant, better known, probably, under its older
generic name of Hebecliuium or Conoclinium, is at present one of

the showiest plants in flower in the Palm house at Kew. The huge,
dense, plumy tufts of lavender-tinted blossoms, combined with the
large handsome foliage, render it very attractive. Some large plants

of it well furnished with flowers have a fine effect mi.Ked with other
plants in the Palm house, and later on it will be employed for em-
bellishing the conservatory No. 4.

Azalea Mrs. Gerard Leigh —This is another of the new
type of Azalea tliat Mr. Williams, of the Victoria Nurseries, Upper
Holloway, is now distributing ; like the others heretofore mentioned,
it is of the amroaa type, characterised by a profusion of neat little

flowers, of tints not previously obtained in the small-flowered type.
Mrs. Gerard Leigh is a highly attractive variety, a large pyramidal
spscimen of it in full flower, which we saw the other day, being very
striking.

The Onosma - flowered Epacris (E. onosmreflora).

—

This is one of the prettiest of Epacrises, and remarkable for

the distinct manner in which its white bell-like flowers are
borne. The branches are long and slender, the flowers being
arranged in whorls their whole length, and the recurving
pointed leaves lap as it were over each flower, the white and the
green making a prettj' contrast. ^\'e saw some vigorous young
plants of it the other day in a greenhouse in Mr. Joad's garden,
where a collection of all the species and varieties are cultivated.
This species is, we believe, the original form of the double Epacris
shown sometime ago by Mr. Bull, and is a remarkably handsome
plant, and one that will be Eure to gain public favour when dis-

The Holly-leaved Hovea (H. ilicifolia)is one of the prettiest

Austr.alian jjlants, with Pea-shaped flowers, with which we are
acquainted. Even a small plant of it covered with flowers is a
veritable little gem ; such a plant we saw the other day in Mr. .load's

garden at Oaktield, Wimbledon Park ; it was scarcely 1 ft. in

height, and was completely covered with flowers. It was grown
in a cool, airy greenhouse in company with other plants of a similar

character. It is said to be rather a difficult subject to start

vigorously into growth, but when once started it grows rapidly
enough.

Chinese Primroses.—I send you blooms of my Primulas
possessing five sh.ades of colour. I am fond of this class of plant,

and like to grow the best kinds. I fertilise the flowers and save

my own seed. Seeds of the plants from which the blooms sent were
sown in March, and now each plant is more than 18 in. across and
furnished with from three to six strong stems rising well above the
foliage and literally covered with bloom.

—

John Crook, The Grange,
Farnhoro. [Charming blooms, finely fringed, and bright in colour.]

Henfreya scandens.—This is one of those plants which are

seldom seen or heard of, except in botanical collections, though it

possesses merits that recommend it to the notice of the general cul-

tivator ; having a climbing habit of growth it is excellent for

covering walls or for training to pillars, rafters, or trellises ; the
flowers, too, are large, being about "2 in. in length, trumpet-shaped,
white, and produces in long loose clusters, terminating the slender

twining branches. Some plants of it in flower in Mr. Joad's garden
at Wimbledon Park, though small, showed well what a capital

plant it would be for the purposes just indicated.

Illustrated Seed Packets.—An innovation in the way of

seed packets has just been brought under our notice by Messrs. How-
croft & AVatkins, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden. It consists in

havingcoloured portraitsof the flowers—the seed of whichis within

—

on one side of the packet, and the description and cultural directions

on the other. On the whole the portraits in question are not exag-
gerated, and there is no difficulty in recognising the plants they are

intended to represent. To those, therefore, who do not know flowers

well, such portraits will be useful, and their small price, seeds included
(Id.), will tend to render them popular.

Gardenia citriodora.—At a season when comparatively few
flowers are obtainable, one would think that such an exquisitely

scented stove shrub as this would not be neglected, as it undoubtedly
is. It possesses much to recommend it ; it is of easy culture, grows
vigorously and rather rapidly, and never fails to jaroduee a con-

tinuous succession for weeks, andeven months, of purewhite flowers,

each as large as a shilling, and, as we before mentioned, delieiously

scented. At Kew and a few other gardens, such as Mr. Joad's at

Wimbledon, we have lately seen it in flower.

Sweet-scented Cycad Cones.—Among a large importation

of Cycads in Mr. Bull's nursery, Chelsea, are numerous leafless

stems of Encephalartos villosus, nearly all of which have produced
cones of flowers which emit a sweet perfume similar to that rare

Cycad Stangeria paradoxa.

Bomaria Caldasiana. — This pretty greenhouse twining
plant makes a suitable companion to B. multiflora, of which we
gave an illustration last week ; the flowers are, however, lighter

in colour and a shade or so larger than those of that kind. We
saw it a few days ago in Mr. Joad's garden, where it has been
flowering for some time past, and is likely to continue so through-

out the spring and summer ; hence it is an excellent plant for the

greenhouse, easily grown, and extremely valuable for cutting

purposes, as the blooms last in beauty along time.

Fuchsia-leaved Calceolaria (0. fuohsitefolia).—This is an
excellent jilant for producing a plentiful crop of flowers in winter,

and only requires the protection of a glasshouse or frame with little

or no heat to keep it in vigorous health and a floriferous state. On the

rockery under glass at Oakfield, Wimbledon, there are some fine

floweringplantsof it, the clear canary yellow blossoms ofwhich.andthe
deep green leaves, are particularly attractive when little else is in

flower. It was figured in the The Garden (Vol. XV., p. 25S). It

is called also C. deflexa.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

BOLD WATERSIDE PLANTS.

HE plants that grow by the

1 waterside, so much admired

in natural scenery, are sel-

dom taken so much advan-

tage of for cultivating as they

might be ;
otherwise the bare

water edges so often found in

connection with lakes and

otherornament al water would

be of less frequent occurrence

than they are. With the vast

resources of suitable plants at our

service, if appropriately employed,

tlie marginsof artificial water might

be made to surpass even the choicest

. examplesof natural riverside vegeta-

tion. In the majority of cases, it

the edo-es of artificial water are

clothed"at all, they have a mono-

tonous appearance on account of the

continuous fringes of plants of a

commonplace type used; whereas

if a greater variety of kmds of

varied height, habit, and flower

were employed and disposed in

bold irregular groups— some close

to the margins, others at a distance from them, and some even

partly submerged—some of the most charming effects coidd

thereby be obtained. The principal consideration is a knowledge of

the positions in which the plants thrive best, the degree of

moisture in which they will flourish ; then grouping them effec-

tively is easily acccomplished. The following enumeration

consists wholly of vigorous growing plants that when once planted

can take care of themselves. Our native flora affords great numbers

of really handsome waterside plants, many of which are m no way
inferior to exotic kinds. Amongst the showiest are the

WiUow Herbs (Epilobium).—These, being well known,

need but little description ; of the former, E. angiisti-

folium is the finest. In rich moist soil it

grows 5 ft. or 6 ft. high, and in summer is covered

with a profusion of showy purple-red flowers.

There is a white variety which is even more effec-

tivethan the type, as the colour is so uncommon among
water plants. The great Willow Herb, or Codlins

,

and Cream (E. hirsutum), is a true water plant, and
though not so showy as the preceding should never

be omitted. Also of the Purple Loosestrife (Lythrum
Salicaria) there are now some extremely fine varie-

ties; one, named superbum, grown largely in Mr.
Parker's n\irsery at Tooting, may be said to be the

finest of all hardy flowers, and all the Epilobiums are

excellent companions for our beautiful native Meadow
Sweets (Spiraea).

Many of the Grasses of the larger type flourish

better in moist places near water than elsewhere.

One of the handsomest is the

Great Reed Grass (Arundo Donax), which
grows 10 ft. and even 15 ft. in height when planted
near the margins of water where the roots are con-
tinually moist. It requires, however, a rather shel-

tered position, as it is apt to be injured by severe

cold or cutting winds. A bold isolated group of this

noble Grass is one of the fairest types of hardy vegetation which
we possess, yet, singular as it may appear, it is often overlooked.

The Ne^w Zealand Reed Grass (Arundo conspicua), as
well as the Pampas Grass (Gj'nerium argenteum), flourish by
water far better than in other positions, provided there is not
an excessive amount of stagnant moisture about the roots. One
or two kinds of Lyme Grass (Elymus) are excellent for plant-
ing in wet places where choicer plants would not flourish, the
most suitable being E. giganteus, which grows some 4 ft. or 5
ft. high;E. vlrginicus,andcanadensis,both North American .species

of tall vigorous growth. Some of our British Grasses of noble
aspect look well if planted in distinct groups, and not allowed
to run in a monotonous fringe. The best of these are the common
Keed (Arundo Phragmites), which abounds in many parts in wet
ditches ; the Wood Small Keed (Calamagrostis Epegeios), which
grows from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high and flourishes as well in open wet
places as in woods and thickets ; Purple Small Reed (C. lanceo-

lata), taller than the last; the Reed Grass (Digraphis arundinacea),

from 3 ft. to .Oft., with broad leaves and handsome plumes from
in. to 8 in. in length—all interesting when properly planted.

There is a variety of this with variegated leaves called the Ribbon
Grass or Gardener's Garters. One of our illustrations shows well

the effect of some of the indigenous Grasses forming a fringe to a

natural river or lake. Among the choicer exotic Grasses of large

growth are Eulalia japonica, 5 ft. high, Gymnothrix latifolia,

Erianthus Ravennoe, Stipa gigantea. Sorghum halepense, and
Andropogon strictus—all of which delight in moist situations.

Bamboos.—There is no other type of hardy plants from
which such beautiful effects can be produced by water margins as

from the various kinds of Bamboos which thrive so finely in our

climate. Planted by the side of a running stream, or near the

margin of a lake or pool, they succeed better than in any other

place, and soon attain a great height. Among the hardiest are

Arundinaria falcata, Bambusa arundinacea, Metake, viridis

glaucescens, nigra, and Phyllostachys bambusoides.

Sedges and Rushes.—The majority of the former are

essentially water plants, and many of them form beautiful objects

when planted in bold groups. For this purpose some of the finest

and most suitable are, among Carexes, C. paniculata, a native

species, which grows into luxuriant tufts as high as 4 ft. if

planted in wet boggy places in which little else will grow. Then
there is the extremely graceful C. pendula, one of the largest of

our native Carexes, with its long catkin-like spikelets, produced
in early summer on plants 3 ft. high. The Fox Carex, as well as
(

'. acuta, are likewise well adapted for wet places, each attaining

2 ft. or 3 ft. in height, and of C. acuta there is a handsome variety

with variegated foliage. There is also a variegated-leaved variety

of C. riparia, which is very handsome and retains its character

well, even in water.

One of our handsomest native water-loving plants is the

Galingale (Cyperus longus), whose stout stems, terminated by
singular tufts of leaves, attain a height of even 4 ft. or 5 ft.

.^^^

Group of Flame flowers (Tritoma) near water.

As it flourishes best when its lower part is wholly submerged,

it is a capital subject for planting in shallow water at a little

distance from the marg'n. When disposed in bold groups, and

these not repeated too'often, it greatly relieves the somewhat
monotonous appearance of an even fringe along the water's

edge. Another fine Cyperus is vegetus, which has wider leaves

than the last and lighter green in colour, but it does not grow
so tall. Nearly allied to the Cyperuses are the

Club Rushes (Scirpus).—S. triqueter (3 ft. high), S. lacustris

(from4 ft. to 8 ft. high), and S. Iloloschcenus, a stiff Rush-like plant
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(some 3 ft. high), are all excellent svaterside plants. Of similai'

growth is the Prickl_y Twig Rush (Cladiuni JIariscus), which is

useful for planting in poor and wet soil where little else would thrive.

Irises.—In addition to the common yellow Flags (I. P.seud-
acorus and fostidissima) several of the other kinds make good
water plants, particularly I. sibirica, a tall-growing kind with
glossy foliage and flowers either of a rich purple or white. The
beautiful Kiiempfer's Iris, too, though not of large size, must be
included in our list, as it flourishes best iu wet places, and if such
a position could bo allotted to it where the water now and then
could be made to flow over the soil for 1 in. or so in depth, it

would, if planted in a peaty soil, flourish far better than in an
ordinary border.

Among plants remarkable for fine leafage few excel the large
Water Dock (Rumex Hydrolapathum), the leaves of which grow
nearly 3 ft. long, and they are nearly 1 ft. across, reminding one
of a Banana plant in miniature. In some situations it grows as

much as 5 ft. high, and forms a bold plant close to the water's
edge, where the roots would be continually submerged.

The Great Spearwort (Ranunculus Lingua) is another of

our bold foliage native plants which grow from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high,
and has long broad leaves of a pale-green colour. Its flowers
are showy, being of a bright shining yellow, and more than 1 in.

across. A position similar to that recommended for the last suits

Colony of Butterbur (Tuasilago Petasite3 by Waterside.

it best. A flowering branch of this is well shown in our wood-
cut.

The Yellow Pond Lily (Xuphar advena), a plant with large,

broad, deep green leaves, is one of the noblest of hardy aquatics, and
the only kind that sends its leaves erect out of the water to as

great a heiglit as 3 ft. The bases of the plants should be sub-

merged to about 1 ft. or I3 ft. in deptli. They should be planted

in bold groups a little way from the margin, and surrounded by
"Water Lilies and other a-^uatics with floating leaves.

Butterbur (Tussilago Petasites).—This is a noble plant wlien

in its largest state, and the accompanying illustration shows
how pleasing a little colony of it loolvs by the banks of a stream,

where it delights to spread. The Burdocks, too (Arctium), though
they naturally affect poor, dry soils, attain enormous dimensions
by the side of water, but they must not be planted so near that

their roots are submerged.

Sweet Flag (Acorus Calamus).—Tliis is a reed-lDie plant

growing some 3 ft. or more in heiglit. It is a very vigorous plant,

and soon spreads itself over a wide area, and will overrun
plants of weaker growth if not checked ; it is, however,
a liandsome plant, and the highly aromatic leaves make it the

more desirable. It should be planted at the base of a projection,

or, better still, around an islet, so that it may be kept within
bounds. The Bur Reed (Sparganium) is somewhat similar,

but more tufted than the Sweet Flag, and not nearly such a

rapid grower.

The Great Bulrushes or Cat's-tails(Typhalatifolia),which
in autumn are furnislied with black, club-like flower-spikes,

though abundant in many parts of the country, should always be
planted where not indigenous, as they are so distinct in aspect

from most water plants. T. stenopliylla and T. minima are a like

graceful plants, growing in tall dense tufts.

Pontederias, of which there are three species, are about 3 ft.

liigh. Tliey have arrow-shaped leaves and blue flowers of various
tints, produced on stout stalks well above the foliage. The three
kinds require to be planted iu 1 ft. or so of water, and are there-

fore well adapted for planting a little way from the margin.
Another noble plant whicli, unfortunately, is not quite hardy
is Thalia dealbata, a Maranta-like plant from South Carolina,
growing some G ft. in height, with large handsome leaves of a
ghaucous green hue.

Flowering Rush (Butomus umbellatus), one of our native

plants, should adorn tlie margins of every piece of ornamental
water, as it is not onlj' an elegant plant as regards foliage, btit its

blossoms, which are produced in large umbels, are rosy tinted and
beautiful.

TheWater Plantain (AlismaPlantago) is atold plant,which
often attains 3 ft. in height. It grows in watery ditches and
edges of streams ; the leaves are broad, similar to those of the
Great Spearwort.

Caladium virgrinicum is a noble Aroidaceous plant having
large, broad leaves, arrow-shaped and of a deep green. It is

excellent for planting in shallow streams or pools, in about 6 in.

of water. It rises 2 ft. or 3 ft. in lieight in a manner similar

to the Callas or Richardias, which should on
no account be omitted. Other highly ornamental
Xorth American water plants are the

Giant Horsetail (Equisetum Telmateia).
—This is an extremely fine plant when fully

grown, and one which attains several feet in

height in moist, shady places, producing graceful
plumes of pendulous, thread-like branches in

drooping wliorls of a cheerful green colour. It is

b}' far the finest of all the Horsetails, but seldom
seen in full growth. The finest group we ever
5aw was in the garden at Bitton, where Mr. Ella-
combe had it growing near a wall, and there it

had a very handsome appearance.

There are many other plants, which though
not strictly aquatic, flourish well near watei',

and have a fine effect, as, for example, the
group of Flame-flowers (Kniphofia) shown in

our illustration, which was sketched from Nature
last year at Longleat, where these plants were
growing near water in great luxuriance. Other

plauts may be similarly treated, such as tlie Giant Knotweed
(Polygonum cuspidatum and sachalinense), Astilbe rivularis,

Senecio japonicus, Nortli American Lilies, several of the largei-

Spirfeas, TroUins, the Royal Fern (Osmunda regalis),Lysimachias,

and manv others. W. G.

THE CARDINAL LARKSPUR.
(DELrHINIUlt CARDINALE.)

I am pleased to see this fine Larkspur (so well fij/tired in The Gar-
den') brought prominently into notice. Some seven and twenty
years ago the introduction of a scarlet Larkspur was loolced upon
as an almost apocryphal acquisition ; nor, in fact, was full

credmce given in regard to the matter till the plants were ex-

hibited by Messrs. Veitch in bloom, and scarlet undoubtedly they
were ; but their miffy appearance at once betokened the fact that

they were little more than biennial in character. In fact, they
had no stay in them, and their appearance was scarcely properly

heralded before they had disappeared ; nevertheless, there was
much interest at the time attached to the fact of such an unex-
pected colour presenting itself in a family whose typical colour

was supposed to be blue. I remember well that the late Dr.
Lindley was sorely puzzled in reference to this circumstance, as

it militated against a theory he had formed with reference to

generic colours, and which he contemplated even extending to

Natural Orders. About the same time a further innovation

took place by the introduction of scarlet Columbines from
the same locahtj-—first, Aquilegia Skinneri, and soon after A.
truncata, both scarlets. Since then we have had blue Poppies
from the Himalayas and many other exceptions, but we have not

yet, in spite of all the endeavours of our florist brethren, obtained
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either a blue Dahlia or a blue Pelavgonium. Closely related as

the last genus is to the Geranium, where blue flowers predominate,
nothing in the form of a hybrid has ever yet been obtained ; I

have tried to raise one myself for several successive seasons, but
have failed.

Returning, however, to the Larkspurs, and glancing at the plate

(p. 234), I have a strong suspicion that the plant there figured is

a different variety from the one to which I have alluded ; at least

it seems much more robust in growth and more floriferous, and I

am confirmed in this by receiving last autumn from my friend

Max Leiohtlin a fine, thick, fleshy-rooted plant of the Cardinal
Larkspur, which has broken vigorously, and shows at the present
time a good tuft of the light green deeply-divided leaves, a

distinctive character of this species. This was an agreeable sur-

prise, as I scarcely ever expected to see it again in cultivation.

During the summer, if all goes well, Ishall be in a position to report
the result of my experience ; meantime, however, I dare almost
prophesy that it will turn out to bear the same relationship to the
original species', as does Mr. Thompson's variety elatius, to the
original dwarf form of D. nudicaule; be this as it may, they are

both desirable plants, and all the more desirable in their larger
and more vigorous forms.
Having alluded to the second species, I may state that though

of 60°, but as I know there are many species that take montlis to
germinate, I would like to hear from others on this subject.—Wm.
Falconer.

Eiishe3 and Seiges by riverside.

belonging evidently to the same section of the genus, and having the
peculiar fleshy fusiform roots, the two are perfectly distinct species.

The leaves of D. nudicaule are much more entire, and vary also in the

number of the lobes ; the flowers are not so widely expanded, and
the embryo has but one cotyledon, a most exceptional peculiarity

;

whereas the Cardinal Larkspur, like all its congeners, has the

regular dicotyledonary mode of germination. J. C. Ni\'EN.

Botanic Gardens, Hull.

My recollection of the Cardinal Larkspur goes back to the
days when I was an under-gardener in Scotland. It was sent out
with a great name, and was extensively grown the year afterwards,
but many were grievously disappointed with it. It was stated to be
scarlet, and no doubt those who sent it out had seen varieties

possessing that colour, but none of those that were sent to Scotland
were other than brick-red, and it would not establish itself with the
other varieties in borders out of doors, either because it was not
hardy, or the climate was unsuited to it. I am afraid D. nudicaule
is much like it, both as regards colour and liability to be injured by
our uncertain winters.—J. DotroLAS.

Lilies from Seed,—Would some of your Lily growers please
to relate their experience in raising Lilies from seed, and state the
time the several species take from sowing till germinating, and the
age of the seedlings before they bloom ? I find that L. tenuifolium
takes 8 days, pulohellum 10 days, longifolium and davuricum 21
days, between the sowing and germinating time, in a temperature

SPEING CULTURE OF GLADIOLI
As the period for the planting of these beautiful autumn flower-
ing bulbs is at hand, and as I have been for many years a cultivator
of them, perhaps a few remarks on the very important matter of
planting may be useful to some wlio are commencing their culti-
vation. Like most other plants, there can be little doubt that
trenching in the autumn is the best method of preparation of the
beds, and where this has been done no further preparation will
be necessary ;_but supposing that no such prepared beds are ready
for the reception of the bulbs, my experience does not lead me to
believe that It is absolutely necessary, but that they can be suc-
cessfully grown without it. If beds liave been well manured for
the previous occupants, then a small quantity of well decomposed
hotbed manure will be sufficient, but if not, it will be needful to dig
in a considerable quantity ; the danger of its being done now is that
some of the manure may come in contact with the bulbs, and so oc-
ca.sionloss; but this may to some extent with a little extra trouble,
be provided against. Let us suppose, then, that the beds, whether

they have been prepared in autumn or now, are
ready; let the rake be run lightly over them, and
lines marked out where the rows are to go. I
think that 1 ft. is not too great a distance to allow
for the rows, nor should the bulbs be planted
nearer to one another than 9 in., and where space is

not of much consequence 1 ft. may be allowed.
There are various ways of planting where acres of
them are grown, as with Mr. Kelway ; they may
be ploughed in as he does a large portion of his,
or drills may be drawn and tlie bulbs planted
at the bottom and then covered in this in the more
ordinary way of planting

; but where time can be
given to it (and a boy can do tills) I prefer taking
out the soil where each bulb is to be plantea,
making the hole with the trowel about 4 in. wide
and about 6 in. deep. Where there is any danger
of the fresh manure coming into contact with
the bulb I should fill in each hole with good fresh
loam, placing a little at the bottom and then cover-
ing In. If the loam is at all stiff, sand and a little

leaf-mould may be added to the loam ; each
bulb will thus be provided with some fresh soil

in which to make its start. Where this is neces-
sary the hole must be a little deeper than 6 in.,

as I never now allow the bulbs when planted
to be nearer the surface than 6 in. ; formerlv
I used to plant them not so deep, but a very

experienced and successful Scotch grower told me that he always
planted at that depth, and that he believed the roots stood better
the changes of temperature, and were in dry seasons less liable to

suffer from lack of moisture. When the first row of the bed is

thus ready it will be easy to arrange the bulbs for planting, and
if it is thought desirable to obtain a proper mixture of colours the
whole bed may be arranged previously in a garden book, and
planted accordingly. Suppose your bed contains four rows and
thirty In each row, select the bulbs, half-a-dozen scarlet, then the
same number of white grounds, then the same number of rose-

coloured grounds, then yellows, and so on. When you have taken
from your store boxes, or drawers, or bags the number you require

for a row, write them down in order in your book, and also have
labels placed for them in the bed, for to get wrongly-named
bulbs is a great nuisance, so that a little extra trouble is not
thrown away. Before planting I always take off the outer
skin, as this enables one to see if the bulb is all right, and
if there are any black or brownish spots to cut them out

;

moreover, it enables one to see where the bulb is going to make its

shoots. If on examination I find that there are two shoots I cut it

in two, and where the variety is scarce this is a decided gain. I
have always found that where this is done, the new corm formed
is as large, if not larger, than is produced by those planted whole.
Some growers I have known who cut up their corms into as many
pieces as they see there are eyes in them, but I have never done
more than cut them in halves. I am sure, too, this is helpful in
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another way- H a coi'm has two good e3'e3, and ous of these is in

advance in throwing up its shoots than the other (as is often thi

case), it so absorbs the strength of the corm, that either the second

bud remains dormant, or else produces a very slender shoot, and
consequently a small corm. in planting I mark in my book those

that are planted whole and those that are cut, so that I am enabled

to compare the result when I lift tliem thus : Eugene Scribe, •'>

whole, i cut. These may seem to be minute and unneces.sary de-

tails, but I have so often found when I wanted information that

these were the very things that people have never thought of

writing about, supposing that ever3'body knew them. When I

have planted the first row and then partially covered in and made
the holes for the second row, proceeding in the same manner; when
the three or four rows are completed, the holes are completely
filled in and the bed lightly raked over. I have in former years used
both sand and charcoal to put into the holes when planting, but I

cannot say in looking back that I have found much benefit from
so doing. Jly soil is not stiff ; were it so, I should probably use

some ; but I believe if there is good drainage that the Gladiolus

likes moisture, although, like others of its tribe, it is impatient of

stagnant water about the roots.

The question is often put, What varieties do j'ou recommend?
and I think the answer to this must depend a great deal on the

purpose for which the questioner wants them. There are manvpersona
who see fine varieties at an exhibition, and think that they would
like to have them in their gardens, but they are perfecly horrified

when they hear the price, imagining that like a Rose they can be
multiplied in great numbers ; whereas all who grow them know
how slow the process is. There are soui'^ varieties which spawn so

verj' sparsely, that though they have Ijeen in cultivation for a

dozen years or more, yet are quite as dear as some of those intro-

duced within the two last years. I therefore subjoin two lists,

one of French, the other of English varieties, divided into two
sections, the first containing the cheaper varieties, some of which
are very excellent exhibition flowers, the second ; such as may be
depended on for exhibition, having the characteristics of good
show flowers.

Frencb Varieties.Section 1.—Marguerette, Jeanne d'Arc,
Madame da Vatry, Etendard, Colombine, Delioatissima, Eurydice,
Norma, Phidias, John Ball, Lord Raglan, Charle3 Dickens, Redoute,
Belle Gabrielle, Le Dante, Rose vis Perfeclus, Giganteus, Le Phare,
Nestor, Semiramia, Moliere, Le Poussin, Meteore, Meyerbeer,
Madame Furtado, Racine, Horace, Robert Fortune, Schiller.

Section 2.—Shakespeare, Madame Desportes, Hesperide, Baroness
Burdett-Coutts, Couquete, Le Venive, Ovide, Pygmalion, Archi-
duchesse Marie Christine, Flamingo, Ondine, Atlas, Leandre, Pasquin,
Horace Vernet, Matador, Pactole, Psyche, Murillo, Jupiter, Africain.

English Varieties.

—

'Section 1. — Adonis, Attractive. Black
Knight, Brennus, Countess of Pembroke, Erasippus, Hecate, Helenus,
Undine, Hemus, Indian Chief, Jubilee, Julia Kehvay, Lady of Lyons,
Lentulas, Liger, Lord Napier, Venuleius, Miss Selway, Jlrs. Rey-
nolds Hole, Nitocris, Plato, Rival, Sibel, Sothis, Thyreus, Traitor.
Section '2.—Admiral Willis, Ball of Fire, Cymbeline, Dr. Woodman,
Dr. Woodford, Daohess of Edinburgh, Duke of Connaught, Earl Rus-
sell, Egyptian King, Electra, James Kehvay, Lady Aberdare, Lady
Bridport, Lord Ilchester, Orange Boven, Mrs. D'Ombrain, Pithyp,
Maximus, Queen Mary, Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain, Jessica, Rev.
J. B. M. Camm, Mr. Marshall, Phillis Stuckey, Lady Leigli, Lord
Beaconsfield, Galopin, Marquis of E.xeter, Mrs. Dobree, Actajon.

Delt.v.

Seneoio mikanioides.—This plant, I find, is utilised by the
people of the Western Riviera for covering trellis work or as slielter

for arbours, and as it is very leafy, and the petioles of the leaves are
twisted for climbing, it is well adapted for tlie purpose it has to
aecomplisli. It is, indeed, an evergreen climbing Composite, belou"--
ing to the Asteracere, and having much of the liabit of the South
American Mikinia scandens, to which circumstance it owes its

specific name. The flowers are yellow, and are produced in dense
clusters in December and January. As is the case with the
Eupatorium, the blooms consist solely of tubular florets, but these
are so pretty and conspicuous that the strap shaped florets are not
much missed. The plant is of very rapid growth, and quickly
covers over any wood-work or lattice-work it is destined to clothe.
I have noticed it occasionally along the whole line of railway from
Genoa to Cannes. I believe this climber is known on the Continent
by the name of Delacrea hederacea. It is a native of the Cape of
Good Hope, and was introduced into England in 1S55.

—

Peter
Inchbald, The Lodge, Ilovitgham, Tori:

HAKDY AXXUALS.
Even those who trust to tender subjects for creating a display in

the open air should not allow their prejudices in favour of zonals and
Calceolarias to prevent them from bestowing some attention upon the
now large group of gay bright-hued plants known under the name of

hardy annuals. Hardy indeed they are, for I do not see that
they suffer much, even when subjected to 21^ or more of frost ; and,

'

of course, the true way to employ them is to sow in the autumn,
getting them into their allotted positions, and with a good grasp of

the soil before grim winter comes to look all in his close embrace.
Then with the lengthening days these little plants wax in strength,

and gradually but, all the more surely increase in health and vigour
until their exertions culminate in a blaze of beauty, which comes
just at a time when wo wisli as much as may be to forget the dreary
time just passed through, and anticipate the joys and glories of

summer. Failing this, the next best thing to do is to sow early in

the year, as in their earlier stages of growth these hardy annuals
appear to luxuriate in a cool moist atmosphere, and seem to evince a

Flowers of the Great Spear^v•o^t (Ranunculus Lingu.a) ; much reduced.

special dislike to anything like a hurrying temperature. Still, even
with this fact before us, it is well not to be in too great haste, or we
may come to a full appreciation of the truth of the well worn
proverb.

Let February pass, and then I would say the earlier the better,

always providing that a good seed bed can be obtained, for the
weather in the beginning of March is not always inclined to the dry
side, and when, as is otten the case, " fill dyke " month is unduly
prolonged and heavy rains fall, keep your seeds in adry place and wait
until sun and wind obliterate their trace and render the surface free,

friable, and porous. Annuals like that their nourishing organs
should find stimulus in the midst of good food, but they love rather

to be able to ramble freely in fairly enriched free earth than to find

themselves all at once in a store of stimulating nourishment, which
often forces them along for a time at a rapid rate, the vigour thus
obtained not being lasting, but liable to depart when the great strain

comes. Such being the case, all that we have to do is to stir deeply
and thoroughly, and employ our nourishment so that it mingles easily

with the whole body of soil. Then, again, we must treat our plants

each one as an individual requiring so much breathing space, or

we cannot expect to see them in their full beauty, for neither
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in size or continuity of bloom t7iH tlicy be satisfactory when
cramped and confined for growing space, J. Cornhill.

LILIES, ANNUAL OR PERENNIAL.
Accidentally, I thinlc, I have ascertained the true name and
character of Lilies and bulbous plants, given to them by no less an
authority than the great father of botany, Linna;us himself. I think

I stated -p. 232) that if the Lily was not a perennial, " it was some-
thing else, whatever that might be." In looking over an old volume
of the jraj/a-Jne of Hortkulture for 1855, vol. xxi., I found the
following: "What is in common language termed a bulbous root

is by Linnasus termed the hybernacle, or winter lodge of the young
plant. These bulbs in every respect resemble buds, except in being
produced underground, aud include the leaves and flowers in minia-

ture, which are to be expanded in the ensuing spring. By cautiously

cutting in the early spring through the concentric coats of a Tulip
bulb, longitudinally from the top to the base, and taking them off

successively, the whole flower of the next summer's Tulip is beauti-

fully seen by the naked eye with its petals, pistils, and stamens
;

the flowers exist in other bulbs in the same manner, but the indi-

vidual flowers of others being less they are not so easily dissected,

or so conspicuous to the naked eye." Now what was well known by
intelligent men 130 years ago has very recently been attempted to

ba elucidated by a great display of woodcuts and pages of descrip-

tion as a new discovery to show that Lilies are annuals ; how-
ever, with all due deference to the undoubtedly correct view of the
great botanist, I think we shall still call them by their now well
known name of perennials if we are to continue any distinction

amoug plants. C. M. Hovey.
Boston, Mass.

I can settle one thing for those Lily growers who are discuss-

ing the matter of annual bulb growth. I have gathered thousands
of Liliura superbum and L. canadense, and know what I affirm.

These Lilies do make a new bulb entire each year. While the
budding and blooming process is going on the bulb sends out a

short rhizome, at the end of which a new one is formed. Sometimes
on strong bulbs the rhizome will branch and two new bulbs be
formed, both of which will bloom the following year ; the old bulb
never blooms again. If the new bulb be broken otf, tlie old one willform
several small bulblets. I have found in a wild state L. superbum
with four old bulbs attached to the new one, makmg five strung
lengthwise upon one rhizome. No doubt these back bulbs help to

nourish the new one the same as the old growths of an Orchid help
to nourish those which are new.—E. D. kJiURTEVANT, Bordentown,
New Jers(^tj, U.S.A.

NOTES AUD QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GAEDEN.

Hepatica and Hellebore Seed.—After several years of

failure, I have been so completely successful in getting up Hepaticas
and Hellebores from seed, that I must beg leave to add a postscript

to Mr. Cornhill's letter (p. 206). Firstly, you must sow the seed
directly it is ready to fall out of the pod ; but that is not enough

;

put a slate or bricks right on the top of the seed bed—all over it—
and about the end of the year peep underneath

;
you will find the

seedling coming up " like one o'clock ;" every seed will germinate.
This system is infallible. Of course when once the seed begins to

germinate take off the bricks ; with this process you can sow the
seed in the open air. I myself use boxes which are crammed full of

seedlings from seed sown about May, every bloom of both Hepatica
and Hellebore being crossed by hand.

—

Frank Miles.

Picus repen3 Hardy.—This neat, small-leaved climbing
plant that clings to walls like Ivy has, I hear, withstood the late

severe frosts in some localities. We have used it largely for
covering shaded walls in houses when little else would grow ; and
as a proof of its wall-rooting properties, and how soon it becomes
independent of its roots in the ground, I may mention that we cut
off a quantity that had been started in pots for covering the back
wall of a stove, and the tops continued to grow freely, being sus-
tained by the roots it had made on the wall without any assistance
whatever from ground roots. What we did consisted in merely
keeping the wall moist. It it succeeds out of doors it will be a
useful addition to our list of hardy climbers, for, in addition to its
close, clinging habit, requiring scarcely any pruning, such as Ivy
needs to keep it in bounds, it is very useful for garnishing and for
indoor cut-flower decorations ; its long sprays being very tough
are admirably adapted for clothing the stems of tall trumpet vases,
or for drooping over their edges, and it is very lasting in a cut
state. It would doubtless keep cleaner out of doors than under
glass. I should add that it is well adapted for rustic flower-stands

for rooms or windows, as it will keep healthy and vigorous in very
little soil, and in shaded positions where little else will grow.
Baskets edged with it and planted with hardy Ferns are admirably
adapted for amateurs who like living plants in rooms.—J. Groom,
Lhiion.

Forming a Grass Plot.—The difBculty experienced by
" F. C. M." in inducing his Grass to thrive arises, I think, from the
soil being in a sour close condition, and therefore unfitted for the
more tender roots of the finer Grasses. Too much care can-
not be exercised in the previous preparation of the soil, for although
the seed may come up fairly well, a good close carpet of Grass will
never be formed unless the rooting medium is of a nature to allow
of the roots travelling freely in it. I would certainly advice that
the ground be well stirred up, and I would throw it up into rough
ridges for a time until it gets thoroughly dried out and sweetened,
allowing it to lay thus until the beginning of April, when, choosing
a dry time, pull the ridges down, give a coat of rotten manure, and
fork it well over, breaking all lumps and m'xing the manure witli the
soil in a thorough manner. A few days after repeat the process, but
always take care to choose a time when the surface is quite dry.
In this way a good seed bed will be prepared, and the seed may be
sown anywhere during April or May. If the natural staple is sandy,
then a good dressing of loam, or marl, or some more holdiiia material
would be beneficial. Before sowing, rake the surface quite smooth,
sow in dry weather, raking the seed well in. Cleanly culture is of
the highest importance ; every weed should be pulled up before it

has time to encroach upon the Grass. Many a promising Grass plot
has been ruined in its infancy througli want of attention in this
mitter. By sending a description of the soil and stating the area
to be sown to any firm making a speciality of Grass seeds, the
proper quantity and quality will be seat.—J. C. B.

Renovating Grass.—Unless "F. C. M.'s" Grass plots (page
220) are very large his best mode of renovation would consist in lay-

ing them with turf. There are some soils and situations in

which it is well nigh impossible to grow Grass from seeds, and yet it

may live and thrive well in this same for many years when turf is

laid down ; in fact, it is a mistake to use Grass seeds for lawns of

small extent. It takes considerable time for a lawn to get up into

desirable condition from seeds, and young Grass is soon worn
through. A good turf forms a lawn at once, and wears like a Brus-
sels carpet. If "F. C. M." must sow seeds he had better dig over
his ground and pick out all the weeds. A slight dressing of well-

rotted manure might then be spread over the surface and raked over
with a rough rake, so as to mix the manure with the surface soil,

though it is very seldom that any ground is too poor to grow good
Grass unless it is too wet as well as poor. If wet it will be needful
to drain the ground before attempting to convert it into a lawn, for

not only will the better Grass refuse to grow on wet soil, but a wet
lawn, were tlie Grass ever so green, is practically useless. Assuming
that the ground has to be drained, dug over, cleaned, and enriched,

the sooner all these operations are performed the better. The middle
of March or the 1st of April will be time enough to sow these Grass
seeds, which had better be the best mixture for the purpose from
some good seedsman. Not a few lawns are spoiled in the making,
aud ruined ever after, by being sown with manger droppings full of

weeds.—D. T. Fish.

The cause of failure in "F. C. M.'s" lawn is very evident,

viz., poverty. Sowing seeds is of little use unless the young plants

are furnished with a proper supply of food. The next best treat-

ment to breaking it up will be to root out all Thistles aud other

large weeds, remove as much of the Scutch Grass as possible with a

sharp-toothed iron rake, give a liberal manuring and seeding, and
cover the whole with about an inch of leaf-mould or exhausted hot-

bed manure—grass manure or lawn manure applied at the rate of

8 cwt. per acre of 4840 square yards ; and as to seed, by writing

to any respectable seedsman for lawn Grass seed, "F. C. M. "will get

what he wants. Without an occasional manuring, the same treat-

ment will ioon have to be repeated. Exhausted Grass plots do not

often show great signs of improvement until after the second manur-
ing.—Jas. Carter & Co.

Carnations and Picotees for Exhibition.—To the

question (p. 246) should these receive manure water, I answer
decidedly, No. I have known manure water applied to them, but

never heard of any good results being derived therefrom. The beauty

of a Carnation or Picotee is the purity of the white ground, and
manure water has a tendency to tinge this with a sooty shade,

making what fanciers call a "muddy white." The time for repotting

is now at hand, and if a good compost is used any further stimulant

is unnecessary. To four or rive parts of good yellow loam add one

part of leaf-mould and one of rotten stable manure, with a good

proportion of river sand. Tree or perpetual flowering Carnations

require rather different treatment from the florists' section. They
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continue to flower for a much longer period tliau tlie others ; and
when the pots have become well filled with roots I do not hesitate

to give weak manure water to them at each alternate watering.
The rich scarlet, crimson, rose, and other colours in Tree Carnations
are, I think, intensified by the use of such stimulants. They are
equally benefited, however, if rich surface dressings can be applied

to them.—J. DouGLA.s.

Liquid Manure for Carnations and Picotees.

—

" Beginner '' asks (p. 246) a question on this'subjcct which will, I

hope, institute a discussion which ought to bring to the front all the
special cultivators of Shakespeare's "Streaked Gillyflower." If he
can in any way obtain a copy of the " Florist and Pomologist " for

1876, he will find there, not only a series of valuable articles by Mr.
E. S. Dodwell, the recognised authority on the cultivation of this

bloom, but several interesting articles from the same and other
sources on the very point which is the subject of his query. It is

not only an interesting, but a mucli ve.xed question as to what extent
the natural inclination to " sport " or " run" observable in the Car-
nation and Picotee is influenced by the application or non-application
of liquid manure.

—

Girofle.

Zinnias.—Few annuals are more satisfactory than these
when well cared for. The flowers exhibit great brilliancy of colour,

and whether planted in beds, rows, or singly, they are amongst the
most effective of summer blooming plants. Another point in their

favour is that they bloom well uj) to the autumn, and that the
blooms do not easily become injured by inclement weather, but re-

tain all their freshness and gay colouring when many other bright
flowering subjects present but a sorry appearance. I do not think
that anything is gained by sowing before the middle of or latter end
of March, as the young plants are apt to become somewhat root-

bound and stinted for nutriment, when they have to stand for some
considerable time before planting out, in which case they lose some-
thing of that fresh free growthwhich should at all times be maintained
until they come into flower. Once the tissues harden to the extent
of bringing the young plants to a standstill, there is but little chance
of rapid progress being made when they are set out in the open
ground. Neither is it advisable to plant out much before the end of

the first week in June, as the Zinnia is very susceptible to atmo-
spheric changes, and is completely ruined by a few degrees of frost.

Plant in well-stirred fairly enriched soil in full exposure, for the
Zinnia loves to bask in the sun's fiercest rays, merely demanding a
surface covering to protect the roots and plenty of moisture at all

times.—J. C.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Flu'wer Garden.—The month of February has struck a heavy

blow in the spring flower garden, and where the beds are exposed to
the east many failures will follow. With a good stock of stores on
hand, filling up will now be the most pressing operation. Attend
to pegging down and freshen the soil liy dressing with leaf mould.
Clip the edgings, weed and roll gravel, also turf, and make up
for late bloom by the maintenance of neatness and order. Manure
and fork beds when in a dry state. Turn old gravel walks, tread,
lake, and roll, but defer surfacing with new gravel until danger from
f lOst has passed away. Herbaceous plants may now be cut down ;

top-dress with light manure or charred refuse, which will give a
neat appearance, and defer forking or pricking over until bulbs
aud other underground occupants have made an appear-
ance. Place herbaceous Lobelias which have been wintered in frames
or Ijoxes in gentle heat ; when fairly started, pull them to pieces and
pot the offshoots singly in small pots, return them to a close frame,
and harden off when well rooted. Calceolarias, being almost hardy,
resent coddling. If too thick, lift and replant them on a sheltered
border where they can have slight protection. Use equal parts of
leaf-mould and new loam as accnpost

; pinch closely when ingrowth
and water liberally. Propagate cuttings of split-up roots of blue
Salvias and single Dahlias. Sow seeds of the latter and herbaceous
Phloxes in pans of light soil, keeping them close and warm to bring
them forward. Make up a small hotbed for Pyrethrum, which may
be sown broadcast. For choice annuals plunge small 3-in. close
together, fill with light soil, sow thinly, and protect them from
heavy rain. Mignonette, Stocks, and Sweet Peas treated in this
way come in useful for early cutting. Push on the propagation of

all kinds of tender bedding plants
; pot them off when ready, and

grow on without a check. Propagate blue Lobelias by cuttings and
division of the roots. A variety under the name of Brighton is one
of the best for general purposes. If not 'already done, pot off

6cra,.ium3 and keep them in a warm house until thoroughly es-

tablished. All seeds from which flower garden plants are expected
should be sown about the present time. This also appliesto Asters,
as these are very often sown too late to give them a chance of bloom-
ing before being cut off by frost in autumn, W. Colejlan.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

PRUNING MAREGHAL NIEL.

In the Rose culture of the future it is probable that almost every
Rose will receive special treatment. Each has its own individuality

of constitution, habit, affinity, merit, fault. Already the Marc$chal
has given rosarians a great deal of trouble to match it with a
stock. I doubt, too, whether it is yet matched, though my friend,

Mr. W. Allan, of Gunton Park, who grows fruit and Asparagus so
admirably, thinks he has mated it for good to the White Banksian.
This at first sight is one of the most unlikely stocks. It has also

been tried and found wanting in durability by others, as, in fact, all

other stocks have, as far as I am aware. It is just possible, how-
ever, that the fault may be as much or more in the pruning than
in the stock, for the Mart5chal is about as capricious and short-

lived on his own roots as on the roots of other Roses. TheMar^chal,
as is well known, is a strong growing Rose when and where it does
grow. It also flowers most freely when left almost full length, or at
least a great length. Is it not probable (I put the question thus, as I

wish to elicit the experience of others and avoid the appearance of

dogmatism) that we have over-weighted the JIarechal, and so

crippled him ever afterwards, just as so many noble hunters have
been over-ridden by some reckless sportsman, and have been good
for nothing more ? One can hardly look at the profusion of golden
flowers yielded by a single Marechal Niel in its hey-day of pride and
glory without trembling for the safety of the plant—golden petals

heaped on petals of gold, till there is no strength left to manufac-
ture stems to upbear the ponderous cupfuls of beauty and fragrance.

What marvel if tlie plant is exhausted as well as the branchlets that

bear the flowers ? And they are. Hence the richest harvests of bloom
are succeeded by a crippled state of ihe plants or their sudden
death. If this supposition be true it follows that by reducing the

harvest the plants might be the longer preserved in health. This
could be done in three ways—by reducing the flowering area of the

plant, thinning the blooms and as far as possible permitting the same
shoots to,bloom'only once. Tl e practiceofallowingRoseshootstobloom
almost their entire length has probably been carried to extremes in

the case of the Marechal Niel. The flowers are so large, so

numerous, and have such substance and weight, that the drain on the

plant must be enormous. We are all familiar with the disastrous

results of overcropping in the case of Vines and other plants. In
these the current crop is arrested and ruined and the crops for

several succeeding years imperilled. The Mari^-chal, more impetuous,

gathers up and expends all its force, and virtually dies there and then
on the field of the cloth of gold and of glory. By lessening the area of

its work by pruning, or the amount of it by thinning the buds, the

plants might have ripened their golden harvest without injury.

There is yetanothermodeof securinga good bloom and of prolong-

ing the life and sustaining the vigour of the Marechal Niel Rose. The
flowering wood might, as far as possible, be treated as annual. As
soon as it has flowered cut it out bodily. The system of the
annual cutting out of leading limbs or branches, once established,

would ensure an abundance of bearing and succession wood. It is,

however, more adapted for indoor than outside culture, as without
protection the frost, as we have found to our bitter experience, not
infrequently has made a meal, notonly of our last year's flower-shoots,

but of those provided to take their places next year. Will Rose
growers kindly favour me with their views on thesemodes of prolong-

ing the life and preserving the health of the Mart'ichal, which, as Canon
Hole so well says, is one of the most beautiful plants of the world ?

As for "precedence," however, the less said the better, though if

compelled to elect one Rose, give me a tinted bud of Devoniensis before
any or all of the golden beauties in the world. D. T. Fish.

Old Plants of Marechal Niel.—In reply to "Peregrine's " in-

quiry (p. 145), allow me to say that there is a plant of Mart5chal

Niel in Messrs. Robson and Bush's nursery, at Altrincham, which is

about ten years of age. The buds were inserted in a Cloth of Gold
that had previously been budded on a Brier. The Marechal now
covers about 400 sq. ft. of trellis, and annually produces thousands
of beautiful buds. Although it is not so robust now as it was when
four or five years old, it nevertheless still appears to be healthy.

There are other examples of Mardchal Niel in this district, varying
from eight to ten years of age, some of which are budded on the
Brier and others are on their own roots. I may also say, although it

does not meet the requirements of "Peregrine," that we have a plant
here budded on the "Cellini" stock, which seems to suit it very
well. It is now three years old. Last year it made over 100 ft. of

growth, and is now thickly set with buds. I attribute the cause of

sudden death in the case of this Rose to not thinning the buds
sufficiently early, and also to not giving sufficient nourishment
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(luring the period of flowering. If cultivators of this Rose would
give it an abundance of liquid manure, and also an annual top-

dressing of strong loam and manure, I think there would be fewer

sudden deaths to record in its case than we have.—W. Neild,
IVythenshawe, Northetiden, Manchester.

HOW FllOST PEUNES DWARF ROSES.
The frost gives us two lessons in pruning : the first relates to the

time, the second to the extent of it. As to the time, it is generally

early—this year, for example, from the middle to the end of January.
This, most rosarians would consider, a month or six weeks too early.

For many years I have advocated the late pruning of Roses. Admit-
ting the loss of vital force in the breaking of the top buds before prun-
ing, the base buds were retarded until they could break with safety.

Safety with some measure of weakness seemed preferable to strength

with the danger of a frost nip on the fat buds. However, it is

very easy to carry the practice of late pruning to extremes. Left

to herself. Nature always sends her best to the front, that is, the
_

highest buds. She goes on filling these all winter. The buds at

the base of the shoot receive little or no share in this slow and sure

filling. Hence it follows they are left lank and lean while the nour-
ishing juices pass on and into the top buds. When these are out off

there may neither be time nor material to fill or to fatten up these

lean buds into full grown Roses. Thus many flowers lack substance
probably through late pruning. But the early frosts, by pinching
the shoots or cutting them right down, as so graphically described

by Canon Hole in his " Garden Thoughts" of last week, when friends

declared his Teas all dead, prevents the dissipation of their strength
in early top buds and concentrates their vital force into their root

stock or crown buds.

No one who has seen the huge fishing rods that often spring forth

from the ground line of these frozen plants but must have learned a

useful lesson on early and severe pruning. I confess these accidental

illustrations have modified my views and practice of pruning, and
though I am not prepared to prune in December and January, as the
frost so often does, we shall prune a month or six weeks earlier than
usual, that is, at once. Unfortunately, however, or perhaps in the
end, fortunately, the frost has been beforehand with us in many
cases, and everyday reveals greater and deeper injury, especially to

our standards.
The frost is not merely an early, but a hard pruner. Where we would

leave 3 ft. of wood it often does notleave 6 in. This winter it may in

general terms be said to have cut down to the mulch or snow lines.

Hardly a Tea Rose escaped above these. It may not be expedient
to follow the example of the frost in the severity of its prunings

;

still, we cannot help learning from it the lesson of how best to resus-

citate worn-out or revive semi-dead Roses. Cut down the top to the
ground line, is the short, incisive lesson of the frost.

The practical lesson seems to be that we may safely prune more
severely than we do, and also that the weaker the Rose the more it

should be pruned. It matters little how long strong shoots are left,

but the weaker ones should be cut back to a few eyes. Sufficient

buds, however, must be left to yield flowers which the frost is not
careful to provide for, and it must be borne in mind, therefore, that
while its severe prunings may afford useful lessons, the frost is by no
means to be blindly followed as a guide to prune by, as otherwise
our Rose harvest may indeed prove scant and unsatisfactorv.

D. T. Fish.

ROSES UNDER GLASS.
Cason Hole has seldom uttered a garden thought more apropos
to the season than that more Roses should be grown indoors. No
doubt the back walls of Vineries might often thus be clothed with
fragrance and beauty with but little injury to the Roses and none to
the Vines. The back walls and roofs of corridors, verandahs, &c.,
should also be clothed with Roses wherever practicable. Few plants,
not even excepting the Tacsonia, are better adapted for the roof
and rafter furnishing of conservatories than the Rose, and it is sur-
prising how seldom they are employed for such purposes. The in-

troduction of Marechal Niel did something to better this state of
things. Its success as a roof climber has been complete, and has led
to the introduction of others. Roses have been objected to
for such purposes owing to their liability to the attacks of fly and
thrip. Hut both are easily destroyed if taken in time, and Roses
are less liable to insect pests than most of the plants em-
ployed for these purposes. It is needless to add that no
plants can rival Roses in the verdure and beauty of their foliage and
the infinite variety of form, size, colour, audfragranceof theirflowers.
I would strongly recommend the Banksian in either of its three
varieties. Fortune's large white, and the common white and yellow
as stocks for other Roses in conservatories. Instead, however, of

merely working such Roses as Mari^chal Niel or others on the stocks
and suppressing thestock,itwould be better to allow thestocktoform
the main leaders and also to furnish afewfloweringshootsand spraysof
foliage, thus adding to the richness and grace tulnessofthe general effect.

By inserting buds of the finest Tea or other Roses at various
points, the quantity of the Banksian could be regulated at pleasure.
The same principle could be adopted where the Martchal, Gloire de
Dijon, or any other favourite Rose is employed as a stock, or as the
chief flowering Rose. Other sorts and different colours may be in-

serted hereand there with the happiest results ; and asnothingpleases
so much as the unexpected, these apparently chance sprays are sure
to command admiration. This mode of budding also gives more
variety in limited areas and affords more change for bouquets, &c.
It is also useful in affording most useful practical hints on the most
suitable stocks for^ifferent varieties. Occasionally some of the Roses
budded will do exceptionally well on given stocks in special positions
and such should be left to occupy the major portion of the space. It
used to be a great fancy among fruit growers to have as many varie-

ties, and sometimes species, as possible on one tree. The practice
was carried to ludicrous lengths, but the absurdities of the fruitists

need not be repeated by rosarians, though large roofs furnish wide
fields for such interesting and useful experiments as the growing of

many Roses on one stock, while the richness of the mixture may
be added to by a spare or liberal addition of the flowering or leaf

sprays of the stocks themselves.
This mode of working any number of choice Roses on the same

stock is also a most useful one for utilising common Roses that
may frequently be found in out-of-the-way places under glass.

These may be budded or grafted with superior kinds, and thus
the space kept covered with flowers and foliage. Even where
Roses have larger areas, or a house to themselves, there is apt
to be, from inequalities of growth, an excess of one particular Rose
and a scarcity of others. Returning once more to the Marechal—

•

a roof plant with five hundred flowers is apt to prove embarrassing
to most rosarians not in the trade, but such a plant might be
worked with six or a dozen of the best tender Teas, thus some-
what curtailing the supply of golden Roses, and adding instead

every desired variety of tint and hue. No doubt there would be
a tendency in the stronger growers to rob the weaker ones, but
much of this might be counteracted by training, pruning, and
culture. And these would but increase the interest and
heighten the pleasure of the rosarian, to whom the single roof

or rafter Rose under glass would often become, as it were,

an entire Rose garden, every member of which would be
safe from the cruel severities of the weather. Of course all this

is but one phase of Rose culture under glass. No plant is more
worthy of a house, large or smal), all to itself than the Rose,

and that phase of its culture, and also to its forcing era masse
and in detail in pots may be adverted to on a future occasion.

D. T. Fish.

HORTICULTURE IN IRELAJND—SCHOOL
GARDENING.

I HAD written a few observations on the latter subject supplemen-
tary to those of Mr. Groom (p. 93) referring to England, principally

with the view of soliciting the aid of The Garden and its influential

readers for the extension of " School Gardening" in Ireland, when I

saw the note "Horticulture in Ireland" (p. 116), and, with your
permission, I may appropriately connect the two. Without alluding

to politics, which are properly excluded from The Garden, writing

even from what was once the centre of " disturbance," I should like

to speak hopefully of the future of gardening in Ireland. Though
the times are to a certain extent out of joint, though only as regards

the full payment of rents principally—for life was never known to

be more secure than within the past few months—yet this curtail-

ment has in many instances told on the higher gardening prospects.

If horticulture is, however, to be generally extended in Ireland,

knowing the country fairly well, I think I am justified in thinking

one of the most feasible means of doing so is to begin at the begin-

ning—teach it in the national schools, in the agricultural sclools,

and in the workhouse schools. Permit me to refer to the feasibility,

not to say the desirability, of teaching gardening both theoretically

and practically in each, "and first one word as to the theory of gar-

dening, such as might be found in a cottage garden handbook, that

children of the advanced classes might use. Seven-eighths of the

children of Ireland are found in those schools, and they are all in con-

nection with the National Board of Education, as a rule. Private

schools may be left out of view. The National Board has an extensive

school book list from which pupils attending those schools can procure

books at reduced rates, music and philosophy included. Yet there

is not a single book on gardening or horticulture, except a primer by
the late Mr. Campbell, of Dublin, on "Vegetable Culture," published
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forty years ago. So much for the first difficulty in the way of teaching

the theory. Taking the schools as named with the view of practical

teaching, the first and most numerous are the

National Schools.— Fo.- the successful teaching of gardening

in those schools at least three preliminary points must be considered.

(1) A piece of land attached to the school
; (2) the teacher to be

fairly competent to manage it ; and (3) facilities for the children to

profit thereby. I maintain, from a full acquaintance with the

subject, that all three are not only possible and desirable, but per-

fectly feasible. But, unfortunately, the number of schools with

a teacher's residence and small garden attached is only a fraction of

the total number, and consequently, as this is a shir qua iioii before

growing either vegetables, flowers, or fruit, it becomes of less

importance in the first instance to inquire what abilities or facilities

national teachers have for conveying horticultural knowledge to their

pupils. Teachers on training—which extends only for a few months

—

go from Marlborough Street to the Government Agricultural Training

(JoUegeatCilasnevinonceaweek, and see as much as theireyes can take

in of the gardens attached thereto ; but as gardening is not a subject

taken into account when granting the certificates that determine
their future rate of payment it receives little attention. Yet,
when they return to their schools in the country, especially if there

is a garden attached to them, who will maintain that both to the

teacher and his family, and his pupils, and the example it might be to

his neighbours, that this subject does not become of primary
importance ? This is all the facility the Government places in the

way of national teachers when training for their profession ;

thougli I am quite sure there is hardly a member of the Board of

Commissioners administering the national system of education in Ire-

land who would not vote for placing wituin the reach of their teachers

and pupils an approved hand-book on gardening, and insist on its

being occasionally—say once or twice a week—used as a class book
with the higher classes in every national school in Ireland, as hand-
books on agriculture are used at present. Gardens would soon
be added to schools that possess none, where possible and teachers

would vie in seeing who had the best managed gardens ; which
might be expected to become a centre of horticultural enlighten-

ment in the district. Might I hope that Tjie Garden would
think this suggestion deserving its advocacy ; and details of in-

terest might be added, such as ladies or gentlemen in their seve-

ral localities examining a gardening class occasionally, and offering

small prizes both to teachers and pupils for proficiency in theory
and practice. I must candidly say this view is not quite origi-

nal, for in one of the last issues of the The Garuex, in an
article on Japanese Gardening, I noted "The Japanese are all

taught gardening in the schools, and all have their little plots of

ground, in which they are instructed in practical horticulture."

Should the people of England or Ireland lag behind Japan, even
in this respect? Looking into the future, one may exclaim "Here,
at least, we are safe from American competition !

"

Agricultural Schools.—Most of the foregoing observations
will apply here with greater cogency, for in every instance there is

land attached. The central institution is that inaugurated at Glas-
nevin by the late Prince Albert, and under the immediate super-
vision of Professor Baldwin and skilled horticulturists. The
vegetable, fruit, and flower gardens and houses are on the most
approved principles; and in my time lectures were delivered
periodically to the students by the late Dr. David Moore, from
the adjoining Botanic Gardens, and also on practical horticulture
and collateral subjects. Similar auxiliary institutions were scattered
all over Ireland ; but, from motives of economy, very many of them
have been discontinued by the Government. There is, however,
another class, all in connection with the National Education Board,
under the patronage and on the property of some nobleman or gen-
tleman, as, for instance, those in the counties of Carlow and Kil-
kenny, maintained by the late and present Lord Besborough.
Several acres of land are attached to every school, at a nominal rent,
with gardens and out-offices, and cultivated in a model style

—

examples to all the country around, and well deserving of imita-
tion.

Workhouse Schools.—I cannot intrude further on your
space than to say that those institutions possess the greatest facilities

of all for teaching gardening—the land is there ; the children are
always there ; and vegetables must be grown. To the credit of the
officers it must be said that flowers are largely grown too. Lately
speaking to the Rector of Slough, he told me the greatest
florist, excepting Mr. Turner, in his locality was the master of the
workhouse. W. J. M,

Clomnel,

and all label makers, to send specimens to the Society of Arts,

John Street, Adelphi? It was thought better to oQ'er the prize through

it, in place of the Royal Horticultural Society, in order to bring a

fresh class of heads to consider the subject. I expect a good
exhibition.

—

Geokoe Wilson, Ileatherbank, ]Feybri(!ge Heath.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXIV.—MOORE'S CRINUM.
(O. MOOEEI.)

ALTHOUGn nearly a score of )'ears in the couutrj', this beautiful

plant is still scarce, chiefly owing to the difficulty experienced in

propagating it. Its history is somewhat obscure. Seeds of it were
sent to the late Dr. Moore from South Africa by Mr. Webb, but
the precise locality from which it came has never been ascertained.

For some years it was cultivated in the stove, and as it did not

flower freely tliere, Dr. Moore determined to try it outside, the

result being in every wa}' satisfactorj'. The fii-st year it grew
vigorously, but was killed almost to the ground in the winter.

Xext spring it pushed up a fresh crown of its handsome
broad leaves and flowered in the autumn, when it also

produced offsets. As these gi-ew strong enough they also flowered,

some of them in tlie spring and some in the autumn, so that from
a strong clump there are two flowering periods—the strong bulbs

flowering in May and June, the weaker in September. It was
followed to its outside quarters by Criuum amabile, C. scabruin,

V. oruatum, and C. longifolium, all of which, though coming from
such a variety of localities, have done w^ell and flowered.

V. longifolium is the most remarkable of the whole group ; it grows

about 3 ft. to 3h ft. in height, and produces minierous leaves, which
lie prostrate on the ground, and frequently attain a length of from
5 ft. to ft. The flowers of C. Moorei surpass in beauty those

of any otlier species cultivated at Glasnevin. They are openly

campanulate, very sweetly scented, of a delicate rose colour, and
of great substance, lasting well when cut. The segments of the

perianth are broad, the edges overlapping in the fully-expanded

flower. The colour is most intense towards the tips of the seg-

ments, gradually fading away to almost pure white in tha centre.

The spathes of this species are also prettily coloured.

Culture and Position.—All the Crinums when growing
freely produce a large number of long fleshy roots, so that the

ground in which they grow should be well broken up to a depth
of over '2 ft. The bulbs should be planted deeply and close to a

warm, sheltered wall in a good, rich compost. The great secret of

success is to leave the plant undisturbed when once planted, the

only attention which it requires being a good protection of leaf

mould heaped round the crown in winter before the leaves rot

down. Leaf mould is far better than ashes for this purpose.

r. M.

Exhibition of Q-arden Labels.—Will you allow me to
ask those of your readers who use at ai\ uncomn^on plant labels,

FREESIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
These fine additions to our greenhouse bulbs from the Cape
are not nearly so well known as they should be, for their uses

are innumerable and their culture so easy that they should

certainly be in every place in which there is even a frame.

This sesson we treated our stock as follows : We potted six

bulbs in a C-in. pot on the 24th of July, 1880, the top of the bulbs

being about Si in. below the surface of the soil—a compost of

fibry loam, sand, and thoroughly decomposed manure (old hot-

bed), with a slight dash of peat and wood ashes. After being

potted they were placed in a Vinery from which the crop had
been cut ; here, of course, they received plenty of air, but were
not abundantly watered until the foliage began to show up,

which was in about six weeks. They were kept in the same
airy house till the middle of January, when they showed abund-

ance of flower-spikes. Early in that month they were tied up,

each plant to a slight stick about 15 in. long. F. Leichtlini,

however, does not require such long supports. They were then

removed to a span-roofed house, containing Pelargoniums and
a general collection of plants, and ventilated on every favourable

opportunity. They had now occasionally a weak application of

guano water or Standen's Manui'e sprinkled over the top and
mixed with the surface soil. At first they appeared to be

very weak, not even sufljciently styong to maintain theLi flower-
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spilfes, but the stems gradually tUickeued, aud the result was
all that could be desired. The first long-looked-for bloom ex-

panded on the 7th of February, and then there was a rapid

succession. The arrangement of the smaller spikes on the main
flowering shoot is like that of the Sparaxis. The flowers on
the centre spilje open first, and are uninterruptedly succeeded

by those on the side shoots, and I feel confident that by adopting

the ordinary methods of advancing and retarding their blooms,

they might easily be had in flower for two months. When the

first bloom-spikes appsar, for instance, let them be taken to a

warm house and placed in a good sunny position ; while for late

flowers, another lot might be grown in a light, well-ventilated,

cold frame. Abundance of light is, with Freesias as with nearly

all Cape bulbs, an absolute necessity.

F. Leichtliui, refraota alba, aud major are the only forms with
which I am acquainted, although they appear in catalogues under
different synonyms. F.Leichtllni, the first form introduced, I believe,

greatly resembles a Tritonia of the crocata section. It is of a

clear creamy-yellow colour, mottled in the throat with deep orange
and sweet scented. This variety is most useful as a dwarf pot
plant. Its foliage, which is mucli broader than that of any other

of the genus, varies in height from in. to 1 ft. Of F. major,

tiny white or rather cream-coloured blossoms, which are produced
plentifully in summer and autumn in the manner shown in the

annexed woodcut. It is a native of .Japan, and has been long
introduced to cultivation, though even now by no means common.
Though not so hardy as its two congeners, O.aquifolius and ilici-

folius, which liave withstood tlie late severe cold better than most
other evergreens, it is tolerably hardy, even in open quarters,

and quite so if planted against a wall. Mr. Stevens, of Byfleet,

to whom we are indebted for the specimen from which our
illustration was prepared, grows it successfully in a portion of his

garden, which is protected on all sides by high hedges, a spot in

which all shrubs of a similar degree of hardiness flourish.

W. G.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

K

The Sweet Olive (Osmauthus (Olea) fragrans)

little can be said ; its colour is an imdecided yellow, aud the
flowers are small, at least so they proved with us. It grows from
15 in. to 18 in. high. F. refracta alba, on the contrary, may be
looked upon as the very cream of recent introductions from the
Cape. It is, I thinic, destined to be a favourite with the London
bouquet people, and also for general cidtivation. Its white, though
pure, is slightly relieved by a tint of yellow, and also occasionally
by a few pale lilac streaks half way down the tube. The stem is

refracted, so as to make it the beau ideal of a bouquet flower ; its

fragrance, too, is delightful, and the power of endurance of the
flowers in a cut state is well known. Even tlie unexpanded
blooms open after being cut. This variety varies from 1 ft. to 2 ft.

in height. H. C. S.

THE FRAGEANT OLIVE.
(OSMANTHtJS (olea) FRAGEANS.)

Though not very remarkable for handsome foliage, showy
flowers, or portly growth, this modest little evergreen is never-
theless most desirable, on account of the exquisite perfume of its

DAPHNE INDICA.
I suoTTLD imagine that " F. J. G.'g " plant of this Daphne
(p. 173) has been at some time overpotted, a fate which too often

overtakes this sweetly fragrant greenhouse subject. This Daphne
is generally propagated by the trade by grafting on the D.

Mezereon, and this is the proper manner of

increasing it, as it grows mox-e freely than when
on its own roots, and is not so liable to suffer

from an overdose of water. Seeing, however,
the ease with which this plant is propagated by
means of cuttings, the temptation to increase it

iu this manner proves irresistible to many, and
the consequence is that many of tlie specimens

found in small gardens prove a source of an-

noyance to the owner, owing to the inability

to keep them in anything like a free healthy

bloom-bearing condition. Not that there is any
great difficulty in pre^Jervi^g the plant in health

when growing on its own roots, but small

growers are generally so anxious to be shifting

their plants, that they almost invariably get

this Daphne into too large a receptacle, in

which case it is almost certain to get at some
time an overdose of water, and the roots get

into an inactive state, from which it is diffi-

cult to move them. The great secret is in the

first placi to bring the plant into a root-bound

state, feeding for a season, instead of shifting,

with weak liquid manure ; then giving a

slight shift, the fresh body of soil is quickly

filled with fibres. To ensure maintaining this

Daphne in robust health, the head of foliage

should always be somewhat out of propor-

tion to the size of the pot, so that the

moisture poured into the soil is quickly

utilised. There need be no apprehension

as to the roots not having a sufficiently large

feeding ground, for this plant, like the

Camellia and some other hard-wooded sub-

jects, appears to be able to sustain life

and even vigour when the soil becomes

and remains for several years packed with

fibres, and a thorough top-dressing of some
concentrated manure can always be given

when signs of diminishing luxuriance show themselves. VVhen a

Daphne has got into a thoroughly bad state of health, there is only

one way of restoring it to its normal condition ; the cause of decay

laying at the roots, tv^ese must once more be brought into good

working order before the foliage can again assume the hue of perfect

health, or that free circulation be induced so indispensable to the

formation of vigorous flower-bearing wood. Superabundance of

food having induced disease, the supply of nourishment must be

reduced,and that given must be of a health-giving, easily-assimilated

nature. Let the soil in the pot get nearly dry, and then work away
as much as you can of it with a pointed stick, carefully avoiding

the least injury to active healthy roots, and cutting back diseased

ones to the sound portion ; then cram the roots in a pot just large

enough to hold them, aud fill in with very fine sandy peat. The
best time for carrying out this work is just as young growth is being

made, and the plant should be kept warm for a time until new life

is thrown into it by the renewed action of the nourishing organs.

Water carefully until signs of healthy growth are discernible, and
then give more liberal supplies. The first year will tax the patience

of the grower, as there will be apparently but little progress ; but

the vital energies of the plant being restored, the following year
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will see it entering into a new vigorous life. And now a word as to

shifting this Daphne. Never do so until the points of the young
shoots declare themselves, for until then the roots are not fully

awake to their full duties, and are just as likely to be sulky and
resent the disturbance by declining to enter the fresh body of

nutriment as not, in which case there is a danger of their decaying

at the points. I should like to see this fragrant plant in every

greenhouse, and I think many more would grow it could they

succeed in 8owering it well year after year. I would advise intend-

ing purchasers to get it it possilile in the grafted state, as it then

does not need so much care ; and to remember that, wlien on its own
roots, to use nothing stronger than peat, whereas on the Mezeieon
good loam may be employed. J. C.

Byjlett.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Pandanus Veitchi.—One of the most useful of plants for

dinner-table or vase decoration is this Screw Pine. It is of such a

graceful habit, and the leaves are so exquisitely variegated, that it is

the very ideal of what a decorative plant ought to be. We grow
young plants of it from the suckers that are formed freely round
the base of the large plants, and which, if potted singly in 3-in. pots

and plunged in a propagating pit, quickly emit roots ; they are then

shifted into 5-iu. pots and kept up near the glass ; elevated on
another pot to keep them clear of the foliage of other plants, when
they quickly develop into beautiful little specimens. After they

have done good service as dinner-table or single vase plants for

the drawing-room they may receive a liberal shift, and will make
fine specimens for large vases or exhibition. The leaves are much
smoother than t'lose of Pandanus javanicus variegatus, and indeed P.

Veitchi is altogether preferable for decoration to that plant. It is

not liable to insect p3sts, and when used for indoor decoration is

easily freed from dust. A good sponging occasionally with soajiy

water, made by dissolving a little soft soap in hot watei', is a good
preventive against scale, and gives the leaves a fresh, glossy look.

We find it to succeed admirably in turfy loam, peat, leaf-mould,

and sand, and auy one having old plants with tuckers at the base

could not have a more favourable time than the present for increas-

ing their stock, for, taken off carefully with a hetl of firm wood,
and divested of a few of the lower leaves, every cutting may be relied

on to make a good plant. The leaves should be carefully tied up
to a small stake until the plants are well rooted, and should be

kept moderately dry to prevent rotting.— J. Gruom, Linton.

Begonia Dregei.—There are few more pleasing late autumn
and winter tlowering plants than this, but its value as a decorative

plant much depends upon the manner in which it is grown. It is a

plant that, although of free growth and easy culture, requires more
attention being paid to its particular wants than it is apt to get. One
often sees it grown in a miscellaneous collection of stove plants,

where it not onlj' does not get breathing space enough, but is robbed

by its neighbours of that amount of light and the free circulation

of air which is absolutely necessary for the formation of speci-

mens at once compact, vigorous, clothed to the rim of the pot with
foliage, and studded with bloom. There is a way of growing this

Begonia which is simjile, easj', and eminently satisfactorj', a method
not much resorted to, I think, in this country, but much practised in

Germany, where this little plant is a great favourite. Cuttings

being taken off and struck in February are grown along in warmth
until they come, by the end of May, into "ii-in, pots. They are then
planted out in light frames in free nutritious compost, are afforded

a free circulation of air in tine weather, and are exposed to all the

light possible, o^ly shutting away the hottest rays of the sun with
a thin shade. By the beginning of September plants are formed
capable of affording a vast amount of enjoyment far into the winter
months.—John Corn hill, Biiflect.

Ohrysanthemums (Few or Many-flowered).—Allow me to

trouble you very shortly in order to put some of your too imaginative

correspondents right as regards what I said about Chrysanthemum
flowers and buds, a subject of no great importance either one way
or the other. I have not " discussed " the matter with anybody.
I am ready to confess at the outset that I am not " thoroughly
initiated into the secret " of producing " from four to niue flowers

"

to a plant twelve months old, nor am I likely to learn. My plants

produce from twelve to twenty times as many flowers, and tlie secret

is an open one. The flowers sent to the editor of The G.\rdex were
cut at random from many varieties to show the habit and beauty of

the plant when cultivated by the non-initiated, and when the editor

passed the flattering enconium upon them that " no flowers could be
handsomer, though quite in clusters on every shoot," I venture to

say he did not exceed the mark. With regard to the habit of theChry-
santhemum, what I said was this (p. 630, Dec, 1880): The habit of the

Chrysanthemum is to produce a number of flowers oneachsinglestalk,

the number depending upon variety and culture. Pompoues produce

the most, but the larger and finer kinds often produce five and six

good flowers, while many more buds form that never get beyond the

rudimentary stage. The terminal flower on each stem is almost in-

variably the largest and finest, but sometimes there is nol one, but

several terminal flowers, and they are then nearly all equal in

quality. Now I challensre any Chrysanthemum grower whatever
to produce a Chrysanthemum plant just coming into flower to

which this description does not apply—the plant to be cultivated as

highly as may be desired, only that the shoots .are to be permitted

to grow naturally, without pinching, and straight up ; no objections,

of course, to staking the stems or thinning them out, but otherwise

they are to he allowed to develop naturally. Under such conditions

the first flowers of the Chrysanthemum, like those of the Strawberry

and some other plants, are] the best flowers, and they are " almost

invariably " borne at the top of the shoot. Numbers of the tops

sent to The Garden* office had one large fine central fiower and a

number of rather smaller set closely around it like rosettes, the whole
forming a very beautiful group. Other shoots, again, had three top

flowers or so, and smaller ones on the same stem under them, and I

do not think we had a single Chrjsanthenum shoot on the place that

was not like either the one or the other of these.— J. S. W.

Euciiaris amazonica not Flowering.—A good deal

depends on the size and age of " L.'s'plant (p. -IIO). It may have

been too young or too weak to flower. Small plants may not

flower for a year or more. Stoves, too, vary so much in tem-

perature that the teim is too vague. If "L. 's" was kept at TC or 80°

that ought to have suited the Eucharis. Again, it may have been

kept too dry in a Vinery. It does not answer to dry off these plants

so that the leaves wither up or even flag severely. The Vinery
might also have been too hot to cause a sufficient disparity of

temperature between it and the ttove. We generally use a cold pit

or the open air for checking the Eucharis, and seldom fail to have it

flower freely. A bottom heat of 75" immediately after the cool

treatment not seldom forces the Eucharis into flower more quickly.

When placed in heat, it should be watered freely. Abundance of

roots slightly pot-bound, and a rather crowded state of the pots or

pans with bulbs are highlv favouiahle to the free flowering of tlie

Eucharis.—D. T. Flsii.

Violets in Pots.— If the plantation frcm which it is desired

to propagate is in a crowded state, I would advise that the plants

be all taken up, the old soil shaken from them, planting them out

again some G in. apart in free rich soil. The bett plants for early

flowering are those obtained from runners made in spring, and these

cannot well be obtained in good condition where the parent plants

are closely crowded together. Where the stools are some 6 in. apart

there is no need to disturb them, but a surface dressing of some good
free, light compost should be applied, into which the runners may
freely root as soon as they form. Should hot dry weather ensue in

the spring or early summer keep the soil well moistened, and when
the young plants are well rooted take them up carefully and set

them out on to a well enriched piece of ground in rows, some 9 in.

apart, allowing 6 in. from plant to plant. Mulch them well with
rotten manure, keep them free from weeds, water when needful, and
sprinkle overhead twice a day in hot parching weather. If possible

the position chosen for them should be screened from the midday
sun. About the latter end of September they may be taken up,

some of the soil shaken away from them, and the roots crammed into

6-in. or 4-in. pots. Phace them in a frame or in a cool, well-venti-

lated structure, and they will come finely into bloom by the winter.

—J. C. B.

Cutting Do"wn Pelargoniums.—Soon after flowering is the

best time for cutting down zonal and, indeed, all other Pelargo-

niums, but if "Amateur's" (p. 2-16) flowered very late it is better

to defer cutting them down till February than to cut them down in

November ; that of all months is about the worst in the year for

cutting down Pelargoniums or any other plants. The damp is at its

worst and growth at its lowest ebb, and these two conditions meet-

ing, rottenness follows as a matter of course. All the earlier flower-

ing zonals should be cut down in September, allowed to break an
inch or so in the same pots after beheading; then shake out, reduce

the balls as much as may be put in small pots, keep rather close for

a fortnight or so, then give more air and winter in a greenhouse at a

temperature of 45" to 50°. This suits zonals far better than the

lower temperatures often recommended. To flower zonals through
the winter or early spring 10° more heat with full exposure to light

are indispensable. "Amateur" may safely cut his zonals now.
Keep rather dry after cutting until they break ; then reduce, pot

in light compost, and proceed aa above directed. The plants will

flower late, but will come in well for September flowering.

—

T). T. Fish.
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Sparmannia afrioana.—Perhaps my experience in refe-

rence to the culture of this plant may be of use to your correspon-

dent (p. 70). I have two plants of it in full bloom in my greenhouse

at the present time, where they have furnished me with abundance

of blossoms for more than a month. The plan pursued with them
is to keep them in t))eir present quarters till about July, when the

pots are placed under a south wall in full sunshine, where they

remain, under no special treatment, till the fear of frost requires

them to be again placed in the greenhouse. I consider this plant to

be decidedly easy of culture, needing little heat, but an abundance
of fresh air and sunshine. My greenhouse was only warmed with a

paraffin lamp last winter, and yet the plants seem more full of

flower than in any previous year.— S. S., Worlhiiiij.

Chinese Primroses,—Few people save their plants of these

for flowering the second year, and unless the varieties are very

good it is not desirable to do so. When, however, a first-rate

kind has been obtained the b^st plan is to remove the flower-

stems after the beauty of the blossoms is over and place the plants

on a shelf near the glass in an airy house Water sparingly until

May, and when the roots are quite dry the crowns may be parted.

They will strike as cuttings if each crown is taken oft' with a portion

of stem attached to it. It is best to pot them singly in thumb
pots, using very light sandy soil. They must be placed in a forcing

house in which a little artificial heat is used. The pots ought
also to be plunged in a very gentle bottom heat, and be covered
with a hand-glass.—J. D.

India-rubber Plants (p. iie).—They may be cut down at

once if unsightly. Eyes will root in a strong heat, but cuttings with
two joints, one in and the other out of the ground, are better.

Place these in pure sand in a temperature of 70° or 80° in a Cucumber
frame, and they will soon root and form good plants. The old plant

will also break and grow into a useful plant all the sooner if it is

placed in heat and grown on in a stove temperature afterwards, for

though this plant will bear a cool temperature well, it is a real

tropical plant and grows fastest in a temperature of from 60° to 70'^.

—D. T. Fish.

Begonia fuchsioides as a Pillar Plant.—I planted this

Begonia against a pillai in an intermediate house, in the end of

August last, out of a 5-in. pot ; it has since made vigorous growth
and flowered profusely, and has attained the height of 12 feet.

Its pendulous form and graceful Fuchsia-like blossoms render it one
of the best and most distinct of all the Begonias, and for furnishing
pillars it cannot well be surpassed.—F. W. E., Peiirhos, Holyhead.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Plant Houses.—With a good stock of hard-wooded plants,

forced shrubs, and bulbs, there will now be a profusion of bloom in

these structures ; so much so, that it will be necessary to commence
retarding late flowering plants of various kinds for keeping up a good
supply when the glut is over, and to do this successfully, tardy
development in cool houses facing the north or west is infinitely

better than shading and starving when the flowers are expanded.
Achimenes, Gloxinias, Caladiumg, tuberous-rooted Begonias, and
other popular plants usually grown in quantity in places which do
not aspire to exhibiting should be potted and brought on in small
suocessional batches, the number of such being regulated by the
stock in hand and the space at command. For the decoration of
the shelves and side tables in temperate houses, tricolor, bronze,
and scented Geraniums are always welcome. Herbaceous Calceo-
larias, late Cinerarias, Pelargoniums, and Caladiums will now take
liberal supplies of tepid liquid ; they will also require frequent
smoking to keep them free from green fly. Pot up autumn and
spring-struck plants of Petunias, Fuchsias, and zonals. Avoid
overpotting and keep close for a time. Put in more cuttings, shake
out and repot old Fuchsias. Sow Balsams, Cockscombs, Celosias, and
a pinch each of Primula and Cineraria. Gut back standard
Heliotropes, also Erythrinas ; water sparingly until they break, then
reduce and repot in sound, rich, sandy loam. Follow up the potting of
Ferns and Mosses ; increase the most useful kinds for furnishing or
cutting by splitting them up into small pieces ; drain the pots well,
and leave the late delicate growers until last. For the furnishing
of temperate houses the hardy kinds are worthy of more extensive
cultivation, as few, if any, of the tender varieties are more beautiful
when the former are well grown under glass. W. Colem.^n,

Tussilago fragrans.—I should be very glad to know in what
soil this flowers. I have had it here growing in heavy loam in a
rather shaded part of the garden for the last twenty years, but
have never seen a single flower.—H. Bukney, Wavendon Rectory,
Wohurn,

PROPAGATION OF CONIFERS.
The following brief notes may be of service to cue of your
correspondents, who wishes for information upon this subject.

Conifers are increased either by means of seeds, cuttings, or graftino-.

The first-named method is that most generally resorted to, as
seedlings are more free of growth than cutting plants; indeed, in

the case of the Pinus, Abies, Picea, most of the Junipers, the normal
form of Ijawson's Cypress, and Cupresses of the macrocarpa type
scarcely any other method of propagation is ever attempted, as,

although the Pinus and Abies families admit of being increased
by means of cuttings or by grafting, the plants thus obtained do
not grow with freedom, and seldom make other than lop-sided,

imperfect, ungraceful specimens. The same remarks apply with
eciual force to Wellingtonia gigantea, Cryptomeria japonica and
elegaus, and Taxodium sempervirens. The Thujas strike readily,

but of many of them a good supply of seed comes to hand, which
may be bought at a cheap rate ; but the varieties, such as aurea,

elegantlssima, and semperaurea have to be increased by other
means, the two former striking readily, the latter not so well, and
it is generally grafted, as is also T. gigantea. The varieties of

La\v30u's Cypress strike very freely, as do the Iletinosporas and
their coloured varieties. Juniperus drupacea is worked upon the
common Juniper, and the Iletinosporas may, if so desired, be
grafted on Thuja occidentalis.

Seedlings.—The best time to sow the seed is in March, when
the pans may be placed in a cold frame. When sowing under
glass is resorted to, except in the case of very common kinds, it is

better to thus ensure to the seed that amount of protection during
the germinating period. Well drain the pans or pots, and place a
pinch of soot on the drainage to keep out worms. Water the soil

well before sowing, cover the seed with about its own thickness of

fine soil, press it down firmly, making an even surface, water
gently, cover the surface with moss, and plunge the pots up to

their rims in a cool shady frame. Keep the moss damp, and when
the seedlings are coming through, remove it and expose gradually
to the full light and air, throwmg off the lights in fine weather,
merely warding away heavy or continuous rains. The first season
the young plants may be allowed to remain in the seed pans, and
should be wintered in cold frames, taking care not to enervate
them by close confinement, but giving plenty of air, only
shutting up close in case of hard frosts. Plant out the following

March in 4-ft. beds in well-stirred, free soil, watering when need-
ful, and paying strict attention to cleanliness, not allowing weeds
at any time to encroach upon them.

Cuttings.—Propagation by means of cuttings is effected in

various ways, the most simple of which is to take oflf young shoots

of the current season's growth early in September and insert them
in a bed of free, light, sandy soil, in frames having a north aspect.

Make the soil very firm around them, and just afford protection

in very inclement w-eather, warding off heavy rains and closing

the frames during bard frosts. The great points are to insert the

cuttings early enough to get them well callused before the winter,

and to prevent the sun's rays from striking on them in the spring

while making roots. The Retlnosporas strike readily in this way,
as do the varieties of Cupressus Lawsoniana, but Thujas generally,

and especially T. aurea, require a little bottom heat after they

have callused. Insert .some ten or a dozen cuttings in a G-in. pot,

keep them cool till the middle of October, and then plunge the

pots to the rims in gentle warmth in an intermediate house, or in

frames. By the end of the winter they will have taken root, and
will be ready to plant out in April. When a stock of any kind is

required small cuttings may be inserted anywhere during the

winter in very sandy compost, surfacing the soil with silver sand
to prevent damping, and placing the pots in close frames
in a warm, light structure. Keep the soil in one uniform

state of moisture, and remove the lights, or lift them every
morning for an hour or two, so as to give a change of air.

Grafting.—There are two seasons in which the grafting of

Conifers may be successfully carried out. Some pi-efer the late

winter months, keeping the grafted plants in warmth until taken,

but I have always considered the month of August to be the best time,

as a plant worked at that time gets well established by the winter,

may be wintered in a cold frame, and will be perfectly hardy
and in readiness to plant out by the spring. Side grafting is generally
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practised for Conifers, the stocks, whicli should be two years old

and established in :2i-in. pots, not being beaded down. Take a

piece out of tlie side of the stem, cutting down towards the soil,

finisliing off with a cut directed towards the centre of the stem,

thus forming a kind of ledge on which the scion, which has to be
cut in the same manner, rests. .Toin the two barks as intimately as

may be, bind tirmly with wool, and place in a close frame in a

cool, shaded bouse. The pots may be laid on their sides, but the

soil must not be allowed to get dry, and the sashes must be lifted

off every morning for a time. It is absolutely necessary to thus

change the air every day, as when the plants are kept too close,

although the union may to all appearance appear perfect, the

stocks will, after being placed in the open air, cast their grafts.

Do not head the stocks down until spring, and then cut down close

to the scion. J. C. B.

WOODLAND WORK FOR MARCH.
TuElong suspension of planting operations which occurred iu January
and the early part of February still leaves heavy arrears in many
places, and every favourable opportunity of pushing forward the
work should now be seized. Careful getting up, a good puddling, or
ample covering of the roots during the transit, and speedy planting
should now be aimed at. Tlie drying and often piercing east winds
of March are frequently fatal to nursery stock which is not well
protected during removal. The larger hardwoods should at once be
tinished up and smaller plants got into position as soon as possible.

The thinning of hardwood plantations should be brought to a close
early this month. Larch groves suffer very considerably from being
operated on after the trees begin to break into bud, and mixed plan-
tations of almost any kinds of trees are thrown back, and oft^n
permanently injured by heavy tliinnings after long neglect.

Before the end of March all coppice produce should be felled, after
which no time should Ije lost in clearing it from the stools. The
plan of well brushing the clearance roads to protect the stub and
facilitate the removal of the produce is one which cannot be too
highly commended. Backing out the produce from the falls to the
sides of the main roads is also a practice which should be more
extensively adopted. Upon this subject William Cobbett, who was
liimself an ardent planter and a close observer of everything' relating
to the management of woodlands, says, " I have seen in the clearing
of a coppice thickly set with young Oaks that had come up from the
Acorn, more than a hundred of these trampled down by the horses
run over by the wheels, broken oflf, or torn in their bariv during the
loading and carrjdng otf of one single load of worthless brushwood,
of so little value as to be sold at five or six shillings the hundred
bundles. Carters have no more mercy on young trees than they
have on flint stones. It a wheel come in contact with a stool it half
grubs it up, or at the very least it destroys half of its power of
reproduction. Very careful people have the produce of their coppices
backed out." In the nursery the diggmg of all vacant spaces should
be proceeded with, and a good dressing of rotten manure should be
applied to such as are intended for vegetable crops. Seedlinf hard-
woods of all kinds should be transplanted as soon as possible. Where
the ground is not ready, such kinds as Oak, Ash, and Beech may be
lifted and laid in by the heel for a time until their permanent plots
are prepared. The remaining cuttings of Elder, Poplar, and Willow
should also be made and planted as soon as possible. A dry March
is the nurseryman's opportunity for preparing land for seed beds
and getting in a greater part of his tree seeds, but no attempt should
be made to get upon the laud while it is so wet as to adhere to the feet.

If Acorns, Chestnuts, and Walnuts are drilled in tolerably wide
rows, every facility will be given for undercutting the plants at times
when the pressure of work will not admit of transplanting. The
smaller seeds, however, are generally better sown in beds, as the
young plants thus afford each other mutual protection. Cover but
lightly such seeds as Holly, Yew, Alder, Hornbeam, Hawthorn,
and jNIonntain Ash. This is best done by sifting some fine soil

over them. The seeds of Maple, Sycamore, Elm, and Beech are
best put in late in the present month or early in April, on account
of their liability to be cut off by spring frosts. Grafting of Beech,
Oak, Elm, Laburnum, and some other trees may be carried on.
Hawthorn hedges may still be planted. To fill up vacant spaces
among the underwoods, Acorns may now be dibbled in at depths
of from IJ in. to 2 in. At this season they will be less likely to
be disturbed by birds and vermin than if put in at the
beginning of winter. A. .J. BuEEOWs.

Pluckhij, Kent.

exceptionally severe weather of 1S7!)-S0 having injured it. It is

an evergreen shrub, attaining a height of some 3 ft., and producing
a quantity of bunches of wliite flowers which severe winters do not
appear to harm, and wliicli expand during January, February, or

JIarch according to the nature of the season. The variegated form
comes direct from Japan.—J. C.

The Mezereon.—I observe that this is again loaded with
blossoms. It is a favourite in cottage gardens in some parts, but
not so frequently seen in large gardens and pleasure grounds as it

ought to be. It forms a neat bush, and flowering, as it does, so

freely in company witli our early Snowdrops and Aconites, when
every flower is valuable, it ought to have a prominent place in every
garden. Sad havoc in the case of tender shrubs and trees has been
wrought by the severe frosts ; and if such visitations are to be
annual occurrences, as they promise to be, it will be well to prepare

for them by giving more prominence to really hardy trees and
shrubs, so that iu future visitations of this kind may not leave un-
sightly gaps, and few hardy shrubs are more worthy of notice than
this Daphne.—J. (Jeoosi.

THE LIBRARY,

NICE AND TIER NEIGHBOURS.*
A XEW book by the author of " A Book about Roses" is sure to

be welcome to all who love a garden ; nor will expectation be
disappointed wdieu the humourous pages that so often iu " Nice
and her Neighbours "' pass from "grave to gay," or vice versa,

have been duly read and enjoyed. The theme is a pleasant one

Variegated Andromeda japonica.—M. Lavall^e recently
exhibited this at a meeting of the French National Society. Respect-
ing the type, M. Lavallee says that it is extremely hardy, not even the

Cactus in the South ot FraEce.

for Canon Hole, to tell us of the beauties of vegetation on the

Riviera generally. Visiting for tlie first time those sunny shores,

he is himself vividly impressed by the luxuriance of plants and
flowers, whether wild or cultivated, that are to be found there;

and by the aid of manj' excellent engravings which adorn the

book (some of which we produce), he has given us a volume which
will pleasantly recall familiar scenes to many, and charm even
still more, wdio may be roused thereby to go and see for themselves

such a gardening paradise. To a botanist no less than a gardener

or an artist what visions of beauty and interest are called up by

* " Nice and her iXeighbours ; " by the F^ev. Canon Hole. London : .Sanipa^n,

Low & Co.
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the very names of suoli gardens as Mons. Dognin's at Cannes,

Baron Haussman's at Nic3, Dr. Bsnnett's at Meatone, or Mr.
Hanbury's at La Mortola !

There are also many, lessor only in size, not ia interesf, but it

13 not in the power of any ordinary traveller to see all these

Prickly Pear (Opuntia) in tlie Soutli of FiMiice.

"Gardens of Eden" for himself, so it is a happy thought that

those who choose to read Canon Hole's glowing- descriptions will

obtain at least a glimpse of this favoured coast for themselves.
His praise of the wild gardens at the extreme end of the rock at

Monaco is specially welcome, and may persuade some of the many
thousands who flock to the common-place gardens at Monte Carlo,

and then, in their ignorance, decry tlie beauties of which they
have heard so much, and yet have not taken the trouble to see !

The suggestions and lessons that may be learnt from the Olive,

Palm, Fig tree, and Vine are to all readers, as well as gardeners,

of particular interest. It is only to be regretted that the author
of a book so generally accepted as of infallible authority—"The
Book about Roses "—should have told us so little about the cul-

ture of the Rose on the Riviera ; surely he must have more to tell

ua than that gardeners there leave all to Nature, and do not discuss

and dispute as we do the several merits of " Banksian " versus
" Rosa indica major " stock ; but perhaps he is reserving himself
for a future occasion; if so, Vogue la galere !

Botany of California.*—We have to acknowledge the receipt

of the second volume of this noble work and monument of the
accuracy of the botanical knowledge and patience of its author,

Mr. Sereno Watson. The volume is remarkable in two ways—as

a fine example of the present state of the printing art in America,
and also as an excellent account of the flora of a country. For
some time past the perfection to which the printing art has been

* "Botany of California" (vol. 2). TJv Sereno Watson. C.imbriilge, Mass.

:

John Wilson & Son, I'nivenity Press. ISSO.

brought in America is a sonrce of pleasure to those who admire
good work in that way, but after all the interest of the book to
the horticulturist and botanist is its containing, as far as may be
be with our present knowledge, a full account of the flora of one
of the most interesting countries in the world. That country is

doubly interesting to us from containing a great number of beautiful
hardy plants, many of which now adorn our gardens and of
which we shall see more and more as time goes on ; for example,
the fine Californiau Lilies, of almost recent introduction, yet few
things have so far tended as adornments to our gardens. The
Conifers, too, are well described and classified, and to these we
may advert hereafter.

AVe have received "Notes of Observations of Injurious Insects"
from Miss Ormerod. These annual and most instructive notes have
now been published for several years ; every year they have increased
in number and value ; those made during the past twelve months
form quite a thick pamphlet, which contains reports from various
parts of this country on the habits, and in most cases of the means
used for destroying thirty-seven insects of various Orders. The
value of these notes can scarcely be over estimated when we consider
what an enormous amount of produce is annually lost to the country
through the agency of insects, and it is only in this way by collect-
ing together the experiences of many cultivators that we can hope
successfully to cope with our insect enemies. The injurious insects
which appear to have been unusually abundant last year, were the
leather jackets (grubs of the daddy-longlegs) and the grubs of
the Carrot and Onion flies. The gamma or silvery moth, which was
so particularly common in 1879, was but little noticed. Miss
Ormerod in one of her concluding remarks very truly says, '

' Looking
at the results of last year's observations, it will be seen that they
point to the importance of such treatment of the evil as may press
on a hearty healthy growth, and to counteracting direct insect attack
by special methods of cultivation, based on knowledge of the insects'
habits rather than on applications to the insects themselves." This
no doubt, applies more to farming and kitchen garden crops than to
plants in flower gardens and greenhouses ; still, it should always be
remembered that in almost every case it is the weakly and badly
grown plants that suffer most from the attacks of insects. We com-
mend these notes most heartily to the attention of our readers.

The Tomato, by W. Iggulden, Marston House, Frome, is a
thoroughly practical aud useful treatise of seventy-three pages on
this now popular fruit. It teaches people not only how to grow good
Tomatoes, but, what is equally important, how to cook them. It
also contains a list of varieties and an estimate of their relative
values.

AN ERRONEOUS VIEW OF PRACTICAL MEN.
In an article on the subject of agricultural stations in the last num-
ber of Scrihner's Monthbj we read as follows (p. 029) :

" Tlie pracii-
cal man is seldom or never an obsen-er (! ). He has eyes and thinks
he sees, and yet may not hioio the first thing in the art of seeing. Be
may he able to make comparisons of hnotcn facts, and can perhaps
draw admirable conclusions (though ten to one he cannot), hut what
avail is it if not one can be sure of his facts?" This writer may be
wise in some respects, but he here says some of the shallowest things
that have been uttered. Is he sure of his facts in the remarkable
statement opened by the above quotation. Can it be possible
that this wide world of ours lias Leen reclaimed from the wilder-
ness and made to smile with farms and gardens which feed
the world without its practical men being observers ? Why,
it is only a few years since tlie world has become rich enough
and organised enough, so to say, to establish the men whose
special business it is to observe and who are paid to do it. Small
thanks to them if, delivered from all routine, and with all their
powers for making observations, they should surpass those who have
to work as well as think. But is it certain that with all their advan-
tages they do so ? We are by no means sure of it. Which of us,

who has seen in various countries the so-called " Schools of Farming
and Gardening " under such direction as the above writer would
approve of, has not noticed how poor they often are from every point
of view ? We have ourselves seen the so-called scientific farms and
gardens which were wretched compared with many private places
having no pretention in the same neighbourhood. We do not say
that such is necessarily the case, but when one reads such thought-
less impertinence as the above one does look to actual facts and more
closely than suits this writer. It is only the small fry of self-styled
scientiflc men who speak in this shallow and impertinent manner.
If one reads some of the philosophical writers one finds the true
reason of the matter laid down. They say that there is no real
distinction in kind between the most careful observations of the
scientific man and those of the peasant who watches the seasons
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and wisely guides his operations accordingly. Bat the prevalence

of the idea of another school, as illustrated in the above quotation,

has unfortunately done much harm to progress, and is likely to do
more.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

VEGETABLE CROPPING.
As yet the nights are cold, consequently the soil does not dry much
during that period, Imt the sun is gaining strength, and often shines

warmly after a cold damp night, and these rays are worth a great

deal to the liardly-pressed kitchen gardener. At such times all

ground ready for cropijing should have the Dutch hoe run through
it in the forenoon, and if this operation can be repeated two or three

times in rapid succession, it is surprising how soon tlie wettest and
most sodden ground will become dry and mellow on the surface.

This is the great secret of successful seed sowing. Crops put into

the ground when it is in good condition show tlie benefit of it all

season, and this is most particularly the case with small seeds ; but

it also applies more or less to seeds of all sizes. As we attach so

much importance to having the ground in good working order at

seed sowing time, it may be understood that we do not wait for

dates. "Sow Onions the first week in March," say the calendars.

I say, sow them the first week in February if circumstances are

favourable, and do not trust to March. This I find none too early

for many things if they are only put into suitable soil. Seeds put
in when the soil is dry' and sweeet are rarely injured by subsequent

bad weather, but when sown in cold wet soil, additional .lold or

wet increases their liabilit}' to fail. Before beginning to sow any
kind of seed on any kind of soil it is a great advantage to have a

quantity of dry free open soil ready for covering the seeds with.

We keep this in mind all the year round and save all old potting

soil, leaf mould, very much decayed manure, ashes from burned
refuse, and everything of the kind dry ani ready for use at any or

all times. When seeds are sown broadcast, about i in. of this mix-

ture is spread over them, aud seeds sown in drills have the same
application, even Beans, Peas, ^nd Potatoes.

Parsnips are amongst the first seeds to be sown. They have
been put in by ua in .January, February, March, and April, and all

did well, but for large early roots they must be in before the last

named montli. If fine roots are wanted they must have deep soil,

and not be stinted for room ; 1.5 in. between the rows and 10 in.

between the plants is none too much space. To sow the seed thickly

in the rows and then thin out to thisdiftance is a waste of seed and
plants. A better way is to put two or three seeds down every 10 in.

and none between.' They will then come up in little tufts, and can

be singled out, which is better than having them coming up in a

close line all along the row. Few or no insects seem to injure

Parsnips, and no allowance need be made for destruction in this way,
but there is often a brown rust comes on the roots in autumn which

I do not like. I know of nothing that will prevent this, and if any of

your readers do, I am sure the information would be acceptable to

many.

Onions are the next large crop which requires attention. Indeed,

in many ways they are far more important than Parsnips, as many
grow the former and not the latter. Size is generally the first thing

aimed at, and this can only be attained by exercising care at seed

time. Poor land will never produce good Onions, and shady corners

will never mature fine bulbs ; but plenty of manure and a sunny
aspect will always produce a heavy crop. The best way to grow
Onions is in drills ; these may be from (i in. to 1 ft. apart, according

to the requirements of the grower. We sow at both of these dis-

tances and between, and fair bulbs may be had from all. Manure
for Onions should not be far from the surface ; the seed

should not be sown deep ; 2 in. will be found to be enough.

When the drills are drawn out to this depth, if they can he filled up
all the way after tlie seed is sown with the soil before recommended,
the young seedlings will have a better chance than they otherwise

would have. Onions at all stages of their growth are liable to be

destroyed by grubs, ilany fine promising plantations are annually

lost in this way, but this need not happen if a good sprinkling of

salt is dug into the soil with the manure, and a quantity of soot

mixed with the soil which goes over the seed. Salt and soot are two
good Onion manures. We applied them liberally to some last year,

and had Onions 20 oz. in weight in five months.

Early Carrots is another important crop ; they, too, often

suffer from insects, and the same precautions should be taken as in

the case of Onions. The earliest Carrots should always have the

warmest corner in the garden ; a light soil suits them best. Newly
manured ground is not good. That which was well manured and
deeply dug the previous year grows them well.

Turnips should not be sown before the middle of March, as

they run to seed so much in spring. Seed and labour are thrown
away in the case of Turnip culture on a poor soil. Small quantities

put into good soil often is the best way of keeping up a constant

supply of sweet roots.

Peas are sure to give satisfaction, or otherwise just in proportion

to the attention devoted to them. Early Peas are a much valued
delicacy. Like most other veaetable crops, excessive quantity and high
quality can only be had under a liberal system of culture. Well
prepared soil and plenty of manure never fail to furnish what is

most desired. Eirly rows should have favoured posiiions. Neither
the plants nor rows should be over close together; wide shallow rows
are those whicl\ we prefer. A constant succession can only be kept
up by frequent sowings. Although we do not follow out any rule of

rotation in cropping, we never like to follow with rows of Peas on the
spot where they had been the previous year.

Potatoes.—Sometimes the rows for these are drawn cut with a

hoe, and sometimes they are thrown out with a spade, planting as

the digging goes on, or dibbled in if the ground has been j^reviously

well prepared. By all these ways of planting good crops may be

secured. We always avoid deep planting of the tubers; 3 in. below
the surface is a suitable depth. Early and late sorts are all planted

at the same depth. Potatoesneverdowell in wet stiff' soil, and patches
of this description should be reserved for other crops.

The Cabbage Tribe.—Although we have tried the often re-

commended plan of sowing the seed of Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers,

Cabbages, and the like on tlie spots where the plants are to grow, I

can see no adv.antage in the system compared with the old way of

sowing tlie seeds in beds and tr.vnsplanting as soon as the plants be-

come large enough to handle. For this reason I advise all seeds of

the Cabbage tribe to be sown broadcast in little beds. They may
be sown over a finely broken surface, afterwards raking it over and
finally beating the surface lightly with the back of the spade. The
spot where the earliest seeds are sown should be well sheltered and
warm. In April and May this is not of so much importance.

Various Crops.— Radishes, Lettuces, Endive, &c. , may all be
raised in this way Beans, Broad and Kidney, should be sown in

rows 2 in. below the surface
;

good soil should cover the seed,

especially of the early sowings. Beetroot should always be sown
in rows in deep soil, and never before the middle of April. Salsafy

makes a good neighbouring crop to the Beet, but should not be sown
for a month after it, as it is very liable to "bolt" in autumn. Celery
is much better sown on a gentle hotbed than in the cold ground, but
fiequently as many plants as are wanted can be had from seed sown
in a pot or box, and in such cases this plan may be followed. Of
Asparagus, we raise some hundreds from seed every year to keep up
a supply of roots for forcing ; the end of March is early enough to

sow the seed of this ; it should be sown in drills 1 ft. apart and 2 in.

deep ; the seed germinates freely, and the plants grow well for the
first year, when they should be transferred to their bearing quarters.

In all cases of seed sowing the soil should be made firm over the seed.

After sowing we always tread it in with the feet, beat it with the

rake or spade, or run a roller over the surface. When the soil is dry
I prefer the latter plan, and immediately alter sowing the hand
roller is run over all our quarters of Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, Tur-
nips, &c. After this the young seedlings come very freely through
the soil, and insects do not appear to have so much harbour as when
the soil is left rough. J. MulR.
Margam Pari:, Talbach, S. Wales.

SAWDUST AS A MANURE.
It seems to me that some who have written about this matter appear
to lose sight of the fact that in the way in which it exists when used
merits are assigned to it which are due only to the manurial elements
which it holds in suspense—in fact, that the casket is mistaken for

the jewel. Most assuredly sawdust contains no manurial elements
beyond thoseexistent in the most indifferent forms of vegetable matter
—nothing like those contained in leaves, or the haulm of such
plants as produce top growths that do not naturally en-

dure long. No ; sawdust alone, when fresh, is absolutely
injurious to the growth of some plants, if not all. This I ascertained
some years ago by submitting several kinds of culinary vegetables

to a trial with sawdust applied immediately to the soil in which their

roots were placed. The question then, as now, had been raised

as to its pi-operties, and having plenty of it at hand, I

thought it well to give it a trial. I had some from resin-

ous timber alone, aud some that was a mixture of hardwood

—

Oak, Elm, and Ash ; I used it for Potatoes, Cabbages, Carrots,

Turnips, Peas, and Broad Beans, keeping the resinous and the hard-
wood dust separate. I had trenches opened in the ordinary way,
putting in about half as much in bulk as that generally applied in
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the shape of farmyarJ manure, and in each case had it well mixed
by forking it in with a poi'tion of the soil in the bottom of the trench.

Tne Potatoes and Cj.bbage3 were at once planted in it in the ordinary

way, the seeds of the other things sown as usual, and a portion of

the adjoining ground occupied with similar crops without manure of

any kind. All through the season, in each stage of growth, the saw-

dusted crops were much weaker in their tops, and the produce little

more than htlf that borne by the same kinds without any application;

the Potatoes were the worst of all, being not more than a third the

size which they should have been, their skins being as clean and
transparent as if they had been washed and oiled. The
Cabbages were the next worst, having that purplish - blue

colour that is indicative of poor soil in an over-dry season ; the

Turnips and Carrots were small and tough in texture ; the Peas and
Beans showed less signs of dislike to its presence, but were much
inferior to those on ground were it was absent.

Dust from the resinous wood seemed to be worse in its effects

than that from the hard wood. I have frequently since used saw-
dust after it had lain out-of-doors in a heap for four or five years,

and had become blade and partially decomposed for digging into

lieavy land with a view to lighten it, and in this way it answered
to some extent, but I would much rather have clean sand or finely

sifted ashes, as the mechanical effects of these are much more
enduring. -I have often used manure where sawdust and deal

shavings had been used in place of straw for bedding, and also where
turners' shavings, ie., the fine chips or shavings from the
bobbin turners, were similarly employed for litter, and
in all cases the manurial elements seemed to have the effect

of neutralising the injurious properties present in the sawdust
and shavings, in addition to which it appeared to have a
like effect in counteracting the disposition which there is in woody
matter, where introduced to soil that is naturally light, to produce
fungoid growth. The turners' shavings that I have named, unlike
such as are made by joiners, are taken off across the grain of the
wood, not lengthways, and break up into bits about h in. or 1 in.

broad. When this material has been liberally used for litter, so as

to have with it a fair quantity of stable droppings and urine, it

forms the best mulching I liave ever tried. Shavings of this kind
are not obtainable everywhere, but "Brockhurst," who speaks of

using sawdust manure for mulching, will have no difficulty in

getting plenty of them in Manchester, and I feel sure that if he
once tries this material he will soon discover its superiority over
the jawdust matter for choice herbaceous plants and things of
like character. It does not hold water like sawdust, or blow about
and look untidj' like leaves or straw, and its efTects are all that
can be desired. T. B.4Ixf,s.

Good, and Bad Brussels Sprouts.—All whose efforts are
directed to the production of first-rate Brussels Sprouts are not
invariablj' successful in obtaining stems, say, 2i ft. high, straight,

and set With hard, rather broad Sprouts, packed closely together
from base to top. Often, after the best efforts, only some 50 per
cent, of the Sprouts will be solid ; the rest will be loose and ojjen,

and not worth the name of sprouts. Now, at the outset the first

consideration is a good strain; for just as there are bad strains of Cab-
bages, or Broccoli, or any other vegetable, there are also bad strains of
Brussels Sprouts, and no kind of cultivation will make them good.
I have tried all the newer varieties, but have found nothing to super-
sede the old imported Sprouts. The so-called new varieties are just
selections which at first have some distinct points, but ultimately
relapse to the old form unless under very rigid and careful selection.
The reason why I call attention to the subject now is because I believe
the date is at hand when tlie first sowing should be made. If the
weather is not favourable for outdoor sowing early in February, the
first and main sowing should be made in a frame. I have often done
so on a narrow border in front of a south wall, and protected the
seed bed with spare lights. I do not mean to say that good Sprouts
may not be grown from seed sown in March or even in April. Indeed,
ours of this winter were not sown until Easter Monday. They were
sown at the foot of a south wall, and have turned out fairly good

;

but early sowing is best, and in the northern i^arts of the kingdom
especially it should be done in the first or second weeks of February.
If sown in a frame the young plants must not be coddled, but have
attention as to air and thinning, and as soon as fit they snould be
transplanted into another frame or warm border some 3 in. apart,
and grown on until they are i-trong enough to take their chance in
the open quarters of the garden. I need not say that a heavy soil,

well manured and deeply cultivated, is the best for Brussels Sprouts,
as it is for all the Cabbage tribe ; and care should be taken that this
crop does not follow Broccoli or Cabbages. One of the most essential
points to consider in the culture of Brussels Sprouts is that of space

;

if sown and grown as directed they will be ready for planting when

some will only be thinking of sowing. 3 ft. apart ev2ry way will
not be too much. Grown as described we have had quarters of
Sprouts averagings ft. all over, and tliestem packed with hard, well-
formed sprouts. The Rosebery Sprout, when first sent out, was a
dwarfer, sturdier plant than the imported Sprout, with larger, flatter
heads

; but it soon began to come unequal in habit, and a pure Rose-
bery is, I apprehend, now dilficult to find. In autumn, when the
lower leaves on the stems begin to decay, it is well to go over the
whole and strip olf all that show change of colour, clearing the whole
away, and thus permitting a freer circulation of air, dr\nes3 being
necessary to the good keeping of the Sprouts; damp, decaying, or
rotten foliage is sure to injure them. The tuft of leaves on the top
of the stems should be retained, as they keep off rains, and we have
been so far careful of fine plants of Sprouts as to stake them up, as
one would a (lowering plant, in order that the top leaves might keep
the Sprouts dry; this may be considered by some overdoing the
business, but I only say what we have done, and do not ask anyone
else to do likewise.—Hir.ESNiAy.

THE MARKET GARDEN.

Hardy Plants.—Since I sent you some previous notes under
this heading we have had a taste of genuine winter weather, and
naturally the usual trade in market hardy plants was suspended for
a time. What those who eke out an existence by their sale did to
obtain a livelihood during that period it is difficult to imaoine, but
it will perhaps be some consolation to them to find that the sudden
change, from iron-bound frost to open weather, will set all classes
longing for early fiowers, and beget an anxious desire to get into the
garden. The observation made the other day, that earlv spring
flowers burst into bloom with greater unanimity after a hard winter
than after a mild one, is doubtless true. It is the result of reaction,
and will help to give confidence to purchasers, because they will also
believe that the spring is come in good earnest, and will be a long
one.

Pansies.—The hawker and the suburban purchaser alike have
a fondness for those with big blooms and bright colours. A plant
having two or three blooms about the size of the palm of one's hand,
will sell much more rapidly than one having a score of flowers of
moderate dimensions ; bright colours are also in high favour
especially blues and yellows ; the finest strain of market Pansies I
have seen is that grown near Isleworth, and the owner is very chary
indeed in permitting seed of his best plants to get abroad. Ii, is
neither an English nor a fancy strain ; there is not much of the
defined belting of the English kind, or the fine blotches of the
Belgian section, but a modification of both; the blooms are large, ot
good substance, richly coloured, and the plants robust in habit'; a
compact growing kind that flowers early, if the blooms are larse and
showy, proves an acceptable seed parent. All Pansies will "bloom
freely enough in their season, but those that will exhibit precocious
features are the more valuable, inasmuch as they permit the trading
season to be so much extended ; the usual price of good plants of a
fine strain is from 6d. to 9d. per dozen, but in the market a higher
figure is obtained. Of self-coloured or bedding kinds, for which
there is sometimes a good demand. Blue Beard and Blue King
Pansies and Blue Bell Viola are highly favoured, and of yellows
the Cliveden Yellow is largely grown ; the old Magpie, because of its
quaint markings, is often asked for, but it is rarely grown in quantity.
All the bedding kinds are pulled to pieces, and freshly dibbled out
into good ground during August, and they make robust plants for
sale in the spring. Plants from seed are raised during May and
June from seed sown in the open ground ; many of these flower in
the early winter, and are useful to the hawker ere other things have
bloomed.

Daisies.—Any attempts to push into prominence other Daisies
than the common double red and white seem to have failed in
the market trade, except so far as the large crown flowered or
Victoria kind is concerned, but that has no merit whatever beyond
the size of its flowers. For size of bloom and hardiness the two
common kinds above named are without doubt the best. The
nursery florist may grow other kinds for the gratification of amateur
plantsmen, but the market grower will have none of them. I have
oft;en endeavoured to introduce the variegated leaved kind, but in
vain, it does not stand the rough and ready treatment to which
market plants have to be subjected, and not least has a confirmed
tendency to run back to the original form. Few plants seem to "et
sick of one particular piece of ground so quickly as the Daisy, but
the best plants I have seen anywhere grow in thin gravelly soil', and
especially through the winter do remarkably well. Close soils run
together on the surface and retain the moisture about the plants
then follows rot, and the plants die rapidly. The complaint that the
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plants get sick of the ground is due doubtless more to this than to
any other cause. The real reason is that the ground is unsuitable
for them. Market stocks of Daisies are usually lifted twice in the
year—as soon as the sale is over in May, and again for division for
the winter, early in October. These are bought freely at Gs. per gross,
at which price they prove very profitable.

Forget-me-nots.—The Myosotis, or Forget-me-not, makes
an excellent market plant, but the old blue sylvatica is the one most
commonly grown. It is hardy, easy of propagation, and grows into
neat compact bunches. Myosotis dissitiflora would be in great
favour with the hawker if it could be had in quantity, bat that is just
one of the tilings that seems to batHe the grower. \Ve know that it

does best from seed. And it does not seed freely ; indeed, where
thous.inds of plants are wanted, it is ofttimes not easy to get seed
enough to raise them. The springs have much to do with this, but
a run of a more favourable kind may perhaps presently enabla the
seed grower to get seed in quantity. With any good thing a few is

of no use. If a demand ia once created, it is most annoying if the
supply cannot bo maintained. Some few years since a variety named
Myosotis semperllorens was sent out, and market growers hoped to
find in this a good early kind. In the end it proved to be nearly
allied to the wild palustris, and to be but a summer bloomer,

.

though of good robust habit. The Forget-me-nots sell at about
7s. per gross.

Wallflowers.—These are bulky plants for hawking, but still

sell well. Most persons love the Wallflower, and all know what
they are buying when they purchase them. It is not the first

planted, strongest ones that are sold to the hawkers ; these rather
are kept for cutting from. The smaller plants from the seed bed,
dibbled out later moderately close together and in an open place,
where they will grow dwarf and compact, prove best for sale; but
owing to the loose nature of the roots it is difficult to get them with
balls of soil, and yet without some such stay they soon give out.
The plants nmst be carefully lifted and be rubbed down as small as
possible, and well fixed between the hands, then put thickly into
shallow boxes and not again moved until sold to the customer. With
care the balls of soil may be retained and the plants will suffer little

for the removal. No other Wallflower is grown in the Metropolitan
district but the rich dark red kind. No doubt, were the bright
yellow kinds grown and offered for sale they would find plenty of
purchasers. Perhaps one reason why the yellow kinds are not grown
is found in the fear that they might corrupt the dark ones, and this
undoubtedly would largely follow. I have always found tliat it is

necessary to grow them very remote from each other to ensure
parity, and further, that the yellow shows the intercrossing first.

The dark red hue is so fine, and the strain so good, that it would be
a misfortune were it to be contaminated. The growers here sow
seed as a rule very early in the year, taking advantage of open
weather, even so early as January if any offers. But this year none
has been sown yet. On the earliest opportunity itw ill be widely
sown, for npon that early sowing chiefly depends early blooming.
Wallflowers sell at 7s. per gross, a very common price for many
market plants. A. D.

The Land Question.—There is a very able and clear article

by the Marquis of Blandford, in the "Nineteenth Century " for this

month, on the breaking up of the land monopoly. Although political

matters are out of our theme, still the development of the land in all

its beauty and fertility is not so. The England of the future must
be something very different from the England of the past as regards
the utility and produce of things which we now obtain from other
countries. The whole of our small farming, fruit culture, and
market gardening will have to undergo a healthy change if the
present evils complained of are to be attacked and finally overcome.
Speaking of education, the M.arquis touches on a subject that has
frequently occupied our own thoughts. He says, " There is still a
rage to teach children everything or anything but their own language
or the principles of their future occupation. The village boy is still

taught the history of the Norman kiugs and the latitude of the Cape
of Good Hope, while he is never helped to think for himself by study-
ing Nature at first hand. Practical lessons in gardening or agricul-

ture, readings, or easy discourses on English literature would give

the lad a chance hereafter. His future occupations in life would not
be entirely divorced as they are at present, from his early training,

and he would not after a few years at plough have forgotten his

early training, and he would not after a few years at the plough have
forgotten the greater part of what was once dinned into him. Let
anybody who cares for the subject study the method of boys' and
girls' education in the Swiss Primary Schools, and let any one who
has travelled attentively through Switzerland, and conversed with
her people, compare the condition of the English agricultural class

with that of Switzerland. Let him look at the same time at the

generally diffused knowledge of agriculture, the intelligence and in-

dependence of the people, and then let him come back and maintain,

if he can, that our agricultural communities are not a standing dis-

grace to the richest country ia Europe."

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FKUIT CULTUEE FOE PROFIT.
The Pear.

The natural habit of the Pear is free and vigorous, and when left

to itself the tree usually assumes a couical outline. As a rule, a

tree that sends its main branches up almost vertically pushes its

roots deeply into the earth in order to obtain the necessary stay

or anchorage. Thus in the case of standard trees, where con-

siderable freedom of growth is permitted, depth of soil with a

Old Olive tree (" Mce and her Keisjl'buurs
'
).

well-drained bottom becomes a necessity. It is a matter of less

importance what tlie sub-soil is composed of if it be but dry and
has a good deptli of fairl}' good soil above it. Doubtless there are

soils, such as stubborn retentive clays impregnated with iron or

some other deleterious substance, where the Pear will not long

thrive, but no one would think of planting a Pear orchard in suck

situations ; and as regards the few trees required in garden culture,

there are ways and means, which will in due time be noticed, of

keeping the roots from penetrating an unsuitable sub-soil. Good
Pears, Ixith in size and quality, have been produced over a sub-soil

of sheer red sand many feet in thickness, and I have gathered

fruit, excellent in every respect, where the bottom was a deep

bed of blue gault. It is also true of every conceivable variation

bet\A een the two, but the site must be well drained, and there

must be 2 ft. of good soil for the trees to grow in. In Pear
culture, more so, perhaps, than with any other kind of fruit, the

thing that really annoys one most is the way in which the quality

varies in different soils and aspects, and in garden culture the

latter circumstance very much influences quality, so much
so, indeed, that it is most important the peculiarities of

each kind in this respect should be known so that their

wants, so far as is possible, can be provided for, as a variety

of Pear that is hard and gritty in one aspect may be
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melting' and juic}' in another, and vk-e versa. Tlioiigh the array c*

names in the catalogues is of formidable lengtli, the varieties

that can be recommended for general planting are not so numerous
as might be supposed. Some of the comparatively new kinds that

are at present but little known to the general cultivator will

probably come out well on a closer acquaintance, hut time is required

for testing- them thoi'oughly under varying' conditions. The Pear
is one of the most useful and profitable of hardy fruits, and its

culture undertaken in a liberal and tliorough spirit is sure to be
very interesting. There is no open-air fruit tliat is capable of

doing so much for a first-class dessert for so many mouths in the

year ; as a rule. Apples are not much cared for at dessert, but good
Pears are always eagei'ly sought after. There are many modes of

Training', all of wliich are more or less useful under the varying
conditions of cultivation. "Whatever may be said to the contrary,

the mere contemplation of a well-trained tree gives pleasure to a

well-ordered mind. Exactitude of training', if it be necessary to

train at all, should be insisted on as a careless, slovenly sj'steni,

very often leads to the tree losing its balance and becoming dis-

organised. Those people who complain aliout training as being
useless have probably some such specimen in their mind's ej'e at

the time, and are measuring all by the same standard.

It was the exigencies of the cultivator's circumstances, tlie

uncertainty of the climate, the ever -varying conditions

lie had to contend with that first suggested the restriction of the

branches and training them in various forms in order to obtain

earlier, better, and more certain results, and a reasonable amount
of success has t^verywhere been obtained : and, as a rule, the more
thoroughly the work has been done, the better the result. It is

well to have large - headed standard trees, each producing
bushels of fruit. It is well also to have walls furnished with wide-
spreading trees where such a system succeeds and gives satisfaction.

But room should be found for the fertile espalier and the hand-
some pyramid, not forgetting either, if occasion offers, the pal-

mette or the cordon. I do not claim to have the gift of prophecy,

but in lookiug into tlie future I fancv I can see the walls co^^'ered

with a much larger number of trees of less spreading proportions,

but which are more easily kept under control. I .should like to

see every bit of wall-space co^'erell everywhere witli fruit trees

where there was tlie least; chance of their tliriviug. The coming
generation will not wait years for a tree to malie a large breadtli

of wood before it begins to bear. It is not often that a large old

tree pays the rent for the wall-space it occupies; usually the roots

have got beyond the control of the cultivator, and the tiling is

submitted to because to re-graft or cut down and cart away would
leave a blank on the wall for a time. In the future speedier

results will be required, and no doubt will Ije obtained.

For open-orchard planting, standards on C-ft. stems are

doubtless the most suitable, and in favourable situations man-v
of our best old-established varieties will succeed fairly well.

Many years ago I remember in Worcester an old standard tree

of Marie Louise that bore immense crops. Knight's jMonarch,

again, does well as a standard,as does also Williams' Lon Clir(5tien.

In the preparation of the site before planting, the directions given
in the case of the Apple will apply with equal force for Pears.

Except the roots are well cared for the trees cannot long con-
tinue in a flourishing condition, and no skill in top inauagement
can compensate for lack of preparation of tlie ground before plant-

ing. A young tree should never be planted where an old one has
previously stood. Always select a new site for an orchard of

young trees. In the case of wall trees or trees in walled-ingardens

generally this cannot always be done, but the soil can be wheeled
out to another part of the garden and fresh brouo-ht back in its

place, and although the labour Avill be considerable, yet all who
aim at obtaining the best possible results Avill not grudge it. In

fruit culture if things are done grudginglj', especially in the matter
of placing fresh soil round the roots, the result is too often far

from satisfactory.

The Espalier.—There is no fruit tree tliat submits so readily

to training and thnt seems to flourish so well under restriction as

the Pear. When the branches are young, they possess great flexi-

bility, and will readily assume any possible form. That Pear
trees with growth curbed and checked are fertile and profitable

is well known, for such trees are common everywhere ; they are, in

fact, a necessity in shallow soils and must be accepted as such, as

although Pears lilie a deep soil, and must have it if a large top

development is sought, yet shallow soils can be turned to good ac-

count by using the Quince as a stock, and by tiie adoption of -a

system of training that will equalise or distribute the growing

force of tlie tree in a proper ratio over its whole surface. 'Am, yx

fact, should be the aim of all training, and any method that does-

not accomplish this falls short of what is required. Tlie horizon-

tal form of training is a very suitable form for Pears if the lower

branches of the tree get a good start of tho.«e higher up, as with-

out tills is done the bottom branches generally remain weakly, ard

are, in short, robbed of their proper share of nourishment. The sap

meets with less friction in its upward course towards the top

branches, and they consequently get the major part of thesupply, un-

less the lower branches are first given such a start as enables I hem
to maintain a lead. This is general!}' accomplished liy heading lack

the trees the first year, if maidens, "to the bottom wire, and taking a

young shoot right and left of the stem to fill it. At the socmd
\v'nter's pruning cut to the second wire, and the following spiiug

take out two shoots to clothe that also. ^Maidens are not always

the most suitable trees to plant, two-year-old trees for various

reasons often doing better ; and, besides, when espaliers aie well

constructed no time should be lost in furnishing tlieni, aud S'j

enable a return to be made. It often happens when a tree only

one year worked is lifted its growing force seems too much checked.

All iuaidens are not alike, but in some cases another jear without

lifting would make into good trees what turns out stunted failures.

This proves what Isuppo.se no one will deny, that mucli difcrunl-

nation is necessary. In some eases maidens answer well ; in othei s

it is better to plant older trees. In the construction of espaliers no

one now-a-days should use stakes or wooden fencing of any kind;

they are constantly giving trouble ; better by far to have tlie

work substantially done ; aud if the expense cannot le afforded,

train the trees in some form for which no trellis is required.

But I will assume that

Iron Espaliers are used, and they slioidd not le tco Ioav; in

small gardens they should be o ft. high, aud in lai'ge ones they might

be 7 ft. or 8 ft. high. The bottom wire should be 1 ft.

from the ground, as any fruit that touches the earth

will be deficient in flavour anil appearance. For tall espaliers on

good ground the trees should be worked on the Pear stocli, and the

free-growing kinds should be from 18 ft. to 20 ft. apait. Many
trees, no doubt, will cover more space, but large old trees after the

lapse of years only produce fruit at the extremities of tlie brauch( s,

and smaller trees, with the roots kept near the surface and the

branches in a regular state of fertility, are generally more profit-

able. If we give a tree a large space to cover, we must give

it a correspoudingly wide and deep root-run, and In so doing we
lose touch of it, so "to spealv, and too often it runs riot, gets beyond

control, and suffers accordingly. After the first three years when
the trees have become strong and the bottom branches have obtained

a good lead, the main central .stem may bo encouraged to pio-

duce two pairs of side branches annually until the trellis is fur-

nished. The best way of doing this is to head down the main

central stem to the required point about midsummer, and select the

best placed shoots for the second pair from those that break.

Except the main central stem, no other leading shoot should be

headed back till the trellis is covered. The espalier wires should

be about 10 in. apart ; less does not give room enough for the pro-

duction of good foliage, and more is unnecessary. The liett

material for tying in the youug shoots is matting or raffia.

The oldest branches may be .supported with small t-vyii^s

of the Golden WiUow, which are very strong aud cost nothing,

as they will grow anywhere. Always in tying branches of fruit

trees leave space enough inside the ligature for the_ branch to

swell. Young hands are somewhat careless about this. When-
ever a doubt exists about the suitability of the subsoil the bottom

of the hole should be made impervious to the roots. Open the

holes about Z ft. square aud 3 ft. deep, if the soil will admit of it,

but it will be better to have a shallower hole and feed the roots

near the surface with rich mulchings than permit the roots to

descend to a stratum that will throw them aud the tree they

support out of gear. The bottom of the hole should be made le\cl,

and either be paved with tiles, bricks, or stones laid in good

mortar, or about 4 in. in thickness of concrete should be placed in

the bottom. In either case the foundation must have a few hours

to dry and set before anything is placed on it. The trees .shoidd

be carefully selected with clean healthy stems, and if on Iho

Quince stock should be planted deep enough to cover the junction,

as sometimes the stock and scion swell unequally, but when the

"A:
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former is wholly buried roots will generally be emitted all up tlie

stocls in course of time, and tlie trees on them are consequently
longer lived, and in some soils this is an important consideration.
There should not be even a moment's unnecessary exposui-e of
the roots when planting, and every wounded or lacerated root
should be carefully trimmed with a sharp kuife. All trees for
the whole season's planting should be purchased and brought
home in November, have their roots carefully trimmed, and be
laid in carefully by the heels in some dry piece of land. This
course gives the purchaser the piols: of the trees at the nursery.
And even if the trees are not iinally planted for a month or
six weeks after, the work of liealing and callusing is going on,
and thoy will start all the better for the early lifting. If

planting must needs be deferred till after Christmas, the trees
might be obtained and prepared in the autumn all the same,
and I should expect such trees to do nearly as well as if planted
in autumn. I have proved this, and I think it is worth bearing
in mind, as sometimes tlie planting cannot be done as soon as

wislied.
'

E. IIoBDAY.

GRAFTING OLD APPLE TREES.
What is the best remedy for unfruitful Apple trees is a, question fre-
quently asked by readers of Tiik Gardex, and as a rule the remedy
suggested is root-pruuing. In this neighbourhood, however, where
hundreds of acres of Apple orchards may be seen, the only system
likely to supply our markets with fruit in quantity suflicieut to be
remunerative to the grower, .and at a price within the reach of the
majority oJ consumers, is unrestricted growth of root and branch, or
rather just suHicient pruning to keep the leading shoots from running
lip weakly or straggling, and the head open in the centre. If under
this system they do not bear a crop sufficiently remunerative, the
iuvari.able custom is to liead them down at the winter pruning, and
regraft as soon as the s.ip is suffiuiontly in motion. The scions are
also taken olf in winter, tied in bundles, and laid in by the heels in
a cool shaded position, where thoy will retain their freshness and
plumpness ; for if they get at all shrivelled or shrunken, using them
as grafts is labour in vain. In heading down the trees no large
branches are severed, for they never heal over like smaller ones, but
even in the very largest trees those having stems tit for good large
timber the outer branches are sawn off back to where they are about
the size of a man's wrist, and all small spraydike shoots and spurs
below the cuts are left intact to provide leaf-action to keep the roots
healthy until the grafts get well established, when they are all cut
clean off.

Heading- Down.—Now is the time for heading down the trees ;

it may be done in frosty or snowy weather, when otber work is at a
standstill

; if the stem is covered with Moss or infested v/ith insect
pssts, it will 'oe greatly benefited by a coating of lime-wash or some
insecticide, after which it may remain until the season for grafting
comes round, Avhich is usually in April. Crown or rind grafting is

that usually pr.actised ; the ends of the stocks that were roughly cut
off in winter should be neatly sawn off afresh a little lower down
with a very sharp, fine-toothed saw, and one or two grafts inserted
on each branch. A large tree will take from fifty to a hundred
grafts. Some employ grafting-wax for keeping out the air, but
nothing I have yet tried surpasses the old-fashioned mixture of clayey
loim and cow manure, well worked up and bound on with matting.
If stock and scions were in good condition, and the grafting care-
fully performed, almost every scion will grow, and, to prevent any
damage from wind, the young growth should be carefully secured
to stakes, fastened on to the main limbs of the tree. If any of the
grafts appear to be monopolising the growth too much they may with
advantage be stopped in .July or August, and will probably develop
two or three side-shoots before the end of the season, thus laying
the foundation of a good bearing tree. If the scions have taken
well they will by autumn afford le.af-growth enough collectively to
promote vigorous root-action, and the useless spray on the stem may
be reduced by degrees, and at the following winter pruning cut clean
away.

Best Market Apples.—In this locality long rows of trees
may be seen every season headed down for grafting ; in fact, many
of the robust-growing sorts like the Goff Apple are planted specially
for forming a stock for Stone's Apple, as a large tree is got up in this
way more quickly than if planted, for the prolific bearing habit of
this variety precludes the possiblity of its making much wood growth,
but when grafted in the manner above described, a good tree capable
of bearing three or four bushels of fruit the third year after grafting
is by no me.ans a rare occurrence ; for, bad as the seasons have been
lately, these rows of grafted trees have been quite pictures of fertility,

and the best argument that could be adduced in favour of the prac

tice of grafting. In addition to Stone's, the most popular Apple
here, Warner's King, Tower of Glamis, Ecklinville, and a few other
kinds are being extensively grafted, and some of the old
favourite dessert Apples still retain their good name, notably Red
Quarrenden for an early, and Golden Knob for a late variety ; to

such an extent is re-L;rafting carried that it is more the rule
than the exception to find nearly all the trees double-grafted, for as

the market value of particular kinds varies from time to time, so

does the extent to which that particular kind is grafted. Growers
watch the inarlvcts and grow what is most remunerative, and the
loss of a crop for a 3'ear or two in the case of re-grafted trees is

amply compensated for by the finer and more abundant produce
which they afterwards produce.

The After Management of grafted trees is very simple; they
are almost invariably very prolific, and the crops which they bear
stop anything like useless growth. The energy of trees -in a healthy
state appears to be altogether applied to perfecting the crop and a
fresh set of fruit-buds for another year, and in this respect all early
kinds of Apples have a great adv.autage over late sorts that are not
gathered much before the f ill of the leaf. For in the case of Keswick
Codlins, Stone's, and Pted Quarrendens, the best market prices are
realised in August and September, when the trees, even if heavily
loaded, have several weeks of our best autumn weather to recover
their energies, and to lay the foundation for a good crop the follow-
ing year. But to keep up this fertility year after year they must
have sufficient nutriment, and the best way of giving this in the case
of orchards on Grass is by feeding them off with sheep, not only in
summer, but in winter, with oil cake, roots, &c. It is generally con-
ceded that Apples grown on this system are better in every respect
than those grown on cultivated land, and before Apiples again be-
come as plentiful as they ought to be, old-fashioned orchard trees
must become the indispensable adjunct of every garden. The res-
trictive system has been tried with but very meagre results, as the
st.ate of fruit room shelves testify, and I would strongly recommend
anyone wishing for a good supply of Apples the year round to adopt
the unrestricted orchard tree style ; if they do not bear, re-graft and
await the result. J. Groom.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PEUIT GAEDEN.

Baked Apples and Cherries. — Your brief notices of
" Nature her own physician" reminds me forcibly of the importance
of Apples in this connection. This was brought under ray notice
many years ago by a young botanist of delicate constitution, who
seemed nearly all brain, a chemist by profession. He told me that
the only thing he could find to suit him as an aperient was a baked
Apple daily as his simple dessert. Since then I have met with many
similar cases. It is singular that eaten raw they produce mostly the
opposite effect. They must be baked with the rind intact. Another
striking case of fruit as medicine came under my notice some years
since. It was that of a Manchester cloi h manufacturer, who was
aUvays well in the Cherry season, and seldom at any other time.
He almost lived on Cherries, raw and cooked.—D. T. F.

Blood Dressing for Vines.—Does your correspondent
(p. 220) mean the ordinary manufactured "Blood Manure?" if

so, let me inform him, and others of your readers who have not
used it, that it is one of the best manures that can be employed for
any crop—fruit or vegetable. It might be most beneficially applied
to Vine borders by spreading it over the surface, forking it down
close to the roots, and finishing up with a thorough watering. This
would convey much of the nutriment down to the lower roots, and
the result would soon be apparent.—J. Muiu, Margam.

_ "Constant Reader" (p. 220) will act wisely if he foregoes
his resolve to apply such a manure to his Vines at all. But if he
must use it, let it be in a decomposed state, and mixed with a
qu.antity of good loam. Vines are most fruitful, and maintain their
vigour for the longest period in a calcareous loam with which his
been intermixed a moderate proportion of charcoal, old mortar
scraps, and as manure h-m. bones. And all manure that in anyway
tends to make the soil plastic (as would be the case with blood
manure) should be avoided. Besides the -^i-in. bones that are mixed
with the soil when the borders are first made, the only manure we
ever use is a mulching of ordinary stable manure, and we never
fail to have moderately good crops of Grapes.—W. W. II.

Are the borders alluded to inside or outside ; if inside, re-

duce the blood with water to the colour of strong beer, and apply
it to the border as soon as the fruit is set at a temperature of from
G.3° to 70". Give sufficient to thoroughly moisten the border thioagh

;

give a second application as soon as the fruit is stoned ; and a third as
soon as the fruit is cleared off. It preserves the foliage, strengthens the
roots, plumps up the buds, and is a good antidote against the attacks of
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red spider—all of which benefits the futiire crop. If the border is

outside and protected with covering, it should not be removed till

the middle of April, when the blood may be mixed with good soil,

and 2 in. or 3 in. in depth of it laid on the surface, the valuable

portion of which the rain will carry down to the roots as they re-

quire it. If the weather should be dry at the time give sufficient

water to keep it from baking.

—

James Smith, WaterdaU.

Thinning Fruits.—Skilful fruit growers have long been in

the practice of thinning the young fruit on overbearing trees,

both for the good of the fruit that remains, and to prevent exhaus-

tion of the trees, and we have often had occasion to urge the

importance of the practice, which in addition to the advantages

already mentioned, saves much labour in hand-picking afterwards

numeroiis imperfect specimens, and much time in assorting after

they are gathered. Before, or by the time they are 1 in. in

diameter, the finest specimens may be seen for leaving, as the smaller

and poorer ones are taken out. Some valuable hints on this subject

were given at the last winter meeting of the Western New York Hor-
ticultural Society. Mr. W. C. Barry said they could not get good
exhibition Pears without thinning the clusters. They used a pole

with a notcii in one end, which enabled the operator to twist them
oT rapidly. Mr. Moody, in speaking of the Northern Spy, which is

so often defective on crowded trees, said it would yet become very
profitable when we make up our minds to thin it thoroughly, and
that if we would take off in time from three-fourths to seven-

eighths, we would get nearly as much in measure, and twice the
price of any other Apple we grow. Major Brooks thought the Spy
could be best thinned by cutting out crowded branches. Mr. Vick
said no one had any business to grow Apples who would not thin

them.

—

Country Gentleman.

Pruning Damsons.—Although the Damson is such an ac-

commodating fruit as to grow in soils and situations where scarcely

any other will live, it is, at the same time, one of the first to rerjuire

attention in the way of pruning ; for, although so prolific when
carefully pruned, it becomes well nigh barren if allowed to grow un-
checked, more especially when young ; if unpruned it continues to
push up straight leading shoots that do not bear, and the trees are
thus rendered loose and straggling and the fruit proportionally small;

but under careful pruning it begins to bear the second year after

planting, and seldom fails to mature a crop. In this neighourhood,
where thousands of Damsons and Bullaces are planted for shelter,

and many-acres together where the land is too light or stony for

Apples, the Damson is pruned as carefully as a Currant bush; all the
strong leading shoots being cut back half or more their length ; the
little spray-like shoots at their base are left intact, and the quantity
of fruit that even small trees thus treated bear is astonishing. The
Farleigh Prolific or Cluster Damson produces fruit like bunches of

Grapes, so closely are they set on the branches. Doubtless many
who hear of Damsons growing in hedgerows think such a fruit re-

quires no pruning ; but this is decidedly a mistake, for, as I have
said, no fruit that I am acquainted with repays pruning so well.

Old trees that have run up weakly and unfruitful, if sawn off to half

their height, will be found to produce more fruit in a year or two
than they had done for years previously ; but such a valuable fruit

ought not to be allowed to run to ruin for want of timely fore-

shortening.—J. Geoom, Linion, Mctichtone.

SEASONABLE WOEK.
Vines.—Where replanting in May is anticipated and the neces-

sary preparations are in arrear a good ridge of compost should be
placed over the drainage near the interior front of the house ; the
looser and rougher the better. Turn it occasionally, and when
thoroughly warmed tlirough, form the border 4 ft. to 5 ft. in

width. Use good sods for the retaining wall, allow it to settle and
plant with cut back or spring struck Vines when in active growth.
Spread the roots out evenly, cover lightly, give a little warm water,
and keep close with slight shade and moisture until fresh growth is

apparent. For planting in external borders, last year's Vines should he
shaken out and planted in dry warm compost before the buds burst
into growth. Cover up the border with litter and allow the Vines
to break steadily in a temperature of 50" to So*". When the first

thinning in the early house is finished, water inside borders with
water at 80°. Mulch well and encourage robust growth by a
judicious use of atmospheric moisture and daily ventilation. Give
Hamburghs a night temperature of 60°, Muscats 5° more, run up to
70° with fire-heat, and 75" to 80° after closing on bright days.
Having tied down and stopped all spur shoots, allow laterals and
leaders to extend until eveiy part of the trellis is covered, and look
over the bunches a second time for imperfectly fertilised berries,

which, if left, will mar the even appearance of the bunches when ripe.

Encourage the Vines in the general Muscat house, also late kinds by

closing early with plenty of sun-heat and moisture charged with
ammonia. See that inside borders are well watered, and guard
against a high night temperatureby reducingfire-heatand giving a little

air on mild evenings. Lady Downes, Alicantes, Mrs. Piuce's Muscat,
and Gros Colmar require a long season of growth, and the only way
to prevent shrinking after they are cut Jias been pointed out in

preceding calendars.

Pot Vines.—When the eyes placed in bottom heat early in

the past month have made a start, they will remain apparently
stationary, but careful examination of the soil will show the
doubtful amateur that they are by no means inactive below the
surface, as they are forming young roots, and when these have
found their way to the sides of the pots, the formation of leaves

and joints will soon follow. When free growth has set in, make
preparations for giving them a shift into 4-in. pots, using light,

rich, turfy loam and replunge in a bottom he.at of 75° to 80°.

Keep the pit close and moist, water sparingly, and encourage short

jointed, sturdy growth by placing them near the glass. It may be
necessary to shade slightly on bright days ; but wlien fairly started,

this may be discontinued, as Vines in all stages of growth delight

in full exposure to light and sunshine. Examine cut back Vinei
that have been shaken out and shift into larger pots before the roots

become pot-bound. If intended for fruiting next year, au early and
well ripened growth is important, as the canes can then have a long

rest before they are taken in for forcing. Fruiting canes will now
take liberal supplies of generous liquid and perhaps a little new top-

dressing as active roots appear on the surface. Encourage lateral

growths and keep the foliage free from insects by sponging with
soapy water before they have time to spread.

G-rape Room.—If the bottles have not hitherto been filled up
with water and a portion of the bunches have been used, the botths
thus set at liberty should be emptied, washed, and refilled M'ith

soft water. A corresponding number of bunches may then be trans-

ferred to them as a means of setting others at liberty, which may
be treated in like manner until the whole of the stock has been
supplied with fresh water. It will be necessary to look over the

bunches once a week for decaying, berries as one faulty berry soon

affects another ; but where carefully attended to, and the room is

kept dry, cool, and properly ventilated, the loss amongst well

ripened Grapes will be very small indeed. Let the temperature
range from 40° to 45°, keep all side ventilators and windows
closed in wet weather, and apply a little artificial wr-rrath to

drive out damp when the external atmosphere is dry arid favour-

able to ventilation. As a proof that bottled Grapes are easily

managed, I may state that I allowed the temperature in my room
to fall to 38° during the severe weather, the berries are fresh and
plump, and I have not lost 1 per cent, since they were cut the first

week in January.

Late Orchard. House.—Unheated orchard houses must lo

retarded in order to escape injury from spring frosts when the trees

are in flower ; but with a flow and return pipe along the front of a

lean-to and all round a span roof steady progress may be encouraged

as a very moderate apparatus will maintain a temperature of 40°, in

frosty weather, and keep the atmosphere in motion when damp
and foggy. As the sun gains power, water must be given in greater

quantities, and good syringing will play a very important part

until the flowers open, when the stems and floors only must
receive moisture. The best time for the present to water the trees

is early in the morning, but when the fruit is set and the growth
rapid, the evening will be preferrable. Warm soft water is best

for the roots, and it should always be used for syringing, as it is free

from calcareous matter, which disfigures the woolly coat of the

Peach. A suitable temperature for a mixed collection of fruit trees

may range from 40° to 50° at night, and run up to 60° by day ; but

a lower temperature with a dry atmosphere will do no harm.

Smoking just before the flowers open must not be neglected, and

fertilisation will of course receiveunremitted attention.

—

W.Colemax.

Effect of Frost on Plants.—The fact that many plants

resist a certain degree of cold one winter and succumbto the same

temperature, or to even a higher one, on the succeeding winter is

certain, and has been noticed by many. Therefore it must be ad-

mitted that there is a something other than the temperature which,

either by its presence or its absence, strikes the difference between

life and death. What that something is is a matter of great impor-

tance, for, supposing it to be known and to be possible of application,

it would evidently take the place of heat. We frequently read of

plants in the south of Europe not only living, but thriving, at a

temperature that would prove fatal to the same species in England,

as, for example, Peas in "Notes from Cannes " by "R." in your

lastnumber. The question is usually disposed of in an off-hand manner,
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after this fashion :
" Ah, but it is so dry there, a dry cold does no

harm "
; this sounds well, but unfortunately it is often dry and cold

here too, and the plants perish all the same. Is this then a sufficient

explanation? Some years ago, owing to a winter's residence in

Braguiguau, I was led to make some experiments which quite satisfied

me ; they seemed to establish the tact that there was a consti-

tutional difference in the plants themselves which enabled them to

withstand the cold, and a difference which I think might, by careful

m inj<;ement, be imitated here with a like result. Without going

into detail I will simply mention that I took solutions of juices of

various plants, and exposed them to the cold, and found that they

either remained liquid or congealed, according to the concentration

or the nature of the salts contained in them. To chemists it is so

well known that liquids either freeze or not, according to the nature

and (juantity of any salts they contain, that it is unnecessary to say

more. Bat from this fact I argue that it is not the low temperature

that destroys vegetable life, but the congelation, or rather the dis-

integration of the fibre, caused by the expansion of their juices at

tlie Ireezing point, that kills, and that this may frequently be averted

by a supersaline state of the sap. Long summers and a scarcity of

water doubtlessly effect this in the south, so I think the blame ought

to fill on our summers and not on our winters. I am no gardener,

bat I think it would be possible to rear many plants during the

summer under such conditions as would enable them to compare

favourably with those of more favoured and sunnier climes.

—

B. PiFrARD, Hill House, Hcmel Hempstead.

LATE N0TE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Fu.no'U?.

—

Iijnoi-aniu^.— Th''rc a'c several moulds peculiar to Jga ics and
suiularyuagi, as Scpedo'uuin, Sozygites, and others. They are not at all uncom-
mon on Mushroom Iteds, and som". (as Syzi/yites) are extrcm'-.ly beautijul under
the microscope. It is impossible to give a cause/or the attack ; one is the natural

2?ray of the other, althoiiih there nidy of course be some pre-disposing cause.

Fungi in t!ie meadoias and woods, young and a2)parently healthy indioiduals, are

attacked in a precisely similar way.

Plants for a Novth'WaM.—EmUey.—E^iciUoni.t mxr.rantha, Ceanothus
azurens, Jasininam miiltiflorum, Ribes speciosum, -Wistaria sinensis, Choiaya
t'.rnita. cli-nbiii} lioxcs, Clematiiies of sorts, Abella trijiora, Rubus deliciosits,

Forsythia su'ijh-n^i, Jasminum nudiflorum.~\V. G.

Grubs in 'B:>r6.er. —Longford.—They icere so dried up when they rra hed
me,thftin$j>it-iofaU my endeaomirs to rel'X them, I could make nothing of
thnii. Can you send some more packed in damp Moss.~G. S. S.

R033 Stocks.—..Yew Sab.—Yaw w'll find an article on Rose stocks by Mr.
Baker in Thk GAHDES/br this year (p. 125 J, and Mr. I'ish has also lately written
ua the subject.

P^'iC3 of H9r'03.C30U3 Plants..— J/'V. T.—Yoar Idter has beenforwarded
to uiir corrc!>i'0)idciit.

Crocus Buds not Coming to Perfection.—I have a quantity of rare
expensive Crocus bulbs, potteLl in 3-in. ami -i-in. pots, on a shelf near tlie ^lass
of a conservatory, with an average temperature of 40-', otliers on stages at ditfer-

ent distances from the glass, and some pots of four bulbs on the floor. I have
lnv.lly had a good bloom. Hundreds of buds are fonnetl on all the plants which
wither and die off with a sort of rot at once, some plants bcin-jc perfect cascades of

dead buds. They hardly hive any water, but are not allowed to get too diy. The
draina'Ae is very, perhaps too, cthcient. I should be so much obliged for a hint as
to what to do. If Mr. ]?'ish or Jlr. Jlaw wiuild take up the subject, I and hundreds
of others will, I am £U:'c, be most grateful.—Gikofle.

1 ight and Dark Fuchsias. —At our last flower show a diftieulty arose as
to what coiutitutes a light and what a dark I'uclisia ; a plant with light petal? and
ilark sepals was entered as a d:uk vju'iety. t'ould someone kindly inform me
whether it would be generally considered to be so? and what distinctions wc
should use in our schedule so as to avoid a recurrence of this diftieulty, and at
the same time liuve separate competitions for light and dark varieties ?—G. A.

Bro"wn Spots on Grapes.- -Can any one inform ms what causes little

biMuii si^ots tu come on Orapes when about to colour? I make it a practice to
piint my pipei with sulphur just after stoning, and give back air a? the weather
will permit, and go on in the usual way ; but still I have a few bunches with the
s:)._tt3 in question. The Vines are not started until March. —A. D.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—We have never been able to get these to grow
here. What kind of soil do they require '.' Tlie garden is old and tlie soil clayey.
I shall be most grateful for any advice as to what can be done. Do they like a
sunny situation ? or will they gi-ow equally well in the shade ?—II. V. M., Wick,
y.B.

Pot Vines Unfruitful.-1 have some pot Vine'' which started well and made
satisfactory gi'owth, but they are unfruitful. Will they be worth growing on for
fruiting next year? if so, will the pots they are in, 12^-in., be large enough? or will
they want larger?—K.

Greenhouse Blinds.— Can any of your readers inform me whether the
French lath blinds for gieenhouses are good for plants? Are they too dark for this
climate ? What are considered the best blinds if the French are not ?—F. M. B.

Yamon.—You will oblige us by sending your name and address, without
^\".iith we cannot insert communications, however interesting.

Names of Plants.-Jf. E. G.—Cacalia eylindrica ; flowers yellow
D. L. —The Cypripediuni ajjpears to be named con-ectly. C. Ilei<-henbaelu
i-i a gresuis'i flower, with \o\\x. and narrow lateral sepals. The other Orchid
of which you seud a leaf is apparently Phaius graudifclius ; send when in
flower. \V J''.tri-c'?..—Salvia Ileeri. P resident.—ThQ yellowish flowers,
>[asdevaUta ignea ; tlie other is M. Harryana. The Cattleya is a variety of
C. Trianx. The OiontOt'ilossnm is 0. Pescatorei. Anon.— I, apparently a
species of Laveudula (send ia flower); 2, Saxifraga IJgulata; 3, Coroiiilla
glauci ; 4, a species of Callistemon ,(send in flower) ; 5, Pellsea hastata.

Filling Ice Houses.—Mr. Groom (p. 155) asks the opinion of

those engaged in this work as to the merits of the various ways of

storing ice; at the same time he describes his own mode of procedure,

which is precisely what I have practised for some years, with the

best results. I would strongly recommend Mr. Groom's plan to

those who advocate packing with straw, which not only prevents

one from getting so much ice into the well, but acts as an air con-

ductor. Some tea years ago I used straw packed between the ice

and the walls, but have discontinued it, and since then the ice liaa

Icept much better. I have, on one or two occasions, sown broad-

cast a little salt on the ice, in layers, as the work, of filling proceeded
;

but from this, I think, no benefit was derived. I should be glad,

however, to learn what result has attended its use by others. I

prefer ice from '2 in. to \1\ in. in thickness, secured, if possible, before

a thaw sets in ; when hard frozen it yields freely to the small wooden
mallets which we use for breaking it up into as small pieces as pos-

sible, partly before it goes into the house, and more effectually when
inside, by as many men as can find room to work, pounding it into

small particles, which will run in among the rougher pieces, and so

consolidate the whole into one solid mass. We fill the house as full

as possible on the occurrence of the first frost that freezes hard
enough for the purpose ; and again in spring we make good, if we
have the opportunity, what has wasted through the winter. We
also make a good heap outside the passage door (which faces north)

after filling the passage full of non-conducting material, and cover

the heap with sawdust, straw, and lastly with Yew branches,

which keeps all snug and tidy ; and I may say that we are seldom
without ice.—J. ALLSor, Dalton Hally Hull.

Messrs. Fletcher, liOwndes & Co.'s Putty Substi-
tute.— Mr. Fletcher brought this to our notice recently, and, so

far as one can judge, it seems a well-considered and useful con-

trivance. The many efforts to abolish putty and paint, on the
part of ISIr. Rendle and others,

seem at last to be turning the
flank of the enemy's position.

Mr. Fletcher, as a careful ob-

server of the various contri-

vances and an expert in this,

submits his own arrangement
for meeting the various diflScul-

ties and defects encountered in

glazing without paint and putty.
The substitute for putty is form-
ed of a section of hard, incorrosive

metal that lies evenly and with
a uniform pressure upon the sur-

face of the glass, however uneven
such surface may be, and can be
adapted to any form of glazing

l)ar, whether in wood or metal, now in ordinary use. The annexed
illustration shows one of half-a-dozen adaptions which the inventor

proposes to use it for. We think this mode of glazing deserves

trial and consideration.

Note.—The hitter feelings of Mr. David Thomson, in rpspect to The
Garuen and its work, Lave long been aceumulatiog in a deep reservoir,

which, overstrained, has burst ^t last. A few, perhaps, may remember that

the question {originated by Mr. Thomson) coneerned the flower garden as

regards the cost of staking—a thpme that hardly deserves a violent atti-

tude. This is the way be talks of it :

—

Long be'ore the editor of The Garden came to this country we had devoted
for years much of our spaie lime to hardy herbaceous plants, and we could show
him a herbarium of them that was formed before, he knew a Rissfroma Thistle.

What a logical line of argument this ! But knowing so much
and knowing it so long why make so pitiful a use of it as to get
angry and resort to personalities ia discussing such a subject? And
that is not all, as he with noble modesty proceeds to give his in-

finitely small valuation of our "standing." Bat surely this is going
beyond the hounds of decent argument, Mr. Thomson. The
noble duke you serve has probably not included aniong^ your duties

that of pronouncing in a public print on the position of those
(>£ whom, in your vexed mood, you are not well fitted to

judge. A very narrow soul has usually capacity for depreciating

othnig. In that high elevation of yours you, no doubt, are
justitied in looking at the kingdoms of the world as if they
were all dominated by those stony terraces you have the care of; so,

too, the sparrows on the dome of St. Paul's take a complacent view of the
human creatures passing beneath them. In pity that one like you should
not give an example of fair discussion to the rising generation, we pass the
personal question raised by too, and shall hope at an early date to find a
corner to discuss the matter from a more general point of view.

Respect for the Dead.—The Chelsea local authorities have obtained the
necessary faculty from the Consistory Court, and, in accordance with the powere
with wliich they are now armed, the gravestones in the Chelsea Churchyard will

shortly be removed, and the churchyard improved and laid out ornamentally or
recreative purposes.
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** This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Aki itself is Natdkb."—^Aatesjjcare.

ORCHID GEOWING FOR MARKET.
Within tlie last few years, owing to the rapidly increasing

demand for cut flowers of Orchids in the market, and a more
plentiful and cheap supply of imported plants being now obtain-

able, several market growers in the neighbourhood of Loudon have
beeu induced to grow Orchids on a large scale for the sake of their

blooms in a cut state. Foremost among these is Mr. Wright, of

Turner Koad, Lee, who devotes a dozen houses or more entirely

to Orchids for market purposes. The plants are, therefore,

managed in such a manner as to obtain the greatest quautity of

bloom, and only those kinds are grown on an extensive scale that
are found to meet with a ready sale. One of the principal charac-
teristics of a profitable market flower is durability in a cut state,

for uo matter how beautiful it may be, it will be superseded by
other, perhaps less beautiful, kinds if it lacks this property. Thus
it is with Orchids ; the most beautiful kinds are not chosen for

growing for profit on account of the fugacity of their flowers.

Considering the vast number of kinds of Orchids in cultivation,

larger even than that of any other class of tender plants, it is re-

markable how few find favour with the general public ; there-
fore, though Mr. Wright's collection contains a lai'ge number of

kinds, there are comparatively few that he grows largely, and it

is interesting to observe the caprices of popular taste A^ith regard
even to Orchid flowers. For example, the gorgeous flowers of the
Cattleya, so much prized bj' Orchid lovers, do not find nearly so

much favour as those of Ccelogyne cristata, which is a good
market flower. Of the former, but a few plants only are to be seen in

Mr. "\^ right's garden, while to the latter a house is entirely devoted

,

and some of the plants are really marvellous specimens, measur-
ing 4 ft. and o ft. in diameter. The flowering season of these is

just ovei', but we are assured that 145 spikes with 4 or o flowers
on a spUce were cut from one plant alone, ^^'ith regard likewise
to the Odontoglossums, O. Alexandra, or crispum as it is

sometimes called, is by far the most popular k'nd in the
genus, a circumstance not to be wondered at, an it is one of the most
bsautiful, and the flowers when cut are very endurable. Other kinds
form excellent substitutes for it, such as O. cirrhosum, but this

even does not appear to find favour in a general way. 0. vexil-
larium, beautiful as it is, will never be so popular as Alexandrse,
as it is so much more difficult to manage, a remark which also

applies to its lovely congener 0. Eoezli. Of these kinds, however,
there is a goodly quantity in Mr. Wright's houses, and their

number appears to be on the increase by means of imported plants.

They are grown in an intermediate temperature, and, in common
with the rest of the collection, are in excellent condition. The
collection consists mainly of cool house kinds, which are found to

be the most remunerative, and, besides, they last a far longer
time than the generality of hothouse sorts. Of Odonto-
glossum Alexandra;, the "queen of all cool Orchids, no fewer
than 4000 plants are grown of this kind alone. The
principal house in 'which it is grown is a long raftered
lean-to, having a northerly aspect ; it contains some 400 plants,
varying in size from those in 12-in. to those in G-in. pots, and all

in robust health, the plump bulbs and long arching flower-spikes
sufficiently indicating that their culture is well understood.
Though the flowers are being continually cut for market, there is

usually a large quautity of bloom at this season, and it is one of

the prettiest floral sights imaginable to see this lovely Orchid,
with its numerous varieties, in such perfection. Several named
varieties of it are represented, and there are many others quite as
distinct, a circumstance to be expected in such a large collection,

chiefly formed from Imported plants. A somewhat unusual plan
of growing O. Alexandrpe is pursued here in low brick pits heated
by a row or two of pipes; these (two in number) are spacious, and
hold £ome 2000 plants, principally those that have beeu Imported
within the last ^-ear or so. This mode of growing cool Orchids
seems an admirable one, as the plants may be placed closer to the
glass than in a house; the only drawback seems to consist in their
not being so much within reach 3s they would be in a house,

Other kinds of Odontoglossums grown in quantity for cut

flowers are 0. Audersoulauum and its varieties, 0. gloriosum,

pulchellum and its major variety, cirrhosum, and Pescatorei. These,

Isesides a good selection of Masdevallias, formed chiefly of M.
ignea, Veitchiana, and Ilarryana, comprise the chief of the

cool-house Orchids. The principal kinds grown of those requiring

a hotter temperature are I'hatenopsis Schilleriana, amabilis, and
grandiflora, and Dendrobium nobile, Wardianum, lituiflorum, and
crassinode. The Phalfenopsids have a house to themselves, and
beautiful they are, particularly P. Schilleriana, which has large

healthy leaves and long branching spikes furnished with several

scores of flowers. It is a favourite in the market, and too much
cannot be grown of it. The only kinds of Lady's Slippers that

seemed to be cultivated in quantity were Cypripedium insigne and
the lovely white-flowered 0. niveum, which is grown here better

than we usuall}^ meet with it.

The houses seemingly best suited for Orchid growing for profit

are long narrow ones with low pitched roofs, so as to allow of

the plants being placed as near the glass as possible, one of the

main conditions of successful Orchid culture. Ventilation is

amply provided for and adapted for giving fresh air to the plants

in winter as well as in summer. For this purpose at each end
of the long and narrow span-roofed houses in question there ia a

triangular trap-door made so as to fit in the angle of the roof, by
opening which a current of air is kept constantly circulating

through the house, but above the plants ; hence in the coldest days

air can be admitted without being in any way detrimental. The
heating apparatus is of course carried out likewise in an efficient

manner, and the houses being compactly grouped, the heating is

necessarily much facilitated. Throughout the whole collection

the system of exposing the plants to the fullest amount of light is

particularly noticeable ; indeed, insome of the houses the original

stages, which were mostly low and probably intended for other

classes of plants, have been furnished with a superstructure, so as to

bring the plants as near the roof as is practicable, thus clearly

.showing how Important is the influence of light on Orchids and
its free admission by means of clear glazing. W. G.

VARIETIES OF CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.

Of all the white-flowered Orchids now in blossom few are more
beautiful or useful than Ccelogyne cristata. It is easily grown
in an ordinary warm plant-house or Fernery, succeeds best in a

well-drained pan of fibrous peat and charcoal, surfaced with living

Sphagnum Moss, enjoys a daily shower bath from the watering-pot

when growing, and—and this is the secret—when the closely

overlapping bracts of the flower-spikes open about Christmas,

or earlier, stop watering and allow the plant to become not quite

dry, but to reach the dry sideof moistness. Under this treatment

the flowers open freely in an airy house, the temperature of which

does not fall below 45° at night, and the blossoms will remain fresh

and lovely for weeks.
There has been quite a little commotion amongst some of my

friends this year abautthis plant. Several have written to know
how many varieties of Cadogyne cristata there really are. Well,

there are three or four at least in cultivation. We will begin with

the type, which generally bears from three to five flowers on a

spike. Crest of the lip pale golden yellow, with some indications

of an orange-coloured blotch at the very base of the lip where

it joins the column. Sepals and petals undulated ; but there

is here and there a better form of the typical plant, even

small bulbs of which bear from 5 to 7 flowers a third larger

in size than those of the type. The lip in this case has a

distinct bright orange blotch at its base, and the orange colour

runs through its whole fringed crest, giving it a very bright appear-

ance especially, and this is the best test, especially when seen side

by side with the typical kind. The sepals and petals are broader, of

more substance, and so less undulated and more effective than those of

the old form. " Ah !" said a veteran Orchid grower to me when I

showed him the type, and spoke of the las'-named form, which ia

well worth the trivial name of major ;
" Ah !" said he, " your major

is simply the old kind well grown." It was in vain my talking, so

I took him to another place and showed him two plants, one of each

variety, each nearly 3 ft. through, and grown under precisely the

same conditions, but as distinct as, say, Woolley's Sobralia is distinct

from the tall gawky old Sobralia macrantha, and he was satisfied

that there was a real distinction.

Under first-class culture the old Ccelogyne cristata wlil produce

from five to seven flowers en a spike, but under the same treatment
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the "major" variety will produce from seven to nine flowers.

Number of flowers, however, does not adequately represent its

superiority, which is much more distinctly and unmistakably
shown in the size and substance of the flowei's and in the

brightness of the lip colouring.

1 have these two varieties, but there is another form which I do
not possess. The variety to which I allude is the pure milk-white

Ctolofyne cristata alba ; no yellow stain on the lip, no orange

blotch, no lemon-yellow suffusion whatever, but simply a pure
and lovely white throughout, comparable with Lslia anceps alba or

Calanthe nivalis only in its purity.

Yet another form, and this a better known, although by no
means common kind. It is the variety known as citrina, from
the stain on the lip being pale lemon-yellow instead of pale golden

or orange-tinted. It has, moreover, also been named Lemoniana
in compliment to Sir C. Lemon, and not because its lip is lemon-
tinted. If anytliin:;, its bulbs are larger and more oblong than
those of the preceding form, and, if possible, the wliite of the

flowers is more snowlike and delicate, and it is nothing uncommon
to see nine flowers on a spike when the plant is well grown, nor
is it a disadvantage that its blossoms are produced a month or six

weeks even after those of other varieties grown under like conditions.

One of its wreaths of snowy blossoms entwined with the tender
greenery of the Boston Vine forms a tiara fit for a queen.

Cix-logyne cristata has a wide range in India. It is found in

Sikkim, 8ilhet, and Nepaul at heiglits above sea level varying from
5000 ft. to 8000 ft. There is, or was, a variety having leaves

distinctly variegated with white stripes, Candida.

We have a variety of Cadogync cristata that answers exactly
the description given by " J. S. \V." (p. 251). I do not thinly that

it is new, from the fact of its having been grown here for several

years. Whether it bears a name as a distinct variety or not I can-

not say ; it is certainly superior to the ordinary kind, inasmuch as

it bears more flowers on the spike, and they are of better substance

;

still, both are beautiful. I have also thought that the foliage is some-
what darker than that of the type.—C'llAS. J. WlliTK, TIk. Knoll,

Biiildoii, Shipti [I, Yorks.

in company with other Madagascar Orchids, Angrsecum pcsquipedale,

and others.

—

Vf. G.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

Finely - flowered Dendrobium Wardianum.—Mr.
Soper sends us a photograph representing a fine example of this

Orchid grown in his garden in the Clapham Road. It has thirty-live

large flowers on it all arranged on the upper half of a long stout
pseudo-bulb—quite a floral treasure. Such a result is all the more
re.Tiarkable, as Mr. Sopor's garden lies in a thickly populated neigh-

bourhood, and it speaks highly of an Orchid that thrives so well in

a town garden.

Dendrobium Hilli and speciosum.—I aln-ays thought
I could distinguish the growth of Dendrobium Hilli from that of

D. speciosum, even in the dark, but I find I am mistaken. I

thought it had longer and more slcuder pseudo-bulbs than D. specio-

sum, and so, as a rule, it has, but this is not iuvariablv the case. I

saw a specimen of it at Mount Merrion the other day with precisely
the shorthorn growth of D. speciosum, so that the white flowers, as
distinguishable from the sulphur-tinted ones of D. speciosum, is the
only difference between these quondam species. No doubt D. Hilli

is nothing more than a pale-flowered form of D. speciosum. Both
these plants delight in full sunsliine and not over much moisture.
A dry, airy intermediate house suits them best. If only one is to
be grown then take Hilli, which is by far the best and most useful.

—B.

New Orchid (Phaius tuberculosus).—One of the most beauti-
ful and distinct of the numerous Orchids in flower in Sir Trevor
Lawrence's unique collection of these plants at Burford Lodge,
Dorking, is this species, which is a native of Madagascar, and this
is, we believe, the lirst time it has flowered in cultivation. It has a
terrestrial habit of growth like that of other Phaiuses, the leaves
being about 1 ft. in length and narrowly lance shaped. The flower-
spikes, which slightly overtop the foliage, proceed from the base and
are erect, about 1 ft. high, and bear some half-dozen flowers each.
The flowers measure about 2h in. in diameter, the sepals are pure
white and lean over the lip, wliich is about 1 in. broad and shallowly
concave. The colour of the upper or largest part is pale yellow
copiously freckled with a chocolate-browu. The lower part of the
lip, which is separated from the rest by a golden ridge, is quite
different, being white and rosy-pink blended in an exquisite manner.
The beautifully crisped margin, and a singular erect tuft of
hair, conspicuous within the cavity of the shell-like lip, combine to
render the flower even more remarkable. Though as yet extremely
rare, we liope to hear more of this Orchid and see it distributed
widely. This plant was growing in a moderately warm, moist house

"E. H. W." kindly answers my question by return of post :

" I never got as far north as the island of Yezo, but have
no doubt whatever that the Rose which Miss Bird mentions

as covering the plain near the sea is the Japanese Rosa
rugosa. Its chief beauty is in its hips, but in our less sunny
climate they rarely develop fully, either in size or colour.

The latter is that dull purplish-red which we see in the

Ijoursault Rose, as I daresay you know, though the blush

white form figured in The Gardex is the better known
variety in England, on account of its superior beauty." From
some other remarks I infer that in the opinion of "E. H. W."
this rtose, according to Miss Bird's measurement, has con-

siderably enlarged the dimensions of its hips, and corolla also,

since ho last saw it in Japan.
*

How the Rose takes us to all parts of the habitable world !

"\Ve went from America to Japan, and now, returning home, I

find onmy writing table from Germany also the sure and welcome
proof that her royal supremacy, like the supremacy of truth, is

acknowledged --icmper, ubique, ah omniljii.-<, always, everywhere,

by all. Some two years ago Dr. Fredk. Worthmann, one of

the professors at ileidelburg, did me the honour of translating

into German my book about the Rose, and now a volume,

the most attractive in appearance which T have seen upon
the queen of flowers, royally clothed in scarlet and gold,

most artistically and profusely illustrated, beautifully printed

on the best of paper, is sent to me with brotherly greetings

by the author, Herr Th. Nietner, of Potsdam. He writes to

me in English, but, to my .shame, I cannot respond in German.
A slight acquaintance, which I made in my boyhood, with

the flute of his country does not seem to bring me material

help, and my degradation vexes and embarrasses the more
because I see " Reynolds Hole " here and there in the text,

and feel the hopeless curiosity of one who at a large dinner

party hears his name spoken at the other end of the table,

and, listening for further information, is attacked in the

attentive ear by the mere verbiage of a garrulous neighbour.

But there is no difficulty in appreciating the admirable

and substantial elegance of the material book, or the artistic

grace of the coloured illustration. Although the Roses

selected for portraiture are not always those which we Eng-
lish Rosarians should have chosen to represent their class, and
have not, as single specimens, the size which they attain with

us, there is a natural ease and freedom in the arrangement

of flower and foliage, and a bright freshness of colour in both,

which seem never to lose their charm. Might not some of

our own artists, who paint the Rose (we who see The Garden
have good reason to be satisfied with the painting of most
other flowers) take a hint from their foreign brethren 1 Some
of our grandest Roses have been delineated as though ever}'-

thing had been done by rule and compass, and the effect is as

though Nature made her Roses in a mould, as a cook makes a

Ranunculus out of a Turnip, or cuts a leaf from the paste to

ornament her pork pie.
*

Audi alteram partem, cries the painter; " the blame is not

with us, but with you. It is you formal, fastidious Rosa-

rians, who will have every Rose as large and as round as a

linger-glass, and every petal ' regularly disposed,' as you
call it ; it is you florists, who say we must have this colour,

and we must have that shape (and, with an obstinacy which is

almost beautiful, never rest till you have it) ; it is you who
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would spoil our art. If we offer you truthful representations of

flowers as we see them, you say, ' It's very pretty, but it

would'nt do for the judges.' Don't know who the judges

may be, but fancy they must be all exactly alike : same cut

of hair, same simper on countenance, same amount of starch

ia collars, same make and colour of costume, same number
of buttons." There is much good argument in this defence,

but I am constrained to say, nevertheless, that the English

painter of Eoses, when under no restraint, is excelled by the

French and German, and that the most charming portrait of

the queen of flowers which I have ever seen was painted by

jMadame Hegg, of Nice.
»

Why should not the Xationil Rose Society give a prize or .

a ' medal for the moat successful presentment of a Rose ]

Who shall award it I The six Rosarians who have won the

first honours at the Rose show to which the pictures are sent,

with as many ladies, devotees of the Rose, and—the president.
*

The only part of Herr Nietner's handsome volume which is

written in English gives the result of a list of questions,

issued by the president of the Horticultural and Agricultural

Society at Wittstock, as to the merits of various Roses, with

a view to ascertaining which were "the three most perfect as

regards construction, form, substance, shape, habit, and scent,

in the different colours," These questions were answered by
forty societies, 147 nurserymen, and 135 amateurs. English

Rosarians will be surprised to hear that Mrs. Bosanquet is

preferred to Jladame Vidot and Jladame Rivers among the

"white-tinted, blush, and flesh colour;" that Paul Neron
precedes Francois Michelon, La Duchesse de IMorny, Marquise

de Castellane, and Marguerite de St. Amande among " the

bright pink and deep rose ; " that Lord Raglan has more
admirers than the Duke of Edinburgh, or Exposition de

Brie among the " scarlet and vermilion
;

" that Eugene
Appert is superior to Charles Lefebvre, Abel Carriere, and
Star of Waltham among the " purple and crimson

;
" that

Souvenir de William Wood and Erapereur de Maroc are

more honourable than Xavier Olibo, Jean Liabaud, Reynolds

Hole, Sultan of Zanzibar, and Pierre Notting among the

"dark crimson and maroon;" that among the " pure white

or slightly tinted " Teas and Noisettes, Aimee Vibert, Maria
Guillot, and Sombreuil are the triumphant trio, defeating

Jladame Bravy, Devoniensis, Niphetos, Rubens, and Souvenir

d'Elise ; that of the blush, pink, and rose, Madame de

Vatry is preferred to Catherine Mermet and Anna OUivier ;

^

that Comtesse de Nadaillac is number twenty on the list of

"tinted pink and rose;" that of the yellow Teas and
Noisettes, Perle de Lyon, Perle des Jardins, and Lamarque
are exalted above the Cloth of Gold ; and that B^-lle

Lyonnaise has just double the number of admirers who vote

for Marie Van Houtte.

There will be less diversity of opinion as to " the five

greatest favourites," namely, Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir de la

Malmaison, General Jacqueminot, La France, and Mar^chal
Niel ; the " five sweetest Roses," Marechal Niel, La France,

Gloire de Dijon, Rosa centifolia, and Pierre Notting (I should
have included Devoniensis) ; but a great difference in the

character of the flowers is evidently made by climate, and
there is no universal standard of excellence by which we are

to appraise the Rose.

There is a very pretty process of producing Roses for those
who have the appliances, and they who have them not may
procure the article from our friends, the nurserymen, during
the early months of the year by budding or grafting on the

rooted Brier, so closely to the soil that the scion may grow

in it as well as the stock, such Roses as Marechal Niel,

Climbing Devoniensis, Gloire de Dijon, Belle Lyonnaise, and
Madame Berard. The Briers should he well established in

8 in. or 9-in. pots, and the Roses should be budded or grafted,

started, and grown on under glass. They will make shoots
from 10 ft. to 14 ft. in length, and these should bs well

ripened before the winter comes. Placed in a Vinery and
trained up the rafters, they will make laterals, and bloom
abundantly in February and March, and must then be
removed to make way for the growing Vines. In the following

season, trained round three or four strong sticks in a larger

pot, they v.'ill make charming specimen plants. S. R. H.

NOTES AND READINGS.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Society is a worthy institution,

and has, wedaresay, every gardener's goodwill if not his active sup-
port ; hut, judging from what has been said lately, its purpose has
been eitlier misrepresented or misunderstood. Two pensioners
huve lately been added to the list, one or both of whom have never
subscribed a penny to tlie society, to the exclusion of other equally
deserving applicants who have subscribed for years. The apparent
injustice of this fact has awakened attention to the society's way
of doing things, and the grumblers have been told to remember
that the objects of the society are not of a " benefit," but a
" Ijeuevolent " description, which means, we apprehend, that those
who subscribe to it are not to expect any preference over those

who do not should tlie latter apply to the society for aid and need
it. '\^^ell, there is no objection to the name nor the purpose of

tlie society, only let that purpose be fully set forth in future when
gardeners are appealed to for their hard-earned annual guinea, for

hitherto they have certainly been led to believe that the society

was a benefit as well as a benevolent one. The trade has been
enlisted in the society's service, and by circulars and otherwise

thej' have brought considerable pressure to bear upon their cus-

tomers to make them become members and subscribers, and the

probable future " benefits" have been set forth by them (under
honest convictions no doubt) in no unmistakeable manner, and the

amount of cash they presented to the society not long since

showed that they had been tolerably successful in their mission.

Though sympathising with the aims of the societj', we have never
regarded it as possessing a great amount of vitalitj-, and it might
be pointed out to garfeners that they could invest their guineas

anuuallj' to a better purpose and with some cert ain prospect ofreward

,

though the •' brotherly " instincts of the craft, we feel sure, -will

never let them forget the claims of their less fortunate fellow

labourers when these are presented to them in any deserving

aspect.
*

The noted English cook of a distinguished nobleman has gone
to Paris, 'tis said, to challenge French cooks to battle on their own
ground, and, if possible, to dispel the delusion entertained by the

English aristocracy that every cafe keeper in Paris is a pro-

fessional cook as soon as he arrives in London. Gardeners are

interested in the contest, and wish their countryman success,

for French cooks are their mortal - enemies in nine cases in ten.

An English man cook is a reasonable mortal and a French cook

is not. The latter has, however, some clearly defined objects and
ambitions. His object is to find fault with every earthly produc-

tion of his employer's estate ; his ambition is to get a carfe blanche

to procure everything he needs, from a bunch of herbs to a ton

of Potatoes, from London or Paris. He usually succeeds in this

purpose except with the jardinier en chef, whose attentions lie

cannot shake off so easilv.
«

A congenial and gratef id task that must be to those writers who
are at present engaged in magnifying the difiiculties of

Chrysanthemum culture. Where in tlie world have they been

schooled that they have got it into their heads that a gardener

needs a special schooling to enable him to grow a good
Chrysanthemum plant fit " to set before a king." Nobody of

sense credits a word they say. It is admitted that the exhibitor's

formal plants and still more formal flowers require a certain amount
of special care, dressing, and manipulation, &c., hut the exhibitor's
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" specimen " Chrysanthemum is not a whit better, and in appear-

ance not by any means so handsome as a freely grown, healthy plant

covered with that profusion of fine flowers that it will produce

tinder liberal culture and ordinary care. Let those who desire it

grow their formal, scantily-flowered specimens by all means, and if

it pleases them to believe that they have been initiated into a

great mysterj', and learned a secret that none but themselves know,
nobody need care—the weakness or failing, wluitever you may
call it, is certainly of a harmless kind—but they ought to divest

themselves of the belief that nobody but themselves can grow the

same plants equally well, if in a different and more commend-
able fashion. The creed of the exhibitor is summed up
in a few words—it is big plants, big flowers, the bigger the bettei-,

and formal shaped flowers in which not a petal is awry or mis-

placed tliat can be disposed by any means, artificial or otherwise.

lie has a few other fantastic notions about training his plants and
believes in such things as pyramidal, umbrella, and other shaped
specimens,all of which are the product of the same school. AVe saw
all these at a Chrysanthemum sliow in November last, and we
have seen them often, and, it may be presumed, they were con-

sidered very ornamental and deserving objects, or thej* would not

have been there.

The dead buds and discoloured shoots of the Roses are now
beginning to show the destruction caused by frost. It is a woeful

sight. Many gardens during the past two winters have lost nearly

the whole of their Roses. The subject of protection, too much
neglected in gardens, is receiving deserved attention in your pages

and elsewhere, but it is to be feared that the process of bending
down the tops of standards and dwarfs, and unnailing wall Roses in

order to bury them under the soil for protection is a too troublesome

and laborious process for any but those who have " nothing else to

do." A good mulching alone will be enough in a general way, and the

earlier in the autumn it is put on the better. The fear has been

expressed that the plants will not rest as quieth' as they should do
unless the soil about the roots is allowed to become frozen

before it is midched. Nature intends the plants " to be

so rested," it is said, but we doubt if Nature ever fell into the

mistake of preserving Tea and otlier tender Roses on the American
frozen meat principle. If excellent " Sylvestris " will go fur-

ther afield he will discover that Nature deals more tenderly

with her wild Briers than the gardener does with his tender bor-

der Roses. Nature protects (mulches) first, and freezes afterwards.

Roses in (lie naked and often hard soil of the garden are frozen

at their roots long before the frost reaches the roots of the Brier

under the litter of the woods, or the tussocky verdure of the

hedgerows. Oae can pu.sh his walking-stick into the latter when
he cannot drive a steel fork into his exposed Rose borders. An
.actually "warm" soil under a mulching of litter is a myth, for

the temperature of the soil during frosts, as denoted by the

mercury, shows it to be but a few degrees above the freezing-

point, and any point under 40^ is a resting teinperature for most
all plants and quite low enough for Roses. AVe have no occasion

to make empirical guesses on such practical matters when the actual

facts can be easily ascertained. It must not be forgotten, moreover,

by those who fear protection causing a premature or too early

growth, that a surface covering keeps out heat as well as cold,

prevents destructive alternations between the two, and abo^e all,

tliat a plant with its roots in a warm soil will endure the most
frost even when it is in leaf.

Something has been elicited on the subject of a stock for the

Mari^chal Niel Rose. Mr. Allan's and " V.'s " notes must not be

allowed to pass, like otlu?r literary shavings, away out of sight.

Now that the Banksiau l!ose is mentioned as a stock, readers will

probably remember that it was strongly recommended some j'ears

ago for the same purpose. Mr. Allan has a JNIarechal Niel twelve years

old on the Banksian, and others about half that age, all in the

highest health ; while the same plants on the Briei-, and much
younger, are dead or dying save one. The other day we saw an
enormous plant on its own roots, with a stem as thick as one's wrist

only three years old, placed under the most favourable position

under glass, and not started into growth till iMarch, and dying,

as numbers have done before it elsewhere under similar circum-

stances.
*

It has been mildly hinted that some of those people who write

(ibout hardy plants and gardening d.p not quite cojnprghend th§

subject; but one might go even further than this, and say that
some were in a far worse plight. A " Paragon " went to Scotland
at " midwinter with the snow 6 in. deep, and the thermometer
indicating a temperature near zero," in expectation of seeing her-
baceous borders in full blow, and was astonished to find that the
long herbaceous border at Drumlanrig " was simply naked and
bare, so far as flowers were concerned." Apatclilikethis,"Paragon"
thouglit, should show at a glance what can be done with such
plants" (when the snow was fj in. deep and the thermometer at

zero), and it does. " It was simply naked and bare so far as

flowers werecoucerned." Although he had to trudge somefourmiles
or more from the station to the gardens through the " 6 in. of

snow," with hills and braes all around him, and the castle turrets

standing out against the wintry sky like sheeted spectres, and the
icicles, in all probability,danglifig from his own beard, he still had
faith that he would see a herbaceous border 600 ft. long and 20 ft.

broad covered with flowers, and—" tell it not in Gath "—" it was
naked and bare so far as flowers were concerned." Then in a

paroxysm of grief and disappointment he cried out for those r.ho

speculate in hardy plants. The result was not encouraging—hardy
gardening- is a failure ! Here " Paragon" was at the end of his

pilgrimage, and here was ahardy border covered Gin. deep with §now
and the thermometer at zero, and not a flower onit from end to end.

Oh ! Mr. Thomson, you cannot " be up " in hardy plants, or your
hardy garden would never have presented such a spectacle.

Poor " Paragon !

" Pebegbine.

THE EOCK GAEDEN.
It would be well at this season for those interested in hardy plant

culture, especially Alpines, to go over their rock gardens, not so

much for the purpose of pulling up weeds as to note the effects of the

past winter. It will be found that several plants have died and that

many are severely injured. In some cases, frost almost lifts plants

out of the ground, and it is to these that special attention should be
paid. A general top-dressing composed of river sand, loam, and
peat, with a litt'e Jimestone grit added, varying a little accord-

ing to the requirements of partiou'ar plants, will be found very bene-

ficial. Taking care to press down the p'ants, you may scatter a litt e

sand among straggling rosettes of House'eeks, tufts of Saxifrages,

Dryas octopetala, Creeping St. John's Worts, such as Hypericum
reptans and II. humifusum, dwarf Harebells, and, in fact, such a

mixture will be generally beneficia'. Bu'bous p'ants which, having
been in their present quarters for two or three years, and which it

may be desirab'e to transp'ant in the autumn, had better be noted
and the exact spot in which they may be found marked. It will a'so

be desirable to take account of dead plants. Such of them as you
have, either by previous experience or for other reasons, been led to

believe tender, may be rep'aced from the reserve stock in

cold frames. With such, we have been very fortunate this year.

The following, killed during the winter 1S79-80, have survived this,

viz. : Agave utahensis, Diotis candidissima, lanthe bugulifolia, Sedum
farinosum and brevifolium majus, Margyrocarpus setosus, Helianthe-

mum Tuberaria, Erythrtea aggregata, Franooa ramosa. In addition,

the following doubtfully hardy have survived, viz.: Dasylirion Big-

lowi, Senecio pulcher. Lobelia ilicifolia, Onosma taurica, Eohium
albicans, Gentiana Kurroo, Selaginella helvetica, Ophiopogon Jabu-
ran and spicatum. Of plants which have died, and having none to

replace them, seeds had better be procured. Hardy perennials and
annuals may now be sown in a cool frame, tender ones indoors or in

a hotbed. Reserve Stock may be lifted from ashes, in which they
have been plunged for the winter, the surface-soil stirred, and a

watering given to settle the soil lifted by frost. From February
to November there may always be found Eomething of interest in

the rock garden. This year's flowering season may well be said to

have commenced. Dotted about in flower are tufts of the spring

Heath (Erica carnea), patches of winter Aconite, Scilla sibirica,

C3clamen Coum vernum, varieties of Hepatica triloba, Crocus ver-

nus, C. aureus, and C. versicolor, besides the distinct and pretty

species C. Sieberi, an early flowering Crocus, clear pale purple,

with yellow throat, 0. Imperati and C. biflorus, double and
single Galanthus nivalis, G. Elwesi, G. Imperati, and G. plioatus,

a beautiful dwarf Grape Hyacinth (Botryanthus pallens), varieties

of the Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger and H. chinensis), and the

pretty little Bulbocodium vernum. T. D. Hatfield.

''The Wild Garden," with illustrations, by Mr. Parsons, is

now being printed by Messrs. Clark, of Edinburgh, and will, it 13

hoped, be ready within six -peeks' tjmg,
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
ANNUAL POPPIES.

How beautiful these are, propeily used, few of us have an oppor-
tunity of seeiug, particularly as they were among the many things
among annual flowers driven out of the way during recent yeai's.

During the past year we saw them to great advantage in Mr.
Miles' garden at Bingham, and also, though differently arranged,
in Sir George Macleay's garden at Pendell Court, in Surrey.
At Mr. Miles' they were in colonies, or groups, scattered in a very
picturesque way, sometimes quite to the edge of a border mostly
liUed with green trailing plants. In this way tlje bold forms of
the Poppies were well seen on the margin of a little lawn. In

great level masses or lines they would not be so good. They
belong to a large class of plants of annual or biennial duration
which deserve more attention than they usually get, though they
require some trouble and taste to place well.

Mr. Frank Miles thus writes concerning the Poppy: "I think
the most beautiful I grow are of the Papaver Piheas type. A few
are seedlings of the autumn before, and lived all through the
winter; but mo.st of the masses you saw were seedlings of the
same spring. I never sow them with any more care than io
sprinkle the seed in the border in any place where the colour of
red is wanted, or where there is a collection of early spring bulbs.
Here the Popples are in their right place, growing into good plants,
while the Tulips, or Snowdrops, or Daffodils, or whatever it may
be are blooming and making their leaf growtli. After that tlie

Poppies keep up a succession of bloom for several months, par-
ticularly if the plants have grown to a good size before flowering.
I find the individual blooms very short-lived, but there are always
such a multitude to follow that these Poppies are one of the
glories of the garden, and play an important part in the fore-
ground of my picture. The white form of Papaver Rheas I found
in .Scotland. I also sowed Papaver umbrosum. These forms have
crossed with each other, and produced a lovely scheme of colour
from red, through cerise and piiik, to pale pink and white, most
of them having the black blotch of umbrosum. Of course I prefer
the single ones, but a few come double. They come up of them-
selves generally, but do little or no damage, rather serving to help
the spring bulbs in ripening, and are easily pulled up if found to
be weeds, that is, simply plants out of place.

riEST SPRING NOTES.
This is our first spring-like day after an unusually long and hard
winter. The skylark has been carolling aloft all the morning,
clouds of gnats hover over the bushes, and all Nature is astir.

Flowers are creeping up everywhere. Aconites, Snowdrops,
Crocuses, and Prunroses are plentiful, and amongst comparative
rarities we have Galanthus plicatus and Elwesi in flower. We
have also Hepaticas in bloom, and Sa.xifrages ; S. Burseriaua and
oppositifolia, the two most lovely of all early flowers, come with
the very first of them, and are thus doubly welcome. I have been
looking round to see the fate of my treasures after the keen winter,
and am rejoiced to find far less loss than could have been expected.
Wallflowers again (now for the third year) are in sorry plight

;

their leaves are all shrivelled, except a small green cluster at top
;

but other spring bedding plants are all right, especially the Saxi-
frages and Aubrietias, which appear to have enjoyed the snowy
winter weather, and to have flourished under it. Mr. Dod will
be interested to hear tliat Aquilegia glandulosa (Grigor's variety)
has come through the cold weather quite safely, and is showing-
strong crowns. His own beautiful variety of A. canadensis is

also hearty and well. These have had no protection but a
mulching of sawdust. Those in frames are of course safe, but
my notes refer entirely to the open garden. I notice also

that A. ccerulea and coerulea hybrida are alive and well.
Ghionodoxa Luciliee, kindly sent by Mr. Maw last autumu, is

coming up strongly on the rockeries, so it is quite hardy. The
TriUiums in the wood, where they are plunged in pots in a damp
peat bog, are coming up very strongly, as also Orchis foliofa,

both being much more forward than similar pots in cold frames
where they are covered with Cocoa-nut fibre. Primulas of the
denticulata section are everywhere coming up strongly, and aie
already showing large crowns of flower-buds like miniature Cauli-
flowers ; P. cashmeriana and rosea are also looking well, but P.
capitata is in a doubtful condition. I find Polyanthuses of the
show sorts, such as Cheshire Favourite, President, Exile, &c.,lcok
better in the open ground than they do in frames ; and of the
rarer Primroses, the double crimson and the new Arthur
Dumoulin, are looking very vigorous on a damp sloping bank.
Rosa rugosa (which by-the-by is by far the most useful and most
beautiful of all single Roses) is covered with strong leaf-buds; it

will be the first in leaf of any Rose, and last year it was first to

flower. We have a great many ChristmaB Roses yet in bloom, and
they seem likely to last for several weeks ; I find these do best on
the rockeries under the lee of large stones. The flowers get le.«s

splashed and damaged and grow purer in colour there than in

the open ground. Lastly, on looking over my Roses I find
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much less damage than last year. Several are killed, but the
rest look very well. I think the snow has saved tliem.

Bidsbaiy , March 7. Brockhubst.

We have had two verj' severe frosts on the nights of the 2Sth
February and 1st March; the thermometer registered 12° and 11'' of

frost. Snowdrops are nearly over, but the double Lent Lily,
red, yellow, and white Primroses, and the beautiful Anemone
apennina, together with purple and yellow Crocus, are flowering i)ro-

fusely and are making our woods and borders look quite bright here
and there.—Jony G. Tallack, Pikkaiu Plaa:, Padstow.

HAEDY FERNS.
(Oonlbuied from pcuje 179.^

Lomaria alpina.—This is described as a native of New Zea-
land. It is dwarf and compact, and produces from a creeping rhizome
abundance of dark shining green fronds from 4 in. to 6 in. in
height. It is specially adapted for the rock garden, and should re-

ceive similar treatment to that recommended for the Ceterach, to
which it would form a charming companion, and should, like it, be
associated with Sedums and such like alpine flowering plants. This
Lomaria is the only variety of the genus, so far as I know, that can
be said to be perfectly hardy in this country, thus rendering it all

the more desirable for the sake of variety.

Onoclea sensibilis is an old, but very beautiful hardy North
American Fern that should be grown in every garden ; it thrives
best in rather stitf loamy soil. It is a deciduous species and pro-
duces two distinct-looking kinds of fronds, which are of a beautiful
light green colour, and sometimes attain 2 ft. in length. It might
be planted with advantage near the edges of shrubberies and groups
of American plants.

Ophioglossum vulgatutn (the common Adder's-tongue) is

a widely distributed common plant, familiar to most people. As in
the case of the Botryohiums, botanists do not class the Ophio-
glossums amongst true Ferns, but nevertheless they are worthy of
notice here, seeing that they are so nearly allied to them. This
species is generally found growing in moist meadows : therefore the
best position in a garden for it would he in colonies, amongst groups
of ornamental Grasses, where, in company with the Botrychiums and
such flowering plants as Snowdrops, Anemones, Meadow Sweets,
&o., it would form an interesting addition to our gardens.

O. lusitanicum, a dwarf variety of Adder's-tongue, is found
principally in the Channel Islands. It is an interesting plant, but
so wayward and capricious in its likes and dislikes, that it is very
difficult to cultivate with satisfaction ; therefore I cannot recom-
mend it.

Osmunda regalis (the Royal Fern) is in all respects a noble
plant, and one that well deserves its distinctive appellation, for
when seen at its best few native plants present a more truly
regal appearance, producing, as it does, handsome fronds
from ft. to 9 ft. in height. The fertile fronds are crowned
with panicles, resembling flower-spikes, and hence it is

commonly known as the Flowering Fern. This noble Fern
delights in a rich spongy, damp, peaty soil and where an abundance
of water is available during its growing season. The best position
for this Fern is a spot sheltered by shrubs. Hardy Heaths, and
similar plants, and some of the larger growing of the ornamental
Grasses may be planted near and around it. It should be planted
in clumps, and when once established will rapidly develop itself

into large masses, the only attention required being, as already men-
tioned, allowing it abundant supplies of water during its season of
growth. It would associate well with Tritomas and other orna-
mental hardy flowering plants. A variety of the Osmunda, called
0. regalis cristata, with handsome crested fronds, is well worthy of
extensive culture, and, in addition to its other good properties, it will
thrive well in a pot. A notable addition to park scenery might be
made by planting groups of Royal Ferns around the shady mar-
gins of lakes and in similar positions, in which their noble growth
in summer would have a strikingly tropical appearance, givin"
variety and interest to the landscape. There are, in addition to our
indigenous species of Osmunda, several hardy exotic kinds, natives
of Canada and North America, which will thrive well grown alone
with the British variety. Amongst the most noteworthy kinds may
be mentioned the truly beautiful species called 0. Claytoniana,
known to some as 0. interrupta, so called from the peculiar form of
its fructification ; it generally grows from 2 ft. to 3 ft. in height,
and the colour of the fronds when in good health is of a particularly
bright green. It is deciduous and a really noble hardy Fern. 0.
gracilis is a slender growing graceful kind. 0. cinnamomea, 0. cin-
namomea angnstata, and 0. spectabilis are also highly desirable and
distinct varieties of this noble genus.

Polypodiums.—This valuable genus of hardy Ferns contains

among its species and numerous forms many kinds of great hardiness

and utility for the adornment of our gardens, and which will grow
well in almost any position. The well-known and widely dis-

tributed evergreen P. viilgare and its many lovely forms and
varieties, claim the first rank, not only on account of the intrinsic

beauty of their evergreen fronds, so bright looking the whole year
through, but also on account of the ready manner in which they adapt
themselves to almost any position or requirement. Like almost

all Ferns, they prefer shade, but if well supplied with water at the

root during summer, the common Polypody will thrive in perfection

even when exposed to the full rays of the sun—a valuable

property in this species, and one which renders it easy of culture

and as generally useful as the Lastreas. There is one essential point

to be borne in mind, however, in the culture of Polypodiums,
especially of the evergreen kinds, and that is to provide a soil for

their roots rich in decayed vegetable matter. All who have had
much experience in Fern collecting must have noticed how luxu-

riantly the common Polypody thrives at the foot of old hedgerows,
pollard trees, and moist banks where its roots can have a constant

supply of leaf-mould and other decayed woody matter. Therefore it is

evident that if we wish to succeed in its culture, we must endeavour

Double Poi'pies (see p. 277).

to supply it when placed under artificial conditions with roots

food as nearly approaching as possible that which it enjoy-
in its native habitats. This Fern should therefore be planted
in a compost consisting of fibry loam, dry, tough, and fibry

peat, and a liberal admixture of leaf-mould and well-

decayed woody matter, and each autumn a thin top-dressing of

similar material might with advantage be added ; by this means a
plentiful supply of natural food will always be available for its roots.

If planted in dry positions it would be benefited during the hot
summer months if a daily sprinkling overhead with water was given
it. 'Whilst speaking of cultural details I may fittingly mention here
the important fact that although all the members of the Polypodium
family rejoice in moisture, they especially the evergreen kinds, dis-

like anything approaching to stagnant water around their roots. If

such a condition exists, therefore, it must be remedied by supplying
ample artificial drainage. The evergreen Polypodiums would mix
well with flowering bulbous and other plants that do not require
frequent removing, or they might be made to cover bare spaces
beneath trees, or to overrun stumps ; and what a beautiful effect, too,

might be obtained by their use as a carpet or setting for some of the
gems of the alpine and rock garden ! The evergreen Poly-
podiums are also very useful for cutting purposes ; and no
garden, however small or extensive, should be without some
good patches of them planted, especially for furnishing a good
supply at all seasons, of their persistent and truly beautiful fronds.
In The Gardex (Dec. 4, 18S0), in an article on hardy Ferns, a
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list of evergreen Polypodiums is given, andthe all kinds therein
enumerated are in every way worthy of culture. The deciduous
Polyp:)dium3, P. Di-yopteris (Oak Fern) and P. Phegopteris (Beech
Fern), are well known to all Fern lovers ; they thrive best in a com-
post of peat, loam, and sharp sand with the addition of some broken
lumps of sandstone. They prefer a dry situation, and would do
well in the rook garden ; indeed, they cannot be out of place in any
situation provided it is not fully exposed to the sun. A slightly

shaded spot should therefore be selected for them, where they
might be planted in conjunction with flowering plants, amenable to

the same treatment, and that will afford the needed shelter. P.

Robertianum (Limestone Polypody) is another very beautiful

deciduous spscies, but unfortunately somewhat diflioult to manage
;

it will, however, endure sunshine, and therefore a dry sheltered
position should be afforded it. The soil it likes best is a mixture of

sandy and fibry loam, with a plentiful mixture added thereto of

pounded limestone. As has just been remarked, this Fern is not
easily grown, yet its beauty is great, and it is in every way well
worth attention. The Alpine Polypody (Polypodium alpestre) is a
distinct and handsome Fern, bearing a very close resemblance to

the Lady Fern (A. Filix-fremina). Indeed, it is often classed with
the Athyriums ; the fronds are dark green and handsome, and some-
times exceed 2 ft. in length. It may with advantage be grouped
with the Lady Ferns in our gardens, being amenable to similar
treatment in all its essential requirements. This kind is found in
abundance in the Scotch Highlands, sufficient proof that it bears
exposure well. P. hexagonopterum, a pretty deciduous exotic
species of Polypody, is a native of North America. It is quite hardy
in sheltered positions, and produces elegant tapering dark green
fronds about 1 ft. in height. H. Bailey.

In Mr. Bailey's notes on the Cystopteris, one species, and that
perhaps the most elegant of this beautiful genus, appears to have
been overlooked, I refer to Cystopteris regia (alpina), the Alpine
Bladder Fern. I have no experience of this Fern grown in the open
air, but when under cover in a cool Fernery I have found it the
most attractive hardy Fern I have ever cultivated. If it still grows
in England I hope it may be long inaccessible to any but true lovers
of dwarf Ferns.

—

Huntley Brook, Bury, Lancashire.

SOWING VERY SMALL SEEDS.
I>^ sowing the smallest kind of seed my practice is to place in small
pots towithinan inch of the top rich mould, lightened with silver sand,
having first put in plenty of good draining material. Then holding
the pot a few seconds under water, I allow what remains of it at the
top to percolate througli the soil. Then, sprinkling the seed on the
surface, I cover the pot with a flat piece of glass large enough to
overhang all round. I have a supply of small squares that I keep
for this purpose. The pot is then placed on a warm shelf in the green-
house, and allowed the full benefit of the sun's rays. The glass has
the effect of checking evaporation by confining the moisture.
Should, however, the heat be excessive, a piece of white paper laid

on the glass answers the purpose of a shade. Treated in this way
the pots seldom require a second watering before tlie young plants

show themselves ; but should it appear that any of them are becom-
ing dry, they should be held in water for a short time nearly up to

the rim, and not replaced on the shelf till a sufficient supply of

water has been absorbed, as the surface of the mould will indicate..

The seeds of perennials that do not take a long time to germinate
should be treated in this way, and I would here caution those who
have old seeds supposed to be past germination not to throw them
away until they have been tested in this way. Two years ago I got
some seed of Mimulus cupreus and sowed it in the manner just

described ; but happening to have by me some small packets of seed

sent me by a friend a year or two previously, and which I had by
chance lost sight of, Idiscovered amongthem a packet of this very sort.

Accordingly, when I sowed the new seed in its pot, I kept a seg-

ment of the round surface bare, reserving it for my friend's packet,

from which I poured a quantity into the vacant space, not expecting
that even a single seed would grow, as I had reason to think that it

must have been lying about in its paper envelope for three years at

least. In the usual time the new seed produced plants in abundance,
while the segment remained bare. I kept the glass on, as it was a
protection to the seedlings, and would not be in their way for some
time. But one morning, about a month after the appearance of the
first, I noticed that the segment was beginning to turn green, and in

a very few days the mould was completely hidden by the numerous
little seedlings that had filled the space purposely allotted to them

;

and it was from these that plants of the best colours were pro-
duced.

I will mention another instance of old seed remaining in the
ground longer than new. Four years ago I procured from Mr.

Thompson, of Ipswich, some seed of the Rubus deliciosus. What
was sown in the March of that year germinated in April of the
following year ; the remainder of the seed sown after it had been
kept a year did not show above the ground for full two years. I
have now some seeds of Clematis coocinea sown last spring the
appearance of which 1 hope to witness either in this month or the
next. I doubt much if anything is gained by stimulating such seeds
with bottom heat. They seem as though they liked to take their
own time for remaining under ground, and, like the seeds of the com-
mon Hawthorn, they are sure to germinate if in a healthy state when
placed in the soil. B. .S.

THE VIOLET CRESS.
(lONOPSIDIU.M ACAULB.)

One of the most interesting plants in many a flower garden in
spring is this charming little Portuguese annual, whose dense tufts,
not 2 in. high, of violet flowers spring up in all directions where
plants of it have existed the previous season, for, like a common
weed, it sows itself, thereby possessing all the advantages of
a hardy perennial and causing no trouble whatever after beino-
once introduced. Its p-'culiar beauty adapts it for various purposes

The Violet Cress (louopsidium acaule).

and po3ition.5. On rockeries, associated with even the choicest
of alpine plants, it holds its own as regards beauty, and it never
overruns or otherwise harms its neighbours. It"is particularly
suitable for sowing near pathways, rugged steps, or similar
positions, places in wliich it grows freely ; indeed, it would even
flourish on a hard gravel walls:, so freely does it grow. It also
makes a pretty plant for the greenhouse or window, as it thrives
well in pots, either sown in them or lifted in flakes from the open
ground and placed in them. It flowers in a couple of months
after sowing and often produces a second crop of blossoms in the
autumn. "\y, Q

Demand for Hardy Flower Roots.—If evidence were
wanting of the popularity of hardy flowers, it might be found in the
demand for well-established clumps of Hepaticas, single and double
Primroses, Gentians, and similar plants for the purpose of sub-
dividing for getting up a stock by the trade, who find great difficulty
in meeting the demand with anything like fair-sized plants, from the
simple reason that they are difficult to increase rapidly by the
ordinary means of propagation ; and during tlie long years of neglect
which these lovely plants have undergone, many varieties have only
been saved from total loss by being sheltered in cottage, or old-
fashioned vicarage, or farmhouse gardens. The stock°therefore
became so limited, that when tlie tide turned in their favour, but
few nurserymen were prepared to meet the unexpected demand.
Unlike the soft-wooded subjects so lare-ely used for several years,
that are cuttings one day and rooted plants the next, these hardy
flowers must have time ; and they resent frequent removals by
growing smaller, instead of larger. I find that Hepaticas are
especially averse to disturbance at the root, and if one wants to see
gorgeous masses of their pink and blue flowers, they must go to
cottage gardens, where they have remained undisturbed for years.
The same may be said of Christmas Roses and many other plants
of a similar character. Primroses need very careful attention when
transplanted, for if dry, hot weather ensues, they are soon damaged
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beyond reclaiming ; and even aa a cominercial speculation they well

repay a little extra attention. They are able to withstand our

most severe winters, but droughts and scorching suns are fatal to

them.—J. Groom.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

ORCHAED HOUSE FRUITS.

The Apricot is certainly less amenable to indoor treatment than

the I'each and the Nectarine, and there can be no doubt that

the best place for it is an open wall with a south aspect, but

it is desirable to grow at least a portion under glass free from all

vicissitudes of weather, and possibly the best way to accomplish

this is to grow them in pots, using soil in all respects similar to what
has been recommended for the Peach, and adopting also a similar

method as regards the training or formation of the trees. In the

case of the Apricot, it is by no means necessary or advisable to

retain the trees under glass at all seasons or throughout the entire

year. On the contrary, they may be placed with advantage in a

suitable situation in the open air soon after the fruit has been

gathered. The situation, however, should be such as to afford them
shelter, and at the same time the full influence of sun and air, in

order to ripen the wood. The pots too should be plunged, and
their surfaces properly mulched, and they should be carefully sup-

plied with water, enriched with manurial matter if necessary. The
pots should be occasionally moved, or turned quite round in order

to give all parts of the trees the benefit of the direct rays

of the sun, and also to prevent the roots from leaving to

any great extent the pots in whicli they are growing ; care

shonld also bo talcen to prevent the drainage being in any way
impeded. Thus circumstanced, they may be allowed to remain

until tlie leaves have fallen, or, even until the weather becomes
severe, wlien it is advisable te afford them a temporary protection of

some kind, such as an open shed facing the north, the I'oof of which
will also prevent the soil in tlie pots from being unduly saturated

witli rain, and in the event of very severe frost, the trees, as well

as the pots in which they are growing, should have the protection of

a portion of dry litter of some sort thrown lightly over them.
The object m keeping Apricot trees thus situated when they

might, of course, be at once placed in tlie orchard house, is to some
extent to retard development until the season has become more ad-

vanced. The blooming period of trees so treated will generally be

found to be at least a fortnight later than that of the same varieties

trained upon south walls in the open air. As soon, however, as tlie

flower-buds arc about to unfold, the trees should be placed in the

orchard house, and in as light and airy a situation as is to be found

in the structure, so as to insure as far as possible the setting of the

fruit, which in the case of the Ajjricot under glass is sometimes
found to be somewhat dithcult. To as far as possible facilitate this

desideratum, abundance of air is in all respects essential ; still, the

trees sliould on no account be placed in a cold draught.

After the Fruit has become fairly set the trees should be

frequently syringed in order to keep the foliage perfectly clean.

The Apricot is not particularly liable to the attacks of insects.

Po-isibly the most troublesome is a sm.all green caterpillar, which
attacks tlie young fruit as well as tlie foliage, and the only effoctn.al

remedy for this is careful hand-picking. Tlic fruit is gener.allj' pro-

duced in clusters, and, being destitute of stalks, early thinning
becomes noccssary, and should be attended to as soon as tlie young
Apricots are the size of Cob-nuts, or even earlier, provided the thin-

nings are not rocjuired for culinary purposes. Over-cropping should
alw.ays be carefully avoided if fine fruit is desired, and during the

time it is swelling the trees should be well supplied with diluted

liquid manure, discontinuing the use of this, however, as soon as

symptoms of ripening set in. The v.arietios are less numerous than
these of some other fruits, and all of them are worthy of a place in

the orchard house ; the best, however, are Hemskirk, Kaislia, L.arge

Early, Museli Sluseh, St. Ambroise, .Shipley's, New Royal, and
Moorpark. 'J'lie last named well-known sort is possibly the best and
most useful of all.

The Cherry in all its varieties is exceedingly well adapted
for orchard house culture, either in pots of suitable size, or planted

out in borders or beds, consisting of properly preiiared rich loamy
soil, and if of a somewhat heavy character, so much the better.

But if light, it might have added to it a portion of well pulverised

clay. If it is desired to grow the trees in pots, and a well grown
Cherry tree in a pot, when in flower, as well as when in fruit, is an
exceedingly handsome object, the trees should be firmly potted in

well drained pots, and may be made to assume a jiyramidal form,

or that of a low standard or bush ; like the Apricot, they need not

be kept in the house throughout the season, but may be placed in a

suitable situation in the open air as soon as the fruit has been
gathered. If desired, the fruit will remain for a considerable

period upon the trees in good condition after it is quite ripe, an
advantage which this fruit possesses over the Peach and Apricot.

Trees, however, carrying ripe fruit must be protected with a net or

by some other means, as ripe Cherries are an irresistible temptation
to hungry blackbirds and other members of the feathered race.

Cherries of all kinds are exceedingly subject to the attacks of black
fly, and frequent syringings are necessary to clear them from it, as

well as occasionally the application of some of the various insecti-

cides, such as diluted Tobacco water, Pooley's Tobacco powder,
C^ishurst compound, &c., any of whicli may be successfully used
while the fruit is yet in a green or growing condition. But only
fumigation with Tobacco is practicable when the fruit is approaching
maturity. It is therefore very desirable that the trees should be
perfectly clean before this takes place. As regards kinds, a good
selection for an orchard house is the following, viz,. May Duke,
1-loyal Duke, Archduke, Black Eagle, Black Tartarian, Knight,
Early Black, Dowiiton, and Reine Hortense ; Belle de Choisy is of a

reddish-yellow colour, and fine in flavour ; Bigarreau d'Esperen has

large fruit of fine quality. The fruitof Bigarreau Monstrueux Noir is

black and of very large size and fine in flavour ; Bigarreau Blanc has
also fruit of large size, rosy-white in colour, early and of good quality.

Plums succeed well under glass as orchard house trees, and
when grown in that way it is perhaps best to adopt the pot system
of culture. They should be potted in soil similar to what has been
recommended for the Peach and Apricot, and the plants may also be
made to assume the form of low standards, pyramids, or bushes, and
it is also advisable to pl.ace tlie trees in the open air when the fruit

has been gathered. All varieties of the Plum are exceedingly liable

to the attacks of a small bluish-green aphis. It yields, however, to

repeated syringing, or to fumigation with Tobacco. The latter

should always be resorted to if syringing fails to keep the trees

perfectly clean. All varieties of the Plum are found to ripen their

fruit in great perfection under glass, but as this can also be accom-
plished on walls in the open air, it is consequently un-
necessary to grow more than a selection of the finest sorts

in orchard houses, and as such the following varieties may
be confidently named, viz.—Green Gage, Coe's Golden Drop,
a kind which comes in later than the Green Ciage, and among other
fine varieties may be named Kirke's Large Blue, Jefferson's, Washing-
ton, ^'iotoria, Heine Claude de Bavaj', and Reine Claude Violette.

Pears.— It may perh.aps hardly be considered necessary to grow
such hardy fruits as the Pear under glass, although, at the same time,

it must be admitted that the partial or sometimes the total destruc-

tion of the Pear crop by late spring frosts is by no means an unusual
occurrence, and it is furthermore found that splendid examples of

this fruit can be readily produced in the orchard house, and this,

too, can be done without incurring any great amount of trouble. It

is even worth while to do so on account of the ornamental appear-
ance which the trees present when bearing a full crop of ripening
fruit. Trees intended for tliis purpose should be grafted on the
Quince stock, and their fruiting pots should be some 1"2 in., more or
less, in diameter. They should be firmly potted in good, sound,
loamy soil. And it answers to have a good stock of such trees on
hand, which should be plunged in a suitable situation in the open
border. From this stock plants well furnished with bloom buds
should annually be selected and placed in the orchard house a short
time before the bloom buds begin to expand. Such trees should not
be allowed to carry too heavy crops if fine large fruit be
desired, and the plants should have very liber.al treatment when the
fruit is swelling. If this is attended to, and if the trees are allowed
to ripen their fruit under glass, they are almost sure to prove very
fine in appearance, but, at the same time, may probably be found to
be somewhat deficient in flavour. On this account it may be
advisable to remove such trees into a suitable situation in the open
air to complete the ripening process. Should this, however, be
inconvenient, air should be admitted as freely as possible, both
night and day. Ptipening Pears are often attacked by the small
blue tomtits or titmouse, a pair {they generally work in couples)

of which will in a short time injure, if not entirely destroy, a crop
of the finest Pears, whether under glass or in the open air. Never-
theless, the destruction of these birds would be unwise, as well as

cruel, for although, as has been shown, they are by no means averse

to a fruit diet, they are, generally speaking, insectivorous,

and will speedily free a plantation of fruit trees from green fly,

the small green caterpillar which infests the Apricot, scale, and
various other insect pests, while the ripening Pears may
easily be protected from their attacks by placinga circular piece of stiff

eardbo.ard, about the size of a crown-piece, upon the stalk of each
fruit ; this is easily effected by making a hole in the centre of the

card large enough to contain the stalk, and then making a clean
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cut to the margin. When this has been properly fixeJ upon the

fruit stalk it effectually preveats the birds reaching that part of

the fruit they appear to delight in pecking. The following selection

is suitable for orchard house culture, viz., Diichesse d'Angouleme,

large and of first-rate quality ; Bourrci Bosc, large and handsome,

very prolific, and excellent in quality ; Lucy Grieve, an English Pear

tree, with narrow Willow-like leaves, fruit handsome and of first-

rate quality ; Forelle, or Trout Pear, fruit remarkably beautiful,

deserving on that account alone to be grown under glass, but in

addition to its beauty it is also of nearly first-rate quality ; Beurrw

Diel, fruit handsome and large ; and Suffolk Thorn, fiuit fine and of

first-rate quality. The following six are all of first quality, and are

well known varieties, viz., Marie Louise, Winter Nelis, Glou
Morceau, Beurri5 de I'Assomption, Doyenni5 du Cornice, and Madame
Treyve. As objects of curiosity such large sorts as Catillac and
Uvedale's St. Germain may be grown in the orchard house, and by
leaving only a few fruits on each tree and by giving liberal treat-

ment such fruits can be grown to a very large size. P. Grieve.
Orchard Sired, Bury St. Edmunds.

dusted with fresh slaked lime. Any that do not promise
to be prolific, or are of doubtful kinds, are being headed
down preparatory to being regrafted in April with good kinds,
of which scions are now secured and laid in by the heels in a cool
damp situation. Damsons and Bullaces, although so common, are
highly remunerative, and pay for careful pruning. All the strong
growths arc lieing shortened from half to two-thirds their length, the
long-handled standard tree pruner being very useful in the case of
young slender trees incapable of bearing a laddei, and the secateur,
or French shears, are useful for pruning the lower parts. All trees
planted during the present winter are not pruned until the following
year, but then they are headed down pretty severely to get strong
growths for laying the foundation of a large tree.—J. Groom.

KENTISH FRUIT GAEDENS.
In' these pruning of all kinds of fruit trees and bushes is now in

active operation. Filberts and Cob
Nuts require very careful prun-
ing ; and the majority of groweis
who do not prune the bushes
themselves employ professional

tree-cutters at so much per hun-
dred bushes, according to size.

They are usually pruned between
Christmas and the end of March.
All strong wood is cut clean
away, and the suckers on the
stem and around the base
are broken or twisted off, so

as to get the heel out entire.

This season the harvest of

Nuts promises to be abundant.
All the centres of the trees or
bushes are cut clciin away, only
shoots that grow outwardly being
retained, .and by following this

up for several years a fine spread-
ing bash is the result. Filberts are
quite out of cultivation, and Cob
Nuts are taking their place. They
succeed on stony ground where the
soil is not retentive enough for

Black Currants, and in good years
are a very profitable crop. The
pruning of Gooseberries and Cur-
rants is being rapidly pushed on,
for although many defer the opera-
tion until the bushes are almost
ready to burst into leaf, when
there are many acres to go over
it takes a large staff to get
through them in a few weeks, and
it is quite time that the dig-
ging or forking needed should be
completed. Amongst Gooseberries
largely grown for gathering green
or for ripening on the bush the
most popular are Lancashire Lad,
in every respect a magnificent
fruit; Crown Bob, anoldsort;Rifle-
man, Whitesmith, Bank of England, and Golden Drop. Of Black
Currants, the Naples and Lee's Prolific are becoming very popular.
These are generally propagated by the growers themselves ; at
pruning time the best of the cuttings are laid aside and planted in
nursery rows about 1 ft. apart, and the following year they are
closely headed down to make bushy heads, and transplanted a little
voider apart, and the second year they come in for making new plan-
tations. Raspberries are grown in fields without any stakes or
trellises

; they are cut down to about 24 ft. from the ground, and are
thus stiff enough to stand without support, and produce very fine
fruit

;
only the red sorts are usually grown for market, the old

Red Antwerp and Carters' Prolific being very good sorts ; Rasp-
berries require richer manure than most other fruits. From the
centres of old Apple, Pear, and Plum trees dead wood and weakly
sprays are being removed. Younger vigorous trees are having all
vigorous growths shortened, and where affected by Moss,

The Phylloxera and Sulphide of Carbon.—By means
of a system of drains in which an air-current is sei; up, M. Bourdon
succeeds in impregnating the whole subterranean atmosphere of a
Vineyard with sulphide of carbon. The expense of construction is

comparatively great, but a considerable economy of the sulphide is

realised, together with a more uniform distribution of the antiseptic
agent.

\

STAMINATE AND NON-STAMINATE STRAWBERRY
FLOWERS.

At this season the most common complaint connected with.

Strawberry forcing- is that the blossoms set badly, a mishap alone
preventable by every detail of culture receiving full attenUon
from the layeiing- of the runners to the flowering' of the plants.
What is meant by this is, that whatever tends to check gro^'th,

whether it be lack of water or the opposite, a soddened state of

the soil, or want of full exposure to sunlight, thus preventing
thorough matuiity; or, if when that has been assured they are

stacked away like so many bricks for the winter, or perhaps left

to take their chance and be frozen and thawed as may happen,
will, as a rule, result in a large percentage of the flowers present-

ing the appearance of being stamenless, or at best with stunted
stamens destitute of pollen, as shown in the three detached flowers

in the annexed cut from Scribner. These checks avoided, and the

temperature a reasonable one (65°), the flowers when fully

expanded will have the vigour and prominent stamens represented
in the other portion of the illustration here given, and which can-
not fail to set if afforded ventilation for the natural dispersion of

the pollen. When the weather is such—harsh winds or a frosty

air—that a moderate amount of ventilation cannot be given, a
camel's-hair pencil should be used to distribute the pollen, but this

should never be done except when the atmospheric air is dry.

II. W.

Oil V. American Blight.—Common train or fish oil has been
fgunci to be sjn effectual remedy for the American blight on Apple
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trees without in any degree injuring the latter. It should be
applied during winter when the trees are at rest, using for the pur-

pose a soft paint-brush, and care should be taken to avoid injuring

the bloom buds. Every portion of the bark, &c. , should be painted
over, and if this is done one application will generally be found to be
sufBcieut; if not, it should be repeated during the succeeding
winter.—P. G.

FEUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.
The Pyramid.—This form seems natural to the Pear, and

where the soil is deep and suitable, and the trees are worked on
the Pear stock, and are not too closely pruned, large trees that will

bear immense crops of fruit will in a few years be formed. But
where the subsoil is not so well adapted for fruit culture the trees

should be grafted on the Q,uince, and some means employed, as

recommended in the case of espaliers, for keeping the roots out of

the unfavourable subsoil. The best form of pyramid is the pendu-
lous or weeping', and although the knife should not be rashly or

unnecessarily used, yet the trees must not be left to themselves,
01' they will rush up too fast, and lose their balance. In the

selection of the trees those only with a straight central leader

should be chosen, and this ceutral leader should be shortened

more or less every year to induce it to throw out a sufficient

number of side shoots to form the framework of the tree as it

proceeds upwards. To give tlie branches a pendulous habit they

should be drawn downwards with strings of matting or t'svine
;

tho bottom tier might be tied to a wire hoop secured to three

small posts driven into the ground at equal distances round the

tree; the second tier of branches may be tied to the lower one, and
so on as the tree progresses. When the trees bear freely the load

of fruit will keep the branches down, and prevent too rapid growth,

and to induce an early fruitful habit and check redundancy of

growth, after the trees have been planted five or six 3rears, they
should be dug up carefully without injuring the roots, and be
immediately planted again in the same position, spreading out the

roots near the surface and shortening those just a little that are

showing a tendency to descend. However, in most cases simpl}'

lifting the trees and replauting will be sufficient check to throw
them into bearing. Where the soil is of a light, loamy character,

it can scarcely be made too firm -vvhen the trees are planted if it

is dry. The soil under the tree should be trodden firmly, the

roots spread carefully out, and some good mellow soil spread over

and amongst them. Trees in loose, light soil make long naked
roots, instead of those possessing plentj^ of fibres or feeding points,

and if not lifted or root-pruned, they soon become disorganised.

Tho pyramidal is the cheapest kind of tree to plant, and is a form
well adapted for those who intend plauting a considerable number
of trees -^vitb a vie'^v to profit. The distance to plant them from
each other must depend entirely upon the nature of the soil. My
ideal of a pyramidal Pear would be 12 ft. high and about 10 ft. in

diameter at its base, and everyone that begins any system of cul-

ture should form in their minds an imaginary specimen tree, and
vvorkiutlie direction indicated. Trees 12ft. high shouldnotbe less

than 12 ft. apart each way, and this would give about 000 trees

to the acre, and, if the right kinds were planted, 1 am convinced

the plantation would be a success. If any undergrowth was
permitted at all it must be something that required only surface

culture after the Pear trees came into a bearing condition. It is

a mistake to plant fruit trees, expecting them to be fruitful, and
then destroy their chance of produciug fertile blossoms by reason

of their roots being driven down into tlie earth by too much spade
•work. Rather, when the days are long and the sun powerful,

scatter a few inches of half-decayed manure over the surface

round the trunk of the trees, to encourage the roots to come
upwards for food, and so be brought within solar and atmospheric

influence, without which no trees can long continue in a healthy,

fertile condition. If there is one thing in tree life more wonderful
than another, it is the way in which the roots discover aud
follow up their food. The trees need not be planted more than 6 ft.

apart at first, aud then, when more space was requii-ed, some of

them might be lifted and planted elsewhere, leaving them finally

12 ft. apart ; or, if they are planted their full distance at starting,

other crops may occupy the intermediate spaces, still leaving the

soil near the trunks untouched by the spade.

The Palmette Verrier.—To m}^ mind a wall covered with
Pear trees, in a'healthy, fertile condition, is one of the most

interesting sights in fruit culture, and the intrinsic value of the
crop -n'ould be considerable. For small or moderate-sized gardens,
large spreading trees are not the best or most profitable to plant.

If I had a new wall oi' an unfurnished wall to cover with Pear
trees, I should plant the Palmette Verrier. If the wall was less

than 10 ft. high, I should purchase them on the Quince, plant 7 ft.

apart, and train seven branches from each tree 1 ft. apart. The
Palmette Verrier is a combination of the horizontal and the verti-

cal. There is a main ceutral stem, which is led up straight and
perpendicular, throwing out a pair of side shoots at the bottom,
which are trained horizontally till the outside limit the tree is

intended to cover is reached, Tivheu they are trained up vertically

to the top of the wall. The second pair of branches is originated 1 ft.

higher, and is trained horizont ally 1 ft. less when they also are led up
vertically tothetop. The thirdpairof shootswillorigiuatelft.higher

still, and nlll have still less horizontal training. The form of the
tree is simple wdien once understood. The horizontal projection of the
branchesbeforethey assume the vertical tends to equalise the sap, and
there is no form of training that securesbetter-balanced trees, or that
fills a wall quicker or better, as there are no blank spaces. If the
wall is more thau 10 ft. high the trees should be worked on the

Pear stock,'and be planted 9 ft. apart, and be trained with nine

branches ; but of course those n'ho like may train -with a less or a

larger number of branches ; 1 am only giving my own ideas upon
this, and there is no recognised rule. The branches should not
be trained nearer than 1 ft., for one of the greatest mistakes in

fruit culture on walls is covetonsness, covering the wall too densely
with branches, and deceiving ourselves that by so doing we obtain
more fruit. When the branches of Pears are trained nearer than
1 ft. they steal each other's light and air, and, in the struggle,

long ugly spurs are made that not only have an unsightly appear-
ance, but carry the blossoms away from the shelter of the n'all.

In a great measure the barrenness of the centre of large old Pear
trees is due to over-crowding of the branches ; the leaves being
small and puny, the buds they support at their base must be weak,
and the young wood forming the spurs partakes of the same
stunted character, and fruit-bearing ceases, except at the extremi-
ties, where less breastwork is made, and where more light can reach
the main leaves. When one of those large old spreading Pear trees

—grand old trees to look at when the leaves are down, and the
branches are laid in with mathematical precision on the face of

the wall—attains the age of thirty or forty years, or in some cases

less, unless the branches have had space enough, the leaves and
buds in tlie centre of the tree never seem to have force enough in

them to produce fertile blossoms ; everything, in fact, depends
upon the character of the foliage. It would bo possible, by an
examination of tlie leaves of a tree, to tell its condition without
seeing the tree at all, because none but a healthy tree ever yet
produced sound, healthy, properly - developed foliage. The
Palmette is also suitable for espalier training, and is

adapted for nearly all Icinds of fruits. But perhaps one of

the most profitable and interesting purposes for which the
Palmettes could be emplo3'ed would be to plant them on each side

of a long, broad path, and train them over to form a Pear-
covered walli. 1 have seen such Pear-covered arches, and most
interesting they are, and the first cost of the trellis would not
be more than the same number of square feet of espalier ; and
this way of growing Pears, or other fruits, seems to me to be
making the most of things for the shade in summer, does no
injury to other crops. E. Hobday.

(To he continued.)

PRESERVATION OF APPLES AND PEARS.
I soTicED in The Garden some time ago a short article on
Herr Sorauer's experiments in the keeping of Apples. In a
small way I have experimented, too, for many years, and my
experience amounts to this, viz. : that of all possible ways there
is no better method for Apples than to keep them in bulk,
say, in boxes or barrels. I was first made aware of this many years
ago. I was leaving my house in Buolunghamshire in the end of

September, and among other matters which I had to send away was
a corn-bin. I thought it was a pity to send it away empty, so having
a particularly fine tree of Apples, which we used to call

'

' Cats' heads"
in the garden, I filled the corn-bin with them, put a little straw on
the top, locked it, and started it off. It was placed in my coach*
house at Hampton, and there it remained forgotten until some time
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after the new year, as I had given up keeping horses and had no need
for it. One day, however, I chanced to remember it, and I routed

out the corn-bin expecting to find it simply full of rottenness ; instead

of tliat, to my great delight, I found the Apples in as prime con-

dition as the day I picked them ; they had not wasted a morsel,

and there were not half-a-dozen rotten ones among them. After

that I kept other Apples in that fashion, notably Wel-
lingtons, and the result was precisely the same, but for

precaution I looked them over well now and then to remove any
rotten ones. I adopt much the same plan with all my later keeping
Apples now, and put them in bo.xes, and I always have Apples till

quite the end of March when all my neighbours have long been
cleared out. I find a cold and not too dry air best, just so cold as

to avoid frost and not damp enough for anything like mildew. I

exclude light rigidly, and if I have to spread my Apples and Pears
out, I cover them over with pieces of old carpet. Thus, I find the
best results, but it is curious how rapidly they both go off when
brought indoors into a warmer temperature. I bring them in for

use a peck at a time and one-fourth of them always shrivel or rot.

Keeping Pears will not do in a warm atmosphere at all. I have tried

Bergamotte d'Esperen, Josephine de Malines, and Knight's Monarch,
all late Pears, thinking that the warmer atmosphere would ripen
them quicker, but they do not ripen at all; they just shrivel away.
Crlou Morceau, too, though an earlier Pear, shows just the same result
except that it sometimes rots. A cool, not too dry atmosphere is

certainly the best with exclusion of light and kept in bulk. I
should like to hear something from some experienced cultivator as to
the ripening and picking of Pears. That strikes me as a matter not
well understood. Fkancis Francis.

The Firs, Twickenham.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Strawberries.—Now the sun is gaining power, timely closing

for a few hours on bright afternoons will reduce the necessity for
hard firing, as a low night temperature is always advisable until the
fruit is set. When a sufficient number of the finest berries begin to
swell, thin oft' all side flowers, syringe well, and remove them to a
shelf near the glass in a fruiting Pine stove. Feed and syringe well,
and when the fruit sliows signs of changing colour remove the plants
to a warm airy house to finish off. Take in batches of the best kinds
at intervals and in sufficient quantity to meet the demand ; but if

possible avoid placing them in near proximity to Vines or Peaches.
If worms have got into the pots, give lime-water and see that they
are free from spider and fly. Pay particular attention to plants on
exposed shelves in Vineries. Syringe copiously and see that they have
an abundanc* of water at the roots. If once allowed to get dry and
the balls part from the sides of the pots, much disappointment will
be spared by removing them at once. Follow up the top dressing
of late plants and see that they do not want water. Never, perhaps,
has a body of dry Oak leaves as a plunging medium done better
service than through the past arctic winter, and now they will be
equally valuable for protecting the matted balls from the parching
influence of bright sun and March winds.

Figs.—When the gross shoots whicli are likely to rob the weaker
ones have been stopped once freedom of growth where space admits
will increase the size of the first crop of fruit and render it less liable

to drop when the change for ripening takes place, while the judicious
thinning of the shoots will let in light and air, without which the
fruit on pot trees will not colour well, and a badly coloured Fig is

rarely worth eating. As Figs at all times up to the ripening stage
delight in liberal moisture, see that theroots are well fed with liquid,

and syringe freely twice a day. The past month having been so

severe hard firing will have favoured the appearance, if not the spread
of red spider, and as this pest is so well protected by the large leaves
good syringing and sponging the undersides with soapy water must
be closely followed up.

Successions in inside borders will now make rapid progress. If

the wood is well ripened the young fruit will be as large as Hazel nuts
before the terminal points burst into growth, and when this stage is

reached the borders will require mulching with good rotten manure,
which should be left loose and open to insure the even passage of

water, of which, if well drained, tliey can hardly receive too much.
As growth proceeds allow all terminals having space before them to
extend until they reach the extremity of the trellis and encourage
spur shoots to take an upward and unrestricted course to the influence
of solar heat and light. Late houses having a hot-water pipe for

keeping out frost may be encouraged to make growth by watering
with warm water, morning syringing and closing with sun heat not
later than 3 p.m.

Peaches and Nectarines.—One of the great secrets of Peach
forcing consists in the timely and piecemeal performance of every

operation without causing a check to the flow of sap. If thickly

set, pay daily attention to the removal of some of the worst placed

fruit ; disbud and pinch back the strongest shoots either for the

purpose of creating spurs which answer very well in early houses or

with a view to their ultimate removal. As daylight increases and

bright powerful sunshine may be expected, syringe early and

thoroughly on fine mornings and ventilate the house as soon as the

temperature begins to rise ;
gradually increase it until the maximum

of 6.5" to 70° is reached, reduce in a similar way, and syringe again

after closing. A mean of 55" more or less by night, according to

the state of the weather, will suffice until after the fruit is stoned,

when a considerable rise particularly by day will be quite safe until

the fruit begins to ripen. Large trees confined to internal borders

will now take liberal supplies of warm liquid, and the surface roots

will derive great benefit from heavy mulchings.

SnccESSioxs.—The fruit on these has set extremely well with us,

and although the trees are very clean, the house has been fumigated,

and henceforward good syringing and copious watering will keep

them free from fly and spider. Black or brown fly is most difficult

to destroy, but timely attention to dipping in a solution of Gishurst

or dusting with Tobacco Powder will speedily overcome it. A mean
temperature of 5" higher than that recommended for the

early house will be safe where established trees have been forosd

for any length of time. Look well to the borders in late houses, as

many fine trees cast their buds through being kept too dry during

the winter and early spring. W. Coleman.

WATEKTON'S CURE EOR AMERICAN BLIGHT.

In the following extract from an old magazine (June 9, 1838,

Waterton relates his experience as regards killing American blight

or "bug," as he calls it, on Apple trees. After trying various

unctuous preparations which availed nothing, he says— " The

application of the spirit of turpentine killed it at once, and for a few

days after it had been applied I was in hopes that its extermination

had been effected, but others soon appeared. Despairing of success,

I was on the point of quitting the field and leaving the bugs in un-

disturbed possession of it, when I began to conjecture that I had

not gone the right way to work. I reflected that none of my applica-

tions could have penetrated sufficiently deep into the curved and

knotty sinuosities of the diseased parts, and that on this account

there would be a sufficient force of the enemy left alive to recom-

mence its depredations on the first favourable opportunity. Where-

fore I concluded that nothing short of the entire destruction of the

egcs, the young, and the adults could save the trees from ultimate

rum' Knowing that the bug coixld not exist if totally deprived of

air. i resolved to bury it alive ; I effected this by an application at

once the most easy and simple that can be imagined. It costs

nothing. I mixed clay with water till it was of a consistency that

it could be put on the injured parts of the tree, either with a mason's

trowel or with a painter's brush. I tlien applied it to the

diseased places of the tree, and it soon smothered every bug. A
second coat upon the first filled up every crack which showed its

self when the clay had become dry, and this resisted for a sufficient

length of time the effects both of sun and rain. The sickly parts

now effectually freed from the enemy which had been preying upon

their vitals, were placed in a state to be cured by the healing pro-

cess of Nature ; and that Nature has done her duty, my Apple trees

amply testify." Allow me to add, that even in this paraflin age,

the above, though written nearly forty-three years ago, may be of

service for although the remedy is doubtless well known, yet, on

account of its simplicity, it does not receive the credit it deserves.

Instead, however, of pure water, I would mix the clay with iobacco

juice and a little soft soap, which would prevent it from cracking.

It ought also to be mixed a week before it is used and frequently

stirred which would make it more pliable. For \ines infested by

mealy-bug, this composition will be found equally effective. Leave

all tiie bark on except the very loosest, and apply the mix-ture

three or four times before the eyes start. Such plants as Fuchsias

are also all the better for a coat of the same material before they

are taken into clean houses. R- '"^^ Belmont.

Uxbrid(je.

"Wrongly-planned Fruit Houses.—I have been much

interested in the discussion that has taken place on this subject,

and at present I know not whether to admire most J. S. \\ . s

persistency, that the plan is entirely wrong in principle, or Mr.

Prior's equal persistence in the negative, and his candour in allow-

ing "J. S. W." a sight of his Peach shoots, which proved to be, as

all practical men would expect when grown under such conditions—
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" green and soft." Moreover, the "tops " had been cut oflf, by which
one is obliged to surmise that the said " tops " might tell tales ; at

least, I fail to see any other reason for their removal. It is a common
saying tliat there are " exceptions to all rules," and that good crops

have been known to be obtained by the sectional trellis plan,

Messrs. Prior, Baines, and Fish certify to my satisfaction, but that

is not the question, which is "How can we with the greatest

certainty ensure plentiful crops of fruit ?" and 90 per cent, of prac-

tical men would at once reply, "By well-matured wood." Well, then,

let us so arrange our trees as best to attain this end ; and as to which
is the best plan tliere can be no two opinions, but that that is full

exijosure to the south. The sectional trellis plan should only be
adopted where ornamentation is preferable to fruit, or by tliose who
are willing to compound the matter by considering that for ornamen-
tation at least a portion of the fruit should be sacrificed. "More
ornamental, but less fruitful," is all that can be said in reference to

sectional trellises.—W. W. H.

Scraping Vines.—Beginners in Grape growing should well
consider the note on tliis subject in The Garden' (p. 220). I have
myself for years dared to be singular in not following such an un-
natural practice,and I am glad to know that my example has had its

effect on others. The fact is, as "T. B." ooserves, to unlearn a
thing is a difficult task, simply bec^iuse we are such creatures of

fashion and custom, and afraid to entertain or encourage an original

thought that might lead us to do anything out of the beaten track.
Some years ago a "knowing one " visiting this place observed,
" You are late in barking your Vines." I quietly replied, "We never
do it," and added that I should aa soon think of scraping the bark off

Peaches or any other fruit trees as off Vines, " Then depend upon
it," said he, "your Vines will always be subject to spider or
thrips ;" but neither of these haveasyet been at all troublesome, and
the bark is still left intact, the only dressing they ever have being a
painting over with a strong solution ef soft soap, more by way of
prevention than as a cure for insects, for we are perfectly free from
thrips and mealy bug, and tliough red spider will sometimes en-
deavour to assert its autliority, we make sliort work with it by
increased humidity and high feeding. In corroboration of " T. B.'s"
remarks that Vines annually barked never increase in thickness as
do tliose not so treated, I may say that we have here an old Vinery
—I suppose nearly 40 years planted—that used to be barked, and
otherhouses, one in particular, planted 9 yearsago, not barked, andthe
stems of the latter are at least treble the thickness of those of the
older Vines ; such being the fact, it is surely only reasonable to con-
clude that tlie practice is injurious, but even if it was not it is

unnecessary, and therefore needless work. — W. Wildsmith,
Ilecl-lickh

Grape Mrs. Pearaon.—In reply to "S." (p. 220) I may
siy that I have practically tested this Grape to be a free setter,
most prolific, and both as regards quality and appearance it stands
in the first rank. I class it as an intermediate Grape, as it is neither
an early nor a late variety, though of the two I would prefer to
plant it in a late house.—W. W. H.

Eptahilo Grape, a Greek Grape, produces as many as seven
crops in the year. I read the above surprising statement in a
citalogue of Grapes of European origin published in the Pacifr
Jliiral Pirns. I can scarcely ask any of your readers to help me to
understand it.—J. H.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

A SKETCH.
There the most dainty Paradise on ground
Itselfe doth offer to his sober eye.
In which all pleasures plenteously abound,
And none does other's happinesse envye ;

The painted flowres, the trees upshooting hye,
The dales for shade, the hilles for breathing space.
The trembling groves, the ehristall running by.

And that which all faire workes doth most aggrace.
The art which all that wrought appeared in no place.

One would have thought (so cunningly the rude
And scorned parts were mingled with the fine)

That Nature had for wantonnesse ensude
Art, and that Art at Nature did repine ;

So striving each the other to undermine,
Each did the other's worke more beautify ;

So differing bothe in wills agreed in fine ;

So all agreed, through sweete diversity,
This garden to adorn with all variety.

E. Spensek, Faerie Queene, ii., 12.

PLATE CCLXXV.—THE SCARLET CLEMATLS.
(C. COCCINEA.)

" Native of Texas, growing from P> ft. to 8 ft., and once confounded
with C. Pitcheri, but very distinct from that. The flowers are

small, i in. to 1 in. long, but of a bright scarlet, and in old-esta-

blished plants very numerous. Tiie plant, though from so far

south, has proved perfectly hardy in the vicinity of New York
city. The foliage is finer than that of (.'. Pitcheri, and it is not so

vigorous a grower; C. Pitcheri has, moreover, very dark brownish-
purple flowers." So writes Dr. Thurber to us concerning this

interesting plant. The same writer speaks as follows of it in the
American Aijriculturist : "AVhen the Revue ILirticoIe appeared
with a coloured plate of a Clematis with bright scarlet flowers,

and called it C. Pitcheri, we were not a little astonished. We liad

long cultivated Pitcher's Clematis, not only for its intrinsic beauty
—for as a climber, with its large dark purple solitary flowers,

it is a really handsome plant—but because it bore the name of one
of tlie most courteous, genial gentlemen of the 'Old School'
{Dr. Zinas Pitcher, until his deatli the leading physician of Detroit)

that it was ever our good fortune to meet. To have a plant thus
emleared to us set aside by a new comer bearing the name, how-
ever Ijrilliant it might be, was far from pleasant. Tlie correctness

of the lievue llortivole's plate was called in question by the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, whereupon came The Gabden, the editor of

which .stated that Clematis Pitcheri was scarlet, for he saw the
flowers of the first plant imported into Europe. C. Pitcheri was
originally described by Torrey and Gray in the ' Flora of North
America ' with ' purple ' flowers. We collected in Texas a purple-

flowered Clematis wliich we labelled C. Pitclieri, and wliicli passed
under the eyes of both Torrey and Gray without any hint that it

was not correctly named. Then our specimen in the garden, with
its large purple flowers, if it is not C. Pitcheri, what is it.^ Either
we were wrong and our European friends right, or vice versa, and
we looked up the matter. It seems that a scarlet-flowered

Clematis was first collected by Dr. James on Long's expedition,

and was recorded as C. Viorna var. coccinea, and has since

been regarded as a scarlet variety of the well-known C.
A'iorna until Mr. Buckley came across it and gave it

tlie name of C. texensis, though Dr. Engelmann, regarding it as

a species, had called it C. coccinea. Without going any further

into the nomenclature, it appears this .scarlet Texan Clematis
has somehow reached Europe, and is known in both France and
England as C. Pitcheri, while it is here Icnown only in the shape
of botanical specimens."

Culture and Position.—Very little is as yet known to us

liere as to the hardiness or vigour of this plant in our climate.

Those who possess it are for the most part busily occupied in

increasing it in frames or cool houses. It blooms out of doors in

the Garden of Plants. It is likely to prove hardy in the,milder
districts, if n(3t in all. Our plate is from a coloured drawing
kindly sent us by Messrs. AVoolson, of Passaic, New Jersey, LT.S.

SENECIO CKUENTUS.
The exotic congeners of our common Groundsel are coming to the
fore, and amongst them S. cruentus is both distinct and effective. It
came to me from Jlr. Smith, of Newry, who tells me that he raised it

from imported seeds. The specimen sent to me was a well-developed
one, in a6-in. pot, nearly 3 ft. in height, and well furnished with
fresh green Cineraria-like leaves and blossoms. It was indeed figured
under the name of Cineraria Webberiana in The Garden last year.
Theseeds were introduced under the name of Doronicum papyraceum,
but the port of the plant was so distinctly Cineraria-like that I at
first thought it one of the old species of that genus. On sending fresh
flowers and a leaf to Kew, however, the light name is found to be
Senecio cruentus, D.C., a near ally of S. papyraceus, but dift'ering in
having auricled petioles and in other details. It is evidently a plant
of free growth, and spring-raised seedlings may even be grown on a
sheltered border in the open air during the summer months, and
bloom well during January and February if lifted before they become
injured by the frost, and potted up for the conservatory. The flowers
are very numerous, being of a bright lilac colour and having a purple
disc. Like the Cineraria, this plant would no doubt lend itself to
seminal variation and improvement at the hands of the florist, and is

of especial usefulness as being of a more robust and hardy constitution
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than the Cineraria itself. Its appearance is eminently stately, and

as its lilac-rayed blossoms open in succession it remains a long time

in beauty. Its flower-stems, moreover, being much branched afford

a supply of flowers in convenient sprays for decorative purposes.

F. W. B.

NEW EVERGREEN OAK.
(quercus buergeri.)

The evergreen Oaks recently introduced from Japan are, we
consider, most valuable acquisitions, as most of them seem to

thrive well in our climate, and they fill a gap in point of habit of

"rowtli tliat e.fibtjd between the common Live Oak of tall growth

^ew Japanese Oak (Quercus Buerger!).

and the dwarfer kinds. Two of the finest Japan Oaks, perfectly

hardy in this country, are the Bamboo-leaved Oak (Quercus bam-
busaefolia) and Q. Buergeri. Tlie former has been longest in our
gardens, it having been brought from the Chekiang Mountains
some twenty years ago. It forms a dense habited tree with lance-

shaped leaves about 6 in. long of a deep green colour. The largest

examples of it we have seen are in Messrs. Yeitch & Son's nursery
at Ooombe Wood. They are about 1.5 ft. or 20 ft. high, and, owing
to their graceful mode of growth, form quite a distinctive feature

among a plantation of other trees and slirubs. Q. Buergeri is com-
paratively arecentintroduction,and is likewise a beautiful tree,even

better than Q. bambusEefolia, as its foliage ia finer and its habit
of growth nobler. It forms a small tree or large shrub of a

spreading habit, and is of free and rapid growth, and perfectly

hardy even on the exposed clayey soil at Coombe Wood. Some
forms of it differ materially from others as regards outline. One
is more pyramidal than the type, hence it has been named pyra-

midalis ; another is altogether more vigorous in growth, the leaves

broader, and tlie branches more densely clothed, and this has been
called robusta. The leaves, as may be seen by our woodcut, wliich

represents a portion drawn from a native specimen, are as large as

those of the common Laurel, but they are of a much deeper green

and more leathery in texture. For planting in shrubberies with
other trees and uhrubs it is a conspicuous and highly effective

object, though the position in which its true character and beauty

are seen to the best advantage is as an isolated specimen on a

lawn, sheltered from bleak winds, and where its spreading branches

can sweep the turf on all sides. W. G.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

CULTURE OF LACHENALIAS.
It is not common to see these pretty spring flowering greenhouse

bulbs really well grown. 1 have paid a good deal of attention to

them during the last tliree or four years, and perhaps a few hints

on the subject may be useful to those who have not succeeded

well with them. One most important point in their successful

culture is, 1 believe, very generally overlooked, which is, that they

require careful watering and a good position till they die down
naturally ; whereas they are often neglected when their beauty is

gone, by being put in some out-of-the-way place, and allowed

to die down prematurely. In common with all other

bulbs, if the foliage is not fully developed and allowed

thoroughly to carry out its functions, weakly bulbs will

result, and good flowers cannot be produced in the

following year. The next point to be borne in mind is that they

must be kept thoroughly dry in their pots after dying down, till

the potting season arrives, either on a shelf in the greenhouse, or

some other dry place. About the middle or end of August is a

good time to start them into growth, and I find it best to repot

them every year, separating the offsets, and putting strong bulbs

only in the blooming pots. A common error is to put too many
in a pot, as they then draw one another up, and require to be sup-

ported by sticks ; three, or at most four, good bulbs in a 5-iu. pot, or

single bulbs in .j-in. pots, produce a far better effect than a larger

number. The soil I use is, loam two parts, coarse sand two parts,

and one part each of peat, leaf-mould, and very rotten cow
manure ; let this compost be used in a fairly moist state ;

then

plunge the pots in a frame out-of-doors in cinder-ashes, leaving the

lights off all day in fine weatker, but shutting the frame at night,

in case heavy rain should fall ; withhold water till_ the
_

plants

begin to move ; then water carefully till they are in vigorous

growth, when they like a liberal supply ; the longer they remain

in this position the better, so do not take them into the greenhouse

till frost is likely to occur. A succession may be had by keeping

back some of "the bulbs a month or six weeks before potting

them ; they will bear a little gentle forcing, so that they may be

had in bloom by these various methods for at least three months
;

the nearer they are placed to the glass the better. J. G. N.

Our collection of Lachenalias is, unfortunately, a limited

one, as far as number of species is concerned, and all the endeavours

we have lately made to add to that number have proved fruitless.

Yet what we have possess so much beauty, and contribute so

largely to the ornamentation of the greenhouse at one of the

dullest times of the year, tliat I intend to increase our stock as

rapidly as I can, and give to these beautiful plants the attention

that they unquestionably deserve. They are so easily cultivated

that any one with a cool frame at command might successfully

grow them. As soon as they have done flowering they should be

placed in such a frame, and as the leaves fade water should be

gradually withheld, and the plants allowed to go to rest. About

the end of August they may be turned out of the old soil and

re-potted into a good strong loam, with a little cow manure

added. If the plants have done well they will be found to have

produced a number of small offset bulbs, which should be placed

together in pots, keeping all the larger bulbs together ;
press the

soil firmly about them, and let them be just below the surface.

From eight to ten bulbs in a 6-in. pot will be sufficiently thick.
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Pluug-8 the pots in ashes, in a cool frame, and water carefully
until the plants have commenceil to grow, gi-adually iucreasino'

the quantity of water until they have flowered. A little

liquid manure will be found to strengtlien them and inten-
sify the colours of the flowers. A light, airy position should be
found for them whilst developing tlieir blossoms, a shelf in a cool
house being most suitable. These plants have a very beautiful
effect when grown in baslsets suspended from the roof, the bulbs
being placed in the sides as well a? on the tops of the baskets.
LachenaHas are all natives of the Cape, where they occupy a
similar position to tliat taken up by the Bluebells aud Squills of
Europe, and are as mucli objects of admiration with tlie Cape
colonists as the nodding Bluebell is with us.

Of tlio ;!0 species to wliicli j\lr. Baker has reduced the gen>is
Lacheualia, the greater part possess little to recommend them to
any but the specialist, those of an ornamental cliaracter with
wliichlam acquainted being limited to about half-a-dozen true spe-
cies. Good cultivation, however, has so often produced such marked
improvement in plants of, at first, but little beauty, that there seems
no reason why the greater part of the Laclienalias should not be
improved in the same way if persevered with.

The following are some of the most ornamental kinds :^
L. tricolor, acoordiug to Mr. Baker, is a very variable species,

and one which includes the hitherto considered species L. aurea, L.
quadricolor, and L. hiteola, thus embracing the kinds_which are best
knoivu in gardens. The type L, tricolor of gardens produces only
two leaves, which are about 9 in. long, by LV in. in width, gradually
narrowing to the tip, and thinly spotted with dark-brown spots.
The flower-stem rising from between the lea\es, is about 10 in. long,
and clothed at the top with from si.K to eighteen tube-shaped flowers,
which are about 1 in. long and of a bright green, red, and yellow
colour. The variety quadricolor has larger spots on the leaves,
and is of a more robust habit than the above. The flowers, too, are
larger, and have, in addition to the colours of the type, a touch of
deep purple. The varieties aurea and luteola have bright yellow
flowers.

L. pendula.—This species is the finest of all. It is a strong
grower and produces from twelve to twenty leaves, which are about
9 in. long and 2 in. wide, and slightly spotted. The flower-stalk
rises to a Iieight of 9 in,, is stout, ami bears from ten to fifteen
flowers, which are about 1 in. in length and of a 'deep purple, red,
and yellow colour, lianging gracefully round the stalk much in the
manner of the Bluebells.

L. rubida is a two-leaved species, the foliage of which is about
6 ill. loug and 1 in. wide, lance-shaped, and slightly spotted

;

flowcr-st.alk 6 iu. long, thickly spotted, aud bearing about a dozen
ruby-red, tube-shaped flowers. The varieties tigrina and punctata
have flowers of a pale ground colour, thickly spotted with deep
red.

Li. orcllioides.—A two-leaved species, the leaves being about
8 in. long aud nearly 1 in. wide, thickly spotted with dark brown,
the under surface being tinged with red. Flower-stalk 9 in. long,
spotted, and bearing from twenty to fifty flowers, which are yellow,
red, and bluish in colour. Z. B.

CHINESE PRIMROSES, HYACINTHS, AND
CAMELLIAS.

If " E. B.'.s" Primroses (p. 242) are only ordinary seedbngs of no
special merit, the best advice is not to save them at all, but throw
them away as soon as they have done flowering. Old plants are not
worth the trouble of preserving, unless they are very superior varieties,
as they seldom have the freshness of seedlings sown now and grown
on for flowering next winter or spring. Should, however, the
varieties be worth saving there are three modes of perpetuating the
life of the individual plants. The first and the most simple con-
sists

_
in merely shifting the plants into larger pots, it they

require it, soon after they have done flowering. Leave them in
the greenhouse or place them in a cold pit till the end of ilay,
when they m.ay be placed on a shady border till the end of
September. The pots should be well drained, and be placed on a
base of coal ashes, pebbles, or rough gravel. In potting, too,
the collar must be kept well up, as this part is very apt to rot
in winter if at all buried in or covered with earth. Unless the
pots are very full of roots a top dressing may suffice tor the
plants, the treatment being juat the same as if they had been
shifted. A second mode of preserving old plants consists in
dividing the stem or root-stock into as many parts as their shoots ;

these range from three to five, or even seven in large plants. Earth

up the old plants with a mixture of two parts sandy peat to one of
loam until the compost reaches the leaves ; the soil should be pressed
firmly round each shoot, these being partly cut through or not before
earthing up. If cut a small stone or wedge should be placed in the
cut to keep it open. Tlie stems will root into the compost in a few
weeks or callus. When this happens shake out the plant, and
endeavour to secure a piece of old root as well as new to each
division of the top. Pot and plunge in heat until established, and
such plants will thrive and flower well. Or the division may be
eftected without the previous inlaying, dividing the central root
stock or stem so as to obtain roots to each separate portion of it.

Cuttings proper may be taken off a fortnight or three weeks after the
plants have gone out of flower, ana the young shoots have started
into new growth. Leave 1 in. or so of old wood as a heel, and put
each cutting separate iu a tiny pot half-full of broken crooks, and
finished with pure rough silver sand. Keep r.ather dry till rooted,
and plunge in a bottom heat of O-j"-^ to 70", and as soon as rooted shift

into sandy soil as already recommended, return into heat until
established in the fresh pots, and gradually harden off in cold fiames
or cool houses, and grow throughout the summer either in these or
in the oj)en air as recommended tor the older j^lants.

Hyacinth Offsets should he prevented from growing, that is

rubbed off at potting. They may be placed in boxes of rich soil under
glass, or, better still, planted in rich soil out-of-doors till the spring,

and in favourable positions will grow into nice patches of flower-
ingbuds. Now they are growing ou "E. E.'s"plants it will be better
to leave them where they are till the Hyacinths are out of bloom.
Then turn the Hyacintlis out of the pots and carefully remove the
young offsets, aud either pot them up into separate pots, using a
rich soil of two-thirds loam .and one of manure ; or plant them out
in beds of good soil in a sheltered place. If kept clear of weeds
and well watered during the season many of the offsets will flower
the next year, and nearly all of them the second year. Such oft'-

shoots of Hyacinths come very useful in borders, or for potting up
for forcing as cut flowers. They do little injury to the parent bulb,
and any little food they steal from it m.ay be made up by frequent
waterings of liquid manure, which Hyacinths seem to appreciate
very much indeed.

Camellias.— " E. B.'s" last question of, What is the best and
quickest way of multiplying Camellias by cuttings ? is rather more
difficult to answer. The Camellia is seldom successfully rooted by
amateurs, though professionals often succeed well. There are two
or more modes and lines of rooting. One may be called the slow
and sure, the other the fast and less certain. For the first take
cuttings of well-ripened wood in September. Shoots of the current
year with a heel of older wood make the best cuttings. Insert in

sand or sandy compost, making the soil or sand very hard around
the cutting. Water home, and leave the cuttings in an open house
or the open air to dry. Then place them iu a close cold frame or
under a hand-light on the floor of a Vinery or other cool house.
They will need but little attention or hardly any water even till the
spring. About March they will be found callused, if not rooted,
and may be potted off. A bottom beat of 60" or so establishes

them the sooner and hastens the rooting ; but they will do without
it. The express way of rooting cuttings proceeds thus : Choose eyes
or young wood just started in the spring. The eyes should have a
piece of wood left like a Rose bud taken off for budding. Leave the
wood in however, and place it in pure sand, leaving merely the tip

of the bud out. Cover with a bell-glass, and maintain a temperature
of 70° to 7.1° till the eyes are rooted. The cuttings of young wood
must have a heel of the wood of the previous season's growth attached
and be treated exactly like eyes until rooted. D. T. Fish.

Propagating Hyacinths will never pay anybody in England,
although it can very easily be done. The offsets must be left undis-
turbed until the old bulbs ripen, when all that are sufficiently forward
may be broken olf and planted out of doors in a border of deep rich

sandy soil.—J. D.

Cyclamens from Seed.—In order to grow Cyclamens well
and get them to bloom early it is necessary to sow the seed early
in the new year. When the young plants are up and showing two
leaves prick them out into pots or p.ans in good soil, made rather
firm, and place them in heat. A hot sweet manure pit or frame
is a capital place in which to grow them. As the corms or bulbs
swell select the largest and pot them singly in 3-in. pots, still keep-
ing them in heat and shifting them on as they require it. In June
they may be placed in a cold frame upon ashes, and set close up
to the glass. Give air on all suitable occasions, and be sure and
shade from the sun when at all powerful. Slightly damp towards
evening and close up. The soil which I use is loam and cow manure,
or leaf soil, equal parts, and a little silver sand. Keep the bulbs
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well up from the soil, or both flowers and foliage will damp off.

The largest pots Iuseare6-in. When well rooted ^ive weak manure

water occasionally, and when in flower they will be benefited by

some at every watering. By this plan plants with large beautifully

marked foliage and dozens of lovely flowers may be had, and they

will continue flowering from October till the following April. Seed

sown now will produce good plants, which will bloom early next

spring. Those who have not tried the new large flowered varieties

should do so ; they are really beautiful, and the flowers come true

from seed.—H. J. E.

MY WAY WITH CARNATIONS.
O.v this side of the Atlantic layering- Carnations is fortunately

obsolete. We learn a good deal from our English cousins, but

in Carnation growing we think we beat tliem. In my young-

days well do I remember kneeling under a burning sun in the

old country and propagating Carnations. Every plant had to be

surrounded by its satellites, and as equi-distaut as if their positions

had been marked outbycompasses. Here ourpropagatiug houses are,

now-a-days, beds set on pipes 6 in. deep and tilled up with sand.

In September we select our cuttings, cut at or below a joint

—

some wood making two cuttings ; ^ye remove the stronger leaves

three-parts down. The sand beaten firm, a straight edge
'2 in. wide is placed ou it, and a cut made with a thick-backed

knife. We insert our cuttings about 1 in. deep and distant so

that each leaf just touches. Each row as it is put in is firmed

with the back of the hand. When finished, shading is put on,

and in from two to three weeks they will be callused. A bottom-

heat of Oo-^ is then started, and this, where the sand is fresh

and good, wiU give 100 per cent, of plants. The whole secret

of success lies in having- new sand and no bottom-heat until

callused. A week or two afterwards prick the young plants out

in pans -j in. deep and 2 in. apart
;
place them in cool houses, stop

as the}' require it, and by April these will make good bushy
plants. We plant out in that month generally. Stretching- a line

ou the one end of the ground, a marker with four teeth 1 ft.

apart will give ns three lines at one marking. We leave an alley

2 ft. wide between every five rows. Keep the plants clean and
well pinched back, removing all flo-wers.

About August we stop pinching- and allow buds to form. In

September wo lift the plants, place them on a hand-barrow, and
carry them into the flowering houses, which are generally 100 ft.

long and 20 ft. wide. We plant them out in the centre and ou

side benches. One man plants and two stake ; during this operation

we paint the glass with whitening, which we allow to remain on
for a -week. Should it rain we run it over again. For fine blooms
we keep our houses at night as near 40° as possible. For Christ-

mas and New Year we force a little, giving 00° at night and from
80° to 90° in the day time with sun-heat. When done with we
throw them away, and fill the houses with spring plants. Care
must be taken not to water over the top ; if so the buds -n'ill go
blind, particularly in the case of the coloured varieties. I have
grown plants in this way 2 ft. through, but they did not flower as

well as those 1 ft. through. Cuttings taken oS in winter -we

place in pans and set them in the Camellia house until they have
become callused, then v^e put them in the propagating house, or

anywhere where they can get a little bottom-heat. I have taken
cuttings that were well broken on the parent plant and found no
difficulty in growing them. Although I have heard of such-and-
such varieties being- hard to strike, I never had any difficulty

when my sand was new. Carnations enter largely into our cut

flower trade. Our wholesale winter price to bouquet makers is

from 1 dol. 50 cents to 2 dols. per 100 blooms. The strongest

of our plants we allow to flower in summer, and sell them at 1 dol.

per 100. I have counted on Carnation plants before being- lifted

from 100 to 175 buds. These when housed and in flower have a

fine appearance. Gerald ITowatt.
Essex Co., Kevj Jersey.

fully ventilated through the sharpest weather and gradually inured
to light when the time arrives for uncovering. When mild, Primu-
las, Auriculas, Carnations, and Phloxes should have a turn over in

order to clear them of dead leaves, conferva;, and weeds, as well as

to change their position. Keep them near the glass and give plenty
of air without producing a cutting current, otherwise the foliage will

become drawn and tender, and the flowers of such things as Primu-
las will be deficient in colour and texture. Carnations, antumn-
sown Stocks, alpine Auriculas, and Phloxes will now require pot-
ting into sound rich compost, consisting of good old turf, cow manure,
and sand in a dry state and free from worms. Hollyhocks, Pent-
stemous, and Phloxes if pot-bound may have a shift into pots a size

or tivo larger if the situation does not admit of planting out at once
where they can be protected. Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus
intended for late flowering do well in shallow pits with plenty of

light and air. Keep the glass clean, throw the lights off for a few
hours on mild days, and water with clear diluted liquid. Examine
the stock of Lilies and remove any that are starting into growth to a
light pit where they can be protected from frost and the ravages of

snails. Gladioli, Montbretias, Ixias, Tigridias, and Tritonias

require similar treatment. Pot up the remainder of the stock of

Tigridias, also early-flowering Gladioli, half a dozen roots in 7-in.

pots, and plunge in leaf-mould under glass. W. Coleman,

SEASONABLE WORK.
Cold Pits.—Many of the plants in cold pits will soon begin to

furnish their quota t) decorative purposes if Scillas and some of the
early Primroses have not already done so. The great difficulty this
winter has been close confinement and stagnant damp from heavy
covering, but plants of this class rarely suffer beyond delay if oare-

IfOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GAEDEN.

Cutting-do-wnan India-rubber P]ant(p.246).-The present
is a suitable time to cut an India-rubber plant down, and if the

pot containing it be then plunged in a slight bottom heat and the
atmospheric temperature not allowed to fall under 60°, the plant
will soon form fresh shoots, and as soon as these are some inch or

two in length, repot into fresh suitable soil, using possibly a pot
of smaller dimensions than that the plant previously occupied.
The old stem, if sound, may be split down the centre, and each
portion may be further cut into pieces, some inch or more in length,

each piece having an undeveloped bud or eye in its centre. A
well-drained pot or seed-pan should now be filled with a compost
formed of sifted leaf mould and sand, with some quarter of an inch
of silver sand upon the surface. Into this the eyes should be gently
pressed, and afterwards watered with a fine rosed watering-pot.

The pot with its eyes or cuttings should then be placed on bottom
heat under a bell or hand-glass. With proper care the eyes will

soon strike root, and each will form a shoot, and when well rooted
and established, should be potted off singly in small pots.—P. G.

Spring- Flo-wers in Cold Houses.—It seems extraordinary
to me that so few take advantage, when they have a little house iu

which nothing will grow or a single frame, of the ease with which
the commonest herbaceous spring plants may be had in bloom a good
month before they ordinarily come out in the garden. The process
simply consists in literally " sticking them into a pot " just as they
are dug out of the earth in autumn and setting them in a greenhouse
or frame, no heat being required, only an occasional watering when
the pots are not frozen, and out the flowers come even in the middle
of January. With Snowdrops, Primroses, Wallflowers, Polyan-
thuses, London Pride, Violets, Alyssum, and a dozen others the

plan never fails, and supplies flowers right up to the time when they
naturally come out-of-doors.

—

Gikofle.

Pyrus Malus floribunda Forced.—In The Garden of the

25th of Deo. last I drew attention to this as a very beautiful hardy
tree for lighting up shrubberies, &c., early in summer. I also

stated that I thought it would force, and so prove useful in that

respect. In order to test it in a off-hand way I had a plant potted
up from the open ground, where it had stood three or four years,

and placed in an ordinary greenhouse, and for the last fortnight

it has been one mass of bloom. Everyone who sees it is struck
with it, and wants to know what it is. I think that those who
have large conservatories to keep gay during the early months of

the year would like to use this if they only knew how freely it

flowers, and how easily it can be got into that condition.

—

R. Lloyd, Brookwood.

Cutting do-wn Pelargoniums (p. 246).—Zonal Pelar-

goniums may be safely cut down early in October and placed in a

frame, or cold pit, or even for a time iu the open air. But as most
of the best varieties are now found to flower so well during winter in

the greenhouse or conservatory, the cutting down is generally

deferred until the early part of March, when fresh grcwth is about
to recommence, and the wounds necessarily inflicted speedily become
healed ; whereas if this is done iu winter with the plants in a low
temperature, and in a more or less languid condition, the process of

reparation is necessarily slow, and rotting down is almost sure to

take place. Should it, however, be necessary to cut such plants
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back during the sunleas days ol winter, the temperature of the

structure containing them should for a time be considerably increased

until fresh growth fairly commences, when it may be gradually

lowered.—P. (!.

Daphne indica-—This plant evidently will flourish under very

ditferent circumstances, as will be seen by contrasting the way in

which it is grown by Mr. Barney (p. 212) and how I have succeeded

with it, having it in good health and size. I have three plants, which
are planted out in the Camellia border at the back of a large con-

servatory in peat ; here they have plenty of root run, frequent

waterings with the Camellias, and little or no sunshine, as the bed is

sliaded by large plants ami climbers ; for several years past they have
flowered profusely.—W. B.

Calla aethiopica Out-of-doors in Summer.—During
the winter and spring this Arum Lily, as it is sometimes
called, is a true friend where indoor decoration is extensively

carried on, as it may be utilised either with or without its

flower spathes, which last a long time in perfection, and the

leaves, being smooth, are easily cleaned of dust when used indoors.

I find it much the best plan to plant it out-of-doors in summer, on
rich, moist, light soil, keeping it well supplied with water at all

times, for it is nearly an aquatic. Single crowns are far the best, and,

as it throws up numerous offsets, there is no difficulty in keeping up
the rec^uircd quantity. We generally set all plants that arc exhausted
by flowering under some temporary shelter in May, to gradually
harden th"m oii', and by the beginning of .June they may be planted
out about 1 1 ft. apart each way, the strongest-flowering crowns
being put together, and weaker oCfsets planted in beds for furnish-

ing small plants for succession or late spring flowering. During
summer keep them free from weeds and water them with liquid

manure, and by the end of September they will be dwarf, sturdy
plants, with massive stems and leaves of deep green, and the most
forward will be showing their flower spathes. They must be very
carefully lifted and potted, set in a shady Vinery, and kept syringed
overhead until they are recovered from the check of removal, when
they may bo kept quite cool until required for use. They will

readily respond to increased heat, and by introducing a few at a

time into the foreing-pit a constant succession may be kept up for

several months.—

C

An Amateur's Greenhouss.—In The Garden of last year

you inserted a paper by me on this subject in which I gave an
account of my own little greenhouse, 20 ft. long, span-roofed, and
stated how I managed it ; it may be interesting for me to state its

condition during the past two months. I have had during that
time about a dozen Camellia plants in flower, and during the month
of February have been enabled to have four specimen glasses in my
drawing-room with their blooms besides those in flower in the
house. I have had besides a couple of dozen Cyclamen plants of

various shades of colour, Lachenalias, both pendula and tricolor,

three plants of Libonia floribunda, Daphne indica rubra, and zonal

Pelargoniums of various shades of colour ; all these have supplied me
with sufficient cut flowers to fill a central vase on my dining-room
table, while the greenhouse itself has been quite gay with all these
various colours. I had a panful of Scilla sibirica in bloom, but was
disappointed with it ; even the lovely little Chionodoxa Lucilii-E is in

flower and some pots of (ialanthus Elwesi, while Azaleas are begin-

ning to open their buds. Primulacortusoidesamrenais showing flower,

and some of the plants which have bloomed must be taken away to

mase room for the others. A small plant of Boronia megastigma fills

the house with its powerful perfume, and I have had no difficulty

in excluding frost, although, as I have said, I have only an old-

fashioned flue with drain pipes. I mention all this as an encourage-
ment to those who like myself are obliged to study how to make
the most of small means.

—

Delta.

Diospyros virginiana Dropping its Flo-wei s.—A friend

gave me some five or six years since a fruit stone of this Date Plum.
I planted it, and it is now a small tree about S ft. in height and appa-
rently in perfect health. It is in a large pot in the Vinery, which is

not heated, but from which frost is excluded. Having cut it back
several times to prevent its growing too tall for the house, its

growth is sturdy and strong. I have, however, never seen the tree

elsewhere, and can only judge therefore from its appearance. It

blooms freely every year, but after the blossoms have been out some
days they one and all drop off. As it will shortly be coming into
bloom again I should be glad if I could discover the cause.

—

W. H. T.

Sambucus racemosa Dropping its Berries.—I have
several plants of this Elder in my grounds. They grow luxuriantly,
and are covered with bloom every spring. Sometimes the berries are
formed, but always either the flowers or the berries soon after their

formation all drop off. I fear this is the general experience of this

shrub, and it is much to be regretted, for, as seen in its home in the
Alps covered with its brilliant coral-coloured berries in Grape-like
bunches, it is one of the handsomest of shrubs. Can any of your
readers oblige me with information on this point?—W. H. T.

SHORT NOTES.
Hepaticas.—That is a very interesting note of Mr. Falconer's

(p. 233) about Hepaticas and the natural conditions in which these

little hardy floral gems are found to thrive. A cool screen of foliage

in the summer, abundant light in spring, a good depth of soil .and

perfect drainage, for be it remarked that they grow on "sloping
hillsides," are, it appears, the great important points to be kept in

view. Tlius growing we are informed that they are " posi-

tively evergreen. " How seldom do we see them so in cultivation.

A friend of mine once remarked, " I should be delighted with Hepati-
cas if the foliage was not so shabby at flowering time ; " and many,
I think, hold the notion that this is the natural condition of the plant

at that period of the j'ear. It is, however, easy to see that the fault

lies with the grower and not with the plant, for I think that Mr.
Miles told us that Hepaticas were not evergreen with him until he
found out tlie right way to grow them.

Drainage.—Mr. Peter Henderson goes to the extreme in assert-

ing that no plants, not even Orchids, need drainage. So far as this

I am not prepared to go myself, and I doubt whether any practical

grower in this country will be found to do so. In our v.ariable climate

drainage for pot plants appears to be a necessity, more especially

for such plants as have at some time to feel the full weight of our
drenching rains. .Just fancy a Strawberry plant or a Cape Heath
without drainage. In what condition would it be after a fortnight

or so of more or less continuous rain ? Drainage is, I allow, often

carried to too great a length, and the assemblage of crocks con-

sidered necessary by some in the case of free growing soft-wooded
plants is out of place. The late Mr. Bruce, of Kingston, wlio grew
Heaths well for market used to declaim against over-drainage, say-

ing that he only used an oyster shell for a 41-in. pot ; but I should
say th.at this laid hollow side downwards was about
as eflfective drainage as could have been found. I should
like to get a good supply of oyster-shells for this purpose,

but since this bivalve has ceased to be the poor man's friend, there

is but little chance of doing so. Now-a-days Mr. Bruce would have
had to have recourse to a layer of crocks for his Ericas. I was much
impressed with a remark made by Mr Burbidge in a former number
of The Gardex when writing about Orchids. Mr. Jjurbidge said

that he potted his Orchids so that they could not be overwatered,
thereby meaning, as I take it, that he ensured to them such free

perfect drainage tliat there was no danger of stagnant water
remaining about the roots. I think it will be found that the most
successful of our plant growers consider perfect drainage to be the
keystone of success in pl.xnt culture ; for watering, some of it at

least in large establishments, has often to be entrusted to mexperienced
hands, and an ill-drained specimen will suffer fearfully from a little

overdose of water where one witli the drainage in good order will

escape with but little damage.

Lombardy Poplar.—Would that I could write more eloquently
in praise of the Lombardy Poplar tlian Mr. Fish and Mr. Marnock
have done if by so doing I should induce plant ;rs in this country
to make free use of it. Few trees have afforded me more unfeigned
delight than this, and I wish that everyone could see it as I have
done at home, where it exercises a powerful influence upon the
landscape. Those who m.ay have worked up the Seine from
Havre to Elbeuf will have seen the Lombardy Poplar in all its

glory, in its full dignity of growth, and where its characteristic fea-

tures are brought into the boldest prominence. There amongst the
most delightful scenery this tree finds its true place. Here and
there, clustered on small islets, the column-like masses of dense
dark foliage rise boldly above the water level, sometimes pushing out
from amongst a tangled irregular undergrowth, occasionally in close

association with various round-headed trees — large Willows
Elms, &o., frequently free and alone, either in groups or as isolated

specimens, the huge boles touching down to the water's edge, the
somewh.at rigid outline being clearly defined against a blue sky, or the

white chalk cliffs in the background. Something must of course be
allowed for surroundings, which are here of the character best fitted

to show off this tree to the best advantage, but are there not many
low-lying situations in this country of a similar character where the

free use of the Lombardy Poplar would break up the tameness and
uniformity which often prevail there ? Our English sylvan scenery,

lovely as it always is in its quiet peaceful beauty, is apt to become
insiped, owing to the prevalence of trees which naturally thiow
themselves into rounded-off masses of foliage. The Lombardy, with its

erectspire-likegrowth.bold, rigid, but not too rigid outline, breaks up
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this uniformity most happily. The fact of tlie tree growing with
rank vigour iu swampy, ill-drained soils is of itself enough to recom-
mend it ; and I would therefore endorse Mr. Fish's I'ecommendation,

and say to all concerned in planting, don't forget the Lombardy
Poplar.

Local Apples.—I should much like to know if your readers
generally have any knowledge of Curltail Pippin and Fletcher's

Seedling Apples. Both these varieties, but especially the former,

are much grown in this neighbourhood, being, I think, of local origin,

andsofaraslam aware their culture is mainly confined to this district.

The Curltail I consider to be a truly valuable Apple. It cooks well as

soon as ripe, keeps until June, is but little liable to rot, and needs
scarcely any sugar when boiled or baked and may be used for dessert.

Can I say more in praise of any Apple than this ? Yes ; I will

add that it flourishes in almost any soil, however low and damp
it may be, evincing hardly any tendency to canker, grows with
great freedom, forming a large spreading tree in a comparatively
short space of time, and flowers so late as to escape ,the spring
frosts unless such should come unusually late and severe. Fletcher's

Seedling I cannot say so much about, but I know that it is a
good cooking kind, is of good appearance, is a sure bearer, for

last year it yielded good crops when most of the fashionable kinds
failed.

Apple Trees.—Speaking of these, I observe that a writer
in the Bulletin, d'Arbork altare urges the advisability of planting
them on raised mounds, and asserts that ample proof has been
afi'orded that trees thus set out make much more rapid progress and
enjoy better health in after life than when planted on the level. I
know that the peasant farmers and fruit growers of Normandy
generally practise this mode of planting, and they appear to be very
successful in getting an orchard up quickly. Of course the mound
must be well mulched, and a basin must be left around the stem for
facilitating the application of water when needful.

Bijfleet. J, CoRNHiLL.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

PLANTING IN CONNECTION WITH BUILDINGS.
In tree and shrub planting for ornamental effect cue of the chief
coasiderations is the arrangement of the various kinds with reo-ard

.Spiral trees wrongly placed.

to their form, size, and rate of growth, so that when they have
attained maturity they will combine and form a harmonious whole.
Too_ often, planting so as to produce an immediate effect results in
an Incongruity difficult to remedy or effaC3 after the trees have

become large and well established, an occurrence which could
scarcely be otherwise where trees and shrubs varying greatly in

rate of growth, as well as in habit, are indiscriminately mixed,
often on a space too small for them, and still oftener without due
regard being paid to suitability of soil or position ; hence it

frequently occurs that plantations planted only a few years require
re-arranging, and even in some instances re-planting, on account
of no attention having been paid at the outset to the points just

Example of effective grouping o£ spiral and low trees near buildings.

adverted to. Uhimate effects are always prejudged by those who
are well acquainted with trees, and it is this knowledge that
enables the experienced garden designer to plant in a proper and
advantageous manner.
But there is another point counacted with planting which

requires consideration, viz., the harmonising of trees picturesquely
with buildings, a branch of .practice which requires to be dealt
with skilfully, for even witli the same kinds of trees opposite
effects are produced, according to the style of building. For
example, the two annexed woodcuts show spiral-Iieaded trees in
two different aspects. In the one the lofty tower and the trees
n;utralise each otlier, owmg to their proximity and want of
collateral support in the way of round-headed or spreading
trees. The other illustration is, on the contrary, a good example
of a happy combination of spiral and round-headed trees in
connection with a building. In this case the tall trees are not
too near the house ; therefore they are not dwarfed, and they are
agreeably supported and balanced by trees of lower growth of a
dift'erent habit. W. Goldeixg.

TRANSPLANTING AND TRIMMING EVER-
GREENS.

The winter has been such as to test the enduring powers of ever-
greens to the utmost, and many, 1 fear, are greatly disfigured and in-
jured, notso much, perhaps, by the action of frost as the wind, which,
it will be remembered, blew with such force and was so exceedingly
cutting as to hurt the tissues of the leaves and dry up the sap.
Not only has the foliage suffered severely, but the bark and young
wood are iu many places seriously affected, and it remains to be
seen whether the parts so defoliated and battered will break again,
which can only be decided a month or so hence, and till then, or
even later, it will not be wise to do much by way of pruning, unless
done with a view to reduce the size of the plants and make them
more bushy. In cases where this may be desired, what cutting back
or thinning out they require should be done at once, as by carrying
it out early, the dormant buds about the main branches are forced
to start ; whereas if left till a later period, part of the energies of the
plants will have become exhausted by the growth they make at the
tips. Laurels, both the Portuguese and common, are shrubs that
will stand almost any amount of cutting, and it is very seldom they
get enough to keep them well furnished to act as screens or blinds,
for if trimmed and shortened only at the tips they look stiff and
formal and become naked below, but with judicious thinning, to let
light in, they are never bare, and always have a pleasing, natural
look. Plants faced up like green walls on either side of a walk are
very objectionable, as they are out of all character, and it will be
found far better to break well into them and do away with the
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hedge-like appearance, which may be easily accomplished by the

removal of those most crowded, and a little rounding and general

shortening-in of the others. The spaces then made will come in

well for Lilies, Hollyhocks, or strong-growing herbaceous plants,

any or all of which associate with and look at home in the fore-

ground of evergreen shrubs. With regard to the transplanting of

these latter, there is no better time in the whole year than the first

part of April, as then the earth is daily becoming warmer, and we
get genial showers with heavy uight dews, so refreshing to lan-

guishing leaves when the roots which feed them have met with

disturbance. Some planters advocate autumn for the removal of

evergreens, and when we get mild winters following the practice

may be tolerably successful; but what would be the condition of any

so treated after such a season as that we have just passed through,

when established plants have been unable to hold their own and
battle with the blast? There are some kinds, uo doubt, that may
be moved with safety at almost any time, except when the young
growth is soft and tender, as, for instance. Box, Rhododendrons,

and Aueubas, which always haA'c a deal of fibre and lift with large

balls ; but interfere with a Holly before the March winds are over,

and ten chances to one that you kill it. Caught as they are, just

bursting their buds, they are sure to grow—that is, if ordinary care

is exercised in getting them up, so as to preserve the roots from

injury—as they are no sooner in the ground again than they are on

the move, and quickly become re-established.

The great point with these, as with others, if of large size, is to

see that they are well watered, so as to wash the earth well in

around them, and then fill all cavities, which can only be done by
throwing on the water with considerable force, and gently swaying

the plant to and fro at the same time, when the puddled mixture

will draw under and settle the soil, and so fix the ball firm in its

bed. The final fiUing-in of the hole should not be carried out

till the day after, which will afford time for the washed earth

to subside, when the rest may be shovelled back to its place and
made level, after which a heavy mulching should be given, which
will be the means of keeping the roots in a uniformly moist con-

dition by preventing evaporation, preserving the soil from cracking,

and letting in volumes of air. The importance of mulching to fresh

transplanted trees cannot be over-rated, and the absence of it is a

more frequent cause of failure than anything else, as without it,

water as one will, plants are never so favourably circumstanced,

the transition being alwaj-s sudden and fluctuating between wet and

dry. It should be borne in mind, too, that however well a plant

may be cared for in the way mentioned, it cannot possibly get a fair

start unless securely staked and tied, as every motion of the top

causes a strain and movement below, which movement chafes the

main roots and prevents the formation of fresh fibres. To keep the

heads steady, nothing answers better than stout poles placed

triangularly in the groimd at a good distance from the plant, and

then brought together and made fast to the stem, about two-thirds

of the way up, where, to keep them from chafing the bark, pads of

hay or any other soft material should be bound, or, in lieu of poles

or stakes as supports, galvanised wire may be used after the same
manner and secured to stout pegs driven into the soil. This plan of

steadying plants is neater than the other, and where appearances

have to be considered, as on lawns, should be adopted, as the stays

are scarcely seen, and are safe and durable if well fixed at the

first. S. D.

TREE RECORD.

A beautiful weeping tree may be seen on the north side of

the town of Bury St. Edmuuds on the right hand side of the

Fornham Road some 300 yds. from the railway bridge, and about half

that distance from the remains of the ancient gateway to St.

Saviour's Hospital.

The tree in question is a drooping variety of the Wych
Elm (Ulmus montana). It stands a few yards from the road, over

which it oracefully droops, and a few years since, when the land on

which it grows happened to change hands, special stipulation was

made to prevent this remarkable tree from being at any time inter-

fered with. A good many years ago two distinct trees stood ou this

spot the trunks of which were in such close contact with each other,

that they may, and were indeed, supposed to have sprung from one

and the same seed. They were very appropriately called The Sisters,

as they appeared to have grown up so lovingly together, until a

fierce north-eastern gale, one luckless day, prostrated one of them.

The Sisters had both been long in the habit of weeping, and the

survivor continues to do so still, and is now an exceedingly hand-

some specimen of a weeping or drooping tree, with very long grace-

fully slender depending branches, making as straight for the surface

of the earth as would a plumb-line.

The bole of this tree is now IS ft. in circumference at 3 ft. from

the ground. It is about 80 ft. high, and, to judge by its appearance,
may be some 200 years old. During the very severe weather which
has for some time been experienced, the gracefully drooping shoots

of this handsome tree have been frequently heavily incrusted with
rime or hoar frost, giving it altogether a remarkable aspect, and
rendering it an object of much attention.—P. Grieve.

Ancient Cedars.—One of the fine old Cedars of Lebanon
which, for more than two centuries, have adorned the gardens here
fell during a gale from the north-east on the night of the 6th inst.

The length of the tree as it lays, is 72 ft., the breadth 09 ft., the
truuk 1 ft. from the ground is 18 ft. 6 in. in circumference, and at

13 ft. from the ground is 15 ft. 4 in. The most singular part is that

it has stood so long, the whole of its main roots being as rotten as

touchwood and covered with white mould, and, as if struggling for

existence, it has pushed out several young fibrous roots close to the
butt.—T. White, Arbiin/ Hall, Nuneaton.

Fourfold-stemmed Oak.—Amongst the noble trees at Pains
Hill, Cobham, Surrey, is a very large Oak which some hundreds of

years ago was made a pollard. Wedlake Brayley thus speaks of it

in his history of Surrey : "There are some remarkable Oaks in dif-

ferent parts of the grounds at Pains Hill, some having double
trunks, and one of a majestic growth is distinguished by a fourfold

stem. "It is this latter of which Iam going togive you afaint description.

At 3 ft. from the ground its circumference is 28 ft. 10 in. ; at G ft.

from the ground it divides itself into four branches, the circumference

of No. 1 is 15 ft. ; No. 2, 12 ft. Gin. ; No. 3, 11 ft.; and No. 4, 8 ft.

6 in. It is not very high, but has a spread of branches of Si ft. When
Mr. Vernon Heath was down here a few years ago, he very much
wished to photograph it, but whether he did so or not I am unable to

say.—.T. Clements.

The Wliite-flowered Laurustinus.—I can confirm the
statement made by your correspondent (p. 189) as to there being a
much whiter flowered variety of this shrub than is usually seen in

English gardens ; both the white and semi-pink varieties are very
common here, and are at present in bloom. They differ but slightly

in general habit, and both are greatly influenced by position as to
their shade of colour and size of foliage ; for instance, both varieties

are blooming here under the shade of some Spruce i'ir trees, where
the sun's rays penetrate but little ; thus situated, the white-flowered
kind is much purer in colour than when fully exposed to the sun,
and the other variety is only very slightly marked with the pink
tint, and the foliage of both is considerably larger than where
they are out in tlie open. On the other hand, where both varieties

are fully exposed to the sun, there exists material differences in the
colour of the flowers and size of the foliage. In this position the
white variety is of a greenish-white colour, and the other almost
pink, and the leaves are also much smaller. The Laurustinus sets

its berries freely here, and, owing to their getting carried about by
wind and birds, it grows wild in many places. I have no doubt that
the pink variety if forced into bloom under glass, and in a shady
position, would be quite devoid of the pink tint.— G. Richards,
Cannes.

GARDEN CATALOGUES.
There is no doubt some truth in what has been said in The Garden
(p. 209) on this subject. Still, as one quite disinterested, perhaps
you will allow me to state that but scant justice is done to many of

our modern catalogues, which are daily improving in the amount of

information which they afford, alike by pen aud pencil ; apparent
exaggerations even are often not so in reality. Not a few of our
florists' flowers, and even fruits and vegetables, when well grown,
are really so fine as to make exaggeration well nigh impossible. The
writer of the critique in question could hardly have seen the more
modern Tomato ; no doubt the old red and yellow may pretty well
equal in flavour any of their modern rivals, but several of the latter

are almost smooth, and free from the ridge and furrow series which
made the former wasteful in use or unsightly. It is in Cucumbers,
however, in which exaggeration is said to reach its climax.

But I think the critique just alluded to is most widely astray in

regard to Melons. These have assuredly been vastly improved of

late years ; as to flavour,such Melons as the old Beech-wood left little

to be dssired. But then its constitution was tender, and it was
miffy and uncertain. The old scarlet Cantaloupes were about the

colour of a cooked Swede, and but little bettor flavoured. Now we
have at least a dozen scarlet and green-fleshed Melons equal or

superior to the Beechwood in its best state, and with greatly im-

proved constitutions, and a much higher ratio of fertility. Therefore

I cannot at all admit that the Melons of to-day are no better than
those of olden times, though I am quite sure that had the critic
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seen drasrings of several houses of Melons that came under my
observation last year in any illustrated catalogue, he would have
thrown up his hands or his pen, and shouted preposterous
exaggeration !

No doubt the modern practice of any one calling vegetables after

himself may prove inconvenient at times, but it deceives no one
but the most simple ; and after all the purchaser may be tlie gainer if

he will only deal with seedsmen of "light and leading ;" for men
who value their good name are not likely to send out a packet of,

say, mixed or mongrel Kale or Cabbages under the name of, say,

Sutton's, Carter's, Veitch's, Driving's Improved Brussels Sprouts. All
such names, and many more in the seed trade, would be accepted as a

guarantee and test of quality. D. T. Fim.

That article on the catalogues was very much called for. It is

not a question of making catalogues better or worse, but of confus-

ing people by needless names. We want real novelty, but it is

difficult for the general public to distinguish that in the cloud of

new and what one might venture to call false names that are

invented. Such names deceive all but the expert. The question

, of flavour in Melons is a difficult one to make comparisons about
;

I have no doubt that the Green Flesh Melons in cultivation 20 years
ago were, when well grown and well ripened, as finally flavoured as

those of to-day. As regards Tomatoes, there is some slight change
and one or two useful varieties beyond the old one, but tliere are
also some very coarse large kinds in which one very often finds a

nugget of rough stringy matter which is absent in the proper
Tomato. As regards another aspect of the question, Mr. David
Syme told me a "mot " the other day. Soon after Daniel 0'E,ourke
came out he happened to be in London, and in conversation with
the late Mr. Waite, in his office at Holborn, he requested that well
known seedsman to tell him the difference between Daniel O'Rourke
and Sangster's No. 1. Taking down a list and looking gravely at
it, Mr. Waite replied, " The only diff'erence I know of is— 83. per
bushel !

" The thing is growing to such an evil, that it will have
some day or other to be dealt with by strong means, probably
legislative ones. J. H.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSES 0^ THEIR OWN ROOTS.
OsK cannot help sharing in tlie regrets of those who have suffered

so much loss in standard Roses during the two last winters. The
destruction in many places twelve months ago was complete, in

others partial, and I hear now of many instances wliere the plants

that were put in last spring to replace the dead ones are again in

like manner killed. This second visitation, coming so soon alter the

first, is very disheartening to the thousands whose gardens have
thus been stripped of the most esteemed flower they cultivate.

With many of those wlio grow Roses by the acre for sale in such
IJarts of the kingdom as have come under the destructive influence

of tire wave [of cold, its disastrous effects result in a serious pecu-

niary loss, still further increased by the all but certain additional

loss of Brier stocks intended for the ensuing season's budding. One
grower informed me that he lost 23,000 last winter all planted in

one place, and if it should turn out that the destruction of stocks

is again anything near tliat of the winter of 1879-80 it will mean a

dearth of Roses grown in this way a year or two hence, which will

result in doubling tlie cost, even if at any price the supply will meet
the demand, Yet, apart from the sympathy which generally will be
felt for those who have lost their Pv,oses, whether grown for pleasure

or profit, there is some consolation in reflecting that the lesson

tauglit by tlie loss will not be witliout its good eff'ects in doing some-
thing to bring this unnatural fashion of Rose growing on stilts into

less favour than it has been with the gardening public, for in this, as

in other matters of fashion, it is with the public that the matter
rests. So long as nine people out of ten who buy Roses will have
them in the form of standards, tall or short, so long will that be
ths way in wliicli those who cultivate for sale will mostly confine

themselves 1 1 growing them, and so long also will there be from time
t) time wholesale destruction, such as resulted in the last two
winters. Those who approve of this way of growing Roses have
long since urged all that can be said in its favour, and when summed
up the gain has small weight to stand against the drawbacks, leaving

out of the question the absence of elegance in the plants when so
grjwn as compared with their appearance in a more natural form.

It cannot be too often repeated that even tlie Tea varieties when on
their own roots scarcely ever suffer in the most exceptionally sfevere

winters further than having their tops killed ; when this happens
they push again as strongly from the collar as if they had only been
cut back ; and where simple precautions, incurring no great amount
of labour, are taken the loss of the shoots will not often occur. Those

who grow the Hybrid Perpetual sorts on their own roots, even
in localities where the frost was most severe, will scarcely see that

they have had anything beyond an ordinary winter, and, so far as

present appearances go with the now backward condition of the
buds, will in all probability have a much finer bloom than if there

liad been a mild winter with its inevitable premature growth.
In gardening matters, as in many other things, unlearning is a

difficult process, and however much a system turns out faulty,

if it does not result in uninterrupted failure, people keep to it ; but
I venture to think that the two last winters will have caused many to

pause before they continue planting standards, and if once plants on
their own roots are fairly tried few who grow Roses for ordinary
purposes will go back to the mop-headed method.

Since I wrote the above, "S. R.H." has expressed himself fully

on the matter of Roses on their own roots in The Gardex (p. 249).

"When such an experienced P^ose grower and exhibitor as he is

throws in his vote unhesitatingly for Roses on their own roots, there

is some hope that the time is coming when the thousands who cul-

tivate them simply for the beauty of their flowers will adopt this,

the rational mode of growing them, for I think there is little doubt
but that the majority of those who sec and admire the triumphs of

the exhibitor's skill, as displayed in tlie magnificent boxes of show
blooms, not only often make mistakes by selecting indiscriminately for

their own growing the winning kinds, many of which are far from
the best for ordinary purposes, but are alike led to follow the same
method of growing their Roses as they know the successful showers

adopt. But when a successful exhibitor like " S. R.H." speaks

out boldly in favour of self-rooted Roses, not alone for general use,

but also for exhibition, then there is room to hope that many wlio

have not hitherto given the system a trial will not hesitate to do
so. From what I have experienced in diff'erent parts of the king-

dom with soils, as different as they well could be, I can vouch that

for all ordinary purposes, even vv'here the land especially suits, the

Dog Rose, sthe best free-growing varieties will thrive equally well

on their own roots as on the Brier stock, and in light soil they will

do better on their own bottoms than on the Manetti ; all that is re-

quired is a little more time, T. B.ilNES.

When may Roses be Unmulched ?—"Will any of your
correspondents give me advice as to when the mulching should be

taken from Roses ? If it is left on until April, the buds protected

by the mulching will have made a good deal of tender growth which
will be very difficult to harden off, even if the mulching can be taken

away without injuring the shoots. "Would it not be better to take

the mulching off as soon as the frost breaks, say as soon after the

end of January as the state of weather will permit, and when the

buds that have been below the mulching will not be induced to

break until the weather becomes more genial for them ? Many of

my Roses have been cut down by the frost quite to the mulching,

notably Cheshunt Hybrid, and on examining them on the 2Gth

Feb. I found that very many had started into growth, and I very

mucli fear whetlier such growth will do any good, and in cases where
the frost has only left you a few inches of your trees it is distressing

to think that those few inches are ruining themselves by premature

growth.—C. H. C.

Stock for Mareclial Niel.—In answer to "Peregrine's"

inquiries (p. 145) for evidence of the durability of Mar^chal Niel,

I may state that there is here one budded on the common Brier

about 2 ft. from the ground, and planted in the hard walk 5 ft. from

a Peach tree border, and at the west end of a Vinery, close to a

rain-water tank, but the roots have no access to the "Vine border.

At first the stock was budded with Cloth of Gold, about 1804, but

this not growing well it was budded again about 1871 with Mar6-

ehal Niel. This is still in good health, makes moderate growths

every year of about 5 ft. or G ft., and covers a space of about lOi

square yards, but would have extended farther hadroombeen found for

it. It flowers well everyyear, and the only attention it receives consists

in giving it a little manure water, removing a few of the weakest

shoots, and disbudding the flowers. The aspect is almost due south.

It is still alive, having stood the 31* of frost which we had on one

or two occasions this winter, and shows no signs of decay or canker

as yet. Plants of Marechal Niel on their own roots in the open

air are killed down to the level of the mulching.—J. Lambert,
Onslow Hall, Salop.

The T-wo Rose Bakers.—Permit me to apologise to both

these distinguished Rosarians for my mistake (p. 225). As to the

publications in question, I don't think I need apologise. "Why should

not they apologise to myself and others for having names and pur-

poses so much alike as "Rose Annual" and " Rosarian's Year
Book ? " But " Delta " has corrected me and shown that it was the

latter which had the honour of resuscitating the excretory theory of

roots auent the Rose.—D. T. Fish.
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POLLARD WILLOWS.
Among the most characteristic objects in our river valleys, such as

that of the Thames, and in our rich, well-watered pasture land, such

as the district which liesbetween the Mendip and Quantock Hills, are

of these take root as readily as Pelargonium cuttings, and in a

few years form trees, which in their turn supply stakes for the

next generation. The stake, sawn off straight at the top, usually

sends out a crown of shoots, and thus starts at once in its ulti-

PoUai'ding Willows.

therows of round-headedWillows which fringe the banks of almost mate form, but should young trees or untrimmed boughs be planted,

every watercourse. These Pollards begin their life as a simple row of they are sawn off when they have reached the desired height of

stakes, originally, perhaps, the upright posts of a fence ; but the stem. There are various good reasons for this apparently bar-

Willow has such extraordinary vitality, that the greater number barons treatment of the "\\'illow, which in its natural form is one
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of our most beautiful trees. The principal one no doubt is that

old Willow timber has very little value ; whereas the young

boughs which spring from the polled trunlc are useful in any state

of tlieir development. When young they can be used for baslcet

and wiclier-work, though in the districts where the many kinds of

Willow are cultivated for that purpose they are grown in beds

and the stem cut close to the ground. When older they are

much used for rough post and rail fencing and for various otlier

kinds of farm work. While they thus supply useful wood and with

tlieir mass of roots strengthen the banks of watercourses, they

are not so injurious to the Grass around them as larger and more
spreading trees would be. A thickly planted row, when the heads

are allowed to grow large, forms also an efficient shelter for rick-

yards and serves to break the force of the wind. In Holland and
Belgium the long rows of round-headed Willows stretch for

miles across the marshy meadows, and are the only objects that

arrest the eye on these interminable flats, unless it be a windmill

or a church steeple in the misty distance.

The trunks of these Pollard Willows are very interesting .studies

to the naturalist and the artist, for the young heads often grow
upon very old shoulders. The wood in the centre generally decays

and makes a favourite nesting ground for birds and for boring-

caterpillars. Seeds are blown or dropped on the top and send
their roots first into this decayed wood, and finally through it into

the ground, so that one may often see a large Elder bush, a

healthy young Ash tree, a Gooseberry or Currant bu.sh, or a mass
of Dog Kose or Bramble springing up among the Willow boughs.
The Willow itself will even form roots at the crown and send
them down to the soil through its own hollow trunk. In this

tangled mass wood pigeons and doves make their slovenly nests

and deposit their two white eggs. Under the projecting head,

scarred and swollen with the wounds of j'ears, wrens hang their

little covered houses, neatly built of the same Moss that covers

the trunk. In the rotten wood small woodpeckers and wrynecks
make their neat round borings, tenanted in after years by tom-
tits and other birds, and I have found the nests of sand martins,
where there was no available sandbank handy, in the dry tinder-

like wood exposed by the splitting of an old Pollai'd.

The trees represented by the annexed illustration are compara-
tively young, and the branches which are being lopped are only
the growth of five or six years at the most. When older the

trunks generally split and lean either towards the water, or away
from the direction of the prevailing winds, like the Apple trees in

an old orchard. They then become very picturesque, assuming
quaint forms and often dividing into two distinct masses. Al-
though the Willow is the commonest of pollard trees, others are

also polled for various reasons and uses. The Lombardy Poplar,
for instance, when planted as a protection round buildings, is

often pollarded in order to prevent danger from its falling, and
the Ash and the W^ych Elm are pollarded for poles ; the knotted
heads of this last are also very beautiful for cabinet work. The
Mulberry trees in North Italy afe pollarded every year; the young
shoots and leaves are given as food to the silkworms, and the stems
form supports for the Vines, which are festooned from one tree

to another down each side of the long patches of Corn or Lentils.

A. P.

MR. DAVID THOMSON ON FLOWER
GARDENING.

KsrERKiNG once more to this Bubject, we notice that the plea of

cost which Mr. Thomson urged against hardy plants is best answered
by an extract from his own book on the flower garden referring to the
mixed system as compared witlisuchbeddingasis illustrated by him:—
One of the most weighty arguments in its favour lies in the fact that it is less

expensive and less laborious than that which is the fashion now.—" Flower
Gardening " (D. Thomson), p. 10, last edition.

There is no allusion here to the fact that the mixed style referred

to is only one of a number of ways of growing and enjoying garden
flowers, and one of the least important. In the same place, however,
he speaks of

The vast increase of labour which has arisen in consequence of preparing and
cultivating so many tender plants as are demanded by modern flower gardening,
and all without anything like corresponding resources in the way of houses and
pits for propagating and growing such numbers of plants.

The ideal paradise desired was a village of big glasshouses for the
production of tender plants to be put out in summer, so that our
author takes himself precisely, in his book, the view 83 regards
Qost that he was angry with us for urging.

What he himself thought of the future of flower gardening in those

days may be gathered from an article of his own written in the Scol-

tish Gardener in the palmy days of his bedding-out at Archerfield. In
an article on the future possibilities of flower gardening it

Appeared to him then that some of the sections of plants which .are used for our
borders and parterres will scarcely be susceptible of much further improvement,
and as to arrangement, they have been used in almost every conceivable relation-

ship to each otlier, and it would almost appear as if there were nothing further
left to achieve in the matter of arrangement

!

Mr. Thomson has so often raised the question of his own doings

and practice in relation to hardy plants and their employment—and
he has certainly had opportunities such as fall to the lot of few men

—

that we might ask what he did in that direction in those Archerfield

days. Did the famous flower garden at Archerfield contain one
single bed of good hardy plants? or was any attempt whatever made
to show what could be done with numbers of beautiful subjects to

be found .among them ? Very little indeed ; four-fifths of the plants

were of the most ordinary kind, making a very fine show, no doubt.

Even the villagers of Dirleton came under the influence of the

great bedding movement.
The flower plots, which invaribly encircled the cottage', vere filled with

Geraniums, Calceol.arias, Hydrangeas, and the favourite Mignonette, all scenting

the air, and spreading-their heaven-like influence alike on the inmates and
observers.

The writer (in the Scottish Gardener) describes the nature of the

influence on himself.

Each bed was one mass of bloom ; so regular had the plants gi-own that the

entire beds were covered. There were three beds of yellow Calceolarias that I

think it was impossible to excel for compactness—not a leaf was seen— nothiiii?

save the golden blooms, tlie bed resendjling a large honeycomb. Looking at

these beds for a few moments, the eyes became almost of the same colour, and
magnified them larger still, until gradually they were relieved by the shrubby

habit and purple foliage of the Perilla nankinensis, with which the beds were
edged.
A phptogr.apher was on one occasion eirployed taking views of it, and after

having adjusted his instrument, a gentlem,an .anxious to see the efl'ect befoiehe

admitted the rays of the sun put his head under the cloth ; it was some time
before he could discern it, and all of a sudden, having caught the view on a

4- in. plate, he called out " Oh ! oh ! " and was completely overcome.

It is not stated if he ever recovered. The affecting incident is

related in the Scottish Gardever in 1S6C.

The kind of flower gardening encouraged by our author, until re-

cent years at all events, is as in the following extract from memoran-
da taken in a famous ducal garden near Edinburgh about the

year 1870. The "decoration" was understood to be the same for

.
years before and after : "No. 1 border: Calceolarias, Verbenas, and
Lobelias ; No. 2 border : Geraniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, and

' Alyssum ; No. 3 border : Geraniums, Gazanias, Verbenas, and Lobe-

lias ; No. 4 border: Geraniums, Purple King Verbenas, and Calceo-
'
larias ; No. 5 border : Geraniums' of sorts, Purple King Verbenas, and

. Oerastiums ; No. 6 border: Geraniums, Calceolarias, Gazanias, Ver-

benas, Centaureas, Beetroot, Alyssum, and Red Spinach. This last

was the '
' transformation scene " and grand tableau. There were a few

neglected Roses in an out-of-the-way corner, the one total representa-

tive of hardy gardening on the place ; not another plant, save vege-

tables, was to be seen."

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

"New Camellia C H. Hovey.—Mr. G. P. Wilson sends us

from his garden at Heatherbank, AVeybridge, a bloom of this very

fine new Camellia, raised by Mr. C. M. Hove}', of Boston, Mass., to

whom we are indebted for other fine varieties which have lately

found their way into this country. The variety C. H. Hovey is a

full-sized flower (4 in. across), with numerous rows of imbricated

petals, forming a perfect rosette of a beautiful cerise tint, delicately

shaded with violet. The foliage is ample and the plant a vigorous

grower.

Begonia Eoezli.—This, one of the most beautiful of new
' Begonias, seems to be but very little known, yet we think it will

ultimately prove to be one of the most valuable of all for general

cultivation. Judging from plants of it which we saw in Sir Trevor

Lawrence's garden, at Burford Lodge, Dorking, the other day, which,

in company with B. suaveolens, a kind having large clusters of

sweet-scented white flowers, and similar plants of the well-known B.

manicata, formed a group surpassing anything we have ever seen of

a similar description, the colours of the three kinds being such as to

harmonise beautifully. B. Roezli, which is similar in appearance to

B. manicata, grows from 2 ft. to 4 ft. high, and has large bright

green leaves and numerous broad spreading clusters of rather small

flowers of a clear cerise tint through which the transparent cells

sparkle like crystal. It is somewhat remarkable that such a beauti-

ful plant as this should not have been brought into more prominent

notice by nurserymen, but probably it may be now, as we noticed,

tb8tMess?-s. Laing&Co., Stanstsad Park Nurseries, Forest Hill,
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exhibited a plant of it at Soutli Kensington last Tuesday, which,

however, did not show its true character so well as the fine speci-

mens just alluded to.

Canna iridiflora Ehemanni.—This lovely plant, ilr Green,

gardener to Sir George Maoleay, Bart., Tendell Court, Bletchingley,

showed in fine flowering condition at South Kensington on Tuesday

last. It is certainly the finest of all the Cannas, and much superior

to the ordinary form of C. iridiflora, the flowers being much larger

and produced more numerously, and the foliage likewise is more

ample. The plant from which this specimen was cut has been in

flower over seven months ; treated as a sub-aquatic, planted with

the crowns 9 in. above water in a warm Nymphaea tank,

there they remain, not rested in winter like other Cannas. The
plant which is still in flower, has now eight growths 7-ft. high,

thus making a fine object either for summer or winter. The flowers

shown were not so well coloured as in summer ; still their rich

carmine hue was very lovely. Under the same treatment as the

Canna Mr. C4reeu grows the beautiful Crinum Moorei, figured in

The Gakiiex last week, and it thrives finely under the circum-

stances.

Narrow-leaved Ai-abian Coffee Plant.—One of the

most interesting exhibits at the meeting at South Kensington on

Tuesday last was br.anclies of a variety of Cofifea arabica named
angustifoli.a, bearing fruits in various stages of ripening. Those that

were ripe were about the size and shape of a Cob-nut, and of a claret

colour. The leaves, which are much narrower tlian those of the

typical form, are deep green and glossy. These were exhibited by
Mr. Green, from Sir G. Maclcay's garden at Pendell Court, Bletch-

ingley, wliere the plants are grown, planted out in free soil in a

moderately warm house.

Winter-flowering Fuchsias.—Amongst the numbers of

hybrid Fuchsias raised during the last few years there are some,

the result of crossing Fuchsia serratifolia and F. Dominiana, a

beautiful plant for winter flowering ; they are of dwarfer habit

and quite distinct in colour from the parents ; four kinds

have been sent out by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, viz , Charles Darwin,

Dr. Gordon, Edouard Andre, and H. Lecoq ; the whole of

these, although individually distinct, belong to the same class, and
are compact but vigorous-growing sorts, producing freely their showy
flowers some 4 in. long, the tube of which is r-eddish and the

corolla bright orange. These, like F. Dominiana, are excellent for

flowering in winter and spring, and in several collections they are

now quite gay with blossom.—H.

Early Rliododendrons.—Amongst shrubs in flowerjustnow I

noticed a handsome deep red Khododendron in a town garden ; I

cannot name it, but it has a remarkably showy appearance so early

in spring. Speaking of tliese shrubs, I may as well mention tliat the

magnificent avenue of them at Trewidden, Madron, is looking well,

and scarcely injured in the least by the past winter ; in all proba-

bility it will produce an enormous amount of bloom during the

latter end of next mouth.—W. R.

Two Pretty Flowering Shrubs.—Among the few hardy
shrubs now in flower, two of the Heath family are very beautiful,

viz.. Erica carnea, or herbacea, which although of dwarf stature is

very attractive, being covered with pinkish-red blossoms, with which
the pure white flowers of its variety alba contrast charmingly. The
ether plant is Andromeda floribunda, now rapidly opening its pure
white Lily of the Valley-like flowers, a desirable plant either when
grown out-of-doors or when forced for early decoration, for wliich

purpose it is well adapted.—A.

Iris reticulata is stated to be in bloom imder glass at Wimble-
don. With us it is already beautifully in bloom out-of-doors, a con-
dition in which it has been since March 3, and I need hardly add is

the first Iris of the season. Many Hellebores are also now in blossom,

as is likewise the Snowflake.—F. W. Mooke, Glasnevin.

Coprosma lucida.—A large specimen of this handsome Xew
Zealand shrub in the temperate house at Kew has been very showy
the whole of the winter on account of the cheerful appearance pro-

duced by its berries. The flowers, which are in themselves incon-

spicuous, are succeeded by fruits about the size of a Currant of a
reddish-orange colour and serai-transparent, in that respect some-
what resembling the Mistletoe. It has dark green glossy leaves,

longer, but hardly so thick as those of the better known Coprosma
Baueriana, which up to the present time I have not seen in fruit.

—

H. P.

Glory of the Snow (Chionodoxa Lucilite).—This charm-
ing bulbous plant is used with good eft'eet among other spring flowers

for embellishing the conservatory in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden
at Burford Lodge, Dorking. The plants are grown in pots as ordi-

nary bulbs, and produce plentifully their elegant sprays of porcelain

blue flowers with pure white centres. Thus grown, this Chionodoxa

is as early as most of the Scillas, none of which are so graceful in

appearance or so suitable for cutting purposes.

This beautiful spring flower opened its bright eyes to the

sun of to-day for the first time, I suppose, in this old garden.

Scilla sibirica looks quite dull and heavy beside it.—B.

Crinum Moorei.
—
"What a fine plate that was of this Crinum

in The G.vkden the other day ! It exactly represents the plant as

it grows out-of-doors ; under glass the colour is brighter, especially

towards the tips of the segments.—F. W. Moore, Botanic Garden,

Glnsnerin. [We omitted to state that our plate of this Crinum to

which Mr. Moore alludes was drawn by Mrs. Miles, of Bingham.]

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

EOYAL IIOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
ilAKCH 8.

This, (he first of the series of spring shows, was a very successful

one, the exhibits being numerous and highly interesting. It was
held in the conservatory, in which there was a very fine display.

First-class Certificates were awarded to the following :

—

To Sir Trevor Laivrence, Burford Lodge, Dorking, for

—

Phaius tuberculosus, the fine new Orchid recently intro

duced from Madagascar and fully described in another column.

Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for

—

Amaryllis John Heal, a variety having remarkably large

flowers possessing great substance, breadth of petal, and fine form
;

in fact, the most perfect flowers as regards symmetry of form that
have yet been produced. The colour of the petals is •white with a
broad band of deep crimson across tlie middle of each, the centre
being of whitish-green, and a decided advance towards obliterating

the usually green tint in that quarter.

A. Miss Alice Gair.—Another extremely fine varietj', both in
size and form. The colour is an intensely rich vermilion-scarlet,

the most brilliant yet attained.

A. Royal Standard.—Flowers with broad petals of a rich,

deep crimson, cousijicuously tipped with pure white, and with a
band of white running down the middle of each petal. A very fine

variety.

ilr. B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Hoi-
loway, for

—

Imantopliyllum miniatum var. Martha Reimers.—

A

splendid variety, far superior to the ordinary form, being-

altogether of larger size, more robust, and producing dense umbels of

flowers, numbering between two and three dozen on stout erect
stalks. It is said to be of hybrid origin, but be this as it may it is a
very fine plant, and one that well deserves the distinction accorded
to it.

Asplenium Baptisti.—A handsome evergreen Fern from
. tlie South Sea -Islands. It grows about 1 ft. or so in height, with
bipinnate fronds, each division being sharply and deeply toothed.

Mr. James, Redlees, Isleworth, for—

•

Cineraria Mr. H. Little.—A kind with large and perfectly
circular flowers of great substance, produced numerously on stout
steins. The colour is quite distinct from that of any other yet
raised, and decidedly anew "break," as the flowers have a broad zone
of deep velvety maroon on the outside ; then a similar zone of rosy-
purple, a pure white centre—a combination of colours highly
attractive.

Mr. J. Tomkins, Showell Green Nursery, Birmingham, for

—

Primula The Queen.—A variety of the Chinese Primrose,
having flowers measuring 2:| in. in diameter, and beautifully fringed
at the edges ; colour not pure white, but rather inclined to a blush
tint; habit of growth robust and the foliage crisped.

Mr. Edmonds, Hillingdon Nursery, Hayes, for—
Cyclamen persicum Miss Lilian Cox and Charming

Bride.—Both extremely fine varieties, with pure white flowers,

the former dwarfer in habit than the other, but both having large
and finely shaped flowers with remarkably broad petals. The foliage

too is beautifully mottled.
A magnificent group of Orchids was exhibited by Mr. Spyers,

from Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden, at Burford Lodge, Dorking,
some of the plants being extremely fine samples of skilful culture.

The most conspicuous plant (a large specimen) was Cymbidium
eburneiim, which bore sixteen flowers, quite aa exhibition ia itself.
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Among the Odontogloaaums shown wore the rare 0. Ruckerianum,

similar in appearance toO. Andersonianum, but with purple tinged

blossoms ; 0. nevadense, also rare and fine ; various forms of 0.

Alexandra and of 0. cirrhosum, one of the former witli sixteen

flowers on one spike ; 0. Uro-Skinneri ; 0. Rossi majus, with four-

teen flowers ; Miltonia cuneata, with a dozen flower-spikes ; the rare

Oncidiuni hyph^maticum, and many others all extremely fine and
well meriting the silver flora medal awarded them.

A gold medal was awarded to ilessrs. J. Veitch and Sons, Chelsea,

for an extensive group of plants, consisting princiijally of Amaryllises

and Orchids. The former, numbering about eighty plants, were by
themselves arranged in a sloping bank-like group, and their brilliant

colours made a grand display. Several new seedlings were in-

cluded in the group possessing great merit, and there were besides

numerous varieties that have been certificated on former occasions.

The Orchids were mostly cool-house kinds, and these combined with

some large pL-ints of Cyclamen persicum, forced Viburnum Opulus,

the lovely white Rhododendron Voitchi, the delicate pink R.
Taylori, and a dwarf Rhododendron with purple flowers callo I Early
Gem, made altogether a fine display.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, HoUoway, was likewise

awarded a gold medal for a large and effectively arranged group of

plants, consisting principally of Orchids and fine foliage plants, to-

gether with a group of the new white Chinese Primrose (Alba magni-

fioa) which was even better than when last exhibited. The Orchids,

numbering some eighty plants, represented about forty kinds, the

most noteworthy being some grand plants of Cypripedium
villosum bearing nearly fifty flowers ; Cymbidium eburneum, a very

fine plant of IVIasdevallia ignea, several varieties of Odontoglossum
Alexandras, notably flaveolumand roseum, Cypripedium Swauianum
and Boxalli, and the major form of Cffilogyne ocellata. The
group also included a fine plant of Azalea Mrs. Gerald Leigh, a

beautiful hybrid variety in the way of A. amccna, but with larger

flowers and of a rosy-purple shade. A fine example of the pretty

Fern Actiniopteris radiata var. australis was also shown, to which
was awarded a cultural commendation.
The General Horticultural Company exhibited a choice group of

Palms, Ferns, DraCi-enas, Crotous, and other fine foliage

plants, amongst which were examples of the rare /Echmea
(Chevalliera) Veitchi, the handsome yellow-flowered TiUandsia
Saundersiana, and a pretty new Dracama named Bella, a kind of

dwarf compact growth and narrow arching leaves of various shades
of reddish.crimson. A silver flora medal was awarded to this group.

From Mr. W. Paul, Walthani Cross Nurseries, came a large and
thoroughly representative collection of Camellia blooms all in fine

condition, and to which a silver Banksian medal was deservedly
awarded. Both old and new varieties were shown, some of the latter,

particularly one or two unnamed seedlings, being very fine, though
few new kinds surpass such sorts as the old Alba plena, imbricata,

fimbriata, &c. Marchioness of Exeter, Countess of Derby, Reine
des Fleurs, and some others were shown in unusually good con-

dition.

Some tastefully arranged groups of plants, chiefly spring flower-

ing kinds, were exhibited by Messrs. Osborn and Sons, Fulham, to

which a silver medal was awarded, and a similar distinction was
accorded to Mr. Aldous, South Kensington, for a group of plants of

a like description. A cultural commendation was appro-
priately voted to Mr. Masson, gardener to Dr. Meadows, Poyle Park,
Colnbrook, for a group of ten plants of Cinerarias, which were as

fine as could be grown, the plants measui'ing some 2 ft. through, and
furnished with large healthy foliage and an abundance of flowers

which, though not remarkable for symmetry of form, were large,

varied in colour, and consequently made a fine display.

Cyclamens were shown numerously by three exhibitors, viz., Mr.
H. B. Smith, Ealing Dean, Mr. Edmonds, Hayes, and Mr. R. Clarke,

Twickenham. The collection shewn by the first consisted chiefly of

whitevarieties, for which his nursery is famous. Mr. Clarke showed
among his a fine kind named Princess Dagmar, with large rosy-tinted

blossoms. A variety shown by Mr. Edmonds named ilr. Harry
Veitch is an extremely fine sort of large growth, and very
floriferous, the blossoms being fine in shape and pure white with a,

reddish-purple centre.

Double Cinerarias were shown by Messrs. R, H. Vertegans, Chad
Valley Nurseries, Birmingham ; the kinds were Daisy, white with
purple tipped petals; Mrs. R.H. Vertegans, similar to the preceding,
but of a dark tint ; Chad Valley Beauty, one of the best in the
collection, the flowers being large and a bright bluish-purple

;

Ranunculus, white, flaked with magenta ; Vortigern, similar to the
last, but of a darker colour ; Mr. R. H. Vertegans, the finest of all

having large compact rosette-like flowers of a bright magenta. In
Messrs. Veitch's group there was also a fine double Cineraria
named Mrs. Thomas Lloyd, a beautiful variety with purplish-
crimson flower-heads produced abundantly on stout robust plants.

It is the same kind as was certificated last year when exhibited by
the raiser, Mr. R. Greenfield, The Priory Gardens, Warwick,
and certainly one of the finest yet produced. Mr. G. F. Wilson
exhibited two cut spikes, bearing twenty-nine flowers, of a fine

variety of Odontoglossum Alexandra, the produce of one bulb

grown in his garden at Heatherbank, Weybridge. A simiLarly finely

grown specimen of Lycaste Skinneri was shown by ilr. F. Moore,

gardener at Blandon Hall, Bexley. The plant, in a 6-in. pot, bore

six crimson-tinged blossoms of large size, large enough to justify the

name giganteum applied to it. A fine basket of the pretty new
Primrose Scott" Wilson was shown by lilr. Wm. Paul, Wallham
Cross, and a similar basket of mixed sorts of hardy Primroses was
exhibited by Mr. R. Dean, Ealing.

Fruit and Vegetables.—These were not numerous or impor-

tant, except a large collection of Apples, numbering between seventy

and eighty kinds, exhibited by Mr. S. Ford, Leonardslee, Horsham.
These fruits were all in first-rate condition, accurately named, and
the majority fine examples of the respective sorts. Mr. Sage,

gardener to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge Park, Berkhampstead, sent a

large bunch of ripe Plantain fruits (Musa Cavendishi), numbering
nearly 2-10 in the bunch. A cultural commendation was awarded.

Mr. Cox, Redleaf, Penshurst, exhibited fruits of Oranges and Lemons
grown in Cyprus, both being of large size ; a letter of thanks was
voted to the exhibitor. Messrs. Cittbush & Son, Highgate, showed
samples of Nuneham Park Onion, which were very fine, and well

merited a cultural commendation which they received. A similar

distinction was voted to Mr. Strachan, Bulwick Park Gardens,

Wansford, for fine examples of the Giant Zittau Onion. Mr.
Molndoe, Hutton Hall, exhibited a brace of Cucumber Verdant
Green, which seems to be an excellent winter variety. Mr. Douglas,

Loxford Hall, showed a Black-spined Cucumber, which had been

obtained from Tender and True. A cultural commendation was
awarded to Mr. Green for fruiting branches of Coffea arabica angus-

tifolia, alluded to in another column.

Scientific Coniniittee.—Mr. W. T Schofield drew attention

to a letter he had received from M. Alfred Dumesuil describing a

method of growing decorative plants in baskets without soil, but

packed in Moss, and apparently with some nutritive fluid, the

advantages being that more plants can be grown in a limited space.

Such baskets were suspended in the Square Solferino at Rouen.
Plants thus treated have been in a flourishing condition for twenty,

thirty, and forty days. The plants were Beet, Easter Daisies,

Crocuses, Primroses, and Violets. Mr. W. G. Smith exhibited

flowering specimens of Narcissus Tazetta var. floribundus,

received from Mr. W. Roberts, Penzance. They were gathered at

St. Michael's Mount, Cornwall, where the plant is naturalised. It

flowers there in January and February, nearly at the same time as

it blooms in the south of Europe, and three months before it flowers

in the open air near London. He also exhibited specimens of
" Jew's-ears " (Herniola Auricula Juda.>), a fungus gathered from
semi-decayed Elder branches at Ely by Mr. M. Fisher. Mr. Smith
also reported on the diseased Camellia leaves brought before the

committee on Feb. 8. They were from plants of Hovey's Camellia

forwarded by Mr. G. Dufficld, of Winchmore Hill. Mr. Smith
considers the disease a Rhytisma, but of unknown species, and hopes

to cultivate it to discover its real nature. Mr. Maclachlan
reported on the Wheat culms placed in his hands. They appear

to be attacked by a chalcis, a parasitical insect, but there seems
to be no signs of a dipterous insect, upon which it usually preys,

such as Eurytoma Hordi. Rev. H. Crewe exhibited specimens of

Galanthus Redoutei, Shaylocki, virescens, and a species with yellow

ovary and inner perianth which was probably G. reflexus. He
also showed two species of minute forms of Narcissus, possibly

minor and minimus, from Pancorba, in the Pyrenees. Mr. G. F. Wil-

son exhibited some excellent Easter cards, illustrating flowers grow-

ing in the neighbourhood of Weybridge. Mr. Pascoe exhibited

twigs covered with a species of Thelephora from Para, Brazil. Dr.

Masters exhibited a specimen of Hazel with an enormous tumour-

like excrescence, due to some irritation. He suggested it might
have been caused by over pruning. He also exhibited a cone-like

gallonPicea polita, a Japanese Spruce; a malformed flower of

Eucalyptus, received from Baron Von Midler, in which the calyx had
split into five lobes, possibly in consequence of some injury ; and a

proliferous form of the common Foxglove, from Dr. Bennett, of Sid-

ney, the corolla from which the bract proceeded being regular. The
Hon. and Rev. Mr. Boscawen forwarded Narcissus triandrus and
a leaf of the Paris Daisy undermined by the larvae of an insect, ap-

parently dipterous. Mr. Maclachlan remarked that such a tunnel-

ling can be distinguished from that of a lepidopterous insect by the

excremental matter of the latter being continuous, of the former

interrupted. The Rev. G. Henslow (secretary) exhibited a specimen

of inosculating Vine stems which had twisted together spirally and
united ; an Acorn with two embryos, both of which had germi-
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Dated, producing long radicles ; leaves from a Horseradish variously
and deeply laciniated, and drew attention to a difference in the for-

mation of the compound leaves of the Blackberry from those of the
Kagpberry. In the former, the upper pair of leaflets are first separa-

ted off from the terminal ; then the lower pair are in their turn
severed off from the upper pair ; but m the Raspberry, the lower pair

having been first separated, the upper pair are severed last from the
terminal leaflet.

Lecture.—The Rev. George Hen-,low commenced his lecture by
calling attention to the difference between Heaths (Krica) and
Epacris, and pointed outhow these two genera represent one anotlier,

the former living at the Cajie, the latter in Australia. As other
instances of representative plants, lie alluded to Aloes (Aloe) of

South Africa and the America Aloes (Agave) of Mexico ; as also to

the Cacti of Mexico as representing the Eupliorbias of Africa, the
interpretation being that plants, thougli widely different in the
structure of their flowers, and far apart it may be in their positions
in the vegetable kingdom, yet assume an outward physiognomy
closely resembling one another, this beinff, it is supposed, in con-
sequence of similar climatal conditions, whicli appear to modify their

vegetative structure more powerfully than their reproductive. The
lecturer then illustrated the principle of compensation, which is of

so frequent occurrence in Nature. It signifies that whenever one
organ is enlarged another suffers, so that the latter may vanish
altogether when the other takes its place. The Guelder Rose illus-

trated the principle in flowens where the corollas of the barren
flowers are much enlarged while the stamens and pistil disappear ;

and a plant of Xylophylla illustrated it in tlie vegeta-
tive organs, for the flowering branches flatten out and so
simulate and take on all the functions of leaves. Mr. Henslow
then proceeded to describe the structure of flowers with the
view of detailing some of the more remark.able features of

Orchids, there being a grand display by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Messr.«.

Veitch, and others. After describing the four floral "whorls,"
calyx, corolla, stamens, and pistil, and the necessity of fertilising

the pistil by the pollen, he alluded to the fact that Nature never
binds herself down to a single method of carrying out an object, so
that while the corolla is usually the organ most attractive to insects,

who convey the pollen from one flower to another, the calyx may
be so, as in the Christmas Rose, or the bracts as in Anthurium,
Tillaudsia, .%c. He then proceeded to describe the chief features of
a common Orchis, and pointed out the method of securing its fertili-

sation by bees, &c. The different methods of Cattleya, Dendrobium,
and, lastly, Coryanthes were explained, ihe latter Orchid having a
labellum shaped like a bucket, into which two horn-like glands
continually secreted water. Large insects were attracted by sweet
excrescences growing out of the labellum, and became apparently
somewhat stupified after eating them, for they pushed one another
into the bucket. Their only escape, now their wings were soaked,
was by crawling along the bottom and working their way out below
the "column" which carried the pollen. The first insect that
escaped inevitably bore away the pollen ; but in order to fertilise

the stigma, it had to repeat the process in another flower, take
another bath, and on escaping as before now rubbed the pollen
against the stigma and so fertilised the flower.

E. Mohincax.—Your strain of C'ucr.ari.is is gootl. but the flmvers .ire not s

o

circular in outline as some \\e have lately seen ; liowever, the strain is well worth
perpetuating-, for the colours are rich and varied.

Crinum Macowani.—J/. A. ir.—This specie, can be obtained ali any of
the principal London nurseries. The Carexes and Cyperus can be procured from
nurseries, in whicli hardy plants are made a speciality.

Fruit Growing in Devonshire.—What is the most suitable part of
Devonshire for out-door fruit culture? Ai'e Vineyards still in existence there

?

and in what part?—Pomona.

Woodlice.—My stove is infested with these insects, and many Orchids and
plants have lieen destroyed by tliem. What is the best remedy ?—H.
Lapagerla rosea—What is the best compost for this ?-J. C. T. [Two

ixti-ta peat, one loam (b:ith Jibrtj), soias leaf-mould, and silver sand, ~G.]
Oleafragrans.—A', .v.—Try Messrs. Veitch and Sons, Royal Exotic Nur-

sery, King's lioad, Chelsea, W.
Mosses.—P. A'.—Ilypnum taiiiariscinuni, or Proliferous Feather Moss

;
pro-

curalile almost in any wood.
Sun Scorching.—/<7«"''aiKi(s.—You may syringe with safety in the morning

provi{|ed you open tlie ventilators.— S.

Books.—Z/«fZ// Aviateur.—'^ OrchiA Grower's Manual " and ''Choice Stove
and Creenhouse Plants," published by 13. S. Williams, The Nurseries, Upper Hoi-
loway.

Snading.

—

D. B. C.—Scrim will probably answ^er your piipose best.

Notes of Observations of Injurious Insects.- B. [I'es.]

Names of Plants. — /.')o/ccr-07i.—Libonia florilmiida. -V—A pretty form
of Leucojum (Erinosma) veriiiim, with yellow instead of green-tipped segments.

G. F.—l,CtcIogyne cristata ; 2, Deiidrobiiim noljile. Dvvoon.— 1% is im-
possible to name the Ehododendrons you send from leaves only, .is so many kinds
possess similar foliage. Send it again when in flower. It is undoubtedly a native
of the Sikkim Him.alayas.

—

J. Poutt».—Sprekelia formosissimr. II. A. M.—
The flowers have not reached ws.—Suhacrlber.—Farfugium graude (loamy soil),

La r.—Hoteia japouica; not Astilbe or Spinea.

LATE N0TE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Camellias and Lime 'Water.-Can I with safety water Camellias with lime
water for the purpose of expelling earth worms, which annoy me very much ? If
not, what icincdy would it lie advisable to substitute ? Living in a limestone
district in wliicli P.hododendrons, Azaleas, and Camellias languish' if loam is used in
their cultixalinn, I am obliged to grow them in peat with a mixture of
sand and leafnioiild, which seems to have a peculi.ar attraction for worms, and
through tlicir means the soil soon becomes sour and sodden, unless I have fre-
(picnt ici'ouisc to turning the plants out of their pots, .and hand-picking them,
which ill the growing and bud-swelling season is very iiijuiious. I shall therefore
be grateful for information on the subject.—Reader.

Black Spine Cucumbers.—What is the best Black Spine Cucumber
grown? I want a Cueunilier strong and a good fruiter, one that will grow to a
good size, be of a good, dark green colour, and black spined. something like Cut-
hill's Old Black Spine, but improved, as that was slow in growth and small in
size. I do not like the White Spined or Telegraph tribe.—R. J. H. , Clapham.

Artocarpus Cannoni.—What is the best way to propagate this plant?
Some time ago I put in several of them singly in 3-in. pots, and plunged them
in a gentle hotbed under handhghts, but they have all rotted. Wiirsomeone
kindly inform me as to the best ivay of treating it ?—C. P. H.

"'^'icus repens.— Can any of your readers give me the names of any
plants tliat will cling to the walls of eitlier stove or cool house like this valuable
climber ?—J. M. Bl'RTON, Ilighficld, Gainsborovgh.

Japanese Rose.—Canon Hole's Japanese Rose, which he wants to identify,
is no doubt R. microphylla (Roxb.). He will find a figure and description of it

just out ill But. Mag., t. e548.—J. G. Bakek, Keio.

Lapageria Seed.—What is the best way to get Lapageria seed to genninate ?

I have saved some and have sown it in heat repeatedly, but cannot get it to ger-
minate . It always rots away.—N. M. D.

OBITUARY.
ME. W. A. NESFIELD.

Mr. '\Vn.LiA:M Andkkws Nesfielp died at .3, York Terrace, Regent's
Park, on the 2ud inst. , in his SSth year. Mr. Nesfield was the son
of the late Rev. "William Nesfield, rector of Brancepeth, in the
county of Durham ; he was educated at Winchester and Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, was cadet at Woolwich in ISO!), and joined his

regiment, the old 9.jth (now the Rifle Brigade), at Sair Sebastian, in

the Peninsula, and was engaged in the operations in the Pyrenees,
and present at the action of St. Jean de Luz. He afterwards
exhanged into the S9th, then stationed in Canada, and became junior

A. D.C. to Sir Gordon Drnmmond, and was at the siege of Fort Erie

and the defence of Chippewa. On the conclusion of the general
peace he retired on half-pay. After leaving tiie army his taste for

painting led him to become one of the earliest members of the old
Water Colour Society, of which he was for 30 years an active exhibit-

ing member, his contemporaries and friends being Turner, Copley
Fielding, Cox, Prout, and Stanfield. Later, he took up landscape
gardening as a profession, wliich his education as an engineer at

Woolwich and his talent as an artist (as quoted in Ruskin's" Modern
Painters") well qualified him to fulfil. In this capacity he was con-

stantly consulted in the improvements and alterations of the London
parks and Kew Gardens. He planned the Horticultitral Gardens at

South Kensington and a number of other gardens, his work being

mostly a revival of the Dutch and hard early geometrical style of a

period when our garden treasures and tree flora were very poor, and
when formalism in trees and gardens seemed to please by contrast,

perhaps with the wildness of things around, at the time. The
gardens on each side of the Palm house at Kew afford good evidence

of the utterly unsatisfactory character of this style of gardening,

form.al to weariness and only potent in preventing vegetation grow-
ing or bei eg arranged in any graceful or natural way. The pounded
brick and stone notion was also a revival of Mr. Nesfield's. He
approached landscape gardening from the artificial side—not as one
loving Nature so much that man's garden art should serve her, but

rather that the geometry of a past age should form the foreground
of what might be the fairest scenes in our garden laud and dominate
the whole landscape art, and a very artificial one, for its own sjke

rather than Nature in her wealth, simplicity, and dignity.

Lighting Conservatories.—"An Old Subscriber" asks (p.

2'20) as to gas for lighting a conservatory. Ricchie's patent gas

stove will answer well for this purpose, and also for heating. I have
kept over 20° .above outside temperature during the recent severe

weather with one. It requires neither inlet nor outlet flue, gives off

neither smoke nor smell, and is made quite ornamental, while the

light from the burner is proved by careful experiment to be nearly

50 per cent, better than that from the same burner used in the open.

Messrs. Veitch, who tried one for a fortnight, say : "Not a single leaf

or flower was injured, although some plants were for days within 6

in. of the stove."—B. W. Wakhubst, 33, Jlighgate I^oad.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt itself is Natuee."—^/mtesj^care.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

"Ina Frc-iizi," -whose foreign-looking name I Iiad no

difHoulty in translating into English, even before I read her

letter, writes: "Iwishyou wouldtransfersome of your Thoughts
from The Gaeden to the gardener. I do not wish to use

strong language, but ours is a brute. He calls my husband
master and me mistress, but we are not only his most humble
servants, but positively afraid of him. I left the door open
the other day of one of his stutf}', steaming little houses, in

which you might almost have cooked vegetables, thinking

that a little fresh air would be beneficial, and I met him an
hour afterwards fuming and grumbling, with a face as long as

one of his Cucumbers, and ' did I know that tl e ther-

mometer was just at freezing point, and that half the

plants might ba' e been destroyed 1' If I had locked up his

new baby in the icehouse he could not have made more ado.

We do not understand flowers, and, wishing our children to be

better informed, we send them into the garden as much as

possible. Would you believe it? He has on more than one

occasion turned the darlings out of it. Dear little Evy, who
is a very clover boy, and has already a most incjuiring mind,

collected some long white flowers, like bells, and arranged

them quite prettily on a string round the retriever's nock, and
he stormed at the child in the most outrageous manner, and
called poor dear Sweep a lumbering old cur. He will not

even allow the boy to play with the syringe ; and when ho
made himself quite sick the other day with trying to fumigate

one of the houses while Mr. Grumble was at dinner, he
was told to consider himself very lucky, for that if he had
known more of the business he would most likely have been
choked on the spot. As for cutting a bouquet in his absence,

it seems as though I never could do it without ' spoiling the

shape,' 'checking the growth,' 'destroying no end of buds,'

ifec. When in a kindly spirit I attempted to render some
little help by weeding the rockery I was immediately informed
that I had exhumed some most valuable plants from Back-
house (wherever that may bo), and my dear husband was
similarly snubbed when raking one of the borders which
seemed overgrown with rubbish. If gardeners will grow
things whicli look like weeds of course they must take the

consequences. Unfortunately for us, the gardens and houses
are always in beautiful order, we have abundance of fruit and
vegetables, and I must confess of flowers, but we may not
take j'lst what we please. W^Iiat do you suggest"? I know
several others who are complaining of the same tyrannj', and
I believe that, in the height of the season, we might get up
an indignation meeting."

#

What do I suggest 1 Evy to school. Sweep to the keeper,

and the gardener to dismissal, and the very best situation to

which I can help him. Indignation meeting ! When I

think of that (in his own sphere amiable, but in a cultivated

garden and in glasshouses particularly objectionable) black

dog, with the first, long-expected, precious flowers of Lapa-
geria alba round his neck, galloping about in dementations of

joy; when I think of that syringe, played promiscuously on
young and old, in sunshine and in storm ; of that fumigator,

set a going in the propagating house, and shrivelling the

young leaves to tinder ; of the ruthless havoc which I have

seen in conservator}', Orchid house, and stove ; of the first

Howers of some new and rare plant broken off with a long
stalk, to be placed in the button-hole of some simpering
ignoramus, who did not know a hawk from a hand-saw, an
Orchid from an Onion ; of long sleeves and largo skirts sweep-
ing down the pots ; of masterpieces never noticed ; of many
years' good service without sympathy or encouragement; of

the gourmand who expects to have all the delicacies of Covent
Garden without paying for them ; of the agricultural squire,

who sends all the manure to the farm, always believing,

"good easy man, full sure," that artful bailiif who tells him
that gardeners are never satisfied ; of the extravagant demands
which are made, especially in times of entertainment, by
mistresses for plants, cut flowers, bouquets, and button-holes,

by housekeepers for desserts, and by cooks for vegetables—I,

too, begin to think of an indignation meeting, at which a large

multitude of my suffering brothers might tell the world their

woes.
*

Of course I hear it said, "Your love of a garden makes you
think all gardeners perfect. The sight of a baize apron

through your rose-coloured spectacles is far more beautiful

than the velvets of Genoa or Lyons' costliest silk.'' But I

disclaim any such infatuation ; I believe that the gardener

has, from his vocation, special advantages to make him genial,

intelligent, and high-minded, if he will avail himself of them.

That vocation is the oldest, the happiest, the most honourable

of all. I was reading the other day in " The English

Gardener," a treatise by William Cobbett, late M.P. for

Oldham, "of the dispute between the gardeners and the

tailors as to the antiquity of their respective callings, the

former maintaining that the planting of the garden took place

before the sewing of the fig loaves together, and the latter

contending that there was no gardening at all till Adam was

driven out and compelled to work, but that the sewing was

a real and bond fide act of tailoring
;

" and I was surprised

that such a writer on such a subject did not dispose of the

question by stating the simple fact that Adam was a gardener

from the first, placed in the garden to dress it and to keep it

before the Fall, and so instructing us that work in its felicities

is the companion of innocence, and only in its miseries the

consequence of sin.

Associated by this ancient occupation with all that is

brightest and sweetest, all things pleasant to the eye, and

good for food ; and, therefore, having, despite the exceptions

to which I have referred, communion and co-operation from

cultured minds ; living in the pure fresh air and sunshine
;

the gardener, refined by these influences, is for the most part

(I speak from a long and large acquaintance and many a

pleasant friendship) of a gentle and thoughtful spirit, having

mens sana in corjyore sano, a tuneful fiddle in a good strong

case, a clear conscience and a ruddy cheek ; but my admira-

tions are by no means indiscriminate. I suppose tbat a man
may be fond of music without an irrepressible wish to shako

hands all round whenever he meets a German band ;
and

while I confidently affirm that the gardener, as a rule, is, from

his surroundings, a pleasant and interesting companion, I am
painfully aware of many exceptions, of three conspicuously

with whom most of my readers have some acquaintance,

Messrs. Gawster, Groundsel, and Grunt.

]\Ir. Gawster has the pride of the peacock without its tail.

At least, he has never favoured me with an exposition of

plumage which might be termed remarkable. Nevertheless,

he assures us that there are no gardens, no houses, no plants,

hardy or tender, in Her Majesty's dominions which can vie
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with his. He does not exliibit because his people do not
wish it, and he has quite enough to do at home ; tons of

fruit, trnclcs of vegetables, stacks of flowers to be supplied
daily. He finds time, notwithstanding, occasionally to attend
the shows, and you will hear his voice above all the rest

instructing the exhibitors how to grow and train their speciali-

ties, assuring them that by carefully obeying his precepts they
may realise, as he has realised, such developments of size and
beauty as will astonish all who see. If Mr.G. is in business,

he walks about his grounds with a demeanour which at once
revives our recollection of Alexander Selkirk, and we almost
listen for an utterance of the old familiar lines, " I am
monarch," &c , &c. If you go into his office, you cannot
help reading, as you are intended to read, in huge black
letters upon the white page of an open ledger

—

The Maequis of Muligatawxey, KC.B.,
MULIGATAWKEY CaSTLE,

Ieelakd;

and you will presently hear Mr. G. inquiring in a loud voice,

from one of his men in a d'stant packing shod, " whether
those cases have been sent off to the Duke of Seven Dials,

and those out flowers to Marlborough House."

#

jMr. Groundsel is head gardener at the Castle of Indolence,

on the banks of the river Idle (not the river of that name in

Nottinghamshire), and looking down upon Sleepy Hollow.
The stream gets as near stagnation as a stream can in the

marshy, boggy ground below, and seems to occupy itself

more in exhalations, vapours, and fogs than in any right-

minded, earnest efforts to go on with its work towards the

sea. Higher up there is the same immobility ; moss upon
wall and walk, upon the glass above and the pots below;
enough of the gardener's namesake to make all the canaries

of England sing with joy ; all the hinges rusty"; not a door
which does not re.sent your ingress or egress by a sound of

pain ; a sense of drowsiness, an exposition of sleep, comes
upon you. This land is some hours in advance of that land
in which, according to Tennyson, " it seemed always after-

noon ; " here it seems alwaj-s bedtime. I\Ir. Groundsel's
appearance invites repose, and suggests armchairs and sofas.

He looks like a railway guard going home after extra duty.

He reminds us of our brother "poor Pillicoddy, florist and
seedsman," struggling against the influence of Poppies, and
continually exclaiming, " Eouse me, Sarah." And yet he is

so meek and sleek, inoffensive, comfortable (wants re-potting

in fact—I mean re-measuring), so plausible, as he assures you
with a yawn, that it is quite impossible to keep such a place

in anything like order ; that, although you see a lot of lazy

fellows loitering about, and helping him to do nothing, you
seem to lose any power of protest, and are thankful to escape

from the home of the slug and from the voice of the sluggard,

lest you should doze into a chronic stupor.

*

Mr. Grunt seems to be always in that frame of mind which
only afflicts ordinary folks when the wind is in the east, when
they have been led away by sweets, alcohol, or tobacco, or when
their banker takes the liberty of directing their attention to

the present state of their account. His life is a prolonged
growl. He does a great deal of very good work, but when you
praise he snorts at it. If you try to soothe, to ingratiate

yourself, by joining in his moans and groans, he will snarl and
snap at you like a huge surly retriever of my acquaintance,
who, when some young friends of his master returned without
their host late from a ball, declined to let them come near the
door, and the more they coaxed and addressed him in terms
of endearment, " Oh, Tip, you know me. Tip ; there's a good

Tippy," the more he showed his long white teeth in the moon-
light and got himself into position for a spring.

*

Perhaps there might be fewer examples of these objection-

able typos if they who have gardens knew more about them,

but this is one of those Garden Thoughts which suggests a

series. S. K. H.

A GARDEN PICTUEE.
Some of our readers may remember our description of a beauti-

ful mixed border made by Mr. Prank Miles in the rectory
at IJiiigliam, Notts. We remarked at the time that this

was the most successful and beautiful example of a thoroiighly
well-made border, and on the whole the most artistic that we
had seen. Such of our readers interested in the subject who
have not had the pleasure of seeing that border will be interested

to learn that it is painted, and that a beautiful picture of it may
now be seen in Mr. Miles' studio at Tite Street, Chelsea. The
difficulty of showing the most beautiful aspect and general
expression of this richl3'-stored garden of changing life is great,

and no one will ever expect the pictiu-e of a garden to be as

good as the garden itself ; still, it will serve to show people
how beautiful and well-managed a well-filled mixed border
may be made. Having described the border before, we need say
little now, except that it is distinct from others in being thoroughly
well cultivated to begin with ; in being well filled with plants in

groups and masses, the space around the taller ones in all cases

being co^"ered with carpets of dwarfer plants ; that little or no
bare ground is visible ; that the plants are not graded regularly
from back to front, but a diversity of surface as well as form is

sought ; that the borders are backed by a high trellis of hardy
climbers and Roses, and here and there a high slender arch of

Clematis spans the whole from back to front. The plants are not
in lines, and there is no stiffness of any kind. At a time when
good examples are rare, and when they are all important in aiding
licalthy change in our flower gardens, we advise such of our
readers who liavo the opportunity, and who have followed with
sympathy our own efforts in this direction, to see this picture, to

which they will be freeh' admitted in the artist's studio during
the'comiug week.
By the way, this reminds us of the question of garden pictures.

It is clear that our artists, who follow mainly in certain well-worn
paths, have never yet painted beautiful gardens. We trust it may
not be so always, for nothing is more worthy of their skill than a
beautiful English garden, liut the form into which flowers aie

thrown has hitherto frightened off the artist. No picture can he
made of a series of flat rings or a geometrical pattern. The thing
and all connected with it is ugly in itself, and can never be made
anything else to the end of time. But in true natural and artistic

gardening endless real pictures may be found. It would be a great
advantage to gardening if this were so, because many beautiful
phases of gardening might be seen in the shape of pictures by those
wdio would never see them otherwise. Thus one might teach all

the more essential lessons of garden design and beautiful flower
gardening through the aid of pictures, which would, moreover,
preserve any one beautiful aspect of the spring or summer garden
through winter davs and careless vcars for us.

Rhododendrons under Glass.—For conservatory decora-
tion or cut ttowers the vafue of these early flowering kinds can scarcely
be over estimated. It is usual in many large places to force a given
number every season. But often regard is not enough paid to tjie

sorts selected for the pui-posc, and very often one sees late blooming
kinds used. These, though put into heat early, either refuse to stait
till they have been in a long time or they have to be put into very
strong heat to bring them on ; both are disadvantageous, for it

destroys their value to force them so rapidly, tlie colour is not so
good, and tliey do not last so long. This need not be if only suit-
able kinds are selected for early work, and jMtted early in the
autumn, placing them under cover as soon as frost sets in. These
beautiful flowering shrubs may be had in bloom from Christmas till

say the end of July. "We filled a cold i:)it full of Rhododendrons
and hardy Azaleas, including varieties of A. mollis, in October, and
Rhododendron Nobleanum coccineum was in bloom on ilarch the
1st, while some other sorts had not shown the slightest signs of start-

ing a bud. Under glass the bright scarlet ones are very striking
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during the dull months of January and February. When judiciously

mixed witli otiier plants of briglit red kinds, Nobleauum and its

\'ariety called coccineum, altaclerense, and altaclerense coccineum,

Wellsianum, lirabatum, and Lady Moleswortli are good sorts, and
by careful treatment tliey will continue to bloom every year, need-

ing but so little heat to bring them into that condition.—J. C,
Farnhoroufih.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

New Bulbous Iris (I. Kolpakowskyana).—We have to thank
Mr. Stevens, o£ Grasmere, Bylleet, for the first flowers we have seen
of this beautiful new Iris, or more correctly Xiphion. It is somewhat
similar to tlio beautiful I. reticulata, but differs in tlie falls or

recurved petals being half white and half of a rich, deep violet-pur-

ple, while the narrow, erect petals are'purple. The contrast between
these colours is very striking, and renders the flowers even more
attractive than those of I. reticulata, and we hope it will as rapidly

become popular as that kind. Like all the Xiphions, it has a bulbous
root, and is said to be q\iito as free in growth as tlio others. !JIr.

Btevens also brings us I. Krelagei, which only differs from reticulata

by its more violet colour, but is, on account of its earlier date of

flowering, very desirable.

White Laurustinus.—The more wo see of this shrub the
more are we convinced of its value as a decorative plant in winter
and spring, as well as for cutting purposes. As the season advances
the flower-heads seem to become whiter, and therefore form a better
contrast with the foliage, which, by the way, .seems to be of a much
deeper hue than that of the common pink-budded kind. It is

becoming apiDreciated about London, a proof of which is afforded
by the quantity of it in Messrs. Low's nursery at Clapton, in fine

flowering condition.

Acacia longifolia magniflca.—The finest of the numerous
forms of tlie variable Acacia longifolia is this one which is a freer
flowerer than the tj'pe, and the dense clusters of stamens are larger,
and the colour brighter. It is grown largely by Messrs. Lee &
Son at their Wood Lane Nursery, Isleworth, where we saw it in
flower the otlier day. It is a matter of regret that these beautiful
hard-wooded plants are not more appreciated than they are, for in
this nursery, and also in several others, the number of kinds grown,
compared with the number grown years ago, has greatly
diminished. It is interesting to observe the effects of the late winter
on a portion of the stock that had been wintered in unheated pits

;

some are lulled outright, otliers damaged, while some, chiefly tliose

with the hardest wood, have been scarcely injured.

Nuttallia cerasiformis.—This is a pretty spring-flowering
shrub, having a compact, bushy habit of growth. The flowers are
white, produced in drooping racemes similar to those of the flowering
Currant (Ribes sanguineum), which it likewise resembles in tlic

perfume of the flowers. The bright emerald-green of the unfolding
leaves about the time the flowers are fully expanded makes a pleasing
contrast, and renders it a very pretty object on a lawn or in a shrub-
bery. Some flowering sprays were lately sent us by Mr. Stevens,
who grows it flnely in his garden at Byfleet, from which he also
brings several other flowers, and among them the neat-flowering
Andromeda calyculata nana ; Lonicera fragrantissima, a very sweet-
scented shrub

; Pulmonaria mollis, Cornus Mas, the charming little

Erica carnea, and several other spring flowering plants.

Spring Flowers at Glasnevin.—Arabis albida, Aubrietia
grandiflora, and Iris reticulata some time ago performed their
annual function of heralding in the spring flowers

; these once
announced, and assisted by some splendid weather, are coming into
blossom so quickly that one has hardly time to note them all. The
many varieties of Crocus were followed by the Hellebores, and next
in order came the Squills, just in time to say " good-bye " to the last
blooms of the Winter Aconite, and finishing up we have the first

Narcissus of the season, N. minor, opening on March 9. There
are fifteen species and varieties of Hellebores now in bloom, some
of which require more than a passing mention. Of the red tinted
varieties the best is a German hybrid, H. J. Heinneman, very
good in the bud state, as well as in the expanded flower. Next
follows H. orientalis Dr. Moore ; a clump of this plant, which has
been undisturbed for years, is very beautiful ; the colour is so soft
and j'et so distinct that the variety well deserves all the praise
bestowed on it by Mr. Barr, to whom our collection is so largely
indebted. H. kamtschatkensis is better in colour, but otherwise
very like H. atrorubens ; flowering about the same time, they both

.
deserve places even in the most select collections. H. cuprous is an
improvement on H. purpurascens. Of the white or whitish varieties,
H. niger maximus in the young state with difficulty wrests first place
from H. olympicus and H. antiquorum. Another good plant was for a

long time grown here under the name of H. abchasicus, but has now
toned down to H. olympicus major. H. odoi-us grows after one
fashion and H. fcetidus after another, and, according to the taste
of the grower, the first place in the green-flowering section will fall

to either of these, although not w-ithout competition, as H. pallidus,
H. graveolens, and H. intermedius arc worthy competitors. For
blue colours we turn to the Squills, and find Scilla sibirica deeper
tinted than S. bifolia, though the latter is more floriferous. Two
varieties of S. bifolia are very good— S. bifolia alba and 8. bifolia
maxima ; the latter is still rather scarce, but is far better than the
type, and certainly will become a great favourite. lihododendron
pnecox is quite covered with its pretty blossoms, and very attractive
it looks, paling down, however, before the brilliant colour of I!,

barbatum, which in Ireland is quite hardy, and the first of all the
large Khododendrons to open. It has now been in bloom quite a
w-eek. Saxifraga oppositifolia major is lovely. In colour, size, and
number of flowers it is certainty an advance on the type, and is, to
my perhaps prejudiced mind, the belle of all spring flowers. The
following were in flower on the 10th inst., \a. :

Andromeda floribunda
Arabis blepharophylla
Corydalis bracteata

Ledebouriana
Kolpakowskyana

Chionodoxa Forbesi
Draba hispanica

cuspidata
Crocus etrnscLis

nivalis
venius
albiflorus

Erica carnea
var. alba

Uelleborus
Dr. Moore
pallidus
atrorubens
antiquorum

Primula acaulis and vars.

erosa
casbmeriana

fulmoiiaria grandiflora
Kliododendron prajcox

barbatum
Saxifraga oppositifo'ia

alba
major

juniperina
crassifolia

Burseriana
Kocheliana
hispida

Scilla sibirica

bifolia

allta

maxima
Hohenackcri

to in your preceding

Helleborus odorus
graveolens
purpurascens
F. .T. lieinneman
intermedius
olympicus
major

cupreus
kamtschatkensis
niger maximus
fcetidus

Hepatica Mauve Queen
triloba fl. -pi.

t. alba
jingulosa

Is^arcissus minor
exiguus

Orobus vernus
Omphalodes verna

and a variety of others- already alluded
numbers.—F. M.

New Corydalis (C. Ledebouriana).—Flowers of this fine

new hardy plant ha\'e been sent to us by Mr. Jloore, Botanic Garden

,

Glasne\in. It is quite distinct from any cultivated kind with which
Ave are acquainted, the leaves being of a pale glaucous green, and
divided into several rounded divisions

; the flowers, which are nearly

1 in. long, are half a deep claret colour, and half (the spur) a pale

pink. It is a very desirable plant, especially on account of its bloom-
ing in the open air in company with the earliest spring flowers.

Another new kind also was sent, viz., C. Kolpakowskyana, which has
more finely-divided foliage than the last, and pale pink flowers ; thei e-

fore not nearly so pretty.

Spring Flowers at Tottenham.—Mr. Ware's nursery is

now very gay with spring flowers, which the last few warm days
have brought out. The large beds of Hcpaticas, single and double,

of all .shades of tint, from white to crimson and blue, are par-

ticularly attractive, as are likewise the Crocuses, of which there is a
great quantity representing nearly all of the spring-flowering kinds
in cultivation. The most noteworthy are C. alatavicus, a new species

with pretty white flowers ; vernus albiflorus, the white flowered

variety of the common spring Crocus ; C. suaveolens and minimus,
two pretty kinds very much alike, excejjt that the former is sweet
scented ; both remind one of C. Imperati in miniature ; 0. AVeldeni

and the white variety albus are also very pretty, and so are the

various forms of C. chrysanthus, notably fusco-tinctus and fusco-

lineatus. The bulbous Irises, I. reticulata and I. j)ersica, are like-

wise very fine this year.

Hardy Primroses.—We have received from Mr. Groom, Lin-

ton I'ark, Maidstone, some charming bunches of Primroses and
Polyanthuses in various shades of colour, from that of the common
kind to bright purple. These had been picked from tufts that have
become naturalised with the common sort in the woodland garden.

Mr. Groom also sends us unusually fine blooms of the old white
Camellia gathered from a bush loaded Avith bloom. Two years ago
a surfacing of loam and sheej) manure to the depth of 6 in. had been
applied to it, and since then it has made extraordinary growth, and
flowered profusely.

Epping Forest and the Proposed New Railw^ay.—
The directors of the Great Eastern Railway Company, finding tiat

there is no reasonable i^robability of anj' opposed private Bill being-

taken before Easter, have reluctantly resolved to withdraw so much
of their Bill before Parliament as relates to the extension of their

line to High Beach. This determination of the Board has been
arrived at because of the absolute necessity of the rest of the [Bill,

which relates to raising money for the purposes of the railway and
is unopposed, being passed without delay.
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Yellow Day Lily and Suminer Snowflake—Mr.

Clews, Heartfort, Co. Meatli, sends us spsoiraens of these hardv

iiowers to show how beautiful they are at this season when grown
under glass in pots. Tlie IJay Lily (Hemerocallis tlava) is indeed

beautiful, of a clear canary-yellow, emitting an agreeable perfume.

Mr. Clews states that he has some pot plants of it bearing as many
as sixteen flower-spikes. The Snowflake (Leucnjum Kstivum) seems
even more charming than its pretty cong(.'ner L. verniim, which is

now in flower so flnely in the open air.

Saxifragra oppositifolia maxima.— One of the finest

sjiring flowers in the York Nurseries at tlie present time is this

beautif\d Aariety, which is larger in every part than the ordinary

form of 8. oppositifolia, the flowers being nearly twice as large and
of a brighter hue. Some large tufts of it completely covered with
flowers are very fine. Other beautiful spring floAvers are Hepatica
angulosa, a scarce species much larger than the common Hepatica,

w-ith deep purple-bUie coloured flowers, and two rare and beautiful

C'rocuscs—C. alatavicus and minimus—the former a new species,

with white flowers pencilled with dark lines on the exterior ; the

latter like a small form of C. Imperati.

Epacrises.—The finest display of these beautiful Australian

]jlants we have seen for a long time is in IMessrs. Lee & Son's nursery,

at Wood Lane, Islcworth. A group of the finest varieties such as we
saw hero is indeed a beautiful sight, the various shades of colour

being so soft, blend so harmoniously with each other. JIany kinds
are grown, but one of the most attractive was cahdidissima, a
variety of hyacinthiflora, with long slender branches furnished nearly

thr.iughout their length with pure white bell-like flowers. It is one
of the most valuable for cutting. purposes, as the colour is less com-
mon in the genus than reds.

Calla sethiopica canariensis.- M. Godefroy-Lebeuf, Ar-
genteuil, sends us a si^ecimen of tlie Calla Lily thus named. We,
however, see no difference whatever in the flower-spathe from that of

the ordinary form when well grown, but the leaves are unusually
largo and handsome. '

Cydonia Matilei.—This is a very pretty spring-flowering shrub
remarkable for the cUstinct colour of tlie blossoms, unmatched even
among the many varieties of tlie Japanese Cydonia. It is a bright
orange-red, , a shade of colour not often met within plants; the
blossoms being borne in such pirofusi(Ui makes it highly attractive.

It is now finely in flower in Mr. A\'arc's nursery at Tottenham. A
coloured plate of it was given in The GAr.DEX, Vol. XIII., p. 390. .

Anopterus glandulosus.— This pretty greenhouse shrub is

evidently becoming popular ; we saw the other day in Jlessrs. Low's
nursery, at. Clapton, a large batch just beginning to expand their

attracti\'e white flowers, which are produced in attenuated racemes
from the axils of -the thick, handsome, green foliage.

Lilac Oliarles X.—This is one of the finest of Lilacs, and
particularly valuable for forcing into flower early, the blossoms being
then of snowy whiteness. We saw a fine batch of it in full flower
the other day in one of Messrs. Iice and Son's nursery, at Islewortb,
and were much impressed with its beauty. The plants were of a
serviceable size, both for cutting and for purposes of decoration.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Sho'w at South
Kensington on Tuesday next promises to be one of unusual
excellence. Hyacinths, Tulips, Cyclamens, and other spring flowers
will be shown in large numtiers. There will, we understand, be also
a spirited competition for tlie liberal prizes offered by a Fellow of
the Society for Hyacinths and Tulips.

A Guide to the Literature of Botany ; being a
classified selection of botanical works, including nearly 6000 titles

not given in Pritzel's " Thesaurus,'' by Benjamin Daydon Jackson,
secretary to the Linnean Society, will shortly be published by
Dulau, Soho Square.

FERNS.

SEASONABLE WOEK.
Of this exquisite tribe of plants I write in the hope that my words
may be of service to some who, like myself, delight to contemplate
the Avoudcrful \ariety of form, iind diversity of shiide, possessed by
these plants ; and who, to do this the more fully, wish to cultivate

for themselves such forms as do not grow in a wild state in the
immediate neighbourhood of tlieir residences. The time has now
arrived when Ferns under glass should have some extra attention in

the form of repotting, cleaning, and jilaeing in the most suitable
position for the development of their natural beauty. Here we
would say a word about the necessity for cleaning the house as well

as the plants. The glass ought to be made perfectly clean, so as to

admit the greatest amount of light to the interior of the structure.

The woodwork, the stages, the walls, the pots, and the floor or patlis

ought to be thoroughly cleansed, and kept clean all through the

season, if the beauties of the plants are to be fully enjoyed. As to

the plants themselves, we recommend first the cutting off all dead
and disfigured fronds, though we do not advise the taking off

liealthy green fronds of the past, or of any season's growth, until

they begin to show that their work is done by beginning to turn
brown. So long as healthy foliage can be exposed to light, the

plant derives strength and vigour from its functions, and this

lieathly foliage cannot be removed without reducing the \igourof the

plant in a corresponding degree. Cutting off all the fronds of a Fern
several times in one season is an excellent way to destroy the plant.

To keep on all the healthy fronds, and to have these properly

exposed to light, is one of the essentials to \igorous growth. Hence,
where Fern fronds are in request for decoration, it is desirable

to lia\'e a number of jjlants set apart to cut from until Ihcy arc

destroyed, and then their place should lie taken by a similar lot,

whose fate is sealed by the same A'crdict. This is far better than
spoiling the beauty and ruining the constitution of a whole collection

l>y continually cutting at those plants which happen to have the

greatest amount of foliage upon them.

Well, having taken off all dead and unsightly fronds, the remaining
ones should be thoroughly cleared of insects, if an.y harbour upon
them, and of dirt. The sponge, the syringe, and a ven' soft brush,

will all be found useful in the cleansing of different kinds of foliage

on which dust or insects are found. Tepid water should te used ;

and if a little soft soap (not more than 2 oz. to 1 gall, of water)

be dissolved in it, all the better where there is .'cale or fast-sticking

dirt ; or the insecticides may be used instead of soft soap with bene-

ficial results. When the foliage is cleaned, the next thing to do is

to repot those plants which require it. When Ferns are large, and
are in large pots, they may sometimes stand several years without
repotting, but the small and medium-sized plants should te
examined, and if there is a mass of good roots to each, then shift

them into pots just large enough to admit of seme additional soil

being jilaced all round the original balls, pressing the new soil

moderately firm, but not making it hard. It is tetter

to repot frequently than to give too large a pot at one time

;

for in the latter case the roots will make their way to the side

of the pot, without exhausting, or even benefiting much by, tlie in-

teiTnediate soil. liy small shifts the plants do better, and are less

cumbersome to move about. The soil to be used may be composed
of peat, leaf-mould, loam, and sand, in equal proportions, though
for Adiantums it is betterto dispense with peat and to use more kaf-
mould and strong loam ; and these ingredients are better ccarse than
fine ; indeed, it is all the better for the plants if there is a consider-

able addition to the soil of. broken stone, charcoal, or cinders, as

these tend to facilitate the passage of water and air through the

material—a matter of the greatest importance to the well-being of the

plants.

In the examination" of the plants to be potted there may, ijcihaps,

be found some with a very few feeble rcots in pots much too large for

them. In such instances the soil should be carefully removed frcm
the roots ; indeed, in tad cases the rcots should be washed clem in

water, and then put into the smallest pots into which they can
be comfortably got, there to remain until these pots are full of fresh

roots, when larger ones may be used. ITants treateel as above shoulel

be kept in a close atmosphere for a few days, until seme new active

roots are found. Of course, these last remarks do not apply to

deciduous Ferns when potted while without foliage. Careful

watering is of primary importance, for although Ferns delight in an
abundance of water, j-et the soil shoulel not by any means be kept
constantly saturated, for that induces sourness, and the plants

sicken in sour soil. The water .should drain away and be followed

by atmospheric air, which sweetens the soil anel keeps the roots of

the plants in healthy action. On the other hand, great care must be
taken not to allow the soil to become too ehy, or mischief will be
produced much more rap)idly than by water. Soil used for potting

should be just moist enough to stick together when pressed by the

hanel into a ball, and yet break up loose when droppeel out of the

hanel on the bench. After potting it should never, in the case of

Ferns, be allowed to become drier than this, but on approaching
that condition, enough water shoulel be given to pass into and
through the whole ball, not watering again until the before-men-

tioned condition has been regained. AVhen that will be, will depend
upon such a variety of circumstances that nothing short of a
daily inspection of the pots and soil will afford a criterion as to

when to give water and when to withhold. Experience and prac-

tice in watering soon enables an observant person to detect the

plants which require water and those which do not.

W. J. BlEKEKHBAD.
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

HEYTHROP, OXFORDSHIRE.
Some of our famous show places are popular out of propor-

tion to their merit. Why a place becomes famous is not

always easy to say on seeing it. We are speaking entirely

from the gardening point of view, and from that of planting

and park scenery. No doubt a house or some other feature of

the place may give a country seat a reputation which extends

to its gardens, but is not of them ; certain it is that our

impressions of some of our most famous places have been those

of disappointment; on the other hand, gardens or parks one

parks, the size being so great and the clumps so well placed

that the fullest development of the trees is secured. Our
native deciduous trees, Limes or Elms are perhaps the safest for

avenue planting, but with this mode ofarrangement—in round
groups or clumps—one could have a noble variety on each side

of an avenue without spoiling the general effect—that is to

say, a large number of well chosen native or perfectly hardy
deciduous trees. AVitli these such evergreens as were perfectly

hardy and sufficiently large, such as the Evergreen Oak in

certain districts, and the Scotch and SilverEir might be grouped,

but the Piae and the evergreen races generally we should

hesitate to introduce, owing to the superior form of the great

deciduous trees, of which, including their varieties and making

Heythrop, from the great avenue.

seldom hears of, give one a pleasant and distinct impression,

and such is Heythrop.

The effect from the great avenue, which we illustrate, is one
of the most dignified and fine we have noticed in any country
seat. This avenue differs from others essentially in its width,

and from the fact that it is made up of clumps instead of

individual trees, with ample space between them ; the result

is a, breadth, an airiness, and an effect of which we have
never seen the like in any avenue, common as this mode of

securing the effect in view is. Even where the close system
of planting is adopted—that is to say, where the trees only

get as much space as allows of their final touching on either

side, and eventually arching over—the effect of a well placed

avenue is often dignified and venerable. But this very wide
grassy avenue with the trees in clumps, and ample grassy

space between them, opens up quite another view of

avenue planting for the larger class of places or for public

a wide selection of European and American trees, a great

variety may be obtained for stately planting.

Another good feature of this avenue is that it goes straight

to the house, is not cut off by any impedimenta in the

foreground, which prevent the view to the house being

enjoyed, the low wall of the courtyard simply separating the

house from the avenue. And this has something to do with

the singularly dignified effect of this Grass avenue. A some-

what similar effect is seen at Castle Ashby, in the great

avenue there, and also at Holkar. The great and well

developed summer-leafing trees and the wide Grass drive,

however, make the effect at Heythrop much superior to that of

either of the avenues just named.

Heythrop, the seat of Mr. Albert Brassey, is situated about

18 miles to the northeast of Oxford and 3 from the town of

Chipping Norton. Immediately after the purchase of the

estate by Mr. Brassey, a transaction which took place some
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ten years ago, plans were prepared for the re-erection of the house,

which, in Lord Shrewsbury's time, its former owner, had been

burned down, and in about three years the present handsome
structure was built, which, so far as general details are con-

cerned, is of similar design to the old house, but fire-proof.

From the time Mr. Brassey purchased the estate until the

present vast improvements have been effected ; new roads have

been made, the farm homesteads either rebuilt or remodelled,

new lodges and numerous cottages erected, together with

commodious schools, the most recent addition being a hand-

some new church and rectory, erected at a cost of .£1 "2,000.

On entering the old avenue just alluded to, at the new lodge

on the road leading from Chipping Xorton to Banbury, the

mansion in the distance forms a prominent object. Having
glanced at the old quarry, from which most of the stone used

in the re-erection of the mansion, ttc, was dug, we pass the

new schools, and a block of neat cottages with their prettily

laid-out gardens, and enter the park by the second lodge
;

here the new church and parsonage at once meet the eye, in

close contiguity thereto being the old sanctuary (now used

only as a mortuary chapel) with its Ivy-mantled walls and

secluded graveyard. About a mile distant, through a well-

wooded park, in which a large herd of Scotch oxen are

depastured, the mansion is reached. Leaving this to the

right, and pissing through a noble clump of fine Beeches, the

gardens are entered from the east end of the park. From the

entrance gate at the sunken fence the borders on either side

are planted witliclioice herbaceouspcrennials, such as Campanu-
las, Del|>hiniams, Phloxes, Potentillas, and Pyrethrums, which
are found invaluable for cutting, a great quantity of flowers

being required for decoration. To the right are the plant-

houses, pits, frames, &c., the first being the stove and
Orchid house (.51 ft. by 21 ft.). Amongst the Orchids in

bloom at the time of our visit were line specimens of

Angraioum citratum, Ccelogyno cristata (on one plant alone

of which we counted 12 j blooms), Uendrobium nobile

(very fine), 1). pulchellum, D. Wardianum (siilendid), Den-
drochiluni glumaceum, Lycaste Skinneri, Maxillaria grandi-

flora, Odontoglossum hystrix, 0. luteo-purpureuni, Pescatorei,

pulchellum, Eoezli (fine), Oncidium cuoullatuui, Pliaius

grandifolius, Pilumna fragrans, and one of the finest specimens

of Anthurium Scherzeriauum we ever saw, having 100 of

its brilliant scarlet spathes ; also fine plants of Adiantum
farleyense. On leaving the stove a range of span-roofed

houses is enter3d ; in the first was a fine crop of Cucumbers
still in full bearing (RoUisson's Telegraph), which Mr. Smith
considers the best winter variet}^ ; the second was full of

Roses, with Hyacinths and other bulbous plants ; the next

was devoted to Ferns, Azaleas, Deutziss, and Spira:;is, the

flowers of which are used chiefly in a cut state. The green-

house forming the western boundary of the range is of similar

size and construction to the Orchid house, and is well stocked

with plants, &c., used for replenishing the large conservatory

situated on the south-west side of the mansion, llunniiig

parallel to these houses is a block of well-stoi^ked pits, and
near to these, abutting on the northern side of the southern

boundary of the kitcheit garden is a range of buildings con-

sisting of apartments and dormitories for some fifteen under-

gardeneis. Mushroom house, fruit room, in which we counted

some 150 fine bunches of Grapes (Lady Downes and Alicantes),

and other offices.

The kitchen garden, having an area within the walls of

rather over 2 acres, is well stocked, the southern boundary
being formed by a range of fruit houses, the first and last

having a run of 50 ft. each, and the remaining six 40 ft.

each. These are divided by an arched entrance with a tower,

the latterbeing fitted up as dormitories for six of the gardeners.

The walls of the kitchen garden are now getting well

covered, whilst the outer borders are studded with a number
of pyramid fruit trees. To the east of the gardener's house,

and running down to the gas-works, an orchard has been

laid out, which is well stocked with trees, now coming

well into bearing. From the greenhouses and kitchen garden

to the mansion are shrubberies bordered with herbaceous

plants, a neat gravel path running through the same and lead-

ing to a very line Grass plat, having a circular gravel walk,

backed by a wild flower garden, the latter forming an octagon,

from the sides of which run alternately a set of well-formed

gravel and greensward walks, overhung by fine Yew trees, the

whole forming a most enchanting spot. Passing from here

wo come to the south front of the mansion, from the terraces

of which charming views of the surrounding country are ob-

tained, reaching as far as the Chiltern Hills.

At the eastern and western end of the mansion is an

Italian flower garden, now filled with spring-blooming plants.

Along the south front below the terrace is a large border

filled with choice herl)aceous and alpine plants, the Hon. Mrs.

Brassey, who takis great interest in the flower gardens, having

a fondness for old-fashioned garden flowers, &o. ; and at the

west end of the terrace she is having a large border

prepared for the reception of similar plants ; in fact, every

available spot is being filled with hardy garden flowers.

Leading from the Italian garden by a flight of steps the con-

servatory is entered ; it is T shaped, has a run of 48 yards,

and serves also as an entrance to the racquet court ; the con-

servatory is well stocked with large Camellias, Tree Ferns,

climbers, &c.

To the south-west of the house is a fine lawn tennis ground,

bounded by shrubberies and walks, bordered with perennials,

the greensward between the shrubbery and walk being

studded with beds of Eoses. LTndulating walks lead from
thence to many a charming and secluded spot, such as "the
ladies' well," the latter being approached by a zig-zag path run-

ning through a rough mound planted with Honeysuckles, Sweet
Brier, American Blackberry canes, Cotoneaster, itc. Passing

to the old kitchen gardens now used as a nursery for feeding

the shrubberies, the old fishpond is seen, in the centre of

which is an island planted with Clematis, Ivy, Pampas Grass,

Tritomas, Ferns, itc, the walk around being banked with

rockwork, growing from which are Ferns, Saxifrages,

Sedums, &c.

A pleasant feature of the place is the energetic way in

which many beautiful hardy flowers have been added to the

borders and shrubberies of late years, and when we saw it

the place was alive with the beauty of these arranged in

various ways
;

jiart of the plan was the wild garden, which

was effectively carried out in certain clumps near the house,

perhaps rather too near for this system ; still, it was very

effective and beautiful with striking plants like the Ehubarbs
and Heracleum, the ground covered with many bright free-

flowering things— Forget-mc-r.ots, Narcissi, and the like. The
principle adopted was the dotted or miscellaneous one, which
is not quite so good for effect as that of colonies or groups of

each kind or of two kinds, one succeeding the other. The
effect of the general mixture is to give a somewhat monotonous

and tiresome aspect to things, especially if the greatest care

is not taken to vary the mixtures. The true way is to do our-

selves what we find in woods and copses. A spot is suitable

to a plant, and occupied by that plant or by some others

that succeed it in the same ground, but rarely do we find

a general dotting mixture. Frequently, two plants or

more occupy the same ground, and one flowers before the

other, just as the Marsh Marigold flowers before the Iris

that grows among it. The whole idea, however, is so new
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to places generally, that we can only expect the best

effects to be obtained for it after some years of study and

experience.

In the woods here, however, examples of the true

system were seen here and there in the shape of large colonies

of Foxglove, which naturally do not occur in the woods, and
which, although native plants, may be included among the

materials of the wild garden. These were being placed in

the true way for effect.

Some banks are clad with a mixture of Honeysuckle, Sweet
Brier, and some free-growing Roses, well planted, and likely

to form a beautiful feature in time. One sometimes has to

find such beautiful plants in cottage gardens. While such

mixtures are beautiful under the control of a careful gardener,

perhaps the safer way, and not a less artistic one, is to have
groups or colonies of Honeysuckle by itself ; and so of the

Sweet Brier and other wild Roses, the groups or climbers

being formed in a natural and free manner, the advantage of

this being that they may be left to themselves for many years.

Some unions, however, are charming, and do not lead to

disaster—such, for example, as the Honeysuckle and the Haw-
thorn, which, indeed, often marry, and get on very well

together without the intervention of man.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

A PRETTY BASKET PLANT.
(fuchsia peocumbens.)

Those onl;y acquainted with the ordinary type of Fuchsia, so

common in every garden,would scarcely recognise this little creep-

New Zealand Trailing Fuchsia (F. procumbeus).

ing plant from New Zealand as a Fuchsia,so different is it in habit
of growth and flower from ordinary varieties. It is now, however,
beginning to be valued as a basket plant, a mode of growth under
which it thrives capitally and makes both a novel and attractive
object. Its beauty lies not so much in the flowers, which, though
produced in abundance, are almost hidden among the dense foliage,

as in the briglit coloured berries which succeed the flowers, and
which remain on the plant and retain their attractive magenta
colour throughout the winter till late in the spring,when the plant
becomes again covered with new foliage and flowers. If placed in
good, rich soil its branches grow rapidly and hang in graceful
profusion over the sides of the basket or pot in the manner shown
in the annexed illustration. As to the perfect hardiness of the
plant in the open air in this country, there can he no doubt, pro-
vided the situation is dry and the border, or whatever it is grown
on, thoroughly drained. W. G.

ECONOMICAL HEATING.
Seldom has more coal been consumed in hothouse furnaces than
this winter. Wlien the outside temperature runs down to zero, the
contest between frost and iire may he said to rage tlie fiercest, and
boilers, furnaces, pipes are all pushed to their utmost, and it is in
this extreme pushing of hot-water apparatus that most fuel is

wasted. Nor is the waste of coal the only or the worst evil,
furnace bars are melted, doors burnt, hollers ruined, and joints of
hot-water apparatus started or strained. The fact is the majority
of our glasshouses ai-e under-heated, either the furnaces or boilers
are too small, or the amount of pipe too limited for the work
they have to do. The working force of most heating apparatus
is measured from far too high a temperature in the open air;
instead of making zero a possible standard of cold with which
we miglit have to contend, from 10^ to lO-^ of frost is too
often assumed as the measure of our heating difiiculties. Of
course, when the standard sinks as low again the heating arrange-
ments are found totally insufiicient, and break down. Then the
arrangements are often so incongruous as to pre\ent efticiency.

A large boiler is placed over a small furnace, and vice versa,
and tlie proportion of pipe to both seems left to chance
rather than to practical wisdom or scientific experience. There
are three links in the chain of heating hothouses ; these are
the boiler, the furnace, and the hot-water pipes. No heating
apparatus can be one whit stronger or more eificient than
the^ weakest link in the chain. Hence the importance of
having each strong enough for its work, and all thus fitted nicely
to each other. Coal and water form the motive power, but the
amount of heat thrown into the atmosphere of hothouses will be
in the exact ratio of the weakest factor in the heating arrange-
ments, whether that be found in furnace, boiler, or pipes. Boileis
have monopolised the lai'ger share of attention, and no doubt they
are a vital part of the arrangement. But furnaces and pipes aie
equally or even more important. The first are mostly too short
and too shallow ; depth and length of furnace intenses' the energy
of combustion. We are constantly hearing of trials of boilers-^
trials of furnaces would prove equally, perliaps more, useful. Most
of them are most wasteful of fuel; coal and coke, especially during
very severe weather, are raced through rather than converted into
heat in the furnace. All smoke and a great deal of tlie flame of
furnaces waste heat rather than send it through the iron into the
water. Combustion is a compound, a complex i-ather than a simple
process.

Heat is at once the cause and the product of combustion. A
certain amount of heat is expended in cojnpleting the combustion
of the coal. This is unavoidable ; but the less heat
absorbed in this necessary process the better. A certain
amount of oxygen is needed to decompose the coal, and
so liberate and set free its heat for active service on the
boilers or in the water. All beyond what is needful causes
waste. Most hothouse furnaces are over-oxygenised. Nor is theie
only an excess of air ; it is often admitted at the wrong place. It
generally passes through the furnace bars, and hence tlie heat there
is more intense than under the boiler, where it is most needed.
Would it no:; be better to admit more oxygen through the furnace
doors. Sweeping along from these it might help to fan the top of
the fire instead of the bottom, and thus produce most heat where it

was most needed—under the boiler. Far too much cold air is

often admitted
; this rushes through the furnace and actually tends

to cool the fire-box instead of warming it, especially if anj- portion
of the bars happen to be empty or bare of fuel. Besides, in the
conversion of coal in our furnaces into gases and ashes, we have
two sources of heat. The one results from a mechanical change

—

the other from a new chemical combination. By the first, carhur-
rated hydrogen and other inflammable gases are liberated

; by tl e
second, carbonic acid gas is formed. The two processes difff r
vitally in this, that the first gas maj' belibeiatid and discliarged

into the air without adding to the heat of the furnace, while the
latter cannot be formed without the evolution of heat. The first

gas must be burned before it warms ; the second is the product
of combustion. Now,many of our furnace arrangements and stokiuo-

renders the burning of carburrated hydrogen in our furnaces impos-
sible thus. These furnaces compel stokers to heap fresh fuel on the
top of the flaming coal, and the energy and heat of the latter
sweep the soot and gases up the chimney with a rush. This
causes an enormous waste of heat, and might readily be
avoided by a more philosophical furnace, and more cautious
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stoking. With a loug, deep furnace, and a dead plate on the

level, or, hetter still, on the slope, elevated considerably above the

line of the furnace bars, all the gasses given off during the pre-

liminary stages of combustion would be passed over the live coal

and consumed, thus adding very much to the heat of the furnace.

On the contrary, when these gases are swept through the furnace

in a cloud of smoke, not only are they unconsumed, but they

hinder the other source of heat that results from the conversion of

the carbon of the coal into carbonic acid gas, through the ministry

of oxygen, from taking full effect on the boiler. Thus, by a

proper construction of furnace, and careful stoking, little or nothing

but live coal need come into direct contact with the boiler. It

is impossible to exaggerate the vital importance of the thorough
liberation and utilisation of all the latent heat of our fuel in our

furnaces. Next in importance to this, as regards the saving of

fuel, comes a sufficiency of piping, and ample area of boiler and
furnace. We build furnaces, and purchase boilers but seldom,

and pipes hut once in a lifetime, but coal must be purchased every

year. AVith the best possiljle arrangements, the expense of fuel

is heavy and incessant. It is obvious to practical men that by
increasing the heating surface we lessen our coal bills, for the sum
total of heat evolved depends as much or more on the area of

radiating surface as on its temperature. Never, therefore, is penny
wise and pound foolish policy so vividly illustrated as in the

stinting of pipes, boilers, and furnaces. I stay not now to lay

down any hard and fast lines as to the proportion of pipe needful

to heat hot-houses of given area to certain temperatures, nor the

size of boilers or furnaces needful to heat given lengths of pipes.

These data are given by Hood and other authors on heating.

But when all such calculations are made, the wisest economy will

often consist in adding at least '20 per cent to the boiler and pipes

and furnace-power. Never is a reserve of force more useful than

in heating apparatus, and no one need use all his heating power
unless zero temperatures demand it. But coal and money in re-

pairs and furnace bars and doors will be saved by having boilers

that could do double the work on an emergencj' ; furnaces of suffi-

cient length and depth to perfect the combustion of the fuel ; and
so much pipe that the water need never be forced to beyond 10"^

below the boiling point, be the external atmo.sphore what it

hand-cleaning whenever thej' are seen, as they can readily be
destroyed on the stems. S. D.

may. D. T. Fish.

THYKSACANTHUS EUTILANS.
For table decoration during the c.arly months of the year Tliyrsa-

canthus rutilans is quite unsurpassed, as not only has it good foliage,

but puts forth numerous long string-like appendages that become
iaden with gay scarlet blossoms. These are tube-sliaped, about
ItV in. long, and depend very gracefully from their slender supports,

and when seen drooping down on a snowy-white cloth, have a
brilliant and striking effect. Cuttings put in anj' time now root

readily if placed in strong heat, and will make nice plants by the

autumn, but those that produce the best results and make most
show are the year-old stock, which should be pruned back to the last

joint near the base, when, if kept somewhat dry, ami in a situation

where they can have a l>risk temperature, they will soon break, and
may then be shaken out and repotted. Tlie soil that suits Thyrsa-
canthus best is a mixture of j^eat and loam in about equal proportions,

or leaf-mould and the latter, with just sufficient sand to keep them
open and porous. The potting completed, the plants should be
plunged where they can get a brisk bottom heat to give them a

start, after which they will do in any light, airy position in any jiart

of the stove. During summer the best place to grow Thyrsacnnthus
is in a pit where it can be plunged in a bed of leaves, or leaves

and tan gently fermenting, as there the root moisture is more
equable, and the plants can be more fully exposed to sun, w-luch

hardens and ripens the stems, and induces a more Horiferous habit.

As the strings of flowers hang down 2 ft. or 3 ft., the plants should not
be stopped, but run up to that height, unless wanted for baskets, for

the ornamentation of wliich they are well adapted if grown more
bushy, as from their elevated position tliey can trail over the sides

and be seen to the greatest advantage. If kept in pots during sum-
mer, it is very important that the plants be moved to a warmer
temperature before the nights get cold, otherwise their foliage

becomes discoloured, and the leaves below are apt to fall ofE, and
thus give a shabby appearance. When placed in the stove, the
plants should be stood on inverted pots, that they may have their

heads well up, and so prevent injury to the flower-stems from want
of light as they thread tlieir way down to the base. The only
insects that are at all troublesome to Thyrsacanthus are scale and
mealy bug, and these maj- easily be got rid of by watching and

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Light and Dark Fuchsias.—" G. A." starts a notty
question in asking whether parti- coloured Fuchsias should be
described as light or dark. In reference to Fuchsias for exhibition,

it would be far better to cut the knot thus : Abolish the two classes

of light and dark, and let them be mixed in any manner the exhibi-

tor thought best ; the groups would be far more effective and the
interest of the show increased ; neither would the culture of

the Fuchsias suffer in any way in consequence. For Pelargoniums,
where the variety of colours is far greater, we have not yet got
to the length of showing them in classes according to colour ; on
the contrary, in classes of eight, twelve, or eighteen varieties of

scarlet Pelargoniums, we are constantly meeting with pure white
varieties at shows, the word scarlet in these casta simply meaning
zonals, as distinguished from show, fancy, French, or regal Pelar-

goniums. If the distinction between light and dark Fuchsias is to

be upheld, common sense would decide. There are only two ways
of deciding the question ; the first would be to reckon all flowers

light or dark in which either colour largely predominated ; the
second to determine that no flower should be eligible in either class

unless the sepals and petals alike were either light or dark. To
enforce the second rule strictly would exclude many of the best

Fuchsias from being shown at all. The best remedy is to show al|

Fuchsias in one class, increasing the number of the plants and the
value of the prizes if need be, so that exhibitors need lose nothing
by the arrangement. The simpler and fewer loop-holes in prize

schedules the better ; and it is humiliating to jurors who are called

on to assess merit to have to spend time, and not seldom lose temper
and patience in useless wranglings about the colours of a corolla,

or sepal, or a petal.—D. T. Fisii.

Best Position for Linum trigynum.—I cannot agree
witli anyone who says that this plant is a shade-loving subject in the
true sense of the word ; neither should I consider that full exposure
to the sun when growing under glass is sound treatment. I am by
no means surprised to learn that this Linum grows well in the full

sun wlien in the open ground in the hot climate of Northern Africa

;

and, probably, were it planted out under glass, so that the roots

could at all times draw upon a good store of food and moisture, we
should not need to give much shade, as a constant, never-failing

supply of water at the roots will, we know, in many cases suffice to

counteract undue aridity in the atmosphere. The true way of grow-
ing this plant under glass I consider to be to hit off the happy
medium as regards light .and moisture, for of natural lieat Linum
trigynum can scarcely get enough in our climate. Enough light and
exposure to sun to build up the tissues and ripen the flowering wood,
and just enough shade to enable the grower to maintain the atmo-
sphere sufficiently moist to promote free growth and keep away red
spider is, I hold, all and just what is required to grow this plant
into fine blooming specimens. One great point is to get the work
done as early as possible, and the only way to do this is to start the
plants in good heat at the turn of the year, cutting them back,
watering carefully for a time, then shaking them out, fresh potting
in free, gene.ous compost, and keeping them near the glass away
from large plants of any kind.—J. C, Bijjleet.

Daphne indica on its own Roots.—I have read with
witli interest " J. C.'s " communication (p. '261) on the culture of

this Daphne, but allow me to inform him that I have grown it and
flowered it with much greater success on its own roots. Does it not
seem a mistake to expect robust growth in a plant on a stock such
as the Mezereon ? I have a plant of D. indica, eight years old, in a
IG-in. pot which has been in bloom over two months, and which has
now (March 8) over 100 heads of bloom open on it. For several
years I have treated it with a niggardly hand, as it was wanted
for a vase in the house. Nevertheless this plant measures over 3 ft.

across, and has its branches bent down to retard its vigour. I have
several young plants (cuttiugs) which do equally w-ell. My plants
are potted in turfy loam aud road grit. They are grown in a
warm Vinery, frequently stopped during the growing season, and are
turned out into a cold frame to ripen their wood. I place them
close to the glass on inverted pots, and only keep the sashes on
during heavy rains and in just the hottest part of the day. Many
have been astonished at my success, and had no idea that this Daphne
could be grown on its roots to such perfection.

—

Nemo.

Chrysanthemum Etolle d'Or.—As an instance of the
Soriferous character of this now popular yellow flowered Paris
Daisy we understand that Mr. Howard, of Southgate, who grows
it exteu5ively, continually sends cut flowers of it to market three
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times a week, and haa been doing so all through the winter. This

fact speaks for itself as regards the value of the plant for aflbrding

an almost perpetual crop of bloom.

The Spring- Sno^wflake (Lcucojum'ajstivum) grows exceed-

ingly well in a cool greenhouse, and is very beautiful. Three bulbs

placed in a pot produced at least a dozen flower-stalks nearly 2 ft.

high, furnished with delicate white ynowdvop-like flowers tipped

with green. It would be found very useful for table decoration and

for bouquets.—Bbockhurst, Dkhhury.

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT BURPOED LODGE, DORKING.
The following comprise the more noteworthy Orchids now in flower

ia Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden :

—

Dendrobiums —Of these there is a fine display, a large

number of kinds being at their best. D. nobile was represented ioy

every variety obtainable, some of which were greatly superior to the

ordinary forms and some decidedly inferior. One of the finest was
one named grandiflorum, with unusually large flowers having broad

sepals and wide deep lips. The colour of the sepals is almost white,

with the exception of a rosy-purple tinge at the tips, while the lip

has the dark blotch more intense than in the type, which increases

the purity of the white sepals. The form intermedium, which is

somewhat similar to the preceding, but smaller, was likewise very

fine, as were also several dark varieties, notably one named super-

bum. D. AVardianum was of course represented numerously and
finely, one plant on a block having flowers larger than we have
hitherto seen them, being nearly 4 in. across. The plants are grown
in variousways, in pots, baskets, onblocks,&c. Those in pots, with the
stems tied erect, were particularly fine, the growths averaging 3 ft.

in height and furnished with flowers throughout. The white form
of D. Wardianum was in bud, as were also the white-flowered

varieties of D. crassinode and D. lituiflorum ; the latter is said to be

one of tlie loveliest of white-flowered Orchids. The two last-named
Dendrobes were very fine, some large specimens, principally in baskets,

being literally covered with flowers. Freeman's variety, too, of D.
lituiflorum was still gay, though not so fine as it had been. Two
Dendrobes, not often met with, but extremely pretty, are D. Boxalli

and crepidatum ; they are somewhat similar in appearance ; the

former has flowers Ig in. across, with narrow rosy-tinged sepals, and
a circular lip with a large blotch of yellow, edged with parallel lines

of white and rosy-purple. It is remarkably floriferous, the long
slender stems hanging gracefully over the sides of a basket furnished
their whole length with blossoms, and the peculiar whitish spaces on
the stems between the flowers combine to render them even more
attractive. The splendid hybrid Dendrobes, D. Ainswortlii and D.
splendidissimum, were past tlieir best, but judging by what we saw
they must have been very beautiful. Whatever the general opinion
may be with regard to the distinctness of the flowers of these two
kinds, they are exactly similar in appearance and habit of growth, a
fact with which we were never more impressed than when we saw
the two large plants in question side by side at this collection.

Of the old D. Pierardi and its variety latifolium, still one of the
best of the family, there were some superb examples ; one in par-

ticular was remarkable ; it was in a suspended basket some 6 in.

square, and the long slender stems hanging over the sides were per-

fect wreaths of blossoms. The lovely D. primulinum and its large

variety giganteum were likewise equally attractive. That scarce,

yet very beautiful, species D. Cambridgeanum was just expanding its

large golden blossoms produced on the current season's growth, and
very pretty they looked still accompanied with its deep green foliage.

A noble plant of Veitoh's Dendrobe (D. Veitchianum) was bearing
two fine racemes; grown so finely as it is here, it is by no means so

unattractive as we had previously considered it to be, the greenish
yellow of the flowers and dark red bars forming a marked contrast.

Another kind, more remarkable for its rarity than its beauty, is D.
Euckeri, which is somewhat like D. luteolum, but scarcely so attrac-

tive even as that kind.

Dendrochilum glumaceum.—Of this elegant and ex-
quisitely scented Orchid we saw a splendid specimenbearing some 150
spikes ; in fact, the largest plant of this graceful Orchid we have
ever seen. So many long drooping spikes formed quite a fountain of

flowers. It was growing in the East Indian house with Dendrobes
and similar kinds.

Oypripediunas were sparingly in flower compared with the
large number grown. The most notable were C. Argus, a kind with
handsome flowersin the way of 0. Veitchi (superbiens) ; one plant of

this was bearing fourteen blossoms. C. Lowi, too, was very fine, as

was also its near ally C. Haynaldianum. Of the popular old C.

villosum there was a plant well nigh .3 ft. across bearing several

dozens of flowers, besides a large number that had been cut. These
plan's are amongst tlie finest we have seen. The extremely hand-
some C. lajvigatum, one of the aristocrats of the genus, was in fine

flowering condition, and the plant, bearing several flower-stems, re-

presented a very fine form, the colour being brighter than usual, and
the spots on the long pendulous tails being more pronounced.

Oncidium hyphSBinaticuin was the only species noteworthy
in flower in this numerous genus. It has long branching spikes and
numerous flowers of medium size, having clear canary yellow lips

and dark olive-green sepals beautifully edged with a golden hue.

Several other species of Oncidium, however, such as the noble 0.
ma^ranthum, will shortly make a fine display of bloom.

Phalsenopsis.—The lovely V. Schilleriaoa was represented

by some remarkably fine specimens, with long, branching flower-

spikes bearing several scores of Ijlossoms of a deep rosy tint, indi-

Phaltenopsis grandiflora.

eating some of the finest variety. P. grandiflora, too, was very

flue, the pure white flowers contrasting beautifully with those of

Schilleriaua.

CcBlogynes.—Of C. cristata there were immense plants, but

past their best as regards the flower, except one, a variety with a

lemon yellow crest on the lip instead of orange ; it is named Lemoni-

ana, and was very showy. Another species, a pigmy compared with

the other, was C. conferta, a charming little plant in the way of C.

ocellata, but only a few inches in height. It is extremely floriferous,

and lasts in flower a long time, and is quite distinct as regards habit

from most of the others, a circumstance which renders it all the more
desirable. Some well-flowered plants of C. flaccida, an old but very

beautiful species, showed finely what a graceful decorative plant it

would make for general cultivation. On Pleione Hookeri, which is

nearly allied to the Ccelogynes, there were several blooms expanded,

and a very handsome Orchid it is with its large puce-tinted blos-

soms, having beautifully fringed lips, and it is all the more valuable

on account of its being amenable to cool-house treatment.

Cynabidium eburneum —The grandest plant we have ever

seen of this superb Orchid was in perfection. It was bearing

fourteen expanded flowers and two buds. It was growing in a 12-in.

or 14-in. pot, apparently in turfy loam and peat. The gracefully grass-

like foliage arching over the pot and the large ivory-white flowers

rendered this plant one of the most conspicuous of all the Orchids in

flower.

Odontog-lossums —The houses devoted to this beautiful

family were gay with the flowers of many kinds. The lovely 0.

crispum (Alexandra) was of course represented very numerously,

and by extremely fine forms, one named majus being by far the

finest we have ever seen. The flowers measured exactly 4J in.

lengthwise and just upon 3 in. across the sepals. It was likewise

beautiful as regards the markings of the flower, and the margins

were finely crisped. Other plants were more remarkable for the

number of flowers on the spike, which in some cases were branched

like those of 0. Pescatorei, which was represented by some fine forms.

The rare 0. nevadense was at its best, one plant being furnished

Sfi^h. fj^Yenty-five flowers ; it is a, distinct species, the pure white lips
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being conspicuous and attractive. This was the first time we had
met with the rare 0. elegans grown in true character. It is in

habit, form, and size of flower the counterpart of 0. cirrhosum, but
the colour is exactly similar to that of 0. gloriosum, a circumstance

which favours the supposition that 0. elegans is a natural hybrid

between these two species. It is indeed a handsome kind
as grown here, one plant having a long branching spike,

bearing thirty-eight blossoms. Of 0. Rossi, a plant of the major variety

was bearing fourteen flowers, a fact sutiicient to indicate how finely

it is grown here. The vexillariunis were not yet in flower, but they
promise to produce a grand crop of bloom. They are grown in an
intermediate temperature, well up to the light. Under similar cir-

cumstances, but still closer to the roof, was the collection of 0.
PhaliBnopsis, a species which has the reputation of being difficult

to manage. The plants here, however, in suspended pots clearly

Odontoglossmn Rossi.

indicated by their healthy foliage and plump bulbs that the treat-

ment suited them, and several were in flower, 0. Edwardi, a new
and as yet rare species, was in splendid condition, having an
erect branching spike furnished with scores of pretty small rosy-lilac

flowers, each with a golden crest on the lip. The agreeable odour
emitted by the flowers greatly enhance its merits. A superb variety

of 0. roseum was finely in flower. It is a small growing species often

rejected as worthless in comparison witl iMesospinidium vulcanicum,
which is similar to it, but usually of a deeper tinge of rose ; the
variety of 0. roseum, however, which we saw here was even brighter

than what are considered to be fine forms of the Mesospinidium. 0.

Uro-Skinneriis a species much neglected considering how showy it is

withits broad rosy-purple lip, and it continues in perfection for a very
long time. Some of the forms, however, are much inferior to others.

Other Odontoglossums in flower of lesser note were 0. tripudian and
its near relative 0.triumphans,0.pulchellum majus, Andersonianum
in several varieties, one of which was almost a rose colour and
beautifully spotted, 0. cirrhosum and its superb variety, Klabo-
chorum with larger and more conspicuously blotched flowers. The
true 0. ni-evium majus will shortly be in flower ; it is said 'o be far

superior to the form commonly known by this name. Of the rare 0.

Ruckerianum, a species similar to 0. Andersonianum, there was a

fine plant in flower, the blossoms cf which are of a purplish hue,

with conspicuous chocolate spots, aggregated in clusters.

Miltonia cuneata is one of the finest of Orchids,and so distinct

in appearance that it will probably become a popular kind ; its chief

beauty consists in the ivory-like whiteness of the broad roundish lips

of the flowers, contrasting st ikingly with the darker hue of the
sepals. A large plant bearing a dozen erect spikes some IS in. high
formed a beautiful specimen, which was seen to best advantage when
viewed from above.the white lips being then more conspicuous. It is

grown here in a cool house along with the Odontoglossums.

Vandas.—Of these the rare V. C'athcarti was in flower, the

large chocolate-barred blossoms being very handsome, borne on a

gracefully-drooping spike from a noble "break" some 4ft. or 5 ft.

in height. The charming little V. crerulesoens was eveiywhere,
its pretty flowers, of various shades of lilac, being so different

from those of the ordinary type of Orchids. It is grown very
freely here ; we noted one spike on a healthy plant nearly 2 ft. in

length. The new V. lamellata Boxalli was still in flower, and had
been continuously since we visited the collection in September last.

These, besides the beautiful new Phaius alluded to last week, are

a few among the many fine plants to be seen in this unique

collection.—W. Goldhing.

LADY'S SLIPPERS.

Of all the Lady's Slippers, Cypripedium Maulei is one of the best.

It is simply a form of the olc greenhouse kind C. insigne, but then
it is the best form, and far more beautiful in leafage and blossom
than that well known kind. The white upper sepal with its

exquisite mauve-purple blotches is very attractive, and in a cool,

airy house each individual flower endures quite fresh for a month
or even six weeks. Mr. Maule tells me that it was imported from
India many years ago, but even now it is rare tofiud it true. The
name is not so uncommon, and I grew two forms here as " Maulei "

ere a friend was good enough to send me the true kind as a new
year's gift last season. AA'ho is so fortunate as to possess C. insigne

Veitchianum, a plant of which fetched £23 at the sale of the
Meadowbank collection ? I shall be glad to see it described by
anyone who now grows it, and better pleased still to see a fresh

flower of it. Is G. insigne Chantini distinct from C. insigne Maulei ?

or is it synonymous wi'h C. insigne Veitchianum ? C. Maulei even
as a form of C. insigne is so beautiful, that I am deeply interested

in a variety described at p. 154 of Mr. Williams, " Orchid Manual."
Speaking of C. insigne, he writes: "I have seen a fine variety

which is exactly lilie the old C. insigne in habit, but the flowers,

which are large, have bright crimson streaks running up into the

white of the upper sepal, and the white being continued round the

sepal gives it a very different appearance from the old variety

and adds much to its beauty. I saw this in bloom with the
Messrs. E. G. Henderson." Now I am anxious to make
the personal acquaintance of a variety of C. insigne having crimson
—bright crimson, forsooth— streaks on its white-bordered sepal. If I

meet with it I will take its portrait on the spot, and such a crimson-
streaked wonder shall not be a nameless wanderer any longer. Has
Mr. O'Brien any floating memories of this criinson-streaked Lady's
Slipper ? Anent C. insigne and its forms, named and otherwise, it

is interesting to know that they grow and bloom better in a cool

airy atmosphere during the summer and autumn months than when
grown in a close, high, and moist temperature. Some slight shading
from the direct glare of sunshine, and a skiff with the syringe morn-
ing and evening keep them clean and encourage the flowering
growths. Some use peat, but charcoal and living Sphagnum is a
safe and satisfactory compost for this and many other kinds.

Beta.

EOOTS OF EPIPHYTAL ORCHIDS.
A CUBSOBY inspection of the roots of these, the most numerous
section of Orchids, discloses a marked difference in their general

appearance and formation, and a more intimate acquaintance with
them, such as is obtainable when engaged in their cultivation, shows
a great difference in the length of time during which the roots of

different genera or particular species live, that is, when placed under
like conditions. Itis needless to say tliat although the roots of even
non-deciduous species of Orchids are less enduring nafurallj' than
those of most other plants, yet on their keeping as long as possible in

a living state depends the healthy growth of the plants, for if Orchids

are deficient in the quantity of living roots they are invariably

proportionately weak and incapable of making strong growth. So
evident is this, that those who ha'^e had little experience in their

cultivation are aware that if by any means a plant has its roots

prematurely destroyed, the succeeding season's growth will un-
avoidably he much smaller. The thick rooted kinds, amongst
which may be included the Vandas, Aerides, Saccolabiums, and
Renautheras, form roots that under favourable conditions live

much longer tlian those of the Oncidiums, Epidendrunis, Lycastes,

Dendrobiums, Barkerias, Brassias, Brassavolas, Miltonias, and
the great bulk of other genera. To the kinds above named,
notable for the endurance of their roots, may be added Plialseuop-

sis and most of the Cattleyas and Lfelias, which also under
favourable conditions will live for a much longer time than those

of the generality of others of the Orchid family. The subject of

root endurance in these plants may seem of more interest to the

physiologist than it is to the cultivator, yet this is far from being the

case, for by what 1 have repeatedly noticed in cultivation, if through
any cause the roots of such species of these plants as naturally live

the longest are injured, the effects are much worse than a like

injury has upon the kinds that have roots of a less enduring cha-

racter. Neither is this anything more than might be expected
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from what is continually before us bearing in the same direction,

as seen in the case of plauts g-euerally not of the Orcliid family.

The roots of Orchids, clinging as they do so tightly

to any substance to wliicli they can attach themselves in a

way t'liat renders it impossiljle to remove them without mutilation

or destruction, at once point to the mistake when it can be avoided

of any interference so far as separating them from whatever they

get attached to.

Potting.—In potting it is impossible to carry out the opera-

tion without breakinga g-reat many roots, for when aplautisiugood

health it makes roots freely and tlie greater portion almost in-

variablv push through the soil to the sides of the pot or basket,

and their nature is such that wlien once attached they keep on

clinging closelj"- to it. So long as their extension continues

a removal of the soil in which they are placed is unquestionably

an operation that requires to be carried out as often as necessary

to avoid its retention when so far decomposed as to liave got at

all into an adhesive soddened condition, for the older roots cannot

live wlieu in contact with material that is in this state, and the

new ones perish as soon as the}' toucli it, but so long as the soil

keeps fit for the roots on no account should the plant be taken out of

the pot or basket in which it has been grown. Yet to keep up a trim

appearance in their plants there is no doubt that many growers

are tempted to move them ofteuer than there is occasion for, par-

ticularly those that are grown in pots. In baskets, either such

as are made of wood or earthenware, the material, from its exposure

to the air, does not so soon get into an unsuitable condition, and

when it does its removal becomes necessary, from the way the

roots usually are visibly held by the basket there is no attempt to

remove them, the old soil being simply picked out and replaced

with new. But in pots the adhering roots are mostly out of sight

until the plant, with a good deal of force, is knocked out or the

pot detached from the plant in pieces, to the unavoidable breakage

of no small number of its best, that is, its last season's formed

roots. It is quite tr\ie there are plenty of Orchids that have roots

of a nature such as I am speaking of that are periodically, at inter-

vals of perhaps two or three years, subjected to this injurious root-

breaking- and yet keep on growing in a fairly satisfactory way
when the other conditions connected with their cultivation are

favourable ; but the manner in which they would grow if not sub-

mitted to this periodical root destruction never appears unless the

grower tries the effect on a portion of his plants of removing the

old soil without detaching them from the pots they occupy, and
of repotting others of like kinds in the usual way by turning them
out.

Lengthened Undisturbance of the Roots.—I had
several examples representing the different families tliat

suffer most by having their roots disturbed—Saccolabiums,

Aerides,Vandas,Phalfenopsis,Cattleyas, andLjelias—that for more
than a dozen years were never detatched from the pots they at

first were put in. Whenever the material wanted wholly renewing

thev were laid down on their sides and the old soil worked out

with all the loose crocks as well, removing any roots that were
dead, finishing by syringing all the small bits of old peat and
Sphagnum clean out, and when the plants were in want of larger

pots, those in which they had so far been grown were placed en-

tire within the new ones, filling the latter up with lai-ge crocks to

elevate the inner pot so far as necessary. This was continued until

some of the plants occupied three or four pots one within the

other
; several examples of Cattleya Mossiaj, C. Sliinneri, 0. crispa,

0. amethystina, and 0. Triana? went on in this way until they

required pots from 18 in. to 2i in . in diameter to admit of their out-

side growths keeping their roots within the pots Several of them
when first begun with did not consist of more than from four to six

bulbs each. Cattleyas and Lselias, managed without disturbance

in this way, hold the leaves on their back bulbs much longer, and
increase in size much faster through the greater number of double

breaks they make than when repotted in the ordinary manner; and
with Aerides, Saccolabiums, "S'andas, and the like, although they

do not require larger pots so often as the bulb-formmg kinds that

cover more surface yeai-ly, still they increase in strength and make
side growths faster "than when their roots are disturbed. Most
Orchid growers adopt this treatment with any particular

plant or plants, that they may be especially anxious to make
the most of, but the practice is seldom followed to the

extent that with advantage it might be. It ma^' be urged that it

takes much more time in potting when this method is practised,

which is correct ; but Orchids are expensive plants, and for my
own part I would far rather have a moderate number above
the ordinary run than an unlimited quantity of such as are to be
seen anywhere ; and although this non-disturbance of the roots

method of growing Orchids is by no means a universal panacea
for the many ills thej' are subject to in cultivation, yet if their

wants in other respects are faiidy supplied, I know of nothing
that will do so mucii to promote their health and help them to

increase in size. In common with all other clinging plants they
are not formed by Nature to bear, without serious injury, having
their roots severed from whatever they have attached themselves
to, although their tenacity of life often enables them to stand a

good deal of that which is opposed to their well-being.

Importance of Root-hold.—There is another matter
connected witli the roots of Orchids, but more especially

the kinds that do not form such large quantities annually,

which is that such roots as are produced and are not able

to attach themselves to anything do not acquire their true
charactei', and do not live nearly so long as when they have some-
thing to which they can cling. This anyone in possession of a
collection, or even a few plants, who will take the trouble may
easily see by noticing the roots of a Cattleya, Ltelia, or other

species of similar habit that has pushed its leading growths
beyond the limits of the pot, and has made a number of roots

that consequenth' had nothing to lay hold of. Such roots,

although they keep on extending during the growing season, will

usually, after the resting period, be found mostly devoid of life,

whilst those that have been formed at the sajne time, and have
even attached themselves to the outside of the pot, will not only

retain their vitality for a length of time, but if examined will be ,

found possessed of much more substance than those that have
not become fixed to anything; and where this has occurred

the succeeding growth produced by a bulb that has not had
anything to attach its roots to is almost invariably deficient in

size and strength. Tlie lesson which this obviously teaches

is that means sliould be taken to avoid the growth extending-

beyond where there is a medium for the roots to fasten

themselves to. I have tried many experiments with the thick-

rooted section of Orchids, including the true air plants, the roots of

which might and often are supposed to be in the position they

like when hanging- in the air unattached to anything
;
yet this is

a mistaken idea. Even the tall-growing kinds of Aerides, such as

the different forms of A. odorafum and A, virens, with Vanda
teres and Eenanthera coccinea, which collectively may be taken as

representative of the Orchids that push out quantities of roots

high up their stems, all grow much stronger and do better

in every way when their roots have something to cling to

than if hanging unattached to anything. As most Orchid growers

are aware, many of the air-rooting plants will live and grow if

only hung- up in the house by a bit of wire without any root-hold

whatever, but under such conditions their growth is never near

like what takes place if the roots can fix themselves to even a bare

piece of wood or the outside of a pot, neither of which can afford

any sustenance.

Results of Roots Attached and Unattached.—
I took a single growth of Vanda teres about 2 ft. long and fixed

it to the lower end of a bare piece of Apple wood 4 ft. long

by about 3 in. thick. At the same time I attached a similar

piece of this Vanda to a piece of the wood about 1 ft. long, both

hung- up together in the same house and treated alike in every

way. In two years the plant on the long block had reached above

the upper end, and the fellow plant on the short bit was equal in

height, but not so strong ; a good many of its upper roots were

necessarily hanging loose. Both were subjected to dry treatment

through the succeeding winter. In the spring the plant on the

long block produced two spikes, one bearing five, the other four

flowers ; the plant on the short block made but one spike carrying

four flowers. Afterwards I tried similar expeiiments with this

Vanda, several Aerides, Scuticaria Steeli, and other species of

Orchids of a like rooting description, and in every case I found the

result similar. When the roots had something to attach themselves

to they livedmuchlonger, theplantsbeiug proportionately stronger

andpr'oducingcorrespondingly more flowers. I have seen Aerides of

different kinds fastened to small blocks of wood and hung up in a

house where their roots descended like cords to a length of 3 ft.

or more with nothing to lay hold of; in this way they kept on

until the top growth almost ceased entirely, the leaves not being
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more tbau half the size of tlioss boi'ne by other plants, with blocks

long enough to give the roots sufBcient room for extension. I

have always found that the roots of all Orchids, particularly,

such as are of a lilce character to the kinds above named, will

attach themselves to anything that comes within their reach.

"When hanging perpendicularly I have found that a piece of wood
hung at a distance of '2 in. or more to one side of them would
cause the roots to deviate from their downward course so as to lay

liold of it. Orchids of all descriptions are now more grown in pots

or baskets and not so much on blocks as they used to be, conse-

qusntly there is less need of urging the necessity for some medium
ov other for the roots to lay hold of, as in pots or basliets there is

liss chance of their suffering for want of tliis. Yet it is well to bear

i'l mind that if Orchids are to be kept in a healthy, thriving state for

anything beyond the short-lived existence they often have under
cultivation, nothing should be left undone to keep life in their

roots as long as possible, by, in the first place, seeing that they
have suitable material to extend in, and never disturbing them
mjrethanis unavoidable. The greater portion of each of the

numerous families of Dandrobiums, Oncidiums, Epidendrums, and
Lycastes, with most species belonging to other genera, malie roots

more freely than the section I have particularly spoken of and
consequently suffer less througli repotting or other disturbance.

Yet their close clinging habit to whatever they lay hold of just as

much indicates their nature and the repugnance they have to

be moved, the obvious course to avoid which is, in the first place,

to never use any material, especially peat, that is not of the best

and most lasting descript ion. Tlie fibrous matter it contains is the only
portion that will keep in suitable condition for the roots to remain
healtliy within it. Of the large number of species belonging to

the freer rooting families I have last spoken of, the majority per-

meate the soil within the pots or baskets they are grown in to

such an extent, that when potting becomes necessary it could not
be carried out in the way 1 have advised for the Ivinds that make
fewer I'oots by washing the old material out without removing the

plants, but in their case not a fibre should be broken that can be
avoided. It requires no great amount of observation to see that

Orchids collectively, although they will often bear a great deal of

bad treatment before being killed outright, still to keep them in

health and condition such as they are capable of being grown to,

require to have their nature studied, and be treated in accord-

ance with their requirements. They are long in recovering from
either neglect or mismanagement. T. Baines.

other that we do know and possess. It is probable that the best

plants are often young ones, which grow freely through the fine open
winter in California, aad flower the following season.

—

J. H.

Dendrobium nobile in its innumerable shades is now
delightful ; it is one of the best of all Orchids still, notwithstanding
novelties, and moreover easily grown. If any amateur should
perchance have failed with it in a soddened compost of peat, let

him now repot it in charcoal and Sphagnum, using as small a pot
as will conveniently hold the roots, and enough charcoal and Moss
to cover them. A sunny shelf near the glass in a warm greenhouse
and plenty of water during hot weather will result in a good show
of flowers in two years' time, as this species, like many more, flowers
on the two-year-old growth, IJ. Cambndgeanum and D. chrysotis
being examples of those which bloom on the fresh leafy growths of

the current year. Orchid-growing' amateurs are generally anxious
to know " when their plants will bloom." Now is the time to look
for the appearance of or signs of flower-spikes on Uendrobium
Devonianum, nobile, macranthum ( = macrophyllum giganteum)
pulchellum, chrysanthum, chrysotoxum, Vanda teres, V. suavis,
V. tricolor, Cymbidium eburneuni, C. giganteum, Phajus Wallichi
P. grandifolius, Odontoglossum citrosmum, Alexaudne, cirrhosum,
pulchellum, Cattleya Mossia>, Warscewiczi delicata, Warneri,
intermedia, citrina, Calanthe veratrifolia, Zygopetalum inter-

medium (Lodd.), PhaUvnopsis grandiflora, P. Luddemanniana, P.
rosea, Cypripedium villosum, caudatum, Sedeni, and others.

—

Caxdida.

The Scarlet Delphiniums.—Mr. Douglas speaks of these
without much experieuce, I think. There are no doubt sickly plants
and poor varieties, but the plate published in The Garden (p. 234)
ia a fair representation of a plant grown near London. That plant,
which I saw, was about 4 ft. hi^h, and of a very good scarlet colour.

Mr. Djuglas says they are not true perennials ; probably not. I

have seen the plants both in their native country and in cultivation,

and my impression is that the best results are to be had from plants
raised every year, or at least every two years. We very often lose

a plant by supposing that it ought to conform in character to somg

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXVL—MECONOPSIS WALLICHI.
This beautiful Indian Poppy has flowered and produced seed
annually in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, during these

last eight years. As to its hardiness, plants of it stood out all last

winter on the rock garden, and also in open borders, quite unpro-
tected, and flowered during the summer. Even when the ther-

mometer was down to zero the cold did not apparently hurt it in

the least. Well grown plants have leaves from 12 in. to 15 in.

in length, bearing a great quantity of pale blue flowers, which
open terminally. Separate flowers do not last long, but a few
expand at one time. It takes fully a month befcre they are all

expanded at the base, by which time the seeds of the first opened
flowers are nearly ripe. Other Indian species cultivated in gardens
are M. aculeata, M. nepalensis, M. simplicifolia, and an unnamed
species, which, it is hoped, will flower this season. All the above
are natives of Silddm, and found growing at an altitude of from
li',000 ft. to 14,000 ft.

Culture and Position.—Those who may find difliculty in

procuring plants of this fine Poppywort may be interested to learn

that it may be easily raised from seed sown in spring; indeed, it

is biennial in character, and the only way to ensure a good stock

of strong plants is by annual sowings. 1 find the following to

bo the most successful mode of cultivating it : A piece of ground
is prepared by digging in good loam and well rotted stable manure,
a two-light frame is placed o\ev it, and seedling plants are put in

about March. As soon as the plants are fairly established the
sashes are removed (unless the weather is frosty), and throughout
the summer the plants are well supplied with water. During the
following season, in April or May, thej- will have become large

plants, often 2 ft. to -i ft. in diameter, and are then removed to

where they are wanted to flower. This may be readily done
without checking tliem much, as they form such a large quantity
of fibrous roots that usually a good ball of soil may be had 'with

them. They are thus grown on as quickly as possible, treating

them like biennials. They do not all flower, however, during the
second year ; many require three or four years before flowering,

and plants may be kept in store pots for five or six years without
showing any tendency to flower, but they are never nearly so fine

when planted out after being cramped in this way. After
flowering they all die. John Sadleb.

[Our plate, which was drawn by Mrs. Duffield, represents a
portion of a plant which flowered last year in Mr. G. F. Wilson's
garden at Wey bridge.]

The Carnation and Picotee.—We are now busy putting
these into their blooming pots, an operation which ought not to be
delayed much after the middle of March. Indeed, if the weather is

mild we usually commence about the last week in February, and
finish the main collection Ijy the end of the first week in March.
Those intending to purchase plants should lose no time in doing so,

as they suffer if the potting is delayed much longer. Many place
the pots containing the newly-potted plants out of doors as they
pot them. No one would be likely to do this from choice, but it is

often necessarj' to do so owing to the want of room in fi'ames and
cool glasshouses. It cannot be possible that plants turned out of

doors (and which may be soaked with cold rain or snow before they
are established) will be able to compete with those that have been
nurtured under glass until they are well established. Mr, Dodwell,
of Clapham, does not possess sufficient glass shelter for his newly-
potted Carnations, but he finds a good substitute in low tents

formed of hexagon garden netting. This is a strong well-made
material, which affords tlie plants sufficient light and throws off rain.

The potting material for Carnations, which must have been described

in previous numbers of The Garden, should be mixed two or three

months before it is used. I cannot too stronglj' recommend the

yellow ground Picotees, raised and sent out recently by Mr. Turner,

of Slough ; and some yellow selfs, of which Chromatella is the type
sent out by Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, They are not only novel,

distinct, and pretty, but come in when the main collections are over.
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Seed may be sown in April. It is best to sow it in pots or pans, and
place them in a close frame. They must be protected from too much
wet, and the soil must not be allowed to get very dry ;

this would
probably kill the plants while they are pushing through the ground.

Shade also from very bright sunshine. One mistake that beginners

make in the cultivation of the Carnation is allowing the plants to

become dirty, either from the attacks of green fly, or by allowing

waeds or green mould to grow. Tlie green fly is certainly trouble-

some all tlirough the growing period, and when in flower black thrips

sp:)il th3m ; all tliese insect pests must be destroyed as soon as ob-

served.—J. Douglas.

TWO LITTLE-GROWN TREES.
(nXGNADIA SPECIOSA AND PAVIA (iESCDLUs) MACROSTACHYA.)

These are both beautiful trees, natives of North America, the

former scarcely heard of in the gardens of this coiintrj' ; the other,

Ungnadia sjeciosa.

though not so rare, not nearly so raucli planted as its merits entitle

it to be.

They are botanioally nearly allied to each other, and are mem-
bers of the Hor.se Chestnut family, a family from which we de-

rive many of our finest ornamental trees and shrubs. The Pavias
now introduced are numerous, and would in themselves form a

line plantation, so varied are they in size and habit as well as

in leafage and flowers. Several kinds were once procurable

from some of our large tree nurseries, but the want of demand
for them has tended to reduss their number to two or three of the

showiest kinds. P. macrostaohya forms a tree varying in height

Pavia macrostachya.

according to situation and soil. It has compound leaves similar to

those of the Horse Chestnut, and produces about June a profu-

sion of long spikes of white flowers having long thread-like sta-

mens of a chocolate-brown colour arranged in a brush-like manner.

It is a capital tree for planting in choice plantations, and it makes
a fine isolated specimen on a lawn. It may be readily propaga-
ted by the suckers or offshoots which are numerously produced in

the case of plants of large size.

Ungnadia speciosa is a native of Te.xas, whence it was intro-

duced to cultivation some thirty years ago, though, as has been
already remarked, it is yet .scarcely known. It is a deciduous low
tree or large shrub bearing long racemes of pink flowers in the
manner indicated by the accompanying illustration. As to its

hardiness and growth in this country, we liave had no experience,
though it is spoken of as being a Ain tree well suited to our
climate, and we hope to hear more of it at no distant date.

W. G.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

PRUNING MARECHAL NIEI.
1 THINK that Mr. Fish hits the right nail on tlie head wlien he
asserts that tlie Mareohal sliould every year be subjected to a hard
course of pruning, liard enough, indeed, to ensure the formation of

a fresh lot of wood, treating that wliich has just borne the crop of

bloom as of no further use. In a general way it is easy enough
to account for the deterioration in qualitj' of bloom which in most
cases takes place after the first two or three years from planting.

We will suppose a free young plant to be set out in a glass structure

in the ordinary manner. The roots finding a feeding ground pre-

pared with a vicAv to their special wants, and tlie climate being just

what the Kose luxuriates in, a long strong growth, oftentimes 20 ft.

to 30 ft. long, is made, capable even when properly shortened back
of carrying from 100 to 2U0 flowers of the finest quality. This rod
in due time sends forth laterals, but these are, of course, by no
means so vigorous as the slioots made the first year, so that already
some of that glorious perfection of size, form, and colour which dis-

tinguished the blooms the first season is wanting. The next year,

unless hard pruning is resorted to, there is a still more sensible

diminution of quality ; the bloom-bearing shoots grow small by
degrees, and beautifully less, until this gradual process of de-

terioration culminates in blooms so small, so wanting in colour and
substance, that the plant, instead of realising the fond anticipations

of the owner, grows in the end to be an eyesore, and is removed to

make way for something capable of affording more lasting enjoy-

ment.
This, I think, will be found to be the true history of the decline

and fall of the Mareohal in most gardens, and it is a fact that where
his noble qualities should enable him to reign without a rival he has

to make room for subjects in every way inferior. Would this be tlie

case were the old bearing wood cut away directly after blooming
and every means taken to encourage a fi ne healthy vigorous growth ?

I do not think so ; every experience tends to prove that the healthy

existence of the Mareohal depends upon the removal of the wood,
and that when fresh fine young rods are made from the base of the

plant every year, but few signs of decrepitude will declare them-
selves, and the flowers will not, as a rule, fall off in quality. Mind,
I am speaking of culture under glass only, for in the open air, as Mr.

Kish is careful to point out, tlie young growths are certain to be
chilled, and then good-bye to next j'ear's crops of bloom. And then,

again, I am doubtful whether in cold localities the wood would
ripen sufficiently if the plants were cut back after flowering. Under
glass these objections have no force ; there is plenty of time for a

plant, after blooming, to make rods 20 ft. long and rip^n them well

ofE by the autumn.
One occasionally hears of a Marechal that holds out well, that

yearly yields an enormous amount of fine blooms, and that of the

two rather increases than diminishes in vigour. When this is the

case it 'will, I think, generally be found that the plant enjoys an
exceptionally free root-run, thereby inducing superabundant vital

energy, resulting in tlie formation of strong sucker-like shoots from
the base. These impart to the tree a renewal of life, and render the

work of the grower easj-, for he has only to make room for them by
taking out all old or weakly wood. Where the Marechal has, as is

often tlie case, but a limited area for the roots to work in, he does

not exhibit this exuberance of energy
;
young growths are not formed,

and the laterals get more and more deficient in stamina. Wlienever

a plant has come to a standstill, and the owner is, perhaps, hesitating

as to whether he shall commit it to the flames, let me plead for a

farther term of life. Let the knife go to work freely amongst the

old, worn-out, stunted branches, cutting them boldly away, and then,

as soon as young shoots declare themselves, supply the roots with

plenty of good food, and keep the young branches free from insect

pests, so that growth may be free, healthy, and vigorous. More than

once I have known an apparently worn-out Marechal re-endowed
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with the vigour and elasticity of youth by such means, and what has
succeeded in one case is worth trying in another. J. CORNHILL.

Marechal Niel.— I bought a plant o£ this at a nursery near
Harrow, and I should say it was about three years old then. It is

on the Brier, and is in the most vigorous health : in fact, almost too
vigorous for convenience, for it is in a mixed gxeenhouse, and it inter-
feres with the Vines. I have seen branches taken away in Avheel-
barrows to give fair play to the Vines. We have had from 500 to
1270 Eoses on it. We give it soot for manure, and once or perhaps
twice a year a top-dressing of stable manure. It is planted in a pit
in the greenhouse, which is 20 ft. long and 1 2 ft. wide. It is a pity
it has not more space in which to ratable. I have a President Koso
plant in tlie pit which also (lowers well.—JIary A. GlLLUJl, The Sed
House, End Mouhey.

Pine Marechal Niel.—It may interest some of your readers to
know that I have a plant of this Rose (not on its own roots) in a
cold greenhouse 50 ft. long. It covers the whole house from end to
end ; its roots are in a large box about ft. by 4 ft. Last season I
gathered 250 blooms off it, and the year before quite 500 blooms. It
has been in this greenliouse (vvhich has a northern aspect) SJ. years,
and has been repeatedly cut back. The stem is quite 9 in', in cir-
cumference, and one side branch is 7 in. in circumference. Although
the stem was covered with ice in the severe frost in January, it

does not appear to liave suffered.—T. P. M., Walerford.

Wiiy Marechal Niel ia Short lived.—I have noted this
fine Rose under glass liere and in various parts of Ireland, England,
and France, and have tliought often why it is invariably siiort-lived
either on the Brier, or Manetti, or on its own roots, and have come
to the same conclusion as Mr. Fish, who, with his usual experience,
in the last issue of The (_iAHi>KX attributes it to want of pruning,
over-cropping; in fact, to exhaustion. This is in accordance witii
common sense. Growers are often satislied with from two to twenty
blooms on other luxuriant Roses, but have no compunction in
cutting 203—nay.ioa:)-from Mireehal Niel, and with the inevitable
result—death either the following year, or a lingering existence, and
comparatively worthless blooms. The remedy, as Mr. Fish points
out so grai)hically, is plain.— \V. J. M., Clonmcl.

ROSE CUTTINGS 1^ FEBRUARY.
Iji.iVE so much enjoyed most of the "Garden Thoughts" which our
Ro.se Canon has given to us, tliat it is with much regret that I ven-
ture to criticise the remarks on Rose cuttings in February on page
249. Fortunately, the writer is not recording his own experience,
but thit of another Rosirian. Still, I am of opinion the advice
given, if foUovved, will lead to far more blanks than prizes. To put
in Rose cuttings, either in the open air or under glass, in February
is to invite failure. It is just possible that white heat enthusiasm
might make Rose cuttings root at any season, but February is
just about the worst month in the year to put in Rose cuttings.
The sap is already in active motion upwards, and it is seldom that
a sufficiency of it can be reversed to form a callus, to say nothing
about roots afterwards. To anyone who may think seriously about
going in for February or March cuttings I should emphatically say,
don't

; and where is the benefit when they might, with so much
greater chance of success, be put in in November, or even October?
The earlier, in fact, after the falling of the leaf the greater the
percentage of success.

Neither is it wise to make it appear that the rooting of Rose
cuttings is so very easy. It is not, as most of our greatest Rosarians
have found out long ago. The chief reason why so many more com-
mercial Roses are budded or grafted on different stocks tlian on
their own roots is simply because buds and scions take much sooner
and with greater certainty than cuttings root ; this is also the ex-
perience of most private growers. By all means let us get as many
of our Roses back to farth as soon as possible. But the object will
not be hastened but rather hindered by underrating the diffi-
culties in our way. Among the greatest of these wouUl be whole-
sale failures that may readdy be avoided, such, for example, as those
almost sure to follow quickly on the heels of tlie insertion of Rose
cuttings in February. D. T. Fish.

Roses on their own Roots.—Canon Hole in his "Garden
T.ioughts quotes two correspondents who think Roses better on
t^eir own roots than worked, and I am certainly of the same opinion.
Years ago I grew annually some hundreds of Roses all on their own
roots, and if I had now to get up a stock I should do it from cut-
tings. Some say it is a slow process, but I believe my plants,
though not quite a year old, are better and healthier than rooted

plants twice their age. Good sized blooms six months from the cutting
state may be obtained, but twelve months is a short enough time
for a Rose cutting to make wood and ripen its buds, to yield from
six to nine good blooms. Madame Lacharme is raiher a bad grower,
but roots easy enough when in good condition.—J. Knight.

SINGLE BANKSIAN AND OTHER ROSES.
Canon' Hole directs attention to these in his "Garden Thoughts"
of last week. Are they in tlie trade in this country ? If not, surely
the sooner they are introduced the better. I love the double
Banksians, only they are a little too much like a Batchelor's Button
or a Pyrethrum. Half open single ones would be far more chaste.
Wc grow the double yellow and -white, also Fortune's Rose, but
have neither of the singles. The white is pleasantly fragrant, but
the yellow has little scent. The single yellow and bronzes are
pretty, but their odour is most offensive, something akin to bugs,
horror of horrors in such a sweet family. The great Rose want of

the day is more singles, fragrant single Roses with long tapering
buds of the form of Devoniensis. One gets impatient on looking
back to think how many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of splendid
Tea and other single Roses have been thrown away in the pursuit of

size and doubleness. The very Roses most useful to the decorator
and artist have been lost to our gardens for ever. It

is high time that the cry arose for single Roses in plenty
of all shapes, sizes, and colour. Probably in the Rose raising and
growing of the future we may learn to appreciate the single flowers
the most. Dahlia growers have nearly reached this standard. For
years every single flower was destroyed, and now we hear of the
doubles going to the rubbish heap and the single ones being carefully
nurtured and propagated by express : but raisers need not go to

such extremes. We have room enougli in our g.ardens for all the
Roses they can raise, wdiether single or double. It would almost
be too late now for the Rose Society to offer prizes for

single Roses at the great show at Manchester in August, but
I trust they will open such a class in their future schedules

;

I hojie, also, to bring the matter before the East Anglian
Rose Society. Single Roses might be shown as single flowers, and
also as wreaths and sprays ; prizes might also be awarded for

bouquets and wreaths of single Roses, also for vases. Baskets filled

with single Roses with their own foliage only—single Rose table

decorations, with nothini; but sinale Roses with their own leaves
and br'anches -would approach the highest perfection in this style of

decoration, which raises the art of dinim? above mere sensuous plea-

sure into the regions of a line art that cultures, refines, and tratiliea

our taste wdiile satisfying our appetites. D. T. Fi<ii.

Banksian Rose as a Stock.—I do not see how Monsieur
Andi-e can attribute (p. 208) even part of the success achieved in
Rose cultivation in the south of France to the influence of different
kinds of stocks. Evidently the luxuriant growth alluded to, and
the production of such abundance of flower, are caused by the
influences of clim.ate ; outdoor Roses have many advantages in the
south of Fi-ance which they do not have in many parts of England.
For instance, we are almost free from blight and mildew ; the annual
growths get thoroughly ripened, and for the most part the soil

during the time when the plants are dormant is in a much
better state to promote the healthy preservation of the roots than
in colder climates where in winter there are much heavier ramfalls.
Mostly all kinds of Roses are increased by grafting, whether they
are worked on the Banksian or Rosa indica major stocks, or are on
their own roots, which most of them are ; all seem to flourish and
make old plants in this climate, and soil canker and decay very
rarely overtake them. Roses cau be had here outdoors all the year
round with a little management as to position and pruning.— S. R.,
C'annifi.

G-loire de Dijon.— Jlr. Walters tells us that for all general
purpose.*, and bearing in mind its hardiness during recent winters,
Gloire de Dijon is the best of all Roses, flowering among the earliest
and among the latest, while its grace and beauty are too well known
to need comment.

New Garden at 'Westminster
ings for converting the burial ground 1

Westminster Abbey and' adjoining St.

garden were placed the other day in M
House of Commons. The space now
various stages of decay and neglect is

gai-den, after the pattern of the gardens
appears that a portion of the ground is

Abbey.—Plans and draw-
yiug to the noith-west of

Margaret's Church into a
r. Gladstfme's room at the
paved V ith gravestones in

to be laid out as a flower
in Parliament Square. It

under the control of the
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parish and a portion under that of the Board of Worlcs, and applica-

tion has already been made to the latter body on the subject. It is

estimated that the cost of laying out the ground and replacing the

present railing by more ornate barriers will be between £3000 and

£4000.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

DIBBLING PARSNIPS.

The advice given iu The Garden lately to grow Par-

snips in deep soil and to give them plenty of room is undoubtedly

good, for this vegetable is really useless unless well grown

and of large size. A good Parsnip should be long, straight,

clean, and, like the long Surrey Carrot, without the sign of a fork.

Parsnips like a rich moist soil, but if manure is applied the same

season at or near the surface, it has a great tendency to produce

forked roots. I, therefore, do not manure for a crop of Parsnips,

but sow on ground which has been atcII manured and deeply cul-

tivated the previous year, the simple winter digging of the surface

being sufBcient. Both Parsnips and Carrots are difficult to man-
age on very heavy soils, or I should rather say on some heavy

soils. There is also the tendency to scab or brown rust on those

as well as on very dry soils. I have adopted a plan in sowing by
which I have been able to grow fine clean Parsnips on very stiff

and coarse clay ; in fact, the nature of the boil suggested the plan
;

it, moreover, economises the seed, which, however, is no great eco-

nomy, as it is cheap and light. I begin by rough levelling the ground
on the surface when dry with a wooden rake ; I then mark it off

in lines 18 in. apart and proceed to make holes 18 in. deep

and 12 in. asunder in the row with a heavy sharp pointed

dibble 3 ft. long with a cross handle at the top, sliaking it

about until the hole is about 6 in. wide at the mouth. The
making of those holes is not such a heavy matter as might be sup-

posed ; we managed 100 per hour last year. The holes are then

filled up with sifted bog mould, or leaf mould, or any light come-
atable material, but we prefer the bog. A boy can follow with a

basket or barrow and fill in as the holes are being made and the

looser the material is put iu the better ; when the holes are all

filled two or tliree seeds are dropped over each hole, and then half

a handful of the covering is sprinkled over each. In this way we
have fine crops of long clean Parsnips satisfactorj' to dig and to

cook. 1 intend to follow the same plan with intermediate Carrots

this year. On some soils it is almost impossible to secure a crop

of Carrots on account of grub and disease, but we have hopes that

some will be obtained by the dibbling process. Carrots and
Parsnips are peculiarly suited to bog soils when well drained,

and it is marvellous that they are not both cheaper and more
plentiful in our markets than they are. On bog lands the weight
of Carrots per acre which has been recorded is astounding ; that they
are successfully grown to some extent is proved by the exhibits

which were to be seen in Dublin last autumn.
Hibernian.

.lERUSALEM ARTICHOKES NOT GROWING.
If " p. M.," who hails from Wick, in Scotland, complained of the
above there must surely be some mistake, not tubering being probably
meant for not growing, for I never yet saw the place, either iu Scot-
land or England, in which Jerusalem Artichokes would not grow,
though I have known cases in which the tubering was a sorry affair.

They neither like clay nor shade, and as your correspondent's soil is

the first, and perhaps the situation shady, that may account for the
failure. Such soil would be vastly improved for Jerusalem Artichokes
by a good dressing of old mortar rubbish, road sand, charred refuse,

decomposed garden rubbish, well rotted hot-bed manure, spent
Mushroom, dry leaf mould, or farmyard manure. If a sutficiency

of any of these cannot be had for a dressing all over, place a few
inches under, around, and above the Artichokes at planting. The
sooner they are planted the better, if not already. I prefer autumn
planting for these tubers. When the crop is lifted, say in October
or November, prepare the ground and plant afresh. They should
be planted in rows 5 ft. or 6 ft. apart to do them justice, using
whole tubers, and placing the first 18 in. to 2 ft. asunder iu
the rows. The tubers should be inserted from 9 in. to 1 ft. deep.
The best way of planting is to dig the ground as this process pro-
ceeds. Put in the first row square 2 ft. or 1 yard from the outer
edge of the ground. Then dig on to the next row and so on till the
planting is finished. In dry soil a good wide opeij trench should be

kept in digging. This should be cut down straight with a line on
the dug edge at the proper intervals, part of the loose earth thrown
out if neeil be, 2 in. or 3 in. of such compost or manures
as already described placed in the base of tlie trench,

the tubers set on this, and covered with the same or the

free soil removed. Then unless the soil has been dug in the

autumn or winter, and is so mellowed into fineness, the first spit

should be carefully broken before or during its being placed over the

row of Artichokes, for these, like all similar plants, like a mellow
soil to grow in. The earth between the rows may be laid up rough.

Tlie site can hardly be too sunny. The plants will spring up like

giants, and possibly make from 6 ft. to S ft. of stem in the summer.
Hence they will mostly keep themselves clean after the first month
or so. Before the tops reach 1 ft. higli some earth them up. When
this is done the crown of the ridge sliould be left wide to retain all

rain, as during the growing period these plants arc greedy of water.

As the tubers, however, seldom rise to the surface, it is not needful

to earth them up, though possibly the practice helps to steady the

stems, which in exposed places are apt to be wrecked by the wind.
D. T. Fish.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Kitchen Garden.—The time is now at hand, and before these

lines appear in print it may have arrived for pushing on the general

sowing of Peas, Beans, Parsnips, Onions, Early Carrots, Turnips,

Leeks, and Radishes, also the planting of Jerusalem Artichokes as

back rows where they will not shade other crops, and autumn-sown
Cabbages in extra large quantities to make up for tlie wholesale

slaughter of Savoys, Cottager's Kale, Brussels Sprouts, and Broccoli.

In this locality the only green that has passed unscathed through
30° degrees of frost is Veitch's dwarf-curled Borecole, and as this is

one of the most delicious spring vegetables that it is possible to

grow, it is our intention in future to give it a much larger space

than we have hitherto done. When the soil is in good working

condition plant out the most forward autumn-sown Cauliflowers in

rather deep drills and protect with Yew or Spruce branches. Early

Erfurt is one of the best for growing under cap glasses. Take care

of the weakest plants for continuing the succession until spring sow-

ings come in. Fill up winter beds of Lettuce and make fortnightly

sowings of Paris Cos. Transplant the remainder of -winter Onions,

also Peas that have been raised under glass ; stake at once tor shelter

and sow Spinach between the rows. Where several of the strongly

recommended kinds of second early Peas are grown side by side tor

trial or exhibition, the middle to the end of the month is a good

time for sowing, after which proved favourites should be sown
fortnightly throughout the season. We generally confine ourselves

to one or two good Marrows, and make a successional sowing when
the last show through the surface of the soil. Early Savoys,

Brussels Sprouts, Cottager's Kale, and Borecole sow thinly and
protect from birds. Look well to early Potatoes in course of pre-

paration for planting. Select nicely started sets from the shelves or

floors and get them into the ground when it is in good condition. In

cold, low gardens subject to spring frosts avoid early planting, also

strong manure. Place the sets in very shallow drills and cover with

steel forks. Prepare ground for new plantations of Seakale and

Rhubarb, also for Asparagus. For the latter the soil should be re-

peatedly turned over and pulverised, planting being deferred until

the young yearlings have started into growth. W. Coleman.

Sprouting Seed Potatoes.—There is little doubt that much
of the substance of seed Potatoes is wasted by allowing them to

make premature growth in heaps at this time of the year, and as it

is useless to expect a full crop from half exhausted seed, I would

strongly urge on every grower the importance of losing no time in

getting seed Potatoes spread out in thin layers. In the case of all

our early choice Kidneys, we start the sets in shallow cutting boxes,

with a little fine soil under them, just sufficient to encourage the

tender rootlets a little ; they are then placed in a light cool house

where they form dwarf sturdy shoots, and when about 1 in. or 2

in. long are finally planted out by drawing drills and carefully

placing each set wfth roots entire iu the trench, covering with fine

soil; thus treated, they well repay the extra trouble. For main

crops in quantity it is not possible to adopt this system, but we
avoid sprouting by spreading all the sets out as thinly as possible

on the shelves of Apple rooms, or floors of any building in which

they are secure from frost ; they then make short sturdy shoots by

planting out time.—J. Groom.

Scotch. Champion Potato.—I notice in your issue of 26th

February (p. 244) that Messrs. Carter and Co. claim to have re-

ceived from the Royal Horticultural Society a certificate for Carters'

select Scotch Champion Potatoes. As it is well known that Mr.
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Wm. NicoU, now of Arbroath, Forfarshire, was the raiser of that
variety, I think it ought to be known asNicoU's Scotch Champion,"
and I hereby protest against Messrs. Carter calling it by their name.
We all know that if a few tons of any variety are gone over a
quantity of finely shaped and better quality of Potato can be selected

;

but beciuse a firm may do that I cannot see that it should entitle

them to call the entire variety by their name, as this appears to be
an attempt to do. Another phase of the question is : What is the
value of such certificates from the Society ? and should it issue such
certificates ?—DuxnoNi.iN.

Brcwn Cos Lettuca —I do not think there is a hardier or
better Lettuce grown than the old black-seeded Brown Cos. We are

now planting out quantities of it, that have been sheltered in frames
during the winter, at the foot of walls with south aspects, where a
sloping bank of rich soil is placed, to hold two rows of plants ; for

at no time of the year are they more apjireciated than in spring and
early summer. I have tried many kinds of Lettuce, but for the
greater portion of the year a thoroughly blanched heart of a Brown
Cos will lie able to hold its own for crispness and flavour with any
kind yet tried.—G. J.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE TWINING BOWIEA.

(b. voldbilis.)

Though by no means showy, this bulbous plant is remaikably
interesting- from a botanical point of vie-w, as it is one of the very
few of the Liliaceaj having a climbing- habit. As maj- be seen by

Eowiea volulilis.

the annexed -n-oodout, tbe plant is devoid of foliage, but its

function is probably filled by the numerous tie.sby terete bi-anches

wliicli in old plants form a dense mass, rising- several feet in height,

proceeding from tlie apex of a large Turnip-like green bulb, which
is half buried and half raised abova the surface. The flowers are

small and inconspicuous on account of their green colour, but they
are produced in abundance when the plant is grown under glass.

It is a native of tbe Cape of Good Hope, and is an excellent re-

presentative of the arid character of the vegetation affecting- that
region. In this countr}- it is a hardy perennial when planted in a

sheltered situation against a wall, and if of a southerly aspect, all

the better. It should not, however, be nailed to the -wall, but be
allowed to ramble over dead branches placed near it. It maj' be
readily propagated by seeds, which under glass are freel}- produced
in this country. Seeds of it may also be procured from such large

seed houses as that of Ilaage & Schmidt, of Erfurt. W. G.

CROCUS BULBS NOT COMING TO PERFECTION.
Ix answer to " Girofle's " appeal to me about this vexatious matter,
so graphically described at page '272, I believe it may proceed from
either of the tliree following causes : Injudicious lifting and storing of

the bulbs, excessive drought after potting, and the tieetness of the
pots used. No Crocus, nor other bulb, should be lifted until its

foliage is quite witherecl and dead, and even after this has taken
place the natural home of the bulb is the ground, and not the garret,

cellar, bag, or drawer of the bulb merchant. One can hardly look
at Crocuses or other bulbs lying in masses in warehouses, or in large

boxes and parcels on transit by ship or rail, without trembling for

their safety and security. The bulbs frequently are paclced and
luipacked again and again, and I have even seen huge piles of

Crocuses in florists' windows rivalling in bulk and size those of

sugar in the grocers'. Here, exposed to frost and sun, in a dry
atmosphere for months, is it any wonder that their vital power is

lowered and their flower germs so weakened, th^t instead of being
developed into beauty they have only strength enough left to form
ghastly cascades of dead bulbs. I am the more convinced that the
failure to flower Crocuses in pots often arises from such causes from
the simple fact that such failures have never happened in my
experience to Crocuses lifted from the ground and potted at once.

Potted Crocuses are also often kept too dry. Of course all excess

of water is to be guarded against, as bulbs in a semi-dormant state

can make little use of water. They can, however, make some.
The -whole surface of the hard corm of the Crocus is slightly

pervious. Dried to excess before potting, the corm may be benefited

somewhat by being surrounded with a moist medium. The Crocus,

unlike many other bulbs, is a native of this country. It is ac-

customed to a moist bed througliout the year. Its position in a pot
perched up near to the glass with a layer of porous crocks under it is

therefore vastly dilVereut from its sappy surroundings in a state of

nature. And I really believe that the failures described by "Girofle,"

and with wliich most growers of bought bulbs of Crocuses are all too
fainiliar, arise from drought.

Fleet potting is anotlier cause of failure. Place Crocus bulbs in a

3-in. or 4-in. pot with 1 in. or more of drainage and 1 in. or more of

soil under it, and tlie Crocus is up into tlie light before it has had time
to properly organise its floral forces. Hence they thow prematurely,
and therefore rot ofl', or else perisli in the process of a forced develop-

ment. Our forefatliers were far wiser than us in the matter of

bulbs. They had pots for the deep-rooting sorts as ugly of

form as a section of a drain pipe. But the depth was
philosophical and successful for bulbs, which is far more
than can be affirmed of many of our elegant, but slial-

low pots. Tliis objection is confirmed by observation and ex-

perience ; few things have astonished me more than the strength and
vigour of Crocuses deeply planted eitlier by accident or design. In
forcing Crocuses or growing them in pots, I have mostly been most
successfulby adding tothe apparent depth of the bulbs 1 in. or 2 in.

of Moss. Tliishas various other advantages, such as keeping the soil

moist and sliading the tips of tlie embryo flower from tiie light.

Direct sunlight even early in the season seems almost too much for

the flowers, and may cause them to witlier when exposed to it so close

to the roots as in the case of Crocuses in small pots. By the way,
can " Girofle " or any of j-our readers give their experience on the
forcing of Crocuses and Snowdrops, or explain why it is that as

a rule neither are forced well ? D. T. Fisir.

Saxifraga oppositifolia.—This lovely spring flower does not
bloom well in the shade. It appears to require a sunnj' situation to
ripen its flowering stalks. One large plant of 2 ft. square has not a
dozen flowers -^\'here it is shaded by a wall, whereas plants on the
open rockery are one mass of puiple.

—

Beockhubst.

Laced Polyanthuses.—Many have been unsuccessful in the
cultivation of these beautiful spring flowering plants. Mr. George
Smith, of Edmonton, who is ([uite an enthusiast in their culture,

has been very unsuccessful with tbeni during the last season. He
has lost most of his fine varieties, and those that remain do not
look well. He believes that the severe frosts which we had in

January were the cause of the disaster, and I Cjuite agree with him ;

but why are his plants so much injured while in our larger collec-

tion at Loxford Hall not one is touched ? I believe that the good
condition of our plants is owing this season at any rate to early
potting, coupled with the fact that the plants were healthy and
clean when taken up from the open ground. They ought to be
potted in August, or not later than September ; this is the time
when most of the best growers in the north of England divide and
pot their plants, and certainly no better would be produced than
those to be seen annually at the spring exhibition at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. Mr. Smith's plants were not more exposed than ours,

as the collection here was placed on a stage, where the whole outer
surface of the pots was exposed to the weather without any
covering except the snow when there was any. My advice, therefore,

is to pot early in the autumn, and to keep the plants clean and
healthy. They cannot bear coddling. We remove the frame lights

freely at all times.— J. Douglas.
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THE GIANT FENNEL (FERULA) IN SPEING.

We show here the eavly spring- aspect of one of these giant

hevbaceous phmts when rising; from the ground with those

wonderfnl pUnnes which loolj so noble when properly placed in a

garden. It is as if sonre great Filmy Fern was sending up its

plumes. Where bold spring flowers are naturalised or planted in

colonies in a tasteful manner the presence of a group of these fine-

leaved, hardy plants will be valuable, as indeed they will be in

v.irious positions where their roots need not be disturbed. They
are among- tlie true hardy plants of the northern world, never, so

The Giant Ftiinel.

far as we have noticed, suffering from any cold. Their fine forms
in summer or autumn, when they tlirow up their flowering-

shoots to a height of 10 ft. or so, are remarkable enough ; but it

is their appearance when Ijreaking up in spring that charms us
most. It is not many years ago when tliese plants wei-e never
seen out of a botanic garden, and very often not seen there, but
now their value begins to be understood.

UOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Aquilegia canadensis and Primula capitata.—It is

but fair to Mr. W. Tliompson, of Ipswich, to say that what " Erock-
hurst " calls (on page 277) my beautiful variety of Aquilegia cana-
densis is notliing more tlian tlio product of iUr. Thompson's seed of

A. oalifornica liybrida, which certainly is a very fine and showy
Columbine, and, like all other Columbines wliicli I have ever tried,

a5 hard}', as far as frost is concerned, as a common Primrose.

I'rimula capitata has not survived the winter in my garden. The
l^lants grew on late, made large succulent crowns, and were too am-
bitious to be evergreen. After apparently surviving the frost, they
have lately broken off at tire slianlc, just in the same way as back-
ward plants of Senecio pulclrer do, tliough tlie latter spring up again
from the roots. P. capitata is rrndoubtodly hardy. I saw, this week,
several healtliy plants of it, which have been out all winter in strong-

soil on a fiat border, in the nursery of Mr. Wliittaker, of Breadsall,

near Derby. Those wlio can spare an hour or two in Derby will find

this nursery well worth a visit. The collection of rare hardy herba-
ceous plants is most interesting, and Mr. Whittalcer, who is a good
botanist, takes great pleasure in sliowing tliem.—C. WOLLEY Don.

"Wallflowers and the late Frost.—"J. S. T." (page 232)
says: " ISIy Wallflowers are not at all injured this season, though
the two previous winters nearly annihilated them." This is certainly

rather singular, so far as I can learn, as the winter just passed was
the severest of the three preceding. It "J. S. T." said he lived in

the southern counties of England or Ireland the singularity would
not be so conspicuous. I always have a large number of Wallflowers
—double, semi-double, and single, and of every colour ; every double
that the snow did not protect has been killed ; and the same is true

of the majority of 1 he older singles, though the latter are much hardier
than the former. A curious feature is that in several instances many
branches on singles are killed while one beside is quite safe on the
same plant. Why is this ? Perhaps your correspondent, Mr.
Brockbank, who admires these flowers so much, would give us his

opinion, and say how he fared in Lancashire.—W. J. M., Clonmd.

Campanula thyrsoidea.—Few people know the value of

this plant on a rockery, and probably few liave ever attempted to

grow it. It is a native of the liigli Alps and a bitunial, Liut, like

Saxifraga Cymbalaria and Liuaria alpina, it becomes almost a peren-
nial in favoured places. I brought some ripe seeds liome from the
Heu Thai, in the Engadine, ei.x or seven years ago, and after raising
and planting the produce out, I have had, witliout the least career
atteutionon my part, fromtwenty to thirty self-sown plants of itevery
year on my rookery since. In the first year of its growth it forms
a pale green rosette, with a paler midrib, something like an elon-
gated Pinguicula, and the next year it throws up its odd looking
stalk, on which the closely-set green flowers cluster in sliape like
an inverted bottle. The flowers have a very strongscent, andtliey
open from the top downwards. It is not in the least particular as
to choice of soil or locality. lb grows in sanJ, loam, or peat, and
comes up in all sort^ of odd places. Sometimes it appears singly
and sometimes in nests of three or four together (I once coun°ted
eleven stems from one set of roots). At one time it sprino-s up in
the full blaze of sunliglit, and at another on the north sloijes where
(ho sun never shines. SometimeB it grows on tlie gravel walks
and at others it plants itself in civities under stones or roots • but
wherever it appears it forms a striking object, and is a most wel-
come addition tohome-giown Alpines.—J. M. Bcrtox, Uijlifield
Galnshoroityh,

'

Aucuba-Ieaved Daisy.—This is a truly pretty and attractive
little plant, and one tliat may be made good use of for decorative
purposes at this time of the year. The foliage is distinctly blotched
with yellow, the golden tint being sufficiently pronounced to render
the plant really effective. Although commonly classed amongst Iiardy
subjects, this variegated Daisy is not capable of resisting uninjured
periods of inclement weather, and often dies off wholesale" hence the
reason why it is but little seen in gardens generallv. Afforded, how-
ever, the welcome shelter of a glass roof, it finds itself quite at'heme
and flourishes with but little care on the part of the grower. I'l e
best way to utilise this Daisy is to establish it well in 2.^-in. pots
when it forms neat tufts of pretty cheerful variegation and impaits
a lively appearance to groups of miscellaneous plants wlien emplo\ cd
in the form of an edging to them. JMy earliest recollections in hoif-
culture are connected with tlie Aucuba'-lea\-ed Daisy, for it was largi ly
used in the manner above indicated in an extensive trade estabfj.-ih-
ment, where it met with a ready sale at remunerative prices. It is a
plant that affords a considerable share of enjoyment for the expendi'-
ture of a very small amount of labour, and 'is well worthy of the
attention of those engaged in floral decorations.—J. C., Byjleet.

Zinnias and Helichrysums by the Sea.—I agree with
correspondents who have lately written on Zinnias both as to their
beauty and tlieir ability to withstand a dry sea-side air, where there
is hot sun and little shade. But from experience I must say that a
considerable amount of labour will be saved, as well as avoiding the
ditficulty of becoming root-bound, by soiving them in the "open
border where they are to remain, they .-.hould have a southern
exposure, and should be sown the first week in Jilay in shallow
drills about 15 in. apart, and as much asunder in the dndl wd

Flowers of Ilelicliryium.

watering them in dry weather. I have tried them for years, and
have succeeded in obtaining a fine harvest of flowers to cut from a
border 8 ft. wide and 10 ft. long. Nothing pays by the sea-side
better than Zinnias, and the Helichrysum is almost as good, but it
should be sown a month earlier.—J. E.

Inferior Bulbs of Lilium auratum.—Amongst imported
bulbs of this Lily there are many damaged or partly decayed ones
which are doubtless often thrown away, whereas if a little atten-
tion was paid to them they would flower equally well as more
promising looking bulbs. Last season I had a great number dis-
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carded as useless, but, being unwilling to throw them away, I

resolved to give them a trial. First of all I removed all the decaying

portions, then when potting surrounded the bulb with dry sand,

and also filled with it any spaces caused by the removal of decayed

scales, and when this was done I treated them just the same as if

they had been sound. The dry sand seemed at once to arrest

decay, and by the flowering season it was difficult to distinguish the

good from the bad bulbs, but I must admit on examining them in

the autumn that I found many of the decayed bulbs had smouldered

away after flowering.—H. P.

Lily Bulbs.—All that Mr. Sturtevaut states (p. 257) has been

long ago both stated and, better still, illustrated in The Garden.

As lie says, in Lilium superbum and L. canadense a new bulb is

formed every year, but the old bulbs live also—a string of bulbs,

annual if you will, but produced upon a perennial rhizome or root-

stock. In L. pardalinum the scales are rarely conglomerate in bulb

form, but clothe the rhizome in a way resembling a branch of Arau-

caria imbricata. No doubt L. superbum makes a new bulb every

year, but this anuu.al bulb is simply the growing point of a rhi-

zome perennial, as is the root-stock of a P;cony or a Rhubarb root.

—

F. W. B.

TussilagO tragrans.—I am surprised at the enquiries that

have from time to time appeared in The Garden, I'ke that of Mr.

Burney's last week, as to the cultivation of this easily grown plant.

With me it grows and flowers luxuriantly—too luxuriantly, in fact

—

under a Yew and Lilac, at the north side of a wall, in a slightly

raised bed adjoining a gravel path and a plot of asphalte, for, not

only does it invade the gravel %valk with its flower-stems and leaves,

but actually pushes them up through the asphalte in its determina-

tion to grow. The soil I use is good ordinary garden loam, rather

strong.—J. M. B.

Possibly Mr. H. Burney's plants are overcrowded or over-

shaded. Having been for twenty years in one place, unless they have

been thinned out, it is almost impossible the crowns can have

strength left to flower, for this Tussilago is a wonderful plant to

increase. If he would thin out a few patches and place them in a

fresh place these would probably bloom the following season. I

have often met with this plant too thick to flower. It may also have

too much shade. It grows well in the shade, but flowers best in

rather sunny places. The soil seems all right, and the TussilagO

thrives well on clay. I have, however, seen it grow and flower

remarkably well in sandy loam. Its fragrance is so agreeable, that

it is a pity this curious plant is not more gener.ally cultivated. The
worst of it is that it becomes a troublesome weed in most gardens.

The best place for it is the home wood or wild shrubbery ; it

should, however, have an open place to cause it to flower well. I

have never known it bloom freely if at all overhung by evergreen

trees or shrubs.—D. T. Fish.

Lilium neilglierrense.—A peculiarity I have noticed in this

species may be of interest. It is this—when the bulb commences
to grow the flower-spike (instead of growing upright, as in other

Lilies) will as soon as it leaves the top of the bulb turn to one side

and penetrate deeper into the soil than the point from which it sprang

and when confined in a pot will often twist around the sides of it

as if endeavouring to escape, and finally appear above the surface at

the extreme edge. This peculiarity is, as has just been stated, con-

fined to L. neilgherrense, and even of that species, not more than

half, as a rule, behave in this way.

—

Alpha.

Lowisia rediviva.—How is this plant to be cultivated .' I

have received a few from North America, and, as I have tried it

before and faileil, should be glad of the experience of any who have

succeeded with it. I turn to two great authorities—Mr. Backliousc,

of York, and Mr. Ware, of Tottenham. The former says—" It prefers

moist peaty soil in the shade ; '' the latter—" It requires a hot situa-

tion in a dry stony soil." -DELTA.

Hardiness of Veronicas.—Allow me to say, in answer to
" W. J. M." (p. 104), that our Veronicas have been killed back as

far as the old wood, and I am afraid they will not recover. The
last frost (10'^), on February '28 and March 1 has had more effect on

them than the previous ones, owing to the sap having begun to

rise.

—

John A. CALTHORrE, Summn-viUe, h'aterford.

without much disturbance of the roots, a good ball of the old earth

being left around them, they will gi'ow most vigorously the second

year. A single bulb of Emperor treated in this way has four flower-

stalks this year, and it is the same with the others. This remark
will, I think, be found also to apply to the Polyanthus Narcissus

bulbs. If such fine varieties as Grand Monarque and Bazelman
major are turned out into the open ground they are seldom worth

notice afterwards, but if grow-n on a second year in fresh soil I

believe they woitld be even finer than before. We have a pot of N.

Burbidgei now in bloom, and which failed entirely to flower last

year ; we have simply grown it on, and one bitlb has grown to four

ilower-stalks. This is an exceedingly beautiful Narcissus for green-

house purposes. N. Bulbocodium we grow largely and repot from
year to j'ear.

—

Erockhuest, JDidttbrnnj.

Narcissi in Pots.—The finer Narcissi, such as N. Horsfield,

Emperor, and Em])vess. are well worth gTOwing in pots for early

flowering in a cool greenhouse. For this purpose none excels N. Hors-

fieldi, the strongest grower of all the Daffodils and the most beau-

tiful. Empress is merely a large variety of Horsfieldi, so far as I can
judge, and very freqtiently Horsfieldi gTows even larger than
Empress. These Daffodils should be grown on in pots from year to

year, as they are finer the second year than the first. If allowed to

die down in the same pot, and in autumn to have a careful repotting

^^OTES FROM CORNWALL.
Asplenium Trichomanes (or Maiden-hair Spleeuwort).—

A

perfect little gem is this evergreen among British Ferns, and one
that should be grown in every collection. It grows naturally in the

crivices of walls or rocks, I have never met with its two or three

varieties wild, including incisum and cristatum, although I notice

them offered for sale ; this little species is well suited for Wardian
Cases on account of its size, and contrary to the usual rule shade is

not essential although preferable.

Lastrea semula (or Hay-scented Buckler Fern).—This is

another native of the damp sheltered woods of the .South of Eng-
land and Ireland. It is very abundant in many places around
Penzance ; hence my reason for directing attention to it as it is an
evergreen Fern well suited for pot-culture, its drooping and crisped

appearance rendering it a favourite.

Cordyline australis.—This noble plant is perfectly hardy
here, several examples of it having withstood the severity of the

past winters. Specimens of it about 10 ft. high may be seen in the

garden of the Rev. W. \V. Wingfield, atOulval. It is an extremely
graceful and ornamental plant, one that will not bear transplanting

except when very young,
Ficus repens.—This pretty little trailer has, as Mr. Groom

surmises (p. 250), survived the past winters here for many years.

I know of one garden in which it is used as a wall climber, and
with excellent effect.

Petasites (TussilagO) fragrans,—I know that this plant
does not always flower out-of-doors in many places, no matter how
good the soil and situation may be. I would recommend Mr. H.
Burney (p. 263) to grow a plant or two in the greenhouse to see for

certain whether it would Rower or not ; the usual soil where it is

found growing most luxuriantly is very light.—W. Roberts,
Pinzance.

Cement for Hot-'water Pipes and Tank.— In reply to
".]. A." (p. 160)1 may state that glazed earthenware pipes may
be eH'ectually stopped with Portland cement, using about one-

fourth cement to three-fourths of coarse and clean sand. The best
sand for the purpose is that dug out from below gravel, where
such a formation exists, as it is all grit and is free from impurities
of all kinds. It is astonishing the difference in work done with
sand of this description and that where fine or dirty material
has been used. On the one hand, the mixture becomes as hard as

stone itself, and appears quite impervious to the assaults of the
elements ; on the oth°r, it is always crumbling, and is a continual
source of annoyance to the owner. A hot-water tank may be con-
structed of bricks lined v.-ith cement, but care must be taken to

have it constructed early in the summer, so that it gets perfectly

dry by the autumn. The interior should also have three coats

of cement. A cement tank properly constructed will generally
hold water well enough ; still there is always a liability to
leakage, and when once a leak declares itself there is a great
difEculty in stojiping it thoroughly. Advising conscientioutly, I

would say employ a galvanised iron tank, which will never give out,

and, taking all things into consideration, is about the cheapest
kind of recepiacle that can be employed. With respect to the
glazed pipes, unless they can he laid on the level and firm ground,
I would counsel the employment of cast-iron ones as being more
economical fn the long run.— J. C. B.

The Russian Sunflower.—The " Mammoth" or " Russian " Sunflower is

one of those plants Avhich are periodicany ''pushed" and recommended as fur-
nishing not only the best food for.poultry, but Jilso excellent fodder for cattle, and
always ready kindling material for the kitchen stove besides. I have tried it,

and would not take three acres of Sunflowers for one of Indian Corn. iJy hens
prefer the Corn, my cows the Cornstalks, and the cook the Corncobs for kindling
materiiil. Farmer?, as a rule, know a good thin;:; when they see it, and when a
crop has been recommended as persistently and as long as Sunflowers without
finding more favour there is generally some material defect about it.—Dr. F. AI.

Hexamek.
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PROPAGATING.

Propagating in Sand and Water.—The busy season for

working up a stock of many kinds of soft-wooded plants employed
for open-air decoration having now arrived, it may not be out of

place to recall the merits of this system of propagating. The great

object at this time of the year, when space is so valuable, and a

great deal of work has often to be got through in a little time, is to

adopt a method of propagating soft-wooded subjects which may at

thesame time be rapid, easy, and efficacious. All these points of

merit can be claimed for the sand and water method, and the great

wonder is that, considering its simplicity and the time saved by its

employment it should not be more universally adopted. All

that is required to carry out this system is some ordinary flats

which are to be filled nearly to the rim with fine sand. The cuttings

are then inserted, and the pan is filled up with water and placed on
a brisk bottom heat. The advantages of this sand-and-water plan
consist in the rapidity with which the cuttings strike when sub-

jected to a high temperature, such things as Alternantheras and
Verbenas being ready to pot off in ten days from their insertion, the

diminution of labour, no tedious crocking of pots being necessary,

no shade being required—in fact, the more sun the better, and the

ease with which the cuttings may be potted off, for they can just bo
drawn out without in any way injuring a fibre.— J. Cornhill.

Lilies from Seed.—In reply to Mr. Falconer (p. 255) I wish
to say that freshly gathered seeds of L. auratum, sown as soon as

ripe, germinate in six months, and flowers of its seedlings, if

liberally treated, may be expected m from three to four years. I

once saw a large bed of Lilium auratum from home-sown seeds

which had been thinly sea' tered on a deep rich Vine border three

years previously. When I saw them they were in bloom, and had
never been transplanted or cultivated in any way except that a

covering of manure was put over the bulbs every winter. Mr.
Taylor who, as gardener to Mr. Mcintosh, of Duneeven, Weybridge,
may be supposed to know something of Lilies and their culture,

in a letter to a contemporary says: "We have L. giganteum,
sown in 1876, expected to bloom in 18S.3 ; L. Humboldti, sown in

1877, expected to bloom in 1881 ; L. pardalinum, sown in 1876, did
bloorn in 1880 ; L. dalmaticum, sown in 1878, expected to bloom in

1882-3 ; L. Ivrameri, sown in 1877, expected to bloom in 1883. L.

tigrinum and L. longiflorum from bulblets of the stem take from three

to five years to attain flowering size. Three to five years seems to be

the average life of Lily bulbs from seed to the flowering stage

whether propagated by seeds, bulblets, or scales. I trust other cui-

tivators will give Mr. Falconer the benefit of their experience.

—

F. VV. B.

Coverin,^ Seeds —Complaints are often made as to the quality

of seeds when the fault is to be found in the mode of sowing ; they
are frequently covered too deeply, or when that is not the case the
covering is pressed down too firmly, the result being that when ger-

mination commences the seedlings are unable to push through the
soil ; they in many instances raise the whole mass up slightly and
then damp off, while the same kind of seed covered thinljf and the

soil sprinkled lightly over it has succeeded. For covering I prefer

very light sandy soil, as after v/atering it does not settle down so

firmly as when lieavier material is used. Very minute seeds do best

without any covering of soil, but a paue of glass should be laid over
the pot to insure a uniform amount of moisture; it must, however, be
taken off as soon as germination commences. The germination of

hard seeds, such as those of Caunas, will be greatly assisted by soak-

ing them for a few days in water. Before being sown put them in a
pan of water and set it on the hot-water pipes until the seeds show
signs of growth, when they must be at once sown, prior to which the

soil should be warmed to the temperature of that of the house, or a
check will be the result.

—

Alpha.

Grrafting.—All grafting tends to weaken the vitality"of plants

subjected to it ; that, indeed, is its object, and, in conjunction with
a suitable stock, increased fertility is the result. These sweeping
and comprehensive remarks .are made and on excellent authority too,

be it told, on p. 188. My own conclusions are that grafting some-
times tends to strengthen ; that to weaken is not always, if ever, its

legitimate object ; and that, in conjuuction wich a suitable stock,

precocity or early fertility rather than increased fertility is often

the result. On p. 187 underside-head " Stocks and Grafting" we
are told that " a strong stock does infuse vigour into a tree ;

" hence
"all grafting" cannot "tend to weaken." But I must ask Mr.
Hobday to reconcile these statements, or to give us some idea as to

which one he would have us accept as most correct. Allow me also

to ask him the following questions: 1. Is a weak growing scion
strengthened by being engrafted upon a strong growing or vigorous
habited stock ? 2. Is a strong growing scion weakened by being
engrafted upon a dwarf growing stock?—F. W. Burbidge.

Rhus glabra laciniata.—Anyone having two or three old
plants of this, and desirous of increasing them, may readily do so
from root cuttings. All that is necessary is to take off as many of
the roots as can be spared, especially the stout ones, and cut them
up into lengths of about 3 in. ; then, a bed having been prepared by
mixmg some sand with the soil either outside, or, better still, in a
frame, they may be planted out and covered with 1 in. of soil ifm the open, or if in a frame h in. Wlien the young plants make
their appearance, which will not be long, they will only require
to be kept moderately moist and free from weeds, and when
sufficiently large to bear disturbance they may be potted, or shifted
into other quarters.

—

Alpha.

Ipomaea Horsfallise.—This grand stove climber is best in-
creased by root grafting, and May and June are the best months in
which to perform the operation. Take strong roots of any of the

Cutting of Ipomffia Horsfalliie.

other varieties and cut them up, taking care to lay the top parts all
one way, make an incision in the roots as shown in Fig. 2, and cut

the 5 rafts as in Fig. 1, making the bark to meet
the rind on the root. Tie them together with
matting, then make up a compost consisting of
about equal parts, peat loam and silver sand and
pot them in 3-in. pots, allowing the bud to just
peep through the top of the soil. Give a good
watering and place them in the cutting-box in
the propagating house on bottom heat, or in
a hotbed if not too steamy. They must be
carefully watered at first ; but after they unite
and begin to grow, more water may be given
and more air.—H.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—Has anyone
ever been entitled to the prize which the late Dr.
Lindley once offered to any gardener who could
manage to strike cuttings of this plant ? I have

tried to strike it, but have always failed. What an acquisition
this sweet-scented plant would be to our conservatories. At present
it is only very seldom met with, but if one could discover a quick
method of propagating it, it would soon become common.—A. Z.

F!g:.2

PLANT PESTS.
After repeated trials for some years with, I think, nearly every-
thing that has been sold for the destruction of plant pests, the
following I find to be the best :—
For Cockroaches and Crickets James' Superior Phosphor,

Paste is the best, clearing them off in one night. Place two or three
pieces about the size of a Hazel-nut on pieces of paper and lay them
in a dry place, but not too close to the hot-water pipes.

For Ants and "Woodlice use Brook's Liquid Carbolic Soap,
a gill i;o the gallon of water. The handiest way is to use a fine-rosed
watering-pot, and sprinkle them over where seen in quantity. I have
killed ants by thousands in this way when they have been disturbed
and carrying away their eggs.
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For Mealy Bug, Thrips, and G-reen Fly, Kemsley and
Howe'a "Wonderful" Insect Destroyer is both effectual and safe,

and easy to prepare, mixing as it does at once with the water when it

13 ready for use. Half-a-pmt to a gallon of water for mealy bugs
on Stephanotis killed them at once, and they wash off easily. The
same strength used for dipping Carnations killed the green fly and
did not injure the plants in any way. One gill to the gallon of

water for green fly on Calceolarias, Verbenas, and Pelargoniums
cleared all off, and not a leaf was injured. R. H. Baed.
t torence Villas, Sydenham.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

Dinner-table Vases.—Now that plants are so largely used

for the embellishment of dinner tables " Rusticus" has done well to

draw attention (p. 200) to the vases in use to show them in and

which arc as ill adapted for the purpose as they well can be. Were
they of the form of a flower-pot instead of a basin or pan, it

would be an easy matter to drop a plant into them with the ball

intact without the pot, and when out of use to replace it in its

pot. As it is, plants must often have their roots disturbed in order

to reduce the ball sufficiently to fit the vase, which disturbance is

often far more trying than the change of temperature or atmosphere

to which tlie plants are subjected Surely if plants are admissible

on tables they ought to have receptacles large enough to hold them.

Not only are vases for plants unsuitable in form, but flower-glasses

are in the majority of cases just as much so, and puzzle the most

expert and clever to dress them, the slightest shake or disturbance

disarranging the flowers. I have experienced this repeatedly, and

to get rid of the annoyance, I now use wire, worked into squares

like the bottom of a sieve made so as to fit the glasses about half way
down, where it is suspended, and another on a level with the top,

and through these meshes the stems of the flowers are put. Managed
in this way, there is no difficulty in getting them to stand where

placed, and a vase may be dressed and out of hand in a short time.

Instead of glasses swelling out in the middle, as they often do, they

should diminish in size there and on to the bottom, but in any case

a wire net, such as that just referred to, affords good support. The
way in which I think cut flowers look best is in ornamental bowls or

vases filled with green Moss, which, with a litile wa'er to keep it

saturated, will maintain ihem fresh and beautiful, and by the contrast

it affords show them off to the greatest advantage. Bits of

Myosotis, small crowns of Violets with Lily of the Valley and
Snowdrops or other simple mixtures of that kind, dotted tastefully in

a bed of Moss, look natural and have a very pleasing effect.—S. D.

.

Snowdrops for Table Decoration.—Few flowers are

more interesting than the Snowdrop for dinner-table decoration, the

delicate purity of its modest drooping bells when seen in masses

under strong artificial light being peculiarly pleasing. We have

lately used Snowdrops for large groups in the following manner :

On larxe circular plateau tins blocks of wood were placed

in the centre for elevating the silver candelabra to a level

with the Snowdrops, then four rather tall plants of Rivina

humilis were placed around the blocks, and then the remaining spaces

were tilled with Large clumps of Snowdrops lifted with loots entire.

The single Snowdrops being the tallest we placed at the back, and the

double "iovm we used for an edging, all intervening spaces being

carefully mossed over. If kept in a cool room and the roots get

moist, they will remain fresh for a long time, and then if carefully re-

planted will be little the worse for removal. I would urge on any

one wishing to increase their stock of Snowdrops to lift any patches

of them they may have that are becoming crowded as soon as the

bloom has died down and the foliage begins to turn yellow, and after

dividing them to replant them at once. They are by no means

fastidious as to soil ; they grow in positions that can scarcely be

utilised for any other flower and they give a charming spring-like

effect to pleasure grounds when seen in masses even before the frosts

and snows of winter have left us. Under deciduous trees where the

herbaoe is thin or in shrubberies where open spaces or glades occur,

a carp°et of Snowdrops may be easily introduced by digging out a

little soil and dropping in the bulbs ; they will re-appear at their

appointed time and yearly increase in beauty and effect.—

J. Groom.

Sand a Preservative of Young Plants.—It is of course

well known that the prime enemy of young Pansy and Carnation

plants is damp ; they rot at the root and are done for before we
know what is the matter ; and where the little plants in pots are

standin" out of doors, wi 1 you allow me to recommend the use of

sand as°a preventive of this disaster ? The mode of applying it is

as follows ; Scoop out a little trough round the stem of the plant just

where it enters the earth, and fill it with sand, thus making a little

collar round the cutting or young plant. This acts as a preventive

of damp just where the plant is the most tender, and obviates what
is often a very serious trouble.

—

Girofle.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.

THE COMMON FKOG-HOPPER, OR FROTH FROG-
HOPPER.

(aphrophora spumaria.)

Everyone knows the little masses of froth so common on the

stems and leaves of various plants during the summer months, and
known by the name of cuckoo or frog's spittle, but few enquire or

even care to know what is the cause of it, and if they do they are

quite ready to believe that it is made by cuckoos or frogs ; this,

however, is certainly not the case, and the real author of the froth

may easily be discovered by removing some of it wlien one, and
sometimes two small, green, six-legged insects will be found in

the middle, clinging to the plant. These are the larvae of the frog-

hopper (most insects in this stage of development are grubs or

caterpillars), and they feed on the juices of various plants by means
of a long slender proboscis or beak. These juices, having passed

through their bodies, are exuded in a frothy state. The insect

The Common Frog-hopper (Aphrophora spumaria).

utilises this secretion as a protective covering, and it doubtles.s

makes a very efficient shelter from the sun, and within which it

is very secure from the attacks of other insects and birds; it soon

dies if deprived of its froth, and if removed from it a little distance

immediately crawls into it again. Plants when attacked by this

insect in any numbers suffer very much, for the amount of sap

which eacli draws from a plant is very considerable ; and when one
remembers that the amount of fluid in this froth, some of which is

constantly evaporating, is not the entire quantity drawn from the

plant, as some has been utilised by the insect for its growth and sus-

tenance, onecannotwonderthatthe shoots and leaves donotcome to

perfection. I am not aware that they ever attack large trees, but other-

wise tliey do not seem at all particular as to the plants they attack

;

they prefer, however, those of a succulent growth, and are often

very abundant on the young shoots of Whitethorn, on the under-

sides of the leaves of Plum and Apricot trees, and on the young
shoots and leaves of Honeysuckles, Pinks, Carnations, Lavender,
Lilies, Phloxes, Sec. I noticed some Phloxes this year which were
very much disfin-ured, nearly every leaf being contorted and
twisted ; on opening the leaves there were one or more of these
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insects inside. Last summer tliey appeared to be more tlian

usually eommou ; many plants quite dripped with tbe moisture

from the froth. In Jiine near Bath I noticed a rough Grass field

in which you could cot tread without putting- your foot on these

insects; some of the tufts of Grass were quite white with the froth.

I did not hear of any injury being sustained by the cattle, but it

was impossible for them to graze witliout their swallowing num-
bers of these insects. The best way to destroy this insect is, as

sonn as it makes its appearance on the plants, to provide oneself

with a pan of water and a small, stifFisli brush, with which the

insects can be removed and placed in the pau of water
; or, the

shoots or leaves may be drawn througli the tingers, which should

be dipped in water afterwards, to remove the insect and froth,

before cleansing another leaf.

These insects are, as mentioned above, well protected from
their enemies, but Messrs. Kirby and Speuce mention that

they are sometimes discovered by wasps. The eggs of this

insect are laid in September or October, and are probably
deposited oil the stems of the plants ; they are hatched
in the following spring, and the young larvfe at once thrust their

sharp beaks into the tender shoots or leaves, and begin to suck
their juices. After some changes of skin they become full grown
in tlie course of the summer, and then assume the pupa state, in

which tliey only differ from the larvfe, as regards outward
appearance, in liaving the rudiments of wings ; in August or

September the pupa skins crack, and the perfect insects appear.

1 have then found them in as it were little grottoes, formed by the

frotli drying up, leaving sufficient space beneath the drying cover-

ing for the insect to move about in quite free from moisture.

The frog-Iiopper derives its name from its wonderful power of

jumping; it has been known to s'priiig a distatice of 9 ft., which,
considering its length—for the insect is not more than .'i-lOths of

an iuch long—is truly marvellous; when disturbed it at once
jumps away, and so suddenl}- that it is very hard, if not impos-
sible, to follow it witli one's eyes. The frog-hopper belongs to

the Natural Order Ilemoptera, which also contains the lantern
flies, cicadas, aphides, and scale insects, and to the family Oerco-
pidfe, which contains a number of genera, the members of which
are all vegetable feeders.

The genus Aphi'ophora contains only two British species.

A. spumaria may be described as follows: Length about 3-lOths
of an inch, head broad and somewhat triangular, yellow, or
yellowish-brown in colour, antenn.ie consisting of only three
joints, the basal one short and roundish, the second much smaller,

but of the same shape, the third and last long and hair-like ; the
beak is long and pointed ; the thorax and soutellum together
form a triangle ; the former varies very much in colour, in some
specimens being blackish-brown, and in others j'ellowish ; the
front portion is generally considerably paler than the rest ; the
scutellum is usually of the same colour as the hinder portion of

the thorax. The wings, when fully extended, measure about

2 in. from tip to tip ; the upper pair are .somewhat horny,
and vary in colour from nearly black to quite a light brown; they
are usualh' marked with two or tliree transverse broken pale bands
and numerous small, pale spots; the lower pair are transparent,
with several longitudinal veins; the body is black and shining,

the legs are yellowish, with the extreme tips of the feet black, the
hindmost pair are strong, and the end of the tibia or shanks are
somewhat dilated and furni.shed with a double row of fine spines;

each joint of the foot is also armed with a row of spines ; thes".

are doubtless useful to the insect in preventing the feet from
slipping when a spring is being made. The larvfe, when full

grown, are about J in. long, and are yellowish-green in

colour, with promineut dark-brown eyes; their antennre consist

of eight joints; the head is furnished beneath with a long
proboscis, from the point of which the insect can protrude three
fine hair-like organ", two of which are toothed at one side like a
saw : these readily pierce the vessels containing the sap, and
enable tlie insect to obtain an ample supply of food. The pupa is

very similar to the larva in general appearance, but has just the
rudiments of wings. G. S. S.

of all admiration, and when on a wall but little difficulty would be
experienced in protecting the blooms. We do not yet know the
true value of the Camellia, nor shall we until it is made common use
of for clothing the naked walls of our dwellings, for this is the most
important point. The Camellia will thrive and be happy where
scarce anything, save the Ivy, can exist in comfort. North walls
and over-shadowed situations may be converted into a fund of per-
manent enjoyment by means of this truly noble evergreen.— I'.

Camellias.—I recommend Mr. Roberts' remarks (p. 204) to
the notice of those interested in tbe Camellia as an open-air plant.

A wall 380 ft. long and 20 ft. high covered with Camellias must be
a sight to rejoice the heart of all lovers of this fine evergreen flower-
isg shrub. Even for its foliage alone the Camellia is wel.! worthy

THE LIBRARY.

CAETERS' PRACTICAL GARDEN EE.

This is a collection of well-written articles on various subjects by
men skilful in their treatment. As an example of the contents
of the book, which consists of over 200 pages, we take the fol-

lowing on the ^'ine, by ilr. Hunter, of Lambton :

—

On selecting a site for a vinery, choose an aspect south south-by-
east, or an elevated spot, where, if possible, a little shelter can be
obtained from north and east winds. Being placed on high ground,
it has many advantages—such as light, air, and sun. It also escapes
the thick fogs and the damp stagnant atmosphere so pernicious to the
well-being of the Vine, .and acts as a preventive to aerial roots,

warts, and mildew, to which the A'ine is so subject in a damp
situation. Furtlier advantages of a higli situation arc the efficiency

of drainage and the prevention ot sunken borders. A lean-to liouso

is best for early forcing, and a span-roof for summer, or where little

forcing is required ; demand will regulate the size. The houses
should stand on arclies, extending along the full length of the
structure. If the jjosition chosen is on retentive clay, quicksand, or
a boggy piece of ground, the border should be taken out to the

.

depth of 3i ft. ; a concrete bottom employed to the depth of 4 in.

all over, with a slope of 1 in. to the foot, from back to front of lean-

to, and from centre to sides of span-roofed house. Drainage being
a most important item, the front drain should run parallel tbe
whole lengtli at the extreme front, and sufficiently below the le^el

to prevent water standing in the cross drains, wliicli should run
from the back wall into the main drain at intervals of 4 ft. Place
over the concrete and tiles 9 in. of broken bricks, then a layer of

smaller pieces, like road-metal, and coarse gravel to finish with ; lay

the whole over with turfy sods, grass side downwards. A set of

]3iers, made of brick or stone, should be built at intervals of 9 ft.,

2 ft. from the front wall, and sufficiently strong to cany the hot-

water pipes, before the border is made.
The composition for the Vines is of great importance—a good

strong friable loam, taken from an old pasture field that has been
grazed for a number of years, and calculated to be toleralily rich,

taken off to the depth of 5 in. or 6 in., according to the amount
of fibre in the turves as they lea^e the soil. This should be stacked

away for twelve months in a free open place, fully exposed to the

sun and weather, when it will be in the best condition for use. If the

loam is of a light sandy nature it may be used green with equal
success, but, as explained, a heavy soil is preferable. To every eight

cartloads of turf add one each of lime debris, charcoal, burnt clay,

good rotten cow-manure, and 3 cwt. of broken bones ; well turn this

over three times and mix properly. Tliis mixture Avill f(5rman excel-

lent border and produce first-class Grapes. The dejith of border when
finished should he 3 ft., the arches being immediately under the sur-

fiTco, as then the roots can easily pass out without dipping deep into

the border. The hot-water pipes should rest on the brick piers, close

to the surface of the border ; and the Vines should be planted

between the pipes and the front wall.

Raising Young Vines.—The propagation of the Vine is

conducted in many different ways, the preferable one being to

raise them from single eyes. Select a quantity of prominent well-

ripened eyes from healthy Vines, cutting them 1 in. below and li in.

above the bud ; have in readiness the requisite number of pots

properly drained, and filled with a rather light loamy soil, with leaf-

mould and sand mixed ; insert each portion uji to the bud in tlie

centre of the pot, and press firmly together
;
place them in a bottom-

heat of 7.5° to 80°, with an atmospheric heat of 60", to this add 5°

more when they come into leaf. On making a few leaves they

naturally rest, and until they show signs of growing they should not

be repotted. "When they are placed in 8-in. pots, half plunge them
again in bottom-heat for eight or ten days, gradually withdraw
them, and inure them to full light and sun. Give air on all favour-

able occasions, and shift on as required. A one-year-old Vine is

preferable in the hands of an amateur to plant to any other, and
should be procured where grown under favourable circumstances.

February is the best month "for propagation, snd Slfirch and April

for planting.
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First Year.—The planting of the Vine properly is of the
greatest importance to its well-being. In treating the one-ycar-ol<I
Vines prepared in 8-in. pots for planting, the border being ready as
previously advised, turn the Vine out of the pot, place the ball in a
pail of tepid water until soaked, then wash the roots clear of soil,

place the A'ine on the surface of the border where intended to
remain, lay all the roots out in tlie form of a fan, place a strong
hoolced-peg round the collar of the Vine to keep it in its place and
direct all the roots inwards, as they naturally turn out of their own
accord. Cover the roots carefully with fine soil, commencing at the
collar of the Vine, and draw the soil out over the roots, thus leading
the fibres outwards. 15e careful not to bury any of the stem of the
Vine, as it causes delay until new roots are'emitted. After the roots
arc nicely covered give them a good watering with tepid water of
93", to settle the soil about them, and coverwith short manure to
retain the heat. In planting from the eye propagated the same
spring the ball should not be broken, but put into" the ground as
entire as possible, and should be done in all cases beforetho pot is

full of roots, otherwise the ball will remain inert for a considerable
time. After planting they should be allowed to come away of their
own accord without the aid of fire-heat. Sluit up in the afternoon
with plenty of moisture by the free use of the syringe. Avoid filling
up the evaporating troughs, as it encourages warts, so common in
young Vines. The width of rafters generally regulates the width
apart for the Vines, but 3 ft. is close enough at any time, and two
shoots taken from one Vine, the shoot to branch away from the
bottom wire and to retain the lead in preference to any" other side-
slioot on tho Vine, every piece of growth to be encouraged, and laid
in to retain the full advantage of the light. Never allow them to
become dry nor the house to become parched at any time, and insects
will give little trouble. Apply a little fire-heat'in the autumn to
ripen the wood. Pruning may take place any time after the foliage
has drojjped. The cleaning of tho house will require attention by
thoroughly washing it, the Vines to receive the same attention, but
avoid claying them up if clean. Where bug exists, dress the rods
with a pint of coal-tar and six of water, adding clay and hot
lime to the consistence of paint ; this if followed \\p will soon diminish
the insects and will not injure the Vines. If a good sound growth
has been maintained, prune back to 6 ft. from the gTound, and tie to
the wires where to grow next year. Carefully remove all inert soil,

making up with new, over this top-dress with .3 in. of good manure,
when they will bo ready for starting in the following spring.

Second Year.—Supposing the Vines to be started on the 1st
of Jlarch at a temperature of io', in the middle of the month increase
it to 50', and by the end of the monlli 55° ; when the eyes are fairly
broke 60°, to increase to 65° as a night-temperature when the
bunches are running out ; this is sufficiently high at any season for
such grapes as Black Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, Duke of
liuccleucb, Buckland Sweetwater, Foster's Seedling, White and
Grizzly Frontignan, Golden Champion, and Doctor Hogg. Anj' of
these are suited for an early house. At all times shut up with
plenty of sun-heat and moisture. I'inch the side-shoots this year at
every third leaf on the main stem. Crive air on all favourable occa-
sions, night and day, when mild.

For a late house, where variety is wanted, the following—Muscat
of Alexandria, Mrs. Pearson, Grolden Queen, liaison de Calabria, Lady
Downes, Alicante, Alnwick Seedling, Gros Colmar, and Gros Guil-
laumo—will, when in active growth, all succeed in 5° more heat at
night with a free admission of air. Keep them well watered ; it is

scarcely possible to ovcrwater where a good drainage exists : admit
air more freely as the season advances and the wood becomes harder;
when the leai-es fall prune all the side shoots off close back to the
main stem. The eye at the base will be sufficient for the next year's
fruit, and the main cane cut back to i ft. of last year's growth.
Vines are often crojiped the second year, but are better left till the
tliird. If desirous of seeing that they are true to name, one bunch
of each Vine may be allowed to remain on the second year.

Third. Year.—In the fruiting year, or -third year of growth, it

much depends on tlie strength of the Vine as to the crop it should
carry : it is better to have a moderate crop well finished than to tax
the Vine by an abundant crop, that generally fails to finish well, and
ultimately ends in the ruin of the Vine. Four bunches will be found
sufficient the first year of cropping ; the bunches ought to be early
and well thinned out, as bad setting rarely takes place with such
Vines. Allow the temperature to run up to 85° or 90° in the after-
noons when shutting up. Pietain the night temperature as advised
for the second year's growth. Let air be given and taken away by
degrees in all cases.

Besides chapters on laying down Grass lawns by IMessrs.

Carter, Roses bv" the Rev. Canon Hole, &c., tliere is an excellent
calendar of operations for every month in the year, and altogether
the book will be found a useful guide ju many ways.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Orchard House.—Xow the sun is gaining power and the fruit

in the early house is swelling fast, trees in pots will require good
syringing twice a da.y—the first time before air is admitted and
again about 3 p.m. or immediately after it is closed for the day.

From this time forward the best time to water the trees will precede
the afternoon syringing, when water a few degrees warmer than the

house must be supplied in sufficient quantity to jiass through the

bottoms of the pots. If a good set has been secured carrj- on thin-

ing and disbudding together, leaving a fair margin of say one-third

more than tlie trees are capable of ripening, and gradually remove
these up to the stoning period. It is difficult to lay down a rule for

thinning, as much depends on the state of the roots, size, and vigour

of the trees ; but one thing is certain, a light crop always gives more
satisfaction than a heavy one. The night temperature may now
range about 56° with a little air when mild ;

65° by day and 5°

higher after shutting up under sun heat.

Cherries and Plums.—It not already set the Chen-ies and
I'luTus will be in full fiuwer, and being so impatient of a close con-

fined atmosphere see that the house is freely ventilated whenever the

weather is favourable, and air can be admitted without producing a

cutting draught. The temperature may range from 40" to "15° by
night and 55" to 60° by day. Fertilise the flowers, and keep the M
atmosphere rather dry than otherwise. Look well for the small grubs, I
which generally commence their destructive course when the young
leaves begin to unfold, and keep them in check by hand-picking.

Give more water to trees in pots and fumigate everj" house before the

blossoms open.

Vines.—Assist the Vines in late houses now on the move'with
gentle fire-heat; .syringe well two or three times a day, and bend
^"igorous young canes into a drooping position whose back
bends do not incline to break freely. Give air at 70° and shut up
at 75°, with moisture. Follow up disbudding and tying in mid-
season houses. Hemove surplus bushes from free-setting kinds

before they come to flower, and fertilise shv' setters with Hamburgh
pollen when the proper time arrives for the performance of the

operation. Keep np a circulation of dry warm air without producing
a draught, and be guided by external conditions, the strength and
age of the Vines, in the maintenance of the temperature. Hambiirghs
are generally kept about 65° at night, and Muscats 5° higher
when in flower, but the main secret of setting Grapes is a
warm border well filled with healthy roots. If not already done,

remove the remains of the fermenting material from internal borders

in early houses, and water liberally with warm liquid manure and
guano water alternately until the Grapes begin to change colour.

If likeh' to bind, remove a few more berries before they get too far

advanced. AVatch closely for spider ; and as good growers never
allow water to touch the fruit, timely sj^onging of the leaves with
soapy water will be found the best remedy for its destruction.

Melons.—A\nien the roots of the earliest Melons begin to work
round the insides of the pots, and a bottom heat of 85° is maintained,
other conditions being favourable, a quick and vigorous growth will

soon show whether the first laterals are capable of carrying a crop

of fruit. Victory of Bath, the best I have met with for early work,
throws out an abundance of side shoots laden with female blossoms
by the time tho leaders have co^•ered two-thirds of the trellis, and
earliness being the first consideration, these should be pinched in

order to throw vigour into the side shoots. AVhen the female
blossoms begin to open keep the atmosphere dry, and give air on all

favourable occasions, as a means of keeping the foliage stout and
firm, and at the same time assisting the setting of the fruit. Having
secured a sufficient number of Jlelons on each plant by artificial

fertilisation, stop at the second joint, mulch with stiff loam and
manure, and gi-adualh- increase the supply of stimulating food and
atmospheric moisture. Keep the foliage clean by good syringing on
fine afternoons, but avoid wetting it on bright mornings. Aim at

a night temperature of 70°, give a little air at 76°, run up to 80° or

85° under sun-heat, and a few degi-ees higher after closing. Keep a

stock of healthy young plants by sowing once a fortnight, and
throw away pre^ious sowings beforethe confinedstate of the rcots

produces spider.

Cucumbers.—Old plants that have been in bearing throughout
the winter will require very liberal feeding and copious syringing

to keep them in a healthy and productive state. New compost, con-

sisting of moderately strong loam and lime rubble, with a covering

of short ]Uushroom manure, will also help them. Fill the evaporating

pans mth liquid manure, syringe the surface of the bed with the

same, crop lightly, and give the young groTvths plenty of room. If
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'^compartment can be spared, clear ont to the bottom, thoroughly
Cleanse every jjart of the structure, and make a new start with spring-

sown plants. Tlie varieties of Cucumbers are now very numerous,
and the lover of novelties may grow as many kinds as he has room
for plants ; but for general all round pui-poses a good strain of Tele-

graph is not easily surpasseil. Young plants now growing freely

should be pinched to secure as manj' vines as may be required.

Avoid rich feeding until they begin to bear; run the blinds down at

night to economise fire-heat, and, if possible, dispense with shading.

Keep up tlie linings round frames, earth the plants witli good dry
loam previously warmed, make it very firm, peg out the growths, and
run up to 90° with susi-hcat and moisture after closing ; cover well
with mats, and give a little night air. Make a sowing of some hardy
kind for planting in frames after forced vegetables.

Pines.—The past winter having been against early Queens, the
fruit in many places will be later than usual, at least through the
early stages, but when fairly out of flower, the swelling of the first

batch may be considerably accelerated by closing early under bright
sunshine, with a corresponding supply of moisture, and stimulating
the roots with alternate supplies of clear diluted liquid and weak
guano water. Aim at a temperature of 70° at night, 80° by day,
and 5" to 10" more after shutting up on fine afternoons. Keep the
plants in a moderately moist-growing state at the root, and prevent
the plunging material immediately over tlie hot-water pipes from
becoming dry by watering

'
between the pots with tepid water at a

temperature equal to that of the house. Many of the plants from
which a suooessional supply of fruit, consisting of Queens, Cayennes,
and Rothschilds will be obtained, will now be making growth before
they throw up. Give them a good bottom heat of 85° to 90°

;

water sparingly until they show ; but keep the atmosphere of the
house well supplied witli moisture, and dew them over after closing
for the day. If any of the young stock remain unpotted, Jose no
time ill getting it finished, using good loam, which must be firmly
rammed when in adry state. In some soils. Pines do not root so
freely as in others, and where this is the case, small pots answer
better than large ones,'as the swelling.of the fruit is mainly dependent
upon the stem roots, and a small quantity of soil made solid is

more lasting and less liable to become sour than when used in

larger quantities. Ii not already done, remove the remains of win-
ter fruiters to a pit by themselves, or where they can have a dry,
warm, atmosphere when ripening. If wanted to keep for a long
time, the plants may be removed to a dry, warm room. Propagate
shy kinds by trimming off the leaves, and laying the old stools in

shallow boxes of leaf-mould plunged in a bottom heat of dO". Keep
plants in every stage of growth near the glass

; give them plenty of

room in the bed ; if possible, dispense with shading, and secure stout
growth by airing early on fine days.

Hardy Fruit.—Enforced delay in the open-air departments
will have given time for the completion of all pruning and training,

and if not already taken in hand the nailing of Peaches may be pro-

ceeded with. The blossom buds on these and Apricots are very
backward, and it remains to be seen whether many of the flower

buds on Apricots have not been seriously injured by the intense frost.

Get all temporary copings, poles, and protecting material ready for

fixing upon the walls as the blossoms begin to open. If thick and
opaque some ready method of removing it by day must be provised

;

but a covering, consisting of several folds of pilchard netting, may
remain undisturbed until the fruit is set. If recent high winds from
east and west have disturbed any of the newly-planted trees see

that the supports are re-adjusted, and ram the compost firmly when
moderately dry. Cut back all stocks intended for grafting, and keep
scions ready when the sap begins to ascend. Remove the old foliage

from established Strawberries, thin the crowns if necessary,

and give the beds a liberal dusting with soet prior to

mulching with stable manure ; the latter should be placed
between tlie rows before the tender young leaves begin to

push from the crowns. Autumn-planted beds have suffered

severely ; so much so, that in many places one row will have to be
taken up to mend another. Where the formation of new beds is

anticipated the ground should be deeply trenched, heavily manured,
and made very firm before planting. If strong runners of last

season have been preserved in nursery beds defer planting until they
are on the point of starting into growth, and if new heavy loam is

at command give each young plant a good spadeful to start with.
Tread very firm, mulch with short manure, and water in dry weather.
Where a batch of strong plants were put out last August for giving

the annual supply of runners for forcing, they should be well watered
and mulched to encourage early growth, and all flowers should be
removed before they open. Some growers obtain their first runners
from early forced plants, but we have never succeeded in getting

them so early or so strong as from maiden plants, which sliould be
placed near the margin of walks and in proximity to a good supply
of water. W. Coleman,

FKUIT CULTUKE FOR PEOFIT.
It is not often one can call in question the statements of Mr.
Hobday, for he is usually moderate as well as thoroughly practical
in his opinions, but he raises a question in The Gardkn (p. 269)
that I should like to advert to shortly. lie recommends pyramid
Pear trees to be cultivated for profit ; room, he says, should be fouLd
"for the handsome pyramid;" and as he insists on " exactitude of
training, if it be necessary at all," I presume he means such pyramidal
training to be carried out on the exact lines laid down by those who
recommend the system. I will put the question thus : Suppose some
one contemplating fruit-farming for profit asked his advice, would
Mr. Hobday recommend him to plant pyramids, and care for them
in the way these require to be cared for ? or would he recommend liim
to plant standards and bushes on the natural anddwarf stocks, and let
theniassume their natural shape so far as was consistent with good cul-
ture? I read Mr. Hobday 's statements in thelight of theheading attach-
ed to tlrem— "Fruit Culture for Profit, "and I was, I confess, surprised
to see trained pyramids recommended for such a purpose, because
no one can show that they will pay so well as natural bushes and
trees that require so much less trouble. Why do not the fruit
growers in market gardens grow pyramids ? Some of our most enter-
prising market growers round London grow dwarf trees or bushes well,
but they take no trouble to train them in formal shapes, for the simple
reason that it will not pay. The question can be put into very short
compass. Can a Pear or Apple tree be grown as a natural standard
or bush to as good or better purpose, as regards crops, as in the
form of an inverted letter V or a balloon ? and if the answer be in the
affirmative, then why adopt the latter plan at all ? This is a far-
reaching question, as will, I daresay, be perceived, for it goes to the
root of the whole system of formal training of fruit trees not grown on
walls, and I submit that it is encumbent upon a man who advises
me to grow trained pyramids, &c., for profit to answer the question
formally. I affirm that trained trees in the open orchard pay
the worst, if they pay at all, and, as a matter of fact, they are not
cultivated to pay. If you turn a market gardener in a gentleman's
garden to make the most of it, and he finds a collection of fancy
trained trees there, he will neglect them, except just so far as might
be needful to keep them fertile.

It is all very well talking about a nicely trained tree " giving
pleasure to a well ordered mind," and all that, but I maintain that
unless the tree fulfils the purpose fully for which it was originated and
forwhichitis cultivated, it affords no pleasure to such a miud,bccjuEe
it is then simply an abortion. In these days when no gardener dare
defend formally shaped, clipped, or pruned trees in the pleasure
garden proper without being accused of barbarous tastes, how can
he consistently favour just as formally and ugly-shaped fruit trees of
the same kind because they are supposed to be " handsome " while
less profitable to grow for fruit ? I do not wish to raise an aimless
discussion on this point, nor need there be one. I have put my
questions into short compass if any one is prepared with a pointed
answer, for mere speculation is of no use.

Since the above was written I see Mr. H. recommends the " pen-
dulous " pyramid as the best. It is certainly one of the most expen-
sive forms to adopt, as every shootjneeds to be tied down as it grows.
Imagine the labour incurred upon 1 acre of 300 trees—the number
given by your correspondent ! Can he find any grower for profit who
will listen to such a proposal ? Has your correspondent at all calcu-
lated the cost per acre of training and pruning pendulous trained
pyramid Pear trees? (I dispute the statement that the pyramid
shape is " natural to the Pear." No man ever saw a seedling Pear
tree assume such a shape of its own accord, and a real pendulou?
habit belongs to none, or exceedingly few.) Putting aside the cost
of raising the trees, the cutting and carving to keep the stem
straight and arranging the branches in their places, how much,
may I ask, will it cost simply to train and prune the trees annu-
ally after they get to be 12 ft. high and 10 ft.' diameter at the base ?

You must tie the branches down singly by their joints to preserve
the pendulous habit, or the trees will go wrong in one season, as I
know from lengthened experience, but if any one will refer to
"Thomson's Gardener's Assistant" they will then see what the
labour entailed is like. To prune and train such full sized trees on
the most economical scale possible at the winter pruning, when pegs
or hoops have to be looked over and old ties renewed and many new
ones added, it takes a man about a day to a tree, as workmen go.
Altogether, it will cost nearly 5s. per tree to train it. But I will
call it 2s. 6d. per tree on an average, which means close upon £-10

per aere for training so done. Now cast up the average returns likely
to be realised fi-om the crops in this country per acre, and then tell

us where the profits are to come from. If these figures do not
satisfy Mr. Hobday, will he tell us what the work can be done for ?

I apprehend he realises the necessity of estimating the cost of fruit-

farming on the "pendulous pyramid system," and does not advise
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any one to go into ib haphazard fashion. Take now the natural
shaped standard or bush tree—I care not what stock it is on—and
let it grow with a natural shaped bush top. What labour does it

require to cast it into form ? none comparatively, and a man may
manage usually an acre for as many shillings as it costs pounds hy
the other, not to speak of the fact that you get a good sized tree in
less than a quarter of the time. We had a large number of large
pendulous pyramids here at one time, but I really could
not afford a tithe of the time they took to train them ; and as
the crops never half paid for it I gave it up. I found, however,
that when allowed to grow upwards the trees looked so
queer, giving one the idea of their having at one time been
planted wrong end up, and afterwards reversed again, that I had the
branches sawn off close to the stem and a new growth originated,
and they still show the effect of the operation. I had for years also
to deal here with a long avenue of very accurately balloon-trained
Apples and Pears of mature age, but for the same reasons they were
done away with or given away, and a few are still about the village
that show how well they had been trained. Some that we kept I
sawed oif at the stumps, and turned them into standards, which are
something like pollarded Willovvs now. My noble employer, with
whose permission I did away with them, said he never remem-
bered them bearing anything like a remunerative crop. Being on the
natural stock they re<iuired no end of root-pruning, and they
annually produced an enormous crop of shootsfrom their table-shaped
tops— if not watched continually— at the expense of the pendulous
borders. I am not, therefore, speaking on this subject without
experience. I can state as a fact that a pendulous pyramid is nearly
three times as costly to grow as the natural pyramid, and the
latter about three times more costly than the natural bush or
standard forms, speaking well within 'the mark, and in the latter
the results are better than in either of the other two. J. S. W.

CINERARIAS AT EEDLEES, ISLEWORTH.
Full nuuiy years past Jlr. James has been well known as a higlilv
successful cultivator, exhibitor, and improver of \arious kinds of
popular flowers, or what are generally termed florists' flowers. The
kinds to which ho has more particularly directed attention are the
Pelargonium, Primula, Auricula, Cylaraen, Calceolaria, and Cineraria;
the three latter he has improved so highly, that his " strains " of
them are unique, and the nearest approach to the ideal t3-pe that has
bjen yet attained. His Cinerarias are now at their best," and a mag-
n'ficent sight they arc—not a few plants, but some hundrccls.all largo
plants, finely grown and profusely flowered. To see on a bright
sunny day such a collection of plants as this with their blossoms of
every conceivable shade of colour is a sight not easily forgotten.
The bulk of the plants are placed in a long span-roofed house" facing
the soutli, and are arranged on a sloping stage seven or eight deep,
whereby the plants have the full benefit of the light so essential to
the perfecting of the seeds. Jlr. James' strain of the Cineraria is

remarkable for large size, perfectly circular outline, breadth and suli-

stance of petals, and brilliant and various coloui's in distinct sj-mmc-
trical zones.

\\'ith regard to giving distinctive names to the best forms of
Cineraria, or in fact of any flower tliat is commonly raised from
seed, there appears to be a considerable diversity of opinion, but
Jlr. James has given names to a few forms tliat he has for years
been selecting and improving so as to attain perfection. Of a few
of the finest named sorts in the liedlees collection there are
numerous plants that have been propagated by offsets from the
original plant, and these may be singled out from the mass of seed-
lings on account of their more perfect flowers and distinct colours.
All the plants are grown in -ti-in. and 6-in. sized pots—sizesapparently
much adapted to the successful culture of tlie Cineraria, judging by
tlie plants in question, which are well furnished with healthy foliag'e

and a profusion of flowers. As we before remarked, there is a won-
derful variety- of colours represented, some of the shades being quite
novel and almost indescribable, and some of the newest seedlings
have brilliant flowers, varying from the richest deep crimson to pale
pink, and from a deep ultramarine to a pale sky-hhie.

Foremost amongst the named sorts are iMr. Bland, now an old
variety, but superb as regards form and colour, which is a \elvety
blue-purple; Master Colvin, one of the finest of all, some of the
flowers measuring 2.^ in. across and perfectly circular in outline,
colour, a rich magenta on the outer zone, then a narrow zone of
wliite encircling a dark centre ; IMaster Harold, a sort similar to
the preceding as regards colour, but the flowers are a trifle smaller
and, if anything, more perfect as regards form. These two sorts
have apparentlj- been selected from one named Sarah Winter, an
old variety possessing similar colours, but with smaller and less

perfect flowers. Jlr. H. Little and Jlrs. H. Little, the two sorts

show!} at the last floral comtuittcc meeting at South Kensington

are botli very fine ; the latter has large flowers, perfectly circular
and of firm texture, of a pleasing rosy-pink, with a dark centre. '

Jlr. H. Little is the most remark.ible of all, being quite distinct
as regards colour from any yet raised. It was fully described in

'

our columns last week, when it was awarded a first-class certifi-
'

cate, a distinction which all the other sorts we have named have
also received in previous years.

The collection of Cyclamens is likewise at its best, the majority of
the plants being unusually large, furuislied with scores of blossoms,
and otherwise unsui'passable examples of skilful culture, The
varieties are ]iumerous, the most noteworthy being those with pure
white and deep crimson flowers, A few new tints in the giganteum
strain we noticed among Jlr. James's plants. "w. Q,

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Sambucus racemosa — I came across a plant of tliis last aul uinn that may
prubatily throw some li^'ht oa the question asked liy " AA'. H. T." (p. 288). It
vas^rowiuy: in a stitl' soil in a cool, moist situation, and -was covered -with its
beautiful hip:hly-coloured berries, while many others growing near, but in lighter
and drier soil, had not a berry on them, although they had grown and flow ered
eqtu^lly well as the one which was loaded with ihem. — Ai.rnA.
Orchid Seed-pod.—About twelve months since I received an Odotito-

glossum parilinum witli a seedpod fully formed on it. It has now continued
in the same st.ate all the year, and does not seem either Larger or riper than when
I had it. Do such pods require more heat to ripen the seed than tliey are lilsely
to get in an Odontoglossnm house?—W. B.
Calla Lilies in Water.— Will it injure these to grow them in a tub of

water ? and if not. what other plants can I grow with them ? \\i][ C} perns or any
hulbs do, such as C'rinum ? What could I grow to hide the sides of the tub? 'l

should keep it in the greenhouse.— 51. E. G.
Slow Combustion Boilers —Would any person who has used one ct

tliese during tlie past winter for a plant house be so kind as to give his e.\pe-
rience of its Tisefnlness in keeping up a suitable temperature whin the ther-
mometer outside \vas below zero?—Berwicksiiike.
Water Melons.—My employers are anxious tliat I should grow Wjitcr

^leliuis, of which they have given me some seed. As I have had no experitnee
in growing them I should feel grateful foi- some information on the sul)jcet. Do
they require the same treatment as other Melons as regards top and bottom heat
itc. ?— SlllSCIilliEIt.

'

Asparagus Culture.-Being nuich interested in your article on Aspaiagiis
gr "Wing, I piopose getting some three-year-old roots, so as not to waste time. ''

Is
tins what you advise ?—G. P. M. [On no account platttaui/ but i/cartiiiff ^./o7,7t;.

You liavi not read the article tcitlL attention.)

I see an advertisement of Asparagus culture in your hook column. Pleatc
let me know if it is ready.— (J. P. M. [A'o.]

Galvanised Wire Netting.—We learn that the first prize for this at the
^fell^ourne Kxhitiitiiin has lieen awarded to Messrs.' J. B. Brown it Co., ofilo,
Cannon stieet, London, making the eighth international first prizeaward won by
that firm for their wire nitting.

Obtaining Violet Cress —Will "W. G." inform me where eitherplants or
seeds of Violet Cress (lonopsidinmacanle) can he obtained, as 1 huve Iteen long trying
to get it ? Tlie nurserymen do not seem to know it,— W. K. P. [ We jinil it in the
catalogues of Mr. Tliompaon, Tavern Street, Ipswich, and Messrs. Earr and
Suf/den. Cncent Garden.)
Grubs,— .';. G. B —The .grubs in your border are tlie grut's of a small gnat-like

fly; they feed on decayed vegetable matter, and are not likely to injure
vour plants if in a healthy condition ; a good dressing of lime, soot, cr salt
would probably destroy them.-G. S, S,

Bedding Vines.—I shall be very mnch obliged if any of your correspon-
dents will l)e kind enou,gh to let me liuow if it is possible to stop the bleeding of
Vines. I have tried several styptics, but failed to stop it.— A. C.

Grocers' Currants,— Can any of yonv correspondents inform me wdicre T

can procure a plant of the Vine (Black Corinth) which bcKrs the small Grapet so^d
by grocers as Currants?— H, M.
Roses.— .V.'fc s«/v.—You will fiml articles on Mi-, Baker's Eoses. one by him-

self and another by "Delta," in THE G,MinEX for ISTft (p, 1;W and 130).

Bridal Wreath.-Can any one tell me the botanical name of a plant com-
monly known as the Bridal W^reath ?-H, .\. M,
Pelargonium Sports.-C, jlfnjVcd,- Scarlet and white pips in a tinss of

Vesuvius are not uncommon ; but seldom have weseeu both £o fine as in the ii uss
sent.

Odontoglossum crispum var,— W. C. Co'^J-soh,- The flower you send
represents a ^ er>- i-ai-e and vahuil)le variety spotted to an unusual extent,
Paris Daisies,— 3/ tt,s .V,— .\ny l.onton nurseryman can supply them.
Names of Plants, —C. M. O— The Primrose is a variety of 1'. acaulis

known as altaica, but it should not be confounded with the true species
hearing that name; Helleborus olympicus; Erica ar]>orea, Mrs. S.— The
.specimen is insufflcient. J. C—Ciyptomeria japoni ,a. IF. B,—Apparently
Dendrobium crepidatum. The vaiiety of Odontoglossum Alexandi-a^ is a goon,
but not an extraordinary one, J. IJ. O.—l, Odontogltpsum gloriosum ; 2,
Kpacris miniata; 3, Grevillea Preissi. C. M. Omen'—Lihomn floriliunda,

il/r,s', Palmer.—The shrub is Chimonanthus fragrans ; the other plant is

Cyperus alternifolius, Z>('//rt —The kind with plain, roundi h leaf i;

Cyclamen Coum ; the other is the white variety of it ; and that with a mottled
leaf and white flower is C. Atkinsi allium,

*^* Want of room this week has prevented many valuable communications
from being inserted.

JlE, GeaiiAM JfcCuLLOCii, from Jlessrs, Dickson & Co., Pilrig
Park Nursery, Edinburgh, has leen appointed gardener to the Eight
Hon.J'iscount Power.scourt, Powerscourt, Co. Wicklow,

James Alexan-dbr, senr., died at Eedbraes, Edinburgli, on the
12th inst. JIany will remember the name in connection with tlic

firm of Jlessrs. Dickson & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, with
whom he was long associated. He was a good friend to gardenej-s,
by whoBi be was much respected,
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"This is nn Art
Which does mend Nature ; change it rather : but
The Art itself is Naidre."—^Aa/tcspeare.

HELLEBOEES AT KEW.
A niciiEH or bettei- nTown collection of Hellebores tlian that at

Kew, now in its best flowering- condition, could not possibly be
referred to. It is not the original collection, which now has
become depauperated in tlie poor soil of the herbaceous gTound,

but the fine collection which Mr. lloolc, an enthusiastic collector

and skilful cultivator of the genus, presented to the C4arden when
he left his beautiful little Berkshire garden at Bradfield some
tliree or four years ago. Mr. Hook not only enriched his collec-

tions from every available source both in this country and on the
Continent, but worked assiduously among them, annually raising

new kinds by hybridising, and judiciously selecting tlie iinest

forms. By this means he obtained some very handsome varieties;

in fact, quite distinct from any of the original types, and owing
to the soil in his garden, coupled with its line sheltered position,

suiting their requirements, lie grew them to a great size in a com-
paratively sliort time. At Kew just now may be seen some very
tine plants; one, a cross between II. colchicus, the deep purple-
flowered species, and 11. guttatus, the white-flowered species,

spotted with purple being especially remarkable. The progeny of

this cross exhibits in its flowers tlie spots of deep purple overlying

the glaucous livid hue, and is very distinct. Tliey are strong-growers

and abundant ttowerers. II. guttatus itself is really beautiful, and
could notfail topleaseeventhemost fastidious,forthesepalsarepure

white except at their inner bases, which are copiously daslied and
freckled with dark purple. Its habit of growth, too, is very grace-

ful, the flowers on slender stalks nodding- prettily, so much so that

when we wish to closely examine them they must be upturned.
Amongst other attractive kinds may be named olympicus,

abscbasicus, atrorubens, and what is popularlv called the C'hrist-

mas Hose (II. niger), the major variety of which is truly hand-
some, and quite distinct from the ordinary' kind on account of the

rosy tinge with which the exterior of the flowers is feathered and
grained. Amongst Hellebores there are of course several kinds
which are by no means attractive, though still interesting to those

who make tbem a special study, but even green-tinged flowers in

winter are welcome.
The exceptional growth of the plants at Kew is of course mainly

due to their being in a favourable position, viz., under the shelter

of a wall near the shade of trees, and also to their being- planted
at the outset in a deep soil enriched by means of plenty of good
rotten manure and leaf-soil. The success is all the more
remarkable because of the fact that the plants were
]-emoved from Mr. Hook's garden in the middle of June in hot and
dry weather, but by carefully shading- and constantly retaining

moisture about them, by syringing and watering, they were not
much checked, and soon became re-established, thus affording a

st]-iking instance of tlie practicability of tran.splanting- hardy
flowers, even in the heiglit of summer, though such a course is

not advisable.

Now that the Hellebore collection at Kew has become really

worth looking at, we hope that it may be allowed to remain
in its present position, though to the botanical sequence of the

arrangement but little regard has been paid. The right place

for the genus, looking to the proper arrangement, would have
been in the poorest part of the ground, which is too

poor even for the commonest weeds to maintain a foothold
;

besides, an open position is in no way suitable for plants which
iu Nature are only found in woods and tliickets, a fact

whicli serves to illustrate the fallacy of following Natural
arrangement in the case of hardy herbaceous plants in a botanic

garden. Here, let us say, is a Hellebore, which never in Nature
afl^ects any but sheltered or shaded places, planted and expected to

grow, flower, and perfect seed by the side, or at least a few yards
fi'om such plants as Sun Hoses, Stoneorops, Saxifrages, or

Pinks, all of which naturally grow in the most exposed places, bear-

ing with impunity a scorching sun, and being indifferent as to soil.

On the other hand, how beautiful might the herbaceous plant col-

lection iu a botanic garden be if due attention were paid to the

natural likings of the plants instead of Natural arrangement ! Then
even the unlovely botanical weeds, which nobody but a student of
botany could admire, could be interwo\en as it -were imperceptibly
among their gayer-flowered congeners, and would thus be rendered
even attractive. Moreover, a natural (not botanical) arrangement
would not detract from the collection as a means of study. No

;

on the contrary, the student would have a better idea of wliat the
plant really was when well grown, and the nou-bolauical observer
would be equally interested. A\'. G.

SPRING FLOWERS AT GLASNEVIN.
Since my last list of spring- flowers was sent to The Gaedex
numerous additions must be made to it, many of the new comers
being very beautiful. Two more Hellebores have opened, viz., H.
cycloiihyllus and H. viridis ; both belong to the gi-cen-flowcred
section, but must not on that account be thouglit dull or ugly ; they
are, in reality, both graceful and interesting. AVe have also to add
the clear bright colour of the linost of the " trumpet-flowered'' section
of Narcissus, ISI. maximus, now in flower, which catches the eye even
at a distance, and others are blooming everywhere through the grass.
Raxifrag-a Tombeana grows in dense cushions composed of small
rosettes closely clustered together, and much resembles S. squaiTOsa;
it is quite hardy and blooms well, the flowers being solitary, white,
and about as large as those of S. Burseriana. S. oppositifolia
pyrenaica is larger as regards the flowers than tlie other varieties of
S. oppositifolia, but not nearlj- so good iu colour as S. oppositifolia
major, alluded to last week. If one had to select four choice
I'rimulas it would be difficult to choose four better than those which
opened last week, viz., P. rosea, P. margiuata, S. pulcherrima, and
P. denticulata. All the four are quite hardy, and have remained
unprotected for some years where they now are. P. rosea was the.

first of them to flower. I am glad to be able to announce the advent
of Iris No. 2, viz., I. stylosa, which opened here on Marcli 19, and
whicli is now very beautiful. Its colour is light blue, the falls being-

blotched with clear yellow and white. It well deserves a warm
sheltered corner, and should certainly be added to any collection in
wliich it has not yet found a place. Two other flowers which deserve
a word of mention are Tulipa biflora and Ficaria grandiflora. The
former was one of a number of bulbs sent by Dr. Itegel. It has on
each stalk'two blooms of a pale yellow colour, star shaped, about
1 in. in diameter, and not very showy. The Ficaria is also yellow,
but the flowers are of such a clear bright description and so large,

that they are vcrj- conspicuous, rendering the plant an acquii-itionto

any collection.

List of plants which opened in the Botanic Garden, Glasnevin,
since Maiclr l.j :

—

Anemones Cvarious hy- Jtelleboi-us vii-idis rriniula denticulata
brids) Hyacinths (garden varic- rosea

Araliis rosea ties) margiuata
<'ard inline trifolia ilyoscyainus orieiitalis pulclien-inia
Boronicum austriacum Iris stylo?a Pillnionaria arurea
Dcntaria digitata Slilla unitlora J'uschkinia scilloides
Lionilia Epipactis Muscari botryoidcs Sa.xifraga Tonihcaua
Draba lasiocarpn alba oppositifolia i>yreu
Erica mediterranea strigosa aica
Epimedium versicolor Heldreichi coriophylbi
Ei-ytbronhim Deiis-canis Narcissus pscudo Nar- Trillium nivale
Ficaria liTandilbira cissus Tulipa biflora.

Forsyttiia suspciisa maximus
Hellelioruscyclopliylius Polygala Chamajbuxus F. M.

Narcissus maximus.—This is one of the best spring flower-

ing hardy plants, effective even half-a-mile off. Colour it has enough
of to make an Allamanda flower look like a Primrose beside its

glow of gold ! It generally has a struggle for first place among the
early Dalibdils, but this year N. minor has beaten it i:iy seven or

eight days. I have N. Tazettafloribundus from St. Michael's Mount

;

it is now lovely here under a sunny M'all. N. bifiorus near a stoke-

hole fire is always the first Narcissus to bloom here. I am plantiug

all sorts of half hardy things close to the foot of our old walls, and find

many tender plants escape when covered with ashes for the winter.

Calceolaria Pavoni,Hedychium Gardnerianum,AmaryllusAcramanni,
Sauromatiumguttatum, Crinums of sorts, and many otherthings keep
fresh and healthy thus, and break away in spring and grow far more
vigorously than when grown in pots. Cannas and Dahlias, Marvel of

Peru, &c., succeed perfectly iu this way. This is one of those

simple old-fashioned dodges which means much in a good garden.

—

F. W. BuRBiDGE, College Botanical Garden, Duhlin.

Wallflo-wers.—In reply to " ^Y. J. M." (p. 313), I am sorry to

say that, so far as I know. Wallflowers are in a sony plight through-

out 8outh Lancashire and Cheshire. Probably they are better near
the sea, but in our inland districts they are alive, and that is all

Their spring beauty is gone, and this has beenfhe case no-w for thre
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years. We must have lost 1000 plants at least, and I see all the

nurserymen about Sale ail Stretford have their large stocks of Wall-

flowers much blighted. Mr. Brownhill, of Sale, told me yesterday

that he had saved none but those he liad in frames. Tlie Irish

climate is umch milder and damper than ours, .so that Wallflowers

will li\'c tlu'ougli winters there wbicli are fatal to them in the north

of England.—liEOCKilUKST, Didshnri/.

IE properly treated the A\'allflower may become, without much
trouble, a more valuable j^lant even than it is at present. How often

do we see whole rows of unsightly scraggy plants disfiguring the

whole garden until tliey come into Ifloom, when Avith a \ery little

care we might have our houses full of their fragrance a montli sooner

tlian we do. Sly plan is never to grow from seed, but to set apart

two or three plants solely for the purpose of propagating from. IE the

flowering tops of these be pinched out, they will soon form an abund-

ance of suitable growth for cuttings, which should be dibbled in,

in a sandy compost, pretty closely together under a hand-light.

^Vhen sufficiently large, pot some of them in small pots, and put

them in the open air somewhere out of the way till the autumn.
During summer, or when they require it, shiEt them into 4-in. or .3-

in. pots, and guard them against autumn bloom. I'inch off the

shoots up about 4 in. or 5 in. of the stem, to induce the formation of a

bushy head. In the autumn bring them into a cool house or frame
till they begin to show laid, wlien they may be put into the green-

house to bloom profusely. Both single and double kinds answer
well under this treatment, and with a little management a long

succession may be obtained. Tliere is a new early flowering variety

which is best adapted for this experiment, as it will flower, if well

treated, in midwinter. Another mode of treatment once common,
but now almost extinct, is tlie formation of the Wallflowei' (naturally

a shrubby perennial) into an immense floriferous bush. Tlie shoots

should bo pinched oif halfway up the main stem, and thougli busliy

growth sliould be encouraged, it should not be allowed to flower the

flrst two years ; the stem and head will then be properly matured and
hard, and the whole bush will annually become an immense dome of

ilower. Tlie shoots should be well cut back e.ach year directly after

flowering (allowing no seed to ripen), and tlie bushes once so

frequent, bat now rarely found, except in a few cottage gardens in

the midland counties, may once more become wellj known olijects

among us.

—

Gibofle.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Pitcairnia corallina.—This noble Bromeliaceous plant was
shown ill lino (lowering conilition on Tuesday last at South Kensing-

ton by Jlr. Green, gardener to 8ir George Macleay, Bart., I'endell

Court. Bletchingley. It is highly attractive, noble in foliage, and
.sliowy as regards flower. The leaves are some 4 ft. long and from

3 in. "to S in" in width, the upper surface being deep green, the under

covered with a white mealy substance which gives them a silvery

appearance. They are borne erect and form a gracef al spreading

tuft, from the centre of wliich the flower-spike is produced. This is

about 1.3 in. or 18 in. in length, and in Mr. Green's specimen deflcxes

considerably. The stalk is bright red, as are also the blossoms, which

are 3 in. in "length, and densely arranged on the stalk for two-thirds

oE its length. There were nearly a hundred flowers on this specimen,

some faded, others expanded, a'nd the majority yet to open. The
lirilliant colour of the flowers and the noble port of the plant render

it very desirable. It is, we fear, yet rare, though most ^of the large

London nurserymen have plants of it.

Sikklra Rhododendrons at Kew.—The exceptionally ricli

collection of these noble shrubs in the temperate house at Kew is

now beginning to flower, though tliere is not such a promise of

liloom as Ave have hitherto seen. The huge trees of R. arboreum
have expanded their handsome clusters, and a very fine effect they

are producing. R. argenteum, a contrast in colour to arboreum, is

also in flower; the colour is a silvery-white, with a deep purple

blotch at the inner base of the long, bell-like flowers. The noble

foliage of tliis species combined Avith the large, dense clusters of

flowei-s renders it a very striking object. Some of the Rhododendrons
that have produced leaf instead of flower-buds also look j^retty at

this season, as the bracts surrounding the unfolding foliage are often

brilliantly coloured, and set off the delicate green tints to advantage.

The Camellias in this house are likewise very gay tliis year, many of

the large bushes being loaded Avith blossoms.

Two Beautiful Hardy Heaths.—Mr. James Smith, Darley
Dale Xurserii's, Matlock, sends us plants of Erica carnea and its

Avliite-HoAverod variety alba, both \'ery pretty, being completely
covered Avith blossoms. Undoubtedly E. carnea is the best of all the

early hardy Heaths, as it is a free grower in aiiA' light soil, and nCA'er

fails to produce abundant crops of its pretty flowers. The Avhite

variety is not so common as the other, but very pretty, the white

Avaxy flowers and broAvn stamens making it very attractive. We have

often lieard of the fine Avay in AA-hich Mr. Smith groAvs hardy Heaths,

and noAv Ave have an excellent illustration of it, for the plants sent

are large, Avell groAvn, and the best specimens Ave have seen of

tliose bright little spring flowering Heaths.

Marica gracilis.—Tliis is a Brazilian Iridaceous plant, Avell

worth growing on account of the extremely pretty floAvers Avhich it

numerously produces in continuous succession nearh' throughout the

year. The foliage is Iris-like, and so are the floAvers, except that the

falls or drooping petals are broader, and the standards or erect ones

are singularly retlexed. The colour of the falls is pure Avhite, tliat

oE the standards deep blue, mottled and barred with a brOAvnish hue
—a harmonious combination of colours Avhich renders the jjlant

highly attractive. The floAvers are rarely open more than a day, but

on the other hand the}' are produced plentifully under good culture,

a circumstance Avhich amply compensates for that defect. It requires

to lie grown in a Avarm, moist stove similar to the Victoria regia

house at Kcav, in Avhich Ave saAV a fine specimen in floAA'er the other

day

New Spray Apparatus.—At the sIioav at South Kensington,

on Tuesday last, Mr. Bentley, of Scarborougli, exhibited his A-arious

inventions for distributing Avater in the form of spraj', applicable

for various purposes, but chiefly for the distribution of fluid insecti-

cides for destroying insect pests on jilants. To effect this, the

insecticide is placed in a hollow brass ball at tlie cud of a syringe,

.and the Avater as it ;is tlirust out mixes Avith the insecticide and is

spread in a fine misty spray, so fine indeed as not to injure the

most delicate subject. The thorough manner in AA'hicli the insecti-

cide mixes Avitli the Avater renders the iuA'cntion especially valuable
feu- applying paraffin and similar oily fluids that do not readily mix
Avilh water. The spray apparatus is also applied to tubes, for fixing

on hydrants or anj' ordinary tap, and the contrivance for syringing a
house by means of a fixed series of jets does its Avork very
effectually, thereby saving both labour and time.

Yellow Colchicum (C. luteum).—We Avcre somcAvhat disap-

ji'iintcd \\\\]\ the first sight of this rare Himalayan bulbous jolant,

for, though the colour is a good clear yellow, tlie flowers are small
and inconspicuous—not nearly so shoAA'y as those of a yelloAV Crocus.

The plants AA'hich Ave saAV were at Koav in the open border ; they
Averc about 3 in. liigh, and had narroAv leaves and flowers Avith narrow
]ietals. It is. hoAvever, a very interesting plant, seeing that it is the

onlj' yellow Colchicum Ave have, and probably it may be finer as it

becomes more cultivated.

Sisyrinchium grandiflGrum.— This is a gem among hardy
pl.'inls in Ilower at this season; aa'c could not, indeed, mention a
lilant that is so universally popular as the j^urple and the Avhite

forms of it. The semi-transparent bell-like blossoms nodding grace-

fully on slender thread-like stalks are very charming. It groAvs best

in a warm border of light loamy soil, Avhich should be thoroughly
drained, as the plant is somcAvhat impatient of excessive moisture
The original purple kind is groAvn largely by some in pots, but at

Jlcs^rs. Osborn's. at Fulham. a goodly batch as Avell as the Avhite

Aaricty is thri\ingand flowering finely in the open ground.

Oape Bulbous Plants.—Some of these, groAvn in pots, are

nOAv prettily in floAver in one of the cool houses at Kcav. They com-
prise Synnotias, Babianas.and Sparaxises. Synnotiabicolorhas pretty

white flowers Avitli tlie upper petal tijiped Avith bright purple, Avhich,

Avith the clear yolloAv palate belOAv, makes the fioAver very attrac-

ti\e. S. variegata has purple flowers mottled Avith a lighter hue.

Sparaxis grandiflora is a fine plant, particularly some of the higher

coloured A'arieties, of Avhicli there are severa'. Among Babianas
Avere B. Aillosa, a deep crimson floAvered kind, reminding one of

Schizostylis coccinea, and B. rubro cyanea, also a Aery pretty land,

Avith purple flowers ha\ing a red centre.

New Holland Plants at Clapton.—The houses dcA'oted

to these at Messrs. Loav's nursery are noAv quite gay, as the larger por-

tion of the kinds groAvn are in their best. The brightest are the

Chorozemas, of which there are some half-dozen kinds groA\Ti ex-

tensively, for all seem popular, and command a ready sale. All the

cultivated kinds of Eriostemon appear to be represented, and A-ery

pretty they are, particularly E. buxifolium, intermedium, pulchelluni,

anil nerifolium. Various of the Leschenaultias are covered Avith

their small bright coloured blossoms, L. formosa, Avith almost scarlet-

flowers, being particularly showy. Boronia megastigma is more re-

markable for its delicious perfume than for its high coloured

blossoms. B. serrulata, pinnata, and a feAV others are also very showy.

The best of the Correas is C. cardinalis, with its long pendulous
crimson flowers, and it has the advantage of being an easy kind to

manage, and in being a free grower and flowerer. The Acacias that

seem to be most popular are A. armata, Drummondi, hybrida, longi-
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folia, lineata, and cultriformis, most of which are either in flower

or Iniil, and represented on a. similarly largo scale as all tlie plants

grown at this nnrserj".

Hexacentris mysorensis-—One of the most ornamental
stove climbers we liave in cultivation is this Indian Acanthad, a
large plant of which is now llowering in the Palm house at Kew,
trained to one of the pillars in the east wing. It has slender twining
stems and bears large pendulous clusters of red and yellow Jlowers in

great profusion when well grown. The variety lutea has flowers wholly
j'ellow. H. mj'sorensis requires a hot and moist stove to grow it

suecessfuUy, but its showy blossoms amply repay any care and
attention wliich maj' be bestowed on it.

Crocuses in Grass.—These are beautiful in the Grass now
in Hyde I'ark—quite a bright and varied garden of colour in clouds

in the Grass. They are not so pretty, however, when seen after being
dibbled in fresh as where they establish themselves and form
colonies of strong tufts. Referring to this naturalisation of Crocuses,

the best way is to place them wherever they will never be removed
afterwards, in a grove of deciduous trees, where their foliage may
decay undisturbed. The system of replanting frequently is impos-
sible in this way ; the judicious use of spare bulbs from the garden
or forcing house will be all that is necessary. The dreadful old way
of tying up the leaves or cutting tliem ofE will not, of course, be
carried out in this case, or, we hope, in anj" other.

New Aloe (A. macracantha).—Tliis new species of Aloe is now
flowering in the Cactus house at Kew. It has a stem 3 ft. or

more high and a head of thick fleshy leaves, beset on either margin
with large sjjines, hence its specific name. The flowers are pro-

duced in branching clusters, and are of a pale orange red, rather

sho^y when produced numerously.

Begonia incarnata and miniata rosea.—These two
Begonias I can strongly recommend to those who require cut flowers

and plants for decorating purposes. The former produces its blossoms
very freely ; in fact, the plants are a slieet of bloom, of a beautiful

pale pink colour, and they retain it longer than most varieties.

Miniata rosea is a pink kind, in the way of fuchsiaoides, but much
more floriferous ;,they both do well in an intermediate house. We
place all our winter flowering kinds out in full sun, from June till

September, by which time they are a mass of bloom, and continue
flowering all the winter.—H. J. E.

Varieties of Ccelogyne cristata.—The two forms of this

Orchid, one with a deep orange colour, the other with a pale lemon
crest, are flowering side by side in the Kew collection, and their

distinctness is therefore very apparent. Both are lovely flowers, but
probably most people would prefer the lemon crested flower, which
is called here Lemoniana (in compliment (o tlie late Sir Charles
Lemon, of Carolew).—G.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

That pretty little picture in The Garden^ of Daffodils in a

shrubbery suggests possibilities in the way of spring and early

summer gardening that are just beginning to be realised. It is

a style of " spring gardening " that does not necessitate the
annual planting and removal of the plants, and which needs
the least care and attention. Whatever may come of the con-

flict between the hardy plant and the bedding-out advocates, the

latter will not at least object to planting Daffodils, Ilj-acinths,

Primroses, Crocus, and Snowdrops, &c., about the margins of

lawns and slirubberies. There is usually a debateable margin
between walk verges, and the shrubbery or wood, and at the

margins of lawns where corners exist which can be utilised in

this way. One effect of the stubborn fight made for hard}' plants
is, that some of our seedsmen are now selling bulbs, &c., by the sackful

to plant for naturalisation in gardens, lai'ge ones too, where no such
thingsexisted before, and which had nothing to show save their flower

Ijeds after these were planted and grown. "SVe have seen men,
once on a time, weeding Primroses out of the pleasure garden,
but now we hear tell of old and middle-aged gardeners, once
belonging to the Goths and ^'andals, who are absolutely planting
them where they were once an eyesore, and nurserymen are also

advertising common wild Primrose roofs at -Ss. per hundred, and
selling them, too ! Hitherto, Wordsworth's " sea of dancing
Daffodils " has only been a figure of speech among gardeners, but
it is likely now to become a reality, and something more. It is a

kind of half-wild gardening that may be at once put in practice

by any one, as all that is needed is to get the bulbs and roots and
dibble thom in, and the chief secret is to plant plenty and keep at
if.

*

"Paragon" has been trying to "mend" matters respecting his
"midwinter" visit to Drumlanrig, and with tlie result usual in
such cases. The snow and the frost which he dwelt on so much
were, it now appears, " wild imaginings," so far as Drumlanrig
was concerned. But I know better, " Paragon," and so do you.
I know, for example—and no doubt you were told—that the
thermometer had gone down to zero and lower as far back as
November last in the south of Scotland, and Drumlanrig had its

fair share of the frost and snow too then and even before that
period, as well as after it. Then just about the time of "Paragon's"
visit (midwinter, or before it), and, as Mr. Thomson has stated in
the (?a!)'(7e««-, published at the beginning of February, they had
'2i7^° of frost in ten days at Drumlanrig, the severest frost for
twenty j-ears back. Further, has not " Paragon " himself told us
that on the day of his memorable visit to that long border which
he expected to show what could be done with hardy plants, he was
"quite dazzled" by the reflection of the sun's ravs from the
icicles with which the trees were "draped" in the vicinity of the
gardens. Trees do not bear icicles when hardy border flowers arc
at their best. In one of the worst winter climates of Scotland,
in the middle of one of the severest winters ou record, when vege-
tation generally was wrapped in ice, and when the ground had
been, and was, frozen as hard as iron—these were the cii'cum-
stances under which "Paragon" visited tlie herbaceous garden at
Drumlanrig, and saw and judged of the value of hai-dy gardening,
of the value of such subjects as Lilies, Phloxes, Carnations, Nar-
cissi, Spirteas, Iris, &c., &c., and pronounced them a failure and a
disappointment. " Surely a patch like this, planted as it is with
the best selected hardy plants and flowers, ought to show at a
glance what can be done with such plants, and it does. It was
simpljr naked and bare, so far as flowers were concerned. There
is no denying the fact the result is not encouraging." These are
"Paragon's" words, written, probably, when liis fingers were
freezing to his pencil. I take it for granted that "Paragon" will
think twice before he ventures into print again.

«

An article on transplanting trees in another paper strikes

one as being the production of a practical hand. The
general assertion that " practically trees up to at least fifty years
old are now portable, they may be lifted and conveyed twenty or
a hundred miles with impunity," is one of those rash statements
that a tlioughfful, experienced man would not make who realised
the disastrous results that might accrue from fhcm. That trees of

almost any age can be moved by exceptional means and appliances
we know, but transplanting trees fifty years old and upwards is not a
thing to be undertaken lightly in a general way, with even the best

ordinary appliances at command, and certainly not a task to tell

all and sundry thej^ may attempt "with impunity." We doubt
if the leader-writer in the Gardeners' C'/irunwle has ever tran,s-

planted a fifty-year-old tree in his lifetime ; we might go farther,

and sa3' that though "mechanical difficulties have positively

vanished," it is doubtful if this irresponsible and reckless arbori-

culturist could produce a single experienced planter either in

this country or in France, " where they do these things better,"

who will either corroborate his statements or second them. We
fear the late feat accomplished with a certain old Yew tree has
set the imagination of the writer in question agog, hence
his newlj'-fledged notions on tlie subject. There are several

serious objections to tlie removal of old trees with tlie mere
object of furnishing a landscape, as has been proposed. First, they
rarely or never grow well afterwards, or increase in size

;

secondly, they require no end of "staying" to hold them
up, and hardly ever acquire sufficient foot-hold to stand alone

in a gale of wind; and lastly, transplanting is very apt to kill

file subjects operated upon, and deep is then the disappointment.
^A'e have seen and read a good deal about transplanting trees of

mature age, and can state that it is neither wise nor safe to

meddle with trees above thirty years of age. It is almost a precarious

operation with subjects of that age, but when they can be moved
with good roots there is a fair chance of their growing and doing-

well, and they will produce quite as good an effect as trees twenty
or thirty years older. It is, therefore, not necessary to move older trees

at great risk. Onanobleman'sestatewherethe transplanting of trees
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up to 25 and 30 years of age lias been going on on a considerable scale

at intervals dnring the last 2o years, very fair success bas attended

the work, but much difference bas been observed in the different

species operated npon, some succeeding readily and growing fast,

wliile others remained stunted and weak for years, but the pro-

portion that have quite failed is not great.

Tlie happy writer in the Chronicle takes no account of the

diiTerent effects of transplanting on different species. Setting out

with the assumption that "tiie theory of 1 lie irremovability of

trees has been carried too far," he lumps them all together, and

sees no diflicully wi(h any up to the minimum age of fifty years.

Por the benefit of sucli as he we here transcribe a few of M. lOdouard

Andre's statements on such points from the " Parks and Gardens

of Paris." They will probably bo new and useful to many rea-

ders : "In choosing the tree to be transplanted its age and species

must be considered. I'\ir instance, it is useless to remove a tree

that is sixty or eighty years of age, as it will never produce as fine

foliage as it did before its removal, nor will it make any remarkable

progress in size. .. . The best age for transplanting larger trees is

from 20 to oO years. The number of species ordinarily removed
is limited, as only the move common kinds of trees are subjected to

tlie process, no one caring to run tlie risk of losing a rare or

valuable tree. In Paris, experiments made on various species (up

to thirty years of age) have given the following results: Succe.^s

neari'i/ uhar/s certain—Kims, Planes, Horse Chestnuts, Limes,

Ailantus, Catalpa, Paulownia, ( 'eltis, Planera, Sophora, and
"Willows. Success uncertain, but smnetime.i satisfactorij— Poplars,

Sycamores, ^Maples, Alilei-s, .Uulherries, Ijeecli, Asli, 3Iagnolias,
( 'ercis, Diospvros, Walnuts. Success ceri/rare—liobinias, Crataegus,

Ilawtliorns, nearly all the Piosacere, Birch, Laburnum, and many
L°gumiuosa?, Oaks ( European and American), Pavias, Gleditschias."

This experience corresponds witli that of others in this country.

Some time ago we treated our readers to some of the curiosities

of calendarial writing. Here is another in its way. As along
and skilfully con.strneted sentence that would have done credit to

.some of our older authors, whose sentences used to run their

readers out of lirealh, it is not a bad example. It is from a column
of " Orchid Notes" that was clearly meant for " Garden Opera-

tions "

—

Though I would not have any of your readers tliink that I con-

sider the jn-csent month a time wlicn unusual activity is necessary,

a time when extra watclit'ulness is required, or a season wlien a
greater amount of labour is requisite in tliis department than at

others—whilst I do not intend to convey the iilea tliat there is

just now sucli an abundance of work to be performed that if it is

once done we may calmly wait and have little concern for the

rest oE tlic season—I, liowever, do mean, and desire to imjjress upon
all those who have now for the first season, or it may he the

second year, taken charge of a collection of Orcliids, that the early

spring months are times when every day is of veiy great import-
a.icp, and every opportunity that offers itself sliould be utilised.

Tliis paragraph-sentence just amounts to about one-fourth of

file sum total of tlie article, written tlirougliout in a similar style.

AVhat the author of it means apparently to say is that he does
mean and does not mean what he says. Hut tlie pupil
will not be far out if lie accepts the last two lines as

interpreting tlie writer's real niearing, \iz., tliat .spring is a time
that should be made the most of in Orcliid culture.

In another calendar, nnder the head of '' Orcliard houses,'' we
find a reputed good cultivator recommending " the temperature of

the house to be kept up to Iv'j^ at night in February, and an abate-
ment to 00^' in severe weather if tlie trees are out of flower. The
day temperature of course will be proportionately higher, sav from
lo" to 20^." This is Pine stove treatment for Apples, Pears, Plums,
and Cherries, &c. "What do orchard-house cultivators say to

1 his ? it is a fact. Tlie writer of " Gardening for tlie week,"' in The
G.VEDEX, more wisely gives the above figures as suitable for the day
temperature, and recommends a proportion, and very considerable
fall at night, and this at tlie same stage of forcing, of course. Very
opposite practice this; one man recommending as a minimum
temperature what another recommends for the maximnm. ]t

shows either that orchard house trees are very accommodating
subjects, or that calendar writers differ to an astonishing extent.

Tbe Saturday Seview in oBe of tl o.se aimless articles with "which

the press sometimes favours ns on gardenei's and on gardening

accuses gardeners of drunkenners in the following passage :
" Why

gardeners should be so specially given to drinking fits is a phy-

siological problem for which there may or may not be a solution
;

about the fact there can be no doubt." "\^'e fear our contempo-

rary's experience of the race is confined to that of some town
gardeners under depressing climatic or other influences, who have

to vary their existence in this desperate manner, which Mr.
liu.skin declares he also would have to resort to had he nothing-

better to do. Our experience of gardeners under healthy and
nsual conditions of country life is quite the reverse, their temper-

ance being one of their distinguishing characteristics as compared
witli other people in the same sphere of life. Peeegeixe.

GARDEN DESIGN,

TIIE RAILWAY BA^K TERRACE GARDEN.
A PECULIABLY Striking example of a style of garden design that

for a long time has had an injurious effect on country seats, and
above all on tlie garden and parli, was published by a contemporary
recently ; we allude to the railway embankment phase of land-

scape gardening madness— scenes in which one sees a series of

sliarply-graded slopes, exactly lilie well-smoothed railway embank-
ments, more or less relieved by fountains, balustrades, itc. The
extraordinary thing is that anybody supposed to be a professor of

taste sliould suppose that a series of tho.se. intercepting the whole
landscape, so to sav, sliould give permanent pleasure to any
human lieiug, or do auytliiug but make a home landscape, as it

were, formal and wearisome to the last degree. The man who
designs sucli things may^ fancy on paper tliey look very prettj' in

his tracery, but when one comes to apply them to the landscape

itself, and, looking up a pleasant liill towards a house inhabited by
English people, sees if thro^Mi into intersections of huge sharply-

graded banks, may, if he has an independent judgment, begin to

wonder wliy people liave been led to do so much harm to gardens

in England tlirough tliis fasliion. Large sums of money have been

invested in this way in forming embankments or terraces, whether
the ground suited them or not. In these days of retrenchment, and
indeed in all days, the labour of keeping np such places, preserving

all their liarsli angles, mowing, attending to the " compo " and the

brickwork, tlie fountains, keeping the large areas of giavel clean,

all the.se labouis require much attention, and, as a matter of fact,

few people can afford tliein. The cost of formation is so great,

that naturally tliere is little left for the labour to keep it in order.

Equally the true gardening, the culture of plants for their own
sakes, and tlie annual planting of the finer trees—a thing which
never should be neglected by those who have large estates or

parlis—is injured in consequence of excessive expense devoted to

features that must eventually beprcwounced worse than useless,

and be removed or modified.

Hardy Gardening. -A friend writes : You cannot complain
now at tlie rate of progress ninde in liardy gardening and want of

examples. It is much to be tliankful for tliat gardens are clianging

fast, and csi^ecially as regards growing bulbs, &c., about grounds
and slirubberies. Our rrimulas, Narcissi, Crocuses of all shades
are coming up in swarms where they did not exist before. 'J'liis nook-

and-corner naturalisation all over the grounds is going to be an iiu-

jiortant feature capable of great development. It is easily done,

and almost costless.— J. S. W.
Flowers of the Season. -- The editor would welcome

examples of rare or interesting flowers of tbe open air frcm those

who grow collections of these plants. Notes on them, and a frequent

record of the flowers of the year as they succeed each other are

helpful to beginners and often valuable to others.

Itobhisoii \. Jokmon. Ilcfii/. and Mny.-ln this case, tried at West-
minster last Tuesday, the jury found for the defendants, who pleaded

tliat the matter complained of did not refer to the plaintifforto The
UAiiDE>r. Wo reserve our comments on the case for another week.

Me. J. CiilLCOTT, who has for the last six years been foreman in

the Culford Gardens, has been ajjpointed head gardener to J. Taley,

Esq., Ampton Park, Pmry St. Edmunds.

\Ve regret an allusion to a " certain ducal garden " near

Edinburgh was by inadvertence allowed to appear in an article on
tlover gardening in a recent number.
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THE LIBRARY.

BOTANY OF CALIFORNIA.

A SHORT time ago (p. 2G5) we drew attention to the second
volume of tliis admiiable work by Mr. Sereno Watson, and
promised to give our readers some idea of its character; we there-

fore subjoin ills account of the

CALIFOKNIAN LILIES.
The genus Lilium consists of nearly .^0 species, of the northern temperate zone,

extensively cultivated for their showy and often fragrant flowers. More than lialf

are nntives of Eastern Asia, and 4 or 5 species are found in the Atlantic .States.

The Californian species have lately been introduced into European gardens, and
some of them are very handsome.

* Fhurcrs spotless, or onhj findy dotted, white or purplish or pale
yellon; the spreading segments with long narrow elates.

H- Flowers Iwrizontal, large.

1. L. Washing'tonianuin, Kell. Bulbs large, somewhat
rhizomatoHS and oblique (become G or 8 inches long), the thin im-

CalUornian Lily (L. pardaliaum) in a London garden.

bricated lanceolate scales 2 or 3 inches long and not jointed : stem
terete, 2 to 5 feet high, glabrous or slightly scabrous : leaves in
several whorls of 6 to 12 (the upper and lower usually scattered),
oblanceolate, acute or acutish, 2 to 5 inches long and 8 to 12 lines wide,
more or les undulate : flowers veiy fragrant, pure white becoming pur-
plish, oroften sparinglyand finely dotted, 2 to 20 or morein athyrsoid
raceme, horizontally declinato on stout nearly erect pedicels 1 to 4
inches long ; segments .1 to 4 inches long and 4 to 8 lines wide, the
upper third spreading : stamens a little shorter, with yellow anthers
5 or 6 lines long : ovary 7 to 10 lines long : capsule obovate-oblong-,
truncate, obtusely 6-angled or sometimes narrowly winged 1,5 lines
long or more.—Proc. Calif. Acad. ii. 13; also independently by
Wood, Proc. Philad. Acad, 1868, 166; Kegel, Gartenfl. t. 710: Fl.
Serres, t. 1795.
In the Cuyumaea Mountains, San Die^o County (Palmer), and on the

western slope of the Sierra Nevada at an altitude of 3,000 to 6,000 feet, northward
to the Columbia River. A beautiful species, gi-owing in loose soil on ridgea or
Ilglitlj' shaded hillsides.

2. L. Parryi, Watson. Bulb small, somewhat rhizomatous, of
numerous thiclc jointed scales about an inch long : stem slender,
glabrous, 2 to 5 feet high, 2 - 10-flowered: leaves usually scattered,
sometimes th e lower in a whorl, lincar-oblanceolate, 4 to 6 inches
longbyabout half an inch wide, mostly acuminate : flowers pale yellow
sparingly and minutely dotted, on stout pedicels about an inch long

;segments 3 inches long or more, o to () lines wide, somewhat spread-
ing above or the tips at length recurved : stamens and style a little
shorter; anthers oblong, brownish, 3 lines long: capsule narrowlv
oblong, acutish, nearly 2 inches long bv « lines in breadth —Proc
Davenport Acad. ii. 188, t. 5, 6, and 1. c. 256.
In a marsh in San Gorgonio Pas", in the Coast Ranges of .San BernardinoCounty

;
first collected by Dr. C. C. Barnj in July, 1870, in flower.

"•— •— Fi'oirers erect or ascending, smaller.

3. L. rubescens, AVatson. Bulb as in Z. M'ashinritonianvm
but mucli smaller (about 2 inches in diameter), the thick broadly
lanceolate scales an inch long: stem usually stout, 1 to 7 feet high,
smooth: leaves glabrous, glaucous beneath, undulate or flat the
lower scattered, the upper in 3 to 7 whorls, oblanceolate, acute rr
acutish, 1 to 4 inches long and 6 to 12 lines wide: flowers usually
several, on ascending jiedicels 1 to 3 inches long, pale lilac or nearly-
white, becoming rose-purple, somewhat dotted with brown ; segmentsU or 2 inches long, the upper third rcvolute : stamens and style a
tlurd shorter

;
anthers 2 or 3 lines long : ovaiT winged-angled, at-

tenuate downward, halt an inch long,— Proc. Amer. Acad. xiv. 256.
L. Washingtonianvm, var pnrpmvvm. Masters, Gard. C'ron. 2 ser ii

322, fig. 67 ; Elvves, same, vi. 242 ; Baker, 1. c. 233.
On wooded hillsides in the Coast Ranges, from Uatin (Dolaiuhr) to Huniholdii

Counties, Rattan.

* * Flowers orange-yellow or reddi.<:h, mostly conspicuously spoiled :

segments oblanceolate.

•>- Flowers erect or horizontal, small.

4. L. parvum, Kell. Bulbs small, of short thick jointed scales
a half-inch to an inch long, upon a branching rhizome : stem slender,U to 6 feet high or more

; leaves scattered or in whorls, 2 to 5 inches
long and an inch broad or less, sometimes bnear, acute or acumi-
nate

: flowers 2 to very many (30 to 50), erect or nearlv so on slender
suberect pedicels 2 to 4 inches long, scattered or somewhat verticil-
late, yellow or orange within and usually spotted with purple, reddi.sh
above; segments narrowly oblanceolate, 1 to U inches long, moie
or less spreading or the tips recurved, pubescent towards the apex :

stamens an inch long, nearly or quite equalling the style ; anthers
oblong, 1 or 2 lines long ; capsule subspherica 1, 6 to 9 lines long, truncate
above.—Proc. Calif. Acad. ii. 179, fig. 12; Begel, Gartenfl. 1872, 16?,
t. 725; Elwes, Monogr. Lil. t. 24. L. Canadense, var. Malheri.
Wood, 1. c. 166. L. Canadense,
f. P.ot. Mag. t. 6141.

var. pari-um. Baker, 1. c. 241 ; Hook.

In the Sierra Nevada at an elevation of 4,000 to 8, COO feet, and nortliward infoOregon. Distinguished from L. Columbia iwm by the different bulb, and bv tie
smaller less nodding flowers, their Ecgnients less recurved.

5. L. maritimum, Kell. Bulb conical, 1 to li inches in
diameter, with close-pressed scales : stem a foot or two h'igh or more
slender: leaves scattered or very rarelv scmewhat vertieillatp'
narrowdy oblanceolate or linear, 1 to 5 inches long and 3 to 6 lines
wide, obtuse

;
flowers 1 to 5, on long peduncles, horizontal, deep

reddish orange, spotted within with purple; segments lanceolate, 15
to 18 lines lon.s-, the upper third somewhat recurved • stamens
scarcely an inch long, exceeding the style, with oblong anthers 2
lines long: " capsules long and narrow."—Proc. Calif. Acad, vi 140
X,. Canadense, \ar. parriforum, Bolandcr, same v. 206.

f„n;;?w'i?;'i'"'^'','''J°'';-
'''!'''' P''"*^''"*'"'"*^. f™™ San Francisco to Humboldt

r--7^.^fl^l
"''^ f ""^{"'-"i

> 99")
;
Albion and Noyo swamps (Bolamler, n. 4s'2V,

(..=7)
;
flowering from May to August. According to Bolanden it grows v hen insheltered situations to a height of 3 to 5 feet, bearing numerous flowers.

-1- -1- Flowers nodding, larger, with revoliite segments.

-M- Bulbs rhizomatous.
6. L. pardalinum, Kellogg. Ehizomes thick and branching,

torming mat-like masses of roundish oblate bulbs, the scales jointed
near the base : stems 3 to 7 feet high : leaves usuallv in 3 or 4 whorls
of 9 to lo, scattered above and below, narrowly lanceolate and
sharply acuminate, 3 to 7 inches long and 9 to 12 'lines broad deep
green, thin and faintly 3-nerved, glabrous and glaucous, as also the
stem : flowers few to many, racemose or (be lower in whorls, or long
spreading pedicels

; segments 2 or 3 inches long and 6 to 9 lines
wide, lanceolate, strongly revolute, bright orange-red with a lighter
orange centre and large purple spots on the lower half : stamens
and style a third shorter : anthers red, 4 or 5 lines long ; ovary 12
to 14 lines long

:
capsule narrowly oblong with acutish angles 1*

inches long or more, umbilicate at the summit.—Proc. Calif. Acad
ii. 12 ;

Baker, 1. c. 242. X. Californicxim, Lindl. ; Florist, 1873 t Ss'
Z. supcrbum, var. pardalinum. Baker, Journ. Hort. Soc. 1873,' 45*
-£. Canadense, vars. pardalinum and Californicum, Bolander, 1 c
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Var. angustifolium, Kell. Stem slender, 2 or 3 feet high :

leaves scattered or somewhat verticillate, linear (3 or 1 lines broad),
obscurely 3-5-ncrved: flowers 1 to 10, with narrow segments.

—

Watson, 1. c. 2oS. L. Canndcn.ic. var. Ilartivrgi, Baker. L. lloc:Ii,

Rcgel, Gartenfl. 1870, t. 667 ; Uaker, 1. c. 243.

From C'eutrnl CiiliCoriiia probably to OreRoii, in the Coast E,inKe3>nd footliills
of the yierra Neva(hi to an altitude of 4,000 feet, on Btieam-banks and in wet
localities ; the variety on moist slopes in the lower foothills. Koezl's reported
locality for the variety (mountains of Utah) was doubtless a niutake. It has also
been found ill the Santa Cruz Mountains (Uartweg) and iu Humboldt C'ountv,

* * t Bulbs ornid, iiHfkflci'hij lanceolate imhrlctilcd scales.

7. L. Humboldtii, RoezI & Lcichtlin. Bulbs large, 2 to 6

inches in diameter, white or purplish, the very fleshy ovate-lanceolate
acute scales 2 or 3 inches long ; stems stout, purplish, pubernlent or

glabrous, 4 to 8 feet high ; leaves usually in 4 to 6 whorls of 10 or

20 each, oblanceolate, undulate, 4 or 5 inches long an<l 9 to 10 lines

wide, acute, bright green, somewhat scabrous or pubescent on the
margin and beneath : bracts often ovate : tlowers few to many, on
usually stout and widely spreading pedicels 3 to 6 inches long or

more, scattered ; segments 3 or 4 inches long, 6 to 12 lines broad,

strongly revoluto abo\'e the short abruptly narrowed elaw, reddish
orange with purple spots, papillose-ridged toward the base : stamens

1
J to 2 inches long, about equalling t)ie style, with red oblong-linear

anthers 4 to 8 lines long: capsule large, obovoid, aeutclv 6-angled.-

nuchartre, Obs. 105 ;" Hegel, Gartenfl. 1872, t. 724; Fl. Scrres, t.

U)73: Krelage, Not. de ],i3, 27, t. 4. L. Cunadcnse, var. j)ubcrultiiii,

Turr. I'aeif. 1!. Uep. iv. 146. Z. BhioiiicriaHuni, Kellogg, Proc. Calif.

Acad, iv. 160. and var. occllatuni, same, v. 88, t. 4.

In dry open localities in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada at -2,000 to 3,500 feet
altitude, southward to .Sau Diego County (Palinei-) and Santa llosa Island olf

Santa Barbara, Harford.

8. L. OolumbianurQ, Hanson. Bulb small, U to 2 inches in

diameter, with lanceolate acute closely appressed whitish scales :

stems 2 or 3 feet high or more, slender: leaves in whorls of 5 to 9 or

sometimes more, the upper and lower scattered, oblanceolate, 2 to 4

inches long and 6 to 1.5 lines wide, acute, smooth; flowers few to

many, scattered, on slender curving more or less divergent pedicels

3 to 6 inches long; segments 1^ to 2 inches long and 4 to 6 lines wide,

strongly revolute, bright reddish orange thickly spotted with purple:
stamens about equalling the style, 12 to lo lines long, with yellow
oblong anther 2 or 3 lines long; capsule short-oblong, an inch long,

acutely 6-angled.— Baker, Gard. Chron. 1871, 12.57, and 1. c. 243.

L. Cinuden^c, ym. j>arrifloruiii, Hook. Fl. Bor.-Am. ii. 181. Z. Caria-

densc, vars., Wood, 1. c. 166. L. liicidiiin, Kellogg, 1 c. vi. 144.

Frequent in Washington Territory and Oregon, and southward in the Sierra
Xevada to Plumas and Sierra Counties.

PASTORAL DAYS.'

This book is an elegant proof of the great and skilful attention which
has been given to Vte art of wood-engravhig in America during the

past few years. The art of drawing and engraving on wood in its

finer developments is of the most precious importance in all book
and journalistic work, because it enables one to pourtray so perfectly

with the same process, and at the same rapid rate as ordinary print-

ing ; other modes of reproducing require what is called separate and
.special working, and, therefore, are slow and costly in reproduction.

In matters coucerning our own work proper engraving is of the
utmost importance, being, in fact, properly carried out, a good
substitute for seeing the things themselves—ej'e instead of ear

demonstration. Our own country was at one time famous for the
best engraving, and from us the French and the Americans
took some of their best men, but the advent and the success of our

great illustrated papers destroyed to a great extent our own school

of fine engraveis; the larger rougher touch of the illustrated jour-

nal was more in request and more profitable than the really fins

skilful artistic work. The result was, that our school of engravers
became such that it was almost impossible to get good work done.

A few years ago attention began to be directed to the matter in one
or two popular magazines in America, and by the aid of some good
artists from England and France, and also a considerable amount of

young native talent, the Americans have founded a very remarkable
school of wood engraving, as anybody may see by glancing over one
number of Scribiier'.'i Monthlii or Harper^s Magazine. The book we
now notice is issued by Harper's in America, and published here by
Messrs. C'hatto&Windus. It isdevoted to the illustration of pastorallife

and pastoral scenes in New England, and from the exquisite way in

which the engravings are done, cannot fail to charm those who see

it. We seem in a land with some of the picturesque beauty of the
"old country," but with strange wild flowers and Grasses, and

"Pastoral Days; or. Memories of a Xew England Year." Illustrated. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. (Loudon : L'hatto &: Windus, Piccadilly. ISSl.)

vegetation which is not exactly ours, but which is none the less

beautiful. Occasionally in the graceful groupings we note some
pretty plant, as yet a rarity in our gardens, or only cultivated in

the gardens of those who have good collections of hardy flowers.

Hei e the Golden Rod may be seen in its wild grace, the May Flower,
the Ilepatica, and, most delicate of all, the curious and pretty little

white Anemone. The little bunch of American spring wild flowers
is charming ; so is the Columbine on page 3S, soft, artistic, delicate,

true. The orchard picture on page 43 might have been taken iu

Kent or Herefordsliire, so graceful and so homelike is it. The
Dandelion is quite impertinent in its interference with the old
conventionalities of engraving, the little down of the seed scattering

itself all over the page, as it does through the air. The native Ferns
are beautifully drawn, and also what the New England people call

Blue Flag, an Iris which we probably have not in cultivation here.

The Sedges, water-side plants, Brambles, Willows, and trees

all come in for refined and artistic illustrations in this charming
volume. It cannot fail to foster a love of the beautiful in all who
see it.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

CHINESE PilliMEOSES, SINGLE AND DOUBLE.
These, like most other flowers, have been greatly improved of late,

and instead of seeing plants with thin flimsy blooms about the size

of a shilling, as used to be the case, it is no uncommon thing now to
meet with them as large as a crown-piece, with beautifully serrated
edges and of great substance, which tliickness of petal not only adds
to their fine appearance, but renders them more lasting, as they are
less affected by damp, Great and striking as lias been the advance
among the single kinds, tlie doubles ha\c not been left behind,
for among these wo have many that are remarkably handsome and
of various shades of colour, the pinks and pale lavenders being of
the most exquisite softness and finish. Those sent out by Messrs.
Osborn, and which were so well figured in The Gaeden, are sure to

become great fa\'ourites, especially with those who have to make up
bouquets, a purpose for which double Primulas are particularly
adapted, the flowers being just the size and form required for work-
ing in either singly or in small bunches just as they grow. Besides
the doubles there are semi-doubles, a race that may be pei-petuattd
from seed the same as the single kinds, but the real doubles can
only be increased by means of cuttings or divisions of the old
plants, which may be made any time now, or as soon as they have
done blooming.

Before effecting the separation it is a good plan to let them go diy
a while, that the sappy juices may be got rid of a little, as then they
arc not so liable to damp or rot olf as they otherwise are. In taking
the cuttings or making the divisions, as much of the base as is sound
and good should be secured, and ha^ing trimmed that part of all

remains of leafy stems or loose matter, the cuttings will be ready
for inserting. This should be done singly in small pots in sharp,

sandy soil made up principally of peat and leaf-mould, in which, if

kept just moist, Primulas root freely. To enable them to do this,

however, a somewhat close atmosphere is necessary, and this may be
afforded them either by placing them under hand-lights in any wann
house or by using a shady back shelf in a stove.

To be successful in propagating double Primulas, the thing is to

do without watering, if possible, and to keep the leaves fresh, which
may be effected by giving a gentle bedewing occasionally by means
of the syringe, but never sufficiently heavy for tlie water to

run down into the hearts. If heated after the manner adverted
to above, they will be fit for potting oft in a month or

so, by wliich time the weather will be warm enough for them to be
stood in any cold frame or pit, a situation which suits Primulas well
during the summer. The frame, however, must be so placed as to

have natural shade, such as that afforded by a wall, tree, or builcUng,

which is far better than laying anything on the glass, as when that
is done, light is obstructed, and the plants under such circumstances
become drawn, and are never so strong as when more fully exposed.

To keep the surrounding air moist there is nothing like a coal-ash

bottom for the pots to stand on, as it is not only cool, but remains
damp, and if of moderate thickness is quite impervious to woims,
reptiles that arc a sore trouble if they get into soil in which delicate-

rooted plants are grown. In giving Primulas their final shift, 6-in.

pots will be found quite large enough, and these should be well

drained by having a handful of small crocks at the bottom, and on
these a pinch of half-rotten leaves, that the interstices may be kept
clear and open. The soil most suitable for growing fine Primulas is

about one part loam to two of leaf mould, with a good dash of sharp
sand to insure its porosity. As to summer treatment, that consists

in free ventilation, which is best effected by tilting the lights at the
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buck, but during tlie early part of the season, and after any repot-

ting, the frame should be closed early in the afternoon and the

plants damped overhead, when the genial atmosphere this engenders

will greatly expedite growth. It should be borne in mind that to

keep Primulas healthy and tlie foliage a good colour, they must
always be moist at the root, and as soon as they begin to show
bloom, liquid manure is a great help, but this should be given weakand
continued at regular intervals, as they require it all through the

winter.

To have double Trimulas really fine, then, they must have a night

temperature not lower than 50° : and to get their flowers to colour

well, plenty of light is essential, or the pinks and lavenders fade off

into whites. 1'his change of colour has caused some disappointment
about the three raised by Jlr. Gilbert, of Burghley, and many have
pronounced them alike, but that they are distinct, or that they
afford different shades of colour, there can be no doubt, as may bo
seen wlien treated together. As regards the singles and semi-

doubles, those who would have them early should obtain seed and
sow at once, and to keep >ip a succession it will be necessary to get

in another lot later on. To get them to germinate freely much care

is required, and the way to insure the greatest amount of success is

to have a pan and fill it a little more than three-parts full of finely-

sifted leaf-mould mixed Avith a small portion of loam and sand,

and, having made the surface very smooth and level, then to sow the
seed regularly over the surface, when it should bo just covered with
sandier soil, and ha\e a piece of glass laid over the pan to prevent
the escape of moisture. If then stood in a Cucumber frame or other
position of about equal warmth, the seed will soon be up and the plants
ready for pricking off, which may either be done singly in small
pots or a dozen or so together in other pans, to grow on till they gain
more size; but whichever is done, they must again be nursed in gentle
heat till the middle or end of May, wlienthey will be fit for transfer-

ring to frames to be treated as already touched on for the doubles.
Single kinds are often so good as to make it worth while keepingthem,
and if any old plants are shaken out now and repotted, and again
shifted on by-and-bye, tliey will make grand masses by tlie autumn
tliat will afford immense heads of bloom. S. U.

ULITOEIA TEENATEA.
This pretty Pea-flowered plant is one of those that one .seldom sees

except in a botanical collection, though it is far more beautiful than
many that are of frequent oecurreuce. It is au occupant of (he
stove, in which it delights to twine its slender branches around a
pillar or other support. The flowers are lovely, being of a clear

azure blue, set off by a jhorseshoe-shaped ring of pure white.
Tho.9e shown in the annexed woodcut are about half the natural
size. Several varieties of this Clitoria exist, all of which differ

from each other, chiefly in their flowers. There is alba, a pure
white-flowered kind; cojrulea, with entirely blue flowers; and
major, a large flowered variety with Ijrown flowers, and which

Clitoria Teinatea.

thrives in a greenhouse temperature. The leaves are evergreen, and
are divided into leaflets, but the specific name does not imply that
the leaves are ternate, or that the divisions are arranged in threes

;

on the contrary, it is derived from the plant's native habitat, the
island of Ternate, in Malaysia, whence it was brought into culti-
vation a century and a half ago. It is of easy culture in a stove

temperature, merely requiring- to be treated as an ordinary sto\e
plant, but care must be taken not to overpot it, and above all to

Iteep it free from insect pests. Seeds of it may be procured from
Messrs. Haage and Schmidt, of Erfurt. G.

FUCHSIA SEERATIFOLIA.
In common with most kinds of Fuchsia, this is seen to the greatest
advantage when trained under tlie roof of a warm greenhou.?e or
conservatory, and its long, pendulous biaiK-lies allowed to hau"-

Fuchsia serratifolia.

down naturally. Under such conditions its bright red flowers are
freely produced, even during the winter months. In an ordinary
greenhouse it is nearly, or quite, deciduous, and if rested as other
Fuchsias are, will, when started in spring, flower freely after the
young growth is sufiiciently developed, and will continue to do so
during the summer and autumn. Many of the species of Fuchsia
are, as a rule, greatly neglected, yet they are very beautiful, and
can even be enjoyed where there is no greenhouse, as this kind, in

common with several of its congeners, stands the winter well if

protected, and in spring throw-s up shoots so freely as to'fonn a
handsome bush, which flowers until frost sets in. "Between this
species and F. Dominiana several hybridshave heeuraised which for
winter flowering have been found to be very useful. They are of
compact habit, and therefore suitable for pot cultiu'e, in which
state they can easily be introduced into a rather warmer structure
to open their blossoms than that in which they have been grown.
Another species much resembling F. serratifolia in habit, but with
larger leaves and flowers borne in clusters, and even more showy,
is F. corymbiflora. The elegant little F. microphylla and thym'i-
folia, too, must not be overlooked; and what two flowering shrubs
are handsomer than F. gracilis and coccinea, which grow out of
doors everywhere on our southern coast F

^ H. P.

LIBONIAS AJ^D THEIR CULTURE.
Any one having greenhouses or conservatories to keep gay during
the winter should not fail to grow these, as unquestionably thej- are
among the most useful plants that can be had for the purpose,
flowering as they do, when well managed, for montlis in succession.
The most showy is L. floribunda, but, seen as one often sees it, its

specific name would appear misapplied, as instead of having an
abundance of flowers, the plants arc more frequently full of leafy
growth without bloom, a state induced through want of ripeness of
the shoots, a condition they only reach when fully exposed to sun
and light during the summer and autumn. If grown in pots the
best wa}- is to plunge them in some non-conducting material in a
frame or pit where they can be treated hy themselves, and have the
lights removed and left off both day and night whenever the weather
is favourable. This exposure causes a sturdiness of habit and a
firmness of wood that cannot be got under any other management,
except by planting out, which answers well in anything like an
ordinary season, provided a sheltered situation is chosen, and the
soil is a little prepared to receive them.

If i^lanted out, it is a good plan to dig holes at about 15 in. or 18
in. apart, [and to fill them with fresh sandy soil containing leaf
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mould, in whicli, pressed firm, the plants root freely and may be

lifted with good balls in the autumn, when they should be potted and
placed in a frame wliere they can be syringed and kept close for a

week or two till they become re-established, when they may at once

be removed to the greenhouse. Whether planted in the open or

grown in pots, they must at no time suflfer from want of water, as

that causes a shedding of the leaves or makes them turn yellow and
shabby looking, from which they never recover. To keep the foliage

fine and healthy, liquid manure is a great help, but this should never

be given strong, as it is much safer and better to apply it frequently

than to over-dose at any one time. If large plants are wanted, the

way to get them is to cut back any that have done flowering and put

them in a frame or jjit where they can have a little artificial heat

afforded them to assist them to break, when they should be shaken
partly out of the old soil and re-potted in fresh,

and then returned to the pit or frame again and treated as

before to give them a start. By the end of Jlay, or early

in June, they will be ready for turning out if pre\iously

hardened, or they can be grown under glass, and treated in the way
already adverted to above. Cuttings made of the tips of the shoots

root readily, and any put in now will soon strike, and may be got up
to a useful size by tlie autumn. For such as these, 6-in. pots are

([uite large enough, in which they are very handy for furnishing pur-

jjoses, and come in most serviceable for stands in windows to associate

with Hyacinths, 'Uignonettc, and other low growing things of that

character.

There is another Libonia of great merit, a cross between L. flori-

bunda and 8cricographis Ghiesbreghti, which in habit and general

appearance is intermediate between the two, and possessing the good
qualities of both; it is an exceedingly desirable plant to possess.

The name of this hybrid is L. penrhosensis, which requires m\ich the

same treatment as the other, but being of smaller growth should not

be cut back, and only just stopped by having the points of the shoots

nijipod out when starting the plants again in the spring. vS. D.

TROPICAL AQUARIA.
Few features under glass are more ornamental or attractive than

ii well-arranged tropical aquarium, and there is nothing, perhaps,

which better helps to illustrate the magnificence of tropical

vegetation. The peaceful scene represented in the accompanying

pictui-e is but a suggestion of what may be accomplished. A\'e

find in it no intrusion of pots or slate tanks; nothing but a natural

arrangement. In order to imitate \ature under glass yye should,

if possible, have an irregular piece of water, and with it the

association of tasteful rockwork, which is both convenient and

>i3eful. The ground must slope to the margin of the water, except

where rockwork is intended to predominate, for thecultivationof such

plants as Philodendrou, Nepenthes, various Begonias, and otheis.

The banks will atford suitable positions for the dwarfer Bamboos,

Alocasias, small Palms, &c., and by providing wet bays, such

kinds as Xelumbium and Papyrus can be made to flourish. The
water would require a definite margin of cement, or some other

unobtrusive material, but this would be easily covered, as there

are several plants which would grow well where wind and water

meet. No exposure of bare ground would be in hai'mony with

the present plan, and between the specimens we should plant

Selaginellas, or something of similar habit; variety would not be

suitable, and a sward of Selaginella would perhaps answer best.

At the same time various nooks and corners would present them-

selves for choice species of low-growing plants. The shape of the

tank in which tropical water plants are usually cultivated varies,

but it is, as a rule, about :?i ft. deep, and if the ^'ictoria is culti-

vated a depression is made in the centre for a few loads of soil.

Other aquatics may conveniently he grown either in tubs or pots,

but such fine plants as Nelumbium are decidedly best planted out.

All aquatics are fond of suu, and if the Mctoria or Nyraphwa are

expected to flower well they must not be much ovrrsliadowed.

If the house is of considerable height a few Palms or other water-

loving plants may stand around the tank, with their pots a few-

inches in the water ; this does away with an otherwise intolerable

emptiness, and many plants such as Palms, Alocasias, and other

Aroids, Carludovica's, Itice, &c., are greatly benefited by such

treatment in summer. The best summer temperature for a collection

of aquatics is about 85^, and tliis may be allowed to rise during

the day by sun-heat. An important accessory to the principal

tank is" a sinaller one for raising' seeds and preservingchoioe plants

in winter, especially if the large tank is emptied at that season.

Its size must be regulated according to circumstances.

Ceratopteris thalictroides is the only truly aquatic Fern

in cultivation, and it makes when well grown a very handsome
specimen. It is an annual, but the fronds are proliferous, and
produce many plants. These, however, are not worth consideration,

as spores of it grow with the greatest certainty. They should

be sown on the surface of the soil, and the pot must not at

first be deep in the water, or the spores may Ije washed away.

After germinat'on the pot may be sunk slightly below the sur-

face, and the seedlings, when easily handled, sliould be pricked

oH four or five into a pot. These little tufts are then shifted

forward without separation. Though so easily grown, frag-

ments of this Fern when disturbed by transit from a distance

are often difficult to establish. Several Ferns are nearly aquatic

in habit, and one of the finest of them is Acrostichum aureum,

which in the West Indies is said to answer in habit to our

Eoyal Fern.

Euryale ferox is an Indian Thorny-leaved ally of the Royal
"Water Lily, but not nearly so handsome or gigantic in stature

The leaves, in which its chief beauty resides, are purple in colour

and puckered on the surface. It is an annual, and quickly

develops ; therefore if sown before the first week in March it

maybe too early for convenience as regards accommodation. It

requires precisely tlie same treatment as the A'ictoria, but being

much smaller it may be succes.sfully grown in a pot.

Limnocharis Humboldti is a plant of gieat beauty, and
one whicli blossoms all the summer. It has slender stems, and
floats on the water, but must be allowed to root in a pot. Its

leaves are nearly round, and its flowers, which are of considerable

size, are yellow in colour.

Li. Plumieri, a rare species, is quite unlike the last, but,

nevertheless, very interesting. It grows erect, and bears long-

stalked, roundish leaves, and erect scapes, on wliich are produced
several flowers of a yellow colour. It is of more than annual
duration probably, but seeds should be saved each year for sowing
in spring. Unlike L. Humboldti, it does not float ; it does well as

a margin plant for clumps of Nelumbium or Papyrus.

Monochoria hastaBfolia and M. vaginalis resemble
eacli other in appearance. 'Ibey grow erect, and have arrow-
shaped leaves and blue flowers like those of Pontederia, a genus to

which they are related. Both are handsome plants, and easily

grown from seeds.

MyriophyUum proserpinacoides.—This is the correct

name of the plant hitherto known as Ilerpestes reflexa. It has
lecently flowered in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, and so has
revealed what it is, Ilerpestes being a provisional name. The
flowers are inconspicuous, but as is now known to many, its foliage

is extremely graceful. For this reason we mention it here, as it is

well adapted for tropical culture. Cuttings of it grow with facility.

It is a native of Brazil, and was introduced into this country about
three years ago.

Nelumbium speciosum (the Sacred Bean of India) is indis-

pensable in a collection of water plants. There are many forms
of this species, all of which appear under specific designations.

Of these N. aspericaule is the best I have seen. It has large,

deeply-coloured flowers and is said to be hardier than the type.

This is an advantage, since, from the wide geographical distribution

of the species, it probably varies much in hardiness. If it is desired

to grow this out-of-doors, it would be desirable to obtain tubers

from a cold country, as, for instance, Pekin, to the rigorous

winters of which it submits perfectly. There is, however, a diffi-

culty as regards our comparatively sunless summers. If we cannot
afford the plant favourable conditions during that season, it is xiseless

to expect it to live through a winter even much milder than is

natural to it. The Nelumbium is best propagated by division of

the tubers. Seeds, too, grow readily, but generally fail to

produce tubers, by which the plants are to live through the first

winter. Seeds .should have their hard skin cut tlirough at one
end ; if this is not attended to they lie dormant an indefinite time.

Tliey retain vitality for perhaps forty years. The Nelumbium
may be successfully grown in pots or tubs, but, as ali'eady said, it

should be planted out in good loam.

N. luteum (the Golden Swamp Lily of North America) is

much more rare than N. speciosum, but requires the same treat-

ment. Both may be tried out-of-doors, but the best success will

be obtained under glass. N. speciosum is grown out-of-doors in
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the Javdiii des I'laiites, )jut it is protected by a glass covering iu

winfov. It grows there in a confined well.

Nipa fruticans.—This now grows in tlie tidal waters of the

I iidiau Ocean, but nuts of a similar plant abound in the tertiary

f.irniitions at the moutli of the Thames. It is allied to tlie

I'andauus, Cvclanthus, and the Palms, but on account of its

liiuuatisect fronds it bears the greatest resemblance to the last.

I

I

is of much botanical interest, but of little ornamental value.

The Nymphseas (or Water Lilies") are undoubtedly the

finest of all water plants. There are many species and varieties

of them, allot wliich are beautiful, and among them are found
rjls, Ijlues, and whites. Some are grown with great facility, and
none can be considered difficult. They are cultivated with success

i'.i the Oxford Botanic Garden, where they remain in water the

yjar round : and tliis appears to be the best way of treating them.
When growing, they require the fullest light, and therefore must
int 1)6 overshadowed by Palms or other plants. They may be
grown eitlier in pots or tubs, and, if space is limited, should not

bi more than in. under water, ilr. Baxter, the curator of the

(3xford Garden, finds that in this way the leaves do not spread as

they do in deep water, while the plants tlower profusely. Increase

is effected by division of tlie tubers or by seeds, whicli grow easily,

and need not be kept iu water. Loamy soil, stacked with manure
in it, suits all the kinds perfectly. Among the best are the " Blue
Lotus" of the Nile (N. coerulea) and the "White Lotus" of the

Nile (N. Lotus), which has white flowers tinged with pink. Then
there is a very fine and distinct blue species from Eastern and
Nortliern Australia—N. gigantea—well worth possessing. Another
blue Icind is N. scutifolia, and a fourth is N. stellata. Of N. Lotus
there are several varieties, among which may be mentioned dentata,

rosea, rubra, and its sub-variety l-)evoniensis,the finest of the group;
there is also a minor form of rubra. The best white to be con-

sidered tropical is N. blanda, a native of Trinidad. It is interesting,

also, to grow N. micrantha, and, if we remember rightly N. Daub-
neyana, a kind which produces buds which grow into plants on
tlie blade of the leaf at the junction of its petiole.

Ouvirandra fenestralis (the Lattice-leaf plant of Madagas-
car) is one of those capricious subjects whicli grow sometimes
without care, and at others can scarcely be made to grow at all.

It succeeds best in a compost of three-fourth fibrous loam and one
of sand, to which a little manure may be added. Peaty soil, in

which it has sometimes been grown, does not appear to answer
oc[ually well. Kain water is essential for it as a rule, and frequent

fresh supplies should be given it. It is best to grow it in a tub,

clear of other water weeds.

Papyrus antiquoruin (the Paper-Eeed) is perhaps the

noblest of all the Cyperacea?. Like the Lotus of the Nile, it is of

g'reat interest on account of its Egyptian associations. It bears

immense plumes of Ion"- green bracts mounted on tall stems. In
summi'r it may be placed out of doors for sub-tropical effect, but

it only grows luxuriantly in a high temperature. There is no
difficulty in its propagation if small shoots of it are obtained by
stopping a rhizome. Sometimes, when rooted out and laid aside on
mud, a number of shoots are produced, which, taken off, quickly

become useful plants, and grow rapidlj- to a considerable size. It

flourishes best in a large tulj, or equally well if planted out, when it

makes a fine central specimen.

Pistia stratiotes (the Water Lettuce) is a floating plant,

but, lilve every other floating plant, it grows most luxuriantly on
mud covered 1 in. or so with water; then, however, it loses the

greater part of its interest. It consists of charming rosettes of

greyish-green leaves, from among which grow numerous runners

that produce new rosettes, and thus the plant is rapidly propagated.

It is sometimes difficult to keep alive in winter, but only because
of insufficient light or heat.

Pontederia azurea is one of the most important of recent

introductions, and one of the loveliest of water plants. It is in-

finitely superior as regards flower to its allies, and curiously

enough the frequenth' cultivated P. crassipes, which differs totally

from it in habit, has been mistaken for it. A coloured plate of it

was given in The GARDE>f (p. 220) last year, and also a woodcut
illustration of P. crassipes. The habit of P. azurea is to produce
long branches whicli flower as they grow. It is increased by
I'ooting the shoots or bv cuttings. Mr. Baxter, who has been verv

successful in growing it, finds that it flowers well out-of-doors in

summer. P. crassipes rarely flowers, but surpasses P. azurea in

neatness of habit. It will grow without soil, floating freely on
the water like the Water Lettuce. Each crown produces a

colony around it, attached by short .stems. The leaves grow in

neat rosettes, and have gouty-looking stalks, which enables the

plant to swim and give it an odd appearance. The crowns when
about lialf grown form attractive little specimens if placed singly

in jars. If it is desired to attempt to flower it, the root must be
in soil, but tlien the leaves become elongated, and lose the

attractive expansion of the petiole.

Vallisneria spiralis.—This is not necessarily grown in a

tropical aquarium, but in such warmth it attains unusual length.

It grows with great facility, but it is worth pointing out that the

sexes must be carefully kept apart, otherwise it will be found after

a time that the female has entirely displaced the male, which
appears to have the least vegetative vitalit}'.

Victoria regia (or Royal Water Lily).—This, the noblest
of water plants, has been so often described, that I shall on this

occasion only speak of its culture. As will be seen, it occupies a

conspicuous position in the annexed illustration. The seeds,

which require to be kept in water, are best sown about the 1st of

.Tanuary ; if sown earlier nothing will be gained, and if later time
will be lost. The soil in which they arc sown should be loamy,
and when used for the plants afterwards, some manure and leaf-

mould should be added to it. Early in February the seedlings will

appear, and about six should be potted in -'i-in. pots for after

selection as growth continues. The next shift will be to •5-in. or
6-in pots, from these to 7-in, pots, and then to 0-in. ones, or from
the G-in. pot a shift may be made direct into tlie 0-in., which is

always large enough before planting out. The crown should never
be more than 1 in. beneath the surface of the water. Shifting
should be attended to before the roots are much interlaced, and it

is necessary to mention that the roots must not be broken during
the operation, or a check will be the result. About the middle of

April the best plant will have filled with roots the largest-sized

pot recommended, and the leaves will be about 8 in. across. Pro-
gress, however, will have been made in proportion to the sun-

light of the season and the correct maintenance of the proper
temperature. Beforetheintendeddateof plantingthe preparation of

the tank must be completed, and the waterkept at a temperature equal
tothatfromwhichtheplantistobe removed. The Victoria is never
planteddeeply;thelevel of thewater at the time of planting should bo
about () in. lower than that to which it is to be raised. The
crown of the plant when first put in should be about 2 in. below
the surface. It is probable that the care always taken iu mixing
up the soil is not quite necessary, provided it is fresli and not
heavy. Rich soil is preferable, because the leaves are desired,

usually, at the greatest size obtainable, and no reasonable richness

will prevent its flowering. The correct temperature is 8o° and
higher with sun heat from the time of sowing the seed to the
time of saving it. Ventilation is important, but cold draughts at

all times should be guarded against. The Victoria flourishes

best when near the glass, and the characteristic upturning of the

leaf margins appears to depend on being near to it. The tank in

which this Water Lily is grown must be devoted almost exclu-

sively to it.

The foregoing list does not include many plants with which the
lover of aquatics is certain to become acquainted. Azolla and
Salvinia, for instance, are both interesting ; the former grows con-
tinuously without sexual reproduction, but the latter dies in

autumn and sheds its spores, which now, the middle of Marcli,

are just beginning to germinate. When Salvinia begins to die a
quantity should be put in a pot with its hole stopped, soil being
placed on the bottom. The spores, however, appear to float and
germinate at or near the sm'face. They will be found entangled
among the confervoid growths, which are almost certain to ap-
pear. R. J. L.

Stove Climbers.—I can recommend to Mr. J. M. Burton
(p. 296) the Marcgraarias as cfimbers for walls in a stove tempera-
ture. M. dubia is the freest grower and tlie best of the two species

I know of, though M. paradosa is a good companion to it. These
readily cling to damp walls, and the only difficulty is where to get
them, as I do not see them named in any catalogue with which I am
acquainted.—J. 8. T. V: .\j;f;i:f
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SEASONABLE WORK.
Greenhouse— Clear away all soft-wooded plants as they go out of

flower to make room for Indian and Japanese Azaleas, which should be

taken out of the forcing pit before the blossoms open, otherwise they will

not last long when removed to an airy structure. Keep a good batch of

bulbs in a cold pit for coming in late and at a time wh"n the glut of

spring Rowers is beginning to wane. Bring on Pelargonium^ and tuberous

rooted Bngonias in .=raall sets, as they are likely to be wanted, and push
forward young seedlings of the latter for blooming in the autumn or early

in the fnllowiug spring. So useful and such general favourites are these

plants that a large space in light airy pits should be devoted to their

culture. Keraove soft- wooded Heaths and Epacris as they go out of

hlooni ; cut them back and place them where they can be syringed, as

another year's success depends upon vigorous, well-ripened growths.
^
If

potting is necessary this should receive attention as soon as they are fairly

on the move. Eirly forced Azaleas which have been kept together until

a batch has accumulated may be examined, potted if necessary, or reduced,

as plants in small pots well tilled with roots set their buds, force and flower

earlier and bttter than when liberally potted. The same rule applies to

Camellias, which may be beaded back thi.s season, when they should be

kept in a close moist heat, where they will not require much water at the

root until the dormant buds break into growth. Plants in open borders

will now take an abundance of water at the root. When they have
flowered cut them into shape and keep them r-gularly syringed. Where
Khododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias are brought in annually for forcing

1) cool shady structure should be at command fur hardening them off, as

(hey will then do good service when planted out in beds of peat in the

open air.

Stove.—By this time the majority of the newly-potted specimens in

this department will have taken to the soil, and days having increased in

length and brightness, more tepid water to the roots, liberal syringing on
bright mornings, and again after the house is closed with strong sun-heat

will be necessary to the production of a clean, vigorous growth, which is

one of the best safeguards against the attacks of insects. Where all the

plants, flowering and foliage, are growing inonehouse, it willbe necessary

to re arrange them and to keep shade-loving subjects separated as (much
as possible from others which grow and do best in a light situation with

exposure to a moderate amount of sunshine. Climbers, including Alia-

mandds, Dipladenias, Clerodendrons, and St°pbanotis, do well when
trained on threads of twine tightly strained beneath the roof, and when
set with flower buds they can be taken down and tied to the trellises.

Proceed with the propagation of successional batches of cuttings of such

indispensable plants as Euphorbia jacquiniieflora, Thyrsacanthos rutilans,

Sericographis, Soutellarias, Begonias, and Poinsettias, as young growths

cm be obtained from clean healthy plants. Every cutting should be

inserted in a small pot and plunged in a sharp bottom-heat. Seeds_ of

Ardisia crenulata, Eivina huiuilis, and Solanums, valuable berry-bearing

plants, sown now will come in useful in the autumn, and old plants of the

Litter may be cut hack and started in a pit preparatory to planting out-of-

doors about the end of May. Another batch of Aohimenes, Gloxinias, and
Caladiums, not forgetting C. argyrites, may be started for succession- In

places where Orchid culture is not attempted we often find a few things

adapting themselves to the ordinary treatment applied to Pines or A^nes.

Amongst these we have seen Aerides cdoratum, which have not received

peat or Sphagnum for a dozen years, producing thirty or forty racemes of

flowers ; but the most generally met-with plants in these places are Ca'an-

the,"!, and, being fo easily managed, they should have a place in every plant

or Vine stove. If not hitherto grown, roots of C. Veitcbi and C. vestita

should be obtained at once. Pot singly in 3-in pots, using loam and srnd,

and withhold water until they begin to send up young growths from the

base Where there is a large demand for out flowers Bouvardias should

be extensively grown. Cut-back plants and rooted cuttings require

warmth and moisture until the time arrives for placing them in light

shallow pits for the summer, where they require close stopping and feed-

ing. An intermediate pit, at a temperature ranging from 60° to 75" in

winter suits them best, where quantity and quality of loam is the first

object. Look well for the usual enemies, whose name is Legion. Sponge

and smoke for thrips and aphis, use methylated spirits for bug, and keep
down spider by means of copious syringing and good cultivation.

Eastiior Castle, Ledbury. W. Colemax.

and 80 to delay their germination, and if kept too long the hardening
process destroys the power of germination altogether.

—

Hexry N.
Eli.acomee, Billon Vicnrar!>^.

Lapagerias from Seed (p. 295).

—

I have never found the
least difficulty in raising seedlings of either the red or white
Lapageria. I have at the present time hundreds of young plants
all seedlings in various stages of growth. My practice is to sow the
seed as soon as ripe in well drained pots or pans filled with sandy
peat, just covering the seed with a little of the same soil, and after

watering, placing the pans in the shady part of a rather warm green-

house, where, if watered through a fine rose when necessary, the
seeds germinate freely. " N. M. B.'a" seed must have been either old
01' have lost its vitality, or after being sown and just about to start

it may have been allowed to become too dry, or possibly the reverse,

as sown in heat may imply a close steamy atmosphere, which the
Lipageria being nearly hardy does not require.—H P.

Seed Sowing (p. 270).—Those who grow rare plants from seed

would do well to notice "B S.'s" caution, notto throw away their seed

pans too soon. I grow a good many such plants from seed, and I

suppose I seldom get more than one- half of those sown in the year in

which they are sown. I very seldom throw a%vay the remainder, but

put them in a cold frame, and am often gratified in seeing germina-

tion commence in the second or third year. I have just noted a pan

of Fritillaria tulipifolia now coming up, though sown a year ago and

placed in heat, and in the open ground I see Hedysarum Mackenzi

comingup, though sown alsolastyear. This rather surprises me, for as

a general rule I find that PapilionaceiB germinate at once or not at all.

On the other hand, RanunculaceEe, as a rule, take a long time, for I

have known Peonies take three years, while Fremontia (of the

Malvacea;) is said to take four ; but these rules only hold good with

seeds that have been kept. If sown at once, I believe all seeds ger-

minate much more rapidly. Keeping them seems to harden them,

THE ROSE GARDEN.

NOTES OX LAYERING TEAS.

Some imagine that Tea llose.s get -worn out, or refuso to exht
above a few seasons. It may be so ; but not because thej' bloom
over abundantly, as Mr. I'lsli seems to think. lie compared one
sort, MaroclialXiel, asbeingan offender to an over-croppt'd Grapo
Vine ; the simile lacks aptitude, for the A'ine may " suffer some ''

for a season or two by reason of its being overloaded with fruit,

while the Eoses in question carry blooms only, Koses, unless it be
the wild ones, being seldom great fruit bearers. Nevertheless, the

cause, whichever it may be, that produces such havoc amongst our

Hoses and makes invalids of more than it kills, can be removed.
There is nothing new in layering as a means not only of raising

yoimg specimens, but also of giving a new impetus to a plant, ail-

ing or not. I used to layer all kinds of Roses both tender and
hardv, especially such as are what we call " miffy," and have an

unlucky trick of being in apparent good health to-day, and in

fourteen days beyond recovery. I never dug my Hose beds, but

removed " the upper crust" annually, and replaced it with a rich

compost; it was not possible (o take a great deal away ; there

were too man}' roots at the surface. In four years it was found

to be necessary to replant the Koses generally. The plants were
protected in winter, the protecting material being removed piece-

meal in March, but the tender Teas were kept in semi-nudity till

April, and late too in that month if the weather was generally

disagreeable to them. In spite of this extra indulgence tliey died

off by dozens, and apparently of nothing in particular.

They became cave inhabitants, and lived in other under-

ground dwellings in the Avinter after we found they

persisted in dying under their treatment out of doors. Tlie

results were not commensurate with the trouble gi\-en us. As a

dernier resource I took to layering whenever or wherever I could

lay hold of a shoot long enough and promising enough for the

purpose, being resolved that if one leg was not enough for them
to stand on there could be no harm done by adding to the number.

It was not found advisable to wait till a plant began to be ailing

;

then it was too late. After this we lost very few Roses of any

kind, and a very large collection was kept almost intact. Many
Teas, and Hybrid Perpetuals, and Bourbons were on their own
roots, for cuttings were struck in spring, summer, and autumn,

and iu winter we gi'afted large quantities, dwarfs and standards

of all heights. The writers of the day have fallen into the fashion

of calling standard Koses bad names ; are they quite right or

honest in so doings I have an idea, and the majority of the

public think so too, that a handsome standard of S ft. or more in

diameter when loaded with blooms is a prettier sight than an

irregular straggling bush which, unless one is a dwarf one's self,

he must stoop to admire the blooms and smell them.

But to return. Layering was practised only with "own-
rooted" ones, or very dwarf -worked plants on the Brier.

Layers merely intended to give new feeders to a Rose

were laid at "a tolerably short angle at a depth of 8 in. in

the earth, tougued and fastened securely with a stout

wooden hook ; whereas layers for increase were tongued every 4

in. and pegged to the ground flat, leaving a few inches of the top

free, and they were layered from time to time, as they grew.

Mar^chal Niel was not more uncertain with me than other good

sorts of the same class ; still the layering had a good result in
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putting more vitality into liim. It was sometimes, as were other

strong-growing Roses, grown on pyramidal trellises of wire about

8 ft. high, the pyramids having a base of 5 ft. in diameter, and,

as a rule, five Roses were planted around this base, sometimes

alone, sometimes mixed with Roses of other colours or Clematis.

We did not stimulate much with manures, but abundance of water

was o-iven about the blooming time and in August and Septem-

ber. Moderately well ripened wood was preferred to over much
growth, and we were well rewarded with an abundance of blooms

onward till the frost nipped the plants. Summer pruning of use-

less wood and a partial pruning of the remaining shoots in late

autumn were systematically carried out, and the closer cutting in

was completed in the spring. Syi.vesteis.

Unique is fine for vases out-doors, as also for bedding in

liot dry soils, or for planting amongst rockwork in elevated positions

where from its habit it looks quite at home. Tot plants for winter

or early spring blooming should be plunged out of doors during the

summer and kept stopped back rather short, wbicli pinching and
liardenins< of the shouts causes them to quite bristle with tlowcr

buds.— S^D.

OLD PLANTS OF MARECHAL NIEL.

In continuation of the remarks of Mr. W. Nield (p. '2oS) I may state

t'.iat there is at present a fine plant ot JIarechal Niel in Mr. Charles

11 imsay's nursery. Balls Bridge, near Dublin. This was no doubt one

of the earliest purchased, having been obtained in 1867, and there-

tore now fourteen years ot age. Althougli cankered in the steni,

it bears annually a plentiful harvest of its deep golden flowers; it is

alawly being eaten away with the malady peculiar to all its race, yet

it nevertheless seems possessed ot considerable vigour ot constitution.

Tiie Marochal some few years ago was planted out against a southern

w ill in the Botanic Gardens, Lansdowne Boad, Balls liridge, but,

aUlin\igh I saw it in 1878 with some twelve or fourteen blossom-buds

on it, they failed to come to maturity. Indeed, even in the most

favoured localities in Ireland this Uose is a failure out-of-doors, at

least, in Dublin, Meath, and inland counties. IMy e-xpericnce is that

it will not boar the knife, unless used most tenderly ; that it is, after

the first three or four years, a failure on its own roots, and that it

does best grown as a standard on the Brier and trained close to the

r,itters. It requires to be well ted with a good mulch of manure early

in spring, and steadily syringed every morning in diy weather.

Altliough I have never tried the Do la Cfriiferaie stock, I have budded

it on the Banksian and Fortunes Hose, and it did well. This year I

intend trying it on Noisettes Keve d'Or and Earl ot Eldon (both strong

growers, "making plenty ot good sound wood and early growth). Its

great enemv seems to "be canker, which eventually kills the majority

of the plants of this fine liosc. G. C. G.inNETT.

Stocks for Marechal Niel.—Much has been said about

stocks for this Rose, but fronr what I have experienced of it and
seen elsewliere, I am of opinion that, however free the stock may
be, it will be found to possess the provoking habit of going off at

the junction between stock and scion. Some years ago I thought I

had made a hit after working it on the climbing Devoniensis, which,

with me, is one of the freest and fastest growing stocks that can

be h.id, and yet, after a time, although the Marechal grew most
vigorously and filled the greater part of a large house, it soon

began to form a huge lump whore buc'ded, which lump kept on
enlart;ing till it became the size of one's fist, and then cankered,

whicii led to the decline and ultimate death of the Rose. The same
thing happened to the one on (iloire de Dijon, and we have now
replaced them with plants on their own roots, but how long these

may live and flourish remains to be seen. The grandest plant of

the Maruchal I ever saw is on the front of Mr. B. Cant's residence

at Colchester, the shoots on which are very large and if he

wouhl tell us something about it, the stock it is growing on, its

age, &c., the information will be valuable, as I should think from

its huge stem it must be one of the oldest in the country. Has
anyone tried Aimee Vibert as a stock for the Mar(;-chal?— S. D.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXVIL—EULOPHIA GUINEENSIS.
liIuLOrHiAsare not popular plants, but why they should not be so

is a matter of wonder to the few who can grow thenr well. The
aune.xed representation of Eulophia guiueeusis is the best that has

come under my notice. It very rarely produces more than eight

flowers on a raceme, but, grown as Mr. Spyers grows it, it yields

to cultivation, and beautiful it is. Its Miltonia-like flowers, placed

alternately on a slender peduncle, show well among and above the

Ilaemanthus-like foliage, and under liberal culture give a return

pleasing alike to owner and grower. It is an excellent subject for

those wlio desire to have cut tlowers, either individually or in the

form of a raceme. Althougli the species is not abundant in this country,

yet it can be had at a comparatively moderate price, and no one

who loves good Orchids should be witliout it. With the aid of

Mr. Spyers' excellent cultural hints given below, any one may
grow It. The only extra care required is watching while the plant

is at comparative rest neither to flood it witli water nor allow

it to get too dry at the roots, nor to be in too cold an atmosphere
in winter. James Andekson.
Meadow Ban!;.

Culture and Position.—Altliongh this lovely Orchid has
been in the liands of cultivators for many years, it is only quite

recently that Orchid growers have considered it a desirable plant

to add to select collections. Here it has always been a favourite,

and plants of it luave from time to time produced magnificent
spikes of bloom, lasting from six to eiglit weeks in perfection. Its

flowering season is August and September—two very dull months,
so far as Orchids are concerned. ]L. guineensis may be potted in

either a mixture of peat and Sphagnum, or fibry loam and broken
bits of crocks and charcoal. The pot should be half-full of drainage,

covered by a layer of Moss or fibre. There is no necessity to

elevate the pseudo-bulbs above the rim of the pot. During the
growing season (which with us is from February to August) we
keep this plant in a rather sliady position at the cool end of the

East Indian house, give frequent liberal supplies of water, and
keep the broad, tender foliage clean by .sponging it. The spike

comes away long before growth is completed, but by the time
balf-a-dozen or so of the flowers open the plant will enjoj' the

more airv and cooler atmospliere of an intermediate house. This
Eulophia is deciduous, and does not require a large amount (f

water from the time when its foliage changes colour till the grow-
ing season commences again. Sufficient must, however, be given

to keep the large roots from perishing, as these roots are to this

Orchid what tlie large persistent ones at the base of their bulbs

are to Lilies. J. C. Spybes.
Burford Lodye, Dorking.

[The plant from which our plate was prepared flowered, as re-

presented, in Sir Trevor Lawrence's garden at Dorking last

autumn.^

Rollisson's Unique Pelargonium.—The great value of

this Pelargonium is as a basket plant, for wbich it is particularly

adapted, its long trailing shoots depending gracefully over the sides

where they flower in the greatest profusion. My first acquaintance
with it in that shape was at the Crystal Palace of 18.")1, where it was
quite a feat>n-e, it being the principal occupant of the baskets that

were suspended along each side ot the transept and other parts of

the building. The way in which it produces the best effect is mixed
with tlie white Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, as the two blend and
associate well together, the white blooms of theoneshowing up against

the bright red of the other in the most effective manner. To flower

Rollisson's Unique freely it requires a light airy house, with full ex-

posui'e to the sun, as under such conditions what growth it makes is

short-jointed and firm, and the more so if old plants are used,

which are always the best, as there is less tendency in them
to make gro\rth ; besides being good for baskets, Rollisson's

NOTES OX ORCHIDS IX FLOWER.
The principal attraction in Messrs. Lows' nursery at Clapton just

now is the I'halicnopsis house, in which some hundreds of plants are

bearing long and graceful spikes of Idoom. The chief kinds arc P.

amabiiis, P. grandiflora, P. Schillcriana, and P. intermedia. Of the

two latter there are nearly it not quite all the varieties represented,

the most beautiful being the extremely rare P. intermedia Portei,

and Brymeriana. The colour of the former is exquisite, the oval

petals and sepals being jjure white and semi-transparent, while

the tri-lobed lip is a bright rosy red flushed with orange, making a

charming contrast to the delicate petals. In large plants the spikes

are long and pendulous, and bear a profusion of flowers in a manner
similar to P. Scbilleriana. P. Brymeriana is likewise a variety of

P. intermedia, and like it too is very beautiful. The leaves are as it

were intermediate between P. amabiiis and P. Schillcriana. The
sepals are flushed with a delicate purple, and the lip is a deep crimson-
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violet ill the central part and white, copiously spotted with crimson

on the two lateral jiortions. There are also several forms of P.

Sohilleriana, as might be expected among such a vast assemblage of

plants. Tlie chief of tliese in flower are leucorrhoda, casta, and

Veitchiana, all of whicli are very beautiful, and it is only a matter

of regret that tlieir great rarity precludes them from becoming

generally cultivated. Among the more remarkable of the other

Orchids in flower were tlie rare

Dendrobium Lo'wi, an attractive species from Borneo, in the

way of D. formosum. The flowers of this are produced in dense

racemes, and are about U- in. across. Tlie colour is a clear yellow,

with several red lines on the lip, which is beautifully fringed. The
stems grow about 1 ft. higli, and are covered with a dense, short,

black down, similar to all the species behmging to tlie nigro-hirsute

section of the genus. D. luteolum was finer than we have ever seen

it, a large group of it being in full flower j^laced in a sloping

manner, an arrangement which set oil to advantage the delicate

]irimrose colour of the flowers, which are abundantly produced

amidst the evergreen foliage.

Lady's Slippers (Cypripedium) were represented in flower by
the liandiome V. Lawrenceanum, handsomer even than C. Uayanum,
whicli it somewhat resembles. It was one of the numerous dis-

coveries of Mr. Burbidge when travelling for Mes.srs. Veitcli in

Borneo. Of C. Lowi, a flnc species hitherto so rare, may here be

seen bj' the hundred ; many of them are in flower, and among them
some fiue forms. C. Stonei, too, perhaps one of the finest of all

the Lady's Slippers, is represented by a healthy stock of im-

ported plants, wliicli promise to produce a fine show of bloom.

Other notable Orchids were ^Varrea discolor, Oncidimn ornitho-

p:)-lon, sarcodes, and serratum, Helcia sanguinea, Maxillaria lepi-

dota, Cymbidium Lowi, numerous Odontoglossums, and Oncidiums.
AV. G.

PSEUDO-BULDS SHEIVELLIXG UP.

I HAVE been much indebted to various articles in The Garden
for such little success as I have had in my short experience of Orchid
growing, and it would add to my obligation if you, or some of your
correspondents, could kindly suggest a probable reason for one evil

which has troubled me of late. This is the decay, or rather tlie

turning yellow and slirivelling-up, of some of the old pseudo-bulbs
on a number of my plants. Those on blocks suffer most, and the

plants in most cases are making new shoots, and apparently
growing well and at the same time tliat the back bulbs towards the
bottom of the block are shrivelling up and dying successively. One
of the plants that has suffered most in this way is Odoiito-

glossum I'lOSsi majus, well established on a flat block ; it grows well,

and has flowered, but gets smaller rather than larger from the
reason named. The same thing occurs witli La;lia albida, wliicli

forms roots rapidly, and also small new bulbs, but the original imported
bulbs turn yellow and decay. This also is on a block. A Jlexican
Orchid (name unlviiown) with long creeping stems, to which the
bulbs are attached, suffers in the same way. It is only tlie old
bulbs that fail ; those with leaves on them remain green. This last

Orchid is on a block, and has been imported about eight months ; it

is making, perhaps, five and twenty new leaves—one from the base
of nearly every bulb. All the above plants have been watered (by
dipping ill tepid soft water) twice or three times a week since last

summer. I have thought that perhaps tlie lower part of the blocks
was thus kept too wet ; but I do not see how to prevent the lower
end from being tlie wettest, except by laying the blocks flat. On
the other hand, a j^lant of Dendrobium densiflorum in a pot whicli,

after finishing its growth, has only had a little water once in five or
six weeks, has lost a number of its old bulbs in a similar manner by
their turning yellow and sVirivelling uji. I'he same thing has hap-
pened with some of the old bulbs of a Gongorain a basket and with
several other plants. The plants are in a small house, facing tlie

north-west, and have no direct sunshine in winter. The night tem-
perature in January was from 45° to 50°, and is now about 55°.

Home fresh air is always left on, but perhaps not enough.— C. C.
[Tlie decay alluded to is partly due to natural causes, partly to the
lilants being in an impoverished .state, arising from block treatment,
and partly, it may be, from want of light and air. Block
treatment, as is well known to Orchid growers, is often
carried to too great an extent. In my opinion, block treatment
neither answers for Odontoglossum Rossi majus nor Lffilia albida,
and certainly not for Jlexican Maxillaria— they like a better
feeding medium. Some may differ as to how they would grow
Lielia albida best, but few as to the other two ; and if your corre-
spondent would transfer his plants to pots, and keep them near the
glass, much of his troubles as to bulbs giving way would be overcome.
Of course all plants in time lose their back bulbs ; but with room,
and a proper root and atmospheric medium, it is astonishing how

long they keep alive. As to Dendrobium densiflorum, it seems some-
wliat inexplicable, as it is veiy tenacious of life

;
possibly it may

have got a chill this very cold winter. Want of light in winter is a
great drawback to the British grower of Orchids. Anything that can
be done to secure good light is of tlie highest importance for keeping
uji the constitution of Orchids, not only as regards flower, but also

vigour, and ensuring consolidation of growth. Witliout proper at-

tention to this, the grower cannot count upon maintaining uniform
succe.ssful cultivation.

—

James Anderson, il/carfuio Bunk, O'lasr/on;.]

ODONTOGLOSSUM MEMBRANACEUM.
SojiE regard this Mexican Odontoglossum merely as a variety of

O. Uervantesi, but be this as it may it is distinct enough forgarden
purposes, and the two kinds may be readily distinguislied when in

flower. Both are pretty, not by any means new, though not so

often grown a.s they might be, and certainly not so much as their

merits would seem to entitle them to be, for their delicate flowers

and agreeable odour are surpassed by few among the large number
belonging to the genus in cultivation. The flowers of O. mem-
branaceuni are white, witli conspicuous concentric lines of deep red

in the centre. It differs chiefly from O. (Jervantesi in the flowers

being larger and whiter, in the petals being blunter, in the lip

being more heart-shaped, and in the two front teeth-like projections

being shorter. Both kinds belong to thesection that succeeds well
in a cool temperature, either grown in pots or on suspended blocks.

An ample supplj' of water should be given them during the suni-

Odoiitoglossum menibranaceuni.

nier mouths, but in winter and until genial weather sets in they
should be kept almost dry. The temperature should range from
45° to S.'i'', rising, of course, much higher under the influence of

sun heat. Q,.

Epidendrum bicornutum. — At Kew this rare species

is grown better than elsewhere about London, and at the present

time there are some fine examples of it in the collection which will

soon be in flower. One plant, some 2 ft. across, has five or six spikes

of flower-buds which wlien expanded will be a beautiful sight.

This is one of the most lovely Orchids gi'OAvn, rivalling even tlie

riiahienopsis, and surpassing it in the length of time during which
the flowers remain in beauty—a property, probably due to their thick

wax-like texture.—G.

Tydsea formosa.—This is one of the most useful and early of

Tydieas, and one that continues blooming over a verj long period.

Few plants yield more cut bloom than this Tyda^a, and, the foot-

stalks being long, the blossoms are easily arranged. Although an
old friend, and one not often seen, I would recommend all who have
a demand for cut flowers to get a plant of it.—J. C, Farnhorovgh.

Frauds.—The excellent report of the Kansa-s State Horticultural Society,

juit received, says that at its ninth semi-annual meeting frauds and humbugs
received the strongest condemnation. The proprietors of the Hill Home
Nurseries, of Tadmor, Ohio, and of the Rose Hill NurEelie.«, of Iowa City, Iowa,
were specially SC' red for their efforts to swindle the people of Kansas with fuch
frauds as tlie'Conover's Seedling Grape, and statements "meant to deceive"
about Hybrid Russian Apple trees and many other worthless articles. A fellow

named Fullhart was also " handled without gloves " for selling the Lombardy
and Broad-leafed Peaches as valuable fruits, and also such frauds as the Sweet
Rhubarb, Tree Strawberries, Grape-Vine Raspberry, and monster Pears, "orlgl
nafing in the swamps of France."— iiwrfl? New Yorker.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE WOODLAND GARDEN.

At no time of the year does the woodland or wild g-avden yield

ji;reater interest and pleasnre than at present, when signs of re-

turning- life and beanty every day arrest attention. For some
weeks past Snowdrops and Aconites have made onr woodland
garden bright and enjoyable ; it is situated in a dell almost over-
bung- by a precipitous bank on the north, or flower-garden side,

that effectually screens it from cold cutting winds. It is reached
by winding steps cut in the bank, which is clothed wilh Ivy, from
which at present peep myriads of Snowdrops and other hardv
bulbs and Primroses of all colours, for the cultivated sorts have
been freely planted amongst the wildings, and seedlings of all

shades is the result. Cowslips, Oxlips, and I'olyantlinses, too, do
equally well nnder similar conditions, and being a little later in

flowering help to maintain a long succession of floral beauty.
Crocuses of varions colours are now very effective, and althongh
mice are troublesome to freshly planted bulbs in the garden or else-

where, I find that clumps of several years' growth are rarely molested.
"We find sprinkling soot around bulbs a good preventive, and it

also acts as a manure. Snowdrops increase in beauty in propor-
tion to the number of yearsduring which they remain undisturbed;
for although freshly-planted patclies are comparatively ineffective,

they are simply lovely when seen in estabilished masses; we have
masses of them covering several i-ods of ground that have for

some weeks been a complete slieet of the purest white. The single

Suowdrop is quite equal to the double ones in effect when seen in

a mass, and, b:,'ing rather taller, is well adapted for throwing its

bloom well up above a carpet of permanent foliage such as Ivv
or Grass.

As the woodland garden must of necessity be located nnder a

canopy of forest trees, it follows that as the season advances, and
deciduous trees get into full foliage, the shade becomes more or

leS3 denie ; advantage should therefore be talven of open glades or

sunny spots to grow such summer-flowering plants as succeed
in such positions, as, for instance, tree and herbaceous PiEouies,

Irises of different sorts, hardy Fuchsias, and such flowering shrubs
as L\yce?terla formosa, L)>utzias, Camellias, Azaleas, Kalmias,
&c.; and in the shaded recesses hai-dy Ferns, both evergreen and
deciduous, should play an important part, as they might be
arranged in various ways to suit the cliaracter of the surroundings.
In hilly or rocky ground they might be elevated on roclc or root-

work, and by mixing Vincas, Cotoneasters, coloured Irises, and
Euonymus together, a beautiful effect the whole year round
might be produced ; and as the trimness of the garden proper
would not be in keeping witli the woodland, the old foliage of the
deciduous varieties might be left intact, as a protection to the

crowns during wiuter, i-emovlug them only when new growth
becomes active in spring.

We have lately added groups of Pampas and other Cxrasses to

onr woodland garden, such as the Arundo donax and conspicua,

and by planting them in masses, and edging tliem with Ribbon
Grass and some of our native Rush-like Grasses or Sedges, there

is no limit to the variety one can introduce into such positions, as

the shelter afforded by the overhanging trees renders it possible

to grow plants in the woodland garden that succumb to our winters
when fully exposed, .T. Gboom.

SPRING NOTES.
The last fortnight has made a wonderful cliano3 in our gardens,
but flowers are not nearly so forward here in Lancashire as they
are in the south. I see large bunches of Lent Lilies in the florists'

shops, but hei-e we have very few in bloom, and these in the most
sunny and sheltered corners. Narcissus minor flowered first, three

days ago, and this, with the single and double Paffodil, are all the
Lilies we have yet in flower. The others are all in bud, and promise
to give us a rare treat this season. Chionodoxa LncilitE is now in

full bloom, and a most lo^-ely flower it is. lu colour it resembles
most the common blue Nemophila ; the flowers measure exactly
1 in. across, and the six petals are white in tlie centre, shading
grad. tally to a lovelj" azure blue at the lips. It is verv different in

appeirance from Scilla sibirica and bifolin, which are growing
near it. being everyway more brilliant. This is without doubt the
most valuable addition we have had of recent years to our spring
flowers, and we may all join in thanking Jlr. George Maw for it, and
for his kindness in distributing it so generously. The Hepaticas are
now lovely. H. angnlosa is one of our best spring flowers, and if

placed in a sheltered corner it bears blooms very profusely. Hepaticas

do best on the rockery, where they are never disturbed ; we have
them in corners of the rough rocky steps, and there they are

perfectl}' seen, and you do not miss the foliage. The
double pink Hepatica is a perfect gem, and tfle single

blue is also very beautiful ; one of ours has at this

moment forty blooms, and is quite a little picture. Doroni-
cum caucasicum is just coming into bloom, and is one of the most
useful and beautiful of our simple spring flowers. It is evergreen
and always pretty. In the early spring its heart-shaped leaves arc

of so briglit a green as to be almost equal to flowers, and when the
dense tufts of bright leaves are thickly dotted over with the brightest

golden-yellow star flowers, each as large as a crown-piece, it forms
one of the most sparkling and pretty of our garden ornaments. AVc
have it all round the borders, amongst the spring bedding, on the

herbaceous borders, and in creidces between stones on the rockeries
;

in fact, one cannot have too much of it. The other Doronicums are

not so good, being of much taller and looser growth, but they are
all worth a place in a large garden. Orobus vernus came into bloom
a week ago, and Soldanella alpina has several flowers out. This is

quite hardy and very floriferous. A lady passing through my garden
yesterday was quite delighted with this flower, as she had lately

gathered it on the Eighi, in Switzerland. The lovely 8axifraga
Uurscviana and oppositifolia are still in their glory. Eiica carnea
is in full l)loom, and these v\-ith the thousands of Crocuses and Rnow-
drojis ]uake us very gay. Hkockhtjest.

Dirlthun/.

SPRING FLOWERS.
Tjie dismal dreariness of the past winter has during the last fort-

night been succeeded b.v a briglit burst of early spriiig, to which for

some years past we have been utter strangei's, and consequently the

priiiil Jirri ha\e been unusually fresh and flue. I lia\-e had more
than twenty district species of Crocus in bloom not including

varieties, the most noteworthy being C. I'alansa;, al-rtavicus, atlan-

ticus, corsicus, banaticus, garganicus, Cambessedesi (wliich has been

continuously in bloom since Christmas), Crewci, bittorus var.

cstriatus, Impcrati and its varieties ravellensis and albus,

nivalis var. versicolor, Olivieri, suaveolens, vernus var. Icucorbynchus,

siculus, dalmaticus, etmscus, reticulatus, lacteus, AVeldeni, and
cbrysanthus in about lialf a doz. -vars. JIuscari lingulatum, from the

Cilician Taurus is the queen of Starch Hyacinths. It has spikes of

bloom of the iinest sky-blue. Jlcrendera sobolifera is a sheet o'

blossom. I'uschkinia compacta and Chionodoxa Lucili;c have stootl

the winter bravely, and are in bloom in the open border before their

brethren in the glazed pit. Scilla bifolia and its vars. taurica,

nivalis, rosea, and alba were never finer, and Anemone blanda, with

which I could never succeed till I got home-grown seedlings from Mr.

Nelson, ot Aldborou,gb, is a mass of bloom.
Snowdrops have been unusually good. I have bad fJI JMr.

Melville's varieties in bloom. The Dunrobin seedling, G. Melvillei,

and the little late-flowering serotinus are the gems of the lot. The
merits of G. Elwesi

,
plicatus. and Imperati are too well known to

need repetition, but when they get more common every one will

delight to grow the quaint G. virescens, for which I am indebted to

Mr, Jlax Leichtlin ; the curious double-spathed, green-tipped G.

Shaylocki, and the little ^delicate G. lutescens, or reflexus, which
ever it is, a miniature nivalis, in which all the green portions are

yellow. Leucojum carpaticum has been unusually fine. L. vernum,

for some reason or other, does not grow satisfactoi-ily here. Hellc-

borus orientalis is a mass of bloom, and so is Iris (Xiphion) reticulata,

lilr. Stevens' success at Bytieet induces metohopcthat some daylmay
succeed w-ith I. Kolpakowskyana. Hitherto I have utterly failed, but

after repeated failures I have at last established I. Histrio, so I do not

despair. Narcissus (Ajax) minimus and cyclamineus of Haworth,
both of which 1 found when bot.anising with Jlr. Maw on the

Spanish mountains at Tancorva, and which Mr Laker has kindly

named for me, are in bloom. So is Dr. Eegel's jiretty little yellow

Tulip (Tulipa iliensis). C'orydalis Ledebouri and Kolpakowskyana
both please me, and are very distinct. Ornithogalum ])oeticum.

Aucheri, fimhriatum, and glauoophyllum arc in flower, and various other

species coming on. Fritillaria montana, pontica, latifolia, racemosa,

lutea, pyrenaica in var., del];ihinensis, ruthenica, Ehrharti, oronensis,

tristis, gra^ca, involucrata, Thunbergi, pallidiflora, dasyphylla, lusi-

tanica, I'urnati, tombeanensis, kc, are pnsliing up strong, and so arc

various Eremuri. The Primulas of the denticulata race have been

hard hit and will not do much good, but P. rosea looks healthy and
strong. Gagea lutea, which I have at last firmly established, will

be in Ifloom in a few days, and the little Spanish G. polymorpha is

in bud. Leucojum Hernandesi, which I brought fiom Minorca, and

which M. Hodrig-uez considers to be distinct from L. pulchellum, is

coming up strong. Most of the Spanish Corbularias are showing

bloom"
"

H. H.Mtrri! Cbewe.
Smi/ton-Beauchani]) liectm-y, Tring.
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SPRING FLOWEES EVERYWHERE.
The days of ignorant neglect of our lovelj- spring garden flora are past.

The meaning and tlie beauty of a garden in the early year are again

clear to all who have eyes ; and a happy thing it is, the recent revival

inhardy and spring flowers, inasmucli as it gives us a whole season of

beauty added to our' gardens ; that is to say, a place now full of

liardy flowers, such as many that we know of, will have at least three

months of clear gain in flowers over those which have no hard}'

spring flowers, and wnich, as in many places ten years ago, also

depend entirely on bedding out. That, as everybody knows, is

usually carried out at the end of May, and in many districts as late

as the first week in June. Being tender plants, the cold rains and
storms after that date frequently injured them, and their period of

beauty is often much later than that. As a matter of fact, then, tlie

bedding s^'Stem simply reduced the beauty of the English garden by
one halt. Mr. G. F. Wilson came in to see us the other day with a
handi'ul of spring Snowflakes and other bright spring flowers—that

was the first week in March. The flower he brought in profusion

(L^ucojum vernum) was not in cultivation at all twelve years ago.

It might bo obtained here and there in a botanic garden or curious

collection, and it was wild in a few spots in England, but as a garden
plant it was not obtainable or visible. It well typifies the change
t'lat has taken place in our gardens. Wo have got back our old

flowers again, and many more with them.
Supplies —As yet the difficulty of getting good plants is very

great, and therefore those bright Hepaticas and other spring flowers

.ar.i often seen as poor dots where they ought to be bright sheets or

h3althy tufts a yard across. The question of obtaining supplies of

our hardy spring flowers by those who do not carefully increase them
fir themselves, is a very difficult one ; such is the run on the nurseries

that grow these things that people cannot, even at a high price, get
.a healthy stout plant. One has to give much more for a little border
flower than for a. well-established young tree, and then perhaps will

not get a good plant. But this is a state of things that may be
exiiected to change for the better after another year or two. AVhat
we should counsel those who care for their spring gardens is this : To
b:;gin and always to work with a series of nursery beds, wliile not
neglecting tlieir flower beds and borders ; but of the two, we should
bjginwithformingandplanting nursery beds. If plants,when obtained,

were divided into little beds and put in lines 1 ft. apart, in these nursery
b^ds they would soon increase, so that one could get such a stock as is

required. When a plant is at all rare, plant it flrst in the nursery beds.

Notwithstanding the trouble we speak of as regards procuring
the finer spring Howers, there are many districts where an obseriing
133rson may make a fair collection without much inconvenience. In
some parts of the coturtry tlie cottage gardens were not all cleared
of their hardy adornments. ^\'e never pass by a cottage garden
without looking over the railing to see what it contains, and not
unfrequently are well rewarded for it. That is one source of supply.
The larger class of gardens are now beginning to show a little more
attention to flowers of our own clime, so to say, and in them, too,

good things may be fouTid and exchanges efiEected. Then tliere

are the seed catalogues of certain houses which ought to be
examined even' spring, and good sorts raised from seed, also in

nursery beds—the seed sown in fine soil in the open air. Some
things are raised as easily as Mustard and Cress—for example, the
different Bellflowers. Some hardy flowers are a little difficult, and
have to be waited for, but this is partly owing to keeping the seed
too long after it is ripe. Hitherto the principle has been to select

when the seed catalogues come out in spring and sow afterwards

—

a good plan, no doubt, if we have not our own fresh seeds to sow
when they ripen. There has always been some little difliculty

about raising Hepaticas and Christmas Eoses from seed, but Mr.
Frank Miles, who is very successful with these, says he manages it

easily b}' sowing as soon as the seed is ripe in the open air,

and covering the border in which it is sown with slates or bricks.

They remain on till the seed begins to germinate. They save the
seeds from drought, and from the attacks of birds and vermin, and
this explains the success of the method. In presence of the difficulty

of obtaining good stocks of hardy flowers, all who can should raise

them from seed. Mr. Miles's plan might with advantage be applied
to other things which do not come easily from seed.

Selection.—Perhaps, before the question of igetting a stock
should come that of selection. In old times our gardens were very
often spoiled by reason of the presence of poor, weedy plants ; now
our garden flora and the flora of Europe and America and Asia abound
in beautiful, hardy, vigorous, and in all ways good plants. There is,

then, not the slightest reason for the cultivation of a poor or weedy
subject, or one in any way inferior ; so take the greatest care to
make a good selection to begin with, and never admit plants you do
not know to be desirable. Avoid, for the garden proper, all coarse,
weedy subjects which overrun and impoverish the borders, and give no
fitting return for the space and good soil they occupy. Such

vigorous plants, it they have any good qualities at all, should be put
out in copses and halt-wild places to run riot. Among such plants
may be mentioned, for example, the coarse Itorage-worts and Com-
freys, which are beautiful in rough, shady places, lanes, &c. Any
plant that can be grown in such places need not be grown in the
garden proper ; for instance, if we have a cloud of Diiffodils in the
orchard we may put other kinds there instead of gi^•ing them space
in the garden. As regards selection, a good plan is to see the London
and other nurseries where collections of liardy things are gaown in

spring and earlj- summer.

Various Positions.—As regards position and the mode
of cultivating spring flowers, something ought to be said.

The first change in the direction of spring gardening was
a kind of bedding-out, and a very attractive thing too

—

Forget-me-nots, Pansies, Daisies, Catchflies, Violets, Hyacintlis in

beds and in ribbons ; but this is only one way of culti\ating
spring flowers, and not the best, in the country seats of England, to

which we need not saj' our remarks mostly refer. The easiest and
the most artistic tiling to do is to scatter about the flowers wherever
they will grow, in mixed beds, hedgerows, or plantations. Many of
our country seats, like the London parks, are as bare and ugly in
their dug borders as a cemetery. It was quite an exception some
years ago to see a beautiful flower in the open air before the time of

bedding-out anived. Now, since we have quite doubled the length
of our garden season, so to say, the flrst mode of growing and enjoy-
ing our spring flowers is a most important question. Here and there

one may see, as at Hibston Hall, in Yorkshire, signs of taste and
knowledge in growing spring flowers, and suggestions of what is

possible in the future. Every place where there is a pleasure
ground, or any open space of Grass with trees on it, may be made
delightful with such things as the winter Aconite, and Snowdrop,
and spring Snowflakes, and the blue Apennine Anemone and various

other flowers dotted in the Grass. It is not desirable in the open
and much shaven parts, but about trees and under the branches of

summer-leafing trees. Some little plants that flower and ripen their

leaves early find a happy home under Beech or Oak or other deci-

duous trees ; they complete their season's work before the leaves

come on the trees, and in spring are seen happy under their branches.

Then, again, in .any place where wild flowers grow well, numerous
additions from other countries may be made to them. For instance,

if we have a grove where the wood Anemone gi'ows naturally (a.

common occurrence enough), nothing is easier than introducing the
blue Apennine Anemone along with it ; and, if the soil is chalky,

the yellow Anemone (A. ranunculoides) Avould be a delightful addi-

tion to them. Or does the Pduebell or wood Hyacinth grow witli us ?

Then, certainly in the same place, or near it, will also glow its

relative the bell-flowered Scilla and S. bifolia, both not native

plants, but perfectly hardy in our countiy. Various kinds of Daffo-

dils or Narcissi will grow anywhere the common I^affodil will ; as,

for example, tlie different forms of Poet's or Pheasant's-eye Nar-
cissus. The beautiful wood Forget-nic-not may be seen in any wood,
copse, or shrubbery, and will give an ample return. Thus it will lie

seen that, apart from the garden proper, much may be done in

adding the glory of spring flowers to any place where there are trees

and Grass. The corners in an old orchard are among the places

delightful for experiments of this kind.

The Garden Proper.—Coming into the garden proper—that

is to say, the actually cultivated part of the garden—we may next
look at the many positions in which spring flowers may be grown
before we come to the geometrical bedding-out, which is the most
troublesome and the least desirable of all. The fashion of leaving

beds of Eoses, choice shrubs, &c., bare of all but what might be
called their proper contents, must now be given up. In man}- places

we know the bare and rich Eose beds alone would furnish a hajipy

home for numerous beautiful spring flowers—Pansies, 'S'iolets, choice

Daffodils, Scillas— in fact, for all dwarf plants established in colonies

between the Eoses. Double Primroses are particularly happy in such
positions, and flower profuseh'. The slight shade such plants receive

in summer from the other tenants of the bed assists them ; they do
better than in bare borders. Where the Ehododcndron beds are thin,

as they often are (and we think that the bushes ne^er ought to be
jammed together), a garden of another delightful kind is at our dis-

l^osal. The peat-loving plants of the world (and there are many fair

ones among them) will be quite at home here, much more so than
any bare borders. The White Wood Lily of the American woods, the

Virginian Lungwort, the Canadian Bloodroot, and the various Dog's-

tooth Violets are plants that enjoy this position, as indeed most
plants would ; only it is best, where people discriminate, to reserve

it for those that enjoy it most. Next we come to borders and beds
of favourite flowers, of spring flowers, such as the Polyanthus, the

Primroses in their various-coloured forms. Cowslips, Auriculas, which
in the self-coloured and border kinds are delightful. Special beds of

favourite spring flowers are also verj' desirable. One can cut and
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come again for thcdr flowers; and, they are so convenient for division

and exchange. Then, by some favourite walk or walks in quiet

places, a rich border for those glorious Polyanthuses and coloured

I'rimroses and any other favourite free spring flowers is well

worth having. Thus it will be seen that before we come to

the bedding of spring flowers there is a variety of ways of enjoying
them, more artistic, more satisfactory, more easily luanaged
than the bedding out pure and simple. That may follow the fashion

of the hour, and be arranged according to taste, with a considerable

variety of material— Forget-me-nots, ])aisies (both variegated and
green), Hilene, I'ansy, Violet, Hyacinth, Anemone, Tulip, and so on,

If we have a group of beds, and, say, a parterre under a window or

any other conspicuous position, a bright and pretty efl'ect may be
formed in this way ; but we hope our remarks liave made it clear

tliat, without any such thing as either parterre or formal beds under
tlie windows, fair gardens of spring flowers may be made in every

])lacc. If tlicy are so made, the eternal jiroblera of design for the
few formal l.ieds of the parterre will not seem so terrible or so neces-

sary a t)usincss as is tlie case at jircsent.

New Forms of Spring Flowers.— It is not part of our
])lan in this list to enumerate all the spring flowers suitable for the

embellishment of our gardens, but we may say there are Inmdreds
of families. AVe may mention, however, that of late have been col-

lected from varions countries, or raised from seed, a number of beau-
tiful forms of well-known and much-loved flowers. For example, it

is belie\ed that tliere now exist about twenty different forms of the

Lil.y of tlie Valley, differing in size of bloom, in size of jilant, and
oven in time of flowering. 8o again the Hepaticas, which we know
in two or three bright forms, have broken into a much greater number.
It needs only a small effort of the imagination to know what we
can do with such treasures when they are sufficiently increased to be
valuable for general garden decoration ; and, apart from these new
forms of old friends, there are many wholly new species being intro-

duced 3-ear by year.

—

Field.

LILY BULBS.
I riiANTED last spring buUis of L. auratum in some gravelly soil

about 20 in. dee]), lying upon a hard sand rock, liesidcs auratum
I planted two bulbs of longirtorum. Two of the auratum soon
came up and one longirtorum, and in due time there were four or

five flowers on each. But the stems kept up and the leaves seemed
to keep growing till just about Christmas, when I was afraid that

the soil would be too wet and close for them, and as 1 was away
from home I asked one of my sons to take them up carefully, put
them in a tub in a lighter soil, and take them into a back part of

the house, where no frost or wet could hurt them. They were about

7 in. or 8 in. deep. When he took them up he found that a lot of

bulbs had formed, some four of them clustering round the old bulh,

and eight or ten more growing up the stem to within about 2 in.

of the surface of the soil in the case of one of the plants of auratum,
and about eight or nine on the other, the same being on the

longirtorum. They were about the size of a large Walnut,
'The young bulbs in fact grew round the stem like Onions
roped or tied on sticks for drying. Another auratum I planted in a

0-in. pot at the same time when I planted the others in the garden
;

it was the first to come up and grew the tallest, but did not show
any flower-buds till the others had nearly done, hut the buds grew
veiy slowly, and as autumn came on with its heavy rains I put it in

a little greenhouse that I made myself, where there were but a
few hours' sun a day. There I nursed it along as well as I could

;

Init, as there is no heat in my house and it was now the beginning of

December, I could see it would not flower there. I therefore took it

into my sitting-room, and so managed that the liead of the plant

should show itself in the window about 6 in. or 8 in. above the sill,

so as to get as much sun as possible, when, in about nine or ten days,

its buds opened, and I had the gratification of seeing the most
beautiful auratum that I ever saw. About a month ago the stem
and leaves were still growing when I repotted it into an 8-in. pot,

and I could then see tliat the 6-in. pot was as full of large white

roots as it could hold. Eli 8pkeadbokough.
West Street, Farnliam, Surrci/.

Pipings of Tree Carnations.—I have seen it urged in The
Garden and its contemporaries that Carnation pipings should not

be kept in the air for long before they are put in the cutting pans.

A recent experience of mine has rather proved the contrary' in the

following manner. Mr. James Taplin, of Maywood, New Jersey,

U.S.A., very kindly sent me some cuttings of seven different sorts of

the best American Tree Carnations. They were about two weeks
coming; I kept them ten days before I struck them, and then put them
into a cold frame ; they were without exception rooted in ten days,

and this I take to be extraordinarj-, for I have never been really

successful with pipings put in directly of English sorts ; and these

pipings were apparently painfully dried and wiry, so much so that

my gardener and that of a friend both pronounced it injudicious to

waste room in such a hopeless task. I need hardh' say that they are

both surprised at the result. I cut them close beneath a joint,

stripped off the lower leaves, made a little upward slit, cut off the

tips of the grass, and put them in about f in. apart in rows, spreading

a layer of sand 4 in. thick over the top of the pan, which was filled

with a light fibry compost of loam, leaf-mould, sand, and a little peat

;

this last, I find, arrests decay to a great extent. The varieties are, I

think, not very well known in England, being Crimson King, Peer-

less, Peter Henderson, Pride of Secaucus, Astoria, and Springfield.

They were described at length by Mr. Taplin in a back number of

The Garden. -Oibofle.
Qalanthus Redoutei.—This is most distinct and interesting.

Tlie foliage is broad and Grass-green in colour. It comes up more
like a Scilla than a Galanthus, and the small, delicate, pure white
rtower looks very pretty indeed set off by the somewhat peculiar

leaves. I liad two roots in the autumn of 1868 and two more the

following season, but they have not bloomed till this spring, and now
I have but one flower. My experience confirms that of the Kev. H.
Hai'pur Crewe, that G. Kedoutei requires to be left undisturbed for

se\eral years, so as to get thoroughly established, before it will

bloom.

—

Jay Aye.
Wild Flowers on Lago Mag-giore. — The following

description of the wild flowers near Pallanza, on Lago Maggioro,
may jjerhaps interest some of your readers, especially as most of the

flowers mentioned are of those which many of us tend carefully in

our .gardens. I enclose specimens of the large green Hellebore, the

Crocus, and the Snowflake, all of which are in good condition.—M.
j\t. Foster, PaUa)i:a. " Yesterday we drove to Cas.sonio, a village

about flve miles from here, a loveh' wild place among Chestnuts and
Walnuts. There, in a dell, we found the ground covered with little

white Crocuses, pure white, with dark lilac at; the bottom of each petal;

then, a little further, were masses of Snowflakes; then we came to a
deep gorge, down which we looked ; it was lined with exquisite Ferns,

and, among them, bunches of blue Hepaticas, but all, alas! quite out
of reach ; further on still were more Hepaticas, with Daphne
iMezereon. . . . This afternoon we went across the bay to find

Hellebore. We walked through a little wood carpeted with flowers,

white Violets, Primroses, Hepaticas, lovely blue Scillas, Snowflakes,

red Heath, and two kinds of Hellebore, one most beautiful ; the
contrast of its tender green petals and white stamens is lovely, and
it does not smell disagreeably.''

Deep-planting Christmas Roses.—T am delighted to sec

my old friends the Christmas Hoses so much in favour. I have
always grown them, even when not a fashionable flower. As none
of your correspondents mention deep planting, allow me to give you
my experience on this point. Owing to some building operations,

some large old plants had to be removed, and were planted deep in

good soil in the kitchen garden. This happened in 1877, and regu-

larly every season from New Year to April dozens of beautiful

Christmas Eoses can be gathered with stalks from 5 in. to 7 in. long.

After flowering, magnificent large green leaves come up, which quite

protect the flowers for the next season. One summer, being absent
abroad, the gardener turned out all my favourites to get his line of

red, yellow, and blue, straight. However, they were all planted
again, and still flourish. Old stools are the thing ; I have some fortv

year old.— M. E. C.

The Nepaulese Poppy (Meconopsis nepalensis).—We had half

a dozen strong, well established plants of this Poppy, and more than
a dozen not quite so strong and potted later. They were all wintered
to.acther in a house without any heat, and the result is that all the
late potted plants were killed bj' the frost except three, while the
established plants were not at all injured. It is usual to pot-up
from the open ground plants that are presumably hardy very late in

the season, in order to winter them in cold frames. I would, how-
ever, recommend choice and scarce plants be potted early, especially

if there is some doubt whether they are hardy or not. And it is

also an advantage to plunge the pots in some non-conducting
material, such as Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, which will keep the roots at

least in a more equable temperature.—J. DOUGLAS.

Annual Poppies.—I agree with the remarks on these (p. 277),
andmayaddthat Ihad ,a. group or two of them last .summerwhich were
much admired, and rightly so ; for, though the individual flowers are

soon over, they are produced abundantly, and prolong the season of

flowering at least eight or ten weeks. I, too, prefer the single flowers,

though the double forms are more persistent ; a double white was
especially so with me. One may always be sure of some springing
up year after year if once sown and a few plants are left to seed.

The seed-pods in themselves are veiy ornamental, though the lca\"cs

are apt to get brown and unsightly.—J. S. T.
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Lilium auratuna in Nova Scotia.—Some time ago Mr. Bur-

bidge, I think, enquired whether any one had a clump of L. auratum
of five years' standing. I have one which is the result of a bulb

planted at least seven years ago. It has stood the frosts of our

inclement winter weather and multiplied. Occasionally the ther-

mometer goes down to 17" below zero, frequently to 10", and zero is

common ; this shows that this Lily is quite hardy. It is growing in

a stiff clayey loam. It has a few Spruce boughs put on it for protection

in winter, and in spring it has a top-dressing of good, old, rich mate-

rial. With reference to the position for growing L. auratum, tlie

clump to which I refer is growing in the full sunshine, but
sheltered to the north by a large bush of Englisli Dogwood. The
wind bothers it when in flower, and then I contrive some kind of pro-

tection, such as large boughs of Spruce, to break its force.

—

Peter
J.4CK, Halifax.

Spring Flo'Wars Mixed.—A veiy pleasing object is formed
by growing Tulips, (Snowdrops, or Hcilla sibirica, any one kind, and
Saxifraga Burseriana togetlier. Last summer I planted a large li-

in. pan with S. Burseriana ; in a short time it was gTOwing, and by
the time I could obtain the earliest Tulij^s it had left only room enough
to dibble in a dozen bulbs. The pan was replaced in a cold frame
and to this time it lias not been removed. Now tlie Saxifrage is

finely in flower ; its dense growth must have benefited the Tulips, for

none others of the same lot are so fine, being perfectly developed in

their foliage, very robust, and the flower buds just clearing the

foliage. Tlie effect when in flower may be imagined by those who
know the Saxifrage, but even now it is to me such an object of

attraction that, though there are hundreds of interesting plants

around, and many spring flowers, I can look on and admire it every
tim3 I go into the garden.—J. Wood, Woodrille, Kirlidall.

Hardy Ferns.—Besides Lomaria alpina, mentioned in The
Gardes (p. 278), crenulata has proved quite liardy in this climate.
The Walking Fern has also survived the winter. It is grown with some
Filmy Ferns and Asplenium marinum in half a paraffin cask, sunk
to the brim in the rockery, with the wide part of it downwards. Tlie

top of this half-ca^k is made to lift off and on, and a small pane of
glass is inserted in it, which gives sufficient light to the Ferns. The
pots are placed in Sphagnum, which helps to keep the Ferns damp,
and in summer they are watered almost every day with a watering-
pot having a fine rose.—C. M. OWEN, Gorey, Ireland.

THREE LITTLE GROWX ANNUALS.
Amoxg annuals, as well as among other kinds of plants, tliere are

some which, though they possess great beauty, have not for some
unaccountable reason come into general cultivation, and of this

elass may be named the

Blue Didiscus (D. coevuleus).—A native of Xew Holland,
growing from 1 ft. to 2 ft. high. Its stems are erect and much
branched, each branch being terminated by a fiat umbel of small
flowers of a pleasing clear blue colour, produced plentifully from
August to October. It is a half-hardy annual, and requires rather

careful treatment, inasmuch as it is somewhat impatient of exces-

The Blu3 Didiscus.

they will flower freely. They also make capital subjects for pot
culture for the conservatory, itc. ; the seeds in this case should be
sown two or three in a small pot and then shifted into a size or

two larger, in which the plants are to flower. This Didiscus is

also known as Trachymene coirulea.

The White Sweet Sultan (Uentaurea moschata alba), here
represented, is a beautiful Persian plant wliich produces white

The White Sweet Sultan.

tassel-like flowers, having a strong, JNIusk-like perfume. It grows
about 1 ft. high, and flowers fi'eel}' in July and August. It is a
hardy annual, seeds of wliich should be sown thinly in April
in a warm border of ordinary soil. It is like the type ("which has
purplish flowers) and the Yellow Sweet Sultan (0. odorata), ex-
cellent for cutting purposes, as the flowers last a considerable
time in good condition in a cut state. It is sometimes also called
Amberboa moschata, a name under which it is catalogued by some
seedsmen.

The Pink-flowered Fenzlia (F.dianthiflora) is a charming
Californian annual, forming in its native habitats compact tufts

The Pink-flowered Feuzlia.

from I in. to 4 in. in height. Its flowers are large, compared
with the size of the plant, and produced in such abundance a,s

to make it conspicuous even at a distance ; they vary in colour from
purple and lilac to almost white. The plant is perfectly hardy,

and, like several other Californian annuals, does best when sown
in autumn. It thrives in any ordinary soil, but the warmer and
more sheltered the situation is the better. It is synonymous with
Gilia dianthoides.

" W. G.

sive moisture, particularlyin the early stages of its growth . It requires

to be raised in a gentle hot-bed, and the seedlings should be trans-

planted in May, selecting for them a warm, friable soil, in which

Twin-flowered Christmas Roses.—One of your corre

spondents asks whether Christmas Roses with two flowers on each

stalk are of rare occurrence. The Christmas Rose abounds in this

neighbourhood. I had, therefore, during the last very favourable
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winter ample opportunity to make the following observations. It

is not very rare that some ot the flower-stalks of strong plants are

two-flowered, but plants with all the stalks two-flowered are very

scarce. I found only one among many thousands. As an example

of the beauty and lu.'curiance of the varieties in our neighbourhood,

I have taken the liberty to send a plant.—T. KOEPPBN, gardener to

Otto Forster, Esq., Lehcnliof, Solu'lhbs. [We have to thank our coitc-

spondont for a tine plant, which came in good condition, with

many flowers on it, and for the most part twin flowers. The blooms

seem bolder than they usually are with us, as if the climate

exercised some jjeculiar influence on tliem.]

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FRUIT CULTURE FOE PROFIT.
The Cordon.

Like the I'almette Verrier, tliis kind of tree does not find much
favour with gardeners, who like to see a good wide-spreading

tree witli branches reaching 20 ft. or more along the wall. Though
I .should not recommend a whole wall to be planted with cordon

Pears, as I prefer the Palmette, yet for covering blauli spaces

anywliere tliey are very suitable, filling up quickly and coming

into bearing immediately. This Is a great advantage ;
if we

plant our trees at wide Intervals we must wait wearily for fruit,

and perhaps death may call upon us first. No, except in great

gardens, where all things may be on a great scale, the days oi

lar<i-e trees are over ; speedy results are required, and there is no

reason why they should not be obtained. Besides, with smaller

trees on the Quince, we may have more variety in our fruits, and

a greater prospect of always having a crop on some of our trees.

When one of the monster trees fail to produce blossoms, or if

they refuse to set, it is like losing the produce of a good

sized garden. But by planting a greater number of trees to occupy

tlie same space we shall certainly ha^e a better prospect of having a

crop. And I have noticed when a badungenial season comes, the

comparatively young medium sized trees always beat the old

3 les. This, indeed, is only reasonable, for the smaller, younger tree

has its roots near the surface and gets the benefit of the solar

warmth where there is any ; and in bright sunny summers the

roots can be fed near the surface and made comfortable, but the

roots of the big tree have to cater for themselves, and are away
amono' the crude unwholesome clay or gravel subsoil. Cordon

training need not be confined to walls, or even espaliers. They

may either be trained along a single wire by the side of the

patiis as an edging, or a series of wires may be run in parallel

lines about 13 in. from the ground and double cordons trained

over them, and there are other modifications of the system that

will suggest themselves to anyone that gives nuich thought to

t lie matter. A plot of land of any given size may have wires

strained over it at suitable distances; beneath those wires Pears on

tlie (^Aiince can be planted, having previously well prepared the

site, and in two or three years a most interesting collection of

Pearsm full bearing may be had. I have seen this system adapted

\-ery successfully in large gardens, but it is to the amateur with-

out a walled-in garden that it will prove the greatest boon, both

iu providing him with a never failing source of intere3t,and a verj'

choice addition to his dessert.

Best Aspects for Pears.
All aspects are suitable for some kind of Pear; good Jar-

iTOnelles and other early kinds have been grown in a north

aspect, but the late kinds require a better climate, and a longer

season, and a freer circulation of air than can be had from

the north side of a wall. There is no doubt the shelter of a wall

does give increased size to the fruit, but I have met with many
instances where the large, handsome fruit from an east or west

wall has been inferior in flavour and melting condition to the

smaller specimens from pyramids or espaliers that are growing

fuUv exposed. In our changeable climate there are seasons when

a thick, heavy atmosphere pre\-ails for many days together, and

the sun is scarcely able to struggle through. It is in view of, and

to meet such times, that I say plant Pears on walls ; in short, plant

them anywhere and everywhere. If there is not space for a fuU-

sized tree, plant a five-branched Palmette, and if there is only a

foot or two vacant plant a cordon. Let the early kinds occupy

the worst aspects, and reserve the best places for the choice winter

fruit. The same rule holds good with regard to espaliers. Let

all be filled up, and plant cordons, and pyramids too, wherever
there are suitable positions. Certain I am no one having space

for fruit trees will regret planting good kinds of Pears, as their

value in a commercial sense is greater than most other kinds of

fruits. In planting trees against a wall leave 3 in. or 4 in. of

space between the lower part of the stem of the tree and the wall.

When planted close to the wall the stem has not sufficient room
to swell, and it is no uncommon occurrence to see the tops of old

Pear trees forced from the wall by the pressure of the swelling-

bole at the base. It is well to ha\e Pears on walls iu every

conceivable aspect. It is well also to have Pears in the open
border under all the conditions, as regards training, aspect, kc,
that I have noticed, in order that good fruit may always be

obtainable in bad seasons. Many instances could be given where
tlie same kind of Pear varies so much in the same garden as to

appear a totally different kind, owing to the influence produced

by aspect and training. In planting a wall of Pears, unless

tlie subsoil is dry and warm, the bottom of the border should

be paved or concreted ft. wide from the wall, and the concrete,

if concrete is used, should be of suflicient thickness to be
impervious to the roots—from 4 in. to 6 in. will suffice in

most eases. The depth of soil should not be less tlian '2 ft.

for the palmette and cordon, or other small or moderate-sized

trees, and ''> ft. will not be too much for large growing trees on

the Pear stock. The distances the trees should be planted from
each other should vary according to the stock used, kind of train-

ing, ttc. Pears on Pear stocks trained horizontally will cover

a large space. I have seen such trees covering 40 ft. in length of a

12-ft. wall ; but I don't believe in such trees; I would rather have
two or three trees occupying the same space. The same remark
holds good with trees of all forms of training. Full sized stan-

dards in the orchard may stand 20 ft. or more apart if left to

grow uncliecked, but if root-pruned then less will suffice, as after

thej' are brought into bearing they make less ^^ood. So it is witli-

the pyramids. It is a cultivator's question ; if he likes to lift or root

prune, the distance may be reduced; but if on the Pear and full

growth permitted, 20 ft. will not be too much; if moderately
pruned, 12 ft. will be enough. When grafted on the Quince the

trees may be planted nearer to each other, though of course the

treatment it is intended to give the trees must be taken into con-

sideration. If lifted or root-pruned, from 4 ft. to ft. will give

spaceenough for years; but if an opposite course is followed, S ft.

or 10 ft. will be better. Some allowance, too, must be made for

the character of the soil and climate of the place, as these have
an important bearingupon the tree's development. No practical

man will lay down any hard or fast line either for depth of border

or the space a particular form of tree is to occupy, as such a
course prevents a cultivator taking advantage of his situation and
making the most of his circumstances.

Summer Management.
Fruit trees in training may be compared in many respects to

boys at school. A strong, firm, yet withall gentle, hand must be
laid on some to repress and check evU habits, to control that
tendency to get out of order that seems so irrepressible in vigorous
youth. There is much, too, in common in their necessities as re-

gards summer management of all kinds of fruit trees ; therefore

much that has been written about the Apple will apply to Pears
and other fruits that will be treated of subsequently. There is

the same need for keeping the growth thin. There is the same
need for the exercise of discrimination between the different sub-
jects and their varying constitutions. We have not only to guard
against faults of omission, but also those of commission, which
are often the most dangerous. The cultivator that in summer
pruning applies the same ride to all alike unthinkingly will be
led into error. There are Pears that make a good deal of wood,
and the growth of these must be thinned and regulated in

summer; but there are others which, when fairly brought into

bearing condition, make so little wood,it may be left on till Augu.st

to give activity to the circulation. Winter Nells and Easter
Beurie, two excellent late Pears, belong to the latter class, whilst
Duchesse d'Angouleme belong to the former. Again, there arc

seasons when the summer pruning may be delayed till July, or in

some cases later, but when the crop of fruit is thin and the growth
more exhuberant it will be better to begin pruning early, or, say
about the end of June. A tree that is well laden with fruits,

not likely to become over luxuriant, and it is never wise to trim
every green twig off such a tree. It will be gathered from what I
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Lave wiitteu that I look upon a crop of fruit as-the best aud most
natural regulator and steadier of a tree's system, and that the

summer primer's skill should be mainly directed to those trees

that do not bear n;ood crops in order to induce them to do so. To
this end, a watchful eye should always be given, but especially in

August. It is then that the fruit-buds are in course of formation,

and a little e.^tra growth or a little less sun-light may convert

what might have been fertile buds into leaf growth. In their

early stages the difference between the buds that produce
blossom aud those which produce leaves is but slight, if

indeed tliere be any difference, and the production or the

conversion of one to the other often depends upon a

slight check given to growth, or a larger influx of light

at a particular season. If we examine any Pear tree in August,
we shall see, if the tree is in good condition, numerous short spurs

scattered all over the tree fi'om 1 in. to 2 in. long. Marie Louise

aud one or two others bear fruit on longer spurs, but, speaking

generally, the fruit spurs do not exceed the size I have mentioned,
and they are often less. At the end of the spur is a stout little

bud, which at the season I have named is already showing signs of

plumpness and fertility, aud it is about this period that all sur-

plus wood should be removed to let in the sun and air to ripen

these partly developed fruit buds. Though the work of filling up
and elaborating the buds is doubtless going on always, yet there is

time when thefinal impulse to fertility or the reverse is given which
no after treatment can alter, and that time I think is in August.
Thinning of the fruit should be commenced as soon as all danger
of frost is passed, removing the weakly and deformed fruits that

can never uuike perfect specimens first; later in the season, or in

.luly, the final tliinning should begiven, and in the majority of seasons

the young fruits from this last thinning will do for stewing or cook-

ing. The best kinds of dessert Pears are excellent for stewing when
in a green state all through the summer. Except by the best

cultivators, thinning of the fi-iiit is far too much neglected.
'• Hanging like ropes of Onions" is a vei-y common boast, but

I never hear it without a feeling of pity for tlie person making
it and those he caters for. We cannot eat our cake and have

it too; and over-work in the case of man, beast, or tree will tell

its own tale ; besides, over-work in nine cases out of ten means
work badly done. The fruit from an over-loaded tree is always
imperfectly finished ; but no one can say with certainty how
much weight a tree shoidd carry without seeing it, as what
wculd be a heavy load for one would only be a light one for

another; aud it will be obvious, too, that when extra help is given

in summer, at the time when the load hangs heaviest, the ex-

haustion following a severe effort may be mitigated or removed.

There are two principal ways in which help can at critical

moments be given to trees bearing heavy crops. The first is

by mulching with good manure over the roots, and, if possible, as

far as they extend, and the second is by watering with sewerage
or liquid manure ; even plain pond-water will be useful if

the stronger liquid cannot be liad. Mulching and watering in

the case of Pears on the Quince grown in shallow borders is

well-nigh indispensable.

Winter Management.
This consists in pruning, training, and in dressing the trees for

the destruction of scale or other insects, when such are present.

As regards pruning, where the directions for summer management
have been properly carried out the pruning in winter will consist

mainly of cutting out old or dead spurs, where such are to be
found, and in shortening and smoothing the snags left from the

summer pruning. In training trees on wall or trellis all ties that

are likelj' to become tijiht during the next summer, even if they
are still strong, should be removed, and new ones, loosely placed,

substituted. Where nails and shreds are employed everj' branch
should be gone over systematically, and all unsound or tight

shreds removed, to be replaced with new. Young hands are very
apt to use more of both than is really necessary, and much time
and material is wasted in consequence. The tree shoidd be securely

fixed to its support, but all labour beyond that is worse than
wasted. It would be an advantage if all walls were either wired
or studded, and the trees tied to tlie wires or studs, as the case

may be. Whatever is used for training, other than nails

and shreds should be driven in almost close to the wall, to bring
the trees as much under its shelter as possible. Training with
nails and shreds not only takes up more time, but the materials cost

more, and, woist of all, t lie holes made in the wall are so unsightly,

and are such a liarbour for insects. I have already said something
of the advantages of e.xactitude in training. Negligence or sloven-
liness in the work is often the prelude to a laxity in other matters.
Every man or boy who aspires to be a good fruit grower should
either possess a true eye, or should assiduously endeavour to culti-
vate the faculty of detecting when a tree is truly balanced and the
branches laid in rightly, as anything tliat deviates from the truth
is displeasing to the trained eye and mind, and not only is this so,

but a well-trained equally balanced tree, if not too tightly braced
up, is likely to be more fruitful and to have a longer existence than
if neglected aud the work imperfectly done. In tlie thinning and
pruning of orchard trees all that has been written about the Apple
is applicable to Pears.

Insects, Diseases, &c.
On suitable soils the Pear lives to a good old age without being

much subject to disease or insect attacks, but in some seasons
on light soils the Pear slug—the slimy larvce of a species of
sawfly— is very destructive. The perfect insects are generally
flying about in May, or early in June, and the eggs are de-
posited mostly on the upper side of the leaves, where they feed
on the green matter of which the leaves are chiefly composed.
The slug-like larv;e are generally most de.structive in July or
August, and if some means are not immediately taken to de-
stroy them, they will rapidly strip the trees of'tlieir leaves, to
the ruin of the crop of fruit and the general weakening and
disorganising of the tree's health for the future. In my experience
in dealing with this insect, I have always found quick-lime
dusted on through a dredger quite efficient in destroying them

;

clear lime-water, too, is nearly equally effective, and leaves less

deposit on the foliage. Other remedies have been recommended,
such as Hellebore powder, and whatever is used .should be used
promptly. There is a species of brown scale that is sometimes
found on the branches of Pear trees, drawing its food
through the bark, and though its action may not produce any
immediate effect, yet it surely, though slowly, weakens the
trees, and measures of attack should be taken before it becomes
numerous. Painting or washing the branches with Gishurst
Componnd in winter, 8 oz. to the gallon of water, will destroy
it and cleanse the bark from Moss and other parasites at the
same time. The compound may be thickened into a paint with
clay, lime, and soot in equal portion.s, with a handful or two of
sulphur added, and applied with a painter's brush, rubbing it well
into the crevices and cracks of the bark. Caterpillars sometimes
coil themselves up in the young leaves in early summer, and must
be sedulously sought for and destroyed by hand-picking. In
ungenial seasons and on cold soils and aspects some delicate kinds
of Pears crack, and are further injured and disfigured by mildew.
Glou Morceau, an excellent winter Pear, is sometime's injured
from this cause. Where it can be done, the best remedy is to
move such trees to a better aspect, or at least lift the roots nearer
the surface, adding fresh loam, and mulching the surface with
manure to encourage the roots 'to continue there. Canker some-
times attacks Pears in the same way as Apples are affected,
and it generally arises from the same cause, viz., deep rootino- in
bad soil causing watery, unhealthy, badly-ripened growth.

Renovating Old Trees on Walls.
Walls are too expensive in construction to be indifferently

covered, and I think it is perfectly certain that in the long run
there is no fruit that will pay better for wall space than Pears.
But then the whole face of the wall must be covered with fertile

wood, not wide spreading trees with the middle unfruitful. The
best way to deal with trees in this condition is, if 1 hey are trained
horizontally, to cut the branches back to the trunk and start afresh
with new wood. This should be done tentatively, not all in one
year, commencing with the bottom, to give the branches there a
start, and then work upwards. Cut about a third the first year,
and so on, completing the renewal in three years, and this "may,
in most cases, be done without a total loss of crop. Another way
of performing the same operation of renewal in less time is to
leave on the bottom pair of branches and cut off all the others close
to the trunk, trimming off all spurs from the pair of branches left.

When the spring comes lound and the pent-up force of the tree

rushes out, which, having fewer outlets, it will do with amazing
strength, the necessary number of shoots can be selected and
trained up vertically 1 ft. apart. If another pair of branches are
left about half-way up the tree, some time may be gained, as ver-
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tical shoots can be taken from tbem also, and the wall may be
clothed, or nearlj' so, in one year. At the end of the summer it

will be a good plan to open a trench 6 ft. or so from the trunk of
the tree, and try to hnd some of the roots, bringing; them nearer
the surface, adding at the same time some fresh soil and manure
to encourage them to make new fibrous roots and get the tree

quickly into a free bearing condition. I'ears on e.'^paliers may be
served in the same way if unfruitful from the same cause. Any
variety tliat has proved unsuitable to the district should be re-

grafted with a variety that has proved reliable.

Gathering', Storing-, and Maturing the Fruit.
Some of tlie early Pears may be left on the tree to ripen, but

others, like AA'illiams' Bon Chretien, should be gathered a few days
before they are ripe ; indeed, I generally like to gather all except
the commoner kinds a little time before ripe, as, if left too long,
and they fall from the tree, they are bruised and sometimes
u-jusable. The general custom is to gather the Pears on anv
given tre> all at once, but tiiere is a period when the work of the
tree in regard to each fruit is completed, and it is at such time
that the fruit should be gathered, just before its fall to the earth
by the force of its own gravity, jhit that period does not arrive

to all the fruits at the same time, therefore it cannot be right to

gather all at one time. To liave Pears in perfect condition and to

make tlie most of the crop, the trees should be gone over two or
three times, taking tlie ripe ones only each time. To ascertain

when a I'ear is fit to gather, grasp the fruit witli the fingers and
thumb and raise it upwards, and if tlie leverage thus brought to

bear does not cause the fruit to part from the stalk readily, the
fruit is not ripe. I hope 1 have made it plain tliat when all

the I'ears are gathered from any given tree at the same time
some must be unripe, and this, especialh' in the case of late kinds,
is one of the chief cau<ies of their shrivelling. Tlie fruits must, of

course, be gathered carefully, and all blemished and inferior

specimens be placed by themselves for cooking or stewing, or for

present use, the best only, except in a time of scarcity, to be
stored away with great care in a well-arranged fruit room. jSIany

of the fruit rooms, even in good gardens, are not well adapted for

keeping fruit. A fruit room .should be dry, and possess a steady,
r.>gular temperature, and should be frost-proof. To secure this of

course more pains must be taken in their construction than is

customary. The fittings are of far less importance tlian that a
steady, regular temperature, free from frost and damp, be secured.

Of course any builder can construct a frost-proof building if he is

i istnicted to do so, and it is better to incur a little extra expense
and it need be but little, in doing so than to build a mere shell of

a place and put a fire-place or hot-water pipes iu to dry up and
shrivel the fruit. Put there are in most country houses dry,

frost-proof cdlars, often unoccupied, tliat might, at a trifling

expense, be fitted up for the choicer kinds of late Pears, where
they would keep in prime condition till their proper season
arrived. And a place of cool, even temperature would be
exceedingly useful in summer, when Peaches and other soft

fruits came on faster than they could be consumed. In bringing
Pears to the best possible point of maturity some help is sometimes
required. I have known Pears, especially late kinds, which, if

left in the fruit room, never would become melting and good
flavoured, but mo\e them to a forcing house, or place them in a
warm cupboard for a week or ten days, and the effect is magical

:

what was before hard lumps of crude. Turnip-like matter become
delicious and melting under the influence of tlie extra warmth.
Late Pears keep very well wrapped in paper and packed away in

boxes, barrels, or iu earthenware jars; this economises space, and
the fruit keeps well, only of course none but sound, good specimens
should be treated in this wa}-.

Protecting the Blossom.
Pears gener.illy open their blossoms before the Apple, and are

consequently, to some extent, more liable to injurj- from spring
frosts; but it is the cold piercing wind that does so much injury
to fruit tree blossoms during a cold spring, especially when the

flowers are damp, and it is to shelter from the biting winds and
damaging effects of snow, sleet, and cold rains that most of our
efforts should be directed. I have often noticed in old-fashioned
gardens, where old buildings with projecting overhanging eaves
abound, that the fruit trees against such buildings are seldom
without a crop, and no doubt a building of any kind is warmer
than a marj wall. I wag walking over a garden last summer and

noticed a singular instance of the effect of the shelter afforded by
a slight recess in the wall. A Pear tree was trained on the gable
end of the stable ; there had formerly been a window near the
centre towards the top to give light to a loft. And in bricking
it up only 42-in. work was employed, and as it was built flush

inside, a recess some o in. deep, the size of the window, existed
outside. The Pear tree covered the whole gable end, and in this

recess the fruit hung thickly, whilst on the other part of the tree

the fruits were very thin. The difference was remarkable.
I examined it closely to see if it could be accounted for in any
other way, but I was obliged to come to the conclusion that the
shelter afforded by the recess was the cause of the difference in

crop. If we could keep off cold storms of snow, sleet, jnl rain,

and break the force of the cutting wind, we might at least count
upon having a moderate crop of fruit in even difficult seasons. In
walking across a bleak open heath or common the moment we leave
the open country and enter amid the lanes and hedges of the cul-

tivated districts we feel the effect of the hedges in toning down
and softening the wind, although the hedges may be bare and
leafless. A patch of Furze or a Thorn hedge holds tlie wind in

its tight embrace and seems to rob it of its icy coldness ; and the
knowledge of this fact has led many to make a free use cf branches
to protect fruit tree blossoms. I'p to the present time this

has been mainly confined to evergreen branches such as Yew and
.Spruce Pir, but I think so far as Pears are concerned small
branches densely loaded with small twiggy growths even without
foliage wcuild be found very useful iu preserving and sheltering
the blossoms : small pieces of Birch, Elm, Lime, and Hazel or
any other tree that produced a goodly number of small
twigs, the thick end tucked under the Pear branches, leaving the
twiggy points drooping downwards, would often arrest the cold
particles of snow or sleet and convey it to the earth. They would
also help to break up and distribute the force of the wind ; they
would cost next to nothing, and we ma}- rest satisfied that if they
did no good they will do no harm. ^V'e all Icnow the value of

even a single thickness of old fishing net as a protection to fruit

trees or any other plant iu spring, and branches rightly distributed
are as valuable as nets. Looking back and taking note of the
many instances where a crop of fruit has been saved by a good
coping I can have no hesitation in recommending temporary copings
to be used in spring, either made of glass, wood, canvas, or reeds.

My idea of a good coping would be something that could be
worked on hinges, and folded back on the wall in fine weather to

g-ive air to the tops of the trees. The objection to all wide
copings is they give shelter when the trees wouhl be better
exposed. I have never seen any arrangement of this kind at work,
but I don't see any difficulty about it ; it should be made as
light as is compatible withstrength. E. IIoniiAv.

I'ermit me to correct two misprints which occurred in my
remarks on "Fruit Culture for Profit." I'or " to answer the ques-
tion /"rwa//;/ " read satisfactortli/ ; and for "pendulous ir,rrfM-,s

"

(p. 3i'0) read jiendulous Iranches. J. .S. W.

EARLY FORCED STRAWBERRIES.
Few fruits are more prized than early Strawberries, a fact confirmed
by tlie jM-ices obtained for them in C'ovent Garden during February
and March. There a combination of circumstances has kept down
the prices of ordinary goods to a low level, but early Strawberries
are an exception; indeed, they realise what may be termed a fabulous
price per ounce. Nevertheless, high prices do not tempt many market
growers to embark in tlie forcing of Strawbcnies for market much
before April, when the larger yield, at 6s. or 7s. per Iti., pays better
than say 2s. 6d. per oz. earlier. But in private gardens, where various
degrees of temperature to suit Strawberry forcing are kejit up ft r

otlier forced fruits, flowei-s, and vegetables, a few dishes of very
early Strawberries may be procured ^vithout any special outlay. The
main th ng they require is unremitting attention to the small details

of routine cultnre, all of them as old as StrawbeiTV forcing itself.

And there is no insurmountable obstacle to overcome in procuring
limited quant ties, although for main crops we find the end of JIarch
soon enough to calculate on a regular daily supply, or wlien the plants
ma^- be said to produce a full crop according to the size of pot and
space wliich they occupy.
We gathered our first dish of Yicomtesse Hericart de Thury on

February 23, or about a week later than last year, but for several
weeks we hardlj- had a gleam of sunshine, but, on the contrary, a
cold fogg}' atmosjjhere, about the worst that could be experienced
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for early forcing. Since that date we have had a few brighter days,

and thesuccessional crops are making- much more rapid progress.

Strawberries dislike dry lire-heat, and one bright day, when one can

shut them up with a brisk sun-heat, helps them fonvard more than

tln-ee days oi: semi-darkness such as we have had so continuously

during the last two months. I have tried most of the early kinds of

Strawberry in cultivation, but at present have not found any to beat the

AMcomtesse Hericart de Thury. It llowers freely, and sets well under

adverse conditions ; in fact, its'greatest drawback is producingtoo many
flower spikes, which keep continuously pushing up, thereby

weakening the plant, and for this reason 1 am inclined to grow

La Grosse Sucree, which sets equally well, and only sends up one or

two good bold trusses of flower that arc quite sufficient for a crop,

as live or six good fruits are better than a quantity of small

Olios.

AVe find the only way to get really good results from such early

forced plants is by starting very e;irly the preceding season; we
employ the \ery earliest runners in G-in. pots, that were quite full

of roots by the first of August, when, to keep them from sriifering

through drought, we plunge them in ashes, and cover them with

glass sashes to keep off heavy autumn rains ; such plants we intro-

duced into gentle heat in the end of November, keeping them quite

close to the glass and fertilising the blooms with a camel's-hair

brush wlien dry at mid-day, a gentle circulation of air being kept

up. Each pot is set on a square of turf that can be moved about
with the pot; they are set on top shelves of vineries, ^:c., and are

moved to light, span-roofed pits to ripen. J. Gkoom.
Linto)h

SEASONABLE WORK.
Strawberries.—To keep the most troublefome inspcfc wc have to con-

teud with in tLis depaitmeiit in cbeck, copious s5rJD2;iDg at least twice a
flay will be abfolutely necessary at all times when the plants are not in

flower or ripening of ffruifc. When early fruiteri rt^ach this stage, remove
thera to a warm, dry, airy house for a few days, and give very little water
to the roots. If possible all tbe advancing crops should be brought on
and set in well ventilated pits, which can be thoroughly cleansed when
the season is over, and where a temperature ranging from 50'^ at night to

Go'"" by day can be maintained. Keep tbem near tbe glaps, give sufficient

air to prevent tbe leaves from becoming drawn, and fertilise when in

flower. Keep a. sharp look out for fungus, which, within tbe last few
jears has been so destructive to President, one of our best forcing
varieties. The brst remedy cr preventive is springing with clear sulphur
water before and after tbe fruit is set. Place late kinda in cold frames
for carrying on tbe sujoply until the fruit is ripe out of doors. Harden
off early forced plants of Hericart and other early kinds preparatory to
planting out for an autumn supply of fruit.

Peaches.—It will be necessary to keep the temperature in the early
bouse as steady as possible until tbe fruit has passed tbe critical process of

stoning. A night temperature of 56^ to 60^, with a lise of 10^ to 15° by
day, will be quite safe for the present ; but should the weather continue as
bright as it has been for the past wpek a few degrees higher from solar

influence alone after closing will help to make np for time lost through the
early stages. S\ringe with eoft water twice a day, give a little air

farly, and gradually increase it until the maximum is reached. Open tbe
front ventilators when the weather favours a circulation without produc-
ing a cutting draught, and close them when the beat begins to decline.

Follow up disbudding and pinching, heel in young growths intended to
remain wjth a tie near the base, and guard against laying in more wood
ihan is likely to be wanted next season. Inside borders will now take
heavy waterings, the quality of tbe liquid being regulated by the strength
of the trees and the crop they are intended to carry.

Succession Houses.—Favoured with good weather, trees in these
houses have set heavy crop?, and thinning with a liberal hand will have to
he carried on simultaneously with disbudding. Watch closely for green-
fly, fumigate with Tobacco paper, and syringe before the sun strikes the
house the following morning. Directions as to watering and syringing
given above will apply here, but the mean temperature must range a few
degrees lower. Late houses are now coming into bloom, and look promis-
ing. Give abundance of air, and avoid giving fire heat unless the weather
becomes dark and damp or there is danger from morning frosts, when it

will be necessary to keep up a circulation of air at a temperature ranging
from 50^ at night to GO'^ by day.

Figs.— In close compact bouses, which are considered best adapted to
rarly forcing, it is necessary to guard again&t keeping tbe trees too closely

confined in a high temperature, and so producing a soft elongated growth,
which DO after-management can correit. To avoid this let early trees in

pots or otherwise have a night temperature of 60' to G5^, with a little air

at 70^ to 75^ by day. Han up to 80^ en bright sunny e^ays, with a freo
circulation, and close eaily with an abundance of moisture. Attend to
the top-dressing or mulching, increase it as the roots appear on the sur-
face, and water copiously early in the day. As many of tbe most forward
Figs will soon commence the last swelling, see that all thinning and stop-
ping of weak growths and tying down is kept well in hand, in order to
admit light and solar heat to the fruit, without which the quality will not
be gooti. Ply the syringe freely in Euccession houses, mulcli well, and

give inside borders plenty of tipid licinid. If thickly set, a few of the

worst placed fruit may be removed btfore they have tinie to endanger the

whole of the crop by overtaxing the trees. W. CoLK-MAN.

Etiititor Casile, Ledbury,

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

EOYAL IIORTICULTUrtAL SOCIETY.
March 22.

Seldoji has there been a better spring: show at 8outh Kensington
than that which took place on Tuesday last; exhibits were numerous,
and throughout the entire show there were excellent examples oE

skilfully grown plants. Kew and rare plants, on tlie contrary, were
not so numerous as usual, though a few fine plants were shown for

the first time.

First-class Certificates were awarded as follows :

—

To Sir Trevor Lawrence, liart., Burford Lodge, Dorking, for—
Dendrobium lituiflorum candidura.—A chastely beauti-

ful variety, pL-rliaps tlie finest of all tlie wliite-llowered Dendrobes-

It ditlers in no way from the original except in the absence of colour,

the petals being pure wliite and the conca\'e slielMike lip of a pale

primrose shade of yellow. The plant shown, which was in a basket,

was well grown and remarkably well llowered for its size.

To Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, for

—

Amaryllis Mr. Henry Little.—One of the finest varieties

yet raised, the colour a ricli rose-purple being quite distinct from
that of the majority of existing kinds. The flowers, which measure
over 7 in, across, have unusually broad petals of firm texture and so

arranged as to form a flower of great excellence.

To J\Ir. ^Vells, gardener to Mr. K. Eavinhill, Fern Hill, Windsor,

for—
Fuchsia hybrida rubra.—A variety the result of crossing

¥. Bominiana and ¥. scrratifolia. The seedling in question is very

fine, remarkable for its freedom of flowering and the brilliant colour

of the blossoms, which are some 'A in. in length, having a long crim-

son tube and a vermilion-scarlet corolla. The ]5lant sliown was
about 3 ft. in height, of bushy habit, and thickly furnished with

flowers. It is said to have been in flower since October last.

To Jlr. H. liittle, Hillingdon I'lace, Uxbridge, for

—

Cyclamen persicum Ruby Gem.—A variety with intensely

deep crimson flowers—in fact, the deepest tinted form that has yet

been exhibited. It is a free flowerer and the blossoms are of good
size and form.

The principal exhibits in the conservatory consisted of the mag
nificent groups of Hyacinths, Amaryllises, and Camellias shown by
Jlessrs, S'citch, to whom a gold medal was awarded for each of the

collections just named. The Hyacinths numbered ujiwards of 200

plants, and rej^resented all the leading varieties, including several

new kinds ; noteworthy among the latter were Primrose Perfection, a
kind with a large compact spike of single flowers of a delicate prim-

rose colour ; Czar Alexander, deep purple, large in the sjiike, and an
extremely fine variety : Sir Frederick lioberts, single deep rose, largo

and dense in the sjake ; Beatrice, a single delicate blush ; Sir

Harry Barclay, single pale porcelain; Queen of the Blues, semi-

double, pale blue, and Aery large in the spike. All were sujjerb

examples of high-class culture, not a faulty plant being in the group

;

the only detractive point was the want of intermixture with other

plants to relieve their monotony. The Araarjlliseswere perfection, and
seldom if e^er has such a large collection been shown at one time :

tlie group embraced many new kinds diiferent from those we had
occasion to mention in the report of the last meeting. Among the

newer sorts the most noteworthy were Ophelia, scarlet with white

stripes ; Novelty, large in the flowers and fine in form, colour

greenish-white with broad bands of deep crimson, and spotted with

the same colour : Princess Beatrice, a very free-flowering variety,

two spikes bearing no fewer than a dozen flowers, which though not

of large size are of very brilliant scarlet colour.

Jlr." B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, was
awarded a gold medal for an extensive collection of Orchids in

flower, effectively arranged with I'alms, Ferns, Draca?nas, and other

fine foliaged and flowering plants. The Orchids, numbering about 100,

included about a dozen species of Odontoglossum and a similar num-
ber of Dendrobiurns and Cypripediums and various other genera.

The most remarkable were the beautiful Dendrobium Dalhousianum,

of which there was a well flowered plant : the singular Bulbophyllum
siamense, Epidendrum panlculatum, Jlasdevallia Lindeni superba, a
splendid variety ; Ladia harpophylla and three new hybrid Cypripe-

diums, viz., Turneri, politum, and chloroneurum, all of which appear

to have been derived from C. venustum, crossed with C. barbatum,

Veitcbi, and Dayanum, The fine new Imantophyllum ciiientum, as
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well as Martha Eeimers, certificatecT at the last meeting, were much
admired for tlie beauty of their large umbels of flowers.

Roses were shown from Messrs. Paul & Son's nurseries, at Clies-

hunt, and were higlily attractive. Tliey were fine examples of

skilfully forced plants, the blooms being scarcelj- less inferior in

size, form, and colour than those gathered at midsummer. The
collection, numbering some scores of plants, included such fine sorts

as La France, Souvenir d'un Ami in fine condition, together with
the newer varieties, for example, tlie brilliant crimson-scarlet Duke
of Tcck, Madame Alphonse La\-allec, tlie latter in the way of Marie
Baumann, but even finer than that well known Bose. A gold medal
was deservedly awarded for tlii.s collection.

From Messrs. Cutlju^li & Son, Higligate Nurseries, came an ex-

tausive group of plants, including a large collection of well-grown
and finely-flowered Hyacinths and Tulips and Azalea mollis, the
latter benrg particularly noteworthy on account of the delicate soft

colours of the flowers, which arc unsui^xissed by tho.se of any other
spring-flowering shrub. A fine collection of cut blooms of Camellias,

representing a large numljcr of varieties, added much to tlie attrac-

tiveness of Messrs. Cutbusli's display, to which a gold medal was
appropriately awarded.
The General Horticultural C'omiiany contributed an extensive

grouj] of plants. It consisted chiefly of Crotons, Ferns, Dracinnas,
I'alms, and other finc-foliaged plants, interspersed here and there
with flowering plants and Orchids. Tlie way in wliicli these were
arranged, with dwarfer plants, such as Lycopods, Forget-me-nots,
&c., was highly effective. A gold medal was awarded to this ex-

hibit.

Cyclamens probably were never better shown than on this occa-
sion. Tlie large group from 3Ir. H. B. Smith, of Ealing Dean
NurseiT, and the smaller one from Messrs. Barr & Sugden were
unusually fine, and showed the Persian Cyclamen in its highest perfec-

tion. Jlr. Smith's collection included, besides his ordinary strain, which
is very fine, a few named sorts. Queen Victoria is one of the best

pure Avliite varieties yet raised, the flowers being large and of great
purity, liosy jMorn, Picturatum, and Duke of C'onnaught all pre-

viously certificated ; while Eose d'Amour, a rich rosy purple, Prince
of Wales, and Picturatum compactum, a dwarfer growing form than
the original, were among the newer varieties. Mr. Smitli was
awarded a gold medal, and Messrs. Barr & Sugden a silver Banksian.
i^Ir. J. 'Wiggins, gardener to iUr. Little, Plillingdon Place, Uxbridge,
likewise showed a group of Cyclamens remarkable for tiie intense
deep crimson colour of the flowers, darker than any we have ever
seen, and forming a beautiful contrast with the large group near
Mr. Smith's j^ure white kind. A silver flora medal was awarded.

A gold Banksian medal was awarded to Captain Patton, Regent's
Park, for a Aery fine collection of Hyacinths and Tulips, numbering
about 100 of cacli. The spikes were largo and dense, and (he varieties

so selected as regards colour as to make a most attractive group.
The remarkable examples of Dielytra spectabilis and Holcia japonica
shown l\v this cxliiliitor were liliewise much admired, and sliowed
well what might bo done Avitli tliesc plants in a skilful cultivator's

hinds.

A fine group of named varieties of Cineraria was exhibited

by Messrs. C'annell & Sons, The Nurseries, Swanlcy. Most of tlie

sorts were very beautiful and varied in their colour, while the fiowers

were large and as near perfection as regards form as could possibly
be. These named sorts are all propagated by cuttings, and tliey are

therefore perpetuated similarly to other popular flowers of perennial
duration. A few of the kinds which were particularly

fine were Loveliness, Geant des Batailles, Lustrous, Velvety,

Othello, Royal Blue, Intensity, Little Gem, and Jean Sisley.

A silver Banksian medal was awarded. A similar award
was made to Messrs. W. Paul ,.V Son, "Waltham Cross, who again
exhibited a magnificent collection of cut blooms of Camellias, ricli

in A'ariety and varied in colour, showing well how finely tlie

Camellia can be grown under skilful treatment. The same firm

also showed several varieties of Primrose Scott "Wilson, which
varied considerablj' in colour.

For a very fine group of Hyacinths and Tulips, numbering
some 200 plants, a gold Banksian medal was awarded to Mr.

Moorman, gardener to the Misses Christy, Coombe Banlc,

Kingston. Tliese were well gTown and flowered, and were tlio-

roug'hly re]"irescntati\"e as regards varieties. An attractive gTQup
came from Messrs. Osborn & Son, Fulham, consisting of Hyaciutlis

.and otlier bulbous plants, together with some fine plants of Rhodo-
dendron pnccox, one of the earliest as Avell as the prettiest of tlie

hardy species ; and a choice selection of liardy flowers, including the

cliarming Cliionodoxa Lucilia;, Puschkinia libanotica, and Sisyrin-

chium gi-andifloriim album. iMr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford, was
awarded a silver Banksian medal for half-a-dozen admirably gi'own

.specimens of Deutzia gracilis, a yard high, and nearly as muclr
across, A similar awiird was made to Mr, E, Dean, Ealing, for a

large basket of plants of Primroses. Among them were the pretty

P. rosea and several varieties of P. acaulis.

Mr. Aldous, Soutli Kensington, showed a pretty group of plants

suitable more for embellishing rooms, &c., and JMessrs. Smith &
Larke had some p)rettily designed bouquets. Among other exhibits

were groups of forced Lilac Charles X. and the new Staphylea col-

chica, tlie beautiful white blossoms of which were much admired.
These were exhibited by Messrs. Lee & Son, Royal Vineyard Nur-
sery, Hammersmith.

Mr. Bentlcy, Scarborough, exliibited his new patent spray ap-

paratus, alluded to in another column.

Special Prizes.—There were five competitors for the prizes

offered by a Fellow of tlie society for nine pots of Hyacinths and the

same number of Tulips. The first prize, a silver cup, was won by
iMr. Douglas, gardener to JUr. Whitbourne, Loxford Hall, Ilford, with
a finely grown and well-flowered collection. The Hyacinths consisted

of King of the I'dues, single blue; Grand Lilas, .single blue ; Gigantea,
single white ; Koh-i-noor, double red ; Vuurbaak, single red ; Mont
Blanc, single white

; JIarie, single blue ; and Macaulay, single red.

The Tulips were Fabiola, Vermilion Brilliant, Kaiser Kroon, white
Pottebakker, Proserpine, Van der Necr, and Joost van Vondel. Mr.
Moorman, Coombe Banlc, Kingston, who Avas second, also had a fine

collection scarcely inferior as regards growth to that of Jlr. Douglar,
but less rich in varietv. The three other exhibitors, Mr. C'. Parker,

Old Ford, E., Mr. R. "Roberts, Mile End Road, E., and Mr. C. J.

Daner, also of Mile End Road, won the remaining prizes in tl e

order named. All sliowcd very remarkably fine collections, ccn-

sidering tliey were grown in the east of London, a fact worthy of

remark

Scientific Committee.—The plants exhibited were Cypri-

pedium Saundersoniauum, a hybrid between C.caudatum roseum and
C. Schlimi (the latter the seed-bearing parent) by Mr. W. Marshal',

Rutland Place, Belvedere; Pitcairnea corallina, by Mr. C. Greer,
gardener to Sir George JIacleay, Bart., 1,'endell Court, Bletchingley

;

and JIasdevallia Roczli, by j\Ir. C. "Winn, Birmingham. The two last-

named plants were awarded botanical certificates. A spray of Den-
drobium, bearing eighteen blossoms, which was accidentally broken
off three months ago, was exhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.

Dr. Masters exhibited shoots of Conifers, with a gumming, or

rather resining disease, the vesicles of which burst, leading the
surface with numerous pits, eventually killing the trees. The Yew
tree, eight or nine hundred years old, in Buckland churchyard, near
Dover, which was transplanted a hundred yards from its original

position, was stated 1o be now in full vigour. Mr. G. F. AVilson

remarked that two A'aluable horses had lately been poisoned by eat-

ing Yew boughs. Dr. blasters also exhibited specimens of Amcl-
anchier vulgaris, and alluded to its geographical distribution on the
Swiss mountains. North America, Himalayas, and Japan.

Lecture.—In the course of the afternoon Mr. Shirley Hibbeid
gave an interesting lecture on the history of the Tulip, but want cf

space forbids us to allude to it more fully.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

"Violets —I pciul yttu some liluuni.s uf a new A'iulet the petals ol which are
heautifuUy niaiked wjtii pink, and tlie plants very free tiowtring. They have
lieeu tlie whole winter one mass of flowers and finely scented. I have theni
jivowiny: side by side with the Neapolitan, and all who have seen them much pre-

fer the new kind. I have gathered flowers from the plants as large as good-sired
Pansies.— .7. S. ^The jfnirers sent are very handsome and su-cet. Theu arc in Ihe
it'ay 0/ the kind called Marie Louise, hut deeper in eolour.—Yj>.'\

Greenhouse Blicds.— -\llow me to say that I can strongly recomniend
l''rench blinds for shading. They are by far the neatest and most durable ; they
are not too dark for plants, and can be easily drawn np and down. I have tlicni

removed in autumn and put up in spring. They were supplied in 1870, and aie
now as good as when nev.^— C. Morwoop, C'anwell Hall tiardeiis, Tamwortli,
Staffordshire.

Roses on their own Boots.—"Will any of your readers wlio have had
some experience in the matter be good enough to give a list of the best dozen of

cacll of Hybrid Perpetual and Tea Roses which they have found to thrive best
and make the best flowering plants on their own roots? Some seem, in my e.v-

perience, to do much bettor on their own roots tlian others.—AMATEUi;.

Bleeding Vines.—In order to stop this I made np apaste as follows : bees-
wax and rosin in e(iual parts, and half the (inantlty of tallow ; these 1 put info

a small saucepan to melt, then I allowed the paste thus formed to get paitly
cold, so as to be about the thickness of treacle, then wiping the bleeding plates
dry, I applied the paste with a knife or flit piece of wood, and in a iliortlime it

became unite hard and stopped the bleeding.—ALFKED BlsHor, iilia Grt ve,

Saffron WaUhn.
Daphne.— ff. D.—lt is cockscombed or v/hatis called fasc:ate(l, a by no means

uncommon occurrence amongst plants, and even trees, as niiy he seen by an
illustration of a fasciated Ash which was given in The Garden (vol. xi., p. 3ti4).

Names of Plants.

—

X'ew York.—Violet ilarie Louise (an excellent sample).
K. Hayes.—1, .Tuniperus virginiana Schotti ; 2, Thuja occidentalis; 3, Abies

Hookeriana. Old. Subscriber.— Azalea. nndiHora a\\>a; the variety you send is

the whitest. T. B. W.—Pulmonaria mollis. M. C.—We cannotundertake
name varieties of Camellias ; send them to some specialist.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it ratlier : but
The Akt itself is Natvri:."—Shakespeare.

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

I have been favoured witli several reports as to the effects

of the weather in different localities upon the Eose, and I

otter my host thanks to the reporters. It seems that so

far the slaughter has not been nearly so groat as we feared

it would be in the midlands and the north, but more
serious than was anticipated in the southern counties.

Accounts vary ; some say that Eoses have suffered most
on the Manetti, some on the Brier ; even near neighbours are

not agreed, so much difference is there in situation, soil, and
culture. One of our principal Eose merchants here in the

midlands writes, "We are not much hurt. The older plants

are cut the most. Duke of Connaught, Fisher Holmes,

Horace Vernet, Jean Lambert are cut to the ground in the

permanent beds. Last year's buds, as far as we can tell, have

stood well as regards seedling Briers and Manetti. Li budded
standards we have lost some, but not so many as we feared."

The Eose which is by many rosarians esteemed the most
beautiful of all, Marie Baumann, seems to have suffered the

most, though one of my correspondents, Mr. Walters, of Burton,

tells me that he has plants on the Brier which are looking

tolerably well, while tliose on theManetti are"done brown,"and
though in the international selection of Eoses to which I

have previously referred this Eose is number twelve in

thirty Eoses which are recommended for their " hardiness

and insensibility to frost."
*

In The Garden of Feb. 26, p. 22.5, Mr. Walters makes an
interesting statement that, generally speaking, the English-

raised Eoses have proved themselves more hardy than those

sent out by the French raisers ; that this fact should stimulate

us to further progress in this respect, and that our English

raisers of the Eose are to be congratulated on the improved
constitution they have given us. We should naturally expect,

and in all probability shall ultimately see, these results, but

as yet they are hardly established. He will find the Duke of

Connaugliton the list of the slain in the preceding paragraph;

other correspondents deplore the dangerous illness of the

Sultan of Zanzibar ; the beautiful May Quennell has a con-

sumptive look ; Eeynolds Hole does not present that robust

appearance of health and contentment which his namesake
wears at the shows; and Mr. Walters himself gives evidence

in his letter that "Duke of Edinburgh has been badly used."

There is no longer any doubt as to the endurance of .John

Hopper, and I have found the Duke aforesaid a thoroughly

good sailor, strong to brave the battle and the breeze ; but of

the rest wo must say " not proven." We have not yet raised

in England half-a-dozen Hoses on which we can rely so

confidently for reappearance, after one of our most cruel

winters, as upon Edouard Morren, Gloire de Dijon, Jules

Margottin, La France, Paul Xcron, and Senateur Yaisse.

My own conviction concerning the harm done to Eose
trees is this, that they look better than they feel, but there is

much latent disease ; that many " buds " might say to their

owners, as the gladiators of old to the emperor, morlturi te

salufant ; and that it will be wisdom in almost all cases when
pruning to romonibei' to obey the advice of the augur, " cut

boldly."

Mr. Walters reminds me that although I have selected the

best dark Eose in Louis Van Houtte, I have not answered the

question of a Devonshire lady, " Which is the darkest 1" and
he suggests Abel Carriere, La Eosierc, Prince Camille de Rohan,
and Souvenir de Victor Yerdier. There are other candidates,

or rather competitors, since we know that the candklaii

M-ere clad in white—Baron Bonsletten, Deuil do Prince Albert,

Enipereur de Maroc, Eugene Furst, Erangois Gaulain, Pierre

dotting. Velours Pourpre, &o. ; but they vary according to

soil and sunshine, and, as is generally the case with these
" dark horses," it is difficult to know which is going to win.

Before I bid farewell for a time to the Eoses I must recur

to the subject of Eoses on their own roots. I have received

many communications for and against, not only from England,
but from Ireland also. A large majority express their con-

viction that for endurance, appearance, and economy this

form is the best. On the contrary, Mr. Appleby, of the

Balby Nursery, nearDoncaster, sends me admirable specimens

of Eose trees which, budded low on the Manetti, have made
abundant roots of their own in their first season of growth

;

and he asks, " What difference is there between Eoses struck

from cuttings and Roses struck after being supported by a

foster parent for a few months 1 " My answer is, that if I

could ensure such results as those which he sends, I should

be perfectly satisfied, and should not trouble myself with

further experiments, but in my soil (and it is an excellent

soil for the Eose) there is no hope of such consummation.
The Jlanetti stock—I have proved it in thousands of cases to

my sorrow—decays and dies, and not one Eose in fifty makes
strong roots of its own upon it.

#

Eobust young stickers spring from Manetti stocks, and
these are, we know, a sore deception and disappointment

to many young Eosarians, who gaze upon them lovingly, and
cherish them tenderly as being the veritable Rose. But they

do not interfere with Mr. A.'s argument, because they may
be prevented to a great extent by removing all eyes from ths

base of the stem, and altogether, when the budded Eose is

rooted, by separating it bodily from the parent stock. In

soil like mine, these roots (if any) would not be sufficently

strong to justify an excision, but I will try a few of those

sent to me, though I cannot suppose a Rose can be established

on its own roots by any process so c^uickly as by striking it

from a cutting.
*

I do not see why my friend, Mr. Fish, should regret that

he is constrained to criticise the statement made by a corre-

spondent concerning the facility with which he has raised

Eose plants from cuttings. It is by discussion, commentary,

Cjuestion, and answer that we arrive at truth, and the main

hope of my Garden Thoughts is to elicit the experience of

others. The writer at p. 249 does not say that February is

the best time for putting in Rose cuttings, but only records

that certain slips inserted in that month made healthy plants

in October. We must be all agreed that the autumn is the

better season for those who wish to grow Eoses on their own
roots to commence proceedings. I have not said that the initia-

tory process is without difficulties, only that it is not so tedious

ancl insui)erable as some would have us believe, and I think

that with our modern skill and appliances we could establish

all Eoses upon their own roots, except those weakly varieties

which are alwa3's a source of anxiety, and must, sooner or

later, be supplanted by their superiors.

In reply to " J. E.," I should htvj left ih^ cuttings in tie

gi'ound. thii n'ng and trcn'planting to give more room ; but
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as lie has potted them, 1 should encourage with a little gentle

heat, and then, in the warmer weather grow them on out-of-

doors.
*

I am told "that I am cutting my old friend the Brier."

Y s, I am cutting him daily (with the pruning knife), but

I \m "cruel only to be kind." I still maintain that for

m ny, if not most, sorts the Brier, from seed or cuttings

is ^the best stock for the Eose ; seven-eighths of my trees

are so grown, and I hope to bud 2000 seedling Briers in July.

But we have only just begun to try the Rose without any

stock at all, and my belief is that our beginning justifies the

anticipation that this independent form of cultivation will

ultimately prove the most popular and successful of all. My
advice is that Rosarians should give the process a trial,

together with other forms of cultivation, and judge for

themselves. I am too old to be very positive concerning

anything of the earth, earthy, but I venture to prophesy, from

my own experience and the testimony of others, that in half-

a-dozen years a very large proportion of the Hose trees of

Eni'land v/ill be grown on their own roots.

Will some lirother spade kindly inform mo where, in Corn-

wall, there are gardens specially interesting which a gardener

will be allowed to see ? S. E. II.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Spring Flowers at Baden-Baden.—Out before the Snow-

drop came llio little Jluscari lingulatum, with its shining turquoise

blue flowers, a real gem, being so very early, and of such a strilcing

colour. Galanthus latifolius, too, is a very desirable .species
;
its

shinin"- green lca\-es brighten the white of the flowers which possess

cre.it substance. Three weeks after this Erythronium Nuttallianum

unl^olds its yellow flowers, which look quite gay. There is also

JInscari bzovitzianum, now very good ; this is perhaps the species

wliich produces the largest spikes of a fine bright blue colour. Next

to that comes an Iris from Bokhara, with deep golden-yellow

flowers which are produced in numbers in the leaf notches along the

main stem—quite a new disposition. Tliis is a new species, and will

shortly be named by the writer of the Turkestan flora. The colour

of the" lovely Chionodoxa Luciliaj pales and deadens before the vivid

Gentian blue of the large sweet-scented corollas of TeeophyliBa

cyanocrocns, which to my mind is the finest spring-flowering bulb in

cultivation; some of the flowers measure fully 2 in. across. Here this

plant has been out all last severe winter, though the Rev. H. Harpur

Crewe reports that it has been cut down even in a frame at Tring.

Anemone stell.ataalba, introduced by the Rev. Mr. EUacombe, is also

n fine plant, and horticulturally very distinct from stellata; the

flowers are very large, white with a tinge of rose. As to green-

house bulbs, Laehenalia Nelsoni is conspicuous ; it is a great improve-

ment on aurea ; some of the flowers have sixteen bells of a pure

bright golden-yoUow colour.—MAX Leichtlix.

The Rock Garden at t^outhwood, lUckley, though not be-

decked so profusely with flowers of alpine plants as it will be later

in tlie season, is', nevertheless, rendered bright and cheerful by

means of numerous tufts of Erica carnea now studded with blossoms.

Among- alpines in flower tufts of yellow Dr.abas are conspicuous,

especially the well-known I), aizoides, which is scarcely distinguish-

able from D. lasiocarpa and D. cuspidata, all three having bright

yellow flowers. We saw here for the first time a good tuft in

flower of Saxifraga saneta, now being distributed by Messrs. Frcebel,

of Zurich. Its flowers are yellow, and somewhat similar to those of

S. aizoides, but the growth more resembles that of the Aizoon

section. In a tuft on" the rockery it is very conspicuous, but the

flowers individually are not very showy. The pretty North

American Mayflower seems quite at home in a moist, peaty border,

and is producing i^lentifuUy its delicate bluish-pink, and deliciously-

scented blossoms. Various methods of treating this plant have been

practised in gardens, but an open, moist, peaty border seems to suit

it best, though its native soil is a sandy loam. Androsace carnea, a

somewhat ""miify " alpine to cultivate, was nicely in flower, and a

broad tuft of it charming, and so is Hepatica angulosa, a giant com-

pared with the common kinds, and prefered by many, as it has

longer flower-stalks for cutting. The delicate blue of thisHepatica is a

worthy rival of Anemone blauda, so much admired, but unhappily

as yet far too scarce. It is instructive to observe the varied effects

of the late severe winter on such of the plants as are rather tender
;

some have escaped scarcely harmed, while others are killed out-

liu'ht. On an elevated part of the rockery is a fine plant, Onosma

timrica ; though this seldom survives an ordinary winter even when
planted in a flat border, it promises shortly to throw up new
growth.

Japanese Maples Inarched.—The New riant and Bulb

Company, of Colchester, send us some curiousdrawings, showing these

JIaples with variously coloured and variegated leaves all growing

from the same stem, to which they were inarched. The effect in the

drawings is singular enough; whether they would get on long

together in such'curious companionship remains to be proved. In

any case the drawings show the ingenuity of the Japanese in garden-

ing matters. This strange skill of a nation uninfluenced by the

favourable conditions which nourished the art of horticulture in

Europe to its present degree of perfection—this refinement, in much
that belongs to the best part of gardening, is a never ending source

of interestto us, and one whicli lias never so far as we know been

fully studied.

Double White Bramble (Rubus rosicflorus coronarius).

—

This beautiful shrub is destined to become popular, for we obser\'c

that in several of the large nurseries a large stock of it is being

worked up. It is certainly a lovely Bramble, well worthy the

appellation of Bridal Rose, a name we have lately seen applied to it.

It is invaluable as a cut flower in winter, and it may be easily

forced into bloom as early as Nu\ember, or e\ en before that. AVe

saw it the other day in good condition at Messrs. Cannell & Sons'

nursery, Swanley, where considerable attention is now being paid

to it.

Malformed Amaryllis.—A drawing representing a singular

freak of growth in the case of an Amaryllis has been sent to us by
Mr. Otto Gronen, C.E., Rock Island Arsenal, Illinois, through Messrs.

A'^an Eeden & Co., of Haarlem. The malformation consists in the

flower-stem forking for about a third of its height. One branch is

terminated by three flowers, the other by two, and each cluster of

buds is subtended by a secondary sheath. We have made a drawing
on wood of tlie malformation in question, and will publish it shortly_

Q-reen Primroses.—I send you flowers of a green Primrose

found near here two years ago. I have the green Cowslip, green

Dahlia, and green Rose, but the flowers of these are all deformed

;

in fact, monsters. The Primrose, however, retains its normal form,

and differs from the type only in colour. I took from a hedgebank
last year a double Pilewort, the blooms of which resemble the one
already in cultivation (I grow them side by side), but the foliage is

mottled with black, which is not the case with the old form ; more-
over, mine has some of the leaves blotched with yellow.—J. M.,

Cliarmouth, Dorset. [Another correspondent has sent us examples
of what seems to be a curious sport of the common Primrose—a green
variety—found in a wood near Newton Abbott, Devon. This freak

of Nature, he says, is quite constant, having been in a friend's

garden for several years, and always retaining the green corolla.

The lanes and woods about Newton Abbott, he adds, abound with
Primroses, and they form a beautiful sight, but he has looked in

\ain for a second plant of the green kind.]

Anthurium Veitchi.—A fine specimen of this noble Aroid
may now be seen in one of Baron Von Schrceder's plant stoves at The
Dell, Englefield Green. It has ten iinely-de\eloped leaves, measuring
from '2h ft. to I) ft. long, and about 9 in. wide. The last made leaf

is, however, an extraordinarj- one, measuring, as it does, no less than
:! ft. 10 in. in length, by 11 in. wide, with a very strong petiole over

;> ft long. This plant, I was told, had attained its present dimen-
sions in a pan only about 14 in. wide. It is now shifted into one
about '2i in. wide, in which even better results may reasonably be
expected. Grand specimens of Anthurium Warocqueanum and
crystallinum m.ay likewise be seen in the same house.—A. I.

Spring Flowers in Devon.—After 2.5° of frost the spring

garden looks well. Many of the earlier plants are over, but many
remain; among the past are Seilla bifolia (blue and white), Chiono-

doxa Lucilias, many natural species of winter and spring Crocus,

but Puschkinia scilloides, libanotica, and libanotica compacfa
remain ; and the Hyacinths, about 1000, never looked more beauti-

ful. I send the following selection : Iris stylosa, I. reticulata,

I. pumila (purple), and I. pumila (blue) ; Erica codonodes ; Tulipa
sylvestris ; Primula (old blue), P. new double platv-petala, and P.

nivea ; Ornithogalum sp. (white) ; Periwinkle (double blue)

;

Narcissus incomijarabilis, N. incomparabilis albus, N. juneifolius,

Campernelle, N. moschatus, N. cernuus, N. amabilis, N. princeps, N.

Trumpet Major, Queen Ann's Daffodil, Double capax ; N.
Pseudo-Narcissus (wild Lent Lily), N. P.-N. double, N. P.-N. double,

with two heads on one stalk ; Triteleia conspicua and T. lilaoina
;
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Muscari moschatum, M. botryoides, M. b. album, M. b. pallidum, and
M. racemosum ; ruschkinia scilloides ; Scilla bifolia (late kind), S.

bifolia rubra, and fS. pr!i:cox ; Dondia Epipactis ; Gagea lutea

;

Sisj-rinchium grandiflorum ; Erythronium Dens-canis ; Hellebores,

including H. liocconi, H. purpurascens, H. olympicus var.

orientalis, and H. colcliicus ; Anemone Pulsatilla, A. ranuncu-
loides, A. apennina, A. a. alba, A. multifida, A. polypetala, A.

coronaria, and A. liortensis.—T. H. Arches-Hind, South Devon.

The Violet Slipperwort (Calceolaria violacea).—A beautiful

plant when well grown is this Slipperwort, and one eminently
adapted for growing in cool liouses, that is, tiiose from which frost

onl}- is excluded. In such a temperature this plant thrives to per-

fection, for it seems to detest a warm, dry atmosphere. AVe
observed a plant of it the other day in flower in Mr. Whitehead's
garden at Southwood, Bickley, where its graceful habit and violet

tinted helmet-shai:)ed blossoms had a very pleasing appearance.

Here it was grown in a cool house, but we imagine it is planted out
in the open border in summer.

The Himalayan Primroses.—Botanists tell us that there
is an endless variety of P. denticulata in its native habitats, so

various, indeed, as to defy all attempts at naming or classifying,

and in gardens its forms are becoming scarcely less numerous. The
other day we observed a great variety of shades of colour, as well as

of habit of growth, in a collection of this Primrose in Messrs.

Cannell & Sons' nursery at Swanlej'. There was what is called the

typiealdenticulata,graduallymergingintoonenamedcashmeriana,and
this, again, could scarcely be distinguished from purpurea, though
not so deep. By the way, the true purpurea is, we tliink, the most
beautiful of all, the colour being almost as deep as that of P. capi-

tata, and the pips and truss uncommonly large. 'We noticed a few
plants of this in flower in the Bwanley group. Pulcherrima is another
of the named forms hardly distinguishable from a well-grown plant
of the typical P. denticulata ; then there are two or three so-called

hybrids, the characters of which are hard to define. Be the nomen-
clature of these Primulas what it may, however, they are among the

choicest of our spring flowers ; and in localities in which
they thrive, and there are few in which they refuse to grow well,

they form when in bloom a fine floral sight.

Opening the London Squares and Open Spaces.—

A

Bill is before the House of Commons with some likelihood of pass-

ing, which will probably effect a great change in regard to these
which it proposes to open. Within a radius of four miles from St.

Paul's the squares affected would be five regulated by Act of Parlia-

ment, 188 other squares, and 78 disused burial-grounds. In this

metropolis there are lU-t persons for each acre of open space
available for recreation, and as many as 23 acres of house property
to each acre of park or open space. And yet tliere are nearly 100
acres of clear garden space within a four-mile radius of Charing
Cross inaccessible to the public. Tlie Bill is only permissive. The
third clause of the Bill proposes that, with the consent of the owner
and a majority of two-tliirds of the lessees, either the vestry or the
Metropolitan Board of Works might take possession of a square,

adorn and beautify it, and devote it to the public use.

The Tooth'Worts (Dentaria).—Both graceful and beautiful
are tlie various kinds of Dentaria which we have observed in flower
about London during the i^ast week, enlivening, as they do, borders
hitherto bare. The kinds to which we allude are D. bulbifera, witli

pui-ple flowers; D. digitata, with blossoms of a deeper shade than the
last ; D. polyphylla, with gracefully pendulous bunches of pale
primrose-3-ellow flowers and elegantly-cut foliage ; and D. pinnata,
with flowers varying from purple to white. All these thrive in an
ordinary border of good garden soil, but are much benefited by
partial shade, though they dislike being placed too near rank grow-
ing trees or sln-ubs.

Spring Flowering Irises.—Every choice selection of hardy
flowers should include the best of these, for they appear at a time
wlien tliero is little else to brighten up the almost flowerless borders.

Just now the majority of them are in perfection, though the best of

all, the Netted Iris (I. reticulata), is on the wane, and the plum-tinted
variety of it (I. Krelagei) has disappeared two or three weeks ago.

By far the finest of the non-bulbous group, which, by the way, is

now classed by botanists as Xiphions, is the lovely Algerian I. sty-

losa or I. unguicularis, as it is likewise called ; but for some unac-
countable reason it is so scarce, that we doubt if it could be found
even in the large hardy plant nurseries about London. Nothing,
however, could well be more cliarming than a finely developed fresh

bloom of this Iris, and the colour, a pleasing, soft lavender, is scarcely
surpassed by any fiower with which we are acquainted. These cha-
racters, combined with a delicate perfume, make it one of the most
desirable of hardy plants. Being a native of a warm, dry climate,

it only thrives well in a sheltered position on a well drained border

of light soil. Another beautiful spring Iris is the Persian, so fine
just now at tlie Hale Farm, Tottenham. The combination of tints
in the flowers of this Iris is exquisite ; tlie recurving stigmas are a
delicate coerulean hue or what is popularly called Cambridge blue ;

then the dilated portion or falls are a deep plum colour surmounted
by a bright crest of golden-yellow. Like the last, I. persica requires
a warm, light soil ; indeed, these spring Irises alone deserve a warm
corner set apart for them, where they could receive special treatment.
Only one of the bearded Irises is as yet in bloom, viz., the little

dwarf I. pumila, of which there are now numerous varieties, possess-
ing great diversity of colour. The other bulbous kinds that are
flowering in some collections are I. Histrio and the new I. Kolpakow-
skyana—both, unhappily, far too rare.

The Palace School of Gardening.-An interesting experi-
ment is about to be carried out by the Crystal Palace Company, to
which we wish all success, but the excessive terms demanded from the
pupils seem to point rather to a desire to extract something consider-
able from them than to impart to them information at such rates
and under sucli conditions as are suitable to a class paid as
gardeners and horticulturists generally are. Besides, the gardening
carried out at the Palace is to a great extent of a kind to combat
any health.y aspirations that a student might possess after true and
artistic gardening. It is a fine site spoiled. The best picturesque
portions are destroyed now, and the whole of the great central part
is, from the point of view of garden design, so horrible, that one
wishes it were a nightmare instead of a sad reality. •

Primroses on Grass.—Primroses may now be said to be the
flower of the season. Amongst the many ways in wliicli their beauty
may be utilised is that of growing them in the Cirass, not wliere the
mowing machine is used every week, but where the Grass is only
mown witli the scythe three or four times during the year, and then
not so closely as to cut ofl: the crowns of the Primroses. A7e have
many such spots on banks and amongst choice trees and shrubs,

and they certainly form an agreeable change from the closely-shaven
lawn, for there is always something to interest one. No sooner do
Snowdrops and Aconites begin to fade than Crocuses and Primroses
take their places, and these again are closely followed by white and
blue Violets, at present forming large patches of bloom several yards
in extent. I may mention that in some flower beds wdiich we sowed
down with Grass, and from which coloured Primroses were removed,
the herbage is now quite aglow with seedling Primroses that have
sprung up, and even pieces of roots left in the ground must have
formed plants, as the edgings of the old beds are quite discernible,

by a fringe of the same colour as those which formed the margin,
while variously coloured seedlings are dotted all over the freshly-

laid down Grass.—J. G.

The "White Coelogyne cristata.—This was one of the

choicest, as well as one of the most beautiful plants exhibited at the

Regent's I^ark show last Wednesday. It measured some 2ft. across,

and was literally covered with blossoms, which, being without the

yellow or lemon blotch of the typical kind, are far more chaste and
beautiful. It came from the garden of ]\Ir. Titley, at Leeds.

Loquat in Fruit.—In the gardens at Stawell House, Bichmond
the Japanese Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) is bearing a fine crop

of ripe fruit. There are about a dozen bunches, each bunch being

composed of from five to ten fruits. Any person desiring to see this

plant can do so by applying to Mr. W. Bowell between the hours of

two and five in the afternoon.

Double-spathed Calla.—A remarkable example of dup-

lication in the spathe of Calla rethiopica has been sent to us by Mr.

Inglefield, of Kiddington Hall, Woodstock. In addition to the or-

dinarj' spathe there is another opposite it—half leaf, half spathe,

being white on the upper surface and green on the under one. In form

it somewhat resembles the ordinary leaves, being 10 in. in length

and 6 in. in width. The entire specimen indicates unusual

vigour.

Bougainvillea from Algiers.— Mr. Kingsmill, of Eastcotc,

Pinner, now in Algiers, sends us sprays of Bougainvillea spectabilis,

now in great beauty there. Grown out of doors in such a climate,

the colour is much deeper than with us under glass, although the

flowering season here is midsummer.

Heavy Sno-wfall in Lancashire.—On Friday nigiit, the

26th ult., we had in north-east Lancasliire a heavy fall of snow in this

valley at the foot of Pendle Hill. When measured, in several places

it indicated a fall of 12 in. ; the temperature, too, for the time of

the year is also very low. On tlie 26th the thermometer indicated

10° of frost; on the 27th, 13°; and on the 28th, 11°, with every

prospect of a continuance.—J. H. Calveet, Saiden.

The Chief Secretary for Ireland has made a generous gift

of 260 tons of Champion seed Potatoes to the pcor of the Bel-

mullet Union.
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EDITOR'S TABLE.
A G.VULAXD of spring flowers from South Devon is very -n-elcome

whileour London gardens look still bare, especially when it comes in

the shape of fair flowers that one does not often see, as, for ex-
ample, the yellow Anemone (ranunculoides) in company with the
(ither better known scarlet star and blue Anemones, and Grape
Hyacinths, white, and sky-blue, and purple; and the crimson Ins,

earlier than it is about Loudon ; and a handsome strong flower of

tl-.e delicately marked spring-flowering Iris (stylosa). the gold and
purple Iris (reticulata). These, too, are in flower about Loudon,
whereas many of the others sent from earlier Djvon are yet
behind here. The Cretan Bjrage comes from Devon too, it

probably being hardy euougli to flower auvwliere earlv ; and so,

too, the elegant Triteleia and the white alpiue Primrose, and
varieties of tlie Scilla, which do not as yet come so much into

garden adornment as we should like to see them. Tlie little red
S. bifolia is here, and reminds us that this varying species, which
wo do not see so often as the Siberian Scilla, is a good wild
garden plant for open soils and poor grassy places. The quaint
and always early and hardy little yellow Djndia, and a beautiful
bunch of some of the less common Lent Lilies complete our Devon
spring treasures,which are welcome as suggesting largedistricts where
this delightful spring life is earlier and happier than in the home
counties, well suited as these are for spring gardens. Among
the Narcissi we notice an old favourite—the graceful and distinct

lortuosns, very pale throughout, and witli the divisions twisted.
It is a plant we used to grow with the greatest ease on the
London clay, and thei-efore not likely to be delicate anywhere.
Lew, however, of the Narcissi are faulty in this respect, unless
in the case of the southern kinds, few of wliich need concern us,

as we have so many hardy ones. If only a dozen kinds of Narcissi
lire grown, N. tortuosus (sometimes called cernuus) should he one
of fliem. The Heaths are also, as might be expected, fresh and
fair from Devon. One of the Stars of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum ),

green, willi a white margin to the division.s, is strong in the spike
anil singular in effect.

From Ijinton we have the most delicious little tufts of richly-
ooloured Primroses —deep-rose Primroses with colour distinct
from that of any other flower, and veiy fine and pure, and also
tlie delicate French-grey Primrose. How many beautiful phases
(if tliis cliarming colour could be .shown in the pleasure ground
need hardly be suggested, and we liave been thinking tliat it might
ill some cases be worth while to have colonies of one colour so as
to vary distinctly tlie effect in different places. Tliis lovely, long
enduring, and early flower of our woods has in itself the making
of a flower garden considering- the great varielv in its forms and
colours, double and single, and in what some consider a varietv of
it—tlie Oxlip. We sometimes see such varieties as Mr. Groom
sends us in poor specimens in a pot at a flower show, but we have
not yet seen them used in an intelligent way for garden adorn-
ment, and hope he will be able to increase them sufficiently .so as
to let one see the etfect of the finely-coloured kinds in masses
tigellier, as well as in graceful mixtures and single plants.

*j* These iintes ivill be derated diiriniithe present ijear tojfoivers sent
»(> /mill, rnrioiis pni-ts of the coiiiiti';/. The editor n-ould melcome
cvninplei of riire, tretl grown, or hitere.ttinp foirers of the open air
from, thiixe n-ho ffroir eolleetions of these jdiiiitx. .Votes of them., and a
frequent reeord of tlie floieers of the year ii.i theij siieeeed each other,
are helpful to heijinnem and often raliiahh- to others. Apartfrom the
ijreat rarietij of as yet little-hnoivn, hut lore!;/ phint.i whieh tnai/ eoine
under notiee in this nyiij, arc thr lessons one uiai/ learn as regards their
derelojiment on rarious soils, and in the rerg n'idelg differing districts
and eliinates of the United Kingdom.

Exchanging "Wild Flowers.—In The Gardes (p. ?,2i) you
ask for r.are and interesting flowers of the open air to be sent to j'ou.

I therefore send a wild Hellebore that was found on tlie top of one
of our hii^h hedges. None of us has ever met with it before, though
for years we have found many wild treasures. Can you kindly give
us its name i [Helleborus ^•iridis.] Last autumn we found a tiny
Orchid (Ladies' Traces) and the lesser Broom Itape growing on our
lawn, but I greatly fear the latter is dying out, though it has been
most carefully guarded. May I add what pleasure it would be if

your subscribers would interchange wild flowers one with another

—

we have so many Ferns to offer, and there are lovely wild flowers

growing in other counties that it would be a great pleasure to
possess. I am most anxious to find Solomon's Seal and a yellow Ox-
eyed Daisy that is indigenous to StaflFordshire, also Helleborus
foetidus. I can detect no difllerence between the wild yellow Ox-eyed
Daisy and the yellow French Chiysanthemuni now selling in Lon-
don, except that the latter perishes out-of-doors and the former
stands our climate perfectly.— ToPLET COLLIEK, Foxhams,
lIorrahrid(je, S. Diroii.

The Ooleus Mania.— '/"/ic Gar.hn'.rs' Monlhlg is half filled

witli article-- on new kinds of Colcus. One passes by an article or
tw.i and thinks oneself "through,' as the Americans say, but pre-
sently they turn up again, and .again. 51. Lebeuf, writing to us on an
liorticultural show in the town of Nantes, says there were as many
ii-i twenty-se^-en exhibitors of new Coleus. These evidences, com-
bined with onr home effort-^, point to the fact that w-c shall have in
gjod time a fair supply of these interesting plants.

Notice — Rearlers who posie.ts the GARDEN Annual will grcatlg
oliV.gc the Editor Inj sending him the names of any good gardens in
their vicinity omittedfrom it, and hg making any needed corrections
in it. Conrcnient printedformsforJim ng -up will be sent by return
ofpost on application to the " Editor," GAKDEN ANSVAL, 37, South-
fimpton Street, Strand, W.C.

THE LIBRARY.

IMPROVED PRUNING AND TRAINING OF FRUIT
TltEES.*

We liave to announce the appearance of this little book, which is

published at our office, and which is devoted to the explanation and
practical application of the extension system as applied to

fruit trees, botli indoor and outdoor. As 31r Simpson has before
given his views on tlie subject in The Garden, we have little to say
here except to announce the book and to welcome it as an attempt
at real improvement in fruit culture, believing that the energy of

each tree should be ]nit, when young or old, to better uses than
adding to the rubbish heaji. Though we ourselves have bad some-
thing to do w-ith illustrating what might be called the fancy and
artificial forms of trees, we have never advocated liard and unnatural
liruning, and we have often pointed out that certain hard and close

systems of pruning in use in this country were not approved of or

employed in any otlicr that -we know of. It is a mistake to suppose
tliat any particular form of training involves or implies hard pruning
and mutilation, though, no doubt, a perfectly natural form as a
standard in the open air will go best w-ith extension in its fullest

sense, but w-hether a tree is trained as a cordon, ]ialmette, or a
]iyramid, tlie principle may be adopted of not cutting back the
shoots or pinching tlicm in to the .senseless extent that has long been
the rule. "VVe have seen a very bitth w-all perfectly covered with
cordon Peaches in "> years from the day of plantinfr, and equally in-

teresting instances are mentioned in this book, which we trust and
believe will be helpful in the iniprovcnient of our fruit culture both
indoors and out of doors.

Systems of Land Tenure in Various Countries.f—
^\'e lia\'e received this w-ork from tlie publislcrs, but as it is some-
what apart from our object to criticise such a book, we cannot do
Ijetter than announce it, and state what it concerns : The tenure of
land in Ireland

; tlie law and custom of primogeniture ; the land laws
of England ; the tenure of land in India : the land system of France

;

the Russian agrarian legislation of 1861 : the agTarian legislation of
Prussia during the present century. Also a report on the tenure of
land in the Grand Duchy of Hesse ; the land system of Ilelgium and
Holland

; farm land and land laws of the United States. The essays
are written mostly by men who have paid considerable attention to
the subject, such as AVren, Hoskyns, Judge Long:field, and JI. de
LaAalaye. It is a well-printed and carcfully-cditcd book of over
5)d pages.

The "Weather of 1880 as Observed in the Neighbouihrod of
London. By E. Mawley, F..M.S. (London : Bemrose& Sons). Those
fund of studying the weather in its various phases will find a con-
genial aid in this little book by the hon. sec. of the National Rose
Society. Its principal contents are, the weather of the different
months of the past year with tables of daily observations ; tlie

weather of the seasons, eacli carefully treated of under the following
headings : Barometer, Temperature. Humidity, Wind, Rainfall,

.Sunshine, and Cloud : the w-eather of the 3-ear, and diagrams show-
ing variation of the different means from their respective averages.

* "Improved rrniiiiiT .1111I Tr.uiiinQ: of Fruit Tree?; or, lixtension versus
Restriction." By .Toliii Simpson, ^.ardener to tlie TAjiht Hon. Ilie E.irl of Wh.aTn-
cliffe, Wortley Hall, .shflliflt. London: The Garden OfUce, 37, Southampton
Street, Covent Oaideii, W.C.

t A series of essays publislied under the sanction of the Cobder Club. Editefl
hv J. W. Proiiyn. .New edition, revise^ i^i corrected. Ci^sseU, Fetter, Galpia
jfc Co., Ijondoii, Paris, and New Yorl^.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
EVERLASTING TEAS IN THE WILD GARDEN.

TnEHE are few plants that illustrate bettev llio idea of what nve

call the wild gai'den tliau these Everlasting I'eas and their varie-

ties. It is seldom one is seen in the ordinary type of garden at

all ; they do not come into any popular phase of gardening ; the

mixed border they are not particularly suited for, even in the few
oases where it has not been done away with, while, of course,

they are out of question in the parterre. Thus we deprive our-

selves of one of the boldest and handsomest races of hardy plants

ever introduced. Now, there is scarcely a place which does not
offer pretty spots where these plants might be grown without any
interference with the "trim garden" pioper, and look all the
better for separation from it. We have seen the forms of the

common Everlasting Pea beautiful in hedgerows, or running over
shrubs in a copse, or planted in a i-ough grassy place away from
shrubs or trees. ' The annexed illustration represents what we
once observed in a neglected shrubber}'. . It was a wide
bslt which surrounded the garden, too wid» to dig and
mutilate except on its margin only, which was trimmed and
otherwise treated in the usual fashion. But some stiff beds of

hardy plants were growing near (it was a botanical garden), and
from these, when digging in autumn, the trimmings of a plant of

seed
; most of the kinds form very strong tufts when established,

and good pieces of the root are not difficult to get for the purpose
in the various places above named.

The large-flowered Everlasting Pea, naturalised in shrulibery (not dug).

the large-flowered Everlasting Pea had been removed and thrown
into the shrubbery beyond the dug part ; here they rooted,
scrambled up the trees and shrubs in the way here shown, and
formed for themselves one of the prettiest little colonies imagin-
able, growing there year after year unmolested, because the dig-
ging, for economical reasons only, had not happily gone more than
10 ft. or 12 ft. from the edge. The two main types of the more
showy Everlasting Peas are thus shown to be well suited for this

'

treatment; they are plants which everybody would admire for
their hardiness, beauty, and use in a cut state, but there are some "

other Everlasting Peas which are still less likely to get a place in

the garden proper, and these would be equally useful and beauti-
ful in the position we mention. In fact, there is no Everlasting
Pea or long and vigorous straggling Vetch which could not be
thus grown in the hedgerow, or copse, or on a fence, and for
effect in mass, some of the smaller-flowered Everlasting Peas
would be quite as good as the larger ones. But the white-flowered '

forms of the common Everlasting Pea (L. latifoliusj and its fine

crimson and striped kinds are so valuable for cutting, and bear
such handsome flowei's, that they would be preferred, as will L.
grandiflorus. The common forms of the Everlasting . Pea are.
usually raised from seed, but the striped crimson and other new.
and choice forms will have to be increased by division. We be-
lieve the vaMable white Everlasting Pea corne's pretty true from

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ELOWER GAEDEN.

Calceolaria Q-olden Gem.—Amongst the yellow Calceo-
larias none equals this. It has a dwarf, sturdy habit and produces
throughout the enti re season a constant succession of rich golden-}-ellow
flowers. Although moderately hardy, the last few winters have
been too severe for it, except under a good covering in pits or frames.
In some localities the Calceolaria has been well nigh driven out of
cultivation by a disease that suddenly attacks it. Plants that are
in full flower one day are often found drooping and withered the
next, the stalk just at the ground line being quite black below the
bark. Since we have confined our stock to Golden Gem, however,
and kept it during winter in cold frames, depending for protection
on external coverings (for Calceolarias of all kinds dislike fire heat),
we have scarcelj' had 1 per cent, of loss. We are now transplanting
our plants from their winter quarters to temporary frames, furnished
with about 6 in. of loam and leaf-mould spread on a hard coal-ash
foundation. These will be well rooted and ready for transferring
to their flowering beds or borders by the end of April, as they do
best when well established before dry weather sets in. Thej' should
have all their flowers picked off until the end of May, when they
will be good, bushy plants, and the beds should then be mulched
with short manure or Cocoa-nut fibre. They do best in soil that is

moderately stifE, and although moisture-loving plants, we seldom
water the beds after they are established, one good watering at
planting time being all they receive.^J. Geoom.

Planting out Callas.—Not only do Callassucceedplanted out as
stated by " Alpha," but they are greatly improved and strengthened by
such treatment, as they make a more vigorous growth and much
stronger hearts or crowns, and, as a natural result, flower with more
freedom than they are capable of doing when their roots are con-
fined the whole year through to the limited area of a pot. The way
we manage ours is to pull them apart and divide them every spring,
and then plant them in rows in shallow trendies, prepared some-
thing after the manner of those usually made for Celery, but less

deep and not so highly manured, and in these trenches we put the
plants at about 18 in. apart, after which the surface is mulched
down, and a heavy watering given to settle the earth about them
and give them a fresh start. During summer they have frequent
soakings, as being half aquatic in their nature they will not bear a
dry condition of the soil, and only do really well when they can find
plenty of moisture. Early in the autumn they are taken up care-
fully and potted in light rich soil, and then placed in a cold frame
and kept close and frequently syringed, which prevents flagging or
suffering from the disturbance the roots have undergone, and as

soon as it is thought they have had time enough to become fairly

established, a few of the plants are plunged or stood where they can
get gentle heat, in which thej' soon push up bloom, when others are
put in the same positions to take their place, and thus a continual
succession is maintained. Any plants there may be to spare at the
time of dividing and planting out are made use of for the ornamen-
tation of the banks of the pond and small running streams, or wet
positions, where if they do not flower their foliage is in character,

and always pleasing to look on. Although Calla aethiopica is tender
and veiy susceptible of frost, the crowns live under water if planted
low enough to be just clear of the ice, and we have some that have
been out in that way for j-ears, but the part they are in is very
sheltered and warm.— S. D.

Laced Polyanthuses and the Frost.—This has been a
trying winter for the Polyanthus grower. I never heard of losses

so widely spread, many noted amateurs, as well as professional
growers, having lost heavily. It is the older sorts which have failed,

such as Lord Lincoln, Beauty of England, George IV., and Lancer
;

the more sturdy growers like Exile, President, and Cheshire Favourite
are unhurt, and are plentiful enougli. Exhibitors are searching

anxiously about for plants to fill up gaps, but there a] e no spare

Lincolns or Lancers to be had. I think these rare sorts have been
so divided up for years as to have lost all their vigour. Every pos-

sible plant is taken off and potted late in the autumn, and they
start the winter only half rooted and badly rioened, so that the

frost nips them at the neck, and the moment the sunshine comes
they fall away, and the crown of sickly green leaves is found lying

loose from the root and dead. In this way the Yorkshire variety of

5eauty of England was entirely lost . last year, and. some of the

others are fast following. The only thing to save them is rest for

a year or two until they regain vigour. The new sorts of last j'ear,

Lancashire . Hero and Prince Eupert, are amazingly strong
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and vigorous, like young athiletes starting for ttieir first race.

Mr. Douglas tliinks the early or late potting has to do Avith this

mortality, but I think the reason is furtlier to seek than that. We
have lots of show Polyanthuses, as reserve here in the open garden,

as strong and vigorous as possible, and I have no doubt any one of

these would be fit to comijete at tlie coming shows if taken up and
potted. It is tlie juismanagement of the cold frames that does the

mischief. Some frames arc too dry, and some too cold. The best

Polyanthus grower I know of has his frames made witli sod walls

about 2 ft. thick all round, tlie back wall being about 2 ft. high, and
tlie front wall 6 in. In such a frame or bed as this the sods keep out

most of the frost, and if mats are freely used the frost can be almost
entirely excluded. Another advantage of a sod frame is that it

keeps up an equable moisture without the necessity of much water-

ing, and in this way the damping olf is almost entirely prevented.

A Polyanthus frame should be so placed as to have the early morn-
ing sun up to about 11 o'clock, and to be in shadow the rest of the

day. If Mr. Smith (p. :il2) would give us a description of his method we
should perhaps be able to make out the cause of his bad luck, but

he may take consolation in the fact that there are many other

sufferers who have to mourn their losses this season who seldom lost

a plant before. ^V.il. H^.ocKB.^^'K. BrockJiiirst, Xlif/sbiiri/.

Qodetia Lady Albemarle.—I think it more than probable

that the CTodetias are destined to take high rank in the flower gar-

den, and as time goes on we shall undoubtedly witness the intro-

duction of new and striking forms of tliis very fine family of annuals.

In the subject of the present notice we have a plant whose claims

to general consideration can hardly be over estimated, and I scarcely

think that I should be rendering it more than its due by placing

it amongst the six very best annuals grown. Were it of a tender

nature it would still be worthy of liigh praise, but it is not ; on the

contrary, it comes up with the greatest freedom in the open ground,

is of a free, \'igorous growth, forming itself into a compact bush of

foliage, and covering itself with llowers of ricli and brilliant hue.

Likeall annuals, it demands a free, fairly rich, tint not too rich soil,

and delights in a good depth of mellow earth, where the roots can
ramble freely and pump up moisture in plenty when the fierce heat

of summer arrives. Accorded these conditions, this Godetia will

prove a fine adcUtion and a striking ornament to any garden, and
will produce its large, gaily-coloured 'flowers for a considerable

period. I may add that, sown in pots in the autumn and wintered

in a cold frame, it makes a good show in the conser\-atory in the

early spring.—J. COHNHILL.

The Common Corn Marigold proves to be a very beauti-

ful winter fiower in the greenhouse. In early winter some very fine

specimens were sent us from Ireland, with a request to name them,

the writer stating that the seeds had been gathered in a field in the

county of 'Waterford, and afterwards grown in the gTeenhou.se. AVe

saw the other day some blooms in London that had been a fortnight

in the same position. They had been grown by Dr. Parsons at

Frome in his greenhouse. Treated thus, there is a bright look aliout

theflawer in winter which makes it quite as valuable in its way as

the yellow Paris Daisy, from which it is quite distinct in appear-

ance, having a more compact and solid outline. In the present taste

for these Daisy-like fiowers, it may be well to know that tliis showy
ornament in our fields in autumn may be made to enliven the dull

months in the greenhouse. Plants well grown in tlie open

air in pots, and not allowed to flower till wanted, and then trans-

ferred in autumn to a sunny greenhouse, would give an excellent

result.- J. H.

Crocus Buds nrtt Coming to Perfection.—In reply to

" Girofle ''
(p. 272), permit me to say that for several years I have

grown a choice collection of Crocuses in pots with great success, and

have at the present time a lot in .5-in. pots, which are covered \vith a

profusion of fine blooms. My mode of culture is to place seven

bulbs in a 5-in. pot, in a mixture of loam, sand, and a little manure

from a spent Musliroom bed, taking particular care to use clean pots

and to have good drainage, and in potting to fill the pots nearly

level with soil, with a sprinkle of sharp sand on the surface, leaving

very little room for water. After being potted, they are placed in a

cold frame and covered with about 3 in. of ashes ; when they have

grown about 1 in. above the soil they are removed to a cold, dry

frame, where they are placed near the glass and allowed plenty of

air, and only watered when really dry, and then very carefully

through a fine rose. They are grown on in this way until the buds

are leady to open, when they are removed to the conservatory, and

with the help of a little sunshine they make a very grand show.—

W. B. E.

Lewisia rediviva.—In reply to " Delta " (p. 314), allow me to

say that I believe this plant should be grown in sunshine and not in

shade, or it cannot be flowered. The plant itself should be kept high

and drv, but the roots should have plenty of moisture ; a crc\-icc in

a rockery is the best situation for it. If grown in pots the plants

should be on broken stones, and the roots in light sandy loam with

peat. Possiblj', " Delta " thought liis plant dead when it apparently

died away after flowering. It shrivels up and becomes a withered,

twisted mass, like so many bits of string, but this is the nature of

the plant, and hence its name, as it came to life again after a long

tarriance in the Kew Herbarium. I have gTOwn and flowered the

same plant for two years, but the third season it died away and did

not revive ; and so I hax'o now got a large lot of them from America,

and they seem to be lively and well. When in bloom they are most
interesting and very pretty, the flower being rather like that of .a

single pinlc Aster, some 2 in. to 3 in. across, whilst the plant itself

is not 1 in. in bulk and 2 in. in height.

—

Bkockhurst, Uithhiirij.

Having had fair success with this so-called " miffy " little

gem, I will give my mode of treating it. The first plant of it I ever

flowered was grown in a pot in a cool frame facing the north, and
shaded during the hottest part of the day by some overhanging
boughs of a Lomliardy Poplar; here it produced flowers from IJ in.

to 2 in. across. It grew in peaty soil, and was watered rather

sparingly. I have since flowered it in peat and loam, which I think

it likes best, with a plentiful supply of grit. Like most plants o£
this Order, and especially those which, like the one in question, have'

lioth succulent foliage and tap roots, I should strongly advise witli-

holding a too plentiful supply of water. I am also of opinion that

it " Delta '' will treat his jilants as though he had some choice

Echeveria to deal witli, that is, irse loam and grit for soil, and keep-

them comparatively dry. success may be the result. If, however,
his stock of plants will admit of it, I should advise their being tried

in e\'ery imaginable way and the results noted. I have also flowered

another species called L. brachycalyx, which I believe is rarer than
L. rediviva ; the flowers, which are of tlie colour of L. rediviva, are

much smaller, and are borne on short umbels.— E. JE^'KISs.

Spring Flo'wers.—We have so far had a splendid time for our
c\Trly spring flutters, though many, hard checked by the frosts, are

later in blooming this year. Primroses and Polyanthuses are, indeed,

gay and blooming with unusual vigour ; Violas and Pansies are

bursting freely : the charming Myosotis dissitiflora is \ery
strong and full of bloom ; Scarlet Anenomcs arc making a brilliant

display, and many of the C'oron aria family are throwing up flowers of

various hues ; Crocuses, Snowdrops, Scillas, &:c., are past, but have
bloomed finely ; whilst Daffodils and other early Narcissi are gay
successors : Primula purpurea, rosea, marginata, and C'ash-

nieriana are all in bloom ; and, indeed, many things that help to

make gay and beautiful the garden borders and rock-work in these
early spring months.—A. D.

Tussilago fragrans.—At Eaystead, the residence of the late

Mr. "W. A\'ilson Saunders, this plant grew and flowered profusely.

It stood in two dift'ercnt positions, where it succeeded perfcctlv.

The original spot was under the trees of a border facing north, where
it sjircad rapidly, and perfumed the whole place. It was afterwards
tried on a rockwork, also facing north, but fully exposed to the sun.
In that position it succeeded equally well. The soil was ordinaiy
garden soil in both positions. I have heard that this jjlant does not
flower at Chiswick. In a garden adjoining my own it faces the east,

and has licfn in full flower this winter.

—

H.a., Worthing

,

Omphalodes verna.—This perennial Forget-me-not is ju.st

now N'cry beautiful ; indeed, it develops a shade of blue that is not
excelled for delicacy by tliat of any other flower. I find it blooms most
freely where tlie plants are a little starved, but perhaps the warm
exposed situation is more productive of bloom than of leaves. So
hardy and so rapid in expansion is it, that one wonders not to flnd

it everywliere, and yet tliere are thousands of gardens where Orchids
and stove jjlants are abundant which have never seen this pretty little

Omphalodes.—A. D.

The Cliveden Blue Pansy.— This is still one of the first to
produce a good show of its beautiful blossoms, for while the ordi-

nary run of show or florists' Pansies are only just awakening from
their winter's slumbers, this free-flowering variety is covered witii

blossoms. I find old plants extremely useful with which to drape
the edges of vases filled with early spring flowers and for spring
flower beds ; in fact, its season is the spring, for with the heat of
summer it loses its lovely blue shade and becomes a pale lavender or
grey.— .J. G., Linton.

Aucuba-leaved Daisies.—These have stood well here in the
open through the jDast three soA'ere winters, and now are as bright
and vigorous as ever ; the chief enemy to Daisies of all kinds, I find,

to be rain followed immediatelj' hj sharp frosts. It is well, therefore,
to keep the surface soil about the plants well stirred if it is not
naturally porous. Nearly all kinds of Daisies throw variegated
foliage more or less, but the large double red has given us the most
robust and endurmg form.— A. I).
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PENTSTEMON COB^EA.

Onb of the showiest aud most beautiful of the numerous species

of Pentstemon in cultivation is P. Cobfea, though the true plant

has become extremely rare, and is seldom met with in a healthy

condition. Last year we found it in Mr. Joad's collection at Oak-
field, Wimblfdon Park, and from a plant there prepared the

accompanying illustration. Several other, but very inferior kinds,

such as P. digitalis, are sold for it, but it may be readily distin-

guished from all others by its remarkably large flowers, which ai'e

widely inflated in the tube, which is creamy white tinged with
delicate purple, while the widely-spreading lobes of the limb are

beautifully veined with pink and blotched with yellow. It grows
about 1 yd. high when well managed, and the whole plant is

covered with a soft glandular down. The root leaves are

broadly ovate, while those of tlie stem are heart-shaped. The
flowers are produced in a tall leafy panicle in a whorl-like man-
ner. Being a native of Te.xas, it is not so hard}^ even as the

Oalifornian species, yet in .sheltered dry soil it may be grown to

perfection, and with a little care in the way of protection during

Flowers of Pentstemon Cobcea.

hard winters it is a true perennial, and will last for years. Pro-
pagation may be readily effected by means of cuttings or seeds

;

the former must be guai-ded against damp, and therefore do best

in pots in a dr}' frame ; afterwards the}' should be carefully trans-

planted. Such a handsome hardy flower as this will, we hope,
soon become more widelv known than it now is. W. G.

, ANNUALS FOR BEDDING.
Annuals are generally avoided for bedding on account of their being
evanescent, and yet here some are so showy as to be almost in-

dispensable in the summer garden, where anything like a grand
display of bloom is expected to be kept up. The most brilliant and
durable of any are the Zinnias, which have been so improved of late

years as to render them perfect in form, and as double as a Chrysan-
themum or Dahlia, while in colour they present almost every shade,

and when seen in masses such as a large circular bed affords they are

quite dazzling, Not only are they exceedingly effective when
grown in this way, but they are likewise suitable for borders, in

which they look best planted triangularly in patches of three at

about 9 in. apart, and as they have stiff stems, they stand well erect

without any support. Being tender in the young state, 2,innias

should not be sown till towards the end of April, as then they can
be pricked out anywhere under glass, and kept there till the weather

will admit of their being transferred to the open ground, which
may generally be done by the end of May or first week in June.
The best way to manage them is to sow the seed in finely-sifted leaf-
mould in pans or boxes, which should then be placed in gentle heat
till it germinates, and as soon as the plants are large enough to
handle they ought at once to be pricked off in light soil in a frame
and kept close for a day or two to give them a start, when air will
be required to prevent them from drawing. If the soil in the bed in
which they are to be planted is at all poor, it should be trenched and
heavily manured, as Zinnias, like most annuals, are fond of good
living, and if they can send their roots deep down they stand dry
weather better, and require little assistance by way of watering,
which they would do in less suitable soil. In plainting it is necessary
to give the plants not less than 12 in. or 15 in. between the rows, as
the}' are strong-growing and branch out freely from the base and
spread o^•er a good deal of ground.
Asters.—Next to Zinnias in point of merit are Asters, which,

althougii not so showy and lasting, are very beautiful, especially the
French Pisony-flowered kinds, which are not so stiff and formal look-
ing as the German, but have more the character of a Clnysanthemum,
with incurved petals and blooms nearly globular in shape, with tlio

centres well filled. To grow these, or any other
of the annual Asters, really well they must have a
good dressing of rotten manure worked into the land
before planting, and the next point to ensure success

is to get good stocky plants. This may easily be done
by sowing the seed thinly under hand-lights about
the first week in Ai^ril, and giving plenty of air during
the day as soon as the young plants make their
appearance.
Stocks, which are universal favourites, must

not be overlooked, but as they transplant badly, the
best way is to sow the seed in rows or patches in the
beds where they are to grow, and then thin out ; as
many, however, come single, it is always advisable to

leave them somewhat thick for a time, till they show
bloom buds, when the singles can at once be pulled out,

and a fine displa_y consisting all of double flowers

secured. The scarlet and white Intermeaiate make a
fine display and last long, but for variety of colour, tlie

Ten-week Stocks are best, and they are very dwarf
and compact. These may be grown at about 6 in.

apart, and the Intermediate sorts at 9 in. to 1 ft.,

according to the position they occupj' and the kind of

soil they are in. Brompton's or Queen's are very strong-

growers, and are remarkably fine for borders. If sown
about July or August, thej' flower early the following-

spring, and are then of great value for cutting from.

Q-odetias are likewise very desirable annuals to

grow, a,s tliey are both large and show.v, the blooms
being nearly the size of a small cup, and the petals

of a rich shining satiny texture, with colours varied

and brilliant. The best are G. Whitueyi and G. Lady
Albemarle, and a white kind named The Bride. These,
mixed in a bed, produce a very striking- effect. Being-

very hardy, seed may be sown any time now out of
doors, and if iti patches or borders thej' should be
thinned out by-and-bye to two or three plants in aplace.

Besides being suitable for the above-named purposes, Godetias make
fine pot plants for the embellishment of greenhouses or conservatories,

for which purpose they should be sown in autumn, and wintered in

any cold frames.

The Salpiglossis is anotlier annual that I would sioecially

recommend. It has large Lily-like flowers, most beautifully marked
and veined, but as it is tender seed should not be sown out of doors
till the middle of May, Avhen the soil being a little warm, it germi-
nates freely. To grow the Salpiglossis well the soil should be light,

and the site sunny and sheltered, as, being tall and slender in stem,

it will not bear wind without getting knocked and broken about.

S. D.

Erythrina herbacea.—Tin's, which is now a very scarce plant,

resembles a dwarf form of the E. Crista-galli, which years ago
was as well grown as it is now, though I do not recollect seeing it

out-of-doors. The E. herbacea was also usually found in the stove,

and even then I don't know of anything more really beautiful ; but
it must have fallen into oblivion, for I have net seen it in catalogues

for many j'ears, although it is mentioned by P. Miller in his

dictionary, dated 1762, but I have not seen it since 1830. It was,
as I have said, of dwarfer growth than E. Crista-galli, while its

flower-spike was equally as long, and it would be regarded now-a-
daya as an admirable plant.

—

An Old (jABdexek.
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SEASONABLE WORK.
Pleasure Grounds.—The month just pissed away having been

favourable, the performance of many operations at one time in arrear will

have been brought to a close ; but at this busy season, when every day

brings its own work, the active mind will always find more than enough
for busy hands to perform. The lifting, re-arrangement, and planting of

all deciduous trees should be finished before the sap begins to move, and
to save watering through the spring and early summer months ; large

specimens will be the better for a good ramming and mulching before

the recently disturbed earth loses its moisture. In order to maintain a

neat appearance in the dressed grounds, the pruning of evergreens twhose
present condition in this neighbourhood sadly belies the name) is com-
menced by many people in March, preparatory to pointing up the surface

soil, dressing the edgings, sweeping and rolling as an important prelimi-

nary to mowing ; but where severely scathed by the frost, alittle delay in

the pruning will be advisable, as dry, harsh winds often take out

moisture which would otherwise feed and force forward the incipient buds.

With us Arbutns, Bays, Laurustinus, Eaonjmus, Escallonia, Cbinese and
Japanese Privet, Clethras, Ilex dipyrena, Ilex furcata, and Ilex cor-

nutawill have to be pruned back or cat down to the ground ; butweshill
put up with an untidy appearance for a time in preference to premature

pruning, a proceeding which led to the total destruction of many valuable

shrubs after the severe winter of 1860 61. In flower gardens, where every

vestige of herbage is out and taken away, some kind of stimulating dres-

sing should be applied to the turf annually, the quantity and quality being

regulated by the nature of the plant and the depth of the soil. For
newly-seeded lawns bone dust, fresh loam, or thoroughly rotted manure
may be used with great advantage, while for fining the quality of Grass

on rich soils a sowing of soot, finely sifted ashes, or burnt earth will be

found most suitable. The constant mowing of lawns will now require

regular attention, and, assuming that all the machines are in working
order, a thorough sweeping and rolling will greatly facilitate and improve

the appearance of the work, while it saves the newly-set knives from strain

or iujury at the outset. Get all edgings pared or clipped, remove weeds,

.and face the walks with new gravel where requisite. Where salt is used

for the destruction of weeds a supply should be in store, ready for sowing

in dry weather as soon as the seeds which dropped last autumn have ger-

minated.

Flo-wer Garden.—By this time the stock of tender plants will be
struck, and many of them ready for hardening off, an operation which not

unfrequently taxes the ingenuity of hundreds of gardeners to a greater

extent than many employers imagine. So long as they can be kept in

forcing houses all goes well, but when the time comes for removing them
to cooler quarters, places in which pits and frames are limited or occupied

by forced vegetables are but too often disfigured hy rough and ready

shelters, which rapidly complete the process to an extent from which it

takes them half the season to recover. The principal point is the gradual

inuring of tender plants to exposure without producing a check, and as

this cannot be attained without an aundance of pit room well-glazed

structures of this kind should always be provided as the first essential to

good flower gardening. With erections of this kind the manufacture of

bedding plants by the thousand is reduced to a simple system, but without

them the substitution of a greater number of hardy plants will economise

time and give better results. Where hardy plants in a small state, such as

Retinosporas, Thujopsis dolobrata, Cryptomeria Veitchi, Thujas, and
Aralias, are used for filling up the beds in the autumn, and spring flowering

plants, including Snowdrops, Aconites, Crocuses, Violas, Hepaticas, and
others are brought into use for edgings, one always feels sorry to break up
so pleasing an arrangement at an earlier date than would be otherwise

necessary in order to save the shrubs from injury, which often follows late

removal ; but if firmly potted in Gin. pots at the outset, and plunged in the

beds the first year, the roots would form compact balls, when the pots might
be dispensed with and removal would be quite safe up to midsummer,
care being taken that the balls are thoroughly soaked preparatory to trans-

planting in the reserve ground.

Herbaceous Borders.—The majority of the plants having pushed
through the mulching, the pointing up, and general dressing of the beds
must be proceeded with, and if any of the more tender kinds have suc-

cumbed to the severe winter, all vacancies must be made up either from
the reserve ground, cold pits, or by division of roots which are becoming
too large. In all cases a good station is essential, and fresh compost, free

from wireworm, should be used for planting. By this time Phloxes,
Pentstemons, Carnations, Pinks, Primulas, and old plants of Hollyhocks
wintered in pots in cold pits, will have been hardened off, and the weather
continuing favourable, planting may be proceeded with, in order to make
room for Auriculas, Carnations, tender Primulas, and other things recently

shifted into their blooming pots. The planting should be performed when
the soil is in good working order, and small sprays of Spruce or Yew
shelter from bright sun and cutting winds. On warm soils, the planting

of Gladiolus will be well advanced, but in cold, damp localities the first

half of April is quite early enough. Plant out pots of S weet Peas, Stocks,
and Wallflowers in a warm corner for early sowing, and sow the former
at regular intervals for succession. W. CoLEU-iN.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

CAMELLIAS AND LIME-WATER.
"Ee.^dee" asks if he may safclj-get rid of worms out of his Camellia

-

pots by the use of lime-water. Certainly not. Nothing could well

be more injurious. Keither is it needful : there arc at least two
other equally simple, and yet more efficient remedies at hand.

The one is soot-water, the other water at a temperature of 90°. The
soot-water is almost as distasteful to worms as lime-water. The
worms have no liking for bitters, though, fortunately the Camellias

have. The soot not only draws out the former, but stimulates the

latter. Hardly any kind of manure is so useful in imparting that

dark gloss of colour to the leaves so much desired by Camellia
growers as an occasional top-dressing with soot, or drenching with
pretty strong soot-water. This is still more efficient in drawing out

the worms quickly if applied at a temperature of 85° to 90° than
when given cold. Pure water, or house-sewage of moderate strength,

at a temperature of 90° also starts worms out of their lairs as if they
had received an electric shock. Some one should follow the waterer

and pick them up at once. If they do not quickly come to the

surface repeat the dose. If the worms still refuse to come—which
is seldom—take a short stick and agitate the ball or mass of earth

through the hole in the base of the pot. The worms, taking this for

a mole on their track, mostly bound to the surface lay the shortest

route, and have only to be picked and destroyed. In the most trying-

cases in which eel worms are concerned, which have the awkward
habit of retreating to the centre of the ball instead of to its surface

when disturbed, a hot bath for an hour in water ranging from 80° to

8.5° will expel or kill them. For the future " Reader " should

either leave out leaf-mould or bake it on the top of his furnace

before use ; but peat of average quality and a fair amount of sand
will grow capital Camellias, and is better without the addition of

leaf-mould. It may bo needful as a rule to add leaf-mould to loam
where Camellias have to be grown in that only, but its addition to

peat is no improvement, but the reverse. Camellias root freely in

fibry peat, and as to food, nothing is easier than to give them
abundance of that in their water. D. T. Fish.

One of the Sydney illustrated papers, Toion and Country, contains
a beautiful engraving of the Botanic Gardens at Melbourne, which
now appear to be in a very healthy state under the management of
Mr. Guilfoyle. The same pajjer contains an interesting account of
the garden.

Forcing Crocuses. — Mr. D. T. Fish (p. 312) says, "Can
' Girofle ' or any of your readers give their experience on the forc-

ing of Crocuses ancl Snowdrops, or explain why it is that, as a
rule, neither ai-e forced well ? " I may say that the last part of

the sentence just quoted has been answered by himself where he
states that the failures, with which growers of Crocus corms are

too familiar, arise from drought. iily experience in growing
Crocuses has not been so large as that of Mr. Fish, but I grow
a good many annually in pots and pans, which, as a rule, with
scarceh' an exception, have proved vei-j' satisfactory ; and more so

than is the case with Hyacinths, for among the latter a few
generally put forth weak tiower-stalks, while the Crocuses rarely

disajipoint me. I do not high force, so to speak, these corms, as

I have not the means at my disposal ; but as far as I am able
to judge they may be had quite as earlj' as Hyacinths or Tulips,

and nothing can excel their beauty when from six to eight good
corms are placed in 4Ji-in. or 6-in. pots. I find that they succeed
best when covered with a layer of JIoss, as then the soil obtains
the moisture in which the Crocus so much delights. It is, there-

fore, my conviction that more failures are caused by drought than
bj' any other cause. I may add that the pots containing the
corms should be plunged in ashes or Cocoa-nut refuse.—J. C. T.

The Spring Bitter Vetch Forced.—Among plants forced
into flower at this season the Order Leguminosas is but slightly re-

presented, as far as numbers are concerned, but the contrary holds
good as regards beauty, for what can surpass in this respect the Spring
Bitter Vetch (Orobus vernus) when assisted with a little heat to bring-

out its flowers 1 Tlie latter are so beautiful in their ever-changing
shades of blue, purple, red, and green, all harmoniously blended,
that no establishment in which plants are forced should be without
it,—H. P.

Cinerarias from Seed r. Cuttings.—During the j^ast few
years tlie Cineraria, in connuon with many other flowers grown for

decorative purposes, has been so greatly improved, that a good
strain may be relied on to bring every plant of good average quality

and in an endless variety of shades and markings
;
in fact, when grown

in quantity for decoration, seedlings mav- be said to be the rule and
named varieties the exception, although there are manj- beautiful

named varieties well worthy of special culture by those who make the

Cineraria a speciality. AVe grow for use, and have now beautiful

dwarf-branched plants from seed sown last spring of Veitch's

Selected and Covent Garden strain, and for the purpose no one
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could wish for better. For the earliest flowering supply, sow at

once, pot off, and grow in cold frames ;
shade from bright sunshine

and keep clean by fumigating. A compost of turfy loam, leaf-

mould, or thoroughly decayed manure, and sand, with good drainage,

will grow them to perfection ; and very fine plants maj' be grown
in 6-in. or 7-in. pots by Iceeping them well supplied with wealc liquid

manure when coming into blcom. They should never be allowed to

get quite dry, and a moist atmosphere is the best remedy for Iceeping

them clean and healthy. Close to the glass on front shelves of cool

Vineries or Peach houses is a good position in winter, where they

Avill onl.y get tire-heat enough to exclude frost; the lower leaves will

then quite cover the pot, and the head of bloom will be almost

circular from the side shoots that branch cut frcm the main stim.

Thej' should be shaded from bright sunshine, and are invaluable for

indoor or conservatory decoration.—J. Geoom, Lviitoti.

ORCHIDS.

VANDA GATHCARTI.
This is one of the most interesting of Orchids, thoiigL not, un-
fortunately, the most common. It has been said that in many
respects it resembles Ilenanthera coccinea, whicli it does, and
therefore some may be led to treat it in a similar way, and doubt-

less in some instances vvitli success. I, however, manage it some-
what differently. I find it to grow freely and to produce its

Vanda Cathcarti.

beautiful chocolate-barred flowers annually by being always kept
in a warm, shady position and during the growing season allowed
abundance of water, keeping it only moderately dry during its

season of rest. By this mode of treatment three or four spikes

can be produced, with five or six flowers on each, even in the case

of a moderate-sized plant. Chaeles Ghben.
Pendell Court, Bletchinc/ley.

[Mr. Green exhibited the other day at South Kensington a fine

raceme of this Vanda, from which the flower represented in the
annexed illustration was selected.]

SUITABLE HOUSES FOE ORCHIDS.
It seems an anomalj', yet nevertheless it is true, that although
Orchids are far the most costly plants in cultivation, they^ often
are found occupying houses of a much worse description than
are devoted to plants of an ordinary character, that cost little to
hegin with, and can be propagated to an unlimited extent. This
may be accounted for in more ways than one; even those who are
comparatively little experienced in plant cultivation know that if

they place soft, quiclc-growing plants in dark, unsuitable structures,
instead of satisfactory progress the growth made is sure to be of
a weak, thin description, such as not to permit of their ever
assuming their true character, or of producing an adequate amount
of bloom ; consequently, if quick-growing plants of the above
description are placed under such unfavourable conditions, it is

generally understood what the result will be, and it is thus avoided

.

The conditions under which tlie majority of Orchids are found
growing iu a state of nature, with more or ]e.':S shade, has too
often led to the mistaken idea that any kind of dark house
would answer for them. Hence it is that these plants arc very
frequently consigned to siructiires tlial few lliiiigs except some of
the commonest Feins would do iu. 'J'hiskiud of mistake is furtlier

made possible by the slow growth which Orcliids make, not show-
ing the effects of being located in an unsuitable house so quickly,

or even so markedly as plants that would at once give evidence of

the adverse conditions they were subjected to; therefore, as I have
already said, the attempt is often made to grow numbers of these
valuable plants in houses where even the most skilful cultivator

would fail to keep them in the continued healthy thriving state

desirable.

Deceptive Growth in Unsuitable Houses.—In houses
where light—one of the first essentials indispensable to the well-

being of these, as it is of most other plants— is not present in

sufficient quantity, the growth for a time is generally deceptive
;

as, when accompanied with considerable artificial warmth, a

deficiency of light usually for the time being causes greater

development of the leaves, with an equally greater lengthening

of the pseudo-bulbs, than would occur in houses that gave enough
light, but the result is that in a few years this over-exuberant

g;rowth exhausts itself, the plants ultimatelj' succumbing. This,

as a matter of course, is less apparent with those species that do
not require more warmth and atmosplieric moi-sture than consi.s-

teut with a considerable quantity of air being given them almost
continuously, as when the nature of the plants is .such as to

vN'arrant a free admission of air, this tends considerably to

counteract the ill effects of iu.sufficient light by helping to give

solidity to tlie growth. Light and air are the two elements

—

without a sufficiency of which, during the time growth is being

formed, it is impossible that plants can acquire the solidity iu

their different parts essential to a healthj' existence. In a state

of nature, light and air are ever present iu the quantities required,

and if under cultivation the supply of these is short, nothing
that can be done in other ways will makeup for the deficiency,

and there can be little doubt that the greater number of Orchids

that fail to continue growing in the way thej' usually do a few
years after being imported fall off through want of solidity in

the whole substance of their different parts, leaves, stems, and
roots. Insufficiency in this essential is followed by spot—that

fatal disease so dreaded by Orchid growers.

Light Houses stillmoreBssentialforWarm Species.
—With those species that need a high temperature with the ever

accompanying moist condition of the atmosphere, it is not pos-

sible to give them air in the amount they receive when growing

naturally, but we can to a considerable extent make up for this

deficiency by giving them all the light they will bear, for, with

plants grown under glass, light has a similar correcting influence

over a deficiency of air to that which the pi'esence of plenty of

air has over an insufliciency of light. The influence that a

tlioroughly light house, which in addition is also low enough to

admit of the plants being kept near the roof, has upon Orchids is

so apparent to any one who takes the trouble to note the immense
difference in strength aud vigour in a collection grown under such

conditions as compared with others where the house gives them
insufficient light, that it seems inconceivable that plants of such

value should ever be consigned to the wretchedly unsuitable

places thev are so often seen in. I should suppose there are few-

engaged in Orchid cultivation who have not sometime or other

had an opportunity of noticing the marked improvement which a

couple of years iu a well adapted light house has upon plants that

have previously been kept in an indifferent structure'—the trans-

formation from long, thin, soft leaves, borne by over-lengthened

stems and bulbs, to the short, thick,leathery foliage, surmounting

bulbs thick aud plump, which are not only indicative of present

healthy vigour, but give promise of their keeping on increasing in

size and strength for an indefinite time, such as Orchids, more

thau most cultivated plants, are formed by Nature in a way that

admits of, for with each succeedingseason'sgrowihthey maybe said

to begin anew their lifetime, as in a state of nature, or under culti-

vation when the conditions are favourable, the slow decay of the

parts formed in years past goes on without the least weakening

influence or .shortening tlie term of the plant's existence, the top

ramifying aud gaining strength faster than the opposite extremity

decays.
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Natural Long- Existence of Orchids.—Orchids, in com-

mon with most plants of slow growth, are formed by Nature to

live long, and there is enough evidence that even under the short-

comings inseparable from the highly artificial conditions attending

their cultivation as compared with what the}' get in tlieir native

countries, that they will and do go on thriving for an indefinite

time. Take, for example, the original dark-leaved form of Cattleya

labiata, that is to be found often represented by several examples

in almost every collection in the countr}', and frequently iu places

where only a few Orchids are present; yet it is generally under-

stood that there never was but one importation of this tine plant,

and that now over sixty years ago. Iu naming this Cattleya as

an instance of the ability in Orchids to go on tliriving for time

unlimited in a cultivated state, I am by no means selecting one

of a genus that presents more than ordinar}' inclination to con-

form to the conditions of cultivation, for the Cattleyas are found
by many growers to be more difficult to keep iu liealth than most
others of the Orchid famil}'. I have no doubt there are many
more Orchids besides this Cattleya still in cultivation that have
sprung from importations equally long since, and that are in an
squall}' healthy condition, and sliow no more signs tlian it does

of wearing out, onl}' there is not similar proof of tlielr descent.

Light Houses now Adopted for Plants Generally.
—The men who cidtivated plants and ilowers for the Ijondon

market thirty years ago used to grow them in any Iviud of struc-

ture—lean-to's with light-excluding, high back walls, often more
or less sliading each other, or under the darkening influence of

other objects. Now this is changed. Those who grow even the

commonest plants, that will not fetcli more than Is. or Is. Od.

apiece, if they aim to cultivate them in a way that will command
the top price, select an open field for their houses, where there is

not a tree, a wall, or anything that will shut out a single ray of

light ; the liouses, although often rough, are composed of as much
glass and as little wood as they can be made to hold together with,

and the plants almost invariably are stood with their heads uearly

touching the roof. When the necessity becomes generally ad-

mitted of having Orchid houses as light as those which the

market-plant growers find it to their interest to use, there will

then be fewer instances of the deceptive growth in Orchids, where
they flourish for a few years after being imported and then die

out. The comparativel}' few species that like to be grown darker
can always be accommodated. T. Baines.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

Orchids in Flower at York.—The display of Dendrobium
Devonianiim, now in Ijloom in the nurseries of Messrs. Backliouse &
Sou, York, is beautiful beyond description. One of the specimens
has enormous stems, 3 ft. or even i ft. long, and forms a cylindri-

cal mass of bloom over 30 in. in length on one stem. Another plant of

it, with stems nearly 3 ft, long, has eleven dense pendent plumes,
forming a complete slieet or curtain of flower, almost obliterating the
dense mass of older stems. Some of the varieties have unusually
large flowers, and very rich in colour. The great specimen of Den-
drobium densiflorum promises to produce a gorgeous display shortly.

Large masses of Cattleya ykinueri are just ready to open. One of

these has seventy or eighty stems ; a single spike bears nine flowers,

otiiev spikes seven and eight flowers each.

French Blinds for Shading.—"F. M. B." may without
hesitation employ the French lath blinds for shading his glass
structures ; in fact, I know of no kind of shading that 1 should
recommend in preference to them. They are neat, and although
somewhat costly at first (the only objection that can be urged
against them), they last a long time, an average lifetime, mdeed, if

at all well cared for ; and if properly fixed are easy to manage,
much more so than the ordinary roller with its too often torn, dirty
canvas concomitant. As to the volume of light admitted, your
correspondent may be quite easy on that score, the laths being far
enough apart to admit of the direct entry of the sun's rays, which
are too much broken in force, however, to scorch, and which as
tlie sun marches onwards, flit, as it were, from leaf to leaf. These
blinds may be had of Messrs. Richardson, of Darlington, who import
them direct from France, and supply them of any desired dimen-
sions, with all necessary appurtenances. Let me advise all in-

tending to adopt this system of shading to fix the blinds in houses
some S ft. wide, with two pulleys to each house, the advantages of
which consist in the greater ease with which the blinds are
pulled up and the ability to shade any portion of the structure
without having to shade the whole of it.

—

Joitx Coenhill,

THE TIME TO PRUNE EOSES.

This is a knotty question, and as yet far from settled. Good reasons

may in fact be given for pruning Roses in October or November, or

March or April. At first sight, and from the side of the most
vigour and the finest buds, early pruning is by far the more reason-

able. As soon as tlie leaves fall Roses might be pruued to

advantage. For though the wood maj- be on the whole ripe, the

buds are ))y no means full. During the whole winter the process

of bud tilling proceeds. It is therefore certain that the fewer

buds on the plant, that is, the earlier and the more severely it is

pruned, the fuller the buds must become, and they do. This is

not merely a matter of theory, but of fact. One can see tlie

filling up going on under their eyes dail}', and this filling proceeds

from below, not above. After the fall of the leaf no new matter

can be added to the buds from the heads of the Roses. Conse-

quently it follows that the early pruner gets more vital growing

or flowering force into the buds than the late pruner. Nor is this

the only advantage. The early pruner's cuts heal rapid!}', the

later pruner's more slowly; sometimes not at all. This is a

point of great moment to the future liealth of Rose trees. Probably

not a few of the many deaths with which we are all becoming so

familiar originate in the weakness induced by late pruning. The
loss of sap by bleeding seldom lasts long in the Rose. But
the plants lose a great deal while it does last, and wounds
are left behind that probably may prove inroads to disease, and
afford by their tenderness a vantage ground for the frost. On the

contrary, prune Roses as early as possible in mild weather, and

liardlv is tlie wound made than it begins to heal. The sap is also

thick at that period and stage of growth, and no exudation of

fluid takes place ; hence the rains and dews soon glide over the

wounds instead of being arrested by and adhering to them, as is

too often the case when pruning is deferred till the spring.

Autumnal pruning also favours early blooming—this of necessity

from the buds being so much more fully tilled. Now early bloom-

ing in itself is a good thing. Everyone with a garden loves Roses

so much that he is anxious to have a sight of them as soon as may
be, unless, indeed, lie be an exhibitor, rather than a grower, who
has to time his blooms for late shows. It may be well to add here

that these remarks are not made for exhibitors. They learn by
experience when to prune almost every particular Rose, so as to

have it in greatest perfection on a given day. Such special know-
ledge is given or acquired by very few, and those who possess and
profit by it mostly keep it. But the generality of Rose growers

desire to see their favourites open as soon as possible, and should

therefore prune their Roses in October or November. Finally, in

favour of autumnal or early winter pruning, it may with certainty

be affirmed that early pruning favours size and also symmetry of

blossom. The former is a matter of course, but the cause of the

latter is less obvious. May it not arise from the fact that Nature's

bestworks are generally her most leisurely 'i The picturesque gnarled
Oak, for example, is the gradual outgrowth of centuries of laborious

growth ; the Cabbage-headed Sycamore is but an upstart of yes-

terday. It seems so in degree with the slowly built-up buds and
blooms of autumn-pruned Roses, and the hurried productions that

are developed by express on the heels of the knife in the spring.

But—how troublesome these huts are—to the question : Do you
thus condemn the spring pruning of Roses .P My answer is. No

;

for only thus can many of our warmest-blooded varieties be held

in check, so as to have a fair chance of any blooms at all. True,

by allowing Teas and others of the more excitable Hybrid Per-

petuals to grow on into shoots before pruning in the spring, one

loses force and time ; the first is a sacrifice to be regretted, tlie

latter, iu the case of many Roses, is a boon to be thankful for
;

for the one fault that so many Roses have beyond all others is

that thev lose their heads if the sun sliines out warmly for only

an hour' or two in March. The cultivator has thus to elect

between a choice of evils—cut their heads off with his knife or

allow the frost to do it for him. As a rule, the first course is the

safer and the more philosophical. Cut back to within a few buds

of the tree there is a great loss of material, as well as vital force,

that is, the power of making more such material as has just been

removed. That, however, cannot be helped ; and the base buds

seldom ever make pretence to produce wood or bloom equal to

that cut off. But these yield shoots that flower, which the
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wc'iUln-i- woiilJ not suffer the earlier ones to do, and this is about

the sum total of all that can be urged in favour of late spring

pruning.
In practice either is b?st, according to circumstances and con-

ditions ; and very often neither absolutely is best, but a sort of

compromise bet >\-een the two. For example, aU Koses should be

overhauled and partially, if not whoUy, pruned in the late autumn

—

that is, all weakly and woi-thless shoots should be cut away close

to tlie ground, or the base of the scion in grafted plants. The

earlier this can be done the better. By such prunings the strength

of the plant is often diverted into new channels, just as the

current of a rivulet may be changed by the merest accident. I

mav mention that tlie finest shoots for other years often

spring up from the base buds of these worthless weaklings, and

the sooner the weakly branches are cut away the stronger will the

base buds shoot up ; and there is no reason why such superfluous

boughs should not be cut away at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity. This character of pruning might often be carried much
further than it is at present, and as Eoses get back to earth again

and grow on their own roots, a good deal may be done to force

them to renew their growth every year by simply cutting back hard

every weakly, exhausted shoot. All such Eoses, too, as the old

Cabbage, Provence, Moss, French,Ayrshire, and most of the common
Noisette and climbing Eoses should be pruned in the autumn.

Of the others part may be pruned, while the final cutting back

of the flowering shoots to their lowest limits might be left till

March, or even later in backward seasons.

This year a great many of our Eoses have been already pnined

to death, and others with alarming severity, by the frost. The
chief pruning needed, and we are after it now, is to complete the

work of the frost by cutting off the wood it has already destroyed,

aod pruning off any of its leavings, wliich are all too scarce and
few this season. In many cases, too. In which the outside of the

wood is fair to look upon, the inside and the pith are black and
decomposed, a sure sign that the shoots are already as good as dead.

Those who thrust a wisp of straw or a handful of common bracken

into the heads of their standards, and mulched over their dwarf
Eoses with 6 in. of litter.have the chance of pruning much, or the

choice of where and to what extent to cut back their Eose shoots.

Others have merelv to follow the lead of the frost, and amputate
what it has alreadv killed ; and the sooner all this is done, and this

killing winter is forgotten, the better. D. T. Fish.

of ^vriters on gardening and other matters, who would be incapable
of speaking such unwieldy nonsense, think it is the right thing to do
when they sit down to write for the in.struction of their fellow

creatures, ^"hat should we do with any one who .spoke like that ?

Xo one could certainly listen to such a speaker without doubting' his

sanitv.—J. H.

Striking Roses from Cuttings.—It is not given to mortals

to command success, but they may deserve it. One of the essentials

of success in this instance, so far as my limited experience goes, is

patience, and taking pains to ensure it with cool treatment. I have
tried striking Eose cuttings in heat and in bottles of tepid water ;

but, except Marechal Xiel, the snecess, as in Mr. Fish's experience

(p. 207), was indifferent. This has been the experience, too, of many
intelligent gardeners with whom I discussed the matter. The
majority, rightly, I presume, try this method of propagating in late

autumn ; but though there may be a greater number of failures, some
of your readers may like also to try some suitable cuttings when
pruning from this forward, as Eoses on their own stocks are in very
many instances much sought after. With this view, the few follow-

ing hints may prove items towards success: 1. The wood mast be
well ripened. 2. Give a preference to short, stout, and firm side

shoots. 3. If possible, take them off with a heel, trim clean and
neat at the base. 4. If in the autumn, to be inserted in time to
callus before frost sets in. o. Except the soil is naturally light and
sandy—indeed in any case—put in some thoroughly washed river or
road sand, on which the base is to rest. 6. The front of a south
wall, if the propagation is commenced in autumn, is a desirable site.

When frost sets in, a line of Laurel or .Spruce branches in front
would be desirable. I used dry Privet tops, over which I strewed
dry hay, enough for protection, but not to exclude air ; and, so far,

the success exceeds my expectation, notwithstanding the unufual
severity of the winter. 7. As recommended by Mr. Fish, when bot-

tom heat can be had, potting up after caUusing almost ensures
success ; 8. If the experiment is tried during spring, a cloche or
hand-glass prevents evaporation, especially when leaves have
expanded. Those who put Eose cuttings down in lines like Cabbage
plants and cover in with a shade cannot naturally '

' command

"

success, and do not deserve it.^W. .J. M., C'hnme'.

HARPER'S MAGAZ/XE OX THE FUTURE OF
GARDENING.

Ukder the heading " The Possibilities of Horticulture " in the

current number of Harper's Magazin':, Mr. B. .S. Parsons, of Flush-

ing, writes an article. As Harper's Maga.zitie is now published at

each side of the Atlantic, and is a periodical of some considerable

circulation, it may be not amiss to point out that the illustrations

in this article are almost entirely pernicious in their tendency.

There are plenty of things to be learnt as to the possibilities of

gardening even in the wildest and oddest placjs, and there is scarcely

a landscape painter of any taste or power who cannot add to our

knowledge of, and delight in, the art. Mr. Parsons interlards his

paper with beautifully cut illustrations of some of the most depress-

ing and most absurd garden? in the world. Here we have, presum-
ably for our edification, and without a word of warning, a Beech
tree trimmed into the shape of the face of a smoothing iron in Mr.
Sargent's garden on the Hudson River. Through the middle of the
" smoothing" iron an aperture of the same form is cut, and through

this formal hole in a formal tree we get a peep of a beautiful river

and a steamboat. The taste and labour displayed here need no
comment. Mr. Sargent's garden is one of the most beautiful in

America, and really commands beautiful views of a noble river, and fine

hill and other scenery from its pleasant lawn ; but here we have taken

from it one of the meanest things possible in a garden. Then we
have the Italian garden at Mr. Hunnewell's, at Wellesley. The
good Mr. Hunnewell, who has one of the prettiest places one

could desire to see, with a pretty New England lake, bearing little

fleets of Nymphiea odorata on its silvery face and fringed

with native Pines, thought well, in a moment of .veak-

ness, to perpetuate some of our old topiarian notions, cut the edge

of a portion of his beautiful lake into a series of steps, placed on

these steps a number of extinguisher-shaped Conifers, and cut a

number of these into droll knots and knobs and tiers. It is the only

doubtful feature in a very pretty place, and therefore most unfitted

to illustrate an article on the future of gardening in a popular maga-

zine. Then we come to a fine engraving of the hedge garden at

Elvaston Castle, England. It is one of the silliest things among
the many published on the art of gardening. A thick hedge, with

holes in it, and. a few lines and dots around the whole, less sugsestive

of what is possible and beautiful in gardens than a '-bewitched

barley stack.'' This kind of thing is not gardening at all, but

feverish and shameful extravagance, clipping nailes of shrubs into

hedgerows, and miles of trees into stiff walls. No true gardener at

all is he who does this kind of thing, but a barber or stonecutter

gone astray in a woody place. Tuen we have what is called a

trimmed Holly, in shape like one of our dwarf plants of Arbor- vitse ;

but on top of it a thing like a boy's hoop mossed over—two shoots of

the Holly formed into a ring—a pretty subject for a nineteenth cen-

tury suggestion on artistic gardening : Oh '. Mr. Parsons, with your

good collection of trees, and those fine Magnolias on your lawn, and

with that fair Hudson River and those beautiful mountains near you,

with their thousand suggestions of the possibilities of gardening

both in spring, summer," and autumn, you ought to have done

better than this, especially when backed up by Harper's help in

drawing and engraving :

—

Field.

Involved and Obscure 'Writing.—I have been pleased
with what " Peregrine ' =aid on ;hi? s^bjicr. Unhappily, a number

FROZEN WATER-CASKS AND TANKS BUESTINTG.

Ix Thk Gap.bex Ip. 199) there is a paragraph recommending a plan

for the prevention of leaden pipes being bui^t by frost, and which I

shall be glad to supplement with ano'ther very simple contrivance

for preventing a similar mishap to water casks and tanks, or, indeed,

to any kind of vessel whatever exposed to fiost, and which almost

every one in a very fewminntea, and at little or no expense, may easily

adopt for themselves. The principle upon which these contrivances

are founded is based on the fact of the air being elastic and compres-

sible, as shown by the air-gun, and, consequently, as the water

expands in freezing the expanded ice compresses the air in like pro-

jwrtion, and so gains the necessary room for its enlarged bulk by the

contraction of the air instead of the whole of the pressure bemg
exerted on the containing vessel. Now it will be evident that it is an

essential point for the air, if enclosed in a sealed tube, to allow of

its being thus compressed that whatever contains it must also be

itself compressible, and hence nothing can he better than india-
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rubber; but if gutta-percha, as recommended by Mr. Clarke, be sub-

ttituted, this, trom its rigidity, is very likely to had to disappoint-

ment ; but as a small rubber tubing, prepared specially for the

purpose, is to be had, ihere will be no need to have recourse to the

other.

To carry out this arrangement for any kind of vessel we have only

to imprison a sufficient bulk of air in or near to the centre in such
manner that it may readily respond to the pressure. The plan
adopted by myself with water-butts and casks, and which has been
perfectly successful, is as follows : First, let a stout garden stake be
inserted diagonally across from top to bottom, and a mark made upon
it of the depth ; then fasten an uncorked champagne or porter bottle

to the middle of the immersed portion, so that it shall rest, mouth
downwards, near the centre of the cask, where it is to remain. This
may be fastened with either tarred twine or copper wire, and there

need be no fear of the bottle bursting, as the pressure outside and
within will be equal and balanced. In this way several casks,

holding respectively from IS to 120 gallons, have been frozen up this

winter into almost a solid mass for weeks together, and are at this

minute frozen up without the slightest injury. If the principle be
clearly comprehended there will be innumerable instances to bo
found where it may be advantageously applied ; and it may be
interesting to know that after all it is only having recourse to one
of Nature's own adaptations of means to an end for the same pur-

pose.

Most persons are aware that an egg contains a small portion of air

confined by a thin membrane at one of the ends within. This is

commonly believed to be in some way a provision for the chick at

the moment of its leaving the shell, but such is altogether chimerical

;

the real use is to serve as an elastic or spring cushion to allow the
contents of the egg to expand and contract, and yet always to keep
full, so as to prevent shaking—to expand by the warmth of the bird,

and to contract on cooling without injury to the shell. However,
although there is a sufficient bulk of air to compensate this normal
dilTerence of temperature, there is not sufficient, it would appear, to

withstand the frost of a severe winter, as this season numbers of

eggs exposed in the market were burst open from one end to the
other, but which I take to have been a most unusual occurrence, for

I have no recollection of having ever heard of a similar circum-
stance. W. K. Bridcjian.
Norwich,

Frost in Guatemala.—The lOth of February will, says the
jVcif York Herald, be remembered in Guatemala as the occasion of a
frost, the heaviest in the memory of man, occasioning damage the
like of which has no record in the history of the country since its

conquest l.iy the Spaniards. The cold wave seems to have come from
the north, a]5pareutly traversing the Cordillera through Mexico, and
leaving evidences of its effects in various parts of Jlexico, as well as

in 8au Marcos, the Costa Cuca and Costa Grande, before reaching
Guatemala, wdiere it spent its force with a grand displa.y of its most
pernicious inllucnccs on tropical fruits and crops, which withered
away at its touch as before a devouring flame. The leaves of the
Coit'ee trees, the most vigorous tree as well as the tenderest shoot,
were discoloured and shrivelled, and broke to pieces at the slightest

touch, while even the tender twigs were injured. Several years must
necessarily elapse before these plantations can be restored to their

usually healthy condition. The Sugar-cane was killed as it stood, so

that the loss in tliis respect is confined to the amount now actually
uncut, although all of this even will scarcely be a total loss. The
amount of damage done is calculated to be between one and two
millions of dollars. In New Jersey we liave only had the ther-

mometer 12° below zero once, but twenty miles from here (May-
wood) it has been 30° below it, and there has been ice from 18 in.

to 3 ft. thick ; the ground too has been frozen over 4 ft. deep. ^Ve
have had comparatively little snow here, although some of the
November snow is yet on the ground, and we had two months'
splendid sleighing, but the sun'is now getting hot, so that snow and
ice are disappearing fast.—J as." Taplin.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES.
Mk. Veitch, of Newhaven, and Mr. Meehan, of Germantown, in
the Gardeners^ilonthli/ , are picking holes in the English-name ques-
tion, and saying nothing about the manifold absurdities of the
Latin nomenclature which is necessary in the present state of our
knowTedge. As soon as space will permit we propose to have some
talk with these gentlemen. English nomenclature, hitherto entirely
iguored, has of course many faults and drawbacks, inasmuch as
nobody ever took the trouble to systematise it ; whereas the Latin
nomenclature is the result of the work of many generations of
nble men. A very good attempt at forming a native nomenclature,
so to say, has been .ui.?id,e jjj .a kijidi'ed language, It is not at all

likely that the English race, who now cover so large a part of the

world, and in whom the lo\-e of flowers and trees is so deeply rooted,

will continue for ever to use, in naming their favourites, a language

that is strange to all but a few of them; it is not at all likely that the

highest branches of plant knowledge, so to say, will be for ever

made difficult by a strange tongue. It is all very well if full

knowledge of such things is to be confined to a few only, but we
look, in the future, for plant knowledge being made familiar to

many. Meantime, and waiting the coming of the reformers, we will

ourselves use an Engfish name wherever there is a chance of using

a good one. That there may be three or four English names should

not deter us, considering that there are often twice as many Latin

names given to the same plant at different times. We shall incon-

venience nobody by doing so if we give the Latin name too.

THE GARDEN FLOR/J.

THE SCAELET STONECEOP.
(SEDUM SEMPEHYIVOIDES.)

TiiLsname is commonly applied to Umb'licusSempervivum, or, to

be quite correct, Cotyledon Pestalozzse, a totally distinct plant, and

much inferior from a garden standpoint to the true Sedum semper-

vivoides. Both are Sempervivum-like plants, that which we now
figure possessing- the habit of S. tectorum, the common Plouse

Leek. Umbilicus Scmpervivum has the fleshy rounded-tipped leaves

arracged in a rosette-like manner; tbey are of a shining green

Umbilicus Scmpcrvivum.

colour, and the reddi.sli flowers are arranged on the stem in a loo.=e

manner. The confusion, no doubt, has arisen on account of S.

semperyiyoides having beenuamed byLedebour asS.Sempervivum.
It is remarkable that such a showy, haidy plant as this should

be 3-et scarcely known in cultivation.

Culture and Position.—This Stonecrop is stiictly a biennial,

flowering freely the .secoEd year from seed and then d3"ing'. It forms
a rosette of thick fleshy leaves of a greyish-green, tinged with
piirplish-red,aud vaiyingiu colour accoiding- to the amount of light

it receives. In very hot positions it assumes quite a metallic hue.

In geueial appearance it resembles an Echeveiia, or intei mediate

stage between that and a SemperviAum ; although the coloured

illustration herewith given was made from a plant growing on the

.rockery at the Hale Farm, Tottenham, ard which had been out the

wholeof the previous winter, yet it cannot be considered hardy.

It will, however, grow very freely on a dry bank during summer,
and stand a large amount of frost, pi-ovided it is dry, but frost and
wet combined will kill it. Seeds of it germinate freely, and it is

very easily managed. It should be sown in January in gentle heat,

using great care in watering, as the seed is very fine, or, bet er still,

do not water at all, but keep the pot plunged, so that the soil does

not get dry. As soon as the young plants are large enough fo

handle prick them off, keeping them near the glass, and by no
means let them get dry. As soon as they are large enough pot

them singly, and treat them liberally with water while growing,

and by the end of the summer they should be as large as a crown-
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piece. Di.iriiig' autumn and winter withhold water, Iceeping them
just sufRciently moist to prevent the leaves from shrivelling-, and in

spring- repot and keep them growing- freely until the flower-spike

is fully developed. The time of flowering will depend a great

deal upon time of sowing, treatment, &c., but under ordinary cir-

cumstances it will be in July or August. The flowers will last in

good condition for six or seven weeks. This Sedum is quite as

brilliant as the well-known Rochea falcata, which its bloom very

much resembles. It is in short, as will be seen, a first class decora-

tive plant. It is a native of Asia Minor and the mountains of

Caucasus. A. B. P.

A ]SEW MAPLE.
Acer insigxb is a new Maple which has only just now found

its way in to cultivation, and there seems little reason to doubt
that it will prove a useful and valuable addition to our lists of

hardy trees. "With the ordinary Sycamore it possesses many
points in common, notably in the similaiity which obtains

between the leaves and keys of both. From that well-known
old favourite, however, it diners considerably in floral characters.

Acer insigne.

the inflorescence of that being a pendulous raceme, the bases of

the stamen filaments being hairy, whilst in A. insigne the flowers

are borne in upright panicles, and the filaments of the stamens are

smooth. In its native countr}' it flowers in May. G.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

PLANT FRUIT TREES EVERYWHERE.
This recommendation is doubtless looked upon by many simply as a
trade announcement. But in Kent fruit trees are literally planted
wherever there is a piece of ground capable of sustaining a tree. By
planting in all kinds of aspects and situations, if some fail others
succeed ; consequently fruit culture in Kent has been able to make
progress, despite an unusually protracted run of unpropitious
seasons. In some districts, fruit trees are so scarce that those wlio
try to grow Apples have a great difficulty in keeping them, for boys
soon know where so rare a treat is in store for them ; while here in

Kent they are so used to see fruit lying about in large heaps during the
gathering- season, that it is only the most tempting kinds that are
picked ; in fact, when I first came to reside in Kent, I was astonished
at the quantity of fruit left under the trees, while in other parts of
the kingdom a prohibitive price was being asked for such fruit.

Here a fruit tree of some kind is planted against almost every cot-

tage wall, according to the nature of the soil, for there are no such
things as artificially-constructed borders ; a hole large enough to

get the roots in is simply dug out, and on what is called heath land,
where the soil is poor and stony, tlie finest crops of Morello Cherries
are borne that I ever saw. Large quantities of them are sold in
Maidstone, where the manufacture of Chen-y brandy forms quite a
special industr3^ Most ofthetrainingtheygetissimplycuttingoutthe
old exliausted wood at this time of year, and laying in the young shoots of

last year's growth. On heavier soils Plums and Pears are the favourite
fruits, as they need but little attention, and bear well on the spur
system of loruning. They are fastened to the walls in the most
primitive manner, for the majority of walls being built of stone
precludes the possibility of regular training, such as may be done
on brick walls. Hop kilns, farm buildings, and even boarded fences
are utilised for fruit culture. Some of the high buildings have large
iron staples or crooks built into tlio joints of the wall for supporting
the main branches, and in tliis way a good crop of Jargo-
nelle Pears, or Early Violet or Orleans Plums is obtained, and
finds a ready sale at highly remunerative prices. There is not
much fear of fruit trees growing too strongly in hard soils. It

is the loose soil full of manure that makes watery, soft growth,
but when the crop is swelling a good top-dressing- of manure
and the application of liquid manure in quantity are highly bene-
ficial. The idea that Kent enjoys a monopoly of good soil needs to
be confuted, for certainly there is a great deal of land arounil Maid-
stone devoted to fruit that would hardly bo considered worth culti-

vating in some counties, and the soil is more variable than in any
other county I have yet met with. As regards standard trees, none
enjoys so much popularity as the Apj^le ; as a rule, indeed, the gar-
dens attached to cottages have more the appearance of orchards than
oj^en vegetable gardens, as the owners all look to fruit to pay the
rent, the vegetables being quite a secondary consideration ; many
even sell their fruit and buy a supply of Potatoes at a cheap rate otf

the growers of them for market. Apple trees are really planted
everywhere ; and at this time of year, when cottage gardeners in the
eastern counties are debating what seed Potatoes to plant, their

neighbours in Kent are considering what will be the most profitable

Apple to gTaft, and amongst the numerous cultivators who make
fruit culture their means of living, the planting of "fruit trees

everywhere " is bj- no means an exaggeration, for one sees ranges of

fruit trees in the most unlikely positions. I have at various times
alluded to utilising the hedgerows for Damsons and Bullaces, and
there is not the slightest reason why this means of augmenting our
fruit supply sliould not be generally adopted throughovit the country-,

for fruits are in such universal faAOur tliat there is no fear of over-

stocking the market
;
growers in a small way would find it an

advantage to use them more largely.

In order to indicate the sorts of positions in which Damsons and
Bullaces will flourish, I may mention that we have some good trees

in a shrubbery planted for a shelter screen on the coldest and
bleakest corner of a cottage, and although there is an undergrowth
of evergreen and deciduous shrubs, the Damsons yearly bear good
crops. We have up to the present been using them in a
bottled state, by which meansthey may be had at atriflingcost during
many months of the year. We have Apple and Cherry trees growing
among shrubs, and in some seasons more prolific than in exposed
situations ; and 1 have seen on many an old-fashioned lawn the most
prolific fruit trees of the neighbourhood. J. Gkoom.

Linton.

FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

In the first paper I wrote on this subject (p. 43) I admitted that the

title might appear to some to be out of place, but I am sure those

of your readers who have read the papers in question all through
will grant that I never had any intention to mislead or mj'stify, for

at the beginning I stated I was not dealing with any one phase of

fruit culture exclusively, but was trying, as far as in me lay, to take

a comprehensive view of the whole subject, looking well into all its

various details. 'Wlien I began these papers I was deeply
impressed with the generally neglected condition of the fruit

culture of the country, as evinced in nearly every parish

by the worn-out, old, moss-grown trees that liave certainly never

been ruined by either pruning or training. No one would be more
willing to admit than myself that much harm has been done by too

much use of the knife and too much time sj^ent in training, especially

when under the influence of that pernicious rule of thumb system
which still flourishes. But granting all this, I still say if you train

at all do so with exactitude. We expect to accomplish by training

a given result, and there is a best possible position for any branch or

branches to be placed in in order to obtain that result,and nothing less

than this should satisfy us. The time taken up in such work must of

course vary according to the expertness of the operator, just as a
skilful artist will make a better picture with a few strokes of his

pencil or brush in a few minutes than the mere dauber can do
in days or weeks. So in the matter of training fruit trees. It is

mainly a question of grasping the situation. I dare say " J. S. W.,"

with his experience, knows verj' well that there is a vast

difference among workmen, but that is no reason why the standard
should be lowered to suit special cases. The chief reason why
trained trees so often fail and become miserable abortions is the

pernicious habit of digging among their roots and driving them
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tlo\v.nv;u-ds, instead of keeping tliem ncai' tlie surface, wlierc tlieir

wants could be easily supplied, and wlierc the solar warmth, to

which they would be exposed, Avould ensure fertility.

"J. S. W." bases his adverse criticism chiefly upon the title, " Fruit

Growing for Profit." But what is profit? I may say I have read
" J. 8. W.'s ' criticism with interest and, I hope, "profit," but I don't

suppose 1 shall be any richer in a pecuniary sense. I am trying to

treat the question in the widest possible manner, and I regard
" jirofit " as a general principle that actuates and influences everyman
in all he does. To get gain in some sliajie or form is the moving
impulse of the world, but that gain maybe received otherwise than in

actual cash. Most men who plant fruit trees largely have a special

fancy f(;r i^articnlar kinds and shapes, which probably they have

proved to suit their particular situation and circumstances ; and any
given shape or system may be suitable or the reverse, according to

the site or other local conditions, not the least thing to

be considered being the character of the planter him-

self. Many a A-ery useful hobby has been ruined cither

by riding it too hard, or else by neglect when the novelty has worn
offi. Taking all things into consideration, if any one desirous of

planting an acre of Pear trees should ask my advice, I should be

guided in the answer I gave—firstly, by the locality, its shelter, soil,

drainage, &c. ; and secondly, by the character of the planter. Tlie

cultivator who has no idea of small things or minutiiB in his

work should not be placed in a position where much detail is

required. But then there is plenty of choice. Wo can pick our

trees to suit our tastes and circumstances. I would not

say dogmatically plant such and suclr a tree, trained in

such a manner, under all and every circumstance, about which of

course I cannot know anything, assuchacourse would savour too much
of quackery ; what I do say is, hero are a number of trees trained in

various ways, all possessing some advantages for special localities
;

make your own selection. Of course if anyone plants 1 acre of

pyramidal or any other kind of trained fiMiit trees, 1 shouhl assume
he was prepared to give his personal attention to them, and not

delegate the work to one who had no thought or care in the matter,

nor yet to one whose ideas did not lift him out of the rut " of rule

of Ihum),).'' A system may be good or bad according to the way in

whicli it is worked out. E. Hobday.

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
Vines.—In addition to the various kinds of fruit trees which

have in foi'mer papers been recommended as suitable for the mi-

heated orchard house may now bo mentioned some of the raoi-e

hardy varieties of tlie Grape "S'iue. Tliese may be grown iu pots,

and trained iu \arions ways, such as winding tlic rod.s spirally to

three or four stakes fl.xed iu the soil, or keeping- them in the form
of dwarf bushe-s, or, perliaps[better still, as low standard trees, the

stems of wliicli should be .secured to a strong stake fixed in the

soil. To the top of this stake should be fi.xed, by means of t^yo

cross wires, a circular hoop of strong wire some 18 iu. or 2 ft. in

diameter, aud to tliis the Vine rod should be secured. "When this

is neatly done the buuclies have a very pretty appearance hanging

from the hoop. When the fruit is ripe such plants may, if desired,

be placed upou the dinner table, means of course being- taken to

iu some way conceal the pots. Such plants should occupy pots some
10 ill. or 12 in. in diameter ; they should be -well drained, aud the

soil used should be rich, turfy loam, v:e\l rotted manure, aud a few
boues. Tiie plants should not be allowed to bear too many
Iniuches, which should be regulated iu accordance with the size

aud condition of the Vines, aud the berries composing- them should

be carefully thinned out before tliey are larger tlian .Sweet Peas.

When the fruit isswelliug the Vines should have liberal treatment,

such as rich surface dressings, or the roots may be allowed to pass

throughthebottonisof thepots into the border of rich soil on which

they may be placed ; oceasioual applicatious of well-diluted liquid

manure may also be given -vvhen necessary, but this should of

course be witliheld when the fruit is approaching maturity. In

most orcliard liouses, however, situations may he found where the

Vines may be planted out, either in inside borders of prepared

soil, or, what is perliaps still better, tl.e roots may be outside,

while the rods may be introduced under the -wall-plate, and trained

to the pillars wliich usually support the roof, or to wires over the

paths, or iu some other way which need not iu the least interfere

witli the other inmates, but which would at the same time give

increased beauty and iuterest to the appearance of the house. It

should, however, be borne in mind that it is only the more hardy
kimls of Vines which are likely to ripen their fruit under glass

without the aid of artificial warmth. The selection should there-

fore be confined to such varieties as tlie lloyal jNIuscadiue, Sweet
"\^'ater, Miller's Burgundy, Black Prince, and Esperioue, tlie last-

mentioned being, when well ripened, nearly equal to the Black

Hamburgh, and even the latter, in ordinarily favourable seasons,

is found to thoroughly ripen its fruit under glass without any
assistance from fire heat in most of the southern and south-eastern

counties of England.

Fig's.—The orchard house is also the most suitable situatiou

for the Fig, unless it be iu cases where a structure is express!}'

devoted to its culture. In the open air, even when the trees are

trained to walls with southern aspects, unless it be iu the most
southern or the most favoured parts of this couutry, the Fig crop

is at best uncertain, and on that account it is advisable to grow at

least a portion of the trees under glass or in the orchard house.

. AVhether iu tlie opeu air or under glass, however, it is difficult to

induce the F^ig to conform to any particular form of Iraiuing.

Aud such trees, w-lieu sufficient space can be allowed them, are

mostly found to bear best when permitted to ramble as they like,

or to grow iu a somewhat unconstrained, free, and easy manner.
They, however, succeed very well when groivn in the form of

buslies or standards in pots placed in the orchard house. The
pots should lie .some 12 iu., more or less, in diameter, and the

plants should be firmly potted iu sound loamy soil, without any
admixture of manurial matters. Tliey should, as far as possible,

be made to assume a compact, bush-like form, aud the branches

should not be allowed to become crowded, while the young-

shoots .should be repeatedly stopped, or pinched in order to induce

the production of fruit. Abundance of water should be given

when the latter is swelling, and great care .should be takeu

to avoid anything like a clieck during that period, which would
be almost certain to cause tlie fruit to fall off prcmaturel}'. It is

also advisable to avoid, as far as possible, wetting the swell-

ing fruit, wliicli is somelinies supposed to cause il to drop off.

When the crop has been gathered, the trees may with advantage

bo placed in a sunny situation iu tlie open air, plunging the potss

and giving- all necessary attention as regards water, &c., unles,

it is attempted to induce them to produce a second crop, when
they sliould, of course, be retained under gla.ss. This, however,

can seldom lie satisfactorily accomplished without the aid of arti-

ficial heat. There are in cultivation many varieties of the Fig,

and possilily all of them are worthy of beiug grown. But the

following six sorts -ivill be found suitable for orchard house culture,

aud -v^'ill form a sufficiently large selection, whicli may neverthe-

le.ss be increased if found desirable. Earlv Violet is very early,

prolific, aud well ttavoured, round in form, and small iu size.

Black Bourjassote and Grizzly Bourjassote are both excellent

"varieties, of medium size, and of fii-st-rate quality. Browu Turkey
or Lee's Perpetiuil is a v\-ell known first rate ^ariety, of rich

qualitv, and of fair size. Carrington is a large white .sort of ex-

cellent quality. Castle Keunedy is round in form, large, early,

prolific, and of good quality.

Mulberries.—The fruit of the common black !Mulberry is

appreciated by some people, and although the tree is perfectly

hardy, it does not always ripen its fruit well in the opeu air, and
a considerable portion of it generally drops off before it becomes
thoroughly matured. This does not, however, occur under glass,

or if it does it is to a less extent, aud the fruit is also found to

attain larger size and better colour and flavour. The trees are of

easy culture, aud are by no means particular as to soil, and do not

require to be grown iu large pots. They can be readily made to

assume the form of low standards, and are very ornamental. They
require abundance of water uutil the fruit begins to colour, when
less may be given ; but it should not be altogether withheld, or

the fruit will be sure to drop off prematurely.

Pomegranates may Jilso be grown and ripened iu an orchard

house on low standards witli clean stems some IS in. long. The
fruit can hardly be described as delicious, but the plants them-
selves are very ornamental when iu flower, as well as when bear-

ing fruit, and a fe-^%' such plants give variety and interest to the

interior of the structure.

Eugenia Ugni.—The same may also be said as regards this,

the fruit of which is, liowever, highly flavoured and by some

people appreciated. Plants of it can be readily grown in tlie form

of bushes or low standards, the fruit of v\-hich w-ill be found to

thoroughly ripen in a warm and sunny situation in the orchard

house.
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Currants.—A few plauts of Red and White Currauts, trained

into tlie form of standards, when laden with ripe or ripening

fruit have a pretty effect, and if such Ifinds as the Red Grape,

Knight's, Long- Bunch, &o., are used, the size and flavour of the

fruit is improved.

Stra"wberries may also, if desired, be grown in the oi'chard

house, but it is necessary that such plants should be placed upon
a shelf, or in some way be brought pretty close to the glass. In

lean-to structures this can be accomplished by the aid of a shelf

fixed at the proper distance from the glass near the top of the

back wall, while another shelf may occupy a portion of the

front of the house. In a span-roofed structure temporary shelves

may be fixed over the centres of the paths, where it lias been
recommended to train the rod of a Grape Vine, whicli could be

readily moved on one side when the shelf was in use, and returned

to its proper place when the latter was removed. This shelf

should be somelS in.fromthegla8S,butshould notcomesolowas to

interfere with the use of the pathways. Tlie plants should be prepared
in all respects as if intended for forcing ; they should receive their

last shift during the month of August, and may be wintered in cold

pits or m a frame. They ought to be fruited in pots not exceeding

o in. or 6 in. in diameter ; and about the middle of February would
be a suitable time to introduce the first portion of them into the

house, while another portion could be introduced some three weelcs

later. By tliis time the sun will have gained considerable power,
and, the pots being small, careful attention as regards watering will

b3 necessary. To prevent drip from the pots, each should be placed
in a pan or saucer ; but, at the same time, water should not be
allowed to stand in the latter, as its presence may be regarded as

an indication of the soil in the pots being in a moister condition

than ia desirable. "S'ery much will, of course, depend upon the

weather, but, generally speaking, the fruit of the plants first intro-

duced will ripen a month or three weeks earlier than that of the
same kinds growing in the open air; consequently, the season

during whicli this fruit can bo had is by tills means very consider-

ably extended. Many excellent varieties of this fruit are now iji

cultivation. For general purposes, however, Keen's Seedling may
still be recommended, together with >Sir Joseph Paxtou, Sir C'harles

Napier, and British Queen.
Best Form for an Orchard House.—It is by no means

necessary that an orchard house should be an expensive structure,

although it is desirable that it should be substantially built, as

this will be found to be in all respects the cheapest in the long-

run. As regards form or construction, it may be either a lean-to

or span-roofed erection, but the latter is the most desirable ; and
although it is not absolutely necessary that the structure should
run north and south—that is, one end facing- south and the other
north—still that is, without doubt, the best position in which to

place it. As to the dimensions of such structures, that must
entirely depend upon existing cu'cumstances or requirements.
What, however, may be considered a medium-sized and useful
span-roofed erection might be say 20 ft. wide, 12 ft. or 14 ft. high,
and 80 ft. to 100 ft. long; while large structures, such as that at
Di-umlanrig, is 24 ft. wide, 18 ft. high, and several hundred feet

long, and this structure is said to be in all respects a very great
success. In most gardens, however, it will be admitted that
a moderate and continuous supply of the best fruits is better
than a glut, as it were, of any particular kinds, however
meritorious they may be. It is, of course, of the greatest im-
portance that such struoturesshould have ample means of thorough
ventilation. Roof openings are necessarily expensive, but they
are indispensable in large span-roofed structures, and such should
all be made to open and close simultaneously by means of some
of the many improved methods of effecting- that necessary
operation now in use. Both sides of all span-roofed houses should,
of course, be made to open to any desired extent, and it is necessary
to exercise discretion in this matter, more particularly during- the
early part of the season, or at the time when most of the trees

are in bloom or about to set their fruit. At this time it will
seldom be advisable to open both sides of the house at the
same time, as this necessarily places the trees in a draught,
which is anything but favourable to them, more particularly
early in spring, when, although the sun may be powerful, the
wind is not unfrequently cold and cutting. Therefore on that
account it is safer to admit air by the roof lights only, or with
the addition of the side lights on one side of the house only
slightly opened. And should the temperature of the house even

then b-'corae somewhat high, tliure nee<l lie no apprehension of
iujui-y to the trees, as a somewhat high temperature is found
to be favourable to the free setting of most kinds of fruit.

Orchard Street, Bury St. Edmunds. P. Geie-vb.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Orchard House.—In late houses the Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines,

Pears, and Plums will now be in flower, or approaching that stage, and
their safety will greatly depend upon the maintenance of a circulation of
dry air in damp weather and security from sharp morning frosts. With
a heating apparatus of the most simple and inexpensive character these
conditions may be maintained, hut without it stagnant moisture is often
as injurious as frost. The trees during the time they are in Sower must
be gone over daily with a camel's-hair brush to insure a good set, and the
water applied to the roots must be some few degrees warmer than the
mean temperature of the house With fire heat at command, stone fruit
trees of all kinds should have constant air, unless the weather is very
wet or severe, when atmospheric moisture must be sparingly applied. Get
Figs in late houses and cases uncovered. Soak the pots or borders with
warm water, and defer pruning or training until returning expansion of
the buds shows the extent of the damage they have received from the past
severe frost.

Forcing Orchard House.—Growth will now be very rapid in this
department, and light being essential to quality, see that the house does
not become overcrowded with trees. It rarely happens that every forced
tree sets a crop of fruit, and when this is the case, the removal of a few
of the least promising will be well compensated when the fruit on those
left begins to ripen. The pots being full of active roots, a liberal supply
of warrn hquid will be needed, and top dressing will also help to meet
the rapid demand for food. If space for mulching and watering is

limited, place bands of lead or zinc 4 in. deep round the inside of the
rims of the pots, and till in with mulching little and often, as the roots
work up to the top. Insect enemies will no vv spring into life and soon
work serious mischief, particularly where Strawberries have left a colony
of aphides and spider. To exterminate the first, two or three moderate
smokings on alternate evenings will be necessary, and spider is obliged to
give way to sharp syringing with a weak solution of soft soap every night
after the sun is off the roof. As soon as clean return to the uso of pure
water.

Pines.—When the early fruiters have passed the flowering stage sup-
port the fruit in an upright position by means of two stout sticks placed
in each pot Kemove all gills and superfluous suckers, and encourage
rapiddevelopmentbyshuttingupearlywithsun-heat, plenty of moisture, and
an occasional syringe overhead on fine afternoons- Asthe sun increases in
power it will be necessary to keep a sharp eye on the bottom-heat, par-
ticularly where fermenting materials are used, and to see that it does not
exceed 90° at the base of the pots of fruiters, and 80° to 85° in succession
pits. Examine each plant separately once a week, and water freely with
tepid liquid, or guano water when absolutely necessary, but carefully avoid
the dribbling system of giving a little to keep want away. Spring potted
plants now taking to the soil will stand more air and light Dew them
lightlyover after closing, and take advantage of bright, sunny afternoons
for maintaining a brisk, invigorating temperature about them without
having recourse to extra fire-heat. W. Coleman.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

CROPS THAT COME IN EAELY.
TriEEE are few kitchen gardens that do not present a very bare
appearance just now, for except in the most favoured districts the
frost has made a clean sweep of everything green. All that can be
now done, therefore, is to set about repairing the loss as quickly as
possible hy sowing and nursing- on plauts to fill up the ground.
Spinach is one of the crops that soon turn in, and small breadths
yield many pickings. With wann weather and rich soil it grows
during April and May at a rapid rate, and is more ricli and succu-
lent then than at any other season. To have it in this very desirable
condition highly-manured land is necessary, and if at all infested
with wireworms or grubs, which greatly injure the stems near the
root, it is a good plan to give a dressing of soot before digging. To
expedite the first crop seed should be sown on a warm sunny border,
and at the same time, or quickly after, some more on the plot, and to
economise space it may be got in between rows of Peas, as tlie gather-
ings of the Spinacli will be over before tlie Peas shade the ground.
Next to Spinach in point of speed for turning- into use are Turnips,
which, if they can be sown where they can get a little warmtli from
fermenting manure or leaves, grow at a rapid rate, and soon form
bulbs fit for cooking. The easiest w-ay to obtain the bottom heat
is to dig a wide deep trench in a sheltered sunny position, and then
fill it with fresh stable manure, on which 9 in. or so of soil should
be put before sowing the seed, or failing the opportunity of making
such a bed there will not be much time lost by making use of a
south border for a start, when another sowing may be made later
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on in a less favoured situation. To get a few early Potatoes and
Paris Cos Lettuce, together with a sprinkling of Radish, the slight

hotbed already adverted to is almost indispensable at this early

season, as although within a fortnight they will do very well with-

out it, the little extra labour it involves pays in the end. The Pota-

toes will of course require some protection, and an easy means of

affording them this is to bend rods over, and to tie others along to

support, mats or other covering to be thrown on at night. Pota-

toes, too, may be got very early by planting close up to the foot of

a south wall or fence, where by sticking c\'ergreen branches along
in the front they will be secure from frost. As Broccoli are nearly

all killed. Cauliflowers will have more than ordinarj* value, and it is

doubly important that these should be pushed on that they may
be got in lit for cutting as quickly as possible. If plants can be
obtained that is a great point gained; but if not, seed should at

once be sown on a gentle hotbed or in boxes, and stood in heat to

expedite germination, and as soon as the young plants are large

caough they should be pricked out in rich light soil under glass,

from whence they may by-and-bye be lifted with good balls, and
planted out in highly-manured ground in the open. To save any
check it is a good plan to pot a portion of the strongest instead of

pricking them out, as then there is less disturbance of the root

when they are transferred to their final quarters, and they are there-

f jre able to start off at once. It is not often necessary to raise

Cabbage under glass ; but as those planted out in the autumn have
gone ths way of most other vegetables there is no help for it this

year if we expect to ha\'e any before we get into the summer.
Svheeler's Imperial is one of the quickest, and if sown at once and
p.ished on will soon be in, and Avhen cooked is a delicate, mild,

good-flavoured Idnd. With a frame or pit to spare that is deep
enough to hold 1 ft. or 2 ft. of hot manure, French Beans may be had
in quantity, as planted out in rows at about 18 in. apart with bot-

tom heat they bear profusely. To help them at top the frame
should be shut early in the afternoon so as to conserve all the sun-

hsat possible, and be covered by night to prevent its escape or the
cold getting in. Light rich soil is the thing for Beans, and to save

the stems rotting be sparing with water till they become advanced
and are beginning to bear. S. D.

LAYING WINTER BROCCOLI.
Sucn winters as we have just passed through, and theonejireceding,
will possibly do something to show the necessitj' for more generally
taking means to help this important vegetable to withstand trying

seasons. For where the plants have been left standing in the

position as grown, not one in a score, or often a hundred, has escaped
death—very different from the condition they are in when heeled
over, and the operation carried out at the right time, so as to give

the plants the requisite check, a matter that has quite as much to

do with their being able to withstand a severe season as has the less

exposed position they are in when heeled in. Not the least advantage
of heeling o\'er is that it admits of the plants receiving the slight

covering that in the worst winters is generally sufficient to bring
the crop safely through. Straw or stable litter, used in the quan-
tities necessary to preserve such portions of the crop as are forming
their heads at the time a frost sets in, is not at all necessarj' to save
the later successions intended for spring use. I have often found
that a few evergreen branches, stuck in tlunly in a slanting position

between the heeled-over rows, was ample to ward off the effects of

driving frosty winds and sudden sun thawing, which latter not
unusually, when again followed by frost, is fatal. When frost set

in that appeared like lasting, I frequently used to have the old Pea
sticks laid thinly over the later crops ; little protection as these
might seem to be capable of giving, yet it would surprise any one
who has not tried such a simple expedient what a difference they,

or anything of a like description, make. Old Asparagus haulm, or

anything that will lie loosely, is much preferable to straw, or what-
ever lies close and holds wet. Broccoli, more than most things, can
ill be spared, and its destruction is sorely felt by gardeners, when,
as this year in many places, the whole spring stock is killed. It has
been urged that, because the market growers do not lay their Broc-
coli, the practice was useless : but the argument is devoid of force,

for that which would be a matter of considerable labour if carried
out where this vegetable is grown by a dozen or a score of acres, in

private gardens does not take time anything proportionate to the
value of the crop ; and I doubt much if even the market growers
would not find it to their advantage to lay their Broccoli, for the
additional cost per acre would be only a small item as compared with
the loss sustained when a winter comes that leaves little beyond
dead stalks. T, Bain'ES.

Ragged Jack.—This delicious spring vegetable appears with
me to have withstood the severe frosts better than any other kind
of gieeu. I have not lost a single plant of it, a ciroumstance which

clearly shows its hardy habit. My white and purple Broccoli, Kale>

and iSpinach have all sufl'ered more or less, and even spring Cabbage

is looking weakly. I have grown these " .Jacks " for years and al-

ways raise my own seed. I cut the heads off in March and they

continue to sprout all through April and May. I wonder this vege-

table is not more generally grown than it is ; in flavour it isthenearest

thing to Asparagus I have ever tasted, and wonderfully prolific.

—

H. L. 15,, iVroi'lliinn, E.nler.

Seakale from Seed Sown Indoors.—There are various

ways of propagating Seakale, such as chopi^ing up the roots and
planting them like those of Horseradish, or dividing the crowns into

a number of plants, but in both these ways the plants appear to de-

generate, and in order to secure a fresh batch of really healthy

young ones a number should be raised from seed occasionally. As
many know, Seakale seed is about the size of Sweet Peas, or at least

the shell which contains the seed is, and frequentlj- very hard. This

and other causes may be the reason why Seakale seeds sown in the

open ground, or on the place where the crop is desired, seldom ger-

minate freely or evenly, and the young plants consequently are

irregular. So much ha^c I found this to be the case, that I have

given up sowing Seakale seeds in the open ground, and now raise

them under glass. They may be sown in cutting boxes or pots.

AVhen two or three seeds are placed in a S-in. pot amongst some rich

soil and afterwards put into a gentle heat the plants appear in ten or

twelve days, and they may be gi'own on to a good size in the pots

and be gradually hardened off until they are finally planted out. In

doing tills they can be put at the desired distances apart, and e\'ery

one may be depended on to grow. About 200 plants will make a

good i^lantation, and the labour required to raise them in pots is

trifling compared with the advantages of the system ; a full planta-

tion of early strong healthy ]ilantsis much to Ije preferred to an un-

certain crop, defective rows, and late plants.

—

Cambrian.

Broad Beans amongst other Crops.—Beans are not a
very important crop, as many do not care for them more than once or

twice in tire season ; but few gardens should be without them, and in

some they appear to be grown largely ; but whether in large or small

quantities, I would never grow them by themselves, but, amongst
other things, as an extra crop. In many cottage gardens, where
much has alwa)'s to be made of small space, it is a favourite way of

.gro^xdng Broad Beans to place the seeds here and there amongst
Potatoes, and no better place could be found for them, but amongst
Potatoes is not the only place in which they may be grown.
Amongst Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, and even amongst Cabbages, Broc-

coli, and such like theyalso grow and do Avell. The seeds may beputin
singly, two'yards or more apart, amongst any or all of these crops, and
the.y will gi-ow up and bear finer pods than ever they would do crowded
together in rows by themselves. When grown here and there, their

shade injures nothing, and they may be stopped at any distance

from 1 ft. to 3 ft. Last season we had the Leviathan
Broad Bean, with pods 15 in. in length, gi'owing between rows of

Cabbages, and others, put in singly anywhere between Gooseberry
bushes, were little inferior.— J. MuiE.

Potatoes for Pot Culture.—I agree with " A. D." (p. 196)

that the pot culture of Potatoes does not receive the attention v\hich

it deserves ; there is no other system equal to it for a first crop.

The best I have had is Early Handsworth, the tubers of which all

grow close to the stem. Although only second-rate in quality, imder
ordinary culture it is very good from pots if the soil is allowed to

become quite dry about two days before the tubers are wanted for

the table.

—

James Smith, Watcrdale.

"A. D.," when recommending Potatoes for pot culture (pi. 196)

says :
" Mr. Fenn once raised some kinds especially for the purpose."

AVhen I last saw them they were growing in Mr. Dean's ground at

Bedfont. Alice Fenn gained, along with Little Gem, first class certi-

ficates at the Chiswick trials ot Potatoes. I have frequently
lately been asked for these varieties, but so far as I am concerned
they are not to be had ; however, there is a better substitute in a

cross with my Early Market and Hogg's Early Coldstream, which
I named AVorthington G. Smith, in compliment to our scientific

unfolderof the Peronospora. This I consider to be the perfection of

a Potato for pot culture and early forcing, and also for the earliest

border work.

—

Robt. Fen'x, Sidhampstead Abbott, Beadimj.

Rhubarb for Succession.—In order to get a good supply of

Rhubarb from open-air plants without removal at least a fortnight

before it would otherwise be fit for use out-of-doors, we cover

several good strong clumps of anearly kind with long litter about 1 ft.

thick, removing it on bright sunny days, and replacing it directly

the sun's rays begin to decline, thereby economising the sun heat ;

and in March, when the variations of temperature arc rapid and the

sun's rays powerful, accompanied by cold cutting winds, it is sur-

prising what may be done by so old a practice as this in forwarding
crops. The latest crop of Seakale may also be readily blanched
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•where it grows by covering the roots to exclude the light ; and early

Potatoes and Radishes used to be generally forwarded in this way
before heated glass pits made us despise the simple expedients of

our forefathers. Possibly, however, there are many owners of

small gardens who may find such easily applied devices of service

even now.— J. G.

TREES, SHRUBS,

THE

AND WOODLANDS.

HIMALAYAN SPRUCE.
(abies smithiana.)

This is said to be the most graceful of all the Fir tribe inhabiting

the Himalayas, for although in a young state it lias a rival in the

Deodar, yet as the latter grows

up it loses its light elegant habit

which the Spruce in question re-

tains, a fact fully borne out by
its appearance in this country, for

where the branches have plenty

of room in which to develop them-
selves their disposition is most
graceful. The cones, which are

freely produced after the tree has

attained a height of from 10 ft.

to 15 ft., are very handsome ; at

first they are of a glaucous green

hue and upright, but as they in-

crease in size they become pen-

dulous, and when full grown are

6 in. or 8 in. in length. The
leaves are longer and of a paler

green than those of the common
fepruce, to which they bear some
resemblance. This Fir, which is

freely distributed throughout the

Himalayas at an elevation of

from 7000 ft. to 13,000 ft., grows
there from 100 ft. to 1.50 ft. in

height, and 15 ft. or 20 ft. in

circumference, and bears at a dis-

tance, when in masses, the appear-

ance of a forest of Norway Spruce,

but lighter in appearance, and, on
closer inspection, the beautiful

pendulous branches and the light

open character of the tree becomes
apparent.

This Fir, which is now much
planted, grows freely with us in

this coimtry ; but, in common
with many other Conifers, if in

a low or damp situation it com-
mences to grow early in spring,

and often suffers from late frosts.

When more elevated, however,
the growth is retarded till all

danger from frost is past. As
regards actual frost, it has with-
stood without injury the severity

of the last two or three winters.

The name of Smithiana was given
to this Fir by Loudon, but it has
several others, the most common
of which are Khutrow and Mor-
inda. The last is that under
which it is now most commonly
known in nurseries.

When scarce it was often propagated by grafting, and also by
cuttings, as it roots freely ; but the difficulty of getting it to form
a leader was against such a mode of propagation, and as seed is

now so readily obtainable owing to its having ripened it in many
places in England, and large quantities of it having been imported,

no other mode of increasing it is practised. Alpha.

A FEW HANDSOME DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
Elseagnuses.—As plants having a distinct character In growth,

foliage, and flowers the varieties of the pleasing neutral grey-leafed

Elicagnus argentea and angustifolia are well worth the notice of

planters. They are not at all fastidious as to soil provided there is

no st.-inding water in it. In the neighbourhood of lakes or quiet

river scenery in the near vicinity of cascades they are useful, and
cannot well bo out of place. The beauty of these half trees would
be considerably heightened by the proximity of dark-foliaged sub-

jects such as will readily occur to a planter, taking care not to choose

any coniferous plants, as when wishing to produce pleasing contrasts

similarity of form in foliage should be avoided, and as the El;eag-

nuses, without exception, have rather narrow foliage the reason will

be obvious.

Spirsea ISBVigata is a compact-growing variety of this fine

Nuttallia cerasiformis.—This is a quiet-looking flowering

bush, with many little drooping racemes of white blossoms, not
conspicuous, but fragrant and very early. We are indebted to IMr.

Stevens for strong, flowering shoots of it. It is American.

Abies Smithiana. Cones, drooping branches, and seeds.

species, possessing large white bunches of white flowers and smooth
green lanceolate leaves. The flowers appear in early summer, and
are of considerable duration and succession, and have the property

of hanging a long time ; being brown when withered necessitates

their early removal, otherwise the shrub becomes too unsightly for

a lawn, but this very persistency of the blooms may, perhaps, recom-

mend the plant to those who may be desirous of having perfectly

natural aspects in the " wild garden." It is not so easy of propaga-

tion by means of cuttings as many other varieties of Spiraja in the

open air, but is best increased by layers.

Vltex Agnua-castus.—This is a useful plant in the fore-

ground of groups, or as a solitary example in sheltered spots. Its
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light feathery leafage and blue spikes of blooms which appear late

in the summer months, together with its pungent, but still agreeable

odour, make it quite a desirable plant. A slight protection over the

roots is of advantage during sucli severe frosts as have been ex-

perienced this winter. It may be propagated bj' seed division or bj'

cuttings of ripe wood,

Koelreuteria when used as a lawn plant or hedge plant, for

which it is well adapted when it is only meant to mark a boundary,
should be cut down to a stool annually in the same way as basket
"Willows are treated. It will grow then according to soil and aspect

from 1 ft. to 6 ft. in height, but will not produce its largo bunches
of yellow flowers. These can only be obtained by allowing it to

grow uncut, when it Avill form a good half tree of a rounded con-

tour. It is propagated by seed. f^TLVESTRlS.

Berberis japonica.—Despite the late severe weather this

I'erberis, in sheltered places, is now unfolding its golden blossoms

—a colour prevalent among winter and early spring flowering shrubs.

Before frost set in we were cheered with the beautiful golden
flowers of Jasminum nudiflorum, and although the opened flowers

were somewhat injured, yet the buds have survived, and the plant is

now in many places again covered with blossoms. Besides these

Forsythia viridissima bids fair soon to be literally a golden bush.
—Alpha.
Podocarpus alpina and Dacrydium Franklini.—

These two New Zealand Conifers have passed tlirough the winter

with but slight injury in the neighbourhood of London, and from
that fact one would be inclined to tliink that many other New Zea-

land plants would survive tlie winter out of doors ; but probably

the two in question owe their immunity to the fact of their being-

natives of the mountainous, and therefore colder parts, as Veronicas,

Phormiums, and such plants have suffered severely.

—

Alpha.

The Deodar was so belauded on its first introduction, that many
planted it extensively, and in warm localities and sheltered situations

it is all very well, but where exposed to ranch wind it gets sadly cut

about, and greatly disfigured by spring frosts, which affect the tender

growth and frequently cripple the young shoots. If planted at all

it should be in positions where it is surrounded or backed by other

trees, such as groups of Scotch Firs or other Conifenu having dark
foliage, against which the silvery grey of the Deodar shows up in

pleasing contrast. As a park tree, except in favoured districts, the

Deodar is worthless, but Cedrus atlantica is so hardy as to stand any
amount of cold, and so stiff in branch and limb as to be unaffected by
gales. In planting this, or any other of the Conifera-, they should
have high ground, as there they may be seen to the greatest advan-

tage. I do not mean simply on mounds, but on naturally elevated

spots, with the land sweeping down from them in a bold irregular

manner ; these are the sites for trees, where they look at home,
and give character and depth to the other surroundings.— S. D.

Ancient Cedars.—Mr. White, Arburv Hall, Nuneaton, has a

notice in The Gaeden (p. 290) of a Cedar of Lebanon, supposed to

be about two centitries old, which was blown down during a gale

from the north-east on the night of the 6th ult. We do not often

have an opportunity to examine into the progress of decay in such

an old Cedar tree, and perhaps some significant hints might be
gathered from a careful inspection of its ancient trunk now laid

prostrate. Will Mr. White kindly tell us the nature of the soil in

which it grew and the condition of its timber .' also to what extent

the appearance of its leaves and branches indicated an unhealthy

state before it fell ? It is certainly remarkable that such a large

tree should have stood so long without support from its main roots

which Mr. AVhite describes as being "as rotten as touchwood."

—

W. B. S.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.

Reverting to the subject of seed lists again, I have just been

favoured with a list of the names of varieties of the different kinds of

vegetables at present sold by the trade, a great proportion of which
are fictitious. Tliere is, by common consent, probably only one kind

of Asparagus cultivated, but the catalogues give us ten kinds, which
include a Late and Early Giant. Of Broad Beans there are thirty-

seven, about a dozen of them being Windsors, and the remainder

Longpods and Early. Probably three or four out of the lot would
sum up the excellences of the whole. Kidney Beans amount
to about twice the above number—between 70 and SO. Of Beetroot,

the gardener has 42 sorts to select from, many of the-\-arieties being-

Dell's, renamed after particular firms. There are close upon 50

.sorts of greens, 18 Brussels Sprouts, witlioiit including the

Aigburth, under the new name given to it last vear. Broccoli

runs up to 70, and of Cabbages there are only 84, nearly one-half of

which, if not two-thirds, are the old Early Battersea. There are

28 Cauliflowers, 30 Carrots, 27 Capsicums, 43 Celeries, 21 Endives,

113 Lettuces, 47 Onions, 152 Peas, 42 Radishes, 24 Savoys, 18

Spinach, 37 Tomatoes, 5G Turnips, and 15 Vegetable Marrows.
The seedsman who furnished the list says there are probably

many more kinds of some of the species, but those given are,

he supposes, all distinct ! Of 22 of the most common kinds of

vegetables of the kitclien garden there are not far short of 1000
varieties, or an average of ratlier more than 45, and the list is

being- constantly added to by numbers of kinds that are no im-

provement on tliose already existing.
*

The re\"olutiou taking- place in the style of flower gardening-

seems to be attracting some attention in other quarters tlian the

gardening papei-s. Among other references to the subject, which
one notices from time to time, the following- from The Artist—

a

paper which may be supposed to look at the subject from an im-
partial point of view—is, perhaps, worth reading. Readers of

gardening- periodicals, says our contemporary, will have noted
that, for some time past, there has been a reaction unfavourable

to carpet gardening ; it may be said, indeed, that fashion is set-

ting in against it and in favour of " mixed borders." A move-
ment is going on, in fact, with reference to gardening bearing a

close analogy to that which has revolutionised furnishing, and
altered the complexion of carpets. Symmetry, for the moment,
is at a discount, and gets called by hard names, such as formality

and stiffness ; bedding in masses of positive colour is being voted
vulgar, and all amateur gardeners who have any claim to be con-

sidered festhetio are going in for change.

The Artint thinks that carpet bedding- and massing have their

place " in the little parallelogram of ground which is allotted to

a town house " and else-ndiere, but acknowledges that there is a

good deal to be said for the new tendency—hardy gardening.

Carpet gardening has no doubt nourished an unhealthy craving for

eye stimulants, for the maximum of flower and the minimum of leaf ;

it has led to forgetfulness of the beauty of the general form of plants,

a beauty which is independent of blossom or of colour. A seeing

eye will find a feast of satisfaction in a mixed border of sufficient

variety even at a time, if such be possible, when no single plant
shows a blossom. Contrast of form is, perhaps, a worthier source
of delight than contrast of colour ; and it is this contrast of form
which the mixed garden depends upon chiefly for its effects. Beside
a broad-leaved Sea Lavender stands a sword-like German Iris ; close

by rambles the Anemone, or the Moneywort extends its strings

;

within a few yards are the Pink, a tuft of Stonecrop, or rosettes of

Arabis, each of a different "make," each of a different green.
Without endorsing the impulsive condemnation of carpet gardening
which has been expressed by Mr. Morris, we shall not be sorry if a
turn of fashion leads to the love and study of plants independently
ofniereblossoms,andeducatesour eyestoappreciatetheinfinite beauty
of form which thegarden gives, as well as its riches in colour. Perhaps,
too, the movement may have its influence upon our painters ; and
instead of gay pictures of flowers, all or nearly all blossom, a group
of artists may arise who see the beauty of plant form, and will

paint flower pieces with only that proportion of blossom to leaf

which is found in Nature.
*

That the bedding-out system has '"' nourished an unhealthy
craving for eye stimulants " is no doubt true. We do not mean to

say that the system has blinded good men to the beauty
or interest of other pha,ses of gardening, but it is a fact bej'ond

denial tliatit has obscured the vision of many of the mere follo-ivers

of the bedding fashion. The reluctance of some people to see a less

formal system of laying out our gardens, in which geometry and
colour will not be the predominating features, may be traced to

certain prejudices and habits that fetter people in gardening
ju.st as in otlier things.

*

Our excellent friend Mr. Wildsmith, of Heckfield, has for some
time been regarded, in this battle of the " styles," as a kind of horti-

cultural Lord Derby, who sat on the cross benches in a transition

state of mind, giving no sign; but it must now be gratifying to the
lovers of hardy plants to find him beginning to utter no uncertain
sound in their favour. It would have surprised those who know
him best, if, after due deliberation on the debatable benches, he
had disputed that " it is possible to have a gay garden most of the
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year by the use of hardy plants." " No one," says Mr. Wildsmif h
in a contemporary, " who has experienced the immense labour

of getting up a stock of tender bedding plants, and has been called

upon to plant the same just at a period when other and more
important work has been pressing in other departments will, I am
sure, regret the advent of a reform that shall relieve tliem from
such troubles ; but the reform, I think, lies in the direction of

reducing the numtjer of beds and borders that are to be planted,

and at the same time using as large an assortment as possible of

hardy plants that will associate with our usual run of summer
bedders (or whether or no, Mr. Wildsmith). Personalh', I have
for some time been working in this direction, and from general

observation I find many others on the same track. The improve-
ment, if compared with the gaudiuess of bedded-out gardens that

held swaj' but a very few years ago, must be apparent to everyone."

Mr. Wildsmith will be admitted by all, we think, to know what
he is talking about. As regards the cost of the two stjdes he has

no doubt about the expense and trouble of beddiug-out, and as to

hardy gardening, he thinks that with the highest keeping it would
only equal the others in cost, while admitting, as will be
seen from the above quotation, that it is far more satisfactory and
enduring, and therefore the cheapest.

A correspondent asks what the " florists " of the straiter sect

will do witli these single Dahlias, since they dare not make them
double or big. The question, I confess, puzzled me. Unless they
apply some of their Tulip rules with regard to the length of the
petals, and their shape and position, &c.,I do not see how they can
interfere; Hitherto the " florists " have looked rather askance at

the new productions, and I remember when they were exhibited

at South Kensington, in the autumn of 1879, where thej' attracted

so much attention, that a "florist" writing on Dahlias as "florists'

flowers " in a contemporary just condescended to notice " a small
tray in the corner " containing an interesting exhibition of flowers

of the normal type, some of which were very beautiful, " but from
none of which the fine florist varieties at present in cultivation

were raised."
#

At the present time " the fine florist varieties " are almost ex-
pelled from our gardens, and are now principally grown by florists

themselves and exhibitors, &c., and it is more than probable that

the single kinds will drive the double ones out of the field

altogether by - and - bye. But the Dahlia and Picotee,

&c., " fancy " has produced far worse and more absurd re-

sults than anybody would imagine. It 's quite a common prac-
tice at small horticultural and cottagers' exhibitions in ruial

districts to offer the most extravagant prizes for florists' flowers,

and notably for Dahlias, to the neglectof far more worthy subjects.

I have one of these prize schedules before me now, which is a
good example of others of the same kind, and under the head
of florists' flowers, £4 is offered for four stands of double
Dahlias and one stand of Picotees. No larger sum is offered for

seventeen single dishes of vegetables, distinct kinds, and including

Cucumbers ; and for fifteen sorts of fruit, in single dishes, including
Grapes and Peaohe.s, less than £5 is offered. As a rule, the
entries for florists' flowers are few, and the prizes are

almost invariably won by tlie same men. This mad arrange-
ment is prompted, it is believed, by the idea that it is "the right

thing to do," and the practice has been fostered by
precept and example b}' the more pretentious societies and in-

dividuals connected with them. The good-natured patrons of

these country exhibitions—ladies and gentlemen who are expected
to subscribe their two or three guineas annually to every "horti-

cultural and floral society " within a radius of ten miles of their

residence—never, I suppose, give tlie subject a thought of why
small gardeners and cottagers should be tempted to grow Dahlias

and Picotees to the exclusion of fruit and vegetables, but it is a matter
that wants looking into by all those who take an interest in the

advancement of gardening among the people.

*

It is not too much to say that a book might be written on one
section of the Orchidacefe alone—tlie Odontoglnssums. 0. Alex-
andra itself would require many pages to describe its numerous
varieties; If you procure a score of imported roots it is hardly
likely any two will turn out alike. All the varieties are good, but
some are;much better than others, and there are distinct types of

beauty amongst them. One regrets they cannot be named. In

the length of the spike, colour of the flowers, breadth of the petals,

and their markings the most noteworthy differences are observable.
Some produce tall spikes of flowers, and some dwarf ones, but as a
rule the latter show the most massive flowers, while the former
have the most perfectly graceful and delicate wreaths that can be
conceived. No artist has conceived or executed anylliing so
beautifully fitted for a bridal wreath. Some spikes we have
seen lately had nearly a score of pure while flowers on a
spike that curved gracefully in just the light degree, forming
the most superb ornament for the liair that a lady could di.'iire.

No doubt the strongest bulbs produce the mo.st, as well as the
finest flowers, but the size and shape of the spike is a characteris-
tic of the variety. O. Alexandra; is undoubtedly a much better
kind than O. cirrhosum, as well as a surer flowerer, but in some
cases the single flowers of tlie two approach each other wonder-
fully near in appearance. "We are as.surtd that some plants of

cirrhosum run constantly to foliage in the flower-spikes, andraielv
or never produce good flowers. Such varieties are, of course, woith-
less. 0. vexillarium we regard as a slightly over-praised vaiief y.

The flowers have colour aud size; but in artistic beauty of form
thej' fall below C). Alexandia; and others.

A correspondent of Gardeniny unconsciously raises a question
in Potato culture lliat has been discussed at various times, and
is of no little importance to cultivators. He found in digging
liis Potatoes that the diseased tubers were generally those deepest
down, so 'that his gardener remarked " It would teach him in
future not to plant his .sets so deep." The crop liad been planted
6 in. deep. Deep and earl}' planting used to be a common
practice, and, curious to state. Knight was an advocate of the
last. "I have invariably found," he states, "that to obtain crops
of Potatoes of great weight and excellence the period of plant-
ing should never be later than the beginning of March." This
means that the general crop should begot in in Februarj', a prac-
tice which perhaps no cultivator who is not located in the most
favoured spots in the kingdom follows. April and May are
the Potato mouths in most cases. It is found tliat very early
plants seldom all come up, and often come up weak and late.

As regards planting, it has been found by experiment that from
4 in. to 6 in. is the proper depth to plant ; a greater or less depth
sensibly reduces the weight of the crop, according to the ex-
periments once carried out at Chiswick and at other places.

Probably, too, the shallower the planting the greater the freedom
from disease. It has been long observed in the case of field crops,

that the upper tubers at a root, and which are little more than
covered with soil, and sometimes so exposed as to get greened by
the light, are usuallj'the freest from disease. Tliese are suggestive
facts to the Potato grower.

There may be a difference of opinion regarding the propriety
of digging or forlfing over borders full of various kinds of hardy
plants, but there are surely few who would recommend such work
to be done in spring, when many plants are just on the move, and
pushing through the surface of the ground. A correspondent
of one of the horticultural papers, who caters for amateurs, tells

them to "fork over their herbaceous borders "in March. Just
imagine the result of such work at a season when Snowdrops,
Crocus, and bulbs and plants of many kinds are pushing or coming
np. In some hardy flower borders which wo examined at the
end of February, a man could hardly have put his foot down
anyv.here without doing injury, let alone dig them. It is such
thoughtless advice as this which leads the inexperienced astray,

and brings discredit on the practice of the writers. Nothing more
is necessary in herbaceous border culture than a cleaning of the
surface of the ground and a mulching of suitable compost ; but
tliose who wish to dig their borders should do so in the autumn,
when there is so much less danger of doing harm.

The Florist states that there are Pear trees at Chiswick that year
after year demonstrate inthe mast forcible mannertheirgreat value

as certain croppers in our climate. We do not doubt it. There are,

as is well known, varieties of the Apple and Pear that hardly e^"er

fail even in the worst seasons, and these are the kinds to plant in

order to increase—probably to double or treble—our home supply.

Think of that ! Who will sort these out for us ? Only growers of ex-

tensive collections of kinds could undertake the task, and an ever-

lasting obligation would be conferred upon the country by them.
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It is a fact Hint diiviiig' the two past saasous, about the worst on
vocord fur fruit crops, certain kinds of Apples and I'ears have,

birne well, and luid they been planted in gi-eat propoi-tion there

would have boeu no scai-city of fruit. I'KinoGniMK.

THE PALMS OF PANAMA AND DAPJEN.
Tiiorciii the genei-al character of the vegetation of Panama and
Darien is well known, much remains to be done in the identifica-

tion of the species of the districts explored, and many parts are

yet unexplored. Tlie late Dr. Berthold Seemanu, as botanist to

the expedition of II.M.S. //craW during- the years LSJto-ol, found

an almost virgin flora. Tie spent some time in that region, and
collected upwards of li'OO species of plants, which were enumerated
and described in the "boiany" of the voyage, and contributed in

a series of letters to Hooker's Kew Journal of IJofwii/, an ad-

mirable sketcli of the most striking features of the vegetation.

Subsequently, Mr. Sutton Hayes, an American gentleman con-

nected with the construction of tlie railroad across the Isthmus,

spent several years in I'ariama; and, although in very delicate

"

health, collected diligently all along the route of the railroad.

The number of species of I'alms observed or collected by Seemann
amounted to about a dozen only, and Hayes did not add one to

tlie number, yet Palms constitute the most striking feature in the -

vegetation of some of. the river valleys, covering immense tracts

to the exclusion of other arboreous or shrubby plants. It is note-
.

worthy that only one Fan-leaved Palm (Thrinax argentea) has

been observed in the Isthmus, and this forms underwood in the

-

forests ; whereas three or four of the pinnate-leaved species them-
selves form groves, as represented in the accompinying illustra-

.

tion.

Of the apparently stemless species the Vegetable Ivory Palm
(Pliytelephas macrocarpa) is the most important and most abun-;

daut in I)arien, which isdrained in part by the river Atrato. It

also occurs in the Isthmus in the district of Portobello, as well as

another Palm, which Lb-. Seemann took to be a second

species of Phytelephas. Eheis melanococca is similar in habit and
inhabits similar situations. The Palm represented in the ac-

,

companying illustration seems to be Phytelephas macrocarpa,
Avhich inhabits narrow valleys and banks of rivers, and rivulets in

1 lie coast region of western South America, between the ninth
degree of north and the eighth degree of south latitude, and the

seventieth and seventy-ninth of west longtitude. Like the Elseis,

it does not form an erect trunk, but it is not stemless. Seemann
states that the trunk is always pulled down, partly by its own
weight and partly by its aerial roots, thus forming a creeping

caudex, which is frequently 20 ft. long/ but seldom higher than
(J ft. The top is crowned with a tuft of from twelve to twenty
pinnate leaves from 18 ft. to 20 ft. long. Seemann further states

that not only is it rarely associated with other trees, but even
lierbs seldom grow in the Ivory Palm groves, where the ground
has the appearance of having been swept.
The Ivory Palm is in cultivation, and may be seen at Kew, and

the numerous ornaments and toys made from the seeds will be
familiar to many of the readers of The Garden. This" vegetable
ivory " is whiter and equally as hard as animal ivory " as long as
it is kept dr}', but it softens in water, becoming white and hard
when dried again. On the anthoritj' of Dr. Seemann, the seed at
first contains a clear insipid fluid, with which travellei-s allay

their thirst ; afterwards, this same ,
liquor becomes milky and

sweet, and it changes its taste by degrees as it acquires solidity,

until it becomes as hard as iron. In germination this dense atbu-
men liquifies, and is absorbed by the young- plant before it is able
to take its nourishment direct from the soil.

W. B. IIemsley.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, EEGENT'S PAliK.

The first spring show held here this season tookplaee on AVedues-
rtay last, and was in every way'an excellent one,' 'much rnore ex-
tensive, indeed, than correspoiidino- exhibitions in past years. The
exhibits were.ai-ranged in the corridor and conservatory

Botanical Certificates were awarded to the following :

—

To Jlessrs. Veitch & Sons for—
Antljufiu.TQ Aridreannm. —The bcautif al new South Amcri.

can Aroid, to which allusion has frequently been made in our
columns.

Odontoglossutn Pescatorei grandiflorum.- A superb
variety, considcr;ilily hirger than the ordinary kind, and witli an
exquisitely marked lip,

G-ymnogramma sohizophylla.—An elegant Fern, with
long- fronds cut into delicate line segments. It is <lwarf in habit,
and \'fry distinct from the other .-species in cultivation.

Jlr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nursery, Upper Holloway, for

—

Lselia harpophylla.—A handsome variety in the way of
L. cinnabarina, but ruucb finer; the colour is a bright orange-red
and the li]i of the flower beautifully crisped.

.
Asplenium Saundersoni.—A graceful little South African,

Spleenwnrt, with fronds G in. to D in. long, having roundish i>innio
regularly arranged on the racliis,

! Actiniopteris radiata australis.— A larger and hand-
somer plant than the type, and haAing fewer segments of the fronds
and more' pointed. It is quite a gem among- Kei-ns.

J. P. llichards, gardener to Mr. T. A. Titlcy, Leeds, for-
CcBlogyne cristata alba, a variety of this popular Orchid,

without the jellow cri;st un the lijjs of the flowers, but pure white
and chastely beantiful.

' Jlr. Boiler, Kensal New Town, for

—

Mamillaria Caput Medusae, which forms a one a few
inches higlil and thickly covered with whitish sj^ines.

Ha-worthia Bolleri, a new .species of small gro-.^th having flic

fleshy leaves arranged in a triangular manner.

Florioultural Certificates w( re awarde-1 to Messis. A'eitch
fuv -

Hyacinths Magnificence and PrimrosePerfection.thc
former Avith remarkably large double flowers uf a ji-ireelain-blue

colour, the latter the liuest primrose-yellow kind yet obtained.

Amaryllis Mdme. Albani, a long flowered variety, crimson
flaked with white ; Storr's Beauty, brilUant crimson-scarlet, and
flowers of perfect form ; Empress of India, witli ten very hn<xo
flowers of an intense brii;ht scarlet, 'striped with white; Cecilia,
deep crimson tipped with white and i^erfcct in form.
Azalea Roi Leopold alba, a white-floweied variety of a
well-known and valuable Azalea. The flowers ha\e. here and there
a stripe or spot of the cerise hue of the original.

Jlr, H, B, Smith, Ealing- Dean Nursery, for

—

Cyclamen Queen Victoria, the finest white kind yet
shown ; the flowers being remarkable for their large size, substance,
ami fine form, as well as their puritj-.

, 3Ir. J, "Wiggins, Hillington Place, Uxbridge, for

—

Cyclamen Ruby Gem, a contrast to the preceding, as the
flowers are uf an intense deep crimson, and the plants seem to be
very fioriterous.

Jiessrs, Barr ,S; Sngden fur

—

. Narcissus albus aureus, a large double raffodi], with silver
and gold petals blended together in a beautiful manner.

In the competing classes, Cj'clamens were in strong
force, and the prizes in the - open class between Sir.

Smith, of - Ealing Dean Nm-sery, and Mr. AViggins, Hillingdon
riace, Uxbridge, were very closely contested. The twelve
plants of the former were simplj' perfect, all being of large size,

]5rofuseIy bloomed, and well furnished with foliage ; altogether, a
fiiier dozen has rarely been seen at a London show. The pure white
variety which Mr. Smith grows so well was represented by half-a-
dozen superb plants. There was more diversitj' of colour amom;-
Mr. Wiggins' plants, but they were not so large nor so thicklv
flowered. A deep crimson kind was consiMcuous, and contrasted
finely with the pure -svhite. Jlr. Wiggins also had a fine collection
in the amateui-s' class far ahead of the other collections shown in the
same class.

Tlie finest Hyacinths came from Mr, Douglas, who had Koh-i-noor,
Vurbaak, Lord Derby, Macaulay, La Grandesse, King of the Blues,
Decandolle, Marie, Cavaignac. These formed a very fine and
attractive group, perfect as regards size of spike and flowers, and far
ahead of the other amateurs' collections.

There -was only one collection of Crocuses, and ^varieties of tlie

yellow spring Crocuses. Chinese I'rimroses were shown by three
exhibitors. The six plants from Mr, Wiggins, who took the first

):irize, , were finely g-rown, and the vari,eties, three white and three
red, were likewise fine. Scarcely inferior to these, and superior in .

some points, was the collection from Slessrs, Williams, Finchley, -nho
were second. ''he Azaleas were very poorly shown, with the
cxce]otion of half a dozen from i\Ir, Batty, Sydenham, who was far

ahead of all others in the amateur class. The jilants were mush-
room slia.ped, the varieties being Bellerophon, Marie Vervaene, Stella

Pelargoniaiflora, Roi cVHolland, Madame \'ander Cruyssou
The nurserymen's Azaleas were scarcely worthy of comment. Th
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only competing Deutzias came from Mr. Douglas, whose six

plants, about 4 ft. high and 3 ft. across, were superb examples of

.skilful culture. The best six plants of Amaryllis were shown by
Jlr. J. Wiggins, who had four fine seedlings and Panorama and
Drapeau lloyal, The otlier collection was good, though the flowers

were somewhat inferior in size and quality. Narcissi in pots were
shown finely bj' Messrs. Osborn & (Sons for the first prize. Tlie

twelve jilant-s included Grand Monarquo, Jaune Supreme, liazelmau

major, Newton—all excellent kinds. The other collection from
Mr. Donglas included Bathurst, Gloriosa, and Newton. The
three collections of Lily of the ^^alley were neither remark-

able for size of plants nor profusion of flowers. Hardy
I'rimulas, a new feature in the schedule, were poorly repre-

sented as regards numbers, there being no opposition to Jlr.

Douglas, wlio had a fine half-dozen ; thi.s group consisted of two
pots of V. viscosa nivosa, finely flowered, two i^ots of the new
Himalayan P. rosea, two each of P. denticulata, and P. acauli.s

platypetala plena, and a plant of the Double White Primrose. Hardy
herbaceous jjlants were shown only by Messrs. Osborn & Sons, who
had a group of nine plants, consisting of the cliarming Chionodoxa
Lucili;B, Pusclikinia libanotica, Anemone Pulsatilla, Sanguisorba
canadensis, Megasea (Saxifraga), crassifolia, Helleborus abchasicus

macnlatus, double purple Primrose, and Draba cuspidata.

For a list of the awards see our advertisement columns.

finch with being careless in its dress and having preferred some
of the said sparrow's plumes to its own.

Tlie real meaning of all this ill-feeling on the part of the Journal is

the existence and success of The Garden. Worst of all. The
Garden, though appealing to a more special class of liorticulturists

only, now surpasses tlie Jovriml in circulation. Long after it

became established ; long after Canon Hole, the late James Veitch,
Peter Henderson of New York, O. Wendell Holmes of Boston,
J. Linden of Brussels, Charles Moore of Sydney, Robert Mar-
nock and many of the leading horticulturists throughout tlie world
had sent words of approval and sympathy to us. Dr. Hogg, then
pomological director, &c., of the Koyal Horticultural Society, co-

editor of the Journal, and one of the defendants in this case, would
not allow The Garden to be taken at Chiswick for the young men's
reading or for the office ! Sucli was the noble action of tlie man
with the many long additions to his name. We have heard before
now of men who sacrificed tlieir self-interest for their profession,

but tins incident may, perhaps, serve to sliow young men what
they may expect if they take an independent course, though, it is

to be lioped, not from all the elders of their profession with a
reputation for science and philanthropy.

THE "JOUEXAL OF HORTICULTURE."
The amenities of journalism are now^ so well observed by the English

press, that it is rare to notice any such ill-nature and vindictiveness

as was recently sliOAvn in reference to The Garden by an editorial

note in tlie Jouriinl of Ilortimilturc. This harmless print usually

pursues its way without ill-temper, but an Irisli periodical devoted

to horticulture incuiTed its displeasure by printing as its own a

short article belonging really, as it turns out, to tlie Journal. This

was quoted in The Garden, credit being duly given to the journal

in which it was seen by the sub-editor, who did not doubt that the

extract was the property of the Dublin paper, from which he acknow-

ledged itintheusualway. This incident, as regards The Garden, is of

a kind that a person having any respect for the dignity of journalism

would take but slight, if any, notice of. Our own notes and para-

graphs are taken often without acknowledgment by London and
other journals to a far greater extent tbanthe Journal of Jlorticultvre

can complain of in the case of its Irish contemporary, and although

we have no reason to admire tlie practice, we should not, we hope,

be ever guilty of seizing such a pretext for venting spite on our

fellow-workers, as these editors have done. The Court Journal, for

example, has frequently taken our matter without acknowledgment,
and if v.-e, instead of blaming that journal for this, were to seem to

drag in another which had simply done what is usual and right in

the matter, we should have a parallel instance.

Not even naming the Irish (rardoners' Ilccorrl, which took the

article in question, it did name The C4ARDEN in terms that seemed

to bear only one meaning to anyone connected with the profession,

one of them being this :

—

The curious example of literary patchwork referred to is too obscure to be

n,amed, (;»! u-hcii it is made the medium for pnrortjinrj stolen propertij to a
2>apcr ofijreater pretensions, it is time for us to interfere and to put the gardening

public on their jjuard against such unworthy triclis.

Our solicitors having applied for an apology for this language, it

Avas refused, on tlie ground that the article did not refer to The
Garden ! Advised by counsel that the note was libellous, we took

legal proceedings. In court the defendant used the same plea that

the terms had not and were not meant to liave any reference to

The Garden or its proprietor. His counsel urged the same plea,

and tlic jury found for the defendants on it.

Be it so ;' but as the editors of the Journal of Horticulture m&tln

statements which to many in the profession seemed to have a particular

and injurious application, we propose henceforward, as occasion may
demand, to notice their doings frankly and truthfully and to discuss

by wliat rights, editorial, managerial, or academic, tliese gentlemen

comment on others wlio have never interfered with them except

in the .sense of doing work better appreciated by the public.

And now only of one expression used by the Journal in the para-

grapli that it declared to refer solely to the Irisli paper. It spoke of

" filling dear pages cheaply," words probably not meant for the

Irish paper, which was cheaper than the Journal. Imagine editors

using the above expression whose paper in the last issue before

us (Marcli 17) is filled witli four large engravings from a hot-

house builder's catalogue, accompanied by the builder's own estimate

of his goods—cuts, be it observed, lent or given gratis by their

owner. Any material of this sort is welcome to the Journal to

take the place of engravings which are costly and troublesome.

It is as it a bedraggled London sparrow were to charge a gold-

School of Gardening'. -The Crystal Palace Company propose
(o eslablisli .at Sydenliam a school of gardening, in connection
with tlicir scliool of science, art, and literature. It is to embrace
instruction in landscape gardening under Jlr. Milner, called division

I. and practical gardening under the direction of Mr. AV. G. Head,
the superintendent of tlie horticultural department of the Crj'stal

Palace, called division II. In the first division tlie course is of two
years, and is inclusive of instruction in thvision II (iiractical garden-
ing and horticulture), which worlc is an essential part of studentship
in landscape gardening. The course is di\ided thus : six months' work
in division II. : six months' surveying and office work ; twelve
months" practical professional work. During the year seven weeks
will be allowed as holiday, but such holiday' will be fixed, as to time,

in the absolute discretion of the principal. The fee for the course

of two years is .£110 ; for the first year's course, i'60 ; for the second
year's course, j£60. All fees are payable in advance. In division II,

the course is of one j-ear ; but students may, if they choose, stop one
or two additional years, but not more than three years altogether,

under the conditions. The course is continuous from date of entry.

During the year four weeks will be allowed as holiday, but such
holiday will be fi.xcd as to time, in the absolute discretion of the

Superintendent. The instraction comprises all that can be learnt

systematically from the work necessary for the proper keeping of the

Crystal Palace interior gardens, the exterior gardens, the park, &c.,

as well as the care of the heating appliances, &c. On appointed

evenings special lectures and demonstrations are given on practical

operations in horticulture. For instance—relating to particular

plants or races of jilants, mode of cultivation, hybridisation or pro-

pagating, grafting, kc, &c. ; lectures on botany, the classification

and division, &c., of jilants, tlieir distribution. &c., but particularly

those features of the science that are callable of practical application.

Students in tliis division are subject to the same regulations -as the

men employed in the garden department, exterior and interior of the

Company ; they keep the same hours and are absolutely under the

orders, during business, of the superintendent of the garden depart-

ment for the time being, or liis proper representative ; they are, in

fact, rated under the same conditions as the other men employed
(except as regard to holiday), and are amenable to direction for

work and instruction at the discretion of the superintendent. The
premium for a student is £30 for the year, payable in advance.

While he attends for work each student serving his course in this

division will receive as wages : 1st year, 10s. per week ;
2nd year,

los. per week; 3rd year, £1 Is. per week.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Ice Houses. -Will any of your corespondents kindly give mc .an idea of the

best method of building an ice house capable of holding from 600 to 600 tons '.'

also its probable cost'; The situation is on the banks of the Menai Straits.

—E. K.

Meconopsis 'Wallicliiana.—J/. 31. K.—n-y Mr. Thompson, Tavern Street,

Ipswich.

Names of Camellias.— Can anyone tell me the derivation of the namea
Valtevareda and Mathotiana?— .T.

Raised Edgings.—J". S.—Echeveria glauca will probably answer your pur-

pose.

Musa Ensete.—I have a large plant of Musa Ensetc. How can I get a

few young ones oft it?—Constant Reader.

Names of Plants.—IT. W. IT.-Omphalodes verna. M. R.J. 7.—ToJea
barbara. T. Cawi2)6c(!.—Adiantuni a:thiopicum.— S. Coiii'cr.—Helleborus

vlridis. F. W. iJuri.—Aucuba japonica (seed bearing form). G. J.~l,
Ophrys lutea ; 2, <>. aranifera ; 3, 0. fusca ; 4, O. Speculum var. C, i.— 'The

popular name of the Primrose you seutl is Jack in-the-Greeu.
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*' This is an Art
Wliich does mend Nature : change It rather : hut
IHE Abi itself is N&TaRS."—i:hakespear6.

I

A LONDON MARKET GARDENER IN PARIS.

To visit Covcnt Garden at an early hour in the mornini,', to

note tlie amount of Frencli vegetables and fruit that find their

way there, to take note also of their quality and the early

season at which they arrive, to understand the evident pre-

ference of the London greengrocer for anything French, before

native produce, would furnish reasons enough why one,

whose interests and prospects are somewhat bound up in

market gardening, should visit the place whence a great por-

tion of this supply comes. The Englishman who, in visiting

the Parisian market gardens, expects to find anything analogous

to the large tracts of land, half reclaimed from farming

semi-culture, half built in by the ever-encroaching sea of

bricks and mortar so faniilar to him in the market garden-

ing districts of suburban London, will be disappointed. He
will look in vain for the Falham, Isleworth, or Deptford

of Paris, nor will he meet with better success if he looks for

that mixed type of workmen—the market gardener's

labouiers. The Jfaratc/ter de Parii is his own labourer, if we
except his wife and children (if he has them), and in a few
instances one or two labourers who are themselves growers

on a smaller scale than their employers. Of all the classes

that make up the population of the gay capital, the market
gardeners are the most industrious, sober, and thrifty. With
no Sabbath day's rest, and but one holiday a year (the 30th

July, St. Fiacre's, the patron saint), they toil on from day to

day without intermission, taking their produce to market,

selling it, and returning to work ; often getting the only

sleep they know for weeks as their springless cart

rumbles along the stony road towards the Halles Centrales.

Everywhere I found them the very personification of politeness

and good-will, willing to parhr irea doiicement, and to tell

those about them to do so too, for the benefit of one like

myself, whose French is rather scanty ; even though avowing
at the first introductiou, that the object of my visit was to

learn with a view to practise, and if possible compete, yet

they were anxious to explain their system of cropping, its

reasons, advantages, and disadvantages, and the proportions

of profit from the various crops, taking immense pains with
gesture and repetition to make themselves understood. It

was impossible to help contrasting this reception by the

blouse-dressed, sahot-&hodL peasant before mo with what in

all probability would have been one's reception on a like

errand by many a well-to-do English market gardener.
A peculiarity, and perhaps no small factor in the
success of Parisian market gardening, is the devotion
in localities, and among individuals, to specialities, thus :

Argenteuil to Asparagus culture, Arcueil to Mushrooms,
Clamart to Strawberries, Montreuil to Peaches, Vaugirard
and Grenelle to salad and ordinary vegetables, &c. Of course

no hard and fast line can be drawn ; in all localities one
sees scattered a few solitary proprietors, who from want of

ca|)ital or industry, have failed to keep pace with their

neighbours, but still devote themselves to the growth of the

commonplace vegetables, trusting to Nature to mature them.

At Argenteuil I received a hearty reception from JI.

Godefroy-Lebeuf, the chief Asparagus grower of the district,

who greatly surprised me by his readiness to give informa-

tion, expecting, as I did, to encounter reticence and an

unwillingness to disclose trade secrets to a foreigner. In

Asparagus culture the French are many strides in advance of

us, despite the disadvantages arising from the system oi petite

culture, on account of which "fields" are unknown; at

Argenteuil the sides of two gently sloping hills, one on either

side of the town, are cut up into small patches, fevr of which
would compare for a moment with an ordinary English allot-

ment ; doubtless the alternations of Vine, Fig, and Pea, of

bare Asparagus ground, and standard fruit trees are pleasing

to the eyes of an artist in summer, but a London market
gardener, lamenting the splitting up and scattering in small

parcels, by the ruthless hand of builder, of the land that ought

to be in compact farms, feels these to be disadvantages that go

far to minimise the tremendous advantages derived from the

Parisian climate, and he comes away in no mood to support

modern ideas of peasant proprietorship.

Asparagus Culture.

The system of Asparagus culture adopted is widely

different from the English plan. The plants are planted from

3 ft. to 4 ft. apart in shallow ti-enches, 8 in. or 9 in. deep, and
the same distance apart as the plants ; care is taken not to

lay the plant down sideways, but to spread the roots out all

around so that the crown lies flat, as it is expected to grow
;

for the fii-st year, sufficient mould is pulled in just to cover

the crown, and the alleys are cropped as usual. In the

summer when the haulm grows high, a strong stick is inserted

near each plant, to which the haulm is tied to prevent the wind
waving it about and so damaging the formation of the young
crowns for the next season. A little mould is added each je.bT,

till the third year, when the Asparagus is fit for cutting, and
all the mould in the alley is put on the row, generally in little

mounds, over each plant to the depth of 6 in. or 7 in. The
cutting is done with smooth-edged knives, care being taken to

take the bud out close to the crown, that the old stump may
not, as in England, interfere with the growth of the new
buds. Every piece of Asparagus I saw exemplified the rule

of M. Lebeuf, that it wants air, and must be kept entirely

free from weeds, a rule not entirely understood, I fear, among
us. It will be seen that in this there is an extensive use of

skilled and intelligent hand labour, and it is difficult to see

how the system can be carried out with the same perfection in

England where large breadths are grown ; labour is so expen-

sive, and dependence would have to be placed upon labourers,

who seem imbued with the idea that they are paid to do as

little as they can with their hands and feet, and nothing with

their heads. It is here that the small proprietorship comes

in with many advantages to France. However, we must get

out of the old rut somehow if we are in this matter to

hold our own.

Cave System of Growing Mushrooms.
Whatever may be the prospects of the practical application

in England of the principles of Asparagus culture now in vogue

among the Parisian market gardeners, the case is perhaps dif-

ferent with the Mushrooms of Arcueil; there it would seem an

ingenious adaptation of a special geological formation has made
the French masters of the situation. It will probably be uhivei-

sally conceded that to find in the vicinity of London miles of

disused stone quanies, which, by being built over at the to]i,

form galleries 20 ft, or 30 ft. below the surface of the ground,

dark, and with a temperature several degrees wanner than

that above, would be a ditficult problem. I was warned in Pai is

that my favourable experiences of French jioliteness would

there receive a rude shock; that I would find the "chani-

pignonists " of Arcueil jealous of the secrets of their calling,

and unwilling to unlock the "doors" of their caves orcavernes

to an inquiring foreigner ; notwithstanding, I determined to
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try. On arriviug at Aroueil one is prepared to find some
unusual industry carried on ; tlie large tracts of undulating

ground, uncultivated and uufenced, covered witli a scant

growth of Grass and weeds, with, dotted here and there,

peculiar wooden air-shafts, looking like dismantled windmills,

make up a picture of desolateness and neglect that is unique

in the neighbourhood of Paris ; one's first impression on

alighting at the station is that the place is ownerless. Scram-

bling along the muddy track, that did service for a pathway
from the station, I struck the road in which was the house of

the " champignonist " to whom I had been directed. Behind
the neatly-kept house and garden was a yard with some heaps

ot hot manure being turned by several men, one of whom was
the proprietor. On reading my introduction he politely

expressed his willingness to help me, and explained the mode
of preparing the manure (the same as amongst us) ; ho

then led me to a door in the middle of the yard that

apparently opened into nothing, and forcibly reminded me of

the " Arabian Nights." When this door was opened there

came out a rush of confined air, laden with the musty smell of

Mushroom spawn, bringing the conviction that a stay below to

be pleasant would have to be short. On a shelf just inside

were some small spirit-lamps, fixed to straight wooden handles

about 1 ft. long, two of which Monsieur lighted; taking one for

himself and giving one to me, ho bade me follow him down a

steep incline, damp and .slippery, from the water trickling down
the walls on both sides. At the bottom of the incline, which

terminated in some steps, was a chamber about 10 ft. square,

from which branched ofl" galleries about 6 ft. wide, to all

appearance winding like a maze in all directions. In each

gallery there were three beds, one against each wall and one

in the middle, of the usual conical form, though only about

18 in. or 2 ft. high, cased 'with the white dust of the pul-

verised stone, which I concluded, together with the perfect

darkness and the absence of any covering over them, serves

to give the Paris JIushrooms the beautiful white skins for

which they are so remarkable. Never before have I seen

Mushrooms growing so thickly; they were literally on the top

of one another, making it a difficult performance to step

between the beds without knocking some oft'. I do not know
how far the galleries belonging to my guide extended, a few

moments in the close atmosphere of the cavernes being enough

for me. I have already said that the French grower possesses

thus such natural advantages as to practically place him out of

the reach of competition from [this side of the Channel
;

yet

it seems a matter worth considering whether many of our

disused chalk and gravel pits that now disfigure many a

pleasant landscape, and contribute their quota to the annual

roll of accidental deaths, might not, though widely scattered

and covering small areas, by the expenditure of a little

capital and ingenuity, be turned to some account in this wa}'.

As things go now-adays we can aft'ord to let nothing in this

small island of ours remain unremunerative that can be made
use of.

Sti'awberi'y Forcing at Clamart.
From what I saw of the Strawberry forcing at Clamart, I

am inclined to believe that in this the French are not nearly

so much advanced as they are in other departments of culture;

only one sort appeared to be grown, the Princess Royal, and
the grower I visited expressed much surprise at learning the

number of varieties grown in England. I was astonished to

find that at present no Russia mats had apparently found

their way among the French cultivators ; wherever there was
covering to be done at all the places I visited, it was done by
means of home-made mats, formed of small handfuls of straw

about 3 ft. long, fastened together at the two outsides by fine

string, often to the length of 7 ft. or 8 ft. On several occa-

sions I mentioned the Russia mats and their prices, but they

were evidently quite unknown. A remarkable feature in this

Strawberry forcing was the economy of room—for instance, a

garden of about an acre in extent was covered almost entirely

with lights and boxes (no houses being used at Clamart for

forcing), not placed 3 ft. or 4 ft. apart in the ranges on

trenches of manure, as in England, but within 18 in. or 2 ft.

of one another, on a level bed or plateau of manure. The
plants were in pots and plunged ; they looked very healthy,

and the cleanliness was scrupulous. The season when I saw
them (February) they were just showing bloom.

The London market gardener finds little to remind him of

home in the places just mentioned ; situated for the most
part a few miles outside Paris, they have an air of security

and fixity of tenure so lamentably wanting about the gar-

dens that surround him at home. At Argentcuil the

mingling of the Vine and Fig with more ordinary fruits and

vegetables ; at Arcueil, the unique character of the industry

carried on ; and at Clamart, the well-wdled gardens forming

part of the town itself—not outside it—are all features

that make it difficult for him to realise that he is among
members of his own fraternity ; but at A^augirard or Crenelle

this strangeness is somewhat lessened ; there he sees Cabbage,

Corn-Salad, Lettuces, Onions, Leeks, Spinach, &c
,
growing,

though in comparatively small patches. There, too, he finds

the builder at work, and he notices evidences of a sort of

migratory impulse, an air of falling greatness, which is

strongly impressed as he views the tumble-down erections of

some gardeners not their own landlords, as compared with

those of the ones who have purchased their gardens.

The Section System of Cropping.

The gardens at A''augirard are principally along both sides

of one long street, seldom more than two acres in extent,

generally smaller—walled in by rude walls 3 ft. or 4 ft. high,

sometimes rising to 5 ft. or 6 ft., against the road. In a

corner near the road is the dwelling house with the copious

litter stacks and manure heaps. The most conspicuous object

in almost every garden was the large, round water tank, raised

12 ft. or 15 ft. from the ground, and supported on a strong

brick pier, to which water is raised by means of horse or steam

power, which, with pipes laid on and hose, enables the pro-

prietor to water a la lance, as it is called, the whole of the

garden in a few minutes. Those I visited, and they were

typical, were divided into equal sections, to fit the amount of

lights and boxes and cloches (bell-glasses) possessed by the

cultivator ; each section in turn is covered by the glass.

The section under glass in February was the Cabbage

Lettuces now seen in Covent Garden ; a plateau of manure

about 2 ft. high had been made up, and the ranges put on

scarcely 18 in. apart. A late sowing of Carrots was coming

up among the Lettuces, and the cultivator was preparing

for the plateau on the next section that the glass might be

shifted there ready for Melons. In one part the Lettuces had

been cleared oft" and the boxes sown with Turnips, not broad-

cast, but dibbed, a pinch of seed in a hole, 4 in. or 5 in.

apart ; they were getting into rough leaf, and ready for the

lights to ise removed. When the last sowing of Carrots

comes off' the manure will be dug in ready for some winter

crop, and next season's Lettuce plateau put on the section

where Spinach or corn salad Las been this winter. The Cos

Lettuces that will soon bo in the market were growing under

the cloches on beds of mould 3 ft. wide, with 1-ft. alleys, on

another plateau of manure ; the Lettuces were planted three

rows on each bed the diameter of a cloche apart each way

;

a second jslanting, a week or so later, was put, one plant

between each of those in the rows, and subsequently a third
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will be planted between the rows. A cloche is put oveu

each plant in the first instance, and removed to the second

when that is ready for market, and to the third when the

second is ready. In some lights, where hot water had been
laid on, were some Carrots fit for bunching, and some Cucum-
bers and Melons were already potted to take their places.

The above is a brief outline of the idea I gathered of what
might be called the " section system," from its description to

me in a language I, unfortunately, but partially understand,

and impressions thus formed are apt to be erroneous. I

therefore do not put it forward dogmatically, but merely

as what I gathered from what was told me, and from
what I saw in the various gardens which I visited. The
undoubted excellence that the Parisian market gardeners

have attained in the growing of vegetables and fruits may,
after allowing for the equable climate, be principally attri-

buted to the large amount of glass in use, and the admirable

system adopted for making the most use of it, the preference

for doing a few things well, rather than many slovenly, and
the advantages always to be gained in quality where a small

area is cultivated and worked by the proprietor and his

family alone. How much of these French methods can, with
profit, be employed in England remains to be seen ; one
thing is certain, that in dealing with a dry climate the French
have a much easier task to supply Nature's deficiency of

water than we have in counteracting the effects of super-

abundance. AV. G. L,

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

New Butterwort (Piuguicula caudata).—This is an exquisite

little plant, quite a gem in its way, and distinct from any of the
other cultivated species ; though it has been long known to botanists,

it has only recently found its way into cultivation, having been
imported from Mexico, its native country. The leaves, as in the other
species, are fleshy, narrow, with rounded points, and are arranged in
a dense rosette, their tips slightly incurving. Tlie flowers are borne
singly on erect stalks about 6 in. high, produced from the centre of
the tuft of leaves, and about 1 in. across, with a projecting tail-like

spur behind, which gives rise to its specific name. Their colour is

a rich deep carmine, prettily mottled with a deep shade of the
same, and there is a conspicuous wliite centre or eye which seems to
heighten the beauty of the carmine. As regards colour, this species
is unique among cultivated Pinguiculas, and should it prove hardy
it will rank among the loveliest open-air flowers, for we know no
colour so clear and pleasing. It may be seen in the porch adjoining
the Orchid houses at Kew, in company with both tender and hardy
kinds.

Cantua dependens.—Some glorious flowering sprays of
this lovely Chilian shrub have been sent to us by Mr. Green,
gardener to Sir George Macleay, Bart., Pendell Court, Bletchingley,
showing how well it succeeds there planted in free soil and trained
to,the back wall of a narrow three-quarter span-roofed house, in
which the temperature is cool and moderately moist—just the atmo-
sphere to suit this description of plant. It is here, where Bomareas,
Brugmansias, several Melastomads, and similar subjects flourish so
finely, and it is a house that could be imitated in everj^ garden, and
that costs but little to maintain it. To many this Cantua is too well
known to need description, but for the benefit of those who do not
know it we may add that it is a shrub of low and somewhat strag-

gling growth, having small leaves coarsely toothed. Its Dowers are
produced in loose clusters on the ends of the slender twigs, and are
3 in. in length, the tube two-thirds of its length being rich orange-
red, longitudinally marked with conspicuous stripes ; the petals, five

in number, are a lovely bright magenta. It is one of the numerous
plants introduced by Messrs. Veitch, and is without doubt one of the
most desirable to cultivate, and though it has the reputation of being
difficult to manage, it well repays any care and attention that may
be bestowed on it.

Improvements at Kew.—One of these is the re modelling
of the parterre in front of the Palm house, which used to be small
beds margined by Box and sui'rounded by gravel paths. Now the
whole has been turfed over and some simple beds—very few com-
pared with the former number—have been cut in the turf, which
will not only show the bedding plants off to greater advantage, but

the whole plot will have a better appearance than when all was
colour and gravel. The other alteration is being effected just outside
the principal entrance. The plot of ground in front of the old
Hanoverian house, now the Royal Herbarium, wliich projected some
distance on to the Green, is being removed, and a palisade, separating
tlie Herbarium from the road, is being built a few yards from the
front of the building. This will allow the main road to the main
entrance to be quite straight, and will, therefore, do away,with the ugly
bend which skirted the projection in question, and the entrance
lodge, so long an ej'esorc, will likewise be removed. This will be a
great improvement, and will give a better character to the entrance
as well as make it more casj- of access for wheeled traffic.

Hyacinths and Tulips at Fulham,—At the present time
there is an exceptionally fine disphiy of Dutch bulbous plants in
Messrs. Osborn and Son's nurserj' at Fulham, better than has been
for years, the collection being not only extensive, b>it particularly
well grown. The Hyacinths, which number some hundi-eds of plants,
include all the best of the older and most of the newer kinds, as
well as several not yet in commerce. Amongst the most noteworthy
of the newer sorts are Lord JUayo, single, deep purple-blue with
white centre; spike large ; Princess Louise, double, deep rose

;

Frederick tlie Great, similar in colour ; Prince Albert A'ictor, single,

rich decjj rose ; Lord Shaftesbury, wiiite, very large single flower and
spike ; Von Schiller, one of the iinest single rose tints ; Czar Peter,

single, porcelain blue, very fine ; Charles Dickens, single, red, tho
deepest shades of any ; Gambetta, single, red. These are but a few
of the many fine sorts in flower, but all those named are first-rate

and excellent for exhibition purposes. The Tulips and Narcissi are
likewise equally fine. We raay mention that to Messrs. Osborn
were awarded the principal prizes for bulbs at the last spring show
at Kegenfs Park. Their collection of Hyacinths comprised Lord
Macaulay, Gigantea, King of the Blues, Czar Peter, Grand Lilas,

General Havelock, Grandeur il Blerveille, Koh-i-Noor, and Princess
Mary of Cambridge, all shown with large and finely developed
spikes.

Olianthus Dampieri.—We understand that an exceptionally
well flowered specimen of this fine Australian plant is now in per-

fection in Messrs. Carter & Co.'s nursery, at Forest Hill. It is a
matter of regret that a plant so beautiful as this is should be so

seldom seen in good condition, a circumstance doubtless owing to its

having the reputation of being difficult to culti\'ate successfully.

Now and then, however, we hear the existence of fine examples of

it, and in such cases success has in general been attributed to

lilanting out in good soil, and bestowing due attention upon the
plant as regards watering, &c. Its culture is well worth attention

on account of its beauty, the scarlet black-bossed blossoms being so

superior to those of its more common and less fastidious congener
0. puniceus.

The Oape Pond Weed in Devon.—In answer to your
wish to see specimens of clioice liardy flowers, I send you a few
blooms of Aponogeton distachyon. They were gathered from an
open tank in the garden where there is no shelter ; in fact, they are

in the centre of the garden, away from all buildings or other kind of

shelter. We are jiicking or plucking (for we take the flower by the

head and pull it away from the plant, from which it parts readily)

dozens every day or so for house decoration. "We liave tliree tanks
of them here ; they are about 15 in. or so deep, with a very small
quantity of water flowing through them. We are having now 2° or

v)° of frost every morning, but most of the blooms are not hurt in

the least. On January 26 we had 20° of frost in the morning
followed by tliaw, and in three or four days we could iiicl-c a few-

blooms ; so what could be more useful 1 All leaves and flowers

actually in the ice where killed or damaged. It is a plant that cer-

tainly deserves more attention than it receives at present. Tlie

plants first placed in the tanks were in a tub, and they have filled

the tanks by seeding so freel}', whicli every bloom will do if not

picked.—F. Gusox, Exeter.

The Cape Anemone (A. capensis).—For the first sight of

this extremely rare plant we are indebted to Mr. Green, who has
succeeded in flowering it in Sir G. Macleay's garden at Pendell

Court, Bletchingley. It is very distinct from the Windflowers of our

northern climes, yet anyone could recognise it as an Anemone at a
glance. It is a very handsome plant of perennial growth, with
stems half shrubby at the base. The leaves are evergreen, of firm

texture, and beautifully divided into numerous sharply toothed

segments. The flower-stems, which are stout and erect, rise from
1 ft. to li ft. above the foliage, and each bears a flower 3 in. in

diameter,"composed of numerous narrow petals arranged in three

rows, the inner pure white, the outer tinged with violet-purple ; in

the centre is a cone of orange-yellow stamens and pistils, which
contrasts finely with the petals. The flowers expand widely in the

daytime, but close towards evening. The roots more resemble those
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of a Cleiuatis tlian an Anemone, and form a sort of connecting link

lietween the two genera. It is an old introduction, but, like many
other Capo plants, has become very rare, and probably the Pcndell

Court plant is unique in this countiy. It has several synonyms, the

e.hiei: being Pulsatilla africana, Atragene capensis, and Clematis

cnp:nsi?.

Acacias at Klew.—The noble specimens of Acacia now in full

beauty in tlie temperate house are of themselves worth a visit to sec,

for not even in tlieir native habitats could they bo seen to such ad-

vantage as here, with their roots unrestricted in pots or tubs. The
more conspicuous of the larger specimens just now in full bloom are,

A. longitolia raucronata, quite a miniature mountain of sulphur

coloured blossoms ; A. Riceana, with gracefully pendulous, slender

twigs laden with clear yellow tassels of bloom ; and A. verticillata,

also a pale yellow kind, but with very deep green spiny foliage,

wdiich helps to set off tlie blossoms to advantage. An exceptionally

tine example o£ this is in one of tlie octagons, while later on A.

armata, A. pulchella, and several others will form a regular succes-

sion to those now in perfection. On the side benches are hosts of

smaller plants in flower. In the greenhouse (N'o. f) A. Drummondi
and A. lineata, two of the very best, are in perfection; the latter es-

jii'cially may truly be said to be a fountain of bloom, as the long

slender flower-laden branches gTacefully arch over the sides of the pot

.

Hooded Furaitory (Dicentra cueullaria).—This is an inte-

resting plant with graceful Fern-like foliage of a glaucous green hue.

Dicentra cucullarLi.

growing about G in. high. The flower-stalks overtop the foliage, and
bear se\'eral curiously-spurred white blossoms. It delights in hall-

shady nooks among dwarf plants in light peatv soil, and will become
naturalised like other Dicentras it not allowed to be over-run by
coarser-growing subjects. It seldom succeeds well in a bare border,

being very susceptible of excessive drought or wet. It is a native

of North America, and is, from tlic peculiar shape of the flowers,

known popularly by the name of Dutchman's Breeches. It is now
flowering beautifully in the Halo Farm Nurseries, Tottenham.

Rhododendron praecox and dahuricum.—These were
luautitully in flower at Ivew until cut by tlic frost last week. ];.

]inecox bears medium-sized flowers of a light, rosy-lilac colour, while

those of 1). dahuricum are much smaller, but bright purple. These

two dwarf Rhododendrons are also useful for conservatory decora-

tion, as in order to have them in flower now all that is requisite is

to keep them protected from frost, wdiile if slightly forced they

can be had in flower much earlier.—A.

Mr. Day's Orchids.—The first portion of this celebrated

collection was disposed of last week at Stevens' rooms. The total

amount derived from the two da^-s" sale of 700 lots was .£1847 7s.

:

some of the rarer kinds fetched high prices, the following being
a few of the more remarkable, viz. : Cypripedium Stonei platyajnium,

strong plant, HO guineas; Coelogyne cristata Lemoniana, £3i 13s.

;

Aerides Schrcederi, £31 10s.; Cattleyaexoniensis, £:}3 2s. ; C. Blunti

(pure white variety of C. Jlendelli), extremely rare, tw-o plants,

£H 2s. and i'17'l7s. ; C. j\Iendclli, £11 lis,'; C. labiata (true

autumn variety). £23 2s. ; Acrides Lobbi, £19 10s. ; Cypripedium

Spicenanum, £26 5s. ; Angrrecum Ellisi (eight leaves), £10 10s. ;

Aericles aftine majus, £11 ; Laflia elegaus alba, £23 2s. ; L. elegans

euspatha, £1G 5s.; Calanthc Textori (rare), £10 10s.; Odonto-

glossum pulchellum majus, £8 18s. ; Masdevallia velifera, £9 9s.

;

L.xlia anccps rosea, £9 10s.; Odontoglossum najvium, £1 1 lis.

Ne'W Spiral Mignonette.— ilr. Pledger, "Woodcote House,

Epsom, has sent us some fine spikes of Miles' Mignonette, which
well show how superior it is, as regards free flowering and robustness

of growth, to ordinary Mignonette. Our correspondent says that be
has about fifty potfuls of it. seven plants being in each 8i-in. pot.

One of the spikes sent, of which there are twenty in each pot, has

(iin. of its lengtli thickly furnished with large blossoms, the perfume
of whii'li is considerably stronger than that of the ordinary kind.

Daphne Blagayana.—This exquisite little evergreen alpine

shrub is ag.iin slowly ex]ianiling its delicate white clusters of blos-

soms on the rockery at Kew. Their agreeable perfume, resembling

that of Orange lilossoms, but more powerful, adds considerably to

the value of this charming .shrub, and suggests how desirable it

would be tor pot culture. It is riatur.-illy dwarf in growth, and its

only drawback is its somewhat straggling habit. It is, we fear, as

yet ran', but it is in the hands of nurserymen, and last year

Messrs. Veitch were awarded a first-class certificate for it when they

exhibited it at South Kensington. It is perfectly hardy, and does

not appear at all fastidious as to the soil or situation in which it is

grown. It may be readily propagated by layers. A coloured plate

of it was given in TiiB GAEDEN (Vol. XIV., p. 200), associated with

the exquisite little Anemone blanda, the delicate tint of which
harmonises admirably witli the creamy-white of the Daphne.

Narcissus calathinus. This extremeh- rare species is now
flowering in- Mr. Stevens' garden at Pyfleet. Its flowers are pale

yellow and very beautiful ; the segments reflex like a Cyclamen, and
the cup is globose and slightly lobed. This species is not only rare

in gardens, but is only foun<l w'ild in two localities, one on the

island of Drenec, the other on the coast of Brittany. It is rather a

difficult ]flant to manage, and we fear it will never live a very long

time under cultivation.

Ne'W Zephyr Flo'wer (Zejihyranthcs Treatia').—Ibis new
Nortli Auu'rican bullions jilant may now be seen in flower in one of

the divisions (jf the "T range at Kew. It resembles the Atamasco
Lily in the flowers, but differs considerably in the f(fliage, which is

vi-ry naiTow and Grass-like. The blossoms are 4 in. across, pnre

w-hite, with i-eflexing segments ; they are borne on stout erect stalks

(; in. high. It is quite as hardy as the Atamasco Lily, but, like it,

succeeds bcsl wlien afforded a little protection.

Mexican Orange Flo'wer as Standards.— In a nursery

at Fulliam, one of the establishments of the General Horticultural

Company, we lately saw some fine examples in flower of Choisya
ternata, grown as standards with Mushroom-shaped tops, about 5 ft.

high. The deep e\ergreen foliage and the clusters of white orange
blossom-like flowers render the plant highly effective, and especially

valuable for floral decoration. For a Mexican plant it is very hardy,

as we have lately seen specimens of it that withstood the late severe

winters uninjure<l witli only the protection of a wall.

Anthurium Palnaeri.- This is one of the large spathed varie-

ties of A. Scherzerianum, of which A. "Wardi is the largest; A.

Palmeri is remarkable not so much for the breath of the spathe as

its great length, which is nearly 6 in., and therefore even a few
s'pathes on a plant make a fine display. It is now in fine flowering

condition in the Royal I'jxotic Nursery, Chelsea.

Double-flo'wered Thalictrum. anemonoides.— Flower-
ing sprays of this pretty lierbaceous plant have been sent to us from
Jlcssrs. Rodger, McClelland, and Co., of Newry. The flowers are

perfectly double, forming miniature, pure white rosettes, encircled by
the delicate foliage. It grows about 6 in. high, and is perfectly

Imrdy, though the flowers sent had been picked from plants in a
colli house.

Boronia megastigma.—A houseful of thisdeliciously fragrant

shrub at Jlessrs. A'eitch's, at Chelsea, is now one of the most
noteworthy features in that nurserj'. The exquisite perfume of the

tiny bell-like flowers, produced in profusion on the elegant, slender

twigs, amply compensates for their somewhat dull chocolate colour.

It is a plant that should be grown by every one, its culture being
easy in any ordinary greenhouse, and the fragrance of even one
plant is sutiicient to pervade a large room.

Acer rubrum.—This tree forms a beautiful object just now,
tlie still leafless branches being covered with clusters of small, but
bright red blossoms, which, among other trees still winter-like, are

very conspicuous.

—

Alpha.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE SWISS STONE PINE.
(PINUS CEMBEA

)

This Pine is common all over the Alps and Carpathian Mountains,
and its varieties, sibirica and pumila, are to be foxmd in various

parts of Siberia. In its native habitats it varies from an erect tree

Cone-beaiing branch of Pinus Cembra.

o£ from 50 ft. to 80 ft. in height to a low, sorubbj', spreading bush
found on the Siberian Mountains, where scarcely any other vegeta-
tion gTows. With us it forms a beautiful pyramidal tree, and when
standing singly well furnished to the ground with branches densely
covered with foliage. The leaves, which are in clusters of five, have,
when examined, rather a peculiar appearance, being very decidedly
three-ribbed, two of which are whitish, while the remaining one is

green. This peculiarity gives to the tree a greyish-green hue, and
renders it easily distinguished from all others, except, perhaps,
rinus Strobus or monticola. Its branches are, however, shorter, and

it is closer in habit than either of the two just named. As a forest
tree it is not much planted in consequence of its slowness of growth
and the fact that it never attains a large size in this country, but its
timber, although small, is much sought after, as it is soft, easily
worked, and yet durable. Of the wood of this most of the thousand-
and-one toys imported in such numbers from Switzerland are made.
The Swiss Stone Pine succeeds in almost any position, however bleak,
but under such circumstances it grows much more slowly than in
sheltered places and in good deep soil. Its very distinct-looking

cones are from 3 in. to 4 in. long and from 2 in.

to 2J in. broad, and when young are of a
beautiful violet colour, changing to brown when
I'ipe. The nut-like, wingless seeds are much
sought after and eaten in Switzerland

; these
seeds are the largest of any European Pine,
except the Stone Pine (I'inus I'inca), to which
they bear some resemblance. Of its varieties the
most distinct is sibirica, a kind in which the
leaves are much greener and the habit denser
than in the type ; P. Cembra pygma;a, another
variety, varies a good deal in appearance accord-
ing to the situation in which it grows ; for
instance, on exposed rocks it is quite a creeping
plant, while in sheltered valleys it reaches 10 ft.

or 15 ft. in height. In this country it is one of
the prettiest of dwarf Conifers, the colour being
very pleasing, and the plant in no waj-s scrubby,
but dwarf and sturdy. There is also a variegated
variety, but, in common with most variegated
coniferje, it has at best but a sickly appearance.

Seeds of P. Cembra are readilj' obtainable,
and may be sown in the open ground, but care
must be taken that they are not eaten by mice
or birds, by both of which they are much sought
after. For the first few years the growtli of the
seedlings is exceedingly slow, after that some-
what more rapid, but, as has been stated, this

Pine is never a free-growing kind. Alpha.

The Whits Laurustinus.—For many
years we were content to admire the Laurus-
tinus in the open air, and too often, as in this

year, we have had to forego the pleasure of
seeing it expand its pretty flowers, winter's
hand having been laid too heavily upon them.
It occurred to few in this country to utilise

this plant for culture under glass in the dreary
winter months, but Continental growers were
more wise, and made the most of it. The
winter in Germany, so deadly, so fatal to all

but the very hardiest of evergreens, does not
allow of this shrub being planted in the open
air, even in sheltered positions, so that there it

has come to be regarded as a house plant, and
large plants are grown in most establishments
for the supply of cut flowers in the winter,
especially at Christmas—a brrsy time with the
German floral decorators. The value of the
normal kind being so fully appreciated, it is

no wonder tliat a variety possessing flowers of ex-
ceptional purity should Irave obtained an enthu-
siastic welcome from Continental florists. Large
numbers of it are grown by the Belgian nursery-
men, who, witli their usual astuteness, at once
recognised the fact that there would come a
time when it would be in large demand. The
imported plants are grown as little standards,

with fine healthy heads of foliage, the roots of
each one being carefully enveloped in straw.

—

J. COENHILL.
The Weigelas are certainly among the best

of all our flowering shrubs, j'et of the great
variety now in cultivation one seldom sees

more than W. amabilis or W. rosea. From the Continent has been
sent of late years an almost endless list of names, the representatives

of which in the majority of cases resemble each other, yet if selections

be made a pleasing and distinct group can be formed. In the first

place a great improvement on the old W. rosea is A. Carri^re, the
flowers of which are longer and of greater substance, though in

colour much the same. It was thought when W. hortcnsis nivea was
first sent out, now many years ago, that it would form a fine companion
to the rose-coloured kind ; but it never became popular, owing to its

loose spreading habit and irregular manner of flowering. Such
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objections, however, cannot be urged against AV. Candida, which may
be best described as a pure white W. rosea, and having said that no

farther praise is necessary. Of all the darl; varieties Lavallei is one

of the oldest and best ; its flowers are of a boautifid crimson claret

colour, and certainly deserves more extended cultivation than it at

present receives. A still darker kind, but dull in colour and not

nearly so effective as Lavallei, is Edouard Andre ; while there are

many kinds—hybrids between Lavallei and rosea—with flowers inter-

mediate in colour between the two, and o£ these Dr. Baillon is one

of the best. Up to the present I have only spoken of the flowers, but

the beautiful golden foliage of Looymansi aurea must not be passed

over; it is one of the be.st of our golden sln-ubs, as it retains its

colour the whole of the season and is never injured by sunshine.

—

Alpha.

TREE EECOPvD.

Quercus g-labra.—A line example of this Oak came under my
notice the otlier day— a picture of health, even after the late severe

winter, and forming one of the most beautiful of evergreens. This

species is plentiful in Japan, both in a wild state and planted in

gardens, in which it is often cut into the difterent shapes of which

the Japanese are so fond, but when allowed to grow naturally it

forms a large shrub or small tree, bearing thick, leathery leaves

aim )st as large as those of the Laurel, and of a deep green hue.

Though introduced as long ago as 1S30, it is still planted very

sparingly, certainly not so much as it should be, considering ita

hardiness.—Ali>h.\.

The Weeping' WillO'W is one of the most beautiful trees in

•South Europe. Here it retained the green leaves of last year until

the 8th of January. Now (March 8) it is again in leaf. At
home this early growth is invariably (speaking for many years

past) cut by spring frosts, and their subsequent grosvth does not

attain the same length. I have never seen trees of this Willow
in Kngiand as here, with weeping branches 10 ft. to 1'2 ft. in

length.— J. H. W. T., Canne.^.

A Curiou3 Sport.—While looking over the coUeciion of

Taxaceiu at Kew tlie other day, my attention was attracted by a

peculiar specimen. A plant of Podocarpus Koraiana liad on it a

shoot indistinguishable from a brancli of Cephalotaxus drupaoea.

The contrast was striking, as the habit of the Podocarpus is much
the same as that of the Irish Yew. but it has larger leaves of a deep

green c ilour, with which the stem is thickly clothed, while the

Cephalotaxus has its leas-es arranged strictly in two rows, and the

branches grow out horizontally. At first I thought it must be a

grafted specimen ; but on closer inspection, I found that such was
not the case, the branch of Cephalotaxus growing out directly from

the Podocarpus.— H. P.

WOODLAXD WORK FOR APRIL.

Pl.vNIMXG should now be brought to a close as quickly as possible, as

every week increases the risk of removal, and the more especially so if a

long dry season sets in The smaller deciduous trees and seedlings of

various kinds may still remain to be planted oat, and a shon-ery April is

ospocially favourable to the work This is al-o a good time to remove
evorgreens of various kinds, as Yews, flolly. Laurels, Hemlock, Spruce,

and Bos. Everything should now be cleared from the falls with the ex-

ception of Oak ; brush should as soon as possible bo taken up from the

rides, and all gaps in the hedges stopped before cattle are turned out.

Advantage should be taken of every opportunity to mark the Oaks for

felling and stripping. This is an operation which requires considerable

judgiuent and experience. Where the crop consists of underwood with

standards, the latter should, as far as possible, be leftat regular distances,

and if the undergrowth is to flourish and come to maturity, the standards

should nnt occupy more than one-third of the entire wooded area. The
benetit of the remaining timber should be considered before the market
value of the thinnings.

With an early spring bark. stripping may he expected to commence
before the end of the month ; therefore every preparation should be made
so as to have the other work well in hand. In felling, all stools should be

cut low, as much for the advantage gained in the timber as for the benefit

of the future crop. A cleau cut round near the ground and a very careful

removal of the lowest boly-bark will facilitate the appearance of shoots.

The trii's should always he felled and stripped when the sap flows freely,

80 that no hammering of the bark before removal may be uecessary. As
this work is in any one locality generally limited to about twenty-eight

days, a calculation should be made beforehand of the quantity to be

striijpedand the consequent strength of the gang required; about fourteen

days of sunny weather with drying winds are generally sufficient to pre-

pvi-e the bark for delivery. The stacking, whether upon the ground or

upon stages, should be carefully done, so as to exclude wet, and on no
account should the inner surface of the bark be exposed either to rain or

sun.

Woodrldes may now he sown down with suitable Grasses, a mixture

of about 32 lbs of the following kiuds being generally sufiicient for an

acre: Rough Cock's-foot and smooth-stalked Meadow, Wood Meadow
Grass and rough-stalked Meadow. Sweet-scented Vernal, Timothy, tall

Fescue, hard Fescue, and Meadow Foxtail.

In the nursery great activity will he required in the transplanting of

seedlings, hoeing among the rows of older plants, sowing from the rot-

heaps, and preparing beds for coniferous seeds. The latter should be

sown upon beds of thoroughly pulverised soil, and afterwards covered np

by riddling some fine mould over them. During the prevalence of frosts

young seed beds should be protected. Small spray put in at intervals is

often found to aft'ord the necessary shelter.

Forest trees may now be grafted, and nothing but healthy stocks should

be selected for this purpose. A good grafting clay should be made use of,

and this should always be prepared some weeks before it is used. Ever-

green hedges may also be trimmed, and shrubs should be got into order.

Both wire and wood fences will now require to be overlooked, and wood-

work may be tarred or painted as the situation requires. The black

varnish has been found very valuable for the protection of ironwork at a

far less cost than painting. A. J. BuUROWS.
Pluckley, Kent.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

EARTHING UP OF DWARF ROSES IN WINTER.
This winter has cut back most of our best dwarf Eoses to the

ground line. This is at least 6 in. too low. The best buds are

seldom posted so near to the ground ; on the contrary, those

found there are mostly weak and undeveloped. It follows that if

we arc to have a succession of severe winters, some simple measures
must be taken to protect dwarf Koses at least in. above the

ground. Various expedients have been used for this jjurpose, such
as the usual mulchings of litter, thatchings with boughs, &c.; but as

our winters seem to have settled into cycles of such severity, that

zero has to be reckoned with as a matter of course, it is time to

.apply some more simple and universally accessible means of pro-

tection. The snow sometimes comes to our help, and sometimes
not ; when it docs come it is wonderfully cold ; besides, it is so capri-

cious alike in itscomingandits going,that it cannot ijossiblj* be relied

on as a means of protection. The earth is ever at hand, and may
I.)C dejjendcd on to remain where it is put ; it is also—especially

when in a loose state—a capital rcsister of cold. It is astonishing

how sharply the line between li^ing and dead Piose shoots is drawn
at the surface. In many cases everything above the surface is quite

dead, while all less tlian 1 in. below it is alive. It would therefore

seem as if 1 in. of earth was proof against the killing force of zero

temperature. But in applying earth to protective purposes there is

no need to be so sparing of it. To ensure the safety of oven the most
tender Teas, a ridge of earth 6 in. high and 9 in. or 1 ft. broad
at the base would be ample. The earth might be employed towards
the end of October, and removed in the middle or end of March,
choosing a genial time.

The results of some experiments made some years ago on Chinas
and Teas was most successful. The tendency of the earthing
up is to keep the plants at rest ; not excite them into growth, as

supposed ; for tlie earth that resists the cold also excludes the
heat, and this latter service is at times as valuable as the former.

No one who has noticed how the late few days of sunshine
has drawn out the buds of Hoses into bursting but must
liave wished for some way of keejoing them back. Those
that have been earthed or mulched up hn\e continued
almost dormant, while the others have grown into leaf or
formed new shoots. As another means of keeping earthcd-up Roses
late, it is as well to leave the exposed portion unpruned. Should the
winter spare them they will be useful for the iirst outflow of the
sap. They should, however, be cut down to the ground-line early in

March at the latest to impart strength and vigour to the buds that
have been covered in winter. Of course the critical stnge of the
earthing-up system is tlie uncovering. Should a severe frost follow
sharp on the newly-exposed shoots, it may cripple or almost make an
end of them : but by choosing a mild spell of weather the shoots
take no harm, and the fresh plump buds break with amazing rapidity.

l!y drawing the ridge of soil rather fine at the top, the Eoses will

1)0 kept dry as well as warm. This enables them to resist the cold
better, and also to keep dormant longer than they would do in a
more moist state. Something might also bo done to protect long
shoots of such Eoses as Lamarque, llarechal Niel, and Celine

Forestier by burying them in winter, whether grown as dwarfs or

against walls. It is heart-breaking to see how many of these are
killed. Few things impressed me more on one of my visits to

France than to see the care they took to preserve their Figs, even in

such a climate as Ai'genteuil. The plants are grown as dwarf
bushes, and thrown partly over and buried, stem and branch, for the
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winter; the Figs fruit and thrive all the better in consequence. Surely

some such treatment is i^racticable with many of our Tea and other

tender Roses. By growing Mar£'chal Niel as standards on the Brier,

we seldom lack flowers through the summer and late autumn. I

purpose growing dwarfs on its own roots in the ojjen, mulching the

crown and burying the long branches for the winter as soon as pos-

sible. Will our Rose Canon and others favour me with their views

and experience, if any, on the earthing-up of dwarf Roses or the

bui-ying of Rose shoots, with the object of carrying them safely

through the winter ?
' D. T. Fi.sn.

MAEECHAL NIEL EOSE IN CA]\IELLIA HOUSES.
Nothing adds so much to the appearance of a plant house of any
description as climbers on the roof

;
yet, in addition to the injur}'

sustained by most plants when grown under roof climbers, through
the diminished light they receive, there is often the still further

diiEcult}' of giWng to the climbers, and the general occupants of

the house, the treatment which each requires. For instance, it fre-

quently happens that, to keep the climbers free from insects, it is

necessary to give them copious syringings daily, which causes the
water to come down upon such flowers as are beneath in a way
that disfigures them ; and if the other alternative is followed—of

withholding water from the climbers—they fail to thrive, and, in

addition, affect the plants below with the insects that infest them.
Still, so far as the latter difliculties go, they can be overcome when
the body of the house is occupied by some kinds of plants, and
climbers suitably selected for the purpose. Camellias do better than
most things with climbers ovor them ; and when these jjlants have
a house to themselves, the shade which a thin covering of roof plants

affords is a benefit during the spring and summer, and in their

case, no reasonable quantity of water overhead will do liarm. There
are few plants more suitable for using in this way than ilarfchal

Niel Rose, as, independent of the general estimation in which its

flowers are held, its strong, free habit of growth and stout, persistent

foliage give the requisite shade to the Camellias in sunny weather,
an dit is less liable to be affected with mildew than most kinds of

Roses when placed in a like position, as any tender-leaved Hose is

certain to become a prey to this parasite when its young foliage,

produced under the influence of artificial heat, is exijosed to so much
air as is necessary for the Camellias. Unfortunately, there is a
difiiculty with this grand Rose in finding a stock on which it will

live any length of time. Like others, I was for some time under the
impression that it would do better on its own roots : but I find that
so grown it goes off much in tlie same way that it does on any of the
stocks on which it has j'et been placed. So far as my experience goes,

it lives the longest when budded on a young, vigorous Brier half
standard high, as when grown in this way the large spongy excres-

cence usually formed at the junction with the stock is completely
above the damp earth, and under such conditions, death, which is

caused by the protuberance, seems to be longer deferred. The way
in which this Rose goes off is a great drawback to it ; for although
some individual examples last much longer than others, it appears
to only be a question of time ; and when it is grown in positions from
which it cannot be spared, there seems no way but introducing young
plants at intervals to take the place of the older ones that die off, taking
the precautionto plant the young ones sufficiently soonto give them an
opportunity of gaining strength and size to at once occupy the space
of those that die ; or, what is still better, gradually reduce" the heads
of such as show the diseased stem to make room for the young
examples that are destined to fill their places. T. B.

ABNORMAL TENDERNESS AND PERPETUAL
BLOOMING.

The old saying that " You cannot both eat your cake and ha^e if
applies to this matter. Rose harvests in October or even November
are incompatible with the hardiness of Roses or their ability to en-
dure our ordinary, to say nothing of our extraordinaiy winters.
Even the Roses that do not flower perpetually, of which there are
far fewer than might be .supposed, grow on and on many of them
until pulled up by the frost. The one growth a year, succeeded by
maturity, has given place to several or a continuity of growth, and
consequent immaturity forcibly arrested by frost. Hence the cold
hits the Roses in the wrong state, and every degree pierces deeper
far than if the Roses were ripe and at rest. The rage for perpetual
bloomers has given us but few such, but has excited the blood of
most of our Roses to a dangerous degree. They have become en-
dowed with a restless, feverish desire to grow, and the longer they
grow the more tender they are. A remedy for this state of things
is difficult, though perhaps not impossible. It cannot be met by
any attempt to hie back to Roses that will flower but once a vear.

though there is a wide field for improvement among such. Still, a

good deal might be done by weeding out those so-called pcqietuals

that seldom bloom twice and forming them into a class by them-

selves. Those that bloom twice might then for cultural and pro-

tective pm-poses be classed with Teas and treated as not quite hardy,

for no Rose can be really hardy that blooms through September or

October. The oblique rays of the autumnal sunshine is a poor

preparation for the violent 'onslaught of the frost. The latc-flowcr-

ing varieties sliould all be carefully noted and liave distinct winter

treatment. And tlien, too, perhaps" our high culture has a good deal

to do with the abnormal tenderness of modern Roses. The richness

of the soil and the tremendous manurings given beget a grossness

of gi-owth that admits the frost further and to far more destructive

purposes than were tlie plants less strong and the wood less vigorous.

No doubt the forcing treatment produces mag-niflcent show flowers,

but it also makes many of the most robust plants fall victims to

the first sharp frosts. The place for some of our best perpetual

Roses is with our Teas under glass. 'With temperature under con-

trol the dream of perpetual Roses can be realised, but not in the

open air in our climate. In pursuit of perpetual and late-autumnal

flowers in the open, we have sacrificed thousands and tens of

thousands of our best Roses. D- T. Fish.

Grloire de Dijon.—There is no doubt that Mr. Walters is right.

Take it for all in all, we shall never find the like of Gloire de Dijon

again. It seems to have rather enjoyed its brush with zero than

not. We have huge dwarfs of it with shoots like fishing-rods,

standards on the Brier with fat branches in plenty, long branches on

walls, and Glories everywhere, and it is the one living healthy Rose

among hosts of crippled, dying, or dead. It is quite refreshing to

see its large buds breaking into leaf, and in a few cases, in warm
positions, buds just as if nothing had happened. In all seasons,

places, states, or conditions you may rely on the Gloi-y for the first

and last Roses of the season. It is the most free and most perpetual

bloomer we have. In a cold passage we cut the first Glory in the

middle of February, having gathered the last one in the open a day or

two before the dreadful snow-storm on the 18th of December. That

reminds us of another great merit of the Glory. Frost ruins most

Roses in bud ; it hardly seems to arrest the progress, scarcely ever

destroys the late buds of the Glory. They may be frozen into iron-

like hardness to-day, thawed to-moiTow, and start growing on the

third day, and keep on filling up or opening as if nothing had hap-

pened. Had it no other good qualities, its earliness, its lateness, and

its persistency in flowering would render it most valuable. But it

has many more good qualities. We all know tliat its shape, when

fully opened, is not exactly a model of symmetry ; on the contrary,

it looks rather as if it had' been so fully filled with petals, as to pro-

duce an explosion rather than an unfolding of its beauty. But in

bud the Glorj- is exquisite—the shades of colour there is, running all

the way from a tinge of pink on the outer petals to the mellowest,

deepest gold, at times, at or in its heart. But everybody knows the

Gloire de Dijon, excepting the raisers of new Roses, for liow other-

wise can we explain the fact that the Gloire de Dijon may yet be

said to stand alone in all those qualities referred to instead of its

beini' at the head of a large family of Teas as hardy and as persis-

tent'bloomers as itself /-D. T. Fisn.

Single Roses.—The authoress of " The Art of Gardening

"

(p. 219) would highly appreciate the two single Roses known as

Rosa rugosa purpurea and Rosa rugosa alba. They are perfectly

hardy and of easy culture, continuing in blossom in my garden

from' June till within a few days of Christmas. The question was

asked in a late number, "Whether these Roses fruited in England?"

Jily present bushes were cuttings from large ones in the garden

of the late Mr. W. Wilson Saunders at Woi-thing. The crimson

fruit of the variety purpurea was frequently used as an ornamental

dish on the dinner-table, its size being about that of the Apple

called the Golden Drop. The fruit of the variety alba was of a more

orange colour, and not quite so large.— S. S., Worthing.

Marechal Niel.—I consider it unlikely that this Rose will

prove to be long-li\-ed on any stock except in exceptional cases. The

best safeguard, perhaps, is a stock of young plants in 12-in pots in

which they will make good sized material, and then, should a plant

go off tha't is planted 'out, one of them can be put in its place, thus

filling up the gap. They may be raised from cuttings taken from a

healthy plant, and put iii a 4-in. pot plunged in a 10-in. one ; a piece

of glass should l^e put over the top. and they should be placed in a

warm house.—H. HOWAED, Castle ilalr/n-yn.

Readers cultivating new or rare plants are requested to inform

us of the flowering of such, or to send us specimens or

rlrawings.
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THE INDOOR GARDEN.
Baaucarnea recurvata.—This plant is also known as B.

tubei'culata and Ij. intermedia, tliough in some collections tliose are

thought to be distinct. Tlie name Pincinectitia lias for some time

bsen^attached to this plant ; but this is an error, the result of the

wronti- reading of a label sent from Kew to M. Van Houtte's nursery

at Ghent. Several species belonging to the genus Beaucarnea are

well worth cultivation, as, for example, B. longifolia (Dasylirion)

and B. glauca, also called stricta. The plant in question has long,

narrow, recurved foliage, from 2 ft. to 4 ft. long, and of a dark

Beaucarnea (Pincinectitia) recurvata.

shining green colour with a tint of red at the base. For centre

plants in small conservatories, vases, or for planting in the open

garden in summer Beaucarneas are excellent. Being natives of the

higlilands of Mexico, they do very well in a cool temperature in

winter ; in fact, stand very well in a room. Their foliage is not

easily injured by gas, and thougli they may get dry, the large tuber

at the base keeps all safe. They require a good soil, but do not like

peat. Though they stand drought well, yet in summer they are best

treated as sub-aquatics. "Under this treatment the foliage grows

longer and denser than it would do under other conditions. They
may be increased by cutting off the head, which will strike if allowed

to dry for a day or so ; then it should be put in sand and kept

exposed, but not over wet. Young shoots may also be taken off with

a portion of the old stem and treated in the same way. Young
plants are of most use for purposes of decoration, but this Beau-

carnea will reach a height of from 10 ft. to 20 ft.—J. Ceouchee.

The Two Large Tree Rhododendrons at Kew.—In

The Garden of March 2G you brielly notice the Khododondrons in

the conservatory at Kew, especially mentioning the two large plants

of R. arboreum. It has occurred to me that it might interest your

readers to be informed of the history of these two plants, which is

as follows : In 1818 Dr. "\V.allich in his visit to Nepaul collected

seeds of B. arboreum, of which packets were sent to the Boyal

Botanic Gardens, Kew, and Edinburgh; in both establishments they

vegetated freely, giving abundance of seedlings ; and, coming from
India, it was considered that they required stove heat for their cul-

tivation ; accordingly in tlie Ethnbnrgh gardens a hot-bed was
prepared, consisting of one frame-light which was covered with a

layer of fine peat soil, into which the seedlings (about the size of

pins) were pricked, Mr. McNab taking one side and I tlie other.

These succeeded, and by the end of the year were fully established,

and readj' for transplanting singly into pots. At Kew all were lost

by giving them too much heat. This circumstance having become
known to Mr. McNab, and as I in 1820 left Edinburgh for Kew, two
plants were accordingly placed under my care, and these are the

plants which you specially notice as being now in flower in the

conservatory at Kew ; the largest of these is now 23 ft. high, girth of

stem 6 in. from the ground 3 ft., and circumference of branches 15

ft. The cause of the second plant not being quite so large is simply

consequent on its not being shifted so often as its more favoured

companion.—J. Smith (Ex-Curator), Royal Botanic Gardens, Ken-.

Mossing, Oyster Shell Crocking, and Manuring.—
This winter I had to manage large quantities of Roses, Heliotropes,

Pelargoniums, &c., that had flowered out of doors, and that had been

lifted and potted for winter blooming. All of them had been over-

DOtted and as I could not shift them into smaller pots without a

severe cutting back, I resorted to the mossing system. The pots

were 10 in. deep and 10 wide, and the greater part of them were 12

in. in diameter and 12 in. deep. One of these pots happened to get

broken, and revealed to me a new system of crocking. It consisted

of 6 in. of oyster sliells, not one shell inverted with potsherds

over it, but tumbled in lielter-skeltcr ; on these were placed, pressed

down hard, 1^ in. of green Moss ; on that was put the soil, then the

plant. At flrst I tliouglit this arrangement an accident or an experi-

ment with, perliaps, one plant. But no ; every pot was crocked in a

similar way both for soft and hard-wooded plants. I surfaced with

bone dust and Moss, and very soon the working roots were at the

top, in the form of a complete mat. I then commenced using liquid

manure made from cow dropiDings, and I have now 2 ft. of young
wood on my Roses, all of which are flowering finely. On the

Heliotropes and other tilings I never had in the same space of time,

under any culture, sucli fine blooms. "Whether this is the result of

the dose of oyster sliells or tlie treatment given, your readers can
form their own opinions ; I have mine. In potting we all know
there is a good deal of waste soil between the crown and the starting

of the roots. "When we re-pot we of course detach this, and apply

the bone dust simply or with the addition of liquid manure, the

object, seemingly, of the Moss being to exclude light and air, and
thus induce the roots to grow upwards. I tried a few plants without
the Moss, but without such good results. I place my jiloss level with
the rim of the pot, but I notice that Mr. Henderson applies his

differently, bringing it up in a cone to the stem, which, in the case

of small pots, cannot well be avoided. It reminds one of how in

days gone by we used to put Sphagnum on the top of plants and
tie it down witli bast for packing. On this side we pack in tiers in

a dry-goods box, from three to six pots high, and send them thou-
sands of miles without a pot being broken. In order to get all we
want, or possibly can get from winter flowering plants, the mossing,
bone dust, and liquid manuring system is the best ; and to get healthy
roots in the case of a sickly plant without repotting I am sure it will

work well.

—

Gekald Howatt, New Jersey.

Agave striata Richardsi.—This is a dwarf compact form
of A. striata, often called A. hystrix and stricta. It was sent from
Mexico to this country by Mr. Roezl about six years ago. The old

A. striata grows from about 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. through, but this

plant is more dense, only attaining a height of from 12 in. to 18 in.,

and the same in width. It is a useful plant for small beds or centres

in geometrical gardens, and it also succeeds very well on rockwork.
It belongs to the section of Agaves with spicate inflorescens ; there-

fore after flowering it throws up new centres of growth, by which
means it can be increased. When these shoots are taken off they
should be allowed to dry for a few days before they are set on soil.

My plan is to set them on a j)ot and keep them dry until they root

;

Agave striata Kichardsi.

thus all fear of damping is avoided. Seed of it should be sown as

soon as ripe in a good heat. When up expose the seedlings on a
shelf, and water them with care. I look upon this Agave as one of

the gems of the genus.—J. Ceouchee.

Rotting of Hyacinth Bulbs.—It has always been and
always will be the complaint of amateur bulb cultivators that

Hyacinths in water are so apt in unfavourable positions to rot. A
curious experience of mine in this respect will, I am sure, be of in-
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terest to many. A very expensive show bulb of mine went rotten

in water last November, so I took it out and gave it to a friend. Ke
cut away all the rotten part and all the roots, and potted the bulb

to give it a chance. It now bears a magnificent spike of

pink iiowers, a circumstance which to my mind is as satisfactory

as it is singular.—GiEOFLE.

some place such as that shown in the accompanying illustration.

As to the culture of these plants and the selection of the newer
and handsomer kinds, we may refer to the article which accom-
panied the plate of Pjeonies lately published in The Garden.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Greenhouse Plants.—The most successful growers of liard-wooded plants

now make a practice of potting much earlier than they used to do, and doubtless
many valuable lives are saved thereby, as it stands to reason that delicate-rooting

subjects can go much longer without water after potting early in April than they
can when the sun gains greater power. When the jjlants which require pottinghave
been properly watered, and clean dry pots and crocks are in rea<liness, great care
should be devoted to the preparation of the compost, which should be
rough and lumpy in proportion to the size of the balls, and dry enough to bear
ramming with the potting stick umil tlie new part is as firm as the old all.

The barbarous px'actice of destroying half tlie healthy roots with a pointed stick

should be abandoned, water should be sparingly given, and to prevent loss of
moisture shade from bright sun. and an occasional dewing over with the syringe
will be needful. Plants of all kinds should be clean and free from insects, and
the roots sliould be on the move before they are potted. In order to keep up the
gay appearance of the greenhouse, after forced plants Iiave passed away, Fuchsias,
tuberous-rooted Begonias, and the indispensable Pelargoniums will well repay all

tlie attention that can be bestowed upon tliem. Of the latter, cut-back plants
will come into early use, and these will be followed by autumn or spring-struck
stock, which should be firmly, but not over-potted, and gi-own on near the glass
with full exposure to sun and light. As cuttings of the haraier kinds of Begonias,
including insignis and ascotensis, Eupatoriums, and the old Chrysanthemum
frutescens are potted off, they should he kept in a close intermediate pit to get
established, and when tlie weather becomes warmer they may be removed to cold
frames for the completion of their growth W. COLEMAN.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
P.EONIES m GRASS.

One of the boldest things we know of in wild gardening, and
certainly the most brilliant, is the putting of a group of scarlet

Pseonies in meadow grass. Of the effect, the accompanj'ing

Preonies in Grass.

illustration gives such idea as a small woodcut would permit, but
it would require an oil picture of some strength to show the
singularly fine effect of the group of Pseonies blooming in the long
meadow grass in early summer. It was so managed that it came
into the garden landscape, so to saj^, and could be seen for a con-
siderable distance from certain points of view. It was so

placed that when out of flower it could not be an eyesore
or in the way, as such plants sometimes are in the mixed
border. In the future"of our gardens there is a good deal to be done
by the tasteful cultivator in considering well the positions suited
for some kinds of plants. It is easy to so arrange plants, for

example, that are very handsome in spring and early summer, but
do not continue in perfection into early autimin, so that their
effect when out of flower, or even their disappearance altogether,

will not mar any "composition." The point is a very important
one and well worth attending to. Peeonies are among the plants
that deserve this kind of attention.

If they are grown for their flowers only, or their buds, or for
the purpose of inci-easing them, they may be placed in nursery
lines in some rich part of the kitchen garden. In such a position

one would soon have enough to spare for putting a bold group in

Spring Gardening'. — One of the prettiest, most efEective,

and least expensive plans of hardy gardening is likely to be pro-

duced by naturalising patches of such plants as will take care of
themselves about the margins of shrubberies and lawns, where the
ground is never dug. Crocuses, Narcissi, Snowdrops, Hepaticas,
Primulas, Grape Hyacinths, Irises, Pa30nies, &c., are well suited for this

purpose, and they fill a gap from March till June or July. The snow
has just disappeared a few days ago with us, and .Snowdrops are in

full bloom, and so also are the Cloth of Gold and silver Scotch
Crocuses, while otlier kinds will be a week or a fortnight later. Nar-
cissi, Primroses, &c., are coming on behind these in abundance. All
are on the Grass scattered promiscuously about the margins of the
bushes. The white Crocuses are far more telling than the Snow-
drops, and the golden Crocus has a good effect on green lawns, meet-
ing the eye in all odd nooks and corners. Planted in this way, the
display lasts much longer than in the bedded-out " spring garden,"
the sunny corners showing uj^ first, and the otliers succeeding these

a while later. We feel the want of a good purple or crimson Prim-
rose of the same vigour as the wild one. What we have on the

borders here are comparatively dwarf and inconspicuous ; besides,

good ones are ratlier dear in quantity, if not scarce. The common
Primrose is a fine object in good soil. Some years ago we planted
numbers, putting about a peck of good loam in each hole, and I

have since counted nearly 400 blooms to a plant. The patches could

be seen about a mile away. None of the above receive any special

attention. The mowing machine cuts close up to the trees as before,

and just beyond are the bulbs and plants, where the Grass is per-

mitted to grow till all the foliage of the bulbs and other spring

plants is ripe, when it is cut over and swept. By spring, when the

flowers come up, tliey stand out in good relief against the short,

fresh, green Grass. But planting in this way should not be done in

driblets. However many bulbs, &c., can be afforded, plant in good
recognisable patches, and plant tlie roots near each other, particu-

larly Snowdrops. Plant an irregular patcli 1 yd. or 2 yd. across, and
set the bulbs about 1 in. asunder. Crocus the same, only a little

wider from bulb to bulb. Above all, always place the sod on the

top again, as rats do much damage, and are sure to find Crocus roots

out if the loose soil is left exposed ; Daffodils they do not meddle
with. Would some of your correspondents kindly say what coloured

Primroses, distinct colours, succeed best in this way ? The lovely

little Hepaticas are gems, and associate well with the Snowdrops
and early Crocuses coming up at the same time. Grown on the bare

border, none of our spring plants can compare with those on the

Grass, which makes the best groundwork.—J. S. W.
Hellebores at Tooting.—Of Hellebores, the following are

now in fiower in Messrs. Ban- & Sugden's grounds at Tooting :

Orioifalis group.—Orientalis, the type in many shades from almost

white to diill purple ; antiquorum, jjure white, spotted crimson,and the

same without spots
;
giittatus, white, spotted crimson

; g. sub-puncta-

tus, white with few spots
; g. C. Benary, white, sepals dotted all over

crimson ; abchasicus of Kegel, a form pretty generally cultivated in

gardens as atrorubens ; atrombens of Baker, a very decorative plant,

a link between orientalis and viridis group ; Arthur Collins, a high

coloured variety, spotting as in C. Benary ; atroroseus, a form of

abchasicus ; colchicus, with blood-purple leaves and deep crim-

son flowers ; c. punctatus, spotted flowers ; F. C. Heinemann, red-

purple, pink spotted ; Gretchen Heinemann, dark crimson, beautifully

spotted ; Apotheker Bogren, a remarkably fine variety of the high

coloured class ; olympicus, white ; o. major, white
;

pallidus of

Kegel, a rare species with whitish-green flow-ers ; orientalis of La-

marck, a very rare plant with whitish flowers
;
punctatus, a fine var.

in the way of F. C. Heinemann ; roseus punctatus, a seedling of

Herr Leichtlin, very pretty ; roseus, a pretty rose-coloured orientalis
;

James Atkins, named after the raiser, the finest of the rose-coloured

orientalis, large, finely formed flowers of great beauty ; rubidus punc-

tatus, a seedling of Herr Leichtlin, pui-ple, spotted all over the inner

surface of the flower. Viridis group.—Torquatus, a dwarf species

with smallish flowers, dove colour inside and outside
;
purpurascens,

dove colour outside and greenish inside ; Columbine, a fine species,

purple outside and greenish-purple inside of flower
;
graveolens,

brown-purple outside, greenish inside of flower ; luridus resembles

graveolens in flower, but more shouldered and the foliage different

;

viridis, the type, and several varieties ; v. pallidus, flowers larger

than the type and whitish-green; Bocconi, flowers bright green,

large and beautifully imbricated, B. Elder-scented, this species

varying in size of flower, but always imbricated and pale green

;

laxus, flowers bluish-green generally, but not always, and babjt
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of the plant somewhat loose ; duuietorum, light green, small
flower, well figured in Sweet ; lividesoeas of Braun, reddish-purple,

fine flowering species. Besides the foregoing there may be a few
others, as I -m-ite this in a hurry and from memory.— P. B.

Fuchsia procumbens not Hardy.—I quite agree with
all " W. Ct." says (p. ISdl!) in favour of this Fuchsia, but I thinl; he is

mistalven wlien he says tliere can be no doubt as to its hardiness.
For three consecutive years we have had it planted on tlioroughly

drained rockeries in different situations, and the result in every case
has been that every plant has succumbed to the efEects of the frost,

although they were covered with braclcen during the winter
months. 'W^hen we first received it I was informed that it was "per-
fectly hardy," and in consequence of being told so I allowed all my
plants to remain in the places in which they were grown. When
the frost and snow cleared off I found to my regret tliat all of tliem
were dead. However, I procured a fresh supply, and since then have
talcen the precaution to have plants in pots stored in a pit out of the
reach of frost ; by so doing we get strong plants ready for planting
out the first week in April, which is safficientlj' early for this dis-

trict. I consider they are well worth the small amount of labour
bestowed in preserving them from injury during severe frost. This
Fuchsia is excellent for covering rockwork during the summer and
autumn months, and although the flowers are small, yet they are
very beautiful. ^W. Neild, Wyt/u-nshan-e, A'brt/wnden, Man-
chfster.

Hardy Plants in Bloom at Farnborough.—Thefollowing
are in bloom just now in the open border and in an exposed situation
facing the north-east at Farnborough Grange, and although we are
having from 10° to 11° of frost nightly, many of these lovely spring
flowers do not seem to sustain any injury : Of Scilla sibirica nothing
is more charming than to see a good patch with from twenty to

fifty blooms open at one time ; they form a fine contrast with those
of the double red Hcpaticas or the different coloured Primroses. In
order to see the full beauty of spring flowers they must be in good
patches, not, as one often sees them, in single rows or in the shape
of small plants dotted all over the border or bed. The following
amongst others are in good condition, namely : Draba aizoides,

Hepaticas, Grape Hyacinths, Dog's-tooth Violets, Bitter Vetches,
Saxifraga oppositifolia, pyrenaica, and Burseriana, 8isyrinchium
grandiflorum, Squills, Triteleia laxa, double and single Primroses,
Hyacintlis of different colours. Rhododendron dahuricum, Cydonia
japonica and C. princeps, Daplme Jlezereum atro-ruljra, Erica
mediterranea, and A\il3rietias of different sorts.—J. C, FarnhorougJi.

Wallflowers from Cuttings.—I very much like " Girofle's
"

mode of propagating and growing these old favourites from cuttings,
and used to practise it with the double varieties. Unfortunately,
however, this year has made a clean sweep of our Wallflowers, and
we have none left to get cuttings from. Can " Girofle," or an}' other
reader, forward a few cuttings of good single or any double varieties?

I have also seen the Wallflower treated, and grown it myself as a
IJerennial, but the last few winters seem to have hit all such plants
harder than usual, and made an end of them even in cottage gardens,
though I think the Wallflower treated as "Girofle" describes at

p. 322 is more hardy than when grown in the usual way. Should the
cycle of severe winters continue, no doubt we must take to the pot
culture of the Wallflower. But, however welcome its presence and
perfume maj' be in the window, gardeir, or greenhouse, the true
home of the Wallflower is the open border, rockery, or wild garden.
In the two latter positions especially, warm, sheltered, and sunny
sites may often be found for such old favourites as the Wallflower,
which is not only fragi-ant and beautiful, but brimful of the sweetest
and tenderest associations of the homes and the loves of our child-

hood and youth.—D, T. Fish, Hnrdn-icl^e House, Bury St. J'Mmunds.

Androsace Laggeri.—Tliis rare alpine, which is seldom
found in any of our Englisli florist catalogues, is now in flower hero,
and is a very lovely plant. It has passed the winter in a cold frame,
and is therefore quite hardy. It grows in dense tufts like one of
the Mossy Saxifrages, from which rise small flower-stalks about
^ in. in height, each bearing two or three buds. The flowers are
deep hemisplierical cups, like tiny claret glasses of the deepest pink.
When filled with dew or fine spray they hold the water for hours
brimfull, with a convex surface like a thick lens, and if you peep
into this lens you see the golden centre of the flower magnified
and charmingly beautiful. Tlris tiny plant is well worth cultivat-

ing.

—

Bhockhuest. Dhhlmry.

Campernelle Jonquils.—We find these extremely effective for
indoor decoration, for they may be flowered in very small pots, and
are therefore available for stands and jardinieres, where large, strong-
growing kinds are unsuitable. We have a quantity in bloom in 3-in.

pots ; most of the bulbs have two or three spikes of flowers, and, as
they do not much exceed 1 ft. in height, they are extremely useful.

The bright yellow flowers make prettj' combinations with the
brilliant colours of earlv Tulips, Hvacinths, and other forced
bullw.—J. G. L.

COTTAGE GARDENING.
Mine is quite a " cottage '' garden ; scarcely any money and very
little labour have been sj^ent upon it

;
yet it gives me pleasure on

every day in the year, and bj- its constant beauty and the nosegays
which its borders have yielded, it has exercised some influence over
its larger and more ambitious neighbours. My little garden has led

to the planting of many a flower which has been long neglected
because, forsooth, it would cheerfully keep true to its blooming time
without the aid of artificial heat. My garden is for hardy flowers
only, as may ha\e been guessed by my description of it. What but
a hardy garden could give pleasure all the year round 1 I have no
glass, not even a frame or a forcing pit ; tlie soil of my borders is a
cold lieavy clay, and the climate of my county is keenly cold, yet I

am never without flowers.

I liad gathered Christmas Roses before the frost set in this year,
and they, together with some Gladwyn berries, kept my rooms gay
until the thaw came. Then, as the snow melted, we found beneath
it flowers of Aconite, a Primrose bud, and a few blooms of earl)'

Crocus. Tlie interest was great in watching for these prettj' things
as they were gradually revealed. AVhile these flowers were but still

few in number I set them in Moss from the hedgerows, and thus"

made charming indoor nosegays. Soon came masses of Snowdrops,
and then a golden glory of Crocuses. These are still in flower, as
are the very Ijeautiful Scotch Crocus (white with dark pui-ple stripes),

and I have, besides, masses of pink and of blue Hepaticas, blue
Siberian Scillas, Violets, many coloured Primroses, white Arabis,
a few blooms of Polyanthus and some Daffodils, and all these
flowers are blooming between the evergreen foliage and the young
spring shoots of plants which are to make my garden gay in sum-
mer. The frosts seem to have killed nothing save one young
Rosemary bush which was set in a sunny, but draughty corner. I have
learnt before, and ought to have remembered, that my flowers

dislike nothing so much as a draught. Then some JIoss Rose
bushes have been cut down nearly to the ground, but they are not
dead; the sturdy little Rosa rugosa is full of budlets and green
shoots ; the dwarf Cherry bushes on the lawn have a rich promise
of Ijlossom ; in many places there is an upheaval of the earth where
tlic late-flowering bulbs are pushing up green, thick leaves ; the
earlj' red leaves of the little blue Italian Windflowers make a
charming contrast of colour, for they grow near the blue-green leaves

of some Pinks. My garden, therefore, is full of beauty, and not the
least pleasure which it yields is that of watching for coming delights.

The i)affiodils, of which I spoke, have flowered under a south wall

;

I ha\'e others for blooming later which are in green bud now. They
are planted in the background of a border whicli faces all but due
north ; it just gets one brief smile from the rising sun during a few
weeks of the year. The Daffodils tlirive well in this shady place

;

just now we have counted on them 250 buds, and then we grew tired

of counting, for the number seemed to be endless. How marvellous
it is that any English garden should be devoid of Daffodils I and
yet are there not many such ? In my garden there are at least a
dozen different sorts of this flower. The earliest kinds, as I said,

are flowering and budding now, and the latest will not fade until the
first days of June. When they do fade we plant annual Coreopsis
and Cape Marigolds (Calendula pluvialis) among their roots, and these
bloom while the summer lasts ; but even were there nothing to

take their place, I could not deprive my garden of its Daffodils.

,Tust now 1 have been reading Jlr. EUacombe's charming chapter oir

the Daffodil; he tells us that it " was the favourite flower of our an-
cestors as a garden flower," as well it might be, and he reminds us
that a small volume might be filled with the praises which poets
have written of this flower. No one who has seen Daffodils can
wonder at this. Daffodils are apt to be thought lightly of nowadays,
for there are but few to see them in the wild wet places where they
are loveliest, and the rest see them too often thrust away in kitchen-

garden corners where they have no advantage either of art or of

Nature.
'

Renaelr.

Staple for Wire Fencing.—Lord Thurlow has patented a
reuiarkablj' simple invention for attaching wires to fencing posts,

whereby not onl5' is there a considerable saving in the material of

the staples, but the splitting of the post, and the consequent
tendency to rot from the use of the double staples is entirely ob-

viated. A smaller post may thus be used with less cost of transport.

The tliinning of young wood, cut at an earlier age, can be utilised to

a larger extent than usual. The patent staple takes as firm a hold as

a common nail, and is not liable to get loose or fall out. His lord-
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ship's invention is termed the hammer-closing staple for wire

fencing-.

TEMPERATURE IN VALLEYS AND ON HEIGHTS.
There can, I think, be only one explanation of the gi-eater intensity

of cold in valleys on calm, clear nights, when tlic most severe frosts

always occur. In tlie day-time, as most of us are aware, the air is

lieated not directly by the sun'g rays, but indirectly througli its

warming- tlie surface of tlie ground. At night the very opposite

takes place. Tlie surface of tlie ground radiates it.s heat towards
tlis cold of space* more quickly on clear nights and less so on dull

ones ; therefore, on calm nights the lower stratum of air becomes
first greatly chilled. This being understood, the following,

from Buchan's Meteorology (p. '>'), will make all clear.
" Let us suppose an extent of country, diversified by plains, val-

leys, hills, and table-lands, to be in circumstances favourable to

radiation, and each part under the same conditions, except in the single

])oint of position. Radiation will proceed over the whole at the same rate,

but the effects of radiation will not be felt everj'where in the same
degree and intensity. For as the air in contact with the declirities

of hills and rising ground becomes cooled by contact with the cold

surface of tlie ground, it acquires greater density and weight, and
consequently flows down the slopes and accumulates on tlie low-
lying ground at their base. Hence, places situated on rising ground
are never exposed to the full intensity of frosts ; and the higher
they are relatively to the surrounding- ground, tlie less are they ex-

2)osed, being protected by tlieir elevation, which provides, as it were,
an escape for the cold almost as fast as it is produced. On the
contraiy, valleys more or less environed by liills or eminences not
only retain their own cold of radiation, but also serve as reservoirs

for the cold air whicli is poured down from the neighbouring
lieig-hts. Hence, low-h-ing places are peculiarly exposed to intense
cold." On windy nights the upper and warmer air is mixed up witli

the colder air near the ground, and thus mitigates tlie severity of

the cold.

In practice, however, I believe one other reason why trees suifer

less on Iiills than in vallej-s is that their wood being more exposed
(longer duration of sunshine) to the sun, and the circulation of air

being better and the air drier, tlieir wood becomes better ripened.
In Januarj' last this was particularh' evident witli shrubs (not as to

elevation, but exposure), the north sides being the most injured,
and yet all the northerly winds, and they were but of short dura-
tion, were quite light, the easterly winds being the coldest and
strongest. The warmest situation in winter would be half-way up
a slight or gradual incline facing the south. E. Mawley.

Tjuclinon' House, Addiscomie.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

" Peregrine '' should have made himself better acquainted with
the rules of tliis society before writing of it as he has done. Instead
of subscribers being no better ofE tlian non-subscribers, those who
have subscribed for fifteen years are, in case of need, placed on the
funds without election. Life members, or subscribers of one sum of
ten guineas, Iiave similar privileges. Surely these are not bad
prospective rewards for subscribers. Neither have these beneficiaiy
rules remained dead letters in practice. I find, from a statement
just issued, that there are at present ninety persons on the funds of
the society, at a cost of £1262 per annum. Of tliese ninety, forty-
four were admitted as pensioners without election, canvass, or
trouble of any kind ; they are the life members, or annual subscribers
for fifteen years or more. These forty-four persons subscribed to
the institution £911, and have received from it^iuiO. Theiraverage
contributions were J21 each

; their receipts .£'105 apiece. Surety this
looks like getting a good deal for their guineas. Some of the forty-
four have been pensioners for a few months

; others for twcnt3--three
years. Of these, one subscribed nineteen guineas to the society, and
has receixed £320 ; another, who gave one life donation of ten
guineas, lias received i'28i ; a widow, whose husband subscribed for
fifteen years—£15 15s., has received £276. Is "Peregi-ine" con-
vinced that annual subscribers have a good return for their money 1

Of the ninety pensioners now on the funds forty-four have been
placed on the list in accordance witli rule 6, having subscribed
fifteen or more years, or made one life subscription of ten guineas

;

twenty-three have subscribed for various periods, and twenty-three
were non-subscribers. Since the year 1857 thirty-five other pen-
sioners now- deceased were also placed on the list -n'ithout canvass,
or trouble, or favour, according to rule 6. Since the establishment
of the society no fewer than 286 pensioners have been relieved, at a
total cost of £25,927. Just now strenuous efforts are being made to

* 'Wliicli Sir John Herschel supposerl to be about 240° below zero ( - 239°).

extend its usefulness by increasing the amount of pensions, if

possible, and it is a misfortune that " Peregrine," or any other
writer of influence, sliould, tlirough mistake of its rules, disparage
either its character or its usefulness. It should also be borne in

mind that as the society grows older rule G will become more
operative, so that very soon, probably, only life members or sub-
scribers will be able to reap the benefits of tliis most useful institu-

tion. I do not advance tliis as an all-powerful motive for joining it,

but those who vicAv all institutions tlirough the medium of self-

interest, specially or wholly, have the strongest possible motive for

immediately becoming- annual subscribers or life members of the
Crardeners' Benevolent Institution. And surely there are many
more amongst us only too willing to do all in our power for our
distressed brethren of the craft and their wives in misfortune, so
many of whom liave been ministering sisters to us in many liospitable

ways, in the fervent hope that we may never need our guineas for

ourselves or those still dearer to us. D. T. Fisn.

Plant Labels.—T a Ice a jDiece of thin zinc, cut it into strips

polish one side thoroughly with a piece of emei-y paper, and write

tlie name on the polished side with a fine pen dipped in a solution of

chloride of platinum, which turns black at once. Punch a hole in

the upper end with an awl, and fasten tlie label to the plant with a
thin copper wire, or tlie zinc may be cut long enough to insert one
end into the ground if the jilant is too small to hold it. A half-

ounce vial of the solution may be purchased in New York City of

any manufacturing chemist for 50 cents. Ordinary druggists do not
keep it. Labels made as aliove are cheap and durable. I have
had them on my Koses and otlicr plants for the jiast three years,

and they are as good to-day as when first placed there.—EDWARD
Myers, Westchester, jWY.

Slo-w Combustion Boilers.—In reply to your correspon-

dent " Berwickshire," allow me to say that I have had three slow
combustion boilers in operation for two winters ; the first heats a
small Vinery, the second a. plant house, and the third a small Tomato
house, and I have found them all do their work admirably ; in fact,

too much so, as owing to the intense cold the Vinery was fired too

hard, causing- the Vines to break, and now the bunches are ready for

thinning, and we expect ripe fruit by the end of May, nearly three

montlis earlier than usual. The plant liouse has been gay all winter

with Camellias, Cinerarias, Cx'clamens, Tea Boses, &c., and from
the Tomato house we have been cutting fruit all winter. When the

frost was at zero the houses were seldom as low as 45° Fahr. These
boilers require -s-ery little attention in the most scA-ere weather ;

the

gardener attends to them about 9. ,90 p.m., and can leave them for

eight hours without further firing. In ordinary weather they can
be left without attention at night for ten hours ; they will heat

about 300 ft. of 4-in. piping, and during- the severe weather burn
about 5 cwt. each of coke weekly. The coke should be liroken about

\-h in. square. They are No. 2 size, and ajjpear to be as good and
sound as when first put in.—F. G. S.

Hew to make a Smother (p. 246).—I, like many more,

no doubt, find it much easier to make a blaze than a smother. Tlie

products of the former are, however, really of little or no value ;

those of the latter are almost worth their weight in gold for various

purposes. Make ablaze first, sufficient to give the fire a good hold,

then heap all the material on so as to smother and keep the fire in ;

not, however, to put it out. After being assured that there is no
danger of the latter event happening, proceed to cover the whole
over with weeds and earth to a thickness of 6 in. or 1 ft. Watch the

heap carefully, and as soon as the fire breaks through, add more
earth or weeds, so as to stop orsmotherthefire. Heat thus suppressed

chars everything within reach ; while actual fire, with access to

the external air, consumes or burns it up. The first leaves charred

refuse of the most valuable sort ; the last leaves ashes of

comparatively little worth. The great art of charring is to start

with sufficient fire to char everything subjected to it, and to rigidly

repress any visible outbreak of the same.—D. T. Fish.

The Griflan at Temple Bar.—Mr. Bedford, one of the city

people responsible for the origin of this strange and most unlovely

animal, has been saying, we believe, that it would look ever so much
better surrounded by trees and flowers in a garden. This seems to

us the last and deepest insult ever perpetrated on the art of garden-

ing. We thought that, beyond the water-squirts at the top of the

Serpentine and the rotting mud basins at South Kensington, it was
not possible to go further in degrading the art of gardening, but the

griffin in a public garden would beat all. If it is to be done,

however, we would suggest that the griffin be surrounded, at a

respectful distance, by the statues, life-like, of the aldermen and
others who are guilty of bringing this monster into the world, the

whole planted in carpet bedding, and finished off with a ribbon
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border. Although the heads and bodies of some of the smaller figures
on the pedestal are knocked off already, four policemen are employed
to guard it from violence ; these, perhaps, could be taught the use
of the shears on the carpet plants, and in their quieter hours miglit
cut them down to the desired level.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXIX.—CALANDRINIA GRANDIFLORA.
The genus Calandrinia (named in compliment to an Italian

botanist) is a large one, and many of its species have been intro-

duced to cultivation, though comparatively few of them have been
found to be sufficiently effective for general culture. The follow-
ing, however, are both showy and perfectly hardy :

—

C. umbellata, a native of Chili, has reddish, much branched,
little stems, half shrubby at the base, and rarely grows more than
3 in. or 4 in. high. For vivid beauty and brilliancy of colour there

Calandriiiia umbellata.

is nothing to equal it in cultivation, the flowers being of a

dazzling magenta-crimson, attaining to an almost inconceivable

glow, yet soft and refined. In the evenings and in cloudj- weather

it shuts up, and nothing is then seen but the tips of the flowers.

It does ver}' well in any fine, sandy peat, or other open earth, is a

bardy perennial on dry soils and well-drained rockwork, and
looks best in small beds, but may be used with advantage as a

broad edging to large ones. It seems to live longest in chinks in

well-made rockwork. It is as readily raised from seed as the

common Wallflower either in the open air in fine, sandy soil, or

in pots. As it does not like transplantation, except when done

very carefully, the best way for those who wish to use it for very

neat and bright beds in the summer flower garden is to sow a few
grains in each small pot in autumn, keep them in dry sunny pits

or frames during the winter, and then turn the plants out without
much disturbance into the beds in the end of April or beginning

of May. As its beauty is concealed during dull or rainy weather,

this may prove a drawback to its use in the flower garden, but by
emploving it as a groundwork for some of the handsome Eche-
verias,aud other neat succulents now beginning to be so extensively

eniploved in good flower gardens, this defect ma}' not be so notice-

able.
" When the plants are raised every )'ear, they flower more

continuously than old-established specimens. It may also be
treated as an annual, sown in frames very early in spring, but

should in every case be associated with diminutive plants like

itself.

C- discolor.—Another beautiful Chilian plant, growing from
1 ft. to li ft. in height. Its leaves, which are fleshy and obovate, are

attenuated at the base, pale green above and purple beneath. The
flowers are produced in a long raceme, and measure li in.

across and bright rose in colour, forming a beautiful contrast

to the tuft of golden j'ellow stamens in their centre. They only
expand in sunshine, but open several weeks in succession in Jidy
and August. This species requires a dry soil and a warm ex-

posure to succeed well. It may either be sown in the open border

or in pots, but care must be taken in transplanting it, as the

tender rootlets are very susceptible of injury.

C nitida.—This handsome species was first introduced to our

gardens by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, to whom we are indebted

for so many beautiful plants of this description. It is closely

allied to C. discolor, but differs from it in dwarfer habit. It is a

succulent annual, forming a tuft from 4 in. to in. across in

strong specimens, with oblong, spathidate, pointed foliage, 1 in.

or 2 in. long, from the midst of which arise several erect stems
6 in. to 1) in. in height, bearing numerous large rose-coloured

flowers in a leafy raceme, each flower having the peduncle reflexed

in the bud, and after expansion, but assuming an erect position

when open, and also when the seed is ripe. The flowers are fully

2 in. across, expanding best in bright sunshine, as do all the

species of this genus, when they present, from their large size and
beautiful colour, astriliing effect. It is best treated as a half-hardy

annual, as it then blooms much earlier, but may be sown in the

open ground in May. It succeeds well in the border in ordinary

garden soil, but also thrives on rockwork if supplied with suf-

ficient moisture. It is a native of Chili, near Concepcion and
Valparaiso.

C grandiflora.—This somewhat resembles C. discolor, but is

larger in all its parts, and differs in having more showy blossoms
and in the shape of the leaves. We had no idea of the beauty of

this plant until last summer when we saw it in fine flowering
condition in Messrs. Sutton & Sons' trial grounds at Reading,
where a large bed of it was one of tlie most beautiful sights

imaginable. The day being bright, the large rosy blossoms ex-
panded widely in the sun, and showed the exquisite semi-trans-
parent petals to advantage. As to its beauty, the annexed plate

speaks for itself, and the plant is quite as floriferous as it is repre-

sented to lie. It requires a situation similar to C. discolor, and
attains the greatest perfection in a warm and moderately stiff

soil. It flowers a little earlier than C. discolor, and continues to

produce its flowers throughout the autumn. We are indebted to

Messrs. Sutton for the specimens from which our plate was pre-

pared.

C- speciosa — This has slender stems much branched and
prostrate

; its leaves are elongated, spoon-shaped, and much nar-
rowed at the base. Tlie flowers, which are very showy, measure
from T! in. to 1 in. across, and are of a deep purple-crimson. On
sunny mornings they expand widely, and close early in the after-

noon. It flowers continuou.sly from .lune to September. It

succeeds well on dry soil, generally sows itself plentifully, and is

Calandrinia speciosa.

admirably suited on account of its dwarf habit for growing on
rockwork, &c. It is a native of California.

There are other kinds, such as C. Liudleyana C. Burridgi,

C. procumbens, C. compressa, and C. micrantha, but they are

not worth cultivating generalh', as their flowers are not nearly so

showy as those of the kinds just mentioned. W. G.

Lapageria Seed.—I note that a corre.spondent asks for in-

formation as to the best way to get Lapageria seed to germinate,

and as I have been very successful with it by sowing' it in fine, sandy
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peat and placing it in a brisk heat in a stove, I would advise him to

do the same, but it should be covered with a glass to keep it moist.

The point is to use plenty of sand, as that saves tlie seed from rot-

ting, and another important point is to wash it before sowing, if

recently saved, so as to get it clear of the pulp.— S. D.

MELIA FLOEIBUNDA.
The Melias form for the most part a gi-oup of free-flowering trees

from 20 ft. to 60 ft. in height, of which tlie best known is Melia

Azedarach or Bead tree, a native of Asia Minor, but frequently found
throughout the south of Europe, where it grows into a large tree in

Melia floribunda,

appsarance something like an Asli, a resemblance which is lieightened

by its mucli-divided leave.s. The flowers, whicli are freely produced
in large bundles, are blue, and succeeded by pale yellow berries

about the size of a Cherry, consisting of a poisonous pulpy substance
surrounding a hard nut-like seed. Although a large growing plant,

this kind flowers freely in a small state, but in this country it needs
the protection of a greenhouse, for even if it survives the winter
against a wall, which it sometimes does, I have never known it

flower in such a position. The kind here figured (floribunda) is

described in the Revue Horticole as a half hardy, deciduous shrub,
bearing white flowers, and probably requiring the same treatment
as the preceding. The other species are but little known and seldom
seen ; indeed, there are not many wlio have space enough at their

disposal in which to grow them so as to show their true characters.

Alpha.

Schizostylia coccinea Indoors.—Although this beautiful

Iridaceous plant is quite liardj% its late-blooming habit renders it of

great value for cultivating in pots for the embellishment of green-

houses, in which it expands its bright scarlet Gladiolus-like flowers

in perfection. In general appearance it resembles an Iris, but in-

stead of spreading as Irises do by means of side shoots or suckers

on the surface, the Schizostylis sends out creeping rhizomes under-
ground after tlie manner of the Tritonia, and as it does tliis freely,

it may easily be propagated by division to almost any extent. The
best time to do this is during the early spring months just before

growth commences, as then plants can be shaken out and pulled

apart without suffering any injury. When quantities are required

the readiest way of managing them is to plant tliem out in a pre-

pared bed, made rioli and light with old potting soil or leaf-mould

and sand, in which, if kept well watered during the summer, they

will become strong and flower with great freedom wlien lifted and
potted in the autumn. To get tliem well established in tlieir pots

before winter sets in it is necessary to take them up earl}' and place

them in a close frame, where they can be kept watered and syringed

for a time, after which they will require air and less atmospheric

moisture to prevent them from damping. If grown in pots, 7-in.

ones will be found quite large enough, and if plants are fed freely

with liquid manure they will thrive well in them and send up fine

heads of bloom. A j'ear or two ago I ' tried some seedlings which

did splendidly ; they grew very strong, and I have now some that

were sown in heat just ready for potting off, and which, I have no

doubt, will serve me equally well for the winter to come. Tho.se

who have cut flowers to supply at that season will find the Schi-

zostylis coccinea one of the best plants they can have, as by

bringing a few pots of it on at a time in a warm house a long

and continuous succession may be kept up during the dullest

time of the year.—J. Sjieppakd, Woolcerstonc Parh Ijisn'ieh.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FIRM SURFACE NECESSARY IX STRAWBERRY

CULTUKE.

The importance of making the surface soil firm round Strawberry

plants is, I think, often overlooked. Wherever the Strawberrj' grows

naturally there is a firm crust to the soil, very often a hard one,

for the wild Strawberry afllects soils of a stiff nature, and this is

generally more or less carpeted with grass, so that tlie roots may be

said to be doubly protected against sudden and violent atmospherical

changes. How the poor Strawberry suffers during a sudden out-

burst of hot sun in soils so porous, so light, so open at the surface,

that the first few inches are like an ash bed, it would be hard to

say, but the drooping, dried-up appearance of the foliage, the rusty

tinge that it assumes, the utter absence of "go "and vital energy tells

its own tale. A large and important portion of the plant's nutritive

organs have sustained serious injury. The fierce sun has thrust its

parching rays into the soil and withered up those tender rootlets

which fill the upper crust and whicli exercise such a beneficial in-

fluence upon the plant when the earth containing them is kept cool

and moist. It is not so much to soils of a loamy nature

as to those tliat contain a considerable proportion of sand that Ihese

remarks apply. The more free and easily worked the more liable is

the natural soil to parch and burn in the summer sun, and the more

easily does the fierce heat and arid atmosphere penetrate to the

delicate fibres which lie within easy reach of their destroying in-

fluence. Those soils which naturally incline to adhesiveness are

found to best suit the Strawberry, for if the plants do not attain

greater luxuriance in them they last longer in health, simply because

the mechanical nature of such soils renders them in a great measure

proof against the dessicating influence of a summer's sun, the par-

ticles of earth lie closer together and form a compact mass, which

does not allow of the sudden entiy into it of a body of highly-heated

air. Such being the case, we at once perceive how important it must

be in the case of sandy, light, porous soils to create a firm surface
;

and where this has not been done at planting time, it should be set

about at once. It is a usual practice to hoe amongst Strawberry

plantations at this time, and such an operation is necessary in order

to clear off weeds and impart an orderly appearance to them. When
this much is done, however, choose a dry time and tread between

the rows quite up to the collar of the plant, making the soil as firm

as possible. The lighter the soil the more hard should it be pressed

down ; if made as hard as abarn floor so much the better ; there will be all

the greater chance of a good crop of fruit and of the plants retain-

ing their productiveness for several years. Then a slight mulch of

litter, manure, or anything that may be procurable will ensure to the

roots repose and comfort throughout the most trying period of the

year. The Strawberry is considered, and with reason, to be a deep-

rooting subject, but many do not apparently realise the fact^ that

Nature has provided this plant with two sets of roots ; but it is so,

and we must conclude that those feeders that dive down deeply into

the subsoil are not the only ones that we have to look to, but that

those wliich fill the first few inches of earth are also indispensable to

the welfare of the plant. Judging from what I have observed in

the matter, I am convinced that the surface roots are those that

create fertility. They impart to the crowns their substance and are

the most important factors in the process of building up and bring-

into existence the fruit germ for the ensuing year. Not only is this

the case, but these surface feeders are, as it were, lying in wait, and

ready, when healthy and active, to seize hold of and pass up into the

fruit any nutriment that may be administered when it is swelling

off, and when those innumerable little mouths are rendered

incapable of taking the food offered to them the berries

lack that fullness of perfection, that bright or rich colour,

glaze, and flavour that renders this fruit tempting to the

eye and agreeable to the palate. Some years ago I had a striking

instance of the danger of not taking into account the important

part that surface roots perform in maintaining the fertility of the

Strawberry. A frame was planted out with young plants of Sir G.

Napier in the autumn. They were mulched in the winter and bore

an excellent crop in due time. That summer they were well at-

tended to for water, and the soil between them was somewhat deeply

stirred, was kept well moved, in fact, throughout the growing season.

The result as far as growth went was in every way admirable; stout,

large foliage and big crowns rejoiced my heart in the autumn, and

I enjoyed by anticipation the crop of fine fruit which I hoped and

supposed would come at the appointed season
;
but great was my
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surprise and vexation to fiud that the greater portion oil these pro-
mising plants were sterile, some showing no flowers at all, others here
and there a truss. Tliis result so unexpected I must confess rather
puzzled me, but subsequent experience enabled me to come to the
conclusion that the continual disturbance of the surface roots had
materiallj- conduced thereto, The main feeders found their Avar
deep down into a rich bed of soil, thereby promoting ranlv growtli,

which could not be properly finished off owing to the absence of tlic

necessary organs. .T. C'ornitilIj.

Byfieet.

FKUIT CULTUEE FOR PKOFIT.
Best Pears to Plant.

Kai!ly I'kar.s.—Doyenne d'Ete ;

' .Jarg-onelle, does well on
Quince; ' Fondante de C'uerne; 'Bon Cliretieu (Williams'), does
well in all situations; * Beurre d'Amaulis, does well on Quince;
Beurre Giffard ;

' Fondante d"Automne ;
* Flemish Beauty, does

well on Quince ; Hazel or Hessel, standard for orchard ; Autumn
Berg-amot, Quince ;

* Beurre Goubault.

MiDsr.MJCKK PEAns.—Gansel's Bergamot, for wall; * Beurre
Brown, wall ; Beurre de Gapiaumont, (iuince ;

' Beurre Hardy,
Quince; Beurre Glairgeau, Quince ;

* Beurre Diel, Quince : Napo-
leon, wall; Passe Colmar, wall; Prince Oousort, wall ; Seclde :

Suffolk Thorn, orchard .standard ; Swan's Eg-g-, orchard standard :

Thompson'.-', orchard; ' ^"an Mons Leon le Clerc, wall ;
* Beurre

Bosc;^ Beurre Superfiii, (^)uiiice: 'AVliite Doyenne, Quince;
•Louise ]jonne of Jersey, Quince ;

" Kniglil's Monarch, standard
orchard or pyramid ; LVmite de Jjaniy ; * Gratioli of Jersey ;

* Marie Ijouise d'Uccle, Quince :
" Marie Louise, good in all

positions; " Doyenne du Cornice, Quince; ' ]?ritish (^ueen, Quince;
Conseilleur de la Cour ; Baronne de Mello, Quince :

* L'rbaniste,
wall: Dm'andeau, Quince; Aston Town, standard :

* Pitmaston
Ducliesse d'Angouleme, Quince.

Late Pbahs.—* Bergamot d'Esperen, Quince, wall ;
' Beune

Ranee, wall aiul espalier ;
* Beurre Eastei', wall and espalier

;

•AVinter Nelis, Quince, wall: " Ne Plus Meuris, (^)uince ; Van de
Weyer Bate.s, wall ;

" Beurre d'Anjou, (,)uince ;

* Beurre d'Arera-
berg; Beurre Sterckmans; 'General Todleben, Quince ;

* Glou
Morceau, wall; Beurre Bachelier, Q.uiuce ; Zephirin Greg-oire

;

* Josephine de Malines, (Juince ;
* Victoria, Iliiyslie's, wall ;" Jean

de Witte, Quince; Catillac, stewing; * Uvedale's St. Germain,
stewing.

AVheu it is convenient, a few of the best kinds .should be grown
in duplicate, and should be planted in various situations and a.s-

pecls. I have had Beurre Kance excellent from an ea.st wall, and
I have had it the follow-ing season almost flavourless from tlic

same tree, wliilst the fruits from an espalier although, rough and
small, Avere delicious, and I could relate a similar experience w-ith
many of the niid-se;i.son and late kinds : tlierefore, any varietv
that is thought much of should be groAvn under varying conditions,
so as to meet the various phases of our climate. As a rule, any
kind of Pear that will succeed well as pyramid, espalier, or stan-
dard sliould be grown in those shapes. As although a wall gives
extra size, it does not always follow tluit superior flavour accom-
panies it. Still whenever walls exist they must be utilised for
the tine late kinds that require a better climate and to meet the
seasons that are cold and sunless. Every bit of south wall that
can be spared or that is not required for the more tender stone
fruits should be plauteil with stime of the best late Pears. There
are hundreds of yards of south wall in the country occupied Avitli

uuliappy specimens of Peaches that would be more profitably
covered with Pears. The truth is fruits require a rotation as
much as, or more than, vegetables, and wdien one set of trees are
worn out on a Avail, if the old soil cannot be entirely replaced Avith
fresh, it will be far better to trench it up and plant a distinct
kind of tree, and Peai's Avill succeed stone fruits aacII. And if

we could get into the way of looking upon our Avail trees more as
portable objects, and less as fixtures, I am sure the result Avould
be more satisfactory. Thus, if a tree does not seem quite at home,
lifting its roots, or moving it to a fresh site, will generally bi-iu'i-

it back to health, and if the first symptoms of deraugerueut are
obserA ed and acted on there need be no unhealthy trees. Pears
succeed well in pots when grafted on the Quince! and the same
remarks I have made about Apples on the Paradise are equally
applicable to Pears. A collection of Pears in pots Avill be a most
interesting study, and a large number might be sheltered in spring

till the frosts Avere past in a comparatively small house, and then

half or tAvo-thirds might be plunged in the open air.

Tavela'e Good Peah.s foii OncHAni) I'i.antixc; as Standards.
—Bon Chretien (^^'illiams'!, Hessel, Beuri-e de Capiaumont, Beurr^
Hardy, Beurre Diel, Suffolk Thorn, Swan's Egg.Thompson'SjKnight's
Monarch, Marie Louise, Aston Town, and Louise Bonne of Jersey.

A Feav Good Peaks fob Pyhajiids ox Qtjixce.—Williams'

Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, White Doyenui?,, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Marie Louise d'Uccle. Beurre Superfin, Beurre de Capiau-
mont, Beurre C'lairgeau, Beurre Giffard, Xe Plus Meuris,Pitmaston
Duchess, Joseph iue de ^laliues, Beurre d'Anjou, Baronne de Mello,

and Beurre ]>achelier.

Propagation.
Tjiltle need be said of tliis here, as Pears and Apples are much

alike in their nature, and are usually grafted in the same manner
in spring. But both Pears and Apples may be budded in summer
in the same Avay as stone fruits usually are, and builded trees are

quite as good as grafted ones. The common HaAvthorn and other

kinds of Thorns have at various times been recommended as stocks

for Pears, and probably some kinds may succeed on them, but it

is a good many years ago since I first saAA' it used for tlie purpose,

ar.d in all the experiments I haAC seen carried out the trees Avere

short-lived. But tliis is a matter that requires to be taken in hand
by some patient, careful experimenter Avith ample means at his

disposal to test the matter thoroughly, not only as regards the
connnon AAhite Tliorn, but the stronger-groAving Thorns, such as

the Cockspur, miglit be tried.

Keferi'iug again for a moment to the question of pot culture for

Pears. Avhat an opportunity it woidd give to the hvbridist to try

experiments in crossing various A'arieties. Fertdity, size, and
flavour might all be probably obtained in the same trees by such a

judicious selection of the parents as could be made Avith a collec-

tion of trees of all the best kinds in pots under glass. Most of

our fruits have hitherto been rai,sed in a haphazard kind of Avay,

but if tlie suggestion here thrOAvn out could ije acted on, it might
be reduced to a system, Avith mauA' chances in favour of securing

any given result.
'

E. Hobday.
— I can endorse all that " J. 8. W." saj's (p. 319) on fruit culture.

I remember Avell the time Ave used to spend in trying doAvn the shoots
of I'ear trees in a large place where I once Avas at. liending down
the slioots does, hoAvever, no doubt to a certain extent restrict

grOAYlh, and as a consequence results in the production of fruit buds.
What I should jjrefer in such places would be to do aAA-ay Avith such
trees as "J. S. W.'' recommends, and make an orchard in accordance
Avith the size or requirements of the household. Give us less kitchen
garden if you Avill, but in doing so remoA'e nine-tenths of the fruit

trees, so tliat the resources at command may be carried on more pro-

fitalily. Gardening in these times must advance with other things,

;md in forming gardens due regard should be given to make them
profitable.—T. R. T.

KENTISH FRUIT GARDENS.
Teuxikg and digging and oilier operations connected Avith Avhat
may be termed the Avinter cultivation of fniit is noAv complete, for
although delayed in some cases bj- adverse AA'cather l^eyond the
usual date, extra exertions have been used during the last feAV
Aveeks to fetch up all arrears, and noAv the Avork claiming attention
is of a lighter character, and one of the mo.st important operations
now- being carried on or in preparation for is that of grafting, for as
sorts Aary in popularity in the markets they are more or less rapidlj-
increased by means of grafting, and in carrying out this operation
on a large scale, althougli some use grafting-wax the majority keep
to the older system of clayey loam mixed Avitli coav manure for en-
casing the grafts to exclude the air, and Avlien this is Avell prepared
by thoroughly mixing and Avorking it up like soft putty, and put on
by experienced hands and bound on Avith a little bass matting, there
Avill not be 1 [per cent, of failures or any necessit.y for recovering
the grafts after they are once coAcred in, but of course much depends
on the condition of stock and scions, and the latter should noAV be
securely laid in by the heels in a cool, shaded i^osition Avhere no sun
can reach them, for if at all AA-ithered or shrunken the labour of
grafting AviU be in vain. Any young or freshly-planted trees should
be securely staked before they get Iicavy AAuth leaf, for although a
little movement of the top of the tree may be beneficial to the root
action of a tree, yet from the necessitj- for long stems Avhere the soil

is under-cropped Avith grass and fed off Avith stock, or as in many cases
AA-itli bush fruits gromnguudertheni, it is absolutely necessary to keejj
the head of the tree as nearly erect as possible, and Aarious means
have to be resorted to. In orchards laid down Avith grass, a close
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fence sufficiently high to keep whatever stock is let in to graze from

barking the stem must be extemi^orised, but wlicre the soil is cropped

beneath the object is merely to fasten the tree to prevent excessive

wind waving, and as dwarf-stemmed, or what are called half stan-

dards, are generally preferred for such positions, two stout stumps
are driven into the ground about 1 ft. clear of the stem, and a cross

rail nailed to them, to which tlie tree is securely fastened just below

where it branches out into a liead, and if this is carefully done by
encasing the stem witli haybands to prevent the bark chafing,

such supports will last for several years, or until the trees will stand

without support. I may mention that Chestnut stakes or posts are

preferred here, and when dipped in tar before being used they last

for many j-ears ; I may add that in fruit culture for market every-

thing is done to minimise labour, for unless the cost of production is

kept down to the lowest possible limit, it will not prove a profitable

investment ; therefore, the whole aim of the cultivator is to get the

largest quantity of fruit from a given quantitj- of land, and for this

reason the trees are planted thicker tlian in private gardens,

and in most cases spreading bushes of Apple, Pear, or Plum
are planted alternately with the taller standards, so that every

foot of space is utilised. Fancy modes of training are un-

known in this neighbourhood, except in private gardens,

and they are rapidly being replaced by trees, that never get a

tie of any sort except to the stem, but are trained bj- means of the

pruning : as, for instance, upright pyramid Pears arc easily formed
by always cutting to a bud, that is, pointing in the direction the

following year's shoot is desired to take : or I might mention Filbert

and Cob Nut bushes, that are the most carefully pruned of any fruit

trees in tliis locality, and they are trained into a circular cup-shaped
bush by continually cutting away the centre and leaving the outer

branches, until the bush looks as if it had been bent into a mould.
As a rule, the natural form that the tree or bush takes is the best,

and anyone passing through the country here would liave no ditticulty

in picking out all the leading sorts of fruits by their habit of gTOwfh
alone, as the pruning is simj^ly directed to the production of fine

fruit of its respective kind ; and when it can safely he reduced to a
minimum, as in the Cherrj' and Apple, the trees are allowed to form
beautiful, wide-spreading trees that will sliortly make the country
look like a vast garden. In cultivated land, under bush fruits where
it is difficult to eradicate weeds in the summer from the dense
shade, the prong-hoes will now be set to work to break down the

land roughly dug up in the winter, and at the same time to pull up
to the surface all strong, coarse-rooted weeds such as Docks, Crow's-
foot, Dandelions, &c., which, when dried, are burned with clippings

of hedges, &c,, and as a finish to the whole the soil on each side the
boundarj' hedges is carefully forked over, and Couch Grass and other
weeds carefully picked out, for a good hedge can only be kept for a
number of years by keeping it clean at the base. J. G-eoom.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE IRUIT GARDEN.

Oordon Pears.—Four years since a west wall, previously
covered with Peach trees, was cleared and replanted with Marie
Louise Fears—maidens, double worked on the Quince stock, There
were fifty trees, each planted 2 ft. apart, and three were left out as
not required. These were planted on the front of the 10-ft. border
fronting the wall. All the trees have made good growth, have
been kept spurred, and are now averaging .'> ft. in height. Although
the border has had but slight dressings of manure the growtli has
been more robust than I anticipated from Quince stocks, but, per-
haps, the strong growth results from the double working, the first

grafts having been of some robust growing kind, perhaps lieurre
d'Amanlis. At one end, wliere the roots from some near trees in-

fluence the border, the growth has been less strong, and now I find
the trees at that end full of bloom spurs. Where the growth has
been more robust and inamingmore needful, there is a less propor-
tion of bloom buds, but all have some. That next year will exhibit
better results I ha\-e no doubt, and I shall be gratified if the trees

this season show less need for hard jjruning and make more fruit
spurs. But the curious thing with regard to these trees is that
whilst the cordons ha\'e had the adwanfage of the wall and the
regular summer pruning, the three planted on the front of the bor-
der have simplj' been slightly thinned, and now are compact bushes
literally covered with fruit buds. I should say that if all goes well
the three 'will produce as much fruit as twenty of the cordon trees.

This leads to the conviction that liard pruning of trees, even on the
Quince, is a mistake, and that the natiiral character of the stock will

the sooner produce fruitfulness if somewhat left alone.—A. D.

Culture of "Water Melons.—The treatment required for

the Water Melon does not differ materially from that generally ac-
corded to the varieties in common cultivation in gardens. It revels

in .strong heat throughout tlie growing season, but dislikes anything
like undue confinement, and must have a Large supply of good food
to draw upon when in full growth, in combination with an almost
unlimited supply of water at the roots. It these conditions can be
accorded it, Water Melons in plenty will be the result. To sum up
briefly, the requirements are heat, air, and moisture, both atmo-
spherical and at the roots, and ample .space for extension. The Water
Melon grows with great freedom when vigorous, and unless it is so

but little good will attend its culture. The Germans go in largely

for Water Melons, and they plant them out on a mild liotbed under
a cloche in Jlay and allow them to ramble at their own sweet will

all through the summer. The hot weather there just suits the
"Water Melon, and gives a large amount of fruit, but here it

must be grown under glass. If your correspondent wlio has inquired
upon this subject follows out the hints here given he maj"^ get plenty
of Water ^Melons, but my advice would be rather occupy the
space with a good approved kind like Golden Perfection.—J, Conx-
HILL.

Scraping 'Vines,— I agree with all that Mr. Wildsmith says

(p, 281) against this practice, which I condemned years ago, seeing
a.s I did its evil elfects. When Vines, like other plants, have no u.se

for their bark they cast it oft', and it is barbarous to rob them of it

before tlie}' naturally do so. As to cleaning the rods of insects,

that can easily be done by smothering them under a thick liquid

made of claj', lime, soft soap, and Tobacco water, and when washed
off, as occurs through syringing, it leaves the stems bright and clean
—a great point as regards securing healtliy growth. For removing
the confervaj off the sterna of Peaches and other fruit trees, and
leaving them with a polished-looking surface, I have found nicotine

soap one of the best things I ever used, and, however strongly
applied, it leaves no ill effects afterwards.— S, D,

SEASONABLE "WORK.
'Vines.—Although Biglits have been intensely cold, the bright, cloudless

sky has favoured r.apid development in late houses without straining the Vines.
Attend well to disbudding aud tying down before the joints reach the glass, stop
at the second or third joii]t beyond the bunch, and afterwards train laterals in
sufticient quantity to cover the trellis with stout, healthy foliage

;
give abundance

of tepid water to inside roots and syringe well, until the bunches reach the
flowering stage, when they should be drawn out by dosirg with brisk sun heat
every afternoon, ilid-season and JIuscat hotises now in fl wer must be encou-
raged with a moderately high temrevature and buoyant atmosphere, but at the
same time the extremes of syringing the bunches or exhaustnig the delicate

young foliage by exposure to a dry. burning heat must be avoided ; fertilise all

the shy setters with Hamburgh pollen, giving a little extra attention to Black
Alorocco, one of our very best winter Grapes when well done, but unfortunately
a complete failure when neglected ; aim at a night temperature of TO"-' and nm up
to 80'^ by day, with an allowance of 10'^ more in bright weather ; keep the ail" in

gentle motion by ventilation and sprinkle all paths, walls, and floors with warm
water at short intervals throughout the day. ^Vhen the Grapes in early forced
houses having parsed the stonuig process, another good watering with generous
liquid will increase the size of berry and stimulate the roo'ts for the colouring
process, when moisture must be slightly reduced and air more freely admitted ;

but it must be borne in mind that Grapes ripened in May and .Tune require more
moisture up to the flnish than w'ould be good for th^ni in September ; moreover,
the house should be closed for two or tlu*ee hours on fine a-ternoons to ensure
the full development of the berries.

Melons.—Although a strong heat is essential to the growth of good Melons,
the Vines should be kept firm and the foliage stout by means of free ventilation
on bright sunny mornings. In the early compartment all female blossoms must
be fertilised, and when a crop has been secured pinch the points out of the shoots
and thin tlie laterals to give room to the foliage. During the time the fruit is

setting a high, dry temperature is recommended, but when it has attained the
size of pigeons' eggs, feeding with good liquid and syringing may be followed up
every afternoon. See that each plant carries evenly-matched fruit, otherwise one
will 'rot the othei-s. Support them on small pieces of board suspended from the
trellis, keep the glass clean, never shade, and run up to 00" or 05"^ after

closing.

Successions.—Get rid of old winter Cucumbers as they can be spared, and
cleanse the house thoroughly. Scald the pits, and make preparations for turning
out young Melon plants when the soil, consisting of stitf loam and old lime rubble,
issutflciently warmed. Vigorous young plants, grown without a cticck, do best.

Train up sticks, and take care of all the stem leaves, which will do good service

when the fruit is swelling otf.

Pits and Frames must not be neglected. In March the extenial tempera-
ture frequently fell to 20^, and April may not be much better. Follow up the
regular turning of the linings, taking the back and front alternately, and see that

the lights, which must be kept clean, are well covered with mats every night.

Earth up with sound, turfy loam. Keep the Vines thin .and regularly trained

until the time arrives for pinching. Watch closely for insects, and fumigate care-

fully for fly when the foliage is quite dry.

Cucumbers.—With plenty of heat and moisture at command the growth of flue

Cucumbers from this time is no difficult matter. The common error which young
beginners fall into is overcropping, and as this practice generally ends in an out-

break of red spider or thrij), it is an unprofitable course which cannot be too
strongly condemned. Old plants will take unlimited supplies of liquid, heavy
syringing, and good mulching ; thin out the old foliage and young growths, and
pinch the points more freely as solar heat increases. Work young spring sown or

struck plants forward under liberal treatment as to heat and moisture, but guard
against feeding until they come into bearing. 'J he Cucumber delights in a tem-
perature of SS'^ to 90'" from sun heat after closing, and it keeps clean and healthy
longest where the night temperature of 66"^ to 70^ can be maintained by means
of fermenting material aud covering in lieu of firing. W. COLEMAJf.
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FERNS.

ONOCLEA SENSIBILIS.
TTris belongs to the group known as nowering Ferns, from the fact

of the fertile frond being wholly or partially contracted, thereby

giving it the appearance of an unopened spike of llowers, the more
so as the spore cases resemble small buds. Tlie fronds have a beau-

tiful fresh liglit green colour, especially when they first make their

appearance in spring. It is a native of North America, and an old

inhabitant of our gardens. It is not very fastidious as regards soil

and position, but still it succeeds best in a cool and moist situation,

as, for instance, at the base of rockwork, or among the occupants of

the American garden, especially if sheltered a little by neighbour-

ing plants. In such a position the pale green hue of the fronds

contrasts charmingly with the dark foliage of the majority of its

associates. One tiling to be observed by those who are desirous of

raising this class of Ferns from spores is this : if the fronds are

allowed to remain oir the plants until they appear to be ripe, it will

be found that the spore cases are open and the spores shed, as

they drop while the fronds look quite green ; therefore, the best way

Onoclea sensibilis.

is to cut off the frond as soon as indications of bursting are per-
ceived, and to lay it in a sheet of paper for a few days, by which
time all the spores will drop out. H. P.

SEASONABLE 'WORK.
Light.— I have spoken (p. 300) about the necessity for keeping clean

the glass under which Ferns are grown, so as to admit the greatest
amount of lightpossible to the interior of the structure. This I insist uponat
all seasons of the year, and though I am now going to speak about the
importance of shade, I have a great aversion to that shade being pro-
duced by dirt on the glass. The object in shading is not to make the
plice dark, but to soften the intense glare of the summer sun, and to
break up the rays of light, so that their power to scorch is destroyed.
Now this should be accomplished by such media as will simply lessen the
intensity of light and heat, but which will not keep entirely out either the
one or the other. The time when shading is required for Ferns under
glass depends upon the aspect of the house and the slant of thereof, &c.
In a house with a steep roof running east and west, Ferns will require
shading on the south side about the middle of March it there is artificial

heat in the house; while those in a house running north and south need
not be shaded until the sun gets strong on the east side.

For Shading, I prefer blinds which can be rolled up immediately
aft'rr the danger of scorching is past, and these I would keep rolled up
always except during bright sunshine. The material should be open
enough to admit a large amount of light, hut not to permit the scorching
of the plants. Where movable blinds cannot he obtained, the glass may
be whitened over with a wash made of clean flour and warm water, which
sticks well to the glass during most of the summer. It is best applied
with a whitewash brush, and laid on even in thickness, which must he
determined by the aspect of the house, the south side requiring heavier
shade than any other- In regard to all kinds of shading, I would say,

remove it as soon in autumn as the declining power of the sun will allow,

and then let the plants have all the light they can get. I may here
observe that some Ferns require more shade than others, and for a longer
period, but these I hope to particularise at a future time.

Concerning Air, I advocate a complete change each day, opening the
ventilators just enough to bring this about gradually. Great care should
be taken to prevent any strong current of cold or dry air reaching the
Feras, for many kinds would suffer much under such influences, The

time to open the ventilators is when the temperature of the house is rising,

in the forenoon, and they should be closed again early enough in the day
to ensure considerable warmth from the sun's rays; at the same time
water should be freely distributed about the paths and walls, but not on
the fronds of the Ferns. When the house is thus closed and filled with
moisture a rise of temperature of from 10^ to 20^ will be beneficial to the

plants if allowed to decline gradually as darkness approaches. Of course

the condition of the e.xternal air must be taken into account when opening

the ventilators. On warm, quiet days they may be opened much wider

and earlier than in cold windy weather, but never should they be opened
wide enouErh to cause a rapid fall in the temperature of the house.
"Watering or Syringing of Ferns grown in a close atmosphere is

disastrous ; where this is practised the foliage frequently turns dark
coloured and unsightly it the water remains long on the fronds. It should
be remembered that the artificial atmosphere of a glass-covered Fernery ig

unlike that out-of-doors, where there is constant circulation of air, by
which the rain is soon dried off the foliage on which it falls, while in a
close house, unless the ventilation is absolutely perfect, there are sure to

be places where water will remain for many hours without evaporating
from the fronds. Especially is this the case in cold, dull weather, and the
result is ugly dark stains upon the foliage. I therefore recommend
watering the paths and walls to produce moisture in the atmosphere when
the house is warm, for in this moisture the plants delight; filmy Ferns-
however, such as Todeas, Ilyraenophyllums, itc, require different treat,

ment, for their foliage should never be allowed to get too dry. Dense
moisture iu the house, or else slight syringing is quite necessary for the
well-being of these ))lant3, and they should be especially guarded from
currents of air and from strong light. W.
Birkenhead.

GARDEN DESTROYERS.
THE PEAR SAW-ELY.

(ERIOCAJIPA ADUMBEATA.)

TjUS insect is a member of that very dcstructii'e family, the saw-
flies, of which I have already described four species. The grubs of

the Pear saw-fly are known by the name of Pear slug worm, or slug-

grub, or slimy grub ; they differ very much in api^earance from those

already described, and would probably at first sight be mistaken
fertile droppings of some bird; they are about i in. long, with the

first three segments of the body much enlarged, swollen, and almost
entirel}' covering the head ; the whole grub is covered with a thick
greenish-black slime, which gives it verj' much the appearance of a
small leech. They may be found on the following trees : Pear,

Quince, Plum, Blackthorn,Whitethorn, Cherry, Bird Cherry and Willow

;

it does not apjjear quite certain to how many different species these,

slimy grubs belong, but the question need not be entered into here;
suffice it to say that the grubs are almost identical in appearance
and habits, and may be destroj'ed bj' the same means. Among the
trees mentioned as liable to the attacks of these grubs. Pear and
Cherry trees, but particularly the former, suffer most, and in some
jilaces these trees have been seriously injured, and their fruit has not
come to perfection, so weakened have they been by the ravages of
these grubs. The slug worm feeds almost entirely on the upper sur-

face of the leaves, generallj' beginning in the middle of a leaf,

and not leaving it until the whole of the upper part or parenchyma
is devoured; this not only gives the leaves a burnt or scorched
appearance, but if the tree is badly attacked, it interferes with the
flow of sap, that the growth of the tree and fruit is stopped, and the
latter fall prematurely. The grubs remain quiet and almost motion-
less during the day, rousing themselves and feeding at night time.
When they change their skins they retire to the undersides of the
leaves until the operation is completed and thej' have regained
their ordinary condition. This insect is generally distributed

throughout this country, and over a considerable portion of the
Continent ; in the United States of America the ravages of the grubs
are commoner and more fonnidable than they are here.

The only practicable way of destroying the saw-flies is by catching
them in a butterfly net. The grubs may be picked off the trees by
hanci ; they cling so tightly to the leaves, that shaking the branches
is not of much use ; or they may be easily destroyed by watering
the leaves well with a solution of hellebore and water (1 oz. of the
former to a pailful of water); this soon kills them; none which have
been properly under the influence of this mixture will be alive the
next day; watering the leaves thoroughly with strong soot and
lime water or strong soap-suds, using a syringe or garden engine,
has been found effective, and dusting the leaves with lime is also

recommended. The earth underneath the trees should be turned
over in the winter to the dejith of 3 in. or i in., so

that the cocoons of this insect wdiich are fonned under-
ground may be exposed to the influence of the weather,
and that birds which are always on the look-out for such dainties

in the winter may be able to get at them. The saw-flies lay their

eggs in June or July, the grubs from which are soon hatched, and
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attain their full size in September or October, when, having already
cast tlieir skins three times, they undergo another change oil skin,

this time appearing of a dirty yellow colour and without the power
of secreting slime or inflating the front portion of their bodies

;

they then descend the trees and bury themselves a few inches be-

low the surface of tlie soil, where each spins a thin oval cocoon
round itself ; in these the grnbs pass the winter, changing into

Fig. 1.—The Pear Saw-fly (magnified). Fig. 2.—Slug Worm(niagnifieil). Fig. 3.

—

Cocoon (natural size). Fig. 4.—Shig Worm (magnified).

chrysalides or pnp:B witliin tlie cocoon in spring ; these cocoons

are |-in. long, and should be carefully looked for when the ground
beneath the trees is being dug.

The saw-fly (flg. 1) is nearly |- in. in length, and measures about

^ in. across the wings wlien they are fully expanded. The head,

thorax, body, and legs are black and shining ; the wings are some-
what smoky in colour, with black nerviires ; the antennas are black and
stoutish. The grub (figs. 2 and i) is about ^ in. long when full grown,
brown or greenish-black in colour on the back and sides,

but is yellowish-brown below ; it is covered with a very viscid

slimy coating, wliich gives it a smootli, shiny apprearance, the joints

Worm on Pear leaf.

of the body being scarcely visible; this slime is secreted from between
the joints of the body, and is of a peonliar nature, having a most un-
pleasant smell, and the grub always appears moist even in the hottest
sunshine

; it is doubtless a very good protection against many enemies
to which the grubs are particularly exposed, remaining as they do
during the daytime on the upper surface of the leaves. A parasitic
fly attempting to settle on the grubs would probably be much in-
commoded by this sticky covering, which, with the unpleasant
smell, would also deter birds from interfering with them. They are
furnished with ten pairs of legs, each joint of the body except the
fourth and two terminal joints bearing a pair ; the first three joints
are much larger than the others (which gradually taper towards the

tail), and are capable of being inflated, so as to entirely cover the
head; the two terminal joints are generally somewhat raised. After
the grub has changed its skin for the last time, before making its

cocoon it appears as a yellowisli wrinkled grub with a black head
;

the body is still somewhat larger in front, but otherwise it is very
nnlike its former self. The cocoon (flg. 3) is oval, about f in. in
length, being rather shorter than the grub ; the latter lies within it,

in a somewhat curved position ; it is formed of fine silk threads and
small piarticles of earth, which harden and form a waterproof
covering of a thin leathery texture. G. S. S.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

NEW KINDS OF POTATOES.
Although some writers will deprecate new kinds of Totatoes, it is

not probable that any check will be given to their production and
sale, as it is found that for one who deprecates there are twenty
willing to purcliase and grow them. Undoubtedly, to many persons
who garden the growth and testing of new or hitherto unknown
kinds or things presents very attractive elements, and in Potatoes
the testing of tlieir table qualities is very interesting. It is wise in
all matters relating to the descriptions of new things to take none
of them for granted, but to test for one's own self, and where this is

done exact conclusions are obtained, even though sometimes very
disappointing. From several directions come sorts of Potatoes that
will attract attention of this kind, and, as usual, American sorts are
in force—indeed, the American raisers seem to beat home raisers in
the race of Potato progression, perhaps because America offers a
better tield for the production of seed, or possibly because raisers
there are more enterprising. Probably the handsomest red Kidney
we have yet got from America is Mr. Presee, and which seems to
have found its way here by a chance rather than in the regular course
of trade. It is yet but moderately dispersed, but as it is not only
remarkably handsome, but a great cropper, it will be largely ex-
hibited next autumn. Matchless is a flattish oval round, havino- a
very pale pink skin, and is very handsome indeed. This kind was
first sent over here under the name of Shelburne, but was not ofi'ered
in trade. Then it is again sent as Matchless, and, curiously enough,
a kind named Holborn Favourite is offered that is said to be as like
to it as two peas. Whether all three are diverse or distinct the
present season will show. This kind shows a less
robust growth and improved table quality when grown from
home - raised seed. Pride of America is one of Mr.
Brownell's seedlings, and is described as an improved Snowflakc,
but more robust It is certainly verj- handsome and of whiter flesh.
Probably, if found sufliciently distinct, it will displace the Snow-
flake. Mammoth Pearl is a big round kind, much like a large Kino-
of the Earlies. It will not make any reputation here ; indeed, tco
many of the American sorts have not been found good enough to
retain. In another direction comes a huge, coarse Potato like the
old Eureka, named the White Elephant ; this will not be much seen
on our show tables, neither is it likely will St. Patrick, the tubers of
which resemble our Magnum Bonum, but are coarser and deeper
eyed. Beauty of Norfolk is evidently of the Piose family, and
resembles Beauty of Hebron. American Purple, though not exactly
new, is yet comparatively little known. It is a very handsome dark
purple-skinned Potato, of long kidney shape, a heavy cropper, the
flesh white and mealy. Of hom ;-raised kinds, Feltham White, a
handsome early white round of flne quality, is offered, as also is the
Eight Weeks, a first early round. Wiltshire Snowflake is a home-
raised seedling from the Snowflake, a great cropper, and of excellent
quality ; and Wormleighton Seedling, said to be a seedling from
the Belgian Kidney, is exceedingly like Magnum Bonum. Pleading
Hero is a handsome flat-round white kind, of fine quality, and Fil-
basket and Surprise are probably some of Mr. Fenn's latest sorts,
and they are assuredly of fine table quality. This imperfect list will
show that there is no lack of new Potatoes on oifer. The following-
twelve kinds give a selection that new growers will find first-rate

either for eating or exhibition : \Voodstock Kidney, Covent Garden
Perfection, and Advance, white kidne_vs ; Beauty of Hebron, Boun-
tiful, and American Purple, coloured kidneys ; Schoolmaster, White
Emperor, and Hooper's Kound Wiiite, wliite rounds ; and Vicar of
Laleham, Grampian, and Eadstock Beauty, coloured rounds.

A. D.

Silver-skinned Onions.—Many value these for pickling,
and as they are of the easiest culture every one possessing a piece
of land may grow them. They may be sown from now until the end
of May. Unlike other Onions, a small bulb is most desired in their
case, and this is best secured by sowing them broadcast in beds
where the soil is rather i^oor.—J. MuiH.
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SAWDUST AS A MANUEE.
Like Mr. Baines, I have tried sawdust iu many ways, but in only one

way have I been pleased with it. I have never used any in the

garden, for I never have faith enough in it to lumber garden ground

with it, but to get rid of it I have used a good deal of it on both

arable and pasture land, and all that ever I could see it made grow
was fungus. The way that I used it, and which answers well, is

after thecows are cleared outin the morning give the walk and gutters

behind them a good sprinkling ; then when they are cleared out

again sweep the sawdust from the walk into the gutter; then the

sawdust forms a good vehicle for saving the urine, which, as every-

one knows, is otherwise nearly all lost; but then this only shows

that it can be made very useful, not that there is any looduess in

the material itself. Johnstone, in his " Agricultural Chemistry,"

under the head of " Manuring with Dry Vegetable Matter,'' says :

" Almost everyone knows that tlie sawdust of most common woods
decays very slowly—so slowly, that it is rare to meet with a practical

farmer who considers it wortli the trouble to mix it witli his com-

posts. Again, dry vegetable matter of any kind may, if in a sufficient

state of division, be added with benefit to the soil. Kven sawdust

applied largely to the land has been found to improve it—little at

first, more during the second year after it was applied, still more
the third, and most of all the fourth season after it was mixed

with the soil. That any dry vegetable matter therefore does not pro-

duce an immediate efl'ect ought not to induce the practical farmer

to despise the application to his land either alone or in the form of

a compost of everything he can readily obtain. If his fields are not

already very rich in vegetable matter, both he and they will beulti-

mately benefited by such additions to the soil." Now, it comes to

what I have alluded to in respect tojcow-sheds. lie (Johnstone) says,

saturated with ammonical liquor or liquid manure, sawdust has been

profitably used, and without further addition in the raising of

Turnips. It may also be charred either by burning or by alternate

layers of quicklime, and thus beneficially applied to the land.

W. B.

Mr. Baines(p. 2()C) is quite right, as regards themanurialproper-

ties of sawdust, when be says it contains nothing of value beyond the

ui'ine and droppings from the stables. Turners' chips, used as Mr.
Baines states, I have not tried, but have no doubt they would make
a good manure, as turners employ scarcely any of the resinous

woods. Any of your readers who have lived in the neighbourhood

of Pine woods must have observed the barrenness that exists about

some of the old saw-mill stations, where for yards vegetation is a

complete blank, everything having been killed, and where for years

afterwards the commonest weeds even refuse to grow. In one form

only would I admit sawdust in the garden, viz., that of ashes.— J.

KNiGiir, Ep^om.

Sutton's Magnum Bonum Potato in America.—
As our readers are aware, this is n new English seedling which has

been sent out by Messrs. Sutton, of Heading, England, and, so far as

we learn, given very general satisfaction in England. It is now offered

in this country, and the few tests that have been made show that,

contrary to the rule with English seedling Potatoes, it promises to

be of some value here as well. The quality of t)ie Jlagnum P.onum

is verj" good, as we judge from having cooked .and eaten a trial

quantity of seed sent to us by a friend. The Early Pioso, and in fact

all Potatoes of that class, though flaky without, become waxy within,

and this sogginess increases as the Potatoes gi-ow old. The Mag-num
Bonum, though the outside docs not cnimble or flake off when
boiled, is stiirmealy within and possessed of a richness quite pecu-

liar to itself. Wo have on the one hand the " strong flavoured

"

Potatoes ; on the other the tasteless kinds, well represented by the

Alpha, the Early and Iiate Pvose, Snowflake, Early Ohio, &c. We
may speak of these as mealy, pure, fine-grained, of excellent quality,

&c., but really their excellence, after all, depends upon their meali-

ness ; for they are so nearly destitute of flavour that nobody could

determine one from another when cooked. The Jlagnum Bonum is

to us a relief from such tasteless varieties, while its peculiarly rich

flavour is not that which can be classed as "sU-ong:'~TheBural

iVew Yorlcer.

Black-seeded Bro'wn Cos Lettuce —I can fully confirm

all that has been said in favour of this Lettuce. I have for years past

sown it in the first w'eek in July, planted from 2000 to .SOOO of it out in

August on good, rich laud, and have begun cuttingin Oct. fineheartcd

plants of iC. When frost puts in an appearance I cover all over vrith.

bracken, and thus I am enabled to cut the whole winter through

—

this winter being no exception to the rule. My sowing for spring

itse I make in the middle of August, planting outside at once. I have

a large stock of good stubby plants just now looking none the worse

for the winter.—E. GiLBEET, Burgkley.

Vegetables and the Frost.—Although vegetables did not

appear to have suffered severely after the late hard frosts, they are

now showing more extensive signs of its severity. Broccoli that

looked healthy a week or two ago have gradually gone off, until

but very few are left ; and Parsley and manj' other croj)S have

rotted off at the crowns. I never remember Brussels Sprouts being

so severely hit before, quite half the crop being spoiled. Celery

has gone off in a wholesale way, and even young spring Cabbages
are very much crippled. It is somewhat singular that such dwarf
crops should have suffered so severeh', as they were mostly covered

with snow during the worst of the frost. As a matter of course,

eveiything that can be pushed on in pits or houses will be doubly
welcome for the next month or two.—J. G., Linton.

Best Late Pea.—As inanj- will soon be thinking of sowing
late Peas, allow uie to say that Laxton's Omega is the best late Pea
with which I am acquainted. Its flavour even at the very end of

the season is excellent, and the pods fill well up to the very last,

much better than those of Ne Plus L'ltra or any other of the late

sorts. Omega is not subject to mildew, and onlj' grows from 3 ft.

to i ft. in height, which is another strong point in its favour, as

most varieties in October or later run up so high and make so much
superfluous straw that their energies are far more taken up and ex-

liausted in this way than in producing well-filled pods.—J. MtTIR,

Margam Park, Taibach.

Drying Potatoes.- -Jlr. P.. Wing, of Rochester, who has been
largely engaged in this business, first slices the Potatoes, then puts

them in a steam box three or four minutes to keep the starch in, and
then subjects them to drying. If not placed in the steam box, the
starch would come out. When used, tliey are soaked, and are then
like frcsli Potatoes.

—

Scie/itifio Ajnericcni.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Forced Vegetables —One of the most useful, and at the same time

most troublesome, vegetables when grown with other subjects is the
French Bean ; hence the importance of gettiug a regular succession at

work in pits, where moi.st bottom heat from fermenting material is

antagonistic to red spider. For giving the earliest succession to bouse
Beans, Osborn's Sion House or Fulmer's sown in 10-in. pots, and
plunged in fermenting leaves placed in brick pits or deep frames, soon
come into bearing. As a succession to these, space occupied hy Potatoes,
Asparagus, &c., may be planted in the ordinary way, say 18 in. from row
to row, and 6 in. apart in the row. If the original bed has become cold,

turn the centre, add a few fresh leaves, renovate linings, and plant or sow
when the soil becomes warm. The greatest enemy to the plants in these

tireless structures is stagnant moisture, but this is easily overcome by
timely attention to linings and ventilation Another sowing of early

Carrot may be made to precede those recently sown out of doors, and
well sprouted Potatoes may be planted in cold pits for a like purpose.
Earth forward Potatoes with dry warm soil. Thin Carrots and ventilate

freely to prevent them from becoming drawn. Where a slight hot-bed
was made up in February for Cauliflowers, Lettuce, Celery, and Brussels

Sprouts, the plants will be greatly superior to others raised thickly in

boxes. Keep them hardy and prick out as they become ready. Sowings
of Chilies, Capsicums, Tomatoes, Vegetable Marrows, Bidge Cucumbers,
Bu.sh and Sweet Basil, and Marjoram may be made at once. Sow thinly

in light soil and keep the young plants near the glass. Pot on Tomatoes
for fruiting in pots. Give plenty of heat and light. Stop all side shoots,

and fill up the pots with rich top-dressing as soon as the fruit is set.

W. Coleman.

A Large 'Wasp's Nest.—During last summer, my fruit

garden having suffered from the depredations of countless wasps, I,

after much searching, discovered the abode of my persecutors, but,

unfortunately, in such a position as to defy my disturbing them, the
nest being under the slate roof of the dwelling-house of my neigh-

bour. To burn out the robbers was out of the question, unless. I felt

disposed to act the part of an incendiary, to wdiich, for obvious
reasons, my neighbour objected. Consequently, my only course was
to grin and bear it from day to day until the early frosts of last autumn
carried off by degreesmy enemies, but not, unfortunately, till they had
first carried offmy fruit. From curiosity, a few days since, I ordered my
man to put a ladder up to the roof of the building wherein dwelt
last summer my unwelcome visitors, in order to discover if anything
remained of their abode. The result has well repaid my trouble. I

have as great a curiosity as may possibly be seen in the shape of the

nest of these wasps. It is in form nearly round, is 45 iu. in circum-
ference, contains something like seven tiers of comb su25ported one
above the other by struts or props ; and, as each layer or tier must
have contained (from the number of vacant cells), from 2000 to 3000
wasps, I estimate the domicile to have housed from 15,000 to 20,000
of my foes. The usual exterior layers, of apparently the thinnest of

tissue, overlapping each other, resembling shells, and beautifully
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traced, have been kept intact from the position of the nest. I have
in my younger days, boy-like, destroyed many wasps' nests, but never

before liave 1 seen one at all resembiina; this in beautv and size.

—

H. O. C, in Field.

ORCHIDS.

DIFFERENCE IN TREATI\IENT REQUIRED BY
OKCHIDS.

The cultural treatment required by the ditlercnt divisions of the

numerous family of Orchids, except in ditforence of temperature, is

not un\isually suj^posed to be much more of a uniform character

than in practice is found to answer. Tliat tliis idea is entertained

not aloire by those who are beginners in the culti\ation of Orcliids,

but also amongst older liands, is borne out by results, for it often

happens that even old hands are successful with one section of the

family, yet either fail, or succeed only indiiferently with another

section. Take, for instance, the numerous species included amongst
what are usually termed Jfexican or intermediate temperature plants

and the East Indian or warmer division. It is a common occurrence
that an indi\idual who succeeds in a way leaving nothing to be
desired with the former, fails in getting tlie latter to do anything
near so well, or tlie reverse— if he succeeds Avith the latter, the former
do not tlu-i\-e to a similar extent. The measure of success is often

more partial ; for it frequently happens that the different species

comprising a single genera refuse to tluive at the hands of a cultiva-

tor who succeeds with others. The natural conclusion to which this

leads is that the section which fail to grow get something in their

treatment which they do not like, or want something whicli they do
not get.

Cattleyas and. Lseliaa.—The numerous family of Cattleyas

and Laelias may be instanced in evidence of what I have stated, for

many who grow Orchids do not succeed with them near so well as

they do with others, and yet it cannot be said that they are naturally

tender or unmanageable ; for in many places they continue to

thrive and keep on increasing for an indefinite time, evincing no
sign of natural weakness or of an absence of all tliat is requisite,

not alone for the time being, but to preserve a healthy
existence. In speaking thus of Cattleyas and tlieir near
allies, the Lrelias, as a matter of course, I do not
include sucli species as C. superba, 0. citrina, Lselia majalis, and
others that require exceptional treatment to induce them to thrive,

but of the genera, as represented by species like C. Wossiai, C. Trianfe,

C. speciosi-ssima, C.crispa, C. labiata, in their many forms, and of the
two-leaved kinds, such as G. Skinueri, C. intermedia, G. Loddigesi, C.

amethystoglossa, and G. guttata; and of Lselias, like L.purpurata,
L. Perrini, L. cinnabarina, L. elegans, and others of similar cha-
racter. The above comprise an important section of the finest and
most general!}' favourite kinds of Orchids in cultivation, unequalled
for the gorgeous character of their flowers when treated in accord-
ance with their wants.

Inability of Cattleyas and Leelias to bear much
Water at the Roots.—Une of the chief if not tlie sole reason
why these Orchids fail to do well is that they are so frequently over-
watered at the roots. Wherever the material in which Cattleyas and
Lielias are potted is kept, even during [the gi'owing season, in any-
thing approaching so wet a condition as most other Orchids abso-
lutel}' require to be, their roots are certain to die prematurely

; not
onlj' is this so with the old roots, but also with the new ones in course
of formation, as these will rot if in material that is even a little too
moist ; in fact, it may be said that in the matter of water they re-

quire to be treated completely opposite to most others. Anyone who
takes the trouble to notice the condition to which these plants are
reduced when even a portion of their roots dieprematurely will easily
understand its extreme weakening influence. When the roots that
have been formed in past years, say for two or three seasons previous,
through any cause happen to die wholly right back to the base of
the bulbs from which they proceed, that portion of the stem can
never produce any more, consequently there is nothing to support
the bulbs and leaves above ; the result of which is that the bulbs
shrivel and the leaves they bear die and fall off long before their

time, the bulbs never afterwards regaining their wonted plump
condition, and if, in addition, the roots proceeding from the leading-

growth are also killed, leaving the plants, as is not unusually
seen, scarcely able to support themselves in the pots. If they do not
die outright the growth made for a considerable time after, even
under good treatment, cannot be otherwise than extremely weak.
In determining the amount of root-moisture the plants will bear it

is necessary to be guided by the more or less light description of the

house in which they are grown, the near or distant position to the

roof they are placed, which in like manner influences the amount of
light they receive. For these, in common with other Orchids, will
take considerably more water when under the influence of a full
volume of light than they will do with if kept darker, as under the
former condition not only does the water given dry up quicker, but
the strengthening influence of the light enables the plant to
assimilate more moisture. The extent to which air is admitted
and atmospheric moisture kept up will obviously also have a
decided influence upon the amount of water which may be
given to the roots. I am so far presuming that the plants
are grown in pots in the ordinary way ; if on blocks with little
moisture holding matter about their roots, so that the water is soon
dried up after being given, the case is altogether different. But
Cattleyas and Laalias of the description under notice are not gene-
rally kept on blocks longer than to get them fairly established after
being imported, or so placed with a view to bring them round after
sufilcring the loss of their roots. The remarks apply to tlie growing
season, from the time growth is fully completed" in the autumn,
through the winter, until the flowers of the spring-blooming kinds,
or the young growth of such as bloom in the summer or autumn,
begin to mo\-e. This section of plants requires very little water giving
to the soil at all, for if furnished with a fall complement of living
roots they will not shrivel so as to receive injury, even if the soil
is kept so dry as hardly to show a vestige of moisture

; on the other
hand, the roots already in existence will keep on growing in the diy
material— an umnistakeable evidence of the healthy condition of
the plants. "

T. liAlXES.

Sarcochilus Fitzgeraldi.—This extremely pretty Austra-
lian Oi'cliid is now finely in flower in Messrs. Yeitch & Sons' nurserj-,
Chelsea. It grows about 1 ft. higli, and has a tuft of lance-shaped root
leaves from the base of which springs the erect raceme of flowers,
about 1 in. across. The petals and sepals are of waxy whiteness,'
and at the base of each is a cluster of tranverse bars of rosy purple.
The lip is white and dashed with lemon yellow. It is grown at
Chelsea veiy successfully in small suspended Teak wood baskets in
an intermediate house. It is a matter of regret that such an exquisite
little Orchid should be so rare, but probably it may some day be
imported in quantity. A good illustration of it is" given in The
(tAEDen (p. 4:53, Vol. XV.);

Cymbidium Devonianum.—This rare species, though not so
showy as many others, is, however, handsome and remarkablj- distinct.
In habit of growth it resembles other cultivated kinds, t'he leaves'
being long and narrow, and gracefully reflexed, and the pseudo-bulbs
are roundish. It bears fine racemes "of bloom from 1 ft. to H ft. in
length produced from the base of the growths and hang down after
the manner of C. aloifolium. The colour of the petals and sepals is
a brownish-cream colour, but the lip is a rich purplish-crimson tint.
It is a native of the Khoseea Hills, in India, where it was discovered
and sent to Ghatsworth some fifty years ago by the late Mr. Gibson,
who gathered it from the trunks of decayed trees, or from the hollows
or cavities of old trees, which had become filled up with rich, decayed
vegetable mould. It is now finely in flower in Mr. Bull's nursery at
Chelsea.

CATTLEYA MOSSDE AND ITS VARIETIES.
Tins, one of the most variable of all Orchids, is especially deservinn-
of notice, as being also one of Ihe most beautiful, audit has the
additional advantage of being naturally of free growth, and there-
fore not difficult to manage. Of its fifty or more varieties, all are
well worth growing ; and the sight of' a dozen good plants in
flower of the more select of them is certainly a sight striking in the
extreme to those who are fond of Orchids. " Cattleya Mossia; itself,
with from twenty to fifty flowers on it, is a lovely "object ; in a dry'
warm conservatory, and under such conditions, its flowers will last
in beauty for a month or even more. As just stated, the culture of
this species presents no unusual difficulty. It should be repotted
(when that operation is really necessary) after the young growth
breaks away, but before the young rootlets are emitted from the
rhizome near its base. A compost of fibrous peat and living Sphag-
num suits it well, and but little more than a layer of it is required over
the top of a clean pot, well drained with nodules of broken croc ks
and charcoal. Before repotting allow the old compost to become
rather diy, and place the plant in a cooler temperature for a few
days, a course of treatment which helps materially to loosen those
thong-like roots, which, having adhered tenaciously to the pot
sides, would inoA-itably become broken if turned out of the pots
without the above course of treatment being observed. It sometimes
happens that repotting is essential, not so much from want
of root, or growth space as on account of the compost havino-
become sour and soddened, and in this case it is best to pick away
the old soil with a pointed stick, or to syringe it awaj- with tepid
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water without disturbing the roots, after which replace the old drain-

age and compost with fresh and suitable material as before. When
well grown in a warm, airy house, Cattleyas make considerable root-

growth, and on retaining these roots in a plump and sound con-
dition the welfare and future blooming powers of the plants depend.
No Orchids are more imjjatient of too much root moisture than
Cattleyas. Some of the finest specimens were originally started after
importation on bloclcs and eventually these were placed in pots
and compost paclced around block andjilant, so that the latter was well

Cattleya filossitc.

elevated above the rira of the pot. The typical Cattleya JlossiiC may
now beiJurchascd for a few sliillings. It blooms during the summer
months, bearing flowers often C in. or more across ; its sepals and
petals are lilac, or soft rosj--carmine ; lip, white, lilac, or rose
coloured, with a wliitc margin and a yellow or orange blotch on the
throat ; the apical pcirlion veined with rich crimson-purple, or irregu-

larly embroidered witli magenta stains. In purchasing imported
plants of tliis species, one has always the chance of securing
varieties equal to or even superior to those alrcad)' in cultivation.

C.

EPIDENDRUM VITELLIXUM.
This veiy ornamental and easily grown Orchid is quite distinct from
all other Epidendra in its dwarf glaucous growth, and tlie rich yolk-

of-egg colour of its wax-like flowers. Not the least attractive feature
possessed by tliis plant is its free blooming liabit, every young growth

Epideudi'um vitelliuum.

yielding its qiiota of flowers, and these last are extremely durable,

remaining as they do in a moderately diy atmosphere forty to fifty

days in fresh and enjoyable condition. In habit, colour of the leaves,

and in blossom it aifords a pleasing contrast with tire other occui^ants

of the cool or intermediate house, and is amenable either to culture

on a block of wood or in a pot. Small plants of it now imported in

immense quantities succeed remarkably well in shallow pans sus-

pended from the roof in a compost of fibrous peat and living Sphag-
num. Candida.

Dendrobium senile,—Among curious Orcliids, or those that
are generally relegated as botanical species, this is one of the most
remarkable, and by no means unattractive when in flower. The
bulbs grow from 4 in. to 5 in. long, and are covered with a dense
coating of soft hair. The flowers are clear yellow, and about 1 in.

across, and are therefore very showy. It was one of the numerous
discoveries of the Kev. C. S. Parisli in Burmali some years ago.

Masdevallia Chelsoni.—Tliis pretty and interesting liybri<l

is tliis season much finer tlian when it was last exhibited, the colours
being brighter and the flow-ers of larger size. The jjarents are IM.

"V'eitchiana and M. amabilis, and the hybrid partakes in a striking-

manner of the cliaracters of both these species. It is now flowering
finely in the Eoval Exotic Xurserv, Chelsea

NOTES FROM SWANLEY.
At all seasons of the year IMessrs. H. Cannell & Sons' nurseries
at Swanley are more or less gay with flowers. Even in the depth of
winter a brilliant display is maintained by means of Pelargoniums,
winter-flowering Salvias, and various other kinds of plants.

Zonal Pelargoniums, consisting of some .SOO or 400 sorts, are
in great beauty, and liave been so, indeed, all througli the winter.
Houses 100 ft. long filled to o-j-erflowing with large plants of these
Pelargoniums, furnished copiously with huge trusses of bloom, are a
sight well worth seeing. These Pelargoniums are managed so as to
obtain a large amount of winter bloom, and that very successfully,
as visitors to the montlily exhibitions at Soutli Kensington can
testify, for scarcely has a meeting taken place there without the
usual exhibition of cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums from Swanley.
As it may aid those who wish to make a selection of the best kinds
of Pelargoniums for such purposes, we subjoin a short list of the
finest, including some of the new kinds, which in most cases arc
decided improvements on older sorts. Amongst novelties, one of
tlie finest is M'. 13. Miller, which possesses in a remarkable degree
the good qualities of the old favourite Vesuvius, but the flowers'are
more perfect in form, larger in size, and more brilliant, though not
glaring scarlet. The best white-flowered zonal is Eureka, certificated
a short time ago at South Kensington. It is by far the finest white
yet raised, the flowers being devoid of all pink}' tinge with which,
some whites are suffused. These are both first-class winter-flower-
ing varieties, and both are in perfection at Swanlej'.

Other excellent winter kinds are, Niobe, soft cerise; Beatrix,
cerise, tinted with scarlet ; Guinea, the nearest approach to a
yellow tint, the flowers being a brilliant orange scarlet, very distinct
from all others ; H. H. Crichton, deep crimson, witli white centre.
Large flowers and truss ; Lizzie Brooks, rosy scarlet; 'Kleon, deep
vivid scarlet flowers of unusually fine form and size; Dr. John
Denny, crimson with scarlet blotches ; IMrs. M'hiteley, bright scarlet
white eye ; Henry Jacobj% very deep crimson ; A'lda, white suffused
with pink ; Mrs. Strutt, pink shaded with purple ; Mrs. Clifton and
President McMahon, two of tlie best salmon-tinted kinds ; Jeanne
d'Arc, a good white witli large trusses. Tliese form a good selection,

and embrace nearly, if not quite, all the tints obtainable in the single
flowered kinds.

Among tlie best double zonals are F. V. Piaspail, one of Lemoine's
best varieties, having large flowers of a deep, rich, scarlet, borne
profusely on compact growing plants ; Gambetta, dark red, attracti^•e

large truss
; Eraile de Girardin, Urania, Jules Simon, all fine rose

coloured sorts ; Cajsar Borgia, deep crimson ; Henri Cannell, Aglaia,
and Ernest Lauth among the best purple tinted kinds and Candid-
issima plena, iUadame Thiers, and Madame Baltet among the best
wliite.

The beautiful new hybrid l\y-Ieaf must not be omitted. It was
raised by M. Sisle}', and named Beaute de Lyon. The flowers and
truss are veiy large for an Ivy-leaved variety, and the colour is a
beautiful soft cerise. As a basket plant, or for growing in tlie or-

dinary way in pots, we liavc met witli none more pleasing.

Winter-flowering Species of Fuchsia.—These are not
only valuable for flowering in winter, but in spring, and even up to
the time when the ordinary Fuchsia blooms. At Swarlej-,
where they were particularly fine, and well worthy general culture.
One of the best was F. penduliflora, a kind similar to, if not iden-
tical with, F. boliviana, figured some time ago in The Gakden. It

has pendulous clusters of rosy-crimson tubular flowers about 2 in. in
length, and tlie graceful profusion with which they are iDroduced
renders tliis a most attracti\-e plant and one easily grown. The
various hybrids which have been raised between F. Dominiana and
F. serratifolia are likewise \ery fine—one in particular, that which
was certificated at South Kensington and named F. rubra. The
flowers of this are about 3 in. in length, the tube crimson, and the
corolla bright scarlet. It is veiy floriferous and of a fine bold
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habit of growth, properties which cannot fail to mal<e it jjopular as

a winter-tiowering plant. It is said to have been in flower since last

October. F. splendens and F. cordifolia. two species very similar to

I'.ach other, aro lilcewisc excellent kinds for winter flowering, and
when profusely furnished with bloom, as the Swanley plants wore

when we saw tliem, they arc indeed extremely effective.

Doub'.e Cinerarias.—These are rapidly becoming jjopular,

indging by tlie largo quantities of tliem grown, one-lialf of a 100-ft.

liouse hero being entirely occupied by them. The varieties, too, are

more numerous, and represent a greater diversity of colour than we
have hitherto seen there, being bright violets, blues, purples, crim-

sons, and some with a liarmonious blending of two or more colours

in each bloom, others flaslied and tipped in a \ery showy numnei-.

Q'here are se\cral kinds named in order to facilitate distribution, for

tliej' are grown principally from cuttings and offsets ; therefore any
l^articular kind may be procured, which of course is not the case

when the plants are derived from seeds. Most of the sorts ha^•e been
popularly named ; for example, there is a light rose called liosina

;

Mary, ricli magenta-rose; Kate, white, flaked with rosy-pink;

Phoebe, wliite, mottled and streaked with puri^le-pink ;
Ada, light

blue; and several others, all of which strikingl}' illustrate wliat

a great improvement in these flowers has been effected since the

flrst sort was introduced to English cultivators from Germany. All

the sorts seem to bo uniformly of robust dwarf growth, and ^eiy

floriferous, and as easily" grown as their better known congeners, the

single kinds. A curious point in connection with their flowering is

that the incipient flower-heads look at first like a small tuft of

green metamorphosed leaves, and gradually assume the ultimate
colour of the flower ; but even when the tint is clear and decided
the head continues to grow larger for some time afterwards. We
have recently had pvoot of their endurance in a cut state, some put
in water about three weeks ago being still in perfection ; the heads
have even swollen considerably, and formed quite compact rosettes,

just the sort of flower which is so muoli in vogue as button-hole

bouquets, and we doubt not but before long they will be grown
largely by market growers for cut blooms in winter and spring.

Th9 Single Cinerarias at 8wanley are this year also very
fine, tlie plants being not only unusually numerous, but well grown.
They represent some extremely fine sorts as regarrls size, quality,

and variety of tint, and, therefore, thej' make a brilliant display,

occupying, as they do, an entire house 100 ft. long and part of

another. The strain is also characterised by a robust dwarf growth,
unhappily not always associated with circular blooms. Like tlie

double kinds, the best and most distinct are perpetuated from year
to year by means of offsets, so that a stock of any particular sort is

always obtainable. The named kinds are numerous, the finest of

them being Lustrous, Loveliness, Boy in Blue, Uem,Otliello, Gigantea,
Intensitj', Geant des Batailles, Corregio, Velvety, and Oxford Blue.

These comprise a representative selection as regards colours, which
vary from the brightest crimson to the deepest blue, the intermediate
shades being numerous and delicate. It is interesting to observe
the difference that exists with regard to what is technically termed
the " quality " of the flower between tliese high-bred varieties and
the original tj^pe, Cineraria orueuta or Webberiana. In this species
the petals, or more correctly the florets, are star-like, a form not at
all in favour with florists.

The Chinese Primulas were on the wane, but enougli
remains to indicate how fine they have been, especially the newer
sorts, which are far in advance of the older kinds as regards colour,
such as Swanley red, purple, and white, three of the finest we have
seen in their respective colours, the flowers being large and
exquisitelj' fringed.

Violets.—These receive here special attention, and are grown
on a large scale. All the best kinds are represented in tlie collection,

but at a glance one ma}' see, by the quantity grown, which are the
most popular sorts. Among the doubles, Marie Louise and NeajDolitan
are the leading kinds, though their superiority will shortly be jiut to
the test .when a new. kind named Venice becomes more plentiful.

This has flowers in colour like those of Marie Louise, but consider-
ably larger, forming a compact rosette of petals dcliciously fragrant.
There is also a new land named Swanley White, which promises to

be the finest double wliite yet raised. It is decidedly superior to

Belle de Chatenay, being pure white, very double, and free as
ragards growth and flowering. W. G.

Notice.—Benders n-lio possess the Gabden A"NNUAL n-iU greatly
(Mige the Editor hg sending Mm the names of any good gardens in
their vicinity omitted frout if, and by malting any needed cori'eetions

in it. Convenient printedformsfor filling up mill he sent by retiirn

Qf post on application to the " Editor," GARDEN ASNtJAI/i 37, South-
ampton Street, Strand, W,C,

THE EDITOR'S TABLE.
FnoM Devon comes to us a little box of tlie Cape Pondweed, with
bold, strong, and handsome flowers, and large leaves such as we do
not see about London at this time of year, although it flowers

with us in spring water. It was sent by Mr. Y. Ousou, Ilaldon
House, E.veter, from a tank in the open air. Ills note concerning
it will be read elsewhere. Tlio flowers keep well and long in a

room, but the leaves wither up at once.

George Paul has sent us from Clieslumt one of the briglitest,

loveliest flowers that have ever come to us, and that is the Bar-
berry-leaved Kose, witli ricli yellow single flowers, having a

splendid dark crimson centre. This is a flower that could only be
spoiled by doubling, and it is certainly a single Pose that will

help to bring into cultivation some of its beautiful sisters. Tlie

day of the single Rose has yet to come, but it will not be long in

coming-. Free growing, free flowering Roses, witli good bold
liabit and plenty of single flowers, would help much in the

formation of really beautiful Rose gardens.

Among our table plants for tlio few past days are flowers of a
magenta coloured variety of Anemone stellata, whicli is one of the

loveliest of A^'iudflowels. It was .sent by Mr. Archer-Hinds from
South Devon. These star Anemones of South France and Italy do
not seem to get on .so well in our gardens as the large A. corouaria,

Init on warm soils they ought to thrive, ^\'hy does not some ore

largely increase and '' fix " this bright coloured kind, which would
be very precious for the spring- garden .'

Since last -^veek we had the pleasure of seeing one of the most
beautiful aspects of spring flower life—a meadow of Daffodils in

blossom in Sussex, the flowei-s being dotted all over it, and
dancing in the sun, perfectly untouched by the harsh wind
blowing- for days. The garden Narcissus will now be in beauty

for a considerable time. Mr. Barr sends us some of his double

Daffodils, the English, French, and Italian. The latter are the

largest and the Englisli the smallest. All are handsome, and
should be in every garden.

*,j"' These notes will be derated during thepresent year toflon-ers sent

V.I from various j^a'-ts of the country. The editor voiild irelcovic

e.ramples of rare, well gron-n,or intcrestitig floirers of the open air

from t/iose n'ho grom collections of these plants, -^'otcs of them, and a
fre/jnent record of the fion'ers of the year as they succeed each other,

are helpful to beginners and. often valuable to others. Apartfrom the

great variety of as yet little-linown, but lor.elg plants n-hich may come
vnder notice in this n-ay, are the lessons one may learn as regards their

dcrelopment on rarioiis soils, and in the very widely differing districts

and. climates of the United Kingdom.

IsOTES FROM CORNWALL.
Calla Lilies.—Allow mc to inform " M. E. G." (p. .120) that

Callus make good aquatics, provided they are not planted very deep,

and among other plants that might be grown in the same tub, few
are so lovely as our native queen of aquatics—the white Water
Lily. The best material with which to coAcr the sides of the tub is

A'irgin Cork ; and if it is wished to grow a few plants in the

cork, it can be done by nailing the lower ends of the pieces of

cork only, when the top pieces will jut out and form a semi-round

crevice, in which can be grown Forget-me-nots, JMignonctte, and
many others, according to the taste of the owner ; but in all cases

the cork selected should be thin, and placed rustic fashion, not too

stitfly. Should the cork seem too dull, a little varnish will make it

bright.

Veronicas. — In reply to " W. J. il.," I may say that Veronicas

(garden varieties) have suffered a little, but not fatally ; tlie leaves

are all withered and tlie racemes of flower are quite scorched. They,

A\ill, however, I think, soon push forward when tlic weather becomes
more genial.

"Wallflcwers are just now in tlieir prime, and more beautiful

spring flowers one can hardly imagine ; their shades are very

numerous ; their perfume delicious ; and their colours not gaudy, but

rich. In Scilly, Wallflowers are said to be all killed, a fact not

before experienced in the memory of man. Here they are not in the

least hurt.

Vines Out-of-doors.—The growing and fruiting of Vines
out-of-doors in Cornwall has often been tried, but, as far as I know,
quite unsuccessfully, Mr. V. Grieve (p, 356) sajs the Black Hani.
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burgh has been tried and found to succeed. Might I ask, Where ?

and under what conditions 1 As far as mere growth is concerned
that is an easy matter, and a better climber for arclics, doorwaj's,

&c., tlian tlie Vine can scarcely be found ; but its berries never get

larger than Sloes, and seldom so well flavoured.

Olearia stellata.—This has been in flower for several weeks
out-of-doors at Park Clies, Gulval ; its flowers are star-like and very
pretty. It closely resembles tlie Eurybia ramulosa figured in The
Garden of January 15.

The Export Cut-fl.o"wer Trade in Scilly is assuming
cousideratole diiuensioiis

; nearly eighty boxes of Narcissi, t'cc, came
over on JIarch 25, and the area under flower cultivation is increasing.

I hear that early Potatoes in Scilly were very much cut by the
winds experienced during these last few days.

W. KOBEKT.?.

ANEMONE CORONAEIA, ALPINE AURICULAS,
AND POLYANTHUSES.

A.s these are among the most beautiful out-door hai'dy i^lants

at present in bloom in my lunited collection, permit me to say a
word or two in commendation of them as early spring flowers,

adding a few cultural remarks.

Anemone coronaria. -With a good strain, in which the
blooms are r.iroly under 2 in. diameter, and by carefully liybridising
and selecting one's own seed— onlj' taking it from tlie most brilliant

scarlet, deep blue, striped and shaded, preferring semi-double flowers,

when they can be obtained, for the purpose, and sowing at intervals,
so as to lia\-e seedlings coming on to replace plants tliat prove
worthless or older tubers that show signs of degenerating, I find
I can have those beautiful flowers from January to December.
Tlie same is even more correct of many gardens with which I am
acquainted. As they are gross feeders, though I know it is objected
to, I give them occasional doses of liquid manure from this month
forward, and an occasional top-dressing also. It is a bad arrange-
ment to scatter the seed on a border and lea^c them to flower there
and exhaust each other, or rather the feeding medium. Invariably
transplant at regular distances ai^art. Seed may be sown now for
succession—a fortnight will be gained in doing so by rubbing it

between the hands with fine sand—sowing in a moist sandy medium,
and shaded. Scarlet and crimson blooms, 3 in. in diameter, during
the past fortniglit could be discerned a mile awaj'. For brilliancy,
few spring flowers can compare with these Anemones.

Alpine Auriculas.—The first to open, ten days since, was the
old yellow with white eye. It is very showy, and contrasts with
Tulips or any other flower of any other colour. The next, a few days
since, was the self-brown, a few shaded ; and now the self-black,
with a white eye —a very efllective contrast. They were never healthier
and stronger with me, especially a large number of ray own seedlings,
which I take much interest in raising and hybridising. I knowof
few flowers so deliciously sweet-scented. I lost none during the
winter, exce2:)t a few green-edged. Cold will do these no harm T they
will grow with almost any treatment and in any soil ; then who
should be without them 1 The better lands I grow on open, specially
made stands.

Polyanthuses,—The first blooms I had from gold-laced
seedlings in January—noted in The Garden. After an interregnum
the rather rare yellow came, then the little Hose-in-Hose" and
within the last fortnight numerous kinds, many of no real merit,
have expanded. Like most others, I find it difficult to raise real
good gold-laced kinds from seed, no matter how carefully hybridised.
Those shaded slightly and partially moist do best with me. There
is, however, no reason whj- these easilj' grown and really fine spring
flowers should not be in the smallest as well as the largest col-
lections. W. J. j\I.

Chiiime?.

Diseased Apple Trees.—I have sent you a piece of Ajjple
wood, and I should be greatly obliged if you would examine it and
give me advice on the subject. I have about twenty young trees
which have only been planted about five or six years ; they are all

affected little or much, some of them having lost whole branches
;

the subsoil is green sand, and the trees seem to have been planted
rather deep.—W. P.., Blamlford. [Your Apple trees are afflicted with
a bad form of canker, and as the bark is gone and the wood exposed
in the specimen sent to us, the branches must of necessity die, as
you say is actually the case. The bark is decomposed round the canker
spots, and since last year the bark has been attacked by two fungi

—

one a Nectria, the other a Fusisporium. Without knowing e^'ery
condition of growth, it is impossible to give an opinion either as to
cause or cure. Canker occurs in the best kept gardens and with

the most skilful gardeners ; it generally baflies explanation or cure.

Horticulturists and botanists have insufficient knowledge of tire

nature of diseases of this class. The fungi are an undesirable after

result.—F.]

AMERICAN BLIGHT.
A late writer in The Garden expresses tlie opinion " that all

Apple trees afiected with this blight should be destroyed." Now this

seems to me to be rather a hasty conclusion, as it would involve the
loss of very likely one-third of all the Apple trees in Britain. Great
numbers of our old orchard trees are of great age, and present such
a labyrinth of boughs, and sucli rough uneven bark, that they are

practically beyond the appliance of insecticides ; but I can testify

to their bearing qualities, as I have three very old trees that never
fail to produce a crop, and this year tlie show of buds is perfectly

wonderful for such old subjects. I do not desire this latter argument
to mean they would not be better if no blight existed ; but of one
tiling I am certain, tliat to these trees it amounts to very little

inconvenience. With younger subjects the case is different, and
repeated apiDlications of insecticides will eventually entirely eradicate
blight, for I also have young trees which, though close to the old

ones, I have entirely cured by repeated applications. I also remem-
lier veiy distinctly both my grandf.ather and father being busy
painting some trees in the garden of our old home nearly fifty years
since ; tliree ^-ears ago I had the satisfaction of visiting that
garden and observing that the trees, though venerable looking, w'cre

in perfect health, and were then well furnislied witli fruit.

There is another part of this subject worthy of attention—that is,

it is not all kinds of Apple trees that take the infection. In the
same garden there are two trees that never had a sign of this blight

;

one is the Peach Apple, and the other Norfolk Beefing. I do not
remember the names of the formerly blighted kinds witli the
exception of one called the Nutmeg Pippin, a very small Apple,
reminding one of a Nutmeg in appearance ; it is highly jjiized for its

flavour and keeping qualities. I have also a large tree that enjoys
immunity from this miserable plague, although not 30 yds. from
those blighted. It is the Margil, and in a cider orchard close to my
house I observe trees both clear of the disease and blighted in close

proximity. I am therefore inclined to think that it would be well
to obser\'e this matter more closely, and not to condemn where there
remains any doubt as to facts. It is well worth while to ascertain
at any rate what trees are least subject to blight, so that selections

of such liiuds may be at the option of the planter. If such were
tabulated it would be of great value to the public ; at the same
time it would be difficult, as in large cider orchards there are endless
Apple trees without any name. It is only the most popular kinds

—

and these are the most subject to blight—that are named and are

recognisable, W. T.

PROPAGATING.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—This shrub cannot be increased
by means of cuttings, but, as is the case witli various other plants
having large prominent buds and hard leaves, it may be propagated
by employing the eyes of one or two-year-old wood. These should
be cut with about i in. of wood beyond and below the bud, shaving
away carefullj- the wood opposite the bud till the pith is quite
removed. Thus prepared, insert the buds in shallow pots or pans of
sandy loam, placing the eyes horizontally and level with the surface.

The soil must be kept moderately, but continuously, moist. The
shady part of a cool pit or greenhouse will suit them till spring,

when, if then callused, they maj' be placed on a slight bottom heat
to finish the rooting process. Pot them oil when fit for moving, and
gradually harden them off preparatory to planting them in the
reserve garden. This plant is easily increasecl by layers, which take
usually two years before they are sufticiently rooted to be severed
from the stool.

—

Sylvestris.

Increasing' Poinsettias.—Amatcitr.—In the first place allow
the plant to become quite dry, then cut it down to w-ithin 4 in. of

the pot, and keep it in a warm place, only watering when absolutely
necessary". The result will be that several shoots mil spring from
it. These should then be cut off and put in small pots one-third full

of crocks and then filled with a mixture of peat, loam, and sand,
with a little sand on the top; put them in a close warm place
under a hand-light or bell-glass, which must be removed for an hour
each morning, care being taken that they are on no account allowed
to flag, and to prevent this they must be shaded and watered when
necessary. In this way they will soon root, and must then be potted
off and treated as older plants. The jjortion of old stem removed
maj' be cut into pieces, leaving an eye to each piece. These may be
inserted and treated as the other cuttings, but plants from young
shoots are to be preferred.—H. P.
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Artocarpus Oannoni (p. 290).—The best way of propagat-

ing this ia to talce cuttings of the half-ripened wood, cut them at

a joint, and leave the bottom leaves entire, then insert them singly

in well drained small pots filled with a mixture of sandy peat and
loam with a little sand on the top. This done, place them under a
hand light in the stove, and be careful to remove the light every
morning for a little while to allow the condensed moisture to get

dried up, and also shade when necessary. If they can be plunged
in a little bottom heat when callused rooting will be hastened, but
if plunged as soon as put in they are liable to damp off.—H. P.

I

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Espaliers.- lam goiug to put up au espalier fence in mykitclien garJcD, alto-
gether about 700 I't. lone;. Would there be any objection to my putting up a bar
fence instead of strained wire? the latter is always getting out of order. What
height should it be ?—Deodar. [The bar fence wilt be better than strained leire

for the purpose named, although of course more expensive. The bars should be
round, not anrjxdar or flat; oft. will he a suitable height.— 'E. H.]

Frosted Vines.—On the 23rd nit. the glass was maliclonsly broken iu one
of the Vineries under my charge. The Vines, wliich were just showing fruit
were tied down to the front of the house, and the glass was broken immediately
over them. There was a slight frost and a hard piercing wind during the night,
and the tops of the shoots were all killed in the morning. It is my opinion tliat

the Vines are permanently injured (which by-the-bye are but three years planted),
and that it would be well to replace them. Will some of your correspondents
kindly give me their opinions on the matter?—Constant Reader.

//. A. yl.—We cannot help you in designs for rustic work. See the catalogues
of dealers; but village carpenter work in that way would probably be best.
As to the forms of the beds on your lawn, we should advise you not to use any
" pretty patterns " at all, but a few large circles or ovals. You should rather
think of what is to go in the beds than of their shape. We would strongly advise
you also to avoid all paterns having small, complicated, narrow, and pointed beds,
as a source of trouble, and never pretty, except, perhaps, to those who design
them on paper.

Tornelia fragrans.—How can I tell when the fruit on the Tornelia
(Moustera) fragrans is ripe ? There is an interesting notice of the plant in TiiK
UARDES for the Gth of November last, but it omits to state the appearance of
the fruit when tit to gather.—N. G. [It should be yellow, like a ripe cob ofIndian
Corn or a Pine-apple, the flavour of which it somewhat resembles.]

Stakes for Lilies.-1 have had a number of stakes made for a bed of a
valuable kind of Lilium. The points have been tarred about 12 in. up. Is the
tar likely to be injurious to the roots of the Lilies?—Lily Groaver.
Anchusa angustifolia.— If sown now, will this bloom this year? and also

how is it prop;igated?—B. M. [It is propagated bi/ seeds, which^if sownnow
will bloom next year ; not before.]

Bridal Wreath.—The plant commonly known as the Bridal Wreath, referred
to by "II, A. M." (p. 320), is the white-flowered Francoa (Francoa ramosa).

—

W. H.

Watercress.— I am anxious to grow Watercress ; will anyone given me
directions ? We have a moat round our house.—Suescbiber.
Cinerarias.— W'. N. H^.-Your flowers are somewhat coarse and irregular,

large size being their chief merit.

Woodlice.— I have seen it stated that gas-lime will expel woodlice from their
haunts, and two boards or tiles kept i in. apart form an excellent trap.

—

Tinv.

Cyclamens.— Cr. J. Cloke.—The specimens are, indeed, very fine, being
unusually large antl finely coloured.

J. L. S.—Apply to the secretary of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington.

Cucumbers.— i'. .S.—As a rule one hillock is put under each light.

Names of Plants.—Fuchsia microphylla, Doronicum caucasicum. F.—
Acacia longifolia (an Australian plant requiring gi-eenhouse protection). ]lliss

Owen.—The Draba cannot be correctly named unless it is examined in fruit.—F. W. S".-Sparmannia africana.—^InoJL—Acacia Farnesiana.— 2'. Balding.—
Alonsoa iucisa. President.—We cannot name flowers from description only.
The leaf you send bjlongs probably to a species of Brassavola. The other
flowers ne.xt week, A. B. C.— Celsia cretica.

The Flower Mission.—Now that flowers are becoming more
plentiful than they have been during the T\dnter, allow me to say a
few words in reference to this mission, by means of which over
seventy houses of sick people, chiefly paupers, are almost continu-
ously supplied with flowers. To say nothing of the cards attached
to the bouquets, each bearing some appropriate and gentle portion of
scripture, the bags of lavender which take the place of flowers
whilst the latter are deriving new vigour from their winter sleep,

how tender and loving a thought is it to send a few flowers to each
of many thousands of suffering fellow men and women, who find
more consolation, I warrant, in the simple lesson of an unassuming-
bunch of flowers than in hours of clerical denunciation or sympathj'.
Forgive me if I speak strongly on this subject to my fellow-
gardeners, and show them how much thej' can do with the bunches
of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and other bedding plants which are
out off by the thousand in a perfect state when the blooming season
is on the wane. " The smallest contributions thankfully received "

is the motto of the flower mission in Cannon Street. In 1879 and
1880, 289,593 of these little messengers of peace left the head-
quarters of unrequited love, not to mention 11,678 bags of lavender,
25,399 cards of texts, and 3809 little presents—a total of 330,179.
The most suitable flowers for the mission are Anemones, Asters,

Antirrhinums, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Candytufts, Calceolarias,

Coreopsis, Double Daisies, Bouquet Dahlias, Everlastings, Helio-

tropes, Lavender, Verbenas, Mignonette, JIarigolds, Michaelmas
Daisies, Polyanthuses, Pansies, Phloxes, Pinks, Eoses, Sweet
Williams, bweet Peas, Violets, and Wallflowers. AU hampers are

returned to the senders. They should be directed to Mrs. Turton,

110, Cannon Street, London, E.C., to whom all communications may
be sent.

—

Gieople.

The Frost in January.— I never recorded so much frost

in one month as I did in January last. Common Laurels
are cut terribly, perhaps owing to their growing so very
late, and Portugal Laurels are losing very many of their leaves

;

other shrubs are not hurt so much. Hoses are sadly cut ; indeed,

a good many standards and half standards I am afraid are killed.

I think it would be well to do away with standards altogether, for

tomy mind theyarenot nearly so handsome as dwarfs.—E, Se>'dall,
Biirninr/ham, Hanwortli, Norfolk.

DE. EGBERT HOGG.
Me. a. F. Earbon writes to me that it is " not quite true '' that The
Garden was excluded from the Chiswick rooms, as mentioned last

week. I had good evidence that it was true, or I shoirld not have
made the statement. The point is not worth discussing further, and
was not worth naming, except as showing the animus with which
some editors have regarded this journal.

Dr. Hogg writes in his last issue as if he were the sage defender
of " propriety, good feeling, and good taste in journalism "

! the

fact being that he was the aggressor in one of the most oflonsi\ e

and, as regards this journal, uncalled for paragraphs that could be
written. Then followed a categorical denial of its meaning and
import in court, and now comes the pose of an injured innocent !

Dr. Hogg then approaches the matter from a judicial point of view,

giving a quotation, showing that one journal should not resort

to legal proceedings against another, declaring the latter to

be a " pitiful source of weakness." It is to be regretted he did

not remember this excellent precept when, some years ago, ho
put the machinery of the Court of Chancer}^ in action against

me without giving notice. It happened once that I, wishing
to publish a Eeport of the Eoyal Horticultural Society on a
Pea trial at Chiswick, commenced to do so from what I

supposed to be a copy of the Society's Eeport, published in

Dr. Hogg's " Year Book." Such societies exist for the

spread of information. I was a Fellow of the Society, and as

a journalist could assist in the difliusion of this knowledge.
I had, in fact, the right and reason to publish the Eeport. I

afterwards wrote to the assistant-secretary of the society, asking

him if any of its officers had any special right to the article in

question, and whether I was justified in publishing it. Mr. Eichards,

who held that office at the time, replied that no officer of the

Society had any jjroperty iu the article, and that I had the

fullest right to use it. The article was the result of trials

at Chiswick ; the data for it was gathered by Mr. Barron,

and edited hy Dr. Eobert Hogg. He, in using this report in his

"Year Book," made some slight changes, which technically appeared

to give him rights over it. Seeing the The Garden had com-
menced to print the version of the " Year Book," he immediately put
the machinery of the Court of Chancery in action against me with-

out giving notice of any kind. This, though very unusual, it

appears, is allowable, but respectable houses do not think well of it

—

think it, iu fact, sharp practice. If a man is building a wall in

front of your windows which may exclude your light, and
he has no right to so interfere, it is customary to give him
notice, and request him to cease his operations, before insti-

tuting the costly and vexatious proceedings of an injunction in

the Court of Chancery. However, what is known as shabbj' to

respectable lawj'ers seems the right thing to do in the

case of our LLId.'s and F.E.H.S.'s. Of course I did what
the simplest request would have effected, had it been made

—

withdrew the article. I then turned to the Society's Proceedings,

and reprinted the article from them unmolested, and so the

affair ended. To judge of the nature of this business, it is necessary

to bear in mind that Dr. Eobert Hogg was at the time an
official of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, and that as such it was
his duty to prepare the Pea report in question for the Society.

With reference to certain adjectives and polite personal allusions

of Dr. Hogg, I will not notice them further now, merely stating that

it is not my habit to " criticise my contemporaries," that iu

every case in which I have had to deal with them I have been
attacked. It is not my fault if they do not like the defence ; some
like to do the hitting only, and cry out if they get a
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Jiome thrust in return, saying they did not mean to offend. Of the
rest the public, and not our friends or rivals, will be the best judges.

AV. E.

ME. HIBBEED AND IMPROA^ED
AND TRAINING."

PRUNING

JlR. HiBBERD makes the following allusion to my small
volume on "Pruning and Training"; "In a book on ]iruning,

written by John Simpson, and published at TiiK GARDEN'
office, Mr. Sliirley Hibberd's proposals, that have been inucli

debated, arc virtually adopted and illustrated as purely original. At
Jiage C8 of the book oecurs a neat example of the author's method.
A foot note records that ' Mr. J. E. Saunders has published in the
J'larist a portrait of,' &c., &c., the reference being to a figure of a
Pear tree which really appeared in the Gardener's Magazine, of June
10, 1880. Jlr. Moore", the editor of the I'lorUt, borrowed the block
and copied the description, and acknowledged his indebtedness in
the usual way," I am pleased to have the opportunity wliich this
presents of doing Mr. Hibberd justice, and placing him and myself
in our proper relationship to each other on the subject of training
fruit trees, and then I shall leave the public to judge which of us it

is who has appropriated the other's ideas. In 1876, i\Ir. Hibberd,
for the first time, so far as I am aware, published his ideas on what
he called the natural system of fruit-tree culture, the only original
featuroof which consistedintying stones to the branches to make them
fruitful. I have not heard of any othervisible example of Mr. Hib-
berd's training except this, and when he delivered his lecture on the
subject at the Societj' of Arts I presume he brought the tree under
his arm and tlie stones in his pockets. Ten years previous to Sir.

Hibberd's revelation I had been at work on tlie extension system,
and for five or six years before I had written about it and continued
to write. In 18CG I planted my first house of Peaches, extension
trained, and have them still to show in fine condition, and in 1870
I described them in the Gardener, giving their size and fer-

tilitj-, &c. In 18G7 I began with the Vine, and in 1870 I furnished a
Vinery on the same principle, and described it in The Garden and
la my book. Up till 1869 I had not quite lost faitli in restrictive
trained dwarf Apples and Pears, and had tried my best to make these
succeed under my charge, but nxy experience with stone fruits and
tlie A'ine had led me to doubt their utility; and just about twelve
.vears ago now I wrote in tlie Gardener respecting dwarf trees and
stocks that gardening on tlie " Doucin and Quince principle was all

very well, but, howexer well adapted to meet special ends, it lacked
the elements of durability, and should not be pushed beyond its

special province. We lla^e a partiality for the old orchard—the
feature of many a homestead and chief source of supply in many an
e-itablishment.'' The climate I had to deal with here forbade me
attempting the extension system out-of-doors with much prospect of
success, owing to the difficulty in ripening the wood, but soon after
writing the above, in 1870 or 1871, I determined to subject all our
formally-trained trees, .a largo number, to a less restrictive sj-stem
of pruning and training, and one of my first acts then was to saw
the branches oft a number of pendulous pyramids and convert them
into natural pyramids freely grown, and the trees still bear witness
of tile treatment which they recei\'ed, and some of them are almost
fac-similes of the portrait in the FlorM. only much larger.
About tlie same period I did away with a long avenue of
Apples and Pears trained balloon-shaped, cutting the branches off

at the base and turning the frees into natural standards, such as I

reserved at least, and from these trees some of the shoots came that
illustrated the extension principle in my book, and these trees are to
be seen now with shoots upon them that have been allowed to grow
purposely years before Mr. Hibberd uttered a word on the
subject. In this matter of "extension versus restriction" ho must,
in short, be content to subside into the position assigned to him by
those who know all the ins and outs of the subject.

My old foremen, men lil<e Jlr. r>urnet, of the Oeepdene, Mr. Wilson,
of Castle Hill, Devon, and others, all successful fruit .growers, know
me and my doings, and can testify thereto. I have never yet
.accused Mr. Hibberd of borrowing the more sensible and practical
ideas of his discourse at the Society of Arts from my writings and
]5ractice i^enned previous to his discourse, but when he tallced in his
lecture about " a great healthy I'each tree,'' and compared it to
a tree " kept within bounds " by the knife, I felt much inclined to ask
him who first described the gi'eat healthy Peach tree in the Gardener
and Metd. It was I. And, again, when he exampled the "forest
Oak " as a tree that had never been touched by the knife to illustrate

hisnaturallygrownfruittree, was the comparison his ? No. Five years
before in the Gardener I had, in defending extension, pointed to the
unpriined Oaks of Sherwood Forest, and asked " how far restriction
hadpromoted theirlong life and vigour,"&c. Even his suggestion toallo'^\'

the breast-woodof wall trees to growout from the wall like a "fringe''

was not original, for the self-same thing had been proposed
for exactly the same reasons, and in wonderfully similar language,
by the " Squire's Gardener " in an article on the " Fates of Fruit
Trees'' in the Gardener of 1871 (p. 19), and in an article of mine in

tlie same journal in January, 1872. I acquiesced in tlie " Squire's

Gardener's '' \iew, and there wrote, " If we Avant to get the full

benefit of the Quince or Paradise stock, for example, we must let

the trees carry as much wood and foliage as can be w-ell exposed to

tlie light ; in short, allow full scope to the energies of the tree.

"Within the last two years we h.ave planted nearly 200 Apples anrl

Pears on the Paradise and Quince stocks, and we intend to allow
them to develop themselves to their fullest extent

;

'' and again in

the same chapter occurs the foUoAving concluding passage ;

—

" With regard to trees on tlie natural stock, there is no doubt that

those whicli are allowed to grow most and are pi'uned least save

f liinning, bear soonest, and most abundantly. We knoAv from every-

day experience that if we cut back a strong shoot, the result will

Vie several other slioots quite as strong without fruit-buds ; but if wc
leave the shoot entire, we will have a less robust growth, and a shoot
furnished with natural fruit-buds its whole length. We have seen
the effects of such treatment often, and could point to trees now
wliicli the knife has hardly ever touched for ten years, and upon
Avhich the young Apples hang, when tlie trees bear, like strings of

Onions on the long pendulous branches.''

These are the words I have written in mj' book, and they
are also the words I wrote some four years before Mr.

Hibberd announced his discovery at the Society of Arts. It is

just possible that Sir. Hibberd may have begun later to work in the

same direction as I had been working for years, and it is also just

jiossible he may ne-s'er have read a word which I, or anybody else,

wrote on the subject ; but had such remarkably parallel expressions

of opinion as those contained in his discourse, and uttered under
such peculiar circumstances, occurred in any other walk of literature,

liardly any defence that the author of them could have offered would
have been aece]ited as exonerating him from the charge of plagiarism

.

And, worst of all, those very proposals, so anticipatory of all that Mr.
Hibberd had to tell his audience(alwaysexceptingthe boulders), came
from " tliose gardeners who," according to the lecturer, " .are too thick-

headed '' to understand the subject, but of whose suggestions Mr. Hib-
berd liimself was only the echo. AVas it, I ask, at all probable that the

editor of a gardening paper could be ignorant of what had from time
to time been written on a subject in which he professed to be inte-

rested ? And is there any one who knoAvs what is transpiring in the

horficultural i^ress who doubts that j\Ir. Hibberd has been an atten-

tive reader of all the papers in which these matters appeared? I

should think not ; and I now leave the reader to judge if Mr. Hibberd
liossessed the vestige of a claim to be mentioned in my book on
" Pruning and Training Improved,'' or acknowledged in any way
whatever.

As to my note from the 2'lari.if, I certainly tliought I was makin.g
all the acknowledgment needful when I named the paper in which
I saw it ; but if I violated the rule in that respect, I am sorry for it

and apologise. It was a matter of no importance to me one way or

the other.

"

J. SiMrsox.
^rortle!/ Jlall Gardens, Sheffield.

Effects of the Winter in Ireland.—Up to the present
time but little has been done in the way of summer cropping
outside, as this season, being one of unusual severity, has rendered it

impossible to make much progress, except in well-drained gardens
and where the soil is of a light character. I find that in some parts

of Ireland quantities of Potatoes have been destroyed that wcrj
planted before the frost set in. It has been a usual thing to plant

Potatoes out in a good dry situation the first or second week in

January, but the last three seasons have been so A-ery severe that

this early planting has been a loss to some of our market gardeners.

A'ines and Peaches are a little later this season than usual. In some
places early Peaches are a complete failure, but many ruin them by
giving them too much heat and too little air, Peacries greatly dislik-

ing confinement, which often causes them to shed tlie greater part of

their fruit either at setting time or Avhcn stoning. Jly Vines and
Peaches are doing very well, seeing it was sucli a dull season at

setting time. I have two plants of New Zealand Flax which I fear

are nearly destroyed by the winter ; one of them was the finest plant

of the kind to be found in Ireland, or perhaps in England.—A Lover
OF Naiuke.

Mr. W. S. C'AMPBELLjgardenerto AA'm. Garnett, Esq., Lucan Housei
Pdpon, is appointed gardeper to R, S. Donkin, Esq., Camp A'illei

North Shields.
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*' Tills is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rathar : but
The Art itself is Natuke."—^Aotespeore,

SPKING NOTES FEOM CHESHIRE.
Come what may, the first instahnent of spring flowers has at

any rate been better than ever ; the herbaceous phmts and

the bulbs seem quite to have forgiven and forgotten the

severe frost; indeed, one might suppose from their appearance

they had never known anything about it till they came up
and saw the dead and browned Laurels all round them.

Hepaticas give more promise of success than ovpr before in

this garden ; by carefully imitating the conditions under

which I have seen them doing well in other gardens, I have

got them into better ways. Some of the strongest keep a fair

crop of leaves through the winter, and these of course flower

best. I give them all a top-dressing of fine rich soil at the

beginning of winter, and since I have done this a crop of

seedlings comes up in the middle of most of the single

varieties. Hepaticas generallj' ripen seed, but it will not

keep well, and as it sheds early on the bare crown of the

plant is generally lost. The seedlings, like those of the

Winter Aconite, first appear at the end of winter, when the

flower-buds are rising. Hepaticas require protection against

slugs, which eat out the flower-buds. I lind a magic circle of

soot and coal-ashes very effective, taking care not to fence in

any of the enemy. It is not too early to speak of Prim-

roses ; the coloured single varieties raised from W. Thompson's
mixed garden Primrose seed have never been quite without

flowers since October, and are now in full beauty, especially

the pure white. I find it better to raise them continually

from seed, and about the third year to plant them out in the

woods, where, I am sorry to say, they generally disappear, or

as some people would state, turn yellow. Most Primroses do
best treated as biennial or triennial ; after the third year

they get their heads too crowded, and never do well after

division. What a trouble it is to keep up a stock of double

Primroses or choice Polyanthus ! 1 have seen complaints

about P. denticulata, but on my rockeries it is most satisfac-

tory this spring ; one plant has already twelve fine umbels in

flower, and at least as many more in bud. 1 have many
plants, and nearly all are doing well. P. rosea seems quite

indiff'erent to soil and situation ; seedlings from seed gathered

last May are in flower here by the hundred in all aspects

and position.^. Care must be taken to catch the seed

before it sheds, as it forms on the outer surface of the recep-

tacle, and drops ofi^ as soon as ripe. If sown at once

under glass, like most Primrose seed, it comes up in a week
and gives no trouble in rearing. Twenty other kinds of

Primroses promise well. Erica carnea in peat beds is unusu-

ally fine, but the white variety has a delicate constitution, and
never survives the winter here. Dog's-tooth Violets like this

strong soil if planted deep and in a pocket of sand, and
multiply wonderfully, but the American species do no good.

The white variety is a fortnight later than the purple, and is

now just out. Iris reticulata in the open border came
into flower the first week in March, the flower; lasting

three weeks, and never flinching with the snowstorms and
frosts they went through. Iris stylosa, of which I had some
beautiful flowers about the same time from a friend in Devon-
shire, lives, but does not flower in my garden. Gentiana

verna began to flower in November, and has exhibited one

or two flowers, when not covered with snow, all through the

severe we3,ther, as much as to say, " This is nothing to what we

have at home." Each flower is wonderfully persistent. AH
my plants of it are marked with a large label, inscribed

" water me," that it may not be forgotten through spring and

summer ; water is necessary to its existence, but it wants no

other care. The plants are now full of buds.

The Spring Snowflake and Canadian Bloodflower (San-

guinaria), though they flower annually in my garden, do not

increase ; I cannot tell why. Several patches of the bright

scarlet Winddower, known as Anemone stellata fulgens, are

now a blaze of beauty. Once in two or three summers a friend

from Bayonne brings me some roots collected in the Vineyards

at the base of the Pyrenees. Three or four tubers, looking

like bits of dry stick, produce in the following March a dozen

or more great flowers of dazzling scarlet. After the first year,

though they live, they never flower well. My friend suggests

that Uiey miss the annual ploughing up which they get in

their native Vineyards, but it is more likely that they miss

their natural conditions of sunlight and heat while they

are collecting their strength into their tubers for the

next year's flowering. Chionodoxa Lueilife, for which I

am indebted to Mr. Maw, flowered worst in the green-

house, and best on an open border in good loam, with

3 ft. of limestone blocks beneath it. A friend lately

asked me. Who was Lucilia? I replied, that he or she is not m
my classical dictionary, and I am as curious to know as he is.

The Golden Valerian (V. Phu aurea), though not a flower,

deserves to be mentioned amongst spring flowers, for it is now

as bright as any flower in the garden. Its leaves turn to gold

just at the time the Grass turns green—this year about the

middle of March —and continues at its best for about a month.

It must have an open situation in a good, rich soil, and be

established in its spring quarters by November ; it will then

disappoint no one who tries it.

The plants I have named, with many others which I could

name, are the beginning of a series which will fill my garden

with flowers till the end of autumn, so that for the ten

months from February to November no part of it will be

flowerless. All of them are easily grown, and what will grow

here will grow anywhere. These notes belong to " Gardening

for the Many," and are the only notes I am able to send ; but

far be it from me to disparage grander and more costly gar-

dening. What is gained by disputing about the comparative

attractions of a hardy Narcissus and a stove-grown Amaryllis?

A fine Cattleya or Vanda is a beautiful thing which cannot be

imitated in the open border, but of that sort of gardening I

say, Kon cuivis humlni continijit. It is better not to long for

a red mullet, says the lloman satirist, when you have only

enough money in your pur.se to pay for a gudgeon. Still,

these gudgeons amongst plants are rising so fast in favour,

even amongst those who can afford to pay for mullets, that the

market can hardly supply the demand for them. It is the

cultivation of hardy plants that the editor of The Gakdex

has especially and successfully laboured to encourage, and I

for one rejoice at his success, because I feel sure that the more

converts he makes, the more there will be who are lay-

ing up for themselves a store of quiet enjoyment and

amusement for times of infirm health and old age Amongst

many instances of this present to my mind, I may
mention one case of a friend who is quite disabled by long

illness from following ordinary occupations and amusements

but who finds in "his flowers a never-failing resonrco.

He lives at a pretty watering-place in the north of England,

and his little villa has about 10 yds. square of ground in

front of it, and about twice as much in the rear. This

garden he has made quite a museum of hardy plants, and in

it he may always bo seen in fine weather, like the amiable

founder of a school of Greek philosophers— «•!> /a' hxHis
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2)lantarihus horii—as busy amongst his flowers as bis strength

will allow him to be, rejoicing to show them and talk about

them, or calling in children on their way home from school

to give them a root of double Daisy or coloured Primrose to

encourage in them, too, a taste for gardening. One word in

conclusion to those who profess themselves converted to this

kind of gardening, but think that it will cost them no trouble.

You must not suppose that the cultivation of hardy plants

consists in taking a basket to the garden of your friend, and,

having filled it with flower-roots of your own selection, taking

it home, putting them in holes in the ground anywhere, and

thinking no more about them. In this case the greater part

of them will soon have disappeared, and you will wonder why
or how. The planting of hardy flowers must be followed by

attention, differing according to their kind, which a little

experience will teach you how to pay. This attention they

will abundantly requite, and will always greet you alike with

a cheerful look whether you are in joy or in sorrow, and

never desert you or behave towards you with ingratitude.

Udfje Hall, Malpas. C. "Wollet Dod.

LILT CULTURE.
AViiEN Mr. Burbidge asked in these pages some montlis ago if any-
one possessed a clump of Lilium auratum, the bond fide and unmoved
produce of one bulb planted five years ago, he was, of course, fully
aware tliat in all probabilit)' tliere were many such existing in our
gardens. I presume both Mr Wilson and Mr. Mcintosh could show
such clumps at "W'eybridge, and perliaps even Dr. Wallace maj' have
such a one in his Colchester garden

; but no British grower has as yet
answered the question. Mr. Jack, who .vrites from Halifax (Nova
Scotia), tells us that " occasionally the thermometer goes down there
to 17° below zero, frequently to 10° below, and that zero (32° of
frost) is common, a fact which shows that this Lily is quite hardy."
This evidence shows that Lilium auratum, under certain conditions,
is not readily killed by frost when " at rest " during the -ivinter

months 'n Nova Scotia. I add the habitat advisedly, because all

jjower of resisting cold in a plant—as in a man—depends on several
conditions, and I have repeatedly noticed that after an " Indian
summer " in England, Lilies generally winter better than after a
wet and sunless one, and I ha\-e no doubt the same hot sunshine
which paints the big Ajiples and Pears of Nova Scotia so beautifullv,
also " plumps up " and hardens the tissues of Lily bulbs, so that the}'

are proportionably able to resist a winter—arctic in its severity

—

witli but a slight protection. But let me ask English—that is to
say British—cultivators to tell us of their five-year-old clumps
of Lilium auratum, the produce of a single imported bulb.
1 see to-day that Lilium auratum is pushing up its great red
Asparagus-like growth through the leaf mould surfacing of our
sunny borders, and so the soot bag has been sent round, and a
cordon of carbon now fortifies them against the attacks of predator)'-
minded slugs. Bulbs planted at the same time in the shade of
Rhododendron bushes are still below ground. L. longiflorum began to
pierce the soil in Februar}', and now there is a general rush of manj'
kinds, including L. giganteum, L. testaceum, L. tigrinum in variety',

L. chalcedonicum, L. .speciosum, L. Krameri, L. crooeum, and that
gem of all the Turn-cap Lilies, L. Szovitzianum. All alike are sur-
faced and surrounded with soot, whicli we find a never failin"
panacea against slug bites, and as the April showers wash it down
to the roots below, we see ample evidence of its power as a manure.

Our Lilies in pots two years planted are most pi-omising.
They were potted earlj' in October, and have been wintered in a cotd
frame. The pots, each containing from throe to ten bulbs, were
plunged in a bed of coal ashes, and a layer of ashes 1 in. thick was
spread over the pot tops. The pots were nearly 3 ft. from the glass.
No water was gixen after repotting, as we find the earth becomes
quite moist enough wlion covered with ashes as here described.
During mild weather all through the winter the lights were thrown
back night and day, but in case of frost and rain they were replaced

;

now that the growths are peeping above the soil the lights are
thrown back night and day, otherwise the stems become drawn and
the bloom weakened. Such is our simple jDlan with Lilies in pots.

Seedling Lilies.—A Lily-growing friend who, like myself and
Mr. Burbidge, is a firm believer in home-grown Lily bulbs from
home-grown seed, wishes me to ask for information on this jooint

from those growers who are in a position and have the leisure and
inclination to favour us with their ideas on the subject. A little

over a j-ear ago he sent to me a batch of seedling—possibly, hybrid
Lilium auratum—speciosum bulbs the size of Walnuts, and remark-
ably plump and weighty for their size. They were carefully planted,

and I await their flowering wholly, or in part, this summer with
much interest. I think there can be no doubt that we are far too

fond of vegetative modes of propagation in the case of all hardy
plants, and I know I am not alone in hoping for the time when
seminal reproduction shall be deemed infinitely preferable in many
ways.

Lilies in Sunshine and Shade.—This year, for the firs t

time, I ha\'o tried planting Lilium auratum in the angles of sunnj'

walls, in a position where we can clear them from red spider or

green fly with spray from a hose pipe, and in such a warm sun-
shiny corner the bulbs must perforce become well ri2Dened before
winter. So far my experience goes to prove that a sunny position

suits L. auratum better than a shady one, lout then
I must perforce plant in a naturally moist, deep, alluvial soil, and
our summer sunshine is not so intense as it usually is in the drier

English climate. Here at any rate the dry positions are most favour-

able to Lilium auratum provided some dwarf carpeting of annuals
or other low-growing plants be used to protect the base of the stems
and the soil i^rom sun and drought. It is only by carefully studying
the wants of a single species, as Lilium auratum, for example, that

one can obtain a fair share of success in its culture, and in some
cases, Orcliids, for example, even individuals of a species, require es-

pecial treatment in some particulars. I find that Lilium giganteum,
for example, is very apt to " go off " here through drought and heat
during the summer rather than from any amount of cold and mois-
ture during winter. I should say that it is decidedly a Lily for a
cool and shady locality, just as Lobelias of the L. cardinalis section

may be submerged for weeks during the winter months in a bog, and
remain fresh and healthy while a dry and warm border during
the winter months is almost certain death to tliera. The same is

true of the North American Lilies of the L. superbum section, which
succeed perfectly on the spongj' margin of a wet peat bog, and break
away far stronger in the spring than when wintered high and dry on .

ordinary borders. There is no doubt that many failures in Lily grow-
ing have resulted from the " serve 'em all alike " kind of treatment,
and it is equally true tliat the old notion of drying off many bulbs
and other plants which are naturally natives of bogs and marshy
meadows throughout the world, is also wrong in practice as well as
in principle. AV'hen the fact that a lowering of temperature and less

sunlight is Natures plan of inducing rest (in cold and many parts
of temi^eratc climes) rather than drought or absence of moisture
becomes fully recognised by cultivators of hardy flowers, it will be a
great point gained. A. L.

THE BALSAM AS A BOEDER PLANT.
With very few exceptions, those who grow Balsams grow them in
pots under glass where they invariably get drawn out of all propriety
as to shai:)e and uniformity, and in very many instances give a very
poor return for the trouble and care bestowed on them. No doubt
all pot plants are a source of trouble and labour, and certainly
Balsams are no less troublesome than any other class, yet if they
are wanted for special decorative jjurposes, or for exhibition, they
must be grown in pots. There are very many kinds of plants that
can be only grown in pots and under glass, but then the Balsam is

not one of these, as it is quite possible to have this fine summer
flower in the gi'eatest perfection growing in the open ground, where
its period of blooming is prolonged to an extent totally unknown
when kept under glass.

To many persons the greatest possible recommendation that a
flowering jjlant can possess is that its flowers can be used in a cut
state for bouquets, vases, and such purposes ; nor must we shut our
eyes to the fact that in certain cases this is of great moment ; but I
am disposed to think that flowers have other objects to serve as well
as being useful to cut, not the least of which is, that for as long a
period as piossible they should assist to make our gardens gay and
beautiful. Notwithstanding what I have just said, I fear the rage
for cut flowers is at present too strong to be easilj' withstood ; but in

my opinion it is none the less an evil to find the knife or scissors

continually swooping down upon our beautiful border flowers and
almost completely stripping the plants of their blooms that the
rooms of the house may be specially fragrant and gay.
Gardeners have often to lament this, and complain
bitterly that the choicest products of their labours are
thus culled from the garden where they would delight the eyes
of all, and are taken to some private room where they are seldom
seen, and where in a few short hours they lie withered and dead.
This is one reason why I look upon the Balsam as being a specially

valuable border plant, inasmuch as it affords no tempting portions
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for the knife or the scissors. Tlie plant itself, if well grown, is of

compact habit and exceedingly graceful, but if cut or clipped, it is

irretrievablj' disfigured, and rendered a continual eyesore.

Balsams, like all tender annuals that are to be grown in the open

ground, should first be raised under glass, and if sown at once, either

in boxes or pans, in a cool house or frame, will make better plants

to go into the open border than if sown in heat. For several years

I have put out a large number every spring, and find that raised in

tliis way, and allowed plenty of air to make them robust and hardy,

they will transplant into the open ground as easily and safely as

could possibly be desired. In gardens, where snails and slugs are

abimdant, it is desirable either to pot-up first what are going to bo

planted out of doors, or else have them pricked out in a frame,

placing them about 3 in. apart, and as soon as the stems are as thick

as the little finger they may be removed to their blooming quarters.

When so treated, but little harm will result from either insects or

removal. I cannot say that in my own case I always take so much
trouble as that just recommended, as I very often have the plants

transplanted from the seed bed direct to the open quarter along with

Stocks, dwarf Nasturtiums, iilarigolds, and other things, and as some
plants of each kind are always kept in reserve, any vacancies made
by slugs or otherwise are quickly made good. I should state, how-
ever, that I sow thinly, and allow the plants to get some i in. higli,

and correspondingly strong before planting them out. I prefer dry
weather in which to plant them, as during rain slugs work too

freely. After the plants have been dibbled in they receive a good
watering, and this once or twice repeated soon establishes them,
after which they grow rapidlj'.

The colours and markings in the flowers of the Balsam are sufli-

ciently numerous and varied to suit all tastes, and I find that, as a
rule, the more varied the markings the better they are api^reciated,

especially where only an ordinary quantity is raised, as the produce
will not yield more plants than can be utilised in a small garden,
and in such a case a dozen diverse colours are at all times more
acceptable than are three or four. There is a strain commonly
known as the Camellia flowered that usually produces blooms of

enormous size and substance. 1 have on several occasions had
flowers from it from 2 in. to 3 in. in diameter, and as double as

a Rose. Otlier strains do not give such fine blooms, but still they
produce flowers of good quality, and, as a rule, rather more freely

than the Camellia kind, and they also possess hues of colour and
markings that the latter do not, and are therefore necessary in a good
collection. I usually grow about a dozen varieties, exclusive of

some dwarf orTomThumb kinds, that have a remarkably dense, com-
pact habit of growth, and are well adapted for culture in small pots
and in houses, wliere the Balsam will become drawn in spite of all

efEorts to check it. Of tliese, the colours are scarlet self, white
flaked scarlet, purple, and white flaked purple. The plants, when in

full bloom out of doors, are about 10 in. in height and the same in
diameter, and look like balls of flower. Selecting a dozen of tall

kinds, I should take as especially fine and distinct—pure white, a
grand double and distinct variety of excellent habit ; blush, a most
beautiful form, flowers large and double, and of a fine habit of
growth

;
pink, a very fine double form, possessing a charming shade

of colour ; carmine, a fine ricli coloured variety, having large blooms,
some of which are marked witli white spots ; deep scarlet, a very effec-

tive kind, flowers very double, and thickly borne, makes a fine pot
plant ; crimson Lily, a grand double form, deep rich colour, and ilne

Iiabit of growth
;
peach, another equally fine double kind, of good con-

stant habit and a most pleasing shade of colour; purple self, a splendid
flower of deep rich hue, growth moderate, and makes a good pot
plant, it is also grand out of doors ; mauve flaked crimson is a very
pleasing variety, the flowers being fine and double, and verj' abun-
dantly produced ; lastlj', comes white flaked scarlet, a robust grower
and very showy, and although the flowers are not so double as those
of some other kinds, it is yet very effective. Yamon.

Alpine Auriculas.—" W. J. M." (p. .886) does not write very
clearly about tliese. He mentions the old j'ellow with white eye.
Probably lie means the original species of Auricula, which is yellow
and has a wliite centre ; then he further says he lost none during
the winter except a few green-edged varieties. He also mentions a
black kind with a white eye, showing that he is confounding two
totally different sections of Auriculas. The alpine Auricula, as it is

now found in cultivation, and distinguished in the best nursery
catalogues and prize lists, is a whoUj' diflierent plant from that de-
scribed by " W. J. il." The centre of the flower is yellow or cream}',
without any farina ujion it. The edge may be of any colour, but
mostly maroon, claret, crimson, or purplish-lilac. The colour is

darkest near the centre, shading oif lighter towards the edge. Selfs
of any colour, with white centres dusted with farina, are not classed
with alpines ; they are classed with the green, grey, or white-edged

flowers. All Auriculas are hardy ; but some varieties, indeed very
many, will not stand out of doors owing to their weakly constitution
and the changeable character of our winters. We have fro.st one
week ; then a thaw ; then frost ; next torrents of rain ; alternations

to which the plants succumb. If they were comfortably covered
with snow for three months, they would emerge from their winter's

sleep healtliy and vigorous. Out of many hundreds of Auriculas,
we did not lose 1 per cent, last winter, and that not from the frost,

as we lose as large a per centage in summer. If "W. J. M."is
interested in raising seedlings, I hope he will keep his alpines
separate from the section dear to the old florists—the green, grey,
and white edges.—J. Douglas.

Helleborus fcBtidus in a Wild State.—Mr. Toiiley
Collier in the last number of The Gaedex speaks of a wish to find

tliis plant in a wild state. He maj' have his wish gratified by taking
a walk on the Lincolnshire wolds. It must be rare as a native, or,

at all events, very local, for, though I have been a plant seeker all

my life, and have found and collected a great number of our wild
varieties in various jjarts of England, the locality I allude to is the
only one wliere I ever met with it. I found a large patch of it last

sjiring high up on the chalk wolds near Linwood, by Market Kasen,
growing in a hollow in a Grass field. The individual plants were not
large compared with those we usually see in culti\'ation, but consisted
mainlj' of two or tliree leaves and a flower-stalk. There were cattle

grazing in the field and the Grass was eaten short, but they had left

the plants intact,—F. M. Bueton, Iliglifidd, CTainshovovijh.

NOTES or THE WEEE.

Spring-flo'wering Megaseas.—A fine collection of these,

botli as regards sorts and numbers, is now one of the most attractive

objects in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting. M. Stracheyi was a
little past its best when we saw it about a week ago, but indications

of how well it has grown and flowered this year are obvious. What
we liad never seen hitherto is a pure white variety of cordifolia,

(hough it was scarcely enough expanded to judge of its merits, but
it bears the stamp of a first-rate hardy flower. The other varieties

of crassifolia and cordifolia, are numerous ; one or two are particularly

highly coloured, so much so indeed as to be scarcely distinguishable

from the rare S. purpurascens, undoubtedly the finest of all. Those
who do not possess M. Stracheyi would do well to obtain it, as it is one
of the most beautiful of early spring flowers, and is, moreover, an
easj' kind to manage.

Fritillaria Moggridgei.—This and F. Burnati are two of the

handsomest of the European Fritillaries, and are both well deserving

of culture. They are spring flowering kinds, and bloom about the

same period, the flowers of the former being large, drooping, bell-

like, and of a clear yellow, conspicuously chequered on the inside

with chocolate ; the latter lias flowers of a similar size and form, and
is of a reddish-purple, copiously spotted with a deeper hue. Both
may now be seen in flower in Messrs. Osborn & Son's Nursery at

Fulham, where they succeed well in a light warm soil. F. Mog-
gridgei was figured in The Gaeden last year.

Rosa polyantha.—Among the new plants shown at Eegent's

I'ark last week was a variety of this beautiful Rose named Anna
Maria de Slontravel. It appears to differ from the type in the flowers

being double and produced in greater profusion in large loose

clusters, which terminate the branches. Tliis will inevitably become
a popular Rose and one that will be useful for cutting purposes. It

was shown by Messrs. Paul & Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

Azalea rosseflora.—This is one of the most charming green-

house shrubs with which we are acquainted, and it is all the more
remarkable on account of its being so distinct from any other Azalea

in cultivation ; indeed, it is an open question whether or not the single-

flowered form of it, which, by the way, is not yet introduced, is not

a distinct species—quite as distinct from A. indica as A. amcena is.

The rose-flowered Azalea has much to recommend it. Its habit of

growth is dwarf and compact, and it is remarkably floriferous
;
even

small-rooted cuttings flower profusely, and as such they are ex-

tremely pretty. The flowers are double, and about the size of a

crown-piece when fully expanded and in the full bud stage they

strikingly resemble a Tea Rosebud in miniature, from which cha-

racter it 'has derived one of its names. The colour is a clear rosy-pink,

quite unique, as far as we know, among Azaleas. It possesses all the

qualities of a really valuable plant, and should it prove hardy, as

it probably will, its value will be much enhanced. Besides being a

pretty pot plant, it is especially suitable for cutting purposes, and
the exquisite little button-hole bouquets the half-expanded buds
make in combination with a spray of Fern will render it a prcfitable

plant to grow for that purpose alone, In Mr, Gower's nurserj', at
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Tooting, who is now distributing a stoclc of it, we saw tlie other clay

a quantity of plants of various sizes in full flower, and a prettier

sight we have not seen for a long time. It is a pity that this Azalea
should be known under three names. Mr. Gower calls it A. rosa^-

flora ; it was figured in The Garden some time ago as A. Roliissoni,

under wliich name it was certificated when it was originally intro-
duced ; and it is likewise called in some of the London nurseries
A. balsamiflora. AVhich name sliould have the preference we are un-
able to saj', but we believe that A. rosicflora possesses priority of
date.

The Cape Pond "Weed (Aponogeton distachyon).— Mr-
Ouson's excellent note of this tine water plant reminds us of the fine

sight we saw of it in Mt. Parker's nursery, at Tooting, where it is

largely grown in spacious rectangular pools of running spring water,
wliich is of a uniform temperature throughout tire year, and conse-
quently the plants are never frozen, even in the coldest weather.
The delightful Hawthorn-like perfume from tlie myriads of i\'on-

white flower-sj)ikes peeping above the surface of the water quite
pervades the air in the vicinitj' of the pool, and is especially
welcome at this season.

The Blood Root and Twin Leaf.—These are two pretty
early fiowering North American jjlants, named respectively San-
guinaria canadensis and JefEersonia diphylla. The flowers of the
former rise a few inches above the surface, and are not unlike a
fully expanded white Crocus, and the petals are pure white, and
enclose a tuft of golden stamens. 'J'he leaves unfold later in the
season, and are kidney-shaped and glaucous. It takes its popular
name from the bright red colour of the tuberoirs roots. The Twin
Leaf is somewhat similar in appearance, and grows about the same
lieight, but the, flowers are smaller. It succeeds best in a moist
peaty soil. It is rarer than the Llood Itoot, though both have been
long introduced. Wo saw some fine tufts of them in the Fulham
Nurseries, and they were included in the collection of hardy plants
with which Messrs. Osborn took the principal prize at the last show
at Kcgenfs Park.

Golden-leaved Hardy Plants.—Mr. M'oUcy Dod's admira"
tion of the golden-leaved form of Valeriana I'lm is well merited, for
it certainly is one of the most attractive objects in hardy borders at
this season. At , Kew it is very conspicuous, and the golden patch
may be seen a long distance oif . There is another plant at Kew
almost as conspicuous, and that is Iris sambucina, which has its

leaves of a golden-yellow shade from the time it first pushes u]) its

foliage till about the beginning of summer, when it gradually
becomes greener. As we have nc\-er met with this elsewhere, we are
inclined to think it is scarce in cultivation, but it is, like the
Valeriana plant, well worth looking after. Yet another pretty
golden-leaved hardy plant is a form of Aubrietia purpurea, of which
we saw a fair sized tuft in Mr. Parker's nursery, at Tooting, the other
daj' ; the leaves are a vivid golden hue, and the pale jiurple blossoms
form a singular contrast to the foliage. It is a very desirable plant
for a rock garden, as it is most conspicuous when few flowers are
about.

Akebla quinata.—This pretty Chinese twining plant succeeds
well in the open air in Mr. Joad's garden, at Oakfield, Wimbledon,
where it is planted against a wall close to a bush of Ceanothus flori-

bundus, among the branches of which the Akebia has entwined itself,

and this circumstance probably accounts for its not being injured by
the late severe winter. The Ceanothus is also in flower, and its

briglit blue, dense clusters of blossoms contrast strikingly with the
claret-red hue of the blossoms of the Akebia. In fomier years before
the Ceanothus was so injured by frosts, it used to flower more pro-
fusely, and then it jiresented even a finer appearance. The leaves of
the Akebia are quinate or di-vided into five leaflets, and the flowers

are of two kinds, one seed bearing, and the other pollen bearing, and
they are also of different sizes.

Mr Barr's Narcissi.—The collection of these in Mr. Parr's
trial grounds, at Tooting, is now a sight worth seeing, the majority
of the mid-season l^inds being at their best. The Daffodil here
receives paramount attention, and the collection is probably un-
rivalled, both as regards kinds represented and the large quantities
grown of each. Of our native kind, N. Pseudo-Narcissus, e^erv known
form and \'ariety has been hunted up and added to the collection,

and now no fewer than thirty \'arieties of the Ajax or Trumpet Nar-
cissus are included in the collection. These for the most part are
all in flower, and it is verj' interesting to observe the wide range of
variation there exists between the huge golden-yellow flowers of
masimus and the tiny, dwarf minimus. As regards the colour, too,

there is every conceivable intermediate shade, from the almost pure
white of albicans, moschatus, and cernuus to the rich deep yellow of
the common Daffodil type, while some, such as bicolor, Emjaess,
find Horsfieldi have the two combined very beautifully, the trum-

pet being yellow and the petals white. The double kinds are nume-
rous ; there is the English, French, and Italian foim of Pseudo-Nar-

cissus varying only in size, the latter being the largest; then there

are double forms of cernuus, capax, and various others, gome of the new
varieties of the Ajax section are very flne, and the majority are very

distinct from older kincls. There are several new- forms of bicolor,

one of the most noteworthy being J. P. M. Camm, with a primrose

crown and white petals : Cowani, with sulphur trumpet and white
jietals ;

Shirley Hibberd, of a uniform rich yellow ; Milneri, sulphur
;

Packhousei, sulphur-white petals and yellow crown, are likewise

worthy of note on account of their beauty and distinctness. It is

yet rather too early for the majority of the inccmijarabilis or Mock-
Narcissus, though several of the earlier forms are at their best.

Petrsea "volubilis.— This is a stove twining plant that well

deserA'es to be more extensively grown than it now is, for few occu-

pants of the fto\'e are so pretty in spring, and its lon,g wreaths of

violet-like corollas of a rich lourple set in a star-like calyx of a pale

mauve, render it highly sttractive. There is also a white-flowered

variety, but this is even rarer than the j^urple one. We have
seen it lately in fine flowering condition at Kew, and also at Mr.
Parker's nurser}' at Tooting.

Choice Hardy Flo'wers.- Tlie following scarce hardy plants,

among others, are now finely in flower in Mr. Piches' nursery at The
Grove, Tooting : Cortusa pubens, a charming little Primulaceous
plant, in the way of the better-known C. Matthioli, but with the

flowers of a deep shade of magenta, and the leaves and stem covered
with a short, dense, down-like substance ; Pulmonaria dahurica,

quite the gem of the genus, growing but a few inches high, and having
a cluster of deep, cterulean, Pluebell-like blossoms, drooping from
tlio apex of a slender stalk ; P. virginica, also known as Mertensia
jiulmonarioides, is likewise a pretty and rare kind. Its leaves are

Inroad and of a glaucous-green hue, and the flowers of a combination
of violet and purple, very attractive even in the bud stage, in which it

now is ; Viola calcarata is one of the showiest of the species, and re-

minds one strikingly of the now popular bedding Violas, the flowers

being of a rich purple. The tiny Androsace ChamiBJasme, one of the

most exquisite alpines in cultivation, is represented by fine flowering

tufts, as were also such handsome and rare plants as JefEersonia

diphylla, Dentaria digitata, 8axlfraga Stracheyi, the latter being
particidarly flne. We also noticed a fine stock of the Scarlet Stone-

crop, about which man}' of our readers have made enquiries since we
gave a coloured plate of it in The Garden.

Tropaeolum tricolorum.—Although the beauty of this little

twining plant is well known and appreciated, yet it is not
used sufficiently for winter flowering. We saw, the other day, in the
Swanley Nurseries pyramids of it completely covered with flowers,

and very handsome they were seen in masses as in the nurseiy in

question.

Glonera(Psychotria) jasminiflora.— Oneof the most chastely
beautiful shrubs we have seen for a long time was a profusely
flowered bush of this stove shrub in Mr.Joad's garden at Wimbledon.
The flowers are produced in large Ixora-like heads, and in size and
foiTU resemble a Pouvardia, and are spotless white, the surface being
papillose or rough, giving the flowers a snowy appearance. It is a
most valuable plant, both for decoration in pots or for cutting pur-
poses. Mr. Smith, the gardener at Oakfield, finds it succeed best in
])Ots—far better than when planted out in free soil, though
lie has given both plans a good trial.

Imantophyllum miniatum superbum.—Lately, two or
three fine varieties of the old Imantophyllum miniatum have been
exhibited, and this is another which in every respect is equal to if

not superior to them. It is named superbum on account of the
remarkably bright and rich colour of its blossoms and the unusually
large trusses it produces, wdiich are nearly 1 ft. across. These varie-

ties are so superior to the original type, that they will no doubt
quite supersede it when they become more distributed, and they are
as easily grown and far more A-igorous. We saw several tine

examples of the superbum ^ariety beautifully in flower in Mr.
I'arker's nursery, at Tooting, the other day.

National Auricula Society's Exhibition. AVe are
rcqne.--ted to remind our readers that this exhibition will be held in
the conservatory of the Koyal Horticultural Society on Tuesday
next, the 19th instant. The exhibition will doubtless be vei-j-

attractive, especially to town's people, the Auricula,, like the Car-
nation and Picotee, yielding results in the highest degree satisfactory
in atmospheres positively fatal to the great majority of flowers, and
on this occasion visitors will have the additional gratiflcation of
listening at 3 p.m. to a lecture by the Eev. V. J). Horner, Vicar of
Kirkby Malzeard, an eptlmsiasfic cultivator of this lovely spring
flower,
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS
GREAT BRITAIN.

OF

PENSHURST PLACE.
It is pleasing to find that this fine okl histoi-ical, and indeed

world-renowned, building, the seat of Lord De L'Isle and

Dudley is maintained in good preservation, having been

greatly restored by the present proprietor. Since the lime of

Edward VI. it has been the house of the illustrious family of

Sydney, many of whom have made their mark on the history

of the countrj', previous to which, as far back as the Normau
Conquest, it is recorded as having been tlie abode of many
royal and distin-

guished historical

persons, amongst
them the De
Penchesters, De
Pultneys, one of

whom had li-

cense to embattle

Penshurst in

1322, and the

Staffords, Dukes
of Buckingham.
Penshurst is

situated on the

south - western

side of tie grand
old paik, near

the eonfiuence of

the rivers Eden
and Med way,
which then be-

come a con-

spicuous feature,

winding through
a considerable

portion of the

large estate, af-

fording some fine

river and mea-
dow scenery.
The ground lises

on a'l sides,

so that the

building may be
said to be in

the centre of

a vast amphi-
theatre of hills,

of which many
fine views of

the old pile

may be obtained

cording to the

but all alike in the harmony which everywhere exists be-
tween the building and its surroundings. The park itself,

about 500 acres in extent, abounds in many charming
picturesque scenes and grand old trees, of which many cele-

brated artists, both of the past and present day, have taken
full advantage. On the northern side the ground rises

gradually for about a mile, and from this as a standpoint a
very fair scene is presented to the view ; the panorama of the
distant hills, with the beautiful blue aerial mist hanging over
them, is very charming ; but the central point of attraction is

of course the old building, which from this point is very
picturesque and conspicuous on account of the softened neu-

Penshurst ; Acanthus spinosus in bloom in mixed border (August, 1880).

which
aspect

vary

from
greatly

which
in character ac-

they are seen,

tral tints which age has laid upon it, and the relief

allbrded to the eye by the numerous patches of well-kept

small-leaved Ivies distributed here and there over it. The
intervening space is much varied and undulating ; on every
side are grand old timber trees, some fine old Thorns, here and
there a Yew, and some clumps of the red-barked old Scotch
Firs, and amongst all, for many acres in extent, a very
luxuriant growth of common Fern (Pteris aquilina) covers the
ground from 3 ft. to 7 ft. high, and on a fair day, with a
gentle breeze when the glinting of the sun hangs over the
tremulous surface of the Fern, with Lord De L'Isle's

favourite Scotch cattle and Highland sheep distributed

amongst it, it

would be diffi-

cult to find a
more charming
picture ; it is

no wonder, when
we consider the

many classical

ass o c i at i ns
which must per-

force arise in

the mind on
contemplating
the scene, that

so many of our
great poets and
painters have
found in it fit

subjects for pen
and pencil.

On the right

from our stand-

point is a row
of grand old

Beech trees,

many of which
are 20 ft. in

circumference at

3 ft. from the

ground, and fur-

ther on a grove

of Spanish
Chestnuts which
are supposed to

have been plant-

ed about the

time of Queen
Elizabeth;
their gigantic

proportions and
picturesque con-

so dear to the artistic eye, can only be

appreciated when standing amongthem. The largest is 27 ft. in

circumference, but there are several which approach that size.

On the left the eye is attracted by the fine proportions of the

Sydney Oak, familiar to many through the picture in the

Sheepshanks Gallery at South Kensington. Southey has some
fine lines on a tree said to have been planted on the day the

great Sir Philip Sidney was born, Nov., 1554; but as he also,

with a poet's license, describes it as mouldered to dust when
ho wrote, it cannot bo the tree in question, which is evidently

much older, and nearer GOO 3'ears than 300 years, and al-

though it is hollow inside, and capable of containing several

people, it is healthy, and may apparently stand for several

centuries. Nearly 200 authors have written on Sydney and

contortions of growth,
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his residence, many of them fascinated by the tree legend; but,

considering that Ben .Jonson writes of

That taller tree, which of a nut was set,

At his great birth, where all the Muses met,

and tliat Soutliey describas the same tree as mouldered, it is

move than probable that they both alluded to a very tall and
magnificent Beech which stood near by, and which has long

since perished. From a planter's point of view it is

much to be regretted that there are no more reliable record.s

on the subject than is found in the imagination of the many
jjoets whose hearts have been stirred by the attractive tradi-

tion. The circumference of the Sydney Oak is 33 ft. G in.

at 1 ft., and "27 ft. at G ft. ; but there is another old Oak about

lialf-a-mile off, hidden in a valley, and but little known,

which is much larger, more vigorous, and more picturesque in

appearance, and evidently older, the circumference of which

at 1 ft. is 34 ft. 8 in., and at G ft. 34 ft. 1 in. It is veiy

probable that both these trees are relics of the old Forest of

Andreda, which in ancient times covered most of the Weald.

Beyond the Oak is a group of old trees conspicuous for some

noble old Scotch Firs, which are intermixed with the decidu-

ous trees. It is now the rookery, but was formerly a

pleasaunce of the Countesses of Leicester, laid out in walks

and clumps of trees and shrubs. On one side runs a

picturesque piece of water called Lancup Well, and, lead-

in" from it to Sacharissa's Walk, we pass some

grand old Sycamores of large pi'oportions and massive appear-

ance when clothed with their summer foliage. Sacharissa's

Walk is so called in remembrance of Lady Dorothy Sydney,

afterwards Countess of Sunderland, who was made famous

by the impassioned verses of Waller. It is doubtful if the

trees originally comprising this celebrated walk are not long

decayed, but the name is retained and the site occupied by

a magnificent avenue of Limes, which, having been planted

rather closely, have run up very tall, and possess a light

and elegant appearance, which reminds one of some fine

Gothic interiors. The perspective is very fine. Those trees

are supposed to have been brought over from Holland by

one of the delegates who went over to treat with William

of Orange, of whom a very influential one was Henry Syd-

ney, afterwards created Earl of Eomney.

The above are a few of the more prominent objects of

interest near the mansion. In the raore distant parts of the

park, his lordship, with a prudent forethought for the future,

has planted young trees rather extensively, designed on such

a plan as will add greatly to maintain the beauty of the

park in after years—notably an avenue of the true London
Plane (Platanus occidentalis) on the highest point, and 1 mile

in length, which some day will rival those of Boughton
;

and lower down, in a Chestnut plantation, an avenue of Wel-

lingtonias, which at no very distant date will be a con-

spicuous landmark for many miles, and near by a large

plantation of Spruce, from 30 ft. to 40 ft. high, which has

already a very imposing appearance, the secret of which is a

repetition of the same form of tree on a large scale.

From Sacharissa's Walk we pass on to the gardens, which

have been greatly imjiroved of late years, and we are very

"lad to find that this has been carried out without at all

interfering with their fine old features, which are quite in

keeping or unison with the appearance and style of the old

building. They are wholly enclosed within walls in the shape

of a parallelogram about 930 ft. in length by GOO ft. wide,

of which the building forms one half of the upper longest

side, and facing southwards, the flower garden being opposite

to it. The lower part is devoted to a very productive kitchen

garden, in which fruit.s and vegetables attain great perfection.

Asparagus, for example, is cultivated largely on the French

system, in rows 4 ft. ajiart, which Jlr. Bridger, the experienced

gardener, considers infinitely superior to the old method of

crowded beds ; the fruit trees, both on the walls and standards

and pyramids, are healthy and productive, being kept so by
frequent surfiice dressings of fresh material, which all old

borders require. The two divisions are separated at the princi-

pal entrance by a broad gravel walk leading to the gardener's

house, which may be described as an avenue of tall

standard Apple trees in a double row on each side, but it is

something more than that in the summer and autumn, as

the first row is planted close to the edge of the walk, and
at the back of each is planted a stout Hop plant, amongst
which are distributed Vines and Clematis ; these climb up
the stems and through the branches, and form natural fes-

toons of varied colours over the walk, which at the time

the Hops and Clematis are in bloom is a most striking and
beautiful arrangement, especially as on cither side is a wide
border filled with old-fashioned herbaceous and other orna-

mental plants and Hoses, all of which are kept in a healthy

and flourishing condition by annual dressings of rich manure
at the fall of the leaf, without which the borders would soon

become exhausted. Perhaps the most striking features of

those gardens,'and one which is so entirely in character, is the

great length, about a mile of beautifully kept substantial Yew
hedges, not tortured into Topiarian monstrosities, but square

clipped and thick, which not only separate the two divisions,

but are carried out on each side so as to form a great number
of squares and oblongs, affording invaluable shelter from the

influence of high winds.

In one of these enclosures are hidden several ranges of

substantially built and light, heated span-roof pits exceed-

ingly well adapted for the growth of plants, which, being

mostly required for indoor decoration, aie principally soft

wooded and afford scope for frequent changes. In a portion

of one of these pits, his lordship and his enthusiastic

gardener are gradually getting together a very interesting

collection of Orchids, looking very healthy and well managed.
We recently noticed good flowering plants of Odontoglossum
Alexandra, O. Roezli, Phajus grandifolius, a good mass of

Dendrobiums, Cypripedium villosum, very fine, with other

younger plants growing into specimens ; and amongst many
other very useful plants in a colder pit, some very fine plants

of the old Francoa ramosa, seldom met with, but a very

highly decorative plant. Passing onwards in front of the

gardener's house, is a group of rockwork very naturally

arranged, with a small cascade and a basin of water for

aquatic plants; and further on, a spsn-roofed house, which,
like all the glass erections, is very substantially built ; it is

divided in the middle, one end being planted with Peaches,

and the other with Vines, healthy young trees just coming
into good bearing ; the centre of the span is raised for venti-

lating purposes, and under this a Vine is being trained from
end to end, thus combining a little ornament with utility.

The water which falls on the roof is conveyed into a large

tank under the centre pathway, with openings for the inser-

tion of hose for syringing and wateiing purposes. A large

lean-to double Vinery is near, in which are some thriving

young Vines.

It now remains to notice the flower gardens opposite the

house, and here we have one of the best preserved ex-

amples of the style which prevailed in the Elizabethan age,

probably, in the country ; the beds, which are marked out

by Box edgings about 1 ft. high, are continued on the same
lines which existed 300 years ago ; they are planted with a
very fine collection of old-fashioned plants such as would have
delighted the heart of the celebrated author of "Essays on
Gardening," whose partiality for the plants that blossomed at
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the different seasons of the j-ear was a marked feature of liis

character. Some years ago the gorgeous inflorescence and
brilliancy of colour wliich characterise the bedding-out system

was tried here on a large scale, and with marked success

had it only been placed elsewhere, but it was found that

it entirely destroyed the harmony of parts and repose which
one would expect to find in the immediate surroundings of a

fine old building with so many memorials of olden time

clinging about it like Penshurst Place, so that a return to the

old style of planting was inevitable—his lordship's opinion

of the bedding-out system being recorded as follows: "twelve

mouths' labour, nine months' fallow, three months' flower."

John Cox.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

PLANTS FOR HANGING BASKETS.
jSTothikg adds more to the general good appearance of a conser^'a-

tory or greenhouse than a few well-furnished baskets suspended
from the roof. They in^i^art variety, break up monotony, and
altogether impart to the interior of the structure a varied and
pleasing appearance. The reason why basket plant.? are so seldom
seen in good condition—I am making now especial reference to

amateurs' greenhouses— is, I think, "because, in tlie first place, many
are not acquainted with tlie best and most suitable subjects for the
purpose, and then again they are apt, through not being immediatelj-

uncler the eye, to get neglected in the matter of watering, the con-
sequence being that that which should form one of the greatest
ornaments in the glass structure degenerates into an unsightly
object, and is removed in disgust. Now, all baskets suspended in

glass structures should be so fixed as to allow of their being easily

examined, and this cannot well be done when the labour of mounting
upon a pair of steps is involved each time that the 'grower wishes
to ascertain the state of the soil. A .small pulley fixed in the rafter

entirely obviates this difficulty, as by a strong piece of cord being-

attached to the chain of the basket and passed through the pulley,

the basket may be lowered easily at the will of the operator.

It should always be remembered, and this is a point, simjilo though
it be, that many appear to lose sight of, that a plant in a basket
leads an entirely different life from one in a jjot. The exceptional
facility afforded for the free exit of superfluous moistiire entirelj^

obviates all danger of stagnation at tlie roots, but it exposes the
plo.nt to that of suffering from want of the sustaining fluid ; the
young fibres, which invariably manifest a tendency to gravitate
towards the outside, being but thinly protected against the drying
atmosphere, are apt to sustain serious damage when the soil becomes
unduly parched. The mass of earth containing the roots swinging
high and dry in mid-air dries out in much less time than that in a
pot on the stage below, and continually demands constant attention
with the water-pot ; in fact, the soil should never become dry. Very
often the reverse of this is the case ; the supplies of water given are few
and far between, so that where there should be beauty and
luxuriance there is nothing to be seen but meagre foliage and stunted
blooms. Unless a basket plant is thorough^ well grown, it is worse
than useless ; it is an eyesore ; a constant reminder to the grower
that neglect of some kind has been practised ; but how different
when all has been done that should have been done ! then the basket
plant in its amplitude and beauty of leafage and abundance of
bloom, gives the grower great satisfaction and rejiays him well for
all labour and time bestowed on it. In the first place, I will give
a few hints on

Filling the Baskets, for in this, as in all that concerns horti-

culture, so much depends upon a good start. In the first place, I

would ad\ise tliat the basljets be not too large. For a small structure

I think that they should not exceed 12 in. in diameter, and in many
cases I would say that 9 in. would be enough. There is nothing-

gained hj having large receptacles, but there is by adopting small
ones, they being more easy to manage and furnish, thus enabling the
grower to obtain greater variety. 1 consider it also a mistake to

cram many subjects into the same basket
;
generally speaking, one

kind of plant is enough, although there are cases where a fringe of

some dwarfer subject is admissible, and sometimes, as when baskets
are made up in the summer of free-growing plants, a judicious
mixture will, by its variety of form and colour, prove effective and
pleasing. Commence by lining- the basket with moss, and then a
ie-w pieces of crock in tlie bottom, finishing off Avith some lumpy jjeat

or loam as the case may be. On this lay some finer material, and
then place some more lumps round the outside, adding- more com-

post, which, by-the-byc, should bo well sanded, and so on until the
basket is filled to within 2 in. of the rim. Press the lumps placed
round the outside of the basket very firmly together, which will pre-
vent the finer particles of tlie compost employed from working out
tlirough the moss. The compost itself will, of course, have to be
varied according to the nature and requirements of the parts em-
ployed, but in all cases take care that it is free and somewhat
lumpy. When the soil is fine it is apt to come together too closely,
and, forming a firm surface, the water cannot enter so freely as
sliould be, much of it running off or through the meshes of the wire-
work, the roots getting but little. The present is an excellent time
for planting the baskets, as they will, if carefully tended through-
out the summer, get well established and become ornamental by the
winter. The following are a few of the best and most telling-

subjects that can bo employed for this purpose. They are selected
on account of their distinct character and easy culture ;—

•

The Elk's-horn Fern (riatycerium alcicorne).—This j^lant i

not only very distinct and beautiful, but quaint and picturesque. The
fronds are dark in liue, leather}', grassy, arching gracefully, and
divided at the extremities into two segments of unequal length. It
succeeds in a pot, but is more at homo in a basket, as the curious
shield-like formation at the base of the fronds is then more
fully displayed and it docs not damp off, as is often the case
when pot culture is resorted to. Platycerium alcicorne
combines in itself many high qualities, for although it

has a most decidedl^y tropical appearance, it tin-ives in a low average
temperature, grows freely, forming- quickly a largo specimen,
and, unlike the majority of the Fern tribe, evinces no great repug-
nance to tolerably free exposure to the sun, bears with equanimity
drying currents of air, and does not suffer greatly when for a time
unduly deprived of water at the roots. Were this Fern better
known amongst small growers, it would more frequently be seen in
greenhouses that it now is, as it keeps in good health when win-
tered at a temperature ranging at io°. I may also mention that it

is an excellent subject for window culture, succeeding much better
than most plants in the close atmosphere of a constantly heated
apartment. The leaves, being leathery and almost entire, are easily
spong-ed and Iccjit clean. It requires fibrous peat and sand.

The True Maiden-hair Fern (Adiantum Capillus-veneris)
is also an excellent basket- Fern, and when it is well managed
makes a very pleasing subject. A good way to grow this plant is to
plant in the ordinary way in a small basket, and when the surface
soil is covered with its creeping- rhizomes, just bend a few pieces of
wire over them from one edge of the basket to the other to keep all in
place, and then turn the basket upside down. The creeping stems will
then work through the soil, and eventually clothe the wliolo outside
of the basket with foliage. Other good Ferns are to be found in
Davallia dissecta and buUata, which have finely divided foliage and
creeping stems, Niphobolus Lingua, and Goniophlebium subauri-
culatum.

Panicum variegatum.—This is a pretty little variegated
plant, suitable either for forming a basket alone or for being em-
ployed wiih other subjects. When any crect-gi-owing plant, such as
a DracfEna,i3 used for the centre of the basket, the I'anicum may be
used with good effect to form a fringe to it. The variegation is

distinct and constant, and the foliage, drooping down over the sides
of the basket, completely hides it, and produces a very haiipy
effect.

Tradescantia zebrina.—This is an old inluibitant of our
gardens, but in its own particular way is unsurioassed. There is

something very rich and attractive about a well-grown plant of this

Tradescantia, and wlien it droops down and forms, as it will do when
cared for, a dense curtain of beautifully-marked foliage, the effect is

so good that one is ready to admit that this old plant is one of the
most pleasing- in cultivation, and is well worthy of good cultural

care. About every two years it requires reviving, which is easily

done by taking off j'oung shoots in spring, and dibbling them in
free sandy loam and peat, affording so]ne little heat to giA-e them a
start. It requires a temperature of 50° to 55° in the winter, and
thrives admirably in a warm room.

Ivy-leaved Geranium L'Elegante.—Here we have a plant
which cannot hardly be too liiglily praised for our jiresent purpose.
It is pretty and constantly variegated, bears a profusion of large
delicately coloured flowers, and will grow to great perfection in any
draughty, exposed situation. Not only is this the case, but it will
last for years in good condition without needing repotting, a little

weak manure water during the growing season being all that is re-

quired to maintain it in a healthy effective condition. I may safelj'

say that this plant is far too little grown by amateurs, and I am
sure that all who might once grow it would be charmed witli it,

being so effective and easily grown. All the lA-j'-leaved Geraniums
make good basket plants, but this one I consider to bear the palm
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^^ loves the suu, and flourishes when fall}' exposed to its influence
Under glass, and thrives in a cool apartment, but not in close con-
finement, loving a free circulation of air when growing and perfect
rest in the winter.

Tropaeoluma.—The winter-flowering section of these make
excellent subjects for basket culture, and where large receptacles
have to be filled they will be found of great service. They should
be planted in the summer, so as to get well established bj' the
winter. Jleing of free gi-owth, they will soon cover the
basket from view, and will, by reason of their numerous
brilliant flowers, create a striking effect all through
the winter, but especially in early spring when the sun has acquired
sufficient force to impart strength to the foliage, and cause the free

production of bright hued flowers. A rich free compost is needful
for these, and they require a little stimulns at the turn of the year

;

in fact, as soon as the bright days come administer weak_ liquid

manure several times a week or the foliage will turn yellow.

Epiphyllums.— For a warm structure, where a temperature of
50° to 5.5° can be maintained, these bright winter flowering j^lauts are
very suitable. For this purpose, it is not necessary nor even desir-

able to work them ; b}' dibbling strong shoots round the edge of the
basket, an excellent effect will be obtained. Use soil of a fibrous
sandy nature, say loam and leaf-mould in equal proportions, ailding
to it a little crushed charcoal, for free drainage is absolutely neces-
sary in the case of these fine winter flowering subjects.

The Moneywort.—This forms an elegant basket plant for a
cold structure. The foliage is dense and lustrous, and the flowers,

which are golden-yellow, are so freely produced as to render it a con-
spicuous object when in bloom. It requires a rich soil and abund-
ance of water when growing. There is a golden leaved variety
very pretty, and equally suitable for basket work.

jBijflei't. J. C'oR\niLL.

MALFOKMED AMARYLLIS.
Last winter I had a plant of Amaryllis which threw up a .strong

scape bearing four perfect flowers. This winter it threw up two

well expanded. The one has four very perfect flowers, the other
one has five, and of this latter the accompanying is an illustration

made in February before the buds were expanded. This latter

scape measures at its base {2\ in. above the neck of the bulb)
exactly Ij in. in diameter. You may easily imagine ray astonish-

ment when after the unfolding of the large spathe 1 should see

developing two great peduncles, each bearing its own second .spathe

and buds. The flowers (nine) are to-day fully expanded and very
effective. \Y. Otto Geonen, C.E.

Hoclc Island Arsenal, Illinois.

CAPE PELARGONIUM.
(p. tricolor).

Notwithstanding the numbers of Pelargoniums introduced to
our gardens from the Cape of Good Hope during the last century

C;ipe reliu'gonium (P. tricolor).

and the early part of tliis, it is quite an uncommon event to find

any of them in cultivation at the present time, although among
them may be found some really beautiful plants which, for depth
of colour in some and delicate markings in others, are unequalled
by any of our modern large-flowered kinds. The kind called Ardens
is quite unapjiroached as far as brilliancy is concerned by any
modern hybrid in cultivation, while the contrast in colour between
the upper and the lower petals in the species here illustrated ren-
ders it quite distinct and effective. It is still sometimes found in

gardens in the form of a little bushy plant of about a foot or so

high. Its growth is rather slender, but the flowers are freely pro-
duced ; the upper petals are deep crimson, with a nearly black
blotch at the base of each, and the three lower ones are pure white.
This species, in common with many of the others belonging to this

class of Pelargonium, is often lost from being overwatered during
winter. Unlike the ordinary gxoss-fceding kinds, these Cape varieties

succeed best in soil consisting of one-half turfy loam, one-fourth
leaf mould, and one-fourth fibrous peat with a liberal mixture of
sand. The roots being very delicate, it is necessary to secure good
drainage, and if the plants are kept in comparativelj' small pots, only
watered when necessaiy, and given plenty of air on all favourable
occasions, they will be almost sure to succeed. They may be struck
from cuttings made of the half-ripened wood and inserted in well-

drained pots filled with sandy soil, but even in the cutting state
they must not be kept too close ; a light shelf near the glass

suits them perfectly. Alpha.

Jlalformed Amaryllis.

scapes, both appearing very nearly at the same time, and keeping
pretty well apace in their upward growth. The plant is now in
full vigour of growth, both of the scapes baying their flowers

CYCLAMEN CULTURE.
At one time market growers used to sow in January, allowing them-
selves only some ten months to get the plants along into good
blooming specimens. At the present time, however, the greater por-

tion of them sow at the close of the summer, getting the young
plants well up by the autumn. How much better such a practice is

it is easy to see, for the little plants being kept at a low temperature
until the latter end of the year, are brought into a comparative state

of rest, and therefore quickly respond when subjected to the influ-

ence of gentle warmth at the turn of the j^ear. It is also easy to

understand that the grower is not so pressed for time when instead

of being engaged in sowing the seed he may be potting off sturdy,

healthy young plants. I believe that many fail in Cj'clamen culture

simply because they do not take time enough to their
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work ; they are obliged to resort to more or loss of

high pressure in their operations, the result of which is that just

at a critical moment a complete brealc-down talces place ; the young
plants being subjected to an amount of heat, coupled with close

confinement entirely foreign to their nature, strilie to tlie work, and
often stand the remaining part of the season without making any
apparent progress either in leaf or root. Such is, I believe, the his-

tory of many a promising young lot of plants ruined by the injudi-

cious application of strong heat, The Cyclamen is a plant that

must be coaxed, it will not be driven along at a rapid rate, and tlie

attempt to hurry it into quick or rather rapid growth will only have
for result vexation and disappointment. The development of a
Cj'clamen during its early stages of growth is curious, and may be
watched with interest ; indeed, all who grow this plant should make
themselves acquainted with its physiological peculiarities, a thorougli
knowledge of which greatly heljjs the grower, and will better
enable him to fit his operations to its requirements.
When the seed is committed to the soil it forms itself

into a bulb at once, from which issues a single leaf. This leaf

in due time attains its full development, and then from this minia-
ture bulb there issues anotlier leaf, and then another, until some five

or six are brought into existence. As the corm increases in size we
begin to see that

the j'oung leaves

come, as it were, in

batches. Aceiiain
number of leaves

are formed, and
whilst these are

being perfected

the plants appear
to be to a certain

extent at a stand-

still ; but it is not
so ; there is much
work going on in

the young bulb,

which is consoli-

dating itself and
gathering up its

strength for tlie

ultimate thrust-

ing forth of a fresh

set of leaves from
eyes, the gradual
formation of wliich

the corm can be
seen when it has
come to the size of

a nut. Now, these

resting periods, so

to say, of the Cy-
clamen in its grow-
ing state are what
puzzle the inex-

perienced. De-
velopment is not
sufficiently rapid
to meet their views
of good progress,

and they give a little more heat, the result of which is not
growtli, but an elongation of the tissues and a diminution of the
vital forces of the plant. I will, however, say no more upon this

part of the subject, as my intention is not to Avrite an
exhaustive cultural article, but merelj' to aiiord a few hints
to the inexperienced in Cyclamen culture. What I wish
to impress upon the would-be Cyclamen grower is that this plant
does not require so mucli heat as is generally given it, and that its

culture may be attempted by all who have the convenience of a
frame or gi'eenhouse. Young plants obtained from seeds sown in

the late summer months will, if they have been wintered in a cool

structure—a frost-proof frame is the best place, better than the dry
stage of a greenhouse—be provided with several healthy, hardy
leaves, and if such are potted at once they will make good plants by
the autumn if merely afEorded cool treatment ; never having been
in any way excited, thej' will move with the season, and will grow
freely when the summer arrives. And now a few words with respect

to soil. Let me beg of all intending to take up the culture of this

charming winter flower to avoid heayj', retenti\'e, or very rich com-
posts ; such are not suited to its wants, and the tender rootlets cannot
force their way through, the eifect of which is to deprive the plant
of that "go" and vigour which a lively root-action always induces.
Leaf-mould two parts, loam one part, a little well-decayed manure,
and plenty of silver sand ; this is the soil that best suits the
Cyclamen. J. Cornhill.

Peushuist, from the gardtn.

CELOSIAS AND THEIK CULTURE.
From early spring until late in autumn we cultivate these beautiful
annuals ; and I know of no plant which can be grown so quickly and
witli so little trouble that is so valuable for greenhouse and conser-
vatory decoration throughout the summer. It is no diflScult matter
to have them in bloom from May until December ; and those who
have not yet grown them would, I am sure, be more than pleased
with a (rial of tliom during this season. They are not sweet-scented,
but their brightly coloured plumes have a pleasing effect when mixed
with other flowers in cither a growing or cut state. They are well
suited for church decoration, and they remain perfect a long time in
either hot or shady rooms. They do not afford any inducement or
harbour for insects, and if they are only grown on, bloom is sure to
be the result. This will take place whether they are in a .S-in. pot or
12-in. one. J only state these facts to induce those interested in
subjects of the kind to grow them ; and it may further be stated that
if a little extra attention to what has been indicated is given to them,
their attractiveness will increase in proportion.

The only way to raise a stock of Celosias is from seed. From a
small packet of seed some scores of plants may be had. No time
should now be lost in sowing it. A 6-in. potful will be suflicient

to afford a good
batch of plants.

Drain the pot well,

and then fill it up
with some good
mixture of loam,
leaf soil, sand, or
an open mixture of

any kind. When
this has been made
firm, sprinkle the
seed thinly on the

surface, and merely
cover it over with
a little more of the
soil. If it is then
placed in any close

frame, or pit, or

even in a green- -

house, tlie young
plants will soon
appear ; and if they
are then placed
near the light, it

will prevent them
from being drawn
up, as thej' are in-

clined to become
long in the stem
when grown far

from the glass.

When each plant

has formed two or

three leaves the
whole should be
taken from the
seed pot, and te
placed singly in

small pots. Loam, sand, and a little decayed manure form the
most suitable mixture for them at this time ; and the same may
be used for them at all subsequent pottings.

As I do not wish to confine their culture to any particular mocle
or place, I will not say where they should be put after potting

;

but I will simply state that throughout all their growth they will

do admirably under the same treatment as pot Geraniums, Fuchsias,
and similar plants. They require no bottom heat, and unless they
are wanted in a hurry, a stove temperature need not be given them.
When they are wanted to bloom early they may be confined to

small pots. If large plants are desired they must never be allowed
to become pot-bound until they have gained the required propor-
tions. If there is any doubt about the whole of the plants potted
not being of the best description, the worst may be weeded out
before they are potted a second time. Yellow and crimson of some
shade are the two best and most decided colours, and the plants

which are going to be most distinct in this resi:iect will show it

early in the colour of their main stems. Those with the brightest

stems alwaj'S produce the highest colours.

From seed sown now, flowering plants may be had in June, and if

another batch of young plants be raised, then they will keep up a
succession until Christmas. Young plants may be grown in a cold

frame throughout the best months of the year, say from June to the

end of September. Some of them may show flower when veiy small
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and long before they are wanted, and in this case it is onlj- necessary
to pinch the points off with the finger and thumb, and thereby cause
them to emit later side-shoots. As they root freely, the pots may
become full before the plants are fully developed, and then liberal
quantities of liquid manure should be given them. Should any
insects become troublesome they may easily be removed by means
of the syringe ; but, tlu-ough good feeding at the root, we are never
obliged to put them under any particular treatment to checlc insects.
Some plants are grown in close pits and frames until their flowers
are fully developed, and they are only then removed to decorate tlie
conservatory

;
but Celosias may be placed in that structure from the

time they begin to show flower, and they will continue to increase in
attraction. The largest Celosia plants"l ever had were grown on a
wide shelf in the bade of a Pine house. They were more than an
armful round, and quite surpassed any pot annuals I ever saAV ; but
when grown in so much heat lilce these tliey are not so useful for
placing in airy greenhouses or rooms as plants that are grown more
hardy. Although I could grow plants of the kind in the same place
every year, I do not do so, as my main object is to get them sufli-
cicntly hardy to stand in an nuheated greenhouse the greater part
of their time, and it is chiefly through tlieir doing this so well tliat
I am so anxious tliat people should gTow them. Cambmax.

PANSIES IN POTS.
I OFTEN wonder tliat the Pansy is not more frequently taken in
hand by the owners of small gardens than it is. Its culture in pots
would give a large return for the time and labour expended. In the
generality of gardens one sees frames which owing to the fact of
their being nnheated are made but little use of during the winter
montiis. Sometimes an attempt is made to winter tender bedding
plants in them, and in a general way great is the disappointment
that such an effort causes, for if frost docs not work havoc amongst
the inmates, that quite as much to be dreaded foe damp sweeps
them oif in a complete manner. Were my advice sought for upon
this matter, I would say give up the attemjrt to winter tender plants
in cold structures, and devote the space to such subjects as find a
congenial home therein.

Choice Varieties of the Pansy delight in the amount of pro-
tection that a glass roof afliords them ; they pass the winter happily
in such to them easy quarters, and come forth in the early sprint
briglit and fresh, and all aglow with beautiful bloom, a source of
jo.v and satisfaction to the happy owner, who is enabled to secure
a fine show of flowers for his greenhouse or dwelling at a time when
winter's icy breath still sweeps over the earth. Those who know the
Pansy well are aware that the flrst blooms (those made in the early
.spring) are in every way the finest and brightest in colour. Strong
heat and an arid atmosphere do not agree well with this fine sprino-
flower, but under glass, where the power of the sun is just sufficien't
to stimulate the functions without inducing much growth, the flowers
of tlie Pansy attain a rare development of size, substance, and
colour.

Seedlings.—Those who would wish to employ the Pansy in the
manner licre suggested sliould, in order to do so, go in for seed-
lings only, and if in those there is something lacking of that per-
fection of marking and symmetry that distinguishes the best named
kinds, they certainly will exhibit great diversity of colour. Seed of
a good strain should be somi without much further delay. This may
be committed to tlie open ground, and when soil, season, and care
are favourable, it will come up freely enough. My advice would be,
however, to sow in a well drained pan, and place the same in a cold
frame. When the seed is up, the difficulty, if there is any at all of
Pansy culture is mastered. All that one lias then to do is to prick
the young plants out when large enough to handle in pots or pans,
or better still in the open earth in a frame, and give them such little
attentions as may be necessaiy to enable them to'attain that strength,
hardiness, and ^-igour of constitution which will fit them for a
residence in the open air during the summer. The experienced
grower will not need to be tokrwhat to do to ensure this desired
end, but the tyro in such matters may be glad to learn that the
necessary treatment consists in sprinkling frequently, to promote a
growmg^ atmosphere, for the Pansy loves moisture at the root andm the air

;
giidng at all times abundance of air, merely protecting

against those climatal vicissitudes and extremes that are known
to be injurious to the hardiest of flowering plants. When the little
plants liave waxed strong and hearty, they will be provided with an
appetite for rich food, and this must be g'iven them, for on the sum-
mer's growth depends the display in spring, and the Pansy will
make but little headway in a poor, parched" soil. Perfectly free,
too, the

^

compost should be, well stirred up and subjected to the
sweetening influence of sun and air before committing the plants
to it. But here a word of caution. I have said that the Pansy

likes rich food, and so it does, but that food may, if of an improper
nature, or if injudiciously administered, be a source of disease and
decay instead of imparting health and strength.

Any Manure that may be mixed with the soil at planting time
should liave been by previous exposure to the elements reduced to
the consistency of mould. When sncli a manurial ingredient is not
at hand, work in a coat of soot only, and topdi'ess with good manure
later on. Water freely in hot weather, and sprinkle overhead morn-
ing and evening on fine days. By pursuing this treatment all
through the summer, the grower will be rewarded for his pains by
having a fine lot of sturdy, healthy litttle specimens, which being care-
fully lifted in the autumn, and sheltered as before directed,will prove a
source of pleasure and interest when there is but little colour and
beauty out of doors. Those who prefer to cultivate named, show,
or fancy kinds may gratify their desire, and may attain fine speci-
mens in much the same manner. The only difference is that cuttings
must be struck early in the summer, and tlien be grow-n on freely.
Do not take the leading flowering shoots ; these seldom make good
free specimens, but choose the smaller growths which spring from
the base of the plant. These make root freely, and soon form them-
selves into nice little specimens.

"

J. C'OEXHILL.

SPORTING IN CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
One of the most annoying peculiarities of tlic Carnation and Picotee,

and one which has latelj' been noticed in The Garden, is what is

termed by florists " running,'' a propensity rendered all the more
irritating by the circumstance that there is no avoiding it. A scar-

let flake is carefully tendedand treated for exliibition; it blooms; size,

shape, substance faultless ; but instead of being a scarlet flake, it is

a scarlet self, a superior Clove, fit for the border and cutting. A
choice Picotee is ministered to with all the care it is possible to
imagine ; it blooms and its shape is faultless, but the edge has barred,
specked, or flaked the ground or gently suffused the petal. How,
then, is this to be avoided ? A great many people have asked the
same question. A score of different causes, natural and artificial,

will i^rodace this unrehearsed effect, such as wind, rain, cold, heat,

wet, drought, but the most frequent cause, and one wliich can be
more or less remedied or avoided, is the use of too rich and stimu-
lating compost, of manure water in excess, and other too assiduous
attentions. The plants like to be looked after, but not worried. In
the year 1876 some very interesting notes appeared on the subject,
which were shortly as follows : The first correspondent used only
plain rotted turf, liberally mixed with charcoal, not a particle of
manure and onlyonedashof weak liquidmanurein June,buttheplants
and flowers were the surprise of all, though few, and far superior to
those of the previous year when they were grown in what is termed
a rich and generous soil .... there was an almost total abstinence of
that great drawback, run flowers. This shows that at least in this

case the absence of stimulants was an advantage. A second corre-
spondent, however, writes, " I have cultivated Carnations for about G
years -n-ith very indifferent success, though I have talven the greatest
pains with them. I have an undue j^roportion of them run both in
rich, middling, and poor compost both in pots and in the open ground."
This is rather unsatisfactory ; and when the writer grew them in the
following 3 composts, 1 of loam and 2 of manure, 2 of loam and 1 of
manure, and half-and-half, the last mentioned compost produced the
worst results. Thirdly, and lastlj', let ns take the cxperince of Mr.
Newhall, at Woolwich, wlio writes as follows :

" Tlic experience and
observation of some years incline me to reject the idea that composts
in anj' material degi-ee citlier induce or prevent the propensitj' to
spiort observable in Carnations whichwe tenn running. I have, by
way of experiment, gTOwn them in soils of various enrichment, from
pure sandy loam to unalloyed decomposed animal manures, with about
equal results in that respect. Take a given number of plants propa-
gated from the same original, pot them into the same pot, and some
of them will probably be run. .... I view it simply as a natural
tendency to sport (observable in other flowers besides the one in
question) . . . ." The opinion of Mr. Dodwell, however, is that tins

plienomenon is chiefly the result of the compost not being thoroughly
mixed and sweetened, or the drainage being imperfect. In fact,

nothing can be truer than Mr. Dodwell's remark, "that sound, healthy
life, whether in the animal or vegetable kingdom , is quite inconsistent
nqth the habitual use of a highly stimulating diet." Therefore, the
only way in which I take it this irritating sport can be guarded
against is to let the several heaps of manure, loam, and leaf-mould
stand under shelter in the open air for as long as possible before mix-
ing, and when mixed for as long as possible before using, turning
over heaps when separate or mixed on eveiy available opportunity,
and being careful to have tlioroughly efficient drainage, if necessary
or practicable, mixing in little bits of charcoal liberally wlien potting.
The Carnation grower must, however, bear in mind, that in localities
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from natural or artificial causes unsuitable for the culture of tlicsc

plants, they will very naturally want more stimulants than if grown
under more favourable conditions. Gikofle.

Imantophylluni miniatum. — For the embellishment of

greenhouses or conscr\atones this is one of the finest jilants tliat

can be grown, as it sends up numerous umbelliferous heads of

orange-scarlet Lily-like flowers that last a long time in perfection.

In habit and general appearance itgreatlyresemblcs theAgapanthus,
but has stiffer and darker foliage, and blooms resembling those of

the Vallota purpurea in size and colour, so that any one acquainted
with this latter may easily imagine what a fine effect they produce.
Kot only is the Imantophyllum irsef ul for greenhouses and conser-

vatories, but it also makes a fine window plant, as it stands the

treatment well, and, being fond of water after it gets in a pot-bound
state, it is never injured by standing in a pan, or being kept wet.

Dust is the great enemy to most window plants, but as the Imanto-
phyllum has thiclc, shining, leathery leaves there is no difficulty what-
ever in keeping them clean, as they may be easily washed witli-

out injury. In order to increase this jjlant, take off any suckers

which it shows, if possible with roots attached to them, as then they
are sure to grow if placed in a pit or liouse where they can have a
little heat for a time. The soil that suits them best is fibry loam and
sand, but, as the roots are very large and fleshy, the loam should be
rough and lumpy and the potting loose, in order that they may bo
able to ramify the more freely. To winter the Imantophyllum well

and safely, a higher temperature than that of an ordinarj' green-

house is required, but where this cannot be afforded it should have
the warm end, and be kept a little dryer than usual. In order to get
plants to flower freely, the point is to treat them well through the

spring and summer by supplying them liberally with water and
liquid manure, as then they are sure to make a strong growth.

—

y. U.

NOTES AKD READINGS.
Sunken houses for Orchids and other plants have been latelj' re-

commended. Such structures are b}- no means novelties in English
gardens, although they belong- more to the past than the present

order of things. There can be no doubt about the fact of a house
partly sunk in the ground being a better couservatoi' of heat in

winter and cooler in summer than a house standing above the

ground, and suiting some few subjects like (Cinerarias and
Calceolarias, &c. ; but such houses are not to be recommended
generallj'. They are ugly, stuffy, and mildewy structures, as

those who attempt the culture of fruit trees and plants in

them will find out. Their one ad\-antage is that they save a

little fuel, but not much. Neither do we share the German view
that plant stoves. Orchid houses, and similar structures require

but a small number of ventilators, and that tlie.se should only be
" movable hinged panes fixed in the upper portion of the roof, and
work independently of each other." This is just the state of

things that modern hothouse construction has emancipated us
from, and the idea of going back to it is not agreeable. Gardeners
of all degre js have reason to thank the day when the " continuity "

ventilating shutter, and the rod and lever, were invented, for both
liave saved them much labour, and greatly contributed to success-

ful culture in all glass departments. It is just possible that our
present expensive front-lights, as put up in this country in Vine
and other forcing houses, may account for " the miserable French
Beans, bedding plants, or the like," which the latter contain, but
we are sure—perfectly sure—that German " earth houses," with
their top and bottom ventilating "orifices," will not supersede them,
however much they may please those who are onlj' accustomed to
the latter, which are to ouv present glasshouses what the stage
coach or the carrier's svagon n-as to the railway of the present
day.

*

It is gratifying to find the old single red Camellia coining into
favourable notice. It is a stranger to our conservatories as a decorative
plant. Numbers of gardeners never saw it in flower, and are
therefore entirely ignorant of its true character. It stands in the
fore front of real pretty and showy Camellias. We have seen the
plants belonging to Fisher, Son, & Sibray, of Handsworth, and
although the stock is small the plants have attracted considerable
attention among visitors to the nurseries. The plants we saw
were not more than 1 ft. high and were literally smothered with
flowers of a bright magenta-red colour, in striking contrast with
their bright yellow stamens and anthers, Mr, Fisher is of

opinion that tliere may be better and worse varieties. At Hands-
worth the plants were raised upon inverted pots in one of the show
houses to exhibit them, and tlieir remarkable bright and striking
appearance struck visitors the moment they entered. Individual
flowers afford but little idea of the effect produced by a plant of
Camellia japonica in full flower, althougli singly they are quite
equal to the much and deservedly esteemed Lapageria rosea, their
stiff wa.xy petals and tube-like construction reminding one of tlio

Lapageria more than anything- else. The plant only wants to bo
made better known to secure a good place for it in the con.serva-

tory.
*

The courteous writer of '•' G ardeu Thoughts "' has kindly favoui-ed
me with a note from his correspondent Mr. Gernett respecting the
Marechal Niel Rose, in which Mr. Gernett remarks that tliisRose
•'' seems not to be able to make suflicient roots of its own to feed its

enormous growth, and requires a good foster parent." There is

much truth in this. There can be no doubt aljout the Marechal
being- a feeble rooter on its own root,?, and the fact has been noted by
many cultivators, though never commented upon before so far as I

am aware. The roots of all Roses are, as a rule, disproportionately

small compared to their tops, but the small quantity of roots a
large-headed Marechal Niel usually has is one of those things that
confounds the physiologist, -who believes implicitl}- in the reci-

procal action theory—that root development is a question of

branches.

But there is another matter connected with the uuder-glass

culture of the Marechal Niel which demands consideration. If it

be true that it has a weak constitution it is all the more needful
that its treatment should as far as practicable be right and reason-

able, l3ut I fear this is not the case. It is not its nature, nor the

nature of any Tea Rose, to grow uniuterruptedlj' all the year round

;

it needs rest ; but as it is easily grown it receives none, and is kept
continually growing. We kno-w of no instance within our o-wn

experience where this is not the case. The conservatory or green-

house is the place where it is grown as a rule, and these structures

are kept at a temperature that compels Tea Roses to be continually

on the lno^•e, and the gro-\vth they make between November and
April is very considerable. Can such growth be healthy and
enduring, or "form a good basis for the real or summer growth t)

proceed from? Certainly not. Tlie winter's growth is what
Liudley would have called " a mere prolongation of the tissue,"

possessing- neither strength nor vitality. The Rose wants complete

rest just as the ^'ine does, and the best place for it is in an orchard

house which is kept quite cold in winter.
*

Gardeners know well that the "comfortable temperature " busi-

ness is the bane of plant culture in conservatories and glass

sanatoriums. In structures which are furnished by pot plants it

answers well enough, but for permanent structures it will not do.

There are owners of aristocratic conservatories who wish—and
their -^-ish is law—that the temperature of their conservatory be

maintained in winter at a figure in which it will be comfortable

to read, or write, or lounge, and they insist that they shall also

sit, as they list at the time, under the fragrant shade of a IMare-

chal Niel, a canopy of Lapageria alba, in a grove of Camellias,

or a grove of tropical Palms or Tree Ferns. Now, one may walk

with comfort in a temperature of io° or 50°, but sitting in it in

the chill damp of a glass structure in this country is out of the

question. You must raise the mercury 10° or 15°, and then fare-

well to Roses, Camellias, and Lapagerias, more especially if a

smoking-pan is forbidden, as an abomination, to come within the

precincts of the building. Yet there arc grand conservatories

(save the mark) which are attempted to be managed in this way
in which everything wears that woe-begone look so characteristic

of the exotic in the -wrong place.

*

"Where bug exists, dress the rods (Mnes) with a pint of coal-

tar (gas-tar) and six of water, clay, and hot lime; if this.is followed

up it will soon diminish the insects, &c." We should think so,

and the Vines too. Hot this, very ! Gardeners regard gas-tar

much as a certain personage is popularly supposed to regard holy

water. "Mnes smeared with gas-tar—and recommended in a

"Practical Gardener" in cold blood! Wildsmith and Coleman

to the rescue. What terrible conjunctions of Phylloxera, mealy

bug, and other mortal enemies of the Yine could have led to
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adoption of such measures, which are as inadmissible in gardening
as old Lord Dundonald's " infernal gases " were in warfare H

Punch's advice comes opportune!}' in a case like tliis
—" Don't." A

simple-minded gardener once acted on similar advice, and painted

a fine wall of Peaclies with a precious compost of a similarly

harmless nature, and some two or three months afterwards
was digging up liis fine trees dead, and replacing them bj' others

in great consternation of spirit, and breathing deep maledictions

upon the concoctor of the recipe for destroying scale on Peaches.

Then in the matter of a compost for a Vine border it would
undoubtedly be interesting lo Icnow why we should select 2 in.

or 3 in. of the soil of an old pasture " according to the amount of

fibre in the turves," and afterwards "store it away for twelve
months fully exposed to the sun and weather" (ill the said essen-

tial fibre was all wasted, in order to turn it into " the best condi-
tion for use." Those who use fibry turf for 'N'ines with an
intelligent purpose use it because of the rich food set at liberty in

the actual decomposition of the fibre and utilised by the Vines.
There is no reason or sense in storing turf to waste previously for

such purposes. The Vine border is the place where it should be
stacked, and even there before the Vine roots can possibly make
more than a limited use of it the fibre will be decayed. "\Vhat is

likely to become of the " fibre " that so much store is set by if we
waste it for a whole year to no purpose, and after that have to

wait a year or two till the A'ines are established and in a condition
to make use of it? Modern cultivators now turn the grassy sod
into the Vinery at once, and plant the'r Vines in it. As well talk

of e.xposing guano and other evanescent manures to the sun and
weather previous to using as fibry turf that is wanted because of

its fibre.
*

Whenever the farmer or the gardener alludes to insect, grub, or
beetle scourges of his crop he is almost sure to be met by the re-

sponse from some scientific " Jinkius" that all such plagues are
the consequences of the disturbance of the " balance of Nature,"
and that he (the cultivator) is somehow or other largely responsible
for upsetting the scales. Some of these wiseacres occasionally
overshoot the mark, as, for example, when they tell us, as the
editor of Science Oofsip and author of the " Byepaths of Nature "

does, when he predicts that if ever the Colorado beetle makes any
progress in this coiuitrv it will be because w-e have " too far dis-

turbed the balance of life by killing the birds that kill the
insects." It would be interesting to learn what natural counter-
poise existed in this country to a beetle that had never inhabited
it and was never anticipated. But that is not all ; when
the beetle first attacked the Potato patches in Colorado, the balance
of power had not been sensibly compromised. The equilibrium
was first upset by planting Potatoes there and furnishing greater
facilities for the increase and spread of the beetle, and the way to

restore the balance would have been to exterminate the Potatoes.
l\Ian erred by planting Potatoes in Colorado, and the same argu-
ment applies to numerous other plagues in this country.

«

The balance of life was evenly enough maintained when the
ancient Briton carried his coracle on his back and lived on the
flesh of the bos primogenus, wild deer, and boars, that bred just

in proportion to his wants ; but when his descendants took to grow-
ing Corn, Swedes, Mangolds, and Potatoes, the equilibrium was
upset, and has been upset ever since. Tlie way to reduce the
Gooseberry caterpillar to the right proportion would be to discon-
tinue growing Gooseberries, and the Turnip fly and Phylloxei-a,

&c., miglit be combated in the same way. Should Gooseberry
culture continue, it will become a question whether the gardener
sliould be compelled to breed cuckoos to eat the caterpillars, or
employ Hellebore powder; or whether he should breed bullfinches

to clear his fruit tree buds of vermin, or kill the vermin himself.
Some naturalists, who were examined before Parliament once,
approved of the cuckoos and the finches, and thought it was part
of the gardener's duties to hatch both.

One despairs of making some self-constituted "naturalists"
understand what is palpable to every mole-catcher or poacher,
viz., that a " balance of life," such as they dream of, cannot exist
in a thickly-populated, highly-civilised, and much-culti-vated coun-
try like ours. Possibly if all the birds were preserved that could
be, they would do some good as well as much harm, but tfie farmer

and the gardener would have still to battle with the insect and
other plagues that destroy his crops as heretofore. Such scourges

are mainly the offspring of our extending and varied modern
farming and gardening, and their prevention or destruction must
necessarily become a question for the cultivator to deal with much
as he deals with the subject of manures for his crops and other

cultural matters, Pekeqeine.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXX.—THE AMEEICAN CEAB.
(PYRUS COEOXARIA.)

Tins handsome Crab is but one amongst a number of others

equally ornamental. Its flowers, which are violet scented, are pro-

duced late in Ma}', and even in June, and they continue in perfec-

tion for a considerable time. In habit it resembles the Apple,
but its leaves, unlike those of its allies, are lobed. The fruit is

round and flat and not edible in any condition ; it falls while still

green, and does not turn j'ellow till after it has been lying on the
ground some time. There is a variety named angustifolia, which
has narrower leaves, smaller fruit, and is more decidedlj' evergreen,

but, nevertheless, it has a general close resemblance to the species

under notice.

According to Case's "Botanical Index," this tree extends
from near Lake Superior in British America to Louisiana. It is

especially abundant in the highest of the Alleghany Mountains. It

thrives in open places in cool soil which is deep and rich, though
it is not uncommon in soil of moderate fertility. It varies in height
from 15 ft. to oO ft., according to soil and climate. The diameter
of the trunk is 3 in. or 4 in., but in some cases it reaches 15 in. To
a limited extent, the Crab Apple has been tried as a hedge plant.

It is well adapted to a high northern latitude ; is a very stitf grower,
well covered with sharp spines; grows faster than Hawthorn; is

hardy and not liable to disease. AVheu in flower, the display is

very fine, filling the air with a delightful perfume. The thorns,

rough bark, crooked limbs, and rather open top give the tree a
rather picturesque appearance. Perhaps these may be some of the

I'easons why it is not much used in tliis country as an ornamental
tree, though it has long been considered one of the prettiest flowering

shrubs in England.
Before proceeding to note a few of the other species of Crab, it

seems desirable to point out that our ordinary fruit trees should
not be confined solely to the orchard or kitchen garden ; on the

contrary, they sliould occupy conspicuous positions on the lawn or

in shrubberies in which both the Apple and Pear might be used
with good efi^ect. All the former requires is a little care in the

selection of its position and surroundings, while the latter, possess-

ing a habit which more readily harmonises with that of other

trees, is capable of general adaptation. An old Crab tree in full

flower is a sight that will delight any artist. No less ornamental
is the Siberian Crab, wliicli in Knight's hands was one of the

parents of some of the finest Apples raised by himat Bownton. Some
of these Ci-ahs are by no means useless as fruit trees, though
now the fruit has but a limited use. In Shakespeare's time roasted

Crabs was a favourite dish, and that not owing to the absence of

improved varieties, but preference of taste.

Pyrus Malus floribunda is one of the finest flowering
shrubs we have. Its brau:;hes are widely spread, and form
wreaths of coral-red buds, which expand into paler coloured
flowers. Its habit is good, and perhaps more graceful than that

of the Crabs now under consideration ; it associates well with
other shrubs, and is most useful, even from the smallest state to

the size of a dwarf tree. A more perfectly hardy shrub one can-

not possess, and one .more profuse as regards blossom could not be
named. It was introduced from Japan some years ago, but until

comparatively recently it seems to have been little known. A
coloured plate of it was given in The Gabden of October 14,

1S7G.

Pyrus spectabilis is another species possessing great beauty,
and, like the last, indispensable ; it grows somewhat erect, and
shows itself off to advantage when planted singly on Grass. Its

flowers, which are large and semi-double, are of pale rose colour,

but before expansion the buds are deep red. 'The stamens and
pistils are unusually niunerous, the former sometimes exceeding 40,
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and the latter 20. This was considered by Loudon to be tbe

most showy of the genus. It was introduced from China about

100 years ago, and reaches from 20 ft. to .30 ft. in height.

Pyrus salioifolia.—This, though extremely distinct in ap-

pearance, can only bs considered to be a variety of the Pear, it

reminds one of the Silver Tree of South Africa (Leucoiendron
argenteum), so thickly are its leaves clothed with white, woolly
hairs. Its habit is inclined to be pendulous, and among other trees,

especially those of dark appearance, it is remarkabl}' striking,

especially when covered with white flowers. The leaves are nar-

row and Willow-like. It is a native of Siberia, and is occasionally

found in gardens. In the Cambridge Botanic Garden there is a

line example of it.

The Mountain Ash or Rowan Tree (!'. Aucuparia) must
not be overlooked, on account of its berries. It is equally hand-
some by the mountain stream, backed up by rocks, and in the

garden, where it thrives almost under all circumstances, and pro-

duces heavy masses of fruit. Being a rapid-growing tree, it is

valuable as a nurse and for coppices.

Mespilus and Cydonia, too, are now brought under the

genus Pyrus. Of the former we know few prettier trees of small

size for a lawn than M. grandiflora, the large white flowers of

which are produced in great abundance. In habit the tree resem-

bles a Cratsegus. Its native country is unknown. Cydonia Japo-
nica is too well known to need description, but whether as a bush
or against a wall, it is one of the most desirable of shrubs. There
is a variety with Peach coloured flowers ; and the finest white is

probably that recently introduced by the Messrs. Veitch, and named
nivalis. We have ouly now to mention the handsome-fruited
tiydonia or Pyrus Maulei, figured and described in The Gabdex,
Vol. XIII., p. 3'JO. It was inl reduced by Messrs. Maule, of Bristol,

and is one of the finest flowering and fruiting shrubs in cultivation.

K. I. L.

SINGULAE VEGETABLE FORMS OF THE KOOKY
MOUNTAIiXS.

Our valleys offer rich soils for horticulture ; our mountains yield

minerals, metals, and chemicals, as well as choice timber, flowers

delightful and fragrant. Nuts, fruits ; and even the arid plains

and deserts produce a new world of the strange, the useful and
lovely, and altogether the}' are a study of the grandest magnifi-

cence beyond the power of pen to paint. A person passing over
our deserts is impressed with the utter desolation around, the

vast distance, the burning sand, absence of moisture, the thorn}',

leafless Cacti, Agaves, Yuccas, and starveling, stinted shrubs. It

would seem to the unpractical mind that were a person lost upon
these desert plains, a rescue from death would be hopeless ; and
yet these ugly Cacti are composed of thi'ee-fourths water, the
sere shrubs bear a delicious berry, the Spiny Yucca bears an edi-

ble fruit resembling a Banana. The Cacti produce a fruit often

delicious, and the Agave bulb, when properly roasted, gives a

sugary, nutritious food. The Cereus gigantea often rears its

head 20 ft. or oO ft. straight or with projecting arms like a

mighty giant guarding the treasures of tlie lone desert or the
passes in the mountains. The Yucca brevifolia or Needle Palm
is another magnificent specimen, rising from 10 ft. to 20 ft., often

with umbrageous head, and the numerous limbs giving terminal
masses of cream-coloured bloom, sometimes weighing fifteen to

twenty pounds ; the seed formed in a dry capsule, fi'uit size of

a Peach. This fruit in Northern Mexico and Arizona is called

sotol, and is used quite extensively as an article of food. The
tree-like body of the plant, which is often 20 in. to 24 in. in

diameter, is coinposed of a thin, gauzy network of tough filament,

valuable as a paper material. Another interesting plantis Yucca
angustifolia, the true Spanish Bayonet of frontiersmen, which
takes the place, in general form and appearance at least, west
of the Misjissippi River, of the common eastern species. Yucca
filamentosa, which is found from the Mississippi River east,

usually in poor ground. One form, we are told by Dr. Engelman,
has a large geographical range, reaching from Southern Utah to

Central America, and it also assumes quite a variety of forms,

but he says, " they are always easily I'ecognised by their never
constricted obtuse capsules (fruit), and the large broad-mai-gined

seed, nearly J in. broad. The true Yucca angustifolia is a low-
growing or stemless species with leaves from 13 in, to 15 in.

long and from Ij in. to 2i in. wide, all growing from a com-
mon centre, and pointing in every conceivable direction, so as

to form a pyramid that bids defiance to man or beast. Two
other varieties of Yucca angustifolia, which Dr. Engelman has
namsd elata, from Arizona, growa several ft. high, and radiosa
also grows several ft. high. The leaves are linear, stiff, and
end with a sharp-pointed spine. The flowers are a greenish-
white, and produced on stems about 4 ft. or •'5 ft. high, while
the fleshy edible fruit is often 3 in. long and i in. across. The
leaves are thick, stout, about 3i in. long and A in. broad, and
not narrowed above the base as in most other species, but
gradually narrowing down to a sharp spike-like point. It is

margined its entire length with sharp serrated edges, and are
thickly set in a crowded bunch at the ends of the branches.

Yucca brcvifulia.

They are also fibrous and from the edges are a few thread-like

filaments hanging, the whole of which is also a valuable paper
material. Other species of Yucca also belong to this region,

but they are of less importance than those just referred to.-

—

Case's Botanical Index.

Sno'wdrops and Crocuses for Forcing.— It seems to

mc that, as Mr. Fish quaintly describes it in his useful work "Bulbs
and Bnlb Culture,'' the Snowdrop resents any attempt at forcing.

If it is to be done at all, the bulbs must be persuaded that nothing
of the sort is intended, and if the deception is well carried out they
may, I believe, be made to bloom earlier than usual. My experience

this year has been \-ery much in favour of this unpleasant " incom-
patibility of temper " on the part of this pretty, but petulant bulb.

I potted several half-dozens of strong sound bulbs, and plunged
them in the most orthodox and " unforcemanlike " manner. I then
took some pots up wlien tlie bulbs were apparently well rooted, and
plunged them in the gentlest bottom-heat, and tliey began to force

most conveniently ; but suddenly, it seemed to me, one bulb caught
a suspicion that it was being forced, and rotted away at once

;

in his dying moment, I presume, he communicated the intelligence

to the rest, and they followed the same course, I consider, " out of

sheer aggravation.'' I took out the pots and put them away, think-

ing their contents were dead, under a bench till the pots should be
wanted, and mirabile dictii! one or two bulbs, which had not had
time to rot, perked up. I caught them in the nick of time, when it

was too late for them to retrace their steps, put them on a shelf in

the greenhouse, and they flowered three weeks before any others,

potted or in the open ground.

—

Gibofle.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FKUIT CULTURE FOR TSOFIT.

Stone Fruits.

The Apricot.—All stone fruits do best in a deep friable loam
of a calcareous character on a dry bottom ; and, so far as reo-ards

Apricots and Peaches, the protection of a wall is absolutely neces-
sary in our climate. I have seen both fruits just named planted
out as standards in several different situations, but the result in
every instance has been unsatisfactory. Even the protection of a
wall alone does not insure success ; other means must be employed
to shelter the trees from cold winds and the destroying effect of a
low temperature when they are in blossom. The delicate white
petals which surround the embryo fruit of the Apricot are more
sensitive to cold thau the piuli flowers of the Peach, and as they
generally expand earlier they have more dangers to encounter. I
have often seen Apricots trained against a cottage or a barn, or some
other out-building, more fertile and healthy than trees growino-
in the same neighbourhood against a garden wall. Ciarden walls
are often damp, especially where the coping is narroAV, or perhaps
has been allo^^'ed to get out of order, and so let in tlie wet, and
trees trained to adamp surface never seem to thrive well, and are
frequently infested with JMoss, and more subject to insect attacks
than when the wall has been kept in good repair. If

walls must continue to ))e built In-icks form the best material
for them, and thej' should have a substantial stone cop-
ing, projecting not less than .J in. on each side. There
is, hoAvever, a growing feeling among cultivators that large walled-
iu enclosures for the cultivation of fruits and vegetables are a
mistake ; and though I should not go so far as to recommend their
removal where they now exist, yet in the case of new gardens
I certainly think some of the money spent upon wall buildino-
would be better and more economically emploved in the erection
of plain substantial glasshouses for Apricots, Peaches, Plums, and
a few of the choicest late Pears. So far as regards the commoner
kinds of fruit and vegetables, better results are obtained in open
fields than can be had in walled-in gardens and at a much less

cost. For an establishment that has hitherto required a walled-in
enclosure some six or eight acres in extent, one-third or fourth of
the space would suffice, and this should be chiefly devoted to
forcing houses, early vegetables, and salads. The walls should be
planted with a few Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, andclioice
late Pears, that are not quite reliable as espaliers or pyramids. In
many gardens there is more wall space than can be well attended
to. To keep wall trees in good order the work is incessant both
winter and summer. And too often one or two frosty nio-hts in
springortwoorthreehoursofcoldeastwinddestroyavear'satt'ention.
Where walls exist, however, the best aspects should be de-\oted to
the better class of fruits, and though spring frosts and the absence
of sunshine in summer destroy the blossoms, yet in the well
management of the roots we have a powerful means of mitigatino-
unfavourable climatic influences. Fruit trees witli abundance of
healthy roots are not much injured by ungeuial seasons : thev
soon outgrow the withering effects of a cold spring, and their
growth being healthier their blossoms are more roljust and more
capable of .standing luirdship, and will often even produce a crop
when trees less well cared for are barren.

Preparation of the Border.—The first necessity as regards
borders is perfect drainage, and even land naturally dry will in a
wet season, or during winter, sometimes contain too much
moisture for fruit trees; tlierefore, unless we are quite sure about
our position a drain should be run along the front of all wall
borders, and have a proper outlet either outside the garden or
into a main drain nearer. The second requisite is good soil, such
as can be pretty nearly always obtained if the importance of the
matter be insisted on. The top spit, 4 in. or so deep, from a
common or any position where Grass has long grown upon it, and
beenfedoff by sheep or other animals, willsuit all lands of fruit trees.

If it is not of a calcareous character, some old mortar or debris from
old buildings may be added for stone fruits, as lime is essential for
their well doiug. The width of the border should be in proportion to
the height of the wall; alO-ft.wall,forexample,should havealO-ft.
border. If we really want to do things Avell, and to do so is the
best and cheapest course in the long run, whenever the subsoil is

unsuitable for the roots to penetrate—and deep rooting is an evil
even where the subsoil is not really bad—the bottom of the border

should Ije pared or ccAered with concrete. It is a common practice

in some places to plant on a heap of stones, but if a good drain is

run along the front of the border, and the bottom is pa^'ed or con-
creted at a sufficient inclination to throw the water to the drain, there
should be no necessity for planting on stone heaps, which in hot
summers dry the immediate neighbourhood of the tree too much.
The depth of the border may vary from 2 ft. to .j ft. ; in dry, porous
districts the latter depth will not be too much, whilst on retentive

soils i? ft. will suffice. The site of the border should be exca-
vated to the required depth and all iuferior soil removed ; 4 in.

in thickness of lime and gravel concrete should be placed on the
bottom and made even and firm, inclining to the front. It need
not extend quite all across the border; two-thirds of tlie

distance will be sufficient to give the roots the neces-

sary liorizontal direction; and if at any time the feed-

ing extremities should get too deep, they can easily be
sought for and brought back'. In this matter of border making I

intend all I have written here to applj' to stone fruits generallj'.

It may not be so urgent in the case of some of the hardier Plums
and Cherries, but all who aim at doing things in the best possible

manner whenever the sulisoil is bad should not begrudge the expense
thus incurred. C'ertain I am, if more pains were taken with the

roots of wall trees, they would not be so unsatisfactory, as in too

many instances the}' are. The boi'ders might be prepared in lengths

of oO ft. or so at a time, and as soon as the foundation has had
time to settle and get firm, tlie good .soil, if anj', from the next
section may be run on, and so on all round the garden, bringing in

the new turfy soil when all is completed to make the border up to

the proper height, then all should be turned over and intermiied.

This work will he Ijest done, say in August or September, and left

to settle till November, when the trees shoidd be planted.

The Selection of Trees and the kind of training adopted are

most important matters. And I say the same with reference to

stone fruits as I have done in the case of Pears. Where the
climate and position are suitable to carry the trees on to a good
old age and fertility is maintained to the end, tlien try to get up
large spreading trees and plant at wide intervals apart for that

purpose. But how few are the places now-a-days where largo

trees are healthy and perfect in outline. IIow rarely do we find

the Apricot wall well furnished. As all stone fruits bear well in

a comparatively' small state, I should plant them much nearer
together than is commonly done. If any particular tree displays

unusual strength and vigour, it is an easy matter to remove a

neighbour on each side and give it room for extension. Suppose
we have a wall, or portion of a Avail, 100 ft. long and 12 ft. high
to plant with Apricots, and the different fruits sliould ahvays be
grouped together in families if possible, I should recommend
ten trees to be planted, which would give 10 ft.

for each tree. At the end of half-a-dozen years the
weakest trees could be removed and the others re-arranged,

so as to occupy the whole space. The fan system of

training is that most in favour with cultivators, as it

permits blanks to be easily filled up ; but stone fruits may be
trained in any desired form and in all situations ; where the trees

are sliort-liA'ed that system of training is the best which covers

the wall Avith fruit-bearing trees in the shortest time. To do this

well thicli planting and frequent transplanting is the proper
course to adopt. If the wall exceeds 12 ft. in height dwarf trees

and standards, or riders as they are commonly termed, should be
planted alternately, so as to cover the top and the bottom of the
Avail at the same time. In the selection of the trees none but
those Avith clean, stout, healthy stems should be planted. A
weakly, diseased stock soon succumbs, and if the union is not per-

fect the tree cannot be long liA'ed. Healthy maiden or one-year

worked trees generally tiu-n out Avell if they are fairly developed

both in root and branch ; if otherAvise, then plant trees two j-ears

Avorked or one year trained. They should be cut back just as the

buds are bursting to four, six, or more eyes, according to their

strength, but after the first year there should be no necessity, if

well managed, for cutting back beyond removing unripe points.

It adds to the strength of weakly trees to cut back close, as it

confines the force of tlie tree to few outlets, to which the sap sent

up by the roots rushes AA'ith greater force, and produces stronger

wood ; but this is a tendency that, after the first year, should be

discouraged, as moderately strong short-jointed Avood is best for

fruit bearing. As soon as the trees are planted a decision should

be arrived at as to the
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Mode of Bearing—whetlier the fruit should be borne on

natural spurs ou the young- wood of the previous 5'ear, or whether

artificial spurs sliould be encouraged. The common practice is, in

the case of the Apricot and Plum, to take the crop indiscriminately

from the young wood as iu the case of tlie Peach, and also to create

by pruning a number of artificial spuri on the face of the branches.

Both systems have their advocates, but in the case of the Moor
Park Apricot, which is everywhere so largely grown, the former

plan seems to give the best results. As that variety bears so

freely on the 3'oung wood in favourable seasons, there is always
plenty of blossom. It should be borne in mind, too, that if the

blossoms are clustered along the young wood there is less danger of

injury from frost, as they lie close to the wall and receive all the

shelter possible from its dry, warm surface. 1 have often noticed

in bad fruit seasons, when the blossoms have been sadly thinned

by the inclemency of the weather, that in nearly all cases

those that remain owe their escape mainly to their contiguity'

to the wall. A brick wall during the day, if tliere is any suushiue,

absorbs lieat, which it gives off again at night, and this accounts

for the safety of the fruits lying close to its face, while others ou
spurs several inches off perish. In commencing the training of a

young Moor Park Apricot, if we decide it shall carry its crop on
the young wood, we must begin disbudding early by removing all

foreright shoots first, when they are not more than 1 in. long and
can be rubbed off with the thumb and finger without leaving any
scar or wound. In all matters in connection with the management
of Apricot trees, which are especially liable to gum and canker if

exposed to injury, great care should be exercised that the bark be
rot injured, either by the careless use of the knife or iu the train-

ing of the branches. Where nails and shreds are employed, trees

are often injured by driving the nails too near the branches, or by
a careless use of the hammer, or by drawing the shreds too tightly,

or in various other ways. Disbudding should be done gradually,

leaving the best placed shoots for bearing the fruit, and always en-

deavour to secure one at the base of the previous year's shoots, and as

many more on the side as there is room without overcrowding, which
should be specially guarded against, for it leads to the production of

small weakly foliage and badly-ripened wood. Under this mode of

training all the pruning- that will be necessary, if the disbudding
in spring has been properly attended to, will be thinning out the

branches that have borne fruit in the summer previous. Some
cultivators recommend this to bo removed in autumn, and though
it doubtless does give more room and teud to concentrate the force

of the tree upon the remaining buds in a greater degree, yet to

insure this to the fullest extent it should be done before the leaves

fall, so that their action may help to heal the wounds before the

approach of winter. When this is done there will be no pruning
to do beyond shortening back a weakly slioot, when the annual
training and dressing takes place, just before the blossoms expand.
It is always a good plan, even where artificial spurs are encouraged,

to lay in as much young wood as there is space for
;

it infuses new
life into the tree, and though the young wood close to the wall
generally bears the most fruit in a bad season, yet the mixed sys-

tem of cropping has its advantages, for thougli tlie spurs often fail

to retain their crop yet they greatly help to shelter the blossoms of

the young branches ; however, this is only a negative kind of

benefit, and seems to imply neglect in not affording sufficient

slielter by other means. 1 need hardly say that duringthe summer
all young wood reserved for training on all fruit trees should, as

its growth extends, be carefully secured to the wall.

E. Hobday,

OPEISr-AIR VINE CULTIVATION.
It is a good sign to find such a writer as Mr. Hobday advocating
the revival of the cultivation of out-of-door Grapes versus Grapes
under glass. We need not despair of seeing the possessor of a

country home, or even a town one, sitting under his own Fig or
Vine and enjoying their delicious fruits. Perhaps such a pleasure-

able condition of existence could be made to arrive at an
earlier date if our instructors in these matters would not hamper
their directions witli unnecessary and costly preparatory w-ork.

For instance, does a Vine, to grow it well, require a border of

maiden loam of the depth of 4 ft. ? if it does so in England, it

rarely gets such a depth of soil in those parts of Europe that

produce the finest wine, and the Grapes richest in aroma and
saccharine matter. I am well acquainted with Vineyards in parts

of Austria and Hungary in wliich wine is grown as good, and
some kinds excelling, the famous products of France and the
Khineland, and whose ripe Grapes find their way in hundreds
of cwts. to all the great centres of population in Northern Europe,
and I can assure your readers that these Vines are growing, in

the generality of cases, in earth which a gardener would designate
as an3-lhing- but good, such as sandy or gravelly loam, the debris
of granite or limestone rocks, the natural " gerolle," or deposit

of stone and earth brouglit by the influence of rain and wind
from the region just above them. Of course, in places favourable
to its deposition, earth of considerable deptli may be found, but it

is oftener very shallow, and must be kept from being carried lower
down the slope by small terrace walls of rough stones or turf.

Manure is not often afforded, and never over the whole surface of

a Vineyard at one time ; ))ut as plants die out or become exhausted
otliers are layered from neighbouring healthy plants, to fill up the
gaps, manure being given at the same time. As this filling-up

in Vineyards of fifteen years old and upwards is continuous over
the whole of the surface, so also is the manuring; it may happen,
if many losses occur, that the field has been manured completely
in the course of six j'ears. No one can say that that is even
moderatel}' manuring; still, the results, if the other management
be equal, arc verj' good ; and were it not for losses from frost in

the blooming- period, the growers would be rich people with but
few exceptions.

The Vines, except in the case of rare varieties, are never propa-
gated from eyes, but from cuttings of about li ft. iu length. This
length of wood places the best part of the roots, namely, that
which springs from the callus, out of the reach of frost and
beyond the damaging effects of drought, so that the ordinary
vicissitudes of the weather have no effect on its roots, although
it sometimes happens that the part above the ground is killed

by severe frost. May not this long cutting be of advantage in

England as well ? Possibly some persons will suppose that the

roots will be too deep in the earth for our cooler climate, but
I premise the roots of Vines grown from eyes penetrate as deeply as

those from long cuttings, but the callosity stands higher, and
theiefore is exposed to more chances of damage from climatic

iufiuences. As regards warmth here, we may assume that our

walls, having a south aspect, are quite as roasting as a free

lying hillside in the wine producing lands of Europe, and
then, in our climate, the days are considerably longer, and that

must be reckoned as acompensatlng factor. The cut tings are prepared

in winter, and are not allowed to become frozen ; in the spring they

are tied in bundles of about a hundred each and then laid in sandy
ground, witli their tops buried to the deptli of 1 ft., the butt-

ends of the bundle of cuttings lying at an angle of 45° to the

sun—that is to the south. The butt-euds are then covered slightly

with la-s'ers of jMoss and fine sand, which is kept fairly moist

by being sprinkled daily with a watering-can. In a short

time the callus forms, the rootlets soon follow, and the cutting-

is now in a proper state to be planted out. This operation

requires care, so that no part of the budding rootlets gets broken

off,the young plant being inserted to the depth of 1 ft. The ground
should have been trenched to a depth oi'2\ ft. or y ft., and drained

if waterlogged or from its situation likely to be excessively moist,

tlie manure given being- placed under the plant and not above

it, as that has a tendency to produce superficial rooting, which
in itself is a decided disadvantage in very hot quarters. In

cold aspects I would recommend shallow placed roots, but then

you should not plant the Vine there. In planting against walls

the distance from plant to plant may be 3 ft., it being better to

have a number of plants and variety than to risk the chances of

success on a few at wide distances apart. From plants managed
on the long rod system twelve to fifteen bunches per plant would

not be too much. Thinning the bunches would in some c_a,ses be

required and sometimes the berries, although, except in very

favourable blooming seasons, that would be uncalled for.

I think excessive manuring should be avoided, as beiugproduc-

tive of gross wood only, and that is usually difficult to ripen off

thoroughly in our usual summers. Our object should be rather

to get well ripened, if wiry wood, with good plump base-buds to

look to, for the next season's crop. As a means to the attainment

of this object, the removal of tendrils, weak side growths, and the

encouragement of the best leaf growth should receive constant

attention. The Vine under natural conditions of culture rarely

suffers from want of water, therefore under our dripping .skies
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the direction as to wateriug- may quite safely be passed over, as
an unnecessary as well as a costly piece of work. I have had
Vines on espalier fences planted due south show no sign of suffer-
ing- after a quarter of a year, under a bui-ning summer sun, with-
out rain or any artificial watering-. This is proof of its capability
of enduring heat and dryness combined without injury then or
later. The sorts of early ripening qualities, are those which one
should plant most generally—the Chasselas or Sweetwateis,
Frontignan; lied, Black, and While Uurgundy; Muscatelle (Black
and White) Vellliner and Itliein Uiessling, 'the yellow Orleans;
these would afford variety in colour, Havoui, and time of ripening.
All of these sorls named are good keepers after being cut, and,
with the exception of the somewhat flavourless Sweetwaters, make
capital wine, the last two being used to make a rather fiery sort
of white wine, that keeps well and possesses a fine aroma.

1 have made experiments with Muscats, Pince's Black, and
Muscat Hamburgh on espaliers, but they never became in any
season quite palatable; therefore, even less might be expected
from them in any part of England. The Isabella Vine is to be
highly recommended for its rampant growth as an arbour or
arcade climber, but its fruit, although rather haridsome, is generally
disliked, because of its sliminess and peculiar flavour. As a stock
on which to graft other or weaker sorts it has undoubted ad-
vantages. The above remarks on the Vine may help to dispel
some doubts that would-be cultivators may have in reference to
their ability to produce Grapes out-of-doors in sunny aspects
anywhere in Ihiglaud south of the Ilumber or on heated walls,
even north of that point.

T o recapitulate some of tlie more important points, I may say
that the Vino is not very dilKcult to suit in tlie matter of soil,
any tolerably open garden earth naturally or artificially drained
beingg-ood enough, that no great outlay in manure is' required,
nor IS much or any watering requisite.' If the soil is shallow
and the subsoil of bad quality, an impervious bottom must be
made in imitation of the rocky bottom existing under many
Vineyards.

That the A'ines should be from cuttings or lavers, as a shield
against injury from drought or frost, and 1 lie pruning and summer
nianipulation such as is generally recommended by writers on the
A ine

;
that the crop is a paying one does not admit of any

doubt; and that the supply will ever exceed thedemand for home-
grown fruit need not be feared in our day. Still, the production
of early sorts by means of hybridisation as practised so success-
fully by tlie American growers may be the means of bringing
the Grape still more into notice as a cheap market fruit'^foT-
the masses, so that the money we give the Spaniards for their
leathery Almerias would remain in the pockets of our people at
horn,'

people
SvLVESTniS.

FIIUIT GROWING MADE EASY.
The first consideration with intending fruit growers should be the
site for the plantation or orchard, because an injudicious selection
in that matter is more than likely to entail failure and consequently
disappointment. Other things being equal, the one who has made a,

wise choice in this particular may expect to succeed in £>-rowing fruit
even in critical seasons, whilst the other who has not\lone so will
find to his coit that the inclement weather, of which we have had
such unwelcome experience some years past, which occurs towards
the end of April and during Jlay will work such sad havoc in his
plantations and orchards, that many of the trees will produce, com-
paratively speaking, little beside leaves. If a piece of ground be at
hand which lies high, and has a gentle slope towards the south or
south-east, that will be a favourable position for fruit culture ; if
to this be added a soil adapted to the kind of fruit trees sought to
be grown, there must be little fear of a fair degTee of snccess.'' It is
a. known fact, although possibly not so generally understood as it
should be, that frosts are more biting in" valleys" than upon hills

;vegetation therefore is far more likely to suffer in the former than
upon thelatter, the reason undoubtedly being attributable to excess of
moisture in the air in \allcys, frost being certain to lay hold of any-
thing damp more firmly than anything dry. Its effect's upon freshly
dug or ploughed land are much more readily discernible than upon
solid ground in dry weather, a fact which illustrates in a measure
what has just been stated. Again, land lying high -ndth an aspect
such as I have indicated secures the early morning sun when its
rays are but feeble, so that the frost disappears in such a gradual
manner that its effects are not nearly so injurious as is the case
where, owing to the configuration of the ground, the sun is not seen

nor its heat felt till some hours later in the day ; in this case it
darts its rays, which possibly are some 20° or ou'° hotter than when
it rose upon the rimy frost still clinging to the trees and embryo
fruit, with disastrous effect upon the latter, the results of which may
be seen soon afterwards in the little Currant bunches just forming,
and the tiny Gooseberries hanging withered and lifeless. From the
above, readers of The Gaeden will at once detect the advantages
which fruit trees would possess in a valley running east and west
over those planted in one running north and south if, owing to cir-
cumstances, they had not a piece of high-lying ground at disposal.
As to the question of soil and its prep'aration for fruit trees, that
may be treated of hereafter. AgbicolA.

Renovating Peaches.—When reachtrees get into such a con-
dition that it is necessary to consider whether they are worth retention
or not it is certain they need some drastic remedy. 8ome trees of
perhaps fifteen or sixteen years' planting I found in that condition,
and in such a state that nine gardeners out of ten would have advised
their being rooted out, a fresh border made, and replanted with new
trees

;
I ventured to suggest that they should ha\e the saw boldly

applied, and be cut back to within 2 ft. of the ground. This was
done, and the next spring the stumps broke well and that season
plenty of good wood was made, but indifferently ripened ; that,
however, was the fault of the season. Last year fresh and vigorous
growth was made, but not such long and rarik growth as is usually
seen on two-year planted trees in deep, highly-manured soil ; the
growth was stout, and became full of buds. " Now the trees are full
of bloom buds just expanding, the wood liard, well seasoned, and
the bloom strong and healthy. I think there will be a fine crop of
fruit, always provided that sharp frosts do not prevail, but these, I
hold, are not so destructive to the bloom of trees where the wood is
hard and well ripened as where such excessive sappy growth has
been encouraged. That the trees in question bad not s'uffered in the
roots is evident

;
their state previously was entirely due to indifferent

management, or rather the lack of management at all. Since the
hard cutting no manure or special cultiu-e has been given to the
borders, but then they have only light crops taken from them.
What health the trees now exhibit would seem to be as much due
to the absence of stimulus and gross culture as to any other cause.
Perhaps some of the reasons of the comparati\'ely short life of our
wall trees, stone fruits especially, is the excessive'ly stimulating root
culture given them.—A. D.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Figs.—Early killdB started in November will soon lie swelling tor lipenin"

and as this is a critical time, see that checks of all kinds are carefully guarded
against. In order to ensure (lavour, give more air and decrease the supply ol
atmospheric moisture, particularly by night or on dull days, when the house is
closed. Keep the roots of trees in pots well supplied with water, as anything
approaching dryness will most likely cause them to cast theirfruit at the eleventh
hour, when a winter's forcing will end in disappointment. In my own manage-
ment of pot Figs. I make little, if any, reduction in the supply of water as we
always soak the roots and syringe the tops tlioroughly immediately after the
ripe fruit is gathered, (iive pot tn cs good warm liquid for the preseut and
sjringe twice a day when external . c.ii.litious favour the fiuit and foliage becom-
ing dry before nightfall. Let the night tiiiiperatuic range from eo^ to 65^ when
mild, run up to 75" liy day, and 5" to 10^' liigher after closing with sun heat
Kegulate and thin th- shoots, as good llavoured Figs cannot be had without free
ac mission of light and air.

Peaches.—With the exception of a slight increase in the temperature after
closing on bright afternoons, no .alteration in i he t-eatmentof the early house
vull be needed until after the fruit is stoned, when, if wanted very early, a higher
range may lie taken

; but it is not advisable to place stone fruit trees under hard
pressure, as early matur.ty is obtained at the eipente of size and (luality and it
15 djfhcult 10 imagine anything more insiped than an over-forcfd Peach Good
syringing twice a day is very importanf, fnd timely vtntilation to prevent a
sudden rise in the temperature must not be overlooked. .See that next year's
bearing wood is neatly tied in to the t^eUis, pinch gross shoots to mainlain the
balance o( the sap, and defer the final thinning of the fruit for the present.

Grape Room.- The dry atmosphere which prevailed throughout the past
month w.is favouralile to the keeping of late Grapes in rooms not affected by
sudden changes of temperature, and such

, kinds as Gros Colniar and Aln-
wick SeeiUnig are still fresh and plump. The last-named being the first to
break in the spring, and the flist to ripen when grown with such vaiieties as Lady
Downes. Alicante, and Mrs. Piiice, and its quality being so good, the proof that it
is a good keeper will at once stamp it as one of our best spring Grapes It willnow be necessary to keep the room as cool as possible, by admitting a constant
circulation of an- and keeping the shutters closed all day, as light and sun
heat will begin to have an injui ions effect upon the colour and texture of the
berries Keep the botlles well tilled, remove all decaying berries, and keep
down dust by occasionally washing the floors with warm water in fine weather.

Cherries.—When the fruit in the early house is set, daily svTinging must be
resumed and continued until the stoning process is complete. In the meantime
the stopping of superfluous shoots toforai spui-s, and the tying-in of others where
young wood is needed, must have attention. As days increase in length and the
sun gains power, the temperature with a circulation of air may ran"-e from 60"
to 60^, and a few degi-ees liigher after closing frith solar heat ; but it will not be
well to make much advance on the minimum temperatures given the other day,
say 46^ at night, unless the weather is very mild, when 50» or perhaps more may
be maintained without having recourse to flre-heat. Keep all insects in check by
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timely application of the usual remedies. See that the roots are well auppliod

with water, and have the surface well mulched to prevent the escape of moisture

when the fruit begins to ripen. W. Coleman.

THE LIBRARY.

SUCCESS WITH SMALL FEUITS.*

This la one of the most curious books that have been published on

horticulture for some time past. It concerns the small fruits culti-

vated in North America, and is beautifull}' illustrated ; the illus-

trations are not, however, so well printed as they were in Scribner's

Magazine, nor is the paper and printing generally so good as it

ou";ht to be for such fine cuts, but still high-class. No doubt the

..^V

The Fruit Gatherers.

numerous and fine engravings owe their origin more to the f.ict

that the proprietors of Scribner wished for a number of choice
illustrations than to anything the subject required in itself. The
cuts concern not only the fruits themselves and the mode of culti-

vating them, &c. ; a great many are devoted to the work-people
and such picturesque aspects of life on a fruit farm in a fine coun-
try as the artist fancied. Although we, too, live in the northern
world, few of the fruits described in the book have as yet much
interest for the British cultivator, except that he must be struck

with the remarkable effect of tlie creation of many of those fruits

within the period of a generation or two. That men should select

and develop whole races of fruits like the American Blackberries
within a generation or two is a very curious and instructive fact.

It is not possible that among these fruits there may not be some of

* "Success with Small Fruits." By E. P. iloe. London; Seeley, Jackson, &
Halliday, 54, B'leet Street.

interest to the English cultivator ; but, up to the present time,

nobody on our side of the water appears to have taken any trouble

to understand or select from them. The same may almost be said

of our own Britisli wild Blackberries. Even among those who
know small fruits few know of any kind beyond the common one,

whereas there are many with, no doubt, infinite capacities for

improvement. Even as they are, some are far before the common
Blackberry which we all know. The American cultivated Black-
beri'v is much larger than anything known in this country, and is

a really delicate, wholesome fruit. Our Strawberries seem to be
useless in America, though some one is reported to liai'e gathered
an enormous crop from Jucunda. The British Queen is put down
as tender and useless. Raising Strawberries seems to have had an
immense development of recent years—Hovey's Seedling still

remaining in cultivation, however, near Boston, though it has many
rivals. Grapes are among the small fruits in this volume, their

culture having received a great impetus during recent years, and
many varieties having been raised. It is a hard task to change the

poor little " foxy " native berries into Grapes, but we have no
doubt that it will be done. The author of this book very properly

does not see why such a subject should not be treated from other

points of view than tlie cultivator's, or from that of the money-
bag, and it must be allowed that he has succeeded in a<lding the

charms of novelty and good artistic work to his volume—a book,

he says :

—

A book should be judged somewhat in view of what it attempts
One of the chief objects of this little volume is to lure men and
women back to their original calling, that of gardening. I am
decidedly under the impression that Eve helped Adam, especially as

tlie sun declined. I am sure that they had small fruits for breakfast,

dinner, and supper, and would not be at all surprised if they ate some
between meals. Even we poor mortals who have sinned more than
once, and must give our minds to the effort not to appear unnatural
in many hideous styles of dress, can fare as well. The Adams and
Eves of every generation can have an Eden if they wish. Indeed,
I know of many instances in which Eve creates a beautiful and
fruitful garden without any help from Adam,
The theologians show that we have inherited mncli e\il from our

first parents, but, in the general disposition to have a garden, can we
not recognise a redeeming ancestral trait ? I would like to contri-

bute my little share towards increasing this tendency, believing that
as humanity goes back to its first occupation it may also acquire
some of the primal gardener's characteristics before he listened to

temptation and ceased to be even a gentleman. When lie brutally
blamed the woman, it was time he was turned out of Eden. All the
best things of tlie garden suggest refinement and courtesy. Nature
might liave contented herself with producing seeds only, tut she
accompanies the prosaic action with fragrant flowers and delicious

fruit. It would be well to remember this in the ordinar}' ccuitcsics

of life.

It is difficult to find anything lliat will interest our practical

readers, the conditions of culture and of climate are so different
;

but the following maxims have a more general application :

—

1

.

Never put off till spring work that might be done in the fall

Spring is always too short for the labour it brings, even wlien not wet
and late.

2. Plough in the fall all heavy, loamy land that you intend to plant
in spring. This exposes it to the action of frost, and, if done late,

tends to destroy insects and their larvre. Do not plough sand in the
fall unless there is uiion it sod, stubble, &c., that is to decay.

3. Top-dress veiy ligiit land with 1 in. or 2 in. of clay or lieavy

loam in November, and let the winter frosts and rains blend the two
diverse soils to their mutual advantage. Harrowing in fertilisers on
liglit ground is better than ploughing tliem in.

i. In the fall, top-dress all the small fruits with compost, bone-
dust, or other fertilisers that have staj'ing powers, spreading it along
close to the rows and over the roots, and working it into the soil

lightl}' by cultivation. This gives eieiytliing a vigorous start in the

spring.

.5. If possible, take out before winter all perennial weeds—Sorrel,

white Clover, &c., but do not greatly disturb the roots of Strawberries
just on the approacli of winter,

6. In most localities and soils. Raspberries, Currants, Gooseberries,
and Blackberries do better if planted anj' time after they drop their

foliage in the fall. Such planting can be continued even into the
winter on mild, still days, when frost is neither in the air nor soil.

Frozen earth should never come in contact with roots, I plant
Strawberries, also, all through the autumn, even into December ; and,
before the ground freezes, hoe upon them 1 in, or 2 in, of soil, raking
it off as soon as freezing weather is over in the spring.
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7. The earlier plants are set out in spring the better, if the ground
and weather are suitable. It is usually best to wait till the danger
of severe frost is over. Do not plant when tlie ground is wet and
stiolcy, or dry and lumpy, at any season, if it can be helped. Do not

plant in a high, hot, or cold wind. jMake the moot of mild, still, and
cloudy days. If plants can be set before a storm or shower, much
is gained ; but this is not essential if roots are embedded their whole
length in moist (not wet) earth, and the soil made very firm around
them. Plantings may be made in very dry Aveather if the land is

forked or ploughed late in the afternoon, and the plants set imme-
diately in the fresh, moist earth. Keep the roots from contact witli

unfermcnted manure.
8. In handling plants at any time, 'never let the VMi' rootlets dry

and shrivel. Keep them from sun, frost, and wind. If the roots of

)ilants received in boxes are frozen, let them thaw out in a cellar

undisturbed. If roots are black, shrivelled, or musty from long
transportation, wash them in clean water, and, in tlie case of straw-

berries, shorten them one-third, and then plant at once in moist soil.

9. In cultivating Htrawbeny plants recently set, stir tlic .surface

merely, with a rake, not over i in. deej?.

10. Never disturb roots by working deeply among them in dry
weather. At such times, stir the surface onlij, and often.

11. If you water at all, water thoroughly, and keep the soil moist

till rain comes, otherwise watering is an injury.

12. The easiest and cheapest way to kecij a garden clean is to rake

the ground over once a week on sunny days. This method destroys

the weeds when they are just appearing, and maintains moisture.

IS. rick fruit, i£ possible, when it is dry, and before it is over-ripe.

Do not leave it in tlie sun or wind, but take it at once to coolness

and shade. I'ack carefully and honestly. A qirart of small, decayed,

grcjn, or muddy berries scattered through a crate of fine fruit may
reduce its price one-half.

li. Mulch everything you can. Save all the leaves and litter that

can 1)0 gatUereil on the place, and apply it aroinid the plants only

when the ground is moist. JJri/ ground covered with mulch may be

kept dry all summer.
1."). Practise summer ]iinc.hing and pruning only when ])lants are

in their spring and early summer growth, and not after tlu^ wood
begins to ripen. If delaved till tlien, wait till the plant is dormant
in "the fall.

IG. Sandy or gravelly land can usually be worked immediately
after rain ; but if heavy land is ploughed or cultivated when wet,

or so dry as to Ijrcak up in lumjis, it is injured.

17. Watch all crojis daily. Plants are living tilings, and need
•attention. Diseases, insects, drought, or wet may destroy tliem in a

few days, or e\en hours, if left uncared for.

18. If you cultivate Strawberries in the spring, do the worlc rery

enrlij—as soon as the ground is dry enougli to work. After the fruit-

buds show themselves, stir the ground with a rake or hoe only, and
never more than 1 in. deep. I adA-oeatc early spring cultivation, and
tlien the immediate application of the mulch.

19. Just as the ground begins to freeze, in the fall or early winter,

cover Strawberry plants with some lightmaterial that Avill preAcnt
alternate freezing and thawing during the winter. Never use lieaAy,

unfermentcd manure for this purpose. Leaves, straw, salt hay, lUjld

stable manure, or any old litter from the garden, answers.

20. In setting Ilaspberry plants, or any fruit, never set in hard,

unprepared soil. Do not stick them in little shallow holes, nor in

deep, narrow ones, wherein the roots are all huddled together

;

make the holes large and deep, either with the plough or spade,

fill the bottom partly with fine, rich, moist surface soil, free from
lumps and manure, and upread the roots out on this, then fill in

with very fine, puherised earth, setting the plant, in light land,

1 in. or 2 in. deeper than it grCAv naturally ; and in heavy land, at

the same depth. If manure is used, spread it on the surface, around,
not up against, the stem of the plant.

21. Both for the sake of economy and thoroughness, use the plough
and cultivator rather than fork and hoe, whenever it is possible.

Ground can be laid out with a Aiew to this rule.

22. In cultivating crops among trees, use short whitlle trees, with
the traces so fastened as to prevent the young trees from being-

scratched and Avounded.

23. Save, with scrupulous economy, all wood-ashes, soap-suds, and
all articles having fertilising qualities. A compost heap is like .a

sixpenny saving's bank. Small and frequent additions soon make a

large aggregate. The fruit grower and his land usually grow rich

together, and in the same proportion.

24. Once more 1 repeat—in handling and setting out plants, never

let the roots shrivel and dry out. After plants and cuttings are in

the ground, never leave them just long enough to dry out and die.

Keep them moist—not wet and sodden, but moUt all the time. In
setting out plants, especially Strawberries, spread out the roots, and
make the ground very frm about them. In trenching stock, put the

roots down deeply, and cover well half-way up the stems. The gar-

dener who fails to carry out the principles under this number has
not learned the letter A of his business.

Mr. "William Parry gives the following rule for ascertaining the

number of plants required for 1 acre of land, which contains iiS,560

square ft. :

—

" Multiply the distance in feet between the rows by the distance

the plants are set apart in the row, and their product will be the

number of scjuare feet for each plant or hill, which, divided into the

number of feet in an acre, will show how many plants or hills the

acre will contain, thus :
—

Blackberries 8 ft. bv .S ft, = 2i)i3,.'360( 1,815 plants.

BasiAerries 7 „ 3„ = 21)4:3,.5GO( 2,07i plants.

Strawberries .") ., 1 „ = 5)i3,560( 8,712 plants.

Strawberries 3 „ 16 in. = 4)-l3,.-)60(10,890 plants.''

The same rule can be applied to all other plants or trees.

EOSES Ys rors.

Mr. "\Vji. P.vul's little manual on this subject has, we find,

readied a fifth addition, a fact which indicates its value better

than anytliing we can say in its favour. Being the result of the

author's own practice, clearly told and tn ell illustrated by wood-
cuts, it could not fail to be appreciated. We extract from it the

following suggestion for growing- Tea Pioscs near London:

—

Hitherto the Chinese and Tea-scented Ecses have not been gro-wn

-n'ith much success in the immediate neighbourhood of Loudon, nor
in tlie north of England, when planted in the open ground. It is

notorious that no collection, however small, can be complete with-

out some portion of these Pvoses ; and it is tlie vexatious disappoint-

ment alone, attendant upon their constant failure, that could have
caused their growth in certain localities to have been given up.

Doubtless, in some instances, an impure atmosphere may have caused
their failing ; but it is my conviction that, if carefully examined,
the soil and situation would more often explain the difficulty. The
ease, then, with which wecan remedy these disadvantages, when the

plants are grown in pots, leads me to propose their cultivation in this

way to those with whom they have not hitherto succeeded ; and
there is good ground to believe they will succeed well in this manner,
and especially if grown under glass. Kxcept for forcing, cold pits

are perhaps as good as a house ; but wherever they may be placed,

they should be kept close to the glass, and exposed to a free circu-

lation of air. They should have the advantage of dews and soft

showers, the lights in summer being merely used to protect them
from cold nights or rough weather, and, by help of mats or canvas,
from a hot sun.

HAEDY FEENS.

Polystichums.—Amongst evergreen Ferus,tlie Polystichums
must certainly be placed in tlie front rank, a po.'ition to -^A'hich

they are fully entitled, when we consider llieir singular beauty
aud variety of form, bold development, and general utility for
decorative purposes. The type (P. acnleatnm), the common
Prickly Shield Fern, is a widely distributed and well-known Fern
and beatififul in every way. The Polystichums break into many
varied forms, an account of some of the best of which is given in

Ttie Gahden' (Vol. XVIIl., p. oo-j). Though for the most pait
robust growers, some particularly so, they require good soil in

order to produce the best results— fibry loam and sharp gritty sand,
with a little leaf soil, fibry peat, and broken lumps of sandstone,
a compost which will also suit even the more delicate-gro-wiES
kinds, and they one and all rejoice during their period of active

growth in abundant supplies of water at the root, to admit of
•ndiich good drainage should ahvays be provided. Ferns, ss a rule,

detest stagnant moisture, none more so than the different members
of the genus under consideration. With regard to position, the
stronger growing- liiuds, wliicli bear exposure -(veil, should be
grouped with the Lastreas, both thriving \:e\\ under similar treat-

ment, or whole beds could be planted with fliem, interspersed with
Lilies, or similar bold-flowering plants that do not require frequent
removal. Thus associated, the beauty and grace of the Ferns
would be enhanced. The dwarfer varieties we .should always plant
in positions (in conjunction -U'ith suitable flo-vvering plants)
sheltered from strong- -winds, and w-liere a partial shade could be
obtained, but not under the drip from overhanging- trees. One
very fine Polystichum,viz.,the Holly Fern (P. Lonchitis) especially

dislikes drip, from whichhalf the failures inregard to ithave arisen.

Bearing in mind this important fact, it will be at once obvious
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that the very worst place for it in the garden is just under the

frinn'e of the outer branches of large trees. Either plant it com-
pletely under the Ijranches or else quite beyond their reach, even
if exposed to the full rays of the sun ; of the two evils the last-

mentioned will be the least. Naturally it grows under the shelter

of overhanging liedgerows, or else in quite open spaces. We do
not doubt that many otherwise easily grown Ferns have been

cast aside as difficult to grow and unsatisfactory, simply in conse-

quence of their having been planted in positions totally at variance

with their natural requirements. All the meiubcrs of the Poly-

stichum family a'e ^•aluable for furnishing a supply of cut fronds,

and they also make very beautiful specimens for table decoration,

&c., when grown in pots ; if they are cultivated with care when
so placed they rival in beauty oven that of the finest exotic kinds.

Pfcerises.—The common Brake or Bracken, is probably the best

known of all British Ferns, and common as it is, yet when seen in

good condition in a locality that suitsit, it is really a noble looking

plant. It will grow in almost any description of soil, provided there

is not much chalk in it. The most suitable place in which to plant

it is in the wilder portions of the pleasure grounds, associated with
hardy Heaths, American plants, and Conifers. In such company
it will be quite at home, and will speedily cover a large space of

ground, for its strong creeping rhizomes spread with great rapidity

when once established. Being such a strong, and, as it vrere, over-

bearing grower, it .should not be planted too near less vigorous kinds.

It does well planted at the foot of any low shady wall during tlie

summer time, and it also succeeds in a large pot in which it makes
a handsome specimen, but in no way doesittlirive.so well, or is seen

to such good advantage, as when treated in the broad manner first

pointed out. This Fern varies slightly in form according to locality.

Some few of its variations have been distinguished by names suf-

ciently marked or trustworthy to be worth calling special attention

to as plants for general cultivation.

Scolopendrium vulgare (tlie common IIart'.s-tongue) is

o le of the most widely distributed and well known of all hardy
evergreen British Ferns. It has broken from the type into almost
innumerable forms and varieties, all interesting, and some very
striking and beautiful. It has the merit too of being a wonder-
fully accommodating plant, one which will thrive in almost any
position. Like nearly all Ferns, it, however, prefers a shady
situation, though in a wild state it may sometimes be met with on
dry stone and brick walls, as well as on shady moist banks. Its

favourite position is, however, by the side of a stream in a shady
ravine, and I have seen fine plants of it between the joints of

brickwork at the top of old wells, a position in which the fronds
attain wonderful dimensions

; so variable indeed are the places in

which it thrives that good use may readily be made of it in gar-

dens. The first point to be considered is the all-important one of

providing suitable soil for it; because it happens to be common,
any sort of soil is too often given it, and failure the result. A
suitable compost for it should consist of about equal portions of

fibrous peat and loam, with some good sharp sand added thereto,

and also a rather liberal addition of broken oyster-shells or lime-
stone. As to position, I should associate the Scolopendriums with
the Lastreas, Polystichums, and Ladj' Ferns, or place them in

groups on the rock garden, always planting them in conjunction
with some flowering plant that will thrive well in similiar soil, and
under conditions suitable to their mutual well-being. During
hot, dusty weather in summer a daily syringing will much refresh
and in\igorate them ; the best time in the day in which to do
this is in the afternoon. All the Ilart's-tongues are well adapted
for culture in pots, and if grown make useful plants for room and
table decoration.

Struthiopteris—This is a fine, hardy, exotic genus of Ferns,
by some called Ostrich Ferns, their fronds liaving somewhat the
appearance of ostricli feathei'S. A striking peculiarity of the
Struthiopteris is the way in which the fronds grow, the same
plant producing two kinds of them—fertile and sterile; the fertile

fronds are always grouped in the centre of the plant, and the
sterile ones form as it were a cordon around them. Abundance of

stock can speedily be obtained of this Fern by division of the
creeping underground stems, which run for some distance around
tire plants when well established. They require good peat and
loam well drained to grow in, and should be planted in groups in

bild, slightly-sheltered spots, when their noble appearance during
th'ir season of growth would not fail to be adm'red. Being

deciduous, it would be advisable to plant amongst and around them
some Polystichums or other evergreen, robust-growing Ferns for

winter eflfect, while for other seasons some of the finer varieties of

Lilies which we now possess would form a useful mixture. The
names of the two kinds of Strutliiopteris adapted to our gardens
are S. germanica, a native of Germany, and S. pennsylvanica, a

North American species, which produces large and very graceful-

looking, light green coloured fronds, and wlien in good health and
condition, decidedly one of the most beautiful of hardy Ferns.

Trichomanes.—The beautiful Filmy Ferns, as they are

called, represented by the genus just named, the IIymenophyllum.3,

and Todeas, are not adapted for open air culture ; to do them any-
thing like justice, they require a special habitation prepared for

them under glass, so that they can at all times be kept growing in

an atmosphere beavily charged with moisture, and also always
subject to conditions of perpetual shade. Therefore, all who wish
to cultivate those Filmy Ferns (in some respects amongst the most
beautiful plants in existence) must have an unheated and well-

shaded glass structure for them. This attention they will well

repay ; but though I mention them here, they will not succeed

well in ordinary open-air Ferneries.

Woodsia.—This pretty little genus of deciduous hardy Ferns
requires some care in order to ensure the bast results. Woodsias
are admirably adapted for a northern position in the alpine or

rock garden. As they are impatient of sunshine, the drainage of

the spot on which they are proposed to be planted should receive

special attention, and they should be planted in a mixture of fibry

peat and loam, with some sandstone broken up and mixed with it.

It is a good plan to place them between little blocks of sandstone
just peeping out of tlie soil, a position for which they have a great

partiality. These blocks of stone could, if necessar}-, bo covered
with Sedums and other suitable flowering rock plants. W. ilvensis

makes a very pretty pot plant well drained; otherwise, failure will

be pretty sure to be the result. The best hardy varieties are W.
ilvensis and alpina, and there is also a very beautiful North
iVmerican kind named W. obtusa. The hardiness of this, how-
ever, is doubtful, but still in sheltered localities it is worth}- of a
trial.

Woodwardia.—Of this beautiful genus of Ferns we are only
acquainted with one variety that will live in the open air in this

country in winter, and that is the North American W. virginica,

a strikingly handsome plant, producing fronds often '2 ft. in height,

and of a most beautiful pale green. It should bii planted in a

warm, sheltered locality. II. Bailey.

MAKKET GARDEN NOTES.
Tricolor Pelargoniums.—The beautiful shades of colour

that one so much admires in the tricolor Pelargoniums are never so
bright and distinct as in the early spring months. This most delicate

section of an important family of plants rejoices in a temperate
climate such as it is easy to create under glass at this time of the
j'oar. Subjected to the full influence of such sunlight as we may be
favoured with at this time of the year, indulged in an average con-
stant temperature of 50° bj' night, and 5.5° to 60° by day, whilst not
too much deprived of air, and supplied with enough of atmospherical
humiditj- to promote a free and somewhat luxuriant growth, the
various colours which are found united in the leaves become
extremely bright and distinct, and render the plants of great
decorative value. Few plants present a more attractive and tempt-
ing appearance than the tricolor Pelargoniums as brought into Covent
Garden by those growers who make them a specialitj', and I have
remarked that the.v are amongst the tirst plants to find

purchasers in the early morning. They are mostly grown in 2.i-in.

pots and brought in trays containing one dozen plants, the prices

ranging at from 4s. to 6s. per dozen. The great jioint in their

case is to get the cuttings struck early in the autumn, or better still

in August. Keep them just on the move up to the turn of the year,

then pot them off and give enough warmtli to ensure a free leaf

growth.

Oallas and Roses —It is not often that the market grower
attempts to grow two different kinds of plants together in the same
structure. The attempts to do so would in most cases result in a
diminution of quality in one or other, or, more likelj' still, in both
subjects, so that what would be gained in one way would be more
than lost in another. There are, however, exceptions to this rule,

of which Callas and Eoses are, perhaps, the most striking instance
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The Calla is found not to need that maximum of light found
indispensable to the welfare of most flowering subjects, and expands
and perfects its marvellously chaste blooms to great perfection in

the partial shade afforded by Hoses wlien trained over the roof. In
one respect at least the Rose and the Calla work in well with each
other, for both are extremely liable to the attacl:s of green fly, and
tlie fumigation indispensable for preserving the Eose shoots free

from it serves to preserve the Calla against its insidious attacks.

I do not know of any one plant the market value of which is so

liable to be lowered by the attacks of aphides as the Calla. Its

great beauty of course lays in its spotless purity, and it lays in the
power of a dozen miserable little gTcenflies to so dim this in the course
of a few hours only, that its jorice may be reduced thereby by one
half or more. The apliides breed in the folds of the opening leaves, and
only to the very diligent and penetrating eye are they visible. The
more inexperienced growers pass tliem bj', for, owing to tlie ratlier

coarse, quick, growing nature of the foliage, it does not appear to

suffer in any sensible manner ; but there comes a time when this

little colony of robbers sends forth an exploring party, which, spread-

hardy nature, it may be brouglit into market at times when it would

be almost impossible to expose the greater portion of tender plants

there, and may, if not sold, be left until the next market day. Of

course this cannot be done when the plant has been pushed along in

brisk heat, but if grown cool and well hardened, this Selaginella

will resist without injury a large amount of exposure to cold draughts

or a continued low temperature. The sale for this Moss is probablj-

not quite so brisk as it was, for there are now large importations of

a native kind from Devonshire, which is sold in large cakes, so to say,

is to be obtained at a cheap rate, and is in many instances found to

be an efticient substitute for the Lycopodium. Selaginella Krauss-

iana will, however, always remain a favourite subject, in manj- cases

indispensable to the floral decorator, and those who may be hesitat-

ing as to what to grow in the shade of other things cannot do

beUer than turn their attention to this Moss. As illustrating the,

great demand tliat exists for this little plant, I may mention the case

of a large floral decorator, who, finding he could not obtain enough

of it for his purpose, built a house expressly to keep up a supply of

some 6000 pots. A salesman, too, in Covent Garden once remarked

—
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Tenshurst ; distant view of house from near Sydney Oak (ISSO).

inn' over the fair white field, sully it to such an extent that its virgin

purity is for ever gone. The flower has lost its characteristic fea-

ture, "and is no more desired by buyers. There is only one way to

grapple with the foe ; it must be taken for granted tliat he is always

there, and strong action taken with regularity against him.

Now evervone knows that the Rose is also sure to be more or

less attacked by aphides, so that if proper measures are taken to

keep them clean, the Calla will be sure to be rid of tlieir arch

enera}'.

Selaginella Kraussiana.—This, more commonly known in

Covent Garden as Lycopodium Moss, maj' also be grown as an under

crop, where the necessary atmosplierical conditions can be main-

tained. Although this plant is of easy culture, it is still a fact that

to bring it into market in good condition, considerable care, fore-

thought, and experience are required. Vhen, however, the cultural

care has been what it should be, the grower may certainly count

upon profitable returns, and good samples are sure to meet with

readv sale. Where many err is in keeping it in heat for too long

a period ; it only attains its full depth of verdure when allowed to

complete its growth in a cool temperature. Crowding, too, is often a

source of mischief ; each plant should stand free from its neighbour,

so that the foliage may drop down and clothe the sides of the pots.

There is one advantage connected with this plant : being of an extremely

to me, " If I had a dozen large houses, I wouhl fiil them with
Lj-copodium

; nothing pays better.
"

J. Coenhill.

Covering Seeds.— I quite agree with " Alpha's ' remarks

Vp. 315) on covering seeds. Thousands are buried alive— are suffo-

cated through excess of covering. Undue liardness of soil may also
prove an obstacle to growth; but I believe the seed-bed and its

covering may also be too soft. A certain amount of resistance seems
needful for the development of healthy growth in seeds. The advice
not to cover with soil at all, onlj' laj- a sheet of glass over pans or
pots of small seeds, is also good ; hut a caution is needful in reference
to it. I liave not seldom seen seeds so covered and placed on shelves
within full reach of the sun

; the heat such seeds have to endure is

almost beyond belief. The glass should either be whitened over or
covered with paper ; but seeds are much better placed iir tlie shade,
or even in tire dark, until they germinate ; they need no light to
excite them into growth. As soon as the germ develops into a stem
and leaf—not before—can it make anj' good use of light. Of course,
seeds genninated in the dark need careful treatment in their first

stages of planthood; but with careful introduction to the light, the
young plants speedily gain strength, while a larger per centage of
seeds will germinate in shade or semi or total darkness than when
exposed to light from the first.—D. T. Fish.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

A FEW CHOICE LAWN TREES.

JuglanS regia laciniata.— As an extremely elegant foliaged

tree o! moderate size, this muv be recommended to planters with

confidence ; as a group oC three or more, or singly, on the la,wn or

near the banks of a lake it is quite in place. The foliage, which is

li^ht and feathery, much more so than that of J. regia, is retained

till late in the autumn, and is not so dense that Grass wi 1 not

grow under its shade. The form is decidedly round-headed and

somewhat pendulous The nuts are rather larger than those ot the

common type.

Platanus striata is another round-headed half-tree of about

20 ft. or more in height. Its foliage is denser, and the whole habit

of the tree more coujpact than is the case with the generality of the

Planes. If left to itself it branches out very close to the ground,

but it is best to regulate the height of the stem to about i ft. or

5 ft. previous to forming the crowns. It contrasts uncommonly well

with Coniferous plants, which will eventually overtop it by 20 ft. or

more, and therefore, as a tree for balancing Coniferous grouping or

for forming a pleasing gradation from the higher to the lower forms

of trees, it" is of much service. The bark is a greyish-green in

general aspect and streaked. Although the foliage is dense, yet,

owing to the moderate spread of the branches, Grass grows very well

under its shade.

Q-leditschia chinensis may be usefully employed in a

position where a partial tlirough view may be required, as, for in-

stance, when some architectural object such as a pavilion, summer-

house, fountain, or large statue is wislied to be seen. Its habit is

rather pendulous, its brandies very few and twisted, and the foliage

more vigorous than in the generality of the species. The form is

usually of a spherical character, and the height does not exceed

20 ft.

Pterocarya caucasica, a shrub of a massive character,

both in branch and foliage, is a distinct subject for any garden.

Its foliage partakes of the appearance of that of the AValnut, but
longer, the leaf-rib rivalling in length that of Ailantus glandulosa.

It succeeds best on elevated knolls or on the slopes of hills, and is

not to be recommended for planting in hnv-lying situations or near
water, as in such situations it is liable to injury from' excess of cold.

Where it might seem desirable to plant a group of trees of a near

similarity in appearance, and still to obtain diversity, such as the

Gj'mnocladus canadensis, Ornus europiea, Juglans of various sorts,

such as nigra and cinerea, and Ailantus glandulosa, this tree-shrub

would make a useful outside member of sucli a group.

Sylvesteis.

Pyrus Malus floribunda.—I am glad to find by a note in

The CtARDEN (p. 287) that this very beautiful, free-flowering, hardy
slirub will force freely, as I can readilj- imagine what a pretty sight

neat little standards of it would produce in pots in a greenhouse or

conservatory. Placed with their heads just above those of other

plants, they would show tliemselves off to the greatest advantage.

Here in the shrubberies among Rhododendrons it forms quite a

feature every spring, as it is then a mass of blossom, and much
admired by all tliose who see it. Not only is it very gay, but its

habit is light and graceful, the long branches weeping like those of

a psndulous Willow. Forced plants must be valuable for cutting

from as such shoots laden with rosy-coloured flowers would be in-

valuable in vases.—S. D.

Mexican Orange Flower (Choisya ternata).—Now that we
have passed through a winter of almost arctic severity, it may interest

vour readers to know that tliis shrub has stood out here unprotected

throuo-h weeks of severe frost, the thermometer often falling to r>°

at i ft. from the ground ; the flower-buds are now opening, and the

whole plant will soon be covered with its sweet-scented white blos-

soms. After such a trial as the late winter, this shrub must be con-

sidered worthy of a place in every garden, and would be no mean
occupant of a soutli wall. It strikes roots readily from cuttings in a

close, cold frame, and grows well in any good garden soil.—W. 0.

S., Faia, Corli.

Fabiana imbricata.—This pretty Heath-like Chilian sliiTib is

now looking quite healthy and green, after having been exposed to

the severe frost for weeks without tlie least protection ; too much
cannot be said in its favour, as it flowers most profusely every year,

every twig being covered with numerous Heath-like blossoms. It roots

readily from cuttings made of tlie small side shoots, and will

grow and thrive in any good soil, making a very handsome bush.—

W, 0, S„ Fota, Corli.

A Weeping Elm.—In a recent number of TilE GARDEN a

description was given of a weeping Elm possessing a singularly pen-

dulous habit. There is a tree answering the description given by

vour correspondent growing on Sir Joseph Whitwoith's estate at

'Darley Dale, Derby. It is quite a timber tree, and of considerable

age. "The branchlets of the lower boughs hang literally like strings,

and are from C ft. to 10 ft. in length. I have trees graf
' e I with these

branchlets, but at present they indicate a condition of growth more

like that of the ordinary weeping Elm than the tree in question.

The upper (or head) branches of the original tree have nothing pe-

culiarly noticeable about them. Messrs. Smith, of the nurseries near,

sell grafted trees of the above as the " Whitworth Elm."—V.

Quercus glabra.—Hay I suggest to your corresponc'ents that

if they do not sign their names (to which there may be sometimes

objection) they should at least give some token of their localily,

especially when speaking of the hardiness of plants. "Alpha"

(p 370) recommends a free planting of Quercus glabra both for its

beauty and hardiness. It is a handsome and interesting species,

and tiie fruit is said to be edible, but it is only hardy in the warmer

parts of England. I have often tried it, and as often failed, as the

first hard winter has always killed it, and I never saw it really

flourishing except at lUoton.—H. N. Ellacombe, BMon,

Gloucestershire.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSES IN WINTER AND SPRING.

Early Forcing.— One of the most important requirements in

early forcing is a suitable structure, witliout wliich it would be folly

to expect even moderate success. I believe, for the very earliest

work, that a house three-quarters span, 20 ft. or more wide, with

long side facing due south, or even south-east by south, at an angle

of not less than 30° or more than 3.")°, while the back part may be at

a convenient angle conforming with the width, is the best. A maxi-

mum of light is another important feature, and what we want is

" more glass and less wood "—the larger the squares and smaller the

laps the better. I am convinced that half the greenhouses used for

growing winter flowers have four times more woodwork on the roof

than is'necessaiT. The ventilation should be of the most perfect

description, and so constructed as to admit air evenly all over the

house, and not in gusts. As to shading, it is necessary for the best

results, especially so after a few days of cloudy and dark weather
;

flowers about to open will, with fitful bursts of sunshine, scald and

change colour, more especially if the temperature outside will not

allow of suflicient ventilation. Permanent shading is objectionable

from the fact of its, being a fixture, as there are many days dunrg

even summer when it is too dark for many plants ; and yet ^ve mutt

have shade. The best shading, in my opinion, should be portable,

and used only when the sun shines. The best and cheapest is some

light material such as scrim canvas or tiffany, which can easily be

fixed either inside or outside, on rollers or wires, whichever are

thought best. If inside, some little sacrifice will have to be made

in regard to the space it occupies when not opened. If shading is

used'from the outside there are times in winter when it would be

diflrcult to work. I believe all sun-loving plants, such as the Rose,

require all the light they can have without being actually sunburned

;

and that shading, like ventilation, should be entirely under control.

The Soil for Roses is most important, and without the right

soil " solid gold Roses " cannot be had ;
for, depend upon it, there

is a fitness of soil necessary to produce not only perfect Roses, but

perfect Strawberries, Grapes, or anything else. When I say perfect,

I mean sucii as are grandly finislied, such as lack neither size, colour,

nor form. I would like to mention a case of what soil had to do

with Grape growing. A gentleman's gardener whom I knew per-

fectly well used to gi-ow Black Hamburgh Grapes as near perfection

as possible, never failing to win the first prize wherever he exhibited.

In course of time he changed his situation (but not his employer),

built new vineries, had "all modern improvements, made borders

better than ever before, and with the best soil, as he thought, ever

lint in a A'ine border, he would beat everybody : but, at the end of

three years, instead of his winning first prizes, he had to be content

with thirds'. This was too much "for him to bear. The Vines were

healthy, but the fruit would not finish well ;
so the soil was all

taken out of the borders early in September whilst the Vines were

in full leaf, and its place filled with soil from the identical field from

which he had made his old borders, having to cart it across countiy

thirteen miles, and the result was the very next June he had his

usual first position. It is hard to define the best soil for Roses, but

it is agreed on all sides that the best for them is fat, turfy loam

from an old pasture that has been grazed for a number of years, an
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if the soil lias a tendency to clay, so much the better. But this is

indefinite. The component parts of soil vary as mucli as do the
variety of Roses themselves. The best soil can be had by testing
different samples from the most apparent favourable spots only

—

that is, in parts where not mucli Rose growing has been attempted
and no experiments made. As a safe guide for selecting I would
say that soils that contain a good proportion of mica may generally
be relied upon to produce good Roses. Soil should be collected
either in springtime or summer, stripped off from 2i in. to 3 in. deep,
piled in convenient heaps, and not too dry, when a'slight fermenta-
tion should bo encouraged ; and if this does not tal:e place, turn over
the mass and add moisture, eitlier as water or in the shape of liquid

manure. An occasional turning over, and oftcner if the soil is

required early, will be beneficial. Tliose who grow Roses must have
plenty of time to attend to them. They must also have a knowledge
of the individual varieties, their peculiarities and characters ; must
be prepared to meet witli failures and losses, in spite of appliances,
experience, and material, for there are many misfortunes wliich are
beyond the best control and cannot be helped.

Propagation by means of cuttings is the best method, wherever
practicable ; but there are some varieties, such as Baroness Roths-
child, Madame Lacharme, and Mabel Morrison, that do not strike

root freely, or are very slow to start into vigorous growtli. In sucli

cases budding is best, using either the Manetti or Grifferaie stocks.
Cuttings should be rooted as early as possible, say from November
to January, shitting into larger pots as necessary from time to time.
By the 1st of March the earliest struck plants should be ready for

i-in. pots. The soil should have added to it in this and subsequent
shifts one twentj'-fifth or thirtieth part of pure bonedust, being care-

ful to use plenty of drainage, frequently syringing and judiciously
watering, and occasionally giving soakings of liquid manure as the
pots get filled with roots. The last potting sliould be made not later

than the first week in August, into sizes according to the size of the
plant, being careful not to overpot. Stopping and tying are impor-
tant. All Roses like support, and should be carefully staked—at
first requiring only one stake, tint as thej' grow three or four will bo
necessary. Stojiping should be done with judgment, and not too
often. The very strongest shoots sliould be pinched as soon as four
or six leaves are developed, the last stopping lo be about a week
before the final shift. The plants are better grown in a light and
well-ventilated house during tlie whole of the first season. From the
first week in September, for the very earliest crop, water should be
gradually withheld, but not so much as to cause shrivelling of the
wood or destruction of tlio roots. Early in October, according to the
condition of the plants, they sliould be started, and if any pruning
is required, it should be done a few days before. Nothing but the
extreme points and any watery shoot need be taken off. If the
plants for a few days or a week can be placed in some dark, cool
place, first giving them a thorouglr soaking, it Avill cause immediate
root action, which is of the first importance in the forcing of all

plants. Keep the temperature, if possible, not higher than 50° at
night, syringe often, and fumigate when required. After the plants
are well broken, and leaf action is thoroughly developed, water often
with weak liquid manure, and by tlie middle of November the tem-
perature can be 5° warmer at night, and from 10° to 1.5° in the day-
time. The nearer the glass, without actually touching, the better
for the plants. With such treatment the crop of flowers should be
ready by the middle of December and onwards. After the crop is

off, and it is decided to keep the plants, tliey should have a liberal

shift, and be induced to make as much good wood as possible. Strong
shoots springing from the bottom should be encouraged, and, after
being 1 ft, high, if the plant is thin, they may be pinched back ; this

will help to balance the growth. When complete, place the plants
in a cold house to rest. They can then either be planted out to bloom
out of doors very late, or icept for another year's forcing. If it is

decided to force them again, keep tlicm as quiet as possible, with-
holding water in large quantities, but do not let them slirivel. About
tlie middle of July turn all out of the pots, wash away carefully all

the loose soil, repotting into clean pots of the same size, or larger if

necessaiy, with the same routine as for young plants, and starting
them about tlie same time. It will be found that these 'plants start

easier into growth than young ones, from the fact of their being
forced before. The only variety used for the very earliest work is

General Jacqueminot ; but amongst all the multitude of Roses there
are others that will bear the same treatment, and I would suggest
the trial, amongst the old ones, of the following : Coup d'Hebe

;

Camille Bernardin, light crimson ; Jean Chei-pin, very dark crimson
with maroon shadings ; and Paul's Princess of Wales, brilliant

scarlet. For second earlj' work the same cultivation and manage-
ment is required, except that the final potting may be delayed a
month or six weeks later, and the starting into gi'owth sliould talce

place from the middle of November and forwards at intervals to the
1st of Februarj'.

Beds and Borders Indoors.—For a .succession crop this

mode of growtli gi\'es the least trouble, and is often very remunera-
tive, but it has not the advantages and portability of pot culture,

and for a first early crop is not so certain—with this serious draw-
back, if the crop fails the season is lost, and the houseroom lost for

a 5'ear. If it is determined to try a first early crop in beds, the
house should have a southerly exposure, as for pot culture ; the
border should be constructed independently of the main earth, with
a space intervening as much as may be tliought well, and if a row
of hot-water pipes is placed beneath the bed, so much the better.

This should be so arranged as to be able to enclose the whole tigiitly,

and when the time comes to start the Roses into growth, in autumn
shut off the heat from the rest of tlie house, and excite root-action
first, following the same treatment as regards syringing, stimulating,
and keeping clean as for pot culture. Use one-A'car-old jilants that
ha^'e not been forced, planted on March 1, 2 ft. apart each way, with
the oliject of removing every other as soon as the}' crowd, or after

tlie first j-ear's flowering, stopping and tying for the first season as
required. The advantage of an independent bed will be easily

understood when the period of resting comes, as we then have en-

tire control of the root action. A bed 15 in. to 20 in. is deep
enough, draining well and using soil as given before, witli a good
spriiiiiling of i-in. bones in addition. iUulch May 1 with good mel-
low manure, eitlier cow manure or good stable manure, and mulch
again after the middle of November. Encourage all growth after

the crop is over, and preserve it entire—that is, do not shorten the
canes, and instead of cutting them short at tlie annual pruning, cut
out all tlie old wood of the previous year's growth, and select from
three to fi^e canes to bend down for bearing a second crop of blooms.
By so doing more flowers can be had. Any one who has grown
Raspberries will understand what is meant by tlie bending method.
For second earlj' and late forcing, liouses with ends due north and
south are generally thought to be the best. The Roses may be
planted out in beds that have immediate contact with the earth, but
I prefer to have them isolated and under control. AVith an}' method
ensure good drainage. Fixed roofs or portable roofs—which are the
best ? I am inclined to think, with movable shading, fixed roofs are
tlie best, with abundant ventilation always. The idea of having to

freeze Roses to make them flower is a fallacy. Plenty of sunshine
and little water in the autumn, with the natural decline of the tem-
jierature, accomplishes more than excessive freezing in the way of

elaborating and maturing tlie plant for its next season's work.

InaectH and other Ailments.— Presuming that all

growers are familiar with tlie enemies of plant-life generally, and
how to exterminate them, and also the ordinary white mildew, yet
tliere is one fungus growth which, unfortunately, makes sad ha-\'co

amongst Roses. This is called black mildew. In reality it is a
Peronospora, closely allied, if not identical, with Peronospora infes-

tans, the variety so destructi^'e to tlie Potato crops. Tlie attacks
of this fungus are very sudden, appearing generally with and after

a day or two of cloudy, murky weather when the atmosphere gene-
rally is heavily charged witli electricity. The plants show frequently
a languid appearance before the fungus is discernible. Within
forty-eight hours I have seen every leaf with black blotches as large

as I'eas and three parts of the foliage fallen off. If this occurs
during July, before the wood is liard, it frequently quite seriously

injures the plant. The best application for checking the growth of

this fungus, so far as I know at jiresent, is equal parts of black
sulphur (Sulphur vivum), of druggists, and newly-slaked lime,

mixed together and applied frequcntlj', and especially during the
time of dull or showery weather, dusting both ground and plants.

—

John Thoefe, in "New York Horticultural Society's Report."

John Baxter & Son.—Some time ago we had a letter from
Edinburgh (19, Elder Street), asking us to sell electros. Believing

tliat these were required for indiscriminate use in various catalogues,

we declined to supply them :

—

"Printiog Office, 19, Elder Street, Edinburgh, March 9, 1881.
" W. Robinson, Esq., F.L S.

" Sir,—la reply to your memo of yesterday, we ask you to sell or exchange
electros of engravings from Gardening, to be used by us in illustratiog

seedsmen's catalogues. AVe know there is a prohibition against disposing

of Yilmorin's blocks, and we do not require copies of these. We may
mention thatMM. Yilmorin, Andrieux & Co. declined to siipply tis any of
tJieir electros, with tJie result that ive copied some hundreds of their de-

signs, and, we noio have an arrangement hij 11'hich we can get whatever
we want. If we cannot purchase in the viarhet we must manufacture for
ourselves. You will understand we do not offer our electros for sale, but
keep them for our own exclusive use. We trust you will see it is for our
mutual advantage to trade. " John Baxter & Son."

Wg^ replied to this, again declining to dispose of electros, stating that

we should object to their copying them, to which the following letter

was received :—
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"Edinburgh, Maroli 12, 1881.

"W. llobinson, Esq , F.L S.

"Sir,—Yours of yesterday to baud. We regret your decision not to supply

us electros, but from past experience cannot say we are surprised. Failing

our getting the electros elsewbere, we certainly shall not hesitate to make
copies. We are quite aware of the law of copyright, and shall in no way
infringe it. At same time we regret that, being willing to pay for

designs, we should 7iarc no alternative hut to copy without permission
or acknowledgment.—Yours truly, " John Baxter & Son."

That sentence which we put in italics is certainly a very harrl case

for Messrs. Baxter & Son. Many, however, as are the difficulties

and mysteries of our law, we do not think that Messrs, Baxter are

obliged to copy without acknowledgment.

grown amongst Broccoli, Cabbage, or Parsnips, and should doubt if

they do would much good there, unless they got well up before
them

; but there are always vacant spaces in gardens where Beans
will succeed that cannot be well utilised for anything else.— S. D.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FACTS ABOUT POTATOES.
The followlDg facts from the Cork c.n-i-espondent of the Agricul-
tural G'aie^^eseem important. The crops experimented on weregrown
on the modelfarm at Cork, and the report of the committee gives the
following percentage of disease and weight per acre of the varieties

tested. From this it appears that those popular Irish Potatoes, the
Skerr^' Blue and the Rocks, still hold a high'place as disease resisters.

It would be interesting, however, to learn when the experiments in

question were made. It must have been early in the spring, or,

perhaps, late in the autumn. The time of testing for disease often
makes all the difference. For example, I bought this week a sack of

(Jhampions, warranted free from disease, but, nevertheless, at least

20 per cent, of them proved, in preparing them for cooking, badly
affected. Had the test been applied at lifting, these very samples
wovild have been pronounced clean. Nor is this a solitary instance.

Clmaps are now being opened in all directions, and heavy percent-

ages of diseased tubers are found. Here are the statistics just

referred to. Percentage of disease to sound tubers : Champion, .3;

jMagnum Bonum, -5 ; Skerry Blue, 2 ; Brown Rocks, 6 ; "White
Rocks, 6; Red Skin Flourballs, 8; Early Rose, ; Victoria, 11;
Regents, 10 ; Bloray Blues, 20 ; Bean, 21 ; Internatiunal, 20 ; and
Reading Abbey, 33. The gross weight per acre of the respective

varieties were Bean, 11 tons 18 cwt. ; Brown Rocks, 1 1 tons 10 cwt.;

White Rocks, 11 tons 11 cwt. ; Regents, 11 tons 4 cwt.; Skerry
Blue, 10 tons 14 cwt.; Red-skin Flourballs, 10 tons ll cwt.;
Champions, 10 tons 8 cwt. ; Magnum Bonum, 10 tons 5 cwt. The
weight of marketable tubers per acre was Brown Rocks, tons 17
cwt.; White Rocks, tons 11 cwt.; Red-skin Flourballs, tons

10 cwt. ; Magnum Bonum, tons 4 cwt. ; Skerry Blue, 8 tons 12
cwt. ; Beans, 8 tons ; Regents, 8 tons ; and Champions, 7 tons

15 cwt.

The report of the committee adds tliat good farmyard manure and
sjaweed gave the best results ; and the opinion is expressed that
were the land properly tilled, and the manure ploughed down in

the autumn, tliere would be no danger of the manure favouring tlie

development of the mycelium of the disease-fungus, as fresh manure
undoubtedly does. It is also added that in the experiment at Cork
with phosphates, whether in the form of bones, raw minerals, or
sulphur-phosphates, the results were nil, so far as any immediate
action on the quantity of the Potato crop was concerned. Neither
was there any appreciable difference in the quantitj^ of the weight
of the crops obtained by planting whole Potatoes, cut sets, or Pota-
toes from which all the eyes except one were removed. As the
experiments are to be repeated, it is to be hoped that special atten-

tion may be given to a point on which this report is altogether silent,

that is, the differing percentage of marketable tubers from whole
sets, cut sets, and one-eyed sets. It is generally thought, and my
experience confirms the opinion, that sets with one or a few eyes
yield larger and more even samples than those in which all the eyes

are left. D. T. Fish.

Broad Beans amongst other Crops.—The plan of grow-
ing Broad Beans amongst Potatoes (p. 358) is one that has long been
pursued by cottagers, and a very good one it is, as fine crops may
be grown without taking up any ground in the way thej' would if

planted in rows, as one may be dropped into a hole here and there a
few yards apart, when, with plenty of light and air, they branch out
from the base and bear a great number of pods. By planting them
in the rows of Potatoes they are out of the way of the hoe, and the
slight earthing up they get does them good, by giving them more
stability and fresh earth to root in. I have never seen Broad Beans

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Apeil 12.

Though not so extensive as the preceding show, that on Tuesday
last was an excellent one, and the numerous subjects submitted
to the floral committee included several fine plants.

First-olaas Certiflcatea were av.'arded to the following :

—

Mr, W. Bull, Chelsea, for—

Coelogyne criatata alba.—A lovely variety, with spotless
white flowers borne as profusely as in the ordinary form. The
flowers, however, diflier from the type somewhat in form, the lip

being larger and more concave, and the petals and sepals narrower.
This may be truly considered to be one of the finest additions to

Orchids that have been made for a long time.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

Dioscorea retusa.—A most elegant stove twining plant
having slender stems about the size of a quill, and compound leaves

divided into about six leaflets. The flowers are produced in catkins
1 in. or 2 in. in length, and are aggregated in pendulous clusters in

the axils of the leaves, giving the plant a strikingly elegant appear-
ance. The plant exhibited was trained to an umbrella-shaped trellis,

a plan which suits its peculiar habit of growth admirablj'.

Q-ymnogramma schizophylla.—An elegant Fern recently

introduced from Jamaica. The fronds are a foot or so in length,

rather narrow and finely cut into delicate segments, which render

them extremely beautiful. Theyarei^'oducedinatuftand lie elegantly
over the sides of the pot or basket ; hence it is an excellent Fern for

suspending in stoves or warm greenhouses.

Adiantum monochlamys.—A Maiden-hair Fern with
delicately cut fronds, the 2:)iun;e of which are wedge-shaped and
notched on the edges. They are of a soft green tint, which gives the

plant a very pleasing appearance. As it is a Japanese species it may
probably succeed in a greenhouse.

Omphalodes Krameri.—A beautiful little Japanese plant

with broadly lanceolate leaves erect in growth ; it has flowers about

^ in. across, of a rich deep blue colour, and borne in loose clusters.

It is said to be perfectly hardy, and if so, it will be a decided

acquisition among hardy plants.

Messrs. F. Sander and Co., St. Albans, for —
Pinguicula Bakeriana,—The same plant tliat we described

at p. 367 as P. caudata, a name under which we saw it at Kew. It

is a most beautiful plant, and should it prove hardy, its value will

be greatly increased. It has recently been imported from Mexico.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, for

—

Pelargonium lateripes Anna Pfitzer.—An Ivj'-leaved Pe-

largonium bearing a large truss of double flowers of a delicate rosy-

pink hue. It is by far the best of the kind yet exhibited, and well

deserved the distinction accorded it.

Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, for

—

Primrose Amaranth.—A variety with large and finely shaped
flowers of a rich, deep amaranth hue, with a conspicuous orange-

j'ellow centre.

Other exhibits in the council room consisted of a group of new
and rare plants from Messrs. Veitch, including a magnificent variety

of Cattleya Mendelli named superbissima. The flowers are unusually

large, the petals and sepals pure white, and the lip is finely

crisped and of a rich amaranth tint. The plant bore sis flowers,

and was otherwise a fine example of good culture, and the exhibitors

were appropriately awarded a cultural certificate. Other plants

shown in this group were Amaryllis Duchess of Connaught, a white

flowered variety, very chaste and beautiful ; A. Empress of India,

A. Lady Bolsover, A. Mirando, and A. Sir F. Iloberts, all beautiful varie-

ties and great improvements both as regards size, form, and colour,

on older varieties. Corylopsis spicata and pauciflora, highly inte-

resting Japanese shrubs with catkin-like flowers of a pale yellow

colour ; lUioium religiosum variegatum, a variety with prettily

variega~ed leaves and whitish flowers ; Boronia megastigma,
with flowers of the normal tj'pe of colour, as well as a pale yellow

produced on the same plant ; Magnolia stellata, a white-flowered

species, producing flowers on the leafless branches ; Daphne atro-

purpurea (syn.. Van Houttei), a singular species bearing the flowers

in a congested cluster on the upper part of the branches ; and a
basket of Primula pubescens were also shown.
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A similar group was exhibited by Mr. liull, comprising tlie pretty

double rosy-pink Azalea, shown under the name of A. balsamitlora

;

the plants were large and profusely flowered, and were highly

attractive ; Draciena Lindeni, a handsome species, likely to become
25opular on account of its distinct habit of growth and the markings
of the elegantly recur\ed foliage ; Kentia gracilis, fSarracenia

Drummondi, crispata, and the prettily mottled-leaved An^ctochilus
hieroglyphica, which is somewhat similar to Goodyera japonica.

Mr. B. S. AVilliams, UpiDer HoUoway, showed a group of double
Cinerarias, Laslia harpophylla, with bright orange-red llowers, and
a tine new Azalea named Charles Carmichael, which has large

purplish-red flowers, plentifully produced. Mr. Carmichael, Nowton
Court, Bury St. Edmunds, sent two of his new Azaleas, D. T. Fish,

witli unusually large flowers (1 in. across) of a rich salmon tint,

heavily sjiotted on the upper petal ; and Mrs. "Wills, a variety in tire

way of amoena, but with larger blossoms of a deep crimson-red.

A couple of racemes of the gorgeous Amherstia nobilis was sent
from the Duke of Devonshire's garden at Chatsworth ; these are
alluded to elsewhere. A good example of Knguicula vallisnerifolia

was exhibited by Sir. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford, the colour of

>vliich was a tine contrast to the new V. caudata. Mr. Guysett,

gardener to Mrs. Perrett, I,ynton House, Clapham Common, ex-

hibited some magnificent trusses of Khododendron Nuttalli, one of

the finest of all the Sikkim species, iiaving flowers nearly 6 in. across,

bell-shaped and pure white.
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley Nurseries, made a fine dis-

play witli a group of admiraV>ly grown and flowered double
-Cinerarias, and several dozen bandies of cut blooms of zonal single

and double Pelargoniums. They likewise showed a Paris Daisy
called Siher Star, which promises to be a highly useful variety for

cutting pnri^oses, on account of its pure whiteness; Miraulus Beauty
of Sutton, a finely spotted sort ; a scarlet double Tropicolum : some
blooms of the original Cineraria cruenta ; and a variety of Salvia

siilendens, with white and red flowers, and named M. Issanchou.
I'riraroses were shown in fine variety by Jlr. G . V. Wilson,

Heatherbank, Weybridge, including some very beautiful seedlings,

one in particular being very line, a seedling from Scott "Wilson,

having a rich plum colour. Mr. Dean, Ealing, also showed some
fine named sorts, the most noteworthy being AVarrior, rich chocolate
crimson

; Beatrice, pinkish-purple ; Blue Piell, bluish-purple, and the
single white, which had reverted from the double white. Mr. Smith,
Edmonton, showed laced Polyanthuses Byron and Nelson, two
superb varieties.

i\Ir. "Wilkinson, gardener to "\'iscount Gage, Firle Place, Lewes,
showed a group of seedling plants of Anthurium Scherzerianum, but
none' were above the usual standard. The first bunches of Tuliorous
]!egonias were shown on this occasion by Messrs. Laing & Co., Forest
Hill, which, considering their carliness, were excellent. Sir Charles
Strickland, Hildenley, showed some finely-gi-own examples in flower
of Cattleya citrina, grown on suspended blocks of virgin cork.

In tlie conservatory there was an attractive display, the pot
Koses from Messrs. Veitchand Jlessrs. Lane, of Berkhamstead, being
particularly noteworthy, as both collections contained some excellent,
profusely-flowered specimens. Both exhibitors were awarded a gold
medal for their groups. In addition to the Roses, Messrs. Lane
showed a numerous collection of llhododendrons, all fully flowered
and representing some of the finest varieties. A similar award was
also given to Mr. B S. AViUiams for an extensive group of plants
arranged in a very eilective manner. It included many Orchids in
flower, besides Amaryllis, Azaleas, and these were interspersed with
Dracaenas, Palms, Ferns, and other fine-foliaged plants, the whole
forming a highly attractive grouji.

Mr. Aldous was awarded a silver gilt medal for a flue group of
decorative plants, among which some well-flowered examples of
Azalea mollis, in fine variety, were very conspicuous. Near to these
was a group of Cinerarias from the Society's gardens at Chiswick,
which represented a fine strain, especially remarkable for the dwarf,
compact growth and free flowering habit. In another large group
from Chiswick se\'eral fine specimens of Imantophyllum miniatiuu
su)5erbum, one of the finest of all the varieties, were very attractive.

As usual in April, there was an extensive display of Narcissi from
Messrs. Barr i: Sugden's grounds at Tooting. These were not only
attractive, but highly interesting, tlie varieties being very numerous,
especially the Ajax section. Among the more remarkable were
N. bicolor biflorus, a form with two flowers on each stalk, and tri-

florus, with three blooms
; N. poeticus ornatus, the earliest of the

I'oefs Narcissus, was in beautiful condition, as, indeed, were all the
flowers. To this group a silver flora medal was deservedly
awarded.

Fruit and Vegetables.—The.se 'were few, the principal being
a huge bunch of JIusa Ca^•endislli, the Plantain which was shown
by Mr, Buchanan, gardener to Dr, Siemens, Sherwood, Tunbridge

"Wells. Tlie bunch weighed seventy-four pounds—an extraordinary

weight. The jilant from which this bunclr was cut was planted when
18 in. high at tlio end of March last year, and has been placed

under the influence of electric light, which circumstance no doubt
accounts for the unusual growth, and likewise affords a striking

proof of the beneficial effects of electric light upon jalants. Mr.
"Wallis, Keele Hall, Newcastle, Staffordshire, exhibited some excel-

lently-preserved bunches of Gros Colmar, Black Alicante, and Lady
Downes Grapes, the two first-named sorts being particidarly re-

markable on account of their perfect soundness and higli finish.

Some fruits of the Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) were exhibited by
Jlr. Bowell, gardener to Lady Parker, Stawell House, Kichmond.
The fruits are about the size of AValnuts, and of a rich orange-

yellow colour, Mr. Miles, High Wycombe, exhibited a bunch of a
new early Kadisli, a round sort of a rosy-red colour, and which
promises to be an excellent kind for an early crop.

Scientific Committee.—Canker on Apple wood : Dr. Masters
exhibited a specimen to raise the question as to its origin. Dr.

Hogg attributed it lo frost, observing that water would often settle

in tlie axils, form ice there, which then destroy the tissues. Trees
which were of a more delicate nature, such as Newtown and Kil]-

ston Pippin, were more subject to it than others. If the roots of

such trees reached a cold, damp level similar results followed, the
general previous condition lieing an unripeness of the wood which
lead to canker. Multiplication of sepals in I'rimula sinensis : an
umbel of this plant, every flower of which consisted of a ball-

like mass of green leaves, was also brought by Dr. Ma.sters.

Sarracenia : a flower with the exterior surface of the foliaceous stigma
producing folds and tubular excrescences resembling similar out-

growths not unfrequent on Cabbage leaves. Mr. Ehvcs exhibited a
Nolina Georgina from the coast of Carolina, a Scilla-like plant,called

Bidfalo tirass. This is believed to be the first instance of itsfiower-

ing- in Europe. He also exhibited aTulipfrom Elbury Mountain, near to

Tulipaviolacea, but with colour of T.saxatilis,which,howover, possesses
broad sliiny foliage. He also showed Tulipa iliensis, allied to T.

sylvestris. Mr. Elwes remarked upon the rapid changes which
Tulips undergo under cultivation, not merely in the glabrous or downy
filaments, but in the shai^e of the stigmas, &c. Dr. Siemens exhibited
a fine bunch of green Banana fruits from a tree which was 18 in. higli in

Marcli, 1880, but had the benefit of the electric light at night for the
first three months. During thesummerit had only sunlight, but fortlie

last six or eigiit weel^s the electric light was again employed at night.

The benefit appeared to be due to the starting the growth last spring.

Aris^ma speciosa.—Mr. Elwes remarked upon the development of the
spadix, which bears a long filiform terminal appendage, in that the
latter is always found wrapped up in the terminal part of the leaf

long before the spathc unfolds.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Strawberry Supports.— Messrs. Reynolds & Co., K"ew Compton Street,
have sent us examples of their uire Strawberry supports— a strong wire hoop
suppoiteil by three stout \>ires about 1 ft. long ; they are cheap, and have the
advantage of not allording any harbour for slugs.

"Willow T'wi^.- ^1 non.—It belongs to Balix caprea, but the variety cannot bo
named with certainty without seeing the tree in full leaf. All Willows having
round knobby palms, and broad leaves of loose texture belong to the same
species, no matter by what fancy names Ihey may be called.—W.
Fruit Tree Protectors.— If. J^.— t'ilfauy and scrim canvas, samples of which

have been submitted to us liy Messrs. Edgiugton, of Duke Street, London Bridge,
are both useful for this purpose, aud for shading, but of the two, the tiffany seems
the best.

Extension Training.—In my remarks on this subject at the bottom of
j.ight hand column for " forest oak," read " finest oak."- J. S. W.
Names of Plants.—^tiimi.-l, Sparnianniaafricana ; 2, specimen not suf-

flcent ; 3, Begonia nietallica ; 4, Pteris cretica alba lineata ; 5. Coprosma lucida
variegata.—r. £. ir.-l, Omphalodes verna ; 2, Corydalis solida, 3, Sedum sp. ; 4,

Mesembryanthemnni, sp. Send last two when in Hower.— IF. S'a)i/o?i.—Ammo-
bium alatnin.— Cr'. G. y(.—Aspleninm bulbifernm.— T)'. £.—Stanhopea tigrina.
The ordinary form of Oncidinm tuscatnni is the deepest eolonred of the two
flowersyousend.— r. S. ir.—Eutaxiamyrtifnlia.—^«0H.—Salix caprea. —,t.,S'. G.
—1, Leptospermum sp. ; 2, Deutzia scabra ; 3, Doronicum caucasicuni.

Improved Pruning and Training.— Mr. Simpson speaks
(p. 388) of " tying- stones to branches to make them fruitful,'' as the
only "original" feature in Mr. Hiljberd'spublished ideasonthe natural
system of fruit tree culture. I can well remember an Aston Town
Pear tree in my fatlier's orchard, some GO years ago, liaving the
branches drawn down and kept so Ijy brick ends suspended to them
with cord. From the well-known habit of growth of the Aston
Town, this operation may have been resorted to to counteract tl e
tendency of the branches to interlace : but my father took great
interest in planting and management of trees generally, and wis
an experimentalist, and though the idea may have been borrowed, it

call scarceljf now be considered original.—V,
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather : but
The Akt iiSEiiF IS Matdre."—.sAaiespeore.

STEMS OF CAMELLIAS SPLITTING.

I WAS interested in noticing in The Garden (p. 204) some

remarks on tlie Camellia by Mr. Eoberts, and also those (p. 3 1 7)

of your more recent correspondent "P.," who makes a brief

allusion to the garden wall at Scorrier, which, as Mr. Eoberts

says, is 380 ft. in length, and 20 ft. in height, and covered

with Camellias. Unhappily, Kent is many miles from Corn-

wall, or to view these plants in flower would be a very enjoy-

able sight, and one well worth going a long distance to see
;

but, indeed, whether in flower or not, when in vigorous

health the Camellia, both in habit of growth and beauty of

foliage, as an ornamental shrub has perhaps no rival. In the

matter of hardiness it has, as I have previously stated in The
Garden, some peculiarities which, in severe climates, detract

from its value as a hardy plant. No amount of frost seems

to affect the foliage and smaller branches, but 10" or 1.5" of

frost cause the main stem to split. On the north and east

aspects against the walls of my house here at Tunbridge Wells

I have some Ij doz. plants of Camellias, of various sizes,

which have been exposed during the past winter to a tempera-

ture of 4° or 5° below zero without any other protection

than wrapping the stems with hay-bands. Owing to my
absence from home this needful precaution was not attended

to in due time, and the resilt has been that two of the largest

plants have had their stems slightly split, the ruptures

measuring 1 in. across, and the bark destroyed close to the

ground ; while two others of like size, having had their stems

covered, are uninjured. It may be worthy of notice that,

while the larger stems have suffered in this way, the recent

growths and smaller branches are entirely sound. Owing to

the neglect referred to above, some of the smaller plants have

suffered equally with the two larger ones. It seems evident

that if this tender part of the Camellia plant is protected,that is,

the main stem, it will bear any degree of frost. It may also

be useful to remark that in my case the mischief to the stems

has in all cases occurred close to the ground. I send these

few remarks in the hope that they may prove helpful to any
of your readers who may care to grow the Camellia as an out-

door shrub. I also send you a twig or two to show the

condition of the wood and foliage of the bulk of my plants,

which have been exposed, as I have already stated, during

the past winter to 37" of frost, with no other protection than
that referred to above. PiOBERT Marnock.

Tunbridge Wells.

Pinguiculas.—I have tried to grow all the species and varieties

ot this interesting class of plants that I conld get hold of, and have
succeeded with all of them Ijut P. alpina ; it is described as white and
lemon tinted. Does anyone know where this plant can be seen in

good health ? I have twice bought it, but have lost it notwithstand-
ing the greatest attention paid to it. P. grandiflora and P. vallis-

nerifefolia grow, Hower, and increase freely. I gi'ow the plants in

pots in the greenhouse ; they do not seem particular whether loam
or peat is used as a compost, and I find they do best with some
Sphagnum chopped fine and placed on the surface ; they are moisture-
loving plants, and dislike draughts; the leaves are glutinous, retain-

ing flies and other insects. Tlie species P. Bakeriana noticed in

The Garden (p. 411) is remarkably handsome; it is quite distinct

from any of the other species known to us, and, unlike our own
Irish Butterwort, the leaves have no sticky substance on their sur-

face. If this beautiful species should prove to be hardy, what a
welcome^adclitiop it T\'iJl be to our collections.— J. Doye^Ag,

Epigsea repens at Home.—Few hardy plants have been

found to ta.K the skill of growers so much as this, demanding as it

does a combination of conditions that can seldom be accorded it.

Mr. Wilson, after repeated failures, has at length succeeded in master-

ing its culture, and it may be seen in the AVisIey Garden growing

with great freedom, and looking as happy as one might imagine it

would do in its native habitat. I have used the word culture in

connection with this little plant, but I should hardly have done so,

for the great point appears to be to award it a congenial situatior,

and then leave it alone in undisturbed repose. This, at any rate,^ is

what Mr. Wilson has done ; he has simply naturalised it in his wild

garden and his success is perfect. The position chosen for it is a

damp one, a leafy screen of Oak foliage warding ofE the hot sun,

whilst plenty of light is admitted at this time of the year. The
prostrate shoots travel onwards, rooting as they go, amongst a carpet

of Grass, the dead leaves from the Oaks being allowed to remain

just where they fall.—J. Coenhill.

NOTES AND READINGS.

])it. Siemens should try his electric light on more sensitive subjects

than the Banana—winter Cucumbers, for example. If he can make

these grow actively, and bear freely between November and

February, he will prove his case. A seventy-four pound Banana
from a plant more than a year old considerably is not„a feat. A
plant 18 in. high, planted in March, and in good soil and proper

temperature, should show a good bunch of fruit the autumn follow-

ing, and ripen by the middle of April succeeding. We have seen

as much accomplished in the north, where the nights are long in

winter, and where no electric light was employed. Turn the

"rays" on a Cucumber plant from November till February, aud

keep them off the plant in the next light, but growing imder the

same conditions otherwise, and we shall have the exact amount of

sunbeams recorded in Cucumbers, and proof positive of the actual

worth of the light.

The comparative value of the winter Brassica crops has been

instructively illustrated during the past severe winters we liave

had these few years back. Broccoli has been the least remunerative

crop, Cabbages next, and Savoys next to the Cabbages. Brussels

Sprouts and Greens have been "the only crops that have yielded a

good return, and of these two the Sprouts have been, perhaps, the

most valuable. The latter have come to the front in a mauner

that is likely to popidarise them among small gardeners and others

who rely on a stock of Greens during the winter montlis. Many
of our Broccoli, it has been proved, are not much hardier than the

old Walcheren Cauliflower; prolonged frost and snow, even

when the frost is not severe, kills them. From what I have been

told aud read, and also from my own notes made during a number

of years, the following five varieties seem to be the hardiest, or

amongst the hardiest, of their class, and stand in the order named :

Carter's Champion, Cattell's Eclipse, Shearer's Late White (a

Scotch kind), Knight's Protecting, and Snow's Winter White.

Numbers of other sorts have been totally destroyed.

#

One of your correspondents is a.stonished to find that no Eussian

mats have yet found their way among French gardeners, but it

has struck' English gardeners before that iu the matter of

appliances of this kind the French are very considerably behind

ourselves, that is, behind in spending money on articles they can

manufacture for themselves. It is all French thrift, ^^'e believe

expensive glass copings are unknown amongst them, although

they employ copings far more extensively than we do. If you go

to a horticultural exhibition in this country you see these made
of glass and iron; at similar exhibitions in France they are

exhibited in wood and straw, and great pride is evidently taken

in the neat, yet simple, manufacture of the latter, which are

readily plaited together and stand out as stiff and straight as a

board, though quite thin, but perfectly waterproof aud good non-

conductors. Their mats, shadings, and even their fruit walls, all

suggest the same simple, but thrifty industry.

*

Gardening on the Grass, which has been alluded to lately, is

an idea that" commends itself to flower gardeners. Hitherto Iho

objection to planting on lawns has been the so-called untidy

aspect of patches occupied by the growth of bulbs and others after

they hiive dope flowering; butthp appearanpe of a }awn need POt
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bo noficeably affected in that way by planting many kinds of

spring and early summer flowers in masses to be left to flower and
grow till the foliage is mature, after which they may be out over
and the mowing machine passed over the ground in the usual way
during the remainder of the season, thus providing a smoothly,
grassy groundwork for the flowers the following spring—such as

Narcissi, Crocuses, Seillas, Snowdrops, Irises, Colchicums, Grape
Hyacinths,Dodecatheons,and numbers of other hardy bulbs and tube-
rous rooted perennials tliat are amongst our finest and most showy
hardy flowers. That this is no impracticable idea has been proved
beyond a doubt. Any or all of these will thrive on lav.'ns where
the Grass ia not cut over till about the beginning or middle of

June. Then the plan is a simple and easy one, and it will not be
denied that it is also cheap—cheaper than either spring gardening
in beds or bedding-out. One cannot reflect on the possibilities

of flower gardening in this way without thinking how long our
opportunities have been quite lost or neglected ; how many
gardens there is now, and have been, in which absolutely no
attempt has been made to do more than fill a few beds with
a few gay plants in autumn—a style of gardening which was no
doubt considered '•' the thing" in its t' me, but now condemned.
There was no genius in such gardening ; none.

PEliEGltlNE.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

New Plants.—People \-isitLng ray g;ndon at once remark the
rare beauty of a new shrub which I had tlio good fortune to raise

from seed. It is a variety of Pyrus Maulei, tlic flowers of which are
twice as large as those of the parent, and their colour, instead of

being an orange-scarlet, is a glittering deep carmine, a colour only
approached by the deep coloured varieties of P. japonica. The
principal merit of the newcomer is its floriferousncss, inherited from
the parent ; in fact, there are more, or, at least, quite as many flowers

on the branches as there arc leaves. The fruit is larger than
that of Jlaulei, sweet scented, and yields the same rich-flavoured

conserve. As regards Grape Hyacinths, JMuscari Argau comes in

fourteen days later than M. Szovitzianum, whicli it surpasses in size

of spike and in its deep ultramarine colour. Next to this the true
M. liavum is very fine ;

its shape is the same as that of the well-

known M. moschatum, but the bright lemou-j'cllow blooms make it

very showy. Trillium discolor is a very rare plant as jxt ; the olive

brown leaves are nicely marbled with emerald gTcen. A little Iris,

only 2 in. in height, is veiy floriferous, the suliiliur-j'cllow flowers

looking very pleasing ; this was introduced by Mrs. Danford, and
ought to be called I. minima. Iberis Pruiti is also a desirable
plant ; the very low tufts 1 ft. through, have numerous large well
shaj^ed flowers, creamy white with a slight tinge of rose. A variety
of iUyosotis dissitiflora, raised by iMr. James Allen, of Park House,
Rhepton Mallet, is in fall beauty

;
its flowers are much larger than

those of the type, and under a cover of some Fir boughs the plants
have well withstood all the hardships of this winter. Sliniature trees

of Daphne rupestris grafted on I). Laureola now open their sweet
scented Pimelea-like umbels of deep rosy blooms ; when well
furnished with flowers, these miniature trees are quite lovely. The
double Avhite variety of D. Mezereum has perfectly double flowers of
good shape and imbrication.—MAX Leichtlix, Baden-Badcit.

A Valuable Stove Shrub.—One of the most useful plants
for cultivating in a stove is Taberna3montana C'amassa, an African
shrub which bears, almost throughout the year, a profusion of pure
white Gardenia-like flowers, and were it not for the absence of per-
fume, it would rival even the Cape Jasmine itself. The flowers in

this variety are double, but the petals are not arranged in a bulky
way, and they are produced in IoojC clusters terminating the
branches. The foliage, too, which is of moderate size and of bright
shining green, seems to set off tlie delicate beauty of the flowers to

excellent advantage. The fact that it is almost a perjjetual flowerer,

besides being so prolific, is sufficient to recommend it for cutting
purposes alone ; even one large plant would jdeld sufficient for a
moderate demand. In Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery at Upper Hol-
loway it is largely grown, and flowers are being continually cut from
it for bouquets and " button-holes." The plants are grown in a
warm and moist temperature, which seems to suit them perfectly.

The Yulan (Magnolia conspicua).—One of the most beautiful
objects at Kew, and well worthy of its specific name, is a plant of
this JIaguolia near tlie Azalea beds, absolutely laden with pure white
blossoms, which when the sun is shining fill the surrounding air with
a delicious perfume. Close by is a plant of its A'ariety, Soulangeana

in which the flowers are tinged with rosy purple, and, judging by the

specimen there, they are a few days later in opening. This variety

is supposed to be a hybrid between M. conspicua aud purpurea
;

it resembles the former in growth, but is scarcely so vigorous,

while the flowers are more like those of the latter. At all events

they are quite distinct, and two more beautiful objects at this

time of the year it would be impossible to find. Some fine flowers

of this beautiful Chinese tree have been sent to us by Mr. Roberts,

Penzance, which shows well how this fine Magnolia thrives in the

genial climate of Cornwall.

Rosemary-leaved Candytuft (Iberis rosmariuifolius).^

This is one of the earliest flowering of the alpine varieties of Candy-

tuft, and a very pretty aspect large patches of it have at this season

in the rock garden. We saw the other day a large mass of it in

flower on Mr. Stevens' rockery at Grasmere, where it seems to thrive

capitally in a fully exposed position in a light sandy loam. The
flowers are pure white, aggregated in close small heads, and the

leaves, which are narrow, resemble those of the Rosemary, and hence

its specific name.

Daphne Blagayana.—A small, but profusely flowered plant of

tins Daphne was shown tlie otlier day by Messrs. Osborn, who grow it

finely in their nursery at Fulham. Its dense creamy-white clusters

of blossoms, surrounded by a collar-like row of deep green leaves,

are uncoromon among Daphnes, and the fact that it is perfectly

liardy, combined witli the delicious perfume the flowers emit, con-

siderably increases its value as a garden flower. It is a native of

Styria, and lias been in cultivation some two or three years. It

succeeds as well on an open, well-drained rockery as anywhere, but

jt may be found useful as a jiot plant on account of its scent.

The Spring Orobus and its Varieties. —AVe have lately

bad an opportunity of cxandning the various forms of Orobus venius

in Mr. Stevens' collection at Grasmere, I'.yfleet. Besides the typical

form there are tenuifolius, with very narrow leaflets and flowers very

similar to the type, thougli tlie general habit of the plant is more lax

;

cyaneus, by far the most attractive of all, being larger and possess-

ing a strange intermixture of colours, some being a bright blue,

others greenish-blue, and some with two or more distinct colours in

the same flowers; flaccidus, a variety somewhat similar to tenuifolius,

but brighter, habit of growth more dense, and the leaves not so

narrow. Then there is a double-flowered kind and a pure white

variety which seems to be yet rather scarce in gardens, though both

are extremely desii-able— tire one on account of the lasting properties

of tlie flowers, the otlier on account of its purity.

Tropseolum Hermine GrasshofF.—Tliis was one of the

most attractive plants exhibited at South Kensington on Tuesday
last. It is a new double-flowered variety of Nasturtium, of dwarf
growth, similar to that of T. minus. The flowers are perfectly

double, the petals being arranged in a flat head quite 3 in. in

diameter. The colour is a brilliant scarlet, which the deep green of

the foliage seems to intensify. It promises to become a valuable

plant both for cutting purposes and for ordinary pot decoration, as

the flowers last long when cut. It is, we believe, Continental, but a

stock of it is held by Messrs. CairncU & Sons, Swanlcy, by wliom it

was exhibited.

Scarce Hardy Flowers.—The following are some of the most
interesting plants in fiower at Jlr. Itiche's nursery, Tooting : Eanun-
culus Traunfellneri, a lovelj- little species, with small deep)ly-lobed

leaves, and solitary flowers about J in. across, with pure white
petals ; Saxifraga coriophylla, Vandeli, leucantha, and tombeanensis,
the latter a very jOTetty species belonging to the aretioides section,

the flowers pure white, of great substance and size ; Anemone
Halleri, Arabis ovirensis, A. AUioni, Armeria setacea, a lovely little

Thrift, with clear rose-coloured flower on stalks about 2 in. high.

U\-ularia flava, Dentaria polypibylla, Androsace coronopifolia, very
handsome on rockwork.

Rhododendron Hheppardi.—The list of greenliouse kinds
of Rhododendrons, though numerous, is being continualh' augmented
by new comers, and this, we do not hesitate to say, is one of the

finest additions tliat lias been made for a long time. It is apparently
a cross between R. A'eitchi and R, ciliatum, as the flowers which
are large and pure white, partake of the character of the fonner,

while the foliage is similar to that of E. ciliatum. It is a very flne

variety and seems to be free both in growth and blossom. A well-

flowered plant of it was exhibited at South Kensington on Tuesday
last by the General Horticultural Company.
Anemone apennina and Lithospermum prostra-

tum.— Tliese are now in flower liere, and are certainly two of the
brightest gems of tlie hardy herbaceous border, and well worth a
place in the most choice mixed beds or rockery. I know of no other
plants possessing such distinct and beautiful shades of blue as the
two just named,

—

Sanguikea,
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Varieties of Flowering Currant.—Were this plant less

common than it is it would receive more attention, for nothing at pre-

sent in oar gardens can excel it as regards attractiveness. The ordinary
form is of course well known, but there are some varieties that well

merit more extended cultivation, the chief of whicli are the double-

flowered, which not only dlfforsin being double and of a deeper shade

of colour, but has the desirable property of expanding a week or so later

tlian the ojxlinary form, thus considerably prolonging the season

of the Flowering Currant. Remarkably deep tinted forms, almost a

blood-red, are those called Billardicri and atro-rubcns. Continental

varieties and very desirable on account of their rich tint. Then
there are a few ligliter coloured varieties, and one named albida is

almost a white, the flowers only being sirifused with a delicate blusli.

Another called pallida is somewhat of a deeper shade than tlie last,

and one named flavescens with a decided suffusion of a yellowish

hue is remarkably distinct from its compeers. All these forms well

merit cultivating, and a beautiful efliect may be obtained when
judiciously interspersed with other shrubs. I\Iost of tliese varieties

we saw in flower the other day in Mr. Stevens' fine collection of

shrubs at Grasmere, Byfleet, which is nOAV particularly attractive.

Golden Urn Flower (Urceolina aurea). — Tliis handsome
Peruvian bulbous plant is still classed among rarities despite its

beauty and gracefulness. It lias two broad oval leaves, from between
which the flower-stalks rise about 1 ft. in height, terminating by
elegantly drooping umbels of flowers of the purest yellow, with the

exception of the tips, which are green. The shape of the flower is

peculiar, more resembling an urn tlian anything else, hence its

popular name. In the Victoria Nursery, Upper HoUoway, several

plants of it are in flower in a moderately warm and moist house,

conditions which apparently meet its requirements.

Primula ciliata.—This lovely alpine Primula, the best of all

the European kinds, is grown remarkably well in Mr. G. F. Wilson's
garden at Heatherbank, Weybridge. A large plant of it (the same
that was exhibited at the Auricula sliow on Tuesday) was profusely
furnished with large clusters of rich carmine-purple flowers, each as

large as a shilling. It was grown in a pot and afforded little protec-

tion in a cold frame placed on a stage close to the glass, and under
similar conditions nearly all the hardy Primulas are gxown very
finely. P. I\lunroi, a species similar to P. involucrata, but witli the

flowers flushed with purple, was also finely in flower, as were like-

wise some fine plants of P. cortusoides, on which we observed some
flowers having fringed edges, similar to some of the P. ama3na or

Sieboldi section. There was also in flower an interesting hybrid
between P. viscosa nivalis and P. ciliata, tlie progeny being exactly
intermediate between tlie two parents botli in growth and foliage as

well as in colour of flowers, which is a pale rosy-purple.

Rudgea macrophylla.—This is a noble stove plant, with
large handsome leaves arranged in opposite pairs on stout, erect

stems, which are terminated by a large dense cluster of pure white
flowers of wax-like consistence, and in the bud state are elongated
and club-shaped, but are star-shaped when expanded. Altogether it

is a highly ornamental plant, and one well worthy of culture in a
warm, moist stove, in wliich it thrives well, and flowers well every
year. It is a member of the Cinchona family, and a native of South
America. It may be seen in fine flowering condition in Mr. B. S.

Williams' nursery at Upper Holloway.

Spring Bulb Garden.—Rarely have we met with such a fine
display in spring as we saw the other day in Mr. Cobbett's garden
at Weybridge Heath, wliere tlie large i>aii:erre on the lawn was
aglow with the bright and varied hues of Hyacinths, Tulips, and
other Dutch bulbous plants. The masses of these plants were
uniformly fine, and the aiTangement of colours harmoniously blended.
The Hyacintlis were particularly fine, a pure white with large spike
and flower occupied a large bed ; others had two shades of blue.
Grand Lilas and another kind were extremely effective, as were like-

wise two shades of rose-coloured kinds in an adjoining bed.

Amherstia nobilis.—At the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, some flowers of this splendid tropical tree
were sent from the gardens at Chatsworth, which we believe is the
only place in England in whicli it has flowered, with the exception
of the late Mrs. Lawrence's garden at Ealing Park. The flowers,

which are produced in long loose racemes, are of a singular shape
;

the petals are of a bright vermilion colour, save three of them, which
have a conspicuous blotch of bright yellow on tlieir lower parts.
Wlien on the tree they are pendulous, and, combined with the large
pinnate foliage, are extremely offectivo. It is a native of the Malay
Peninsula, whence it was introduced after several unsuccessful
attempts by the late Duke of Devonshire.

Camellias Out-of-doors.—We have a very large Camellia
growing outside under the back of a Pine house that has stood tlic

last severe winter without injury, and is now supplying cut flowers
in large quantities.—C. B., Cork.

Hardy Primroses.—A fine assortment of seedling Primroses,
in various colours, has been sent to us by Mr. A. Dean, of Bedfout,
near Hounslow, which sliows to wliat perfection these beautiful
spring flowers have lately been brought. Every conceivable shade
of colour is represented from that of the common Primrose to the
deepest crimson—all obtainable from seed. Among them was one
having a distinct violet, tlie nearest approach to blue that we have
seen. " Jack-in-the-Greon," too, is among the numlier, and very
interesting it is with its large leafy calyx.

Single Roses.—Mr. George Paul sends us the remains received
from Cannes by Mr. Greorge Baker, of Reigate, of the Camellia P.ose of
Japan, which is likely to prove^one of the prettiest of the single Roses.
It will probablj' be of climbing liabit and jjerpetual, but has glossy
leaves like tliose of the Banksian.

Lonicera sempervirens.—Tliis species, although introduced
from North America some 200 years ago, is but seldom seen, and tlien

rarely in a thriving condition
;
yet, as a conservatory climber, it is

a really beautiful object ; its briglit scarlet flowers are now begin-
ning to open, which tliey will continue to do till tlie end of the
summer. A plant of the variety called minor is now in flower in

No. 'J: house at Kew,

—

Sale of Mr. Day's Orchids.—The second portion of this

collection was disposed of at Stevens' rooms on the 12th and liith

inst. Tlie total amount realised in the two days was £'1803 7s. 6d.

Some of tlie more remarkable plants fetched higli prices, among
tliem being Phalienopsis intermedia, £65 2s., and another £4.3 is.

;

Cattlej'a exoniensis, finest variety, with two leads, £50 8s. ; Dendro-
bium Schrcederi, £39 18s.; Saccolabium guttatum var. Turneri,

£29 8s.; L^lia pnrpurata, £31 10s.; Odontoglossum najvium majus,
£24 3s.; Cypripedium Spicerianum, £26 5s.; Saccolabium gmttatum,
Burney's varietj-, £17 17s.; Cj'mbidium Dayanum, £11 lis.; La3lia

anceps var. rosea, £15 15s.; MasdevaUia macroura, £13 13s.;

Angra^cum EUisi, £10 10s. ; MasdevaUia chimaira, £11 lis.; La^lia

elegans Turneri, £9 9s.; L. elegans alba, £11 lis.; Cattleya labiata,

£16 16s.; Aerides Dayanum, £10 10s. ; Lailia crispa superba, £26 5s.

;

L, elegans Wolstenholmaj, £18 18s.; MasdevaUia Wallisi, £11 lis.;

Aerides Schrcederi, £16 16s.; MasdevaUia ignea aurantiaca, £21;
Ltelia anceps alba, £12 12s.; Aerides aflane, £28 7s.; Angra^cum
Chailluauum, £15 15s.; Saccolabium priEmorsum, £10 10s.; Cattleya

labiata, £23 2s., and variety Warneri £9 9s.; C. Skinneri, £21;
Saccolabium guttatum, fine variety, £23 2s. ; Oncidium splendidum,

£9 9s.; Odontoglossum vexillarium, six growths, £12; Cymbidium
Parishi, £7 7s.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. — Mr.
Cutler informs us tliat the Court of tlie Grocers' Company have con-

tributed the sum of 25 guineas to the funds of this institution.

MAEKET GAEDEN NOTES.
'Vegetables.—Althougli there is now abundant evidence in

market gardens tliat the spring has arrived, yet it is not jjleasant to

find just in the middle of April a keen cold east wind blomng and
frosts imminent, whilst the soil is so parched that it is most diflicult

to get crops in, and very hard for tliose in to get through. Early
Peas would seem to be out of the question this year ; tlie earliest

sowings are not more than 2 in. in Iieiglit and not growing fast.

Warm nights and rain are needed to force growth. As Peas are

almost tlie first of the summer vegetables, the present aspect of

garden ground shows that as soon as the Turnip-tops and Sprouting
Broccoli are gone, there must be a long interval between the conclu-

sion of the season of winter Greens and tlie coming \n of summer
vegetables. No doubt foreign productions will do much to supply the

deficiency in towns, but the rural resident gets little benefit from
such imports. We liave an immense deficiency in our marl;;et supplies

of green vegetables produced solely by the terrible winter weather
through which we have passed. Some may, perhaps, be ready to

declare that our general lack in this direction is due to the deficient

quantity grown, and will recommend farmers to grow green

material for market. This, however, would be the height of folly,

as even market growers themselves are nearly bankrupt through

hard times and unfavourable seasons.

Fruit Trees.—Looking over the various gardens where fruit,

flowers, and vegatables are cultivated, I note that no injury has

been done to Apples and Pears as last year, but many trees have not

yet recovered the shock then given, and will take several years to become
what they once were. But on the healthy trees the promise of bloom is

magnificent. Some of the earlier Plums have burst, and are

smothered with blossom, whilst the later ones are full of bloom
buds. Here and there a Prince of Wales, that most useful, yet un-

certain, of Plums, is dead, thus leaving a blank that it will take

several years to fill. It is after all, for that reason, rather a Plum to
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avoid than encourage. No Pear bloom is yet out, although it is the

18tli of April, a remarkable circumstance, and one that may make us

hopeful that all the danger from frost will be past before the whole
is expanded. A change to milder winds will soon expand
it. Tlie blooming of the Apple trees next month will be a
sight to be seen and rejoiced over. The rich hues found in the

blossoms of many kinds furnish colour that no other hardy fruits

give. Very much interest, liowever, centres in the bush fruits, the

Gooseberries especially. Where there is a large breadtli of bushes, these

often become the backbone of the growers' season, for as a rule the fruit,

whether green or ripe, gives a profitable return. The immense quan-
tity of bloom just now indicates rather too many fruits, but at least,

if such is the case, the practice of gathering it in a green state

enables the grower to correct the generosity of tlie season. Black
Currants are heavy with bloom ; so also are Ked Currants. Morello
Cherries will presently be a beautiful sight.

'Wallflo'wers.—I'he present aspect of many patches of AVall-

flowers denotes the disadvantages that result from too early planting
if tlio winter is liard. Late got-out breadths have stood fairly well,

but earlj' ones have suifered terribly even where the trees have partly
sheltered them. Where the great object of the grower is to get very
early bloom, in fact winter cuttings, he does not mind the risk of
early planting, for flowers when they turn in very early are worth
twice as much as they fetch now when there is a glut. Saturday
morning last was a veritable Wallflower fair in Covent Garden, the
quantities sold being enormous. After Easter the sale declines, but,

further still, the colour fades. This is one of the evils resulting
from late planting, for defective colour means a reduced price. For
this reason a hot sunny day in April is unwelcome. ^Vhen tliere is a
good season and the winter merciful, Wallflowers pro\'e to be a good
paying crop.

Violets and Narcissi.—A wise man will not confine him-
self to one particular garden crop. Flowers, fniit, and vegetables fur-

nish more straws to save a business from loss tlian do fruits or
vegetables alone. Tlie chief out-door flowers grown in bulk arc
Violets, which, bj'-the-bye, have not been over profitable this season
owing to the long jirevalent east winds and frosts. Wallflowers and
tlie pretty I'heasant's-eye Narcissus, wherever they are grown, need
more shelter from east winds than can be found in open expanses.
If ever the need for shelter has been found, it has been during the
past few weeks. A. D.

Dividing Primroses.—I read Mr. Dod's notes (p. .389) as
usual with mucli interest, but I was somewhat surprised to see that
he says that I'rimroses " never do well after division." I have always
thought tliat division was the only way of keeping good sorts, for old
plants soon dwindle, and I have now covered with Ijloom in my little

garden here some coloured Trimroses which I divided last May,
Jloreovcr, it is, I believe, usual witlr Auricula gi'owers to divide their
plants, and as they belong to the same family (I'rimulaceiB), I should
have tliought that results would have been the same in both cases.
Sowing seed every year with the after pricking out, &c., gives much
more trouble tlian propagating by division, besides, by tlie latter
method one cait keep favourites.—W. J. T., Brixton.

EDITOE'S TABLE.*

The Chilian Crocus (Tecopbylasa cyanocroous) is a fine novelty
that comes to me from M. Max Leitchlin, of Piaden-Baden, the
first flowers, I believe, that have been seen in England. It is a
lovely blue floweriug- dwarf bulbous plant, which will in due time
be figured in The Gaeden. In any other way it would be
difficult to give an idea of its beauty and novelty. The Latin
name is not a very charming one, and perhaps an English one
such as tho above may be helpful to those who do not remember
easily such terms. Irom what I can judge from the flowers sent
the advent of this plant will be a red-letter day in the annals of
our hardy flowers.

#

The shrub that never fails to show its cheery handsome flowers
is the Japanese Quince (Oydonia japonica), best known in its

scarlet form. It is worth remembering that there are various
forms of merit raised on the Continent besides the very good wdiite

one. The salmon aud peach coloured forms are pretty for cutting,

as, indeed, they all are. In the recent long-continued east winds
it was pleasant to see the handsome effect of this shrub combined
with the Forsythias and relieved by some Ivy drapery near.

* I sliall he gratefvl for sjiecimcns from, northern, or derated
districts, and those in whichplants come into fiomer vwch later than in
the southern and midland counties,

The Daffodils seem at last to bo taking their true place as the

most precious of our spring garden flowers for cutting, aud for

many kinds of indoor decoration, and they are worn in brave

bunches, as they dese,rve to be. Out of doors they are no less

valuable for those who know how to use them, the colour being

so good, aud the flowers regardless of tlie weather. Tliat fine

sight—a colony of Uaft'odils in bloom—which one may see now
and then in quiet country places, might easily be made a pleasant

feature of parli or home landscape scenery, so to say. AVhat is

tolerated on a farm should not be in the way in a parli. Tlie great

variety in the family gives us a prolonged season and new and
graceful forms. N. odorus, the large Jonquil, deserves to be

largely increased as one of the best of the vigorous and distinct

forms. It seems to grow without care.
*

Mr. Poe, of Nenagh, sends me an Anemone, bright scarlet, with

an amber ring in the centre. He says that it was gathered some
time since on tlie Lemon terraces at Mentone, aud called by Mr.
Moggridge, fulgens ocellata. It has stood the severe winters of

the past tliree years with the temperature down to zero, and has

established well and flowered profusely. It seems to me to be

near to the Poppy Anemone, but in any case is a beautiful and
distinct kind which would he charming in bold tufts or groups.

*

I saw a cottage garden in Sussex the other day brightly fur-

nislied with various forms of the common garden Anemone (A.

coronaria) only. AVhy should such a valuable plant he so little

grown? Few of the flowers of spring give us so good a return

for a little care. There are splendid varieties of this plant which
should be marked and increased. Apart from the old doubles,

the fine race of semi-doubles—French in origin—the (Jhrysan-

themum-flowered sent by ]\I. Guihenenf recently, there is, in

fact, quite a spring garden among the forms of this one species

of Anemone.
*

From Mr. Stevens comes a handsome deep rosy form of the

flowering Currant, which is a great improvement ou, or rather a

useful addition to, the old kind—one of the most charming of our

flowering shrubs which is seldom treated so well as it deserves to

be. "What I mean is, it comes in for starvation and crowding in

the choke-muddle shrubbei'y. The natural outline of well

developed plants, singly or in groups, is good, and should be seen.

The first of the Pea flowers is the handsome spring Orobus (0.

vernus), and it forms a valuable plaut. What use they may have

as cut flowers I do not yet know. The whole question of

hardy flowers in relation to indoor embellishment, or for cutting,

is an important one that has not yet had any attention

to speak of. A small amount of ground well cultivated and
planted with a judicious selection of plants succeeding each other

would afford cut flowers for nine months .uit of the twelve of

beautiful kinds and in abundance. Such an arrangement would
not be necessarj' whore the plants ai-e already abundantly planted.

Where this is not the case, a good plot for cutting is well worth
attention. It should not be near tree roots ; many fine things are

never seen in proper condition owing to their being planted near

and half under trees. Welcome and beautiful are the earliest

flowering shrubs and trees of the great fruit tree order, such as the

double Sloe and the earliest Cherries, and also the first bush
Spirsea (S. Thunbergi) and the almonds and the buds
of the early double Peaches ; these early flowering trees and
shrubs are so important in the home landscape, so capable of

giving us bright and cheerful effects in early spring,

that it is worth our while to take care of the best

and hardiest kinds. Plums and Pears are of course

among the most beautiful of such trees, though seldom thought
of from this point of view, or placed so that their effect will tell

in the garden landscape in spring. The earliest Crimean Iris ( I.

pumila) about London reminds one how poor it is generally in

the London district, although a bright, fine plant in many light

and peaty soils in the country. The earliest evergreen Candy-
tuft (Iberis corifolia) is also welcome. These are plants that

never seem to fail anywhere, only asking for plenty of light and
exposure, and not liking crowding. They do as well as an edg-

ing in a rough London park as on the choicest rock gardens. The
earliest of the great yellow Daisy-like flowers are those of the

Doronicum, a vigorous border flower which could probably be
naturalised.
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Onoof tho most welcome bunches of flowers I have had for

some time comes from Ur. G. F. Wilson, and is remarkable for

containing some lovely North American spring flowers, some of

which are shown in the accompanying illustration from

"Pastoral Days." Chief among Ihese is the singularly

beautiful little Mayflower of Xew England (Epigrea repens)

and the Northern States. This little creeping shrub, with an

Arbutus-like leaf, has been tried in our nurseries and botanic

gardens at vari-

ous times, but
^?^>^, in the Ameri-

"'!ik>,.^ V.

,

.,. can nurseries at

Bagshot, where
peaty shrubs do

so well, it only

dwindled. When

m America, I

thought I under-

stood the reason of

its failure, from
seeing it growing
as a ground trailer

under shrubs and
Pines in sandy or

peatysoil. Mr. Wil-

son has established

it easily in his wild garden,
where, he says, it flowers

among the fallen leaves, that

protect it in winter. There
is no doubt the position for it

is in any open peaty or leafy

soil in a wood or shrubberj',

where it would bo undis-
turbed, and it would grow
well. There isadelioatebeauty

about its pale, ro.«y flowers

and the little pink buds, while it has the most refined and
agreeable odour. Than this there is hardly any plant which a
cultivator might be more pleased to establish. As generally
seen, it looks starved. Probably the dozen flowering sprays
before me are the best that have ever come near Covent
Garden, and remind one of the bunches of this .sweet flower
which the American children go out to gather in its flowering
season. Probably the sweet breath of the flower, resembling

American Spring Flowers.

somewhat that of the Hawthorn, caused the early settlers to give

it the name it bears. With it came the large star-like flowers

of the Blood Eoot, which is an evanescent plant in the border
The flowers sent now are the finest I have seen, being over

2i in. in diameter, of a peculiarly bold star-like form, white
on the inside and delicately netted with pink on the under-

side. It is one of those flowers which last but a short time
in the bare border, but which, naturalised in groups or

colonies urder or near deciduous tree.'s, would afford a

brilliant and charming aspect of vegetation in the early year.

Then comes our little friend the yellow American Dog's-tooth

Violet, a rich yellow, with dark spots towards the centre,

and which well deserves attention for its colour and distincn

ness from the common Dog's-tooth Violet. It is growing it-

the wild garden in a woody plac3, a situatioa in which it

occurs by myriads in America. When understood, it will

prove a beautiful wild garden denizen.

Ordinary culture in a border seems to

do little with it. I have been watching
for years to see it bloom freely, and I

have never had half-a-dozen blooms
on my table before. In shrubberies

in the Central Park, New York, the

roots were as thick in the ground as

tho,se of our lesser Celandine often are

in our woods. It will be found in

time that the wild garden has many
cultural advantages, or, in other

words, that many things can be
grown in it better than in the open
borders. The beautiful old Vir-

ginian Lungwort (Mertensia vii-

ginica) comes too, a most ele-

gant early flower, another plant of the

old borders which gradually perished

from these, being in nine cases out

of ten quite unsuitable for them.
Its delicate blue buds and flowers

be found most welcome in the

those who appreciate the variety of
beautiful flower-life that abounds at that season. Who has
ever made a worthy spring garden ? So much can be done
with a few things, Arabis, Aubrietia, and the like, that many
are content with these, and do not think of the crowds of
lovely plants that flower at this time of year, differing much
in form, colour, fragrance, and habit, and by their associations

taking us, as these few flowers from Mr. Wilson do, to far-

away regions having a beautiful flora distinct from our own.
Next we have the Trillium, or what I call the American white
wood Lily, assuredly one of the most singular and beau-
tiful plants we have. Here, too, is a plant vigorous in free

or leafy soil in a woody or shady place, poor in a
border.

A splendid velvet-crimson Primrose, a variety of our com
mon English Primrose, is sent with these. We must all hope
that these rich coloured Primroses may be rapidly increased,

and not lost in the usual muddle-mixture of our borders. I
was pleased to see the other day in the gardens at Battle

Abbey a colony of lilac Primroses, planted gracefully under
a tree by the Duchess of Cleveland, as illustrating what I

have long advocated as so desirable to secure the full expres-

sion of the beauty of a plant. Just consider what could
be done in this way with varieties of Primroses alone. Let
us have mixed borders by all means, but an endless series

of beautiful pictures can be added to our gardens
at all seasons which hitherto have not been thought of.

The rule has been the muddle - mixture, a purely garden

will undoubtedly
spring garden to
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aspect of vegetation never seen in Kature. The rule is that

one or few things tell in one place, and are succeeded by
others to tell their story equally clearly. In the northern
Italian mountain meadows the bright rosy smooth-leaved
Primroses stain the turf with splendid colour early, and when
they pass up comes the St. Bruno's Lily, with its graceful
white bells tipped with green, and it is seen all over the
meadow Grass, but each tells its own story in its season.

Splendid are the large golden satin-like flowers of the spring
Adonis, with flowers 3 in. across, blossoms which should set

the ajsthetic Dai.sy lovers of our time at work with their

needles or brushes. Eight welcome are the Grape Hyacinths
(Musoari)—white, and pale sky-blue, and purple. I saw some
large bunches of the common kinds in Covent Garden,
crushed into jugs, looking curiously pretty. These Grape
Hyacinths have never yet had a space worthy of their merits

;

they grow almost anywhere, and they should be so grown
that they would not require any particular attention from the

gardener. Once established, it would be pleasant to gather
them in quantity for cut flowers. They spread about freely

in any ordinary soil.
*

The Glasnovin Gardens at Dublin have long been the home
of many fair spring flowers, and many must be pleased to see

Mr. Moore keeping up and adding liberally to the collection

gathered during so many years of active work and travel by his

late father, Dr. Moore. He sends me those delicate Darren-
worts (Epimediums), seldom well grown, which are, neverthe-

less, worth a little study. They seem to like the climate of

Ireland, and they do best in psat in bushy or half shady
places. The yellow one, I think, is the strongest and
handsomest ; also the nob'e Fumitory (Corydalis nobilis), the

smaller Fumitory, the earliest summer Snowflake, the

Suake'shead, the later Hellebores, the pretty white Butter-

cup (Ranunculus amplexicaulis), the white alpine Primrose,

and some of the European Lungworts, which are very hardy
and profuse in their purplish flowers.

Mr. Mooro also sends Rhododendron Auckland! with large

white fragrant flowers, the ilower-buds tinted with pink. It

is a more compact grower than some of the Himalayan
kinds, and is no doubt hardy at Dublin ; he speaks of the

beauty of Brownea Ariza, a showy stove shrub, and of a

pink form of our native wood Sorrel as the prettiest little

plant in flower in the open garden at present.

to thank the Count dc la Torre for his Koses Sulphurea and the Wild Eose of

Portugal, which has proved as liardy as our own Dog Hose this terribly severe

winter. We like it much as a stock for dwarf Roses. The .Sulphurea does not
expand well in tlie open, but when it does, it is a beauty, a real golden Cabbage
Rose.—D. T. Fish.

Spring Buds for Sick Rooms.—All watcliers by sick beds
have observed tlie eager longing of their patients for flowers and
green foliage, and the intense pleasure they derive from them. A
very simple and inexpensive way to gratify this wish occurred to me
a week ago Avhile watching tlie swelling buds of trees, and which I

at once put into practice. Having citt sprigs from 12 in. to IS in.

long from the lowest lateral branches of variovis trees, I an'anged
them in a group, hi a small terra cotta vase filled with water, which
I placed in a room 12 ft. by 9 ft., and although tliis small room was
lighted by gas, and the window seldom opened during the con-
tinuance of the bitter easterlj' wind, the buds not only kept fresh and
green, but increased in size, while tliose out of doors made scarcely

any visible progress. The buds of the Horse Chestnut are especially

interesting and beautiful, and although they were only bursting from
the numerous scales in which they were enveloped wh„n I took the
sprig from the tree, the leading bud has in seven days produced four
vigorous leaves on a stem 5 in. in length. How easy it would be in

tills way to gladden a wearied sufiEerer who has only bare wall.s with-
in sight, and by means of a few s2Drigs of growing buds and green
leaves, bring him or her into concord with the cheering influences of
the spring.

—

W. B. S.

Wallflowers and Roses—Permit me to thank various readers of Thk
Garden for their kindness to me Only a few days elapsed after proclaiming- how
cruelly the frost had hit our Wallflowers, till packages of plants and cuttings
began to arrive. As an illustration of the generous character of the ci'aft, these
were mostly carriage paid. May I specially name for their distingTiished liberality
JMr. James May, of Broxbourne, and Mr. Chitty, of Chichester. I should like also

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SPRING FLOWERS AT GLASNEVIN.

The rains wliicli we have had during the past few days have induced
many flowers to open which were unable to contend against tlie

severity of the east winds which prevailed so long, but which have
at last disappeared. Amongst these, the following deserve special

notice : Andromeda calyculata is a veiy pretty little shrub, with long
slender branches, thickly beset with numbers of white urn-shaped
pendulous blossoms, while the leaves stand erect on the upper side,

thus showing off the flowers to advantage. The two best varieties

of Narcissus open arc N. bioolor Horsfieldi and N. Macleayi, the

latter a dwarf counter]3art of the former ; both have bright yellow
coronas and almost wliite perianths, a very effective combination.
I'rimulas can now be counted almost by the dozen. P. decora alba,

adwart free flowering variety of easy culture, bears pretty white heads
of flower. Its type (P. decora) possesses all its good qualities, but lias

flowers of bright magenta colour, which remain long in perfection.

P. pulcherrima is the finest of those now in bloom. It is quite hardy,
some plants that have been wholly unprotected being now furnished
with many large round heads of flower veiy deep in colour and borne
on strong stalks well above the foliage. It cannot be tco
highly recommended. P. glaacescens is another excellent

little plant; it is very dwarf, the shining little leaves margined
with a narrow white line, lying quite close to the ground.
The flowers, compared with the size of the plant, are large and
of a delicate mauve colour. Corydalis bracteata is a pretty
species. Each of the flowers is subtended by a large green bract,

which gives to the plant a well furnished appearance. C. nobilis, a
scarcer and finer plant, has large much di\'ided leases and fine bold
heads of golden-yellow flowers, with a black blotch in the centre.

It is much the finest of all its congeners. Amongst Epimediums the
same may be said of E. colchicum. Large tufts that have been long
undisturbed are covered with racemes of bright yellow flowers. It is,

in fact, a veiy free flowering counterpart of Oncidium ampliatum,
but does not require stove treatment. I will only specially allude

to two more of the plants included in the appended list, and these
are Rhododendron chrysantliuin and Eiythronium grandiflorum.

The former, one of those old-fashioned species with small Azalea-like

leaves, cinnamon underneath, bears small heads of almost trans-

parent whitish-yellow flowers, and Eiythronium grandiflorum is the
best of its class in cultivation. Its flowers, which are j'ellow, with
delicate red markings at the base of the petals, are borne generally
two on a long, stout peduncle. The foliage is also very jiretty,

being prettily mottled.

List of some plants which flowered at Glasnevin since March 2fi :

—

Andromeda c.ilyeulata Fritillaria i. variegata Primula glaucescens
.\donis vernalis praicox pulcherrima
Anemone nemomsa Oagea lutea Muretiana

apennina flelleltorus argutifolius Pulsatilla vernalis
rannnculoidea

,
Leucojum pulchellnm Ranunculus amplexicaulis

Cydonia Gaijardi Muscari Heldreichi montana
Corydalis bulbosa

'

Magnolia conspicua Saxifraga sedoides
cava Narcissus odorus fl.-pl. c.Tspitosa
bracteata liicolor diapensoidea
solida b. Horsfieldi Cymbalaria
nobilis maximus Emperor retusa

Corbularia Graellsi m. Empress geranioides
Erythroniumgrandillorum incomparal)i'is Smelowskia ^Ipina
Epimedium colchicum Orobus alpestris Sanguinaria canadensis

rubrum Primula purpurea Tulipa triphylla
Euphorltia epitliymoides decora
Fritillaria imperialia d. alba ' F. MooRE.

PHYTEUMAS.
Although the Eampions are not such showy members of the
Harebell family as their typical brethren, they are yet pretty, neat,

and interesting. Their flowers are produced in either globose or
elontjated heads, and make up their want as regards size by num-
ber. All of them enjoy a .sunny position. Some make capital

roek plants.

p. orbiculare is a rare and very desirable native. It elevates
its flower-heads 1 ft., aud should accordingly be classed amongst
plants for the front rank of the border; but from a cultivator's

point of view it is better grown among rock plants. It would then
be free from the destructive effects produced by the use of the hoe
and rake. It is extremelj' impatient of removal or division, and
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should be raised from seed sown in autumn m a cool frame. It

flourishes in a dry position on the rock garden amongst a mixture

of limestone grit, peat, and sand and loam. The flowers, which

are violet-hlue, are produced in July.

P. Sieberi is a very desirable and neat plant for the moist>

hut sunny parts of the rock garden ; it does exceedingly well m
a mixture of nothing but leaf-mould, peat, and sand. It forms

cushion-lilte tufts, and produces abundance of dark blue flower-

heads on stems from 4 in. to 6 in. long in May and June. It is

increased by division.

p. humile.—A capital rock plant having a neat tufted habit

;

requires a dry, sheltered position in winter, but should be libe-

rally supplied with water in summer. It is not so neat as the

last', and a little larger in all its parts. The flowers, which are

blue, are produced in June on stems 6 in. high. It is increased by

division.

P. comosum is an extremely slow-growing plant, and re-

quires to be carefnUy watched or a big slug will do considerable

damage in a single night. There ia not much of beauty about it,

but it is very interesting and a genuine rock plant, suitable for a

vertical or sloping fissure to the sun. It does best amongst a mix-

ture of peat, sand, or grit, with a little loam, where it can root to

the depth of 2 ft. Its almost stalkless flower-heads of dark

Phyteuma comosum.

purple flowers, setting amongst nearly sessile, dark. Holly-like

leaves, need to be carefully looked for, or the plant may be passed
by by a casual observer without being noticed. It flowers in June
and July, and is increased by means of seed.

P. CharmeliandP. Scheuchzeri are too nearly allied for the

pair to be in the same garden, except for purposes of comparison.
The leaves in P. Scheuchzeri are lanceolate, and in P. Charmeli
cordately lanceolate. The latter is dwarfest in habit; the flowers

areborneon stemsvaryingfrom6in.tol2 in. in height, and are of a

pretty blue colour. It is evergreen, and must be increased by
means of seed sown in autumn. It cannot be divided.

Hatfield. T. D.

DWARF NASTURTIUMS.
These little brilliant-flowered, summer-blooming plants get all the
attention they deserve from some, but plant lovers in general ap-
pear to neglect them. Probably but few summer-flowering subjects
give so great a return for so little labour and expense. In the case
of some varieties it is perhaps better, if possible, to propagate by
means of cuttings, as the stock is then maintained in all its integ-
rity. In a general way, however, this special treatment is by no
means necessary, for there exists many fine kinds, remarkable for a
dwarf, compact, habit, profusion and brilliancy of bloom, and which
come wonderfully true to character when the seed is obtained from
a reliable source. Those who have the command of heat may sow
in April, putting a single seed in a small pot, hardening the young
plants off in the usual manner, and planting out about the middle of
June, quite early enough, for the Nasturtium is easily injured by
frost. Those who may not be able to, or do not care to, sow early
may commit the seeds to the open border in May, where they will
come up freely enough. Of course, I need scarcely tell your readers

that these dwarf Nasturtiums love the sun, and do not care to find

themselves in soil of too rich a character. J. Coenhill.

MULUCCELLA L^VIS.
This singular hardy plant is a member of the Labiate, or Dead
Nettle family, It is by no means showy, and the only recom-

Muluccella Ixvis.

mendation it possesses as a garden plant is the singular form of the

calyxes, which are shallowly bell-shaped and arranged densely on
erect stems 1 ft. or so in height. It is a remarkably fine specimen

for skeletonising, and the stems, bracts, calyxes may be done intact.

For this purpose they should not be cut before autumn, when the

plant is fully matured. It is a native of the Eastern Mediter-

ranean, and requires to be treated in a similar manner to ordinaiy

half hardv annuals, a class to which it belongs. AV. G. .

RHEUM EIBES.

This is by far the rarest of the cultivated Kheums or Rhubarbs,

and is far more distinct than most others, the chief points of

distinction being the much smaller leaves, the wart-like excrescences

on the leaf-stalks, and the succulent red fruits produced on the much
branched stems. It is a somewhat difficult plant to cultivate, but

it succeeds best in a good loamy soil in well drained and fully ex-

posed borders. It is a native of alpine and sub-alpine districts in

Klieum Eibes-

Palestine, Arabia, Persia, and Kurdistan. It is not now in cultiva-

tion in this country, but seeds of it mav be obtained from Messrs.

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt.
"

W. G.

The Oalandrinias.—I am pleased to see special mention made
of these pretty little hardy flowers. They do not apjiear to be much
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grown, but they would receive greater attention tlian tlieynow get were
it more generally known how well they thrive in sandy, hot, porous
soils. According to my experience, it is just there where they are
most at home, and I have seen C. umbellata looking quite happy,
and creating a pleasing effect when planted in soil so light,'poor, and
parching that very few flowering plants could be induced to live in
it. It is quite true that the Calandrinias do not like to be trans-
planted, and this is probably the reason why they do not
alwaj's give good satisfaction, for, generally speaking, they suffer so
much by the operation as to diminish their eifectiveness to a serious
extent. Sow them where tliey are to remain, tliinning out to about
8 in. apart, and thej' quickly grow into nice plants. Whoever may
have soil of a dry, sandy nature to deal with will find a useful
auxiliary in tlie Calandrinia.—J. C'., Syflect.

Spiraea Ulmarla and its Varieties.—The golden and silver

Queen of the Meadows are two of the most beautiful of British
plants found in a variegated state, but they cannot be raised from
seed

; out of thousands not one will probably show any sign of the
beauty of the parent plants. They may, however, be increased by
division annually. A moist cool place should be chosen for tliom
away from the full glare of mid-day sun.—W. ELLIOTT, DceiJCar.

Calla Lilies in Water.— The first plants of these I ever saw
were grown in water, and I have never yet seen any healthier or

that flowered more freely. Unless the tub is very large, it will not
b3 of mucli use to attempt to grow other plants with the Callas, as

they root so freely in water, that they speedily fill the tub. Terhaps
a few common Cresses or white Water Lilies ought to be able to holil

their own with the Callas, and hang over the sides of the tub and so

far cover it ; or the tub might have rough bark tacked on to it, and
Lycopodiums, dwarf Ferns, and tlie creeping Tradescantias be tlius

made to cover the outside of it, and so render it as beautiful as the
inside.—D. S. F.

Propagating and Growing Wallflowers.—It is at
this time of the year, especially when sweet-scented cut flowers

are a necessity, that AVallflowcrs are so keenly and generally ap-
preciated. They are, however, at all times and in all seasons
deliciously fragi'ant and always welcome. How best to obtain a
supply becomes, in view of the past severe winters, an important
question. Though thousands were killed or partially injured with
me, a large stock still remains of double and single purple, the
former tender and very scarce, double and single j^ellow (self) and
the large family of striped kinds. Any or all of these are at the
disposal of your correspondent, Mr. D. T. Fish, of Hardwicke, to

whom I feel in many ways indebted. Cuttings or side shoots will be
transmitted later on. I propagate as soon as either can be had
plentifully, also from seed of an}' favourite variety. Cuttings are
more dwarf, bushy, and I believe hardier. Remove or lift a few
times to attain this desirable bushy habit in the case of seedlings.

Cuttings grow dwarf and bushy enough,—W. J. M., Clonmcl.

A New Ivy.—I have found a form of the common English hedge
Ivj- certainly a shade or two deeper in colour than Hederadensa aurea
or H. spectabilis aurea. It is a capital grower, and was found by me
at Stanton-by-Dale, in Derbyshire, creeping up an old Thorn stump.
I think it will be a good addition to this already numerous and use-

ful family of plants.—W. Elliott, Dcci>car.

Priraroses and Polyanthuses.—I send you a number of

blooms of hardy I'rimroscs, Polyanthuses, and that intermediate
breed wliich are Primroses first and Polyanthuses later on. These
rtowers are gathered from plants the majority of which are bloom-
ing for tlic first time, and which were raised from seed sown during
the summer of 1879. When persons complain tliat they cannot get
a good show of flowers from hardy plants early in tlie year, I take it

for granted that they have none of these beautiful plants in their

gardens. Yet there are thousands of gardens more favoured than
mine for the early production of these Primroses, for our soil is a
cold, stiff clay, saturated with water in winter, and baked to the
consistency of bricks in summer, and indeed is now, whilst the east
winds have been sweeping over the plants uninterruptedly for weeks.
Worse soil or a colder situation they could hardly have, and yet these
plants liave been more or less in bloom for the past six weeks.
Some of the hybrid Primroses are the earliest, and the true Polyan-
thuses the latest. The colours and markings defy description, but
are wondrously varied and beautiful. Some of the dark hues of

claret, maroon, crimson, and purple are novel and striking, and I do
not despair of obtaining in time a veritable blue kind. One great
point in reference to these flowers is that they may all be got from
seed, which I generally sow as soon as it is ripe, as by keeping the
seedlings in a cold frame all the winter many of them bloom the
following spring ; besides, I have more time to prick out the seed-
lings in autumn than in spring. On the other hand, seed sown now
in pans under glass will produce plants that will flower freely next

spring. Without winter protection no border plants can be hardier

few, if any, more beautiful, and none more easily raised and
cultivated.—A. U.

Grouping c Dotting of Plants.—In utilising hardy plants,

we must by some means get out of the well-worn track of straight

lines and dotting in the case of many of the best subjects ; for in-

stance, the early flowering Aconite, Snowdrops, or Soillas that afford

but little effect in ordinary borders are simply lovely when seen in

well established irregular clumps or masses, and the same may be
said of the taller vegetation to wliich the above would form a ground-
work. The early Daphne Mezereum makes an exquisite group, es-

pecially on Grass or in the foreground of a shrubbery, whereas if

dotted along the margin its effect would be lost ; at present Eibes
sanguineum is very showy treated in the same manner, and much
more floriferous than when crowded amongst evergreens of the or-

dinary type. I feel sure, indeed, that by judicious planting, our
shrubberies may be made to yield far more interest than ever they
yet have done, for when indiscriminately planted, the strongest
growers soon overpower the weaker ones, and in a few years nothing
is left but the ordinary mixture of Laurel, Box, and Ancubas ; whereas
if grouped so that each could show its full effect without interfering

with its neighbour, there would be no fear of losing the weaker
growers, which, under the friendly shelter of those that are more
robust, would find a congenial home. We have lately had a long
continuance of cast winds, and spring flowers in open beds or borders
ha\o made but little headway against it, but under the shelter of

shrubs or trees they have been exquisite.— J. GnoOM,

ORCHIDS.

HARDY CYPRIPEDIUMS.
These are plants grown comparatively by few, and therefore rarely
indeed can a healthy collection of them be seen in cultivation.

For my part I would travel a long distance to see an established

CypripetUuni luacrautliuni.

plant of C. irapcanum growing and increasing in size, or healthy
plants of C. arietinum, C. guttatum, and even C. macranthum. All
tliese are difficult to cultivate, or at least to have them in a flower-

ing condition. I have tried them in many descriptions of soil, and
I find that some sjoecies succeed in peat while others do well in good
loam from the limestone formation. Much maj' be learned by ob-
serving how the plant behaves in a wild state. A plant that is found
growing naturally in wet peaty soil is not likely to thrive in loam
containing lime. CA-pripedium spectabile and C. irapeanum come
to us as they are dug out of swampy, peaty soil, some of which may
be found adhering to their roots. They seem to be exactlj' alike as
far as their natural requirements are concerned, but I have bought
clumps of each as imported, potted both in peat, and treated them
in the same way, with the result that C. spectabile grows, thrives,

and flowers freely, while the other dies outright. If any reader of

The Garden could give directions for the successful culture of C.

irapianum I would for ever feel grateful.

C. spectabile must stand at the head of the list, not only as
the best of the hard}- Lady's Slippers, but the best of all of them. I

grow it in pots entirely in sweet turfy peat, with a little decayed
stable manure added. The pots are filled half-full of broken pots-
herds, and on the surface of the soil is planted green Sphagnum
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Moss While the roots are dormant, sufficient water is given to keep

the compost just moderately moist, but when growth begins it is

applied rather more freely. The best growths are made when the

leaves are partially shaded.

O pubescens.—This variety also succeeds well if a little loam

is used with the peat in potting.
'

It grows and increases very freely.

The rich yellow lip is a striking feature in this hardy plant.

O Oalceolua is a very desirable species, well adapted for

pot culture. It increases rapidly in size, and may be propagated

very freely by dividing the crowns when the plants are in a dormant

condition. It succeeds well in soil composed of equal parts loam and

peat.

O acaule is also a desirable species for pot culture. The

curious fArmation of its large rose-tinted flowers is very inte-

restinn-. I have never been able to increase the plants in size, like

in pure peat and kept only moderately moist. I have some hope of

seeing its flowers this season, as the growths are strong.

C. parviflorum.—Here this has been given the same treatment

as C. spectabile. It grows very strongly every year, but does not

increase in size, and I have not yet seen its flowers. Probably it

may have been too much in the shade. This will be altered this

year, and probably the plant will flower, as it is exceedingly strong.

We have grown altogether eleven species of this hardy section of

terrestrial Orchids with more or less success during the last ten

years, and those tliat I would recommend as likely to give the

greatest satisfaction arc C. spectabile, pubescens, Calceolus, and
acaule, all distinct kinds which will flower freely annually in an
ordinary greenhouse, pit, or frame. I think they also do best if green

Moss of any kind is kept growing on the surface of the soil.

J. Douglas.

Cypripedjum acaule. C. spectabile. C. Calceolus.

the three just named, but they throw up a strong stem, producing
one flower from the same place annually.

O. macranthum is not so easy to grow as some of the others.

I have one plant of it that has increased in size. The first year of its

growth it had two stems ; now there are four of equal strength, and
I hope this plant will flower this year. Out of a few dozens of strong
imported crowns it is not difficult to flower a few of them the follow-
ing season, but no one can lay claim to any cultural skill in doing
this, and it is only after growing and flowering a plant for some
years in succession that a person ought to speak with any degree of
confidence in regard to it. I have now got this plant established in
good, loamy soil, with a little leaf-mould added to it, and hope, after
several seasons' growth, to be able to flower it. It is a fine Orchid,
and ought to be perfectly hardy.

O. japonicum is a singular species not usually amenable to
artificial culture. I have one plant of it that came with a single
growth three seasons ago ; now it is making its third season's
growth and throwing up four strong shoots. This species is potted

Wallflowers and the "Winter.—Our case here is not so bad

as that of Mr. Fish at Bury St. Edmunds, for whilst the yeUow

kinds, especially the dwarf Belvoir yellow, have not suffered, the

dark red kind has suffered to the extent of about one-sixth m the

open and not at all amongst bush fruits. The latter kind is got out

so early, that the plants are often pushing buds before Christmas,

and in good soil are full of growth. Constant selection from the

earliest blooming, as well as the darkest flowered, has brought about

this precocity, and in very hard winters the plants pay the penalty.

I have a large piece, of some 20 rods or more in extent, now in full

bloom, and my bees seem to find on the flowers a large store of pollen

.

All but the darkest coloured flowers are pulled out to keep the strain

good. Seedlings are late this year, as, owing to the hard weather, it

was not possible to sow early, and when sown, the cold winds

prevented germination. In mild winters, seed is sown as early as

January, but this vear none was put in till March. As to doubles,

I have been so far"fortunate as not only to save a good stock of

the dwarf yellow, putting in cuttings in October, but have had sent

me by a correspondent from Cheshire plants of the double brown
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and purple, which I trust may prove to be identical with tlie so-

called black of earlier days. I have also had cuttings of the double
yellow.

—

Alex. Dean, Bedfont.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
LAPAGERIAS, RED AND WHITE.

The effect of these mixed is most charming, the one helping to

show the other off to advantage. The situation these Lapagerias
like be.st is a shady wall in a cool conservatory or greenhouse, where
if planted in properly prepared borders and supplied with plenty of
water at the roots during certain seasons, they always luxuriate.

The great point towards insuring success in their cultivation is to

provide ample drainage, which may be done by digging out a good
large hole, 3 ft. or so deep, and then putting in from 9 in. to I ft.

of broken bricks or potsherds
; and to keep the interstices between

these clear and open, it is always advisable to cover with a thin layer

of fresh gathered Moss, or to place whole sods of peat over them,
when the final filling up may be carried out with other peat chopped
up rough and mixed witli a good sprinkling of sharp sand, which
will prevent the mass becoming inert and sour. With a bed or bor-

der so prepared, Lapagerias are sure to thrive after they once get
a fair start, and that they may have this, tlie roots should be care-
fully laid out in tlie fresh material, and when covered, the soil

watered sufficiently heavy to soak it quite through. In order to en-
courage tlie plants to break freely, it will be necessary to syringe
them overhead at least once a day, which will induce young
shoots to issue from almost everj' joint, and help the plants to push
up suckers around their base, but as slugs and woodlice are very fond
of the succulent shoots of Lapagerias, these suckers will require close

watching and protecting, or they soon nip them off. A lamp-glass
forms a capital shield against these pests and is the best guard
that can be used, as it does not obstruct the light, andean be put on
readily and allowed to remain till the growth becomes hardened and
the risk is over. The proper season for planting Lapagerias is during
early spring, as they start off at once, and soon recover from the
check caused by disturbing their roots. Being a moisture-loving
subject, plants should be freely watered all through the summer and
autumn till they have done blooming, but to insure rest, they must
be kept somewhat dry for the winter, which enables them to start

with increased vigour again in the spring. In oases where an increase
is desired, that may be readily effected by layering, which is easily
done by pegging and burying each alternate joint underground,
when after a year, shoots and roots will be formed at about the same
time, and the j'oung plants will then be in a fit condition to be se-

vered from the old, and either potted or planted out in the way al-

ready touched on. Wliat injures Lapagerias more than anything
else is a dry atmosphere, wliicli brings on scale and thrips, insects
that soon gi'eatly disfigure the foliage and throw the plants out of
health. Nothing wards off these pests so eft'ectually as hea\'y syring-
ings, but should they put in an appearance, the best remedy is nico-
tine soap, which, applied at a sti ength of 4 oz. to a gallon of water,
destroys them without hurting the leaves, that is, if not used till

the tissues are hard. The way Lapagerias look best is with their
shoots trailing or depending naturally from the trellis or support on
which the main branches are trained, as then their lovely bell-shaped
flowers can be seen to the greatest advantage. Although not hardy,
as was at one time supposed, Lapagerias will endure some amount
of frost, and succeed well in large unheated houses with Camellias,
as the shade and conditions that suit these latter are just such as
Lapagerias require. S. D.

ERYTHROTIS BEDDOMEI AS A BASKET PLANT.
Plants for hanging baskets are always in demand where there is a
stove or conservatory to keep furnished in that w-ay ; and this is one
of the best for the purpose, although an old plant and one seldom
seen in cultivation. It is a free gTOwer, and under liberal treatment
soon makes fine specimens. It may either be grown in ordinaiy
wire baskets or in suspended seed-pans. The soil in which I find
it to grow best is a good brown fibry peat, broken into pieces about
the size of walnuts, and a small portion of loam and leaf-mould,
using plentj' of sharp silver sand and some pieces of charcoal to
keep the compost open, for this plant soon gets into bad health if

the soil becomes wet and sour. The basket should be lined with
Sphagnum or rough peat before filling it with compost. The old
plants may either be broken into pieces and planted or young points
may be inserted into small pots filled mth finely sifted peat, using
plenty of sand to keep the soil open, and plunging the pots in
bottom heat. Thus treated, they soon root and make" good plants,

ready to plant in the baskets in spring. Use from five to six plants

for each basket, according to the size, planting at equal distances

apart round the rim, and making them firm in the soil, for if loose

the plants soon get dry, and the constant watering soon washes out
all the best properties of the soil. I always find this plant to grow
most luxuriantly in a sliallow seed-pan suspended from the roof of

the stove. Use the same compost as for baskets, and plant round
the edge of the pan, allowing the plants to hang down. This plant
may be used for covering rockwork, or in caves made of rough
brickwork, I have also seen it effectively used along with Ferns
and other plants for covering walls faced witli wire to support peat
and Sphagnum. When gi'owing freely it is indeed effective in all

positions, for its richly coloured red stems and light green leaves

make it a pleasant sight at all times, especially in spring, when the
points of each shoot are covered with its soft blue flowers.

Bromley Common. Wm. Chkistison.

Companion Plants to Ficus repens.—Possibly the old
"Wax plant (Hoya carnosa) will be the best companion or substitute
for Ficus repens ; Ferns or Periwinkles would be considered too
common. For a stove the beautiful Pothos argyrea is simply magni-
ficent. The very leaves of this plant cling to the wall, while the
young shoots would rather break than let go their firm grip ; the
silver markings and form of the leaves are also beautiful. The
creeping Tradescantias of the zebrina type, of which there are now
gold and silver varieties, form admirable furniture for walls. The
Fittonia and Gymnostacliyum are almost equally good, though they
do not cling so closely to the bricks. The two Lj'copodiums, again,
L. caesium and L. c. arboreum, cling closely to the wall, and- their

glaucous leaves and running stems, rooting into or holding on to the
wall with centipede-like feet, have a beautiful effect. The more
dwarf Lycopods grow on, rather than cling to, walls. Several other
plants seem to come up in vague form from past experience, but
refuse to be named at the moment ; but no doubt other correspon-
dents will come to Mr. Burton's help, and thus we shall be furnished
with a goodly list of wall clothers, or dingers rather. For as to
clothing, few plants exceed in beauty many species of Passion-
flower and such fine glossy leaved plants as the Stephanotis
floribunda. The Cissus discolor also grows and colours superbly on a
wall, as does also the variegated variety of the Yam (^Dioscorea
variegata) . Few combinations can exceed in richness and beauty these
two plants regularly or irregularly mixed in the clothing of walls in
hot-houses. Some of the Begonias are also admirably adapted for
this purpose, B. Heeri and fuchsioides being two of the best for
the purpose.—D. T. Fisii.

Trifolium repens as a Basket Plant.—Many inquiries
being frequently made for plants suitable for hanging baskets, allow
me to recommend this Trefoil for that purpose. It is different in
character from any plant so used, and is, moreover, of the easiest
culture, quickly making large plants, and looking well from Christ-
mas onwards. I have raised manj' seedlings from it, several of them
being improvements on the type, varying in their markings and
growth. I expect yet to raise varieties far in advance of anything
at present known in tliat way,—W. Elliott, Deepcar.

Clitoria Ternatea.— In The Garden of the 26th March mention
was made by "G." of this plant. He stated that there were the white,
blue, and the major, which has brown flowers. As he did not men-
tion other kinds perhaps he was not aware of there being others.

There is one with a lilac colour, pea shaped, but the best of all are
the peloric forms of the Clitoria Ternatea. Manj' years ago I sent
Mr. Charles Darwin a coloured dramng of the blue peloric form of
this flower. Instead of five petals, pea-shaped, viz., vexillum, 2 alfe,

and the 2 petals, forming the carina, it had five petals all of one size,

the size of the vexillum, and disposed regularly, one imbricating the
other. All the rest of the plant was exactly like that of the ordinary
form. If I recollect rightly, Mr. Darwin said he had sent my drawing
to one of your contemporaries and asked me to try and find out the
reason for which this pea-shaped flower was turned upside down,
that is, the vexillum lowermost instead of uppermost, like that of
other pea-shaped flowers, but want of time prevented my following
up the study. I have been tiying to get seed of this blue peloric

form, but have only yet succeeded in getting the lilac peloric form,
which is not so striking as the blue ; I believe the peloric form exists

in all three colours, white, lilac, and blue. If I mistake not, it is

Mr. Darwin's opinion that all pea-shaped flowers originated in pe-
loric or regular forms, and probably this is the reversion to its ances-
tral form. I have a few spare seeds of the lilac peloric Clitoria and
some of the irregular blue. Should anyone like to try crossing them
I shall be glad to forward him some if he gives his address. The
blue is a Gentian blue, and the peloric is far more showy than the
common form. Selection and cultivation might make sometliing fine

of it.—E, B.
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Olianthus Dampieri.—It is to be regretted that this plant,

strikingly and uncommonly beautiful as it is, should be so seldom

seen in anything like good condition. Its congener, C. puniceus, is

a handsome enough plant when well grown, but it cannot compare

with Dampieri, which, when in good health, is probably one of the

most striking flowering subjects in cultivation. Many reasons have

been assigned for the faihire which Imay safely say in most instances

attends the attempts to induce a luxuriant growth in Dampier's

Clianthus ; but the most reasonable explanation I have hitherto

heard given, and one that my own experience confirms, is that this

plant has roots so extremely sensitive and delicate, that the slight

check that they experience in the necessary operation of repotting is

alone sufficient to cripple and cause the premature death of the plant.

Often have I seen the most promising seedlings go off in a sudden

and unaccountable manner when repotted. The moral of this is,

that the seed should be sown in the pot in which the plant is destined

to bloom, and then I think we should oftener see this fine plant in

perfection.— J. C. B.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.
Were Hoses never grown on their own roots ? is a question that

naturally suggests itself to one on looking over the correspondence

that is now poured in on the subject from all quarters. Surely they

were not always helped along like cripples by means of the Manetti
stock, seedling or other Briers, or that distinguished foreigner with

the aristocratic name, De la Grifferaie. At one time, difficulties in

the shape of " bad to strike, slow in growth, weakly constitutions,"

and such like parrot cries were unheard of. The Roses of our grand-

fathers, of the good old Cabbage and Moss Roses, or the vigorous

China, Ayrshire, or Austrian Roses, that ran to the top of the house
in a season or two, were not " worked," yet we did not hear of anj'

of the difficulties that now beset the path of the Rosarian who
attempts " Rose growing on their own roots." This very practice,

indeed, is going on in a quiet way in many an old-fashioned garden
where new fangled notions do not readily upset the mental equili-

brium. In a recent number of The Gakden, Mr. D. T. Fish plainly

and powerfull.v sets forth the advantages and disadvantages of prun-
ing at \arious times. If he would undertake to lay down as plainly

the way to strike Rose cuttings as easily, and equally as quickly as

Gooseberries or Red Currants, -he would do a great service to (be

Rose-loving public. But so long as tlie process is to be complicated
by 'so many technical difficulties, such as lifting and potting in

gentle bottom heat when callused, shades, glasses, lights, frames,
and other horticultural contrivances, which are only called into re-

quisition for subjects of doubtful hardiness, so long will the general
run of people refrain from attempting anj'thing so doubtful of suc-

cess. The ordinary 'cultivator, too, is so much used to follow in the
footsteps of his leaders, that anything out of the ordinary course of

preconceived ideas completely shocks him, particularly if not brought
about by some "great man." I may .state in conclusion that I

have seen hundreds of Rose cuttings put in alongside of Red
Currants and Gooseberries, and never saw any more failures among
the Roses than among the bush fruit cuttings. They are easily
struck, but too many people have an idea that they are difficult, so
never try them. What is of importance, too, is that plants from
cuttings are far stronger and better bloomers than worked ones.
Even some that have the name of being tender and bad bloomers, if

left alone a year or two and judiciously pruned, would astonish some
of our Rosarians. Anyone desirous of having a few Roses may soon
increase liis stock by inserting e\'erything that will make a cutting
when he prunes. Tyxedale.

Bose Cuttings in February. — As far as can be under-
stood from Mr Fish's remarks (p. 810) in reference to this matter,
it does not appear that he has ever given Rose cuttings a fair

trial at the particular time named; but how could he, when "February
is the worst month in the year for that operation ? " Now, so far as I

understood the quotation in " Garden Thoughts," Roses under glass
were meant, and, in regard to these, allow me to inform Mr. Fish
that the sap is at that time in very active motion upwards, and that
it does not require to be reversed to form a callus any more than it

does in the case of a Heliotrope, Fuchsia, or Verbena when in
active growth. A Rose cutting put in under the above conditions
will actually form roots and grow like a weed. On the striking
of Rose cuttings in February out-of-doors, Mr. Fish's criticisms
fall with just weight, but I fancy very few are so badly informed
in reference to Roses as to care to make the rash attempt. Why
does Mr. Fish advocate November or October, seeing that success

depends so much on chance ? and why wait the falling of the leaf ?

I say Roses may be rooted all through the summer, and that with-

out " white heat enthusiasm,'' just as easily as Pelargoniums and
hosts of other things. If done justice to, they will be rooted and
potted up, ready to stow away in frames, or be planted out by them-
selves before the silvery frosts of November set in. Most people

who have had much to do with Rose cuttings know the difficulty ex-

perienced in rooting them in autumn outside, and the consequent
losses sustained, even after roots have been formed. So much is this

the case, that any method which will readily effect the former and
reduce the latter to a minimum is certainly worthj' of adoption.

Let Mr. Fish even now put in half-a-dozen cuttings each of Hybrid
Perpetuals and Teas, and grow them on all summer, and relate the

result a year hence. If he will do this I will venture to predict

that many converts will be made to the method of striking Roses in

February.—J. Knight, T/ie Oalis, Epsom.

BEST TWENTY-FOUR MONTHLY ROSES FOR
BEDDIJNG.

In selecting Roses suitable for bedding, several necessary qualifica-

tions must be considered. When we plant Roses in isolated positions

we often do so having regard to some special qualities which by
themselves would not make them of value for massing together.

The requisites for a good bedding Rose are freedom of bloom, healthy

habit of growth, good form, pure, steadfast colour, fragrance, and

sufficient fullness of flower. The following varieties are, in my
opinion, the best for the purpose :

—

Best Six.—Gerard Dubois, bright red, one of the hardiest Teas ;

Homfere, mottled salmon-rose ; Jean Fernet, a beautiful light

yellow, not so well known as it should be ; La France, the founder

of the new race of hybrid Teas, a constant bloomer and the

sweetest of them all ; Marie Van Houtte, pale yellow, the edges of

petals very often shaded with rose, producing a unique effect—

a

most charming sort ; and Mens. Furtado ; this and Jean Fernet are

the most valuable pure yellow Teas,

For the best T'welve, add Appolline (Bourbon), not quite so

full as some of the others, but beautiful rosy-pink flowers of good

cupped shape, if kept cut back ; it is like La France, always in

in bloom ; General Tartar, deep mottled rose, fine habit, good buds ;

Madame de Vatry, rose, with a shade of salmon ; Madame Lorn-

bard, reddish-salmon, but of variable shades, very fine ; Sombreuil,

creamy-white, a superb Rose out of doors ; Triomphe de Luxem-
burg, coppery-rose.

For best Eighteen, add Bougere, rosy-bronze ; Comtesse

Riza du Fare, bronzed-rose, with a shade of carmine ; La Prinoesse

Vera, flesh shaded with yellow, outer petals bordered with coppery-

rose ; Marie Ducher, salmon-rose ; Marie Guillot, creamy-white, a

lovely Rose, but unfortunately almost without fragrance ; Rubens,

flesh shaded with pale rose.

For best Twenty-four, add Catherine Mermet, silvery-pink,

the most beautiful of all the Teas ; Comte de Sembui, salmon and

rose, base of petals coppery-yellow ; Hermosa (Bourbon), this well-

known sort is constantly in flower, but is not equal in quality to

others named ; Jean Ducher, bronzed-rose ; Perle des Jardins, a

beautiful straw colour ;
Queen of Bedders (Bourbon), this is another

variety constantly in flower, but it is of rather poor growth, colour

a deep crimson, somewhat the shade of Charles Lefebvre.

Besides the varieties named, there are some which will be found

very useful for their beautiful buds if planted in a position where

they are not constantly exposed to the sun's rays. Such are Agrip-

pina, Bon Silene, Douglass, Isabella Sprunt, Safrano, and Souvenir

d'un Ami. In a very sunny spot, all of these varieties open their

buds very quickly and would not then be desirable.—H. B.

Ellwanger, in Gardeners" Montlili/.

The Roses of Scripture.—Canon Hole, in referring to sacred

history as mentioning the Rose, seems to take it for granted that the

Bible speaks in all cases of the same flower as the one about which he

writes so charmingly. It is desirable to quote his passage
:
"When,"

he writes, " in sacred history a chief prophet of the Older Covenant

foretold the grace and glory which were to be revealed by the New
when Isaiah would select, and was inspired to select, the most beauti-

ful image by which to tell mankind of their exodus from the law to

the gospel, slavery to freedom, fear to love, these were the words

which came to him from heaven, ' The wilderness shall blossom as

a Rose.' In the Song of Songs the Church compares itself unto ' the

Rose of Sharon,' and in the apocryphal scriptures the son cf Siraih

likens wisdom to a Rose plant in Jericho, and holiness to a Rose

growing by the brook of the field."—"Book about Roses," 7tb edition.
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pp. 35-6. Tliere appears, however, to be some doubt as to the
correctness of the above statement, and well-founded doubt most
certainly as regards " the Hose of Wharon.'' Lieutenant Conder, in
" Tent Work in Palestine," says, " The famous Kose of Aharon is

apparently the beautiful white Narcissus so common in the jjlain in
spring. The Jews themselves, in their Torguin commentaries, so
explain the word, and the modern name Buseil, used by the peasantry,
is radically identical with the Hebrew title in the Bible ''

—

Walter
llOBiNSON, 5, C/icstvr Sijuarc, S.W.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

EOOM DECORATION.
Much that holds good in landscape gardening with reference to the
employment of contrasted forms of vegetation in juxtaposition with
buildings may be borne in mind in selecting the plants used for
decoration in saloons and living rooms. Horizontal lines will be
found to bo the predominating ones amongst the furniture and tit-

tings
;
therefore, the identical reasons for the use of upriglit forms,

either pyramidal or columnar, in the neighbourhood of buildings
whose prevailing lines are horizontal lose none of their force when
applied to room decoration. As these forms present the best sorts
of contrast, and when accompanied bj' the proper choice of colours
for a daylight or night effect, as may be desired, a great advance
will have been made towards attaining the object intended, pre-
mising that the plants chosen are fairly well grown. In rooms for
the most part occupied only in the hours of daylight tlie choice of
the blooming portion is not so much narrowed as when the
clioice has to be made for rooms occupied during the evening, or
during those hours when artificial light must be used. Iri the former
case almost any shade of colour can be used ; still preference, ap-
parently, should be given to rosy and white coloured ilowers, as these
always have a more enlivening ensemble than other hues. With
plants in full liglit, for instance, in the front of a window a freer
choice might be allowed.

In rooms used at night the choice of colour is much more limited,
dark blue, purple, violet, and yellow assuming other and unpleasing
hues under the artificial light, so tliat the decorator is compelled
thereby to leave out many tempting subjects if he wishes to avoid
failure. How often do bouquets that look everything that could be
wished during daylight become dirty, wishj'-washy tilings so soon as
the lamps are lighted. Plants having an inclination to form pyra-
midal or columnar objects, or climbing ones which are trained over
some cunningly hidden supports, or those which are at the same time
erect growing in stem, but with pendulous foliage or branchlets, will
be quite sufficient when judiciously interspersed to counteract any
approach to flatness in the dwarfer forms of vegetation, either
flowering or not.

Nothing seems so discordant in effect in otherwise gracefully
arranged groups, or amongst specimen plants, large or small, as
the presence of a stiflly formed jilant, be it in bloom or not. They
are quite out of place in any collection of graceful forms. No one
can grow certain kinds of plants without being compelled to subject
them to some sort of training, but tliis should be of the most simple
kind, and should harmonise thoroughly with the natural habit of the
plant.

In rooms with furniture of a spindly character, in which the
horizontal lines are not so striking as the upright ones, also where
the Gothic style prevails or Pompeian candelabra and vase supports
are used, and where the implements of the chase and war are made
use of as wall decorations, and arranged perpendicularly or nearly
so, the rounded forms of the Chinese Azalea, Medinilla magnifica,
Prunus triloba, masses of low growing Ferns, Cyperus alternifolius,

G. Papyrus, I'hilodendrons, C'urculigo recurvata, and Musas are
capable of making pleasing contrasts with their surroundings. Many
pi mts, it allowed to grow downward, as they do naturallj', will in
time hide the pot in which they are placed.
The varieties of Himalayan and Sikkim Khododendrons should

find more favour with us as room plants than is usual at the present
time. These with their hybrids are not more difficult to grow than
Camellias, and always command admiration, but we give over much
prominence to the evanescent productions of our florists, often to
the exclusion of the truly fine things that once were found more
commonly than now. Florists' flowers are useful as " packing " or
in situations dangerous to the better class of plants, and as they
are often showy, afford a great variety of colour, and are easy of
propagation, and will therefore always find cultivation enough. But
such plants are fast making all our decorative art in mansion and
garden of one monotonous pattern. Primulas, Cinerarias, Pelargo-
niums, Calceolarias—these are the true everlastings with us. Surely
cultivators might find something else for a change. Sylvesteis,

PLATE CCLXXXL—LISIANTHUS GLAUCIFOLIUS.
With the beauty of many of the hardy representatives of the

small, but well marked Order Gentiauaceai! readers of The Gaeden
will be tolerably familiar, but there is a genus belonging to this

Order which claims a tropical, or at least semi-tropical, habitat,

and which, in the species we have selected for illu,stration, far

excels in beauty even the showiest of our Gentians, lovely a.-* they
certainly are. Tlie genus Lisiantlius belongs to the New World
altogether, that is including- therewith the West Indian Islands,

and naturally divides itself into two groups ; so distinct, indeed,

are these groups, that the genus Eustoma of Salisbury (to which
section our present plant belongs) has been separated from the

older genus, and I think properlj' so, although for " auld acquaint-

ance sake" I have retained the old title.

Those familiar with the horticultural writings of some thirty

years gone by will remember the Lisiauthus liussellianus, a

closelj' allied species to the present plant, as not only the subject

of a sort ofhorticultural furore, but obtaining for itself a cultural

brochure from the hands, if we remember rightly, of Mr. Cuthill,

who claimed first rank at the head of all the successful cultivators

of that day. Even then it was exceptional to meet with it in

England; but north of the Tweed, where Cockscombs and other

manurial ferment-loving plants were grown, it was to be met with

Lisiauthus Itussellianus.

morefrequently; still, the gardener who couldstagehaK-a-dozen well-
grown plants of Lisiauthus was looked upon as no mean adept in

his profession. How, then, is it that we so rarely see it now ?

that the plant here figured, when exhibited at the Bridlington

Horticultural Show, was not only a perfect novelty to the visitors,

many of whom had frequent opportunities of inspecting similar

exhibitions throughout the country, but absolutely a novelty

to the gardeners themselves? Before I attempt to answer that

question, let me note one thing enpas-sanf. I have said " similar

exhibitions," and I now add tliat the great fault of all our ex-

hibitions, both great and small, is their absolute similarity. Who
ever contributes a novelty, even though It be but one single plant,

I hail as a benefactor, in the fact that he has put in a good claim

as a welcome disturber of liorticultural monotonj'. Along with
the new plants, which are generally exhibited in abundance, let

us have by all means some of the old novelties resuscitated : many
of these would fairly put the new ones to the blush. With this

digression let me return to the previous question—Why do we so

rarely see a plant so lovely and so admirably adapted for mid-
summer exhibition purposes at a time when blue flowers are so

scarce ? I have alluded to it as a manurial ferment-loving plant

before, and in this allusion the keynote to its cultivation begins

and ends. Without going into cultural details at present, let us

ask any one to compare the atmospheric condition of the hot-water

heated pits of the present day with that of the old frames of years

gone by, embedded in a mass of combined leaves and manure, that

not only retain their heat long, but with a continuous, unvarying
steadiness, such as the most perfect stoker in the world could not

attain witli hot-water pipes; moreover, the atmosphere is equally
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equable in its condition, as regards moisture, and also charged with
amoniacal gases. As will be seen by the modus o^jerandi given me
by the cultivator himself, it is upon this point that the secret

hinges, alike in the cultivation of this plant and not a
few others besides, that, though nominally old, may yet
by their remote disappearance he considered new. Wlien
last summer ]Mr. Inchbald brought me the flowering panicle
from which the anuexed illustration was prepared, and asked nie

what I called it, I at once recognised it as a Lisianthus; but,
though evidently bearing a close affinity to the old L.
Russellianus, it appeared to uie to be distinct, and, on
rjferring to such descriptive books as I had at hand,
there appeared to be very little doubt that it was tlie

true L. glaucifolius of Salisbury, ditfering from its ally

in the fact that the leaves are broader, of greater

substance, and especially in the glaucous grey hue they
present. Whether it ought to be considered as a species

or a mere varietal form, I can hardly say ; but the de-

scription answers so admirably, that there need be no
hesitation in assuming tliis to be the plant, for which
the description may be considered as godfather. It is

a native of the island of I'rovidence, and appears to

have been introduced at the beginning of the present
C3ntury ; but whether in the Egyptian mummy fashion,

as a mere herbarium specimen, or in actual cultivation,

we cannot say. Mr. Anderson, of Sewerby House Gar-
dens, says that he received the seeds under the name
of L. Russellianus.

Culture and Position.—The following is a brief

outline of his mode of culture: "The plants, being
biennial, ought to be sown in March or April in a moist,

warm temperature ; when large enough, transplant into

o-in. pots, using loam, leaf mould, or sand in about
equal proportions, place them near the glass in a Melon
pit or frame, pinching out the tops to make them bushy

;

winter them in a temperature of about 45''' to 50^, near
to the glass, keeping them rather dry; the following
March give them a good shift, and plunge them iu a
warm moist Melon pit ; by the end of June they will be
coming into flower, and may then be placed in a light

part of the greenhouse, where they will keep in bloom for

several montlis." To this I may add that few flowers

stand so well after being cut, a fact which you will

readily endorse when I say that the branch from which
your tigure was talcen was cut fully a week before I sent

it up to j'ou, and after that time and a long postal journey
was yet fresh enougli. In floral decoration nothing can

be prettier than a spraj' of the Lisianthus flowers asso-

ciated with the Amazonian Lily (Eucharis amazouica).

Hull Botanic Gardens. Jas. C Xiven.

Odontoglossum nevadense—This is one of
the handsomest of tliat section of Odontoglossums, in the
flowers of which a brownish hue predominates. The
bulbs, which are oval, are rather pointed and bear two
linear lance-shaped leaves. The petals, si.x in number,
are borne in a loose panicle. The sepals and tJowers are
of a rich brownish- chocolate, bordered and tipped with
pale yellow

;
their exterior surfaces are greenish in the

middle, and brownish on tlie edges. The Up is striped
with brown at the base, and margined with a delicate
fringe of white. It is a spring flowering plant. The
annexed ilkistration was prepared from a fine specimen
of it, with several flower-spikes, in Sir Trevor Lawrences
rich collection at I'urford Lodge, Dorking, where it is

grown in the Odontoglossum house with other cool house
kinds. It is a native of the mountains of Sierra Nevada,
in New Granada, where it was discovered by Wallis
and sent to Mr. Linden's establishment at Ghent in 1868. W. G.
Tuberous Begonias for Bedding.—Those who have not

tried these for bedding have a treat in store. To my mind they
surpass Pelargoniums and many more plants that are used for that
purpose. There is a great variety of colours now to be had amongst
them, and self or mixed beds of them are really beautiful. They
commence flowering in a young state, and continue till cut down by
frost. They stand rain or sunshine better than any other plants
with which I am acquainted. Seeds sown now would produce good
plants for next year's display. Procure some pots or pans and half
fill them with potsherds, over which place some Idoss and coarse

rubble. Fill them up with some light rich soil, and press all down
to ^ in. below the rim, water, and then sow the seed, which is very
mmute, add a slight sprinkling of silver sand

;
place on the top a

piece of glass, or, what is better, tie a piece of paper over it and put
tlie pot in some warm place where some of the seeds will soon ger-
minate, while others will take weeks before they appear. It is a
good plan to prick out the strongest when large enough to handle
into some good light soil and place them under a bell-glass in a brisk
heat shading from the sun. They delight in heat and moisture
when young

; many of tliem will flower in the autumn, after which

Odontoglossum nevadense.

they should be carefully dried off, placed in boxes in dry sand, and
stowed away secure from frost. About the beginning of April they
should be looked over and taken from the sand, replacing them in
the boxes and covering with some fine sandy soil. They should then
be set in a warm place, when they will soon start into growth. If
more stock is needed, when the shoots are large enough take them
off and place them in sandy soil in a brisk heat, in which they will
soon strike root and be ready to plant out with the others. Some
recommend the bulbs to be potted, but I find they do equally well
managed as just described, and they certainly take up much less
space.—H. J. E.
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

MANAGEMENT OF HAKDWOOD PLANTATIONS.

I PROPOSE to treat the management of hardwood plantations chieiiy

from the pecuniary aspect, as I hold that to form a regular source of

revenue to the estate is the end a forester should keep prominently

in view. It is true that plantations are often formed for la.idscape

effect, or game preserves, or shelter— in which cases the manage-
ment is somewliat different from that where proiit alone is aimed at

;

but, taking our woodlands as a whole, the economical aspect is of

gi-eat importance. It has been the fashion of late years to neglect

hardwood trees for conifers in forming plantations, and, as a result,

we often find the latter in situations where hardwoods would have
given more satisfaction. Where permanent plantations are required,

hardwoods must always be preferred to conifers. There is a certain

amount of perpetuation of species about them which does not

belong to conifers. In well-managed plantations of old growth,

one generally sees two or three distinct generations from seedlings

and suckers growing up, the younger gi'adually coming in to take

the place of the older ones. Another advantage we have in forming
hardwood plantations is the wide choice of species to suit different

soils and situations ; but at high altitudes, or in very exposed
situations, tlie hardwoods have to give way to the coniferous familj'.

It has often occurred to me that, speaking relatively, the districts of

the country suitable for Wheat growing are those most suitable for

hardwoods, and those most suitable for Oats are the districts for

conifers. But in forming hardwood plantations, in every case where
it is practicable, we use the conifers as nurses, as for this pui'pose

they are specially adapted. When the soil is too wet to plant coni-

fers the Birch can often be substituted with great advantage. To
give an idea of what is requisite in the management of our common
timber trees, I give a few jiarticulars as to their habit of growth, the

distance apart most suitable to plant them, &c.

The Oak.—As "king of the forest," the Oak first claims our .

attention; but I am of opinion that it is more from past associations

than from its jjresent pre-eminence as a jirofitable timber tree that it

has gained its royal dignity. In the days when it alone yielded
the material to build our " wooden walls "much value was placed
on it, and it was largely planted ; it does not now hold the place it

did, but the timber is still highly Aalued for strength and durability.

The soil best suited for its growth is a strong loam wilh damp sub-
soil, or deep clay : luit while I indicate the best soils for tlie various
kinds of trees, we tind Iheni often succeeding on widely differing

soils. Thus, we frequently sec good Oak timber on gravelh' soil, and
even on sand. \\'hcn planted in favourable situations it is tall,

straight, and conical in shape during the early years of its growth ;

as it grows older, it becomes more spreading, and requires plenty of

room to develop into a full-sized tree. Being most valuable when of

a good size, it should not be planted closer than ,S6 ft. apart, unless

in cases where a plantation wliolly of Oak is particularly desired,

when it may be planted at 9 ft., and gradually thinned out to the
proper distance. Although, %vhen young, its timber is not so valuable
as some other kinds, it can be sold readily where there is a demand
for colliery props. To obtain the best price, from eighty to a hundred
years is the proper age to fell it.

The Ash.—In every part of the country the Ash is highly valued,
and, in many districts, from the time it has attained the tliickness

of a man's fingei',* it can be prolrtably disposed of. The habit of

growth is not so spreading as that of the Oak, and tlie early age at

which it can be profitably sold forms an argument in favour of close

planting. It grows well on a sharp, gravelly soil, or good loam, but
I have found the most valuable timber on black, peaty soil in low-
lying, wet situations, and for such soils it is by far the most
profitable tree to plant. It should be planted not wider than 8 ft.

apart. In winter, when the branches are bare, it is liable to be
driven furiously about with the wind, and it lashes trees of a more
rigid disposition unmercifully, often doing serious injur}- to their

tender shoots.

The Elm.—The Scotch or Wych Elm is the more valuable of the
two species commonly grown in our plantations. Its timber is use-

ful for cart-naves, and also for various purposes as a substitute for

Ash. It often inclines ro grow with a straggling head, and to break
off into two or three limbs, and is the better for being a little con-

* In some parts of England, Ash saplings, 3 ft. long and the size of a man's
finger, are used as " brods " or pegs for thatching stacks, and are sold in
bmidles at Sd. a hvmdred. ^Vl^en a little tliicker they are used as rods for
Scarlet-runners, which are grown in large quantities for market. A little

thicker still they do for hedge stakes, used mostly in laying hedges— a practice
I recommend only where the hedge has been previously neglected ; the price
for these is 4s. per hundred. And young Ash, 6 ft. long, and the thick-
ness of a man's wrist in the middle, are used for net stakes, and sell at
Id. each

iiaed. If grown by itself it may be planted at 12 ft. apart, but can
be advantageously mixed with other hardwood trees. The great

drawback to its being extensively planted is its liability to dry rot

in the centre—pump-rot it is often called. This, I believe, it is

most liable to when planted on sand or very dry soil, although it is

often found affected on good soil. The English Elm is a quick

growing timber tree of compact habit. The timber is of little value

till over fifty years old. In the south it is used as a substitute for

Oak in the manufacture of coffins. It is also used for some of the

more common articles of furniture. It thrives well on a sandy soil

or light loam ; on the magnesian limestone formation it also grows
well. It is mostly planted Avith other trees.

The Beech.—When looking at existing plantations, one comes
to the conclusion that the Beech liad been a great favourite with

planters eighty to a hundred years ago. It is a quick growing

tree, and thrives well on sandy or light soils ; and even on clay

soils, if resting on sand, it grows freely. Twenty-four feet apart

is close enough to plant it ; and it is better in a mixed plantation

than in masses by itself, especially if any un<ler\vood or shrubs are

desirable in the plantation, as, owing to the fibrous roots running close

to the surface, it extracts all the moisture from the soil, and makes
the ground below its shade too dry for anj' vegetation.

The Plane or Sycamore.—In Scotland this tree is mostly

known by the former, in England by the latter, name. When of a
large size its timber is valuable; and even after it is thirty years old,

it sells readily for bobbin making and other turnery purposes.

The soil best suited to it is a dry gravel or sandy loam, or even sand
;

and it is most valuable for planting in exposecl situations, or within

the influence of the sea breeze. Where it grows well the seed

generally strikes and germinates freely in the surrounding plantation,

it should be planted about 12 ft. apart, and is very suitable for large

masses.

The Spanish Chestnut.— Tlie soil best suited for this tree Is

dry and sandy. It should be planted about 16 ft. apart if grown by
itself ; but it is better to plant it at much wider intervals in a

mixed plantation. The timber is not very highly prized, as it is liable

to be ring shaken. It is often substituted for Oak, and, unless

bv a practiseil eye, the difference after it is dressed is not easily

discerned.

The Horse Chestnut.—In a plantation, where profit is the

object, this tree should never be planted.

The Lime.—This is a compact growing tree, and is suitable for

mi.'iing with the Elm, Oak, and Beech. The timber is most valuable

when of large size.

The Birch.—This is one of the most \'aluable of oar forest trees,

and is suitable either for planting in masses in damp situations,

where little else will grow, or for planting as nurses in situations

unsuited for conifers. Is should be planted 4 ft. apart, and can be
sold to ad\antage from the time it is ten or twelve years old. It

has a great advantage in being rabbit proof. The compact habit of

growth and numerous small twigs render it the most suitable

deciduous tree for planting as a nurse to other hardwoods.

The Alder.—In wet situations this tree is valuable for planting

either in masses or in conjunction with Birch, Willow, or Ash.

The Poplar.—For timber purposes the black Italian variety is

the most valuable; and it is one of the best trees we have for

planting on strong, wet, clay soils, on which it thrives well, pro-

vided there is no stagnant water. It grows to a great height,

and generally leans a good deal to the leeside, especially when
much exposed. Owing to its growing so much cjuicker than any of

our other forest trees, it is not suitable for intermixing with them,

as it soon overtops them. It should be planted 16 ft. apart, and
filled up with Birch to i ft. apart. Its timber is of comparatively

little value when it is of small size, but after forty years of age
it commands a good price. It is the most suitable for making
" breaks " for railway waggons of any of our timber, but for that

purpose it must be not less than li in. in diameter. In soils un-

suited to its growth, such as wet, peaty soils, it is liable to throw
out excrescences on the trunk. On good, loam}' soil, its quick-

ness of growth is quite astonishing. The white Foplar or Abele

is the only other species valuable as a timber tree. Unlike the

black Italian, this grows well on damp, peaty soil, and in such

situations it is most valuable to plant; it also grows well on stiff

loam. Its habit of growth is not so spiral as the other, but par-

takes more of the habit of the Oak or Beech, and when grown singly

is very ornamental. The timber is most useful when of large size.

"WillO'W.— It is not advisable to plant this for timber, except in

situations too wet to grow any other kind. It can be profitably

felled at fifty years old, and should be planted about 6 ft. apart. In

most cases in forming hardwood plantations it is desirable to use

conifers as nurses, and these should be put in to fill up the ground to
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i ft. apart between the plants. In the preceding description of the

various trees I have indicated the manner in wliich I would distribute

them in forming a plantation, and assume that they have been

properly filanted in suitable soils.

In Planting for Ornament, it is often advisable to prepare

the ground by trenching and other means, and to adopt a system of

thorough drainage, but where the pecuniary aspect is the first con-

sideration, expensive preparation would altogether defeat the object.

How often is it insisted upon that thorough ;
drainage should be

carried out before planting ;
but do the advocates of such a system

ever consider what this "means ? It simply means to pronounce

a veto on all planting operations. ^'borough drainage is not

obtained by a 2 -ft. drain every 30 ft. or 40 feet. To
obtain that we must have 2-tt. drains 12 ft. apart, or 4-ft.

drains 24 ft. apart ; these being open, would, at the least, have to be

3J ft. wide at the top. Let any practical man say what the expense

of such drains would be. The cost, on a very moderate estimate,

would be from £7 to £S per acre. That sum would form the veto

of which I have spoken. By the proper distribution of the various

kinds of trees, all the drainage necessary is to form surface drains to

prevent any stagnant water. Of course, if we persist in planting

Sycamore, Oak, or Beech on soils surcharged with water, we must
expect failure. Having formed surface drains in the lowest parts of

the plantation, w-e must also have them periodically cleaned out.

For three or foiir years after, we require to keep the trees clear of

rough Grass, Briers, or Gorse, otherwise they will be smothered in

their infancy. There will be more or less failures in the plantation,

and the gaps .should be tilled up during tlie first two or three

years.

Thinning is the next operation which demands our attention,

and is one of the most important In the system of management.
No one who pays close observation to plantations in his neighbour-
hood can fail to see instances of ruin arising from under-thinning
as well as overthinning. While it is necessary to let in

light and air to young plantations, it is equally necessary, or even
more so, to guard against overthinning them. The first neglect may
-be remedied at a future time ; the latter mistake is fatal to the
future welfare of the plantation. No set age can be fixed for

beginning to thin, but the first thinning shoxild be early enough
to prevent the nurse trees overcrowding and injuring those which
are to form the permanent crop. The value of the thinnings

—

that is of the trees removed—should not be so much looked at as
the benefit of the trees which remain, that being the main point.

The early thinnings should be done sparingly, and some of the
nurses may Iiave side branches removed in preference to taking
them out altogether, For thriving plantations, a thinning every
six or eight years up to forty j-ears of age W'ill not be too often if

done in moderation. Tlie late autumn and winter months is the
proper time to thin ; when the leaf is off one can see better to do
the work, and is not so liable to overdo it as when every twig is

bent down by the weight of its leaves. One important point in

tliinning is to leave the best trees for the permanent crop, even if

they are not situated so regularly as we could wish. Various causes
render it, in certain cases, undesirable to leave trees that
should otherwise stand. They may have been damaged by wind,
lightning, or frost, or be diseased, in any of which cases the tree

should be cut down, even if the gajj created is considerable, and
even if the work is unfavourably criticised for want of regularity.

After the trees are thirty to forty years of age, they admit more
light and air, and in most cases there is a good growth of seedlings
and suckers, the best of which should be encouraged to grow where
there is head room, or near where there is a tree soon to be cut
down, the young plant will then take its place. When thinning-
hardwood lolantations, we cannot just make so much and no more
room than is necessary for the remaining trees, but we have of
necessity to make larger spaces than their actual wants require.
It is, therefore, of great advantage to have a younger crop coming
up to fill the vacancies, and eventually form a succeeding crop.

We have thus a perpetuity of cropping, which I consider a great
feature in favour of hardwood planting over conifers. When
there is a quantity of underwood in a plantation about to be
thinned, it should be brushed np previous to cutting down the
trees. The plan we adopt is to mark all the trees to be felled,

the men brushing the plantation, then see what trees are coming
down, and leave some of the best suckers or seedlings where they
have a chance of growing. In some parts of England the brushing
of plantations can be done at a profit, owing to the demand for small
rods for various purposes, and also for faggots for oven wood; but
even where there is no return for the labour, it is necessary work.
^Vhere plantations are meant for shelter or ornament, the thinning
has to be carried out in a different manner ; it has to be done a
little more freely in the earlier stages of their growth, so as to admit
plenty of air to prevent the lower branches from dying off, and

encourage the trees to develop as much top as possible. In the

management for profit, we study to keep the trees close enough when
young to check the growth of under branches, and gradually to cause

them to die off—this is necessary for the quality of timber to be
produced.

Pruning.—Young plantations require special attenition in this

department for a few years after they are planted, and all hard-

woods may be thus improved. Keeping in view that we are

managing the plantation with the object of profit, the system of

pruning should not be so elaborate as desirable in other circum-

stances. After the trees are twelve or fifteen years old their tops

should in the majority of cases do witliout further pruning, all that

is necessary being to prune off the lower branches close to the trank

as they die ofi". When a plantation is properly cared for from the

time of planting it should never be necessary to cut off very strong

branches, but where it is necessary, branches 3 in. or 4 in. in diame-

ter may be cut off without fear of injury to the tree. In all cases

when removing branches close to the trunk the hand-saw should be

used, as in using the axe or any other implement one requires to

strike with the bark is loosened from the trunk, and the wound is

consequently longer in getting healed over. This does not apply

to branches less than | in. in thickness, which can be more expedi-

tiously and neatly removed by the handbill or small hatchet. While

it is necessary to leave a considerable portion of the bole clear of

branches for the sake of producing good quality of timber, we have

to be careful not to denude the tree of too many of its branches, or

we injure its growth. There is a good deal of difference of opinion

about what is the proper season for pruning forest trees ; we find

from the end of July till the end of September to answer very

well. Some foresters, when thinning a plantation of j'oung Oak in

the peeling season, have a habit of pruning all the remaining trees

for the sake of the bark, but as the sap is then flowing freely, any
advantage is more than counter-balanced by the injury done to

the trees.

Felling.—In hardwood plantations this requires to be done

in the winter season, and should if possible be finished before

the bud begins to expand in the spring, except in the case of those

varieties which are to be peeled. The axe is the best tool to use

in the earlier stages of a plantation's growth, but after trees get to

forty years old the saw should be used. When this work is done

by the forester's own men, he can generally have the work done

to his satisfaction, but when the w-ork is done by the piece by a

timber merchant's men, this is not so easily done. Care has to be

taken to have the trees felled close to the ground, which is more

especially necessary where the suckers are desired to grow up as

underwood, or to come in for a succeeding crop. In felling trees

grown from old stools, we often come across portions of the old

stool imbedded in the bottom of the tree, and as this is always

partly decayed and of bad colour, it spoils the sale of the timber,

whereas, when a tree is grown from a stool cut close to the ground,

it cuts ofiE sound and good. Another impor-tant point to be

attended to in felling is'to do as little damage as possible to the

standing trees by the fall of those being felled. When felling

hardwood timber of large size, in the case of trees that have several

large limbs, care must be taken to prevent the weight of the fall

being on one particular limb, otherwise it will probably splinter

and render it useless. In hard frost especially, timber is very

liable to splinter with falling, and large clean grown Beech is the

kind I have found suffer most.

Peeling.—Among hardwood trees this is mostly confined to the

Oak, although foi-merly we have peeled Spanish Chestnut, Alder,

Birch, and Willow, the wood of the three latter kinds going for the

manufacture of gunpowder ; the bark, except the Birch, being use-

less. The season for peeling is when the sap flows freely, which

varies as the seasons are early or late. In many par-ts of the

north of England the Oak, when of any considerable size, is peeled

standing, and the custom has a good deal to recommend it, as

when the timber stands in this state for three or four months it

does not split and open with the sun as it does when felled at the

time of peeling. By those who have not seen the w-ork carried

out it may be supposed that it is very expensive and tedious, but

men used to the -n'ork can do it almost as quickly as if it were felled.

The work is mostly done by the piece, the price for stripping a

ton of bark being about 30s. In most parts of Scotland it is

customary to peel verv small branches, which no doubt paid w-hen

bark was woi-th £12 to .£15 per ton, but at present prices it does

not pay, as the bark is very light, and I do not find that tanners give

any higher price for it than they do w-hen there is no small bark in,

so that for several years w-e have not peeled it smaller than about

2 in. in diameter.
" Removing the trees after they are cut down

requires care, especially where they have to be dragged out by

horses. When they are dragged roughly and knock the bark off other

trees it is many years before the wound heals over ; meanwhile the
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injured part is decaying, and wlien the tree is felled in after-years

there is a blemish which causes it to be worth so much per foot less.

This requires to be particularly guarded against in the peeling season

when tlie bark is more easily knocked off. In places difficult to get

at with horses, wliere heavy timber has to be shifted, traction engines

such as are attached to Fowler's ploughing tackle, can be used with
advantage. They remove the heaviest trees with the greatest ease

and steadiness, so that where the growing trees are not too thick

tliey are far better than horses. I have seen the best results in

removing trees from a very steep rocky bank with a river at the

bottom, "and had this means not been available, and block and
tackle alone used, it would have been a very expensive process.

AVith a traction engine on this estate we, last spring, cleared the

timber from six acres of very wet bog soil which in the winter

season is unable to carry the weight of a horse. Clearing tree

tops and brushwood from plantations, unless for tidiness, is not

requisite, as they do no injury to the growing trees. In those

districts where such refuse can be disposed of at a profit, all should

be cleared away.
Such, in my opinion, are the leading jjoints conducive to the

proper and profitable management of hardwood plantations. I have

given no details of the carrying out of the different operations, as

I consider that beyond the scope of the subject, and to do so

a volume would have to be written.—D. Tait, in " Scottish Arbori-

cultural Society's Transactions.''

THE HOP HORNBEAM.
(OSTEYA CARPINIFOLIA.)

A LARGE and handsome specimen of this highly ornamental tree

is now a fine object in the Old Arboretum at Kew, where it is

profusely laden with its elegant catkins. These are the male or pollen-

^^^1

The Hop Hornbeam (Ostrya carpinifolia).

bearing flowers, and lateronfemaleflowers, produced in shorterand
more globular catkins, resembling the common Hop,will again give

the tree a handsome appearance. In general aspect it much resembles

the common Hornbeam, butmay be at once distinguished by its Hop-
like catkins, of which the annexed is an illustration. The tree at

Kew is said to be the finest in England, but several other good
examples exist in other English and Scotch gardens. It is known
also as 0. vulgaris. It is widely distributed in Europe, especially

in south-eastern regions. The other species, O. yirginica, the

Virginian Hop Hornbeam, differs from the preceding in the

strobiles, or female catkins, being borne erect, and not drooping,

and also in the leaves being of a different form. W. G.

Age of Trees.—The following, takenfromabiography of Hum-
boldt in " Worthies of the World," shows to what a remarkable age

some trees have attained. This is an interesting subject, and as'BO

very few old trees remain in this country, I think it would be well

if a record of these were kept, and perhaps some of your readers who
know of such within their experience could make a note of them,
stating age and locality as a guide for those who might wish to see

them. In speaking of Humboldt's visit to Teneriffe, the writer says :

Humboldt and Bonpland took advantage of their short stay at

Teneriffe to visit and measure the remarkable Dragon tree of Orotava.

Judging by the small increase in the size of this tree, in the course

of centuries, and comparing its dimensions with those of the young
Dragon trees that surround it, Humboldt assigns to it a vast age.

It is just mentioned by the voyagers, the Bethencourts, who visited

Teneriffe in 1402, and appears to have been worshipped as a sacred

tree by the Guanches, the original inhabitants of the island, as the

Ash tree of Ephesus was by the Greeks, the sacred Banyan tree in

Ceylon, or the Lydian Plane tree which Xerxes decked with
trophies. This visit to the Dragon tree of Orotava was afterwards

the occasion of an interesting series of observations on the age of

trees. Humboldt says that De Candolle, judging by the rings

formed in successive years under the bark of the trunk, assigns to

the celebrated Yew tree in the village of Brabourne, in Kent, an age

of 3000 years, and the Scotch Yew of Fortingal twenty-five or

twenty-six centuries ; while the celebrated Rose tree in the ruins of

the crypt of the cathedral of Hildesheim, in Germany, has an ascer-

tained age of 1000 years. The cathedral was founded by Louis

the Pious, the son and successor of Charlemagne. Louis died in 840 ;

and that this Rose tree was planted at the foundation of the

cathedral is attested by a document of the eleventh century, which
records how on the rebuilding of the cathedral the Rose tree of good

King Louis was preserved, and its branches spread out over the

walls of the crypt. At Ripon, in Kent, and Crowhurst, in Surrey,

are also trees of an estimated age of from twelve to fourteen cen-

turies.— J. S. T.

GARDEN DESTROYERS,
THE LABURNUI^r MOTH.

(CEMIOSTOMA LABDENELLA.)

It seems almost incredible that this charming little moth should

in any way be the cause of injury in our gardens ; unfortunately,

one cannot always judge fairly by appearances, though persons

often think that they can, and at once crush all beetles and
spiders because tliey are often black and ugly, and are therefore
" nasty destructive things," without tliiuking that they may be
of the greatest use, wliile many of the more ornamental insects

are very destructive; this is tlie case with tliis little moth, for

wheu seen under the microscope one can hardly imagine a more
beautiful or delicate insect. Its pearly whiteness, relieved by
silvery grey and a few yellowish bauds, renders it a truly

lovely little insect, but its grabs feed on the leaves of the

Laburnum, causing tliem to shrivel up, making the trees look

in the middle of summer as if they were dying. Tliis insect may
be destroyed by the following methods: The moths may be
found in May and August, and if the brandies of the Laburnums
are sliakeu smartly they will fly out and may be easily caught
in a butterfly-net. To kill the grulss the best way is to gather

any leaves which show any signs of having been attacked and
to burn them ; this is a very effective way of preventing, or at

any rate lessening tlie numbers of tlie second brood. The
chrysalides of the first brood may be destroyed in the same
manner as the caterpillars, as they are formed on the under
sides of the leaves; tliose of the second brood, however, are

made in the soil below the trees, and are so small that it would
be useless to look for them ; if, however, the soil is turned over

in tlie winter to the depth of a few inches the chrysalides will

be more exposed to the influences of the weather, and birds,

whose eyesight is very keen, will probabl}' soon discover them.

The moths generallj' make their first appearance in May, and
soon afterwards lay their eggs on the upper sides of the leaves. The
little caterpillars when hatched work their way beneath the upper

skin (this point is always visible as a dark brown spot) and feed on

the flesh or parenchyma of the leaf, gradually as they feed form-

ing large blister-like patches. In feeding they describe a segment
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of a circle with their heads, and leave their droppings in a

series of concentric, broken, curved lines, which are apparent in the

leaf as rough dotted lines. There are frequently two or three

caterpillars at work on one leailet, in which case these blisters soon

join, and the leaf assumes in a very sliort time a shrivelled, withered

appearance. They are generally full grown in July. I have found

them in this condition about the 14th ; they tlien leave the interior

of the leaves and each selects a suitable position on the underside of

the leaves, usually near the edge, and spins over itself a thin

silken web, which causes the leaf to curl slightly ; beneath these

coverings they spin small hammock-like cocoons of a much thicker

texture, within which they undei'go their change to the chrysalis

state. The transformations of this brood are completed in about

two months. At the end of July or in August the second brood of

moths appear, and another but similar series of metamorphoses,
and the work of destruction is again gone through ; this time,

however, when the caterpillars have obtained their full growth,

they work their way to the surface of the leaves, and gradually

let themselves fall to the ground by silken threads, which they

spin from their mouths. I imagine they usually select a fine day

Fig. 1.—The LaDurnum Moth (magnified). Fig. 2.—The Clirysalis (magnifled).
Fig. 3.—The Caterpillar (magnified). Fig. 4.—Laburnum leaf, showing

the blisters formed by the Caterpillars.

for this imdertaking, as very wet or windy weather would
seriously incommode them. At the end of last September, on two
bright still days, I observed the caterpillars descending to the
ground in hundreds; the air beneath the trees was full of them,
and one could quite imagine tliat had there been a slight breeze to

carry them a little distance from the trees, most persons who saw
them would have declared that the caterpillars were falling in a
shower from the slcy, for the silken threads by which they were
attached to the trees were hardly visible.

This insect seems tolerably common throughout England ; it

was more than usually abundant in some places last year. During
the summer I noticed several trees on whicli there was scarcely a
leaf which was not more or less injured, and the trees, even from
the effects of the attack of the first brood, presented the most
miserable, soorclud, and withered appearance, and I should thinlt

must have been much injured by the loss of so many leaves. Tliis

math belongs to the genus Cemiostoma and the family Lyonetidje,
one of the Tineiua. V. laburnella (fig. 1) is about 5 in.

long, and measures r",, in. across the fully expanded wings.
The head and thorax are silvery white ; the former has two downy
tufts, one on either side just above the eyes, whicli entirely con-
ceals them when viewed from above. The antennae are white, long,

and delicate. The body is pearly grey, with a white spoton either side

of each segment. The legs are white, thickly covered with fine

hairs. The wings are silvery white ; the upper pair are long and
narrow, with deep fringes at the tips and lower margin. Near
the end of each wing are three radiating, transverse, yellowish
bands, each being edged with a fine brownish line. These bands
meet near the end of the lower margin of the wing in a dark spot
or eye. The under wings are long, very narrow, and very deeply
fringed. The caterpillar (fig. ;)) is about \ in. long when full

grown, and is of a pale greenish-grey colour. Tlie head is nearly
black ; the first joint of the body is broader than the otliers, and
has in the centre a dark, blackish patch, which is divided into two
spots by a thin, pale line. The joints are very clearly defined,
being very globose and having somewhat the appearance of a
string of beads. The first three, the sixth, seventh, eightli, and
ninth joints each bear a pair of legs. Tlie upper surface of the
body is very thickly covered with very fine, short hairs, which are
only visible under a microscope ; besides these there are two
longish hairs on either side of each joint, except the first. The chry-
salis (fig. 2) is rather more than g in. long, and is of a reddish-brown
colour, surrounded by two white silken coverings, the inner one
being of a much thicker texture than tlie outer one. O. S. S.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FKUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

The Peach.

Training.—The fan is the shapecommonly selected for the Peach
on tlie open wall, and as cultivators run pretty much in the same
groove without troubling about the why or the wherefore of the
matter, this shape will probably continue to monopolise the prin-

cipal attention. In truth, the young tree generally assumes this

shape in the nursery, and by the time it passes into the cultivator's

hands, its form has been so moulded and fashioned, the adoption
of any other course would lose time. I do not say that tlie fan is

not a suitable or good shape ; it has many advantages doubtless,

but it is hardly advisable to be tied down to any hard and fast

line, though that line may in a general way give good results. I

have seen excellent Peach trees with the branches trained hori-

zontally, and with this mode of training there is le.'s danger of

overcrowding the branches, which is one of the great evils of
Peach culture, and leads to more weakness and debility than is

commonly supposed. If we start with a young Peach tree witli a
main central stem, and lead out young branches at equal distances

apart on eacli side, allowing the bottom branches to Iceep aliead

of the others for the proper balancing' of the tree's power ; if we
take the bearing branches at proper intervals on the upper side

of the main branches only, laying in a new set and cutting out
the old annually. Peach growing, so far as the training is con-
cerned, is placed on a plain and simple basis ; even a beginner
can hardly make a mistake or fail to master its details. When
the fan shape is adopted there is always a temptation to lay in

too much wood, as when a man is disbudding in spring, or pruniuo-

later on, any shoot that looks doubtful is almost sure to be left in
;

and dead wood, both in Peach and other fruit trees might, if all

tliinga were traced back to their sources, be often truthfully as-

cribed to the facility afforded by fan training to overcrowding
the branches. It is not easy in writing about fruits so much alike

in character as the Apricot and Peach to avoid repeating oneself

more than is necessary or desirable, and I will state, to save time
here, that all I have written as regards the preparation of tlie

borders and selection of the trees in treating of tlie one will
especially apply to the other, and as the Nectarine is merely a
variety of the Peach, I may, so far as the details of its culture
are concerned, ignore it altogether. The almost universal sj'stem
of cropping the Peach is to liave the fruit on the young wood of
the previous year; and, as a rule, this is the best plan, but there
is no rule without an exception. There are cold districts in the
north where, instead of the close disbudding necessary for the
legitimate carrying out of this system, a modified form of spur
pruning may be adopted with advantage, for the sake of the
slielter afforded and the double chance of securing a crop which is

given by it. Of course no one who can obtain all tlie fruit required
by simply laj-ing in a moderate supply of young wood will wisli

to complicate matters by resorting to spurring. But if, durino- a
cold spring, instead of disbudding so much young growth, some
of the young shoots are pinched back to three leaves or so, con-
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siderable shelter is secured thereby ; and as the spurs generally

ripen well they also bear plenty of healthy blossoms. Of course

the spurs must not be shortened back till the wood buds can be
distinguished, as Peaches will not swell properly without some
foliage on the branches beyond them to keep up the circulation.

In writing about the Apricot I drew attention to the absolute
necessity for considering well the condition of the roots,

and I direct attention to it here because I wish to state still more
forcibly that it is quite as important for the Peach. I grant
that the Peach is more manageable than the Apricot in good hands.
It is not so subject to that sudden paralysis of its vital powers
in portions of its limbs, which often causes unsightly blanks in

otherwise apparently healthy trees. It will grow and bear good
crops of fruit where from some unascertained cause the Apricot
does not thrive. It is commonly supposed that the Apricot
thrives best in maritime districts, and that it does often thrive

well in such districts, I know, but yet the cause cannot be in the
atmosphere alone, for I can mention places in the midland
counties where Apricots fail in the open air, yet bear excellent

crops under glass. Altogether, the matter seems to require further
investigation, and 1 am disposed to think if as much pains were
taken with the roots of the trees in the open air as is done under
glass, the failure would not be so complete as it has been repre-

sented, and in fact in many places is. I have known instances

where young trees of both Peaches and Apricots have been planted
time after time against walls, from which old diseased exhausted
trees of the same class of fruit have been only recently

removed, and when this is done without removal of the soil failiu'e

must be expected. In planting south walls, a good part should
be devoted to I'eaches and Nectarines. Apricots, south of

London do very well on east oi' west aspects ; two or three

trees perhaps for a few early fruits may occupy a position on a

south aspect, but the greater number should be elsewhere, and if

there are any buildings, such as stables. Sec, to cover with fruit

trees, let all the best aspects be planted with Apricots. Plant
thickly, get the wall covered, then re-arrange. In my young days
more attention was given to the lifting and re-arranging of the

roots of wall and other trees than is done now, and that is, I be-

lieve, the cliief reason why wall trees are not as a rule so well
cultivated now as they were thirty-five 3'ears ago.

Disbudding-—All fruit trees that are submitted to pruning
and that aregrowing ina circumscribed space will push more buds
than are required, or for which .space can be found. A nd there are no
trees that would not be benefited by having the weakly buds tliat

are not required rubbed off as soon as they push forth. But most
cultivators are content in dealing with the commoner kinds of

fruit to wait till summer, and then cut or pinch back, and in the
winter pruning to remove the spurs that are not required.

But all are agreed that the Peach should be disbudded, com-
mencing early and going over the trees once a week
or so till they have been sufficiently thinned, and the
young shoots have attained some size, and can alone
carry on the work of the tree. AN'ere the young shoots removed
all at once, too much check would be given, and checks of all kinds
should be as far as possible avoided. Fruit trees in our climate

will have checks and difficulties enough to encounter without our
adding to tlie number. The first slioots to be rubbed off are the
forerights, or those that spring immediately from the front of the
branches. Unless it should be necessary to encourage spurs for

the sake of the shelter tliey afford, the forerights should all be
rubbed off. The next effort should be to thin out the side sliDots,

but before tliis is proceeded with one well placed shoot near the
base of each hearing shoot should be selected for bearing next
year's crop ; the remainder of side shoots should be gradually
removed, until none but those it is intended to lay in are left.

In all cases there must be a good shoot at the base and a leader,

and others may be left on young growing trees wherever there is

space to lay them in without crowding. I have already written
something about the system of training the bearing branches all

on the upper sides of the main branches, but I know that
many good cultivators do not think it matters much on
which side of the main branches the bearing shoots
are situated provided the tree is well furnished with tliem

in all its parts. But it is best, especially for learners,

to work upon some given system that is simple and easily under-
stood. It satisfies the mind and tends to prevent confusion. We
will suppose we have an ideal tree, perfect in form—no matter

whether it be fan or horizontally trained. As the main branches

progress, the bearers are laid in at nearly equal distances on the

upper side. The following spring a young, strong bud is developed

at the base of each, and by timely disbudding additional force is

given to it, and it extends, gathering strength as it ad-

vances, and, having space for its foliage, the wood ripens well

;

tlie buds bristling along its side are well developed ; the blossoms,

when they expand, are strong, and there is generally, even in

difficult seasons if moderately protected, plenty of fruit to thin off

;

usually tliere is too much young wood laid in. We all seem to

wish to have the power of selection, but that power should be exer-

cised when the branches are young. To leave two shoots growing
in a space where only one can remain is a waste, as it must tend

to weaken botli. Disbudding is valuable chiefly because it con-

centrates tlie growing force of the tree into just those chan-

nels where it can be usefully eraplo3'ed, and all wood the tree

carries through the summer not absolutely required is simply

so much waste of power. There will of course always be a pro-

portion of young wood to be cut out in the autumn or spring

pruning ; for instance, the young wood will require sliorteuing

back a third or so, more or less, to keep it in its allotted space, and
then again tlie bearing shoots must have a leader ; tliough if the

tree be well furnished that leader may, in some instances, be
pinched back to C in. or 8 in. long ; so that there need be no
anxiety about there being plenty of foliage on the tree to enable

it to carry on a vigorous and healthy circulation. I have dwelt
somewhat upon this matter because I am anxious to make it plain

;

though really it maj' not matter much where the bearing branches

are situated provided the tree is well furnished with them, so that

the load the tree carries is so well adjusted, that it sits easily upon
it, and keeps all the channels of supply in active employment. We
know, of course, that the sap from the working of natural laws
meets with less friction if its upward ascent assumes a vertical,

ornearh' vertical, direction, and therefore, according to these same
laws, the branches that are trained on the upper side should be

better supplied with sap than those which take a downward
direction.

"Winter Pruning-—As regards the Peach, so soon as the

fruit is all gathered, the branches that have borne it, and that

will requireremoval to make room for the next seriesof bearing shoots,

should be cut out. When the sap is in rapid motion the wounds heal

(jiucker, and by the earlv- removal of useless wood more air and
light can lie admitted to tlic leaves and buds left to ripen and con-

solidate, and so induce an early and length^' rest. As autumn
approaclies and the leaves show signs of ripeness, some people

take a birch broom and sweep them off to expose the wood and
bring colour into the bark. To my mind this is a useless opera-

tion when applied to trees growing in the open air. When the

leaves have performed their work, the agencies Nature employs
are quite sufficient to bring them down ; and if both wood and
buds are not well ripened before the leaves fall, there is but a very
poor prospect of maturation taking place after. When the leaves

are all down, unnail the young wood and allow the wind to play

around the branches. I believe all wall trees would be healthier

if these younger branches could be unfastened and permitted a little

freedom, even to the extent of waving about in the air so long as

no damage was done b}- abrasion. It is unnatural to tie trees

close to a wall and keep them there constantly. Small cause

should there be for wonder, if we well considered the matter,

if branches die off without apparent cause or even if

trees become debilitated or die off altogether. In Feb-
ruar}', when the buds are swelling rapidly, the trees should

receive their final pruning, but when the old wood is cut out soon

after the fruit is gathered there will not be much required

beyond shortening the young wood back a little; bow much must
depend upon its condition. In all cases the cut must be made just

a little in advance of a wood bud to ensure a leader, without

which the fruit will not swell properly. Some kinds, such as the

Barrington Peach, are sometimes deficient in wood buds ; but in

all cases a wood bud must be left to lead. The Peach often

produces its buds in triplets, consisting of a wood bui between
two flower buds, and it is a safe practice to cut near to buds of

this character. Besides the shortening of the young wood, and
perhaps the removal of a shoot where too numerous, the scars or

remains of imperfectly healed wounds, if any, should be smoothly

trimmed up to enable new bark to form over the wound. These

scars sometimes remain from the disbudding or summer pruning
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of the previous 3'ear, and if neatly trimmed with a sharp Icnife

they will soon heal up. If left, permanent wounds may ensue, or

gumming may take place, and at any rate all inequalities ia the

bark form a hiding-place for insects. Tlie trees should be trained

to the wall before the first blossom expands, but the longer this

operation can be delayed with safety the better, as it retards the
bursting of the buds, and late blossoming helps to secure a crop.

The Plum.
The Plum, as a hardy fruit, comes next in importance to the

Apple and I'ear; indeed, some may think the I'lum should stand
before the latter, but Pear culture has hardly yet received the

attention at the hands of cultivators it is probably destined to

receive. I mean, of course, so far as regards the better kinds of

fruit, as the Pear, being a native of this country, has always been
more or lessplanted. I have sometimes seen Plums and Apples planted
in orchards indiscriminately, allowing each the same space ; this is a

mistake, unless the Plums are simply planted to occupy the ground
till the Apples come into bearing, and be afterwards removed, as

the latter require the space. Plums come sooner into bearing tlian

Apples, and, therefore, supposing the Apples are planted their full

distance of '24: ft. apart. Plums of early prolific kmds, such as the

Victoria, Orleans, and Early Prolific may be planted between
them, to be removed when the Apple trees require the

space. But witli this exception, and speaking in general

terms, Plums should have a part of the orcliard to

themselves with no other top-growth to interfere with them. If

tlie orcliard is well placed for shelter on rising ground—not in

the bottom of a valley—Plums are often more profitable than
Apples, and I know orchards of Plums that very rarely fail, simply
because the^' are well situated as regards shelter and position ; and
orchards of this character pay handsomely, as it is when there is a

comparative scarcity that fruit realises the best price. The same
care in trenching and preparing the site is necessary for Plums as

was recommended for Apples, and the trees should be staked as

soon as planted, to prevent injury from high winds. The young
trees should be headed back the first season when the buds are

.showing signs of pushing. Afterwards, as regards orchard trees,

the only pruning required will be to remove branches that cro.ss

each other, or are otherwise badly placed, as when the ti'ee is

thinned out none but bearing wood will be made, and as Plums
begin to bear almost immediately, the crop of fruit will soon rectify

anj' tendency to over-luxuriance in the tree. Standards are the
best kind of trees to plant in the orchard, and they need not exceed
1.5 ft. apart ; on some soils less will suffice.

Pyramids.—These or the dwarf bush form, always realise

profitable results, and are especially suitable for garden culture.

When well attended to in summer to keep their j'ouug growths
thin and pinched back about June, and once or twice after if

necessary, plenty of fertile buds are formed, and are usually fol-

lowed by good crops of fruit. Whenever a tendency to over
luxuriance is noticed, the trees .should be carefully taken up and
replanted, which gives them the required check. Such trees will

remain of moderate size many years, and they are therefore well
adapted for small gardens. If possible they should have a narrow
border or borders to themselves, and be mulched in summer so as

to keep the roots near the surface, and maintain them in a con-
tinual state of fertility. The spade should be banished from all

such borders, as nothing like annual digging by the spade should
be permitted ; the fork or hoe just to loosen and stir the surface,

so as to aerate it, will be all that is necessary. The winter
pruning should be confined to removing dead spurs and shortening
back the snags left at the summer pinching and thinning. The
head of the trees must of course be kept thin to let in the sun
and air, but the knife should only be used sufficiently to ac-

complish this object. The greater part of the pruning should
be done in summer. Winter pruning often leads to the pro-
duction of useless wood; summer pruning never does so, provided
it be rationally done. E. Hobday.

Vines Out-of-doors.—Some people write about Vines out-of-

doors as if it were a thing that ouglit to be tried, whereas it is

already tried on thousands of liouses in Kent and Sussex. In
walking through the weald of Kent the other day, and also through
certain parts of Sussex, we scarcely saw a cottage or house that had
not a Vine, in many cases well trained and intelligently pruned in

the interest of fruit. It seems to us that there is no doubt whatever
of the capacity of our climate in the southern parts to grow Grapes,
especially on walls, but that ill success is owing to mildew chiefly,
except, of course, in exceptionally bad seasons.

MAEKET GARDEN FEUIT PROSPECTS.
In .spite of the long continuance of cold blighting winds and frosts
the season promises fully to realise the hope held out last autumn that
we should liave this year a grand fruit season. 1 liave been looking
through some young trees, all full of robust growtli, clean and
healthy, and on plenty are branches of tliree years' growth, from 4 ft.
to 5 ft. in length, studded throughout with fruit spurs, not puny
ones either, but as large and vigorous as can be desired. All
ordinary market Apples promise freely, and if young cultivators, who
are so fond of using tlie knife in the wrong way would now go into
the market gardens or wherever the opportunity for such inspection
may be obtained, they, if duly observant, cannot fail to note how
some trees make their spurs cliiefly on tlie old wood, whilst
others produce bloom only at the extremities of the year's shoots
No wonder, then, when the knife makes a clean sweep of all
the young wood, the chance of a fruit crop goes too. Amongst
the sorts I have been looking over, I noted specially the Early Harvest,
the Golden Noble, and Yellow Ingestre as presenting examples
of this characteristic

; but almost every kind has its peculiarities, and
no better time for study of those peculiarities can be found than the
present, ere the trees are clothed with leaves. Of some 50 or more
kinds of Apples now 10 years planted, I find the following exhibiting
bloom-buds in a remarkable degree, viz.: Mother Apple, Cox's Orano-e
Pippin, Nonsuch, Red Astrachan, Tower of Glamis, Margil, Kentish
Fillbasket, Reinettedu Canada, Reinette Blanche, Cellini Pipijin, Stur-
mer Pippin, Downton Pippin, 'Warner's King, Winter Peach, Welling-
ton, Norfolk Bearer, Lord Nelson, Petworth Nonpareil, Cook's Seedling,
and Norfolk Beefing. There are, however, many others that will
carry a fine head of bloom, but where, from habit, it is not vet so
prominent. Pears are not at all behmd Apples. The bloom is more
prominent even, and with a few warm days it will be fully ex-
panded. The stout appearance of the buds leads to the conclusion
that there will be an abundance of pollen and general fertilitv.
Plums and Cherries alike present a wondrous show for bloom ; fuller
of buds they could not well be, the buds of the Cherries especially
standing out in big clusters—indicating a large crop of fruit. Wall
fruits too are blooming freely; Peaches especiallv are literally a mass
of bloom. On some trees I can count 20 good blossoms in 8 in.
length, far too many, perhaps, but the fruit can be easily thinned^
whilst no art can make a good crop out of a thin one. During the
past week the Gooseberiy bushes have assumed a rich green appear-
ance, and fruit buds are visible all over the branches. Currants are
not so forward, but the promise of bloom is very great ; indeed there
does not appear to be any kind of hardy fruit that does not promise
to produce hea^-y crops.

j^ j)

SECTIONAL TRELLISES IN PEACH HOUSES.
Ix most of the ordinary structures in which Peaches and
Nectarines are grown and forced, the best position in which such
trees can be trained is possibly under the roof, at a distance of
16 in. or so from the glass, so as to secure, if possible, the thorouo-h
ripening of the young wood as well as the development and perfe^ct
ripening of the fruit. But in large, lofty, and exceedinglv lioht
structures, such as have been recently erected at Nowton Court, near
Bury St. Edmunds, the case is somewhat altered, and in order to
secure a greatly increased amount of space or surface on which to
train the trees, the by no means novel sj-stem of sectional trellises
may, no doubt, with considerable advantage be adopted. A visit to
Nowton Court will at once dispel anything like doubt respecting the
thorough ripening of the young wood under this system of training,
and the present season will ere long furnish proof as to the ripenino-'
colouring, and flavour of the fruit, as the trees in the early house
have already, without a single exception, set an abundant crop <3f
fruit, and are in all respects in the most clean and healthy condition
that could be desired.

The principal range of glasshouses here is 160 ft. long, and is in
four divisions, each 40 ft. long and 174 ft. wide inside. They are
6 ft. high in front and 18 ft. at the back. The two central divisions
are Vineries, and the end structures are Peach houses. All of them,
together with two span-roofed structures, one for Melons and the
other for Cucumbers, are admirably heated bv two of Keith's patent
boilers, which efficiently work upwards of .SOO'o ft. of 4-in. hot-water
pipes. The houses, which are all constructed of wood, are light and
elegant in appearance, and at the same time exceedingly strono- and
substantial. The panes are 3 ft. by 1 ft. 2 in. Ventilation is eff'ected
upon the most approved principle, and is ample in extent, allowing
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a continuous opening of 3 ft. at the top, and the same at the front.

The two Peach houses are of the same dimensions, and in all respects

alike, with the exception of one being forced early, and the other

intended to succeed it.

Eight sectional trellises, or one under each rafter (which are 4J ft.

apart), extend from the front of the house within 6 ft. of the baclc

wall. Each of these trellises gives 115 square ft. of training surface,

together with a similar space at each end of the house. Each
trellis is occupied with a.single dwarf Peach or Nectarine tree, and
the space thus afforded by these sectional trellises and the two ends
makes altogether in each house 1 150 square ft., to which has to bo
added the area of the back wall, viz., 40 ft. by 18 ft., equal to 720 ft.,

or altogether 1870 square ft. of surface available for tree training.

On the other hand, had the trees in this structure been trained under
the roof at the usual distance

from the glass, as soon as this

had become fairly covered the

back wall would, of course, be so

much shaded as to be of no
further use for trees, so- that

there would onlj' be available the

area of the roof, some 40 ft. by
21 ft., which would not exceed

840 square ft,, thus showing a
balance of no less than 10.^0

square ft. in favour of the sec-

tional trellis system. Even if it

were admitted that the back wall

of tlie house could be used for

training purposes as well as under
the roof, the sectional trellis sys-

tem would still have a balance in

its favour of iilO square ft., so that

in a light and somewhat lofty

structure, the sectional trellis

system, which some of your corre-

spondents have admitted to be the

most ornamental, will also be found

to be the most fruitful. In struc-

tures, however, in any degTec

deficient in light or less lofty tlian

those described, sectional trellises

could hardly be adojited, as they

wovild necessarily be of insufficient

dimensions to allow sufficient de-

velopment to the trees.

To return, however, to the Peach
houses at Nowton Court, it may
be interesting to know the varie-

ties which Mr. Carmichael (who is

well known as an excellent culti-

vator and a first-rate judge of

fruits) has selected to plant, and I

may in tlie first place say that the

roots of the trees are all inside, and
that the borders have been formed
of the best materials that could be

found for tlie purpose. These were
not very far to seek, as the natural

soil here, although somewhat
heavy, is of excellent qualit_y.

To begin with the early house, a
Stirling Castle Peach occupies each

end of the structure. This excel-

lent variety was raised some years

since by Mr. Cannichael in the

gardens of Dunmore, in Stirling-

shire. It is a hardy free-growing

sort and an excellent bearer, well

suited for either the open wall or

house culture, and is especially suit-

ed for earlv forcina', and the fruit

is of first-rate qualitv. Two plants of Hale's Early Peach occupy each

a sectional trellis ; this is a fine American variety, with medium-

sized fruit of very good quality, highly perfumed, and very early;

Early Beatrice Peach is also a remarkably early variety
;
Prince of

Wales Peach, a large, fine, and now well-known sort
;
Hardwicke

Nectarine, a fine, large, highlv flavoured variety ;
Acton Scot Peach

is a verv free bearing sort," fruit rather small, but of delicious

flavour
;

" Eavmaker Pe'^ach, a new variety ;
Diamond Peach, the

fruit of which is said to be remarkablv handsome, and the quality

excellent. The back wall of this house is already nearly clothed by

four fine standard trees, viz. : Eellegarde, a very distinct and

excellent Peach ; Eoyal George, a well-known first-rate Peach
and Belle Beauce, a very large, handsome sort, allied to the
Grosse Mignonne variety. Mr. Carmichael, however, does not find

;

to set its fruit so freely as he could wish, and he is in hopes of secur-

ing ere long a cross between it and the Stirling Castle variety, and
it is possible that this may turn out to be an improvement upon
eacli of its i^arents. The last tree is the Murrey Nectarine, a very
useful and well known variety. The late house has trained on the
sectional trellises two Stirling Castle Peaches, two Violette Hdtive
Peaches, a Tii^pecanoe Peach, a fine highly perfumed American
variety, of a yellow or apricot colour ; Goshawk Peach, a fine mid-
season sort ; liarrington Peach, a fine, large, and very jjrolific late

sort; Exquisite Peach, a fine American sort, of immense size and
of rich flavour; Princess of Wales Peach, a fine late sort; Frog-

Ornaraeutal Gomds.

3, Small1, Small round striped Apple ; 3, Medium-sized yellow Apple
;

Orange ; 4, Sma'l stiipod Orange ; .5, Pear-shaped striped ; G, Pear shaped
white; 7, P< ar shaped yellow; S, Pear-shaped lii-coloured ; 9, Pear-shaped
larpe white ; 10, I'ear-sllaped waited; 11, Small Lemon; 12, Summer Croolt-

neclc ; 13, Bottle ; 14, Bell-thaped striped.

15, Bishop's-hat ; 16, Turk*s-cap red ; 17, Warted sulplnir yellow ; IS. Onion-

shaped white ; 19, Custard ; 20, Coloquinte bi-coloured ; 21, Coloquinte green
;

22. Coloquinte egg-shaped; 23, Green white striped ; 24, Golden yellow hush;

25] Powder-horn.

more Golden Peach, a new variety. While the back wall of this

house is also occupied by four standard trees, viz.. Prince of Wales
Peach, Violette Hative Peach, Bellegarde Peach, and Violette Hative
Nectarine. P. GRIEVE.

Orchard Street, Bury St. Edrmrnds.

Successful Cranberry Culture in England.—Among
the various native small fruits which our American cousins have
brought into cultivation within comparatively recent years, the

Cranberry is one of the most important ; we, of course, allude to the
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American Cranberry (Vaccininm macrocarpnm). It is grown on a

very extensive scale in the United States, and enters largely into

domestic use, the jelly made from it being deservedly much esteemed.

^Yo have seen several attempts made to grow this Cranberry in Eng-

land, but they were mostly of the nature of feeble experiments. AV'e

were', therefore, surprised to find it carried out, with as much success

as in New Jersey, in Ashburnham Park, Sussex, the other day.
^

On

the 9th of April, bushels of fruit could have been gathered, fruit of

the previous year, and which remained after the winter, which

usually leaves no sign of other small fruit. The fruit was of the

usual size, and the " vines,^' as they are called in America, healthy

and vigorous. This result is brought about by culture in peat beds,

which are surrounded by water or can be readily irrigated at will.

The beds are artilicially made, but wherever any natural bog exists

this would not be necessary. Wherever there is a small stream very

simple contrivances would suffice to irrigate a few peat beds which

would produce an annual supply of these berries. We have so many
fruits now that one more or less is not of much consequence, and

yet this is distinct from all, and may be attracti\'e to many from its

peculiar flavour. That it can be perfectly grown in England is cer-.

tainly demonstrated in Ashburnham Talk.

Sunless Lean-to Fruit Houses.—I have here a fine

house which, I believe, was erected fixe years ago. It has been

plant3d with old Apricots lifted from the outside borders; they are

trained on trellises the same as Teaches. I understand they have

never borne a crop since the first year they were planted; they

generally flower well, but never set. The reason, I think, is owing

to the wood never becoming ripe. As the house is a lean-to structure

running due north and so\ith, it never gets the sun after 12 o'clock

in midsummer. There is a 1-in. flow and return pipe which I used

last season to the best of my abilit}', but the bloom still seems to

drop. I shall be indebted to some of your correspondents for a hint

as to how I can best utilise the house, and what fruit will succeed

in it.— Leakneb, Haddington.

KENTISH FRUIT GABDENS.
Continued dry weather has afforded an unusually favourable opportunity for

gettnig fruit gardens tlioronghly clean before much leaf growth has rendered tbe
shade so dense as to make the work of eradicating weeds difficult. Even the
various Bindweeds may be destroyed by persistence in keeping the top growtli

cut closely down. In newly-formed plantations of fruit trees and bushes it is

customary to plant one row of Potatoes between each row of Imshes for the first

few ye.ai-d, and if the ground is well cultivated and manured, a large crop of

Potatoes may be taken off without detriment to the trees. Where trees or bushes
planted during the late winter or spring have not already been top-dressed with
manure, that should be done without delay in order to retain moisture in the

soil ; and I may add that in fruit culture in Kent top-dressings of manure are
much more practised than in any other county I have yet seen, and very little, if

any, is .applied at planting time, the oliject being to get fruitful trees as quickly
as possible. . This is best effected by planting in soil only moderately enriched,
and afterwards adding as a top-dressing stimulants as they appear to be needed.
There can be no question that in keeping tbe roots near the sm-face by means of

rich top-dressings lies the great secret as reg.ards fertility.

This is the best season for grafting, which, owing to the weather being favour-
.able, should be completed as soon as possible. Where the stocks have been roughly
headed down during winter proceed to select all the shoots required for forming
the tree and saw them off evenly, then insert the grafts, and clay them over fs
soon as possible, leaving the small spray-like shoots below the gi'afts to provide
leaf growth, as wdien the tree is entirely destitute of leaves (except what the
grafts produce), root action is considerably impaired. Where .Strawl>erries are
grown, either between Ijnsh fruits or in open beds, they are now being lightly
hoed, and then mulched with short litter, which is spread all over the beds, and
then worked in between the crowns by the hand. The manurial properties get
washed down to the roots, and the straw is left clean and sweet for the Straw-
berries to rest on. They should always be dressed in this way before the plants
are in bloom, for afterw.ards it is diflicult to work it in amongst them without
injury to the crowns. Uaspberries should have all surplus canes springing from
the base that are not required for next year's bearing wood broken off below the
ground as soon as they can be seen, in order to concentrate the strength in those
left. If not already done a mulching of rich manure placed between the rows
will greatly help this crop, as the Kaspberry is a gross feeder, and very easily
affected by drought. Gooseberries are now in full bloom and showing a fine crop.
This is one of the first of fruit crops for gathering, and in this locality, where the
bushes are planted in sheltered positions, very remunerative prices are realised
for this fruit in a gi'een stilte. As soon as they are large enough for tarts, growers
get baskets and packing materials in readiness i small rods of Hazel, Chestnut,
&c., are split up in wet weather into convenient lengths and sizes for sieves ancl
half sieves, tied in bundles and laid in a loft or out-house to dry, and a few days
before they are required for use they are laid in a pond or tank of water to soak,
when they become pliable and so tough as to withstand very rough usage without
breaking.

Wall trees are not gi-own as a speciality in many fruit gardens for profit, but .all

such spaces as are available on farm buildings, houses, and Hop kilns are utilised
for Cherries, Plums, or the best sorts of early or late Pears, the Jargonelle being
a gi'eat fa\ourite. But amongst all tbe fruits grown none h.as kept pace with tbe
Morello Cherry, and the demand always exceeds tbe supply. Large quantities
are grown as dwarf bushes on the M.abaleb stock, and very fruitful they are, but
I feel certain that walls might be profitably devoted to Morellos, which area
never failing crop, on land too light and stony for many other fruits ; with but
the minimum attention wdiich they get as to pruning and training on our cottagers'
houses, they produce crops that in the aggregate realise more money than any
other fruit with which I am acquainted that is grown for profit.

Union. James Geoom.

GOURDS.
Most horliculturishs—amatenr and profe.ssional—are to a certain

extent familiar with Oourds, but few Lave any idea of the

immense variety of them that exi.st, or of the varied, not to say

comical, forms and shapes which some of tlicm assume, or of the

varied weights which tliey attain; some, the Ohio Squasli, for

instance, (urn the scale at loO lbs., and from this theie is every

weight downwards to the small Orange and Pear-shaped Gourds

of about 1 lb. Generally, they are grown for ornamentation only,

but the major part of the varieties are equal to the best A'cgutable

Marrows for culinary purpcses. Taking this latter fact into

account, they are worthy of extended culture, serving, as they

would, at one and the same time two purposes. Amongst tbe

best that may be so used are the various Custard and ^lelon forms,

and some few of the larger Pear-shaped kinds. The smaller

striped orange and green kinds are only htted for ornamentation
;

they make a very handsome summer covering for any old wall,

fence, or trellis, and, being of the easiest culture, might well be

allowed to share such positions along with Seal let llunners,

Convolvulus, and Canary Creepers used for a similar purpose.

Any who may be contemplating so using them during the coming

summer should sow them at once in moderately stiff loam,

pntting a couple of seeds in a 3-in. pot, and plunging them in an

ordinary manure frame, in which they will grow on the same as

Cucumbers. Towards the end of :May they should be gradually

inured to bear full exposure, and then planted out on ridges the

same as A'egetable Marrows. In warm sunny positions, or at the

foot of south and west walls, they may be planted on the level.

They should be watered freely during summer, and he kept thickly

mulched with good manure, for, being ravenous exhausters of the

ground, unless they are well satisfied in this respect, mildew is sure

to prove fatal to them. H- ^* •

[For the accompanying illustrations we are indebted to Messrs.

. Ilaage & Schmidt, of I'lrfurt, who, as well as most of our own
seedsmen, grow large collections of such things.]

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

EAISma CUCUMBER PLANTS.

The old Dutch method of forcing by means of hot manure is not

even in these advanced times to be despised by those who are com-

pelled by circumstances to be economical. There is no artificial

warmth that can be produced at so little expense, and in middle-

class gardens the Cucumber frame is still largely in use. As regards

varieties, no Cucumber grown in a general way is more trustworthy

than the Telegraph. It has deviated into several forms, all more or

less good, but periiaps the original is still the best. The majority of

small Cucumber growers raise their plants from seeds. Of course

where Cucumbers'are made a speciality of, as they are in some mar-

ket nurseries, raising plants from cuttings keeps the stock pure,

though none but large growers can do this. I visited a large esta-

blishment some time ago in which Cucumbers are a special feature.

Here, whenever the fruit becomes unprofitable, a small propagating

house is filled full of cuttings ; hundreds of them (I was going to say

thousands) are simply dibbted into the light soil of which the shallow

beds consist, and as 'soon as they are rooted they arc potted and

prepared for the winter beds. But most people are satisfied with

raising their plants from seeds, usually in a small bed put up for the

purpose before the real Cucumber bed is made. 'Where only a

limited number of Cucumber plants are required it is better

and cheaper to buy two or three than to raise them at

home, but where they must be raised at home a small

bed should be made about a fortnight before the plants are required.

This bed should be large enough to support a one-light frame, and

be made of sufficient depth to produce a bottom heat of 80° or 85 .

If time is of any importance—which it generally is—it is better,

before sowing, to soak the seeds in warm water till they burst the

cuticle and the radicles are protruding ;
then, liaving some pots of

warm soil ready to receive them, place one seed only in each small

pot, using light sweet soil, and plunging the pots immediately in the

prepared hotbed. Some have an idea that soaking seeds in this

way tends to weaken the vital powers of the plants, but it does

nothing of the kind; on the contrary, such plants are usually

stronger than if tbe seeds remained long in the soil, which, if sown

without soaking, they do occasionally, especially if they are old.

Even good seeds sometimes perish when planted if the wannth or

the character of the soil is not just suitable, or if the watering-pot

has been used too freely, bvit I ngvei.- knew a ,secd thfit had any
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growing power at all fail to germinate it started in warm water
about blood heat, such as one could bear the hand in without incon-
venience. No one would, I suppose, from choice plant wealcly plants
of any Icind, and it is wrong in the case of Cucumbers above and be-
yond most other things. The weakly plant never overtakes the
robust one.

In Planting' out finally in the frames some judgment is required
just to hit upon the right time to plant, and in the manipulation of
the linings afterwards to secure a steady temperatare. The inex-
perienced are usually over anxious to be doing, and when failure
does occur it is generally caused by being too hasty in planting be-
fore fermentation has driven oH the rankness from tlie manure.
AVhenever the drops of moisture that are found condensed
on the sash-bars inside the frame early in the morning are clear and
free from all colouring matter, it is a sign that the bed has lost its

scorching heat, and parted with the death-dealing gases which are
so fatal to vegetable life. There are ways of keeping down strong
heat. A layer of turves, grass-side downward, all over the bed be-
fore the soil is placed in it will have a tendency to do this, and
there are other things that might he mentioned which operate in the
same manner, but if the planting is delayed till the condensed
moisture is colourless there will be no danger. ^V''here a consider-
able proportion of the material employed in making up the
bed consists of tree leaves, tliere will be no danger of ^ over-
beating.

The beat Soil for Cucumbers is what is known among gar-
deners as maiden loam—that U, the top of an old pasture—enriclied
more or less, according to its cliaracter, with old hot-bed or any
other kind of well decayed manure. In chopping and mixing the
soil, a sharp look-out must be kept for wireworors, and where there
is the least suspicion of their existing in a Cucumber bed, traps oE
Carrot or Totato should be inserted beneath the soil and examined
frequently, and the worms destroyed. Soot is at all times and under
all circumstances a good thing to mix with soil for Cucumber
growi]ig. When, the Cucumber plants have made two or three
rough leaves, the heart of the leader should be pinched out
in order to insure an abundance of shoots to fill the
frame. This stopping will in most instances have taken place
before the plants were turned out. In most cases, one strong plant
in the centre of each light will be better than more, although
when the lights are of more than average size, two plants in each
will fill up quicker. A great bulk of soil is not necessary for
Cucumbers to begin with, but the plants have a habit of working
their roots out through the surface, and to make the most of those
surface roots frequent top-dressings are necessary. An abundance
of water botli at the root and in the atmosphere is absolutely
necessary ; without it tliere cannot be the rapid growth which is so
essential to tenderness and quality. In the management of Cucum-
bers, steady, regular attention is required rather than any great
amount of labour. When one understands what is necessary to be
done, the time consumed in doing it need not be great. It is never
advisable to permit a great extension of growth, which must after-
wards be removed with the kuite; better pinch out the points of the
shoots frequently, and always pinch one paint beyond each fruit.

To fill the frame too full of foliage and growth must lead to pre-
mature decay and debility. The fruits must be cut regularh', and
before they are quite full grown, whilst the bloom of youth' is on
them. If they come on faster than required they will keep a long
time with their bottom ends inserted in water in a cool room or
cellar. Sweet, pure air is just as necessary for Cucumbers as other
plants, only a moist atmosphere being so essential for such large-
leaved plants, it is found better in practice to shade in bright sunshine
and give less air, the subdued light and the moisture and warmth pro-
ducing rapidly evenlj' swelled fruits. Sometimes, too, when Cucumbers
are grown in strong light in bright weather with insufficient shading
the fruit becomes bitter. Whenever this happens the bitterness
maj' be removed by increasing the shading and the moisture. In
very many gardens in spring the Cucumber frame is utilised for
striking cuttings and raising seeds, and there is no objection to this
where care is exercised, but they should not be permitted to remain
in too long, and a constant watch should be kept for insects so as
to attack them by fumigation or dusting a little tobacco powder on
them before thej' become strong and numerous. It now seems to be
established that the Cucumber disease, which is usually so trouble-
some when it makes its appearance, is the work of an insect, but as
far as our knowledge goes at present the only way of efiectually
dealing with it is to stamp it out by utterly destroying everything
in connection with the diseased plants, and start afresh with "every-
thing clean. I need not refer more fully to this disease, its chief
characteristic being gangrenous discharges from the skin, which
make the fruit unusable; indeed, I don't tliink such Cucumbers
should be used in any way, as they are unwholesome.

E, Hobday,

SEAKALE EOE FORCING.
Seakale is one of our most useful vegetables for winter and spring
use, and most profitable if properly treated during tlie growing
season. It may be grown from seed sown in Maroli or early in
April in drills 9 in. apart, or in beds 1 ft. wide sown broadcast. The
young plants must be thinned out when large enough several inches
ap.art, in order to give them room the first season. In the following-
spring they will be large enough to transplant. Before lifting pre-
pare a piece of ground by trenching it deeply, and well manuring it

with some rotten farmyard manure. Having the ground ready, lift

the plants carefully wdth a digging fork, for if not carefully "lifted

the roots are very often broken. Cut ofE all that are damaged wdth
a sharp knife before planting. If grown for forcing indoors, plant 12
in. row from row and 9 in. plant from plant, and if liberally treated
during the summer, they will be strong enough to lift in the autumn
for forcing. For making a plantation for forcing wdth hot leaves,

jjlant the rows 3 ft. apart and the plants 2.1 ft. asunder, in order to
give plenty of room to cover the plants with pots and hot manure.
I prefer three plants in each clump about from 3 in. to 4 in. apart in
a triangle, so that the Seakale pot will cover them.
Seakale can also be propagatedfrom strong roots selected when lifting

the plants for forcing in the autumn and winter. Cut all the strongest
roots into lengths about 9 in., and use the young roots as small as a
quill pen for planting

;
they produce plants fit to force during the

winter. Be careful to cut the tops or thick end of the small roots ofE

horizontally, so that the plants will have a good crown, and cut the
small ends off slantingly, for by doing so I find that the thongs root
more freely than if cut level like the tops. I always lift my plants
for forcing indoors as soon as the leaves die down in autumn. In
lifting, I commence at one end of the plantation and take out an
opening deep enough to get below the young roots and so lift all my
plants. When the sets arc ready for planting, I tie them into bundles
witli tar twine, and making a trench in a spare corner of the garden
I lay in the bundles, covering the crowns with some fine soil to
encourage them to make a callus ; then I cover them with leaves or
dry straw to keep them from freezing during the winter ; I also lay
my old plants into trenches and cover them with leaves, lifting them
for forcing as required. The ground to be planted I trench early
in winter, so that it may be exposed to the frost. As Seakale grows
best in good strong land, if the soil is very light it is well to top-
dress with clay or similar soil, to be dug into the gi-ound when
trenched.

Planting.—Early in April is a good time to plant, and the thongs
will be found to have formed young crowns and young roots during
the winter. When ready to plant, rake the ground fine with an iron
rake and plant the thongs 12 in row from row and 9 in. plant from
plant. All the plantation w^iU require during the summer will be
to keep it free from weeds and the surface open

;
give a good dress-

ing of guano or some artificial manure during the summer, for Sea-
kale is a gross feeding plant and requires plenty of nourishment in
order to get strong heads for forcing. As soon as the frost kills the
leaves in autumn, the plants will be ready to lift for forcing, which
may be done in the Mushroom house, or in any place where the
tops can be kept dark, so that the Kale may be blanched white. A
temperature of from 50^ to 60^ %vill be sufficient. The plants may
be put in large pots or boxes, and covered with pots of the same size.

The finest blanched 'Seakale is grown in pits heated with hot water
tanks, which are used in most of the establishments in which Seakale
is grown largely for market. When grown in pits, put a few inches
of soil over the slates or boards which cover the tank. Commence
at one end of the pit and lay in the roots a few inches apart,
covering the crowns over with some fine soil, so that
they will stand quite upright

;
give the soil a thorough

soaking with water, and have some dry soil ready to
cover the plants over 9 in. deep. In a short time, accord-
ing to the temperature maintained, the plants will soon begin to
grow, and as soon as you see the tips of the leaves coming through
the Kale may be cut, and it will be found to be finer blanched and
of better quality than that forced outdoors or in pots or boxes. We
can have our first crop of Kale early in December, and by having
plentj' of plants the supply can be maintained till late in April by
having the latest plants laid in some cool place such as a border at
the back of a north wall. I find Seakale to require a good deal of
moisture at the roots wdien forced in pots or boxes, for if not well
supplied with water it is always of an inferior quality. The roots

planted out after forcing are just as good the second year as the first

if care is taken to preserve the roots from frost when taken from
the forcing pots or boxes. WJI. CheisTISON.

I'/w Itoolicry, Bromley Common.

The Hardiest Broccoli.—Last season we sowed and culti-

vated our usual number of Broccolies. The plants numbered many
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huntlreds.and the varieties about half-a-scorc, including Backhouse's,

Osborn's, Snow's, Cattell's, Gilbert's, Leamington, and others.

Theii- growth was satisfactory until the weather became severe,

when they all stood still, and at the present time nothing is

visible of them except black, withered stems, with a cluster of

rotten leaves at the end, from which we fully expected to cut

some choice heads. Not one in a hundred shows a vestige of green.

Their destruction is most complete. Still, we are not without pros-

pects of yet cutting a considerable number of fine Broccoli^ heads,

but only from one variety, and one alone, and tliat is Sutton's Late

Queen. This fine late variety has stood without flinching, or,

indeed, losing a single leaf, and the plants are now as healthy as

they were before we had any severe weather. Most acceptable it

would have been had. it been " turning in " at the present time, but

it will be none the less so when its heads do appear in a month or

so hence, as vegetables of all kinds will still be scarce and valuable

at that time.—J. MuiE, JMargam, Taibach, Glamorganshire.

Salt on Asparagus.— AVe have reason to believe that the

application of salt to Asparagus has been of little, or no use. We
read in a contemporary some time ago that the writer also doubted
its use, but said that in any case it could do no harm. We are in-

clined to doubt this, because we saw a piece of ground the other

day where old Asparagus beds had long existed, and which was in

a sour and wet state, in a garden otherwise dry and workable.

The value of the salt would be muoVmore effective applied along with

decomposed stable manure.

SEASONABLE WOEK.
Kitchen Garden.—However favourable a di"y lime may have been for

petiing in seeds of all kinds, keen biting east whids, accompanied by sharp morn-
ing frost, liave up lo the present time prevented them from cerminating, and
until wc have a change to more genial weather, there is slight probability of the
young plants showing above ground. Fortunately, well cultivated soil is in the
best possible condition for the reception of roots of all' kinds, including Seakale ;

Khubarb, which should be well mulched ; Horseradish, a much neglected crop
;

Jerusalem Artichokes, and the main crop of Potatoes. In the management of the
latter crop a complete ohange of seed cannot be too strongly advocated. An
abundance of room is another important point, and every tuber should be sound
and on the move before It is planted. Successional crops of the best kinds of
Marrow Peas, Broad Beans, and Spinach may now be sown once a fortnight, and
in order to be the better prepared for the busy time which must come, late
gi'owing Idnds of Peas may be staked immediately after they .are sown, or, pro-
perly speaking, planted, as the finest pods are always obtained from broad thinly
seeded drills, and, where practicable, single rows will be found more productive
than a series of rows running parallel with each other. If the main crop of
Carrots has not lieen sown, the seed should be got in by the end of the month.
For first use Nantes and Early Horn are unsurpassed, and for the general crop
James' Intermediate is invaluable. In old gardens the Carrot crop often gives
much trouble, and frequently fails altogether. Where this is the case, the soil
which has been manured for a preceding crop should bo deeply trenched in the
autumn, and when well pulverised a good di-essing of wood ashes and soot should
be forked in some little time before the period arrives for sowing the seeds. This
should not be performed too early, as quick growth is an important item ; the soil
should be in good working order, and a little finely broken virgin loam should be
used for filluig in the drills. In warm gardens a few dwarf Beans may be planted
in a sheltered place, and a small breadth of Eed Beet may be sown, but the first
week in May is quite early enough for getting in the main crop of this indispens-
able esculent. Where winter salads are in demand, the useful Chicory must not
be overlooked, as the roots may be stowed away for forcing in the Alushroom
house when Endive becomes scarce. If not already done, the manure intended
for Celery should be prepared, by the addition of a dressing of s.alt and soot in
sufKcient qiiantity to destroy worms and slugs, when it may be turned ready for
use. If the ground intended for the main crop is unoccupied, the Brassica tribe
having been killed off take advantage of the present lull for throwing out the
trenches, and plant surplus Cauliflower plants and Lettuces along the ridges.
These will turn in e.arly and help to stop a gap where large families look for an
abundance of early vegetables. Complete the burning and gravelling of walks,
and apply salt where labour is economised by the use of stone or tile edgings.

Forcing Ground.—The past winter and present backward spring have
proved the importance of cold pits, frames, and cap glasses for bringing forward
a good supply of early succulent salads and vegetables. At the present time they
will be full of Potatoes, Carrots, Turnips, crisp Lettuces, and a host of sprin"-
sovm plants of CauUflower, including Veitch's Autumn Giant and Dickson's
Eclipse, two of the best varieties in cultivation, Brussels Sprouts, and Cos
Lfttuce. The great point in the management of these inexpensive structures is
ventilation through the early part of the day to secure stout, stocky growth,
followed by early closing with solar heat on fine afternoons . The drying winds
and bright sun wilt have prevented full exposure of the tender plants, but a
healthy gromng atmosphere may be maintained by tilting the lights on the south
side. See that Potatoes and Carrots are copiously supplied with tepid water,
choosing the early p.art of the day, as it is important that the foliage becomes dry
before night. In the warmest section look well to Tomatoes, Capsicums, Vege-
table Marrows, and Cucumbers intended for planting on ridges of half-exhausted
manure from the Seakale and Rhubarb. Pot on the plants as they require it and
guard against having them drawn by keeping too close through the early part of
the day. French Beans enjoy plenty of heat and moistm-e in a pot which can be
well ventilated on the ground line to prevent a stagnant atmosphere. Make
successional sowings in pots or otherwise for preceding the first crop in the open
air, which will be late this season. A good l)atch sown in small pots for planting
in frames after Potatoes or on early borders where they can have temporary
protection will do good service. A good Mushroom bed should be made up in a
di-y shed facing north. Almost any kind of short fermenting manure with an
admixture of turf will do for the body of the bed, and this may be faced with
horse droppings and stiff loam for the reception of the spawn.
^?'^'^^',~''"° ™™y pretentious gardens herb beds are very often neglected or

left to take care of themselves, the same subjects being allowed to occupy the
same spot from year to year until eventually they die out and disappear, A

warm convenient corner is generally selected, and being strong, exhaustive
growers, such things as Mint, Tarrjigon. Sorrel, Camomile, and Pennyroyal
should be broken up and replanted eitlier on fresh ground or with a good
addition of new soil annually. We sometimes hear gardeners say Tarragon
positively refuses to grow and live through a winter, but if replanted in fresh
soil every spring and allowed to carry all its old stems until new growth starts,

this useful herl>, like many hollow-stemmed, herbaceous, flowering plants, will

pass unharmed through the wettest winters Just now the old llovver-stems on
our bed are 4 ft. high, and young growths like quills will soon be ready for use.
Chervil also likes change, and in order to allow it to accommodate itself we hang
a few seed-bearing stems about in pyramidal fruit trees and always find an abund-
ance of healthy plants. Thyme, one of the most useful herbs grown, very often
falls off before the end of a severe winter, but if sown annually and planted out
in new stony soil at the foot of a west wall, it will thrive and .set the frost of a
winter like the past at defiance. It is the constant cropping and picking which
injures Thyme, and to avoid this the young plants should have a year's grace
before they are interfered with. W. Coleman.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY.
April 19.

The annual exhibition of the southern section of the National
Auricula Society, which was held on Tuesday last at South Kensing-
ton, was in every way excellent, though perhaps the number of plants

shown was scarcely so large as last year ; nor were the jilants of

such high quality as usual, a circumstance doubtless attributable to

the unfavourable weather lately experienced. The nortliern growers
were more numerously represented in the competitive classes than
soutliern ones, though few indeed were these, and it is a matter of

regret that exhibitors of the Auricula should, as on this occasion,

scarcely exceed half a score. There was, however, a fine display,

the exhibits occupying one side of the conservatory, while the other

side was rendered gay by contributions from various nurserymen.
Four collections of twelve dissimilar varieties were shown, and

the first and second places were closely contested by the Rev. F. D.
Horner, Kirkby Malzeard, Eipon, and Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall,

Ilford. The former liad finely bloomed examples of Pvingdove,

Frank Simonite, Heroine, Ajax, Lanca.shire Hero, Charles J.Perry,

G. Lightbody, Intrepid, and two or three seedlings. The
best of Mr. Douglas' plants were Lancashire Hero, Georgo
Lightbody, Silvia, Glory, Pizarro, Acme, Smiling Beauty, C. J.

Perry. 'The varieties Freedom, Mrs. Douglas, Mrs, Dodwell, Lord
of Lome, and a few unnamed seedlings were included in the other

collections.

The class for six plants was represented by five exhibitors,

JMr. Horner again showing the finest ; Sapphire, a beautiful self,

Phantom, Ajax, Frank Simonite, and Lancashire Hero were particu-

larly fine in this collection. The Loxford Plall collection was
second, and was likewise fine, but one or two of the other lots

were decidedly below mediocrity. There were five exhibitors also

in the class for four varieties, in which Mr. Penson's gardener
showed the premier collection, representing five examples of the

old Col. Taylor, G. Lightbody, True Briton, and a beautiful self

named Vulcan. Mr. Douglas and Mr. Simonite had in the next

two best collections good plants of True Briton, iA. Lightbody,

Col. Taylor, Ellen Lancaster, Frank Simonite. Nine pairs were
shown, the best from Mr. Douglas, who had Lancashire Hero and
Smiling Beauty; Brilliant and F. Simonite shown by Mr. Simonite

were second ; Kingdove and Lancashire Hero by Mr. Horner were
third.

There were four classes for single specimens of green, grey, and
white-edged varieties and selfs each, representing eight prizes.

About two dozen green edged were exhibited ; Lancashire Hero took

the first, sixth, and eighth prizes ; Prince of Greens, the second; Talis-

man, the fourth ; and Col. Taylor, the seventh. About a score of

grey-edged sorts were shown. G. Lightbody won the first, second,

fifth, and seventh prizes ; Alexander Mciklejohn, the third ; Dr.

Horner, fourth ; C. E. Brown, sixth ; Confidence, the eighth. Some
three dozen white-edged kinds were represented. Smiling Beauty
took the first four, sixth, and seventh prizes ; True Briton, the

fifth ; and Ann Smith, the eighth. The selfs were also numerous,

there being upwards of forty plants staged. Blackbird took the first

;

third, and fourth prizes ; Lord of Lome, the second and sixth
;

a seedling, the fifth ; Pizarro, the seventh ; and Sapphire, the

eiglrth.

"There wore three collections of 50 plants, the competitors being

Mr. Douglas, Mr. Turner, and i\Ir. Llewelyn, who took the prizes in

the order mentioned. The Slough collection presented a brighter

appearance than that from Loxford Hall on account of the many
beautiful selfs and Alpines it included, particularly the lovely C. J.

I'erry, though Mr. Douglas' collection was more varied and em-
bodied some fine plants.

The Alpine kinds were much admired, as they usually are, and
there was a good competition for the prizes. I'lie class for twelve
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was represented bj- three collections, the best being from ;Mr. Turner,

whose most conspicuous plants were Mrs. Doclwell (new), Mr.

Thomson, Diadem, Unique, Eveiring Star Kembrandt, and some

very fine unnamed seedlings. The collections of six plants were like-

wise fine. Among the five competitors, Mr. Douglas led with beau-

tiful examples of Mrs. Llewelyn, Queen ^''ictOlia, George Lightbody,

and three seedlings. In the class for single specimens of alpine

varieties with gold centres there were twenty plants shown. Diadem
won the first, followed bj' a beautiful this year's seedling. Col. Scott,

President, and Diadem. There were a dozen plants with white or

cream centres, I'hilip Frost, George Lightbody, and Selina being

represented finely.

I'olyanthuses were not numerous, there being only three collec-

tions each in the classes for sixes and threes. Exile, Sunrise, Lancer,

Cheshire Favourite, George the Fourth, East Lincoln, all included

among the best, were remarkable for their high quality. The winning
plants among the fifteen single specimens shown were Exile, John
Uright, G. Buck, Lancashire Hero, and Sunrise.

There was a class for the fancy varieties of Auricula which are

more singular than beautiful, and there were only two exhibitions

oE twelve plants each. All the fiowers were of a yellow hue ; some of

the shades were sufEused with a dirty greenish shade. Fancy I'oly-

anthuses, and double and single Primroses were shown beautifully

by Mr. K. Dean for the first prizes, and were much admired for their

bright and varied hues. Among the Primroses, those namedWarrior,
Ijeatrice, Hu.ssar, Emmeline, Erminia, Piui^le Queen, and Double
Lilac were particularly fine, as were likewise Polyanthuses A'iceroy,

Meteor, Sovereign, Piridesmaid, Harlequin, Cloth of Gold, Grenadier,

Ambassador, Gertrude, and Puttercup. The class for twelve hardy

Primulas was represented by only three collections, in which P.

amoena, \'iscosa, denticnlata rosea, and intermedia were the finest.

There were numerous new Auriculas exhibited, but very few of

them up to the required standard, although those few were con-

sidered an advance on existing varieties. In the green-edged class,

]\Ir. Barlow gained thefirst prize with King of Greens, adistinct green

edge, but rather weak in 'gTOund colour, although it has a good
>-ellow eye and white paste. Mr. Horner gained the second prize

with Intrepid, a promising flower, with correct yellow tube, good
paste, black body colour, and rich deep green edge. In grey edges

Mr. J. Douglas gained the first prize with Mabel, a variety which
also obtained a first-class certificate and premium as the best Auri-

cula in the exhibition. It is a cross between George Lightbody and
Lancashire Hero, combining the good qualities of both parents.

Hilda, a flower of the same type, but rather narrow in the ground
colour, gained the second prize. In white edges Mr. Horner was first

with Snowdrift, a fine, bold flower with yellow tube, good paste,

black ground colour, and correct white edge. Mr. Douglas was
second w-ith Dr. Kidd, a variety of the type of Smiling Beauty, but
smaller in all its parts, and the edge is more pure. Erebus, a finely

formed flower, very dark in colour, with a pure white centre and
yellow tube, gained the first prize and a first-class certificate for Mr.
Horner, while Mr. B. Simonite gained the second with Brilliant, a

reddish-crimson, with good paste and tube, and very beautiful

foliage.

Tliere was also a goodly show of seedling alpines. Mr. J. Douglas
gained first and second prizes in the gold centred section with

Piosamond S. Fellowes, a very bright flower, maroon-crimson shading
to reddish-crimson, neat truss and good habit ; second for Minnie
Coope, a very circular flower, purplish-crimson, shading to a paler

colour
;
good truss. In the cream-coloured section Mr. C. Turner

was first with Jlrs. Stafford, a good round flower with cream centre,

maroon-purple, shading to deep purple. Mr. Douglas was second

with Edith A\'ynne, a Aery good flower, but jtruss, as shown, rather

loose, purplish-maroon, shading to paler purple.

Mr. S. P.arlow showed a splendid set of laced Polyanthuses. He
gained a first-class certificate for Criterion, perhaps the best black

or maroon flower yet raised ; the centre, of deep yellow, is very

circular ; lacing good. This gained the first prize as a seedling black

ground. The second prize was awarded to the same exhibitor for

John Bright, a much showier flower, but one which loses a point in

its angular centre. This also received a first-class certificate. In

red grounds l\Ir. Barlow was again first with Firefly, a very good
flower, ha\ing round centre of clear yellow, but the red is not so

good as Sunrise, by the same raiser. Mr. Bolton was second with
Begular, a small, neat flower, with good lacing and centre. Jlr. P.

Pi. Dean, of Ealing, received a first-class certificate for fancj- Poly-

anthus Grenadier, a brilliant red variety with yellow centre.

Miscellaneous Class.—In this the exhibits were numerous,
and contributed in a great measure to the attractiveness of the

show, for tire groups of gay flowers relieved and set off to advantage
tlie quiet hues of the Auriculas. Mr. B. S. Williams received a silver

medal for a rich and varied gToup of plants, and a similar distinction

was awarded to a group of ne\v and rsre plants from Messrs, Yeitpli

& Sons. Jlessrs. Lane, Berkhamstead, had a flne collection of pot

Roses and a similarly extensive one of Ehododendrons, for which
they were awarded a gold medal. Mr. Aldous contributed a taste-

fully arranged group of decorative plants, among which were some
fine examples of the Paris Daisy, or JMarguerite, and a large bouquet
composed entirely of Narcissi and Ferns, which, on account of its

Biovel and beautiful appearance, was highly commended. The group
was awarded a silver medal. Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanley,
exhibited an extensive collection of Auriculas and Polyanthuses, and
Mr. Turner, Slough, also sent a fine group, chiefly consisting of

alpine Auriculas. To these exhibitors silver medals were awarded.

A bronze medal was awarded to Messrs. Osborn & Sons, I'ulham, for

a large and well arranged group of fine foliaged and flowering plants,

which also included some rare hardy flowers. There were likewise

some large collections of Pansies from Mr. Hooper, Bath, and
Daffodils from Messrs. Barr & Sugden, besides some excellent

collections from the 11. H. Society's garden at Chiswick, notably a
remarkably fine strain of Cinerarias, the plants being large and
profusely flowered.

During the afternoon the Eev. Mr. Horner gave a lecture on the

Auricula, tracing its history from the Tyrol, in the 16th century,

through the Low Countries to England, where it had its day and
became neglected by florists, but was still kejrt up by the pitmen of

Lancashire, where the flower itself and the traditional names were
religiously preserved. Mr. Horner dwelt with particularity on the

history oi: the last fifty years, and dealt specifically with all the best

known modern varieties reared by that cottager or this saw-grinder,

and recognised with shilling prizes at the meetings of the local north

of England clubs. He gave precise definition to the number of

minute points which make up the harmonious whole of an Auricula's

excellence ; and then, lest the weaker among the brethren should be
deterred by despair of reaching the manifold perfections which some
attain, he stated that it is in everybody's power who has a sweet

soil, and that in town or country, in the window box or the garden,

to grow the Auricula well, proAided he will only bestow upon it lov-

ing care and attention.

A list of awards is gi\'en in our advertising columns.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Ceiling of Mushroom House.—Given n well built and plnnncd ^Mush-
room huuse "vvith, however, only a slate roof, and wliiclihas long aRO got too hot
in the daytime, what is best to do?—H. S. [Ceil the mot' with rough, plaster^

or make a ceiling of mmc kind, and keep all ojfenniee amct.livg roofing feltn

out of it. Jf the walls are out.s-u/c one.'i and cold, insulate the beds uith rough
hoards or douhle-icall it. Cold icalls kill the heat; a well drained floor and
double walls and roots is the right thing for a Mushroom house above ground,
—J. a.]

Plants for a Sunless Greenhouse.—Having been aslied to recom-
mend some Palms, Ferns, and other plants, including climbers, suitable for a
town greenhouse witli plenty of air, but little or no sun, may I ask some of your
correspondents to give me the names of a few— easily grown plants would be
best, not requiring mucli experience for their successful culture?-C. M. 0.

- Weeds on Walks.—Would some of your readers Icindly say what is the

Itest and cheapest method of eradicafiag moss and weeds from gravel walivs,

drives, ite.? Hillierto we have turned them each year, but find it a long and
expensive process, and salt is expensive in tljis neighbourhood.—A. P.

Double Wallflo'wer Harbinger. — Can any of your readers tell me
where I could get cuttings or plants of this line old dark brown double Wall-
flower ? I shall be most happy to offer iu exchange cuttings of a blight orange
yellow, very double. —GIROFLE.

Ants in Ferneries—How can I best destroy these? This spring they have
played sad havoc witli some of the Adiantums. Chloride of lime in its dry
state and iu solution has been tried, but in vain, to destroy them.— Chesteu-lk-
Stkeet.

Kemsley & Hcwes' Insect Destroyer.— I can fully bear out all that
ISIr. K. H. Bard says with regard to the efhcacy of this insecticide. T have given
it repeated trials on various plants, both bard and soft-wooded, and can safely

assert that it is the best insecticide I have used.— C. ,T. Sjiith, Dingicall House,
Croydon.

Wire Strawberry Supports.—A correspoudeut writes to ustosayth.nt
all wire supports for strawbenies are bad, inasmuch as they cause the ttalks to
break, and iu that way do considerable damage.

Utilising Oak Bark.—How can I convert Oak bark into tan for hotbeds
Tan cannot be got in this neighbom-hood, and we have plenty of Oak bark now
unsalealde.—A. B.

Cyclamen persicum.— C. i3.—Ilie flowers you send are large and of fair

form, Itut are no advance on some of the newest vaiieties.

Orclilds.—T. L. C—Thanks. We are making arrangements to do what yen
suggest.

Beetle.—/!. C, r.-It is Kiptushololeucus.— .S. S.

Names of Plants —Jr. I/.— Cjittleya Triana?, a good, but not f xtraordinary
variety /. /'.—Dendrobinm aggregatum (the orangecoloured flower), On
cidiuni ^laishallianum (the yellow liower). //. IK. G.—The llenchcra you send
usually assumes the peculiar hue of foliage yon allude to at this season.
Stroud Sisbet. —J>n\ecl:iampia Itoczli. .Subscriber. — Ornithogalum nutans,
Karcissus inconiparabilis, Iris pumila. If. i?.—Saxifrnga crassifolia C.

Jjcnnett. -Triteleia uniHora, Omphalodes veiria. G. P.—Vteus Kingiana.
11*. S.—A. species of Cardamine (not edilde). T. K. Hall.—JE^chjnixnt/\i\\^

sjjeciosus.; If. fl'.^The Np, 2 Orchid is Maxiltaria EarrisonjiT),
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Natxire ; change It rather : bat
The Akt IISBLF IS Katcke."—^rAostejiearc.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

FIRST ATTEMPTS AT GROWTH.
Seldoji has tlio starting of Koses been -n-atohed with more anxiety

than this year. So many have been killed ovitright, and so many
more crippled, that all eyes have been bent on the plants as soon

as the sun and the soft south winds began to quicken them into

growth. Most of them have started ; this is something, but really

not very much. Thousands of Roses and other plants start only

to stop, linger, and die. The roots, part of the stem, or main boughs
may be dead as door-nails, and yet tlie genial air and warm sunshine

may start the sap into motion, and clothe the bald, bare buds with
lovely green hues. The Eoses least likely to live are often those

that make the most haste to start. AVeakness, disease, are mostly
impatient ; health and strength less so as a rule ; heads severed bj^

sharp frost-bites from their stems ; branches nipped through their

bark; and wood, pith, blackened to death; these make one last vigor-

ous precocious effort to live, and tlien, ere JMay is a week old, thej'

are numbered with the dead. And yet a good start is a good thing
;

hence the importance of assisting Eoses all we can to start strongly,

if not early. Teas and other tender Eoses should be uncovered soon,

if not already exposed to the light. Choose a mild time for the
operation if it can be had anyhow. As I ^viite, a north-east wind
tlu'eatens to curdle one's breath, as well as to blast every Rose leaf

exposed to it, yet our Roses have been uncovered for a fortniglit.

During the welcome spell of mild weather we were pluming our-

selves on our wisdon in uncovering. Now, well, we shall not say too
much against ourselves because the Roses have caught this bitter

nor'-easter ; but the incident shows the difficulty of determining
when to uncover. We were much startled in the process to find so

many Eoses cruelly cut into by the frost. It seems to have almost
slain all our Marechals, whether against walls or in the open.
Standards that have stood for many years are quite dead, root, stem,
and top. This is a curious fact, as if the Marechal had also

weakened the Brier and made it more tender. Long shoots and old
stems on Avails have shared the same fate, and most of them are
severely crippled or dead. Celine Forestier has also suffered very
severely, and Lamarque and Devoniensis, climber and dwarf. But
it is dreary work to attempt to marshal the wounded and the slain.

Far more cheerful work consists in suggesting means of enabling
the crippled Eoses to start strong and well. Two of the most obvious
are severe cutting back and the application of top-dressings to the
roots. It is better to remove the frost-bitten pith and frozen wood
at once; if left, it only becomes diseased as a rule, or yields flowers
hardly worth the growing or cutting. Eoses, ever as it were on the
outlook for good things, enjoy a dose of strong liquid manure in
the early spring. After such a spell of dry weather as we have
lately had, such liquid dressings are the more useful. Eoses root
early, and lienoe the importance of watering them freely in good
times. True, as a rule, Eoses have few roots compared with other
plants, and the work they have to accomplish in growth and flower

;

hence the greater necessity of abundantly supplying all their needs,
so that each root may find a full larder for its own special wants.
Liquid manure fills the root larder at once with food in an imme-
diately available form, and hence its superiority to all other dressings.
And then hardly have Eoses started before the grubs and caterpil-
lars are down on them. Grub hunting must be persistent, incessant,
if perfect flowers are to be grown. Vain are the most laborious
efforts above and below ground if caterpillars are to be allowed to
feast on our strongest shoots and fattest buds. D. T. Fish.

Earthing up D'warf Roses in Winter.—In The Gaeden
of April 9, lUr. U. T. Fish invites your readers to relate their experi-
ence in reference to this matter. I will therefore give mine. My
Hybrid Perpetual dwarf Eoses (between 4000 and 5000) are budded
on the seedling Brier, and planted in a field fully exposed to the east
wind. They are placed in rows 1 ft. from each other, and .B ft. be-
tween each row. My Eoses having sutiered considerably cUrring the
winter of 1879 from the severity of the weather, I determined to
make some effort for their protection during the past winter. With
that object, I collected during last summer a good sized heap of pig
manure, with whic^i in November last 1 mulched my dwarfs. Tin's

manure was covered with earth from the middle of the alleys to the

height of 6 in. or 8 in., so that aboufr 1 ft. of the Eoses was covered

by the manure and eartli. I need not inform your readers that the

frost has been intense in the midland counties. Early in March the

Roses were carefully uncovered with a fork, by placing the earth

back again into the alloys, but keeping the manure, which was now
decomposed, on the surface to be pricked into the ground near the

Eoses when pruned. The result has been most gratifying. Out of

the number thus protected, I have not lost half-a-dozen, and those

weak plants. Far difEerent is the case with my standards ; although

protected from the east wind by a wall 7 ft. high, the destruction

has been immense, and the borders have the appearance (now that

the gaps are filled up by fresh standard Brier stocks) of tlie quarters

to be seen in a nursery planted with stocks to be budded in the

autumn. Most of my standard Teas, although protected by hay-

bands wound round the stems, and covering the union of stock and
scion, are nearly all dead or dying. The survivors are Gloire de
Dijon and its relatives. Fortunately for me, I have not trusted en-

tirely to standard Teas, but have within tlie last two years added to

my stock dwarf Teas on the seedling Brier, which I have been able

to" protect most efficiently.—A Midland Counties Amatel'k.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

The Indian Strawberry (Fragaria indica).—This pretty

trailing plant now forms one of the most noteworthy features in the

Royal Horticultural Society's gardens at Chiswick, where it is grown
by the thousand, and is used very eifectively as a sort of fringe to

tlie margins of plant stages ; the long slender stems are laden at the

same time both with bright yellow blossoms and rich crimson fruit

about the size of Hazel nuts. It is also a capital subject for grow-
ing in suspended pots or baskets, and its value is increased on
account of its being presentable throughout the whole year, though
now it is at its best, a condition in which it will remain for three or

four months to come. It is somewhat remarkable that so striking a
plant should have so long been kept in the background and scarcely

known outside botanical collections, but, judging by the quantity at

Chiswick, it will soon become widely distributed.

Sikkim Rhododendrons at Kew.—In tire temperate house
some fine species of Rhododendrons are in flower just now, one of

the finest being E. Aucklandi. This has pure white flowers measur-

ing upwards of 6 in. across, and shallowly bell-shaped. As many as

six flowers are produced in some of the erect clusters, a number not

hitherto obtained at Kew. The unexpanded buds are tinged with

red much in the same way as those of some of the Tea Eoses to which
they bear considerable resemblance. The bracts that protect the

buds hang in long shreds after expansion, and, being of a bright

pinkish tinge, are very attractive, contrasting finely with the blossoms.

The leaves too, are handsome, being about a foot in length and of a

deep green. Other fine species are E. formosum, now furnished

with a profusion of white flowers of medium size nestling among the

small, rich green foliage ; E. niveum, with dense globular clusters

of flowers of a purplish tinge, the leaves being large, and covered

with white down beneath, hence its specific name, the large trees

of E. arboreum are still in flower, and also a magnificent soft, pink

flowered variety said to be a form of arboreum.

Doutale-flo"wered Lilac.— At Chiswick we saw tlie other

day a flowering specimen of M. Lemoine's new double Lilacs. The
flowers are pure white and perfectly double, produced much in the

same manner as those of tire ordinary kind. As the blossoms last

much longer than those of the single kinds, these Lilacs will doubt-

less prove valuable additions to our hardy shrubs, and we hope to see

them become widely distributed.

Gardenia Stanleyana.—Those who are accustomed to see

only the ordinary Gardenia of the flower shops would scarcely recog-

nise this singular species as its ally, so dissimilar are they in general

appearance. G. Stanleyana is a large-growing shrub with long pin-

nate leaves, from the axils of which are produced the solitary

flowers, each about 9 in. in length, having a long, slender, blackish

tube. The corolla, which is trumpet-shaped, is white flushed with
brownish-purple, and conspicuously spotted with deep chocolate. A
fine plant 6 ft. high is now bearing a fine crop of flowers in one of

the stoves of the Eegent's Park Botanic Garden, where its culture is

carried on very successfully.

Prunus triloba.—Among beautiful spring-flowering Rosaceous
trees and shrubs this is certainly one of the flnest, particularly the
double-flowered form of it, which is more lasting than the single.

The colour is a rich rosy-pink, and when the tree is in full flower,

the branches are literally wreaths of colour, so thickly beset are they

with bloom. It is perfectly hardy, and grows in any position, but
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thrives best in a slieltered place. It is now one of the most attrac-

tive sln'ubs in flower in Mr. ytevcns' garden at Grasmere, Byiieet.

The Rock Garden at Ohiswick.—The rock garden con-
structed here two or three years ago has recently been added to
considerablj', and now forms an excellent groundwork for the
successful growth of alpine plants, inasmucli as it is thoroughly
drained, and a good depth of soil is given for the plants to root into,

a point sometimes overlooked by those who ill understand the re-

quirements of alpine plants, ancl aim only at a picturesque, or at
least rustic, arrangement of the stones or other materials of which
the rockery is constructed. In tliis case some small blocks of stone
have been cemented together so as to have tlie appearance of large
rocks, and when they liavc become overgrown by jilants tliey will

have a picturesque aspect. 'J'ho plants, where practicable, arc set in
large masses, an arrangement infinitely better tlian dotting tlicm
about here and there, singly, or nearly so. Amongst them many are
now in flower; prominent among them are various Primulas, Haxi-
frages, jVi"abises, Aubrietias, and a pretty unnamed Iberis from the
Grecian mountains, which mucli resembles I. rosmarinifolia. These
give the rockery already a gay appearance.

Tulipa G-reigi.—By far the finest specimen of this Tulip wo
have yet seen is in Mr. G. F. A\'ilson's garden at Ilcafherbank, "W'ey-

bridge, wliere it is afforded the slight protection of a cold frame, an
almost indispensable condition to its successful treatment. The
plant in question is about 15 in. in height, furnished witli broad
healthy foliage conspicuously marked with its characteristic
mottling of rich deep brown of a pale glaucous green ground. The
flower is 6 in. or 7 in. in diameter, and its brilliant -i-ermilion-

scarlet hue and deep black boss render it a magnificent object in
the sun.

New Zealand Clematis (C. indivisa). — This charming
greenhouse climber is among the more notewortliy of the plants in
flower just now in the temperate house at Kew. The flowers, which
are about the size of a crown-piece, are set in graceful profu.sion on
slender stalks hung all along the slender twining stems. The blos-
soms are white except the central tuft of stamens,^which have a
crimson shade. It is an excellent plant for training to a rafter or
pillar, and is of easy culture if planted out in a well drained border
of rich soil. In some localities it is almost hardy, but rarely flowers
freely except under glass. An excellent plate of this beautiful shrub
was given in The Garden, Vol. XII., p. iOO.

Anemone coronaria and its Varieties. — The finest
display of tliese I lla^•e e\-cr seen may now be witnessed at Glasnevin.
The variety is endless and the colour superb; some of the double
forms have flowers as large as Pixionies, but they are not nearh' so
beautiful as the single sorts ; the colours of some of the latter "are
so intense, that the best forms of A. fulgens pale before them. It is

quite singular that the brightest shades are always to be found in
the single flowers.—T. SuiTH, JN'ciov/.

Petraea volubilis.—This lovely slu-ub is now one of the most
attractive sights in the Eoyal Botanic Garden, Regent's Park. It

covers a large space under the roof of the conservatory, and is liter-

ally a mass of bloom, the long racemes of deep purple flowers set in
the mauve-tinted star-like calyxes being extremely beautiful. 8uch
a floral sight as this is seldom witnessed, and we know of no other
place where this so rarely grown Soutli American [shrub succeeds
so finely. There is also a pure white-flowered variety of the Petraiia

in the same house.

The Whipcord Saxifrage (.S. flagellaris).—On the rockery
at Kew there is a briglit little tuft of this [rare alpine plant, the
golden flowers of which have an effective appearance among the
other kinds. It forms dense rosettes of leaves, that throw off runners
which root at the tips, and so the original plant soon spreads into a
tuft. Each little rosette sends up a dense cluster about 2 in. high of
flowers A in. across. At one time it was considered a difficult plant
to grow, but it is found to be a rapid grower in anj' open position.

Triteleia uniflora alba,—This is deserving of all praise. As
gcen just now at Glasnevin, it is certainly the most showy white
flower in the garden. Large clumps of it occur at frequent intervals,
and, being quite covered with its charming satiny-wliite blossoms,
were most attractive. In Newry it does not seem to flower so freely

;

perhaps we are a little wetter than about Dublin ; but then nearly
all things do well at Glasnevin.—T. Smith, A^eicnj.

Pontederia (Eicliornea) azurea.-This beautiful stove
aquatic plant is again in flower in the Victoria Piegia house in the
Eegent's Park Botanic Garden, to which we believe it was originally
sent from its native habitat in Brazil some two or three years ago.
The colour of the dense clusters of flowers, which float on'the water,
is a rich purple, and highly attractive. It was figured in The Gar-
den, Vol. XVIL, p. 220.

D'warf Cinerarias.—Those who can see beauty in" flowers

whicli are not large and perfectly circular, should grow the dwarf
strain of Cinerarias, which are much more showy and more suitable

for general decorative purposes than the florist kinds. At Ohiswick
there is a houseful of fine plants of these dwarf sorts, which for a

long time have been very attractive. They scarcely exceed 1 ft. in

height, and are profusely flowered, tlie blossoms being borne in

broad flat heads just over-topping a healthy tuft of foliage. The
colours are quite as varied as those of the larger-flowered strains,

and a packet of seed will produce infinite variety. Tliere are like-

wise at Ohiswick some plants of a Continental strain oven dwarfer
and more compact in growth than the Ohiswick raised plants.

Erythronium americanum.—This beautiful little hardy
bulb is not so well known, it seems to me, as it deserves. It was
sent me last autumn by Messrs. Woolson, of Passaic, New Jersey,

U.S.A., and is now in bloom. It has a bright yellow Lily-like

flower, witli broad, spotted, glaucous leaves, and in pots in a cold

frame succeeds to perfection. In America I believe it is quite

hardy.

—

Girofle.

Finely-flowered Rhododendron.—There is in flower here a
specimen of the Indian lihododendron Campbelli, which for

fioriferousness, considering its size, has not, perhaps, been surpassed.

It was presented to me, a tiny seedling, by the late Mr Hugh Low
soon after the introduction of the species into this country. After
growing it on several years in a pot, it was finally planted out where
it now stands. It is 12 ft. high and nearly as much through, and it

has now expanded on it 722 trusses of from 12 in. to l.j in. diameter
each—a gorgeous sight. It is growing on the edge of a small pond
about IS in. above the water, over whicli are pendent a portion of

its branches, and I notice on this side, although north, the flowers

are the first to open. It is shaded from strong sunlight by a row of

large Portugal Laurel trees.—J. M., CJinrnundh, Dorset.

A Rose House has lately been formed in the Eoyal Horticul-

tural Gardens at Cliiswick, in the place of tlie old orchard house, a
spacious span-roofed structure erected many years ago for the growtli

of Peaches, Nectarines, &e., under glass. Large beds have been
formed along the centre and the sides, in which are planted most of

the best sorts of Tea Eoses, which will be trained to trellises and
pillars. When these become established this house will be one of

the most interesting in the garden, and certainly more profitable

than as an orchard house.

Trillium atro-purpureum..— This is an excellent companion
for the lovel_v white T. graudiflorum, now becoming so popular. The
flowers are quite as large as the white kind, but the petals are nar-

rower and of a rich, deep reddish-crimson, forming a fine contrast to

the handsome, broad foliage which encircles them. We saw a fine

plant of it on Mr. G. F. Wilson's rockery at Heatherbank, Weybridge,
the other day, thrivingunder the same conditions as T. grandiflorum,

on the sliady side in a moist, peaty soil. T. sessile is somewhat
similar, but less showy, though the foliage is equally handsome. This

and a smaller species, T. erythrocarpum, we saw at Mr. Stevens'

garden at Grasmere, Byfleet, where they thrive on the rockery.

Plants in Flower at Glasnevin.—These include the fol-

lowing, all of which have been entirely unprotected during the winter,

viz.. Anemone Eobinsoniana (fine), C'assiope fastigiata, Bryanthus
erectus, Ehododcndron Chamajcistus, Iris cinerea (dwarf, and beauti-

ful), Scilla amoma, Myosotis Weirleigh Surprise, Pulmonaria virgi-

nica, Uvularia grandiflora, Eanunculus aconitifolius, Geum repens,

Schievereckia podolica, Orobus vernus fl.-pl., Lathyrus Sibthorpi,

Narcissus triandrus, N. odorus fl.-pl., and N. abscissus muticus. The
double Orobus and also the single one in large masses are very beau-

tiful, and are just now quite a feature. The Ephuediums are pretty,

especially E. colchicum and E. rubrum. Bryanthus erectus and
C'assiope are blooming well, but difficult to establish. Pulmonaria
vrginica and the Uvularia both like a cool, damp, sheltered spot. I

envy Mr. Wilson his success with Epigaia repens. I have been able

to keep it alive, and felt quite content till I saw the note respecting

it from Heatherbank.— J. W. MooRE.

Anemone Robinsoniana.—This lovely little hardy flower

does not appear to be so widely known as its merits richly entitle

it, though it has been in the country for years. To those who do not
know it, it may be well to mention that it is intermediate in

character between A. apennina and A. nemorosa ; indeed, it is

considered to be a variety of the latter, having larger flowers of a
delicate soft shade of mauve. At Kew there are some bright

healthy tufts of it, which are highly attractive, and one we observe

lias the name of A. alpina attached to it, winch is calculated to

mislead those who do not know it. In the Anemone bed there is

also a species called A. Hudsoniana, remarkable for the bright

\'iolet-purple hue of its large flowers.

Eranthemum cinnabarinum.—This makes a good stove

plant, on account of the abundance of its showy blossoms, which it
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IM-oduoes for several weeks in spring. They are a soft" violet-purple,

with a deep crimson blotch in the centre, and are borne on long

branching stems rising well above the foliage. Its only detractive

character is its straggling growth, but this might probably be

remedied by propagating annually young plants. Several plants of

it are in flower at the present time in the Palm house at Kew, where

it has a gay appearance. It is figured in The Garden, Vol. XVIII.,

p. 230. There is a similar, but inferior species also in flower at_ Kew
named E. purpurascous, from, we believe, the same locality.

Silvery-leaved Kerria.—Tliis charming shrub is now among
the most attractive objects in the temperate house at Kew, where
it is completely covered with its golden-yellow blossoms. These,

and the pretty variegated foliage, render it extremely showy. The
flowers are single and somewhat smaller than in the type, but

they are produced far more abundantly, thereby amply compensat-

ing for lack of size. It is perfectly liardy, but it flowers most
profusely under glass. The plants at Kew are planted out in free

soil, and have now attained a large size, and form elegantly-

spreading bushes.

Stauntonia (Holba;llia) latifolia.—If only for the delicious

fragrance emitted by tlie flowers of tliis plant, it is well worthy of a
place in every greenhouse, and the fact that it is a first-rate ever-

green with deep green foliage gives it additional value. Tlie flowers

are by no means showy, the pollen-bearing ones being green, and
those that bear seed a livid purple, borne in clusters in the axils of

the leaves at intervals along the slender branches. A fine si^ecimen

of it is now full in flower in the temperate house at Kew, and its

powerful perfume is difi^used throughout the house. Being a native

of Northern India,it thrives in the open air if planted against a wall,

and in the south-western parts of tlie country it does not even
require such protection.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The Council of this Society
having procured a quantity of corms of Gladioli are now distributing

the same in packets to the Fellows on application at the secretary's

ofiice. South Kensington. 3|^d. in stamps should accompany each
application if required to be sent by post.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

The terrible winters and springs of the past few years have
destroj'ed many things, but left intact the great spring flowering

Magnolia, which in the valley of the Thames still preserves its good
character. Where the soil is warm and position favourable it does
well without the protection of a wall in the London district.

The flowers, gathered before they are tarnished by the weather,
are the first very bold ones of the open-air garden for house decora-
tion.

When the common Sloe is so fall of flower that one sees nothing
else except here and there a black stem going through the mass,
it is one of our most beautiful shrubs, native or foreign, but is

perhaps more neglected than any other. Some gathered from a
bush near Epping, and described to me as affording a charming-
effect beside a pool with Willows near, are among the prettiest of
cut flowers. A picturesque garden would be all the richer for
a small, well-grown group of this early and free-flowering bush,
which bears its pearl-Iilce buds and blossoms so abundantly and
so early.

#

From Mons. Guiheneiif, of Nantes, we have another series 'of

handsome double Anemones, mostly purplish and scarlet or crim-
son, one splendid flower being named Ponceau. The long voyage
prevents one seeing those flowers in all their brilliancy, but we
are glad that they receive attention somewhere, as the old double
florists' Anemone of a few j'ears ago are not now seen in our
gardens.

*

The twin-flowered Narcissus (N. biflorus) is a pretty kind sent
from North Devon, where it is described as forming ahnost a sheet
of blossom in the woods, issuing in many cases from a carpet of
Periwinkle. It is one of the Narcissi which have any claims to
be natives of Britain, and is certainly a graceful plant, well suited
for culture, especially for the wild garden.

«

The buds of the double Peaches are pretty. They get such
hard knocks in our springs, that they, with a number of early
bnsh flowers, would perhaps give more pleasure if freely cut

and placed on our tables. Tlie samoremarli: applies to a variety of
things, many of which could no doubt be forced, or slightly
advanced, indoors in the cool-house. But, apart from these ways,
it would often be worth while gathering the flowers in the bud,
or early stage, and allowing them to expand indoors, as in that
way we may save some from the effects of a bad change in the
weather. The flowers of the large purple Saxifrages are useful
just now, both cut in this way and out of doors.

*

Tlie new crimson Butterwort sent by Messrs. Sander, of St.
Albans, is a beautiful and most singular one, really rich and
lovely in colour. It has been drawn for The CxAnuEN. From
Mons. l)e Graff, of Leyden, conies one of those curious climbing
greenliouse plants (Bomarea) which are destined to add a welcome
grace to pillars, arches, &c., in cool-houses by-aud-by. They are
very handsome, and singularly graceful in the way they hang
their large trusses of handsome flowers.

*

The spicy scented flowers of the Missouri Currant (Ribes
aureum), yellow with little red centres, are amongst those
which are more effective in the cut state and brought near the
eye than when on a bush. The flowers and buds and budding
foliage of many trees and shrubs that are not among the
showiest as regards bloom would appear much more beautiful

and instructive if brought near the eye in our houses. It

would be well to systematically introduce those to the house
or the school ; the showy ones would tell their own tale. In
this way children and others miglit get to know among other
things the flowers of our forest trees and others wliich now pass
often unobserved,

*

From the Lawson Nursery, Edinburgli, comes finely grown
Siberian Scilla, and surely nothing better wortli their attention;

also the Taurian variety of S. bifolia, and the curious coppery
buds and leaves of Podophyllum Emodi, a very quaint-looking

plant when budding. The lovely blooms of the Pasque-flower
are not at all so much seen as those of the otlier Anemones, which
makes them all the more precious. Iris reticulata, too, is welcome,
coming in later than about London. The fine, sandy soil about
Edinburgh is well suited to hardy plants, and we are pleased to

see the Lawson Company pajdngsome attention to them. McNab's
crimson Primrose is a handsome kind, but, if we mistake not, it is

surpassed by some raised of recent years.
*

The splendid flowers of Dampier's Gloiy Pea are a brilliant

addition to house flowers, and Messrs. Carter seem to have brought
this difficult flower witliin the bounds of easy culture, so to say.

At least we have not seen it so well grown before. The walls of

the older and smaller Glory Pea (Clianthus puniceus) which used

to be seen in sea-shore gardens were very handsome ; but un-

fortunately never seen in the London district.

From Glasneviu, among other pretty things, come little blue

and white-striped Forget-me-nots, a fine scarlet variety of the

Japan Quince, the blue wood Anemone (pleasant to see any-
where, but at its loveliest when open in the full sun), the Vir-

ginian Lungwort, a neat double Jonquil, the graceful Narcissus

triandrus, and a handsome dark form of Scilla amoena.

*

From Mr. Robert Veltch, of Exeter, a strong specunen with
many flowers of Ceanothus rigidus, from plants three years

planted against a wall. They are now 10 ft. high ; they bear

no trace of the severe winter. These Californian bushes have
some value for our gardens, but they require to be used with
some judgment, and mainly in warm soils and districts. We
knew a house at Camden Hill, Kensington, well covered

with one, and which was very beautiful till the late winter

injured it.

Notice.—Headers n-Jw 210SSCSS the Garden Annual n-ill grcatUj

obliffe the Editor ly sending Mm the names of any good gardens in

their vicinity omittedfrom it, and by making any needed corrections

in it. Convenient 2>rintedforms for filling up will he sent hy return

nfpost an. ajjplication to the " Editor," Garden Annual, 37, South-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C. JS'otices of appointments to important

gardens mould also he gratefully received iy us.
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NOTES FROM PENDELL COURT.
In- Sir Georg-e Macleay's iuteresting garden at Bletchingley, in

Surrey, we observed tlae other day many noteTvortliy plants iu
flower. In the stove aquatic house was a splendid example of

Canna Ehemanni, the finest of the several varieties of
C. iridiflora. The beauty and elegance of this plant as vi-e saw it

at Pendell Court are almost indescribable. It is about ft. in
height, and has about half a dozen erect stems, furnished with
handsome foliage of ample breadth, and of a deep green hue in-
clining to a bronzy shade, as in C. limbata. The flowers are pro-
duced in drooping clusters of about ten eacli terminating the
stems, and each is some in. in length, with three broad and re-
curved petals of a splendid deep carmine, the richness of which is

set off to advantage by the line foliage. Itis growing by the margin
of the large tank with the roots partially submerged, in which
position it seems to thrive admirably, and indicates tliat such is

the correct treatment for it. The delicate foliage of a mass of
llerpestis reflexa, luxu)iating on the earth at the base of the
Canna, has a very fine effect. Cy the side of the Canna are three
grand specimens of an unnamed species of Crinum from South
Africa, having broad and deeply channelled leaves about ft. long,
arranged in a spreading tnft, from the centre of which arises some
2 ft. or 3 ft. in height the stout, glaucous, green flower-stalk, bear-
ing an umbel of about ten flowers, which are with the tube about

iu. iu length, widening out into a bell-like shape with sharply
recurved tips. The colour is pure white in the inside, but the
petals have a faint though conspicuous rosy-tinted band running
through them on their exteriors, and they have adeliciousperfume.
Like the^ Canna, it is treated as a sub-aquatic, and no doubt
the majority of the C'rinums would be benefited by
being subjected to a moist treatment such as this. Other
noteworthy plants in this Iiouse are the varieties of Thunbergia
alata, which hang in graceful profusion on the dead branches of
a Pear tree placed against the back wall. In this position they
have a fine efi'ect, as the variously coloured blossoms intermingle in a
confused, though charming manner. One has flowers entirely of a
rich, deep orange hue; another is of tlie same tint, but with a con-
spicuous black centre ; then tliere is a pure white form, and another
white with a black centre. Seldom have we seen this fine old
climbing plant so effective as here, and it is well worth growing in
any position. The rare Pontederia (Eichornea) azurea is flowering,
as it nearly always is

; its bright purple flowers take tlie place of
the tropical Nymphsas, which, later on, will flower in great
variety. Trained to the roof is the pretty iManettia bicolor, a
climber, which, though old-fashioned, has but few equals as a useful
stove plant.

Orchids.—Among these we noted a remarkably fine form ofAda
aurantiaca, quite distinct enough indeed from tlie type to merit a
varietal nauie. Instead of arcliiug in the ordinary form, the flower-
spikes are qxiite erect and the segments of the blossoms are longer,
widely expanded, anddistinctly recurved, which renders them more
showy, Irut the colour is somewhat the same. One of the most
elegant of the numerous Crelogynes is C. flaccida, w-liicb bears its

drooping racemes of blossoms all around the base of the plant in a
most charming manner. The flowers are white, witli the lips
streaked with vaiious shades of yellow. It is one of the best
Orchids to grow for ordinary purposes, as it is easily managed,
and lasts a long time in perfection. Mr. Green grows the rosy-
blossomed JNIesospinidium finely in suspended baskets, and so it has
a pretty appearance, as the drooping racemes hang so gracefully
over the sides of the basket. There is a fine plant of Phaius Wal-
lichi, one of the noblest of the species, having large tinted flowers
with rosy lips, borne on tall, stout stems over-topping the broad,
handsome foliage. Among other Orchids of note are the pretty
Dendrobiumpulchellum,oneofthebestforhangingbasketsorblocks,
D. suavissiuuim, Odontoglossum Ilalli, and several Cattleyas and
Dendrobiums. Adjoining the Orchid houses is a long narrow house,
in which a cool temperature isalwaysmaintained. Itisinthisliouse
more p art icularly that Mr. Cxreen obtains such wonderful results in the
culture of those plants which are reputedly difficult to manage.
This house is vei-y gay just now, not gay in the sense that a stage
full of Cinerarias or Pelargoniums is, but with bright blossoms of
plants in infinite variety. All the plants of large size are planted
out in free soil ; some are trained to the back wall, others to up-
right pillars, while others of bushy habit are allowed their own
free will to grow without restraint or training. Some of the
more noteworthy of the plants in flower in this house include

Cantua dependens, a lovely Chilian shrub, which is

literally a mass of briglit magenta-coloured blossoms hanging in
loose clusters from tlie tips of every brancli. No doubt the secret
of success in cultivating this shrub lies in planting it out in such a
house as this, and those who possess it, and have been unsuccessful
with it, would probalfly be rewarded by taking a hint from Mr.
Green's experience. Cultivated as it maj- be, any trouble expended
in that way is amply repaid by the gorgeous blossoms, which,
moreover, are not of fleeting beaut}', but last in perfection for

several Aveeks. Another most effective and rare plant is

Echium Decaisneanum, a Boraginaceous plant of some-
what shrubby ciiaracter, assuming a candelabra-like habit of

growth. The leaves are large, pale green, covered with a dense
soft downy substance, and aggregated about the extremities of

the branches. The flowers are of an intensely deep blue, arranged
densely* on a spike some G in. long which terminates each branch.

The projecting stamens of the flowers give the spike a bottle-brush-

like appearance, which is very singular. The plant is not hardy,

but succeeds in the open during summer, and is much benefited by
being planted out and lifted in the autumn. It is a fine plant for

flowering in a greenhouse in spring, and well worth growing in any
garden. The nearly allied species, E. fastuosum, was figured in The
Gaeden, Vol. X., p. o40. E. candicans is also grown in this

collection.

Acacia Riceana is a perfect mass of bloom, the long thong-
like drooping branches being thickly furnished with its sulphur

hued blossoms. It is an excellent shrub for planting against a

pillar in a greenhouse, for in such a position its extremely grace-

ful habit of growth is seen to advantage. It may be grown finely

in pots, but it is far less trouble to plant it out in a well drained

bed of good open soil. It is excellent for cutting purposes, and
for several weeks an abundant supply' of flowers may be cut with-

out disfiguring or injuring the plant.

Australian Plants.—These thrive admirably iu this house,

and there are several finely in flower. Ilardenbergia bimaculata

is an exquisitely pretty twiner with long racemes of tiny purple
Pea-like blossoms, having two conspicuous light blotches on the

upper petal of each flower. Wlien seen in a mass as here it is

very effective, and is one of the best greenhouse climbers we could

recommend for small gardens, as it furnished a supply of cut

flowers for a long time. The Kennedyas, too, are beautiful. K.
rubicunda is a mass of deep red flowers of large size, and makes a
.capital object either for. a pillar, rafter, or wall trellis. Some of

the Grevilleas are showy, notably G. fasciculata, with scarlet

flowers and narrow Iloseniary-like foliage, and G. ericajfolia, likewise

with red flowers and narrow leaves. A neat and pretty shrub is

Ilibbertia Kheedi, a compact, dense-growing species with small

leaves, and bearing a profusion of small, but bright yellow
blossoms.

Bromeliads-—The house devoted to these is very attractivej

as the plants, instead of being in pots, are planted out in Moss
and other material placed against the walls, so that they grow in

their natural way, and certainly thrive remarkably well under this

mode of treatment. A warm, moist atmosphere is maintained,
which is just what most of the tropical Bromeliads require. Of
the plants in flower there was the brilliant Billbergia Wiotiana,
with scarlet bracts enclosing a dense cluster of yellow flowers with
purple tips. Tillandsia zebriua with its handsomely barred foliage

and long sword-like spike of scarlet bracts was also very attractive,

as were also several species of Nidularium and ^Echmea.

Hardy Flowers—On the southern side of the kitchen-
garden wall is a grand old mixed border, such a border as should
exist in every large garden, as the broad walk flanking it affords

a delightful promenade in winter and spring, effectuallj' screened
from piercing north and east winds. Though the border is now
flowerless compared with the brilliant display wdiich it presents

in the height of the season, there are still hosts of plants in it in

flower, and bright unfolding foliage such as that of Pasonies and
similar plants. It contains myriads of Tulips, Dog's-tooth Violets,

Anemones, Squills, Plepaticas, Primroses, Lungworts, Snowflakes,
Crown Imperials, Daffodils, Barrenworts, Grape Hyacinths,
Fritillaries, Helleljores, Arabis, Orobuses, Aubrietias, Violets, and
many others less common, such as Uvularia grandiflora, Pulmonaria
virginioa. Primula rosea (fine plants). Auriculas, Anemone
apennina, and Stylophorum japonicupi, a fine yellow flower herb.

W. Ct.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.

ORCHARD BLOSSOMS.

The time of orchards is at hand, and we counsel all those who

have the opportunity to enjoy them when they come. The glorious

heauty of an orchard in' flowering- time one would wish to be

saen in every village and on every hillside, but it is surprising

liow seldom it is seen when one considers the love and the

opportunities for gardening which exist in our country. In cer-

tain districts in Keut and other counties one sees little but fruit

trees and orchards, but throughout the country generally they

are far too rare. Every country gentleman should show the ex-

ample of a well kept and well cultivated orchard in his place

;

it would lead to emulation in a whole district. It is not for its

profit only that one desires this, though that is great, but for its

extreme beauty. Every kind of fruit tree is beautiful in

an orchard when in bloom; some particularly so. Cheriies, -,i s^
when they get old, are marvellous for beauty. Walking ovei \^ ^^

some hills, near East Grinstead, last spring, we came upon an "

old farmhouse surrounded by old Cherry trees; they weie veiy
healthy and very large, and leant in various dii'ections through
age, but were full of blossom. From three separate points of

view along tlie road this house and its surroundings foimed a

picture such as one seldom sees at the academy
,

yet this

could scarcely be called an orchard, but was simply a

group of Cherry trees around a modest bouse. A pictuie

no less lovely is the old Cherry orchard with Grass beneath, and
sheep and lambs on it, the trees above a mass of snowy bloom, and
the petals floating down on the wind and whitening the Grass.

Then we have the Pear, earlj' and beautiful—he would be a wise
man who would plant a few of the kinds peculiar in the beauty and
size of their blossoms. So one might go through the list ; most
of our fruit trees have beautiful blossoms. Last, and best of all,

however, is the Apple tree, the most important fruit of Europe or
America, and the most beautiful flowering tree. What is the
good of recommending botanical curiosities if people want to be
told to plant an Apple orchard, the fairest sight, perhaps, that

has hitherto resulted from man's labours ? It ought to be well

done or not done at all ; the soil, shelter, selection of sorts, proper

trees to begin with, truth to name, not too many kinds, and proper

cultivation of tlie ground for some years—these are among the

points tliat should be attended to if a good result is looked for.

No amount of telling will probably ever induce people to plant

sufficiently few kinds. Everywhere we see the result of too many
Ifinds. Better three sorts than thirty

; but each sort should be

looked at from every point of view—hardiness, fertility, fitness for

the climate, the stock it grows best upon, the time the fruit

ripens, and the length of time it keeps.

APPLE TREE CANKER.
W. B. Blandfobd asks (p. 386) for advice about his Apple trees,

which seem to be badly cankered. My experience may be of use

to him. The gardens here are on the
Bagshot sand formation ; the kitchen

garden is chiefly on a sharp slope facing

the south-east, and is fuU of natural

springs. I have found after rains the
surface soil in many places very wet,
although the ground is well drained,

and whenever this is the case the trees

invariably canker and die out gradu-
ally. In the low, flat part of the garden,

at the base of the slope, where, from
the retentive character of the subsoil,

the water does not get away to the
drains readily, there too they go off in

the same way. My endeavour has been
to get the water away quickly from
these parts by auxilliary drains. This
and shallow planting, so as to keep the
roots up as much as possible, seem to be
the best remedy ; but there are some
sorts, do what I will, which seem deter-

mined to canker; for instance, I have
planted the Ribston Pippin in all parts

of the garden,on the hill where it is high
and dry, with a strong, yellow, sandy
loam as subsoil, on slopes where the
soil is moister, and a strong, greenish,

clayey subsoil and running sand in

places, and on the stronger soil in the

bottom, but have never been able to

get a fruit fit to eat. I do not attribute

this to the soil only. I will give my
reasons. I have planted perhaps two
dozen Winter Nelis Pears in different

parts of the garden at different times,

and they invariably cankered and died,

but one of the trees I planted on the

west side of the house in which I live

;

that was about thirteen years ago, and
that tree has shown no signs of canker,

and has borne a fair amount of fruit.

No special preparation as to soil was
made for this tree; it was planted like

the others in the natural soil of the

garden. It therefore seems to me that

climate has much to do with the matter,

as a tree against a wall with overhang-
ing eaves cannot be said to be under the

same climatal influences as one exposed

to wind, wet, and cold in the open.
'^^^

There are some sorts of Apples

and Pears of stronger constitution

others which do not canker under the same influences.than others which do not canker under tne same
As an instance of this, I have had several trees of Keswick Codlin

and Lord Sutfield side by side. The Keswick grows well and bears

good crops, showing scarcely any signs of canker, but Lord
Suffield gets cankered and gradually dies away. Wellington is

one of the best kitchen Apples here ; it resists canker, bears freely,

and keeps till April. The old Cat's-head also does well, and is a

free cropper and first-rate keeper. Manks Codlin is a very free

cropper, healthy, and of moderate growth—just the sort for small

gardens, and, when in bloom, garlanded with beauty. It keeps
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with me up to Christmas, and is not bad as a dessert Apple.
Lemon Pippin and Tower of Glamis are good bearers and healthy
iu constitution. One of the best kitchen Apples I know is

Northern Greening, a kind which is grown a good deal in the

midland counties, and which can always bo depended upon for a

crop. It keeps till May in a good fruit store, and at no time does

it require above half the sugar that the Wellington does.

Of dessert Apple.s, King uf the Pippins should be grown largely

everywhere. It is a sure cropper, moderately strong in growth,
and the appearance of the fruit is all that can be desired, either

for .sale or for the table. It is crisp and juicy, and keeps well. We
are ne\er without a crop of this sort, even in the worst seasons.

Co.x's Orange Pippin, though not so fi'ee as the former, does fairly

well here, and is " an Apple tit to set before a king." It has the

liibston flavour, but the fruit is not quite so large. Court Pendu
Plat does well here. It is Aery hardy, resists canker, and should

be more grown than it is on account of its compact habit, \ery

distinct appearance and flavour, and its long-keeping properties,

(jornish Gilliflower does very well here. It does not canker, but
is only a very moderate cropper. In flavour it is excellent, and
the appearance of the fruit very distinct from that of other dessert

sorts. There is an early dessert Apple which should be in every
garden, and that is tlie Irish Peach. It ripens in the end of

August and beginning of September, and should be eaten from
the tree. Its flavour is delicious and very refreshing. The tree

is a moderate grower and free bearer.

It is a bad plan to buy jVpple or Pear trees that havebeen grown
rapidly in low-lying ground, where the water cannot o^et away
readily ; they are almost sure to be affected with canker in an
incipient stage if not perceptible, owing, as I think, to the un-

ripened state of the wood and the bad root action caused by too

much moisture in the soil. The best soils from which to buy
Apple trees are good upland hazelly loams, where the roots come
away like mopsconsisting of plent3' of smallroots, instead of a few long-

straggling ones with but few fibres. I would say to " W. B.," take

up your trees as soon as the leaves are turning yellow, plant

again at once in a fresh position, Iceepiug the roots well up, water

them in well, nuilch with half-rotten manure, and stake firmly to

prevent rocking. If, howe\er, the trees are badly cankered, it will

be better to throwthem away and plantgood healthy ones, as they

will never be satisfactory, even it they do to some extent recover.

If I were planting an orchard I would plant double the number
of trees I wanted to stand permanently, and iu considerable varietj',

as by the time it was necessary to tliin them it would be seen which
sorts succeeded best in the soil and situation in which they were
to grow. R. Lloyd.

Broohwood, Wokim/.

FKUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

Plums in Pots.—Where an orchard house or cool liouse

of any kind can be spared to shelter the trees in spring while in

bloom they usually bear a fine crop. The best time to select

and pot the trees is autumn, as soon as the leaves fall, and they

should be potted firmlj', using good loam slightly enriched with a

few crushed bones or a little old manure. The bones are very

b meficial for stone fruits, because they are so lasting and do not

cljg up the soil, and the lime they are ultimately resolved into is

especially suitaljle for fruit trees of this class. None but healthy,

well-rooted trees should be chosen ; tlie roots should be shortened

a little where long, carefully trimming with a sharp knife all that

are wounded in lifting. In most cases 10-in. pots will be large

enough to begiu with, and when the potting is finished they should

have a good watering with a rosed pot to settle the soil, plunging

them at the same time up to the rim in coal ashes, placing '2 in. of

ashes under the bottom of the pots to keep out worms. 4 in. or

5 in. of litter, leaves, or Cocoa fibre should be placed over the

top, covering not only the pots, but the spaces between, to keep

out frost, and to preserve an even state of moisture round the

roots. Whatever pruning is necessary to improve the shape of

the trees should 1)3 done when they are placed under cover,

just when the buds are beginning to move early in March. Trees

so treated will begin to make roots almost immediately after

potting, and by tlie time they are taken to the house they will be
fairly in possession of the new soil, and probably some of them
will bear fruit the same summer. The pots may be placed almost

close to each other until the young fruit are set and the trees are

breaking into growth, and by that time a part may be moved to a

sheltered corner in the open air, plunging the pots to maintain a

regular state of temperature and moisture. Tlie young growths
should be pinched when they have made about six lea^"es, just

taking out the po.nts of the shoots. All the shoots need not be

pinched at the same time, but as each shoot requires it, diffusing

whatever check is given instead of concentrating it. All the

trees may be phuiged in the open air if desired, but early Plums
are so desirable for the dessert, space, if possible, should be found

undercover for a few trees to ripen their crop; afterwards the

trees may be exposed to ripen their wood. Abundance of ven-

lllation should be given at all times when the weather is calm
and mild, but cold draughts should be guarded against. Plum
lilossoms are fragile and tender. A dry, liuoyant atmosphere
should, as far as possible, be maintained when the trees are in

lilossom ; but after the fruit is set the .syringe or engine should

be used freely to lieep down insects and maintain a healthy grow-
ing atmosphere. Open the ventilators a little iu the morning,
gradually increasing the openings for the admission of fresh air

as the day advances, and on mild, warm days giving all the

fresli air possible, closing the ventilators at four o'clock to take

advantage of the sun's warmth, and then giving a little air, more
or less according to the state of the weather, in tlie evening, and
leaving it on all night; but as no glass structures are air-tight,

veiy small openings will suffice in a general way during the night

to prevent stagnation. Ai no time must the ti'ees be permitted to

suffer from want of water, and as soon as the fruit is set and s^o'elling

nicely, weak liquid manure may be given three times a week ; top

dressings of short manure will in some cases be beneficial and
desirable. If necessarj^, the clusters of fruit should be
thinned to ensure size and flavour. Overcropping invariably leads

to debility and insect attacks. If the syringe does not suffice to

keep down insects, which, if properly used, in most cases it will,

Tobacco fumigation must be resorted to on a still, calm evening

—

wet evenings are best—shutting the house up closely, damping
the patlis and floors slightlj', but keeping the foliage and young-
fruit quite dry. It is better to fumigate moderatelj' two evening.s

iu succession than to give an overdose, as 3'oung, .soft growtli

may recei\-e injury. Use the syringe freely the next morning
after fumigating. Whenever the trees require larger pots, shift

tliem in the autumn, but after tliey are ti-ansplanted into 14-in.

or l.j-in. pots thej' may be continued in the same pots for

years in a healthy, fertile condition by the aid of rich top-dress-

ings and liquid manure. Tlie pots sliould be carefully drained
as the trees require a good deal of water, and any surplus beyond
what the soil can hold in suspension should have a ready means
of escape. A collection of Plums may be a source of both pleasure

and profit for many years without renewal; indeed, I have always
found Plums submit more readily to pot culture than other fruit,

with the exception, perhaps, of Figs and Grapes.

The Pruning is best done when the trees are taken into the
lujuse, and at tliat time a general dressing up should take place,
lemoviug (in trees not requiring repotting) all the surface soil that
can be got out of the pots, without inflicting unnecessary injury
upon the roots, and filling up the space with rich, turfy loam and
manure, ramming it firmly down. The compost should be in a

nice, dry, mellow, condition when used, neither wet nor yet dust-
dry. In what is termed tlie winter pruning, the spurs that have
been created liy summer pinching should be shortened nearly to

the point where fruit-buds are being produced, leaving a
wood-bud to lead, but there is not so much necessity to observe
this rule with Plums as with some kinds of Peaches, as a Plum
branch rarely fails to produce a leader. The manipulation of the
growtli of Plums in pots is -^ery simple, and may be summed up
thus : Disbud where the young slioots are too numerous very early,

when they can easily be rubbed off with the finger and thumb.
Pinch the points out of tlie 3'oung growths when they hvixe. made
six leaves, going over the tree, say, twice a week for that purpose.
A few minutes will suffice each time. Pinch all lateral growths to

one leaf, shorten back the spurs so formed wlien the trees are

brought into the house, keep an eye to the shape of the tree, and
at the same time fill it full of bearing wood, so that the crop may
be distributed equally over its surface. With Plums this is not
difficult, as they will break out of the old wood anywhere. In
pruning make the cuts short and smooth, and to accomplisli this

well the knife, or whatever instrument is used, must be sharp.
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1 am in favour of the kuife for such work, for although the secateur

or Freuch pruniug- shears are excellent instruments for merely

cutting through a branch, there are often excrescences on the bark

—

remains, possibly, of the summer pruning—that should be smoothly

trimmed, and which can only be done properly with a knife.

All dead spurs or snags tliat require removal should be cut close

to the stem in order to facilitate the healing of the wound, and

its ultimate covering over with new bark.

Plums on Walls.—It is well, of course, to set apart a wall

for Plums exclusively, and this wall may have an east or west

aspect, but in addition wherever there may be a vacancy of only

a few feet on a wall, no matter wluit the aspect may be, and you
are in doubt as to wliat to plant, plant a Plum. They soon come
into bearing, and by lifting occasionally a quantity of good fruit

may be gathered from a small space. Plant the best dessert kinds

on the best aspects, and fill up the north walls with kitchen fruit.

Plums make an excellent preserve, and they are always in demand
for tarts. And if the young fruits set too thickly in spring, the

thinnings may be sent into the kitchen for the latter purpose.

From the time the early prolific comes in in July to the time of

the Golden Drop and Irap^ratrice in October or later is a good
long season, and a suitable selection of sorts will give a continual

succession. The Plum is a much hardier fruit than the Apricot,

but so far as regards the culture of the choicer kinds on walls

both succeed well with the same treatment, and therefore much
that I have written on the Apricot may be appropriately referred

to when the Plum is under consideration. On a good dry bottom
many people dislike going to much expense in preparing borders

for Plums. But where the expense of walls has been incurred

it seems much like the proverbial case of spoiling the ship for the

sake of saving the halfpennyworth of tar, to begrudge the forma-
tion of a good, sound, suitable border. It may, like the Apricot,

be made to produce its crop on the young wood, or it may be en-

couraged by stopping the young shoots in summer to bear on
spurs. The common plan is to lay in as much young wood as

there is space for during the summer dressing, and also encourage
as many spurs along the main branches as can be left without
crowding, and no doubt each cultivator will in the future, as in

the past, continue to use his own judgment, and be guided by his

own experience, influenced in some measure perhaps by surround-
ing circumstances. Any man taking charge of a place where
the trees have borne their fruit mainly on spurs, whatever his

own predilections may be, would commit a mistake if he cut off

all the spiu's for the sake of laying in young wood, as the thing,

if done at all, should be done tentatively ; anyway, it is always
a safe practice in the case of stone fruits to lay in a healthy young
shoot wherever it can be done without overcrowding, and then in

the course of time, if it be so desired, the old spurs may be gra-
dually removed, and thus new life will be infused into the tree.

In the matter of training the fan is a very popular shape, and I

may say also that it is an excellent one. It is easily filled up if a
branch dies, and it is one that commends itseK to cultivators
generally for that reason, and because its outline is simple, and,
as a rule, simplicity in any matter is a decided advantage, and
often leads to its adoption. But the fan shape is not without its

drawbacks. It is a long time filling up a wall, and it cannot
easily be made applicable for the filling of a small space. A fan-
shaped tree against a wall 12 ft. high must have a considerable
horizontal space to give it proper proportions, and as I have been
recommending Plums for the filling up of smaller spaces—to, in
fact, fill up vacancies anywhere—I should recommend the adop-
tion of the Palmette Verrier, or some modifications of it, for that
purpose. The Plum is easily trained in any direction when
young, and if we have a space 5 ft. or 6 ft. wide, and 10 ft. or
1'2 ft. high, and wish to plant a Plum or Pear on it, that is the
form of tree I should recommend, and train the main branches
far enough apart—say 1 ft.—to permit of young wood being laid

in between. I know some people may complain of the cost of the
young trees, but there is no occasion to buy trees more than one
year trained, or maidens if they could be obtained strong ; in fact,

older trees woidd not be suitable.

Pruning- Plums on WaUs.—It is only necessary to say
a very few words upon this subject, and I will begin with the
trees when they are bursting into growth in spring. Few people
take_thetrouble_ to disbud Plums, but when good young wood is

required for laying in disbudding is necessary ; and in aU cases it

is well to thin out the cluster of young shoots when they are

small, and their removal will not be missed. Young trees, too, in
vigorous health often throw out gross shoots, which if permitted
to remain will rob the weaker shoots, and yet themselves will be
useless for fruit bearing. All such shoots should be removed
when they are young as soon as their plethoric tendency can be
distinguished. As the spring advances and the fruit is swelling
the young wood, if all were permitted to grow beyond a certain
stage, will simply carry off the sap that should go to the support
of the fruit, and will also, by keeping out the sunlight and air,

prevent the fruit swelling properly, and it should he borne in
mind that it is not the young, soft leaves that are being formed
that gives support to the fruit or brings fertility to the buds next
year ;,it is the oldei', fully-developed leaves that are carrying on
the chief work of the tree. No doubt those young leaves, when
they gather substance, will help to perform the work of elabora-
tion, but imtil that time arrives they are simply wasting the re-

sources of the tree. And after they have arrived at a useful
stage they can ouly help to perform work that would have been
better done by the first-formed leaves without their assistance. I
have written this much in explanation of the importance of

summer pruning. Early in June the trees should be gone over,
and the stopping of all young shoots not required for laying in

should be persevered with through the summer, not delaying the
work for the purpose of having a general trimming up, but going
over the trees as they require it. Laterals that start away from
the spurs cut back should be pinched to one leaf. Not much winter
pruning will be required beyond shortening back the spurs which
are the result of the summer pruning, borne may, if they are
more numerous than desired, be cut out, but, as a rule, it will be
found advisable to cut out old spurs and leave the young ones to

take their place, as in this way the blossoms will be kept near the
shelter of the wall. E. Hobday.

EXTENSION-TRAINED VINES.
I HAVE from time to time furnished you with an account of a Bar-
barossa Vine here which has been subjected to the extension experi-

ment on a rather extensive scale, and I now send you a few more
particulars concerning it. Last year, as Mr. Wildsmith infoimed
your readers, I left about 30 ft. of young wood on the Vine in two
horizontally-trained limbs, that together produced some fourteen
good-sized bunches, that finished beautifully, and were preserved till

late in the season upon the Vine. Last autumn the Vine had reached
the end of the Vinery in each direction, where it was stopped, and
not having been cut back it is now 50 ft. long on the horizontal line,

and Including that portion that grows up to where the canes diverge

about 58 ft.—all the growth of two seasons. This season the whole
of this length has broken in a strong and regular manner, and shows
well for fruit. The Barbarossa, when trained vertically in the usual
way, is one of the worst of breakers on the young wood, but, accord-

ing to my invariable experience, horizontal training entirely over-

comes the difficulty, and as this plan is just as easily adopted as the
other, the fear of blank rods need not any longer cause growers any
anxiety. I have not any doubt that had I planted five Vines in our
50-ft. Vinery, where the Vine in question is growing, instead of one,

and trained two rods from each, I could easily have filled the nearly

1000 sq. ft. of space with bearing wood in two years, and
fruited the whole of that area the third year. I am, of course,

aware that had I cut the Vine back, as is usually recom-
mended, I would have had an apparently stronger young shoot,

but it would have been only apparent. As it is, I have a
two-year-old Vine close upon 60 ft. long bearing as much fruit as I

think desirable to leave upon it, and sixty-one young shoots already

about 1 ft. long each, representing an active growth and correspond-
ing vitality far in excess of what a shoot from a cut-back rod would
have produced. I feel perfectly sure that cutting back strong young
Vines to the bottom wire, or thereabout, with the idea of getting

increased vigour is a complete delusion, and more a rule of thumb
practice than anything else. You cannot put increased vigour into

any tree by cutting the top of it—at least I cannot comprehend how
that can be done. The new growth will make a rebound, but that
is all, and it gets spent even before it overtakes the previous year's

growth. I have adopted the plan myself at times, but I learned it

from example more than fi'om reason and argument, and do not
intend to follow it. Vine growers must remember that although
they may leave a long Vine rod in any one year, they are not obliged

to crop it severely, and its vigour 'cannot be impaired by a fresh

additional growth of shoots and leaves, else our theories on the

subject are all wrong, I think those who look at it in this light will
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b-" unable to come to any other conclusion than that at which I have

come to. J- Simpson.

Worthy.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE TRUIT GARDEN.

Fruit Prospects.—There is no department o£ gardening

wherein those engaged are so liable to see their reasonable antici-

pations disappointed as with hardy fruit, for it often happens that

when all looks fair in the condition of the trees, tlie bloom gets

cut by frost, the fruit falls cffi in quantity after setting—or, even

when, as last year, the Apple bloom, though so much retarded by the

weather as not to open until the time for frost had passed, yet still

the crop in most places was all but a failure. Nevertheless, so far

as appearances go, there is this spring a combination of circum-

stances that give more than usual promise of plentiful crops. In

most parts of England, from north to south, that within the last

month I have had an opportunity of seeing, the first essential is

present plenty of bloom buds, which collectively in the different

kinds—Peaches, Apricots, Plums, Apples, Pears, Gharries, and bush

fruits have been kept back until the most favourable time for their

opening arrived. Old-established trees tliat have passed the period

for too great a disposition to make wood, but rather, on the otlier

hand, are wanting in vigour, have had two years of all but rest from

being burthened with a crop, and in most localities are literally

smothered with buds. The effect of the more than ordinary rainfall

of the past two summers is apparent in the improved vigour of Peach

trees, where they have not been injured by frost—the greater

amount of moisture in such parts of the kingdom as are usually

subject to a slight rainfall, having benefited them. A most unusual

occurrence tliis spring in many gardens is, that the Peaches are in

bloom as soon, or even before, the Apricots. Bush fruits in most places

are unusually thickly set with bloom. Taking into account the

rest which fruit trees of most kinds have had during the last two

years, and the promising appearance they now present, with favour-

able weather the least sanguine may look forward to a more than

ordinarily abundant crop.—T. Baines.

Keen's Seedling Strawberry.-Amongst old kinds of this

popular fruit few have retained their original oliaracter for general

excellence like Keen's Seedling. We have lately been gathering it

in quantity for dessert ; and, although one often hears that forced

St^rawberrles are devoid of flavour, such assertions are groundless,

for I do not remember ever having gathered finer, higher coloured,

or better flavoured Strawberries than we have lately gathered under

glass. In fact, after the season is so far advanced as to allow an

abundance of fresh air to be given, I look upon the Strawberry

as being one of the fruits that is really improved by artificial

treatment, for it is by no means a common occurrence to^ get the

outside conditions necessary to insure high flavour even in July.

The system of culture which we adopt is layering in 3-in. pots as

soon as we can got runners, potting in 6-in. pots before the end of

July, keeping them abundantly supplied with moisture during all

stages of growth (except when"freshly potted), and starting them in

a gently progressive temperature. We have this year set each pot on

a "square piece of turf, which can be removed with the pot as tliey

are rooting through. When introduced to lieat the blooms were

fertilised with a camel's-hair brush to insure perfect setting, and I

find that the nearer they are kept to the glass the better. The

shelves on which we ripen them only just allow room for the

foliage, and when raised from the lower shelves it is surprising

the improvement that is visible in a few days over those further

from the glass, but treated the same in every other respect.—J. G.,

Zintoti Parli, Maitlsionc.

Dressing Vines for Mealy Bug.—In The Garden

(p. 399) " Peregrine " throws discredit on the receipt given in the

new edition of " Carter's Practical Gardener " for dressing Vines

affected with mealy bug. Most people who know the standing of

the experienced and successful Grape-grower who \\TOte the article

in question will look upon his name as a sufficient guarantee for

what he advises, and also feel satisfied that he would not recom-

mend the use of anything he had not proved to be both effective and

harmless. I have no doubt he is prepared to stand by what he lias

written ; but happening to know the Vines dressed with the tar

mixture, which dressing was repeated two or three times, and

still further having seen the result, I can state distinctly that the

prescription is as harmless to the Vines as it is effectual in destroy-

ino- the insects. Dressing Vines with the mixture of at least eleven

or°twelve parts water, lime, and clay (according to the moist or diy

condition of the clay) to one of the tar is a very different thing from
" smearing them with tar," as " Peregrine " chooses to speak of it. I

cannot help tliinking that when such advice as this is given, it would

serve a better purpose if " Peregrine,"in place of disparaging it, would

bring something more convincing to support his doubts. Men like

the writer of the prescription in question, who have made for

themselves a world-wide reputation, are not likely to wreck it by

giving advice tliat would bring discredit on them.—0. P.

Fertilising Muscat G-rapes.-There is nothing more dis-

aijpointing in fruit culture tliau to have irregular crops where full

crops might be had. And more particularly is this the case with

Vines that form sucli an important feature in almost all gardens

nowadays ; and especially is this the case with the various kinds of

Muscats and some of the late-keeping Grapes, such as the Alicantes,

that are frequently marred in tlieir otherwise noble appearance by
being burthened with a quantity of small stoneless berries, the result

of imperfect fertilisation. We have lately been trying the experiment

of saving the superabundant pollen of Hamburghs, Foster's Seedling,

and other free-setting kinds, shaking it into a large tin box, and
keeping it quite dry until the Muscats are in flower. Then we intend

to apply it to them with a camel's-hair brush, and I feel the greatest

confidence in recommending it to anyone who has any difficulty in

getting a good set, for we have had to use the scissors very severely

in thinning this year, almost every bloom having set—in fact, one

cannot get an even crop without there is a superabundance at thin-

ning time from which to select the most promising. It is not a very

troublesome affair, but is one of those minor details of culture on the

observance of which at the right time greatly depends one's meed of

success.—J. G.

Vines Out-of-doors.— Mr. Roberts (p. ;)8.5),in alluding to un-

successful efllorts to grow and fruit the Grape Vine in the open air

in Cornwall, is somehow under a misappreliension as to what I said

(p. 356), as I did not there in any way allude to Vines out-of-doors.

In recommending varieties for an unheated orchard house, I men-
tioned the Esperione as being nearly equal to the Black Hamburgh,
and I said, " even the latter, in ordinarily favourable seasons, is

found to ripen its fruit under glass without any assistance from flre-

heat in most of tlie southern and south-eastern counties of Eng-
land." But I should certainly not think of recommending the Black
Hamburgh for out-door culture. Although such fruit may in excep-

tionally fine seasons, and in exceedingly favourable situations, occa-

sionally ripen in the open air, such results can, however, only be
regarded as exceptions to the general rule. But the protection and
influence of a glass covering, even without the aid of fire heat, will

be found to be of considerable value.— P. Grieve.

Staked c TJnstaked Trees.—We have lately heard a good
deal about the beneficial effects of wind waving, but it would be
hardly safe to expect results in a cold country similar to those we
hear of in the Tropics ; at the same time, a medium course is probably
the best, for it is generally conceded that if a tree will stand with-
out staking it generally makes better growth than when tightly

fastened up. Be that as it may, when tall standard fruit or other
trees are planted, it is positively necessary to stake them securely

until they get well rooted, but the sooner stakes can be dispensed
with the better. In the case of choice trees I find the best way to

secure them is by means of three stout cords, or wires, fastened to

stumps set in a triangular form, similar to the way in which tents

are fastened, as this allows a certain amount of play for the
head, and removes all danger of the tree chaffing its bark, whereby
so many trees are predisposed to canker and premature decay. In
exposed districts there is no doubt that dwarf or half-standard

trees are best, unless it is intended to have pasture for grazing
under them, for they require but little staking, and soon shelter

one another, and in the case of spreading, low bush trees, the under-
neath branches may escape spring frost, by reason of the shelter

afforded by the upper branches, while those on exposed standards
may all be cut off. Some kinds are especially adapted for low
busli trees, such as the new and old Hawthornden, Stone's Apple,
and that equally sure bearer. Summer Golden Pippin, But one of

the best aids to minimise staking is careful planting on deeply
cultivated ground, and spreading the roots out evenly, with the
head slightly inclined to the windward or exposed quarter.—J.

Groom, Linton.

Brown Spots on Grapes.—These are produced in various

ways. The fruit of Vines having their roots in old borders with a
poor root action is more liable to spot than Vines in vigorous

health. "A. D." (p. 272) will find allowing plenty of foliage to

shelter the fruit from tlie direct rays of the sun in the morning
before the fruit is thoroughly dry to be a good preventive

; ventilate

at the top of the house as early as the outside atmosphere will allow.

Sulphur will do no harm after the fruit gets to stoning size, provided
the heating medium is not over warm, but every particle of the
sulphur must be cleansed off the pipes or flues at the end of the

season ; otherwise, the fruit will be affected in its J'oung state.

Berries affected with spot are hard in the skin ancl deficient iu

flavour.—James Smith, Waterdale.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
CALLIEHOE PEDATA.

This 13 a member of a small, but extremely handsome,
g-emis of North American plants too little known by far

to cultivators in this country, though the introduction of

some of the species dates back a long time. Some half-dozen

kinds are known in our gardens, and C. pedata is one of the

prettiest. The subjoined woodcut shows well its habit of growth.
It grows 1 ft. or so in height, and its flowers are about H in.

across, and of a bright purple-crimson. It is a herbaceous peren-

nial, and succeeds perfectly in the open border in a rich light soil.

C involucrata is another fine kind indigenous to California, and
also to the regions lying between the Rocky Mountains and the

Missouri. Like the preceding, it has a perennial root, from
which arise several stems of a trailing habit when unsupported,
bearing lobed foliage, variously incised, and very handsome
crimson flowers, fully 2 in. in diameter, on long foot-stalks, from
the upper axils. When sown early the plants bloom easily tl e

first season, and continue in flower until a late period of the

autumn. The roots will survive our average winters in dry soils,

and increase in strength each season, though were it otherwise,
the plant might be cultivated as a half-hardy annual. It is im-
portant to transplant the seedlings into the open ground as early

as the season permits, e.g., by the middle of Ma}', as, having a tap-

root they do not appear to succeed well in pots. The shoots may
either be allowed to trail or may be supported by unobtrusive
sticks, according as circumstances may suggest. It succeeds better

in dry soils than in those of a wet or highly enriched character,

in which it grows too luxuriantly, producing foliage at the expense
of flowers. We believe this plant to be identical with that for-

merly cultivated under the name of Nuttallia grandiflora, and
usually considered a greenhouse plant; our experience of three
years enables us, however, lo affirm that it succeeds better in the
open ground during the summer months, though in the northern
counties it may be advisable to pot it up at the approach of frost,

employing a pot at least G in. in diameter. If this be carefully

done the plant will continue to bloom under glass for some
weeks.

For the introduction of this fine plant to our gardens we are in-

debted to Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, to whom we are likewise
indebted for 0. macrorhiza alba, a pure white form of a species
with purplish-carmine flowers. It is of a very neat habit of growth,
producing from a tap-root, which ultimately attains some size, an
erect stem from 1^ ft. to 2i ft. high, which bears a corymbose

Callirhoe pedata.

raceme of pure white flowers on long, naked foot-stalks, articu-
lated near the summit, the corolla being rather more than I in.

across, and the calyx without the involucral leaflets, which occur
in some other species of this genus. The foliage, mostly radical, is

cordate in form, with crenate margins and long-stalked. The
plant appears to occur in several shades of colour, varying from
rosy-purple to pale rose and white. Sown early, it will bloom the
first year. It is a native of the South-western States of North
America.

The Finger-leaved Callirhoe (C. digitata) is a glaucous herb,

growing 2 ft, or 3 ft. high, and producing reddish-purple flowers in

summer ; it is not so showy as the others, but it succeeds under
similar conditions of culture. W. G.

FKUITING DUCKWEED.
(n'erteea depressa.)

This is an extremely pretty plant when well grown and thickly

studded with its tiny reddish-orange berries. The minute round
leaves are very suggestive of the Duckweed which infests the
surface of our stagnant pools, a resemblance which has given rise

Nertera depressa.

to the popular name of Fruiting Duckweed, though botanically it

has no relation to the genus Lemna. It forms densely matted
tufts, and when thriving soon spreads into a large mass. It is

grown most successfully under glass, but, as it is a native of New
Zealand and Tasmania, it flourishes in the open air and is an ex-

cellent plant for snug corners in the rock garden, but it requires a

little protection during the most severe cold. It may be propa-

gated readily in the following manner : Take old plants and divide

them into small portions and then place them in small pots in a gentle

heat for a time until started into growth, then remove them
into a cooler atmosphere. If a stock is required, the points of the

young shoots should be taken off and inserted in pans filled with
one part leaf-mould and the other of sand. W^hen watered, a

square of glass or bell-glass should be placed over the pan. Thus
treated, the cuttings will take root 'in a few days, when they

should be potted oS into 2|-in. pots and again placed in a gentle

heat until established, when they should be removed to a shelf in

a greenhouse until the fruit is set. W. G.

CULTUEE OF THE CARNATION AND
PICOTEE.

Seed.—From about the end of March to the end of April sow the

seeds about 1 in. apart in carefully drained pans or pots filled to

within 1 in. of the brim with a compost of one part loam, one part

leaf-mould, and one part silver sand, putting the roughest part of the

compost at the bottom of the pan, and the finest at the top. It is a
good plan to sprinkle the surface of the soil with wood ashes, as it

makes the seed germinate more quickly. Crumble up very fine a

little more of the compost with a little more leaf-mould and fine sand,

and scatter it very evenly and gently over the seeds. Give the pan

a very light, but thorough watering with a very fine rosed pot, and
place it in a frame or slight hotbed. If you are sovring valuable seeds

of your own saving, the following is a very handy method : Take a

square pan and fill it with the compost as before directed ;
then put

each seed down separately with the point of a knife in rows,

place a number to each row or variety, and keep a register of the

numbers and parent plants corresponding with the numbers in the

seed pan. In this way you can tell at once what you may reasonably

expect in course of time. I make it a rule hardly to cover the seeds

at all when first sown, preferring rather to top-dress the seedlings

with a little finely powdered leaf-mould and sand when they are

I in. high. When the seedlings have made about six good leaves,

prick them out round the edges of 5-in.pots and put them into a cold
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house, hardening off gradually. Always take care of small, weak
seedlings; they often produce the best varieties. Sometimes you will

find that show or florist seed will give seedlings which take the habit

and form of Tree Carnations. These will be easily known by their

tlirowing out shoots all up the main stem, and may be potted oS and
treated as Tree Carnations. When sufficiently robust, plant them out

on a bed about 6 in. or 8 in. apart. It has been recommended to fringe
'

beds of Carnations and Picotees with common garden Daisies, as they
are supposed to form some protection to the plants against wire-

worm. When the plants bloom, discard anything with notched or

serrated edges, and, unless very promising, anything that is not

quite double. I make a small bed of any semi-double ones which
possess very good qualities, but 1 make it as far away as possible from
my exhibition sorts. They come in useful sometimes in raising new
varieties, and in raising large quantities of seed. Layers or pipings

of those seedlings whose flowers are a good shape, colour, and size

should be made after their first season of bloom. If you have a spare

border anywhere, I think it is as well to put into it those plants

which as a florist you discard ; as a gardener j'ou will probably find

they will come in very useful for decorative purposes when you do
not want to cut your better varieties. From this time you will treat

your seedlings as established plants. It is better to sow choice seeds

a little late than too early. If sown early they may throw up flower-

stems the same year, which, though very useful as producing flowers,

are very injurious to the plants for the ensuing summer's bloom. Noav
is as good a time as any to sow seed.

Layers.—About the end of July or the beginning of August,
when the plants are in full bloom, the side growths may be layered

in the following manner : Choose only healthy outside shoots where
there are many, and not those which have, or have had, flowers.

Strip all the leaves from the shoot, leaving about six at the top
;
go

all round the plant, dressing as many as you intend to layer before
proceeding any further. Then remove about 2 in. of the surface soil

in which the plants are rooted, and replace it with a compost of

loam and leaf-mould in equal quantities, with a very little manure
and sand. Then proceed to tongue a layer. Troper knives are

made on purpose for layering, but I prefer a common scalpel (such
as may be obtained of any surgical instrument maker for Is. 6d.), as

the long handle on which it is mounted gives you absolute command
over its movements. Cut the branch from underneath about half-

way through just below the third joint from the top, and,
turning the blade of the knife (which must be small and fine)

upwards, pass it through the joint, and place the tongue thus formed
into the compost

;
place a peg made of wood, broom wire, or a hair-

pin (common Fern is the best, as it does not chill) over the tongued
layer and press it into the earth, catching the tongue as it descends,
and fixing it into the compost. Then layer the next shoot in a
similar manner, and so on all round the pot or plant. Then cover

the layers with about 1 in. of the compost and the operation is com-
pleted. Do not water the newly layered plants till the next day, as

by that time the wounds will have healed to a certain extent. Let
the layered plants, if in pots, have plenty of air until the layers arc

rooted, which will be in about six weeks, or a little sooner. Examine
them every now and then, and when the layers have rooted pot them
off in pairs in 4-in., or singly in 3-in. pots. Sometimes, when layer-

ing has been performed rather early, or from other causes, the layers
will throw up flower-stems and buds before or directly they have
been removed. These should be pinched off at once, unless it is a
common variety, and you care to have the flowers, in which case
they may be potted up at once and placed in a cool greenhouse,
where they will bloom ^•ery late, or even in winter. Of course this

abnormal inflorescence is highly deleterious to the next season's
bloom. Sometimes when unskilfully prepared the layers refuse to

root. In this case repot the plants into the same pot and relayer
them ; leave them through the winter, and they will probably be
found rooted in the spring,

Cuttings or Pipings.—This operation is not generally so ad-
visable as layering, but where there are more shoots in a pot than
can conveniently be layered, the rest may be piped and struck in the
following manner : prepare a pot or pan by draining to the depth of

1| in. with crocks, on this place a thin layer of Moss with a little

soot or lime mixed with it to prevent the ingress of worms and slugs

;

fill to within |- in. with the compost before described. Fill up the
pot with silver sand, sprinkle with water, knock the pot on the bench
or ground to settle the earth, and then prepare your pipings thus :

Cut the piping from the shoot a clean horizontal cut just below the
third joint, and plunge it about | in. firmly into the sand round the
sides of the pot. Do not cut off the tips of t^he grass of the piping as is

sometimes recommended, unless under circumstances described
below, as the pipings do not root so well when this operation has
been performed as when the grass has been left entire. In some
cases where the grass of the piping is very strong, large, and succu-
lent, it is perhaps as well to remove the tops, asthe larger the sur-

face of grass presented to the air, the greater the amount of evapora-

tion that takes place ; so that when the piping by its size or strength

seems to require it, or when it is made later than usual, it is as well

to shorten the gi-ass a little. I shoi'ten all my pipings made after

August 20. They should be inserted in the pots about Iri- in. or 2 in.

from one another, and they had always better be covered with a bell-

glass or cloche. Place the pots or pans into a gentle or rather spent

hot-bed, and water carefully, never letting the sand remain dry.

When they make another pair of leaves they will have rooted, and
they may be potted in pairs or singly in the same way as layers.

Pipings put into a cold frame in September and left tliere through

the winter will be found to be rooted the following spring. A fact

observable about pipings is that they generally flower later than
plants produced from layers. Advantage may be taken of this fact

to produce a second season of bloom, or to supersede or augment the

winter flowering varieties by taking pipings about the middle of

October, keeping them in the cutting pans allthe winter, and potting

into 3-in. pots in spring, and sliifting them to blooming pots for the

winter in August
'

GiROFLE.

PHYTEUMAS.
Tub notes concerning these pretty rook plants in The Gabden
(p. 419) greatly interested me. P. comosum and P. Sieberi I well

remembered meeting with for the first time. The former has a wide
geographical range, both in the Tyrol, Nortli Italy, and Switzerland.

They are both pre-eminently limestone plants ; the first time I saw
them was on the dolomitic formation. P. comosum in its native

haunts is a most beautiful and singular alpine. It has large glaucous,

leathery. Holly-like, deeply toothed, or serrated leaves, and handsome
globose heads of light blue flowers, borne on stout fleshy stems,

varying in height from 1 in. to i in., each flower being tipped

with brownish-pui'ple. The style, which is twice as long as the

flower, resembles in some degree the proboscis of a butterfly. For a
long time I did not succeed in persuading this plant to grow. It was
always treated as if it required a somewhat dry situation,

but latterly I liave adopted an opposite course—that

of supplying abundance of moisture during its growing
season in order to imitate, as far as possible, the melting of

the snows in its native home. P. Sieberi is not nearly so showy or

so distinct a plant as P. comosum. There is another beautiful Phy-
teuma which I have met with in considerable quantity on the mari-

time chain of Alps, viz., P. pauciflorum. The flowers of this, which
are deep blue, are borne on such dwaii: stems that the flower-heads
appear to rest upon the miniature tuft of small roundish leaves.

Phyteuma hemisphicricum is another kind totally distinct from the
above. It has long grass-like leaves and dense hemispherical heads
of deep blue flowers, borne on wiry stems from 2 in. to (1 in. high.

I met with this latter kind on the Auvergne ^fountains where the

plants were most luxuriant and flowering profusely. When rambling
about on the Maritime Alps some years ago, I remember seeing

another species of Phyteuma quite distinct from other alpine forms
;

it usually was seen in rich, elevated pastures, and was from 1^ ft.

to 2 ft. high. The flower-heads were elongated and the lower por-

tion light blue, while the upper portion, i.e., the nnexpanded flower

buds, was a sort of glossy brownish-black. Perhaps some of the

readers of The Garden can, from this description, give me the name
of this Phyteuma. K. Potter.

Uolrja-te, YorTi.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWEE GARDEN.

Comparative Hardiness of Clematises.— The past

winter has afforded to growers of this fine family of hardy climbers

an excellent opportunity of testing the comparative hardiness of the

many varieties of which it is composed. There can be no doubt as

to the ability of the Jackmani section to withstand uninjured the

most violent assaults of winter, this portion of the Clematis family

appearing to be endowed with an iron constitution, and able to hold
its own even in the most exposed situations. It is, however, far

otherwise with the hybrid lanuginosa group, which appear to have
inherited to some considerable extent the more delicate constitution

of one of the parents, being in most cases cut down to the ground
line. This is unfortunate, as the lanuginosa varieties flower mostly
on lateral shoots produced from the last year's growth, so that the

effectiveness of a specimen depends in a great measure upon
the preservation of some considerable portion of the old

wood in perfect health. Such kinds as lanuginosa Candida and
carnea are beautiful objects when covering the side of a house, an
archwaj', or trellis of some kind ; and in the case of highly developed

specimens, when the pruning is done with judgment, thinning out

weakly shoots and allowing the vigorous ones plenty of breathing
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space, one of the most delightful effects in garden scenery is ob-

tained. Lady Bovill, one of the really indispensable kinds, is also

extremely tender—it must be remembered that I am speaking com-
paratively—and succumbs to such winters as the last ; at any rate,

it is cut quite to the ground, and in some instances is, I believe,

killed outright. Very little protection would suffice to render these

more or less tender ^'arieties safe, and, considering the benefits to be
derived from such, the little labour involved thereby need not be
grudged. The best j^lan would be to prune in early winter, and,

gathering the shoots together, en\'elop them in a mat in hard
weather.— J. (' ]!.

Long-established Roots of Lilium auratum. — In
reference to the remarks on Lily culture in The Garden (p. ,390),

I may state that I have [several chimps of Lilium auratum which
were originallj' planted with single imported bulbs, and which have
not been moved for periods of seven, nine, and eleven years ; all of

them are doing and flowering well, one of the former having had
last year five stems, the tallest of which was 9 ft. 6 in. in height,

and produced in the aggregate, I believe, sixty and seventy heads of

bloom. Last autumn we examined and renewed several clumps,

which had not been disturbed for similarly long periods, and most
of them had medium-sized, sound, healthy bulbs.—J. McIntosh,
Duimevan, Weybridije.

Colonies of Coloured Primroses.—We noted the other

day a group of lilac coloured Primroses under a tree in the gardens
at Battle Abbey, a group which had been planted by the Duchess of

Cleveland It is well that the variously coloured Primroses should
be grouped or colonised in this way, as we can then enjoy them
better than if mixed up in the usual " dotting "' manner. Artistic

arrangements of this sort will, we fear, have to be waited for so

far as gardeners are concerned, and, therefore, we should advise

ladies to take them under their care. We have all been so long
under the domain of " bedding out,'' that these charming arrange-
ments of spring flowers are rare enough yet, though they are the
glory of the garden in the early year. Among the many plants

suited for the adornment of our gardens, none are more valuable
than the varieties of our native Primroses, Cowslijos, and Oxlips.

They are " untouched " by accidents of our spring, through which
other flowers perish or fade. Therefore, pretty ways of arranging
them, so as to get the full expression of their beauty and their

varied colours, are worth considering. The double forms, so much
grown in cottage gardens, are deserving of a better place in larger
gardens. There is plenty of room for them, if onlj' as " surface
plants," among Roses and choice shrubs.

—

Field.

Anemones from Seed.—The common garden Anemone is

one of the hardiest and gayest of spring flowers, and comes to cheer
us at a time when there is but little in the waj' of bright colour
in the open air. When the Snowdrop fades the Anemone breaks
into bloom, and, heedless of chilling winds and frosty nights, throws
irp its richly-coloured flowers from amongst the elegantly divided
Fern-like foliage. It is the complete hardiness of the plant, its in-

difference to wind and weather, that recommends it so forcibly,

other points in its favour being its remarkably easy culture and the
ease with which it may be raised from seed. No glass roof, no great
cultural care is required to induce the seed to germinate freely ; on
the contrary, if committed to the soil in the ordinary way of sowing,
the young plants will come through freely, and if well looked after
will make blooming specimens by the next spring. In every garden
the Anemone should find a place, it is so bright and cheerful-looking.
—J. COKNHILL.

Notes on Hardy Flowers.—The Rev. AVolley Dod's remarks
(p. 389) are most useful, and will do much to foster the growing
interest now being taken in alpine and other hardy plants. There
are some interesting passages about the culture of Primroses and
other plants that are very valuable, but I have a notion, from what
is there stated, that either his soil or situation is peculiar, else why
should Primroses and Polyanthuses fail to do well after the third
year from seeds ? I find no difficulty in growing them from year to
year in our light, gravelly soil, which is, I think, the worst possible
for Primroses. There is one thing only that almost beats us, and
that is red spider. When the days are longest and hottest this pest
attacks the plants, and it is difficult indeed to destroy it. It is just
possible that Mr. Dod does not divide his Primroses at the right
time or in favourable weather. I generally divide them in August,
but in that month the weather is not always favourable, so it is well
to wait until the ground is moistened by rain. The plants should
be put out in rich soil that has been dressed with cow manure, and
the surface round the plants should be mulched to retain moisture
and keep the ground from cracking. Water should be given freely
of course till the plants are established. It is strange, too, that
Anemone stellata fulgens does not increase and flower freely from
year to year. Some planted in our garden five or six years ago

scarcely flowered at all the first year ; they improved the following
season, and now on the let-alone principle they are finely in flower
and better than ever ; these and masses of A. apennina are now quite
a feature. A. apennina is, however, quite eclipsed in beauty by
blanda, which I saw in great perfection in the York Nurseries on the
5tli of April ; under the same conditions, A. apennina would not
be in flower for two or three weeks. Chionodoxa Lucilia3, in the
same nurseries, was flowering freely out of doors covered with hand-
lights

; this pretty spring flower does best out of doors ; the colours are
brighter, and I believe the flowers open more freelj'. Some express
disappointment with regard to this flower. So much had been written
in its praise, that some grand striking plant rivalUng the white
Lily was expected, whereas it is only a pretty spring flower, and a
wortliy rival to Scilla sibirica. In the York Nurseries, Crocus
Aucheri and C. albiflorus, a scarce and pretty pure white species,
were still in flower. Leontice altaica ought to be added to all select
collections of spring flowers ; its flowers are deep yellow, but at the
time of my visit they were passing away, and the colour had gone
by the scathing east wind. There were also a nice group of the
blue and white forms of Scilla bifolia. S. taurica, deep blue, and
larger in all its parts than S. bifolia, is a useful addition to this
genus. Yet 'another flower I noticed in the York Nurseries, viz.,

Saxifraga Burseriana, the earliest and prettiest of this modest group
of plants.—J. Douglas.
Quick-gro-wing Cucurbits.—Cyclanthera pedata and C.

explodens, two rapid growing plants, are deserving of a place
amongst creepers, so frequently employed in gardens to hide un-
sightly objects, to clothe a fence, verandah, or pillar. The leaves
are not so coarse in texture as those of many of the Cucurbits,
and on that account can be used in places where coarser sorts
would be objectionable. The flowers are small and numerous, but
inconspicuous, and they are followed by small fruits which bear
some resemblance to small prickly Cucumbers. These have a
delicate Cucumber flavour, if picked jirevious to the seeds becoming
black and jJickled in the waj- in which Gherkins are usually
preserved. They are raised from seed, and are treated similarh'
to Gourds generally or out-of-doors Cucumbers, but if fruits are
desired, the plants must occupy an open sunny position, other-
wise but very few of these can be expected.

—

Stlvestris.

Primroses at Marlfield, Clonmel.—This is one of the
few gardens to be found in this part of Ireland in which
spring gardening alone is maintained, and where beauty and
brilliancj- all the year round may be said to be almost wholly depen-
dent on hardy herbaceous plants. At present I onlj' allude to a
single feature—the great number and beauty of the outdoor hardy
Primroses, and their kindred allies the Polyanthuses. To grow these
satisfactorily and with sufficient shade, alternate dells were cut out
of the gracefully winding shrubberj' border which skirts the
flower ground. Every imaginable shade of colour was represented
by the single varieties, while the doubles were " Cloth of Gold," crim-
son, purple, lilac, rose, and white. There were also in the cool
Fernerj' many of P. Sieboldi and P. amosna and double Polyanthus
types, while P. denticulata was flowering flncly in the conservatory.

—W. J. M.

Coloured Hardy Primroses.—" J. S. W." seems anxious to

obtain a good dark Primrose, as hardy as the wild one and as

vigorous. I think he will find the rich crimson auricula^flora to be
almost as hardy as that, and certainly it is the most vigorous possess-

ing rich colour that I can find. Few, probably, can give experience

of Primroses, other than the wild one, cultivated as "J. S. W." de-

scribes, but without doubt his plan is a good one. It does not neces-

sitate that constant lifting and dividing which is the curse of the

choice kinds in the hands of the trade. The plants can also be kept
fairly cool, and have the occasional help of a top-dressing of soil.

There is no reason why even the double white and lilac kinds should

not do well. With single kinds it would be well to raise some from
seed every year to renew dead or decayed ones.—A. D.

Clematis coccinea. — Messrs. AVoolson, of Passaic, New
Jersey, write to us : In regard to the hardiness of this plant, we
would say that last autumn we planted a large quantity in the open
ground, which were left out during the winter entirely unprotected

by covering, and, though our winter has been unusually severe, the

thermometer going as low as 20° below zero, the plants are pushing
their buds vigorously and seem uninjured. We think there is no
doubt as to its being hardy in any part of England. We have seen

it stated by some people that the flower resembles C. crispa, but it

is totally unlike that species, as any one at all familiar with the two
can readily see. It more resembles C. Pitcheri, but is not so strong

a grower as that species.

The Scarlet Clematis figured in The Gaedek of March 12

has bloomed in my garden for three years, withstanding a winter

temperature of several degrees below zero and it grows more
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Tigorously each year. It is not a good trellis climber, preferring an
old bush to scramble over, which, owing to its vigorous growth, it

will cover in a season. The figure of it in The Garden fails to

convey an idea of the whitish colour which pervades the interior of

the flower.—E. L. Beard, 107, State Street, Soston.

Androsace Laggeri (p. 371).—This beautiful little plant is

perfectly hard}-, even without the protection of a cold frame, but,
lilve many others of the family, is difficult to keep.

—

Henry N.
Kllacombe, JJitton, Cf/oucesters/iire.

Helleborus fajtidus in a Wild State (p. 391) —Dr.
Morton, New Lrompton, Kent, informs us that this may be seen
growing on the chalk hills and neighbourhood within walking dis-

tance of his house.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXXIL—VERONICA
SUBSESSILIS.

LONGIFOLIA

The flower, of which the annexed plate is a faithful repre-

sentation, though the limits of the paper hardly admit the full

natural size of the spike, belongs to the handsomest of all the

hardy Veronicas. It is, indeed, one of the choicest acquisi-

tions recently added to the mixed flower border. It

comes from Japan, but we are not informed whether
it grows wild there or is a garden variety. Its con-

stitution is certainly superior to that of most Japanese plants,

which require a warm spring and a hot summer for their suc-

cessful development. But this Speedwell grows on and
flourishes in spite of spring frosts and cold summers. A small

plant with a single stem obtained from Mr. Ware, and planted

out in my garden early last spring, flowered beautifully

through the summer, and then died down and disappeared as

true herbaceous plants ought to do. Before the end of

January the young growth was breaking the surface, and by
the beginning of March eighteen vigorous shoots were 1 in.

above the ground. Some of these I have taken ofi' for cut-

tings, and find that they strike readily under glass in a few
days, and I have no doubt they will go on as well as their

parent did, and soon stock my garden.

The genus Veronica is a very large one, and includes some
very ornamental evergreen shrubs. These, being mostly
natives of New Zealand, are none of them quite hardy in all

parts of England. Of hardy perennial Speedwells, herba-

ceous or trailing, or carpeting in their habit of growth, which
are suitable for cultivation in English gardens there are at

least fifty species, and more than twice as many varieties.

The normal colour of the flowers is generally some shade of

blue, but like many other blue flowers their colouring is often

imperfect, and it then varies to rose colour or dull white.

Great variation of form in plants of the same species is another

remarkable characteristic of this genus. Those who study the

Veronicas in the herbaceous garden at Kew will notice that

varieties of the same species often seem to difi'er far more
from one another than plants of different species. It is,

therefore, not surprising to find that the naming of the Speed-
wells is difficult and perplexing. We cannot do more in this

notice than mention a few of the more distinct and orna-

mental forms, adopting as far as we can the names in use at

Kew. All the species mentioned below are quite hardy, and will

grow in any soil and almost any situation. The first five are

natives of Britain.

Veronica spicata, in its genuine form as found wild on
Newmarket Heath and the neighbouring downs, is a dwarf
plant not more than 5 in. or 6 in. high; useful for bare corners

of rockeries ; it seldom flowers before the end of July.

Readers cultivating new or rare plants are requested to iiiform us of the
fiowcring of such, or to send X(S S2)ecimem or drawings,

V. CHAM7EDRYS (the Germander Speedwell) has been

recommended for covering the surface of beds in which
late-llowering bulbs are grown ; a curious variety of it, V. c.

pedunculata, is quite difierent from the type in appearance,

and is a neat plant.

V. OFFICINALIS (the common Speedwell) has a nice rose-

coloured variety, useful for beds where trailing plants are

grown.

V. SAXATiLis, a mountain species, is rather like a small plant

of the yellow Cistus in habit. It is a good rockery plant with

flowers large for the size of the plant.

V. iiYBRiDA is generally classed as a variety of V. spicata,

though it seems quite distinct, being far more robust in

habit, with flowers varying in colour from dark purple to

lavender and light rose. It grows wild in profusion on moun-
tain limestone hills near Llandudno and other parts of the

north-western counties. I have never met with a white

variety either of this or V. spicata. Both these species

increase much in size under cultivation, especially when
raised from seed ; in fact, they seem to grow into forms which

can hardly be distinguished from

V. LONGIFOLIA, the commonest garden species, which is

generally sold as V. spicata in four distinct varieties, blue,

white, rose coloured, and purple, with variegated leaves. The
variegation of the latter is uncertain and irregular, but the

habit of the plant is very good. In the rich colour of the

flower, and the length of the flower-spike, and in its sturdy

and compact growth, it comes very near the form of V. c.

subsessilis, which might easily be suspected of being a seed-

ling from it.

V. GENTiANOiDEs is One of the earliest of the Speedwells,

flowering in May. Three forms of it are common—the typo

with grey flowers, a variety with white flowers and bright

glossy leaves like those of the Gentianella, and another with

handsome variegated leaves ; all are worth growing.

V. AiiETHYSTiNA flowers abundantly in June ; is of a good
colour, but rather too diffuse in habit ; it is better to cut the

plant down in autumn, as it trails in an untidy way if

allowed to continue its growth.

Y. TEUGEiUJi has flowers of brilliant blue, surpassing all

other Speedwells in colour, and is one of the best. It grows

2 ft. high, flowering in June, and has many varieties of

form.

V. viRGiNiCA and other tall species grow from 3 ft. to

4 ft. high, and flower in July, but are deficient in colour.

Amongst dwarfer kinds suitable for rockwork, besides the

native species mentioned already, the best is

V. EUFBSTRis, quite distinct from V. saxatilis, though the

names are apt to lead to confusion. It is a very good rockery

plant, trailing neatly and closely, and flowering abundantly

in June. Those who have seen large masses of it on the

rockeries of Mr. Ware or Mr. Backhouse will want no further

recommendation. There are several nearly allied alpine

species.

V. INCANA, with silvery leaves and k, rich purple

flowers, growing G in. high, seems to . ..e itself happy
anywhere.

V. PRosTRATA, another species with many forms, is pretty,

but rather straggling in growth.

V. EEPENs, making a close cushion of evergreen leaves,

likes moist corners at the foot of rockeries.

V. CORYMBOSA is a name given to varieties of two or three

species ; the best seems to be a form of V. spicata ; it is a

profuse and continuous flowerer, and one of the beft for

rockeries.
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V. PECTINATA, with elegant serrated downy leaves and
blue or rose-coloured flowers, is a pretty trailing kind.

These are only a few of the best and most distinct of the

Speedwells, all of which are grown here. Collectors will

have no difficulty in meeting with many more.

Propagation.—The division of the roots of nearly all

Speedwells is so easy, that little need be said about it. The
herbaceous kinds root from every shoot, and the creeping

kinds root as they creep. They are so hardy that they may
be divided or transplanted at all seasons. Such kinds as

V. longifolia require frequent division to prevent the shoots

becoming too crowded. Most of them ripen abundance of

seed, and seedlings come up round them which vary in colour

and form. I have never tried to hybridise them.

Edge Hall, Malpas. C. Wolley Dod.

[The drawing from which the annexed plate was prepared

was furnished by Mrs. Miles, of Bingham.]

SENECIO CRUENTUS.
This is similar in some respects to ordinary Cinerarias—that is,

seed sown in spring and grown on freely will come into flower in

the autumn; in foliage and general habit it, in fact, so closely

resembles the Cineraria, as to stamp it at first sight as belonging
to that genus, though in general contour it is more statelj' than

Senecio cruentus.

any Cineraria I have seen, the stout, branching stem, the bright
green, shghtly convex leaves, and numerous lilac, rose-coloured
blossoms, at once arrest attention. These blossoms are, moreover,
produced for a great length of time

;
plants here that were in^full

flower in November last are still (April) producing sufficient bloom
to make them attractive. The best results, I find, are obtained by
planting out in June and lifting in September. In this way
it is quite easy to have specimens 3 ft. high and 3 ft. wide. It

varies somewhat in colour, some being paler than others, and some
lack the characteristic purple disc. The varieties may be perpe-
tuated by offsets, which are rather freely produced. It is a very

Senecio cruentus (flowers natural size).

welcome and desirable plant for a cool house, only requiring frost

to be just excluded in order to enable it to produce its flowers. It

would be a most useful plant to grow for flower mission purposes,
as the flower-stems branch in such a way as to be capable of any
amount of sub-division, and the cutting only seems to assist in

developing the lateral brandies, of which the stem seems to con-
tain a never-ending supply. T. Smith.

Newrtj.

THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

PLANTS FOE ROOM AND CORRIDOR USE.
The varieties of Acacia do not seem to meet with that amoimt of
attention to wliich their merits would seem to entitle them. All of
them possess charming light yellow or orange coloured blooms and
hard foliage that suifers but little from confinement in the dwelling
house. A. dealbata, A. longifolia, A. pulchella, and A. falcata are
striking plants when grown in tlie form of standards and not muti-
lated and weakened by that too common i:iractice of phiching back
the young growths. Such subjects gain new and unexpected beauties
if they are merely pruned once as soon as the blooming period is

over, and not always then is the pruning desirable if the plant be a
weak one. The long twigs and leading shoots when loaded with
their pretty blooms and not much hampered with tie or stick are
wonderfully telling in half lighted niches and corners where, as is

too often the case, decorative plants are obliged to stand. They
may be readily propagated from seed, which is easily obtainable
from root cuttings in spring and autumn, or from soft wood cuttings
in the spring, taking care in removing them that a thin heel accom-
panies them. They strike best in a temperature of 60° Fahr. without
bottom heat and under a bell-glass. Good peat and loam, with a
little sand, charcoal, and leaf-mould, suit them admirabl}'. During
the first j'ear they may be grown entirely under glass, or they may
be plunged after mid-summer in the open ground in a toler-

ably sunny place, taking care that the drainage is perfect.

Small pots grow more floriferous sj^ecimens than larger ones.

Mahemia vestita is another neat little subject. It has pretty

agreeably-scented flowers of an orange colour, and produced in

great abundance in spring and early summer. It makes erect grow-
ing little bushes of 2 ft. or more in height, which require but small
supports in the shape of sticks. A mixture of well-decaj-ed peat
with a little good fi.bry loam and leaf-mould gTOws them well ; care
should be taken not to overpot them. A temperate house suits

them till they come into flower. They are propagated by cuttings

made of the young wood placed in a slight bottom heat under a bell-

glass. Callistemon floribundumand semperflorens are useful, almost
continuous flowering plants of the New Holland section. The
foliage is hard and not easily damaged by hard treatment, and their

blooms of brilliant tints. The treatment usually given to Acacias
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suits them exactly, except that they are more impatient of the knife.

Good results are obtained by bending and inclining the shoots, but
this is contrary to the liabit of the plants, and is therefore somewhat
inharmonious. A good basis of shoots sliould be obtained during the
first two years, and then little more will be found necessary than
an occasional cutting back of some over-rampant shoots. It is pro-
pagated by seed, which is very fine, or by cuttings placed in a
moderate bottom heat in the spring. It will be found that none of

the above mentioned species are much liable to insect pests, a de-
cided ad\'antage in plants used for window work.

Pendulous-leaved Plants. —Among the numerous and con-
tinually increasing numbers of plant novelties brought into commerce,
it becomes difficult to make a selection of those which will, when
brought to a proper size, be of use for indoor decoration. Many
valuable or delicate plants get sadly damaged or killed outright
through not knowing whether or not they can withstand the evil

effects of the treatment which must of necessity fall to the lot of

such plants in the dwelling. I venture to name a few plants suit-

able for such purposes. Foremost amongst these is Curculigo
recurvata, which has leaves from 3 ft. to 5 ft. in length and
i in. in breadth, springing directly from the roots ; it has an
elegant drooping habit of growth, and is quite effective in fore-
grounds, Jarge vases, or as an undergrowth amongst taller plants.
The colour of the lea\-es is a cheerful green ; its flowers, like those
of similar plants, are insignificant and dull in colour. Its leaf
colour makes it very useful in places full of shadows, and as a
graceful bracket or niche plant it is of great value. It bears con-
finement and a variable temperature without much damage for
many weeks together. It is propagated by seed or division.
It should bo grown in a mixture of two-thirds loam with one-third
peat and a little wood charcoal. The drainage should be perfect,

but not excessive ; during growth it should enjoy a night tem-
perature of 65°, and a small pot will suit it, as a well-rooted example
can always be assisted with some kind of manure, either liquid or
other. It should be gradually accustomed to fuller exposure pre-
paratory to its being employed. Dracaena braziliensis is another
plant with good, bold foliage of a light green colour, and, being of

a hardier constitution than the new hybrids, can be used in places in

which it would be undesirable to place the latter. This sort as
well as D. fragrans and D. australis, when grown to the height of

6 ft. or 8 ft., having at the same time fine heads of foliage, is,

when placed among round-headed or pyramidal forms of flowering-

plants, very effective, the heavy yet graceful masses of greenery
being good foils to the colour and forms of the flowers. Panicum
sulcatum, a broad-leaved Grass of robust growth, growing to the
height of 3 ft., is good as a bordering plant ; the colour is also light

green, as is that of Cj'perus alternifolius and C. alternifolius varie-

gatus. Anthurium Fontanesi, a semi-epiphyte, with bold, large,

dark green foliage and Arum-like blooms, seems to enjoy shady
places. Its culture is simplicity itself, and it does as well on a
Mossy block of stone or wood as in a small pot in fibry loam or

peat. Hedychium coronarium and venustum. tall-growing Canna-
like plants, with deliciously aromatic-scented j'ellow flowers, make
capital decoratix'e subjects for open balconies and verandahs, in
rooms or passages. They should be allowed to make their growth in

a temperate house, or in a very warm nook out-of-doors. The bloom-
ing period is late summer and autumn. They are all propagated by
rhizomes and division, or by slices of the short stem, as with Cannas.
Casuarina quadrangularis, the Cassowary tree of Australia, mixes up
well with erect growing or round-headed outlines, and suffers but
little by conflnement, at least during its season of rest. During the
growing season it would not be advisable to use either that or any
other coniferous plants for indoor decoration. Stlvesteis.

punch bj' abbreviating the name, as " Sax. pel." for Saxifraga

peltata. The cheapest way to buj' the pegs is to get a sheet of zinc

from the tinman's, for which he will charge about fourpence per lb.

The best size for pegs is 6 in. by 1 in.

—

Beockhubst, Uidshnry.

Ink for Zinc Labels.—Mr. Edward Myers (p. 375) recom
mended a solution of chloride of platinum for ink to be used on
zinc labels. This is an old recipe, and an expensive as well as in-

eflicient one for the purpose. True, it writes black on zinc if

obtained genuine, and of precisely the right strength, but it is both
dear and flckle. A much better ink is made by dissolving sulphate
of copper or blue vitriol in water. Sulphate of copper is cheap, and
can be obtained anywhere. I take an ounce or two, and dissolve it

in water as long as any of the blue crystals remain ; this solution is

simply perfect. The writing should be done either with a hardwood
style or with a blunt quill pen, the latter the best. Zinc labels are
by far the most useful and permanent of all the many sorts I have
tried, and we now rely altogether upon them. Specimen plants are
marked with the name in full length, and in addition to the written
name, we punch the catalogue numbers on the peg with dies, of
which Ave have a set, consisting of numerals and letters for this
purpose. Offsets or duplicates are thus readily marked off by smaller
zinc pegs similarly punched. Sometimes we mark entirely with the

NOTES FROM SOUTH WALES.
Gardenias in Small Pots.—We luive some plants of Gar-

denias in G-in. and S-in. i^ots which were wintered in a pit where the

temperature was often down to 35*^, and now they are covered with
flower buds ; one plant, which might be covered with the open hand,
has 23 buds nearly open, and another, which might be concealed

under a hat, has 42 buds. About six weeks ago they were fresh

potted into a mixture of loam, peat, and ground bones, and the white

roots may now be seen running on the surface. They have lately

been growing in a house, in which is maintained a temperature of 60°

with abundance of moisture at the roots in the atmosphere, and by
means of the syringe their great enemy, mealy bug, is never seen.

Water thus applied appears to be one of the best ways of keeping
the plants free from insects. Some of the cleanest plants of Gar-

denias I have seen lately were in an Edinburgh nursery, where the

plants were placed on boards over a water-tank, and I was informed
that, thus situated, no kind of insect ever appeared on them.

Fruiting Tomatoes Quickly.—Now that Tomatoes are

so much grown, having them as early as possible is sure to become
with many a matter of importance. As Tomatoes are usually grown,
that is in beds or large pots amongst rich soil, they generally run
up a good distance and form quantities of leaves and shoots before

coming into bloom or fruit. Under these circumstances they do not
bear ripe fruit for a considerable time, and anything like a full

crop is often long in being secured, but there is a way of treating

them by which this may be avoided. As soon as the young plants

are largo enough to pot, they should not be put into a size larger

than a 3-in. jjot. llefore they have grown much this will have
become full of roots, and as soon as this takes place, bloom soon
appears and gTOwth almost ceases. Fruit quickly forms, and in this

way litl.le plants not more than 1 ft. in height ma.y be had with from
six to tweh'e fruit on each. As soon as these are well formed, the
plants should be shifted into 8-in. pots, and with the stimulus thus
given, the fruit will swell wp rapidly and the croj^ will be ready for

gathering by the time the first fruits are forming on plants cultivated

on the luxuriant growth system. This small pot plant, moreover,
has much to recommend it to those who have small houses, and even
others also who have more accommodation might probably find this

way also nns\:\r their purpose.

Apricot Bloom.— Three years ago, when we had a very mild
winter and fa\'ourable spring, our Apricot trees on open walls were in

full bloom by the first week in March. This year they are quite five

weeks later. I have been wondering if this lateness is general ; and
if so, does it besjieak good or bad for a full crop ? Personall}-, I do
not dislike their present condition, and I am of opinion that we stand
a much better chance of securing fruit from April and May bloom
than from that of February and March. Ours is not what might be
termed an Apricot district, but I will be greatly disappointed it we
do not get a fair crop this season.

Sawdust. — Some of our best cultivators have lately been
advocating the use of this for propagating, and it possesses all the
qualities claimed for it, but, as a rule, I think it rather light and
open for some things rooting freely when used by itself. When,
however, a half-and-half mixture of it and sea or silver sand is made
up, cuttings in it then root both quicker and bettor. Further, as the

time is now upoir us when our fresh little Caulifiower, Cabbage, l^c ,

will be planted out, and will offer tempting meals to snails, many
mil be at their wit's end as to how to prevent loss, and I may tell

them that nothing proves a safer remedy than sawdust. If a good
handful is placed around the stem of each plant it acts as a mulch-
ing to the roots in dry weather, and whether wet or dry a snail will

hardly ever attempt a passage across its surface.

Cutting Asparagus.—Those who have not been satisfied with
the imperfect way in which their Asparagus crowns ha\'e ripened of

late years, should alter their spring treatment this time, and instead

of cutting all tlie heads as they appear for the next six weeks or

more, should let the first tw'O or three which appear grow up to form
the season's top growth, atid cut what follows. This early straw
will ripen proportionately early in autumn and the crowms will show
the advantage of the system the following spring.

"Wistaria sinensis under Glass.—This is seldom seen
under glass, but those desirous of possessing a variety of beautiful

flowering spring climbers in their conservatories might do worse
than add tlris to their number. There is no other indoor flower which
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comes in March and early in April with which I am acquainted

that at all approaches its lovely pale blue colour, and for sweet scent

few tilings equal it. Indeed, it is most deservedly regarded as one

of the most beautiful of out-door climbers, and under glass it may
justly bear the same character, . There is a plant of it in the con-

servatory here, with a stem many inches in circumference, twisted

round a pillar, and for some time past it has been a perfect column
of beautiful flowers. As it is grown on what might be termed the

short spur system, the buds are always formed close to the old stem,

and the shoots, always so much inclined to bolt, are closely cut in

before they interfere with other things.

Frame Cucumbers. — As the time is now at hand when
amateurs will be starting the culture of these for the summer, I

would like to point out to them a sure way of raising and
securing healthy young plants. As a rule, these are either bought in

or raised by some means some time before the bed has been made up,

and in both cases it very often happens that the plants get severely

checked before they got finally planted in the frame. To avoid all

chances of anything of the kind taking place, let the bed be made
up carefull)', place the mound of soil where the plant is intended to

grow, and m this sow the seed. Here the young plants will quickly

appear, and the rapidity with which they afterwards gain a fruitful

condition will astonish those who have ne^'er grown them in this

way before.

Double Cropping'.—Many who grow vegetables on the most
economical principle grow dwarf crops between tall ones, and sow a
successional crop before the other one is off, but I do not think
double cropping of the kind I am about to mention is very generally
followed. As a rule, Strawberries in pots are what most growers
pride themselves in growing well, and the heavier the crop the
greater the satisfaction ; but as only one plant is usually grown in a
5-m. or 6-iu. pot, or, indeed, in any sized pot, a very exceptionally
heavy crop cannot be secured from this one plant, and those who
wish to have an excessive quantity from limited room, or only a few
pots, might increase their crops to a wonderful extent b.y growing
two plants in each pot. Last autumn many of our Strawberry
plants were potted in this way, and we have now just double the
quantity of fruit from each pot which we would have had from the
common single-plant way of growing them, The size of pot used
is a 6-in. one. In this the plants are placed at opposite sides to each
other, therefore there is plenty of room for both developing large
strong crowns and a full crop. Tliis is the first time we have tried

this plan, with the result of which we are much pleased, and mean
to practise it exclusively in the case of pot Strawberries. Pine-
apple plants are usually gro^^^l in large pots, and some, particularly
Queens, make top growth out of all proportion to the size of the
fruit, a circumstance which leads one to infer that less growth
might serve the same purpose; and so it would, as healthy
little plants, when they can be induced to fruit in such a
state, often produce larger fruits than overgrown ones. One of the
surest ways of getting a Pine plant to fruit is to have the pot well
filled with roots, and when grown in 8-in. pots or so, they generallj'

fruit much quicker than in a 12-in. pot, but plenty of roots and fair

sized plants may be grown in 10-in. pots if two plants are put into
each. When placed at opposite sides to each other, they have plenty
of space to develop their leaves and fruit; .3 lbs. or more may be had
from each, whereas a 6-lb. fruit of Queen kind cannot always be
secured from a single plant m a 10-in. pot. Unless on special
occasions, these little fruits are just as acceptable at table as large
ones, while the space required for their production is much less.

After cutting the fruit from a plant we have sometimes allowed two
of the strongest suckers to remain on until they produced fruit, and
the double crop thus secured has always been very acceptable. In
growing Kidney Beans in pots, if two or three are placed in the
centre of each, and a few of Osborn's forcing round the outside,
more pods will be secured than if only one kind was gTown by
itself.

Lime for Peaches.—All good growers of Peaches and kindred
fruits agree that a good calcareous soil is more favourable to the
production of good fruit than any other ingredient which can bo
used in their culture, but soil of a limy character cannot always be
secured ; and where ' it is thought that Peaches have failed through
the want of this, the evil might be overcome if the roots were
watered before the stoning period with lime water. A handful to
every four gallons of water is none too much, or a dusting may be
spread over the border and afterwards watered in. J. MuiK.
Ma/rgwm Pa/rV,, Taibach, GlamorgaTishire.

is likely to prove a very good plant indeed, judging from the bits

we see of it shown. These little plants are usually grafted, and this

makes us ask whether such plants will become in the end as free

and handsome as those growing on their own roots. They may be
better, but if so, the fact ought to be known.

Daphne Blagayana.—We are pleased at seeing plants which
we were the first to figure becoming established favourites in our
gardens ; and of the above distinct Daphne, this it may be said that it

SEASONABLE WORIC.
Pines.—Early started Queens now swelling freely may be kept at a tempera

ture of 70° by night, and 80"^ through the day, with a lise of 10^ more after

shutting up with sun-heat and moisture. With increased light and sunshine the
syringe may be used more freely, care being taken that an excess of moisture
does not accumulate in the axils of the leaves, and so produce a crop of trouble-

some suckers. The plants will now require careful attention In the way of

feeding as often as water can be given to the roots. As a rule, Pine plants
receive more water than is good for them, particularly where they are loosely

potted in large pots, and bottom lieat is obtained from fomenting materials only.

Where fire heat is used there is less danger, but in all cases a moderately moist
growing state of the soil should.be the aim. Good diluted liiiuid from the tank is

not easily surpassed for general watering, and it is rendered more valuable when
used alternately with soot or guano water. All stimulants fhould be weak rather

than strong, perfectly clear, and a few degrees warmer than the house when
used.

Successions.—If, owing to the severity of the past winter, the general stock

of summer fruiters show a greater inclination to grow than throw up fniit,

increase the temperature, reduce atmospheric moisture, and keep them
moderately supplied with water for a time. The majority of the plants will make
a growth before they fruit, and unless there is likely to be a scai'city of ripe Pines
at any particular time, it is best to let well ripened plants take the usual course.

Look over tlie earliest potted stock now rooting freely. Give more light and air.

Keep the atmosphere moist and syringe overhead after closing on bright days.

Vines.—"When the Grapes in the early house show signs of changing colour a
drier atmosphere with increased ventilation i\ill favour the process, but the

floors and mulching may be kept well moistened on fine days as a means of feed-

ing and keeping the foliage clean and healthy until after the Grapes are ripe.

Where the drying east winds have favoured the spread of spider lose no time in

applying the usual remedy or sponging the foliage, and keep the inside borders

well supplied with generous liquid. .Select tlie early part of a tine day for this

work, and ventilate freely to at mit the escape of superfluous moisture before

nightfall. If heavily cropped and perfect finish is doubtful give plenty of dry,

warm air, aiid aim at a low night temperature, as undue haste is sure to end in

failure.

Succession.—Keep the daily routine of tying, stopping, and thinning well in

hand, and on no account allow the last operation to fall into arrear. Give inside

borders heavy waterings, using water quite up to tlie medium temperature of the

house, ilulch well, and syringe until the bunches are ready to flower. If, as is

sometimes the case, wliere Vines are gross and badly ripentid, the bunches show
an inclination to run into tendrils, increase the heat and reduce moisture. Push
on late houses by closing early with sun heat, as every point gained now will tell

in the autumn. Where new borders remain unplauted lose no time in getting

the work finished. Plant inside, if practicable, on borders sufficiently wide for

one year's growtli. If cut-back Vines, shake or wash away all the soil, spread the

roots evenly, cover with 4 in. of compost, and give water at a temperature of 80**

or 90''. Spring-struck Vines may be planted in May, as they do not require dis-

turbance of the ball.

Pot Vines.—The fruit on early pot Vines will soon be ripe and capable of

standing lower and drier temperature. To maintain a moderate state of moisture

at the roots water well and cover up tlie pots with some kind of dry non-conduct-

ing material. Allow all laterals to ramble as a means of producing shade to

Hamburghs, and allow white kinds to have full exposure to tlie sun. If not

already done, shift young Vines into fruiting pots, using plenty of clean crocks

and rich, rough compost. Put firm when the soil is dry, and aim at a firm short-

jointed growth by training near the glass with full exposure to the sun.

S'rawberries.—If possible, remove all pet plants from houses in which
Peaches, Grapes, or other subjects liable to be permanently injured by red spider

are growing. Good pits heated with hot water, in which the plants can have full

exposure to light, answer best. Syringe copiously twice a day at all times when
not in flower. Feed well with good liquid until the fruit begins to colour when
clear water will be most suitable, and remove to an airy, temperate house a feAV

days before wanted for use. The finest late kinds will now be well advanced, and,

as these will, under judicious management, lead up to early crops in the open air,

insure (luality by thinning off the weak blossoms before they cpen. A good

batch of President, Paxton, or other favourite kind plunged in a cold pit, where
the lights can be thrown off on fine days, will give pounds of fruit at a most
acceptable time where December-started plants give ounces.

Melons.—Having removed all surplus fruit from the early pot Melons, sup

port those left on small pieces of board suspended from the trellis. Top-dress

with strong loam and rotten manure, and water freely with warm liquid or guano

water. Carefully preserve all old leaves from the base upwards. Syringe co-

piously after closing for the day, and run up to 90*^ with sun-heat. Plants grow-

ing on hills train regularly, stop when the vines have covered two-tliirds of the

trellis, and impregnate all female flowers as they open. Aim at a bottom-heat of

80°, and keep the roots on the dry side until the fruit begins to swell, when more
moisture and additional top-tlressing may be given.

Pits and Frames.—Plants in pits and frames will require constant care

and attention to linings and covering, otherwise they mil receive a check, and

become a prey to insects. Keep the young vines and foliage thin, and remove all

male and female blossoms until sufficient for a full "set" has been secured. Im-

pregnate on fine days, and allow the surface of the bed to become dry dming the

process. Collect all waste material from Seakale beds, add a little fresh manure,

and when in a fermenting state renovate beds from which Carrots and Potatoes

have been removed. Form the hills at once, have strong, healthy plants ready,

and turn them out as soon as the soil becomes warm. Make frequent sowings for

future use, and throw away pot-bound plants before they become infested with

spider.

Orchard House.—The fruit in the forcing house will now be stoning, and
apparently at a stand, as there will be but little outward difference for five or six

weeks but when this trying process is complete the change will be rapid, and

more heat may be given if absolutely necessary. If time is not an object a tem-

peratui-e ranging from 55« to 5S° at night, and 65° to eS'^ by day—mth, of course,

a few more degrees after closing—with sun, will give the finest Peaches ^vithout
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distressing tlie trees. Guard ag.iinst over-cropping as a very serious evil, always
leaving tlie finest and best-placed fruit to ripen. Stop all strong growths to
increase tlie size, and remove laterals to let in light and air. If the hou.se is quite
closed at nisht it should he well syringed and opened al)()nt seven in the morning,
gradually reduced after two o'clock, and iiiiallv shut ahnut half-past three, with
another good syringing. A plentiful supply nf un.istuic will now be needed, but
an excess, particularly by night or with a low temperature, will soon destroy the
flavour of the fruit. Tlie water used for syringing sliould be free from lime, and
the liquid given to the roots clear, generous, and a few decrees warmer than the
mean of the house.

Successions.—As soon as the fruit is sate, syringe twice a day when fine, and
see that the roots are regularly supplied with water. Disbud and shorten back to
a good shoot above the requisite number of fruit, and pinch the points out of
strong growths before they liave time to derange the balance of the sap. Give
Cherries, Plums, and Pears the most airy part of the house. Syringe well, venti-
late freely, and fumigate with Tobacco paper on the first appearance of green fly.
Strawberries on shelves will take an abundance of water to prevent the balls
from shrinking away from the sides of the pots. Avoid the use of saucers,
syi-inge coiiiuusly, thin tlie fruit when set, and feed with good liquid manure.
Keep a sliarp In. ,1: out for grubs, which may be expected to appear on Plums and
Cherries, and hand-pick before they liUve time to perforate the fruit.

Hardy Fruits.— If retarded growth is the forerunner of a good crop of
fruit, the present season should give satisfaction. Stone fruit prospects in this
locality are not, however, so promising as was at one time anticipated. The
blossom buds on Apricots were extremely thin, and Peaelies which made a bad
start last spring, although now well furuislied with good wood, are not overstocked
with flower-buds. Still, ifp.rfect, these may be sufficient to admit of a little
thinning. Cherries are abundantly furnished, and Plums may be a moderate
crop, but I do not anticipate a glut from trees in late, damp situations. The most
important work in this department for some time to come will be the protection
of blossoms and emljryo fruit, from frost by the application of the most available
kind of shelter. In early gardens safe from frost young growths may have felt
the effects of the scathing east winds' if they are not already well stocked with
red spiiler. Where this is the case timely attention to the preparation and
application of insecticides is of importance, but it must be liorne in mind that at
this early season, weak applications can only be applied witli safety. For general
use the old-fashioned wash of soft soap, sulphur, .and Tobacco water is not to be
despised, as it is safe, easily applied, and within the reach of all. Look well to
newly planted and root-jiruned trees. It is not necessary to saturate the ground
with cold water, but a good moist mulcliing, and an occasional dash with the
syringe, will help them througli this trying spring. 'If not already done, Fi'gs may
lie uncovered if not cut down. With us Brown Turkey under a heavy covering of
straw lias been killed to the ground. Look over old Strawberry beds, remove
trouliles.nne weeds which get established in the stools, and at the same time
work in the winter nmh.liing as a protection and stimulant to the young surface
roots now starting into growth. Kew beds may now lie made where plants have
been kept for that imrii.ise. Makn them deep, rich, and solid, use fresh virgin
loam for planting with, mulch and water.

Cucumbers.—As few plants give a better return than the Cucumber it is too
often the practice to allow tlie plants to exhaust themselves, and so become a
prey to insects at a time wlien good fruit for private use is of the greatist value.
AVhere old plants can be dispensed with a heavy flush may be taken iirii.r to
taking them away ; but if it is necessary to retain them light cropping is of the
greatest importance. Established plants will now take more water at the root,
lieaner syringing, and the compost used for top-dressing may be heavier than
that used througli the winter ; keep the foliage thin and clear of insects by the
application of the usual remedies, and l.jwer tin- trellis a few inches to |.rev.!^nt it

from tonehing the glass nowgrowtli is becoming Inxnriant. Ventilate witti.int pro-
ducing a draught, close at 80'-" to 35°, run up to '.l.'i

, and avoid shading. Cmitinue
treatment recommended for frames, renovate linings alternately, cover with dry
mats, earth up with rich turfy loam, and keep tlie young growths thin and free
from insects by good cultivation .and the maintenance of a steady heat. Make a
good sowing of Smith's Frame for planting after forced vegetables. Prepare beds
for ridge kinds and plant under cap glasses. W. Coleman.

REMEDY FOR WOODLICE.
In reply to " H." I would say pour boiling water on or in all their
haunts until they are wholly scalded out of their lairs, root and
branch. Having thus broken up their breeding grounds, proceed to
trap and kill the stragglers in detail. To compel them to be on the
move keep all the plants, shelves, and stages moist for a time. Over
and among roots, where boiling water cannot be employed, use
water at a temperature of 90° or 100°. AVater at such high tem-
perature will hardly injure any roots, however young, delicate, or
tender, while it will assuredly wake up the woodlice and send them
scampering. Every one seen should be picked up and destroyed.
Repeat the real and semi-scaldings and soaklngs until every wood-
louse has disappeared. This plan of bringing them out, catching,
and killing them, may seem hopeless at first, but it is astonishing
how soon it tells upon the pests and reduces their numbers. After
they have almost clisappeared it is time enough to begin to trap
them. There are two sorts of traps—living and dead. The first

are live traps ; the second decoys and baits of various sorts. Toads
thrive and have an enormous appetite in a humid atmosphere ; they
mope and refuse to eat in a dry one. Hence, if introduced into a
damp stove they will speedily give a good account of every wood-
louse left. It is astonisliing how many of these pests a toad in good
eating condition will devour in a day. I have counted from a score
to thirty at a meal, and they pick them up so rapidly with their
tongue that you will hardly see them do it. They eat only living
moving woocllice. The moment they touch and miss one, which they
do sometimes, and he rolls himself up, they will not touch him
again, though lying almost under their mouth. Hence the import-
ance of keeping up a moist regime until they are destroyed. Wood-
lice hate water, and will always run away from it if they can.

This brings them under the notice of toads, who snap them up on

the run. The moisture also adds powerfully to the efficiency of the

traps. When all is damp and the only warm, di-y, snug, resting

place for woodlice is a pit or box baited with a bit of cold Potato

in a bed of dry Moss, they rush into the traps pell-mell till not one

is left. If these be emptied every morning into a bath of boiling

water, your correspondent's stove will soon be rid of them. But

the great danger is in leaving off scalding, watering, and trapping

too soon. Catch and kill all if possible, otherwise they will soon

appear again iir force as if none had been killed. I know not the

rate of increase of these pests, but it must be prodigious. And
surely of them it may be said, a little one becomes a thousand, a

single family a great nation, and their powers of destruction seem

even to exceed their numbers. D. T. Fisil.

Hepaticas. -Never have I seen Hepaticas finer than this spring
;

the single varieties when seen with their flowers well open m sun-

shine are far handsomer than the doubles, not excepting the old

double blue. The doubles red, rose, and blue, however, have the ad-

vantage in more constantly showing their bright colours, whilst

single ones are frequently to be seen half closed, when only the
" washy " colours of the outer sides of the petals are to be seen.

It would be very desirable that these beautiful spring flowers should,

if possible, be improved in tliis respect, as has been done in several

varieties of Daisy. H. angulosa has only just done flowei-ing, hav-

ing been in bloom here nearly two months ; several flowers have

measured 1 j in. across, and the foliage is already well developed.

H. acutiloba, which I flowered for the first time this spring, has a
greyish-pink bloom, smaller than that of the commoner kinds. The
calyx is largely developed, and is very conspicuous from the corolla,

shooting abruptly from it by means of a trumpet-sliaped tube like a

Hose-in-hoso Polyanthus ; the leaf is very distinct in the way its

specific name suggests ; it is also less hairy and of stouter substance

than that of the ordinarv varieties.—J. Wood, Kirlistall.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

PLANTS EOR HANGING BASKETS.
In the remarks on these winch appeared in Tub Garden (p. 39.o),

the writer lias, in my opinion, left out several of the best, for

assuredly nothing can be finer or better adapted for furnishing hang-
ing baskets than EoUisson's Unique Pelargonium, the habit of which
leaves nothing to be desired, as it trails over in the most graceful

manner possible, and fiowers profusely when suspended and exposed,

as it then is, to plenty of light, which hardens and matures the

growth. The effect it produces in baskets is greatly heightened by
mixing with it a plant or two of the white Ivy-leaf or, better stilJ,

L'Elegante, the' contrast between the two colours being very pleas-

ing, as they blend and associate so well together.

Next, perhaps, in point of merit to the above named Pelargoniums
are Achimenes of difierent kinds, which in globular-shaped baskets

are very beautiful, as they may be so distributed and grown in them
as to cover every portion, and form a perfect mass of bloom. These
baskets may be easily made by any ordinary handy-man if he is

supplied with stout galvanised wire, from which the frame can first

be formed, and then the wire run round spirally about 1 in. or so

apart till the basket is finished, shapeably like a bird's nest, when by
laying Moss round the sides it may be at once filled with soil and
furnished with Achimenes. These can readily be inserted regularly

over by making holes with the finger or a small dibble, but the

plants must be put in when just started or struck from cuttings, as

then they have few roots and suflier but little check through the

disturbance they undergo. For gro-wing Achimenes in this way
peat is the best soil, or a mixture of that and half-rotten Moss
answers perfectly, as does also leaf-mould, and the latter with a
little loam, the Moss being desirable on account of its sponge-like

nature for holding and retaining water, of which Achimenes, when
flowering, require liberal supplies, and always suflier materially if

allowed to get dry. Man}' of the fragile or procumbent Fuchsias

are also grand for baskets, as their pendent flowers can always be
seen to the greatest advantage when the plants are elevated

; and
then, again, there are the tuberous and other Begonias that always
look somewhat stiff and uncomfortable in pots where they
have to be staked up and tied, but which hang naturally

and gracefully over the sides of baskets and need no support. Single

Petunias, too, are equally at home, and are gorgeously beautiful.

Another plant I can speciallj' recommend for these is Convolvulus
minor, the blue of which is quite unrivalled, and as the blooms are

the same shape and size of some of the Petunias, the two may be
shown together, but when this is done, white or light sorts of Petunias
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shouli-l be chosen, as the colours then harmonise and set each other

off. For baskets containing any of the plants referred to, I find it is

a good plan to have a tin like a kind of saucer to fit the bottom for

the inner basket to drop in, wliich tin oatclies the drainage, and the

soil or roots in contact with it take it up again during the twenty-

four hours of day and night, and the plants so favoured never suffer

from want of moisture as they otherwise frequently do. The way
to have baskets that they may bo easily got at without climbing
steps is to have pulleys and a cable wire cord running from one
basket to another ; when the two being of about the same weight,

either can be pulled clown and examined, attended to and watered,

and drawn up again with but very little labour and trouble.

Among Ferns for baskets, none are more suitable than Asplenium
flaccidum, the fronds of whicli arch over and droop down in a very
graceful manner ; indeed, this particular kind of Fern must be
elevated in some way to show its real beauty. Pteris scaberula is

another of quite a difllerent habit, having creeping rhizomes that

soon find their way quite over the sides of a small basket, and the

fronds, being very finely divided, are exceedingly elegant, quite

equalling in this respect any of the choice stove varieties. Where
any of these can be grown, none are more graceful than Nephrolepis
davallioides, which has fronds quite a yard long that trail over and
attract the notice of even the most casual observers. As a com-
panion to this, Goniophlebium subauriculatum is one of the best, and
for greenhouses, Neplu-olepis tuberosa forms a striking object, as
that, like i'teris scaberula, will quite clothe a basket with beauty,
and N. pectinata is a lovely miniature form of it that requires the
heat of a stove. Acrophorus immersus, though deciduous, is a very
desirable Fern for baskets, as it sends its fronds through all amongst
the wires above and below, as does also Adiautum setulosum, which
is quite a gem and grows freely in a perforated shell of a cocoa-nut.
Lygodium scandens and L. palmatum are likewise specially adapted
for basket culture, and both will grow and flourish in a very small
body of soil. S. D.

MARTYNIAS AND THEIR CULTUEE.
Thebb are few annuals more beautiful or more effective than the
Martynias when grown in pots. A brisk bottom heat of from 70"
to 75'^ is necessary in order to obtain quiclc germination, and the
seed-pan must not be allowed to get dry from the time of sowing
till the young seedlings are well up. The middle of February 1,9

early enough to make a sowing, as the young plants are very
liable to damp off during- dull weather. Pot them singly into 3-in.

pots as soon as they have formed their seed leaves, giving them a
warm genial temperature, and water them very carefully till they
have become established. Shift them into larger pots as they
advance, always giving abundance of drainage, and a light rich
sandy compost. They should have their first spikes of bloom
removed, and if large plants are desired, they must be kept

Martyuia proboscitlca.

pinched until the end of July, when they will form fine plants,
with from eight to a dozen heads of bloom, which for size and
richness of colour will surpass the finest Gesneras. About the
middle of June the plants should be removed into a warm
frame, and be kept fully exposed to the sun, shutting them up
early in the afternoon after damping the walls and under the
plants with a syringe, but not over the foliage. As they begin

to expand their blossoms a drier atmosphere must be given
them, and wlien in full bloom they should have a trifle warmer
temperature tlian that of an ordinary greenhouse, otlierwise they
will not fully expand their fine spikes of flower. The varieties
most generally grown are fragrans, lutea, tricolor, and proboscidea,
of the last of which the annexed is a representation.

J. llOBEHTS.

CLERODENDROIT SQUAMATUM.
The Clerodendrons are a numerous family, but there are only a
limited number of them that possess the character of growth and
flower requisite to make them valued as decorative plants. Still, C.
squamatum and a few others rank amongst the handsomest flower-
ing stove shrubs which we have. This species may be propagated
from cuttings^ at any season when half ripened shoots about i in. or

M''-^-

Clerodendron squamatum.

5 in. in length can be had, but, in common with most plants of a
like character, such young shoots as are suitable for striking are
usually most readily obtained in the spring, after some growth has
been made, say the beginning of May. The cuttings should consist
of two or three joints, removing the lower leaves

;
put them sino-ly in

small pots filled with sandy soil, the surface all sand, keep^them
moderately close and moist in a propagating frame, or under a bell-
glass with enough shade to prevent flagging in a temperature of 70°
of 75°

;
so treated, they will soon root, when give more air, and by

degrees dispense with the propagating glasses entirely. As soon as
the pots are moderately filled with roots, move into others 3 in. or
4 in, larger, using good ordinary loam with some sand and a little
rotten manure. When the young plants have made a little growth,
pinch out the points of the shoots, which will cause them to break
more, and when these latter have got a few inches long tie them out
horizontally to lay the foundation for a bushy shape ; keep them
through the summer in an ordinary stove temperature with air daily
standing them where they will receive plenty of light.

'

This Glerodendion does not require so much shade in bright sum-
mer weather as many plants

;
give no more than is found necessary

to preserve the leaves from scorching, syringe freely each afternoon
at the time the house is closed; continue to treat thus until the
middle of September, when give more air, discontinue shading, and
syringe less. Through the winter a temperature of 60° will be
enough in the night, with a few degrees more in the day, giving less
water to the roots, yet never letting the soil get too dry, or the
leaves will suffer. About the end of February increase the tempera-
ture somewhat, and as soon as growth has fairly quickened move
into pots 6 in. larger. It is a very free rooting plant and will bear
a liberal shift. As the days lengthen give more warmth and treat
in the matter of water, shade, and air as during last summer, usin"
the syringe freely to encourage growth and keep down insects. The
shoots will have extended apace and will each want a stick to support
them. By the beginning of May the plants will most likely show
bloom

;
the flowers, scarlet in colour, are produced from the extremi-

ties of the shoots, in the form of large erect branching panicles, and
grow fast after they are formed. When the flowers are opened
the plants may be kept a little cooler, which will prolong the bloom.
After the spikes are exhausted they should be cut out just above the
first joint from which they have sprung. This will cause the plants
to push new growth from the point wliere the old stems have arisen
that will flower, during the development of which give manure water
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once or twice a week ; this will much lielp the second blooming.

When the flowering season is again over, cut the plants down to

within three or four joints of where they were first stopped, and en-

courage them to make new growth. As soon as the shoots have grown

a fewinchos, turn them out of the pots and remove a portion of the

old soil, putting them in pots a little smaller and giving less water

at the roots. Winter as before, and when growth again commences

in spring give a liberal shift, treating as previously advised. This

second season of blooming they may be expected to make a fine

display, producing a number of panicles. Let them have liquid

manure directly the bloom appears, treating generally as recom-

mended so far. " The plants will last for a number of years if large

specimens are desired. Should these not be wanted, strike young

stock each year, destroying the old examples after their second

flowering.

This Clcrodcndron may be raised from seed, to mature which the

flower-stems must be allowed to remainafterthefirstbloomingin early

summer. When ripe the seed will come ofE with slightly touching.

Sow at once in a pot of fine sandy soil, covering the seeds lightly
;

keep in a temperature similar to that in which the jilants have been

grown. The seedlings when large enough should be moved into 3-in.

pots, treating them through the autumn and winter the same as

cuttings ; early in tlie spring put them in 6-in. pots and use them liber-

ally in the matter of heat and moisture ;
by the middle of May give

them 9-in. or 10-in. pots, in wliich allow them to bloom. They will

make handsome decorative subjects with single heads of flower

;

after they have bloomed treat them as advised for cutting raised

plants.

Insects.—The use of the syringe recommended will keep down

red spider and thrips ; should scale or mealy bug affect them, sponge

with clean water, and in the autumn when the plants are headed

down, wash with insecticide. T. Baines.

EURYA LATIFOLIA VARIEGATA.
FoK the embellishment of the greenhouse or conservatory this

prettily variegated Japanese shrub is most useful, as it contrasts

Avell with Camellias and similar dark foliaged plants, and always

looks well, whether in summer or winter. Not only is this Eurya

suitable for the above named purpose, but it is also equally so for

ornamenting rooms, halls, or corridors, where it always stands well,

as, from having such thick leathery leaves, it is indifferent to atmo-

spheric influences and unaffected by dust. Its habit of growth is

naturally bushy, but it may easily be trained and gi'own to any

form, that of the pyramid being perhaps the best, and the one to

which it lends itself most readily, although, with a little coaxing,

it may be got up as a standard, plants of which are very striking in

the centres of groups, or for relieving flatness and uniformity.

To run them up as standards all that is necessary is to take out any

side shoots as they show themselves, which will force up the lead,

and when this has reached the height required the point should be

nipped out, when the top part will soon break, and by stopping

the shoots that emanate from thence nice symmetrical heads

may be made. If pja-amids are desired, the side branches

must be encouraged till they attain a length suflicient to

form the frame, when they too should be stopped as well

as the lead, and the plants 'will then furnish up of themselves.

The way to get good specimens quickly is to grow on from the

cutting state in moist peat, as by so doing much time is saved,

and the plants get to a useful size m a year or so. To keep

them free from thrip, red spider, &c., when under such treatment,

it will be necessary to syringe freely, and to give them rest by

subjecting them to a cool temperature during the winter. Like

most shrubby evergreens, the Eurya will stand hard pruning, and

may therefore be kept close and compact by an annual cutting

back, which should be done early in spring, when the buds soon

start again and refurnish the plants with new foliage. As to soil,

the Eurya will grow freely in either peat or loam, but the variega-

tion comes out best with plants growing in the former, or a

mixture of the two if plenty of sand be added, as when growing

liquid manure can be given to assist in the full development of

leaf. To strike cuttings, the best way is to take them off with a

heel, and to put them in early in the autumn, and stand them in a

cold fi-ame for the winter to callus, when by subjecting them to a

little artificial warmth in the spring they root at once, and start

rapidly off into growth. S. D.

Solomon's Seal.—Few native plants are more useful than

this for indoor decoration, or for embellishing pleasure gTouuds
;
for,

although devoid of brilliant colouring, its graceful arched growth

and drooping bells render it the very ideal of a decorative plant, as

it is well nigh impossible to make it look stifi: or formal, needing as

it does neither tying nor training. We have used it largely for con-

servatory decoration ; large strong clumps, lifted from the reserve

garden and potted in the autumn, are introduced to gentle heat in

succession with ordinary IJutch bulbs, and they quickly develop fine

heads, the fresh green colour of the foliage being especially pleasing.

Plunged in groups amongst Lycopodium, associated with Lily of the

Vallej-, they are very effective and last a long time in good condition.

For drawing-room stands, too, they are excellent, as their tall spikes

arching over an undergrowth of dwarf plants give a natural and free

aspect to any arrangement, impossible to attain with plants that need
stakes or ties to keep them erect ; as cut flowers also in large spikes

few plants are more effective in large vases. But it is in the flower

garden in which they may be utilised with the best results, for they

are such strong rooting subjects that there is no fear of their being

overpiowered by other vegetation, and in recesses in shrubberies

large groups of them are particularly fine, springing from a carpet of

Primroses or other dwarf plants. In fact, Solomon's Seal is capable

of an unlimited number of really effective combinations, and if it had
been but recently introduced as an exotic plant and awarded a first-

class certificate, a large price would be readily given for it; but
being only a native, requiring no especial care in its cultivation, has

hitherto kept it from enjoving that popularity which it deserves,

—

J. G.

Sunken Houses. — "Peregrine" characterises my sunken
glasshouses as " ugly, stuffy, mildewy structures.'' He is evidently

unacquainted with their undoubted advantages, although he
begTudgingly allows that they save something in fuel. That is just

the important point—they do save not a little, but a great

deal in fuel. Four-and-a-half inch brick-work is not much
protection against severe frost when the whole of the

stnictxire stands above ground, but when the walls stand

more than 3 ft, under the ground level, the small portion of

necessity exposed admits but little cold. I have yet to learn that

the same amount of brick-work when above ground is an object of

beauty and should not be hidden. Underground houses and pits are

common enough, both in private gardens and in nurseries at the

present day ; therefore, the charge against me, that I advocated an
old-fashioned, exploded method, is quite unfounded. Houses above
ground or under it are " mildewy " just so far as cultivators make
them so, by injudicious watering and ventilation. Many things are by
some called old-fashioned which I, for one, should be glad to see " in

fashion ' again, such as strength and solidity, goodness of materials,

and, consequently, durability in our garden structures. The cry is

always for more light—always light, and so our builders continue to

put up wooden and glass houses for us that prove very expensive,

being constantly in need of repairs, We are going back in our taste

for hardy flowers and simpler garden styles, and why not cull from
our predecessors some useful notions in garden buildings as well ?

—

Sylvestris.

Torced Hardy Flowers at Ne'wcastle.—The ever-

increasing demand for flowers in winter and early spring has

brought about a generally bettor system of treatment, whereby
hardy plants show little of the ill effects that often used to be
apparent in forced flowers, which too frequently were so far true to

the tei-m forced, that they were not much better than nominal re-

presentatives of their respective kinds, possessing little of their

natural beauty and equally little endurance. At a recent show held

in the Corn Exchange, Newcastle, Deutzia gracilis, Dielytra specta-

biUs, Hoteia japonica, and double Wallflowers were produced in such

quantities, andinsuchuuiform well managed condition, as I have never

before seen them. The Deutzias and Hoteias alone were a feature

in themselves, filling one side of the roomy building, the plants

mostly large and profusely bloomed. Dielytra spectabilis is a sub-

ject that will not bear hurrying, and most of the plants shown had
been so treated as to have more the appearance of out-door growth
than of having been forced. Wallflowers are not often met with

grown as pot plants, but here they were, the half dozen which took

the first prize being especially worthy of notice. They were con-

fined to a single sh'oot each, the stems very thick and strong, densely

furnished at the base with stout leaves, and surmounted by strong

spikes of unusually large flowers, almost as big as those of a good

strain of double Balsam ; the plants were from 18 in. to 2 ft. high,

and in the case of those who like sweet-scented flowers, and have

little beyond an ordinary cool greenhouse to bring them on early in

spring, few things could be more acceptable.—A. Z.

Second Year Hyacinths.—I believe it is the usual habit for

Hyacinths to deteriorate in the second year, and yet certain

Hyacinths I procured last year are considerably increased in size

and splendour this year, and some have more spikes, though all

semblance of a young bulb the year before had been removed. One
also (double) has a third small set of petals besides the double set.
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Where can I procure information about the culture and propagation

of Hyacinths 2—Philip Bhoke. [In The Garden, Vol. XVIII.,

p. 312.]

Sarracenias.— I am not aware that anyone lias told us that the

curious, but handsome flower of 8arracenia flava is richly scented.

Several Sarracenias are now in flower here, and they are very attrac-

tive. Tlie blossoms of the one just referred to are scented like those

of a Primrose, which they also resemble in colour. My plants are

now in a warm greenhouse, but the same plants were wintered in

1879-80 in a well ventilated cold frame. I find them to succeed

well if placed in small pans of water.—J. Wood, Kirligtall.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

FROST AMONG THE VEGETABLES.
•Seldom has the frost proved so destructive to these as during the

past winter. When the snow disappeared, the Greens that had lain

under it looked safe and fresh. This was especially the case with
Broccoli that had been heeled over ; these presented a striking con-

trast to those that had stood erect and had lifted their heads above and
through the snow-line. These last were black and rotten, while the

former were fresh, green, and api^arently safe ;
but things—alas !

things—are not always what they seem, and this was emphatically

so with our P.roccoli. For a week or two all seemed well with them
;

soon, liowever, black lines and blotches appeared on tlie stems,

which began to decompose rapidly and to give out the most ofl:ensi%'e

odour. In some cases, two out of three, and in others, three out of

four, of those Broccoli that seemed safe and sound, after zero's

touch and the snow-storm, succumbed and disappeard. Cabbages
were also cut alike, almost above and below the snow-line. The old

stumps that prove so useful in supplying spring Greens were cut ofi!

by wholesale, and there are many blanks left among the spring

Cabbages. Brussels Sprouts also suffered so much that many rotted,

and the Sprouts were so greatly injured as to be unfit to eat. The
clearance of salad plants was almost complete. Even Brown Cos
Lettuces and hardy Hammersmith beneath south and west walls
were cut ofli, and late Endive that mostly proves hardier in some
districts than Lettuces, and tliat comes in so useful in the earlj'

spring, was cut off clean to the last leaf. Turnips, early Carrots,

winter-sown Peas, and Broad Beans were also wholly destroyed or
crippled. Globe Artichokes, unless where well protected, seem quite
dead. The only vegetables that do not seem to have sufEere'd more
than usual are winter Onions and SiJinach. Cauliflowers under
handlights, unless sheltered with extra protection, are also very much
injured, while all in the open, though close to south or west
walls, have been cut offi. Vegetables are remarkablj' scarce and
must needs be dear, and every effort should be made to hasten on
those sown under glass in the spring. About the hardiest Green in
all the garden is, witliout doubt, Gilbert's Cabbage Broccoli, which is

the only Green that I have yet been favoured to eat this cold spring-
tide. After about a week of genial weather, the wind has again
returned to the north-east and has blown to-day quite strong with
an energy and a destructive force as if it had had its keen edge
whetted on a series of icebergs. D. T. Fish.

Laying Winter Broccoli (p. 358).—The destruction of
Broccoli has been such this winter that few are now to be seen any-
where except in gardens where they have been what is termed laicl,

which shows conclusively the value of the practice, and yet many
object to it on account of the check sustained reducing the size of
the heads ; but that is a small matter compared with a total loss of a
crop. The heeling over to be efEectual should be done early in
October, and the stems completelyburied up to the first leaves, which
is not such a formidable operation as it appears at first sight, as the
plants may be laid very slanting, and the stems so covered without
moving much earth. The short-stemmed kinds are of course the
easiest and best for laying in, and not only that, but they are the
hardiest, as they are altogether more sturdy with woody fibre, which
renders them better able to bear hard frosts than such as are of a
more sappy nature. Those which I have always found to stand best
are Model and Cattell's Eclipse, both of which are valuable sorts that
turn in late and carry on the supplyup to the time Cauliflowers come
in. I generally manage to save most of the autumn and early winter
varieties, such as Veitch's, Snow's, Backhouse's, and Osborn's, by
heeling them in under the shelter of a south wall where they can
have a little long straw thrown over them on the approach of sharp
weather, and the plan answers so well that I can recommend it to
others. Sowing and planting Broccoli thin has much to do with
their enduring the winter, as they are less drawn, and by standing

,
farther apart get more air and sun amongst them to build up and
harden the tissues, and this is why it is that those grown in fields
and market gardens often escape when others in enclosed spaces
often get killed. Planted i ft. apart with a row of Potatoes between,
both croiis are benefited by the increased room without waste of
ground, as the Potatoes are dug and cleared away by the time the
Broccoli reach their full size.— S. D.

Mushrooms in OelIars.--Iu some of the old cellars under
the ruins at Battle Abbey, the gardener, Mr. Burgoyne, has com-
menced the culture of Mushrooms in a very successful manner. We
are not all possessed of such vast cellarage for this or any other pur-
pose, but the fact is none the less interesting, and may have other
practical bearings than those apparent at first sight. The equability
of temperature secured by these deep and large cellars, especially
when any side light they had is excluded, is an important factor in
the culture of the Mushroom, which sometimes fails in structures
built specially for it. A full consideration of the condition under
which the culture is most successfully practised would probably lead
to a change in our mode of planning the " JIushroom house." It
would be no loss if that structure were under the ground instead of
above it. An excavation in the side of a dry hill or bank would
suit better than the house usually made, and need not be so exijen-
sive. Even a large pit, excavated in dry soil and roughly covered
over, would maintain more equable conditions for Mushroom culture
than the ordinary house above ground.

Notes on Potatoes.—I agree with " Cambrian "
(p. 2i:i) that

whatever we grow for eating flavour should be placed first, but in
the case of Potatoes this rule seems to be reversed. Let a Potato be
ever so beautiful in shape, if it is not of good table quality it is of
little value. I have often thought it would be a step in the right
direction if supporters of Potato shows would give prizes for dishes
of Potatoes when cooked, as is done in the case of some local shows. Also
when any new kind is shown to offer prizes for one dish of it cooked
and one otherwise; then one might judge of its value both for eating
and appearance. Who ever heard of a grower for market growing
Porter's Excelsior, Ked Emperor, Grampian, and many other show
kinds ? Potatoes are grown in quantity in this neighbourhood for
market, but the sorts for keeping consist of Scotch Champions,
Regents, Paterson's Victoria, and some few Magnum Bonums —
J. C. F.

Walcheren Cauliflower and Walcheren Broccoli.—These are undoubtedly one and the same thing ; but, being
entered in catalogues under both Cauliflower and Broccoli, purchasers
are often misled ; and I have known many try it as winter Broccoli,
although it is as tender as any other Cauliflower, of which it is really
one of the very best for succession during summer and autumn. I
generally sow a small batch under glass in February between rows
of early Potatoes, and if the young plants be pricked out in cold
frames, they make a useful succession to the autumn-sown Cauli-
flowers. AVe sow in open borders in March, April, and May, and
IDut out a few rows at a time between rows of early Peas that are
planted at wide distances apart, as I find both Cauliflowers and
Broccoli do best on firm land ; and for late autumn use we generally
plant a large quantity from the May sowings, when early Potatoes
have been cleared off, by simply levelling the soil and drawing deep
drills in which to insert the plants and retain the water, if the
weather is dry and sultry at planting time in July. From this j^lant-
ing we get fine heads in the autumn, and bj- carefully tying up the
leaves to protect them from early frost, and shaking dry Fern fronds
or litter over them (or lifting and storing them in frames), they may
be enjoyed for many months ; but, except in more genial winters
than we have had lately, they are useless for standing out in winter,
for which purpose Veitch's Protecting, Snow's, or Backhouse's
Broccoli are in every way superior, being able to resist ordinary
frost when forming a head fit for table.—J. G. Linton.

Dusting Seedling Vegetables.—Although it may seem a
small matter, it is of the highest importance to be prepared before-
hand with a good supply of dry material ready for dusting over
vegetable crops as soon as they are fairly through the soil. We find
wood-ashes, soot, and lime mixed together a very efficient dressing,
and it also acts as a good manure, thereby pushing the j'oung plants
on rapidly past the critical stage when they are specially liable to
attacks from vermin

;
and in sowing such crops as Carrots, Turnips,

&.C, it is a good plan to cover the seed in the drills with the same
material, as it has quite a magical effect on the young crops.—J. G.,
Linton.

Watercress.—Having been a grower of this artificially, I would
suggestthat your correspondent (p. 387) makes his moat say an even
depth of water from 2 in. to 3 in. in which he might insert his young
plants and firm them with a small quantity of loose gravel. The water
in the moat should run through slowly. In winter if themoatisnottoo
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wide, it could be easily covered with sashes, in which case Watercress

can be had all the j'ear round.— J. H. C.

THE EFFECT OF THE TEREACE WALL.
Very often in rambling throug-h the country -we have had

occasion to study the effect of the terrace wall approaching

the house from some pleasant part of the park. This adjunct very

often catches the eye Avhere one might expect something better.

The parlts of I'^ngland are famous throughout the world for

their sylvan beauty, and we think they are frequently much marred

by the somewhat common prevalence of the so-called terrace

o'arden made within the past generation or so. We have often

in The Gahden considered these from the house and the flower

garden point of view, but the most dismal sight of all is looking-

tliis is not what one would call by any means a bad example, or

even a typical one of what is meant, and yet it serves to point out

the idea to wliicli we wish to call attention. Another subject of

some importance connected with this is the fact that these terrace

walls very often prevent the formation of a beautiful wide lawn
;

in many cases they have been made on a beautiful law-n, and, of

course, destroyed it. Now, there is no denying the fact that a simple,

large, fairly-kept lawn is one of the best features in gardens. Un-
happily, there has been so much cutting up, geometry, and
stone-work, that it is extremely rare to find a place where
a good lawn is left. There is many a place cut. up
by terrace gardens and other formalities which would be

enormously improved by the substitution of a simple

wide and nobly-fringed lawn. Just imagine the effect of a well-

built and fine old house seen from the extremity of a wide lawn,

Terrace \\all (one of the least objcetionabli; types).

to the bouse ; if this wall be raised, as it must be in

places on the level, or nearly level ground, so as to

cut off the foreground of the house itself from the park,

we hold that a bad effect is always produced. A beautiful and

well-placed house is one of the things that should not be cut off

by any commonplace, hard, and often ugly object such as a ter-

race wall. Let the house be sheltered and relieved by trees, and

brino- their beautiful forms near and around it. Add as many
llvin'o- graces as we can to the scene w-ithout impeding the view

from important points, but to cut off the whole of wliat ought to

be the best considered spot in the place by a terrace wall is,

it seems to us, an extremely doubtful proceeding. We could

name several places, laid out at great cost within the past

twenty years or so, wliere the effect from the park beyond

the garden is about as cheerful as looking against a piece

of the wall of Clerkenwell Prison, especially when the

observer is near the wall. The illustration which accompanies

with of course plenty of trees and shrubs on its outer parts, with
nothing to impede the view of the house or its windows but a

refreshing carpet of Grass ; and tlien, standing in the same posi-

tion, consider the wisdom of what has ,so often been done—viz.,

the facing of such a house with a terrace. The truth is, that a

very common, poorly-built house with a tine lawn has a better

effect than a fine pile with a geometrical garden and terraces in

front of it. If owners of parks were to consider this point fully,

and, as they travel about,watchtheeffect of such lawns as remain to

us, and compare tliem with what has been done by certain fashion-

able landscape gardeners, there would shortly be in many a
country seat a rapid carting away of the terrace and all its

adjuncts.

We of course would except cases in which the terrace was really

called for by the nature of the ground, and we have no desire to

limit the flower department in any way ; on the contrary, to

increase it. The few more or less complicated and finniking
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beds that are on tliese terraces, and serve the place of tlie flower

p-ardeii, are generally not half sufficient for growing all the

heautif h1 flowers we ought to grow. The attempt to make the

varied beauties of our garden flora all conform to the same rules

and occupj' the same spot will never give a satisfactory result,

lu removing, in a large place, such a blot as we point out, and in

forming a sweet unbroken lawn instead, we should, according to

the circumslances of each place, make from two to si.x times the

amount of flower accommodation in various parts of the garden or

pleasure ground—on the outer fringes of the lawn, by the sides of the

pleasant walks, or anywhere that favourite plants can be grown
and would look best." ^\e should abolish all finniking and pattern

beds and adopt simple lai-ge forms, oval, circular, or with an

irregular outline in the case of very large masses, and in this way
could give infinitely more variety and pleasure than with

any plan laid out at once lilce a carpet. The natural fea-

tures of the garden would in this way relieve the eye and

assist the artist; groxips or specimens of trees, fine clumps of

shrubbery, would come in to produce a good effect between each of

the special floral features which are the pride and care of the

gardener to develop year by year.

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS IN THE YORK NURSERIES.
In looking over so large and varied a collection of these jjlants as

the one at York, where several large houses are entirely devoted to

their growth—low span-rooted houses for kinds which need abund-
ance of ligbt and air, and lean-to houses for those which luxuriate

in a somewhat cooler, moister, and more shady position, such, for

instance, as some of the Dendrobium and Masdevallias, &c.—it is

somewhat diflicult to discover wliich to admire most. The first

plant which attracted attention was an exquisite variety of Catlleya

Mendeli, with broad, massive, white petals, and a deeply frilled

crimson and white lip. Not far from tliis was another variety, with
large blossoms of a lovely delicate rose, the lip being broad and
crimson and wliite in colour. Cattleya Skinneri is liere well repre-

pi-osented, and its beautiful Dendrobium-eyed variety. The
blossoms are borne in cltisters and are of the most intense ros}'-

purple, ornamented with a distinct dark centre or eye. Another
charming Orchid, on a block of wood suspended from the
roof, was Dendrobium Paxtoni, with long racemes of

brilliant orange blossoms liai'ing a large blotch of dark crimson on
the centre of the lip," the edges of which are charmingly fringed.

Near the above was thesturdj' Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, with drooping
racemes of lovely white and yellow blossoms'; beneath tliese was
Trichopilia suavis, with large, curiously marked blooms, tlie odour
oE which filled tlie house with a delightful perfume. Another Orcliid,

the flowers of which pleased me much, was Chysis bractescens, with
three wax-like, white, fragrant, almost circular blossoms. Epiden-
drum amabile is a rare and little known species, but not sliowy ; still

there is something in the little flowers which attracts one, possibly
the delightful jierfume which it emits. Of Dendrobium densiflorum
there is an unusually large example, but most of the blossoms were
past ; still, there were sufficient to tell how grand an object it had
been.

In anotlier low span-roofed house there is one of the best displays
of Odoutoglossum vexillarium one need ever wdsh to see ; the flowers
vary greatly in size, and colour from almost white to deep rose, and
on measuring one of the latter it was ^found to be more than 4 in.

in diameter. Odontoglossum PlialEenopsis and 0. Rossi were also in
bloom. Oncidium concolor is a fine lively Orchid with clear yellow
flowers. Vanda tricolor and V. suavis were likewise both in good
condition. Passing into another house, the eye rested at once on the
fine large massive snow-wliite wax-like blossoms of Cymbidium
eburneum witli its Hemerocallis-like leaves, the veiy picture of
health ; in tlie same house were also the pretty spotted blossoms of
Colax jiigosus, and several species of Cypripedium specimens large
enough to fill a barrow, and many of them flowering finely. Another
Orchid, the flowers of which are unusually beautiful, is Dendrobium
Cambridgeanum ; it has a dwarf stunted habit with short racemes
oE gorgeous orange blossoms, ornamented with a large bril liant crim-
som blotch near the throat. What grand Orchids, too, are the Pha-
liEuopsis, so exquisitely beautiful, varied, and so graceful in habit

!

Two varieties of P. Schilleriana, one much darker than the type, and
P. grandiflora, with its snow-white blossoms, were both in excellent
condition.

Leaving the sun and light-loving kinds, let us now look at those
which prefer a damp, humid atmosphere, and here was found a

gorgeous display of dazzling scarlet and crimson. I allude to tli

blossoms of Masdevallia Harryana ; some of the plants, though no
apparently large, have as many as twenty fiower-stems. P. 11.

Dendrobium macrophyllum.—I send you some blooms of

this, I think, too little grown Orchid. For six weeks past I have had
three large hanging baskets in bloom, and, for colour and size of

flower, this species is unsurpassed by any of the Dendrobes, although
out of twenty plants I have failed, as yet, to get any individual

blooms as large or of such a blue shade of mauve as that represen-

ted in "Warner's First Series." It appears to take the temperature

of our warmest houses, growing vigorously 2-ft. to 2^-ft. bulbs in the

season, and producing fifteen to twcntj' blooms on last year's growth.

An important point appears to be to get the growth well forward

before the long nights of autumn and winter set in, as it frequently

shows for bloom even before tlie growtli is finislied. I find peat

suits this plant better than Kiihagnum. When the blooms are well

forward it should be removed to an intermediate house, where they

last three weeks, and the cool atmosphere also induces the various

blooms to expand over a longer period. This Orchid has only one

drawback—the strong perfume of Khubarb emitted by it when in

flower.—M. A. Voss, Streatham.

Fine "Variety of Odontoglossum vexillarium.—Mr.
E. Fowler, of Ash Grove, I'ontypool, sends us a fiower of this superb

Orchid, measuring 4| in. by 3J in. in size. It was cut from a spike

of six flowers, all about the same size and brightness in colour. The
same correspondent also sends a flower of Odontoglossum crispum

(Alexandras), the petals and sepals of which are beautifully suffused

with a clear rose tint (not the purplish hue usually seen)- It is a

lovely variety, and we do not remember seeing a better rose-

coloured form.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
-

, April 26.

Though the exhibits of this meeting were not so numerous as at

the last, there was an unusual number of new and rare plants, most

of which were of high merit. To the following first-class certificates

were awarded,

—

' Mr. J. Mcintosh, Duneevan, Weybridge, for

—

- Kerria japonica fl.-pl. major.—A variety of the well-

known double-fiowered Kerria with orange-yellow blossoms, between

2 in. and 3 in. across, forming a perfect globular rosette. It was re-

ceived by the exhibitor direct from Japan.

Mr. G-. F. Wilson, Heatherbank, Weybridge, for

—

Erythronium giganteum.—A beautiful North American

Dog's-tooth "Molet, the largest of all the species. It grows about

1 ft. high, and has an erect stem sharply recurved at the upper part,

bearing a solitary fiower SJ in. across, with the segments spreading

horizontally. The colour is white, with a ring of orange and

brownish-crimson on its interior base. The leaves are as large as

those of E. grandiflornm, but the mottling is less pronounced.

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Croton Sinitzianum.—A variety having narrow leaves from

1 ft. to 2 ft. in length, which gracefully recurve. The variegation

consists of a deep green and a rich golden hue, which with the blade

being here and there interrupted, and only leaving the midrib, gives

the plant a singularly interesting appearance.

Aralia KerchO'veana.—A handsome fine foliaged plant, par-

ticularly adapted for dinner-table and such like embellisliment. It

has an erect habit and spreading leaves, with elegantly mottled

stalks, and broad blades divided into about a dozen narrowly lance-

shaped segments, each coarsely toothed at the edges, giving them a

wavy appearance. It is a native of the South Sea Islands, and will

doubtless prove a valuable plant.

Goniophlebium. lachnopus.—This new Fern reminds one

of Polypodium plumosum in the character of the fronds, which are

from 12 in. to 18 in. long, pinnate and decumbent, proceeding from

creeping slender rhizomes. It will form an excellent object for sus-

pended pots or baskets in a greenhouse, for which its habit or growth

and elegant appearance eminently adapts it. It is a native of North

India.

Asparagus tenuissimus.—A most handsome plant, having

the leaves divided into infinitely fine segments, giving them a

feathery appearance. It is a greenhouse plant, and is specially

adapted for training to a rafter or pillar, and is invalufible for cut-

ting purposes,
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Davallia elegans polydactylon.—A largo growing Hare's-

foot Fern with broad triangular fronds of a rich sliining green and
thiclv texture. They are finely divided, and each pinna has a tassel-

like tuft at the tip, rendering the plant highly ornamental.

Messrs. 11. Cannell & Sons. Swanley, for

—

Cineraria Marclied Past.—A new variety with unusually

fine flowers measuring 2 J in. in diameter. The florets, about a dozen,

are broad and of great substance, and arranged in a perfect circular

outline. The colour is a rich velvety maroon inclined to purple, and
with a conspicuous pure white ring encircling the dark centre. The
plant, moreover, is of fl.ne robust habit, and a profuse bloomer.

i\Ir. Eobert Veitch, Exeter, for

—

Rhododendroa exonisnse.— A lovely greenhouse plant,

remarkable for its fine habit of growth, which is rounded, dense, and
compact without tying or training. The flowers are about 3 in. across,

shallowly bell-shaped, and delicately crisped at the margins. The
colour is pure white, with here and there a dash of pink, which, with
the pink tinged unfolding buds and the ricli green foliage, render
the ])lants extremely ornamental. It is hybrid, raised by crossing

R. Vcitchi and It. ciliatum, and the iirogeuy partakes strongly of

both parents.

Jtr. R. Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, for

—

Saxifraga (Megasea) cordifolia purpurea.— By "far

the finest form of this species yet exhibited. Tlie foliage is broad
and handsome, and tlie stout flower-stalks rising higli above it bear
largo, dense clusters of rich rosy-pink blossoms, which'give the plant

a striking appearance.

Mr. Lyon, gardener to 8ir E. H. Scott, Bart., Sundridge Bark,

Brondey, Kent, for

—

Mignonette Miles' Spiral. — An extremely fine variety

raised and exhibited some years ago. The flower-spikes are stout

and erect, and rise about a foot high, and are furnished for about
halt tlieir length with dense whorls of large blossoms emitting a
powerful perfume. It is by far the finest variety yet raised, and the
plants shown on this occasion well exemplified its high merit.

Mr. H. Heims, gardener to Jlr. Philbrick, Q.C., Oldficld, Bicklev,

for—
Odontoglossum Alexandras Reginae.—A lovely variety

remarkable [or the large size of the flowers and breadth of petals,

which with the lips is copiously spotted with hca\"y, rich chocolate
blotches on a wlute ground. O. Ruckerianum.—Tlie plant
shown was a very fine form of the species which is much in the
way of 0. Audersoniauum, the flowers being large and heavily

spotted on a pale ground flushed with purple. This differs from
ordinary forms by the sjjots being more aggregated into clusters.

Messrs. Fisher, Sou, and Sibrav, Handsworth Nurseries, Sheffield,

for—
Rhododendron Lady Alice Fitzwilliam.—A green-

house variety of fine bushy habit of growtli, and profusely laden witli

lovely white flowers, which are borne in clusters of three or four,

nestling among the rich green foliage. The flowers are some 3 in.

across, having the edges waxy, and the corolla dashed here and
tliere with rosy-pink, the buds being also of the same hue, giving
the plant an effective appearance. It is, like K. exouiense, a
valuable addition to greenhouse Rhododendrons.

5[r. R. Bean, Ranclagh Road, Ealing, for

—

Auricula Splendour, a beautiful self variety of a rich brown-
ish-crimson colo\ir encircling a bold white centre ; a most effective

plant. A. Mrs. Moore, a laccd-flowered variety of a rich velvety-
plum colour with white centre, and beautifully laced witli a pale
shade, after the manner of the laced Polyanthuses. A. purpurea,
a very fine variety, with perfectly double flowers of large size, and of
a ricli deep purple, seven of which were produced on a stout erect

stalk rising above the bright green leaves.

A second-class certificate was awarded to i^Iessrs. H. Cannell &
Sons, Swanley, for Polyanthus Queen of the Hose-in-Hose,
a pretty variety with gold-laced corollas, produced plentifuUj- in

umbels on stout stalks.

Among the more noteworthy of the other exhibits in the Council
room were the following : Cattleya Skinneri, a large plant about 1

yard across, and some three dozen bulbs, thirteen of which had pro-
duced flower-spilces, each bearing from six to ten blooms. This fine

specimen was quite an exhibition in itself, and showed well what a
splendid Orchid it is when grown so finely. Sucli successful results

was all the more remarkable on account of its being grown in a pot
only about 8 in. in diameter, tlius fully exemplifj'ing the desirability

of not over-potting. The plant was grown and exlnbited by
the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, Brobus, Lamorran, Cornwall,
who was deservedly awarded a cultural commendation.

Messrs. Veitch exhibited, beside those plants certificated, Azalea
hydrangjeflora, a profusely-flowered variety in the way of A. amoena,

but with rosy-pink flowers; Masdevallia Chelsoni, an interesting hybrid
between Jl.Veitchi and M. amabilis ;OdontoglcssU3i Andersonianum
var. amabile, a lovely variety having blossoms with a rich gold crested
lip, and copiously spotted with chocolate on a purple flushed

ground ; Dracaena Lindeni, a new species with leaves variegated with
longitudinal bands of green and pale yellow ; Cyrometra Manni, a
shrub of small growth, having its young pinnate foliage of a reddish
luie, and two Caladiums, PjitIius and Princess Beatrice, both strik-

ingly handsome varieties.

Jlessrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, exhibited a fine disj)lay of

gold-laced Polyanthuses, exemplifying their fine strain ; a similar

display of Auriculas in fine variety ; spotted, erect-flowered Gloxinias,

wdrich are now becoming so popular
; cut flowers of zonal Pelargo-

nium Henry Jacoby, an intensely doejo crimson sort ; P. Lord Bj'rou,

a jjink-flowered zonal with an immense truss of bloom ; Chrysanthe-
mum frutescens grandiflorum, a fine form of Marguerite or Baris

Daisy ; cut blooms of a fine new Tropajolum, said to be intermediate
between T. canariense and Lobbi, and a new zonal Pelargonium
named La France, -which is in the way of tlie variety Dr. Denny in

colour, but with much larger flowers.

Captain Batton, Regent's Bark, sent two pretty and interesting

new Californian alpine plants, Hesperochiron piumilus and califor-

nicus, and Lachenalia orchioides, under the name of L. glucine.

From Messrs. Heath & Son, Cheltenham, came a tree Carnation
named Dr. Abercrombie, with large, double, sulphur-yellow flowers

streaked with pink. iUr. Hudson, Gunuersbury House, Acton, sent
cut blooms of the white double-flowered Beach, one of the most
beautiful of deciduous Rosaceous trees.

Messrs. .1. Carter & Co., High Holborn, exhibited cut blooms of the
gorgeous Glianthus Dampieri, an Australian plant of reputedly
difficult culture, but with which the exhibitors have had exceptional

success this season at their nursery at Forest Hill. Messrs. Carter
also showed a panful of the pretty, quilled, double, crimson Daisy
Rob Roy and a variegated Forget-me-not named Blush. Some
plants of the variegated form of Deutzia gracilis were shown by
Jlessrs. Laing & Son, Berkhamstead, which were certainly very
elegant, though not in flower.

Messrs Fisher, Son, & Sibray sent, for comparison with their Rhodo-
dendi'on certificated, R. Sesterianum, magnificum, fragTantissimum,
and various other greenhouse kinds. A hybrid Amaryllis, named A.

Farquharsoni, said to have been the result of crossing A. formosissima
and A. vittata, was shown by Mr. Farquharson, Wrexham, but the
phant was far inferior to the varieties lately exhibited hy Messrs.
Veitch and others,

Mr, Dean had a pretty group of Bolj'anthuses, Primulas, Auriculas,

&c., among which were the double blush-white Brimrose (now very
scarce), Bolyanthus Crertrude, Buttercup, Mauve Beauty, Bridesmaid,
Meteor, and Bedfont Gem, all of which were very fine, particularly

the two last named.

Fruit and Vegetables.—These were scantily represented. A
fine dish of Keen's Seedling Strawberries was shown by Mr. Lyon,
Sundridge Bark, Kent, to which a cultural commendation was ac-

corded ; and a similar distinction was given to Jlr. Sutton, Worksop,
for green and ripe pods of Vauilla. Mr. Burnett, gardener to Mrs.
Hope, Deepdene, Dorking, exhibited samples of Early Baris Lettuce,
said to be an excellent early sort, to which a cultural commendation
was given. The same exhibitor also showed branches of Apricot to

show how thickly the fruit had set this season.

The Conservatory was again gay with several extensive groups
of plants, and rarely has been seen a finer disj^lay of pot Roses than
on this occasion. The group from Messrs. I'aul & Sons comprised
the largest plants, all being extremely well flowered, and four baskets
of Marechal Niels were unsurpassable for large size and fine quality.

These have been produced in a Camellia house as plants trained to

the roof as a means of shade for the Camellias, and this fact no
doubt accounted for the remarkably fine colour. A gold medal was
deservedly awarded to their collection, and a similar award was
given to Messrs. Veitch & Sons for an extensive grouj^ of standard
Roses all superbly flowered and intermixed with the elegantly cut-

leaved Maples from Japan, which greatly relieved the somewhat
formal appearance of the Roses. On either side of the group of

Roses were groups of Clematises of various kinds, all profuselj'

flowered and in the rudest health, attributable, we understand, to

tlie application of " Clay's Fertiliser " manure, which has also been
applied to the Roses, all of which were in 8-in. or 9-in. pots— a size very
small compared with the heads of bloom and foliage.

Messrs. Lane and Son, Berkhamstead, likewise showed a fine

group of pot Roses, which, though of smaller size than the preceding,

were examples of skilful culture, and moreover represented a great

varietj' of kinds. Two large groups of Rhododendrons, also from
the Berkhamstead Nurseries, produced a brilliant effect, and were
with the Roses appropriately awarded a gold medal. A small collection

of choice hardy flowers came from Messrs. Osborn and Sons' rich
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coUeotion at the Fulham Nurseries, which included some pretty

varieties of Fritillaria Meleagris, Anemone Hobinsoniana, a lovely

little gem ; Musoari Szovitzianum, one of the best of the Grape

Hyacinths ; Dielytra eximia, Triteleia unifiora lilacina, and two

noble variegated leaved plants, Heracleum Frederici variegata

and Hemerocallis Kwanso variegata. An effectively arranged

group of plants from Mr. Aldous was awarded a silver medal, and

this, with Messrs. Barr and Sugden's fine display of Daffodils and

other spring flowers, and a gTOup of Cinerarias from Chiswiclc, com-

prised the cliief of tlie exhibits.

Lecture.—Apropos of a group of Maples from Japan, exhibited

by Mr. Veitch, the Kev. G. Henslow made some remarks upon the

aifinities of the existing Japanese and South United States floras

with that of the ancient Sliocene period in Europe. He observed

that of the e.xtinct Swiss Tertiary flora and of the existing Japanese

flora there are seventy-one Natural Orders or familiar in common
;

fifty-one are represented by indentical genera ; but, probably, no
Miocene species is now extant. The following orders and genera

are characteristic of both the Swiss Miocene and modern Japanese
floras : Conifers;, Leguminosic, Lauracea3, AccraceiB, Rhamnacea;, Jug-
landaceo3, JMorea3, Prota3aceai, I'almie ; Quercus, Salix, Ficus,

Liquidambar, Myrica, and Ulmus. With the existing North American
flora, the old Swiss Miocene had even more in common than the

Japanese. There are eighty-eight genera of seventy-three orders

which are represented botli in Switzerland and in the South United
States floras. The groups which especially characterise the United
States forest vegetation are Taxodium, Magnolia, Liriodendron,

Hickories, Walnuts, Planera, Jlaples, Negundo, and Oaks. About
300 genera are common to the Southern States and Japan, while the

eastern side more nearly corresponds to the Old World vegetation
than the western side of North America. With regard to the origin

of this similarity. Dr. Dnger considers tlie emigration to have taken
place from America to Europe. He thinks that the living flora of

the Eastern States of,America is the lineal descendant of that whichgave
rise, by aid of Atlantis, 'a supposed submerged land, which is thought
to have connected Europe with America, to the Swiss Miocene flora.

Sir. C. Lyell thought the route taken was tlie longer one, round by
Japan, and not by Atlantis, but still from America to Europe. In-

stead, however, of regarding either Switzerland or the Unitect States
as the origin, there is the theoixof Prof. A. Gray, that as the i\Iiocene

flora appears to have been uniformly spread over the whole of the
regions bordering the entire Arctic circle, so, when the northern
climates became cooler in the next or Pliocene age, this flora was
driven southward along every meridian, its descendants now existing
in the localities above mentioned. These now form a belt, ro ughly
speaking, between the .30th and lOth parallels of latitude. Migration
to some extent might have taken place along that belt, but the
greatest migration was probably from north to south. The lecturer
next called attention to the collection of Clematises exhibited by Mr.
Veitch, i^ointing out the connection with the P.uttercups by means of
the Anemone. He alluded to the calj-x being coloured, and so suijcr-
seding the necessity for a corolla, though this was frequent in the
sub-genus Atragene. He described the European Ferns introduced
in the sixteentli century and the splendid Japanese kinds imported
within the last fifty years, which have supplied the innumerable
existing handsome sorts. The method of climbing by means of the
petioles, which are sensible to touch, formed the subject for some
remarks. A fine specimen of Cineraria from Mr. Cannell, which was
named " Marched Past,'' was shown, as well as a branch of the old
original C. cruenta for comparison, which well showed what the
florist's skill could accomplish.

Scientific Committee.—Potato Disease.—Dr. Masters read
extracts from a MS. (the author's name being witlilield) on this subject,
the chief point being that the author imagines Bacterium or
Englajna to give rise to the fungus Phytopthora infestans. He placed
on a patch of cooked Potatoes some fluid containing Engliena, and
after keeping it at a temperature of G0° to 70°, some fungus
appeared in seven days, and after a fortnight the Phytopthora was
developed. Sarracenia petals.—Mr. W. G. Smith observed that the
petals are usually pendulous, but on placing out blossoms in a
saturated atmosphere, they became spreading and saucer-like. It
was suggested that this was due to turgidity after having absorbed
moisture. Rhododendrons.—The Hon. Mr. Bosoawen exhibited
several trusses of seedlings, as also cut blossoms from R. Thomson!
and E. campylocarpum, which had withstood nine degTees of frost.
He also exhibited a branch of Andromeda formosa, which was per-
fectly hardy, and which rabbits refused to eat, while it was poisonous
to goats. He also exhibited a wild form of a double Primrose.
Soilla italica.—Mr. H. Crewe exhibited a white variety of this flower
from iMentone. Clianthus Dampieri.—Mr. Carter forwarded a fine
spray of this beautiful Leguminous plant from Australia, for which
a vote of thanks had been accorded by the floral committee. Violet
diseased by Pucoinia violse—Specimens were forwarded by C. M

.

Owen, from Gorey, Ireland. Tlie fungus was in a very incii)ient

stage. Books presented to the Lindley Library.—Epitome of
Gardening, by Moore and Masters ; Guide to the Literature of
Botany, by B. D. Jackson.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
April 27.

This was the second spring show of the season. It was extensive
and e.xcellent in every way, for though the competitive classes were
not nearly so numerous as they sometimes are, the cxliibits were of
a higher quality than on the last occasion.

Ne'TO' Plants were exhibited by Messrs. Veitch& Sons, Chelsea, and
consisted of Dracajna Lindeni, Odontoglossum Andersonianum ama-
bile, Aspai'agus tenuissimus, Croton Sinitzianum, Azalea hj'dranga;-
flora, Masdevallia Chelsoni, Cyrometra Manni, Goniophlebium lach-
nopus, Davallia clcgans polydactylou, Croton ancitumense, and
Aralia Kerchoveana. Sir. H. James showed Aorides Southgatci

;

3Ir. Robert Veitch, Exeter, Rhododendron exoniense ; Mr. B. S.

Williams, Upper Holloway, Aralia monstrosa, Masdevallia Shuttle-
worthi, Oleobachia palustris, Bulbophyllum siamense, Dieffenbachia
Imperator, Philodendron elegans. Azalea Madame de Greve, Croton
Lad}' Zetland, Croton Austinianum ; Messrs. Fisher, Son, and Sib-
ray had Rhododendron Lady Alice Fitzwilliam ; from the General
Horticultural Co. came Cyperus laxus variegatus, Draciena Rossi,

D. reourva, D. Knausei, Rhapis humihs, Philodendron Wallisi, En-
cholirion Jonghi, Dracama Alexandra;, Rhodca japonica aurca varie-

gata, Caladium Frederick Bause, Gloxinia Mrs. Bause, G. "William
Ross ; Mr. Croucher, gardener to Mr. Peacock, Sudbuiy House,
Hammersmith, furnished Odontoglossum Alexandra; grandifloiaim,

Agave Pari-j-i, Mesembryanthemum truncatum, M. EUisi, Yucca Pea-
cocki, and Agave Hunti ; Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, had Auriculas
Lord Beaconsfield, Lizzie, John Bull, President, Mrs. Stafford, Sen-
sation, Philip Frost, Mariner, Hilda, Mr. AV. Brown ; Jlr. Smith, gar-
dener to Sliss Cheir, Papworth Hall, St Ives, showed Pelargonium
(Bronze Zonal) Miss A. M. Leaventhorpe ; from Mr. Little, Hilling-

don Place, Uxbridgo, came Pelargonium (decorative) Rosy Morn,
Amaryllis Crimson Glory, Cineraria Model, and Mauve Queen

;

Messrs. Paul, Cheshunt, showed Mad. Eliza Taisson; Mr. Baxter,
Barnet, Amaryllis AVhite Lady, William Parker, and Alice.

Botanical Certificates were awarded to the following :

—

Jlessrs. Veitch ,.t Son, Chelsea, for

—

DracSBna Lindeni.—A very ornamental species, with handsome
broad foliage, elegantly recurved and variegated with longitudinal
bands of green and I'arious shades of yellow.

Asparagus tenuissimus, Aralia Kerclioveana,
DavaHia elegans polydactylon, and Q-oniophletaium
lactiynopus, all of which were described in the preceding
report.

Mr. B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, for

—

Philodendron elegans.—An ornamental Aroid, havingleavcs
10 in. to 12 in. long by 6 in. broad and deeply pinnatifid. It has a
scandent habit of growth, and will be found valuable for rustic work
in stove or warm greenhouse.

Croton Lady Zetland.—A compact growing variety, with
long lance-shaped foliage, which droojjs gracefull}'. The variegation

consists of mottlings of yellow, dark orange,'and crimson on a dark,

shining green ground.

Tlie General Horticultural Company, for

—

Philodendron 'Wallisi. — A handsome Aroid, wilh large

heart-shaped leaves, prominently ribbed on the under surface, and
of a rich emerald green spotted with deep green.

Oaladium Frederick Bause.—A dwarf-growing kind, with
small leaves of a rich reddish-crimson, having a broad margin of

deep green.

Rhodea japonica aureo-variegata.—A hardy Jajjanese

herbaceous plant, differing from the ordinary variegated form in

having the variegation of 3'ellow and green instead of white and
gi-een. It is a prett}' plant and useful as a pot plant.

Cyperus laxus variegatus.—An elegant variety, with the
broad leaves prettily variegated with alternate longitudinal mark-
ings of creamy j-ellow and green.

Dracaena Rossi.—A compact-growing variety of erect growth,
with handsome broad leaves of a crimson hue. Recur'va, with
broad and strongly recurved leaves of a deep gi-een, with broad
streaks of magenta-pink. Alexandras, an erect-growing form with
broad leaves, elegantly variegated with broad streaks of creamy
white and green,

Mr. Croucher, gardener to Mr, Peacock, Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith, for—
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Agave Hunti.—A species with stiff fleshj' leaves arranged in a

comiiact tuft, spineless at the margins, but edged with a line of deep

brown, and witli a medial broad band of greenish-white.

Agave Parryi.—A small-growing kind, forming a rosette some
9 in. across. Tlie leaves are short, thick, fleshy, of a glaucous gi'ey

hue, and beset at the tips with a long, sharji, black spine.

Yucca Peacocki.—A hand.somenew species with long, narrow,

stiil leaves, foniiing a globular head 11 ft. in diameter.

Odontoglossum" crispum grandiflorum.—An extremely

fine variety with large flowers, having conspicuous and heavy
blotches of ricli reddish-brown.

Plorlcultural Certificates were awardedto

—

iMr. Turner, Slough, fin- -

Auricula Mrs. William. Brown.—A fine white-edged variety,

with a gooil truss of perfectly formed flowers. Also for three alpine

varieties : John Bull, a rich deep maroon, with large gold centre ;

Philip Pro&t, deep purple, shaded to a lighter hue on edges, and
with white centre ; Lizzie, deep Plum colour, shaded to a lighter

hue, with pale yellow centre.

i\Ir. 1). T. Veitch, Exeter, for—
Rhododendron exoniense.—The fine new variety described

in our preceding rei)ort.

i\Iessrs. Paul & Son, Cheshnnt, for

—

Rose Ferdinand Chaffolte.—A'splendid ihybrid perpetual

variety, with large flowers, of fine form, and a deep, rich crimson

colour.

Sir. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford, for

—

Auricula Hilda.—A green-edged variety, with large^and 'per-

fectly shaped flowers.

JMessrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray, for

—

Rhododendron Lady Alice Fitzwilliam.—The same as

described in oiir |ircceding report.

The General Horticultural Company, for

—

Gloxinia Mrs. Bause.—A large erect-flowered variety of a'pure

while colour, with a broad and attracti\'e ring of rosy-pink just

within llie throat.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants were shown much finer

than on the last occasion, some really creditable specimens being

represented. In the best collection, shown by iUessrs. Peed, Streat-

ham, were some excellent Azaleas, Pimelea spectabilis. Erica Devo-
niana, and Aphelexis macranthum purpurea. The two other collec-

tions included fine plants of Poronia pinnata and Tabernicmontana
coronaria ; other jDlants in these groups were not so good. The best

collection of nine Cinerarias, six Amaryllises, and nine Pelargoniums
was exhibited by j\lr. Wiggins, all certainly fine, particularly the

Cinerarias, which were remarkable for the large heads of bloom in

8-in. and 9-in. pots. The Pelargoniums included Florence Beadsman,
Kingston Beauty, Anderson's Rose, IMiss Bradshaw, Magenta Queen,

Eosy Morn (new), and Miss Jlay Gill, all good for early flowering.

Among the Amaryllises were two or three fine seedlings and Prin-

cess Dagmar, Jldlle. Titiens, and Fairstar, all superb sorts. One
other collection of Cinerarias was shown, and two other Amaryllis

;

among the latter were some very pretty forms.

Roses.—Of these there was a remarkably fine display from
Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, who were the only exhibitors in the

competitive classes. In the class for nine plants in pots, they had
grand examples of Comte de Serenye, Victor Verdier, Madame A'ictor

Verdier, La France, Perfection de Monplaisir, Beauty of Waltham,
Madam Thei-^se Levet, Chcslnmt Hybrid, and Madame Lacharmo.
Messrs. Paul also showed the only competing collection of six new
Eoses sent out in 1878-79. It included Edouard Andre, Catherine

Soupert, Duke of Teck, Mdlle. Julie Dymonier, Madame Eliza Taisson,

and Leon Eenault. Tlie same exhibitors also showed a gi'and mis-

cellaneous group, including half-a-dozen splendid baskets of cut

blooms of Siarechal Niel, for which they were deservedly awarded
a large silver medal.

Mr. Douglas and Mr. Turner were the only exhibitors of twelve

Auriculas, and both were very fine, the former taking the first prize.

His collection included two selfs, C. J. Perry and a seedling, George
Lightbody, Dr. Horner, Lancashire Hero, Smiling Beauty, Hilda,

Admiral Napier, Campbells Green Edge, Dr. Kidd, and Frank Si-

monite. Mr. Turner—Clipper, Lord of Lome, Pizarro, Charles J.

Perry, Topsy (mo it beautiful selfs), Mr. AV. Brown (new), Smiling

Beauty, Arabella, Beauty, Colonel Champneys, Dr. Horner, and
Unique. A collection of 1.50 plants of Auriculas was exhibited by
Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, including all the types of the flower, a
double yellow being very conspicuous. The selfs and alpine varie-

ties were finely shown, and they, above all others, were most admired.

Among other miscellaneous exhibits was a group of greenhouse
Ehododendrons with pure white and blush-tinted flowers, from the

Handsworth Nurseries. Sheffield ; a fine collection of cut Eoses from
Mr. Walker, Thame ; Pansies from Mr. Hooper, Path; a group of

hardy flowers from Messrs. Osborn, fulham, including many choice

and attractive kinds. In a tent erected on the front lawn there was
a fine display of Rhododendrons and Azaleas from Messrs. Lane &
Son, Bcrkhanipsted, who were awarded a silver medal.
Azaleas were well shown in the competing classes; the amateurs

exhibited the largest plants, which were of the usual formally-trained

pyramidal character. Those from nurserymen were smaller, but of

far better quality, and more profusely flowered, representing less

common kinds, the collection from Messrs. B. Peed & Son, who took

the first prize, being particularly noteworthy in this respect. A fine

collection of about fifty plants was shoAvn by JMr. Turner, Slough,

which were all finely grown and flowered, and representing the ma-
jority of the best varieties. The exhibitor was deservedly awarded
a largo silver medal. Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhamstead

,

were the only exhibitors of hardy Ehododendrons and Azaleas. Of
the former they had fine plants of Auguste Van Geert, Purity, Guido,

Everestianura, Eosabel, Duchess of Sutherland, The Queen, Eoseum
I'ictum, Scipio, H. W. Sargeant, and James Mason. The Azaleas
were likewise veiy fine, the varieties being Consul Pecher, Baron
Edmond de Rothschild, Ebenezer Pyke, Cornte de Gomer, Alphonse
Lavallee (dark varieties), Ch. Francais Luppes, W. E. Gumbleton,
Isabella A'an Houtte, Chevalier de Eeali (light -varieties), and with
the dark include all the first sorts.

The west wing of the conservatory was occupied by a remarkably
fine and extensive collection of standard Eoses in pots, representing

most of the leading sorts, flanked on either side by groups of Cle-

matises of various hues, and the whole interspersed with the

elegantly cut-leaved Japanese Maples and the bold white blooms
of small plants of Magnolia speciosa. Among the Clematises the

following were among- the most attractive sorts : Duchess of Edin-
burgh, Lucie Lemoine, Mrs. Bush, Miss Bateraan, The Queen,

Fair Rosamond, Lord Londesborough, George Burbridge, Mrs. S.

C. Baker, Duke of Buccleuch, Lord Mayo, Vesta, Stella, Lord Derby,

Tlie Gem; all excellent sorts.

To j\Ir. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, was
awarded a large silver medal for an extensive group of fine foliaged

and flowering plants consisting- of Orchids, Vzaleas, Airstralian plants,

&c., fiinely flowered plants of Cattleya Mossia\ Dendrobium Dal-

housianum, Oncidium Marshallianum, Odontoglossum vexillarium

being particularly attractive. The General Horticultural Company
contributed a large group, consisting chiefly of fine foliaged plants,

Bromeliads, and Gloxinias. For a tasteful arrangement of flowering

and fine foliaged plants, Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, were
awarded a silver medal. It is a group arranged for efliect, and con-

sisted of semicircular gxoups of Azaleas and fine foliaged plants,

while in the bends of the semicircles were isolated groups of

Narcissi and Lily of the Valley, the whole forming a harmonious
arrangement though perhaps a little too formal as regards the edges.

A large and representative collection of cut blooms of Narcissi

was exhibited by Messrs. Barr & Sugden, to whom were awarded a
large bronze medal. This collection attracted considerable attention

on account of the great diversity of form, colour, and size there

exists now in this favourite flower. Cut flowers of Clianthus

Dampieri were exhibited by Messrs. Carter & Co., High Holborn
;

their gorgeous colours were highly attractive.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
Polyanthus Flo-wers.— T/ios. Plunkctt.—The flowers sent show a variety

between the old .lack-in-the-Greeii and Polyantlius duplex. They have a large
green calyx below the pip ; the latter has another coloured pip below the proper
one. Yours shows the green calyx in process of transformation into a coloured
flower, and, no doubt, if seed were saved and sown, some tine duplex kinds
-would be tlie result. It is a pretty border flower, but has no other value.—A. D.
Oleanders Shedding their Flo-wer Buds.—My plants were cut back

fully a year ago, and thereafter put into a Vinery at work. After they started
into fresh growth I had them repotted, ami when well established set them out-
side, where they w-ere well exposed to the sun. Towards autumn several showed
flower, but not one opened, and I find that this spring they also advance to a
certain stage of development and then drop. The plants look healthy, the
white roots running alone the surface. I did not pot tliem this year. I shall be
glad if any one can assist me as to the cause of my failure.—ENQirKER.
Cucumbers Failing. —I have three light's of Cucumbers, consisting of

three varieties ; they have grown well and show plenty of fruit, but I cannot
get one to swell off, though t have kept up a fair heat by means of linings of hot
manure. The loam they grow in is poor, but I added manure. 1 am much
perplexed, never having failed before -with Cucumbers, and hints on the subject
will be gratefully accepted.—A. G.

Ji. (?.—The shrivelled Dendrobium flo-wers are probably due to excessive drought
at some stage of the development of the bud.
Names of Plants.— T. S. — 1, Corydalis nobilis ; 2, Dicentra eximia : 3,

Polygala Dalmaisiana ; 4, Coronilla glauca ; 5, Chorozema ilicifoliuni. The
Christmas Rose is the popular name of the Ilelleborus niger, but it is likewise
applied to the other species. S.G.G.— 1, .Salvia Camertoni ; 2, Genista
racemosa ;3, ifagnolia conspicua. K. A. C—Amelanchier canadensis, Alonsoa
incisa; the specimens arrived withered, and no numbers were attached.
jl/.—Orange Phcenix Daffodil, Viola gracilis. W. ii.—Allium triquetrum.
S. T.—1, Scilla italica ; 2, S. amocna ; 3, S. sibirica ; 4, S. hyacinthoides. D.
— Eranthemum tuberculatum.

—

Devon.— 1, Oncidium serratum ; 2, Odontoglossum
Cervantesi. Sub.—I, Choisja ternata ; 2, Aralia YeiWlii.—F.It.S ,— Oncidiun;
ptilvinatum,
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" This Is an Art
WWch does mend Nature : change It rather : bat
IHS Aki itself is iiXTVB.s."—i:hakespeare.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

From Ml-. Ewbank -we have a deliglitful batch from Evde, iLe

richest of the. year as yet, with mauy old frieuds, strange faces,

and some invalids made sound and even beautiful. Among- other

Irises, the lemon-coloured form of the Crimean Iris ought to be

grown in bold patchts by itself. "With the white and beautiful

Trillium we have a dark one with snch a detestable odour that its

name is better not published; there are certainly some flowers

which ought to be left out of gardens altogether. The delicate

Mrgiuian Lungwort, which requires to be seen in some shady,

moist corner, for it does not care much for travelling ; the Cycla-

men-like Narcissus (N. triandrus), very strong and handsome, some
having five blooms ; the Californian Dog's-tooth Yiolet, like a

little pale Lily ; the single Kerria, like a small single Hose ; the

large Asphodelus, which seems early ; two types of the scarlet

Anemone fulgens, both bright scarlet, without any ring or spot,

one clear 4 in. across ; beautiful and variously-coloured varieties of

Siebold's Primroses, quite hardy there, as it is in many other places.

The Japan Celandine, with pretty golden buds; the Dahurian
Lungwort, the spotted golden Boragewort (Arnebia echioides). the

noble Fumitory (Corydalis nobilis), bright American Cowslips,

alpine Daphnes, the Indian Daphne (grown in the open), the pretty

British Creeping Gromwell (Lifhospermum purpureo-ccerideum),

pretty alpine Saxifrages, Camellias grown in the open air, and
alpine llhododeudrons. The above, among many others more fre-

quent in our own district, and which we need not, therefore,

particularise. A collection from which so many scores can be
gathered so early in the year must have a good influence on the

whole neighbourhood.
#

A most useful and instructive series comes from Belvoir, con-

taining improved forms of some of our boldest and best hardy
spring flowers and others, grown as well as they deserve to be,

and may be in every country place enjoying similar advantages.

Mr. Ingram's love for spring flowers, and well-known success in

their culture, is shown hj a yearly increase in his collections and
by their increasing beauty. The Narcissi he sends are superb, the

old double "Butter and Eggs" being well over 3 in. across, and the

Maximus types are grown as one seldom sees tliem ; also the

graceful Tortuosus and I^eeds's pale hybrids, no fairer or showier
flowers from any hothouse than these. Three good forms of thespring
Orobus, a precious plant which never fails. Two of these are

known by the names 0. cyaneus and O. flaccidus, the last having
tlie more finely cut foliage. These pretty Pea flowers may be used
with effect in various ways in gardens. A brilliant purple-ciim-

son variety- of the common Honesty (Lunaria biennis) we hope may
be fl.ved. The Belvoir Wallflower is a fine orange yellow with a

bold free flower. The noble Fumitory (Corydalis nobilis) is very
handsome as grown at Belvoir, curious and beautiful in flower, anil

good in foliage too.

The quaint and graceful Bellwort of the American woods
(Uvularia) is not a striking plant out-of-doors, but interesting in a

cut state, the drooping heads leaning over the sides of a dish, the
soft, yellow flowers lialf wrapped in the bright green and elegant

leaves. It is a plant to naturalise in a peaty or leafy place,

in wood copse or shrubbery, or among American plants not too

thickly crowded. Plant as a spreading group, or colony having a

home of its own. With this, and drooping from the edge of a

low basin in the same way, the varieties of the Snake's-head are

very beautiful.

How fresh and delightful a good bunch of the early Forget-
me-not (M. dissitiflora) is on arriving in this dusty London, where
both plants and men get quickly tarnished ! A variety of the
( 'rimean Iris called bicolor is a very different plant, because it

gives an effect totally different from the common purple kind, the
outer divisions of the flower falls purple, with white edges, and
the standards white. It deserves to be increased. Finally, there

is the white variety of the creeping Forget-me-not (Omphalodcs

verna), and a good deep rose form of the common broad-leaved

Sa.vifrage, a lilac-pink Aubrietia, a little alpine Wallflower-like

plant (Erysimum pulchelhun), and a well-grown bunch of pale .

blue Anemone.
*

Most welcome bunches of the Apeuninc Anemone and the

double and reddish Wood Anemones come from Mr. Otley, at

Daylesford, described as covering " several acres in extent on the

hill." The blue Anemone is very fresh and lovely ; its flowers

i'5 in. in diameter. This precious blue Anemone is frequently

badly grown—that is, it is placed where it does not really thrive,

though nothing can kill it. It will grow anywhere where the

"Wood Anemone grows, and once established, whether it is grown
afterwards in the garden, or not, is a matter of no consequence.

In any country place with a variety of surface, one knowing and
caring for the plants of the northern world would soon be in-

dependent of any plan or system for a spring garden. A sight of

this hill at Daylesford must now be better than any " mixed
border." The flowers were so large that some in our office who
know hardy flowers well did not recognise the plant.

*

From Mr. Stevens comes a fine spreading panicle-like branch of

]\Iaule's Japan Pear, the finest flowering shrub introduced to this

country during the past dozen years. Here is really a hardy

brilliant thing worth much attention. Mr. Stevens has a hedge

of it from which the specimens mentioned were taken, but what
its stature or form is, is not well enough known to us yet to note

exactly the best thing to do as regards position and surroundings

for it ; but a mistake could not be made in planting a few speci-

mens or a group of it, so that it could grow well and show its

character. Captain Thomas says that with him it is dull in colour,

but the above is a fair description of the bush as grown at

Bvfleet. Also from Mr. Stevens some of the varieties of the

Japan Pear (Pyrus japonica), often alluded to in these pages;

they are most desirable for cutting, apart from their use in the

open air.

The new forms of Grape Hyacinth— little spikes of

beautiful beaded blue or purple, will prove valuable plants

for spring, particularly for cutting ; they are now, or some of them,

in their glory. So, too, are the Stars of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum),

O. nutans, with its curious green and white membranous flower,

being desirable in all ways. The Summer Snowflakes have come

in abundance, and are pretty for cutting. The variegated form of

the single Kerria is a plant of peculiar beauty. Few variegated

plauts have much importance for cutting, but this, with its delicate

and constant variegation, and little wreaths of single, yellow,

star-like flowers, is most elegant. To enjoy the plant it must be

freely grown or planted out in a cool house. I should be grateful

to any one who would send me a good flowering specimen of the

single Kerria for the artist. It is a handsomer plant than the

double one so well known in our gardens.

Now is the crown of the 'season for the early white-flowering

ti'ees, most welcome in any shape, most effective well placed in

the home landscape. Around London during the present week

in many quarters are seas of bloom of the common Pear and also

Plums ; while in the gardens witli ornamental trees we have the

double Cherry, some early foi-ms of Pyrus allied to the common
Apple, such as P. baccata and the forms of Pyrus salicifolia ; not

less valuable the best foi-m of what is called the Snowy Mespilus.

The young trees of this do not always produce a noticeable effect,

but old ones well placed and full of flower are often very beautiful

in the garden landscape. Mr. Stevens brings me, along with some

of these, a verv pretty white Spirrea (Spira;a cham.Tdrifolia), which

is early, and 'for that reason precious. Also tlie Bird Cherry,

which 'is as good as any of the white-flowering, low trees with its

strings of pearls and blossoms. Low tree, by the way, is scarcely

the word when fairly treated, because it really forms a fine tree,

as in that valley at Longleat, where trees of the Bird Cherry are

almost as large as forest trees. At Syon a semi-double white

Peach was very effective and beautiful during the week. These

double Peaches are most valuable for gardens, at least inthe south.

Even the weak, open way they sometimes grow, bearing many
blossoms on a naked, loosely-knit frame, gives them a Japanese

kind of look which distinguishes them from all other spriug-

floweiing trees.

Speaking of white flowering- early trees, the old Snowdiop tree
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at Syon is doad at last—a quaint and interesting specimen of

one of the lo\'eliest trees—probably' the most rcmarliable tree of

it in England. The care with \vliieh it was cherished, and the

careful way in which the long picturesque side branch was sup-

ported were pleasant to notice. It has perished of sheer old age

at last. A loss of this kind is more easily replaced than that of a

good man, and every one who cares about beautiful iiowering

trees, and has a place in which to do them justice, should plant a

Snowdrop tree next autumn in memory of this old tree, which we
greatly regret never having seen in flower. The beautiful Pearl

bush (E.YOchorda, or Spiraja grandiflora) is in bloom on walls, but

it does not look nearly so pretty as when grown as a bush, such as

on light soils.
*

From Mr. James Smith, of Darley Dale, a fine basket of hardy
Heaths, showing their state in spring, with a specimen such as is

rarely seen of Meuziesia cmpetriformis, a brilliant little alpine

bush, not often grown well, an equally fine one of Andromeda
tetragona, and various forms of tlie jlediterranean Heath. In

Mr. Smith's nurseries these hardy Heaths seem to be peculiarly

well grown.
*

From Eastoot, IMr. Kiugsmill sends a bunch of wild flowers,

including the Snalve's-head (FritiUaria) and its white variety

;

fair flowers, which, if they grow in Middlesex in pasture and
meadow Grass, should be easy to establish in like positions else-

where. The various dull-coloured Fritillaries now in our gardens

are not quite so pretty in colour as the common kind, and if they

are to remain permanently with us, a little wild gardening would
be the right thing in their case. They are very interesting in the

cut stage. Also the wild yellow Tulip (Tulipa sylvestris), a plant

few of us have a chance of seeing as a native, and which must be

very handsome in grassy places.
#

The first beautiful Kooky Mountain Columbine (Aqnilegia

ccerulea) of the year comes from Mr. Kingsmlll's garden at East-

cot, a flower to which no description can do justice. A\'ith it

the green Columbine (A. virldiflora). Green flowers have not

hitherto had much attention, some of them being monstrosities

only, but this deserves abetter fate, the flower having a variety of

delicate Sage-greens, all pleasing in tone. It has a delicate scent,

too, something like that of an Indian Daphne, but fainter. Such

a flower in an open border would be passed by as a worthless weed
by an ordinary observer ; but in a light glass on a table it becomes

a very interesting object. This flower might, indeed, be adopted

by the most resthetio young ladies of the period as their badge

—

the flower of their belief. The green-fringed Wood Anemone (A.

nemorosa bracteata") is another most singular and elegant flower

for a glass; out-of-doors it has no chance among more showy kiudf?,

but it will grow in any obscure nook. With these came the Pearl-

bush, before mentioned, and a glorious bunch of Pansies, including

some almost black. Of all our open air flowers these are the most
precious, from their beauty, variety, and vigour in almost all soils

and situations.
*

From jMr. Amos Perry, now in the south of France, comes a

bright curiosity—a cluster of little gold yellow fingers in crimson

mittens—a parasitic plant {Cytinus Hypocistus), growing on

the roots of Cistus monspeliensis and probably allied species. If

so pretty after its transit, it must be much more so on its_ native

bush

.

*

From Glasnevin come a beautiful Fritillary (F. contorta) long-

in blossom: the Woolly Broom, hardy against a wall, and
very earlv and frequently with two flowers on a stalk ; the

variegated wood Forget-me-not, which will interest many, but, like

various hybrids and variegated plants, of doubtful value; a grace-

ful purple Trichonema speciosa, pretty in the shape of good tufts

in the morning sun, and the brilliant American Cowslip (Dode-

catheon resplendens) ; a new star Magnolia (M. stellata), which
flowered in a very small state ; also double and single Periwinkles

which do prettjr well at Glasnevin, and the Californian Bear
Berry (Arctostaphylos oalifornicus), like our own, very pretty.

*

From Messrs. Dickson, Waterloo Place, Ediulmrgh, we have

Forsythia Fortuuei full of flower from the open boi'der, where it

has been in bloom for a fortnight ; it also flowered outside in

February. It is certainly one of the best shrubbery border plants

we have for early spring, and perfectly hardy.

From jMiss Owen, of Gorey, a pretty Primrose, supposed to be
a hybrid between P. Sieboldi and P. cortusoides, bright, but rather

too small ; and, if a hybrid, a step in the wrong direction, inas-

much as cortusoides is a poor plant; also the giant Allium para-
doxum, a curiosity only ; and the little Tulipa pulchella, one of

the least attractive of the familv.

SPKING FLOWERS AT RYDE.
x'\.s you invite contributions of flowers I have just now sent off

a boxful of them to you. I am sure your editorial table ought
never to be bare. The most striking by far of all spring flowers in

my garden has been Anemone grandiflora fulgens. I owe
this plant to the kindness of Mr. Nelson, of Aldborough, and ho
did me a very good turn when he made me a present of it. You
will see that the flower I send is more than in. in diameter, and
when three or four of them throw back their petals in a careless,

abandoned sort of way to the mid-daj- sun the effect is most strik-

ing. Colour could not possiblj- be more gorgeous. These Anemones
make you stand still and gaze at them; but should anybody say
that tliis flower is too loud and demonstrative, though I hold that

such an idea would bo absurd, I can give him one to his mind.
Omphalodes Lucilia3 has merit of an exactly opposite sort. One of

your correspondents called it some time ago " the type of virgin

modesty," and he could not have used a better expression. It is

soft and tender to the last degree, and while the Anemone startles

and surprises you, this gently captivates you. I do not know of

any flower where the tints are so delicately blended together.

The most beautiful porcelain is nothing to it. Tiie blue and the

white run into each other in a most exquisite manner. For some
time I was puzzled by Omphalodes Lucilise, for I valued it so

much. I took very great care of it and coddled it anxiously, but
I found out 111J mistake after a while, and I now see that it only

requires to be put into the ground and it will thrive anywhere in

my garden. Tlie truth is that it cannot bear stifling of any kind,

but it is quite indifferent to cold, and even to rain. Any soil seems
to suit it here, though it likes peat the best. It is, in reality, so

very easy to manage that I have ceased to put it on my rockwork
at all ; it does quite well on the level. But this is by no means a
common experience. Mr. Ware tells me that he cannot manage
this plant at Tottenham at all. I think it must love the Isle of

Wight, and it is beyond all question that it is greatly loved

here. Pulmonaria dahurica is a very fit and worthy
companion, but it differs largel}- in its wants from the other.

Bain which is at all in excess is destruction to it. I can only
carry it safely through the winter by putting a pane of glass over

its head, and by thus throwing the water completely away from
it. It is a bright and dainty little thing, and always reminds me
of old Wheeler, of Warminster, from whom alone I have ever been
able to procure it. I have not been able to send you a blossom of

Polemonium confertum, for I want to keep it for seed, but it is

floweiing most beautifully just now, and I have made its acquaint-

ance this year for the firist time. It deserves all the commendation
which you bestowed upon it some time ago. I once heard it

called " miffy '' at Kew, and it was said to go off in a disappointing-

manner. But that all depends, I am sure, on the treatment which
it receives. lam thankful to say it is much more amenable to

reason with me than I thought I should find it. It must grow in

liglit friable soil, and then it seems to be satisfied. If the roots

are at all clogged by the hard nature of the ground it will very

soon perish, but if the soil is open and free, and it can

run about ad Ubitiim. all over the place there need be no fear for

it. At least I have found it to be so, and this last winter was a

good test. Arnebia echioides, through the great kindness of Herr
Max Leichtlin, has gladdened my eyes within the last few days.

It is very interesting indeed, and I send you a specimen of it.

Mola pedata bicolor might have gone to you last week, and Yiola

Sheltoui as well. The first of these is a gem of gems, and the

other is also very pretty. They seem to enjoy almost pure sand.

I hope never to be -svithout them again. Daphne indica rubra has

stood this dreadful winter without suffering at all, and what
pleases me more than anything else is that Mandevilla suaveolens

is breaking all up the main stem to the height of 1^3 ft. or 14 ft.

from the ground. This magnificent shrub was quite unprotected
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here, and avo had 18^ of frost in the island (1^'' more than tho

o-reatest traditional uuinber), so it cannot be so tender as once was

miagiued. I think I have seen it called a stove shrub ; it cannot

surely be that. LagerstraMiiia indica has just managed to pull

through last January and February, and Clematis indivisa lobata

is cut doAvn to the ground, but I see to-daj; that a strouo; shoot

is coming up from beloAv. Poinciana Gillesl has lived with me
over the^vinter in three places in the open ground, and Lapageria

rosea is just the same as if nothing had happened to it. But 1

must stay my hand now, I am siu-e. You will notice, I hope, in

my box Anemone fulgens purpurea. It is a great beauty, and the

purple colour is very rich and glowing to the eye. Euphorbia

pilosa major is a grand thing for late spring and early summer.

I only wish I could propagate it successfully. Claytonia virginica

is very sweet indeed, and it loves a quiet nook in deep leaf-mould

or peat. Erythronium grandiflorum ought to find a place in

every collection, and you see that Gentiana verna is still very

happy with me. But, in truth, there is no end to one's enjoyment

of this happy month of May, at any rate in this salubrious isle.

I could treble the list I have given to you, but there is no credit

due here to the gardener ; Nature does everything. The fol-

lowing list refers to plants now in flower in the open ground :^

Camellia, double -white Choisya ternata, nearly Eainmcu'ns aconitifollus

Magnolia Lennd out amplexicaulis

Dotiecatheon integrifolium Pyrns aialus flnribunda Erythronium grandiflorum
splendens Trillium grandiflorum Cytisus Ardoini

Primula cortusoidcs a- Prunus sinensis flore roseo lupinus

mcena pleno Stylophorum dipliyllum
Daphne indica rubra Gentiana verna Kubws arcticus

Helleborus argutifolius acaulis Bryantlius erectus
Berberis stenophylla Lithospermuni purpureo- Veronica rotundifolia
Darwini ccernleum Azalea aniccna

Lonicera Ledebouri Andromeda floribunda Primula rosea
Polemonium cocruleum Iris stylosa Munroi
confertum lutea Arabis blepharophylla

Dielytra spectabilis olbiensis superba
Pulmonaria daliurica nudicaulis Atragene austriaca

virginica longipetala (T think not alba
iRarcissus triandrus sent, but out to-day) Muscari Szovitzianum

t. albus Bongardia Rauwolfi Clematis cirrhosa
intermedins Utricularia vesicaria angustifolia

Trollius I''ortunei 11. -pi., Sparaxis Pyrus japonica (various)
very good Asphodelus ensiferus Saxifraga virginica

Leucojum rcstivum Corydalis nobilis coriophylla
Tulipa turcica bulbosa Maweana
elegaus Orobus azureus Wallacei
Clusiana Euphorbia pilosa major &c.
sylvestris Amebia echioides Xanthoceras sorbifolia
Orphanides Auriculas Waldsteinia trifoliata

Daphne Cneorum Claytonhi virginiana Ornithogalum
Erica codonodes Anemone Pulsatilla Bellidastrum Mitchelli
carnea Halleri

'

Viola pedata bicolor
Single KeiTia Robinsoniaua Scilla nutans alba
Lamium Orvala fulgens Cardamine triloliata fl.-pl.

Fritillaria tristis f. grandiflora Blue Polyanthus
pyrenaica f. purpurea Draba ciliata
lutea nemorosa major and other sorts
alba &c. Androsace coronopifolia

Adonis venialis Ranunculus gramineus Allium Ckisianum

H. EWBANK.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Ne'W and Rare Plants.—Iris iberica insignis, brought out

by the New Plant & Bulb Company, is a very desirable variety, the

colours of which are well defined and the flowers very large. Close

by, I. Saari is very showy just now; it is of the iberica style, the

flowers are as large as those of I. susiana, the standards are veined
with violet, the falls pale olive-brown tipped and netted with dark
chocolate—colours which, with a velvety black, elongated, hairy

blotch on the falls, render this a striking flower. Another new
species from Central Asia is entirely coffee brown splashed with
violet and purple, and as regards form and colour it is all that can be
desired. Saxifraga virginiensis fl.-pl. forms quite a pyramidal bouquet
of white flowers, which are even more double than those of Spiraea

prunifolia fl.-pl. Lychnis nivalis forms a low tuft of bright green
leafage, and the flowers, only a few inches in height, are as large as

a shilling and bright deep rose. Fritillaria pallidiflora is very
effective, and there is a first-rate variety the bells of which are as

large as those of F. imperialis, and of a good sulphur colour, slightly

tipped with brown. From five to six bells are on a plant only 1 ft.

in height. Ixiolirion Ledebouri, of wliich I possess perhaps the only
plant in cultivation, is far better as regards flower than 1. tataricum
or montanum ; the colour of Ledebouri is deeper, and the flowers

are of better shape and substance. Haberlea rhodopensis robusta
is a fine alpine, which blooms more profusely than the type, and its

flowers are also larger and better in colour. Trillium grandiflorum
majus is a very desirable plant, the snow-white numerous flowers of

which arc twice as large as those of the typical form. Prunus
prostrata is a low prostrate shrub which produces abundance of

tiny rose buds and flowers, and is well fitted for ornamenting the

head of a rockery. To watch the unfolding of the singular warty
leaves of Rheum Eibes, which are entire, nearly round, and 2 ft.

through, is quite a treat.

—

Ma.x Leichtlin, Baden-jBadc7i.

Ejrythronium purpureum.—Under this name there are

sonic plants now in flower in the Hale Farm l>[urseries, Tottenham,
wliich are quite distinct from any Dog's-tooth Violet we have

hitherto seen. It most resembles E. giganteum of Lindlej', and
most probably it is the E. Smithi of Hooker, which is, like E.

giganteum, classed by the American botanists as varieties of E.

grandiflorum, though on what grounds it is hard to say, as botli the

plants are so dissimilar in general appearance as well as in minute
character. Mr. Ware's plant bears a pair of rather large leaves

undulated at the edges and mottled on the upper surfaces with a very

deep green and pale green ; the flower-stem rising erect from between
the leaves is about 8 in. in height, sharply recurved at the upper

part, and bears a solitary flower about 2 in. across, having narrow
petals of a pale rose colour and an orange ring at the inner bases of

the flower. It is apparently a later flowering kind than either E.

giganteum or E. grandiflorum, and on this account it may be con-

sidered an acquisition. It grows under similar conditions to the

others, which is a border of rich soil sheltered between hedges of ever-

greens, which greatly protect the flowers.

Spring-flO'Wering Plants.—The following were exhibited

at Manchester the other day by Mr. Prockbank, of Didsbury. They
were in a l-ft. wicker basket, the spaces between them being filled

with Moss and clumps of Grape Hyacinths. They consisted of Leu-

cojum vernum, Polygonatum multiflorum. Primula cashmeriana, P.

verticillata, P. glaucescens, P. hybrida, P. involucrata, and P. vis-

cosa, Androsace Laggeri and A. coronopifolia, Polygala Chamrebuxus

purpurea. Narcissus Emperor, N. Horsfieldi, N. minor, and N. Bul-

bocodium, Fritillaria Moggridgei, Cypripedium pubescens. Anemone
apennina, Orobus vernus, Doronicum caucasicum, Trillium sessile,

and Cardamine chelidonia.

Hardy Flo-wers at Tottenham.—The Hale Farm Nursery

is now beginning to wear a gay aspect ; the spring flowers proper

are on the wane,''but are closely followed by the early summer kinds.

Amongst the most noteworthy are Lychnis dioica rubra fl.-pl., a long

name for a very pretty plant, a strong grower and conspicuous from

all parts of the nursery ; Lupinus nootkatensis, the earliest of the

Lupines, and very desirable ; Phlox setacea in variety. Model, Vivid,

and grandiflora being the earliest ; Corydalis nobilis, a noble Fumi-

tory which should occupy a place in every mixed border ; Pulmonaria

virginica, an extremely fine plant, especially suitable for shady peat

borders or margins of shrubberies ; Trollius japonicus fl.-pl., a

golden yellow semi-double kind, the earliest as well as the finest

;

Euphorbia pilosa, with yellow flower-heads, and the only species

worth growing ; Iris pumila in variety, pallida and atro-violacea bein

the best ; Adonis vernalis, a handsome yellow-flowered plant wits

feathery foliage ;
Saxifraga 'Wallacei, the finest of all the Moss"

section ;
Aquilegia canadensis, with red flowers and the earliest ty

flower here ; Trillium grandiflorum, several forms differing in theio

degrees of eaiiiness, but all extremely desirable. r

Agapetes buxifolia.—For some reason or other this show.V

Ericaceous plant has not come into general cultivation, although

few of its congeners are more attractive. It is a dwarf shrub, fur-

nished with small leaves and a profusion of bright red tubular

flowers about an inch long, produced chiefly from the bark of the

olderstems and branches. "Therearesomcplantsof itinthe temperate

house at Kew which have been attractive for a long time, and will

probably continue in flower for several weeks yet. It is a Hima-

layan plant and succeeds well in any ordinary greenhouse.

Aster (Eur^bia) argophyllUB.—"When well flowered, this

Australian shrub is highly ornamental. There is now a fine speci-

men of it at Pendell Court, Bletchingley, planted against the back

wall of a lean-to Vinery, profusely laden with large dense clusters

of small stariy, creamy' white flowers. The leaves are covered with

a sort of mealy down,' which gives them a silvery appearance, and

they moreover possess a strong Musk-like perfume, for which

character alone the plant is worth cultivating. It thrives in the

open air against a wall in some districts, but it is never so satisfac-

toiy as in a cool house.

Arabis aubrietioides.—This pretty alpine plant resembles

the ordinary purple Aubrietiain size and habit, but its flowers are of

a pleasing delicate pink, borne in great profusion. There is a good

plant of it in flower just now on the rcckwork at Kew. It is an
excellent plant for a position where its trailing branches can hang

over the ledge of a boulder. J* ^3^ been distributed recently by

Messrs. Frcebel, of Zurich,
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Rhododendron Daviesi.—At the spring flower show held

nn Tuesday last at the Manchester Town Hall, Mr. Davies, Brook
Lane Nurs'erj-, Ormskirk, was awarded a first-class certificate for this

Khododendron. It is distinct in character, and the colour, a bright

orange-scarlet, new amongst Khododendrons. The habit of the plant

is handsome and the leaves are of a fair size and of a dark glossy

green, forming a pleasing contrast with the glowing colour of the

flowers. It is a seedling from Rhododendron retusum, crossed with
Khododendron javanicum.

Speirantha convallarioides.—This is an interesting new
Liliaceous plant. In liabit of growth it strikingly resembles the

Lily of the A'alley, a circumstance which suggested to Jlr. Baker
the specific name. The flowers arc small, star-shaped, and pure
white, produced in a rather dense raceme of from one to two dozen.

It will probably prove a valuable plant for cutting pui-poses, as it is

a free grower and flowerer. It is a native of China, whence it has
been sent to the Eoyal Gardens, Kew, in which it is now in flower in

one of the cool compartments of the T range.

Varieties of Snake's-head.—A large bed of Fritillaria

Mcleagris in the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,'is now in perfec-

tion. It contains several interesting varieties, amongst wliich there

is one pure white, a handsome kind which ought to be in every

mi.'ced border ; also the ordinary form, and one darker still in colour.

Then tlierc are intermediate forms named i\Iodeste and Curiosity,

which are white, slightly chequered with dull purple. The effect of

this bulbous plant in such large masses is so different from that of

small patches that one sees, that everyone should endeavour to en-

courage its growtli in tliat way.

Arthropodium cirrhatum.—This New Zealand plant is one

oE the finest ornaments to tlic Cactus house at Kew just now, being

profusely furnished with handsome white flowers, produced in broad
loose clusters IS in. high. The flosvcrs are nearly 1 in. across, pure white,

except the stamens, which are furnislied with tufts of bright orange
down. The foliage is Iris-like, and is retained on the plant through-

out the year. It is an extremely desirable greenhouse plant of

simple culture, and it is rather remarkable that such a fine plant

should not have found its way into general cultivation.

Spiraeas.—Many of these are now coming finely into flower, and
amongst them that graceful little sln-ub Thunbergi is just now stud-

ded with its wlrite Hawthorn-like blossoms. Others are IS. acutifolia

and thalictroides, in which the flowers are arranged along the wliole

length of the shoots, and S. confnsa, in which they form dense
terminal clusters, white, slightly tinged with gi-een. The beautiful

little white rosettes of S. prunifolia also attract attention, while

that most singular Spiraea of all, S. hcvigata, which when out of bloom
might easily be mistaken for a Daphne, is now opening its white

flowers with their conspicuous crimson stamens. Although not in

bloom, the bright golden foliage of 8. opulifolia aurea is so sliowy as

to well deserve a passing notice.

Chinese Barberry (Berberis ehinensis).—Under this name
tlicre is a fine mass of a remarkably handsome species of Berberis in

flower in the dell near the Flag Staff at Kew. It is of comparatively

dwarf habit, being only about IS in. high, and, though deciduous, is

already covered with its neat-looking foliage, which is of a pleasing

shade of light green. The disposition of the branches is most grace-

ful, and from tlie underside of each the flowers hang in great profu-

sion ; inside, tiiey are of a greenish-sulphur colour ; outside, brown-
isli-crimson. In autumn the leaves assume a beautiful red colour.

This Berberis was, I believe, introduced through the St. Petersburg

Botanic Garden as Berberis Thunbergi, a name under which it is

most commonly known.

—

H. P.

Choice Hardy FlO'wrera.—Stylopliorum ohiotense is a fine

sliowy plant, with much divided, glaucous, woolly foliage, and numer-
ous orange' yellow flowers, rather larger than those of the common-
Buttercup. The pretty Viola biflora, with its scentless yellow blos-

soms, is both distinct and desirable. V. oalcarata alba is a charming
companion for the typical form ; the flowers are quite as large, pure
white, and produced quite as freely. These are two first-rate plants

for semi-shady parts of the rockery. Astragalus adsurgens, now
in flower, is, we consider, one of the liandsomest of all

the Aslr.igali. The abo\e are in flower in Mr. Kiclies' nursery at

Tooting.

Canadian Rhodora (R. canadensis).— It is somewhat remark-
able that such a handsome shrub as this should be so seldom seen
in ganlens. It is of lowbushj' growth like that of the Ghent Azaleas,

but the flowers are smaller and of a rich, rosy-puiple. Its chief

merit is its early flowering, long before the Azaleas open their blos-

soms. It is a native of the damp woods and swamps of tlie United
States ; it thrives well in cultivation in ordinary peat beds amongst
other American plants. Some well-flowered bushes of it are now
very attra.ctive in the old American garden at Kew,

Lachenalia pallida.—This is one of the most delicately

beautiful of all tlie cultivated species ; indeed, we know of no other
plant which has tlie flowers of such a singular hue. Unlike the
commoner kinds, they are arranged almost erect on the stout stalks

are semi-transparent, and of a peculiar porcelain blue, deepening to

a ricli blue. The stems are also beautifully mottled, which, with
the foliage, render the plant very attractive. There are two or

three forms of it in flower at Kew, but our remarks refer to the best

variety. There is a yellow-tinted flowered kind named sulphurea.

Rubus arcticus.—This is quite the gem among Brambles, and
where it can lie induced to thrive away from its higli mountain
home, it is one of the prettiest plants for a rock garden. It is a low
trailing plant, with compound leaves, and dee]] rosy-pink flowei's

about the size of a sixpence. In a cool, shady peat border it thrives

admirably, and it may be grown successfully in pots, with a little

care. We have seen it in several nurseries lately in flower, and a
variety of it named fcecundus we saw in flower in masses the other

day in ilr. Bull's nursery, Chelsea.

Myosotis dissitiflora splendens.—The ordinary form of

tliis Forget-me-not is beautiful enough, but this variety, which is

now in full flower on the rockwork at Kew, much surpasses it

;

indeed, it is the finest Forget-me-not we have yet seen, as the flowers

arc larger, and the colour clearer and brighter than any other.

Alonsoa Mutisi.—Most of the Alonsoas have bright scarlet

flowers, liut the colour of this one is of a delicate, fleshy tint, in-

clined to pink. The leaves, too, are different in colour from those of

other kinds, being a dark lurid purple. In height and habit it re-

sembles A. incisa. It is flowering at TendcU Court, Bletohingley.

Heaths and Anemones Mixed.—A pretty effect may be
made with Erica carnea and the white wood Anemone. I saw a
border of the above in a herbaceous bed lately, and the contrast of

the graceful foliage and flowers of the Anemone, which was planted
n clumps among the Heath, was very striking —A. B.

PLANTING OUT AZALEAS IN SUMMER,
Whes one takes into consideration the many great advantages to I e

derived from planting out Azaleas in a bed of suitable compost
during the summer months, instead of retaining them during that

period in pots, one may reasonably express surprise that this system
of culture should not have been generallj' adopted in this country.
The Belgian growers, more wise in this matter than their English
brethren, have long practised this method of gi'owing the Azalea,

and the fine little specimens, clothed with handsome foliage broad
and glossy, ami well set with buds, that are annually imported in

such large numbers to this country, testify to the advantages to be
obtained by according to the roots an almost unlimited amount of

suitable nourishment throughout the growing period. It is certainly

pleasant and instructive to walk through a Belgian trade establish-

ment where Azaleas are made a speciality of, when they are in their

summer quarters. The best time to see them, and when the benefits

of the system are most observable, is just when tlic little specimens
have attained their maximum of leaf development, and when they
are about to concentrate their energies upon the formation of those

glorious buds which, as a rule, are produced in sucli numbers, and,
owing to the large amount of food at the disposal of the roots, attain

such perfection of development as to render these little plants,

when in bloom, of the highest value for decorative purposes. How-
ever well one may grow the Azalea in pots, the foliage will never
attain such fine proportions, and growth will not be so freely made
as when planting out is resorted to. The Belgian growers plant out
in the open air, hardening off tlie young plants in the first place by
a process of gradual exposure, and tlien allowing them to experience
the full force of the sun"s power throughout the summer. An open,

but sheltered situation is chosen, and beds are made up (some 4 ft.

to 6 ft. across) of good soil. Tliis in most cases consists of leaf-

mould in a pure state, but it is not the kind of leaf soil that is com-
monly employed in English gardens. It is a natural deposit, the

accumulation of ages, and may be used directly that it is brought
from the forest without any preparation whatever. Such soil as this

is but rarely procurable in England. Once, and once only has it

been my good fortune to obtain such, and I found that it needed
scarcely any sweetening process to fit it for the reception of even
the most tender roots. Taking all things into consideration, we
should say that the best mixture would consist of good turfy loam,

the best fibrous peat and leaf-mould in about equal proportions,

adding to it a good dash of coarse silver sand. In such a compost
the plants would find all necessary to build up a perfect specimen,

and, provided due care was taken to ensure that its component parts

were of the best quality, growth could not fail to be at once free

and vigorous, J. C,
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
FREESIAS.

The Freesia represented iu the accompanying woodcut lias already

the good old favourite Schizostylis coccinea, all of wliicli are closely

related to the Freesias, a glance at the annexed illustration^ will

be sufficient to convince them of the value of Freesias as winter-

flowering plants. Unfortunately, with the exception of Schizos-

5 ->
*%

^- /»

Preesia refraota alba.

V

been noticed in The Gahden as having flowered in the Royal tylis, the plants just named are known to but few, a fact to be

Gardens, Kew, where it was much admired. To those acquainted deplored, considering the ease with which they may be cultivated,

with the beauty and value of the Ixias, Tritonias, Babianas, and The Cape Flora contains a great number of Irids and other bulbous
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plants equally as beautiful as any of those already moutioued, aud
which, thirty or forty years ago, were great favourites in this

country, but which, from some cause or other, have been allowed

to drop out of cultivation. The case of tlie Freesias raa_y be
taken as an instance of this, for it is a fact that they were great

favourites as early as 181o, and remained so for some years

;

yet, when seen in flower in February last they were looked upon
by most people as new introductions. According to Mr. Baker,

whose labours on Irids have rendered their study comparati\'ely

easy, the genus Freesia has been included in Gladiolus and Tri-

touia, as well as having liad a goodly numljer of specilic names.
Tliese are all now reduced to at most two species, viz., Freesia

refracta and F. Leichtlini. The former varies considerably,

judging from the earlier illustrations of it, which, if correct, Avould

S3em to include F. Leichtlini. F. refracta has pale yellow tiowers,

sometimes with a greenish, sometimes a purplish tint, while its

variety alba has tiowers of the purest white, with two orange-
yellow blotclies on the lower segments. Sometimes these blotches

are absent. F. Leichtlini is said to be yellow, though I saw a

plant in flower a few weelis ago which was said to be Leichtlini,

but which was identical with F. refracta alba.

Freesias may be cultivated out-of-doors on a sheltered border

in the south of England, but they are much more beautiful when
grown in pots in a cool frame and brought into the conservatory

t) flower. Tlius managed, they may be had in blossom as early

as the middle of .January. They last in bloom for three or four

weeks, after which tlie plants should be gradualh' ripened and
dried off. A dry place out-of-doors should be given tliem in

summer. In autumn they may be shaken out of tlie old soil and
repotted into a compost of loam, peat, and a little manure.
Plunge tlie pots in ashes in a coal, light frame, and as the plants

grow a liberal supply of water should be given tliem. Care should

be taken not to allow cold currents of air to pass through the

frame, or injury to the young leaves will be the result. 1 shall

be g'lad to hear from anyone who has grown both species whether
F. Leichtlini is reallv speciflcally distinct from F. refracta.

z. n.

THE LATE AUllICULA SHOW.
Although an ardent lover of all hardy plants, and specially of

spring flowers, I fear I lack that sacred tire which seems to animate
those devoted florists who flail in the Auricula the ideal of floral

beauty and perfection. Notwithstanding the praise bestowed on the

Auricula, somehow I feel that it is for the early spring but a cold-

looking flower at the best. Its body of paste of the piu-est whiteness

reminds me of snow and white and grey edges of hoarfrost. There
is no warmth in its hues, no evidences of reviving Nature to quicken
the pulse and foster pleasant hopes of brigliter days coming. Of
course I am writing of the show Auricula, or, as the devotees ha\'e it,

" the Auricula," for alpines or any pretty border flowers are but very

secondary consideration, yet Heaven forbid that I should be supposed

to be deprecating the enthusiasm of those who find in the cultiva-

tion of the Auricula that pleasure and delight they so certainly

do. In their own way they are no doubt doing a good work,

although it is one with wliicli the lover of hardy flowers

pure and simple can flnd but small sympathy. Compared
with Orchids, the Auricula is perhaps almost as costly, and
probably even more difficult to grow, needing, liardy as it com-
paratively is, yet the greatest care and most patient attention, and
is so subject to trouble and tribulation, that but one or two mis-

takes may lose the plants, or at least the bloom, for an entire season.

You cannot grow the Auricula proper in the open border, or if it did

exist it would not be worth looking at : compared with any of our

pretty species of hardy flowers, it would be poor and washy-looking.

But in spite of all those to me very considerable defects, I can
understand the enthusiasm which some entertain for it ; there are

specialists in every thing, animate and inanimate, and our Auricula

fanciers in their devotion perceive beauties and features that are

incomprehensible to the common eye, wliich, deliglited with a mass
of yellow Gorse, of wavy Bluebells, or of scarlet Poppies, turns

from a chaste and wonderfully perfect Auricula with coldness, if not

contempt. To me the most striking flower at tlie late show at

South Kensington was a dark self, almost blue, Charles rerry, so

prominent in Mr. Turner's flne collection, and yet I learn with

dismay that, charming as it loolced, it is not regarded as first-class,

because its paste is not all that can be desired. Some of the bright

alpines with their gold centres were striking, but even these wore an
air of unreality, as though specially got up for the occasion.

"Would thev bear these briaht faces and alowins rves if growing

in the open border, for there after all was the test, a vulgar one jjerhaps,

but nevertheless the test to which I invariably broughtthem ? And yet

there are many fine clumps of border Auricula about the country
that are very pleasing, and give ample room for admiration. They
are not too fine in form, b it, with that modesty which seems innate
in the Auricula, have yet enough boldness to hold up their faces to

be looked at in large and pleasing clusters. Here is a tield for the

raiser of new things in this class of plants to look after. We want
yellows, reds, blues, purples, crimsons, and otlier bright tints, the

stems stout and strong, tlie flowers erect, the plants robust and
hardy. Primula viscosa and its deep-coloured variety intermedia
seem to present the ideal in habit, but these maj' bo improved upon
so far as to gi\'e us larger flowers, more of them, and greater variety

in colour.

But if the Auricula proper failed to capti\ate me, I was far less

interested in those pale, bloodless things which someone has termed
" fancies,'' and in doing so has strangely blundered. Why such
things should get so much care and useful pot room, wlnlst I would
not flnd for them 1 in. of border space, is more than I can compre-
liend. I have a strong belief that such genuine florists of the Auricula
school as Jlr. Horner or Mr. Simonite have little lo\e for these

things ; they are, in fact, but Auricula abortions.

That by no means unsuitable ally of the Auricula, the gold-laced

I'olyanthus, seems to have, here in the south at least, even fewer
admirers than the former flower has. I am not sure whether it is

not far more diificult to get up any sentiment over these than over
the most cold-blooded of the Auriculas. A good laced flower may
be pretty; that I admit, but it is not striking ; but the great feature
of those exhibited, comprising, as they did, the best named
sorts, is that nearly all seem to fall very short indeed
of the florist's own ideal. That large, coarse - looking
flower. Buck's George IV., I would not give border room. The
tact that such a flower is still shown shows very forcibly how little

progress towards the ideal has been made with gold-laced I'olyan-

thuses since Buck's days. Mr. Samuel Barlow had in his new kind
Sunrise a flower nearer perfection (according to the approved stan-

dard) than any other red-ground flower, for the lacing is reflned and
perfect ; but here, as usual, the newest flowers are always the best.

His new kind, John Briglit, is more massive than other black grounds,
and it has plenty of body, with a fine bold lacing, but it is rugged
in outline. No matter whether it be these new ones or the older
Exile, Cheshire Favourite, or Lord Lincoln, they are after all but toys
and playthings amongst flowers. Why, there was a Lord Lincoln
with blooms by no means perfect, and no bigger than a threepenny
piece.

Almost the only real spring flowers were the rich-coloured border
Polyanthuses and Primroses, staged at the further end of the show

;

that these were immensely admired was ine\itable. Here were
genuine hardy border flowers that would look as fresh and as gay,
iiye, and as lovelj' in the open ground as here in the pots in which
they are shown ; what size of flower, and even what perfection of

form if that be wanted ; wliat brightness of hue, and how varied
these the lover of hardy flowers could not fail to admire and
appreciate. I should like to see ten times as many of these bright,

fresh flowers at the ne.xt of the society's shows.

The species of Primulas, as a rule, did not look happy in pots,

excepting the garden varieties of Sieboldi, which make elegant and
truly charming pot plants ; but rosea, scotica, denticulata, abys-
sinica, marginata, and others evidently pined for their quiet modest
nooks on the rockwork, and did not enjoy the gaze of hundreds of eyes
that looked, wondering why those little modest creatures had been
brought there. Alpixus.

Balsams in the Open Air.—The following is an account
of the way in which I have for many years managed these in this
unfavourable climate. I sow the seed in moderate heat, and when
the young plants are about 2 in. or 3 in. high they are placed
singly in small pots, say 2-in. to 3-in. or i-in. ones. They are
then i^lunged in a mild hotbed, and ha\e temporary protection
during cold weather, but are uncovered in warm weather. The pots
will get filled with a ball of roots no matter how hard. In that
condition they are left until the flowers begin almost to show
colour. Then, and not till then, they m.ay be planted out, which
will be in June or July. They are then turned out of the small
pots, from which they part all the better if the pots are soaked
the night before. Then when placed in good soil thej' go ahead
and put forth little else but flowers. I found that when planted
out too soon the}' threw out a mass of luxuriant broad leaves,

which completelj' hid the flowers, and tliey had to be cut away,
and this induced me to try the above sj'stem. Even after having
been thus planted out they may be transferred to sizeable pots
for house decoration.—J. W., Diihlin,
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THE DANDELION-LEAVED EVENING PRIMROSE.
(CENOTHBEA TAEAXACIFOLIA.

)

This is one of tlio finest of that section of Evening Primroses

characterised by a low, trailing- growth and large blossoms of a

white-pinkish or yellow colour, expanding fullest towards evening.

Tlie name, CE. taraxacifolia was at one time applied to (E. acaulis,

a much inferior plant with smaller flowers, but, possibly, only a

variety of the other. Botli are quite hardy and perennial m light

soils, but they often perish during winter on those that are wet

and heavy. CE. taraxacifolia has a fine effect where planted in a

rich deep soil in the rock garden where its trailing stems can

droop over the ledge of a block of stone. The flowers vary from

2* in. to .'U in. across, and are pure white when first opened, but

afterwards'gradually change to a delicate pink. Other beautiful

kinds are (E. margiuata, Qi. missouriensis, also called CE. macro-

carpa, aU of which require treating similarly to CE. taraxacifolia.

CE. speciosa, which is a very handsome plant, grows from 1 ft. to

1* ft. in height, and bears an abundance of large and delicate

white blossoms. This plant is best grown in a border of rich

!:^&^

The Dandelion-leaved Evening Prinii-ose ((Enother.i taraxacifolia).

light soil, where, if not disturbed, it will soon spread into a large

tiift. CE. taraxacifolia is a Chilian species, but the others

mentioned are natives of North America. W. Ct.

DIVIDING PRIMROSES.
1p the notes sent by me are of use to any of the readers of The
Garden it is because they .«how how flowers may be grown under
unfavourable conditions of soil and climate. Referring to what I

lately -m-ote about spring flowers, several letters have reached me
explaining how Primroses may be successfully divided, and I see

that on page 447 Mr. Douglas expresses surprise at my saying that
Primroses and Polyanthuses generally become useless for the
decoration of mixed borders in about three years. I can assure him
that it is so in this soil. In cottage gardens, where every inch of

soil is pulverised and cleared of lumps by many years of constant
tillage, and in soils which are by nature fine and open, I know that
these plants may be left undisturbed for several years without dete-

riorating, and that they may be divided with comparative ease

;

also, where their growth is made a speciality, and where there is

sufficient labour at command to pay the required attention to soil

and watering, they may thrive pretty well after division ; still, I

think the plants generally reach perfection in their second spring,

and are never afterwards so fine. To make Primroses and Poly-
anthuses flower well perhaps the chief point to be aimed at is to

reduce to a minimum the distance between the leaves and the fibres

of the roots ; fine rich soil on the surface and frequent surface

watering tend to effect this ; but where, as in this garden, the soil

is coarse, lumpy, and retentive, and watering is seldom required,

the roots become large and few, and follow the moisture downwards
when the surface becomes dry. In a year or two a large and hard
mass of rhizome has formed between the leaves and the roots,

divisible only with a knife, the circulation between leaves and
roots is checked, the plant deteriorates, and in time dies. Now I

know that the best remedy for this is to take more pains about

soil ; but where a garden is large and rambling in proportion to

the labour available for it, and where the materials for improving

the soil, such as leaf mould and sand, are scarce, I think a constant

succession from seed will be found more useful than divided plants.

I sow the seed early in May, plant out in the seedling bed in July,

and in October transplant the seedlings where they are to remain.

They flower pretty well the first spring and very well the second.

Anything especially good I cut up at the end of the second spring,

breaking off the fleshy rhizome just beneath the base of the leaves.

Those which have vigorous constitutions put out roots, and sometimes

do pretty well, but never as well as before. -Vs regards different

species of I'rimrose, each requires different treatment, and some

bear division pretty well, but I think that tlie same general rule

applies to nearly all, and tliat their first and second floweringare their

best ; it is certainly so with P. japonica, and P. denticulata audits

kindred. Others, like P. cortusoides and its varieties, come nearer

to a stoloniferous habit, and may be divided with ease. I notice

that P. Japonica at three years old has a tendency to rot away at

the crown in spring. I fancy that when large it becomes more
susceptible of spring frost, which does not affect younger plants in

the same way.
I have said uothing about double Primroses, which must be

increased by division, or not at all. I have for several years tried

to make soils for them of the most approved composition ;
still,

they are not satisfactory ; the double white, and the lilac, and the

small yellow live and flower, but are not nearly as good as I have

often seen them in the cottage gardens of Nottinghamshire and

Ilampshire. If I ask how to treat them, where 1 see them doing

remarkably well, I am told in one place that I must never meddle

with them, but leave them quite alone ; in another that I must

divide them very often, but always late in autumn ; in a tliird,

that they must never be divided except iu spring; and the con-

clusion I draw is that the successful cultivation of all such

flowers depends much upon soil, but still more upon air and

climate. 0. Wolley Don.

Hdge Hall, Malpas.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS FOR BEDS AND BORDERS.
Pekmit me to endorse all thaf'H. J. E." so well says in favour of

these in The Garden (p. 425). For continuous flowering, variety

of colour, habit, and size of plants and flowers they have no superior

among half hardy plants. As to the latter point, they are barely so

hardy as a Pelargonium in May, though they seem to bear the cold

quite as well, and as long in tlie autumn. The soil that suits

other flowers does very well for tuberous Begonias. It should not

be too rich, else it is apt to cause an excess of growth with a smaller

percentage of bloom ; in soils of moderate quality and in sheltered,

warm situations these Begonias bloom most profusely. The plants

should be staked if placed in exposed positions, as, from the succu-

lency of the stems they are easily broken off just above the root-stock.

They are very telling in groups in the mixed border or iu masses

here and there in sheltered bays, at the extremities of lawns, or for

lines in ribbons, or the furnishing of beds, large or small. Even
those most opposed to the bedding-out or massing system would
hardly object to see masses or lines of these tuberous Begonias with

their ample foliage and brilliant and graceful blooms. They vary

almost to infinity in habit, and by a careful selection of semi-pendu-

lous varieties, few plants are better adapted for the filling of vases

out-of-doors or in. The more brilliant varieties equal Pelargoniums in

dazzling beauty, while the ample green foliage half hides, while it en-

riches vases, hanging baskets, raised beds, &c. These Begonias are also

invaluable for cutting. Hardly any plants are more effective for the

furnishing of glass or china vases, epergnes, &c., than flowering sprays

of these tuberous Begonias. They ripen seeds plentifully in the open

air in good seasons, and these not only proride a rapid and ready

mode of increasing the plants to any extent, but also produce many
new and improved varieties. The old sorts can also be readily in-

creased by converting each young shoot into one or many cuttings

or plants in the spring.

I have little to add to " H. J. E.'s" simple hints on preserving the

tubers, only this, that as a rule the smaller ones keep best ; dry,

cool, and frost-proof quarters are also the safest. Occasionally a

fine root goes ofE in winter with dry rot, but that is less of an evil

than losing the major portion of the tubers from wet rottenness. A
large grower of these once called while we were potting up our stock

for a start. An enormous tuber of Vesuvius that had furnished a

12-in, pot the year before, was turned out and proved white with the

mycelium of dry rot. He said, " Mine are all alive, stored in

damp soil in a cool pit, with nothing but a mat over it
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in winter." A few days after I called to see them
;
a trowel was

brought, the light thrown down with an air of triumph ; a thrust

made among the tubers—squash ; and up rose such a foul

odour of decomposition that would have sufficed to ensure a convic-

tion for a nuisance from the sanitary inspector. Tried again and

again, with the same result ; no sound tubers came forth, and from

that day to this I have adhered to dry storing. This winter most of

our stock were stored in boxes of earth placed high up over the

potting bench, and as a small furnace fire is in the shed they were

not frozen, and not one seems to have died. They had no attention

whatever from November to March, and came out safe and sound.

The roots of specimen plants in pots seldom keep so well as those

lifted, boxed in light soil, and stored away roughly as here described.

This brings me to another point of importance in the safe keeping

of tuberous Begonias. The larger roots, either from age or their

greater tenderness, are, as I have already said, not such sure keepers

as the smaller ones ;
consequently, it is wise to propagate plants of

all the finer varieties during the summer, so as to have a good stock

of all the choicer Begonias in 4-in. or 6-in. pots for the winter.

For this purpose, however, the cuttings must be of the right sort

;

they must be put in at the proper time, and the grower must be sure

that the plants have really formed proper bulbs or tubers before

winter. But this subject, the most vital of all in the culture of these

plants, shall be treated of in a future number. Meanwhile, I hope

by seconding " H. J. E.'s" recommendation of these beautiful

plants to induce many of your readers to set about their cultivation

in the open air at once. Not only is good seed cheap and plentiful,

but plants can also be purchased towards the end of May at cheap

rates, bv the score, hundred, or thousand, for immediate planting.

D. T. Fish.

THE EOCK GAKDEN.

There are now considerable numbers of plants in flower on the rock

garden here, some of which deserve especial mention. Amongst them

are fine patches of Aubrietia giTEca, A. croatica, A. oolumnffi, and A.

Campbelli, all of which are very eflfective ; also a fine, large, pale

blue-flowered form of the Wood Anemone, called A. Itobinsoniana,

likewise A. thalictroides and A. narcissiflora, just opening. I'rimula

rosea has been in flower for two or three weeks, and, although the

plants are strong, and appear to be doing well in sandy peat, having

made capital growth in the same place last year, yet they scarcely

raise their flowers above the leaves this season ; but, though I should

like to see them clearly supported on stalks, I must say they are

very pretty, as are P. marginata and P. AUioni, also in bloom, the latter

very pretty, having rose-coloured flowers, very similar to those of P.

marginata, sitting upon a tuft of leaves, and looking very much as

if they belonged to a diminutive form of P. viscosa. There are like-

wise several species of Orobus in flower, all very much alike, at least

too much so for horticultural purposes. I should think they might

be all referred to one type. Their names are 0. cyaneus, 0. vernus,

0. Gmelini, O. alpestris, and 0. sylvaticus. Tulipa Greigi has very

fine scarlet flowers and spotted leaves, and T. stellata and T. suaveo-

lens are also interesting.

Our best Saxifrages in flower are S. musooides and atro-purpurea
;

of the last there is a beautiful cushion IJ in. in diameter, quite

brilliant and alone worth a visit. S. aretioides and primulina are

both also very fine, bearing about a score of racemose cymes of

Primrose-like flowers. S. flagellaris is increasing rapidly by means of

its sarmentose growth in a moist and rather shady situation. 8.

Wallacei and S. irrigua seem very much alike, the former being the

better of the two. ITutchinsia petnca, a plant we had from Mr.

Niven, is better than H. alpina, good though that sort is. It forms

very close tufts of dark green foliage from which appear umbellate

racemes of snowy-white flowers. Draba ciliata, D. saxatilis, D.

tridentata, and D. Kotschyi are our best Drabas. D, tridentata

has yellow flowers, but is quite distinct in habit from any of the D.

aizoides section. D. Kotschyi, a real gem, is the best of those with

white flowers. Gentiana verna and G. acaulis are pretty, and
Sanguinaria canadensis is doing well in a moist, rather shady

situation. Androsace carnea and its variety, A. 0. eximia, also

A. Laggeri, A. helvetica, A. villosa, A. glacialis, and A. vitaliana are

thriving well in sand and leafy peat. A. sarmentosa and A.

lanuginosa have got through the winter slightly injured. Bryanthus

erectus, a close growing trailer of the Heath family, looks very much like

Empetrum nigrum; it has beautiful pink umbels of urceolate flowers,

which are quite as pretty from a floral point of view as those of

Daphne Cneorum.
Delphinium Menziesi is especially worthy of note, being perfectly

hardy. It has been in flower for a fortnight. Some of its diminu-

tive racemes of well formed, purple-blue flowers are fully open, and
others have yet to expand. They flow-er from the ground and are

not a foot high ; mucli was said about D. tricorne, but I think

this quite equal to it, though very distinct and much dwarfer and
earlier. Our best and earliest Veronica is V. satureiajfolia. Ardoi-

ni is a very neat Cytisus ; it creeps along the ground, rooting as it

goes, and no one piece of it is elevated one inch above another. Alys-

sum montanum, yellow, A. podolicum, white, are pretty plants.

Arnebia echioides has been in flower out-of-doors for a fortnight

;

Euphorbia capitata may fairly be admitted into companionship with

rare alpines and it is not altogether devoid of attraction. Polygala
Chama3bnxus var. atropurpurea is very fine in a shadj' situation on
the north side of a rocky mound. Among American Dog's-tooth

Violets, the best are Erythronium americanum, E. giganteum,

E. grandiflorum (considerably the best), and E. albidum. Mertensia

virginica and Corydalis nobilis are in bloom, and Erysi-

mum pumilum is very dwarf and prettj-. We have also Iris

olbiensis lutea and I pumila coelesris, Arenaria verna

and A. triflora ; Erodium hymenodes is the first one to flower,

also the Sicilian Violet, V. palmensis. A white-flowered form of the

common Germander SpeecUvell (V. chamfeclrys alba) which we had
from Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, is not to be despised ; on the con-

trary, it is very attractive now. Houstonia cccrulca is trying to do
what it nearly did last year, that is, flower itself to death. I must
watch it closely. Kanunculus montanus and P. amplesicaulis, a
very good white one, are both in bloom, also Geum reptans, w-hich is

much like G. montanum, but better, I think. Cortusa pubescens,from
Haage and Schmidt—probably . C. pubens of others—is showing its

magenta flowers. There are also the Alpine Poppy and Coltsfoot,

and the dear little Silene acaulis with several fiowers open, and its

green cushions bristle with rosy little flower buds, ready to expand
on the first sunny day. Vesicaria utricularia, a little known member
of Cruciferx, and Thalictrum anemonoides close my list.

T. D. Hatfield.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ILOWEE GAEDEN.

Wallflower Harbinger.—I think "Qirofle" is incorrect in
regarding tliis Wallflower as a double kind. Heed of it was originally

ofEered by Jlr. B. S. Williams, of Plolloway, under that name. It

was a selection from the popular London market strain, said to be
dwarf, early, and of a rich deep hue. Many seedsmen hare since
termed their strain of blood-red Wallflower as Plarbinger, but I

doubt whether any selection can or does excel the grand strain so
commonly grown by our market gardeners. The old double brown
kind, as far as I am aware, has no specific name, and is pretty
well known as the double brown. I am glad to find that a revived
interest in these Wallflowers is growing up. If we can but recall

some of the old favourites of our gardens back to life and beauty, it

will prove almost as meritorious a work as discovering new and un-
known plants. It is rather a strange peculiarity of the double Wall-
flowers that they are sweetly perfumed. There is no rule with respect
to odour ; but when we find perfume largelj- in single flowers, we
are apt to think that this odour is existent in or originates in the
fertile organs and their secretions ; but the double Wallflower has
no organs other than the ordinary floral petals. Of course the same
thing is found in the double stock, the flowers being quite devoid of
organs or pollen. On the other hand, many double, highly perfumed
flowers have fertile organs—the Rose and Carnation, for instance.
There is very much of interest to be found in tliis question of odour,
as, for instance, it is stated that it is a special oflice of perfume in

flowers to attract insects for the purpose of procuring fertilisation.

This applies to flowers that are not strikingly attractive. If this be
so, I fear the busy bees are fooled somewhat when they are lured to
double Wallflowers and Stocks to find their perfume the only virtue
they possess for them.—A. D
"Wallflowers and the Frost.—M'allflowers, as a rule, are

sadly cut up by the winter's frost, at least where grown in rich

garden soil ; but on walls they are uninjured, even where fully

exposed. This is doubtless owing to their growth being well
hardened by exposure, and from having so confined a root space
as that aflrorded by the crevices of walls, where they have nothing
but the mortar on whicli to subsist. Doubtless many instances of

their healthy condition on old ruins may be found in much colder
localities than this ; but here I find that, although double varieties

have been well nigh cleared off by the last few severe winters, and
single ones very much cut uj3, even in sheltered gardens. Wallflowers
in their own favourite situations, viz., the tops of walls, are quite
healthy and floriferous.—J. Ct., Ziiiton.

Dwarf Nasturtiums.—Mr. Cornhill, in his short note respect-

ing these summer blooming plants, commends them because of the
very little trouble and expense their culture involves. This is a
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matter of the first moment to many who have gardens, as only

those who possess glasshouses can keep plants of these tenclei

things throuo-h the winter. I grew a considerable quantity everj'

yeai'from seed to produce seed, as plants from cuttings produce

little or no seed. The greatest care in selecting to keep stocks

true has now resulted in strains that come almost as correct as if

obtained from cuttings. I, however, sow my seed in frames Avithout

heat, and when the' plants are strong, lift and replant thinly stiU

under glass, and as the season advances the lights are left oft

altogether, so that the plants may be moved into the open ground

towards the end of iUay. Mr. Cornhill is right in advising poor soil,

otherwise foliage may unduly preponderate. Once well established,

their floweringpropensities are remarkable, holding on till the frost

compels their being pulled. I have only what are known as the

compactum typo, which includes bright scarlet, crimson, dark maroon,

yellow, and carmine colours.—A. D.

Primroses under Fir Trees.—But few plants will grow,

much less tlowcr, satisfactorily under the shade of Fir trees, but

Primroses and Polyanthuses are an exception, for we have many
wide-spreading Conifers, the open spaces beneath the lower branches

of which are quite carpeted with Primroses, and most satisfactorily they

flower, and in a season like the present, when plants on open borders

are withered up by the continuous parching winds, it is refreshing to

look at these carpets of Primroses—masses of delicate blossoms

—

under the friendly shelter of the drooping branches. We are now
planting all our surplus Violets, double and single, bulbs that have

been forced, and roots of early spring flowers from the reserve garden,

which will be watered until they get established, after which they

will take care of themselves in such positions as that just indicated.
—James Geoom, Linton.

T-win-flowered Christmas Roses.—Some seem to think

that Helleborus niger bearing two flowers on a stem is remarkable.

The Hellebore grown hereabouts as niger not only bears flowers in

twos, but they are of great size, as is also the foliage ; indeed, I see

no diiierence between it and that which is called H. niger major.

Fully 75 per cent, of the plants I have seen have been twin-flowered

this season. I am inclined to think the habit is peculiar to wliat

may be called a variety of niger.—J. Wood, Kirltstall.

Dielytra spectabilis in permanent positions sheltered

by trees or shrubs when once planted increases in beauty as it

attains mature size and age, whilst as a forced plant it is indis-

pensable where large conservatories have to be filled during the first

three months of the year ; as a hardy border plant it never fails to

put in its welcome appearance, and from the middle of April until

June it is quite laden with drooping, waxy, pink blossoms. It begins

to push up its flower-spikes very early in the season, and therefore

gets its hardiness pretty well tested, for we frequently flnd it droop-

ing from the effects of severe spring frosts, but unless the sun shines

fully on it in a frozen state it sustains no harm. We therefore

select positions with a western aspect for it, so that it may get
gradually thawed before the sun shines on it, and have not yet had
it injured despite very unpropitious springs. It is a strong rooting
plant, and flourishes in any good garden soil. We generally lift a
quantity of clumps of it for forcing, and the small pieces that break
off all make plants if put out in nursery lines, and it is a verj' good
subject to remove at any time ; even large clumps now showing
flower may be transferred to any position which it is desired to

beautify, and the plants will scarcely feel the check. Good masses
of it, when well established and screened by overhanging trees, are
really beautiful.—J. Gboom, Linton.

to water anrt mulch to preserve the roots from the effect of drought. In some

r?aee5 tie gold leavert kinds have heen much injured ^^ "'<= XSn.Tntn they
ni'p losin" all their okl foliage. 'Where this is the case defer planting until they

have^o °f.-Urty nto growthr or, better still, allow them to stand "mlisturhed

ntiis™tembe The most important, and in many places the most heartrendng

work will be the pruning of evergreens. In ordinary seasons many P™Plf,F™/
evergreens at all times ; but spring is the best time, as the "•°Hn''»„ ,="• "Vl^'l'

and althou.'h the part to be removed may be dead or dying, by keeping out frost,

"in an ™?, it forms a powerful protection to the roots. The "»t.dy appearance

of frost-bitten shrubs is'a strong incentive to their .nimediate
XTeU 'to exercise

fine thin<^ are lost in consequence. Owners will, therefore, do well to e^srci^s

paHence and put up with the lesser of two evils until such time as genial weather

settles to their own satisfaction that their old friends are past
•'«'=^'^™jy-^j.„^j,_

SEASONABLE WOEK.
Flower Garden.—For bearing the brunt of a severe winter and spring there

are few better subjects than the Viola and good bulbs ; hut the latter, particularly

the Tulip and the Hyacinth, should be planted deep, well mulched to keep out

frost, and carefully staked to prevent the blossoms from beinglnjured by rain and
wind. For edgings the dwarf Scilla sibirica and Dog's-tooth Violets are alto-

gether in advance of the common run of spring bedders ; they increase rapidly,

and improve by being left in the ground for several years. As a succession to

spring bulbs no garden can be complete without a good border of the hardy

alpine Auricula and the lovely Primula cortusoides amcena. The latter may be

propagated by breaking up the roots, and the Auriculas should be sown as soon

as the seed is ripe. As tender bedding plants increase in bulk and quantity, all

halt-hardy things such as Calceolarias, autumn-sown Stocks, and Echevenas, may
be planted out to make room for them as they are taken out of the houses. The
hardening of tender plants requires great care, particularly where they are taken

direct from Vineries to cold pits and, as is too often the case, fully exposed to

sun and wind before they are alile to bear it. Pay timely attention to tender

annuals that were sown on temporary hotbeds in March. To have .Stocks, Zinnias,

and Asters really good they should be sown thinly and pricked out before they

become drawn. Others which have been sown in small pots and plunged should

be well thinned and properly hardened before they are planted out.

Pleasure Ground.—Now rain has fallen, and when the buds are just burst-

ing into growth, will be the best time for transplanting Hollies of all sizes. Large

trees should be well stayed to prevent them fromrockmg, and it will be necessary

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

DWAllF PURPLE SCABIOUS IN POTS.

The cultivation of hardy and half hardy annuals in pots for con-

servatory decoration is not practised to the extent it shoidd be, or

as it profitably might be, for they are extremely useful in autumn

ard winter when but few other plants are available. I<ew prettier

subjects can be grown than the purple Scabious, especially the

dwarf strain lately introduced, and of which we give an illustra-

tion The plants, being dwarf and compact m growth are well

suited for pot culture, and they produce an abundance of flowers

for several months in succession. For cutting purposes, too, the

flowers are very desirable, as they last a long time in perfection

in a cut state. The colour varies from the deepest crimson-shaded

Dwarf Purple Scabious.

maroon to pale pink, so that in a packet of seeds many intermediate

shades may be obtained. We have never seen this dwarf Scabious

so well grown as at Gunnersbnry Park, it being a special faTourite

with Mr. Eoberts, who grows it extensively He grows it in the

Tpen air in summer for cutting purposes, and m pots for conserva-

toiT decoration and cutting in the autumn and winter, and he

th/s obtains an nninterruptid supply of flowers for several months

For flowering in the open air the seeds may be sown m spring m
the ordrnaV way. For flowering in pots the seed should be sown

at inteiwals in spring and summer in heat or otherwise and the

seedlingle ther |rown on in pots or planted out, but in either case

?hev hould receive no check, but should be grown freely on til

thev are placed in the pots in which they are to flower. Thus

treated, they cannot fall to give satisfaction, and will b^^fo^nd

extremely useful.

POINSETTIAS, DOUBLE AND SINGLE.

Gonc-EOUS as was the old kind of Poinsettia, it has been eclipsed by

fs Tmerkfan r^S, P. pulcherrima plenissima, which has not only as

much or more colour, but has an increased number of leaf bracts,

Sid heads of such a size that when fully grown measure from 15 m
fn 20 in across When first sent out it was thought by many that

bed awLgsi^pr sentingit were exaggerated, but instead of this

h y rathei^fell^hort of what has °"-/Xd tTl^card our old
fine as the double variety is, we cannot afiord t°

'^^^^'^f,^'^

°"^3
tried friend which for cutting is perhaps the best of the two and

therefore it is quite likely that for a long time to come he two will

lo fnv,?,! to stand side by side. As there is a white variety m exist-

ence U is a wonder that^bridists have not been at work on the
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two, and given lis some with pink bracts, which no doubt we shall

have eie long, as in liouses with a diy atmosphere it is not at all

unusual to see them seed, although I have never yet found any fer-

tile. I have not only tried to breed from the red and white, but

I have also tried a cross between the Poinsettia and Euphorbia jac-

quiniajflora, which failed, as I only obtained seed-pods from both,

although these when swelling looked quite full and distended.

In Propagating Poinsettias, the easiest way is by means
of cuttings made from the liard ripened wood ; but when it is desired

to make the most of tliis and get as many plants as possible, the

best plan is to strike from single eyes, as each of these if put in

carefully with sufficient wood attached will grow. Those who have
seen Vine eyes prepared will know how those of the Poinsettia should
be made, wliich is to cut them about 2 in. long, and slice the under
part away under the bud, when they will be ready for putting in.

This should be done in very sandy soil where they must be just

covered, and then placed under a bell or hand-glasswhere they can be
subjected to a brisk, moist heat, in which they soon callus and begin
to emit roots. Cuttings are best witli about three buds or joints,

the upper two of which start and form the shoots that flower, and if

it is desired to increase the number of these they must be stopped,

but when this is done it always diminishes their strength, and, as a

consequence, also the size of the heads or flower bracts. If, therefore,

it is desired to have these large and fine, the shoots should be allowed

to run, and in order to get and keep them stout and stocky, subjected

to plenty of light and air, as without these essentials they soon
draw up to a great height. To prevent this many growers
place them out-doors, but it is much better to iiropagate at different

periods, as b.v so doing they may be had of all heights and sizes,

varying from G in. uj) to 3 ft. or more. The present is a good time
to put a batch in, and the last may be left till as late 'as July or

August, when cuttings made of the young slioots are best if taken
off with a heel, or the tops may be made use of, which, when struck,

make dwarf plants that yield fine heads of bloom, and are just the
thing for vases to stand on dinner tables or other purposes of that
kind, for which those with short single stems are so well adapted.
If large specimens are required the old plants must be saved, as it

is useless stopping young Poinsettias, thinking to get a number of

shoots, but by cutting bade any propagated the year jirevious, they
break freely and produce a number of branches. The way to treat

these cut-back plants is to shake them out as soon as they break and
repot in fresh soil, the most suitable for them being about equal
parts of peat and loam, with just sufficient sand to keep the whole
open. When potted they should be jjlaced in a house or frame where
they can be syringed and kept close for a week or so to induce fresh

roots, when it will be necessary to give plenty of air during the day
to prevent them drawing, and it will be a great help towards this if

they are kept with their heads well up to the glass, as then the
growth they make is \cry short jointed and solid.

Ked spider, which is about the only insect that affects Poin-
settias, must be kept down by syringing daily, taking care when
doing so to wet the under sides of the leaves, as that is where the
enemy lurks, and can only be got rid of by breaking up the webs he
weaves witli water.

Under cool treatment Poinsettias do well during the sum-
mer, but they require heat in early autumn and winter to enable
them to fully de^'elop their Ijloora, and besides this liquid manure
should be given at the same time, which from its stimulating nature
is a great help to the roots. A temperature of from 65° to 70° will

be quite suflicient, and to get the floral bracts of good substance so
as to fit them to stand in a conservatory^ they must hai'e the full

benefit of the light and sun, and if the plants are then gradually
hardened oflt by giving more air, they may be kept in full beauty in
a house with the glass ranging 10° lower than the figures above-
named, provided the atmosphere is dry and they are not too wet at
the roots. S. D.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Plant Houses.—Witli a profusion of bloom in this department it will not be

well to forcrtt that a lime is coming when flowering plants will be less plentiful,
and that the gaiety of tlie conservatory will in a great measure depend upon the
provision that is now made for meeting the deficiency. When well managed
tuberous-rooted Begonias stand unrivalled, and embracing, as they do, alni^ost
every shade of colour, they are well adapted for fonning a gorgeous group or
placing beneath the shade of fine foli.agtd plants. Spring seedlings or autumn
cuttings now starting, with Glo.xinias and Achimenes, if kept close to the glass in
an intermediate pit, make short floriferons growth and last a long time in bloom.
Pot on Balsams, Cockscombs, Celosias, and Amarantus, keeping them near the
glass to prevent them from becoming drawn, weedy, and worthless. Make sow-
ings of a few seeds of each of the above for succession, guard against overpotting,
and feed them when well established, feed Fuchsias .and Pelargoniums liberally
with clear, weak liquid when they have filled their flowering pots. Keep the
latter tied out and divested of bloom until they are wanted, and put in cuttings of
favoiuite kinds for ninter flowering. If Bouvardlas are likely to be scarce young
growths from cut-back plants will strike freely and make nice bushy plants bv the

autunui. Old plants, the best of which will be those struck last year, may now
be turned out, reduced, and repotted in light, rich soil. Keep them near the

glass in low pits, syringe well, but guard against overwatering. A good batch of

Begonias, Thyrsacanthus rutilans, and Scutellaria mocciniana put in now will do

good service in due time. Euphorbias and Poinsettias will take care of them-

selves, and cuttings may be put in whenever they can be obtained. Prick off

Cyclamens, early so^vu Primulas, and Cinerarias in shallow pans of leaf inould

and sand and make another sowing for succession. Although the cultivation of

the Cineraria is exceedingly simple, many people spoil their plants by sowing too

late and i>y forcing to make up for the time lost. W. Coleman.

PILEIG PARK NURSERIES, EDINBURGH.
Havin'G a spare day in Edinburgh lately, and being anxious to

inspect some of the best nurseries in that city, I was advised to

visit Messrs. Dioksons' establishment at Pilrig I'ark. The seed

warehouse belonging to the firm is distant from the nirrseries

about li miles, and business transactions are carried on between
the two departments chiefly by means of the telephone, Messrs.

Dicksons & Co. being the first in the trade to introduce thismodern in-

vention, and they find it so useful that they will probably be the

last to give it up. On the north side of the nursery ground,

which slopes southward, the principal ranges of glasshouses have

been erected. The main block contains 20,000 sq. ft. of glass

;

one long corridor bounds the north side, and some half-dozen or

more span-roofed houses open into this. All can be gone through
without going out-of-doors, and potting and packing sheds can be
entered from behind the corridor. The contents of these houses

are much the same as one is in the habit of seeing in nurseries,

so far as variety is concerned, but some of the plants are more
in the form of specimens than one often sees. This is par-

ticularly the case in regard to Tree Ferns and Camellias-.

Associated with these are also some fine plants of Ehododendron
arboretmi, Falconeri, argenteum, Thomsoni, and many others of the

finest kinds. An excellent Marechal Kiel Rose covers, to a large extent,

the west slope of the roof of the Camellia house. It is on the Brier

stock, and, so far, nothing could be more satisfactory ; it produces

hundreds of blooms. Lajjagerias also fjrow well in this house.

Besides the specimens, all spare corners are filled up with small

healthy plants of Azaleas, Acacias, hardy Dracenas, &c. Two or

three divisions of the corridor are arranged in a natural-like style by
means of miniature roclcs. Virgin cork, and such like, and the Palms,
Ferns, &c., growing liere have an excellent efEect. The back wall

and other available places are all draped with Filmy Ferns, Mosses,

Lichens, the little creeping Ficus, and here and there Begonias of

the Kex section. This is certainly a new feature in general plant

nurseries, and it is worthy of more general adoption. In the Heath
house were immense numbers of fine healthy plants, and the choicer

kinds, such as Marnockiana, Austiniana, Victoria, Cavendishi, ampul-
lacea superba, vestita, &c., were those in gi'eatest quantity and
finest health. Epacrises are also grown largely here. Another
house of the same dimensions (70 ft. long by 13 ft. in width) was
completely filled with a choice assortment of young Ferns, and the

next house of the kind contained a miscellaneous collection of

valuable plants, including quantities of Eucharis amazonica,
E. Candida, and E. pumila, the demand for all of which is very great.

Crotons, Dracaenas, Azaleas, and all the most useful kinds of Orchids

I saw in abundance, and perfect as regards cultural development,
while among commoner plants, one large house was filled with a

selection of fancy I'elargoniums and plants of a remarkably fine

strain of Cineraria. The new double Primulas have also found favour
in this nursery ; about Edinburgh there is a great demand for them.
Another large house is devoted to New Holland plants—not the least

interesting department in this nursery. On the north side of the cor-

ridor wall are many ranges of propagating pits, but of these only a
few are devoted to exotics, the greater part being exclusively used
for increasing choice hardj^ flowers, rare shrubs, and grafting the
finest of the Rhododendrons. This is a department rather overlooked
in these days, when fine-foliaged, tender plants are the fashion, but
it is a section in which the public are now becoming interested. In
one of the long pits in question was a large number of the lovely

little Sibthorpia europ^a variegata, figured in The Gaeden.
Besides pits I noticed many rows of frames in which were stored

an immense number of hardy, herbaceous, and Alpine plants.

Phloxes, Pentstemons, show and fancy Pansies, bedding A^iolas,

Pinks, Carnations, &c., have, ever since any one can remember, been
a speciality with this firm. Time was, and that not long ago, when
collections of hardy plants in many nurseries were given up to make
room for more fashionable subjects, but in spite of that the Messrs.

Dicksons held to their old favourites, and they are now reaping their

reward. Acres of selected ground are wholly devoted to them.
Sedums and Saxifrages are always interesting, and amongst the

latter I observed hundreds of the beautiful S. Stracheyi, and also of

S. Macnabiana. Of Pansies and Violas, many of the best in cultiva-

tion have been raised here, and the improvement on old varieties is
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still going on. Useful work is also being done in the way of pro-

ducing a very dwarf section of fine flowering Pinks. They are

wonderfully floriferous, and so dwarf that no stakes are

needed. This must be regarded as a step in the right direction.

Here I came upon some old lines of the beautiful Saxifraga Wallncei

as fresh and green as if there had been no frost. Plants of this fine

variety imported last autumn, and planted as a margin to a little

bed, are just coming into bloom, and I consider it one of the prettiest

of the section to which it belongs. The same may be said of the

equally hardy double flowering Matricaria, which was sent out from
here last season ; so favourably was it received then that extensive

preparations are being made in anticipation of an increased demand
for it. The hardy Himalayan Primulas, such as rosea, Cashmeriana,
and varieties of denticulata thrive admirably here, and are valuable

additions to our choice hardy border flowers. Achillea Ptarmica
fl.-pl.is another useful plant extensively grown ; its neat double white
flowers are invaluable for cutting during the summer and autumn
months, Amongst other things of the kind, I observed large patches

of such useful plants as Campanulas, including the beautiful new
C. Balfouri, which is not yet in commerce ; double Potentillas,

Delphiniums, Mimuli of the most improved strain. Daisies for edg-

ings, and dwarf hardj' carpet bedding plants might be seen here in

great variety.

Dwarf American shrubs are also largely grown in this part of the

nurseries ; Kalmias, Andromedas, and alpine Rhododendrons have
withstood the severity of the winter here in a most satisfactory way.
Hardy dwarf Heaths are being rapidly increased and much sought
after. One of the earliest is Erica carnea, and this is succeeded by
others constantly until late in autumn. Indeed, in ordinary seasons

E. Serlei can be depended on to furnish choice white flowers for

Christmas decoration. As yet we are still in the vicinity of tlie

glasshouses, but here and there, especially about the main entrance,

tliere are many beds and borders planted in a mixed way for effect

with ornamental shrubs and trees. Amongst the latter were the

graceful purple-leaved weeping Birch, ornamental cut-leaved Maples,
purple-leaved Peaches, Hawthorns in variety, many interesting forms
of Ash, Poplars, purple Hazels, &c. ; while amongst shrubs were
Hollies, variegated and green, and the hardy Japanese Coniferae,

which, tliough the thermometer fell below zero in January, have not
suffered in the least. These are not in their present positions for

permanent eifec.t, but as great attention is devoted to the annual
transplanting of every tree and shrub, part of the stock is placed in

the positions in question for a time. Before leaving this part of the

nurserj' it may be remarlied tlrat the new Scotch Strawberry " Both-

well Bank Prolific," now being distributed by this firm, promises to

be a valuable addition to existing kinds. It is a ready forcer, the

fruit is of large size, and as regards quantity and flavour said to bo
unsurpassed.

Eedbraes Nursery, belonging to tliis firm, is entirely devoted to

the cultivation of ornamental trees and shrubs, amongst whicli arc

many specimens of great beauty. Here planting is carried on with
good effect, for which the position of the ground is well suited. In
form it is a Inige basin, with walks all around the most elevated jiarts,

and in the centre there is a lake, occupying about 2 acres, full of

aquatics, and with two islands in the midst of it also planted with
vegetation most suitable for such spots. Amongst trees and shrubs
here were good examples of Benthamia fragifera, which flowers and
fruits so freely in Cornwall, Arbutuses, Sweet Bays, large quantities

of the most ornamental kinds of Ivies, Cotoneasters, Hj'pericum
calycinum, Gaultherias, and many dwarf shrubs for covering banks.
Here was also a range of glasshouses, consisting of a long conser-
vatory, chiefly filled with specimen Camellias, and three houses for the
culture of young Vines. These were carefully isolated from the other
plants, in order that no kind of insects may have ready access to them.
Another large house here is devoted to the growth of single and double
flowering Pelargoniums, and a long span-roofed propagating pit con-
tained many thousands of young Camellias in one of the beds,theother
being filled with cuttings of half-hardy shrubs. In another part of
the nursery, lying on the south side of Pilrig Park, tlrere is a large

stock of remarkably well grown young fruit trees. Of late j'ears

Messrs. Dicksons ha^-e been considerably curtailing the number of

varieties of Pears, Apples, &c., and cultivating in large quantities
those sorts only that are recognised as the freest bearers. Standards
have stems from 3 ft. to 6 ft. in height, and have finely-formed
heads, and the dwarfs are sturdy, clean-wooded plants, mostly well
set with bloom-buds. Cordons, too, are grown in large numbers,
and sold chiefly for planting along the sides of walks and between
large fruit trees on walls, where they give the greatest possible

return from the smallest space. There is here, as well as in nearly
all the other nurseries belonging to this firm, good brick walls for
the training of the finer kinds of w-all trees, such as Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Apricots, and rider Pears, Plums, Cherries, &c. Amongst
new and promising hardy fruits we observed good stocks of their

recently introduced Plums ^Thomas Bruce, John Davidson, and
Hobert Maughan, all of fine quality and prolific. The smaller fruits,

such as Gooseberries, Currants, a.:^d Raspberries, are extensively cul-

tivated, and Dicksons and Co.'s Invincible and A 1 Red Currant

are admitted by all who have grown them to be excellent sorts.

Their Imperial White is another kind which deserves to be grown
everywhere. Vast tracts of ground have now been traversed and
plants innumerable inspected ; but, notwithstanding all this, the

forest tree departments are yet untouched. Those best acquainted

with the rearing of forest trees of a superior description know that

they cannot be produced in fine condition long on the same piece of

ground without a change of crop. Indeed, to grow young trees in

the healthy state in which they are found here, it is absolutely

necessary to alternate them with green crops, such as Potatoes,

Turnips, Cabbages, Sec, and it is better still if the ground is sown
down in Grass for a year or two, as the turf}' matter left in the soil

encourages the formation of healthy roots. It is the latter plan the

Messrs. Dicksons follow chiefly and with the best results.

Some acres of their nursery ground are laid down in Grass now,

and in order to compensate for the want of this for tree rearing

they have lately taken fifteen acres of land from a farmer, three

miles to the south of the city, where the vigour of the young Larch,

Scotch Firs, and such like bears abundant testimony to the value of

the change. Overcrowding is also carefully avoided, and the excel-

lent system of taking out the alternate lines after tlie plants have

stood for two years leaves those remaining nearly 2 ft. between the

rows, thus admitting plenty of light and air, and giving them ample

room in which to develop side shoots.

In addition to forest trees, plants for game coverts, such as Ever-

green Pri%'et, Rhododendron ponticum, Berberis Aquifolium, &c., are

grown in large quantities, and plants for hedges, such as Thorns,

Beech, Jlyrobalan Plum, Yew, Arbor-vita;, &c., are also grown exten-

sively. l\Iany thousands of Manetti and Brier Stocks, on which to

graft and bud dwarf and standard Roses, are annually raised, and

the collection of Roses was remarkable for vigour and clean, free

growth. Such is a brief outline of one of the finest plant-producing

establishments in Edinburgh. Cambrian.

NOTES FEOil THE SOUTH OF FRANCE.
Between Slarseilles and Toulon Olives are the chief crop, and the

fruit when ripe is very showy, being of a bluish-black colour.

^\'hen the trees become old and decayed they are severely lopped,

the old limbs in some instances removed quite close to the trunk, an

operation which renews their vigour, and after a few years they

become quite fruitful again. The wood of the Olive commands
good prices in the market for heating purposes on account

of its durableness in burning; therefore, this tree is one

of the most profitable that can be gi-own. The majority of the

mountains in the neighbourhood of the Jlediterranean are covered

with diminutive Conifers ; in fact, where fully exposed to the

boisterous drying winds they become creeping sln-ubs and quite

stemless. The principal varieties found along this coast are Pinus

pyreuaica, Pinea, the Pinaster, Laricio, Pumilio, and the common
Spruce. The Stone Pine (P. Pinea), so cfEective in Italian villa

gardens, is cultivated extensively along the Mediterranean coast for

the production of its' cones, which are used for lighting fires.

Nothing can be prettier than the rounded heads of this Pine as it

grows on the sandy shores of the Mediterranean. In some parts

Cupressus sempervirens succeeds well, and reaches a height of from

70ft. to 80ft., forming a handsome and majestic tree; it seeds

abundantly and forms a valuable protection from the wind when
planted in'rows in bleak places, and for which it is well adapted.

The Blue Gum Tree forms one of the prettiest evergreens in this

locality, gromng, as it does, 70 ft. high, pyramidal in shape, and very

showy when covered with its curious flowers ; it is being extensively

planted in the neighbourhood of large towns, where its pre-

sence is said to exercise a peculiar sanitary influence.

Beyond Cannes, towards Nice, the coast is very flat, and here the

Pinaster is largely used for covering tire sandy tracts which consti-

tute a considerable portion of the shore. Further inland the Fig is

extensively cultivated ; the trees are grown in the foi-m of standards

on stems about 4 ft. high, forming large orchards in places where

the soil is suitable for fheir cultivation. Under this sunny sky the

Fig flourishes, makes well-matured, short-jointed growth, and

annually carries heavy crops. Six or eight inches is the extent of

their annual growth in this climate. The trees commence growth

early in the year, and the hot sun, accompanied by a dry atmosphere,

induces the wood to ripen early, which the soil in autumn also

favours, and the result is a good set of fruit buds for the following

season. As regards flowers, almost as good a display can be pro-

duced in villa gardens here in winter as can be obtained in some

northern climates in summer. B.
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Brugmansia sanguinea as a Border Plant.— For a
considerable time past tlie large trumpets of a magnificent specimen
of this Brugmansia liave been a conspicuous feature in the large

conservatory attached to Marlfield House, near tliis town, planted out
and depending from the supporting pillars and arches. Altliough
perhaps a thousand blooms have fallen off

,
yet several hundreds are still

there. My object, however, is to draw attention to this as a hand-
some and very desirable flowering shrub for a sheltered border, ex-

tending to it such treatment as one does to Veronicas, Cliamierops
humilis, the sweet scented Verbena, which with suitable protection
live outside for years and give much greater satisfaction than witli

the most careful nursing inside. I do not presume to thinli anytliing
like the magnificent specimen I am referring to will be produced
out-of-doors under the most advantageous circumstances, but such
jDlants are so scarce thus treated, that a reasonable amount of success
would amply repay the experiment, say in sheltered garden borders
richly prepared, in Ireland and the south of England. A gardening
friend says the thing is impossible, but this is not so. I have seen
them throwing up admirably healthy shoots from the base in one or
two gardens near Dublin

; and the author of " Ornamental Plants in

Ireland " says, " I observed Brugmansia sanguinea coming up
strongly after having survived several winters outside, in the marine
gardens of Mr. John Bagwell and Mr. "W. B. Gumbleton,
near Queenstown, Co. Cork." He also says he obsers'ed it in Mr. Ella-
combe's garden at Bitton, near Bristol. An excellent winter protector
for the roots would be dry pulverised bog mould.—W. J. M.,
Clonnu'l.

Effects of the Winter.—The warming sunshine of the past
week having given vigour to the sluggish life of the vegetable world,
those interested in the power of plants and shrabs reputed to
be hardy can now venture to report their local experience of the
losses by frost during the past winter. The Victoria Bark of this city
and its adjoining gardens contains a large variety of sln-ubs and
ornamental plants ; it lies in a valley 100 ft. above the sea, and the
original soil was a heavy clay, and its surface has been varied by
artificial undulations. The list of killed includes almost all the
clumps of Pampas Grass ; of Phormium tenax verj' few remain

;

Arundo conspicua, Esoallonia montevidensis, and Escallonia ma-
crantha to the snow line, and Laurustinus where much exposed are
dead. Scorched, not killed, and budding out—Osmanthus aureus,
Ceanothus azureus, Phillyrea of all kinds, Laurustinus of both
kinds (except where sheltered from the wind), Elieagnus variegatus,
Cotoneaster Simondsi, Euonymus(all the broad leaved), Myrtle (Box-
leaved), Bays where exposed to the wind, Photinia serrulata,
Eaphiolepis ovata, Olea ilicifolia, Ehamnus Alaternus, Eriobotrya
japonica, Chamrorops Fortunei (in its lower leaves), and Azara
microphylla (slightly touched). Unscathed—Osmanthus viridis,

Garryaelliptica,and round-leaved Laurustinus, exceptwhere they were
exposed to cutting winds, Bambusa Metake, Olearia Haast i, Bupleurum
fruticosum, Magnolia exoniensis, Eerberis stenophylla, Skimmias,
Choisj-a ternata, Escallonia Phillipiana, Daphne Mazelli and indica,
Hymenanthera crassifolia, Euonymus radicans variegatus, Eulalia
japonica, and the small-leaved Veronica. All the Fir tribe are
injured except Cedrus Deodara, some plants of wliich look as if

they would not recover. The deciduous trees and shrubs do not
seem to liave been at all injured.—J. P.., Batli^

The Winter in Nebraska.—We are 600 miles from (he
Eocky Mountains. Of Conifers, about which enquiries have l.ieen

made, there is nothing except Juniperus coerulea, a beautiful
silvery tree; J. occidentalis aurea, shrubby and gold-tipped; J.
prostrata.'and a variety which is lemon-yellow in winter. Also on the
western slope we find Thuja occidentalis. I should have been
tramping through the mountains weeks ago, but the weather has
been too severe ; we are still covered deep with snow. I presume
seventy-five to one hundred thousand cattle have perished in this
State from the storms of winter ; for the past ten years they ha-v-e

been increasing largely, and found abundance of food on the dried
grasses of the plains. Our native grasses, cured in that dry climate
which is usual in autumn, furnish excellent pasturage all winter.
Peaches are killed, but Apples, Cherries, &c., all promise to produce
large crops this year.—J. T. Allan, Lincoln.

A Beginning.—We alone and for years pointed out clearly tlie

unsatisfactory and pretentious character of the design in front of
the Palm house at Kew. It was the type of the geometrical gardens
so common now and which was accepted as the Icau ideal of fine
art in flower garden design. This is what we read of it in the last issue
of a contemporary who was not sparing of praise of the same garden
in days gone by, and had coloured illustrations of the somewhat
similar Kensington Garden :

" Improvements at Keiv.—The
miserable little beds which for some years past have offended the
eye in front of the great Palm stove at Kew have lately been turfed
over, greatly to the improvement of the general effect, " The expanse

of green turf forms a far better base for the fine lines of this monu-
mental conservatory than the wriggling impertinences which de-

tracted from the dignity of the building, and destroyed all sense of
what artists call repose."

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXXIIL—CACTUS DAHLIA.
(d. juaeezi.)

This Dahlia, as the accompanying plate shows, is one of the

most important flowers which has been introduced of late

years, and it is the more desirable because of its easy culture,

requiring, as it does, no different treatment from that given to

ordinary Dahlias. Its history reads like a romance. In the

year 1872 Mr. J. T. Van der Berg, of Juxphaar, near

LTtrecbt, received from a friend of his in Mexico a small case

containing different kinds of seeds, bulbs, and flower-roots.

The case was a long time on the journey, and the contents

arrived in very poor condition ; the seeds were mixed, part

of them had germinated and were spoiled, and the flower-

roots were rotten. However, he kept all that were in tolerable

condition, and carefully awaited the result. At last from a

small tuber a tender shoot developed itself, which soon

proved to be that of a Dahlia. It being then winter, cuttings

only could be made of it. Great care was taken of the young
plants, and the result was that a few were saved in the spring

of 1873. AVhen planted out in June in the open ground
with other Dahlias, these flowered at the same time, and
everyone who saw them were delighted with them on account

of their size and shape, and with the vivid colour of the

bloom, equalling in that respect even the scarlet Poppy
itself. In 1874 it was sold to one of the leading French
houses ; after that it found its way into Holland, where it

was grown by Messrs. Ant. Roozen & Son, of Overween. To
Mr. W. 11. Cullingford, of Phillimore Gardens, Kensington,

we are indebted for its introduction into England. He
purchased it of Messrs. Ant. Eoozen & Son, and grew it for

a year or two without any knowledge of its rarity. Mr. Can-

nell, to whom he gave plants, exhibited it at South Kensing-

ton, where it created quite a sensation, and was at once

called, as it is called by everybody, the Cactus Dahlia, from

its general resemblance to that flower. It is commonly known
as Y. Guarezi, but the right name is the one we have given

it, as Mr. Van der Berg called it Juarczi after Mr. Juarez,

who was the President of Mexico, its native place. AVo are

not aware that any seed has been produced from it in this

country, but should seed, by hybridisation with the single

Dahlia, be obtained, wc may look for a very peculiar class of

flower, as distinct from the ordinary Dahlia as the Japanese

Chrysanthemum is from the original Chrysanthemum.

Lilium auratum.—Six ^-ears ago my employer planted a bed
of Lilium auratum 12 yds. long and 4 ft. w-ide with some thirty bulbs,
which have remained undisturbed since then. Tliey have improved
year by j-ear, and last year several of them had fine spikes, each
furnished with tliirty or forty flowers. Tliis j'ear they have pushed
up stronger than ever, and promise to make a gorgeous display. The
only protection they have received has been a covering of 2 in. of

leaf-mould, wliich was removed in the spring. The aspect of the
bed is south, sheltered at the north by some tall Spruce trei s, and
on the south by some tall Limes, so they are quite shaded in sum-
mer, while in winter and spring they get the benefit of the sun's

raj-s.—J. S., Langford Parh.

Hardy Primroses.—Last year I got a packet of Primrose
seed, and I now ha^e a bed of every shade of crimson, mauve,
magenta, and other lovely colours. Thej' have been out all the
winter, without any care or protection, and now, owing to the

genial showers and fine weather, have fine long stalks. If seeds
were sown now in a frame or greenhouse, the plants raised from
them would bloom by this time next year.—M. A. G,
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EOSA SIMPLICIFOLIA (BEEBEEIFOLIA).

A Rose -svitli simple leaves, like a Rose without thorns, will be a

novelty to most persons, though the one iu question was originally

introduced into this country nearly a centurj' ago, and has been

re-introduced several times since. Unfortunately, it has received

several names, two inadvertently, two purposely. Salisbury named
it simplicifolia, and about a year afterwards Pallas described

it under the name R. berberifolia; and on account of its differing

from all other Roses in its simple leaves, some botanists have

regarded it as the type of a distinct genus. Ilulthemia berberi-

folia and Lowea berberifolia are its otJier synonyms. Some forty

.

years ago it was figured in the " Botanical Register " (plate 1261)

under the latter name. This singular yellow Rose inhabits the

saline plains of Northern Persia and Soongaria, where it is so

abundant, and other fuel is so scarce, that it is used for heating

ovens. It is a shrub from 2 ft. to o ft. hig-h, abundantly armed
with prickles, and producing suckers in profusion. The flowers

are about the size of the Banksian, solitary, bright yellow, with a

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Eosa siQiplicifolia ('syn., E. berberifolia).

deep purple spot at the base of each petal. This intei'cstirg

plant, which flowered lately in the Cheshunt Nursej-y, does not
succsed well, it is stated, in this countrj', because it requires

a more sunny clime. It is recorded that Rosa Hardyi is

the issue of a cross between this species and R. clinophylla, tbe

former furnishing the pollen. This hybrid resembles its mother
in its compound leaves and large stature, and its father in its

ternate prickles, and especially in its yellow flowers, whose petals

bear a bro-nii spot at the base. W. B. PIemslby.

Roses and the Frost.—Banksian Eoses are generally killed

outright, or so much cut up that there will be but little bloom on
them this year. Chinas are also in mucli the same plight ; but our
main supply of dwarfs on their own roots. Hybrid Perpetuals, Bour-
bons, &c.', are all right, for the snow kept them safe near the ground
line, while those that were elevated, even with the slielter of a wall,

are greatly injured. I am glad to find that many Kose growers are
coming round to the notion that there are other ways of gi'owing
the Bose besides that of standards, the fate of whiclr a few more
such winters will certainly settle.—J. G.

FEUIT CULTUEE FOR PEOFIT.
Cherry Orchards-

The Kentish orcbards, when in bloom in spring, are a pleasant

sio'ht, and in favourable seasous, when tlie branches of the trees

are borne down with fruit in August, their appearance, at

least to the owners, is pleasanter .still. Cherries, like all other

fruits in our climate, liave to contend with cold, ungenial springs,

and whoever plants a Cherry orchard, even in the Maidstone dis-

trict and other favourite parts of Kent, .sliould carefully select and

prepare the site for it. Cherries must have a situation free from
stagnant moisture. The best position for a plantation of them is on
the side of a gentle declivity above tlie range of cold fogs. Cherries

will thrive well in a stony soil if it bo fertile ; I do not mean
gravelly soil, but land which contains a goodly number of boulders,

having a smooth, water-worn appearance. I have noticed such

boulders lying on the top of the laud in some parts of Kent and

elsewhere. The necessity for trenching the land as deep

as it will bear has been referred to elsewhere, and is an

essential condition for all fruit trees. Two-year-old trees, tl at is

those which have been once cut back, are the best to plant, though

older trees may move safely if they have been frequently trans-

planted. It is important for a Cherry orchard to be sheltered from,

the quarter whence come the coldest winds. Plantations of

deciduous trees form excellent shelter, and should be planted, if

possible, a year or two before the fruit trees are planted ; then by

the time tiie trees come into bearing the shelter will be high

enough to render good service. Avoid in all cases deep planting,

and stake or secure the trees from wind-waving as soon as planting

is finished, and take care iu tying the trees that something soft

comes between the bark and the tie. A piece of old sacking two

or three folds thick is lasting, and answers the purpose very well.

The trees must be headed down in proportion to their strength the

spring after planting. The distance at which Cherry trees should

be planted apart must depend in some measure upon the character

of the soil and the varieties planted. I have known trees of the

Waterloo variety that would have been 'crowded at 30 ft. apart,

hut the Bigarreau on the same soil was none too thick at 15 ft.

apart. The best plan is to plant thick enough and thin out after-

wards, giving the most fertile and best trees the most room.

Cherry orchards are best laid down in grass after the first three

or four years.

Bush Cherries maj be planted where space cannot be found

for larger trees, but they will require lifting or root-pruning

occasionally to keep them in a fruitful condition. The May
Duke, Pate" Duke, and Morello do well on the Mahaleb, and require

less lifting and root-prunii]g than some other kinds. The trees

may be planted in beds or borders about .3 ft. or 6 ft. apart, where

some temporary shelter could be erected on the windward side, pro-

jecting over the trees 2 ft. or 3 ft. like a coping to keep the blossoms

safe in spring. It is not often the Morello is planted except against a

wall, but though it does well in such positions, and may be used

to fill up blanks 'anywhere, yet it is also a profitable (.'herry to

plant eitlier as a dwarf on the Mahaleb, or as a standard tree in any

position. The great object to keep in view in the case of dwarf

Cherries, especially in rather strong soils, is to keep their roots near

the surface ; if tliey are permitted to run down the growth becomes

gross, and they either do not produce blossoms, or else theblossoms

are imperfect and fail to set. Whenever anything of this nature

occurs the trees should be lifted and replanted in autumn. Cherries

may be grown in pots, and the remarks I have made about Plum
culture in pots are equally applicable to Cherries, and it is a most

interesting way of grovving them, keeping the trees under the

shelter of a glass roof till the spring frosts are past, and then

plunging them out, or a part of them, iu a sheltered corner in the

open°air. It will, of course, be understood that trees in pots when
plunged out-of-doors must be supplied during dry weather with

water; and it may sometimes happen that such trees will require

water even in a "showery time. I have known cases in which

potted trees when plunged outside were neglected because gentle

showers fell frequently, and the person iu charge took it for

granted, without troubling to examine them, that they did not

require water, when at the same time they were as dry as dust.

The light passing sliowers made no impression on them
;
in fact,

were cast aside by the foliage. All such trees should be mulched

to check evaporation, and 2 in. or 3 in. of rich compost, or half
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decayed mauure; spread over the surface of the soil among the
trees forms a beneficial dressing for them.

Cherries on Walls.—In most gardens a wall is set apart
for Cherries, thougli the sj'stem of grouping together different

kinds of fruits lias some drawbacks. The advantage belonging to

the plan is that any kind of fruit requiring special treatment can
have its wants attended to better when grouped together than
when scattered. And such fruit as Cherries that must be pro-
tected with nets to preserve them from birds are more easily

covered wlien growing side by side than when separate. On the
other hand, there is a decided advantage sometimes in having a

tree or two iu different aspects, as the May Duke in a sunny
position will ripen its fruit a few days earlier than in a less

favourable one, while north aspects may be utilised for retarding

purposes. This is, however, a question that proprietors of gardens
can decide for themselves. I merely threw out the hint because
T have met Avith cases iu which a dish of Cherries a

few days earlier or later, as the case may be, was
appreciated. To prolong the season of any particular fruit

is sometimes looked upon as a test of skill, though it is often tlie

result of mere accident. If I had a wall to plant with Cherries,

and could take my own course, I should plant the best maidens I

could get 7 ft. apart, and should train tliem as palmettes, allowing
seven branches to each tree, laying a young branch at intervals

between the main ones. Such a system co^'ers the wall much
quicker than any other. Of course time would be gained if young
trees started in the nursery as horizontals could be obtained, but
the)' cannot always be bought. The advantage of buying maidens
is they cost less money, and one can adopt auy system of training

one liices. There is, perhaps, less necessity for laying in young-

wood iu the case of Cherries (always excepting the Morello) tliau

iu that of otlier fruit trees, as ('berries bear so freely and well on
spurs. But the fault belonging to the large old trees witli which
one sometimes meets is (especially if they are growing on heavy
soil that has received but little preparation) the centre, in the

course of time, ceases to bear, and many feet of wall become
virtually barren. With a good broad border well prepared, warm,
and dry, this, however, will not soon happen. I feel that

the right course to adopt on indifferent soils or in

places where the expense of border making cannot be allowed

is to plant the trees closer together than is usually done, and keep

the roots near the surface. Trees with their roots near the sur-

face do not make gross shoots, which when cut back are converted

into large ugly spurs that are often flowerless ; or if a few blooms
appear they do not set properly, and consequently fall off without

ripening. Those Avho have such trees on their walls must of

course do the best they can with them, and that is cut out every

alternate branch and till the spaces thus left vacant with young
wood as soo}i as possible, avoiding overcrowding. In this way
barren trees may be made fertile. The summer management of

tlie Clierry iu a trained condition on walls consists in stopping the

3'oung wood, beginning towards midsummer, and cutting back to

about four or five leaves. In summer pruning some cut the young
wood ba^k too close, not only in the case of Cherries, but also in

that of other fruits, and, as a consequence, the buds that might
in due course be converted into flower-buds are compelled under

the excitement of vigorous root action to burst into growth.

If another leaf or two had been left on tUe spurs a little more
scope for root action would have been left, and at the worst only

the buds at the extreme end of the spurs would break ; the others

at the base would remain dormant, and if sun and air had free

access to them something useful would be the result. There is an

advantage in dividing all summer pinning, whatever the fruit

tree maj' be, into three periods, doing the top first, then the

centre, and lastly the bottom. Thus the top, which is usually the

strongest, is denuded of its foliage first, and the bottom, which is

nearly always the weakest, by being allowed to carry its surplus

foliage a fortnight longer, draws to itself a larger portion of sap,

which m:iterially helps to pieserve the balance of the tree. The
winter pruning of the Cherry consists in shortening back the

young wood left as spurs and cutting out all dead and useless spurs.

The young trees that have space to fill up may, if their roots are

near the surface, have their shoots laid in full length, and thus

the wall will be more quickly covered.

The Morello is usually employed for furnishing north walls,

not because it does not succeed in any other aspect, but it thrives so

well in all inferior positions where choicer fruits do not ripen well,

that some have been led to consider a north wall necessary for its

culture. It will, however, grow in any position, and I have already

adverted to its use both as a standard and also a pyramid on the

Mahaleb stock ; in short, the Morello will thrive wherever other

Cherries do well. In its growth and mode of bearing this Cherry

somewhat resembles the Peach. It has the same slender flexible

branches, and produces its blossoms, if the wood be stroug and

firm, in the same way ; indeed, in most gardens, the Peach tree is

taken as a model for the Morello, and I do not think any better

system of training or pruning can be suggested. I have seen

ilorellos occasionally spur-pruned like other Cherries, but the trees

have not to ni}' mind been satisfactory. Their branches should

not be too much crowded. More and better fruits will be obtained

bv training the bearing shoots not less than 4 in. apart than when,

as is commonly done, thej- are laid in much thicker. The disbud-

ding and thinning should be done early, and those left for bearing

should he tied or nailed in or be fastened back to the wall by means

of slender twigs of Privet, or of any other tough shrub. The same

plan is often pursued in the case of Peaches, and it saves material

and avoids driving nails into the wall, which would have to be

drawn out atrain in autumu. E. Hobday.

THE ORCHARD HOUSE.
The present season has so far been exceedingly trying to fruit

trees against ordinary garden walls, and has ag;iin proved the

value o£ a good glass covering ; for although cold as the weather has

been during the greater part o£ April, particularly during the latter

part of it, the unheated orchard liouse will, under proper manage-
ment, be found to liave afEordcd the necessary protection to the un-

folding blossoms of the various kinds of trees contained in it,

whether in pots or planted out in beds or borders, i.e., if proper care

has been taken in husbanding as much as possible solar inliuences,

by closing early and keeping the lilossoms dry during the various

and veiy considerable depressions of temperature which have been
experienced during the most critical period of their development.

To ensure as far as possible this condition, all necessary watering
should have been performed during the early part of the day, and
great care observed as to the admission of air, wliicli should still

be admitted on the lee or sheltered side of the bouse, or

only by the roof ventilators, so as to avoid anything
like a draught of cold, cutting wind, which is exceedingly
injurious to the health of the trees, as well as to their crops in all

stages of their development, and more especially so when the

blooms are being unfolded. If all h.as so far gone on satisfactorily,

most of the trees will now require attention in the way of disbudding,

thinning out the young fruit, ice. Apricots will most likely be the

first to cLaini this consideration ; their fruits are apt to set in close

clusters, and these should be to some extent thinned out, trusting to

a second or final thinning to furnish a portion of fruit large enough
for culinary purposes, should such be desired, as when these trees

are grown in pots, which will mostly be the case, it is not advisable to

allow them to weaken themselves bj' bringing a veiy heavy crop of

fruit to even that stage. All superfluous shoots should also be
now rubbed ofE ; and strong and very luxuriant ones, which it may
be desired to retain may, if thought necessary, be stopped so as to

encourage as much as possible the development of weaker, but
suitably placed shoots towards the lower portions of the trees, so as

to secure well balanced specimens. Peaches and Nectarines

will also now require disbudding, so as to prevent the formation
of more wood than is necessary or required, and at the same time
the fruit should be carefully thinned out, always leaving those best

placed so as to distribute the crop as regularly as possible over the

trees, always bearing iu mind tliat a vei-y heavy crop means small

and comparatively flavourless fruit. As to the number of fruit, how-
ever, wdiich any given tree should be allowed to cam', the cultivator

must necessarily be guided by the dimensions of the tree and its con-

dition. A stroug-growing, luxuriant tree may with advantage be
allowed to cany a heavy crop, if such be i^roduced ; but to allow a
weakly tree to bear all the fruit which it may appear inclined to do,

is only to facilitate and ensure its rapid decay. It has been said

that Nature never errs, and that no more fruits will be formed that

a tree is capable of bringing to maturity. This doctrine, however,

although it may appear to be right in theory, will not be found to

answer in practice, particularly as regards fruit trees under glass.

Plums generally set their fruit freely under glass, and wdien fairly

set, if the crop" is considered to be too heavy, the fruit should be
thinned carefully out with a pair of scissors. The Cherry, possibly;

sets less freely than the Plum, but the same advice may be given a
regards the thinning of the fruit when it is considered necessarys

also as to the stopping of over-luxuriant shoots, with the view of en-
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couraging the development of weaker and desirably placed ones.

Pears do not alwaj'S set their fruit so freely under glass as could be
desired, and it is advisable when their blooms are unfolded to keep
the atmosphere of the house somewhat dry, and to assist the distri-

bution of the pollen by the aid of a small brash.

In a structure in which several kinds of fruit trees are growing it

is, of course, impossible to furnish each variety with the precise

conditions at all times most suited to it ; the only alternative is to

compromise matters as judiciously as possible. But when all kinds
of fruit are fairly set the atmosphere of the house should be kept
moister than previously, and the trees should be assisted by all

possible means to swell their fruit. In order to promote this they
should be syringed morning and evening, unless the nights are

likel.y to prove cold, when the afternoon syringing may with advan-
tage be omitted. The water used for this purpose should not, if

possible, be of a lower temperature than that of the atmosphere of

the house, and if slightly higher so much the better. Copious root

watering will now be necessarj', particularly in the case of trees

gi-owing in pots or tubs, as anything like neglect in this respect
may at once frustrate the labours of an entire season. The surface

dressings given in October, or when the trees were placed in the

structure, will not yet be quite exhausted, but so soon as this

appears to be the case they should be renewed, and in the mean-
time doses of well-diluted liquid manure may be occasionally ad-

ministered with advantage.
Many of the artificial garden manures have a very remarkable

effect upon the productive powers of fruit trees whose roots or

feeders are restricted or confined to the limits of a pot, and amongst
those few are of more value than soot-water. Eain water contains
soot ; its strength, too, in this respect is readily increased, and there
is little danger of making it injuriously strong; while in addition
to its ascertained fertilising properties, it speedily drives away earth
worms and similar pests from the soil.

Where Vines are trained over the paths, or in other suitable situa-

tions in the orchard house, they will now require attention in the
way of disbudding, taking care to always leave the strongest and
best-placed shoots, which should be stopped at the joint next to the
embryo bunch. As soon as the shoots will bear it, they should also

be neatly tied in to the main stem or rod, or to wires fixed for tliis

purpose.
If the house contains Strawberry plants in pots, iilaced on shehes

or elsewhere, they should be removed as soon as the fruit is gathered,

as they are apt to be attacked by red spider, which, if not prevented,
will spread from them to the I'each and other trees. If constant
syringing, sa}', at least once a day, does not prove effectual in pre-

venting anything like development of aphides or thrips, fumigation
with Tobacco in some form must be resorted to, or the ends of the

young shoots infested may be repeatedly dipped in strong Tobacco
water or dusted with snuff or Tobacco powder ; but fumigation is

by far the most effectual, and an efficient fumigatoris indispensable.

Cherry trees in the open air, and still more so under glass, arc ter-

ribly subject to the attacks of the black or Cherry Hy, an insect ex-
ceedingly difficult to kill. It will, however, yield to repeated fumi-
gations. Plum trees are ^ery often infested by a small light blue
aphis, but from this they can generally be freed by a vigorous use
of the syringe and cold Avater. The leaves and young shoots of the
Pear are likewise frequently injured by a small leech-like insect,

and this should be washed or rubbed off with a sponge moistened
with Tobacco water. P. Geieve.

Orcliard Street, Stirij St, Sdiiuinds.

STEAWBERRIES IN SMALL POTS.
It is a mistake to suppose that large-sized pots are necessary for the
production of good Strawberries. I have proved that the finest of

fruit may be grown in 4i-in. pots, or even in a size smaller, and for

early forcing I would advise that these dimensions be not exceeded.

The necessity for getting the soil of pot Strawberries thoroughly
packed with fibres by the autumn is so universally admitted, and
has been so often urged, that I need scarcely say anything upon that
part of the subject, but I would remark that in many instances the

grower would more certainly insure this desirable result, as well as the

complete and early ripening of the crowns, by limiting himself to the
employment of pots somewhat smaller than those generally used. It

often occurs that through press of work the layering of runners is

not taken in hand so soon as it should be, the consequence being
that the runner, being laid late in a comparatively large body of soil,

does not fill the same with roots, and the crowns never mature as

they ought to do. How often do we liear complaints of blindness in

pot Strawberries, whole batches of plants either throwing vrp no
fruit at all, or doing so in an imperfect manner. Too high a tem-
perature will certainly induce blindness, especially sliould the season
happen to be dull and sunless when the plants are introduced into

heat, but in many cases the evil may bo distinctly traced to over
stimulation in the latter end of the growing season. Free growth
there must be, but the same must be hardened and riijened, and this

cannot well be the case rrnless the soil becomes one mass of healthy,
active roots by the early autumn. Speaking to a market grower
upon this subject, he remarked that in the sunless summer of 1879
nearly all his largest and finest plants failed to show fruit, and, said

he, "I do not know what I should have done had I not had a quantity
in 2A-in. pots; all of them threw up well and gave me a good crop
of fruit." Most Strawberry growers are aware of the difficulty that
is often experienced in properly gauging the amount of water to be
given to pot Strawberries in their earlier stages of growth, and wliat

disastrous results ensue from an overdose of moisture at the roots at

that time. Now the greater the body of soil, the greater the liability to

disaster, and vica versa, so that common sense shoxrld tell us that for

earlj' work, when the sweetening influence of sun and air upon the
soil is but rarely felt, small pots should alone be used. A plant in a
0-in. pot may easily be irretrievably ruined, but the most inex-

perienced will scarcely succeed in damaging one in a 2^-in. pot. As
to the quality of the fruit, your readers may rest easy upon that

point, for some of tlie best Strawberries tliat ever entered Covent
Garden Market were grown in 2A-in. pots. J. C. B.

CULTURE OF FIGS IN POTS.
Negko Largo is one of the best black Figs for a general crop, and
a very prolific bearer it is. It is now rapidly making its way to the

front, and becoming one of the most popular varieties gxown. It is

belter adapted for pot culture than for planting out in borders,

except where the roots can be confined to a certain space. When
treated as a pot tree it makes much shorter-jointed and better-

matured growth, on which tlie earliest and most valuable crop of

fruit depends. Where there is fire-heat, especially bottom-heat, the

Fig is a very easy tree to propagate, from eyes or cuttings put in in

January or February. They should be potted on into 6-in. pots,

which will be quite large enougli for the first season, as they will fill

these witli roots, and consequently ripen their first year's growth
well. If pyramid trees are required, stop tlie cuttings after thej'

attain the height of 8 in. or 10 in. ; but if for standards, do not

stop them the first year, train them to a stake, and they will make a

gTOwth of about i ft. Then by the removal of the tenninal bud the

following season, a finelj'-shaped standard will be the result. If a

brisk heat can be maintained, the young trees will carry a second

crop the second season ; but rather secure good trees, and fruit them
the third year, when they should be large enough to carrj' good crops.

Those who do not possess the advantage of artificial heat may also

grow onegood crop of fruit ever}' season. Fine Figs of good flavour can
be grown in ordinary brick or wooden pits, i ft. or 5 ft. higli, if fully

exposed to the sun. The best plan for cold pit culture is to confine

the roots entirely to the i^ots, and not allow tliem to root over the

tops, as that would stimulate the trees to make a stronger and later

growth, which is not required where onlj' one crop is to be reaped.

Kepot every season before starting ; 12-in. pots will be large enough
when the tops are kept restricted to a limited size ;

root-prune

according to the quantity of roots. It is better to remo'^e a portion

of the roots than to push them into the jjots in masses. Use good

rough .loam of a clayey character, if possible ; to this add some old

lime-rubble, burnt clay, or charcoal, broken into pieces the size of

Walnuts ; drain the pots well, and place some rough loam or Moss
over the drainage. The beginning of Jlay will be early enough to

start them. Give plenty of air, and do not keep them too hot during

the daj'time ; syringe, and close up with sun-heat as the crop advances,

and feed with liquid manure when the pots get full of roots. After

the fruits are gathered, let tlie atmosphere be warm and dry to ripen

the wood, when the trees may be removed and plunged in a light,

dry shed, and in severe weather protected with mats, or they may be

left in the pits, and a few more inches of material added, so that

the pots may be buried 2 in. or 3 in. deep, which will keep the pots

and roots secure from frost. Two good sorts to form dwarf trees in

pots are Black Bourjassote and White Ischia. K. G.

PEAES FOR ROUGH CLIMATES.
Mb, R. Mullbr, of Praust, by Dantzic—a very cold European lati-

tude—directs attention to a few good sorts of Pears which are

grown there with exceedingly good results. The sorts which he

more especially recommends are the following :

—

Zephirin G-regoire, obtained from seed by the well-known

Pear raiser, Gregoire, of Jodoigne ; fruit of moderate size, top-

shaped and sometimes round ; a first-class Pear, ripening from

November to January. The tree is regular in habit and very fruitful,

growing equally well on the Quince and Pear stock, and it can be

trained as espalier, pyramid, or cordon.
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Nouveau Poiteau.—The fruit of this excellent sort is long,

light green, and large ; it is thickest at about two-thirds of its

length from the stalk, and tapers off then towards the ej^e. An3'ono

having seen the fruit once would easily recognise it again. It is a
Pear of the first rank, but in ohallcy soils it is sometimes only second-

rate. It is ripe from the end of October to the end of November.
The tree is a strong grower, making beautiful pyramids of extra-

ordinary fertility. It can be recommended as a fruit that remains
good to the last and never becomes doughy. Notwithstanding the

large size of the fruits, they sit so closely on the branches as not

to be easilj' blown off by the rough winds of that part of the

country.

Laure de Glymes.— Fruit middle sized, but at times small,

bluntly conical, somctinjcs somewhat rounded ; on the tree light

green, but when ripe yellowish ; flesli white, very iuicy, and possess-

ing an aromatic flavour ; ripe from the middle of October till the

end of November, and when quite ripe it can be crushed on the

tongue. The tree is very fruitful and the growth robust, but in

spite of that the summer growth shows an inclination to form fruit

buds.

Beurre Payen.—This sort originated with M. A. Papelen, in

Ledeberg, b)' txhent. Notwithstanding its being classed by JMJI.

Van Houtte and Andre Leroy as a table I'ear of the second class, it

is well worth planting in rough climates. T)ie fruit is middle-sized,

long, almost bottle shaped, and on approaching ripeness becomes
yellow ; flesh whitish-yellow. Van Houtte describes it as half melt-
ing, sugary, and slightly musky. I have found the fruit to possess a
very good flavour. Tliis sort can be recommended for its uncommon
frnitfulness. It makes handsome standards and pyramids on the

Fear stock. SYLVESTms.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE lEUIT GAEDEN.

Improved Pruning and Training. — I agree with your
correspondent wlio says (p. 412) that "tying stones to branches to

make them fruitful is not an original idea." I canwell remember a Tear
tree in the garden of which mj' father had the management forty

years ago having the branches drawn down with cord and fastened
to pegs driven into the ground. At the same time and place, too,

other trees, wdiich were considered to have branches growing too

straight and strong, were brought down, weighted according to their

requirements with bricks or stones suspended to them with cord.

—

John Cole McArdell, Torquai/.

The Ostheim Cherry, belonging to the Jlorello class, seems
to be an excellent kind to plant extensivelj'. It is very prolific, a
late bloomer, and grows from cuttings as easilj' as a Doucin Crab or

from layers, so that it is amenable to all styles of growth and train-

ing ; therefore, as a bush for small gardens, on its own roots, or worked
low on Prunns IMahaleb, or grafted high, for field or orchard culture,

on the wild Cherry stock, it can be highly recommended to the notice
of fruit growers.

—

8y'LVESTEIS.

Apples and Pears not Setting.—Can any of jour
readers throw any light on the following .'—I have an orchard of

several acres, now planted about ten years, and for the last four
years I have had no crops whatever, although previons to that time,
when the trees were much younger, I had a fair quantity of fruit. The
trees have made vigorous growth and appear to be perfectly healthy,
and are covered with bloom in the spring, but it never forms into

fruit, or falls off immediately after it is formed. I have numerous
varieties of both Apples and Pears planted, but the only kind of the
former that bears anything is a tree the name of which I do not
know, but it bears a small red Apple, and the onlj' Pear that bears
is the Moor Fowl Egg. The soil is stiff clay of great depth, and the
situation high and well drained.

—

Amateue.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Peaches and Nectarines.—The stoning: process in the early house being

complete, make the final thinning of the fruit, and stop all gross shoots to
increase its size. Tie the young wood to the trellis, hut guard against
crowding, and elevate the fruit on pieces of lath as the work proceeds. Continue
syringing with clear soft water free from lime, ventilate freely, close with a
strong growing heat on Ihie affcrnoons, and re-open the ventilators about 7 p.m.
Give inside borders a liberal watering with tepid liquid, and cover with some
light non-conducting material that will keep in moisture until after the fruit is

gathered.

Succession Houses.— To an inexperienced eye the fruit in the second
house will be as forward as that in the first, but the trees have a trying period,
that of stoning to go through, and until this process is complete hard forcing
must not be attempted. A night temperature of 65'-' to ."iS" with a rise of 10° by
day and .i" more after closmg, will result in the production of the finest fruit
without distressing the trees. Well made and drained border's will now take
heavy waterings, and good syringing is of the greatest importance. Gradually
uncover the external borders on which the roots of trees in late houses are

estaldished. Disbud, heel down young growths, and thin the fruit freely, as

thei'e is little danger of healthy trees casting their fruit. Examine tlie outside
borders if they have not been covered, water if necessary, and mulch with short
manure.

Figs.—The fruit on the early pot Figs Avill now be ripening, and, like all other
forced fruits, will be improved by full exposure to sun, light, and warm air. If

theroots have been w^ell top-dressed, mirlched,and watered, avoid heavy soakings
wlien a ijuantity of ripe Figs are hairging on the trees, aird make up for the loss

by giving warm water and washing with the syringe when the fruit has been
closely gathered. Pinch side shoots to the fourth or fifth leaf, expose ripening
fruit by turning the leaves aside, and coil terminals forward without stopping
wdiere there is room for extension.

Successions.—Where well nranaged invariably show more fruit than they
can carry, and haviirg a tendency to resent, imposition by casting their crop, the
amateur is apt to facilitate matters by putting off thinning until the mischief is

done. The principal routine is liberal treatment in the way of stimulants,

moisture and heat, good syringing backwards and forwards twice a day, and
Ireavy mulehiirg to keep the roots near the sru-face of the border.

W. Coleman,

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE BLACK AUSTRIAN PINE.
(PINU,S AUSTEIACA.)

The foliage of this Pine being thickly set on the branches and
very deep green, renders it strikingly dark in colour, in some trees

almost black, hence its name ; and as it varies in this respect from
seed, the darl;est have in some cases been collected and distributed

under the name of Pinus nigricans. In common with several of

our best known Pines, it belongs to the two-leaved section, but

witli only one of them is it liable to be confounded, viz., Pinus

Laricio, tlie principal points of diiTcrenco being the stiffer and

riuus sylvestris.

darker green foliage of P. austriaca and a greater distance between

the whorls of branches, -ndiich are mostly unusually large for the

size of the trunk, a circumstance rather against it as atimbertree,

the knots in the wood being so large. Tliis truly noble Pine^ is

now largely planted, thriving, as it does, in almost any situation
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that is well drained. On exposed hillsides in good soil, or in

loose, shifting sands by the sea it is alike at home, and for depth of

colour in masses is unequalled. For isolated specimens, again, it is

welladapted. Wlienyoung it forms a dense pyramid, but as it grows
older it gets opener. It is a native of the mountainous parts of

Austria, attaining there a height of from 100 ft. to 120ft., andforming
when full grown a large flat-topped tree with rugged brown bark,

of a much deeper colour than that of the Scotch Fir. In company
with Picea pectinata the lower parts of the hills are covered with
it, hut in the more elevated districts the Silver Fir disappears,

leaving the I'inus in undisputed possession. Another of the two-
leaved section is the Scotch Fir (Pinus sylvestris), which forms a

Pinus austriaca.

familiar and at the same time striking object in the landscape.
It has a wide geographical distribution (being found moi-e or less
throughout Europe) and, owing to its growing both in the lowlands
and in mountainovis districts, the varieties of this Fir are almost
endless, and besides the timber trees, of which there are several
claiming to be distinct, we have two or three well marked kinds,
viz.

: pendula, a very distinct weeping Fir ; nana,'a mountainous
variety, growing only 2 ft. or S ft. high, but spreading out
horizontally ; monophylla, a sort in which the leaves are

attached to each other, so as to make them look as if single ; by
twisting them, however, they become detached and separate into
two ; variegata, which, unlike most variegated Pines, is as free
and healthy-growing as the normal type, the green leaves being
interspersed „with straw-coloured ones ; aurea, a close compact
kind, green in summer, but during the winter of an intense
golden hue—in fact, at that season one of the brightest of golden-
leaved plants. Both the Austrian and Scotch Pines are largely
planted as nurse trees for other and more delicate subjects, a
purpose for which they are well adapted, as they brave with
impunity the storms and winds incidental to exposed situations.

Alpha.

OUTDOOR CAMELLIAS IN COENWALL.
Of all evergreen winter-flowering slirubs or trees, none excels the
Camellia. Laurustinus and similar shrubs have been more or
less injured by last winter's frosts, and it would be unfair to say
that the Camellia is entirely unhurt, but it has sustained no injury
worth iiotice. In Cornwall one occasionally comes across the
Camellia as a wall plant, sometimes in groups, and very often in
the form of single specimens. The most remarkable, and perhaps
the largest and best grown. Camellia in Cornwall is at Penalvern,
near Penzance. This tree is about thirty-five years old, 57 ft. in
circumference, and 1-5 ft. in height, beautifully grown and well
proportioned. It is a very fine Hose Anemone-flowered variety
called Florida, and somewhat late in flowering. I am not sur-
prised at the Camellia being hardy in our climate, seeing that it

comes from Japan, whence we get such hardy subjects as the
Aucuba, Weigela, Maiden-hair tree, various Conifers, and hosts
of other things all hardy in this country. Fur out-door culture
the following may be selected, viz., the old Double White, Apollo,
a white kind, with flowers often 4 in. in diameter ; althcceflora,
a large Anemone, centred, red sort ; Donckelaari, mottled, light red,
double striped, perhaps the first double Camellia imported into
this country ; Florida, just referred to ; Jubilee, a very large,
white, lightly speckled with rose ; Lady Hume's Blush ; myrtifolia,
red

; Marchioness of Exeter, Queen Victoria, tricolor imbricata,
Woodsi, and others. In short, so handsome are all Camellias, that
it would be difficult to make a bad selection. Mr. Marnock's
remarks (p. 413) are very interesting; "prevention is in all cases
better than cure," and, therefore, to prevent stem-splitting in the
case of fine specimens, straw bands should be wrapped around
their stems about the end of September or in October. I have,
however, never seen or heard of stem-splitting in Cornwall, and
we have had 12° of frost. It is too late this season for Mr. Mar-
nock to visit this part, but if he did so next year early in April,
he would, I am certain, be well repaid. W. Eobeeis.

Penzance.

THE HYDRANGEA AND ITS VARIETIES.
Though the common Hydrangea is a free grower, and almost a gross
rooter, it is not fit to contend with Portugal Laurels, Box, Lilacs,
and other shrubs. Under such circumstances it too often has the
worst of it, or is altogether crippled or destroyed ; but give it a bit
of fairish good ground all to itself, and it will grow into a shrub

—

a tree almost. Plants may be met with in some parts of England
10 ft. through, and 5 ft. or more high. Such plants will produce
from 300 to 700 heads of flowers in the season. But these instances
are cited more as examples of what the Hydrangea can become than
such as one should aim at. Plants 1 yd. high and a little more
through are more useful in most gardens than such bushes. Even
in cold seasons and localities a little ashes, spent tan, or litter round
the^ roots and lower branches of Hydrangeas will prove quite
suflicient to protect them from the weather. In the case of larger
plants a few branches and a Uttle straw may be added to shelter the
higher portions. About the middle of May all this protection should
be removed, the dead portion of the stem cut off, and the top generally
moulded into shape. Seldom, however, is much pruning needed, as the
plants naturally assume the habit of a dense bush—the form best
adapted for Hydrangeas. In mild localities and sheltered positions
the Hydrangea needs no protection. An occasional thinning out of
the weaker branches in the top and a top-dressing of thoroughly de-
composed manure is almost all that is needed to keep Hydrangeas
in robust health and in full flower for years. The most prominent
buds on the stem are those that hold the largest flowers in embryo,
and consequently these should always be carefully preserved.
In addition to the old pink Hydrangea, which may be pink or blue,

according to the soil in which it is grown, there is now a pure white
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strain of this favourite variety, and Hydrangea japonica is also a

very distinct and desirable sort, the centre of the bunch of flowers

being undeveloped, and these tiny flowerets being surrounded with

others of about the usual size, form, as it were, guard petals to

the centre flowerets. These outer petals are also mounted on rather

long footstalks, which give them a peculiarly elegant and striking

appearance. The silver-leaved variety of japonica is one of our best

silver-leaved variegated plants, altogether apart from the beauty of

its flowers, though it flowers as freely and grows as well as the plain

leaved variety. Imperatrice elegantissima is a new golden variegated

Hydrangea of the higlicst merit. Paniculata and p. grandiflora are

also noble varieties, with immense panicles, or bunches of flowers.

While for those who lo\e double flowers tlifre is now the Hydrangea
stellata fl.-pl. None of these varieties are expensive, while few
plants could prove more effective in the filling up of sheltered nooks

and corners, or for forming striking specimen plants, or permanent
groups on the lawn. One of the most striking things ever seen by
me was a huge mass of the common Hydrangea, the entire centre

being of the usual pink colour, and the border— all to a plant—of

the so-called blue, or load-coloured variety. On searching for an
explanation of a cliange of colour so complete, it was found that the

centre i^lants were all in loam, and the outside ones in peat. It

should be stated, however, that there are peats and peats innumer-

able, and that all peats have not the same effect on the colour of the

Hydrangea. D. T. Fish.

TKEE AND SHRUB NOTES.

The Rural Ncm Yorlit'r has recently published a number devoted

wholly to trees and shrubs, and avery interesting and useful number
it is {we abstract from it the following—mostly concerning things

wlrioh the writers have means of observing not open to us on this

side the Atlantic.

Thie Live Oak (Quercus virens).—A majestic tree and king of

the forests ; holds the first rank. Unfortunately for the interests of

liorticulture, its habitat is rather restricted, and beyond the damp,

rich soils of the southern seaboard it seldom attains its imperial

proportions. The shape and form of tliis tree are peculiar. With a

trunk sometimes 4 ft. to ,5 ft. in diameter, it rarely reaches beyond

50 ft. to GO ft. in height. The trunk soon becomes forked and
divided into gigantic limbs, which extend on all sides around the

base, almost touching the ground, and covering a space of .50 ft. or

60 ft. in height. The trunk soon becomes forked and divided into

gigantic limbs, which extend on all sides around the base, almost

touching the ground, and covering a space of .50 ft. or CO ft. in

diameter. The upper portion is again subdivided, until the main
axis of growth is scarcely recognisable, the whole tree forming a

compact, oval, or rounded head. In the vicinity of Charleston, for

some fifteen or twenty miles around, there are many magnificent

avenues of these trees, considerably over 100 years old, planted out

in colonial times by the wealthy proprietors at their countr)- seats.

Some of them are nearly a mile long, and consist of four rows of

these veterans, throwing out their huge limbs on all sides, and in-

tercrossing each other so as to form a dense shade. These trees are

the favourite resting-place of the long Moss (Tillandsia), and are

often so much covered with this long, gray drapery as to present a

sombre aspect at a distance.

The Big Laurel (JIagnolia grandiflora).—This splendid tree,

with its thick, glossy leaves and huge white, fragrant flowers,

attaining a height of 60 ft. to 80 ft., is one of the finest evergreens

known. Its native range is along the seaboard, from North Carolina

to Florida, and beyond the Mississippi into Texas
;
but it is now in

cultivation all through the South, and improved varieties are already

known. Unlike the Live Oak, it has a bare, smooth trunk, and a

regular pyramidal head. I have seen splendid specimens of this

tree in the neighbourhood of Darien, Ga., in Florida, and in Texas,

near Houston, with trunks li ft. to 3 ft. in diameter.

Wild Orange—Wild Olive {Cerasus caroliniana).—This

favourite evergreen is extensively cultivated along the Atlantic

States. Tliough not as large as the Live Oak or Magnolia, rarely

exceeding 30 ft. or 40 ft. in height, it is so easily propagated by seed,

and of such rapid growth, that its cultivation has extended all over

the country, and in certain sections one will find every homestead
surrounded with trees of this kind. It bears excessive pruning and
may be brought into any required shape. For tall hedges or any
fanciful form it is peculiarly adapted. The rich, glossy leaves in

winter, with racemes of white, pendent flowers in early spring, give

it a cheerful aspect. Hedges or low-branching trees should be pro-

tected from cattle, as they are fond of the leaves, which, if eaten too

freely, are poisonous. Although called Wild Orange, or Wild Olive,

it has no affinities with either, but belongs rather to the Wild Cherry
family.

D'warf June-berry.—For fi\'e or six years we have had one
plant of tlie Dwarf June-berry, Shad-bush, or Service-berry, a variety

of the Amelanchier canadensis, viz., alnifolia. In its bloom it is

fully as pretty as many of the Spirjeas, while in fruit it is an object

of general interest, as well to grown people as to children and birds.

It bears racemes of fruit nearly as large as Gooseberries, and in the

same raceme the colour varies from green to green and purple, red,

and a deep jjlum colour, according to the stage of ripening. The
first ripen about June 1, and the berries continue to ripen during a
greater part of the month. These berries are mealy and juicy, though
ratlier insipid. Still—we eat tliem. The Shad-bush must be known
to most of our readers, who can scarcely fail to have noticed its

welcome white flowers during late April and early May along streams
and low-lying woods. It varies so much that half a dozen different

varieties are recognised. Among them is the Dwarf June-berry, of

whicli we write. It is found in all of the AVcstern States.

The Liquidambar, or Sweet Q-um (L. styraciflua).—The
very name has always had a charm for us, and there is that about
the tree— in its star-shaped fragrant leaves ; its queer corky bark

;

its shapely, elegant foi-m—that heightens the charm and really in-

spires a feeling of attachment. It is found in moist woods from
Connecticut to Illinois and southward, but our readers must not,

therefore, conclude it will thrive only in moist soils. One of the

best specimens we have ever seen grows in a sandy soil with a sandy
sub-soil so little retentive of moisture that the grass burns ujo in the

summer. In fact, it may be said tliere are no trees which will not
grow to finer proportions in a well-drained soil than in one upon
which water stands or from which it slowly disappears. Tlie superb
hues which Liquidambar foliage assumes in autumn have often

been referred to. The sexes are in different flowers. This is not
an easy tree to transplant. As in the case of the Tulip, young trees

sliould be selected and, unless the roots are uninjured, the stems
should be severely cut back.

The White Fringe Tree (Cliionanthus virginica).—It but
for the oddity and grace of its flowers we should find a place for one
specimen of this large shrub, or little tree, among our collection.

They are borne in loose, drooping panicles, and the linear petals, of

a sno^vy whiteness, grow upon slender pedicels, so that tlie white, fila-

mentous leaves seem to be fioating in the air. The leaves are large

and firm without a cleft or lobe. Our specimens have proved per-

fectly hard}' here. It is found on river banks in Pennsylvania and
southward.

Halesia tetraptera, or Silver Bell, is a symmetrical little

tree or large shrub, which is found wild in parts of Ohio, Virginia,

North Carolina, and southward. The white bell flowers droop from
slender pedicels in small racemes, but they last for two or three days
only. The stems of this tree are clean and shapely, the wood very
hard, the bark grey and dark brown handsomely striated.

Standard Honeysuckles should not be omitted in any
general collection. Tliey are desirable for their leaves, some of

which last until February ; for their flowers, which are often fra-

grant ; for their fruit, which in different lands is black, red, and
white. Ledebour's, Standislrs, White and Red Tartarian Honey-
suckles arc among the best. The Honeysuckles, both vines and
shrubs, are easily raised from seeds. Standish's bears sweet-scented

flowers before the leaves appear— often, indeed, in mid-winter
daring warm periods.

Porsythia viridissima.—Among the sturdiest and worthiest

of early blooming shrubs is this, the Golden Bell. Its long shoots

remind one of Willow shrubs ; its flowers, of our Dog's-tooth Violet.

It begins to bloom here usually about April 20, before the leaf-buds

break. It is in full bloom usually about May 1, when it resembles a
bush of yellow stars. The flowers fade awaj' about the middle of

3ilay, when the fine serrated foliage is fully developed. This lasts

until early winter, changing to a deep purple.

The Japan Quince (Cydonia japonica).—Among the showiest

of garden slirubs this is first for brilliancy, while the leaves are

fresh, glossj', and green from early spring till after frost. In select-

ing the Jajjan Quince, our readers should choose the different colours

as described in nurserymen's catalogues. There are pure white
flowers, scarlet, dark crimson, and one (Mallardi) with crimson
centre and white towards the edges of the petals. There is also a
scarlet double-flowering variety. One of each kind, if planted in a
clump, makes a brilliant contrast, while if planted here and there

each is showy enough to command admiration for itself. For hedges
as well as for the purpose of shutting out unsightly places, or for

imparting an easily-maintained beauty to the less frequented parts

of the grounds, this Japan Quince is almost unrivalled.

ICalnaia latlfolia, the Calico-bush, or Mountain Laurel, is found
in damp woods or rocky soils from Maine southward. IMay we not
call this tlie queen of the evergreen shrubs? The foliage is leathery,
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dark green, and, i£ the shrub is properly pruned, rich and ample.

The flowers are singularly constructed, and it is a remarkable fact

that thouoh everybody has seen, or gathered the flowers of the Calico-

bush, very few have observed the peculiarities to which we refer.

Near the top of the tube of the flower is a distinct line of crimson or

rose. The anthers, upon curved filaments, rest in 10 cavities or

little niches or pockets, which on the outside of the flower form, so

manj' spurs, or protuberances. Above these pockets on the inside

are 10 dark red spots. These spots and lines give it a calico look

and have no doubt suggested the name. The anthers rest in the

pockets while the llovver is in the bud. When it unfolds, the anthers

are carried outward and downward, which curves the filaments

(stalks of the stamens) like a drawn bow, until finally the corolla

has so far expanded as to liberate the anthers. They then shoot ofE,

generally striking the stigma of the pistil with one or more pollen

masses, thus poUenating it and accomplishing tlie first step towards
the fertilisation of the ovary. Wc ha^e seen the pollen projected

from the anthers, from the elasticity of tlie spring, 2 ft. or more, It

has been said that the liberation of the stamens at the right time
for fertilising purposes was due to insects in search of honey. But
anj'one who will watch and wait among blooming Kalmias will find

that they will all shoot and project the pollen without the insect

aid. The colour of the flowers varies from white, through rose, to light

red. The buds are generally of a deep rose colour, ^ in. in diameter,

much resembling little furrowed, conical crowns. As they unfold
they become whiter. Nearly every branch terminates with a oorj'mb
of flowers. Each corymb consists of from three to six umbels of

from five to fifteen flowers, so that the entire bush in bloom is a

very showy object.

Should the Lilac be forgotten ? Yes, we answer, if it is not
deemed worthy of better places and care than are usually given it.

The Lilac is always neglected, and yet there is no shrub that more
heartily responds to care. There are few pleasanter sights in spring
than an assortment of different-coloured Lilacs in full bloom. The
colours are white, lilac, reddish-purple, and bluish-jjurple.

"Wheatley'a English Elm (Ulmus campestris Wheatleyi).

—

It will doubtless seem strange to many that I should pass over the
American Elm for an English Elm, when it is well known that the
English Elm is not popular in America ; but remember I am select-

ing lawn trees and not street trees. The American Elm is somewhat
coarse and too spreading in habit to suit a place of only an acre in

extent. As an element of land,scape gardening effect the European
Elm is invaluable for the picturesque way in which a mature tree

piles rounded masses of foliage one upon the other.' It is lofty, too,

and even spiry on occasion. This Wheatley's Elm, for instance,

will grow 6 ft. during the first two years after grafting, which is no
bad growth for any Elm. Then the American Elm loses its leaves
early in autumn, while Wheatley's Elm holds its foliage particularly

late. The foliage of the latter is rich and efi'ective, and the form
erect and pyramidal. It is, indeed, in many respects, only an excel-

lent variety of the ordinary English Elm, but its excellence is so

great that I believe it fully worthy of the high rank I have given it.

We neglect these European Elms on our lawns unjustly.

The Laurel-leaved 'Willo'w (Salix pentandra) (?) is the

.

only Willow we should prize about our liome. This has been dis-

seminated by the Itural JVem Yorlicr, and our old readers have
little to learn regarding it. It thrives everywhere. Its leaves are
of the glossiest, reflecting the light almost like mirrors. Its long-

smooth branches sway in the wind as if they would be broken in
pieces, though they never are. It is one of the first to unfold its

leaves in spring, and one of tlie last to lose them in the fall. It may
be cut back to any extent without harm, though if left to itself it

forms a small pyramidal tree 15 ft. or more in height, full of a grace-
ful elasticity, and nearly all that could be desired in a tree that is

necessarilj' somewhat formal in its habit.

The Paulownia Confined to One Shoot.—Several years
ago a strong root of the Paulownia imperialis was planted in the
Rural Grounds, in the centre of a fiower bed about 12 ft. in diameter.
One shoot alone was permitted to grow. It made a growth of 8 ft.

the first summer, which was cut back nearly to the ground. The next
spring (1877) the stump budded May 2i. As before, all the buds
but one were rubbed off. On June 1 this bud had grown 1 ft.

Afterwards, to ascertain its rate of growth, it was measured on
August 5, and again on August 12. The growth was precisely 13 in.

September 23, the stem had attained a height of 14 ft. The stem
1 ft. from the ground was 3 in. in circumference. The leaves were
about 9 in. apart, and the largest measured 2 ft. 3 in. across. All
of the leaves were nearly as large, except those at or near the top.

They are heart-shaped—nearly round. The leaf-stalks averaged
16 in. in length and nearly 1 in. in diameter, remaining until frost

quite green. The leaves stood many hard winds without being
much torn. It towered up during the middle and later part of the

Season above the surrounding foliage—a singularly attractive object.
The annual shoot has since been cut back every spring, though it has
not since in any season made so tall a growth as in 1877.

A " Nevergreen.''—Among the notes is one from a "funny
man," Mr. S. lUifus Mason, Dodge County, Neb. : "Wo have a small
tree, native to tlie hills and river bluffs, which I have but seldom
seen anywhere else. In its wild state it is a rusty, bronzy green,
grows wherever it can get a chance, and won't grow anywhere else

;

yet thousands are to be found round every house. Traditionally it

is called Cupressus thyoides (?). It is generally supposed to be an
evergreen, though neither white nor green, and as soon as it is trans-
planted to ci\'ilised quarters, it shows its abhorrence of its new con-
dition by turning a dirty, rusty, yellowish-brown, and staying so.
At^once the women take up this exponent of stubbornness, and when-
ever " company " calls, begin (after the weather and the babies are
exhausted) to talk about how "Jake dug 'em up, an' set 'em out, an'
tliey all died." This tribe of underbush is one of our most valuable
plants (after Corn and " 'Taters "), as it furnishes food for conversa-
tion in the driest and dreariest of seasons, while its "pecooliar"
colour is at .all times a pleasing contrast to our beautiful green
prairies, or our snow-clad bottoms. I call them^" nevergreens," and
lia-se applied for a patent for the name.

NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES, SHRUBS. & WOODLANDS

Camellias are hardier than many ordinaiy shrubs tliat are planted
indiscriminately all over the country ; anyone wishing to give them
a trial out of doors should now lose no time in obtaining joung
healthy plants and putting them out at once, in order that they may
m.ake their young growth entirely out of doors, and haxe a chance
of getting it well ripened before next winter. A good mixture of
loam, peat, and cow manure should be prepared for them in a shel-
tered position, from which the full sweep of the wind from the north
and east is shut off, for I find that even the common liox is quite
browned when fully exposed to the late gales, and a bush that, like
the Camellia, flowers early, however hardy it maybe in withstanding
frost, needs shelter from ruthless winds when in blossom.—J. Groom
"Wych Elm at Bury St. Edmunds.—Mr. Peter Grieve

kindly sends us a photograph of a noble Elm at Eury St. Edmunds,
of which the lower branches " weep '' gracefully. The Elm is one
of our grandest of trees, and deserving of our "best attention in all
its forms ; the specimen in question is not the true weeping variety,
but rather the normal form with the outer and lower branches pendu-
lous. The true weeping Elm is absolutely distinct in form, and, except
when the tree is young, with the branches'never grow'ing erect, but
with great horizontal arms naked above. The photograph is by Mr
J. Clark, of Angel Hill, Bury St. Edmunds.
Magnolia Lenne.—This is a very useful Magnolia for a lawn.

The blooms, which appear early in the summer, are the size of a
goose's egg, and, being produced in profusion, are conspicuous on
account of their rosy-purple colour, and their being unaccompanied
by foliage, whicli, when it comes, is large and massive and retained
till late in autumn. In very sunny aspects, a slight covering during
the winter months is of use in protecting it from the dangers of
alternately freezing and tliawing. In such places it will produce its
large grotesque-looking seed-pods abundantly, and in favourable
seasons will ripen seeds. The latter should be sown, after beino-
thoroughly dried in an airy place, during the early winter months'.
The seed-pans should then be placed in an unheated, but frost-proof
pit till the spring, wdien it will be found that tlie majority of the
seeds have germinated ; still, it is then not advisable to disturb the
pan, as others will not sliow any sign of life till further on in the
.year. In autumn the young plants can be potted off, or planted out
in a sheltered spot, to be grOAvn onwards. A rich, sandy loam, with
a little peat, makes the best compost for this Jlagnoliji. It would
prove a welcome addition to our early-blooming conservatoiy plants.
— Sylvesteis.

Magnolia conspicua.—Of this there is a fine .specimen in
Mr. Fox's nurseiy, at Ah'erton, covered with lovely pure white, sweet
scented flowers, many of which are about 5 in. long. It is to be re-
gretted that its leaves do not appear simultaneously with the flowers.
Mr. Fo.x's tree is about the size of an ordinaiy Apple tree, thouo-h
not quite so well grown or shapely as it might be. Individual flowers
of it are almost as good for decorative purposes as those of Calla
ajthiopica. I know of only two other good specimens in this district.—W. Roberts, Penzance.

Conifer09 in Flower.—The two Retinosporas obtusa and
pisifera are this season unusually full of male flowers, which much
resemble those of Cupressus Lawsoniana,but not so bright in colour
Lawsoniana in some places is quite red, owing to the number of
blossoms which the plants are producing.

—

Alpha.
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FERNS.

ASPLENIUM BAPTISTI.

In this Aspleuium we have a fine and distinct looldng stove Fern
of evergreen habit, with a stout decumbent caudex, dull brownish-
coloured stipes, and broadly ovate fronds about 1 ft. long, furnished
with rather distant pinna?, which have a distinct stalk one-fourth
of an incli or rather more in lengtli ; the basal portion is split up
into distant attenuated pinnules, about two on each side, the
remaining part of the pinnse, some 4 in. long, being linear, length-
ened out to a much attenuated point, and the margins bearing at

distant intervals linear pointed teeth projected forwards. The

pieces of slate, or similar tilings with treacle or sugar syrup. They
will cover these utensils by thousands, scenting out the temjjting

sweets in a short time. When Avell crowded, the plates may be
dipped sharply into hot water and, thus destroying the insects,

may be used again as traps. This is perhaps a better and cer-

tainly a safer method than using boiling water, chemicals, &c., all

about the soil and roots of the Ferns and other plants.—A. D.

My recommendation is search for the nests near the pots, and
scald them out with boiling water. E.xamine the plants also carefully

for other insects, such as scale and aphides. The ants mosth- come
after such food as these afford them. Pick off the scale, suffocate

the aphides with tobacco smoke, and the larder being thus cleared

of food, the ants are starved out. If these plans fail, trap the ants
in flat plates or pans, baited as follows : sweet or salad oil, with a

Aspleniam Uaptisti.

tixture is thick and leathery, and the sori are large, oblong, straight,

and lying close to and parallel with the midrib. The centre of

the frond has an open appearance, owing to the stalks of both

pinnoe and pinnules being slender. This Fern is no doubt allied to

A. contiguuui, but has the basal part of the pinnaj split up into a

few distinct narrow-stalked pinnules, which, except in being mucli

smaller, resembling the remaining portion of the pinna?, having a

few distinct linear teeth , and sori parallel with the midrib. It was
imported by !Mr. T>. S. ^Villiams, of Ilolloway, about a couple of

years ago from the South Sea Islands, and was awarded first class

certificates by the Eoyal Botanic and Horticultural Societies during

the past year. It will make a good and elegant show Fern, on

account of its distinct character and durable texture.

Ants in Ferneries.—Ants maj- be caught in large numbers
at any hour of the day or night by simply coating some plates, dishes,

few lumps of coarse, brown sugar as a fragrant drug near the mid-
dle of the cup or pan. The ants will dip their feet in oil to reach
it, and the latter disables or kills them. Similar vessels baited with
thin honey smears the ants in the syrup, and if a little arsenic be
mixed with the honey, the ants will eat their last sweets and quickly
perish. But this is a dangerous remedy, and must on no account be
used where children have access to the Fernerv.—D. T. Fish.

Sparmannia africana we iind to be extremely useful for
conservatory decoration, and above all for making button-hole
bouquets, the outer petals being of a beautiful glossy-looking
white like silk, and the centi'e tuft of stamens maroon, tijiped with
golden pollen. Each head of bloom produces from twenty to thirty

flowers, and as the plant is of the easiest culture, it is well worth}' of
a place wherever a conservatory or intermediate house is kejot gay
with flowers throughout the year.—J. G. L.
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THE ROSE GARDEN.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.
I NOTICE that your cultivators are discussing the peculiarities of

this grandestof Roses—peculiarities as to pruning, stocks, &c. Wei),

it certainly has some, but not more that I know of than others

of the same habit, such as Solfaterre, Lamarque, and Chromatella.

As regards cankering which j'our correspondents mention, I have

never seen but one uncertain instance of it. I have three very

large plants of it on the Briei', set out in 1872, as standards which

I intended to keep cut in and make beautiful umbrella heads of

them, allowing the branches to weep to the ground, but this

would not do. The more I cut them in the faster tliey grew and the

less they flowered, showing that this Rose had not the least respect

for or fear of the knife. Then I let it go like a spirited horse with

a full rein, and the two plants now cover the roof of a span

house, :20 ft. wide, to the distance of 50 ft., producing thousands

of blossoms, the last of which are still beautiful. The stocks are

3 in. through, and at the union of bud and stock there is an over-

growth full 8 in. in diameter like a huge e.xcrescence. I .slit the

bark of the stock below this up and down two years ago, and it

has swelled up considerablj', and left the opening 1 in. in diameter.

Tiie tree is now in the finest health ; altliough I had it root-pruned

two years ago, and tilled in all around it with two or three barrow-
fuls of old broken pots to ourlj its vigour, still it grows about as

luxuriantly as ever.

I have also one of the oldest plants in the country budded the

first year it was brought to America, in 186.") or 1806, on a

Solfaterre that was planted in 1S4l~) in the Camellia house, beneath
the floors in the gravelled subsoil, above which the surface had
been taken off to make a Grape border. The long .slender shoots

(an old plant in a large pot) when planted were coiled around a

5-in. column, which supported the roof. When the Mareohalwas
introduced two buds were inserted at the top of the column, (8 ft.

high) where the plant branched off with two arms. These grew
rapidly , and soon covered one end of a very large house now filled with
Camellias, and this very day I counted, as near as I could, 1000
buds and blossoms, although it has been in flower six weeks and
hundreds cut off. The house has never exceeded 48^ at night,

and ofleu as low as -JS^, yet there is no mildew. It has been
treated with bone dust, deluged with water, and occasionally liquid

manure. It is a picture of liealth, and it is unnecessary to say of

beauty—yes, of wonderful beauty, with flowers that completely
fill a o-in. goblet—perfect golden cups. Reading so much about
it in The Gauden, my attention has been directed to it, and I

examined it, in consequence, more minutely. The column, with
several others, was removed ten years ago. The coils are ten in
number, iu a distance of 8 ft. The base of the stem is 4 in. in
diameter, and the coils, all the way up, 2^ in. to 3 in. In faDt,

it is a good representation of a huge Anaconda—as we see him
pictured in those wonderful tales in children's story books

—

crushing a horse and his rider. It stands erect now without
any support up to the branches, and the extremity of the new
growth is 50 ft. from the root. The Solfaterre was on its own
roots. 1 feel quite proud of this old plant, and have never seen
any Roses which equal them in size; whether it is due to the
stock or liberal treatment I cannot say ; but they are larger than
those on the Brier, although I should add that the latter was
forced, having been pruned Dec. 15, and immediately pushed into
growth, the first flowers opening in just ten weeks ; temperature

—

55'^ to GO'' at night. The opposite end of the house has a
climbing Devoniensis, which has made shoots 10 ft. long, and
that and the Marechal Kiel nearly cover the roof, which is just 100
ft. in length. Now this may have but little bearing on the
discussion which appears to be, so far as I can learn, that the
plants are touched with canker. I, of course, cannot know much
about this, never having experienced any trouble iu this respect.
But if I may be allowed to suggest the cause of this, I should
say the knife did it. The Marechal, as I have said, like its name-
sake, has no fear of the knife; yet the bravest men have suc-
cumbed to the stiletto, and so will the most vigorous tree give
up when cut to the heart. The entire pruning of Marechal
ISiel should be merely thinning out superfluous shoots; never
shorten only the very tips of unripe wood, and hardly that, for
I have seen many unripe terminal shoots not larger than a straw
push out a huge bud; in fact, the large plant budded on

the Solfaterre has never been pruned at all. If taking out a few
snarly shoots and old half-dead spurs may be called priming,
one hour is more time than has been spent in pruning it for

two years. I only wish you were near enough to see it. To
sum up, plant the Maix^chal in good rich soil, manure highly,
water liberally when growing, withhold it when ripening the
wood, force it as little as possible, don't prune, only thin out old
snags and crowded shoots, bud on any kind of vigorous, free-

growing stock, or plant on their own roots, and I believe all the
failures will prove successes, and everybody enjoy the luxury of

Marechal Niels in abundance. C. M. IIovEY.
£OSfan, Mass.

Effect of the Winter on Roses.—We have three large
beds of Roses planted with dwarfs and standards mixed. About tlio

middle of November we protected them all by putting dry Fern on
their heads, and mulching the ground about 8 in. thick with manure.
Nevertheless, with all this protection, we have several dead ami
many injured, so that the chance of their blooming is but small.

Last month we made good all blanks, and potted some few to take
the place of any that may hereafter die. Had wo not protected
them the loss would have been great. I hope ere long to see Roses
on tlieir own roots the rule, and not the exception. With us the

following have suffered most, yiz.: Rev. J. I!. Camm, Dr. Hooker,
La France, Madame Rivers, Thorin, Avocat Du\'ivier, Mdlle. E.

Verdier, Baronne Louise Uxkull, Comtesse de Oxford, Deviennc-
Lamy, Reynolds Hole, Mdme. Lacharrae, Mdme. Rousset, Jlons.

AVoolfield, Prince Camillo de Rohan, Hippolyte Jamain, Mdme.
Noman, Mdme. Marie Finger, and Ricliard ^Vallace. Several others
have suffered, but they are not dead, while some sorts look none the
worse. I hear that the losses in many places are great; a neighbour
told me the other day that he lost but few during tlie two previous
winters, but this season he has lost more than half of his i^Iants.

—J. C, Farnhoro'.

Roses from Cuttings.—We have at the present in 6-in. and
7-in. pots a quantity of Roses with good lieads of bloom, averaging
seven or eight flowers each, that were put in as cuttings little more
tluiii twelve months ago. They were potted last autumn, plunged
in leaves during the winter, cut down low in Februaiy, put iu a cold

Vinery, and tliey are now useful plants for decorative purposes.

—

J. G., Linton.

The Best Rose'of the Past Two Seasons.—AVc wisli

to figure the best Roseof the pasttwoorthree years, andshallbegladif
our Rose-growing readers will settle the point as to which is best

among new Roses as soon as jjossible. Mr. Walters names A. K.
Williams as his clioicc. Will our Rose growing readers kindly say
if they tliink so well of it? Wo desire that varieties should Ic
judged mainly with reference to their ^"alue in the open air.

ORCHIDS.

ORCHIDS AT SYDENHAM.
In Jlr. Dorman's rich collection of Orchids at The Firs, Lawrie Park,

Sydenham, the following are among tlic most noteworthy :

—

Cattleyas.—Of these there is a remarkably fine collection, one
spacious span-roofed house being entirely occupied by Cattleyas and
Liclias. Seldom have we met with such a large collection .'o

uniformly healthy and vigorous notwithstanding the diverse require-

ments of the various kinds. The collection is a tliorouglily

representative one, very few of the cultivated kinds being omitted.

Though tlie present is not the season to see a Cattleya house in its

gayest condition, there are, liowever, several beautiful I'lants in

flower that make a good display. Among these are C. gigas, one of the
finest of all ; tlie blossoms measure some 6in. or 7 in. across and have
pale mauve-tinted sepals and petals of remarkable breadth and sub-

stance and a broad shallow lip, exquisitely crisped at the margin
and of the richest amethyst-purple tint. Of C. Triamc there aie
several forms, one of the most beautiful being the pure white vaiiety

with only a flush of yellow on the lip. The pretty little Erazilicn
C. Aclandias is represented in two or three varieties, one infinitely

superior to the others, the lip being much broader, finely fringed,

and of a deeper hue, the sepals and petals assuming a darker
shade and having the markings more pronounced, while the other
varieties are paler in colour and the blossoms much smaller. It

is grown very successfully in suspended pots. The lovely C.

Mendeli is grown numerously and its forms are also numerous.
There is one in flower tlie exact counterpart of the splendid
Vfiriety shown by Messrs, A'gitch at Sqiith Kertsington at
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a recent meeting. The flowers are unusually large, having broad
petals and sepals of a delicate blush tint, and a broad shallow lip

superbly crisped at the edges and of the ricliest amethyst hue
imaginable ; another form has pure white petals and a deeply
tinted lip, while otliers have a suffusion of orange ; in fact, there
appears to be every conceivable shade between the darkest and
lightest varieties. C. intermedia is a charming plant when well
grown and flowered ; a fine plant here has some halt-a-dozcn spikes
averaging five flowers each. C. amethystina, a plant not often met
with in a floiirishing condition, is a capital spring flowering species,

and here it is displaying numerous showy flowers. To see such a fine

Cattleya collection as this when the majority of the plants are iu

flower must indeed be a grand sight, but at no period of the year is

it quite flowerless. Of the golden-flowered C. citrina there are some
finelj- flowered plants in one of the cool houses, as many as eiglit

flowers being produced on one mass.

Dendrobiums.—Among these are flowering'plants of the rarely
to be met with D. albo-sanguineum, a beautiful species from j\Ioul-

mein, having flowers some 2 in. in diameter, \\'ith spreading broad
petals and sejjals of a creamy-white hue, and a large shallow lip of

a similar shade, but conspicuously marked at the base with two
lateral blotches of deep reddish-crimson. The flowers are ver}- hand-
some, and, being produced on the current year's growth, furnished
with healthy green foliage, considerably enhances its beauty. It is

grown in the East Indian house in suspended pots, small compared
with the size of the plants, but, judging bj' the stout stems, such
treatment evidently meets its requirements. Other noteworthy kinds
in flower are D. tortile, a pretty species with pale-pink flowers, having
curiously twisted sepals. D. Dalhousianum, one of the finest of all Den-
drobes; D. Farmeri roseum,D. Findleyanum,D.crystallinura,ver3'fine
on suspended blocks ; D. crassinode, and the lovely D. infundibulum and
Jamesianum, two kinds very similar to each other, but distinguished
by the former having a deep orange blotch on the lip, the latter by
a pale yellow marking. The large masses of that beautiful but
difficult to manage species D. Falconeri promise well for a fine show
of blossom this year. The plants are attached to blocks of Tree
Fern stem suspended in a cool, airy house.

Oncidiiim concolor.—This and 0. Marshallianum are two of
the showiest Orcliids in flower, the former being particularly
numerous and finely flowered. The majority of the plants are grow-
ing in suspended sliallow pans, which seem admirably adapted for

their growth. Many of the bulbs are bearing two spikes of bloom, and
one we counted with sixty-five blossoms, the pure golden-yellow of
which created a fine effect. There is also a variety with flowers of
a decidedly paler yellow, scarcely so effective as the other, but still

beautiful in a mass. This species, as well as 0. Marshallianum, is

grown in the Dendrobium or East Indian house, which is enlivened
b}' the golden masses of bloom.

Cypripediums.— By far the finest form of C. barbatum we
saw here in flower. It is remarkable for the breadth of the dorsal
sepal, which is heart-shaped and beautifully striped with deep
brownish-purple and white. The pouch, too, is large and of an
intense deep purple.' It is named superbum, but it differs essentially

from tlie plants sold usually under that name. Among other kinds
in flower are C. Swanianum, a handsome hybrid ; G. Argus, a scarce
East Indian species; C. Hookeri, C. Dayanum, C. Harrisianum,
and C. La-\^Tenceanum, a new Bornean species, and one of the finest

of the section. Of the pretty little C. Schlimi there lis an extremely
fine specimen, having twelve growths furnished with long healthy
green foliage, entirely free from flaws caused hj' thrips, to the attacks
of which this plant is i^articularly liable.

Odontoglossums.—For these, wdiich represent a remarkably
fine collection, there has recently been erected a new house specially
devoted to their culture. It is a substantially built, span-roofed
structure of moderate height, about 40 ft. long by 15 ft. wide. It is

divided into two compartments, so that different atmospheres may
be maintained. A path surrounds a broad central table, while
around the sides are narrow benches which afford an excellent
position for the smaller plants. An excellent idea has been carried out
in the construction of the stages. They have flat cemented surfaces
with a rim of cement a few inches high around the edges, so as to

retain water, while provision is made to drain it off at will. The
pots are placed on a layer of clean gravel, which may be submerged or
drained dry as required. By this means a moist atmosphere may be
maintained in the house without the paths being flooded. There is

an excellent system of ventilating, air being admitted
both at the ridge of the roof and along the side walls.

Among the plants in flower are the new and as yet rare 0.
polyxanthum, and we, for the first time, much admired its handsome
appearance, though probably Mr. Dorman's plant represents a fine

variety of it ; the flowers are about the size of 0. triumphans, of a
rich j'cllow marked with hea\w blotches of rich brown. The spike
ia borne erect, thereby showing the flowers to the best advantage.

O. luteo-purpureum var. sceptrum is a distinct and attractive form of

this variable species, there being more yellow in the flowers and the
mottlings more conspicuous. 0. hystrix, 0. triumphans, 0. decorum
were also in flower, as was likewise the beautiful 0. Phala^nopsis, a
species wliich beginners find difficult to manage. It is growing finely

here in the East Indian house, though there are some healthy plants
growing with the grand collection of 0. vexillarium, which will

shortly be quite a floral exhibition in themselves. The chastely
beautiful 0. Eoezli album is flowering frcelj' in the East Indian
house.

Other Orchids in flower comprise the yellow-flowered Masdevallia
Davisi, one of the most distinct and beautiful in the genus. M. ignea
and its near ally M. coccinea, M. Veitehi, amabilis, Harryana, and
among the section with long tail-like sepals, M. chima;ra, M. bella,

and the rare M. Backhousiana, which are showing several buds
;

Cymbidium Lowi with nineteen flowers on one spike ; Vanda
ccerulescens, Trichopilia suavis superba, Saccolabium curvifolium,
Bifrenaria (Maxillaria) Harrisonias, arc others now in flower in this

fine Orchid collection. W. G.

NOTES ON ORCHIDS IN FLOWER.

The Orchid houses at Messrs. Veitch's are now very gay with flowers,

consisting of those of the showy Oncidium concolor, Vanda suavis

and tricolor, various Cattleyas, including the fine C. Eegnelli, Den-
drobiums, Acridcs, and Cypripediums, besides the following notc-

wortliy kinds :

—

Phaius irroratus.—One of Mr. Dominy's finest hybrids, Avhich

flrst flowered some thirteen j'ears ago. It is a cross between 1'.

Tankervillias and Calanthe vestita ; the foliage is broad and the
flower-stem erect, about 2 ft. high, and bearing numerous flowers, 2i
in. acrossthe petals and sepals, which areabronzy white, andthe broad
circular lip creamy white. It is a most distinct plant, and it is a
matter of regret that it should be so rare.

Epidendrum Wallisi.—Of this handsome species there is

a fine plant, the tall slender stems of which are terminated by droop-
ing racemes of flowers, haA'ing yellow petals and sepals, and wide
lips with orange crest and numerous hea^•y pencillings of dark
purple on a whitish ground. It is such a handsome plant when in
flower that no choice collection of Orchids can be considered com-
plete without it. It is from the tropics of South America, hence
requires to be grown in a moist, warm house. The long time during
which this species keeps in flower is another recommendation.

Lselia flammea.— This is among the handsomest of Mr.
Seden's hybrids, and quite distinct from any other kinds. The
flowers are larger than those of L. harpophylla, but not such a bright
orange ; they are of a deeper shade, and the middle of the lip is

still deeper in colour. It resembles in habit L. cinnabarina and
bears its flowers much in the same waj'. A fine flowering plant of
it is growing in a rather warm compartment at this nursery.

Oncidium CrCBSUS.—This is aptly called the Black and Gold
AVasp-coloured Oncid, and an extremely pretty little plant it is, quite
distinct from most species belonging to this genus. It is very
dwarf, being only about 2 in. in height, with the two or three flo^^ers

produced on short zig-zag spikes. The colour of the petals and sei^als

is a rich reddish-brown, while the lip is a bright, clear yellow, con-
trasting strongly with the large purplish-black blotch in the centre
of the bloom, which renders it veiy striking. It succeeds well in an
ntermediatc house, grown iu a suspended shallow pan.

Phalaenopsis Parishi.—This is a charming little species,

quite a gem in its way. It grows only some 2 in. or 3 iu. high, with
a few narrow, blunt-tipped leaves ; the flowers, which are about 4 in
across, are produced on short spikes, from five to ten on each;"tlie
colour is creamy-white, with a rich deep puiple lip, at the base of
which are some yellow spots. It is a pretty plant grown in suspended
shallow pans or baskets in a moist, warm house. It was one of the
numerous discoveries of the Eev. Mr. Parish in Burmah, and though
it has been in cultivation nearlj' twenty years, it is still extremely
rare.

The Odontoglossum houses at Mr. Ball's nursery. King's
Eoad, Chelsea, are quite floral exliibifions in themselves, so finely

flowered are the numerous species and varieties represented. The
lovely 0. vexillarium occupies half of a spacious house, and in such
a large collection there is necessarily a great variation in the
flowers as regards size and colour. From the finest varieties, which
have blossoms measuring some i in. across and of a rich, deep rosy-
pink, there is every transitional form down to a poor variety with
small, washy blooms. Such a mass of delicate colour in such varied
shades is one of the prettiest sights imaginable, but scarcelj' inferior

to it is the next house, in which there is a large variety of the cooler

house section. There are many forms, some being very fine,
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bearing a dozen or more flowers on long, arching spikes ; O. Halli,

triumphaus, luteo-purpureum, Andersonianum, and the almost per-

petual flowering 0. crispum and its near neighbour 0. Pescatorei, and
not omitting- the pretty 0. Cervantesi and its variety decorum. O.

Koezli, as well as its lovely white form, are represented by a large and
finely-flowered group grown in a rather warmer house than the bulk
of the collection.

The Masdevallia house is now assuming a gay appearance,

as the flowering season has just commenced. There is a wonderful
variety among those beautiful, but nearly related, kinds, M. Lindeui
and Harryana, some, of course, being greatly superior to others.

M. Harryana coerulescens is particularly fine ; the rich crimson blos-

soms overlaid witli a satiny lustre of a purplish tint are unsurpassed
among Orchids. M. Veitchi, whioli seems to be always in flower, is

at its best, and so are M. ignea and cocoinea, which for some
months have been gay mtli bloom. Among the rarer kinds in

flower are IM. trocliilus, which has very singularly shaped flowers,

the body of wlricli is a brownish chocolate hue witli a metallic

lustre and long slender yellow tails, the whole flower measuring-
well nigh 1 ft. from tip to tip across tlie tail-like sepals. Another
rarity is M. militaris, which is somewhat in the "way of M. ignea,

but the sepals are broader and of a brighter colour. There are
several little gems, such as IM. EstradiE and M. AVagneri, both ex-

tremelj' pretty when examined closel3', though not so attractive as

their gayer coloured relatives. Of the handsome M. chimiEra, bella,

and the rare M. Backliousiana, there -n'ill shortly be some fine plants
in flower, as several plants promise a good displa}' of bloom. Tliere

are also the following in flower :

—

Cymbidium eburneum maculatum.—This new variety
is by far the handsomest we have seen, as the lip of the flowers not
only difEers from the ordinary forms by being copiously spotted -witii

purple and flushed with golden-yellow, but the shape of it is different

it being more sirell-like and the concavity considerably deeper.
This plant is growing among a houseful of the same species, many
of which are in flower, and it is interesting to observe the wide
variation existing between the ordinary variety and this superb
form.

Epidendrum prismatooarpum.—There is a remarkably
fine example of this handsome species bearing several large drooping
spikes, on one of which -we counted twenty-two flowers. The flowers
are about 1 in. across, the petals and sepals creamy white, heavily
blotched with deep green, while tire long and narrow rosy-tinted lip

is ornamented by a triangular blotch of a purple-carmine hue. It is

one of the slender bulb section, and is apparently a free grower, and
does not require a very high temperature, being a native of the
mountains of Panama. W. G.

Angraecum citratum.—A very fine specimen of this charm-
ing Orchid is at present in flower in Mr. Coming's collection, bear-
ing 21 spikes and 481 flowers. This plant was grown in a pan
suspended from the roof and potted in nothing but charcoal, into

which it roots freely. This material also insures the safe keeping
of the roots by allowing them to be drj' at least once a daj', and
afEords the opportunity of watering the plants overhead, so beneficial

to many kinds of Orchids. This species delights in abundance of
heat which in America means from 100° to 115° in the day-time,
and from 85° to 90° at night in the Indian house.— F. GOLDBING.
Odontoglossum. Roezli album.—The now popular 0.

Alexandra; is perhaps deservedly styled the " Queen of cool Orchids,"
though it has a dangerous rival in the white Roezli, the chaste an d
beautiful blossoms of -u-hich are unsurpassable, and were it not for
tlie golden-yellow centre thej' would be spotless w-hite ; and added to

tliis is a delicious perfume, which Alexandra! does not possess. In
order to grow it well skilful treatment is required, even more so than
in the case of its lovely congener 0. vexillarium. In Sir. Cobb's
collection there are fine plants of it in flower in an intermediate
house, -ivhere it appears to thrive admirably under Mr. Catt's skilful

management. The uneommonlj' fine collection of 0. vexillarium,

noticed in our columns some time ago, promises to produce a grand
displaj', there being on some of the strongest plants spikes bearing
between twenty and thirty buds.—W. G.

Burlingtonia Candida.-—This is by far the most beautiful

of the Burlingtonias in cultivation, its blossoms being unusually
large and of a delicate transparent white flushed here and there with
a purplish hue. They are produced in drooping racemes about 6 in.

long from the base of the compressed bulbs. In Mr. Cobb's collec-

tion at Silverdale Lodge, Sydenham, there is a fine example in flower

growing- in a suspended basket, which is evidently tlie best mode of

gro-wing this, as well as the other species.—W. G.

Oncidium sarcodes.—This fine showy species is now in flower

in Mr. Coming's collection, three plants especially being worthy of

note, each bearing a branching spike, each spikelet bearing seventy-

two, fifty-nine, and thirty-seven flowers respectively. In Americ.-i, this

species does well under cool treatment, but of course this is no

criterion for England, for with us the average day temperature of

the cool house in summer is at least 90°.—F. Goldbing, Albany, New
York.
Oncidium Balderramse. — The blossoms of this rare

species promise to be handsome, judging by the plant in the

collection at Silverdale Lodge, Sydenham, which will shortly be in

flower. In growth and habit, and also in the flower-spikes and buds,

it resembles 0. serratum, of which there are here some remarkably
fine examples, one having a spike several feet long, and furnished

-n'ith upwards of sixty flower-buds.—W. G.

Finely Flo-wered Dendrobium. thyrsiflorum —A grand

sjDecimen of this fine Orchid has just flowered in Messrs. Backhouse
& Sons' nurseries, York. It measured 3 ft. C in. across, the bulbs

varying from 12 in. to 21 in. in height, and has borne about twenty
flower-spikes. It remained in flower for about three -sv'eeks, and was
one of the chief attractions of the nursery. It was one of the Mac-
laren collection.

Dendrobium senile.—This is generally considered to be a

botanical curiosity ;
not so, however, when well grown and flowered,

for though its short hairy stems are very singular, the flowers, which
are nearly 2 in. across, are a bright golden yellow. A plant of it

in Mr. Cobb's collection had several expanded flo-n'ers on it, which

are highly attractive and interesting. It is grown in a hanging

basket.—W. G.

Cattleya gigas.—In the annual management of this fine

Orchid the month of May is a very important period. Where the

plants have been wintered, as recommended, in a light, airy position

with a temperature ranging from 50° to C0°, young breaks \;i\\ now
be fast pushing. Water may now be given more frequently, but

avoid keeping the roots constantly wet ; a thorough soaking about

every seven days will satisfy any well-established plant in a pot.

Basket plants, or those growing on blocks, may require it oftener.

C. gigas prefers growing in a pot to all other methods. The block

and pot system combined answers in evei-y respect. The proper

place for this Cattleya now is the Mexican house, or where it will get

a high, sun-heated temperature, a small amount of shade, and at all

times when the external air is above 50° a free circulation of fresh

air. Indeed, so long as the sun can keep the inside temperature

between 70° and 80° it would be difficult in an ordinary-built Orchid

house to give too much air. If a plant intends flowering, the flower-

sheath -will be visible a few days after the leaf proper emerges from
its enclasping bracts. From this time bulb, flower, and leaf come
away altogether at a rapid rate, so that by the time the leaf is ex-

posed at the top of the bulb the flower-buds will be as large as

Damsons. The plant should then be moved to the Cattleya house,

-where, -u'ith less exposure to the sun and a more generous atmosphere,

it will carry with the least distress its large complement of flowers,

which will last four weeks in perfection. The best time to pot, or in

any way interfere wath the roots of C. gigas, is a few -n'eeks after the

flowering season.—J. C. Sptees, Burford Lodge.

NOTES AND EEADINGS.
I should like to say a fe-w -words on the Auricula sho-w business,

hoping tliat I shall not make any florists angry. I appreciate and

understand their labours (they never admit that anybody does

who difEers from them), and I have no desire to limit the field of

their work. I am -5\'illing to help them, and w-ish them to get as

maiiy converts as they can, but I -\vant to ask. What is the end of

all their -n'ork -with this sturdy little mountain flo-s\'er ?—a few
not very conspicuous specimens in pots, a fe-w exhibitors—very

few indeed—and very interesting flowers, correctly staged and in

other respects admirable. But when I ask any of the brotherhood

if any of their choice race of flowers are fit for culture in the open

air, and do not want attention in pots and frames, and to be made
the subjects of much care—in other -n-ords, if any of their show
Auriculas are fit for the decoration of the open garden in spring

—

they shake their heads.

Well, this seems a strange kind of " improvement " that a plant

of the mountains of Europe, hardy every-n-here, through enormous
areas of the coldest and most pitiless regions, should require

frame treatment in our comparatively temperate country. The
sturdy little highlander has been nursed so long and so

tenderly, that be cannot now stand a wbifE of his native air.

The smiling valleys and hillsides where cultivation is carried on
throughout Europe are in a mucb better climate than where these
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plants are found naturally. Xo barren or -wind-tortured moun-
tain slope is too severe for them ; nor must it be supposed that
such alpine conditions are necessarj', because -vve know that the
common form of the plant grows with the greatest freedom in our
garden borders in many districts. It is one of the few alpine
Primulas which grow without the least care or attention, but, in

consequence of the plant being treated from the florist's point of

view mainly, one never enjoys its beauty in the garden, and it is

only by chance one sees a few tufts of t'lie common kind here and
there in borders or on rock gardens, and for the simple reason
that the many beautiful liardy forms that have been raised from
seed have been contemptuously thrown away in the search after

one ideal set.

The ideal of the florist is based on qualities or " points " (ap-
proaching the monstrous in some cases) which do not admit of the
free and vigorous improvement of the plant from the point of
view of the ordinary human being, the artist, the gar-
dener, or the public. The ordinary human being ought
to have a word said for him, and 1 am glad I do it in a
quiet room, or otherwise some of the moie unrelenting members
of the craft miglit be inclined to treat me severely. I have
always noticed that florists are particularly savage with anybody
who doubts their ways or their aim-:, and the result of both"; but
if they will only reflect they would see tliat to do real justice to
their favourites they must look at them from a broader point of
view than tliey do. I assume that their object is to
make people love plants and to make our gardens brighter, richer,
and more beautiful, but how many handsome forms have been
destroyed and cast on one side because they did not fit tlie

ordinary florist's standard.

The Auricula, like many otlier plants, varies infinitely. What
we want for our gardens is that its boldest and liandsomest ex-
pression of form or colour or strength in each direction should bo
secured and increased. "What we get are a f nv flowers of a
few types from a few people, who exliibit them at a few
places a few times and then hide them again, filling as much
paper by writing about them in tlie interval as would cover more
ground tlian tlu>ir favourites. Tlie noise tliey make is out of all pro-
tion to their deeds. We want perfectly lia'rdy, sliowily-coloured,
purely-coloured, or delicately-coloured" forms' iov tlie "enibellish-
inent of tlie open garden. These are easily raised ; some desirable
kinds exist already, but nobody seems to have taken tlie trouble to
fix and increase tliem. The tendency lias been to pronounce
everything rubbish except where it comes near a special standard,
which, as we have before pointed out, is in some cases, as in green
edges, a monstrous development which interferes with the fullest
health and growth of the plant. ,Tust consider the uses one might
make of these varieties. Given a good mauve in some quantity,
what bright tufts and colonies and edgings of this we might have.
Then tliere are the rich, rosy, large crimson kinds with white
centres, quite free ; and purple kinds migiit easily be raised, if not
alreadv obtainable. In fact, there is no limit to'tlie improvement
that might be ma<le with tliese flowers, considered whollv apart
froin the usual frame culture of the florist for the exhibition
of pips in pots.

A gardener who liad to adorn a large 'place in spring would
find some nursery lines of each of such handsome hardy varieties
valuable in his work. To the rock garden they would give a new
feature. They would even have the eflfect of calling attention
more than ever to the beauties of the florist's kinds. The public,
the artist, and the ordinary gardener, attracted by the lovely
colour and the hardiness of these flowers in the open air, would
be more likely to go into the refinements of the choicer florist's

kinds. One point in the matter deserves mention, and that is

the notion that the public or the artist can ever take the same
interest in the few pips in a pot as they would in a healtliy, wide
group or colony of a handsome kind in the open air. It isimpos-
sible. Let us, then, have other ways than those of the florist,

and thus save one of the bonniest little hardy plants which we
possess from misuse. ' Peeegeine.

Exhibition of Clematises.—At the Alexandra Palace there is

now on view a fine exhibition of Clematises from Messrs. Jackman &
Sons' nurserj', Woking, which will remain open for some days,
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"Vegetable Marrows.—These may be grown in quantity in
positions that cannot be profitably utilised by any other crop. M'e
get abundance of them from rubbish heaps treated in the following-
manner : All such hard substances as Cabbage-stalks, flower-stems,
kc, are placed at the bottom to form a foundation, on which are
placed leaves, litter, and sweepings of walks, finishing ofE with old
potting mould. The i^lants are sown in single pots in March and
planted out in April under handlights, which as soon as the plants
begin to run are set on bricks to allow the shoots to grow outwards.
The top soil is mulched with straw or litter of some kind, and the
bed is kept moist by copious supplies of water in drj' weather ; during
periods of drought when succulent vegetables get scarce, a good
supply of Jlarrows is a great help, and this we get in the way just

described. They sliould be cut before tliey get verj- large, for one
will produce hundreds of seeds, and if only a few arc left to become
-\-erv large, they wholly monopolise the energy of the plants and the
production of young fruit ceases. If kept closely cut, hoAve^er, and
the plants well supplied with moisture at the roots, there is scarcely
any limit to the quantity of good vegetable food which they will

produce, and, in addition to their usefulness in a .young state, the
fully matured ones may be hung up in a dry shed for use in wintei-.

They also make a good preserve, whicli, when fruits are scarce, is

much ajipreciated. If one has no glass structure in which to raise

the plants, the seeds may be sown now in the positions in which tliey

are to remain.

—

James Geoom.

French Beans in Pots.—These arc useful for filling up
gaps caused by severe winters in our ordinary supply of spring
Broccoli. Of course, where a good supply of pits is at command,
nothing- is so good as growing them in that manner, as their pro-
ductiveness depends entirely on the root-space at command ; and
in pits with a good depth of soil they keep branching out and
bearing successional crops almost as long as they do out-of-doors in

summer. But as the demand on glass structures is generally great
in spring, we have to fall back on the old plan of growing them in
good-sized pots or boxes, so that tliey can be set wherever there is a
morsel of space ; all they require is good soil, heat, light, and
moisture in abundance both at the root and in the atmosphere.
"We generalh' sow six or eight Beans in S-in. pots, and as soon as

they require sujiport twigs of Birch are stuck round the edge of the
pots to supijort them. Tlie sorts which we grow are Osborn's Forcing
and Fulmcr's Dwarf Prolific, both excellent sorts. AVcak liquid

manure given in quantity after the Beans are set is a great help to

the swelling crop, and they need copious syrinaings to keep down
that greatest pest of all to the French Bean, viz., red s [lidcr, which
can only be set at defiance by axoiding cold draughts and dry
atmospheres.— J. G. LiN'TOX.

Early Spring Cabbages.— At no time of the year are
Cabbages more appreciated than early in spring, and although con-
sidered a common \-egetable, they well repay one for the best posi-

tion in the garden that can be found for them. In order to get a
supply of crisp young hearts duringApril and the beginning of May,
before the main crop on open quarters is fit for use, they must have
a south aspect. "We sow the seed during the third week in July, and
plant out on well enriched soil early iu September, about 1^ ft.

apart each way, as they are not allowed to reach anything 'like

their full growth before being cut. After tliey are planted they
should be frequently surface-stirred to promote gi'owth, and a little

soil should be drawn to the stems to keep the wind from rocking them
to and fro, which 'greatly retards growth. As soon as the days
begin to lengthen, we generally spread a light dressing of thoroughly
rotten manure between the rows and lightly fork it in, filling

up any gaps that may have occurred through the winter : they
then make rapid progress, and by the time Brussels Sprouts are
done, young Cabbages -will be fit for use, and delicious they are.

We grow the smaller quick-hearting sorts, such as the Early
York and Wheeler's Imperial, for very early cutring, but a good selec-

tion of the Early Battersea will not be many days behind them ; in

fact, for general crops, the Early Battersea is all that can be desired
iu the way of a Cabbage. When the Cabbages are cut, the ground
must be got ready for another crop ; we generallj' fork it up imme-
diatel}' the crop is cut, and sow dwarf French Beans, a vegetable in

demand whenever it is procurable.

—

James Geoom.

Late-planted Broccoli.—There can be little doubt that the
hardiness of Broccoli, and their ability to withstand our winters,

depend more on the condition they are in than on any special

qualities of hardiness wliich they possess, and, therefore, varieties

that do not under ordinary circumstances form lieads until late in

the sea.son have a better chance of passing safely through the winter
than those early kinds that have the embryo head more or less

developed when our greatest cold usually occurs. We have this
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season lost a large propoition of various sorts even that were laid,

and whose stems were well protected with soil, but they were very luxu-

riant, owing to the exceptionally favourable season for developing vege-

tablegTowth. Wefortunately,howevcr,putoutaquantityof late plants

as a chance crop very late in the season on ground from which old

Strawberry beds were cleared, and, as the soil was very hard, we
dibbled them in with a crowbar. They made dwarf, sturdy plants,

and are now becoming useful. They escaped the frost with scarcely

any loss, although not laid or protected in any way. In future I shall

therefore sow our main crops of spring Broccoli later andplant later than

I have hitherto done, for where the" daily supply of a large establish-

ment is in question, even small Broccoli is much betterthan none,and,

for general use, preferred to very large ones. With su^h severe

winters and late sj^rings to provide against, we must make special

provisions for guarding our Broccoli crop, for its loss, when it occurs,

is severely felt. Late sowing and planting, and a firm soil in which
to plant, are the best safeguards against severe winters.

—

James
Groom.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Kitchen Garden —The m^iin quarters of the garden having been disposed

of, siiceessional crops will require regular attention, the quantity of seed sown
and the space occupied by each crop being regulated by the demand. In order to

maintain a supply of fresh young Peas a sowing should he made once a fortnight

through tlie spring and every ten days afterwards. Kows of Spinach being sown
Jit the same time, ordinary attention will secure a steady supply of two of our
most indispensable summer vegetables. If not already done, transplant Scarlet

Kunners, stake at once for protection from frost, and put in more seed for succes-

sion. AVhen in thorough working order the main crop of Beet may be sown upon
ground which has been manured for a preceduig crop. IMany people nu\ke a
point of sowing after Broccoli, at the present time a scarce vegctalile in tliis

locality. Clioose dull days for planting out Lettuce and Caulirtowtrs in rich

ground which has been deeply drilled for the retention of water. JIulch plants
under cap-glasses and kft-p thcni well supplied with liquid manure. A good sow-
ing of Walchereu and Siudhnhk-r, a most excellent kind, made now will come in

very useful, and in order tu set a dry summer at defiance secure good crisp

Lettuce by sowing a few drills once a fortnight on heavily manured ground where
the plants can be thinned and grown on without a check. >Vliere careful atten-

tion is devoted to the Brassica tribe, Brussels Sprouts, Cottager's Kale, and some
of the Broccoli will now be tit for pricking out. Select rather strong soil in the
open, give the plants plenty of room, and see that they do not want for water.
Prick out, shade, and ^vater the main crop of Celery. Proceed with the prepara-
tion of the trenches, and phiiit <':uUiflowers or Lettuce on the ridges. Asparagus
may still be planted

;
yearling plants are the best

;
give plenty of room, and water

to settle the soil about the ruots. W. Coleman.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Oleanders Shedding their Flower Buds.—The most common cause
of this is the want of water. If properly drained and potted it is hardly possible
to overwater these beautiful plants when hi flower. The white roots " Kntpiirer

"

refers to are greedy of water. When they show on the surface as he describes,
a top-dressing of spent Mushroom bed or thoroughly decomposed cow manure
is of great service in preventing the falling of the buds and giving additional
strength, size, and colour to the flowers. Possibly, too, the change from the
Vinery to the open air was too much for them last summer or autumn. Few
plants dislike violent or sudden changes or treatment more than Oleanders.
Any excess of heat this spring, especially if associated with a want of water at
the roots, would be likely to cause the blossoms to fall. The Oleander enjoys a
moist root run and a genial atmosphere for its tops during its growing and
flowering stages.—D. T. ITSH.

Calla sethiopica.—I want to grow some plants of this in a tub in the
greenhouse. Must I keep them in their pots, or turn them out into the water?
and what quantity of soil should I put in ? Lumps of peat, or sand, or what ? I
want to tiy some other water plants with them, and put cork on the outside,
with Ferns, ttc, in it.—W. E. G. [Vou can either grow the 'plants in pots or
plant than out. Theformer is preferable, hut the water should only he allowed to

be above the roota. The soil best suited for Callas is good fibnj loam, well-decayed
^nanure, or leaf-mould, and sujicie7it sand to make the cornpoat friable . If you
turn the jilants out of the pots, a &maU moxind of soil should be put rouiid the
roots, and bncks or stones 2)laced upon it to hee^) it in its jAace.—G.]

Palms.—What 12 Palms would do out of doors in summer, to be taken up in
autumn? AVhat other things could you recommend to associate with them?—
fr. M. [The following are species ivhich should bear out of door treatntent in
i-ztmmerandbe content with a greenhouse temperature in winter, viz.: Pritchardia
jilifera. Phoenix sylvestris, tmuis, and dactylifera, Chaiiucro/js Fortunei and,
humilis, Livistona sinensis and australis, Seaforthia elegans, Kentia Canterbury-
ana, australis, Baueri and (Ai'eca) monostachya, Corypha umbraculifera and
Juhcea spectabllis.—W .]

Hepaticas and Christmas Roses.—In raising these from seed, should it

be sown under glass or out of doors ? and how soon should the seed be gathered ?

The Hepaticas are the common single kin is, white, pink, and blue. The Christ-

mas Kose I have i^, I think, the common one, Helleborus uiger. Any directions

about raising and taking care of the young plants will be considered a favour.

Can any oue give me the name of a good practical book on trees, shrubs, and Coni-

fers? I want to know how to propagate them, and how to plant the.it profit-

ably?-C. E, T., Antrim.

Evergreen Shrubs for Window Boxes.— 3/". jV.—Retinospora
plumosa, squaiTOsa, obtusa and var. aurea, ericoides, Euonymuses, all the
varieties, E. japonicus, E. niicrophyllus, Juniperus virginiana and vars., Osman-
thus myrtifolius, ilicifolius, llascus racemosus, Veronica Traversi, Olea fragrans,

Buxus, any dwarf variety.

Gloxinias and Cinerarias (Slerrik).—The double Cineraria is very fine,

and appears to be indentical with one named Mrs. Thomas Lloyd ; but the
Gloxinias, though fine, are not superior to others we have seen.

Anemones (Cashel).—One of those you send, the rich glossy crimson one,

is anioug the finest we have seen. The madformed I'uchsia Hoover is very singular.

Jasminum hirsutum.-S.t^t'?// KV/?/-'.-.-The cause of the reay.ni of the

sickness of a pliut can only be tuld by those who can exunuiie it if by tnem.

The nearest wire worker will probably tell yon how to make a pillar fnr Lapa-

geria; as to the Azaleas, the simple fact is, your cultivation of them is not so

good as those from whom you bought them, and who no doubt make a speciality

of them.

Planting Solanums Out-of-doors —.S-'Ttk?'/ wi-jn-'s.—Ahovit the last

week in this month is the best time for planting, as then all danger of injury hy

frosts will be past. Seedling plants should be' grown under glass, a frame or

house, until they are about G In. high, when they may be planted out.

New Pelargonium.— IT. /Te/icf^r.—Your crimson sport from Vesuvius is

certainly a step in advance in the way of colour, and if, as you sav, " the tru?=ses

are larger, and the habit better than that of the type," it will make a good addi-

tion to the class of Pelargoniums to which it belongs.

Cymbldium eburneum.—-4nf/iro^/i(V^(.s.— The plant of this Cymbidium,
exhibited by Sir Trevor Lawrence some time ago with sixteen flowers on it, wa-s

an exceptionally fine specimen. This species U not often seen so large or so

well grown.—W. Q.

GaaLime for Gardens.—Can any of your readers kindly inform me if it

is safe to use gas lime for the destruction of weed seeds in old garden rubbish

heaps ? and if so, in what proportion would it be best to mix it ? and how long

must the heap be allowed to lie after mixing before using it for flowers and
vegetables ?—C. Fison, Parkstone, Dorset.

Ants in and under Pots.— I find several ants' nests in and under pots of

Carnations placed on an ash bed. I cannot repot the plants, and if I did the

arts would still be underneath among the ashes. What, therefore, am I to do ?

—GIROFLE.

Forced Shrubs.— S'antf// TT'i;^ei\—Spirreas and Deutzias, after being forced

shoula be planted nut in a border of good soil, and then lifted again in the

autumn if required for forcing.

Vine Leaf Excrescences.— /i^flrfer. — These do no harm. They only

show that the house is too damp, and in want of a little more ventilation

when the weather becomes favourable.

Conservatory Aviaries.—Can any of your readers do me the favour of

referring me to any conservatories (near London preferred) to which aviaries uf

tropical birds are made adjuncts?—W. H. T,

Blue Hydrangeas.—Will any reader of The Garden kindly inform me
how it is possible to make the white Hydrangea turn blue ? - Hr jible Bee.

Liquid Carbolic Soap.—Will some one kindly say where this can be

purchased ?—N.
Market 'Price&. ~ Co thstant Sub.— We are .recomideiing the question of

market prices.

Names of Plants.—i?.—17, Amelanchier canadensis. J. jV.—Ribes
aureum. The insect next week. 5. C. (>.—Omplialodes verna, Exochorda
grandiflora, the white floweredshrub. (?./*.—Mart^'chalNiel. <.;. ./.— l,Geuin

aureum ; 4, Pi'imula villosa ; 2, Ranunculus bulbosus ; 3, Saxifraga virgiuiensis.

G. P.—Abutilon vexillarium variegatum. J. Carter d: Co.—Doronicum
austriacum. J. E. ff.—We are unable to name the Roses from the insufficient^

specimens sent; send later in the season. Send also Begonias when in flower I

the spotted-leaved kind appears to be B. argyrospila.

THE LIBRARY.

Henderson's Hand-book of Plants.— (rctcv Henderson
& Co., Kew Vork.)—This work seems a kind of gardener's dictionary

issued by the well-known Mr. Peter Henderson, of New York, whose
previous books on horticulture were deservedl3- very highly valued

in America, as expressing the best knowledge of culture practised

there. The book, from the hasty glance we are enabled to give at it

before going to press, is well printed and comprehensive in plan,

but seems to us to err by giving too much space and too much
Ijrominence to matters of purely technical interest, a paragraph

being in each case given in explanation of the Latin name and the

position of tlie plant in more than one system of botany. This

matter, if given at all in an horticultural book, should be given a

secondarj' place, but our own opinion is that it should not be given

at all. Here, for example, is the beginning of a very short article

on the Yew, occupying nearly half the space given to this impDitant

genus :
" Yew. From taxon, a bow ; the wood anciently used for

bows ; or from taxis, arrangement, the leaves being arranged on the

branches like the teeth of a comb. Yew is supposed to be from the

Celtic word iw, signifying verdure ; alluding to the Yew being an
evergreen. Linn., Dicecia-Polyandria. Nat. Ord., Taxaceie." In

addition to these abundant technicalities there is a tremendous

glossary of 152 pages, every needful word of which should have been

incorporated in the first part, as the book is alphabetically arranged,

and it was a mistake to give the reader the trouble of two references.

^Ve hope to refer to the book at greater length, and have now only

time to welcome it.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Fruit-growing in Kent ; and, Hops ;from the Set to the Slci/-lir/hls. By C. 'Wlute-

head, F.L.3.
Water : Its ComposWon, Collection, and Distribution. By J. Parry, C.E.

Ladies' Multum-in-Parvo Flower Garden. By S. Wood.
Second Report U.S. Entomological Cornmissivn on the Roclcy Mountain Locust.

Riley, Packard & Thomas.
First Hook ofBotanii. By .T. H. Balfour, M.D., F.L.S.
TheCherry and Medlar. By D. T. fish.

The Land Qxtestion ofIreland. By the Irish Land Committee.
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

HARLY FLOWERS FOR ROOMS.
Those who have much to do with the floral decoration of rooms>
dinner tables, wTeatli making, or church festivals should hail with
delight any turn of fashion likel}' to induce its worshippers to take
tlie occupants of the mixed borders and reserve garden into their
favovir for any or most of the above-mentioned purposes ; because,
where such borders are full of useful telling subjects for cutting,
and which it is possible to have during the spring, summer, and
autumn, the temptation—naj', the necessity—to carry destruction in
that way into glass structures would not be present. 'What is most
the subject of wonder to most minds is that cultivators should
have for so long a time persisted in what may be called a one-sided
system of flower culture, giving the majority of tender things
overweening attention, nothing seeming to excite their sympathy
so mucli as to find that a new plant had a delicate constitution, was
not easy of cultivation, or had some other unhajipy failing. For
this reason so many good plants are gone out of general cultivation.
Happily, a revival is taking place amongst us, and what were
but a short time ago reckoned as outsiders will again come to
the front.

Wliere colonies of hardy plants exist already, or beds or borders in
gardens and pleasure grounds, the aim should be the attainment of
a good and numerous selection for each month in which llowers may
reasonably be expected. Such plants need not be costlj- ; many can
be raised from seeds if named subjects or varieties be not considered
essential, and if not so fine as those, they w'ill still have much
decorative worth. Tliis holds good of Phloxes, Gladioli, Aquilegias,
I'entstemons, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Epimediums, Lychnis, Poppies,
Potentillas, single Pyrethrums, Statices, Violas, Dahlias, and a host
of others, beside choice annuals. It is during the spring months,
and again late in autumn, that the chief want of hardy flowers is

most felt. Nothing fills up the spring gap so well as the bulbous
section. A selection is very easily made, but the natural increase of
the same demands annual attention, at least until a good store is

got together—tlie taking up of all such things as are not injured
thereby, and the transplanting of the smallest bulbs, tubers, and
offsets into nui'serj' lines in the reserve garden. P.y attention to

this, and to the various means of increasing the perennial and
biennial subjects, tliere would be no scarcity of bloom for anj-

reasonable purpose.
Flowering shrubs should be made to furnish their contingent as

well, which they are well able to do, in flower, leaf, and beiTv. I

will merely jnention such things as Eibes, Pyrus, Prunus, Philadel-
])hus, Magnolia, Spu-naa, Lonicera, Erica, Azalea, Corchorus, Thorns,
I'iguonia, Calycanthus, not reckoning the evergreen flowering plants
and Hoses. Amongst decorative subjects not to be lost sight of are

the annual Grasses ; they are good in late summer if sown earlj' in

February, and still more acceptable if cut before the seeds form, and
dried naturally or bleached for winter use. Grasses, when bleached,
are charming subjects for vases or for dinner tables, being featherj-,

light, elegant, and good substitutes sometimes for Fern fronds and
other green foliage. I have grown, instead of Maidenhair Fern for

bouquets, Melaleuca alba ; and for the Myrtle, Eugenia australis

;

tlie former standing heat and dust better than the Fern, and the
latter recommends itself by reason of its more rapid growth compared
with the Myrtle, and its more glistening, livelier green. Single
Camellias are out of the common—jilants which every one could get
from seed, and yet but few do so. They are as hardy as a Laurel,

and flower profusely. I think tlie white one is more distinct-look-

ing than the red v.ariety—at any rate the dark foliage throws up
a white flower better than it does a red one. C. Waratah is also

striking when arranged in a natural way with other flowers in a
vase, but of doubtful value as a hand bouquet flower. In the
autumn and earlj- winter, ere forced things have come into use, is

the critical period, just as May would prove to be as regards a good
supply of fresh vegetables, after a very severe winter. I have found
that a few hundred Souvenir de la JIalmaison Piose, planted in long
beds thickly, and covered with Cucumber frames to preserve the late

blooms from tlie frost, exceedingly useful ; also the old single China
Noisette and Fellenberg Noisette, and Schizostylis coccinea, treated

in the same way, with good results. Pompone and other Chrj'santhe-

mums could be so planted as to be easily protected witli frames, and
by that means save many a sightly plant in a pot from untimely
disfigurement. Sylvesteis.

is cheap and speed\-. Hand-weeding, too, tliough terribly trying to

one's patience, is a cheap way of getting rid of weeds where the

labour of boys, women, or old men is available. On some sorts of

gi'avel surface hoeing and raking also answers well. This used to

be, I presume still is, the orthodox way of keeping walks ami roads

free from weeds in Scotland, where, on many large estates, many
miles of roads and woodland and other walks are generally to be
found. Six hoeings and rakings a year mostly kept the gravel in

fair condition, though the dripping skies of Scotland may be said

to be in league with w-eeds on gravel there and everywhere else.

—

D. T. Fish.

Apple Trees and Mistletoe.—Everyone who has a garden

large enough to hold a few trees may have one with this parasite

upon it if they choose. In some districts Mistletoe is not to be
found ; in fact, I have met with people who have never seen it grow-

ing. Three years ago we bought an Apple tree on which was
Mistletoe some 3 in. long ; the tree looked stunted, and so did the

parasite. It was duly planted in good soil. The first summer it

did not grow much, nor did tlie tree ; next summer it imijroved, and
the last summer it grew as much as I ever saw it do on trees on which
it grew spontaneously, and the tree, which is a standard, is growing
as well. I do not think Mistletoe injures trees, or how did the

trees one sees in the west of England attain the size at which they
have arri\ed, and still co\'ered with Jlistletoe ? In an orchard close'

to where I was brought up it grew to almost any extent, and I

could never see any difference between trees on which it grew and
those on wliich there was none, although I must say that it is seen
more on old trees than on young ones. I am, however, inclined to

think that this is owin.g to the older trees having rougher bark than
young ones, thus forming a good field for the growth of iMistletoe.

I have tried on one or two occasions to propagate it by rubbing in

the seeds on the sides of the branches, but with poor effect. Those
who would like to grow it should plant a tree with Mistletoe on it,

plant in an open space, and wait a sea.son till the tree gets estab-

lished, when the parasite will grow away freely enough.—J. C. F.

THE ASPARAGUS COMPETITION.
This will be held in the horticultural department of the Pjath and
'West of England Society's Show at Tunbridge Wells, commencing
on Monday, June 6. Notice from those desiring to compete should
be given to the secretarj' of the horticultural department, the Hon.
and Picv. F. T. Loscawen, Show 'V'ard, Tunbridge "Wells. All exhibits

should be staged on the morning of Monda}', not later than Twelve
o'clock. The following prizes are offered for the first year's exhi-

bition, and are (except the last two for market growers in Kent)
open to growers in any part of the United Kingdom.

Prizes for Gardeners in Private Places.
For the best bundle of Asparagus grown by the exhibitor : 1st

prize, £i; 2nd, i'2 10s.; 3rd, i'l 10s.; 4th, i'l. The bundle of
Asparagus is to consist of sixty heads. The prizes will be given to

the largest Asparagus, provided it be in all other respects unobjection-
able. Prizes will not be given where, in the opinion of the judge,
there is no merit. The Asparagus must be free of earth, and the
bandies will be oj^ened by the judges in all cases where they think
it well to do so. No imperfect or " double " heads will count.

Prizes for Amateurs not Employing any Regular
Gardener.

For the best fifty heads, £2 10s.; second prize, £1 10s.; third

IDrize, 15s. Grown bj' the exhibitor.

Prizes for Cottagers.
For the best twentv-live heads gro\\n bv the exhibitor, .£1 10s.

;

2ud, £1 ; 3rd, 10s. ; itli, .:s.

Prizes for Market Gro'wers.
For the market grower who shall exhibit the best three bundles,

each containing one hundred heads, £> 5s. This jnuzeis offered by
the r.ath and A\'est of England Society.

For the market gi'ower in the county of Kent who shall exhibit the
two best bundles of Asparagus, each containing one hundred heads :

1st prize, £3 3s. ; 2nd, i'2 2s.

"Weeds on "Walks.—Annual turning and salting being both
too expensive, "A. P.'' will find boiling water or hand -weeding
probably his cheapest modes of getting rid of weeds. If he has a
brewing copper or large boiler near, or can mount a furnace and an
old boiler on wheels, scalding off weeds is a process as effective as it

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. — Lord
Aberdare, president of the Pioyal Horticultural Society, has kindly
consented to preside at the thirty-eighth Anniversary Festival of this
Institution, to be held on the Cth July next. We are glad to learn
that Mr. Cutler's proposal to increase the pensions £i a j'ear has
been looked upon with favour bj' the sub-committee appointed to
consider the matter, and that means are being devised to carry it

out successfully.
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" This 1b an Alt
WlUch does itiend Nature : change It rather : bnt
THB Am iiseli' la Ha-lmrs."—Shakespeare.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

EOSES FKOM CUTTINGS.

The past severe winters that we have experienced have made
Rosarians turn their attention to the cultivation of tender

Roses on their own roots as the best means of preserving

them from being exterminated. Not many of the tender

Tea- scented have survived through the past winter in the form
of standards on the Brier ; but, witli a little attention, they are

eatjily propagated by cuttings under hand-lights. About the

end of October select a sunny, sheltered position, with a

friable, well-manured soil, and, when dry, form the beds 2| ft.

wide, with paths I2 ft. Raise the beds 8 in. above the paths,

which will drain the moisture from the beds during heavy
rains in winter, and the soil will become warm sooner in

spring for the cuttings to make root-growth ; and in May,
when the weather gets warm and dry, fill up the paths with
manure and soil above the level of the beds, which will give

the cuttings the benefit of the summer rain, as they require

a good supply of moisture during the growing period. I find

the beginning of November the best time to select well-ripened

cuttings ; choose them with a heel, and leave them full length,

if they can be got under the hand-lights. Short, well-ripened

shoots are the best. The soil should be firm, and about

i in. of sand should be put on the surface of the bed. The
hand-lights should be placed about 8 in. apart, the cuttings

put in about 2 in. or 3 in. apart, and about 4 in. in the soil,

well watering to settle them in their positions, and after

severe frost they will again require to be made firm. When
the leaves fall the hand-lights should be removed in favour-

able weather, when a dry wind will help to clear the leaves

away, and after December every care should be taken to

give very free ventilation in mild weather, in order to pre-

vent early growth before roots are formed to support it.

After February it is best to leave off the hand-lights altogether,

except the frost is severe. I find that cuttings strike freely

without hand-lights, only they require to be protected when
the weather is severe with mats or evergreen boughs, and the

beds may be made 1 ft. more in width.

Under the above treatment Iifarechal Niel has made shoots

3 ft., and Hybrid Perpetuals 4 ft. in length by the end of the

summer after the cuttings were put in. It is advisable

not to move the plants the following autumn, but to leave

them in the beds during winter, as they can be more easily

protected in severe frost, and the strongest will be good
plants to pot for forcing the following winter. Souvenir
d'un Ami and others of the Tea-scented kinds flower finely

the first summer from cuttings.

Such Roses as have survived through the past winter

on the standard Brier may be considered hardy as far as

this climate is concerned; but there is still plenty of room
for Rosarians to hybridise and produce more hardy choice

sorts that will endure the severest English winters. The
Rosa indica odorata, the progenitor of the tender Tea-scented

varieties, is indigenous to a warm and sunny climate, but
when we turn from that sunny land of the south to the

dreary north, the Rosa kaintschatkensis is found flourishing

under a cloudy sky, and among the first of flowers to announce
that the winter is past. Closer still to the ice-bound region

is, however, the R. oxyacantha and aoioularis, both of which

exist amongst Siberian snow, and in the western world the

queen of flowers is found in equally great diversity of climate

and situation. R. fraxinifolia and nitida are associated with

the arctic homes of the Esquimaux, and southward, in a

more genial clime, R. rubifolia, or the Prairie Rose, flourishes,

and there has been produced from it some good hardy sorts

by Rose growers on the other side the Atlantic. Those
varieties that are indigenous near to the Tropics are, like R.

indica odorata and its varieties, too tender to stand our

severe winters without protection. By whatever means the

Rose may be most profitably increased it will take some
time to make up the deficiency caused by the frost during

the past two years. J. Ross.

Highclcro Gardens, Berks.

Earthing up Dwarf Roses in Winter.—Permit me most
heartily to thank " A Midland Counties Amateur " for his valuable

note on this subject in The Garden (p. i'i7}. Hi.s bottom layer of

manure under the soil is the perfection of earthing up or covering

dwarf Roses ; the greater porosity of the lower stratum enables the

buds to break more strongly. A covering 1 ft. deep of earth and
manure would defy all the frosts that could ever visit us in these

islands. Six and even i in. would generally prove effectual ; but with

1 ft. of Rose-stems saved, of course more shoots and flowers would
be enjoyed. The test point of the plan is the time and mode of un-

covering. This season, for example, we have had some very stinging

frosts in April. I trust "A Midland Counties Amateur," when half

uncovered in March, was not in too great haste ; we have suffered

considerably at times and a great deal this year from over-haste in

uncovering top and bottom. The experience of others on earthing,

littering, or manuring up of dwarf Roses will prove most valuable
;

the chief points to note are the time, depth, and character of the

covering, and the time of uncovering.—D. T. Fish.

Qrcwing Marechal Niel.— I wish to ask, what course I

should adopt in the following matter. I want to grow Marechal

Niel Rose in a greenhouse which is very lofty. A'ines occupy the

whole of the top, but the glass gable facing east is to us the most

desirable position; will it do ? Of course we should wire it 10 in.

from the glass. We wish to place the root outside in a prepared

border, but the stonework is 5 ft. liigh against which the main stem

would have to go outside, before it could bo turned into the house.

Would that be risky ? I fear I could not get a worked plant with a

stem long enough. I have several in pots on their own roots, 9 ft.

to 12 ft. "long ; they have been grown in a greenhouse tw-o years, but

never heavily cropped ; would one of these do ? and should the stems

outside be protected ? and if so, how best ? Would living Ivy do i

Any useful hint will oblige.—J. W., YorlisMre.

Rose Cuttings.—Last May I trimmed off some of tlie new
and better-ripened branches from pot trees which had been flowered

in the greenhouse, but at the time they had been placed outside

several weeks ; therefore, the wood appeared to me to be in good

condition for striking. They were cut 9 in. long, and inserted 6 in.

deep in a trench made in good light, sandy loam, in a north aspect,

shaded by trees. After treading them firm, little notice was taken

of them (being in an out-of-the-way corner) until the autumn leaves

were being gathered, when it was found that nearly every cutting

had become a useful little plant. They were then lifted and planted

in the borders. They cons.stcd of Hybrid Perpetual kinds.— J.

Wood, KirlstaU.

Best Rose of the Past Two Seasons.—I certainly vote

for A. K. Williams as the best Rose recently introduced. It is not

so strong a grower as could be wished, but that may bo owing to the

severity of the last two winters, which have punished all our Roses

terribly, killing even La France and Alfred Colomb, not standards,

but unprotected.—W. Addison, Broxhourne.

Twenty Best Hardy Roses.—A very charming Rose may
be a very poor grower and therefore not adapted to general culti-

vation. After recognising the merits of many new varieties, I find

myself coming back to my old favourites, and were I planting twenty

varieties of hardy Roses for myself, I should choose the following :

Jlyhrid rcrprtunU—General Jacqueminot, Caroline de Bansal,

Baronne Prevost, Madame Louise Carique, Duchesse dc Caylus,

La France, Coquette des Alpes, Prince Camille de Rohan, Glory of

Waltham, Charles Lefebvre, Reynolds Hole, Jules Margottin,

Auguste Mie, Stanwell. June Blooming—Madame Plantier,

Yeflow Eglantine. Moss — Princess Adelaide, purple-leave<l
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Climliiiifi—Ljuecn of the Prairies, Baltimore Belle.—8. B. Pabsons.
in liurul Kcw Yorko;

EDITOE'S TABLE.

All the world is out in leaf and flowers are everywhere, the glow
of t lie Ivhododendrou buds being aloue a feast for a season. They have
suffered less than most things from the cholie-muddle, though some
other good shrubs, such as the Skimmias, may occasionally be seen
dying on the margin of it. Even trees that get their heads
above the mass below are weakened and star^'ed in the crush of

Laurels and other things made rubbisli by the absurd way they are

civerplanted and allowed to starve each other and everything else.

'I'lie madness of uegleoting tlie inexhaustible flora of all the northern
and temperate world for a few tender things marshalled in lines

and circles was no more in want of healthy change than is tliia

disgrace of the shrubbery and plantatioiL In tliese we should see

the material for the furnishing and garlanding of the earth in all

the northern and temperate and mountain regions. But what do
we see usually ? Dust-dry borders exhausted with a profitless

struggle of Laurel, Privet, and the other common stock of the
nursery. Not that such are to be despised in themselves, only
when they are placed everywhere, to choke everything, including
tliemselves. The materials of the " choke '' are often good enougli
of themselves if one or more were allowed to show their form and
beauty in peace alone or with others in liappy a.«sociation, but
even this is not possible as things are. With hafcliet, saw, pick,

and spade the whole ugly business should be approached, to clear

away the myriads of useless and profitless rubbish which the
popular way of treating the shrubbery has brought into every
garden. Many good trees and shrubs not utterly lost may be saved
and let grow for years in beauty or stateliness. The ground will

ill any case be cleared for other things, with room to liie.

*

Happy those who have stately things about them now, from
green-budding Larclies to Ijily-like flowered trees of hardy Mag-
nolia, purple and white, and the many trees which, not stupidly
placed, require no ''brown study " eveiy winter to arrange them
or misarrange them. All the essential features or pictures in a

garden should be arranged to last for years, some of them for

generations. Handsome as are the Lily blooms of the Magnolias,
no less worthy of a place on the table are the buds of the same
trees, with their rich brown scales. The gardener has often good
reason to regret the fashion of filling the house with flowers, but
it is one which can only do him good. The out-door aspects of

many things do not show all their charms. It is well to have
them brought near the eye ; well to have them show how much
better they are than the many costlier objects which adorn even
the best filled houses. No doubt it is hard to see one's favourites

cut to pieces, but they fade before the sun ; and if before they fade
they are brought where they are more likely to be seen, all the
better for the garden and the gardener. His remed}' is, as the
king said to tlie gardener who complained that the public plucked
his flowers—" plant more !

" One cause, natural enough, of the
gardener's dislike to cutting was tliat his mutilated favourites

were usually pets of the greenhouse orstove—reared witli difficulty,

few in number, and small in pots. But the newly awakened
recognition of the at least equal claims of the out-door department
will solve the difficult}-. Great as are the merits of Steplianotis

or Gardenia, people seem to care as much for a handful of the
choicer Narcissi, a fresh truss of white Lilac, or a bunch of

Moss Roses. The main difference is that the open-air class mean
less care and less cost, and the gardener can settle the question of

cut flowers by constant, deliberate thought and action in the
planting of things that will afford abundance of sweet or fair

blossoms in their season.
*

These are the years that try our friends. Lawns are in mourn-
ing with dead pretenders lauded for years as suitable for our
climate. Nurserymen and planters should take a new departure,
and give due place and honour to the trees and shrubs that live

with us always, come never so much frost or rain. Tlirougli all

the frosts the evergreen Barberry (Mahouia Aquifolium) lias come
unhurt, and its sweet breath is felt in tlie garden air. Burnt off

the plains and open hill slopes of the Kocky Mountain regions, it

takes refuge in the hollows carved by the streams on their way

down the mountains, places constantly visited by frost and snow.
It is thus trained to hardships, and its behaviour in our own
climate proves this. The lesson is to give due place and good place
to such things, and to seek out such of their allies or varieties as

will thri\'e as well with us.
*

Among shrubs usually left in the more obscure parts of botanic
gardens, the Labrador Tea (Ledum palustre) has real merit, and is

worthy of general culture, its white blossoms and buds on dull

green leaves giving a good effect in May. There are various
forms, the Canadian one seeming more compact, but there does not
seem much difference among them. It is of easy culture in peat
or moist, sandy loam, and untouched by any cold tliat visits our
country. One might expect so much from a native of British

North America. It should be grown with other dwarf, hardy shrubs
in beds or other positions not liable to be overshadowed or over-

grown by stronger subjects. As good among small shrubs, and well
worthy of association with the preceding, is the dwarf American
Laurel (Kalmia glauca), most delicate in colour, and yet effective

at a long distance when grown, as it ought to be, in exposed
beds. No cold seems to touch it. The European Garland-flower
(Daphne Cneorum), now in beauty with the preceding, has, it

seems, perished in some nurseries, but probably not from frost, as

it is an alpine plant. Tlie little Andromeda polifolia would group
with the foregoing ; it is never very effective, though distinct. A
charm that might well be added to all good gardens in the pure
air is a well-cared-for bed or group of the smaller " American
plants," which are soon lost if placed around beds of the larger

kinds. Tlie small Ledums, Thyme-leaved and Box-leaved, with
their pink buds are good as marginal plants for such beds or
groups.

The wreaths of the white Mountain Clematis (C. montanavar.)
are rapidly whitening, and the delicate pale purplish blossoms of

tlie much rarer and dwarfer Alpine Clematis (C. or Atragene
alpina) are also visible. The Plaited Snowball ("\'iburuum pli-

catum ) is already showy on walls and rapidly opening on shrubs

;

the showy double Kerria is very handsome and distinct among
May shruljs. It is a handsome and large shrub near London away
from walls, but often half buried in the crush of the shrubbery

;

as more usually grown on walls it does not suffer so much. The
double Spiraea (8. prunifolia fl.-pl.) is effective here and there, but
is delicate or peculiar, so that in many places it will not flower, or

but weakl}'. Still the Japan Quince (faithful in bloom in March)
adorns the garden ; there is a really white variety in bloom at

Coombe Wood, but the white one witli the peach-coloured outside

and the eherry-coloiu'ed buds is equally good.

Among flowering trees, an American, the " Wild Red Cherry "

(Pruuus penusylvanica) is very good in form, and swarming with
white, brush-like flowers—a fine lawn tree, lately in good condi-
tion at Kew. Why is it the many bush Meadow Sweets (Spirasa)

flower so badly there while so free elsewhere ? Mr. Stevens brings
me a very graceful one (S. confusa), one shoot being a wreath of

white blossoms nearly 2 ft. long ; also the slender-leaved Barberry
(Berberis stenophylla), which is now frequently met with, but
often so buried in the crowd, that its fine form and graceful free-

dom of growth cannot be seen.

From Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, comes a lovely bush of the

Colchic Bladder-nut (Staphylea colchica), with half-a-dozen

racemes of silverj'-white flowers on a head not more than in.

through. It is a choice shrub, which, taken up and placed in pots,

forces well, and will be esteemed where a variety of early flowers

is sought, as well as for select groups of the best shrubs.
#

Mr. J. T. Poe, of Nenagh, sends a sweet box of white spring

flowers, conspicuous being the Snowdrop Anemone (A. sylvestris)

—Snowdrop-like in bud, but when open very like the flowers of

the white .lapan Anemone. The blooms now sent are over 2^ in.

across. Mr. Poe says :

—

I send you my favourite white spring flowers—the double Nar-
cissus poeticus (two weeks earlier than usual this year), the lovely

Anemone sylvestris (the Honorine Jobert of our spring gardens),

double white Wood Anemone, and the Snowflake, which has been
fine this year ; also the white Bluebell (Scilla nutans alba). These
and a few sprays of Maiden-hair Fern would make a suitable bouquet
for a country, if not for a town bride.
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From Messrs. Fisher, Son, & Sibray come noble blossoms of

their large, fragrant, white Ilhododendron, one of which scents a

large room. It seems one of the best of the many white forms of

greenhouse Rhododendrons.

Among hardy flowers tlie Himalayan JMay Apple (Podophyllum
Emodi) has been quaintly beautiful during the week, with its fine

brown-stained leaves and solitary and curious, delicate, peach-

coloured blossoms ; a brave show of the earlier Tulips, seen in

many gardens round London, flowers worthy of all honour and
good place, of anything except devoting the whole garden to them,

as they do not last long enough for that. The glorious blue of the

Gentianella (Gentiana acaulis) is pleasant to see in the ground
around the larger Conifers at Coombo Wood. Many similar bare
surfaces might be adorned with like plants which take but little

from the ground, and give as good colour as grosser feeders. The
white American A\'ood Lily (Trillium) has been very beautiful

during the week, and the Aubrietias also, they being somewhat
later than usual in the blossoming. The variety named Ilender-

soni stands out among all for its distinct and rich colour.
*

The most curious flower of the year comes from the New Plaut
Company at Colchester, in the shape of a hybrid Iris, raised between
Iris susiana and I. iberica by our correspondent Max Leichtlin,

and named by him Iris Van llouttei. The flower is nearly as large,

perhaps quite as large, as that of the strange I. susiana. It is

5 in. across and about the same iu height. It is a very strange and
lovely flower, but how it differs exactly in colour from susiana

could only be told by having flowers of that kind before one at the
same time. Rare as the grand Iris susiana is in a healthy state,

in certain districts in England it thrives and flowers well as a

border plant, as, for example, on the chalk in Kent in the Arch-
bishop's garden near Margate.

From Scotland comes a box of bold, sweet, yellow Auriculas, as

welcome as any flowers of the season. They are probably better

in the Scotch gardens than here, owing, perhaps, to the greater

moisture which suits this mountain plant. They are semi-double,

and from Mrs. Gallowa}', of Carse Bridge House, by Alloa.

Mr. Roberts sends me the Glastonbury Thorn from Penzance,
•where one would expect it to be in bloom now. This tree is

rarely satisfactory so far as we have noticed
;
precocity does not

conduce to the vigour of the Hawthorn.

A vivid orange-red Erigeron comes, from Baden-Baden about

1 J in. across ; of this M. Leichtlin says :
" Here is Erigeron

aurantiacum from Turkestan (Regel's introduction), a fine dwarf
(•5 iu. to G in.) growing plant and quite hardy ; some of the flowers

are even one half larger than those sent, but I wish tospare the
big ones for seed."

Fresh and good Mareohal blooms have been sent by]^Mr. D,
Uphill, Morton House Gardens, Dorchester, who says

—

The tree from which these blooms were gathered was budded by
myself on an old and very strong Brier fifteen years ago> and the
following spring was removed to a west wall, where it grew rapidly
and soon covered a large space of wall, but seldom gave us a good
flower. After growing in that position for about five years it was
removed to an orchard house, where it has ever since grown and
bloomed most satisfaotorilj'', giving us about 200 blooms the first

year after removal, and each }'ear since we have been able to gather
from 500 to 600 splendid blooms. You will see, by the clean and
healthy character of the foliage, that there is strength and vigour
left, tliough tlie plant has for several j'ears ceased to make such an
exuberance of growth as in the early years of its existence. Still, I

see no reason at present why it should not continue its usual supply
of blooms.

*

Ever since the dawu of spring, when Miss Jekyll sent early little

tufts of Primroses from a Surrey hiUside, the Primrose and its

varieties have been a source of pleasure. In some of tlie London
gardens they look fatigued, and seem coming to the end of their

beauty, but to-day (May 11) Mr. Caudwell, of "Wantage, sends
many beautiful varieties of Primroses and Cowslips. Amongst
them are the simple old kinds,lovely,delicate,palelemon-colourtd
double Primroses ; a small gold-coloured one with orange stripe iu

each petal ; one Primrose of the palest cream colour with bright

orange centre ; a bunch of ^aried ones ; some pale peach colour
;

others the darlvest crimson with yellow centres. Particularly
handsome, too, was a bunch of the Irish Cowslip, or Ilose-in-IIose,

so labelled by Mr. Caudwell. When people cultivate all suclr

flowers aa well as they deserve to be, we shall see very different
effects from what they now usually present in exposed borders
and on the starved margins of shrubberies.

The white Quamash (Camassia Leichtlini) comes from Mr. Kings-
mill—a stately spike of whitish flowers with a peculiar and doubt-
ful odour ; some of tlie two-flowered Narcissus wild near Eastcot

;

the little American Indian Turnip (Arisa3ma triphyllum), green
and curious, but still with no such claims on our ajsthetic brethren
as were urged in favour of the green Columbine last week. From
the same district, Mr. McDonald sends fresh white and red forms
of the Snake's-head Tulip, as the villagers call it; it would appear
to be not very rare in a wild state in the district north of London.

*

A mostwelcome plant comes from the CollegeBotanic Gardens,Dub-
liu, the beautiful sulphur-coloured alpine Anemone (A. sulphurea),

whicli has not been visible in many extensive rambles aboutLondon
of late. Tall and strong, this Windflower is very beautiful. A good
plantfor a moist leafynook is the white PinnateToothwort(Dentaria
pinuata), with white Stock-like blossoms and Elder-like foliage.

Not likely to be popular in ordinary borders, these flowers are

welcome in May about the fringes of the hardy Fernery or bog-

garden, or quiet corners in the American garden. Mr. Burbidge
also sends the Snowdrop Anemone, not so strong as the specimens
from Mr. Poe at Nenagh, which were of remarkable beauty. With
these comes the Hoop-petticoat Narcissus (N. Bulbocodium), which
continues to be too rare in gardens, and the always-welcome gold

and purple of thePasque flower (Anemone Pulsatilla), perhaps the

loveliest, when well grown, of all its lovely family. The College

Gardens at Dublin have long been a home for a great variety of

beautiful plant life, and all who care about gardening in any high
or broad sense are well pleased that its stores are being well kept

up and liberally added to.

Messrs. Dicksons, of Edinburgh,send the shoots of the Corstorphlne

Plane, the golden foliage of which can be seen from a great dis-

tance; even small trees amongst shrubs are beautiful at this season,

and full-grown trees form a very striking feature in the landscape.

The original tree (from which they got the buds some years ago)

is at tlie village of Oorstorphine, a few miles west of Edinburgh.
Though supposed to be about :iOO years old, it is still in robust health.

This same tree was described by Loudon. The same firm also

sends a bunch of Triteleia uniflora with two flowers borne on each

stem ; also Draba gigas, the first time it has ever flowered with

Messrs. Dicksons, though they have had large patches of it on the

rockery for nearly four years. Even without the flowers it is

worth growing, as'it forms a nice green carpet. The plant is, how-
ever, of no particular value or distiuctness from a garden point of

view in presence of the numbers of really bright alpine flowers

that are neglected.

The earliest Rose" (Safrano) comes from a south wall at

Glasuevin, and now accompanies the mountain Clematis in bloom :

the bright little American Cowslip (Dodecatheon integrifolium)

;

the Lapland Lychnis, a Grape 'Hyacinth (Muscari Strangewaysi)

:

Siebold's Primroses ; a very desirable form of the Japan Quince

(called lutea macrantha), "of a creamy yellow hue iu the buds

:

the Grass-leaved Buttercup (B. graminifolius), and the showy
double Buttercup (R. speciosus fl.-pl.) ; the large Californian

Saxifrage. Mr. Moore says that—
The double form of Ranunculus speciosus makes a good border

plant. It grows in a drier place than the double Caltha, and the

fiowers are quite as good. Anemone sulphurea opened its first

bloom yesterday, and promises to be fine later on. It does not seem
to liave minded iu the least 4° of frost we had last niglit, although

poor Dicentra spectabilis alongside it looks very forlorn. The
dwarf Irises are following each other into blossom quickly. From
many others I have picked I. pumila lutea as the best. One of the

prettiest sights iu the garden at present is a good tuft of Saxifraga

atro-purpurea. When the sun shines on it the thousands of little

star-like purplish flowers with which it is covered glisten like jewels.

Strange to say, the fine S. peltata, which is in flower quite close to

it, was not injured by last night's frost. It is the first time I have
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known it to escape, and hope it is going to accommodate itself to our

fickle and trying climate.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Haberlea rhodopensis,—Tliis and tlie following plants are

some of th(; more noteworthy now in flower in Mr. Joad's garden at

Oakfield, Wimbledon Park. The Haberlea is a new plant in gardens ;

it comes from the Eastern Balkans, and is interesting as being one of

the few of the family Cyrtandraceje that is quite hardy in our climate.

It somewhat resembles Eamondia pyrenaica, but the flowers are

smaller and of a different shape. The colour is a soft, pale purple,

dotted copiously with spots of a deeper hue, and with a faint dash
of yellow inside tire corolla. Mr. Joad's plant is tlic finest wo have
yet seen ; it is a spreading tuft, bearing about a dozen flowers. It is

growing on the shady side of the alpine house on a moist ledge

of a block of tuffa, a position which seems to suit it admirably,
being an imitation of the conditions under which it is found natu-

rally. Though this plant is under glass there are otliers fully exposed
on the rockery, where they are quite hardy.

Saxifraga sibirica — Tliis is a vei-y pretty alpine of pigmy
growth, and quite distinct from the majority of the other cultivated

kinds. It grows about 1 in. high, has small, kidney-sliaped leaves,

forming a dense carpet, on wliich arc studded the pure wliitc, cup-

shaped flowers—large for tlie size of tlio plant. It is as yet a rare

species in gardens, thougli it has been introduced for many ycar.s

from its native haunts, Siberia and the Caucasian Alps, wliere it

grOAvs amidst damp, shaded rocks, and in a similar position it is

grown at Oakfield, where it thrives satisfactorily.

Ourisia cocoinea.—This bright little hardy flnwcr has fairly

established itself close against the wall of one of the houses, and
its roots have a firm grip of the bricks. Here it never fails to flower,

and doubtless the secret of managing this reputedly dithcult subject

IS to plant it liard against a rock or wall, and leave it undisturbed.

Planted in the ordinniy way it seldom thriACS satisfactorily. AVhen
in flower the erect spilces of tubular blossoms of a brilliant vermilion

colour are highly attractive.

Three Fine Calceolarias.—Kothing could well be prettier

than the effect produced by C. bicolor and C. crenatiflora planted
out in a border in one of tire cool liouses. The former has flowers

half clear yellow and half white, and produced in great abundance.
The plant is trained to a rafter, a position which shows its beauty
off to advantage. C. crenatiflora has rather larger flowers and of a
deeper yellow, and possesses the peculiarity of the pouches being
conspicuously ribbed. The other species is C. fuclisiiefolia, an almost
perijetual-flowcring si:iecies with lemon-yellow flowers and Fuchsia-
like leafage. All three are excellent plants, and may be grown by
anyone in a cool greenhouse either planted out or in pots.

Rehmannia sinensis.—This is a handsome herbaceous plant
of the L'yrtandra family from North China. It is of erect growtli
from 1 ft. to IrV ft. high, furnished with coarsely toothed leaves and
large tubular llowcrs about 2 in. in lengtli and of a pale vinous
purple, deepening towards the base of the tube. It is said to be almost,

if not quite, hardy, but in the neighbourhood of London it does not
thrive or even live in the open. Jlr. Joad grows it very successfully

in those cool houses in which he accomplishes so much with plants of

a half liardy character.

The Rock Garden is gay with a host of flowers in bloom ;

among them we noticed the true Campanula alpina, a species of

humble growth and with purple-blue, bell-like flowers, large for the
size of the plant, borne in a loose, pyramidal manner; Yesicaria
gra;ca, a free-flowering Crucifer with clear yellow flowers ; Salix

reticulata, an alpine Willow in flower, and thriving finely ; Anthemis
montana, a dwarf species, with an abundance of dwarf, Daisy-like

flowers ; Arnebia echioides, the Prophet's-flowcr, with its black-

spotted yellow blossoms: Cortusa pubens ; liubus arcticus, and
various others. In the border we noticed

Astragalus adsurgens, one of the finest of the many species

now cultivated. It is of dwarf growth with hoarv', pinnate leaves

and dense clusters of rich purple flowers. It is an excellent rock
garden plant. Stylophorum ohiotcnse differs veiy little from its

Japanese congener, !?. diphyllum or japonieum, except that the
orange-yellow colour is a shade or so deeper ; EiTthroninm albidum,
a pale rosy-pink Californian Dog's-tootli Violet, looks as if it would
prove useful, on account of its being the latest to flower. The
leaves are more mottled than these of E. grandiflorum or giganteum

;

Camassia Leichtlini is a noble bulbous plant, rising some i ft. liigh,

and bearing erect spikes of greenish-white blossoms ; Isarcissus

apcdapthus, closely restmbjts the pretty N. rupicola; N. Graellsi, a

Hoop-petticoat, with sulphur-yellow blooms ; and pallidulus, with
pale yellow, reflexing-petalled flowers, were likewise attractively in

flower.

Newtown Pippins in May.—We are sui-piised to find a
good stock of Newtowns in Covent Garden, and having, contrary to
expectation, a really good flavour for the time of year. The kind of
Newtown w-e mean, if kind we are justified in calling it, is the old
spotted one which the people in the market say is by far the best,

and which disappeared for some years. Whether this spot means
really a variety or some mark of a local influence or growth we do
not know. The fruit are dotted over with bold sjiots, almost looking
like disease. Will any of our American friends tell us whence this

comes .'

Sale of Orchids.—The third jwrtion of i\Ir. Day's collection
was disiiosed of at Stevens' Eooms on the 4th and 5th inst. Among
the plants sold were some fine examples of rare kinds, which fetched
high prices. The total amount realised at this sale was i'18S8. The
following are a few of the highest prices : Cypripedium iStonei platy-
ta^num, one strong growth of seven leaves and young growth of four
leaves, 120 guineas ; Cattleya labiata, autumn variety, 40 gs. ; Cypri-
pedium Spicerianum, 42 gs. ; Saccolabium Turneri, 24 gs. ; Aerides
Lobbi, 22 gs. : Oncidium ornithorhynchum album, fine plant, .36 gs.

;

Angra'cum Ellisi, 15 gs. ; Masdevallia chimiera, true species, 15 gs.
;

31. bella, IC gs. ; Odontoglossum najvium ma jus, 11 gs. ; Saccolabium
guttatum var. Holfordianum, 21 gs. ; Aerides Fieldingi, 16 gs.; A.
Veitchianuni, 17 gs, ; Vanda insignis, .14 gs. ; Odontoglossum Ander-
sonianum, lOi gs. ; Phatenopsis Wightiana, rare, 16 gs. ; Aerides
Fieldingi, 22 gs.; Masdevallia Harryana, Bull's blood variety, 10 gs.;
Aerides Lobbi, 22 gs. ; Cypripedium Stonei, 1 1 gs. ; La^lia elegans
var. Wolstenholma?, 28 gs. ; L. anceps alba, 14 gs. ; Masdevallia
radiosa, 12 gs. ; La^lia crispa superba, 10 gs, ; Zygopetalum Gautieri,
fine plant, SJ gs. ; Cymbidium Parishi, 9tV gs. ; Cattleya Mendelli,
12 gs. ; Aerides Dayanum, 16 gs. ; Lielia Jonghiana, 8 gs. ; Cypripe-
dium superbiens, 9 gs. ; Phalajnop.sis sumatrana, 8 gs. ; Laslia anceps
alba, 14 gs. ; Cattleya Warneri, 10 gs. ; Odontoglossum vexillarium,
9 gs. ; L;clia crispa elegans, 10 gs. ; Dendrochilum filiforme, 10 gs.

;

Angra^cum articulatum, 9 gs. ; A. Ellisi, 8i gs. ; Dendrobium Ains-
worthianum, two plants, 8^gs.; Phalainopsis amabilis, 7 gs.; Cattleya
exoniensis, 11 gs. ; Odontoglossum Andersonianum, lOi gs. ; Aerides
Veitchianum, 17 gs.

WILD WATER GARDEiS^S.

The Thames between Sonniug and Henley offers many sudi
scenes as that here represented. The illustration shows the
upper end of a long, still pool that leaves the river at a sharp
bend, and, running up several hundred yards, ends in a swampy
thicket of the Great Reed close to a village church. "Within a
few yards is a wide spreading habitat of the lovely Villarsia,

looking lilie miniature yellow "Water Lilies, and at tlie angle where
the pool joins the river is a wilderness f)f Reeds and Sedges,
Great Water Dock, and Corn Flag. Half a mile higher up,
where a tributary stream runs in, are muddy shallows covered
with Arrowhead and Forget-me-not, shaded by some fine Buck-
thorn bushes on tlie bank and large clumps of Sweet Sedge and
Bulrush. The flower-loving navigator in a small boat, working it

with some difficulty through the masses of vegetation in the narrow
back waters that often for a mile or more run parallel with the
river, comes upon perfect bits of wild water garden. A bed of the
tropical-looking Flowering Rush rising above white Water
Lilies is a sight not to be forgotten, and the fine habit of the
Water Plantain, Loosestrife, Meadow Sweet, and Reedmace is

seen to great advantage from the water level. The Reedmace is

very beautiful when still in a green state spearing up against blue
eky.

On some of the eyots, under low Pollard Willows, grow-s a

profusion of the Summer Snowflake, whicli seems to delight in

thej wet, stiff soil, and grows with a luxuriance unknown in gar-

dens. The Willows are pollarded at about o ft. from the ground,

and I have seen the ripe seed vessels resting in the heads of the

pollards. The stalks must lengthen after flowering, as I have
never seen them so tall in bloom. The large green pods and shining

black seeds as big as Peas are handsome objects. In the wide, level

meadows Just across the river grow fine tufts of the Clustered

Bell-flower and the pink form of the common Yarrow. Here and

there, but rarely, may be found the Snake's-head Fritillary, and

the large blue flowers of the Meadow Crane's-bill may also be seen

plentifully. J,
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

DAFFODILS AND OTHER, SPRING FLOWERS.

In the garden here, out of 107 different named kinds of

Daffodils and Narcissi (exclusive of any of the Polyanthus

group), I think the most beautiful is Leedsi galanthifloms.

This is a Daffodil of the Nonpareil section, white or sulphury

white, with a crown of the same colour, differing thereby

from nearly all other Daffodils, which are generally of two

colours. Perhaps next to this in beauty I would put another

self-coloured Daffodil, Rev. .J. B. Camm. This is one of the

Moschatus group, only much larger, with the divisions of the

perianth exquisitely twisted, showing off the white and sulphury-

white colour of the flower. Cernuus and its finer forms

cernuus elatus and cernuus puloher are far more beautiful than

any of the other Daffodils except those I have mentioned, and

can now be procured in quantity. Contrasting with these splen-

did white Daffodils roines the deep, all-yeliow Ajax maximus,

which I owe to Mr. Burbidge. Lorifolius Emperor is not to my
mind to be comiiaied in point of beauty with any of the

foregoing, being too undecided in colour; nor can it rival Bico-

lor Empress, which will always hold its ground as one of the

most splendid flowers grown in England or any part of the

world. A huge mass of it at Belvoir would make an Orchid

grower wild, considering it costs time, labour, and money
to get one Orchid bloom, while these splendid felluws

stand our arctic winters and look all the better for tbem.

Inoompirabilis Stella and Crawfordi are fine acquisi-

tions, being nearly 4 in. across the bljom and growing to a

great height. Nelsoni is a grand new Daffodil, being decidedly

ivhite and gold, and excellently modelled in form. Xclsoni

aurantius I cannot speak of, never having been able to gi't it

true. Poeticus poetarum is now coming out with its beautiful

red crown, but best of all, on a par with J. B. Camm is

poeticus grandiflorus, which will soon, I hope, be spread

abroad. None of the Burbidgei section are yet out with me,

but I think the Daffodils I have named will be found to be

the pick of Mr. Barr's collection. I could wish he had not

given such diabolical names to such lovely flowers. Fancy
having to remember that a peerless incomparable flower is

called "Narcissus incomparabilis Leedsi expansus," and that

it is quite distinct from " incomparabilis sulphureus Leedsi,"

and from " Leedsi expansus." Moreover, besides the simi-

larity in name, a great man}' of these new Daffodils are very

similar in flower.

Of rare hardy spring flowers now in bloom here, perhaps

the most satisfactory is Magnolia stellata, syn. Halleana. It

has nine or ten white petals recurved from the centre, looking

like some large ISTarcissus. I have had my young tree through

two winters, and each year it has flowered profusely, never

losing a bloom or bud all through the bad times of winter

or spring. I expect this will be one of the best known liardy

spring flowering shrub.s. Xeviusia alabamensis seems a very

desirable acquisition, as the young plants stood out all tlirough

the winter, and are now breaking to the very tips of their

shoots. I expect it is closely allied to Corchornsjaponicus,

and this relation of .Japanese and Chinese plants to those of

North America is continually obtruding itself on a gardener's

mind. I wonder if anyone has noticed the resemblance of

these new Central Asian Tulips—Kolpakowskyana, for

insiauce (which is a gre.it beauty), to the Calochorti, or

Butterfly Tulips of North America. Both in aspect and
structure of flowjr they are extraordinarily alike, and the

narrowness of leaf with the slender stem heightens the

resemblance. Then, too, whoever has grown Lilium medeo-
loides must be struck with the resemblance in bulb, stem,

leaf, and flower to the North American Martagou Lilies.

But there are instances without end.

Anemone Robinsoniana is really splendid here, but a patch

at Belvoir I thought was one of the most glorious sights I

have ever seen in a garden. The shape of the flower, its

growth, the extremely delicate colour, with the reddish-green

leaves, make up a perfect whole. Anemone rauunculoides

nemorosa I owe to Mr. Harpur Crewe ; it is a beautiful, very

pale yellow contrast to the deep yellow of rauunculoides.

Gentiana verna is just coming out. The rarest and best of

all the Andromedas, A. japonica, has stood out quite uninjured,

and is making fine growth. Lilies are coming up finely iu

all directions, and Hansoni is already 2 ft. high, quite safe.

If Mr. Fish wishes to see such a border as he professed to

disbelieve in, namely, one in which successions of bloom come
off the same bit of ground, and which is entirely covered with

plants, let him now look at the long borders in the kitchen

garden at Belvoir, or come here about the middle of July.

I don't mean to have G in. of ground without its bulb.

Bingham, Notts. Frank Miles.

SPEING NOTES.
The foflowing notes jotted down as tlie various plants came into
btoom may be of interest ;

—

Androsace carnea is not nearly so interesting as A. Laggeri,
wfiicli it resembles in colour; it throws up stalks from 4 in. to 6 in.

in height, each bearing from ten to twelve pink flowers somewhat
like our Primula farinosa. A. coronopifolia is a very interesting
plant. From a crown of leaves .^in. across, one plant has thrown up
lifteen stalks about i in. in height, eacli bearing on radiating branches
1 in. long, from a central boss atop, tiny flowers of the purest white,
with clear yellow centres, making the plant altogether a per-
fect alpine gem. A. sarmentosa, one of the hiost beautiful of the
Androsaces. is just coming into flower. It lasts a long time, and it

is most interesting to watch it throughout the summer. From a
small dense tuft of leaves some 2 in. across it throws up a single
flower-stalk in. or more in height, which carries a crown of from
twelve to twenty lo\-ely pink flowers like those of our Bird's-eye
Primrose, and which change to shaded blue and purple as the petals
fade. Five or si.x other stalks succeed this as it begins to flower,

radiating also from the central boss, and bearing small tufts of
leaves like the parent plant, which, as they grow larger, gradually
bear down the stems until they touch the ground. They soon
become rooted, so that by the time the flowers fade you have a
beautiful group of new rosette-like plants around the parents,
and at some 6 in. apart. This Androsace has lived with us
ou a rockery throughout tlie late severe winter, and is now in
flower. Dondia Epipactis is a very quaint early flower, having
three triply-lobed leaves, with a rosette of yellow umbels of
flowers in the centre, the whole about 2 iu. in height and as much
across. Trillium crectum and T. sessile have both flowered well
from bulbs imported from America. They resemble our English
Paris quadrifolia in habit and ai^pearance, except in having the leaves
and petals in triplets, and the flowers of a curious liver-coloured
purple. Trillium grandiflorum is just bursting into flower in our
wood, where it lias been all the winter. I counted over twenty
blooms to-day. It is much more beautiful than either of the
others. Ervthronium americanura (the yellow Dog's-tooth '\'iolet)

was also in flower in the wood, alongside the Trilliums. This fiower
is quite new to me, and is \ex\- pretty. It is like our Dog's-tooth
^'iolets, but the petals are of a bright citron-yellow, and the anthers
and pistil thickly coated over with pink farina. It is evidently quite
hardy, having had no protection wliatevertlrroughout the winter, and
sliould be largely grown in England. Anemone apenniua is very
beautifully in flower. It left undisturbed it soon formsmasses of lovely
blue blossoms which seem to gain in size as it becomes established.
Cypripedium pubcsecns, imported from America, succeeds very well
witli us. It has large yellow flowers with long, twisted lips. It appears
to be quite hardy, and is much earlier than our English Cypripe-
diums. Cardamine chelidonia, kindly sent to me last year by Mr

.

Ma.x Leichtlin as a new and very rare plant, is now flowering, and is

likely to be a valuable acquisition. It is quite hardy. The flower
resembles that of our wild Lady's Smock, but the plant is bushy and
bears a large number of flower-spikes, and: the leaf is much larger.

One plant in a 5-in. pot has at least a dozen flower-stalks and
promises to be very beautiful.
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Primula involucrata is a very pretty Indian Primrose witli

small oviform leaves in a dense tuft, from which rise tall stalks

bearing crowns of delicate white flowers slightly tinged with pink.

I was struck with the resemblance which it bears to P. rosea in the

general habit and appearance of the plant, except in colour. There

does not appear to be any difference between this and P. IMunroi,

which is also in flower here in quantity. Polygala ChamEebuxus pur-

purea is a lovely flower, the upper petals of which are rich purple,

and the lower blight yellow. It is of very slow growth, our small

plant of some 3 in. across, and carrying about a score of flowers,

being now more than four years old. Brockiiuest.
Didsbury.

WINGED-STALKED SAND-FLOWER.
(ammobiu.m alatuje.)

This is a pretty Everlasting and cue that should be treated like

the Ehodanthes and lielichrysums, which are so valuable for the

winter decoration of vases, &c. It is an Australian plant, and
has erect stems from I3 ft. to '2 ft. high, furnished with an
abundance of flower heads, about f in. across, of silvery whiteness,

with the exception of tlie yellow central tuft of florets. It should

Winged-stalked Sand-flower (Ammobiuin alatum).

be treated as a hardy annual, though tlie root is perennial if

protected from frost. It likes a warm situation and a light soil,

and flowers from July to October. W. G.

A WILD GAEDEN IN A SCOTCH LAKE.
I HAVE an island in the west of Scotland in a fresh-water lake in

Argyle, about 18 acres in extent, covered with large trees and with
good land-peat and sandy loam and the leaf-mould of many years.

Nothing has ever yet been cultivated on the island. What plants
would you suggest that would live thi-ough the winter covered with
straw and leaves or even without any artificial protection ? The
coarsest and largest would be preferable, as the wliole would be in a
wild garden state by the shore and beside the shrubberies. Any
information would be most acceptable. C.

[In the position you name we should go in wholly for hardy
plants and what we call the wild garden. A great number of the
plants of the northern world would live In such a position as you
mention without any care whatever, and produce beautiful effects

if planted with taste and judgment. The woody and open places
should have different types of vegetation. Some preparation would
be wanted to establish certain types—that is to say, if tne work
were done by one who did not know exactly the habits of a number
of plants not commonly seen in gardens, and who would know how
and where to place the plants that they would succeed bj' them-
selves. Some digging and clearing of the ground would be required
—indeed, is necessary—in any case for full success. As regards pro-
curing the different subjects, you must get tliem from various sources
—from seed, from the various nurserymen that grow hardy flowers,

from friends, and the best way to begin Is to form a little nursery of
your own, in which you may collect the different types and get a
stock ready. The stouter and handsomer hardy plants would, we
say, rejoice in such a position, as, for example, the common perennial
Lupin, the large German Iris, and the Globe flowers, with many
others. In the woody parts some beautiful plants might be grown

that seldom succeed in our open gardens, such as the
Trillium, and in the peaty ones some of the finer hardy Orchids, and
also the Lilies and fair flowers without end. Two things you must
guard against particularly, i.e., having one coarse type of vegetation
seen everywhere, such as the Giant Cow Parsnip and the common
dotting Julienne soup mixture. Have all the variety you can, but
let each spot tell its own story. Here on tlie floor of a bare wood,
blue Anemones (Anemone apennina) ; next in a shady one of Pines,
the hardy American Maiden-hair Fern and the delicate wood plants
of northern countries, such as the Pyrolas and the Linnasa ; next, in
a not too dense plantation of Pines in a shady place, a carpet of the
Mayflower of New England ; then on a rocky knoll, if there be one,

a colony of wild Eoses ;
let each spot have its own characteristic

vegetation. One or two things, or even three, may succeed orgowitli
each other in the same ground, but the dotting about of everything
together will not do at all. Yet, no matter what one may say, that
is pretty sure to be the way the thing mil be done for many years to

come. An early plant may precede a late one in the same ground;
some pretty alpine or wood plants may carpet the ground over tall

Ijulbous flowers, and there may be other thoughtful combinations of
tliat sort, but no mixed border. The thing in its best aspects is as
practicable as any prosaic practice known to all the purblind who
sometimes smile at this notion, and suppose it to be letting a garden
run wild, or showing a muddle mixture of annuals in some neglected
spot.]

GARDENING ON THE GRASS.
This may be done with early-flowering bulbs, not on a lawn kept
closely cut, but on a lawn to be made into hay. On such a lawn in

front of my house there is a large cross of St. George (12 ft.), 1 he
arms 1 ft. wide, composed of the large double Daffodils ; a little

beyond there is a 10-ft. circle of single Pseudo-Narcissus, three deep,
intermixed with the blue Anemone alpina ; beyond, all in line, are
the initials of mj' name—H. T. E. The letters are 10 ft. long, ^\ith

bulbs three deep in rows of tlie great double Narcissus ; to compose
this 500 bulbs were planted. Beyond these is a large four-pointed
star, composed of the peerless N. incomparabilis. There are besides
patches here and there of N, orientalis, &c. When once planted,
these designs furnish a perpetual treat to all beholders, without any
trouble to any person, and the spots are all invisible after the hay
is cleared away. Such things are to be made in the autumn. First
mark out the designs with line and rod ; then take up the turf 1 ft.

wide and away with it ; dig up the under soil and prepare it for the
bulbs ; having planted them, level the whole and sow Grass seed,

and the job is done, and no doubt will last a year. No fear of the
destructive spade of the gardener, who dislikes all jjerennials in beds
or borders. Here there is no trace of them to be seen after the
Grass is up. H. T. Ellacombb.

Clyst St. George, Devon,

DAFFODILS IN PARKS.
In passing through Sussex the other day we came U230n several
fielcls of Daffodils, and were charmed with their beauty. It was at
tlie time of the harsli east winds, and yet not a speck or trace of
decay of any kind was visible among them. They were not in tufts

or groups, as they may be seen in some woods or drives, but scat-

tered tlirough the Grass, as if they had taken their chance in the
struggle for life^with the other vegetation, and perhaps been mown
down repeatedlj'. They were somewhat smaller than usual, perhaps
owing to this fact, but in point of beauty we have seen nothing to
suipass them, as they danced in the sun and realised Wordsworth's
poem to the full, saving the lake. Having passed through several

parks soon afterwards, not seeing any of this glorious flower life in
their wide breadths of turf, we asked ourselves why, if this occurs
by accident in secluded farms, it should not be made a feature of
in our parks here and there. Nothing would be so easy, and no
effect of the whole floral }'ear more bright or cheering. These
Daffodils are fltted to our climate in a peculiar waj', and as no
other flowers are ; harsli winds or rains may disturb others, but these
seem regardless of change. The little hardy Hepatica of the
mountains of Europe is brave enough, and yet it may have curled up,
flowers and all, if much exposed to a long-continued east wind, of
which the Daffodils take no notice. Therefore we say to those who
liave means, as so many of our readers have, to enjoy this bold and
noble phase of gardening. Consider the Daffodils. It is not onh' the
old and common kind which we may establish, but a varietj' of
other kinds, no less beautiful and distinct from the common one.
Thej' will prolong tlie season of bloom and give a fine variety of
form. Of the bolder kinds suited for park scenery we should name
Narcissus maximus, N. incomparabilis and its forms, N. poeticus and
its varieties (they succeed each other in blossoming), N. odours (the
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larger Jonquil), N. bicolor and the forms nearly allied to it, N. cernuus
(most graceful). Not a few others would do, only avoiding the

Italian kinds and the alpine ones and Spanish species, even though
some of the Polj'antlius Narcissi become fi'eel}' naturalised in Devon
and Cornwall.

—

Field.

NOTES FROM VIENNA.
At tlie Vienna spring flower sliow, a collection of alpine plants of tlie

Imperial Garden of Innsbrucl< was very interesting. I tliink it 02jpor-

tune to send a few notes of it. The plants were cultivated in pots,

and forwarded into growth, so that some of them were in flower.

Curious were the tiny Chamfeorchis alpina, the plants, with flowers,

2 in. high. Dwarf, creeping Willows were represented by four

species, viz., Salis herbacea, R. reticulata, S. retusa, 8. serpyllifolia.

Wtatice alpina, Scabiosa lucida, Valeriana montana, the last one in

full bloom, were shown in bold masses ; more interesting wore some
pots of Valeriana alpina and V. saxatilis. Composites were plentiful

:

Edelweiss, fourteen pots in full bloom ; besides this, Gnaphalium
lupinum, G. carpaticum ; various alpine Artemisias, such as A. gia-

cialis, A. mutellina, A. spicata ; the beautiful Aronicum scoipioides,

in flower, the rich golden floral whorls exceedingly attractive. Of
the same family I observed Homogyne alpina, Bellidiastrum jMichelli,

Erigeron uuiflorum, Solidago alpestris, Achillea Clavennce and atrata,

A. moschata. Chrysanthemum coronopifolium, Aronicum glaciale.

Senecio incanus, S. Doronicum, Crepis hybrida, Saussurea alpina, 8.

pygm^a, and various Hieraciums. Of Gentians six sorts were shown,
some in bloom. Among many other alpine plants very attractive

were—Veronica saxatilis, a dwarf, bush-like, creeping plant, with
pretty blue flowers ; V. bellidioides, V. alpina, Androsace obtusitolia,

A. lactea. Primula farinosa, P. hirsuta, P. hirsuta alba, P. minima,
Soldanella alpina, Androsace glacialis, A. helvetica, Aretica vita-

liana, Primula longiflora, P. glutinosa, P. Floerkeana, Pvhododendron
liirsutum, R. ferrugineum, and Azalea procumbens ; Saxifraga Kauff-

manni, cresia, oppositifolia, muscoides, androsacea, Clusi, rotundifolia,

orientalis, trifurcata, pedata, elatior, crustata, mutata, bryoidcs,-

Burscriana, tenella, and biflora ; Anemone vernalis, A. baldensis,

Ranunculus alpestris, E. glacialis, E. montanus, Arabis pumila, A.

coerulea, Draba frigida, Kernera saxatilis, Diantlius glacialis, and
D. alpinus. One may imagine what alpines may look like when seen

in their full development. Louis Keopatscii.
Za.i'ciil/m-ff, Ajml 22, 1881.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

Epigasa repens at Chester.—From recent communications

in The Garden, it would appear that this beautiful North American
plant is not readil}' grown or successfully flowered. In a notice of

plants in bloom at Glasnevin, given in The Gakden of AjDril

iJO, Mr. Moore remarks that he envies the success of Jlr.

Wilson with the Epigfea, as he (Mr. Jloore) had only

been able to keep it alive, an achievement wliich he had
previously regarded with contented satisfaction. I may, there-

fore, with some chance of beneficial result, refer to a

mode of cultnre practised by the late JMr. Francis Dickson in his

grounds, at the Upton Nurseries, Chester. Mr. Dickson took an
especial interest in the cultivation of such plants as the Epiga^a, for

which a tolerably damp situation in a secluded part of tire nursery

was selected. This was laid out in beds, divided by hedges 5 ft. or

6 ft. high, running east and west in parallel lines, planted about

C ft. apart, and in this sheltered home—a sanctum to its possessor, as

j^ou may suppose—lived, thrived, ! and flowered not only Epigrea

repens, but many other attractive plants seldom seen in tlie open
with the robustness of healthy vigour.—B.

Dividing Primroses.—I find that many growers of Primroses

are afraid to divide tlieir plants, from fear of killing them, and b}^

letting them stand too long in one position they lose the opportunity

of increasing their stock and improving the flowering condition of

the plants. We transplant the majority of our Primroses every otlicr

year, except those in the woodland garden, where thej- get annually

covered with fallen leaves, and, by liaWng abundance of room, form
glorious groups that when in flower are very lovely. But with our

best coloured singles and doubles we take them in rotation as they

cease flowering, lift them carefully, and diride them into as many
pieces as there are crowns, and, after planting all we require in tlie

flower garden, we replant the remainder in nursery lines in a cool,

partially shaded spot in the kitchen or reserve garden, letting the

roots run deep, and partially covering the crown with soil ; for I

always prefer to see the leaves half buried to any portion of the old

root-stock being visible, for they are sure to grow uijward fast

enough. I press them in very firmly, and keep them moist until

well rooted, after which they are safe. We have Just planted several

hundred double and single whites, crimsons, &c., between young
Currant buslies and under the shade of fruit trees, where they will

make fine clumps with which to form jjlantations in autumn. Any
that are not true should be marked when in flower, so as to get each

sort distinct when transplanted ; and if anyone doubts the utility of

lifting and dividing, I may mention that we have large beds of both

Primroses and Polj'anthuses that have been entirely propagated from
one seedling, selected from batches that are yearly raised, and by
selection and division we can keep up a large stock of these charming
spring flowers ; all not wortli retaining are put out in woods or cop-

pices, for one can hardly be overdone with tliese best of all spring

flowers, that never fail, let the season be what it may, to cheer us

with lovely blossoms. The season, too, will be greatly prolonged as

we get a stock of Primula cortusoides amcena and its varieties to

succeed tlic ordinary types.— J. Groom.

Laced Auriculas.—Of these but few have yet been seen, owing
to their cultivation being in few hands ; b ut as they seed freely, and
are readilj' reproduced from seed, it is obvious that anyone who may
choose to invest in a paclcet of seed, and has a frame and a few small

pots at disposal, may soon work up a stock of these Auriculas. It is

even yet a good time to sow seed, althoirgh most growers would pre-

fer to get strong plants to flower next spring. If sown in November
in a shallow pan in a fine sandj' soil, and covered with a broad piece

of glass, the seed will soon germinate, and in a cold frame the seed-

lings will push on rapidly. When large enough to handle, prick

them out thinlj' into other pans, and from these again shift into

small .^-in. pots, using crushed charcoal for drainageand sweet sandy
soil. All Auriculas prefer small pots at tlie first, and bloom better

and with more refinement in markings and colour if the roots can
feel the sides of the pot well. The features of a laced Auricula arc

a i^roper thrum eye— this is essential to all good Auricula flowers

—

tlie anthers grouped in the tube and not too prominent. This is not
an arbitraiy point ; it is one that commends itself to all wdio have an
eye for form and beauty. The centre should be round, and either

white, cream, or golden, although the latter tint is by far the

most striking. The ground may be of any dark hue, margined, or

laced witli wliite or some allied colour, but the lacing must be clear

and defined, and the flower altogether perfectly flat and circular.

These are the florist's requirements ; but if only one or two from a
batch come up to the standard, all will be beautiful, either for jiots

or the open border.—A. D.

Cardamine or Cuclioo Flower.—In the woodland garden
this pretty native plant is just now most effective. It is located
under deciduous trees, wliere tlie vegetation gTows very luxuriantly,

a rookery being overhead ; and the Cardamine is also extremely tall

and stout in the flower-stalks, proving that even native plants that
go by the name of weeds are susceptible of improvement when
generously treated. This group covers nearlj- half an acre of land,

and a more lovely bed it would be diflicult to imagine. The soft

Pink, when seen in such quantities, is particularly pleasing. We are

about to add Bluebells to this group, for, with only a minimum of

labour, such waste places may be turned to good account, and
they form a most interesting addition to our spring gardens,—J, G.,

Linton.

Cornish Narcissi.—The past month or so almost every
garden has been looking gay with Narcissi. I send a few notes
anent some that are naturalised in a wood near here; the following
are the best : N. incomparabilis aurantius fl.-pl.—This is the well-

known " Butter and Eggs " or the Orange Phcenix . of the Dutch
growers. It is a very good variety for forcing, coming in about the
latter part of Januar)', and when grown in-doors the colours are

much softer and more decided than when grown outside. It is a
splendid Daffodil. N. Tazotta var. citrinus is one of the purest of

out-door grown varieties, forming a handsome bed. N. Telemonius
fl.-pl. is a curious double golden-yellow and fairly pretty form ; the
flowers are of a uniform size and shape. Of N. Tazetta we have a
variety with a great many flowers on pedicels i\ in. or i. in. The
individual flowers are small, yellow. All the above sorts would look
well in a wild garden, and must ere long take a more prominent,
l^lace in gardens than they do at jiresent.

—

W. EoBERTS, Penzance.

Rapid Growth of Oypripedium pubescens.—About
the middle of last month I received from Jlessrs. Woolson & Co.,

Passaic, N.J. , six roots of C. pubescens ; tlioy w-ere potted in leaf-

mould and sandy peat and placed in a cold house, when they at once
started into growtli, and there are now three fully exj^anded flowers

and signs of more.—A. Kixgsmill, Eastcot.

Hyacinths in the Open Ground.—Some five or six years
ago, by some means or other, a Hyacinth root got into my Rose garden
and came up in the middle of one of my dwarf trees. I did not
disturb it, and year \>j year it has come up, increasing in quantity
until this year, when there were eight spikes of reallj' good blooms
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from this one root. It lias evidently spread much, but how I have
not examined. Evidently, therefore, we may leave our Hyacinth
roots in the ground without troubling ourselves much about them.
—Delta.

The Ohilian Crocus (Tecophylaja cyanocroous).—I remember
seeing this truly beautiful spring-flowering bulbous plant several

j'ears ago in the York Nurseries. It was grown on a slielf close to

the glass in one of the cool greenhouses. The plants evidentlj'

seemed difficult to cultivate, as they only flowered twice, when they
gradually dwindled away and died. Perhaps M. Max Leichtlin will

have the kindness to give us some hints as to the best way in whicli

to cultivate this lovely and most welcome bulb.—R. P.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

DOUBLE VARIETY OF JASMINUM SAMBAC.
(JASMINUM SAMBAC FIOKE-PLENO.)

Thbee are few things in which the tastes of people differ more than
in the appreciation of scents. The strong perfumes of such flowers

as Garclenias, Musk, or Lilium auratum are absolutely offensive to

Jasmiiium Sambac fl.-pl.

some, whilst others prefer them to those that are less powerful.
Some, again, like aromatic odours, of wliich the Clove Carnation and
Lavender may be taken as examples ; but whatever preferences may
exist for the smell of any particular flower, there can be little ques-
tion that this Jasmine holds a front rank for its scent, which is

quite distinct from that of any other flower I am acquainted with.
Tlie plant comes from the East Indies ; its flowers are ivory-white
in colour, double, the petals much pointed, which takes off the for-

mality in appearance generally present in flowers that have rounded,
smooth-edged petals. It is a remarkably free bloomer, but, like most
others that continue in flower for a long period, is never clothed
with such a profusion at one time as those that produce blossoms
from each shoot simultaneously. The flowers are borne on short
lateral shoots, usually furnished witli a few small leaves, that pro-
ceed from the axils of the leaves on the stronger growths, which in
a health}' plant generally keep on blooming all through the summer
and autumn, so long as growth is being made ;

this is an advantage,
as it admits of almost every bit of bloom it makes being utilised

for cutting, for which purpose it is the best adapted, as the succes-
sional habit of blooming does not admit of its ever making so great
a display on the plant as if the flowers opened altogether.

Cuttings strike easily when they can be obtained with some
freedom of growth in them, but the shoots that are disposed to form
flowers as soon as they have attained 1 in. or 2 in. in length, even if

they make roots, are a long time before they can be induced to grow
freely; in the spring about the beginning oE April cuttings of the
right description may generally be had ; these should be a few inches
in length, but not with the wood too hard or matured ; take them off

with a heel and put them singly in small pots three parts filled with
a mixture of three-fourths sand to one of loam, the surface all sand

;

keep moist, close, and shaded, in a temperature of 70° or a little

more ; they will strike in a few weeks, when use them to bear the full
air of the house and stand them on a shelf or some other moderately
light place. When a fair quantity of roots are made move tliem into

3-in. or 4-in. pots, using good turfy loam with some sand ; they will

now do best with a brisk stove heat, giving air in the day-time with
a little shade when the sun is powerful, syringe daily, maintaining a
moderately moist atmosphere. After a few inches of growth has
been made, pinch out the points of the shoots, for the plant has
naturally a thin erect habit of growth, and to induce the forma-
tion of sufficient branches it is necessary to resort to stopping, al-

though it is by no means desirable to attemjDt to restrict it to a bush-
like form. It is best grown round a pillar, or wound round a few
tall sticks inserted just within the pot ; being a spare rooter, it must
not have too much root room, either in a pot or planted out. In July
move them into pots 3 in, or i in. larger, and again stop the shoots.
Treat generally through the summer as recommended until the
middle of September, when cease shading, give more air, less mois-
ture in the atmosphere, and reduce the temperature ; during the
winter 60° or 65° in the night will be enough, only just keeping the
soil a little moist. Towards the end of February increase the
warmth and when growth has fairly begTin again pincli out the
points of the slioots, and move to pots 2 in. or 3 in. larger. In the
matter of heat, moisture, air, and shade treat as in the preceding
summer ; tliey will this season bloom from all the growth they
make.
When planted out, the soil to whicli theirroots have access must

be limited to a small space, or it will most likely get sour. If con-
fined to pots, all they want in subsequent years is to give more room
as it is wanted, not attempting to shake out the plants or disturb the
roots more than can be avoided. A little manure water in a weak
state will be an assistance. The plants will last for many years.

There is a single-flowered form of this Jasmine differing little in its

appearance except in the flowers. It succeeds under suuilar treat-

ment to the kind under notice. This Jasmine is liable to the attacks
of most insects that affect plants grown in heat. Thrips and red
spider, which are partial to the leaves, can be kept down by sj-ringing.

If any insects of a worse description, such as scale or mealy bug,
make their appearance, sponge witli insecticide, finishing with clean
water. T. Daises

LOASA VULCANICA.
One of the prettiest of the few species of Loasa in cultivation is

this new kind, which was, we believe, first distributed by Mr.
Thompson, of Ipswich, under the name of L. Wallisi. It grows
about 1 yd. high, and is furnished with elegantly-cut foliage, beset,

as on all the other species, with numerous stinging hairs, on which
account it requires to be handled as cautiously as one would a

Nettle. The flowers, which are about 1 in. across, have five pure

white petals of a singular boat-like shape. The centre is marked
with white, orange, and red, arranged in concentric lines. It is a

half hardy annual, and may be cultivated very successfully in the

open border in rich, deep soil, and for many weeks in summer it is

profusely laden with flowers. It also makes a pretty pot plant,

and as such we lately saw some fine examples of it in Sir George
Macleay's garden at Pendell Court, Bletchingiey, growing in a

Loasa vulcanica.

cool greenhouse. For pot culture the seeds require to be sown in

autumn, and the plants to be grown gradually on through the

winter, when they will flower in early spring. W. G,
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THE COOL FLOWER HOUSE.
I WAS much interested in the discussion which took place some time
ago in The Garden for and against cool or unbeated greenhouses.
Being very anxious to grow many jilants which, in this cold climate,
will not live without protection, I was glad to see that several
people thought much could be done under glass without artificial

heat. I began to make my own experiments about this time last

year, and as I think I have been very successful I wish to let others
know what I have done, in the hope that it may be of use to people
like myself, to whom expense is an object, and who can neither put
up liouses, with all tlie latest improvements, nor liavo men and fuul
to keep up such houses when built. My beginning was very small

;

it was a lean-to house, 7 ft. by 10 ft., with a south aspect, and
having a Vine border outside, my little house being a continuation
of the Vinerj' . I planted a Marechal Niel Rose in the Vine border,
and trained it up inside. It was a veiy small plant, struck from a
cutting the year before. I made an inside border, in whicli I

planted several Ferns and Lycopods, which, though not the most
delicate, would not grow outside in this part of Ireland. I also had
some shelves made, and filled them with zonal Pelargoniums and
Fuchsias. The results were, the Marfichal Niel did not flower, but
grew well, and is now covered with buds, some of which will be open
very soon ; the Ferns are all alive and throwing up strong fronds

;

the Lycopod is fresh and green; and the Pelargoniums and Fuchsias
look well, the former already sliowing the colour of their flower-buds.
I should add that during the very severe frost I had an old carpet
drawn over the glass at night. I am so pleased with this that I am
making a larger house, in which I shall have room for more variety
of plants, and I should be obliged if any one will give me advice or
suggestions about planting it. I have made a peat bank at the back
of this new structure, which is also a lean-to, facing tlie south, and
in this inside bank I mean to plant Ferns, &c. The size of the
house is 25 ft. long by 8 ft. wide. C. E. T.

Antrim.

PLANTS FOR A SUNLESS GREENHOUSE.
The best plants for a sunless greenhouse arc Camellias, which may
be used in a variety of ways, either planted out to clothe the
walls as a background for Ferns and other ornamental foliaged
subjects, or grown in pots or tubs as centres of groups, for which
purpose they are well fitted, as their dark leaves show up in pleasing
contrast with others that are variegated like those of the Coprosma
Baueriana and Eurya latifolia variegata, both of which are great
acquisitions in any house, as they are exceedingly showy, and always
look bright and in condition the whole year round. Another
plant that will do well almost anywhere is the Aspidistra Im-ida
variegata, which succeeds admirably in a window or hall,

where there is not a great deal of light, and holds its own in a
gas-heated atmosphere where few others would live. All it requires
is plenty of water and'to ha^e its leaves sponged occasionally, so as
to keep them free from dust, which, as they are large and smooth,
is a very easy matter, as the sponge may be quickly run up them
without fear of harm. Not only will the Aspidistra stand an impure
atmosphere, but it needs little soil and may be kept in the same pot
for years. Imantophyllum miniatum is nearly as accommodating
in this respect, and, besideshaving fine, dark, healthy-looking foliage,

bears magnificent heads of orange-scarlet, Lily-like flowers. So fine

and showy is this plant, that it should be in every house, and for
window ouIt\ire I can specially recommend it, as plants there
generally get killed by mistaken kindness in giving so much water,
but as the Imantophyllum wedges the pot it is in full of roots, and
is half aquatic in its nature, it cannot well be overdone with mois-
ture, as it takes up a great deal in the twenty-four hours. Calla
Kthiopica is likewise a desirable plant, thriving in sunshine or shade,
and sending up its stately flowers at a season when white flowers
are most acceptable.

As to Ferns that may be grown in a sunless greenhouse, their
name is legion, and I will only mention a few of the best, among
which are the Aspleniums, such as A. bulbifemm, A. biforme, A.
flaccidum. A, canariense, and A. fceniculaceum. These are all free
gi-owers and very ornamental, especially A. biforme and A. flacci-

dum, which are gracefully arching, and therefore most effective in
vase.s. For large houses where there is plenty of room, Wood-
wardia radicans is grand, as is also W. orientalis, whicli is

not so spreading, but very handsome and noble looking, the
young fronds when they first come showing a good deal of colour.
Phlebodium aristatumis likewise very distinct, the frondsof this being
of a rich glaucous silvery hue that show up in pleasing contrast with
the deep green of others. Lomaria chilen=is is a fine, bold looking
Fern, and Cyi-tomium falcatum must not be forgotten, as that stands
among Ferns for distinctness of character, like the Holly among
evergreens, and, like that shrub, it is bright and cheerv looking the

whole year through. Adiantum cuneatum, the popular Maidenhair,

should always have a space, and Pteris cretica albo-lineata ought
not to be left out of the list, as that is a very beautiful kind. Seed-

ling ti-ee Ferns are stately objects, and when they get too large to

be accommodated may generally be got rid of to advantage in ex-

change for others. The most serviceable among these are Dicksonia

autarctica, D. squarrosa, and Cyathea dealbata, and to i.ssociate with

these there are the Palms, such as Chamterops Fortunei.Areca sapida,

Cocos AVeddelliana and Latania borbonica, all of which may be
kept in a small state and healthy for years, provided they are

never allowed to get too dry at their roots. The New Zealand Flax,

Phormium tenax, and its variegated foiins are also fine plants for

mixing with others, and more particularly Avith Palms and Ferns,

with which they associate we'd, and then again there are Aralia

Sieboldi and A. Sieboldi variegata, botli striking in size of leaf and
appearance.

If climbers are wanted nothing can surpass the Lapagerias,

which love shade, and to see these at their best they shoirld be
planted near each other, that their shoots may commingle, and then,

when in flower, the effect of the one is greatly heightened by the

contrast of colour with the other, as the red and white blend well

together. S. D.

CROSSING CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
A CHOICE double Carnation seldom produces seed of itself, so arti-

ficial means must be used to fertilise the plant in order to obtain

new varieties. The pollen must be taken from one flower with a

small brush, and applied carefully, if necessary, on several successive

mornings, to the stigma of the other, from which you intend to save
seed. This operation must be performed a few days after the flower

has been fully opien. If it has been successful the flower will close

up and wither in a day or two afterwards. Tou must watch the

plants which 3-ou have crossed, and when you observe that the bloom
is decayed, and the pod is commencing to swell, carefully remove
the petals (winch, it loft, fonn a domicile for earwigs and other

insect pests) one by one : and after cutting awaj' the sepals, make
little slits down the calyx to prevent an accumulation of moisture.

Be very careful in these last operations not to damage the style

or pistil in the slightest degree. "When the seed-pod is ripe, which
will be about the end of September to the middle of October, it

should be gathered, labelled, and laid by carefully in a dry place
until nest March. Do not be in any hurry to gather it ; leave it on
the plant till both stalk and pod are thoroughly diy and yellow.

Keep the seed-pod entire till next year ; the seeds are always better

kept thus. If you like you can shell them out about next January
in the long evenings, keeping each crossing distinct, and counting
and labelling each lot of seed. Be careful about the flowers you
cross with one another ; cross flakes mth flakes, bizarrcs with
bizarres, not flakes vnth bizarrcs, and so on indiscriminately. In
the same way with Picotees, cross heavy edges with heavy edges,
light with light—the object being, of course, always to obtain the
good qualities of one and the good qualities of another combined in
the new seedling.

Crossing is performed as follows : The ovary is situated at the
bottom of the calyx (or sheath of the flower), the pistil with its

horns or styles is attached to it, and the anthers (which bear the
pollen) are situated among and under the petals of the flower. In
some varieties the anthers rise well in the centre of the flower, and
in others they are situated far down in the pod. Before the anthers
have burst and shed their pollen carefully remove several of the
centre petals together with the anthers of the flower from which you
intend to produce the seed, being very careful not to damage the
liistil. When the styles show from the viscid condition of their
extremities that they are in a condition to be fertilised, carefully
rcmoi'c a little of the pollen from the anthers of the bloom with
which you wish to fertilise the seed bearer, and delicately apply it

lo the tips of the styles of the latter. This is best done with a fine

camel's-hair brash drawn to a point between the lips. The operation
is then complete, and until the pod is ripe and dry the plant must
be carefully sheltered from wet, which is always fatal to the
ripening seed. Until the cross has been satisfactorilj' effected the
plants must be kept well shaded to prevent the evaporation of

moisture on the tips of the styles which is essential to fertilisation.

Pollen, in the case of some varieties, is verj' scarce, and, indeed, on
a first examination often none will be apparently visible ; in these
cases an ingenious mode of procedure is recommended, viz., working
the brush deep down among the petals in the pod, whence it will

generally return bringing up some pollen.

If you are troubled with thrips, which are sometimes terrible depre-
dators of the pollen, cut the male bloom before complete expansion,
and then if placed in water in a cool room it will ripen its pollen for
j-our purpose. A careful record should be kept of the circumstances
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of the cross, and for this purpose a book may be'kept, in -whieli every

crossing is registered with a number ; and a little parchment ticket,

such as jewellers use, may be tied on the stalk of the seed-bearer as

soon as the cross has been effected, with a number on it correspond-

ing to the number of the paragraph in the book which refers to

that particular pod. The parents of the seed must of course be
chosen as carefully (to compare great tl'ings with small) as those of

a racehorse, none but the most perfect or distinctive blooms being
allowed to fertilise blooms of equally sterling qualities. Let cross-

ing be done as early in the season as possible, to give the plants the

best opportimitv of ripening their seed. Sometimes }-ou will find

that a variety throws up no pistil. In this case the centre petals

must be carefully removed, the pollen from the male parent lodged
nicely on the top of the rudimentary ovary or pericarp, from which
the styles, if they did exist, would naturally rise. GlEOFLE.

NOTES AUD QUESTIONS ON THE INDOOR GARDEN.

Hot-air Heating'.—Many are beginning to acknowledge the

fact that heating' by hot water is an expensive system, and are cast-

ing about to find something better. This has caused a system of

heating by means of hot water and air combined to become invested
with considerable interest ; but upon mature refiection I cannot but
think that it is WTOng. Many shrink from putting up glass because
the expense of boilers and pipes is so great

;
yet adding an additional

pipe for hot air considerably increases the first cost, and by bringing
the outside air through this pipe, the consumption of fuel must be
increased. What Is wanted is a good and eificient system of warm-
ing the atmosphere in plant-houses at a minimum cost, and some
such system I saw in use at Mr. Gower's nursery the other day, but I

am not posted up in the details of its working. The original cost, I

was told, is very trifiing, and the consumption of fuel about half that
required for an ordinary boiler. - B. P.

Taberneemontana coronaria.—Of this beautiful stove shrub
we grow a few with our Gardenias, and the quantity of blooms that one
plant annually yields is quite tljreo times that of the Gardenias. In
many cases, too, thoabsence of perfume Is a recommendation rather
than a detraction, as the scent of a large quantity of Gardenia
flowers in floral decorations becomes overpowering, and in hand or
button-hole bouquets it is desirable to liave a choice of scented as

w'ell as scentless flowers to suit the tastes of all. The Tabern^mon-
tana succeeds under conditions exactly similar to those suited to the
Gardenias, but, like the latter, some varieties are much more flori-

ferous than others. The best sort we have we call T. coronaria, but
it exactly corresijonds with one alluded to in The Gaeden' (p. Hi)
under the name of T. camassa. The foliage is of moderate size, and
the heads of flower average from twelve to fifteen in a buncli, while
some A'arieties with much larger foliage only produce two or three
flowers in a bunch.

—

James Ghooji.

Ohorozema elegans.—This is useful for clothing back walls
of cool Vineries or greenhouses. It has been in flower with me
since the end of February, and by its appearance will last some
time yet. Its racemes of brigiit flowers hanging down the sides of

the wall give a cheerful aspect to the house, and, flowering as it does
so freely, it has been much admired. "When once it has reached the
top of the wall it sliould be cut back when done blooming, as it

grows freely, and produces plenty of young wood upon which the
succeeding crop of flowers depends. I may add that this, like mnny
other climbers, should not be nailed to tlio vrall ; wires stretched
across about 10 in. apart are quite sulficient support, and when
hanging over these the plant is much more attractive than when
nailed in closely. It is easily kept clean by well syringing it after

it has flowered.—J. 8. T.

Planting Out Dracsenas.—This system, though not generally
adopted in England, is extensively practised in Continental nurseries

and gardens, and as regards its results we have ample proof in the
large importations of greenhouse varieties which annually reach us.

The stove varieties can also be grown successfully in this way.
Although they grow so rapidly when planted out, they lose neither

brilliancy of colour nor symmetry ; on the contrary, each leaf that

is developed seems to surpass its predecessor in beauty of colour
;

the size of the foliage is also considerably greater than can be
obtained by tlie ordinary method of pot culture. Small plants of

such varieties as stricta and terminalis, with six and eight leaves,

planted out in spring, grow into noble specimens by the autumn,
attaining a height of about 3 ft. Now is a good time to plant out a
batcli of well-rooted cuttings, or c^en plants six or nine months old.

For stOA^e varieties, a house or heated pit being available, construct
a bed on a well drained base ; the structure should be heated
sufiiciently to maintain a temperature of about from 60° to 65° by
night. The bed should be from 1 ft. to 18 in. deep, and should con-

sist of good peat, loam, and leaf-mould in equal proportions, with a
liberal addition of coarse silver sand ; these well incorporated will
be found to suit their requirements. Upright growing varieties may
be planted IS in. apart each way, and the more spreading kinds 2 ft.

It is advisable to liave the plants well established prior to planting
them out in not less than 5-in. pots, as when planted out with a
ball well filled with roots, a good supply of fibrous roots will be
concentrated round its base, thus facilitating the process of lifting.

Gradually inure the plants to as much sun as they will safely stand,
sliading lightly during the hottest parts of the day

;
gi'owing under

these circumstances, the plants will be benefited by more air than is

usuallj' given them when in pots. Syringe thorouglily twice a day,
and a liberal supply of water will be required at the root in hot
weather. When lifted and potted, the application of a gentle bot-
tom heat for two or three weeks will assist them to estalalish them-
selves in tlie pots, when they will be found to retain tlieir beauty for

a great length of time.— 11. G.

KOTES FROM BELGIUJiL

I SELBOM see in The Gaeden particulars of what is going on in

Belgium. The few people who do visit that wonderful gardening-

country appear to keep the information very much to themselves,

for anyone who is observant cannot fail to be struck with the
difference in many ways of the modes of saving labour there

adopted over and above the routine usual in this country.

Although wages are very low there compared with rates in

England, expense is not spared in reference to plant culture.

The plan adopted is to plunge nearly all the pots in tan up to

the rim of the pot. When examined and cleaned the borders

are broken down and remade with fresh tan, a plan which
dispenses with the necessity of continually watering pot plants,

and, as a result, washing all the goodness out of the soil, which by
this plan remains comparatively fresh for a great length of time.

Plants purchased in England have produced in Belgium
leaves nearly twice the size those ever grown in England.
I specially refer to the different varieties of Anthnrium. Palms
are pricked out into 2-in. pots and plunged in tan, they are

next moved into a 2|-in. pot, which is again plunged, and thus

large plants are grown in very small-sized pots ; the growth is

much more rapid, and the leaves are beautifully green.

In Messrs. Van Iloutte's establishment I was sliown evidence

of what severe weather they had passed through in the shape

of large Rhododendrons killed by frost. At the time of my visit

the east wind was driving the sand in clouds over the grounds

and spoiling the appearance of tlie beds of Hyacinths. It was
a most interesting sight to see acres of Hyacinths in diffei'ent

beds in full bloom. Great care is taken to mark all the varieties

wliich do not come true, and to arrange the different shades in

uniform beds. It does strike one as strange that there is not

more enterprise in England with regard to Hyacinths and other

bulbous plants, for there are thousands of acres near a river or a

railway (where coals can be got cheap) that would be equally

advantageous for both bull's and Azaleas, &c. M. Jules

de Cock informed me that he had exported this year very

nearly 30,000 Azaleas. Tlie secret with this plant,

wdiicii I have seen growing wild in its native hal)itat,is to keep

it in shade, and with the roots in moisture. The plan they

adopt for making all the flowers open at one time is to cut off

tlie whole of the shoots and flowers of any plant that is going

to open irregularly, and put it by until next year.

Plivia rainiata is now engaging nnicli attention, and seedlings

of it are -n'atched with the utmost interest. There is really no

market in Belgium for plants ; the whole are dispatched to other

parts of Europe. France is the great market for large-foliaged

plants, and I saw the other day, in some of the Paris .sitting-rooms

and libraries. Palms of such a size that when the pot was placed

upon a pedestal or table one could walk underneath the leaves.

The heads of the trees have to be tied up before they can be

taken through the doors into the rooms. The effect of people

sitting under the shade of these trees, with a fire burning in the

grate, and gas illuminating the foliage, with sometimes a coloured

lamp gla.ss on a wall bracket, is most striking. I am not now
referring to plants brought in for one day, or for a party, but

plants that are kept regularly in sitting-rooms. Gerniany also

absorbs a large quantity of these trees. For Azaleas and bulbous

plants the great market is England. At Messrs. "^'an Iloutte's

establishment a large staff" of men and -n-omen are kept for
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drawing aud colouring plates of plants and iiowei'S, which they
print on the premises. Judging from what I saw, I should tliink

there were at least twenty people thus employed.
M. Jules Van Mol, at Messrs. J. Linden's establishment, ex-

plained to me fully many of the very interesting and useful com-
mercial plants whicli M. Linden has collected. The plants are

classed and kept in different houses, but everywhere 1 noticed the
system of plunging in tan adopted, which saves so much time and
trouble. They have no fewer than seventeen different varieties of

Ficus in their collections, and some others that are not named.
Many advertisements having appeared seeking to dispose of

the well-known establishment of M. Jean Nuytens Verschaffelt,

which covers so many acres and contains such an interesting

collection of plants, 1 asked M. Verscliaffelt what price he expected
really to get for the collectiou, and he replied, "At least .£6000."

lie further stated that he would let the whole of the premises
with the glass at a rent of £140 per j'ear to the purchaser, which
includes goodwill; so that any one with a small capital could
make arrangements to take over this business, which was at one
time second to none in Europe. One can, however, see, when
comparing it with the establislnnents of Messrs. Lindeu and Van
Iloutte, that it requires the fostering care so necessary to success.

It must have been a great blow to M. \'erschaffelt when he lost

his son, so remarkablj' talented in languages and having such a
perfect knowledge of plants.

An English gentleman resident at Bruges, who rents large

gardens in the city and neighbourhood, told me that there is no
marliet in Belgium for fi'uit. Prices rule at such a rate that it

hardlj' pays for the picking. The t'urrants are of enormous size

—nearly as large as Cberries—and surely would pay well to send
to England. I suggested his trying to preserve them, but, owing
to the high duty on sugar, that is quite out of the question. This
gentleman has lately covered one south wall with 10,000 metres
of glass. I heard from several quarters that the King intended
to make a large vegetable garden for producing early vegetables
with the intention of sending them to the London and Paris
markets, in order to convince tlie farmers that it would answer
their purpose to do the same. Everyone spoke of the King as one
of the most cntei'prising spirits in Belgium, trying to impress
commercial notions upon his subjects.

Vegetables, I observed, were quite as forward in Belgium,
under glass and in tlie open, as they were in the Paris gardens.
In the Botanical Gardens at Brussels, in the centre of the town,
anyone can walk round the beds and see all sorts of vegetables
grown in the greatest perfection. For instance, last year I counted
eight varieties of Lettuce, so that anyone wishing to see which
variety is the finest could go and copy the name on the spot, take
it to a seed shop, and obtain the variety. This equally applied to

Cabbages, Buckwheat, and Cereals. If such matters were pressed
upon our authorities at Kew, wdio boast of the information given
to the masses that visit the gardens upon Bank holidays, &c.,

what would be their reply ? or if they were asked to allot a small
portion of that costly establishment for the information and edu-
cation of growers of vegetables and the general public, what
would they say ? Large spaces are, however, allotted to

specimens of wild and commercially valueless plants, simply
for the benefit of the few, not for that of the masses;
and yet wholesome and well-grown vegetables form one of the
principal items of expenditure in every household in the United
Kingdom. It would, indeed, bo a boon to many who visit Kew if

there were some space allotted to the cultivation of the best
varieties of vegetables, fruit trees, and ornamental garden annuals,
all distinctlj- named, so that the people might be able to see for
themselves the names of those thej' would like to cultivate.

Horticulture in a form to instruct and help the masses can
scarcely be said to be a feature of our national garden, and the
authorities there might well learn a lesson from the King of the
Belgians. If the Eoyal Garden at Kew be not a proper place
to exhibit the advances made in the vegetable kingdom, perhaps
some of your readers will point out a better site. Vegetables
would not require so much time and trouble as is expended on
Eoses and Geraniums, and yet they would teach much more
valuable lessons to the occasional visitors.

Malvern House, Si/denham. T. Cnni-SXY, F.L.S.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

Cliantbus puniceus, or Glory Pea of New Zealand, is, I fear,
killed, as ere this time last year it was in full flower and very hand-
some.—W. KOBEETS, Penzance.

PLATE CCLXXXIV.—MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

Selecting the best from the long list of perennial Asters, or

Michaelmas Daisies, as they are called, is no easy task for

those unacquainted with them. As a rule, they are a some-

what despised class of plants, simply because the commonest
possess a somewhat dingy appearance ; such, for example, as

the old A. dumosus, may be seen in almost every cottage gar-

den, and one or two others which have small fiowers of no
decided colour. There are, however, some really beautiful

Michaelmas Daisies, but it is only within the past few years

that they have become generally grown. Three distinct types

of Aster may be readilly distinguished by their habit of

growth ; first, there is the alpine or dwarf-growing kinds,

from 6 in. to 3 ft. m height, such as A. alpinus ; then the

tall-growing kinds, varying in height from 3 ft. to 9 ft.; and.

lastly, those with spreading slender stems, such as A. tur-

binellus, patens, ifec. A representative selection should include

some of each of these sections ; therefore, of the dwarf
kinds, we would recommend A. alpinus, a handsome sort,

about 9 in. high, which produces large purple-blue flowers

during summer, and which is excellent for rockwork. A.

Amelias is also one of the most beautiful of hardy perennials;

it grows about 2 ft. high, and produces a profusion of bright

purple blossoms. There is also a large flowered variety of it

named bessarabictis, which is even mucli finer than the type,

but a little taller in growth. A. longifolius var. formosus,

called also minor and minimus, is an extremely fine plant,

remarkable for the profusion with which its heads of deep
rosy-pink flowers are produced on stems about 2 ft. high.

The Pyrenean Starwort (A. pyremcus), though not so showy
as the last, is a desirable early autumndlowering plant ; it

grows about 2 ft. high, and bears large heads of lilac-blue

Uowers. A. Keevesi is a pretty little variety, with slender

stems laden in early autumn with tiny white flowers. A. cordi-

folius, A. Lindleyanus, and the Galatella section (A. dracun-

culoides and linifolius) may be added to the dwarfer growing
kinds ; also A. sericeus, a remarkably distinct and pretty

kind, End A. versicolor, a dwarf sort, with flowers I in.

across, changing as they grow older from white to mauve.

The kinds with a spreading habit of growth are extremely

graceful, and ought to be in every garden, as the slender

sprays are specially useful for cutting purposes, in which

state they last a long time in perfection There are not

many, the best being A. turbinellus, a sort wiili large

mauve flowers ; A. patens, with a similar spreading growth,

but with smaller flowers ; and A. laxus, a fine species, with

pale purplish flowers produced freely early in autumn. The
tallest growing kinds are very numerous, and most of them
possess a striking similarity in habit of growth and flowers.

The most distinct are the largest kinds—A. Novre Anglire

and its varieties roseus, pulchellus, and A. Novi Belgi, all

of which are well worthy of culture, as they produce a

fine effect planted in back rows of borders ; A. Chapmani,

A. Drummondi, A. puniceus, and A. Shorti, all about 5 ft.

high, should also be included in a selection as well as

those which bear doubtfully authoritative names, such as A.

purpuratus, A. ainethystinus, A. elegautissimus, and A. mul-

tiflorus, which may be found in trade lists, not omitting also

the elegant little A. ericoides.

Where a larger collection is desired, the following should

be added, viz. : A. Tradescanti, sikkimensis, trinervis, cabuli-

cus, fragilis, formosissimus, prenanthoides, and diffusus.

Culture and Position.—As regards their culture, it is

simple enough ; they like a good soil, but do not refuse to grow

in any kind. The cptestion to be considered is rather how the
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plants should be placed. The dwarf kinds are excellent for

the rougher parts of the rock garden or the front rows of a

mixed border, and the taller and more vigorous sorts do well

for naturalising, and all are valuable for cutting purposes.

The kinds represented in our plate are A. longifolius for-

mosus, the small rosy flower on the right ; A. Amellus bessa-

rabious below it ; A. IcBvis, the purple flower on the left ; A.

NoviB Anglice roseus below it ; while the small one in the

centre, with rosy-purple and white blossoms, is the pretty A.

versicolor, which changes colour according to its age.—W. G.

NEW ZEPHYR FLO\^^ER (ZErHYRANTHES TREATI^)
This is a handsome addition to our lists of hardy bulbous plants,

foliage, which in the Atamasco Lily is thiclf aud very narrow,
with rounded edges and not shining, while in Z. Treatite it is

channelled with acute margins, aud is bright green and shining.
The flower of Z. Treatia; is handsome, being pure white, be-
coming pinkish with age, and the segments are longer and recurve
more than in the Atamasco Lily. It is a native of wet or moist
places in Florida, where it was discovered by JMr.g. Treat, in com-
pliment to whom it is named

; it flowers there in April aud May.
Z. Atamasco grows in drier localities, flowers several weeks earlier,
aud extends more northwards

; hence it has a hardier constitution
than Z. Treatiaa. Our drawing was prepared from a plant vphich
lately flowered in the Royal Gardens, Kew, where it is grown
very successfully iu pots, but it may be grown equally well in
well-drained borders of light soil in the open, provided the
situation is warm and sheltered and the plants are afforded a slight
protection duriug severe cold, treatment which would apply equally
to Z. cariuata and tubispatha, both very beautiful spe<^ies, but
far too rare in cultivation. W. G.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

New Zephyr Flower (Zephyranthes Treatise).

though botanically it is very nearly related to the Atamasco
Lily (Z. Atamasco). It, however, differs from that species in the

FKUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

Heading Down Old Trees.
In the case of all trees, whether grown under restriction or free

from restraint, there comes a time when growth nearly ceases, or
at least the growth made lacks vigour, and the power and stamina
of the tree seem to have deserted it, the bark loses its natural
healthy colour, and the whole tree has a decrepit, hide-bound
appearance. Though it still contiuues to make foliage the leaves
lack substance, and look puny and sickly. When this stage is

reached the common practice is to dig it up and plant a young tree
in its place. From want of a little discrimination many a tree
wltli a good deal of useful work in it has been thus condemned.
Of course no one can bring the dead to life, but if tlie symptoms
are simply those of exhaustion, and there is no canker or decay
visible, cutting the head off will very likely restore it to health

;

at any rate, I have seen the plan succeed so often that, even in

doubtful cases, it is worth a trial, as, should it fail, there is only
one season lost. Let ns suppose there is an Apricot, or Peach, or
Plum growing against a wail ; for several years it has borne but
little fruit, and that little has been small and inferior; it still

produces blossoms, but tiiey fail to set, or if they set, they drop
in the stoning. The best thing to do is to head it well dow-n, for

the old channels up which the sap has flowed have become con-
tracted, and we must get as near the source of supply as possible,

therefore do not be afraid of cutting down low. It is a drastic

remedy, which will either kill or cure. If the tree has vigour
enough left to stand it, a long useful period will be added to its

life ; but if it succumbs, it will siraplj^ he terminating a useless

existence ; the tree must, however, be very far gone if this kind of

treatment does not bring it round. The roots should be examined
either the season previous to the operation or the season after-

wards, lifted, and brought nearer the surface, and some fresh

turfy loam should be put round and amongst their feeding ex-
tremities. Crushed bones aud soot are excellent stimulants to

apply at the same time, as they do hot clog up the soil in the

same way that farmyard manure does, and they impart a wonder-
ful vigour and substance to the leaves, and a tree with puny
foliage cannot bear good fruit. A tree headed down, if its roots

have been attended to some six or twelve months previously,

will often bear a good crop within two years after heading

down ; therefore there is very little time lost. It is gene-

rally thought that the only time wdien root - pruning or

lifting can be done is in autumn or winter, and although I

should not recommend any tree that is bearing a good crop

to be interfered with in summer, yet, in the case of the trees

under consideration, I should prefer to lift their roots and give them
their supply of new food in summer, say about July, doing the

work if possible on a cloudy day ; or if that cannot be done, I would
erect a temporary shade till the roots become active enough to

supply the foliage. When the earth is warm, roots brought up

from a colder stratum to within 1 ft. or so of the surface laid in

good fresh earth strike out at once and have a marvellous effect

upon the tree for which they cater. Of course performing such

work in July requires more thoughtful attention than where
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there is little or no demand made upon the roots. The S3'ringe

or engine must be fiequentl}' employed to keep up the foliage

till the roots become acti\e, and the bolder should be mulched
with half-deciyed manure.

Watering- and Mulching,
I need scarcely say that there are periods io suniincr during

sudden bursts of bright sunshine when a good supply of water
would be exceedingly beneficial to all kinds of fruit trees, espccialh'

those trees growing against a wall. In such a position thej' often

fail to obtain their fair share of the passing showers in s\immer :

aud even if they do obtain it, the higher temperature they ai'e

exposed to renders an extra supplj' at times necessary. The fruit

from well-nourished trees is always finer and better flavoured

than from starvelings. It seems to be a necessity in making the

most of a garden to crop the wall borders with vegetables. No
one doubts that the trees would do better without another crop

growing in the soil appropriated to them and consuming their

food. But, somehow, nearh' everybody practises it ; it also

necessitates digging and manuring, both of which operations have
a prejudicial effect upon tlie well-being of the trees. Failing to

secure the whole extent of the borders for the roots of the trees,

most of the best cultivators adopt a sort of compromise—that is,

the front half of the border is planted with early vegetables

and salads, and the back part, from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in width,
is left unoropped for the double purpose of leaving

some portion of the roots undisturbed, and giving space to attend

to the trees iu the regulating of the summer growths aud other

matters that require frequent attention. It is not good policy to

dig the borders immediately over the roots of fruit trees in

winter ; better leave it till March, and then dig the front portion

and lightly fork up the back. This stirring the surface at that

.season lets the sun and air into the border to sweeten and warm
it and increase the activity of the roots. As the season advances,

and if dry weather sets in about June, a mulch of half rotten

manure over the roots of the trees will keep out the drought and
nourish them, and tlie waterings that will be given when neces-

sary will not evaporate so rapidly. In addition to fairly copious

supplies of wat(>r to the roots, the garden engine should be
ii.sed to wash the foliage in the evenings as often as possible.

AVater if it could be given often enough, applying it through the
engine with some little force, would cleanse the trees from insects

and add immensely to their vigour. Unfortunately, this

work is woefully neglected ; either from lack of time or

indifference, the garden engiue is not half enough used. It is

more necessary in the case of Teaches aud Apricots than other
trees, but a'.l wall trees woidd be immensely benefited by it. Trees
growing under the .shelter of copings do not get so much assistance

from passing .showers as if they stood fully exposed ; therefore it

is incumbent upon all cultivators to make good the deficiency, and
to do so with a liberal hand ; this is, in fact, one of the matters
that cannot be overdone. When the month of March comes round
again the decayed mulch sliould be spread over that part of the
border that is cropped with vegetables and be dug in. Dressings
in soot and lime or chalk may be applied to the borders of fruit

trees just previous to surface-stirring any time. They are very
useful stimulants and do not clog up the soil.

Insects and Diseases.
In some soils stone fruits are very subject to the attacks

of aphides of various species and colours, but, if I recollect

rightly, I have elsewhere alluded to the desirability rif

keepiug up tlie ti'ee's stamina, as the best antidote to insect

attacks, as if it does not act as a preventive, the attacks will

be lighter, and consequently easier to deal with. There is

something in the juices of a weakly, debilitated tree that the
aphides like, for no sooner does a tree get into bad health,
then they swoop upon it in myriads. But that is a law of Nature,
and is not confined to vegetable life only; the weak are ever
preyed upon by their enemies. But there are causes at work in

spring when the growtli is tender that nialies it necessary to keep
a watchful eye for aphides even when the trees are vigorous. A
few days of cold, biting east wind in April or May checks and stag-

nates growth, and whenever a check isfelt, insects will soon appiear.

I have often wondered where they come from in such vast numbers.
The trees may be clean and free from their presence, but, get the
wind iu the least to chill and cast a blight on everything, and the
insects, as if they had been lying in wait for a favouralDle oppor-

tunity to attack, appear in myriads. No doubt Iheir eggs had
been snugly hid away in the holes of the wall, in cracks and
crevices of the bark of the tree, in the folds of the shreds, and
wherever a warm hiding-place could be found. To deal success-

fully with insects, we want to ascertain something of tlieir habits

and' mode of living. When we know that they are liid up in

winter in a particular spot, and that they cannot help themselves,

we have them somewhat at advantage if we attack them then.

Thus, wherever the trees are much infested with insects, either

aphides or led spider, we may lighten our spring aud summer
labours somewhat by washing the wall with a strong solution of

soft soap or Gishurst Ccmpound, by uuuailing the trees and

renewing the shreds. All the old ones that are in good condition

may be used again after thej' have been scalded witli boiling

water. The trees should he washed with Gishurst Compound,
from oz.to 8 oz. to the gallon, well incorporated wltli the water.

Abrush should be usedforthcstrongbranchesou which are no buds,

brushinn- the solution well into the cracks aud crevices. Tliistliorough

cleansing when growth isdormaut,witli the use of clean training ma-
terials, whether the branches areuailed or trained to wires, enables U.S

to commence the,season hopefully, and generally delays the attack till

the blossoms are set, but not always ; sometimes in the case of

Peaches a few flies appear on the young shoots before the debris of

the flowers fall ; when this happens, a little Tobacco powder
puffed among them will keep them in check; in fact. Tobacco

powder is the only thing I have used for many years for earlj'

application, till the weather becomes warm enougii to employ the

engine, then a good supply of soft soap and water, used on the

principle of prevention rather than cure, is all that is necessary.

The old adage may be extended, for iu our attacks upon insects " a

stitch in time saves many more than nine."

The Black Aphis is themostdifficult to kill, but Ihave never

known Tobacco powder to fail iu its eradication; but it is power-
ful, aud the youag shoots should uot be dusted too heavily with it,

or it may injure them. It is best used in the morning, just before

the dew'has all evaporated from the foliage. In addition to the

Peach, the black aph.is attacks the young growth of Cherries:

fastens upon the yonug soft leaves at the ends of the young
wood. This fact often assists us in destroying them,

for the vouug shoots may bo bent down and dipped into a

basin or bowl containing a strong solution of Q.uassia chips, 3 oz.

to the gallon, or soft soap and Tobacco liquor, 4 oz. of the former

to 1 quart of the latter to the gallon of water ; but, as the strength

of the materials sometimes varies, it will be better to try anything

that is being u.sed for the first time at different strengths, until it

is found suitable for destroying insect life without injury to the

ves'etalile existence ; and the syringe or engine should be used

frequently, charged with clean water. Next to aphides come the

Red Spider and the Scale, but the latter can be dealt with

by winter dressing with Gishurst Compound, and the same, or soft

soap iu solution with some sulphur added, will tend to prevent the

appearance of red spider. The latter insect is such an insidious

little fellow ; he lies ensconced in the .wall, or hid away in the

axils of the buds, or iu the folds of the shreds till tlie summer
comes, and when, under the piressure of a week's hot weather,

the forces of the tree begin to wane, and tlie opportunity

he has been waiting for has arrived, out he comes
and takes advantage of it to the full, and unless

his work is discovered, and remedial measures taken

immediately, many of the leaves may be honeycombed and
destroyed in a week, aud no tree can go through such an ordeal

without its general health suffering. Had the trees been kept

moist at the root, and had they been washed occasionally in the

evening with clean water, there would probalily have been no

attack, for red spider, lili'e all other spiders, dislike cleanliness,

and water is an abomination to them. In writing tliis chapter

upon insects I do not intend to speak of every insect that may
occasionally visit our fruit trees ; I am ouly taking the case of

those that are most destructive, and if the measures we adopt are

sufficient to keep off the greater evils the lesser will not do harm.
There are maggots and grubs, the larvaj of various moths, that

will coil themselves up in the foliage, but these can easily be de-

stroyed without much damage being done ; it is the insects that

breed so rapidly, such as aphides and red spider, that are u.sually

so destructive, and it is against them that special precaution-

ary measures must be taken. Next in importance in the

list of enemies to the fruit growers are the curls, blisters,
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blights, and mildews, or whatever name the various

maladies may be commonl}' known by. The curl or

blister is most probably caused by cold currents, as it is

never found on trees under glass, and very rarely found outside in

sheltered situations. It is only to trees exposed to cold winds

that it really pro\"es injurious. And it is to slielter and better

root-action—as the root-action is probably wealc and sluggish

—

that we must look for its removal. It has been tli ought by some
tliat it is caused by insects or mildew because these are often

present on blistered leaves, but they are rather an effect than a

cause. The best course to take witli trees that are badly Ijlistered

is to pick off the worst leaves, and syringe frequently with soft

soap and water, to encourage clean, healthy growth, and adopt

some effectual system of affording shelter during the prevalence

of cold, easterly winds ; at the same time lift the roots and bring

them near the surface, placing some mellow, turfj' loam within

tlieir reach to stimulate healthy root-action.

Mildew is often present with blister or curl, and may arise

from nearly analogous causes, \'v/.., sudden changes of temperature,

producing stagnation to the vital forces of tlie tree. Sulphur is

the acknowledged remedy for mildew in all cases when it attacks

vegetable growth, and it may be applied by dusting it on the part

affected, or be mixed with water and applied with the syringe or

engine, and if one application does not suffice follow up the

practice till the mildew is destroyed. Gumming and canker

sometimes attacks stone fruits, especially Cherries and Apricot?,

more rarely Peaches and Plums. Various causes have been as-

signed for it, but in my opinion it is caused principally by deep
rootiug or b}' planting in rich soil, thus gorging the sap vessels

and producing an unhealthy, plethoric liabit. Very rapid growtli

in young trees is not an unmixed good, and it is in tliose cases I

have seen the greatest amount of gumming and canker, and when
a tree is affected with gumming in its early career, it takes a long-

time under a careful regimen as to diet before the evil can Ije

eared. When gumming follows some local injury to the bark,

although that injury may be the proximate cause, it is not often

the real one. If the tree had not been acted upon by predisposing

agencies, gumming would not often follow a mere bruise or frac-

ture of tlie bark. Much discussion has at various times taken
place in the horticultural press as to the action of

G-alvanised wire upon the young wood of Peaches
trained on it, and that in some cases injury has resulted from its

use there cannot be adoubt. But if we grant thiswe muststillaslfthe

question. How is ittbat it does nut always have the same effect? as

galvanised wire has been used in many places with no such bad
result. I remember a good many years ago—for this galvanised-

wire question is no new one, though it comes up fresli every year
or two—I was speaking to a manufacturer about it, and though I

do not remember his exact words, tlie impression left on mj' mind
is tliat there are various qualities of galvanised wire, and whilst
some may be perfectly harmless others may be injurious. Even
supposing this statement to be correct, it is only a negative kind
of comfort unless we possessed some infallible means of telling

the harmless from the injurious
; but I should thinlc it would pay

some firm of manufacturers to make a genuine article that could
be guaranteed to be harmless to growth, as this fear of its in-

jurious effects prevents many from using it. There may, of course,

as I have already liinted, be trees predisposed to gum. Some may
be constitutionally liable in the same way that families in the
human species ma.j be subject to gout or other complaints. In
discussing the ailments of fruit trees, perhaps the most difficidt

thing to do will be to assign a convincing cause for tlic

Sudden death of large branches of Apricots. Old
and young, all are liable to this disease. A tree may be apparently
healthyandallatonce,withoutanycauseso faras wecan see, a large
limb, perhaps all one side the tree, may die and have to be cut away,
but the most marvellous thing about it is no sooner is the mischief
done than the trees set about repairing the damage, and in most
cases the space will soon be filled up again with new healthy
growth. The only way I can account for it is the tree receives
some severe shock. It may be drought, or something equivalent
to a sunstroke in the human family ; it may arise from carrying
too heavy a load, overtaxing its power, or anything else tliat puts
a severe strain upon the forces of the tree's life, so as to cause a
weakening or a paralysis of its powers. I never remember to
have seen this take place with trees cultivated under glass, and if

it did I should expect it to arise from the same causes. Apricots

are generally very thrifty when planted out in a cool house with
just the smallest possible amount of artificial heat to make the
blossoms safe on cold frosty nights in spring, and abundant supplies
of fresh air at all favourable seasons. The only suggestion I can
offer likely to liavc any preventive influence in the case of branch
dying is to plant in sound healthy loam without manure. Don't
crop the borders, and be content when the trees are young with
a moderate annual growth. Very rapid gi'owth in vouth generally
involves some sacrifice in after years. Tliu presence of lime in

some form is necessary to the health of stone fruits. It moderates,
hardens, and strengthens their growth, and dressings of lime or
chalk should be given wlien necessary, .scattering it over the
surface of tlie border in spring and liglitly forking it in.

E. Hobday.

FRUIT GROWING MADE EASY.
Sou, is an important element in the matter of successful fruit

growing, therefore the kinds of fruit sought to be produced should
be subordinated to the ground that happens to be at the disposal of
tlie intending grower. Having regard to the permanency connected
with an orchard or plantation, and in order to ensure the free and
kindly growth of the trees, the ground should be trenched at least

two spits deep, an operation which should, where practicable, be
completed in time to get the trees planted during November,
which may be taken as the best month in the year for the purpose.
Trenching is, of course, an expensive matter, but as its very bene-
ficial effects will be felt by the trees for years to come it should be
considered almost, if not quite, a si?ie qua non. The roots make
headway much more freely in ground thus moved, besides which
the surface water is thus enabled to drain away.

In trenching ground where the second spit is found to be of a
gravelly character, it is best to keep this at the bottom of the
trench

;
on the other hand, if there be a good depth of mould, I

should bring it to the top, and if the trenching is being performed
on some grassy ley, the turves should be turned bottom upwards and
well buried. As wireworms will verj' probably be met with herein

,

a few cwt. of salt, or salt and lime, per acre may be sown broad-
cast before trenching, and the sooner it is then trenched in the
better. Pesides being unpalatable to these little pests, upon many
soils a salutary eft'ect will thus be produced, and here 1 may
mention incidentallj- that in my opinion salt is an ingredient that
deserves to be far more generally used upon land than it is at

present. Premising that a good stiff, loamy soil is what is to be
planted, I should have little hesitation in deciding upon Apples or
Black Currants. I liave seen the Blenheim Orange and the Golden
Knob Apple doing well upon this soil; the former cannot be in

a wrong place, while the latter is an excellent dessert Apple. Many
other sorts no doubt grow equally as well as those just named, but
amongst the almost endless variety of this most useful fruit, it is

not my intention now to consider the rival claims of any.

I have mentioned Black Currants as adapted to a stiff, cool-

bottomed soil, and there is little doubt that that is the verj' best

for them ; but Cherries, Plums, and Nuts will also grow on that,

and likewise a stony one. Close observation of fruit trees in

their wild state will .ifford a point to the enquirer; as, foriustance,

where the common Sloe and Crab does well, there the Damson or

the Apple may be expected to thrive; so also, where the Gaskin
grows luxuriantly, it is a safe inference to draw that a Cherry
tree will grow equally well ; still, in deciding upon a site for an
orchard, the aspect as treated of in my last article (p. 404) must be
of vital consideration. Agbicola.

TAR DRESSINGS FOR VINES.
I AGltEB with " Peregrine " that tar ought not to be used ; no, not in

tlie smallest quantity. I have not read the article which "Peregrine"
criticised, and know nothing of the authority whish " O. P." (p. i44)
seems so anxious touphold. Put hadheallthe horticultural skill in the
country concentrated in his own person I should not follow him in

tarring Vines, or aught else. And for the simplest of all reasons :

it is not needful, and it is dangerous. There are no lack of killing

smears for Tines without tar. With cleanliness and soap and water,
smears are seldom needed. They are also going out of fashion, and
this is hardly the time to increase their number, augment their po-
tency, or add a new element of danger to their component parts.
And then there is tar and tar, coal and wood, or in other words
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Stockholm anil gas tar. " O. P." does not say which is used. There
is a very wide difference between them, and while I would strongly
condemn all or any tar in smears for living plants, no doubt coal
tar is by far the most dangerous. " 0. P." writes of tar in certain
proportions, as if it were as easil)' mixed with water, claj', and lime
as water is with milk. Did he ever tiy it ? He would find the mixing
of oil and water child'.s play to the regular distribution of tar in'equal
proportions throughout a smear. I have seen not a few trees killed
outright with a very little tar, and therefore express in the strongest
terms my approval of " Peregrine's " advice to let it alone. Not a
few of our smears smell vile enough already; they will become
simply intolerable if horticulturists get in the habit of adding tar
to the number of odours, rich and strong, with which so many
seem to have a pride in polluting and poisoning the atmosphere of
their hothouses. A flock of sheep immediately after its annual
dressing will be like a bank of Violets contrasted with Vines dressed
with tar suspended in the eye of the san. No, no tar, and I had
almost added no more nauseous smears of any kind. Better far
wash dirt and insects off than smear them in. Though the latter

may kill many pests, smears leave a residuum of dirt and insect
germs to form congenial seed-beds for future crojw. Many of them
are also as offensive to the eye as they are unwelcome to the olfactory
organs. D. T. Fish.

KENTISH FKUIT GAPiDENS.
In these the crop of bush fruits is abundant, and up to the present but little
(lamageJ by frosts, drooping-habited kinds escaping better than the erect-growing
ones. Currants are generally satisfactory ; but some of the strongest canes of
Raspberries have suffered from frost, especially that very strong-growing kind
the Prince of Wales. Cherries, PUuns, and Pears are now covered w-ith blossoms.
Even in the case of old, unused quarries, where the thinnest layer of soil has
been left. Plums or Damsons have Ijeen planted and fine crops secured very
often in seasons when finer trees in the rich alluvial soil lower down the hills are
all cut off by frost. I find that many large Hop fields have been planted with
fruit trees during the past winter ; standards or liush trees of Apples or Phims
have been substituted for every third row of Hops, and a row of Cob-nuts or
I'ilberts has been placed between the inten-ening two rows of Hops that are to bo
left for a tew years until the fruit is capable of profitably occupying the grouiul.
The Hops a c now being grubbed in the rows in which the trees have been planted,
and the rows that are left are being prepared for the growing season by fi.xing the
poles in position, and getting the intervening soil cultivated and cleaned. The
poles afford innsidrnilile shclier for the young trees, even before the Hops run on
them, and young fiiiit trees make rapid progress under such conditions. They
are usually planted in the soil merely broken up deeply by digging large holes,
but no fresh manure is applied at the time of planting. A top-dressing or mulch-
ing is, however, applied at this season, ami that gradually works down to the
rrots, while at the same time it keeps drought from affecting them. Many apply
all the manure wliich the trees or bushes ever receive as a top-dressing as soon as
a good crop is set, and that is done only in the case of trees that have a full crop,
for it is worse than waste to apply manure to trees that do not require it. The
hedgerows in which Damsons have been planted are now quite white with blos-
som ; that of Apples in the form of standards on Grass is just opening, and under
the shelter of tlie spreading bonglis an early crop of Grass is secured, and here at
present may be seen sheep and lambs quite at home in such congenial quarters.
The pasture in such orchards is of more value than that in open meadows, and it
is by no means rare for the crop of some orchards close by here to be sold for £20
per acre. Hereabouts orchards on the old-fashioned system are rapidly supplant-
ing all other crops. James Geoo.m.

Litttvu.

Two Strawberry Plants in a Pot. — The system ad\ o-
cated by Mr. JUuir (p. 4.51) of potting two Strawberry plants in one
6-in. or 8-in. pot is undoubtedlj' an economical plan, and one which
would dispense with a considerable amount of labour where several
thousand plants arc annually grown for forcing, but the question
arises, Would the fruit be of equal size and quality andcompare favour-
ably with fruit grown on the old system of one plant to a pot ? Several
years ago I saw this system tried, and the result was anything but
satisfactorj-, inasmuch as the two plants were very often in different
stages of gi-owth. When introduced into heat they did not start
equalh^ and one plant flowered and set its fruit a week or ten days
before the other ; therefore when this occurs it becomes difficult to
select a well-set batch to push forward for the production of early,
ripe fruit. In rcmoxing the plants from the house or pit used until
the fruits are set, a number of plants are generally selected at the
same stage of growth, say immediately after the fruits are well set,

so that batch after batch may be cleared out in rotation, according
to their order of ripening. Under the system of placing two plants
in one pot this could not be easily accomplished, as when the ripen-
ing period arrives one plant would often be considerably in advance
of the other ; therefore it would be difficult to treat successfully in
the same pot one plant with ripe fruit and one with fruit not finished
swelling so as to obtain the best possible results.— Pi.

Cultivating Young Orchards.— It is only in the richest
land that young orchards can flourish without good cultivation, and
as there are but few orchard soils that possess more than ordinary
fertility, the owners should be prepared for the early mellowing of
the surface of the ground occupied by their young fruit trees,
remembering that it requires only a very few years for the entire
soil to become filled with the network of their "fibres, and anything

short of broadcast culture will not answer. A shallow jiloughing in

spring may be sufficient, and cultivators and harrows do all the work
for the rest of the season. If the ground is onlj' moderately rich, no
other crop but the trees should occupy the ground, but if sulficiently

manured, hoed crops may be planted. The safe index for the kind
of treatment is to examine the annual shoots of the trees, and if

found less than 1 ft. long it will be seen that they want better treat-

ment; if 2 ft. or 3 ft., you maj' plant Potatoes, Turnips, Beans, or

Corn among them. For many soils and for most trees, shallow cul-

ture answers best ; and if the soil is already in a tolerably mellow
condition, a plough will not be required, but an excellent substitute

be found in the Acme harrow, which will thoroughly and rapidly
pulverise the surface, while it cannot tear up the roots. Later in

the season, the smoothing harrow will take its place, which, like the
Acme and other harrows, passes over the roots without tearing them.
—Country Genlhman.
Diseased Peaches.— I send for inspection a box of diseased Peaches. I

understand that the same disease showed itself last year, and I cannot discover
the cause of it, I do not think there is anything wrong so far as management is

concerned. They have been regularly watered and otherwise well looked after.

—J. V. [We liave often seen Peaches in the condition of those sent, but cannot
say what ails them. Their cracking, rotting, and dropping has nothing to do with
any fungus.]

SEASONABLE WORK.
Pines.—The bottom-hent in the fruiting-pit should range from S0° to 85", and

the temperatme of the house from 70'' at night to S5^ by day. fifaintain a moist,
growing atmosphere by syringing over the surface of the beds and dampuig the
floors, and run up to 90^ after closing for the day. .See that the plants are regu-
larly watered with guano water or liquid in a diluted form, and feed the stem
roots by syringing the latter into the a.xils of the leaves after the house is shut
up. It light houses require shading use a light material through the hottest part
of the day only, as heavy shading, by shutting out solar heat and light, reduces
the necessity for liberal ventilation, and produces elongation of the crowns and
suckers, from which the latter never recover.

Successions.— Shift Cayennes, Rothschilds, and .Taniaicas intended for
winter fruiting into 10-in. and 12-in. pots. Give them a brisk-growing top and
bottom lu at. Keep them near the glass, and dispense with shading after they
]\ave taken to the new soil. Young stocks generally ntay now have more heat
and moisture with a corresponding increase in the supply of air. To have a con-
stant supply of ripe fruit from a limited number of plants, a few of the strongest
suckers should be st irted at short intervals.

Vines.- Early Gr.apes now ripening w^ill require very little fire-heat to main-
tain a gradually declining temperature, uirtil the minimum touches 58°, with a
circulation of dry warm air. Gradually reduce s.vringing, but do not discontinue
the damping of paths, floors, and walls, and adopt every means for keeping the
foliage clean and healthy until the Grapes are cut, otherwise the loss of the
princip.al leaves at tins early season will injure the Vines and aft'ect the next crop
of fruit. Late kinds, including Alicante, Lady Downes, and Black Morocco, should
be treated as Muscats during the time they are in flower. Keep the atmosphere
softened witli moisture on fine days, and allow the temperature to range from 68^^

at night to 80° or 85° l)y day. Thin Hambnighs as soon as they are set to allow
ilnscats to stand over for a few days until the profusely fertilised berries begin
to swell. Pot Vines intended for next year's forcing will now require the final shift.

Vse clean 12-in. pots and good turfy loam and crushed bones in a dry warm
state, pot finnly, and return to bottom heat. Water separately and shade slightly

for a few days. When fresh root action has set in, secure Ann short-jointed wood
liy full exposure to sun and light, liberal ventilation by day, and early closing
with strong solar heat.

Melons.—As good Melons caimot be expected where the foliage lipens before
the fruit, see thiit the roots are well fed, and the house carefully syringed every
afternoon until the most forward show signs of changing for ripening. Plants
growing in pots may receive more water as soon as the Melons begin to swell,

but if planted on hills, watering shotlld be deferred until they have attained the
size of large Walnuts. Carefully preserve all the old leaves, thin out all spray,
and support the fruit on small pieces of board before the weight becomes a strain
upon the vines.

Melons in pits and frames cannot have too much sun and light. Ventilate
with caution, and close about three o'clock with moisture when the fruit begins
to swell. Attend to linings and covering, as nights will be cold until after mid-
summer. Earth up successions \* ith strong loam, and prepai'e fresh beds for
successions by the time frames uow full of Potatoes or bedding plants can be
dispensed with.

Strawberries.—If g<:»od pits are available, get all the best kinds arranged
near the gla^s, \\H\\ plent,\' of r.Kim between the pots. Ventilate freely, and shut
up with strong sun-heat and moistiue when the fruit is set. Where extra large
fruit of exhibition kinils is desired, thin off all side and inferior blossoms before
they open, support with sticks, and give diluted liquid at every watering. Early
forced plants that have been hardened off and rooted, may be planted out for

autumn fruiting. Soak the balls, ram the soil very hard, mulch with rotten
manure, and water with the hose in dry weather. W. Coleman.

The Plague of Rabbits.—We have lately passed through
one of the most liberally planted gardens in England, and were once
more surprised at the patience which endures tliat so much money
should be spent on trees, and shrubs, and plants to be so quickly

destroyed by these creatm-es—Conifers, Piriks, Carnations, Aucubas,
Chestnuts, and scores of beautiful plants in every direction, muti-
lated, nibbled, and killed ! Some precaution ought to be taken in

all our large gardens against tliis needless destruction. In these

places there is space enough for these pests to pursue their destruc-

tive ways upon the farm or the woods without letting them run riot

on the choicer contents of the garden. Some of the Conifers we saw
in this case were very expensive and choice. The gardener should
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be protected from his enemies. There can be no good reason for

cultivating nine-pennyworth of rabbit in lieu of ten shillings' worth
of damage. Not only trees and shrubs are destroyed, but many
flowers are eaten up—in fact, few flowers can be found which are

not liable to destruction by rabbits. We have seen so much damage
done, even in the face of some care in precautions, that we appeal to

our readers to free the garden, pleasure ground, and choice planta-

tions from the plague of rabbits. Many places are almost alive with
them. The gardener has a good deal to light against to bad seasons,

with diminished help in many cases ; and it is cruel in him that
what he produces, and what lie has the care of, should be destroyed
or hopelessly disfigured.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE GENISTAS.
These form a class of pretty free-flowerino- shrubs, many of •which

are of a creeping or trailing habit, and therefore suitable for

Genista tinctoria.

planting- on the exposed parts of rockwork, where they flower

during the greater part of the summer; and, although deciduous,

some of the species are, owing to the bright green colour of their

stems, almost as effective as au evergreen, while the stronger-

growing kinds keep our shrubberies gay with their 3'ellow, Pea-
shaped flowers. A few of the most distinct are :

—

G-. SBtnensiS.—A native of Mount Etna. It grows from 12 ft.

to 15 ft. in height, and is one of the most effective of the larger

kinds, bearing very fine flowers of a bright yellow colour. This was
last season very showy near King William's Temple at Kew.

Gr. elata.—A strong-growing and showy kind, attaining a height
of from 12 ft. to 15 ft., and flowering towards the end of the summer.
Of this there are several large clumps around the Pagoda at Kew.

G-. ephedroides.—The flowers of tliis, although small, are
produced for a long time, and the general aspect of the plant is like

that of Ephedra distachya ;
hence its name.

Q-. hispanica.—A distinct kind, resembling a dwarf, procumbent
variety of the common Furze. Indeed, it is found under the name
of Ulex hispanica in some nurseries.

G. lusitanica.—A spiny shrub, some i ft. or 5 ft. high, flowering
early in the season, and remarkable among the Leguminosa^ from
having opposite branches.

Gr. monosperma.—Very common along the Mediterranean
coast, where it is of great service in binding the loose, shifting sand;
with us it forms an upright-growing, white-flowered shrub, i ft. or
5 ft. high.

Gr. prostrata.—A jji-etty, creeping kind, wliich flowers during
May and June, and is more thickly covered with foliage than many
of the species.

Q. sagittalis, one of the dwarfest ; in this the leaves are
sparsely produced, but tlie stems, being peculiarly winged and jointed
and bright green in colour, are as effective as if clothed with
foliage. It is a pretty and distinct species, very suitable for rock-
work.

O. tinctoria.—A common English plant, which, according to
the locality in which it is found is either creeping or a showy little

under-shrub. Of this there is a double-flowered variety, which is

very ornamental, the flowers being more persistent than those of the
type.

Gr. triquetra.—The stems of this are curiously three-sided and
of a bright colour. It is a native of the south of Europe, trailing
in habit, and one of the prettiest of the whole race. It flowers
during the early summer months.

All the above bear yellow flowers except G. monosperma, in

which they are white. II. P.

UOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES. SHRUBS, & WOODLANDS

A Valuable Evergreen Tree.—We have been for a number
of years now making a serious mistake in our gardens by planting a
number of really tender evergreens which escape in mild winters,
suffer in ordinary ones in many districts, and perish in severe ones.
The matter is well illustrated now in our gardens. Even in some of
the warmer southern counties gardens and plantations are terribly
disfigured, owing to the evergreens having suffered so much during
the past few winters. All the more remarkable is it that at such a
time the curious and handsome Japanese tree Thujopsis dolobrata
should have escaped as if wholly regardless of cold. In looking
round the gardens at Battle Abbey the other day, deploring there, as
elsewhere, the effects of the winter, we were surprised to meet with
a very fine specimen of this tree in the most perfect health and the
freshest beauty. It is to be then one of the evergreens of the future.
It is probable that the effects of the past few winters will lead to a
consideration of our planting lists ; at any rate they should do so.
People should not always plant costly subjects not certain to remain
in health a dozen years. We do not oppose the planting of evergreens,
though believing too many are planted to the neglect of the hardier
and, in some respects, handsomer deciduous trees. But wise planters
should consider well the evergreen they plant, and recognise the fact
that there is not one out of a dozen evergreen trees offered by the
nurseryman really hardy. We should have selections of evergreens
that will resist British winters. The Scotch Kir, the Yew, the Hem-
lock Spruce, the Virginian Cedar, and the western Arbor-ritse are
types of the hardy character we want, and among such a hardy
selection we should place the curiously distinct and beautiful
Japanese tree above named.

Yews and Chestnuts.—The approach to the Wimbome
Minster Cemetery, Dorset, consists of a fine avenue of Horse Chest-
nuts, planted about fifteen years ago. They were considered rather
wide apart, and about eight years ago between each tree a Yew tree
was put in. This seems to have produced most unfortunate results,
for the Horse Chestnuts are rapidly dying. The effect, whatever it

may be, Is at present attributed by "the Board to some poisonous
property proceeding from the roots of the Yew trees. We should,
however, be very thankful if some one experienced in this subject
would throw additional light on the case, and which of the two it
would be best to sacrifice. I may observe that the soil is a fine, deep
loam, and is much valued for gardens or potting.—W. T.

Hedges around here are looking grand, being finely in flower ;

and tlie Blacktliorn contrasts nicely with the light green leaves of
tlie trees. I almost doubt that, even in autumn, when the tints are
so numerous and beautiful, whether the colours of the trees in
returning to life, as it were, are more handsomely contrasted than
they are in spring. The Sj'camore (Acer pseudo-plantanus) presents
several tints in spring, as well as in autumn. Hedges are also in a
glow with the Pilewort (Kanunculus Ficaria), Primroses,Violets, and
the pretty little Strawberiy-leaved Potentilla (P. fragarioides).—W. EoBBETS, Pencance.
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Araucaria imbrioata.—This is one of our best evergreen
trees for decorating parks and lawns. With a little shelter from cold,
biting winds, it succeeds well if planted in free, rich loam It is

admirable for planting where cattle are grazing, as they cannot in-

jure it in any way. The age of an Araucaria may be roughly ascer-
tained by counting the tiers of branches and adding one-half to the
number. Two tine specimens may be seen growing side by side in
the flower garden at Dirleton. These trees are finely furnished
to the ground, and form a remarkable feature among the many
beautiful objects with which they are associated.—W. L.

Oatalpa speciosa Hardier than O. bignonioides.—
We find that our specimens of C'atalpa sjieciosa, or tlie Hardy
Catalpa, as it is commonly called, ha\-e not been injured in tlie least
by the past terrible winter, while the species Catalpa bignonioides
has been injured. The sp)eoiosa trees are but two years from nursery
plants a foot high. They grow with great rapidity and attain the
size of from 12 ft. to 20 ft., giving a dense shade and presenting a
handsome appearance. The wood of this \ariety is now well known
to be of great durability, and, all things considered, we connnend its

use to our friends in general and to our western friends in particular.
Little trees may be purchased of leading nurserymen at a very low
price.

—

liaral New Yorker. [Can any of our readers say how this
new Catalpa grows in England as compared with the old and well-
tried kind ?]

The Aspen. — All I'oplars are interesting when the leafless

branches are covernl with male catkins ; but if one kind may be
considered mori' beautiful than another, I would say it is tlie Aspen
(P. tremula), tlie calkins of wliieh, being from 4 in. to C in. long,
hang down giaceruUy and give the tree a \ cry elegant appearance.—Alpha.

" With regard to trees, I passed part of my j'outh in the shade of
Burnliam Ueeohes, and have now the happiness of li\"ing amid my
own 'green retreats.' I am not surprised that the ancients
worshipped trees.) Lakes and mountains, however glorious for a
time, in time wear\' ; sylvan scenery never palls.

—

Beacoxsfield.''

ORCHIDS.

SHADING ORCHIDS.
Convictions founded on practice, and still further -supported by
what is to be seen in half the plant-houses throughout the kingdom,
have long led me to the conclusion that half the evils which alfcct

plants cultivated under glass are directly traceable to want of suffi-

cient light, either through tlie plants being kept continually too far

from the roof of tlie house they occupy, or through the houses not
being constructed so as to admit sufficient light, or through their

being unfavourably situated, so that the light is intercepted by other
objects in the immediate vicinity of where they stand. The convic-

tion is often forced upon me that the cultivators of most plants
grown for the various jjurposes of decoration have not realised this

all important matter of light so fully as fruit growers have. But in

coming to this conclusion, the dilference between use and ornament
needs to be taken into account ; fruit is grown to be eaten, and
decorative plants are grown to be looked at, consequently the latter

are often kept in positions in the houses in which they are cultivated

very mucli less conducive to their well-being than the fruit-yielding

plants, and to some extent they even must be, for except in the case of

climbers trainednear thereof,no one could tolera tea collection of plants

gTOwn in pots kept elei"ated close up to the roof, even though they
would gain much in health by being so placed. Thus it follows that

so far as possible to make up for the disadvantages of not being able

to keep them in the most favourable position, it is not alone necessaiy
that the house should be so constructed and situated as to give

abundance of light, but that in the work of shading no more light

should be shut out than cannot be avoided. This holds good with
by far the greater number of plants cultivated under glass that
require shading from the sun, but with none more so than Orchids.

The time of year has now come when the sun has much power, and
the J'oung tender growth of many Orchidaceous plants will bear less

of its rays coming directly on tliem than they are able to stand after

the leaves are more solidified. This is so well understood by those
who have had anything to do with the cultivation of Orchids, that it

is a comparatively rare occurrence to see much injury done to these

plants through the sun's action ; but, as much cannot be said for the
opposite course of over-shading, and in the anxiety to preserve them
from harm and to secure large leaves of a deep luxuriant green
colour, the shading is too often very much overdone, not unfre-

quently through the material used being too thick, but still oftener
through its being immovable, thus shutting out the light so much

needed by the plants on the many sunless days which we have and
during the mornings and evenings.

This is bj' no means the first time I have pointed out the evils of
overshading Orchids, and the more I see of the cultivation of these
plants the more I feel confident of the injury it does them.
Wherever I meet with a large or small collection in better and more
robust condition than usual, it is generally where less shade is used
than many growers would look upon as needful. It has frequently
been urged that the use of movable shading in the shape of blinds
and rollers was costly as regards the wear of the material employed
and the labour of running tliem up and down ; than this, however, a
weaker argument could scarcely be advanced in support of a bad
course of treatment to jjlants of such value. If Orchids are worth
the money they cost, coupled with the still further cost of providing
house-room, fuel, andthe labour indispensable to their cultivation, it is

the v.'orst possible economy to withhold the appliance and labour
requisite to protect them from the sun without inflicting the injury
inseioarablo from shutting out the health-giving lielit.

T. Baine.?.

ORCHIDS AT CLAPTON.
In the vast establishment of Blessrs. Low & Co. Orchids are
always of paramount interest, and invariably the visitor inay find

some new or rare kinds in flower not represented by a single plant,
but by hundreds and often thousands. Just now there are large
importations of Aeridcs received in fine condition, and among them
we noted the now A. Locanum, which promises to bo a fine addition
to tins beautiful .giuius ; A. crispum and the fine varietj^ Limilcy-
anum, some of which are iri flo^^er, yield a delicious aromatic per-
fume \\hich is ^ery powerful. A. maculosum will probably
again become less rare, judging by the quantities just imported,
all the plants seeming to have had scarcely any check
in growth, and like remarks are applicable to the
hitherto rare Vanda Batemo.nni, the pretty while blos-

somed V. Denisoui and the new V. Boxalli, said to be a variety of
V. lamellata, liut abundantlj' distinct from a cultivator's point of
view. Some of this importation are flowering, and among them are
some with remarkably highly coloured lips, much brighter even
than the speoiuien we saw some time ago grown in jScotland. Pro-
bably there has never before in E urope been a finer or more numerous
lot of Low's Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium Lowi) seen in flower
than there is here ; the importation occupies half of a spacious house,
and almost every plant is bearing one or more spikes, the majority
having three blossoms each on a spike. There is a striking diversity
of tint among the flowers ; some of the finest varieties have the long
sepals of a pleasing bright violet-purple and t'ne characteristic spots
much heavier than in others. It is a Acry handsome Orchid, and
should be included in every choice collection ; being a Bornean
])lant, it requires a hot and moist atmosphere to develop it properly.
The fi.- e new C. Lawrenceanum is large'y represented, and the hand-
some flowers are already appearing, which indicates its free-flowering
character. This species is particularly remarkable for its finely

marbled foliage, which is more conspicuous than any other kind. C.

Argus is another handsome species wdiich has been imported largely,

the flowers of wliich are very distinct, and some of the forms are
far more attractive than others. C. hnvigatum, C. Stonei, C. cauda-
tum may likewise be seen by the tliousand—an evident proof of
their popularity.

Dendrobiums.—There are not many of these in flower now,
but there arc a few^ specially worthy of notice. These are D. aureum
philippinense, a very handsome variety, very distinct from the typical
D. aureum, or D. heterocarpum as it is more often called. The
flowers are 2^ in. across, the petals broad and white, the lip long,
white in the lower half, yellow and marked with fine dark lines in
the shell-like cavity. The stems grow ii ft. or more in length, and
when thickly furnished with their attractive flowers they have a fine

appearance. There is a very fine importation of this ; therefore it

will probably become widely distributed. D. Lowi is a much finer

species than we thought it was when we saw it here in flower some
weeks ago. The flowers as they are now are a clear yellow with a
narrow lip furnished on its upper surface with conspicuous deep
orange-coloured hairs. The flowers are about 14 in. across, and have a
long spur projecting behind. The stems are long and slender, and
appear to be very floriferous. An unnamed species in the way of
the pretty D. barbatulum is highly attractive, and promises to bo
a veiy desirable plant. The flowers are pure white, about 1 in. across,

the lip and petals broad and of great substance, and produced in
dense racemes from the old bulbs similar to the singular D. secun-
dum. D. tortile and its jiretty pink variety roseum is in flower, and
very attractive it is when a large mass is seen as here. The beauti-
ful D. Freemani is still very showily in flower, a condition it has
been in for some months. W. G.
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Oattleya Skinneri.—The plant of this shown the other day

at Kegenfs Park was perfection itself as regards flower, having

twelve spilces on it fully expanded. It was in an 8-in pot, planted

level witli the rim, and has been in the same pot about ten years.

What I wisli to notice is, that here we have a plant which has

violated all the conditions usually recommended by Orcliid growers,

who mostlj' recommend the pots to be kept free from conferva and
jMoss; whereas tlic pot in tliis case was as green as could be. It has had
no fresh compost given it, and it is low in tlie pot

;
yet it thrives

admirably. Why is this ? I have always contended that in the

surrounding conditions—atmospheric moisture, heat, light, shade,

and sun, kc.—lay the great secret of success. Except these are right

no amount of attention will do ; the ordinary answer one gets wlien

enquiring about such successes as that in question is, " The plant

grew in an ordinary liouse, and had very little care bestowed on it.''

But this is not enough ; if those who grow any plant or plants

extra well would be good enough to let us know all the conditions

under which they succeeded, such as elevation, moisture, and general

surroundings, tliey would be doing good service. I do not advocate

coddling, yet perhaps producing the conditions under wliich this

plant grew in some localities would be called coddling.— J.

Oeouchee.

Dendrobium Falconeri.—We have at present a plant of this

Dendrobc witli 129 fully expanded flowers on it. It stands about
3 ft. high and is trained in a circular form round stakes. It is said

to be a shy grower, but with us it is as free as D. nobile. We grow
it in a mixture of Spiiagnum, charcoal, and a very small quantity of

rough peat. It is in a 7-in. pot, and is one mass of lovely flowers.

Have any of j'our readers a larger plant ?

—

^Y. Thomson, Jun.,

Tireed YincyarJ, Clorenfoffh.

FERNS.

OUT-DOOR FERNS.
Having briefl3' referred to the leading points to be observed in the

general management of indoor Ferns, I propose to notice the largo
section of the same familj' suitable for out-door cultivation, whicli

are fitted to give beauty and grace to many a dingy spot if only
judiciouslj' managed. Hardy enough to bear the frost of our most
severe winters, and yet so chaste and lovely, they ask only for a
quiet corner or sheltered, sunless nook, where in light subdued, and
soft with soil for their roots, such as has been before described, they
will flourisli satisfactorily. Many are the kinds suitable for such a
place, and if tire situation is more exposed tlian I have contemplated,
there are j'et many species capable of enduring even strong wind
and a large amount of sunshine. In the arrangement of a i'ernerj'

it is advisable to plant the largest growing Ferns first, following
them with the next largest down to the smallest. By this plan it is

possible to avoid placing the small ones too much under the shade
of the larger growers, where thej' would be deprived of the necessary
light. Let eaoli Fern be so arranged that its form may be distinctly

seen, and that it may also have room for its healthy development
under tlie influence of its own share of light.

Osmundas.— Beginning with the large growers, let us take the
Osmundas, a family of which our British Osmunda regalis (the Eoyal
Fern) affords a good example. By some, these are called flowering
Ferns, from the resemblance which the fertile fronds bear to spikes
of diminutive flowers, for instead of the spores of these Ferns being
produced underneath the fronds, they come on the upper portion of
some, wliile in others they are produced on spikes which have no leafj'

resemblance to the barren fronds, but rise perpendicularly from the
centre of the plant, somewhat like ears of Wheat on their stalks. Of
this singular feature we liave an illustration in tlie Osmunda cinna-
momea of North America. Tliis Fern, from its great hardihood, is

well fitted for out-door culture, and makes an interesting addition
to the hardy Ferneiy. It should be well sheltered from the sun and
wind. It grows from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, the barren fronds rising
from the crown in shuttlecock form, the upper portions spreading
gracefully outward. These fronds are divided to the mid-rib or
rachis, the divisions or pinnse being lilce a row of toothed leaflets up
each side of the racliis. The frond in its widest part is from 6 in. to

9 in. across, from wliich part it tapers both upward and downward
in a lanceolate fasliion. When just emerging from the crown the
fronds have a peculiar woolly appearance as if they were covered
witli white cotton, and in their incipient stages of growtli each
crown might be mistaken for a small Mushroom. The fertile fronds,
which rise from the centre of the crown to a height of 3 ft. (and may
be three or four in number), boar the spores in small cases on short
branches covering G in. to 10 in. of their upper portion, and these
assume a light brown colour when the spores have fallen out.

Osmunda Olaytoniana, also from North America, is not
easy to distinguish from the foregoing Fern until the fronds begin
to unfold themselves. They then display a lovely softness of colour
which makes this species more cliarming than O. cinnamomea,
though the form of the plant is very similar to that of the last

mentioned. Tliere is, however, this difference, viz., that instead of

the barren and fertile fronds being independent of each other, in

this plant the spores arc produced on a number of the pinnic on each
side of tlic rachis, between the middle of the frond and a few inches
from the apex. On this account this species is also called 0. inter-

rupta, the line of barren pinnte being interrupted by several fertile

pinnte, which are completely hidden from view beneatli the oases
containing tlie spores.

Osmunda gracilis is a lovely North American Fern, and
answers in all respects to the Britisli 0. regalis, except tliat all the
portions of the fronds are of a lighter character, the rachis and
stipes being thinner, and the pinnules narrower and less solid than
in 0. regalis, characters which give the plant a much more graceful
appearance than belongs to the British Eoyal Fern, or 0. regalis.

0. gracilis grows from 2 feet to 3 feet high, and the fronds are
lanceolate and bipinnate, i.e., the pinnae which branch from the
rachis are again divided into small leaves or pinnules, these latter

being from 1 in. to 2 in. long, ^ in. wide, rounded at tlie base
and pointed at the end ; colour, a lovely green. The spores are
produced at the ends of the fronds, taking the place of the upper
pinnae, and clustered all round the ends of the rachis and the little

branches attached to the rachis near tlie ends. All these American
Osmundas are desirable, and tliougli perfectly hardy are well worth
a place under glass, where they show their richness to perfection.

Osmunda regalis, as before said, differs from 0. gracilis only
in its stronger and more robust and rigid character. In suitable

situations it gi'ows to a large size, sometimes approaching 5 ft. in

height, and occasionally 8 ft. or 10 ft.. Peat or bog should enter
largely into the compost in which the Osmundas are to grow, and
they should have also an abundance of water ; indeed, 0. regalis

seems to grow best when planted where its roots can reach and be
constantly in water ; hence they are more suitable for the base of
roclcwork than for the top, unless provision is made to supply them
with water in dry weather. It sliould be said 0. regalis will stand a
good deal of sun and wind if its roots are wet enough.

Onoclea sensibilis deserves to be mentioned with the
Osmundas, because its spores are produced in " cases " on separate
stalks, at the tops of which they appear like clusters of dark brown
beads. The barren fronds, which are damaged with very little sun-
shine, rise to a height of 2 ft. and are very attractive in appearance,
being of a delicate green colour, and, when j'oung, tinged witli ruby
at their edges. They are pinnate, and the pinnre are deeply toothed
at the edges. Their fronds are triangular, being so far across the
base to the leafy portion as from the base to the point, and this is

frequentlj' 1 ft. T'liis triangular part of the frond is supported by a
stalk 1 ft. in lieiglit, growing out of a creejiing rhizome. This latter

sjireads o\ex the ground and soon makes a group of plants. Onoclea
sensibilis is a very hardy Fern, and makes itself quite at home in a
sheltered part of the garden, or in a plantation, growing quite as well
as a native Fern. If grown under glass it is exoeedinglj- beautiful.

The soil in which it grows should be made light and open with peat,
or leaf-mould and sand, and it should never be allowed to get dry
at the roots. W. Birkenhead.

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER AT BROMSGROVE.
The fatal ISth of January settled most of vaj shrubs, exposed as

they are and must be, do what I will, to the fierce blasts of the
north-easter. Common Laurels are all dead ; C'olchic crippled
generally ; but L. rotundifolia almost uninjured. C'ryptomeria
elegans and other choice shrubs omnes ad uniini interfecti sunt (I
hope their manes will forgive me for making them masculine).
Hollies are damaged, Bays dead. In fact, the more exjiosed portions
of the shrubberies have been dug over long ago, their contents
burnt, and the soil replanted with Austrian Pines and other frost-

proof evergreens.

As regards fiowers, the Snowdrops were late and unsatisfactory.
Strange to say, I can grov/ neither the Snowdrop nor Violet satisfac-
torily, although I succeed with many things much more difficult to
cultivate. Heijaticas were pretty good ; Iris reticulata and Scilla

sibirica came out beautifully, but the winds and frosts of the last
week in March ruined the blooms, as did those of early April the
blooms of the charming Primula rosea and marginata. In the spring
garden Daisies and Violas are late, but the latter have stood the
winter without the slightest protection, and are now bursting into a
glorious profusion of bloom. And what a collection I have, and
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how grateful I feel to Messrs. Dickson, of Edinburgh, for introducing
such hardy and charming flowers ! Of pale mauves, or those in
which mauve or Frencli grej^ predominates, what can be more
delicate in their soft pearly beauty than Kcturata, Modesty, and
Multiflora, and last, but not least, the newly introduced Souvenir ?

Again, I have in full bloom the exquisite canaiy self Cj'gnet, the
azure Stricta azurea, the large blue Distinction, the grand crimson-
purple Acme : while the large white I'llrig Park, the bluish-purple
Alpha, and the indigo Holyrood are fast expanding. The show
Pansies, too, are glorious. I never saw a more beautiful flower than
the crimson Mrs. llirkmyre. In the rockeries the various Primroses
are fine, though somewliat singed by frost ; while I have a fine
specimen of Pulmonaria virginica in grand bloom. The Lilies
never promised better ; from auratum to candidum all are coming
up like Hop-poles. Eoses are a dead failure ; those which were
supposed to be alive at pruning time have stood still or gone back

double variety of the colour of auriculasflora), spring or summer
Snowflakes, Fritillaries, and Forget-me-nots, the last quite unequalled

in colour, to say nothing of shrubs to me unknown, as the fragrant

Peijpermint. The soil appeared to be nothing but a dry, hungry
sand, but it was \'ery deep and well manured with sea-weed. I have

flowered Fritillaria Moggridgei, and think it very dear at 2s. 6d. per

bulb. H. M.

SAWDUST AISD ITS USES.
Oi? lato a good deal has been written resj^ectmg sawdust as a
fertilising agent. I have known it to bo applied beneficiallj' in the

garden and on the farm for at least thirty years. In what I may
call its raw state it is, as "W. P.." (p. 382) says, fit for nothing but
growing fungus ; but I may add that there is other matter of as

questionable a character freely buried in many places in garden
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since. PiBonies, Irises, and the spring Phloxes promise weli, but

we sadlv want twenty-four hours' rain. Anemone apennina was

loaded with bloom, but I had not more than a couple of days' enjoy-

ment of its sky-blue flowers when a nipijing 12° of frost came and

turned the edges of the petals white. A. fulgens and stellata

fnlgens are thriving, the fonner glorious in a cool house.

Taking it altogether, this spring has been the most unsaiis-

factory in my experience. Many flowers have died outright, and

those which liavc lived to bloom have had their glory curtailed or

marred by bitter winds and frosts. But if May only be kindly, we
may yet summon new hopes. I was in Anglesey last week, and was

charmed to see the wonderful profusion and variety of Polyanthuses

in the well-kept cottage gardens. The boatman at the inn where I

was staying took me to his garden, where I saw growing, with most

enviable vigour, numberless Polyantlrases, Primroses (including a

ground. I allude to the practice of trenching and digging-in various
kinds of prunings, decayed wood, and sucli-like, all of which en-

courage fungus. This reminds me that about thirtj' years ago I

read an account, in a journal devoted to gardening, of a serious

premature decay affecting a line of verj' fine Coniferous trees in one
of the best Pinetums in the kingdom, and, on examination, the roots

were found to be covered with fungi. The explanation was to the
effect, as far as I can recollect, that an old hedgerow had been
levelled in laying out tlie ground, burying in the ditch both root and
top of all then growing thereon, thereby causing the production of

fungi. I have known two or three gardens laid out lately on
pieces of unequal ground on which there were considerable quanti-
ties of brushwood, scrubby trees, pollards, &c., the whole of which
was laid in the hollow places, and covered over to the depth of from
1 ft. to 3 ft. This was done for economy's sake, and also for drainage.
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There is a want of accuracy in tlie reasoning of those %y1io advocate
the application of sawdust to land—pure and simple. They argue
that because this article is beneiicial in rendering heavy land light

and friable, therefore it must be consistent to reckon it as manure.
Now this is incorrect. The chief principle I was taught in reference to

this matter.andhave since practised, istoput new lime in an accumula-
tion of sawdust, and when thoroughly slaked and incorporated to spread
it over the ground made ready for its reception. Neither lime nor
sawdust can be called manure, but botli are valuable agents in the
transition of heavy land to a more genial state, and consequently
better to work when used in combination. The recommendation of

saturating sawdust with urine is a good one, and I may add soap-
suds. By using sawdust as just described on retentive soils it will

prove beneficial eventually, if not immediately.
Torqvaii. John Cole McAedell.

CYCAS UNDULATA.
The distinct and noble looking' plant represented in the annexed
illustration is one ofMr. B. S . Williams' recent introductions, and will

be welcomed by all lovers of the Cycad family as a valuable
addition to that handsome group of plants. Although Cycads
differ considerably in appearance when young from tliat of a

maturer age, there is in the breadth and undulation of the piunfe

and bold graceful habit of the leaf of this plant something so

distinct from any species in cultivation as to justify its possessors

in considering it a new species. The species which it seems to

resemble most is the rather rare C. liumphi, which, however,
laclis the character, I'are in Cj'cads, of undulation so distinct in

the piant here figured. Few gardeners are unacquainted with
that most beautiful and valuable exhibition plant C. revoluta,

whose deep green feather-lilie leaves and graceful habit are so

effective in a group, and which may be seen in perfection in the
collection of j^Cycads at Kew. Besides this species, however,
there are others equally beautiful, of which C. circiualis, C.

peetiuata, C. media are good examples, and the smaller species,

C. gracilis and C. siamensis, with several other less familiar

kinds, may be mentioned as worthy of general cultivation.

None of the kinds mentioned are at all diiBcult to manage, a

remarli which may be said to apply to all Cycads, with very few
exceptions. In fact, it may safely be said that when once
established it takes a great deal of rongli treatment to kill a Cycas.
The Cycads are natives of various parts of tropical Asia, I'oly-

nesia, and Australia, C. undulata being a native of the South Sea
Islands. From the seeds of C. circinalis a kind of sago is

procured by the natives of Malabar, and in Japan the pith of

(J. revoluta, whicli abounds in starcli, forms a much esteemed
food. It may be interesting to some to learn that Cycads, although
resembling in some respects membej-s of the Palm Order, are in

no way related to Palms, but form a distinct Order in themselves
closely related to Conifers. By some of the earlier botanists they
were considered to be anomalous members of the Fern tribe, an
opinion held by Linnoeus. According to geologists, undoubted
traces have been found of members of the ('ycad family liaving

existed in this country at a very early period.
'

Z, B.

THE EOCK GAEDEN.
A DISTINCT and very interesting Fritillary is F. parviflora, a kind
much in the waj' of F. Thunbergi, but decidedly more showy, and
evidently a variety of F. verticillata. We had it from Messrs.
'Woolson and Co., Passaic, New Jersey. Saxifraga pedemontana is

also a desirable plant ; it has a ca^spitose habit and good-sized pure
white flowers. Delphinium tricorne and D. nudicaule should, I

tliink, be a.ssociatcd with alpines, it only in order that they may get

more attention paid them than they usually receive, and they are

worthy of it. Veronica cuneifolia, on account of its compact pro-

strate habit and abundant jjale blue flowers, produced so mueli
earlier than those of many alpine Veronicas, ought not to be omitted
from any good collection. Arabis petra^a, which is verj' dwarf and
distinct, has white flowers, resembling very much those of a
Hutchinsia. Thlox setacca and its varieties, where grown in large

tufts, show themselves very conspicuously. In brilliancy there

is nothing to compare with them, and a decided
advantage which they possess is that thej' put in an appearance
when Aubrietias begin to fade. Gentiana bavarica excels almost
in intensity of hue even that of the vernal Gentian. Although
somewhat similar in appearance at first sight, yet on close inspection

their distinctive characters are sufficiently obvious. At the base of
the rock garden we have means of turning on a little stream of water,
which in dry weather greatly benefits the plants. Associated with
this beautiful Gentian is the charming I'hyteuma Sioberi. Of all

the Kampions, I question whether there can be a better one of alpine
character than this. The secret of success in its culture is abundance
of moisture. Munby's showy little Violet should not be forgotten,
nor Eanunculus parnassifolius for a moist situation. The alpine
Lychnis is quite dazzling. L. a. lapponica only differs from it in
having larger flowers. Contiguous to the last named plants are some
half-dozen Lewisia rediviva already full of flower-buds. D. Fioniana
is a shrubby and little-known Daphne, and at the same time very
desirable. Thlaspi rotunditolium and lonopsidium acaule are very
pretty lilac-flowered crucifers. In the bog garden, Mertensia pani-
culata, M. virginica, and 51. sibirica are in flower. In the border,

I'olemonium rcptans and Orvala lamioidcs. T. D. Hatfield.

A PLAGIAEISM.
Is an " Epitome of Gardening," by Jloore and Masters, just pub"
lished, permit me to draw the attention of your readers to the fol-

lowing bare-faced plagiarism from my ehajitcrs on "Improved
Pruning and Training," in The Gakdex, and lately reproduced in

my book on that subject. On the subject of pruning, page 1.j3 of

the " Epitome," occur the following statements, which 1 give in a
parallel passage with that from the pages of The Garden and in

my book, omitting a few extraneous observations in the latter :

—

Fro}ri " Epitome of Gardcnivg." From" Improved Pruning J.- Traimiirj.''

Of late years the" extension system" Commencing witli a cut-down maiden
has in many cases been adopted. Tlie tree two shoots are led away ; as tliese

maiden tree is headed down and two grow they will push laterals or secon-
shoots led away li.^ht and left. Two dary growths, and of these two at least

laterals should be allowed to grow should be led from the upper side of

from the upper nde of them, one from each, one from near the base and one
near the base, the other from near the from near the middle of the shoot ; the
middle, all the others being pinched other should be pinched beyr.nd the
out beyond the second or third leaf second or third leaf, and kept pinclud
during summer, but cut away to the throughout the summer, but cut away
last bud in winter. The tree will thus to the last bud in winter. These shoots
consist of six shoots, probably 3 ft. to and laterals should be encouraged to

4 ft. Inng, whicli are not to be pruned grow,andliyNovemberthetwomaiuones
unless they are unequal in strength, a will probably be 3 ft. or 4 ft. long. The
defect which is rather to be remedied second jear all the buds should be
by summer pinching than by winter gradually rubbed oil except tliree on
pruning. The second year three young each of the six shoots- one close to the
shoots are to be left on each of the base, one about the middle, and the
six—one close to the base, one about point one. These young growths will

the middle, and one at the point, the in their turn produce laterals the same
rest being rubned ciT. These three season, as in the first year, and one or
shoots will produce laterals, of which two may be origijiated fl'om each on
one or two may be selected and laid in, the same principle, and laid in also,

and thus a number of moderately strong This dividing and subdividing of the
fertile shoots will be obtained, and at summer's growth spreads the vigour of

the end of the season a comparatively the tree into many channels, and pro-

large tree will be the result. duces a greater number of moderately
strong and fertile shoots. At the end
of the season a comparatively large

tree will be the result.

After what has been said respecting my book in the Gardeners'

Chronicle it seems hardly credible an editor of that jiaper and
author of the " Epitome " should have stooped to pilfer its pages ; but

the above passage speaks for itself, and is, perhaps, one of the clumsiest

plagiarisms that was ever perpetrated. We all know the horror your

contemporary entertains regarding such practices, and liow " a feeling

of what is due to the honour of journalism " has prompted it to read

.severe lessons to its neighbours occasionally, who have never been
guilty of an offence like the present, but henceforward let it be
dumb. The above, however, is not all. If any one can read the

instructions given in the "Epitome" (in the pages immediately

following that from which the above is abstracted) on the subject

of fan training, and come to any other conclusion than that they

have been written after a careful perusal of my directions for

training the Plum and other stone fruits, I shall be mueli surprised.

The tree with the ten shoots in the " Epitome" bears an uncommon
likeness to mine and is described now-here else. The worst of it is

the authors of tlie " Epitome " have given that passage from " Im-

proved Pruning and Training " as descriptive of the extension

system generally, but which is intended to only apply to "Peaches
under glass," and is wholly inapplicable in other cases. If the

compilers of the " Epitome " have not exercised more judgment
and discrimination in the rest of their work than thej' have done
in this, the book will be better out of any gardener's hands, for

it will bo liable to mislead. The authors have stated in the Chronicle,

too, that the extension system is old, common, &c., and in their

" Epitome " that it is a practice " adopted of late years 1
" I am

afraid this dual editorship is not a happy union. The mistake, too,

that the Chronicle has made in reviling unconsciously the delineations

of the " Gardener's Assistant," for which one of its editors is re-

sponsible, has amused readers. The hoax was unintentional, but it
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was complete. No one will be deceiverl by the C/ironicJc's attemi^ts

now to show that fig. 26.5 of the " Assistant " is not what it is ex-

joressly described to be. It cannot get over the express injunctions

laid down in the same page, to originate the side branches in " tiers,"

as there delineated, and to " depress them to nearly the horizontal

line"—;.e., right angles. Fig. 277 is still worse, and the trainer is

told to follow it accurately in every detail. The figures deserve all

the abuse the Chronide has bestowed upon them, but the editor of

that paper is their avowed advocate. The Chronide hopes if I

publish anotlier edition of " Pruning and Training," &c., that I will

be careful to state what is copy and what is not—a piece of imper-

tinence, which, to one cognisant of the laudable conduct of the

authors of the " Epitome," is enough to take one's breath away.
Sliould another edition of the " Epitome " be called for, it is desir-

able that tlie authors " be careful to malce their acknowledgments
to tlie right persons," and particularly to myself, whose work they
have abused and yet appropriated without a word of acknowledg-
ment to pack their own timid and meagre ijages. There is not a
borrowed line in my book that is not acknowledged, and as

for fig. 11, it belonged as much to me as to the "Gardener's
Assistant," for the diagram has been used before they adopted it.

I am quite sure that every honest man and gardener will be on my side

in tins matter, and I have letters from well-known men expre3si\'e

of tlio contempt felt for the conduct of your contemporary, and
wliicli will, I have no doubt, be intensified when they read this

further revelation. J. SiMrsON.
Wurilcy, Sh-Jjidtl.

NOTES AND HEADING S.

TiiK number of gardeners advertising for situations in the liorli-

cultural and other papers for a long time back, and the unusual
inimber of men known to be in the nurseries waiting for places,

:a regarded, and with some reason, as a discouraging prospect by
the rising generation of gardeners—always a too numerous class

considering the demand for their services. The depression of

trade, and particularly of agriculture, no doubt accounts for this

state of things, but the prospect is worse than it has hitherto been
for gardeners. The lists of bankrupts and bills of sale, &c., are

significant enough in themselves ; but when we hear of wliole

estates being left tenantle.ss—thrown on the landlord's hands, or

the best of the land being let at almost nominal prices in all parts
of the count rj', it bodes ill for the prospects of horticulture in

1>)'ivate gardens, lleductions are the order of the da}' ; even
market gardeners are said to be feeling the pinch, and no wonder,
for we believe that never at any time within the memory of tlie

present generation, at least, has so much of tlie produce of private

gardens found its way into the market as at the present time.
*

Good maj', however, come out of this state of things. Garden-
ing in private places will probably be cheapened, and measured
more h\ a debtor and creditor account than heretofore. There
are many wa3's in which it might be clieapened—in the manage-
ment and the formation of our gardens, and in the construction

of our hothouses. In all these there is a certain amount of pro-
dij^'ality apparent that might bo obviated.

'\\ e do not know whether the plan of remunerating gardeners by
a commission on results (in addition to their wages) has ever been
tried or suggested, but the idea is not derogatory to the dignity of

an employer or the position of his gardener, and the scheme would,
no doubt, be mutually advantageous in a pecuniary sense. Such a

system would probably lead to the doing of many of the simpler
operations of gardening in a cheaper, but not less successful way,
and gradually promote utility of purpose and economy.

*

The gardeners in private places are not better kitchen gardeners
than market gardeners of the better sort, but they have more
particular, not to say fastidious, notions of order and management
that tend to increase the cost of production. Nothing looks more
satisfactory than good crops and clean ground, and both of these
one sees in the nursery and well-managed market garden ; but in

private gardens much of the work tliat should be spent in purely
cultural matters is mis-spent in keeping useless walks and edgings,
trimming alleys and beds, and frittering away the labour to perfectly
useless ends. There are plenty of gardeners who, judging from
their practice, seem deeply imbued with the conviction that their

Onions or Carrots, &c., will never vegetate unless tlie beds iu which

they are sown are laid out on mathematical and accui'ate principles,

and the same crotchetty fastidiousness enters into all their operations

and is all profitless work.
#

But it is probably in plant culture more than anything else that

so much energj' has been wasted. The now popular and graceful

fine foliaged and flowering plants, including Orchids, that are so

much cultivated for decorative purposes, have greatly lessened the

gardener's work of staking and tying, &c., bnt much time is still

needlessly spent in the specimen business, not always with the

object of " showing," but simply from example and habit. Variety

anii artistic arrangement in greenhouses or conservatories and
such like structures have been too much lost sight of. It was no
uncommon thing to see good plant houses that never contained

anything from one year's end to the other but a few barren speci-

mens but whicli could have been made ten times gayer and more
attractive had they been furnished, or at least partly furnished,

according to the time of the year, with even the cheaply and
easily grown pretty plants that find tlieir way from Covent
Garden all over the metropolis in the huckster's barrow, whose
collections excite the admiration of provincial gardeners who see

them for the first time.
*

Some cultivators have deplored tlie decadence of hard-wooded
plant culture, and there can be no doubt that these plants are now
less popular than they were, but they have made room for a

greater variety,[and a more constant display of flowers; and
although one does not wish to see the days when our liner Heaths
and hard-wooded stove and greenhouse plants will lose favour, it

it is not desirable they should usurp so much attention and
favour as they have done.

Tlie flower garden is not the only department in which the

"one idea" system has been carried on, for in days hardly yet

gone by it was a common thing to see whole houses devoted,

perhaps, to Heaths exclusi\ely, another to Geraniums, and another

to Fuchsias, and so on, these being succeeded iu their season by
other exclusive subjects during the whole year—certainly a very
barren kind of gardening. Devoting a house to Roses or Orchids

and such like is another thing, Ijecause they are popular subjects,

and present ns with great and striking varietj', and are not so

ditTicult to manage comparatively speaking.

In the flower garden a reduction of the cost will come with a

simpler style and purer tastes. "\Miatever may be said of the

comparative cost of the formal style in the planting of the

garden, there can be no question that the terrace and parterre

garden, with its massive walls and other architectural adjuncts, is

the most expensive at the outset. In a terrace garden like that

figured in The GAitDEX last week thousands of pounds are sunk
before a sod is laid or a tree planted—sunk, as many think, for a

mere idea and in doubtful taste. The walks, edgings, and appur-

tenances of these gardens alone require much keeping, and kept
they must be, for the least neglect mars the effect of the formal
style. A superintendent of a well-known garden of this kind
told me lately that on being asked by his emploj'er to make some
reduction in the expenditure, he suggested it should be done on
the " terraces," which, being laid out in innumerable small beds of

flowers. Grass, gravel. Box and Laurel figures and edgings, &c.,

was the most laborious part of his charge. The weeding of the

walks and other intricacies alone required much labour. A simpler

plan, embracing more Grass and more flowers, and a greater

variety of the latter, the gardener was of opinion, could be kept

in good order with about two-thirds less labour.

#

Recurring severe winters and untoward springs have shown tlie

uselessness of not a few of our ornamental Conifers for planting as

single specimens on la'w ns or anywhere except in sheltered situations.

Numbers of Araucarias are ragged and blackened spectres, and
Welliugtonias, between frosts and exposure to the gales, are absolute

scarecrows ; but those who have been persuaded to plant avenues
of such trees and Pinetunis are just beginning to realise the fact.

Nordmann's Pine, the Deodar, Austrian Pine, the common Silver

Spruce, and common Cedar are really the only kinds in some
districts which have not suffered badly. The late east winds, the

most cutting and severe remembered, experienced for a long period

have completed the destruction begun by the frost, and now many
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Couifei'S are absolutely leafless, ^^'e do not remember to have seen

the common Deodar in this condition before, but both it and the

Abies Nordmauniana and a number of others are almost denuded
of leaves.

m

I am -willing- to admit that the modified recipe given by " 0. P."

for the gas-tar paint for Vines (one of tar to eleven or twelve of

the other ingredients) is a very different thing, not from smearing
with gas-tar, but from the original recipe given at page 318,
wherein a pint of tar to six of water is recommended and clay and
hot lime besides. There should bo no vagueness about such
matters, and if anybody has the courage to try the original recipe

perhaps they will report the result by-and-bye.
»

Mr. James Scrymgeour, of Dundee, is, according to one of

your contemporaries, rather hard on exhibitors. " The monopolising
care, attention, skill, and exertion required for special flowers,

fruits, and vegetables, for which they (gardeners) expected prizes

and honours, proved detrimental to the general interests of the
garden.'' In some cases where specimen plant growing is carried

out on a monopolising scale this may be true to some
extent, but in the case of fruits it hardly applies. Where
general excellence is aimed at a gardener cannot produce
single bunches of Grapes or single Peaches or Pine-
apples, &c., to order. He must grow these by the house-
ful to succeed in the production of prize specimens, and his

employer is more benefited by his success than any one else. I can
state that I never knew a constant and successful exhibitor of

fruit who had not proportionally good crops to show at the same
time. Sensational bunch growing may be an exception, but I am
here speaking of crops of general excellence. " Great bunches of

prize Grapes raised at the expense of numerous bunches nipped off

the Vine without the opportunity of ripening were, " 3Ir.

Scrym geour says, " not so sweet and pleasant as the ordinary
bunches." lie had tasted of the great berries of the prize bunches
andfound tliem"poor indeed," and the biggestbunch e^'ershown was
" as sour as Crabs." He extolled the gardening productions of the
working man, and asserted that they were in numerous cases as

good, and even better, than those,of the gentleman's gardener,
which is a satisfactory matter, and we are sure gardeners will not
begrudge the working man his success. PEnEGiiixE.

Ttie Excelsior Lawn Mo-wer.—We have made a, trial of
this machine and find it lias such good points as will permit of its

being recommended. Mowing machines may now be divided into

two principal classes—first, those which do their work best regard-
less of labour ; and secondl\% those which do their work reasonably
well, but with the least labour possible. All the American machines
whicli we have tried come under the second class, for, not being
provided with more than three blades, none of them will cut a lawn
without leaving ribs in the Grass—some more and some less, but all

showing this patent defect in the ej-es of a first-class gardener. Tlio

editor of the Field has tried the Excelsior, and says of it : The
English best machines can turn out work in which not the slightest
variation in surface can be detected ; but even with this in
their favour they require at least .50 per cent, more labour than the
Excelsior lawn mower of the Chadburu and Coldwell Company, 223,
Upper Thames Street. A H-in. machine of this make can readily be
worked by a man of average strength for hours together, even when
set to a good cut ; and this is no doubt a great advantage to many
gentlemen who either mow their own lawns or keep a single

gardener. A second cross-mowing removes the ribbing almost
entirely; but still the surface will not compare with that left by the
machines of the English makers. The cog-wheels are all covered
in, and the bearings are cast separate with a view to replacement
when worn out, all the parts being interchangeable, and obtainable
at fixed prices from the offices of the company.

Garden Appointments.—Hasness Hall, Cockermouth, Cum-
berland, Mr. J. Taylor, late of Isel Hall, Cockermouth. Clarendon
Park, Salisbury, Mr. Hill, late of Tring Park. Camp Ville, North
Shields, Mr. W. S. Campbell, late of Lucan House, Eipon. Fern
Hill, Thorpe Hamlet, Norwich, Mr. T. Lowns, late of Longford
Castle, Salisbury. Marston House, Frome, Mr. W. Iggulden, late of
Orsett Hall, Komford. Belmont, East Barnet, Mr. T. Record.
Melchet Court, Eomsey, Mr. Benham, late of Henham Hall, Suffolk.

Wherwell Priory, Andover, Hants, Mr. J. Spaven, late of Springfield

House, Ulverstone. Howsham Hall, Kirldiam, York, M. J. Platherly,

late of Hesterton Hall, York. Attingham Hall, Shrewsbury, Mr, W,

Spinks, late of Oaklands, Preston Brook. Greedy Park, Crediton,
Devon, Mr. W. Seward, late of Castle Hill, Devon. Grlyliffon Park,
Carnarvon, Mr. M. Hartwell, late of Muncaster Castle Gardens,
Cumberland. Elmwood, Biokley, Mr. J. Paul, late of Morden Hill,

Lewisham. Hazel Hall, Epsom, Mr. W. Manning, late of Fetcham
Rectory, Leatherhcad. The Cedars, Leamington, Mr. F. Southam,
late of Farthinghoo Rectory, Northampton. Ospringe House, Fa-
versham, Mr. H, King. Highcroft, Husbands Bosworth, Mr. G.
Radford, late of Streatham Hill. Caterham Valley, Mr. W
Millard.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Mid-season and Late Peas in Trenches.—For main
crops of I'oas we usually sow in shallow trenches—a practice con-
nected with whicli there are many advantages over that of sowing
on flat-dug ground, not the least being that most of the land that
has been dug up all the winter, and in first-class condition for seed
sowing, has been monopolised for early Peas, Potatoes, and other
crops that it is desirable to hasten to maturity as rapidlj' as possible,
leaving us onl}' quarters that have produced crops of winter Broccoli
or greens of some kind for our late and main sowings of I'eas, Beans,
&c. It is also frequently a gi'eat advantage to get one crop sown
before the other is cleared from the ground, and this can easily be
done by the trench method of sowing. Supposing the Broccoli or
Cabbage stumps are 3 ft. apart, we should take out a shallow trench
in every third row ; that will leave the rows of Peas 9 ft. apart.
Some good short manure should be dug into the trench, as if for
Celery, and the Peas should be sown thinly all over the surface,
which is far better than crowding them in drills. Some of the soil

thrown out should then be placed over the Peas, leaving the trenches
nearly level. By the time the Peas are up and fit for stakes, the
stumps of the preceding crop may be generally cleared away, and
the soil forked or dug over, according to whatever intermediate crop
is to be grown. A good coating of manure or even litter on each
side the row of Peas after they are staked will greatly help to pro-
long their fertility and i^revent mildew. One good soaking of
water and liquid manure will keep crops treated in this manner
green and healthy in the hottest seasons for a considerable time

;

and I may mention that, although we find the dwarf early Peas so
valuable for the very earliest crops, the produce from them is very
small compared with that of the tall varieties, which, it treated as
above described, continue to bear in succession for a long period.
The intervening spaces, being partially shaded, are invaluable during
hot weather for salads and other crops that enjoy partial shade, and
on soil that has not been previously occupied with the Brassica
tribe we general!}' get a late summer crop of Walcheren Cauliflower.

—J. Groom.

Dwarf Green or Scotch Kale.—One of the hardiest of
winter Greens, and about the last to run to seed, is the Dwarf Green
or Scotch Kale, a valuable vegetable in such seasons as the past, when
Greens have been reduced to a minimum. Seeds sown now, and
planted out after early or between late Potatoes, will be quite
forward enough to make good dwarf compact plants by the time
winter sets in, and tlie opener and hardier they are gi-own, the safer
thej' will be from excessive frost. The heads or crowns may be cut
towards the latter part of the winter, for we always use up all tender
Cabbage sprouts and similar Greens as long as they are procurable,
and, after the tops of these hardy Kales are cut off, they will

quickly become furnished with side sprouts, that are amongst the
most delicious of all the Brassica tribe, and they continue to produce
them without running to seed as long as sprouts are in request. As
soon as spring Cabbages become plentiful, the stalks may be dug up
and the ground prepared for succeeding crops.—J. G., Linton.

MAEKET GARDEN NOTES.

"Wild Primroses.—Very great is the number of roots of these
charming spring flowers annually lifted from woods and hedgerows
and sent to the London markets, and of all places to whicli such
sweet emblems of the country are sent, truly London is a bourne
from whence none ever return ; it seems to be gradually swallowing
up the most pleasing of our wild flowers. Plants are not alone, bow-
ever, thus destroyed ; those left are also largely deprived of their
blooms, and with them goes all hope of seed—Nature's means of
reproduction. It is difficult not to feel that in time this may lead to
the almost entire extinction of the wild Primrose. There are even
now vast districts in which it is not met with in a wild state, and
those in which it is abundant are from these caiises, and also from
the gradual diswooding of the country, being contracted. The only
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remedy for this state of things must be found in widely cultivating

this Trimrose for seed, and also for market, thus diverting the trade

in this plant into a better direction. In a market orchard not far

from here there may now be seen long lines, over 100 yds. in length,

of wild Primroses in beautiful bloom growing beneath Currant
bushes and overhanging fruit trees. These were obtained from a
Hampshire wood last spring, and were planted out in this shady place,

where they have done well. I trust as one result that the grower
win save a good quantity of seed and sow it. Thus in a few years

there would be no reason why millions might not be ready to supply
the market. What one can accomplish others may do ; and as the

Primrose will ever be dear to English people, it is certain that a very
profitable trade would be the result. No better method of saving
our wild Primrose from destruction in its native haunts could be
devised than the conversion of it into an universally-grown garden
and market plant.—A. D.

Marketing Vegetables.—This subject formed quite a
prominent feature lately at a farmers' club meeting, and the
following remarks in reference to it are made by a correspondent in

the Field : The Essex market gardeners suffered last year from the
over abundance of their crops, making vegetable produce to be a
drug in the market. The ordinary channels of trade were quite
choked up, and they suffered. There is a strong probability that if

they had taken the pains to go a little out of the ordinary course,

they might have obtained remunerative sale even then ; inasmuch as
all through the summer and autumn the generality of the public in

the metropolis and its suburbs found all kinds of vegetables grown
as scarce and dear as ever. Still, had it been otherwise for just that
once in a way that satisfactory returns could not be netted, ought
that to be deemed sufficient to decide the matter. A better system
of administration would no doubt do much, not only to cause larger

and more remunerative sales of vegetable produce wlien crops arc
abundant, but to cause markets to expand for it at all times and
under circumstances in general. All growers within a reasonable dis-

tance of either the metropolis or any large provincial town would do
well to avoid the ordinary channel of wholesale trading, because the
whole of tlie gilt would be onlytoo likely tobe taken off the gingerbread
by salesmen and middlemen. Ketailing from carts in the public
streets may lead to perfectly remunerative results even at the verj'

period when Cabbages raised less than ten miles from London do not
pay the cost of transit to Covent Garden JIarket. In some cases it

would 'also be found remunerative for growers to open stores or

stalls for the sale of their produce ; and no doubt an extension of
the principle of co-operation, baring for its object opening direct

communication with the public, would extend very much the facili-

ties forgrowing more crops, and making a profitable disposal of them
when raised. The extent to which the Continental white Broccoli is

made sale of in the metropolis was commented on. One speaker re-

garded this as interfering very much with the interests of English mar-
ket gardeners; but the very fact of foreign vegetables coming in largely
shows that there is abundant room for more home-produce to be
brought to market. Of course the earlier and warmer springs of the
Continent may send first fruits to Covent Garden before they can be
brought to perfection in this country ; but in this case there is no
competition worthy of the name more than when early Cherries,

Peaches, and Apricots are brought to Covent Garden from the Conti-
nent. At the period when the white Broccoli appears so generally
in the London shops, there is veiy little of that vegetable obtainable
from English gardens and farms. Neither do the large number of
new Potatoes, which at the present period are being brought exten-
sively across the seas, interfere with the interests of many English
producers ; but as the regular home-supply season opens for any
vegetables whatever, they, being bulky and weighty in their

nature, ought to be rendered from fields here at far cheaper rates
than foreigners could afford to send them.

Extensive shiploads of Potatoes are brought to these shores
from the Continent, not merely when the season is early and first

fruits yield good prices, but all the year round ; and surely this is

one branch of \-egetable growing at which English farmers
ought to be able to beat their foreign competitors fairly out
of the field. Very large profits are made by Potato growing in

some parts of Scotland, the fens of Lincolnshire, and some other
districts ; but the esculent is w-ell adapted to a great many soils

;

and if the railway companies could only be brought to charge lower
rates for transit, there is no reason why Potatoes should not be more
extensively produced in Engl.and. Verj' many are deterred from
growing them from the mistaken impression that their cultivation

involves a great deal of manual labour. On most of the large Scotch
farms the planting is now effected by a drill, which I have seen in

action, and which seems to deliver the sets regularly and without
the slightest need of manual supervision be^-ond that of the driver
of the machine. The hoeings and stirrings between the rows, when
the plants are growing, would in any case be effected by horse hoes

consequently little labour would be required until the crop was ripe

and fit to be harvested. Even for the latter operation good digging
macliincs have been invented, which work well when the soil is dry

;

although it must be confessed to bo a difficult matter to raise the
tubers by a machine clear of soil when the latter adheres to them
badly, and, from not working well, has a tendency to cover them up.

As for Turnips, Cabbages, Carrots, Broccoli, and various other
vegetables well adapted for farms, no less than for gardens, they
should be grown much more largely than at present. Of course it

would be wrong to go into the thing too largelj', unless under the
peculiar circumstances of a store or market for ready sale being
always under direct command ; and when the grower goes into the
matter partially and docs not make it his chief business, he should
be in a position to be able to buy in surplus stock to consume the

crops at such times when they will not pay for marketing. Warnings
held out, therefore, against the extension of vegetable culture seem
not only founded on inconclusive evidence, but to have nothing in

reality to justifj' them, except that some over-sanguine enthusiasts

in this matter, as well as all others, would be liable to plunge into

the enterprise injudiciously without employing that cool, far-seeing

discretion which should guide all business transactions.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

ROYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
IUay 10.

Amongst exhibits submitted to the floral committee on this occasion
were 'some very fine new plants, and first-class certificates were
awarded to the following :

—

Jlcssrs. J.Laing& Co., Stanstcad Nurseries, Forest Hill, for

—

Begonia Davisi fl.-pl. superba, wliich, without doubt, is the
finest double flowered tuberous Begonia yet raised. It i^ossesses all

the fine qualities of B, Uavisi as regards sturdy habit of growth and
freedom of flowering ; the flowers form a perfectlv circular rosette of

petals 3 in. across and of a rich deep crimson-scarlet, and in the half

expanded state even deeper. Several flowers and buds w-ere borne
on a small plant about 1 ft. higli, and they had a very brilliant

effect.

IMessrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Aralia Chabrieri.—An elegant plant, quite distinct from any
other cultivated kind. The stem is erect and thicklj' furnished all

round with pinnate spreading leaves about 9 in. in length. There
are from five to ten pairs of leaflets, which are ^ in. in width, of a
deep shiny green with a medial rib of dark red, which, together

with the elegant habit, renders the plant very effective. It will

prove a valuable fine foliaged plant, and will be particularly desirable

for dinner table, and vase decoration.

Gloxinia Radiance.—A variety with erect flowers of medium
size, but of an extremely rich velvety carmine hue inside, gradually
shading off to a purplish-lake, the exterior being pale pink. It also

possesses the additional advantage of being a robust grower, the

deflexed leaves being unusually broad and vigorous.

Messrs. Osborn and Son, Fulham, for

—

Ribes pumilum aureum.—A very dwarf growing variety

having permanently golden leaves. Being perfectly hardy it will be
a valuable plant for rockeries, margins of borders, shrubberies, i:c.,

wliere it will bo extremely effective from early spring till autumn.

Messrs. Carter and Co., High Holborn, for

—

Primrose Clotll of Gold.—A beautiful sulphur-yellow Prim-
rose with perfectly double flowers—so double, indeed, as to fonn
pretty compact rosettes. It is, moreover, a vigorous grower and pro-

fuse bloomer ; the plants exliibited had been lifted from the open
ground and were thickly furnished with blossoms.

The other plants shown in the council room included, from Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Burford Lodge, Dorking, Cattleya
Reineckiana, a lovely variety with large flowers of the Mossia3 type,

having pure white sepals and a broad shallow lip of a rich amethyst
and orange, and beautifully crisped at the margins; also Cypri-

pedium Dominyanum and C. caudatum, the latter showing how dis-

tinct it is from the former, being altogether of a darker hue.

From ^Messrs. Veitch came a pretty Japanese Primula from Ichang,

abundantly distinct, especially in foliage, from any other cultivated

kind, tlie flowers being pale mauve and borne in umbels ; Alpinia

albo-lineata, a prettily variegated-leaved stove plant ; Indigofera

decora alba, a beautiful wliite-flowercd variety, the flowering being
]n'oduced in hanging racemes ; Chionographis jnponica, the Japanese
herbaceous plant certificated last year; Gloxinia Purity, with large,

pure, white, erect flowers. G. Tlic Czar, with deep violet-purple

erect flowers ; and a new Japanese Maple with broadlv-divided
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leaves of a deep brownish-crimson, named Acer polymorphum lati-

folium atropurpureum.
Messrs. Laing & Co., Forest Hill, furni.shed a group of new Cala-

diums, the best of which were Madame Lcmoinier, Gerard Dow,
Louise Duplesses, Luddemannianum, (Jomtesse de Condeixa, Paul

Veronese, Sanchoniathon, Mithridate, and Alfred Bleu, all with

large, handsome, semi-transparent foliage. The same e.'diibitors

also contributed Coleus Mrs. Baxter, one of the best of the newer
kinds ; Begonia Scarlet Gem, Mrs. Albert Brassey, Commodore Foot,

all tuberous kinds, with intensely scarlet-crimson, single flowers
;

and a double-flowered form of B. Moonlight, which probably will

be in better condition later in the season.

Mr. Harrison Weir, AVeirleigh, Brenchley, exhibited three of his

seedling Polyanthuses, named Triumph, Heart's Delight, and Gold-
finch, all excellent sorts, but ratlier past their best as regards the

quality of the flowers.

Mr. Bethell, Sadbourn Hall, Wickham Market, showed Trades-
cantia argentea, a variety with leaves variegated with gi-eenish-white

and various tints of green ; also Coleus Miss Bethell, one of the

bizarre type of leaf colouring. Mr. Copley, Tar Headingly, I^eeds,

sent a TropaBolum said to be a hybrid from Ball of Fire, a variety

which it strikingly resembles, though the flowers are somewhat
Lirger; a vote of thanks was accorded. Jlr. Rivers, Sawbridgeworth,
had two or three new sorts of double Pelargoniums, which will pro-

bably prove good. A very fine variety of Masdevallia Harryana
was shown by Mr. Croucher, gardener to ilr. Peacock, Sudbury
House, Hammersmith, the colour of which was .superb, and the

flowers of line form and size. A seedling of Anthurium Scherzeria-

num was exhibited by Mr. E. Bland, Cranbourne Court, Winkfield,

in which the spathe was more elongated than usual. A new Azalea
with amcena-like flowers, but of a deep rosy hue, shown by i\Ir.

Stevens, is, we consider, a ^-ery pretty variety. j\lr. Kelman, Ching-
ford, exhibited a new Jlusk, with small yellow flowers blotched
irregularly with red and \'ery effective.

Mt. Pi. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, exhibited a choice

group of laced Auriculas and Polyanthuses and dwarf red and dwarf
yellow AV'allflowers. Among the laced Auriculas were Mrs.

Jfoore, Samuel Barlow, and Bend Or, all very fine varieties with
well-laced edging. Polj'anthus Arthur, crimson black with bright

gold centre, and Crimson Beauty were likewise very fine. Messrs.

Carter & Co. exhibited a new jMarguerite or Paris Daisy, named
Prince Rudolph's Bride, characterised by finely cut foliage and large

pure white blossoms with gold centre.

Fruit and Vegetables.—Mr. George, Cuckfield, exhibited a

new Melon named Ockendon Hybrid, a large netted, oval, green-

fleshed fruit. Another new Melon named Sir Garnet Wolseley was
also shown ; it is a small, round, netted, red-fleshed varietj-, said to

ripen at least three weeks earlier than Read's Scarlet Gem. A fine

fruit of Melon William Tillery was shown by Mr. Buchanan, gardener
to Dr. Siemens, Sherwood, Tunbridge Wells ; it had been grown
under the influence of electric light. The plants were planted in

the middle of November last, and the light was brought near them
about the end of Januarj', when they quickly bore fruit ; Mr.
Buchanan also showed AVheat about '2 ft. high that had been sown
on Kith December and placed under the electric light. New Black
Hamburgh Grapes were shown by Mr. Stevens, Trentham ; they
were well finished and of good flavour. Mr. Woodbridge showed a
dish cf Sutton's Scarlet Globe Radish, apparently an excellent early

sort. Messrs. Lee & Son, Hammersmith, exhibited fruiting plants

of Strawberry Durri, a kind with small, cone-shaped fruits. This
variety the committee expressed a wish to adjudicate upon later in

the season. Mr. PI. A. JNIanns, St. V'incent, Grantham, sent a brace
of iiandsome Cucumbers, named Excelsior, and a brace of well-

grown Rollisson's Telegraph for comparison.

Ttie Conservatory was again gay with various large groups
of plants. The first in view was Messrs. Barr & Sugden's fine dis-

play of Narcissi, Anemones, Tulips, and other flowers. The Narcissi

were particularly numerous, and represented a wonderful variety,

including all the poeticus, Leedsi, Nelsoni, and Barri groups, and
many of the later-flowering Trumpet section. Amongst the new
kinds were Nelsoni biflorus, a form with two flowers on each stalk

;

Falstaff, one of the bicolor type, with unusually large cup of a rich

yellow colour ; Vincenti, a variety intermediate between Nelsoni and
Leedsi, with a deep cup of clear yellow. This group was appropriately

awarded a silver medal.
p'or an extensive group of flowering and fine-foliaged plants Mr.

B. S. Williams, Upper Holloway, was also awarded a silver medal. It

consisted of Orchids, Amaryllis, Ferns, Palms, Azaleas, Gloxinias,

&c., all arranged in an efliective manner. Among the Orchids Avere

Aspasia lunata, a species seldom seen In flower ; Epidendrum pani-

culatum ; Dendrobium rhodopterygium, D. Dalhousianum, D. Grif-

fithsi ; Masdevallia trochilus and Wsgneri, two curious and rare

species ; the new Odontoglossum polyxanthum and other species
;

and the showy Oncidium Marshallianum.
Jlessrs. Osborn & Son, Fulham, had a similarly large group,

which, besides fine foliaged and flowering indoor plants, included
some choice hardy flowers, among which were Iberis superba, the
best of all, the perennial Candytufts, Saxifraga muscoides atro-pur-
pureum, the gem of the Mossy group; Primula cortusoides alba, the
handsome Corydalis nobilis; and a large basket of the Gentianella
(Gentiana acaulis). A .silver Banksian medal was awarded. Mr.
Aldous, South Kensington, had a group of decorative plants and some
tastefully arranged vases of flowers, one of which, with crimson
Ixias, Lilies of the Valley, Ferns, &c., was particularly elegant. Mr.
Turner, Slough, exhibited a new tree Carnation, with large flaked
flowers; a new white Azalea, named Madeline, with semi-double
flowers of large size and produced plentifully, and the beautiful
tricolor zonal Pelargonium Jlr. Henry Cox, with leaves having zones
of pale yellow, orange-red, purple-brown, and green, all blended
harmoniously. The large collection of plants from Chiswick contri-
buted in no small degree to the gay aspect of the building ; among
these were some choice hardy plants, notably fine tufts of Androsace
viUosa, Arenaria balearica in pots, Gentiana verna, Myosotis
elegantissima, and alpine Phloxes.

Scientific Committee.—Sarracenia.—Mr. W. G. Smith made
some additional remarks on the petals of this plant, having come to
the conclusion that they rose when in a saturated atmosphere, in con-
sequence of a strong light being thrown upon them. He exhibited
a drawing to show how the uplifting of the petals would facilitate

the ingress and egress of insects. Electric light on plants.— Mr.
Buchanan exhibited Wheat plants sown on December 17 in the open
air and subjected to the electric light. They came up slowly, and
were covered with snow. Several plants perished, but the remainder
have grown very rapidly during the last five weeks. They were
vigorous and green. They were about 1.5 ft. from the light, which
shone upon them every and all night. He also exhibited a Melon
planted on Nov. 6. The light, however, was at too great a distance,
hence the plant grew very weak; when, however, the light was
brought nearer, in January last, it made rapid progress. The question
was raised as to the flavour, but iMr. Buchanan observed that no oppor-
tunity as yet had occurred of making comparative experiments with
those grown in sunlight. A vote of thanks was given unanimously
to Mr. Buchanan for his interesting observations. Elisena.

—

Colonel Clarke exhibited a hybrid between E. longipetala and
Ismene calathinum, and which appeared to be identical with
E. deflexa. The uppermost stamens were shaii^ly bent down
and across the tube of the perianth, as in Ismene, but the
lower were declinate, as in Elisena. He also exhibited Tulipa
undulatifolia and others as well as Cyrtanthus JlcOwani.
Abies Nordmanniana boughs cut by the frost were exhibited
by Dr. Masters. It appears that they had perished through
the thaw rather than the frost, for they had been bowed down by
snow which melted, and were then subjected to hot sun, the violence
of the contrast in temperature apparently having caused their death.
Col. Clarke observed that Silver Firs and Norway Spruces had lost

their leaders during late winter. Mr. Wilson remarked that A.

Lawsoniana had also been killed. Podisoine fuscum.—Mr. Bunyard
forwarded specimen of this fungus on J uniperus Sabina. Primroses.

— Jlr. E. Davies forwarded examples of Primroses with virescent

corollas from Swansea. Pansy.— Mr. Noble exhibited a Pansy with
remarkably blue posterior petals, which appears to be a new depar-
ture in the distribution of colour in that flower. It was an accidental
seedling. Thorns.—Dr. Masters recorded a very remarkable instance
of a Hawthorn around which a wire had been fixed to support a Rose
tree. The wire had completely cut through the tree in ten years.but

the wound had healed so that the tree had been totally uninjured.

He also mentioned a case of a Hawthorn whose stem had been split

for about a yard ; the whole of this length had re-united.

Jlr. Buchanan mentioned the case of a Crab tree caught
within the fork of a Beech growing and completely sur-

rounding it. The effect appeared to be that it blossomed much
earlier than other Crabs in the neighbourhood. Mr. Henslow
exhibited Daffodils, in which the membraneous spathe had dehisced
in a circumsessile manner, entirely cutting off the upper part. He
also showed " Jack-in-the-Green " Primrose from a plant found wild
in Ireland; he exhibited some Willow catkins, forwarded by Mr.
Marshall, of Ely, who had observed that those from monandrous
Willows always flowered from the apex downwards ; whereas, cat-

kins from the triandrous Willow flowered from the base upwards.

DuBiNfi the week Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, have had
a fine exhibition of pot Roses at the Regent's Park Botanic Gardens,
the account of which, from want of sijaco, we must defer till next
week.
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EXHIBITION OF CLEMATISES.
Is one of the glass corridors at the Alexandra Palace there is
now an extensive collection of these popular flowers exhibited by
Messrs. Jackman & Hon, of Woking. It consists of well-grown
specimens, which admirably show what may be accomplished
with Clematises under good cultivation. The majority of the plants
are in pots with the shoots trained balloon fashion, a plan which-
.xhows off the flowers to the best advantage. One remarkable point
observable in the pot plants is the unusual depth of the pots, a cir-
cumstance to which doubtless the acquirement of such fine plants is
attributable. The diameter of the pots varies from 12 in. to I'l in,,
and that of the plants from 2 ft. to 4 ft. The tvpes represented are
chiefly the Patens, Lanuginosa, and a few of the Florida. The
Patens, being the earliest to flower of the large-flowered kinds, was
most largely represented at the commencement of the show (a fort-
night ago), but now the majority consists of the equally beautiful
Lanuginosa section, which will be continued to the close" of tlie ex-
hibition.

New Varieties.—Though of these tliere are but a few this
season,_ they promise to be very desirable, and an advance on older
kinds in their respective sections. Miss C'rawsliay is a charming
variety and very distinct ; it is one of the Patens type, but the
flowers are larger than ordinaiy, measuring 6i in. across ; there are
eight and frequently a double row of sepals of a delicate soft pink
inclining to lilac, and shaded on the medial band with a pale
bronzy tint. Belle of AVoking, one of the Florida group, has fine
double flowers with about eight rows of sepals ; the colour is a deli-
cate bluisli-mauve or silver-grey, with here and there a flush of
reddish-lilac, making a beautiful contrast with the creamy white
tuft of stamens

; it is a lovely variety, and one that is much admired.
Angelina is one of the Lanuginosa type, with flat and full flowers
some 6 in. across, and of a beautiful 2Mle bluish-mauve hue ; being
one of the earlier flowering varieties of the group, it is especially
desirable

; these and many more have all originated at the Woking
Nursery.

Selection of Varieties.—Among the most beautiful varie-
ties of the Patens group best adapted for pot culture are 8ir Garnet
AVolseley, one of the flnest of all bearing a profusion of medium
sized blossoms of rich purplish-blue flushed with vinous red ; Mrs.
S. C. Baker, French white with claret-tinted band ; Vesta, very fine
with well-formed flowers of a delicate wliitc ; Lord Londcsborough,
deep mauve, barred with purplish-red ; Editli Jackman, white,
delicately shaded with mauve ; Lord Mayo, deep rosA'-HIac ; Tlie
Queen, delicate lavender; Stella, violet, shaded with reddish-purple:
Miss Bateman, white ; Fair Piosamond, very fine, blush white,
barred with vinous red; Aureliana, pale blue; Mrs. Quilter, pure
white

; and patens floribunda, a profuse blooming variety withgreyish-
wliitc flowers. Of tlie Florida type, with fine rosette-like flowers", the
best were Countess of Lovelace, blui.sh-lilac ; Duchess of Edinburgh
and Lucie Lemoine, pure white ; John Gould Veitch and ilis. G.
Innes, both lavender-blue.

Of the Lanuginosa type, a representative collection should in-
clude Candida and nivea, both white forms of the species; Princcsis
of Wales, deep mauve ; Eobert Hanbury, bluish-lilac ; Uuchess of
Teck, pure white baixed with mauve ; Blue Gem, rich blue changing
to mauve

; Alba magna, the finest of all the white kinds, the flowers
being unusually large and pure ; Duke of Norfolk, deep mauve : Otto
Frcebel, Mrs. Hope, Lady Caroline Neville, and Samuel Jloulson.
The Viticella and Jackmani types, being late flowering, were not re-
presented. There are some good examples of plants in window boxes,
admirably exemplifying what a suitable plant the Clematis is for
such a purpose, there being an absence of the usual stifi: appearance,
owing to the blossoms in all cases hanging on the plant in graceful
profusion.

Show of Lily of the Valley.—Among an extensive disjJay
of cut iiowers and plants in (lie central hall were fine groups of Lily
of the Valley, one of which was particularly notewortliy on account
of the unusually fine growth of the plants. This was exhibited
by Jlr. T. Jannoch, of Dersingham, Norfolk, who grows this flower
on a large scale for Covent Garden. A .special feature of the group
were some pyr.amidal specimens, between 2 ft. and .1 ft. high. "These
were formed by placing the roots thickly in pyramidal-shaped wicker
baskets, filled with soil in such a manner that the points of the eyes
protruded at the sides, so that when the foliage grew the whole
would form a compact green mass, and this, interspersed copiously
with fine spikes of blossoms, has an extremely pretty efi^eet, and is

particularly adapted for table or room decoration, as the plants
continue a long time in perfection. A remarkable fact in connection
with these fine Lilies of the Valley is that the exhibitor grows and
prepares all his own roots, and does not import from the Continent,
as is commonly done.

THE ASPARAGUS COMPETITION.
This will be held in the horticultural department of the Bath and
West of England Society's Show at Tunbridge Wells, commencing
on Monday, June 6. Notice from those desiring to compete should

be given to the secretary of the horticultural department, the Hon.
and Eev. F. T. Boscawen, Show Yard, Tunbridge AVells. All exhibits

should be staged on the morning of ilonday, not later than Twelve
o'clock. Tlie following prizes are offered for the first year's exhi-

bition, and are (except the last two for market growers in Kent)
open to growers in any part of the United Kingdom.

Prizes for Gardeners in Private Places.
For the best bundle of Asparagus grown by the exhibitor : 1st

prize, £i; 2nd, £2 10s.; iird, il 10s.; 4th, "il. The bundle of

Asparagus is to consist of sixty heads. The prizes will be given to

the largest Asparagus, provided it be in all other respects unobjection-

able. Prizes will not be given where, in the opinion of the judge,

tliere is no merit. The Asparagus must be free of earth, and the

bundles will be opened by the judges in all cases where they think

it well to do so. No imperfect or " double " heads will count.

Prizes for Amateurs not Employing any Reg-ular
Gardener.

For the best fifty heads, £2 10s.; second prize, i'l 10s.; third

prize, 1.5s. Grown by the exhibitor.

Prizes for Cottagers.
F'or the best twenty-five heads grown bv the exhibitor, i'l 10s.

;

2nd, il ; 3rd, 10s. ; 4th, .3s.

Prizes for Market Growers.
For the market grower who shall exhibit the best three bundles,

each containing one hundred heads, i'5 5s. This prize is offered by
the Bath and AVest of England Society.

For the market grower in the county of Kent who shall exhibit the

two best bundles of Asparagus, each containing one hundreil heads :

1st prize, is 3s. ; 2nd, i'2 2s.

LATE NOTE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Rules for Correspondents.— ^'Wi coiiuintiiicatioiin for inAcrtlon in the

2X1per, and all qtiei^tii^na aiu( ansucrs ahould l/eoddret^sed to the ErilTor.. Letters
relating to Auhseriiitiiua^, adrertht ntentfi, and other bus-inesti to the PUBLISHER.
In every case the name and addret^s of the sender is required, in addition to avii

uom de plume to be used in the jiaper. QUERIES mnst be written clearhf and
eonctselif each on a separate piece ot paper and on one side of the jmper onlji.

>'AiII>'G VLX^Tii.—Four plants, fruits, and flowers only canbe named at one
time, and this onhi when good specimens are sent. M'e do not undertake to name
varieties offlorist jioicers, such as Fttchsias, Geraniums, Azaleas.

Adiantum macrophyllum.—I keep this in a stove, but its leaves turn
browB. What is the cause?— A. J. B. [The stove is the proper plaee in which
to grow this Fern. Ihe catite ot the .tciiof.e c,oing luvv is iitlcll?! tl^ijs,

to which this si)ecies is reri/ .'ntbject. Let the plant be carefully examined, all the

thrips ronoved bji picking off or sponging with clean tepid water, and kept free
.from theut. If there are not any thrips it may have been disfgured bywctting the

.foliage either in watering or syringing, which .should not be practised except with
Fihny Ferns. The .foliage should be kept dry and the roots moist. We inspect,

however, that thrips are the cause, as they are in nine cases out o.f ten with this

species.—M. J. E.]

Silvery-red Pampas Grass.- Some time pgo I saw advertised, in an
English list, a new Panijia-s GniES desoilied as hearing a silvery-red plume. Can
any of your readers infuini nie w here I can get this variety, aa I liave mislaid the
catalogue ami forget the uanie'^ Ihavewritttn to an eminent fiim of seedsmen
in Liverpoij], and they say they find it in a foreign list, and offer to get me a
plant in the autunui, hut having seen it advertised in this country, I ouglit to be
able to get it here.— Am.\tkvii. St. Helens.

Deutzias after Flowering'.— I have about thiriy Deutzias in 5-in. pots;
wliat is their treatment now for blooming next season? They have bicomed
very indifferently this.- ?^\ ilNCHLEY. [As soon as the weather gets ivarnier

jAant them out in the open ground, and lijt and pot them in tlie autumn bejore

.frost comes.]

Clematis cirrhosa.—A good supply of this year's peed has just reacheel
me from Algiers. There is more than I can use, and I will gladly send some, on
receipt of an addresse d envelope, to any amatelU" or private gardener who wishes
to grow this graceful winterlloweiing species. — Miss Jekvll, Muristead,
Godalnii?ig.

Names of Plants.— 77. J. E.—l, So-\ifrag.a cordifolia; 2, Ornithogalura
nutans ; 3, P.egonia glaucopliylla ; send better specimens of 4 and 5. flowers were
damaged; C, Begonia manicata or .\uriculas. Mrs. B.— Habrothamnus fasci-

culatus (finely coloured specimen). Mrs. M. C—Euphorbia sp. (specimen
insufficient). Hooper d- Co.— Streptocaipus bifloius. Miss II'.— Borago
orientalis.. CM(i(m(/t'7ie.-iraxillaiia lepidota B. IT.- The leaf you send
belongs to a species of Acer, hnt we cannot name from such a scanty material,

neither e.in we name the Fein from such a scrap. C. cinhosa wculd suit your
purpose. IF. Xelson.— l, ranicum variegatura ; 2, Puhnonaria mollis.

n'. IT. i>.—The plants have not reached us.

An old correspondent just arrived from Paris tells us that that

city is alive with Lilac and Chestnut blossoms, of which there was
no sign at Havre, showing a striking dift'erence in the climate of the

two places, only an hour or two apait.
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" TMa U an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
The Am itself is Natukk."—^sAaftespeare.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

Tlie various fruit trees, or trees of the great fruit order,

grown for ornament have been beautiful this year from the

abundance of bloom and the fine weather at the time of

opening, the Chinese Pear, the Coral Bud Apple, the various

double Cherries, Peaches, and Almonds having all shown their

character welh The most beautiful flowering tree, however,

that we have seen this year is one not grown for ornament at

all, and that is an Apple called Sharp's, of local fame apparently,

and that not very great. This we saw in one of Mr. Killick's

orchards in Kent last Taesdaj'. It would be difficult to give

an idea of the glow and beauty of the trees ; the buds are

large and bold and of a purple-crimson hue, the flowers very

large and the bloom abundant. A group of these trees would
be splendid on a lawn. Among other kinds remarkable for

fiue form as well as abundant and handsome bloom may be

mentioned Graham's Kusset. There is much good to be done

in places of any size by planting yearly groups of fruit trees

in positions where their beauty in the landscape might be

desirable, and where eventually they could be grown in the

Grass as lawn trees. Standards grafted on the_free stock

must, of course, be used.

*

From Messrs. Osborn, of Fulbam, comes the richest and
most varied series of hardy flowering trees and shrubs of tlie

season—^just the place from which one would expect them.

Among the many changes that have been seen in our London
nurseries, happily this is as rich as it always was in what
must ever be the best ornaments of the country—its trees.

Among many better known we are pleased to see a new flower-

ing tree of real value and distinctness—Host's Pear (Pyrus

Hosti)—which bears corymbs of delicate rosy blossoms, and,

coming into bloom when we have so many white-flowering

trees, it is a real gain. Tho Hybrid Pear (Pyrus hybrida),

with large corymbs of white buds and blossoms, is also very

good, and there are several forms of snowy Mespilus, notice-

able for the size and whiteness of their blossoms, particularly

Amelanchier v. florida. There is also a whole series of flower-

ing Currants, fuch as we did not think existed in any
nursery, the best being Kibes niveum, E. aureum seroti-

num, and R. tenuifolium. With them comes our bright

friend the early flowering Bramble (Eubus spectabilis), and
also a variety of Magnolias. There are a great many seed-

ling Magnolias in cultivation, which do not seem to have any
claim beyond the old ones, except the good purple kind called

Lenne. Their value and differences may be more apparent in

countries where they flower better than they usually do
here. Among the various forms of the Japanese Quince, one

called versicolor seems worth having for groups. Then we
have the Judas tree buds, and the various double Cherries, and
good blossoms of the Labrador Tea, which, well grown, is

really a valuable shrub.

From Mr. Barker, of Littlehampton, the handsomest
wreaths of the dwarf double Chinese Plum (Prunus chinen-

sis fl.-pl.) we have seen, and precious, not merely for their

snow-white rosettes of flowers, but for the pearl-Iike buds,

each firmly set in its little green calyx ; the single yellow

Kerria, which deserves to be well grown among choice

shrubs, and the old double Peacock Anemone. Mr. Barker

also sends a splendid series of the Chinese flowering Pear

(Pyrus spectabilis) and ornamental Apple blooms. His hand-

some shoots of bloom gives one a new interest in that

pleasant country beyond the South Downs. The unfolded

buds of the dwarf Chinese Plum make one ask. When will

our jewellers take advantage of the models our gardens

oSer them ? Jlr. Barker also sends the double-blossomed

Plum and the old double-flowering Apple, which, he says, is

now scarce, and which ho thinks highly of.

*

The Corstorphine Plane, to use the Scotch name for a

yellow-leaved form of the common Sycamore, is suggestive of

new ideas in the way of arranging flowers, ways of improv-

ing on the usual dry and wiry round of the Ferns used

for association with flowers, and which are now almost stereo-

typed. A single shoot sent from Edinburgh by Messrs. Dick-

sons, of Waterloo Place, is as fresh as if on the tree. How
many beautiful unfolding leaves in all the freshness of their

tender greens and browns could be used in a cut state for

the same purpose, fringing a dish of spring flowers. Are not the

leaves of the season the best acoompaniraent for the flowers of

the season 1 Tree leaves, too, are so plentiful that we need not

take such precautions for obtaining them as are necessary in

the case of Ferns and the like. Even such interesting forms

of common hardy trees as the above mentioned tree soon

grow into leafy specimens. Interesting variations of leaf-

beauty in the case of trees and shrubs should then be

looked for, the variegated ones not being so important as

more delicate changes in the hue of the foliage. The
.Japanese Maples have of late been lovely in their tender

browns, greens, and claret colours ; a bank of them at

Coombe Wood is a study in beautiful colour.

*

The Black Currant in a golden robe ! a really good varie-

gation or rather suffusion, likely to be of some use for its

effect in gardens as well as for its foliage in a cut state, as

the leaf is good in form, and the golden colour pleasing; the

white form of the purple Broom (Cytisus purpureus), of a

good silvery white, and a more beautiful plant than its

parent ; the Siberian Pea tree (Caragana grandiflora), the

best of a not attractive genus ; a neat but not large double

Cherry (Cerasus Avium fl.-pl.) is later and lighter in effect

than the other kinds ; and the double Morello, which,

though not so very double or button-like as other kinds

is, nevertheless, very bold and free. These from Jlr.

Stevens, of Byfleet, who is doing very useful work in try-

ing many kinds of new trees and shrubs.

*

The shining leaved Laurustinus (Viburnum Tinus luci-

dum), pure white and strong, comes from Ireland. Mr.

Poe, who kindly sends the specimen grown in Mr. Spaight's

garden at Derry Castle, asks, "Is it not equal to many a

shrub grown with much difficulty in stove or greenhouse 1

And this after the arctic winter we have undergone in this

isle
"

Bright little bunches of yellow Banksian Roses, the best we
have seen for years, come from Gorey, in Ireland, where this

Rose has not suffered as in other places. It is one of the

Roses worth taking some trouble with as regards planting.

With it came racemes of the Wistaria, which we should

not have expected to see so soon out m Ireland, inasmuch

as the day on which these arrived the Wistaria was scarcely

so much "out" about London as these Gorey blossoms. The
district from which these specimens come must be very

favourable for gardening,
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A glorious week, with our gardens full of life and change)

the forei5t and park plantations becoming rapidly leafy, and

garden flowering trees and shrubs in bloom everywhere. But

most trees and shrubs are behind the flowers, which, before

there is any general movement among the woody plants, are

blooming in crowds. The present is, perhaps, the worst

season experienced for all the finer hardy flowers that are

now in bloom. Owing to the long drought many of tlie best

plants have not made their usual growth, and are withering

before it. Among the best flowers of the week are the

Fair JIaids of France (Ranunculus aconitifolius fl.-pL),

the white Buttercup (R. amplexicaulis), of both of which

there are beautiful colonies at Mr. Ware's—little meadows of

flowers. Only a few years ago neither of these plants were

to be found in gardens. Purple carpets of Aubrietia are

being out-rivalled by rose and white carpets of dwarf mossy

Phlox (P. subulata and varieties), and the brown buds of the

finer Thrifts (Armeria) are glowing into clear rose. The

Narcissi are gradually leaving us, though the double Jonquil,

N. gracilis, and the Pheasant's-eye are very plentiful and

fresh. White and various forms of the Wood Hyacinth, the

buds of the fine-leaved Pajony (P. tenuifolia var.), are very

striking over the graceful foliage ; the Globe-flowers are

superb, nobly typical of our boldest and handsomest northern

meadow plants. Starved out of recognition in those weary

sandy beds at Kew, they are at Ware's worth a journey to see.

Stiff and rich moist land suits them. The American Cow-

slips are at their best, and well they look as table flowers, but

they do not seem to last long. The various forms of the

Crimean Iris (I. pumila) have sufl'ered much from the drought.

They are never seen in good condition in London nurseries,

seeming to delight in peat and fine sand. They used to be

charming in ]\Irs. Marryatt's old garden (now Sir H. Peek's)

at AVimbledon. Iris nudicaulis is a bolder and better plant,

and one which flowers at the same time. The white mossy
Saxifrages, evergreen Candytufts, Snowdrop Anemone, and

more slow growing alpine Anemone, witli its buds clad in

pale purple down, are among the flowers of the week that

best help in the j\Iay garden.

A beautiful series of hardy flowers from Mr. Archer-Hind's

garden at Newton Abbott includes many of real merit, and
some not often seen. Among these are the lovely Amethyst
Hyacinth (H. araethystinus) and a pure white variety of it,

both better than we are wont to see them about London.

The tiny waxy bells of the white variety are extremely

pretty. A fine early Everlasting Pea (probably Lath3Tus

Sibthorpi) has showy violet-purple blossoms. The alpine

Forgetme-not of the Scotch mountains (Myosotis rupicola)

seemingly delights in the climate of Devonshire, for it comes

to us in fairy tufts, with dense heads of true blue, the

whole plant being not more than li in. high, a gem even

among mountain flowers. To appreciate fully the gorgeous

and strange beauty of the big Anemone-flowered Paaony

(P. anemoniflora) one should have it near the eye in a

cut state, then the rich golden margins of the fringe-like

petals, encircled by the broad crimson petals, are remark-

ably striking. Examples of the Rocky Mountain Colum-
bine (Aquilegia cccrulea) come from this South Devon garden,

and very lovely they are, the blue so deep and the white

so pure making a charming contrast. A double Polyanthus

with, gold-laced petals is one of the prettiest that has

come to us, the pips forming a rosette ; it lasts in perfection

in a cut state much longer than a single one. The white

Kerria (Rhodotypus kerrioides) is a pretty white-flowered shrub.

Among other good things of the half-a-hundred kinds sent us

we single out Scilla verna and a pretty pink form of it, the

porcelain-blue Phlox (P. divaricata), and the rosette Mullein

(Ramondia pyrenaica). This plant is often treated as a

diflicult subject to grow on the rock garden or in pots, but it

thrives and flowers freely in peat soil on the edges of beds of

American shrubs.

The earliest Poppy, a deep orange variety of P. nudicaule,

comes from the garden at Munstead, a fine colour and

unco'nmon ; also Woodruff and Wood and Apennine Anemones,

which grew together in a quiet corner, and associate well

together cut ; the splendid blue of the Gontianella (Gcntiana

acaulis) embosomed in the clear lemon of a bunch of alpine

Wallflower, a bunch typical of masses of this Gentian on the

rock garden, baclted by a group of the alpine Wallflower.

Pansies, many varieties, with the pure colour and clean growth

of the hill air shown in every bloom and leaf ; and several

shades of Wallflowers which, though they have now so long

adorned the cold and windy spring days, are still, at least

on the hills, full of colour and fragrance. There is a fine

harmony of colour between the ordinary shades and the

dull crimson. In the same Surrey hills the little Bluets

(Houstonia cccrulea) is a continual bloomer on most spots in

the bog and the rock garden. It blooms more freely than

the alpine Saxifrages ; some few of the most fragile and pretty

are worthy of association with it, such as the deep rose

one (S. purpurascens) now full of its tiny flowers. The
Pearl bush (Exochorda) seems happy in the same district, the

shoots sent being draped with racemes of white flowers and

buds. It is a good companion for the white and other good

varieties of Weigela. A brave show of blossom, notwithstand-

ing two cruel frosts since the beginning of the month.
*

The great double Buttercup sent by Mr. Moore from Glas-

nevin (R. spcciosua fl.-pl.) proves a valuable cut flower, the

great golden rosettes rising up quite solid, and bold and bright

as if they enjoyed the town. They really look like a Persian

Ranunculus as they stand among the other cut flowers, the

foliage being also good and enduring. Mr. Moore compared

the plant to the double Marsh Marigold, but it is different

from that in effect, and a more valuable plant—one which

well deserves good culture and a good place. The way the

burnished gold petals gradually shade ofl' into the green tipped

with gold of the centre is very beautiful, and may be well

observed in the cut state.

From Mr. Brockbank, of Brockhurst, Didsbury, come more

of those beautiful coloured Primroses of which one never

tires. His are particularly well grown and brilliant in

colour (they seem much taller and stronger than the Berk-

shire plants), and this is what he says of them :

—

I send herewith a boxful of flowers taken as examples from as

many plants now in bloom at Brockhm-st, and which show the result

of careful culture over five or six years. We have thousands of such
Primroses now in bloom, all our borders being edged with them,
besides large clumps on the rockeries and in the mixed borders.

Nothing could be more beautiful tlian the display tliey make, and
it has been thus for more than a month, and will last at least to

the end of June. Every Primrose has been raised from seed,

commencing witli the best obtainable from Ireland. In summer
the badly formed and weakl}' coloured plants were weeded out, and
only the very best allowed to seed. No trouble was taken with
crossing, as the bees are ever busy ; and as only the best flowers were
allowed to mature we felt sure that the seed produced would be
good. The gradual and steady improvement from year to year has
been manifest, our young plants now flowering for the first time
being very much better than anything previously produced. At the

commencement our seed was sown along tlie foot of a Beecli fence,

and the seedlings were carefully transplanted at the end of the first

summer into the jjlaces in which they were intended to remain. The
second summer tliey formed nice little plants, bearing a score of

blooms at one time. These were carefully examined, and all the
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bad sorts weeded out, The third summer each plant had grown into

a large clump, carrying frequently 100 blooms at one time, so tliat a

Primrose thus in flower is indeed a beautiful sight, and wliere we
have many hundreds of such the effect is most lovely. After the

third year we break up these clumps, and, by carefully sorting them
as they are put to rest in tlie reserve garden, we have a large stock

available for spring bedding in colours. As the young seedlings are

always being planted out to fill the places thus vacated by the old

plants the borders are always supplied with blooming Primroses at

their best. Tlie plants are allowed to cast their seed around, and
the seedlings are carefully removed each spring, and planted out,

and thus very little trouble is talien when once the stoclc is in good
order.

*

splendid collection of Primroses and Polyanthuses comes

from Mr. Keill Frasei-, of Kockville, Edinburgh, quite a gar-

den of varied colour, from those of rich, dark crimson with

orange centres to the palest lemon colour. Although de-

scribed as Primroses and Polyanthuses, they are in reality

different types of the same. We recognise twenty different

sorts, sulphur-yellow, deep lemon with orange centre, the

palest primrose with yellow centre, reddish-brown with stripes

of white, and many others equally beautiful.

*

Some unknown friend sends a spray of the Fire Bush
(Embothrium coocineum), the most singular and brilliant of

the trees that will endure our climate. It probably came
from Cornwall. It is figured in Vol. X. of The Garden,
December 1876, pi. LI.

*

Prom Mr. Kingsmill comes the Quamash (Camassia escu-

lenta). He says it is very hardy in his clay soil to the north

of London, and we know it is so in peat and sandy soil at

Osborn's and other nurseries round London. It is a good
flower for the room, on account of its fine star-like form and
the colour, the buds differing completely in this from the

flowers, which are a beautiful blue-violet, while the larger

buds are shot blue and pink, and the smaller ones a pale

bluish-green.
*

A collection of varietiesof theSpanishSquill(Scilla campanu-
lata)comesfromMessrs. Osborn, showinga gradation of tintfrom
the deepest blue to pure white, and some run off into a decided

rosy hue. These are most valuable for the garden, and they

never fail to produce an abundant crop of bloom, so desirable

for cutting, as their elegant port and soft hues are even more
pleasing in subdued light than in the open air. They last

for a long time in bloom, the flowers if cut early continuing

to open all up the stem.

A glorious bunch of Lily of the Valley from Mr. Haw-
kins, Twickenham, of a variety which he calls the Victoria

;

but be the name what it may it is the finest we have
seen, and only skilful culture could obtain such fine sprays

of bloom and such broad healthy foliage.

*

A beautiful collection of dwarf Phloxes comes from Farn-

boro' Grange, grown in an exposed place, where they form
patches, many of which are from IJ ft. to 2 ft. across, com-
pletely covered with bloom. These little cushion-like alpine

plants, of the American mountains and cool regions, thrive

admirably in our climate when not starved on dust-dry rock

work, or overcrowded among coarse plants, which are never

associated with true alpine or rock plants in a wild state, and
which injure them in gardens.

Another set of good plants from Glasnevin shows well

the rich resources of that beautiful garden. The most
remarkable is a fine North American Violet called Viola

pedunculata, about the size of our yellow Violet, but of

the brightest orange hue of any we have seen, and the

featherings of black in the centre heighten its beauty.

Sibthorp's Everlasting Pea comes with it—a handsome plant.

It is one of the best of the Everlasting Peas, besides being

among the most beautiful of the earlier hardy perennials.

Anemone palmata is bright and fresh, and for its rich

golden hue alone, so different from that of any other

Windflovver, it is worthy of culture. Another golden bloom
is a fine Trollius named dahuricus, which, however, seems to

be a finely-grown T. europaaus, or, perhaps, a geographical

form. It is certainly a fine plant, as, indeed, are all the

Globe Flowers. Of three Irises one named I. italioa has

prettily pencilled drooping falls on a pale ground. Some
varieties of Sparaxis grandiflora grown at the base of an

open south wall are finely developed, and afford a hint as

to how to grow other Cape bulbous plants in the open air.

The Narcissus-flowered Windflower (Anemone narcissiflora)

is an interesting plant when well grown.

From Exeter comes a collection of American Cowslips

(Dodecatheon), most usually seen in abundance and well grown

in the fine sandy soil in some Edinburgh nurseries. These

bright and graceful flowers deserve to be oftener seen than

they are, and their culture and arrangement so far understood

that they might bloom regularly and without trouble. They
are now in their best bloom in the southern counties. They
do not grow freely in London gardens as a rule.

A superb collection of Pansies pomes from the nurseries

of Messrs. Dicksons & Co., Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, who
fortunately 'grow hardy flowers well and extensively, par-

ticularly the Pansy in its many forms. Those sent fall

into two groups, Pansies and bedding Violets, but they

really should not be divided when the Violets arsume the

large size of the Pansy, which is itself a Violet, or descended

from one. We hope to say more of their respective colours

next week.

NOTES AND HEADINGS.

Mr. "Worthington G. Smith wants to know, in a coutempoi-ary,

"who our teachers are," and connects the question v.'ith The
Gaeden. Well, most people regard Mr. W. G. S. as one of

them. He it was who taught everybody, not so long ago, to

employ " Salus " to cure the Potato disease (before he had proved

its efficiency himself) and sold it at Is. per lb. " Salus "_ turned

out on its first trial to be worse than worthless, Mr. Wiidsmith

and other noted cultivators declaring it made the disease worse

than before ! That was lesson number one of Mr. Worthington

G. Smith's. Number two was the re-discovery of the old Potato

"curl" at Chiswick, which be mistook for a new and unheard-of

disease, and published the same far and wide till ordinary culti-

vators put him in the right patli, and tlie " new disease " went

the way of "Salus"—it was beard of no more. These are some

of Mr. Worthington G. Smitli's teaching exploits. Mr. Smith

is a scientific gentleman of great attainments, who concerns

himself with such important matters as the substitution of a

small b where he thinks a big one ought to be, and he bases a

charge of ignorance against myself on that issue. Well, I find

on referring from a smaller to a greater Smith—the editor of the

Quarterly Review, and editor of the most valuable series of

dictionaries ever published in this country—that the word bos is

printed with a small b, and the word primiyeniiis without the /,

and I prefer the authority of the learned editor of the Quarterh/

to Mr. W. G. Smith, the originator of the Potato nostrum that

wouldn't sell and deceived those who tried it.

#

Then I, too, have a rather distinct recollection about a "Beauty

of Glazenwood " Rose (the old Fortune's Yellow), superbly striped

and about the size of a Uauliflower, and we would like to ask

who it was that taught us concerning it, and painted the same
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from their imagination, victimising many. Small "b's"

indeed ! I do not give them for anything else but what they are.

Our b's are b's—and we spell "bogus" with one. Is there one

kind of science for the trade and another for learned societies ?

*

Turning again to the bos, we are informed by Mr. W.G. .S. that

B. primu/eiiius was very rare in ancient British times. Of course

it was, because the ancient Britons ate it all up, " and then there

were none." As to boars, we are afraid our knowledge of the

British Suidie goes a trifle farther back than !Mr. ^^'orthington

G. Smith's, which begins, apparently, with the Britisli

pig or the Berkshire hog, that began to lie more common after

the Game Laws ceased to protect the wild boar. lie says they

did not eat the wild boar, which is still eaten, however, where-
ever it can be got, and which was wild in our country in the

most ancient times. But, Mr. Smith, it was not the bos nor yet

the boar that was under discussion by me in The Gakdex, but

the vagaries of one of your friends and allies, who asserted that

English cultivators had destroyed tlie
'•' natural enemies,'' in this

couutry, of a beetle tliat had never inhabited it, and which another

.scientitio authority has declared never can! That even the
" scientific " should err is natural enougli, and pardonable, too, but

scarcely so in Uie case of those who making such big mistakes

as I point out write to other journals using strong words about
ignorance, &c., on a question of a big or small b, and is even
found to be wrong in that.t As to corn growing, Mr. Smith
ought to know that it was the lioraans who developed Britain
" into a corn-growing country." His knowledge of the ancient

Britons evidently begins where some people's end. "When the

Phttnicians swapped skins and vessels of bronze for tin and lead

with our ancestors^ the latter did not use steam ploughs or study

Voelclier. . .

*

B}' all accounts tlie present spring is liliely to be one of the

latest on record, a thing which bodes no ill to either the gardener

or farmer, provided the summer is favourable. JIany j'ears ago
an old fruit cultivator informed the writer that during an ex-

perience of thirty years he had, as a rule, observed that the most
plentiful crops of fruit had always succeeded late springs. "When,
he stated, tlie trees are so late as to escape the frosts they are safe,

and the crop is almost certain to.be a good one. He feared

nothing so mucli as an early spring.

»

Judging from the girlish ecstacies in which a holiday chro-

nicler indulges over the "pyramids of puiity" at C'hiswick, we
should say a well grown fruit tree of any kind was a novelty and
a wonder to him. Moreover, he oversteps the mark considerably

ill stating that all modes of training have been tried at Chiswick.
Not the half of them have been tried, nor have any definite

experiments been made with the object of testing the different

modes from a utilitarian point of view. They are just as much at

sea on such subjects at Chiswick as anywhere else. I do not by
anj' means underrate the doings of the Society's g.arden, and any
gardener would p.iy a ready tribute to the practical management
there, but what has and what has not been accomplished the
public know very well indeed. In the article referred to in your
contemporaiy there i.s, liowever, one passage which, thougli it

clashes with much that is stated elsewhere, is probably true, and
is also instructive:

—

A number of Winter Nelis Pears have been growing for years on
all sorts oE stocks that could be utilised. Whether the trees have
been pruned or not the results are the same. Those on the Tear are
either barren or sjaarsc of blossom, those on the Quince crowded.

How formally-trained pyramids were reared at Chiswick and
elsewhere we are told by the late superintendent there, Mr.
Thompson. Beginning with a maiden tree, no matter how strong
or how tall, it was cut down to within 6 in. of the ground. After
the second year's pruning 1 ft. was added to it ; at the end of the
third year another foot. At the end of the fourth year it was 3 ft.

tigh, and so on till in about seven or ten years the baby tree was
out of long clothes and began to be a tree from which a few fruit

might be expected, but notlp.rger root and top together than could
be packed away in the crown of one's hat.

During all this time were the intelligent market gardeners
round the Royal Society's Gardens and elsewhere falling into

the ways of tlie scientific cultivators and trainers of fruit trees P

Not one of them. They regarded their fancy productions in

pretty much the same light as a master of hounds does a lady's

poodle dog, and left them to their nurses. When, however,
fruit grow-ers for market were persuaded by other and inde-

pendent writers to plant dwarf trees with a view to profit and
quick returns, they originated a system of their own, and showed
gardeners how a tree could be grown as a natural bush or dwarf
bush-headed standard that needed only a tithe of the attention

the formal tree gets and requires—an idea wliich never entered
into the heads of the Chiswick authorites or any of the strictly

formal school, but when they saw it put into shape and practice

they understood it and admitted its advantages. Mr. Dancer,
of Chiswick, who grows his dwarf trees in the free bush shape,

gives them, I believe, no more pruning than is needful to keep
them in orderly form, and he has done as much to show what can
be done as any one and in an exceeding!}' short time.

"When officious writers grow eloquent on the subject of the Horti-
cultural Society's experiments with dwarf stocks and such like at

this date, it cannot but occur to gardening readers that although the

different varieties of these have been familiar to French growers for

some 200 years, it was onlj' after tliey were explained fully to the
Horticultural Society by outsiders that they decided to try them, and
ascertain their value. "When the late superintendent of Chiswick
published his first and second editions of the " Gardener's Assis-
tant " he had not a word to say concerning the advantages of such
things as Paradise stocks and Doucin, &c., and there did not
appear to be anybody connected with the Society who could assist

him. The Horticultural Society has accomplished some-
thing under somewhat adverse circumstances, but when gar-

deners read the rather silly allusions to the " uuproclaimed " and
"unostentatious" doings of the Poyal Society's experimental
garden, it is apt to occur to them that its experiments on the subject

of fruit tree stocks, dwarf trees, cordons, &c., have been begun and
proclaimed after most people were sati.^fied of their utility ; and
the same may be said of Grape and Peach cuUure, and not a few
other important phases of gardening, and that were neither

originated nor proved by the Boyal Horticultural Society.

Peregiiinb.

THE ROCK GARDEN.

t As egards the i iu the termin.ation of primigenhm, Bos pnmigeniits is right)
though the point is a nice one, both forms being in use.—Ed,

Two very distinct forms of Erinus alpinus, namely, E. a. albus and
E. a. hirsutus, are now in flower. E. a. albus is considered by some
to have claims for specific rank, inasmuch as while possessing the
general characters of the type, though less hairy, it never varies in

any way w-hen raised from seed, although the two kinds may be grown
near cacli other ; this I have proved. E. a. hirsutus in a flowering
state has a most characteristic decumbent habit, its flowering-stems
often elongating quite 18 in. From seed, this kind varies in colour
of the Howers sometimes, though they seldom come white. Its trail-

ing habit is, however, constant. The Glacial I'ink is the iirst of its

class to open, and its charming pink flowers and neat habit make it

very desirable. Some writers would claim for Astragalus adsurgens
a fijst place amongst plants of an alpine character. It is decidedly
pretty and very distinct, but the fact of a plant being new often
unduly influences one's impressions. Let those who would speak so

highly of A. adsurgens see a few well-grown plants of A. monspes-
sulanus overhanging a rock, and I think they would own that it is

a formidable rival, or a piece 4 ft. square of the British A. hypoglottis.
Audrostrephium violaceum is a North American bulbous plant,

with lilac-flowered umbels of waxy-looking flowers. Myosotis
rupicola is very distinct and a genuine rock plant. It maj' be grown
by hundreds if good drainage and a little peat are given it. With
us it does not vary from seed. Saponaria ocj'moides and its variety

splendens, with flowers of deeper rose, will shortly gratify

lovers of " masses of bloom." The beautiful variety is decidedly an
improvement. The annual and better known S. calabrica is a pretty

plant for covering a dry bare spot. Anemone Hudsoniana is a
very beautiful rose-flowered form of A. multiiida, and loves a moist
situation, with plenty of peat. Armeria Laucheana is, I think, the

best alpine Thrift we have. Its habit, though distinct, somewhat
resembles that of A. alpina, but it has flowers of a deep, almost
brilliant, rose. Many other useful plants might also be mentioned,
such as Veronicas, Fritillarias, and a host of Saxifrages, amongst
whicli a cushion, a foot and a half in diameter, of S. muscoides var.

atro-purpurea is most conspicuous, T. D. HATFIELD,
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE WILLOW—ITS HISTORY AND USES.

HiSTOiiiCALLY cousidered,llie "Willo-n' is an object of considerable

interest, the allusions to it in Holy Writ being numerous. Pliny
mentions eight different sorts of Willows in his time, and speaks
of the Willow as one of the most useful of aquatic trees, and,
accordino; to Cato, in the days of ancient Home a crop of Willows
was considered next in value to that of the Vineyaid. The dis-

coveries of Layard among- the ruins of Nimroud prove that twigs
of Willow were used at that early date in the manufacture of

baskets, and he also speaks of bridges of basket-work sufficiently

strong to support animals and men. Baskets made by the ancient

Britons were sent to Rome, and there realised high prices. Their
huts, boats, shields, and other articles were also constructed of

wicker-worlf, and even so late as the Anglo-Saxon period in Wales

from a warm (o a cold situation or vice versa, so well as the
Willow ; it wDl grow under a tropical sun or in the desolate ice-

bound regions of the north, on the barren hill or the fertile plain.

As a Nurse or Shelter to other trees in exposed situations
the Willow is one of tlie best trees known ; the lightness and
elasticity of its branches enables it to bend to blasts that would
uproot the Oak, Ash, Ehn, or Pine ; whilst for rapidity of growth
it is only exceeded by the Poplar. A fringe or border of Willows
a few yards wide (if judiciously chosen) would protect many
exposed plains now considered too bleak for planting, and nurse
into strength trees that could not be reared without such pro-
tection. It is also well adapted for planting on the banks of rapid
rivers or watercourses; in such situations it flourishes exceedingly,
whilst the grasp and tenacity of its long pensile roots keep the
banks from being washed away. It might also be used with
advantage on many of our railway slopes, and if judiciously done,
that is, the kind of Willow adapted to the soil and situation, many

Crack 'Willowa (Salts fragilis) at Thatcham, Berks. Sketched by Alfred Parsons, October, ISSO.

the chief palace of the king was called the White Palace, from
the Osiers of which it was constructed being peeled.

Throughout the East, including China, the Willow is extensively

used in burial places as an emblem of rest or repose. The greater

number of Willows are natives of cold and temperate regions, yet

they are spread over a wider range of the earth's surface than
any other ligneous plant. Humboldt and Bonpland found
Willows in South America near the Equator. Royle discovered

several sorts which he describes as indigenous to India both on the

mountains and in the plains, while Dr. Richardson, in his appendix
to Franklin's first journey, speaks of the Salix arctica, rostrata,

and others as growing on the extreme limit of vegetation. Pursh
describes several kinds of Willows indigenous to North America.
The Cape of Giood Hope and also New Zealand have their native

Willows. Willows abound in Siberia. The Salix divaricata is

found on the Alps of Dauria growing amongst granite rocks. No
ligneous plant will stand the extremes of climate, or bear removal

of the dangerous landslips now experienced might be avoided oi"

greatly mitigated.

As an Anti-Fever Tree the Blue Gum was hailed

throughout Eui'ope with enthusiasm, and great was the disappoint-

ment when it was found that we could not grow it in England,
except under conditions that could serve no useful purpose; but
we seemed to forget that we had at our own doors in the Willow
an anti-fever tree quite equal, if not superior, to the Blue Gum,
even admitting the climate to have been favourable to its growth.
On the malarious shores of the Levant, from which fevers and
agues were never absent, the Swedish consul tells us that by
planting M'illows extensively the district has been rendered per-
fectly healthy, and he strongly advises their introduction into

Cyprus as an anti-fever tree. No tree in Egypt is more famous
than the Calaf Willow, from the blossoms of which medicinal
water is distilled. The discovery of salicine, a preparation made
from the bark and leaves of Willows, is said to be equal to quinine.
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Certain Willows, too, are liiglily astringent, and may he used botk

medicinally and for tanning. Tlie excellence of Ilussia leather

is cliiefiy due to the use of Willow bark.

The "Wood of the Willowislight, smooth, soft, and extremely

tough. It ^^ill bear more hard knocks without splinter or injury

than any linown wood, hence it is always used for making cricket

bats. Whenever it can be obtained, it is used for the floats of

paddle steamers and the stronds of water-wheels. It wears longer

in water than any other wood ; when it can be obtained it is

always used as break blocks for railway truclvs, and it is the only

wood tliat will stand that kind of concussion and pressure without

fracture. Its extreme elasticity and toughness constitute it the

best of all materials for the sides and bottoms of carts and barrows

where rough work, such as the conveyance of coal or stone, is

carried on ; and were it obtaiuabl'i in sufficient quantity, it would

be the best material for constructing carriages for passenger traffic

on our railways, inasmuch as carriages made of this wood would

be less liable to be broken into splinters by collisions than that of

other trees. The wood of the Willow burns slowly and is not

easily set on fire, a property which ought to be a considerable

recommendation where it is necessary to use wood in close

proximity to fire. At one time Willow was always used by
powder manufacturers for charcoal in proferance to otlier woods,

and was only discontinued because tlie supply fell short. The
wood of tlie ^^'lllow is much esteemed by painters for their

crayons ; cork cutters use it for sharpening their knives on ;
and

turners for polishing other woods when in the lathe ; and as

cutting boards for shoemakers and others Willow is in demand.

Crack Willow is a name derived from the very peculiar

brittleness of tlie smaller branches of Salix fragilis. If a twig is

taken hold of at its juuctiou with the stem and sharply bent

towards tlie tree, it will snap off as clean as the stem of a clay

pipe would if placed in the same position; if bent outwards it

proves tough and elastic, nor does it break at any part except that

just indicated. The name is, howe\cr, somewhat misleading,

because this peculiar brittleness at the junction of twigs with tlie

stem or larger brandies is possessed in a more marked degree by
another and very distinct species of Willow ; but as it is univers-

ally known by the name of (U'ack Willow, lliat will have to be re-

tained. There are many varieties of Crack Willow, some of which

are usually figured as distinct species. But, witliout entering upon

debatable ground, it may answer every purpose to notice such

characteristics as will enable any one to recognise it. The
variation in the inflorescence of the genus Salix is so great that it

cannot alone be depended upon in determining species, nor is the

rule of naming them from the colour of the branches or the size

of the leaf any more to be depended upon ; for example, the

branches of young trees are darker in colour than that of old trees

;

the leaves are also larger on young trees than on old ones, being

often as much as three or four times as large wlien set upon
vigorous young shoots. The soil and situation also very materially

influence the colour of the branches. There are, however, certain

well ascertained points of resemblance which are invariable, and

under which Willows seem naturally to group themselves. There

are but two species of Willow that attain to such proportions as

to be entitled to be considered timber trees, and tliese are so dis-

tinctly dissimilar as to be unmistakable. Under the first,

or Salix fragilis, are included tlie common Crack Willow,

or Stag's-head Osier, S. deciplens, S. cnspidata, S. liusselli.ana,

or Bedford Willow, S. monspeliensis, S. Purshiaua, S.

falcata, S. japouica, S. petiolaris, S. Micheliaua, and

probably twenty others, for varieties are always being dis-

covered. We have seen that there is great variation in the size of

the leaves under different conditions. Tlie form, however, is

always the same ; malformed leaves may be found on any tree, but

the variation in form between one variety and another is seldom

greater than can usuall}^ be found upon one tree, and never

sufficient to mislead a practised eye. The characters of the Crack

Willow are as follows: Leaves lanceolate, but more longly

acuminate at the apex tl-.an at the base, very regularly serrate at

the edges, glabrous on both sides, and when spread on paper the leaf is

mostly curved or scimitar-shaped with the apex slightly recurved
;

footstalks from i in. to ^ in. long with small gland; catkins

opening shortly after the leaf has expanded, very long and thin,

often from 3 in. to 4 in. long, and sparse in both flower and fruit;

the barli: rougher, thicker, and more deeply scored than that of

any other Willow ; the bark or peelings on the smaller twigs

very bitter, and by this alone the Crack Willow may be known,
for no other tree Willow contains the bitter property known as

salacine. The Salix alba hardly contains a tiace of salacine, not-

withstanding statements to the contrary. The Crack Willow is a

very rapid grower, especially wdien planted closely and in masses.

A specimen of this tree now at Ba.sford, Notts, ten years old, is 3

ft. 'J in. in giith at '! ft. from the ground, and is over .'10 ft. high.

There is a very beautiful pendulous variety of this tree grown
extensively on the Khiiie; there are not many below Bonn, but

from there to Ileidelherg and upwards, to the fall of the Rhine,

many Craclc AN'illows may be found. It is there falsely called Salix

babylonica. The latter is a variety of Salix alba and very di.s-

tinctly dissimilar. But this variety of Salix fragilis only

wants knowing to inal;e it a general favourite. The habit is

less drooping than tliat of babylonica ; indeed, it might almost

be called semi-pendulous ; the foliage is also darker and more
dense. It does not attain the same heiglit, but covers a much
larger space than babylonica, and would, if introduced, be a

welcome addition to our ornamental gardens. There is also a

variety of tliis tree w'ith brilliant orange branches tipped when
young with red, but as it increases in size and age the colours be-

come paler, but even then it forms a charming contrast to the

usual sombre-looking forest trees, and deserves much greater

attention fi'om planters than it now receives, not only on account
of its cheerful appearance, but also because no hard-wooded tree

will yield sucli a large return for the outlay expended on it.

Basford, Notts. W. Scaling.
[Tlie specimens represented in our engraving grow in an allu-

vial, gravelly soil. They are about 75 ft. in height; one has a

girth of 10 ft. G in., the other V2 ft. 10 in. at 4 ft. from the
ground. Diameter of branches about 80 ft.]

SHEARLAND—A SUBURBAN SKETCH.
Where does it lie ? Well, it is essentially English in its peculiarities,

and may be included within a twenty-mile radius of London. It

may be characterised as the locality in which the shears par excel-

lence holds sway. One cannot mistake Shearland ; its hedges are
not the hedges one recollects as a boy in some far-away shire, where
we found our first bird's nest. Those were full of pretty wild plants
at nearly all times of the year, and overrun liere and there with
Traveller's .Joy and Sweet Brier ; they also contained great bunches of
pink and white May and Crab blossoms, while those of Shearland
are living walls, intended evidently to shut one out, and consisting
mostly of Holly, Thorn, and Laurel, cut sharp and severe. One can
see as much of what is behind them as the curious people could of
the garden around the castle of the Sleejiing Beauty. Hedges here-
abouts form veritable fortresses ; they rise one above the other
terrace-wise. The lodges seen here and there at intervals along these
green walls afEord the only inlet to the gardens of the dwellers in
Shearland. These buildings are as neat and incommodious as it is

possible for an architect versed in such work to make them, and in
all possible style;—ancient and modern—and of nearly all sorts of
materials. When one has obtained access, the walks are found to be
unnaturally clean and smooth ; not a ghost of a weed to be seen on
them. "Howdo you keepall this gr.avel road so immaculately clean ?"is a
question one is naturally led to ask. " Oh, we rake it and roll directly
any wheels have passed oier it, and we brush it witli a hair broom !

"

—" And tlie Grass; I see you use a machine which collects, too, but it

looks too trim, less like turf than green plush."—" Tes, we do not
allow even a blade of Grass to rest on it, so much are we subservient
to that tyrant called tidiness.''—" What may be those rounded ever-
greens skirting at regular distances a terrace walk ?

"—" Oh, they are
common Laurel and Arbutus Unedo; they take a good deal of cutting
in and tying to keep tliem as you see them, and still they are con-
tinuallj' dying off." One is hereby reminded of the Japanese
torturers of things horticultural.

The lawns, too, in Shearland are formal ; no knoll or gentle wavy
undulation, and if an elevation is adopted it is always by means of
a terrace, and lias a sharply defined slope. In fact, the terrace is

quite the fashion.

A townsman, seCiUg the pyramidal forms dotted about tlie lawns
indiscriminately, might be led to think that some of the City
churches had been robbed of their steeples, and (hat these painted
green had been sent to Shearland to ornament the garden. Every-
body else seems to feel intuitively that the Spruces and Firs, large
and small, look better grouped than dotted, and that they require
to be associated with trees and shrubs different in leaf, form, and
habii: from the Conifers. The Shearlanders h.ave also a dim sense of
iliis matter of opposites ; but instead of seizing on subjects which
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Nature apparently lias created for their particular purpose, they

catch an unlucky evergreeen shrub, and, M ithout mercy, with their

shears give it the desired round form which contrasts so nicely with
the steeples ; and thus throughout the grounds one sees three forms
only ; the flat observable in the Laurel, Holly, Rhododendron,
Heaths, and Ivy, the pyramidal in the Firs, and the globular in the

sheared evergreens. No break, no naturalness, no pretty, undefined
margin running in and out, and losing itself without effort or appar-

ent device ; no flowering graceful shrub, unless it be a Thorn marred
by having its stem set up with a plumb line. Even creepers, which
above all things have a happy way of getting out of control and
looking all the better for it, are kept close to the walls. Trained when
young in the way they should go, thej' do not depart from it.

That the inevitable ground iminting, or carpet bedding, is in full

sway in Shearland will be no matter for surprise, and where flowers

are admitted into the embellishment of the garden, the red, orange,

and blue arrangement meets with universal favour. Primulas
(many sorts), bulbs, Violas, Wallflowers, Arabis, and Aubrietias were
all planted in one thin line, quite straight on the grass, by the side

of a walk. Therefore, ye denouncers of formalism, stay not your
hands till better work has been done even in Shearland.

Sylvesteis.

leafage. I note the Wistaria, the Honeysuckle, and other occu-
pants surrounding the cottage porch, and tliese shall receive their

recognition as the days brighten—when they have in their

turn unpacked their /roKsseai', and have assumed -the vestments
which Nature is now busy weaving for them.

Chester. E. J. B.

THE COTTAGE PORCH.
Zeno taught philosophy in tlie porch at Athens, and, indeed,

there are many porches and shelters of interest and fame ; but

mine is not the porch of history. History records great things,

and mine is but the porch of simplicity—the cottage porch, round
which, as I now write, the sparrows chirrup the melody of morn-
ing. Its attractions are more than I could tell, or care to fell

;

there is peace round about it, and there is, at times, philosophy

—not of Athenian depth, but of a homely qualitj', dealing more
with questions of the heart than with speculations of the mind.
But it is not my purpose to dwell upon these just now. It is my
desire to speak of the adornments of the porch rather than its

emotional associations. " How bright and cheerful those flowers

are about your door! What is the name of the plant that pro-

duces tliem.f" "Cydonia japonica," I replied. 1 observed that

my friend was not much benefited hy the information, and
my conviction was confirmed when, later in the evening',

" a spray of that pretty red flower " was asked for. This plant,

which has still to become endeared to us by an English name,
is nevertheless worth careful inspection. All plants are especially

beautiful and interesting in early spring ; the delicacy of the

opening foliage is so remarkably attractive. In the Cydonia this

is a specially pronounced feature. The concealment of individual

form in the yet imbursted bud is of the most captivating sugges-

tiveness, and its first expansion reveals a combination of attractions

more easily discerned than described. The flower itself ha? all the

pleasing characters of the Hose family, to which the Cydonia
belongs—petals of rosy warmth surrounding stamens, laden with
golden dust—pollen grains, we must say, to be accurate, and for

form ill bud and expanded bloom it has the charm of simplicity.

Leaving the sober shade of the Cotoneaster and the cheerful

warmth of the Cydonia, still another member of the family of the

Rose just now lends the grace of its comely simplicity to the
cottage porch, viz., the Plum; considered now for its floral worth,
for freshness and purity of its 'whiteness, the Plum is not to be
despised, but should be encouraged, regarded as a source from
-whence we may expect not only the loveliness of spring, but the

harvest of autumn.
In proximity to these I detect the aroma of the modest Violet,

and find it carpeting the border and filling the atmosphere with
the powerful, if silent, assertion of its presence. And there is the
old-fashioned, but ever welcome Ribes sanguineum, the flowering-

Currant of the cottage flower garden. It is a deservedly universal

favourite. Its early bloom, conspicuously hanging- in pendulous
racemes, its peculiar fragrance, its perennial freshness, and its

curious little hairy fruit insure for it a perpetual regard, and no
cottage garden should be without it. It is one of the charms of

the country nosegay, which may lack, perhaps, the showy delicacy

of the professional bouquet, but it is abundant and substantial,

a very blaze of colour, redolent with Lavender and Sweet Brier,

and garnished with Box or Bracken, according to the supply of

the material and condition of the season.

There is more in promise than there is in possession, for the
spring is late, and plants and trees are bursting only into first

THE ROSE GARDEN.

EOSES AT NICE.
A TRIP just now to the Rose gardens of the south of France is of
xevy great interest to the Rosarian, though it is in some degree
disappointing, from the fact that Iio.ses are grown there not for
their fine form or colour, but solely for their winter-flowering
capacities. It is quite surprising to find how capricious Roses are
in this respect, and, in consequence, many of our chief favourites
are excluded from these winter Rose gardens. Fancy a Rose
garden from which La France, Marie Baumann, and Chas. Lefebvre
are excluded ! Yet such is the case here; and what is stranger
still, their absence is scarcely missed amid the abundant beauty
of many varieties that do not show themselves to advantage in

the English climate. The beauty of many Noisette and Tea
Roses cannot be imagined by any one who has not visited these
sunny shores in spilng— a beauty so great as almost to justify the
laudatory epithets bestowed on them by their raisers, but which,
alas, proves evanescent when transplanted to northern climes. An
arcade of Cloth of Gold Roses at this season is a thing of beauty
that must be a joy for ever in memor}', but, try as you maj', how
rarelj' does it show Its true beauty in England. When, there-
fore, one sees new Roses of extraordinary beauty in this climate,

it must always be a question if they will do well with us; and any.
new Roses that promise well for standing wind and rain will be
doubly welcome.
Of Roses new to me, though sent out a year or two ago, special

mention must be made of Isabelle Nabonnand, a Rose of the largest

size, and of vigorous growth and foliage. Its colour is pink, deepen-
ing -ndth age under a hot sun, so as to give a very varied effect.

Another Rose, less large in bloom and less perfect in shape when
half opened, must still be mentioned, as its bright rose-crimson
colour and stiif , vigorous habit make it most desirable for a garden
Rose. Prince Wasiltchikoff makes both Cheshunt Hybrid and
Reine Marie Ilenriette turn pale and dull in colour, while its

growth recalls Gloire de Dijon in abundance of bloom and sturdi-

ness of wood. Conitesse Rlza du Pare, a Rose better known in

England, I fancy, than the two preceding ones, is strikingly charm-
ing here, from Its abundance of very bright salmon-rose blooms
and bright green leaves, 'which, with its persistent habit of

flowering, are making it a great favourite. It surely would he worth
trying in the Rose garden.
Among Roses of smaller growth there is only one that I have

come across that seemed so distinct as to merit special remark, and
that is called La Lune. It is of the largest size, and its pale lemon
flowers and waxy consistency of petal quite give an excuse for its

being called not mere moonshine, but the real article itself. In its

o-n-n way this seems a decided advance on older varieties shoidd it

succeed at home. E. H. Woodall.

ROSE CUTTINGS.
It would appear from the remarks of " Tynedale " and Mr. J.

Knight in a recent number of The Garden, as well as from the
widely varying degrees of success or failure in the rooting- of Rose
cuttings, that the subject is far from being- thoroughly understood.
My own experience points to the conclusion that the sure and rapid
propagation of Roses by cuttings is neither so easy nor so difficult

as many imagine. Still, the Rose secret, of which we heard a good
deal some years ago, and which purported to be a short cut to the
multiplication of Roses by the million, is still a secret so far as I
am aware. Mr. Knight has come pretty near to finding it out if

he can "root Roses all through the summer just as easily as Pelar-
goniums and hosts of other things." Little more can be desired,

for all that is needful to root Pelargoniums is simply to cut off a
bit two joints long, thrust one joint into the ground, and leave the
other in the open air in sun or shade, and the cutting becomes a
plant without more ado. Mr. Knight cannot mean that Roses will
root just so. and I trust he will inform us how " Roses can be rooted
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all throuf^U the summer just as easily as Pelargoniums." JMean

while it may prove useful to offer a few remarks on the character

of Hose cuttings and the time and place of their insertion. These
three—character, time, and place—constitute a sort of trinity

of sequences that command success or invite failure. The character

of Hose cuttings varies almost as much as the species and varieties

even of Hose. Nearly every sort has its rooting capacity as -well

as its own beauty and fragrance. As an illustration of my
meaning I would cite La France as a free, Mabel Morrison as a

shy-rooting Hose, and there are infinite gradations of free rooting

or sluggish rooting Roses between these two extremes. But
without entering iuto what may be called the individual rooting

idiosyncrasies of Hoses, it may suffice here and now to name two
classes of Hose cuttings—those at rest and those in active growth.

The confounding of these two together has caused Mr. Knight,

and probably others, to misunderstand my condemnation of

February as the worst possible month for the insertion of Hose

cuttings. Canon Hole and his friend evidently referred to dor-

mant Hose cuttings; Mr. Knight refers to growing ones; hence his

difference with me on the subject. This incident shows the

importance of the classification of Hose cuttings into the two
classes here assigned to them.

Doric ant Rose Cuttings could not, I repeat, be inserted at a

season more likely to invite failure than February. Growing
Roses, notably Teas, under glass, especially if they liave finished

flowering, could hardly be inserted at a better time to command
success. In fact, there is really no difference whatever between

Mr. Kuight and myself so far, because we are referring to Hose
cuttings of totally distinct characters. Those in a state of growth
also vary considerably in character. For example, the growth

may be made under glass or in the open air, and tliese accidental

circumstances will exert a determining influence on the time and

place of insertion. The fact is, growing Rose cuttings must be

inserted by condition more than by time. Immediately after

flowering, when the wood is about three-quarters ripe, hits the

condition most favourable to the emission of roots. Before that

stage the cutting is too succulent ; after it the wood becomes too

hard. Fxperience teaches the happy mean between these two
states, wlien roots seem to leap forth at the bidding of skill and

genial conditions. These words bring us to the best places for

rooting Rose cuttings. For all cuttings in a growing state

inserted from February to May inclusive, a close frame and a

bottom heat of from OO"^ to 70'-' is the best place. The plants

have been grown under glass, and so inured to heat, and it is best

for the cuttings to be subjected to as much, or more, heat than

tlie plants. This quickens their fluids, and causes a more rapid

deposit of cambium around the base of the cutting. This once

secured, roots follow as a matter of course.

H is also a singular, and a cheering, fact for the propagator

that Rose cuttings from plants grown under glass not only root

sooner, but generally also faster than those grown in tlie open

air. This is almost as true of Hybrid I'erpetuals and other Hoses

as of Teas or Bourbons; hence I would strongly advocate the

insertijn of as many cuttings as possible from forced Hoses, and

all those grown under glass. Insert them at any time when
they reach the proper state, and surround them with proper con-

ditions, and they are sure to grow. Another point affecting the

character of the cuttings deserves careful consideration. Avoid
all strong and gross shoots as much as possible. Tliese do not

root so freely as the smaller and moderate-sized side shoots.

Take the latter off with a heel, and leave two or three eyes above

it. If a sufficiency of these heeled cuttings can be obtained never

trouble to insert any of the top part of the shoots; the latter may
root, the former must; and generally a sufficiency of heeled cut-

tings mav be obtained without troubling about the heelless ones.

Growiag Rose Cuttings may be inserted from the open

air from .lane to October. About the end of June

up to the middle of July is perhaps the best time. The
character of the cuttings should be as near as may be identi-

cally the sam3 as those selected from under glass, but the place of

rooting and its conditions should be somewhat different. All violent

changes of treatment must be avoided. The damp earth should be as

much like the Rose tree to the cutting as may be. Careful shading

from the sun will preserve the leaves fresh and green during the

process of rooting, to which they largely contribute. Frequent
overhead sprinkling should furnish them with food, or at least

prevent that which the}' contain from being wasted. Success in

rooting Rose cuttings in a state of growth mostly turns on the

preservation of the leaves in an active state. Every leaf should be

preserved unharmed duiing the making of roots, or until the

perfect rooting of the cutting if possible. For this, and also for

other reasons, a close frame without bottom-heat is tlie best

place for callusiug Rose cuttings from the open air from June
to October. After callusing, which will mostly be accomplished
in a fortnight or three weeks, the cuttings may be subjected to a

bottom-heat of from (10° to 70"^ with manifest advantage.

There is yet another method of rooting Rose cuttings from the

open air in a slate of growth. This consists in heeling off the

delicate buds when 1 in. or so in length, at any season when they

can be had in that state, and inserting them in pure sand, over

several inches of drainage, covering with bell-glasses, and
plunging in a bottom-heat of from 70'-' to tiO'-'. AVith

careful treatment, as regards shading from the sun,

damp, and excess of heat, Roses can be rooted quickly in

this way. There is, however, more risk of failure, owing to the

exceeding delicacy and tenderness of the cuttings, and this third

method of rooting Rose cuttings in active growth had better be

left to the more skilful cultivators. I have nothing to add to

what has already been said about the propagation of Roses from
cuttings of the dormant shoots in the autumn. I still consider

October and November the two best months for their insertion,

either in the open air or in cold frames ; a cool regimen till

they callus is indispensable. They may then be forced to form
roots in any temperature from 5o^ to Oo*^ with safety. They will

also succeed if left wholly in the open air, and some sorts of

Roses will root tolerably well if placed on a shady border in a

growing state in June or July. But as they do not root with
such rapiditj' nor certainty as by the methods here recommended,
it is not wise to recommend risky modes of propagation, while
others, almost equally simple and infinitely more sure to succeed,

are within reach of all who have a common frame, handlight, or

cloche at their command. D. T. Fisii.

The Beat Rose of the Past Two Seasons.- On all hands
it must be allowed that the place of honour has been fairly won
by A. K. Williams, a superb show flower of the lovely imbricated
type of Mdlle. Marie Itady. In fact, already it has obtained a
position beside that of the matchless Marie Baumann, completing
the quartette of the best Roses in cultivation, which seem to be
Marechal Niel, La France, Marie Baumann, and A. K. Williams.
Of English-raised Uoses the palm must be awarded to the beautiful
Duke of Teck, which attains, when grown in shade, a vivid scarlet

colour unequalled by any other Rose ; and Glory of Cheshunt seems,
for garden purposes, to be first-class, being possessed of a most
vigorous constitution, and rich tints. Yet the only competitor
A, K. Williams may possibly fear at present seems to be Margottin's
Gloire de Bourg-la-lteine, awarded first prize as a seedling in 1878,
and which has, I believe, turned out first-class. In colour it is a
glowing scarlet, and is stated to attain a large size, which is unlike
the habit of Duke of Teck, wliich is a somewhat smallish flower, at
least with me. I cannot help mentioning Lacharme's lovely Jules
Finger, an exquisite little gem, pure white, centre maiden blush, and
of perfect form. But, in my opinion, all these must take rank after
the truly superb A. K. ^Villiams, it being perhaps the finest Rose, on
all points, introduced of recent years since Marie Baumann. In the
Tea selection the honours seem to be divided by Innoctnti Pirola
and Madame Lambard, both first-rate.

—

George Chas. Gabxett,
DoiinijhrooJ;.

I saw A. K. AVilliams well grown and shown in two of the
Rose shows at which I assisted to adjudge the prizes last yeai-,

Norwich and Diss, and in both cases it was the best Rose exhibited.
—E. W. DowELL, JJiinton Vicarat/e, Fakenham, JS'orfulh.

Safrano in Bud.—This is not only the earliest, but one of the
most charming of all Roses in bud. Its colour is peculiar, varying
from a sort of brown outside to a delicate yellow in the inner
petals. The bud is also small, delicate, long, consequently graceful.
Of course the Rose lacks substance, and when it opens, which it does
quickly, it is little better than a semi-double. Still, it is a beautiful
and valuable Rose; in foliage, too, it is almost equal to flowers to
mix with other Roses, being of a deep, ruddy purple colour. For
early spring and late autumn blooming, we have few Roses more
valuable than the Safrano. By a jjeculiar association of ideas
Safrano reminds one of Celine Forestier, a yet more valuable Rose

;

in fact, the latter may be called two Roses, the large buds and open
flowers being so dilferent from the small or secondary buds in a con-
dition of half developed Roses. It is these last, though difl'ering so
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widely in quality and colour, that suggest Salrano to my mind.

Tliese small Celine Forestiers are, however, far more valuable for

bouquets and other puiposes than tlie Safrano, as they have greater

substance and staying power. By the way, has any one tried forc-

ing Celine Forestier earl}', and with what results?— D. T. Fish.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

SEEDLING PETUNIAS.
Petunias are grown more or less in most gardens, but as a rule tlie

seed is sown too late to get the plants strong enougli for turning out

by the middle of May. Although the seeds germinate more readily

in frames with bottom-heat, such treatment is not necessary, and if

sown at once in pans and placed on a shelf in any warm house, it

Dwarf strain of Petunias.

will be found that any so raised will not only be considerably in
advance of those put in at the usual time, but that the plants will be
short-jointed and altogether more stocky and strong. To got such
fine seed to do well, it is important that the soil slionld be made
perfectly smooth and level, and when this is done, watered through
a fine-rosed pot, so as to avoid having to wet tlie earth afterwards,

Tall-growing Petunias.

till tlie 3'oung plants make their appearance, lly adopting this course
and covering the pot or pan with a piece of glass, so as to maintain
an equable temperature and prevent evaporation, success will be
certain. Even the most minute seed may be induced to germinate
in this way, but in all cases where it is so small that it has to be sown
on the surface it should have a sheet of paper laid over it to shut out

tlie light for the first few days, after which it will require close

watching, and must be uncovered immediately germination takes

place. To encourage growth when up the young plants should be
placed in a close frame or pit up near the glass, when they will soon
be ready for pricking oif into bo.xos of light soil or for potting singly,

to be shifted again or planted out as required. Besides being service-

able for bedding. Petunias raised from seed are valuable for pot

culture, as they afford plenty of variety both in form and colour, and
make a fine display in a greenhouse or conservatory, either in pots or

baskets.

In borders, the best way to grow tlrem, or rather to support them,
is to get a very coarse piece of rabbit wire and cut it into lengths

of from 2 ft. to 3 ft., and place one of these pieces round each plant,

so as to form a guard, when after a time tlie branches will find

their waj' througlr the meslies and hide tlie wire with foliage and
flowers. Grown thus, they make grand masses that are not blown
about or stiff or formal in appearance. Some years ago the double
varieties of Petunias made a great stir, and very beautiful they are,

especially such as we see now, many of which are fimbriated and
striped after the manner of Carnations. The best way for growing
Petunias when wanted for greenhouse decoration is to plunge them
in cold frames where they can have full sun, and after the middle of

iMay to draw the lights off during the greater part of the day. By
pinching back or beheading any that have been under glass and
exhausted bj' flowering, and then setting them out in the open air

they will soon break again and come into bloom in the autumn, or a

succession may be kept up by nipping out the points of the young
shoots of a portion of the stock and then growing tliem on. Double
kinds admit of being raised from seed in the same manner as the

single sorts, but seeds should be from a good strain. J. S.

DAFFODILS AT BROCKHUEST.
The late spring and the dry and sunless April wbich we hare

had have favoured the Daffodils. In a hot, wet spring they

"baste away so soon" that we have not the opportunity of com-

paring the various sorts as they flower in succession, but this

year all have been in bloom together, and have been wilh us

fully a month in great luxuriance and beauty. I have never

seen it noted in any illustrated botany—not even in Burbidge's

monograph on the Narcissi— that of the wild form of the

common Daffodil there are two distinct varieties, which we find

so marked throughout the whole series, viz., those having the

petals and tube of one colour (deep yellow), and the other having

the petals pale and the tube of deep yellow—in fact, " bicolor."

It is easy to see how all the varieties, culminating in the Emperor
in tlie one and Empress and Ilorsfieldi in tlie other, have arisen

from these; but I think it is not generally known. Having col-

lected bulbs of the wild Daffodils from all parts of England, and
grown them together in the wild garden here, this peculiarity is

very noticeable. We have the wild Daffodil plentifully in the

meadows within a mile of this place, and all are bicolor ; whereas

about eight miles further up the valley the wild Daifodils are

self coloured—deep yellow.

Of the deep yellow Daffodils the grandest flower is the Emperor

;

but I think it is not nearly so fine in colour or so beautiful in

form as the Tenby Daffodil sent to me by my friend the Rev. C.

WoUey Dod, which has a shorter tube, stiffer and more reflexed

petals, and a deep, rich yellow colour, which makes it remarkable

above all the rest. Mr. Leeds, of Longford, had a very fiDe

variety called Major superbus, which is not in Messrs. Barr &
Sug-den's list. It has a narrower tube than Emperor, but in other

respects similar ; we have had it in very fine flower here. Of the

bicolors, I consider our Lancashire N. Ilorsfieldi very much finer

than the Empress. It is a larger flower, has finer foliage, and is

better in every way. This grand Daffodil was raised by a weaver

at Prestwich, near Manchester, some fifty years ago, and I am
told that when it was sent out he just received £2 10s. for it. So

much, however, was it esteemed that the weavers about Prestwich

had shows every year of this Daffodil ; and Mr. Percival, the

present president of our botanists' society, recollects having_ been

present at such a show where a copper kettle went to the ^yinner.

The flower thus cultivated attained a grand size and form, just as

the big Gooseberries do when carefully tended. This Daffodil

abounds in the neighbourhood of Manchester, having all come from

the old stock. We have as many as thousands here in bloom at

one time, and when thus grown in large clumps it is indeed

a grand flower. Mr. Leeds also raised a very fine

Daffodil of this type (N. bicolor maximus). This

likewise appears to have escaped Mr. Barr. It is a
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ver}- distinct flower for eitlier Empress or Ilorsfleldi, having' a very
narrow tube of deep yellow, with very stiffly reflexed and short

petals, giving the flower what may be termed a jaunty air. I

think it quite a distinct and very valuable variety. llorsfieldi comes
into bloom a full fortnight before its parent bicolor, whilst
Leeds' variety (bicolor maximus) flowers at the same time as

bicolor.

Of the Xarcissi group I have not had a long acquaintance, but
nothing can exceed the simple beauty of Leeds' varieties of N.
inoomparabilis. On a sloping bank here we have had over a
thousand bulbs in flower at one time, being all from the trial

grounds of Mr. Leeds" old garden, and showing every variety of

colour, from wliite to orange. jMr. Leeds crossed the old iuconi-

parabilis with N. poeticus, and thus got the rich, red edging of the
tube into that of the new varieties. Somo of these are exceedingly
beautiful. "Wm. Bhockbank.

Broclihurst, Didshury.

SEEDLING PANSIES FOE SPKING BEDS.
Of the many different sorts of plants used for bedding or for plant-
ing in mixed borders, I consider the Pansy to be one of the most use-
ful. Being of easy cultivation, every one who has a garden or border
can grow it, and a shilling's-worth of seed will give a variety of
striking colours. I sow the first week in j\Iay, or as early in that
month as I can, in pans or boxes, using some light, fibry soil, with
wliich I mi.x a little leaf-mould or rotten manure to keep the compost
open and thus induce the young seedlings to root freely. I keep
them in a cold frame until they are large enough to prick off into a
piece of ground which has been well prepared for them. I

plant them from 3 in. to 4 in apart and water them well to settle
the soil round their roots. If not convenient to sow the seeds in
pans or boxes, sow them on a small piece of ground prepared for
them by digging in some light manure to give tlie seedlings a good
start. After raking the surface fine, sow either broadcast or in
shallow drills, and cover lightly with finely sifted soil. When large
enough to handle, prick the young plants out into a piece of ground
prepared in the same way as for the seed. Sometimes during the
summer they will be suiiiciently largo enough to ti-ausplant, and
in autumn they will all be in flower, so that the best can be selected
for the flower garden, in which tliey should be planted as soon as
the summer-bedding plants are cleared off ; this will give the
Pansies an opportunity of rooting well before winter sets in, for
if not established before the frost comes, the plants often die or
are unsatisfactory during spring, when we expect to have our bods
gay with their various colours.

Any plant required for the mixed border should be planted in
the autumn if possible, for when left until spring they seldom
give the same satisfaction as if planted early ; they require some
time to get well established; very often d'rying "winds set in in
spring, and if the plants are not carefully watered when planted,
they bloom but sparingly, and the blooms are small. Seedlings
generally commence to bloom in September and October, and, if

growing freely, yield a fine crop of flowers even before frost sets in,
and again more fully in spring. Some beds here planted with
seedling Pansies are very effective, and they make a fine contrast
with other spring-flowering plants. ^\'e have several hundreds in
mixed borders and they give them a fine appearance. When pur-
chasing seed, get a mixed packet of show and fancy varieties, which
will produce an endless variety of colour among both sorts. When
lifting the plants in spring from the beds, save the best sorts to
plant with the seedlings next autumn, or to plant in the mixed border
for permanent plants for summer growing.

Tlie Jiook-eri/, Bromleij Common. 'Wjr. Cheistison".

Florists' Flowers.—It cannot be denied that the taste for
strictly florists' flowers, which once so widely existed, is now fast
dying out. The Auricula, the Polyanthus, and the Carnation are now,
perhaps, the most prominent ones ; and, as far as the south is con-
cerned, what prominence they have is, perhaps, more due to the un-
tiring energy and enthusiasm of 3fr. Dodwell than to any one else.
The great mass of horticulturists have nothing in common with the
old school of florists ; they have done their work, and did it well.
We have seen how they brought the Dahlia, Hollyhock, Gladiolus,
Carnation, Tulip, Auricula, Pelargonium, and other flowers up to a
point of excellence that seems to admit of no advance simply as
florists' flowers. But, beautiful as these are, the public have gone far
beyond them in taste, and find, perhaps, more pleasure, and certainly
not less beauty, in myriads of other things. These flowers are not
grown now as florists' flowers, excepting by the few who get hold of or

are entranced by the florist's creed. It is, however, unfair to florists

to deride the importance which they attach to points, because if

flowers are to have special merits of any kind, these merits can only be
judged of bypoints. Even the Eose, the most beautiful of all garden
flowers, and yet one least tied up by florists' rules, is not to be judged
other than by points of some kind, for if there were none Rose
judging would be chaos. In all matters where men combine for
tlie promotion of art, points must constitute the basis of judgment,
and in setting up certain points or rules, or standards of judging,
the florists have but done that which was absolutely inevitable.
To them points are essential to beauty, but to the 999 who love
flowers outside the florists' world, points are unappreciable, because
the highest beauty is found by them in flowers that are rather as
Nature made them than as man has improved them.—A. D.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ELOWEE GAEDEN-

Varieties of Freesia.—Having grown Freesia Leichtlini
since its re-introduction some five years ago and F. refracta alba
for the last two seasons, and having bloomed both abundantly and
carefully observed and compared them, I can assure " Z. B." (p. 466)
that those plants are altogether distinct and different the one from
the other ; the first-named is later in coming into bloom than the
other, and the flower tube is much shorter and bj' no means so erect

;

the colour also is invariably a clear p>rimrose-yellow, with usually
two deep golden blotches on the mouth of the throat, though
one of these is sometimes absent. F. refracta alba with me is

hardly ever marked with these golden blotches, only one or two of
my flowers having them this season. F. Leichtlini is also deliciously
and delicately perfumed, exhaling the concentrated aroma of the
Cowslip, whereas F. refracta alba has little or no perfume. I have
never before heard of F. refracta. I must also beg to differ from
" Z. B." in thinking that the number of distinct varieties of this
family is now reduced to almost two, as 1 gi-ow a third, received from
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, under the name of F. aurea, which is

quite distinct from, and I think inferior in beauty to, either of the
others ; it is much later in coming into bloom, and is only now
showing its flower-spike ; the flower is smaller than that of either of
the others, quite different in shape, and is of a clear canary colour.
I am ha\-ing a group painted of these three varieties by an artist

friend, Avhich I shall be happy to send to " Z. B." when finished to
look at, if he will send me his name and address through the editor
of The Garden.—W. E. G.

Freesia refracta alba.—Your illustration of this plant
(p. 46.'i) is a very truthful one, the exceedingly long tubular-shaped
flowers at once marking the great difference that exists between it

and F. refracta, which is said to be the type, and F. refracta alba,
its variety. I am, however, inclined to think that F. refracta and
F. Leichtlini are more closely allied, and that F. refracta alba is

distinct from both. We have grown the three for six years, the
correctness of our nomenclature being vouched for by Mr. Baker, to

whom specimens were sent. F. Leichtlini is a pale primrose-yellow,
the three lower segments of the flower having a slight marking of
orange-yellow. F. refracta is a trifle larger in flower than F. Leicht-
lini, of a brighter yellow, and has larger and deeper coloured
blotches of orange-yellow. F. refracta alba is pure white, with just
a slight blotch of light orange on one or two of the lower segments
of the flower. We exhibited F. Leichtlini at the Royal Botanic
Society's show on April 21, 1875, when it was certificated ; we also
exhibited F. refracta alba at South Kensington on July 2, 1878,
when it received a first-class certificate.— Feed. Hoesman, Col-

chester.

The Lily of the "Valley of Scripture. -According to the
best authorities, this was the purple Iris, the " Fleur deLys," a plant
ever considered sacred to the A'irgin Mary. JMost amongst us, how-
ever, from childhood have erroneously associated the Bible reference
to the flower that " toilcth not and spinneth not " with the Con-
vallaria majalis, our Lily of the "\'allej' or May Lily, one of the
most fragTant and characteristic of the flowers of the month, but,
which indeed is rather an alpine than a Aallcy plant, naturally grow-
ing under the shade of the woods which clothe the flanks of the
great mountains. The early tradition attached to the purple Iris has
been transferred in this country to this, our Lily of the Vallej', whose
flowers are said to be " Virgin's Tears."—WALTER KOBISSON, 5,

Chester Square, S. W.

Testing the Doubleness of Stocks.—We confess to a
partiality for a good bold single Stock—the horror of the grower
generally, who loves his double spikes, and will not fail to appreciate
any way of determining in early life whether the little plants are to

produce double flowers or not. If a great number of seedlings are
raised, the grower who wishes double flowers is naturally anxious in
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the early stage to determine which are going to be double, in order

that he may give them his best attention and throw away the rest.

Well, when the seedlings are very small they form a little woolly

green bud in the centre. It one of these be pinched from the very

heart of the young rising plant and found, when placed between the

teeth, to have a texture like a bit of dough, it is from a plant with

double flowers. If, on the other hand, the teeth cut sharp through

it, having met witli some resistance, it indicates single flowers.

Some hundred plants singled out in very early life on this principle

we saw in flower the other day, and there was but one single kind

among them.

—

F'lrkl.

The Fruiting Duckweed (Nertera depressa).—In The Gab-
den (p. 4:4.')) this plant is referred to as a native of New Zealand

and Tasmania. Not having met with it during my visits to those

regions, I should be glad if you could inform me when it was tliero

discovered, and by wliora introduced thence into England. I am the

more desirous of this information because Lindley in his " Natural

System of Botany " speaks of the Nertera depressa as the most
southern species of tlie Cinchonaceie, and as inhabiting the Straits of

Magellan.—S. AiNSWOTlTH, Butland Ttoad, Souih Haclmcy. [In

Hooker's " Handbook of the Now Zealand Flora," Nertera depressa

is stated to be found in the Middle Island, Southern Island, Lord
Auck'and's Group ; also in Tasmania, Tristan d'Acunha, and the

Andes of Soutli America, from Mexico to Fuegia.]

Gentiana acaulis.—What a lovely flower has this Gentian

when seen in thoroughly established masses ! a few blooms on
recently transplanted patches convey no adequate idea of its beauty.

It likes a very firm surface soil, and flowers best in a moderately
open position. We have some clumps of it well established round
specimen Conifera;, and while it is a blaze of bloom on the southern

side there is hardty one on the nortli or shaded portion. It makes
an excellent carpet plant under choice shrubs that are planted
thinly, such as Camellias, Azaleas, Kalmias, and the like. It also

makes a good edging plant, as it is quite evergreen and looks cheer-

ful at all times of the year.—JAMES Gkoom.

Brysimuni pulchellum, sent out this season by Messrs.

Rodger, McClelland & tto., of Newry, is a welcome addition to our
spring flowers suitable for bedding purposes. It has a dwarf habit,

and is thickly covered with citron-yellow flowers, which remain ^'ery

constant. It associates very well with the Aubrietias, Iberises,

Arabis, and other Cruciterfe, and thus fills a gap which has long
been vacant for a yellow flower.

—

Beockhuest, Dkhhury.

Eutoca viscida.—The Californian Eutocas, numbering about

four species, are e.vtremely pretty annuals, amongst which E.

viscida is the best known and the handsomest. It grows about

1 ft. high, and has erect brandies furnished with coarsely

toothed leaves. The flowers, which are produced on singularly

JSutoca viscida.

curling racemes, are a deep blue, fl.ushed in the centre with violet,

and are produced from July to September. The plant thrives

best in sandy loam. Like all other hardj' annuals, it is best sown
early in the season under glass or even in tlie preceding autumn.
The other kinds are E. divaricata, E. Menziesi, and E. Wran-
geliana.—W. G.

Gaillardia picta.—The genus Gaillardia is well known to

include some of our most popular border plants, equally valuable

from their long blooming properties, as dwarf bedders, or for fiir-

nisliing cut flowers. CI. picta is one of the most distinct of the
older species; it is a plant of the easie.st culture ard a most
abundant bloomer. It grows to the height of I'i ft., but com-
mences flowering when little more than 1 ft. high, each plant
forming a dense bush, above whicli the flower-heads aie elevated
on rather long foot-stalks. The flower-heads are fi'om 2 in. to 2^
in. across, and are yellow with a broad zone of detp crimson

—

colours which, contrasting strikingly one with tlie other, are very
attractive. There are numerous varieties of Gaillardia, differing

Gaillardia piLt.'i.

from each otlier chiefly in the colour of the blcoms, but tliere is

one with fistulose stems said to be very fine. It is a most desirable

hardy plant and should be in every mixed border.

—

AV, G.

Myosotis dissitiflora splendens.—This variety is larger

and taller than the type ; it is also so different as almost to merit
the character of a species. The flower-stems are much taller and
the flowers almost as large again as those of M. dissitiflora ; they are

also several shades lighter, and the yellow ej'es and bands or rays

are as large and wide again. The change of colour and enlargement
of the eye are not improvements. The flowers of M. d. splendens,

from the widening of the petals, are more of cups than stars ; the

latter shape is one of the most beautiful features of the species.

The general effect of the latter is as if the flowers were wholly blue
;

whereas, the yellow eyes and rays being so much larger in the

splendens, gives the general effect of two colours. Nevertheless,

the improved variety is a most welcome addition, and was sent

to me some years since as a seedling raised by Mr. Allen, whose
address I have unfortunately mislaid. Mr. Allen also sent a second
variety, which I do not consider any improvement on the species.

Like M. dissitiflora, the splendens is a most valuable plant for

flowering in pots in the early spring ; it is equally hardy in the open
as the normal tj'pe, and the leaves and general habit of the plant

can hardly be distinguished from the dissitiflora. A white of

splendens or the .species would prove invaluable; but though white
Forget-me-nots are comparatively common, the dissitiflora has as

yet, so far as I am aware, refused to come white, or, indeed, to change
colour at all until the arrival of splendens, which is two or more
shades lighter. This Forget-me-not is now in the highest perfection,

being a full month later than usual under the same treatment ; but

it is wortli waiting for, and, come when and how it will, is without a
rival among hardy flowering plants.—D. T. Fish.

At the time when I wrote the foregoing I had not

seen or read " A. B.'s " remarks on the above named plant

at Kew, viz., that the colour was clearer and brighter than that of

any other. I have not seen the plants at Kew ; but this is by no
means the case with the M. d. splendens I have seen and correctly

described in the preceding remarks.—D. T. Fish.

Myosotis 'Weirleigli Surprise. — This beautiful Forget-

me-not haswhite flowers, with a blue stripe across each petal, evi-

dentl}' the result of crossing blue and white. We have a great

many seedlings from this flower sown last season, and they are com-
ing into bloom just about equally, pure blue and pure white. Only
one plant so far is striped like the parent.

—

Beockhukst, Didsbury.

Osmimda regalis.—There are two verj' distinct varieties of

this queen of Ferns—one having the fronds very broad and the other

narrow. I do not find this noticed in any book on Ferns, but the

varieties are quite as well marked as are those in the Polystichums

and Lastreas and other British species, and to which names have
been given.

—

Bkockhuest, Didsbwy.
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Saxifraga peltata.—This most showy of all the Saxifrages

is now beautifully in flower here. One root planted four years ago

on the rockery has worked its way under the stones for fully a

square yard, and, although not a single leaf is yet in sight, has thrown

up eight stout stems, from 2 ft. to 3 ft. high, each bearing a compound
umbel of from fifty to a hundred lovely pink flowers, with deej) rose-

coloured centres, like pale j)ink Hawthorn blossom. It is also in

flower in a damp pl.Tce in the wood, but the flowers are not so good
as on the rockery.— llROCKiuinsT, DiiUbiinj.

Trillium grandiflorum.—Among hardy jilants now in flower

this is one of the most chaste and beautiful, and yet it is seldom
seen in gardens, its absence, no doubt, being owing to a want of

success in its culture, through its having been planted in unsuitable

situations. It is one of those subjects that will not succeed in an
ordinarj' border, exposed to the sun, and starved from lack of mois-

ture. It is a shade and moisture-loving plant, but, although this is

the case it is useless planting it in wet, stagnant soil, as tliere the

roots perish in winter. The place in wliich it is most at home is by
the side of a watercourse, or in loose, damp earth full of decomposed
vegetable matter, where, from being able to ramify freely, it soon

forms fine masses and becomes very floriferous. As the flowers of

this Trillium are borne on the same stalks with the leaves, they

cannot be cut to be of use without taking the two together, which
weakens the plants ; cutting should, therefore, be avoided, and the

foliage taken every care of in order that it may be of assistance in

developing and ripening the crowns.— S. D.

Spiraea palmata.—Turning over some old numbers of The
Garden, I notice (p. 321, 1879) mention made of this interesting

plant, from which I learn that there is some peculiarity in its culti-

vation not generally understood. I was tempted by the plate you
pubUshed of it last year to order a plant of it from London, and
hoped to have seen it flower in the autumn, but it did not do so and
it does not seem to grow much ; I planted it against a low wall in

ordinary garden mould. I remember when I asked for it at one of

our nurseries, they said they did not keep it, " as it did not force

well.'' A few days since I asked anothei- of the florists here if he had
it, and found he had, but could not flower it. This quite agrees with
what the " Old Gardener" writes Oct. 11, 1879 ; but probably some
of your correspondents could inform us of the proper way to treat

it, and it is so pretty a subject that I hope you will think it worth
while to draw attention to the difticulty which some persons ex-

perience in growing it propei'Iy.

—

An Amateuk.

The "White Creeping' Forget-me-not (Omphalodes verna

alba).—I was much interested in your notice of this welcome addi-

tion to our spring flowers ; a few more whites of this character would
prove most welcome, and the mixture of the blue and white would
render the latter more strikingly beautiful. By the way, has any one
noticed how soon these flowers fade when cut ? While the Jlyosotis

grows in freshness and beauty in water, the Omphalodes speedily

fades. This is unfortunate, as few flowers have a more faiiy-like

grace and lightness in small baskets or small vases than the ground
Forget-me-not, garnished with its own verdant leaves and branchlets.

—D. T. Fish,

Tropseolum Hermine Q-rashoff.—Last autumn I received

from Messrs. Clibran, of Altrincham, a plant of this new Tropa;olum,

and can fally corroborate the good account of it given at p. Hi of

current vol. of The Garden. I have found it a very free flowering

variety of dwarf branching growth, producing in profusion its

brilliant scarlet rosette-shaped blooms.—J. T. I'OE, Eherston.

Campanula alpina.—This lovely alpine is seldom seen in

true character in England. It is now in flower here from plants

obtained in Switzerland. From a small boss of leaves, 2 in. at most
across, a stout stem rises some 4 in. or 5 in. high, bearing large blue

bells, which seem quite out of proportion to the tiny plant. One
plant has been in flower now for a fortnight, and has eight such
bells, much resembling our Scottish Harebell (C. rotundifolia), but
of a deeper purple,

—

Brockhurst, DkUhurij.

Sparaxis Out-of-doors.—Some clumps of Sparaxis entirely,

unprotected have stood out-of-doors during the last two winters
and are now coming on strongly and well in a border facing the

south, but fully exposed. They flowered fairly well last year, but
promise much better now.—^\'. Addison, Broxhourne.

Procumbent Phloxes.—Among the most attractive plants
to be met with in tlie lierbaceous border just now are these Phloxes,
two of the best of which are P. Nelsoni and P. setosa. Plants of
the fir.«t n.Tmed .are full of flower and so dense as to form quite
white cushions, producing a most pleasing contrast with the deep
rosy-pink of the other. For planting on rockwork or to trail over
banks or mounds along with Aubrietias, Lithospermum prostratum,
Arabis, the lovely little Dapl^ne Cneorum, and pt^et plants of that

class, these Phloxes are quite unsurpassed, as in such positions they

have a matured look and show off their beauty vo the greatest ad-

vantage.—S. D.

Dielytra eximia.—This is a charming border plant, its foliage

is prettily cut and Fern-like, and for this reason I prefer it to D

.

spectabilis, altliongh the flowers of the latter are far better than

those of D. eximia ; D. spectabilis, if grown in heat, has a miserably

straggling habit,—W. llOBERTS.

Packing Flo'wers.—All flowers travel well when covered or

enveloped in some material which prevents evaporation, such as

gutta-percha paper. Fine specimens when cut often come to us

dried up from tlie neglect of this precaution.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXXV.—NEW ABUTILONS.

To Mr. George, of Putney Heath, we are indebted for the

materials from which the accompanying plate was prepared.

On the improvement of the Abutilon he has bestowed long

and patient attention, and the results have been most satis-

factory. " Until witliin the last five years," he says, " we

had only two colours in the free flowering section, viz., Boule

de Neige (white) and Darwini (orange colour). With these

two varieties I began to hybridise, but I cannot now recollect

which was the seed-bearing plant My first cross-bred seed

was sown on April ], 1876, and the result was many shades

of rose colour and orange, and, strange to say, not one

resembled either parent Every year since I have produced

plants with fresh colours too numerous to mention, but

prominent among them were deep rose, lake, purple shaded

with magenta, and red nearly approaching scarlet. Although

Abutilons will flower all the year round, I find that they

make the best display in winter, the colours coming much
better than in summer. In raising seedlings the objects I

have had in view have been to get large flowers with bright

and decided colours, and to reduce the size of the foliage.

In both points, as will be seen by the accompanying plate, I

have had fair success.

" Culture and Position.—Althougli Abutilons will succeed

in a greenhouse, I find them to do much better when grown
in a temperature of from S.S"'' to 60° during the winter months.

As to sowing, I consider April a good time to put in the seed,

which should be raised in a little heat We then get good

plants by October, which will flower freely through the

winter, when flowers are most useful. The soil which I use

is composed of good yellow loam, peat, and leaf-soil in about

equal parts, a little silver sand being added to lighten it up a

little."

Unity of Expression in the Arrangement of
Flowers.—\Vc have several times alluded to the fact that there

is too much of a muddle mixture in gardens. People seem to have
the same notion of using the same things, and the result is that

we get iu gardens, instead of a succession of little pictures of real

variety, one monotonous mixture everywhere. There are plenty of

illustrations of what is a better way, but some baskets of the Mare-
chal Niel Rose arranged by Mr. George Paul the other day may
be added to them. These were simple large baskets wholly filled

w-ith this Piose and its fine foliage, except a little tuft of Palm or

Fern in the centre of each, the baskets standing on their own
simple supports, and clear away from the stages of plants that

stood near. The effect of the Roses was most satisfactory ; they

left an impression which they would not do if mixed up in the usual

way. We may add that just now, when people are discussing the

short life which the Marechalhas in greenhouses, those superb blooms

were gathered from old plants grown in the Camellia houses. They
were budded on standard Briers, and trained high in the roof to

shade the Camellias in the summer. The plants are twelve years old,

and the blooms were as fine as we have seen them.

Gardening in Iceland. — While gardening is somewhat
4epressed in Ireland, in Iceland we are pleased to see we have sub-
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scribers for The Garden. Owing to the similarity of the name,
even on a printed wrapper, papers for Iceland sometimes pay a visit

to the Green Isle before they get due north. Gardening in Iceland

must be pursued under singular conditions.

ORCHIDS.

EriDENDEUM BICORNUTUM.
AcconDlNG to Ml'. Bentham, this, the finest of Epidendrums, is

not an Epidendrum at all, its botanical character being so very
distinct from those of all true members of that genus as to not

,.-s:^5:«A

Epidendrum bicomutmn.

admit of its being included amongst them. He has therefore

removed it to thesmallgenusDiacrium, but be the name Diacrium
or Epidendrum, or, as some might prefer, the Two-horned Air
Plant, there can be but one opinion as regards its beauty, an
opinion which lias recently found free expression in The Gaeden
from there having been atKew for some time several well-flowered
specimens of tliis at present rare Orchid. The accompanying-
woodcut gives a very good idea of the form of the flowers, but
it is impossible to reproduce on paper the crystal snow-lilie purity
of their sepals and petals, and the soft purple-coloured dots on the
lip which give the flowers a close resemblance to that queen of

Orchids, Phalsenopsis amabilis. Unlike her majesty, however, the
flowers, which are borne on spikes of from ten to twenty flower?,

expand only in pairs or threes at a time, so that a strong spike

will continue to produce flowers for about two months.

In The Gakden, Vol. XVIIL, p. 130, will be found a few
remarks on the cultural requirements of this plant, which is

generally considered to be of rather a miffy character, though with
me, and I believe at Kew also, it tlirli'es under treatment of an
ordinary kind. A native of some of the West Indian Islands,

it requires a tropical stove temperature, and while growing an
abundance of moisture both at the root and overhead. Peat and
sphagnum with a little charcoal form a suitable compost for this

species. I have tried it both on blocks and in teak baskets, and
though it thrives on the former the latter treatment seems to pro-
duce stronger pseudo bulbs. It is probable that many have failed

witli this plant through its having been collected at the wrong
season, it being very impatient of a check of its young growths,
and seldom establishing itself under cultivation unless its first

season's growth is strong and healthy. To intending importers I

may perhaps hint that just now is the right season for collecting

wild plants of this species. Z. B.

Phalasnopsis after Flowering.—Now that the flowering
season for these most lovely Orchids is fast drawing to a close, a few
notes may prove interesting to those who have been previously un-
successful in their culture. As soon as the spikes are removed from
the plants, they should have all the old Sphagnum taken from the
basket or pot. When all is carefully removed the roots should be
washed in tepid water; this clears off all rotten Moss that may other-

wise cling to the roots, and whioli if not done soon carries them o£E

after the fresh Moss is placed around them. The drainage should be
clean and sweet; fresh crocks I find answer the purpose better than
charcoal and other things sometimes used. The Sphagnum should
have a plentiful admixture of sharp sand with it ; that known as
Bedfordshire sand answers the purpose admirably. It keeps
the Moss open and assists the inner Moss to dry, so that the plant
takes a more plentiful supply of fresh water—a very material gain
where plants take their whole nourishment from water alone. In
basketing, the plants should be kept well up awa}' from the
iloss, for though they love to be damp when growing, if the
leaves are allowed to rest on the wet Moss thej' soon become
spotted and decay. They should be dewed over at least twice
every day now to encourage growth, but the syringing
should never be done until the thermometer registers 70°

;

this should be about nine o'clock in the morning, and
thej' should be done again in the afternoon about three. The shading
should not be withdrawn until, at the earliest, four o'clock, and as

the summer advances it should be left until five. Tlie plants should
be sponged over as often as possible—say every fortnight. It keeps
down thrips and red spider and imparts a healthj- appearance to

the plants, which will amjily repay the attention thus bestowed upon
them. In the cold dark days of winter I never under any circum-
stances put on top air where Thalfenopsids are grown. If the com-
partment in whicli they are placed opens into another house I always
leave the door open, which causes a good circulation of air to pass

from the adjoining house through the air traps of the PhaliKnopsis

house ; fresli air coming into the house that way gets warm before it

reaches the plants. Nothing is more destructive to these plants than
cold draughts.—A. G. Catt, Silvcrdale Lodge, Si/tlenham.

WEIRLEIGH, BRENCHLEY, KENT.
It is a pleasure inleed to ramble through Mr. Harrison Weir's

beautiful hill-top garden in Kent, a garden which, in order to

render it enjoyable in tlie fullest sense of the term, has been the

life-study of one who holds a bigh position in the art world. It is

thoroughly unconventional, embracing great variety, and abound-

ing in little pictures, so to speak, of floral life and landscape effect.

No rigid extreme predominates—either a prim and trim appearance

on the one hand, or a rough uncultivated aspect on the other, but a

happy combinatioii of the two so harmoniously united that one is

rendered doubly enjoyable by the sudden tranti'ion to the other.

As to the charming landscape and the extensive prospect obtainable

from all points of the garden, as well as the house, we doubt if it is

surpassed even in Kent. The position is nearly on the summit of

a rather lofty hill, near to Brenchley, a village famous in the garden-

ing world as having given origin to the most effective of bulbous

plants. Gladiolus brenohleyensis, and in fruit the Black Diamond
Plum, both'raised by Mr. Hooker. Such a commanding position and
delightful scenery is the chiefest consideration in a garden, though
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it too possesses disadvantages, tbe full exposure to wind being the

greatest, for none but old weather-beaten trees can withstand for

weeks the incessant lashings of frost-biting winds, and to newly-
planted things it is destruction. This is one of the chief difficulties

with which Mr. AVeir has to contend, and he points with dismay
to many a fine shrub which has been disfigured or per-

manently injured. The advantage of position has been
made the most of, particularly as regards the tree planting,

for by placing trees in certain positions, the adjoining property

is made to combine harmoniously with Weirleigh, and adds con-

siderably to ils beauty and apparent extent; indeed, the garden
appears to bo much larger than it really is, and it admirably shows how
the most can be made of a comparatively small area of only 4i acres.

For instance, there is nearly a linear mile of walks
;
yet, with a

few exceptions, there is no parallelism, or at least one walk is not

seen from another, and the surface is not cut up in a meaningless

manner for the sake of having a wallc, but each is directed to

some definite object, and all are so designed that at every bend
there is some interesting object to engage the attention. One of

the most charming features in the garden are arbours and seats

in various parts, each having a different aspect, and so contrived

that thej' are effectually sheltered from wind. For example, one

has a southerly look-out, sheltered at the back, and commands a

vast panorama of the beautiful Kentish country; another, directed

westward, is frequented towards ei'euiug, when an uninterrupted

view of the setting sun may be enjoyed and the nightingale's song

in the adjoining wood. From other arbours and seats may bo
viewed the choicest glimpses of garden scenery, some in the

neatly kept parls, others in delightful little snuggeries midst

Ferns and wild flowers, which are encouraged and cared for as if

of exotic origin. The noble male Shield Fern, Aspidium Filix-

mas, is particularly abundant ; in front and around one of the

arbours there is a broad carpet of lOO plants of it, the unfolding fronds

of which areeven now handsome, but still more so when the waving
mass of leafage is developed. The Lady Spleenwort (Athyrium
Filix-faMnina) too is plentiful, and there is one new and extremely
elegant varictj' named "Weiri witli crested pinnre, which makes a

beautiful indoor plant. This was raised hero besides others.

The Oak Fern (I'olypodium Dryopteris) holds its own among
numerous other kinds, and is just now clothing itself in

new emerald green fronds, delicately cut. The principal

part of the garden vegetation of "Weirleigh is hardy, and it

is on this account that it is so enjoyable, and in making a selection

of plants to bo grown there has lieen discretion used, and only the

finest subjects given place to. The borders, like everything else

here, differ from the customary style in gardens, viz., that of

introducing fruit trees amongst the shrubs with considerable

effect in early spring and autumn, and placing plants at

regular intervals apart, tlie tallest at the back and the

dwarfest in front ; on the contrary, they are disposed in an
informal, yet artistic manner, and all seem to thrive satisfactorily.

By tlie side of the short carriage drive is a steep bank with
projecting rocks which afford a foothold for myriads of alpine

and herbaceous plants, while above are shrubs, of a bolder type

of hardy perennials, such as Lungworts, Comfreys, Mulleins,

Onopordons, which in sucli a position have a far finer appearance
than in a dug border. Among the shrubs in flower were the Ynlan
conspicua (Magnolia Yulan),with its large sliowv' white blossoms,

and Amelancliier Botryapium, a mass of snowy whiteness, both
adding to tlie charms of the plant life of humbler growth. On
the opposite bank there is likewise infinite variety, broad masses
of Gentianella (Gentiana acaulis) with its cups of intense

coeruleau hue and its lesser congener G. verna; spreading tufts

of the equally beautiful Myosotis dissitiflora, which has come
through tlie winter unscathed ; lovely breadths of Phlox fron-

dosa, verna, Nelsoni, setacea, atro-purpurea, canadensis, divaricata,

Fritillaries, Irises, Primroses, Orchises, Stonecrops, and Saxi-
frages, all thriving in sweet copartnery.

About the only formal line of plants in the garden is a glorious

band of the Gentianella skirting the border around the carriage

ring, and we have never liefore seen it so bright and beautiful,

the masses being 1 ft. or more square, completelj' studded with
large blossoms of a colour only attainable in the free air

of such an upland garden as this. Other hardy plants of note
were Saxifraga cordifolia gigantea, with stout stems well nigh 3 ft.

high, and terminated by a large, dense cluster of rosy-purple

flowers. Everywhere the borders are enlivened by spring flowers

in great variety, and a lesson may be learned here by the devotees

of ephemeral summer display, who have nothing to show in spring

but bare earth in their garden borders. The flowering shrubs,

too, add considerably to the attractiveness of the garden, and

among these were conspicuous Berberis dulcis, also Darwin i, and

the Japanese Pearl-bush (Exochorda graudiflora). Among other

plants of special note are the

Tree Paeonies.—Of these there are some exceptionallj^ fine

specimens, which, in a week or so, will make a fine display, as

they are full of buds ; some of the plants, which measure some

4 ft. or 5 ft. across, have a scoj-e or so upon them. It is remark-

able that these noble hardy plants are not more laigely grown
than they are, for they are among the most beautiful flowers we
possess, for what could well be handsomer than their huge

rosettes of satiny blooms, often measuring in. across—one

bloom gathered here was 1 ft. in diameter—and of such

delicate sliades from a deep rose to snowj' white ? Some consider

them tender, but here, in this bleak garden, they thrive marvel-

louslv, and were not injured in the least by the severe cold of last

winter. These noble plants, grouped with the herbaceous Pa^onies

and other fine liardy flowers, faced by over 100 varieties of Iris

germanica and Ka?mpteri of sorts, form one of the finest features

in the garden. The showiest flowers are the

Auriculas and Polyanthuses.—These are both favourite

flowers at Weirleigh, and everywhere about the gaiden the borders

are gay with them, especially the Auriculas, which are not puny
little tufts as we are wont to see them in pots, but spreading

healthy- masses, forming quite dense cushions of bloom of a won-
derful variety of colour, with every conceivable shade intervening

between, almost pure white to the deepest crimson, and nearly

black. They are principally seedlings raised by Mr. Weir from
alpine and self varieties, and tliough, perhaps, they do not strictly

indicate the arbitrary points laid down by liorists witli regard to

symmetry and such like characters, the}- are pre-eminently suited for

border decoration, and are quite as enjoyable and infinitely less

trouble than the choicest varieties, though of tlicse Mr. Weir has a

capital collection in frames, but at the time of our visit they were
past their best. Tlie border Auriculas seem to delight in this keen

hill-top situation, and in parts where they have been left undis-

turbed for some years it is no uncommon sight to see a tuft 18 in.

square, and a complete mass of bloom. They seem to thrive best

in places wliere they are kept rather dry by overhanging foliage of

evergreens, tliough not so much as to afford peimanent shade. It

seems remarliable that these border Auriculas are not grown more
in gardens, but probably it is accounted for by tlie choice varieties

as a rule being reputedly dilTlcult to manage. Then there is that

interest attached to them by raising new varieties from seeds, and
often some entirely new breaks in colour can be obtained by this

means. The laced Polyanthuses and coloured Primroses, tliough

they do not embrace such a diversity of colouring as the Auriculas,

are exquisitely beautiful, and by selecting from seedlings year

after year, Mr. Weir has obtained some remarkably

fine varieties, and among the former some even surpass

the old-named varieties both in colour and quality of

flower, and, as with the Auriculas so with these, there is that

robust vigour that is never observed with highly refined varieties.

The Primroses are in great variety, too, and include some excellent

sorts particularly adapted on account of their compact habit and
profuse flowering for spring bedding purposes, though they are

not used in such a formal manner here. Jlany sorts which are in

advance of others have received names, but the finest of all is one
named Major Horrocks, which forms a spreading, dense, compact
tuft, completely si ndded with perfectly circular flowers of a rich

deep crimson, and a symmetrical five-angled centre of bright gold.

This variety may be recognised among a host of others, and it

seems to retain its peculiar characteristics in every part of the

garden.

Grapes.—The Vine is a special object of culture, and the two
Vineries, though small, teach a lesson in themselves, for they

show, in a manner rarely seen, how Grapes of the highest quality

may be grown in houses with other plants. Mr. Weir's Vineries

contain a heterogenous mixture of plants, generally considered to

require dissimilar treatment, yet all are thriving admirably beneath

the shade of Vines bearing crops, clusters which bid fair to surpass

those that have previously received such high appreciation at the

Royal Horticultural Society. What is most remarkable is that

the kinds grown are those" that gardeners considered gut of the
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ordinary run ; for instance, in one lioiiso there is that excellent

sort the Duke of Buccleuch, which has set a dozen and a half fine

bunches of berries, Champion JIuscat with two dozen bunches—

•

a ^reat favourite here—A'enn's Muscat, while in the other house

are some tine examples of Jladresfield Court, Trentham Black,

grafted on Mill Hill Hamburgh, and against a back wall Golden
Queen, which succeeds well in sucli a position. All these Vines,

and particularly the Madresfield Court, wliich are wonderfully

fine, could probably not be surpassed by those grown in houses en-

tirely devoted to "N'ines, and it aifords a good example of how
much may be made of small means. There are also some excellent

ground Vineries, and jMr. Weir is particularlj' successful with
them. In one lie has a fine rod of Duke of Buccleuch, breaking well,

in another Champion Muscat, and a third the Cxolden Champion,
which all thrive well. A variety raised here called The Artist is

especially adapted for a grovmd ^iuery, and the fruit from it has

been highly approved by the Fruit Committee. This year Mr.
Weir has tried it under heat, but so far it is very inferior to its

fine coudition in the ground Vinery, which is excellent.

One feature remains to be noticed, that of turning the fruit

tree department to account as a pleasure garden. Thus we find

one path overshadowed with Apple trees, which to wallc under
when in bloom is truly beautiful, as also when laden with fruit.

On each side of the path there are Gooseberry bushes, between
which are Polyanthus and also Iris germanica of sorts. In the

front line are Crocus, and between them large clumps of Daifodils,

mostly of the Leeds' varieties. So the path from the earliest part

of the spring is margiued with bright iDlooming beautj-. There is

a similar path, only with this difference, that one side under the

trees there are wild plants, whicli liave also a pretty effect. Almost
everywhere in the garden are fruit trees here and there inter-

mixed with the flowering shrubs, being both useful and very orna-

mental combined with the coloured Acers, golden, golden and
silver variegated Elders, and other things. W. Goldbing.

NOTES FEOM SOUTH WALES.

The Potato Disease has already appeared here. Early hi

spring wo made up some hotbeds, covered them with frames, and
planted Potatoes inside in the usual way. A few weeks since the

frames were removed to protect bedding plants, the Potatoes being

left exposed, and in lifting some of the roots a day or two ago, I

was surprised to find a great number of tliem badlj' diseased. I

never saw them so much affected in frames before, nor have I seen

them diseased so early in the season. Plant early and lift early, so

as to get the tubers safelj' out the ground before July, is said by many
to be a certain way of evading the disease, but our case sliows

that there may even be exceptions to tliis rule. Early Potatoes out-

of-doors, some of which are now 18 in. high are looking remarkably
well, and it is to be hoped the case in question is not tlie fore-

runner of general decay.

Tlie Best Cucumber Manure.—AVe have lately been expe-

rimenting with Cucumber manures, and the result may be interesting.

Tlie soil for all came from an old jjasture, and tliis was divided into

several portions, each of which was mixed up with a separate

manure, according to its value and power. Tire manures used were
—1, cow manure; 2, blood manure; 3, horn shavings; i. Amies'

Chemical Manure; 5, superphosphate; 6, ground bones. All tlie

Cucumbers were planted in the same bed, and subjected to the same
top and bottom heat, and of course the plants were of the same age

and size when planted. All excepting i (Amies') might be growing
in the one kind of manure as far as any visible difference in their

leaves or fruit is concerned ; but 4 has run away from the others

altogether, not so much in the leaves as in the fruit. For more than
a weeic there has been fruit on this plant ready for cutting, where
there will be none in that stage on any of the others for another
week or more. In this instance, therefore. Amies' manure has shown
itself to be superior to any of the others named. We have a few more
new Cucumbers on trial this season, but so far we have found none
to equal Kollisson's Telegraph for general usefulness.

Berberis Darwini.—Of all the shrubs which produce orange-
yellow flowers in April and May none are finer than Darwin's
Barberry. At present it is a perfect mass of blossom. It has a
fine appearance either as an isolated specimen or dotted here and
there among the shrubs. The severe weather has not injured it

in the least, but the plants growing in sheltered spots are fresher
looking and more vigorous than those in exposed places. It was
not the frost, however,Jthat injured the latter, but the wind, and

this is the case with all our bushes killed or injured. Sweet
Bays fully exposed to the blast are leaSess, while others more
sheltered from wind, but equally exposed to frost, are safe.

A Beautiful Tea Rose.—When a general collection of Tea
Eoses is in bloom it may be a difiicult matter to tell Avhich is

really the most lovely, but I think all Tea Piose growers will agree
with me that if Catherine Mermet is not the very finest Tea Eose
in cultivation, it is at least one that will attract attention in any
group of Eoses. It is one of our greatest favourites, and in my
estimation there are few more beautiful. Its blooms (rosy-carmine)
are of a most jDleasing tint—one not often seen, and their shape and
fullness are perfection itself.

A Ne"W Radish.—A few weeks ago Messrs. Sutton sent me
a packet of seed of a new early Eadish to try, and I may now say
that to me it appears a kind of much value, as the roots are so

round, high coloured, and joleasant flaA'oured, while the grow'th is

rapid, and the leaves have not grown more than 1 in. or so above
the soil. It is more compact in growth than any other Eadish
with which I am acquainted, and this alone will recommend it to

many.
The Banksian Rose.—" J. G." (p. 173) speaks of this as

being generally killed outright, but this is not the case in this

quarter. A plant which covers a very large space against the south
wall of the church here is looking as health}- at the present time as

ever it did, and its pretty quaint little lemon blooms have been ex-

panding into full flower for some time past. As a wall screen it

'

deserves to be generally grown, as it grows fast and is not unorna-
mental even when out of flower.

Spring Cabbage.—Hereabouts the complaint is that these do
not lieart, but ru.r prematurely to seed. I have experienced a good
deal of tire same thing, but in growing manj' varieties I find tliat

some are more liable to bolt than others, and I think spring-flowering

Cabbage might almost be an unheard of occurrence if care was taken
in selecting sorts. Our spring Cabbages this year include same half

dozen sorts. In several long rows of Early York, every one has run
to flower, and no more of this will be grown for spring use. Follow-
ing this on the same piece comes Pearson's Conqueror, and every

one of this has formed heads or is now doing so, and a mark of high
merit has been put against it. Carter's Heartwell is another variety

deserving the same distinction, but the finest of all our Cabbages is

one which we have been growing for two years, which we got from
Messrs. Dicksons & Co., of Edinburgh, named Eedbraes. It is of

remarkably quick growtli, a certain hearter at all times, conical in

shape, and when cooked excellent. J. MrilE.

NATUEE V. AKT IN THE GAEDEN.
An article of mine in Harper's Monthhj has been recently

criticised in the Field. Language certainly does not convey
thought if it can convert a forty years' belief in tlie natural

into an earnest advocate of tho topiary style of landscape

gardening. The critic in question has evidently formed his

impressions from the illustrations ovUj. Had he carefully read

the article in Harper he would have seen that it consisted of a

resume of the horticulture of the past, a sketch of the intro-

duction of the two styles, and a clearly expressed preference

for the natural over tho artificial, supported by quotations

from Repton and Knight. Some of the words were these :
" Here is

shown the superiority of the natural, or English conception of

landscape gardening not only over the old topiary or Italian mode,
but also over the more modern one of numerous flower-beds and
ribbon gardening." Is there anj' possibility in the English

language to express an opinion more clearly .?

"The artist chosen to illustrate the article assumed, very properly,

that every oneknewwhat the "natural"8tyle meant, and that com-
paratively few were acquainted with the meaning of "topiary."

He therefore chose to illustrate the latter by four well-known
examples. The other four illustrations ma}^ well belong to the

natural style, although a model for a better one was not

within his reach. The limitless possibilities of horticultui-e may
be illustrated by both, let tlie inferiority of one or the other be

what it may. The beautiful vistas formed by weeping Beeches

can scarcely be considered topiary; if they are so, what are the

Oak and Linden avenues and the vistas through woodlands which
Englishmen like ? One-third of the article is taken up with
topiary work and its possibilities for evil or for good, and two-
thirds by suggestions for the natural style and the various tree

forms which make its possibilities for good only. Having thus

glearly defined my positiouj I would like to defend Messrs. Sargent
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and Ilunnewell from adverse criticism. In Americano one questions

their taste. When they have so many beautiful things, why
should they not indulge tlieir fancy for the strong- contrast of an
Italian garden or exen a window through a trimmed Beech ? Is it

not quite as tasteful as ( ioleus beds or ribbon gardening, in whicli
Englishmen delight, but whicli are never found in Nature ? I

thinlc that an Englishman would scarcelj' say that the golden Yews
at IClvaston, the artificial ravines at Yorlc, or tlie illusory rock-

woilt at Chester are abortions. They each give a legitimate

pleasure, and Americans Itnow what that is, wlien, after a
ride of liundreds of miles over dreary barrens or monotonous
forests, they come suddenly upon a trimmed hedge—not tliat

a trimmed hedge is to be commended always, although it is one
of tlie charms of England, but it shows that the hand of man is

there, that civilisation is near. After all, who is to pronounce
upon true art? and wliat is its definition? Landseer gave liis

animals almost human expression, and the world recognised his

sliill. Whistler tlirew the contents of his palette at the canvas,
and his fellow artists are entranced witli tlie effect. The realistic

and the impressional have each their earnest advocates. The o!d
de fjustihus still prevails, and the only .safe guide is Katiu-e.

Thus it is that I wish to be understood as advocating the ratural
style only. I would ask the writer in question to remember that
there may be possibilities for evil as well as for good, and that
illustrations of the former are not always "pernicious in their

tendency."
"

S. B. Tabsons.
Fiiishiii;/, Lone/ Island, U.S.A.
[We welcome any expression of opinion from Mr. l^arsons, but

desire to say that the old notion ni tamely acquiescing in the belief

that all things are matters of taste will never do. The future of

our gardens depends on calling ugly things by tlieir proper names.
There is no tangible question whatever underlying the art of gar-
dening or any other art wliich is not based on laws. Tliat " it is a
matter of taste " is the expression of hopeless and blind weakness.
We have too long tolerated this kind of thing, and paid for it in

such monstrosities as a large portion of the Crystal Palace gardens
and the gardens at Kensington, not to speak of many other horrors
near what might be the fairest parts of public and private gardens.
Nothing was said against the matter of Mr. I'arsons' article, but
against giving in Harper's Maf/azine a number of illustrations

which could be only harmful in their tendencies. What Mr.
Ilunnewell or Mr. Sargent do in their gardens is, it is true, not
public business, but when any fantastic barbarism is put in a
public magazine, then it is a matter for fab- comment. The
assumption that everybody knows what the natural stj-le means
is more than can be admitted of Harpers Mayazine, for six
months might be occupied in showing its manifold charms and
variations. Topiary work is defunct, and the less said of it the
better. If a man wants a window through a trimmed Beech, by
all means let him have it, but let no one copj' it as either beau-
tiful or instructive and put it in a magazine read in both conti-
nents to a large extent. The question of English men or other
men has nothing to do with the matter ; it is a question of gar-
dening. While architects, landscape-architects (to use a dreadful
word), landscape-engineers (another), builders, and the like may
do what harm they can in putting stone, shears, and other mate-
rials to ignoble use, gardeners of the liigh race of our worthy
and esteemed correspondent should be above all suspicion of sym-
pathising with such doings.

—

Ed.]

English Names.— AVe observe Mr. Meehan says :
" AVe re-

peat, there is no objection to common names. We like common
names. I!ut they must become common before they are entitled to
that character. True common names grow—they are not made." AVe
are glad to liear it, but how English names should grow without
having a beginning we do not see. It is not a scientific way of look-
ing at things as Topsy looked. Surely Mr. Meehan, who has seen so
deeply into many obscure matters, must know that even an English
name must be first used by somebody, and gradually grow like other
things. ]!ut those who like ourseh'es have special means of appeal-
ing to a large number of readers interested in plants, have as good a
right to gi\-e a plant an English name as a Latin name, and this is a
privilege that we are glad to see our American friends are a\ailing
themselves of. We frequently see good English names in the liural
Ncm Yorker and sometimes one we can adopt ; so we do in the Ameri-
can Agriculturist. We are pleased with this, because George Thur-
ber cannot be said to approach the thing solely from a horticultural
point of view, I^ the \s,st number for example, he christened that

handsome new plant Chionodoxa " Snow Glory." We ourselves

have named scores of plants, and observe tlie names in common
use already both in America and in England, and shall continue in

the same manner, encouraged now by the boldness of our friends

across the sea. This is what Thurber says :
—" AVhen a new bulb

comes to us weighted with such a name as Cliionodoxa, if it is ever

to become popular it must have an easily-remembered and readily-

spoken name, else, no matter how beautiful its flowers, it will never
take with the people. Fortunately, Cliionodoxa will translate into

Snow Glory. AVe have, as other early spring bulbs, Snowdrop and
Snowflake, and this, more showy than either may well be Snow
Glory. The genus is closely related to Hyacinthus, while the plants

ha\'e more the aj^pearance of some of tlie small Scillas."

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
Grifflnia Blumenavia.—This, one of the finest species in

this bi-autifiil genus, is now in flower in No. ?i liouse In the gardens
of tlic lioyal llotanic Society, Regent's Park. It is one of the section

which hears foliage and flowers simultaneously, the leaves being
lance-shaped, ratlier broad, and of a deep green hue. The flower

stalks are stout and erect, about 1 ft. high, terminated by an umbel
of from five to ten flowers, from 2 in. to 3 in. across, with open and
slightly spreading petals of a pure white colour, each heavily banded
and feathered with a pleasing pale carmine tint. It is an extremely
pleasing plant, and one that should find its way into every garden

Grifliiiia Blumenavi.i.

as its culture is simple compared with other bulbous plants. A
plant of the same kind is also in flower in Messrs. Henderson's
nursery, Tine-apple Place, St. John's Wood, where there is an un-

usually rich collection of tropical bulbous plants.—W. G.

Gardenias Planted Out.—This favourite white sweet-scented
flower, which we used to see starved in jjots, and generally full of

mealy bug and its marks, has of late years been cultivated in a much
more sensible and successful manner. Instead of the old and
uncertain culture in pots, gardeners have discovered that the plant

grows infinitel}' better when planted out in a bed or border as near
tlie glass as may be, and in suitable light rich soil. It grows im-

mediately under such conditions like a little evergreen, which it is,

and yields freely those flue specimens with which flower shops have
now to be so well supplied, and which bring such high prices therein.

The first place in which we noticed the splendid growth of the com-
mon Gardenia planted out was in Mr. Ladds' nursery at Bexley
Heath, w-here in a span-roofed house he had a number of plants

growing, planted out on mounds and doing pretty much as Laurels

do in a young shrubbery. The growth in such conditions being

more rapid, the plants can be kept clean, and they flower much more
freely. At Syon the other day we were pleased to see the whole
side of a house fresh and green with blossoming Gardenias. AVhat

used to form an old stone stage in front of the house had been con-

verted into a receptacle for good soil the whole length of the house
In this the Gardenias were planted, and formed a compact little

hedge, so trained that one could not see the soil that bore them. In

this way the house was made more pleasant to look at than if the
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bench contained a number of red pots, while the culture of this

valued llower was carried out in a way mvich less troublesome than
the old one of pots. The whole question of the cultivation of im-

portant plants in our houses is cajjable of being much improved in

the carrying out of the same plan. We think glasshouses generally

have been planned too well for the accommodation of a great num-
ber of small plants in small pots. In them one can, when one
desires, seldom find means of planting out subjects so that they
would do well. The plugs and the pipes and drains, and the shelves

are all against any one who wants to adopt this simjale mode of

culture. But any one who would so plan his hothouses that a
well-considered scheme of jjlanting out may be adopted, would get

results both in culture and in effect which are quite impossible in

the common way.—W.

The Double Poinsettia.—" S. D.," in his useful remarks on
the value of this variety (p. itid), omits to name the extraordinary
persistency of the bracts. These, from their semi-duples character,

continue to unfold for three, or even more, months at a stretch.

What would be the inconspicuous and comparatively useless florets

in the other varieties continue to develop into bracts, and those first

expanded also remain on fresh and full of colour. It is this filling

of bracts above bracts in succession that gives that durabilitj' to the
bracts of this variety, which is one of its greatest merits. I agree
with " S. D." as to the superiority of the double kind compared with
the common varieties, though it is not likely to supersede them for

this, among other, reasons that it is fully a month later under the
same treatment. As to hybridists mixing the colour, I trust they
will not. The colour of the Poinsettia is so unique that it has become
as it were one of the most essential elements of its character and
beauty. So much is this the case that even the white, or rather
pale cream, coloured variety has never become popular, and the more
these two colours get mixed, so much the worse for the richness,

beauty, and unique distinctness of our I'oinsettias. I am also glad
that neither " S. D." nor any one else has as yet succeeded in
crossing Poinsettias with Euphorbia jacquiniteflora. Both plants are
perfect for decorative purposes as they are. Thej- would be less so
in the exact ratio in which either was mixed with the other.—D. T.
Fish.

Planting Out Azaleas in Summer.—The Belgian practice
of planting out Azaleas in summer is not, I think, worth imitating
in tliis country. The only gain would be size, and that, in nine
cases out of ten, would be no gain at all, as it is not large plants
that are desired, but compact little specimens adapted for furnishing
a conservatory or greenhouse. These are best kept in pots, but they
may with advantage be placed out in the open after liaving set their
buds to help to harden and mature the wood, an important point in
Azalea cultivation, as on it depends in a great measure their flower-
ing satisfactorily and keeping in health afterwards. The thing to
avoid when plants are placed out-of-doors is exposure of the pots to
the sun, which, from striking their sides, heats them to that degree
as to be quite fatal to any roots that may have found their way to
the outside of the balls. The plan which we generally adopt is to
drop the pots into others of larger size, which not only obviates the
evil just alluded to, but keeps out worms. If pots are not made use
of in the way mentioned, the plants should be set on boards or pieces
of slate or tiles, and have some straw pushed between them to act
as a kind of plunging material and keep the roots cool. Managed in
this manner, I have had Azaleas do just as well in the open as in
houses, and I am now turning out a quantitj' to make their growth,
which, by the aid of syringing every afternoon, I have no doubt thej'
will be able to do. To get fine flowers without the crowding one
usually sees, the shoots should be thinned and all extra strong ones
stopped or removed, as by so doing the flow of sap is made more
equal and regular over the plant.— S. D.

Forcing Snowdrops.—Although the Snowdrop is not amen-
able to the ordinary rules of forcing, like the Tulip or Hyacinth, yet
it may be assisted and had in bloom earlier than it otherwise would
be if forced slightly. My first attempts ended, as others have done,
in failure, owing to employing too much heat. The method I at
that time adopted was, after potting ten or twelve bulbs in a pot, to
plung them outside with the other bulbs, then by degrees introduce
tliem into the forcing house with Tulips, Hyacinths, Scillas, and such
like things, giving them a little bottom-heat, and the result was
they all rotted off ; while some which I kept drier, and without the
bottom-heat, grew into poor attenuated subjects, and the flowers
went blind. I then determined on a different course of procedure
for the following season, and about the middle of September potted
and plunged them as before ; then early in December, when thej' had
started into growth under the ashes with which they were thickly
covered, I got them out and placed them in a frame with but a single
pipe through it, and the heat only turned on during frost ; air was
given freely on fine days, but with caution during the cutting winds.

The result was, they came on slowly but sturdily, and began to open

in the early days of the new year ; thus for the last three years I

have cut flowers on January 2, 4, and 7, which was certainly

a good deal sooner than they would have opened without such assist-

ance.—H. P.

GARDEN DESTROYERS,
THE PEACH APHIS OR BLACK FLY.

(aphis amygdali.)
Peach and Nectarine trees, as is too well known, are often very
badly invested with aphides or blight. There are three kinds
which are exceedingly destructive to the leaves and young shoots

of these trees ; by most persons these three species are imagined
to be the same, and are called by the same English names, but
this is not the case, and though they appear to be very similar at

first sight, a closer examination will show various differences. This,

however, though very interesting to the entomologist, is immaterial
to the fruit grower, as the habits of all the species are the same,

Fig. 1, Winged Female, magnified ; Fig. 2, Apterous Female, do. ; Fig. 3, Larva,
do. ; Fig, 4, Peach leaves attacked by Peach Aphis.

and they may be destroyed by the same means. Trees suffer

very much if badly attacked by these insects, for they deprive
the leaves and young slioots of their sap, and cause the former to

fall off, leaving the trees bare and without those very useful
appendages. 1 have chosen for description, &c., the species whose
name stands at the head of this article, as it is the commonest and
the earliest to appear in the spring, often attacking the young leaves
as soon as they begin to open, causing them to curl up by con-
stantly puncturing- and drawing off their juices. This curling of

the leaves unfortunatel}' provides the aphides with a very efficient

shelter, so that when the trees have been attaclced for some
time it is not of mucli use to apply any fluid insecticide

by syringing, as very few of the insects will be
touched by it. Wlieu trees are in this state the best way is to
thoroughly fumigate them. This should be done two or three
times if necessary, with an interval of two days between each
operation. Fumigation is easily managed if the trees are culti-

vated under glass, but when the trees are against walls in the open
air it is a much more troublesome matter; however, it can be done
very effectively by leaning poles against the wall, and spreadino- a
tarpaulin or stout canvas well wetted on them. This covering
should be kept down on the top of the wall by a plank weighted
with bricks or stones, and be allowed to fall over the poles to the
ground. At the sides it should be kept as close to the wall as
possible by upright poles or a few laths and uails ; the chief object
should be to prevent thj smoke from escaping. A still mild even-
ing is the best time for operating on the trees. In this, as in all
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othei' cases, prevention is better tban cure, and as tlie first of tliese

insects which appear in the spring- have been hatched from eggs

which were laid the previous autumn near the buds, it is obvious

that if these eggs can be destroyed tlie trees will be free from these

pests. To effect this in the early spring, before there is a chance

of any aphides being hatched, the trees should be unnailed and well

scrubbed with soft soap and Tobacco water {2 lbs. of soft soap

dissolved in gallons of hot water—when cold add 1 quart of

Tobacco water), or well painted with a mixture of 1 lb. of flower of

.sulphur, 1 lb. of Scotch snufi', 1 lb. of quicklime, i lb. of lamp-

black, and 1 lb. of soap, with sufficient water to make them into a

thick paint. When the trees are renailed, new shreds should be

used, or the old ones should be boiled or well soaked in one of the

above mixtures before being employed again. If the aphides have

only just made their appearance, when ilr.it noticed the shoots may
be dipped in the first-mentioned recipe. Gishurst Compound, gas

liquor, mixed with one-third water, soapy water, or some other

insecticide. The trees should be well syringed with clean water

the next day. If one application has not the desired effect, and

after the syringing aphides are still found alive, give them

another dose. No trouble should be spared to clean the trees

from these pests, which are capable of doing them so much
injury.

These insects, fortunately, have many deadly enemies; they

fall a prey to various carnivorous grubs, such as those of the

ladybird, lace-wiug fly, and the Syrphidpe (a family of two-

winn-ed flies), which eat large numbers of them. Several small

ichn'eumons and cynips deposit their eggs within their bodies,

the n-rubs from which speedily destroy them. As is the case with

most insects, in some years they are much more abundant than in

others, and they make their appearance earlier or later according

to the season. The first specimens which appear are those hatched

from en'gs deposited by the females in the previous autumn
;
these

en-o'S will apparently resist uninjured any amount of cold to which

they are likely to be subjected to in this country. The lar^M be-

come fully developed into perfect insects in the course of a few

days after they are hatched; they then begin to propagate

their species, not, however, by laying eggs, as most

insects do, but by producing their young alive at the rate,

probably, of fifteen or twenty a day ; these, in the course of five

or six days become mature, and begin to reproduce at the same

rate as their parents did. This being the case, the sudden

appearance of swarms of aphides on trees isno longer a mystery,

for if there was only one full-grown aphis on a tree one day,

there would be twenty the next day, and 12,000 at the end of a

week, if none were disturbed. Some of these insects are provided

with 'wings, but most are without them ; those which are capable

of fli"ht soon found new colonies on other trees, or on other parts

of tlfe trees already attacked. Tliese insects go on producing

their vouno- alive until the autumn, when a certain numlier of

females are^produced which only lay eggs ;
these are not hatched

initil the following spring. Tsually no males are to be found

until the autumn, all the earlier broods being born without their

presence. These aphides are much visited by ants for the sake of

the honev-dew which exudes from their cornicles (the little tubes

standing "out from their bodies). If ants are seen in any numbers

ontrees'or plants it may be taken for granted that such trees are

attacked by aphides or scale insects.

The Peach aphis is not very particular as to what part of the

tree it attacks; it is usually found on the leaves and young shoots,

but I have found them on the young fruit and on the hard wood

where a branch had been cut off, feeding on the softer part of the

bark which was exposed. The three species which I have before

alluded to have all been named Aphis persica3 by various authors;

they are now placed in different genera, and the species now under

consideration has received the specific name of Amygdali to dis-

tinn-uish it still further from the others. The perfect-winged

insect (fig. 1) is about l-]Oth in. long, and measures about

J in. across the wings when they are fully expanded; the colour

of this Insect varies considerably,somespecimensbeingmuch darker

than others. The head and thorax are generally dark brown or

nearly black ; the eyes are reddish-brown ;
the antennaj are com-

posed of seven joints, and are of the same colour as the head,

except the third -joints, which are yellowish-brown. The body is

yellowish, with four dark brown or black spotson either side;

each of the first three or four joints are marked with a dark band,

the remainder are covered with a patch of the same colour ;
the

coruicles also are nearly black ; the legs are yellowish, with the tips

of the joints and the feet black ; the upper wings are large and

slightly iridescent, with pale brown veins. The ^vingless female

(fig. 1') is hardly 1-lOth in. long, and i^i a much broader

insect than her winged sister ; it also varies very much in colour,

some specimens being of a brownish-yellow, with various

brown or black bands, other", being- nearl}', if not

quite, black, except the legs, antennse, and eyes, which
are of the same colour as tliose of the winged form. The
larvaj are of rathei' a reddish-yellow colour; they change their

skins several times; those which eventually become winged after

a certain time exhibit the rudiments of -n-ings, and are then in the

pupa state ; they are much of the same colour as the larvae ; the

wings are greenish-grey ; those, however, which are to remain

wingless gradually assume the adult colourations and proportions.

The insect in all its stages obtains its nutriment from the plants

by means of its proboscis, from the end of which three fine hair-

like organs are nrotruded, with which the leaves, &c., are pierced.

G. S. S.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
FRUIT CULTURE FOR PROFIT.

Protecting the Blossoms.—It must be ob-\iou3 that no
one universal system of protection will suffice for all places ; the

climate of these islands varies too much. There are sheltered

situations where the smallest amount of protection will make all

safe; just a few small sprays of Yew with an old fishing-net hung
over, to keep the wind from displacing- them, is all that is required,

and will be better than heavier coverings; but it would be the

merest folly and presumption to say because such and such a thing-

has been very successful in one situation, it must necessarily be so

elsewhere where the conditions are totally different ; yet, making-

every allowance for the manj' varying- circumstances under which
fruit trees are gro-wn, and taking- a general view of the question, I

do think that ver^' often the protection does harm ; it is in the

nature of things that it should do so. The trees themselves are

fairly hardy in our climate when planted against a wall ; it is the

blossoms that need protection, and the problem to be solved is just

to give as much shelter as each case requires and no more.

AVe may leave out of the question a glass roof, as

that \yould remove the case to another category alto-

gether. The first requisite in a wall is a dry surface

;

a wall that is always damp and green with Moss is not fit for

fruit trees. Not only do damp walls act prejudicially upon the

blossoms, but the wood in a dull, sunless summer does not ripen

so well. Every wall should have unier the grooved edge of

the coping a small zinc gutter to carrj- off the water that runs

from the coping and drips down on the trees. This drip in cold

weather must be bad for them. When referring to the protection

of Pears, I said something- in favour of movable temporary
copings that would fold back on the -n-all, and it is still more
important in the case of stone fruits. "What is required is pro-

tection from frost, cold rains, and winds from the time the blos-

soms open till jMay 10, and as during that time there are da3'S

when the weather is exceedingly mild and warm, permanent or
immovable copings reaching far out from the wall must tend to

weaken the trees and make them more susceptible to insect

attacks. I don't consider any coping-, whatever the material

may be of which it is made, is perfect except it can
easily be folded back when the weather is warm, for

the trees to have the full benefit of exposure. Glass

is a perishable substance and easily broken, and I have an
idea that a light frame made to work easily on hinges in suitable

lengths, and thatched -n'ith a single layer of reeds, would be cheap
and eft'ective. The reeds could be cut to fit the frame, and be
secured with a thin lath. It should be made from 12 in. to 18 in.

wide, to suit any locality, and might, I think, be easily secured to

the stone coping. The misfortune of fixed copings of glass or wood
is their tendency to weaken by over-protection. If a space was
left between the temporary coping and the wall for ventilation the

effect would not be so bad, but in any case I do not look upon fixed

copings as anything but a makeshift, as I believe some batter mode
of protecting- trees will be discovered if fruit trees are to continue

to be gi-own in the open air. What we seem to want is something

cheap, and what any ordiuarj- machine can make. If we are to go
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to the expense of glass copings, wo might as well cover the

trees with glass altogether, and feel safe at once, as the

expense of glass copings, canvas curtains, and supports will

go a long way towards paying for it; but, as I have already said,

the thickness and character of the protection should vary with the

locality. Wliy should any of us go to an unnecessary expense

if we can secure a crop of fruit with spra3's of evergreen or

deciduous trees or shrubs and a few old fishing-nets hung over!-' and
I know some who do; indeed, they oftener have a crop than do
those who cover more elaboratel}' ; but then, of course, there may
be something favourable in their locality ; their trees ma}^ be
possessed of more than average health and vigour. Tliis, I believe,

is true, aud strong healthy blossoms will stand more cold than
weakly ones. In looking at the question from all points of view it

seems to branch off into a good many distinct issues, most of which
are intimately connected with the general system of culture, and
maybe, I think, briefly summed up as follows: 1st, plant the
young trees in a suitable border ; 2nd, lieep them free from insects

;

3rd, give them water in drj' weather, both over the foliage and at

the roots; 4th, Iceep the young wood thin, so as to get it well
ripened; and -oth, in spring adopt some cheap simple system of

covering that does not coddle the trees, and which at the same time
suits the locality; and lastly, keep the walls in good condition, so

that they may always be dry and warm. I believe in the majority
of situations a light movable coping 1 ft. wide, with a few spraj's

of Yew placed in among the branches of the trees, so that their

feathery ends may project a few inches from the wall, will be
sufficient, and in fact answer the purpose better than heavy curtains

flapping about in the wind. Looking back at the time when fined

walls were in operation, and noting the good crops of fruit then
gathered from tliem, the idea constantly comes into one's mind,
why have they been neglected.'' and why cannot we hark back
to them again ? Depend upon it, the step will be in the right

direction, only instead of flues we should substitute hot-water
pipes.

Select Stone Fruits.

ApnicoTS.—Moor Park (the best for general planting), Ilems-
kirke. Peach, Oullin's Early Peach.

CHBiiniBS.—Bigarreau, B. Napoleon, Black Tartarian, Governor
• Wood, May Dulce, Early Rivers, Knight's Early Black, Holman's
Duke, Morello, Kentish.

Peaches.—Royal George, Noblesse, Hale's Early, Vanguard,
Grosse Mignonne, Walburton Admirable, Lord Palmerston,
Broughton, Crawford's Early, Sahvay.

Nectamnes.—Downton, Elruge, Ilardwicke Early, Pine-
apple, Violette Hative, Pitmaston Orange, Hunt's Tawny.

Plujis.—Kitchen Varieties.—Belle de Septembre, Victoria,
Diamond, Early Prolific, Orleans, Goliath, Magnum Bonum, Pond's
Seedling, Prince of Wales, Damson, Winesour. Dessert.—Ti'ans-
parent Gage, Green Gage, Golden Drop, Imp6ratrice Blue, Jeffer-
son, Kirke's, Reine Claude de Bavay, Washington, Angelina
Burdett, Rivers' Early Favourite.

Propagation.
Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines are best propagated by bud-

ding upon the Plum. There is some difference of opinion as to
which is the best variety for the purpose, and I am not called

upon here to decide the question as to whether the Muscle Plum,
the Pear Plum, or the Brompton stock is best; perhaps for
certain purposes and situations all are good, but the subject is too
wide to be discussed in all its bearings here. Budding is a simple,

easy process of propagation ; any one can master its details, and
it is not like grafting; there is not much fear of being too early or
too latej as it can only be done when the bark will move easily.

In budding tlie stock is not headed down, but a smooth place is

selected at the proper height, preferably on the side furthermost
from the sun, so as to be removed from its drying influence.

There are two modes of manipulating the opening in the bark of

the stocli: for the reception of the bud ; one is to make a perpen-
dicular cut JT.st through the bark, but without injuring the wood,
about H in. or 2 in. long, lifting up the edges of the bark a little

on each side to permit of the easy ingress of the bud and its

shield of bark. The other method necessitates a trans-

verse cut at right angles with the perpendicular line and about
5" in. or so below its upper limit. The object of this trans-

verse cut is to facilitate the operation of budding by
permitting a little wider openiug of the bark, and a rather freer,

easier insertion of the bud. The less the bark of the stock is muti-
lated the better, and that is undoubtedly the best system which
permits of the operation being done with the least amount of
injury. Tlie buds should be selected from healthy, fruitful trees
only, and should be sufficiently advanced without being too forward.
Tlie experienced budder can generally tell by the feel of the wood
when the buds are suitable. The time does not arrive in all cases
at the same moment, but there is a time when the young wood
begins to lose the flexibility or elasticity of its early growth, and is

gradually merging into the firmness or ripeness of autumn, and it

is at this point when about midway between the two that the bark
aud the buds are generally in the best condition for removal. The
buds must be carefully tied in with soft matting or soft material
of some kind, which must be examined aud loosened when the buds
commence to swell—generally about a month or so after the opera-
tion has been performed. In nearly all cases the buds will remain
dormant till the following spring, when, as soon as they begin to
move, the stock should be headed down to within 2 in. or 3 in. of
the point of insertion

; as the young shoot springs rapidly up the
projecting stock may be used the first summer for supporting it, by
linking the two together with a bit of soft matting. Some care is

necessary in raising the bark for the insertion of the bud, that
the inner bark or cambium be not injured or disturbed, as success
in budding depends chiefly upon the eye of the bud coming into
closecontact with and resting firmly upon it. It is also important
in extracting the wood from the shield of bark surrounding the
bud that the eye of the latter be not torn away, and to avoid
this, the leverage or force should always be to the lower or base
end

;
the stock must be neatly pruned away. All through the

summer all growths upon the stock other than the bud inserted
must be removed as soon as formed, and it may be desirable to pinch
the young shoot of the bud itself when it has made a fair amount
of progress in order to strengthen the base. C'herries and Plums
are best grafted upon stocks of their own species in spring, though
in their case also budding may be resorted to if grafting has been
neglected or delayed too long. The Mahaleb is a good stock for
inducing early fertility, especially for warm soils, and the Morello
is not without its advantages. E. Hobday.

Wintering Pot Strawberries Out-of-doors.—I do not
hear much said in praise of this system after the experience of the
last few winters, but I hear many complaints from those who are
compelled from lack of room under glass to adopt the plan as to
the weakly condition of their plants compared with tliose that have
had the friendly shelter of a glass roof. During the late exceptional
winter we had a good many pot .Strawberries packed in ridges of
ashes, the pots being laid on their sides, and although the plants
lost most of their old foliage they retained their roots well, and only
being meant for late crops, they had plenty of time to recruit before
being i^laced under glass. I would never, however, adopt this plan
from choice, as although the Strawberry is hardy enough to with-
stand our severest winters, I am extremely doubtful as to the benefit
it receives from liaving the foliage destroyed, as it must weaken the
plants. I have no doubt that some sorts are mucli hardier than
others ; but, by way of experiment, I left a few dozen small pots of
Sir Charles Napier out doors all the winter, where they were frozen as
hard as stones for weeks together, yet they are all alive and healthy.
iSTevertheless, I certainly think it bad policy to have pot Strawberries
exposed to severe frost. Plunged out-of-doors up to the rim of the
pot will in wet seasons reduce the crop one-half, and if laid on
their sides in ashes, so as to keep the superabundant moisture from
their roots, they are considerably checked compared with those
safely wintered in cold pits with dry leaves worked between the
pots. Under such circu,''.istances the roots never cease growing, and
even late potted plants will continue to gather strength during
winter, aud will start with vigour in spring.—J. Geoom, Linton.

Ants in Fruit Houses.—These little pests are extremely
troublesome when they get established in the borders of fruit houses
for one cannot destroy them without greatly disturbing the roots,
by the ordinary method of pouring boiling water on the nests and
trapping them with pans of treacle is a tedious method. They may,
however, be greatly reduced by such measures if taken in time.
We have lately had them attack some lifay Duke pot Cherry trees
that had ripened a good crop in an early Peach house, and in such
numbers did they swarm to these trees, that as soon as a fruit was
attacked it was quickly cleared to the stone. After trying waddino-
soaked in paraffin and several other remedies, to no purpose, we set
shallow tin trays under the pots and filled them vsuth water, raisino-

the Cherry tree on inverted flower-pots ; tliis proved quite effectual
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' complains (p. 476)

and I can strongly recommend the plan in any similar case, although,

as before stated, it is safest to anticipate their attacks by trapping

them before they commence their depredations, as they are not very

easily baffled, and with trees planted out tliis remedy could not be

readily applied.—J . G.

An Appleless Orchard.—"An Amateur

tliat he lias liail no fruit for the last

four years, and is anxious to l^now the

reason why. The answer may probably

be given in two words—spring frosts.

Had these continued a little longer tliis

season or become slightly more severe the

year 1881 would have had to be added to

the Appleless ones that have preceded

it. The destructive effects of frost are

not always visible at first sight. Frost

comes and goes and the blossoms still

look fresh and bright and gay. The fact

is the petals of the flowers are, as a rule,

hardier than the pistils or stamens ; hence

the former not seldom appear unharmed
•while the crop is already doomed to ji

destruction. Consequently, when the

Apple blossoms fall to the earth in

showers the embryo fruit either falls with

them, as described by " Amateur," or is
,

found adhering to the trees for a time

dead and shrivelled up. From the late-

ness of the blossom this season the Apple

crop seems yet (Jlay 12) still safe, not- '

withstanding these biting nor'-easters

and from 10° to 15° of frost most nights.

But they are now in full bloom, and it is

hoped a change of wind and weather may
enable us to gather Apples in plenty this

year. Never was the promise more bril-

liant. Should, however, " Amateur's "

crop again go the frosts we have had will

readily account for his failure, especially

if he is in a forward locality. The fol-

lowing causes also tend to failure at

times : The laying down of orchards to

Grass that have previously been arable

has a tendency to lighten or destroy the

crops for a time ; it is somewhat diffi-

cult to explain the reason why, but I

have noted several such cases in my
experience. The clay bottom may also

have something to do with " Amateur's
''

failure. The effect, however, of the

roots entering the clay is generally to

reduce the number of fruit buds rather

than to cause them to drop oif or prove

unfruitful. I'ossibly the elevation of the

situation, the depth of the roots in the

clay, ami consequent coldness of the

site, may cause the blossoms and em-

brvo fruit to fall. This last guess

wliich I make, for it is merely

o-uess work, not being acquainted with all the circumstances,

?s founded on the fact of one Apple, possibly a hardy -laiieti,

and one very hardy Tear, the Jloorfowl's Egg, succeeding whilst

all the others fail. But then this theory hardly squares with the fact

that the two were fruitful when younger. This latter fact agaui

S3ems to point to a cold spring as the most jirobable cause of failure.

Still, young trees do fruit well at times on sites and in soils on and

in which older trees fail. Such failures may arise from the roots

getting deeper down into colder soils or sub-soils. The results too

often "are that v.hile the tops start into growth and the flowers

attempt to set their embryo fruits, the roots remain inactive, neither

collect nor forward anj' food, hence the young fruits arc starved off

and fall, as described bj' " Amateur." Such failures, too, are not

seldom traceable to birds. Bullfinches and other bud-pickers do not

always drive the buds off bodily ; they not seldom content themselves

with picking out the pistils or wounding the ovaries. All such

mutilated flowers are unable t? set or swell into perfect fruit and

fall oif as described by " Amateur.'' One more guess at the cause of

failure. "Amateur" says the situation is light; is it very much
exposed to any prevailing winds and had the trees more shelter

when they were younger and more dwarf. In some localities, a

wood, a rock, a hil'l affords shelter to a certain height ; but no sooner

do fruit, or other tree, or shrub, overtop their shelter than they are

stripped bare of fruit and even leaves, and blighted and blasted by

winds until they look alciost as if they had passed througli fire ;
but

I would trust that nothing worse has happened to "Amateur's"
Apple orchard than has befallen most of us, and that this year may
j'ield him a good crop, though eacli night frost now threatens to add
this to the many almost fruitless seasons that have preceded it.

—

D. T. Fisii.

If, as "Amateur" sais,his Pear and Apple trees are healthy

and flower, tliere can be but one cause of their not

setting, and tliat is the injury which the blossoms

receive from the spring frost or cold winds. The
only thing " Amateur " can do is to plant for pro-

tection some quick-growing trees like the Scotch

and Spruce Firs, and arrange them so as to form
a belt on the cold sides, or remove the Apples and
fears to a situation more favourable, which removal,

if they are over strong and not too large, will do
good if the transplanting is carried out carefully and
at tlie proper time. This would be in October, when
they should be got U13 with all the roots possible

ancl taken at once and put into the places prepared

fortliera, as then there is no drying of the rootlets,

whicli soon start afresh and keep tlie buds plump.

AVhen planting it is always a good plan to wash
in tlie earth as the filling up proceeds, and very

important that the trees be mulched round after

to prevent any cracking of the soil or escape of mois-

ture from evaporatii;n, which in the early autumn

Sedges.

with a strrng sun liaving such power goes on at a rapid rate, and

fresh moved trees without protection soon suffer, as the bark shuvels

and the contraction of the sap vessels follows.— S. D.

Planting Vines Out-of-doors,—Mr. Jlitchinson is trying

an experiment with Buckland Sweetwater and black Hamburghs

out-of-doors and quite exposed on the system employed on the

Ehine, viz., growing them on poles about 12 ft. high; what is wanted
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is, of course, a hot summci-. Will someone acquainted with Grap®

growing on the Rhine toll me what must be done after fruiting ?

and do the laterals require support ? Any information will oblige.

—

William Kobeets.

COAL TAR DRESSING FOR VINES.
" Pbebgrine" seems desirous of inducing your readers to believe that

the dressing for Vines given in Carter's " Practical Gardener " is

injurious to them. He has altered the statement in such a way as

to mislead anyone who has not read the article in question. "0. P."

(p. 44:4) has in no way overrated tlie mixture in quantity, but

underrated it considerably. The recipe given in the " Practical

Gardener " is :
" Where bug exists, dress the rods with a pint of coal

tar and six of water, adding clay and hot lime to the consistence of

paint." As the writer of the article, I think I am justified in stating

that making the seven pints already mentioned to the consistency

of paint requires eighteen pints of clay or soil and lime to make tlie

mixture suitable for adhering to the Vine. This I measured mj-self,

therefore there is no vagueness about tlie matter. This mixture has

been used bj' me for three years without the sliglitest injury hap-

pening to the Vines. On the contrary, they are most healthy, and
not an insect is to be seen on them. I spealc from three j'ears'

practice, but maj- 1 venture to ask on wliat grounds does " Peregrine''

condemn ? Many think that mealy bug cannot be cleared from a

Vinery without the destruction of the Vines, but liere is a case in

point. I would not, however, recommend anj'one with unhealthy
Vines to use the tar remedj', i.e., Vines in which life but exists, and
which can scarcely withstand the light of daj'. Such are not the

sort of Vines to try it on. Such Vines thrive best in the centre of

the house where careful attention is not 30 mucli required. For the
reassurance of anyone desirous of trj'ing my remedy, I may tell

them that I have used the tar double the strength named without
injury, but the former will do its work effectually where you find

coal tar only the 2.')th part of the mixture recommended. The
tar used by me was taken from coal in the preparation of gas
making, and I venture to say, where hair-splitting is not required,

that coal or gas tar may be applied as stated in the recipe. It is a
well-known fact that every gardener desires to avoid introducing
bug if possible, and so it was with me; but on purchasing some ever-

green creepers for the fronts of our houses, bug made its appearance
upon them, and then took possession of the Vines before I was
aware of it ; hence the cure for the evil. As to smell, the proportion
of other ingredients being so large, witliout an acute sense of

smell no one could sniff a whiflE of the tar ; the tliird day after use
the lime which I used in quantity left the Vines as near their

natural colour as possible. Seeing is believing, and therefore I will

be pleased to allow either " Peregrine " or Mr. Fish to see and judge
for themselves. J. Hustee.
Lambton Oastle. ' \'"'

It is always advisable to be cautious in using any material
for the destruction of insects that in itself is injurioiis to plant life,

even when the material employed is so far reduced in strengtli as to

be innocuous. And it is equall}' necessary to be careful not to give
publicity to any remedy until its effects have been sufficiently

proved ; but if everyone had acted in accordance with the ideas ex-
pressed by Sir. Fish in respect to the tar-dressing, we should have
yet had little chance of getting rid of the numerous insects that
prey on cultivated plants, except by the slow process of catching
them one by one. Cannot Mr. Fish see the folly of condemning an
article which he has not tried, or even seen tried, or, as lie admits,
read the communication treating on the subject, or even made
himself acquainted with what kind of tar was meant. Neverthe-
less, he rushes in to throw cold water on the prescription. It

would be just as reasonable to condemn any, or all, of the various
remedies that are in everyday use for freeing plants from injurious

insects, because the active agent employed it used at full strength
would kill the plants. Those who are content to Avage endless
war with such pssts as mealy bug without ever fully conquering
them may be satisfied with half-measures ; but I for one am not,

and when I wrote to substantiate what had been said of the
efiiciencj' of the tar dressing, I did so with a full knowledge of
its use and results. As to mixing the ingredients, they are just
as easy to amalgamate as oil with paint, as I have proved in pre-
paring the mixture for dressing Apples for American blight and
Pears for mussel scale, in both of which cases it is effectual and
harmless, just as it is in that of Vines. It is impossible to grow plants
or fruits as they ought to be grown when infested with such insects
as mealy bug, and inexpensive effectual remedies lilie the one in
question are preferable in every way to those which are more costly.
Mr. Fish says he has known trees to be killed by the use of tar,

which evidently must have been applied witliout caution or j udg-

ment ; but is that any reason why he should condemn its use when
its strength is so much reduced by the admixture of other ingredients

as to be wholly non-injurious 1 He might just as consistently inveigh
against tlie use of steam because someone's carelessness had caused
the bursting of a boiler, or eschew all medicine that contained
poison however infinitesimal the quantity. 0. P.

GRACEFUL SEDGES.
Among the forms of plants that are least seldom used with effect

ill gardens are those of the Sedges and like plants. Certainly

great numbers of them are not what we should call beautiful, and
could never be of tlie slightest garden value ; but among the

immense number of plants of this and allied races that grow
throughout cold and temperate countries, there are more beautiful

things tlian are known to us in cultivation. Such as are known,
however, are worth a place, and though they have not the cliarms

of flowers in the ordinary sense, their grace and vigour compen-
sate for this. Their home is by the water-side, but we should

guard against placing them in what is called the bog garden,

because they are apt to over-run it with their strong suckers ; they
should rather be planted in positions where they cannot injure

other things, and where their graceful forms may be seen to

advantage, as beside a streamlet. Our illustration is from " Pas-

toral Days." In certain cases pot or tub treatment miglit be tried,

but it is apt to limit their growth ; on the contrary, rich, deep
soil is what is required. The following kinds are among the

most interesting in cultivation, the most valuable being marked
with an asterisk : Cypsrus longus,* C. virens,* V. esculeutus, C.

filiculmis, 0. strigosus, C. phymatodes ; Oladium Mariscus*;
Carex peiidula,* 0. panioulata, C. vulpina, C. riparia,* and
C. acuta.

NOTES or THE WEEK.

Plants from Ne'wry.—I send you a spray of a new Lepto-

siDermum raised liero from seed, and so far as I know the only rose-

colom-ed form (an important variety) in cultivation. The plant in a
mass is very charming. I add the following : Iris tectorum, now in

great beauty and valuable, as the flowers last several days, a property

not possessed by all the group. I. tridendata and I. balkana have

just flowered, but so fugaceous are they, one has no sooner begun to

admire them than jthey are away. Genista precox, now fountains

of bloom sweeping the ground, is one of the very finest spring

blooming shrubs we possess. We have also the miniature Myosotis

rupicola, charming en masse ;
Piptanthus nepalensis, now bright on

the wall, where it has braved the last severe winter, (a very old wall

shrub in Ireland). Some varieties of the Senecio cruentus, now pretty

at foot of wall planted out early ; Calceolaria violacea very pretty,

and two varieties of Snowflake, one bearing flowers closely resembling

those of the spring form, but much taller and quite erect; whereas the

other, and what I take to be the true summer Snowflake, has arching

stems andpendulous flowers all on one side [one is L. iE3tivum,the other

Heruandezi.

—

Ed.] A large mass here now, in which the two forms,

and also a free admixture of Pheasant's-eye Narcissus, are in flower

together is very fine. A good mass of the Wood Hyacinth (Scilla

nutans) of the three colours, white, pink, and blue, all mixed
together has a better effect to my jiind than single clumps con-

sisting of the sei^arate colours.—T. Smith.

Himalayan Rhododendrons at Ke'w.—Among those in

flower in the temperate house since our last notes were made are K.

glaucum, a pretty dwarfgrowing species with small thimble-like flowers

of a deep rosy pink and small leaves, the under surfaces of which are

of a glaucous whiteness ; R. cinnabarinum Blandfordiaiflorum, with

dense drooping clusters of long bell-shaijed flowers of a rich yellow

flushed with red ; R. niveum, a large growing species with lurid

purple flowers in dense heads, and leaves with white under surfaces
;

R. hybridum, a cross between R. maximum and E. viscosum ; E.

calophyllum, one of the largest kinds, with bold white flowers pro-

duced among the handsome foliage ; and R. Edgeworthi, with

singularly wrinkled foliage and lovely large white sweet-scented

blossoms.

The Orange-fl.o'wered TroUius (T. napellifolius). — This

very handsome hardy flower possesses quite an eventful history, for

it is not only honoured with several names, but it has been dis-

tributed as a new plant on three different occasions. First, it appears

it was introduced from Japan as T. napellifolius, a name which
according to priority of date should take precedence ; next it was
sent out as T. japonicus, and subsequently as Fortunei fl,-pl., and it
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is likewise known in nurseries and gardens under otlier names. One
lias, therefore, often to buy a new name instead of a new plant,

which to say the least of it is very disappointing.

Aristolochia G-oldieana.—This wonderful plant from M'es-

tern Tropical Africa is about to flower in the Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, there being four flower-buds in course of develop-
ment, two of which will be expanded in a few days. The j)lant,

though not large, is well grown, and to bring it into its present state

has required considerable skill and attention. This is, we believe,

the third instance in which this plant has flowered in this countr}',

and those wlio take an interest in botanical wonders should not fail

to see its flowers, which are among the largest of any in the vege-
table kingdom. It is growing in the A'ictoria Eegia house, and pro-
bably some of the flowers will be expanded at tlie date of tlie first

summer exhibition on May 25.

Bird's-foot Violet (Viola pedata).—One of the prettiest of all

Violets is this ISorth American species which we liave seen during
the weelv in various nurseries and gardens. The typical kind has
flowers about twice the size of those of our native Violet, and deep
lilac-purple in colour, or blue shading ofl; into a paler hue and even
white—not pure white, however, but a tint having a delicate suffusion

of pink, rendering it most charming. The handsomest variety, how-
ever, is bicolor, which is found wild, but sparingly, from Massacliu-

setts to Maryland. It is mucli larger than the ordinarj' form, and
the j)etal3 are arranged flat like those of a Pansy ; the two upper ones

Bird's-Ioot Molet (Viola pedata).

are a rich velvety purple ; three lower a delicate blush tint. In the
typical form tlie flowers are produced plentifully, and the plants are
free in growth in a light rich soil in partial shade, but the variety
bicolor is somewhat fastidious and only succeeds in certain localities,
and then needs special attention ; but any extra care is well
bestowed on such a beautiful plant. The annexed engraving shows
a plant of the tj-pical variety.

Bomarea Caldasiana.^There is a fine example of this
beautiful twining Amaryllidaceous plant hanging from the rafters
of a spacious span-roofed cool house in Mr. Joad's collection. It is
bearing several huge and dense clusters of blossoms, in one of which
we counted nearly half a hundred. The flowers are about 1| in.
long of a deep orange inclined to red, and the interior is prettily
spotted and barred with black. It is a most attractive plant and one
that deserves to be in every greenhouse ; it possesses an additional
advantage, too, in thriving in a cool house with only suflicient arti-
ficial heat to exclude frost. It is planted out in a bed of free soil
and produces thick rambling shoots which indicate robust health and
vigour.

Passiflora kermesina and princeps. — In one of the
stoves the roof is hung in gi-aceful profusion with the lovely blossoms
of these two Passion-flowers, which are among the finest of this
handsome genus. The flowers of kermesina are rich carmine, and
are hung on elegant slender stalks, while those of princeps are
produced in long pendulous racemes, and, being of a vermilion hue,
beautifully contrast with the other. These both have a long
flowering season, kermesina in particular, which carries bloom
throughout the summer into late autumn. In the same house is a
grand plant of the beautiful leaved Cissns discolor, which occupies
the entire back wall, and beneath are some planted-out Caladiums
rising from a surfacing of Fittonias and other fine-leaved plants.

Ohamserops Palmetta in Flower.—The large conserva-
tory in the Botanic Garden, Regent's Park, is just now delightfully
perfumed by the flowers of this noble Palm, which has produced a
large head of its small yellow flowers on erect, much branched spikes,
rising from the centre of the head of foliage. There are, likewise,
several plants of Cordyline australis in flower, two of which, being
particularly fine examples, with the huge feathery panicles of white
flowers they have produced, are very eflfective. The Night-flowering

Cactus (Cereus grandiflorus) promises to be even finer this season
than last, and will probably be in perfection about the time of the
evening fete in tliird week of next month.

Pleione Hookerlana, a rare and pretty species, is flowering
just now in the Kew collection and elsewhere. It differs from the
otlier species of Pleione in producing its flowers along with the
leaves, a character whicli gives it a much more finislied appearance
than that produced bj' the flowers alone. The small Damson-shaped
bulbs are of a purplish colour ; the leaves are deep green and
plaited, and the flowers, which rise just above the lea\es, are about
2 m. wide, the petals and sepals bright rose, and the scoop-shaped
lip pale and blotched with brown-purple. It is found in the Sikkim
Himalayas at an altitude of 9000 ft. to 10,000 ft., where it grows in
abundance on the mossy trunks of trees, &c, It thrives well in a
cool, light greenhouse, and at no time should it be placed in a warm
temperature.

Cyclobothra pulchella in Pota.—This pretty Californian
bulbous plant is a remarkably fine subject for pot culture, and as
such it is grown very successfully in a cool house in the Regent's
Park Botanic Garden. The singularly shaped flowers of a clear
yellow hue, gracefully drooping on slender stalks, are extremely
effective, and quite different from the ordinarj' stj'le of greenhouse
plants. Some of the otlier kinds are equally suitable for pot culture,

particularly C. alba and C. cocrulea. The true Calochorti, however,
do not succeed so well; indeed, they seem to be very fastidious under
any system of culture. Another pretty plant in pots in the gardens
just named is Triteleia (Milla) laxa, a Californian plant, of which
we gave a coloured illustration a short time ago.

Magnolia Lennei.—This is probably the handsomest of all the
spring flowering deciduous Magnolias. It is distinct from the others
in having the rich deep puq^le of its large blossoms almost black at
the base, then gradually lightening towards the tips. It is interest-

ing to observe the great variety of shades of colour that exist

amongst Magnolias, varying from the spotless white of the typical
M. Yulan to the superb M. Lennei. It is now in flower in the Pine-
apple nursery, Maida Vale. A be autiful coloured plate of it appeared
in The Garden, p. 518, Vol. IX.

Magnolia Lennei in Somerset.—There is now in flower in
Mr. Scott's nursery, at Meriiott, a magnificent specimen of this Mag-
nolia. It is 1.5 ft. high and as much through, and must have upwards
of 1000 flowers on it, which even at a distance are most effective.

A\'hen full blown they measure from 7 in. to 8 in. in diameter, and
the individual petals are 2^ in. in breadth.—W. E., Merriolt.

Andromeda pulverulenta. — Grown in pots, this North
American shrub forms an extremely elegant object, quite out of the
ordinary run of greenhouse decorative plants. Though old, it is by
no means common, not nearly so much so as its beauty merits. It

gi'ows about S ft. high and forms a bush covered witli small leaves
of a pale glaucous green ; the tiny bell-like flowers of waxy white-
ness, much resembling those of the Lily of the Valley in size and
form, are produced in erect racemes, which have a strikingly pretty
appearance. It comes under the denomination of American plants,
and thrives well in peaty soil. In the Pine-apple Nurseiy, Maida
Vale, we lately saw a fine group of plants of it in pots in one of the
cool greenhouses, under winch condition they flower much earlier
than in the open air.

The Display of Tulips in the borders skirting the avenue in
Regent's Park has been particularly fine this season, and though past
its best is still attractive. The blending of the masses of colour
has been happier than usual, and the effect, as a whole, is very
striking. The principal kinds employed are Kaiser Kroon, Cottage
Maid, Yellow Tournesol, Royal Standard, Couronne Pourpre, Yellow
Prince Brutus, and Joost Van Vondel, all excellent sorts and
especially adapted for iioweriug simultaneouslj' in masses.

Ranunculus speciosus. — This, one of the finest of the
hardy perennial Crowfoots, is also known under the names of l!.grandi-
fiorus fl.-pl. and bullatus fl.-pl. Its flowers are perfectly double, and
form quite a rosette of golden-yellow petals, which towards the
centre assume a gieen shade. They are about li in. across, and
several jjroduced simultaneously on dwarf-growing plants have a
fine effect in a border. It is now in flower in Messrs. Henderson's
nursery. Pine-apple Place, Maida Vale.

Calceolarias and Gloxinias at Reading.—For some
years jMst Messrs. Sutton have had an annual exhibition of these at
Reading, and though the winter has been unusually trying for both
classes of plants, the display of Calceolarias at the present time
certainly eclipses that of all former years, not only as regards robust
growth, but in the form and size of the flowers, whilst the colours
are of every hue, from clear yellow to bright crimson. High culture
has doubtless done much, but, apart from this, the strain is a remark-
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ably line one. As regards Gloxinias, many thousands are grown
bxit I cannot attempt to convey any idea of the perfection of cul-

ture that has been attained ; they must be seen to receive full

justice in this respect. The earliest plants are now magnilicently in

flower, and the foliage is of such a width and length as to com-
pletely conceal the pots, and this, too, on plants raised from seed

little more than twelve month ago.—W. W.
Hyacinthus princeps.—This is a companion plant, though an

inferior one, to that noble bulbous plant H. candicans, figured in

Tub Gaeden a short time since. It grows quite as tall, the speci-

mens in flower now at Kew being about 5 ft. high, but the flowers

are much smaller and not of such delicate ivory whiteness as those

of the other, though they have a similar bell-like form and droop in

tlie same mamier from the erect flower-stems. It is, like H. candi-

cans, a native of the Cape of Good Hope, whence it was first intro-

duced, we believe, by the late Mr. Wilson Saunders,

Calypso borealis.—With this quaint little terrestrial Orchid
Jlr. Joad has had exceptional success in his garden at Oakfield,

where he grows it in a moist peat bed in rather a shady position.

It has singular flowers resembling a bull's head in shape, and the
colour is pale pink, blotched with a deeper hue. It is a rare plant
in cultivation, but may occasionally be found in some of the best

hardy plant nurseries.

Primula pubescens.—When well grown this is one of the
prettiest of Primroses, and even under ordinary |care it is a pro-

fuse flowerer and strong grower. At Handcross Park, Crawley, we
saw a plant of it the other day in a pot with four flower-stems and
just upon fifty blooms, forming a broad flatfish head of a]rich purple-

crimson tint. It [succeeds well in' deep moist loamy soil, and
best where the roots can be in contact with stone, which keeps
them cool and moist in hot dry weather.
Phlox verna and Litlioapermum fruticosum.—

Amongst the numerous rockwork and border plants now in flower, I

am this season specially enamoured with two kinds : these are Phlox
verna and Lithospermnm fruticosum, both of which have been in

flower for at least a mouth past. Several patches of the former are

at least 3 ft. across, and as seen on a steej) bank growing over
irregularlj^-placed boulders the effect is unique. The Lithospermum
is shrubby and requires a deep soil, then it is in every way suited
for rockwork. Its deep, rich, blue flowers are produced in as great a
profusion as those of the Phlox, and the two colours, liglit pink and
deep blue, harmonise perfectlj"".—W. H.
Alpinia nutans, an East Indian Canna-like plant of noble

growth, is one of the most interesting plants in flower now in the
Palm house at Kew. It is from 6 ft. to 8 ft. high, and its stout erect
stems are terminated by upright spikes of blossoms which are large,

helmet-shaped, with a yellowish ground, heavily pencilled and
streaked with red. It is growing near the entrance to tlie north
wing of the house.

Blandfordia flammea elegans.—This, we believe, is a
seedling form which originated in the fine collection of these jDlants

in the Pine-apple nursery, JIaida Vale, where it is now in full flower
along with one or two others. It is much superior to the ordinary
form of flammea as regards colouring, v/hich is much brighter

;

instead of a dull yellow they are a reddish-orange, and being pro-
duced in dense umbel-like clusters on erect stalks rising well above
the grassy foliage they are very effective. The plants are growing
in a cool house having a northerly aspect.

Columnea Schiedeana.—As this semi-climbing plant is

grown at Kew in one of the compartments of the T range, it is

very attractive and one that deserves to be grown in an ordinary
way. The jjlants are in small pots, and the stems—about 1 ^ ft. high
—are furnished with an abundance of singularly attractive

flowers with red calj'xes and long tubular corollas of the same
hue, but copiously spotted and blotched with deep red, and gracefully
hung from the under-sides of the branches. It is a capital
plant for warm moist houses planted against a pillar, tree stump,
or wall.

Carpenteria californica.—This extremely rare Californian
shrub, which was figured in The Garden^ Vol. XVIII., p. 397, has
survived the winter in the open air in Mr. Joad's garden at Oakfield,

Wimbledon Park, and is now producing some healthy young growth,
but we doubt if it will produce its beautiful white flowers this

season. Another rare shrub which seems to have escaped uninjured
is Ungnadia speciosa, also a beautiful Californian species allied to
the Pavias.

A Three-flowered Tulip.—Mr. W. Ferris, gardener to the
Bishop of Truro, sends us a line specimen of one of the varieties of
Tulipa Gesneriana, bearing three flowers in various stages. The
Rev. Mr. jSTelson informs us that he has had as many as four flowers
on one stem of Tulipa sylvestris, but that is a very different kind.

Houstonia alba.—This name is applied to an extremely pretty
alpine plant, differing from the better known H. coerulea in the tint

of the blossoms being much paler than those of that kind, but they
are not a pure white, as the name would lead one to infer. In the
habit of growth, size, and other characteristics it appears to be
identical with H. ccerulea. It is in flower in Messrs. Henderson &
Sons' nursery at Pine-apple Place, Maida Vale.
French Garden Produce.—Messrs. Draper informs us of

an interesting fact as regards tlie great flow of I'rench garden pro-
duce to this country. Their firm has paid recently during a single
week for freight alone, over one line conveying produce from France
to London, ^1500. At the present season Ihis is to a large extent
Asparagus ; over 2000 boxes of Asparagus have passed through
Messrs. Draper's hands in one day.

We are requested by Mens. Vanderlinden, secretary of the Royal
Horticultural and Agricultural Society of Antwerp, to give notice
that an important International Horticultural Exhibition will be
held at Antwerp on the loth of August next.

WANTED — ENGLIS.H NAMES FOR FOKEIGN
PLANTS.

Mk. H. J. Elwes, whose antipathy to English names is as j'et

unabated, \vrites to us under the above heading :
" I see that Arisajma

triphyllum is called the little American ' Indian Turnip ' in The Gak-
DEN, and shall be glad if I can have English names for other species
of the genus which are now fiowering with me, as they are not yet
christened, and are not included in the British flora or Gray's
' Manual of United States Botany.' I would suggest the following :

For ArisaBma Sieboldi, Siebold's Japanese American Turnip, or the
Greater Japan Turnip ; for Arisinma speciosum, the beautiful Sikkim
Indian Turnip"—and so on tlirough a number of species whicli he
enumerates.
The answer is, that the name "Indian Turnip," quoted in The

Gardes, is given after Dr. Asa Gray, a botanist whose knowledge and
judgment are undoubted by all who know him. English names
cannot and should not conform to the rule for technical ones, and it

by no means follows that because the plant above named is called

Indian Turnip in America, its allies in other countries should follow
the same name, obviously given for local reasons. Let Mr. Elwes,
who knows and grows the plants, give them fitting English names,
that is, if they are likely to be gTown or talked of by English-
speaking people. We have English names for allied plants, " Lords
and Ladies," " Dragons," "Lily of the Nile," Italian Arum, and no
one is shocked that they are given on no such uniform plan as Latin
names. It should be clearly understood that the practice of the
best botanical authorities is opposed to Mr. Elwes' opinion in this

respect, that the leading books in our language, old and new, give
the plants English names ; that the Kew authorities begin to see the
need of these, and are rightly commencing to give English names a
good place on their recentl)'-written labels. The most influential

papers and books in America recognise the need of English names
more and more, and Dr. Thurber has recently christened a lovely

plant (Chionodoxa) " Snow Glorj'," because he knows and says people
likely to want and grow so beautiful a plant would find an impedi-
ment to its use and acquirement in a name to the i^ublic so awkward.
Mr. Elwes is a scientific gentleman, but without sympathy for the
thousands, even among educated people, who do not know, and take
no interest in tlie technical language of plants. If he believes this

knowledge, good in itself, he will best forward his views in that direc-

tion by lirst teaching people plants in language not wholly devoid
of sense to them. 'The French and German writers on plants re-

cognise the need of names in the ordinary language of their respec-

tive countries more fuUj' than our own writers do as yet, and more
progress has accordingly been made than here. As Jlr. Elwes had
said on a previous occasion that he had not read what Mr. Raskin
has written on the Latin nomenclature of plants, we hope to publish
it in a coming issue. Meantime we would recommend the perusal

of a little book, " English Plant Names from the Tenth to the
Fifteenth Century," by John Earle, M.A., Professor of Anglo-Saxon
at Oxford, in which there is, in addition to matter of much anti-

quarian interest, a well-expressed plea for an English nomenclature
of the plants in cultivation in our gardens and parks.

The fact is, Mr, Elwes is yet in the stage we all experience when
first feelin.g the charm of botanical collections. We ourselves, in

the daj'S when first enthusiastically searching out the treasures
of botanic gardens, were equally impatient with any one who used an
English name. We have no doubt that as time goes on Mr. Elwes'
opinions on this subject will undergo a change, and that we shall

one day find him of the same opinion as Dr. Gray, Professor Earle,

and the many other w"ise men who see tlie follj' of making the names
of plants intelligible to one class of persons only, and that a very,

very small one. In fact, we hope he will not grumble anj' more about
English names, but send us some beautiful plants, each with an
English name a,nd a Latin one too.
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GARDENING ON GRASS.
Fbom the style in which "Peregrine " writes of the possibility of

growing pretty spring flowers on Grass, one would infer that he
has only recently discovered that it is practicable to do this. My
earliest recollections, and they go a long way back, I regret to

say, are associated with any quantity of Daffodils, Crocuses, Lily
of the Valley, Primroses of various colours, the Wood Tulip,
Cowslips, and Polyanthus innumerable on the Grass, and that in

such a benighted region as the Hebrides ; this was more flian

fifty years ago. At Bothwell Castle last week I literally saw
acres of flower gardening on Grass. There I had also seen flowers
in the Grass nearly fifty years ago. I asked Mr. Turnbull how
long the banks about tlie old castle had been planted with such
flowers, and he replied that he had no idea; they were there when
he entered in 1828, that he had added to them during his time,
but there were legions before. I saw two men filling a large
basket with spring flowers to be sent to a benevolent lady who
makes up bouquets for the patients in the Glasgow hospital; this,

by desire of Lord Douglas, the proprietor, takes place weekly while
flowers can be spared.

I notice the following amongst the plants on the Grass at Both-
well Castle, viz.. Daffodils of sorts. Grape Hyacinths, Crocuses,
Polyanthuses, Primroses, Cowslips, Autumn Crocus, not at present
in bloom of course, Snowdrops, Columbines, and great masses of
the "Wood Anemone, and farther back in the woods, AAhich are
mostly deciduous, a carpet of the wood Hyacinth.

I was much struck the other day when walking through the
woods at liothwell with the beauty of tine bushes of Andromeda
grandiflora in full bloom, as if covered with snow—not a leaf

injured, while Laurels and Hollies on either side were killed by
the severity of the past winter.

I could give many other e.xamples of flower gardening on Grass;
a very pretty example of which I saw in an Apple orchard on the
field of Bannockburn last week—masses of Daffodils amongst the
Apple trees ; this on a common farm. Gentlemen's parks in Scot-
land abound in examples of gardening on Grass.

Tweed Vineijard. ^^^M, Thomson.

EXHIBITION OF POT ROSES.
TjlE usual annual exhibition of pot Roses from Messrs. 'WiUiam
Paul & Sou's nurseries at AValtham Cross was held during last week
in tlio Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's I'ark, and was a source of
great attraction. It was in no way inferior to those of former years

;

indeed, in some respects it surpassed that of hist year. With the
exception of some dozen or so o£ boxes of cut blooms, all the plants
were in pots profusely flowered, and in every way in excellent con-
dition. They consisted of a thoroughly representative collection as
regards varieties. Among the more noteworthy were the delicate
pink La France, with blossoms large in size and fine in form ; Celine
Forestier : General Jacqueminot, very finely represented ; President,
Niphetos, Dupuy Jamain, Raron de Bonstettin, Xavier Olibo, Raul
Neron, A'ictor Vcrdier, and Camille Bernardin, all excellent sorts
and especially suitable for pot culture.
The special interest o£ the exhibition, apart from the general

display, was the coHcction of English-raised varieties, principally
those distributed by Messrs. Paul from their nurseries at Waltliam
Cross. The queen of the newer kinds in the show was undoubtedlj'
tlie Duchess of Bedford, than which few Hybrid Perpetuals of its

colour surpass or even equal it. Its flowers are a rich crimson-
scarlet overlaid with a satiny lustre and of large size, perfect in form,
and in the half expanded state superb. Another fine Rose is

Pride of AValtham, a kind with large full flowers of a delicate rosy-
pink tint, shaded with briglit carmine ; such a charming colour, com-
bined with a vigorous constitution, renders it a most desirable
acquisition. Masterpiece jiromises to be a fine Rose, and the blooms
shown on this occasion were finer than any which we had hitherto
seen of it ; these were large, globular in form, and of a rich rosy-
crimson colour. 'We have not seen it out of doors, but it is said to
be a vigorous grower. Crown Prince, a new variety, has bright
purple flowers shaded with crimson, and it is said to be a very
prolific sort, well adapted for growing or culture, and for ordinary
decorative purposes. In Red Gauntlet we see another exquisite
variety, particularly remarkable for the rich scarlet-crimson of its

large full blossoms, and as a companion to this, Lady Sheffield,
from the same raiser (Mr. Postans), is a beautiful introduction, one
which will, as we have before remarked, j^rove a grand exhibition
Rose on account of its fine form and briglit rosy-pink colour.
'William "Warden, Souvenir de Mad. Robert, and Ur. Beithet were like-

wise included in the collection, though not in a condition to report

upon. Otlier Waltham Cross varieties of older date were also re-

presented, and ^•ery beautiful they were ; of these, tlie most
noteworthj- were Magna Charta, Peach Blossom, Queen Eleanor,

Princess Beatrice, Cceur de Lion, Princess Christian, Glory of

"Waltham, Star of AValtham, and Rosy Morn.
Among Continental raised kinds were Ferdinand ChafEoltc, one of

last year's varieties, which was certificated a short time ago by the

Royal Botanic Society. It is a large and full flower, deej^ red in

colour, shaded with violet ; with this were also Catlicrine Soupert,

Julius Finger, and Mad. Ducher, all Continental kinds of last year,

and likewise shown in fine condition.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
AVatering".—I wish that some of your correspondents wouUl give me the

benefit of their experience in tliis matter. AVe liave Iiad upwards of two months'
dry weather, and, as a consequence, both vei;etable and llower seeds are viry
backward in germinating; Ihe fniit trees are now full of blossom. Should
not all these be well watered? My own gardener advises me to let Nature
alone in this matter, but I have an idea that Nature has an ugly way of her o»n
sometimes, which results in the death of her offspring. I £.hould state that our
soil is a very light one.—Dorking.

Culture of Crinum giganteum.— C U'.—riacc the bulbs in pots
according to their size, using a compost of turfy loam and well-decajed manure,
and en. ugh white sand to make the whole friable. Then place the plants in a
warm, moist stove, and supply them with abundance of water aiter they have
rooted well, and if the pots could be placed near a tank so as to be partially
submerged the plants would thrive all the better.—AV.

Moving Roses in June.— Is this possible ? I have a large number of fine

dwarfs on the Manetti stock, and as I e.vpect to move ironi this parish toanother
ere long of course I should like to take my ItoFes with me. They are growing
well now, and tome are showing bloom. Would it do to cut them within a few
inches of the ground ? and would tliey then make new wood and ripen it \ y
autumn in their new quarters?— .T. H.
Fungus.- J. 5. T.—A'our fungus is the edible Morel (Nforchtlla esculenta)-

It varies considerably in form and colour
;
your variety is the c nereous tinttd

one, with a conical top, and small in size. The edible Morel is often 5iu- or Gin.
high, witli a globular top, and yellowish in colour, l^'or illustration and full
description see TuE Garden, Vol. 11., p. 391.

Morel.— C../. 7i., £n,s(o?.—A'our plant is the edible Morel (Morcliel'a efcn-
Icnta) : AI. semilibera is very different. A'ou can see coloured drawings from
Nature, by Mr. AV. G. Smith, of all the British species of Jlorchella iu the
department of Botany, Biitish Aluseuro, South Ktnsiugtou.

Purple Fig Marigold.— Can anyone tell me the name of and vlicnto
procure the beautiiul .Mcscmbryanthemum, with flowers of bright puiple, 2 in.

or 3 in. across, which we see growing half wild about the railway stations, &c., in
Central Italy ? It must be very nearly hardy.—A. J.

Tomato Disease.—There is no reason to consider it a disease if it does
not occur generally. It looks like the result of cold, or a check in nutrition,
\A^e will look more fully into the matter.

Straxvberry Supports.—Are these really useful? Do they keep the fi-nit

off the ground and free from slugs? If so, which kind answers that purpose best ?

—T. 8.

AT^ine Leaf Excrescences.—These do no harm; they are merdy the result
of an o\'erclosc, damp atmosphere.

Horses' Boot?.- /?. C. Lincolnshire—App^y to Messrs. .Shanks & Co., ;;7,

Leadenhall Street, London, E. C, or to any otliermowicgmachine manufacturer.
Names of Plants.— iV/.ss 0.—The Iris is I. cristata ; the Anemone is as you

say. E. Moltinfn.v.—l, ICerria japonica fl.-pl. : 2, Caltha palustris Jl.-pl.

;

3, Narcissus poeticns (variety); 4, Cheiranthus a'pinus ; .5, Saxifraga f.ranulala
fl.-pl. G 7^.— Fritillaria pyrenaica D. B. C—We could not name the
Oncidium flowers you sent. A. B. C.—\, E.xochorda gramliflora ; 2, Arthropo-
dium cirrhatum. F. It. II. 1, Cannot name; 2, Saxifraga hypnoides var.

;

S, Cerastium alpinum ; 4, apparcntlv Liniria Cymbalaria. M. E. &'.—Pteris
longifolia. The pale green one is Phlebodium aureum ; the Cyperus is C. laxu".

J. 3/.—Hel'eborus viridis (true); Alyssum saxatile, Iberis Garrexiana
W. //.— 1, Cerens speciosissimus ; 2, Aspidium falcatum ; 3, Mesembryanthemum
sp. (cannot name without floweis) ; 4, B gonia argyrospila ; 6, Pulmonaiia
mollis; 6, Begonia Evansiana. Send the others and we will endeavour to name
them for you .l/ac.-l, Narcissus poeticns ; 2, A'eronica tlhaniaidrvs ; 3, Nar-
cissus poeticus fl.-pl. )l'. //. //.—Tiarella cordifolia. i.— l. Arctium Lappa
(Burdock); 2, Conium maciilatum ; .5, Arum maculatum ; S, Alliaria officinalis.
Send others when in flower and attach numbers to each. T. Cfeir,?.- Heniero-
callisfulva. .Vr.s. 7)a;/.—Begonia glaucophylla. Tropa?olum tricolorum.

Insects.

—

Dr. JA—The insects you forwarded are the pup.-c of a two-winged
fly, probably a species of Sargus The larva; feed on decomposing matter, and
the flies are slender in form and brightly metallic in colour. —G. S. S.

J. M., C^o»j)(e^—Your r.o.ses are attacked by the grub of a sawfly. Several
species of these flies infest Kose trees, but from the specimens enclosed I can-
not give the specific name. Pinch all the leaves attacked, and shake Ihe bushes
over an open umbrella or cloth ; if manv of the flies are about, catch them in a
butterfly net. They fly heavily.—G. S. S.

Ji. K. Tl'.—Otiorhynchus sulcatus. As^this insect is a night feedfr, shake
the leaves over a white sheet after daik. The grulis of this insect
are very destructive to the roots of many plants, which they usually attack
just below the crown.—G. S. S.

J. M. K.— 1\\e Hies you forwarded are Ehingia rostrata, a very common
insect ; as far as I am aware, its presence in the gardens and fields is neither
harmful nor licneficial.—G. S. S.

MealyBug.— VA'ill some one kindly giveus their experience as to the best mode
of destroying mealy bug on Grapes? I have had a little of it at one end of ray early
Vinery for two seasons. Last winter I had the A'ines well cleaned and painted

;

the house, too, had three coats of paint, so that 1 thought 1 had seen the last of
the bug, but now, just as my Grapes are beginning to colour it has shown itsi It
again ; it is at present confined to the warm end of the house. What T wynt to
know is, how can I get lid of it with the Grapes at this stage without injury to
the fruit ?-Enquieek. '

'

Books.— ir. E. G.—" Cottage Gardening,'' by Hobday.
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" Thla Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
THE Aki itself is NATURE."—.sAosfesjieare.

GAEDEN THOUGHTS.
Foe some weeks the writer of "Garden Thoughts "has beenpre-

vented by his work from expressing them to those brothers

and sisters who read The Garden, and now they come in

crowds to his first leisure like poultry of all denominations,

from the peacock to the bantam, at the call of some dilatory

henwife who has kept them waiting.

Nigh unto the Land's End, and walking in the garden of

the Bishop of Truro, I thought that a bush of Escallonia

macrantha, standing boldly and without protection on the

Grass, had reached an amplitude worthy of annotation, and
Mr. Ferris, the gardener, produced his tape and measured tbe

circumference—68 ft. It must be very beautiful when its red

flowers glow amid its lustrous dark green leaves, and is al-

ways one of our most cheerful evergreen shrubs, weather per-

mitting. Here, in the midlands, at all events in that part

of them from which I write, and in which wehadl5°of
frost on the 10th of this month of May, it ekes out a precari-

ous existence, even when planted by a wall. Not far from

this Escallonia there is an Ilex, of which the trunk is

18 ft. and the circumference of the branches 186 ft., a dwarf

amid some of its brethren abroad, but a fine fellow in his own
diggings.

And in the flower beds, which were wearing the bright rai-

ment of spring a fortnight before our borders hereabouts

could be raised from their winter sleep, I saw the triple Tulip

(Gesneriana), which was subsequently sent to The Garden,
and is noticed at p. 535. The three flowers on one stalk re-

minded me how St. Patrick exemplified the great doctrine [of

the Trinity in Unity by showing to his Irish converts that

Trefoil, which, as the green immortal Shamrock, remains their

national emblem.
,

#

In small lodgings at Truro, that I might be near my work
(addresses and sermons daily), I had a pleasant proof of that

genial sympathy which animates our floral guild. My little

parlour, which commanded a near and full, but somewhat
monotonous, view of the scaffolding of the new cathedral, was
brightened and perfumed by three fresh blooms of Marechal

Niel Eose, sent home as the first produce of the tree by a

lady resident in Truro, unknown to me even by name. And
then came a box containing some grand specimens of Eoses,

which contrasted beautifully with the golden Mar^chals,

and which, though they had travelled from Guernsey to

Caunton and thence to Truro, still retained their full size

and symmetry and their deep rich crimson tints. They were

the first flowers I had seen of Climbing Charles Lefebvre, and
the description which the donor, Mr. E. Peters, of The Gar-

dens, Somerset Terrace, Guernsey, gives of the parent makes
my mouth water (rose-water, of course) to possess it. The
blooms were cut, be informs me, from a tree which is grown
in a large span-roofed greenhouse, and makes a growth of

from 15 ft. to 20 ft., flowering freely. Gauddo socialc ft

!

Surely a wall covered with Charles Lefebvre and Iilar<5chal

Niel in the middle of April will leave nothing for the

Eosarian to desire, except a robust climbing Marie Paumann
with flowers as white as .snow.

So always, and go where he may, the gentle gardener shall

find genial friends, and, though he has left his apron at

home, shall bo recognised and welcomed by the craft, just as

we freemasons realise our brotherhood, however far we have
wandered from our lodge. This I found to be specially certi-

fied, as regards the former fraternity, in those fair gardens
of the duchy of Cornwall which it was my happiness to see

;

and good reason had I to endorse the statement of the old

historian, Diodorus Siculus :
" The natives of that part of

Britain which is called Belerium, to wit, the Land's End, are

not only hospitable, but civilised in their living." Accordingly,
when I had finished my work, and, setting forth on a bright,

sunny morning for a holiday, with the glad conviction that I
had earned it, had strolled for a couple of miles on the banks
of the Fal—vessels from Norway unloading their great beams
of timber on the right, and great bushes of golden Furze and
silver Blackthorn showing on the left—I saw on the opposite

bank of the ferry at Malpas (pronounced, with a supreme
disdain of its French appearance, Mopus) a brother, whom I
hardly knew beyond the repute which he has won in the floral

world, waving a preliminary welcome, to be completed, on my
landing, with hand and heart.

«

He drove me through the woods of Tregothnan, which must
be charming indeed to sight and to scent when the Honey-
suckles, which climb to the very top of the trees, are in flower

and fragrance, and which were charming then in their early

leafage, and with their Primrose carpet below. And he showed
mo Tregothnan itself, the stately house and spacious gardens,

with the Camellias growing freely and flowering abundantly,

as climbers on the walls and as shrubs in the open air, much
as you see them in Southern France and Italy. Laurels also

gro A"n into great trees, and on either side of the broad drives

and walks, with a wide margin of Grass intervening, the

Ehododendrons ! Then, for the first time, I saw these trees

in their glory, beautiful pyramids, 15 ft. to 20 ft. in height,

and covered from base to crown with great trusses of white,

and roseate, and crimson, and purple flowers. The taller

trees of the shrubberies made an admirable background, and
here and there the snowy blossoms of the Cherry a most
pleasing contrast. There is a grand old Cork tree and many
iiiie Conifers, perhaps the best specimen of Torreya myristica

in this country, and the most amiable Amabilis I ever saw.

*

Then, if I may diverge a few hundred yards from the

garden, we saw the famous " Devons," small in stature, but
thorough-bred, solemn, graceful in demeanour, as though they

traced their pedigree to the sacred bulls of the Brahmin,
faultless as to symmetry and condition also ; in short, just

such as you would expect to see in the yards of the Lord of

Tregothnan, acknowledged, as he is, to be one of the best, if

not the best, of our judges and breeders. As we gazed on
these beautiful animals, and as they gazed on us, I became
suddenly self-convicted of a life-long mistake and injustice.

I had always considered that our old friend Homer displayed

a melancholy proof of his defective vision, and illustrated the

statement,

Aliquando bonus dormitat Homerus,

when he called the belles of the Iliad ox-eyed, poCj-mc, but

as I looked into the largo, bright, expressive orbs of these

pretty Devons I began to think that the old gentleman was
right.

Then, as we walked from the park to the rectory, my
companion showed me, 1 mile to our right, the supposed site

of the tomb of St. Geraint (Gerentius), and told mo how,

during the excavations of the antiquarian, they found withered
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bunclies of flowers supposed to bave been placed, as we place

them now, in the grave, and liow he collected the seed and

sowed them in his garden, and these sleeping beauties woke

up after a trance of thirteen centuries, to wit, since the days

of King Arthur, and produced the same wild flowers, which

ever since then, and I know not how long before, bave sprung

from Cornish soil.

Believing in Eden as thoroughly as though I had seen it,

as undoubtedly as though no elegant and clever sceptic, light-

ing bis cigarette, after a costly meal, before the excitement of

his rubber, had ever sneered at my simple faith ; believing

that our love of horticulture and our happiness in a garden

are reminiscences of our first glorious home, and longings to

reproduce it ; liking those gardens best which seem to instruct

us most convincingly bow, by a great love and a long labour,

we may change Paradise Lost to Paradise Regained, in which

refined taste, and skilful culture, and continuous work are

patiently striving to eliminate that which is noxious and un-

sightly, and to replace it with all things pleasant to the eye and

good for food. I shall never forgettbat "goodly place and goodly

time "—the garden at Lamorran—and the joyous hours which

passed so quickly there. It is indeed " a garden wild, but not

without a plan," and that plan is to combine and blend Nature

with art, imports and home produce, so to diversify and sur-

prise without incongruous or too sudden change, that the eye

of the visitor should never weary, and that his steps, though

upward, should never tiro ; but that increase of appetite

should grow with that it fed on, and sigh, with the French

lover, irop ii'cst jjas usse:.
*

And it is marvellous to sec, and all negligent gardeners should

be shown or told, how much a master-mind,with only one fellow

workman—not an artist—can realise and maintain. There

seemed to be in that extensive hill-side garden not only every-

thing which we gardeners love the most, trees, evergreen and
deciduous, notably the Sikkim Khododendrons, the named hy-

brids raised by the owner, such as the lovely Lady of the Lake and
Eoso of Falmorren

;
graceful Palms, such as Chamcerops ex-

celsa ; also Paulownias and Bambusas ; Conifers in their full

grandeur, so happy that they grew self-sown ; and I noticed a

robust young Pinus insignis which had started business on his

own account, and was thriving prosperously ; not only are there

flowers of all denominations—alpine, herbaceous, or shrubs,

from bulbs, vernal, aastival, autumnal, and hybernal, Lilies

from minimum to maximum (giganteum 12 tt. high), for INIr.

Boscawen was one of the first who grew them al fi esco ; not

only to this charming site, which commands exc^uisite views

of the river below, and of the Oak woods beyond, and to this

genial climate, in which the Lapageria flourishes on his walls,

and the standard Peach tree fruits in the open, has he brought

all things bright and beautiful, but be has arrayed them with

a consummate grace of congruity ; there he holds his own
against all comers—slugs, rabbits, bares, outlying deer, un-

genial seasons ; and there he has established, and long may
be enjoy, the most perfect example of a wild garden, which,

as I believe, is to be found in England. S. R. H.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

Pugilistic Toads.—I always keep a number of toads in my
Orchid lionscs, for tlie purpose of destroj'ing vermin. The other

morning, while watching two males. I was highly amused to see

them have a regular set-to fight. They went at each other in a
regular scientific manner, sparringaud boxing each other with their fore

paws, and butting with their heads. After a while tliey seemed to

get tired, coolly sat down, and viewed each other with great com-
placency. From my earliest days I have been in the habit of watch-
ing the ways of the toad, and, never having seen them fight before,

would like to know if any of your readers ever witnessed such a
scene,

—

Alex. Patbesox JI.D., Bridge of Allan.

A noble series of Indian and other Rhododendrons from

Argyleshire (Stonefield, Tarbert) is suggestive of the curious

difterences in our climate. The single rosette of leaves of R.

Falconer! is over IJ ft. in diameter, and the flower-truss con-

sists of twenty fine cream-coloured bells. It is strange that

plants which would have no chance of escape if planted out-

of-doors in many parts of the southern counties should thrive

so far north, and in a climate where one would not expect

the wood to ripen. Mr. D. Robertson reports the bloom of

the best to be now nearly over, and says the effect produced

has been very fine for some time past. The following are

among the kinds that have flowered at Stonefield without

even the protection of a Spruce branch, viz. :

—

Falconeri
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the most brilliant .and interesting of all plants are easily

grown, but not on dust heaps. It has been laid down in botanical

horticultural writings without end that these plants could

not bo grown in our gardens, whereas their culture is simple.

As Mr. Whitehead grows them, they reveal to us the most

fascinating kind of flower garden yet seen.

*

From that fine old Azalea ground at Osborn's, at Fulliam,

in which the Azaleas are so rich at this season, come bright

blooms. They remind one of the pictures they make when iu

flower in the mountains of the Southern United States. At
Osborn's they had always room enough to show their forms.

In many cases old Azalea bushes do assume a fine broken

form, never visible while they are overcrowded. Among the

many varieties that are grown one would like to see the several

original American kinds from which they were raised if these

are now obtainable.
*

Among common shrubs the soft yellow flowers of the coni-

]uon Barberry and its varieties and allies from various cold

countries are very welcome at this season, although not showy.

The purple form of the common Barberry is more interesting

than usual at the flowering season. The common Barberry

is worth growing for several reasons—its delicate grace in

spring, brilliant rain of fruit in autumn, and the presence of

a shrub that fears no winter, and assumes a good form when
allowed to do so. In our botanic gardens there are a good
many summer-leafing Berberis allied to the common one, but

not very different from it. The Chinese one is a little earlier

and dwarfer. But those who treat the common one fairly,

either on bank, lawn, or shrubber)', will have a fair represen-

tative of the group, while those loving variety may try a few
other kinds. The evergreen ones seem much more popular,

Among uncommon trees flowering at this season the

little bolls of the Snowdrop tree (Halesia) are rarely seen iu

the cut state, or, indeed, at all. It is singular that a tree

so graceful and peculiar should be so much neglected. It is

"ery rare to see a good specimen, or any specimen on the lawn
or in a choice group—perhaps because of its modest, in-

conspicuous look at some distance off, or because it will not

live long in the choke-muddle shrubbery.
#

Globe-flowers, like other things, this year have suffered from
drought, and are not so sturdy and handsome as usual, but

some sent by the Kev. WoUey Dod were splendid in their

size and richness of colour, the " globes " in some cases being

over 2 in. in diameter. If we are proud of anything, it is in

securing these neglected flowers a home in our gardens.

Some years ago not one could be seen, Ihovigh for

hardiness and bold and handsome flowers, and even for the

form of well-grown plants, nothing surpasses them. They
may be grown in any moist soil iu or out of the garden.

Indeed, they will grow in any soil, but in starved and poor

soil they are very different from what they are iu deep and
rich or moist soil. At Kew they are wretched. No one ever

got an idea of their beauty there. A colony of them in the

grass in the moist soil near a streamlet, or near water of any
kind, would be very fine and give no trouble. Some drop

their petals in travelling, but once safe in a glass they are

very effective in a room. Mr. Dod says, "This year they have
been stunted through drought and east wind, and are little

more than half their proper size, but I send the best I can of

three sorts, the European, the Asiatic, and the American,

the latter only just beginning to flower. The Japanese

Globe-flower I cannot send, for, as usual, it is quite withered

up by frost."

Early Phloxes, which, when well grown in bold tufts, and

not merely thrust into pockets, to be starved in dust or hidden

by stones, are alone able to embellish brilliantly the rock

garden. P. divaricata, from ilr. Wolley Dod's garden, is

very elegant, with its many curiously-rayed flowers of a lilac

hue.
*

From "a garden above Ullswater, 780 ft. above the level

of the sea,'' some unknown correspondent sends unusually

large flowers of our old cottage garden friend, the double

Kerria and some alpine Poppies. What a happy place in

which to grow alpine flowers ! Let us hope that a large

variety may be added to, if they do not already grow in, this

garden in one of our most interesting mountain districts. No
scarcity of stone or rain there ! With such opportunities

what mad rock gardeners many of us would become ! Will

anyone put a few tufts of the little creeping Rock Sandwort

(Arenaria balearica) against a few moist rocks in such a dis-

trict 1 If so, it will add a new charm to the hills, with the

mantle of green and white with which it so gracefully clothes

the rocks.
*

One of the fairest flowers of this time of flowers is the Buck-

bean, a large bunch of which comes from Mr. Wolley Dod.

It is one of our native plants, worthy of a place in every gar-

den, and not difficult to please, as it will grow in any ditch or

pond or moist spot, or tub sunk in the ground, or river mar-

gin, and, failing all these, in a bit of moist ground anywhere.

Mr. Dod says, " Most of our field ponds now look as if they

had been bcdded-out with Buckbean and Water Violet, beau-

tiful flowers which do something to make up for the dis-

comfort of living on clay. The former is scarce in the south,

and I send a bunch of flowers ; the other is common near

London, and the flowers do not carry well."

Now so many alpine meadows are dotted with the delicate

Lily-like blooms of the St. Bruno's Lily, it is pleasant to see it

getting pretty well established in our gardens, and right well

its silvery white and crimped flowers look on the table. It,

like many of the plants mentioned in these notes, is well worth

growing for cutting if for no other reason.

Mr. "Wolley Dod says of a plant now very much sought

after for the best cut-flower work in Covent Garden : "I make

up with a few flowers of my prettiest weed, the double Poet's

Narcissus, which thrives in the native clay in any corner.
_
I

put in two or three leaves of the Lesser ]\Ieadow Eue, of which

the stock was brought from the mountains of North Wales,

to show what it does when planted in a damp garden." [An

elegant plant, which will grow in any spare corner.] " I forgot

to mention the Aconite-leaved Ranunculus (Fair Maid of

France), a plant which grows well on this strong soil The

flowers sent are one-tenth part of the produce of one plant."

*

The day after Mr. Hawkins' finely grown Lily of the Valley

came, with spikes of white 5 in. long, another Lily, but a

very different one, came in the shape of the Black Lily of

Kamtschatka (Sarana or Fritillaria), with nearly black rich

buds and bells on Lily-like stems with whorled leaves. It oflers

a curious contrast to the Lily of the Valley in the same jar.

With it came two of the new and good blue hardy bulbous

plants (Ixiolirion tataricum and I. montanum), both of which

promise to be very good plants when well grown. One

(montanum) is a beautiful purple, the other pale mauve, both

anreeing in having singularly pretty ribbon-like and parallel

veinings of deeper blue or purple down the centre of each

division of the flower. Whatever their fate may be in the
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open garden, they are certain to please when seen near in the

cut state. With these good plants, sent by the new Plant

and Bulb Company at Colchester, comes also the white
variety of Anemone palmata, not in these specimens so large

or so good as the yellow form, the usual one.

From Colchester also comes the quaint Trillium recurva-

tuni, with marbled leaves and dull crimson centre, and the

American hardy Lady's Slippers (Cypripedium— several

species) in bloom.

It is pleasant to notice that while flowers generally in the

hot dust of Loudon soon wither up, especially after travelling

long distances, some open their eyes and their buds fresh as

over. They seem to take a new departure and open as bravely

as if in the open air. Among flowers that do this it is odd
to see the forms of tli3 Iceland Poppy (Papaver nudicaulc),

some coming from Devonshire, and a fine orange one from
Miss Jekyll. We are accustomed to think of Poppies as the

most fugaceous of flowers, but in a cut state this one seems,

like some bulbs, to be able to bloom well with what nutri-

ment is left in its slender stem. The flower is lovely in form,

and in the crimiiiiig and plaiting of its satiny-yellowish and
orange tints. In the morning, at least, the flowers of this

Poppy have a scent like that of ripe Pananas—one of the

flowers that must be grown for cutting. To place a few of

its buds and blossoms in a dish and watch them for a day or

two is to get a new idea of the world of boautj', that even
those who grow the plants only see afar off, as it were.

Among others that do not seem to expire too soon in London
are Primroses, Banksian Eoses (from Gorey, in Ireland),

AVoodrufF, Tulips, which, cut earl)"-, bloom bravely and long
;

Scillas, Snowflakes, like most bulbs, resolved to open the last

bud ; the Qiiamash root (Camassia), the elegant buds of

which are all to the top of the spike gradually transformed
into blue stars with golden satellites (one may know this

plant long out-ofdoors without seeing its peculiar charms as

one may if a few spikes are placed on the table in a small

glass) ; Buttercups, especially that great double one. Narcissi,

Spurges (Euphorbia). The Apples from Sussex remain
beautiful for a considerable time, suggesting that we might
more frequently adorn our houses with cut branches of the

more beautiful flowering fruit trees. Cutting in the bud or

early blooming stage would tend to prolong the beauty of

such glorious flowers, and at all events bring them nearer to

us, so to say.
«

A Pansy (Xovelty) among a lovely series of 30 bunches, each
of a difli'erent kind, violates all the proprieties of the florist,

for instead of the colour following the set linos of the florist,

or even those not tied by his rule, it is in flakes on a creamy
ground, like little clouds in a calm sky. There is much to

be done in this way among our popular flowers in getting

distinct races from any hitherto allowed. This Viola or Pansy
Novelty, for example, suggests a whole series of Pansies with
this characteristic of clouds and cloudlets of colour, no two
alike, on difl'erent coloured grounds. There is also much
interest in a series of bold little Pansy-like Violas, said to be
from an Austrian species ; Nugget and stricta aurea being
rich little dabs of golden colour, the last with an orange
centre. Those little golden Pansies will charm all who grow
them ; they are included among bedding Violas for no par-

ticular reason, as they would be even more valuable as

colonies or tufts between Eoses, as surface plants through
which tall bulbs and graceful or slender plants may
rise, as colonies on the margins of beds of shrubs, as flakes

and nests of colour in those parts of the rook garden where
free-growing plants are placed, The rich, unrivalled colourg

of the self Pansies are delightful, even after their journey

from Edinburgh, where to enjoy them in all their fresh charms

one ought to see them in masses in the nurseries of the

]\Iessr.s. Dicksons, whose house is in Waterloo Place. There

is c[uite a bright series of yellow Pansies and Violets, which
set together on the table in small violet pots, or grouped in

the open air, are exquisite in their harmonies of colour.

Among those yellows, Brilliant, Golden Seedling, Royaltj',

Lizzie Stewart, and Canary are very handsome and rich in

colour, apart from the little yellow and golden Pansies before

alluded to.
*

Again comes the exijuisite green Columbine (Aquilegia viri-

diflora) with an odour as of refined Honeysuckle. Mr. Kings-

mill says :

—

Tlie sage-<rreen Aquilegia that you noticed lately is seeding fairly

well, and I shall be happy to send any of your friends a few seeds if

they care to try it. My plant is five years old, so it has not the one
failing of the lovely C(crulca. It comes quite true from seed.

He also sends me the handsome Bird's-foot Viola (V. pedata),

the bieolor variety of it, which he says does well with him.

But the form sent is not what I know as the true two-coloured

form of this Violet ; in it the lower part is white, and there

is a much more striking contrast. This last form seems lost
J

the white and other forms are now obtainable.
*

Again the welcome Camassia, with its purple stars and
green and blue buds, most valuable among hardy bulbs grown
for cutting flowers. It seems to thrive anywhere, though not,

perhaps, so well as in those free and deep beds at Osborn's,

carefully prepared by several generations of good gardeners.

We have known the plant for a good many years, but never

enjoyed it so much as this With its purple stars always

opening fresh, it interests one more than any cut flower of the

season.
*

It is surprising the length of time Wallace's and other

Saxifrages continue when cut to open their flowers. They
look so fragile in the ground that one would hardly expect

this, but one has been flowering profusely for the past week,
cut at the same time as other and stouter flowers long ago
withered away. Those desiring to get out of the usual dis-

plays of cut flowers might try some of these.

Few seem to have tried the flowers of the various Saxifrages

in a cut state, but some sent from long distances seem to

bloom freshly indoors, and to show their white and variously

dotted little cups to greater advantage than on the plants.

Out-of-doors their mossy or evergreen tufts and swarms of

blooms in early summer are reasons enough for growing them,
but suitably arranged indoors they arc very pretty, the

green centres of many kinds being very pure and delicate iu

tone.

Gas Lime for Gardens.—I think I have already adnsed
every one about to use it not to do so. It is dangerous, and would
be utterly useless for the purpose for whicli Jlr. Tison wishes to
employ it, that is, for the destruction of tlie seeds of weeds in
garden rubbish. Gas lime enough to kill such seeds would render
the rubbish fatal to any garden crop to which it was applied. A far
better way is to get a load of bush faggots and cbar the rubbish.
First light a good fire with the faggots, then place some of the
rougher portion of the rubbish on the fire, and continue to apply
more rubbish as the fire reaches tlie sui face, so as to keep up a sup-
pressed fire, or smother till tlie whole is charred, and all the seeds as
well as roots of weeds destroyed. The refuse is thus cleansed and
converted into one of the most useful dressings to soils of all

descriptions. Another mode of at once destroying most of the seeds
of weeds and enriching such refuse consists in mixing it with a
sufficient quantity of rank stable or farmyard manvire, to cause the
entire mass to heat violently. This treatment will kill most of the
weeds, and convert the garden refuse into a most valuable fcftiliser.

— D. T. Fish,
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THE GARDEN IN THE HOUSE.

IVY INDOOKS.
The uses of the common Ivy are witliout eud in garden decoration.

The fact that it does so well with us appears to free us from tlie

desire to make such exquisite wall-veiling and ground-surfacing of

it as one sometimes sees abroad. It takes care of itself here.

Apart, however, from its many and varied uses in the open air,

some of which we never carry out at all, the Ivy is of singular

value indoors, that is to say, it has the power of growing in rooms

such as few plants ha\'e. Not only in rooms, but even in half-

lighted passages one may see it growing. Sometimes, too, as

everybody knows, it peeps" through the plaster of summer-houses,

and grows there uninvited. The grace of its young shoots and the

tine form of its leaves, wliere they can be induced to play round a

window or make a wrcatli up a column, have a value in various

kinds of house decoration with plants which few other things

possess. Planted in a wooden tub, one may often see it creeping

freshly round tlie interior of a small shop abroad ;
and those who

have to deal with tlie embellishment of the larger and better lighted

Ivy 111 a chuicli (South Wales)

apartments, passages, and wincows, might make a no less graceful

use of it. We are not now speaking of little screens or other

objects prepared out-of-doors and brought into the house at plea-

sure, but of regular established plants of it growing indoors, and
not necessarilv alwavs in a good light.

Tabernssmontana Camassa.—Those who require flowers

for bouquets should grow this plant, the blooms of which may be
picked as they open and be wired. In this state they are very light,

and associate remarkably well with those of other plants. Gardenias
are always highlj' prized for bouquets, but, compared with Taberna3-

montana Camassa, the blooms are lumpisli, and will not bear the

least rub without becoming discoloured ; besides which, the TaberniE-

montana is so floriferous tliat it yields blooms nearly tlie whole j'ear

round. These come in large trusses, and may be detached sepa-

rately, witli just enougii stalk for mounting, and tlie thinning out

does good by relieving the plants and giving the other buds more
room to oiien. In general appearance this plant is much like the

Gardenia, and requires similar treatment. It should be potted in

peat, with a sprinkling of sand to keeji it open. In propagating,

take cuttings of the half-ripe shoots, and insert them around the

edge of a well-drained pot in sharp sandy soil, when, if covered
with a bell-glass and placed in a brisk heat, they soon rcot and
become ready for potting off, after which they require a close, moist

atmosphere again for a time, to give them a start and fit them to

bear the air of a stove.— S. D.
Plants for Halls and Corridors —For the decoration of

halls, passages, &c., the following plants will be found suitable to take
the place sometimes of more valuable subjects, which, in consequence
of the general insufficiency of light, invariably suffer more or less.

Pittosporums have leaves more or less glossy and small, whitish
sweet-scented tiowers They are easily propagated from seeds sown
in the autumn, and wintered in ii cool pit free from mice. Cuttings,

too, strike from the ripe wood in August and September under cool
treatment, or in the spring taken from forced plants, observing when
t.iking off the cutting that a slight heel or shield of the older growtli
is attached to the cutting. The young plants may be grown success-
fully, planted out in prepared soil under a frame for two or three
years. Tlie progress is more rapid in this way than in pots.

Slightly cutting back the J'oiing growths in autumn, so as to form
the basis for a handsome bush, is all the manipulation needed. After
once being placed in moderately drained pots, they should not want
any repotting for a season or two. With all such subjects, the
objects in view should be to keep them healthy and growing in as
small a pot, comparatively speaking, as is possible. A moderately
open loamy soil, with a little jieat and ch.arcoal, will suit them.
The Laurustinus is another useful plant, preserving its fresliness

of foliage under very adverse conditions of life. iJecause it is

commonly found out-of-doors with us, is no reason why it should
not be used for the purposes indicated. Its flowers are fresh-look-

ing and pleasing, and produced b}' pot-bound plants in abundance.
It is easily increased bj' layers, cuttings, or seed, and may be grown
for two or three seasons in the ojien ground before being placed in

pots. Thrips are particularly jiartial to it when grown under cover.

Viburnum macrocephalum, a deciduous, handsome Snowball, is also

desirable ; but, its habit being stragglj', it is best grown as a stan-

dard, worked on V. Opulus or V. macrophyllum. The numerous
sub-varieties of Euonymus japonicus are likewise useful for indoors,

being easily propagated and grown, and, when once established and
of the desired size, they require potting only at intervals of two or

three years. Astelia Banksi, an Australian Grass, partaking of the
habit of a Tampas Grass, but having longer and more gracefully-

hanging foliage, makes a good hall plant. It is almost as effective

as DraciEua indivisa, and stands hard treatment far better than any
variety of the latter. It is propagated by seeds or by division.

Eugenia australis is a handsome, slender-growing evergreen, with
panicles of jtfyrtle-like blooms, which are succeeded by purplish

berries. This variety has tlie appearance of the common Myrtle,

but it is of much more rapid growth, and the colour of the foliage

more pleasing.— Sylvestris.

NOTES AND READINGS.

I have no doubt Mr. Henslow is right in all he has said con-
cerning the flowers of the Kosacese, but his suggestions with le-

gard to the protection of fruit trees from fiost by means of pails

of water set under the trees are of a thoroughly non-practical

character. We should want at least 400 tubs in our own case

—

a rather large investment, as they would cost about £1 apiece, not to

speak of the filling and emptying of them. "The presence of a sur-

face of water near fruit trees has been suggested as a preventive

of frost," Mr. Henslow says. By whom was the suggestion made ?

we would ask. There is hardly any authority on such subjects

who has not cautioned cultivators to keep their gardens away
from the neighbourhood of surfaces of water, and Mr. Henslow
is the first who has suggested the contrary. Experience has long
ago proved to demonstration that a worse situation could not be
found for a fruit garden than near a lake or river, and one is sur-

prised to find a lecturer on gardening subjects propounding such

ideas from a purely hypothetical standpoint, and in the face of

facts patent to everybody. Mr. Henslow deals with the subject

of cold in valleys; but in attributing the greater injury to vegeta-

tion by frost in such situations to an ill-matured condition of the

growth compared with that on the hilltop, he quite overlooks the
common-sense explanation furnished by everyday experience

—

that it is the greater degree of frost itself which does the injury.

The reason wliy Potato tops are bitten by frost in spring in the

valley while they escape on the hillside is that the thermometer
has dropped below the freezing point in the former case and not
in the latter. The same degree of frost kills on the higher ground
that kills in the valley, other things being equal. "In valleys,"

says Mr. Henslow, " vegetation is earlier, more stimulated, and
later in drawing its period of activity to a close ; hence there

would be a less capability of ripening wood and hardening the
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constitution in autumn," and consequently the injury done "by frost.

Suoli a theory as this could never be propounded by any observant

practical man, because he would know that vef^etation is both

earlier and better matured in tlio valley, and better able to resist

frost. If Mr. Ilenslow be right, then Peacli trees outdoors in this

country will ripen tlieir wood better than under glass, and endure

more frost, but quite the contrary is tlie case.

I am not surprised to learn that there are still people found to

advocate sunlcen houses. One remarkable advantage they possess,

according to a contemporary, is that " the temperature can be kept

up with less heat." 1 always was under the impression that the

same amount of heat was required to sustain a certain temperature

in any kind of structure. If sunken houses are best, why is it that

gardeners and builders are replacing tliem universally by above-

ground structures ? Have pages not been written by gardeners of

all shades of opinion to prove that one of the first essentials in a

plant house is a buoyant atmosphere ? and where is the buoy-

ancy in a house sunk to the eaves in the earth? Such houses are

as stagnant as dungeons in winter, and for man}' kinds of plants

they are most unsuitable.

It is notcheaper tobuild under the surface of the ground tlian above

it. You must have strong walls, and you must also excavate mucli to

begin with. Brick walls above ground, says one, are not an ornament.

They are not, nor is a glass roof clapped on the soil attractive, but

brick walls above ground are more useful than wlien they are

luider it, as any one may see who \-isits a modern nursery, or

looks into a good hot-house builder's catalogue. "Where the walls

are above ground they are always dry, aud they can be made to

serve two purposes. "After providing for side lights and sufhcient

ventilation, the 2 ft. or 3 ft. of wall serves as a back for a frame,

worked either by hinged or sliding lights, and such frames, if

abutting against a heated structure, will need no piping themselves

in winter, and will hold thousands of plants of all kinds. One of

the largest dealers in Roses, tender Azaleas, and Rhododendrons,

&c., stores the greater portion of his stock in such frames ; these

frames, too, prevent radiation from the wall, thus effecting- the same

object as a sunken wall without tlie dampness and other disadvan-

tages. A house 50 ft. long above ground will provide nearly the

whole of the walling necessary for 100 ft. of frames, as the front

wall needs only to be a ledf^-e a brick or two in height. It is seldom

plant houses are erected without auxilliary frames for propagating

and storing purposes, and tlie gardener would be ill advised indeed

who would go to the expense of making- extensive excavations for

his hothouses when they could be erected to better and more ser-

viceable purposes in another aud less costly way.
#

AVhat a glorious plant the old Poet's Narcissus is at this season

with its snoAvy white petals, golden eye, and delightful fragance.

It is one of tlie most^beautiful forms of a single flower, and the

plant continues to flower from the end of IMay till July or later

with us. It comes in with Tulips, Candytufts, Azaleas, and Rho-
dodendrons, &c., and sees tliem out nearly. It is most suitable for

massing amongst these or on the grass, and in any soil or situation

almost it will flower abundantly. It is the only one of its race

that finds its way in quantity into the fruiterers' and florists' shops.

For naturalisation there is no finer subject, and the clumps

increase in size rapidly, so that a large stock may scon be had, but

it does not flower well in very shady situations. It likes light

and exposure. The double variety is rapidly becoming a general

favourite for cutting. Wherever Narcissi are planted this variety

and the common double yellow Daffodil should be used extensively.

Mr. ^Villianl Thomson, of Tweed Mneyard, is wrong in his

inferences regarding flower gardening on tlie grass. My meaning

was that this style of gardening was far from common ; in fact,

neglected. Mr. Turnbull, of Bothwell, never forsook liis old

favourites, the hardy plants, I am aware, and personally I have

had to acknowledge" some good suggestions from him regarding

the culture of some of bis favourite subjects. I was not aware,

however, that examples of gardening on the grass, such as have

been suggested in The Gabbbx frequently, and alluded to by me,
" abounded " in Scotland. I have known not a few important

gardens there, where, a few years ago, at least, gardening on the

grass was not thought of, far less attempted, although the oppor-

tunities were great. Mr. Thomson speaks of the great masses of

wild Anemones and Hyacinths which be has seen in Scotland, but
surely Scotch gardeners do not claim credit for gardening on the

grass because they have not extirpated these pretty natives from
their own lauds ? Daffodils in farm orcliards are far commoner
than they are in many flower gardens where we wish to see them.
They are pretty anywhere ; but something far better is contem-
plated as perfectly practicable, and in course of being accomplished
in many places. I am not prepared to controvert Mr. Tliomson's
statement tliat this style of gardening- was common in the Hebrides
fifty years ago, but if it wa?, it seems certain that the Hebridese in

their migrations have left it there, for it has not hitherto been a
prominent feature in gardens on the mainland.

*

For planting on the Grass aud on margins, the Pseonies, Iris,

Tritomas, Tulips, and otliers of the sturdier kinds of plants that

do not require stakes deserve special notice. Pwonies take care

of themselves in any thicliet, and never fail to flower, and the less

they are disturbed the better. They come in before the Rhodo-
dendrons are over and last a long while in flower. The Iris is a
good companion to tlie Ppeouy, and neither appear to suft'er from
rabbits or any kind of garden enemies. The Tulip will also succeed

and flower for years in the same place. The question of manure
and culture has often been raised in connection with hardy plants,

but we know of Pfeonies that have flowered every season for

twenty years or more without even receiving a top dressing- of

any kind, and we liave just counted thirty-five fine Tulip buds
from a root that has been eight years undisturbed and has never
received any manure during that period. The bunch is so small,

that one can gather it all up in the hand, but the flowers appear
annually v%-ithout any apparent deterioration.

Indeed, a garden of hardy plants of great beauty is quite con-
ceivable in Avliich all will be growing- on the margins of shrub-
beries and on the Grass, and where not a bit of bare soil can be
seen. I do not mean a border carpeted with hardy flowering

plants, but on a carpet of Grass. A very little experience shows
that by judicious selection of the right subjects, and by a little

care on the part of the cultivator, who knows wliere liis plants are,

a very large numbers of species might be used to decorate the
pleasure garden in what might almost be called a new as well as

a most attract Iac way. It is not proposed to create quite a wild
garden in this wa)', and let things take their chance, but simply to

cultivate certain free-growing and pretty subjects in the natural

Grass in places near trees, slirubs, or borders, where a margin of

tliat kind is left. For example, not long ago, I saw a long walk
communicating- between the mansion and the hothouses, on both
sides of which was a broad margin, kept by the mowing machine,
and beyond the natural undulating ground and rough Grass baclied

by trees. In tliis natural Grass Primroses had established them-
selves here and tliere in patches, and many other tilings might
have been there as well. All that is needful in the way of culture

in such cases is to take care that the plants do not get choked up
with vegetation.

If we understand a writer in a contemporary correctly, Mr.
Hunter, of Lambton, has originated quite a new method of raising

pot Vines, Mr. Hunter does not raise his ^'iues from eyes in the

usual way, but grows the canes upon the permanent Vines, and
cuts them off at pruning time in lengths ft. long, strikes them
in pots in spring- in a cool shed, but where the roots are kept
warm by means of hot manure, and repots and fruits tliem the

same season. In other words, Mr. Hunter roots his Vines after

tliey have grown instead of before. It is not stated what success

has attended this plan, and it should be borne m mind that what-
ever advantages it may possess, neither time nor space is saved
by it. The Vines have still to be grown the summer previous

and are rooted afterwards. One can never predict what may be
accomplished in the vegetable world. Nature is so accommodating-

;

but we doubt if G-ft. "Mne canes can be rooted sufficiently in

spring to produce a good crop tlie same year. The writer only

states that Mnes treated in tliis manner "will" bear six or seven
bunches, each averaging one pound a piece. It would have been
more interesting to know that they had borne that weight of crop.

A great desideratum in conservatory decoration is a good
climber for the roof, and one would naturally think the Fuchsia
would be much esteemed for that purpose, but it is only now and
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then we see a good plant of it trained in this way. Yet there is

hardly any position in which this fine tree can be grown or seen

to better advantage. Planted out with its roots in an outside

border, the Fuchsia makes enormous annual growth, and never

fails to flower in profusion. We have occasionally seen old plants

from which literally armfuls of long pendulous shoots 3 ft. to 4 ft.

long, and laden with flowers, could have been cut without making
much of a gap. Indeed, the Fuchsia is probably the easiest grown
and most splendid conservatory climber we possess. The most
pendulous growing varieties are best suited for training up girders

and rafters, and if planted in good loam and permitted to grow
they will run up 20 ft. or oO ft. in a short time, and produce an
amazing lateral growth and quantity of flowers from May till

near Christmas.
#

I presume a " School of Gardening and Practical Floriculture
"

means a school of horticulture and nothing more. Only rustic

compilers of cottage flower show schedules fall into the error of

distinguishing between gardening and practical floriculture. What
the Crystal Palace Company's School of Art, &c., proposes to

teach is, we apprehend, practical gardening in all its branches and
landscape gardening, two distinct branches not necessarily con-

nected with each other. Plorticidturists will, we feel sure, wel-

come an attempt of this sort, and I may be permitted to ask what
the facilities of tlie Crystal are for imparting instruction in land-

scape and practical gardening. There are now more than one

school of landscape gardening ; to what school does the Crystal

Palace belong? Does it belong to one school ? or does it propose

to compound the different styles and fit up it pupils to order ?

This question is only a fitting one, because in a prospectus before

me the shades of the landscape gardeners from Le Notre to Shen-
stone are invoked, and between these two—between "Versailles

and the Leasowes at Hales-Owen—there is a wide diflterence, and
neither are now regarded as exponents of the art ; but if anything
Shenstone has the best of it, because his " winding walks," " fair

prospects," and " sylvan retreats," upon which he spent his modest
income of £300 a year and his time in forming around his home
in Shropshire, commend themselves more to modern taste than the

depressing formality of Versailles.

Probably the landscape gardening part of the business may be
more easily overcome at the Palace than the practical gardening
part. Depend upon it people who want to make gardeners or

nurserymen of their sons will want to know, before paying the
premium, where the vegetable, fruit, and flower culture is to come
from. I do not wish to criticise as yet the company's scheme, but
" practical gardening and floriculture " cannot be learned without
the practice, and hitherto the Crystal Palace has not been sup-
posed to possess facilities in that way, and it is not stated that
they possess them now or that they expect to do so,

«

One of the most remunerative crops a gardener for market can
grow at the pi-esent time is said to be the Tomato. This vegetable
is imported in considerable quantities from abroad during the
summer and autumn, but English-grown fruit is preferred and
fetches the best prices, being fresher and better ripened. The
supply of Tomatoes is at present not equal to the demand, which
is increasing every year in every town, every respectable hotel

and restaurant entering them in their bill of fare. Wholesale
prices run from Is. to Od. per pound in the summer, and of course a
much higher figure is offered in winter, but the most remunerative
season is from April to Dejember. The retail price varies con-
siderably, but as often as otherwise fruits are sold at so much a
piece, hence dealers prefer medium even-sized fruits. Where the
climate of this country is favourable one would think it might be
worth while cultivating Tomatoes on an extensive scale. The plant
is easy enough raised from seed, and when put out in May in a

warm exposure bears a heavy crop. French Tomatoes which are

cut before they are ripe are sent to this country as carefully packed
as Peaches, and pay, we believe, better than the latter.

Peregrine.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.
SPIEiEA JAPONICA IN AND OUT-OF-DOOKS. "

Of this we grow enough under glass to give us a constant supply of
flowers from the beginning of January until the end of May, when
it comes into bloom in tlie open air, and continues to supply us witli
flowers for another six weeks or two months. ^Ve have, therefore,
Spirsea flowers for more than half the year, but we iind them none
too many, their usefulness and beauty being highly valued. "When
in flower in pots they are most ornamental, and the blooms when
cut are excellent for vase embellishment. Here we use them for
everything, including church, conservatory, drawing-room, and
dinner-table decoration, and in all these cases we can hardly use
them too liberally or too long. The needs of this plant arc few and
simple. It may be readily propagated by division. A fair sized
plant will divide into a great many if one is content with small
pieces. The best time to do this is in spring, just after the blooming-
period is over. When forced early the plants are generally placed
in a good deal of heat, and when done with they should not be
placed suddenly out in tlie cold, but placed in a frame and protected
with glass. Hero earl3' forced plants may remain until April or
May, and then they should be divided if increased stock is desired.
The plants should be taken out of tlie pots, the roots cut tlii'ough

with some sharp instrument, and then jiotted singly. Large speci-

mens may be required for some purposes, but, as a rule, plants in
6-in. pots will be found more useful, and the divided roots may be
potted into this size at once. Loam, sand, and cow manure form the
best mixture in wliich to grow tliem, and perfect drainage is neces-
sary. In potting the soil can hardly be rammed too Srmly, and the
best place in which to start them into growth after potting is a close,

unheated frame. If placed here, and watered, young leaves will

soon appear, and by this time air must be more freely admitted
until they are hardy enough to remain wliolly exposed.

To this treatment tliey may be subjected during tlie whole of the
summer, autumn, and up to the time when they are placed in heat
for flowering. When growing freely in summer they need not be
kept in tlie frame; on the contrary, they will do equally well out of
doors or in the open air altogether. A sunnj' position is best for

them, and abundance of water is all thej- require throughout the
growing season.

Some plant their Spirieas out in summer and lift and pot them in

the autumn, but this plan I do not like, as I have always found those
plants retained in pots to force better tlian those lifted and potted

.

If the pot ones cannot have enough of attention in the way of
watering during hot weailier, they may be plunged in ashes, earth,

or sawdust, which will lessen the necessity for watering. Well
developed and thoroughly matured crowns are tlie ones which force
most freely early in the season or at midwinter, and care should be
taken that those intended for this purpose have such attention as

will insure these conditions. When large specimen plants are
wanted small plants may be transferred to larger pots annually
without disturbing or breaking up the roots. AVhen any plants

have become large enough thej' need not be re-potted

every j'ear, but should remain in the same pots for a long time.

During the growing season these plants should be liberally

supplied with liquid manure. In forcing from Christmas to Easter
they want a temperature of about 70° to bring them out freely and
plenty of light, but after that time they will come readily into

flower in any glass structure, heated or otherwise. Our last pot plants

have just come into flower in a cold frame, and these will form the

last next year, as tlie earliest flowered ones have long since made
much new growth, which will mature early and force readily in the
shortest days. Out of doors we have some plants growing on a
south border and others beliind a north wall, and these flower over

two distinct periods.

As a herbaceous border plant this Spii'fea is most charming, and
it should be grown in large numbers. Small beds of dwarf bright

blooming Rhododendrons edged with this Meadow Sweet have a
striking effect, and as a wild garden subject or a plant to be used
bj' the sides of drives it wdll always give satisfaction. Casibeiak.

Garden Appointments.—At page 509 my name was men-
tioned as follows : Clarendon Park.—Mr. Hill, late of Tring Park. This
must relate to the appointment of my late foreman, Mr. Warden, to
Clarendon Park as gardener, a change which took place some five

weeks ago.—E. Hill, Tring Park.

Tuberoses.—How should these be treated ?—yl. J. B. [Pot
them singly in February in 5-in. pots firmly in good rich soil con-
sisting of two parts turfy loam, one leaf-soil, and one part spent
Mushroom-bed manure, road grit or coarse sand, incorporating the

whole well together ; they are then plunged in a pit in which there is

a gentle bottom-heat from leaves ; they are not watered until they
make a start and then very sparingly. When they show their flower-

spikes, water of the same temperature as that of the pit or 10°

higher is administered more freely. The temperature of the pit

should not exceed 55°, as during their early stages of growtli they
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ilislikc excitement, and would probablj- make foliage at the expense
of Uowers. Wlien the spikes are from 1 ft. to 18 in. long, tlie plant.s

are removed to a Vinery or Peach-house, and when in Hower to the

greenhouse. Later batches are simply plunged in leaves without
peat. Under the foregoing treatment, they may bo liad in flower

from June to December. We use them very largely for button-hole
bouquets, a puriMse for whicli they are very suitable.— J. C.

MuNDELL, Moor Park.}

EARLY-FLOWERING PELxlRGONIUMS.
I OFTEN see it stated that amateur growers have fewer flowering'

plants during this month and next than in the early spring-

months. If they were to cultivate a few of the so-called decora-

tive or market Pelargoniums, they would have their greenhouses
a blaze of lovely flowers from April to the end of July, and that
with the same set of plants. I am an amateur and never employ
a gardener, and perhaps a few hints on their culture by one who
is very successful with them may be of interest. I'rocure strong,

youug-rooted plants as early as possible and pot them in ^s-iu.

pots
;
pinch out tlie points of the shoots vvlieu established, and

have them in their blooming pots, o-in. ones, by the end of

August. For compost use good loam, rotten manure, and sand;
pot moderately firm and be sure the drainage is good. Stop them
<ince more only, and then allow them to grow as fast as they like.

During winter they must be kept clean by means of the .syringe

and tepid water
;
place them well apart upon inverted pots close

lip to the glass. I keep a temperature of from 50'^ to 55^ in winter
during very severe weather. I give plenty of air and utilise sunny
mornings to wash them thoroughly out-of-doors. In February I

use soot water, increasing the strength ; this is most beneficial

both to flowers and foliage, and I never give anything else. Thej'
will take abundance of water with the rapidly increasing sun
heat, and be sure that plenty of room is left for watering at the
August potting, for if allowed to get dry the lower leaves turn
yellow, fall off, and green fly gets the upper liand; this pest hates
moisture and soot water. I had a few in flower on March 14, but
from the middle of April to the end of ,Iuly there should be no
lack of exquisite llowers. The full value of them will not be
knowm till the second year, when, of course, with larger plants
comes a perfect mass of tlowers.

The secret of early blooming the second year is to cut them hard
back early, the first, say, in the first week in August ; to accom-
plisli this when they begin to look shabby, turn them out in the
full sunshine to ripen their wood, which will take about a fort-

night, then, as I said before, cut them in and do not be afraid of
the knife

;
give no water till they break, then do it thoroughly,

and when the new growth is I in. long shake away all the old
soil and repot in the same size, or G-in. if you lUie, and treat them
as before, only no stopping is required. Tlie sorts I grow are
Duchess of Bedford, Triomphe de St. Mande, Kingston Beauty,
Perle Blanche, Granditlorum, Bridal Bouquet, Impi'ovement, Her-
cules, Glitter, La Patrie, Dr. Andre, Prince of Pelargoniums,
Kegalia, and Mad. C. Konig, the only spotless white, a perfect
flower; Queen Victoria and Dr. Masters, two good"regals," but later

than the above. I cannot conclude without expressing my thanks
to Mr. Bailey, the writer of the article on these plants in The
Garden of .January, 1880, to the careful reading of which my
success and pleasure is maiulj- due. S. L. BounCHiEit.

Oreat Crosby, Liverpool.

may be mentioned JIusas, C'annas, Calatheas, Curcumas, &c. Hedj--

chiums, liowever, with, perliaps, tlie exception of tlie species here

figured, are not so popular as the beauty and fragrance of their

flowers and freedom of growth render tliem worthy of being ; and,

therefore, I would here call attention to some of the most beautiful

of the species now in cultivation. The value of these, along with
many others of the genera above mentioned, for tropical , temperate, and
even out-of-door aquaria and other moist situations, is well illustrated

by the magnificence that some of them attain when grown in such
places, Mr. Green's Canna Ehemanni, Hedychiums, &c., various plants

at Kew and other botanic gardens, being some of the most noteworthy.
Planted in pots half submerged in, or in mounds raised above the
surface of the water, the vigorous growtli sucli plants make is as-

tonishing, and, therefore, this mode of culture cannot be too strongly

recommended for many of the plants above-named. Hedychiums
may be grown well if planted in a bed in a cool conservatory, and in

summer some of tliem may be planted in pots or pans and stood in

tanks or other moist places out-of-doors. They may also be grown
under the treatment given to the Indian Shot (Canna), tliough, like

these plants, they are capable of standing the winter out-of-doors.

H. Gardnerianum is a native of the temperate regions of the
Himalaj'an Jtountains, especially about Nepaul. It was grown in

this country as early as tlie year 1820. It produces a thick sturdy

HEDYCHIUMS.
(GARLAND FLOWERS.)

The three Orders Cannacea», Zingiberaceae, and Musacere are
rich in plants, which either for beauty and singularity of flower and
foliage, elegant and noble habit, or great economic value, are
deservedly ranked with the most ornamental and useful plants of
the tropical flora. To mention the Musas, 8trelitzias, Alpinias,
Curcumas, Kiismpferias, Cannas, Calatheas (Marantas), and the
Hedychiums, is to enumerate only a few of the most ornamental of
the genera, while Zingibers (Ginger), Elettarias (Cardamons),
Amomum (Grains of Paradise), Marauta (Arrowroot), and Musas
(Banana) may be mentioned as some of the most valuable amongst
those possessing medicinal and other economic properties.

The ease with which the whole of the above plants may be culti-

vated, and the rapidity with which most of them attain full size, have
won for many of them favour with most cultivators. Amongst such

Hedychiiim Gai'tlneriaiium.

rhizome, from which annually spring the thick, herbaceous, leafy
stems which grow to a height of 4 ft., and bear spikes of bright
yellow flowers. The structure of these flowers is singular, and bears
some resemblance to that of Orchids. The corolla is divided into
six segments, three of w"hich are narrow and pendent and of a deep
green colour, while the other three are broad, the lower one being
much the broadest, aud standing out like the lip of an Orchid. Some
years ago a plant of this species seeded in England, and the brilliant

colours of the fruits were as beautiful as those of the flowers.

H. coronanum is similar in habit to the above, but has snow-
white, sweet-scented flowers. These flowers are in arrangement
similar to those of the above, but the three larger segments are
broader, the lip being almost 2 in. in width. This species is men-
tioned in Alton's " Hortus Kewensis," and was cultivated in this

country before 1791. A native of China, cJcc. The flowers of this

species are said to be frequently worn in the hair by the Indian
ladies, and when sent as a present to a 3"0ung man are meant to
reproach him with inconstancj'.

H. chrysoleucum grows to a height of 5 ft. Its freely pro-
duced flowers are of the purest white with a bright orange coloured
blotch on the lip, and are deliciously fragrant. The long filament
which encloses the style is of the deepest orange colour. A native
of the East Indies.

H. flavum. is a very strong growing species with leaves from 12 in
to II in. long. The flowers are large, fragrant, and in colour the
brightest of orange. A native of the Himalayas about Sylhet.

Other species quite as beautiful as the above might be mentioned,
but as they are not known to be in cultivation they may be omitted
here. Z. B.

Spiraea paTmata.—In answer to "A'lia'eur" ^p. 5-24) allow me to say that
Slessrs. J'au] cfc.Son, of C'lieshiint, offered some beautiful plants at their Bishopsga'e
station stand of this Spirrea in large jots about a fortnight ago, a fact which
sliows that it forces well. —J. R. Dr.oOP, Staiaford Hill,
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SUMMER TREATMENT OF CINERARIAS.
Those who have either a warm conservatory or greenhouse, and
likewise cool pits in wliioh to give the plants the requisite summer
treatment, possess ample accommodation for bringing Cinerarias to

the Iiighest state of perfection. Hants from the first sowing should
now be ready for pricking off, and a second sowing may be made at

once if not already done. Prepare some well-drained jians filled

with leaf-mould and sand, in which to sow, cover the seeds lightly

with a fine preparation of the above, and keep them just moist and
shaded until tliey germinate ; then the pans must be placed near
the glass, on a shelf or in some light position, and shading discon-
tinued. Immediately the young plants are large enough to handle,
prick them off into other pans prepared as just recommended, adding
this time a little loam ; when pricking off, allow sufficient space
between the jjlants for the development of foliage, the size of Black
Currant leaves. When the plants attain this stage, they may be
potted into their flowering pots (6-in. ones), being careful to lift

them with a good ball of soil ; use good loam and leaf-mould in

equal proportions, and to these add a little silver sand. By this

method the intermediate potting usually practised is dispensed with,
and I have always found the results equally satisfactory. Potting
being completed, the plants may be transferred to their summer
quarters in the cool pits, where they should be plunged in a bed of

ashes or Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, allowing the necessary distance from
the glass for full development ; sliade lightly until the plants recover

the shift, which will be in a few days. The lights should now be
drawn entirely off the pits during the day-time and the plants fully

exposed to sun and air, except in wet weather or during cold rough
winds, whicli would be liable to break the foliage. To guard against

tliis do not omit to replace the lights every evening, and in mild
favourable weather leave air on at night. It will be found that

Cinerarias grown fully exposed to the sun and air, and plunged in a
bed which will tend to keep the roots cool ancl moist, will form
dwai-f robust plants witli handsomer and smaller foliage, less

liable to the attacks of aphis or mildew, than plants grown under
shade and in a close atmosphere.

In hot dry weather damp the plunging material occasionally, and
the syringe may be drawn ligiitly over tire plants themselves in

bright sunny weather. This should be done early in the afternoon,

so that the leaves may get dry before nightfall. Continue this treat-

ment throughout the summer ; by the end of September the nights be-

gin to get cooler, and the plantsmay be removed to tire greenhouse or

conservatory, wliere they will be benefited by a drier atmosphere
and the assistance of a little fire-heat when necessary. When they
commence to push up their flower-spikes, watering w-ith some weak
stimulant will encourage tlie development of fine blooms, but guard
against the application of anything too strong ; weak liquid manure-
water is the most suitable, but the smell of this being ofl:ensive,

Standen's manure may be used instead with good effects.

Cinerarias being subject to green fly, attention must be paid to

see that they do not suffer in this respect ; it is advisable to fumigate
with Tobacco-paper occasionally, whether fly is perceivable or not.

If the plants should be attacked, fumigate lightly twice in succes-

sion or even tirree times in preference to applying the remedy
too strong. The foliage of the Cineraria being very tender, great

care must be exercised with regard to carrying out this operation.

E. G.

TEOP/EOLUM TRICOLORUM AND AZUREUM.
Theeb is no more graceful greenhouse climber tlian tlie three-

coloured Tropseolum, and a well grown specimen is when loaded witli

its bright flowers extremely effective. I do not think that tlie cul-

ture of this plant is so well understood as it should be ; at any rate,

one seldom sees it now-a-days in the state of luxuriant development
necessary to afford one a true idea of its wortli. Formerlj', this

plant was more extensively and better grown than at the present
time, and before so many free-growing, showy, flowering subjects

found their way into our garden, much skill and care were bestowed
on this elegant climber. Whether trained to the roof of a glass

structure, made to clotlie a trellis or drape a wall, Trop.'Eolum

tricolorum forms, when growing freely, one of the freshest and most
enjoyable of floral pictures. The foliage is of a pleasant and refresh-

ing shade of green, contrasting charmingly with the innumerable
bright hued flowers, and when trained to the rafters, and some free-

dom of development allowed, the individual shoots drooping down
informally here and there, this pretty climber forms a fine ornament
to any glass structure.

T. azureum is, as its name implies, very distinct from the fore-

going. The flowers are of a beautiful blue with a white centre ; the

spur, being extremely short, is almost hidden by the corolla, which
expands widely, showing the white portion of it very distinctly, so

that the whole appearance of the flowers would scarcely lead one

to imagine that tlie plant bearing them belonged to the genus
Tropa3olum. This plant is but rarely seen in English gardens, and
scarcely ever in good condition, a fact much to be regretted, for it is

certainly one of the most lovely greenhouse plants ever introduced

into this country. I can scarcely describe how beautiful it is when
well grown, and if any plant ever repaid painstaking care this one
does. It is not of such free growth as its congeners, but I have
grown specimens of it in 8-in. pots trained to a trellis some 2 ft.

high, clothed with health}' foliage to the base, and studded with
hundreds of its charming blooms. I have also grown it trained

up the rafters of a cool structure in company with tricolorum

;

tlie contrast between the two specimens is most striking. Any
of your readers who may like to try their liauds upon these

tuberous Trop;Bolums will, I am sure, succeed if they will follow

the instructions here given.

Potting the Bulbs.—Many who grow or attempt to grow these

Tropajolums commit the error of deferring the potting up of the

tubers until too late a period. If a tuber is in congenial circum-

stances it will of its own free will push into growth by the beginning

of Heptember, It will, therefore, be seen that potting should be

done by the middle of August at the latest, and that the advice so

often given to pot in October and November is quite wrong. As a

fact, the plants should have made good growth by that time and be
engaging the attention of the grower in the way of training. In
order to form good specimens sound two-year-old tubers should be
procured, and when these are to be purchased take care to get them
about July, as then they are quite at rest and will travel well. The
compost for them must be extremely free, for these little climbers

are by no means coarse rooted, and cannot make good pro-

gress when the delicate fibres are enveloped in a hard or sour

mass of soil. The mixture that I recommend is for tricolorum

leaf-mould, peat, and loam in equal parts, adding quite one-sixth

of the whole of silver sand, together with a few nobs of charcoal.

The size of the pot will be in accordance with the requirements of

the grower, as if large specimens are desired for conservatory

decoration, two or more tubers may be placed in an 8-in. pot, but

really good effective specimens may be grown in 6-in. pots, and for

window decoration and many purposes 44-in. pots will be large

enough! Ko matter what the dimensions of the receptacle may be,

the drainage must be ample, and so disposed as to obviate all danger

of stagnation. For the large size 2 in. of crocks will be none too

much, and on these should be laid some fibrous peat, which will

guard against all danger of choking, and the drainage will remain

free and open in good workingorder until growth is completed; use the

compost in a state between diy and wet, make it firm but not hard,

bury the tubers some ^ in. under the soil, and water gently to moisten

it through. This done, plunge the pots quite to their rims in a cold

frame, water again gently, and cover the surface soil, pots, and all

thickly with moss or old pieces of mat. Upon this part of the

work being well carried out depends the future progress of the

plants ; this plunging of the pots forms indeed the keystone of suc-

cess to the culture of these Tropajolums, for the soil being thereby

preserved in an unvarying state of moisture, a slight sprinkle now
and then in hot weather being enough to keep it from drying out,

a large amount of root is made, with the consequent effect that the

young growths push forth with great vigour, making as much pro-

gress'in one week as they would otherwise do in a month.

Training.—As it is not advisable to take the plants out of the

frames until they are to be placed in their winter quarters, leaving

the pots plunged all this time, the best way is to merely insert

several small sticks round the edge of the pot, tying the shoots to

tliem as they advance in growth, keeping the shoots well down to

the base, so that the lower part of the specimen becomes well

clothed. By no means top the shoots ; allow them to travel onwards

;

they will as they go on throw out laterals, and so clothe the whole

of the trellis, when at a later period this same is fixed. Give plenty

of air by tilting up the light night and day, exposing to the night

air when the weather is warm and calm. By the end of October

some considerable amount of growth will be made, and the plants

may then be removed to a light greenhouse. A balloon-shaped or

flat trellis may then be placed to each specimen, and the shoots

trained thereto as they advance in growth.

Planting Out.—The growth that these tuberous Tropaiolums

make when the roots can ramble freely in a tolerably large body of

soil would surprise those who have never seen them thus treated.

Where space can be found in a light, cool, well-ventilated structure

a border should be made for them. All that one has to do is to

afford them some 12 in. to 18 in. of good compost, ensuring perfect

drainage by placing some 4 in. of brick rubble at the bottom, cover-

ing the same with fibrous material to prevent the finer particles of

so?l from mingling with it. In small greenhouses the shoots may be

trained to the rafters, and when in fnil bloom will adorn the structure

most effectively. In large conservatories they may be trained
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to the supporting columns, which they will clothe with their
fresh green foliage. The lovely aznreum grows much more
satisfactorily planted out than when subjected to pot
culture. I should, however, mention that this species should
be planted or potted in a comi^ost consisting mainly of peat.
A little leaf-mould may be added, but no loam, for the roots of this
blue-flowered Tropaeolum are extremely susceptible to an excess of
moisture, and when tliey become in the least torpid the leading
growths go, as it were, blind, and when this takes place good-bye to
anything like luxuriance of growth and profusion of bloom. Let
the peat be good, and shift out all the dust from it, adding to it

plenty of coarse silver sand.

General Treatment.—Trop.-eolum tricolorum and its allies
very much dislike anything like a hurrying temperature. Tlie very
fact of their commencing to grow towards the close of the summer
and finishing their growth by the time that the heat of summer
arrives, is enough to indicate the proper treatment to the intelligent
cultivator. A cool structure from whence frost is excluded suits
them well as regards temperature ; indeed, they associate well with
such subjects as the Chinese Primula, the Cj'clamen, the Cineraria,
kc, a little fire in verydampweather being all that isneededforthera.
Watering must be carefully conducted during the winter months, the
great point to be observed being to maintain the soil in an equally
moist condition without administering heavy doses of water. If the
plants are on trellises, get them well up to the light and where they
can on all favourable oi^portunities enjoy the free admission of air,

which is of tlie utmost importance, as these little climbers cannot
endure a confined warm atmosphere. They are indeed children o£
a temperate climate; they love to feel the play of fresh pure air
around tliem, and do not like to be exposed to tlie direct influence
of a hot sirring sun. Therefore, when arrived at tlie month of April,
shade for a few hours and sprinkle tlie path and stages of the house,
which will help to prolong the flowering season and will preserve the
foliage fresh and green. As the flowers fade and tlie plants show
signs of going to rest, gradually diminish the supplies of water.
Should green lly ai^pear, dust at once with Pooley's Tobacco Powder.

Sl/fl'ct. J. COBNHILL.

after all not so injurious to plant life as lower localities, and that a

dry cold, both for vegetable and human life, is healthier than damp
and fog. K. A. Gatty.

Bradjield Hector;/, Sheffield.

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER.
It mnj interest some of your readers, -whose complaints of the
destructiveuess of last winter's cold among- plants and shrubs are so
numerous, to hear how it has fared witli us situated on the moors at
an elevation betw-een 900 ft. and 1000 ft. alwve sea level. Laurels
have been slightly scorched, as their leaves testify, but not one
killed. A Deodar on the lawn looks as well as ever. Hollies are
uninjured, and, in fact, I may say that we have lost no shrubs, not
even Khododeudrons. I was anxious about a certain border, which
is filled w-ith all lands of perennial flowei-s, and this month I have
been looking carefully to see -n'hat damage had been done. Beyond
a loss in Carnations and Picotees, I can lind no casualties. I think
Adonis verualis did not flower quite so well as usual, but the
earlier Narcissi, such as Empress, bicolor, Horsfieldi, and all the
incomparabilis section have done better than ever. It has been the
same with Polyanthuses, alpine Auriculas, Gentians, and other early
flowers, and no spring- of late years, owing to its sunshine and dry-
ness, has been so favourable to my spring border.

_^A remarkable trait of this soil is its suitability to the common
Narcissus poeticus, which absolutely runs w-ild in it. In about 80
yards of border I have thousands of blooms of this lovely flower, and
so fast does it multiply that there is considerable work in digging
up the bulbs for re-divisiou from time to time, owing to the masses
they form at tlieir roots. Perhaps this sandy, peaty soil and the
dry, though cold, atmosphere must account for the little damage
that I And done to my plants and shrubs. Seedling Pyrethrums
planted last autumn have survived the winter with many kinds of
the best PotentiUas, and small plants of the common red' Mezereon
have flowered gaily in exposed places.

It remains to be seen if less liardy plants -n'ill flower equally
well this summer, but the general appearance of the strong leaves
pushing up makes me believe that the winter's cold has left no
perceptible mark behind it. I should like to mention further that
Calla ai-thiopica has flowered for the third year double-spatlied in the
greenhouse. I have seen in The Garden- that some of vour cor-
respondents have remarked this sport in their Callas. Also, I may
add that I have found growing wild on the moors a rare Ferii
(Asplenium lauceolatum) in luxurious profusion. This Fern, I
fancy, is usually met with near the wpst coast and in warmer
situations. Its growth here goes to prove that high situations are

GARDEN DESIGN,

MR. MILNEE ON LANDSCAPE GAEDENING.
Mr. G. E. MiLXEK, -who is responsible for the organisation of the
Crystal Palace plan for a school of landscape gardening, has been
writing in a contemporary on the education of the landscape gar-

dener, and what he says is sensible enough, but most interesting to

us from omitting allusion to the most essential thing of all for the

landscape gardener to know—the materials w-ith which the earth

is adorned, and \vhicli it must ever be the liighest duty and the

keenest pleasure to represent worthily for us in our gardens, parks,

or woods. Ho speaks of

The curious popular fallacy which so often confuses the profession of

landscape gardening with tlie work of the practical gardener—a dis-

tinction analogous in some degree to that of the architect and the
builder. One division of the school is intended to provide a training

for gentlemen who, having already received a liberal education, pur-

liose making landscape gardening their profession ; the other is

intended for the training of young men as gardeners. " Practice
''

confuses the curriculum set forth for the landscape gardener's train-

ing with that set forth for the practical gardener's. His arguments
would have some force if the tuition proposed for the landscape gar-
dening division were ofEered to students of the practical gardening
division. Much thought has been given to the curriculum set forth
for the landscape gardening division, w-liich, being tlicoretical as
well as practical, and requiring more knowledge of the applied
sciences, can be more easily defined, and we maintain that a thorough
knowledge of most of the subjects, and the understanding of the
principles of the others enumerated, should be possessed by the
landscape gardener. There has as yet been no opportunity presented,
but a great deal can be learned in ii systematic two years' course.

To tlic landscape gardener a knowledge of surveying, drawing, office

work, designing and superintending earthworks and constructional
works, practical woric in the laying out of grounds and estates, to-

gether w-ith the cultivation of artistic taste, is more essential than
the knowledge of how best to strike a cutting, though, as will be
seen by the prospectus, practical botany, and a knowledge of plants
and their gro-v\'th and grouping, is by no means neglected. The
Crystal Palace School endea-iours to pro-\-ide a practical training in a
systematic manner, and not in the haphazard and tedious way which
has hitherto prevailed.

Not one word here, be it observed, of the very soul of the -whole

question—a knowledge of the larger trees and tlowering trees and
shrubs of the world in Nature as -^vell as in cultivation, and also

of the flora of our gardens of other kinds. A good garden is for

the keeping of a number of beautiful living things, and good
landscape gardeners can never be made unless they know and lo-\-e

that life Ijetter than, and above, any other detail of their profes-

sion. Let it be borne in mind that v.-e have to deal "with the
future, that the coloured gravel, terrace wall, water-squirt pattern
bed properties have nearly served their turn. Gentlemen who
have received a liberal education, and purpose making- landscape
o-ardening their profession , will never be worth any tiling for good
in gardens if that is all they know, for the simple reason
that a man can take no real joy in a garden unless he knows what
ought to be in it as well as the hiunan beings he knows best and
likes best. "When it is considered how vast is the field to be
studied, both in gardens and in Nature, before a yonug man can
possibly possess this knowledge, and ho-w much travel and loving
observation to make before it can be attained, it will be conceded
that merely going through a curriculum at the Crystal Palace or

elsewhere -will not make a landscape gardener. 'Manj things could
be devised better for him than au apprenticeship in what is the
most dreadful of modern gardens, as regards the design of much of

its surface (tlie desolate regions of the great fountain basin,s). In
a word, the budding landscape gardener ought to begin by living

in a -^-ariety of the larger class gardens and parks, including at

least one good botanic garden, so as to get well acquainted with
the materials of his art. The plants, shrubs, and trees of the
world, and the innumerable aspects of vegetation which they
present in parks and gardens, but more pai-ticularly in Nature,
in many countries, are to him what mastery of light and shade and
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drawiug- are to the artist before he can lualve pictures of any

value. If taiiglit ^vhat Mr. Miluer spealis of only vcc shall have

garden architects or engineers, no doubt, T\-ho will be laying out

our gardens to illustrate their ideas of style, &o., but no true

garden work. The technical parts of levelling, &c., should always

have a minor place, and, well taught, are easily and quickly

learut compared to the varied and ripe knowledge of tbesylvaand
flora of our gardens, and our own and other northern countries,

which only long years of work and earnest observation can give.

RUEAL EDUCATION.
We have been struck with some remarks by " A. P." in the Fii'Id on
this subject which are not without a bearing on our own art,

especially if the time should e^'er come when any education of tlie

young gardening mind is attempted. There is no occupation upon
earth which requires more and more various culture than is required

to make a first-rate farm labourer. Eye, hand, and sympathies all

need to be cultivated, as does some power of forecasting the future.

It has been well said that a good husbandman is "highly ac-

complished." And this culture can only be obtained in the fields,

and can only be acquired when the pupil is very young. If the
school learning is to be given as it ought, how can the practical

teaching of a husbandman's duties be simultaneously acquired ? As
it seems, tlie fiamers of the Education Acts have far too much
overlooked the difference between the seasons. Our winter and
summer are quite unlike, and fit for very different treatment. In
winter, poor little shivering lads are best in tlie schoolroom ; in

bright sjjring weather, or in long summer days, those who are to

grow up hardy are best educated out of it. Through the peculiari-

ties of our seasons tliere is ample opportunity for male children
to be encouraged to be present half the year with the workers in

tlie-field, and yet progress towards the acquisition of the throe K's

need not be allowed to slip back. Of lads anxious for clerks'

places, railway porters, &c., there are thousands now unable to find

situations, and on the verge of starvation or crime because tliey

cannot ; whilst of competent horse-boys, cattle-tenders, hedge or

fruit-tree pruners, and for all the real work of the world whereon all

our civilisation and town population depend for necessaries, there is

not one quarter of what are wanted to fill vacant posts. Let civili-

sation progress as it may, there never can be too many men who are
familiar with Nature in her rougher moods ; i.e., males who can
face weather, and till the earth and plough the seas, as only earth and
sea can be dealt with to make them yield their stores. Tliis writer for

twenty-five j'ears carried on, alone and unassisted, an evening school
during the winter months in a country place for boys at work, and
he speaks from experience. These night schools are absolute neces-
sities for males. Yet the kind of teachers now certificated (and
upon the emiDloyment of whom all Government aid depends) are
frequently most unsuitable managers of such schools. Night schools
can never become general and be regularly carried on until the
public money is extended as freely to them as to ordinary' day
schools. The night schools are a part, and a most important part,

of any efficient national education. There can be no really adequate
system of naUonal education which does not recognise that the
fitting at least half of the boys to cope with wind, weather, and
stubborn beast is all-essential, and that this faculty must be
cultivated very early by persons themselves familiar with what has
to be done. Handbooks to enable white-handed teachers to lecture
on such matters arc pretentious blunders. Neither agriculturists

nor fisher-folk can ever be trained so. Nor can any one class (and
certificated teachers are rapidly becoming a class) be expected to

be efficient educators of candidates for very different pursuits.

Each class and each generation must join in educating its own
members. There should be—in the early inspection of country
schools—as many marks given for attendance to the boys who can
be shown to have been fully employed in the fields, who have
learned to earn a few shillings a week in summer by useful labour,

as there is to tliose who can write, cipher, and spell.

The Bast Wind and Journalism.— We know how trying
the east wind has been of late in our gardens and orchards. It has
killed a good many blossoms and crippled more. It has been a
happy relief to turn from the biting storms abroad in the gar-

den to the pleasures derivable from our horticultural litera-

ture. But latterly there have been several alarming symptoms of a
sharp east wind ruffling and disturbing the staid sensible pages of
our gardening papers. Through the storm several have been seen
contending for priority of tying stones to the branches of trees, as
if most boys had not done this or hung on to them to keep them

down or pull them up. Others claimed to be the authors of a system
that allowed trees to extend themselves, as if Nature had not taught
and practised that method from the time of Adam. Parallel columns
are then set forth to prove plagiarisms, in which I confess my utter
inability to discover the ghost of o, new idea worth stating, or any-
thing not known to all cultivators of average ability for the last

half centurj'. It is full time the east wind ceased blowing through
the pages of our journals. Our press has been an honour to the pro-
fession, as learned and practical as it is cultured and refined, and I

earnestly trust that it may continue as sweet, gentle, and pure as
the noble art which it so beautifull}' illustrates and richly adorns,
D. T. Fisn.

MAEKET GAEDEN NOTES.

MAEKET PLANTS.
In large market plant nurseries the work is one incessant round of
putting in cuttings, and shifting, and growing them into plants.

There is every day, or every other day, a space left empty, and as

regularly that space must be filled ; and filled it is, too, with a speed
that may well astonish young gardeners who have only been in

gardens where things are done on a slow and monotonous system.
Competition, a jjowerful stimulant in all trades, is all-powerful in

the market plant business ; not only must vast numbers of plants

be produced, they must be good plants. Few places, however large,

grow many kinds of plants ; the great feature in most is doing a few
things well, and getting for these a high reputation. In some places

there is, perhaps, a wider scope, because of some things that are not
so much in demand few are growm, and therefore the grower who is

fortunate to have things that are not so generally grown can, when
the demand comes, make of these a tolerably good profit. Some are

famous for Cyclamens, others for Palms, others for show Pelar-

goniums, others, again, for zonal Pelargoniums, others tricolor and
golden Pelargoniums, others for Cinerarias, and, indeed, specialities

in these things are a marked feature. Interesting, however, as are

these things when seen in the market, very much more interest

attaches to seeing them growing in the nurseries, for there may be
seen not merely the plant in its perfection of bloom or leafage, but

also in its various stages of growth.

In looking oier several of these market plant establishments in

this district, I have found the greatest interest attached to that of

Messrs. Smith &Larke, at Ashford, chiefly because of the great variety

of plants grown. Some halt-dozen houses devoted to Fuchsias, the

bulk of which are Mrs. Marshall, or to show Pelargoniums, all in

various stages of gro^vth, become monotonous, and therefore a place

containing greater variety affords perhaps more pleasure, although it

is no doubt the case that where only a few things are grown there

they are best done. Still, one does not like to suppose that London
people care only for Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Cyclamens, and certain

other things that have a wide reputation ; and when we get to the

general florist's establishment, such as that at Ashford, the really

wide scope of the market demand is seen. Here the year opens with

supplies of Solanums, Cyclamens, Spirseas, Chinese Primroses, Cine-

rarias, scarlet Pelargoniums, Echeveria retusa ; and then February

brings added to these Callas, Genistas, and Ferns, but these latter

are always in season. With March come Draca;nas, pot Pioses,

Tulips, Hyacinths, and Narcissi; April, Azaleas, Deutzias, Mignonette,

and show Pelargoniums ; May brings in Fuchsias, Oak-leaf Gera-

niums, Heliotropes, and Lobelias, bedding plants in boxes in in-

finite variety. Hydrangeas, variegated and green Ivy-leaf Pelargo-

niums, and Tuberoses ; June adds Balsams, Lemon plants, Coleus,

Petunias, and so the year rolls round ; the work of propagation is

never ending, and the same may be said of shifting and potting.

The houses must always be full and doing something, and I noticed

that large quantities of Cucumber plants were being got ready to

plant out in any of the houses in which there are soil beds or stages.

The style of planting here is, if crude and simple, certainly one that

results in success. The plants turned out of pots are set on the

solid soil, and around the ball is heaped fresh loam. As they make
root, this is added to, until a bed of soil several inches in depth is

formed all over.

Pelargoniums.—Two kinds of market plants stand out with

special prominence in all market plant establishments at this time

of the year. These are show Pelargoniums and Fuchsias. Of the

former there is, fortunately, no lack of variety, and, although it does

not pay to grow kinds other than those which are remarkable for

their tiower-producing properties, yet there are many and varied, and
all very beautiful. The old style of leggj' plant, 20 in. in height and
carrying half-a-dozen trusses of fiower, has had to give place to the

splendid hybrids introduced by Mr. Brown, of Hendon, and other

capable raisers, and now almost millions of plants are grown for
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market in H-'m. pots—to strangers literally marvels of cultivation,

dense, compact, full of luxuriant leafage, and carrying, perhaps,

twentj' expanded trusses of bloom, and twice that number of others

in embryo. One of the best of this class amongst whites is the

Duchess of Bedford, the colour, but for the rosy-purple blotch, very

pure, and the flower of good form. There is a splendid companion
kind to this in Memoris, rich deep scarlet, a wondrous bloomer and
remarkably showy. Also good are JIagnet, John Bright, and Triomphe
de St. Mande. How the growers get tlie wonderful plants they do
from cuttings put in during the summer is a tale that has often been

told ; but, none the less, when those who have read of all this, but

have not become familiar with the way and style in which plants for

the London market are grown, see the plants and the simple and
unpretentious kind of structures in wliich they arc grown, they

marvel with good reason. It must not be supposed that stimulus

has so very much to do with tliis culture. Veiy much more lies in

the soil, the which, if of sound, sweet, turfy loam, mixed with one-

third of clean, well-beaten, and sifted horse manure, makes a mixture

in whicli the show Pelargonium deliglits. Feeding may do very

well when tlie flower-buds are seen, and then liquid manure, not too

strong and given twice or thrice a week, may be used with advantage.

Fowls' manure seems to make a favoured stimulant at Ashford.

Fuchsias.—Certainly the most popular Fuchsia ever raised, at

least in a market sense, is Mrs. Marshall. It is the market variety,

SD much so, in fact, that one soon tires of the monotony of house after

house of this kind alone. I saw but the other day at Ilounslovv a
long house 200 ft. full from end to end of this variety. A look in at

the door suffices, btill, the way it is produced for sale in li-in.

pots is marvellous, tens of thousands of plants 18 in. high, having
from six to a dozen stems or shoots, all tied up to an erect position,

and each plant full of fine bloom. Then old Lady Heytesbury,
having a darker corolla and more massive tube, comesinforaliniited
share of culture. It is of the two, perhaps, the most pleasing flower.

The plant produces but two or three more massive stems, but blooms
freely wlien well grown. One other veiy handsome white kind is

Mary Queen of Scots, the corolla of which is of a rich reddish Ime.

I like this kind very much, perhaps all the more that one does not
see too much of it. Red kinds never are in such favour as white
ones, and are sold usuallj' in the proportion of about one to three or
four earl}', but there is a larger demand later on. That grand double
Avalanche is a favourite ; so also is War Eagle, and Black Prince is

another excellent sort. I wonder much that some of Mr. Ley's new
and certainly very free kinds of Fuchsias are not found in market-
plant nurseries. Probably, they are not yet well known to the
trade.

Cinerarias.—Market growers of these spring decorative plants
who have a good strain seem to be somewhat in advance of the
ordinary florist and seedsman in tlie matter of habit and quality,

even though the latter, no doubt, strive to obtain good kinds. Some-
how it appears to be the case that oneortwo men have in the market
trade a good reputation for their strain of Cinerarias for a few years,
then the mantle falls ujjon others"; and thus, whilst a fine strain is

always to be had, it is not alwaj's in the same hands. Some years
ago there was no finer strain than M'eatherill's, and old hands
assert that there is none better now. If this be so, then it is evident
that Cinerarias all round have made but little progress. Dull
colours, let the flowers be ever so good, are not in favour ; rich reds
and crimsons with a white centre and good dark selfs also are liked,

because these kinds look unusually rich and telling under artificial

light. Given flowers as large and rounded as a penny piece, plants
from 10 in. to 12 in. high, and heads 12 in. across, and we get the
ideal of a market Cineraria. Haised so easily from seed, it is one of
tlie simplest to grow in all the florist's list, and as a rule sells well
and is very profitable. The great fault of the average Cineraria is

legginess. The German strain grown so well at C'hiswick was dwarf
and compact enough, but the flowers of very poor quality. A good
selected market strain would show something mucli better than
those.

Miscellaneous.—One of the finest of scarlet Pelargoniums
for market culture is Comte deGomer; the flowers are of great size,

substance, and rounded, of a deep, rich, crimson-scarlet. It is a long
way ahead of Vesuvius, and if it does not j^roduce quite so many
trusses, the superb flowers more than compensate. Vesuvius is

amongst zonal Pelargoniums what Mrs. Marshall is among Fuchsias.
It is so universally and largel}' grown as to make us wish it had
never been raised. The thousands in every large nursery are rather
monotonous. Coleus Hendersoni is a favourite market kind

; the rich
golden tints of the leaf margins tell most eifectively amongst Ferns,
Palms, and tlie small foliage plants. The vast number of pots of
Mignonette raised and of Oak-leaf Geraniums, of sweet-scented
Verbena and of Heliotrope, show that there is existent a deep love
or odorous plants—a very pleasant feature amidst the wide demand

for rich-coloured flowers. Some 8000 bulbs of Tuberoses annually
grown give a supply of these riclily-perfumsd flowers for several

months, tlie new Pearl being specially favoured as the finest double
kind. A, D.

THE GARDEN FLORA;

PLATE CCLXXXVI—ABYSSINIAN KNIPHOFIA.
(k. caknosa.)

The genus Kuiphofia is exclusively African, and about twenty

species belonging to it are known to science or introduced

into cultivation ; most of them are natives of the Cape, some
occur in Angola, where they acquire gigantic dimensions, and
others are natives of Abyssinia. Of the latter, K. Quartiniana

is somewhat caulescent and a very stately plant, flowering in

November and December. Kniphofia foliosa is perhaps the

most striking of the whole genus, the flower-spike reaching

from 7 ft. to S ft. in height, and the long, protruding stamens,

of a blood-red colour, entirely hide the sulphur-yellow flowers,

and give to the whole the appearance of a giant flower of

Metrosideros semperliorens. K. carnosa, represented in the

accompanying plate, was introduced by Schimper, who sent it

from Adoa to the Botanic Garden at Carlsruhe, and it has now
taken up its quarters at my Baden-Baden establishment for the

introduction of new plants. The root-stock is Asparagus-like,

and the plant dies down every winter ; it begins growth in

April, and takes till September to form its lovely flowers, which
from a low, leafy rosette rise to the height of from 1?, ft. to

2 ft. Flower-stalks are pu-shed up in succession until cold

sets in. It is scarcely possible to properly represent the

colouration of the flowers, because the bright apricot-red is

toned down by a glaucous bloom, the yellow anthers rendering

the whole perfect.

Position and Culture.—Last summer I turned a plant

outside, and in December gave it a slight covering of dry

leaves, over which I put a board, and I now have the satis-

faction of announcing that the plant is hardy, the root-stock

being perfectly plump and safe. It does not want any parti-

cular care, but likes a well-worked rich soil.

Baden-Baden. Max Leiciiilin'.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

Marechal Niel Planted Outside a Lofty Conser-
vatory.—" J. W." (p. 487) states his case with exemplary clear-

ness. Could not he cut the knot of his difficulty thus : Remove
sufficient stone under the soil and introduce the stem of his Marechal
Niel, which he says must be planted outside. This would be far
safer than planting outside and training the stem up 5 ft. of wall
before introducing it into the house. No doubt the stem could be
protected in various ways, but the worst of all such means of pro-
tection are tliat they are apt to be displaced when most wanted.
Living Ivy could not be relied on, and, besides, the Ivy would rob
the roots of the Rose very much indeed. Hay-bands are unsightly,
though cflicient ; a wooden box with three sides, the open one placed
against the wall so as thorouglily to encase the stem and shut the
rain off, would hide the hay-bands and render the protection of the
stem complete. Such a box, from o in. to 5 in. square, would suffice

for the finest Roses that ever grew. It could be filled with shavings,
saw-dust, or chaff, and if made water-proof at the top, would keep
out any amount of cold. This would prove the next best and least
unsightly arrangement next to carrying the stem through the wall
at the bottom. " J. W.'s '' plants on their own roots, from 9 ft. to

12 ft. long, would be admirably adapted for those styles of planting,

and be likely to do well. Of course, the wooden case over the stems
should be well made, painted, and dredged with sand on the wet
paint, to make them look so much like stone as may be. Thus made
and finished, they would be less unsightly tllan might be supposed.
Tliey might also be removed from May to November, or left on all

the season, as thought best.—D. T. Fish.

York and Lancaster Rose.—This fine old favourite was plen-

tiful enough before 18"29, since which time I do not remember to have
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seen it though I have often made inquiries after it, and looked for it

in collections at exhibitions, but in vain, while it has often also struck

me that the collections met with there do not contain anything lUus-

tratin" the class of Roses it so ably represents when it is to be had

in a good form. I may, however, say that I never have seen a Rose

admirer in the sense in which that term is now applied, and never

could bring myself to give the Rose more than its share amongst other

florists' flowers, of which I have witnessed the rise and declme of

several during my lifetime, the most prominent in my youngest

days being the Tulip and Pink, as the Dahlia, which has had a

lontrer run than many, had scarcely begun at that time to receive

attention. But again to the Rose ; I think there was an old

favourite of that day
called Hay's Hundred-
leaved, or something
like that. Is this Rose
still in existence ? I

think it would look as

well as any of the Hy-
brid Perpetuals of the

present day ; but per-

haps the most admired
as being then scarcer

was the old Blush
China, which was
usually found on a

wall, while I duly
remember seeing the

crimson China budded
on a standard with an
old white Rose and
some otherf, forming
a feature that one
seldom sees now.
Roses had begun at

that early period to be
worked on the Brier,

the most fashionable

kind at that time being
one called the Scarlet

Moss, which, however,
was not so good a red
as the old Damask
Rose Plentiful ; but
my object was merely
to call attention to the

merits of the old York
and Lancaster Rose,

li.

It has several synonyms, tlio chief being rulsalilla

Atrageue capeusis, and Clematis capensis.

africana,

W. U.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

THE CAPE
ANEMONE.

(a. capensis.)

The accompanying
engraving was pre-

pared from a fine

specimen of this ex-

tremely rare plant

that lately flowered at

rendcll CiourtjBletch-

ingley. It is very dis-

tinct from the Wind-
llowers of our north-

ern climes, yet anyone
could recognise it as

an Anemone at a glance. It i.s a very haudsonio plant of perennial

growth, with stems half shrubby at the base. Tlie leaves, which

are evergreen, are of firm texture, and beautifully divided into

numerous sharply toothed segments, and measure from 1 ft. to li

ft. across. The flower-stems, which are stout and erect, rise from

1 ft. to li ft. above the foliage, and each bears a flower 3 in. in

diameter, composed of numerous narrow petals arranged in

three rows, the inner pure white, the outer tinged with violet-

purple ; in the centre is a cone of orange-yellow stamens and

pistils, which contrast finely with the petals. Tiie flowers expand

widely in the daytime, but close towards evening. The roots more

resemble those of a Clematis than an Anemone, and form a sort

of connecting link between the two genera. It is an old intro-

duction, but, like many other Cape plants, has become very rare,

the Pendell Court plant being probably unique in this country.

FOXY AND SLIMY GRAPES.

Some remarks in a recent number of The Gabdex (p. p. 404-5)

are so foreign to what I should suppose the good judgment of those

who know anything about our native Grapes, that 1 cannot omit to

say a few words.
" Sylvestris" says the
" Isabella Vine is to bo
highly recommended
for its rampant
growth as an arbour

or arcade climber, but

its fruit, although

handsome, is generally

disliked, because of

its sliminess and pecu-

liar flavour ;" and the

editor states in his

notes of Mr. Eoe's

book that "it is a hard

task to change the

poor little foxy native

berries into Grapes,

but we have no doubt

it will be done." Oh!
Mr. Editor, you are

almost as bad as the

late Prof. Llndley,

who said the Oranges

ofthe Americans were

a hard fruit, which

scarcely deserved the

name of an Orange

—

the Madura or Osage

Orange being the fruit

referred to. As to

the sliminess and

peculiar odour of the

Isabella,the fact that

good fruit sells in our

markets for about the

same price as ordinary

Black Ilamburghs

and Californian To-

kays at the season of

their ripening (Octo-

ber) shows that all the

sliminess they possess

is no detriment to

their value. The re-

mark reminds us of th e

appreciation many of

our people have to-

day of the Mushroom

,

who call them "toad-

stools," and often ask

if 'they are fit to oat; hut the estimation your correspondent

has oif the Isabella is perhaps natural, and, to some degree,

correct, for your climate will never enable you to grow it in the

open air to be much if anything but a slimy fruit. If you will

give it a place in the Grapery you will find it not only a very

different fruit, but one whose peculiar flavour will improve,

like that of the Olive, upon better acquaintance.

But how could you, Mr. Editor, who have travelled across our

continent, speak of our Grapes as little foxy berries ? Here they

are very large, some of them twice as large as a Hamburgh. It is

true they are what is called foxy, but yet they would be excellent

but for the pulp which is so hard that they are often called " Bul-

let Grapes." It is this very foxiness, as you call it, in which our

Cirapes excel, for without it our improved seedlings would beaa

tasteless as the "flavourless Sweetwaters" to which "Sylvestris"

Cape Anemoue (A. capeusis).
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alludes. Nature gave us such an abundance of the raw material to

work with, that it has taken time to work out the surplus and

retain that delifjhtful aroma which characterises the Brighton,

I'ockliugton, Rebecca, and Catawba Grapes, of whose merits I

gave you very recently some account. The Muscat of Alexandria

and Canon Ilall are good enough for me, are exactly to my taste,

and the nearest approach to these superlative sorts are the Brighton

and Rebecca; and as to beauty as well as flavour, the Pock-

lington is as large and handsome as a Golden Hamburgh, as

rich and transparent as a "Thomery" Chasselas, and quite as

sweet, with just euougli of the peculiar flavour to class it among
the very best Grapes, ripening as freely out-of-doors as the Con-

cord or' Brigliton. We can ]iow claim the black (!onoord, the

amber Rebecca, the red Brigliton, and tlie golden Pocklington as

four of the finest hardy Grapes sufllciently early to ripen then

tried, and sufficiently hardy to stand our temperature of 'J0° Ijelow

zero—kinds, too, which 1 thinlv may be growu in favourable

places in your climate, and if not, deserving a house just as nuich

as tlie Ilamliurgh ; but do not sa}' anything more about our little

foxv berries. If you do allude to the original " Simon Pure," say

huge Bullet Grapes. C. M. Hovey.

[We speak from experience. Perhaps during these ten flying

years something has been done in raising Grapes, but there was a

vast difference between the varieties of native origin and the

European.

1

THE OKCHAED HOUSE.
At the present season it is necessary above all things to keep the

trees perfectly clean and free from insects. Much in this way can be
accomplished by a vigorous use of the syringe or garden engine night

and morning for some time at least. This will keep down red

spider and thrips. The black fly on C'heriy trees is difficult to dis-

lodge, but a dusting over night with tobacco powder or other insecti-

cide, and a powerful stream of cold water thrown upon it bj- the

garden engine early the following morning, will generally be found
to subdue it. Should this and other means, however, fail, repeated
fumigation with tobacco in some form will always pro-s'e effectual.

In large sti'ucturcs like orchard houses, tobacco paper is to be
preferred to pure tobacco, on account of its price, and when
the former is of good quality it is equally effective. Fruits of all

kinds will now be swelling fast, and the necessary disbudding
and final thinning will have mostly been accomplished.

But occasional stopping of over luxuriant shoots will

still be necessary in order to encourage those which are weaker and
in positions where they are required. The renewal of the surface

dressing of trees in pots should also now have attention. It sliouki

be composed of rich and suitable materials. iMost of the artificial

fertilisers are best applied in a liquid form. But an excellent sur-

face dressing may bo composed of about equal portions of sound
claj'ej' loam and sheep droppings, and a few handfuls of gas lime if

that can be readily had ; the latter will have the effect of freeing the

compost from worms and the larvre of insects. This comjiost should
have been turned several times before it was required to be used.

Where sheep manure cannot conveniently be obtained, that of the

horse or cow, or even the pig, maybe employed with equally good
re-sults.

Before applying the surface-dressing all loose and effete matter
should he removed from the surface of the pots, taking care to injure

the roots as little as possible. The surfacing should he then applied,

pressing it firmly down, and supporting it with a band of lead, zinc,

or even turf. AVhcre the roots of trees in pots arc allowed to enter

the bed of prepared soil on which they are placed, it will not be
advisable to move them in any way for some time to come, as the

check might cause a portion of the fruit to drop off. Sliould the

trees, however, be growing more luxuriantly than is desirable, water
may to some extent be withheld, and to such trees stimulating sur-

face-dressings or liquid manure in any form will not be necessary.

But, generally speaking, trees in pots, as well as those planted in

borders and bearing heavj' crops, will now require an abundant
supply of water in order that the fruit may receive no check in the

early stages of its development.
Orchard houses may still be closed moderately early in the after-

noon, so as to enclose a portion of solar heat. But it should be
borne in mind that the Apricot, the Cherry, and the Bear, &c., will not

submit to so close an atmosphere, nor yet to so high a temperature as

the Beach and the Kectarine. Kor is a high temperature at all

necessary in the case of any of the fruit trees usually grown in this

structure, as the original idea as well as the present purpose of the

orchard house is the protection or preservation of the crops which it

contains, but not the forcing or the hastening of the ripening of the

same. The construction of the orchard house, therefore, necessarily

differs very materially from that of the forcing bouse. A moderately
moist and close atmosphere at the present season, however, tends

greatly to assist in the development or swelling of the fniit, but

this should not be carried to excess, and abundance or air should be
given when tlie weather will permit. Great care should, however,

still be taken to prevent any tree being placed in a drauglit or cur-

rent of cold air, so that unless it be during calm and mild weather,

in addition to the roof ventilators, air should only be admitted on the

lee side of the house. With orchard houses, as well as with other

plant structures, a serious mistake is often made in allowing the

temperature to become too high from the influence of the morning
sun, before air is admitted. When this is at last done, a sudden
rush of cold air envelops the plants, and cannot be otherwise than
injurious to them ; it is much better to admit a small portion of air

by the roof ventilators as early as six o'clock, and increase this as

the day advances, or, should the weather undergo an unfavourable

change the house may be again closed if considered necessary.

As regards the Apricot, Beach, and Nectarine, what is known as

the stoning period will soon arrive, wdien the fruit will for a time

appear to make little or no progress, and, despite every care, a few
may drop off. To counteract this tendency, however, as far as

possible, any thing like a check, by allowing the trees to become too

dry, or even too wet, should be avoided. The fruit of Fig trees in

pots will also be swelling, and ought to have abundance of water
;

strong shoots should also be repeatedl3' stopped or pinched back.

Where fruit trees, such as the Beach and Nectarine, are planted out

in borders of prepared soil, the surface of the same should now be

mulched with any light, rich material, such as ordinary stable yard

manure or Cocoa-nut fibre—materials wdiich will tend to check
e\-aporation and render less water necessary, and when such is

required and poured upon the mulching, it carries the fertilising

properties of the latter down with it to the roots. B. GRIEVE.
Bun/ St. EilmitiKh.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE rKTJIT GARDEN.

Fruit Prospects.—I am an old man, and have lived many
years in this county, but only remember one year—ten or twelve

ago—when I saw so profuse a bloom on fruit trees as the present

year, especially on the Apple and Bear. I look down from my upper

window upon an orchard about an acre in extent and see little else

but a vast sheet of blossom. An immense Bear tree has, I suppose,

a situation it likes, for its roots are washed by a small river, and the

appearance of the tree is preciselj' that of being cohered with snow
when it has fallen in calm weather, and is piled upon the most de-

licate branches. Last year I saw little from my place of observa-

tion except rusty leaves and half-developed fruit. It apjiears, how-

ever, that the trees did their work in some quiet way. I consider it

safe to predict a favourable Apple season, but it is not safe with

regard to Bears. We had, unfortunately, one severe frost on or

about the 10th. This cut down all the Botatoes up at that time,

and, I fear, took effect upon the young Bears just beginning to set,

for the Bear is nothing like so hardy as the Apple, and is also earlier;

in fact, some kinds of Apple trees are only just coming out. Six

young trees that I transplanted in autumn are barelj' out yet, which

may be due to the moving. They are, nevertheless, a mass of bloom,

though I hardly expect much fruit upon them. It will be the same
with'regard to wall fruit. Beaches will ha^-e suffered much unless

very carefully protected, for about that time the fruit was then

actually setting. As to general crojDS, they look healthy, but very

thin, doubtless from the want of rain ; little or none fell here in

April.—W. T., Doi-f'l.

Low r. High Night Temperature for Muscats.—Mr
Simpson, of Wortley, has long been an advocate for low night tem-

peratures for setting Muscats, say from oO° to 53°. I was
pleased during a recent Aisit to sec that thej' are this year no excep-

tion to the rule, being set equally well as Hamburgbs. On bright

days during the flowering period the syringe is freely plied amongst
the bunches, and under sun heat the temperature is allowed to rise

as high as 90°, but when dull it is kept much lower, thus effecting a

great saving in fuel, and fully illustrating that good Muscat Grapes

can be grown in a much lower temperature than is often recom-

mended.—G. S., Sandbeck Parle.

Early Grapes.—Having seen it stated that the climate of

Lancashire is unfa\-ourable for the cultivation of Vines even

under glass, allow me to give this year's result. Our "S'ineries are

on the ridge and farrow principle, with a south as2iect, and are

amply supplied with hot-water pipes, and ample means are provided

for ventilation. I commenced forcing on December 5 last, and cut

the first bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes on the 7tli instant, just

five months from the time of starting. The fruit is well coloured and
the berries large. The crop too is a very good one, the bunches
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varying from 1\ lbs. to 3 lbs. each in weight.—Tnos. Hand, Eagley

Hank, Bolton,

The Vines of Soudan.—Seeds of these curiosities are now
offered by Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., of 4, Quai de la

Mfigisserie, Paris, at 5 francs the seed. They are described as fol-

lows after the notes of the discoverer, JI. Lecard : Vitis Lecardi, i1

feuilles laciniees, trfes-fertile, raisin violet-noiratre ; Vitis Faidherbi,

tr^s-fei-tile, raisin couleur jaunatre ; Vitis Hardyi, trfes-curieuse et

fertile, raisin rose ; Vitis Chantini, triis-productive, feuilles entiferes,

blanchatres et cotonneuses, raison violet-clair ; Vitis Durandi,

feuilles rondes, raisin noir. Tliey also offer Vignes ohinoises, 8pino-

vitis Davidi, Vitis Komaneti.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

WINTER AND SPEING BROCCOLI.
EvEKY precaution should be taken to preserve these from frost, for

if once the heads get frozen through, they are as a rule useless. By
laying down Broccoli plants before sharp frost sets in, one is almost

sure to preserve the crop. It only takes a short time to lay down a

large breadth, and any garden labourer can perform the work if

shown how it should be done. In laying two men ought to be

employed. Commencing at one side of tlie plantation, they should

take out an opening with the spade a few inches in front of the line

of plants, making the soil level to lay them on. Both men must put

their spades below the roots of the plant on the side opposite the

opening, and turn the plant over upon the soil just levelled,

pressing it down firmly with the foot, and making it lie nearly flat

on the ground, for I find the nearer the top of the plant is to the

ground the less is it liable to be damaged by frost. Strip the old

leaves off to within 6 in. or 7 in. of the top, and cover the stems with
soil as far up as possible. Lay down the second plant in the same
way, and continue the operation until the plantation is whollj' laid.

Broccoli should have a good space between the plants so that they may
fully develop their leaves, andtliestemshaveanopportunityof growing
strong, for if planted too closely theydraw up weak and spindly, and the

stems become soft and spongy, and to be destroyed by frost if great

care be not taken to protect them during severe weather. On the

contrary, if the jjlauts have plenty of room the stems grow strong,

and become so well ripened, as to withstand frost. I plant a good deal

of m}^ Broccoli between rows of Potatoes, which are 2 ft. apart row
from row, and after moulding up the Potatoes I plant my Broccoli

from 18 in. to 2 ft. apart, wliicli gives them plenty of room to make
strong plants, witliout which a fine crop cannot be expected.

By laj'ing my Broccoli in the autumn, I have preserved my entire

crop of nearly 1000 plants, and have lost scarcely one, while other

Brassica crops have been nearly all killed. If litter from the farm-
yard can be had, pack it round the stems of the plants after they are

laid, or, better still, dry Fern, if it can bo had. I grow the follow-

ing varieties, which, I find, carry me tlirough the winter and spring

till early in the summer, \'iz,: Walcheren, Early 'White Cape, Early
Purple Cape, Snow's Winter White, Veitch's Self-protecting. Carter's

Mammoth, Leamington, Adams' Early White, Knight's Protecting,

Carter's Summer, Cattell's Eclipse, and Carter's Champion. These
I have grown for several years, and always find them to yield good
crops. William Ciiristison.

llie JlooJ/enj, Bromley Common.

THE ASPARAGUS COMPETITION.
This will be held in the horticultural department of the Batli and
West of England Society's Show at Tunbridge Wells, commencing
on IMonday, June 6. Notice from those desiring to compete should

be given to the secretary of the horticultural department, the Hon.
and Piev. F. T. Bosoawen, Show Yard, Tunbridge Wells. All exhibits

should be staged on the morning of Monday, not later than Twelve
o'clock. The following prizes are offered for the first year's exhi-

bition, and are (except the last two for market growers in Kent)
open to growers in any part of the United Kingdom.

Prizes for Gardeners in Private Places.
For the best bundle of Asparagus grown by the exhibitor : 1st

prize, £i ; 2nd, £2 10s. ; 3rd, £1 10s. ; 4th, .£1. The bundle of

Asparagus is to consist of sixty heads. The prizes will be given to

the largest Asparagus, provided it be in all other respects unobjection-

able. Prizes will not be given where, in the opinion of the judge,

there is no merit. The Asparagus must be free of earth, and the

bundles will be opened by the judges in all cases where they
think it well to do so. No imperfect or " double " heads will

count.

Prizes for Amateurs not Employing any Eegular
Gardener.

For the best fifty heads, £2 10s.; second prize, £1 10s.; third

prize, 15s. Grown by the exhibitor.

Prizes for Cottagers.
For the best twenty-five heads grown by the exhibitor, £1 10s.

;

2ud, £1 ; 3rd, 10s. ; 4th, 5s.

Prizes for Market Gro^wers.
For the market grower who shall exhibit the best three bundles,

each containing one hundred heads, £o 5s. This prizeis offered by
the Bath and "West of England Society.

For the market grower in the county of Kent who shall exliibit the

two best bundles of Asparagus, each containing one hundred heads :

1st prize, £3 3s. ; 2nd, £2 2s.

Ceilings of Mushroom Houses.—Ceiled as Mushroom
houses generally are, tliey are not only bad as regards retaining an

equable degree of heat and moisture, but they are troublesome to

keep in order ; after a time down comes the plaster from the rotten

laths and rafters, as, owing to the damp that rises and becomes
absorbed, fungus is generated, and the wood, charged with mycelium,

cannot last long. A Mushroom house to be really serviceable should

be so constructed that' neither sun nor outer air can play on the

walls, or if so they should be hollow, or the space between filled with

dry sawdust, so as to make them more non-conducting, as it is

impossible to grow Mushrooms in a structure wliere the temperature

is ever varying like that outside. An arched cellar under a building

makes a good Mushroom house, and if I had to construct oile I

should make it cellar-like underground, and arch the top

by laying bricks in cement and then earth it over. In

this way it might run under one of the back sheds

behind the houses. If I had to use a shed for Mushroom growing
instead of a lath and plaster ceiling, I should have one made with

plain tiles bedded in cement and slightly arching, and on the roof

so formed I would place a foot or so of sawdust and over all the

rafters and slates. A roof made with tiles in this way is practic-

ally imperishable, and by washing the inside with liquid cement,

may be made non-absorbent, and so may the walls—a great gain, as

the moisture then remains in the air where it promotes the growth

of the Mushrooms. Why these do so well in caves is because the

atmosphere is moist and still and the temperature regular. If we
find fungi growing on wood or walls in cellars, it is always under

these conditions, but ventilate, and you soon stop the spawn from

running.—S. D.

Cucumbers Failing to S-well.—Has " A. G.'' (p. 460) got a new
sort ? There are some Cucumbers that have a trick of not swelling.

We have one this year, which I forbear to name, though it is largely

advertised, grown with Telegraph, Tender and True, and Munro's

Duke of Edinburgh, which all do remarkably well ; this sort fails

—

not wholly, but nearly so. For one fruit of it that swells the other

varieties finish a dozen or more ; I have no idea why. The plants

grow and show well, but the fruit fails to swell. But if " A. G.'' is

growing the sorts he used to succeed with, then I should imagine his

failure arises from want of heat, for it is really astonishing how
much heat most Cucumbers will not only endure, but enjoy. The

more heat, with 90° as a maximum, they can have the stronger will

the plants grow, and the faster will the fruit swell off. The fault

can hardly be in the soil, as there are few loams too poor to grow

Cucumbers, especially when enriched with manure water. Can the

roots be two hot or too dry 1 Hotbeds occasionally over-heat ; this

not only scalds or burns the roots, but also over-dries them
frequently, and dryness Avill have the same effect on the non-

swelling of the Cucumbers as a chill from cold. " A. G.'' had

better test the degree of warmth and the amount of moisture in

his frames and report how he finds them. First of all, however,

he should assure himself that his varieties are good, fruitful ones.

Telegraph, Munro's Duke of Edinburgh, Prince of Wales, and Tender

and True are sorts that may be relied on to swell their fruits freely

under fair treatment and suitable conditions.—D. T. Fish.

Asparagus One Year Old.—Last spring, the last week in

April, a plot of one-year-old Asparagus plants was planted in Sir

Henry Thompson's garden at West Molesey, on the banks of the

Thames, in sandy soil ; the growth made during the first six months

in the open plantation surprised us, but we were not prepared to find

the shoots of the first spring after planting -\ in. in diameter, and
what would be called fair Asparagus, as "Asparagus is generally

grown. About the anniversary of the first planting, in fact, and one

year from that time, shoots of eatable Asparagus of fair quality

were gathered from the beds ; the plants used were a year old. Of
course, such Asparagus will not be cut for use this year, and we only
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mention the fact to show what progress may be made when the con-

ditions of good culture are observed. Plants were set out at a dis-

tance of 3i ft. each way in shallow trenches, in soil slightly enriched,

but not specially so, as is usual in our gardens. No salt or otlier

dressing has been given since. We notice in these rapidly-rising

slioots the tendency to brealc into buds and leaves, proving the need

of a certain amount of blanching to prevent this till the shoots

have attained a fair size and succulent quality. It does not matter
during the present j'ear, but when the Grass is fit to cut, little mounds
of fine eartli must be raised over the crowns to blancli the shoots a
short distance.

—

FieliL

Witloof for Winter and Spring Salads.—This is in-

dispensable where salads in winter and spring arc in request, and
tliose who have not hitherto grown it should make a beginning by
sowing some seed at once. It sliould be sown in rows 14 ft. apart,

thinning out to 1 ft. in the row. It is not at all particular as to

soil, and will force fit for use in any darlc cellar or under the stages

in a warm house, and maj' be had in quantity from Christmas to

May by transplanting a few roots every week from the open ground.
^Ve have lately had a splendid crop from the floor of a Potato slied

where the roots were simply laid in old iMushroom manure, and we
have now a quantity of roots left in tlie ground and covered with
lorg stable litter; in fact, few crops so well repay the slight atten-

tion needed to get it perfectly blanched and crisp, and in a season
like the past, when out-door vegetation is so much cut up, it is quite

a boon.—J. GROOM, Linton.

Laying Winter Broccoli.—"S. D.'s' remarks (p. 4.').5) on
this sulijcct are most seasonable and ajipropriate. Those who neg-
lected to lay their liroccoli last October have now no P.roccoli left.

There may be a few exceptions, but such is the fact as a rule.

Nevertheless, the inlaying of Broccoli involves a great sacrifice of

size. This reduction of size was never more marked than this

season. Possibly some of it may be owing to the frost. It would
be interesting to have the experience of others on the point. But I

never remember Broccoli, on the whole, being so small as this spring.

It also comes in with a rush, almost all varieties together.—D. T.

Fisit.

dodendrons there is a paucity of light colours, and none, I believe,

that have flowers pure white. 8. D.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

CAMELLIAS AND AZALEAS HAKDY.
Camellias at the present time show the effects of the past winter
less than common Laurels ; the latter in some places are nearly
killed and defoliated in others, wliereas Camellias only show a few
browned leaves. It is to be hoped, therefore, that they will be more
largely planted out-of-doors than they have been, as, independent of

their flowers, they are equal to any evergreen in habit and superior

to most as regards foliage. The best time to plant tliem is early in

spring before they start into growth, as then they become thoroughly
established by the autumn. In turning them out it is not advisable
to interfere with the ball beyond removing the crocks and liberating

the roots there, as it is impossible to straighten the others without
breaking tliem. As they cannot get far beyond the ball of earth
during the first year, it will be necessary to water freely all through
the summer in order to keep that part moist, and to make sure of

doing this it is a good plan to form a basin-like receptacle around
the stem, that tlie water, when given, may not get away without
doing its work. A mulching helps to intercept evaporation, and
lliereforc maintains a more equable condition of the ground, which
is favourable to the formation of roots. A\'liere peat can easily be
got, that will be found of great use to mix with the loam, as

Camellias are \ery fond of it, but failing that, leaf-mould is the
best substitute, and this should be given freely and be well incor-

porated with tlie loam. In cases where the soil is good naturally,

no preparation is required, but, like all other matters pertaining to

gardening, there is nothing like a good start in the turning out of

Camellias if they are expected to do, and being of some value they
are worth taking a little trouble with to secure satisfactory results.

Although perfectly hardy, as Camellias have proved themselves,
they should have sheltered positions, and if where they can get
shade all the better, so long as they are far enough away from trees

as not to be robbed by them.
Not only are Camellias quite hard}', but most of the Azaleas are

equally so. 1 have just seen a plant of the old white standing in a
very bleak and exposed position that has not a leaf the worse for

the cold, and we all know how searching tliis was in the early
part of the j'ear. The pretty little Azalea amoena will endure any
amount of frost, and j'et that is seldom seen outside a greenhouse,
but when planted it forms the neatest of beds. It clumps of Rho-
dodendrons were edged with this and the white Azalea they would
form nice margins and greatly heighten the effect, as among Pdio-

THE WEYMOUTH PINE.
(pinus STEOBUS.)

This is very common throughout the Northern States of America
and Canada, large forests being wholly composed of it, principally

on the sides of hills, and where drawn up, through standing closely

together, in suitable soil it reaches a height of from 120 ft. to loO
ft. It is the "Wliite Pine of the American backswoodmen, so

called from the light colour of the timber, and not from its aspect,

as in the ca.se of tlie White Spruce (Abies alba). Tlio wood of tlie

"Weymouth Pine is valuable, especiallj' for masts and spars in ship

building. The leaves of this Pine are of a glaucous hue, and the

cones from o in. to G in. long. The cones of this, and also those of

several allied species, such as P. excelsa, montioola, and Lambert-
iana, are of a peculiarly loose open character, more nearly resem-

bling those of some of tiie Spruces than of true Piues, a resemblance

heiglitened, too, by their being strictly pendulous. The bailf of

this Pine is strikingly smooth and of an ashen-grey colour.

Although not a rapid grower, the "V\'eymouth Pine succeeds well

TliL' Weymouth Pine (Piiius strobus).

almost auywliere, and when not drawn up forms an open pyra-
midal tree, but apt even tlien to lose the bottom branches. It was
introduced early in the last ceutur}', and was extensively planted

at Longleatby Lord "Weymouth, hence the name. For planting

as a contrast to some of the darker-leaved kinds, this Pino is very
effective owing to i(s bluisli lint, wliile its near ally, P. monficola,

is of a still more glaucous h\ie,andthe otlierday wesawavarietvof
it in Messrs. Cheal's nursery at Crawley, whicli possessed a decided

silvery lustre, a tint which will render it particularly desirable for

planting in contrast to the grassy-green foliaged Piues, such as P.
iusignis. As in the case of many others, there is a diminutive

variety of the Weymouth Pine, known as umbraculifera or nana
;

it forms a dense mass, and increases in size so slowh', that its growth
is almost imperceptible. Of this variety there was a plant at

Bicton that bore cones every year about Ij in. long, but in every

other respect lilie the species. Alpha.

Berberis stenophylla.—Amongst hardy shrubs now in

flower, few are more graceful or pleasing than this Berberis, which,

in the shape of large bushes, is remarkably effective, either grown
as single specimens upon grass or occupying the front rank in

shrubberies. Its slender narrow-leaved shoots are produced on
strong plants from 3 ft. to 4 ft. in length, closely studded with the

brightest of lemon-coloured flowers, rendering the plant remarkably

showy. It is also perfectly hardy, a circumstance which makes it

specially valuable. Beautiful as B. Darwini is, with its rich pro-

fusion of orange yellow blossoms, it is not reliable, for during the
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past four seasons, if not killed down to the ground line, it has been
greatly disfigured. I find B. Jamiesoni a hardy and superior sort,

producing an abundance of lemon-coloured flowers. It would add
greatly to the efiectiveness of our shrubberies were the finer varieties

of Barberries more freely planted in tliem than they are at present

;

they are more the exception than the rule.

—

Geo. Westland,
Wiflt'i/ Court, Wi>nvsti'i;i/iin\

Double-flowering Peaches.—There is a strange effective-

ness about tliese wiiich makes them very precious for the garden
landscape, althougli our climate does not in all parts allow them to

make good growth and bloom. In the London district this year
they have been very handsome, both in bud and blossom. The
curious suddenness of the eifect, so to say, of a brilliant double
Peach running out of a group of shrubs is such as cannot be got
from anything else. Anyone having artistic ideas in planting would
find such I'eaches most useful. Some pretty specimens may be seen
in Kensington Gardens, and doing fairly well ; but thej' are mixed
up with the mean undergrowth, which spoils the good eifect of all

tiie things in our shrubberies. Such plants should be allowed to tell

their own story, not only as regards the colour of the flower, but as
regards freedom from mean and shabby surroundings, which confuse
the eye and prevent it from realising the full beauty of these valu-
able trees. There is a good variety of colour, deep and briglit

crimson, and also a pure white, which comes in to help the many
white flowering trees of early May, and yet it is quite distinct from
all. Warm, well-drained soils appear to be essential to tlie healthy
growth of double Peaches. If sucli good results are attained near
and witliin the circle of smoky London, naturally far better would
be obtained in country gardens in favourable situations.—V.

The Pearl Bush (Exochorda grandiflora).—Although in some
places around London severely injured by the frost, this handsome
shrub is now in flower and very sliowy, but the spring frosts seem
in many cases to have injured the blossoms. It was at one time
said to be impossible to strike this plant from cuttings. Have
any of the readers of The Gaeden ever succeeded in propagating
it in that way ?

—

Alpha.

The Silvery Kerria.—Here this is in flower on a south
wall. The blossoms are smaller than those of the double variety,
but very abundantly produced, and the growths are slender and
altogether more graceful than those of the ordinary K. japonica.
I observe that on our plant some shoots have sported, or rather
reverted, to the plain green form.—J. G., Linton.

Shrubs in Cornwall.— I have a plant of Exochorda grandi-
flora in flower which has stood the winter against a wall under ,a

mat covering. Lapageria rosea likewise stood well, and Mitraria
coociuea is doing well. Embothrium coccineum is 18 ft, high, and in
full bud. It will be a perfect beauty. It has stood the winter well.—Geoege Madden.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE AFRICAN KETMIA.

(hibiscus afeicanus.)

This pretty Hibiscus is not usually included in a selection of o'arden
annual", f liough it.s handsome flowers certainly entitle it to a place

are very show}', being 2 in. or 3 in. across, and of a ricli golden
yellow, with a conspicuous crimson-brown blotch at the base of

each petal. Tliey, however, open only in fine weatlier, and then
they remain expanded but a few liours ; hence it has acquired
the name of Flower of an Hour. There are two or three varieties

of it, major and calisureus being tlie best ; both of tliese have
larger flowers than the type. Like its less showy congeners, H.
Trionum and II. vesicarius, the lUadder Ketmias, it often sows
it.9elf in light soil, and on account of its plentifulness even becomes
a weed in some gardens. Ordinarily it is sown and treated as
other hardy annuals ; it flowers from July to September.

W. G.

THE PARNASSIAS, OK GRASS OF PARNASSUS.
In many of our moist heaths and bogs the Marsh Parnassia (P.
palustris) is not unfrequently met with, and a very pretty plant

Hibiscus africanus.

among hardy plants. It grows 1 ft. or more high, and has coarsely-

toothed leaves, some of which are deeply three-lobed. The flowers

Taruassia palustris.

it is—quite handsome enough to cultivate, particularly in gardens
in which there is a suitable moist spot where it could grow as in

its native haunts. There are, however, three other species, natives

of North America, that are quite as showy as our native species,

and the newest Isind (P. flmbriata) is even more attractive, as it

has larger flowers, with peculiar fringe-like appendages to tlie

petals. It has kidney-shaped root leaves, resembling those of P.

asarifolla, another hardy species, which grows about 9 in.

high, bears similar white flowers, but without the singular

fringes to the petals. The Carolina Grass of Parnassus is the

other species, and this only differs from P. asarifolia in the leaves

being oval or heart-sbaped ; it also flowers about the same time,

which is usually from the beginning of July till the end of August,
These Parnassias tlirive best in a moist, peaty soil or spongy bog.

such as exists by the sides of streams or pools, and, being all

perfectly hardy, give no trouble after being once planted.

W. G.

Button-hole Flower Water-Bottlee.—Allow me to direct

attention to an invention of mine for keeping flowers fresh when
worn in ladies' hair or in button-holes, also for flowers (cut) at
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shows. The button-hole flower water-bottle is held collapsed

between the finger and thumb while held over a tumbler of water,

and thus filled it is then placed on the end of the Eose or other

flower.

—

James Mackenzie, Camden Quay, Cork. [These flower-

holders are little green bottle-shaped india-rubber sacks.]

NOTES FROM DEAYTON-BEAUCIIAMP.
The fine dry spring which we have had this year has been favourable

to the flowering of many bulbs which have done badly for some
years past. This has notably been the case with the genus Tulipa

and Fritillaria. For years j)ast I have utterly failed to (lower the

grand old Tulipa Gesneriana, but it is just now a blaze of magnifi-

cent bloom. We are all deeply indebted to the kindness of Col.

Trevor Clarke for the liberality with which he has distributed this

fine species. Tulipa maculata and T. Oculus soils, which have been

blind for several years, are also about to bloom freely. The variable T.

Didieri, from the valleys of Savoy, is also blooming well ; so is its

sub-species T. Billetiana, a curious variety with greenish-yellow

flowers, black stamens, and a blue-black eye. T. spathulata, whicli

I received from Mr. Groves, of Florence, a year or two since is

also blooming for the first time ; in colour it much resembles T.

Billetiana, but the yellow is almost free from the slight freckling

of red which is found in the latter, and the eye is a curious diab

colour. T. saxatilis is a lovely species, with flowers of a

soft pink with a yellow eye. It lasts in bloom longer

than any species I know. The species introduced by Mr.

Elwes from the neighbourhood of Teheran, and which may be a

form of T. violacea, closely resembles T. saxatilis in bloom, but the

flowers are much smaller and the leaf is totally different. It has

none of the glaucous glaze so conspicuous in the latter species, and

has a well-marked, whitish margin, which is absent in T. saxatilis. I

can see but little difference between T. altaica, received from Dr.

Hegel, and T. 8ehrenki, procured from the New Plant & I'.ulb Com-
pany at Colchester ; both have pretty self-coloured, cheri-y-red

flowers, and bloom at the same time. T. patens, though closely

allied to, is, I think, distinct from T. biflora. It blooms at least a

month earlier ; in fact, it is the earliest of all Tulips, coming out

almost with the Snowdrojis, and has a smaller and paler flower. 'J',

iliensis is a pretty little yellow Tulip, but comes painfully near T.

triphylla, which it precedes by a week or two. I fail to detect in

this species the odour mentioned by Mr. Rurbidge. Amongst the

other species and varieties which I have bloomed this year are T.

sylvestris and its handsome Grecian allj- T. orphanidea, T. elegans,

retroflexa, fragrans, Celsiana, stellata, priecox, Haageri, Eichleri,

Greio-i, Kolpakowskyana, acuminata, viridiflora, and carinata, scabris-

capa, and, I tliink, Bithynica. Amongst those which I have failed

to bloom are T. maleolens, from Florence, for which I am also

indebted to the kindness of Mr. Groves ; T. pulchella, of which I

only possess now one sickly bulb ; T. liieberstciniana ; Armena
;

and a form which I found two years since on the mountains at

Pancorbo, and which is probably T. transtagana of Brotero. The
bulbs were very small and have not yet got strong enough to

bloom.
Fritillaries have been unusually floriferous. I have bloomed the

following species : pyrenaica in five vars., lutea, delphinensis, tenella,

ruthenica, latifolia, parviflora, olympica, montana, racemosa, tristis,

gi-ffica, dasyphylla, acmopetala, Armena, recurva, lanceolata, Thun-

bergi, Sewerzowi, Elirharti, lusitanica, oranensis, pallidiflora, involu-

crata, Jleleagris and Mcleagris ft. -pi., Burnati, and tombeanensis. I

received the latter under this name from M. Froebel, of Zurich; it

apijears to come very close to F. Burnati. Amongst those which I

have failed to bloom are F. atro-purpurca, biflora, pudica, Karelini,

persioa, liliacea, and macrophylla. One of the prettiest bulbs

I have bloomed this spring is the white variety of Scilla italica,

from Mentone, for which I am indebted to Mr. Burney, of

Wavendon. It is the jjurest white and deliciously sweet scented.

The white var. of Scilla umbellata from Biarritz is also now in

bloom, and is very delicate and pretty. I specially prize this plant,

as it was rescued for me by an adroit coiijj dc iiiain of Mr. George

Maw, when all the rest of my Biarritz treasures were destroyed two
years ago at Irun by the ruthless wretches whom the Phylloxera

scare has called into existence. Camassia Leichtlini has flowered

unusually well this year, both in the glazed pit and open border

;

and Iris cristata has "been full of bloom. Muscari Armeniaeum, at-

lanticum, and a very fine species which came to me through Mr.

Maw from Trebizond with the rare Ornithogalum Aucheri are just

now at their best. Orchis sambucina and pauciflora, and a very

pretty pink species which I found on the rocks at the back of the

Escurial, but have not yet identified, have been very pleasant to be-

hold. Arnebia echioides is a blaze of black and gold, and Corj--

dalis nobilis quite a tall bush of yellow and brown. The rare

Sasifraga cupetana has stood the winter w-ell, but the cold winds,

hot sun, and night frosts during the last few weeks have spoilt its

beauty a good deal. Hyacinthus Pouzolzii is covered with its little

spikes of vinous purple flowers. H. Hakpuk Chewe.
Drayton-Beaudiamp Rectorxj, Triiig.

INDIAN EEEMURUS.
Some five or six years ago some seeds were sent to a near neighbour
by a friend travelling in India (collected, if I remember rightly, in

the Punjaub) without any specific name, and merely described as

those of a plant producing a tall spike of pure white flowers.

Three years ago three of the seedlings from the above-named seeds

were presented to me, and after keeping- them for a year under
glass they were ultimately planted out iu a small bed in the open
garden, where they have remained ever since, without any kind
of protection in winter, pro-\ing them to be perfectly hardy. This
spring two of the three showed bloom spikes, but only one came to

maturity, rising to a height of 4 ft. 10 in., the flower-buds tliickly

covering the upper 1 (i iu. of the spikes. The first flowers opened
towards tlie end of last week, and are pure white, of comparatively

large size, one of them when Hattened out having as near as possible

the circumference of a half-crown-piece. They lla^e prominent
stamens, witli rather conspicuous pale orange-coloured anthers, and
as they quite touch one another all rtumd the spilce they form a

very handsome white column of bloom, surmounted by 'J iu. or 10
in. of uuexpanded buds. Tliis plant is, as far as 1 can Judge,
evidently one of the Eremurus family, and as 1 have sent a couple
of pips to Kew to Jlr. Baker, I hope he may be able to name it for

me. One of the same lot of seedlings is also showing bloom
in the garden of my friend, tlie Eev. Harpur Crewe. The fine tall

Eremurus robustus, from Turkestan, is also coming into flower in

my garden, the spike being now o ft. G iu, in height, and will, I

think, reach G ft.

Since writing the foregoing I have been informed by Sir. Baker
that the j^lant is Eremurus liimalaicus, an exceedingly rare species,

which he has never before seen in a living state, but had described
from dried specimens in vol. xv. of the " Proceedings of the Linnean
Societj-" (p. 28.S). It is still in great beauty in my garden.

W. E. GUMBLETON.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS OB THE PLOWEK GARDEN.

Gentiana acaulia.—This succeeds best in ground rather in-

clined to be lieaNy. The situation in which it looks best is on
rockwork or raised mounds, or as an edging to borders or walks

;

where seen in long lines its handsome blue flowers have a striking

effect. The way to get the most satisfactory results is to use large
ffints or big pebble stones as a boundarj' to the border or walk, or

let in hard bricks on end, and between these or the stones plant
the Gentians, whicli from ha^ing such protectors will spread rapidly
and soon become thoroughly established. Why they do so well
with the stones is that the roots thread their course by their sides

and under them, and, as is well known, there is always moisture
there however hot and dry the weather may be. The proper time
to plant Gentians is in early spring just as they begin to start,

they may then be divided and increased to almost any extent, as
every single piece with leaves if dibbled in with care will grow.
By watering and shading for a few days or a week, transplanting-

may, however, yet be done, or if seed is obtained now and sown
under handlights, and the plants, when large enough to handle,
pricked out, a good stock may be got up for forming edgings next
j-ear. As the Gentiana acaulis is a sun-loving subject, and only
expands its flowers under the influence of solar light, it is useless
planting it in the shade, and being of such lowly growth it is a
good plan where patches are made in borders to raise them a
little, which may easily be done by means of three or four stones
placed so as to hold up the earth, when, after a time, the plants
will cushion it over and become a fine mass. If the soil should
happen to be light, a little pulvei-ised clay worked in will be a
great help, as will also a watering with liquid manure when the
plants are making their growth.— S. D.

S-ub-tropical Planting.—Now when planting-out time is

approaching, some may be glad to know how they may secure an
effective and inexpensive sub-tropical garden, and for the benefit of
such, allow me to say that about the most chaste arrangement I saw
last year was a circular bed some l.j ft. across, in which was a
central plant of Eucalyptus globulus, and equi-distant, over the
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other parts of the bed, were six plants of Rioinus Gibsoni ; the bed
was edged with Veronica incana, the undergrowth being the large

flowered Harrison's Blusk. The deep bronzy foliage of the Kicinus

was well set off by the bright yellow flowers of the Musk, the shade

afliorded by the former conducing to the finer development of the

latter.—H. AV.

Aquilegia glandulosa.—The Rev. C. AVoUey Dod last year
threw some doubt as to the hardiness of A. glandulosa, the Forres

variety, which he said had never lived through the winter with him
at JIalpas. I therefore observed my stock of it in tlie open garden
tliougli the severe winter, and am glad to say that at least two-thirds

liave survived. One always expects some Aquilegias to get worn out,

and may therefore consider the plant to be quite hardy. AVe have
a large stock of seedlings raised m cold frames, partly from Messrs.

Grigor's seed and partly from that sent out by Mr. W. Thompson
under the name of A. glandulosa jucunda. These are just coming
into flower, and I can see no diiference between them. It follows,

therefore, that Messrs. Grigor's variety is nottlie ordinary A. glandu-
losa, but, according to Mr. Thompson, A. glandulosa jucunda. Can
any of your correspondents tell us where the old form is to be ob-

tained and in what respects it differs from this beautiful Columbine ?

The two-year-old seedlings just coming into bloom bear much
larger flowers than the older plants. I measured one to-day 3-i in.

in diameter—a grand flower. Its only rival is the American A.

ccerulea, wliich greatly resembles it.

—

Beockhurst, Diddiury.

'Wallflowers.—Last July a sliilling's-worth of Wallflower
seed was sown, and when the young plants were large enough they
were pricked out into a highly manured bed consisting of sandy
soil. The result is a splendid display of double flowers, varying in

colour from the old-fashioned pale yellow througli all shades of

orange, brown, and buffi ; also stock coloured varieties, a pale ground
dashed with purple ; a very few single flowers are very large and
brilliant. Tlie blossoms are in huge masses, resembling the Rromp-
ton Stock in size. I have more than 100 plants and all handsome.
Usually, the individual flowers of double Wallflowers are, I tliink,

about the size of largisli marbles ; mine are as large as a florin.

The seed was sold by a local nurseryman, and lie advises no more to

be sown ; lie says the plants will sow sufficient, and they will be
handsomer.

—

Maek.

Hepaticas and Christmas' Roses from Seed.—Your
correspondent who enquires (p. 48.)) as to the right manner of raising
seedling Christmas Roses and Hepaticas should gather the seed as

soon as it is ripe and sow it immediately. Christmas Roses require
to be watched closely, or the seed falls before it can be harvested.
It may either be sown in the open ground in pans or boxes or broad-
cast in a frame. The latter plan is perhaps the safett, and is the
one I prefer. A frame with a north aspect is preferable, as it is

easier to preserve thd soil in an uniform state througiiout the summer
as regards moisture, 'iVater the soil moderately, and co\-er the seed
lightly with fine sandy soil, making the surface firm and even, and
finisliing offi by covering ujj thickly with Moss, whicli must remain
on until tlie young plants appear above ground, or germination will
be very uncertain. As a rule the seedlings will appear about the
beginning of the new year, but sometimes not until early spring.

—

J. C. B.

Fiench Spotted Pansies.—These are very useful for keeping
up a long display of bloom and an endless variety of colours with
but a minimum of labour. A packet of seed sown at once will pro-
duce hundreds of plants, that if transplanted on well enriched soil

will make a tolerable sized garden gay for the greater part of tlie

year. No plants repay generous treatment better than Pansies,
therefore before planting them some of the best farm-yard manure
should be deeply buried where they are intended to grow. They will
keep flowering through droughts or floods if only a supply of rich
food is within their reach, but they soon get mildewed and exhausted
in poor dry. soil.—JAMES Gkoom,

Blue Anemones in the "Wild Garden.—The Anemones
to wliich allusion is made in The Garden (p. 461) are simply grow-
ing in a wild state in a dell thicklj- wooded, and which slopes to the
west. The soil is of a rather strong character. The double white
and the blue are not quite so numerous as the old Wood Anemone,
but they are, nevertheless, growing in quantities. A stream runs
through the dell and empties itself into a large lake, giving the
whole a very beautiful appearance. Imay add that the Anemones get no
attention beyond allowing the decaj'ed leaves which fall from the
trees in the autumn to remain on them.—R. Otley, Daylesfurd.

Saxifrages at Fettes Mount.—Of this interesting family
of plants W3 have here upwards of 300, which make a magnificent
display during this month and the next. Conspicuous among them
are cordifolia major and minor, ciliata, purpurascens, and the neat
little virginensis. There are also handsome specimens of such kinds

as decipiens, oaasia, Webbiana, Stansfieldi, and corsicana, and of the
finer dwarf and Mossy-like varieties. The beautiful yellow flagel-

laris is likewise in full bloom, and is vei-y effective. Altogether, the
general appearance of the Saxifrage garden at present is most satis-

factory, the diflierent plants of which it consists having retained
their lovely green and cheerful appearance, notwithstanding the
severity of the winter to which all were exposed.

—

David A. King,
Fvttcs Mount, Lasswudc:

Polyanthuses and Primroses.—I send a large spike of a
seedling Polyantluis, soraewliat similar to the Oxlip, and a few
choice seedling I'olyanthuses. They are as easily cultivated as the
common Primrose, and very effective' mixed with them by tlie \N'Ood-
laud drive or in the wild garden. I have also sent a few flowers of
the alpine Wallflower, a fine yellow and dwarf hardy plant, very
delicate in colour ; likewise a few pretty little flowers of a green-
house shrubby Calceolaria (C. violacea), not often found in cultiva-
tion.— S. Ross, HiijhcUre Gardens.

[People now seem everywhere alive to the charm of such elegant
and richly-coloured varieties of easily grown native plants. The
next step should be their separation into distinct and bold races,
each used by itself in groups or colonies to secure simplicity and
unity of effect here and there, if only to contrast with the mixture
sure to become so common.

—

Ed.]

Cowslips and Primroses.-Among the numerous articles
of interest on spring flowers no one has spoken of the wonderful
hardiness and beauty of Webb's Giant Cowslips. They are of every
shade, from brown, crimson, red, orange, to pale yellow. They alone
were untouched by the late frosts and winds, wliieli killed even the
young Foxgloves and Violets down to the ground. The pretty Hose-
in-Hose varieties are equally hardy, and increase as fast. I am
anxious that the Cowslips should be mentioned, because by gettin"- a
packet or two of seed, at an expense of two or three shillings, these
lovely flowers may be grown by the thousand in every park and
garden. Once planted, they seed themselves and multiply very fast,

'i'he brightest and best coloured hardy Primrose that I have seen is

Crimson King. Polyanthuses Cloth of Gold and White Queen have
also been beautiful witli us, but they were only planted out this
spring.—H. B. H., Aiyhiirlh, Lancashire.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES IN SUMMER
After the pots have been placed out-of-doors the flower-stems will
soon commence to spindle up, when sticks should be placed to them
at once. The sticks should bo about 40 in. long, and painted white
for choice, as that colour is not so cumbrous and dull-looking as the
everlasting green. Be careful to keep them tied up to the sticks,
tying them loosely, for if tied tightly the stems will knee and bend,
and finally break. About the end of June and beginning of July
the flower-buds will be advancing, and then you will have to see
about disbudding. If the top bud is pinched out, three may be left
lower down, but if you want one fine bloom on each flower-stem you
must pinch off all side bads, leaving only the one at the top. If you
intend to save seed from the variety, it is best to follow the first

direction and leave three or four lower down. 'Winlst the buds are
swelling, a little weak manure water may be given now and then,
but this must be done carefully and with considerable discretion,
according to the nature of each individual flower, for reasons given
in tlie article " Running '' in a late issue of The Garden. If
the petals inside the unopened bud seem inclined to burst open the
calyx or pod down one side, take a small, fine-pointed knife (the one
described for layering in a previous issue is the best), and carefully
cut down the calyx, at the other segments of the sepals, all round,
being especially cautious not to injure the unopened petals inside

;

then tie round the calyx, about half way down, with a piece of bast
or an india-rubber ring to prevent its splitting too far. Sometimes
the petals will open too freely and spreadingly towards the sun; in
this case the pot must be turned round to present the other side of
the blooms to a similar influence. All the time the flowers »ve in
bloom you must be careful to keep them watered, and if the sun is

very hot and the atmosphere very dry, as it sometimes is in the
south, it is a good plan occasionally to sprinkle the Grass, carefully
avoiding the blooms. The best place to bloom the plants would be a
light, airy, glass shed rather than greenhouse, fitted with shading-
blinds that can easily be taken off or put on, but if you have not
this convenience the following is an an excellent plan : assuming
that your Carnation ground (be the plants in pots, on stages, or iu
beds) is under a north wall, and bounded by a path, erect a frame-
work like a gallows 8 ft. or 10 ft. high parallel with the wall, and
far enough away from it to cover all the plants. Place a dwarf
framework of the same length and similar to the large one, 6 in,

or 8 in. high, on the top of the wall, studded at intervals with hooks.
Have a blind broad enough to reach the entire length of the
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framework or gallows, and long enough to reach the wall when un-
rolled, made of some light shading material, fitted with rings at
the lower end to hook on to the hooks in the dwarf framework on
the wall. This should be drawn down every day when the flowers
are in bloom at about 9 in the morning, and rolled up every evening
at about 5.30, unless there are signs of rain, which it will ward off
to a great extent both day and
night. This blind should be quite

portable and separate from the
framework to whicli it is affixed

each year when the bloom begins,

and taken off and put away when
the bloom declines till next j'ear.

The framework is of course per-

manent. Great attention must be
paid to tying up the flower-

stems as they advance. The stems
must never get twisted at the

root. Keep tlie surface of the

soil stirred up and loose, carefully

avoiding the rootlets, Avhich must
on no account be disturbed during
the operation. About the begin-

ning of June remove a little of the
surface soil carefully, and top-dress

all the plants with a mixture of

loam, leaf-mould, and manure, all

thoroughly sweetened and sound.

Diseases and Insect Pests.
—One of the most virulent dis-

eases which attacks the Carna-

tion is canker, which is almost an
irremediable and hereditary evil.

As soon as it appears, all Ihc

shoots capable of such treatment
should be taken off and piped, and
the old stock burnt. Be careful

not to pipe any shoot which shows
the slightest symptoms of the dis-

ease. The great insect enemy of

the Carnation is the wireworm,
which eats into the stem and destroys
the plant. It is a good plan among
others to edge beds of Carna-

tions with double garden Daisy,

the wireworras being so fond of

this plant, that they will leave the

Carnations comparatively free.

It is also a good plan to dig in a
considera;ble quantity of lime in a
border round the beds. When grown
in pots, a little lime sprinkled

on a layer of moss immediately
over the crocks will keep off most
sinuous evils. A little lime may
also be laid round the saucers of

water into which the pots which
support the stages are inverted.

Earwigs are dreadful pests when
the bloom is on the plants ; they

get into the pods as soon as the

flower is developed, and eat away
the petals and seed vessels unless

very carefully sought for and
destroyed at once. It is a good
plan to place a short stick in the

pot reaching about half way ujo

amongst the grass, on which a

small pot full of moss is inverted

in the manner usually adopted for

Dahlias, but if you are saving seed

carefully, it is best to examine
the pods daily. Another small pot

may be inverted on the top of the

stick to which the blooms are

tied to trap these insects. Under
glass green fly is sometimes very troublesome, but may be easily got

rid of"with fumigation or by dusting with Tooley's Tobacco I'owder.

This last should be tied up in a little muslin bag and shaken over

the affected plants. In populated districts sparrows are very fond

of pecking the buds as soon as they are formed. After this visita-

tion the buds appear to be bruised and pinched, and the only way
to obviate it is to stretch white and red threads over the plants, or

to tie little tongues of red cloth to the top of the supporting sticks
by little threads about 5 in. long, so that they flap in the wind.
AVhen tlie grass is young and tender you will probably be a good
deal troubled by leather-coated grub which climbs np the sterns at
night and eats off the tender tips of the grass and the heart of the
shoots. It is especially tiresome with seedlings. It is generally to

Lastrea Eichardsi multiflda.

he found by scratching under the surface with a pointed stick, where
it lies curled up during the da}'. It is as well to water occasionally
with lime water to expel worms from the pots. Sometimes small
black-headed grubs will appear if the soil is not tlioroughly sweet.
There is no antidote for them except careful picking out by hand.
Damp must be carefully avoided ; it often causes Carnations to rot in
the stem at the level of the ground. To obviate this, place a little
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silver sand round the stem as a surface to the ground. Never lot the

stems get twisted ; this is nearly always fatal to the plant, and must
be prevented by tying up the stems well directly they get long
enough. When, however, a stem has become twisted, never attempt
to straighten it, as it will only increase the damage. Ihe plants are

also subject to two kinds of mildew, the white and the black. When
the grass appears floury and white let it be dusted at once with
sulphur ; this is white mildew. The sulphur should remain on two
daj'S, and then be washed off. In the case of black mildew, or
" spot," which is the most dangerous, let the plants affected be re-

moved at once and burnt, or if the disease is deeply rooted burn the

whole plant before the disease spreads, after taking pipings, if there

are any absolutely free from any symptoms. It makes its appear-

ance in the form of little black specks or blotches on the grass.

Carnations and Picotees in Beds. — If you grow your
Carnations and I'icotees in beds (and many of the northern growers
bloom their show plants in beds in preference to pots), let tliem be pre-

pared in very early spring, as early, in fact, as possible after the
frosts, in the following manner: Prepare a compost of loam three

parts, cow manure two parts, coarse sand two parts, lime and char-

coal one part. Let this be laid on the surface of the beds to a depth
of about i in. or 6 in. and dug in as deep and well as possible. Let
it be forked over periodically until the plants are ready. About
]\Iarch or April, or in September, J3lant out your layerj or pipings,

&o., about 10 in. apart. Keep them watered, and as the flower-stems

rise tie them np to sticks. At the right time layer them in the bed
in the same manner as described in a previous issue for those in the

pots ; do this as early as you can, but not too earlj', so as to give

the layers a good opportunity to get established. Examine them
now and then to see whether they have rooted, and when they have
done so take up each layer with a ball of earth and put all Ihose of

one sort into one large pot roughly, and all those of another into a
second, and so on, labelling eacli pot. Then take up the old plants

and either throw them away or put them into some spare corner in a
mass, and leave them alone from year to year to do what they like

for decorative purposes ; they are seldom worth keeping. Renovate
the bed by digging in deeply some manure and loam, and place back
in the bed at intervals of 10 in. the layers you have taken from the

old plants. In the winter throw some littery straw over them, take
it oil in spring, and you are in tlie same state as you were last year

;

so on from year to year, treating them as nearly as you conveniently
can like the pot varieties. Of course the choicest show kinds must
not be grown out-of-doors in this rough and hardy manner. If the
beds are at all troubled with wireworm, place little slices of Potato,

Carrot, or Apple just beneath the surface of the soil at short inter-

vals, take them up as often as you can, and slay the wireworms you
find in them. In June top-dress the bed with loam and manure, and,
excepting that it will require more stimulating food, treat your bed as

nearly as yon can as an immense pot. GiEorLE.

best German sorts. Violas also are in general favour, and have been
very extensively cultivated. Several new Violas will also be shown
at Manchester in AVhitsun week of very great merit. Show Pansics
arc quite neglected, the flowers being so much smaller and tamer
than the large and brilliant fancy sorts.

—

Brockhuest, D'uhhury.

LASTEEA EICHARDSI MULTIFIDA.
Thls beautiful tasselled Fern, suitable for a warm conservatory or

intermediate house, was sent to Messrs. Veitch,by Mr. Ohas. Moore,
of the Botanic Garden, Sydney. It differs from the New Caledo-

nian plant Lastrea Eichardsi in having the apex of the fronds and
the apices of theplnnfe multifldly cut into numerous narrow-pointed
spreading lobes. The fronds are •'! ft. high, including the stipes,

which are 1 ft. long. The pinnfe are upwards of 4 in. long in tho

broadest part, and terminate in densely fingered tufts of about fifty

long narrow divisions. The bright green colour, small pinnules,

and bold crested apices with their numerous narrow divisions, give

this Fern a singularly elegant appearance. It received a first-class

certificate from the Eoyal Horticultural Society last year, and a

certificate of meritfrom the Eoyal Botanic Society.

Fancy Pansies.—The demand for fine sorts of fancy Pansies

isquiteastonishing. No fewer than llOOdozensweresent to Manchester
from the village of Sale alone last week, and as the wholesale price

is 2s. per dozen, the large sum of i'140 was realised for them in one
week. Tlie demand for them, indeed, has been continuous for

several weeks, and as a great many other places send their quota
also, the aggregate must be immense. Almost every market gardener
has his row of Pansy frames. The sorts growm are the very finest

;

nothing common will sell. Two nurserymen at Sale, Messrs. Brown-
hill & Son and Sara Eobinson, have for the last two years beaten
both Scotch and English growers, carrying off the first prizes in this

class. Tills year they are again in the arena, and I believe will com-
pete almost entirely with their own new seedlings raised from such

flije sorts 3s 'fhalia, Sir f, E, Murray, and Lady Falmouth, and the

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

The Last of the Narcissi.—The trial grounds of Messrs.
Larr & Sugdcn, at Tooting, are now dull indeed compared with
what they were a short time ago, when there were acres all aglow
with the varied hues of Daffodils ; now there are but a lew
stragglers ; the latest kinds to flower are the double poeticus, now
grown so largely for market ; N. poeticus recurvifolius, a handsome
large-flowered variety with glaucous foliage ; N. gracilis, with delicate
yellow blossoms, a very pretty kind, and one of the Hoop-petticoat
section, Corbularia conspicua, the hoop-like cups of which are very
showy. Of course further north there are several other kinds in
flower still, but Mr. ISarr's collection may be taken as a fair illus-

tration of the condition of Daffodil grounds in llie ncighbourjiood of
London.

New Qeum (G. miniatum).—This name has been given to a re-

markably fine hardy flower lately originated in Jlr. Parker's nursery
at Tooting. It is as it were intermediate between G. aureum, an
early flowering species with clear yellow blossoms, and the brilliant

red-flowered G. coccineum, which blooms later in the season. The
flowers of miniatum are quite as large as those of G. coccineum,
but they are of a rich decji orange red,acoIour which when seen in a
mass is very attracti-s'e. The foliage is intermediate between that of

G. aureum and G. coccineum, and the flowers are produced much
earlier than those of the latter. It is now- in perfection, and, judging
from the strong flowering growths it is sending ujd, it will con-
tinue to flower throughout the summer, a circumstance which will

render it doubly ^'aluable as a border flower.

The True Alpine Forget-me-not (Myosotis rupicola).—
People may sujiposo that this is an extremely difficult plant to cul-

tivate. It is not any wonder that they may do so, because one
generally sees a plant or two of it in a weak state here or there.

We were charmed to see whole colonies of it in Mr. Whitehead's
rock garden the other day full of flower, quite dwarf and healthy
as any common Forget-me-not. Thej' had been raised from seed and
grown in exposed level sjjaces on the rock garden, and in groups or

colonies. They were very brilliant in colour. Not the least satis-

factory thing was to see no sign of hybridism or crossing, this brave
little mountaineer here keeping true and distinct. We hope it may
always be so. Jloreover, it seems a true perennial, and does not go
off in the miffiy way that .'ome of the other Forget-me-nots do.

White Alpine Clematis (C. alpina alba).—This rare twining
shrub is now one of the most noieworthy plants in flower in the

Exotic Nursery, Tooting. It is an exact counterpart of the purple-

flowered typical form often called Atragene austriaca, but the
blossoms in this case are pure white, and as they droop gracefully

from the slender twining branches, they have an extremely pretty

effect. Like the ordinary form, it is an excellent plant for trailing

over tree stumps or similar objects, a mode of growth which suits it

better than in the open, trained simply to an ordinary slake.

Varieties of the Quamash (Camassia esculenta).—Of this

extremely fine bulbous plant there are several varieties in Messrs.

liarr & Sugden's trial grounds at Tooting. They differ most remark-
ably in the time of flowering, some being verj"^ early, others

intermediate, while one or two are very late. They are not quite in

condition yet, but one of the finest of the early forms is Browni, a
sort not only remarkable for its earliness, but for its noble aspect

compared with the type. The flowers, too, are larger and of a richer

purple.

Varieties of Alpine Thrift (Armeria alpina).—Among the

more interesting hardy flowers in Jlr. Parker's nursery at Tooting
are the several varieties of Alpine Thrift. It is planted in lines edg-

ing the walks, where it forms broad masses completely covered with
small dense heads of blossoms, Avhich, hj their numbers, have a very
fine effect. One of the prettiest and brightest is called A. alpina

coccinea, a variety possessing a beautiful soft carmine tint ; then
there is a pure white variety named alba, and a deep lilac-tinted

sort called lilacina, a trio of alpine plants that merit a place in

e^ery border.

Crassula jasminea.—Under this name Mr. Brown, of Hendon,
exhibited the other day at South Kensington a dozen or so of

remarkably fine plants. They were in lil-in, pots, and were some 9

in. high, and each had a broad flat head of pure white Bouvardia-
like flowers, possessing lioney-like perfume simjlfir to thjit of ita
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congerer, C. coccinea. It is remarkable that such an attractive plant

as this should be so seldom grown, for not only is it a beautiful pot

plant, but the flowers are especially suitable for cutting, as they last

a long time in jjerfection in that state.

The Spanish Furze.—This name is commonly applied to

Genista hi.'^panica, a youth European species haA-ing the branches
tliickly beset with sharp spines similar to the common Furze. We
were never so much struck with its attractiveness as a few days ago,

wlien we saw it in Jlr. I'arker's nursery at Tooting, where it seems
to be a favourite shrub, judging by the numbers of it grown—dense
bushes, literally masses of gold, now conspicuous from all parts of

the nursery. It is apparently a much neglected slu'ub, though we
know not one more showy or one that will thrive in any soil and
remain in beautj' such a length of time.

The White Agapanthua.—When this gets better known
than it is, it will certainly be grown as extensively as the blue

kind, for, uotv;ithstanding the endless amount of plants in

blossom during the summer, choice wliite flowers are not readily

obtainable. Tlierefore, the spotless blooms of this Agapantlms are

sure to be largely used for bouquets, a purpose for wliich they are

better adapted than those of Hyacintlms candicans, being lighter

in appearance and purer in colour. There lias also been distributed

within the last few j'ears a double variety of A. umbellatus ; but

altliough I have grown it two or three seasons, its blossoms abso-

lutely refuse to open properly, and from several others I have heard

the same complaint.—H. T.

Rubus deliciOSUS.—This lovely Bramble is now covered with

its large 'snow-wliite blossoms in the Exotic Nursery, Tooting,

where it is' i^crfcctly hardy as a standard in the open border, anil

never fails to produce a fine crop of flowers annually. If there is

any shrub that deserves to be more fully known than another it is

this beautiful Californian Kubus, which only lately has been brouglit

into prominent notice, though it has been introduced some years.

A good illustration of it was given in The Garden (Vol. XA'III.,

p. 156).

Phlox subulata.—At present, no plant is more showy than

this lovely dwarf pink I'hlox when seen in sufficiently large masses.

It does best in rather dry positions, such as an elevated bank or

rockwork, when it quickly spreads and becomes so thickly set with

flowers that they have scarcely room to expand. It is readily in-

creased by division, and should be planted where it can remain un-

disturbed for years. We carpet beds of bulbs permanently planted

with it as they come through it, and keep all the cleaner for having

an undergrowth of foliage, and .by having a mixture of early and
late bulbs we get a long succession of flower.—J. G. L.

Public Parks.—An effort is being made ro obtain~a public

]5ark for Taddington and North-west Loudon. The land proposed

for it belongs partly to Jlr. Thistlethwayte and partly to the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners. The former promises to subscribe £15,000,

subject to certain stipulations. The estimated cost is set down at

i'200,000, a sum proposed to be cleared off by an annual payment of

iJoOOO for forty years. The area of the park is to be ninety acres.

Ribes sub-vestitum and lacustre.—These are just now in

flower at Kew. The former, a strong growing kind, has shoots from
i ft. to 5 ft. in length, densely covered with reddish coloured spines.

The sepals of flowers, which are Fuchsia-like and droop like those of

1?. speciosum, are brownisli-crimson in colour, while the petals are

whitish, shaded with pink at the base. Altogether, it forms a bold

and distinct looking shrub. The other kind (R. lacustre) has a

weak, somewhat procumbent, habit, and is also spiny ; its flowers,

whioli at a little distance off appear to be insignificant, are, when
looked into, really very interesting. They are borne as in the com-

mon Red Currant, and are of a greenish colour shaded with red and
peculiarly cup-shaped. This Kibes is by no means a showy plant,

but from' the quantity and peculiar shape of the flowers it attracts

attention. The late flowered variety of the Golden Currant (Ribos

aureum serotinum) is still very showy.—H. F.

Chamseropa Fortunei.—The two fine specimens of this Talm
in the pleasure grounds at Heckfield have again survived the winter,

and, though not afforded any protection, they are in no way injured
;

on tlie contrary, they are in most -ligorous growth and are now
throwing up several new leaves and eight flower-spathes each. After

this, no'one in the south or west of England need scruple to plant

out tliis noble Palm.— H.

NeTW Asparagus.—Mr. Simpson, of Colchester, sends us what
he considers a new variety of Asparagus, a very pale, delicate,' green

sort and good in size. What its value may be can only be determined

on a large scale and by actual comparison with other kinds. It has

been too much the fashion to declare that all varieties are one and

the same ; there is a good deal more in them than is generally

known,'but no useful experiments in the matter have as yet been

made with us, We hope to hear more of Mr, Simpson's variety.

A Double Greenhouse Daisy.—Tlie taste for Daisj'-like

single flowers dues not ijrcvent duo praise being given to a double
form apparently of one of the annual races, sent us from Mr. Ware's
nursery, named Chrysanthemum pubcscens. It is at present grown
in the greenhouse, and its neatly imbricated cream-wliite blooms
with sulphur centres are pretty.

Paulownia imperialis.—A large spreading example of this

tree is now in fine condition on our lawn. The leaves are preceded
by spikes of pale blue flowers, not unlike those of a Foxglove. It is

generally considered tender, and as the flower-buds were ^'cry pro-

minent before the winter set in, I felt sure that 27° of frost would
have injured them, if not the tree ; but I am agreeably surprised to

find that every bud is expanding. The tree is some 10 yards in cir-

cumference and covered with flowers, forming a striking contrast to

the snowy Way trees, the purple Judas trees, Lilacs, and golden La-
burnums. It is, in fact, a colour unique amongst trees and shrubs.
— J. CtROOM, Linton.

Adiantum Lawsoni. — This is a very distinct Maiden-
hair Fern in the way of A. cuneatum, easily recognised bj' its sin-

gular wcdge-sliaped pinn:c, which give the plant an extremely ele-

gant appearance. In liabit as well as size it is similar to A. cuneatum,
and probably when it becomes less rare it will be as popular as that
kind. We lately saw some thriving plants of it in Mr. I'arker's nur-
sery, Tooting.

"White "Wood Hyacinths (Scilla nutans alba).—We are all

familiar witli tlie wood Hyacinth under the name of Bluebell, which
in damp woodlands forms large sheets of blue at this time of the
year, but we do not often see a good clump of the white variety of

tliis popular native flower. I lately saw a flne group of it in a
neighbouring garden, and it is certainly worthy of a place wlierever
really hardy flowers are appreciated; its long arching spikes of

drooping white bells were particularly pretty in quantity, and in the

shape of cut flowers they are exceptionally useful.—J. G. L.

Mexican Orange Flo"wer (C'hoi.sya ternata). — We notice

that a shrub of tliis against one of the open walls at Kew is flow'er-

ing tolerably well after having been mucli injured during the jiast

winter. Some of the branches have been protected by a slight pro-

jection of the wall, and here the flower is most profuse ;
such slight

injury from such exceptional cold should not deter anyone from
growing such a beautiful shrub, the snow-white and delicately-

scented blossoms of which are scarcely inferior to those of the
Orange.

Primula cortusoides amoena.—This lovely Primrose is

now in full lieauty, and ought to be grown in quantity by everj'-

body. We have some well established edgings and masses of it

;

its beautifully serrated foliage is of the freshest green imaginable,

and its spikes of flowers briglit and effective. It is planted in

ratlier stiff soil in partial shade, and as it is quite deciduous,

great care is needed to see that it is not disturbed when dormant.
It increases rapidly, and although mostly seen as a pot plant, I

would strongly recommend any one having it to try a few planted

out: thej' will be more than satisfied with the results.

—

J. G.,

Linton.

The Common Hyacinth or Blue-bell is distributed

more or less throughout Kew (-iardens, and in some parts of the

Queen's Cottage grounds in sucli profusion as to form one sheet of

blue, which, under different amounts of light admitted through the

overhanging trees, is apparently of a great many shades, varying

from a light ccerulean blue to a depith almost aj^proaching purple

;

this effect is of course heightened wlien the sun shines, some parts

being in full sunlight, others densely shaded.— H. 1'.

Oerasus pumila.—This pretty little shrub is just now in full

flower, and although not so showy as several of its more robust con-

geners, yet from the quantity produced of its pure white blossoms it

is very effective. As it only grows from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, it is

eminently adapted for situations in which small-growing shrubs are

desirable.

—

Alpha.
The Alexander Peach.—Mr. F. Rivers sends us a fruit of

this fine early Beach. It is ten days earlier than Early Beatrice and
twice as large. It is a good strong grower, and the flavour,

according to our taste, is excellent.

Chamffirops Grifflthi.—We aie requested by the Comte
d'Epremesuil to inform our readers that a strong specimen of tliis

Palm is about to flower in the winter garden of Acclimatation at

Paris. As this is a female plant, and it would be well to increase a

Palm so rarely met with in cultivation, the Comte d'Epremesuil is

anxious to ob'tain pollen of it for the purpose of fertilisation, or

of C. Martiana. Arrangements could afterwards be made about

the produce. All communications on the subject can be addressed

to M. Geoffrey St. Hilaire, director of the Jardin d'Aoclimatisation,

Paris.
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Oedronella cordata.—Mr. Kiches sends us this neat little

Labiate alpine plant witli a leaf somewhat like the ground Ivy, and
a lilac slightly dotted flower somewhat lilce that of a Salvia. It is

very dwarf and pretty, and will probably prove a favourite rock

plant.

Toxicophylea Thunbergi.—When grown well as a green-

house plant in pots, this plant is a line object, and particularly

desirable on account of the delicious perfume of its wliite blossoms
that are produced numerously in dense clusters from tlie axils of

the thick leathery leaves which stand out straight at right angles to

the stem. A large plant of it is now finely in flower at The Cedars,

Tooting.

Implement Exhibition.—We learn that this department of

the great show to be held at South Kensington on June 3, i,

G, and 7 promises to assume large proportions this year, the

entries being much more numerous than usual and the exhibits of a
character likely to attract attention. There are fourteen classes,

and gold medals and certificates of [merit will be awarded as prizes

in each.

Waterer's Rhododendron Exhibition.—We learn that

permission has again been given to Jlessrs. Jolm ^\^aterer and Sons,

of Bagshot, to hold their forthcoming display of Rhododendrons in

the gardens of Cadogan Place, and we understand the exhibition

will be on view throughout the month of June.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETr.
May 24. .

This was a very attractive exhibition, there being an unusually fine

display in the conservatory as well as numerous new and interesting

plants exhibited in tlie Council room. First-class certificates were
awarded to

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Gloxinia Brantome, a kind with flowers of a rich purple
copiously freckled in the tube with a duller hue and having a well
defined white margin faintly dotted with pale mau^-e. G. Pabiola.
with ground colour of a deep carmine, spotted in the tube with a
similar tint, and a broad white margin. G. Lady Marriott, an
exquisite variety having the whole flower spotted and dashed with
carmine and lake on a white ground, except the broad marginal
band encircling each lobe. All three of these varieties are of the
erect flowered tyi^e.

Astilbe Thunbergi.—A handsome Japanese plant, resembling
a Spirasa. Tlie lea\'es are pinnate, and spread wideljs and the flower-

spikes, which rise about 2 ft. high, are pure white, and have a
feathery appearance.

Mr. Eapley, Balham, for

—

Calceolaria Cloth of Gold, one of the largest flowered
varieties yet raised, the pouches having a diameter of nearly 3 in.

and fully inflated. The colour is a clear yellow, and the plant is

very floriferous, one truss having sixteen fully expanded flowers
upon it.

Messrs. C. Lee & Son, Royal Vinej-ard Nursery, Hammersmith,
for—
Rubus deliciOSUS, a lovely white-flowered Bramble with

blossoms 2 in. across, produced on long elegant sprays. It is perfect-

ly hardy and forms a handsome dense bush. It was beautifully
figured in The Gaeden (Vol. XSIII., p. 156).

Mr. W. Balchin, Hassocks Gate Nursery, Keymer, for

—

Reseda odorata prolifera alba, a white-flowered variety
of Mignonette, having the singular tendency to jiroduce secondary
spikelots from each flower. It is a very distinct kind and highly
attractive, and its perfume is in no way inferior to that of ordinary
Mignonette.

Mr. C. Noble, Bagshot, for

—

Clematis Lady Constance Kennedy, a beautiful free

flowering variety with pure white blossoms
; ^A7'. E. Gladstone

with large blossoms 8J in. across of a rich purple tint, and George
Eliot, a superb varietj"- with an abundance of flowers of a deep
rich purple.

Mr. Beckett, Stamford Hill, for—
Trichopilia suavis alba.—A white-flowered variety, with

only a dash of yellow in the interior of the shell-like lip to mar
its chaste purity. The plant shown was a fine example of skilful

culture.

Of other new and interesting plants, Messrs. Veitch sent Serissa

foetida fl.-pl., a dwarf shrub of neat growth with small white rosette-

like flowers ; two varieties of Acer polymorphum, one named lineari-

lobum atro-purpureum, the other septemlobum laciniatum, both
elegant varieties ; Croton Bragieanum, a long-leaved variety, prettily
mottled with green, yellow, and crimson ; C. recurvifolium, a brown-
leaved form of handsome appearance

;
Pothos celatooaulis. Begonia

Magnum Bonum, B. Prince of Orange, Gloxinias Christophe Colomb,
Coronet, Chardin, and Purity, Caladium La Perle du iJresil and
Minerva. Yucca elegans, a very handsome kind w^th gracefully re-

curved leaves about 2 ft. long and 1 in. in width, was shown by
Messrs. C. Lee and Son, and will no doubt prove a valuable decora-
tive plant on account of its not being very susceptible to injury by
rough treatment. A cultural commendation was accorded to Mr.
Brown, Hendon, for Pelargoniums Steutor, Harrj' Buck, Robert
Green, and Enchanter, all with brilliantly coloured blossoms and
valuable market varieties. Messrs. Carter and Co. showed plants of
their fine strain of Mimulus called the Queen Prize strain, the
flowers of which are large, beautifully marked, and in various
colours. Mr. Hugh Hawley, Eanelagh Gardens, Leamington, sent
Zonal Pelargoniums, Sir Charles, Lady Betty, the latter a variegated
sort with pink flowers.

From Messrs. Cannell !c Sons, The Nurseries, Swanley, came a fine

double brilliant scarlet Tropasolum named Hermine Grashoff, plants
and cut flowers of the chastely beautiful double flowered form of

Campanula persicifolia, and a Troi^ceolum said to be an improved T.

canariense, but very different from that species. Mr. Crowe,
Boleyn Nursery, Upton, sent two tree Carnations, one. General
Roberts, a deep crimson sort, being particularly fine ; the other was
named Sir Evelyn Wood. The General Horticultural Company
exhibibited Philodendron Wallisi, a handsome new Aroid, Rivina
humilis variegata, Pteris tremula crispa, a variety with crisped
pinnae, P. serrulata cristata compacta, and Rhodea japonica aurea
variegata. Mr. J. Fry, Haydon Hall, Eastcote, Pinner, exhibited a
fine collection of Veitch's strain of Gloxinias, all of the erect

flowered type, and several of the comparatively new varieties,

tlie flowers of wliich are copiously freckled. All the flowers as well
as the foliage were cliaracterised by high and varied colouring and
robust growth. A superb collection of twelve varieties of Tulips

came from Mr. P. 'Wallace, Winkfield, near Windsor ; of these the

colours were very fine, and all were beautifully streaked and
feathered and perfectly cup-shaped. A flowering plant of the rarely

seen Lrelia majalis was shown by Sir Chas. Strickland, Bart.,

Hildenley, Malton. It was growing on a suspended block of cork,

and bore two large blossoms of a beautiful pinky puce, and a lip of

of the same tint streaked and dotted with deep carmine.

Fruit.—A new Melon named Bethell's Conqueror was shown by
Mr. Bethell, Sudbourn Hall, Wickham Market, but the committee
considered it not equal to others in cultivation. It was a large

orange-fleshed kind of oval shape. The same exhibitor also sliowed

Tomato Sudbourn Hall Perfection, a kind considered very like

Hathaways Excelsior. Tomato Trentham Early Fillbasket was
shown by Mr. Stevens, Trentham Hall ; the committee found it

deficient in flavour, but considered it likely to be a veiy useful

market variety on account of its earliness and free-bearing qualities.

It is of medium size and one of the round-shaped type. Mr. Clayton,

Grimston Park, showed a Tomato selected from Keye's Early Prolific.

It is a large handsome fruit of high colour, and was awarded a
cultural commendation. Mr. A. Henderson, Thoresby, exhibited a
fine dish of a Fig called Adam, the fruits of which were of large

size, indicating skilful culture. The committee awarded it a cultural

commendation. It is a variety highly spoken of for its prolific crop-

ping qualities, though the flavour is scarcely equal to that of some
other sorts. A large dish of Strawberry James Veitch came from
Jlr. Miller, Clumber, Worksop, but the fruits, though large, were past

their best. A handsome brace of Cucumbers named Wells' Improved
was shown by Mr. Wells, Earlswood Nurseries, Redhill, and a singu-

lar twin fruit of Rollisson's Telegraph came from Jlr. W. F. Dick,

Thames Ditton House, Surrey.

In the Conservatory were some excellent groups effectively

arranged. Of these the most noteworthy was a choice collection of

Clematis from Mr. C. Noble, Bagshot, remarkable for great variety

of colour. There Avere several of the Florida type, or those with
double rosette-like blossoms, the most consiiicuous of which were
Aurora, a kind with perfectly symmetrical rosettes of a pinkish-puce

tint ; Proteus, an unusually large flower, somewhat resembling a

Pajony in form, and, though rather coarse compared with the others,

very effective; Sarah Bernhardt, a superb variety with pale lilac

rosettes, and one of the finest of the class exhibited. Of the lanu-

ginosa type were W. E. Gladstone, mentioned above ; Alonzo, a fine

rich purple flower ; Imogene, pure white ; and Pirate King, one of

the most distinct in colour, being of a rich violet-purple. The
Patens type was more numerously represented. The best were
George Eliot and Lady Constance Kennedy, alluded to above

;

Lord Giflard, mauve-pink ; Lady Wallie Campbell, puce-white

;
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Countess Gleichen, pale lavender ; Lady Cholmonlcy, voiy free

and of a rich purple ; Jlay Queen, one of the finest of the light-

coloured varieties, being of a delicate blush ; Margaret Dunbar, rich

purple, very fine and free ; and Undine, of a colour similar to the
last. This group was deservedly awarded a silver fiora medal. For
a small, but choice group, consisting chiefly of Ferns, Mr. Guyett,
Lyton House, Claphara Common, was awarded a silver Banksian
medal. It comprised fine examples of Adiantum farleyense, Gymno-
gramma sulphurea, G. peruviana argj'rophylla, Davallia Mooreana,
and Nephrolepis exaltata, all indicating skilful culture. Mr.
Aldous, South Kensington, received a bronze Banksian medal for an
attractive group in wliich Lilium longiflorum and tlie variegated
Negundo were introduced with good effect, together with Palms,
Ferns, and other fine foliaged and flowering plants. A group from
Messrs. Osborn, Fulhara, was remarkable for the many choice hardy
plants whicli it contained, and among them were conspicuous
Erigeron pulchellum, with orange flowers ; Saxifraga Wallacei, the
best of the section ; Camassia esculenta tardiflora, Corvdalis nobilis,

I'olemonium reptans, Phloxes, the scarce Androsace sarmentosa, all

among the most desirable of hardy flowers ; several plants of the
handsome new variegated Jladeiran Ivy (Hedera madeirensis
variegata) was deservedly much admired for its effective variegation.
The General Horticultural Company had an extensi\'e group
arranged in the usual effective manner. It consisted of iine foliaged
and flowering plants ; among the latter were some fine varieties of
Gloxinias, for which tlie Anerley Nursery is now famous. The
Dracajnas, especially D. Rossi, D. Salmonea, D. Superba, and D.
Gladstonei, were very conspicuous, and formed the principal feature.
Calceolarias were in strong force, and two very fine collections
were shown, one by Jlr. Kapley, Bedford Hill Park, Balham, the
other by Mr. Bird, Lodgemore, West Duhvich. Mr. Hapley's col-

lection was remarkable for the large size of tlie floweis and florifer-

ousness of the plants, but in the other collection there was a greater
di\-ersity of colour. Both, however, were remarkably fine, and show
well what can be done by specialists. To each of the exhibitors a
silver flora medal was awarded. A large collection of Narcissi came
from Messrs. ],arr and Sugden, consisting principally of the double
Poet's Narcissvis, N. gracilis, N. biflorus, and N. Corbularia, all

among the latest to flower. From the Society's Garden at Chiswick,
Jlr. Barron sent an unusually large group, among which was a
numerous collection of species of Pelargoniums and Geraniums.
The pretty Schizanthus retusus was highly attractive among the
Azaleas and other flowering and fine foliaged plants.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
Mat 25.

This, the first summer exhibition of the societj' this year, was an
extensive one, and as regards the quality of the exliibits in no way
inferior to those of late years ; indeed, in many respects it surpassed
them. The arrangement was as usual carried out very effectively,
and all the groups were made to harmonise or contrast with others
near them.
Botanical Certificates were awarded to the following :

—
Messrs. ^'citc.h .t Sous, Cliclsea, for

—

Heliconia aureo-striata.—A handsome foliaged plant with
a Canna-like aspect, having broad, bright green leaves, with midribs
and veins of a liglit gold-yellow.
Croton Princess of 'Wales.—A very handsome plant, having

long and gracefully drooping leaves, prettily mottled with olive-
green and two or three shades of vellow. The leaves are, moreover,
singularly twisted, a character which adds to its attractiveness.
Aralia Chabrieri —An elegant plant of dwarf, compact

growth, remarkable for the narrow leaves, which are deep green and
ribbed with crimson.

Schismatoglottis crispata.—A new and handsome Aroid
from Borneo, liaxing broad foliage elegantly variegated with
silvery-grey on a pea-green ground. It has a dwarf, compact habit
of growth, and is altogether very distinct in appearance.
Astilbe Thunbergi.—The same as was certificated on Tuesday

at South Kensington, and alluded to above.
Pleopeltis albida squamata.—A dwarf growing Fern with

trifid fronds of a dark green hue covered on the upper surface with
numerous white scales, which give it an interesting appearance.

Mr. Bull, Chelsea, for—
Dieffenbacliia insignia.—A handsome kind, with broad ovate

leaves of a rich deep green, irregularly blotched and spotted on the
upper surface with greenish white.
Aralia Chabrieri.—Tlic same as alluded to above.
Microstylis metallica.—A terrestrial Orchid, remarkable for

the shining leaves of a blackish purple on the upper, and a light red-
dish purple on the under surface,

Odontoglossum polyxanthum.—One of the section of the
genus in which a brownish colour predominates in the flower. Tlic

markings of the flower consists of a bright chocolate brown and
greenish white.

Sir. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurserj-, Upper Hollowaj', for

—

Asplenium apicidens.—A singular yet handsome evergreen
Fern from the South Sea Islands, having the shining dark green
pinnate fronds finely cut at the tips of each pinna3, which renders
it distinct.

Heliconia nigra punctata.—A Canna-like plant with broad
foliage of a deep vinous luie similar to that of Canna limbata.

Croton Austinianum.—One of the short-leaved series willi

compact erect growtli. The leaves are yellow with a broad marginal
band of deep green, and here and there a suffusion of reddish
crimson.

Kentia costata.—An elegant Palm, having pinnate and
elegantlj' arching leaves, with prominent ribs running along the
surfaces.

Asplenium contiguum flnsum.-A distinct evergreen

Fern, with deep green fronds of leathery texture, and regularly and
sharj^ly tootlied at the margins of tlie pinnai.

Anguloa Turneri.—A handsome species in the way of A.

virginalis, having pointed sepals of a whitish hue copiously freckled

and streaked with delicate pink.

Odontoglossum Alexandras grandiflorum.-A remark-
ably fine variety, botli as regards the size and markings of the
flowers.

Lastrea membranifolia.— A handsome Fern with wide-
spreading and line cut fronds of a peculiar pale green hue, and with
copious sori, which show on the upper surfaces, rendering the
plant liighly interesting.

Odontoglossum polyxanthum.—The same as alluded to

above.

The General Horticultural Company for—
Dracaena Leopoldi.—A variety of bold aspect, having broad

rccur\'ed leaves of a bronzy green suffused with bright ro»y crimson.
D. Salmonea, a slender growing form witli narrow erect leaves
of a salmony pink suffused with green. D. Majestica, with
ratlier broad foliage of a rich flame red hue interspersed with streaks

of bright green. A very handsome and distinct variety.

Pteris tremula crispa.—An elegant variety of a favourite
Fern, having the fronds crisped in the margins, which giA'es them a
handsome appearance.
Nepenthes superba.—A variety remarkable for the brightly

marked pitchers of medium size, plentifully produced on the small
plants.

Jlr. Croucher, gardener to Mr. Peacock, Sudbury House, Hammer-
smith, for

—

Cattleya Mendelli superba. — An extremely beautiful
variety liaving large blossoms with delicate jiink sepals, and a large

lip exquisite]}' crisped at the margin and coloured interiorly with
bright orange and amethyst.

Floricultural Certificates were awarded to

—

Sir. .1. Davics, Ilrouk Lane Nursery, Ormskirk, for

—

Rhododendron Daviesi.—A variety of the Lobbi type, hav-
ing dense trusses of liright orange Ted flowers produced on dwarfy
compact jilants with deep green foliage.

Sir. C. Turner, Slougli Nurseries, for

—

Carnations (Tree) Mrs. G-. Hawtrey, a variety with
large fine furmcd flowers of a beautiful clear sulphur yellow, and
Mrs. Maclaren, with large broad-petalled blossoms flaked with
various shades of red on a white ground.

Messrs. '\'eitch, for

—

Begonia Davisi fl.-pl. superba.—The finest double tuberous
variety yet raised ; the flowers form a perfect rosette, between 2 in.

and 3 in. across, and of a rich, deep crimson colour. B. Mrs.
Sheppard.—A tuberous varietj' of fine compact habit, and large
single flowers of a delicate blush tint. It is apparently free in
flower and robust in growth.
Gloxinia Christophe Colomb.—An erect-flowered variety,

of a rich violet-purple, profusely spotted on the inside of the tube
with wliitc, and witli the lobes of the corolla finely laced with white.

G. Brantome.—The same variety as alluded to above.
Sir. Wiggins, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge, for

—

Azalea Phcebua.—An extremely fine variety, having large
semi-double flowers of a rich orange-red hue, suffused with violet.

The plant is very floriferous and of compact growth.
Pelargonium 'Vivandiere— One of the decorative class

remarkable for the liright colour of tlie large blossoms, which is a soft
rose hea\ily blotclied with vermilion. It is very free in flower
and of robust growth,
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Mr. Balohin, Hassock's Gate Nursery, Keymer, for

—

Reseda odorata prolifera alba.—The white Mignonette
described above.

Blr. C. Noble, Bagshot, for—
Clematis W. E. Gladstone and George Eliot, likewise

alluded to in Tuesday's report.

General Horticultural Company, for

—

Gloxinia Mrs. Abbey.—Remarkable for the large size of

the erect blossoms and their pleasing colour, which is a rich car-

mine, dashed with white, and with a broad and well defined marginal
band of pure white.

Ne'W Plants.—These were as usual very numerous, there being
no fewer than sixty exhibited. From Mr. W. Bull, Chelsea—Aspara-
gus nitidus, A. ajtliiopicus, A. virgatus, DiefEenbachia insignis, Odon-
toglossum polyxanthum, 0. jjardinum, 0. Coradinei, Epidendrum
Parkinsoniauum, Nanodes i\ledusa3, Brassavola Digbyana, Aralia
Chabrieri, Jlicrostylis metallica, Kentia Luciaua, and Heterospatha
elata.

From Messrs. Veitch—Astilbe Thunbergi, Aralia Chabrieri, Croton
Prince of Wales, C. Sinitzianum, C. recurvifolia, Acer polymorphum
septemlobum laciniatum, A. p. linearilobum atro-purpureum, Cliiono-

graphis japonic.a. Hydrangea stellata 11. -pi., Begonia Mrs. IShei^pard,

B. Davisi ll.-pl. suporba, Serissa foetida (l.-pl. and variegata, Pleopeltis

albida squam.it.a, Caladium Princess Beatrice, C. La Perle du Bresil,

Heliconia aureo-striata, Scliismatoglottis crispata,Alpinia albo-llnoata,

Azalea indica Helen Carmichael, and Gloxinias Achille, Purity,

Cliristophe Colomb, The Czar, Lady JMarriott, Fabio_la, and Brantome.
From Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nurseries, Upper Holloway, were

Kentia costata, Lastrea membranifolia, Croton Austinianum, C.

Bodeckianum, Laslia Schrcederi, DiefEenbachia Imperator, Heliconia
nigra punctata, Oleobachia palustris, Actiniopteri > radiata australis,

Asplenium contiguum fissum, A. apioidens, Aralia angustifolia, Paul-
linia thalictrifolia variegata, Chirata asparagoides, Anguloa Turneri,
Oiontoglossum polyxanthum, Dendrobium rhodopterygium, and
Crinum Makoj'anum.
From the General Horticultural Company—Pteris serrulata oris-

tata compacta
; Dracaena voluta, Salmonea, Leopoldi, Anerleyensis

;

Ptivina humilis variegata ; and Gloxinia Printemps, Emily Telling,
and Mrs. Abbey.
From l\Ir. C. Noble, Bagshot—Clematis Aurora Leigh, W. E.

Gladstone, Proteus, May Queen, Sarah Bernliardt, Lady Constance
Kennedy, Pirate King, Aurora, and George Eliot.

From Mr. G. Smith, Edmonton—Pelargoniums Heroine and May
Queen. Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham—Ribes alpinum pumilum
aureum and Hedera madeirensis variegata. Mr. Balchin—Reseda
odorata prolifera alba. Mr. I. Davies, Ormskirk—Rliododendron
Daviesi. Mr. Little, Hillingdon Place—Pelargoniums (Decorative)
Bridesmaid, Vivandifere, and Jeannette, and Azalea Phoebus. Mr.
Hanley—Pelargoniums (Zonal) Lady ]3etty and Sir Charles. Mr.
Cliarles Turner, Slough—Tree Carnations Mr. George Hawtrey and
Mrs. MacLaren ; Tree Picotee Lady Stamford ; Pelargoniums. Mr.
Henry Cox and Martial. Messrs. Carter & Co.—Violas I'urple King
and Perry Hill Rival. Mr. Croucher, Sudbury House, Hammersmith

—

C'attleya Mendelli superba.

Orchids.—These, though the collections were not numerous,
were wonderfully fine, particularly those from Sir Trevor Lawrence's
collection at Burford Lodge, Dorking, to whose grower—Mr. Spyers
•—the first prize was awarded. His collection included superb ex-
amples of Cattleya Mossia3, 3 ft. through, with about fifty flowers

;

Calanthe veratrifolia, with twenty spikes ; Cattleya Mendelli, with
two dozen flowers on seven spikes ; the rarejAerides Houlletianum.with
six fine spikes ; Odontoglossumvexillarium, between 2 ft. and 3 ft.

across, and with ten spikes ; Cattleya Warneri, with sixteen fine

blooms ; Dendrobium Bensonias, a perfect mass of flower ; Cypripe-
dium niveum, 3 ft. through and covered with flowers ; Masdevallia
Veitchi, witli two dozen flowers ; the rare and chastely beautiful
Cattleya Wagneri, witli five flowers ; Saccolabium retusum, and
Aerides crassifolium, one of the finest of the genus. The two other
amateurs' collections were from Mr. Douglas, LoxEord Hall, and Mr.
Helms, Oakfield, Bickley, who took the second and third prizes re-

spectively. The former had, among otliers, a grand plant of Dendro-
bium nobile, fine-flowered ; Cypripedium viUosum, 3 ft. through

;

Odontoglossum Pwoezli album, Calanthe veratrifolia, Masdevallia
Harryana, Cypripedium oaudatum roseum, Dendrobium Wardi-
anum, Mr. Heim's best plants were Sobralia macrantha, with four-

teen expanded flowers and seven buds ; Cattleya magnifica ; Epiden-
drum prismatocarpum, with five spikes ; and Cypripedium barbatum
superbum, with a score or so of blooms. There were three collections

of Orchids from nurserymen. The best, from Mr. Williams, was
very fine ; it included Lielia purpurata, with two dozen flowers ; Den-
drobium thj'rsiflorum, a dozen spikes ; a fine mass on a block of On-
cidium concolor ; also of Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Cattleya

Jrossite, Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Saccolabium guttatum,
and a beautiful variety of Odontoglossum vexiUarium. The next,
from Mr. James, Norwood, included good specimens of Dendrobium
nobile, Odontoglossum citrosmum, Dendrobium thyrsiflorum,Oncidium
Marshallianum, and Masdevallia Veitchiana. In the other collec-
tion from Messrs. Jackson were, amongst others, fine examples of
Calanthe masuca, Odontoglossum Halli, and Masdevallia Lindeni.

Clematises.—These were more numerous and better shown on
this occasion than they have been for some years ; indeed, probably
there never has been such a collection exhibited as that from iMessrs.
Jackman & Son, Woking, which occupied a prominent position on
one of the slopes. Tlris group comprised eighteen plants, all of
large size and superbly flowered ; some of the plants measured from
.5 ft. to 6 ft. high, and as much in diameter. Tlie most conspicuous
kinds were Duchess of Edinburgh, William Kennett, Gem, Jiladame
Van Houtte, Countess Lovelace, Mrs. Jloore, Princess of Wales, and
Henryi, the latter being particularly fine, though all the others named
are amongst the finest varieties known. A silver medal was
deservedly awarded to this group. A smaller collection came from
Messrs. Richard Smith & Co., Worcester, whicli were likewise in
fine condition, being extremely well-flowered, and the varieties shown
were good. Tlie best were William Kennett, Lord Neville, i'airy

Queen, Victoria, lanuginosa Candida, hybrida perfecta, and Jladame
Van Ploutte. This group was awarded a silver medal also.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants formed, as usual, a
numerous and excellent class. The best ten plants from amateurs
were shown bj' Jlr. Chapman, who had grand specimens of Erica
ventricosa magnifica, E. depressa major, E. Cavendishi, Acrophyllum
venosum, Tremandra erictiefolia, Aphelexis macrantha rosea, Ixora
Dixiana, Dracophyllum gracile, I.xora coccinea, and Anthurium
Scherzerianum, all in a perfect and fresh condition. Mr. Tudgey, who
was next in the class, had huge examples of Erica Cavendishi,
Pimelea decussata, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Azalea magnifica.
Sir H. Havelock, and E. Victoria. This collection was very little

inferior to the first in the general quality of the p'ants. There were
two other collections in this class—one from Jlr. Rann, the other
from Mr. Peed.

There were two collections of twelve from nurserymen, that from
JMessrs. Jackson being the finest. It comprised grand specimens of

Imantophyllum miniatum, Hedaroma tulipifera and fuchsioides,

Pimelea Hendersoni, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea and rosea, Erica
ventricosa tincta rubra, E. Lindleyana, and two huge Azaleas. The
other, from Messrs. B. Peed, Norwood Nurseries, included fine exam-
ples of Statice prof usa. Azalea Perryana, Anthurium Scherzerianum,
and Aphelexis macrantha purpurea. The above two exhibitors repre •

sented likewise the class for six plants, the former again taking the
first prize. The best plants in this class were Epacris Eclipse, Erica

Spenceriana, Dracophyllum gracile, but some of the other plants

shown were decidedly inferior.

In the class for six plants Mr. Chapman was again first with a

fine collection, comprising Ixora coccinea, I. Williamsi, Erica Caven-
dishi, Hedaroma tulipifera, Dracophyllum gracile, and Erica odora.

The second best, from Mr. Tudgej-, included superb examples of

Erica ventricosa magnifica, Hedaroma tulipifera, Aphelexis macrantha
rosea, and a well-flowered Erica Cavendishi. The next, from Mr.
Child, included a splendid Azalea Criterion and Hedaroma tulipifera;

and in the other group, from Mr. Hi nnell, was a remarkably finely-

flowered plant of Erica tricolor dumosa, and another E. Cavendishi.

Fine-foliaged Plants.—These were remarkably fine, and Jlr-

Cole, Topsham, E.xeter, showed the finest in the class. His plants

included a huge plant of Gleichenia rupestris glaucescens, Croton
uadulatum, and C. Disraeli; also Alocasia intermedia, a grand
plant ; Livistona altissima and Areca lutescens. The next in this

class was Mr. Rann, who showed a group also, comprising
splendid specimens of Croton Andreanum and Hendersoni, Pritchardia

pacifica, Cycas circinalis, Thrinax elegans, and Dasylirion acrostri-

chum. Mr. Tudgej', who was third, showed, among others, fine plants

of Croton Andreanum, Kentia australis, Pritchardia pacifica, and Cocos
Weddelliana. Mr. 15. S.Williams was first with six fine-foliaged plants in

the nurserymen's class. Heshowed CrotonWilliamsi.Geonoma Seemani,

Croton majesticum, Kentia australis, Encephalartos Lehmanni, and
Dasylirion acrotrichum.

Azaleas were shown remarkably fine and very numerously, those

from amateurs being the finest. Two collections were shown in the
class for six which closely contested the first and second prizes. Mr'
Ratty was placed first ; he had grandly-flowered plants of Criterion,

Prince Albert, Miltoni, E.xquisite Georgina, and Iveryana, Mr.
Child's plants, which were placed second, were scarcely inferior,

though not so evenly flowered. The kinds were Model, Elegant,

Iveryana, Concinnuci, Semi-duplex maculata, and Mad. Vervaene.
The other collection was inferior. For six plants in 12-in. po;t
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Mr. Eatty also took the first place, as also for twelve plants in 12-in.
pots in the open class, the latter being particularly fine, the varieties
good, and all the plants well flowered. In the same class Mr. Turner
showed a good collection of twelve plants, all very finely flowered,
and similarly good groups were shown by Messrs. Jackson and Jlr.
Little's gardener. The class for six plants for nurserymen was
represented by three collections, the best coming from the' King.^ton
Nurseries, tliough those from Slough, which were'placed second, were
scarcely inferior to them. Both collections comprised fine plants
with rounded heads, and represented some of the leading varieties,
such as Due de Nassau, Jean Van Geert, La Paix, Chelsoni, Roi
de Holland, Criterion, Grand Crimson and Carnation. The other col-
lections wore below mediocrity. Tlie brilliant colours of the Azaleas,
of course, lent a gay aspect to the tent, but the greater part of the
corridor was filled with them.

Roses.—One collection only of nine plants was shown, These
came from Messrs. Paul & Son,' Cheshunt, and were in every way re-
markably fine. They comprised huge plants of Charles Lawson,
Celine Forestier, Paul Verdier, Juno, Cami le Bernardin, Marquise
de Castellane, Victor Verdier, and Beauty of Waltham. A large
group was also shown by these exhibitors in the non-competi'ive
classes, and included some grand specimens, notably Celine Forestier
and one or two Tea varieties. One of the four central divisions
under the tent was occupied by a very fine collection of pot Hoses
from Jfessrs. Veitch's, Coombe Wood Nursery, all being finely
flowered, especially ha\-ing regard to the comparatively sma'u size of
the pots. These were interspersed with the elegant Japanese
Jfaples, and the general effect of the whole was very fine.

Ferns.—Mr. Cole also showed the finest Ferns, and wore all huge
.specimens, and in perfect condition, and was the finest collection
that has been shown for some years. The kinds were Davallia
Moorcana, some 8 ft. through, Gleichenia Mendelli, G. serai-vestita,
Nephrolepis davallioides fnrcans, Pteris scaberula, and Davallia
buUata. Mr, Douglas, for the second prize, had Dicksonia antarctica,
Adiantum concinnum latum, A. cuneatum, Gleichenia Spelunca>,
Davallia Jlooreana, and Dicksonia fibrosa, all in fine condition.
Among nurserymen Mr. \\'illiams was first with six Ferns, having
Gleichenia Jlendelli and Jlabcllata, Dicksonia antarctica, and 1).

.squarrosa.

l^elargoniums were shown finely by Jlr. Wiggins and J[r. Turner
in the two classes for six plants, ijut the other collections were
much below the average.

Miscellaneous groups were not so numerous as usual, but the few
shown were extensi\e and comprised some excellent plants. Mr. B.
S. Williams had a silver medal for a miscellaneous group of fine-
foliaged flowering plants, as did also the General fforticulture
Company, whose group for the most part consisted of Drac:i;nas and
similar subjects. iMessrs Cubbush had a group out of the ordinary
style of arrangement, and the elfect, on the whole, was good. Some
finely-flowered plants of Erica Cavcndishi were noteworthy in this
group. The other exhibits were too numerous to report or allude to.
A full list of awards is given in our advertising columns.

ALEXANDEA PALACE.
Mat 20 and 21.

The first of a series of competitive exhibitions to be held this season
at the Alexandra Palace took place on Fridav and Saturday last.
The show was very creditable in all respects, though it is a matter of
regret that such valuable prizes as those offered by the company on
this occasion did not induce greater competition.
Rosea.—Of these Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, were the only

exhibitors. The nine pot Roses which they showed in competition
for the prize offered (i'lJS) were a magniflce'nt group, all the plants
being of huge dimensions, and, with one or two exceptions, profusely
flowered. Of Charles Ijawson there was a grand example in fine
condition, likewise of Mad. de St, Joseph, quite an cxliibition in itself,
being 8 ft. through

; Victor A'erdier, Anna Alexieffi, Edouard Jlorren,
Dr. Andry, and Souvenir d'un Ami, A superb specimen of Celine Fores-
tier about 8 ft. through, though covered with buds, was not at its best.
This fine group occupied, mth a collection of smaller plants, the en-
tire space at the end of the large central hall, and was, of course, the
principal attraction. The collection of ten Pioses in 10-in. pots was
likewise very fine, and comprised Perfection de Jlonplaisir, Mad.
Therese Levet, Souvenir d'un Ami, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Com-
tesse de Serenye, Mad. Jlargottin, Penelope Mavo—a new hybrid per-
petual of high merit—Mad. Lacharme, Alba rosea, Jean Du'cher, and
JLad. Lambard, a new Tea of fine form and a pretty suffused flesh
tint.

The dinner-table decorations were, on the whole, very fair. In the
class for an arrangement for twelve persons there were" four competi-

tors. The best was executed by Messrs. Dick Eadclyft'e & Co., High
Holborn. In this there were three central stands, liglitly and taste-

fully arranged. Grasses, Rhodanthes, Maiden-hair and climbing Ferns,
Anthuriums, Lilies, Azaleas, and Pelargoniums being the chief mate-
rials emploj-ed. The second best arrangement was likewise good

;

in the central stand there were Cactus blooms, Eucharis, Marguerites,
and double Poet's Narcissi, mixed with elegant fronds of Maiden-
hair Fern and feathery Grasses, &c. The third table had too much
glare of colour and too many Fuchsia flowers, which marred the
otherwise good effect. There were five tables arranged for six persons.

The best, from Mr. Buster, had in the central vase the brilliant

scarlet blooms of Delphinium nudicaule, an unusual flower in these
arrangements, elegantly mixed with white Scillas, Brome Grass,

Poet's Narcissi, while climbing Ferns (Lygodium) draped the stem cf

the epergne, the base of which had .a pretty arrangement of Azaleas,

Maiden-hairs, Nephrodiums, fe. In the small glasses were Pancra-
tium blooms, mixed with a few leaves of Grass and the pretty Begonia
Digswelliensis, a fine winter-blooming kind. The second best table

had Gloxinias, Azaleas, and Hoteia japonica. The third was pretty,

though somewhat heavy, there being too many large flowers, such as

Roses, Cactuses, Azaleas ; and the two other exhibits were also hea^ y.

There was but one competitor in the class for a pair of vases, the
decorations of which were not to be less than one yard in diameter.

Messrs. Jackman i: Sons' fine exhibition of Clematises was still

on view, though somewhat more reduced in number thair hitherto. Of
the finest kinds not mentioned in our last report were Robert Han-
bury, a superb free flowering variety

;
Symesiana, a large flowering

kind of the lanuginosa type, deep lavender in colour ;
Princess of

AN'alcs, rich purple ; Blue Gem, rather lighter than the last ; Marquis
of Salisbury, a deep, velvety violet-purple, the darkest colour in the
exhibition ; Lady Caroline Neville, deep mauve, a superb specimen,
fine flowered ; Miss Crawshay, a new variety of a delicate purplisli-

rose tint. This collection was effectively arranged with Rhododen-
drons and other plants in an isolated group in the park.
The extensive and singularly attractive exhibition of artificial

flowers, shown on behalf oj.' the Flower Girls' Brigade, ought not to

be omitted. The flowers were admirable imitations of real flowers,

far superior to those usually seen ; indeed, it needs a close inspection
to discern tlie deception.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Virginian Dale Plum Shedding its Plo-wers.— I enclo.^c ,i spray of

tliis I'lmii (J)iospyros viigiiihnia). Von kindly iu.serted a para^a-.iph fi few weeks
since in ivliich I lisked to be favoured with suggestions as to wliy tlie llowei-3

lU-op. I am sorry no answers have been given. The flowers are all dioppinsr this

year, as they liave in previous years. They reach a certain stage and then fall iitf.

Any explanation or su^^gestion would be considered a favour.—T,

Potentillas.—Will anygi-owerof Totentillas be kind enough to give me Fome
practical directions as to their culture ? Do they like manure or not ? and if so,

what kind suits them licst ?—DkA'ONIENSIS. [.\ little leaf-monld would prolsnbiy
be the best manure for them, and if your ground is light and dry a mulching of
some kind would Itcncfit them.— j\f 1

Corn in Ancient Britain.—" Peregrine " is mistaken (p. 5161 in saying
that the Komans tle^'eloped Britain into a Corn-arowing country. If lie v.ill con-
sult his Cicsar he will lind that tlicre was plenty of Corn in J^nalaud when C'lcsar

landed,— H, X, Ei.i.acumbk, llitUm.

Bidge Cucumbers.—What is the best mode of growing these for market?
Is it too late to sow the seed now ? Would it do to sow it where it is to
gi-ow ?- G. P.

Ants.- 1 frequently see enquiries jis to liow to destroy ants, for instance, on
p. 4S5, Miiy 7. Here we are overrun Avith them terribly, and the only remedy
that I find at all efficacious is to water them with petroleum and water, but of
course only where there are no plants to damage.—Ed. Llovii, Bart.

. Pansies.— ff. 0, C—They seem to be suffering from drought. Give them a
good dreiuhing overhead in the evening after the sun has left the beds. If that
does not mend matters cut them over and start afresh.—it.

Skeletonising Leaves.— I saw- lately a fine collection of these, and am
dssirons of having some of my onn ; how am I to proceed?—C- S. PITCIIIE.

FuchsiEis.- il//ss L,—Try 5fr, Ware, of Tottenham, or Jlessrs, E, O, Hender-
son, Eilgware Eoad.

Labels.— iJ. ./.—We do not know. Apply to the secretary of the Society of
Arts. John Street, Adelphi.

C. C. I".—A strong and fine and richly coloured Oxlip, or more properly a
Primrose with a raised up stem.

J- /j'.—The Potentillas sent aie very beautiful, but not belter than others
already in cultivation.

Names of Plants,— /;, T. V.- 1, Eaphiolepis ovata; 2, Calceolaria violacca
;

3, Poly^ala Chamicbuxus. IP. //. W.—Hoya camosa. G. J.— Claytouia
perfoliata. E. St. ,/!,—Alonsoa incisa. F. It. M.—l, Seed of Abrus pre-
catorius

; 2, Veronica pallida ; 3, Linaria Cymbalaria, IF. B.—l, Dendrobium
Parishi ; 2, a Bulbophyllum, but we [cannot name the species ; 3, D. Free-
mani, one of the several varieties. .1/rs. i>.—Lonicera Ledebomi. J. 11 D.
—Pyrns Aria, white Bean tree. J. D.—l, Saxifraga lingulata ; 2, S. crustata

;

3. Chrysanthemum frutescens var. W. M. S.—l, Peperomia species ; 2,

Cattleya Hariisonia? i 3, send when in flower ; 4, Begonia sempertlorens.
./. N. A'.,^Camassia esculenta. B. Molyneux.—l, Viburnum Lantana ; 2,

Ranunculus aconitifolius fl.-pl. ; S, Phlox frondosa ; '4, Ribes serotinum ; 6,

Amelanchier florida ; C, Syringa .Tosikic, S. F. T.-Lycaste Deppei. .IZnc—
1, Polemouium cau'uleum ; 2, Saxifraga hypnoides \av.
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" This U an Art
Which doea mend Nature : change It rather : but
The Art itself is Natdke."—^rftatesiJeare.

A LANCASHIRE GAEDEN.
Possibly some of 3'our readers may feel interested to hear

some of our experiences, as, after many disappointments, we
have succeeded in getting a garden very full of flowers at all

seasons, in spite of a very unfavourable climate and a difficult

soil. This is a wind-swept district, sunless, except in April

and May, and we have only about 1 ft. of soil on a bed of

impermeable marly clay, holding water in winter, so as to rot

the roots of many plants, especially bulbous plants, and hard

in dry weather, grinning with cracks. Nevertheless, we have

won the battle against Nature, which is the pleasure of all

who have the gardening instinct, in spite of repeated dis-

comfitures during the process.

The first thing was to get shelter, but trees grow naturally

stunted and slowly where they have not an open subsoil.

The remedy is to drain very deep and dig very deep. Being

in a thickly populated neighbourhood, we had the advantage

of deep sewers, into which we could drain as deep

as we wished. We only gradually learnt the necessity

for this deep culture, and were laughed at till the

result was seen. We dug up the soil -f ft. deep, draining detper,

and where this was done trees grow 2 ft. for 1 ft. compared
with those planted without deep digging. In ten years we
have got a fine grove of trees, which efi'ectually keeps out the

cutt'ng west and north-west winds. Sycamores are the best

trees for such a place, We are near the Mersey, and the

storms bring salt spray, which is fatal to many trees. For
instance, none of the Abies nor Spruce tribe live when they

grow a certain height, nor other Conifers, even Thujas and the

like, except the Austrian and Scotch Firs and the Larch
Pine (Pinus Laricio). Other trees which do well are the Beech
and Lime if planted inside the Sycamores, and the Turkey
Oak, also the Birch. Our plantation docs not extend to the

south-west side, because of the magnificent view of the Welsh
mountains, which at all hazards we must keep open. Bat we
find the south-west gales, however strong, do not hurt our
garden, because they are warm, while the north-west and
even west gales kill the ends of the branches on
that side, so that the trees extend towards the south-east, and
assume very singular shapes if unprotected. With the

Sycamores, however, for an outer fence and the other trees

named inside, we have a flourishing grove of well grown trees,

which effectually shelter the whole garden. Pear trees also

make an excellent shelter, and are besides both useful and
ornamental. It is astonishing how well they bear the wind,

though we have them naturally planted as much as possible

under the shelter of the other trees. They are planted

separately as standards in groups on the Grass, and the pyra-

midal shape which is natural to them encouraged, and I think

them as ornamental as the choicest trees and shrubs.

To return to the plantation. The stiflf natural soil is sur-

faced to a depth of some inches with the lightest vegetable

s )iljWe could get—road sweepings, collected in drj' weather

(for we find that the muddy scrapings that are collected In

wet weather always retain a tendency to cohere, whereas the

sweepingskeep thesoil open), and with a surfacing of these and

of decayed leaves, coal ashes from the house and greenhouses,

and gravel and sand, which we get from sh.ps' ballast, we
find that all sorts of wood plants, such as Wood Anemones,

Bluebells (Scilla nutans)—blue, white, and pink—Daffodils

of various kinds, chiefly the common Lent Lily (N. Pseudo-

Narcissus), and poeticus, double and single, grow well.

The former has here the pretty local name of Sweet Nancies, and
with one sort or other the surface of the plantation is covered

with flowers from February onward.s. Just now the

last mentioned flowers are in full bloom, and I am at

a loss to decide which is the most charming. The white

Scilla nutans should be planted in such places by hundreds,

but the Yellow Trumpet or Ajax sorts of Daffodils are equally

beautiful earlier. The old double Daffodil is coarse, though
very effective for the back parts— I mean N. Telamonius

fl.-pl.—but the Lent Lilies and all of the bicolor section,

including the most useful and easily grown of all, N. Hors-

fieldi, flourish and increase to perfection under the trees,

which have few leaves or none when they are in flower.

Other things which cover the ground under the trees are

winter Aconites, Omphalodes verna, many of the strong

growing Mossy Saxifrages, and Wood Sorrel. Of course we
never dig the soil ; it is quite unnecessary, and even mis-

chievous, a doctrine which you have often preached.

At the edge of the plantation we grow a multitude of

flowers, which seem to flourish there even better than else-

where. Dog's-tooth Violets, American Cowslips (Dodecatheon

of several sorts, integrifolium being the brightest), common
Primroses, and the seedlings of Dean's strain. Primula

cortusoides amcena or Sieboldi, which is much finer than

under glass, and P. purpurea, denticulata, and japonica

;

Cyclamen hedersefolium (which ought to have 6 in. of stones

under it),Tulipa sylvestris, which is quite naturalised, and other

flowers which I shall be happy to enumerate should any one

wish to know what has succeeded in such a situation. I confess

many of them were a surprise to me. I should have expected

the tree roots to dry up the moisture too much, but doubtless

the deep digging is the secret. In dry weather the moisture

rises from below by capillary attraction where there is a

sufiicient depth of loose soil. Of course Ferns grow well

under the trees. In the garden we also find the numerous

sorts of Narcissus very charming, and these keep a succession

of flowers when they are most needed. Then the new strains

of Polyanthus—White Queen, Gold Laced, Hosc-in-Hose, and
other sorts—Auriculas (alpine), hybrid Primroses, Webb's
Giant Cowslips, all raised by hundreds from seed with the

greatest facility and planted in profusion, produce a most
beautiful eflect, and keep the garden gay till the summer
flowers begin. They are hardly over yet ; indeed, P. japonica,

one of our most useful sorts, which seeds itself plentifully

every year, has hardly begun. It may seem useless to

name such well-known plants, but when I go into

garden after garden and see so few flowers when ours is

teeming with them, I am tempted to think that an
account of how easily a garden, even in an unfavourable

situation, may be what a garden ought to be—a place full of

flowers—will perhaps help the good work you have so efi'ec-

tually promoted, viz., encouraging the growth of hardy

plants. All this time, too, we have had another feature,

which I will perhaps describe at a future time—a rockery

constantly gay with alpine gems as well as other flowers,

which, though not strictly alpine, succeed best on raised

places.

I have forgotten to name Christmas Eoses and Hepaticas,

which is very ungrateful, as they are our chief resource very

early in the year. AVo grow them in large numbers,

and they are very floriferous, yielding flowers by luiudreda.

Strange to say, they have the reputation in this neighbour-

hood of being difficult to grow, and as to the Hepaticas, as I

have often been told, impossible. Yet they do grow, and
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very well. What is the secret ? Again, I believe, a deep

soil, coupled in their case vrith one other recipe, simple

enough—let them alone. Gardeners are always wanting

to remove them and divide them, but we find the

true plan is to prepare the soil well at lirst, in the case of such

soil as ours, by lightening it and making it open by

means of sand, leaf-mould, and coal ashes, and then never

disturb them, and they grow in a few years into glorious

patches -3 ft. and more across in the case of the Hellebores,

and 1 ft. across in that of the Hepaticas, covered every

year with flowers. The Christmas Kosea we cover when
in flower with large hand-glasses to keep the rain from

splashing up the soil and spoiling the flowers, and both do

best when their leaves are sheltered by low shrubs or a

hedge, or something of the sort, and saved from being

blown about and the loaves destroyed ; our Hepaticas keep

their leaves all the year. Both these plants seed freely with

us, and we have fine batches of seedlings.

The seed must be well watched and gathered before it

sheds, which it quickly does when mature ; and as

it is c|uite green when mature, I think people for

this reason have usually neglected to save the seed.

And yet I believe the best plants are to be got from seed

which has been allowed to grow up without ever being

transplanted. An old English gardening book—"Eden,

or a Compleat Body of Gardening," 17-57—dwells

at great length on this, and winds up with the remark, "Gar-

deners are fond of transplanting, but it is often attended with

damage to the plants. Some bear it unhurt, others are

assisted by it, but there are many to which it gives a check

never perfectly to be recovered, and this is one. It is won-

derful the gardeners have not found out this obvious method;

they are all sensible that the removings of this plant are

prejudicial to it, and even the most vulgar of them say if

they are often removed and parted they die, yet they advise

the sowing of the single kinds in boxes and propagating the

double by parting of the roots. Judicious reader, what is

your remark on this ? that there are men to whom their own
experience is useless ? " I should add that we sow the seed

of the Christmas Eoses and Hepaticas as soon as gathered.

The plants come up nest February. E. H.

AiijhiDili.

The East Wind and Journalism.—I have read with much
amusement Jlr. Fish's remarks under this head and his disparaging

allusions to those who have claimed priority as regards the practice

of hanging stones on fruit trees. It will be remembered that Mr.

Fish himself was the very first man who claimed priority in the

matter. It appeared that many years ago he had tied stones to the

ends of his Grape bundles to make them behave themselves. Those

who have taken the pains to read Mr. Fish's communications during

past years can form some idea how long and persistently an east wind
can blow without ceasing ; and in the matter of Nature's system of

training fruit trees, which Mr. Fish says has been taught from Adam's
time.ifanyonewill read the different pamphlets writtenby Mr. Fish on

fruit culture, they will then see how futile Nature's attempt to teach

Mr. Fish has been.—Ax Old Hakd.

Sa'wdust and its Uses.—Mr. McArdell, writing of sawdust,

says that he has known it applied beneficially on the garden and on

the farm for the last thirtj' years, and yet he admits directly after-

wards that in its crude state it is good for nothing but growing fun-

gus, a fact I think that no one acquainted with ii will dispute. If

this be so, liow, I would ask, could it be applied beneficially 1 for if

only used as an agent to absorb liquid manure, it could not be the

sawdust that did good, but the manure. I would recommend every-

body to abstain from using sawdust, feeling sure that if they do they
. will find the mischief wrought by its presence in the soil to be not

very easilj' remedied, especially if it happens to be near trees and
shrubs, or in ground that is not frequently dug or disturbed. Why
sawdust is less Imrtful in licavy land than in that which is light is

because it lays wetter, and therefore does not generate fungus in

the way it does where the conditions are more favourable to the

formation and spread of that parasite. 'What is of far more value
in heavy soil is long, strawy, stable manure, which helps to aerate it

and keep it open, and in its gradual decomposition forms just the

medium for the tender fibres of plants to feed on. }!oad scrapings,

street sweepings, sand, or ashes are also of great benefit, and nothing
pays bettor than either of them for carting, as instead of their effect

being fleeting and transitory, it lasts for ages, and has an immediate
disintegrating influence when once incorporated with the soil. As
to burying prunings, woodrubbish, tree roots, &:c., alluded to by Mr.
SIcArdell, few would think of doing so, and no wonder that where it

was done trees died, as no surer way could have been thought of to

accomplish their destruction.—S. I).

GARDEN THOUGHTS.

I WOULD observe of Cornish gardens generally, that,

favoured as they are, in their glens and glades and on their

sunny slopes, by climate and culture, nature and art, they

present a striking contrast, which much enhances their beauty,

with the moorlike and monotonous scenery of the country

through which 3'ou pass to see them. A Cambridge don, in-

viting Dr. Whewell to visit him in Cornwall, is said to have

given to that illustrious scholar this direction :
" When you

get into the county, keep going on till you see some trees—

•

those trees are mine." And the late Bishop of Exeter, who
had a habit of speaking as he thought and quoting as he

spoke, used to remark to his neighbours, " Your shrubs are

trees, but your trees are scrubs." You will find glorious

Conifers 50 ft. in height, but you will not find timber trees.

And now, alas ! those gracious gifts by which the generous

earth more than repaid the sterility of her surface by the

abundance of her precious ores within, have lost their power
to compensate ; and when I asked why there was silence and
desolation around the mines and only here and there a

chimney smoked, the answer, which I received was this,

' They cannot compete with foreign imports.'
"

*

Looking down upon the estuary, from which the Fal flows

into the sea, commanding lovely views of both, of the former

to the left, and of the lakes as you look to the right beyond
Ealmouth, " a havyn very notable and famose," as Leland

writes, " and in a manner the most principale of al Britayne,"

the garden at Porthgwidden, with its pleasant paths, conduct-

ing j'ou from the fair home above to the banks and bathing

place below, amid rare trees, and shrubs, and flowers, grace-

fully arranged and tended with skilful care, is one of the

most charming of our cultured grounds, reminding us of

Spencer's words,

It was a chosen plot of fertile land.

Amid wild waves set like a little nest,

As if it had by Nature's cunning hand
]!een choicely picked out from all the rest.

A list of its treasures would be longer than that which
Leporello made of the ladies who were specially admired by
his master, and I will only mention to justify my quotation

from the poet, that whereas the Aucubas which I had left at

home were cut down to the soil, and their blackened leaves

resembled the remnants of a fire, here they were golden pil-

lars 10 ft. high, and covered with scarlet berries ; and the

Embothrium coccineum, which, with its vivid crimson

flowers and glossy foliage, is one of the most beautiful of

all plants, and which, Paxton tells us in his " Botanical

DictJionary," attains a height of 3 ft., was here a fine, tall

garden shrub, with an abundance of healthy buds.
«

Taking a preliminary view of the conservatory from the

drawing-room, my gaze was rivetted by a gem of purest

ray serene, which fascinated me as a new star fascinates

au astronomer, or a new hunter an undergraduate. What
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could it be 1 Nine heads of beautiful bloom, the flowers

white, of exquisite purity, 5 in. across ! It was Ehododendron
Aucklandi, and dear ever since has that flower been to my
memory, not only as a florist, but as a teacher of humility.

Por now, whenever I meet with one of those objectionable

brethren, who think they know everything and possess every-

thing which is to be learned or possessed in floriculture, I make
a point of suggesting, " Of course, you have Rhododendron
Aucklandi " (which, of course, they haven't) ; and, whatever

they say or show, I keep wishing they could see " that plant,"

until they hate the whole Rhododendron family, and are

evidently thinking that if I were relegated to the Land's End,

to contemplate the flower in question, they would not be

annoyed by my abrupt departure—only detaining me to ask,

" Where can we get it 1 " and receiving the answer, " Can't

say." I have sought, where I thought I should surely find,

at the birthplace of those lovely Rhododendrons, the Princesses

Royal, Alexandra, Alice, Helena, the Duchesses of Edinburgh

and Teck, the Countess of Haddington, and the untitled, but

admirable, Taylori and Veitchianum ; but when I announced

the object of my desire (with the sure confidence of a man
whj asks at Gunter's for an ice), " I want a plant of Rhodo-

dendron Aucklandi," the reply which I received, though it

was less curtly and more courteously expressed, was in effect

this, then "want must be your master."

And " there was a round pond, and a pretty pond too," c[uite

filled with the flowers, deliciously fragrant, of the Aponoge-
ton. The plant had been placed, in the first instance, and

in accordance with the suggestive meaning of its name—that

is, "near to water"—upon a pile of stones which rose just

above the pool. There it existed for some time, but that

was all. There was no development of vigour, no efilores-

cenoe. One memorable day, a boy, playful, impulsive,

quaint in imagination, quick in action, was wandering in this

delightful garden, accompanied by a pair of those idle hands,

for which we know that a large assortment of mischief is

always kept in readiness. He beheld the Aponogeton, and
whether he despised it as a failure, or whether from its

isolated and prominent position it suggested that fascinating,

because somewhat peculiar, diversion which is known as

" duck and drake," or whether, as I have intimated, he was
impelled by a spirit of mere mischief, I cannot say, but the boy
began to bowl at the flower-pot, and he very soon bowled it

over. And now, imploring all parents and guardians who
may have lively lads about them to keep this number of The
Garden out of their sight, lest, on reading that which fol-

lows, those young gentlemen should consider it their vocation

to shy at every pot they see, I have to record the unhoped
and happy consequences of that houleversement. The Apono-

geton, thus hurled from its exalted place, and finding itself

in low water, at once began, like many a noble mind which

has been lethargised by inaction and roused by some sudden

shock, to make sweet uses of adversity, displayed all its

latent powers, established itself in a business, which grew
and prospered in all its branches, and steadily accumulated a

floating capital, which literally filled the surrounding banks.
*

Passing from the Upper to the Lower Houses, from the

Lords, or rather the Ladies, to the Commons, that is, the

general range of glass, we come first to an arrangement which
may be commended as a model, all the more worthy of imita-

tion because it has now been tested for a period of thirty

years. The range consists of (1) a forcing pit, 42 ft. by 8 ft.,

divided into three compartments, in which pot Vines, Melons,

Cucumbers, &o., are grown in quick succession, with a health-

ful vigour of foliage and fruitage which I never saw sur-

passed. Then (2), with a walk intervening, there is an

Orchid house of the same length, 10 ft. wide, in two com-

partments, containing a choice collection of those lovely

luxuries, which are beyond my exchequer and experience, and
of which I only remember Odontoglossum Alexandras, and amid
countless beautiful Cypripediums, hirsutum,Lowi, and niveum.

On the north side of the Orchid house there is (3) a row
of frames for striking, to which heat may be given at pleasure.

The entire cost was £160, and the consumption of fuel is

about 9 tons of culm (at I4s. per ton) per annum.

But I have made special mention of this range of houses, of

which the reader who possesses The Journal of iha Royal
Horticultural Society will find a full account illustrated in

vol. vii., part i., because, though the heating is admirable, the

chief source of its complete success is the constant supply of

fresh air. Canon Phillpotts maintains and proves that the

most perfect system of heating will fail without good venti-

lation day and night, and that the air of plant houses should

be in direct proportion to the light, the moisture, and the

heat. At the same time, care must be taken that the tem-

perature is not lowered too much or too suddenly by the

admission of external air, while, on the other hand, it must
not be dried by artificial heat. To obviate this difficulty

there is an air chamber between the two buildings, from

which several small drains open into the pits, &o., G in.

above the floor, with gratings about 6 in. square of per-

forated zinc. From these a constant supply of fresh air in

small and broken quantities arrives, so that there is no

strong draught, and this passing over the surface of the

pipes under which it enters loses its chill, while the open

troughs supply it with water. This introduction of good

air has been continued without intermission since the range

was erected in the year 18.50.
it-

After recording, something more than a quarter of a cen-

tury ago, his first satisfaction with this excellent system in

the journal to which I have referred, the writer concludes :

" Such successful results can only be expected where the gar-

dener not merely understands, but loves his business. It is

but common justice to add that I have the good fortune to be

so assisted, and that I highly value the care, attention, and

zeal with which my plans have been carried out." Though

there have been changes since then, the worthy Canon has still

the same cause for congratulation, for in horticulture, as in

all things else, a good master attracts good servants, and

keeps them. When men are united by mutual appreciation,

not only of the beautiful, but of the delightful also, that

brotherly intercourse should never cease.

I have only left myself space to say that Trelissick,

whither I was driven by my kindly host, is, with the excep-

tion of Mons. Dognin's grounds at Cannes, the most perfect

site for a garden which I have as yet seen, with its undulating

slopes, and lovely views of land and water ; and that at Tre-

gullow there is a fair garden of glorious Rhododendrons

and stately Conifers, " the which," as Pepys has it, " did

please me mightily." S. R. H.

Myosotis dissitiflora alba.—I am pleased to inform Mr.

Fish (p. 5l':5) th.at a true Avhite Jiyosotis dissifiilora is in existence,

for in a noiglibouring garden I lately saw it in perfection, and a

lovely plant it is, having- the dwarf spreading habit of dissitiflora,

which is too well known to need description. It will probably

prove to be the best white flower for spring bedding yet sent out. I

have not seen the variety called splendens, and therefore cannot

speak of its merits. The variety I mention is the exact counterpart

of dissitiflora and of a clear white colour.—James Ghoom, Linton.
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NOTES FROM DUBLIN.
IxlOLlMON with me is quite a beauty—I mean I. talaricum, wliich
Dr. Kegel kindly sent to me last autumn. It contrasts beautifully
with the pale sulphur-belled Primula sikkimensis, which is to my
mind one of the most distinct and lovely of all Primroses. In shape
and colour it is amply distinct, and delicately fragant withal. Me-
conopsis nepalensis opened the terminal bud of a oU-in high fiower-
ppike yesterday, a lovely light yellow Poppy flower. AVhite Paris
Daisy and Geum coccineum is a good and bright combination.
Some of Cripps's newer Clematises are robust and lioriferous on walls
after the late winter, large flowers of good substance of the
lanuginosa type. Veronica Hulkeana, also, is delicately beautiful,
a distinct shrub, hardy here, and a nice contrast to the yellow
flowered Cabbage Push (Vella pseudo-Cytisus).

*

Hedychium Gardnerianum is coming up very strongly under a
western wall, none the woi'se for its winters sleep in tlie open air.

Beside it the weird JSauromaton guttatum has reared its great lurid
blotched spathe, and its Stapeiia-like odour attracts the flies in
quantity. Even Calceolaria Pavoni is strong and healthy, but then
it had 12 in. of dry ashes over its head. Our lirst Lily,
L. pyrenaicum, opened on May 2?>, and another of the
Thunbergianum type to-day, a fine orange-red saucer thrown up
to the sun. L. pomponium verum and L. iSzovitzianura are
strong and promise us a treat, so also the single and double-flowered
L. tigrinum, auratum, speciosum, testaceum, Krameri, and the
delicate pmk-blossomcd L. VVashingtonianum. Uamondia pyrenaica is

very pretty just now, but it varies, one of our forms being far in
advance of the other in size and colour of flower. Plants from
seeds of Eryngium giganteum, sent cigliteen months ago, arc now
throwing up .stout flower-stems. Tliis Eryngium is a distinct and
cflicctive plant even in the leaf stage.

Meconopsis AVallichi, of which we have planted out a few,
is growing splendidly, and one or two are throwing up
flower-spikes. I wonder the old double red Lychnis dioica fl.-"pl. is

not more generally grown than it is. How well it blends with the
white rosettes of the double Poet's Narcissus. 3'hose who planted
bulbs of Gladiolus Colvillei albus under warm walls may now look
forward to their harvest of one of the most lo\-cly of all white
flowers. Mr. Poii sent me seed of his fine scarlet Anemone
coronaria the other day, and I hope to raise a stock of it.

A bed of selected seedling Anemones is a fair sight to see
in April. What awonder they are not oftener grown than they
are ! Now is the time to sow seeds of all hardy perennials in pre-
pared beds out-of-doors or in a cold frame.

*

Sifted soil from the potting shed is excellent for such a use, and the
seeds should be thinly sown. Fine stocks of most kinds of eiiective
hardy flowers may be raised from seeds sown now^ Pansies are a
groat treat early in the morning, and I have selected cuttings
from all our best kinds in order to have them rooted and planted out
early enough for them to become established ere winter sets in.

These early-struck cuttings also give the freshest of autumn flowers.
An unnamed blue, of good compact shape with stout stalks from Gin.
to 8 in. long, is so useful for cut flowers that I am increasing it

especially for that purpose. Here is a field for future improvers of
Pansies. Give us shapely rich selfs on long stalks for the cut-flower
trad;'. Beautiful as Pansies are growing, they possess a charm un-
seen imless brought into the house and near the eye. Some Pansies
are delicately fragrant, too, and this is a special point to be attended
to in raising the long-stalked sorts for cutting. Primroses still linger
on cool shad.y borders. How lovely some of them are ! Oxlips from
Ivodger, McClelland & Co., of Newry, have been grand enormous
trusses of yellow or sulphur orange-eyed flowers, ten flowers to
thirty flowers in a trass. Mulching with leaf-mould in
the spring is a course of treatment that assists them in
a remarkable way. It keeps the earth around them cool and moist,
and tlie roots revel in it, thus adding great st]ength to the scapes,
and substance alike to leaf and bloom.

Arum orientate is a singular plant ; all the winter it has been
sending up its fresh green Eichardia-like leaves. If the frost and
snow destroyed one batch, no sooner did fine weather set in than up
came new leaves. Now the tall spathe appears a graceful little

column of ivory - white nearly 1 ft. high, delicately tinted
with soft green near its twisted apex. Two Lttle studies
of leaf beauty are Podophyllum peltatum and Ligularia
macrophylla. Funkias are now at their best. How they
luxuriate in deep rich earth beneath the shade of trees I No indoor
or hothouse plants can ri\-al these in delicate colour aud leaf beauty.

Caladiums look thin and tawdry beside their massive tissues, grace-

ful curves of nerve and leaf margin, and delicious colour harmony.

All who grow Fuchsias and wish to increase them should beware
of disturbing these plants in autumn or winter. The rule holds good
with many other fleshy rooted plants, but with these in particular.

In April, however, just as the crowns burst up through the soil, one
may cut a clump into mincemeat almost and everj' bit will grow.
If done in rainy weather, no sign of propagation or removal will be
visible, tlie transplanted pieces growing away at once without any
check whatever. Tlie old white double Itocket, and some of the
newer varieties of I'yrethrum roscum, promise us a harvest of beauty
in a few days. What a lovely i^lant is the old Calceolaria violacea !

I'lanted at the foot of a warm wall, it is quite hardy—a herbaceous
plant, in fact, dying down every winter. In a pot in a cool green-
house, however, it is a little shrub, and just now it is covered with
its quaint helmet-shaped lilac flowers, each dotted with purple inside.

Another plant of similar character and behaviour as to hardiness
is tlie double-flowered Piutns rosteflorus, just now covered with its

little green-eyed roses. Wherever choice white flowers are grown this

Rubus is well worth a place. I wish to know where I can procure
some of the old, tall, late flowering Tulips which one used to see in

old cottage garden borders years ago. Iiobust-habited kinds they
were with stout leaves and long gently undulating stems nigh upon
2 ft. high, each bearing a dusky purple, red, wliite, red-flamed, or
3'ellow bloom the size and shape of a hen's egg. How lovely some
of those flowers really were, and as har^y as the paving-stones
beside which they grew ! As vase flowers they were e.^quisite

along with white, bluish, and red Paionies and purple Iris. One
great charm they had Avas a delicate fragrance, and it was not
any drawback that they blossomed in June. Whatever their

origin, they were much later and altogether distinct from the
dwarf early Dutch kinds, which as a rule cease flowering in

May.

LiUiospermum fruticosum grouiied with I'lilox Nelsoni on the
rockery is now delicious. Tlie big orange Trollius napelliforrais,

nearly 3 ft. high, has been grand. A symphony of Solomon's Seal
and pale lilac German Iris has been a pleasure to people with an eye
for form and colour beauty, and Pluebells on a carpet of Sedum
acre aureum is another of the thousand and one beautiful ways in
which hardy flowers may be grouped in order to enhance their
beauty. F. W. B.

Parks, Commons, and Open Spaces.—According to a
recent report of the Metropolitan Board of Works, the various me-
tropolitan parks and recreation grounds under the Board's control
comprise altogether an area of 1676 acres, or a little over 2^ square
miles, and when it is remembered that what is known as the me-
tropolitan area, that is to say, the area defined by the Metropolis
Local Management Act, 1855, and under the jurisdiction of the
Board, extends over 122 square miles, and has within its limits a
population of more than three millions and a lialf, it will be ac-
knowledged that the aggregate of these pleasure grounds is after all

but small, and that were it not for tlie royal parks, which happily
may be regarded as assured public possessions, and for a few other
commons in and near the outskirts of the metropolis which
are not under the Board's control, London would, in proportion
to its size and population, be hardly so well provided with
places of open-air resort as some other cities and towns. The
places of recreation maintained by the Board are these :

—

Finsbury Park, 115 acres; Southwark Park, 6.'! a. ; gardens on the
Victoria, Albert, and Chelsea Embankments, and in Leicester Square,
14 a. ; Blackheath, 267 a. ; Hampstead Heath, 2i0 a. ; Shepherd's
Bush Common, 8 a. ; London Fields, 27 a. ; Hackney Downs, 50 a.

;

AVell Street Common, 80 a. ; North Mill Field, 29 a. ; South Mill
Field, 28 a. ; Clapton Common, 9-^ a, ; Stoke Newington Common,
5^ a, ; waste land at Dalston Lane and Grove Street, Hackney,
1 a. ; Tooting Beck Common, IH a, ; Tooting Graveney Common,
63 a. ; Clapham Common, 220 a. ; Bostall Heath, 55 a. ; Plumstead
Common, 110 a.; Shoulder-of-Mutton Green, i a.; Wormwood Scrubbs,
191 a. ; total, 1676J acres.

Hardiness of Centaurea candidissima. — NotwiiL-
standing the severity of the past winter, Laurustinus, Bays, Laurels,
Escallonias, &c., having been killed or cut to the ground, this Cen-
taurea has wintered safely here in the open air, and several plants
may be covered with flower-buds. I attribute their safcry, however,
to their being planted on inverted roots of trees, on which thry aic
some feet above the ground, where they have more jierfect drainage
than they would otherwise haie. When planted in flat teds I find
they invariably perish.— J. H, W. T., Carlow,
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

THE SNOW-DROP TREE.
(halesia tetraptera.)

Tins, 0113 of the most interesting of trees "wlien in flower, is so

different from most others, that it at once arrests attention, and
cartainly a well flowered example of it with its slender branches

beset with myriads of small white bells is a beautiful sight. The
blossoms strikingly resemble those of the Snowdrop; hence its

popular name, though in North America it is also called the

Silver IVU tree. It is considered to be among the most ornamental

of the deciduous trees of that countr}- ; in South Carolina it

The Snowdrop Tree Halesia tetraptera).

reaches a height of from 1-j ft. to 30 ft. in moist localities

along the banks of rivers. In this country some trees of it have
acquired full development, but only in old-established gardens.

It has a spreading habit of growth which is comparatively rapid.

It succeeds well in any position, though best in a somewhat
sheltered one not too dry, and it forms highly ornamental isolated

specimens on lawns. Though it has been introduced for upwards
of a century, it is nevertheless still much too rare in gardens, few
trees being more worthy of being- extensively known and dissemi-

nated. Our engraving was prepared from plants of it that

flowered in Messrs. EUwanger & Barry's collection in the

Mount Hope Nurseries, Rochester, N.Y. There are two other

species which are or were in cultivation, viz., II. diptera and II.

parviflora, but as they are seldom met with we need not do more
than name them. AV. G.

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER AT LONGLEAT.
Now is a good time to find out all the killed and wounded trees

and shrubs caused by the long-continued severity of the weather
last winter. One cannot help feeling a pang of sorrow for the
loss of some familiar object the eye has been accustomed to

admire, more particulaily at this season of the year, when
they used to be clothed in refreshing gieenery, but are now
standing leafless and apparently lifeless, not unlike gaunt monu-
ments reared up in memory of some departed hero. Amongst
trees the Lombardy I'oplar seems to have suffered most injury ;

many flne speoimeus in this locality are quite dead, and others if

not quite killed are pitiable subjects to behold— fine trees that
have adorned the landscape for nearly a century, some of them
from 80 ft. to 100 ft., high. It is a matter of sincere regret to

arboriculturists and admirers of landscape scenery that the
Ijombardy I'oplar has succumbed in so many cases. 1 would fain

hope it is not general throughout the country, for this tree can ill

be spared, whether rearing its slender head amidst and high above
stone and brick buildings, or in woodland districts surrounded by
other trees, it is none the less striking and effective ; indeed, 1

tliink its appearance in any position is always pleasing and wel-
come to the eye. Deciduous forest and ornamental trees, I am
glad to be able to say, have not suffered much, as a rule, from the
past winter; with the exception of the Lombardy I'oplai', very
few losses can be found. Amongst shrubs more deaths can be
recorded ; the Arbutus is sadly injured, some quite killed, others
partially so ; few escaped damage more or less. Laurustinus bushes
did not suffer so much as the Arbutus—a few plants killed where
exposed to cutting winds in draughty positions, and also in damp
situations many were badly cut back. The Portugal Laurel
almost escaped injury, whereas old bushes and hedges of the com-
mon Laurel were killed to the ground, and again, in other positions

free from draught and damp, are high bushes 40 ft. high, and as

many yards through, hardly touched by the frost in the least.

The common Ivy on walls even did not escape the scorching-like

blast ; some walls that are exposed to cutting and prevailing winds
are still bare of leaves, the young growth of leaves just beginuiug to

unfold. Box bushes in one situation are severely injured ; old
trimmed plants standing on the edge of a lake and fully exposed
to cutting winds, are now sorry, withered-looking objects. Cfrise-

linia littoralis, after standing out in the open ground for several

winters and had grown into beautiful shining bushes, are now
things of the past, being quite dead. Photiniaserrulata, Bupleurum
fruticosum. Viburnum Awafuki, Raphiolepis o\ata, Euonymus
japonicus (green as well as variegated), Menziesia polifolia, Olea
ilicifolia, and the double-flowered Gorse are all killed. Of Catalpa
syringsefolia aurea out of half-a-dozen strong plants not one is

living ; for the first few seasons they thrived vigorously, and
seemed to bid fair to become in a very few years grand ornamental
trees, but the winters of '78 and '7U crippled and weakened them
all so much that during last winter thej' were killed outright ; it

seems to be more tender than the common variety, and I fear is not
destined to flourish as apark tree in ourclimate. Hydrangea panicn-
lata grandiflora, like the last mentioned, also succeeded well and
bloomed beautifully for a few years ; last winter, however,
appears to have been its death, for several plants of it

have disappeared altogether. I am sorry to lose this fine shrub, on
account of its large and beautiful flowers. It was quite a superior
flowering shrub. Amongst trial plants the following appa-
rently have gone the way of all living since last summer: Idesia

polycarpa, Indigofera dosua, Aralia japonica, and Buddlea globosa.

Xanthoceras sorbifolia, a puny, weakly grower at best, was killed

to the ground ; it has, however, just suflicient life left to push forth

a weak shoot through the soil. Doubtless our climate is too
cold for this Chinaman. Leycesteria formosa was killed to the
root in some quarters, while on high-lying, diy, wooded hills it

is scarcely iujured. Pampas Grass and Arundo conspicua are killed

by the dozen ; fine large oldplants (hat have stood out in the woods in

groups, and as single specimens for many years, are now little

better than bundles of dead and withered Grass; a few showsigns
of a little vitalitj', but I fear they will never recover sufficient

strength to flower well again.

Of Conifers, the list of deaths and injured is not a long- one ; they
seem to me to have stood the test of the past memorable winter
with but few real losses. Podocarpus Andma succumbed, whilst
its congener P. alpina, growing close beside it, was not the least

touched by frost, thus proving that the latter may be classed
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amongst the perfectly hardy Conifers. One Araucaria imbri-
cata in the flower garden was killed, and not far distant stands

an Araucaria Ciinuing-hami which quite escaped injury. Some
oE the tenderer kinds of Junipers died, and others are so much dis-

tig'ured that tliey were not worth growing on. Amongst Iletino-

sporas, of which we have a good collection, 1\. decussata was tlie

only one killed or even injured; the golden varieties are quite as

hardy as the green ones. That very pretty and neat, tliougli, I

am afraid, slow-growing variety called R. tetragoua aurea, after

being fairly tested in the open ground without the slightest pro-

tection during the past three or four winters, is now a bright
gem without the slightest blemish. Cupressus Lawsoniana
lutea and .Tuniperus chineusis aurea are also quite free from frost

bite, and can fairly be trusted to take no harm in exposed situa-

tions. The free-growing and lovely-coloured Oryptomeria ele-

gans, although delicate looking, is as liardy as any Conifer we
have growing. It is planted in various situations, high, low, and
in damp positions, but not one has been killed, or even injured
worth mentioning.

The following are more or less disfigured, not, however, beyond
recovery : Arthrotaxus laxifolia, Uacrydium Frankliui, iltz-

j'oya patagouica, Widdringlonia cupressoides. Thuja "S'ervaeneana,

liiota seraperaurescens, Taxodium sempervji'ens al))a spica, and
Biota elegantissima. Of wall plants, Stauutonia latifolia after

wintering out about I'-i years is quite dead; Escallonia ma-
erantha and Ingram! lost all their foliage and the 3'ouug wood is cut

back—just beginning to make young growth and will evidently

recover. Azara microphj-lla suffered similar to the Escallonias.

Old-fashioned Roses on cottages had most of tlieir young wood
killed. (Jeanothus and Jasminums of sorts are more or less

injured. After all it may be said that wall plants have
escaped a,3 well as one could have expected ; save the
loss of tlie Stauntonia, all the others will flourish again.

To change the subject to a brighter aspect (like the dark cloud
with a silver lining), 1 do not think the ornamental woods here
ever presented so beautiful a sight ; the rides and drives teem with
blossoming trees and shrubs. Thorns (white, pinli, and scarlet).

Bird Cherries, Laburnums, Lilacs, Brooms, Azaleas, Pyruses, and
Barberries, each tree and shrub seems weighed down with clouds
of blooms, scenting the air with sweet perfumes. Covering
the ground, the wild Hyacinth and Anemone form a lovely

coloured carpet, varied by colonies of Lily of the Valley and the

single and double white Narcissus, and in shaded spots the spotted-
leaved Lungwort in masses is still cocspicuously exhibiting its

pink and blue flowers. The white wild Ilyacinth, too, is a pretty

sight in groups auiongst the common blue variety. I hope to get
a good stock of this from seed saved last year from these planted
groups. Rhododendrons are literati}' covered with swelhng flower
buds. Such a season for blossom I cannot remember ; can it be
attributed in any way to the past old-fashioned winter ? If so,

I am almost templed to say, notwithstanding a few deaths,

!May we get a few more of them. G];oege Beery.
LowjUat.

making such progress as renders it worth while to plant a Gum tree,

are different things.

—

Field.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Eucalyptus.—That the letters published in the Timr.<;

nnil similar journals, advising the planting of this tree, should be
accepted as trustworthy by readers of these journals was not
remarkable. LUrt it did surprise us to see people having some
pretension to a knowledge of gardening planting trees wliich anyone
who had paid the least attention to tree growth in any part of our
country, even the most favoured, would know to be as hopeless as
placing the Heliotrope in the open air to face an English winter.

The value of the tree was long ago settled in our gardens, even
before our recent hard winters began to make their mark. Yet
thousands of trees were sold and planted, owing to the misleading
advice given in the daily papers. We were reminded of the fact the
other day by seeing the following note in the Rural Neiij Yorhr :

" From our correspondence it will be seen that trees of Eucalj-ptus
globulus ' nearly 30. ft. high ' have been killed in I'lorida during the
past winter." What we said all along was that the value of these trees

has long been known to those who observe what goes on in our gar-
dens. They may live for a few years in favoured spots, but not
long. But even if the.y did live for a dozen years or more, they can
never show the grace and vigorous characteristic of these trees in
countries really fitted for them, such as California and the warmer
parts of S. Italy. Among the various species recently tried in

England, one called E. coccifera seems to withstand the cold best,

and has survived even the past two winters. Lut survi\ing, and

THE DIFFERENT RACES OF DAFFODILS.
Ol"R springtime has not been a too propitious one. Drought and
easterly winds were the rule here during the time when our
Daffodils were in bloom ; therefore, however good their flowering,

tlieir duration was not so long as usual. Our first Daft'odU, N.
nanus, a dwarf but earlier form of X. minor, opened here on March 4,

followed by N. minor and the great Trumpet l)aifodil (X.maximus).
This last deserves more than a passing notice. Mr. Brockbank
does not allude to it in The GAimEx (p. 521 ), but as he bestows
so much praise on tlie far smaller and less showy X. obvallaris

(Tenby Daffodil), it occurs to me that he has not got it in his

collection. If that be so, he need not long desire it without his

wish being gi-atihed. I like X. obvallaris much. It is a sturdy-

habited, dv\-arf kind with broad crowned flowers and glaucous

foliage, and is well worth a place in all good gaidens. I now
and then meet with it under the name of N. canibricus. Of N.
nuiximus, true, too much cannot well be said. I use tlie word
true advisedly, for there is a Dutch maximus, a far less stately and
distinct kind. N. inaximus (N. obvallaris maximus, jMr. Barr
calls it, I believe") under good culture is the largest and finest

of all Daffodils whatever, taller than N. lorifolius var. Emperor,
and far finer in point of golden radiance. I have measured
scapes 2 ft. !) in. in length, and leaves only •'! in. shorter, but,

apart from its stateliness, it is in port and foliage amply distinct

from all other Daffodils whatever, X. obvallaris, before men-
tioned, being the only one whieli in an}' way resembles it. Its

large golden flowers are of great substance and very durable.

It generally lasts a month or six weeks e^en fresh and beau-
tiful in our borders, defying sunshine and dry winds better than
all other kinds. If !Mr. Brockbank will look again at my Mono-
graph of the Narcissus under the heading " Explanation of Plates,"

p. ix., and turn to N. bicolor, he will find that I do allude to

the forms of N. Pseudo-Narcissus having sulphur perianths. Mr.
Tyerman sent me two forms of N. Pseudo-Narcissus from Tre-
gouey with pale sulphur periantlis and yellow cups, and these
were exactly intermediate linlis in the chain which unites this

beautiful variety (N. bicolor) with the common type of the
species (the DaiJodil, N. Pseudo-Narcissus).

Here and there in the upland pastures near the Dublin moun-
tains we have a large flowered form with clear pale sidphur
perianth and yellow cup. It grows luxuriantly, and is very showy
towards the end of March. I merely consider tliese as pale forms
of the common Daffodil, and as quite distinct from X. bicolor (true)

which has pure white segments and a clear golden cup, and here
with us does not bloom until X.Pseudo-Xarcissus is well nigh past.

These Daffodils with white perianths are less satisfactory in one
way than the self-coloured or golden kinds. This spring, for
example, the cutting east winds completely shrivelled up the
perianths of N. Empress and N. Ilorsfieldi, the golden crowns of

which remained fresh and unscathed for seven or eight days after-

wards. Yet when in bloom they are so distinct and lovely that
they deserve a cool rich soil and a corner sheltered from rude
blasts. I find much confusion regarding Backhouse's seedling

Empress and Ilorsfieldi. The fact is the latter is plentiful and
tlie former very rare, and the two varieties are so very much
alike that mistakes are often made, Ilorsfieldi being very often
grown under the name of Empress. When I resided close beside
Mr. Barr's bulb grounds at Tooting I liad ample opportunities of

seeing the two varieties growing side by side, and Empress was
always the finer of the two, that is to say, it had the larger flowers,

and that I find to be the case here. N. Ilorsfieldi is very eff'ective,

and it has a peculiar history attached to it, which may be
interesting. It was a seedling from X. bicolor, and was raised by a
hard-working member of one of the nimierous Lancashire botanical
societies, who resided at Besses o' th' Barn, near Manchester

—

John Horsfield by name. He was very careful in the culture of

bis new Daff'odil, which soon obtained quite a local reputation

;

and after his death in ]8.j4 the stock of bulbs was disposed of for

the benefit of his widow. Tlie sale tooli place at a meeting of the
botanical club to which he belonged at the Swan Inn, Stand
Lane, Manchester, and the entirestock of 28 bulbs sold for Is. Cd,
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each. A Ml'. Peter Leis-h, who became the purchaser of one bulb,

grew it, and propagated from it for 18 years, and after selling

many had nearly 2000 bulbs of it in 1875, and of these a London
nurseryman bought 1000 ; it is, therefore, now tolerably com-
mon in many good gardens. N. bicolor maximus I had from
Mr. Barr, and it has just gone out of flower with old bicolor.

Its great characteristic is an exceedingly short tube, so short,

indeed, that the perianth segments are set quite near to the ovary
in a singular way. N, major superbus I do not know, at least

by that name.
The lovely white Spanish N. cernuus and N. moschatus are also

susceptible of injury from cutting winds, which soon shrivel them
up and destroy their soft pale beauty. N. cernuus pulcher was
very pleasing here this spring, also the large sulphur Hoop
Petticoat (N. Bulbocodium citrinus) and the still more delicate

N. triandrus albus. Mr. Ilarpur Crewe's pretty little golden and
sulphur-tinted Bulbocodia from Spain were the first to open their

flowers with us here this year in a greenhouse in February, at

which time the pale flower of N. Graellsi laso appeared, all being
in small pots placed upon a shelf well up near to the glass. Just
as 1 now write (May 23) N. Bulbocodium, N. poeticus fl.-pL, and
N. odorus var. minor are in bloom on shady bordei's. A clump of

the flrst-named, some years established, bears at least fifty of its

bright golden flowers, and is a pretty object in the morning
sunshine.

The Leeds' collection of hj'brid kinds has been very fine ; they
are of nearly all colours and sizes, shading from N. poeticus pure
and simple, through all the intermediate stages between that
plant and N. montanus on the one hand, and N. incomparabilis

on the other. Leeds' forms incline towards N. montanus,
being white or sulphur-tinted flowers of various sizes, with
sulphur cups. Then comes the Burbidgei race, approaching
N. poeticus, but flowering earlier, the perianth segments
of some kinds being sulphur or primrose in tint. The
Barri race comes nearer to N. incomparabilis, and contains

some fine forms. The Humei race leans towards the old type of

Daffodil, with just a trace of the N. incomparabilis parentage
visible in port and structure. This race is distinct, and some forms
are of a pleasing sulphur tint. The Nelsoni race is also a distinct

one ; seemingly their origin was N. incomparabilis crossed with N.
Macleayi, towards which latter they lean most, but the flowers are

larger, with broad massive segments and clear yellow or orange
cupa.

Lastly, and less well known, is a race of Daffodil type, having
several flowers on a scape. Here we have a tribe which someday
will yield us much variety', especially as the Dutch florists have
already taken up tlie thread of origin and improvement in this

direction. The varieties at present known are N. tridjonus, a
seedling raised by the late Mr. W. Backhouse and grown by Mr.
Barr. N. Mastersi is a seedling of Mr. Nelson's, with from two to

three flowered scapes, the flowers beingwhitewith a sulphur or prim-
rose-tinted cup. Some seedlings from N. bicolor with two to three
flowers on a scape have been raised from seeds by Messrs. de Graaf,
of Leyden, and in their way are very distinct, although showing
traces of fasciation, as does also N. Bulbocodium citrinus. If pol-

len of this latter could be used to fertilise any of the true Daffodils,

one would expect the progeny to bear two or more flowers on a
scape, as this variety seems naturally predisposed that way. It

does" not appear to be generally known amongst cultivators that
when N. poeticus and N. Pseudo-Narcissus are crossed the progeny
is very similar, if not identical, with N. incomparabilis. N. Pseudo-
Narcissus crossed with the Jonquil, N. jouquilla, produces the N.
odorus forms, according to Herbert. I am very fond of N. odorus,
especially of the type form or Campernelle Jonquil of the Dutch
growers. Its bright golden flowers are abundantly produced
amongst its tufts of fresh green Euah-like leaves, and are well
adapted for cutting. Its bulbs are also useful for forcing, and
yield plenty of cut blooms so grown. The double form of N.
odorus is also a conspicuous and useful garden flower, as is like-

wise the smaller but deeper tinted double form of N. jonquilla.

The single Jonquil has a most agreeable perfume, and its elegant
flowers are always most welcome for vases and flower glasses, their

long stalks being a point in their favour. Of these older kinds,

however, their capabilities under good culture are pretty well
known, but I anticipate much additional beauty in spring, when
the best forms of the Weardale and Longford Bridge Narcissi

become well established. Our collection of them is two years'

planted, that is to say, they have flowered here twice, and some of
the flowers this year were very fine. The best here have been N.
Leedsi gloriosus major, N. incomparabilis sulphureus Leedsi, N.
Barri aurantius grandiflorus, N. i. albidus expansus, N. Leedsi ama-
bilis,N. Burbidgei primulinus, N. Nelsoni aurantius (very bold mas-
sive flower with rich vermilion cup) ; N. Nelsoni major and minor are
also very good. When we can boast of these in well established
masses they will be a lovely feature in gardens.
That quaint and latest of all the Daffodils, N. muticus of Gay,

or N. abscissus, the "clipt-trunk" Daffodil of Parkinson, has just
gone out of flower. N. ]3roussoneti is now growing here, and has
made two long narrow glaucous leaves. It is in a pot which stands
in a saucer of water on the hot flue of a plant stove. Mr. Miles
and Mr. Gumbleton also have it growing, after vainly trying for
some time to start the imported bulbs. Next season we may hope
to hear of its producing flowers. F. W. B.

SPRING NOTES.
The fine sunny weather which we have lately enjoyed has brought
everything so rapidly forward that we have now a perfect blaze of
flowers—spring and summer flowers all at one time. The gardens
never were more beautiful than they are now. Wo have all the Cy-
pripediums in flower together, viz., spectabile, pubescens, pan-itlorum,
candidum, Calceolus, and acaule. I never remember all these to be
iu bloom at one time before. The most curious one is candidum, the
pouch of which is a pure white, as if enamelled ; the loveliest,
spectabile, with its rose-coloured pouch. All are quite hardy, the
latter having now passed three hard winters in the wood here. Ane-
mones have been gloriously beautiful this season, A. fulgens having
flowered continuously for a long time. We have now a rare one in
bloom (A. sulphurea) which is exceedingly beautiful. The stem is
about 18 in. high, and the pale yellow flower with a deep golden
centre 3 in. in diameter. Several interesting Campanulas are now
in bloom. C. thyrsoidea is a very quaint plant ; rising from a rosette
of narrow leaves, its stem is clothed throughout with leaflets, each
having a flower-bud nestling at its base ; the leaves become smaller
and the flower-buds larger towards the top, so that the plant thickens
as it ascends. The stem is crowned by a single flower which blooms
freely, and the other flowers succeed gradually until the whole is one
flower-spike of some 15 in. long. The flowers are of a pale yellow-
green, with prominent pistils of primrose-yellow tipped with green.
C. glomerata alba is a very pretty Campanula, having dense tufts of
delicate French-white flowers on the tops of its stems, like our own
purple C. glomerata. This will be a useful plant for bouquets, as
the flowers are exceedingly pure and delicate looking. C. Wanneri
is a dwarf variety with long branching arms, each bearing one large
pale lavender-coloured bell-flower. Corydalis capnoides alba is new
to me and very beautiful : it is sister to C. luteola, the flower being
of a soft white with deep golden centre. The Edelweiss (Leontopo-
dium alpinum) has done well with us through the winter ; one group
of two plants has eight strong flower-stalks this time, and forms a
very beautiful object. Onosma taurica is a most lovely plant, havino-
rich golden pendulous flowers as rich in colour as that of Erica
Cavendishi. Lewisia rediviva is just coming into bloom, two flowers
being expanded out of eight on a tiny plant not 4 in. across. Each
flower is nearly 2 in. in diameter, of the palest pink, with a pale
golden centre. The foliage gets into a sorry plight as the flowers
develop, but this is the nature of the plant, and it is bj' no means
dead when it appears altogether withered, as its name implies. We
have some very interesting Primulas in bloom. P. Sieboldi is the
gayest, and has flowered splendidly on the rockeries ; even the fine
varieties sent out by ]\Ir. Dean are quite hardj- if placed
amongst the rocks. 1'. luteola has not come through the
severe winter in its usual form, all the flowers being poor
this season. The same remark applies to P. rosea; it
has also bloomed very weakly, but the plants seem vigorous enough.
P. capitata from last year's seedlings is beautifully in bloom. This
is quite the most beautiful of the fariuosa type, with its deep violet
rosette of flowers, borne on a slender stalk, the leaves and stalk
thickly powdered with white. P. farinosa grows on a marshy spot, and
is one mass of bloom. It has seeded very freely with us, and the
j'oung plants have come up very thickly. P. scotioa does not thrive
so well, all our 23lants but one having disappeared. The Trolliuses
are now in grand form ; I never saw them finer. We have T. Fortunei,
japonicus, and asiaticus of the deep orange varieties, and napellifolius,
europRius, and giganteus of the yellow and also the whitish form'
It is, however, not white but a very pale primrose. Aquilegias pro-
mise to be veiy fine this year. A. glandulosa jucunda is the first,

having bloomed now steadily for at least a month. A. ooerulea'
canadensis, and the commoner sorts are only just flowering.

Iliihhiirij. Bkockhuest.
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FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
When "A. D." (p. 522) states that the taste for llorists

flowers is fast (lying out, I suppose lie means " in the south

of England.'' It is not the fact here in Lancashire, and, indeed, it is

further notorious that on the Tyne side the taste for florist flowers is

increasing, and that to so great an extent that the Newcastle-on-

Tyne shows for florist flowers are flourishing, and growers are nu-

merous. In this district, I thinlc I am quite safe in asserting that

there never were so many growers as at present, and that in all the

classes. Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Pinks, Carnations, Tulii^s, and
Chrysanthemums, there are finer shows, better quality, and more ex-

hibitors than there were five years ago. This class of flower is grown

by the working man, the hard-handed collier or weaver, who could

not find time for a large garden, but who can appreciate and enjoy,

as he daily tends, his few pet flowers. He knows all their points,

and can discuss the merits of a flower, and give you good reasons for

the axioms which guide the judging of each particular variety. It

would be a great pity if florist flowers went out of cultivation,

but there is no fear of that while such men as Mr. Barlow and the

Eev. F. D. Horner have the societies in hand which link all the small

cultivators together. The London shows are not fit places for

florists' flowers. If you want to see them m proper character come

into Lancashire, ancl the weavers of Jliddleton will be al^le to show

you some very fine things in that way.—BnocKiiURST, Uidshuri/.

There are hundreds of intelligent persons who find pleasure

in cultivating florists' flowers, and I do not tliink that

their pleasurehas been marred in tlie least by anything that has

been written against them. As I write I can look upon a bed of TUO

Tulips bright in their gorgeous colouring of richest maroon on the

clearest yellow, and the various feathered and flamed flowers on a

pure white ground ; then there are the colours rich and rare of the

selfs which will break into flame and feather some day. In what
light can florists hold a writer who says (p. 522) thai "the

Dahlia, Hollyhock, Ciladiolus, Carnation, Tulip, Auricula, Pelar-

goniums, and other flowers " have been brought up to a point of

excellence that admits of no further advance ? We are also told that

" the florists have done their work." No, sir ; the florists have not

done their work. Ask the successors of John Keynes, of Salisbury,

whether their work is done in reference to the Dahlia, or Charles

Turner, of Rlough. The double flowers are being improved, as the

columns of The Garden testified last autumn, and we have single

ones for those who like them. The Hollyhocl'C is also being improved,

though the fell disease has marred its progress. The Gladiolus is

being most rapidly improved by James Kelway and Souchet s

successors ; the Carnation by iUr. Dodwell, Dr. Abercrombie,

Rev. Charles Fellowes, and others ; the Tulip is being improved

every year by Samuel Parlow and the Kev. F. D. Horner, and the

Auricula and Pelargonium by a host of ardent admirers. When
people have made up their minds to believe that there is no
improvement, but rather that florists are now spoiling whatever

they touch, perhaps it is best to " leave them alone in their glory."

Another delusion is, "That florists throw away all the beautiful

things and retain only tliose that have arbitrary jioints." Those who
say so write without knowledge. Mr. P.arlow exhibited a group of

rejected seedling Auriculas at South Kensington on the 19th April,

and they were strongly condemned by a writer in TirE Garden as
" bloodless things." Let any reader of The Garden who fancies

that the best Auriculas are thrown away and that the bad ones are

kept come to Loxford Hall at the time when our seedlings are in

flower, and I will allow him to select and carry away a dozen or

two on condition that he grows and exhibits tliem at the Auricula

show the following season, with the view of pointing out in what
way they are superior to those selected according to the so-called
" arbitrary rules." There are some who believe that no further pro-

gress can be made in the improvement of the Potato. Does " A. D."

admit that? No; he knows that the Potato, good as it is, is

still capable of improvement. In like manner, fanciers of Auriculas

are still trying to raise a green-edged and white-edged Auricula

equal to Headly's beautiful George Lightbody, a flower which it

was thought could not be surpassed in its class ; but the judges at

South Kensington thought otherwise when they awarded the palm
to a grey-edge raised at Loxford and named Mabel.

As to varieties of the Auricula, there has been a great improvement
during the past few years ; so much so, that Mr. Horner was constrained

to remark to me, " Surely, Douglas, the old growers had not gone about
their work in the right way, or we could not have made such im-
provements in so short a time," and this was the thought in my own
mind while loolcing at his flowers. The varieties exhibited at Soutli

Kensington were all described in The Garden. On the Tuesday
following the northern exhibition was held at iWanchester, and at a
meeting held afterwards at the Bull's Head it was decided to give

two first-class certificates, one to Jlr. Thomas Mellor, for Auricula

Reliance, a white-edged flower in the way of Smiling Beauty, but a

decided improvement on it, and another to Mr. Pohlman, of Halifax,

lor a fine dark self named Brunette, a kind almost black, very circu-

lar, smooth, and with colours well proportioned. Mr. Turner's white-

edc-ed Auricula jilrs. N. Brown is also a very tine variety, pure, and

the colours well proportioned. This and a grey-edged variety

named Hilda, from Loxford Hall, were exhibited at tlie Royal

Botanic Society's show, and gained first-class certificates.

As regards culture, we prefer to do our repotting at once, but have

to do it when we can ; at present we are pretty well fall of work,

and for a time the Auriculas must stand aside. It is important

that small offsets of choice varieties should not be neglected. Let

them be potted on as they require it, and even small plants now will

make good flowering ones for next year. The same with seedlings
;

the small plants which vegetated during the months of February

and JIarch must not be allowed to stand still for want of repotting.

The plants do not like much sun at this season, and they object to

shade ; they ought to have the diffused light which may be obtained

by placing them on the north side of a wall or high fence, where

tliey get sun in the morning and afternoon, and receive shade during

the" hottest part of tlie day. J. Douglas.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN.

Herbaceous Bedding.—The great bedding-out season will

now be in full swing, and the tender nurslings that only by tlie

most earnest watchfulness escaped last winter, after considerable

expense for firing and attendance, will bo aired out for a couple of

months, to be again returned to their winter quarters, and waited on
for tliree-fourths of the year again. Might I suggest that growers
would be doing good service by pointing out, from time to time,

bedding combinations of herbaceous and hardy perennials that they
have seen or found effective, and that required neither winter
quarters, fire heat, constant care, nor solicitous nursing, and that were
yet showy, bright, and cheerful from January to December? With
limited facilities I have had some borders and upwards of twenty
beds occupied thus, and more or less brilliant the whole year round,
so arranged as that one follows the other in succession, and, unlike

ordinary bedding-out, I can cut a bouquet for a visitor without
injury at all times. The field to select from is so large that it must
be a matter of taste, and will be different, possibly, every year with
those who love \'ariety. I have found a bed with a centre of bulbs.

Crocuses and Tulips, alternately down the centre, then Anemone
coronaria for succession, then Chciranthus aureus, and an outside

edging of Veronica gentianoides varicgata, showy since January, and
still more so no\v. The bulbs bloomed in February and JIarch, then
the Anemones until now, and the two last are now taking up
the tale. The bulbs are lifted, a top-dressing apjilied, and their

place filled up by early Chrysanthemum Asters, which will follow, to

be succeeded in autumn by some biennial, probably a Campanula,
for the following year's blooming. An adjoining bed has Auricula-

eyed SweetWilliams down the centre, tlien alpine Auriculas, Alyssum
saxatile, Monarda didyma, and lastly, the Mossy Saxifrage. This
was furnished the whole year, and is so still. You can have exceed-
ingl}' showy beds with single varieties of double Daisies or, aslha^e
now, of Primula japonica, that tax hardly one idle hour, certainly
require no nursins', and even when not in bloom are furnishing.

—

AV. J. :\I., Clonnii^l.

Ranunculus Ficaria. —This Ranunculus is well worthy of
more careful cultivation than it receives. In our wild garden we
have a moist part where single roots of it have been planted out,
and these have formed clumps more than 1 ft. across, bearing hun-
dreds of large, golden, starry flowers. We have also a double variety
quite as double and with as large flowers as the Pianunculus acris

fl.-pl. It is a charming flower. We have also a pure white variety
which is worth notice. All these varieties were found wild in the
Cheshire meadows, and doubtless may be found in most districts if

sought after.

—

Bkockhurst, BicUhury.

Antirrhinums from Seed.— If any garden flower should be
universally grown surely it is the Antirrhinum. As a seed producer
it is at the head of biennials ; indeed, so freely does it seed, that if

not gathered the plants will cast their own all around and produce
a vast number of seedlings without more ado. But that is not treat-

ing the Antirrhinum as a garden flower, and if it]were thus left to its

own devices we know what would follow : the vast accumulation of
seedling plants would soon choke and starve each other, and thus
they would presently deteriorate and die. But there is little need
for this liaphazard sort of cultivation, A pinch of seed sown almost
anywhere during the spring or summer will give hundreds of plants,
and if these be but dibbled out where they may remain unmolested,
all is done for tliat sowing that is needful. Though practically a bien-
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nial, the Antirrhinum is not trnly a hardy one, and it is better

treated as a hardy annual—that is, sow seed in September to pro-

duce plants to stand the winter for early summer blooming, and sow
again early in spring under glass to get a stock of autumn-blooming
plants. Although it is the old plants which chiefly suffer, yet even

young plants do not always escape ; but a few hundred plants will

not occupy much space for the winter in a frame or even under hand-
lights, where they will be quite safe. These make strong plants to

go out in April, and they will bloom finely towards the middle of

June. Spring-sown plants continue to bloom right up to the end of

October. Although there are named varieties that have specially

good marking, seedlings of a good strain give flowers hardly less

beautiful, whilst the variety is much greater. The Tom Thumb sec-

tion shows the most varied forms and markings, and the jjants are

stout and comijact.—A. D.

ALPINE SILENES.
These constitute a very extensive genus in nortliern, temperate,

and arctic regions, including some of our most beautiful Alpine
flowers. There is the Cushion Pinii (Silene acaulis), tufted into

dwarf, light green masses, lilce a wide-spreading Moss, enduring-

tlie fiercest storms, snows, and arctic cold of numerous mountain
climes in northern regions of tlie globe, from the White ]Moiiu-

tains of New Hampshire to the Pic du Midi in the Pyrenees, car-

peting among' the rest the higher mountains of Britain and Ire-

land ; there is the Alpine Oatchfly (S. alpestris), with its close

carpet of shining leaves, and numerous, pm-e white, star-like

flowers in early summer; tliere is the rare and showy Silene Eliza-

bethaj, a remailtably beautiful, and as yet very rare, Alpine plant

from the Tyrol and North Italy, quite distinct from all others,

the flowers looking more lilie those of a handsome but diminutive
Clarkia than those of tlie commonly-grown Silenes ; there is, too,

the Pio;my Oatchfly (SilenoPumilio), a rare and interesting species

from the Tyrol, resembling the Cushion Pink of our own mountains
in its dwarf, firm tufts of shining green leaves, and bearing much
larger and handsomer rose-coloured flowers scarcely more than an
inch above tlie flat mass of leaves, so that the whole plant seldom
attains a height of more than between 2 in. or 3 in. ; and, lastly,

among the finest of the showy dwarf species, we have the Cau-
casian Silene Schaftfe. All the Alpine Silenes are of easy cul-

ture ; rare kinds, however, like S. Elizabethfe and S. Pumilio,
should be carefully treated till more plentifnl. They should be
planted in deep sandy loam on a well-drained and thoroughly ex-
posed spot, suihciently moist in summer, facing the south, a few

Sileiie I'upestris.

stones being placed round the necks of the young plants, to keep
them flrni and prevent evaporation. Afterwards they will take
care of themselves. W. G.

STATICE SINUATA.
The three or four kinds of Thrift that require to be treated as
half-hardy annuals do not appear to he much appreciated, though
they are even prettier than some of theperennial kinds. S.slnuata
is one of the best, producing, as it does, long sprays of showy

purple and w'hite flowers particularly suitable for cutting purposes
more especially for the embellishment of vases in winter, as they
come under the definition of everlasting flowers owing to their
dry and scarioso character. The plant grows about 1 ft. high,
and is of spreading growth, as represented in the accompanying

Statice sinuata.

the flowers are blue and
has pretty golden-yellow
kinds assume a biennial

illust ration. S. Thouinl is similar, hut
Avhite, while one called S. Bondueli
blossoms. If protected, these three
character, and they are ceitainly w-orthy of such treatment, as
they flower so much finer in the second than in the first year.
If intended for flowering the second year the seeds should be sown
in autumn of the same year, in early spring in a gentle heat.

W. G.

GLGBE FLOWEKS.
SixcE sending some Globe Flowers, which I called European
Asiatic, and American, to the editor of The Gabden, last week, I

have visited Kew, and some of the principal nursery gardens, and
tW'O or three private gardens near London, and have particularly

noticed the Globe Flowers and their labels, and my ideas about
them have become somewhat confused, both by the absence of
unanimity indifferent gardens, as to which is the European and
which the Asiatic Globe Flower, and also by the large number of

names which share between them a very small number of distinct

forms and colours. Trollius europKus, the type of the genus, is a
plant I never found wild in Britain, though it is not uncommon in

North Wales and the lake district, and I should feel very much
obliged to any one who wovdd send me a rooted piece of it from a
native habitat. I believe, however, that the flower is of a clear

light yellow colour, scarcely opening its much-incurved petals suf-

ficiently to show anything of the inside, and having the shape of

much-fiattened spheroid. It is also less tall than the other
varieties.

Another form, wliich I call T. americanus or giganteus, grows
twice as tall, reacliing often a height of 3 ft., bears rounder and
more open flowers, which are sometimes, in good soils and seasons,

nearly 3 in. in diameter. The flowers of asiaticus are not so large,

but much more open, and are distinguished by the clear orange
colour of the anthers. Besides these three, all of which I have had
in my garden for at least twenty-five 3'ears, I have only seen two
others which are decidedly distinct in appearance and colour. One,
which is called albus, albidus, or pallidus, has flowers of a light

straw colour, and seems to belong to europisus. The other is

certainly the most beautiful of the Globe Flowers, and generally

bears the name of japonicus flore-pleno or Fortunei. The flower

is large and round, and has a double row of petals of a bright

orange colour, with anthers to match, but though hardy in winter,

it is not hardy when in flower, and requires a sheltered situation.

It was flowering beautifully last week in Mr. Ware's nursery.

All the Globe Flowers like a strong, rich, retentive soil, away
from the shade of trees. If not divided and moved at least once in

three years, or well fed at the surface, they exhaust the soil, and
the flowers deteriorate. They will also repay the trouble of a good
watering. They want no other care. Besides the five varieties
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enumerated, there are a few others differing in little except the
outline of the leaf and the size of the flower.

Edge Hall, Malpas. C. Wolley Dod.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

CALIFORNIA ROSES.
The following essay, according to the Pacific Uiiral Firsf, was read
at the last meeting of the California State Horticultural [Society by
Mr. Stratton, of Petaluma ;

—

Our Pioneer Rosariana.— Mr. Palmer, of Alamcda.imported
the first collection of lioses to our coasts in 1851. These he planted
near the Mission Dolores, where thej' thrived, and many of these
original plants are still alive. Some of them were sold for S37.50
each. M. Louis Prevost, a nurseryman from France, arrived about
the same time, a little later in the year, and brought a collection of
several hundred sorts. These were taken to ,San Jose. Messrs.
Pallett and Fox came still later in the year with fine collections,
and in 18.52 Rosebuds were sold at S5 each, button-hole bouquets at
SIO, S20, and even S30 each, while bouquets of buds often com-
manded $100. These were fabulous prices.

Cultivation and Soils.—Our Hoses thrive eveiywhcre alike,
on mountain, hill, or dale, Thorough cultivation, however, must be
given by those who would have perfection ; hence a liberal supply
of food must be yearly afforded. Ashes and lime are excellent fer-

tilisers for Roses ; soot and soap-suds are in^:lluablc for all light .soils,

while for others nothing excels in value well-rotted stable manure.
The preparation of manure for Roses should be thorough. IManurc
as usually obtained is nearl}' worthless. After it has passed the
first fermentation its most valued nutriment for plant life is lost.

It should therefore be obtained absolutely fresh and carefully com-
posted. The operation is simple. First, spread the manure on the
ground, say 12 inches deep, in any desired form, then co\er with
sandy loam, wet thoroughly ; when another load can be obtained
spread it over the last, and cover again with soil, and repeat layer
upon layer, soil and manure alternately, always making each layer a
little smaller than the last, so that the sides of' the pile will be a little

sloping. A regular moisture should be maintained, and in a few
months the whole should be carefully worked over. This is plant
food, rich in all the necessarj' elements and when liberally applied
the results are most satisfactory. Nor are we compelled "to stimu-
late with guano, like our European friends to obtain their exhibi-
tion flowers, and, in addition, water with liquid manure to give
colour, size, and vigour. Our genial skies impart that which no human
wit can devise—all the essential elements of success, if we but assist
Nature with practical common sense culture.

Stocks for Grafting.—It is generally conceded that heavy
soils give the best results in Rose culture, vigour to the plant,
size, colour, and delicate penc illing of shading. Yet there are many
varieties that are sadl}- lacking in constitutional vigour; these we
graft on other sorts. I am aware of the antagonistic views of many
horticulturists to worked Roses, yet they are unworthy of mention
when we consider the great improvements that take place in manv
varieties of Roses by being grafted or budded on others of known
vigour and hardiness. Marechal Niel is worthless on its own roots,
and equally so is the Perlc de Lyon, yet when grafted on the Man-
etti they at once become our most beautiful varieties. Eliza Savage
lacks sadly in vigour of growth, yet when grown on the Castilian
Rose, we have a bud voluptuous in odour and appearance, excelled
by no white Rose in the long catalogue of varieties grown. Another
great value in worked Roses is we can select stocks for wet or dry
soils. The Manetti will thrive in a quagmire, and luxuriates in posi-
tions where the greater number of Tea Roses will perish. The Cas-
tilian, on the contrary, is more suitable for dry soils.

Naturally a deep feeder, its roots penetrate deeply 'for sub-
soil moisture. In these two varieties we have most valuable stocks
to aid us. One objection, however, to these Roses for stocks is their
disposition to throw out suckers, but these can be kept in subjection,
another feature of value these grafted Roses possess. Mildew
seriously affects many of our finest varieties when grown on their
own roots, but by a judicious selection of stocks we impart vigour
and cure the disease.

Mildew is a fungus which spreads through atmospheric influences
and through contagion. Select a diseased leaf of any Rose on which
mildew is perfectly developed, and place a tin pan or any otlier air-
tight vessel in a moderately cool, shady position. Noav procure
leaves,.old and young, of any hardy, healthy Rose plant, and place
these under the pan or bell-glass, not so that they will touch each
other, and in 2i hours the disease will have spread to every leaf

.

Again repeat the experiment with a fresh vessel, and when all is

complete pour a few drops of carbolic acid on a bit of wood, that its

evaporation may be gradual, and no spread of the disease will com-
mence till the earth has absorbed all the strength of the acid.

Again, select a wild diseased specimen of say the well-known G§ant
des Batailles, procure a plant of the I\Ianetti, a stock that is ever free

from this disease under all circumstances wlien standing alone
;

place the two plants close together so that their foliage is inter-

woven, and in a very short time the Manetti will ha\e become a

mass of disease. Again, the leaves of Apple trees. Locust Pine Gum,
Poplar, and Maple will all mildew if their branches hang in contact

with a diseased Rose bush. First, as a preventive, tliorough culture

is indispensable ; keep the plants in full vigour, thin out the tangled

masses of foliage that there may be a free circulation of air, and do
not allow too free flowering, It is an unfortunate fact that nearly

every Rose we receive from the Eastern States shows traces of this

disease to a greater or less extent. These Roses are nearly all

grown in their earlier state under glass, and in this confined atmo-
sphere, one diseased plant carries destruction to all, and our first

effort is directed towards eradicating the disease. We at once
plant out of doors, and take from the young plant five or six buds,

if possible. These we graft two on each Manetti, Castilian, and
Eglantine stocks. It there is any blood poisoning in the plant it

speedily develops either on the parent or the grafted stocks, and
we are at once able to determine which are the most suitable for

the variety. If it mildews on all but one, or any one, the most
healthy one is marked, the balance reser\ed for experiment, and on
its first appearance we syringe freely with carbolic acid and blue-

stone in very weak solution. In most cases this keeps it in subjec-

tion, yet we daily go over our plants, cut off all leaves that show
any trace of the fungus, and burn them.
Propagation.—It would seem that this is but a minor point,

and yet it is one of the most important. Grand as has been the
results in the past, on the future depends the high standard of excel-

lence, bj' a careful and judicious selection of wood to pci'petuate and
improve still further existing varieties. Some sorts produce uni-

formly fine flowers, others never except on a few laterals. A Bon
Silene or a Safrano is a Ron Silene or Safrano the world over; they
are strong types of Teas and easily recognised, yet in these two sorts

we find branches or entire bushes that gi\e far finer results than
others. Again, take the more hardy section of Roses, the H3'brid
Perpetuals ; the delicate tinting and vigour of gi'owth varies in indi-

vidual i^lants in the same variety ; therefore in selecting wood for

young plants, the perfect flowering laterals or plants should ahvaj's

be used or it will rapidly degenerate. The ease with which wo pro-

pagate our Roses is of incalculable value. By hard cuttings in
autumn, planted permanently where we wish them to mature, bj' soft

cuttings in spring, summer, or autumn, thej' may be increased with
almost the rapidity of the Fuchsia. The Moss, so difficult of increase

in the Atlantic States, with us is as easy to manage as a Lamarque,
and there is no reason why in the near future California may not
supph' our nation with vigorous healthy plants, perfect types of per-

fection grown in the open air, and not stimulated nor debilitated by
hot-house growth and culture.

Pruning.—Judicious pruning is one of the main elements of
success. 'J'he Hybrid Perpetuals should be pruned in autumn by
reducing the top nearly one-half, especially cutting off all weak
shoots, or those showing any disposition to disease. In spring, when
budding, side branches that show a tendency to form a dense head
should be rubbed off, and excessive bud clusters sliould be partly
removed. After the first flowering is over, cut back one-fourth, ob-
serving to tliin out carefully as before. Manure freely at this time,
as Roses are gross feeders, and amply repay any act of kindness in

this way. The Teas, or ever-blooming class, cspeciallj' those of
slender growth, rebel against excessive cutting. At the most, they
can onl\" be thinned out wery carefully ; if done in excess the plant
is seriously debilitated. The head should be kept well open by
periodical thinning out, thus in a measure obviating excessive cut-
ting in autumn or spring. If heavy manuring is essential to the
former class, it is decidedly more so to this delicate race. Thej' need
the highest culture to maintain their fine standard of elegance.

Window Culture.—Roses for window culture must of a
necessity consist of the delicate growing kinds. Hardy, robust sorts

are too coarse to thrive in the atmosphere of the house. Well esta-

blished plants grown out of doors, properly potted, will do well if not
over-watered, and a free admission of fresh air be not denied them.
Green fly maj' appear, but it may be quickly eradicated. Sprinkle
the foliage freely, then dust on fine snuff where the insects appear.
Fumigation with tobacco is practised by many, but is wholly un-
necessary. Care should be used not to sour the soil b}' over-watering.
This may be quicklj' detected by the musty smell, and if in bad con-
dition, the plant should be removed at once, or placed where the air

will circulate freely around it. Water must now be withheld until
the plant shows signs of suffering for moisture.
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Roses in Beds.—The prevailing metliod of crowding Roses

when massing them is delusive. I'he strong growing sorts should be
planted fully ft. apart, and tlie delicate growing varieties not

less than 4 ft. A very prominent Eastern firm of Rose growers
tell us in their spring catalogue :

" A bed of 12 ft. in diameter will

hold 150 Koscs nicely." It may of the very small, young plants, but
what of them in their maturity ?— a tangled mass of rubbish. Roses
are beautiful in their inrii\icluality ; crowding is not permissible.

If planted thickly they shade the ground in winter to such an extent

that during our damp, cloudy weather the soil sours, and disease is

the result.

NOTES ON ROSES.

Marechal Niel Out-of-doors.— I galliered our tirst Rose
from the open air to-day (Slay 21), and such a Rose—weighed, I

should think, nearly a quarter of a jiound—a real solid massive half

opened cup of gold. It was gathered from a dwarf wall supporting-

one of our hot-houses. Tliere is but one more Rose and
tlie wreck of a plant, while fine flowering branches over 20 ft. long-

are dead. Hon-ever, two fine slioots have sj^rung up from the roots.

Another comioanion tree has six buds coming. Last j'ear even, bad
as tliat was, I should think we cut 1.50 fine flowers from these two
Jlart'chals alone. All our standard Marechal Niels are dead, while
fine plants on walls in all asjjects are almost as cruelly maimed as

the two wrecks already described. The loss will be most severely

felt now, as there is no Rose, not even Gloire do I)ijon that so well

bridges over the liiatus between indoor and out-of-door Roses that
so often occurs about the end of ]May and the first w-eek in June as

the Marechal Niel. We have put in almost every spraj' of our in-

door Marechal Niels as cuttings, and intend to plant them out as

soon as rooted in rich soil to grow into bulk by the autumn, so as

thus to try and redeem our losses. But nothing can gi\e us our
usual supply of Marechal Niel Roses tlris spring.

Niphetos Under Glass and in the Open.—This fine

globular white Rose has such exquisite form and substance under
glass, that we were induced to plant the major j^ortion of a dwarf
south wall with it on its own roots last October. The plants, which
were all well rooted cuttings, were carefuUj' mirlched as well as

thatched over with Spruce boughs. Notwithstanding these pre-

cautions, they have been hit so hard that several are killed outright,
and the others are so crippled that it will take them half the season
to recover. The best place for Niphctos is doubtless under glass in
a cool or warm conservatory, or even plant stove, for the Niphctos
bears heat almost better than any other Rose. The flowers vary
very much in size, and the smaller or medium-sized ones are at once
the more elegant and more useful. Few Roses are better for bouquet
making, tire dress, or the hair, and the substance is so good that
hardly any Rose equals or excels Niphctos in staying properties.

The Niphetos is also witliout rival for the filling- of vases, baskets,

&c., for drawing, sitting, or dining-room.

Mo-ving Roses in June.—Leave the Roses (p. 5."6) as they
are till the time of removal—the latter end of June. They will have
flowered, and their young shoots be in a semi-rij^o state. Then cut back
the current year's shoots to mthin two or three eyes of the old
wood. Be careful in taking up to preserve all the roots intact, if

possible, and swathe them up carefully in damp litter or Moss. In
packing see that neither the young wood nor the leaves are bruised.
Sprinkle overhead before matting over. Unpack with equal care,

and plant immediately, watering the plants home, and sprinkling
overhead several times a day, until the plants are established. If

shaded with a few boughs or sheets of straw or other paper for a
week or so all the better. Success may be said to depend on the
preservation of the leaves green as long as possible. Thus trans-
planted and cared for afterwards, "J. H.'s'' Roses may even carry
off prizes in the summer of 1882.

Bankaian Roses.— I am glad to notice that these are not
quite killed hero. As usual, the yellow has escaped better than the
Avhite ; Fortune's variety, or larger white is more tender again than
the common white, and, by-the-by, is not so good. Every enlarge-
ment of the Banksian Rose tends to spoil it. It is its size, habit,

and unique character that gives it value. The yellow is now
beginning to flower. It is always a fortnight or three weeks earlier

than the white. Does any reader of The Garden grow the single
Banksians ? and are they more hardy, earlier, or later than the
double ones ? I should very much like to trj' them.—D. T. Fish.

Malt Dust for Roses.-C^anon Hole in his book about Roses
eulogises this material. I therefore wrote for some to a brewer}-,
and spoke of it as the dust which falls through the malt-kiln plates
after or during (I presume) the roasting process. My friend at the
brewery says tlieir dust is not that, but that which clings to the malt

and is really the rootlet. Being, tlicreforc, quite in the dark in this
matter, I appeal to your readers to settle my doubts, as I want the
right article which is to be used with horse droppings and liquid
manure as a top dressing this month. I am also in doubt as to the
proper quantity to apply.—C. Y.

The Best Rose of the Last Two Seasons.—I need
hardly say tliat there can be no two opinions as to the giving the
palm to A. K. Williams ; as a Rose it is perfection ; free in blooming,
exquisite in form, r.nd in colour unsurpassed. There is always a
fault somewhere to the critical observer, and especially to the "fas-
tidious, and if I were to pick a fault in this lovely Rose I should
regret that it had not a better constitution. Other Roses there are
of great merit of late introduction, but all fade in the light of a
bloom of A. K. Williams.—W. AV. Feettingham, Beeston, Notts.

Rose La Boule €i*Or.—How can I make ilia flowers of this Hose open pro-
2>crli/1 I liavc alarciebush of it covered with buds, hut they nearly all form a
Itard Jmob in the centre. I should he glad also to Icnoio the imnie of the Hose.
(The Rose in question. La Boule d'Or, is a most difficult one to bloom" -n-ell. Jlr,
Cant is the only grower I know who has shown this Eose well, anrt his stand of
it at the Crystal Palace a year or tivo ago was the most Ijeautifnl I evtr saw. I
believe that he blooms this Rose under glass, and I think that is the only way
in which it can be grown in psrfection.—R. Baker, Ueavitrce.]

LOWFIELD NUESEEIES, CRAWLEY.
These nurseries, held by Messrs. Cheal & iSons, and situated iu
one of the pleasantest parts of Sussex, are devoted chiefly to the
culture of trees, slirabs, and fruit trees. As in all other tree
nurseries, the effects of the winter are sufiiciently obvious, cot
only in the case of doubtfully hardy subjects, but also in that of
those tliat are really hardy in the ordinary sense of the term.
In these nurseries, whicli occupy a large area, there is a remark-
able diversity of soil as regards consistency, and it is interesting
to observe how the different conditions have affected certain trees
and shrubs, and particularly' Conifers, those on the lighter being-

much less damaged tlian those on the heavier parts of tlie grounds,
A leading feature in this nursery is the

Cordon-trained Fruit Trees. No one who has seen cor-
don fruit training- carried out as it is here can question its great
value, and particularly where space is limited. These remarks more
particidarly apply to simple horizontal and vertical cordons, both
excellent; the former having a single stem bent at right angles and
carried horizontally along near walls or otherwise, the latter single

stemsplaced from 1 ft . to 2 ft. apart against a -n-all, and fastened either
vertically or slightly obliqueh', a plan by which alarge amount ofwall
space may be quicldy covered, and if need be with a great variety
of sorts. The horizontal cordons are suitable for either large or

small gardens, and have a particularly neat appearance when
placed parallel with the walls and a short distance from them.
As to the question of productiveness and the quality of the fruit,

the remarkable examples that have been from time to time
exhibited in Londoir and elsewhere conclusively prove that in

this respect the plan is quite equal to trees gro"wn on anj' other
system. One other mode of training in the Lowfield Nurseries
seems to us uncommonly good, and one that ought to be moie
generallypractised. It isthetraiuingof cordonsoverarched trellises

so as to meet at the top and form a completeljr covered archway,
yet not so thick but that fruit may be ripened on the inner side

as well as the outer. Such a mode has a pleasing effect in gardens,
being- out of the general run of fruit tree training. The broaa
plantations of Apple trees on the cordon system sufficiently con-
vince one of the rising- popularity of this system. Of both Apples
and Pears a very numerous collection is grown, and amongst tl e

former are some seedling- varieties that are said to be a decided
advance on older kinds. Other fruits, too, are gro-^^'n on a pro-
portionally large scale, but we observed litfle to note w-itb

regard to them except that the losses from frost are numerous.

Plo-wering Shrubs wc observed in great variety, and amorg
the most attractive was the beautiful Pyrus Mains floribunda.
This, though when in bloom like the Apple, is totally distinct iu

habit and mode of growth from any other tree or shrub, and, above
all, not one is so beautiful in the bud stage, the deep carmine tiLt

of half-opened blossoms being, iu fact, more attractive than -n-hen

expanded. Another attractive shrub of sterling merit is Pyrus
Maulei, the colour of which is almost unmatchable, the peculiar
orange-red hue rendering the blossoms verj' ornamental, and what
is more they are succeeded by clusters of handsome fruits of a rich

golden tint, heavily streaked and suffused with crimson. The
(Scarlet-berried Elder is a shrub not often met with in quantity
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c:en iu rravseries; Tve were therefore pleased to see so much of it

liere, as it is a proof that there is an awaliening demand for it. So
distinct is this Elder from any other, and particularly in autumn
Avhen furnished -with its dense cluster of bright red berries, that

it is somewhat surprising that it is not commoner than it is. The
young growth, too, just now gives the plants an interesting ap-

pearance, being deep purple, and the leaflets light and elegant.

The Silvery Kerria, or K. japonica variegala, is perfectly hardy
here, and thrives well in the open border. Being now wreathed
with golden yellow blo.ssoras and prettily variegated foliage, it is

very effective, and it retains it colour well thoroughout the season.

The green leaved form is not nearly so attractive. Among shrubs
nf doubtful hardiness we noticed that "\'erouica Traversi, a New
Zealand Speedwell, had been severely injured, liliewise I'hotinia

serrulata, while such as Diplopappus chrysophyllus, or Cassinia

fulvida, as it .should be more correctly called, was scarcely hurt,

and the same remarks apply to the

Japanese Maples, the opening leaves of which are now
assuming a bright aspect, varying from deep crimson to the
brightest tones of green. These, both iu leaf and habit, bestow
upon shruljberies so much additional interest, that they ought to be
more widel}' known than tliey seem to be at present. Some consider
them tender, but in the southern half of this country aud all

Ireland they have withstood our late severe winters unhurt, and
it a shrub can withstand such intense cold as that which we have
experienced, it surely ought to be ranked as hardy. They should,
however, be protected against the biting winds iu spring, when the
young foliage is tender, aud tlii'; might lie easily effected by placing
denser growing shrubs, so as to break the force of the wind.

Myrobella or Cherry Plum (PrunusMyrobalana).—This
has of lale years been employed as a liedge plant, a purpose for
which it is here grown extensively. It is admirably adapted for
hedges on account of its dense and rapid giowtli, more rapid even
than Quick and, being beset witli strong sharp thorns, it is superior
to it as a protective hedge. It is deciduous, but retains its bright
green foliage till late in the autumn. Those who have emploved
it speak highly of it, and we have lately seen sometliick hedges
that have been but a comparatively short time in forming.

Among Laurels grown here we noticed one called L. ro-
tundifolia, which seems decidedly the best of all on account of
its very distinct foliag-e and fine habit. The leaves are much
broader than in the ordinary kinds, aud are rounded at the upper half

;

hence its name. It is, moreover, hardier than all the rest, at least

so far as we could judge in this nursery, as it is mucli less injured
than either the Caucasian or the common. Many other shrubs
were severely injured from last winter's cold, and it is interesting
to observe the relative hardiuess of the various kinds. Evergreens
have, of course, as elsewhere, suffered much, but a few kinds are
deserving of mention on account of their hardiness. Amono- these
are Diplopappus chrysophyllus, or more correctly Cassinia fulvida,
a neat-growing New Zealand shrub, with small leaves having a
golden under surface, which gives it a rather pretty effect. Eaphio-
lepis ovata has withstood the winter well, aud a handsome shrub
it is in localities where it will stand uuinjured. Photinia serrulata,
another Rosaceous shrub, stands better here iu the open than it

usually does, but even here it has been injured, and can onlv be
recommended for sheltered positions or for t lie more favourable
localities. The handsome ^'erouica Traversi, a New Zealand
Shrubby Speedwell, has been irrecoverably injured, in many cases
line specimens liaving been completely cut down. Conifers are
grown on a large scale in great variety, and there are two orthree
new variegated forms that have originated here, hut it is premature
to more tliau allude to them, as none of them as yet show their
proper character. Another important feature in this nursery is the
collection of

Melons and Cucumbers, to which particular attention is

paid, especiallyas regards the raising of new varieties. No fewer
than thirty varieties of Melons are under trial; not ordinary garden
varieties which lately have been so common, but foreign kinds
from Egypt, Cabal, India, South Europe, and a host of other
places, and it is expected that some will prove quite different from
the ordinary cultivated kinds. Some of the kinds that originated
here last year were decided acquisitions, as was proved by the
recognition that was accorded them at exhibitions. Among a
large number of sorts of Cucumbers were several new kinds,
such as Cheal's Prolific, Crawley Eival, &nd white Duke

of Edinbuigh, all of which are highly spckfn of. Tl-.e

West Indian Ulieikin is not only useful tor picklirg, iVc, but it

forms an ornamental plant when grown in pots, as the singular

small oval fruits droop gracefullj' on slender stalks in profusion.

One other novelty is worthy of note, aud that is the " Mexican"
Potato, which has been introduced bj' Captain Mayne Iteid from
Mexico, and the introducer claims for it the property of being

a first-rate kind not subject to the ordinary Potato disease,

and a prolific cropper. It is a handsome tuber of medium
size ; one form has a yellowish tlesh and pale skin, the other a
white fiesli and pinkish skin. As to its cooking quality, we can
testify to ils being tirst rate, as the tubers are peifeclly mealy
and of good flavour. ^^^ Ct.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXXVII.—VANDA LAMELLATA EOXALLI
New Orchids of sterling merit, especially those of the East Indian
section, but seldom make their appearance, therefore the plant
which we now figure is specially welcome, being not only a showy
kind, but a free grower, andby uomeaus a shy flowerer. As regards
beauty, it surpassed the expectations of those who awaited its

flowering (notwithstanding the good accounts given of it by the
collector), probably owing to the typical kind being such an
unattractive plant, its flowers not having a particle of bright colour

about them. The plate is a faithful representation of the plant as

it flowered in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection at Buiford Lodge,
Dorking, last year, except that the colour of the lip is somewhat
brighter, our artist being assisted in that respect by some remark-
ably highly-coloured flowers, for which we are indebted to Dr.
I'ater.son, Bridge of Allan. It was discovered, we believe, by Mr,
Boxall, when collecting Orchids for Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., of

Clapton. Lately it has been imported in large quantities in first-

rate condition, and it is by no means the least important among
the numerous new Orchids that continually emanate from the

Clapton Nurseries.

Culture and Position.—We append a few remarks on the

culture of this Orchid from Mr. Spyers of Burford Lodge, who
grows it very successfidly : This charming Orchid, one of Mr,
Low's introductions, is quite worthy of its collector's name, Mr,
lioxall imported manj'forrasof it, some not far removed from the

old V. lamellata, while others, like the one here represented, are so

superior to it and so distinct, that it is really difficult, except to a
botanist, to trace the old tawny V. lamellata in them. V. lamel-

lata was never a favourite with Orchid growers, and consequently

often had to put up with very indifferent treatment. In spite of this,

however, it managed to grow tolerably well, and flower every
year. There is no reason to doubt that Mr. Boxall'splant possesses

the same hardy constitution; still, so short a time has it been in

the hands of cultivators, that any attempt to lay down strict rules

as regards its culture would be a worthless venture. Our plant is

apparently doing thoroughly well, potted in crocks and charcoal

and surfaced with Sphagnum. It is associated with and receives the

same treatment as such well-known plants as A'anda Lowi, Aerides
quinquevulnerum, A. virens, and Saccolabiums of the guttatum
and Blumei section. The flowers of this Orchid last many weeks
in perfection during the winter months.

ORCHIDS.

HAEDY CYPKIPEDIUMS,
These are now at their best here. C. C'alceolus is fine in several
situations, viz., in pots, under the shade of small Peach trees, under
a glazed wall, on open rockwork, between large stones in well
decayed leaf soil, and also in the open under fruit trees ur stiif loam.
Other species from N. America, though not so long aud well estab-
lished as Calceolus, are nevertheless blooming freely in this their tirst

season
;
they have wintered well with me and appear to be perfectly

hardy. Having tried for a few years to grow hardy Orchids, I have
frequently proved the difficulty of even keeping many sjiecies from
year to year, especiallj- in pots and frames where their fine foliage
and flowers are seen to most advantage. Without pretending to give
instructions as to how these plants should be grown, I may say in
what way I have hitherto been most successful. They were potted
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in a mixture of chopped Sphagnum, peat, leaf -soil, and sandy loam,
equal parts, whilst in a dormant condition. After several waterings
and the compost settled, the pots were filled up again with chopped
Sphagnum held on by a few pepples, or a sprinl^ling of loam, then
they were plunged in a cold frame. This coating of JIoss has
prevented the blackening of the young growths by frost. I used to
have many damp off at the collar, but I ba\e found it a good plan

brighter yellow lip, and somewhat tailor growth than our native
Lady's Slipper ; the petals also are much longernnd twisted in apleasing
manner. C. candidum is very distinct, having a chubby white lip,

more enfolded than the above species by its short green petals. C.
arietinum, or Eam's-head Lady's Slipper, is the most distinct of all
those which I grow. The flowers are very small indeed, as, in fact,
is the whole plant in all its parts. It grows 8 in. or 9 in. high ; the

stems are very slender, with foliage
small and spare, and each stem
bears but one flower, as aromatic
in perfume as that of a well-
ripened Peach. Of the noble
Lady's Slipper, C. spectabile, I can
only at present say that it is push-
ing strong healthy growths in the
open rockwork, and that its hardi-
ness is unquestionable. IMine,
during the last two winters, has
not had any protection whatever.
I fear I shall fail to flower C.
montanum ; indeed, it grows but
feebly. John Wood.

WoodriUc ILtuse. Kh-lislaU.

ANGRJECUM KOTSCHYI.
This rare Kast African Orchid is

remarkable even among Angrse-
cums for the curious structure of

its ivory-wliite flowers, which are
produced iu pendulous many-
flowered racemes, each flower
having a singular reddisli spur
many inclies in length. It was
introduced by Messrs. Veitch,
thi'ough Dr. Kirlc, Her Jlajesty's

Consul at Zanzibar. Prof. Reich-
enbach considers it a dangerous
rival to even A. EUisi itself. Tlie

Arm ivory-white flowerslookmuch
like those of A . Ellisi, but the long,
often very curiously twisted, spur
is different, and most remarkable
on account of its length. A first

class certificate was awarded it by
the Koyal Horticultural Society
on the occasion of its being first

exhibited in October last year.

Sobralia macrantha nana.
—The display of this scarce Or-
chid in the York Nurseries just now
is charming. Some small plants
of it, even with stems only from
10 in. to 12 in. high, are flowering

freelj'. The blossoms are of a
soft, brilliant light purple, with
white centre, the lip alone
measuring 3 in. or more across.

One flower measured was more
than 8 in. from the base of the lip

to the apex of the upper sepal.

We learn that the plants of this

variety were sent direct to the
firm by their collector from Mexico.
It seems to be of easy culture, re-

quiring light and plenty of water
at all times during the growing
season.

Angrrccmn Kotschyl

to water the plunging material near the rims of the pots, and later
(when considerable growth has been made and strong frosts have
left us) to place them in saucers, by which alone they had water
supplied.

The sweetly-scented C. Calceolns and somewhat bulky flowered
C. acaule are pretty well known. C. pubescens has a larger and

astonished, and Willing beaten.

Geometrical Bedding. —
At last a use has been found for

this pseudo-gardening. Its enemies
will be confounded, its friends

It has been tlie fortune of the

Alexandra Palace managers to find that it can be used for adver-

tising purposes. There on one of the banks on the east of the

Palace may be seen in a set of beds 5 ft. each, letters in golden
Pyrethrum representing the word Zoedone ;

" after this comes the

Deluge."—J. C.
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.
PEACHES ON OPEN WALLS.

After a succession of unfavourable seasons we at last

have a prospect of a good crop of I'eacbes on open
walls, for the blossom has set so thickly as to necessi.tate

severe thinning alreadj'. And when the trees are well clothed with
young wood a good crop may be fairly counted on, but it is a rarity

to find well cared for trees on open walls now-a-days, for what with
nnpropitious seasons and the general inability of gardeners to

expend sufficient labour on their open wall trees, the tenderer
sorts have been very unfairly treated compared with those grown
under glass. It is therefore bj- no means rare to find the cultivation

of Peaches and Nectarines given up on open walls, the trees trans-

ferred to a late house, and the walls utilised for choice Pears.

AVhether this will become the rule, or whether Peaches \Ain ever be-

come so popular as an open wall tree as they once were, is quite a
debateable point ; a few good fruitful seasons may restore them again
to favour, at least in the southern parts of the kingdom, for where
they can be grown, for high flavour a good open wall Peach is equal,

if not superior, to any grown under glass. If, however, anything
like well clotlied Peach walls are to be again seen, cultivators must
be prepared to give the trees the same amount of attention in mi-
fruitful seasons that they get in fruitful years. And we all know
that we are too liable to give liberally to those trees that have a

crop, and to starve such as have a little or none until they have no
chance of recovering their energies for another and more fruitful

j-ear. For in the Peach wo have a tree that needs every inducement
to make clean, vigorous, and healthy growth early in the season, so

that it may get Avell matured before winter sets in, as it is only
when growth is checked while yet in an unripe condition that the

wood gets seriously aifected by the cold of winter ; therefore, the

main point is to keep tlic first growth from receiving anj' check from
the attacks of aphides or other pests, by paying continual attention

at this time of year to disbudding, washing, &c. Last year was a
blank as far as fruit outside was concerned, but where well attended
to the trees made good growth and are now abundantly cropped.

J. GE003I.

TWO STRAWBEEPvY PLANTS IN A POT.

I ADOPTED this plan of double cropping three years ago in order to

save room. As soon as the runners run out and formed crowns I

placed them as near as possible in lines, pinching all the aftergrowth
out. And tlien, having a mixture of wood-ashes and leaf-mould
ready, I placed a good handful under each runner, and with a clod

or .stone, whichever was handiest, I fixed the crown, continuing the

operation till I got the quantity required. Should the weather set

in fhy, I water them once or twice just to settle the soil. In three

or four weeks' time they form a mass of roots, and about tlie middle
of July they are fit for potting. Having prepared a mixture of good
yellow loam and rotten manure and added thereto a little road grit

to keep it porous, I placed two of the crowns in a 6-in. pot, and
thus proceeded till I made up my quantity, which was 800 pots in-

stead of 1600. I have sometimes i^laoed a little soot over the crocks,

but I now use half decayed leaf-mould ; I find the drainage better.

The Strawberry likes plenty of water, but it must not be stagnant. 1

pot (irmly, keeping the crown well up, then give a good watering,
and sliade with a few boughs till the crowns get hold of the soil. In
ten days' time the roots will be through at the sides of the pot. They
are then placed in an open airy situation on boards to keep them
free from worms. When the pots are well filled with roots I com-
mence giving weak liquid manure twice a week, and by the middle
of October the crowns are plump and good, with glossy foliage hang-
ing over the sides of the pots, which must not be crowded. I place

them in single rows as much as I can, as, thus arranged, they .get

more air than they otherwise would do. At the approach of frost, I

place them in cold pits on boards, to make sure of l-ceeping out
worms. In mild weather the plants require looking over now and
then, as they get dry much sooner than when only one crown occu-

pies each pot. I have some hundreds now fruiting, and have fruited

several hundreds, and I have not had one pot with one ripening and
the other not in tliat stage at the same time. The varieties I have
grown have been P.eeves' Eclipse, Keen's Seedling, President, and Yi-

comtesse Herieart de Thury, or Garibaldi, all good forcers. After
fruiting, if the j)lants are put out in beds or quarters at the ordinary
distance of 2 ft. apart much time will be saved, as the following
spring they will throw up masses of flower and fruit such as will sur-

prise anyone who has not tried the plan. I plant them as turned out
of the pots without division. I have some now of Eclipse and Vi-

comtesse Herieart de Thury that were forced last year, and they
are certainly the most promising of any I have in the ground. They

will not last over three years, but with forced plants at command, a
quantity can be put out yearly, and with the best results. G. B.

Woodville, Dover.

Putting two Strawberry plants in a pot is going backw-ard
rather than forward; the ditficulty is keeping them supplied with
sulhcient food in the small root space to which they are confined.

AVhen large Strawberries are in demand from pots or from the open
ground, more than half the fruits are picked off directly enough of

the finest blooms are set, and nothing is gained in actual weight of

fruit by leaving more than the plant can finish off satisfactorily.

To produce fine fruit abundance of space is needed. In the open
ground single plants 3 ft. apart produce large and fine fruits, but
with ten or twenty plants on the same space small fruits would be the
result. Size of fruit being an object in most places, most growers
will, I think, be satisfied with one plant in a pot, which should be a
C-in. or 7-in. one, these being the best sizes for general purposes. I

have tried doubling the plants, but have gone back to the old plan
of one in a pot. J. Groom.

Linton.

NEW MODE OF PPvOPAGATING VINES.
I SEXD you aTiue propagated upon the Combe Abbey system (im-

proved) ; the rods are laid in tur\"es on sheh'es or boards, hanging
underneath the "\'iue rods in an}' convenient position, a great
gain upon the old sy.stem of propagating Vines from eyes. In two
months from tlie time when tlie Vines are laid in the turf the rods

will be equal to two-year-old Vines. We ha'^'e now some very fine

Vines laid on February 10 and cut off on April 20, with rods
the thickness of one's linger, and in grand condition as to the
quantity of roots, as will be observed from the specimens sent.

A\'here there is a border well prepared for tlieir reception, no
Mnes could he in better condition for early summer planting.

Some may thinli that this system of propagation will inter-

fere with the growing crop, but it does nothing- of the kind,

as a heavy crop of Grapes is ripening beautifully, and I am
sure that if nursei'ymen would adopt tlie plan they would find it

a profitable one. J. Miller, Clumber.
[Nothing could be'more vigorous or in every way more satisfactory

than the Vine sent bj' Mr. Miller. It was o ft. in length and
firmly rooted in a comparatively thin square turf.]

STRAWBERRY SUPPORTS.
These have their drawbacks as well as advantages. In a moist
sunless season they help to keep the fruit from rotting, and the
propped up berries certainly acquire a much better flavour

than tliose which are allowed to lie on the ground. Not only is

this the case, but the berries colour all J'ound : whereas un-
less the ripening time should be more than usually propitious,

there is sure to be a portion of each fruit deficient in colour. The
fruit too when propped up is more secure from the attacks of

slugs and is quite safe from beetles, which in many places devour
a large amount of the best berries. Against these manifest
advantages must be set the fact that in very hot weather the fruit

when propped up is apt to .scorch and often appears to ripen

prematurely. The arid air passing over the berries, and the

blazing hot .Tulj' sun coming down on them, unprotected as they
are from its fierce rays, whicli in the ordinary way are warded
off by the foliage, overharden the berries and give them a

stunted, starved-like appeai'ance, from which they never I'ecover.

Still in spite of this drawback I would counsel that the berries be
supported, as where first class higlily coloured, finely glazed good
flavoured fruit is desired, and wliere time can be spared for the
work, this is the best way to secure it .

Many of the Strawberry supports hitlierto employed have
fallen into disrepixte, growers finding they did more harm than
good. This is especially the case with those made of wire, as when
the footstalk is laid on it the weight of tlie fruit causes it to

break, or at any rate dislocates it, so to speak, and thereby impedes
the flow of sap just at the most critical period in the ripening of

the fruit. The very same thing happens under glass when no
supports are used ; the footstalk, borne down gradually by the

weight of the ripening fruit, rests at last on the sharp, hard edge
of tlie pot, and there sustains an irremediable injury. No tying or

propping up then will heal the wound or restore the healthy, quick

flow of the sap. The more vigorous the plants the longer will the

footstalks be, and the more likely will they be to suffer damage in

the way described.
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The favourite support for Strawberries is twiggy Bircli, as all

that one has to do is to cut it into lengths, leaving some two or

three forks to each, and let the berries or their footstalks rather

rest on them. In this manner each berry will find proper support,

and the fruit will not in any way be crowded together. No tying

is required ; each berry will drop as it were into its allotted place.

It may be fancy, but I always think tliat a greater weight of fruit

is gathered when the berries are thus kept up. The stalk being

maintained in a perpendicular position, it would seem, or, at any
rate, it is only logical to suppose, that the flow of sap would be

freer than when lying more or less flat upon tlie ground. At any
rate, I do know that the berries come finer both in colour and
flavour, which is quite enough to recompense one for the labour

involved in the operation. Perhaps for tlis open air the Straw-
berry tiles, so called, are the best. They are in shape something

like the half of a flat, the fruit laying on the rounded portion.

They keep the berries clean, but in very hot weather the sun is

apt either to roast them before they ripen or blister them when
ripe. John Cornhill.

FRUIT PROSPECTS IN KENT.
The fruit prospects, so far .is they can be judged at present, ha^c
never been more encouraging. The trees tlirougbout the winter and
spring were thickly clad with promising buds, and now the bloom,

which wc have lately had. the pleasure of seeing over a large area in

Kent is wonderfully fine. Danger is not quite over yet, but, the

season of bloom being much later than usual, the chances of escaj^e

are greater. The beauty of the trees is the most noticeable

thing at present, some o£ the kinds, such as Sharp's and the Graham
Russet, being pictures. In the district we visited there is a good
deal of well-managed orchard with low trees, but mainly they are

standards. Not unfrequently old and neglected orchards are seen.

Many of these, however, are being re-grafted. Old kinds that

canker or were othenvise worthless are being replaced bj' those
proved to do well. A singular effect is produced at this time of year
b}' large and old trees all headed off and n.aked, and at the end of

each stout stump a ball of clay witli a point. Where the whole
orchard is grafted at the same time the effect is very curious. The
culture of the Cob Nut is exceedingly well done in the same district,

the trees being generally models of good training in the open basket
form. Whether so much repression and so much close pruning are

desirable we are not sure ; tat one would think that a freer form,
carefully pruned all the same, would lead to greater fertility. The
Nut worm is very bad this year. The more beautiful effects

are from the Grass orchard, the dark stems rising from
the fresh green turf ; but, as is well known, the Grass orcliard,

to be satisfactoi-y, must first be a cultivated one for a number of

years. It also, if neglected or too closely planted, is very apt to get
into bad condition. Where the low and basket-shaped form of Apple
tree is adopted, it of course means continued cultivation of the
ground. Though perhaps better fruit may be made in this way, it

is questionable if, considering the labour, it is the best plan. V.

Fruit Prospects South-west of London.—In this dis-

trict fruit trees standing on the extreme verge of orchards, exposed
fully to frost and nortli-easterly winds, apparently have suft'ered con-
siderably, but still sufficient fruit remains for a crop. Trees in central
and better protected positions have escaped with comparatively
slight injury. The sharp and heavy showers of rain, accompanied
by rough winds, ha^'e quickly dislodged the imperfectly-fertilised

blossoms, and it is now possible to form a more accurate calculation
as to whicli are likely to stand. Pears promise well, the embryo
fruit having attained a safe stage. Apples are setting satisfactorily.

Plums are uncommonly well furnished with fruit, and the same may
be said of Peaohes and Nectarines. Hush fruit will likewise be very
productive this season. Strawberries show abundance of flower, and
although the tips of the petals were slightly browned, the stamens
and pistil appear to be uninjured. Cherries and Apricots are not
much grown in this locality. However, sucli trees as have come
under my notice promise to produce excellent crops.—K. G.

Fig Trees and the Frost. - In this locality Figs have been
grown largely as wall trees and even open standards, but the past
winter has left its mark on some that have attained large dimensions,
and that have hitherto never been known to fail. At present they
present a very forlorn aspect, all the j'oung wood being quite dead.
They will doubtless start again from the main branches, but this

year must prove a blank as regards open-air Figs in this district,

except were precaution was taken to cover the wood during the
severe weather. BIy own experience with Figs on open walls is that

they will repay unnailing after the leaf has falkn and laying in

bundles along the foot of the wall wdiere they can be easily covered
with litter or evergreen branches, or if trained in an erect form the

shoots may be tied together and thatched over with long straw or

reeds, for with wood of such a pithy nature as that of the Fig, I do
not think they are safe when the thermometer falls 2U° below the

freezing point, a frequent occurrence of late years even where we are

sujiposed to get a mild climate.—J. G., Linton.

Training Fruit Trees.—I shall be obliged if you will ask
some o£ the readers ol: Tjie Gahden, perhaps Jlr. Hobday, if they
have tried the French and Belgian plans of reversed perpendicular
training of fruit trees on walls, wire trellis, and on round hoops, the

brandies being 12 in. apart. I planted last winter many pyramid
Plums for reverse training, so I shall be able in two or three years tu

say how they answer. I am trying some trees on the upright or

palmetto plan, reverse training every otlier on a wire trellis.

—T. J. H.

Grooseberry Caterpillar.—I am sorry to saj' that this trouble-

some pest is beginning its ravages in this neighbourhood already this

season. I have tried several methods to destroy it without effect,

such as sj'ringing the trees with soap-suds and dusting with Helle-

bore Powder, but no method pays so well as hand picking if begun
in time. The trees that were most affected last season are the first

to suffer this year, although we took every precaution in the winter

to prevent a recurrence of the evil.—J. C, Farnhoro'.

Pears for Rough Climates.—Of the four varieties named
by " Sylvestris " from Mr. Midler's list, I only know one, the Zepliirin

Gregoire ;
this I grew for several years as a pyramid on the Quince,

and nc\er had a fruit fit for table from it. The fruits wore about
as hard as the wood, were much cracked, and never ripened fit for

table. This was at Hardwioke, where the majority of Pears do fairly

well.—D. T. Fish.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

PLANTING OUT AZALEAS.
'S.D." (p. 520) says that the Belgian method of planting out

Azaleas during the summer months is "not worth imitating in

this country," as '•' the only gain would be tlie size, and that, in

nine cases out of ten, would be no gain at all, as it is not large

plants that are desired, liut compact little specimens ad.apted for

furnishing a conservatory or greenhouse." It is difficult to follow
" S. D." in this matter, as the gain in size should be quite enough
to recommend the system either to those who grow for profit or

pleasure; moreover, are not large specimens also in request for

conservatory decoration ? As a fact, however, the majority of

these t'outinental-grown plants are just the size for room, table,

window, or greenhouse decoration, and are just about as compact
as it is possible to grow them. Thej' are also produced in nnich

less time, and at the expenditure of but little outlay and labour

compared with those grown in this country. The low price asked

for and realised for these small Azaleas often surprise those wh.o

are not acquainted with the manner in which they are grown, for

it is certain that they could not be produced at tlie money by tlio

system generally followed in this country. Many think that it

is cheap labour that lessens the cost of production, thereby

enabling tlie grower to sell at such low rates ; and this, of course,

has something to do witli the matter, but when to clieap labour

we add economy in labour and better results, i.e., larger, hand-

somer plants in less time, we cease to wonder that the foreigner

can send so many thousands of these little Azaleas to be sold at a

low rate in this country.

In my former paper on this subject 1 wrote mainly from a

commercial point of view, although the planting out method may
be adopted with excellent results in private gardens. For years

past I have thought that growers in England might compete success-

fully with the Belgians in tliis matter, and 1 am sure that, provided

quality was the same and prices not much higher, English grown
plants woirld be preferred. The only point upon which I have
ever been doubtful was whether our average summer was warm
enougli to warrant perfect success without the aid of a glass roof,

but this doubt was set at rest in the wet and cold season of 1879.

In that summer one of our large growers gave the Continental

system a trial, and the plants were all that could be desired in the

autumn, so that in spite of all that may be urged to the contrary,

we may expect to see the Belgian method in fidl operation in

English nurseries before long. The fact is that English growers
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are beginning to walce up and to ask tliemselves wlietliev they are

justified in buying what tbey could probably produce as well and
as cheaply themselves.

Pot culture is at the best a laborious and expensive process,'and all

much engaged in plant grovs'ing are aware bow matters are simpli-

fied when pots can be dispensed with during the summer months.
Whether large specimens or small plants are in question the ad-

vantages are the same, for if a plant can be grown from the cut-

ting or graft large enough for a 4^-in. pot in two-thirds of tlie

time and at half tlie expense involved by pot culture, why not do
it ? Perhaps for verj' early forcing the plants should be retained

in pots, as when plants have to be bard driven in midwinter the

pots should be full of roots, but even they miglit have one year
in the open ground. I do not think that your correspondent can

have ocular evidence of the difference between Azaleas planted

out and those grown by the slow process of pot culture, or I think

lie would welcome the open-air method. It is astonishing the

effect the extra allowance of good food has upon older specimens
that may have acquired a somewhat famine-struck appearance. I

remember once witnessing the result of an experimeut of this

kind in Messrs. Van Iloutte's nursery. Of a number of specimen
plants, quite large ones, half were planted out with the young
stock ; the remainder were kept in pots. All were good at housing
time, but those planted out were by a very long way the best and
most saleable. The custom of planting out large Azaleas is indeed
a common one in Belgium, and forms part of tlie ordinary routine

in a private garden. My own opinion is that Azaleas are, in a

general waj^, too much coddled in this country, and I may add
tliat this is the opinion of most Continental growers, many of

whom liaAO remarked to me that too much artificial AAarmtli is

employed in their production. J. ConxiiiLL.

DEUTZTA GRACILIS AFTER FLOWERING.
This is one of the most useful (lowering plants we have. It is easj-

to cultivate, can be had in bloom from November to the end of June,
and its pure wliite flowers during the dark months make it valuable
both as a decorative plant and for cut flowers. Notwithstanding,
however, all its good qualities, I don't think any other plant is moro
neglected, judging from the many poor specimens of it with which
we meet, making wood like fine knitting needles, and here and tliere

a few crippled blooms. As soon as the flowering is over the plants
are laid aside anywhere, or placed out-of-doors to take their chance,
and when the flowering season comes round again a few crippled
flowers make their appearance as usual. The two main features
essential to success are, first, to get plenty of good strong
wood, and secondly, to thoroughly ripen it, points attained
as follows

: As soon as the plants are out of bloom cut
out all the last year's wood, leaving- a sufficient number of the
best young shoots, and if the plants should require a shift into larger
pots, use a good, strong, turfy loam, with sufficient clean rough sand
to keep it open. IMix no manure with the soil, as it keeps sweet
longer without it. Put tlie plants in a good moist heat, with jjlenty
of light, and give a liberal supply of liquid manure to the roots of
an}' not repotted. As soon as growth is completed, gradually diminish
the supply of water, and maintain a drier atmosphere, till the wood
gets brown and thoroughly ripe. Then the plants may be placed
outside in a sunny, sheltered situation, and the pots plunged up to
their rims in dry ashes, where they may remain till the plants are
wanted. No amount of frost seems to do them any harm as long
as tlio buds are dormant. James Sjiitii.

h'aterdale.

METHONICAS, OR GLORIOSAS.
PiECEXTLY there have been noticed in the pages of The Gajihen
several instances of the flowering of these plants, and as their
curious flowers are likely to win for them general favour, a few
words on the distinctions of the different species and their cul-
tural requirements may be acceptable. The genus Methonica,
with the somewhat similar plants Saundersonia and Littonia, form
a tribe of the Order Melanthacere, and are easily distinguishable
by their curious, fleshy, twisted tubers. These tubei-s are peren-
nial, and produce annually a long, herbaceous, Lil3--like stem,
bearing leaves remarkable in having tendril-like tips, which twist
round branches on other objects for the support of the plant much
after the manner of the leaves of the Pea. The flowers of the
Methonieas are borne in racemes on the end of the stems, each

flower springing from the axil of a leaf, as shown in the accom-
panying woodcut. There is little difference between the three

admitted species, except in the size and colours of their flowers,

and as these vary considerably according to solar conditions, as

well as at different stages of their development, the same species

has received several names. The name Gloriosa, by which these

plants are generally known, is a misnomer, and has therefore been
dropped for the more acceptable one Methonica. Few plants are

more easily managed than the IMethonicas, a stove or warm green-

house suiting them exactly, while for soil almost any well-drained
mixture will be found to agree with them. I have tried them in

peat, in loam, and in a mixture composed of nearly all leaf-

mould with almost similar results, a little manure being given to

help the colouring of tlie flowers. The tubers shoidd be potted

in spring and started in a little bottom-heat. As soon as the
growths are well away, the plants should be placed in the stove

or warm greenhouse, and trained along a rafter or up a pillar, so

that the flowers may hang gracefully downwards. After flower-

ing the plants should be gradually dried off and placed in a dry
place till the return of spring. M. virescens is the proper name
for the plant known in gardens as Gloriosa Planti and G. Leo-
poldi. It is a native of South-west Africa, where it is said to be
cultivated for tlie virulent poison contained in its roots. The
flowers of this species are larger and brighter-coloured than those

of M. superba, being pale yellow when young, and changing to a

more or less bright red with age. They are divided into six rc-

Methonica (Gloriosa) superba.

fracted petals, the upper part of the margins of which are crisped

and undulated, and the apices curled over or revolutj.

M. superba, the species represented in the accompanying wood-
cut, may be easily recognised by its much crisped and undulated
flowers, and the apices of the petals being erect, as shown in the

figure, instead of revolute, as in M. virescens. It is perhaps the

poorest of the three species. It is a native of the East Indies.

31. grandiflora is another African species, and was discovered

by Mr. Gustave !Mann in the island of Fernando Po, whilst col-

lecting for the Koyal Gardens, Kew. Beyond the size of the

flowej's, which are twice as large as those of virescens, there seems

little difference between it and that species. Z. B.

Myriophyllum proserpinacoides (syn., Herpestis reflexa).

—The first flowering of this interesting aquatic is noted on p. 328 of

the current vol. of The Garden. It may, perhaps, interest some to

learn that it is now flowering abundantlj' in my stove, where it is

growing in an inverted bell-glass with Aponogeton and Salvinia.

This is, I believe, only the second time in which it has blossomed
in this country.—G. PiM, Monkstoivn.

Nertera depressa.—Having been very successful in growing
this pretty little gem into dense green cushions thickly studded with
orange berries, I venture to offer you a note as to my mode of treat-

ment. The pans in wliich it is grown are placed, from the time the

fruit declines till about February, in a cool Vinery, from which frost

is just excluded in winter. They are then introduced to an inter-
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mediate house with a night temperature of 53° or so. Here the

plants rapidly push into blossom, and being grown close to the glass

set their fruit freely, and the earliest pan is now literally covered.

I find it desirable to have alternating pans, as a good one of this

year may not be so perfect next.

—

Greenwood Tim.

DEAC^NA LINDENI.
This is one of tlie most brilliant acquisitions recently made among'
fine-foliaged plants, and a worthy rival of D. Goldieaua. During-

the last few 3'ears numerous varieties of Dracaena liave been put
into commerce, derived either from direct introdactiou? from the

CAPE HEATHS IN TRADE ESTABLISHilENTS.
It is often asserted that the popularity of Cape Iljaths is on the
decline, but one would scarcely imagine this to be the case, on
looking through such large trade establishments as those of the
Messrs. Low at Clapton, and Messrs. .Jackson and Son, Kinn-ston-
on-Thames, where the culture of this larg-e and varied family of
flowering plants is made a speciality of. It is, however, more than
probable that a large number of kinds have almost, in many
instances I think quite, dropped out of cultivation, and that the
tendency of the present day is to grow selections rather than col-

lections, those kinds known to possess exceptional merits either for
decorative purposes generally, winter flowering, or for exhibition

being produced in much larger numbers than
was formerly the case. Of such kinds as Massoui
hyemalis, and ventricosa minor, there will never
be too many, the demand for tlie first and last
named almost invariably exceeding the supply.
So eagerly indeed is coccinea minor sought after
that even the larger and exceptional resources that
the Messrs. Low possess for propagating Cape
Heaths are often found inadequate for maintain-
ing a sufficient supply of this favourite variety.
The same may be said of the choicer hard-
wooded kinds, such as aristata major, Massoni
Cavendishi, some of the tricolor section, &c.
the demand for which is brisk and constant
owing to the fact that they are in great request for
exhibition purposes, and that some of them at
least are extremely liable to die off when ariived
at anything like the desired size, thus creatine"-

blanks which must perforce be filled up. Hence
there is a large trade done in half and quarter
specimens of these comparatively slow-growinn-
choice, hard-woodtd kinds, and well-furnished
scientifically-trained plants are sure to find pur-
chasers.

growers, as a rule.

Dracscua Xindeni.

Pacific Islands (especially the Solo-Jion and New Hebrides), or

from hybridisation. All or nearly all of these possess lance-

shaped foliage, decidedly petioled, and leaf-blades for the most
part striped and brilliantly coloured. It is, therefore, fortunate

that M. Linden, of Ghent, has been able to offer to the public

a form which, while it is in no way inferior to its forerunners in

beauty, is distinct from them in habit and aspect. The stem of

D. Lindeni is erect and simple ; the leaves are arranged regularly,

deeply stem-clasping at the base, margined with white and rose, and
copiously traversed by regular bands of white and pale yellow,
shaded and intermixed with zones of green. It is this particular

arrangement, the blending- of these coloured bands, that gives

the special merit to this superior form of Dracaena. It is a plant
which will doubtless g-?.in a high reputation, but we fear it will,

unfortunately, be distributed but slowly, as its propagation is vei-y

difficult.

Propag-ation.—Private
meet with but little success when they attempt
the propagation of Cape He.aths generally, but
those whogrow them for sale find butlittledifficulty
in working up large stocks of those kinds most in
demand. It is simply an affair of special conveni-
ence, in combination, of course, with the neces-
sary amount of knowledge. "Where Heaths are
largely propagated the propagating house is, gene-
rally speaking, a light, well-heated structure,
sometimes a lean-to, but more often span-roofed
fitted up with a tan pit in the centre, and sfao-es
around. The soft-wooded kinds are propagated
in the spring from cuttings furnished by the plants
that have been introduced into warmth at the
lattei- end of the year. Only sufficient heat
should be maintained to cause the plants to make
free growth, an average temperature of some W^
to O-")'" being quite enough; more heat than 1his
would cause thegrowth to become weakand spindly
and deficient in stamina, in which case they would
quickly fall a prey to damp. In preparing the
cutting pots the greatest care is taken to ensure
perfect drainage, they beiugfilledhalf full of crocks

some fibrous material being placed thereon to maintain it free
and open. The compost is, of course, fibrous peat, fine and
well sanded, the top inch being pure silver sand comino-
quite to the rim of the pot. Tiie pots being filled^
they are stood in water until, by absorption, the whole'
body of soil and drainage becomes moistened throu"-h.
I should add that the sand employed for surfacing must be quite
dry ; the pot being tapped gently on the bench, the particles are
brought so close together that when moistened there is no slirink-
iug, the sand remaining level with the rim of the pot. This is
an important point, much more so indeed than many would sup-
pose, for should the sand sink when the cuttings are inserted there
is great danger of many of them shanking off—between wind and
water, as it is termed. In making the cuttings the greatest care
must be taken not to allow them to remain for any time exposed
to a drying atmosphere. A good plan is to spread a damp cloth
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on the bench, standing thereon a '2^-'m. pot bottom upwards. Each

cutting as it is made is di-opped tlirough the orifice, and is thus

preserved plump and fresh until the time comes for insertion. The

cuttings made, a bell-glass is placed on tlie sand, gentle pressure

causing the edge of it to form a clearly defined circle, inside of

which the cuttings are to be inserted, straight lines at equal

distances being drawn from one edge of the circle to the other to

guide the operator in his work. I should have said that the foliage

is trimmed off the cuttings by means of a small pair of scissors
;

the knife only being employed to make them of the desired length.

Tlie pots are then plunged in the tan bed already referred to, and

until the cuttiugs show signs of growth the glasses are kept over

them, being removed only early in the morning to wipe out con-

densed moisture. This attention is very necessary, and if neg-

lected will cause the cuttings to damp off wholesale. As soon as

it is perceived that roots are made a little air must be admitted by

tiltiug the glass on one side, gradually increasing the amount until

the glasses can be entirely taken off. From the time that the cut-

tiugs are inserted until they take root the foliage should never on

any account be moistened. Owing to tlie pots being plunged,

and the entire absence of circulation of air around the cuttings,

there is but little need to water, but when the sand appears to be

verging on dryness, a little water poured gently over the bell-glass

will by absorption restore it to its proper state of moisture. The
above remarks apply to the so-called soft-wooded kinds and such

varieties as tlavendishi, ventricosa, Speuceriana, &c. Hard-

wooded Ericas, such as the tricolors, Marnockiana, Austiniana,

aristata major, nobilis, Massoui, ferruginea, &c., are propagated

towards the close of the summer from cuttings of the current

season's growth, just verging on maturity. The work is set about

in much the same manner as described for the soft-wooded kinds,

only that the pots arc stood in a very close,' cold frame, and densely

.shaded until September, when they are taken into the propagating

house and plunged in gentle bottom-heat until the turn of the

3'ear, when the greater portion of them will be rooted, and may be

hardened off. Some of the hard-wooded kinds are in the hands of

skilful propagators easily increased, but some are extremely difficult

to manage. Perhaps the most dilEcult of any are the aristatas

the wood of which is extremely hard and wiry, so that the cuttings

often stand months, and then go off in a most provoking manner.

Massoui is also uncertain, and those useful varieties, Caveudishi

and ventricosa coceinea minor, are not so easily increased as one

might infer from tlieir free growth.

Treatment of the Young Plants.—As regards pottrug

off the rooted cuttings, there is no fixed time for this operation.

As soon as a certain number are read}', some good fibrous peat is

sifted fine, adding to it plenty of silver sand, and the little plants

are put into small pots, placed in a light position in a warm house,

to be later on removed to cold frames. The choice kinds are potted

off singly, but the free-growing, cheap varieties are placed two and
three together in 2-iu. and 2h-m. pots, so as to economise space.

Potting off thus goes on throughout the spring, the whole of the

stock coming by the summer into cold frames, where thej' get plenty

of air, a little shade in hot weather, and are pinched back to pro-

mote a bushy formation. AViutered in cold frames, oftentimes on
shelves near the glass, or in frost-proof frames, these little plants

are in prime order for shifting tlie following March. The peat

used for them is pulled to pieces by hand in most places, good
drainage is given, the soil is pressed in firmly round the roots, and
the plants are placed in frames on an ash bottom, and kept rather

close for a time. IJuring the summer they are freely exposed to

suu and air, and by the autumn the free growers will have become
well established in 2H-in. pots, the more slow growing kinds coming
into a size smaller. The following Jlarch, the soft-wooded and
manj' of the free-growing kinds are shifted into 45-in. pots, and
treated as in the previous year, so that by the autumn they are

good saleable plants. The hard-wooded varieties however require

another season to get them to this stage of development, but the

choice kinds generally are freely disposed of when they become
established in 2v,-in. pots.

Treatment After Flowering.—Those plants in 4-J -in. pots

that may not have found sale are shifted on the following year

into G-in. pots. Such kinds as hyemalis, gracilis, &c., are cut

down below the lowermost flower, and as soon as they break away
into growth again are shifted on. Those kinds that do not throw
up along spike of bloom, and are of bushy habit, merely have the

flowers picked out, and have the longest shoots topped now and
then. When mildew appears the whole of the foliage is at once
dusted with flowers of sulphur. J. C. B.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

VEGETABLE MARKOWS.
Now is the time when the cultivation of tliese must be taken in

hand. Their pr02:iagation is a simple matter, the only way of raising
young plants being from seed. This may be sown any time during the
spring months in a house or frame under glass or now in the open
ground. As the time is now past for spring sowing, little need be said

about it now beyond staling that the seeds should be sown in a pot or

box of soil in February, March, or April, and placed in a tempera-
ture varying from 40° to 00°. The young plants should never be
kept far from the glass, as they have a great tendency to run; and if

they are forced to do this when young they do not make such robust
early fruiting plants as when grown dwarf and strong. At no time
do thej' Avant much heat, and as soon as the leaves have been well
formed they should remain in no other place, except a cold frame or

under a hand light. Here they can be gradually hardened off until

the end of May, when they may be safely transferred to their fruiting

quarters. This should be a spot well sheltered from wind, but fully

exposed to sunshine. They grow rapidly in shadypositions, but in such
the shoots are long-jointed and the fruit few and far between.
Where old \'cgetable refuse has been accumulating for some time and
is now in the form of a large heap the summit of it will afford one of

the best places which could be named for Marrow growing. A
wheelbarrow-load or two of loam mixed with some good manure
should be placed in a little round mound in which to plant, and after

being well started into growth in this the roots will ultimately
derive much nourishment from the refuse. Besides, the shoots will

run all over the sides and give an otherwise unsightly mass an or-

namental appearance.
AVhen plants have not previously been raised, seed may be sown in

the mounds in question. They will soon grow, and if well attended to,

may surpass those raised under glass beforemanyweeks pass. Whereno
elevations exist on which to grow them they will do very well on level

ground in any part of the garden or on a sloping bank. In ordinary good
soil no loamneed be added, but a quantity of manure willbe beneficial.

A hand-glass should protect the youngplants or seedlings for a little

time at first, butthis is seldom wanted in June when the shootsbegiu
to run in all directions this must not, however, be allowed to go on to

too great an extent, as from a mass of shoots and leaves fruit need
not be exjiected. Thin training and frequent stopping constitute

the kind of practice most desu-ed. Unlike Melons and Cucumbers
JIarrows fruit freely on the main stems, and four or five of these

from each plant will produce an enormous number of fruits before
they are man}' yards in length. As the stems grow it is well to re-

strict them to the above number, and if a long succession of produce
is wanted too many fruits must not be allowed to be on one plant at

once, or, worse still, fruits long out of season will, if left on, do more
harm than many small ones.

A succession of Vegetable Marrows do not need to be raised.

Tliose which we plant now will bear in July and from the same plants

fruit will be cut in November. In dry weather or in dry places

manure water should be freely given during August and September,
and if fruits are cut and stored in a dry place in October, they will

be found most useful for months afterwards. Cambbian.

Asparagus Kale.—I see dwarf Scotch Kale highly spoken of,

and I have not one word to say against it. Wc always grow it,

but last season I thought I would try the Asparagus Kale. The
two kinds were grown side by side ; they were planted at the same
time on our dry, light soil, and of the Asj^aragus Kale we did not
lose a plant by frost, while the Scotch Kale was much injured

;

the Asparagus Kale being much dwarfer than the Scotch was the
cause of its standing best, and it is more valuable in a spring

lUiie this, when the supply of all kinds of green vegetables is defi-

cient. As soon as growth begins, one may commence to gather the
tops, and afterwards the side shoots, thus keeping up a supply till

young spring Cabbages come in. I have grown several kinds of

Kale, but none are so tender as this. I would therefore recommend
all who have not hitherto grown it to give it a trial ; in fact, I prefer

it to young Cabbages.—J. C, Farnhoro\

New Zealand Spinacli.—Everyone who has anything to do
with gardening knows how difiicult it is to keep up a supply of

Spinach during summer, as the only end and aim of plants then
seems to be to flower and perfect seed, for no sooner are thev' out of
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the ground than up they go with long stalks having but few leaves

and those so small, that one has to go over a large bed to get enough
for a dish. Finding this to be the case, I never attempt to grow the

ordinary Spinach now except for winter and spring use, but make a

plantation of the New Zealand kind, which delights in hot weather,

and is an excellent substitute for ordinary Spinach, possessing mucli

the same flavour. Being tender, the best way is to sow in heat, and
pot off the plants three iu a pot, and wlien hardened off plant out,

for although they will come in the open, the season is far advanced
before tliere is any to gather. Tlie habit of the New Zealand Spinach

is to ruu and spread over a considerable space after the manner of

Cucumbers, and plants therefore require plenty of room. A good
place to grow them is on a rubbish heap, where there is a quantity of

decomposed vegetable material, as they are fond of rich matter, and
when treated in that way, always produce juicy succulent leaves

without any aid from the watering-pot. If planted in ordinary gar-

den soil, it should be previously enriched by digging in a good coating

of rotten manure, making holes a yard or so apart, which is quite near
enough to put in the plants.— S. l3.

THE ASPAEAGUS COMPETITIOiN".

This will be held in the horticultural department of the Bath and
West of England Society's Show at Tunbridge AVells, commencing
on Monday, June 6. Notice from tliose desiring to compete should

be given to the secretary of the horticultural department, the Hon.
and Rev. F. T. Boscawen, Show Yard, Tunbridge Wells. All exhibits

should be staged on the morning of Monday, not later than Twelve
o'clock. The following prizes are offered for the first year's exhi-

bition, and are (except the last two for market growers in Kent)
open to growers in anj' part of the United Kingdom.

Prizes for Gardeners in Private Places.
For the best bundle of Asparagus gTown by the exhibitor : 1st

prize, M; 2nd, £2 10s.; 3rd, i'l 10s.; -Ith, Jl. The bundle of

Asparagus is to consist of sixty heads. The jjrizes will be given to

the largest Asparagus, provided it be in all other respects unobjection-

able. Prizes will not be given where, in the opinion of the judge,

there is no merit. The Asparagus must be free of earth, and the

bundles will be opened by the judges in all eases where they
think it well to do so. No imperfect or " double " heads will

count.

Prizes for Amateurs not Employing any Regular
Q-ardener.

For the best fifty heads, £2 10s.; second prize, £1 10s.; third

prize, 15s. Grown by the exhibitor.

Prizes for Cottagers.
For the best twenty-five heads grown by tlie exhibitor, £1 IDs.

;

2nd, £1 ; 3rd, 10s. ; 4th, 5s.

Prizes for Market Growers.
For the market grower who shall exhibit tlie best three bundles,

each containing one hundred heads, £5 5s. This prize is offered by
the Bath and West of England Society.

For tlie market grower in the county of Kent who shall exhibit the
two best bundles of Asparagus, each containing one hundred heads :

1st prize, £S 3s. ; 2nd, £2 23.

THE WIRE-NETTING TRADE.
The Tro>i)!ni)ii/i'r has lately been attacking certain makers of wire
netting for deceiving the public and the trade hj specifying false

gauges in order to dispose of their netting more readily under the
guise of cheapness. The wire-netting trade is one of large proportions,
which are, moreover, yearly increasing. It is estimated to amount
to about £200,000 yearly, wire netting being used for a wonderful
variety of purposes. Lots of ten and twenty miles of it go out to

Queensland in execution of one single order to fence the great sheep-

runs in that colony against kangaroos, whicli are most destructive

to the herbage on which the sheep feed ; and, again, quite as large

lots go to New Zealand to fence out the rabbits and hares which are
in a similar manner destructive to the Corn crops. In this country,

too, wire netting is very largely used in protecting young plantations
from the ravages of hares and rabbits, especially in hard winters
when they can find nothing better than 3-oung bark for their

food. It is also much used in spring and summer
for keeping rabbits and hares from eating up j'onng Corn crops.

Since the Hares and Babbits Bill, too, has become law, rabbit warrens
of several acres in extent are being fenced in with it on many estates.

And then there is " the very latest " use, of making lawn tennis nets

of wire netting. It is also useful for poultry enclosures, aviaries,
and indeed everyone wonders, who knows anything about the trade,
where all the wire netting goes to. It need surprise no one, therefore,
that in so extensive a trade there should be found in it dishonest
dealers.

In The Ironmoncjer of the 23rd ult. a correspondent writes thus :

" I am desirous of thanking the many members of the trade who are
giving support to the movement for exposing the gross frauds com-
mitted by some of the long-discount fii-ms of wire netting makers in
supplying false gauges, and otherwise deceiving the trade and the
public. I received only the other day a sample of 2-in. netting from
an ironmonger in the west of Scotland, asking me to gauge the wire,
and let him know the result. He had gauged it himself and had
doubts as to the specification, and telling me that, should my
opinion coincide with his own as to tlie untruthfulness in the speci-
fication, he should give me the name of the maker. The sample
was specified as IS gauge, but it was simply 19 gauge—strictly speak-
ing, perhaps full 19. In short it was a fraud."

The same correspondent adds : "Oneiiurchaserhadasampleof 1-in.
mesh, 19 gauge, sent for 1-in. 17 gauge, and, discovering the fraud, the
sender received only an indignant letter instead of an order." " The
rage for cheapness," says another correspondent, " regardless of
quality, victimises many, as only a few take the trouble or think it
necessary to test the gauge of the wire, but simply take it on trust.
Judging from the price lists constantly coming to hand, it is evident
tiiat in the case of some makers there must be bad quality of work-
manship, or materials, or both."

GARDEN DESIG

PONDS AND FOUL WATER IN GARDENS.
It is surprising- the number of unclean duck ponds that embellish
our gardens. AA'e do not only apply the term to the duck-pond
proper of the farmer, but consider it as well fitted for the so-called
pieces of ornamental water that mar so many otherwise pretty
gardens. People have a kind of mania for water, which will
probably never be eradicated ; the effects they see of water in its
best conditions please them_ so well that they must bring it near
their houses, -where it is quite impossible to see any of the said
effects. But one does see the scum and filth that accumulate in
stagnant water, and feels its deadly smell on what ought to be
many a pleasant law-n. Water is rarely tolerable, except in such
large, bold, and distinct masses that it reflects light in the land-
scape. Such bold sheets are best some distance a-n'ay—the effect
is better ; but also, in our cold, wet climate, it is very desirable
that the vapour and more immediate effects of water—even beau-
tiful and clean -KAtev—be kept rather far away, and, inasmuch
as this cannot be done in very small places, as a rule, -water is

better entirely excluded from such. In one form, however, it is
always innocuous, and that is as a streamlet or rill. These can
harm no one, and may, in a garden or near it, be always made
alive -svith beauty by bordering them -with flowers and trailing
shrnlis, broken by little bits of smooth Grass here and there. A
hundred yards of a challv stream alive with hsh, such as one may
see among the 'NN'iltsliire Downs, clear as a diamond on the coldest
day, is better than many pretentious and costly pieces of "artifi-
cial -water.'' A very bad quality of the duciv ponds—and, indeed,
all kinds of artificial water in garden and park landscapes—is the
astonishing facility "witli -which they fill up with mud and leaves,
in that state becoming the more offensive and unhealthful. The
cost of cleaning these is great, as many an owner finds out. ^^liere
in a large park the effect of water in the distance is good, and
where the views over it are really picturesque, the cleaning is worth
doing, even if it periodically involves an expense of a thousand
pounds—not, as wo know, an uncommon charge for takino- the
mud out of sueli " laltes." But in places where no kind of good
effect is obtained from the water, wdiere the scum and the smell
are the chief results obtained, and where, perhaps, the very best
part of the lawn is cut up by an ugly hole of water, the best -way
is not to clean it out, but cut a drain from it, and make it into a
snug little garden for Pihododendrons, Azaleas, hardy Ferns, Lilies,

and other flowers. Then, at all events, -we should have a beautiful
thing, into which, if the children fell, tliey -would be picked out
again unhurt. By the -n'ay, the presence of these duck ponds and
fountain basins, &c., about gardens, is often a serious danger for
young children toddling about—many an one has been drowned in
them.

—

Field.
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PROPAGATING.

Primulas.—Tlie remarks of "J. G." respactinj Primroses, in

wliicli liu speaks of quite a crop springing up, probably from pieces

of roots left in the ground when removing some plants, show how
easily these beautiful subjects can be propagated. With the excep-
tion of the Chinese Primula, I find that most of the species can be
multiplied to almost any extent from pieces of the root, and I have
largely employed this plan in tire case of the many forms of P. den-
ticulata, as well as fSieboldi an 1 its varieties. The method I adopt
is the following : Fill some well-drained pots with sandy soil as for

cuttings, then take a-> many of the stout roots as can be spared, and
when dormant tlie plant may be rather severely mutilated in this way
without injury; next I cut the roots into pieces about 1 in. in

length, and dibble them in thickly so that the top of the root is just

covered ; then, after watering, I place them in a frame, and in spring

they will push forth leaves from the upper part, and soon form little

plants, whicli may then be either potted off or planted in a prepared
bed in a shady place.—H. P.

Epiphyllutn trancatum. -The best way to increase this is

grafting il on the Pere-

skia (fig. 1). Select a
stock of the height
required, and graft on
the top, thus forming
small standards, which
look best. Cut tlie scion

as shown (lig. 2), and
make tlie incision in

the stock in such a way
that the rinds fit pro-

perlj' ; tie with worsted
or matting, the former
being preferable. The
grafted plants may then
be set on the shady
side of the propagat-

ing house, where they
will require no cover-

ing, but an occasional

slight sprinkling with
water overhead. Tliey

will unite in about six

weeks. When they
commence to grow a
stick must be so jilaced

as to reach a little

above the stock, and to

this the scion must be
tied to keep it in posi-

tion. If dwarf plants

only are wanted, cut-

tings made as shown
(fig. il) will emit
roots freely enough.
They should be in-

serted round the edge
of a "i-in. ])ot, well-

drained and tilled with
equal parts of loain,

peat, and silver sand. Epiphylhims may be grafted at almost anj" time
of the year, but Sei^tember is the best month.— 11.

but form no bulbs or tubers, and so perish at the end of the season.
L!y watching the plants carefully sufficient cuttings maj' generally
be found. Breaks often occur from the bottom, and occasionally
on the side branches of growing rather than flowering branchlets.
These will be furnished, as a rule, with buds under each leaf, and
may therefore be converted into cuttings. But the safest and
surest tim3 to propagate these tuberous Begonias is when they break
in the spring. Each shoot may be heeled or cut olf close to the
crown of the tuber or bulb, and each such shoot will not only grow
and root freely, but will also form a bulb or tuber; by heeling
them off, however, the old tubers at times refuse to break
freely, or at all. To ensure vigorous breaks the safer way is to

leave a pair or two of leaves above the crown of the root. The eyes
of these will be forced to break into a second crop of growing shoots,

which may either be allowed to form the flowering plants or be
again removed and converted into cuttings.

Another mode is to allow the young shoots to grow to a height of

6 in. or more, and then merely to remove and root the tops. If

this is done in time, that is, before the flowering habit of growth is

established, such cuttings will also form tubers. The leaves of many
of the tuberous-rooted B.'gonias will root almost as freely as those of

Modes of propagating Epiphyllnni triinoatuiii and its varieties.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS FRO^L CUTTINGS.
With most plants as soon as a cutting roots it becomes a perfect

plant, endowed with like powers of reproduction as its parent.

This canon does not hold good with tuberous-rooted Begonias.
Almost any part of the leaf or stem may be rooted and made to

grow, but only specially furnished parts will form bulbs that will

break again into plants the following season. Each cutting must
be furnished with a bud at its base to enable it to form a bulb. In
regard to most plants, the existence of such buds may be assumed
as a matter of course. But this is not the case with most of the

flowering shoots of bulbous-rooted Begonias. AVitliout ocular demon-
stration it is safer to assume that such shoots will be destitute of

buds. The fact has an important bearing on the cultivation as well

as the propagation of bulbous Begonias. Those who stop the grow-
ing shoots, for example, after they reach a certain stage will almost
assured!}' be disappointed in their breaks. Few or none of these will

take place. Hence, all late stopping of the flowering shoots should be
avoided. But the greatest mistake of all occurs in inserting cuttings

without buds. They root all right, and so deceive the uninitiated,

the Rex and of her variegated sections; but, unfortunately, they seldom
form bulbs, and so this method of propagation, which is so simple,

rapid, and successful with the variegated-leaved Begonias, seldom
succeeds with the tuberous-rooted ones.

Mode of Rooting the Cuttings.—The leaves and stems
of many of these ISegonias being so soft and woolly, over-close

methods of rooting the cuttings should be avoided. Hence bell and
other glasses are better dispensed with, and also all excessive
shading or over-closeness. A house or pit commanding a top and
Ijottum heat of from 60° to 70° is the place to root the cuttings
in. I am aware that the plants vary very much in hardiness,

some being absolutelj' hardy, and others thriving best in a
stove temperature. It has also been affirmed that the rounder
and smoother the leaves, the more hardy the varieties and rice

rei-.-fa, and it would be interesting to learn the experience of. your
readers on this point. But for mere purposes of propagation, it

is not needful to classify tuberous Begonias into hardy or more
tender. They all root freely under sueli conditions as are here
specified. The cuttings should be kept rather dry till rooted.

The atmosphere should be sufficiently moist to prevent the leaves

flagging. This attended to, but little water will be wanted in the
soil, till the somewhat fleshy stems begin to form roots. Pure
sand over a base of broken ootslierds or charcoal is the best rooting
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medium. It is a mistake to mix soil with the sand for the rooting of

such cuttings. All that the cutting needs is a moist porous medium
to root into. Until the latter are formed, it neither needs nor can

absorb food of any sort from the soil. More cuttings are killed

by attempting to feed them before they are rooted than by any

or all other means put together.

As soon as the cuttings have rooted or become plants, they may
be potted into light, rich soil ; that composed of equal parts loam,

peat, and leaf-mould, with a si.xth part of silver sand forms a good

compost for tuberous Begonias in pots. Others use richer composts, but

it is preferable to give all needful stimulants in a liquid state, and not

till the plants need them. From this it will be seen that the best tiroo

to insert these Begonia cuttings is in the spring, or at least in

an early state of growth of the plants. But as, where large collec-

tions of tliese magnificent pot, bed, or border flowers are grown,

batches will be started at difEerent times, so their propagation by

cuttings may take place at any period when the growth is in the

most favourable condition. Tims, choice seedlings may often throw

up, or out, proper slioots for forming bulbs, and these should be

selected, converted into cuttings, or rooted at any season when they

can be procured. This is the more necessary with choice varieties,

as very few Begonias can be depended upon to reproduce themselves

quite truly from seed. For general decorative purposes, however,

in beds or borders, seedlings are the easiest-raised, and where the

strains grown are good tliey are sure to be of sufficient merit to pro-

duce brilliant efEeots. Even the element of noveltyand the constant

expectation of sometlnng superbly beautiful that is likely to turn up
among the seedlings add a new interest and charm to their culti-

vation either out-of-doors or in. D. T. Fish.

EDITOK'S TABLE.

It is needless to speak of the beauty of the various Hawthorns
for indoor decoration or otherwise at this season, but the weeping
variety of the common May has peculiar charms, owing to the

graceful freedom of its long unbranohed flowering shoots. They
are quite difEerent from the stiff branches of other kinds of Haw-
thorn, native or foreign. The weeping form, like the others, has
lately been full of flower. Its long, pendulous, uubranched wreaths
come in admirably for vases. And what a lovely tree when large !

Some quite young standards we have lately seen were also among
the most singularly graceful objects on long legs that can be
imagined. It proves a valuable lawn tree when well established.

*

The old purple Cytisus, gathered at Mr. Joad's,reniinds one that
our garden practices sometimes give plants an aspect different from
what they naturally liave. Mr. Joad's plants are dwarf bushes
collected by himself near Como. In our gardens generally it occurs
as a standard or grafted bush. Perhaps it has been found to grow
better in this way than in any other. In any case some will wish
to have this purple Broom in its natural form as a rock bush.

*

In reference to the allusion (p. 6.39) to the Snowdrop Tree
(Ilalesia tetraptera), Mr. Hopkins, High Cross, Framfield, sends
an interesting note:

—

"Tliere is a fine specimen of this tree at Buxted Park, growing in
the midst of a bed of Rhododendrons. It has a clean stem, 10 ft. in
heiglit, the bark of which is curiously netted, and white. Snowdrop-
like flowers, which, when in perfection, are the admiration of all who
see them. The tree in question has a bole Si ft. in circumference at
4 ft. from the ground, and is from 25 ft. to 30 ft. in height, with a
proportionate spread of branches. Buxted Park can boast of many
uncommon flowering trees and shrubs that have attained sufficient

size to indicate their true character."
*

Some Japanese Maples from CoombeWood are, as might be ex-

pected, valuable for the table, their soft greeu.s and browns and
claret colours being beautifully seen in any way. They last well
and relieve other flowers, but tliey are really well worth having
for their ov.'n sakes, such is their beauty of form and delicate

colours. The larger kinds of Maples also last well indoors, the

Colchic one apparently not quite so well as others. There is such
a large range of beautiful foliage in the family, that they deserve
attention for indoor use at tliis season of their freshness as well as

in autumn, when their colours are more brilliant.
#

The white Wistaria is indeed a noble plant, a good white,

long in the racenje; in fact, the couuterpait of the fine old Chinese

Wistaria, only pure white. Here is a shrub which we may really

depend upon, and one worth any amount of attention. It seems
rather slow to increase, but once planted out in a good place it

grows freely like the other. "\\'e have ne^er seen the old kind
more beautiful than in the present season. It is pleasant to
think of the pictures tliat may be formed by the judicious placing
of this precious white Wistaria, which flowered freely at Coombe
Wood during the past week.

Haphne salicifolia forms a .shrub over .3 ft. high in Mr. Joad's
garden at Wimbledon, and is full of little star-shaped, white
flowers. It is a distinct and desirable kind not often seen. It is

very hardy and free, and has the fragrance which seems the common
possession of its race.

#

From Mr. Stevens comes an interesting Viburnum (X. pruni-
folium), but with shoots more like a Pear. He also sends some
of those pretty v.liite bush Spirc-eas of whicli he lias so full a col-

lection, and which flower so well with him. They are very soft

and pretty, but coming at a time when white-flowered bushes and
trees are numerous, they are not, perhaps, taken so much notice of

as they deserve.

A good many flowers are not desirable for their odour. One
can easily imagine a case in which flowers occurring in great

quantit}', especially the flowers of trees, which are often so

numerous, miglit become oft'ensive, not to saj' unwholesome.
Xear a group of the Manna Ash in flower recently the whole air

was full of lieavy, sickly odour. If such things occur in the open
air, evidently some flowers ought never to be brouglit into a room
at all. So, too, the flowers of the Ailantus are said to give off an
unpleasant odour where it flowers freely in the United States.

Some consider this a drawback to its use as a street tree. The
]\Ianna Ash would be an unpleasant neighbour, too, notwith-
standing its graceful plumes.

A free shoot of the graceful Actus reminds one of the advantage
in some cases of deviating from the common mode of training

greenhouse plants. Mr. Joad has a house at Wimbledon arranged
so that he can plant out greenhouse subjects and at the same time
allow them every advantage in the way of light which they would
have in pots. Amongst several so treated is this plant, which
responds by growing admirably. It is trained in the freest and
simplest manner under the roof, simply supported, in fact; the
graceful shoots hang down and about in their own waj', full of

fragrance and beauty. As a stiff bush, splierical in shape, it would
be poor indeed compared with this free plant. Tliere is a great

future for planting out in glasshouses subjects usually grown in

pots, only the houses must be built to suit tlie planting. Most
houses do not admit of that being done with advantage.

The old Combretum purpureum Mr. R. Greenfield finds one of the
most valuable of plants for use in a cut state, both in the house and
for the hair. Its sparkling racemes and divisions are welcome
among tlie many fair flowers of the season. Mr. Greenfield has his

stove half covered witli this fine creeper, which seems to be nearly

as usef id in its colour as the Stephauotis among white flowers.

*

Speaking of Stephanotis, the only thing we have seen that has
recently competed in effect with tlie pyramids of Horse Chestnut
and the large snowy Hawthorns, Cherries, and white-flowering

trees in our pleasure grounds or orchards is a remaikable house of

this plant at Coombe Cottage, grown by Mr. Baker. On opening
the door, so finely lias tlie plant grown and flowered, that one
gets the kind of snowy effect one sees in the Phoenix Park at the
time of blossoming of the old Hawthorns. The shoots are dense,

thick wreaths of flowers.

The hardy Lady's Slippers (Cypripediums), with their glossy

yellow pouches and delicate green and brown-dotted divisions,

last a long time in a cut state, and when closely examined are very
beautiful. The foliage is also good. Once established, so as to

grow freeh', they are welcome adornments of the hardy plant gar-
den. Several kinds are worth growing out of doors, though seldom
established as healthy tufts.

The St. Bruno's Lily (Authericum Liliastrum) is an exquisite
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flower for the table, its pure, glistening, white, elegant form,
orange stamens, and greeu-tipped buds rendering it worthy of the

closest friendship. With it in a small glass two flowers of the
Sage-green Columbine and a few of its graceful leaves make a little

group as novel as it is charming, both being of a sweetness as good
in its way as are their graceful forms and delicate colours.

*

The great Si. Bruno's Lily (the large variety of Anthericum
Liliasti'um) is bold and effective, and comes as a well-grown
example from Mr. Kiiigsmill.but for its perfect grace the ordinary
form is, perhaps, the best, at least for intimate communion. The
large form comes nearer in size to the Day Lilies, and though a

fine plant, should never, as some large forms have done, sup-

plant the old and true plant of the alpine meadows.
*

How much pleasure and how many beautiful plants one who
loves them can secure round his home, and with the aid of his

own liauds only and in spare^hours, is seldom shown so well as in

Mr. Edwin Jackson's garden near Bangor, whence come, among
many old friends, with the freshness of the AVelsh mountain air

upon them—the Edelweiss, perfectly grown : the scarlet Minndus
(cocciueus), intense in colour; the Pyrenean Erinus, that is so

happj' on chinks in old walls and rocks, and one of the alpine

plants that takes care of itself if it gets a chance; the Bird's-ej'e

Primrose, well grown, with heads of bloom 2 in. across—a cliarm-

iug plant in this state on the rock garden ; the rosy variety of the
Rock Speedwell CS'eronica saxatilis), a pretty rock plant, like the
blue form; the handsome golden Onosma taurica; also the white
and blue " Siberian Columbine,'' so called, which is only one of

the man}' forms of our common Columbine which have fine names
attached to them in garden?. Who will form a garden of the
true species of the family, raised from seed gathered in their native
localities or otherwise, kept true and distinct ? Among no plants
is there more disappointment, owing to their coming imtrue from
seed, or otherwise not answering to their descriptions. But what
lovely plants, when one does get a glance at the pure forms of the
finer species ! Has any one much of the white form of the Kocky
Mountain Columbine, which is tallied of as very beautiful iu the
I'tah mountain region .°

A charming little bog miniature shrub is our own dwarf Cornel
(Cornus suecica), which comes from Messrs. Dicksons, of Edin-
burgh—a Dogwood o iu. high, with little, white, pink-bordered
bracts around its umbel of flowers; a haunter of the mountain bogs
and moors all round the northern world, and suitable for the little

bog gardens made sometimes in connection with the rock garden,
and also for their own sakes. After the brilliant colour of the
alpine flowers, when not grown on dust-heaps or walls, it is plea-
sant to cool the eye among the green trailing plants that are happy
in the rock bog garden, so to say. This may be distinguished from
the bog garden for the larger plants, in which scarlet Lobelias
and Royal Ferns and showy Loosetrlfe give aspects of vegetation
very different from that of our small friends of the moors and
fringes of mountain rills.

*

Again the Ixlolirion, and this time from Messrs. Veltch, who
say,

" The bulbs which produced the enclosed were 'sent to us last

autumn b}- Dr. Regel, of St. Tetersburg, under the name of Ixiolirion

tataricum, which is doubtless the correct one. The beauty of the
flowers speaks for itself, the delicate tints of blue and purple
rivalling even those of the pretty Chionodoxa. The plant is

certainly deserving of cultivation, but it is not new to British
gardens, havhig been introduced, we believe, some thirty years ago,
probablj' through the same channel as we received it.''

The important facts about this plant are that it is hardy, a

good addition to early blue flowers, cjulte distinct, and singidarly

interesting in a cut state. Tt only wants now an English name
worthy of it, and this we invite Mr. Elwes to supply, as he is an
" amateur " of hardy bulbs. However, the botanic name is not
so hopeless as many others.

Miss Owen sends from Gorev' a Stonecrop, the flowers of which
have a singular resemblance to those of the Cape Pondweed
( Aponogeton dlstachyon—English name our evil invention) ; also

a handsome Mullein and the pretty little American Bluets, a name
that may puzzle our friends, but a genuine English name^

tliough certainly, and happily, not a translation. Miss Owen says
of them

—

" I enclose a flower of Verbascum tauricum, as I fancy it is not a
common one, and of jSedum Beyrichianum, which seems to be less

common than it deserves to be considering its pretty Aponogeton-
like flowers. I also enclose flowers of Armcria cephaiotes alba and
the pale jDink A. Welwitchi, and Houstouia serpyllifolia, though I

fear the beauty of its fragile blue flowers will be over before they
reach London. [Came fresh and lasted well.] The blue Daisj' is

flowering as freely as the common one this year, though it liad no
protection in winter. I must mention one more plant, though it is

not easy to choose amongst rockery plants at this time of year, viz..

Genista liisjMnica, sent to vis last year b_v Jlessrs. Rodger, McClelland
& Co., as bright as a Furze bush, and hardly 1 ft. high.''

Miss Owen further saj-s of a fine bed of the Garland Flower
(Daphne Cneorum)

—

" In the south of the Co. AVicklow it has been one mass of flowers

this llaj', scenting the air everywhere near it. It is 18 ft. long by
10 ft. It was planted about ten years ago in good garden soil

mixed with peat. Every autumn the bare stems are earthed up a
little with peat, which is all the care the bed requires.''

Xo doubt there are many districts in the north and west still

arrayed in the beauty of the Polyanthus, but without going so

far, we have a very fresh box of them from Bedfordshire. Just
think of the leugtli of time in the pleasantest part of the year
during which this brave plant in many forms adorns our gardens
iu all weathers and on all soils. No care can be too great for it,

and it deserves to be grown well and placed with taste and thought.

Those from Bedfordshire are nearl)' all IIose-in-Hose, or flower

above flower.

Jlany times as we have to admire in the gardens of cottagers

the bold and handsome flowers of the many double varieties of

the common Daisy, we have not before had a jar of white ones,

a pleasure for which we are indebted to Mr. Dean. His double
white Daisy (Vii'ginia) is a very pretty Bachelor's Button indeed.

Mr. Dean says:—
" We have called it a bouquet Daisy, because it has such long

stalks, and the flowers are so white and double. Some of the

bouquetists like it to elevate above the usual even svirtace of

bouquets, a prominence that could not well be given to larger flowers.

It is, however, in other respects a most useful white flower. A small
bed of about eight square^.yards has produced blooms in thousands,
and this too in the open sunshine where it was hot and dry ; the
proper place for it is^beneath over-hanging trees, where there is shade
and the plan ts are kept cool. In such a position the plants would
probably bloom for three months without cessation. It would make
a useful plant for market-growers, as, omng to tlie long stems, the
flowers will bunch admira'bly."

Among the various interesting plants from the College Gardens,
Dublin, comes the very graceful Speedwell (Veronica Hulkei).

This has the neat and pretty blooms of the Rock Speedwells, with
some of the grace of that rare and beautiful Orchid, lonopsis

panlcidata, forming elegant panicles of pale lilac and white
flowers. Mr Burbidge says it is hardy at Dublin, and his examples
of it are good, but indoors it is freer and bolder in the flowering

shoots. It is worth while growing it in both places, even where
it lives out-of-doors. He also sends beautiful blooms of the

Nepalese JNIeconopsls : most of his plants, however, are referred to

elsewhere in his interesting "Xotes from Dublin."

The Crown Daisy (Chrysanthemum coronarium) is a very
handsome annual which has run into a number of single and
double forms in our gardens. The ordinary single form of it is

a handsome plant with flowers nearly 3 in. across, and with
half the length of the rays as well as the centre yellow. Mr.
Kingsmlll sends this from seed or plants recently gathered by
him in Algeria. This ordinary single form is well worth keep-
ing pure.

The first Lily comes from Mr. Ware in the shape of the
brilliant Lillum tenulfollum, a bright herald of a noble com-
pany that will remain with us now off and on for about five

months till the end of October; indeed, some of them are often

.seen later. So varied and fine in form and colour are tliey, that

a fair garden might be formed with them alone if well grown
and tastefully placed in relation to the other permanent occu-

pants of a glade-like garden.
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Camassia Fraseri comes from various gardens. It is an elegant

plant, like a large Scilla, very delicate in colour, but by no means
so bold or handsome as the old (^uamash, whicli we have so

much recommended, even for the sake of its appearance indoors.

*

The American Crab (Pyrus coronaria), figured from Cambridge
in The Gauden last year, is now in flower, coming later than the

other wild Pears, and for that reason peculiarly valuable, as well

as for its Violet scent. It deserves more attention from those

caring for flowering trees. The only fault of these is that they
come in crowds altogether in earl}' summer, leaving us rather

bare afterwards, whereas amongst hardy plants we have a rich

succession. All trees that bloom later than the host that bloom
at the end of May or early in June are more than usually

valuable.
*

A most welcome batch of semi-double Roman Ranunculi, of

which the yellow and sulphur kinds—large flowers, showing their

black centres distinctly—are very beautiful. They are also fra-

grant. With them comes a curious and large series of scarlet

double Anemones, wild and picturesque looking. They seem to

be forms of the scarlet Windflower (A. fulgens), but not the old

Peacock Anemone, which was much more regular in form. These
plants are from Ireland, which is looking up in the matter of hardy
flowers. There, indeed, some of the best never died out, and many
a good thing, Mr. Burbidge says, is still to be found in old gardens
in Meath. The sender, " St. Bridgid," writes:

—

" While reading in The Garden descriptions of the floral ofEerings

from various parts of Ireland laid on the editor's table, I do not see

wliy Howtli should be left out in the cold of oblivion ; therefore, I

send from her sunny side some clusters of the yellow Banksian Rose,
now climbing in its own wild will oyer the garden wall. The Ane-
mones are my own seedlings, not nearly as fine as usual, being kept
back by the long-continued frosts, and flowering at present under a
scorching sun without any sustaining moisture, for what rain visited

us in May was quickly borne off by the sea breezes. The 'Mellidores'
are grown from seed also. They are, I believe, Koman Ranunculi

;

their Italian name tells either of their golden hue, or of the bees'

love for them. Like Dresden China, is, I think, tlie first thought they

Que friend sends a box of Woodruff, which we certainly

cannot introduce as a noveltj', but which is as charming in its

way as any exotic beauty of the year, and a plant for which
one shoidd always find a place. A spreading colony of it covers
the ground neatly, and requires no care; indeed, such plants
should be grown, if for the reason only that they cover the naked
borders which unhappily form the ground line, and spoil most
gardens.

Djuble Walldowers are now common enough, but one doubts
if they are as good as the old bush-like kinds which one used to
see, and which were more compact in the flower than the laro-e

soft-looking sorts now grown. Blessrs. Dicksons & Co., of Edin-
burgh, send us what they describe as the old yellow double-bush
AVall&ower, very fragrant and very neat. The name bush Wall-
flower reminds one that these old double kinds used frequently to
take that form, and keep it for a number of years on a dry
border.

A noble bloom of the great spotted Iris susiana comes from Mr.
Ewbank. This is a most strange and enormous flower, of which
we cannot hope to give an idea. The falls alone are .'U in. across,

and 4^ in. long. In warm and chalky soils in Southern England
it seems to be quite free as a hardy plant. Mr. Ewbanls; says,

" It there is any truth in the old adage, that ' the proof of the
pudding is in the eating,' then I am sure that Iris susiana likes to be
taken quite out of the ground, and laid upon the greenhouse shelf
for two or three months after it has blossomed. This has been a
little questioned, but there is no doubt about it at all to my mind.
Gentiana pumila is very interesting, and a good contrast in point of
size to the other."

*

A most brilliant collection of well-grown Ixias comes from Mr.
C. Smith, of the Caledonia Nursery, Guernsey, a collection which
is so brilliant after its journey as to make one desirous to see
these Guernsey Ixia beds in all their freshness. Most singular is

the ever-welcomed green-flowered Ixia (.1, vjiidiflora), unique

with its copperaa-green spikes of flowers, fully 7 in. long, bearing
a score or so of blossoms all looking one way like a spike of Oat
grass. The colours of the other forty sorts sent are very varied,

but they naturally fall into about four series of tints. Nearly
all are forms of I. maculata, in which the flowers have a white or
yellow ground striped with shades of magenta. Then there is

the cliarmiug I. speciosa in numerous variety, all partaking more
or less of a rich rosy tint. The best named sorts in

the latter series are Lady Slade, Rosea plena. Achieve-
ment, Rosea multiflora, and bucephalus major. Of the,

wlute and striped sorts the brightest are Duchess of Edinburgh_
Lavinia, Wilhelmina, Pretorius, Evelina, Aspasia, Isabella, Cas
Sandra, Titania, the latter a lovely mauve. The yellow and
orange sorts are very numerous, the finest being Marvellous,
Titus, Virgilus, Argus, Triomphe, Aurantia major. Sunbeam,
Magnifica, Model, and a beautiful form with a crowded spike of

flowers, yellow inside and delicate violet-purple outside.
•-It

Some fine spraj's of the elegant C'alochortus pulchellus, from
Mr. Fish, are most attractive in a cut state, the singularly-

shaped noddhig blossoms of a bright canary-yellow being thus
seen to good advantage.

Some one has been kind enougli to send a monstrous Buttercup,
but we are not fond of monstrosities. The flowers of the ordinary
Buttercup tliat grew on the same plant, however, were as welcome
as any that have come with their burnished flowers and grateful

delicate odour. By the way, several of the exotic Buttercups are

valuable for cutting, and last a good while, as, for example, the
Illyriau and Grass-leaved kinds.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pentstemon Scouleri.—This is a very handsome and hardy
woody kind, with a (lower very fine in form in the true sense of
tlie word ; the colour is a good purplish- lilac and the flower bold and
free. That it is very hardy is j^roved by its passing so well through
the past two winters in Mr. .Toad's garden at Wimbledon, where it

was recently in flower. It is a good kind for the rock garden and
for borders in warm sandy soils, not that such are necessary for its

existence, but it seems to flower more freely on them than on
others.

Plaited Snowball Tree (Viburnum plicatum).—The merits
of this fine shrub are surely not much known, or it would be more
extensively planted than it now is ; it is as handsome as any of the
species, and as hardy as the common V. Opulus. In several gardens
about London, and more partioularl}' in the Coombe Wood Nurserj',

it forms one of tlio principal attractions. In the latter there are
some specimens of it 6 ft. or 8 ft. in height, covered completelj' from
top to bottom with dense clusters of flowers, which at first are a
greenish-white, then gradually become perfectly white. The singu-
lar plaited surface of tlie lea\'es renders this very distinct from all the
other species. When planted against a wall tlie flower-clusters

whiten earlier, and it is really a highly desirable shrub for sucli a
position. It is also a capital plant for growing in pots in green-
houses, in which early flowers are welcome.

Tartarian Ixia Lily (Ixiolirion tatarieum).—One of the
showiest and at the same time most uncommon plant in flower at

the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, is tliis bulbous plant, which is

now being brought into prominent notice. In a warm position
there is a bed of it a perfect mass of bloom. The colour consists of

various shades of purple, from the palest to the deepest, apparently
changing with the age of the flowers. As many as six flowers are
produced on slender stems, which rise about L^ ft. high, and wave
about gracefully. Some maintain that I. montanum, I. tatarieum,
and I. Ledebouri are one and the same plant, but the distinction is

very palpable when the plants are seen growing side by side, and
the Tartary plant is much the finest, though the others are a much
deeper colour. There is a difference, too, in the size of the flowers

as well as in tlie periods of flowering, which for garden purposes con-
stitute important distinctions. A coloured plate of I. Rallasi was
given in The Garden, Vol. XVIII., p. 382.

The Bastard Palm (Melittis Melissophyllum) is a native
plant, better deserving of a place than many hardy exotics, the
flowers being freely produced and handsome ; it grows well in any
soil, and will be quite happy in a copse or on the fringe of a bed of
shrubs. "Wo were struck with tlie beauty of a plant of it at Mr.
Joad's lately, and it keeps well and looks" well in a cut state in some
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obscure comer, suggestive of the half-sharlj' spots it likes to grow in'

The larger and handsome form is alluded to here.

The Pearl Bush (Exochorda grandiflora).—None of the

Ivosaceous shrubs in the Kew arboretum are so attractive as this, of

which there is a very fine example now in full bloom. The snowy
whiteness of the large blossoms and the profusion with whicli they
are borne, place it in the first rank among white-flowered shrubs, and
its parfect hardiness and fine spreading habit of growth add greatly

to its value. It is yet an uncommon shrub in nurseries, though few
shrubs are more valuable.

The English Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium Calceolus).—
Mr. Joad finds this plant extremely easy to grow. Inserted in borders

in any way, it seems to increase and flower freely. It is a beautiful

native plant now extremely rare, which almost anybody would be
proud to have in their gardens. Mr. Joad's success may perhaps be
accounted for by getting healthy young plants to begin with, inas-

much as we have frequently noticed that the roots of hardy Orchids

are sometimes sold in a dead or dying state.

The Silky Rose (Rosa sericea).— Of this beautiful Himalayan
liose, a plant against the herbaceous wall at Kew is now a mass
of snow-white bloom. It is scarcely hardy enough to plant as a
standard in the open, but for covering a wall it is very desirable,

and, being of neat growth, it does not require much attention as

regards training or nailing.

Lily of the Incaa (Alstroemeria Pelegrina).—This is one of

the showiest of the Alstrnjmerias, and now, unfortunately, one of the

rarest in cultivation. It is dwarter in growth than the commoner
A. aurantiaca, and the foliage is a deep shining green. The flowers

are produced in terminal loose clusters, and are between 2 in. and
I! in. across ; the three outer petals are a delicate pink, the inner of

the same hue, but heavily blotched and streaked with dark purplish
red. They expand widelj', and are, therefore, very sliowj'. Mr.
Joad grows it very successfully planted out in free soil in a cool

airy house ; though it is sold a5 a hardy plant, it is not really so, at

least in the neighbourhood of London, and never thrives satisfac-

torilj' when so treated.

The True Senecio speciosus.—This is quite a distinct

plant from that which has been distributed lately under that name,
and wliich appears to be 8. concolor. S. speciosus is by far the
finer of the two, having larger and more highly coloured flowers,

and, moreover, much more floriferous. S. speciosus is covered with
a dense white woolly material, which gives, especially to the flower-

clusters, a cobwebby appearance. During the week we have seen a
plant in flower of S. speciosus side by side withS. concolor, and the

'

distinction is very obvious. A particularly fine plant of speciosus
is now attractive at the Hale Farm, Tottenham, planted out in a
cool house.

Hardy Lady's Slippers at Home.—Mr. F. Goldring,
writing from Albany, N.Y,, says, " We have some beautiful hardy
t!ypripeds in flower just now, such as C. arietinum, the singular
Uam's-head Lady's Slipper, C. acaule, C. pubescens, C. parviflorum,

C. candidum, a little gem, C. spectabile, and the lovely white variety
oO it, album. C. spectabile grows in exposed swamps near here,

pubescens on stiff clayey banks in the woods, acaule in decayed
liaves generally at the bases of trees, and parviflorum in swampy
places, but it increases rapidly in sandy loam. These hints may pro-
bably be of value to your English culti\-ators, who as a rule place all

under the same treatment."

Phlox pilosa.—This is one of the rarest of the cultivated
species of I'hlox, though there is a spurious kind sometimes sold for
it. The true plant is veiy pretty, and reminds one at once of the
annual P. Drummondi by its leaves, haoit, size, and colour of the
flowers, which are a deep rose and borne in rather large flat clusters.

The plants we saw in flower at Mr. Ware's nursery at Tottenham the
other day were about 1 ft. in height and wholly covered with dense
soft hairs. Another rare species is the true I', bifida, a very elegant
plant, the leaves of which are narrow and the corolla cut into very
narrow segments ; the colour is a bluish purple. Of tliis species there
are now some plants in flower in the garden at Oakfleld, AVimbledon
Park.

Sarmienta repens.—For growing in suspended baskets, pots,

or pans, this charming little Chilian plant forms an extremely
desir'!.ble object. The small red urn-shaped flowers, reminding one
of those of iMitraria coccinea, are produced numerously on the
slender trailing stems which hang gracefully over the sides of the
pot. It requires to be grown in a cool moist atmosphere, such as
that best suited for cool Orchids, and planted in peaty soil. Flower-
ing plants of it may now be seen in one of the cool greenhouses at

Kew.

Tovaria oleracea.—This is a very striking Himalayan plant,

closelj' allied to the Solomon's Heal. Like it, it has single arching
stems, but, instead of the flowers being hung all along the under sides

of the stems, they are collected into a cluster at the end. They are
pure white, and when well grown the clusters spread as wide as 6 in.,

rendering the plant very showy. It should be grown in a peaty soil

in a partiallj' shaded position, and supplied with abundance of water
in the growing season. It is now in flower at Kew. Though not so

fine as in previous years, it shows the character of the plant well. It

is perfectly hardy.

Satyrium carneum.—The Satyriums, terrestrial Orchids>

natives of the Cape of (!ood Hope, are seldom met with in cultivation

in a vigorous or even healthy condition, beautiful as they all are

when in flower. AVe saw the other day at Oakfleld, 'Wimbledon Park,

a fine flowering plant of the love y S. carneum, one of the finest of

the species. It was about 1 ft. in height, and had a stout, erect stem,
furnished below with several broad leaves of a deep green colour and
of thick texture. The flowers are singular in form, the upper sepal

leaning over the others in a hood-like manner ; the colour is a delicate

rosy-pink, and the blossoms, being borne plentifully on a dense spike,

render the plant highly attractive. Mr. Joad grows it, as well as

S. aureum, in pots in a cool and airj' greenhouse. Though nearly
hardy, these Orchids rarely succeed satisfactorily in the open air in

our climate.

Pyrus coronaria.—The great value of this rarely-grown
North American tree consists in its flowering after most of its con-
geners are over, and, therefore, on that account -alone it should be
planted extensively. Just now it is in full flower in the Kew arbore-

tum, and is conspicuous in the collection, as there are few, if any
others, in flower. Its crimson-tinted buds, and its large, saucer-

shaped blossoms, produced in clusters, are really very attractive. It

was figured a short time ago in The Garden, from specimens
obtained from a fine tree of it that grows in the Botanic Garden at

Cambridge.

A Noble Spiderwort (Cochleostemon Jacobianum).—In one
of the stoves at Kew (No. i)) there is an exceptionally fine example
of this plant bearing some half dozen spikes of flower. These pro-

ceed from the axils of the leaives, and consist of about a dozen or so

of singularly shaped blossoms, the outer parts of which are a purplish

mauve, the inner a rich deep violet-purple, tints which render tho
plant very attractive. Apart from the showy flowers, however, it is

really a noble fine-foliaged i:ilant, for the leaves are some
C in. in breadth and 2 ft. or :i ft. in length, arranged in a vasi-

form manner. It is a native of Ecuador, and has been introduced
some time, but it does not appear to be generally cultivated, a cir-

cumstance probably due to its being difficult to procure, though now
it is grown numerously in some nurseries, notably in that of Mr.
I). S. Williams, at Upper Holloway.

Pyrus pubens.—This neat flowering shrub or small tree is now
attractively in flower in the Coombe Wood Nursery. Its flowers are
about the size of those of the Hawthorn, and arc produced in similar
clusters : they are white, while the anthers are deep red. It is really

a, variety of P. arbutifolia, a native of North America, and in the
Kew arboretum there are now two or three varieties, besides the
typical species, in flower. The varietj- pubens difEers from the type
in having much narrower leaves, which are, moreover, downy on the
under surface. Another variety named serotma is similar to pubens,
but seems to be of larger growth, and has the leaves downy on both
surfaces. Another called erythrocarija is readilj' distinguished in

autumn by its red fruits. All these varieties, as well as the type,

have been cultivated for many years, though now seldom seen
;
yet

they are desirable, as flowering when most other species of Pyrus
and allied genera are over. They are of dwarf growth, but have a
pretty effect when grafted on high standards of some of the strong
growing kinds.

Erigeron aurantiacum or pulchellum is a very distinct

colour among the Fleabanes, or indeed among the whole range of

cultivated Composites, as few have flowers like this of a bright
orange-red hue. It is a pretty plant wlien well grown and
flowered, though as yet it is not much known. The flower-heads aie

about 1 in. in diameter, and being on long stalks are useful for

cutting. During the week we have seen it in flower at the Hale
Farm Nurseries and other places.

Cacti in Flcwer.—If the gorgeous blossoms of the Cacti and
succulent plants could be more often seen it would tend greatly to

extend their culture and raise them in public favour, but there are
but few places where they can be seen in anything like fine condi-
tion. One of the finest private collections in this country is that in

Mr. Peacock's garden at Sudbury House, Hammersmith, which
occupies several owing to houses. These at the present lime are

higlilj- attractive by the manj- plants in flower, The showiest fire
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the larg'c-flowered Phyllocactuses, especially P. crenatus, witli largo

white tiowers, and a bright scarlet \'arietj' of it, P. multifiorus, is

remarkable for the profusion of its large bright vermilion flowers; as

is also a fine hybrid named J. T. Peacock, which has the pecnliarity

of bearing flowers quite at the base of the stem. Another gorgeous

hybrid is of American origin and named C. M. Hovey. It is in the

way of Cereus speciosissimus, but the flowers are much brighter in

colour, and appear to be overlaid witli a satiny lustre. Then there are

several Mammillariasin flower, notablysemp?rvivoides,withnumerous
small rosy cups on the prickly globular cushions, and Persiciana,

with flowers even brighter than the last. Echinocactus tabularis is

extremely handsome ; the flower is larger than the plant, measuring
some ;! in. across, and of an inverted bell shape ; the colour is a

sulphur-yellow, and the tuft of stamens of a lighter hue. These are

but a few of the numerous beautiful and interesting Cacti in flower

in this rich collection.

Habranthus pratensis fulgens is one of the most
brilliant plants in flower at the present time at the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham. It is a bulbous plant, perfectly hardy, having

withstood the past few winters with impunity. The flower-stems

are stout and erect, about 1 ft. in height, and terminated by an
umbel of flowers about 3 in. across, of the brightest scarlet hue
imaginable, and feathered here and there at the base witli yellow.

Kiich an attractive hardy plant as this is of great value, and when it

becomes commoner it will doubtless be ranch sought after. It is a

native of South Chili, and thrives here in a strong loamy soil in a
thoroughly drained border or rockery.

Maize-leaved Pitcairnia (P. raaiifolia).—This is a very

attracti\'e P.romeliad, remarkable for its long spike of brilliant scar-

let blossoms and broad, handsome light green foliage, which keeps
in good condition throughout the year. The leaves elegantly

recurve over the sides of the pot, and so form an excellent object

for placing upon j^edestals, or for table embellishment. The slender

flower-stems rise some 2 ft. or 'A ft. high, and the blossoms continue
in perfection a long while. It is now beautifully in flower in

11 r. Peacock's garden at tSudbury House, Hammersmith.

Oalochortus Benthami.—This extremely rare bulbous plant
from California is among the most beautiful of a fine genus. It is

in the way of the commoner C. elegans, or C^yclobothra C(£rulea as it

is often called, but the flowers are somewhat larger and of a bright
j'ellow colour. The inner surface of the petals, as in C. elegans, is

thickly beset with short hairs and are very conspicuous. It is now
linely in flower at the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, where also

are C. elegans, I\Iaweanus, C. pulehellus, and C, lilaoinus beautifully

in flowei. At Kew, C. elegans Tolmiei, a large and handsome
variety, is now in flower in the herbaceous department.

Cytisus biflorus.- Messrs. Dicksons, of Waterloo Place, Edin-
burgh, send us specimens of this full of lemon-yellow flowers, which
have been in fine condition for about three weeks on a wall and on
the rockery. It is certainly perfect!}^ hard}-, as last winter's frost

has not touched it, while manj' of the others have been almost de-
stroyed. Messrs. Dicksons have had it in their collection for some
for-ty years, and they always propagate it by grafting on the La-
burnum. It is a plant which should be more grown than it is, an<t

as no doubt it would be if better known.

Iris susiana.—One of the strangest plants in cultivation is

flowering remarkably well this season in the open borders in Mr.
Ware's nursery, Tottenham, and is now in perfection. The huge
lilossoms, so curiously shaped and so strangely marked, attract every
one. The plants are growing in rather stiff soil in a fully-exposed
situation, conditions which apparentlj' suit this reputedly raiffy

subject.

ThermopsiS montana.—From Mr. load's private collection
and Mr. Wares nursery comes a very interesting plant like a good
yellow Lupine. Many will remember the old Thermopsis fabacea.,
which, somehow, never fulfilled the promise of its growth or repaid
for its place. 'J', montana, the new kind, has a long, handsome, and
graceful habit. Flowering at the same time as the perennial Lupine,
it will be found useful for association with that and other border
plants of the season.

Mr. Dominy.—We learn with much pleasure that a subscription
is opened to present a testimonial to the veteran and widely-esteemed
late superintendent of Messrs. 'Veitclrs nursery at Chelsea. Sir

Trevor Lawrence, in calling our attention to the matter, writes

—

" Mr. Dominy has now retired definitely from the service of Messrs.
James Veitch & Sons, after being with them more than thirty-five

years, carrying with him the esteem of his emploj'ers and of all

who have had to do with him. I need not enlarge on Mr. Dominy's
high personal character, on his industry, or on his courteous civility

and attention to all. But his special knowledge and skill are well

known, and have been a great help to nearly every Orchid grower in

the kingdom. iMr. Dominy was the pioneer of the hybridisation of

Orchids, and his skill has enriched our houses with many beautiful hy-

brids. It is not desired to do more than give Mr. Dominy a well-earned

mark of the gratitude and esteem which Orchid growers feel for him.

Several subscriptions have already been promised, varying from

£5 5s. (the maximum fi.xed) to lOs. 6d., and the following gentlemen,

to whom I have only as yet applied, have promised their co-operation,

viz., Rt. Hon. J. Chamberlain, M.P., W. E. Lrymer, Esq., ;\I.P., Sir

Henry Peek, Bt., M.P., Lord Kendlcsham, M.P., and many other well-

known plant lovers and Orchid growers.'' Subscriptions will be

received by Sir Trevor Lawrence, .57, Prince's Gate, or at the London
Joint Stock Bank, Pall Mall, S.W.

We have received, just when going to press, Messrs. Veitch's

" Manual of the Coniferie," and consequently are unable to review

it this week. It will, however, shortly be noticed at length by an
experienced planter.

LATE N0TE3_AND QUESTIONS.

Rules for Correspondents.— /I ^^ comviunicadnns for insertion in the

paper, and all qutntiona and an^uers :ihould beaddreased to the EniTOR. Letters

relating to subscriptions, adcerliseiiients, and other business to the PUBLISHER.
In every case the name and address of the sender is required, in addition to anij

iiora lie plume (0 he used in the paper. QUERIE.S uutst be written clearli) and
eoiiciseli/ each on a separate piece of jtaper and on one side of the paper onlij.

NAillKG VLX:XTii.—Four plants, Jrints, and flowers only can be named at one

tint', and this only when good specimens are sent. We do not jmdertake to name
varieties offlorist Jiowers, such as Fuchsias, Gcraniuins, Azaleas.

Arum Lilies.—What should I do with these just out of Idoom to secure fine

flowering plants next season ? Should I sink the pots in coal ashes or plant out

in the ground'' or lay the pots on their siles, let the roots rest and dry, and re-

pot when young shoots commence from the bulb again ?— ST. BllII>CIU.

'Violas and Pansies.—These are now so much alike that it is difficult to

distinguisli the one from the other. Cannot there be some rules laid down by

which one would know where Violas end and Pansies begin 7 In fact, as both are

Violas, where lies the difference between the two ?—Beta.

Wireworms.—My Mushroom beds are eaten diwn completely by these and
centipedes that somehow get into the building where they are. Can anyone tell

me how to get rid of themY-t;.

Books.— Tt. P.— "Familiar Garden Flowers" and " Familiar Wild Flowers "

(Cassell, Fetter, & CJalpin) may possibly answer your purpose.

lliss 0.—The insect had escaped before the box reached us.

Names of Plants.— B. Mohjnenx.—i, Diplacus slutinosus ; 3, Campanula
glomerata speciosa ; 4, Doronium Pardalianches. Mac.— \, Ajuga reptans ; 2,

Lamium purpureum ; :J, apparently Lychnis diurna. Gat;/-.—Orchis laxiflora.

14. J.—\, Aster coriaceus ; 2, Iris sibirica ; 3, 1, graminea. S. A'.— 1, t'erasus

Padus ; 2, Lycium barbarum ; 3, Pyrus arbutifolia ; 4, Amelanchier vulgaris ; 5,

Hydrophyllum canadense ; 0, Claytonia perfoliata. M. A. jV. -A species of

Liparis. but send when fully in flower. G. G.—CoroniUa Emerus. A . Jl. C.

—Orchis mascula, J. M. A'.—Pyrus arbutifolia.

WATERING IN" DEY WEATHER.
T WOULD recommend " Dorking'' (p. 536) not to ha%'e much watering

done. I have had about 19 years' experience on dry soils, and have

always found that watering only makes the ground harder and more

difficult for the young plants to get through. If the soil is kept

moved at the top there will be moisture underneath. I often lightly

rake the surface after heavy rain if the crops are not through ; if

they are, then I use the hoe as often as possible, and very^ little

watering is required. In the case of fruit trees, a good syringing

would do them good if the weather is warm, but we have yet very

cold winds and frost at night. J. Atfield.

By all means water is my advice to " Dorking." IE Nature is

alwa.ys to have her way, then the major part of the cultivator's oc-

cupation is gone. 'V^egetable as well as other seeds like a dry bed at

first, birt if the bed continues dry the seeds lie dormant till rain

comes ; and Nature can generally afford to wait, while we cannot.

Fruit trees, too, on a dry soil and during a long spell of drought

would be very much benefited by a good soaking of water. Few
thhigs would do more to set a cropof fruit. Indrj- springs the drought

often slays more embryo fruit than the frost. As for seeds with

their scant covering of soil, they should have both shade and water

if wanted in a hurry or in fair time; and affording them both in

moderation we are but copying Nature in her best moods and

practice. She sows her seeds 'in the autumn, keeps them cool and

moist all winter, so that the seeds are ready to take the advantage

of the first genial days of spring to burst into growth. Perhaps

our dry and'safe storage of seeds throughout the winter in bags

or drawers betters Nature's instructions. But shortly after sowing,

the dry rcr/imeii for seeds should cease and a moist bed should

succeed to it, so as to foster and encourage germination and growth.

—D. T. Fish.

"Dorking" should certainly water copiously all seedbeds

and transplanted crops ; not only should he water them thoroughly
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anil tlien -wait till (he soil lias become like powder, but he should
endeavour to lieep the soil moist at all times. After one or two
perfect waterings much less will suffice to keep the crops in growing
condition. If he has the advantage of standing water, or a river,
so much the better for the crops, as they will not then be subjected
to the check which well water, or even water from deeply-laid pipes,
causes growing vegetation. If he has no hose or pump, or other
appliance, and can dip for the water, it is a good plan to form shal-
low ditches between the crops, stamp and smooth them nicely, and
by this means guide the water wherever it is wanted. Then by
means of scoops it can be tlirown out of the trenches o\-er the whole
surface. Of course such canals must have but a very slight fall to
any point. This is far more economical than hand-watering with
pots, besides being far less laborious, the water running to the point
wanted, and being there distributed witliout treading tlie ground
between the rows. In giving water to very small seeds and seedling
plants It will be quite necessary to use the watering-can with a rose,
at any rate in the earlier stages of growth.

—

Sylvesteis.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

CRYSTAL PALACE.—May 28.

The annual summer exhibition of plants and flowers, held under the
auspices of the Crystal Palace Company, took place at Sydenham on
Saturday last, and was quite up to tlie usual standard of flower
shows held there of late years. In certain classes indeed there were
some remarkably fine examples of good culture. As many of the
exhibits shown this occasion were, however, at Itegenfs Park, we
need not again advert to them. The brightest part of the show
was, as usual in Ma}-, tlie

Azaleas, whicli were shown numerously and in wonderfully fine
condition, especially in the amateurs' classes. Mr. A. Patty', who
makes a speciality of the Azalea, was the largest contributor, but
here he was placed second in the class for nine plants witli appa-
rently the same collection that won him the first prize at Pegent's
Park last week. Mr. Child's winning nine were grand pyramids of
blooms and all uniform in size, and perfect as regards freshness.
They comprised Model, Concinna, Elegantissima, Iveryana, iMagnet,
Criterion, Duo do Nassau, Lizzie, and an uncommonly fine "Car-
claj-ana. In Mr. Patty's collection was an exceptionally fine
example of Souvenir du I'rinco Albert, a superb pyramid of
salmon and white-tinted bloom ; also of Stella, Mad. de Cannart
d'llamale, and Juliana, all of which were grown in 12-in. pots.
These were the only two collections in this class. In the nursery-
men's class was a good group from Slough, in which we noticed the
lovely Cedo Nulli, Comtcsse de Flandres, Peine des Fleurs, and Etan-
dardde Flandres, one of the finest of its colour. The other collection
was decidedly poor, as were also the two groups of six plants in the
nurserymen's class. j\lr. Turner and Mr. Ratty showed fine collec-
tions of 18 plants, in pots, not to exceed 9 in. across. Those of the
former were superbly flowered, and included some uncommon sorts,
such as Madeleine, a lovely semi-double white, only recently distri-
buted

;
likewise Mens. Thibaut, Jean Vervaene, one of the best of the

salmon tinted sorts, and Mrs. Turner, a beautiful pink, with
an abundance of large and finely-shaped flowers. Tlie old
A. sinensis, with its rich yellow flowers, was also shown in this group.
Jlr. Patty's plants were not so uniform as regards size, neither did
they represent such new kinds, but in other respects they were
excellent. Tlie otlier collection consisted of small plants.
Fine-foliaged Plants.—These constituted another special

feature of the show. A\'e allude more iiarticularly to the wonder-
fully fine plants from Sir. M'arren's garden at' Handcross Park,
Sussex. These took the premier prizes in the fine-foliaged class, as
well as in those for Crotons and Draca:nas. Among nine fine-foli-
aged plants, Mr. Eann had grand specimens of Croton interruptum,
finely coloured and of huge dimensions, C. variegatum, and C. 'Wise-
manni, also fine ; a healthy and vigorous Areca sapida, Thrinax ele-

gans, Cycas ciroinalis, with a young plume of foliage, and an excel-
lent plant of Pritchardia pacifica.

" The other collection in this class
from Canon Bridge's garden contained fine plants of Areca pubes-
cens, Cycas revoluta, Dieffenbachia Bausei, and Phormium Co-
lensoi variegatum. Jlr. Eann's nine Crotons were a long way in
advance of the other two collections shown. They comprised grand
plants of C. Andreanum, Hendersoni, angustifolium. Prince of 'Wales,
multicolor. Challenger, volutum, and Youngi, all of huge size and
perfect as regards colouring and vigorous growth.
The other collections, though inferior to the preceding, showed

skilful cultivation, for though the plants were small they were well
coloured and vigorous. The class for Dracffinas represented three
collections, neither of which included very large plants. The best
were Draciiona Goldieana, Eex, Gladstonei, Thomsoni, Majestica,
Bausei, Eenardi, Peginse, and llobinsoniana, all finely coloured. In

the othergTOups were D. '\'ivicans, P.aptisti, Pocurva, Anerlej-ensis,

and Salmonea, all fine sorts for general cultivation. The nursery-
men's fine foliaged plants comprised three collections.

Orchids were somewhat numerous, but by no means so finely

represented as we are wont to see them at other London shows
;

indeed, with the exception of the first collection, from Mr. Child, of

Ewell, the competition in the amateurs' class was quite of a local

character. The finest plants in the best collection were Vanda suavis,

with nine flower-spikes, and Aerides Fieldingi, with four spikes,

having fourteen branches. Both of these plants were exceptionally
fine .sjjecimcns, and exemplified very skilful culture, but the other
plants in the collection were but of ordinary quality. In the other
collections were Oncidium concolor, shown extremely fine in masses

;

Odontoglossum polyxanthum (a new species), bearing two spikes

;

Cattleya citrina, with ten flowers ; Cattleya labiata, a very fine

variety : Dendrobium marmoratum, a pretty Assamese species, in the
way of D. transi:)arens ; Phalainopsis Luddemanniana, Dendrobium
Bensonia3, D. Dalhousianum, &c. In the nurserymen's class there
were two collections, one from Mr. B, S. "Williams, the other from
Mr. James. The former was first, which included fine examples of

Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Oncidium concolor, Epidendrum
vitellinum majus, L;"Blia purpurata, Cattleya Mendelli, &c., all in

excellent flowering condition.

The sto\'e and greenhouse plants were of the usual character, and
these have been, with one or two exceptions, alluded to in our last

week's reports. The Heaths, as usual, were poor, neither of the
collections shown being either uniform or representative. Koses
were conspicuous by their absence, but their place was well filled by
a fine collection of Clematises from Messrs. Jackman & Sons, "Woking,

a similar one to that shown at the Regent's Park show last week.
Pelargoniums were poorly represented, the onlj- creditable collection

Ijeing the nine fancies and sirows from the Slough Xurseries, which
was remarkably uniform and well flowered, and comprised some of

tlie leading kinds. Calceolarias were in strong force, somohalC-a-dozen
reallj' fine collections being shown, all remarkable for the variety of

colour, large size, and fine form of the flowers, indicating the best

strains, that from Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth, who are noted
growers of the Calceolaria, being exceptionally fine. There were
two collections of Tuberous Begonias, that from Messrs. Laing, who
are the foremost growers of tlie fiower, being the finest. It included

some finely-grown plants of such fine kinds as Ladj' Hume Campbell,

PoUie, Hon. Jlrs. P.rassey, Ann Laing, Devonieusis, Sir Stafford

Korthcote, and Exoniensis, all among the finest sorts. In the other

collection, from Mr. Coppin, the most noteworthy were Reve d'Or,

Flame, "W. E. Gladstone, and Paul Masurel.

The groups arranged for effect were four in number ; the first

prize was awarded to an arrangement by Messrs. J. Peed & Sou,

which consisted of fine-foliaged and flowering plants. Tree Ferns
being particularly conspicuous. The second best, by Mr. Salter,

contained a very choice collection of plants, even many rare Orchids

in flower. Tlie group was arranged in the usual sloping manner,
therefore not so effective asthe irregulararrangement. The third group,

as well as the other, was similar to the first, being scarcely infe-

rior as regards general effect, and contained a large number of

choice and well-grown plants.

The miscellaneous class was small, the most conspicuous exhibits

being a fine group of Carter's Queen's Prize Strain i\Iimulus, which
were, indeed, very fine, as were also the new Violas from the same
firm. Cut Koses came from Mr. Kumsey's nurseries, "Waltham Cross.

Tansies in large numbers and great variety from 3Ir. Hooper, Bath.
Gloxinias, well-grown Coleuses, Calceolarias, and standard plants of

Mignonette from various other exhibitors.

First-class Certificates were awarded to—
3tr B. S. Williams, Hollowaj', for

—

Actiniopteris radiata australis, Philodendron elegans,

Heliconia nigra punctata, Odontoglossum Alexandrte grandiflorum,

Asplenium apicidens, all described in our columns last week.
Mr. Turner. Poyal Nurseries, Slough, for

—

Pelargoniurii Martial, a beautiful new variety of the show
type, with flowers of large size and fine form, and of a bright crimson
lake, blotched and feathered with a deepcrhue. P. Mr. Henry Cox,
one of the bronze zonal type, the finest we have seen, the zone being
high coloured and also the ground colour. It is a fine addition to a

section which has been bare of novelty for some time.

3Icssrs, J. Laing i: Co., Forest Hill, for

—

Begonia Da'viai fl.-pl. auperba, the fine variety alluded to

in our columns last week. B. Mrs. Robert "White, one of the

tuberous section with unusually large flowers of fine form and sub-

stance, and of a delicate rose tint. In the habit, too, it is vigorous

and erect Coleus'Stanstead Ri'val, a pretty foliaged variety

with deep carmine leaves, edged with bright emerald green, and
mottled and blotched with various shades of crimson.
A full list of awards is sWen in our advertising columns.
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" ThlB Is an Art
Wlilch does mend Kature : change It rather : but
THE Akt itself 13 NiTURB."—jjAoSespeiK-e.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

Erom Professor Owen comes the first Day Lily of the

season, type of a beautiful race of Lily-like flowers whicli

deserve better treatment in gardens than they get. Their

beauty would be belter seen than it is now if they were

planted more in groups or colonies, each by itself in rich, deep

soil. The fragrance of some kinds is very delicate, and the

form of the foliage so good and the growth so free that they

are among the plants that might well form groups on the lawn

or take part in beds of the finer hardy plants. Some of them
are also among those worth growing for cutting from.

«

From Highclere come many bunches of Khododendrons, of

one famous kind of which—Altaclarense—this noble hill gar-

den is the cradle. Here they are at home as if they were on

the mountains of the Carolinas or Virginia. This year has

been a fine year for bloom. With them come the Azaleas, an

excellent collection, as usual with the yellow and orange tints

predominating, but also good representatives of the white and

delicate peach colour and pink and white tinged with

red, so desirable among this beautiful and fragrant family of

hardy shrubs. The orange and yellow " notes " are rather

too predominant among them generally, rather apt to shut

out the more delicate lighter colours. These, among the most
brilliant of out-door flowers, are, however, quite outshone by
the great flowfr.5 of the tree Pa3ony, from the same garden.

On the hill they escape the frost, and grow and bloom well.

The blooms are 7 in. to 8 in. across, and are very fine in form.

The hills suit many types of flowers and trees better than

the valleys. Happily, it is so, because we thus get the more
interest and that unending variety in the individual, its con-

dition and beaut}', which is the greatest charm and the

exclusive possession of gardening. We shall eventually, no
doubt, know so well what suits the hills and valleys that very

different types will be found in each. The surprising thing

is that the serious effect of cold in valleys has taught so few
lessons as regards the culture of fruit trees.

#

From Mr. Lynch at Cambridge comes the American Crab
(Pyrus coronaria), valuable as blooming later in our gardens

than other trees nearly allied to the Apple and Pear, and its

flowers, moreover, have a violet-like scent ; it is a neglected

tree. Also some handsome red Chestnut-like Pavias (P.

rubra and P. bicolor), the double Horse Chestnut, and the

Judas tree. The singular charms of an old specimen of this

tree entitle it to a good place on the lawn or choice shrub-

bery, whereas it is often not seen in the ordinary garden.
#

From Cambridge comes also the excellent Tansy-leaved

Thorn, with numerous very fragrant flowers and pink stamens.

There are some tall old trees of this in the Botanic Gardens,

Eegent's Park, where they flowered profusely this season. Of
other interesting plants in the Cambridge Garden Mr. Lynch
writes as follows :—
The different species of ^sculus and Pavia have scarcely past their

flash of beauty. The double Horse Chestnut, though not finer than
the single kind, is certainly liandsome, and being uncommon is

deserving of note. Pavia bicolor grows to no more than the size of

a shrub here, and a fine one it is, biit P. rubra ipaljes a striking tree,

contrasted witli the red-flowered sorts. P. flava is interesting, but
not showy. Genista sessilifolia is a bright and sparkling shrub,
one of the best. A variety of the Laburnum with convoluted leaves
will, perhaps, prove interesting ; its appearance quickly arrests

attention. Asimina triloba this year is flowering most profusely, and,
being rarely found in good condition, it is gratifying to say that the
tree is perfectly at home, and is the finest with which I am acquainted.
A variety of the Persi an Lilac with laoiniated leaves is curious ; the white-
flowered form is a valuable shrub, and not too common in shrubberies.
The double Hawthorns, now nearlj'over, havebeenmagnificent. Other
species besides the common one have great floral beauty ; Cratsgus
tanacetitolia has pretty pink anthers like those of Prunus Mahaleb,
which set ofl: the pure white flowers to advantage. Viburnum Oxy-
coccus, next to the Guelder Rose, is the most beautiful of the large
growing species, and much surpasses tlie Guelder Rose in the sterile

wild form. In autumn it bears very handsome red berries in flavour
like those of the Cranberry, for which they form a substitute. The
common Broom (Cytisus scoparius) is one of the handsomest shrubs
of the season, and Weigela rosea, known to all, needs no remark.
Trees and shrubs have flowered here this season most profusely, and
nothing could equal perhaps the snowy grandeur of the double
Cherry. Amelanchier canadensis var. alnifolia was superior to all its

allies, on account of its white flowers being associated with beautiful

green foliage. The Poppy (Papavcr umbrosum) is fine in flower and
neat in habit ; Lathyrus Sibthorpi, tlie earliest of all, has been in

flower for two or three weeks.
*

From Cambridge also we are pleased to have -the North
American Papaw (Asimina triloba) in blos.som, a most curi-

ous flowering tree, hardy here and growing in New York and
Pennsylvania, as well as southwards. The flowers are very

singular in appearance, being large and pendulous and of a

dark leather colour. We have received it on previous years,

and published an engraving of its flowers and shoots from a

specimen that bloomed in Osborn's nursery. It is interesting

to know that it blooms well in such a cold situation as the

Cambridge Botanic Garden. The flowers grow from the axils

of last year's leaves. Gray speaks of it as growing from

10 ft. to 20 ft. high, and the fruit as " yellowish, sweet, and
edible in autumn," The leaves have a disagreeable odour

when bruised.
*

Mr. Marnock has been pointing out to us the value of the

old Guelder Eose as compared with some of the newer

Viburnums, such as V. plicatum, and the old one is much the

better of the two, although the advantages of fresh soil and a

choice position are on the side of the newer kinds. Where
the old Guelder Eose has a good place, and where its shoo's

are thinned somewhat, its " snowballs " are indeed often as large

as those of V. macrocephala, as we see this grown in England,

and with which so much care is generally taken.

*

Sweet Peas, large, leafy, and free in growth, a welcome

nosegay, and the earliest of its kind, from Miss Jekyll, who
says, " They are later than they should be, kept back by the

hard winter and long cold spring. They were sown in Sep-

tember in a shallow trench, and stood through the winter at

about 4 in. high. These flowers show well an important point

in the culture of many a good annual flower, and that is

autumnal sowing, and a slow steady growth through the win-

ter. No doubt the sandy soil of the Surrey hills tends to save

the plants through the winter. In many places the fact seems

to be lost sight of that hardy annuals, to be at their best,

must be sown in autumn. Even if some should perish in an
unusually severe winter, it is always worth while making re-

gular sowings for the chance of securing a fine bloom. Per-

haps the noblest of hardy annuals is the Sweet Pea. Treated

this way, and also assisted by subsequent sowings, one may
have this ever-welcome flower for almost half the year.

Scarcely less welcome, a stately bunch of the white single

garden Columbine, so large and free that it reminded one of
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the white Eocky Mountain CoUimbine, but this common single

Columbine is so easily grown that it has the advantage over the

rarei' kind. While many have to regret the disappearance of

the finer species of Aquilegia, and the hopelessness of raising

them pure from home-grown seed, it is well to know that a

number of good forms of the common European kind may be

raised from seed easily. It would be worth while to fix some
of these and raise them separately, as Messrs. Vilmorin have
done with the blue and other Cinerarias.

From the same garden charming little Brier Roses, double

and single, yellow, and white, and red. Shortly before they

arrived, a circular from the National Rose Society came to

hand, in which it asks for information and assistance in the

formation of a catalogue of "show" Roses, others being

excluded. Well, if the worship of the large, and the showy,

and the "well formed," &c., only among Roses is to be

specially advocated by the National Rose Society, to the

exclusion of the wants of our gardens, which are very much
more important to the public generally than the wants of

shows, it would be almost worth while having another Rose
society to encourage the many lovely Roses that do not come
into the category of " show kinds, " good as many of these

are.

From the same Surrey garden the foliage of the White Day
Lilies (Fuukia) is the finest that comes in our way at all.

The fine form, the freedom, the spotless verdure of the foliage

of these plants arc admirable. The shape is so good that

merely placing them without care in a vase or jar they fall

into a good group at onco. These plants are worth having
for the sake of the cutting only, though, as we know, the

flowers have some value, and the habit of the whole plant is

good when well grown. The kinds of which the foliage is so

good are Fuukia grandiflora and F. Sieboldi. In the district

from which they come there are no slugs to eat the foliage
;

but in Hyde Park last year they also escaped, and Sieboldi

surpassed the finest tender plants in its effect.

«>

Mr. Stevens, while having a large botanical collection,

also very properly has extensive collections of separate classes,

as, for example, the single and double Pyrethrums, and the

beauty of the double ones is now so fully recognised that

some of our nurserymen can hardl}' supply enough of them,
even where they propagate them by tens of thousands. But,

perhaps, the equal charms of the single kinds will be quickly

recognised in these Daisy-loving times, these Pyrethrums
being among the most striking and certainly the richest in

colour of the Daisy-like flowers, fine deep rose and reds being
very conspicuous. "We should recommend our growers of

hardy flowers to secure a good race of the single Pyrethrums,

Mr. Stevens, who has a very full collection of German
Iris, kindly sends us a whole garden of them, which we at

once proceeded to throw into groups, first the softer yellows

altogether, then the rich dark and yellow kinds (forms of I.

variegata), then the light netted purplish kinds, and lastly

those of a deeper, purer, purplish tint. In this way we get in

each vase a simpler and better eff'ect than from the mixture, the

soft yellows being among the best. Some of j\Ir. Stevens'

tufts of Victorine and other good kinds are broad and bold,

and grown as Irises should be.

The Irises are the flower of the week, and how to make
the most of them, how to get the fullest expression of their

beauty, is worth the attention of all who care for early sum-
mer flowers. We do not need much more the labours of the

crossb-reeder in this direction. Our gardens are full of sorts,

too many sorts, and the result of having so many is a mix-

ture of no one definite tone, endless pretty varieties, but no
sufficient place given to the finer types. There is danger in

too many kinds, delightful as they are individually.

*

From Professor Owen we have a couple of fine old Irises,

which perhaps tell us as well as any other how to get the

best result from them ; they consist of the great Iris pallida

and the rich yellow and dark velvet De Bergi. When one has

plants so valuable as either of these, or, indeed, as I. Victorine or

I. Darius, the best way is to fix upon a good place and form
a little colony. Suppose we have a couple of square yards

say of unoccupied space in a good border or on the fringe of

a bed of shrubs. Instead of filling this with nine or ten

different plants the best way would be to thoroughly prepare

it with deep and rich earth, and then break up a tuft of I.

pallida and dot it over the surface, so leaving it for half-a-

dozen years. For a little top-dressing after the first few
years it would be grateful, and beyond that nothing would
be necessary except cleanliness, and when once the shoots

close a little, that would be very easy. The effect of such a

group after the first year's growth is, in soil of fair quality,

superb, as good or better than that of many things which
require, perhaps, woekl}' or even daily attention in the shape

of watering, &c. Even when out of flower the form of the

Iris leaves is so good, that it would in the picturesque garden

seldom be otherwise than helpful to a general good effect.

Treat five or six kinds in this way ; one bold group or colony

of each would be better than trying to grow many kinds pro-

miscuously, though a large oval or circular bed filled with a

choice mixture is also desirable, and it might be easily

planted, so as to give a succession of Lilies after the Irises

go ou.t of flower, and thus form one of the richest groups

which one could have in a garden.

«

Frequently new plants come to us in a condition which
scarcely represents their full beauty, and so of Ixiolirion ta-

taricum, of which fresh and very well grown specimens from
the New Plant Company show it even in a better light than

we have hitherto spoken of it, the growth being by far the

best we have seen. There is a singular charm in the way in

which the plants bloom when grown thus, the flowers being

neither in heads nor spikes, nor any particular or described

form, but in two or three little groups on a somewhat wavy
stem, a solitary bloom generally occurring low down on the

stem, guarded by a small leaf. However, this we hope to

show by the aid of an illustration. The New Plant people

at Colchester seem to be growing successfully some good and
rare plants. They also send Iris chalcedonica, a " mourning"
Iris, and very wonderful if we had not Mr. Ewbank's enor-

mous I. susiana before us, which is about double the size of

the Colchester bloom, though that is larger than a good Ger-

man Iris.

They have a curious collection of Japanese Maples, parti-

cularly the s'ariegated forms, but these being even more slow
in growth and fragile than the green and coloured forms
would require good culture in pots, which, however, they well

deserve. The American hardy Orchids from the same source

—Cypripedium acaule and Arethusa bulbosa—are very well

grown. Some day we shall no doubt see hardy Orchids

among the effective ornaments of our gardens, well out of the

sickly and " dotty " stage.
*

Mr. Ross, in writing from Highclere of a native tree,

little planted for its beauty, the Wild Service (P. torminalis)
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not the true Service, P. Sorbus, which is not a native tree,

"The Pyrus torminalis has been lavishly covered with its white

blossom, and had an impressive effect by the side of evergreen

Oaks and other dark-foliaged trees,where it had been judiciously

planted many years ago." We noticed some fine tall trees of

this at Ilighclere (though it is described in botanical books as

a low tree), and saw the fruit selling in quantity in the Vienna
markets. It is also said to be sold in our country markets.

«

The effect of the Mellidores,. or so-called Roman Ranunculi,

is extremely good—not the many-coloured or orange races,

but the sulphur and canary-coloured forms, showing well the

black " centres," the very thing we should hive bated them
for some time ago, or some of us. It is curious that the

very worst form for the artist, and those who care about good

forms, are those chosen by the florist. For instance, an artist

would infinitely prefer one of these open flowers showing a

bold black centre to the same flower if it formed a big

Bachelor's Button. So we certainly do in this case, though
there are many double flowers which are admirable. These

Mellidores come from " St. Bridgid," on the Hill of Howth,
and with some Banksian Roses from the same place are among
the most delightful things we have.

*

Some fronds of the hardy American Maiden-hair Fern
(Adiantum pedatum), from Mrs. Davidson, just came in time

to embrace the last bunch of the double Poet's Narcissus,

and a very bold and pretty little group is formed in a narro .v-

necked glass by four of the Gardenia-like flowers of the

Narcissus, and one single well-grown frond of the Fern.

From its boldness and freedom when well grown it is very

useful for the room garden, so to say. There should be no
trouble in establishing it in a woody bottom in rich leaf-soil.

But it is well worth growing in a cool house for a supply of

fronds.

Plants from various parts of the country sometimes throw
new light on interesting questions, and a series of beautiful

examples of the finer Columbines from Mrs. Davidson at

Ashmore, near Salisbury, bear upon a matter that has often

been discussed among growers of hardy flowers ; the culture

and endurance of the nobler species of Aquilegia, Mrs. David-
son says :

—

My Columbines are (^as, indeed, they always are) a perfect blaze
of colour. A. glandulosa is blooming profusely from three-year-old
plants, and I have some old plants of A. ccerulea, which are better
than they have ever been. This is the only species I have difficulty

with. Mr. Ewbank's prophecy in the winter was, that I should not
bloom those plants a second time. I only wish he could see them
now. Aquilegias grow most luxuriantly in this almost alpine cli-

mate. Tlie plants of A. ccerulea now in profuse bloom (each blos-

som measuring 4 J in. across bj' strict measurement), are at least four
years old, if not more. They were transplanted two years ago. A.
Skinneri is a veteran, with literally hundreds of blooms. Amongst
many failures, one likes to record a success. The glory of my cold
greenhouse is a pair of Nepaul Saxifrages ; height, 3 ft. from the
bottom of the spike, and the circumference at the rim of the pot
close upon 6 ft.

Black Pansies, white Pinks, large rosy Thrifts, Sweet
Honeysuckle (a good free-blooming kind), American Cow-
slips, scarlet Larkspur, the Pyrenean Lily, the fine Russian

Primrose (P. luteola), figured last year in The Garden, the

Snowdrop Anemone, Welsh Poppies, St. Bruno Lilies, and
Amethyst Scillas all come from the same garden, telling us

how well all these fair flowers thrive on the wind-swept hills

of Wilts and Dorset.
*

I noticed in Mr. Marnock's garden that bright gem, the

true Alpine Pink, Dianthus alpinus, with grass-green leaves.

Many Pinks inhabit rocks and mountains, but this is quite

distinct in its bold, firm, rosy flowers, rising from a close car-

pet of leaves, not pointed like those of other Pinks, but blunt
and short. The Alpine Pink is difficult to grow about London,
mostly owing to destruction from wireworra. It used to ba
obtained at one time by London nurserymen from Fennesy'a
nursery at Waterford, where it grew freely and well. Full
exposure to the sun, and a deep and not dry soil will suit it;

but not the dust-dry or stony "rockwork." As a spreading
group on a low well-formed rock garden it would bo charm-
ing.

How bright and beautiful are those Ixias opening day after

day in a London house, far away from their sunny home in
Guernsey, whence they were sent us by Mr. C. Smith. It is

a pity we cannot more commonly see these bright and strange
flowers in our gardens, but if this should never be it is almost
worth while having them grown in quantity for us in Guernsey,
consideilng the length of time they last in a cut state. It is

said their culture is simpler than we suppose, only the fact

remains that one never sees them quite happy in our
gardens,

*

The great crimson Tulip (Tulipa Gesneriana) comes to us
from Messrs. Carter, who speak much of its effect. Well,
no wonder, for this is the parent of all our true florists'

Tulips, the late -flowering kinds as distinguished from the
early and " bedding " Tulips. It is the parent of that superb
race of flowers which made the old Dutchman enthusiastic,

and which have formed so long a delightful study for our
own florists. It is the parent of those tall old late kinds
which Mr. Burbidge has lately been enquiring about, and
which are a mixture from the florists' Tulips settled down
into their own ways in cottage gardens.

#

We were pleased lately with the distinct effect of Weigela
Lavallei, a dark crimson sort of which some dwarf plants are

blooming freely in London in the Chelsea Botanic Garden.
New forms of these shrubs are worth being carefully and
tastefully placed, so as to secure their free growth and good
effect when in bloom. Where not " absorbed " in the over-

crowded shrubbery their bloom of late has been beautiful.

The kind above named is wholly distinct from that of any
other we have previously seen in cultivation, and well grown
on a good soil and in pure air it will prove a valuable shrub.

AVorthy to rank with these is a very good double Deutzia

(D. candidissima fl.-pl.), sent us from Newry by Mr. T. Smith.

When shall we begin to cultivate and prune such shrubs as

they deserve to hel Because a plant or shrub will live with-

out attention at all we neglect it, but a subject of no greater

beauty indoors requires daily attention, is most carefully

pruned and placed exactly in the conditions that suit it

best, while perhaps its bloom is not very remarkable, and no
longer in duration than one of these choice hardy shrubs,

which may perhaps be in a half-starved state for the want of

some attention that an hour once a year, or, perhaps, once in

three years, would suffice to give. In the true garden

every individual in the shrubbery should be carefully con-

sidered, as carefully as a "specimen" in the "winter garden."

Why not ?

*

Among the many bright flowers which cheer the week is

one very c[uaint shrub with slender shred like bloom of a cho-

colate colour and evergreen leaves, and this is the narrow-

leaved, evergreen Spindle tree (Euonymus angustifolius),

which was new to even so attentive an observer of evergreen

shrubs as Mr. W. E. Gumbleton. It is an elegant small ever-

green, which 'omesfrom Mr. Stevens, of Byfleet, and with it
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another very curious Lardy shrub, Aralia quinquefolia, which
also has puzzled some of our friends.

*

The Forget-me-nots are admirable in the cut state, the wood
Forget-me-not being sold in Covent Garden in thick bunches
for weeks past. A bunch of the deep blue Impdratrice from
Newry is a welcome addition to the sky-blue of our wild kind.

This Imperatrice is a hybrid with the colour of the Azores
Forget-me-not, a species not often seen. The hybrid, being of

easier culture, is more common in cultivation. It is pretty cut

in a Violet glass.
*

Our friends will kindly note that these pages .are not re-

.served for hardy subjects only, but for flowers from any de-

partment indoors or out, more especially perhaps for such as

are seen to best advaiitiige as cut flowers in rooms, or that

can be best enjoyed when brought near the eye. Particularly

do we desire examples of tree and shrub life, whether flowers,

fruit, or foliage.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

The American Apple Trade. In speaking to Mr. Walter
Draper, of Covent Garden, tlie otiior day of tlie state of the packing'

of tlie enormous number of Apples coming; to us from America dur-
ing the past season, he referred to the great loss and disappointment
incurred from bad packing, brands found to be deficient in that way
being evaded by the purchaser. He saiil that there would be no
objection whatever to the Apples being classed, and that sales could
be readilj' found for more than one class, but the ones, twos, and
threes should be rigiilly and conscientiously separated, and kept so

in the barrel. Tlie Can.adian Apples are much better. As it is to

Jlr. Draper's firm that most of the Apples coming to the London mar-
ket are shipped, his opinion miiy be worth mentioning to our American
readers.

Fine Old Judas Tree.—InTHEGAnoEN of Mr. E. Harcourt
at St. Clare, in the Isle of Wight, there is just now a Judas tree

in blossom which is worth a pilgrimage to see. It would hold its

own even in the environs of Smyrna. The tree is 18 ft. high, and
the circumference of its branches is about 75 ft. At this present
moment it is laden with blossom, and its kind of ruby-red against
the dark foliage of a tall Pinus iusignis, which grows close by, is

most striking to look at.

—

H. E.

Finely-flowered Anthurium Andreanum —The finest

flower of this new Avoid is nt^w in perfection in Messrs. Veitch &
Son's nursery at Chelsea. I'he spathe measures 5 in. in depth and
4 in. in width, and the singular yellow and white spadix is propor-
tionately long. The foliage, too, is large, one leaf being 1 ft. or more
in length, and several nearly as large. The size of the flowers approxi-
m.ate nearer to that of native specimens than any that have hitherto
been produced, and we may soon hear of their being even larger
when the plants corae to be more extensively grown and in pure
country air. The house occupied by the older, but scarcel.y inferior,

A. Scherzerianum is now quite a floral sight in itself, being quite
aglow with brilliant scarlet spathes, which may be seen in all sizes

from that of those originally introduced to the huge broad spathes of

A. Wardi and A. I'almeri, The singular A. liothschildianura, a iiybrid

between the white and the red, is likewise in flower, and the white
spathes, thickly bespattered with red, renders it extremely attractive.

There is also a variety remarkable for its extreme floriferousness, and
though the spathes are not very large, are invaluable for cutting
purposes.

Oriental Poppy (Papaver orientale).—At this season
this Poppy is one of the most conspicuous objects in the garden, its

large brilliant scarlet fiowers being strikingly eft'ective even at long
distances off. There are several forms of it and during the week have
had an opportunity of m.aking notes respecting them in Mr. Stevens'
collection at Griismere. Among tliese are major, a variety with flowers

of a larger size than those of the type, and of a slightly different

colour ; bracteatum, distinguished by the leaf-like bracts that sur-

round the fiower
; concolor, a form without the jet black blotches

at the inner bases of the petals ; triumphans. remarkable for its

floriferousness and dwarf habit of growth
;
pulcherrima, a variety

intermediate between the last mentioned and the type and also
more floriferous. These hardy Poppies should certainly be grown in
every garden ; they are not in the least fastidious as to soil, and

thrive without care if planted in a good position. Among other
kinds of Poppies in the Grasmere collection, wliicli is just now
attractively in flower, may be named Papaver lateritium, a kind with
long deeply cut leaves and flowers about the size of those of P.

nudicaule, but of an orange red or brickdust colour. It grows in a
dwarf compact tuft and bears a large quantity of flowers. The
"Welsh Poppy (Jleconopsis cambrica) thrives uncommonly well in

this garden in a partially shaded border. Of this there is one tuft

a couple of feet through and bearing a mass of clear yellow cup-
like blossoms.

Indigofera decora alba.— This lovely shrub is quite an
acquisition. It llirives in nur climate if afforded a little protection
such as that of a wall. The flowers are pure while and jiroduced in

long graceful racemes. The foliage, which is pinnate, is also

elegant, andsets the flowers, whichliangalloneway, oft' to good advan-
tage. It is now finely in flower in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at

Coombe Wood, and at their Chelsea nursery is a fine example of I.

floribunda against a west wall, covered with a profusion of pretty
rosy purple flowers. Both are extremely desirable for planting
against a wall, a remark which also applies to the typical I. decora,
a well-known and beautiful shrub.

Siberian Lungwort (Jlertonsia sibirica).—Those who
do not possess this beautiful hardy plant would do well to add
it to their collection, as it is one of the most desirable of its class,

and a plant that never fails to give satisfaction, especialh' if grown
in a damp peaty soil, though it thrives fineh- in an ordinary border.
"We noticed it tlie other day in Mr. Stevens' garden at Byfleet,

growing in a rather dry border; nevertheless the plant was full of

flower .and vigorous. The flowers, which are small and bell-shaped,
are produced in loose drooping clusters terminating gracefully
arching stems. The colour varies from a delicate pale purple-blue
to a rosy pink in the young flowers. It is a more elegant plant than
the Virginian Lungwort (JI. virginica), an older and better known
kind. It is a perfectly hardy perennial, and continues in bloom for

a long period. It was faithfully figured in TnE Gaedbn, Vol. XVIII.,
p. 514.

Gloxinias at Ctielsea.—The houses devoted to these beautiful
plants in Messrs. A'eitchs nurserj' are now extremely gay, the display

of flowers being at its best. A long span-roofed bouse is entirely

filled with them and is quite an exhibition in itself. The stock con-
sists principally of the erect flowered type, which is riuite superseding
the horizontal class. The range of colour in the hosts of varieties

represented is extremely wide and quite indescribable ; some are
beautifully marbled and spotted, others exquisitely freckled with
varied buds; others again are self-coloured, while others have a
margin of pure white on the lobes of the corolla. There are numerous
new kinds this season, all decided advances on older sorts. Among
these novelties are Radiance, the finest self of its colour, an intensely
rich crimson witli a velvety lustre on the surface ; Brantome Fabiola,
Christophe Colomb, Lady Marriott, all extremely flne sorts and
which have been lately certificated and described in these columns.
The finest white yet raised is one called Purity the large erect flowers

of wdiich are of spotless whiteness. Besides the new kinds of this year
there are several of the older kinds that have not been superseded in

their respective colours ; for instance, it is not easj' to surpass such
a beautiful freckled v.iriet}- as Coronet, one of last year's certificated

sorts, and many others may be instanced. The whole of the seedlings
raised in this establishment are characterised by a dwarf stout
grow til, robust foliage, which recurves so as to nearly hide the pot,

and profuse flowerers added to their beautiful and varied hues. These
plants will be in good condition for two or three weeks hence, or
even longer, as some of the plants have only just begun to

flower.

The National Rose Society having determined to publish
a catalogue of exhibition Roses, the executive committee have
made a selection of such kinds as they think belong to that class.

They, however, desire more information on the subject, and, on
application to the secretary, 37, Arundel Street, Strand, forms will

be sent in which any observations likelj' to be of service to the com-
mittee may be entered, the object in view being to prepare what
thej- hope may prove to be a standard catalogue of exhibition Roses.

A Public Park for Burnley. —The late Mr. Alderman
Scott, who w'as one of the ex-Jlayors of Burnley, has left .£10,000

for a public park. lie gave £1600 to the Mechanics' Institute two
years ago.

We learn that the following are the approximate numbers of

visitors to the Royal Horticultural Society's Show exclusive of

Fellows ; the results show the deterrent influence of the unfavourable
weather on the two popular days, Monday and Tuesday. Friday,
1288'; S.aturday, 1610; Monclay," 3633 ; and' Tuesdav, 2200; making'ev
tQtal of 8730,
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ORCHIDS.

CYMBIDIUM EBUENEUIVr.
This is not only one of the handsomest of all Orchids, but with-
out doubt one of the finest plants in cultivation. Its foliage is

graceful and evergreen, and not marred by the presence of gaunt,
bare pseudo-bulbs. The flowers, which are borne well above the

foliage, rival even some of the white Ijiliums in purity, substance,

odour, and size, and, moreover, last four weeks in perfection

during the dull months of January and February. Formerly
this plant was not grown well owing to the erroneous idea that

it required peat and Sphagnum to root in, and a hot close

atmosphere to grow in. Under such conditions both growth and
flowers were feeble, and the leaves rarely preserved their points,

Avhich were continually becoming black. This Cymbidium should
be potted in fibry loam, mixed with which should be drift sand and
small broken crocks in sufficient quantities to keep the loam when
decaying from forming a solid, unaerated mass. A little peat, leaf

mould, or even dry cow manure, according to the fancy of the

small flowers, having dull-coloured sepals, but the pouch is of snowy
whiteness, and strikingly resembles a small bird's egg in shape and
size. The attractive 8iberian species C. macranthum is thriving un-
commonly well here, and the flowers, some 2 in. in length and of a rich
purplish rosy hue, combined with the peculiar network in the pouch,
render it very sliowy. These three kinds are growing in the rock
garden among low shrubs, which afEord them partial shade, and a
surface mulching of moss keeps the roots moist and cool. The soil

in which they are growing appears to be of a peaty nature. In a
snug corner, sheltered by thick hedges, are large groups of C. Ca'-
ceolus and C. parviflorum, thrives and flowers as in its native
haunts. Both are extremely pretty, and would be wortliy occupants
of a shady nook in any garden. The former requires a good loamy
soil, the latter a light peaty soil enriched by leaf-mould. The rare
and extremel}' handsome Arethusa bulbosa is finely in flower ; it

grows but a few inches high. The flowers, which remind one of
those of Bletia hyacinthina both in size and colour, are borne singly
on short erect stems proceeding from tiny bulbs. Kemarkable more for
its extremely curious flowers than its showiness, is Liparis liliiflora,

a small growing species with a pair of broad leaves and a loose
spike of tiny flowers, having dull purplish lips almost transparent

and long narrow sepals, reminding one of a long-
limbed insect. A really show plant is Orchis spec-
tabilis, a tuft of which is highly attractive in the
rock garden. The flowers are small, but many arc
crowded on a spike, and, being pure white and a
delicate purple, are showy. A batch of the pretty
O. laxiflora, from the Channel Islands, is better than
we have hitherto seen, and there are also good
flower ing plants of various kinds of Serapias and
a large breadth of 0. foliosa, which, however, is

not fully in bloom, though a few early spikes show
what a fine plant it is. W. G.

Cymbidium eburneum.

grower, will do no harm. Let the pot.s be half full of drainage

secured either b}' a layer of Moss or pieces of thin turves. Pot
moderately firm, and instead of elevating the plant above the rim
of the pot keep the compost at least i in. below it, so as to make
wateringeasy. The roots of this Orchid are large andmany in number
and require much more pot-room than is generally afforded.

From now till October water must be given freely, and at all

times water often enough to keep the roots moist ; this plant

cannot stand dryness at the roots. To pot-bound plants throwing up
their spikes, a little weak manure water may occasionally be

given. This Cymbidium is quite at home the whole year round

in a shady position in any well-aired intermediate house, where
the winter night temperature is about 5o^. This being so, and
considering what excellent cheap plants the nurserymen are now
offering of it, it is surprising that so many gardeners fail to add
it to their collection of winter-flowering plants.

J. C. SPYEIiS.

Hardy Orchida in Flower.—During the week the following

beautiful and interesting plants have been in flower in the Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham : Of Lady's Slippers, Cypripedium acaule

with beautiful rose-tinted blossoms, the pouch being extremely sin-

gular in form ; C. candidum, an exquisite little species with lather

Rocky Mountain Cacti.—I should like to
direct attention to a small group of hardy
Cacti which I collected myself in the Kooky Moun-
tains of Colorado during the summer of 1878.
Some of them were collected at an altitude of over
10,000 ft. These plants have been kept in an airy

frame, piotecting them from wet only ; they have
been frozen hard for weeks together and during the
last three winters no attempt was made to pro-

tect the frames with mats. Plants of the same
species were planted out in a sheltered spot under
a wall, and although we had 41° of frost last

winter, these plants are quite healthy, and some of

tliem are flowering. I am just now constructing a
large alpine garden, and I intend to plant out a
number of these Kocky Mountain Cacti on the rock-

work. Cacti are not fashionable now, but I think
it is very' interest ing to find that so manj' fine plants
of this class are hardy and easily cultivated. The
flowers of some of my species, Echinocereus
and a good many others, remained open day and
night for ten days or a fortnight. The flowers of

Echinocereus Findleri are of a splendid purple
colour. The flower of a plant wdiich I sent to Kew

was figured in the December No. of the Botanical Magazine, 1880,

but the colour was feebly represented in the plate. Jly garden has
suffered badly this winter, as might be expected with 41° of frost.

I am afraid we have lost large evergreen Oaks 60 years old.

—

E. G. L., )Yeedon, Nortliamptonshire.

School Gardens.—The public school law passed in Austria in

1869 provides tliat " in every school a gymnastic ground, a garden for

the teacher, according to the ciicumstances of the communit}% and a
place for the purposes of agricultural experiment be created." The
school inspectors of each district are instructed " to see to it that
in the country schools school-gardens shall be provided for

instruction in all that relates to the soil, and that the teacher shall

make himself skilful in such instruction." The general law declares
" instruction in natural history is indispensable to suitably-

established school-gardens. The teachers must therefore be in a
condition to conduct them." Contrast this thoughtful care with the
system, or rather want of system, for instruction pursued in the
public schools of our rural districts.

"Waxed Paper.—'VVe find this to answer admirabl}' for wrapping
plants in or cut flowers for transit by post, preventing, as it does, the
flowers and plants from becoming dried up. We get it from our
chemist.—F. Hoesman, New Plant

,J'
Bulb Company, Colchester.

[This paper is strong, transparent, pliable, and light—just the thing
for the purpose indicated.l
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THE FRUIT GARDEN.

FKUIT GEOWIiS^G MADE EASY.
Selecting Trees for Particular Soils.—Although iu

these days access can be had to so many sources of information

respecting fruits, yet before purohasiug a quantity of costly young
trees it will be ^vise to take particidar notice of those that are in

a thriving state or tlie reverse in the immediate neighbourhood in

which the fresh plantations are to be made ; besides which much
valuable information will, doubtless, be wlUinglj' supplied by some
local fruit grower, and by that means time and expense may be

saved, and failure and disappointment avoided. For instance, I

know of a piece of ground on which the Prince of Wales Plum
will not succeed, yet other sorts close by grow and do well. There
is also an orchard situated at the foot of the range of chalk

hills that run from Wrotham to Eochester ; the trees are now
old, but they have a reputation for having produced Cherries of

the English or Flemish type to sometliing like perfection. Some
pecidiarity of the soil in the one case acted prejudicially to the

particular sort of Plum, whilst in the other it was conducive to

tlie growtli of the Cherry specified. Frequently one hears in

conversation such remarlis as, " Our soil suits such and such

well," or " We can't grow them our way," and so forth—remarks
that apply with equal trutli to Corn and Hops, and which might
be verilie<i in numerous instances. Tliere are, indeed, few fruit

grower.s or farmers of observation and experience who could not

point out certain pieces of ground specially adapted to the pro-

duction of some particular crop.

Planting.—Having decided upon the trees, the ground should

be carefully set out for planting, a long line, such as is used in

market gardens, being very useful for the purpose. This must be

marked at every ft. with chalk or otherwise, or at any other

distance at which it is determined to plant. Owing to the line

being apt to shrink or stretch somewhat, through the action of the

weather, it is advisable, when convenient, to set out as large a

piece of ground as possible at one time. Black Currants require

a space of G ft. each way ; some are planted (3 ft. by '> ft., but the

former is in my opinion the better plan. Gooseberries may have

a little le.s3 space allowed tliem, say 5 ft. square, but I strongly

incline towards giving trees and plants plenty of room, and it

must be borne in mind that the intermediate space is still available

for Potatoes and other crops until the trees require it, wliich, in

good ground, and in tlie case of Black Currants especially, will

very soon be the case. The practice of mixing Plum trees with

Black Currants is not a bad one ; they should be put at a distance

of 18 ft. apart, thus taking the place of every third Currant ti ee

in every third row; those planted 18 ft. by li ft. have not sufli-

cient room, as in a few years they crowd each other. Nuts and
Raspberries, with here and there an upright-growing Apple, Pear,

or Plum tree, form a good plantation, but Apples and Clierries iu

quantity I like by themselves, where ultimately a good turfed

orchard may be made. AVhere Raspberries and Xuts are planted

together, there may be one row of the latter, then two rows of the

former, and one of Xuts again, and so on, the Nut trees being

10 ft. to 12 ft. apart iu the rows, and from 12 ft. to 14 ft. from
row to row, in which space there is room for two rows of Rasp-

berry canes as far apart as to admit of walking and working com-
fortably between them. There will also be space for some time

to come between the Nut trees themselves for a few canes. Damson
trees are very suitable for the outsides of plantations or orchards,

and may be planted about 12 ft. or so apart, near to, and, in some

cases where circumstances are favourable, even in the hedgerows

themselves. For Apple and Cherry trees space must not be

grudged, a distance of 00 ft. or even .'50 ft. each way being no more
than desirable for spreading sorts. Wlien planted it will appear

as if they will never cover the ground, but it is surprising what a

few years of good cultivation will do for them, and where the

diagonals of each of these squares would cross each other, a Plum
tree may be planted, and at some future time cut down when it is

in the way. The May Duke Cherry and King of the Pippins

Apple and other upright-growing sorts may be put considerably

closer together than the abover The inconvenience of moving

ladders among trees that are growing one iuto the other is very

great at times, besides which tlie fruit, being thus half smothered,

does not come to proper maturity, a statement which anyone who
has noticed and compared the produce of the outside boughs (more

particularly in the case of Apples) with that gathered from the

inner or more crowded parts of the tree will corroborate.

Agbicola.

VINES IN THE OPEN AIK.

For clothing a wall, or as a climber for a cottage, no other plant
looks better than a Vine in country places. But about the suburbs
of large towns it always has a dusty, miserable look, and there other
kinds of climbers might be employed that will answer the purpose
better. In this country the Vine grows well in the open air, and is

still very frequently used for the above purpose ; at the same time
I think it is pretty generally admitted that expecting to see ripe fruit

in autumn is being a good deal too sanguine. I have had many
vears' experience with a A'ine that once covered my house, and when
I look back at the beauty of its appearance in former years, and the
quantities of ripe Grapes I annually had from it, the retrospect

seems almost a dream. A few rods of that Vine remain in a corner,

but the walls are now perfectly bare. I took possession of my cot-

tage in the year 1S15, and this Vine was then in full beauty, and
for about twelve years afterwards it still continued fruitful ; after

that, like most other Vines, it was seized with blight, and three or
four years ago I saw no other course but to remove all except a very
small portion of it, and that portion had accidentally rooted itself

only a year or two previously. With this portion I have annually
done all that was possible to restore health. I always have
two or three barrow-loads of stable manure laid at the
roots in autumn, and have used other means, but witliout effect. It

comes into leaf, it is true, but it never lias the same luxuriance nor
\igour, and the fruit is invariably blighted. I am quite assured that
this bliglit is different from mildew, because sulphur cures mildew,
but lias no effect on this other disease, nor have I been able to find

any remedy, or to account for the change, except that our seasons
have altered, this latter being my belief at present. We should
remember that the limits of the Vine are far outside the British

Isles. The northern limit is put down in old charts as commencing
in Europe about Bordeaux, where the course bends up north towards
Germany and again descends towards the Black Sea ; therefore we
have no right to consider ourselves ill-used. Paris even docs not
come within this limit, and, as far as I can remember, the estimate
is just, for the Grapes, excepting at Fontainebleau, are very poor in-

deed, It is true we find Vineyards north of Paris, but that is owing
to the constant tendency of man to cany useful plants beyond their

natural limits. In planting a Vine outside, our first care should be
to ascertain wliether the situation is favourable, then to prcfiare the
border with some lasting manure like bones. In days past I do not
suppose anything was done for a Vine in this way, nor, as a rule, is

it done now, but it would improve the prospect of obtaining: ripe

fruit. W. T.

I am glad Mr. Witchinson is making an experiment with
Grapes out of doors on the Vineyard system. In a hot year with
early kinds he may have a measure of success, but not otlierwise, for

our autumn months are a trifle too cool to finish them off either for

the table or for wine. Between lat. 48 and 49 N., and with much
hotter summers than we have here, I have known seasons in which
the sorts of medium lateness barely got ripe, and tliere was frequently
snow on the ground at vintage time. The stakes required need not
be more than 6 ft. long, 2 ft. in the ground, and the rest above it.

If Mr. Mitchinson grows Vines as they are grown there, that is,

headed down like a Pollard Willow of from 1 ft. to lA ft high, such
a stake is ample. On the long-rod system he might require a pole
of 12 ft., but the'nearer tlie ground when grown away from a wall
the better are the chances of ripening. 'Half-a-dozen or fewer shoots
are selected as soon as they are long enough, and_are lightly secured
with a straw tie, the straw being soaked in water, and used double
or treble and fastened with 2 twist. All other shoots are removed
from the stump, so that there are really no laterals needing support,
as the bunches all spring from the base of the shoots that are tied to

the stake. Current side growths are periodically removed, but only
gradually at any one time, the last removal of such growths taking
place after the stoning time. The main fruit-bearing shoots, having
been kept constantly tied up to the stakes, will now be higher than
they are, and should be cut down to the height of tlie stakes and
finally secured. It the foliage is very abundant, as it often is on
vigorous young plants, the growers are not afraid to take off some of

the best leaf growth to let in sun and air, for they attach more
importance to these two main items than to anj' fancied harm that
m.ay occur to the plants through such mutilation. After the crop is

gathered, the stakes are drawn and stacked, and the Vines left un-
touched till February or later. Digging, layering, and manuring go
on at any time, when the weather permits, between November and
April. Sylvesteis.
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There has been some discussion of late as to whether or not

good and serviceable Grapes can be ripened out-of-doors in this

country. The produce of out-door Vines, as a rule, is not very

satisfactory, but in hot dry summers I see no reason why good
Grapes may not be obtained out-of-doors. The lack of favourable

weather at the ripening period in autumn is generally the cause of

failures. It is obvious that in this country the season of growtli of

the Vine is considerably prolonged by our heavy rainfalls and sun-

less summers, as compared with the advantages which it enjoys

in sunny France, Switzerland, and other Vine-growing countries.

This tends to the formation of abuudaneo of foliage and lateral

growth, and thereby prevents the Vine from concentrating its

energies on tlie ripening of the wood and fruit. I'robably ilr.

Mitchinson (p. 5.32) has chosen for his experiment about the two best

Englisli varieties for this purpose, but I should prefer the

Grove End Sweetwater to the Buokland. When planted they

should be mulched with good rotten manure to encourage surface

rooting. They may possibly the first season require alittlewater if the

weather should prove A'erj' dry, but once established they will find

sufficient nourishment in the shape of moisture for themseh'es. It is

needless to feed out-door Vines with a view to procure large bunches
and berries which our climate is not capable of ripening. If the

Vine is planted in a good natural soil of a character not too friable,

it will find, when once established, sufficient moisture to support a
rod of the size which I\Ir. Mitchinson wishes to grow. There are

two methods under which Vines may bo grown on poles : First, by
running up a new cane every season from the bottom eye of the pre-

vious year's wood and removing the old one; secondly, by pruning
back to one or two eyes, similar to our practice of pruning under glass.

For out-door culture in this country I recommend the latter plan.

The poles used by Mr. Mitchinson are ratlier high for this purpose.

I have never noticed any of that height in Continental Vineyards.
Poles from 6 ft, to 8 ft. will be found preferable. When the Vines
show fruit, stop the shoots after one leaf is made beyond the bunch,
except the leading one, which should be allowed to reach the top
before pinching. Do not attempt any tying in of the shoots until

the young growths commence to get a little firm. They should then
be trained upwards towards the extremity of the pole. The first

lateral growths may be stopped after the first leaf is made, and any
others appearing after that should be removed. If grown for dessert

purposes, thin out the berries slightly. AV'hen the ripening period
arrives, remove the laterals, leaving only the original shoot and
foliage. See that earwigs do not mount the pole and attack the
fruit, as they are often very troublesome out-of-doors amongst ripe

Grapes. After the leaves have fallen and winter is approaching,
place 6 in. of dry litter round the base of the Vines 3 ft. in diameter.
This may be done only in the event of very severe frosts being anti-

cipated. The pruning should be completed by the end of February.
Fork in lightly the rotten manure applied the previous season, and
another dressing may be given at any time after growth commences.

E. 0.

FRUIT PKOSPECTS IN KENT.
Maidstone.—Of fruit there are at present hopeful signs of a

much larger yield than last year, but this question will be decided
one way or another in about a fortnight. Apples show well for a
good crop, but Damsons will be short and not nearly so plentiful as
last year. Cherries promise only a fair yield. Caterpillars, which
last year did much damage, are not complained of to any great
extent at present.

Boughton Monclielsea.—The fruit crop in this district

may be considered good, but the late winds have done considerable
damage to some plantations, more especially the Nuts. Cherries
will not be heavy, but we have not many orchards here. Apples
have bloomed well. Of most varieties of Plums there will be above
an average crop of many sorts, but not all. Damsons ajipear plenti-

ful at present. Eed Currants bloomed well, but have run during the
past week. Black Currants uncertain, but more than last year.
Gooseberries will be above the average. The yellows apparently are
dying out, as they have not borne a crop for some years. Raspberries
and Strawberries are not grown here for market, and Peas but in a
small way. We have suffered from the caterpillar.

Bast Sutton.—Apples, Pears, Plums, and Damsons have all

bloomed well, and with suitable weather a good crop may be antici-

pated. Black Currants in exijosed places have suffered much from
frost and north-east winds ; in more favourable situations they are
well set, but on the whole there will be scarcely an average crop.
The same remarks will apply to Gooseberries. At places the cater-

pillars have done some mischief and are still troublesome. Nut
plantations, where not sheltered, have been much injured by wind
and frost, and the trees are infested with maggot. Red Currants
bid fair to be an abundant crop

Brenchley.—The season being unusually drj', all crops aie
necessarily late. Fruit will be a good average crop. Apples are
pretty well, although the maggot is rather numerous in some
orchards. Cherries and Plums are showing well, and if the weather
should be showery bid fair for a full crop.

Tunbridge Wells.—Apples and Cherries, Gooseberries, and
Black Currants loolc well, but Red and White Currants have suffered
in some places [severely from frost. Plums will be only a partial
crop ; in the lowlands they have suffered very much from frost.

Canterbury.—Fruit promises to be abundant. Black Currants
now so extensively cultivated will, it is thought, prove a good paying
investment this year. Gooseberries are said to have set well, but
complaints have reached us from several districts that for the thiid
year the foliage is being ravaged by caterpillars, and if they continue
active and extend themselves, the crop will in consequence turn out
to be a short one. Apples are very plentiful, and the yield of this

useful fruit will, it is considered by almost every one, be a most
prolific one.

Ashford.—The fruit crop promises well in regard to some kinds
There is a fair quantity of bush fruit, especially Gooseberries.
Some of the later kinds of Apples and Pears are well set, but of
Plums, although the trees blossomed well, there will not be many
owing to late frosts. A considerable portion of the Cherries have been
destroyed through the same cause.

—

SoutJi Easlern Gazette.

Fruit Prospects in Somerset.—On all fruit trees in this

neighbourhood we have had abundance of blossom, and we may now
predict a tolerably good crop of Apples, Currants, Gooseberries, and
Strawberries, but Apricots, Cherries, Peaolies, Pears, Plums, and
Nectarines suffered much from the frost which we had here on the
night of May 10 and morning of the 11th, which, besides hurting
the fruit prospects, cut all the Potatoes and French Beans not pro-
tected to the ground, and damaged the young growth of Ash, Larch,
and different kinds of Picea. This was very unfortunate, as the
young Pears, &c., were just beginning to set most satisfactorily, and
but for the frost should have had an excellent crop.—W. Roberts,
Merriott.

SEASONABLE AVORK.
Vines.—When all the Grapes have been cut from the Vines in the early house

inside borders may have a heavy soaking of diluted liquid, and in the event of
the surface roots having found their way to the surface a little more mulchinj;
may be added to keep them moist and to prevent evaporation. Syringe freely,
for the two-fold purpose of cleansing the old foliage and the encouragement of
fresh laterals. Keep the latter evenly balanced by pinching the points out of the
strongest. Ventilate the house throughout the day, and close with sun-heat
aliout 4 p.m. on fine days. The brilliant forcing weather we have had hanng
been highly favorable to the rapid swelling of late Grapes, take time by the
forelock in all matters connected with the thinning and regulating of the crop,
as every day lost at this busy season will tell unfavourably when they begin to
ripen. Choose medium-sized bunches for hanging ; thin well, and guard against
overcropping. Lady Downes and other kinds which are liable to scald must be
closely watched through the stoning process, but as watching will not stay the
evil see that the houses are kept warm through the night and ventilate freely
through the early part of the day, so as to i>revent a sudden rise of temperature
and condensation of moisture on the berries, which do not take up heat so quickly
as the atmosphere of a confined Vinery at this season of the year. Give an
abundance of air to houses now colouring, and see that inside borders are well
supplied with tepid water or gentle stimxilants where finish is doubtful. Make a
general examination of external borders, as owing to the light rainfall of the past
spring it is by no means improbable that the surface roots will be feeling the want
of water. If possil)le let it be applied in a tepid state and nuUch with good rotten
manure or stable litter to keep the active feeders near the surface.

Pines.—With a good bottom-heat from fermenting materials, the bright
weather we have for some time enjoyed will have favoured the maintenance of
maximum heats, which will compensate for time lost through the early part of
the year. In hou.=es where early-started Queens are ripening a gradual diminu-
tion of moisture may take place, and, external conditions continuing favourable,
more air may be given whenever tlie minimum temperature can be maintained
at 70^, and the maximum does not fall below 80^. If, as is often the case, the
first b.atch comes in in a glut, their season may be prolonged by lifting them
bodily from the bed when they begin to colour, and placing them in a warm, airy
room or house in which ripe Grapes are hanging. Plants in all stages of growth
will now take more water, but the watering of Pines is at all times a matter
which requires great judgment and care.

Successional stock, now making rapid growth, must he kept stout and
healthy by means of liberal ventilation, a bottom-beat of S5° to 90?, and early
closing with a high temperature from snn-heat. Keep the air about the plants
when the house is closed moderately moist, but avoid excessive overhead
syringing, particularly where the plants have not well filled their pots with
roots. If shading is absolutely necessary, use some light material for a few
hours through the hottest part of the day, and gradually reduce it as the plants
pain strength. Pot up suckers as they can be obtained from the fruiting plants.
Pot very firm, and plunge in a bottom-heat of 90'^. W. Coleman.

At a recent Sunday school anniversary near New York, the super-
intendent, instead of distributing chromes and bon-bons, gave each
scholar a packet of ten varieties of flower seeds, with directions for
sowing and care, and offered a prize, to be awarded at a horticultural
exhibition by the scholars next summer, for the best results in potted
and cut flowers from the open garden.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.
SPIE^A PALIMATA.

" Amateur "
(p. 52i) does not appear to have been very successful in

flowering this beautiful hardy lierbaceous plant. All the Spiraeas

like abundance of water, and mine are therefore planted either in,

or on the margin of an artitical bog, which can be flooded at pleasure.

And herein lies the whole secret—water. My specimen of S. palmata

has been in its present position three years, and at this date (Way
25) has nearly fifty flowering stems upon it close upon 3 ft. liigh.

Its foliage is very decided and striking in character, and its flowers

are attractive a long time before they are fully expanded. The bog
ia question is flooded daily, and of this flooding, the roots of S. pal-

mata get the benefit. Protection in winter it has none, beyond

what may be afforded by its own leafless stems and any stray leaves

which are caught therein. As soon as the buds start in spring these

stems are cut off and all leaves cleared away. Manure water is never

used ; the soil is the ordinary garden mould, very light and gravelly,

enriched at planting time with plenty of decaying manure. Unless

your correspondent supplies abundance of water, I think he made a

mistake in planting against a wall, as the soil of such a position is

generally exceedingly dry. Such a spot would be most suitable as

supplying warmth and shelter, but unsuitable because of its dryness.

I would advise him to form a saucer-like hollow round his plant,

and to All it once or twice a day with water. Should there be any

danger of such treatment causing dampness to the wall or building,

the plant had better be removed to a sheltered spot in the open,

where I hope he will succeed better with it. One point more I

would like to insist upon—have patience. Nurserymen's plants

are generally very small, and often have their naturally hardy con-

stitutions weakened by forcing, or by minute division. The following

Spir;i3as are all growing here in the manner above described, viz.,

S. Aruncus, S. A. Hurnboldti, S. Filipendula, S. F. fl.-)il., S. palmata,

S. Ulmaria variegata, S. venusta, S. japonica (Hoteia), and S. j.

variegata. Edwin Jackson.
Llandegai, Ba iigor.

" Amateur " must grow liis Spiraea palmata out-of doors for two
seasons before he will be able to do any good with it for forcing.

About five years ago I obtained a plant of this Spira:a, which at the

time had two crowns. I at once divided and planted it outdoors in

good rich garden soil ; for two years we kept increasing the stock,

taking the plants up every year and dividing all up into single

crowns. They grew rapidly and strongly, and the last two years we
have been rewarded with some fine examples each year, both for

blooming in and out-of-doors. At the present time we have some
plants that were potted in 8-in. pots, carrying from five to eight

spikes of bloom each. We have not forced this Spiriea very early,

as I am under the impression that so treated it would not bloom
satisfactorily. Like all the Spiraeas, it delights in plenty of moisture,

both at the root and overhead. When growing and when just show-

ing flower it is greatly benefited by being watered with manure
water. I am surprised that " Amateur " cannot get this Spiraja to

grow, as with me it seems to flourish wherever it is planted. It

receives no special treatment, but is planted out-of-doors in the

usual way along with Spiifea japonica. After blooming the plants

forced this season are allowed one year's rest in tl\e open ground,

when they are lifted the following autumn for forcing. It is a

valuable plant either indoors or in the herbaceous border, where

it makes itself quite a home. K. Geeenfield.
Priory Gardens, Wen-icicle.

I have seen this plant in the greatest beauty forced in Messrs.

Perkins' nursery at Leamington. I have, however, never been able

to flower it myself, either forced or in the border. It is, like that

lovely shrub "Spin^a ariajfolia, more beautiful in bml than in full

flower. I am trying it now at the edge of a tub full of water,

M. E. G.

DAFFODILS.
I AM obliged by the kindly remarks of Mr. Burbidge upon my rough
notes on the Daffodil, and have referred to the paragrapli he cites

under the head " Explanation of Plates—Plate vi.," wherein it is

certainly stated that " Mr. Tyerman had supplied two forms of N.
Pseudo-Narcissus from Tregoney with pale, sulphur-tinted perianth

segments and clear yellow cups, and these were exactly intermediate

links in the chain wliicli unites this beautiful variety with the

common type of tlie species " (viz., bicolor). On turning to plate vi.

it gives us the large bicolor of our gardens, and there is nothing to

show that Mr. Tyerman's specimens were wild ones, which was my
point.

Jlr. Burbidge has a " plate iii." of the N. Pseudo-Narcissus, wherein
A is the wild form, tinted evenlj^ and there is no remark here of any
bicolor wild varieties. I think, therefore, I am correct in my
statement that tliis observation is not to be found in Mr, Burbidge's

work. I consider that there are two wild forms—the self yellow and
the bicolor—and that from these arise the two sorts which prevail

throughout the series. When spring comes round again I will try to

send Mr. Burbidge some blooms, which will show him how nearly

the wild form of Daffodil, as it grows here, approaches the bicolor

type.

My garden was visited during the Daffodil season by the Lan-
cashire Botanist's Societj', with such good botanists as Jilr. I'ercival,

Mr. Kogers, and Mr. Leo H. Grindon, and to all these I pointed out
this striking fact, so there cannot be any doubt about it. There is

just as little doubt also as to the fact that our Lancashire N.
Hoi'sfieldi is a finer flower than its Yorkshire rival the Empress.
Messrs. Kodger, JlcClelland & Co., of Newry (Mr. Burbidge's near
neighbours), wrote to meon May 21 :

" You are quite correct about the
superiority of Horsfieldi to the bicolor Empress," Mr. Barr has also

written to me that he considers Empress the finer flower. I would
suggest that we have a little competition next year, say in the good
old style, for a copper kettle, and I for one will show Horsfieldi. Pos
sibly our Lancashire flower likes Lancashire air, and does not thrive

so well in the south. My bulbs of Empress were supplied by Jlessrs.

Backhouse, of York, and I suppose there can be no doubt about their

being true. If Mr. Barr or Mr. Burbidge will send me better ones I

shall thank them. A\'M. Brockbask.
Broclih nrst, Didsh ti ry.

Double Cuckoo-flower.—Amongst hardy flowers few will

be found to give more universal satisfaction than this, for, although

like the type, which in many districts colours the meadows with its

soft-hued flowers, it delights in damp, almost swampy situations
;

it will grow vigorously almost anywhere. The ease with which it

adapts itself to circumstances is, indeed, a great point in its favour,

for it seems to be quite at home in the confined precincts of a town

garden, and is one of the finest hardy flowers that the town gardener

"can invest in, demanding, as it does, so little cultural care, and never

failing to yield a dense mass of very double, delicately coloured

flowers. I do not know of any other hardy spring flower that exhibits

just this pleasing shade of colour, the effect of which, in the case of

large specimens and when many plants are massed, is pleasing and

grateful to the eye.— J. C. B.

FORMING A EOCK GARDEN.
Happily gardeners, both amateur and professional, are becoming
better educated as regards the beauties of Alpine plants, and the
attention which they deserve, than they have hitherto been. A
well-assorted collection always contains something interesting,

even in winter ; but well made rock gardens on which to show
them off to advantage are yet comparatively rai'e. It cannot be
urged that difficulty in their construction makes them so. Gene-
rally failures, where they occur, consist in an attempt at some-
thing elaborate and imposing from an artistic, rather than a
natural,point of view. The question as to how the plants are to grow
is often overlooked. Our first consideration ought to be what kind of

a garden we wish to have—whether we wisii, by the use of boul-
ders, to represent the deva.statiou brought about by glaciers,

or by means of quarried stone of stratified character to represent
the quieter looking strata, uninterfered with except by weather
influences or climatic changes. If of a glacial arrangement you
may have a few irregular mounds arranged as if streams of water
had run between or amongst them. If arranged in a stratified

manner you would need an undulating slope which occasionally
dips below the general level, and from which there are here and there
a few projecting mounds. In forming the outline a considerable
amount of soil for a foundation work may be obtained where it

is thought advisable to dip a little, always taking care to preserve
the good top soil for mixing purposes. For the more elevated
portions a mixture of good loam, peat, sand, and limestone grit

will be found best for general purposes ; any alteration in

this preparation can always be made for particular kinds of

plants.

The object in going below the general level should be to give
an opportunity of forming something in the way of a hog garden,
and in this part peat should be largel}' used. For step-

ping stones a stray boulder may he placed here and
there. Nothing imposing should be attempted. All perpen-
dicular or over-hanging arrangements should be rejected, for

in any such places the chances are that nothing will be got to

grow. Theorv argues that in Nature similar arrangements are
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fui'nished with suitable plauls ; but experience has taught me,
that theory is very different from practice. And now, having
made all arrangements for placing the stones, by giving a sur-

facing of soil 2 ft. deep, according to situation as above directed,

that piece of work may now be proceeded with. It is best to

have strata represented as cropping out at an inclining angle, and
this should for practical purposes be towards the sun. As you
commence so should you finish. That is, having commenced by
representing strata cropping out at a given angle, your first laid

stones should be your guide tliroughout. Here and there tlie

monoton}' may be broken by rising mounds and other projections,

but all the stones should be iu stratified harmony. No two .stones

should have parallel faces, or be when in close proximity on a

level. Nothing remains now but to choose suitable plants, and
plant. Matters on wliieli abundant information ma}' be found in

the pages of The Gakdex.
As to the boulder formation having outline and soil prepared,

all that need be said is that the stones should be very nearly

buried. T. D. Hatfield.

ECHIUM PLANTAGINEUM.
This is one of the liandsomest of the annual or biennial species of

Echium or Viper's Bugloss, yet one seldom meets with it outside of

a botanical collection. It has showy flowers of a rich purplish
violet disposed thicklj' in long slender wreaths that rise erect from
the tuft of broad basal leaves. It is even handsomer than our two
very fine indigenous species E. violaceum and E. vnlgare, which were
they not so commonlj' met with in a wild state, would undoubtedly
be included among our choicest liardy flowers. E. rubrum is a scarce
species, but extremely handsome. The habit of growth is similar to

those above mentioned, but the colour is a showy reddish violet,

similar to E. creticum, also an attractive plant. The Salamanca
Viper's Bugloss, E. salmanticvim, is another very fine species, though
unfortunately difficult to obtain, except from its native localitj'.

These five species which are now in cultivation are representative of
the annual and biennial Echiums, and all are very showy and well
worthy of a place in any garden. They are of the simplest culture

;

The Viper's Bugloss (Echium plantagineum).

the seeds should be sown in ordinary garden soil either in spring for

the current year's flowering, or late in autumn for flowering in early
summer. Tliey may occa sionally be found enumerated in the catalogues
of some of our best seedsmen as well as those on the Continent.—W.G.

Myosotis Weiileigh Surprise.—Will "Brockhurst" kindly
inform us whether the above is of the Myosotis dissitiflora or M.
sylvatica strain f If the former, it would prove as valuable as it is

interesting, inasmuch as dissitiflora has up to the present refused
to break into white or to diverge more from the normal type than in
Mr. Allen s seedling splendens. As to the two colours iu one, that

is hardly to be desired, the unity and uniqueness of colour forming
one of tlie chief charms of all the Forget-me-nots and similar plants.

I should, however, be extremely grateful for a white strain of JI.

dissitiflora.— D. T. Fish.

THE BETONY GAEDOQUIA.
(g. BEIONICOIDES.)

This plant is now probably the only one in cultivation repre-

senting a numerous genus of Labiates, of which there were at one

time several species in gardens. It is a .showy plant with creeping

The Betony Gardoquia (G. betonicoides).

roots and stems, rising 2 ft. or .3 ft. high when well grown, and
terminated Ijy a long dense spike of tubular flowers arranged in

tiers, which open in succession. The colour is a bright rosy

magenta, which is highly attractive ; the flowers, moreover, are

agreeably perfumed. All the species are natives of Peru, ChOi,
and a few are found in Mexico ; they therefore require greenhouse

treatment, though G. betonicoides Iras been grown very success-

fully in the opsn border. It is mentioned in the seed catalogue

of Mr. Thompson, Ipswich. W. G.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE FLOWER GAEDEN-

Aquilegia glandulosa.—Since writing my last week's note

(p. 5.5.5), I have been to Kew, and, with the kind help of Mr. Baker,

referred to the original specimen of A. glandulosa, sent by Prof.

Kegel, of the St. Petersburg Botanic Gardens, from the Altai Moun-
tains. It is a different plant from the A. glandulosa secunda, being

more than twice as tall and in every way more robust. The speci-

men at Kew is nearly 1 J times the height of the large folio paper in

which it is preserved, and the flower measured 4J in. in diameter.

The plants in Kew Gardens are not this variety—the true varietj'

—

of A. glandulosa, and, as far as I know, it is not to be found with any
of our nurserymen.—BROCKHURST, Didsbury.

Seedling Columbine.—Dr. Stuart.—A very beautiful plant

resembling A. glandulosa. Hybrid and seedling Aquilegias are gene-

rally such poor things that we are disposed to doubt its being one.

Of its great beauty there can be no doubt, and we hope you may be

able to perpetuate it

Polyanthuses.—"We have now a verj' fine show of these both

in beds and borders, and we find them extremely useful as spring

bedding plants, standing, as they do, any amount of cold, whilst our

Myosotis, Arabis, Wallflowers, Violas, &c., have been terribly cut up
during the severe windy weather which we have experienced here.

—

MiLTONIAN.

Lathyrus Drummondi.—If this pretty Everlasting Pea was
as common in gardens as the Lathyrus latifolius or grandiflorus, our

gardens would be gay with Everlasting Pea flowers much earlier

than at present. L. Drummondi is now masses of bloom and flower

buds. It is a very robust grower and perfectly hard)'. The flowers

are borne in clusters like those of L. latifolius and are of a bright

carmine hue. These Everlasting Peas are more generally found

about cottages than in large gardens, and yet in these latter there

are few spots that they would not adorn. Any old tree stump, or

the side of a trellis or a summer house, or similar places, are just

where the Lathyrus delights to grow undisturbed. L. grandiflorus

has the most telling colour, and its twin blooms borne on long stems

make them specially acceptable in the shape of cut flowers.—A. D,
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HARDY PLANT CULTURE AT WISLET.
Mb. Wilson is so well known as an enthusiastic and successful

p;rower of hardy flowers, that a few notes concerning his new ex-

perimental garden at Wisley will, I have no doubt, be of interest to

your readers. He has been fortunate in obtaining a piece of ground,
which unites in itself capabilities of an exceptional and varied

character for the growth of hardy plants, and, judging by what one
sees there as the result of some two or three years' work only, this

garden is likely to become one of unusual interest. Almost every
kind of soil and situation is there to be found ; all that is required

is the sKill to i^lace each plant in its proper position ; thus, in one
place one sees such moisture-loving subjects as the Swamp Lily, the
Gentians, Epigasa repens, &c., in situations marked out as it were by
Nature for them, whilst in near proximity one remarks such lovers

of sunshine as the Calochorti. The greater portion of the Wisley
garden occupies the north side of a hill , the ground, sloping gently,

terminates in a woody swamp, in some places so quaggy that the
soil trembles under the foot as one passes over it. The natural soil

in this moist wood is just about the same as that which prevails in

some of the German and Belgian forests, and which is so highly
prized in those countries for potting purposes. It oon*^ains a rich

store of food, just suited to the wants of most plants that affect

.swampy, partially shaded situations. As illustrating the capabili-

ties of this particular portion of the Wisley garden, I may mention
that Sarracenia purpurea and Darltngtonia californica appear to be
q-rite at home there, the former especially finding the situation to

its liking, the pitchers being healthy and fresh, showing no traces of

the winter's handiwork, whilst the decayed stems of Lilium superbum,
more than man high, testify to the luxuriant growth made by this Lily
during the past year. Speaking of Lilies, Mr. Wilson has found
reason to modify his views concerning the best kind of soil for L.
auratum in the open ground. Hitherto he has considered sandy peat
the proper rooting medium for open-air culture, but he has recently
discovered that this Lily under certain conditions thrives in loamy
soil and in full sunshine. A large .space of ground on the hillside is

devoted to this Lily, and although, as before stated, the slope is

towards the north, there is no actual shade, and, judging by the way
in which the new growths are coming through, both soil and situa-
tion must be favourable. Mr. Wilson belic\cs that in the culture of
this Lily much depends upon the amount of moisture available
during the hottest period of the year, and that when throughout the
growing season the roots obtain a never-failing supply, the bulbs
are then enabled to make their growth and mature as they should do.

One portion of the Wisley garden presents a somewhat peculiar
appearance. At first sight one would suppose it to be occupied by a
sheep-fold, but nearer examination reveals the fact that this
assemblage of hurdles forms the propagating department. A row
of small hurdles, or, as they are termed in many parts, wattles, is

pitched to run from east to west, and where each wattle touches its

neighbour another is fixed to run towards the north, thus forming a
number of little pens, the congenial home of thousands of j-oung
seedlings, some, too, being tenanted by choice Trimroses, &c., whicli
seem to delight in the protection thus aiforded them. There can be
no doubt as to the practical value of this method of raising hardy
plants from seed. It is simpler and better than sowing in pans,
which are so apt to suffer from want of moisture or careless watering.
Thousands of plants may be raised in this way at the expenditure of,

comparatively speaking, but little time and trouble. Where the
naturalising of hardy flowers is to be attempted on anything of a
large scale, some simple and safe method of getting up a" large stock
of many kinds must be adopted, and I do not think that a much
better plan than the one here practised could be devised. The
wattles give the shade and shelter without in any way robbing the
soil of its goodness and moisture, and for this reason are much to be
preferred to hedges of any kind.

In various portions of the garden that have been subjected to spade
cultivation, masses of Hyacinths, Narcissi, &o., are planted,
producing a pleasing effect. Anemone fulgens, too, attracts the eye
by its brilliancy, and Trillium grandiflorura and the American Dog's-
tooth Violet charm with their quaintness and quiet beauty.
Hepaticas are planted here, there, and everywhere in the open, and
in the partial shade of the deciduous trees, so that in due time we
may expect to hear something interesting concerning these little

gems. One little " dodge " though,! should mention, and that is the
placing of a large piece of ragstone in such a manner as to screen
such as are in open positions from the noon-day sun. The stone,
being partly buried in the soil and leaning slightly towards the
plant, not only protects the latter to some extent against the sun's
direct rays, but also helps to presen-e to the roots a certain amount
of moisture in hot, parching weather. One part of the Wisley gar-
den is covered with a natural growth of Furze, with an undergrowth
of coarse herbage, and here one finds little colonies of bright-hued

Primroses, looking quite happy and at home, to all appearance
revelling in the shade, shelter, and repose, which they there enjoy,

and giving promise of yearly increasing in vigour and beauty.

Perhaps the most successful feature of this experimental garden—at

any rate, it struck me as such—is where Narcissi, Primroses, Grape
Hyacinths, &c., spring up with delightful irregularity from
the fresh, bright, green Grass, and where double and other Primroses
grow just as one sees the wild ones in their natural habitats. Here,
too, one sees the Virginian Lungwort quite at home. Anything
more charming than this little floral picture, where art and Nature
are so skilfully made to go hand in hand, it would be indeed diffi-

cult to conceive. J. Coenhill.

ENGLISH PLANT NAMES.
Havixg alreadj' stated my views, I did not intend again to

join in this controversy, but your notice of Mr. Elwes' letter tempts
me. You mention three names of authoritj' to support your views

;

but to my mind none of the three are much in favour of the parti-

cular views on the subject lately advocated in The Gakden. Pro-

fessor Earle is speaking solely of British plants, for which he claims
the use of English names, having specially in view the old names
with which he is so conversant, but this is no argument for the
invention of new English names for exotics. Mr. Kuskin's views in
" Proserpina " are very pleasant reading, but the names he proposes
are so peculiar that it is quite certain that the editor of The Garden
would not accept them, nor would Mr. Euskin accept those proposed
in The Garden. Professor Thurber's new name for the Chionodoxa,
" Snow Glory," is simply the literal translation, and as such would
be accepted by Mr. Elwes ; but what he and I and others object to

is an entirely new name, which may be very jiretty and suggestive,
but which has no connection with the received scientific name. I

have watched the progress of the new system with much interest,

but I cannot say that I am the least converted to it. The only result

I can at present see in it is a multiplication of names instead of
increased simplicity. As I now read The Garden I am often sorely
puzzled what plant is meant by a name that is entirely new to mc
till I see its more familiar scientific name, and I am sure that to

many besides myself the new name (except when it is a translation)
is only an interpretation of iipiotium per ignoiins—the interpreter is

the harder to understand of the two.

—

Henry N. Ellacombe,
Bitton Vicarage, Bristol.

The practice of the authorities we mentioned in giving Eng-lisli

names to plants is entirely in favour of Tvliat we urge. As Mr.
EUacombe only mentions Professor Earle in particular, we quote
here what he does say, and it will be seen that it is of general
application. When he speaks of the material for the study of

botany being- at our doors it will be remembered that tlie contents
of our gardens are mainly exotic. At every step we see exotic
plants in cultivation, while man}' British plants are unknown to

gardening people, and wiU remain so, except to the few.

" Botany (says Mr. Earle) has this great practical advantage
over all other sciences as a means of universal culture, that the
materials are the most generally accessible of any scientific mate-
rial in the world ^\'hat is needed is that its terminology
should be popularised Historically, almost the first of
sciences, botany is naturally and educationally first in order to
the enquiring mind. Its objects are near our homes, awakening to
our minds and inviting to our touch. Botanj' is adapted to be the
universal preparatory science, tlie 'science to infuse the scientific

sense. Why should we allow a pile of heterogenous names to stand
as a barrier between our people and the fairest gate of knowledge ?

These strange names are all but barren of interest in themselves
;

what interest they possess springs wholly out of the objects they re-

present. The objects and their mutual relations might be learnt
quite as effectually througli congenial names if only one-thousandth
part of the labour that has been expended on those were bestowed
on these.''—(" English Plant Names." Clarendon Press, p. cix. and
following.)

Let it be noted that we, who ask that even what can be done
in our own day to give us English names for the plants and trees
in our gardens may be done, have also the support and tlie en-
couragement of the liighest scholars. Among our correspondents
there is one whose scholarship is beyond all doubt, who, habitually
in writing to us, uses English names for hardy plants, even when
it is difficult to find a happy or an accepted one. What a great
critic, a scholar, a good artist, and one of the keenest observers of

Nature that has ever written in our language thinks of the diffi-

culties of the usual nomenclature we shall see further on.
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We would willingly accept auy good English name from Mr.
lluskin or anyone else who could find a happy name for au exotic

plant. Why only accept of Thurher's English name for Chiono-

doxa, because it is a translation in the face of the facts that the

greater number of good English names of either native or foreign

plants have nothing whatever to do with the translat ion of the Latin

names Christmas Eose, Traveller's Joy, London Pride, and
Evening Primrose, to wit among numerous examples. Good rea-

sons have been given before why the translation of the Ijatin

name is b}' no means alwaj's the best English name ; but the op-

ponents of English names do not meet these reasons ; they merely
express their dislike to auy efforts to help in this most desirable

improvement. Cape Pondweed is better than a translation of

Aponegeton distachyon. Reflection should show them that those

outside of the strictly botanical class can never take much interest

in technical nomenclature. They place, as Professor Earle ex-

presses it, " a barrier between our people and the fairest gate of

knowledge." Do they desire to possess people with these strange

names, "all but barren of interest in themselves.^" Then the best

way is to begin by teaching plants through the English names,

and then the way would be more clear for the study of the

accepted classification. English names cannot, in our own daj',

follow any one system, because thej' are in America, Australia,

Other colonies, and at home, given for many different reasons, and
in various ways. JIany of the names can never, probably, be

altered ; nor is it desirable they should be. They are frequently

as suggestive of some aspect of the plant, its qualities, or its place

of growth as the Latin name. All we can do is preserve and use

the best of those English that have come to us, and give tlie most
fitting name to any new plant likely to be known in our gardens

and woods. The objectors say, " We do not object to old English

names, but you must not apply new ones !

" Any cottager might
apply an English name a generation or two ago, '' but you," they
imply, " who have such large means of making known a good
plant in England or America must not give anew English name! "

But we have given many, and hope to give many more, and we
ara glad to notice that our friends in the New World adopt these

names, and that they have boldly begun to follow suit, and to

give "foreign plants" English names.
There is no new system, nor can there be. There is simply a

determination to use an English name wherever it can be obtained.

The names that puzzle Mr. Ellacombe are mostly English ones
applied by the English people in America to the plants and trees

they found there, or old English names given in old English
garden books.

To Mr. Ellacombe, naturally, the scientific names are "more
familiar." But the surprising thing is that^he has no thought
for those to whom no scientific names are familiar, and that
he and Mr. Elwes will only allow one of these less fortunate

persons to talk about a plant in the dog Latin so dear and
so high sounding to youthfid persons in botanic gardens.
We have hitherto found space for such protests, but shall do
so no more, having found objection, but no good reasoning
in them. If expi-essed at all, such views must hitherto be
in any of the numerous periodicals wholly in technical language.
The world swarms with such periodicals, while we are the first

and the only one that,'"while wholly devoted to a branch of know-
ledge involving many technical name3,have after long consideration

(and opposition even) arrived at the conclusion that the desire on
the part of the public for English names is a healthy one, and
that it ought to be met, no matter what difficulties

—

and they are many—that come in the way. All but
the very commonest plants we mention have the Latin
name given in brackets,which ought to meet every want in a paper
avowedly and exclusively devoted to horticulture. However, we
are under no illusions about the matter, and know well that any-
thing we may do can but modify, in a very slight degree, the

ocean of strange sound "which bars the fairest gate to knowledge."
Generations will probably pass before any useful system can be
elaborated, but it is something gained that scholars and thinkers

see the bad effect of the system in vogue. Our own columns are

unhappily often flooded with technical names. How much it in-

jures their usefulness we liave a better means of knowing than
any of our correspondents. These remarks may, perhaps, be most
fittingly concluded by the annexed from Mr. Buskin's " Proser-
pina," in which he tells experiences of the accepted botanical lore

which we all duly honour.

MR. RUSKIN ON BOTANY AS NOW TAUGHT.
Yesterday evening I was looking over the first book in which I

studied botan.v,—Curtis 's Magazine, published in 1795 at No. S, St.

George's Crescent, Blackfriars Road, and sold by the principal book-
sellers in Great Britain and Ireland. Its plates are excellent, so
that I am always glad to find in it the picture of a flower I know.
And I came yesterday upon what I suppose to be a variety of a
favourite flower of mine, called, in Curtis, " the St. Bruno's Lily."

I am obliged to say " wliat I suppose to be a variety," because my
pet Lily is branched,* while this is drawn as unbranched, and
especiallj' stated to be so. And the page of text, in which this

statement is made, is so characteristic of botanical books, and
botanical science, not to say all science as hitherto taught for the
blessing of mankind ; and of the difticulties thereby accompanying
its communication, that I extract the page entire, printing it,

as nearly as possible in facsimile.
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Anthericum Liliastrum. Savoy Amthericum,

or St. Bruxo's Lily.

Class and Order.

Hexasdkia JIomogynia.

Generic Character.

Cor. 6-petaIa, patens. Cajis. ovata.

SpeciJiclCharactcr and Synonyms.

AXTHEEICUM Ziliastrmn foliis planis, scapo simplicissimo

coroUis campanulatis, staminisibus doclinatis.

Zinn. Syst. Vei/etab. cd. l-t. Murr. i>. 330.

Ait. Ken. v. \.p. 449.

HEMEROCALLIS florihus patulis fecuudis. Hall. Hist. n.

1230.

PHALANGIUM magno flore. BaxOi. Pin. 29.

PHALANGIUM AUobrogicum majus. Clus. cur. app. alt.

THALANGIUM AUobrogicum. The Savoye Spider-wort. Parlt.

Parad.p. 150. tab. 151./. 1.

Botanists are divided in their opinions respecting the genus of

this plant ; LlNN^BUS considers it asan Anthericum, H ALLER
and Miller make it an Hemcrocallis.

It is a native of Switzerland, where, Haller informs us, it

grows abundantly in the Alpine meadows, and even on the

summits of the mountains ; with us it flowers in Blay and June.
It is a plant of great elegance, producing on an unbranched

stem about a foot and a half high, numerous flowers of a delicate

white colour, muoli smaller, but resembling in form those of the

common white lily, possessing a considerable degree of fragrance,

their beauty is lieightencd by tlie rich orange colour of their

antherie ;
unfortunately they are but of short duration.

MiLLEll describes two varieties o£ it differing merely in

size.

A loamy soil, a situation moderately moist, with an eastern or

western exposure, suits this plant best ; so situated, it will increase

by its roots, though not very fast, and bj' parting of these in the

autumn, it is usually propagated.
Parkinson describes and figures it in his Parrad: Terrest.,

observing, that " divers allured by the beauty of its flowers, bad
" brought it in into these parts."

Now you observe, in tliis instructive page, that you have in the

first place, eight names given you for one flower ; and that, among
these eight names, you are not even at liberty to make your
choice, because the united authority of Haller and Miller may be
considered as an accurate balance to the single authority of LinnEeus

;

and you ought therefore for the present to remain, yourself, balanced
between the sides. You may be farther embarrassed by finding

that the Anthericum of Savoy is only described as growing in

Switzerland. And farther still, by finding that Mr. Miller describes

* At least, it throws off its flowers on each side iu a bewilderingly pretty way

;

a real Lily can't branch, I believe ; but, if not, what is the use of the botanical
books saying " on an unbranched stem "

?
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two varieties of it, which differ only in size, wliile j'ou are left to

conjecture whether the one here figured is the larger or smaller ; and

how great the difference is.

Farther, I£ youjwish to know anything of the habits of tlie plant,

as well as its eight names, you are informed that it grows both at the

bottoms of the mountains, and the tops ; and that, with us, it flowers

in May and June,—but you are not told when, in its native country.

The four lines of the last clause but one, may indeed be useful to

gardeners ; but,—although I know my good father and mother did the

best they could for mo in buying this beautiful book ; and tliough

the admirable plates of it did their work, and taught me much, I

cannot wonder that neither my infantine nor boyish mind was irre-

sistibly attracted by the text, of which this page is one of the most
favourable specimens ; nor, in consequence, that my botanical studies

were—when I had attained the age of fifty—no farther advanced
than the reader will find them in the opening chapter of this book.

Wliich said book was therefore undertaken, to put, if it might be,

some elements of the science of botany into a form more tenable by
ordinary liuman and childish faculties ; or—for I can scarcely say I

have yet any tenure of it myself —to make the paths of approach to it

more pleasant. In fact, I only know, of it, the pleasant distant

effects, which it bears to simple eyes ; and some pretty mists and
mysteries, which I invite my young readers to pierce, as they may, for

themselves,—my power of guiding tliem being only for a little

way.
Pretty mysteries, I say, as opposed to the vulgar and ugly

mysteries of the so-called science of botany,—exemplified sufficiently

in this chosen page. Respecting wliich, please observe farther:

Nobody—I can say tliis very boldly—loves Latin more dearly than I

;

but, precisely because I do lo^'e it (as well as for other reasons), I

have always insisted that books, whether scientific or not, ought to

be written either in Latin, or English ; and not in a doggish mix-

ture of t'.ie refuse of both.

NOTES FEOM NEW ENGLAND.
American Beech Trees.— Beside my house are six large

American Beech trees (Fagus ferruginea), and a finer group I never

saw. They average 58 ft. in height, 6 ft. in circumference of trunk,

and the branches reach out from the stems some 35 ft. on each side.

They are clean-looking trees, witli smooth light gray bark, and a
heavy leafage, which is not subject to insect vermin. Although they
are common forest trees witli us, we have no nobler ones for

avenues.

The Golden Corydalis (C. aurea).—This is a little annual
species wliicli in May and early June is one of the ver3' prettiest of

plants in our rockeries. We let it grow wherever it will among tlie

stones, where it sows itself freely and enjoys the sunny places. Its

blossoms are bright golden yellow and copious, and its habit bushy,
compact, and neat. It needs no care beyond letting it alone.

The Canada Columbine (Aquilegia canadensis).—Outside
ot the garden borders most people are unacquainted witli Columbines,
but to see them at their best you should behold tliem among the
rocks. The Canada Columbine grows in abundance in our woods
and always in high rocky places ; there it springs from tlie narrowest
cliink a little bush of leaves and flowers, or maybe in a earthy mat
upon a rock you find a colony of Columbines, Virginian Saxifrages,

and pale Corydalis ; they usually grow together.

White Bluets (Houstonia coerulea var,).—In The Gabden
last year 1 mentioned tliat some Bluets I gathered on the White
Mountains had white flowers when growing there, but on removing
them hither their blooms assumed a bluish shade like those of our
ordinary meadow sort. The few I brought home grew remarkably
well, and I increased them to a patcli a yard square. They have
been in bloom now a month, and their flowers are just as white as
tliej' were in their mountain homes ; and, too, the flower as well as
the plant in all its parts is larger than tlie ordinary H. cterulea.

Lilies from Seed.—I thank " F. W. B." for his interesting
note (p. 315) in answer to my query. Of all Lilies perhaps L.
superbum is the easiest to get a hasty stock of from seed. I sowed
some seed of it out-of-doors in the spring of 1878, and the seedlings
raised therefrom blo.ssomed in 1880 They were never disturbed. On
the ground around our old plants of superbum multitudes of seed-
lings come up every year.

The Beartaerry (Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi).—Just now, tlie

middle of Jlay, the Bearberry is in blossom, its creeping branchlets
being dotted over with little pink-tinged white flowers, wliicli will
soon be followed by red berries. At an}- time this is a comelyplant.
It is evergreen and trails over and among the rocks in higli, dry, and
exposed places ; it grows in the sand, or, in fact, in any starvingspot
that is exposed and dry. Its root? extend further than its top,

hence it is a hard plant to lift in safety for transplanting, but once
established in the garden it makes itself at home.

Rhodora canadensis.—Last November I got a horse and
cart and went out in the neiglibouring wild jilaccs, whence I brought

liome a load of Rhodora and Kalmia. The I'Jiodora is now in full

bloom and a lovelj' sight it is ; its rosy pink flowers begin to open
before the leaves begin to grow. In cold peaty land it grows
around here by the acre ; single plants are hard to get, they arc so

matted togetlier. I lilted them in large clumps. The Kalmia will

blossom later.

Smilacina stellata is not a showy plant, still it flowers quite

prettily in May, wlien the Violets and Trilliums are in bloom. What
I admire about it is, it will grow under lieavily shading trees right up
to the base of their trunks, and that, too, in dry places. There are

not many plants that will do this. Many will do it if the surface of

the ground is moist, rich, and loose, but when bare, hard, and dry
this Smilacina has not many rivals for sucli a purpose.

Botanic Garden, Canihridije, Mass. AV. Falconee.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

PLATE CCLXXXVIIL — THE ELUE - FLOWERED
SAGES.

The genus Salvia affords some of the finest blue flowers we have
in cultivation. There is the verj' hardy jMeadow Sage (S. praten-

sis), which is found wild in a few places in England, and is a showy,
free-growing- species, 2 ft. to 3 ft. high. The flowers, it is true,

are not of so ricli and intense a blue as those of some other

species, but they are produced so freelj' that it is well deserving of

a place in the garden. jNIoreover, there are wliite and scarlet-

flowered varieties of this species. They flower in late spring and
early summer. Pitcher's Sage (S. Pitcheri), the subject of the

accompanying plate, was cultivated in the Geneva Botanic Garden
as long ago as 1838, soon after it was first discovered, and was re-

introduced about seven or eight years ago. It is usually stouter

than it is depicted, sometimes attaining a height of 4 ft., even in a

wild state. It is a native of Arkansas and Texas, and requires a

sunii}' place. S. azurea is a closely-allied species from the same
region, or rather of South Carolina and Georgia, but it has smaller

flowers and nearly smootli leaves. This also has been in cultiva-

tion. Of all the blue-flowered species, the bearded blue Sage (S.

patens) is, doubtless, tlie most brilliant in colour, being- surpassed by
none and equalled by few flowers in cidtlvation. Although not
Lardy, it is easily preserved through the winter, and it is easily

propagated from cuttings. S. candelabrum, a native of the south

of Spain, is a half-shrubby species like the kitchen Sage, and has
similar foliage, associated with ample panicles of rich violet and
white flowers, borne on long stalks, clear of the leaves. Mr.
Thompson, ot Ipswich, had it growing about five and twenty
years ago. S. angustifolia is another species closely allied to S.

Pitcheri, but not equal to it as an ornamental plant, and less hard}'.

S. iauthina, S. aniethystina,S. cyauen,and S. mexicana are robust-

growing, allied species, inhabiting Mexico, and of about the same
degree of hardiness as S. patens. All of tliem are handsome
plants, and have been cultivated in English gardens, but I am not
sure that one of them is now to be found growing in this countr}'.

S. albo-co?rulea is another of the same group, having large white
corollas, witli a blue lower lip. S. cacaliiiefolia is similar to S.

patens, having a more compact spilre of less brilliantly coloured
,

flowers. S. Simsiana is a very distinct, hardy species with pale

blue flowers, each whorl subtended by a pair of ample, pinkish
bracts. S. dichroa is a handsome species, discovered in Morocco
by Mr. Maw, and introduced by him into this country. It is a

robust plant, and in tlie colouration of the flowers is similar to

C'ollmsia bicolor.

Culture and Position.—All the above are amenable to

greenhouse culture with the exception of S. pratensis, which being
perfectly hardy thrives best in the open border. Many of the

other kinds named, if not all, may be planted in the open ground
in summer, and lifted again in autumn before frosts set in, so as

to flower in the greenhouse throughout the winter and spring.

The best kinds for this purpose are S. Pitcheri, iantliina and its

variety Hoveyi, patens, and alho-ccerulea. The treatment of these

in pots is simple in a moderately warm greenhouse, and all may be
propagated easily.

The specimens from which our plate was prepared came frorri

Messrs. Gannell & Song' nursery, Swanley.
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GARDEN DESTROYERS,
THE HOLLY FLY.

(PHYTOMYZA AQUIFOLIA.)

One may often notice that tlie leaves of our Holly trees are mucli

blistered and discoloured, giving the tree quite an unusual appear-

ance, and in tlie case of some trees which are grown as ornamental

specimens verj' much disfiguring them. The cause of this anno}'-

ance is the grubs of the Holly fly, which burrow beneath the upper

skin of the leaves,feediug on the internal substance or parenchyma
of the leaves, the skin remaining uninjured and forming large

blisters. I am not aware that trees are ever killed by the attacks

of these insects, but they must often be seriousl}' weakened by the

destruction of their leaves, particularh' when, as is sometimes the

case, every leaf contains one or more grubs. There is not much
that can be done in the way of destroying this insect, except the

tedious task of pickiug- off the affected leaves and burning them,

or pinching the blisters well, so as to kill the grubs or chrysalides.

No insecticide will reach theinsects in their well-sheltered position,

and the transformations of the insects are all gone through with-

out their quitting the leaves until the flj' leaves the chrysalis case

and takes wing. Certain small parasitic flies, however, find out

the grubs or chrysalides and deposit their eggs within them, the

Fig. 1, the HoUy !\y ; fig. 2, gnib ot ditto ; flg. 3, chrysalis of ditto (all inagnifled)

;

flg. 4, Holly leaf, showing blisters formed by the grubs.

parasitic grubs from which soon destroy them. The Holly fly may
be taken in abutterfly netwhenfiyingaboutthetrees,butastheflies
are small and inconspicuous in colour, I very much question whether
enough would be caught to render it worth while to try and de-
stroy them in this manner. The flies make their first appearance
in May or .lune, and lay their eggs singly beneath the upper skin

ot the leaf, sometimes depositing only one, sometimes two orthree
in a leaf. The grubs, when hatched, gradually eat their wa}' about
the leaf, sometimes for a short distance forming a narrow track or
mine, but they usually at once begin to work round, moving side-

ways almost in the segment of a circle, and soon form large blis-

ters. The grubs are blind and entirely destitute of jaws, but
their mouths are provided with a kind of double-pronged hook,
with which they scrape off small portions of the flesh of the
leaves

;
they become fully grown in February or March, and then

each makes a hole through the upper skin of the leaves, after

which they become chrysalides. On the head of the chrysalis is a
short beak, which protrudes into the hole in the skin formed
by the larva?, so that when the fly is formed and
wishes to escape, it can easily do so by merely breaking through
the chrysalis skin at the head, whereas if it were imprisoned under
the skin of a leaf it would be impossible for it to make its escape.
The position of the head of the chrysalis in the leaf may always
be detected by a dark dot; surrounded by a recldish patQh, Thig

insect belongs to the Natural Order Diptera, or two-winged flies

(an Order which probably contains as many different species as

any other, and includes the gnats, house-flies, and all two-winged
flies'), and the family Muscidre. The genus Phytomyza contains

about twenty species. 1'. aquifolia (fig. 1) is about ^ in.

long, and measures about ,'„ in. across the wings when they
are fully expanded. It is brown in colour ; the eyes are nearly
black, the legs are long and slender, and somewhat paler in colour
than the rest of the insect. There are a few stout hairs on either

side of the thorax, and each joiutof the body is fringed with hairs.

The nervures of the wings are pale brown. The grubs, when full

grown, are nearly ^\i in. long. They are smooth, shining, semi-
transparent, and of a pale greenish-yellow colour. The grubs of this

Order are generally legless, but these grubs have a pair on the first

and last joints of their bodies ; the last segment also bears a curious

little organ with several joints; this is the apparatus through
which the insect breathes, and which, in grubs belonging to this

Order, is frequently a very curious and elaborate appendage. The
chrysalis (fig. o) is of a pale reddish brown colour; the joints are

ve:y clearly defined ; from the head is developed a short beak,

which, as was before mentioned, protrudes through the upper skin

of the leaf. G. S. S.

THE AURICULA.
By the Eev. F. D. Hokkeh.

Something of the past history of this flower, and something of the

qualities tliat constitute its grace and beauty in the eyes o£ those to

whom it is a verj' dear favourite, will add, I trust, to tlie interest

with which it is generally regarded. This plant has so long been
under tlie care of man, that, like his domestic animals, though
sprung from a naturally wild and hardy thing, it would not live

apart from him, and witliout tliat attaclimeut on his part which it

seems to so faitlifully appreciate and reward. Tlie Auricula is ap-

parently a new comer, but in reality it is one of the very oldest of

show flowers, for tliere were exhibitions of Auriculas in Lancashire
more than 150 years ago. Indeed, to anticipate a little, I might
have brought a plant of a venerable sort, called " Jingling Johnny,"
shown at Eccles, then a straggling village near i\Ianchester, a round
century since. But the public career of " the Jingler," as he was
familiarly called, is closed, liis long days nearly numbered, and no
reasonable extension of a class list could now set him up again on a
pinnacle of floral fame. Now we are accustomed to see such excel-

lencies of form, colour, and habit in exhibition plants as are not

found in tlie uncultured species from which they may have sprung.

But in so high a degree have all these points been gained in the

Auricula, that it is nothing short of an acquired flower, developed

past resemblance to any wild original. I propose to divide my subject

into three sections, and will trust to make none of them too tedious.

Tlie first sliall be upon the derivation and history of the flower
;

the next, the Auricula from a florist's point of view ; the last, a
very brief touch upon its culture—not that I have any secrets which
silence should conceal. If there are any who so far only regard this

flower with a cold and distant admiration as a new and rather

curious feature in a flower show, that ought to have novelty now
and tlien to keep it up, I shall be glad if in any degree I can show
how very much more than this a flower is to those who love it as the

florist does.

The Primulacese.— In the botanical census by which plants

are groujied according to Natural Orders, the Auricula is classed with
the Primulacea;. The family is a large one. Some of its members
bear such resemblance to our most familiar type, the Primroses, as to

be easily recognised for Primulas ; otliers are apparently so far

removed both from it and from each other as to seem no blood
relations at all, but only distant connexions-in-law—botanical law.

However, I shall not here introduce a larger circle of the Primula
family than may be interesting, as showing the resemblance and dis-

similarity of consorted jilants. The nearest native relatives of the

Auricula are the Bird's-ej'e Primrose (P. farinosa), frequent in the
north of England in marshj' places and on the broken banks of

little moorland rills, and also Primula scotica, of Sutherland and
Orkney. But after the Cowslip and Polyanthus what a mixed group
the Primulaceic appear ! The Cyclamens belong to it, and the more
aspiring Dodecatheons of America, with their not far dissimilar

flowers clustered on tall stalks, as if they were the bold Oxlip form
of the Primrose Cyclamen. Another classmate is the Anagallis,

A. arvensis being the red Pimpernel of our arable lands, and A.

tcnella, the slender little beautj' that threads its way daintily among
the green Mosses on the peaty moors. Bitter marshes by the sea

contribute a member to the Order in the Sea Milk-wort (Glaux
rnaritima) ; while in that lovely aquatic, Hottqnia palvistris, tl;e
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Water Violet, wc have the rrimulacea3 taking a decidecl plunge
under water, and here, as it were, a veritable mermaid Primula.
Thus, from the top of a mountain to the bottom of a pond, we have
Primulaceous plants as widely separated in habitat as in habit.

Besides the Primula Auricula of the Alps, the remote ancestor of our
cultured flower, and one given by Paxton as hortensis, a European
plant, with name suggestive of some degree of cultivation, and
flowers described as vaxiegated, there are several Primulas of

Switzerland and Southern Europe interesting, as bearing a
resemblance to the Auricula on a small wild scale. There is 1'.

marginata, with serrated mealed foliage and lilac flowers, with rudi-

ments of that meal in the centre whicli is so intensely developed in

the Auricula, Also P. Balbisi, with a habit and foliage in white and
green, quite that of the Auricula, and half-pendent flowers, " like

Cowslips wan that hang the i^ensive head," and also slightly mealed
in the eye. Again, P. intermedia, P. pubescens, P. viscosa, P. villosa,

and others with pink and purplish flowers have the habit of
diminutive Auriculas. Still, all jorimitive and allied forms are so far

removed from the derived flowers of so long a period of culture as
extends over 300 years, for Gerarde states that prior to 1597 there
were Auriculas in English gardens.

Our First Auriculas.—These were j-ellows, browns, andpm-ples,
and as you look upon the beautiful jflower of to-day in its jewellerj' of
emerald and pearl and its velvet textures of many lovely colours,
you will wonder how all this investiture of different orders of beauty
descended upon a pale wild flower of the Alps. The first advances
from the purely wild type were the results of carefully
seeding tliis sporti\-o flower, which in its attribute of infinite

variability from seed has the fundamental qualification for being
what is known as a florist flower. But more full and ricli in
illustration of this than written history well could be, are tlie

interesting revelations which the Auricula makes to the raiser of
seedlings. In them the history of the past will repeat itself

in varied retrospect, and among those that must be discarded
as missing the standards they were meant to equal or excel
are many wherein faults arc but tracings of their derivation
towards its distant source. They show how petals, now substantial,
round, and flat, had been flimsy, frilled, and pointed, the white meal
thin and ill defined, the curious edge of green a slight and broken
rim. In a glance at the history of the Auricula there comes of course
the interesting question of its first introduction into England. When
is perhaps not so exactly known as where, on which point there is

the evidence of well-kept, unshaken tradition, corroborated by local
evidence, that its early English home was especiallj' Lancashire. It

is known that Flemish weavers in woollens, driven from their country
by persecution for their faith's sake, settled about 1570 at Norwich,
Ipswich, and in Lancashire villages, in the neighbourhood of Eocli-
dale and Jliddleton. As things of home too dear to leave behind
them, these refugees brought with them their favourite flowers, the
Tulip and Auricula. It is no matter for surprise that for about
fifty years after this we |^have no record of Auricula culture. These
earlj' growers would doubtless for a time be shyly looked upon as
aliens, and it would lead them to keep their occujMtions and interests
a great deal within the bounds of their own communities ; but in
1725 we ha\e evident proof that the culture of Auriculas was esta-
blished in Lancashire. Parkinson in his " Theater of Plants," 16iO,
names twenty-five varieties of Auricula ursi, or Eear's-ears, or French
Cowslips. They are described by colours 'such as Heaven's " blew,"
striped and double pui-ple, blood-red, sundry blushes, paper-white, and
yellowisli-white, &c. In an old manuscript of 1732, Bears-ears or
Auriculas were quaintly classed as ".pures,"probably what we should
call selfs ;

" flakes or stripes," which I confess^I do not recognise by
the description ; and also " bizarres," spoken of as admirably
variegated with meal and colours, and raised in England and brought
from thence.

Auriculas in the Lancashire districts were grown
abundantly until about 18."0, when a great change in the habits
of the people, who were hand-loom weavers, began to take place.
Steam power and the factorj' system were being developed
about 1825, and during the transition from hand to power-
loom weaving those whose bread " came through the shuttle
eye " felt the change severeh-, and numbers of them were
for a time in great distress. From the hand-loom that filled

the long window, they could now and again in the day
break their time, and work longer at night ; and in this way their
favourite flowers received the most constant attention, which at the
same time refreshed the toiler himself with a healthful, winsome
recreation. But the long peremptory hours of a factory day ren-
dered all this impossible. The great hard-featirred mills grew up
over green fields and garden grounds—mammoth organisms in brick
and mortar, stone and iron, seeming in their high chimney-stalks to
send up a mighty hideous sort of flower-stem, blossoming with black
wreaths of smoke and sulphurous perfume ! Then the scattered

villages grew and conglomerated into towns ; the light of the old
hand-weaver's windows died out, and seemed to be concentrated in

the gaslight glare from the long stories of windows in the mills ; the
familiar clatter of the old hand-loom ceased, and the click of the
shuttle that wove the silk or wool, as the tick of the old clock spun
out the time. Under the changes of those daj-s many ceased to

grow their old favourites for lack of time or space, and because they
would not see them languish under anj' unwonted neglect. Their
little shows had nothing of the grand accessories that belong
to some in these days but the very spirit of vitality

was in them—sincerity, patience, and love. They were held
in the upper room of .some old inn, and made a very lively

sensation for miles around—a stir like a village wake or fair. What
excitement it was for the anxious exhibitors assembled in the room
below to wait for the winning plants being sent down from the

"upper element," where the judges were deciding fates! In the
later part of the day followed songs, anecdotes, and florist gossip

;

and at going-home time the assembly dispersed with the first prize-

men conspicuous by a gleaming copper kettle in hand ; always
kettles for the best flower in the room, and for the first in every
class. Perhaps none was a prouder man that day than he who as a
new beginner carried the " Colt's Kettle " home !

The Auricula has been a flo'wer neglected for many
years till lately. For inexorable causes, such as those that parted it

from old friends like these, we can feel sympathy, but not for every

reason that has made it now so scarce. Mr. Lightbody, whose name
is so associated with the Auricula, used to tell me he had mauj'
wasteful customers, wlio every spring would write for a relay of

large plants, much as they might order spring bulbs from their

seedsmen. They kept Scotland going as we keep Holland ; for

Lightbody, who grew his own plants mostly in long-legged garden
frames, would have been again and again exhausted but for being
able to fall back on large collections in different parts of the countrj-.

The Auricula is no such forgiving plant as the docile Hyacinth, that

in return for having its heart scooped out like an Apple in the cook's

hand, will return manifold in good for evil, in repaying the unkindest
cut of all with a mass of useful offsets. Auriculas grown only
for a brief display, and left to pine in neglect afterwards, are not in

the hands of men worth the name of florist. I have spoken of the

Auricula in Lancashire, for that is such a representative county in

the history of the flower ; but fifty years ago we flnd by old records

that almost every district in Yorkshire, Staffordshire, Cheshire, as

well as Lancashire, had its circle of Auricula growers. So, too,

had many other counties. In Cambridgeshire lived Kichard
Headlj-, a renowned florist and the raiser of one of our

best Auriculas, George Lightbody. There were also shows and
societies in the home counties and many growers about London,
where Page's Champion and many other sorts of lesser fame were
raised. But the Auricula is the oldest florist flower in precedence of

excellence. There were good Auriculas when there were no Koses
such as there are now, wlien the Pelargonium was a thin, imperfect
thing, the Cineraria a star far from herjjresent ma.o-nitude ; when the

Calceolaria had little of that fine inflation in which it now appears, a

floral exposition of the ambitious frog who in the fable perished

miserably in the attempt to enlarge himself to something mucli
above his sphere, when Fuchsias were almost as they had been found,
and the Gladiolus was yet but a botanical curiosity.

The Earliest Edged Auriculas.—I am indebted to the
researches of one of our oldest florists, Mr. John Slater, for some
interesting information about these. He has spent a long life in the

very centre of Auricula culture, acquainted with many a grower,
and even raiser of tlie old sorts. When I mention names I must ask
j'ou to attach more than a mere nominal importance to them in that
our Auricula being a derived flower not found wild anywdiere, no
\"ast importations and auction sales of it are possible. Karnes have
therefore here the weight of species. The raiser is the introducer,

and his little garden is a native country. The very names are largely

suggestive of the estimation and good report in which the flowers

were held by their raisers. Hence they are expressive of greatness,

prowess, and supremacy, and we have, e.g.. Champion, Hero,
Conqueror of Europe, Kule All, Eevenge, Bang Up, Glory,

Incomparable, Freedom, Imperator, Eingleader, Complete, True Blue,

and so forth. Very many of the old growers were also Gooseberry
growers, and here too are names of like great import : Conquering
Hero, Overall, Leader, Thumper, Crown Bob, London, Wonderful,
and, not last, Eoaring Lion. No one had the diffidence to name his

new pet berry Second Fiddle or Knock-under ! If lie were a bird

fancier he did not select Tomtit or Humming Bird, but chose him
Ostrich, Eagle, and Peacock. It is quite time that our newspaper
press, from the largo dailies down to small provincial weeklies, had
their seeming ignorance of what the big Gooseberry really is revealed

to themselves. It might be that no dish of the genuine berry had
ever smiled on editorial tables, or we should not have the big Goose-
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berry in many of its varieties exquisitely flavoured a gibe

and synonym for tliat which is vapid and inflated. From
the florist has spread, however, the desire for great names to the

producers of excelling fruits and improved vegetables, and that

bold challenging is now indulged in alike by the knights of Flora

and Pomona, and of the presiding deity of the kitchen garden,

Chloris, the goddess of Greens ! The earliest known varieties of

Auriculas were Kule Arbiter, a green edge, and Hortaino, a white

edge; these can be traced back to 1757, Potts's Eclipse follow-

ing ten years later. As years rolled on there were other

"Eclipses," notably C'ocknp's, and from this some better

flowers were raised. All the green edges of that early

period were of a pale colour and often destitute of dust or farina.

Taylor's A'ictory was a highlj'-prized green in 1776, but of all

the principal varieties of that time only Jingling Johnny, a green of

inordinately broad edge ; Lord Lee, a lovely carmine' flower, but

without meal ; and Pillar of Beauty, a stifi: and starched old white,

are in existence now. Improvements were patiently carried on,

until in 1821 we begin to find some flowers that are good or familiar

names at present. Colonel Taylor and Booths Freedom appear upon
the scene, two green edges, of which a grower with good specimens
would not be ashamed to-day. In grey edges Kenyon's Eingleader

appears, the ancestral flower of that grand family in the greys, in

which Lancashire Hero, George Liglitbody, and Pilchard Pleadly

are flowers of such higli mark. At that time Taylor's Glory,

was a first-prize flower, along witli Lee's Bright Venus and
others, and the best selfs were Whitaker's True Blue, still

extant, Grime's Flora's Flag, and Eedmayne's Metropolitan. I

emember this last being sold for 21s. a plant, but half a
century ago it grew in garden borders and might be had for 2d. a
head. Ten years later (1831) the green edges were a stronger class

by several flowers still to be found in old collections. Such were
PoUitt's Highland Laddie and Standard of England, but nearly all

the first prizes that year fell to Colonel Taylor. To tlie greys were
added Syke's Complete, a good flower grown at present, and Grime's
Pri'vateer. White edges were augmented by Favourite and Incom-
parable, from Taylor, the raiser of Glory, and by flowers of less

note. The selfs have additions, but the best is Othello, a round-
petalled black flower that was much thought of. Another ten years

(184:1) and the most notable green edge is Page's Champion, once
very plentiful, especially with the raiser, wlio was wont to

throw surplus offsets into the Thames, but now exceedingly
scarce, and one of the very few Auriculas difficult to grow in

an impure air. At this period came Conqueror of Europe among
tlie greys, with much sensation, and Ashwortli's Eegular, a small
correct white edge, still valued by some old growers in the
north. By 1851 some of Ligbtbody's flowers appear, such as Star of
Bethlehem, but that and all otliers were outshone by the first

appearance in 1846 of Lancasliire Hero, Robin Lancasliire's magnifi-
cent grey. Like many other light-mealed greys, it has the power of

blooming in a green-edged form, and that generally occurs either on
a truss from a young plant or one formed very early on an old one.
The bloom of its middle life at mid-season is rich silvery grey. This
surpassing flower is worth a word by the way. When first shown,
which was at Piochdale, 1846, it was placed second to a flower inferior

to it in character, Grimes's Privateer. Lancashire had then eight
or ten plants of tliis seedling, and in his grief hastily sold all for a
trifling amount. He offered a good deal more to liave them back,
but could not get them. From their first purchaser they passed to
Mr. Jas. Cheetham, by whom it was eventually sent out. But it is

truly Lancashire's Hero, and no name but that of Robin Lancashire
should ever have been associated with this flower. It is the noblest
type of an Auricula, and at its best there is no grey better. Our
opinions are, however, divided, and some of us hold by Headly's
George Lightbodj' as the model. This is a grand flower that was
sent out in 1861, and the two greys will probably never pass out of
cultivation while Auriculas are grown. They will meet immense
competition and have worthy companions, but they are Auriculas
right properly, and no florist wishes to see them discarded, but he
will not rest till he has their equals. By 1861 we also had Camp-
bell's Pizarro, then our brightest, roundest self of soft brown, to-

gether with more of Lightbody's flow'ers, and Campbell was busy for

j-ears at this time trying to give us a crim'son self of standard
properties. His work at that time extended over many years, and
is a good example of a florist's patience. He started with a cross

between the old carmine flower. Lord Lee, and a puce-coloured self

of Martin's. At once he got the colour, but he lost the paste, Lord
Lee having none, and when Mr. Lightbody reported to me his neigh-
bour's success in two crimson selfs, Duke of Argj'le and Lord Lome,
there had been failures past all count.

The Auricula from a Florist Point of 'Vie'w. — As
regards this, I cannot do better tlian quote the words of
a brother florist, the Rev. F. Tymons. He says : " The

points of a good flower are not arbitrary, as the unini-

tiated sometimes say, but really appealing to canons of beauty
recognised and allowed by all who have made a study of the

plant. Thus, as in any other matter of beauty or taste, the verdict

of those most skilled in the subject is that which is entitled to

weight .Rigid attendance to these points is of proportionate import-

ance in any flower which is largely the creation of skill, stretching

forward to some ideal standard. Capabilities of modification under
culture so as to draw nearer and nearer to that standard is one of

tlie prime distinctions of ' florists' flowers.' Among these none
probably are more artificial creations than the Auricula. Hence the
importance of a thorough knowledge of what a good flower ought to

be."

Auriculas are divided first into two distinct groups, separated

from each other by the marked feature of mealed or unmealed
centres. Those destitute of meal are termed alpines, and their

essential qualities are the unmealed centre and the heavily-shaded
isetal. The highest form in the alpine is the shaded petal

and tire golden centre, which last is not difficult to ob-

tain except in such as have lilac or any shade contain-

ing blue. To admit shaded flowers of these tints it lias been
found necessary to allow a pale, almost white, centre, unmealed of

course. This section is the hardiest and most prolific of all

Auriculas, and those that are grown in garden borders are alpine

blood of more or less inferior strain. The other group is the

Auricula Royal, containing all the edged varieties, which constitute

the highest and most wonderful development of this flower. The
green edges hold the highest rank of all, and are the only class in

which a mealy habit of foliage never occurs. The contrast of their

zones of emerald, black, and white in a setting of silver leaves would
be verj' beautiful, but Nature denies this combination, though often

granting the converse in white edges with green leaves. The green

edges have required the most winning, for the edge must be abso-

lutely pure from meal, and that has been found a very trying test.

Now, however, this splendid property is becoming more brilliant and
more fixed, but that it has been one of difficult attainment is shown
by the very few true greens among the old varieties. The grey

edges, a strong class, are those in which a sprinkling of meal, like

hoarfrost upon springing Grass, lies delicately over a green edge
without hiding it further than to give a pearly effect, as of a silver

dew crystallised and secured upon it. The white edges are exqui-

sitely fair and lovely—a very favourite class. Tlie whole face of the

flower, except the dark velvet rim of ground colour, lies deep under

a snowj- meal, usually of finer grain on the edge than middle of the

fiower. Good true whites have been very few indeed among the old

flowers. Then follows that beautiful consort of the edged classes,

the self. This, with its densely-mealed white centre and colour of

one veh'ety unshaded and decided hue, is a very different flower

from the alpine, and not the least approach of the one to the proper-

ties of the other can be tolerated. Such are the differences that

form the class distinctions in the Auricula ; we must look a little

closer to see what those properties are that give expression and har-

mony to all. The perfection of a whole lies in tlie perfection of its

several parts. I take a single flower part by part. In the centre the

tube, with its contents, stamens and pistil, is a little member, but one

of mighty import. So is tlie tongue in human kind, so is the tail of

the dog among beasts. In power and variety of expression these two
extremes meet. Their equivalent in the Auricula is its tube. No outer

brilliancy compensates for a central failure here. The whole truth of

the fiower lies in this little well. It should be circular, sharply cut,

and bright yellow. A rich gold tube bathes the flower in sunshine

of its own, and lights up into life and radiance features that in

themselves may be dull and common-place. But the tube that is pale

green casts a moonlight effect around it that strikes all brightness

dim and cold. Not only do we dislike, but we distrust, a pale tube

in the Auricula. One thus weak is never otherwise strong. Watery
colours are associated with thin textures, and thus a flower so

constituted cannot live out half its days. Like a noble ship with
all her canvas set, but a rotten timber at lier keel, the beautiful

flower goes down all standing. Florists are called punctilious and
severe. So they are, but it is with reason tliat they are particular

to a point and exacting to a shade. The Primulas being dimorphous
in the relative positions of their stamens and pistil, it has been
thought a fanciful and narrow choice that we should adhere to that

form only wherein the anthers are set round the mouth of the

golden tube and the pistil at the bottom, rejecting the longistyla or

pin-eyed arrangement. With what comparison shall I illustrate the

reason of our choice ? I will take for an example the differencebetween
the eye of sculpture and of life. You know the vacant stare of the

one, the vivacity and soul that speak and sparkle in the other. The
stony, lifeless ej'e in an Auricula is the pin-eyed tube, with the set,

expressionless pistil its one hard set feature. But where the

delicately gold-dusted anthers are set round the ej'e of the flower,
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and the obtrusive stigma is all but sessile on its seed vessel below,
we have the fulness, softness, and play of what is happily termed
the " mossy eye." It is the counterpart in the flower of the living
eye that is so much in the character of a face. Eut I pass on to the
next feature on the coloured disc, and tliat is

The White Circle we Term the Paste.—This is a dry,
snowy meal, and it must be round and broad, and bright and dense.
AVhere these properties are wanting, the flower has, according as the
faultiness may be, a sleepy, unwashed, ill-tempered, mean, cramped,
crabbed, miserly look. Thus, a lively paste and a golden tube, each
sharply cut and circular, are supreme points in a good Auricula.
Now we come to a zone or circle further outwards on the corolla.
What contrast to snowy meal lovelier and more rare could a flower
give us than a sudden change to the softest velvet? ISuch is the
texture of the ring colour known as the ground or body. Black
has been the most usual, largely because black "was the
favourite colour with so many of the old gTOwers. There
have been strange local antipathies to anything but black

—

a prejudice which we will hope to see overcome by the winning
argument of equally true and beautiful edged flowers with blue and
crimson grounds. It is true tliat the best of the old flowers are
those with black body colours, but the reason is that the Auricula,
as it unwilling to cast her pearls before the unappreciative, has made
few oifors of gifts that were not sought, and would not be valued at
their worth. l!ut in whatever colour this velvet zone exists, it is

imperative that it be pure—unspotted, that is to say, with any of the
meal that may lie on the edge beyond it or on the paste "within.
Colours also should remain true and fast, not fading into weaker
shades before the other parts of the flower grow old. The last
remaining portion of colouring on the flower is that wonderful circle
of green or grey, or white that bounds tlie blossom, and determines
by its nature the class to which a variety belongs. I will gather
into one word that important point the share which the flowers of all

the classes should apportion to all their zones, and that single word
is balance. Taking the pistil as the centre, then across the half
flower as a radius line, the tube, paste, body, and edge should be in
the proportion of equal breadths. The tube should be bold, with
highly developed anthers, and the paste quite its full breadth, and
indeed in the case of the selfs rather over that, for in them the body
colour really represents two zones, and therefore for good balance
the paste should represent rather more than one, or the flower will
look heai'y. Body colours flash towards the edge, but are not to run
out at the petal corners, or an angular look is the result. However,
the body should not consist of only flashes, but have a solid
foundation ring—the more solid the better. 'Where this is not so
the pencilled work has a thin and scratchy appearance.

Culture.—It is amusing for a moment to peep into the potting
sheds of the past old masters. It was a school of cookeiy for the
Auricula, in which the plants themselves were often victimised. The
compost heaps were not so much an honest provision shop for the
flower as its confectioner's or druggist's, where it was forced either
to make itself ill witli sickly sweets or was overdosed with dire
stimulants, till after a flash 'of burning wasteful life it died. One
professor of long ago, writing in dialogue, conducts a horrified
neophyte round his compost yard, where the young beginner is com-
pletely upset by an inspection of horrible effects from the slaughter-
house, sugar refinery, and other sources of refuse. " Our compost,''
says the master, over a vile compound, " is now in fine killing order;
it would poison an Oak tree !

" No ; cut for some plants a few sods
from a pasture which the Buttercups will tell you is sound and rich,
liamble in the woods, and instead of a cornucopia of vrild flowers,
bring back what you can carry of mellow leaf-mould. Ask the
gardener for a little slice of the hotbeds than grew last year's
Melons and Cucumbers. Make about equal parts'of all you have
with, say, charcoal, to keep it open, and you have all the Auriculas
will care to ask for. As for the rest, keep their feet warm— (.c,
their roots well drained—their clothes drv in winter— ?'.c., the leaves
from wet. Remember that while the plant itself is hardy beyond
limit, yet its refined blossoms are inexpressiblv tender; that it

belongs to the pretty family that loves a partial shade. Think how
the bare trees and hedges let in all the winter sun upon the sleep-
ing Primroses : how the young leaves on the boughs temper the sun-
shine over them in spri'ng, and the full leafage" hides them from it
all the summer. And if you wish to grow seedlings—which you
should—be as much like Nature to them as you can. Sow them
when she does, as soon as ripe ; cover them as she does, which will
be not at all except by something that may represent the agencies of
shade and moisture, under which the young seeds grow—lav a piece
of glass over their cradle pot, and whe"n they bloom thev will be a
great reward.

Here I draw to a close my story of a florist flower. I have wished
to show what a store of interest it has for the true florist.

He may be a toiling man pent up in a dirty ugly town, but here is a
flower that will smile to him in that captivity, and look a content-

ment that imparts itself—thriving as though the smoke-drifts were
but natural clouds, and the dry hard shadows fell from waving
boughs. He has his few plants, and he will see more of Nature's

features and varietj- in a frame of Auriculas than another who has
no heart and so no ej'es for such things will notice in a whole land-

scape. In that innocent taste there is a pleasure very deep and
lasting, and bow much does the corapanionshiio of a friend like-

minded add to it ! The florist would rather have the steady continual

sympathy of a brother florist the year round than beat a dozen
strange competitors at a show. He must needs feel proud of his

plants on their exhibition day, but that short excitement is only a
small part of his whole pleasure and reward. Slere money profit is

no motive in his attachment to his rural tastes and floral favourites.

At the exhibition tables a good loser and a modest winner, he is not
the sordid mercenary man of whom there might be said, as it

sparkles in the humour of Thomas Hood, that for him " The great

god Pan is dead, and Pot reigns in his stead." It is remarkable how
those who have loved this flower have loved it to the last,

and I could tell you of George Lightbodj', who in a long
illness would have a favourite Auricula at the bedside and plants

brought up that ho might see what needed to be done ; of Kobert
Trail, who past his eighty jears came from Edinburgh to see the

flowers of his raising in our hands at the northern show ; of Pilchard

Headly keeping to a few Auriculas among the last of all his flowers;

of old Robin Lancashire coming from his famed florist county to my
own of the 'White Rose to see the Auriculas, and the eye bright with
an " unfamiliar brine '' at the sight of Lancashire's Hero in his great

glory. It is no small thing to say of a favourite flower that it has
been the first cause of many true companionships and fast friendships

that will endure till all human interests here are at an end for us.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

BAEK AND TIMBEK TRADE.
The baik season has been a late and short one in this

neighbourhood. Stripping was commenced at Longleat on the
29th April, and finished on the 22nd May, being fully

a fortnight later in beginning than usual. During ordinary mild
seasons we begin strippimg about the 17th of April. The bark trade
is exceedingly dull. Tanners in this locality refuse to buy except
at their own jjrice, which is £i per ton delivered in the tanyard.
'We only got i.'3 10s. per ton of 21 cwt., put on to waggons in the
wood. As a proof to show wliat a drop in price bark has sustained,

I may mention that we sold the season's bark in 1877 for .£6, under
exactly the same conditions as now. The best price for this season's

bark that has come to my knowledge was realised at the New Forest
annual sale, where it averaged £i 5s. Id. per ton in the wood. The
timber trade is also depressed, there being only a limited demand for

all descriptions of timber. Copse Ash of good quality still commands
a good price, as really first-class Ash is becoming very scarce in this

country. Oak of moderate qualitj' and of small dimensions sells at

a low figure, but first quality Oak in long lengths, and upwards of

12 in. quarter girth, is saleable at fair prices. Beech, Fir, and other
common or low-priced kinds are worth about 3d. per foot less than
the prices realised some four or five years ago. Beech is selling at

from 7d. to Sd. per foot ; Scotch Spruce and Silver Fir, 7d. ; Larch,
Kid. to Is. The demand even at these low prices is only limited to
supplying local industries, which are distressed in common with all

other trades. Pitwood business is very quiet ; Oak saplings and
Larch poles are in greatest demand. Underwood is a miserable trade,

not realising more than half the price it did a few years back. The bulk
of underwood formerly was made up into faggots and sheep hurdles, and
a ready sale at paying prices was easily obtained, but now dealers
find a difticulty in selling faggots at very low prices

; this bad state of
the faggot trade is occasioned chiefly through the majority of bakers
converting their ovens into coal burning instead of wood burning.
A few years ago in the small town of Warminster about 10,000
faggots were burnt annually by bakers, while at the present time I do
not think so many hundreds are burnt during the year. The hurdle
business, too, has undergone a change ; demands and prices are small
in comparison with what they were some few years ago, when
farming was a more profitable investment than it has been of late

years. Gborgb Beeet.
Loiir/Jent.

Abies Engelmanni glauca.—Foremost among all C'onifera^,

on account of its beautiful glaucous hue, is this variety of Abies
Engelmanni, and when covered with its young growth it is still

more striking. When planted along with other and more sombre
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hued kinds, the silvery grey foliage of this, so different from that of

its associates, renders it conspicuous. It is of a dense pyramidal
habit, and has been in no way injured by tlie last two winters—at

all events around London.

—

Alpha.

THE FOKSYTHIAS.
In the early spring, when the number of flowering- shrubs i.s but

F. viridissima—is one of Fortune's many introductions from
China. It forms a free-growing deciduous shrub, the flowers of
which are produced before the foliage, and are of a golden yellow,
the leaves being bright green and Willow-like. This Forsythia
succeeds well almost anywhere, and though unusually severe
frosts such as we experienced last winter in some places injure the
flowers, yet in many others they sustain no harm. The plant
itself seems proof against any amount of cold. This shrub is well
adapted for forcing, as flowering as it does naturally very early,

it requires but little heat to bring it on, and the masses of gailj--

coloured blossoms have a pleasing effect associated with those of

other subjects.

The next species, F. Fortunei, is, as has been stated, a climbing
plant, and a worthy ri val or companion to Jasminum nudiflorum,
although the latter is the first to open, as it flowers in the
greatest profusion, while the leaves of this are both simple and
compound. For covering walls this kind is very suitable. It

should be fastened to the wall until it is densely covered, and
then the long graceful branches should be allowed to hang out
naturally to their full extent ; thus treated, whether in flower or
not, it is a really beautiful object. This species was introduced
from Japan by Fortune in 18G1, and, likeits congener, is perfectly

hardy. Under the name of F. suspensa we have one that differs

but little if any from F. Fortunei ; in fact, I have been unable to

detect the difference ; for instance, suspensa is said to bear simple
leaves and Fortunei compound ones, but the two kinds of foliage

may often be found on tlie same branch.
Forsythias succeed well grafted on the Privet, and when

standard high, suspensa then forms a weeping plant. There is,

however, no occasion to graft for the purposes of propagation, as

both species strike very freely from cuttings. Alpha.

Forsythia Fortunei.

limited, the Forsythias are among the most conspicuous, both the
shrubby-growing F. viridissima and the climbing F. Fortunei being
then usually one mass of golden blossoms. The first of these—

.NOTES & QUESTIONS OH TEEES, SHEUBS, & WOODLANDS

Laburnuni Sports.—The enclosed were taken from a beauti-
ful flowering tree that I am hardly justified in calling a Laburnum,
since, besides the ordinary yellow floral festoons, it was studded
here and there all over with the purple Cytisus, and a peculiar hybrid
between the two called C. Adami. Tlie liistory of this curious floral

sport seems to be that the purple Cytisus was grafted on the Labur-
num some 3'oars ago, and that in the sap circulation, hybridisation by
grafting' was produced. Both the j'ellow Laburnum and the purple
Cytisus produce seed, but the mvile or hybrid produces none, nor
does it come true from cuttings, so that there seems, as in many other
sports, no means of reproduction. I understand that Mr. Darwin
has discussed this matter at length in one of his books, but I have
not yet had the pleasure of seeing it. The tree is a great curiosity,

and imposing even at a distance.—W. J. M., Clonmel.

Magnolia auriculata.—The powerful perfume of this species

when in blossom at once attracts attention, even though the flowers

themselves may be unnoticed, a circumstance unlikely to happen, as
they arc borne on the extremities of the young shoots. This species

forms a bold and imposing tree, remarkable on account of the size

of the leaves, whicli in young and vigorous specimens are as much rs

10 in. or 12 in., and sometimes even more in length, and 5 in. or G in.

in breadth, while the flowers are of a more loose, open character
than those of M. conspioua and pure white. Another s]jecies now in

flower is M. cordata, which is much smaller in 'growth, leaf,

and flower, and chielly noticeable from the latter being j'ellow and
sometimes faintly streaked with red, in these respects somewhat
resembling the bloom of a Tulip.

—

Alpha.

Garrya elliptica and other Tender Shrubs. — Visiting

Jlerlin yesterday, I was shown the only surviving outdoor specimen
of Garrya in tliis locality with which I am acquainted, and I have
the pleasure occasionally of seeing most of the gardens around. It

seems to belong to a class of half hardy handsome shrubs that,

except under exceptional circumstances, will not survive a zero tem-
perature or near it, such as we had last year. Except the surround-
ing ConiferfB and dry high situation, it received no protection.

Benthamia fragifera and Aristolochia were killed in Minella Gardens
adjoining, as well as every specimen of Veronica, and nearly every
one of iUyrtle. I might almost include Laurus nobilis, for though it

seems to linger in some places, has proved generally more tender
than Arbutus Unedo, or even Fuchsias, for though many are killed

hopelessly, some are starting from the base. I know of no Euca- ,
lyptus alive in this locality.—W. J. ]\I., i,lonmel.

Late-leafing Trees.—It is amusing to me to read in several
recent Nos. of The Gaeden of the progress of hardy plants in Eng-
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land, that they are in leaf and flower when the same species grow-

ing here had not burst a bud. It is now the 16th of May, and the

Kentucky Coffee tree, common Persimmon, Fringe tree, Catalpa, and

some others are leafless still. Pear trees are in full flower ; Cherries,

past ; Apples, opening ; Chinese Wistarias, leafless, but beginning to

bloom ;
Forsythia suspensa, a little past its best ; viridissima, at its

best ; also the Japan Quince, Spiraea Thunbergi, and Missouri Cur-

rant (yellow) ; the Lilacs w^ill be in bloom in a few days, and the

Horse Chestnuts in a week or two. Girowth is slow in starting here,

but when it does begin it goes ahead in earnest.

—

F.

Shepherdia argentea.—Conspicuous as some of the Ela;agnuses

are on account of their silvery appearance, they are surpassed in that

respect by a member of an allied genus, viz., the old, but seldom seen

Shepherdia argentea, which possesses such an intense silvery hue, as to

be very striking, especially where associated with darker foliaged

plants. This shrub delights in moist, cool situations, and in such

places almost attains the dimensions of a small tree. It, neverthe-

less, succeeds in soil of average dryness, although in such its growth

is slower and it is more shrub-like in habit.

—

Alpha.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

Pine Marechal Niel Rose Tree.—Mr. H. K. Williamson,

says the Wltlthy ftzr;?;";', has reason to be proud of his famous Mare-
chal JSTiel, which, if possible, is more prolific of blooms this year than
has ever been the case before. Last year this tree, which is about

18 years old, and is probably the largest of its kind in England,
yielded 1880 blooms, but this year the yield will exceed 2000. Con-
siderably more than GOO single Eoses have been cut, and there are

now 200 or 300 ready for plucking, and these will be followed by
some 300 or 400 more. The tree is budded on the " Victoria" stock,

the length of which is 4i ft., and is planted at the back of the flue,

and the roots have passed under it to the vine border outside. The
circumference of the stem is i in. ; the longest branch from the

stock, 50 ft,; the longest growth made last year, upwards of 20 ft.;

the total number of branches trained from tlie stock, about 20. The
tree is planted against the back wall of a vinery 50 feet long, and is

trained the whole length of the adjoining house, which is 30 ft, long,

thus making a total length of 80 ft. The tree always attracts much
attention at this period of the year.

York and Lancaster Rose.—May I ask what " I!.'' means
rmder this name ? Is it Rosa Mundi, which is a beautiful variety of

gallica (1799 of Curtis's Botanical Kegister), about 18 in. high ? If

so, that Rose is not lost; and if he will write to me in the autumn, I

shall be pleased to send him a plant of it. Calling it York and Lan-
caster is an error ; the Rose of that name is Rosa damascena in two
colours, a bush 4 ft. to S ft. high ; that Rose is scarce, but I liave

long had it.—H. T. Ellacojibe, Chjst St. Georgf.

There is a quantity of this old-fashioned Yarietj' growing in the
shrubberies of the vicarage garden here, and I am told it isijlentiful

in the cottage gardens near the I'enrhyn slate quarries. Its associa-

tions rather than its merits have perhaps kept it in some gardens,
for there are hundreds of Roses superior to it in every way. As a
nurseryman's plant it has little value, so I quite understand the
difliculty of procuring it from that quarter. About Liverpool there
used to be abundance of this Rose brought to market to make up
our fathers' and grandfathers' " posies ;

'' but so great has been the
improvements in certain kinds of flowers, and notably Roses, that
our old friend of York and Lancaster has not had much chance.

—

Edwin Jackson, LJandcf/ai. Bangor.

Milde'W on Roses.—The Journal dcs Hosc.i gives two recipe
for destroying mildew. The first is from M. A''erdier. It recommends
to boil for ten minutes 500 grammes (about 17:^ oz.) of flowers of
sulphur and an equal quantity of lime, in 6 litres '(about a\ quarts)
of water, often shaking the mixture. This solution is aUov,-ed to
settle, and afterwards put into well-corked bottles. When required
for use, 1 litre (about 1| pint) of this composition is put into 100
litres (about 21 J gallons) of water, and the Rose plants are syringed
with the mixture. The second is that of the C'omte de Euisson ; 2
or 3 grammes (.about l]- or 15 drachm) of sea salt is dissolved in 10
litres (about 2.^% gallons) of water, and the foliage of the Rose
plants on both the upper and under sides is syringed with this
solution.

Fortune's China Indoors.—The form and substance of this
Rose are not much, but its colour is most peculiar, more of a buff
than a yellow, and then no two flowers hardly ever come alike, most
of them being in certain portions more or less flaked with purple or
carmine. The size also varies very considerably. Though this Rose
is generally described as very vigorous, I have not hitherto found it

to be so. It is, however, very floriferous, which is more to the

purpose, and is well worth growing under glass for its distinct

character and unique colour.—D. T. Fish.

THE INDOOR GARDEN
II^DIAN AZALEAS OUT-OF-DOORS.

We may take it for granted that the greater number of young
gardeners having never seen the Azalea grown, except in a pot, have,

without making for themselves any trial, imagined that there is no
other way in wliich to attain perfection in leaf and flower but in

a pot. After all, however, the pot cultivation of any plant is

but a makeshift, and most assuredly not the one by whicli we get

the best results. Through exhaustion, due to over abundant flower-

ing, or from growing in a description of peat soil deflcient in the

necessary ingredients, or from want of room for root extension or

from some other cause, the Azalea is often found with small un-
healthy looking foliage and deteriorated blooms ; repotting has not
sufficient cflEect, and manures can only be used with the utmost
caution. Now, the one thing that will give redundant health to such
thankless subjects is transplanting in a properly prepared bed of soil,

in a thoroughly sunny aspect, and if the roots are not materially

damaged they will recuperate tliemselves in one season. The mix-
ture of soils should be that in which they are usuallj' grown, but with
a trifle more of fibrj- loam, and the whole of the materials employed
should be in a course, free condition previous to transplanting. I

have found that when the earth was thrown together, as a flat bed
of from li ft, to 2 ft. in thickness, on the natural surface of

the ground, the results were superior to those attained in a
bed made in a trench below the ground level. The earth never be-

came saturated with too much water ; was warmer ; and as to the

matter of moisture, quite under control. Where peat and other ma-
terials are scarce or dear, walls of turf or an embankment of

ordinary earth may be thrown up all round the bed ; it keeps the

mass together and counteracts the drying effects of sun and wind.
The unhealthy plants (or indeed an}' others, for it is beneficial to

all) may be put out in the last week in May, or earlier, in fine seasons.

Azaleas not being at all tender, if not brought direct from a forcing

pit. As a bed, except for a large collection, would be best made
about 6 ft. wide inside its walls, there would be room for either

two or four rows of plants according to size. No crowding must be
allowed ; indeed, there should be space left wide enough for a man
to get in and about them any where

;
quite young plants are all the

better for being grown in this waj-, and may be planted out at a
foot apart. AVhen transplanting, all old exhausted soil should be
carefully picked away down to the perfectly healthy rootlets, seeing
that the ball is in a moist state before planting out. It will be ad-

visable to sink the upper surface of the ball at least 3 in. or
more in the case of very large specimens, sothat when small shallow
basins have been made round the stem of each, the ball shall still

have its upper part a little under the new soil.

The amount of water which they will require will of course depend
on the quantity of rain they may get ; at any rate the labour saved
in this matter will be considerable, not to speak of the anxiety
from which the grower will find himself freed. He will not have
to dread that his specimen plants have been too little, or too copiously

watered ; for if the balls are thoroughly moistened at the outset,

the facility with which they can be retained in a uniform degree of

saturation is something to rejoice over. The syringe or garden
engine will be needed morning and evening in dry sunny weather,
and will greatly tend to clear the plants of thrips.

The repotting may take place early in September, lifting the

plants with as much of the soil as will conveniently hang to them,
and replacing them in clean, moderately drained pots. Should
worms show themselves, a weak watering with soot will drive them
out. The newly potted plants must be kept moderately close in a
cool pit till rooting has taken place, after which they may be
gradually accustomed to a free circulation of air. The bed of soil

can then be thrown into a pyramidal form, to await the return of the

planting season, and which, with slight additions of sand and soil,

will last for many years. Camellias, Heaths, Boronias, Sikkim and
Himalayan Rhododendrons may all be cultivated in this way either

when in a young state, to produce handsome specimens at a quicker

rate, or when old and debilitated to endow them with new vigour.

SXLVESTBIS.

Pelargonium Madame Thibaut.—Of late years a class of

Pelargoniums to which the name of decorative is applied has been
brought prominently forward, for although their flowers do not pos-

sess the even regular outline of the show varieties, yet they are

produced so freely, and the habit of the plants is so good, that for
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general purposes they are invaluable. Such a one is Madame
Thibaut, a Continental variety, in which the growth is very short

and sturdy though free, and the flowers of a pleasing shade of pink.

The upper petals are darkly blotched and there is a beautiful violet

shade in the centre of the flower ; altogether it is a first class variety

and when more common than it at present is it will doubtless be
largely grown.—H. P.

PLANTING OUT GAEDENIAS.
I WAS glad to see " W." call attention to this subject in The Gar-
den (p. 529). The system as applied to Gardenias has virtually

given us a new plant for decorative purposes. It has also spread so

rapidly tliat it will soon be universal wherever Cape Jasmines are in

demand. The quantity of flowers is so much increased, as well as

their size enhanced, wlrile "W.'s" comparison of planted-out Gar-
denias to Laurels can hardly be called an exaggeration. The rage
at present is all for large Gardenias, hence the common florida runs
the risk of going out of cultivation. Well grown, howo\er, on the

planted out system, it is large enough for button-holes, while inter-

media, a cross with florida and Fortunei, is really too large. It is,

however, magnificent for hair wreaths and bouquets, and ilowers as

freely as florida and as large as Fortunei. The best plan is to grow
Gardenias in low pits or frames, wliere thej' can be kept close,

moist, and partially shaded. This produces leaves large and glossy,

and an enormous quantity of flowers in succession, provided the

plants are properly treated, as described in The Garden about a
year ago. The only objection to planting out Gardenias consists in

making them fixtures, whereas one of the chief charms of plant

houses should consist in fresh changes of disposition, so as to make
the house as well as furniture seem new. But even tliis may be
done with planted-out Gardenias, inasmuch as they form so many
roots into the soil, that soil and roots may be lifted into fresh

quarters with impunity. To all who have not tried the planting out
of tlieir Gardenias the advice may safely be given. Do it at once.

Even if large plants are wanted in pots plant them out first, and
then pot them up with their network of roots intact, and the plants
will thrive almost as well in pots for several years afterwards as if

it took them some time to discover they were not still in the open
border. D. T. Fisir.

Preesias.—Permit me to say a word or two in reply to tlie re-

marks of " W. E. G." and Mr. Horsman on the specific differences of
these plants. In order to clear up the matter, I called on Mr. Piaker
at the Kew Herbarium, who most obligingly showed me the speci-

mens of Freesias in the Kew collection, and gave me his opinion
thereon. In this collection there are at least a dozen forms all more
or less different from each other, eitlier in size of plant, length of
flower-tube, or size of the whole flower, and in colours varying from
white to dark orange, all of which are under the name F. refracta

;

and Mr. Baker remarked that either he would have to give everyone
of these a specific name, which would be ridiculous, or call them all

varieties of the one species, as he has already done. With regard
to F. Leichtlini, Mr. Baker remarked that although he had previously
accepted it as a species, after a careful comparison of it with the
forms of F. refracta, he did not see that it could well be kept up as
specifically distinct from that species. This justified the doubts I
expressed on this point in a few remarks which accompanied the
figure in The Garden (p. 4i6), and we must now consider F. Leicht-
lini nothing more than a variety of the very variable F. refracta. I

have heard of the name F. aurea being applied to a form of this

species at Mes.srs. Henderson's, Maida Vale, but Mr. O'Brien has, I

think, admitted that his plant does not differ from F. refracta. To
cultivators whose knowledge of any particular species may be
limited to only one or two forms, all of which may have been the
production of a single introduced individual, this " lumping " system
may be viewed with mistrust, but it must be borne in mind tliat

climatic and other conditions often have a powerful inodifying in-

fluence over plant forms, and that a plant which in one situation

may be tall, large-flowered, and brightly-coloured, would in another
change these characters for perhaps a shorter and fewer-flowered
condition. Take as an instance of variation the more popular Orchid
Odontoglossum Alexandras, whose beautiful forms and colours seem
almost endless. Indeed, we need not go so far away for an instance
of variation in the form of any particular species, for one may ob-
serve it in the Shepherd's-purse, Daisy, or Buttercup growing along
the roadsides and in the fields. I must thank " W. E. G." for so
kindly offering to show me his picture of the different kinds of
Freesia.—Z. B.

at first, people are disposed to consider it as a story. But the inven-
tor is a friend of mine, a very straightforward and independent man.
I do not know his secret ; I only know that instead of earth lie uses
Moss prepared in a certain way. I must suppose that you will think
proper to call the attention of the readers of The Garden to it.

—

Jean Sisley, Lyons. [The inventor should explain his process.
We are doubtful of gentlemen who in our own day carry on the old
trade of mystery-mongers. We understand that the process consists
in steeping the roots of fully-grown plants in some preparation and
enveloping them in Moss.]

GARDEN DESIGN,

Plants •without Soil.—You will most likely hare heard of
the invention of growing plants in pots without earth. Of course,

BUILDINGS IN KEW GARDENS.
We observe with some concern the erection of a small gallery at

Kew for the reception of botanical drawings. It seems to us a
doubtful good these repeated additions to the buildings in our
national garden. The true object of that garden should be to

show us the vegetation of countries similar to our own, or at all

events such vegetation, from no matter what country, as is suited

for our gardens, groves, or woods. At least, that is the main
object ; an incidental one is that of showing us the vegetation of

tropical countries. At one time it was not so much so, because
very few had opportunities of seeing what vegetation meant in

tropical countries, and the time involved for seeing them, where
opportunities existed, was more than could be spared, except by
few. But now a three weeks' voyage will bring- one into the heart
of all the loveliest tropical vegetation, while communications and
means of knowing all about it are being opened up every day. It

has always seemed to us that the error made in our great garden
was the needless multiplication of buildings devoted to tender
vegetation, and that this. object has always had a wholly incom-
mensurate share of the expenses and allowances, quite unusual in

their liberality, made by the State to the garden. The original

cost of one of these great houses, and ,the expense of

its maintenance, would have sufficed to plant nobly the finest

national tree garden in the world. We do not mean a botanic
garden merely, in whicli things are well labelled and classified,

but in which every tree and shrub and plant hardy in garden.?

could be grouped and massed, and grown so as to show their ulti-

mate value or beauty in every desirable way to the planter, for or-

nament or utility. Questions of nomenclature and of botany
should not occupy the first place, but might at the same time be
efficiently done.

As to the question of botanical drawing, everyone who has
paid the least attention to the subject know that of aU the arts

there are none more backward. The botanical artist so called

—

even those who are vaunted as the best—has, of all creatures who
handle the pencil, the stiffest and poorest knowledge of real draw-
ing. Our botanical periodicals prove this. The consciousness of

their bare exactitude as regards parts, organs, &c., which is so

easily and quicldy acquired by any attentive person, leads to the
deliberate neglect of the finer variation of form in the flower,

and of light and shade itself, and even the natural position and
pose of the flower or plant. We are now speaking of mere draw-
ings of single flowers, the simplest phase of the whole matter.

Studies of vegetation as it is in Nature, whether an English hedge-
row in flower or a patch of alpine turf, or a glimpse of the grace-

ful tree life of the Tropics—none of these we have ever seen
worthily done. There is a whole world of exquisite but
transient beauty which our botanical artists, when their eyes
are opened to it, should seize for us, and which are now wholly
neglected. The conventional but impossible spray of early blos-

som, bird's nest, &c., all nicely grouped together, of tlie exhibition

is very far from what is wanted. But even if the art were as

advanced as one could desire, and flower painting and the paint-
ing of the aspects of vegetation were in any way the fitting reflex

of what one may see in Nature, we should doubt then if the
national garden were a proper place for a series of studies of the
kind. The purpose of a great garden should be the d'jvelopment
of the largest amount of beautiful life which could be effectually

shown in the place. The chief means of the garden should go to

that end. We have already a plethora of museums in which such
things would find a more fitting place. It is when one cannot see

the beauties of Nature, and of plant and tree life, that studies and
paintings of those things are most welcome. Then, again, the
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lio-litiugand the means of sliowion' such pictures if tliey ever come
to us, are mucli more efficient in our national galleries, museums,

&c., than they can be -well made in a garden, without great ex-

pense. A small building for such purpose is soon filled, found to

be insufficient, and then the question of enlargement arises, the

expenses for all such objects taking away in the meantime from
the resources for the true amis of the garden.

But it is not onl_y the aim of giving great and costly attention to

things which have little to do with gardening or the embellishment

of our own country that is wrong; equally so is the cutting up of

a fine surface of ground by scattered buildings, and their necessary

walks, approaches, &o. If anyone tries to see what is to be seen

at Kew tills must occur to him at every step ; the confusion, cutting

up of the surface of the ground by a mass of scattered hothouses
nuiseums, &c., being already very bad.

course of formation, I planted a large number or young fruit trees,

and the hares being troublesome, I had the lower 3 ft. of the stems
painted witii tar from our own gasworks. It was rubbed on witli a
brusli as thin as possible, or, as the saying is, rubbed on and rubbed
off again, so that when finished they appeared rather brown tlian

black. It, liowever, prevented the hares from attacking them, and
no harm came to tlie trees in consequence of the application that I

could perceive, and I should have no hesitation in again applying
the same remedy it needed. Tlie trees of which Mr. Fish speaks

as liaving been killed by tar must have been thick!}' plastered with
it.—E. Lloyd, liroolnvood.

GYiMNOGRAMMA SCHIZOPIIYLLA.
This charming Stove Fern, a native of the We,st Indies, was sent to

^^ .-\':;yy^

Gymuosraunna scliizopliylla.

Such structures, so far as necessar}-, ought to he grouped together

compactly. Every building added to the garden without absolute

need, in relation to the true aims of such an establishment, will

prove a source of weakness, not strength. We have known the

garden for manj- years now, and frequently fail to find our way
to some of its more interesting spots, owing to the unwise way
in which the best parts of the grounds have been cut up by
houses and other structures. If the taste for building is not

controlled in good time, there wiU be little real garden left at

Kew.

—

Field,

T&r Dressings.—That coal tar is not so injurious to the stems
of trees as " Peregrine " and Mr. Fish seem to think my own experience

goes to prove. Some years ago, when the gardens here were in

Messrs. Veitch & Sous, of Chelsja, by Mr. Noclv, of Gordon Town,
Jamaica. Its chief distinguishiug characters are—Fronds
crowded, the stipes and rachides rather slender, reddish-brown,

18 in. to 24 in. long, gracefully arching on all sides ; the leafy

portion of the frond is about '2 in. broad, very finely cut, the

ultimate pinnules being deltoid and minute. A remarkable

peculiarity in this Gymnogram is seen in the furcation of the

rachis at about two-tliirds of its length, and where it is prolifer-

ous, every frond producing a j-ouug' plant at the point of furca-

tion. The very elegant contour of this Fern, its moderate size

and graceful habit, its delicately cut pinnules and pleasing colour,

render it one of the most attractive of tender kinds. It is also

one of the best of Ferns for cultivation in suspended baskets.

It was awarded a certificate of merit by the Koyal Botanic Society
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on March 81, and a first-class certificate by tlie Royal Iloitioul-

tural Society on April 12 of the present year.

TOUTIXG AT HOETICULTUKAL SHOWS.
To the Editor of The Garden,

SiK,—Permit me to call attention to an unpleasant aspect o£ flower

shows that I noticed last Friday at South Kensington. At several

of the stands j'oung men armed witli books were attempting to effect

sales in a way tliat did not make the approach to the benches so

agreeable as it used to be in days gone by. Flower shows, like other

things, are on their trial ; there is not the great success in their case

that there used to be, and no doubt tliere are reasons for the falling

off ; all the greater care therefore should be taken by their managers
to make tlicm useful, pleasurable, and instructive to the public.

Could a more offensive practice than that of sales, booking orders,

and often loud conversation thereon be carried on where all sliould

be quiet, and the show so arranged that each could see and stndj'

the subjects shown without annoyance? I write in the interest of

the gardens and show as well as in that of the exhibitors themselves,

for wlxile one or two more or less pushing individuals mighteffect sales

in this way, the result will be to drive many people away altogether.

I liope that the practice which is at present carried out mostly in the
neighbourhood of the hardy plants will be nipped in the bud. The
sales to which I refer took place early in the afternoon. H. W.

PLANTS AT NEWRY.
I SEND you flowers of a charming little Linaria (L. multipunctata),
which, although only an annual, is well wortli growing, and in a
mass is quite showy ; its yellow flowers, with row of small black dots
on each side and scattered dots on the throat, are curious when closely

looked at ; also flowers of another Linaria, sent here as L. aurea
reticulatus. It is not that species, but with its tall spikes of many-
coloured flowers, varying from rose to deep purple, it is very charm-
ing in a mass. Allium acuminatum, about 6 in. high, has globular
heads of purplish, rose-coloured flowers, and A. album, about 1 ft.

high, cliarming umbels of the purest white ; these go well together.

Ajuga Brockbanki has spikes of Gentian blue, the best of all the
bugles. Sieversia elata, a plant closelj' allied to Geum, is now the
most charming yellow plant in flower here, in the shajje of a good
tuft about li ft. over and 10 in. high. The colour is of a peculiar
soft shade, not matched by anything else we have. How charming
is the foliage and also the buds of Rosa rugosa, every day opening
its large crimson-petalled blossoms, only as rapidly to fall away.
R. acicularis is about over

;
it is a small rugosa, and just precedes it

in blooming. How striking the glorious heads of the oriental Poppy !

I find this to succeed well by the side of water, e^en when raised

but a few inches above it, The stately Iris odoratissima, with its large
pale blue flowers raised on 3-ft. scapes, is very showy, and its flowers
smell lilfe Tulips. Then there is Iris sibirica, whose individual
flowers—dull white with brown lines—are not show}', but a good
specimen 4 ft. high, with its mass of grass-like leaves drooping
to the ground, and hundreds of flowers open at once, is distinct
and handsome.

Siphocampylus longipedunculatus is a distinct Lobeliad, and
sometimes lives for two or three seasons in the open border ; thougli
not strictly hardy, we always keep a few plants over in a cool house
and plant out early in spring ; it is in flower when planted out and
in flower when the frost comes in autumn, come when it maj'.

Aquilegia crerulea in a mass, fifty orsotogether.hasbeenandislovely.
Pentstemon glaber has been also in a mass very beautiful, its half
creeping habit and steel-blue buds rendering it quite distinct from
anything else just now. It is also the first of the family to bloom.
Dianthus alpinus is now most enchanting ; cushions of small green
leaves and large rosy-crimson flowers on inch high footstalks—

a

giant on the legs of a dwarf. jHyosotis Imperatrice Elizabeth, the
deepest blue, and the latest of the Forget-me-nots to bloom, grow-
ing with great vigour and flowering for a long time, must not be at
all despised. A pretty Lupine, much dwarfer than polyphyllus,
and whose young growths are purple, is now fine. It was sent here as

the blue Lupine from California. Geum coccineumfl.-pl. is effective.

The Lupine just noted and the last-named plant, growing amongst
each other, make a striking group, but the best association I have
latelj' seen was a good mass of Cystopteris fragilis and Campanula
AUioni ; its large blue cups, 2 in. high, formed quite a carpet, out of
which the indescribably green fronds of the fairy-like Fern sprang.
The season, so far, has been most favourable for the growth of all

hardy plants ; we have had no spring frost, no check of any kind
since the cold weather finallj' left us. The early plants, such as
Hepaticas, suffered ruuch, but they came before the fige weather

;

other things began their growth under favourable conditions, and
have maintained an unblemished vigour rarely equalled—at least, here,

where late spring and early autumn frosts are the rule; even Tree
Pseonies, which during ten years I have not seen perfect, are this

year absolutely so. Tlie Golden Oak, how grand it is as a tree on
the one hand, and tlie golden Hypericum (same colour) as a slirub on
the other—botli effective colour subjects. Deutzia candidissima fl.-pl.,

just opening its huge profusion of double snowy blossoms, deserves
a word. T. Smith.

[A very interesting series of plants accompanied our correspon-
dent's notes.— Ed.]

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
June 3, 4, 6, and 7.

The annual great summer show, held at South Kensington, was of
the usual extensive character, and was even larger than correspond-
ing shows of late years, on account of the special implement exhi-

bition. As regards quality, the plants were scarcely up to the
average of recent years, and the absence of several habitual exhi-

bitors was conspicuous, a circumstance probably attributable to the
length of time (five days) during whiclr the exhibition remained open.

There certainly would have been a more extensive display of Orchids,
and of higher quality than those shown, had not the show been of

such long duration. As regards miscellaneous groups, the onl)' really

fine one was that exhibited by the General Horticultural Company.
This occupied a prominent position at the north end of the tent, and
the arrangement was of the usual effective character, tlie whole of

the subjects being made to blend and harmonise well with each
other. There was no lack of colour in the large tent, too much, in

fact, and the effect would have been finer had there been more
greenery. The competitive classes were on the whole well repre-

sented, though, as we have just remarked, not so fully as usual.

Orchids.—There was a fine display of these arranged on one
side of the long tent, though, taking the collections as a whole, they
were interior in quality compared with those of corresponding exhi-

bitions in former years. This circumstance no doubt is attributable

to the long time during which the exhibition continued, for few
would care to risk valuable plants five days under canvas even in

June. A conspicuous feature in some of the collections shown were
the numerous masses of small plants placed together in one pot so as

to pass for a single specimen. This practice is evidently gaining
ground, and should be discouraged by rigid stipulations in the sche-

dule, for such examples are no criterion of good culture, and in the

majority of instances it is only a matter of who possesses the largest

number of plants. In the open class for fifteen plants there were
but two competitors, Mr. James and I\Ir. Douglas. Tlie former was
placed first. The collection was not remarkable for well-grown plants,

as no fewer than eleven of the specimens consisted of numerous
small plants, though, of course, they were effective. The best ex-

amples were Odontoglossum vexillarium, 0. Alexandne, Masdevallia

A^eitchi, Oncidium concolor, 0. ampliatum majus, Cypripedium bar-

batum giganteum, Aerides Fieldingi, Epidendrum vitellinum majns,

Cattleya I.Iossi;e. The other collection, on the contrary, consisted of

well-grown single plants with but one or two exceptions. There was
a grand plant of Cattleya Warneri with a dozen flowers ; Dendro-
biumnobile and D. Dalhousianum, both remarkably fine, the latter

with eleven spikes ; Calanthe veratrifolia, Vanda suavis, Anguloa
Clowesi, Masdevallia Hanyana, Dendrobium Wardianum, D.
thyrsiflorum, Odontoglossum vexillarium, O, Eoezli and album, both

remarkably well flowered, though the plants were not particularly

large.

The amateurs' class for ten plants was represented by three collec-

tions, none of which were very remarkable ; in the first group from
Mr. Child the best plants were Amanda suavis, with ten spikes,

Aerides Fieldingi and Lobbi, the former being very fine, having several

long branched spikes, Odontoglossum oitrosmum, a good plant, and
Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Oncidium ampliatum majus and
Cypripedium niveum were the best of the others. The second best

from Mr. Salter contained amongst others a good plant of Cattleya
labiata, with eight flowers, the rare C. Alexandrse, a fine Cattleya
Mossife, Oncidium crispum grandiflorum, and a fair plant of the

white Vanda Denisoni. Mr. Douglas, in the third group, had again a
good example of Dendrobium Dalhousianum and Odontoglossum
Eoezli, Masdevallia Hanyana, Dendrobium Wardianum, and others.

Three collections of ten plants each were shown in the nurserymen's

class. The best was from the Victoria Nursery, Holloway, and con-

sisted of fine masses of Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Latlia pur-

purata, a fine variety with about a score of blossoms ; Epidendrum
vjtellimim majus, Odontoglossum crispumj Cattleya Jlossife, Cyprjr
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pedium superbions, a very fine Oncidium macranthum, Dendrobium
suavissimum.and Dendrobium Jamesianum. The best in the second

group from the Norwood Nursery were Odontoglossum vexillarium,

Cypripedium barbatum, Cattleya Mossiai, Odontogrlossum civrhosum,

Dendrobium nobile, Oncidium crispum grandiflorum. The other

group was from the Kingston Nursery.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—These were quite up to

tlieir usual standard of excellence, though perhaps not quite so

numerous as usual. They were all of the ordinary stamp of exhibi-

tion plants, no deviation from it in the way of new liiinds being

observable in any of the collections, a proof that old favourites are

difficult to supplant by novelties. Four collections of twelve plants

each were shown in the open class. The best plants came from
Messrs. Jackson, who showed wonderfully fine examples of skilful

culture, and a more uniform or fresher group is seldom seen at

London shows. The finest examples were Erica Lindle3'ana, a perfect

specimen as regards vigorous health and profuseness of flower,

though so diifieult to manage ; E. ampullacea, also fine ; Apbelexis

naacrantha purpurea, perfect in every way and remarkably fresh
;

Hedaroma tulipifera and fuchsioides, both superbly flowered and of

high colour ; Erica Cavendishi, Clorodendron Balfouri, I'imelea

mirabilis, fine ; and three Azaleas—Criterion, Grand Crimson, and
Model, all first rate sorts.

The next best collection from Jlr. Tudgey was also good, but some
of the plants bore evidence of hard work. The best were Erica

Cavendishi, a huge plant, rich flowered ; Erica ventrieosa magnifioa,

very fine Pimelea mirabilis and Clerodendron Halfouri, both good
examples, a splendid mass of Anthurium Scherzerianum well flowered,

Azalea Distinction, a pyramid of colour. In the two other groups

the most noteworthy were Allamanda grandiflora. Erica ventrieosa

major, Pimelea mirabilis, and a few fine Azaleas, notably the

beautiful old A. Iveryana. The nurserymen's class for eight plants

was represented by three collections. The first, from Messrs. 11.

Peed & Son, contained Erica aftinis. Azalea Juliana, and Aphelexis

macrantha purpurea, very iine ; also fair plants of Statice j^rofusa,

Allamanda grandiflora, Dracophyllum gracile, and a fine variety of

Anthurium Scherzerianum called magnificum. In the other two
collections were noteworthy plants of Hedaroma fuchsioides. Erica

tricolor spcciosa, Azalea Magnet, Statice profusa. Erica afiiuis and
tricolor spcciosa.

The amateurs did not show nearly so well as usual nor so numer-
ously, there being only three collections, ami the plants were some-
what below the average quality. Mr. Child, who was first, showed
in his collection good examples of Aphelexis macrautlia purpurea,

Erica Cavendishi, E. depressa, and E. Victoria, Hedaroma tulipifera,

Statice profusa, and Bougainvillea glabra. The next, from Mr. Wil-

liams' garden, Henwiok Grange, contained, among others, Cleroden-

dron Balfouri, Pimelea deoussata, Hedaroma tulipifera, Erica ven-

trieosa major in good condition, also a small plant of the splendid

Anthurium Wardi, the finest variety of Scherzerianum. The other

group was poor, the only noteworthy plant being Boronia elatior, a
species that, when well grown, makes a telling plant in a collection.

Heaths as usual were not remarkable, there being only three collec-

tions of eight plants shown, and none of the plants in these were
very notew-orthy.

Ferns.—These were not so numerous, or, on the whole, so fine

as of recent years. Among amateurs a very fine collection took the

first place. It contained remarkable examples of high-class culture,

especially having regard to the difficult to manage Gleichenias, wliich

formed half of the group. The only fault in the group, if fault it

is, was a lack of variety, there being three Tree Ferns and three

Gleichenias, wdiich had a somewhat monotonous effect. The Tree

Ferns were Cyathea Burkei and Dregei, both noble species, and
Dicksonia antarctica, which, like the others, was of huge dimensions

and perfect as regards vigorous growth. The Gleichenias were
Mendelli, glaucophylla, and rupestris glaucescens, all most elegant

kinds some 5 ft. or C ft. in diameter, well furnished with young,

healthy, fully-developed fronds. These were shown in Mr. Warren's

collection from Handcross I'ark. The second group was good, and
contained variety. It consisted of a grand plant of the true form
of Phlebodiumaureum,Mierolepia hirtacristata,Adiantum farleyensc,

Davallia Jlooreana, Dicksonia squarrosa, all excellent plants and
fine for exhibition, and a smaller i^lant of Gleichenia semivestita.

These were from Garbrand Hall, Ewell. Mr. Douglas showed the

other collection, which was also good. It contained fine specimens

of Adiantum concinnum lajtum, A. cuueatum, Davallia Jlooreana,

Dicksonia antarctica, and fibrosa, all in vigorous health. The only

collection of six plants in the nurserymen's class was shown by Mr.

Williams, who had Dicksonia antarctica, Cyathea dealbata, C.

Burkei, Asplcuium Nidus, Gleichenia ciroinalis and flabellata, all

excellent for exhibition.

Fine Foliaged Plants.—The class for eight plants from
amateurs brought out four cojnpetitors only, but some of the plants

in the different collections were uncommonly fine. From Mr. Ranu
came the best group, representing grand plants of Croton interrup-

tum, G. Andreanum, and C. variegatum, all of huge dimensions and
highly coloured. Superb plants of Areca sapida, Pritchardia pacifica,

Thrinax elegans, Cycas circinalis, and Dasylirion acrotrichium. The
next best collection, from Canon Bridge's garden, Leddington, con-

tained excellent plants of Spathiphyllum pictum, Areca pubescens,
DiefEenbaohia Bausei, remarkably fine ; Kentia Wendlandi, Phor-
mium Colensoi fol. var., Anthurium regale, Croton Hendersoni. The
third group included, among others, noteworthy plants of Pritchardia

pacifica, C'j'cas revoluta, Croton Queen "\'ictoria, Kentia australis,

'Thrinax elegans. Jlessrs. Hooper and Co. were the only exhibitors

of a hundred fine foliaged plants. These were arranged in the long
tent, and consisted of Palms, Drac:cnas, Ferns, Cjxads, Aroids, all

remarkable for their vigorous growth. The arrangement of the

group, moreover, was carried out in a tasteful manner.

Azaleas were numerous, and on the whole finer than usual. The
varied and brilliant colours of the large groups imparted quite a gay
aspect to the exhibition and relieved the more subdued tone produced
by the Ferns and fine foliaged plants. Amateurs, as usual, showed the
finest collections. The class for eight plants was represented by four
collections, the best being shown from Mrs. Terr's garden, Ewell
These %vere remarkably uniform as regards their size and profuse
bloom, the kinds being Magnet, Jlodel, Cedo NuUi, Lizzie, Barcla3'ana,

Iteine des Beiges, and Due de Nassau. Mr. Thornton's gardener was
next with a fine group also, including Souvenir de Prince Albert,

Juliana, General 'Todleben, Gladstonei formosa. Flag of Truce, and
Gigantiflora; the other collections were not remarkable. The nursery-
men's class for eight plants was represented by four collections also,

that from Messrs. Jackson being first. It contained good plants of
Etandard de Flandre, Roi d'Holland, Due de Nassau, and Bernhard
Andreas, a fine flat-headed plant not trained, and the orange-yellow
Azalea sinensis, all fine exhibition sorts. There were some half-a-

dozen collections of fifteen plants which formed an open class, but
only the first three were noteworthy. That from Messrs. Jackson was
first. It contained well-flowered plants of a uniform size, and com-
prised many fine varieties, notably Mad. Marie A'an Houtte, Souvenir
de Prince Albert, Etandard de Flandre, Jean 'S'erschafEelt, Princess
Louise. The next group, from the Slough Nurserj', included among
others the new white Jladeleine, Mens. Thibaut, Peine des Fleurs,
Due and Duchesse de Nassau, Roi d'Holland, p'lambeau, a deep
crimson, and several other beautiful sorts. Tlie third collection,

though well flowered, was not so uniform
;
the varieties, moreover,

were not remarkable.

Roses.—These were contributed only from one nursery—that of
Jlessrs. Paul and Sons, Cheshunt—who showed in the open class for
twenty plants in 10-in. pots, and the nurserymen's class for nine
specimens. The latter were very fine, large, and superbly flowered,
and in fresh condition. The kinds were Celine Forestier, a huge
plant, Charles Lawson, Anna Alexieffi, Miss Ingram, John Hopper,
Alfred Colomb, Francois Fontaine, La France, and Marie Rady.
Among the twenty plants were Glory of Cheshunt, Mrs. Laxton,
John Stuart Mill, Alba Rosea, Francois Michelon, Abel Grand,
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Miss Ingram, Madame Lacharme, Diipuy
Jamain, and La France, all excellent varieties and particularly
suitable for pot culture. There was one miserable collection in the
amateur's class for sis plants, which was awarded a third prize.

This class was worse represented than it has been of late years, and
it lias never been very fine, a proof that amateurs as a rule are not
adepts in the culture of pot Roses.

Hollies.—The class for fifteen varieties of these was a new item
in the schedule, but there was only one collection shown, that from
Messrs. Cutbush, who had a fine group consisting for the most part
of handsome pyramidal plants. The varieties were . Watereriana,
Scottica, Argentea, Regina;, Handsworthiensis variegata. Medio picta,

Ferox aurea, F. argentea, Angustifolia argentea marginata, Lutescens,
Hodginsi, Graudis Argentea marginata. Medio picta aurea, Aurea
Eeginas, all with variegated foliage.

Pelargoniums.—Of these the only noteworthy collections
were those from Messrs. Little and Turner, the others being deci-
dedly below the average quality of exhibition plants. In the class
for nine plants of the Show varieties Mr. Little was first with a
superbly flowered collection all uniformly of large size. It com-
prised Prince Leopold, a grand plant, Miss Hoyle, Kingston Beauty,
Pericles, Sultana, Hermit, Rob Roy, Princess Alexandra, and Snow-
flake. Mr. Turner had also a superb Prince Leopold, likewise
Claribel'; and Mr. W. Matthews showed smaller plants of Duchesse,
Despot, Miss Hoyle, Archduke, Emperor, and Mab. The Fancies
were only shown by Mr. Little in anything like a creditable condi-
tion, the others being far below his group, in quality indeed scarcely
worth admitting to the competition. In his collection were fine
examples of Princess Teck, Ellen Beck, Duchess of Edinburgh,
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Juliet, Mrs. Hart, Eoi des Fantasies, and Lady Carrington, the latter

a half specimen j)lant of a new and very beautiful variety.

Begonias (Tuberous).—The class for these was an open one
and was to include 30 plants in not fewer than 20 varieties. Two
collections only wore shown, from Messrs. Laing and Mr. H, C'oppin.

The former was first with a splendid collection of well grown plants

embracing a large number of varieties, several quite new kinds.

The most conspicuous were RobusLa, Ann Laing, J. B. Farrand,

Hon. Mrs. llrassey, Devoniensis, Rose d'Amour, Stanstead Kival, a
splendid sort, Lady Hume Campbell, a delicate blush, Massange de
Louvrex, Marquis of Salisbury, Countess of Eosslyn, a beautiful

rose tinted kind, PoUie, a good sulphur yellow, Alba floribunda, a
fine white, and Commodore Foot, a distinct and profuse flowering

sort and a profuse flowerer. Mr. Coppin's collection was also good,

and comprised some well grown plants and some excellent varieties,

among Avhich the finest were Jlr. C. Goschen, with large rosy tinted

flowers. Flame, a brilliant scarlet, Vesuvius, Reve d'Or, a good
yellow, Mr. G. Gladstone, Orion, Sir G. Wolseley, Beauts de Sceaux,

Snowflake, and Venus.

New Plants.—It is a somewhat remarkable fact that but few
of these were shown, there being but one exhibitor in the classes for

twelve new plants sent out in 1880 and 1881, and for twelve not in

commerce. Mr. Bull only exhibited in these classes. In the former
he had Anthurium Andreanum, A. insigne, Dieffenbachia trium-

phans, D. Leopoldi, Croton formosum, Davallia fijiensis. Asparagus
plumosus, Philodendron Carderi, Adiantum aneitense, Aralia specta-

bilis, Draoama Lindeni, and Juncus zebrinus. The twelve plants

not yet in commerce represented, Croton insigne, Geonoma Blunti,

Sanseviera flabellata, Dieffenbachia regina, D. Rex, Alsophila
tainitis, Dracajna Pacotti variegata, Sarracenia flava splendens, Aralia

concinna, Selaginella involvens variegata, Deyeuxia elegans variegata,

lUicium religiosum variegatum.
There was a poor competition for Mr. Bull s silver cups, offered for

new plants sent out by him. Two collections were shown in the
private growers' class for plants sent out since 1878. Mr. Penfold
showed for the first prize Davidsonia pruriens, Croton roseo pictum,
DiefEenbachia splendens, Croton gloriosum, Carludovica Drudei,
Cypholcentia argentea, Croton Chelsoni, Dieffenbachia Leopoldi,
Calyptroma Swartzi, Selaginella Kraussiana aurea. Mr. Selwa}' had,
among others, for the second prize, Encephalartos Friderici

Guilielmi, Croton Williamsi, C.princeps, C. Challenger, Ixora Chelsoni,

Sarracenia flava ornata, Antlmrium insigne, and others mentioned
above. There was but one collection from private growers who had
not previously won a cup. It consisted of San-acenia atrosanguinea,
Dieffenbaohi Shuttleworthi, Davallia fijiensis, Lastrea aristata, Adi-
antum aneitense, Croton formosum. Asparagus plumosus, and others
named previously. This collection was from llr. Yates, Blackburn

Groups of Plants.—Those arranged for effect on a space of
300 sq. ft. were four in number. None of them call for special

comment, and they embodied no decidedly new feature. The first-prize

group was too crowded to have a pleasing effect. It consisted of
ordinary plants, chiefly of Palms, Ferns, Lilies, Pelargoniums, and
the usual kinds of decorative plants, but arranged rather
monotonously, the principal aim apparently being to crowd as
many plants on the allotted space as possible. In the second and
third groups there were some really fine specimen plants which
should piroperly be taken into account, but the fact is that the
judging of groups arranged for effect is a nice point upon which but
few agree as to what constitutes a fine effect. The group passed
over was out of tlie ordinary style of arranging, but bore evidence of
being a somewhat laboured arrangement, resulting in an incongruity
of colours and harsh monotonous lines. It contained, however, some
good plants, particularly of Erica Cavendishi, than which it would
be difficult to imagine a better grown plant. The class for 100 mis-
cellaneous plants m flower was represented by three collections.

These consisted of well-grown plants of moderate size, consisting-

chiefly of Australian and other hard-wooded plants. Such a mixed
collection of plants in flower arranged in a formal bank-like
manner, and unrelieved by foliage, was anything but pleasing, and
the great variety of subjects created a confused effect.

Miscellaneous Class.—This was a numerous one, and con-
tained many interesting exhibits. There was an extensive display

of cut Irises, Ixias, Pyrethrums, and other plants from Messrs. Barr
and Sugden, occupying a large space in the long tent ; Pyrethrums
in fine variety from Jlessrs. Kelway and Ware ; Pansies in large

numbers from several exhibitors ; ornamental Grass, dried flowers,

cut flowers, from Messrs. Hooper; hardy Azaleas, Irises, and other
hardy flowers, as well as plants, from Messrs. Osborn ; a large collec-

tion of miniature and other Cacti from Mr. Boiler ; a collection of

new and rare plants from Mr. B. S. Williams ; hardy Cacti from Mr.
Loder, Northampton ; and a group of Pelargoniums, &o., from Mr.
Turner, Slough.

Fruit.
This was scarcely up to the average of corresponding exhibi-

tions in previous years, though there Avere some creditable pro-
ductions, especially considering the comparative early date. It is a
noteworthy fact that fully a third of the entries were not repre-
sented, a circumstance which must cause some trouble to the superin-
tendent who provides space.

G-rapes.—Though numerously exhibited, there were but few
really good bunches, and some were scarcely presentable for an
exhibition table. Of three bunches of Black Hamburgh there were some
ten exhibitors. The three shown by Mr. Louden for the first prize
were uncommonly fine, the bunches and berries being large and
perfect as regards finish, showing that the exhibitor can maintain
his position as a first prize taker for several years in succession. The
next two exhibitors had fair bunches, but much inferior to the first.

Black Grapes of any other variety wore shown by Mr. Bolton, who
had good bunches of Black Prince ; and the same variety was shown by
the other exhibitor. There were only two exhibitors of two bunches
of Muscat of Alexandria, and neither of their bunches were remarkable
for size or finish

; the second prize was withheld. White Grapes of
other varieties were shown best by Mr. Mowbray, Slough, Buckland
Sweetwater being the kind represented ; Foster's Seedling was
shown for the second and third places also by the other exhil)itors.

Stra'wberries.—These were shown finely, though not very
numerously. Of two dishes there were but three exhibitors. The
best came from Mr. Norman, Hatfield House, who had excellent
dishes of President, Sir Charles Napier, and Sir J. I'axton. The
other dishes contained La Sucree, James Veitch, in fine condition.

Single dishes were more numerous, there being nine exhibitors.

President won the first three prizes, all being very fine, especially the
first, from Mr. Mortimer, Reading, whose fruits were large and
highly coloured. James Veitcli and Vioomtesse Hericart de Thury
were also shown well.

Peaches and Nectarines.—These were not remarkable for

high quality. Mr. Crump, of Blenheim, showed for the first prize a
creditable dish of Grosse Mignonne, while Early York and Rivers'

Victoria, shown by Mr. Hinds and Mr. Austen, were second and
third. Other kinds shown were Hale's Early, Early Grosse Mig-
nonne, Royal George, and Stirling Castle. Nectarines were poorly
shown. Sir Charles Napier took the first, and Stanwick Elruge the
second prize. Cherries, likewise, were few ; Mr. Miles, of Wycombe
Abbe}', showed the best in both classes. In the two dishes he had
excellent fruits of Black Circassian and Go-i'ernor Wood, and the
single dish was also Black Circassian ; May Duke and Bigarreau
Napoleon were shown well by the other exhibitors.

Pine-apples.—These in each of the classes were poor, with the
exception of a fine pair of Smooth Cayennes from Mr. D. Wilson,
Castle Hill, which each weighed upwards of 6 lb. The Queens were
small, and there was but a single fruit of Smooth Cayenne shown in

the class for that variety. In the class for one fruit of anj' variety

a fine Charlotte Rothschild took the first prize ; Prince Albert, anew
conical-shaped sort, the second ; and Black Jamaica the third. These
were the onlj- three exhibits.

Melons and Tomatoes —The former, as usual, were nume-
rous, there being eighteen fruits shown. The first prize was taken
by a handsome fruit of Golden Gem, a white-flcslied round sort

shown by Mr. Miles, while Hero of Lockinge took the second and
third prizes. This variety is of excellent quality, and was shown
very well on this occasion. Other kinds shown were Hero of Bath,
Read's Scarlet Flesh, Blenheim Orange, Duke of Edinburgh, High
Cross Hybrid, Chalfont Hybrid, William Tilleiy, and Conqueror, all

excellent sorts, particularly for early cropping. Tomatoes were
shown in good condition by six exhibitors. Mr. Ward took the first

place with a fine dish of Stamfordian, Acme took the second, and
Orangefield the_^third prizes, wliile Excelsior was represented well in

other dishes.

Vegetables.—These were excellent, and the first and second
places were closely contested by Mr. Austen and Mr. Miles, who were
placed in the order named. The former had a fine collection, con-
sisting of Veitch's Early Forcing Cauliflower, Sir J. Paxton Bean,
Early Nantes Carrot, Crook's Walnut Potato, William the First Pea,
Duke of Connaught Cucumber, Connovor's Asparagus, Stamfordian
Tomato, Early Munich Turnip, and Moore's Vegetable Marrow.
Included in the second collection were fine Canadian Wonder Beans,
Lapstone Potatoes, Tender and True Cucumbers, Laxton's Unique
Pea, and Heartwell Cabbage. Other vegetables shown were Red
Tripoli Onions, Snowflake and Imperial Lapstone Potatoes, Excelsior
Peas, and a fine dish of Mu.shrooms in one of the collections.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons' Prizes—The valuable prizes

offered by this firm were competed for by numerous exhibitors. In
the class for two kinds of Melons, Hero of Lockinge to be included,
and two kinds of Cucumbers, to include the Duke of Connaught,
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the best came from Mr. Lockie, who had fine examples of Read's
Scarlet Flesh and Sutton's Hero of Lockinge Melons, and Improved
Telegraph and Duke of Connaught. Throughout the collections,

which numbered about fifteen, Improved Telegraph was shown for

the non-stipulated variety among Cucumbers, and Hero of llath,

Benham Park, Horticultural Prize, all Messrs. Sutton's varieties,

were shown among Melons, and without exception all in fine condi-
tion. There was a poor competition for four dishes of Peas, half a
peck each, to include two of Messrs. Sutton's varieties. Two collec-

tions only were shown from Mr. "Ward and Jlr. Chettleburgh ; the
former had Eingleader, Emerald Gem, William I., and Dickson's
First and IJest ; the other had American Wonder, William I., Kxccl-
sior, and Dillistone's Improved.
The prize offered for a collection of six kinds of fruit was com-

peted for, there being only one collection, and tliat was an inferior

one, the kinds being Black Hamburgh Grapes, Hero of Bath Melon,
Grosse JUignonne Peach, Brown Turkey Figs, a Queen Pine-apple,
and Strawberries.

Mr. Sage, Ashridge Park, Berkhampstead, showed a huge bunch of

Bananas, weighing 98 lb., another proof of the skill of the exhibitor

in growing Bananas. He was awarded a silver medal for this exhibit.

Cucumbers and Melons were shown bj' various exhibitors, tlie Cucum-
ber Wells' Improved being considered very good by the judges. It

was shown by Mr. Wells, Bedhill.

Implement Exhibition.
The display of garden implements, structures, tools, and appliances

was on this occasion unusually extensive and of a highly interesting

character. The principal part of the lawns and aljo the council
room were occupied by the exhibits, which were conveniently
arranged according to the sections in the schedule. In each of the
fourteen classes there were two prizes awarded, a silver and a bronze
medal, while gold medals were given for the largest displays, and
certificates of merit to deserving exhibits.

Garden Cutlery.—An extensive display of all kinds of knives
and otlier garden cutlei-y was exhibited by jiessrs. Saynor, Cooke,
and Kidal, Slictheld, to whom the first prize was awarded. A similar
display came from Messrs. Dick Radclyffe and Co., and from tlie

Standard Manufacturing Company, Derby, came two ingenious con-
trivances, one a tree pruner, the other a fruit gatherer. Tlie former
is a useful instrument for cutting ofl: branches from 10 ft. to 20 ft.

from the ground. The hooked knife cuts clean without bruising
branches an inch or two in thickness ; it is so light it can bo worked
with comparative ease. The lengths are made from I ft. to 10 ft.

The fruit gatherer is a similar contrivance for gathering fruits

beyond ordinary reach ; a pair of scissors terminating the long
handle, and working horizontally, cuts the stalk of the fruit, which
falls into a bag-like net placed immediately under it.

Garden Pottery.—The largest exhibitor of this was Mr. J.
Jlattliews, Weston-super-JIare, who had an extensive display of all

kinds of tcrra-cotta pottery. It included, besides pots of all sizes

from the huge " bushels'' to the tiny " thimbles," numerous speciali-

ties. Among these were the shallow suspending Orchid pans, now
becoming so extensively used, and deservedly so, by Orchid gi-owers

;

also a modification of the same principle applied to pots for Orchids,
in which there is a movable bottom resting on a projecting ledge,
about a third of the distance of the depth of the pot, so that all the
advantages derived from the pan system can be obtained by this

arrangement without the stunted appearance of ordinarj- pans.
Orchid baskets are another speciality, that adapted for growing Stan-
hopeas being particularly noteworthy. Then there are Alpine plant
pots ;

" Oxford " pots with perforated rims for growing specimen
trained plants in ; Hyacinth pots, very deep, and well adapted, also
for Lily culture, propagating pans and pots, and rustic suspending
pots in terra-cotta. Window boxes in numerous designs, some of
them particularly handsome, especially those with a place at each
end for pot plants, were also shown, together with a host of vases
of all sizes, shapes, and designs. A new roofing tile, called Poole's

Patent Bonding Roll Square Cornered Tile, is among the most note-
worthy of the novelties. These are said to be proof against wind-
stripping and rain drifting, and on account of their overlapping
grooves, they have a singularly effective appearance on a roof.

Garden Tools.—There were large collections of these from
Messrs. Nettlefold, Thornton, and Wrinch; the former was awarded the
silver medal for a fine display of highly-fini«hed ware, which included
all kinds of tools used in gardens. Mr. Thornton's collection was
particularly interesting, as it not only included tools in general use
in gardens, but also those employed in market gardens, many of
which are rarely if ever seen in private places, though they ought to

be, as by their means work may often be done in a more expeditious
manner. No fewer than two hundred different kinds of tools were
represented in this collection, besides various other objects not
ranging under the definition pf tools,

'Wire'WGrk.—The silver medal in this class was awarded to

Messrs. Thomas & Co., Edgware Road, who exhibited a large

collection of all kinds of wirework applicable to gardens. It com-
prised spacious wire aviaries. Rose temples, archways, frames,

bordering fences. Pea guards, netting, and numerous other things, all

of the highest finish. Other similar, but less extensive, displays came
from Jlr. Holliday, who won the bronze medal, and from Messrs.

Radclyffe and Wrinch.
Garden Seats, Chairs, &c.—This was a numerous class,

there being nine exhibitors. There was a close competition for the

medals between Messrs. Boulton & Paul and jMessrs. Thomas's
exhibits, both of these firms showing excellent construction and
good designs, the only apparent difference being in the tent seats,

one having an endless chain arrangement for winding the canvas
under the cover, the otlier one with a cord ari'angement. There were
several pretty designs for flower-stands, vases, and window boxes.

Messrs. Thomas took the first and Jlessrs. Radclyffe the second
prize. There were three other competitors in this class, one of

whom, Mr. Westwood, of Xunhead, exhibited his patent non-
destructible window boxes. Mr. Fox, of the Society's gardens, was
awarded tlie silver medal for rustic adornments, whicli his fine

display in tlie way of summer houses, seats, &c., worthily deserved.

Meteorological Instruments.—A remarkably fine display

of these came from Messrs. Davis, and occupied a large space in

the corridor. It included barometers in great varietj', notably the

lloyal Polytechnic barometer, thermometers, hj-grometers, and a
host of other scientific instruments. To this collection a silver

medal was awarded, while Messrs. Radclyffe won the bronze medal
for a similar display.

Modes of Glazing.—The various systems of glazing without
putty formed a higldy interesting feature in the exhibition, there

being eight difi'erent kinds shown. Certificates of merit were
awarded to Mr. T. A. Bickley, Birmingham, for his patent system of

glazing without putty. This consists of thin strips of pliable lead

scolloped deeply and nailed to horizontal sash-bars ; the pieces of lead

are then bent alternately up and down so as to form dips to hold
the glass. Though effectual in its purpose, it gives the exterior of

the house a peculiar aspect. Messrs. Rosser & Russell have a sj'stem

in which sheet lead makes a covering for the sash-bars, and is so

curved as to give a firm grip of the glass with the aid of small brass

pins. Mr. Causley's (West Hackney) system, which was awarded a
certificate of merit, consists of metal cups on the sash-bars, pressed

down upon the edges of the glass bj' means of screws, while a com-
plete cap of metal, with the edges forming a gutter inside the house,

acts as a protection to the wood, and serves also for carrying con-

densed vapour down the rafters and sash-bars. Messrs. Tracey, 11-

ford, showed their patent metallic tubular sash-bars, the edges of

which receive the glass and keep it firmly in position, though it can
easily be removed and replaced with but little trouble ; a certificate

of merit was awarded to this sj-stem. Mr. Helliwell showed a system
in which metal plates over the rafters, and metal caps fitting over

the sash-bar and pressing on the surface of the glass, renders the

whole perfectly waterproof, and keeps the glass firmly in position.

This also may be taken out or replaced with ease. Lawrance's
system of glazing without putty is on the same principle as the pre-

ceding, tliough somewhat modified in the arrangement, and that
exhibited by Messrs. Johnson is somewhat similar.

Hothouses, &c.— Messrs. Foster & Pearson, Beeston, Kotts,

were awarded the silver medal in this class for a span-roofed green-

house and portable frames, the latter being particularly noteworthy
on account of the simple, yet effectual, arrangement for removing and
replacing the lights as well as for ventilation. The same exhibitors

also showed their patent slot throttle valve, the working parts of

which can be easily removed for repair without disturbing the other

parts of the valve. Jlr. Helliwell took the bronze medal for a hand-
some greenhouse, well built, and glazed without putty.

Mo'wing Machines.—These were numerous, though there was
nothing absolutely new with regard to their construction, except a
contrivance for the delivery of grass in large horse machines. This

was shown by Jlessrs. Ransomes, Head, & Jefferies, Ipswich. It is

decidedly superior to the old arrangement for throwing out grass,

and is far less likelj' to get out of order, on account of its simplicity

and strong construction. The inventors received a certificate of

merit. The same firm also showed the " Automaton,'' " Globe,''
" Reversible," and " Horse Power " machines, all of first-class make
and very efficient, and for which the firm were awarded a bronze
medal. Messrs. Green took a silver medal for their mowing
machines, which were represented by the " Silens Jlessor," and the

horse power machines with new patent side delivery Grass boxes.

Other machines exhibited were the " Excelsior '' from Jlr. Clarke,

Twickenham, who was awarded a certificate of merit ; also the
" Coventry,'' " \'illa," " Favourite," " Senior," from varioiis other

exhibitors,
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Garden Engines, &c.—The first prize in this class was taken

by Messrs. lioulton & 'Paiil. This exhibit included the Hamburg
lawn watering- barrel, which is fitted with a powerful garden

engine and a valve and spreader for distributing water or liquid

manure. Messrs. Arnold took the bronze medal for their patent

simplex garden pump. Among other exhibits in this class was a

patent irrigator from Mr. Deverill, Slough. It is a self-acting

apparatus for watering lawns, &c., consisting of a horizontal tube

fitted at intervals with jets and sprays. It may be easily afiixed to

any trap or hydrant, and is very efi'ectual for watering lawns, shrubs,

fruit trees. Sec, and also for houses. The water is distributed either

in a mist-like spray or in a powerful jet.

Boilers, &c.—These were not very numerous. The premier

prize, a silver medal, was taken by Jlessrs. Green & Son, Black-

friars Road, for their new patent tubular saddle boiler. It is a

modification of their original patent, the boi'er being longer and
not so high. It is found to be a powerful and efficient boiler, and
heats a large quantity' of water quickly with a small consumption of

fuel. " Ben"s '' boiler, exhibited by Mr. Warhurst, was awarded a

bronze medal. It is a ribbed and llued saddle, said to have great

power with a minimum consumption of fuel. Other descriptions of

boilers exhibited included a wedge-shaped kind from Mr. Watson,
St. Albans, and a square tubed upright kind from Mr. Wagstafli.

For a new swing Peach tree protector Messrs. Johnson were

awarded a certificate of merit. By this contrivance the trees may
be either covered or exposed instantly, and it will be found superior

to permanent copings on that account, or the protector may be
entirely removed without much trouble, leaving only the supports,

which are permanent. Jlr. Hope, Birmingham, sliowed a handsome
conservatory and various other structures, including sections of hot-

houses constructed entirely of iron and glass with the exception of

the sash-bars, which are of copper.

Certificates of merit were also awarded to Mr. Adie for the Pall

Mall Lawn Edger ; Mr. Cains for his Patent Portable Tent ; Stan-

dard Manufacturing Co. for " Standard " Tree Pruner. A silver

medal was awarded to Messrs, Dick Radclyffe and Co. for a miscel-

laneous collection of garden adornments and table decorations.

The two gold medals awarded for the largest general display in the

show were taken by Messrs. Boulton and Paul and Messrs. Thomas.
A list of awards will be found in our advertising columns.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SHOW.
June 6 to 10.

This was considered to be the most extensive exhibition ever held
by this society, all the departments, especially those devoted to

machinery, being well filled. The horticultural department, which
concerns us most, was under the superintendence of the Hon. and
Rev. F. T. Boscawen, who arranged the exhibits as well as it was
possible to do so under the circumstances. Most of the plants being
large and tall, it was no easy matter to arrange them effectively on
high wooden stages, which we may remark would have been better
out of the way. A much better result might have been obtained by
placing the plants on the grass. One of the principal features in the
show w?,s a bank of Rhododendrons from Messrs. Cripps and Sons, of
Tunbridge, who also exhibited a choice assortment of cut blooms of
Clematis backed up with neat little plants of Japanese Maples. A
good display of Orchids was contributed by Sir Wm. Marriott, Down
House, Blandfoid, and a large collection was expected from Sir

Trevor Lawrence, but which had not on Monday evening arrived.
Dr. C. W. Simmonds, Tunbridge, exhibited a wonderful plant of the
white Paris Daisy, grown in the form of a dwarf standard. The
head was quite 5 ft. across, and a mass of blossoms. Among other
plants most worthy of notice was a neat specimen of the beautiful
old Vinca alba, now seldom seen in an exhibition tent. A bank of
Jlr. Laing's Begonias attracted much attention on account of
the immense size and the brilliant colour of their blossoms, and the
massive Palms and other fine-leaved plants were amazing to many
unaccustomed to flower shows.

The first extiibition of Asparagus, instituted by the editor
of this paper, took place on this occasion during the past week. It

was somewhat more limited than was desirable, but withal interesting
in slrowing that excellent Asparagus might be grown in various soils

in this country ; by that we mean. Asparagus that would be as sale-

able in our markets as the best foreign produce. Although the
quantity shown was not large, the quality generallj' was good.
There was some irregularity in the railway arrangements, which pre-
vented some of the exhibits from arriving in time for the judging, or,

as far as we can learn, from arriving in the show-yard on the first day
at all.

There was in all sufficient proof that on various soils and in various
districts of tlie country Asparagus may be grown which will compete

with the best foreign produce. We trust, encouraged by the success
of the present year, good gardeners and market gardeners in all parts
of the country will compete, and that these competitions, which will
be continued from year to year, will attain their object, and prove
that we in England may be independent of foreign sources for this

vegetable during the season of its perfection in this country.
The competition as has been stated, was not so great as

might have been expected,, but most of that which '.vas shown was
remarkably well grown. Mr. Harvvood, of Colchester, well won the
five-guinea prize for the best .SOO heads in the class open to the
United Kingdom, and Jlr. C. Philpot, market gardener, Feldland,
Sandwich, showed two very creditable bundles in the class for 20U
heads grown by market gardeners in Kent. The first prize of three
guineas was awarded. In the class open to gentlemen's gardeners for
the best bundle of sixty heads Jlr. Haycock, gardener to Roger
Leigh, Esq., Barham Court, Maidstone, took the first prize of £i with
remarkably even, clean, and well-grown samples. Mr. Dickson, gardener
to Captain Taylor, Hastings, was second with bright useful samples,
and Jlr. Allen, gardener to Lord Suftield, Gunton Park, was third
with abundle of large well-grown A.sparagus, which would have been a
good second only that it had been saturated with water, which had
caused the heads to open and made them so soft that they got much
damaged in packing. The fourth prize was awarded to W.
Spottiswoode, Esq., Coombe Banks, Sevenoaks, for a bundle of good
ordinary Asparagus. Jlr. James Stewart, Langford Park, showed a
bundle of heads which were blanched quite white, and from which
some twenty really perfect specimens could have been selected ; but
the rest were so deformed and uneven that the bundle could not as

a whole be placed before the bundle of fresh though ordinary As-
paragus just alluded to.

MANCHESTER HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
June 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.

The annual Whitsuntide show of this society this year, although
somewhat less than usual in quantity, was quite up to the average
in the quality of the various exhibits brought together. Flowering
stove and greenliouse plants and fine-leaved subjects were alike

excellent—not so much remarkable for extraordinary size as for

their fresh healthy condition. Orchids, as generally met with
here, were in themselves such an exhibition as is not to be seen
elsewhere, there being scarcely so much as an indifferent plant
amongst them.
Stove and G-reenhouse Plants.—These were well shown,

the four groups competing making an imposing display. Sir. Tudgey

,

gardener to J. F. G. Williams, Esq., Worcester, was well ahead with
a beautiful lot, amongst which were three splendid Heaths, Caven-
dishi, ventrioosa magnifica, and ventricosa coccinea minor ; Lxora
Williamsi, magnificently bloomed, the trusses large and finely

coloured ; Dracophyllum gracile, large, fresh, and well flowered
;

these were well supported by large, handsome foliage plants, con-
spicuous amongst them being Croton Queen Victoria, Cycas circinalis,

Pritchardia pacifica, and other fine Pain a. Jlr. Lingard, gardener
to H. Samson, Esq., Bowdon, who came in second, had a well-

bloomed collection, the most remarkable of which were lxora Colei,

Dipladenia amabilis, and Statice profusa. Mr. Paul, gardener to S.

Schloss, Esq., Bowdon, was third, having in a very creditable lot Ste-

phanotis floribunda (grandly bloomed) and Anthurium Scherzerianum
(beautifully flowered). Eight stove and greenhouse plants in

flower (amateurs).— First, Jlr. Smith, gardener to W. J. Rylands, Esq.,

Stretford, with an evenly-fiowered, medium-sized group, the best of

which were Hedaroma fuchsioides and the pretty white Heath
perspicua nana. Twenty stove and greenhouse plants, ten in flower

and ten foliage (nurserymen).— First, Mr. Cypher, Cheltenham, with
very fine plants, consisting of Erica Cavendishi, Pimelea spectabilis

rosea, a good Anthurium Scherzerianum with large finely-coloured

flowers ; lxora regina, fresh and beautifull}' bloomed ; a grand
Bougainvillea glabra, and Azalea Holfordi. Amongst his fine leaved
subjects was a magnificent example of Encephalartos villosus,

Cordyline indivisa, Croton Disraeli, and Verschaffeltia splendida.
Jlessrs. Cole, The Nurseries, Withington, who were second, had also
a very fine group, their best flowered plants being Hedaroma Tulipi-

fera, young, vigorous, and finely coloured ; Erica Spenceriana, well
flowered ; Franciscea calycina and four beautifully bloomed
Azaleas, Iveryana, Jlrs. Fry, Criterion, and Jlagnifioent ; their fine-

foliaged plants were in good order.

Orchids.—In the amateurs' class for fifteen, Mr. Osman, gar-
dener to R. B. Dodgson, Esq., Blackburn, was first witli a group
alike remarkable for their size and the profusion of flowers ihey
bore ; they consisted of Jlasdevallia Harryana, very fine variety

;

M. Harryana var., M. Veitchiana ; these tliree examples bore from
fifty to sixty large blooms each ; Vanda suavis, with ten spikes of
bloom open and more to come ; Odontoglossum vexillarium, a
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splendid plant ; Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, seventeen spikes ; D.
Wardianum, 2 ft. through and 2j ft. high, finely bloomed

; D. Ains-
worthi, large and smothered with its delicate white and pnrple
flowers ; Cattleya Warneri, bearing twenty-seven blooms ; C. Mossiie,
a little smaller

; L.-elia piirpurata, twenty-four flowers
; Epidendrum

vitellinum majus, C'ypripediiim villosum, and two large specimens of
different varieties of C. barbatiim. Jlr. Hill, gardener to G. Hardy,
Esq., Pickering Lodge, Timperley, who was a close second, had a fine
collection containing Cattleya Slendelli, well bloomed ; C. Jlossia?, a
grand variety with some thirty-five highly coloured flowers ; the
stately Thunia Marshalli, with ten large' racemes of its delicate
coloured blossoms

; the rare Vanda Denisoniana, bearing two good
splices; Dendrobium Bensonia?,amagnificently flowered O.vexillarium,
a single plant with twenty-five long spikes, the finest Orchid in
the exhibition

; Orchis foliosa, &c. Nine Orchids (amateurs).—Here
BIr. Mitchell, gardener to Dr. Ainsworth, Eroughton, was well first,

showing, as he usually does, the warmer East'lndian kinds in fine
condition; his best plants were P'halienopsis grandiflora, bearing
ten spikes ; a fine Vanda suavis with nine spikes ; Aerides
Fieldingi, large and well-bloomed Dendrobium crassinode, and
yaccolabiumprjemorsum, with six of its dense drooping racemes;
second, Mr. Osman, with, amongst otliers, a splendid variety of
Cattleya Mendelli. Six Orchids (amateurs).— First, Mr. Hill ; second,
Mr. Sherwin, gardener to M. Sparke, Esq., Huyton. Six Orchids
(open), "made up"' plants not admissible. — With these Mr.
Mitchell was also first, having in his group an extraordinary ex-
ample of the scarce Aerides Schriederi, carrj-ing six spikes, Sacco-
labium pra?morsum, and Aerides Fieldingi; second, Mr. Boardman,
gardener to G. Hodgkinson, Esq., Dunham Massey. Three Orchids
(amateurs).— First, Mr. Hill, a fine Odontoglossum vexillarium,
Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, and Cattleya Mossia; ; second, Mr. Atkin,
gardener to F. H. Allen, Esq., Timperley. One Orchid (amateurs).—
Mr. Jlitchell took first with a fine .specimen of the white Butter-
fly riant (Pliala^nopsis amabilis) bearing five droojiing racemes of
its handsome flowers ; second, Mr. Tudgey, showing an unusually
large-flowered variety of Odontoglossum vexillarium. Orchids (nur-
serymen).—Mr. ]). S. \Villiams had first in the classes for both
sixteen and ten, his best plants being Cypripedium nivcum, witli
thirty-five flowers, C. Stonei, C. caudatum", Cattleya Mendelli, L^lia
purpurata, and Vanda suavis, all well shown. Mr. Cypher who was
second in each of these classes, showed smaller, but nicely managed
plants, in which the beautiful Vanda cceruloscens bore six of its

delicate white and blue coloured flowers, Dendrobium lituiflorum, and
a remarkably fine form of Jlasdevallia Harryana.

New and Rare Plants.—In tliis class Mr. Williams took the
first prize with a handsome group in which the Aralia-like Oleobachia
palustris, Dracaena Earl of Derby, and DiefEenbachia imperator
were very distinct in appearance. Mr. Cypher, who was second, had
in his collection the extremely fine and distinct variety of Anthurium
Soherzerianum Hendersoni, bearii:g intensely deep crimson spathes,
ih in. broad by r>h in. long, which as the plant gets stronger will no
doubt come still larger. Six new or rare plants (amateurs).—Here Mr.
Osman took the lead, having in a veri' good half-dozen a beautiful
variety of Cattleya Mossia?, C. Moss"ia! Dodgsoni, with pure white
sepals and petals, a large lip deep orange at the base suffused with
a delicate mottling of purple and fringed with white, and the
handsome form of Cypripedium barbatum named Lawrenceanum

;

second, Mr. Tudgey, showing along with others a good plant of
Anthurium Andreanum, tearing four flowers.

Ferns.—First amongst groups of eight, Jlr. Paul with a beautiful
group of healthy fresh plants, including the scarce Brainca insignis,
5 ft. across, Goniophlebium subauriculatum, 7 ft. in diameter, the
fronds 8 ft. long. When well maneged this is one of the handsomest
Ferns grown. There were also several large Gleichenias in the col-
lection. Second, Mr. Hesketh, gardener to A. Birley, Esq.,
Pendlebury, who had in a fresh medium sized lot good examples of
Cyathea medullaris, Cibotium Schiedei, and Gleichenia dichotoma.
Adiantums were shown in quantity and good condition. Of six
there were six exhibitors, Mr, Osman taking the lead with large
examples, the best of w-hich were A. concinnum la^tum, and A.
tenerum; second, Mr. Hill, who likewise had beautiful plants

;

third, Mr. Boardman, with fine specimens in faultless order. Filmy
Ferns (six).— First, Mr. Tudgey, a well managed group, consisting of
Todea superba and several Trichomanes and Hymenophyllums

;

second, Jlr. Smith. Twelve hardy Ferns (amateurs).— First, Mr.
Brockbank, Didsbury, with a very fine lot of plants, in which Osm\inda
gracilis, 0. regalis, 0. regalis cristata, and Athyrium toda^oides
were beautifully done ; second, Mr. Leach, gardener to J. Wild,,
Esq., who also had a highly meritorious exhibit. Hardy Ferns.—Mr.
Bylance, Ormskirk, staged a large and well varied collection in fine
condition.

Palms, Crotons, Dracsenas, Heaths, Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Roses,
and Clematises were all shown in excellent condition.

Hardy Plants.—For these, Mr. Brockbank came in first with,

amongst others, fine examples of the Edelweiss, the j'ellow Onosma
taurica, Lamium longiflorum, Campanula thyrsoidea, C. Wanneri,
Verbascum phceniceum. Primulas (of various sorts), Lewisia rediviva

;

second, Mr. Plant, gardener to R. P. Gill, Esq., Ashton-on-
Mersey ; third, Mr. Kay. Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons, of

Chester, had a large group of alpine and herbaceous plants, and Mr.
Brownhill, Sale, also showed a verj- fine lot.

Fruit.—Of this there was a small, but good display with ten

dishes. Mr. Pratt, gardener to Lord Flill, Hawkstone, was first, with
good Black Hamburgh Grapes, Early Rivers Peaches, Brown Turkey,
and Grosse Jlonstreuse Figs, Grosse Mignonne Peaches, Eastnor
Castle and Hawkstone Seedling Melons, and a couple of Pines. Black
Grapes (two hunches).—First, Jlr. Jameson, gardener to the Earl of

Crauford and Balcarras, with, for the .season, very good examples;
Mr. Ereese, gardener to Jlr. Ackers, Congleton, second, ^\'hite

Grapes (two bunches)—First, Mr. Ereese, showing Duke of Buccleuch
—good bunches and big berries. Two Pines.—First, Mr. McGaw
gardener to F. J. Sumner, Esq., for Black Prince ; second, Mr
Faulkner, Liverpool, smooth Cayenne. Single Pine. - First, Mr. Faulk-
ner; second, Mr. McGaw.

^Ir. B. S. Williams and Jilessrs. E. P. Ker & Sons each contributed
large and varied groups of the newest and rarer kinds of flowering
and fine-leaved plants. From Messrs. Standish & Co., Ascot, came
a fine group of miscellaneous plants, blooming and foliage, inter-

spersed with boxes of Gardenia flowers and cut Eoses and Eoscs in

pots. Jlessrs. F. W. and H. St.ansfield, of the Todmorden and Pon-
tefract Nurseries, a collection of hardj- Ferns, comprising most of

the best species and varieties. Jlessrs. J. Waterer & Son, Eagshot, a
fine lot of hardy shrubs, consisting of Hollies, Eetiuosporas, various
forms of the Lawson Cypress, and other plants of like character.
Messrs. R. Smith & Co., a handsome collection of Acers, distinct

in character, and well furnished with their feathery foliage.

Jiessrs. Kelway, an excellent lot of double and single Pyrethrums in

beautiful condition ; amongst the best of the double kinds were
J. N. Tweedy, crimson; Voie Lactic, blu.sh ; Kreimhilda, pink,

white centre ; Captain Nares, crimson ; Dr. Livingstone, flesh colour;
Placida, flesh colour ; Cleopatra, blush with yellow centre

;

Chamoise, blush white rosy centre ; Progress, bright crimson ; Eem-
brandt, pale claret ; Mont Blanc, white ; Princesse de Metternich,
white. Of single varieties now held in much the most esti-

mation, the following were splendidly shown : Zanetta, pale pink

;

Zuritus, deep purple ; Village Maid, flesh ; General Roberts, flesh
;

C. alphermia, white; Crimson Gem, glowing crimson; Jlrs. Laxton,
deejj violet-crimson ; and Rosy Jloin. These have all conspicuous
yellow centres, and either growing on the plants or in a cut state
are most eifective. Jlr. Ware, of Tottenham, had also a very fine

display of these Pyrethrums, both single and double; amongst the
single varieties, Warei, pure white ; George Nelson, pale claret

;

Ruby, bright ruby ; Hamlet, pink ; and Lightning, vivid crim-
son, are all fine kinds.

LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.
Hedychium.—Wi.at sliouKl I do with the long tliin leafy shoots of this

pl.'int which fire not going* to flower ? Tlie plant is in a large pot and will have
tliree spikes of flower, I hope. "When is the time for propagating it, and how ?

—

M. E, G.
Heating.— Can any one tell me from his o^vn experience how to heat a Lon-

don conservatory IS ft. hy 14 ft. hy i:! ft. without smoke, smell, or much fl.\ing?

]s tliere any gas or oil stove that has no snieU, or hanns lerns, to keep it

at aljout 45» ?— C. D.

Green Glass.— I have been reconmiended to glaze my greenhouse and stove
w ith green gl iss. AA'ill any one kindly give me their experience, whether this is

an improvement on the conuuon glass," if it att'ords any shade or acts ])eneflcially

on tlie foliage ?— E. It.

Lawn Mowers.— .V. E G.—Both Shanks and Green keep machines
capable of being drawn l)y a donkey. If the lawn has got, as you say, into l»ad
order and full of iMoss, it should be first closely mown wltli the scythe.

Insects.—5. and A.—Your caterpillar is'a "looper" or " geometer," so called
from the peculiar action when walking ; it will turn into a moth belonging to the
family Geometridic, but I am not able at present to name it accurately. I hope,
however, hereafter to do so. Hand-picking or shaking the Ivy and collecting such
as fall is the only means I can suggest of getting rid ot them.— G. S. S.

J, M. £".— The small beetle attacking yoiu" Beech leaves is one of the
Curculionidx, I believe Orcheses Fagi, hut it was much damage d before it

reached me.— G. S. S

Names of Plants.- r. //. A 7T.—Ornithogalum pyrenaicum. F. Fowler.—1 Halesia tetraptera ; 2, .Staphylea pinnata. R. 0.—Lonicera tatarica.
3f«c.— Shrub is Viburnum Opulns ; other, Thalictrum aquilegifolium. .

// . L. C—Jfespilus grandiflora Suh&criher.—l, Listera ovata ; 2, Eunkia sub-
cordata ; 3, Onychium japonicum. II. and Co.—Apparently Polypodium Bil-

lardieri. C. II.— 1, Campanula glomerata speciosa ; 2, ithododeudron hir-
sutum ; 3, Ledum palustre ; 4, Andromeda Catesbaii. J. S. T.—l, Jlespilus
grandiflora; 2, Syringa Emodi : S, Boursalt Rose ; 4, Spirffia callosa. Miv. A.
—Pyrns Aria var. Lucomhe, Pince and Co.—Khododendron blandfordia)-
florum. Lord C— 8taphylea pinnata.

Correspondents who do not find their questions answered in due course
either in this column or in the various departments will oblige by repeating
them.
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" TUa la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : bnt
IHB Akt itseI/F is Natuke."—cftoiespeare.

NATIVE AVILD FLOWEES FOR THE ROCKERY.
The Gakden has always encouraged a taste for the cultivation of

wild flowers, and those who think that the only proper place for

these is a wild garden or a natural bank should remember liow

many town houses and suburban villas have owners who love wild

flowers, but have no space to devote to wilderness. And there are

many towns, sucli as Matlock and Great Malvern, where the

rockeries with which the gardens abound are not made the most

of, being smothered with white Arabis and Mossy Saxifrage and

two or three common Sedums, to the exclusion of gayer flowers

quite as easily grown. In recommending a few native flowers for

such places I do not mean flowers called native only by courtesy,

or those which are so rare or so generally cultivated as to be better

known as garden than as wild plants, but flowers which may
either be found anywhere or which are locally abundant in many
parts of the kingdom, even though they may look best on their

native banks where they have to fight their way amongst Grass

and coarser plants; they look very well when they revel luxuriantly

in a space cleared for them, and their flower-heads have only to

stniggle with one another for the most conspicuous place to display

their beauty. When I speak of rockeries I do not mean heaps of

rocks or stones placed to fill up dark and shady corners where
nothing will grow but Ferns, but the facings of sunny banks or

piles of large stones with soil inside raised in the most open part

of the garden. Rock plants, as a rule,delight in full exposure to sun

and air,though there are some exceptions. TheflrstplantI mention
is thecommon Bird's-foot Trefoil (Lotus cornioulatus),which is easily

cut to any size, and makes such a mass of gold colour through

June and July as few plants can rival. Then there are the

biennial Geranium lucidum (the Shining Cranesbill) suited for

any shady corner, or for the angles and sides of rough steps. Its

bright glossy foliage is invaluable in winter, and the scarlet tint

of its old leaves in spring has a good effect. It may easily be

established, and transplanted or weeded out. Tlien there is the

common wild Thyme, for which a gravelly spot should be selected,

and as the plant flowers all over, it may easily be cut to its proper

limits. The white variety has flowers as pure as snow, and should

not be omitted, as it contrasts well with the yellow of the Trefoil.

The Trailing St. John's Wort (Hypericum humifusum) is common
in most parts of the kingdom. It flowers late, but its elegant

light green leaves and close habit make it a very good rock plant

;

being truly herbaceous, it does not encroach.

The Bluebell (Campanula rotundifolia) is superior to many
of the alpine Campanulas. It requires care in getting iip. If

you mark a large plant on a stony bank to be got up in

autumn, you will probably find that it has a tap root

I ft. long, thicker than a large Radish, and with many branches
from the end. These must not be broken, but you must imitate on
your rockery the natural conditions. In this way large plants of

many years' growth may be successfully moved. Several varieties

of colour may be found, especially pure white and light lavender.

The Wood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella) will probably come up of

itself on your rockery, but if not, sunless crevices, where little else

will grow, may be assigned to it. The Horse-shoe Vetch (Hippo-
crepis comosa) is abundant on chalk downs in the south of England,
and on limestone rocks elsewhere. It is already known as a first-

rate rockery plant, as I saw a fine stock of it lately at Mr. Robert
Parker's nursery at Tooting. The Sea Bladder Campion (Silene

maritima) is one of the most beautiful of wild flowers, as it grows
in the fissures of its native rocks at Llandudno. I am very

successful with it on my limestone rockery, where
it is far more ornamental than the double form so

common in nursuries. The Mountain Cudweed (Gnaphalium
dioicum) abounds on the top of the Llandudno mountain, and on
many other downs in the west of England. Planted on the

exposed top of a rookery, it is always neat, but prettiest when in

bud in May. At that time a patch containing three or four

colours always reminds me of the coloured pictures of Aaron's

breastplate. The Common Dropwort (Spiraea I'lipendula) is

better known in gardens in its double form, but the bright pink

of the buds is more conspicuous in the single flower-heads ;
thougli

the stalks are rather tall, the foliage is neat and close growing,

and the plant never does so well as on a sunny rockery. All tne

plants I have mentioned are easily obtained and easily gro^^n'

but most of them expect and deserve a good place. I could add

many more, but should certainly exhaust the patience of your

reads sooner than the list of plants. C. AA olley Dod.

Edge Hall, Malj^xs, Cheshire.

ROCK PLANTS IN JUNE.

Though a rockery chiefly devoted to alpine plants is more a spring

than a summer garden, many of the prettiest, such as Primulas,

dwarf Phloxes, &c., being now out of flower, there is hardly a day

earlv in June when some p'ant does not come into flower
^

tne tol-

lowing have been amongst the prettiest rock plants here this month,

each one of which is worth growing, and for most of them_ a place

could be found even on the smallest rookery. A few require a bog

bed, but that is easily made, of any size, however small, and is

almost a necessity in any rockery intended for good alpine plants.

The two prettiest kinds of Dianthus are alpinus and glaoialis
;
U.

cajsius (the Cheddar Pink) and D. petra;us, with a smaller, brighter,

and less serrated flower, are worth growing ;
the white D pungens

and brown and white D. pulchellus are also m flower, the latter

being the prettier. The bright little maiden Pink, D. deltoides, must

not be forgotten, especially when it establishes itself on a mossy

*
Gampanula Portenschlagiana (pichta) and turbinata are the

earliest of the dwarf Campanulas here, the former also one ot

the prettiest; and the taller C. speoiosa
_

(glomerata

speciosa), with its heads of grey flowers, is in blossom.

It would be diflicult to find a hardier group of flowers than the

Campanulas ; not one outof the many kinds grown herewas killed last

winter. C. isopbylla alba seemed dead, but is now coming up again well.

Saxifraga Wallace, is just now the prettiest, though b. longitolia,

sarmentosa, and several others in blossom could hardly be spared.

R androsaoe,hardly 1 in. high, flower and all, is worth growing, the

Fairy Rose and Rosa pyrenaica (the latter being like a rose-coloured

form of the little Burnet Rose, now in blossom on sandbanks near

the sea). Lychnis Lagasca;, Pentstemon glaber, with bright blue and

pink flowers, Gypsophila oerastoides, Ourisia coccinea (when it can

be got to flower well), and the Blue Daisy are all good rock plants

for June, and it is especially a month for hardy Orchids. Cypripe-

dium spectabile is now flowering for the first time after some years ot

failure, caused by growing it in too dry a part of the rockery Orchis

latifolia major and maculata superba are fine forms ot Biiti.-n

Orchises, especially the latter kind, and the white form of O.mascula

is efEective. Orchis foliosa and some other Orchids are coming into

flower; all are plants full of Interest, and worth taking some

trouble about as to their requirements, some needing damp, others

partial shade, &c. Myosotis rupicola, M. azorica, and 51. Jmpera-

trice Elizabeth now t'ake the place of the earlier 1 orget-me-nots.

The two latter are curiously alike, though azorica is rather a

smaller plant, and perliaps its flowers are a little larger. Houstonia

'-.cerulea is covered with its almost white flowers ;
H. serpyllifoha is

even prettier, and certainly more " ccerulean." Veronica Balfounana,

a fine hybrid, is now nearly out of blossom, as is also V.saxatUis;

a form of the latter given to me by the late jMiss Hope seems to have

flowers of a still more beautiful gentian blue than the ordinary type.

Amongst other Veronicas now in blossom, V. Hulkeana, while

plants of it are small enough, is a beautiful rock plant, though

laraer plants are better suited to a wall or mixed border. Lithos-

permum prostratum is, of course, on every rockeiy, and it

is flowering better than usual this year. Is the true Lithospermum

fruticosuuT in common cultivation ? The yellow Alpine Poppy

is more fitted for the choice parts of a rockery than Meconopsis

cambricum, though the latter is an excellent plant for a wild

garden or mixed border. A Thunbergian Lily, with over thirty buds

Ind flowers on its flattened flower-stalk, its ordinary stalks having

taut a few tauds, is the earliest of our Lilies, but its orange-red flowers

are by no means the prettiest. St. Bruno's Lily (Anthericum Lihas-

trum) and St. Bernard's Lily (A. Liliago) are very unlike the newer

golden Anthericum (Chrysobactron Hookeri) from New Zealand. At

this time of the year various leaves, especially Ferns, vie m beauty

on the rockery with flowers; indeed, few even of the latter equal

Drosera dichotoma when seen in full sunshine with its innumerable

glistening drops bordering each leaf The young pitchers of Darlmg-

tonia are also very beautiful when the sun shines through them. The

transparent spots at the top of the pitchers look as though this plant

could easily " evolve itself " into one of the few plants known which
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Iia.TC peiCoraterl lea^'es. Amongst other especiall3' pretty leaves are

Hiosu ol the variegated form of Spirasa japonica and the

large jieculiarly-shaped leaf, or head of leaves, of Kodgersia

podophylla, which seems to prefer partial shade ; and the

golden and silver variegated forms of tho common Heath, the latter

bjing tinged with pink as well as white. C. M. Owen.

EDITOE'S TABLE.

Weedy Plants.—^\'e observe among the plants sent to us, and
also I'reijnrntly in cnltivation, a number of plants tliat are unworthy
oE it. Among the immense number of plants brought to this

country from all parts of the world there are a ver}' large number of

hardy plants wliich do not merit cultivation. On the other hand,
tliere are few gardens that contain more than a small proportion of

the really beautiful hard}' plants that deserve cultiv.ation. If our
efforts in the direction of helping in these matters have been to

some extent successful, it is because we have always urged the need
of selection. It requires the very greatest care on the part both of

nurserymen and the cultivator not to have in their collections things

that will eventually neutralise the eifect of the good kinds. At one
time it was so ditlionlt to get good plants that one grow anything
obtaiu.able ; now, when there are such excellent collections of good
plants, this is no longer needful. He on your guard against rubbish.

Ill weeds grow apace, and in the garden they often stamp their

character on all theh- surroundings.

A Double Pomegranate.

—

From Eose Hill House, Ipswich,

a pleasant surprise comes in the shape of a handsome double Pome-
granate. It does well on houses at Bath, but that is far from
Wuffolk. Its cheery scarlet is precious. Mrs. C. Koberts writes :

" The Pomegranate (the first and at present onl}' blossom, though
other buds are well forward) bloomed more than a week since on a
south wall. The Pomegranate, so brilliant in flower and neat and
glossy in foliage, looks well climbing up a house ; besides it is

deciduous, and therefore free from the objections of damp and insects

urged sometimes against evergreen climbers. The Yorlc and Lan-
caster and old red liose,and the old-fashioned white arc common in this

garden and very much prized, the buds are so pretty in form ; and
then there is the sweet Rose Celeste iu bud, the perfection of a but-
ton hole

;
these as only summer Roses would, perhaps, be useless as

exhibition flowers ; but could not you suggest a class of Pompone
Roses? I think they would be popular.

Border Pansies at Midsummer. -We do not know why
we should have supposed the Pansy in her fairest state to be now
unseen only in tho cool Scotch and northern gardens, but a rich and
\-aviod bunch of border Pansies from Jlr. Arthur Cobbett, of Fir-

tield, Wcybridge, tells us that it is just as fond of the sweet air of
tlie Surrey hills. Of all flowers that ever come to this country, or
ever can come, surely this has given most pleasure to human beings,
and been most faithful iu rich and beautiful colour at all seasons
and in all sorts of places. We wish we could say enough of the
beauty of Mr. A. Cobbett 's border Pansies. Why these lovely things
should be so much knocked about into sections we never could clearly
see. To some tho term may mean that the plant has tiolonged to
an inferior race, but this we cannot admit. Jly friend, Professor
Syme, used to tell me that he thought Viola altaica was the parent
of the Pansies. Will any one send me a plant or seeds of it ? any
one from lb-. Regel soutliw.ards ?

A Noble Rose Acacia.—Mr. Stevens, of Byfleet, brings us a
most beautiful and large specimen of this plant, which we believe,
however, to be distinct from the old and generally scrubby, though
pretty, Rose Acacia. Whether it is a distinct variety, or owing \o
some peculiar stock, we do not know, but hope to find out. Mr.
Stevens reports that he has the ordinary kind presenting ordinarj'
aspects iu the same garden. He obtained it from France. All we
can say is that for ample and fine foliage and large rosy blossoms
it is one of the most beautiful flowering trees we have seen.

The Mountain Laurel.—He also brings us the pretty dwarf
Kalmia, which seems a variety of Kalmia glauca. It is fully six
weeks now since we saw the pleasant glow of colour for a long dis-

tance at Coombs Wood Nursery afforded by one of these dwarf
Kalmias, so that they seem to bloom for a long time. The finest of
the race (Kalmia latifolia) is, however, only now opening well.
That it is a fine shrub may seem a trite saying to many who know
it where it grows well, but we scarcely knew its character till seeing
it last Monday in Bagshot Park, where bushes of it—in one case
about 12 ft. high and 12 ft. through—were just opening their first

liowers. The beauty o£ flower, good foliage, and evergreen character
all go to make it a treasure in a district where it grows as it does
among the Surrey hills. The English name here is a very good one,

and is not our own evil inveniion. In the sauio place, which has

recently been aglow witli Rhododendrons and Azaleas, we noticed

specimens of what we have often expressed a wish to see more of

—

Azaleas allowed to show their form. A scarlet kind and a creamy-
white one, both growing on the grass and entirely unpruned, quite

free in their natural broken form, were very beautiful.

Flowers and Leavos of the Tulip Tree —Much as we
have said of the value of the foliage and flowers of trees and shrubs

iu a cut state, we had no experience of any such pleasure as that

afforded by a basket of the flowering shoots of the Tulip Tree from
the gardens at Jlargam, South Wales. In a large, shallow dish in

tho centre of a largo table the eifect was at once new and ver\'good.

Foliage, the large creamy sepals, and the delicate netted green and
orange petals, so fine in form, all tend to give it the first place, in

the presence even of all the fair flowers of the season. We hope to

have an engraving showing the general eifect, and also of a very fine

fruiting shoot of the Wellingtonia, bearing a fine tassel of heavy,

mature fruit and also young cones of the current year. Concerning
the Tulip Tree, Mr, Muir saj-s the blooms are a sample of thou-

sands now open on a tree at Margam. This tree measures about IC ft.

round tho stem at I! ft, from the ground, and is upwards of 90 ft.

high.

Yellow Spanish Iria.—The clear yellow Spanish Iris from
Mr. P. Barr harmonises admirably with the Thunderbolt Iris, anil

both point to the need of reducing the number of varieties of Iris in

each section, allowing the distinct varieties to " tell.'' The proces-

sion of the dift'erent races of Iris through our gardens from earliest

spring is delightful and all who help in their development deserve our

thanks, but why does Mr, Barr change the nomenclature in some cases ?

What need was there to affix the name barbata to a number of Irises

perfectly well known in our gardens before by simpler names which
we never heard were wrong .' At Chiswick the other day, wishing to

see if a handsome border Iris bore the name we knew it by, we found
two or three long Latin names interposed between the genus and the

variety I Now, good old Irises like Victorine or De Bergi were never

in want of any such change, their position botanically was perfectly

well known.

A Beautiful Iris.-- It is r.are to see so marked an improvement
on any plant as a variety of the Siberian Iris named Melpomene, a

most elegant plant with the slender leaves, and no doubt the hardi-

ness, of the Siberian Iris, and a brilliant, deep violet flower with

bronze markings, about four times the size of the flower of sibirica,

or, measured, nearly 4 in. in diameter, the falls being 2 in. across.

Iris sibirica is, in the presence of the many fine pl.ants in tho f.amily,

mainly useful as a watcrsiilo ])lant, but this will rank with the finest

plants. We ha\'e been so much struck with it that we propose to

figure it. This plant comes jierfectly p.acked froji the New Plant

Company at Colchester. If Irises may be brought fully open without

a mark, well, anytliing maj' be packed.

Roses.—An unending procession of fair flowers from the days of

the Snowdrop at last brings us to the days of the Rose. On Wednes-
day, the 15th of June, Canon Hole was explaining to me that the

beauty we all desire in our Rose gardens was diflicult of attainment,
owing to our climate. We thought Gloire de Dijon and a few early

Roses all worth naming in bloom out of doors at the time. The same
evening I saw Mr. Plawkins, of Tv. ickenhnm (Hawkins of the big

Lilies of the Valley), at Waterloo Station, with a mrmber of large

boxes, one of which he opened, containing many bunches of lovely,

half-opened Roses grown in the open air. There was among them a
good variety of Roses, both dark and fair. How did Mr. Hawkins
get his blooms earlier than we get them in gardens generally ?

Early Gladioli.—One of the most graceful jars of plants we
have for some time had is that of early Gladioli, both the white and
the crimson kinds. Some of these plants were common inhabitants
of old gardens, nestling among shrubs and at the foot of walls, and
have thus pleasant associations apart from their beauty. It may be
worth remembering that at least one of these Gladioli, Ct. communis,
is a native of the Isle of Wight and the New Forest, and could be
naturalised in other places. Ours come from Mr. Burbidge.

The Thunderbolt Iris.—The very curious and not easily

described Spani.sh Iris called Thunderbolt comes to us from Mr.
T. H. Archer-Hind and also from the New Plant Company
under the name of Sordida. Velvet-brown and brown-purple and
yellow are the prevailing hues, but the flower must be seen to be
remembered. It certainly is a very curious as well as a handsome
plant, a group of which would be charming. A single flower is

excellent for a room.

The True York and Lancaster Rose (Rosa damascena)
comes from tlie Rev. H. T, Ellacombe, Clyst St, George, Devon. It

is not a strong or a showy Rose, but verj- interesting and prettj'. An
odd flower is unstriped, or a delicate rose colour. It is well that
some of our old gardeners keep to their old friends.
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The Slender Scarlet Lily.—How beautiful and bright this

is when well grown !—small Turk's-cap-like blooms, and in the finer

specimens a perfect candelabrum. One specimen has eight flowers

in various stages, and is perfect in grace and form. It comes from
Colchester. It is seldom this Lily is so well grown, but its culture

will probabl)' be better understood in the f irture.

Pernettya Blooms.—These bushes, which are admired for

their beauty of berry in autumn, are remarkable for the number of

graceful Lily of the Valley-like lio\^'ers which they yield in spring,

thongli we are not quite sure wliicli is the best of them in this way,
and it would be wortli ascertaining.

Frencll Poppies.—A glorious cloud of these from I\Iiss Jekyll '

Light pinli:, with white margin ; rose-pink ; rich carmine, with black

stamens; crimson, witli black stamens; dark crimson; scarlet;

white petals, with pink bases. Tliese plants sovTcd tliemselves in

autumn ; they are earlier than tlie larger opium Poppies.

The White Rockets are veiy fine from Dublin from the

College Gardens, the growth being vigorous and the flowers profuse.

The difllculties of growing tlie white Eockets depend, no doubt, on
the kinds to some extent. This, the French kind, seems the most
vigorous of the two.

The Hemlock Spruce.—"We have spoken of the beauty of

tlie foliage of trees tliis j'ear, and liave lately been greatly pleased
with tire budding Hemlock Spruce in many different gardens. On
Slonday we came upon some trees wliicli at last justified tlie praise

whioli it receives from those who l^now it at home. In Bagshot Park
tliere are trees of tlie Hemlock Spruce whicli in grace and dignity
equal the Cedar, if, indeed, in some respects they do not surjjass it.

Having so often seen this tree in almost a, slirubby state, we had
doubted its value and asked our many correspondents to tell us what
it really was at liome. Probably tliis peaty district siits it better,

and tliat it is a tree that will not do equally well everywhere.

NOTES FROM DUBLIN.
There is a bright appearance about the new double varieties of the

old Pyrethrum roseum whicli is very attractive to most people.

Earlier tlian Asters and brighter than Chrysanthemums, they fill avoid
in the hardy plant borders in June, just as the spring flowers leave us
and before tlie harvest of late summer blossoms begins. Some pure
glistening white, rose, and magenta-coloured kinds are now very
striking, and they contrast well witli the stems of Lilies, among
wliich tliey are here planted. Tliere are few dwarf bulbs more
effective just now than Allium Moly. Its clean, glaucous leaves are
attractive from their first appearance, and its stiff, erect umbels, each
bearing a bevy of golden stars, look bright and cheerful in the sun-
shine.

*

Spiraaa trifoliata, an old-fashioned herbaceous species, is now but
seldom seen. A small plant of it here under a greenhouse wall,

jolanted out last spring, died down so soon after blooming at 1 ft.

high, that I concluded it was dead. It, however, unexpectedly
appeared this spring, and is now in flower, a single leafj' shoot 2 ft.

high, having the plaited serrate leaflets of a Kerria or Ehodotypus,
excej)t that they are tinged with red on their margins. The little

pure white flowers are axillary on slender liair-like stalks. I am told
it makes a bush 3 ft. or more in height when perfectly satisfied with
its surroundings. Will some one kindly tell us more about it, and
its likings in the way of soil and shelter ? Onosma taurica is a
showy, golden-flowered Boragewort, not too common even in good
gardens. Golden Drop would be an appreciable name for it ; it has
been likened to the Erica Cavendishi, but the colour of its little

golden bells is purer, and they are more gracefully supported on
elegantly curved leafy shoots. Perhaps it may grow freely from
seed. At any rate, cuttings made from its young growths root freely

under a handlight in April, and this mode of propagation should be
followed regularly, as the plant has an unhappy habit of dying off

on some soils immediately after blooming. Those who regularly
make up their minds to raise hardy plants from seeds (instead of

propagating them bj' means of cuttings or division) have much
pleasure in store. It is the slower process, but the results will be of

a more satisfying kind, since sooner or later variety or what may be
called individuality, if not additional hardiness and beauty, will be
secured.

#

Can any one interested in hardy plants tell me the liistoiy or

origin of a distinct and rare plant, with golden discs borne on leafy

stems, 2 ft. in height 1 It is Icnown in some gardens as Balsamita
grandiflora, and is a Composite with golden flower-heads the size of

a florin. The whole flower is a dense mass of disc florets, tliere

being no ray florets developed, but when in bloom in August there

are few plants that attract attention sooner, or that are more boldly
effective in its way. Speaking of Composite plants reminds me that
the Sunflower, itself one of the oldest and most effective of cottage
garden plants, is not nearly so often seen in good gardens as it

deserves to be. We had specimens of it 10 ft. high in our borders
last season, and they were mucli admired ; indeed, we ha\o quite a
demand for their great flowers from artistic people.

Amongst Orchids now in flower, good forms of Cattleya \\'arneri
come in opportunely, giving one a slight foretaste of tlio still more
lovely flush of colour afforded by the true old autumn-flowering
C. labiata. This last is tlie oldest and best of all tlie Cattleyas.
Cattleya Mossia; in variety, Vanda teres, and Odontoglossum citros-
mum roseum are each lovely and satisfying in their way.
Pleurothallis Grobyi var., which I had from Mr. Chas. Green, is a
microscopic wonder, and the Wheat-like flower-spikes of Pholidota
imbricata are curiously interesting. For purity of colour, liowever,
nothing is better than Lrclia purpurata, the pure white sepalled
variety, and Masdevallia Harryana var. ooerulescens is strikingly
beautiful.

Of the larger, newer, and finer Clematises which have withstood
uninjured an exceptionally hard winter we have now in great
beauty C. Fairy Queen and C. purpurea, both raised and sent to us
by Messrs. Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells. The one is a large 8-

sepalled flower, 7 in. in diameter, of a bold appearance, and delicate
lilac colour, altogether too bold and large for the most Titanic of
Fairy Queens. C. purpurea is a compact cup-shaped (as opposed to
salver-shaped) flower, the colour of whicli is rich like velvet. C.
(Atragenc) ccerulea is still lovely, and C. montana is not yet past.

Adiantum pedatum is now lovely in a cool house, and the rosy-lipped
Cypripedium spectabile bears it company, both lovely North Ameri-
can wood plants of the best class, and amenable to cool frame
culture in every garden.

To-day (June 1.?) I went round our dear old garden, seeking
flowers for the editor's table, and I hope the box containing them
may reach you with its many hued contents in a tolerably fresh
and recognisable condition. The flowers of all the Irises will of course
be crumpled and crushed, but tlien if you onlj' wait, every unopened
bud will expand its butterfly-like wings fresh and pure in your vases of
cool spring water; so also I hope will the soft golden Day Lilies.

Tliis fact that Daffodils, and Narcissi, Irises, Lilies, Funkias,
Hemerocallis, and other Liliaceous and Amaryllidaceous plants do
really open their flowers when cut in tlie bud state, and after a long-

journey is a valuable one for all gardeners and florists to know rightly.

Flowers are never so small as when in the bud state, and when expanded
it is impossible for man to pack them halt so tidily again. Even
Water Lilies and Roses may be thus cut for packing and long
journej's in the bud or tlie bursting bud stage, and so travel witliout

injury ; to attempt to send a Water Lily anywhere after it is once
fairly expanded is the most forlorn of all hopes.

So far as I am personally concerned, I love the burstingbuds almost
more than the unfolded and displayed petals. Some flowers, how-
ever, afford all the stages of bud and flower in the same inflorescence;

such are Irises andLilies and Asphodels, wherein are typified "the days
that were, the days that are, and the days which are to come !

"

I hope the white spires of the old Night-scented (dull or wet-day
scented also) double Rocket may delight you and your flower-loving

visitors as much as they have me. They came from the late Mrs.

White. Here, planted at the end of a shady walk, they are most
vigorous, and visible at a long distance off.

Speaking of shade reminds me that there are many fine-leaved

plants, and not a few of the finer flowering kinds, which grow more
luxuriantly under trees (if the soil be naturally moist) than else-

where. Spirasas generally belong to this class ; so also Narcissus,

some Lilies, Funkias, and Day Lilies ; Iris also. That hardy Ferns
grow well in such places needs no remark, but Paionies, Thalictrums,

and the May Apples (Podophyllum) luxuriate in shade, and so do
also Crambe cordifclia, Ligularia macrophylla, the stately Delphini-

ums and Cimicifugas, and earlier in the year all the different kinds

of Hellebores.

Anemone alpina is now so rarely seen in cultivation that tho

question naturally arises, AVhere can seeds or roots of it be obtained ?

jWany tourists must tread it under foot every season, just as is the
case with the now well known Pau Anemone and A. sulphurea,

which, after all, is perhaps only a form of A. alpina. As a rule

Anemone seeds germinate so quickly, and the young plants attain

the bloojning stage so rapidly, that, given a supply of good ripe
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seed in a fresh state, and all kinds of Wiudflowers, however rare

now, should soon become plentiful in gardens.

A correspondent of The Garden, "H. E.," quite recently started

a good idea in its way, viz., that of sowing seeds in such positions

as the resulting plants are destined to occupy, thus doing away
with transplanting altogether. In some cases this might be very
desirable, especially where all the gardening is carried out under
one's own supervision. I have, however, never found any difficulty in

transplanting even delicate things from the seed beds, but it is

essential to sow thinly, as crowded seedlings soon starve and destroy
each other. One difficulty wlien seeds are sown on open borders is

that weeds come up amongst them, and then an unlucky stroke from
the hoe settles both seedlings and weeds. Where skilled labour is

employed in the garden, of course this source of danger is reduced to

a minimum.

Onosma tauvica has been compared to Erica C'avcndishi, whereas I

find by actual comparison that it is, as I think, the prettier of the

two. The Onosma has a tendency to "go ofE" quite suddenlj', and
one reason for this is the profusion with which its flowers are pro-

duced. The plant actually seems to give up all its strength in the
blooming stage. So convinced am I that this is the cause of its sud-

den departure on dry soils that I am cutting'oif all the flower-spikes

as fast as they appear, and now I see the plant is breaking quite freely

from the old root-stock.
*

The old purple .shot flowers of the Byzantine Gladiolus are well
known in most good gardens, but here in Dublin the plant is actually
a weed. It comes up in tlie gravel walks, and peers forth from nearly
every cottage garden fence, and where the borders are dug regularly
every year it seems to have an instinctive liking for the shelter of

Box edgings or the base of Hollies and other shrubs, from which its

'flowers peep out at the sun. Not so well known, but even more
beautiful is G. C'olvillei albus, popularly known as The Lride, a pure
white kind now coming into bloom. Wlicn seen well grown, it is a
most charming flower, graceful and bright as St. Bruno's Lily, and
hardy as a Thistle. "We find it does best when treated like Belladonna
Lilies, planted at the foot of a sunny greenhouse wall, well planted
in good rich loam, and then let alone. As a delicate white blossom
for tall vases it is now most welcome.

The blaze of the Oriental Poppies is now at its best. They are
easily raised from seeds sown as soon as ripe, and they flower the
second year. They are so robust in habit, that they may well be
planted in outlying beds as borders, or on the fringe of a shrub belt
—a position in wliich their flowers light up the greenery in a most
effective way. As seen in the sunshine, they are most brilliant, and
their gorgeous scarlet petals fluttering in the breeze remind one of
some rare ti-opical blossoms rather than those of a thoroughly hardy
flower which does not even resent hard usage. For associating with
the tall spires of white Foxgloves for middle distance, or even dis-

tant views, these Poppies in variety are most useful.
*

As a dwarf plant for rockwork, or even for a di-y border, I can
thoroughly recommend Linaria pallida, which forms a dense carpet
of slightly hairy leaves, studded over with small pale purple Snap-
dragon-like flowers. The plant in habit is not unlike the hairy
varietj- of Toadflax (L. cymbalaria), but the flowers are much larger,
and altogether the plant is so distinct, clean in its habit of growth,
and so effective, that it well deserves a place. F. W. B.

least doubt about their pleasing my employer. The centre bed
contains single Petunias

; two round beds, Plilox Drummondi ; two
oblong beds, seedling Verbenas ; two round ones. Lobelia ; and the other
two Indian Pink.—Robert McIntosh, The Abbey Gardens, Great
Grimshi/.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Bedding Plants.—Writers to The Garden have so long and
persistently condemned carpet and other forms of geometrical
gardening, that it is not surprising to find many of its readers trying
to get out of the old chains and fetters that have bound sonie of
them up for so many years. I am pleased to be able to say that my
employer loves flowers for their own sake; I mean he derives more
pleasure from watching plants develop themselves in his own
herbaceous border than anything else on the place, with the excep-
tion of Koses and Carnations, of which he is passionately fond. I
dare not, if I wanted put any, of the ordinary bedding plants in his
garden on any consideration ; and although there are thousands of
bedding plants used, I greatly question if he ever takes the least
notice of them. They are put out merely for the pleasure of the
public

; for as Grimsby cannot boast of a park yet, he has thrown
the Abbey grounds open to the people, once a week during the
summer mouths, for the last 7 or S years. There are 8 small beds,
with a large one in the centre, all of which are cut in the Grass on
rising ground; there also I must not put any Pelargoniums or
Calceolarias. This year I have filled them -with what are termed
paltry things by some gardeners, but, for all that, I have not the

The Pyrenean Lily Wild.— Mrs. E. Gwynne Lawrence sends
from Llanarthney, Carmarthenshire, the Pyrenean Lily, which she
has found growing wild in some rough Grass in the grounds of a
house which has not been inhabited for 16 years. The Lilies were
certainly never planied in that spot, but she hears there were some
in the flower beds many years ago, and they may have been thrown
away there. It is a sheltered place, and there are manj' trees near.
It simply proves that some Lilies are easily naturalised, and this

kind is found here and there in that state in England. It is a grace-
ful plant, but the odour is rather strong and disagreeable, too much
so to be used indoors.

The Large Everlasting Pea.— So many lovely flowers come
in this week including the queen of flowers herself (for Gloire de
Dijon is a whole garden of flowers on many houses), that we have
scarcely room to enumerate them all. Among these must not be
forgotten the large-flowered Everlasting Pea (Lathyrus grandiflorus).
It is now profusely in bloom. AVe should like to see varieties raised of
this plant; the common Everlasting I'ea varies a good deal, and Mr.
Parker and others have secured some handsome forms, but the above
is usually seen in the ordinar\' form.

The Edel'weiss in England.—AVe have been ranch struck
with the beauty of the Edelweiss in the gardens at Munstead. The
paragraphs which go the round of the papers about this plant are
needlesslj' sensational to those who know it, as it is a plant of easy
growth in our gardens, and by no means so difticult to find abroad as
one might imagine. At IMunstead it is growing on a dry bank on
the top of a low rough stone wall, so that its singular beauty is

brought near the eye, and in warm sandy soil so placed that the
splashings of earth cannot disfigure it. It grows free and bold, and
is singularly good in ellect at all hours of the day, and is even eflEec-

tive at nightfall. A group of it well placed among the ordinary
green inhabitants of tlie rock garden will prove charming.

Queen's Orowns (Viburnum Opulus).—This native tree is very
beautiful just now, especially in watering-places and by the sides of
streams. We suppose it is this habitat which gives it the local name
of " Queen's Crowns " we have lately heard applied to it. A friend
of ours who lately enquired for it at a large tree and shrub nursery
could not get any plants of it—we mean, of course, the single form of
the Guelder Kose. It is also sometimes called the Water Elder.

The Double French Rocket.—Miss Owen sends us from
Ireland a tall specimen of the double Eocket, with a spike verj' long—13 in. She is puzzled by thus finding it so distinct from the old
double white Eocket. AVe believe it to be the double French. It is

a handsome plant, the flowers of which have a slight pinky shade.
A few words on all the double foiTQS of licsperis matronalis from
those who grow them would be welcome. Our northern friends are
said to have a good knowledge of them.

The Large Iceland Poppy.—The finest orange-yellow Poppy
seen is a variety of the Iceland I'oppy (P. nudicaule) in the gardens
at Munstead. The type, which is well known, is a beautiful plant, and
this large form, possessing as it does a fine golden yellow colour, and
the usual delicate crimping of the flowers, deserves to beperjjetuated.
It is larger than a French Poppy, and by far the finest thing in the way
of yellow Poppies we have ever seen.

Some Plants from Ormskirk.—Mr. T. AVilliams sends us
Sempervivum barbatulum, not quite hardy, but, treated as Echeverias
and wintered as such, very charming for rockwork, and lasting a long
time in flower ; also Alyssum AViersbecki, a half-shrubby plant of
good habit, and bearing many yellow flowers ; Cypripedium candidum,
quite hardy ; and Chrysobactron Hookeri, thought much of, but over-
rated as a garden plant.

Gold and Silver Hardy Heaths.—Aliss Owen sends us from
Gorey gold and silver Heaths, which could be best judged of if one
could see the plants, but the golden one seems a ver}' likely plant
indeed to produce a distinct and pretty effect, as the gold is not a
variegation, therefore more likely to be the produce of a good strong
plant.

The G-olden Drop.—Among various interesting plants sent
us from his Devon garden by Mr. T. H. Archer-Hind is a single shoot
of Onosma taunca, bearing seven side spikes of those handsome
yellow flowers which justify the above English name. It is a capital
plant for a dry border or rock garden in good soil.
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A very Early Cherry (Xoire Precooe do Strass).—At Chis-

wick a very interesting Cherry is now ripe, and lias been so for tlie

past six days. It has a good and delicate Savour, is somewhat small,

but distinctly earlier than any of our old early Cherries, and a great

gain as an early fruit. An early year and an early garden would

see this fruit ripe vcrj- early in June, on a wall in tlie open air.

Clematis montana.—Mr.' Fuller informs us that tbis well

known climber is now in full bloom on the White Hart Hotel, Son-

ning, Berks, one side of wliich is nearly covered with it. Such a

lovely wall plant as this should be planted even more extensively

than it is, for it is perfectly hardy, is not at all fastidious as to soil,

and seldom fails to produce a plentiful 3rop of bloom.

Rosa polyantha.—This is one of the prettiest of the single

Roses, and one that is not nearly so much grown as it should, be for

it is invaluable for cutting purposes, the flowers being produced in

profusion all along the slender branches. The flowers are small, but

sweetly pretty, being pure white with a golden eye and delicately

scented. There is a large bush of it in the Coombe Wood Nursery,

Kingston Hill, a huge rounded mass from which the slender

branches run outwards 3 ft. or more loaded with spikes of flowers
;

later on the plant will be quite a sheet of white flowers.

Narro"w-leaved Spindle Tree (Euonymus angustifolius).

—Though not particular showy, this shrub is charmingly graceful

and pleasing on account of the long slender wreaths of tin}' red

flowers which occupy fully one-third of branches 4 ft. or 5 ft. in

lengtli. As its name implies, the leaves are very narrow, narrower
tlian those of any other cultivated kind except it be E. americanus
nanus, whicli has not only narrow leaves, but strikingly resembles

E. angustifolius in otlier respects. We never saw the latter finer

than in Mr. Stevens's collection at Grasmere, Byfleet, where there

are several [fine ["specimensJof it now attractive on account of i*^s

feathery flower branches. At Kew there is a plant against one of

the walls of the herbaceous ground, which is evidently the same,
though named E. nanus, and in the arboretum at the same place the

two kinds are side by side and may be readily distinguished.

Tuberous Begonias Hardy.—Mr. "Rodwell, writing to us
from the Royal Vineyard Nurserj', Wood Lane, Isleworth, states that

some plants of tuberous Begonias in beds, which have only been
covered during the winter witli about 3 in. of Cocoa fibre, have pro-

duced growth, indicating that the roots were uninjured during the
late severe winter, tliough the thermometer in the nursery registered
1° below zero. This circumstance is very interesting, showing as it

does that tuberous Begonias are hardier than is generally sup-
posed.

Fremontia californica.—This extremely handsome shrub is

just now one of the most beautiful plants in flower at the Coombe
Wood Nursery, Kingston Hill, where it is planted against a wall of

one of the houses. The whole plant, a good sized one, is entirelj'

covered with large, briglit, golden flowers, and these intermingled with
the deep green foliage are a charming sight. Unlike most plants that
one sees, this bears long slender shoots that are perfect wreaths of
flower and foliage. Apparently the plants of it here have been
unscathed this year, tlrough in several gardens about London it has
been badly injured. We are pleased to see that Messrs. Veitch
have found a method of propagating in quantity this by far too rare
slirub.

Dwarf Rhododendrons.—Some of the dwarf Rhododendrons
are now, in common with their larger growing congeners, beautifully
in flower, and for an edging to the others, or where small growing
kinds are desirable, these dwarf species are very suitable. Among
them may be mentioned R. ferrugineum and its white variety, and
R. hirsutum, both neat little shrubs about 1 ft, in height, and not
only flowering freely, but continuing in bloom a long time. One
called myrtifolium is now particularly bright in the Coombe Wood
Nursery, with deep rosy flowers, and another, R. fragrans, though
not of such a pleasing colour, is desirable on account of its deliciously

sweet-scented blossoms, which are of a pale lilac-purple tint. It is

of dwarf growth, and is a very free flowerer.

Magnolia fuscata.—Among plants in flower in the temperate
house at Kew is a bush of tliis Magnolia, the delicious fragrance of

which is perceptible throughout the southern end of the structure,

where, planted in one of the beds, it thrives well and flowers pro-
fusely every season. Its blooms are insignificant compared with
those of many of its congeners, but in fragrance it surpasses them
all. It is a native of Cliina and is nearly hardy, therefore a cool oon-
servatorj- is just suited to its requirements.

Seedling Tropseolum.—A remarkably fine seedling TropjEO-
lum has been sent us by Mr. D. Inglis, Howick Hall, Lesbury. It

has a twining habit of growth, and has unusually dark foliage, and.

flue flowers of the most brilliant vermilion-scarlet. It is an excel-

lent kind, and one that deserves to be widely distributed. It has

been raised at Howick Hall, and is grown in the conservatory. In
the open air the leaves are said to be almost black. It is invaluable

in any position.

Pratia angulata.—This is a very pretty little New Zealand
plant of alpine growth, and perfectly hardy in the neighbourhood of

London. The stems are very slender, furnished with tiny rounded
leaves, and being of rapid growth soon form a dense cushion-like

mass, which for several weeks in early summer is densely studded
with pure white blossoms in size and form mucli resembling those of

the ordinary bedding Lobelias. Another beautifu 1 phase in its

existence is the small fleshy berries of a deep rosy-pink similar to

those of Fuchsia procumbens ; these appear late in summer and
remain of the plant for a long time. It has recently been introduced
by Messrs. Veitch, in whose nursery at Coombe AV'ood there are

some remarkably fine plants, one 1 ft, or more in diameter. It is

also known as Lobelia littoralis, but it differs from the Lobelias in

having fleshy fruits. According to the " New Zealand Flora," it is

found abundantly in Lord Auckland's Group, growing in watery
places, moist banks, &c., ascending the Southern Alps to 5000 ft.

elevation. It requires in cultivation a fully exjjosed position, but

must especially during summer be kept tolerably moist.

Soilla amethystina.—Are not Sirs. Davidson's Amethyst
Scillas, lately noticed in The Gaeden, Hyacinthus amethystinus ?

This does duty often in catalogues as Scilla amethystina. I enclose

you flowers o£ what I believe to be Scilla amethystina ; they are

rather past their best, but enough remains for you lo judge by. It

is a pretty little plant which I do not think is common, and flower.s

long after its congeners,—J. G. Nelson, AMhorourjh. [Mr. Nelson'*

flowers are those of Scilla amethystina, a very interesting plant, but

not so handsome as Hyacinthus amethystinus, which is what Mrs.

Davidson sent.]

A Ne'W Pansy.—Mr. T. E. Whiting sends us from The Vale,

Hampstead, a very singular Pansy, velvet brown, but marbled and
striped in an indefinite kind of way that reminds one strikingly of

some of the new wares used for vases, &c., of the best class. It

seems a very beautiful flower, and we have recommended Mr. Whiting
to increase it.

Irises Dying off.—In the Cbiswick garden, where more
hardy plants are now grown than formerly, we observed that a good
number of Irises had died off during the past year. Whether this is

owing to the severity of the cold or to other causes it would be
interesting to know. It is rather unusual to see this plant dying off

in quantity and in various positions.

The Bush MeadO'W S'weets.—Still these pretty bushes go

on flowering, and perhaijs the later ones are among the more in-

teresting. Among those which Sir. Stevens kindly sends us tliis

week are Spirasa opulifolia and S. Van Houttei ; with these also come
the yellowish-leaved form of S. opulifolia, whiclr he describes as an
effective bush.

Frost in June.—On the morning of the 9th we registered i°

of frost in a slieltered situation 3 ft. from the ground. Scarlet

Runners, Potato tops, Strawberries, Salvias, Dahlias, and Zininas

much injured. Apples, Pears, and Plums in this locality, much cut

by the sharp frost we had in May, are a light crop. In low situa-

tions tliey are a complete failure,—W. C, Ledhury.

Tom Thumb Pinks.—The accompanying are blooms of a new
Dianthus hybridus, which I propose naming Tom Thumb. It is per-

fectly hardy, very dwarf, growing about 10 in., very free ; clumps
large and massive and most attractive.—TllOS. Waeb, Tottenham.

[A neat dwarf Pink, deep rose in colour.]

Fine Tomatoes,—Among the Tomatoes witli which our mar-

ket is often supplied it is sometimes diflrcult to find specimens that

are really fresh, and firm, and ripe, as Tomatoes should be. On the

other hand, an enormous quantity of rubbish is sent into the market,

a good deal of which must necessarily be unw-holesome. The finest

Tomatoes we have lately seen are those grown by Mr. Gilbert, at

Burghley. They are large in size, yet not got into what may be
called the monstrous or coarse state, brilliant in colour as the

great Oriental Poppy in early June, and having the true flavour of

the firm ripe Tomato—that flavour which makes it the king of salads.

Many of irs are still in the apprenticeship stage as regards Tomatoes,

and some do not even care for them, but all who have once ac-

quired tlie taste for them will sympathise with us in desiring to

make their culture perfect in every garden. Given such Tomatoes
as these, and a little pure delicate French vinegar, and a little

of that oil which people mostly seek in a small shop in the Hay-
market, a bit of chopped Chervil and Tarragon, and we have the

materials for a salad such as never delighted the jjalate of a Roman
epicure. Others of the numerous salads that have been talked
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of and made might well have been connected with a decadence and
effeminacy of a nation, but a perfect Tomato salad is ever t^-pical

of all that is fresh and innocent and healthy in flavour. It is,

indeed, fitted to lead off a new departure in quest of simple
healthy food. The cook is not needed the master or mistress
of the house should make the Tomato salad, which merely means
slicing the noble fruit up, not exactly across, but in a diagonal
direction, as this way holds the juice better. It should be made
or the finishing touch of the dressing given shortly before being
used. It is needless here to speak of the varied and precious
uses of the Tomato in cookeiy, but we may add that tlie variety
grown at Burghley is Bliss's Paragon, a fine American kind grown
in good liiani in a well-heated span-roofed house.

Yellow Day Lilies (Hemerocallis).—These cliarraing hardy
llowers are now becoming more generally appreciated than hitherto,

not only for the open border, but also for pot culture. ^Ve saw the
other day some fine plants of H. flava in Mr. Peacock's garden at

Hammersmith, growing in a greenhouse and bearing a profusion of

clear canary-j'ellow blossoms, which emit a delicious perfume. H.
graminea is another prettj', though rarer species ; it differs from the
foregoing in having narrower leaves, in being a dwarfer grower, and
in having more spreading flowers. It, too, is excellent for pot culture,

and is quite as easy to grow as H. flava. A still rarer kind is

II. rutilans ; this and the two others named are attractively in

flower in the Grasmere collection at Byflcct. H. rutilans is quite
distinct from either of the others, the flowers being crowded togetlicr

on dwarf stalks, and the colour is a deep orange in the inside of the
flower, and flushed with a brownish tint on the outside ; though not
so showy as the yellow kind, it is a prettj- and interesting plant.

Flo-wering Trees.—The Horse Chestnut has been one of the
most beautiful of our forest trees this year. The noble flower-

spikes backed up with handsome foliage have been most charming.
The mountain Ash with its white aromatic blossoms is also a con-
spicuous tree. Lilacs, too, are bloomingmost profusely this season, es-

pecially the wliite varictj', the snowy blossoms of which have a fine

appearance side by side with the scarlet Pyrus jajionica. The way-
sides are now adorned with Jlay, the scentof whicli on dewy mornings
is most refreshing ; Rhododendrons and Barberries are likewise very
gay, the bright orange flowers of IS.Darwini being unusually fine. The
iloUy too has bloomed abundantly this year, and was well patronised
by bees ; therefore a plentiful supply of berries may be expected for

Christmas decoration.—AV. L., Gnciwck:

Sollyaparviflora.—This Australian plant is one of the prettiest

in flower just now in the temperate house at Kew. Its small round
flowers are of the brightest blue imaginable ; tliey are also borne so
numerously on the slender branches that the plant is aglow witli

colour, and the blossoms hang gracefully on hair-like stalks on all

sides. It is a plant that should be grown in every greenhouse, and if

not procurable, for it is, we believe, somewhat rare, its congener, S.

heterophylla, forms a good substitute. Both are capital plants for

training to pillars or rafters, and are of comparatively eas}' culture.

It is also known as S. linearis, but lately it has been changed to S.

parvi flora.

Double 'White Campanula (C. persicifoliaalbafl.-pl.).—The
value of this hardy flower is only just beginning to be appreciated,

and certainly tliere are few flowers that deserve to be more exten-
sively known. Tlioughprettyas borderplants, theirchief use is for cut-

ting, a purpose for which tlie pretty white rosette-like blossoms and
the profusion witli whicli tliey are produced eminently suit them. The
plant is perfectly amenable to pot culture, and may be had in flower

early in spring it placed in a moderatelj" warm house, ^^])ere it will

continue to flower througliout the summer. A group of plants in

Cower of tliis Campanula in the Koyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, is

now very attractive, and deservedly much admired.

Saxifraga lantoscana.—One of the best of the numerous
family of Saxifrages is this species, one of the encrusted leaved
section. The flowers are pure white, and produced in long dense
clusters which arch very gracefully. One peculiaritj' of this species

which renders it distinct from most others is the irregular arrange-

ment of tlio rosette of leaves. It thrives well on a fully exposed
rockery. There are now fine masses of it in the rock garden at

Grasmere, Byfleet.

Flcwers of Hardy Bulbous Plants.—A handful of choice
bulbous plant flowers of the week from Jlr. Ware's nursery, Tctten-

ham, are very charming. There are some really fine plants among
them consisting of the true Lilium pomponium, with brilliant scarlet

waxy flowers, an early flowering Martagon, very desirable, the ex-

quisite little L. parvum with bright orange flowers, Cyclobothra alba
and 0. pulchella, veiy pretty Californian plants, Brodia;a coccinea,
B. congesta and variety alba, both very good. Allium acuminatum
roseum, pink, A, azureum, deep blue, A. lacteum, white, the lovely

purple Triteleia laxa, and a fine assortment of Ixias an:I Tritonias

in various colours.

CameUias at Exeter.—Our large Camellia he use has pro-

duced a larger supply of bloom this season than on any former
occasion. We began cutting in October, and yesterday we were
able to find a few good red blooms. It has one pair of 4-in. pipes on
each side, but excepting when the buds are swelling, and in very
severe weather, we do not light the fire. I may add that we have a
very fine plant of the Duke of Devonshire Camellia, which has been
growing out-of-doors for many years ; it is quite a bush and is

against a wall. It has bloomed freely this season, and some blooms
are still left on it.

—

Wm. I'lObt. AVoodjian, Exeter Nursery.

Black Prince Stra'wberry.—Jlr. Man; Margam Park, Gla-

morganshire, sends us excellent fruit of this well known early kind.

He says, " It is a great favourite, earliness being a strong point in

its favour. Here it is always ripe a fortnight or more before anj'

other sort. This year we have gathered it from the open ground
since iMay 21, and from that date the same patcli will supply fruit

for at least a month. The fruit sent is a far sample of its general

character, and anyone wdio can gather such bj' tlie third week in

May or so would certainly, I think, have nothing but praise to

bestow on it.

'

Phlox ovata.—This handsome rock Phlox is very handsomeon tlis

rock garden at Cliiswick just now, a fine cheery rose, growing from
10 in. to l.j in. high, and full of Howers. It is a capital dwart Dorder
or rock plant.

Scilla peru'viana.—This fine old bulbous plant is now beauti-

ful in gardens about London, both the white and the ordinary blue
forms, tlie last the best. Both are, however, desirable for the sake
of varietj'. A group of this is well worth having in choice borders
or rough parts of tlie rock garden.

Bremurus caucasicus.—From Jlr. T. H. Archer-Hind we
have a specimen of tliis plant—one of a stout race of Asphodelus-
like things, somewliat talked of during recent years. Few of the
plants have any merit for gardens, and this is no exception.

Ne'w Park for "Wolverhampton.—This park having been
now some time completed, it was resolved to open it on Monday,
the 6tli inst., a ceremony which was performed by the Mayor amidst
a great concourse of spectators. Large spaces have been set apart
in it for cricket, volunteer drill ground, archery, and a large bowling
green, &c. Ornamental lakes, from 8 acres to 10 acres in extent,

have also been formed, on which there is room for boating. One of

the princijial features is a rock garden, in which upwards of 1000
alpines and rock plants have been planted, to which are added up-
wards of 2000 choice hardy Ferns. In the centre of this rock garden
is an ornamental pond, filled with a variety of aquatics, and in the
moister places may be seen large clumps of Osmunda regalis. Nearly
32,000 plants, trees, and shrubs have been planted in the park, and
of these some 8000 or 9000 consist of herbaceous and rock plants.—

J

Royal Botanical Gardens, Manchester.—Thegreatshow
held in these gardens the other day, and of which we gave a report
last week, was visited bj' 4:1:,000 persons, the result being a profit to

the Hociety of £700.

The Evening Fete at the PiOyal Botanic Gardens, Picgent's Park,
will take place on \Vednesday next. Tlie usual prizes offered for

floral and dinner-table decorations, groups of plants, bouquets, &c.,

will be competed for, and the display promises to be even finer than
that on preceding occasions.

American Plants atThe Rookery, BromleyCommon
—The American garden hero lias been aglow for so\'eral weeks past
w-ith Khododendrons and Ghent Azaleas. This was, I believe, one cf
the first American gardens in England, and beds containing all the
new varieties have since been formed. Some of the oldest Azaleas
have been cut down several times, and now they stand from 12 ft. to
lift. high. A good many of the oldest Khododendrons are single
specimens, some of them being very large. The Azalea beds ho.ve

been planted in such a way as to cause the diflierent colours to blend
well together, and some of the smaller beds consist of one distinct

colour. AVe have some fine specimens of Ehododendron ponticum
growing by the side of the lake, averaging from 14 ft. to 18 ft. in
height and as much through; thej' are literally covered just now
with blooms full}' open, and when viewed from the top of the park
the effect is grand in the extreme. AVe have in the grounds here
some fine trees of diflierent sort?, and I believe we have one of the
oldest Vines of the Muscat of Alexandria in the country ; it fills a large
A^inery. It has been in bearing for 133 years, and at the present
time is finishing ofE a fine crop of Grapes.

—

AVm. Ciieistisoit,
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TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

HOESE CHESTNUTS OR BUCKEYES.
Of the varieties of tbe common Horse Chestnut (iEsculus Hippo-

castanum), whieli now number nearly a score, there are nonetiuer

*A. ,ij

glabra, chinensis, and flava, all of TPhich are more or lets

known in this country, though not so much as their merits entitle

them to be. Of JE. rubicunda, one of the finest deciduous trees we
have, there are some ten varieties, including a white-flowered and
a purple-flowered kind ; the others differ either in habit of growth
or foliage. When well grown, the Ohio Buckeye (jli. glabra) is a

fine tree, though it is not so vigorous as rubicuudj., and the flowers

are a greenish-yellow, and therefore not so showy. Ai. pallida is

merely a variety of glabra, and closely resembles it.

The Pavias, though classed with the species of yl'^sculus, maj' be

readily recognised by their habit of growth and foliage, and
ptirticularly by their fruits, which are smooth instead of being

covered, like the Horse Chestnut, with prickles when j'oung. The
finest of the cultivated kinds is undoubtedly P. macrostachya,

which is also known as yE. parviflora or Macrothyrsus discolor.

It grows from .5 ft. to 10 ft. high ; the shoots are slender and pro-

cumbent, and readily take root when they come in contact with

soil; the roots are also stoloniferous. It often forms a lai'ge

spreading mass similar to that represented in the annexed illustra-

tion. The flowers, which are very white, are ornamental and
agreeably scented ; they are produced in long feathery spikes,

which when numerous give the tree a highly attractive appear-

ance. It is a native of North America, from which most of the

other species (some fifteen in number) come. Among these the

most desirable are P. rubra or Michauxi, a kind with flowers of a

brownish-scarlet, sent to us the other day from the Cambridge
Botanic Garden ; P. flava, with yellow flowers ; P. Lyoni, discolor,

and humilis, which only grow some 5 ft. high ; hybrida, the

flowers of which are variegated with yellow, white, and purple, and
intermediate between P. rubra and P. flava. All these are quite

hardy, and grow freely in almost any soil, though most rapidly in

a good deep loam. They may be readily increased by seeds, which
are sometimes produced freely, and some may also be propagated

by layers and cuttings. W, G.

Double-flowered Horse Chestnut.

than the double-flowered variety, now becoming better known in

this country than hitherto, though it has been in cultivation for a

long time. It will, however, be many years

before we can expect it to form such a con-

spicuous object in our English landscapes as

the typical kind. The chief merit of this

double variety is that the flowers remain
longer in a perfect state than those of the
single kinds, and they are also more effec-

tive, as the spikes are denser. The accom-
panying woodcut, prepared from plants in

Messrs. Ellwanger and Barry's nursery, at

Kochester, New York, shows the style of

flowermg, though the blossoms are rather more
formal and crowded than those which we
have seen produced in this country. It is,

however, a very fine variety, and we hope
soon to see it extensively planted in our

gardens and parks.

Of other varieties of the Ilorse Chestnut we
lately saw several in the Grasmere collection,

Byfleet, and among them the variegated-leaved

form, an extremely effective tree, the variega-

tion consisting, as it does, of pure white and
deep green ; the tree, moreover, seems to be

a more robust grower than most variegated

plants. Other forms represented there are

dissecta, laciniata, and pendula nana, all

desirable trees, the two former having ele-

gantly cut foKage. The other species of

.iEsculus in cultivation are rubicunda, carnea,

THE CALIFOENIAN BUCKEYE.
(paVIA CALIFORNICA.)

This scarce variety has stood the test of last winter's severity

without sustaining, apparently, the slightest harm. 'SVe have a

healthy, thriving young specimen of it growing iu the nursery,

but as yet it has produced no flowers. Has any reader of Thio

Garden known it to prosper and flower well in England:'

Macrostachya is the sweetest, the prettiest, and best of the Pavias;

its long slender flower-spikes, covered with friuge-like stamens, are

borne in profusion, but, fortunately, arc not developed until after

the numerous other iEsculuses and Pavias have done blooming

;

indeed, there are but few trees or shrubs that bloom at the same

Large-spiked Buckeye (Piivia macrostacliy.i).
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time, and which continue so long in iiower. It is generally at its

best in July, but may often be seen displaying its flowers through
the month of August. It is seen to the best advantage when
grown in bush form, situated on a grassy spot, and in a deep,
open, damp soil it delights to revel, where it will throw up
numerous suckers, and if allowed plenty of room will, in a short
time, develop into a wide-spreading ornamental bush, and a fit

companion to the choicest tree or shrub for the adornment of a
lawn or pleasure ground. Some seven or eight years ago I bought
of the late Mr. G. Wheeler (who had a fine old specimen in his

nursery, and was very proud to point it out when in flower to

visitors) about a dozen or more plants from 4 ft. to 6 ft. high, very
leggy and weedy looking, with their small heads bearing a few
straggling flowers. They were grown on in this state for a year
or two, but as they showed such a tendency to throw up many
shoots from the roots (to the impoverishment of the stem, head,
and flowers), I resolved to cut them all down' to the ground ; the
result now is that every plant has grown into a strong, vigorous
stool, full of young wood. I hope, next planting season, to put
them all out into the ornamental woods in one mass, and when
the plants become established I anticipate the sight of them, when
in full blossom, will be a gratification long looked for, and not to

be easily forgotten. Geohge Behry.

Jamesia americana.—This pretty white-flowered deciduous
slirub is now beautifnlly in bloom in our private nurseiT. It is

about from 3 ft. to 4 ft. high, and as much through. I have had it

several years, having grown it on from a very small plant. I can
therefore voucli tor its perfect hardiness ; and, moreover, it stood
last winter's biting frosts unscathed. The flowers are neat, small, and
star-like; I should think they are almost good enough for bouquet
making

; the leaves, however, are coarse and soft. I am led to be-
lieve that this shrub is somewhat uncommon, for out of 11 different
tree .and shrub catalogues before me only one quotes it.

—

G. B.

The Snowdrop Tree (Halesia tetraptera).—I am not favour-
ably impressed with the habit and growth of tliis dwarf tree ; its

leaves, too, are of no decided colour, but a mixture of green and
mealy hues. I have grown a few plants of it for several years, but
they progress very slowly towards forming trees, requiring the
knife constantly to keep them somewhat shapely. Doubtless they
would be rendered more attractive when in flower ; but my plants
have not shown any signs of blooming yet, neither have I ever seen a
tree of this in flower. I believe specimens of it are verj' scarce, at
least in this country.—G. B.

Paulo'wnia imperialis.—I have no doubt but the large
specimen of this tree at Linton Park is very attractive, and I much
wonder that this line growing tree is not more extensively planted.
It is so distinct from anything in the way of tree life that we
possess, th.at an effort should be made to introduce it more frequently
into our garden scenery. The flowers individually are beautiful,

almost rivalling those of the Gloxinia, wliilst in the case of a large
hcaltliy tree they produce in the mass a truly fine eft'ect. So far as
liardiness goes, I should suppose the Paulownia to be as hardy as
most things, for it withstands the winter in the south of Gennany
without injury, and is there much planted and highly valued, but I

think that it requires a well drained soil and full cxj^osure to tlie

Euu in summer.—J. CORNHILL.

Pine Fern-leaved Beech at Liverpool.—Mr. Tinne, of
Liverpool, sends us a photograph showing a fine specimen of this

tree measuring in height, 36 ft.; spread of branches, 40 ft. 9 in.

;

girth at base, 8 ft. 3 in.
;
girth 27 in. up, 4 ft. 8 in.

;
girth 4 ft. up,

4 ft. 9 in. to the spring of the branches.

The Eaat Wind.—In The Gaeden (p. 515) a writer accuses

me of rediscovering the old Potato curl at Chiswick, whereas I had
nothing whatever to do with the discovery or rediscovery. Other
writers discovered it, whilst I really knocked the " bogus " discovery
completely on the head. The same correspondent then makes the
surprising statement that I mistook the curl for "anew and un-
heard-of disease," whilst the simple truth is that as soon as I had
sxamiued the curl I pronounced it to be no other than a form of the
common Potato disease. The writer in question goes on to say that
I published my erroneous determination " far and wide," whereas I

never published one word in any place about the curl being new. It

is then said that ordinary cultivators at length put me in the right

path, whereas cultivators both ordinary and extraordinary never con-
Bected me in any way witli the curl till your correspondent made

these incorrect statements. He concludes by saying that amongst
other vile things I once painted a Rose "about the size of a Cauli-

flower." If I ever did so, it was to satisfy some " cultivator," and
certainly not to satisfy myself. I miffJit have painted hat Kose, but

I do not think the bloom was quite so large as stated. Let us have

the truth.—W. G. Smith, 125, Grosvenor Road, Highbury.
[The east wind having now ceased, we hope for an era of concord,

and here wish this discussion to cease.]

THE ROSE GARDEN.

BURYING KOSE STOCKS FOR THE WINTER.
Have any readers of The Gaeden tried tliis and with what results?

An amateur enthusiast looking over our Briers the other daj', and
pointing out how the frost had bitten them into dormancy and
shootlessness, said. Why do you not buiy your Briers for the winter,

Mr, Fish / Well, here was a poser ; it had never occurred to me.
Did it answer 1 He assured me it did. The finest lot of Briers he
had ever seen—and he saw most Rose fetes, such as the Roses at the
two Palaces, Kensington, Regent's Park, &c.; in fact, his calling was to

collect dates about all the coming Rose events of the year—had
lain in the ground top and root from November to February. They
came out fresh and moist, the roots all starting, the stems fresh and
sound, the buds plump nigh unto breaking. They took to tlie soil at

once, and the breaks were regular and vigorous. I intend to try it

next year with a portion of our Briers. Certainly our Briers have
been hard bit by the winter. They were collected and planted in

good time, but not one in three will be fit to bud. My enthusiastic

teacher clinched his advice to bury by triumphantly asking how
it could be otherwise with these poor Briers. Torn out of sunny
banks and sheltered hedgerows, and set out in the oi^on, the frost

bites them right through. Burying would prevent all that. But
what about the resurrection 1 February rains would be all right. But
March, April, and we must now add May frosts ; the latter killed a good
many of our Teas this year. They were probably wounded before,

but May frosts finished them. Well, of these risks he could say but
little, only that the Briers would at least be out of zero's way ; and
that the Briers were so hardy that our spring frosts would not hurt
them much, had they not been deeply injured before. What say
your readers to burying their Briers about the time they pit their

Potatoes, and planting them again about the same season as the
noble tuber. The earthing or mulching up the stems of dwarf
Roses answers well. As we cannot earth up our Briers or standards,
perhaps it would be well to try laying them down as we do our
Broccoli. Certainly nothing can well prove more destructive than our
present modes of treating Briers and Roses. D. T. Fish.

MAGGOT-HUNTING.
The weaker our Roses the more maggots

;
perhaps our Rose Canon

will explain why. Is it because the destruction of the weakest is

but the obverse side of the survival of the fittest ? Or is there any
correlation between weakness and sweetness ? Be all that as it may,
it seems almost certain that the harder our Roses are bit by the
frost, the more maggots hasten to devour them. As to frost
destroying the larva; of maggots, it seems rather as if it multiplied
their numbers a hundred-fold. As to remedies for maggots, there
are none to be trusted, but persistent hunting morning, noon, and
night, the first and the last being the more likely times to have a
good find. Under the leaves in the hearts of the best buds, on the
sides of the finer shoots are the places the maggots delight in. The
more there are caught the more, and yet the more there appears to

come. They are of all sizes and of various colours—green, grey, and
golden being the more common ; the gi-een are the most numerous
and the worst to find. They are so like in colour to the shoots and
leaves they feed upon, it needs a shai'p eye to find them. But
found they must be if any perfect blooms are to be had. Some
maggots bore boldly into the buds, and thus completely wreck them.
Others seem more fastidious, and take a tasting tour among the
finest buds, merely snipping their upper fringes, and so ruining many
perfect Roses in a single night. These roving maggots are the w6rst
of all. But ^every sort, size, and colour must be hunted out and
destroyed, and that without mercy, by those who would show Roses,
or enjoy perfect flowers at home. A practical difficulty often arises

with lady hunters of maggots, which expresses itself in this form.
Whatever shall and can we do with them when found ? Our answer
is so brief and emphatic, that it may sound harsh and even savage to
ears polite—" squash " them, either on, within, or among the leaves.

If your nerves are too sensitive for such work, you hardly deserve
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good Eoses. By loving the latter more you will hate the maggots
enough to give them a short shrift when found. Maggots, however,
may be collected into boxes, baskets, a garden pot or a Jar, and
carried to the poultry yard, or otherwise disposed of en masse. But
instantaneous execution on the spot saves time and also suffering.

The fate of the maggots must as far as possible be lost sight of in

the safety of the Roses. Pursued in this spirit, maggot hunting and
killing becomes, if not sport, at least exciting and absorbing
employment. However distasteful the taking of even the life of a
worm may be, and I quite sympathise with Cowper in the matter,

the swift destruction of maggots is a necessity laid on all Eosarians,

who would stage their 48's, 36's, 24's, 18's, 12's, 6's, or even a single

perfect flower. Leave them to work their ravenous will among
your Eoses, and the chances are they will not leave a single perfect
flower. In hunting for maggots the true lover of Eoses will not be
blind to the aphides. Brushes and dressings for these are all very
well. But this reminds me somewhat of booting the cat to help it

to catch mice, as there is no trap or cure for aphides better than the
sharp eyes and nimble fingers of a true Eosarian nerved by zeal,

perseverance, and love of his flowers. Before these, maggots, aphides,

suckers, and a host of other evils vanish as if by magic. D. T.

The Scarcity of Bose Blooms.—Is this merely local or is

it general ? Perhaps your correspondents will oblige by communi-
cating their experience. Of course we are all aware how many
Eoses have been crippled and killed. No one expects bloom from
these. Our absolute losses alone have caused a dearth of bloom; but
the Eoses that have escaped injury as far as appearance goes are also

thin of buds. Many shoots sufficiently strong to show, as a rule,

have no buds on them, and even wood shoots seem less plentiful
than usual. Possibly, the past winter may also be credited with the
scarcity of bloom. The roots may even have been injured where the
tops have escaped. It is a singular fact, and rather favours
this view of the matter, that not a few of our Eoses seem to have
perished from the roots upwards rather than from the tops down-
wards. Such hardy Eoses as the Gloire de Dijon that seemed quite
safe a few weeks since are blooming indifferently. The buds ap-
peared to break all right, but hardly had the shoot made a fair start

so as to make demands on the roots, than many flowers have opened
indifferently and a good many have failed. It is all very provoking,
as the many blanks make the scarcity of bloom, on those to the fore
the more felt. Not only have shoots that seem strong enough to
flower failed to bloom, but a larger proportion than usual of the
shoots are too weak to flower. Every effort ought to be made by
the use of solid and liquid dressings to strengthen the plants, so
that a good autumnal bloom may be reaped.

—

Haedwicke.

Mildew on Boses.—In Mr. Stratton's remarks on C'ali-

fornian Eoses I notice the statement that the mildew of Eoses will
speedily overspread other trees. The Apple, Locust, Blue Gum, Pop-
lar, and Maple are specifically named as being thus infected from
Eoses. This hardly accords with our experience. Terribly destruc-
tive as is the pest of mildew, we have found a check for its ravages
in the fact that it dilfers so much in character and quality as to
mostly confine itself to the species of tree or plant it attacks. The
Eose mildew, for example, does not attack the Vine, or vice versa,
and my experience is that neither will it attack the Apple or other
trees. The effects of different stocks on mildew is a most important
practical point that I do not remember seeing discussed before. It
seems Mr. Stratton has all new Eoses on three stocks—the
Manetti, Castilian, and Eglantine. The latter, I presume, is our
common Brier or Dog Eose ; but what is the Castilian ? and can it be
had in quantity in this country 1 The idea of working mildew out of
the blood by means of an anti-mildew stock is capital, and it seems
to prove more or less successful in California. Has it succeeded
with GSant des Batailles—perhaps the most inveterate mildewer in
the whole family 7 I wish the proportions of carbolic acid and blue
stone had been given ; they are powerful remedies, and a " weak
solution " is too vague to be safe. The whole paper is most inte-
resting, and the writer has marvellous faith in the'power of the stocks
over the scions as well as the soil—the Manetti for wet, the Cas-
tilian for dry soils. In these two stocks we have most valuable aids.
These enable us to impart vigour to the plants, check the produc-
tion of suckers, and cure mildew. In all this we seem to have a good
deal to learn from our Californian florists, and I for one will only
be too glad to read more of such papers from Mr. Stratton's pen as
shall tend to increase our power over the Eose, ensure its greater
safety, or enhance its beauty.—D. T. Fish.

Malt Dust for Boses.—Canon Hole's recommendation of
this for Eoses was the first time I had ever heard of its being so
applied, but I think I can assist " C. Y." (p. 573) in determining what
to obtain. It was strongly commended to me for root crops, and

was described as " the sweepings of the flues under malt kiln plates,"

so that I take it to be that described by " C. Y.'s " brewery friend. I
have not tried it on Eoses, but intend doing so when again potting
on ; having, however, done so on root crops, mixed with burnt gar-
den refuse, I can say that I have never had more vigorous, healthy,
and promising crops. I applied it to Potatoes (pixtting a handful
under each set), Onions (putting it in before drilling), and a layer
to the Asparagus beds, and the result so far has been most satisfac-
tory. It caused a little trouble in weeding out the growth of Barley,
which proves " C. Y.'s " friend to be right in describing it as in part
the rootlets, but they were easily and quickly removed. Perhajis
some of our Eosarians will tell us as to the proportion of dust to
be mixed with the potting compost for Eoses. By-the-bj', I do not
think it well to be applied with manure water, as the dust will re-

main on the top of the earth and so remain valueless, but in the
absence of specific directions I should add about one part to twelve
or fourteen of loam, well-rotted manure, and crushed bones, &c.—

•

C. 0.

There can be no doubt thai malt dust is a strong manure. I
found it to be so when applied to the Potato, The growth of the
haulm was remarkable, and the leafage of the deepest and glossiest
green. It was not so useful in producing tubers as haulm, as its

chief constituent is nitrogen, whilst to form tubers the most essen-
tial constituents are phosphates. But for pot plants, where foliage
is wanted, and for Eoses, I should think it would prove a first-class

manure mixed with the soil when the plants are potted. If used as
a surface dressing it becomes clogged and mouldy. This dust is

really not dust ; it is the germ put forth by the Barley wlien induced
to make premature growth in the process of malting. When the Corn
is subjected to heat, and dried after it has made growth, these germs
wither and are rubbed ofl^, and are of no service except as manure.
In the process of sprouting, the chief or starchy constituent of the
Corn is eliminated, leaving the sugar or saccharine matter predomi-
nant. Thus these germs contain the most nutrLmentive element
of the Corn, and furnish to other plants good stores of nitrogen.

—

A. D.

Kiln dust i-j accumulated by the malt dust which falls through
the kiln tiles, and exposed through the whole malting season to
fierce heat. It is removed at the end of the malting season, <"ind is

such a powerful agent, that if used^jcr se great caution is necessary.
But prepared as Mr. Eivers directed (and he was the originator), it

is a wonderful fertiliser, and may be used safely to Eoses, Vines,
or other plants of that kind. I have large malt houses, and so have both
components at hand. I mix a large heap every year, and so vigorous is

the growth of the Eoses, that I never get even a fly on them. It will
propably be a favour to get the kiln dust, and a fee is, I fear, im-
perative. Now for directions : three full barrows of fresh horse
droppings (corn-fed horses) must be gathered without straw, tossed
down in a heap and the pieces beaten apart with aj^rong. Thenan equal
quantity (two sacks perhaps) of the kiln dust must be added and the
mass incorporated by two or three turnings. A little water may be
sprinkled when the last turning is effected. By the second turning
the heat will be fierce and the smell intolerable. It must be turned
every second day three times, and then is fit for use, and if not
immediately required must be spread thinly, as if left compact, the
escape of ammonia would be rapid. I should have said spread
thinly in a covered shed. I dress my whole orchard house with it

every year, and so rapid is the growth of the trees that we don't get
a visit even from the green-fly.—J. M. Stride.

Bosa rugosa.—This Eose was the first in leaf and it is the
first in flower (June 1). Neither the cold winter, east winds, rain,

or drought seem to affect it in the least ; and it appears equally
proof against insect pests. One large bush on our rockery is crowded
with buds, and will have from ten to twenty blooms daily for a long
time to come. Last autumn it ripened its seed perfectly, and was
very pretty with its large red globose fruit. I do not know any
Eose which continues to flower so constantly tluoughout the summer.
Beockhuest, Didslury.

Pugilistic Toads (p. 538).—For Dr. Paterson's information
I may state that one day, while gathering Violets out-of-doors early
in spring, I came suddenly upon a large toad squatted in the middle
of the plants. Till Shakespeare taught me better, I always thought
toads horrid creatures, and almost shuddered when they came across
my path ; however, observing and admiring the jewelled eye as
bravely as I could, I selected one of the largest leaves with a long
foot-stalk, wishing to drive the creature away, when, to my great
astonishment, it regularly sprang at me, leaping upwards towards
my hand, with mouth wide open, the tongue rapidly jerked out with
a slight noise. I was so unprepared for the challenge, that I dropped
the leaf, found that I did not want any more Violets, and settled in
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my miud that, though so lazy and indolent looking, a toad was,

when disturbed ever so little, quite able to hold his own place and
show pugnacious manners.—E. A. E. H., Penfield.

EFFECTS OF A CYCLONE ON VEGETATION.
With all due respect to " F. W. B.'s " knowledge of tropical vegeta-

tion, I am obliged to differ from him in the conclusion to which he

has come concerning the cyclonic effects referred to in my remarks

(p. 22) of your issue for January 1. In the first place, although my
experience of the Tropics has only extended over fifteen months, I

have seen enough during that time to con\ance me that some cause,

other than " the advent of the rainy season," must be adduced to

account for the nothing less than marvellous growth and flowering

of trees and shrubs directly after the cyclone of the 18th of August
last. AVe arrived in Jamaica on December 1, 1879, immediately

ifter the memorable floods of that year succeeding the usual dry

season, and even to our eyes, unused then to tropical vegetation, the

growUi did not appear by any means so remarkable as to call forth

comment (and the same might be said of the succeeding May
season), and " F. W. B." may rest assured that if the case in question

had not seemed particularly striking and altogether phenomenal, 1

should not have alluded to it. But, allowing that there was really

nothing more in the effects produced on vegetation in general than

the usual impetus to growth given by refreshing showers after a

season of drought, how does " F. W. B." account for the very peculiar

change in the 50-ft.higli Eucalyptus, which must have passed through

a good many periods of drought as well as seasons of rain in its

twelve or fifteen years of life? But never before the hurricane in

question did it attempt, even in the feeblest manner, to put out a

single shoot to cover its three-parts bare trunk (I may state here

that the shoots in question have grown and thriven so rapidly that

tlioy may soon worthily bear the designation of branches).

I think the case of the Erythrina, too, is somewhat against
" F. W. B.'s " theory. Though I cannot even guess at its age, it was
abundantly evident, from its scraggy, scrubby, weather-beaten look,

that it had passed through tlie vicissitudes of a good many years
;

but dry weather or moist, burning sun or refreshing rain, had failed

to convert it into anything but an ugly, sickly, comparatively leafless

and flowerless eyesore, for until its " shaking up " last August it

was really nothing more. No one will attempt to deny the self-

e\idcnt fact that "all plants are more or less affected by the hot dry

wind of the hot season in the Tropics ; leaves fall," &c., &c. ; or that
" in a few days after rains come all this is changed as it by magic,"

because the same might with equal truth be said of plants, though

in a less degree, in and after a hot dry season at home. But these

observations hold true only to a very limited extent in a great many
districts of " the land of springs." It is well known that Jamaica,
considering its small size, is remarkable for the differences of

temperature and atmosphere generally that exist in different portions

of the island, varying from the hot, dry, and insufferablj' dust}' air

of Kingston and the surrounding plains, through gradually increasing

degrees of coolness and moisture, up to the positive and unmis-

takable cold of the Blue Mountain I'eak.about 8000 ft. above sea level.

But these are not the most curious facts in relation to this, for

sometimes it will be found that certain districts, that are identically

on the same level, and, it may be, often only a few miles apart, are
" wide as the pole's asunder " as regards temperature and atmo-
sphere, and while one is scorched and parched—except just in the

short rainy season—by a merciless sun, the other may be cooled and
refreshed by fertilising rains all through the year. Under the latter

category must be placed Castleton Gardens and their neighbourhood,

bearing, as they do. rather a " showery " character at all times.

Indeed, we were rather alarmed on being informed shortly after our

arrival in Kingston that it invariably rained every day at Castleton
;

and, though we have not found this to be literally true in our ex-

perience of it, the fact remains that we very rarely have a season of

drought, and certainly not for longer than a week or two at any
time. Oar lowest rainfall in one month of last j'ear was 1-81 in., the

next 1-92 in.; the other ten months were considerably higher, ranging
from 2'92 in. to 22o.'J in., the last named occurring in the memorable
August (11-39 in. of rain falling during the day and night) of

cyclone notoriety, and certainlj' doing more harm than good.

Last month the rain gauge here registered 6-10 in., and
this in a supposed dry month, too. As for the " dry monsoon " men-
tioned by your correspondent, we have no experience of it, a "hot,

dry wind " being unknown in this region at any season, and dust, I

am happj' to say, being conspicuous onlj' by its absence.

Therefore, I think " F. W. B." must concede that, with abundance
of rain all through the J"ear, combined with the signiflcant fact that
never in our short experience of Castleton has the thermometer
registered more than 95°, and even that only about three days in

the hottest season, wo must look for the wliy and the wherefore of
our phenomenal growth elsewhere than in the simple and usual
action of the rainj' season alone.

But if, as "F. W. B." himself allows, the wind does act beneficially

upon vegetation, in some cases " by increasing the rooting power,"
if Turnips " never begin to bulb until after very windy weather,"
why should not the same princii^le be considered applicable in the
case of Hoses and other plants more ornamental, if less useful, than
the above mentioned esculent ? Is not " F. W. B." a little beside the
question, however, when he goes on to show that because the finest

timber trees are found not in exposed, but in sheltered positions, there-

fore the wondrous vigourandbeautysliown byourtrees and shrubs here
cannot be the result of the action of wind ? I think he must have to a
certain extent misunderstood my meaning, I did not intend to argue
for a moment that constant exposure to wind in a bleak situation is

beneficial to any plant ; on the contrary, I believe it takes an extra-

ordinary hardy tree to stand such a jDOsition with benefit either to its

vigour or beauty. It must be understood that our garden does not
occupy an exposed position, but lies on the slope of a rather deep
basin formed by mountain peaks, which in general protect it on all

sides from anything but a gentle breeze from the sea. Of course sea-

sons of cyclones are exceptional, for, as " F. W. B. " may suppose, a
whirlwind has of necessity from the mere fact of its being confined
infinitely more power in a basin than on an open plain, where it

sweeps on without let or hindrance. What I do contend is, that a
thorough shaking up once in a while has a strengthening and re-in-

vigorating effect (of course 1 must be understood to mean on plants
that are strong enough to bear such rough handling without being
uprooted and utterly destroj-ed) simply by inducing increased " root
action," to use "F. W. B.'s" own expression.

Another theory is suggested by what I have seen of the beneficial

results of the judicious, yet free, pruning of the boughs of stunted
plants. By this the energies of the plants were concentrated in a
few branches, which under favourable atmospheric conditions pushed
freely into fresh and healthy growth. j\lay it not be that something
of the same nature occurred to many of the plants here during and
after the cj'clone, though the results only were visible, because we
could not see that any actual loss of limbs or twigs had happened to
them ? Is it not concei\-able that by the bending and straining of

the branches during the gale, much of the recently formed tissue

would be either violently strained or broken, the result of which
would be a diversion of the sap into new channels immediately
below the strained or ruptured points ? The two kinds of pruning
are somewhat similar, but, if anything, the latter ought to be the
better of the two, inasmuch as it is undoubtedlj' more natural and
perhaps equally effective.

Dr. Wallace's idea (p. 66) that the mere " exercise " tlie trees

were subjected to during the gale—leaving out of the question
altogether any internal strain or rupture—seems reasonable, and the
phenomena may be largely due to said " exercise." And what
tends to strengthen his view of the matter is the fact that plants of
Dillenia speciosa, Colvillea racemosa, and Amherstia nobilis— all

natives of a region where cyclones are frequent—though denuded of
their leaves, lost not a single twig, and in no instance were uprooted
or even thrown from the perpendicular. Evidentlj-, cyclones not
onlj' benefit the individual plant, but also, acting it may be for
generations, tend to strengthen the race or species. M. Syme.

Castleton Jintaiitc Ciarilens, Jamaica.

A GAEDEN OF IKON.
Stephens' Green, which, owing to the munificence of a citizen of
Dublin, has been thrown open as a public garden or park, has been
laid out at considerable cost, and the surface of the original flat

square diversified in many waj's. There are fountains, rockeries, a
lake spanned by a massive stone bridge, a waterfall, shrubberies on
artificial mounds, shrubberies on level ground, formal flower beds, &c.
A fair collection of deciduous trees and shrubs has been planted in
Stephens' Green, though at present, owing to the three severe past
winters, they do not look very flourishing. The usual mistake so often
made in English town gardens has been followed here, viz., of
planting large numbers of evergreens, which even if they have sur-
vived the cold winters, are doomed to perish in a few years, or at
best to look dismal from the effects of smoke. What appears to me
the greatest blemish in Stephens' Green is the quantity and variety of
iron fences, reminding one of what was formerly the case and still

needs improvement in H3'de Park.
Here, besides the exterior railings enclosing the green, and a

strong single bar bounding the side, as in Rotten Kow, both indis-
pensable, there are, in some cases, a low-square iron bar, and in others
a chain; these are used as edgings to walks, to keep people from
walking on the grass, though in some places they are satisfied with
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small notice boards requesting them to " Tlease keep ofE the grass."

Then there are heavy iron tree-guards, strong enough to resist cattle,

of which there are none. 8ome of the shrubberies are surrounded

with wire, others with continuous bar-fencing ; here and there are

spiked railings. Lastly, across the middle of the green extends an
upright iron fence, perhaps intended to enclose sheep, though I did

not see any there, but nearly high enough for deer. In fact, the

iron-founders seem to have been given cartc-blanchc to stick iron-

work into every spot where it can catch the eye. It may be said

that these barricades are necessary to keep people within bounds,

and prevent them from injuring the shrubs, but as convictions have
been obtained against tlris offence, it is manifest that an iron-railing

is of no use against the ill-disposed ; and as the people's garden,

Phoenix Park, seems to flourish without these unsightly safeguards,

it is to be hoped they will in time be removed from Stephens' Green.

VUTOE.

THE INDOOR GARDEN.

EUKYCLES CUNNINGHAM!
Some time ago a coloured plate of E. australasica was given iu

our columns ; since then we have frequently met with it in gardens,

and often in fine condition, but we have seldom met with
Cunningham's species, which is equally beautiful, and quite

distinct from either the Brisbane Lily (E. australasica), or the
Amboyna Lily (E. amboinensis). The annexed engraving gives a

good idea of the general aspect of the plant ; it will be seen that
the leaves are longer than broad, and not heart-shaped, as in E.
australasica. The flower-stems rise about 1 ft. in height, and tlie

white saucer-shaped blossoms are produced in a somewhat crowded
cluster. It was discovered by Allan Cunningham, who found it

growing in dense and rather moist woods on the banks of the
Brisbane River, near Moreton Bay. It may be grown successfully

in company witli the other species which thrive in a moderately

Euryclcs Cunninghami.

warm house, but due regard should be paid as to the periods of

active growth and resting. W. G.

Painting Glasshouses.—Can you give me any information
respecting painting stoves, greenhouses, and conservatories 1 Our
village painter has painted them several times in eight years, always
giving three coats each time. The woodwork has always been dry
when the paint was put on, and about six months afterwards it

blisters, and one can pull it off clean from the woodwork. Has the
paint been good? or is it badly put on ?— S. F.

If " S. F." had not stated that the wood was dry always when
painted, I should have supposed that it had been saturated with
moisture, and still think it cannot have been thoroughly dry, but,

beyond this, the brittleness of the paint that has peeled off has the
appearance of its having been mixed with much too large a pro-
portion of turps instead of oil. If the wood is dry and the paint of

proper consistency it will not peel oii. In a stove there is sometimes
special difficulty on account of the moisture, and we have known a
case where two or three coats of " knotting " over the whole previous
to painting was found very effectual ; this, however, ought not to be
necessary if the paint is properly mixed.—M. E.

GARDENIA THUNBERGI.
Among the numerous species of Gardenias now cultivated, the

old G. Thunbergi, introduced a century ago, is still one of the

rarest, being scarcely ever met witli except in botanical collections,

though it is quite as desirable as many others, and the flowers arc

Gardenia Tliunberi

large and white and extremely fragrant. The annexed woodcut
will give an idea of the habit of tlie plant, and also the form of

the large blossoms. It grows from 4 ft. to 5 ft. in height, stiff

and erect, and bears the flowers solitary on the tips of the

branches. It is a native of the island of Manilla, and also the

Cape of Good Hope ; therefore, it does not require to be grown in

such a warm and moist atmosphere as such species as G.
Stanleyana, which come from intertropical regions. It flowers

from January to March, and the blooms remain in good condition

for some weeks. W. G.

GLASSHOUSES.
" Peregeine " says that there will still be found some to advocate
sunken houses. I think so, too, and I must confess to being one of

those who entertain the old-fashioned idea that they are of some
practical value. They may not be suitable for some kinds of plants,

but I have seen some wonderfully good culture in them, especially

in the way of Dracasnas, small Palms, choice warm house plants,

Camellias, &c. In certain parts of the Continent, where these plants

are grown to great perfection, sunken houses are much in vogue,

and in a country where the winters are characterised by great

severity and where coals are extremely dear, they are considered the

most economical form of glass structure that can be built.

As to their being stirfEy and fostering mildew, that I consider to be
simply a question of, in the first place, providing the ventilation

necessary to ensure a complete change of air when requisite, and
good management afterwards. I was never more troubled with

mildew or pests of any description in houses with sunken paths than

when the structure rose well above the level of the soil. At the

same time I am willing to believe that the experience of some of

your readers may not tally with mine in this matter, and in many
instances I think for the reason that houses have been thus con-

structed without due regard having been paid to the water

level. No house should be thus built unless the bottom of the

path is at least 1 ft. higher than the general drainage level

:

and the ground on which the house is built should be itself well

drained, otherwise there is in wet weather, just when the struc-

ture should be as free from damp as possible, a constant filtration of

water towards the side of the path. However much opinions may differ

as to the suitability of sunken houses for plant culture, I should

have thought that no one would have been found to have questioned

their economical value. Surely there can be no doubt that

frost and cutting winds can be better excluded from a structure

where there are no side or end walls for the exterior air to act upon

than where it can freely play upon some 2 ft. to 3 ft. of brickwork.

It takes less frost than one might imagine to penetrate i^- in. brick-

work, as may be easily seen in the case of cold frames in anything

like severe weather. Let anyone who may be doubtful as to the

natural warmth, or rather the cold-resisting power of sunken houses

or frames, as compared with those elevated above the ground level,

make the experiment of placing some tender plants in a sunken pit

and some in an ordinary frame, and cover the glass equally thick in
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both cases in severe weather, not sheltering the brickwork in any
way. The plants in the sunken frame will hardly be touched by the
time those in the walled frame are frozen through and through. I

have had considerable experience of cold frames in a severe
climate, and know that where they can be sunk below the surface
soil, plants may be wintered in them safely, and at but little expense.
They should, however, be cemented at the sides, and then they will

be as dry and snug as one could wish for, and form capital

winter quarters for Camellias, Azaleas, Cinerarias, Heaths, Epacrises,
and such like plants.

" Peregi-ine " appears to consider that sunken houses belong to a by-
gone i^eriod, and I agree with him that they do not represent the
latest improvements in horticulture, but when your correspondent
insists upon the necessity of side lights or front ventilators, as the
case may be, he himself retrogrades, and finds himself in direct

antagonism with many of the most successful growers of the present
day. Is not " Peregrine " aware that market growers of the most
advanced type are doing away with side ventilation 1 regarding such
as involving unnecessary outlay, and as being in many cases of the
two inimical to the welfare of the plants. A great portion of the
glass structures erected within the last few years in market gardens
have no provision for side ventilation, and in the course of a little

while we shall in all probability find that that mode of admitting air

to glass structures will be confined to private gardens. Let " Pere-

grine " go to Swanley and he will there get practical de-

monstration of how plant culture is carried out under what
may be termed the new system of ventilation. Mr. Cannell's

houses have no ventilation at the sides whatever ; they cannot
have, for they are built in one solid block, the spaces
between being filled up to the weather board with concrete,
so that only just the end brickwork and the roof are exposed to the
action of tlie outside atmosphere. Houses thus built are almost as

economically heated as where the path is sunk, and with them one
has the advantage of entering them on the level. Having to go
down steps into a glasshouse is certainly an impediment to easy
culture and occasions loss of time, and this, I think, is one
great reason why sunken houses are not more extensively em-
ployed than they are.

Keturning, however, to the question of ventilation, I would remark
that not only have Mr. Cannell's houses no pro\ ision for the ad-
mission of side air, but they have ventilators on one side of the roof
only. The houses face the south, and air is admitted on the nortli

side, I must confess that this part of the afiair caused me some
surprise, for although within the last few years I have found reason
to change my ideas concerning the amount of air to be admitted into
glass structures, as well as the manner of admitting it, still, like
" Peregrine," I had considered that for some kinds of plants a
through current of air was at times indispensable to maintain them
in perfect health. Here, however, I saw Verbenas (in the specimen
stage). Begonias Ctuberous), Fuchsias, zonals, including the sun and
air-loving doubles, as robust, sturdy, and as full of handsome bloom
as it would be possible to get them, thus affording ample proof that
in the case of such plants as these money is ill spent in making
provision for admitting air to them from the sides or
front of the structure. I wish it, however, to be understood that
my remarks apply to span-roofed houses, and more especially to those
devoted to plant culture. In the case of lean-to structures, the
nature of whose inmates do not admit of shading, there is, of course,
at times such an accumulation of solar heat, that the most ample
ventilation must be provided to prevent scorching. I shall be
pleased if the remarks liere made are the means of bringing out the
ideas of some of your correspondents upon this subject, for I do not
know of am'thing appertaining to horticulture of greater interest
than the construction of glass structures. J. Cobnhill.

Insectivorous Plants.—During the summer of 1878 exhaus-
tive experiments made with the Carolina Fly-trap (Dionsa musci-
pula) showed that the so-called " feeding " of the plants in no way
conduced to their health or vigoirr, being identical in all respects
with those that had not been given any insects. Whj', because the
exudations from a plant are such as to cause an insect to adhere to
it, or its mechanical formation entrap the insect, we should jump to
the conclusion that it should then feed on its prey, it is hard to imagine.
On the Cruel Plant (Physianthus albens) hundreds of moths, butter-
flies, and other insects may be seen any day in August when the
plant is in bloom—dead and dying, firmly held by their antennas.
Prof. Thurber thus describes the trap contrivance by which the in-

sect is caught :
" The anthers are so placed that their spreading

cells form a series of notches, in their ring around the pistil. The
insect in putting its proboscis down for the honey must pass it into
one of these notches, and in attempting to withdraw it the end is

sure to get caught in a notch, boot-jack fashion, as it were, and the

more the insect pulls the more its trunk is caught." Thus caug ht
the insect starves to death, hence the well-deserved name of Cruel
Plant. Now, here is a trap as nearly as wonderful as that of the
Carolina Fly-trap, and far more so than that of the viscid exuda-
tions of the Silene

;
yet even Mr. Darwin would hardly say that

the Cruel Plant feeds on these insects any more than that the gnats
caught by millions by the resinous exudations of the Hemlock tend
to augment growth, or that the Thistle or Burdock of the way-
side owe any part of their health and vigour to the scores of

butterflies, moths, or bumble bees that are in their headlong
flight impaled on their spines.

—

Peter Hendeeson, in Scientific

Amrrica.

NOTES AND READINGS.
" More light," a ^Titer says, is still the cry with gardeners,

and the consequences, as we are told, are that builders put up
glasshouses for us that prove very expensive, being constantly in

need of repairs. This is an altogether mistaken idea, and the cry

of "more light" is without doubt a good one. Glasshouses are

not necessarily either slim or expensive, because rafters 9 in. deep
by 3 in. in width, and broad sash frames resting between these,

not to speak of astragals of proportionate size, closely placed have
been discontinued. It is not the weiglit of timber that makes a
bouse strong, but its quality and preservation. Seasoned wood
and paint are the secret of hothouse construction. If these two
points be studied there is no excuse whatever for using more timber
than will render them stable, and it has been abundantly proved that

just about one half of the timber that used to be employed is neces-

sary for that purpose. Well seasoned rafters of red deal 5 in.

by 2 in., and stayed b}' neat and sometimes ornamental iron

ties, are now used for all plant structui-es of modern size

by good builders, sashes witli their frames being discontinued,

and the panes are 1 ft. wide. A house of this kind will with
the same care remain serviceable just as long as one con-

taining twice as much wood in it, and will look much better.

One frequently hears complaints of plant houses not lasting, but
in such cases it will almost invariably be found that painting hasbeen
neglected, or that the wood has not been properly seasoned to begin
with. The result is that the wood rots and shrinks at the joints

and elsewhere, and when that happens the end is not far ofif. These
are matters, however, that people who build houses should see to

themselves.
*

If I were asked what evergreen was most popular and useful I

should say the Holly. Nurserymen dispose of immense quantities of

the different varieties, and all kinds keep up their price in an aston-

ishing manner. We have no shelter tree like the PloUy, whether
trained in the form of a hedge or permitted to grow naturally ;

either way it forms a dense barrier to cold winds and gales, and it

grows quickly, but the best and loftiest hedges are those which are

not clipped or pruned. As ornamental trees for planting

singly on lawns, Hollies quite beat many of the fashion-

able Conifers, and, unlike these, are not likely to be in-

jured by cold. The broad, shining-leaved Holly called Shepherd!
makes a magnificent specimen on the lawn, growing in a natural

pyramidal form, and spreading out in abundant growth at the
Isase. Unfortunately, it is not a berry bearer. The common
Holly, however, meets all our wants in that way, but there are

kinds superior to it. The whole of the free-growing varieties

make fine symmetrical specimens without the aid of the knife,

provided they are grown in the open and in good soil. The broad
margined golden and silver kinds of the best type are free growers,
attaining a height of 20 ft. or more, and a proportionate breadth,

but they are not common in gardens as single specimens. There
is rather a disposition to cramp the free growth of the trees by
making them into topiary specimens of an extremely artificial

shape. Some few years ago I saw a number of the better

class of Hollies, gold and silver, that had been planted behind an
informal clump of shrubs on a lawn, and for which something
like from £5 to £7 a-piece had been paid, treated in this way.
Nothing could have presented a more incongruous spectacle—they
looked like Toadstools set in a row—but they were from a nursery
famous for its " specimen Hollies," and the proprietor had pleased

himself in the selection. In planting Hollies in the shrubbery, of

whatever kind, the best way is to let them grow as freely as they
will, and in a good soil they will grow quickly and well. If formal
specimens are desired confine them to the formal garden.
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A contemporary complains that the cultivator of the Vine
" really seldom follows, but rather rudely flouts, Nature in the

matter of syringing. He deluges the undersides of the leaves,

and he bedews or sprinkles the upper. The difference of place

is,' we are told, " vital. The structure and functions of the two
sides of the leaves are widely different, and yet the indis-

crimate syringer treats the matter of place syringed as of no
moment. What would be thought of a nurse who put a cool

lotion prescribed for a patient's head on to his feet?" &c. Well,
most likely the nurse would be called a fool ; and if we are

not mistaken, this is the term a contemporary would apply to

gardeners who syringe the undersides of their Vine leaves. The
writer does not seem ever to have learned or enquired why
gardeners syringe the undersides of the leaves, or he would have
known that the object of doing so was to kill or prevent in-

sects, which attack the undersides of the leaves only, and
no amount of dewing of the upper surface will discommode them
in the smallest degree. Gardeners do not syringe the undersides

of their Vine leaves for any other reason, and they know also

that it does not do the Vines the least harm ; besides, as Vines

are grown they cannDt wet the upper surface of the leaves with-

out wetting the under surface as well.
#

I have a last word to say on the subject of gas-tar paint for

Vines. That my caution was needed is proved by what has been
written on the subject since. The original recipe was one of tar

to sis of water and clay and lime. " 0. P." reduced it to one in

twelve, and now the original author of the recipe reduces it to

one in twenty-five, with the important qualification that he
''would not recommend anyone" to use it, even at that rate, for

unhealthy Vines, though how Vines infested with mealy bug or

other in.^ects can be regarded as " healthy " I cannot see. More-
over, 18 pints of clay to 7 pints of tar and water makes putty,

not paint ; and I think that if the tar is so lost in the compound no
one could " sniff a whiff " of it in the Vineries, neither will the

bugs, which are certainly less sensitive than human beings in that

way. My original contention was that the tar was really danger-
ous ; now I say it is useless in its homoeopathic form.

*

When I spoke of " Corn growing " in Britain in my original

note (p. 562) I thought readers like Mr. EUaoombe and others

would understand the expression in its usual sense

—

i.e., as referring

to the cereals generally. That there was Corn (Oats principally)

in Britain before the Roman era, we know ; but my history of this

period, derived from the best sources, states distinctly that it was
the Romans who " developed Corn-growing in Britain." Centuries
after the Romans left Wheat was so scarce and dear that even the
monks in the abbeys could not often afford to eat wheaten bread.
When America was discovered the Indians grew Corn in the same
way as the ancient Britons did, but it was the Anglo-Saxon race
who developed America into a "Corn-growing" country.

*

I do not know whether the fact has been commented upon
before or not, but I have observed that it is not always those Apples
and Pears that produce the most blossom that set or swell the
greatest proportionate quantity of or the finest fruit. Some very
floriferous specimens of Pears which flower freely, even in seasons
when bloom is sparse on most other varieties, have for years back
borne the least fruit. The flowers appear to be well enough
formed in all their parts, and they literally cover the trees, but
they drop off without setting. I have noticed this times without
number, and have almost come to regard an excessively floriferous

habit as a sign of sterility more or less. Is there such a thing as

inducing a too floriferous disposition—for I cannot call it fruitful

—in a tree at the expense of a leaf or shoot growth ? It is gene-
rally believed by practical men that Peaches set and swell the
finest fruit when the fruit buds are produced in moderate propor-
tion, and it is the practice to thin the bunches of the Vine before
they come into flower to aid the setting process and ease the Vine,
and it is most probable other fruits are affected in the same way.
The Beurr(5 Clairgeau Pear on the Quince needs no root-pruning,
but produces naturally a column of closely-set clusters of flower-
buds that produce year after year but a few fruits, and other
kinds similarly affected by the Quince behave in the same manner
as a rule. *

Our " botanical " gardens, so called, but more properly speaking,
public gardens, might render greater service than they do by

illustrating practically some of the better phases of flower gar-
dening, in conjunction with the great horticultural exhibitions
frequently held under theii' auspices, and absorbing, it is to be
feared, much of the energy and means that might be more usefully
employed. As a rule, our provincial botanical gardens are little

else than pleasure gardens or public promenades, but many people
visit them at this season in the expectation of seeing something in
the way of good gardening, and they might be made excellent
schools in that respect, but few of them deserve the title. Not
long ago (to mention a typical example) at a noteworthy horticul-
tural exhibition, where the most liberal prizes are bestowed upon
collections representing all phases of gardening, and much encourage-
ment given to pretty and useful hardy plants, which are annually
an attractive feature of the show, it struck many visitors, both
amateurs and gardeners, that the society greatly neglected the
opportunities its own spacious gardens and its means afforded of

inculcating practically what it did so much to encourage by pre-
cept, and of showing what could be done with numbers of fine hard}'

and other plants in their o\STi proper sphere—the garden. The outdoor
gardening was of the most paltry description, and although neither
energ}', skill, nor liberality was wanting in the organisation of

the exhibitions, it could not but strike the most casual observe)-

that if these were taken away nothing would be left worth speak-
ing of. The so-called flower garden, consisting of some sixty

beds, large and small, was laid out in the poorest style of the
bedding system,about four-fifths of it being filled with two or three

varieties of Geraniums, and the remainder with six or seven of

the very commonest subjects employed for such purposes, not one
single striking plant or object being^used to relieve the depressing

uniformity in any way.

In the so-called hardy garden, open to the public, things were
even worse. An attempt to show the different genera,' by means
of a few common types planted in a garden of a much cut-up,

formal pattern, was a sad failure, nearly half, and in many cases

more than half, of the plants having evidently been long dead, and
only representedby their labels,which, being of large size and thickly

placed, suggested the most mournful reflections and associations. A
gentleman who was perambulating this garden of the dead
observed to another whom he met, " A great contrast this to the

collection in ths hardy tent," charitably suggesting that possibly

the cold winter had killed the plants, and that the labels were
left " in memory of " them. In three small beds, for example,

containing some thirty-sLx iron and wooden labels—many
of the latter written wrong end up—there were only twelve

living subjects. Much time and labour had evidently been spent

in cutting the grass about, and clipping the edges of the ^"acant

beds.
*

If it was necessary to have a botanical collection of this kind a

more suitable and convenient situation could easily have been

found for it, and the prominent position it occupied would have

displayed, in an attractive manner, the numbers of beautiful hardy

plants now available and desirable for flower garden decoration at

this season, and which many would have been glad to see and fake

note of. It seems a pity that a public garden should neglect

its own proper functions for the sake of one or two sensational

flower shows during the season, and it is not creditable that any
society should rely almost exclusively on such aids for its income

or reputation.

The rivals to the single Dahlias are going to be the Pyrethrums.

At one of the late exhibitions Messrs. Ware and Messrs. Kelway
& Sons set collections of these alongside collections of the double

kinds, and there seemed a very general concurrence of opinion

that the single ones were the prettiest and best. The colours vary

from deep crimson, verging on scarlet to white ; indeed,

there are no end of pretty shades between these two, and more
conspicuous and telling subjects for the flower garden at mid-
season and onwards it would be difficult to find. They are simply

big coloured Paris Daisies, and good for cutting.

*

In the north and midland counties it is acknowledged that the

past month of May has been on the whole one of the finest May
months experienced for some ten years back. When May
began the season was late, but it has gone out, leaving us a fort-

night earlier than has been the case for several years, according
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to the leafing of the trees. It has been a pleasant warm month,
with a few days of east winds at the beginning, but every-

where vegetation la luxuriant to a degree, and the sunshine

and the rain have Just been in the right proportion. Pear and
Apple blossom is not so abundant as it has been during some
years, but it is plentiful enough and healthy, and at the present

time there is a better prospect of crops than there has been for a

long time. Garden crops, too, look well generally, and altogether

there is a fair promise of fine crops, if only we have a good mid-
summer and autumn.

*

Tlie weather-wise are already commenting on the fact, most
noticeable this season, that the Oali is far in advance of the Ash,
farther than has been the case for years, and a dry season is of

course predicted. For years past in this neighbourhood both
trees have come into leaf at nearly the same time ; but this season,

whatever it may betoken, the Ash is nearly a fortnight behind,

standing out in the landscape leafless, while the Oak is in full

foliage, and as green and luxuriant as the Plane.

*

It is not a little strange, seeing that the necessities of root-prnu-

ing are so well recognised in the culture of fruit trees, that some
readier and more efficient means for effecting that object than the

periodical mutilation of the roots by the knife and the spade has

]iever been discovered or suggested. It was thought at one time
that the use of dwarfing stocks would obviate the necessity of

I'oot-pruuiug to a great extent, if not render it needless

altogether ; but such is not the case, for the greatest ad-

vocates of the Quince and the Paradise still maintain the
necessity of periodically curtailing the roots as much as

ever, one noted cultivator going the length not long since

of recommending the trees to be grown in perforated pots,

through which the roots protruded annnallj', and could be cut
away at the end of the season. If the need for root-pruning is so
urgent in our climate, surely some more rational and convenient
plan could be adopted whereby the roots of a tree could be
restrained, and its fertility rendered more certain without ha^'ing

recourse to practices that are not only troublesome, but
doubtful in their results. In the culture of pot plants,
wlielher for fruit or flowers, gardeners avail themselves of the
ready means which the common flower-pot or tub affords of
keeping the roots Avithin bounds, and in the case of many things,

of which the Fig is an example, succeed in preserving a permanent
state of fertility without any root pruning at all, no matter how
long the period or how rich the soil. "Why not adopt an analogous
plan with fruit trees, and save ourselves the trouble of so much
digging and root chopping and other restrictive processes ? It is

possible, I presimie, to have an earthenware pot or tub manu-
factured in which to plant bush Apples, Pears, and stone fruits, in
the same way as orchard house trees, and that coidd be plunged in

the garden border up to the rim, where the most attention the
trees would require, under such circumstances, would be the
watering and manuring of their roots, and the gathering of the
crops which would result. In this cool climate of ours where the
importance of keeping the roots of fruit trees near the surface of
the soil, and within the influence of the sun's heat, is so well
recognised, it is clear that a fettered rooting power should be the
aim instead of free growth, and consequent indulgence followed by
periodical " coercion," which is " no remedy" in fruit culture any
more than in other things. These thoughts have been suggested
by .seeing not long since some fine Fig and other trees in large pots,
from whicli they had not been removed for the space of seven
years, but which bore regularly and well, through being simply
well watered and annually top-dressed on the surface with some
rich compost. The trees were bushy in habit, and the wood short-
jointed, firm, and fertile, and such a thing as pruning was hardly
ever required.

"

PEnEGEiNE.

THE GARDEN FLORA.

Notice.

—

Headers ivlio 2>osscss the Ga.ud'ETS Annual iHU greatly
oblige the Editor hij sending hini the names of any good gardens in
their vicinity omittedfrom it, and by making any needed corrections
in, it. Conrenient printedformsfor filling up mill be sent by return
of post on apjjlication to the "Editor," GrAKDEN Annual, 37, South-
ampton Street, Strand, W.C. Notices of appointments to important
gardens nvttld also be grateftUly received by us.

PLATE CCLXXXIX,—JASMINUM PURESCENS.
This sweet-scented, free-flowering shrub, now called J. gracil-

limum, is quite a favourite in some parts of Borneo, where
the natives use its flowers for perfuming their hair. Naturally, it

assumes the shape of a bush, 8 ft. or 10 ft. in height, the clusters of

flowers being produced in the axils of the leaves, thus forming
wreaths of bloom 1 yd. in length, and, contrary to the general rule

with species of this genus, the flowers adhere tightly to the stems.

Beautiful as this Jasmine is in a wild state, by far the most flori-

ferous specimens I saw when in Borneo were such as had been
transplanted into gardens or open Grassy plots near houses,

and where the goats and buffaloes had pruned them into bare
stumps during the dry season when provender is scarce. Large
bushes are then eaten down in the way just named, every shoot
being nibbled off to its base and denuded of every leaf. Full
exposure to a tropical sun searches and bleaches the old bee-hive-

shaped scrubs until they look lifeless and miserable, but on the
return of the wet monsoon, when provender becomes everywhere
plentiful, the goats betake themselves to fresh pastures, and the

Jasmine bushes, left uninjured for the time, break out as if by
magic into verdant shoots, which in a few weeks' time become
trans-formed into wreaths of white clusters of blossoms. In this

state it is difficult to believe that the lovely fountain-like shrubs in

question are really the same as those denuded of leaves and shoots

only a short time before, but so it is, and the rude, unconscious

mode of pruning to which they have been subjected improves
them immensely from a gardener's point of view. Naturally, the

flowers are larger than those shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion, which otherwise is a perfectly faithful one. As shown by
Messrs. Veitch & Sons at South Kensington last season, the plant

(that from which our plate was prepared) was much admired, and
for once the gardening press was unanimous in its praise and
portraiture.

Culture and Position.—As a pot plant it is very graceful,

nor are its pure white flowers the less welcome because produced
during the winter months. Grown as dwarf bushes, well exposed
to the light in a warm temperature, this Jasmine is a plant of easy
management, and I am of opinion that the best results will be
obtained by pruning it hi to the old stems every season. Even quite

young plants in small pots bloom profusely, and as its slender

twigs have a gracefully pendulous habit it is well suited for

decorative purposes. F. W. B.

Primroses and Red Spider.—The weather, which for

some time past has been almost tropical (I registered the other

day 72° Fahr. in the shade, and 120° Fahr. in the sun), has been
certain death to the foliage of all fully exposed Primroses, Polyan-
thuses, Primula japonica, which had only commenced to open finelj',

Anemones, Auriculas, and almost the whole of the sirring bedding
and border plants. The leases have drooped, turned yellow, and
become finally infested with red spider. I know of no remedy, the

spider being underneath the leaf, except pinching off those turned
yellow, and, as this is an unsuitable time for division, mulching the
crowns. Some of mine have wholly witliered, so I have cut away the
leaves and covered the crowns witli mould ; except good kinds, it

would be more desirable to rely on seedlings, sown as soon as the
pods are ripe: they give much gi'eatersatisfaction and finer blooms.

—

^Y. J. M., C'lonmei.

Humea elegans.—As an ornamental plant to furnish a vase
or to place in the centre of a bed, few surpass this Humea, which
although not very showy, is exceedingly gi'aceful ; its warm coloured
grass-seed-like inflorescence, depending from such slender support,
produces a pleasing effect. For cutting, too, the liglit feathery
sprays are very useful, as few things impart a more finished appear-
ance to a glass of flowers, and, independent of its value as a pot
plant, it is worth growing for this purpose alone. The proper time
to sow seed is in July or August, as plants of it do not bloom the
first 3'ear, and if raised before they get too large to winter con-
veniently, often become leafless below, which nakedness of
stem greatly detracts from their beauty. To preveni". this partial

defoliation, they should be kept well fed during winter with weak
liquid manure, and receive a shift into larger pots early in spring,

using rich soil for the purpose, as Humeas are very gross feeders,

and can onlj' be kept in a vigorous healthy condition by affording

them a liberal diet. If so treated, they will retain their leaves down
the entire length of their stems, which greatly adds to their beauty.
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^Vhen planting them out in beds, which may be done by the first

week in June, it is a good plan to put a spadeful of rotten manure
undei- each, and mix it up with the soil, as then their roots have
something fresh to lay hold of and are able to infuse fresh strength

into the plants. As these, when of large size, hold a good deal of

wind, they must be securely staked and tied to prevent them from
blowing about and becoming damaged and disfigured thereby.

—

H. D.

Had the plaintiff killed or even injured the fowls he might have
found himself in the defendant's jjlace, whereas, by adopting a legal

remedy instead of the high-handed proceeding that would have com-
mended itself to many, he obtains a remedy for the injury done
to his garden, and doubtless secures the abatement of the nuisance.

POTHOS AUEEA.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

Thls is a valuable introduction for the embellishment of rockeries

in hothouses and winter gardens. It is especially remarkable for

the abundance of Its much branched creeping and climbing stems,

and OQ account of the golden-yellow -which variegates the foliage

in a very irregular, yet extremely elegant manner. It is a native

of the fcjolomon Isles, and is amenable to the treatment accorded

Pothos aurea.

to Dracrenas and Crotons, which for several years past have been
introduced from these regions to adorn our hothouses. For its

introduction we are indebted to JI. Linden, of Ghent.

Damage done by Trespassing Fowls.—The state of the
law respecting the damage done by fowls trespassing in the garden
is not generally imderstood. Many imagine they have the right to

destroy the birds so trespassing, provided they do not remove the
bodies and utilise them. Such a proceeding would be unjust to

the owner of the birds, as fowls, worth perhaps considerable sums,
might be sacrificed for a trivial damage. No person would be
justified in killing a horse or a valuable dog that had strayed into

his garden, and the law is equally applicable to the protection of a
fowl. Nevertheless, the injury often done by poultry must be re-

medied. We have frequently recommended the parties who have
been aggrieved to sue the owners of the offending chickens in the
County Court. The following case, which we quote from the Derby
j\Iercttr;/, is conclusive as to the efficacy of the proceeding. The case
is as follows : Matthew Davis v. Thomas Page was a claim for .£3,

being for damage to a garden.—The parties reside at Peartree, and
the damage was alleged to have been caused by the defendant's
fowls.—The defendant was called to deny the allegations, but his

Honour gave a verdict for SOs., including the 5s. paid into court.

FKUIT TREES ON OUT-BUILDINGS.

We build walls specially for fruit trees, and too often neglect the

warm dry walls of both dwellings and out-buildings, which are

far better in every respect for their culture than garden walls

which cost so much to build, and which, somehow, are often very

imperfectly furnished. One of our national failings is the in-

difierence with which we look upon small matters, a fact which
is apparent everywhere. The
farmer ploughs, cultivates, and
manures well the centre of the
field, but the headlands, the

approaches, and the odd corners

are neglected. So it is in regard

to weeding ; much labour is be-

stowed on keeping clean crops, and
yet the hedges and ditches are

allowed to be full of Nettles and
Tliistles, the seeds of which are

scattered abroad to make work
for the following' year. Thus,

year after year, we go on and
never think of breaking away
from the track to whicli we have
become accustomed. I have
often thought when looking at the

blocks of modern farm build-

ings now common everywhere,
that a good deal of fruit might be
grown on their outer walls, and
that if glass was used for cover-

ing in the yards, the rent and
something more might be paid

with Grapes and Peaches.

AVhy not !' The manufacturer
is compelled to work up his

waste to enable him to realise

a profit in these days of keen
competition, and the farmer, if

lie is to hold his own, must turn

everything to account, and among-
other things that the future has
in store for us is the utilisation

of farm bnildings for fruit culture.

There are row several systems

of glazing -svithout putty in

existence, and wliere tliere is no outside woodwork exposed the

heavy cost of painting and repairs will be done av.'a.j with. I am
convinced that good Grapes could be grown in a farmyard covered

over with rather thick strong glass. Pears, Plums, Peaches, and
Apricots might also be grown with more certainty than in our

best planned gardens. The time may not be quite ripe for this yet,

but I feel sure it is coming. We complain of our seasons liilling-

the blossoms of our fruit trees. We grumble at the amoimt of

produce the foreigner sends us, and the money which it takes

to pay him, and yet, as I have said, we move on in the old rut,

without making any vigorous effort to improve matters. As the

population increases farming- must approximate nearer and nearer

to gardening. The farmer of the future must make himself

acquainted with nearly all cultivated economical plants, in order to

select those which suit his land best and that will produce the

most profitable crop. He must also gain some knowledge of fruits

and their culture, and then I think he will see clearly the advan-
tage of glass-covered yards.

Of late years an attempt has been made in Wales to establish a
Vineyard on the French system—such as no doubt existed in this

country many years ago—but whether it be possible to grow Grapes
good enough for wine making in the open air without any shelter

or not, there can be no doubt that they might be girown
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in immense quantities by utilising farm building-s for

their culture. If my memory serves me rightly, there was
a large cow-house covered with rough plate-glass in Wales in

which good Grapes were grown some years ago, and Apricots

have been produced of good quality in a cart-shed covered with a

glass roof. That fruit culture can be profitably carried out in some
such ways I feel certain ; in fact, I should expect to see better Grapes,

finer Peaches, Apricots, and Pears produced in large roomy glass-

covered 3'ard8 than in the more costly structures in gardens. There
can be little doubt that plauts do take in nourishment througli

their foliage, and it will be a good step in advance when we extract

the ammonia that taints the atmosphere in the neighbourhood of

our farmyards and convert it on the spot into Grapes and other

fruits, at the same time utilising the heat accumulated to force

them forward. A gardener, in even the best situations, often has

a hard struggle to get fresh soil for his "S'ine and other fruit tree

borders, as well as manures, both liqiiid and solid, but a farmer
will have no such trouble ; everj'thing he may require will be at

his elbow, ready for use.

"Well-ventilated glass-covered spaces will give us a climate like

that of the south of France and the ('hannel Islands, and we shall

be able to compete with the former in regard to Apricots, Green
Gage Plums, &c., and with the latter in Grapes and Pears. A
crop of good winter Pears will, perhaps, be more valuable than
Grapes, but there is plenty of choice. What a Itosary one of

those glass-covered yards would make. Only fancy a yard -"0 ft.

or 40 ft. square, covered with a glass roof, with Tea and Noisette

Hoses planted round the sides, and led upwards till they meet
under the glass. A\'hat a pleasure it would be to look up at the
drooping buds growing In the wildest luxuriance, and, above all,

think of their value in the market. Some may think I am building
castles in the air, but things are being accomplished every day
that are far less feasible. To build in the old-fashioned way,
however, will not do. We must have a roof that can be cheaply
erected, and that will last for years without much cost for repairs.

There must be no putty employed, and no perishable substance
exposed to the weather to require outside painting. This can now
be secured by more than one system of glazing, and no doubt
improvements will be effected in accordance with the demand.

In furnishing yards or buildings of any kind with Grape Vines
the borders may be under the paths or else outside altogether, and
the Vines introduced at the corners. Four A'ines will cover a very
large space In a few years, and the extension system is the right
one to adopt in such cases. The Black Hambiu-gh and the Sweet-
water will be the best kinds to plant. Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
and Pears will also grow rapidly in such buildings, and should be
allowed plenty of space. Standard trees one or two j-ears trained
will be best.

Pears for Planting under Glass.—Bergamot d'Esperen>
Beurrt^ d'Aujoii, Beurre d'Aremberg, Beurro Dlel, Beurre Rauce,
Easter BeurriS, AMnter Crasaane, Pitmaston Duchesse d'Angou-
leme, General Todleben, Glou Morceau, "Victoria (Huyshe's),
Josephine de Mallues, NePlus Meuris, Winter Nells, Chaumontel,
and Zuphirin Grogolre.

Plums for Planting under Glass.—Coe's Golden Drop,
Goliath, Green Gage, Iluling's Superb, Klrke's Blue, Jeflferson,

Transparent Gage, and ^N'ashington.

Apricots.—Moorpark, Peach, and Royal.
Cherries-—Governor Wood, May Duke, Royal Duke,Frogmore

Early Blgarreau, and Black Tartarian.

Peaches.—Early York, Hales' Early, Crawford's Early, Royal
George, Noblesse, Walburton Admirable, and Prince of Wales.

'

Nectarines.—Balgowan, Downton, Elruge, Pine-apple, Vio-
lette Ilative, and Pitmaston Orange.

Grapes.—Black Hamburg, Foster's Seedling,White Muscadine,
Sweetwater, and Esperione.

In these selections I have teen thinking chiefly of culture

imder glass, and although the Pears, Peaches, Apricots, Plums,
and Cherries will also be .suitable for planting against buildings,

yet I add a few earlier kinds of Pears and a few earlier kinds

of Plums.

Pears for Planting against Buildinsrs.—Beurre Bosc,
Brown Beurre, Bon Chretien (Williams), British Queen, Passe
Colmar, Dovenn6 du Cornice, Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jer-

sey, Marie Louise, Eondante d'Automne, Uvedale's St. Germain,
and Hacon's Incomparable.

Plums.—Prince of Wales, Ickworth Imperatrice, Magnum
Bonum, Pond's Seedling, Denyer's Victoria, Relne Cilaude de
Bavay.
Cherries.—MoreUo.
Some pains should be taken with the site before the trees are

planted in order to give them a good start. A well-drained bot-

tom is absolutely necessary ; and another essential is 3 ft. in

depth of good soil. I do not wish to complicate matters by
multiplying details, which nine out of every ten who plant fruit

trees ignore, but these two points must be insisted on, and there
will be less difficulty in this case than is usually met with.

Country homesteads either are or should be well drained. They
are generally built where a good outfall can be secured, so that if

it should be necessary to put In a short drain or two along the base
of a wall to prepare a border for fruit trees, very little labour will

do it. Then, again, if any of tlie soil should require changing there

are horses and carts on the place, and some day, when other work
is not pressing, some unsightly ridge or bank can have the turf

skimmed off 3 In. or 4 in. thick, cliopped up, and carted to form a

fruit border. The bank can then be levelled and sown thickly

with Grass seeds, and so two useful improvements will have been
carried out at one and the same time. If in a dry warm season
the trees require support a hose from the liquid manure tank will

supply it readilj'. E. Hobday.

SUPPLIES OF APPLES FROM THE UNITED STATES.
The following particulars of barrels of Apples shipped to the United
Kingdom from the United States during the season 1880-81 will

prove interesting, as showing to what extent we are dependent upon
America for supplementing our home supplies :

—

AsperBtiite-
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the weather should prove exceptionally diy will ensure to

the roots the necessary amount of moisture, any deficiency of

which during the first year of growth will exercise a most prejudicial

effect upon the future welfare of the tree. In Normandy and in

other parts of the Continent, where all that relates to the Apple is

regarded as of the highest interest, mulching is considered one of

the most important operations connected with the planting of fruit

trees. Few planters there would consider that they had carried out
the work in a thorough and workmanlike manner did they omit the

clothing of the soil over the roots with a thick layer o£ non-conduct-
ing material.

Mulching not only acts beneficially in preserving the tree against the

effects of the sun's scorching rays, but it lessens labour to a consider-

able extent, and where the trees are set upon slightly raised mounds, it

must be regarded as an absolute necessity. Drought is by no means
the only enemy that fresh planted trees have to contend with ; hard
frosts and continued easterly winds drying out the soil and arresting

the fiow of sap, which vegetable physiologists tell us never even in

the case of deciduous trees entirely ceases, exercise an equally
inimical effect upon their health. In many cases where new planta-
tions have failed to do well, the cause might be traced to the effects

of a hard winter, When a severe winter is succeeded by a harsh dry
early spring, newly planted trees are apt to get their vitality so

lowered, that no amount of care afterwards will restore the lost

vital energ3^ Such an instance came under my notice last 3'ear

A friend of mine planted a number of Apples, Pears, and Plums
in a rather low-lying situation. Having heard of the advan-
tages of " mound " planting, he asked my advice upon the matter,
when I at once voted for raising the roots above the ground level,

at the same time warning him that the trees would be likely to
suffer if not well mulched, The latter part of my counsel my friend
did not take; "they will lay hold of the soil by winter," said he, "and
be all right." But it chanced that cold frosty winds prevailed in
combination with hard frosts, and that when the gentle refreshing
rains that my friend depended on to fall in spring failed to come, the
trees also failed to put forth leaves, and there was an end to them

—

good trees and labour lost for the want of a little extra expense at
planting time, for assuredly some 4 in. of litter applied in the
autumn would have kept them healthy, J. C. B.

SEASONABLE WOEK.
Peaches.—When all the Peaches have been gathered from the early houses

the trees must be well washed with the syringe to free them from all kinds of
insects, and the borders must be well mulched and watered with diluted liquid
or clear water, according to the strength of the young growths and the quantity
of fruit the trees have brought to maturity. As next year's crop depends upon
a clean, healthy, well-ripened growth, all shoots rendered useless by the
removal of the fruit should now be cut away to admit of the free admission of
light and air, gross shoots should be stopped or removed, and ventilation should
be of the moat liberal chai'acter.

Succession Houses, in which fruit is now taking the last swelling, will
require copious supplies of water, good syringing twice a day, witli a temperature
ranging from 60° at night to 80*^ by day. Elevate all pendent fruit and keep the
foliage turned aside where colour is an object. Pinch the points out of the shoots
intended for removal after the fruit is gathered, and secm'e flavour by giving an
abundance of air. Where the brilliant weather we had in Jlay has hastened late
houses, the ventilators may be kept constantly open ; frequent damping with cold
water Avill keep the atmosphere cool, and an unrestricted growth of the young
wood will help to retard the stoning and swelling of the fruit.

B^gfS-— Trees swelling off second crops of fruit will take large quantities of
tepid liquid, good mulching, and copious syringing twice a day. Stop all gross
shoots for the last time, thin out side growths, expose the fruit to full influence
of the sun, and aim at quality in preference to quantity by thinning out all small
and badly placed Kigs before they have time to jeopardise the whole of the crop.
Successions now ripening will require a free circulation of warm air with

a corresponding reduction in the supply of atmospheric moisture, but gi-eat 'care

must be observed in the application of water to the roots, as anything approaching
drought will most likely cause premature ripening.

Late Houses.—This season will well repay all the attention that can be
given to them, as owing to the terrible destruction of old trees in all parts of
England, outside Figs will be very scarce. Train thinly, give plenty of air

through the early part of the day, and close the structm-e mth solar heat and
moisture to insure the proper swelling of the fruit. If necessary to keep the crop
for autumn use night au- may be given.

Melons.—About this time a number of pits and frames will be set at liberty

by the clearance of forced vegetables and the more tender bedding plants. To
make the best use of these, a good stock of the leading kinds of free-setting

Melons, including Golden Gem and Victory of Bath, should be ready for tuniing
out in strong, but not over-rich loam, placed in ridges some 18 in. from the glass.

As many of the preceding occupants leave a colony of insects behmd, the frames
and lights should be well cleansed with boiling water, and in order to give the
plants a start, a trench may be taken out along the centre of the old bed, and
filled in with fermenting leaves or stable manure, which should be made very
firm before the soil is introduced. A good external lining along the front will

also assist the plants through the early stages of growth. Early crops now swell-

ing or ripening off will well repay steady attention to linings and covering up
with mats at night. Reduce the supply of water and atmospheric moisture
when the fruit begins to change colour. Ventilate more freely on bright daysj

and insure flavour by full exposure to sun and air. The cultivation of Slelons in
houses after this time is a very simple matter, the main points being a bottom-
heat of 85° to 90'^, plenty of air on fine days, to secure dark green, sturdy foliage,

an abundance of water to the roots, and good syringing to keep them free from
neects.

Hardy Fruit.—Owing to the scarcity of rain and the prevalence of keen
north-easterly winds, it will be necessary to examine newly planted trees and give
them a liberal supply of water. At the same time look well to the mulching
and increase it if necessary to prevent loss of moisture from evaporation. The
above conditions having been favourable to the development of insect pests,
fruit trees on walls, particularly Cherries, have l)een infested with black fly, and,
as this soon cripples the young growths, timely attention to dipping in Tolmcco
water or some other insecticide is of the greatest importance. To save time, all
established trees should have the tips of the breast-wood removed and burnt,
and leaders, where extension is desirable, will require repeated dippings until
they break into clean, healthy growtli. The principal attention to Peaches and
Nectarines will be the final thinning of the young wood, nailing and tying-in to
prevent injury from wind, and good syringing to keep them free from spider.
Where they are trained upon the cordon system, pinching will require daily
attention, for if neglected, the strongest gi-owths near the top of the wall will
rob the weaker shoots near the base and destroy the balance of the trees.
Apricots, the most unsatisfactory kind of fruit we have to grow in the open air,
will require pinching to keep pross shoots within bounds. See that the roots are
well mulched, water copiously, and wash with the engine on mild evenings.
Mulch Strawberries and give them an abundance of water in dry weather. To
secure the ripe fruit from the depredations of slugs, it is a good plan to truss
them well up from the ground by placing four short sticks to each stool and
running a piece of matting round the outside. Young plantations from which
early runners are to be obtained should not be allowed to carry fruit. We always
plant specially for this purpose and remove the stems before they come into
flower. w. Coleman.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

AUTUMN-PLANTED CABBAGES.
Tub two varieties of Cabbage which I have found to withstand the
last two severe winters best are East Ham and Enfield Market.
Several other of the leading varieties planted on the same break of
ground were nearly all killed, and a number of them run to seed in
the spring, wliile in the case of the East Ham and Enfield Market
scarcely one run to seed. In order to have a good crop of Cabbages
early in the spring and summer the plants must be strong and stocky
before making the plantation, which should be done some time in

October. The plants ought to be pricked from the seed beds into a
piece of ground which is rather poor, for if too rich the plants grow
too gross and full of sap to withstand the winter frosts. I sow the
third week in July, and make another sowing about the first or
second week in August. Choosing an open piece of ground for my
seed beds, I sow broadcast upon beds i ft. wide, or the seeds can be
sown in shallow drills 3 in. apart, covering them witli some fine soil.

Soon after sowing I give the beds a good dressing of soot and lime
and burnt wood ashes. If wood ashes be not convenient
to get, collect all refuse from the garden, such as Cabbage
stalks, dry vegetable leaves, and prunings of trees and bushes

;

choose a fine day and burn them. Their ashes will be found
to be very useful mixed with soot and lime for sowing over
seedlings newly pricked out. A good dressing of this compost tends
to induce a mass of fine, strong roots, and prevents clubbing. Since
1 have used heavy dressings of lime and soot I scarcely ever have
one clubbed plant during the season, and before I employed this

dressing quantities clubbed. The mixture of soot and lime kills the

j'oung grubs which cause the clubbing.

As soon as the young plants in the seed bed assume the fourtli

leaf, prick them into an open piece of ground, which should be rather

poor, so that the young plants may grow short and stocky. I gene-
rally choose the piece of ground for my plantation of autumn-planted
Cabbages where summer Onions grew. I trench it as deeply as

possible, and manure it well at the same time. I plant my main
crop, as I liave said, in the second or third week in October, keeping
the rows 12 in. apart, and the plants from 9 in. to 12 in. asunder in

the rows. By planting closely a good crop of young Cabbages may
be got in the spring, using them as green Coleworts. As soon as the
plants are large enough for use, every second row may be cut, and
after finishing the rows every second plant in the rows left can be
cut for the summer crop. There will then be a full crop of plants,

2 ft. from row to row, and from 8 in. to 2 ft. plant from plant.

Cabbages are greatly benefited by a dressing of artificial manure
applied between the rows, as soon as the plants begin to grow freely

in the spring. I have used superphosphate for my crops for several

years, and I find that they grow quicker from using it than any other
manure which I have tried. Choose a dry day to sow the super-
phosphate, for if the leaves are wet, and any of the manure falls upon
them, they turn yellow, and a good part of your plants is often
thereby destroyed. After sowing the manure between the rows, hoe
the ground well to mix with the soil. When the plants are large

enough draw the soil well up to their stems with a draw-hoe. If

they grow freely you will have some good hearted Cabbages by the
middle of Maj', if the weather has been favourable to the growth.
We have been cutting some nicely-hearted Cabbages of both East
Ham and Enfield market for some time. One of the best Cabbages
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for sowing early in spring for mid-summer and autumn use is

Carter's Early Heartwell. The earliest sowing can be made in a box

some time in March, placing it in a cold frame until the plants arc

large enough to prick out on a dry warm border. As soon as large

enough, plant out in their peimanent quarters in rows 15 in. apart,

and 15 in. plant from plant. This Cabbage requires less room than

a good manjr varieties, as the leaves grow close and compact, and
compact heads are soon formed. In flavour it is excellent, and it

withstands early frosts better than most Cabbages if well hearted

before they set in in the autumn. Wm. ChbistisON.
Tlie Itntilicry, Bromley Common.

even as an experiment to water some of the main things, and leave

others to take their chance ; this will in the result practically decide
whether "Dorking '' or his gardener is right.—A. D.

WATEKING IN DRY WEATHER.
It often happens that veiy dry weather prevails about this time
when it is desirable to sow the various kinds of vegetable seeds,

such as Broccoli, winter Greens, Lettuces, Endive, kc, and instead
of watering tlie soil after the seeds are sown, it is mucli better to
thoroughly moisten it before sowing, and shade afterwards until the
seeds have fairly vegetated. The following practice may generally
be follow-ed with success : After the soil has been carefully dug or
forked o\'cr the beds should be marked out and thoroughly watered
over night and the seeds sown early the following morning. Early
morning is the best time in which to sow seeds, more particularly
small or light ones, as generally speaking the air is then compara-
tively still. As soon as sown the surface of the bed should be gently
beaten or rather patted down with the back of a clean spade, and
the seeds should be slightly covered with a portion of the compara-
tively dry soil from the intervening alleys. The beds should then
be neatly raked over and the surface covered with a sin<»le
bast mat, Frigi Domo, moss, or dry litter. This covering should
be allowed to remain until the seeds haA-e fairly germi-
nated. If a mat is used it should be pegged down at the
sides to prevent its being blown off by high winds. Thus treated, the
seeds speedily vegetate, and as soon as that happens the covering
should be removed, and if the weather still continues dry, the beds
should be well watered with a moderately tine-rosed watering-pot,
taking care to water gently, so as not to disturb the surface of the
soil. In the case of larger seeds, such as Peas, ]!eans, &c., which are
generally sown in drills or shallow trenches, whenever there are
indications of dry weather setting in, the bottoms of such trenches
should be well soaked with water before the seed is sown, and if
diluted manure water is used for the purpose, so much the better, as
tliat will greatly facilitate germination as well as the healtliy
development of tlie young plants. "With regard to fruit trees, which
" Dorking " also mentions, if they are well established, and if the
drought is not greatly prolonged, they w-ill generally take care of
themselves. iJut in cases where tliey may have been recently trans-
planted or in a weakly condition from soiue cause, such as carrying
a heavy crop, then a thorough watering is of beneiit to them. The
water should not, however, be merely poured on the surface, as in
tliat case the moisture would speedily evaporate ; on the contrarv, a
hollow or circular basin as wide as the extent to which the roots run
should be formed round the stem of the tree intended to be
watered, and this basin should be filled with water, and when that
has been fairly absorbed, the dry soil forming the sides should be
levelled in, an operation which will in a gi-eat measure tend to check
evaporation. One or two thorough waterings nerformed in this
manner will generally be found to be sufficient to carry a fruit tree
of any kind in safety through even an exceptionally dry season.
r. Grieve.

. If " Dorking " has ample command of water exposed to the
air and softened and warmed by it, he may employ it as largely as
he likes and when he likes without scruple ; but if he has to lift it
from a deep well and use it in its hard, cold, primitive state, then
water may be productive of harm. Unless his soil is beneath the
surface excessively dry few established things shonld need water
yet—fruit trees least of all—as heavy waterings may promote ex-
cessive summer growth, and perhaps cause mucli of the young fruit
to fall. In hot, dry weather, in July and August, watering may be
useful, but as a rule established trees seldom need watering. A good
top-dressing of long manure, w-hich would help to retain what mois-
ture was in the soil, would no doubt be of more service. In the
case of seeds and newly-planted things, watering in hot, dry weather
is quite indispensable, but then, wliere possible,"the things watered
should be shaded, as a burning sun falling upon a freshly-watered
seed bed serves but to bake the surface, and ofttimes causes the
seeds to germinate in the morning to be roasted up and destroyed
later in the day. ^Vhen there are cold nights and danger of late
frosts, it is best to water early in the day ; but if safe to water
at night, no doubt plants and seeds secure much more of the mois-
ture than when given in the morning. In any case, it is quite open

Scarlet Runners.— Few vegetables are more productive than
a well-managed row of Scarlet Kunners. By keeping all pods
picked off as soon as large enough, one small row will produce
enough for the consumption of an ordinary family. For the supply
of a large establishment we make two sowings, the first at the latter

end of April. This we generally make in a sheltered corner on hard
ground on wliich we spread about I! in. of fine soil, and then scatter

the seeds evenly over it, covering with the same kind of material,

and if kept moist they will be fine plants by the middle of i\Iay for

transplanting. A few branches are laid over them on cold nights.

We generally jjlaut in trenches prepared as for Celerj', except that
they are filled up level after the manure is dug in. The plants are

carefully lifted and replanted with a trowel, and straight rods about
9 ft. high are driven in on each side of the row, and fastened to one
placed horizontally about (J ft. from the ground. These form an
immovable framework for the haulms to run on. As soon as planted
we put a few evergreen branches outside the stakes for shelter, and
l^lace a mulching of partially decomposed manure 1 yd. wide on each
side of the row ; a good soaking of water or liquid manure is also

given about every alternate week, and thus treated they keep up
bearing for a long time. We sow a few rows the first week in June
for a very late crop, and in seasons when the frost keeps off ; they
are veiy prolific during October, and sometimes in November ; any
way one takes them they are an unfailing croj), and generally
preferred bej'oud Dwarf or Broad Beans. The sorts which we grow
are the old Scarlet and Carter's Champion Kunncr.—J. Geoom
Linton.

Peasm Pota.—That only two gardeners should have competed
for Messrs. Sutton's valuable prizes for four dishes of Teas at the
recent great show at South Kensington affords evidence that very
few grow Peas under glass for tlie securing an advanced crop.

Perhaps more might have competed if a less number of kinds
had been asked for, but it is as easy to grow a few plants of several
kinds as many plants of one or two kinds. But there need be no
difficulty in having half pecks of any kindsof Peas on the 1st of June
in any large garden if a couple of hundred plants are grown singly
in pots. Plants grown thus in 7-in. pots will give even without being
forced at all some half dozen or more of pods on each for gathering
them and two or three other as good gatherings in succession. Of
course if sown early and a little warmth be given. Peas might be
had a montli sooner, and a succession carried on till Peas in the
open garden were ready. There is a great ad\antage, moreover, in pot
culture. The best dwarf JIaiTows will do as well under glass as will

the while and blue rounds, and thus Peas of a superior quality may
be had. It would be hardly worth while to take so much trouble
witli inferior kinds ; the simplest plan is to sow picked seed singly in
l!-in. pots, and when the plants are 3 in. in height shift them into
T-in. pots, using soil that has the benefit of a little "fertiliser''

or other artificial manure. One stick about 2 ft. in height serves to
support any dwarf Pea, and the labour of sticking and tying is

trivial. I should like to see prizes offered for the best half dozen dwarf
Pea plants in pots and in pod at the earlj' June shows, as I am sure
the result would prove much more interesting than are mere dishes
of Peas.—A. D.

Pale Green Asparagus.— I fear this will hardly prove to
be an acquisition, nor is it by any means new. A good many years
ago I sowed some beds of Connover's Colossal and when the
plants became strong enough to cut, it was observed that, here and
there, in each of the beds, were heads of a pale delicate green colour,
apparently the same as that mentioned in The Garden (page 558),
and I found on visiting the same beds a few days since that the
plants are still in existence. So distinct are those green heads from
the ordinary variety, that it was considered advisable to avoid
mixing them in the same bundles, for they were generally tied in
bundles by themselves, but they were found to be in no respect
better than the ordinary heads, but, on the contrary, had a somewhat
sickly appearance when cooked, and consequently never became
favourites.— P. Geieve.

SEASONABLE WOEK.
OxE of the most important operations in this department is the applicition of
sood mulching to advancing crops of Peas, Beans, Lettuce, and all the Brassica
tribe. A\']iere manure cannot be obtained short Grass from the lawns, applied after
a heavy watering, will keep the ground cool and prevent the escape of moisture.
The planting of successional crops of Cauliflowers in trenches as prepared for
Celery claims special attention ; a moderate quantity put out at short intervals is
the Iiest way to secure a steady supply of heads at a time when ordinary treat-
ment ends iu failure. Some time ago I pointed out the importance of pricking
out all the Brassica tribe when large enough to handle. Where tliis system is
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foUoweil removal to the open quarters may take place at any time, irrespective

of drou-jht, provided the plants receive a thorough soaking; to settle the soil about
the roots after planting. Peas may still be sown in prepared trenches every ten
days, or as often as tlie last planting breaks the ground. Follow up the planting
of Celery as the plants become ready. Choose dull or showery days for this work,
and water at once to prevent llagging. Many people have given up the deep
trench system and have gone to the other extreme ; but to grow good crisp heads
in dry seasons it sliould be sufficiently low for the plants to receive a copious
flooding over the surface. Next to good crisp vegetables, plenty of tender Lettuce
and otiier salading form important factors in successful kitchen garden manage-
ment. A steady supply being the object, a good strain of Cos Lettuce should be
sown thinly in shallow trenches, prepared as for Cauliflowers, every ten dajs.

Treated in this way, they can be thinned and complete their growth without
receiving a check. Water Asparagus beds with liquid manure and place manure
in the alleys to keep out drought. Thin out growing crops of all kinds, and keep
the hoe constantly at work to prevent the appearance of weeds. W. Coleman.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
DAFFODILS.

As Parkinson found two centuries and a half ago, so find I now
that in some cases there is great confusion amongst the Daffodils.

Lest this confusion should be handed down to the Daffodil lovers

Two-flowered Daffodil (Narcissus bioolor dianthos).

of 2)0 years hence, I now venture to illustrate a new plural (as

opposed to singular) flowered Daffodil, of which Mr. Barr very
kindly sent me fresh flowers some weeks ago. la The Gauden
for June 4, p. 509, 1 directed attention to the forms at present

known of this new race of " Polyanthus " or many-flowered Daf-
fodils, i.e., to such seedlings as naturally bear two or more
flowers on a single scape. These varieties are firstly N. tridymus,

a seedling raised by the late Mr. W. Backhouse, of St. John's, Wal-
singham, grown and sent to me by Mr.P. Barr ; secondly,N.Mastersi,

a seedling of theRjv. Mr. Nelson'sraised at Aldborough Rectory,near
Norwich (the home of those lovely dwarf Phlo.-ses, some of which
have been figured in The Garden). This variety has two to three

flowered scapes, and the flowers, instead of having sulphur
perianths and golden cups, as in N. tridymus, have white perianth

segments and sulphur-tinted cups, altogether a delicately beautiful

and distinct variety. Still more recently in the present year I

received from Mr. Barr a scape each of two seedlings raised by
Di Graaf Brothers, the well-known bulb growers of Leyden.
Each seapa had two flowers. Tliey are seedlings from the N.

bicolor of gardens, and were produced "without any artificial

fertilisation whatever " ; so that, unless insects have helped the

cultivator, these must be considered as spontaneously-produced
seedling Polyanthus Daffodils. The one had sulphur perianth seg-

ments and pale golden cups ; the other, and that I now illustrate for

the first time, had white segments and golden cups; indeed, typical

N. bicolor of gardens, but with two well developed flowers on one
scape, a state of things I never saw before. Our illustration shows
this variety, N. bicolor dianthos, of the natural size. What par-
ticularly struck me on examining these two twin-flowered varieties

of N. bicolor was their rich and grateful odour, much richer and
altogether distinct from that of the typical bicolor. I trust that
Messrs. De Graaf may have a good stock of these two fine varieties.

Of course, solitary-flowered Daffodils are lovely, but it is, never-

theless, very pleasant to have two beautiful flowers on a stallc

sometimes instead of one. " Always partridge " is not always
satisfying, as our Gallic cousins say. At p. 590, Mr. Brockbank
has, unconsciously as it may be, misrepresented what I wrote anent
the sulphur-perianthed Daffodils at p. 5G8. Botanically spealdng,

N. bicolor is nothing more than a variety of the common Daffodil

N. Pseudo-Narcissus; indeed, all^Daffodils whatever are simply
forms of the wild Daffodil of our meadows, if we except the

Hooped Petticoat kinds from Europe and Africa. Mr. Brockbank
at p. 590 says, " I consider that there are two wild forms, the self

yellow and the bicolor, and that from these arise the two sorts

(Mr. B. means two races, I presume) which prevail throughout the

series." Now as to the wild forms, there are at least twenty wild

forms of the common Daffodil to be found in Britain and elsewhere

in Europe. The " self yellow " is a nonentity altogether ; at least

after some ten or more years' study of Daffodils, no form is known
to me which has not more yellow colouring on tbe corona or crown
than on the perianth segments. Strictly speaking, all Daffodils

are bioolored rather than self-coloured. Parkinson who wrote
on Daffodils 250 years ago, particularly alludes to this fact,

and so Mr. J. Baker in his review of the genus (see " The
Narcissus," p. 07) in describing the typical wild Daffodil

(N. Pseudo-Narcissus), is particular to say " divisions of the limb,

more or less ascending sulphur yellow, paler than the crown ;

" and
so also of the crown, " deeper and more orange-yellow than the

divisions." ludeed, everyone who has ever gathei'ed wild Daffodils

from the meadows must be aware of this main fact, however
variable in size, form, and habit the plants otherwise are. Mr.
Barr pointed out to me the fact on which Mr. Brockbank lays such

great stress so long ago as 1874, and of course 'Mr. Brockbank's

botanical friends, whose names he mentions, could not well deny a

fact which must have forced itself upon them if ever they paid

attention to the wild Daffodils before their visit to Brockhurst.

In " The Narcissus," pp. 9 and 10, speaking of N. Pseudo-

Narcissus var. bicolor (that is to say, the large " bicolor" of gar-

dens, and not the bicolor of Bot. Mag., t. 1187, which is merely a

very pale sulphur-limbed form of the common Daft'odil, cultivated

it may be), I am particular to point out that " this (' bicolor ') is

a Linnean species, but however distmct it may look in our plate,

it is vmited with the common type of N. Pseudo-Narcissus by a

series of pale-coloured forms." Surely after this Mr. Brockbank

will admit that I had a clear notion of these pale-coloured or sul-

phur-limbed forms, and yet, as shown below at p. 590, he infers

that the type of the species (N. Pseudo-Narcissus) of which I am
speaking in my book, and at p. 508 in The Gaeden, is" bicolor,"

which it certainly was not, as I was particular to name the

variety (N. bicolor) as distinct from the common type of the

species (the Daffodil, N. Pseudo-Narcissus).

I have referred to the paragraph Mr. If Mr. Broclibank will look again at

Burbidge cites under the head " Expla- ray JIoDOgraph of the Narcissus under
nation of Plates -Plate vi.." wherein it

is certainly stated that ".Mr. Tyerraan
hadsuppliettwo forms of N.Pseudo-Nar-
cissus from Tregoney with pale, sulphur-

tinted perianth segments and clear yel-

low cups, and these were exactly inter-

mediate links in the ch.ajn wliich unites

this Ijeautiful variety with the common
type of the species" (viz., bicolor). On
turning to plate vl. it gives us the large

bicolor of our gardens, and there is

no'hing to show that Mr. Tyerman's
specimens were wild ones, which was

the heading "Explanation of Plates,'

p. ix., and turn to N bicolor, he will
And that I do allude to the forms of N.
Pseudo-Narcissus having sulphur peri-
anths. Mr. Tyerman sent me two
forms of N. Pseudo-Narcissus from
Tregoney with pale sulphur perianths
and yellowcups, and these were exactly
intermediate links in the chain whicli
unites this beautiful variety (N. bicolor)
with the common type of the specita
(the Daffodil, N. Pseudo-Narcissus).

my point.

N. Ilorsfleldl is, no doubt, a very beautiful form of bioolor, and it

is, 1 think, a little more hardy than N. Empress, and so, perhaps,

better adapted for cold, heavy soils. Messrs. Rodger, McClelland
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of Newry (who are not quite "near" neighbours, however), sent

me a fine stock of strong flowering hulbs of N. Horsfleldi which
have flowered well here the last two seasons. So far as individual

flowers go, however, the flowers of N. Horsfieldi are certainly in-

ferior in size and substance when compared side by side with N.
Empress, and, as I have before stated, I years ago noted the fact

in Mr. Barr's collection. Indeed, if it were really a fact that N.
Horsfieldi is superior in all ways, how comes it that the price of

N. Empress is Is. Cd. to 2s. 6d. per bulb, and N. Horsfieldi, is

offered at 408. per 100, or less than Od. each ? And after all, I

have never yet seen anything in the Daffodil way that approaches

Bain's big Irish Daffodil (N. maximus), with its golden trumpets
borne aloft on scapes nearly 1 yd. in height, and yet stout enough
to defy the most bitter east winds of March. F. W. B.

PERENNIAL POPPIES.
Nothing can be grander than a mass of Papaver bracteatum in

full flower. It W.1S a long time before I found this Poppy. It is

in the nurserymen's catalogues, but you generally get P. orientale,

which is similar, but very inferior. At last we found it in an
old-fashioned Lancashire garden, where it had grown for twenty
years, and now it abounds. Left at liberty, it forms huge masses

of fine foliage, handsome even when not in flower; but when the

summer comes it is glorious ! The flowers are carried on stiff stalks

with leafy bracts at intervals, and one well-developed bract under
each flower. The flowers are in. across, of brightest scarlet, and
each of the four petals has a square cut, deep, purple-black spot at

its base inside, forming a black cross, and giving it a very distinct

appearance. We have a long row of bracteatum, as well as large

isolated masses, and it is also perched on the tops of our rockeries,

forming most vivid scarlet masses, asserting supremacy over the

Khododendrons and Posonies, which are also in fuU glory.

Next to P. bracteatum comes P. orientale. It has naked flower-

stalks as a rule, but they are frequently feathered, and now and
then there is a bract under the flowers. The flowers are pure

scarlet, but here again there is a variety, as a good many of them
have a black spot. It seems as if the orientale had been crossed

by bracteatum, and that there were a good many hybrids abroad.

The fault with this Poppy is its weaker stalk. It does not hold its

large flowers erect like its rival, and is sooner over.

Mr. WoUey Dod sent me plants of P. umbrosnm this year, and
they are in flower; not, however, in proper character, so I cannot

speak of them beyond saying that they are of a darker scarlet.

Papaver alpinum is diilicidt to keep, but it grows freely from
seed, and its lovely white flowers are welcome.

P. pyrenaicum sulphureum is a most lovely variety, of a deep
yellow, with pale sulphur spots at the inner base of the petals,

making a pale yellow cross, just as in the black cross with bracteatum.

This is the most delicately beautiful of all the Poppies. P. uudicaule

resembles it, but without the pale centre. It grows freely, and is

also easily raised from seed. Our own yellow Poppy, so common
in Wales and the lake districts (Meconopsis cambrica), is difficult

to transplant, but is easily grown from seeds. It loves odd corners,

such as the angles of steps or crevices at the foot of a mossy wall,

or in roclavork, and once established it spreads freelj'.

The Himalayan Poppies, Meconopsis WalHchi, with pale blue,

and uepalensis, with pale yellow flowers, are more curious than

beautiful. Their foliage is exceedingly curious, being thickly

coated with yellow hairs almost like fur, and during early spring

it is in this state verj' pretty. Later in summer it begins to throw
up tall flower-stalks, which bear smallish flowers for a long time,

but the plants have never been either showj' or pretty with me.
Probably they are so at home, and that they require a hotter

climate than ours for the development of their true character. I

saw Wallichi in flower last summer at the York Nurseries, and it

was even there interesting, but not beautiful.

Broclilmrst, Didsbury. "Wm. Brockbank.

Iris olbiensis.—Of all the dwarf Irises this is, perhaps, the

handsomest. It is as dwarf as I. pumila, or even more so ;
is more

robust and has larger and more massive flowers of rich deep purple.

In fissures in sunny rockwork, even where it is rather drj', this Iris

grows and blooms freely, and is extremely beautiful. It is perfectly

hardy.—JAS. Backhouse & Son, York Mirseries.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE PLOWER GAKDEN.

Phyteumas.—The plant called P. comosum (p. 419) is certainly

not that species, which I know well, both in our own garden (where

it flowered last year and is now coming up again with increased vigour)

and also among its native rocks in Southern Tyrol. The plant

illustrated 1 believe to be P. Scheuchzeri, although I have not yet

seen it, but I should be glad to be told its right name by someone
more familiar with the tribe than myself. Mr. Potter's unknown
plant (see The Gakdes, p. 446) must be either P. nigrum, which
also grows in our garden, or P. Halleri. Either of these would
answer his description of the flower ; they differ chiefly in the

leaves. I believe I could make them out from a dried specimen.

—

H. P.. H.

Bedding Pansy Alpha.—Of the many fine showy kinds of

the so-called bedding Pansy, this is certainly one of the most
meritorious. The habit is extremely good, the plant clinging as it

were to the soil, the flowers, which are of a rich plum purple, rising

well above the foliage and growing, quite early in spring, an effec-

tive mass of colour. These summer-growing Pansies are certainly

most useful, as they enable all 'n^io may not have the means to

raise or winter a suflicient number of tender subjects for open air

decoration, to effectually embellish their gardens throughout the

season at but little trouble and a minimum of expense. A dozen or so

of the best Pansies and Violas will keep a garden aglow from early

spring till autumn.—J. C. B.

Limnanthes Douglasi.—Of the many hardy annuals in culti-

^•ation, few are so hardy as this. The most severe winter does not
appear to possess the power to injure it, and the seed germinates at a
very low temperature. It is of a compact, but vigorous habit, a single

plant covering when in bloom quite a square foot of soil ; it should
therefore be allowed quite that space for development. Unlike the

generality of annuals, it neither requires a deep nor rich soil, but
thrives admirably where the natural staple is poor and inclined to

burn in the earlj- summer months, a fact which renders it valuable
for planting on dry banks or similar situations, flowering of the two
more freely thus placed than when growing in rich soils.

—

J. C. B.

Variegated Winter-cress (Barbarea vulgaris fob var.),

—

]\Ir. Scott, of Merriott, found this plant growing in good sandy soil

where formerly an old hedge stood. Is a variegated variety of the
Winter-cress a rarity ? or have some of j'our readers seen it before ?

There is, besides the variegation, a marked difference between the type
and variety, inasmuch as in the latter the lateral and terminal lobes of

the Ij'rate leaves are much wider and more obtuse. The stems and
petioles, as in the type, are much furrowed. I have been acquainted
with it now for about five years, and I find that quite two-thirds

come true from seed. When it becomes a large plant the green and
white foliage, combined with the yellow inflorescence, renders it

very effective for mixed borders.—AV. EoBEETS, MerriuU.
Perennial Yello'w Lupine.—Thermopsis rhombifolia, a

native of the Upper Jlissouri and Kocky Mountains, may well bear
this name. Its large bright yellow Lupine-like flowers, which form
erect open spikes of from twelve to twenty blooms on stems from
9 in. to 15 in. high, are highly ornamental. Theplant will apparently
grow in any soil or situation. It is so tenacious of life that the only
danger is of its becoming too free. It creeps underground like

Couch or Twitch Grass, and is one of the plants that every one can
cultivate, though as yet rare. No frost harms it.—Jas. Backhouse
& Son, York Nitrsenes.

Iris missouriensis.—We send you herewith a cut flower of
the true Iris missouriensis (Nutt.)—Iris Tolmieana (Herb.). We have
been much puzzled with tlus species ; we imported it two years ago,
but now it is thoroughly established and flowering profusely. We
have submitted specimens to Mr. Baker, who has cleared up the point
for us. It has never been figured, Mr. Baker says. It is quite dis-

tinct from I. prismatica and I. longipetala, which flowered much later,

and we have had these two for years, so without doubt we can speak
confidently on that point.—F. HOBSMAN, ColcJwster. [A delicately

marked species, not possessing much claim for garden cultivation.

—Ed.]
Hedysarum gyrans (A Self-moving Plant).—I see that some

of your correspondents mentioned this lately in The G.4RDEN,
under another name, but the description of it was sufficient for me
to identify an old acquaintance, which in 1830 was thought to be
one of the greatest curiosities known amongst plants, the Sensitive
plant being then not so well known as it is now. The spasmodic
motions of the Moving plant were as little known then as they
seem to be now ; its motive power was attributed to the sun,
and the plant was always kept in the sunniest place in the stove,
and I think its movement was not much looked for except on bright
days, when its action could be reckoned on as so much per minute,
and was a wonder not to be disregarded in those days.—K.
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Violas and Pansies.—The appellation Viola, as applied to

the various garden hybrids of the Viola family, is now misleading
;

Viola oornuta, Munbyana, and similar species will long find a place

in the alpine garden, and are not Pansies, but the various so-called

Violas are really Pansies. Fancy or Belgian Pansies, show or

English Pansies, are well understood definitions of sections, and so

also are bedding Pansies, most of which have grown up from out of the

Viola proper, but have largely the bloom of the Pansy with the

original Viola habit. It would be wise to confine the term Viola to

recognised species only, and term all others fancy, show, bedding,

or border Pansies, as the case may be.—A. D.

SEASONABLE WORK.
Flower Garden.—By this time the planting of tlie beds will have been

accomplished, and the ne.\t important operation, that of pegging down such

straggling growers as Heliotropes, Petunias, and Ivy-leaved Geraniums will

follow. At the present time the weather is very hot and dry, and, as a natural

consequence, unfavourable to the starting of soft-leaved plants which have not
been grown in small pots, but by placing small twigs of Yew amongst tliem and
sprinkling overhead every night they may be prevented from going back until we
have anotoer fall of rain. Look well to all tall sjowing sub-tropicals and see

that they are well staked before they receive injury from wind or wet, indeed,

tile safest and most expeditious way is to arrange the stakes and plant to them.
Give copious supplies of water immediately after planting. Mulch and use some
dwarf-creepina: plants for covering the ground. Next to well arranged beds may
1)6 placed well kept turf, walks, and edgings, and as the first is already showing
signs of suffering from drought that portion at least which forms the " setting"

for the flower beds should be well flooded to keep the grass in a growing state.

Box edgings may be clipped at any time, but showery weather answers best.

Hardy herbaceous plants now growing rapidly must have careful attention to

thiiniing, tying, and watering. It is a common mistake to allow old stools of

Delphiniums and other indispensable favourites to throw up too many flower

stems when the duration as well as the quality of the bloom is curtailed. After

the severe castigation of the past winter the pruning and clipping of slirubs and
evergreen hedges may be deferred until we have a change to showery weather.

W. COLH-M.iN.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
An element of disappointment creeps into our survey of market gar-

dens just now. The great promise of the early spring is not being
fulfilled, and the crops are far from being what has been anticipated.

For the pasttwo or three seasons the fruit crops have generally been poor,

and only in exceptional cases has money been made. The men who
have several strings to their bows have perhaps been better able to

pull through than those who depend solely upon one kind of crop

;

and if from amongst hardy fruits. Peas, Potatoes, cut flowers, or

market roots, something did not prove remunerative it would have
been hard indeed. Tliis season was to have been a great fruit year.

Indications are not wanting, hereabouts, to show that this will not
be realised. The crop has been moderating largely during the past
few weeks, for under the influence of hot scorching suns, a
lengthened drouglit, and keen wind, not only has the swelling fruit

been much checked, but a verj' large portion of what appeared to be
sound has fallen and in many cases left the crop quite thin. Added
to these mishaps the heat and drought have generated fly, and con-
sequently maggot and blight is abundant, so that things by no means
wear a roseate aspect. The great want is a heavy washing rain of a
week's duration, so that the moisture might get down to the roots, and
give themathorough soaking, and also wash and cleanse the trees from
insects ; were this to be the case early (and at thepresent time of writing
rain is threatening), a fairly good crop might be saved and the trees

vastly benefited. In such case perhaps a moderate crop would not
represent so much loss, because the fruit would be finer, and the
price more remunerative. Still even that result is entirely contingent
upon the weather. But the sharp frosts and bitterly keen winds of
early April did great mischief, there can be no doubt : even unopened
flower buds were badly hit, and have shown that they were so by
falling. We have had the finest season's bloom on all hardy fruit

trees ]perhaps ever seen, but the result will be far from commen-
surate.

Gooseberries and Currants.—Owing to the comparatively
late period at which Whitsuntide fell, there were plenty of

Gooseberries for the pies and tarts of holiday people, and, indeed,
there had been plenty in the market for the preceding fortnight.

Having a lively remembrance of the havoc wrought amongst the
bushes by the pestilent caterpillars last year, growers have been
hard at work gathering, even though the fruits were not more than
half grown, and many thousands of sieves and half sieves have gone
to market. The price is fairly remunerative, but the loss to the
public is considerable, because this early gathering may be said to

reduce the crop one third of what should be its natural bulk. The
early appearance of the caterpillar again this year has created some
alarm although every effort was made to cope with them. Suddenly,
however, they disappeared, and it is hoped if a good rain comes that
they will not return. Hellebore powder may be a strong destructive

agent, but it is a dangerous one, and no one would like to eat the

fruit from bushes which had been dusted with it. Fortunately our
market growers do not use such a dangerous compound, but many
do largely use soot, which if not dangerous is very nasty. It

was the growers' expectation that rain would come and wash it ofE

the bushes and fruit before the time for picking came, but it has
not, and the unfortunate women who have had to gather the fruit

have gone home at night looking very much like chimney sweeps.
Still tlie fruit looked little the worse for the dressing. The general
loss of foliage produced last j'ear by the caterpillars could not but
affect the fruiting properties of the young wood ; that was evident in

the winter when pruning was in progress, as the growth was weak
and lacked robustness. To this, no doubt, is largely due the fact,

to which abundant testimony is now borne, that the Goosebeny crop
is far from being so large as was anticipated. Though the Currant
crop looks well, yet it is so very much dependent upon the
weather that it will be unwise to prospect largely upon it. Black
Currants ought to be a heavy crop, but from drought some of the
bunches are already thinning.

Potatoes and Peas.—Out in the open fields vegetables do not
look promising. Potatoes, in most cases late planted, are coming
thinly, or irregularly and slowly. In dry soils the sets went in dry,

and there has not been found enough of moisture to start them into
growth. In heavy lumpy soil the surface is so hard that the growth
finds it diflicult to force its way through. A rank grower like the
Champion perhaps makes light of this difficulty, but it very much
affects the weaker kinds. The fine-toothed harrow renders great as-

sistance, and when the rows are fairly visible, the horse hoe soon
renders the surface light and loose, and keeps weeds in check. Still

the plants are late, and with the latest planted kinds there will be
but little chance for a crop of tubers if the disease sets in early.

There is no present prospect that the Potato crop will at all approach
to the fine produce of last year. Early Peas are short, thin, and late.

Generally in the fields there will be few fit for market till about the
third week of the month, and unless rain soon comes these will be
small. Already the leaves begin to look yellow, and the blooms fall

prematurely. On dry soils, where an average season gives good
crops, the growth does not exceed 15 in., though in full bloom. Such
a crop as is likely to follow will hardly pay for gathering, except
that the market price will, no doubt, be considerably enhanced.
West Middlesex, in spite of its approximation to the Thames valley,

is a dry locality, and in such a season as we now have, soon exhibits

the want of moisture. It is not probable that any big fortunes will

be made through Peas this year.

Other Crops.—Between the end of the winter Greens, and these
were few indeed, and the incoming of the Peas there is a long interval

that it is difficult to bridge over, and indeed could not be, but for

the much abused foreigner. What our vegetable markets would be
like without his help, during such a season as the present may we
be for ever spared having practical knowledge of. Of autumn planted
Cabbages, a large quantity have bolted to seed, a natural result of
such a severe winter, whilst what stood have mostly been pulled and
bunched long since to make way for other crops ; 2s. 6d. per bushel,

was paid on the ground but the other day for stuff of this kind, mere
heads of leaves without hearts. What the consumer would have to

pay for a boiling may well be imagined. The growers are doing
their best to make the interregnum of abstinence from green vege-

tables, as short as possible, and to this end have largely sown Broad
Beans, dwarfs and runners. Early sown summer Spinach is a useful

vegetable tocatch crops but does not seem to find favour, and though
winter Onions stood well, and spring sown kinds are fairly abundant
they hardly take the place of Broccoli or spring Cabbages, whilst
Asparagus, delicious and tender to the palate, yet easy to cultivate,is

not a vegetable for the million. It has not been a good time for
Eadishes and Lettuce, the soil has been too harsh and dry. If the
hot dry time has at length had its temporary fling and a season of
rainfall is come we'shall, as a matter of course, soon find plenty of

good vegetables, for the land under cultivation of market crops is

enormous.

Later Notes.—Since the above notes were writtena heavyrainfall
has taken place all through this district, and necessarily has been
productive of great good. A heavy washing rain, just what was
needed, has well cleansed the trees and bushes, and assisted the
Strawberries immensely. Still it would be idle to suppose that the
result of this isolated rainfall can be of a permanent character unless
more rain follows, as the soil is yet ill prepared to withstand the
demand of such weather as usually marks July and August. More-
over, the rain has been alloyed by cold winds, and, for June, ex-
tremely cold nights, showing in the early morning white frosts.

Our great need is more warmth and more rain. With these garden
crops will speedily change for the better ; without them we cannot
hope for a very prosperous season. A. D,
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NOTES FROM HANDCEOSS PAEK.
TnoSE who frequent the larger of the Loudon flower shows are
probably familiar with the g-raud specimen plants that are annually
exhibited by Mr. Rann, from Mr. Warren's beautiful Sussex gar-
den at Crawley, where cultivated plants, both out-of-doors and

Cypripedium euryandruin.

under glass, may be seen In wonderful variety. It is, however,
more particularly to the fine-foliaged plants and Ferns that -sve

wish to confine our remarks. These are wonderfully well grown,
especiall}' the C'rotons, of which there are here nearly everj' species

and variety in cultivation. To these Crotons a span-roofed
house is devoted. The largest plants are elevated as near as

possible to the roof, in order to bring the leaf colouring in its best
form. Some of the plants in this house are 5 ft. and G ft. through,
and are all in vigorous health, and exquisite as regards colour.
Among the finest are 0. Hendersoni, interruptum, one of the
grandest of all, the old variegatum, volutum, a fine plant, midticolor,

Youngi, and angustifolium, an ex-
tremely fine pyramidal specimen. Of
the newer kinds there are smaller
examples in the same house ; for in-

stance, Challenger, princeps. Prince
of Wales, Morti, superbiens, and
chr3-sophj-llum, WiUiamsl, albicans,

a noble varietj^ with broad, hand-
somely variegated leaves. In other

houses and pits there are numerous
others, principally new varieties,

amongst which that named Warreni
is undoubtedly the finest of the long

pendulous kinds, the leaves being
beautifully mottled with green, crim-

son, and yellow, and curiously, yet

elegantly, twisted, and droop in

such a gracefully fountain-like man-
ner. The otlier kinds are too numer-
ous to specialise, and though some
kinds are not very dissimilar to

others, yet if they have any dis-

tinguishing character it is brought
out fully liere by skilful culture. We
have never met with a more tho-

roughly representative collection

hitherto, acd it fully bears out what
we have before remarked, that in

order to get beyoud mediocrity with
any one class of plants it is necessary

to treat them specially, and make it

pre-eminent.

Ferns.—As with the Crotons,
so with these, unusually fine ex-
amples are represented, particularly

of Gleichenias, notwithstanding that

they are difficult to manage. They
are now beginniug to assume their

best aspect, as they ha'\-e a profusion
of young fronds nearly matured.
Three huge specimens of G. Men-
delli, rupestris glaucescens, and
microphyllaareespeciallyuoteworthy
for robust growth ; they liave rounded
heads some 4 ft. or 5 ft. through,
and on the top a complete mass of

delicate young fronds, which, viewed
from above the plants, is a beautiful

sight. No adequate idea of such
beauty can be obtained in an ex-

hibition tent, as the plants must ne-

cessarily have the fronds tied in so

as to admit of being transmitted
safely. Among other Ferns of re-

markable size are Adiantum far-

leyense, Davallia Mooreana, both
grand examples in huge pots ; Cya-
thea dealbata, squarrosa, medullar!?,

princeps, Burkei, Dregei, all superb
specimens ; while of Cycads there

are fine plants of C. circina-

lis and C. revoluta ; the latter

in a spacious tub is just deve-
loping a spreading head of new
leaves.

Palms.—The majority of these occupy a lofty house in the
centre of the principal range, and although not remarkably
large, are of a useful size for exhibition and general decorative

purposes, and aU indicate robust vigour. Among the most note-

worthy are Areca sapida, an extremely handsome New Zealand
species having laige, erect, pinnate leaves produced from a connnon
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centre; Cocos Weddelliana, the most graceful of all Palms, there

is a fine plant some •"> ft. in height, with an elegantly spreading

head of its feathery foliage ; various other species of Chamterops,
Pha'ui.x, Latania—giving this house a most imposing appearance,

wliich would be greatly increased were it not so crowded. Of
other fine foliaged plants, there are some rem arlcably fine examples
of Spatliiphyllum pictuui, ,i handsome-leaved Aroid ; Dieffen-

bachia iilustris, one of the best of the species ; Phyllanthus roseo-

pictus; various Anthuriums, Dasylirion glaucum, &c. There is

also a good collection of Orchids, amongst which were in flower

Saccolabinm gigauteuni, Tliunia Bensoniae, Odontoglossum
Koezli album, Anguloa Clowesi, all fine species.

Specimens of tlowering, stove, and greenliouse plants are now
engaging some attention here, and already there are some fine

examples, which, no doubt, will find their way to tlie e.xhibition

tents in London tliis season. Of those in fine condition there are

splendid examples of Clerodendron Thomsoni, Aphelexispvirpurea,

and otlier forms, Erica depressa, ampnllacea, Lindleyana, and others,

Bongainvillea glabra and several Allamandas, while among those to

flower are Stephanotis, Statioes, Ixoras, Iledaromas.

There is also a good collection of succulent plants, such as Aga'^'es,

Aloes, Bonaparteas, &c., and lOvewi.se of Pitclier plants, which are

grown remarliably fine. On one plant of Nepenthes Hoolferiaua

we counted more than a score of fully developed pitchers. Every-
where in the garden or pleasure grounds one is impressed with tlie

wealth of exotic growth, and all is uniformly maintained in a liigli

state of perfection. W. G.

ORCHIDS.

CYPRIPEDIUM EUEYANDRUM.
This is one of Messrs. Veitcli's liybrids, the result of crossing C
barbatum with G. Stonei. The sepals come near those of C. Stonei,

but the upper one is blunter ; the petals are much longer than
those of 0. barbatum, but shorter than those of C. Stonei; the lip is

larger than that of C. barbatum. We may add that the plant is of

robust growth, and has bold, deep green, faintly tessellated foliage.

The flower-scapes, which are stout and hairy, each bear two or

three flowers.

ORCHIDS IN FLOWER AT KENWOOD.
In Mr. Coming's garden, the Orchids just now are especially gay.

The summer-blooming Cattleyas are now at their best ; of Cattleya
Mossia; there are about 200 blooms open, and these are of every
conceivable shade of colour, from white to an almost deep crimson.

The most distinctive sorts are alba, with white sepals and petals, lip

white, with a blotch of rose shaded with orange ; Kathbonei,
measuring 9 in. across, sepals and petals of a deep rose, with a broad lip

of deep crimson margined with white, and an orange throat

;

Slenandi, light rose sepals and peials, lip rose veined with
crimson, throat lemon colour

; aurantiaca is conspicuous for its deep
orange throat, extending into the lip ; Jlendelli is almost as prolific

in varieties as Mossiss, the most noteworthy being a pure white form
which this year for the first time being a seedling imported among
a lot of JIossia3 ; Wagneri, another white flowered Cattleya, with a
lemon coloured throat, has four flowers. The summer blooming
labiata are now at their best,as are almost the speciosissimas; luteola,

though small and inconspicuous compared to its congeners, when
grown in large masses is quite a showy plant, and as many as
thirteen to sixteen flowers on a spike. The Lselias are well repre-

sented by A^^olstenholm.-c, Pilcheri, Schilleriana, and majalis. In
the Phaltenopsis house, notwithstanding the season is past for a
great show of bloom, there is quite a good sprinkling of bloom. Of
amabilis there are 50 to 60 spikes; also a few of Schilleriana and grandi-

flora, Manni,cornu-cervi,and roseaare past their best; Luddemanniana,
Gorningiana, sumatrana, and Parishi are just opening. Of Vandas
there are a few, as suavis, 3Ieleagris,Coruingi, gigantea, coerulescens,

Boxalli, teres, and its variety Andersoni blooms very freely every

year by giving it abundance of heat during the growing season, and
subjecting it to a temperature in winter of 40° to 4.5°, with little or

no water, Eatemani is throwing up its large, arching spikes of
violet-speckled flowers. Among the best of the Saccolabiums at
present in bloom are Holfordi, guttatum, Bhimei and its var. Dayi,
curvitolium and its var. moulmeinensis. Among the Aerides
are quinquevnlnernm, crassifolium, Lobbi, and Day's var. of
Field'.ngi, as also the type ; this class ajjpears to luxuriate

in the strong heat of the American summer, and also likes

abundance of water, in fact, never ought to be dry if spot is to be

avoided. This also applies to PhaUenopsis. There is quite a fair

show of Cypripediums, consisting of the handsome hybrids super
ciliare, vernixium, selligerum, Domini, and Swanianum ; villosurr,

with its near ally Uoxalli ; the seldom-bloomed hevigatum, niveuni
with three flowers on a stem ; also the spotted variety of barbatumi
with many of its numerous varieties ; Koezli, and lastly Lawrencea-
num, with the finest foliage of the whole genus. Co^logyne pandu-
rata, though not a showy kind, is interesting on account of
the deep black markings on its otherwise green flower ; it is

a very free grower, and generally blooms twice a year ; bnt
near to it, and contrasting in colour, is the handsome Mas-
sangeana, with a pendulous spike of twenty-two flowers. The
Dendrobiums are not to the fore just now, though a lot of nobile
assist to render the show house gay. Dayanum, McCarthia;, and albo-
sanguineum are fine large flowering kinds

; the giganteum of Fal-
coneri is quite an improvement on the type ; others are Jenkinsi,
Paxtoni, transparens, and crystallinum. Among the Oncids are
obryzatum, with 300 flowers on a spike ; the gaudy-flowered concolor
and sarcodes contrast with the lilac hues of nemorale majus ; others
of lesser note are pelicanum, unicorne, flexuosum, Forbesi, and
Krameri. Bronghtonia sanguinea should be grown by ever}' one on
account of its distinct colour and free blooming quality. A few
Epidendrums are out, such as Parkinsonianum, which succeeds best
on a block in the Indian house ; the ever-blooming erectum, the
fragrant aromaticum, and a species from Brazil with a bulb like

paniculata, fleshy leaves, and a large thryse of large white flowers.

Chysis Limminghi, bractescens, and hcvis, these we find do best with
abundance of heat and moisture in growing season ; the flowers of

Sobralia nana as large and handsome as the macrantha, and more
valuable on account of its requiring less room. Others in flower are
I'haius Wallichi, Camarotis purpurea, Calanthe Domini, Lycaste
Skinneri, and Odontoglossum citrofmum; the latter kind is found to do
best with the Dendrobes. In the cool there is a very meagre display ; a
few species are vrortby of note, as Masdevallia Backhouseana.radiosa,
trochilus, Estrad;B, Plarryana, ignea,a few Odontoglossum Alexandras
and Pescatorei, 0. niveum, cirrhosum, vexillarium, lleichenheimi,

and I'romama stapelioides. F. Goldking.

Albaiii/, -lA',
1".

Oichids in Flower at Glasnevin.
in great beauty in the Botanic Garden here.

Epideudrum cochleatura
niacrochilum roseura

Tjclia purpurata
Lycaste cruenta
Masdevallia civilis

Harryaua
ignea
Lindeni
poiysticta
Veitchi

Maxillaria HarrisoniEC
tenuifolia

Mesospinidiiim vulcani-
Mjltonia festiva [cum
Odontoglossum Alexandrtc

Cervantesi
cirrhosum
citrosraum
triumphans
vexillarium

—The following are now
viz.

:

Oucidium crispum
liexuosum
Kramei-ianum
obr> zatum
Pliilipsianum
sarcodes
sphacelatum

Phalsenopsis Paiishi
rosea

Pholidota imbricata
Saccolabinm ampullji-

curvifolium [ceum
guttatum
retusum

Stenia fimbriata
Tiichopilia crispa
rropedium Liodeni
Vauda teres

tricolor

suavis

Aerides Liiidleyanuni
Brassia verrucosa
Camarotis purpurea
Cattleya citrina

labiata
Jlossi.'e

VVarneri
Cypripedium barbatum

Dominianum
Hookeri
Lawrenceanum
longifolium
niveum
Veitchi
villosum

Dendrobium Farmer!
.Tamesianum
suavissinium

Epidendrum alatum
ciliatum

—F. MOOEE.

Dendrobium Falconer! giganteum.—This variety is a
decided improvement in several respects on the typical kind. The
flowers are somewhat larger and more brightly coloured, and the

stems, or more correctly pseudo- bulbs, which in the original are ex-

tremel.y slender, are in this variety considerably stouter and of a
more erect growth. The chief character, however, and a most im-

portant one too, is that while the flowers of the ordinary kind only
retain their beauty for some five or six days, those of the variety

giganteum last fully three weeks in good condition. It may now be
seen in flower in the Eoyal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, where also the

following are in flower.

Phalsenopsis sumatrana is a new and very hmdsome spe-

cies in the way of P. Luddemanniana, though quite distinct from it

as regards the colour of the flowers, which are, however, of about the

same size. The sepals are heavily barred with rich, brownish-choco-
late on a pale ground, while the lip is a rich, deep amethyst, tipped
with a tuft of white down-like hair. The leaves are long and broad,
thin in texture, and of adeepgreen. Among the more noteworthj'of the
hosts of Orchids in flower are Dendrobium infundibulum, with a dozen
flowers in one cluster; D lasioglossum, a rare kind with white
semi-transparent flowers ; Lajlia purpurata liusselliana, a very fine

variety ;
Cypripedium selligerum, a handsome hybrid, and a fine

variety of it named majus ; >-arious Odontoglossums and Masdeval-
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lias, notably among the latter M. coocinea, which is far finer than its

ally M. ignea, being larger and much finer in hue.

Cattleya Wagneri, one o£ the finest white Cattleyas grown ;

its flowers are as large as those of an ordinary form of Mossife, and
there is nothing to mar the chaste purity of the fiowers save ablotch

of orange j'ellow in tlie interior of the lip. C. Mardelli, a splendid

hybrid, is also in flower. It is across between C. speciosissima and
Devoniensis, but very distinct from either ; the lip is broad and of

an intensely rich amethyst white ; the sepals are of a duller liue, but

higlily attractive. G. Mossiie alba, with almost pure white flower, is

another very lovely kind in flower, as are likewise numerous fine

varieties of C. Warneri and Mendelli, some of the latter being

particularly fine.—W. G.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

June 14.

The plants shown on this occasion were few in number comjjared

with the extensive displays represented at previous meetings this

season, but amongst them there were several new plants, and some
of high merit.

First-clasH Certificates were"awarded to the following :

—

^Ir. I';. G. Ijoder, "Wcedon, Northampton, for

—

Echinocereus Fendleri.—A hardy Cactaceous plant from
Colorado, having flowers, when fully expanded, some -i in. across,

and of a beautiful rosy-purple hue. E. gonacanthus, with
much smaller flowers than tlie preceding ; of a deep red colour, but
produced very numerously on globular stems beset with stiff spines,

jMr. G. l'\ \ViIson, Ileatherbank, Weybridge, for

—

Lily Scott Wilson. —A highly interesting hybrid, the result of

a cross between Lilium ^\'ashingtonianum and one of the pardalinum
section. It partakes strongly of the foliage of the former, but the
flowers, which are 3 in. across, are pale j'ellow, copiously spotted

with chocolate, and flushed on the upper half of the petals with
red, after the manner of pardalinum.

i\Iessrs. J, Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, for

—

Hydrangea Mariesi.—A beautiful Japanese plant recently in-

troduced ; remarkalile for the lovely blue colour of its huge heads
of sterile flowers, which resemble those of Hortensia in general ap-
pearance. If tlie colour is permanent it will be a valuable acquisi-

tion,

Sarracenia melanorhoda.—A hybrid raised between S. pur-
jiurca and S. Stevcnsi (itself a liybrid). The progeny partakes of the
character of both parents in a striking manner. The pitchers are
sub-erect, not so largo or wide as those of S. purpurea, but very
highly coloured witli deep blood red.

Cypripedium selligerum majus.—A variety of a handsome
hybrid Lady's Slipper, raised between C. barbatum and C. tevigatum.
The flowers are much larger than those of the original form ; the
colour reminds one of that of C. barbatum, but the upper sepal is

whiter and more distinctly marked ; the lateral sepals are likewise of
a brighter hue.

Messrs. J. Laing ,<t Co., Stanstcad Nurseries, Forest Hill, for

—

Oaladium. Mithridato.—A distinct and handsome variety,

with large leaves of a rich deep crimson, margined with deep green.

C. J. R. Box.—^\'ith semi-transparent leaves of a reddish-white
hue, feathered and veined with crimson ; a very effective variety.

O. candidum.—Another beautiful kind, with deep green leaves,

blotched and spotted with pure white in a very elegant manner.
Jlr. J. King, gardener to Jlr. Simpson, AVraj' Park Tteigate, for

—

Coleus Miss Simpson and C. Mr. Stedall. — Both ex-
tremely fine varieties, quite distinct from and a decided advance on
existing varieties. Tlie former has leaves of a bright crimson,
margined with a gold band. The other has leaves of a brilliant car-

mine in the centre, then a zone of emerald green, and a band of

golden-yellow along the coarsely-toothed edges.

A choice group of new or rare plants from Blessrs. Veitch included
Clematis coccinea, with flowers brighter in colour than has yet been
exhibited and approximating nearer to our coloured plate of the
plant than the flowers exhibited before ; Heliconia aureo striata, a
handsome fine-foliaged plant ; Dendrobium Falconeri giganteum,
remarkable for the large size of the bulbs ; Cattleya Wagneri, a pure
white Jlossia^-like flower with yellow blotch on the interior of the
lip ; Lilium ICrameri, finely coloured ; JIasdevallia coccinea, a beau-
tiful species witli bright purple-crimson flowers ; M. ignea, with
highly coloured flowers ; Phatenopsis sumatrana, a species of the Lud-

demanniana type, but with brighter coloured and more distinctly

marked flowers ; Zephyranthes macrosiphon, a pretty bulbous plant,

having deep rosy flowers; Cypripedium selligerum majus, the finest

flowered variety of this handsome hybrid yet shown ; Calanthe Tex-
tori, a species in the way of C. veratrifolia—both the flowers are

flushed with pink, and there is an orange red crest on the lip ;
Epi-

dendrum falcatum, a species in the way of E. Parkinsoni, but with
more white flowers of very singular shape ; Pratia angulata, a pretty

creeping dwarf plant, with pure white flowers similar to the ordinary
bedding Lobelias ; Hydrangea JIariesi, a variety in the way of H.
Hortensia, having a huge cluster of bluish-purple sterile flowers

;

Carnation Lady iUusgi'ave, a fine tree variety with large rosette-like

blossoms of a decpcriaison; Spergula pilifera aurea, a golden-leaved

variety cf a common plant ; Cattlej'a Mossire alba, an almost pure
white form, very delicate and sliowy ; Begonia Davisi, and a group
of seedlings raised from that species ; Azalea indica Souvenir de
Prince Albert (white -variety), a pure white form of this fine Azalea,

veiy beautitul and distinct.

Jlr. Loder,Weedon,Northainpton, again exhibited his fine collection

of hardy plants, each numbering about 50 plants, among which
were Echinocereus Fendleri, a large flowered species of a delicate

purplish rose hue; E. gonacanthus, a smaller flowered species having
deep red funnel-shaped flowers; and E. viridiflorus with small green
flowers ; also the handsome Agave geminiflora filifera.

A fine group of Begonias were shown by Messrs. J. Laing & Co.,

Forest Hill Nurseries. It included Exoniensis, a large flowering

fine form of a brilliant scarlet hue ; liobert Wliyte, also large and fine,

but of a softer tint than the last ; Captain Lambert, a robust and free

floweror with brilliant crimson bloom of fine form ; Carapaniflora, a
double white kind, but shown in a poor condition. A collection of cut
blooms accompanying the plants contained some wonderfully fine

examples. The same exhibitors also showed Coleus Staustead Kival,

with brightly marked foliaged coarsely toothed at the edges ; also

Caladium Gerard Dow, Maclame Lemoinier, Candidum, all beautitul

varieties.

Mr. Crouchcr, gr. to Mr. Peacock, Sudbury House, Hammersmith,
showed Cattleya Mossiaa aurosa, a splendid variety having deep
lilac sepals and a large and finely fringed lip with conspicuous
blotches of golden yellow interspersed with streaks and pencillings of

ametliyst; Odontoglossum crispum delicatum, a superb variety
bearing large flowers of delicate whiteness, witli only a chocolate
blotch on the lip to mar its purity. The plant bore two spikes, one
having a dozen expanded flowers. A vote of thanks was accorded to

the exhibitor. Jlr. James, Lower Norwood, sent Odontoglossum
cordatum aureum, a variety without the usual chocolate markings on
the flowers, which are of a pale green, the lip being suffused with
white. Besides the Lily mentioned above Mr. \\'ilson also showed
L. Parryi and Alice Wilson ; likewise Arum crinitum, one of the

most singular of the tribe in cultivation.

A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Wilkinson, Firle Place,

Lewes, for a collection of cut bloom and seedling Gloxinias, chiefly

of the horizontal flowered type. Seedling Gloxinias Miss Mabel
Scott and Jliss Mary Scott were also exhibited by Mr. Lyon, Sun-
ridge I'ark, Bromlej'. The plants were finely grown, but the
varieties were not remarkable. Mr. Edwards, Blackheath, sent a
fine variety of Cattleya gigas ; and Mr. Voss, Mountford House,
Streatham, Odontoglossum citrosmum Vossi, a remarkably fine

A'ariety, having large flowers with lips of a rosy purple, margined
with a darker hue.

Messrs. Cannell & Sons, Swanlej% exhibited an uncommonly fine

collection of Pyrethrums, numbering some 200 blooms, representing
about fifty varieties. The finest of these were Imbricatum plenum.
La Vestale, Lizzie Macfarlane, Uzziel, Mdlle. Penary, Wilhelm
Kramfen, Mdme. Billard, Le Dante, Prince of Wales, Diana, Boule
de Neige, Mens. Barral, Mrs. Dix, Virginal, Progress, Amphitrite,
Eoyal Standard. The above selection would comprise a representa-

tive collection of the best varieties, all very fine. A vote of thanks
was accorded to the exhibitors. The same exhibitors also showed a
fine collection of spikes of Foxglove, which were very fine. A col-

lection of cut blooms of Pansies and a few single Pyrethrums were
sent by Mr. Hooper, Vine Nursery, Bath.
Among the most beautiful of the exhibits were two stove-climbing

plants, Stigmaphyllum ciliatum and Banhinia corymbosa, both of

which were exhibited by Mr. Green, from Sir George Macleay's gar-

den at Pendell Court, Bletcliingley. The first has large bright yel-

low flowers, borne numerously in long slender wreaths, which hang
in graceful profusion from the roof of the house. The other is a very
rare species with small pinnate leaves and large terminal clusters of

rosy-pink flowers, which remind one of the beautiful Lagerstroemia
indica.

Fruit.—Several Melons were shown on this occasion. Mr. Gil-

bert, Burghlej', showed a seedling named Burghley Pet. It is a
green-fleshed fruit considered by the committee to be a promising
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kind, and they desired to see it again ; also Melon Ricliard Gilbert.

Messrs. Cheal & Sons, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, showed a pair of

handsome oval fruits of a sort called Sliepherd's Model, whicli were
scarcely in condition for judging of their merits. A seedling i\IeloD,

a cross from Read's Scarlet Flesh, was shown by Mr. Wilkinson,
Firle Place, Lewes, but was passed over by the committee. Mr.
Woodbridge wa^ awarded a cultural commendation for a splendid
dish of liritish Queen Strawberries. Tomatoes Gilbert's Criterion

and the Conservati^'e Chief were shown by Mr. Gilbert. Cherries

Noire Precoce de Stress and Early Lamaurie were shown from the

Society's garden at Chiswick. The first is very prolific, but deficient

in flavour ; the other is better in flavour, llessrs. Kivers & Son,

Sawbridgewortb, exhibited Plum Early Favourite from a pot tree

put into the house about Ihe end of March. It is a black variety in

the way of Rivers' Prolific; also Nectarine Lord Napier. The same
exhibitors were awarded a first-class certificate for Clierry Guigne
d'Annonay. It was grown in an unlieated orchard house with May
Duke, whicii was also shown ; the certificate was awarded on account
of its earliness. Mr. Stevens, Trentham, again exhibited his Trent-

liam Early Fillbasket Tomato, wliich is remarlvable for its extreme
productiveness, which will make a fine market garden sort. The
huge Rhubarb Stott's Monarch was shown by Messrs. Veitch. It is

the largest variety grown, and will be found especially useful for

preserving and similar purposes. Mr. Gilbert showed Sutton's Gol-
den Gem Lettuce which had been sown on ilarch 1 . It seems to be
a first-rate early sort.

In the Conservatory were some fine collections of Orchids,

Mr. Croucher showed from jUr. Peacock's garden, Sudbury House,
Hammersmith, a group comprising Odontoglossum vexillarium in

great variety, some being remarkably fine, the bloom highly coloured
and large ; Masdevallia Plarryana also in splendid variety, among
which were sanguinea and violescens, M. ignea, the rare 31. Back-
houseana with three or four flowers ; Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri,
not commonly seen ; Brassia verrucosa, fully grown; O. crispumdeli-
catum, Oncidium ampliatum majus, very fine, and superbly flowered
plants of Lycasto Deppei. A silver Banksian medal was awarded,
Mr. Ebbage, gardener to Mr. Bockett, Stamford Hill, showed a
grand gi'oup of Odontoglossum crispum, representing numerous
varieties, all very finely grown, and bearing long arching spikes of

flowers. These, some thirty in number, were tastefully grouped with
Ferns and Selaginellas, and were highly attractive, and a silver

gilt Flora medal was awarded.
JMr. James, Norwood, had a miscellaneous group of Orchids,

among which the most conspicuous were Epidendrum vitellinum
majus, Odontoglossum vexillarium crispum, the rare Vauda Denisoni
wdth a spike of five flowers ; Dendrobium suavissimum, Oncidium
sessile, Cattleya Mossiaj in variety, and a plant of AnthuriumAndre-
anum ; and Messrs. Barr & Sugden, Covent Garden, exhibited an ex-

tensive collection of German, Spanish, and English Irises, Pyre-
thrums, Lilies, Paaonies, Ranunoirli, Ixias, and Sedums, &c. Among
these were interspersed such rarities as Anemone palmata alba,

Brodirea coccinea, Griffinia Blumenavia, Cyclobothra alba and pul-

chella, Brodifea gracilis, Bletia acutiloba, Pentlandia miniata. A
silver medal was awarded to this fine group, and a similar distinction

was given to Mr. Hooper, Bath, for a large collection of Pansies,

Pyrethrums, &c. Some fine groups of jilants from the Society's

garden were noteworthy, especially a group of Gloxinias and
Maiden-hairs, whicli added to the attractions^of the display.

Pelargonium Society.—On this occasion this society
adjudicated upon exhibits submitted to it before the annual show,
which takes place on the 2Sth instant. Five kinds were exhibited,

viz., Empress of India, a pink zonal shown by Mr. Kimberley, Stoke
Nursery, Coventry ; Robert Fortune, a fine double Ivy-leaved
variety ; Empress, Charles Darwin, and a seedling (No. 29) raised by
M. Victor Lemoine, Nancy. The four latter kinds were shown from
the Royal Horticultural Society's gardens, and first class certificates

were awarded to

Charles Darwin (Lemoine).—A zonal variety, with a fine truss

of double flowers of a ricli carmine violet, similar in tint to that of

the single zonal Dr. John Denny. It appears to be a robust grower
and of fine habit.

Double-flowered Ivy-leaved (No. 29) (Lemoine).—

A

beautiful hybrid variety, having the habit and growtli of an Ivy-

leaved sort, and with large trusses of perfectly double flowers of a
pleasing rosy pink hue.

Both of tlie foregoing varieties likewise received flrst-class

certificates from the floral committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society.

Lecture.—The Rev. G. Henslow commenced his lecture by
describing the Sarracenia, a h3'brid, S. melanorhoda of Mr. Veitch's
having received a first-class certificate. It was remarkable for the
bright red colour of the pitchers. He first described the flower

pointing out a curious observation lately made by Mr. W. G. Smith,
that when the flower is in a dry atmosphere the petals hang down
and obstruct the passage by which insects enter to fertilise the
flower, but when in a moist atmosphere they become turgid, rise up,
and so leave free access to the interior. He then desciibed
the structui-e of the pitchers, and the method by which
insects are entrapped. The lid and lip abound with
attractive honey glands. The honey appears to be very
slightly stupefying, so that insects do not flyaway, but crawl about;
the surface, however, is covered with defloxed spiny processes which
develop into long needle-like structures below, so that it affords no
foothold, and the insect inevitably glides downwards till firmly
caught. Numerous dead insects are always found wedged into a
compact mass far down the pitcher. There is no doubt that the
nitrogenous matter is beneficial to the plant when it has been ab-
sorbed. Some insects, however, are too wary to be caught, but
simply drop their eggs in, so that their grubs may thrive in the de-
caying matter and ultimately escape by perforating the tube. On the
other hand, birds slit open the tubes and extract the living grubs.
A fine plant of Hydrangea Mariesi with blue flowers from Japan,
found growing wild there by Mr. Maries, next called for some remarks.
Another species with the central flowers perfect, but those on the
circumference barren, afforded the explanation of the enlarged
barren flowers of tlie garden Hydrangeas. It was the calyx enlarged
and coloured, the internal parts of the flowers being aborted. In the
Guelder Rose, which presents a very similar appearance, it is the
corolla which is abnormally enlarged. Mr. Henslow showed how several
organs can be highly coloured and givean attractive feature to a flower,
thus besides the calyx and corolla, in Iris the styles add to the beauty,
while in Cactus the bracts are coloured and assist. In Hyacinthus
comosus there was nothing but coloured flower-stalks, the flowers
having been entirely arrested. The Family IridaceK, of which several
genera, such as Iris, Gladiolus, Ixia, and Sparaxis, were exhibited by
Messrs. Barr and Sugden, furnished remarks upon tlie various methods
of insect fertilisation carried out in one and the same family. Thus,
while in the Iris the bee enters under each " petaloid " style succes-
sively, and gets dusted on the thorax, the arching stigma then removes
the pollen when it enters another flower; but in Gladiolus, the three
stamens are so twisted as to lie side by side under the upper petals,
hence the bee is dusted by all these anthers at once, but
also on the thorax. On the other hand, in Ixia, Crocuses, &o., the
perianth is contracted into a narrow funnel-shaped structure, com-
pelling the bee to enter head downwards and grasp the stamens
witli its legs

; and since the anthers always burst outwards in this
family, the insect is dusted below. Flying to another flower, the
erect brush-like stigma sweeps off the pollen. Some double Peonies
also exhibited by the same firm showed different methods of
doubling. In one case the carpels were represented by a central
tuft of rather large petals, the stamens by smaller and
yellower petals, the true corolla being below and having
its petals multiplied. In another the petals and stamens were re-

peated in succession, so there were two whorls of each succeeding
each other. In a third the flower consisted of a globular mass of
petals, but the different origins from stamens and carpels were
undistinguishable.

Flower Show at the Alexandra Palace.—The second
of a series of floral exhibitions was held here on Friday and Satur-
day last. The chief features of the show were dinner-table decora-
tions, vases and baskets of flowers, bouquets, groups of plants, and
show and fancy Pelargoniums. The principal and most successful
exhibitors in the table decorations were JUiss Williams, Messrs. Dick
Radclyffe & Co., Miss Chard, and Mr, Buster ; all their arrangements
were good, particularly those of Miss Williams, who combined sim-
plicity with elegance. There were numerous bouquets, button-hole
bouquets, &c., those among the latter from Miss Baines, Palmer's
Green, being especially noteworthy for their tasteful arrangement.
The Pelargoniums were not numerous, but some were of high quality,
notably those shown by Mr. AViggins, Hillingdon Place, Uxbridge,
who has been so successful at the large sliows this year with these
flowers.

Spirasa palmata.—I am surprised to learn that any difliculty

is experienced in flowering this plant, which is certainly one of the
best hardy plants we have got, but it is considered to need a moist
situation. In our dry borders of ordinary garden soil, which is liable

to crack in dry weather, it grows as well as anything we have got,
and never fails to flower freely. I bought a single plant of it some
years ago, and now we have about 30 fine clumps all from that plant,
and nearly all at the present time are coming into flower, the foliage
last few being fine and healthy. The rainfall has been short here for
the weeks.—J, S. W,
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LATE NOTES AND QUESTIONS.

Gloxinias Failing.—/ have a few dozen o/ Gloxinias, the leaves of ichick

have got completely covered ivith broion spots or blisters, of lokich I enclose a leaf

as a sample. lam much 2yerplexed, never having failed hcfore with Gloxinias.

What think you. is the cause!— V^^.Y. [It is difficulc to form an upiuiun from a
single dry leaf without seeing the plant or the L-ondition3 under ^^hich the
appearances are produced. We can find no fungus spores, hut we must say that
the appearance is very like the early stage of some of the leaf fungi.]

Acer Scb'wedleeri.—We have a young tree of this about 10 ft. high, and
witli a stem from 2^ in, to 3 in. in diameter at the base. It is a grafted tree, and
not a pariicularly good graft, or rather union. The stock is about 1ft. above the
surface of the ground, and what I want to know is, if it would do any good to

add soil to the surface, so as to cover the point of union, M*(juld there I>e any
likeliliood of the tree throwing out roots above the graft, thereby gi.ing it more
power to resist the strain of liigh winds?—ENCiUiitEii.

Plant Food.—I cannot get li(iuid manure for my Cucumbers, Vines, anvl

flowL-ring plants, so I use dissolved bones in water. I should be glad if snme of

your readers can give me a better recipe, as I fancy it forces and does not feed
the pla—f [v:tns. . R.

Diseased Leaves.— i?. /?.— We can see no fungus on the leaves sent. The
injury appears to be due to red spider or aphides. The leaves seem to Le rovei'ed

witli \cry minute punctures, and in these phices the leaf green is gone. A'igoroiis

syringinys will kill the spider, and fumigation the aphides.

Insects.— ir. M. 5.—The insect you forwarded is a young specimen (in the
larva state) of the common cricket. Crickets sometimes attack plants. They may
be destroyed by the same means as cockroaches.—G. S. S.

Seedliog Gloxinias.—/). J" —The Gloxinias are well grown, but the
variu-ties do not appear to us to be superior to others already in cultivation.

Peach Leaves.—//. S. ir.—They appear to be suffering from the efftcts of

cold.

Liquid Manure.—How can carbonate of ammonia be used to the gallon of

water as a litiuid manure?—A.

Mildew.—4.—Cold and damp will cause it. Flowers of sulphur applieit

wlicn the leaves are wet is tlie only remedy.

Aquileglas.— is'. Jlf.— Shrivelled up beyond recovery when they readied us.

Names of Plant3.—.Ej'fs«wf'i.—Gardenia Standishi; A<iuilegia, apparently

a hybrid form of A. cicrulea ; Tradescaotia species ; send when in llower ; Mcsem-
bryanthenum. C. /..—\'iburnura 0pulu8(type) ; 2, Polygonum Bistorta. J.

]r.—Myosotissylvatica. ^non.- l,Sciidopity8 verticillata; 2, Cornus suecica;

4,Carexpendula; S.rernettyamucronata ; 0, Galium (species); 9, Saxifraga hypnoidos
var. Send the Ferns later in the season when the fronds are fully matured, as

they arrived withered, and please bear in mind that our i ule is not to name more
than four plants at one time. Tlie numbers of some of the others became
detached. A . De war.— Papaver orientale var. liracteatum. R. 11.— ),

Ainelanchier, but cannot name species without flowers; 2, Staphylea pinnata
3/ac.—Cornus alba; Chrysanthenum Leucanthenium. C. J-J.—l, Listcra

ovata ; 2, Veronica Chamanlrys ; 3, a species of Hieracium. Stroud J^U!>het.—

Campanula muralis. M. W.— Halesia tetra ptera. Tl'. SJ .—A nthericiim

Liliago, not the St. Bruno Lily. .l?io^(.— 1, Euphorbia Lathyris ; 2, Fuchsia
procxmibens. C. M. —The two smaller Irses are I. sibirica and iis variety

alba; the others were withered beyond recognition; Rlimulus cupreus var.

coccineus ; Thalictrum tuberosmn and Isopyrum thalictroides are distinct, but
the two you send are apparently the same M. />.— Blue, Tradescantia
virginica; yellow, Helianthemum vulgare var. ; crimson, Calandrinia rosea.

The best way to pack flowers for posting is to wrap them in gutta percha or
waxed paper, and enclose in a strong tin box Mrs. F. C.U«(7e/n**wj.— Next
week. T. ^ff^t/tJii/.—Hesperis niitronalis; Phyllocactus multitlorus.

THE ASPAEAGUS COMPETITIOX AT TUNBRIDGE
WELLS.

FoEESEElXG tliG ililBcullies likely to arise regarding the sixty heads

of Asparagus arriving by twelve o'clock on Whit-JIonday, \\z., enor-

raous trafBc on the railways for AVhitsnn holida^-s, an intervening

Sunday, and the change from the Great Eastern Eailwa.y Company
to another, I packed and started them off on the previous Friday, too

long a time for Asparagus to remain packed, especially in hot

weather, and after some of it had been cut some few days. Another
year, if convenient, I hope the competition may take place earlier,

say between the 2oth of Jlay and 1st of June, at which time As-

paragus is generally found at its best in this country. The beds
herehave entirely recovered from the effects of the sunless sum-
mer of lS6y ; tliey, however, fell off in both quantity and quality last

season^a general complaint throughout the country. From my ex-

"perience in the cultivation of Asparagus on the French system, I am
sanguine that in a few years Asparagus in English gardens— with

the inducement now offered to gardeners to try the plan—will rix'al the

best productions from France. Selection must be the object witli every

good cultivator, who should save seed only from thebesi: stems, and
plant only those plants that have a tendency to produce large heads.

In onr case, without the knowledge that close observation gives, our

first beds (tor convenience we will call them No. 1) were planted

with plants from seeds taken indiscriminately ; I planted the same
;

they contain only ten per cent, of plants with large heads, though we
found all the heads much improved in size compared with those grown
on the old system. No. 2 beds were planted with plants from seed

taken in the same Avay, but at planting time only those with stout

shoots were used, and the result was much better; probably forty

per cent, of this plantation always produced large heads. No. 3

plant3,tion, made with plants raised from a packet of C'onno\cr's

Colossal, selected at planting, gives a still better return, probably
sixty per cent. Evidently this last is a finer selected stock than is

generally grown in this country, but differing in no other respect as
far as can be judged. At the present time we have numerous shoots
growing up that girth from 2h in, to 3 in. in circumference, and this

from 2Jlants tliat were raised from beds of the poorest description.
How much better would be the returnif our leading seed.smcn would
put within our reach seeds saved from tlie be.-t French plantations.
The general practice in most gardens is for a garden labourer, whin
cutting tlie ripe stems, to save for seed those with the heaviest crcp
of berries, which are invariably the smallest stems. The strongest
stems have but few berries as a general rule, and should be saved.

Gunion Pari!. Wm. Allan.
I think the scarcitj' of competitors at Tunbridge Wells will

surprise but few, and certainly ought not to be discouraging.
Exhibits from all parts of the country could not be expected, as the
differences of the time at which Asparagus comes into use are very
great. At the time the ]3ath and West of England Show was held,
some of onr Asparagus gro\Yths were 7 ft. high, and at the same
time a lady, whose garden is in Scotland, told me they
had not been able to find a head readj' for cutting
on theirs. Others similarly situated could not, of course, compete
at such a time, and unless the competitions could take place at
South Kensington, or elsewhere, at two or three different meetings
of the committee, I am afraid exhibitors will never be very evenly
distributed over the country. Asparagus, I presume, is judged on
much the same principle as Pine-apjjles, weight being, in the main,
the first consideration. If this is the case there wouldbe nodilBcully
in finding out from whence the best came, as the points gained by
one competitor, say in the middle of Jlay, would easily be placi d
against others made in the middle of June. Had the weight of tl e
prize bundles at Tunbridge Wells been given in your report (p. 6K!)
it would have been more interesting. For aught we know the bundle
of RO heads may have been 60 oz. or 60 lb. J. MuiK,
JIarga m, Olamonjansliire.

LAW.
T/ic Coinniissioners of the Eiliili'rtion o/ 18.31 v. The lini/af Iloiii-

cuUvral Sochiij.—This was an ejectment action in the CI ancery
Division of the High Court of Justice to recover possession of tlie

gardens at South Kensington, under a clause in the lease or agree-

ment by which the society hold their premises from the com-
missioners of 1S."J1, which gives a right of re-entry under certain

circumstances. The agreement in question is dated July, 1860, and
is of a very complex character. It provides in effect for the pay-
ment of a variable sum bj' the society to the commissioners hy wpy
of rent equal to half the net surplus income of the society after pa\ -

ment of all expenses. The 18th article of the agreement, the one np n
which this action was brought, provides that in case it should
happen, after the expiration of the first five years of the lease, Vc.tt

the sum payable to the commissioners as rent should fail in every

one of any five consecutive years subsequent to the first five

years to be equal to the sum of i?2U.>, it should be lawful for the

commissioners to re-enter upon the premises and resume possession

without making any compensation for improvements. Tlie state-

ment of claim alleged that no sums were payable by way of rent

durin.g five consecutive years commencing on the 1st of June, 187!',

and the forfeiture had consequently taken place. The provision

upon which the decisions in great measure turned was to the effect

that an expense committee should be appointed of six persons, thri e

on behalf of the society and three on behalf of the commissioners, of

whom one of the latter three should be chairman. The function of

the committee was to control and keep down the expenditure of the

society. No finance committee had been appointed, and it was said

that until the expenses had been checked it could not be ascertained

that no surplus had existed. Mr. Justice Fry, before whom the case

was tried, said none of the defences raised had any weight on his

mind, except that founded on the default in appointing the expenses
committee. He tliought the non-appointment of the expenses com-
mittee prevented the plantiffs from showing that the condition in

which their right of re-«rtry came into effect had happened. It was
impossible to saj' that the expenses which had been incurred would
have been alliwed had that committee oeen in existence. He said

that even if the argument were to prevail that the defendants, the

Horticultural Society, were bound by acquiescence as against them,

it could not avail against the debenture-holders, who had lent their

money upon the faith of the provisions of the lease, and were inte-

rested equally with the commissioners in having the expenses cut

down, in order that a fund might be provided for the payment
of their interest, and also principal. His Lordship dismissed the

action.
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" TMa la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather : but
IHB AST ITSELP 18 NATURE."—/sAoieepeare.

A LANCASHIKE GARDEN.
Before I proceed to describe the garden proper, there are

one or two points I omitted to mention when speaking (p. 563)

of the plantations for shelter. One is that among the trees

which stand the sea gales best is the Elm, but I omitted to

name it because it should never be admitted near a garden,

especially the Wych Elm. They send out their roots so far

that no flowers can be grown near them. Unfortunately, we
planted a good number, and they succeeded excellently, andmade
beautiful young trees and good shelter, but whenever we had

occasion to turn up the soil of any of the beds within 30 or

40 yards of them there we found their roots, which seem, by

some law of their nature, to find out any rich, well-manured

soil, and make straight for it, and branch out luxuriantly, to

the great injury of the flowers. We had to cut them all down
and plant Sycamore?, Limes, and Beeches instead. Another
point worth mentioning is that the heaps of decayed leaves

stored up were found so full of insects, that before using

them to surface the plantation at the edges, we put them in

the yard where we keep fowls, which revel in them, scratching

up and devouring the grubs and larvre as well as the worms.

I attribute the extraordinary luxuriance of the Primulas, and
some other plants at the edge of the plantation, in a great

measure to this enrichment of the surfacing material by the

fowl manure. One of the plants I ought to have mentioned,

which is one of the brightest ornaments of the front of the

plantations in spring, is the Apennine Anemone, the bright

soft blue of which makes a lovely harmony with the Primulas
and other flowers. We found, however, that we could not

get the dry tubers established by planting them at once in the

open ground. The wet destroyed them, but by planting a

number of them in pots, and keeping them rather dry dur-

ing the winter, we succeeded in keeping them alive till they

began to grow in spring, and when the leaves were well up we
planted them out in the plantation, and they all lived, es-

tablished themselves, and have increased both by spreading

and by seeding. Before we quit the subject of shelter I
should like to name a feature in the garden which we have
found both useful and ornamental, namely—

•

Beech Hedges.—These we used as a screen to hide the
place where we keep frames and hotbeds, and also as a shel-

ter on the west and north-west sides of choice borders, where
we found the shelter of the plantation insuflioient. The secret

of making such hedges grow, as they should do, down to the

ground, instead of being bare at the bottoms, as they so often

are, is simply to cut them so that each branch extends
further out than the one above it. Never let one branch
overhang another. " Take care of the bottoms and the tops

will take care of themselves " is the motto for hedges of all

sorts, whether of Beech, Holly, or Thorn. Our Beech hedges
are now 10 ft. high, 3 ft. wide at the bottom, and gradually

taper to a point at the top, straight as a wall, and covered

with leaves from top to bottom ; they are beautiful at all

seasons, green in spring and summer, and red in autumn and
through the winter till the new leaves push oft' the old ones.

When cut in they keep their leaves all winter. They form
a perfect shelter for a deep flower border to the south and east

of them, in which there are Pear trees at the back nearest

to the Beech hedge, then Weigelas and similar shrubs, with
standard Roses between, showing above these, mixed with

Hollies, Retinosporas, and other evergreens, the tallest of

course at the back, and in front are the flowers. Then comes

a broad Grass walk, and bejond it a PJiododendron bed,

which is sheltered by the Beech hedge, and itself keeps the

east wind from the flower border. These are the sorts of

precaution we find efl'eotual against wind. Now comes our

other enemy—damp. I will describe a

Lily Bed which has succeeded perfectly for all the Lilies

that do not answer in wet soil, that is, all except swamp

Lilies, such as canadenso and suporbum ; and in it all sorts of

bulbs, and in fact everything we have planted, has flourished.

We dug out 4 ft. deep, that is, some 3 ft. below the clay,

leaving a flat bottom sloping towards one corner. We filled

the bottom with about 1 ft. of stones and brickbats, and the

remaining 3 ft. with 1 ft. more, raising the bed 1 ft. above

the level ; then filled up with made soil, namely, the top spit

of loam which rests on the clay, and the rest a mixture of

fibry peat, coarse sand, or gravel, leaf-mould and burnt clay.

Erom the lowest corner of the bottom of the bed we ran a

drain. In this bed Lilies thrive wonderfully. There is now

in bloom a clump of Lilium monadelphum (Loddigesianum)

4 ft. G in. high, and the stems as thick as a stout Malacca

cane, all from a .',ingle bulb planted in 1877; also a fine

clump of a dozen L. carniolicum. Other Lilies are fast com-

ing into bloom, and are much finer and healthier than any I

see under glass. L. speciosum (lancifolium) seems almost

more than any to benefit by outdoor treatment, but L. pom-

ponium, chaloedonicum, davuricum of all sorts, Humboldti,

longifiorum, auratum, and in fact every sort we have planted

in il;, all succeed well, and keep up a show of flowers till the

very end of the autumn; L. monadelphum is usually in

flower in May. This year it did not open till June 5 ;
L.

speciosum and some of the auratums are last. In winter we

put a heap of coal ashes over each clump, which throws off

the rain. Some night soil is added, which no doubt contri-

butes to the luxuriance of the growth. Manure we never put

near Lily bulbs. We find it unnecessary, though Mr. Perry,

the intelligent foreman at Mr. Ware's, tells me they use it. I

object to it because it breeds insects. Following Mr. Barr's

advice, I always surround Lily bulbs, and indeed all other

bulbs, with pure sand. The effect of this is that when they

are examined they are found clean and healthy, without any

soil sticking to them, whereas if planted in the soil unpro-

tected by sand they are found dirty, with spots of rot and

eaten by insects. If manure be used at all for bulbs (and for

Daffodils we find it beneficial), it should be 6 in. below the

bulbs, so that the fibres that grow from the bottom can get to

it, or as a surfacing ; but the best surfacing is coal ashes and

night soil heaped into a low cone before frost sets in. It acts

as a non-conductor and keeps them warm, and it keeps them

dry, and when they begin to grow it acts as manure. We take

away a portion in spring and spread the rest on the bed.

Shade.—The directions usually given as to growirig

shrubs and plants to shade the Lilies are not so applicable in

this climate as in such places as Colchester, where Dr. Wal-

lace lays stress on it. Here the sun in spring is beneficial,

and though no doubt in summer it is better for them to have

the ground shaded, it should be only by such low_ shrubs that

the stems can rise well above them into the sunshine. I have

a good number of plants of Kalmia rubra and glauca in the

Lily bed described, both of which are hardy and the flowers

are beautiful, but I have come to the conclusion that the very

shrub for Lily beds is Azalea mollis, which is bare of leaves

in spring, when the Lilies like sun, and gives abundant shade

to the surface when full of leaf in summer. This plant has

been perfectly splendid this year in the bed in question—

a

mass of flower—and when the flower is over, the bright green
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leaves are beautiful. Round the edges of this bed we have
quantities of other bulbs and flowers, which make it gay
till the Lilies come. Scilla bifolia thrives, and the white
Scilla bifolia thrives still better. I fancy I must have a par-

ticularly good .strain of this, which I found in an old Cheshire
garden famous for its bulbous plauts. I took away a single

clump while it was in flower and put it in a pot, which I

plunged till the leaves died down, and then separated, when I

found it contained about fifty bulbs, large and small, which
I planted up and down the garden wherever we had light

soil, and chiefly in the above-mentioned Lily bed. It has so

increased, and has seeded so freely, that the bed is covered
with it. At the same time I took some bulbs of the autumn-
flowering Crocus nudiflorus, which has increased in the same
way. I am sure bulbs require to be acclimatised, and there
is an immense difl'erence between bulbs obtained from a drier

climate than ours and those we raise from seed or obtain
from the neighbourhood. Imported Lilium auratum builds

flower most of them the first year, about half of them die

the second, and most of the rest die the third. Those which
live may be considered as established, and increase every year
afterwards. I found at the nurseries of Mr. Isaac Davies, at

Ormskirk (the raiser of the excellent strain of hybrid Rho-
dodendrons between II. Edgeworthi and multiflorum), a large

bed of seedling L. auratum, and all I bought from this bed
have thriven.

Other Bulbous Plants, which make my Lily bed
gay in spring are an edging of the double Jonquil and
Scilla sibirica, Chionodoxa LuciliiB, Mr. Maw's beautiful
introduction, Puschkinia libanotica compacta, Triteleia
lilacina, Fritillaria Meleagris of various sorts (one of the best
being the white), Erythronium giganteum, and the pretty va-

rieties of Dog's-tooth Violet, sold by Mr. Barr, and a host
of others. I have only mentioned a few of those which
recur to my memory at the moment as the most beautiful.

I must not forget to name two splendid plants of large
growth which grow well among the Lilies— the golden
Chrysobactron Hookeri aud the white-belled Hyacinthas
candicans. These should really be widely distributed, they
are so beautiful and so easily grown. Among my failures,

in fact, my only failure in this bed, are L. giganteum, the
cause of which I hope to find out, but it dies oS' just
after the leaves rise above the ground, and L. Krameri,
which I have not yet succeeded in keeping through the
winter out-of-doors. The Lilies which I find to do best in

Rhododendron beds (a situation often recommended, but
which I find only suitable for a few, being too damp for

most) are L. candidum, L. chalcedonicum, L. testaceum
or excelsum (which is a hybrid between the two last), L.
superbuni, and L. umbellatum, which, however, grows any-
where well. Our Rhododendron beds are on the flat, not
raised, and not specially drained, to keep the Rhododendrons
moist during drought, and consequently they are too damp
for many sorts of Lily, but the above-named kinds grow
very tall and strongly in them. The grand old white
Lily of the Virgin (and of the cottage gardens) certainly

thrives better in this situation than anywhere else, because
the damp does not hurt it, and the Rhododendrons protect

the young leaves in spring from frost and wind, and it looks
better, showing its white flowers over and between the Rho-
dodendrons, than anywhere else. L. testaceum grows taller

than its parents, and may be planted more in the middle. L.

chalcedonicum is the least tall of the three, and should be
placed rather towards the outside and between the Rhododen-
drons, and also L. umbellatum. I have left myself no space
to talk of other plants this time, but I have a good deal to

tell about our experiences, both faihu-es and successes, if you

think your readers will care to hear more of our combat with

the powers of destruction, and attain a similar victory at less

cost than we have had to pay in the process of finding out

what will grow and what it is only a loss of money and labour

to attempt. Luckily some of the best things are also the

easie.st to grow if people only knew which they are, and what
are the special dangers besetting each. The successes are to

be seen, but the failures are only a memory and a warning.

Aighurth. E. H.

EDITOR'S TABLE.

The Double Siberian Larkspur.— .\ rare pleasure comes
to us in the .shape of the rich bhie old Delphinium grandiflorum
H.-pl. from Farnborough Grange, Hants. A\'e hope to have the
pleasure of again seeing this fine old plant really well grown in our
good mixed borders. All the Larkspurs travel badly, owing to their

hollow stems.

Old Roses.—Mr. Beech sends us from Castle Ashby an old
Rose from a grand old place. AVhere any of the old Roses are still

grown well, they are now delightful. What Roses are more welcome
than those flattened bunches of iMoss Roses in the London market,
grown in half shady orchards, or the old white Provence, of which we
have had the happiness to secure a bunch during the week.

A Graceful Combination.—Mr. Burbidges Day Lilies

(violet-brown). Thunderbolt Iris, and common Grasses thrown into

a jar together make a Aery graceful aud novel combination. So also

do early Gladioli, white and rose, from the same source, and five

Funkia leaves.

A Noble White Lily.—A fine tall selected form of Lilium
longitlorum was sent to Covent Garden the other day by Jlr. Beck-
with, of Tottenham, and it was quite a pleasure to see the noble
wreaths and bunches of grenadier-like ranks of this in the market.
Jlr. Beckwith informs us that he keeps up a supply of this Lily for

market from early in April till about the end of July, using for this

purpose between thirty and forty thousand carefully selected roots.

It is a tall and vigorous form, bearing several flowers on a head.

Fruit of the Large Evergreen Barberry.—Some ten
days ago Mr. Stevens sent us a fruiting branch of this noble Japan
shrub, which we placed in a jar that we might admire the fine form
of its leaves, in the centre of which was a bunch formed of several

racemes of perfectly green fruit. Some few days afterwards this

turned purple, and now it is covered with the most perfect "bloom"a
gardener could desire for his Grapes, beneath which the berries have
become dark and ripe.

Seedling Oolumbines.—From Sir Wm. Marriott wo have a

charming lot of these, which are certainly very delicate In colour
and fine in form, having in that respect mainly the characteristic of

the Golden Columbine. Good as they are, however, we notice that
the finest forms are those that come nearest the type of the Rocky
Mountain Columbine (A. ccerulea) and the Golden Columbine (A.
chrysantha). The specimens sent must be worth seeing in a growing-
state, as they are large and well grown.

A Beautiful Shrub from the South of Ireland.-

A

fine Abutllon-like shrub (Sida malvieflora) is brought to us by Mr.
W. E. Gumbleton from his garden at Queenstown. The flowers are
large, well-formed bells of a delicate lilac colour. It forms a large
shrub, and must indeed be well worth growing in districts where it

will succeed. It does not seem to us the same plant which used to

be grown in Ireland as a wall shrub under the name of Abutilon
vitifolium. In any case, it deserves to be looked after.

English Names.—In this column we purpose using in every case
where it is possible an English name, and beg that all who write to

us will do the same. No doubt it is often difficult to find a fitting or

accepted English name, but on the other hand people ofton stray into

the use of jaw-breaking terms when there are excellent English
names. Give the Latin name in brackets except in the case of very
well-known plants.

A Splendid Cactus.—J. T. Peacock is the name of a superb
hybrid Cactus raised by Mr. Croucher, and sent us from Mr. Peacock's
garden at Hammersmith. It is a noble plant, which we hope may be
increased. The flowers are nearly 8 in. across and very fine in form,
brilliant crimson flushed with violet. It has pleased all who have
seen it. Such a plant well grown aud well flowered would be a
grand sight. Even the older Cereuscs and Epiphyllums, from which
we presume it was raised, are well worth cultivation, and we regret
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their disappearance from our greenhouses. Cactuses that do not

flower well and always remain about the same are in a sense

deservedly neglected, but there is not the same excuse for ignoring

those which flower abundantly, and bear some of the most remark-

able and beautiful flowers we know of.

The Umbrella Magnolia is a fine flowering tree, specimens of

which Jlr. Groom sends us with great green leaves and large white
flowers richly scented. It is one of the Magnolias really worthy of

cultivation as a lawn or pleasure ground tree. It flowers between
the period of the early Magnolias and the great evergreen Magnolia,

than whicli it is much hardier, being, in fact, a thorouglily tested

tree which has stood all our late winters as bravely as those grand
Chinese Magnolias at Sion, which daring the past harsh spring

looked like trees clustered over with Lilies.

Some White Flowers.—White flowers are not scarce by
any means, and yet good white flowers are always welcome. Among
the best of the week are the old white Fraxinella (Dictamnus), well

grown and with the spikes long; the slender St. Bruno's Lily, with the
long unbranched spike (AnthericumLiliago)--thespecimen 18in. long
in the flowering part of the si;em; the spiked Star of Bethlehem
(Oruithogalum pyramidale), a very graceful plant leaning out of a
jar, and gradually opening its pretty stars. All the above are worth
growing on a free soil, sandy like that on which Mr. Stevens grows
them.

Early Scarlet Lilies.—Three small and brilliant Lilies all

of a row outside the window, put out for tlie misconduct of one of

the number mainl)'. They were all in one jar, and the large room
in which they were placed became uninhabitable owing to the sickly

odour therefrom. The chief offender was L. pomponium, a brilliant

scarlet Turk'.s-cap with minute black dots. How charming it is to

see those three Lilies—L. tenuifolium, L. pulchellum, and L. pom-
ponium—all in bloom so early in the year. A very few years ago
not one of these could be seen except, perhaps, a sickly bit of L.

tenuifolium, and even that was rare.

Late Hawthorns.—It is pleasant after our own Hawthorn has
passed out of flower about London to find others succeeding it with
pearl-like buds, sweet flowers, and glossy leaves. Among the kinds
in question are Cratasgus punctata and Crus-galli glandulosa,
also a shining-leaved one, supposed to be a variety of the common
Hawthorn, but quite distinct, in being much later and in the foliage
having an evergreen look, so to say. Of these, Mr. Stevens has a good
collection. We have not this year seen about London a Hawthorn
(single) that Jlr. Gumbleton describes as having a white centre and
clear pink edge.

Siberian Irises.—Another very beautiful Siberian Iris (I. s.

nigrescens) has flowers of the ricliest dark purple, lovely in every
way, and also larger tlian those of the type, though in tliis respect

.

they vary considerably, in some approaching the large size of
Melpomene, described last week, and in otliers getting nearly as
small as those of sibirica. Whether this fine size is owing to culti-

vation or not, we do not know, but evidently there is in these various
allies or forms of Iris sibirica materials for a beautiful race of Irises

which might be called Siberian just as other valuable races are
known as German, Spanish, and Japanese. These would be at once
characterised by their long, narrow, grass-like leaves and elegant
form of flower.

Variegated Trees.—Jlr. Groom kindly sends us some " golden
lace leaf Elder " and a [few other variegated shrubs—poor sickly
things that we have no patience with, though he says they look well
among dark-leaved Pinuses, &c. Our experience of such variegated
trees and shrubs is, however, too melancholy to give us much faith
in these. Only one out of fifty of the kinds sent out are ever worth
a farthing. It is a great mercy that such is the case, for, otherwise,
this fair green world of ours would be leprous with plants that
really ought, if allowed to live at all, to be in a botanical hospital.
Many of them are pretty when they are young and in the propa-
gator's hands, but watch them when they are old !

White Flowering Shrubs.—Mr. Stevens kindly sends a
very graceful specimen of Rhodotypus kerrioides, a white flowered
shrub resembling in its leaf the old Corchorus of the cottage garden.
The flowers are larger than those one generally sees, and some of
the petals seem slightly malformed and uneven in size, a circum-
stance which does not detract from the beauty of the plant. This
shrub deserves an English name, and we shall be glad if anj-one
will suggest a good one. The flowers are pure white. The Mexican
Syringa comes with this, a very graceful plant, full of pure white
cups and pointed white buds ; both are among the most beautiful
white flowering bushes we have seen for some time. The Syringa
comes in grandly after the crowd oE trees apd sbj-ubs tliat bloom m
Jlay are over.

The Fringe Tree.—Among a very interesting collection from
liassctt Wood, Southampton, we have, in addition to plants
mentioned elsewhere in this and recent numbers, the Fringe tree

(Chionanthus virginica), the Allspice (Calycanthus occidentalis), and
with these choice trees the old fringed Pink (Dianthus superbus),
the Atamasco Lily (Zephyranthes), and Sprekelia formosissima. Mr.
Da\is Evans says in sending them, " The grounds are naturally
nmcli undulated, and have a gravelly dr}' subsoil generally, a fair

depth of sandy peat in some places, and strong loam in others ; a
home can always be found for worthy and tolerably hardy subjects,
and many greenhouse plants thrive admirably in cosy corners out-
doors." A long slender wreath in bloom of the variegated Japan
Honeysuckle from the same garden is very welcome.

The Moccason Flo"wer (Cypripedium spectabile)byWater.
—Very interesting bunches of this plantcome from Colchester, showing
a. diflierence of growtli in plants in ordinary and in wettish ground.
Mr. Horsman says of them :

" I have a large piece of ground in the
valley devoted to growing vegetables, and as the soil was too damp
for garden crops generally, I thought that perhaps Cypripedium
spectabile might succeed there. The result is very satisfactory, as I

think you will admit when you see the flowers. One thing I notice
jjarticularly, that nearly all the spikes from my garden have two
flowers, the others only one ; it may have nothing to do with the
situation, but the difference between the two is so great that one
miglit consider the one a major variety, but I think not, the situation

and soil making the difference." Tlie best specimens we have seen of
this fine plant have always been in moist or boggy earth. Dr. Moore
used to have it very strong indeed in a border on the north side of

one of the ranges of glass at Glasnevin in deep, moist leaf soil, not
a bog, but the nearest thing to it. Many plants of this have been
lost from being placed in ordinary dry borders. In its native country
it is a peat bog plant. At Messrs.^Blackhouse's it is best in the arti-

ficial bog ; so too at Mr. Clarke's.

A June Evening's] Gathering.—Irises, many and rich

(Spanish, English, and German), Pansies, Violets, Columbines, Rosy
Heart (Dielj'tra), double Dropwort (Spirsea Filipendula fl.-pl.). Stone-
crops, St. Bruno's Lily, Rock Speedwell, Pasonies (a noble collection).

Evening Primroses, Cranesbills (Geraniums—l^oth dwarf, alpine,

and vigorous species like G. armenum), Snapdragons, Cornflowers,

Cape Pondweed. Thrifts and Prickly Thrift (Acantholimon), Harebells
(rock and wall kinds), Canterbury Bells, perennial Larkspurs, ever-

green Candytufts, tall Harebells (Campanula), blue Alpine Daisy
(Aster alpinus), red and white Valerian, Sweet Williams, Pyrethrums
(double and single). Foxgloves, Rose Campions, Flaxes, Everlasting
Peas, Phloxes (P. ovata). Pinks, Lupines, Lilies, double Rockets, Day
Lilies, the tall Star of Bethlehem (Oruithogalum pyramidale), Rock
Nasturtium (Tropjeolum polyphyllum), beautiful in wavy wreaths en
a carpet of grey leaves, early Gladioli, Roses, and Clematis—all of

the best of their kind, is a very fair collection of one evening's

bloom in Mr. Robert Parker's nursery at Tooting. Note that all the
above have Englislmames, or names whicli are as easy to remember, and
as well recognised as such. If all technical terms were as well

applied and as beautiful as Iris, there would be little to say as
regards English vi'7-suti technical names.

The Blue Garlic (Allium azureum) is one of the very few
Alliums that have any claims to garden culture. It is impossible,

we believe, to make the public grow some of these plants that are

frequently praised in catalogues. Certain of the pale pink and rosy

American kinds will never be useful garden plants, nor are they de-

sirable. We, wlio have the future of our gardens to consider, must
look not merely to the botanical interest of a plant, but to the fact
that it must be both distinct and beautiful considered in relation to

our other materials. Now, the kinds that seem to us to possess these

qualities are the bright, sparkling, white ones which are already be-

coming known in our gardens, and one of which is sometimes im-
ported to Covent Garden in a cut state from the south of Europe.
But the Blue Garlic mentioned at the head of this paragrapli is

quite different from anj' other kind, and with its soft round head of

blue flowers seems to us a plant meriting cultivation. Its flowers

do not, like some of the others, smell of Garlic, but the moment the
stem is scratched it will be found a tartar of the true breed. Any-
body short of Onions need not despair so long as a tuft of it is in
his garden.

Lathyrus Drummondi.—"A. D.' speaks justly in high
praise of this beautiful and floriflerous species. It is now in magni-
ficent bloom with me. I daresay there are nearl.y 200 spikes of
bloom on one plant. Its right name is L. rotundifolius.—H. Hae-
ruR Crewe, l)raytun-Beuuclianq> J/rctori/, Triiu/.

Index Number.—The next issue will oont.iin the index and e(

pprtrait of the late Mr. John Gibson,
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THE LIBRARY.

A MANUAL OP THE CONIFER/E.
Br Messes. Veitch.

Theme are not wanting indications on tlie part of some of those

wlio are actively interested in horticulture and arboriculture of

misgiving as to the merits of some of the more recently intro-

duced species of cone-beariug trees as decorative subjects. The
interest excited some five-and-twenty or thirty years ago by the

importation of numerous nevs' and attractive species developed
itself into something like a mania ; and there is no doubt that,

stimulated as it was bj- the enterprise of nurserymen who very
naturally did nothing to discourage a taste which was so bene-
licial to their trade, this mania for cone-bearing trees resulted in

an undue neglect of the more beautiful and varied forms of deci-

duous trees and shrubs, and there is .?ome danger that a reaction

may set in, and that a beautiful and interesting race of trees may
fall into discredit, not from any want of merit in themselves, but
from their indiscriminate use in every sort of situation, and in

every scale of scenerj-. Species which, during the early years of

their growth, decorated with Fern-like luxuriance and perennial

verdure spaces of ground whollj' incapable of containing them in

their ultimate statelj' development, are now beginning to show
impatience of culture or uncontrollable stature.

" Be aye stickin' in a tree, Jock, it'll aye be growin' wliile your
sleepin'," was the excellent advice given by the Laird of Diimbie-
dykes to his son ; but it was addressed to one who had not to

deal with riverside lawns or villa gardens, with terraces or

English parks, but with bleak Scottish hillsides and rugged dells.

Everyone must have noticed with amusement, not unmingled with
regret, the perversity with which young plants of the loftiest

Pines are planted in ludicrously inadequate spaces—Californian
Silver Firs in little gardens 12 ft. by 8 ft. in front of suburban
cottages, AVellingtonias within li ft. of drawing-room windows,
and Araucarias in back yards. For a fewyears, if the atmosphere
is not too smok}', these till the part of shrubs, and are undoubtedly
pleasing from the varietj' and verdure of their foliage ; but as

soon as their real character begins to show itself, their unsuitable-
uess for such situations becomes painfully apparent. The heir to

£':20,000 a year during his boyhood may discharge efficiently the
duties of a shoeblack or a bo}' in buttons, but as he grows older
the knowledge of his inheritance will inevitably unfit him for the
humble part he is called upon to play. E\-en in large parks and
demesnes frequent mistakes have been made in the experimental
planting cf the grander specimens of conifers among English Oaks
and Beeches, and at tlie present time man}' a proprietor is puzzled
by the problem whether to remove the ancient and legitimate
denizens of his park in favour of the quondam nurslings which
have already assumed portentous proportions, and are themselves
such commendable "specimens," as to make their own removal a
matter of regret. That they are " above their station " is too
evident in many cases, but their unfitness is not from any inherent
defect or unworthiness, but arises from tlie unwisdom of those
who placed them in situations unsuitable to tlieir character and
development. The modest volume we have before us seems to be
precisely what is required to impart an accurate and practical

knowledge of the character and capabilities of this family of trees.

With somewhat less scientific detail than Gordon's admirable
" Pinetum,'' but with more cultural instruction and professional
enthusiasm, almost every page contains readable matter, and 'im-

parts useful information.

As we are told in the introduction,the present manual is founded
on and enlarged from Messrs. Knight & Perry's little volume
published many years ago, and now out of print. The numerous
and important additions made to our list of acclimatised conifers

since that book was written, and the knowledge of the beliaviour
of many species which we liave acquired being adequately treated
by Messrs. A'eitch, make their volume a very considerable deve-
lopment of the original work. The first part deals with the
characteristics, botanical and commercial, and the distribution,

geographical and geological, of the Fir tribe. This part of the
subject, which is often treated in a dry, unattractive way in

scientific treatises, is made attractive by interesting, and even
romantic, narrative, such as that well Iniown instance of the
durability of Cypress wood—" The gates of Constantinople, which
were destroyed by the Turks in looO, after having lasted 1100 years,

were made of the wood of the European or Roman Cypress " (p. 1(5).

Again, quoting Sir J. D. Hooker's address at the Royal Institu-

tion, 1878—" The prostrate trunk of a Wellingtouia, with no

signs of decay in any part of it, had been burnt in two by a

forest fire. In the trench between the two portions a Silver Fir

grew. This Fir was felled, and had t)80 annual rings ;
therefore

to estimate the time during which the Sequoia trunk had lain

uninjured, we must add to the .'ISO years—iirst, the time it lay

before the forest fire burnt it, and then the unknown interval

between that time and the arrival of the Silver Fir seed." In

this case the durability of the wood had probably been increased

by the charring endured by the trunk in the forest fire. In the

vexed question of nomenclature, Jlessrs. Veitch adopt the generic

name Abies for both the Spruce and Silver Fir familj'. There

seems to be no reason against adopting this, and the best

authorities are said now to favour it ; still, we cannot help re-

gretting a departure from the very simple classification by Gordon
in his standard work tlie " Pinetum," by which Spruces and
Hemlock Spruces are ranked as Abies, and Silver Firs as Picea.

But this may bo onl3' prejudice and unwillingness to change on

our part. Before leaving this part of the subject we would call

attention to the following property of Pine roots, which, owing
to the fact that none of the Fir or Pine tribe spring from the root

when cut over, is probably not generally known.
"The vitality of the roots of Coniferous plants is remarkable,

especially in the Fir and Pine tribe. Many instances have been

observed of (sic) which the roots not only live, but continue to

grow for man}' years after the trunk has been cut down."
The singular fact is noted (p. 37) of the absence of Coniferous

plants from the Indian Peninsula and from Central Africa, unless

indeed the extraordinary "Welwitschia mirabilis be held as repre-

sentmg the genus in the latter continent. There is no apparent

reason for these considerable exceptions to the otherwise univer-

sal geographical distribution of cone-bearing plants, for, as Dr.

Hooker says, " Coniferte are found in hot and dry and in cold

and dry climates, in hot and moist and in cold and moist regions."

Although in Great Britain only three species of Conifers are

indigenous, the Scots Pine, the Yew, and the common Juniper,

yet it is found that in our climate, as our author informs us, a

greater number of this family are found to thrive than in any
other. To this maj' be attributed in a great measure the popu-
larity which they enjoy.

The book before us is copiously illustrated. The botanical

drawing of fruit and foliage are all that could be desired, but the

woodcuts of trees and scenery, though faithful to a fault in topo-

graphy and accurac}', are not very meritorious in an artistic sense.

In tlie portraits of specimen trees, c.ff., the Florence Court Yew
on p. oO-'5, the Dropmore Araucaria^ opposite p. 10-1, and
the magnificent Thuja gigantea opposite p. 2-j7, it would have
added much to their value if some figures or still life had been in-

troduced to show the scale. But on the whole there is little room
for adverse criticism. The book is a thoroushly useful and prac-

tical one. If scissors and paste have been used in its composition
it has been with skill and intelligence, and we think tliat many
of the errors into which cultivators have fallen may be avoided
in future and even corrected in the present by following the in-

structions laid down by the autlior in part iii.

We recollect being struck by the absence of intelligent system
in planting Conifers displayed at a beautiful place iu the neigh-
bourhood of the Highland frontier. The mansion house stands
on a level plain on the banks of a stream which issues from a

densely-wooded gorge, which is simply a cleft in a sandstone, and,
higher up, a limestone, hillside. Tire scenerv iu this gorge is ex-
ceedingly romantic, and offers innumerable opportunities for

skilful and effective planting. These, however, had not been
taken advantage of. The glen was choked from one end to the
other with dense copse, and that which miglit have been formed
into one of the most striking and beautiful Pineta in the world
was simply a very beautiful copsewood. Xor was this all ; great
pains and expense had been undertaken to plant a large and varied
collection of Coniferous plants on the flat alluvial plain surround-
ing the mansion house. The effect, as may be imagined, was not
happy. Those stately and noble forms, which ought to have been
scaling the precipices behind the house, were dotted about in-

appropriately on the tame level ground, and an opportunity was
marred such as is offered to few, and such as might have been
avoided by the observance of the precepts in our authors' pages.
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When "^'irgil wrote, Fra.vin us in sijlvispulcherrima, piniis in hortis

(The Ash is the fairest tree in the forest, but the Pine in tlie

garden), lie was ^^ritiuo of the Piuus Pinea, or Stone Pine, and not

of those towering- forms with which tlio industry of our collectors

has given us the means of adorning our hillsides.

SALMONICErS,

NOTES or THE WEEK.

New Double Bouvardia Alfred Neuner.^The iirst

blooms we have seen of this mucb-talked-of American novelty

opened the other day in the 8wanley Nurseries, where Messrs. Cau-
nell have now plants of it in fine condition. There is no mistake

about the flowers being double or about their attractiveness ; they

are pure white, and each pip is doubled after the manner of a double

Tuberose. The habit of the plant is dwarf and robust, and it seems
to be remarkably floriferous, us nearlj' every small shoot bears a truss

of bloom. This double Bouvardia will undoubtedly become a popu-
lar plant, and be especially valuable for cutting purposes, the ex-

quisitely delicate flowers, like those of the single kinds, being ad-

mirabl}' suited for button-hole bouquets.

The English Gladiolus.—In last week's Gaeden you
speak of Gladiolus communis as the plant growing in the New
Forest and the Isle of "Wight. 1 believe it to be illyricus.

The flower is very much smaller, and the stem scarcely half

the height of communis, and during the whole time I have
had it under cultivation it has shown no disposition to en-

largement of flower or stem. I am sorryto say that my patch
has gone wrong this season, and I am therefore unable to send
a specimen. There is greater difference between the native plant

and communis than between communis and byzantinus.—
J. H. Archek-Hind, South Devon.

Gladiolus communis is said (p. 616) to be a native of the
Isle of Wight and the New Forest. This is a mistake. The
species which, to use the words of a friend whose letter I have now
before me, " grows in the greatest profusion '' in some parts of the
New Forest, and has been found sparingly in the Isle of Wight, is

G. illyricus. G. communis is a totally different and much handsomer
species, which has never occurred in Great Britain. I have several

other closely allied species in cultivation, c.;/., G. byzantinus, sege-

tam, and triphyllus.—H. Haepue Crewe, Drayion-Bcaucliamp
Itectori/, Trliuj. [If our correspondents refer to Bentham, they will

find the British species given j(S communis, who gives illyricus as

a synonym, but the plants are distinct.

—

Ed.]

Double Dwarf Sweet William.—-The deep velvety crimsou-
fljwered kind known as Uianthus barbatus magnificus is by far the
finest we have met with among the Sweet Williams. The heads of
flower, which are large, are produced in profusion, and the colour,
en masse, rich and effective. Its dwarfness, too, is a recommendation,
and it is, moreover, a vigorous grower, and soon forms a good tuft.

It originated, we believe, in the Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham ; in
fact, it is known more as Ware's Double Crimson than by its other
name. In this nursery some large beds of it now in full flower are
wonderfully fine.

Campanula nubilis and C. punctata.—Jlr. G. F. AVil-

son brings us specimens of these interesting species to show that
they are distinct. They seem to be so, but in a botanical sense
mainly. As a garden plant the last mentioned has no value that is

not possessed by C. nobilis. By the way, this has been a long time
in cultivation without becoming popular. Its sombre colours are
against it, and really it does not seem to have much merit except in
size and quaintness. We have tried it indoors, a test which often
shows a plant to advantage that may be passed by without much
notice in the open garden, but the noble Hairbell does not seem to
come out well in any way. At one time we grew it, and thought it

a wonderful plant, but we are graduallj' seeing the need o£ greater
care in selection with a view to finding room for the vast number
of good things that must find a place.

Fraxinella.—A lady sends us from Scotland a tall spike of the
Dictamnus Fraxinella, which, oddly enough, often fails to do well
in some gardens. She says it has " various good qualities. It is per-
fectly hardy, requires no support, blooms long, stands 33 in. high,
gives out a sweet odoiir, and is as beautiful in seed as in flower," in
all of which we fully agree. We hope she has the white as well as
the coloured kind which she sends us. AVherever our old friend does
well we like to see it growing, but it has a habit of dwindling or
not making such a strong growth as with Mrs. Gallowaj', Carse
House by Alloa. We do not hear enough from our Scotch friends,
who seem to have a peculiarly good climate for many favourite

plants. There, however, some of our good .southern plants will not
even open their flowers.

G-aillardia grandiflora maxima.—This is by far the finest
Gaillardia we have yet seen, much finer even than the largest
varieties of S. aristata. The flowers are some 3 in. across and deep
yellow, produced on stout erect stalks, from 1 ft. to IJ ft. high. It
is, we believe, a true perennial and a fine addition to hardy plants,
as it is excellent both for the border and for cutting purposes.
It is, we believe, one of the numerous introductions in the class of
plants of Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich. We have seen it finely in
flower at various places during the week, but best in Mr. White-
head's garden at Southwood, Bickley, and the Hale Farm Nurserj',
Tottenham.

Choice Hardy Flowers.—Among the choicest of the hardy
plants in flower at Southwood, Bicklej', are the following : Urosper-
mum Delachampi, a composite with large sulphur-yellow flowers

;

Calamintha alpina, a small growing bushy plant, with a profusion
of violet-coloured flowers ; Achillea moschata, a dwarf composite
with finely-cut leaves and fiat heads of white flowers, very showy on
a rockery ; Craspedia Richei, with dense globular heads of yellow
flowers

; Pratia angulosa, a white-flowered Lobelia-like trailing
plant ; Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, an annual with pale yellow flowers
much smaller than those of E. crocea, which, however, are profusely
produced, and the foliage is finely divided ; Nierembergia rivularis,

witli its pure white cups — this plant was in a damp heavy border
and thriving flnely ; Gentiana bavarica, beautifully in flower, grow-
ing in a flat peaty border like the preceding: Chrysobactron
Hookeri, with golden spikes of bloom, a very showy bog plant

;

Senecio absinthifolius, with finely-cut foliage and deep orange-
coloured flowers ; Mertensia sibirica alba, a white variety of this

beautiful Boragewort ; Gentiana auvernensis, a species in the way of

6. Pneumonanthe, very showy and dwarf ; and Papaver umbrosum, of
whicli there were large tufts, which on account of their brilliant

colours are attractive from all parts of the garden.

Finely-flowered Saponaria ocymoides.—The largest

plant we have yet seen of this pretty pink-flowered perennial is in

the Swanley Nurseries. It is a huge rounded tuft grown from a
small plant, now 5 ft. in length by 34 ft. in breadth, and about
14 ft. high, the whole thickly covered with bloom.

Californian Brodiseas.—During the week we have noticed

some of these Californian plants in flower, and they well merit a word
of praise. Thej' consist of B. volubilis, a singular plant, possessing

the peculiar character of a twining flower-stem, which grows to even
12 ft. in height in its native habitat, but in cultivation its average
height is 3 ft. The flowers, which are rosy pink, terminate the twist-

ing stem in a dense cluster. It is also called Stropholirion californi-

cum. B. coccinea, a very showy plant, has long tubular flowers of a
deep red tipped with green, and borne in umbels on the ends of tall,

slender stalks. It was figured in The Garden (Vol. XI., p. 110).

It is known as the Crimson Satin flower, and also scientifically by B.

Ida-Maia and Brevoortia coccinea. The now well-known B. congesta

has a pretty companion in its white variety, though yet unfortunately

too rare. When seen growing together the deep lavender tint of the

type and the pure white of the variety have a very pretty effect.

These may all be seen finely in flower in the Hale Farm Nurseries,

Tottenham, where B. coccinea is especiallj' fine a bed a yard or so

square being in full blossom. All are quite hardy if planted on a
well drained border. We almost omitted to mention Bloomeria

aurea, which is also nicely in flower ; it is a small tender plant with

umbels of bright yellow striped with brown.

The Cretan Mullein (Celsia cretica).—This old plant seems to

be emerging out of the botanical stage, so to saj'. It used to be seen

at one time in the frames or greenhouses of a botanical garden, and
rarely good, but now, as grown in some of our collections, it is really

a distinct and handsome plant. Last year we saw a handsome plant

of it in Mr. Nelson's garden at Aldborough, growing on a heap of

loam as glossy and as fine in form as a plant could be. Now Mr.
Kingsmiil brings it to us in the same state with fine solid golden
flowers ; so grown, it is well worthy of a place. As to its duration

and culture in such a state and its hardiness, perhaps some of our
friends will kindly inform us.

Fine-foliaged Begonias.—We are pleased to see that a re-

action has set in with regard to these handsome-leaved plants, for

we notice that they are becoming more plentiful in nurseries than
hitherto. We have not, however, seen them so fine as at the Swan-
ley Nurseries, where there is a full collection of varieties, new and
old, occupying a span-roofed house nearly 100 ft. long. These prin-

cipally belong to the Hex class, among which some of M. Crousse's

new A'arieties ai-e extremely beautiful. Some are overlaid with a
silvery lustre, others with a bronzy hue, and many are of the brightest

emerald green, margined and zoned with crimson. Jules Chretien
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is remarkable for the suffusion of claret tint in the leaves, which
renders it distinct from most of the others. Xivosa lias the leaves
profusely spotted with silvery dots on a green ground. The variety
is infinite, and there is a wide range of variation also with regard
to the habit of the plants. These Begonias are particularly suit-

able for the adornment of rooms, plant cases, &c., where they thrive
during summer as well as in the greenhouse. Passing from the fine-

foliaged Begonias to the now popular section—the tuberous kinds

—

that are grown for the beauty of their flowers, we find them grown
here on the same extensive scale. The collection represents nearly,
i£ not quite, every sort yet raised worth growing, and these occupy
a span-roofed house 150 ft. in length, and when in flower the effect

is very striking. The single kinds are, of course, the most numer-
ous, and for the double kinds it is found a difficult matter to keep
pace with the demand.

Fire Pink (Silene virginica).—This brilliant North American
plant is uncommonly fine this year in the Hale Farm Nursery, where
it is grown in large numbers, both in the open air and under glass.

The flowers are about 1 in. across, and of a fiery scarlet hue. The
stalks, which are somewhat slender, lie on the soil and the blooms
are borne a few inches above it. It succeeds well in the open air on
a well-drained rockery, but it is one of those plants that require to
be looked after, particularly in winter, when it is liable to
" damp off ' from excessive moisture. It is a native of open woods
from New York southwards, and flowers there from June to

August.

Pseoniea.—Mr. Stevens is the most geneial lover of flowers
known to us. This week his collection of herbaceous I'aionies is very
rich and varied. No good garden is comjolete without a group of
these ; not indeed in the middle of tlie i^artcrre, but in a quiet
corner on the Grass, either in a good bold bed, say 12 ft. across, or
in several smaller groups on the turf. In the first case the plants
should have plenty of room, and the soil, rich and deep, would be ex-

cellent for a few Pomponc Dahlias between the clumps to succeed
the P.-conies ; a few dwarf flowers might also fringe the bed in

spring.

Lewisia rediviva.—Of this rare North American jjlant there
are some fine flowering examples in the rock garden at Southwood,
Bickley. It seems to succeed well in a fully exposed position planted
near some large stones. Its delicate pink flowers, some 2 in. across,

are very showy and quite distinct from those of other rock garden
plants. As an instance that the plant succeeds under contrary modes
of treatment, we might mention that it is also in flower in the Hale
Farm Nursery, Tottenham, planted in a peaty soil, in a shady and
somewhat moist situation. As there has been some discussion of
late with regard to the culture of this plant, these facts maj' be
interesting.

The European Globe Flower.—Through your kindness
and that of your readers (whom 1 here thank, as some of them have
not sent their addresses), I have received specimens of the wild Globe-
flower from eight or nine different places—none of them south of
Shropshire or north of the Tweed. It seems to be generally
distributed over the north of England and North Wales.
Its flowers are, as I thought, much flattened and the petals much
incurved, nearly hiding the stamens. In open ground it seldom
exceeds 1 ft. in height in a wild state. No variations from the type
are sent or mentioned by any of the senders.— C. W. DoD, 0.ihvrnc

House, Llandudno.

Alpines from Ber'wick.—The alpine flowers from Jlr. Muir-
head have all the freshness that mountain flowers should ha\e, and
are blooming after the same kinds about London have passed away.
Mr. JIuirhead proposes to collect species tliat flower through the
summer months from May onwards. Like other classes, they abound
in spring flowers, and good late kinds, like tlie trees and shrubs
flowering after the crowd that bloom witli the Maj", are valuable in

prolonging tlie beauty of the rock garden through the summer
months.

Pelargoniums at Swanley.—The housefulsof Pelargoniums
at Jlessrs. Cannell & Son's nurseries, Swanley, are now at their best,and
form one of the most brilliant floral sights imaginable. The
sections consist of zonals, single and double, fancy, and shows,
each section occupying a span-roofed house 100 ft. in length. The
zonals are of course the brightest coloured and make the greatest
show. Among the newest kinds are New Guinea, Eight-ahead,
Eclipse, Tip-top, Mrs. "Windsor, Wheel of Fortune, all of the highest
merit in their respective colours. Henri Jacoby is a very fine, deep
crimson, large in truss, and a splendid bedder. Zulu is a fine new
bronze zonal in the way of Black Douglas, but a great improvement
of that variety, as is likewise Swanley Bronze, which will make an
effective bedder; the latter is in the way of the Shah, Lemoine's
new kinds are far ahead, of older varieties of similar colours, Ajnong

tlie best now in flower are Charles Darwin, a double flowered varietj-,

certificated last week by the Pelargonium Society ; La France, a
kind with large trusses of finely shaped single blooms of the most
intense violet ; General Farre, iMinistre Constans, Barthelemy Saint
Hilaire all fine doubles, and I'Elysee and Progr^s beautiful singles.

Mrs. Parker is a fine silver-edged leaved varietj-, with large trusses

of rosy pink double flowers that are extremely attractive. The
singular variegated sort named Freak of Nature is very distinct,quite

different from H^ppy Tliought, and a great improvement on it. It

has a fine appearance in large plants. The new Ivy-leaved kinds are
now engaging some attention ; the}' are lovely plants and distinct

in habit from other Pelargoniums. The new kinds are chiefly of

hybrid origin raised by M. Lemoine, of Nancy, Amongst the single

kinds are Beaute de Lyon, Gem, Princess Thyra, Diadem, and Mrs,
Cannell, the latter a pleasing, deep mauve colour. Among the double
kinds, the finest are Gloire de Orleans, Galilee, and Mad. Crousse.

These are only a few of the host of varieties represented here, but
they are among those that most attracted us.

Floral Decorations at Flo'wer Sho'ws.- At the Botanic
Fete last Wednesday a marked feature was the floral decorations,
the peculiarity of which was that no sign of simplicity or unity of

"design was visible. A false ideal has been gradually, but most
effectively pursued by exhibitors. Where a few vases of flowers

carefully chosen ought to be there is a crowd of flowers, often
hundreds, carefully packed together, and very well disposed to

neutralise all good effect. The conventional three trumpets were
everywhere arranged with skill with many beautiful plants, and with
much waste of time, but not one of them would be considered fit to

be seen in any tasteful house. No first prize was awarded by the
judges in the principal class ; and the exhibitor who won the
first prize in the "not furnished tables"' had as many floweis

on his table as would have sufficed for half a dozen tables

!

-Yet his arrangements were so good, that he won the
prize. Fewer of his smaller vases would have done so easier

A complete change is very necessarj' in such exhibitions if they arc

to illustrate wdiat is considered good taste in sich compositions in the
best houses, and not mere crowding of many pretty flowers and some
of the least desirable glass and china designs imaginable. There
was much costly and pretentious material of this sort, for which the

best wish one can have is that it may at no distant day be broken up .

and form the material for the bottom of a good walk. Baskets
brackets, and buft'ets were as bad as they could be.

Perennial Larkspurs and Golden Elder.—So many noble
flow^ers came in during the past week that no one of them can be
said to be the flower of the season ; but the spikes oi^ magnificent
seedling Delphiniums from Mr. Kingsmill, with the flowering part

of the spikes alone 3 ft. long, cannot be excluded from a high place

even in the presence of the Eose. Mr, Kingsmill tells us that these

produce a rare effect growing through and near some tufts of the
.Golden Elder were better than the well known mixture of Delphinium
and Silver Maple.

Orchis foliosa,—This hardy Orchid still seeiias to keep a
leading place, though it will probably have competitors as soon
as the various Orchids introduced of late get firm hold. 0. foliosa

seems to thrive equally well in many different parts of the count)

y

whether on the stiff soil of the garden at Eastcott, or in the freer

soil of the Edinburgh Nurseries. About London the plant is now in

perfection. Some of our own finer native Orchids are worth a place

be-ideit.

A Free-blooming "White Cactus.— Phyllocactus niveus of

Mr. I'cacock's collection is a very free-blooming kind, good in habit,

and dwarf, and easily grown. It has a charming effect by artificial

light. The best flowering Cacti would well repay for cultivation,

and bring a new feature into our collections. Mr. Peacock has done
good service to horticulture in preserving many species which other-

wise would not now be obtainable. Many Cacti are more curious
than beautiful, but, on the other hand, there are some which are as

fine as anything exhibitors grow, and more useful than most plants
for window and room decoration.

Campanula pulla.—Thij charming little alpine Harebell is

uncommonly fine this year. During the week we have seen broad
tufts of it at Kew, Bickley. and Tottenham in full flower, the
drooping rich purple bells being borne in great profusion. It seems
to delight in a thoroughly exposed place in a mixture of peat and
loam.

Three Columbines.—Aquilegia grata is a soft small mauve
flower throughout ; A. truncata red, and these are accompanied by
a flower of the green kind (A. viridiflora), which has still a few
blooms. Mr. Kingsmill says it is the earliest to bloom with him.
Its delicate Honeysuckle fragrance seems constant.
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COUNTRY SEATS AND GARDENS OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

HATFIELD.
Among the comparatively few places now remaining in this

country where the antique style of gardening is still retained,

Hatfield, the residence of the Marquis of Salisbury, is justly

one of the most celebrated. Though not perhaps so ancient

as some places,

yet it possesses

considerable his-

torical interest.

It is situated

in one of tte

most beautiful

parts of Hert-

fordshire, some
twenty miles
north of Lon-

don. The house,

built some two
and a half cen-

turies ago, oc-

cupies the high-

est ground in

the locality,
and hence far-

stretching views

are obtained

from it in every

direction. It

is a stately struc-

ture, and one

of the finest

examples of the

Elizabethan
style of archi-

tecture extant.

Of its four
sides, which di-

rectly face the

cardinal points,

the south is the

principal front,

and, like the

north, is ap-

proached by
stately avenues.

The west over-

looks the origi-

nal palace and
the town, while

from the eastern

side the eye
is carried over

several terraced

p 1 a t e a u X of

geometrical gardens across an artificial lake to the most
beautiful part of the park, well stocked with deer, and
.studded With noble trees rising in summer from amongst
tall Bracken. Everywhere, except in the park and other
unkempt parts, straight lines and symmetrical shapes pre-
dominate, but though formal and scarcely in accordance with
our modern views of garden design, everything is in perfect
harmony with the character of the place and the peculiar
style of the mansion. There is a bold expression of grandeur
in Its noble avenues of trees, and in that one particularly

English Elm in Hatfield Park.
Height, 130 ft.

that leads from the north front of the house, in which
the trees are patriarchal, their great heads forming living
cathedral-like naves.

Trees—Some of the finest tree growth for which
Hertfordshire is famous exists at HatfielcL The park abounds
with gigantic trees, and though numbers of them are decrepit
from old age, their huge gnarled boles show where many a
noble limb, a tree in itself, has been amputated. The

principal kinds
that flourish at

Hatfield are the

Oak, Elm,
Beech, Horn-
beam, Yew,
Thorn, and
Limes. Among
the Oaks there is

one of unparal-

leled interest,

connected as it is

with the nation's

history, so to

speak. This is

known as Queen
Elizabeth's Oak,
beneath the
shade of which
the Queen was
sitting, as the

story goes, when
she received the

first news of

the death of

her sister Mary.
The age of this

tree is unknown^
but that its race

is nearly run
is now too evi-

dent ; it is but
a mere decayed
trunk, the only

indication of life

being the few
twigs that spi ing

from the top.

The hollow part

of the stem is

filled with a

composition of

chalk and pitch

in order to

protect it

from the efiects

of the weather,

which otherwise

would, doubtless,

have long ago destroyed it. It stands in the line of the

avenue going from the north front of the mansion, and it is

evident that when the avenue was planted the same interest

was attached to the tree as now, as the trees on the opposite

side of the road deviate from the straight line, presumably
in order to allow for the spread of the then large

limbs of this royal Oak. Another singular point, too, is that

the avenue turns almost at a right angle when it reaches this

tree, so that it is in an angle, and is made the centre of

attraction. There are several other Oaks of interest at Hat-

Drawn from Nature, February 14, ISSl.
circumference, 27 ft.
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field ; for instance, the Lion Oak, whicli girths some 30 ft.,

and the two Oaks planted by Queen Victoria and the Prince

Consort, which, however, are mere pigmies compared with

the former. The Elms attain wonderfully fine growth in

the deep loamy soil in this park, particularly the English

Elm (Ulmus campestris), of one of which we give an illus-

tration. This tree is one of the finest we have ever met

with ; it overtops every surrounding tree, though it stands in

a sort of dell. Its gigantic stature and symmetrical growth

render it a noble object, seen from all parts of the park. Its

height is 130 ft., and it has a girth of 27 ft. at about 4 ft.

from the ground. Mr. Marnock, whose acquaintance with

trees is greater than that of most people, thus speaks of the

Elm :—
" In any attempt to discuss the relative value of any special

tree or class of trees with the view to their picturesque

beauty and fitness for the effective uses to which they may
be applied, the conditions are necessarily so varied as to be

far beyond the limited boundary of the present notice, re-

stricted as it must be to a few general remarks bearing on the

quality and properties of the Elm as an ornamental tree. To

see the Elm and some other round-headed trees, such as the

Oak, the Chestnut, and others of similar habit in greater or

less quantity in their maturity and venerable grandeur, it

would be necessary to visit some of the ancient parks and

mansions aa early as the time of Henry I. or William the

Conqueror, when the taste for planting and the introduction

of the English style of landscape gardening began to be

sparingly patronised by the Court and the more opulent no-

bility. Few sights can be more instructive and interesting

than a visit to some of the more notable of these

ancient memorials of the past. A mansion, owing to various

associations, may be both interesting and instructive as a

creation of human skill, but what in a matter of this kind is

the highest human efibrt in comparison with the interest and

awful grandeur of a living tree of five, seven, or more centuries'

growth? In Blenheim, one of the grandest and perhaps

earliest of our English parks, with Nonesuch, Hampton Court,

Hatfield, Greenwich, St. James's Park, Pain's Hill, Claremont,

and others more recent, though still ancient, may be found

all these trees of great age, especially Elms. It will be

noticed that these remarks refer to a period when the im-

provements cf the park and landscape scenery were mainly

confined to the royal domains and a few of the more wealthy

nobles. Coming down to about the middle of the seventeenth

century, we have professional and amateur landscape gardeners,

such as Bridgeman, Loudon, Wise, Batty, Langley, Dr. Black-

well, a physician. Miller, Kent, etc.; and still nearer our own
times. Brown, Repton, Uvedale Price, and many others. As

a result of the common efforts of the landscape gardener, the

taste for and love of trees has been during the present century

vastly extended, and its happy and civilising influence widely

felt.

" As a park tree, when grown in the open and when it

has attained full maturity, the common field Elm is an ob-

ject of great picturesque beaut}-. It is sometimes seen

growing three in a group quite close together. Whether

the result of accident or design, the eftect is always highly

picturesque. In the same way it is occasionally met with

forming one of a group with three or more other kinds,

such as Birch, Oak, Acacia, or common Thorn, with two or

three of the kinds standing close together, and with two or

more at unequal distances apart. Whether in mixed groups

or single trees, any one of the better varieties of Ulmus
campestris can never fail to be highly attractive and

picturesque on open park ground, especially when the latter

is more or less undulating.

"As a picturesque tree the Elm has not so distinct a cha-

racter as the Oak, but in outline it partakes so much of the

character of the Oak, that when it is rough and old and in

full leaf it may easily at a little distance be mistaken for the

latter. No tree is better adapted than the Elm to receive

grand masses of light. In this respect it is superior to the

Oak, nor is its foliage productive of so much shadow as are

the heavy kinds ; its leaves are small, and this gives it a

natural lightness. Its branches generally hang in large

loose picturesque tufts. The Elm is one of the first trees to

welcome the early spring with its light and cheerful green,

while in autumn its yellow leaf mixes kindly with the orange

of the Beech and the ochre colour of the Oak, and other

fading hues of the wood."

Other trees, varying from the stately Beech to the stunted

Thorn, may be met with at every turn in this park. The
avenue leading from the south or main front is composed of

four lines of Limes, and the space between the lines being

unusually wide and of greensward, with the exception of a

carriage drive, the eftect is very good.

Geometrical Gardens—These surround the house on
all sides. On the west is a quadrangular plot having a cen-

tral water basin with fountain, from which radiate numerous
panelled borders, all designed with geometrical precision, and
which, in summer, are gay with bedding plants. At each of

the angles is a Mulberry tree of great age, said to be among
the first introduced in the countrj'. This garden is surrounded

by a piazza of Lime trees, which are trained so as to form a

tunnel of foliage, cool and shady in summer. The trees are

planted some 10 ft. apart, and though they are of great age
none of their stems are large. The clipping and training of

these Limes in order to keep them in good condition occupy

the time cf one man almost continually. Near to the west

garden is the Rosery, a sunken plot planted with a fine

selection of Roses in geometrical beds.

The east garden is the finest of all. It is a large, level

plot, overlooked by a broad gravelled terrace, which is sup-

ported by a huge wall, now overrun with Ivy and other

climbers. The beds are geometrically cut out, and surrounded

by high Box edgings. AVheu at its best, in the height of

summer, this garden has a fine effect from the house or terrace.

Beyond this is another similar garden, which was once devoted

to sweet-scented flowers, "old-fashioned" and modern, though
now it does not appear to be kept for such a purpose. The
idea is, however, excellent, and one which should not be lost

sight of in such an extensive place as this. Near here is the

maze, once considered an indispensable adjunct to every large

pleasure ground, but now merely retained as a curiosity. The
lake below is some 4 or 5 acres in extent, and some parts of

it are extremely picturesque, particularly the opposite bank
adjoining the park. The Portugal and common Laurels about

this part form quite a feature, and so do the Hollies and
several other evergreens, all being of unusually large size.

The Vineyard.—This name is applied to a portion of the

park where, according to tradition, there ones existed a Vine-
yard, though the date about which it flourished appears to be
somewhat involved in obsouritj-. Be that as it may, no trace of

Vines now exists there; it isneverthelessoneof thestrangest and
at the same time one of the most beautiful parts of the domain.

It is situated at the termination of the avenue radiating from
the north front of the house, and occupies a steep declivity

overlooking the valley of the Lea, which at this point, and for

about half a mile each way, has been widened, so as to

have the appearance of an oblong lake. The Vineyard
is doubtless unique, and near it the Yew tree may be seen

in all sizes and shapes. In one part, where planted densely,

it is trained so as to form cavernous archways radiating in all
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directions from one centre, so strangely grotesque that one can

scarcely realise that trees can be made to assume such forms.

In another part they are perfectly solid walls of greenery down
to the turf, and here it is, when lookin;^ from across the Lea
to the Vineyard, the finest effects are obtained. On the crest

of the slope is a broad gravelled terrace, flanked oa either side

by a dense hedge of Yew clipped so as to form battlements,

while immediately below the terrace is a dense growth of

Juniper and some fine rows of modern Conifers, chiefly Cu-

pressuses and Thujas.

Directly opposite the Vineyard on the other side of the

Lea is the old kitchen garden, a goodly piece of ground en-

closed by walls, but now used chiefly as a nu-rsery for forest

trees, though there still remain some fine fruit. A stream

runs through here, and was found invaluable when used as a

kitchen garden. Formerly the cottage on the crest of the

Vineyard was occupied by the head gardener, who, to get to

the kitchen garden, had to descend the steep slope and cross

the river in a boat, and even now this is the only communi-
cation between the mansion side and the kitchen garden.

On the slopes of the Vineyard are some great Copper

Queen Elizabeth's Oak at Uatfleld Park,

Beeches and other trees, which, combined with the Yews,
constitute a highly picturesque feature when viewed from
the opposite bank of the river. In a tower-like building in

the old kitchen garden, formerly used as a young gardeners'

lodge, there used to be some fine old Vines trained against

the walls, where their fruit used to ripen thoroughly. A
gravel path surrounds the building, and under it were the

roots of the Vines, which had no attention as regards watering,

but due regard was paid to training and thinning the

branches. Sweetwaters used to flourish uncommonly well in

this position.

Pinetum..—At a short distance from the mansion there

is a well stocked Pinetum, containing some noble examples of

Coniferous trees. Among these we noticed Abies Douglasi,

cephalonica, Smithi, one of the finest of the Spruces ; Pinsapo,

which by the way has been much injured during the past

two winters ; Pinus Sabiniana, a grand long-leaved Pine
;

P. excelsa. Red Cedars, Cryptomeria japonica. Silver Firs, and
others. These are on a fine stretch of lawn, and form quite

a distinct feature. Near the Pinetum is a conservatory

about 200 ft. in length, a narrow structure not very ornamental

in its exterior, but containing some remarkably fine plants

inside. The Camellias are very fine, forming spreading
bushes, all in the best of health ; likewise Pittosporums,
Brugmansias, Habrothamnus, Luculia gratissima, Calli-

stemon rigidus. Acacia dealbata, all of a size rarely met with
in private gardens ; while the roof is ornamented with all

kinds of elegant climbing plants, amongst which a fine

example of the sweet-scented white Mandevilla suaveolens is

very conspicuous. Adjoining the conservatory is a stove, on
the roof of which is a grand plant of Stephanotis.

Kitchen Garden.—Here culinary gardening in all its

branches is carried out on an extensive scale and in a thoroughly
energetic manner. The new kitchen garden (called the new
in contradistinction to the old one already referred to) has
been formed about a dozen years. It contains some 7 or 8
acres, and occupies an open and rather uneven piece of ground,
which, however, is in some respects an advantage, as the
slopes which face north and south are better adapted tor re-

tarding or forwarding crops than level ground. It is sur-

rounded by high, concrete-faced walls, having supporting
buttresses placed at short and regular intervals, and the trees,

instead of being nailed, are tied to wires, which may be tight-

ened at will. There is a fine assortment of trees, and all

kinds seem to thrive and fruit well without the assistance of

protecting copings. A remarkable feature in regard to this

garden is the absence of transverse walls, and, consequently,
it has a somewhat bare appearance. There are, however,
excellent espaliers, which in a great measure take off the flat

appearance. There is a good supply of water, that indispens-
able, though often insufficient, adjimct to a well-arranged
kitchen garden. The broad and firm walks which traverse

the garden is another good feature here, though this, too, is

often treated as a secondary consideration, even in high-class

gardens.

Fruit Houses.—As might be expected in such a place,

these are numerous and spacious, in order to meet the large
demands made upon them. They are all compactly arranged
on a level space adjoining the kitchen garden, and the
necessary excavations which had to be made in order to obtain
the level render this space mors sheltered than it otherwise
would be, an advantage, particularly with regard to forcing
houses. It is surrounded by walls, which form a back for
the lean-to houses. The principal block of buildings consists
of about eight span-roofed structures running north and
south. A conspicuous fault in these otherwise well-adapted
houses is that they are too near each other, so near, in fact,

that one shades, to some extent, those next it. Two or three
of these houses are occupied by Peaches and Nectarines, and
fine examples of skilful culture they are ; and one point we
noted was that Mr. Norman is no advocate of the conven-
tional annual dressing of the branches with a clay compound,
but he speaks highly of Fir-tree oil as a dressing, or, in fact,

as an insecticide for all purposes. The trees are planted on
both sides of the houses, and form a kind of archway, and the
healthy appearance of the trees, and the well-ripened wood
furnished with fine crops of fruit, indicate that their require-
ments are well understood, notwithstanding the unpropitious
seasons the British gardener has had to contend with lately.

The Vineries, seven or eight in number, are ranged against
the enclosing walls facing south. As with the Peaches, so
with these, there is evidence of high- class culture. Most of
the borders have been lately renovated, and the Vines are
now in first-rate bearing condition. Numerous kinds are
grown ; Muscats and Black Plamburghs, of course, have
separate structures, but in some houses there is a good inter-
mixture of such excellent kinds as Madresfield Court, which,
by the way, is grown admirably here ; Black Prince, Gros
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Colmar, Alicante, and Lady Downea ; the two latter liave a

house to themselves and form the latest crop. At the

back of the Vineries is a room specially fitted up for

preserving Grapes efficiently heated and thoroughly venti-

lated, and in it we saw in March a wonderfully fine lot of

Black Alicante, Gros Colmar, Muscats, and Lady Downes in a

fine state of preservation, plump in berry and otherwise well

finished. There is likewise ample provision for Pigs, Melons,

Cucumbers, and Tomatoes. The latter are specially well

grown in one of the span-roofed houses, 50 ft. long, where
they are planted 1 ft. apart in the parallel borders flanking

the path, and are trained to the roof, which, moreover,

has to do service for Melons and Cucumbers besides

;

so, virtually, there are three crops taken from one
house in a year ; winter Cucumbers are succeeded by To-
matoes, and these by Melons, and so on in rotation. Stam-
fordian Tomato is the favourite sort here. Pot Strawberries

are a special feature, and for their culture a well adapted hip-

possess real decorative merit are selected. For example, among
Orchids such valuable and well proved kinds as Dendrobium
nobile, Devonianum, Wardianum, Pierardi, Coelogyne cristata

and flaccida, Pleione lagenaria, Calanthe Veitchi and vestita,

Lycaste Skinneri, and the neglected Phaius grandifolius.

These are not merely represented by single specimens, but in

numbers, so that in the flowering season the flowers may be

cut in large quantities for room and table decoration, for

which there is a great demand throughout the year. A note-

worthy fact is that with Dendrobium nobile a numerous

stock of plants has been " worked up " within the short

space of three or four years, which is an instance of what can

be done with Orchids when properly cared for. Of the un-

usually fine growths the Dendrobes and other Orchids

produce here we had occasion to make notes some few

months ago. There is no fuss made about the Orchids, such

as devoting a special house to them, but they are grown with

other stove plants, and finer examples of Calanthes, Phaius,

Hatfield House (north front).

roofed house 100 ft. in length has been recently erected.

Several thousands are annually put under glass, and as a proof

that they are grown well, it need only be mentioned that the

Strawberries from this garden have of late years almost inva-

riably secured first prizes at the London fruit shows. For

earliest forcing Black Prince and Vicomtesse H6ricart de

Thury are chiefly used, while President, Sir Charles Napier,

and Sir Joseph Paxton follow. Mushrooms are grown won-

derfully fine, and are cut by the bushel two or three times a

week in the early part of the year. The house in which they

are grown is large, and constructed in the ordinary manner,

and well heated, and ample provision is made in open sheds

for collecting and preparing the horse manure for the beds.

The spawn used is Veitch's, which is highly spoken of by Mr.

Norman. At the time of our visit every available space in

the house was taken up by Sea Kale, Rhubarb, Chicory, &c.

Plant Houses.—Contrary to the general rule, that where

fruit is grown well plant culture is deficient, the plants here

are quite as skilfully managed as the fruit, and fully half of

the houses are devoted to them ; but only such plants as

and Ccelogynes we have seldom met with. Among other

tender plants grown in quantity for decoration are

Aphelandra Roezliana, grown by the hundred on shelves

close under the roof, Calla ajthiopica, of which
about 500 are grown ; these when in flower

are a grand sight. They are planted out in summer,
and afterwards lifted and potted in 3-in. pots. The aim is

to get about 150 of these in flower by Christmas time, when
they are invaluable. Eucharis amazonica are as fine as we
have ever seen ; they occujjy the entire side of a span-roofed

house, and yield flowers more or less numerously throughout

the year. In spring the houses are gay with Euphorbias,

Poinsettias (of which there are 1000 grown), Plumbagos,
Cyclamens, Azaleas, Primulas (single and double, the latter

being particularly fine), Daphne indica, Lachenalias, Epiphyl-

lums (which are remarkably well done), and a host of other

plants, but none that are not suitable for general decorative

purposes. Then there are houses occupied by fine-foliaged

plants, such as Crotons, Draocenas, Palms, Ferns, &.C., and of

the latter we noticed a pit 50 ft. long filled with unusually
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fine examples of Adiantum farleyense, a Fern that is not so

often grown in quantity for indoor decoration as it might be.

Of course A. cuneatum and the delicate A. gracillimum are

represented largely. Conoclinium ccelestinuni is found to

be an invaluable spring-flowering plant, and certainly

its broad head of deep mauve flowers is highly eflective.

For cutting purposes there are huge plants of Clerodendron

Thomsonse and splendens, Kondeletia speciosa, Stephanotis,

and similarly useful plants. A special feature is made of Violets,

single and double, and several of the heated frames which

range between the span-roofed houses are devoted solely to

their culture. The Czar and Neapolitan are great favourites,

and comprise the bulk of the stock. One other plant remains

to be noticed, Nerine Fothergilli, which is grown to perfec-

tion in a manner such as this beautiful bulbous plant

deserves. When in flower, the large heads of crimson-red

flowers are extremely fine.

Heating—Some few years ago when heating glass struc-

tures by means
of lime burn-

ing was much ^ ^^ ^^_ ^ ^

talked of, Hat- -^s^i_ _ _, ^tt^-'-^"^^'"^^'

field was one
of the few
places in which
it was carried

out. Cowan's
principle was
practised on a

somewhat ex-

tensive scale,

but now it is

entirely aban-

doned, and the

only traces of

it are the deep
xc a vations

which the sys-

tem necessitat-

ed. The heating

is effected now
by means of

powerful saddle

boilers, some
three or four in

number, which
do the work
efficiently, though the superficial area heated is enormous.

W. GOLDHING.

cariabrasiliensis; by that blue bloom which reveals healthand
happiness on the branches of the Pinacere, and declares the
Thuja to be an Arbor-vitje, and not, as too often in our
northern gardens, an Arbor-mortis ; by the " Big Laurel," the
Magnolia ; by Camellias, Azaleas, Pittospora, Veronicas ; by
flowers, such as Geraniums, Cinerarias, and Salvias, blooming
through the winter ; by these, and many other proofs that

horticulture likes both protection (from cold winds) and free

trade (in sunshine), we are reminded of the Riviera.

And I saw at Penjerrick the test specimens which I have
met within England of the Eucalyptus, but they had not, and
they never will have in this country, any signs of the wonder-
ful luxuriant growth which they develop in a genial clime.

Even in Southern France, where in fifteen years they assume
the proportions of timber trees (witness the specimen on the
Quai de Massena, at Nice), they showed in many instances

manifest signs of punishmentafter the wintersof 1879-80, and
there is no more
hope of their

:^--_ successful accli-

-^&^-. _ matisation with
us than that the

Mammoth Tree

of California,

the Wellingto-

nia gigantea,

will ever attain

the dimensions

of that speci-

men, of which
some of us saw
the outer bark

(18 in. thick)

set up in the

Crystal Palace,

Sydenham,
and which was

hy
in

destroyed

the fire

1866.

HalQeld House (south or principal Jront).

GARDEN THOUGHTS.
I SAW yet one more lovely garden, some think the loveliest in

Cornwall, Penjerrick, a deep long glen of beauty, from its

peaceful home to the sea, rich in trees and shrubs, conifer-

ous, floriferous, evergreen, deciduous, rarely seen in any
part of England, and nowhere else in a more prosperous con-

dition. In these sheltered vales of the western coast we
seem to have our nearest approximation to the climate and
vegetation of the Mediterranean shores, and though the sky
and sea are not so intensely blue, and we miss the Olive, and
the Orange and the Lemon ; the queen of flowers in those
garments of Cloth of Gold, which even royalty cannot afford to

wear in this land of smoke and shower ; the Bougainvilleas
glabra and spectabilis, so charming in their mauve and rosy-

purple splendour upon the white walls of Monaco ; we are,

pevertheless, remipded by the Paulownia, Wigandia, Arau^

Fields of As-

paragus sur-

prised me as

I drew near

to Penzance,
and a long train of trucks laden with Broccoli was
just leaving the station for London. Between 2000 and 3000
tons of this vegetable, and the same weight of early Potatoes,

are annually sent from this terminus. The Asparagus is

ready about a fortnight in advance of our general crop, but

the earlier and larger produce from Versailles, Dijon, &<:,

materially reduces the amount of profit. I may be misguided
by prejudice or palate, but I like our English Asparagus,

properly grown, not too thickly, well manured and salted, and
boiled by some person with brains (there is a capital paper on
Asparagus cookery in Gardening Ilhistrated for May 7,

1S81) much more than the great white batons which are

sent to us from France.

I went, of course, to the Land's End, well knowing that if

I failed to do so, I should be told in tones of contemptuous
pity on my return home, that I had thrown away an oppor-

tunity which might never recur of witnessing one of the

most magnificent, <fec., &c., and I saw "The Last Inn in

Epglapd " announced op the sign of the small hptgl £\t Sennetj
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as I went, and " The Fii'st Iiin in England " on the other

side as I returned, and I inspected the Logan Stone, of which
it was said that, though a child could move it, no human
power could dislodge, until one Goldsmith, a relation of the

poet and a lieutenant in the Royal Xavy, not believing in im-

possibilities, and remembering, it may be, the announcement
made by Archimedes, that if he had a lever long enough, and
a fulcrum strong enough, he could move the world, came
ashore with a boat's crew, and, with a certain amount of en-

gineering science and an unlimited amount of muscle and
pluck, he dislodged the Logan. Whereupon such a commo-
tion was raised in the district, as when the silversmiths at

Ephesus were perturbed in spirit because their craft was in

danger, and though this was an afterthought, their goddess

was insulted, that the young sailor was severely reprimanded
by the authorities, ordered to replace, and did replace, the

stone. And then, it is gratifying to know, he made a
virtuous resolve that nothing .should induce him to contract

a habit of upsetting Logan Stones, and ho kept it to his

dying day.

I saw the white gulls hovering around the great granite

rooks of our Land's End and admiring their wives, who
were detained at home on urgent private affairs, and for once

in an excursive life was allowed to enjoy an interesting

view without that chattering abomination called a guide.

No one bored me with statements which I knew as well as

he ; no one came to explain the difference between a kittiwake

and a scissor-bill and expected a shilling ; no one pressed me
to purchase blurred, grimy, thirty-second-rate photographs,
conohological specimens, or lemonade. I turned my face from
the kittiwakes towards home. I rushed through the famous
nurseries, as I passed by Exeter, of Messrs. Veitch, and
Lucombe, Piuce, & Co., specially admiring at the former a
plant of Coanothus rigidus, climbing and flowering on the
wall of one of the offices ; Ehododendron exoniense, raised

here, as its name declares, from R. Veitchi and E. ciliatum,

with pinky buds, white flowers, and rich green leaves, since

duly honoured by the two royal societies at Kensington and
the Regent's Park with a first-class certificate ; and out-of-

doors the commencement of a rock garden under the tasteful

care of an intelligent German ; and pleased at the latter ex-

tensive establishment (which I saw under the auspices of

brother Woodman) with tho fine collection of Palms, Ferns,
and plants, the rockwork (which wants more sun, soil, and
tenantry), and above all with the great Camellia house, 200 ft.

in length by 20 ft. in height, filled with noble trees of Chand-
leri, Beali, and many other beautiful varieties, still bearing
abundantly, though they had been cutting from them for six

months, that is, from October to April.

And then I saw a sight which I had long longed to see, the
Rose garden of my friend, Mr. Baker. Rosarians know that

no amateur has ever won so many victories in the wars of the
Roses, and that, as of all Roses raised on English soil, Devo-
niensis, in her full beauty, is first and fairest, so of all ama-
teur Rosarians, Vir Bevom'ensis, Baker, of Exeter, is the
successful chief. Four things are requisite for the production
(if perfect Roses—love, knowledge, soil, and climate. Ho has
them all, and has so used them that if all his prizes had been
gold and silver medals, and it had been the custom to wear
them, he could have appeared at our shows in a complete
suit of armour, or he might have presented a set of silver

chimes to the church which he frecpients near his home. He
has won something better than these—the esteem of the
whole brotherhood ; and there is not one of us who does not
rejoice in his victories, and heartily wish that his dwelling-

place may long be, as it is called, a " Salutary Mount " to his

Roses, and to those who are yet nearer and dearer to him.

There are 8000 of them. I do not mean of the nearer and
dearer, but of the Roses themselves, like soldiers on review,

in orderly ranks, cleanly, vigorous, shooting all at once, led

by distinguished officers (I noticed Sir Garnet Wolseley,

Duke of Connaught, jSIarochal Valliant, General Jacqueminot,

Captain Christy, ifcc.,) and looking like victors in training for

new victories. There, in soil, which had been a rich pasture

field, neither too damp nor too dry, well dug and manured in due
season, were fine healthy specimens of all the best Roses in

cultivation, worked low on the ilanetti stock, so that the

scion might throw out roots of its own, with all weakly growth
excised, and the thick strong shoots formed in the summer,
and ripened in the autumn, pruned to three or four eyes.

These were the Rose trees which had won so much admira-

tion in all parts of our Rose-loving England, and from all per-

sons, royalty inclusive. Ignorant and unhappy persons, not

understanding Roses, might have thought, had they seen the

owner and his companion gloating on what they would have
turned mere bits of sticks with green spots on them, that we
were a brace of imbeciles, but we foreknew and foresaw the

loveliness which was to be. I did not see a weed in that

garden, but I should very much like to introduce one some
summer's evening towards the end of June, when the sun
was "westering to his close." S. E, H.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
FLOWERS ON THE GRASS.

AVuen your correspondent "Peregrine"' some weeks ago recom-
mended the planting of flowers on the Grass as a desirable style of

decoration compared with what is known as " bedding out," in

which he \ATites there was " no genius,'' he gave no example of the

style he was recommending, and, with many others, I concluded that

he was under the impression he had struck out a new idea in park
decoration. This led me to reply to him that from my earliest

years I had been familiar with what he was recommending as a new
departure. It seems, however, judging from what he wrote on the

28th of last month, I was mistaken, for lie writes, " Mr. Thomson is

wrong in his inferences regarding flower gardening on Grass. Jly
meaning was that this style of gardening was far from common ; in

fact, neglected." In reply tomy statement, that examples of flowers cul-

tivated on Grass abounded in Scotland, and tiiat I had seen them fifty

years ago, even in the Hebrides, he replies by writing, " I have known
not a few important gardens there (in Scotland) where, a few years ago
at least, gardening on tlie Grass was not thought of, far less at-

tempted, though the opportunities were great." He further adds,
" I am not prepared to controvert iUr. Thomson's statement that

this style of gardening was common in the Hebrides fifty years ago,

but if it was it seems certain that the Hebridese have left it there.''

Tills j-our readers have, in instances known to me, thought very
like telling me I was making statements that were untrue. To put
myself right, therefore, with those of your readers who may be
unacquainted with "Peregrine" and mj'self, I shall feel obliged by
your publisliing the following letters out of a score of such which I

could send. They will at least let your readers know where
to look for examples of " flower gardening on Grass '' in Scotland,
and if the examples given do not suflice, I can supply any number
more. I am speciallj' desirous you should insert the one which relates

to Torloisk in the Island of Mull. I have letters from other islands

to the same effect, but perhaps that sent may enable " Peregrine
''

to withdraw his " if," and, in conclusion, let me ask him to n.iaie
" the important gardens there " (in Scotland) that he ever visited.

Tweed Vineyard. ^VM. Thomson.

Meikleour, Perth.

In reply to the enquiry respecting flowers on the Grass, let me sa}'

that there is any quantity of Dafllodils, Snowdrops, and some
Crocuses, also a quantity of the single and double Narcissus on the
Grass, lawns, and river-sides here, and have been to my own know-
ledge for more than twenty years. The late Mr. 'Wm. Gorrie,

Edinburgh, to whom I sent hampers of them, knew of their being
planted here extensively more than fifty years ago, and I know
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the late Sir George Stewart McKenzie, of Coul, in Eoss-shire, had a

large number planted on the lawns there about that time, and other

places I know of in the north have flowers on the Grass.

D. Mathbson.

Penrhyn. CasUc, JS^. Walen.

I remember as well as I do yesterday the Daffodils and other

flowers on the Grass at Torloisk, in the Island of JIull, and especially

the luxuriance of the Lily of the Valley under the grand Lime tree

there, which was on the margin of the lawn. I saw them first in

1826, and for many years afterwards. We also had flowers on the

Grass at Drimfine, in the same island. Geokge Wilson.

i, Marchmont Street, Edinlnirgli.

At Tester we had for upwards of thirty years been planting

Daiiodils, Primroses, Cowslips, Tulips, Snowdrops, Crocuses, &c., on the

Grass. One year I planted a bushel of Crocuses, purchased from
Messrs. Lawson & Son at the end of the bulb season ; and the late

Mr. Kentoul, my neighbour at Whittingham, was in the habit of

doing the same, perhaps, fifty years ago. The late Mr. Lees, of

Tynningham, also planted them on Grass. My attention was first

called to the matter by seeing the late Mr. Murray, of Salton Hall,

practising tlris kind of gardening, which was so interesting that I

never forgot it. Instead of being anything new, I have no doubt
but that it has been practised, less or more, for upwards of a hundred
ears. Alex. Sheabbe.

Marcli mont.
Planting hardy spring flowers on Grass is no new idea. There are

quantities of Snowdrops and Crocuses on Grass at Floors Castle. There
are there some very effective zigzag lines on the slopes of the terraces

done with Snowdrops. The common Daffodil is growing in Grass

in an old garden about a mile from here. At Fingask Castle, Perth-

shire, and several other places in that locality. Daffodils, Snowdrops,
Crocuses, and Hyacinths were abundant in Grass more than 30 years

ago. Petbe Loney.

Torhlsk, Island of Mull.
Daffodils and other flowers are still growing amongst the Grass

here, as they did when you knew the place fifty years ago, and
instead of diminishing this system of gardening, I have increased

it since the date referred to. The Lily of the Valley under the large

Lime has been removed, but the Daffodils, Narcissus (double and
single white), Snowdrops, Polyanthus, and common Cowslips, &c., are

all growing in the Grass here in great luxuriance, and this season
they have flowered in gi'cat profusion. CiiAkles Geieeson.

Bolhicell Castle.

The flowers that are planted on the Grass and lawns here, and
more especially in the woods, in view of the manj' walks that wind
through them, have occupied the same positions for at least 50 years,

and many of them were planted before that, and their numbers have
been greatly added to since. I ma}' indeed venture to say that we
have acres of Daffodils in the woods, and that we now cut many
baskets of flowers from them yearly for flower missions, always re-

taining plenty to keep up a show, for they grow freely and flower

profusely. Of dwarf growing things in the woods, notliing succeeds
better than the Lily of the Valley, which masters the Grass, and
extends itself rapidly. I only plant on lawns Snowdrops and dwarf
early flowering plants that mature their foliage before there is much
need for mowing. I was employed in the gardens at Dalkeith
Park nearly eight years before I came here, under the late Mr.
McDonald, and, with his knowledge and concurrence, I planted
along the side of the South Esk a good many herbaceous plants that
we thought might keep their ground amongst pretty rank herbage
and they did so. Andrew Turnbull.

Ditnrohiii Castle, Sutherland.
Spring flowers have flourished here by the acre, in some cases, for

nearly a century at least, the Grass under the old trees being
literally studded with Snowdrops by the million in the groves
between the castle and the sea and between the kitchen and flower

gardens, the whole forming probably as fine a bit of spring garden-
ing as can be seen anywhere. The Daffodil, Cowslip, Autumn
Crocus, Ornithogalum umbellatum, and many varieties of Polyanthus
are scattered about in the same places, though apparently of later

introduction and in less profusion. They are all, however,
encouraged, and in some cases added to annuallj', the

whole being allowed to ripen their foliage after flowering

before being brought under the sweep of the scythe, or the crushing
pressure of the lawn mower. These spring flowers were doubtless
planted in the old times, when the old Earls and Countesses of

Sutherland spent most of their time hei'e, and before it became the

fashion to live in London during the spring months. Whoever
planted, or caused to be planted, these grand masses of spring

flowers in such glorious profusion must have been gardeners of the

right stamp, who must have drawn their inspiration from Nature, and

studied the effect of her lavish hand in the waving banks of wild
Hj'acinllis in the woods, the masses of Foxgloves on the sea cliffs

and bluffs, or the expanse of purple Heather on the hillsides in

avitumn. D. Melville.

[Both our coi respondents are right in a sense, and the above con-
tributions are welcome and suggestive. No plants can be more
beautiful or valuable than the plants mentioned — none afford better

effects. At the same time the amount of attention that has been
given to so charming a subject may be judged by the fact that
scarcely a plant not a native is mentioned in the above notes. For
every native plant tliat is named many exotics are equally suitable,

because there are many countries with a larger and more varied flora

than our own, and one quite as hardy or hardier. Some of our most
cliarming flowers occur everj-where, and cannot indeed well be left

out of tbe Grass, as in the case of the Primrose and Cowslip. The
Snowdrop is, apart from gardens, frequently naturalised in England
and Scotland, and supposed to be truly native in the western
counties, and it would be strange if it did not occur in gardens too.

Tlie Lily of the Valley is a true native plant, said in Hooker to

be wild from Moray to Kent and Somerset ; it ought to be more
wonderful to find it out of gardens than in them. Yet lovely as

this plant is, we never saw a deliberate attempt to make it in a
free state one of the permanent ornaments so to say of a country
scat till Mr. George Berry planted out a good deal of it at Long-
leat some eight j'ears ago. The vernal Crocus is so freely naturalised
in meadows as to be by many considered a native. The Narcissus is

common as a native plant. We have seen meadows of it fairer than
any garden or nursery collection of it. N. biflorus is also found in

charming profusion in some places. The Poet's and other kinds are

sometimes found in a naturalised state, especially on the sites of

old gardens ; and this year, in a wood in Sussex, we saw plenty of
" Butter and Eggs ''and its single form. What we urge is that, if

so much is done bj' Nature herself, how much more might be done
if Art stepped in and deliberate attention were given to this subject

and the many charming tilings that are suitable which come from
the vast cold regions of the northern world—Europe, Asia, and
America. Our own wild flowers are so beautiful and so common
about us in many cases that their presence is not so important to

secure as that of plants equally hardy, equally beautiful, but wholly

distinct. For example, wherever the wood Anemone grows wild there

can be no reason for putting it in the Grass ; whereas the addition

of the Apennine Anemone would add a new charm to the place. The
subject is really a most important one ; in this way alone the great

question of spring gardening might be for ever settled, and in the

most charming way. Unhappily, the rule is bareness and shaven or

naked surfaces everywhere. Not only are there few but native

flowers in the Grass, but the very borders avowedly made for flowers

are bare, and not in winter or spring only, but even bare at mid-

summer, save, perhaj)s, a few dots of plants,

—

Ed.]

ASPHODELUS RAMOSUS FOR WOODLAND
GARDENS.

This is just the sort of strong hardy plant to put out into orna-

mental woods or wild gardens, for it can take care of itself no matter

how strong and rough the herbage and weeds around it may be ; its

whitish, tall, and uncommon looking flower-spikes stand out con-

spicuously above other plants. This rough, though stately-looking

plant is more than welcome just now, as strong herbaceous perennials

that can exist in woodland gardens and be in flower at the present

time are scarce. In a week or two there will be no end of Foxgloves

and other plants in bloom. Asphodelus ramosus comes into bloom

just when there seems a dearth amongst tall wild garden

flowers.

While on the subject of wild gardening, permit me to suggest that

the present is a favourable time to select, mark, turn, and prepare

ground for plants intended to be planted out into woods and wild

gardens next season ; the danger is, if the ground be not prepared

now and put off until autumn, that bulbous and other plants that

die down in summer are most likely to be dug up, distributed, or

injured by digging indiscriminatel}' amongst them ; whereas, if the

work be attended to now, every living plant in the ground may be

seen, and, moreover, the soil will be in a better condition to receive

plants in autumn if turned up, enriched, and exposed to the weather

for the next few months than if the work is done at any other time.

My little experience in wild gardening has taught me that if success

is to be a certainty, any plants put out into woodland gardens or

other rough places must be helped with a good start by turning and
enriching the ground for their reception. Where ground game
abounds wire netting should be placed round every plant or group

of plants for a season or two until the bare ground becomes covered

over with the plants or other herbage ; even a single rabbit only can
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do an immense amount of harm to newlj^-introduced plants in one
ni^ht. The old adage, " To be forewarned is to be forearmed," I

foiind to be a truism in wild gardening experience.

Lotnjkat. Geoege Beeby.

NOTES AND QUESTIONS ON THE ILOWEE GAEDEN.

Yuccaa on Grass.—Few of our hardy, fine-foliaged plants are

so well adapted for groups or masses on the Grass as Yuccas. We
have a quantity of old plants of Y. gloriosa and Y. recurva tlrat

annually send up numbers of flower-spikes, and are then very striking

objects, but at all times they are very ornamental. They originally

stood in an old mixed border, but the other plants have been removed.

The small varieties, like Y. filamentosa, have been grouped round
the statelier habited sorts, and the soil under them has been sown
down with lawn Grass seed with excellent results, for the Yuccas
show themselves off to far better advantage than they did before, and
under the friendly shelter of the Yuccas, earl}' flowering bulbs and
other plants, which make their growth before the Grass needs much
cutting, may be planted, for after the foliage of bulbs turns yellow it

may be removed without injurj' to the bulbs. Snowdrops, Crocuses,

Aconites, and many other early plants will have completed their

growth by the middle of May, after which the turf may be mown like

other portions of tlie gardens.

—

J. G. L.

Phytolacca purpurea.—We recently received this plant

from Jlrs. Davidson, Ashmore, who said she got it from Mr.
Harpur Crewe, to whom we applied for information respecting it,

and the following is his answer : I know nothing of Phytolacca
purpurea .except that I purchased it under that name in the form of

seed some six or seven years ago of Mr. Bull. I have propagated
it ever since by cuttings (it appears to be only a biennial), and have
distributed it largely. I never saw it in any garden or collection

except my own. I have always intended to send it to Kew to have
its nomenclature settled, but somehow or other have never done so.

It grows into a great bush, and is covered with spikes of rosy purple

flowers in August and September, and is un exceedingly handsome
plant in a mixed border.—H. Haepuu Crewe, The Rectory, Draytoii-

Beauehamp, Trimj.

Hardiness of Centaurea candidissima.—Permit me
to inform " J. W.T." Carlow(p, .556), that several plants of this, which
for several years have received no care or protection whatever, have
never perished. I am inclined to class it with the perfectly hardy
perennials, but with me it grows so rapidly and luxuriantlj- that I

prefer putting it in some out-of-the-way corner. This is the reason
I found it objectionable for edging and other purposes of combina-
tion.—W. J. 31., Clonmel.

Myosotis Weirleigh Surprise.—Allow me to say, in reply
to Mr. D. T. Fish (p. 597), that the white and blue seedlings from
Weirleigh Surprise are all of the sylvatica strain. The striped
variety has little value for gardening display, but it is a most charm-
ing Forget-me-not for bouquets, and never fails to interest people.—Brockhurst, DidsJiurij.

Myosotis dissitiflora alba.—Perhaps Jlr. Groom will be
so good as to obtain for me a few slips or seeds of this variety. In
exchange I shall be pleased to send him seeds or cuttings of the
variety M. d. splendens. Of course Mr. Groom is too familiar with
my favourite dissitiflora to be deceived, though I have had so manj'
white varieties of this lovely -species sent to me that I have become
sceptical, as not one of them has proved anything better tlian some
sort of M. sylvatica. But all these disappointments make me the
more anxious to possess the true white dissitiflora, which, I agree
with Mr. Groom, w-ill probably prove the best white flower for
spring bedding.—D. T. Fish.

Daffodils.—As regards the comparative size of the flowers of
Narcissus Empress and X. Horsfieldi,! have grown both varieties for
several years, having obtained them undoubtedly true. Empress
grows taller and looser, but in mass and substance the flowers of
Horsfieldi always surpass those of Empress when grown under the
same conditions. I have two or three times mentioned this to
Jlr. Peter Barr, who says that it is not so with him. I observed the
same in Mr. Smith's nurseries at Worcester this year, where a bed of
each was flowering side by side, correctly named, and the flowers of
Horsfieldi were the larger. A word about the Tenby Daffodil, a
great favourite of mine, the first except nanus to flower, and con-
tinuing the longest in flower, and the only one which always ripens
seeds with me. It is curious, considering its merits, that it should
be so scarce, but I have never yet been able to meet with it amongst
imported bulbs. Who names'it obvallaris 1 We are told in Sower-
by that it is the lobularis of Haworth, and it is also called there
gQncqlqr arid Bromfieldi. Jt has little, except colour, in comufon

with the most splendid of yellow Daffodils—the obvallaris maximus
of Barr, a flower of entirely different sliape ; but it is dangerous to

meddle with the names of Daffodils. I may add that of a large
number of what are called the " trumpet," or " Aja.x " varieties of

Daffodil, the finest flowers I had this year were those of a bulb
bought two years ago from Mr. Barr as bicolor sulphurescens. The
colour and form were beautiful, and the flower larger than Emperor.
On looking over Mr. ]5arr's paintings of Daffodils I recognised it,

there named bicolor primulinus, and Mr. I'eter Barr told me that
some of these were sent out two years ago under tlie other name.
It must be owned that the rapid multiplication of varieties is ren-
dering the naming of the Daft'odils very ditticult.—G. WOLLEY DoD,
Edge Hall, Malpas, Cheshire.

THE GARDEN FLORA;

PLATE CCLXL.—CHEVALLIERA VEITCHI.
The beautiful Bromeliad represented in the annexed plate now
called, I believe, by Mr. Baker, of Kew, yEchmea Veitchi, comes
from New Grenada. All the species of this genus have a harsh
cone-shaped inflorescence, the bracts composing which are the most
attractive part, and not the actual flowers. The plant in question

has a graceful habit ; the leaves grow about 18 in. long and recurve.

The colour is pale green, with darker green blotches. It grows
freely in a stove or tropical Orchid house, and flowers best if well

exposed to light ; its natural time of flowering is July and August,
but, like all this class of plants, it can be brought into blossom at

any season if attention be given to taking off suckers and starting

them in bottom, heat, a remark whicli applies to all Bromeliads.
They should be separated from the parent, and when well rooted

watered freely, and when grown as single plants they are more
useful and ornamental than in a mass. Some are afraid when
they see these plants with water in tlieir centres that it will rot

them, but of that there is no fear if the house is warm enough,
while at the same time they will stand as much drought as an
Aloe. One objection to these plants for decorative purposes is

their prickly leaves ; but for vases and brackets they are excellent,

especially some of the softer or less spiny sorts ; others say they
will not answer for button-hole bouquets, and it is well they will

not, for we do not want all flowers cut for that purpose, though
now that Sunflowers are in fashion for ladies' head-gear, I do not
know what will escape.

-.Sjchmea fasciata, a South Brazilian species, is a useful

and pretty plant, of more robust habit than Ai. Veitchi. It has

broad recurved leaves banded with white ; the flowers are rosy-

pink, or rather the bracts are. It is useful on account of the

length of time during which tlie bracts last and Iteep their colour.

In some collections this plant is called Billbergia Leopold!, B.
fasciata, and B. rhodocyanea. JEchraea Marife-reginfe, a native

of Costa llica, a grand plant, has deep rosy bracts of great size.

It is a robust grower, requires liberal treatment, and full exposure

to sunshine, or it is apt to fail in flowering.

Culture and Position.—In growing all this class of plants,

especiallj' the small \arieties, it shoidd be remembered that

naturally they are Epiphytes, and that, therefore, they require

plenty of drainage and rough soil, mostly peat, and not over large

pots. J. Ckoucher.

[AVe are indebted to the General Horticultural Company for

the opportunity of figuring this plant, which flowered last year
in the Anerley Nursery.]

Rhynchospermum jasminoides — Few inmates of our
greenhouses have maintained their popularit}' longer than this very
useful plant, for whether as a roof-climber, as a single specimen, or

for yielding cut flowers, it is equally invaluable, and no place, how-
ever limited the extent of glass may be, ought to he without it, for

its delicately scented Jasmine-like flowers are exquisite for button
hole or other bouquets, and, being small and of the purest white, are

appropriate in every kind of arrangement. Most people are familiar

with the Khynchospermum as a specimen plant, but it is as a pillar

or roof-climljer that it shows itself off to the greatest advantage
We have a pair of plants at present on the lofty pillars of the con-

servatory perfect masses of fragrant blossoms that last for a long
time in a cool, airy structure ; and when not in bloom the dark
shining leaves are in themselves effective. It is sometimes attacked
by greep fly when cprning into flower, but a good deluging with the
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garden engine soon dislodges them. It is by no means fastidious

as to soil. We use turf chopped up roughly with peat and sand, and
a large plant may be grown in a medium-sized pot. It is best kept in

quite a cool house in winter, but in order to lengthen the season of

Howering, a few plants may be pushed forward in gentle heat soon
after Christmas, so as to have a supply of its blossoms during spring
and summer. After the plants that have flowered have ceased
blooming we set them out-of-doors, as exposure to rains and dews
helps to keep them clean and healthy.— J. Geoom.

Wood Nursery. If it should prove as hardy as is e.xpected, it will

be a valuable addition to the genus. W. G.

THE ROSE GARDEN.

NEW JAPANESE PKIMULA.
The subjoined woodcut represents a new species of Primula lately

A Xew Primula (n<atural size).

introduced to cultivation by iJIessrs. Veitcli & Sous flirongh Mr.
Maries, their collector, who discovered it at Ichaug-. It is one of
the most distinct as regards the habit of growth, and particularly
the foliage, of any Primula grown, and on this aciount it is well
worth attention, as it may eventually become the parent of some
distinct hybrids. As may be seen by the woodcut, the leaves are
large and broad and distinctly lobed at the base, and they form a
distinct tuft which lies almost flat on the soil. The flowers,
though somewhat small, are of a pleasing mauve tint, and are more-
over produced plentifully even on small plants, which is a
desirable character. It is presumably quite hardy, but on this
point Messrs. Veitob are putting it to the test iu tlieir Coombe

SHOW ROSES.
I THINK it would have been more gracious, and I am sure that
it would have been more effectual, if you had suggested to the
National Kose Society, of which I have the honour to be president,
that they should supplement their catalogue of Koses most suitable
for exhiljition with a list of Roses for the garden only, instead of
menacing us with a rival institution, a threat which would be

vexatious were it not absurd. Permit me to assure you
that we do not restrict our appreciation to those Roses
which for form, colour, and endurance we esteem the
most, but can discern the beauty of the hedgerow
or any other variety as quicklj' and as heartily as
any florist upon earth. He who loves horses, loves
the pony also, but, as a rule, prefers the horse. I

have for many days been delighted with the alpine
Rose in my rock garden and with a bed of Scotch
Roses elsewhere, but, charming as they are, they are no
more to be compared as claimants of admiration with
La France, Charles Lefebvre, and Marechal Niel than
a hawk is to be compared with an eagle, or a tortoise-

shell cat with a Bengal tiger. S. Reynolds Hole.
[There is more in the subject than comparisons of

Briers and Roses, ponies and horses, will settle. The
interest of Rose gardens is, we have much reason to

know, injured by the exclusive attention paid to show
Roses. Before what our correspondent loves we have to

consider the actual state of Rose gardens, and, though
apart from its flowers the Rose is so graceful in habit
and foliage, it is a fact that a man does often show Roses
very w=!ll from a collection of gawky standards in a nur-
sery or kitchen garden. Apart from single Roses, and
such good shrubbery Roses as R. Brunoni, there are a
number of Roses thrown into undeserved neglect owing
to the never-ending selection for showing puiposes.
Fortune's Yellow excluded from the list of show Roses
sent out by the National Rose Society and Fortune's

Yellow garlanding one of the pillars in the kitchen
garden at Blenheim—a lovely sight—explains the case.

We see many gardens in many districts of the country,

but rarely even a beginning of a Rose garden worthy
of the name. Our Rose shows have their place and
do their good work, but it would not be ju.st to say
that the interests they represent are more important
than those of the much greater number of persons
who grow Roses for their gardens. We are and we
hope always to be independent of all societies, and
frequently have to point out where the efforts of such
bodies are not used in the best direction for

the public interests. Is not the National Rose
Society composed almost wholly of exhibitors of Roses
or past exhibitors ? If so, we can scarcely expect
them to take so much interest in the Rose in the gar-

den, and in making our homes and gardens more beau-
tiful by her aid—things in no way ditflcult.

We love a good Rose as much as any florist in

England, but in the course of many wanderings
in quest of the beautiful in gardens the fact that the

Rose, as a garden plant, its growth in a graceful as well

as vigorous manner, and its good effects in the garden
landscape are things unseen, is constantly forced upon
us. On the other hand, nearly every garden is spoiled

(except from a comic point of view) by Roses on broom-
sticks. We respectfully suggest that this subject is

one not unworthy of the attention of the National Rose Society, and
that, aided by winters of tremendous severitj', it may be enabled to

help us towards something better in our gardens. The pattern rosery

of the Rose and other books is much uglier than the exhibitor's honest

plot of sticks, because more pretentious. In short, the loveliest plant

that graces this world of flowers is from a variety of causes made the

ugliest in habit and in its effects. It is no crime to wish it were

otherwise, and we should willingly help improvement in this

direction.—ED.]

La Boule d'Or.—This Rose sometimes opens well on a wall.

We had a flne plant on a soiith-east wall which gave us sonae fine
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flowers hardly second to the JIarechal. But, alas ! the frosts of the

last two winters have destroyed this as well as so many other fine

Roses, and our stoclc of La 13o>ile d"Or is reduced to a sing;le plant

with one small shoot. No doubt covering the blooms of this and a
few other imperfectly unfolding Eoses, as practised bj' Mr. Cant and
referred to by Mr. Laker, helps them out at times, but the worst of

such malformed Eoses as La Boule d'Or, Souvenir de la Malmaison,
and Homer is that the flower is imperfectly formed from the first,

and when that is the case no amount of fostering culture will force

the hard green centres into proj^er form or colour. In regard to

these malformed buds it is one pleasing feature of this Eose season
that Homer and Souvenir de la Jlalmaisonare coming of good form.
As a rule here the first blooms of these varieties have a very large
percentage of misshapen flowers, while the autumn blooms are perfect.

Our first blooms of both varieties here are nearly all perfect this

season.—D. T. Fish.

EOSE SUCKEKS.
That suckers are a growing force no one will doubt. But force in

the wrong place, like many other good things, such, for example,
as food, clothing, buildings, is worthless or worse. Tluis it has
happened with suckers; they have always been chopped off and
destroyed, as a something in tlie way or out of place. Tlie Eosaviaii
recognises one line of usefulness or beauty only, and that must be
Roseward. Suckers are to him rivals to bethwartedand suppressed.
Yet, looking at the energy and persistance of sucker growths and
their enormous numbers, it does seem a pity that so much vital
force should be annually consigned to the rubbish heap or the fire.

Could suckers speak they would tell us not a few Eose secrets well
worth knowing. Their presence denotes a block, break down,
or weakness somewhere in or about the plant. The top, stem, or
root has failed, or is about to do so, and the sucker proclaims the
fact to all who have eyes to see. Suckers are often protests against
the ill-matched pair, the Eose and the Brier, tlie bud and the
stock. Ilowcomparativelyseldoni these twolive amicablv and grow
equally together ! Tlie inequalities of growth force out suckers
from the roots and stems, proclaiming to us that Nature respect-
fully declines to be led witli our leading strings, and would rather
set up anew on her own account. That is, indeed, what she is

constantly doing when Eoses and other plants are on their own
roots. Suckers then become Nature's chief rejuveuators.
The old stems or branches are weakly or worn out,
and forthwith Nature sends forth a new plant in the
form of a su"ker, thick and strong as a prize Asparagus stem.
This sucker quickly overtops the weaklygrowth above it, and becomes
a new, more vigor.nis, and beautiful plant than the old. Of course,
the process of renovation is hastened if the cultivator clears the
way for tlie sucker by pruning off the whole or all the weaker
portions of the old plant. But this plan does not answer with
budded or grafted plants, because in such cases the suckers are
Briers or seedhugs, or at best Roses far inferior to the scions or tops.
Still, surely suckers might often be turned to more useful account
than they are. For example, how many Briers have been frost-
bitten this winter. The stems are hard and drv as walking-sticks in
too many cases. There is no appearance of a break anywhere near the
orthodox height for budding. Still not a few of the Briers have
thrown out shoots near to the ground, while in the case of mauv more
the roots have yielded quite a crop of strong suckers. There are
several obvious methods of utilising these. The obvious mode is

to bud the Brier wherever it has broken into shoots. The height
of the future Ro.se is a small matter ; the fact of obtaining a stock
at all was seldom of more importance than this year. But even
those who insist on a uniform height of stock need not despair.
By cutting the Brier down to the break and training up one
shoot only the chances are that the latter will be liigli and strong
enough to bud at the desired heig-ht before the end of the year.
By carefully thinning and training root suckers they may also
be grown of sufficient strength for budding late in the aiitumn,
and if not, such suckers form far better stocks for the
next winter than the majority of hard and dry Briers that one is

often obliged to accept as being the best that could be had. These
stocks would be objected to by some as being likely to prove fruit-
ful of suckers

; but that might prove convenient, as we have seen,
and it would be easy to bare the suckers to their roots and remove
all eyes likely to produce suckers. Stem suckers again heeled off, as
recommended for Rose cuttings, root freely, and would form capital
Briers for grafting the following spring, while root suckers are plan ts

already, and if moved when a few inches high, and lined out in drills

18 in. or 2 ft. apart, will form capital stuff for working dwarfs
on ; or cut level with the ground in the autumn these suckers might
be grown into mod.^l stocks for standards the next season.
By some of these methods the whole of our suckers might be

utilised in renewing the life, increasing the vigour, or increasing
the numbers of our Eoses. It may be objected that the suckers
would still rob the Eose trees, while they themselves were growing
into usefulness

; but tlicre is probably little force in this objection,

as the quickening and stimulating action of sucker.s on the roots

would more than compensate the plantsfor any loss they sustained
b}' their production. By tlie time the suclvers began to drain the
Eoses much they would either be removed or become principals

themst.lves by some of the methods here pointed out. The object is

not to encourage the growth of suckers, but rather to pre'ent the
present enormous waste of sucl^er force, and then, too, each sucker
may be converted into a Eose, with little or no injury to the plant
producing the suckeis. ij. T. Fi.sh.

ORCHIDS.

ARE ORCHIDS EASY TO GROW ?

Since I wrote to The Gaedex some time ago, my collection of

Orchids has made some progress iu number of species, and there is

also some improvement in their growth. I am, nevertheless, very
anxious about their futare welfare. Some months ago I read in a
gardening paper that Coelogync cristata ought to be showing its

flower-spikes. I at once examined our plants, and sure enough
there were at least ten or twelve spike-like growths protruding from
the base of the pseudo-bulbs. I was not anxious to see its flowers,

as I wanted to grow the plants into large specimens, so I cut the
growths all off. I was surprised that the plants did not offer to make
any leaf-growth, and so asked a neighbour's Orchid grower to call

and see them, and now it is very disappointing to be told that my
plants did not " show for flower ' (owing, as he assures me, to their

having been kept too wet just as the flower-spikes appeared), but that the

growths which I cut otf were those which should have developed
into leaves and pseudo-bulbs for next year's blooming ! Our (5at-

tleyas having some time ago become very loose in their pots, I was
recommended to repot them, to use smaller pots, and to make the
plants quite firm therein. This we did, but they have made no growth,
and my gardener says it is because the house is not hot enough. He
tells me that as Cattleyas make very thick roots they want lots of

root-room and plenty of water. The Orchid grower who came to

see my plants, however, says that they are potted too deeply, and
that, as the house has been too close and hot, the young growths
have all rotted off in the peat and Sphagnum. He says, moreover,
that Cattleyas do not like much water ; in tact, he tells me that no
Cattleyas grow and bloom well unless they be kept rather dry. My
object in writing is to know which statement is correct. I

am also anxious to avoid cutting off the growth of my
plants for the future, and should be obliged if anyone will

kindly inform me how to distinguish the flower-spikes of Orchids,

such as Coelogyne, Odontoglossum, Cattleya, and Dendrobium, &c.,

from their usual kind of vegetative growth. I am very anxious to

know how to do this in the case of Dendrobiums, because I once
read that any growths which apj^eared on the stems of Dendrobiums
were of uo use, but that growths to be of any ser\"ice for blooming
next season must always sjiriiig from the base of the last year's

growth. I am anxious to know if this is correct, because when I

read the statement, I at once went to see if our Dendrobiums were
making growths from the base of the bulbs, and finding that some
had done so, but that others were protruding little knobby growths
all up the stem on alternate sides, I rubbed off the latter, thinking

to make the plants break from the base, and now the Orchid grower
says that what I have rubbed off were incipient flower-spikes, andnot
bulb growths at all. Now all this is very perplexing and has caused
me much doubt and annoyance, but if someone will clearly state the

distinction between .flower growth and bulb growth, one may avoid

such mistakes.
When is really the best time to pot Orchids 7 Our plants of Lajlia

purpurata have jusi gone out of flower, and my gardener says he has
read that this is the proper time to pot them. The Orchid grower
tells me, however, that they only want top-dressing, and that it is

quite a mistake to repot Orchids too often, as he says their roots

get broken, and often die off entirely when fresh compost is too

closely embedded around them. On the other hand, my own man
says that this is all wrong, as the peat in which Cattleyas are potted

soon becomes sour, and that then unless it be removed and the
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plants transferred to clean pots and fresh compost, the roots decay
and the plants get out of health,

I cannot find any mention In books as to the quantity of water
which is necessary for the different kinds of Orchids. Is this a

secret ? For example, suppose a plant of Dendrobium nobile is well

rooted in an 8-ih. pot, should it be watered everyday? and how much
water should be given to it at each watering ? Would a quart be
enough, or too much ? I wish some one who understands all about
the watering of Orchids would toll us all about this matter. For
example, if Dendrobium nobile requires a quart of water daily when
in an 8-iu. pot, how much will Cymbidium cburneum, Cypripedium
caudatum, or Gattleya Mossirc require under similar circumstances 1

The instructions given in books are so general, that I cannot exactly

make out what they really mean. For example, I have just read that

Odontoglossum membranaceum requires "abundance" of water
"when growing;" but how am I to know leaf growth from flower-

spikes? and what does tlio word "abundance" really mean applied

in this way ? Some might call a pint plenty when poured over the

compost in which the plant grows, but others might treat the plant

as a sub-aquatic by putting a saucer or pan of water under the pot.

Which is the riglit way ? I was led to begin Orchid culture some
years ago on the faith of a statement that they were
really very easy to grow. I did not care much for plants

or gardening, but seeing these lovely plants at floral exhibi-

tions made me wisli to have some of my own. My own experience

is that they are most troublesome to grow well, and very expensive
for fuel and labour, to say nothing of first cost of plants and
the losses consequent on there being no definite system or

principles which a cultivator may safely follow. My gardener
confesses to having lost many valuable Orcliids through deaths,

but he tells me that a certain proportion always die, and
that this is so wherever Orchids are grown and with the

best of means and appliances. When I ask him such a
simple question as whether a certain plant requires a pint or quart
of water daily, his only answer is, " Well, you see, it all depends ;

it wants more or less, according to circumstances ;" and so on, ad
infinitum, all generalities, and no definite system or principle can I

learn from him or his fellows. Is it possible that gardeners have
" trade secrets," and that they will not tell their employers ? or is it

possible that my gardener is really in as great a fog as I am myself
about Orchid culture ?

I am firmly of opinion that those who say Orchids are easy to grow
are men who are adepts in their culture. " Everything is easy to

those who know liow," as the old legend hath it, and so those who
say Orchid culture is simple lose sight of their own skill and of the
cultural advantages which they may possess. To me, as an amateur,
the thing presents itself in quite a different light, and yet I am un-
daunted, but quite willing to labour, to wait, and to learn by ex-

perience and by the written knowledge of those who know how it is

done. J. G.

Wlialley Itang<\

OECHID NOTES FROM DUBLIN.
One of the freshest and brightest of half-hardy Orchids is Orchis
foliosa, from Madeira. It has bright green foliage and an erect spire

of vivid purple flowers, and is really very effective as a pot plant. Of
native Orchids, Listera cordata, collected on the Dublin iMountains a
year ago, is now in flower. It is a wee thing, almost microscopic in
fact, scarcely 1 in. in height, stem, leaves, flower-spike and all. A
still more rare native Orchid, Spiranthes KomanzoA'iana, is fresh and
healthy, and pushing up its trigonal spike of sweet-scented white
blossoms. Found in a rushy meadow on the shores of Bantry Bay,
nigh to Bearhaven, the plant is unknown elsewhere in Europe, but
curiously enough crops up again in the Rocky Mountain region.

A plant which I obtained from Mr. Ware under the name of
Cephalanthera ensifolia has just bloomed, and is very lovely. It is

a hardy Orchid with short pale green leaves and pure white flowers
borne on a little central spike only 3 in. or 4 in. in height. It may
best be described to Orchid growers as a miniature Cymbidium
eburneum. Our plant is growing in a small pot of leaf-mould and
peat, surfaced with Sphagnum Moss, and was wintered in a cold
frame in wlrich strong seedling Eucalyptuses were killed by the
dozen last winter.

I find that hardy Orchids plunged outside in pots behind a shady
fence are as fond of a surfacing of living Sphagnum as their pseudo-
bulbous relatives from the Andes and Cordilleras of New Granada
and Peru. Orchids generally seem very sensitive, and that bare
earth is not what they exactly like is most evident. The same is

true of many other thick-rooted moisture-loving plants which
actually prefer the society of those brigands among plants—the
most ravenous weeds—to being "alone in their glory" surrounded
by a desert of bare earth.

Amongst tropical Orchids now in blossom, A'"anda teres var.
Andersoni bears a spike of six flowers. Odontoglossums are repre-
sented by 0. Rossi, 0. citrosmum roseum, 0. vexillarium, and the
pallid 0. Schleiperianum is fast throwing up its spikes. Vandas
of the tricolor and suavis sections are also showing well. The
Javanese Phaloenopsis grandiflora bears two large branched spikes,
and will remain in beauty for months ; so also P. Luddemanni

;

ana, and Dominy's long-tailed Lady's Slipper, C. Dominianum,
Cypripedium Pearcei, one of its parents, and Masdevallia Harryana.
Bletia hyacinthina and others are flowering in the cool house.
Lselia purpurata alba, Cattleya Mossia3 in variety , two fine forms
of C. Wameri, Dendrobium Devonianum, Pliolidota imbricata,
Stenia fimbriata, and Cypripedium barbatum are also in flower.

F. W. B.

Oalanthe Textori is a fine novelty, reminding'one of C. vera-
trifolia in the broad plaited foliage and style of flowering, but the
blossoms, instead of being pure wliite, are suff ised with a delicate
shade of pink, and on the lip there is a conspicuous warty crest of a
reddish-orange tint, which gives the flowers a striking appearance.
Epidendrum brachiatum is a remarkable species, not sliowi', but
highly interesting—a counterpart, in miniature, of the gigantic
Grammatophyllum EUisi as regards the flowers, whicli are thick and
flesh}', yellow and spotted with chocolate.

An American Orchid Collector.—On several occasions
during the past year or two our readers have been indebted to Mr.
Ernest Morris for curious and interesting information touching the
natural history of the Amazonian forest regions communicated in
his letters to tlie World. Jlr. Morris lately returned to this city,
bringing a large number of rare and valuable Orchids, which he has
collected for Mr. Corning, of Albany, N.Y., whose collection is valued
at more than lS100,000, and is considered the finest in the United
States. Mr. Morris expects to return to his Orchid collecting in
South America, probably in Columbia and Ecuador. With the
genuine explorer's feeling he says :

" The vallej' of the Amazon is

too civilised for me, and I want to get off the beaten track. When
I come across an empty beer bottle hung up as an ornament in Ln
Indian hut it makes me feel as though I was too near home."

—

Sctentifio American.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Lilies.—Lovers of these fine, hardy flowers will be pleased to

know that they are yearly gaining favour as market plants. Until
very lately, the varieties of L. speciosum and auratum were the only
kinds grown in quantity for Covent Garden, but now L. longiflorum
bids fair to rival them in popularity. One of our largest market
growers pots up yearly some three thousand of this Lily, or, I should
rather say, has tliat number of pots of it, for I think that he puts two
bulbs in a pot. It is, however, the variety L. eximium that is pre-
ferred, comparatively few of the type being grown. The old L. can-
didum is now also being rather extensively grown by some ; but in
the case of this Lily, it is found that the bulbs require to be
established some twelve months in pots before flowering, otherwise
they do not tlirow up suificiently strong to render them of much
decoi-ative value.

Mignonette in Spring.—Mignonette is such a universal
favourite, that tliere is a constant demand for it throughout the
spring months. Most flowering plants grown for market have their
particular season, being in much request just at that time, the de-
mand for them in many instances declining almost suddenly. This
is not, however, the case with Mignonette, the fragrance of which
insures for it a continued tmvarying popularity, so that good samples
are at any time during the spring months almost sure to realise good
prices. In order, however, to make Mignonette pay, it must be
thoroughly well grown ;

it must not onlj' be well flowered, but the
plants must be clothed to the rim of the pot with fresh green
foliage. Few plants more quickly show the effect of injudicious treat-
ment than Mignonette ; once it gets into a star\'ed, stunted state,

if the lower leaves commence to exhibit a yellow tinge, there is but
little hope of obtaining well-finished-off specimens. The plants must
be grown along quickly and freely, never allowed to stop for want of
ground or moisture, and the atmospherical conditions must be right
throughout the growing period. As most private growers are aware,
it is not by any means one of the easiest tasks to hit off to a nicety
the requirements of this plant, unless, which rarely happens, some
special convenience can be accorded it. It is indeed almost
impossible to grow Mignonette to jjerfection amongst a mis-
cellaneous collection, or on dry stages in airj' structures in the
ordinary wiy of plant culture. Market growers do not attempt to
grow it thus, but make such provision that the soil can be maintained
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in an almost unvarying state of moisture from the time the seed is

sown until the plants are fully grown, without ha\'ing recourse to too

frequent or heavy watering ; for it is found that the Mignonette
thrives in ever}' way better thus accommodated than when a circula-

tion of air playing round the pots dries cut the soil from time to time.

For this reason pits are preferred to houses, as therein a bed of leaves

or some such fermenting material can be made, and the pots, being
plunged in it, are insured against draught, and tlie conditions of heat,

air, and moisture are tlius more nicely adjusted than could well be
the case by any other method of culture. It will at once be perceived
that plunging the pots in fermenting material ensures healthy root

action and rapid growth, the tan, leaves, or manure, as the case may
be, supplying the atmospherical conditions without much effort on
the part of the grower. All that he has to do is to admit ah' in tlie

usual manner, and keep up his supply of plants by means of frequent
sowings, commencing at the new year, leaving some three plants in a
4.}-in. pot, and giving a little weak liquid manure when the foliage

covers tlie soil. ^Vhat I wisli to impress upon the reader is that
growth must be rapid and unchecked, and the above-mentioned
method best ensures this.

Forced Pigs.—It one fniit is more a luxury than another it is

the B'ig in a forced state, and few that come into Covent Garden are
so liable to sudden fluctuations as regards marketable value. Unlike
the Grape and some other fruits, thei'e can scarcely said to be any
steady demand for early Figs, so that comparatively few growers
make a feature of them. Sometimes, when the season happens to
be more than usually brisk. Figs fetch long prices ; I have kno^\'n

good samples to realise 2is. per dozen in May ; at others they are a
drug, scarcely to be got rid of. Happening to be one day in a
fruiterer's establishment in the centre row when a box of figs came
in, the proprietor remarked :

" What a pity that these did not come
3'esterday ; they were wanted, and I co\dd have allowed 16s. for
them ; to-day there is no demand for figs." Later on in the day I
was informed that they were sold for 8s.—just half of what they
would have realised the day before. This is a fair illustration of
how wonderfully the prices obtainable for this fruit may vary, even
in the course of a few liours. I should not advise that Figs be grown
in pots for profit ; the labour involved would be, I think, too great

;

but, planted out, they no doubt pay very well, taking one season
with another. A successful grower of early Figs for market has them
planted out in a span-roofed house, the roots having tlie choice
of an indoor and outside border. The trees are trained to the roof,
or rather to a trellis some 12 in. from it, and the fruit thus grown is

good and handsome. In France, more especially in the nei^ghbour-
hood of Paris, Figs are forced to a considerable extent, for this fruit
appears to be more popular the other side of the Channel than with
us. The method there followed is much the same as above detailed,
but the roof is generally formed of lights, which arc removed during
a portion of the summer, in order to thoroughly harilen the
wood.

Pit Stra'Wberries—so called because they are grown in frames
instead of houses— follow closely upon the heels of the forced fruit,
and form as it were a link between this latter and the main outdoor
crop. Kent for a number of years appeared to enjoy a monopoly of
this frame-grown fruit, much of the best of it coming from "the
neighbourhood of Revenoaks, from which place I believe that a
quantity of fine fruit still comes ; but "pit .Strawberries" are now
grown in the home counties generally. The greater portion of this
fruit is grown without the aid of artificial warmth, but some growers
get them along with manure heat. The berries of these pit Straw-
berries are generally speaking large, but they never appear to
acquire that high glaze and perfect finish observable in good house-
grown fruit. The nature of the season regulates the coming-in of
this pit fruit, but generally speaking the first gatherings make their
appearance the last few days in May, realising about 5s. per pound,
soon, however, coming down to .Ss. per pound, which may be regarded
as a fair average price. A few years ago. Princess Alice Maude,
Oscar, and Princess of Wales were almost the only kinds grown

;

now. Sir J. Paxton, President, Sir C. Napier, and others are also in
favour. The last-named, however, is generally pale under pit
culture, and house-grown fruit coming in at the same time -n'ill com-
mand quite a third more in price. The fact is that good well-
finished-ofi house-grown fruit, large in berry, well glazed, highly
coloured, is always preferred when it can be obtained ; but by the
beginning of June this gets scarce, and then the pit growers get
their tui-n. J. C. B.

Wasps.—AVe have killed in the cottage gardens here 220 queen
wasps, and they still seem plentiful. If the present dry weather
continues fruit will, doubtless, be much damaged again this season.
Last year I destroyed besides queens over fifty nests.—JoHft
Phillips, The Cottar/e, Llamiephan

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Tomatoes under Glass.—As Tomatoes can only be relied on
from open-air walls for a comparative!}' short period, their cultiva-

tion, either in pots or boxes, or narrow borders in houses specially
constructed for the purpose, has become a regular established custom
in gardens of anj' extent. For the first six months of the year the
supply must be got from heated structures, and we find plants with
their roots confined far more prolific than when planted out with
unlimited root run ; for Tomatoes are such strong rooting and gross
feeding subjects that to keep them at the highest stage of fertilily

we treat them just the same as Figs, by giving them a small quantity
of soil to start with and top-dressings, gradually extending the
border space when they are heavily taxed with crops swelling oft'.

"We have a roof covcrecl with Vick's Criterion that has been be-i.rirg

well all this year, the plants being in 12-in. pots, with quite a mas-s

of roots. In addition to abundance of weak liquid manure, we al.'O

give them a slight top-dressing every alternate week of fowls'

manure mixed with loam—one of the best fertilisers I have yet
tried. A few days after it is put on a mass of white thread-like
roots will be seen jiermeating the mixture in all directions. For a
late summer and autumn supply, plants potted and set in a sunny
position outside, and removed to pits or an orchard house before the
autumn rains set in, are safe from the disease ; and those on open
walls produce abundance of fruit for use while ripe, and for hang-
ing under glass to ripen. The main crop for next winter and spring
supply is now set out on a sunny border, and will soon be put into
fruiting pots that are only half filled with soil at first. AVe find

good loam rich enough without any stimulant, and it should be
rammed in firm, so as to get short-jointed, firm wood, that always is

more fruitful than over luxuriant growth. All stimulants are added
in the shape of top-dressings, or in a liquid form. Vick's Criterion,

Hathaway 's Excelsior, and The Trophy are sorts which we find good
in ever}' respect.— J. Gitooir.

Cabbage Sprouts.—The following simple plan I have found
very ethcacious in securing a good supply of Cabbages or Sprouts
for the following winter, viz., when ihe heart is cut off instead of
leaving the stump 1 ft. long, with a portion of the old leaves on it,

take a sharp knife or hook and cut the stump ofl: close to the soil

;

it will sprout out and produce good sprouts by the winter, and in

severe visitations of frost, sucli as we have had during the last few
winters, these will remain fresli and green, while those left in the
ordinary way will all perish. I liave tried the plan on various occa-
sions and feel sure that anyone giving it a fair trial, by cutting off

one half their bed, and leaving the other half in the ordinary way,
will be quite satisfied with the result.— J. G. Linton

Early Sunrise Pea.—I send you a sample of this new Pea
tliat you may judge of its quality, .size, &c., for an early sort. It is

a large Marrow. Those sent were grown in an open, exposed field,

without a hedge, where they were sown in November last. Our first

were pickeii June 6 from this field. Sangster's No. 1 (best early
strain) were sown under exactly similar conditions three days earlier

in the same field, and both came in at the same time, though Sunrise
will grow double the crop, and realise more than one-third more per
green bushel on the market. Our first lot, picked, as I have stated,

June 6, made £\ per bushel.

—

John Day, Junk., Ash, Sandn-ich,
Kent. [The sample sent was that of a very superior early Pea—much
better than anj' we have seen in the market this year. Its colour,

flavour, and size are all good, and when better known it cannot fail

to be a favourite.]

A Mushroom Farm in Mammoth Cave.-An enter-
prising Frenchman, who liad alreaily had experience in Mushroom
culture in the vicinity of New York, complains that he finds no
cellars sutficiently large for his increasing business, and also that
the conditions of temperature and moisture are not uniform enough
to ensure the best results ; he therefore offers to rent a portion of
Jlammoth Cave, Kentucky, for the purpose of raising edible fungi.
This will not interfere with the exhibition of the wonders of the
great cavern to visitors, many square miles of which are never seen
by tourists at all. The portion mentioned as possibly to be devoted
to Mushroom beds is what is known as "Audubon's Avenue," which
is said to be about half a mile long. The idea of thus turning
caverns to profitable account for the cultivation of Mushrooms,
though new in America, has long been a familiar one in France.
One of thesecaves, at Montrouge, is said to have si.x or seven miles' run
of Mushroom beds, and the dailj' yield of marketable fungi is about
400 lbs. weight. Another such cave, near Frepillon, is reported as
sending, on favourable days, as many as 3000 lbs. of Mushrooms to
the Paris market, from beds aggregating sixteen miles in length.
Still another, at Mery, is said to ha^-e had under cultivation in 1869
over twenty-one miles at once, and afforded employment to a large

class of labourers, who devoted themselves wholly to the business of
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raising JIushrooms, not only for the French m.irlcets, but also for

exportation. One house alone reports 14,00U boxes of preserved

Mushrooms as sent to England in one year. The special advantage
of subterranean over open air culture lies in the fact that, owing to

the uniformity of temperature, which in Mammoth Cave hardly
varies from .50° Fahr. either winter or summer, tlie business can be
pursued with equal success at all seasons of the j'ear and in all kinds

of weather.—H. G. HovEY, in Scientific American.

PROPAGATING.

The Pansy.—The best way of increasing the Pansy is by cut-

tings put in in September ; use well-drained 5-in. pots, and fill them
with a compost consisting of loam, leaf-soil, and sand sifted through
a :|-in. sieve

;
press all down gently, so as to make the material

moderately firm. Select the cuttings from around the crown of the

plant, without fiower-buds, and not pithy or lioUow : make them as

shown in fig. 1, removing the bottom leaves, so as to have a bare
joint. Insert them with a dibber, fastening them well in

;
give a

good watering with a rosed pot, and place them in a close frame. A

PaiiJj' cutting.

northern aspect is best, as there they require no shading, and conse-
quently do not become drawn. As soon as they begin to root, which
will be in about a fortnight, give air gradually till they are ready
for potting off.

Another way of procuring good strong plants is to cut them as

shown in fig. 2, selecting for the purpose the strongest pieces. Pot
them singly in small 2.|-in. pots, and subject them to the same treat-

ment as that just described. These will soon require a shift into a
larger pot, and will make very early blooming plants.—H.

Many fail to root cuttings of Pansies, simply through not
selecting the cuttings with sufficient care ; the young shoots that

spring from the base, if taken off before they flower, and inserted

under hand or bell-glasses in light, sandy soil, and kept moist and
shaded, will strike root and make at least ninety per cent, of good
plants, but if the points of old flowering shoots are taken, they will

be found hollow in the centre ; and, although they will keep green
and look like growing for some weeks, yet in the end ninety per

cant, will fail. As many will now be increasing their stock of Pansies

and Violas, I would especially advise them to use only the small,

young shoots for cuttings ; and in dibbling them in they should

make sure that the base of the cuttings touches the bottom before the

soil is pressed about them. Then give a good soaking of water, and
shut up closely, which is all they will require, with the exception of

removing the glass at night.—J. G. L.

A RHODODENDRON GARDEN.
This beautiful garden at Dtineevan, "Weybridge, might appro-

priately be called a garden of llhododendrons, for they form its

principal feature, and a striking one too, particularly during May
and June when the plants are in flower. It would be ditBcult

to find a garden better adapted than this is for showing off to

the best advantage these brilliantly-flowered shrubs, for, like

other masses of colour, they have a decidedly better effect when
not seen all at once on a flat surface. The Duneevan garden
occupies a steep declivity running down to the edge of a fine

piece of ornamental water. The llhododendron beds are placed
on the slope, and are shaped irregularlj', so as to avoid any for-

mality, and everywhere tliey are surrounded by a verdant carpet

of well-kept turf. It is not. however, the Rhododendrons only
that make this such a beautiful garden ; there are the trees

—

ponderous old Oaks, the glory of the once roj^al domain of

Oatlands Park. Some half-a dozen of tliese noble trees give an
air of grandeur to the place, their wide-reaching limbs over-

hanging the greensward in a charming manner. Then there are

.some e.'ctremely fine Conifers, among them the Iarge.st plant we
have seen of the Royal Hemlock Spruce (Abies Albertiana),

upwards of 00 ft. high, and greatly superior 1o the ordinary
kind (A. canadensis). Of the Knap Hill Cypre.ss (Cupressus
Lawsoniana erecta viridis), there is the finest specimen here that

exists in a private garden in this country, and it is a noble
tree. There are likewise noteworthy examples of the Welling-
tonia, Cupressus macrocarpa, Abies Nordmanniana, Thuja gigan-

tea, some 00 ft. high, and Pioea magniflca, said to be the largest

plant at present in this country, besides fine specimens of other

trees, and notably the late-flowering varieties of Laburnum,
which are grandly in flower now.

It is among these Rhododendrons here that Mr. Mcintosh has

attained such wonderful results in the growth of Lilies, parti-

cularly Lilium auratum, which are the largest which have been
produced in cultiv.ition. Just now there are some remaikable
plants of Lilium giganteum, by far the largest we liave seen. A
fortnight ago the largest plant was 4 ft. in height ; the stem
measured at 3 in. from the ground l-'S in. in circumference ; at

9 in., 12 in.; at 24 in., 10 in. The foliage is proportionately

large, and all the plants, which are growing in an isolated bed,

are in tlie most vigorous health ; when these are in flower they
will be quite a sight in themselves. L. Browni is likewise re-

markably fine this year, and promises to flower freely. It is

the Rhododendrons that we more particularly allude to in this

notice, and they certainly comprise a very fine collection, almost

every known sort being included, besides many vmnamed seed-

lings. The Ghent Azaleas are also in great variety, and foim
a very bright feature with the Rhododendrons, particularly the
large isolated specimens, which are huge mas.ses of brilliant

colours.

The varieties of Rhododendron, though so numerous, may,
however, be conveniently divided into sections characterised by
the predominating colour of the flowers ; thus there are whites,

crimsons, purples, pinks, lilacs, scarlets, but of course in many
cases there is a transition from one section of colour to another.

Of the hundreds of varieties in Mr. Mcintosh's fine collection

the following embodies a representative selection. Among light-

coloured varieties the finest are Purity, very pure and showj',

with a faint yellow eye; Mrs. .Tohn Glutton, one of the finest

whites, fine flower and truss ; Madame Carvalho, blush at first,

but changing to pure white ; jNIrs. Russell Stui-gis, pure 'white,

copiously spotted with deep chocolate-purple ; Princess Mary of

Cambridge, light blush, very pleasing; Mrs. Thomas Wain, pale

rose, deep spot, very fine ; Mrs. Thomas Agnew, pale rose, edges
brighter,yellow centre ; Minnie, blush wh i te, spotted wit h chocolat e

;

The Q.ueen, fine in truss and form of flowers, which are blush,

changing to pure white ; Sappho, white, conspicuously marked with
maroon ; Papilionaceum, nearly white, with cluster of orange
spots and highly attractive. Alarm is a very nice flower, but
somewhat superseded by several others, such as Arthur Helps,
Louisa Countess of Ashburton, Helen Waterer, B. W. Currie, &c.

;

it has a white centre, margined with a band of brightest scarlet

;

the truss is, however, small.

Of dark-coloured sorts are Mrs. John Waterer, one of the best

as regards colour, the light centre being very prettily spotted;

Michael Waterer, a grand variety, fine in truss and flower; Meteor, a
very brilliant scarlet ; Mrs. William Bovill, a highly attractive
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sort, with rich rosy-searlet blooms ; Lady ralmouth, deep rose,

heavily spotted ; Lady Clermont, rosy-scarlet, deeply blotched
;

James Mcintosh, named in compliment to the owner of Diinee-

van, remarkable for bright rosy-scarlet blooms and fine habit and
foliage ; Blandyanum, very deep rose ; Pelopidas, very
fine crimson, large truss ; Brutus, bright rose, very fine

;

Sigismuud Rucker, rich magenta, finely spotted ; Mrs.
Charles Thorold, bright pink ; Mrs. R. S. Ilolford, rich

salmony pink, truss large, and flowers of fine shape; Lady
Lleanor Cathcart, a unique colour, a rich Geranium-rose tint,

the chocolate spots ver}^ beautiful; Joseph "Whitworth, Duleep
Singh, and Old I'ort, three of the darkest varieties, being a deep
purple-lake tint; the first of the three is much the finest sort.

Among newer kinds we noted Kate Waterer, one of the finest

varieties yet raised ; the truss is remarkably large, the flowers

large and of perfect form, of a clear rosy-crimson, marked with a

heavy yellowish blotch ; James Marshall Brooks, a rich scarlet,

having a conspicuous brown spot ; Countess of Clancarty, a

finely-marked flower of a light rosy-crimson liue ; Helen Waterer
in tlie way of Alarm, but much finer as regards size of flower and
truss ; Lady Annette de TrafEord, a creamy white flower with heavy
chocolate blotsh ; Crown Prince, a bright rose-yellow blotch, very
fine truss ; Mrs. J. Shuttleworth, a beautiful crimson-scarlet,

light in centre and much spotted ; and B. "^^'. Currie, brilliant

crimson, liglit centre, most beautiful. Among numerous others

there are three which well deserve especial mention and a place

in every collection of Ilhododendrons, viz., Frederick Waterer,
most intense fiery crimson, fine-shaped truss and most beautiful

dark foliage ; John Walter, intense glowing carmine, good flower

truss, fine form ; Lady Armstrong, pale rose, much spotted, dis-

tinct and beautiful. AV. G.

NOTES AND READINGS.

Nobody writes auything half so cynical of our friends the

florists as they do themselves. One of j'our monthl}' contemporaries,

in which the fraternity have lately taken refuge, " has been re-

quested" to reprint a "dissertation on perfection of form in the

Tulip " (written about forty years ago), for "the benefit of the

yomiger race of florists." From this dissertation we learn that no
one tliinks of discussing the merits of an_v particular variety until

"the form of flower" is settled. Great difficulty has been expe-

rienced in arriving at a satisfactory conclusion as to what consti-

tutes perfection of form in the Tulip, the greatest diversity of

opinion prevailing even among experienced cultivators. Apart
from the various conflicting opinions expressed by amateurs and
dealers on the subject, there are, or have been, some four people,

it appears, who have interpreted Nature's unfulfilled intentions

within measurable distance of perfection, although these do not

by any means quite agree on the subject. The first " considers a

semi-oblate spheroid the best form." The second " has long been

an advocate of one-third of a hollow ball." A third 'differs

from both the preceding, and says that the half of the sixteenth

part of a circle is the most perfect form" ; while tlie fourth simply
" prefers the half of a hollow globe." These texts serve for rather a

long sermon on the subject, but the conclusion arrived at is that " the

flower must expand enough to open the internal beauties to the

spectator." Most people have arrived at a similar conclusion, we
believe, with regard to tlie Tulip and other flowers, but the florists

have reached it by the ratiocinative process, and there can

hardly be any reasonable doubt that one thing wliich has caused

tliem to " arrive " at such a conclusion is the fact that no art of

the florist has yet been discovered whereby the Tulip could be
prevented under healthy influences from displaying its " internal

beauties" to the spectator by expanding its petals in that wide
and all-embracing manner to the sun, regardless of oblate spheroids

and hollow globes, just as if it would fold all the florists in its

bosom, and keep them there ; and so they have indulged Nature
where she will not be compelled, we presume. Did the florist

never notice all these three hundred years during which they have

been wrangling over the shape of the Tulip that it is the child of

the bright May sun ? and that it never shows its beauties perfectly

till its petals are reflected openly to the sunshine, which rules the

degree of expansion, and sets all the florists' fancies at nought F

If the florists be right in their ideas regarding the forms ard olours
of flowers—and they have never yet taken any species in hand

that pleased them—it is sad to think how imperfect and out of order

the whole creation must be, for there is no reason to suppose that

the florists' favourites are exceptions. That being so, what about
the Grass and the trees 'i "NVliat a field here for improvement

!

The character given of the Grizzly Frontignan Grape in the

Florist of May is both queer and incorrect. Queer because after

being described as strong, free, fruitful, and exceedingly rich and
excellent to eat, we are told that is so uncertain as to be scarcely

worthy of cultivation. "Wrong because it is described as almost

invariably shanking badly, Avliich it does not, and its bearing-

berries below mediimisize, which is not the case. The berries are

described by the best authorities as above medium size, which is

correct, for they are sometimes as large as those of thellamburgh

;

it is an excellent Grape, and does not deserve the character given
it in the Florist.

I do not think your American correspondent, Mr. Ilovey, is

guilty of intentional exaggeration, but according to his statements

either the English grown Black Hamburgh Grapes which he has
seen have been small, or the American Grapes very large. A
fairly good Black Ilamburgli measures at least f in. iu diameter,

and 1-iu. berries are common. American Grapes twice as large

must therefore be " whoppers." I liave have not any doubt, how-
ever, but Mr. Ilovey knows what he is talking about, and if

American Grapes can hold their own successfully in the open
market against Ilamburghs and Tokays, and fetch the same prices,

the fact deserves attention, and it might be desirable to give some
of the American Grapes a fair trial in our Vineries, as Mr. Ilovey
suggests. It is curious t hat Oi apes that are cultivated iu America and
are popularshould hardly bekuowntocultivatorsinthis country even
by name. *

I do not believe in that system of Vine culture, noticed in

another paper,which necessitates restorative measures while theVines
are still in their youth, and have hardly got agraspof thebordernot
long made for them. Sensational crops followed by mildew in an
aggravated form (when that scourge is not at all prevalent) and
exhaustion of the Vines is not Grape culture of the highest order.

It rather looks like cidture under stimulants, followed by reaction

and the usual consequences. Given a healthy soil and well-grown
canes to start with, it is the cultivator's fault if, through excessive

cropping and diseases, he has to resort to restorative measures,

that with people with few Vineries means long blanks in the

supply, and, perhaps, misfortune to the gardener. Neither will

gardeners be prevailed upon to return to the long or short rod

metliod of Vine pruning in preference to the spur system, which
is the best as well as the most convenient as a ride. It is a com-
plete delusion to suppose that increased s'igour in the Vines can
be better secured by laying in long shoots instead of snurs

when the actual leafage is not increased thereb}'. Besides, the

spur system best insures well ripened wood.

While on this topic attention may be directed to the fact that

there does not now appear to be so many prizes offered for " the

largest bunch," and there seems rather a tendency to discourage

their production. Good and well-known cultivators are of the

opinion that such prizes fulfil no good object. They argue ihat

a prize given for the highest general excellence—size combined
with quality and finish—covers the whole ground and promotes
good Grape-growing, whereas in prizes for large bunches only do
not, nor never have done that. Competitive classes may be as

varied as possible—one, two, four, six, ten, or twenty bunches—
but real merit based upon the use of the Grape as a dessert or

wine-producing fruit should be the guide in the distribution of the

prizes.

The editor has, in his table notes, commented on the

peculiarities of the climate of these islands iu referring to some
tender Rhododendron blooms he had received from Argyleshire,

and without doubt the subject is a suggestive one from a horti-

cultural point of view, and one that has not hitherto attracted the

attention one would expect. The climate of the British Isles

varies exceedingly, especially on the sea-board or near it, as is

indicated by the vegetation, and the possibilities in the way of

gardening under such circumstances differ proportionally also.

*

On the moist and mild west coast of Scotland the cattle are
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said to " eat green Grass all the year round," and many Conifers

and tender shrubs thrive thei-e -without protection that would
perish in the neighbourhood of Loudon. The east and the west
coasts are as different as though they belonged to a different

hemisphere. The island of Bute has a milder climate

than any otlier part of Scotland, and is warmer than many
parts of the south of England, and, not being excessively wet, is

favourable to many tender trees as well aa to invalids. The mean
annual temperature of SiUoth, on the Solway, is as high as 40°,

being only 1° below that of Torquay. At Keswick, not far from
there, 1 see it stated in a local paper that Gooseberries grown in

the neighbourhood have been sent into Keswick market during

twelve successive seasons the first week in May, and have fetched

Is. per quart. During the past cold seasons some of the best

samples of Corn came from Cumberland, where the harvests are

remarkable for their earliness. In the Isle of Man the Musa
Cavendishi has stood the winter, and there is no place in these

islands better adapted for sub-tropical gardening. I remember
the late Knight of Kerry stating in The Gakden that the

way in which he propagated the Fuchsia on his estate in West
Ireland was to cut off large limbs and stick them into the
ground, and the same can be done in Manxland, where the

Fuchsia is almost an evergreen and a tree.

*

Allusion has frequently been made to the uselessness of plant-

ing certain tender Conifers and other trees in England to be
periodically destroyed, but it is a question of choice of situation

as much as anything. At Castle Kenned}-, near Stranraer, in

"Wigtonshire, we believe many species that are tender in the

south thrive well and make fine specimens, and tlie same ap-

plies no doubt to many other districts both north and south.

The pity is that many of the inhabitants of these favoured
districts do not realise their advantages, and writers to the

horticultural papers are apt to forget such matters as well.

Pbeegeixe.

THE FRUIT GARDEN.

OUTDOOR GRAPES.
Pbhiiaps a few words from an old amateur gardener in connection
with the article by " W. T.," on the possible ripening of Grapes in

the open air, may add to the interest of the subject by the fact of

my experience having thirty years' advance of his starting point.
" W. T." took possession of his cottage in 1845. I came home a
schoolboy in 1816, and for the whole sixty-five years gardening has
been my hobby. Our village lies in South Hants, is well sheltered,

and the subsoil being open gravel, tlie summer temperature is very
high. At the time I speak of every house with a protective railing

and a southern aspect supported a Vine, generally the old Black
Cluster, and everj' newly-built cottage was quickly covered with
Kweetwaters. These invariably ripened, subject of course to the
length and warmth of the summer for quality. So abundant was
the general produce that quantities of good wine were made, and
the cottagers made the sale of their crops for the purpose an item
towards the rent. At that time no danger from frost was appre-
hended after May 12, and the frost in autumn seldom made its ap-
pearance till the middle or end of October. This went on for
years, but by-and-by a gradual change commenced ; the Grapes
ripened only partially, and then not at all. The Vines gradually
disappeared, and now not one remains. The cause seems evident

—

the shortness of the summer and the insufficiency of continued sun-
shine. But if I may bring the change of seasons to bear on other
produce now entirely out of cultivation, I may mention Green Gage,
standard Plums which were sold by the gallon. Apricots which grew
by thousands on farm buildings, Cherries which were hawked at 4d.
a pound, and Merries, a small black prolific kind, at 2d. All the
trees of these are gone, and the ground cropped ; Cucumbers at
harvest-time were two for Id. S. W.

Black Fly on Peach Trees.—" G. S. S." in his remarks on
this aphis (p. 529) seems to think the only way of getting rid of it

is to fumigate, syringing with any insecticide, he affirms, being of
little use, owing to the leaves being curled up through the attacks of
the fly, and thereby forming a shelter for it. The best way, there-
fore, would be to pluck off the worst of the leaves and burn them,
as, after being badly attacked, they are of little benefit to the tree,

and if not pulled off would soon fall off. Having some Peach trees

which became infested with this aphis some throe or four weeks ago,
I boiled a small quantity of tobacco paper in water and syringed
the trees with it two or three times, an operation which has appa-
rently had the desired effect, as there has been none of the fly seen
on them since. The best time to syringe is just before the sun gets
on the trees, as then the sun helps to destroy the fly.—D. W.

WATERING AND MULCHING.
The rainfall of last month in this neighbourhood hardly exceeds j in
The early part of the month was cold and ungenial as well as dr)',

but during the latter part, as well as the early part of June, the day
temperature has been high, with generally a cloudless sky and
bright sunshine, which has retarded rather than otherwise the
progress of crops generally. It has also been exceedingly un-
favourable to recently transplanted trees and shrubs, and has
rendered in their case copious waterings absolutely necessary. But
unfortunately this operation is in too many instances performed in
anything but an efficient manner, being in too many cases merely
poured upon the surface, and w-hen this hajjpens to be in any degree
unlevel, the greater portion of it at once runs away from the place
where it is wanted, and even if it does not do this, it soon evaporates.
Mulching is always of very great benefit to recently transplanted
trees and shrubs, or, indeed, to plants of any kind, and during all
seasons, but doubly so during periods of prolonged drought, such as
we have for some time been experiencing, and this fact can hardly
be too strongly impressed upon the minds of those who may have
recently transplanted trees, &c. The operations of watering and
mulching ought generally to accompany each other, or rather the
latter ought to follow in the wake of the former. Whenever it is

perceived that a plant is suffering from drought, a basin should be
formed around it, and should be filled with water, and as soon as
that has been absorbed the soil which formed the sides of the basin or
hollow should be levelled in, and a mulching of some considerable
depth at once applied. Such mulching may, of course, consist of
various materials, but there is possibly nothing better than stable-
yard manure or litter, but should this be unobtainable or objected
to, then Cocoa-nut fibre refuse, tanners' bark, the mowing of lawns, kc,
may all be used for this purpose, and one effectual watering followed
by efficient mulching will be found to be more beneficial than any
number of mere surface waterings. In cases, however, where it may
be considered necessary to apply frequent waterings, the mulching
materials can be removed and replaced, or the water may be poured
upon the mulching, which will in a great measure prevent it from
running away, and the fertilising properties contained in the mulching
will be carried with the water into the soil, to the benefit of the
plants to which it is applied. P. Grieve.

NOTES FROM BADEN-BADEN.
The North American Eriogonum is now a mass of yellow, and a
capital plant it is for a dry, sunny place on the rockwork. A^erbas-
cum olympicum some days ago was the stateliest plant in my garden.
It differs from our common Verbascum in its habit of throwing out
many side branches from the base to the top of the main stem, so
that it assumes a candelabrum-like pyramidal form, and all are alike
floriferous and simultaneous as regards flowering. For quite a fort-
night this plant makes a show worth coming a long way to see.
Campanula barbata alba is a neat, compact species, the bells of
which are large, but numerous, and of a harmonious shape. C.
punctata, with yellowish-white, purple-spotted, large bells, is also a
desirable plant. Armeria grandiflora, one of the showiest of the
tribe, is of a deep rose colour,

iEthionema pulchellum is a better plant than JS. grandiflornm.
It is more compact-growing, the heads are rounder and of a good
,deep rose, not changing to white, as those of the former do. For a
little clump or an edging it is very suitable and a grand plant. Al-
liums are not plants that everybody likes, but A. oreophilum, a dwarf
species lately brought from Turkestan, is really beautiful. It is only a
few inches in heiglit, and its large umbels of flowers are of a blood-red,
glaucous colour. A great contrast to it, as to size, is another species
from Bokhara, now flowering for the first time in Europe. In this
case the scape is fully 6 ft. in height, and the head, about i in. in
diameter, is beset with more than 1000 flowers of a fiery deep purple.
The leaves are Agave-like, 5 in. in breadth, and nearly 3 ft. long.
Bomarea Caldasi superba (the Bitton variety) has numerous umbel's
of very beautiful red and yellow flowers, the petals being red and
the sepals yellow, and the latter tipped with many bright red spots

;

these colours are nicely blending together, and the plant altogether
well deserves careful cultivation. Max Leichtlin.
Baden-Baden.
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TOBACCO AND ITS CULTIVATION.
A QUESTION was put to Mr. Gladstone in the House of Commons
only a few days ago as to whether it would be allowable for
Tobacco to be grown in Ireland. He said, " No objection could be
reasonably taken to any agricultural produce being grown." It
would, however, be useless to attempt its growth for commercial
purposes anywhere in the United
Kingdom. The plants will grow,
and be quite equal in appearance

to those produced in Cuba, but
they will have little or none of

the volatile oil whic'j produces the

peculiar odour of Tobacco, and
the reason is no wet climate will

allow that oil to form ; rain in-

variably spoils Tobacco, even in

Cuba, especially when the leaves

are ripening. In Cuba the finest

Tobacco in the world is grown,
and it is sown in autumn, and is

ready in the dry season about
May. The plants are then cut over

and the growers risk a further

crop from the old plants ; though
what may be got will not be ready
till the wet season, even in that

dry climate, about September.
Assuming that we tooli every

precaution by autumn sowing,

say, in Augui^t, so that we could

plant out in spring and secure the

crop in August or July, we
should have considerabledifBculty

in keeping the young plants

through the winter. They would
require great care in warm
houses ; much the same treatment

as Calceolarias.

And I should like to know what
quantity of plants could be so

managed to produce (supposing

they escaped rain) when ripe

sufficient to make any appreciable

difference in the revenue.

If we sow in spiiog we have
fine young plants, but they do not

ripen properly till September,
always a wet time in England. In

Cuba the rain that falls in winter

causes the plants to grow lapidlj',

and is an advantage, but frost

would destroy them.

I had a brother who purchased

a small piece of Tobacco ground
in Cuba, in the year 1841, and
grew Tobacco for some time. He
was very earnest about it, but the

Spanish Government were ever-

lastingly interfering with him, and
at last he gave it up, and went to

Ceylon to carry out his plans,

taking with him the best seed, but

he died soon after his arrival in

that island. I was also interested

in the subject at that time, and
he sent me full directions for the

growth and curing of Tobacco
;

also seeds of several kinds, and
from his directions I did produce

a sort of Tobacco, in appearance

the same as that grown in Cuba, but utterly devoid of flavour or

aroma ; on this latter of course depends the value of the article.

"Wherever Tobacco is grown there are endless shades of difference,

the quality of the soil being, of course, the reason why it is good or

bad, and it is by no means a simple affair to grow Tobacco, even

in Cuba. The following is a sketch as to how Tobacco is managed
in Cuba ; any one can tiy it in this country, for I hardly .suppose

the Revenue officers would interfere with them, although, accord-

ing to some old law, only a limited number must be grown :

—

Seed beds are prepared towards autumn, from September to

November, much depending on some rain at that time, the ground
in Cuba being hard and dry. The seed is broad-cast, and left to

germinate without covering, the usual waj' with these minute

Croton recui'vifoUus.

seeds. Planting out requires very careful preparation of the
ground. It is ploughed, then cross ploughed, and every weed
taken out and the ground levelled. When the young plants aie

about the size of small Cabbages, they are dibbled in the same way
with a dibber in rows 3 ft. apart, and the same distance between
each plant; the difficulties of the planter then commence, and they
are extremely formidable. The plants are then attacked by three
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distinct enemies, and unless daily measures of destruction are taken

tlie crop is lost. Two of these are caterpillars, the other a kind of

wireworm. One caterpillar is very large, of a pale green colour, and lies

underneath the leaves. Two of these will soon finish up an entire plant;

the smaller one aitects the e.xtremities and the flowering stem. These
are all haudpicked and destroyed, hut it takes many days to do so

and continual labour. When these are entirely removed, the plants

have a little eartli drawn to the roots of each, and at that time

they will be about •'! ft. higli, when the flower-stem appears, and
must be pinched off, as well as the side shoots, leaving only the

leaves.

When these are considered to be ripe, the plants are cut over

and carried under cover, where tliey remain till a certain toughness

is observable ; they are tlien suspended upon lines or rods until

thej' are tolerably dry. The next process is to get up a slight

fermentation, for which purpose they are all packed together in

wooden bins, and when sufficiently fermented the colour changes to

brown, and the true Tobacco flavour is formed ; the leaves are

then ready for laying out flat and tying in bundles, or, as is some-
times done, folded down the middle, leaving all the mid-ribs

outside. In this state they are again slighty fermented, after which
the produce is readj^ for market.
Any one can go through this planting and anaking Tobacco ; I

have done it several times. One gets a Tobacco, but it is not a

marketable sort. It would be so, provided the plants were grown
under glass and never wetted, but it is impossible to grow them in

this country without rain falling on them. I imagine, therefore,

that the resinous oil is merely upon the surface of the leaf, that it

is washed off by the rain, and must be soluble in water. It might
be urged by some that Tobacco thus grown might be used for

the purpose of adulteration. It would be far too costly and far

too troublesome. W. T.

Dorset,

THE INDOOR GARDEN
CEOTOX EECURVIFOLIUM.

This new variety is one of the handsomest of the broad-leaved
section of the genus, and is remarkably distinct, both in growth and
foliage, which, as may be seen by the accompanying woodcut, is

strongly recurved. The midribs and veins, which are crimson
bordered with yellow, are much sunk, giving the upper surface of

the leaves a ridged and waved appearance. The variegation is well
marked, and the contrast of the various tints to the deep olive-green

ground colour is ver}' pleasing. It is now being distributed from
the Royal E.Yotic Nurserj', Chelsea, by Messrs. ^'eiteh.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS FROM CUTTINGS.
There is one method in regard to tliese that Mr. Fish (p. 582) does
not at present seem to be conversant with, and that is putting tlie

cuttings in the open ground in autumn—about August is the best
time. Generally a good many can be found about the base of planted-
out specimens, and these inserted much as we do Pelargonium cut-

tings root at once, and the season being advanced, and they being
apparently aware of this tact, make no attempt at top growth, but
settle down to tuber formation in good earnest. In fact, the rapidity

with wliich tliis process goes on is quite abnormal, and by the end of

September tubers of suflicient size to commence the new j ear with
are formed. I distinctly object to Mr. Fisli's introduction of peat
into the compost in which to grow these beautiful plants. Accord-
ing to my experience, tuberous-rooted Begonias abhor peat. I have
never found anything suit tlicm so well as half-rotted leaf-mould and
very fibrous loam. Rotted Conch Grass and weeds generally make
a first-rate compost ; in fact, they delight in a very porous soil ricli

in humus, and with a free admixture of sand. We never pot liard
;

just drop the rough soil into the pots and around the balls. In such
a medium the fat roots ramify freelj' and quickly occupy every part,

which they will not do if the soil is fine and closelj' packed, or at all

inclining to peat. Tuberous Begonias for bedding we now never pot
or put under glass at all. Wlien they are dug up in autumn they
are put into boxes with a little dryish soil ; a hole is dug in the floor

of a dry shed (for the want of better convenience), the boxes are
placed in it, and the soil removed is returned, a sufficient depth being
placed over them to keep them secure from frost, and here they
remain until April. They are then taken out, planted boldly in a
bed in the open ground close together, and from this taken as re-

quired for the various beds and other purposes for which they may
be required; they do splendidly thus. Our motto is—coddle
notldng. T. Smith.

Neiory.

Pelargonium Lucie Lemoine.—White flowers being always
in demand, this t'elargonium is well worthy oE notice, for although
veined at the base of the petals, the colouring is so slight as to
bo almost imperceptible, and the flowers being round, of medium
size, and the edges crimped, besides being borne in compact trusses,
render this a verj' useful kind in a cut state. The habit oE the plant
can scarcely be called good, being somewhat weak, but the flowers
are freely produced and on long stout stems, which for cutting pur-
poses is a point in its favour.—H. P.

Camellias without Shade.—Camellias grow most luxu-
riantly in a cool conservatory here, and the crop of bloom is both
great and lasting

; so much so, that w-e have frequently a supply of
Camellia blooms for eight months at a time. Camellias are never
at any time shaded here. The growths sent had their tops close up
to the glass in the full blaze of the sun. Under this treatment they
have been since ever they started, and like this they will remain.
Water in abundance is given at the root, and to tliis and tlieir ex-
]50sed manner of making wood do I attribute the heavy crops of
flowers whicli we invariably secure.

—

Cambrian.

TREES, SHRUBS, AND WOODLANDS.

NOTES FROM SOUTH WALES.
Laurustinuses.—Three or four years ago large clumps of these

were showy masses of pure white flowers from November until the
end of January, but during the last two winters they liave made no
attempt at making even the slightest display of bloom, and it now
looks as if we had seen the best of them for some years to come.
This is to be regretted, as no late autumn-flowering shrub is prettier

than tlie Laurustinus.

Magnolia conspicua superba.—Nurserymen who advise

in their catalogues that this should be planted and trained against a
wall in order to insure it=i doing well must be determined to keep
on the safe side. Here it does remarkably well as a standard, one
tree being 20 ft. or more in height, and over 20 yds. in circumference,

and in this form I am sure it is far more graceful than we could
ever hope to see it fastened to a wall. About the end of April,

throughout May, and until now, it has continued to open its large

white flowers, and when these are over it will still be attractive, as

its fine foliage gives it a more ornamental appearance than that of

most trees.

Philadelphus coronarius.—There are several largo bushes
of this in fine bloom here at present, and showy subjects they are,

the blooms being both large and plentiful, and the odour strong and
lasting. Indoors it might indeed be too strong, and yet a few
plants grown in pots and placed in a conservatory when in bloom
might please manj'. Have any of your readers tried to force it into

flower in winter /

Foliage "with Fl0"wera.—A short time ago some fitting

remarks were made in Thb CtARDEN as to the uses to wliich the
Corstorphine Plane and other fine-foliaged trees might be put in

giving harmony and tone to masses of colour, such as occur in the
case of Rhododendron clumps, the appropriateness of which has
lately been well shown here. In ascending to the mansion from the
lower part of the pleasure grounds a walk some 30 ft. wide is

traversed, and at a little distance from one edge oE this there is an
undulating bank of Rhododendrons, which by themselves would have
a A'cry monotonous eifeot, but behind them rise to a great height a
background of all kinds oE fine-fuliaged trees, and the result is that

the combination is one of the most pleasing siglits which any one
could wish to look upon. The background trees consist of difFercnt;

kinds of Pines, green and variegated Hollies, Maples of diilerent

hues, light and purple-flowering Chestnuts, bronze and green-leaved
Beeches, &c. None of these are ever clipped or trimmed, but tower
up at will, and most certainly no one class of plants massed together

as we generally see them could ever produce so fine an effect.

Weigela rosea.—This is one of the hardiest and most beauti-

ful of our early summer-flowering shrubs. It grows freely in both
exposed and shady parts of the garden here, and it never fails to

flower most freely. Some of the largest plants are 10 ft. high, and
more than this through, and w'ben fiu'nished with their long drooping
racemes of rose and white Foxglove-like flowers they are the admira-
tion of all who see them. J. MuiR,
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NOTES & QUESTIONS ON TEEES, SHRUBS, & WOODLANDS

The celebrated Cypress that stood near the city of Sparta

for over 2800 years, and was described by Pausauias 400 years before

the coming of Christ, lias been destroyed by a band of strolling

gipsies, who camped beneath it and left their fire burning. Is was
75 ft. high and 10 ft. in diameter near the ground.

Bambusa Maximowiczi.—Tliis Golden Bamboo is a pretty

and etiucti'.-c plant just now. It has stood the winter without pro-

tection, and forms literally a mass of gold. It is a dwarf growing
kind in habit like 1!. Fortunei, but it seems to have wintered better

than that species, -^I'hich is now in many places only recovering from
the effects of the frost.—H. P.

Wellingtonia Cones.—A tree of the Wellingtonia here is

producing abundance of cones ; they are very ornamental, and we
have the promise of more, as several young cones have formed lately

on this year's wood. The tree is U ft. in thickness of stem a little

w.ay up from the ground, and its lieight is about 60 ft.—J. MuiE,
Margam, S. Wulcx.

RaphiolepiS ovata. — This bold and distinct evergreen
shrub is remarkable for the freedom and size of its flowers, as" well
as for its foliage ; specimens of it from Linton Parle, Maidstone,
seem quite untouched by the recent winter's cold, but wo hear that
it has been hurt in several places. Nevertheless, it has stood better
than the common Laurel or the Portugal Laurel, and promises to be
a good e\'ergreen.

Conifers Decaying.—In our small park here we have two or
three handsome Pine trees, wliich witliin the last year or two are show-
ing signs of decay ; some of the lower branches are withering,and there
IS no really vigorous growth. I fear the roots are getting down to
the gravel, and am anxious to know whether anything can be done
either by renewing the soil, manuring heavily, or aught else to save
them. I may add we have lost two or three fine Pink Thorn trees
from, I imagine, a similar cause.—J. D.

New Hardy Aralia (A. Maximowiczi). — This handsome
Aralia may now be added to the list of hardy shrubs, as it has with-
stood the past few winters uninjured. Compared with the other
hardy species (A. Sieboldi), it is much more slender and far more
elegant. Tlie leaves, which are about 6 in. across, are cut deeply
into about seven divisions, borne on slender stalks, whicli radiate
from the stem, so as to form a very compact plant. It is quite
hardy in Slessrs. Veitch's Coombe Wood Nursery, where it is planted
in a somewhat exposed position in a heavy soil, and with Mr. Joad,
at Oakficld, ^Vimbledon Park, it is likewise hardy. It is a highly
desirable shrub, ami one that ought to be generally grown.—W. G.

Laburnum Sports.—Under this head (p. G0.5) "W. J. M. ''

describes a tree of tlie common Laburnum, on wliich the purple
Cytisus had been grafted, and wliich in consequence produces,
besides its natural yellow flowers, a peculiar hybrid called
C. Adami. As there is in this place a Laburnum exhibiting jireeisely
the same appearance, I am interested in ascertaining wliether the
opinion of botanists is generally in favour of the veiy probable and
reasonable hypothesis of " W. J. M." In my case the hybrid is of a
dull yellowish pink, the clusters much shorter than those of the
yellow Laburnum, though partaking more of tlie character of it than
of the Cytisus. On my tree the three kinds of flowers when dissected
all show young seeds already formed in the J'oung pods. The tree,
about 10 years old, presents at this moment a curious and beautiful
appearance. Perhaps some of your readers can throw light upon the
producing cause.

—

Clekiiont, Ilarensdale Pari:, Xcnrij.

Mock Oranges (Philadelphus).—A highly interesting group
of these beautiful shrubs is brought to me from 'Mr. Htevens's
garden at liyfiect, where between tliirty and forty distinct sorts are
represented. The most striking fact is that there is a great family
likeness in all the kinds, thou.gh many of them differ materially in
botanical details. All have white flowers, some purer than others

;

some are large and borne sparingly, while others are smaller and
plentifully arranged in rather long racemes. All, moreover, have the
somewhat heavy perfume which is familiar to everyone who knows
the common kind P. coronarius, with, however, the exception of one
named inodorus, which, as its name implies, is quite scentless. The
large-flowered kinds include P. latifolius, one of the finest of all,

with large, pure white flowers ; P. grandiflorus, very tine ; P. cali-

fornicus, with large white flowers, produced plentifully ; P. speciosus,
flowers large and not so strongly scented as others ; and P. laxus, of
lower growth than the preceding, but quite as showj'. Amongst
those with smaller flowers produced in racemes may be named P.

coronarius inseveralvarieties.includiug the double floweredform,which
is very showy, though the flowers are not so pure in colour as others

;

P. Satzumi, a pretty Japanese species, remarkable for its floriferous-

ness ; P. primulajflorus, one of the prettiest of all, as the flowers are
pure white, double, in form quite compact rosettes similar to a
double Chinese Primula.—\V. G.

ALPINE PLANTS AT HOME.
The first visit to the European Alps of a traveller whose home is

in the lowlands is an event in his life. The stupendous rampart of

rocks thrust up above the level of the plains in the early youth of

the world, before the birth of man, extends from the shores of the
Mediterranean in a majestic sweep, like a half moon, round the
northern side of the plain of Lombardy, and furtlier east round
tlie head of ihe Adriatic, till it comes to an end at the
plains of liuugary. If our traveller happens to be one whose mind
lias been awakened to the interest and the pleasure derivable from
the contemplation of plant life, not even the attractions of the
giant forms of the rooky peaks which meet bis astonished eye, not
the domes of snow which glisten in the brilliant light of that
soutliern sun, not the ridges of glassy ice which fill the gorges, nor
any of the novel or .splendid sights which fill his mind with ever
fresh wonder and delight, will surprise him more than the infinite

variety and the unspeakable beauty of the flora which everywdiere
spreads itself beneath his feet. If his visit is timed, as it should
be, before the meadows have been mown, which spread themselves
in the slopes and valleys of the sub-alpine regions wliich he first

reaches, he will everywhere see a wealth of flowers which form the
transition from those of the plains to the more strictly alpine

plants which he will meet w'ith later as he rises to the alpine

regions proper. If he is earlj' enougli in the year he will see the
meadows covered with the vernal Crocus and the woods bright
with Ilepatlcas. Other flov/ers, with which he is more or less

familiar, will at all times meet his eye, but brighter in colour, and
spread with a more lavish profusion than he has been accustomed
to. Later in the summer the meadows will be fragrant here with
thousands of the soft lilac flowers of the fringed Dlanthus super-

bus, and further on will blush crimson with the blooms of the
gorgeous LUiuni bulbiferum, chequered with the snowy bells of St.

Bruno's Lily (Antherlcum Lillastrum). Campanulas, Columbines
vary tlie colouring with different tints of blue, and in 'particular

a bright coloured Sage (Salvia pratensis) often grows in tens of

thousands, and spreads a mantle of rich purple which quite hides

the green of the Grass. If his upward path lead him through tlie

Beech woods which spreads on the lower slopes of the limestone

hills, he will not go far before he sees the modest crimson
Cyclamen europpeum, the alpine Violet, as his guide will call it,

nestling its sweet-scented flowers in profusion amidst its round
leaves ; and further on the soft yellow of the Lady's Slipper

(Cyprlpedium Calceolus), equally fragrant, but more stately, rising

more than 1 ft. high in the centre of its bright green envelopment
of foliage. It is impossible to stop to enumerate half or a tenth

part of the interesting flowers our traveller would see in his upward
path. Only one or two sorts, characteristic of the different

zones of altitude through which he passes can be noticed by the

way. Let us suppose him to emerge from the Beech w'ood into

the bright green pastures lying higher up. Here he will see the

tall yellow Gentian, from the roots of which the medicine is made,
and others of the taller sorts of Gentian, purple and spotted.

Here, on a steep banlv of stones, dripping with water from above,

are thousands of Pinguiculas, and amongst them patches of the

rare alpine Pinguicula, creamy-wdiite, with a delicate tinge of

primrose in the centre, reminding liim of the hues of some minia-
ture Dendroblum or Pilumna. Further is a flat rocli matted with
some small purple flower, which turns out to be Globularia cordi-

folia. Here the Grass is wet and spongy, and covered with the
pink flowers of the mealy Primrose (P. farluosa) and the deeper
crimson of different kinds of Orchises. Higher up we find the

bright blue stars of another of the alplnes which may now and
then be found in the mountains of Scotland or Cumberland—the

vernal Gentian. If he is lucky lie may, in a spongy spot, find

one still more brilliant of hue, like a bit of the deep blue sky

above dropped on to the Grass—the precious G. bavarica.

Rock Plants-—Deciduous trees are now left below us, and
Pine woods and slopes of stones and gravel take the place of

meadows. What are those patches of crimson lUce marks of blood
on the bare 5'ellow gravel? They are Sapouaria ooymoides, which
seems to choose places where there is no vegetable soil, as does
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likewise that most exquisitely coloured purple gem with an orange

throat, Liuaria alpiua, the Alpine Toad-flax, which seems to be

always found in the white pebbles and sand spread by the mountain

torrent, where it emerges in its fury when the snows melt from

the steep roclis through which in countless ages it has cut its

channel. Our traveller is tempted to follow up the bed of this

torrent, as he sees tlie sides of the cliff coloured crimson, and

fancies he must have come upon the famed Alpine Rose, so called

from its colour, though not a Hose, but a Rhododendron, the

European representative of the family whose brilliant species are

the glory of the Himalayas, the Alps of Asia. He is right. It is

the Alpine Rose, and the roclcy hillside is covered with it for an

acre or more. A bunch as large as his head is gathered by the

guide for tlie admiration of the tourists collected in the inn inthe

evening. If the roclv is limestone it will be Rhododendron
hirsutum ; if it is granite, it will be R. ferrugineum, the leaves

of the former being hairy, and those of the latter rusty. The
flowers are so much alilve that not one in a thousand of those who
have seen them a thousand times would suspect that the two
plants are distinct, tlie first being unable to live except on the

limestone formation, and the second being equally unable to exist

there. By the way, it may be remarked that this peculiarity is

by no means confined to alpine Roses, and one of the secrets of

culture of alpine plants is the knowledge of their native habitat,

whether calcareous or not. If we continue to follow our mountain
torrent towards the summit of the hill from which it

rushes, we shall find at every step new floral beauty. The vege-

tation is now no longer sub-alpine in character, and every step

we ascend shows us rarer and ever rarer gems of plants more
strictly alpine. The Pine and Fir no longer grow here only the

stunted Pimis muglus, the roots of which are higher than the

tops, a statement strictly true, .ind a strange, weird look it

gives to these steeps to see the boughs—trunks they can hardly be
called—bending down the hill-side with the tops gracefully curved
upwards many a foot below the roots, resting on the ground. But
for this peculiar growth they would be shattered to pieces by the

weight of the winter snows and falling stones end gravel before

which they bend. Amongst their boughs, gracefully spreading
its slender, wood3', twining shoots, like the lianas of the tropical

forests, grows the lovely greyish-blue Alpine Clematis, Atragene
austriaca ; and ever and anon the air is scented by masses of

Daphne Cneorum where the stones are covered by the leaf mould
of the decayed pins of the dwarf Pines. Here are patches of

the bright yellow Auricula alpina, and those exquisite snow-
white gems of Ranunculus alpestris. Higher up we have got
out of tliis torrent gorge on to the short Grass near themountain top.

The yellow flowers of Anemone sulphurea here cover the ground,
and sometimes the more modest bells of A. Halleri, resembling
the sweet Pulsatilla of our English chalk downs. A little higher,

we find large cushions of rose-coloured stemless flowers

almost hiding the emerald cushions of minute leaves. On
one of these tlie traveller may rest awhile and refresh himself.

Alpines Under the Snow. — Our traveller has now
mounted some 8000 ft. or 10,000 ft., and near him the mountain
is covered with the eternal snow, melting \inder the hot June
sun, and streaming down over the Grass, drained rapidly away by
the loose stones underneath, of which the hillside is composed';
and now he begins to get a glimpse into the true secret of alpine

flowers, and why they are so hard to grow in carefully-tended

gardens, while they flourish in such glory in this icy air and on
these bare, wind-swept, open mountain tops. Reflect a moment
on the history of that fairy-like fringed bell which is growing at

the edge of that patch of snow meltiug in the June sun under
this cloudless sky. A mouth ago that lovely Soldanella was at

rest under the snow, and had been so since the softly-falling flakes

covered it last October. All winter it has Ijeen dry and warm
under the snow. When I say warm, I mean it has never during
that time been subjected to cold more than a degree or so below
.32", that is just about freezing point. Doubtless every practical

gardener knows well what an excellent warm blanket snow is,

but perhaps, it may be new to some how much snow protects from
cold. From experiments made in the winter at Vienna it was
found that while the temperature of the air varied from several

degrees above freezing point down to many degrees below zero,

just under the surface of the ground Avhere the roots of the plants

are it never varied more than a degree or two, but remained
about freezing point. Here, therefore, we see why alpine plants,

though at first sight they may seem to be subjected to great hard-

ship at home, are really better protected than can be done by the

cleverest gardenf-r in the best tended garden or even greenhouse.

Recollect that during this long rest they are quite dry, and we all

know that a little frost does not hurt plants whose tissues are dry.

It hurts them no more than it hurts a lead pipe when empty. Fill

it with water, and a very few degrees of frost freezes the water and
expands it, bursting the pipe. The cells of plants, if dry, are not

burst by frost, but if full of moisture, the moisture is frozen and
bursts the cells. This is the difiiculty of cultivating alpines in

England. It is the wet, not the cold, and the absence of a blanket

of snow all winter. Then, again, recollect that this snow melts and
ttie plant starts into vigorous life suddenly in May or June, when
the days are long, and in a climate where there is a bright southern

sun. Our difficulties of culture would be less if we could imitate

this, by retarding growth, but we cannot. In England herbaceous

plants do not go to rest so soon or so completely in autumn, and
they begin to grow much sooner in spring, and after they have
begun to grow they receive a severe check in our di'y cold spring.

If they survive this, we may have in England some sort of

reproduction of the glories of the alpine flora, but only an imitation
;

we can never quite equal their short, but brilliant life.

After the "Winter.—Another vital condition of the alpine

plants at home is this : At the moment when they start into

growth in the long days of late spring and early summer, when
they get so bright a sun, and so many hours in the day, the ground
is moist with melting snow, which, however, never for a moment
stagnates, but runs through the surface of vegetable mould wliich

lies on the sloping mountain side on the top of stones and pebbles

often hundreds of feet thick. Try to dig up this cushion of

Silene acaulis, or the Cushion Pink, on which our traveller has

been resting and admiring the view and the flowers all the time

we have been descanting on the conditions under which the plants

grow on the Alps ; we shall find innumerable small stems

spreading over the surface of the ground in excellent leaf-mould,

moist and cool, and a long tap-root running down deeper than
we can dig, and what it runs into consists of loose stones, through
which the constant supply of melted snow runs as it runs through
the crocks of a well potted Orchid. The plant, therefore, has this

history : It rests dry and warm all winter. In the longest days

it bursts into growth, under a bright sun, with a plentiful supply

of water and perfect drainage. When it has flowered and perfected

its seeds, after a short life, which has never had a check or a reverse,

the friendly snow comes in October and puts it to bed, warm and

dry, for a long rest. What wonder that under these conditions

every alpine is brighter in colour than its congeners in other cli-

mates. How are we to imitate these conditions ? "\^"e will con-

sider this by and by. But meantime our traveller is busy

Collecting.—Let us just see what he has found, and mention
a few more species of special interest, and then turn our minds to

the question how nearly we can reproduce the conditions of

Switzerland and the Tyrol, and which plants will be most likely

to repay us for our trouble. The first plant our friend has found
is one of the most lovely of all—the fairy Primrose (P. minima),
growing no higher than the Grass, but with a large, rose-coloured

single flower. Nest is Androsace villosa, umbels of white or blush

rose flowers with a yellow eye. There are hundreds of Gentiana
imbricata, as blue as any, with a white eye. A lovely dwarf
yellow Draba is plentiful, giving a good contrast of colour. Sol-

danellas of more than one sort are here ; also a delicate yellow
bulbous plant (GageaLiotardi). Then there is the Grlacier Pink
(Dianthus glacialis) growing at the edge of the ice, hardly taller

than the Silene, but with large, flat, rose-coloured flowers hiding

the tiny leaves. Lastly, the choicest gem perhaps of all—Eritri-

chiuni nanum'—of a blue brighter than any Forget-me-not, but
not unlike them in general character. Here are nine of the
choicest true alpines which I myself actually found last summer
in a space not so large as a room. This will give some idea of

the wealth of the alpine flora, and perhaps convince those who
have yet to visit the Alps that we are not exaggerating or telling

travellers' stories when we get a trifle enthusiastic in talking of

them. There is one plant I must dwell on for a moment, though
it is not found in the neighbourhood of those just mentionei—

I

mean Phyteuma comosum, one of the rarest and most singular,

as well as most beautiful, flowers that exist. Jlost people are proba-

bly familiar with many of the common species of Phyteuma, such as

P. orbiculare and others, which are common in the lower alpine
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meadows, and some of which are natives of this country ; hut
Phyteumacomosum is larger and much more beautiful than these.

I was fortunate enough to find it on the Italian side of the Tyrol,

growing out of limestone rocks near Feltre. It has large round
glaucous leaves with sharp points, growing in a rosette ovit of the

tace of solid limestone. You have to break open the rock with
chisel and hammer to get at the roots ; these you find in minute
cracks of the rock, which you would never perceive till the rock is

broken. I have spent hours with the help of workmen and ladders

in getting it out, and I succeeded in flowering it in Lancashire
last summer. The best way I can think of to imitate its natural
condition is to lay these roots on a flat piece of limestone, cover
them slightly with lime rubbish from old mortar, and then put
another flat piece of limestone over the first, tie them tightly

together, and put them upright, so that the crack or joining is

perpendicular. I may say, however, that Mr. George Maw, of

Benthall Hall, flowered it well in a pit amongst pieces of limestone
in a fi'ame. Another verj' choice limestone alpine is more easily

grown, namely Totentilla nitida, though to grow it to perfection

it should, as in nature, be in deep chinks or cracks of solid lime-
stone. Those who live in Derbyshire or Westmoreland have
advantages which we have not in Lancashire, where our only rock
is sandstone, and where we must construct our own rockeries as

best we can. Xow as to

The Culture of Alpines in the lowlands, bearing in

mind the natural conditions: 1st, rest in winter, dry and not too

cold; 2nd, retarding growth in spring till the days are long, and
avoiding check after growth ; Ord, plenty cf moisture and good
drainage. A rockery should be made, raised above the ground,
by making a heap of open, gritty, coarse stuff, with plenty of

lumps of stone mi.xed, so that the water will run away, and large

stones must be sunk in this, some close together, so as to leave

perpendicular crevices. In these many plants will thrive that die

on a flat surface. The collars of the plants never hold wet, but
hang out from the upright walls. Some of the stones must be
pl.Tced 1 ft. or 2 ft. apart, one behind and above the othei', so as

to leave beds or spaces between for plants that want space, but
smaller stones should be on the surface or partly buried, so that
the plants are partly protected from the wind, but not shaded,
and the roots can grow under them. They like to grow against

stones, but there must be nothing like the ridiculous pockets we
sometimes see without, a body of soil behind connected with the

general mass of earth. This is one of the commonest errors. Every
plant though growing out of a crevice must be able to send its

roots manj- feet back into the soil.

The Rockery-—The best plan to construct this is to proceed
building it up piecemeal, planting the larger stones solidly, with
the broadest part below, in the stony or gravelly soil of which the
lowest part should consist, then filling up gravelly soil behind it,

and planting another stone higher, leaving a sloping bed between
the lower stone and the one behind it, not so steep that the soil

will run down. A^'hen two stones are placed near together, so as

to make a crevice, the broader parts of the stones should be at the
bottom, so that when the soil sinks it may fill up the crevice

entirely. If the crevice be wider below than above, the soil will

run out and leave spaces, and when the long fibrous roots of the
plants reach these they will perish. A common flower-pot is

constructed on this principle, narrower at the bottom. The spaces

of soil in a rockery should reallv be like so many flower-pots well
crocked. Again, when two large stones are laid together to

build up the outside of any rockery space the}' should be so placed
that the outside edges are close together, opening wider behind
like the letter <, so that when the soil naturally presses outwards
it will keep the upriglit crevices between the edges of the stones

filled up with soil. Saxifrages and many other plants grow excel-

lently planted sideways in these crevices. The bulk of the soil of

which the rockery consists being stony, the surface should be in

great part of a peaty or decayed vegetable mould. But the diffe-

rent beds or compartments should be of various compositions, to

suit different classes of plants. The main distinction should be
that some must be calcareous, and some must have no soil that
has the least part of lime in it. So much is this necessity dwelt
upon by the growers of alpine plants in the botanical and other
gardens on the Continent, such as Innspruck, where the managers
are familiar with the plants in their native habitats, that every
plant is distinguished as calcareous or non-calcareous. But other
differences must be made to suit special plants, Tor ijistsnce, a

compartment may be made for the Cypripedium Calceolus,
which at first I found difficult to establish, but have at
last found easy to manage. This is one of tlie calcareous plants,

and if we dig it up in tlie woods where it grows we find some
inches or 1 ft. of leaf-soil at the surface, in which the collar of the
plant grows, but the long fibrous roots go deep into the sub-soil,

which consists of calcareous clayey soil, plentifully mixed with
stones. Tills we can easily imitate. The Cyclamen also invari-
ably has a surface of loose leaf-mould for its stems to ruu in, but
this rests on masses of stones among which the tubers are found.
Both these plants like broken shade ; but here, I may remark, that
in our climate the clouds generally give us shade enough, and I
have often failed with plants by following too closely the direc-

tions given to plant in shady places. Full sun is best for most
alpines, but I think they succeed best when they do not get the
sun too early in the morning, as when the night has been frosty
in spring the leaves are damaged if the sun comes on
them while they have hoar-frost on them. I should
tlierefore let the general surface of the rockery be high-
est at the east and steepest at the south, so that it slopes

gentlj towards the west and north. It should slope so gently
that the midday and evening sun shines fully over it, but it is

better that the morning sun should not come too early on the
plants, and that they should keep the moisture of the night dew
well on into the moruiug. The south side of the rockery may be
steep, and consist of large upright surfaces of stone, so that plants
which like heat may hang down over them. At the lower parts

of the rockery there should be flat spaces moister than the rest

for such plants as Pinguiculas, Orchises, and the like. These may
be easily so contrived that the moisture from the higher parts shall

ruu on to them, and the soil should be sandy peat, but it should
rest on stones or cinders, with provision for the drainage to run
away, especially in winter. Besides the plants last-

named, such places do well for two of the most ornamental
ground Oi'chises, and the most easily grown that we have,
the beautiful Cypripedium spectabile, which far surpasses

any tropical Cypripediums, and Orchis foliosa. The former
I used to plant deeply, as directed, in a regular bog or moist
bed, but I found it damped off in wet summers. This will not do
in Lancashire, but it succeeds well in peat with a well drained
subsoil, and a small heap of ashes over the crowns in winter.
These are not alpings, but may be well grown in connection with
them.

Another point to notice in forming the rockery to see is that the

tops of the large stones slope back towards the body of the soil,

and that in leaving a horizontal crevice it is not overhung by the
stone above it, or it will get no water, and no plant will live in it.

When the stones are properly laid there is a shelf at the top of

each, sloping bacliwards, which may be covered with a little soil

on which the next stone rests, and a crevice between the two
slopes backwards and downwards to the body of the soil. Plants
placed in such crevices always do well, as their roots extend them-
selves along the crevices, andallmoisturerunsdown them to thesoil

or gravel behind. This being attended to doesnot preventits being a
good thing for some plants to have a large stone overhanging
them, so as to throw the rain off the collars. A beautiful Hima-
layan alpine, Androsace lanuginosa, requires this, or it damps off.

Grown this way, its shoots extend and hang down tlie face of a
stone covered with flowers which last through the summer. To
keep plants dry in the winter, in lieu of the covering of snow we
may put a piece of glass so as to cover them, or two pieces with
the tops resting on stones. Another thing which tends to prevent
plants damping off at the collar is to have small stones put under
the leaves all round them, so as to keep them from resting on the
soil. During frost the tenderest plants may have a covering of

straw lightly spread. During the summer thej' should be divided
and small plants kept in pots in frames for a reserve to

supply the place of any that may be lost. Many plants
live better for having pieces taken out of the middle.
In our climate they grow in denser tufts than in nature,

and are apt to die in the middle. The common Gentianella

(Gentiana acaulis) is usually seen in our gardens in dense tufts

with many crowns crowded together, and in this condition it is

not so floriferous as when found on the hillsides in stony
vegetable soil, where the crowns spread far apart and e\"ery one
flowers, thousands in a space of 100 yds. To supply the calcareous

soil for those spaces devoted to plants requiring it, I find nothing
so good as the so-called lime-chippings of which garriago drives
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ave made, with lime nibbish at the top, composed of the old

mortar of builJiugs that have been pulled down.

The Needful Soil for plants which grow on the granitic

foi'mations ma}- be supplied by using the Jersey gravel, of which
garden walks' are often formed. Some plants, particularly

alpine Dianthuses, flourish best in coarse grit, such

as is often used as ballast for vessels, and can be

easily procured. In this they grow less luxuriantly, but

are more floriferous, and stand the winter better. The Cheddar
Pink (D. csesius), which resembles the alpine Dianthuses, grows
well in the mortar of an old wall, and so does a lovely true alpine

plant, Erinus alpinus, and a part of the rockery may well be made
something like a wall, one stone laid flat on the top of another,

with a layer of leaf-mould and lime-rubbish between, sloping back
and resting on the body of the soil of the rockery,so that the moisture

creeps out between the stones. Ferns grow in this like they do in the

walls at the sides of hollow lanes with the soil behind them,
especially such dwarf sorts as Spleenworts and Wall Hue, and
the face of such a wall covered with Saxifrages and with trailers

hangingdown is a beautiful object. Ihaveof ten admired the common
English traihng Toadflax (Linaria cymbalaria) growing naturally

on the walls of Chester, and it is equally beautiful on the top of my
rockery, where tliere is little or no soil. On alarge rockery, with exten-

sive perpendicular spaces of stone, (Clematises may be planted at the

top to hang- down. This is the true way to grow this plant,

instead of growing upwards up a wall. In rocky woods in Derby-
shire the Traveller's Joy hangs down the face of a precipice, catching

at any shrub that grows on the ledges, and looks better than in any
other situation. As to watering rockeries for the growth of alpines,

which in France and Germany is essential to success, 1 do not

think it necessary in this climate if the rockery is made as above.

All sorts of contrivances are used to supply the requisite moisture
in these sunny and comparatively rainless countries—perforated

pipes spreading a spray over the top, tanks kept filled, and with
porous bottoms, supplying water to the plants from below on the

principle of the syphon and the like ; but with us, even in the

spring months of April and May, which are often too dry in

this neighbourhood, I find it very rarely advisable to water.

The whole body of the soil of which the rockery is

composed gets wet throughout in the winter, and the plants

being able to grow back into it through the crevices, all of which
are open at the end and connected with the mass of soil, send

their roots deeper and are never dry. Made as some rookeries

used to be, and still are by people wlio think more of attempting

a ridic-Lilous imitation of natural rocks than of the requirements

of plants, watering every day would not suffice to keep the plants

alive. A neighbour of mine, being phased with the rock plants

he saw flowering profusely through the spring and suramei-, got a

splendid erection built by one of the horticultural architects who
have this ambition, and as the picturesque structure of stone and
mortar without soil rose higher and higher, I was called to

admire, but, unlike Balaam, I cursed when I was asked to bless,

or at least warned. It was completed, and a costly selection of

rock plants from Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, and IMr. Backhouse, of

York, was distributed in the little pockets which were provided

plentifully as in a cockney's shooting jacket. They languished and

were watered. They grew yellow and were watered more. They
turned to hay, and tliat summer saw their death. The erection

was then demolished, and the imitation crags of Westmoreland
no longer raised themselves proudly from the plains of Aigburth.

Another way to make an ugly rookery is often seen in gardens.

A heap of soil is made and stones stuck in like almonds in a plum
pudding. This is not so bad as the other style, for at least Ivy,

Periwinkles, and London Pride may be made to cover it, but it

is not the sort of thing to make alpines flourish. E. 11.

AighuHh.

"Waxed Paper.—In The Garden of June 11 this paper is

strongly recommended as a very efficient waterproof wrap for flowers

and plants sent by post. It is very readily made, but as very few of

your readers are old photographers, I will tell them how to make it.

Procure any good stout writing paper ; hold this paperon the face of a
laundress's smoothing iron, tolerably wai-m, and rub lump white wax
upon it. No doubt this would be all sufficient for ordinary purposes,

but to complete the process, each sheet should be inserted between
blotting paper, and the extraneous wax absorbed by pressing with

warm irons. You have thus a verv elegant transparent paper.

—

W. H. C.

LATE NOTE3 AND QUESTIONS.

Grapes in ConsQVV&tOT^es.— When should 1 gioe water to Vines whose
fnut is set about a fortnight ? They are growing in a centre bed 0/ earth in a
large iron conservatory where they climb over arches about 3 /(. .from the top. In
February I removed the soil about 1 ft. deep and laid in a layer of fresh coio

manure, and after the shoots burst I gave several soakings of water, but none
since. There has been no heat applied since thefrosts ofJanuary. When should

I give heat now so as to ripen thefntit before the autumn becomes cold -^ It wondd
ripen without any heat, but the iron house is inclined to produce mildew, ichich

a little timely ivar-mth niight prevent if I kneie when to use it. The Vines are in

excellent health at 2^resent.—^'t. BriDGID. [They should have a good soaking of

waternow, and the soil should be kept in a healthy moist condition till the truit

begins to colour, when the last watering should be given. A little Are heat from
the middle of September for a month or six weeks will help forward the ripening

of the crop and also mature the wood, a matter of considerable importance, for

next year. In anticipation of mildew it will be well to paint sulphur on the
pipes, and even light a fire and use sulphur earlier than the date I have given
should that pest make its appearance.—E. H,]

Daisies on Lawns.—^fy Grass laivn (a small one) this year is full of

Daisies, literally covered, quite white with them, and very soon after they are cue

down they appear again in full force. What can I do to get rid of them I To root

them up is out of the question. The lawn was made by sowing seed some seven

or eight years ago.— }. W. P. [The dry weather which we have had, whilst

checking the growth of Grass, has caused an undue development of Daisy blos-

som. Hundreds of lawns have been in the condition just described this year,

and there are no means of getting rid of them better than frequently cutting

them off to prevent their seeding, and using Watson's lawn sand or a dressing of

guano to stimulate the Grass into vigorous growth. The Daisy blossoms may
be removed by a Daisy rake, but the plants will shortly be less floriferous, as their

season of blooming will be past.—E. H.]

Cool Orchids.— 1 have had a plant of Odontoglossum membrnnaceum on a

block since last December in a cool house. The new growths made during the

early months of the year are only about a quarter the natural size, and appear to

Iiave stoppel altogether now, whilst some breaks of different bulbs made lately

have every appearance of making full-sized growths. The same has occurred
with 0. Rossi majus and 0. pulchellum in pots. The temperature occasionally

fell to 36" and rose to .iO". Will some Orchid grower kindly tell me if the small
growth_in question is natural ? or how to avoid it ?— U. K.

J. B. (Pt«7i«r).—The fungi sent are false Truffles or white Truffles ; theyare the

Tuber album of Sowerljy, but now described in text books under the name_ of

Choiromyces meandriformis. This name was given by Vittadini, the Italian

botanist. White Truffles are not suitable for the table ; they have a disagreeable,

forbidding, penetrating odour, and a taste which soon becomes pungent in the

mouth and throat. We have referred to them in TuE Gaehes for January 1,

1881 (p. 28).

Crickets.—Twelve months ago I erected a forcing house for the growth of

Cucumbers -, as soon as I started forcing I heard a cricket or two, of which no
notice was taken at the time. Now. the house is swarmed with them ; they eat the

leaves, but worst of all they bite the fruit. I should, therefore, be grateful if

someone would give me a hint as to how to get rid of them.— Sub.scriber.

Unhealthy Palms.— I have a small Palm the leaves of which are looking

yellow and unhealtliy ; also the tips have a scorched look. It has occasionally :i

little weak liquid manure. The house is kept about 70". Does it reciuire ihade ?

and what moisture V— Binny.

Curculigro.— What is the proper treatment for this? The tips of the leaves

of mine have a burnt look. Do they require sun or shade ? and also do tlit-y

want much moisture? Theyare on a stage; is bottom heat necessary? Tl.e

heat, as a rule, is 70^—Binnt.

Francisceas.— I have a Franciscea elegans which has been covered with

purple flowers ; it now looks unhealthy, and is infested with a kind of white bug.

The stem lias also a mildewed look. The house is kept about 70'. It Iils

occasionally a little weak liquid manure. \\'hat eau I do with it "/-biNSV.

Renovating Turf— Is it a good plan to allow old turf to remain mmiown
for five or six weeks in Afay and .Tune to strengthen tt.e roots when the Grass
appears to he rather weak?— H. B.

A White Bird's-eye Primrose.-Has any one seen a white Primula
fariuosain cultivation? A seedling with me has come pure white this year.—
J. M. , Berwick.

Seedling Abutllon.—J. Smith.— 'l'\\e semi-double flower sentisa good one
and an advance on its parent, Boule de Xeige, being more sliowy, and it constant

it will prove an actjuisition. We have not seen it before.

Smilax—Do you know a plant called Smilax, an American term?— D. R.
[It is a name for the widely grown and graceful ilyisiphylUuu asparagoides.]

Variegated Horseradish.— G. C.—Wa have seen it blotched with white,

but never wholly white like the leaf sent.

Seedling Columbines.—i^. SI. i>.— Very interesting varieties, which
would be admirable if we had not the finer species, which, kept pure, are the best

of all.

Seedling Pelargonium.—P. W. 5.—The trust you send is a fine one, and
the colour good, but tlie flowers somewhat poor as reg.ards form and substance.

Melon l_iB&ves.— Reader,—They look as if they were scalded through want
of ventilation. In tine weather a little air should l}e left on even at niglit.

//. P.--A11 the plants you mention will succeed in a greenhouse provided the
temperature does not fall below 45" in winter.

Double Pomegranate.—When and how should this be pruned?—S. M. L .

Jasminum grandifiorum.-Does this do best in a stove or in a green-

house temperature ? What is tlie best soil in which to grow it ?—C. L
L. M. .If.—The Peach mentioned in your note has not been received.

Names of Plants.—-C. TF.— 1, Oncidium pulvinatum ; 2, Alonsoa iucisa
;

3, send better specimen ; 4, Adiantum caudatum. Vnys.—1, Saxifraga
lingulata ; 2, Pella:a auriculata Sub.—l, Brassia verrucosa ; 2, Odontoglossum
Ifeve. J. JSaWm(7.—Rhododendron myrtifolium.- 3Iac.—l, Allium Moly ; 2,

Pyrus arbutifolia ; 3, Acnitum Napellus. H. S., A^e»'&i/.—Apparently a varie-

gated form of Epilobium angustifoliuro, but cannot be named correctly without
flowers.' ./. W. 7t.—Apparently Casuarina equisetifolia, a greenhouse plant.

J.J.—Xiphion vulgare sordidum (variety of Spanish Iris). A. J. //.— Bromus
arvensis. Meadow Brome Grass. E. J. E.—The duplication of the corolla in
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Gloxinia is not very rare ; it has frequently been alluded to in gardening
periodicals. Mrs. J?.—Mespilus germanica. Old StiA.—Cut-leaved Beech,
I'agus sylvatica laciniata.- J. C. F.—l, C'ampanula muralis ; 2, Brodijea
cougesta; 3, AIlimuMoly; 4, Abelia rupestris. S. IF. C—Lilium daliuricum

;

Hottonia palustris ; Liparis ovata. G. P. (Piltoii House).—AWmm nigrimi
var. ; Jatropha pandura-folia (Andrews). J. D.—l. Lychnis dioica fl.-pl.

;

2, Tradescantia virginica ; 3, Luzula sylvation. IF. H.-l. Anthericum Lilias-
trum

; 2, Ornithogalum umhellatura ; 3, Epimedium sp. (send in flower) ; 4, Ver-
bascum phroniceum. //. IF. .E.— Lilium elegans var. staminosum. M. TF.—
Next week. Herb.—We cannot name the plant sent without seeing flowers
of it.

SOCIETIES AND EXHIBITIONS.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
Evening Fete, June 22.

The annual evening fete of this Society, whicli took place on Wednes-
day last, was carried out in the usual successful manner; the weather
was fine, and there was a vast concourse of visitors. The floral

decorations were on the same extensive scale as on jorevious occasions,
though there was a conspicuous falling off in the numbers of com-
petitors in some of the classes. In that for the floral decoration of a
furnished dinner table there were eight competitors. In all the
arrangements the serious mistake of overcrowding was apparent, afact
which the judges wisely noted, for they withheld the first prize, and only
awarded a second and equal thirds. The merit of the secondprize table
was chiefly owing to its not being arranged in the conventional
style of vertical trumpets set in crowded basins of ilowers, a fashion
becoming stereotyped. The centre piece consisted of a rather flat

ornamental \'ase furnished with a variegated I'audanus in the middle,
and filled up witli white Marguerites, Stephanotis, AV'ater Li'Jes,

Hoses, and Ferns, while from the sides dejiended sprays of Kicns
repens. The smaller Aases were furnished in a similar manner, and
the only bright colours on the table were Hoses in small upright
glasses. One of the third prize tables, by Jlrs. Hender.son, was
furnished with choice Orchid flowers, such as Cattleyas, Odonto-
glossums, Epidendrums, Dendrobiums ; also Lapagerias, Eoses, Lilies,

Slarguerites, and Pelargoniums intermi.xed with Ferns, Grasses, and the
elegant leaves of Paullinia thalictrifolia. These were arranged in a
huge flat ornamented \-ase, too large in fact for the size of the table,
as it took up a deal too much room, and, being supplemented by
other smaller vases of a like description, the tabic looked crowded.
The other third prize table, arranged by Mrs. Seale, was very light
and elegant, the only fault being, if fault it be, that the \-ases were
of the common trumpet shape. The flowers used were Khodanthes,
Grasses, Ferns, Columbines, Dipladenias, Nymphfeas, J.apanese
SlaiDle leaves, and Cocos Weddelliana for the centres, which, how-
over, were much too large, the leaves spreading so as to make it veiy
inconvenient for lighting the table.

The unfurnished tables were more numerous, the]-c being ten.
None of these were out of theordinary style of arrangement, with the
exception of that to which was awarded the first prize. The ar-
rangement in this case consisted of a large round flat bowl in the
centre, lightly filled with Spanish Irises in various colours, though
none were very bright ; Gladiolus Colvillei albus, leaves of Caladium
argyrites. Begonia leaves, Brassia verrucosa ; while in the smaller
sized bowls were plants of Cocos 'Weddelliana, surrounded by flowers
similar to the middle vase. Tliis arrangement was remarkable for
the almost entire absence of bright colours, but there was a charming
harmony of tints among the flowers used, which by gaslight showed
to good advantage. Fine as was the general efltect of this table, it

was far too crowded, as there were no fewer than thirteen
vases of flowers on such a small space, whereas half of
that number would have had a much better effect; but being so
decidedly out of the ordinary run of arrangement, the judges, no
doubt, acted wisely .in placing it first, though the inconsrstency
oE discouraging overcrowded tables in one class and countenancing
the system in another was apparent. In every case where a prize
was awarded the judges were e\idently influenced by novelty as
regards arrangement.

The Floral Decorations for a Buffet were very poor,
and no prize was awarded, the material used in the adornment
being unsuitable. The arches of cut foliage and flowers
were likewise not at all remarkable, except for their inappropriate-
ness, the first prize exhibit being composed chiefly of hardy
white and light-coloured flowers and Ferns and other foliage.
The baskets of flowers were in some instances tastefully
and lightly arranged, but many were very unsuitably furnished.
Bouquets were numerous and of the usual stamp—of huge dimensions,
and crowded to excess. There was a pretty example of a bridal
bouquet shown for the first prize, in which the delicate tint of Odon-
toglossum vexillarium was very telling. The principal prizes for sets
of six specimen glasses were given to those that were lightly furnished
with Grasses, small flowers. Ferns, &c., which on the whole were very

attractive. About a dozen .sets of specimen glasses were sliown.

Hanging baskets of plants were much below the average as regards
merit. One of the standing baskets for a living-room was
extremely chaste and effective ; it was furnished with White Paris

Daisies, Lilium longiflorum, and fine-leaved Begonias. This was
shown by Messrs. Dick Radclyffe, and took the first prize. Baskets
for outdoor decoration were sliown by three exhibitors, but, with the

exception of that awarded the first prize, were fui'nished with plants

unfitted for our climate.

The Groups of jjlants for the adornment of recesses, &o., in

rooms and outside of windows were much inferior to tliose exhibited
on former occasions, and as there were only one or two exhibits in

this class !tlrere was no alternative but to award second and thiid

firizes. The wreaths of flowers for personal adornment were
numerous, the prizes being given to some very light arrangements

;

the first was particularly elegant. An arrangement of Erica ven-

tricosa flowers with a few Maiden-hair fronds took the second.

The Miscellaneous Class was not numerous, the principal

exhibitors being the General Horticultural Company, who showed
two splendid groups of fine foliaged plants interspersed with Gloxi-

nias and other flowering plants. Dracaenas, Crotons, and Aralias

were particularly remarkable in these groups. Mr. CuUingford,
rhillimore Gardens, South Kensington, showed jilants of Nicotiana
ailinis, a species with long tubular flowers of snowy whiteness that

open at night ; also flowers of a single Dahlia, said to be identical

with that grown by Mr. Fraser in Sloane Square in 1803.

The large tent of Rhododendrons from the Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking, never looked better than on tliis occasion ; the

plants, being large, superbly flowered, and well arranged, made (he

effect under artificial light all that could be desired.

A full list of awards is given in our advertising columns.

Special Prizes.—At the Royal Horticultural Society's show on
Tuesday next, the special prizes offered by the following firms will

be competed for. Messrs. Carter and Co., for new Peas ; Messrs.

Sutton and Sons, and Messrs. Webb and Sons, for vegetables

;

General Horticultural Company for groups of plants ; Messrs. Laing
and Co., for Begonias ; Messrs. Pavers and Sons, for fruit ; Messrs.

Webber and Co.. for packed fruit.

Flower Show at Liege.—The Eo3-al Horticultural Society

of Li^ge will hold its grand exhibition in July next, commencing
on the 2ith and lasting until the 28th, ndien prizes to the amount of

1 1,265 francs will be given. It is of an international character, and,
according to the Bulleilii lVArhoriculhwe, promises to be of unusual
interest.

Weights of Prize Asparagus.—For Mr. Muir's information

(p. GJU) it may be stated that the weight of the three j)rize bundles
of Asparagus shown by Mr. Harwood, of Colcliester, wliich were the
best samples in the Tunbridge Wells Show, as well as in the class in

which lie exhibited, was 36 lb. 2 oz., being a little over 12 lbs. for

each 100 heads. This fact was inadvertently omitted in the
report.

Double Rockets.—Keferring to the culture of these, Mr.
Burbidge saj'S, " Everyone has admired the Rockets, and I have cut
the flowers for our friends in order to rest the plants, and so cause
tliem to break into growth earlier for division and replanting—the
secret of good growth in most hardy plants of this class.''

Pansies Let Alone.—We have liere some large chimps of
I'ansies two or three years old, and about 2 ft. or so across. They
are dotted about here and there, are now in full bloom, and really

fine. There is no comp.arison whatever between the ordinary year-
old plants with lialf-a-dozen flowers and tliese specimens with their

.'JO to 100 blooms open at once. The fine and highlj'-bred show
Pansies will not succeed thus, but many of the bedding sorts, such as

Pdue King, Cliveden Puiple, White Bedder, and, in fact, any kind
whose habit is free and hardy, will answer admirably.—T, Smith,
Ncin-y.

Moor Park, Rickmans'worth. — We have received a
photograph of the gardener's liouse at Moor Park, showing the front
covered with white and yellow Banksian Roses, the wliole house
being one mass of flower; also of the fruit room, in which Apples are
keeping well up to the present time, and of the Grape room. Grapes
are stated to have been bottled from December to February, the last

bunches, cut on the 17th of May, being sound and plump as when
first put in. Frost is excluded by burning paraftin in a lamp at
night.

Alas ! Mr. Croueher informs us that Pyrethrum Golden Feather
is planted at Alexandra Palace so as to form the letters for an
advertisement of a public house I










